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JUROR3 FOR
BIRTHS INCREASE/ IN
Anita People Killed PETIT
Mike
Roth
Takes
Over
tGE Former
IOWA THIS
COURT TERM NAMED
in Auto Crash in Nebraska
Anita Theatre This Week
ffl'41

The yetit jury panel for the January
An increase of 319 births in Iowa.
Mr. and Mrs. Lou Suplee of Mitch- term, of the Cass county district Announcement wa#r made this week during the first six months of this,
ell, Neb., and former well known court was drawn Saturday afternoon by Cecil G. Budd, -who has operated year was revealed this week by comOther Than Anita residents, were among .seven by Cecil M. Skipton, clerk of court. the Anita theatre for the past nine parison of provisional 1940 statistics
Be Cut
persons who were killed in an auto- The January term will open Jan. 22 years, that beginning with the new released by the Iowa state department
mobile accident Christmas day on U. Mid the petit jurors will report at year, Mike Roth of Omaha, Neb., of health with corresponding figures
>. I>. Klein,
S. Highway 80 near Lexington, Neb. 9:00 a. m. Jan. 27.
will assume the operation ' and for 1939.
nan.
Petit
jurors
follow:
During the first half of the current
Mr. and Mrs* Suplee were accompanymanagement of the theatre.
ing home Mr. and Mrs. 'Frederick • Anita—Stella Donohoe, Harvey Extensive alterations and improve- year there* were 20,667 births in the
Hansen, Rose Highley and Iva Wil- ments have been planned for the state compared with 20,348 for the
asked to hold DeGraw of Mitchell, who also lost son.
theatre by the new manager and will corresponding period in 1939, the
crops, other their lives in the accident.
Atlantic—Erma Armentrout, Irma be done as soon as possible. Included statistics showed.
Highway
patrolmen
stated
that
a
^289,000 acres beBeckwith, Paul Beekman, Nick Beener,
O. D. Klein, rear tire on a car which was meeting Walter Christensen, R. H. Clausen, P. in this will be new equipment for the An upswing in male births this
year mainly-accounted for the differannounced this the DeGraw machine blew out send- C. Clemmensen, Jerome Comes, IHanah proper projection of modern pictures.
There will also be a change in the ence in totals. Male births for the
ing it broadside into the auto which
Brickson, Mrs. Ralph Finkbine, Clyde picture policy of the theatre which is first six months this year totaled
the
Suplees
and
DeGraws
were
riding:.
for corn and
Gaines, John Johnson, Martin, Knop,
10,627 contrasted with 10,886 for the
crops were Mr. and Mrs. Suplee had been visiting Frank Larson, H. W. Lund, Leo Mc- of major importance, whereby show- period last year, an increase' of 242.
nty AAA' comr in Anita earlier last week and went Court, Mrs. Ray; Neal, Carlos Phares, goers of Anita and the surrounding
births showed an 'increase of
; for the setting of to -Omaha Tuesday to meet the De- Gomer Robinson, John Seivers and territory will, be able to- avail them- Female
77, rising from 9,963 in 1939 to 10,040
Graws.
Mrs.
DeGraw
had
just
been
selves
of
fine
motion
picture
enternents.
Oliver Strutz.
this year.
allotments for released from a hospital after an Cumberland—Dollie Pringey and tainment throughout the entire week While all
increased, illegitiand picture fans may look forward to
as oats, barley, operation ten days ago.
Spies.
mate
births
decBned
during the, period.
(Mrs.
Suplee,
52,
waa
formerly
Miss
enjoying
a
wide
variety
of
new
shows
were reduced
Griswold—Arthur Dean, J. F. amid modern, comfortable surround- From Jan
June in 1939
Flotia
Rickle,
daughter
of
Rev.
and
f.from the 1940
Frank,
James
Lary,
Mbrie
Morton,
there
were
206
illegitimate
births reMrs. P. A. Rickle of Anita. She waa
ings.
William Peebles, Joe 'Pierson, Maud
corded
while
during
the
period
this
born
at
Avoca
a'nd
was
married
in
Mr. Roth, who is widely known
1 for Iowa was
M|. Rousseau and Iva Shultz.
year
the
'•'•'
'
'
'
Anita
to
"Mir.
Suplee
on
Feb.
19,
1906.
, to 42.4 bushels
throughout the motion picture. inLewis—'William
Felker,
Edna
Innot
available
Death
will be used as a Mr. Suplee, 57, was born in Kansas,
dustry, comes to Anita with many
benefit payments the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Wil- gram, George Ingram and Lillian years of experience in this Jleld. fie. for the first :bxK of 'the
Jaberg.
liam Suplee.
program,
was formerly connected with, several the first four months of
__.. _, ,o .
were less than
allotment of 8,- The couple had lived for the last 20 Massena—Lela Bagehaw.
of the major film companies; In
Wiota—E.
M.
Bell,-"'!*
G.
Possehl,
1989.
The
death
totiJ
'rth«
yeif
f^qjn
ady had been an- years at Mitchell, where he was emcent years he has acted as the mid:
Mrs.
Gladys
Raasch,
Hans
RattenJanuary
through
April/wta
9,641
'
ployed
at
a
sugar
factory
during
the
a reduction of
west
public
relations
representative
pared
with
9,'
slicing campaigns and as a ditch rider borg and Allie Sexton.
8,442 acres.
for Columbia studios and until a few
at of 465,834 for the Farmers Irrigation district.
weeks ago was in Charge of the Female
Mr.
DeGraw
was
superintendent
of
the
itely the same as
National Screen Service .branch of- year than
sugar
factory
where
Mr.
Suplee
waa
BEST
SOIL
BUILDER
beets have an allotfice in Omaha. In the course of his largest decrease
lacres and commercial employed and his wife had been releas- Spring-plowed biennial sweet clover work, he has been in close' contact of women
ed from the hospital a day early in
with some of Hollywood's better known this-' year^was: 3,330 com,pared
builds
up
the
soil,
faster
than
red
4,443* for these
order
that
she
might
spend
Christmas
•depleting allotment
clover or Hubam clover, report agro- stars such as; Mickey Rooney, Bing tics for male deaths;;
that dur1084240 acres which at home with their three children.
Crosby, Nc-rina. Shearer, Claudette
nomists
at
Iowa
State
college.
there
were
ing
the
period
each
1^15,340,942 for the Mr. and Mrs. Suplee have one
Colbert, Edward G. Robinson, George
5,311 in 1940 and
daughter, Mrs. Louis Barta of Mitch- Over a period of 16. years biennial Raft, and others.
'
••
the special crops ell. 'Also surviving Mrs. Suplee is her sweet clover plowed under gave Mr. and Mrs. Roth will move to
higher
yields
Of
oats"
and
corn
than
did
sugar beets and mother, Mrs. Elmira.Rickle of Anita;
Anita this week to make
slight that the re- a twin sister, Mrs. Fauna Suplee of the other two clovers when they were and further announcement will
turned,
back
to
the
soil.
accounted for in the Anita, together with four other sisters,
made soon in regard'to the i^w Anita
ileting crop acreage Mrs. Florence Osen of Anita, Mrs. Agronomists said the comparison, theatre.
[from 6,691,673 acres in Gladys Shipman of Morrill, Neb., Mrs. was made in a 2-year rotation of corn
Bessie Himes of Hawk Springs, Neb., 8andededpats. One plot jisd no legume
acres in 1941.
EADLINE
with Outwits and was used:1 as EXTEND
ation is that the tight- and Mrs. George Selby of G'ering, i «
in
Neb.,
and
three
brothers,
Joe
kle
a
ch«*k
against
the
HA
Ric
|''program will be on feed
one of the clovers
under.
the past have been of Plankington, S. D., Roy Rickle of
a considerable extent Harlan. and Jim- Rickle of Anita. Taking this check plot as having a
100-percent yield-of"
barley, soybeans and Surviving Mr. Suplee is a'sister, Mrs. years
clover
» «»««• <>£
Minnie
Campbell
of
Anita,
and
three
'
been used as feed and
Huba
«»8
and biennial
K to a great extent in re- brothers, Harry, of Massena and ;
announced^' '
i
sweet
clover
114
percent.
and have replaced some Frank and Will Suplee, living in
patrol office
previously fed to live- Idaho.
C. R. Jones of Aflantiq ig applications $f license
Double funeral services for the acci- Dr.
l!
date:'; Aftor
Jai.1
""tl m ^ account action filed that
.• '
•-'! : ' m .'•. *J
i\: • ' .',' >•?•'•*
in individual counties dent victims were held in Mitchell |in?the
Uass county district court a few must submit to a
great for 1941 and the Saturday afternoon. Those from here days'ago against Mr. and: Mrs. I. Letion, but only an
who
attended
the
services
were
(Mrs.
> in the program will be
vine,
also
of
Atlantic.
The
plaintiff
for
renewals b^pr|!,that time.
of the estimated corn Elmira Rickle, Mrs. Fauna Suplee, asks judgment of $209 as the balance
atest upward revisions in. Eric Osen and wife, Mrs. Chas.
on an account for surgical and
was a1 business calmer
I.came in the eas^ central Campbell, Harry Suplee and Harry due
medical services.
heastern sections of the Dressier.

Jens Peter Wilson, 80, Well Known
Resident of Anita For Over 26
Years Dies at His Home in
Anita After Brief Illness,
Jens Peter Wilson, 80, was
dead at his home in Anita
morning after being strickeil*
Saturday evening. He had
the home of a neighbor,
Edwards, Saturday night and^^Ked;
*"- "fiSui;'
her to call a' doctor,The
was apparently feeling -muohu"
when (Mrs. Edwards andi*He
left his home, but when s
to the home to see 'Mr. Wilsotf i
8:00 o'clock ^Sunday
found him dead on the kit
Death resulted,f?om
'' a
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with 53.9 bushels ASSESSORS TO MEET
in this respect with
WITH SUPERVISORS
Ifar behind with 58.5 and
Jones topping the - 50- Two important meetings regarding
The average corn yield the revaluation of real estate assess-'
dass county in 1941 ments will be held on Jan. 6 and 7 j
.state committee will be by the board of supervisors and assessors of the county.
ng of individual farm The board will jneet with the
will be done by the county township assessors next Monday at
es -and will be ready for 9:00 a. m. in the courthouse assembly
» within the next month, AAA room, and a session with the townsaid.
ship trustees will follow at 1:00 p. m.'
The following day, the board will
confer
with town assessors at 9:00 A.
ATLANTIC GUARD
m.
and
councils of the county at
IRS TRANSFERRED 1:00 p. town
m.
men on the inactive roster Real estate valuations are estabAtlantic national guard unit lished every four years in Iowa.
transferred to the Clarinda
F, which is being changed from L. M. Martin, wife and two sons,
company into an anti-tank Jerry and Jack, of Ashland, 111., are
i according to Capt. P. P. Edwards spending the week in Anita at
Atlantic guard.
the home of her parents, C. A. Long
inactives are now drilling with and wife.
Atlantic company and will be
Mobilized with the rest of the guards- Virgil Petersen, who is employed by
the Iowa highway commission, spent a
D, probably Feb. 10.
Revamped plans of the national few days in Anita the past week at
I also give the Atlantic company a the home of his parents, JPeter E.
/
f officer, Paul Vannorstrand of Red Petersen and wife.
was recently commissioned a William Draman and wife of Des
pl&d lieutenant. Vannorstrand will (Moines spent the week end in Anita
Company K when it is mobilized. at the home of her parents, Everett
replaces Lieut. R. P. Mulligan of Luman and wife. Mrs. Luman re'Jefferson, who was transferred from turned to Des Moines with them to
| Company KtoCompany H at MarshaDspend a few days.
fitown.
' Under the new plans, the Clarinda F. E. Bellus, Sr., and wife, Mrs.
unit will be increased to a wartime Bruce Spangler and son, Robert, all
strength of 179 men and six officers, as of Jefferson, and F. E. Bellus, Jr. and
.'.compared with a maximum strength of family of Merino, Colo., spent Friday
3 under the old setup..
in Anita visiting G. A. Johnson, Mrs.
Aa a result of the change, Captain Gussie Lownthal and iMIrs. Frankie
dwArds said there are now 14 open- Morrical.
lings for inactive men in the Atlantic
{guard Two additional recruits, Carl Mr. and Mrs. William Bangham reBI» of Anita and James Koob of ceived word a few days ago that the
ijrton, have joined Company K. twins who were born a few weeks ago
to Mr. and Mr a. Homer Bangham in
Raymond Stone and family of Dun- 'Washington, D. C., passed away
•ir, Neb., spent Christmas day in Anita Thursday. They were buried the foltiting with relatives and friends. lowing day.
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WISHING EVERYONE A
PROSPEROUS
GELATTN—
, Briardale,
|A
; 3 packages ... * »V
PRESERVES—
Grape* pure frujfc
sugar, 1-lb, jaif"
Briardale ....
FLOURr-

Enright's "all of the
wheat,"
*IA*
5-lb. bag
**vv
BARS— ,
Hershey's, plain, almond, nougat, mild
and mellow,
giant size

.
Briardale, assorted,
12 can
carton

Better Coffees Are Not to Be Had
Briardale
Briardale
Tall Corn
23c
2-lbs.41c Vac. Jar27c 15c
3-lbe.37c
ARE YOU PLAYING "WINSQM?"
TANGERINES—
Flordi^'s best,
dozen
LETTUCE—
Fine solid
heads, each...
PEACHE&Elmdale brand, sliced
or halves in syrup,
No. 2i/2
can

15c
8c

BROOMS—
Red Cross special,
small and lignt,
reg. 69c, only..
BLEACH—
For whiter clothes,
GWC
17
quarts
*• C
CAULIFLOWER^Solid white
heads, each ...

ASK FOR "WINSOM" HINT CARDS

AU. f armors
does'not
one" to three
terested
tionattliitJ
tact VtAA
icost of the
$1 which
thread,'

Kansas City,!to. .
mas day in Anjta at the l*pn)»i)# his
^;
parents, Wilbur Heckmaa and ,wife.
Carl Benson and wif e, of Melbournej
towa, was visiting with relatives and
Miss Isabel Biggs, who; teaches in
friends in Anita and Wiota Sunday.
the schools at Ledyard, Iowa, went to
Stanley Curtis and wife of Nevada, Chicago Saturday where she will
Iowa, visited over Christmas with her spend a few daya before returning to
parents, Postmaster George 0. Smith- her school duties.
er and wife.
A Christmas dinner was, held at the
Rev. Arthur V. Long, wife and home of Mr. and Mrs. Chaa. Karns
children visited a few days last week last Wednesday. Those present from
at the home of his parents, Rev. and out-of-town were Frank Karns and
Mrs. W. W. Long, in Stanbury, Mo. family of Des Moines and Ray Hansen.
and wife of Elkhorn.
' Mrs. Howard Gissibl, iMta. Lester
King, Mr. and' Mrs. L. K. Nichols, Walter F. Wise, wife and daughter,
Mrs. Elmer Smith and Rev. Arthur V. Marie, Harley Wise, Roy Robinson,
Long attended the workers confer- wife and daughter, Peggy Lou, and
ence for Sunday School teachers held Mrs. Nellie Richards were Christmas
Monday at the First Methodist church day dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
in Atlantic.
Edd Wise in Atlantic.
nstra,tion agent:

THE AXTTA TRIBUNE.

Idronologyl
OF THE TEAR

1940

comrnn tr
J O H N D. G R A N T

EUROPEAN

WAR

6—British line- Queen Elizabeth, world t
largest merul.ant ship, makes secret
voyage to New York.
._,,«.
Remington Arms Co indicted; violation
of neutrality act charged
11—John Monk SnunderB. screen writer,
hangs himself.
IS—House approves 854 million dollar navy
expansion
16—Governor Rivers of Georgia arrested on
a contempt charge
IB Britain to use two liners berthed at New
York as troops ships
Senate passes Hatch clean polities bin.
21—Secretary Hull upbraids James H. R.
Cromwell
minister to Canada, for
speech at Toronto criticizing Germany
anfl lauding empire nations.
Senate odds 90 million more to farm
bffl
29—Washington
officials
deny
German
charges that this nation helped bring on
European war

OCTOBER

!
i
I
j
j
1

t
!
1

I—British planet bomb (rlrupp plant in
Germany
t—Neville Chamberlair. resigns from British cabinet.
4—Hitler and Duce confer on war crisis.
Serve notice there will b? no let up
on Britain.
7—German troops enter Rumania
Ifr—British cruiser sinks three Italian deBtroyeTB.
17—British reoper. Burma road
IB—Axis demands on Greece include abdlcalion of king, pro-axis government and
yielding of land.
23—Six weeks of attacks balked Invasion.
British Bay.
Hitler and franco meet al Frenc' border
Spain arrests former King Ca~-. end
Magda.
27—Greece and Italy declF.,efl Bt war
Canadian destroyer sinks after collision
with merchantman: 140 lost
28—British put war resources al disposal of
Greece.
3D—Greeks put up stout defense against
Italians.
SI—First Greek counterattack shoves back
Italians.

APRIL

NOVEMBER
2—British land troops on CreeU ter'.lo.-y
6—Two U-Doats sunk by BMtash.
9—British cut Gibraltar off from Spain.
British seize Z4 ships of Russian-Baltic
nations
t—Greek troops tighten net OL Italians in
Albania.
10—Italians routed in mountains by Greeks.
* Intense bomb attack made on London.
U—Greece reports Italians fleeing toward
Albania
I—Finland claims destruction of a Russian
British fliers drop bombs on two condivision.
tinents,
i
XD— Winston Churchill warns Europe's neutrals they cannot keep out of war and 12—British armed merchantman, afire and
sulking, fights off German warship and
asks them to join the allies
saves 29 ships in British convoy.
IS—British destroy six Italian warship? in
port of Taranto; two Italian supply ships
1 —Russians start heavy assault on the ManBunk in another engagement.
nerheim line.
15—Germane drop 30.000 fire bomb* on
8—President sends Sumner Welles to confer
Coventry. England. 1.000 killed.
with rulers oj Britain. France, Italy and
Greeks capture 700 Italians
Germans'.
16—Greeks claim wide gains against reIS—Sweden rejects Furnish plea for aid with
treating Italians.
troops.
19—Nazis pound Birmingham
17 —British raid German prison snip in Nor- 20—-Hungary enters axis, making it a fourwegian waters, rescuing 326 captives
power war on Britain
S4—Prime Minister Chamberlain declares 21—Gre
•eeta drive deep into Albania; hem
Britain never will conclude peace with
in
two vital Italian bases.
present Reich rulers
Liverpool raided twice in night bomb-

SWASTIKA OVER PARIS— Mark oj
Ae /Vca conqueror, ikt twastika, ftoatt
over crushed Parii following invasion.
Famed Eiffel Tower can be teen in background.

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH
3—iEussians enter Vipuri, key Finnish city.
11—-Allies offer full aid to the Finns
IS—Soviet-Finnish peace treats signed. Russia getting Karelian isthmus and naval
base at Bangoe
11—Nazi bombers raid British anchorage at
Scapa Flow

APRIL
4—Winston Churchill given general supervision over Britain's fighting strengtn.
f*—Germans occupy Denmark, which submits. and invades Norway, which resists. Oslo, the capital, is taken.
12—Germans capture more Norwegian ports,
white British fleet tries to cut supply
line across Skagerrak.
1C—British expedition arrives on Norway
coast and 15 battered by German bombers,
Sf^— Germans capture Dombaas, key rail
town in Norway.

MAT
*—Norwegian army in central Norway
seeks peace as British and French withdraw.
11—Allies rush aid to low countries; Churchill succeeds Chamberlain as prime minister.
1*—Dutch armies cease resistance.
16— Nazis mass for Balkan raid: believed
aimed at Rumanian oil.
IS—Weygand replaces Gamelin as French
commander; Germans within BO mtins
of Paris.
23 —Germans reach French channel coast,
cutting off British-Belgian forces
Z2—Britain votes dictatorship; Churchill
given supreme power; labor and wealth
to be drafted.
Allies check German drive on 200-mfle
fj UI1L.
34—Germans tighten net around Britich
French and Belgian troops.
S5—Germans claim Calais.
France shakes up general staff.
27— Belgium gives up on orders of King
Leopold.
^^
SO—Battered British troops reach England
from Flanders
Belgian cabinet deposes Leopold lor
surrender.
4— Nazis take Dunkirk; Hjtler vows to destroy Joe.
Last allied troops leave Dunkirk.
5—French forced back by nnclm.ght oj
million Germans.
6— AJlieb evacuate Marvik; Norway Burrentlert to Germany,
1ft— Italy declares war on the allies. Germans cross the Seine
13— French decide not to defend Paris. German troops mar^h IJL.
14— GermanE attack Maginrrt Une in effort
to trap million French.
I"— Petsoi. becomes premier of France and
asks Germany lor armistice. Britain
declares it will fight on »1nn«2',.— Germara pics Compiegne. scene of
1B1B armstict. lor parley
~-f rancc signs German armistice.
2i-r:ari terint strip France of arms and
land, navy interned
French government repudiated by Brits'—Germany endt W ; ; T on Francetiring order issued
26-Sovut and Rumar-.a -.i.anes clash

tight Red -.ruopt. kill

J l l.V
r
tiuii.rje.

h u n . a n i i , renounce
French guarai.tee ol her m d e p e n e
S- b. itis navj- ac-tfc to til.e ovei w-an
i:ni' S of French fleet, attacking uup
refuse to surrender
4— British report seizure o! 2&0 r •
naval vessels
Waves oi German raidert blab', aBritish naval babe
^ Tae French government al Virtu
' " 1 1 " ' ""^ "9 ^

nu
»— British and Italian oeett battle in Med
iterraneau
Waves of German bombers attack Ei.e
land: British strike back
France votes dirlat'Tsriip
14—OurchilJ dec-lares Britain rs-adv to iieht
fc
for years
'
15— (jibraltar raided luur times
Brush filers raid part?, of Germany
IK— Hitler calls, on Britain to give up the
« ar or face destruction of the empire
« — Lithuania. Lalvia and Estonia uuder
piessuie from Moscow, vole to join Uie
Sijviel Union
73— 1 -?.-ice seizes Ualadler and lot mer
ZSi

nu raidt OL

B-ilain

A I ( . 1 SI

OCTOBER

12—Supreme court decision adds to
oflabor board.

SEPTEMBER

approves J965,722.000 naval
10—British bombs hit FeirhEtar, building ill U—House
after stashing IK million,
heart of Berlin.
19—House votes to extend President *
II—Buckingham palace in London damaged
rocal trade powers
by air bombs.
Britain and France announce plans to
12—Italy opens drive against Egypt.
buy billion dollars' worth of planes ml
14—Italy invades Eg.vpt; takes two towns.
1»—British fleet blasts Italian forces lm-afl- Ti— House committee rejerts Roosevelt's
227 million dollar hid for locks in Pana»-g Egypt.
ma canal.
_ w—»
29—British warships shell West /.^ricaji
29—Movie academy awards go to Booen
port of Dakar
i
Donat
and
Vivien
Leigh
24—British bomb Berlin for three hours
25—Germans depose King Haakon, end Nor- I
wegian monarchy.
4—Byrd expedition funds cut out of
27—Germany. Italy and Japar. Eipr. war alappropriation hill.
liance.

10—Neutrality proclamation Issued by President tu'.rR American snipe from Norse
roas'
11—State department arranges to evacuate
United Stav"* citizens from Scandinavia.
15—America releases fastest and most secret
planes to empires.
16—Navy chief asks congress to increase
fund for warships tn 1 billion 10 million
dollars.
17—Secretary Hull warns world that Dutch
East Indies must not be overrun.
22—U. S. Supreme court kills state laws prohibiting picketing.
25—President puts neutrality law in effect
for Norway.

MAT

S—House shelves bill to reform wage-hour
law.
B—House refuses Roosevelt's plea lor air
control shift.
9—Senate passes bill to end buying of foreign sliver.
14—Bill introduced hi house to deport
Bridges.
Senate upholds President in transfer of
CAA.
16—President addresses joint session of congress; asks billion dollars and 50,000
planes as 'defense plan.
17—President pardons Dr. F. A. Cook. Arctic explorer.
22—Senate passes $1.823,252.724 army appropriation bill.
23—Senate passes 1 billion 473 m flu cm navy
expansion bill.
28—President appoints Edward H. Stettmius
Jr.. W. S. Knudsen. S. S. TrnimnTi, Chester C. Davis, Ralph Budd, Leon Hendering attack
son, and Miss Harriet Elliott on taton**
22—Turkey proclaims martial law in prepstaff.
aration for war.
House passes bill to speed naval buildBombs damage thousands of homes
ing and expand air force.
near London.
adds another blUian dollars
Italians in rout alter Greeks take 30—President
to defense program.
Koritza.
24—British vessel attacked by raider in At- JUNE
lantic.
Greek troupe advance in three sectors.
I—TJ. S. Supreme court upholds law forcing
British bombers attack German and
school children to salute the flag.
Italian cities.
Senate passes bill authorizing 11 per
26—Britain offers guarantees to Bulgaria.
cent increase in navy.
Bristol raided by Nazi bombers.
4—President presses Mussolini to stay out
27—Sixty-four Rumanian political leaders exof war.
ecuted in Nazi purge.
Britain and France ship gold to America
Italian fleet attacked and pursued by
for safety.
British.
•—Allies to get D. S. army guns; SO navy
29—Rumanian troops shell Iron Guard
planes on the way.
rebels.
7—House votes sweeping reforms in NLRB
and Its procedure.
DECEMBER
10—Roosevelt assails Mussolini; promises
material
aid to allies.
1—Southampton turned into an Inferno by 11—Senate approves
sale of war machines
Nazi air raids.
to
allies.
Greeks capture strategic points on cenHouse
passes
billion
a year tax for detral front.
fense program.
2—Ten merchant ships attacked west of 12—House
votes
additional
1 billion 706 milIreland by U-boatc and planes.
lion for defense.
Greece reports new Italian rout near 13—House
passes
bill
ordering
deportation
Ionian sea.
of Harry Bridges.
3—Nazis claim Kinking of 3D British ships. 17—Treasury
impounds
French
assets ta
4—British cabinet's conduct of war critithis country.
IB—Secret
release
of
20
D.
S.
war
craft to
ItalumE withdraw from two bases.
Britain revealed.
British told they wffl get 150 U. S. IS—D.
S.
calls
conference
of
21
nations
to
merchant vessels.
map hemisphere policies.
5—Greeks drive into two Italian bases; 20—Frank
Knox
and
Henry
L.
Stimson,
Refcoth In flames.
publicans, enter Roosevelt's war cabiTwenty D. E. flying fortresses released
net.
to Britain.
National committee reads Knox and
Commons smashes peace move, 341 to 4.
Stimson out of G. O. P.
8—Greeks occupy Porto Edda and pursue
Senate passes excess profits corporation
Italians nortnward..
tax.
»—British cruiser sinks German freighter 22—Congress pauses defense and tax bills;
off Cuba.
Argyrokastron fan* to Greek troops.
24—President calls off transfer of 20 motor
«—British capture 30,000 Italian troops.
torpedo boats to Britain.
British bombers smash at Bordeaux 28—Shins
barred from leaving D. S. without
U-boat raiders.
authorization.
10—British trap Italian forces in Egyptian 2B—President BlgnB bill requiring fingerdesert.
printing at all aliens.
11—British capture main Italian base of
Sidi BarranL
JULY
•
13—Britisn drive Italians out of Egypt
14—Petain ousts Laval; names Flandin. Hit1—Kooseveat asks congress for "steep" tax
ler's friend, foreign minister.
on excess profitE.
Greeks smash Italian mountain defenses.
2—Senator Burton K.. Wheeler announces
16—Italians lose two more bases in African
bis candidacy for the Democratic nomwar.
ination for President.
18—Nari troops mass at two Italian ports.
B—Congressman James W. Martin ol MasIB—British close in on Bardia, Libya.
sachusetts chosen as chairman of the Re20—Nazis reported flying Italian soldiers to
publican nfftional committee.
Albania.
B—Senate confirms nomination of Henry L_
,„ Stimson (Bep.) as secretary of war.
10—Roosevelt asks £ billion more for defense.
Bouse passes Batch tun to clean up state
DOMESTIC
politics.
11—Senate passes Hatch clean politics bUL
Senate confirms nomination of Qol,
Prank Knox (Rep.) to be secretary of
the navy.
20—President signs 4 billion navy nflL
23—Ex-Gov. Long of i •"WtriaTia and four todieted in payroll fraud.
25—Roosevelt baits export of ofl and scran
material.
28—Boonevert renews demand for authority
to ^»T1 the National Guard.

passes occeii profit! tax MO.
passes Mfc Wiaon donar — OCTOBER
out «.»! fleet and martas 12—Tom MtK of silent movie fame killed ss
auto accident.
8—State departmenl urges Americans
leave tbe Orient because of Japanese NOVEMBER
4—Airliner hits mountain in Utah dints*
Senste passes bin to release large
snowstorm: 1« kitted.
I—Tacoma bridge, Hard largest to
12—pEssiaent ^-*«ITCULIB «^- **^m«M« *~ —
Onrversity of Wisoonsln, granted leave
of absence to serve as director of the
oeph H. Ban named to succeed ffenator ZJundeen, deceased, as senator rrom
damage ta the BBfflta*.
...
on lose their lives to *
16—More than U mtfflon registered for draft
Laics M1"htf«"
O-U . i e s 100 planes bum for Sweden- ja-Mlne explosion st Cadiz. OU». trap*
IB—SaH warns axis to keep bandi off COJ31 miners.
a—Josepb B. Kennedy. «?b»««|»dor_.J; DECEMBER
Great Britain, returns and confers wltu
4—Giant air transport crashes at Cbteaao
President.
airport; 10 dead. « Injured.
2»—Drawing for draft begins.
U—crash of U. S. army bomber kflls ste.

NOVEMBER

-Forty-hour week abandoned on defense
14—Eight theological students in New York
sentenced to year tn prison lor draft
evasion.
....
15—Strike closes plane plant working on
military orders in California.
16—Navy announces It will accept 17-yearold recruits.
.._,.,
IB—Lewis resigns as chief of C. 1. O.
IB—House refuses to adjourn by vote oi
191 to 148.
.
zn—U S transfers giant bombers to Britain.
22—Senator Holt asks Investigation ot 'British propaganda.
Phillip Murray succeeds John L. lewis
BE chief of the C. 1. O.
23—Attorney General Jackson says evidence
shows that Reds caused plane plant
strike in California.
24—Investigation of food prices started.
26—Senate passes Walter-Logan bill to curb
powers of government agencies.
27—Roosevelt sets aside 50 million UdDers
to condition naval bases.

SPORTS

'""jjSf"'" **"*** **»ere new law igaiMl

DECEMBER
1—Joseph P. Kennedy resigns as ambassador to Great Britain.
3—WalterJLogan bill passes house.
6—British and TJ. S. treasury heads conler on finances.
Strike closes 35 Pacific northwest hm>ber mtUs
B—Treasury puts tax on newest issue Tt
10—British reject Hoover plan to feed Naitconouered countries.
11—Lord Lothian, British ambassador to
TJ. S , asks for more help for Britain.
17—H. S. gets new request for aid to Britain.
IB—President vetoes Walter-Logan DHL
20—Navy awards 50 milboni In plant expansion contracts.

NATIONAL ELECTION

REDS WIN WORLD SERIES-Bat*
sMJor prize—the World Striei championship—teas taken by National League
Cimrinnmti Reds ms they defeated the Detroit Tiger* in a seven game series. Above
—jubilant Reds are pictured in clubhouse
after victory.
1—USC defeats Tennessee In Rose bowl
football game, 14 to 0.
11—dark SHaughnessy appointed football
coach at Stanford for five years.
14—Landisjrees 92 baseball players in $500.000 ruHfig.
24—Armstrong keeps welterweight title, stopping Montanez In ninth.
29—jock Sutherland appointed coach of the
Brooklyn professional football team.

iEb.-

F l i n t - * indicts

:|I ctiu-lt

to

"" *>• -

power and pi

*

1
*-^^«|*Jl»»Wj« totalitarian slate nod,]
2>-J*i* nwade Indo-China. aght Frenct

OCTOBER
AnMJkan charge d'affaires at Berlli|

NOVEMBER

9—Joe Louis wins over Arturo Godoy In IS
rounds

MARCH
4—Purdue wins Big Ten basketball title.
29—Joe Louis knocks out Paychek in second
round.

APRIL

THIRD TERM TRADITION BROKEN
—First U. S. executive to be elected three
times, FDR is pictured here as he, Mn.
Roosevelt with Vice President and Mrs.
Henry Wallace, arrived in Washington
ihortly following'the election.

JUNE
24—Republican national convention meets to
Philadelphia.
17—Wendell Willkie of New York named as
candidate for President.
28—Senator Charles L. McNary named for
vice president.

JULY
15—Democratic national comvention meets
in Chicago.
j
17—President Roosevelt unanimously nominated for third term.
16—Henry A_ Wallace named for vice president.

NOVEMBER
S—Roosevelt and Wallace carry 38 states
in national election, with a total of 449
electoral votes.
WillkJe and McNary carry 10 states,
with 82 electoral votes.

DISASTERS

6—Willie Hoppe wins three-cushion billiard
championship, winning all 20 games.
13—New York Rangers win Stanley cup In
hockey.
18—Baseball season opens; Bob Feller.
Cleveland, pitches no-hit game against
Chicago White Sox.
18—Kid McCoy, old-time boxer, commits
suicide.

DECEMBER
1—Gen. Manuel. Avila Camacno sworn in I
as president, ol Mexico, pledges to t+

fend Americas.
1*—Actual work started on Utin-Amertu
air and naval bases.
20—Five thousand Oman workers on navil I
base co.oa strike.

NECROLOGY

31 AY
4—Gallahadion, 35 to 1. wins Kentucky
derby.
10—Lew Jenkins stops Ambers in third
round.
26—Craig Wood wins Metropolitan open with
30—Wilbur Shaw wins 500-mile automobile
race at Indianapolis.

JUNE
5—Altus Allen knocked out Johnny Par*
chek in tenth round.
^^
to

13—Dodgers get Joe Medwick and Curt Da- vis from Cardinals.
sto s Godoy ta elBntn round
^
? Zaharias wins women'sDidncksoo
IDAOOTS BOKm DlES-BriUi*
open golf title.
umiformui •ePiaamj carry the body
JULY
Seaatof WHStm E. Btnh from the Idahtt
1—Jack Dempsey knocks out wrestler In Mate caauol at timm. to hit lost restin(\
second round
9—National league all-stars defeat Amertcan league all-stars 4 to 0.
"»»*•
H—Armstrong stops Jenkins In sixth round. JANUARY
•—Raffia C. Pamis. pncMent ot Chicago'!
AUGUST
Century ot PrucUas.
19-Senatar
WHUam R. Borah ot Idaho.
v
Anderson elected bead coach
the AU-Amertcan football ^^ FEBRUARY
deteat
.locomotive ou.; «1
4-SamnelH. V<
i Bnchanl. govf
11-lord Tweed*__
SEPTEMBER
erDor-geoeral of
28—George M.
retired Chlcinl
banks'.

J1A1UII
Reds clinch National leasjoe

*-Hou6eapprove6 wire-tapping to trap fifth
1—House votes permission for American
ships to bring children from war zone
MUNIT101V MDUSTRY
BLASTSArmy arsenal* ordered to use three dai'v Several munition plant* uarkimg <m U. S.
shifts.
•—Senate gives President power to call defense orders were rocked by ponder e»^
National Guard
Farley becom
resigns at postmaster general. plosions. Here is pan oj the splintered
JS'j'L
« sales executive for a wreckage after a blast at the Kemvil, N )
sort
drink concern.
plant of the Bercuks Powder Co, £
L'. S. PEACETIME CO1VSCR1PT1O1\-Risiaa demands America recall all tot which 41 were killed.
Baltic envoys.
S«c. of War Henry L. Stimson draws the 15—House
passes Ml] lor Guard call.
containing the first number (1S8I 16—Army buys 56 bombers and orders huee
JANUARY
&
powder
nation i fira peacetime military 17—Wendell planf
Willkie accepts the Republican
10 ta
"
nomination for President before a vast lu—Sl^es lost in West
Virginia "-.ITU- ex
throng at Elwood, Ind
18—Roosevelt announces pact with Canada
JANLAKY
ZS—
Army
bomber
crashes
in rainstorm; four
for a joint defense board
luliCQ.
of tbe 76th congress as20—Claude R. Wickard nominated to sucEtage asks lor additional
ceed Wallace as secretary of agriculFEBRUARY
ture.
nee expenditure!, for na23—President approves plans for transfer 15-WUd blizzard prtps East; 71 dead
of destroyers to Britain.
sweeps circus in winter miarters at
24--Harry Hopkins resigns as secretary of 20—Fire
Rochester. Ind. 100 animals perishT
commerce. Jesse Jones his successor
Frank Walker named to succeed Farley MARCH
Altomey Generki
nit Murphy named
as postmaster general.
8 u Sonth;
27—McKary formally accepts Republican
"•1-0 i r . i r slei lo
nomination for vice president
trapped in mine at St Clairsrille, O
Senate passes draft bill including conRutwn H
•' : -tC a.-.i..' ..ex t eDscription of industry
^^
APRIL
»-Henry Wallace formally accepts Demoi
l
C
t
.
c_:aucnomination
for
vice
president
day dinner
at

*"

**•** »>««-

Wagneiiac
4—Dr. Karl Muck.
sician.
Hamlta
•—Haxiae
7-Edwin
Witt the Hoe."
15-Sanusel Onserayer. twyer

OCTOBER

APRIL

*—f^ftrie Zivte wins weltem-eleht
crown from Armstrong.
•-Chicaffo-WbJte Sox win city basebaD «eries from Oucago Cubs.
•—OnchmatJ wins world's series deleatlnc
Detroit 4 games in 7.
^^

l-WBUam
Bonaire.
W-Mra. Patrick
20-Mrs. W

fr-,

mil* ff-1
'•dress

21—

NOVEMBER
13— Frank McCcBTmck ol dncmnatl voted
niost valuable player in the National
H-J«mes T. Gallagher named ceoeral
manager of the Chicago Cote
>C?my vSKm appointed manager of Hie
Chicago Cubs.
^^

DECEMBER
—-—»- Bears defeat Wa
skins tor professional

ship n

11—Ttoee-cornered trade between Boston
Hed Sox. Washington and Cleveland tovalves seven players.
Louis wins over Al McCoy on techtion of Francis
r
. *foo
o o a coac.
«>—Captain Wood leaves Army

ot
IS—Kami

,ea«

JUXE
»—Hugh Hodman, admiral O. S wo '
tired.
O— Ilai- Gen. Smedlev Bststr. former U
Marine chief.
30—John EL Andrew,
of G. A R.

JULY
1—Ben Torol*. CIUJSLJU,! comediar
14—Babert Wad

AUGUST

*-Or. Frederick A. COM "-no da''ned
of Horta

FOREIGN

LI

L .artun-t E Gaubfc r.c-i
minister to Auttiahc.
9—Federal flebt patbp* 12 tulliui.
neare mint
12—House votes, S2M.tll.2Ll l,,, t
deleribt
16— PitBideiit bt-ridt propota' i,, t -,,,
financial abtis'.anc-t lo F i " U u - <
House committee trims, w „"
nrst appiupnaUon bill
Ser:au- confirms F r a n k M u r
lh<

"

Su

SKPTEMBEK
'-^rie"^ ^ ^^ ^rd

: "Wrto^r-BS^L»-5

2»—Tornado In niinolf kills U.

MAY

Ryle*

OCTOBER

14-^rttujuak« kill 249 In Peru. 1.000 te-

JUNE

f"' r:ilt «'"

17—Eleven army fliers killed when tw
bombers collide in New Yort

from
IHetrich, fanner
. OorMnak nnmncier
mer cabinett member .

JULY

.

SEPTEMBER

JANUARY

FEBRUARY

AUGUST

IB-Am'en'™ l"

r.ea b .. i;a .;
a a \ ol , .... ,
">
~"
.",-1,vt.,t Bin
.
V'
"="".....

r axman in bom
30—HoBWHs loses ttatt of Transylvaju It I

"ttjcnp! ion bi] PoSiS^t 'c-oiLtjebs,
Earl B r u u d r i . Cor-.munis.'
tenced lu f o u r \ t i l ^ ^ n r , *.S2.000 fur ijiitbp,,rl f i a u d
24 Senate c u ' i i n r t c e apyiT,-,,.,
"ay for J20.0WI IK* loai K, (•
30-Witnes6 tellt ut piot ;., ; .
vi-lto furged irttrrt

I'.ii\burn t-lfcted

lllS"*kfiih!itS "^ V1 Q^aeo. BU killed.
IS-e^killed in coal mine blast .t Soim,n.

tpeafcej ol

51

~!3 CUe when railroad coach
trelght neur Akron, Ohio!^

AUGUST
12—Humcaiie batten

FEKRl AKV

the

te patses,

5—t t u c a g o geti

venOoti
7— brnaltr * • • > • : : n
nul addi'ion
China

n
Lai lo

four

.uu,

NOVEMBER
fMJV AMERICAN CONFERENCEGeneral state of assemAleJ «ie|«.«tes tram
21
this important deft
im Havana, Cuio.

M—Nevflle Chamberlain, lonnrr pn'
ister of Great Britain.
Sen. Key Ptttaaa of Kev»f24—Viscount Craicavoau prime
Northern IrrUast
Prince Sates*, last «f
statesmen.
2»—Lord BothenDcres. Brttb* t"^

JANUARY

UECR1IRER
Kubetik.
LoUii&a,
is—Sjnostt RjiUto. teremost
man.

'"' 1
tu<#\

l

"' '"'

TOE

ANITA

TRIBUNE, THURSDAY, JANUARY 2, 1941.

The Board of Supervisors of Gigs
PROCEEDINGS OP THE
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS County, Iowa, met in regular session

PETERSEN

with all members present:
Hawley Lynch, Chairman, >' '
Metz, G. E. Eshelman, F. W. Wie?
PHONE 300
1
Phone 29
We Deliver
and W. H. Wohlenhaus.
j Minutes of Nov. llth. and 12t
were approved as read.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
The following domestic animf
claims
were
allowed
and
the
audito
BROWN SUGAR, 3 pounds
19c
PEAS, early June, 2 No. 2 cans
...........
3,
4.80
Carl L. Reed, clerk
4.20 j authorized to write warrants for th
Harry
Barnholdt,
clerk
.
.
SALAD MUSTARD, P. & G., quart jar ....... ] ' v
MATCHES, 6 box carton
15c
4.20' same:
Joseph T. Ostrus, clerk . .
Max
L.
Baker,
5
lambs
.
.
.
.
.
?
27.0
PEPPER,
pure black, 8-oz. tube . . . , ' . . ...... " .
5.00
I. 0. O. F. Lodge, rent . . .
CLEANSER, Clover Farm, 2 cans
9c
Paul
Schmidt,
2
lambs
10.2
5.40
FLOUR, Mother's Best, 49-lb. sack . . . . . . . . . '
R. C. Howard, judge
8.4
JELL POWDER, assorted, 2 boxes
9c
5.40 Harry Dressier, 2 lambs . . . .
Andrew E. Peterson, judge
COFFEE, Sun-Up, fresh every
week, regular or
10.8
N
5.40 C. W. Kearns, 2 lambs
Alfred Dement, judge
TOILET PAPER, Glendale, 2 rolls
9c
drip,
pound
14c
—
3-lbs.
........
..........
Session
and
Mileage
Claims.
4.80
Dennis Pearce, judge
Hawley Lynch
6.0
4.80
COOKIES,
fresh
baked
Barmettlers,
2
pounds
25C
C. F. Darrow, judge
SOAP, Clover Farm naptha, 3 bars
9c
5.7
4.80 Mike Metz
C. G. Budd, judge
SYRUP, Prairie Gold, fancy table, No. 10 can . . .
5.6
SHORTENING, Clover Farm, 3-lb. can
43c
4.80 F. W. Wiese
A. V. Robinson, clerk
G. E. Eshelman
6.7
4.80
Merle Robison, clerk
A HAPPY & PROSPEROUS NE^ YEAR TO ALL
W. H. Wohlenhaus
6.8
COOKIES, assorted, 2 pounds
25c
5.40
Claude Smither, clerk
Moved by Wohlenhaus, seconded b;
10.40
Solon A. Karns, clerk
IVORY SOAP, 2 large bars
16c
Esheiman, to adjourn until Dec
5.0'
Town of Anita, rent
2nd., or on call of Chairman.
Farmers .Co-Operative ComDuro Test Corporation, light
5.0(
K. of P. Lodge, rent
HAPPY NEW YEAR TO EVERYONE
Motion carried.
bulbs
pany, posts
54>1
5.7C
R. A. Wilson, judge
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
12.12
Pullerton
Lumber
Company,
.5.70
P. P. Edwards, Sheriff, crimF. H. Osen, judge
........
Chairman.
material
••••
62.4£
5.70 Attest:
Ruby McDermott, judge . . .
inal investigation and exIowa when he stood before a court A. A. Hayter, clerk
0. D. Funk, labor
'.. 2.60
10.70
M. E. Hubbard,
penses, serving- notices,
and took a fine for evasion of the Nellie Petersen, clerk . .
6.70
Gasoline Alley, gas
322.47
County Auditor.
mileage, board and
Established 1883.
Iowa election laws. That was during Anita State Bank, rent . .
5.00
Gate City Iron Works, suping prisoners
Published Every Thursday and Entered the time of the notorious financial H. R. Redburn, drayage
1.00 PROCEEDINGS OF THE
plies
529.27 Pete Eisel,,trustee .........
4.00
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS Green Bay Lumber Company,
at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, as report which found a place in the Estey Smith, judge
5.40
G. E. Eshelman, committee
state's
history
of
politics
by
getting
Second Class Mail Matter.
5.40
Harry Kay, judge
material
114.67
work and mileage
Court House,
so well lost that it was never found. J. C. Jacobson, judge . ..
5.40
lansen
&
Company,
supPrye Manufacturing ComAtlantic, Iowa,
Cecil G. Bndd
Editor Peuling took the rap and protected
J. T. Humerich, judge . .
5.40
plies
121.45
pany, supplies
December 2, 1940.
12.6!
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Year the boys. Later he quit as chair- Emert Adams, judge . ..
5.40
lenningsen Motor Company,
John
J. Euken, trustee
The
Board
of
Supervisors
of
Cass
4.11
man.
His appointment by Herring Geo. Shepperd, judge . .
5.40
repairs
6.63 Pidlar & Chambers, supCounty, Iowa, met in regular session
Official Town and County Newspaper would mark his re-entry into active LeRoy Retallic, clerk . ..
5.40
plies
,
Roy Herbert, labor and
with all members present:
KM
politics and get him back with his | c. W. E. Dallinger, clerk
Member of National Editorial
5.40
trustee
9.00
O.
D.
Punk,
trustee
Hawley
Lynch,
Chairman,
Mike
cronies
5.00
Association, and
J. F. McCourt, clerk . .
5.40
14.77 W. E. Gerlock, trustee . . . . ' . ' .
Metz, F. W. Wiese, W. H. Wohlen- Hloegh Oil Company, gas
J.OO
Roy L. Fancolly, clerk
6.90
6.95 Thoa. Gittins, trustee
Home Oil Company, gas
laus and G. E. Eshelman.
The Senator Suggests.
A. O. Swagel, rent
5.00
owa Culvert & Pipe ComGriswold American, print'Minutes
of
November
18th.,
were
Senator Clyde Herring, home from I F. A. Daughenbaugh, judge . .
6.60
pany, supplies
801.42
ing ..
approved
as
read.
358.19
Washington for the holidays, comes Otto Eden, judge
6.60
nterstate Machinery & SupOn
motion
and
vote
the
following
Hammond
& Stephens Comforward with a suggestion that Edwin C. Fredricksen, judge. .
6.60
ply Company, supplies ...
48.74
•esolution was adopted:
pany, supplies
3.10
aliens be excluded from the population John W, Mehlmann, clerk ..
7.60
owa
Electric
Company,
serEarl E. Hastings, trustee . . . . 4.0»
RESOLUTION.
figures before census returns are Clyde P. Pollock, clerk
10.60
148.49 A. A. Hayter, trustee
WHEREAS Mrs. Katherine (Leon) vice
+
L E F T TO W R I T E .
used as a basis of representation in Henry Bissell, judge
4.80
owa Sales Company, supAlbert
and
Merve
and
Dora
Mosier
Hillyard Sales
Company,
•f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f
the lower house of congress. He takes Sam Murray, judge
4.80
plies
197.10
supplies
Governor's Position Is Sound.
the position that if this were done the Chas. BJiese, judge
109.40
4.80 are now within Cass County and are
oyce Lumber Company, supGovernor George A. Wilson's reluct- preponderance of the aliens who Fred J. Groves, judge
John Hoffman, freight and
9.80 likely to become county charges and
plies
33.11
labor . . : . . ,
ance to sign the committee report live in the larger cities would reduce Wray Wollenhaupt, judge .
18.55
4.20 said persons should be prevented
oyce
Lumber
Company,
which favors a new state office build- the gains of those cities so that rural C. McBride, judge
from
acquiring
a
settlement
in
Cass
Holley
School Supply Com4.20
Lewis, posts
115.67
ing and improvements at institutions districts would not suffer the losses in E. A. Denham, clerk
pany,' supplies
26.19
4.80 County,
George
Keffer,
labor
22.80 Hutching Printing Company,
under the board of control, is praise- congressmen that may now result in Bill Bross, clerk
NOW
THEREFORE
being
it
re4.80
worthy and not hard to understand. making a reapportionment. The Geo. N. Scase, clerk
supplies : , . . . . . ^ .
22.11
4.20 solved by the Board of Supervisors of .indsey Machine Shop, repairs
The governor found himself in accord senator's suggestion is timely. How-Arthur H. Taylor, clerk . ..
3.25 Iowa Blind Products, sup4.20 Cass County, Iowa, that; a notice to
with the committee proposals in ever, why does he stop with this C. E. Marlowe, rent
76.95 plies . . . . . . . . . . .
5.00 depart shall be served upon the said . W. Luke & Son, gas
general way. He expressed himself suggestion which must needs be fol- Ray Shields, labor
Coch
Bros.,
supplies
144.35
Mrs.
Katherine
(Leon)
Albert
and
Iroquois Publishing Com2.00
against hurried action and raised to owed by new legislation to make it Pete Eisel, judge
14.81
pany, books
4.90*
8.80 Merve and Dora Mosier, and the arl C. Millard, repairs
word of caution because of unsettled •ffective ?
. P. Malone, hauling
176.00 Jenkins-Fergemann
F. H. Wohlenhaus, judge
Com6.30 hairman of this Board is directed and
* * »
conditions arising from the war.
50.7ij
Alvin Lehmkuhl, judge
6.30 ordered to sign such notice on behalf rfiller-Hasselbalch Co., parts.
1.66
pany, supplies
These were not objections to the! Vhy Not Enforce 14th. Amendment? 0. D. Funk, clerk
60.10 ;. S. Jones, attorney fees . . . 10.00
g.go of this Board and deliver the same to . N. McQuern, mileage
findings or to the work of the com6.30 the Sheriff of Cass County, Iowa, for elson Auto Service, parts . . 21.70 Roscoe S. Jones, mileage and
Why not a suggestion that re- Ellis Muller, clerk
mittee. The report is the result of a apportionment be on the basis of the H. C. Schuler, lights
1.00 service.
J. L. Metz, gas
45.08
73.65
criminal ^investigation
lot of good work. The interim com- Fourteenth amendment which plainly M. B. Christian, judge
5.70
The Chairman put the above reW. Bell Telephone Com
1.00
Herluf-Karstensen, bounty . .
mittee enlisted the assistance of men provides that the representatives of R. H. Blain, judge
9.70 solution to vote and the votes being all
pany, rent and tolls
120.53 iMaryatt Karstensen, bounty .
1.00
.
.
.
.
,
~
" »•••«_
i --(^iCO^IlUttl,! V
of repUtat10n and abihty to assist in | any state shall be reduced if the
,Ile 1. W. M/ueller, judge
5.70 in the affirmative, the resolution was Paper Calmenon & Com4.00
W. P. Kuesel, trustee
6.30 declared adopted.
,ts survey. The results can be used right to vote is denied to male citi- Angela Perley, judge
pany, blades
141.24 Langan Paper
Company,
w,th assurance in whatever action is! zens over twenty-one years of age' Wilbur Sunderman, judge .. 6.30
The refund of Paul Potter, Gris- 'hillips Petroleum
Corn16.07
supplies
6.30 wold for $6.46, overpayment of poll
pany, gas
3 93 Laurel
Company,
Book
!±!!u£ ^^ t C State>S build ^, If this provision were enforced Iowa Everett Button, judge
5 70 tax and the suspension of taxes of Purity Oil Company, gas
would not lose a representative by Dale Boseck, clerk
152.96
3.39
books . . . .
• * *
5.70 Mirs. Abbie L. Rowe, Atlantic, $7.20 Jens Nodgaard, labor
reapportionment.
120.00 E. R. Lear, Sheriff, mileThe losses would James Lary, clerk
No Reflection On Committee.
come in
6.30 were allowed.
Earl Rogler, rent
6.50
,n.
,
those southern states where Marye Peebles, clerk
age . . . . . .
6 30
The governors position was not a the Democrats rule. The answer to H. W. Rousseau, clerk
The following claims were allowed Robinson Hardware,
hardHawley Lynch, committee
5 00 and the Auditor authorized to write
reflecuon on the wori of the com-' this question is that enforced of Town of Griswold, rent
ware .
•work and mileage . . . . . . . . 124.45
31.64
warrants for the same:
mittee or on lte suggestion*. He the Fourteenth amendment would Vernon Dean, labor
Rogers Tire Service, reC. E. Malone, Post (Master,
occupies a position a great deal dif7 50 Andy Miller, hauling
$ 92.00
pairs .
break the hold the Democrats have Thomas Gittins, judge
postage . . . : ,
*.':•'.... 127.18
7,00
ferent from that of any other individ- through a block of southern votes H. Newman, judge
7.5( Harry Edwards, hauling
98.00 Shrauger & Johnson, iron . . .
8.00
Mrs.
Margaret
Mann,
rent
..
9.75
ual on the dual committee made up of that can always be counted before the J. P. Casey, judge
7.50 Howard McDermott, labor ...
99.00 Standard Blue Print Com1.00
Herbert
Martens,
bounty
.
.
.
.
legislators and executive council ballots are cast. It would reduce the J. E. Swanson, clerk
7.50 Merle Holste, labor
£0.00
pany, prints
2.00
Travis
Martens,
bouvvtV
....
3.00
members. It is 'his obligation as gov- political power of the South, and of S. W. Woods, clerk
11.50 Zeno Lang, labor
62.33 Standard Oil Company, gas
Massena Echo, printing
et^ior to not only propose improve- the Democrats in congress. It would Purity Oil Co., rent
g'oO Glenn Comstock, labor
64.35
and oil • • • • •
374.04 Matt Parrott & Sons, supments and spending, but also to survey reduce the South's electoral votes J. D. McAfee, judge
........
7.00 j Marvin Brindley, labor
60 98 Stanley Fender & Body
706.95
plies
resources .and determine where the which now go to swell the
Herbert JUdge
6
Russell Michaels, labor
58.95
party's
;c^
'
-°°
s
Company,
repairs
17,45
Mike
IMtetz,
committee
work
nxjney shall come from and in what totals in national elections,
judge
6.00 : Kenneth Dougherty, labor ..
63.00 Super Service Station, reone
and mileage
^ . . . . . 123.25
manner it shall be provided. In this is going to hear any Democrat No
6.00 ! Gene 1^ewis, labor
raise ' Robert Wilburn, clerk"
47.50
pairs
4.00
he also has to consider the needs of all cry against that system. It means Ralph D. Milford, clerk
72.90 Ralph D. Milford, trustee ....
8
, „
. .,
-°° W' Hk Willoughby, labor . . . .
36^00 j Tropical
r
Paint
Company,
supof the state's business and activities. party control. Northern Democrats Carl Hansen, judge
44 75 I
4.80 Hans Jepsen, labor
11.22
plies
judge
From the whole he must make deci57.67
4.80'Harle Osier,
' '
at Washington are willing to roll logs
.,
-00, Turkey Valley
Telephone
Missouri-Kansas
Chemical
Tnm r
sions the other members are not called
with the boys of the South to keep it
Tom Conroy, labor
Company, rent and tolls
4.60 |
upon to make. In reality it would
Company, supplies
12.24
safe from attack.
Democracy is
Anita Lumber Company, ma4.00
Peter Timm, R. O. W
74..00 J. 0. Moon, trustee
have hampered rather than helped
state business if he had tied himself
W. T. Biggs, soldiers reI
100.00
to this report. He is now free to
lief
9 oo
Harley M. Weber, clerk
6.00
is a sham and a mockery in the belt of
82.50 | Vose Manufacturing
4.00
survey all state needs and all state
Fred Brahms, clerk
J.
D.
McAfee,
trustee
Comstates where grandfather clauses and Wm.
94.94 '
4.00
resources.
Without hindran-.-e or
Roberts, clerk
Austin,-McFadden,
trustee
..
7.29
,
Company,
i Wagner
a on i
precious obligation he can give his
Filling
V. JKVMcMartin, trustee
o-^o
plates
best judgment in the message he will
Cumberland Savings Bank,
me F. Newlin, mileage . . . .
llll
American privilege.
j American Machinery & Suprent
transmit to the legislature when it
Waters
Grain
Company,
* * »
6.00
New King Electric Company,
convenes.
coal
W. B. Denham, rent
5.00
5.87
supplies
9.12
Extent Of The Travesty.
* • •
Inc
Fred Mattheis, police . .
2 00 '
(West Iowa Telephone Com4.00
Herman
Newman,
trustee
.
.
.
The extent af this travesty on de- Joe Black lights
Iowa Demo Wants Job.
9.181 pany, tolls
5,11 W. J. Nimm, trustee ......
gas . . . .
Several of the boys from Iowa are mocracy alMl liberty is clearly shown Elmer Spieker, judge . . . .
22.45
Wheeler Lumber Bridge &
'
Office Equipment Company,
'» a comparison between Iowa and
00 At, r
Freight,
trying at Washington for jobs, accordWm. F. Kuesel, judge
7.00 '
Supply Company, lumber
762.67
supplies . . -.
M i n nesota on the
freight
hand, in con- W. H. Kerkman, judge
ing to reports that come from the
6.00 :
4.00
White Transfer
Company,
with twelve southern
F. H. Osen, trustee
A-W
Company,
parts
216.79
scat of New Deal wisdom.
Ed.
states V. D. McMartin, clerk
12 00
repairs
8.25
6.00 Goldie Odem, expenses
| The Balbach Company, supBirmingham, New Deal state chair- where voting is restricted or
J- D. Amdor, clerk
6.00
G.
H.
Wiechman,
repairs
1.75
Chas.
M.
Pitsenberger,
plies
man, is said to be angling for the direct violation of the constitution. Frank Ratzlaff, judge
3.66 Wilken Machine Shop,
7.50
Texas, North Carolina,
retrustee
.
.
The
Baum
job of Charles Huston as internal
Iron Company,
Georgia, Ernest Zellmer, judge
6.00 I
pairs
U
18.14 Railway Express, express . • •
"
bolts . . .
revenue collector. Birmingham has Tennessee, Kentucky, Alab;una, Vir
i
r
1
George
Knop,
judge
6
7.28
44
Otl
00,
Don
Wilkinson,
miles
......
10
55
ginia, Louisiana,,
; __
C.
S.
Reylea,
supplies
W. S. Beebe, gas and oil
been pushed away from the trough
W. Fay Robinson, soldiers
J. A.
several times. His return appearance Carohna, Arkansas and Florid, ca.s
100-0"
6.00
a total of 5,646,580 votes in UH> last
761.36
relief
Bond
Hardware
is under rather disadvantageous cirelection. They are represented by M. E. Hubbard, mileage
9.30
Zenith Nixon
Carbureteur
Savery,
attorney
hardware
21 39
cumstances as his organization lost
•Session and MiIea K e Claims
Company, repairs
10.00
1.83
senators and 111 congressmen; Uvv lUuvli-y Lynch
fees
Milt Bruner, gas
Iowa to the Republicans by figures
10.81 Atlantic
7.50
(iO.OB
had 135 electoral votes for president. Mike Metz
News-Telegraph,
George N. Scase, labor
that were decisive. He has stood in
Chamberlain & McKee,
5.70
Minnesota and Iowa cast nearly as F. W.
printing
251.93 Harold !F. Shrauger, bulbs . - D.55
suranee . .
line a long time and regardless of the
74.88 Atlantic Wholesale Grocery,
5.65 r
4.00
Emest
A.
Smith,
trustee
pushing around he received has kept many votes, 5,;i;iO,568 ir, the ' l a s t W - H. Wohlenhaus
u6.80
o w . - R. i. & P. Railroad
4.00
election.
They
have
four
.senators
at his post, 'Charles Huston, whom
3.07 Mark W. Smith, trustee
E- Kshelman
g 70' f r e i g h t
502.36 Baker Manufacturing Com15.20
he wishes to succeed if reports be and 18 congressmen at Washington , Moved by Metz, seconded b y ' Nels P C ' n »3tensen, labor
Tom C. Smith, mileage
65.00
pany, supplies
21.26
Cit
'rue, has had a long pull at the purse- They had 22 electoral votes for presi- Kshelman, to adiourn
u
n
t
i
l
M,..,
.
u
i
y
"f
Atlantic,
current
Stephenson
School
Supply
u
adjourn
Nov l18th
92.31 Dr. R. L. Barnett, mileage . . 10.00
c
.91
This prejudice against the in- or on call of Chairman.
strings in public life.
- W. Qardy
Company, supplies
Hardware,
Fred
Brahms,
trustee
4
,
terests of Iowa and Minnesota is only
21.00
.00
Motion earned.
hardware
Burt Stone, printing
6.09 Walter C. Bumside, trustee
an example of the injustice also don,93.1-1
4.00 Anita Tribune, printing ... • •
1'Vulinjf Slates For Job.
Hoy Clure, labor
(Signed) .
Hawley L ynch>
37.75
Burroughs Adding Machine
Let
4.00
^ There are also reports that Cene •'«> other states of the Union.
Contractors
Supply
Company,
Wm.
Wablert,
trustee
.
.
'
.
.
.
•
Chairman.
Attest:
Company, service
6.00
bolts
1.55 R. N. Watson, bailiff
Feuling of New Hampton is a Hkoly these facts meet the attention of rt-32.05 Georgia Byrne, mileage
21.00
4.00
M. E. Hubbard,
suc'.-essor to Miss Edith Johnson as Pres.-i natives in Washington win
Harlie Cue, material
Harley Mi. Weber, trustee . . .
176.00 R. W. Cockshoot, rent
County Auditor.
33 50
.secretary to Senator Herring. Feuling stand for justice and equality S
Ed. Cushing, repairs
J. H. Welch Printing Com16.46 Hillas F. Cole, labor
it
PROCEEDINGS7>
27 50
than the
ami Hern tig were very close in
Rock Oil Company,
™™
pany, supplies
: rule o
Clarence
J.
Cook,
bounty
.
.
.
.
10 00
gas
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
Western
Chemical Company,
96.20 Cramer Posture Chair Comthis is „ u,ui, Lfmt democracy ami
Dougherty Ser" v 'ce Station,
«-h»irma W .^t«-'ulinK went to the front
supplies
Court House,
pany, cushion
for the whole Democratic machine in the Democrat party in parti:-ular has
5.51 West Iowa Telephone Com4.44 Demco Library Supplies
Atlantic, Inw a ,
t u < > long endured.
supI
A.
N.
Katun
Metal
Products,
pany, tolls
November 18, 1040.
plies
pipe
2.90 John 0. Wheatley, bounty • •
075.92 E. A. Denham,'trustee''.'.'.'.'.'.
4.00
(Continued on page 5)

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

Court House,
Atlantic, Iowa,
November 12, 1040.
4.20
E. 0. Henderson, judge
4.20
E. M. Bell, judge
4.20
Kenneth Neary, judge
6.80
A. M. Acker, clerk
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By ED WHEELAN
1ET US UCAVE CLOWN ALLBVMND JUMP BACK
Tfc*RED"ANC>*V!H)SKERS" \NTWE MENAGERIE

A MOMENT LATER
SAY.KIP.I THOUGHT
'TDL'OVOUToSTAY
OUT OF HERE
THAT MUTT -"

VWONPER vwy
?UU£D UP HER
So B3« ? SHE'S BEES
,4<iTlM' XWFUL

HE SAID IT WAS ALL.
RK3HT PER ME AM'
WUSKER9"TO VIS|TM
ALTA \F \WEWAN7A-

A sense of guilt tor sin
be rn every btiman heart
deny it, or seek to suppress i
i4 ha
? ,? *•? *>f .revealing
especially when ;trbuble
comes. How often one
persons who are spiritually
ent and .careless say th
catastrophe te 9 punishment for si,
The assumption is that the one whn
suffers much Is -a great

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA A Double Knockout
NOW, LEAVE IT Y I'LL GIVE
TA N\E, MISTER S DIANNE A
BOGGLE - I
I PIECE OF
GOT EVERYTHINVMY MIND
VSET

OH,ME D1D.PIO H£?.". V/ELL,
I'LL SEfc A&OUT THATM
GET OJJT OF HERS V/ITH
NVflT -

WE HIDE
BEHIND THIS
TREE AN1 LAY
LOW FOR
A WHILE

IMAGINE
ME STOOPING
TO SOCH
VULGAR
INTRIGUE WITH, ALL MY
DOUGHNUTS'

NOW, MISTER
BOGGLE, WE'LL
BUST IN AN1
SURPRISE
YOUR NIECE

AH!
I'LL
PRESS
THE
E3UTTON,
NOW I

Frank Jay Hotkey Syndicate, loo.

S'MATTER POP—Soldiers Think of the Oddest Schemes

By C. M. PAYNE

WHATCHADCHH
•WTTHTHEM

L JUMP AH'

HIM:

«
.

MESCAL IKE

B, s. u HUNTIEY

HOWOY.MSS
SAU.V, 1
BACVC.TH' BOOK.VUM
LOAWEO ME

And Not Enough in Between
OK, TELL ME _

POP—Consistent
By J.MILLAR WATT
IT WAS THE THIRTEENTH DAY
OP THE MONTH-I LIVED AT
NO.I5-T BACKED THE
THIRTEENTH HORSE
ON THE- CARD .'

ME CAME IN ,
THIRTEENTH |

te not .necessarily he case. tn
lesson for today we learn from
Jesus Himself regarding human 7fliction.
His attitude towaS it
should guide us in our attitude
First of all He makes clear that we
are all
I. Perishing Sinners (w. 1-5)
Someone, appar.ently a Judean
told Jesus, possibly with a sense O j
real pious satisfaction, that certain
Galileans (whom the Judeans ^
not -like) had been slain while they
were at worship. Evidently the im.
plication was, "What terrible sin.
ners they must have been!" HOT
like that are the expressions of peop^e today I
• «,
Jesus met the question by giving
another similar incident right «,
Judea, thus rebuking false racial
pride; then went on to point out that
what they (and we) need to remember is that all men iure sinners and
will perish eternally unless they repent.. "A man' can perish though
Pi^atevneyer,»lay hl^,. He can perish though no tower crush him
He may die in his bed, with his
friends all- about him; and even
have music when he dies, but he
will be damned unless he repent"
(G. Campbell Morgan).
The important thing is not the
relative ssinfulness <rf men, bat the
fact that God "commands all men
everywhere to repent" (Acts W-.30).
We are all sinnerf, either saved by
grace or eternally lost. Sinner,
turn to the
n. Powerful Savfoar (w. 10-13).
Here was a woman, spiritually ,
alert, but physically ajdaicted. She
was in the synagogue (w. 10, 11),
and she was a daughter of Abraham, indicating that she was a woman of faith. But for some reason,
which is not revealed, an evil spirit
of Satan (v. 18) had brought about
in her body an illness which bent
her double. We cannot "explain
this. There may be many other
such cases in the world; There are
things we have not fathomed
yet
concerning the- mystery ;,of suffering
and the power of evil" (Morgan).
We see the facts, but,ihank God,
we see more, for we find her meeting the all-powerful Saviour, who
is able and willing to deliver. Jesus
saw her. He called her to Him.
He spoke to her. He .touched her,
and He healed her. What a blessed
experience. Have you been to Jesus
with your need? If «bt, why not
come right now?
Observe that He had power and
authority to set the woman free
from Satan who had held her bound
for 18 long years.
One would suppose that all would
have rejoiced at this glorious deliverance, but we find that the ruler
of the synagogue was angry. He
viewed what he regarded as the
breaking of the Sabbath day with
alarm and
III. Perverted Solicitude (w. 14-

n>.

THE
SPORTING
THING

LANG
ARMSTRONG

SUBURBAN
HEIGHTS

GLUYAS
WILLIAMS
THE STRANGER'S CAR ACROSS THE WiNEWW

It is a splendid thing to be concerned about good order, proper
procedure and decorum; especially
in the house of God/ But when
there is a human' need and the Son
of God meets that need by the working of His power, it is both folly
and hypocrisy to obstruct or become
angry because one's own interpretation of the proper otder of things
has been set aside.
This man, who as a religious
leader should have realized that the
need of humanity came above his
consideration for the beast of tne
field (vv. 15, 16), and who shooM
have rejoiced that the Son of Goo
had done this miracle in the synagogue, rightly deserved the: swift
and stinging rebuke of Jesus, tta
objection was not really to the violation of the Sabbath, but to the
working of God. Such men need
rebuke.
One marvels that the church can
read this passage again and again
and never learn the lesson. One pf
the blights on the church today llis
the unwillingness of many °* *
leaders to permit the .power of Ooa
to work. Th«y don't want it. jj
upsets their plan* and programs. "
such a man (or woman) reads these
lines, it la miggesied that he read
the eighth and ninth words of verse
15, then verse 5,
May God help us to fairly
such an important iMUO honestly.
and for the benefit of pur eternal
souls.

m^gggB^mBimBMMHBV^***^
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CLOSING OUT

Public Sale

I FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

4 CENTRAL CHUBCH OF CHRIST +
4
C. R. Neel, Pastor.
+
Sunday School at 10 a- m.
Church Worship at 11 a. m.
Union service at the Congregational
church. The public is invited.
Sunday, Jan. 5, is our annual homecoming, election of officers, business
and report of the work of the past
year and plans for the new year. We
are to bring our dinners and will all
eat together. At 2:00 o'clock a
Several
are
baptismal service.
awaiting baptism and we hope they
will come prepared. We are looking
forward to this service very hopefully. We will expect all our members to be wibh us and friends of the
church are invited. Wb will make
you welcome.

Maduffs Food llurket'
WE DELIVER

PHONE 239

January 5, 1911.
Chns. A. Robison of Massena was a
THURSDAY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY SPECIALS I
caller in Anita Thursday.
Quite a severe blizzard struck this
As I have decided to quit fanning, I will sell at public pale, at
mv farm (i miles south and '4 mile west of Anita. 8 mi es north and
vicinity early Sunday morning.
>;.' mile west of Massena, commencing at 12:00 o clock, on
C. A. Long and wife visited over the
holidays with relatives in M'anson,
Iowa.
Miss Emma Mclntyre spent a few
the following described property:
days last week with friends in Carson,
Iowa.
2 — HEAD OF GOOD HORSES ^2
J. Percy Young was home from
One black mare, 14 years old, weight 1600 and one bay horse,
Chicago to spend the holidays with
12 years old, weight 1500.
~~
his parents in Anita.
OF HIGH GRADE CATTLE — 14
C. 0. Gipple was elected president
Three head of good milch cows, one will be fresh in January and
of the board of township trustees at
the other two will be fresh in the spring; 4 stock cows; 7 head of
the regular meeting held this week.
calves, 4 steers and 3 heifers.
Miss Jessie Gate, well known to
HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL
the people of Anita, was married reLUTHERAN CHURCH AT
40 HEAD OF GOOD FEEDER HOGS.
cently at the home of her parents,
I. O. O. F. HALL.
Mr. and Mrs. S. M. Cate in Pierce,
H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
About 650 Bushels of Yellow Corn. About 500 BushNeb., to R. J. Wiley.
els of Oats. About 8 Tons of Clover Hay. About
While making a late call a few
Sunday School at 9:30 8. m.
8 Tons of Straw in Barn. 3 Dozen White Rock
nights ago, Dr. G. M. Adair got stuck
Divine Worship at 10:30 a. m.
Pullets.
in a snow drift northwest of town and
Highland church—
was compelled to unhitch his team and
Ladies aid meets Thursday afterFARM MACHINERY, ETC.
ride one of the horses back to town.
noon at 2:00 o'clock at the hall. (Mrs.
Oliver row-crop tractor with cultivator; two-bottom 18-inch Ol•Mickey" Forshay went through H. G. Belsheim will be hostess.
iver plow; three-bottom 14-inch P. & 0. plow; 16-inch walking plow;
the ice on the pond last Friday while
Anita teachers meet Friday after10-ft. McCormick-Deering power binder, one man control; McCorCOME IN AND SEE .US FOR
skating but was rescued without noon at 2:00 o'clock at the parsonmick-Deering mower; Great Western manure spreader; Great Western sprocket type 12-ft. cultipacker; 9-ft. tandem John Deere disc;
A SQUARE DEAL
serious results. He was bundled age.
Emerson side rake; dump rake; Overland cultivator; good 6-foot
home
in
a
hurry
nnd
given
a
warm,
Confirmation
class
meets
Friday
af4-section lever harrow; 3-section light harrow; John Deere com
dry change of raiment.
planter, with 120 rods of wire; John Deere endgate seeder; high
ternoon at 4:00 o'clock at the parsonwheel wagon; low wheel wagon and rack; 8-inch Stover feed grindOn December 24th., at the home of age.
Bert C. Ramns, Mgr.
er; John Deere engine; double-tub Dexter washer; grind stone; set
the bride's parents in Indianola,
Services at 7:30 p. m.
of good harness; 500-chick size brooder stove; parlor furnace; some
Iowa, occurred the marriage of their
household goods; and other articles too numerous to mention.
daughter, Miss Eva A. Brown and Mr.
LUNCH WAGON WILL BE ON THE GROUNDS
Allen A. Hayter, son of Mrs. Lillian F.
tional church at 7:30.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
'•V
Hayter, of this city. The young
The Woman's Society of Christian
TERMS:—CASH. All articles must be settled for before removing
from the premises.
people will move to a farm near
"God" will be the subject of the Service meets Thursday at 2:00 p. m.
.If you itiffer from rheumatic, mini.
Indianola where it is hoped by their Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of Circle No. 1 meets with (Mrs. Bert
tit or ocuritu pain, tty this imftt
intzpaain
borne nape ,th«t tloumdi
many friends and acquaintances that i Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, Janu- Ramus; Mrs. Jens Rasmussen will be
•re uimc. Get • package of Ru-E.
CpmpoiHuT
todv.
Mix .it with a quart
they will enjoy health, wealth and ary 5.
the devotional leader and Mrs. Geo.
of water, add, the juice of 4 I«noni.
FRANK BARBER, Auctioneer.
C. E. PARKER, Clerk.
prosperity.
It'a . eaijr. Pleuant and no trouble
The Golden Text is from Psalms Denne the lesson leader. Circle No.
»t all. You
need only 2 ublt.
65:1, 2, "Praise waiteth for thee, 0 2 meets with Mrs. Elva Dorn; Mrs.
•poonfult _two time* a day. Olien
within 48 hour* — lometimes overGod, in Sion: and unto thee shall Kenneth Turner will be the devotional
BY THE WAY.
night — •pleodid results are obtained.
If the parai do. not quickly leave
William Schaake and wife of Lenox,
Bert Deebe and wife of Lewis spenl
By L. F. M.
the vovv be performed. O thou that leader and Mrs. Mamie Malcolm the
and tf you do not--, fad &«.«, RU-EA
will con you nothlgt, to try ai it u
Iowa, spent Christmas day in Anita Christmas day in Anita at the home of
hearest prayer, unto thee shall all esson leader. Circle No. 3 meets with
aolor
by your ' bruniit - under an afnoWell, the tree has been dismantled, flesh come."
his mother, Mrs. R. D. Vernon.
visiting relatives and friends.
Inte
money-back ••.. tWimce.
Rt.&
flrs. Joe Vetter; Mrs. Albert Kama
Compound ii for .tab and recommendtd by
the ornaments have been stored away
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo- will be the devotional leader and Mrs.
Bongera Bros. Drugs
Mrs. 'Mary Worthing and Mrs. CarLyle Jensen, wife and son, Larry, of for next year, and the strings of tations from the Bible and from the arl Millard the lesson leader.
rie Rasmussen spent Christmas day in Oakland spent Christmas day in Anita popcorn have been hung on the clothes Christian Science textbook, "Science
Choir practice Thursday evening.
Walnut with D. R. Donohoe and wife at the home of her parents, M. J. line for the birds. Although the and Health with Key to the scriptures"
ANITA
and other relatives and friends.
Peters and wife.
weather man didn't make good his by Mary Baker Eddy.
AUXILIARY NOTES.
(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
predictions for more sunshine, it was
One of the Bible citations reads:
H. C. Faulkner and wife drove to
A family dinner was enjoyed Christ- a good vacation.
Eggs, cash, dozen
The American Legion Auxiliary held
"Every good gift and every perfect
Rock Island, 111., Tuesday, where mas day at the Leo V. Bongers home
.18c
Eggs, in trade, dozen
" * * *
neir
regular monthly meeting at the
gift
is
from
above,
and
cometh
down
they visited several days with their in Anita. Those from out-of-town
,.12c
Hens, over 5-lbs., Ib
Did you ever try liver with spaghson, John Faulkner and family.
.. 9c
were C. H. Keeler and wife and E. P. etti? First flour the liver and brown from the Father of lights, with whom ome of Mr*. William Wahlert Friday Hens, over 4-lbs., Ib.
Collins, wife and three daughters, of in hot fat, remove to a casserole and is no variableness, neither shadow of fternoon. The meeting: was opened Hens, leghorn and under 4-lbs.,' i.. 7c
Emest Ford, superintendent of the Des Moines.
y the president, Mrs. P. T.. Williams,
turning" (James 1:17).
Roosters, Ib
•'
cover with spaghetti which has been
municipal light plant in Anita, spent
Among the selections from the and the minutes of previous meeting Springs, over t£lbs., Ib.
We I
cooked
with
tomato
sauce,
then
cover
a few days in Independence, Iowa,
D. L. Murrow and wife of Des
Christian Science textbook is the fol- ivas read and approved. The treas- prings, over 4-lbs. Ib.
12c
I
last week visiting with relatives and Moines, Mrs. Icyle Kramer of Chicago, and bake about a half hour.
lowing:
urer's report was read and accepted. iprings, leghorns & trnder 4-lbs. .10t
* * *
friends. Before coming to Anita, Mr. and Miss Katherine Mardes of Three
"To grasp the reality and order of Tie following reports were given: tucks, Ib.
5c
Last Saturday we made a hurried
Ford was employed at the light plant Rivers, Mich., spent Christmas day in
being in its Science, you must" begin Membership—four new members were
Ib
5c
in Independence.
Anita at the home of 'Mr. and Mrs. R. :rip to Atlantic on business. Saw by reckoning God as the devine idded to the roll making 52 paid-up Pigeons, live, dozen.
40c I
ots
of
people
we
knew.
.
.
.
most
of
W. Forshay.
Principle of all that really is.
No members; Rehabilitation—a pair of Cream, sweet
35c |
;hem exchanging gifts which didn't
Christmas day a large number of
wisdom is wise but His wisdom; no ilk hose for a mother, a pair of mit- Cream, No. 1 sour
.33c
fit.
...
one
man
we
know
went
to
people were present at the home of
The Anita Literary club will hold
truth is true, no love is lovely, no life •ena, crayons, coloring book and a
.31c|
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Luman on East heir regular meeting Thursday even- town on purpose to change a shirt, is Life but the divine; no good is, but x>y auto for a boy six years old were Jream, No. 2 sour
.49c
fellow
corn,
new
jut
when
he
got
there
he
found
he
Main Street to enjoy a family dinner. ng at 7:30 o'clock at the home of Mrs.
sent to the veterans hospital in Idea No. 1 wheat »\V.-..
the good God bestows" (p. 275).
.75c
Those from out-of-town were Glen Lake Bear on West Main Street. Roll lad forgotten the shirt.
Moines for, Christmas gifts; Ameri- No. 2 white oats ..
.28c
*
*
*
Anderson and wife of Oneida, 111., and all will be, "An Important Event of
canism—Mhs. W. T. BiggB reported
The
boxing-glove
mitts
the
girls
Merle McAfee, wife and little son of he Year 1940." Miss Jetta KnowlCONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
that a lot of work had been done by
Art James, who works for an inare wearing are clumsy looking
Walnut.
on will have charge of the program.
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
the Anita unit; Community Service— surance company in Nebraska, spent a j
things. Wonder what they are made
LOO books were donated to the book few days in Anita last i
with his
The Misses Freda and Jane Scholl of
G. A. Johnson, Mrs. Gussie Lowen- of?
Church school at 10:00 a. m.
chest to be given to needy ones. "A family.
Stuart spent Sunday in Anita at the hal and 'Mrs, Frankie Morrical enterService of worship at 11:00 a. m.
Poppy For Remembrance" was read
Did you hear about the girl in
home of their mother, Mrs. Dosha V. ained a number of relatives and
Union services at 7:30 p. m.
oy Mrs. John Mehlmann. Delegates Miss Patricia Williams, who is I
Scholl.. That evening the girls took riends at a Christmas dinner Wed- Anita who asked Santa for a date
Being the first Sunday in the year to the county meeting in Atlantic on working in Des Moines, spent Christtheir mother to Atlantic where she left lesday. Those present were George book? He sent her an Almanac, and it will be our regular communion Jan. 21 were chosen as follows: Mrs.
mas at the home of her parents, Dr.
on the Rocket for Denver, Colo., to visit ohnson and daughter, Hada, of here she wanted a litle book so she Sunday. 'We hope that all the mem- John (Mehlmann, Mrs. Leo V. Bongers,
and Mrs. P. T. Williams, in
could
keep
track
of
her
dates
and
so
several weeks with her sister, Mrs. Dexter; Lloyd Smith and wife and O
bers and friends of the church may Mrs. Floyd Dement and Mrs. Herbert
Mary S. Duthie.
... Saxton and family of Wiota; and prevent dating two fellows the same be with us on that day. We urge al Bartley. In the month of January
night, again this year.
larold Smith and family of Anita.
the deacons to be on hand. Let us the unit will hold initiation of the
* * •
A Christmas program in charge of
make this a service that will mean new members with a joint meeting
This kind of weather makes it
Miss Beatrice Mortensen, was preMrs. Cleo Reeves was hostess to ten
something to the church at the very with the Legion. At the close of the
PIN WHEELS
sented by the pupils of Grant No. 4 members and one visitor of the Mutual kinda slim picking for the birds. If
outset of the new year.
meeting,
a
lunch
was
served
to
the
6 for 9c
you
have
suet
or
bread
crusts
you
one evening last week. Treats were Benefit club at an all day meeting
Tuesday, January 7, will be ou ladies present.
ANITA BAKERY
presented to the pupils and an ex- last Friday. A 12:30 o'clock dinner can spare, tie some on strings out of
We trust that t
change of gifts was held. Refresh was served and the afternoon was the reach of the cats, or hang them
FOR RENT:—Modern apartment.
meeting will be well attended also
Carl Millard and wife spent Christments, in charge of Mr. and Mrs. C. E spent visiting. The next meeting of on the clothes line. The birds will
Enquire
at Losee's Triangle Camp
We
are
asking
those
who
come
t
mas
day
in
Carbon,
Iowa,
at
the
Parker and Mr. and Mrs. Walte: the club will be held Jan. 8 at the clean up the last crumb.
bring
sandwiches.
Coffee
and
sandhome
of
her
brother,
Ralph
Boham
anc
Wise, was served.
ATTENTION HOG
home of Mrs. Frank Roberts.
About the prettiest piece of hand- wiches will be served after the busi- family.
Your farm is a pork factory. Ar«
and a social time will be
work, we've seen for some time, is the'
y6u making this factory profitable to
had.
Business
meeting will begin at
L. J. Hofmeister, wife and son producing pork ? You can do i
table cover which Mrs. Fannie Young '
7:30 p. m.
Lawrence, Jr., spent Christmas in with Green Top Mineralized
is making. It's made of tiny little
Missionary society will meet with Ames with their son, Norman Hoflacy medallions, each one exactly like
Ask for it and get details fr«»l the
the one before. . . . ours always vary jI Miss Aldula Stone, Friday afternoon meister and wife.
farmers iCoop., phone . 49, Anita,
at
2:30.
Leader,
Mrs.
W.
H.
Mcln4tp
in size so much that by the time a ,
owa.
Harold Travers and wife of Des
fifty-four inch table cover would be j
Moines were guests at the home of
FOR SALE:—Cobs, delivered.
tO th& k a wh helped to
completed, we couldn't tell if we'd
" " °
It
her
sister,
Mrs.
Chas.
A.
Robison
and
make
the
candlelight
service
ChristPaul
Steele.
made some too big, or some too
C. F. DARROW, Manager
husband, Christmas day.
mas morning- a beautiful service.
small.
FOR SALE:—Nfew Laco oil heaters
'Mrs. Evans and I wish to thank the
and furnaces; also used electric
Miss
Ethel
Henneberg,
a
nurse
at
Happy New Year to everyone! We members and friends of the church for
the
Memorial
hospital »
in washer in good condition. See Gerald
acce tebl
P « Christmas gift Waterl
™ Allen
^len Me
™»* "»P**
hope thiit the new year will be better
ltp
Akers, Aniti, Iowa.
_
tO
parsonage.
It
was
a
verv!
°°»P«*
the
holidays
at
the
••m.l happier for everyone than the ^
Peonage.
1
home of her parents, C. Henneberg
well
sur
We've Been in the Fuel Business Long Enough to
year has been. . . . If you have i *
' Prise.
'WANTED:—Man to sell
and wife.
ladles of
the
chur
mad New Year's resolutions keep!
known line of products in local terrl"
Know That All Coal Is Not Alike
ch will
SCrVe the USUal noon
them.
Merchandise on coi»tentnen '
. wo never
make «any,
-day dinner on
- - -.
......i*
i t j , they
tuty
A Christmas day dinner was hel( tory.
rhursdav
8 Te
A coal to measure up to our standards, must be
are t,,,, easily broken, but we will try
~
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred M No cash investment or sign**
hard U, l,e better and do better in
quired. Car needed. S. F. Baker *
more than just coal—it must be high in heat giving
Sheley
in
Anita.
Those
who
were
4
3tp
1U41.
qualities, clean and dependable.
present were Ed. Carlton and fam Co., Keokuk, fcma.
4
METHODIST CHURCH
ily and 'Milo Robson and family..
Mari M Miller, son of Mr. and Mrs. 4
We have a complete line of °'
Arthur V. Long. Pastor.
An order entrusted to us assures you of 2,000-lbs.
and coal tank heaters. Get one no*
Harley Miller, returned to Iowa City 4
of fuel satisfaction. We invite you to
Church School at 10 a. m. Harold -Virginia Schlater, daughter of Mr and be prepared for winter. Fatme
Saturday.
and Mrs. Frank Schlater, who is at Coop., Anita, Iowa. Phone 49. tt
McDermott, Superintendent.
PHONE 2-0 FOR COALS YOU KNOW
Paul Mc-Carty and wife spent ChristChurch, worship at 11:00 a. m. with tending a beauty school in Des Moines
50c buys 60*
mas day in Redfield, Iowa, vis
the (Sermon by the pastor on, "God In spent a few days at the home of he
parents southwest of Anita last week paper, size 8V&xll
Us
relatives and friends.
'"v
une office.
Young people's forum beginning at
A. R. Robinson and wife Spen
69
" " pp.. m. with a covered dish mmnp
supper rv, • *
^uy uasmussen, wife and daughter, 0:00
A
ANITA LUMBER CO.
Tally cards, 2 for l«{ fancy tall'
Shidey, and Harold Ra.mu»«, and'. and closing at 7 7 Thetople
l?c for
fo
^
7, ** ^^ ^ W* with tassels, and place cards f°r lc'
wife
of Des
rw Moines,
M,,in». sp-nt
„,—. Christmas
™. .;..*__ |I discussion,
.,-.
: _ .....
..
l,'Datives and friends. Thev
They wer«
were ar
ac
wife all
all of
DEPENDABLE ALWAYS
"What About .....
_J1Military, companied to Fonda by Mrs. Robin Tribune office, Anifc.
day in Anita visiting with relatives und ,Training'."'
(son's father who had been visitin
friends.
W ANTED:—Yo^r dead
Union services at the Congrega- here.
Ph. 184 Anita—we pay phone charge*-

Monday, January 6

r*__• •. _ „
No. 1 Creamery
<s«*
Butter
pound
33c
Peanut Butter <**r i9c
Pancake Flour 3*.^ IQC
^........
SyrUP

Dark — Gallon Can 45c
'/i-Gallon Can
Brown Beauty
3-lbs. . .37c — Pound
Fresh Soda
<fl *
2-lb. Box
14C
Extra Large
Quart
HAPPY NEW YEAR TO EVERYONE

Coffee
Crackers
Oysters

COAL and G R A I N
THE KUNZ GRAIN CO.

Checks

EVERETT LUMAN~~

WAN£ADS

Feed Your Home Grown Grains And
MERIT CONCENTRATE
THE FARMERS COOP.

ROBER^SCOTT

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

By Edward C. Wayne

Changing Hands

German Airforcc Aids Italy in Attacks
Upon British Forces in Mediterranean;
Munitions Production and Shipbuilding
Are Vital Spots in U. S. Defense Work

The Quettion,
1. Do any birds

Washington, D. C.
ARGENTINE AAA
Argentina, that country of open
(EDITOR'i NOTE—Wk»n o»lnl«n» are »pre»ed In thess column!, thM
spaces, bumper crops and heavy ex•r« those >f the newi mnmfftt »nd not neeonmrlly of Ihli newip»peO
ports, is on the verge of doing a
»rt by Wertern Newspaper ""'"" '
Henry Wallace. Never before have
the Argentines admitted that there
DEFENSE:
INVASION:
was any system better than growFull
Speed
Ahead
England Cautious
ing all the wheat you could get out
As soon as President Roosevelt's
of the soil and all the flax and all
In contrast to the cheerful, bomb
the barley.
less Christmas holiday, London was "Big Four" — Knudsen, Hillman,
They have long been the greatest
glum the first days of the New Year Stimson and Knox—can get indusgrain exporting country in the
The Nazi airforce had "Coven trial plants working at capacity
world, and they have become so by
trized" the City of London, that dis turning out munitions, look for an
sowing wide, reaping heavy, and
trict in the central section of the acceleration of ship building in carCLEVELAND, OHIO.—In a cere- filling outbound vessels to the
metropolis where financial houses go carrier classes. Washington is
beginning to be alarmed at a quiet mony at City Hall, Harold H. Bur- hatches with grain.
are located.
But now the outbound vessels are
Thousands of incendiary bombs survey which showed that if Britain ton (right) ended his five years at
were dropped. Hundreds of roaring should fall, the Axis powers would mayor of Cleveland and Edward few, and the grain is backing up
have
ship
building
capacities
in
conBlythin (left) was sworn in to suc- and flowing over the fields where
fires were out of control at the same
time. The losses were estimated ir quered nations six times larger than ceed him. Burton now becomes still another crop is ripening. Official estimates indicate that a year
millions of pounds and the dead U. S. capacity.
Ohio's junior U. S. senator.
First note on this line was soundhence Argentina will have a wheat
could not be counted. Three days
later a man wandering into the sec- ed by Republican Rep. Hamilton
' surplus of 200,000,000 bushels.
tion asked a policeman the way to Fish, from the President's own N. Y. FATEFUL YEAR:
I So the Argentine government is
Paternoster Row, famous for cen- district. Representative Fish has
doing the unheard of; actually is
turies for its bookshops. The bobby been a critic of the administration President Warns
considering acreage control for next
replied: "There is no Paternoster since 1932. In turn he has plenty of
The seventeenth month of the war year's crop. The grain board has
critics of his own and ran into a fury opened against a sombre back- been given authority to cut the plantRow, sir."
ground. The year 1941 dawned with ings of wheat, flaxseed, and barley,
Mostly the British feared an attack through Ireland. Earlier warna general admission that before its by 10 per cent, in an AAA for Arings that the Axis thrust into the
close may come the decisive test, gentina.
* * •
Balkans might only be a winter
not only of the war, but also the
sortie and not a full-dress attack,
American economic system.
NEW BRITISH AMBASSADOR
were being taken seriously.
America was given a grave report
Appointment of the distinguished
by President Roosevelt in a speech Viscount Halifax as British ambasThe actions there were being
that took the joy out of New Year's sador to the United States was
watched with interest. Germany
celebrations. He said that the dan- greeted with mixed feelings in offimoved 300,000 troops through Hunger to the nation is the greatest cial Washington.
gary and into Rumania. The Gersince Jamestown and Plymouth
mans were posted along the border
Those accustomed to the refreshRock. He said if Great Britain was ing candor of Lord Lothian and the
of Bulgaria where it was freely announced that as soon as they were
defeated the Axis powers would con- tremendous success he had achieved
in position and the time was ripe,
trol Europe, Africa, Australasia and in winning American popularity,
an advance would be made on Sathe high seas. He said that a vic- greeted Halifax's appointment with
lonika, Greece.
torious Axis would not hesitate to no great enthusiasm. But to the
occupy South America and the Unit- hoity-toity of Washington society, alBulgaria was belligerent in talk,
ed States would be living at the point ways a bit shocked at the way Lord
but made no move to mobilize for
of a gun. He said that already se- Lothian permitted his dogs to lie in
defense or call upon Turkey and
cret agents of these powers are op- the middle of the living-room floor,
Russia for aid. Russia, however,
erating in the Americas.
countered the action by lining the
Halifax will be a great relief.
border of Rumania with Soviet diviIn fact, Washington society alBefore the President spoke, he had
sions. The Germans abruptly shiftreceived uninvited advice from two ready is looking forward to the new
ed a part of their force to sit oppoWILLIAM RHODES DAVIS, interna- sources.
German and Italian dis- Halifax era, when senators and
site them.
ional oil operator who, according to patches said that if the President lowly congressmen no longer will be
It looked like the real thing. But 'erne Marshall, head of the recently promised aid to Britain by permit- the vogue at embassy dinner tables,
experts didn't believe it. They be- organized "No Foreign War" committee, ting use of Irish ports by American as they were under Lothian; and
lieved Hitler was merely protecting oas bearer of a Nazi peace plan naming merchantmen or giving Britain when the ambassador no longer will
his rear in the Balkans in prepara- "resident Roosevelt as arbiter in 1931.
stranded German merchantships in pick up Rhodes scholars from Washtion for the attack on England, much of angry words when he went call- U. S. harbors it would be viewed as ington street corners and bring them
as he had protected his flanks when ing on dictators in Europe in the intervention in the war. From a to dinner without benefit of stiff shirt
summer of 1939, while an official bloc of U. S. senators, among them bosom.
delegate of congress to the Inter- Senator Wheeler (D., Mont.), came
From now on, Washington can be
parliamentary Congress in Norway. urgings that the President originate sure that all embassy dinner lists
But Fish's warning on ship build- a movement for a "negotiated" will be guarded by that super-guardian of social prestige, Miss Irene
ing has not been taken lightly. If a peace.
successful Axis would take advanHe pledged that he would do ev- Boyle, long the czarina of the Brittage of such ship-building capacities, erything in his power to keep the ish embassy. So all will be peacethey could control the high seas United States out of the war, de- ful again.
However, Viscount Halifax will
within a short time, even if the clared there was not even the reAmerican two-ocean navy already motest thought of sending troops to bring a world of experience to his
were sailing the briny deep.
Europe, called for defense produc- new job. He has been undersecretion to the utmost, hinted it may be tary for the colonies, minister of
500 Planes a Day?
necessary to use machinery now en- war, minister of agriculture, presiAnother plan which will not be gaged in manufacture of luxury dent of the board of education, lord
cast aside lightly, was presented by goods to turn out armament, and privy seal, leader of the house of
pint-sized Walter Reuther, manager forecast that the Axis powers would Lords and president of the council.
of the General Motors division of not win the war.
By all odds his toughest job, and
the C. I. O.'s United Automobile
that in which he probably achieved
most success, was as viqeroy of InWorkers. Presentation to President Reaction
Roosevelt actually was by Philip
dia at one of the periods when India
Throughout
the
United
States
the
Murray, C. I. O. chieftain, but the speech was received with pledges of was striving desperately for home
plan was Reuther's.
support on all sides, even from per- rule. Halifax conducted a long seThe proposal calls for activating sonal and political enemies of Mr. ries of negotiations with Mahatma
554,000 feet of existing automobile Roosevelt like former Gov. Alfred Gandhi, in the course of which the
plants space in the Detroit area, Smith, former Gov. Alf Landon, Sen- Indian leader sometimes would stop
which once belonged to such forgot- ator Vandenberg (R., Mich.); Sena- at the climax of an important discussion and go off to commune with
ten firms as Hupmobile and Gra- tor Austin (R., Maine).
his soul.
ham-Paige. Reuther and Murray
But there was no enthusiasm
SIR HUGH DOWDING, air chiet also maintained that there are thouSo Viscount Halifax, who also hapmarshal of Royal Air Force, predicted 03 sands of skilled workers in the same among the totalitarian powers. Ber- pens to be one of the most devoutly
he arrived in Canada, that German air
lin was silent for 48 hours during religious men in England, but who
raids unU have lost their tting by spring- area still waiting for jobs. Cited were which time Adolf Hitler went into selay-offs recently by Fisher Body, clusion and studied the document does not ordinarily mix religion with
time.
government discussions, adopted the
Chevrolet and Ternstedt.
Der Fuehrer then replied indirectly!
he took Norway before the drive into
Blue prints and tables submitted He spoke to his army, not mention- same tactics. Whenever he faced a
France.
with the proposal were based on ing the name Roosevelt. But he difficult crisis in the negotiations, he
Later came reports that German production of 150,000 planes a year, promised his army a victory in 1941 excused himself for prayer.
In the end Halifax got a large part
air squadrons were proceeding to six months after it was put into ef- He said God was on the side of
from Gandhi.
Italy to aid Mussolini's fliers in at- fect. Only light craft and training Germany and "would not abandon of what he wanted
• • •
tacks upon British bases in Libya planes would be made. The manu- those who were determined with
U. S. WINE TRADE
and on the British fleet in the Medi- facture of heavy craft and bombers courageous heart to help themThe combination of the war and
terranean. It was also believed that would be retained by the present air- selves."
the holiday season is bringing the
the Germans might be used in craft industry.
Premier Mussolini was blunter
Italy's campaign against the Greeks
The President handed the data to His mouthpiece, Virginia Gayda best business to domestic wines
now raging in Albania.
his Big Four. But even before that said America already was in the since World War I.
All of the six important wine exit had -been examined privately by war.
Neutral Eire
porting countries are affected by the
Undersecretary of War Patterson
war. France, Algeria, Italy and
Ireland is the weak point in the who is charged with mobilization of
Germany are shut off from internaBritish defense and its ports are no industry. He was much impressed
tional trade, while Spain and Portufurther from Germany than were It will be opposed by the aircraft
• . . in the news
gal have difficult transportation
the ports of Norway. Like Norway industry.
problems.
too it has long stretches of unproThere were indications too that the
In fact, there are no foreign suptected coastline. During January drive soon will be put in force to
Ousted—The Overseas Press Club
and February, conditions will be speed up defense by compelling in New York consists of newsmen plies of champagne in sight, and the
favorable for a German attack—the Plants manufacturing "non-essen- who are or have been foreign cor- department of commerce estimated
tides will be small, the nights long tials to forego their schedules and respondents for U. S. newspapers in that the stocks on hand a month
and the fogs thick to cover embarkaccept" war department orders.
the past. There are few active ago (275,000 gallons) would be heaviation of troops.
members abroad now, most are ly drained by holiday consumption
and exhausted within the next few
It is estimated Hitler must estab- THE ARMY:
-ack home. The club dropped from months.
lish a bridgehead of at least 50.000 More Men Called
.ts rolls George Sylvester Viereck
Result is that the United States
troops, not counting losses, to start
it objected to his bringing
During the latter half of January saying
domestic
wine industry is enjoying
an invasion. Losses in such an op"bundists and gestapo agents" to its
a boom demand. We are even exeration are estimated at three times
meetings. Viereck, an American, is porting
^l
called
for
wine.
train- registered with the state departthe number landed, so Der Fuehrer
s
e
r
v
w . ment as the $500-a-month correIn the month of October, exports
would have to start off with 200,000 T h t n
of U. S. wines were 204,000 gallons
troops for the landing alone. If Brit- The first call was in December and spondent for a Munich newspaper.
or more than twice as much as had
ain held bases in Eire, the loss esti- in virtually every one of the na
Death—
Daniel
Frohman,
89,
one
mate would be even greater, and U°D 2A5°° draft b°ard* ^e quota of America's greatest theatrical pro- been exported in any entire year
even then the movement might not was filled by youths who volunteered ducers, died in New York.. Agnes since repeal of the Eighteenth
In most local areas, however the
amendment. Odd angle is that most
be successful. But Ireland remains January
call will. for the firat |ime
the silent m
neutral and aloof.
,' lady°f to
°ves
of our wine is going to a market
and
leading
Rudolph
Valen
take men who do not volunteer. '
normally enjoyed by France, nameOtherwise on the war frontlino, died in Hollywood.
Altus G. Moore of Washington D
ly French Indo-China.
«L In Libya, fighting now on Italian
Job-Franklin D. Roosevelt J r
*
*
•
territory, the British Egyptian C., is on» man who advanced from 27 was graduated by the University
MERRY-GO-ROUND
army said it could take the impor- private to major when the call of Virginia last J u n e . Now he ha*
tant harbor of Bardia whenever it came He is a private in the capi- a job as a lawyer with the New
The isolationist America First
tal police force. Called to duty he
chose.
committee is doing a much more efYork
fam,
of
Wright,
Gordon
up his assignment as a reserve
C. Manila reported that it had took
^ac-hry and Parlm. He and five oto- fective job of organizing units in colofficer, major of infantry.
eges than its rival Committee for
learned on good authority that 12
In St. Louis, Sergt.' William ers asked for jobs through the firm's he Defense of America by Aiding
German raiders were being armed Schneider was called into service
dcparlment
the Allies. America First has sevand supplied in Japanese harbors with the Missouri National Guard
hundred college branches while
Sued-Gloria J e a n , the 12-year u d eral
A mysterious raider, which ran up On the first day he was in camp he
the opposition has only twelve
mm
star,
has
been
sued
for
$535
„
•.,
the Japanese flag but which Aus- was tapped on the shoulder by an
According to the Republican
tralians said was German, flred on officer who demanded a salute The Jhe ac-tiun was brought against Uu- monthly G.O.P. journal, thousands
child
and
her
parents
by
a
theatrical
the tiny island of Nauru, a former officer was Lieut. William Schneider
of letters nave been received by
Jr., his son, just commissioned in agent whu said he "discovered" her Wendell Willk.e and other party
German possession in the Pacific.
and
by
terms
of
a
contract
is
Uie air corps.
en
leaders "urging them to change the
titled to 10 per cent of her earnings name
of the Republican party."

NAMES

NOTES OF A BYSTANDER:
The Wireless: Info Please has
been topped in the ratings by Truth
or Consequences, a comparative
newcomer. Topped by a full point,
a milestone in radio history . . .
Bill Shirer, back in N. Y. from Germany, made a very cage; report on
how the Heinies are taking the war.
Maybe he's protecting his sub, or
p'raps he has to go back. He did
admit, however, that panic hits Berlin when the air raid siren blows,
which is very comforting to know.

their clawV white

2. Article I of the r
is concerned withTwhatTilutta
3. Atwhathotirisrevpiii e i

ed in the U.S. army?
4. What is the longest ,,erse
the Bible?
>
6, What la the width of the „
of land composing thee Patl
P "
Canal Zone?
*
6. Who coined the Phr
am on the side of the a
7. A perfidious m a r £

8. In what month of t h V
the earth nearest to the
9. Does a person have to ta

The Story Tellers: Ad<l required pennies m payment for deb
a
reading: Raymond Gram Swing's re10. In Greek legend, who w.
ply to Anne Lindbergh in the Dec. fly, but fell mto the'sl w
21st Nation ., . . Balanchine's gag: rose too near the sun and the
v
"Yes, but suppose it's the pilot's on his wings melted?
time?" in Collier's is the next to the
oldest gag of them all . . . An atThf Answers
tractive Florida mag is called Rendezvous, edited by big timers . . .
1. Only the parrot does
Talk about ingratitude!
Emil
2. The congress.
Hurja, the poll-marker, who gave
3. At 8:30'a. m.
the only ray of hope to the G.O.P.
4. Esther 8:9 is said to be a,
during the campaign, gets what
thanks? He's cited in The Repub- longest verse in the Bible
lican, the party organ, as "Class Gospel of John 11:35 is ,
the shortest.
Dunce"!

5. Ten miles wide (5 miics
each side of the canal roule)

The Story of the Week! The legend
6. Benjamin Disraeli
is that there is in existence a recent
7. Faithless.
letter penned by F.D.R. which histo8. In January.
rically approaches in importance as
Nickels and one-cent
literature Lincoln's letter to Mrs. are9. legal
tender only f or amo,,,
Bixby . . . Commenting about some up to 25 cents.
In other words]
prominent people; who had asked
would hot have to ac«5
him to intervene for appeasement, person
for a debt of more tk
the President is reported to have payment
25
cents
in
pennies or nickels.
written a New York jurist: "Appar10. Icarus.
.
ently the issue of living in a totalitarian world continues to be misunderstood. I can understand your
Insignia of Officers
fears, that in that eventuality, your
children and grandchildren would
The insignia of the 12 rankini
suffer obliteration from the world. officers of the JJ. S. army are ail
But my concern must be adjudged follows; Corporal, double chev-l
the greater. My children and grand- ran on arm;. Sergeant, triple chev-l
children would have to live in it.
ron; 2nd Lieut., gold bar on shoutl
der; 1st Lieut., silver bar; Cap-1
The Front Pages: An Italian news- tain, two silver bars; Major, goUt
paper recently claimed that Paul. oak leaf; Lieut. Col., silver oakl
Revere was an Italian. The editor leaf; Colbnel, silver eagle;
probably figures that anyone who Gen.t one *t»r; Lieut. Gen.,
goes around frantically screaming, •tars; Maj.JGklJ., three stars;
"The British are coming" must have
come from Italy . . . The no foreign
war group has endorsed Lindbergh
because they believe he is a greatlover of peace. 'Perhaps they didn't
see the magazine article Lindbergh
wrote, in which he urged that we go
to war against the Asiatics . . . Incidentally, that bunch has expressed
high regard for two people who are
proud of getting medalsTrom Hitler
POULTRY
. . Any other questions? . . .
Add coincidences: The same week
Hitler warned us against further aid
to Britain, a group of anti-aid to
Britain organizations sprang into
prominence . . . The Overseas Press
Club forced the resignation of
Needed Religion
George Sylvester Viereck, it was
explained, because he fetched BundWithout religion, genius is
ists and Gestapolecats to meetings.
The other members, perhaps, were a lamp on the outer gate of a .
afraid of being judged by the com- ace. It may serve to cast a gleai
of light on those without, while t
pany they kept.
inhabitant sits in darkness.

FIED

NEW YORKERS' TOPICS
The famed New Xork lawyer, who
may go to jail for harboring Lepke
. . . The buzz about one of our foreign biggies, who has the rep of being "queer," which certain governments hold over his head to absorb
him
. The wide division in opinion over Lord Halifax inheriting Lothian's job. Certain groups do not
trust him, and when you say: "But
Churchill sent him!" they reply:
"But Churchill's boss is Bevin!"
The mysterious disappearance of
a Norwegian agent, who was beaten
up by Nazi seamen, to keep him
from making a speech that might
have stopped comrades from signing
up with Nazi merchant sHips sailing
from Mex. ports . . . The police
can't solve it ...
The persistent
rumor about Att'y-Gen'l Jackson replacing Chief Justice Hughes on the
Big Bench. Jackson is supposed to
have resigned from the board of a
home-town bank, which clears the
way . . . The Bund troopers in Yorkville who handed out thousands ol
white, blue-edged buttons reading
"No Foreign Wars" all week
The ugly fact that they were passed
out by Gestapolecats is what makes
it all so Naziating.
The Vanderbllt dowager's curtsy to
Juliana of Holland at the Winthrop
Aldrich reception. Everyone agreed
not to curtsy, but Mrs. V. confessed
to Juliana: "I just had to"
"But," butted the Princess coldly
"I don't like it I" . . . The How-TheMighty-Have-Tripped Department:
The Schuberts will star Carmen Miranda in a revue patterned after
London's "Crazy Show"-the backers will be Olsen & Johnson!
THEY'RE ALSO DISCUSSING:
The National Maritime Union's
sponsorship of a march on Washington in mid-January to protest
against the Gov't taking over six
ships of the American Merchant Marine The march will be supported
by the American Youth Congress
and the American Peace Mobilization group
The way the Ethels
are clicking on Broadway MermanWaters and Barrymore
The
New York newspaper which LS losing about $20,000 weekly. Not small
money, anywhere.

So Uve

When men spealriU of thee,
live that nobody will believe thenl
-Plato.
'

ADVERTISING
Emtaito leadership
a nation. It points the
We merely follow-iollow to
new height* of comfort, °<
convenience, of hapP"1683
As time goea on advertising is used more and jn°ie'
and as it i* used more v*>
all piofct more. If 8 the way
advertising has—
of bringing a profit to
everybody concern**
me consumer

JANUARY 2, 1941.
Dr. W. W. Kitson
8.60
Corwin Dorsey of Des Mwines was «• * -f -f -f -f -f +•+ -f -f -f -f 4 EXPECT PRICE OF HOGS TO
IMPROVE DURING THE YEAR
A. R. Kohl
15.20 visiting with relatives and friends in +
AROUND IOWA. *
Jim Landon
<
5.88 Anita (Christmas day.
^ • f - f - f - f - f + ^ - f - f - f - f - f * Iowa swine Breeders can look for
Lee's Drug Store
43.01
Horseshoeing.
much better prices during the current
Mrs. Rachel Millhollin has returned
Maduff's Food Market
53.58
Andy Hansen, Danbury blackDr. Geo. W. Marston
82.80 to her home in Des Moines after smith, says horseshoeing has been marketing year—October, 1940, to OcMiller's Market
5.00 spending several weeks visiting with the best this year it has been for a tober, 1941—than during the last one,
according to L. K. Soth, Iowa State
Minor Outfitting Company .. 2.55 relatives and friends in Anita.
number of years.
college agricultural economist.
The
Or.
E.
C.
Montgomery
82.00
pie corn sealer you want fcs to insure your Evelyn Murphy
Raymond Wagner visited a few
chief
reasons
are
smaller
supplies
and
16.30
Repented.
days last week in Anita at the home of
increased
demand.
tificates promptly filed in any county. Dr. R. M. Needles
26.60
Charles Koloski of Waukesha, Wis., The 1939-40 pig crop was sold at
his parents, J. A. Wagner and wife and
Oakland Rendering Works ... 11.25
and Adelyn Rostagno of Loretta, the lowest prices in five years, in spite
with other relatives and friends.
C. B. Parkinson & Son
31.65
Mich., failed to observe a stop sign.
J. C. Penney Company
46.63 . Harry Kaakey, who travels for a Result—arrested and fined. Justice of improving business conditions.
Huge marketings, the heaviest since
D*. M. T. Peteraen
94.50 shoe company, visited in Anita at the R. D. Mclntyre of Anamosa, after he
E. C. Petersen
79.25 home of his sister, 'Mrs. Chester A. had heard their story that they were 1928-29, were responsible.
Soth reports that storage holdings
;o not plan to seal corh now, see us about this Dr.
E^etersen's Grocery
9.00 Long and family, the past week.
on their way to be married, re- of pork and lard have been large beive coverage. Do not run the risk of los- Mfrs. Clarence Rabe
14.00
duced the fine, accompanied them to cause of the heavy hog slaughter. On
Wm. Riggs Grocery
65.32 Miss Mary Osen, who teaches school the court house where they obtained
ing your year's crop.
Oct. 1, lard holdings were the largest
Rose Oil Company '.
.50 at Villisca, Iowa, is spending the the wedding license and performed
for
that date on record. But 65 of the
ALWAYS DEPENDABLE
Sauer & Dahlberg
56.75 holidays of the school at the home of the marriage service.
235 million pounds on hand were ownDr. Joseph Schiff
30.40 her parents, Frank H. Osen and
ed by the Surplus Marketing AdminisMrs. Herbert Spear
30.00 wife.
74 Years.
tration. This agency also had 64 milSteinbeck's Grocery
,. 106.47
Miss Ada Tina Johnson' of near lion pounds of pork.
(Since 1894)
Virginia
Nichols,
daughter
of
Mrs.
Stier's Grocery
156.60
Northwood, died recently at the
"But even though storage supplies
,
Margaret Stouffer
27.55 Edna Nichols, who is a student at a i,
where she had lived for are large, demand,to put into storage
ubusiness
•
i.
i
•
-n
•m
•
.J
farm
home
school in Des Moines, spentj _.
The Sisters of Mercy
86.44
years.
will be stronger because of prospects
Waters Grain Co
13.75 the holidays in Anita at the home of'
for improved retail sales," Soth says.
Elmer Watson
17.50 tier mother.
The economist declared that the
Dedication.
Dr. A. Wteaver
7.00
Four pupils of the Union school, "export situation is still not good, but
James
Nelson,
a
student
at
the
ITGS OF THE
Dr. R. L. Barnett
6.50 Dr. M. B. Weir
5.00
Butler county, who attended the first it can't grow any worse than it has
OF SUPERVISORS Mrs. W. J. Baughman
16.00 Dr. A. R. Wilder
56.80 University of Iowa in Iowa City, visclass taught in the building which been. So there is little to be lost."
ited
a
few
days
with
his
mother,
Mrs.
Beech's Grocery
129.25 Dr. P. T. Williams
6.50
Farmers marketed an unusually
ued from page 4)
was erected' 65 years ago were
Alpha
Nelson,
and
with
other
relaElsie E. Berry
30.00 Dale Wills
17.00
large
number of hogs during- Septem- Company,
present
when
the
new
and
modern
tives and friends in Anita, last week.
H. L. Breckenmaker
7.70
Session and Mileage Claims.
10.00 F. Brody & Sons Comschool house was dedicated recently. ber and October, many of them spring
Hawley Lynch
5.00
pigs which were sold early, Soth says.
services ....... 26.95 pany
Ted Vemon, wife and children, of
8.23 G. E. Eshelman
6.70
Total
marketings for the fall months
?^!>minittee work
Ardmore,
Okla.,
spent
a
few
days
in
Dazed.
Dr. A. C. Brown
39.25 Mike Metz
5.70
100.35 Bullock & Sons
will
be
about as large as a year earlAnita
the
past
week
visiting
at
the
Donald
Dysart,
Tipton
high
school
5.65
18.75 F. W. Wiese
trustee
4.00 Lou Camblin
6.80 home of his mother, Mrs. R. D. Ver- student, attended school for one day ier, while marketings from January to
22.20 W. H. Wohlenhaus
, comMarch probably will be reduced more
Carson Fruit & Grocery
20.00 Moved by Wohlenhaus, seconded non and with other relatives and recently before it was discovered he
and milethan usual.
friends.
had
a
slight
concussion
caused
by
Nels P. Christensen
32.50 by Metz to adjourn until December
......
117.40 Christensen's Grocery
being hit by a basketball.
154.55 16th. or on call of Chairman. MoLARGE BULBS GIVE MORE
Paul Milligan and wife, Esther Mae
clerk
4.00 Earl V. Connors
23.71 tion carried.
LIGHT THAN TWO SMALL ONES
and
Lois
Mclntyre,
all
of
Des
Moines,
Lutefisk.
ISSUED ON POOR Department of Social Wel(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
and
Dan
Bray
of
Iowa
City,
spent
FOR PROVISIONS,
Six hundred residents in and
Chairman.
There's no real economy in buying
fare
38.55 Attest:
Christmas day in Anita at the home of around Thor consumed 800 pounds of
IING AND MEDIsmall light bulbs, Miss 'Mkry Louise
Wm.
Drake
3.25
M.
E.
Hubbard,
the
ladies'
parents,
William
H..
McCAL AID.
lutefisk at a supper there recently. Simon, home demonstration agent
County Auditor.
6.58
lntyre and wife
f Adair
12.00 Family Shoe Store
says, except for places where only a.
LAffiband
54.50 Farmers Co-Operative Co.,
Oats.
Mrs. Marie Carey has gone to Los
little
light properly distributed is
Anita
19.50
C. L. D. Miller, who lives at Shel- Arthur ;Fmley> Bloomfield, harvestBuilding
Supply
Ang«les, Cal., where she will spend
Farmers
Co-Operative
Co.,
needed.
bina,
Mo.,
is
spending
several
days
in
ed
a
second
crop
of
oats
on
his
farm
63.58
Fifteen cents buys a 100 watt; 13c
Cumberland
6.50 several weeks visiting friends.
^Hospital, Inc
585.00
Anita visiting with relatives and jin November. Favorable fall weather
a
60
watt; or lOc a 25 watt size. The
Fullerton
Lumber
Company..
6.50
& Elevator .... 3.32
Gail Forte has returned to his home friends. This is the first time Mr. | accounted for the volunteer crop.
100 watt bulb furnishes more light
7.24
Miller
has
been
back
to
Anita
since
et Metal Works .. 7.62 Grahams
in Anite after a few days visit with
Dr. W. S. Greenleaf
than four 25 wat bulbs, says Miss
16.35
leaving here over five years ago to
Fell Out
his father, Arlie Forte in Chicago.
Simon. It costs the same to operate
Gregersen Drug Store
9.26
make his home in Shelbina. y
When the door of the car in which
Roy Gardner
5.00
Rev. Raymond Barber of Mitchellshe was riding flew open, Mrs. Wayne as the four bulbs, since electricity ia
Dr. Harry Hall
14.25 ville, Iowa, visited at the home of his
A Christmas dinner was held at the Hyde of Manson was thrown from the figured out by the kilowatt hour. Its
Henderson's Dairy
4.20 parents, Chas. Barber and wife in home of Dr. and Mrs. G. M. Adair in car. This did not keep her from original cost is only about one-third
Adair, Iowa
Holste Grocery
,
8/77 Anita Christmas day.
.Anita. Those present, were: Adair continuing on her way, and enjoy-as much as four 26 watts. '
Put another way, to get as much
?
Howell's
Store
7.70
Baker of St. Louis, Mb:, John Baker ing her Thanksgiving' dinner.
*n3 Neurocalometer Service
light
as one 100 watt bulb gives, two
Dr.
H.
A.
Johnson
61.50
'Miss Maurine Turner, who teaches and Miss Margaret Adair of Des
Hours: 9 to 12—1:30 to 6.
60
watt,
or six 25 watt bulbs are
Joyce Lumber
Company,
school
in
Macedonia,
Iowa,
visited
at
Moines,
and
Mrs.
Lulu
Gotch
and
Mr.
Uncalled For.
i 7 to 10. Sun. 10 to 11 a. m. Griswold
needed, because the small lamps are
13.24 the home of her parents, H. H. and Mrs. Laurence Morehouse of Iowa
Marion
County
Treasurer
Fred
WilPhone 37.
Pauline Karwal
4.00 'Turner and wife, the past week.
City.
liams has in his office several hun- less efficient in producing light. The
dred dollars of unclaimed bank first, a single bulb, costs 15c; the
second, two 60 watt bulbs, 26c; and
dividends and witness fees.
the last, six bulbs, 60c.
Then, when the cost of electricity is
Couldn't Wait.
Because Frank Fisher, Manches- counted at 4c a kilowatt, hourly cost
ter, couldn't wait for the pheasant for lighting with the 100 watt bulb
season to open, he was fined $200 will be four-tenths of a cent, or $4 a
thousand hours. That's about the
isa' find costs or 60 days in jail.
average life of a standard bulb. But
at the same rate the two 60's will
Fire Generations.
Five generations were present at cost five-tenths of a cent an hour, or
55 the golden wedding anniversary of $5 per thousand hours'; the six 25's
5S Mr. and Mrs. Harry B. Leasure at six-tenths of a cent an hour, or $G a
thousand hours.
EEE their home in Marion.
FJ*'rfl!\
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Insurance

SDR.B.L.MEURER

ABOUT

NOTICE!

WHERE TO GET YOUR
SEALING MONEY
IS THE FIRST YEAR THAT THE FARMERS COOP HAS BEEN ABLE TO FINANCE
YOUR CORN LOANS. ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS TELL YOUR SEALER YOU WANT TO
5J?NEY AT THE FARMERS CO-OPERATIVE ELEVATOR CO., ANITA, IOWA, AND
THE SAME SERVI
CE AS YOU HAVE AT THE BANKS IN THE PAST JUST
0
AN WEWILLGIVE YOU A CHECK FOR IT AT ONCE

™' °

- 'THERE

PROMPT SERVICE FOR THE
REMOVAL OF DEAD ANIMALS, LARGE OR SMALL.
WE PICK THEM UP PROMPTLY. PHONE 257.
WAGNER FILLING STATION
ANITA, IOWA

Miss Irene Fowble of Crystal Lake,
Iowa, spent Christmas day at the
home of her parents in Anita.
Donald Heckman, who is working
on a farm near Adel, Iowa, spent
Christmas day at the home of his
parents, Wilbur Heckman and wife,
east of Anita.
Thorle Robison, wife and children of
Des iMbines, Iowa, spent Christmas
day at the home of his parents, Chas.
A. Robison and wife and with other
relatives and friends.

USABLE
TRY THE
•NLY •ASOLINE WITH

INSURANCE
YOU CAN GET YOUR INSURANCE ON THE CORN RIGHT IN OUR CITY.

NOTARY PUBLIC
WE TAKE CARE OF ALL NOTARY WORK IN CONNECTION WITH YOUR LOAN
WE WILL GIVE COMPLETE SERVICE ON LOANS. THE INTEREST WILL BE 37 ' THE
SAME AS IT HAS BEEN IN THE PAST. YOUR ELEVATOR WILL RECEIVE ITS PAY FOR
THESE SERVICES OUT-OF THIS 3%, WHICH WILL BE A SUBSTANTIAL EARNING FOR IT
WE ARE HAPPY TO ADD THIS SERVICE ANp WILL BE PLEASED TO HAVE YOU USE IT*

We Specialize in
Mobil Winter Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

CALL 244
ANITA

C. F. DARROW, Manager

iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

IOWA

0. W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA

mm'^mmmumm
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By Edward C. Wayite

Named British Envoy to U. S.
Gets Foreign Minister Post;
mse Set-Up Revised in Effort
>eed Up Industrial Production

RiithWyeth Spears

ihese over the tops of the blankets," she said "and change them
Washington, D. C.
every few weeks."
FARM TRENDS
I thought of some dainty bed linid
•
•j
'
•
. •
'•-•,'•
The hearings of the special house
ens that I had seen all trimmed
committee investigating farm mi- UONS SLIP-STITCH
in flower sprigged cotton print.
grancy, under the chairmanship of
IN PROTECTOR
.(XtolMMd by W«rt»rn JlewtKkpm tJnlon.)
Why not make flowered blanket
3DGE-SHORT.
California's kindly Rep. John Tolan,
protectors to harmonize with blanSTITCHES m
deserve a lot 'more attention than
BLANKET
ket colorings? Here is one that
they have received.
would go with either rose or blue.
Leading experts have disclosed
It is easy to hide basting stitches
some extremely significant facts
that fasten it temporarily to the
concerning agricultural trends that
blanket by slipping them along in
are affecting the lives of millions and
FASTEN WITH SLIPthe pink or blue binding as shown.
the future of the United States. Yet
STITCH BASTING
One length of material as long as
Tolan has had a tough time keeping
the width of the blanket will make
IT
WAS
a
bride
of
ten
years
who
his committee going.
1
reminded me of blanket protec- a pair of these protectors. A half
Lack of public interest due to the
extra of the flowered material
European war^has played into the tors. I say bride because her yard
VICHY, FRAFCE. — Sftowh
will
face
a matching pair of pilhome
still
has
the
immaculate
here • is Fernand Di Brinon, hands of elements who oppose doing freshness of a bride's house. Her low cases.
anything drastic about the migrant
* * *
French ambassador in Germanproblem, among them the California wool blankets have never been You will also find some other Ideas for
occupied Paris, tvho acting unChamber of Commerce and the As- washed or cleaned, yet their soft trimming pillow cases In SEWING Book 2.
light colorings show no sign of This booklet has been one of the most
der orders of the French Chief- sociated Farmers.
popular in the series as it not only conProf, Paul S. Taylor of the Uni- soil. She brought out some long tains'
of-State Philippe Petain, delivcomplete directions for many gift
erslty
of
California
told
the
compieces
of
cotton
material;
"I
baste
and bazfcar novelties but shows how to
ered to the Germans, France's
make 42 different embroidery stitches and
mittee of three significant trends:
Bve ways to darn and repair fabrics. Send
refusal to make any change* in
1. Rapid enlargement of farms unorder to:
the French cabinet, or to take
der a single operator. In a survey
last summer in the Middle West he
back the ousted Pierre Laval.
MRS. RUTH WYETH SPEARS
found one 9,000-acre grain and live
Drawer 10
stock farm in Ohio. At the same
Bedford H11U
New York
time, 25,000 tenant farmers were unEnclose 10 cents for Book 2.
able to obtain farms.
.
>
_3RE IN ENGLAND—A "Pioneer" squad Is shown marchName
2. Spread of farm management
In all bat baked dishes, flavoring
after a night raid on a Midlands town. The doty of these men
Address
services for absentee owners, such extracts should be added when the
i the debris and make roads passable. They also demolish parts
AIRPLANES—At
San
Diego,
Conas
business
men.
Already
there
are
food
is
cool,
otherwise
much
of
the
standing by the bombs bnt which might constitute a haz- solidated Aircraft corporation anseveral professional Societies of men flavoring will vanish in steam.
work right through the raid while bombs drop.
nounced a $14,000,000 building proj- in this field.
* * *
ect doubling its present capacity.
3. Wholesale elimination of farm
More food value is preserved
WINE — At Livermore, Calif., labor through mechanization which when a vegetable is baked in its
The fall of Salum forced an entry
nto Italian territory, and the Brit- Schenley Import corporation gave is rapidly changing the traditional skin than when it is steamed or
sh, using the German tacdcs of the impetus to the American wine in- American concept of the family- boiled.
(Servant
• • *
fight
through Flanders, shot ahead dustry by purchasing the Cresta sized corn belt farm.
of Viscount Halifax as
Ma^l^ba of JDiaordered
Blanca Wine company.
down
the
coastal
roads
175
miles
"Our
ancestors
of
three
generaA
weekly
bath
soap suds
(ibassador to the United
Kidney Action
PRODUCTION—At Washington, tions ago," Taylor warned, "found will not only makeina hot
within
the
border,
completely
surbroom sweep
a case of the boss be- rounding and cutting off some 20,- the Federal Reserve board reported the solution for their goal of inde> frfth Ita bonr and worry;
but will make the broom
•• - - Impn^Mr. Mtlng and
servant and vice versa,
that during November industrial pro- pendent working farmers, secure on cleaner,
000
.troops
in
Bardia,
principal
port.
last
longer.
Eden was named as
»*y rtrala on the work
duction
hit
a
record
high,
132
per
he land, in the land reform clauses
Bardia was placed in a state of
of th« kldneym. They are apt to boeonu
'candidate for succession seige,
cent of the 1936-39 average.
ovw*u*d and fail to filter corns add
and
the
British
main
forces
of
the
Homestead
act.
Today
the
Add
peeled,
quartered
apples
:'s post as foreign secand otbar Imparities from the llfHdving
ARMS—At Washington, British of- march of mechanization and other i hen you roast lamb or veal. The
after leaving sufficient men to prosw
ficials
completed
a
master
list
of
the reduction of Bardia, later
' Ton 'may suffer tuning bukmetw,
economic forces have produced de- j apples add a delicious flavor and
^Jteft the cabinet, the last ecute
headache, dissiaess, getting op nighti,
to be reinforced from the rear, $3,000,000,000 in new war orders to pendence and insecurity on the land give a soft topping to the roast.
leg pains, swelling—feel constantly
i i Chamberlain .appeasement
be
placed
in
the
U.
S.,
including
pushed on toward Tobruk and
for our generation. Stern necessity
tired, nervQtu.aU worn put. Other dgn*
man- for- •'-JL*'"~'oMddner or bladder disorder are some12,000 combat planes.
Derna.
compels us to find our way to mainFruit cake makes a delicious
time* boning, scanty or too frequent
ealp the BritMarshal
Graziani
and
his
main
urinatlbn.
tain
independence
and
security
pudding
if
served
with
a
sauce.
•Chamber-,
Try Dean's PiR*. Doom'* help the
forces were still able to keep ahead GREEK i
among those who work the soil."
Udneys tojpafi^nff harmful tntf^n body
howled
of
the
British,
but
the
latter
claimed
Note—
One
of
the
most
interesting
* —"
montha*half s>
Aims
Revised
Always remove the wrappings
without
Are neomenormous numbers of prisoners,
trends reported by Professor Taylor from fresh meats before storing
everywhere.
The
Greek
war
cry
of
"Tirana
by
killed
and
wounded
Italians,
totaling
was
that
the
acquisition
of
farms
is
in
the
refrigerator.
conhad to be revised, when
around 30,000, great booty, all ac- Christmas"
• * *
a "rage" among business men,
be great abilItalian resistance stiffened, and the now
complished
with
a
British
loss
of
who in several midwestern cities are
Two or three minutes after you
the mew amskirted
Evzones
had
to
fight
ahead
only 1,000.
r» and preinch of the way at bayonet holding weekly "farmer luncheons" have started your gas or electric
Just where the Germans would en- every
to hear talks by farm management oven, open the door for a second
i , success Jor
ter the picture in the Battle of Africa point.
experts. According to Taylor, the
two, to let out the damp air.
Whether
it
was
German
reinforceWhile adwas not clear, with the British na- ment or not was not clear, but as the business men take up farming part- or
9g that AmeriThe oven will then heat in a much
Always a Doty
val
forces
-apparently
in
charge
of
Viscount
public opinion
Italians neared the hopping off ly as a substitute for golf and part- shorter time.
The situation that has not its
the
coastline
and
unmolested,
and
ly
"as
a
safe
place
to
invest
funds."
Halifax
they fought harder and the
outset might
duty, its ideal, was never yet
better ports either hi British places
* « *
his appeasement tactics be- the
Greek advance, while continuing
To keep cheese fresh for some occupied by man.—Carlyle.
hands
or
under
siege.
•
>
DEFENSE HOUSING!
j> Munich.
steady, was not as spectacular.
time, cover -it over with a thin
Defense Commissioner 'William coating of paraffin. When ready
was 'announced that Britain CLAUSE SIX:
The Greeks reminded one of a
(nt add the post of minister to
football team nearing the goal-line Knudsen's frank adnjission of lag- to serve remove the paraffin.
in Washington. Both am- And National Defense
meeting a stiffened defense. ging plane production wasn't the
When President., Roosevelt wants and
a'dbr and minister had been the
Enormously
important objectives only sour situation he could have
in Britain's Paris office, but to do something drastic and final had been achieved, however, Pogra- tagged. Another is defense housing.
This is a real muddle. Although
rtp Washington has had only an and something that has not been detz on the north and Argirocastro
done before, he has a system all his On the south, Porto Edda and other congress voted $290)000,000 five
saijpr. . ' .
w^at Eden has been up to own.
points having fallen into their months ago to provide housing for
He calls his legal advisers in, tells vital
new workers in the defense indus_i and the near East has
hands.
tries, not one shovel of dirt has yet
J been made clear, but it must them what he wants to do, and then
Maps
showed
a
good
third
of
Albeen turned on a single project.
p been successful, because ob- has them find a law for it.
bania
taken
back
from
the
Italian
He has created a new job, called invaders. Immediate objectives
Housing for civilian workers on
i pointed to the fact that B; E.
WHERE AMERICA DRINKS
Eden) things had been at the Office for Emergency Produc- were the port town of Valona, and army and navy reservation and artion
Management,
and
put
into
it
ITS WAY TO HEALTH
senals
is
progressing
satisfactorily.
in the eastern Mediterthe inland bases of Tepelini and
Several projects begun last summer j
i sector, and after Anthony ar- William S. Knudsen, wizard automo- Chimara.
0 Outdoor activities at their
qn,the scene, of a sudden the bile production man, with instrucGreek generals claimed the Ital- by the U. S. Housing authority for
best. The ultimate in facilities
,A rose up, pelted the Fascists, tions that he is to be the "czar" for ians had moved out of Klisura, but defense employees in Pensacola,
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MUST USE
New Policy of Anita Theatre FARMERS
GOOD SEED FOR PAY
Attracts Many Show Goers The importance of using good qual-

igent Warns Farmers
;e Income Tax Return

LYNCH IS CHAIRMAN
OF COUNTY BOARD

The Cass county board of supervisors, at its initial meeting of the new
rmers who have never filed year, re-elected Hawley Lynch of Atc returns will do so for the lantic for a third term as board chair•ear 1940 due to the new basis of man. Only one change in the board
eporting, according to information took place this year and that was the
eceived t>y County Agent Lester supervisor from the first district.
om Chas. B. Huston, col-Grant, Lincoln, Renton and Franklin
oukup from
ector of internal revenue.
townships will be represented for the
is for filing income returns next three years by F. L. (Fritz)
changed from a net income Possehl who defeated Mike Metz in the
income. A farmer with a November election.
>me of $2,000 or more will
The first sessions of. the board were
now be. required to file returns. taken up by routine duties such as
single individuals or mar- hiring different workers in each disviduals not living with trict, approving deputy officer apried
>r wife will file when they pointments, naming of official newsosa income of $800 or more, papers, naming county depositories
n to changing to a gross and setting the salaries of various
e amount was lowered from county employees for the year 1941.
$2,000 for married persons
Members of the Cass county solsther and from $1,000 to $800 diers' relief commission, meeting with
persons. The farmer will the board, voted to simplify the
e Form 1040 and Form 1040 handling of soldiers' relief claims the
•ss of the size of his gross or coming year. Hereafter all claims
e if a return is required to will be turned .over to the auditor's
>e filed. Approximately 120,000 in- office for payment instead of the cometurns were filed for the mission issuing the warrants.
and it is anticipated that
The board also adopted a resolution
itely
250,000
individual assuring county employees who are
rill be filed for 1940. Of called for army service during the
>er, 10,000 returns were filed coming year that they will be put
rs in 1939 and it is expected back on the county payroll as soon as
e to over 50,000 in 1940.
the army excuses them and any apBlanks have been released for pointments made to replace mustered
BASKETBALL GAME.
general < distribution and should be men will be only of a temporary
Thursday,*Jan. 9, Anita Gym
ANITA IND. vs. MASSENA IND. filled out and sent in as soon as nature.
possible and not later than March
Tuesday, Jan. 14, Anita Gym
It was also voted by the board to
ANITA IND. vs. PRESCOTT IND. 15..
display the American flag in front of
2 Games—7:30 P. M.
the courthouse every day, weather
TERABERRY TO permitting.
Admission lOc, 15c, 25c.

ty seed when planting soil building
crops will be emphasized even more
strongly under the 1941 AAA Farm
Program than* in previous years, according to Triple A officials.
Use of good quality seed has been a
requirement of all previous programs, but the 1941 Agricultural Conservation Program strengthens the
requirement by specifying that a
farmer will not receive payment for
planting soil building crops, if it is
determined by the county AAA committee that the seed used did not meet
the requirements of g*ood farming
practice.
The state AAA committee, with the
advice of state agricultural specialists,
will establish minimum specifications
for determining whether the various
seeds are locally adapted to the
climate, are free of weed seed, and
have high germination quality. The
county AAA committee will decide
whether the seed used by fanners
will meet these requirements.
It is expected that the new provisions which are effective immediately
will result in better quality soilconserving crops having fewer weeds,
thereby further increasing conservation and improvement of soil.
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NEW JURY PANEL
FOR COURT TERN

The new policy of the Anita Theatre;
;
was started Sunday with a double
Cecil M. Skipton, Clerk of the District
Forshay Will Be HoiP feature bill. Many residents of Anita
Court, Discovers Jury Panel Drawn
and the surrounding territory turned
nonial Banquet Which
Last Week Was Not Taken
out
and
expressed
their
enthusiasm
in Des Moines
for
the
modern
changes
they
saw
From Proper Jury Box.
Eonday, January 27.
around the theatre.
Today (Wednesday) and Thursday
Cecil M,. Skipton, clerk of the disolding a testimonial ban- there is another double feature show
trict
court, discovered this week that
which
brings
to
the
screen
Joan
(Mick) Forshay of
the
jury
panel drawn a few days agoBlondell
and
Dick
Powell
in
a
rollicksident of the National
for the January term of court must be
of Insurance' Agents, ing comedy of love and laughter, "I
discarded because the names were not
this 'week by Lyle Want A Divorce." The companion
taken from the proper jury box.
feature
is
"Argentine
Nights"
starring
tit of the Iowa AssoThe first set of names were drawn
the screen's ace comics, the Ritz
surance Agents.
from
the box made up following the
Brothers
and
radio's
famous
Andrews
; will be held on Monday,
1938
election
and should have come
Sisters.
The
Ritz
brothers
have
an
-the conclusion of a onefrom the new box consisting of voters
meeting by the state entirely new collection of funny
in the 1940 election. Consequently
'Many outstanding in- antics and the Andrews Sisters sing
the clerk found it necessary to go
have been invited to a number of crooning melodies 'which
through the jury drawing process for
the banquet along with made them famous on big radio proa second time. Those whose names
grams'.
business associates of
were originally drawn were nevei
A special treat is in store for Frijand friends from Anita.
officially notified but Mr. Skipton
||B being bestowed upon day -and Saturday patrons who attend
stated this week that in order -to
recognition for his the new Anita theatre. Free popcorn
avoid any misunderstanding, he is
'Vice-president of the will be given to both adults and childsending notices to them informing
ation, the first lowan to ren, in addition to another double feathem not to appear. The Januarj
It is customary for the ture bill, suitable for the entire famterm of court opens on Wednesday
t.'to step into the presi- ily. William Htolden, the star of
Jan. 22, and the petit jury is to repor
: is expected .that Mr. "Arizona," Bonita Granville, the popfor duty on Monday, Jan. 27, at 9:<M
take over as president ular screen brat, and Ezra Stone, who
a. m.
convention later this is the famous "Henry Aldrich" of
Selection of the grand jury for th«
radio fame, appear in "Those Were
year 1941 was also announced this
f': in announcing the testi- The Days." This screen story is
\yeek. The grand jurors will repor
er for Forshay, said the built around a group of teen age school
the. opening day of the term. Those
out the Anita insurance kids, who turn the parent's hair gray
on the list are Jeannette Weimer, Ani
with mischievous pranks and turn the
ta; Wayne Bullock, Henry Clausen
ition such as Mr. Forshay school and the town upside down, with
Willoam G. Pellett a*nd H. C. Thomson
comes first. because he their hair-raising deviltry. The comAtlantic; Charles Dressier and Herstraight-thinking, panion feature is a red-blooded westL .UXm V^ JL*4
•wJ.A.JLA
A. Aw .A. JUJ M*»*J
PLACE
SHARPELS
Mrs. Grace Welfare of Sweal City,
man Ryan, Massena; Otto Behrends
local agent, and ern, starring George O'Brien in
A XTTfT A OVYWrXT Tf A TUf
and Gleor e c
At a recent meeting of the school
he has devoted a "Prairie Law." In this outstanding Iowa, is visiting with her sister, 'Mrs.
1*1
A
V
WTOGT
rATVTF
K - Conrad,
'Cumberland;
PLAY FIRST GAME Adolph Ei]te(
^
Wiota. Fnuid8 Millei.
lamount of time and ef- play of the cattle country, George R. N. Bissell and family at their board Glen Teraberry of Malcom,
ways and means to O'Brien again shows his mettle with a home southwest of Anita.
Iowa, was hired to replace Tom
The newly organized Anita Inde- Marne; and S. C. Wagler, Griswold.
American agency system lot of fast riding, lead throwing adSharpels, football coach and science pendent basketball team will play their j _ Those °J> _ ^e ™™ official petit
x
Leo V. Bongers, Jr., and Joe Vetter instructor in the Anita schools, efn'ts may find it profitable.' venture that makes him the idol oi
jury panel follow:
Jr.
returned to Omaha Sunday to re- fective with the second semester first game of the season on Thursday
also announced he had western picture fans.
Atlantic—Ralph Baker, Glenn Bell,
evening at the Anita high school gym
B. C. Hopkins of Des
Sunday, Monday and\ Tuesday the sume their studies at Creighton Uni- which starts next .Monday. Mr. Tera- with the fast Massena town team. Raymond Comes, Pearl Cranston,
^president of the Iowa In- Anita theatre will show the finest versity after the holiday vacation.
berry will finish out the school year. The twelve members who comprise the Charlie Fudge, L. i , Gerhardt, Mrs.
Federation, as general chair- musical extravaganza released to the
He is a graduate of the University of Anita team have purchased new suits Alvin Hknsen, Hans Hbnsen, Nora
Mike Mardesen, Orley Mardesen
j testimonial banquet, with]screen. It is Mickey Rooney and Art
Iowa
and has had two years of teach- which are made of orange and black Israel, Oluf J arisen, Mrs. J. P. Laursen,
, Jr., and Dale
Mrs. T. H. Lockett, Jack Maher,
also of Des Moines, as co- judy Garland in "Strike Up The left
ing
experience.
satin.
California
Mr. Sharpies, who came to Anita
Band." Paul Whiteman and his band .they intend to stay if they find emPlans are being made to play a game Ernest Mathisen, Mrs. Ralph Miller,
this fall as football coach, recently each week and it ig hoped> M those in Charles McCord, Don Smiley, L. F.
are part of a big cast that supports pioynlent.
resigned to accept a position "in the oharg£, statedj that ft good share of JSoukup, Mrs. Lou Thurman and J. C.
STEPE[ENSON America's leading juvenile stars. In
— -•>-LAST THURSDAY "Strike Up ' The Band," Mickey j Merlin Holland, Robert Crawford schools at New Hampton, Iowa. Mr. i these games ^ be played in Anita Woodring.
Anita—Herbert Bartley, Clyde Faland
Mrs.
Sharpies
will
leave
Anita
the
^
.
.
&nd they
be> f the general public
Rooney has added many new novel- and Charles Denne, who have been
Stephenson, 5V, well known ities to his great store of entertain- j spending the holiday vacation of Iowa last of this week for their new home.
coner,
Clifford Kearns, A. J. Kopp and
will support the team.
-living northeast .of Anita in ment. Judy Garland's singing is one State college at the home of their
Esther Vetter.
Those who are members of
P. W. Calkins left Saturday eventownship died at his home of the outstanding features of the parents, returned to Ames Sunday.
Cumberland—Perry Crum,
Earl
ay from heart trouble.
Al- picture. Big scenes, lavishly produc- j
ing on a three weeks' trip which will: wilbur Young> Rex Miller, Ralph Lett,! Hansen, Edna Lantz and Dale Sy' he had_ been
take him through Oklahoma and the Lawrence
—. _ _ under
_ the
_ care
---- of
— ^^
ed ^^
at tremendous
bj.V7iiiciiu.uua wair
cost vi.vvvu
crowd uirc
one »•*an-1j —
M^air ----county
* has
--- lost
---**
5 per
r-~ - cent
w«« in
«
Ross|mondsHofmeister, Jr.,
Hall," Alfred
for the past several otjjer as the picture unfolds, and Paul Population during the last 10 years oil fields, across the southern part of
Laurence
I Griswold—Lowell
Melvin Key,
in .later weeks he had been , Whiteman and his band are seen at according to census figures. The the United States to the east coast,
Frank Budd;:Ti«tz. Leonard Martens,
Stanley
Scharf, John Schhoor, Bertha Strickto be getting better and his J their test. Because picture fans have official population of fiie county f o to New York City and other eastern ^
Angel
land and Mrs. Edwin Wohlenhaus.
e as a great shock to the flocked to see this "best of all" show, ' 194° is 13,196, as compared to th cities before returning to his home
ty in which he lived.
Lewis—Anna Hunt.
here.
Mrs. Charles H. Ingram is confined
theatres throughout the country have !930 census of 13,891.
tephenson was born Jan. ">, extended their playing time and Mike
Marne—Wilbur Blake and Harry
to her home suffering from a sprained
farm where he died,. Roth( the manager of the new Anita,
Boots.
ankle.
the late Mr. and Mrs. Henry says he had to make speciai arrangeIMassena—Mrs. Ethel Bissell, Mrs.
The little daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Chester Mills and Mrs. Fred Mills.
on. Hia entire lift; had been ments with the producers of "Strike
Albert Karns is ill at her home in
<:Audubon township and all Up The Band" to play it this Sunday,
Wiota—Leonard Bailey and Mars.
Anita with whooping cough.
years on the farm where he Thefe wiu b<? no increase over the
Lillian Boggs.
Bridgewater (Victoria township)—
was united in marriage to popular Sunday price for "Strike Up
Mrs. Harold Smith is ill at her home Russell Johnson.
VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
"on March 7, 1917. Mrs. The ^^ ^ a& ugual a gpecial
in Anita and under the care of a phypassed away in 1924. bft in gund matmee ^n be given
sician. She is suffering from pneuhim area step-daughter, | at 2.00 _ m
MONEY SPENT TO LIME
GOLDEN HARVEST
APRICOTS—
monia.
Marshall of Tulsa, Okla., j
'
BRINGS GOOD RETURN
Wheat
Getan,
Choice blenheim,
•s, two brothers and a num-' nrn A PTfYR
Melvin Key and wife of Anita spent
ECONOMY
"nieces and nephews.
per can . . . . .
per
Declaring that 75 per cent of the
a few days last week in Lenox at the
SUBJECT OF SCHOOL
services were held Sunday
pound
soils
in Iowa need from 1 to 4 tons of
home of his parents, 'Mr. and Mrs.
•at the Methodist church _,
in
ROOSTER COMBS—
Next Monday evening the Adult
limestone per acre, E. R. Duncan, exFrank
Key.
were in charge of Rev. W. Eyening. School wffl hold an
Bakery special,
CORN STARCHtension agronomist at Iowa State collor.
Interment, with six ing meeting on tractor maintenance(
6 for
GWC, 2
C. F. Darrow and wife have re- lege, quotes figures from the exacting as pallbearers, ^" evointton of good quality gaaoline and
turned to their home in Anita after periment station which show that
1-lb. packages.
L Evergreen cemetery in
GELATIN—
spending several weeks visiting with ] liming acid 8oil pays
i
obtained
in
good
and
poor
WBU te
relatives and friends in California.
quality gasoline. To stress these
All flavors, 3 packGRAPE JUICE—
Results of t^sts on 48 fields on 5
ages Royal and
Shurfine brand,
different soil types showed that over
>Sue, little daughter of Mr. points and make them perfectly clear,
A joint installation of Masonic and a 16-year period corn ..averaged 4.3
are to be shown by a representa- {
tWe Dressier, who jj ve ' tfilms
recipe book ..
pint bottle . . .
ve
ne
Eastern
Star officers will be held next
and
'
°^
*
Ethyl
gasoline
corporation
of Anita, is quite ill
bushels increase per acre due to lime.
Tuesday
evening at the Masonic
care of the family physi- ' that evening. Mr. Lappe, the repreSHURFINE—
CANDY—
Oats gave a 4V4 bushels increase per
Temple. A 6:30 dinner will precede
sentative, will be ready to answer any
crop
acre and hay an increase of
Pure
vegetable
Chocolate
dipped
the installation.
questions upon these subjects asked
three-tenths of a ton per crop acre, on
shortening,
peanuts,
|
r
a. Rowley Hill and son, Harley, of, of him.
|
Mary Agnes Bongers, daughter of ;h« average.
pound
l*lv
3-lb. can
/, S. Dak., spent a few days last | A lively discussion was entered into
Replying to the oft-heard stateMr.
and Mrs. Leo V. .Bongers, has
| visiting her mother, Mrs. Agness by the group attending the evening
ment
that "I can't afford to lime, it
returned to Des Moines where she is a
and with her brothers, Phil school Monday evening. The discus-'
costs
too
much," Duncan said that the»
student
at
St.
Joseph's
Academy,
after
| Jim McCosh, at their home east sion was over- the problems that might
experiment station figures showed that
a holiday vacation in Anita.
*Anita,
be facing any Cass county farmer
dollar spent for lime will average
^._ .-•
during the ensuing year. Outlook'
Better Coffees For Less Money
Jack
Roe
returned
Sunday
to
Iowa
return of two to three dollars in
Mlarilynn Kohl, daughter of j material was first presented pretainCity after spendng the holiday vaca- extra crop yields. And these figures,
BRIARDALE—
TALL CORN—
and Mrs. A. R. Kohl, returned to ing to expenditures, prices and mar-!
of the University of Iowa at the
said, do not take into account the
r, ^Colo., last Wednesday where keting for the coming year. After the ;
23c or 2-lbs. for 45c
15c or 3-lbs. for 39c tion
home
of his parents. Other students 'act that the limestone also goes a
is a student at the University of presentation of this material, the
who returned earlier were Marion ong way toward assuring a stand of
There Are 200 Winsom Winners Each Week
l^lprado after spending the holiday group was divided into units of six to
MSller,
Donald Mclntyre and Flora egumes.
ation of. the school here at the decide on the program for the average
Brown.
Duncan also pointed out that limefarmer this year. Upon reaching their
of her parents.
STRING BEANS—
PANCAKE
decisions, the group again gathered
stone greatly increases the effectiveWord
was
received
in
Anita
Sunday
Cut refugees'
Tall Corn,
|r
Any young men between the ages of together to summarize the facts obtainby Mrs. Ross Brookner that her ness of phosphate feVtilizer. He urged
IOC
2 cans
3-lb. sack
17 and 31 who would like to join the ed. Lester Soukup, Cass county farm
grandfather, William Leemasters, 98, .hat all farmers who are planning to
&vy may do BO Thursday by con- bureau agent, assisted in the meeting.
who lived at Anderson, Mo., passed apply phosphate fertilizer next spring
ITALIAN PRUNES—
ORANGES—
J. J. Lutter at the Anita postaway that day. Mr. Leemasters had >e sure to lime their fields now if the
Briardale, in syrup,
Florida, heavy with
) between 11:00 a. m. and noon. Robert .Heckman, Junior Pollock
visited in Anita with his granddaugh- soil is not already sweet.
be navy sub-station at Carroll re- and Mac McDermott were among the
No. 2%
juice,
ter several times.
*>
thift week that Thomas A. boys from Cass county who attended
cans
10-pounds
Mrs. Wm. Cryer visited in Omaha
OUghlin of Cumberland enlisted the 4-H short course held at Iowa
Ernest Burke and wife of Anita Saturday and Sunday with relatives
LETTUCE—
CHEESE—
ough their office Friday and was State college at Ames last week.
and Mrs. Lena Earl and daughter, and friends.
iferred immediately to the trainSolid crisp
American or
Margaret Mary, of Wiota were in
fi; station at Great Lakes, 111.,
Dale E. Roberts, son of MT. and
heads, each .
Miss Mable Williams, who had been
brick, 2-lb. box
Omaha Friday to attend the funeral
»to« will receive five weeks recruit Mrs. Frank Roberts and well known
services for 'William Naylon at St. visiting here the past two weeks
before he is assigned to a farmers living northwest of Anita,
at the W. R. Cryer home, returned to
John's Catholic church. Mr. Nayk school or sent to the fleet for has gone to Alhambra, Cal., where he
BE SURE TO GET YOUR WINSOM HINT CARDS Ion's wife is a cousin of 'Mrs. Burke her home in Osceola, Nebr., Saturwill enroll in the Western Air college.
'and Mrs. Earl.
day.

BRIARDALE

21c

9c

~15c

I7c

16c

45c

COFFEE

19c

45c

8c

49c
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BY THE WAY.
By L. F. M.

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

PETERSEN'S

"Sacrament" will be the subject of
Did you know that the first national
the Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of election ever held in our country was
PHONE 300
Christ Scientist, on Sunday, Janu- held on Jan. 7, 1789 . . . and on Jan. 9,
We Deliver
Phone 29
^ 12'
in 1793, the first balloon flight was
8r
The Golden Text is from II Conn- : made in the United State., . . . we
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
thians 13:14, "The grace of the Lord heard the "Answer Man' say last
Jesus Christ, and the love of God, week that Oreorge Washington sent the
OATS, Clover Farm, large tube
15c land the communion of the Holy first air mail letter on that balloon
be with you all."
, tr 'PJELL POWDER, assorted flavors, 3 for
13c ji Ghost,
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo4
1
from the Bible and from the
Our old friend and neighbor, Billy
CAKE FLOUR, Swansdown, package
19c ; tations
Christian Science textbook, "Science Morgan, came over and spent the day
1
and Health with Key to the Scrip- with us last Saturday . . . we swapMILK, Clover Farm, 3 large cans
20c , tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
j ped yarns and bits of news and settled
i
One
of
the
Bible
citations
reads:
the affairs of all the neighbors to suit
GRAPE FRUIT, 2 No. 2 cans
19c
"And when he was come into the ourselves.
PEAS, Glendale, 2 No. 2 cans
25c ! house, the blind men came to him: and j
| Jesus saith unto them, Believe y e , Have you been hearing the School
that I am able to do this? They said of the Air programs which come over
SOAP, Clover Farm naptha, 6 bars
19c
| unto him, Yea, Lord. Then touched CBS at 2:30 . . . they are very enterRED CUP COFFEE, 3 pounds
39c 1i he their eyes, saying, According to taining and full of meat . . . some days
your faith be it unto you. And their we hear Richard .Maxwell at 2:45, but
GRAPE FRUIT, medium size, dozen
25c j eyes were opened: and Jesus straitly think his must be just a filler-inner Eugene Hill, 8-year-old son of Mr. Miss Marian Sanderson
la
charged them, saying, See that no program because he isn't always on and Mrs. Alvin Hill, who live north, of to her home in Oskaloosa
town, is ill at his home with pneu- ter spending several days visitingJ'Vaf.
man know it" (Matt. 9:28-30).
j at that time.
with
monia.
her friend, Miss Mkry Osen.
Among the selections from the j
* * *
Christian Science textbook is the
Wasn't last Thursday a swell
]
Mrs. W. T. Slater was taken to the.
following:
day . . . no matter which direction we
Established 1883.
Methodist
hospital in Des Moines
"The substance of all devotion is looked we could see washings flapPublished Every Thursday and Entered
the reflection and demonstration of ping on the clothes line . . . yesterday Monday where she will receive mediat the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, aa Health More Important
C
v
divine Love, healing sickness and -we couldn't see as far as the neigh- :al treatment.
Than Perfect Record.
Second Class Mail Matter.
, destroying sin.
Our Master said, bor's clothes lines on account of the
The school wishes to encourage reg- ,Jf ye ,QVe m6| kw,p my command . snow.
Mrs. Lloyd Klever and son, Gary,
Cecil G. Budd
Editor ular attendance as long as it does not ments i >• / „ g41)
* * *
c
of Exira spent a few days in Anita
this
week
at
the
home
of
her
mother,
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Year endanger the health of any of the
One of the prettiest calendars we
pupils. If a child has a severe cold
got this year came from an Anita Mrs. Hattie Wiese.
Official Town and County Newspaper it is advisable for him to remain out' «. CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST * . firm and it has a sheet for each month
of school. This should aid his own +
C. R. Neel, Pastor.
Member of National Editorial
i and a picture to suit the month.
recovery and avoid spreading the +
Association, and
•*• + •*• + '+'•*• + ' * • ' * ' * ' ' * ' + : Don't seem we got as many calendars
affliction to his classmates.
| Sunday School at 10 a. m.
I as usuai) tn;s year.
As an added precaution against
Church Worship at 11 a. m.
I
* * •
DR.B.L.MEURER
the spread of Scarlet Fever, parents
, . ,
,.,,
,
Union evening service at 7:30 a t ; Signs Of the times: Seed catalogs
Adair, Iowa
to „keep.. children
Mpthodist caurcn.
church AA guou
(rood atwjnuance
attendance
•
-j • L sale
i bills
vn andj
„are, furged
, , ,who „are meinouist
coming,
mid-winter
r
not feeling well out of school, espec-.. desjred. We are trying to m ake
*'
,
,
X-Ray and Neurocalometer Service
ially if there is any throat irritation. these services he] f u ] flnd inspirin ™ «1»P™B» ™ other W6" reac"
s« m » io IT .™ -n.! w «i,
'
s>ervi(,ei, neipiui and inspiring ,y
April for their subject
t
Office Hours: 9 to 12—1:30 to 6.
Semester
Exams Tins Week.
,to all who come We can do nothmg
Mrs. Joseph Vais, who has been ill
The semester examinations are be-for you unless you atfelld
i
. * .
Sat.
Kite 7 to 10. Sun. 10 to 11 a. m.
for some time, is still confined to her
ing
given
this
week
and
report
cards
cjnnrinv
RPV
NW1
will
«rwmt
nn
flip
!
- Phone 37.
bed at the family home north of
will be sent out next Wednesday.
Isu
St "Uunch
nto7e
" C<"^atulations to the GIadson's of
subject
unchOut
Uut Into
tne Seep
Uee
town.

WE DELIVER

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
DATES, imported Persian, 2 pounds
in.
TOILET TISSUE, 1,000 sheets, 4 rolls
" '«£
SOAP FLAKES, Nola, pure white, free silverware in package, large package
q.,
PUMPKIN,. 2 No. 2 cans 15c — 2 No. 2% cans'' ill
CLOROX, ultra refined, large bottle
19
GRAPE FRUIT, P & G, each can serves 4,3 cans 39*
WILBERTS WAX, so hard no dirt or dust can
penetrate, pound can
PIGSFEET, pickled, large jar
...'..!•!
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables In Season

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

ANITA SCHOOL NEWS

OPAL COFFEE—

pound

25

MATCHES—
6 box carton
is
OPAL SYRUP—
dark, 10-lb. jar...50c
light, 10-lb. jar...52c
Pound of Opal Coffee
Free With Each $5.00
Grocery Order.

Opal Food Mkt
East Main Street

PW ^.hiW,* Offers
1
' ^
Changes n h g h c t o l subjects will! Tl ™*°li^. °?hiS

P- Atlantic on the new little grandson
f born in India a few days ago. The

year ahe d

Miss Otellia Petersen has returned
to Indianola, Iowa, after spending the ^e'^^^Sl!^^^^^^,^^
""to W -» ^ Pastfiveyears old
?£. ^£ ^S^ "" ^ "
holidays at the home of her parents, Government for Commercial Lw and < l^^^J^Z
J
of Sociology for Economics. General j j^
T -- ug
--- ^i^
-«-:-'
We,
» * •
pray together.
C. J. Petersen and wife.
Agriculture will also be offered for j n v i t e you to worship with
If a certain young man doesn't
Normal Training students,
I
write
a letter to the cook before this
Anita Loses 4 Games.
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 - 4
Last Wednesday evening the Anita 4
METHODIST CHURCH
4 week is over, she says .she will begin
high school basketball team was de- 4
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
4 , to think that her cooking had dire
ROOSTER COMBS
feated by a fast 'Massena five. The 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 effects.
6 for 9c
score of the first team game was 27
Church School at 10 a. m. Harold |
* * *
ANITA BAKERY
to 12. The second team also lost b y ! McDermott, Superintendent.
I ^e Declam trio went to Cumberand and mad
e a good try for first
For monuments and memorials see a score of 24 to 14. Wiota chalked u p ) Church worship at 11:00 a. m. with '
their seventh consecutive victory of tj,e sermon by the pastor on, "Work- Places laat night. Altho they did not
C. H. Bartley, Anita.
It
the season Friday evening by drub- ing' With God."
; win there they have profited by havWe have a complete line of oil bing the Anita team 44 to 14. The
Youth Forum in the church at 6:30. ing had the speaking experience.
and coal tank heaters. Get one now Wiota seconds also won by a score of
The subject, "A Christian Looks at Better lu<* next year!
and be prepared for winter. Farmers 16 to 6. LeRette led the winners by j
Military Training."
Coop., Anita, Iowa. Phone 49. tf
connecting for 20 points. Hagen and
One gal we know says that when
Union service at the Methodist
she was trim and twenty she went
50c buys 500 sheets of typewriter Rhoads were able to connect for 5 and church at 7:30.
paper, size SMsxll inches, at the Trib- 4 points respectively, for the losers.
Choir practice Thursday evening at out with a11 tne Johnnies and now
nne office.
tf
the parsonage at 7:30.
i t f l a t sne's fat and forty, she stays
CARD OF THANKS.
The Home Guards meet at the H. H. home wi* the wi11!68Tally cards, 2 for le; fancy tallies
ANITA MARKETS.
We wish to thank our many friends Turn,, tame S.tariw ,(lemo.n „
•pith, tassels, and place cards for le.
'or
the
sympathy
shown
us
during
our
Tribune office, Anita.
tf
The official board meets next Mon,„ .
. JTZ
recent bereavement.
(PnceS ln Effect
day
evening
at
7:30.
^edneaday)
WANTED:—Your dead animals.
The Relatives of
gg8 Ca
d Ze
15c
Atlantic
group
meeting
for
Laymen'
^
'
*'
°
"
Ph. 184 Anita—we pay phone charges.
Mr. and Mrs. Lou Suplee.
]
m
d
n
16c
and Ministers next Monday at the At- ^'
****> °f
HenS OVCr 5 lbs lb
12c
I
'
- "
Carol Jane, oldest daughter of Mr. lantic Methodist church.
9c
The Ix.yal Circle meets next Tues- HenS' °Ver 4-lbs" lb
and Mrs. Glen (Jake) Lindblom is
Hens,
leghorn
and
under
4-lbs.,
lb..
7c
ill at her home in Anita suffering from ,ay. at 2:0 °, I) ' m; with M,rs- P-_. D; Roosters lb
;i. H
VOll
tuffl
from rheumatic, "arthriWeimer.
Those
having
"butterflies"
'
7'
pneumonia.
tiia or neuritis pain, try
thi» simple
are requested to bring or send them to SPrinSs. over 5-lbs., lb. ...14c
innp«,,,,e home recipe that thous«£
'" using. Gel , package of Ru-Ex
i Springs, over 4-lbs. Ib
12c
Compound today. Mil it with a quart
Mrs. Louisa Duff, well known resi- the meeting.
of w( W , 3dd che juice of 4 lemon,.
.
_.
Springs,
leghorns
&
under
4-lbs.
.10c
Pl ca5an t
, rouble
dent of Anita, was taken to the Lavsen
aEd
no
at
all.
lie
You
need
only
2
tablehospital in Adair Monday. She is ill 4 4 4 . 4 4 4 4 4 - 4 - 4 - f - f ^ i Stags, heavy, l b
spoonfuls
4
CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH
4
Stags,
leghorn,
lb.
"iima
IB
hours — sometimes
overwith pneumonia.
11
u~~ sp^ndid rtsuhs are obtained.
+
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
4 Ducks, lb
.•.-, . f . Be
ii
the paini do not
quickly
leave
and ,1 y o u jo not (rel ^stier, Ru-Ei
*
*
+
+
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
Geese,
Ib
6c
The
Royal
Neighbors
wili
meet
at
'.I'M 1,°" > C " " o l h i n e to t r y as it ii
Church school at 10:00 a. m.
j Pigeons, live, dozen
50i
•od by your druggist under an
absothe home of Mrs. George Smither Frilute
money back
guaunln.
Ru-Ex
Service of worship at 11:00 a. m. Cream, sweet
32i
Compound ,. |or S3\c am) rKommea£d {£
day afternoon. Installation of new
We hope this service may be helpful to Cream, No. 1 sour
3Qc
Bongers Bros. Drugs
officers will be held at that time.
all who come. We shall use the fol- Cream, No. 2 sour
28c
lowing scripture, "Unto the 'church of Yellow corn, new
49c
God which is at Corinth."
,No. 1 wheat
.76c
Evening union services at the No. 2 white oats
30c
Methodist church at 7:30.
The ladies will serve their regular
noon-day meal Thursday.

WANT ADS

lemon Juice Recipe Checks
Rheumatic Pain Quickly
F

UMfh.'n

Vntl

in

Cliff*.

,

(»«

--

- ! _ . . - . - •

"

—J .

*

Vilcll

ANNOUNCING OPENING
Under New Management of the Standard Station
In Anita By

Everyone Invited to Come In and Get Acquainted
PRICES ARE LOW NOW ON ATLAS
TIRES AND BATTERIES!

FfcEE!

FREE!

FREE!

Saturday, Jan.
With Every Purchase of $1.00 Worth of Red Crown
Gasoline, A 1-lb. Box of Chocolate Cherry Candy
Will Be Given Absolutely Free — Or With Purchase of 10 Gallons Gasoline, A Free Grease Job.

USABLE GAS" MIXTURE

TRY THE
•MLY OAtOLINE WITH

CONTROL-

We Specialize in
Mobil Winter Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL
LUTHERAN CHURCH AT
F. O. O. P. HALL.
H. G. Rekheim, Pastor.
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
Divine Worship at 10:30 a. m.
Annual meeting- of the voters
Thursday evening at the hall at 7:30.
Teachers meeting Friday afternoon
at 2 o'clock at the parsonage.
* imfii-mation class meets Friday afl.«'rn.,on at 4 o'clock at the parsonage.
H i g h l a n d church-—
l > i v i n e si-rvice» at 7:30 p. m.
"iii-iiig Ki-pU'iiibiT, 1U40,

visilr,! u i d i ri-la lives
i" A m i a T \ i c h d a y .

CALL 244

0. W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA

RED CROWN

Tryit,»adsce«hyl

-' of ('bui-dun
and friends

B r i t i s h woim-n expand $1)0,000000
a n n u a l l y f l i r M l\, s u, c kin K s;
women have u silk stocking bill
$.'160,000,000 eai-h year
ci- i-oiisin.s, al! tu-ar the
Ki-adiiHted w i t h t h e i-lass < > |
1940 from the Gibson high school.
All three bt-ar the first name of

Lester.

WALTER TIBKEN -

TANK WAGON

Lovefy Frock f 0r
School or Pan;

ByEDWHEELAN
HAVING cHASED*RED"4np'v»)nisKERS"o(JTci=
"me TENT. ' SILK -/NOMJ TORMEP m s ATT^^ON Tb AUA
PRETEND
"THAT YOU'RE ASLEeR
OLPGAL" YOU
KNOW THAT I'M
yy
HERE ALL RIGHT

1 WONDER
l<o ALUJAVS CHA^IM' US
OUT OF THE MENAGERIE \
<?OSH. I'M GONNA \

, eoy-

MJELL, MAVBE THIS
WAKE VOU UP.

DONlT 6>ARK
AJOW !!

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA Mr. Boggle Is Taken to the Cleaner's
YOU CAN'T KEEP ME
\
OUTA HERE WITH YOUR
FUNNY CONTRAPTIONS I'M FELIX K. BOGGLE,
THE DOUGHNUT KING,
ANp I WANT fAY NIECE

I'LL SEARCH Y ALL RIGHT,
EVERY ROOAA } CRULLER FACE
IN THIS
HOUSE TILL

WHERE n
AM I AT?
MY

LAUNDRY
CHUTE

PILLS!
MY .
PILLS!

MADAM
LAUNDLY
VELL.Y
HEAVY
TODAY

f26*B
fjERE'S an unusually
*•" princess frock for junior
that you'll wanjt two ways for
day and everyday r This is
moat becoming line in the w
for petite figures. There
adroit gathers at the sides of
front panel to give a little
ness where roundness is needed,!
and the waist scoops in
ing tdninesa, above the p
flare of the skirt.
In velveteen or taffeta, with!
white silk pique collar, design Affl
1269-B will be the prettiest kinJj
of party frock. In flannel, sp«
rayon or corduroy it will be sma
for classroom, all in one color c
as shown in the small sketch, wiij
a wide splash of contrast down t
front.

Trui* Jay Uartey Syndicate, be.

S'MATTER POP—Soldiers Have to Think Quick
OH.KIS5THAT61RL,
THA PURTY

MESCAL IKE

RR-RR RR/I RR-RR RRRR-RR RR
«

By C. Bl PAYNE

•WHOA.EMKA?
WHAT SEEMS To BE.
THAMAIH
DIFFICULTY ?„_
v
J
> M

By S. L HUNTLEY

S/W, 1 WAS OESt
AWSWERiM'
PER A dOB. WOULD
VUK READ 1TAW
SEE \NHAT
THINK OF IT

Barbara Ben Pattern No. 1269-B ul
•Jgned fpr sizes ll, 13, ». 17 and 19 cl
responding bust measurements 29.31,1
35 and 37. Size 13 (31) requires 4 l , yif
of 39-Inch material without nap: %
contrast for 'collar. Send order to:

So Far Pa's a Hundred Per Cent

SEWING CIRCIJB PATTERN DE

l- Riewr

GOSH, R\, WHAT DO VUM
M£AN4 BY SAVIN1 VUH WAS
PRESIDENT OF A BAMK
Siy. YEARS AM' VUVA
WAS ACONSRESS

Boom 1324
211 W. Waeker Dr.
ci
Enclose Ifi cent! In coins for
Pattern No
size
Name
AUdresi
'

\r sws -mey
\NVASlMATlOrsl.'

J

Pull the Trigger w
Lazy Bowels, an
Comfort Stomach,
POP—That's Telling Him

,

.

(3OVENOR !

THE
SPORTING
THING

When constipation brinn on adl
digestioiiy stomach up66l^ blQBtiiig, dif
, spells, gas, coated tongue, aour tastel
bad breath, your stomai^t is prote
crying the blue*" because your bo<
don't move. It call* for Laxative-Stog
to pull the trigger on those lazy bom
combined wifli Synip Pepsin to si
your touchy stomach from further i
tress. For yeare, many Doctors have s
pepsin compounds a* vehicles, or i
tiers to make other medicines agree
to your stomach. So be sure your'
live contain*. Syrup Pepsin. Insist
Dr. CaldwtU'sLasative Senna combi
with Syrup PetaJn, See how wonderitj
the Laxative Senna wakes up lazy nef
and muscles in your intestines to tr
welcome relief from constipation. •
the good old Syrup Pepsin makes t
laxative BO comfortable and ''
your stomach. Even finicky
love the taste of this pleasant
laxative. Buy Dr. Caldwell's l>
Senna at your druggist today. T.
laxativethatcomforUyourstoiB"1 "I

By J. MILLAR WATT
I WANT TO
LOOK AS WELL
AS VOU !

WNU—N

ill ICE CREAM
SxS
CONES
>Iv>X-

Into the Corners
A new broom -sweeps w
an old one ia best for the

bo«;

GLUYAS
WILLIAMS
A.RHSTRONG

eyi niut coMUnUr «nl" ,cho0
cannot itsr In the blood » «
I««T to health/that would be «<
dcnttadlaf of •wbr-the wholeu Iwiy^
when Udnera U». «nd d' ""cr(|
tion
en emnl
,

6-.~S OUT TO CA < ,'.^3

F'.MDi f " "iv f -'
err:/ / . ' • • •
.;..-.,.
'NO . - > . , . , i^ r
i'A.

.Jj

s ^'* medlcioa tlut
cUlm thin M
fawn. "
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To Reduce Our Stock!
SUITS
Nothing Much
Wrong With
These Men's
Suits That We
Can See. They
Started Life at
$25 & $29.50
and the Styles
Aren't Bad.

HERE'S THE STORY
MERCHANDISE IS GOING UP
It's our loss and your gain but we've got to
get rid of about half the merchandise in our
store. We are completely over-stocked.

Men!

Look over the items listed on this page and
then come in and see the dozens of more items
that we didn't have room to list. We made our
sale prices without regard to cost because
THIS MERCHANDISE HAS TO GO.

Now Is Your
Chance to Buy
That Overcoat
You Have Been
Wanting.

For the NEXT NINE DAYS there will be a
CARNIVAL OF BARGAINS in our store.
Attend this sale and outfit yourself and
family from head to foot for a fraction of what
it would cost at regular prices.
j^^H^^MBPMHH^P^M^H^^^^^^^^^B^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Sale Starts Jan. 9 We Still Have
Just That Coat
Grab Them at And Ends Jan. 18 at a
$9.95 & $12.95

Scarfs . . . . 4 9 c
Ties
39c
Men's fancy Hose 19c

i

-

Worsted and Cheviots.

Large Group

<&1 98

(these are afl Wool)

New Shades

V

-

I'

V

..

r

'•

f

4TV;^ -

:.*.':•'' '"• .*.£•

Dress Shirts

.ivi
mf\-:^ -•»-.., v ••" '•?/;' •

ROCKFORD
WORK SOCKS
9c
PER
PAIR

WORK JACKETS
25% WOOL LINED
$1.98

N '^ . ' I . '

^

<•'

and

FELT HATS
SOME OFF COLORS BUT
REAL VALUES THAT "
STAND THE WEAR
$2.95 & $3,95 VALUES

He PAIR

2 BUCKLE
WORK RUBBERS

CHILDREN
SNOW SUITS
$5.00

$1.39

JUST THE THING FOR
SPRING WEAR

RAILCHIEF
8% SANFORIZED
OVERALLS
98c
LAST CHANCE TO BUY AT
THIS LOW PRICE

ies for $ 8.
lor $12.98
Values for $19.95

LARGE
J - . ^ , . ''-••-

BLUE ZIPPER

WORK SHIRTS
PEPPERILL
BLUEBELL
-CHAMBRAY
49c

£/

If You Need Pants We Have
Them. All Kinds of Wools,

LADIES' HOSIERY

3 and 7 Thread

Price.

Our Pants Are Down!

VERY NICE SUITS
$6.95 VALUES

CORDUORY
WINTER WORK
CAPS
ALL COLORS
49c

GIRLS WHITE
SNOW BOOTS
FUR TOP
SIZES 8«/2 TO 3
$1.39

BOYS HIGH CUT
BOOTS
SIZES 10 TQ 2
$1.39
Just The Thing
Fo¥ Winter

MEN'S
SWEATERS
A LARGE GROUP

$1.98

BOB HOWARD,
ANITA,

IOWA

MWK ,

™ ul7t1 _ ,„
WE SERVE
YOU WELL"

7

ANITA,

IOWA

WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

By Edward C. Wayne

Defense Funds Constitute Largest Item
In l7l/2 Billion Dollar National Budget;
Blockade on Food for France Is Lifted;
British Win New Victories Over Italians

New Commander

NOTES OF A NEW YORKER:
Washington, D. C.
The January Reader's Digest has
HITLER REPORTED TO FEAR
a piece about the situation in Alaska
C. 8. INTERVENTION
In talks with his close advisers . . . They tell of the-Japanese laun(EDITOR'S NOTE—Wb»» •plnl»»» "• «*pr«mi«* In lhMj» ••l»mB», UMT
ir. IhoM of <*• twin »n«ly.l ••< not •••••••rlly el tWi new»P>»».)
recently, the President has revealed dryman there who was very popular
.(Released by Western Newapaper Unlon.l
,
a much more confident opinion oi with everyone . . . But when he
died, he was buried in. the uniform
Mussolini could have silenced the
the outcome of the war in Europe.
FIRM WORDS:
bad news, since all the Italian press
This conference rests partly upon of a commander of the Japanese
is controlled by him. But even bethe belief that Hitler, and Nazi of- Navy) . . . The New York cinema
President Speaks
fore British broadcasters could tell
ficials
generally, are greatly wor critics, who gave Chaplin's film a
President Roosevelt spoke to the 6f their troops successes, Italian anried
over
the possible entry of the drubbing, have just selected his pernew congress. There were no weasel nouncers were breaking the news to
United
States
into the war, and are formance in it aa the bait of the
words. The President was grave. their own people, and no effort was
acquiring
a
genuine
respect for what year . . . The appeasers want you
His speech was frank, and fighting. made to deny the loss was serious.
the
United
States
is
accomplishing to handle the dictators with Idd
He said he would call on congress In fact, for days Kalfan minds had
gloves . . . It's more sanitary to
in
the
way
of
national
defense.
to give authority to provide "billions been "conditioned" to expect the
Hitler, Roosevelt has told his handle them with rubber ones . . .
of dollars" worth of weapons needed loss. There is belief in some excelSecretary of the Navy Frank friends, had the greatest scorn for The Nazi propagandists -make a
by the embattled democracies of lent quarters that 15,000 Italian
great to-do about the fact that Engthe world. He warned appeasers troops in Bardia, cut off from re- Knox, by direction of the Presi- Britain under Chamberlain, and for land hasn't paid her war debt . . .
France.
For
some
time,
also,
Hitand subversive elements that the treat and with little food and water, dent, has announced that Rear
ler had the same idea about the The Chicago editorial.writera, howgovernment would use its sovereignordered to hold out at the sac- Admiral Husband E. Kimmel United States. The President con- ever, point out that England baa
ty to save the government. He ad- were
rifice of their lives while this radio (above), has been appointed Com- fides that as far as he has been able paid back half of it ad far—more
mitted that the defense effort is lag- propaganda
could be carried out at mander-in-chief of the entire Unit- to ascertain, Hitler regarded him than any otter dei>tor<natton . . . .
ging in some quarters and demandGermany has never paid a penny at
ed States navy and personal com- just as another Chamberlain.
ed sacrifices from business, labor home.
its debt . . . C. R. Hunter's theme
mander
of
the
Pacific
fleet.
But
now
intelligence
reports
from
and agriculture.
Boys From Down Under
Germany indicate that Hitler's opin- song for the isolationists: "Please
England has been criticized at
Conversely there was no celebraion of the United States has changed Go 'Way and Lemme SleepI"
home and abroad for not making tion
in England, although the British SEA WOLVES:
to one of respect and even fear.
earlier a statement of its war aims. figuratively
lifted <heir hats in apRoosevelt plans to make the most
According to O. K. Chesterton,
President Roosevelt covered this de- preciation
History
Repeats
to
the
Anzacs
who
of this psychological factor, and be- "merely having- an open mind ii
tail as far as the American effort fought amid heat and sand in Egypt.
The German quota of three British lieves that sending every possible
The object of opening the
goes. He said America was seekAnzacs are Australian and New ships sunk daily was raised to five aid to Britain, short of war, will help nothing.
ing to protect the fundamentals on
mind, as of opening, the mouth, is to
as
a
sea
raider
appeared
in
the
Pato do it. He believes this can be ahut it again on something solid"
which this government was founded
cific to war on the British trade done without getting into war.
—free speech, a free press, the right
. . In spite of the Third Term and
lines. Prisoners taken by the raid- though he acknowledges privately other gloomy comments, u. S. Qov't
to worship as a person's conscience
er and later released said the cap- that it carries risks.
dictates; and, lastly "freedom from
are the safest investment not
tain of the German ship is Count Most risky American project would Bonds
want and freedom from fear."
only here but everywhere in the
Felix
von
Luckner.
Count
Von
LuckThe President made no light matto convoy merchant ships across world . . . The records prove that
ner led the British a merry chase be
ter of the danger. He said secret
the
and so far Rooaevelt Hitler has given the world hia solin 1916. Then he was supplied with has Atlantic,
troops of the dictators already are
refused to commit himself, emn assurance (no less than eightan
old
sailing
vessel
by
the
German
among us. He said as long as the
this is what the British need een times) that he desires no Euronavy, ran the blockade and left be- though
aggressor nations maintain the inimost
desperately.
However, some pean territory which he later conhind him a trail of sinking ships of his advisers continue
tiative, America is not safe. He deto be strong- quered . . . America has had all
from
the
west
coast
of
Ireland
to
the
clared whatever stands in the way
ly for it, and believe they have made the troubles Europe has had. A
South
Seas.
of speed must give way to the na<
revolution, a civil conflict, famines,
After the war, Count Von Luckner a dent on the President.
tional security.
depressions,
plagues, etc ... But
What
they
argue
is
this:
The
came to the United States. He lecIt was the most unique message
it all America has never lost
tured to audiences that were daz- United States cannot be attacked as through
ever delivered to a new congress
its precious freedom . . . Ed Howe's
zled with his good-natured raillery. long as the war continues to rage in grand
Usually President's messages to
line: "Instead of loving your
Europe
and
the
British
fleet
remains
He leased a sailing ship and took
new bodies go into lengthy and deenemies,
treat your frienda a little
afloat.
Therefore,
since
we
cannot
the sons of wealthy parents on sumtailed recitals on a multitudinous
better."
mer cruises for large fees. He be attacked, we can get into the
amount of administrative complexiexpressed disgust with the Nazi gov- war^ to any degree we like—without
ties. This message dwelt on one subsending an expeditionary force.
The N. Y. Tunes' asa't managing
ernment.
ject—defense and speed in defense.
Should Germany declare war on editor is Neil MacNeil . . . He reBut the count's present audiences
Two days later came the Presiare not being dazzled. They say he the United States, these Roosevelt cently wrote a corking book about
dent's new budget message. It
sank their ships without warning, advisers urge, we can merely con- newspapers in which he praised the
called for a total expenditure of
When the British forces entered Bardia killing women and children, that he tinue with our present support to accuracy of the Times over and over
$17,485,528,049 during the 1942 fiscal after
routing that Italian stronghold. Air
Britain. Business would proceed
year beginning July 1, 1941. This is Gunner H. T. Brundidge, 25, (above), huddled what prisoners he took in about as usual, since the Nazis again . . . Recently MacNeil'a name
appeared in the Times^-apeUed
evil
quarters
with
little
food.
Ever
the highest budget in history except was the lone American in their ranks. He
would be powerless to cross the At- wrong . . . The radio section of
the war year 1918-19. Over 10 billions holds a civilian pilot's license and hat the gallant, however, he gave them lantic
attack the United States— that gazette not long ago devoted
of this amount is to be used for U. S. been recommended for an Air Force com- a complaint book in which they en- at leasttountil
Great Britain fails. Up much apace to the broadcasters who
tered all the complaints they wished
defense spending. The balance of mission.
until
that
time,
they figure that de- had made the greatest popularity
to
make
about
the
ship.
He
promnon-defense spending came to well
claring war on the United States strides during the year . . . Every
over six billions, a little less than Zealand troops who came half way ised them the book would be for his would
be about the last thing the >ranch of the .radio business was
round the world to answer England's personal attention. But there was
this year.
just as their fathers had done no indication he bothered after read- Nazis could do.
mentioned, except newscasters . . .
More taxes will be needed, said call,
• • •
3ne of them, in a year, went from
the President's message, to pay in the World war. Officially they ing the complaints.
are members of the Australian and
9.4 to 21.6, according to the surGUARDING THE PRESIDENT
Meanwhile, there was a hint that
New Zealand army corps.
American vessels might soon take
No public appearance of the Pres- veyors, who check the listeners
The Anzacs are one of the oddest over the Pacific trade routes and ident receives more elaborate ad- semi-monthly.
armies in the world, knowing little release British vessels there for the vance precautions than when he
of the discipline quirks that govern more vital Atlantic runs, in areas makes a speech or attends a dinner
The other morning some well-*
many other bodies of troops. The closed to American ships under the in a hotel. Secret Service men vir- meaning strangers encountered our
Anzacs do not salute the officers of neutrality act. The idea was dis- tually turn the place inside out.
unmarried son of 5, and instead of
their own army, and certainly not cussed at the outbreak of the war.
If you should happen to be regis- talking to him about his toys and
the officers of any other, including Washington sources say the British tered at the hotel, the Secret Service things little boys are interested in
the British. Colonels are likely to vetoed it. London sources say the men will find out all about you, your most—they spoke, of his father's
be called by their first names even proposal never got an answer from business in the city, where you came newspaper and radio activities . . .
when addressed by privates; cap- American shippers.
from and where you are going. As if he hasn't enough on his mind
tains and sergeants mingle with the
Here is the procedure for guarding . . . "I wish they hadn't mentioned
utmost freedom. All troops eat at NEW DRAFT:
the President when he arrives:
those things," we told Steve Hannithe same table and wear the same Legion Plan
The day before he is to appear, gan, "my son always thought I was
uniform, the only difference being
When next fall rolls around, it has White House Secret Service Chief a great man—and now look that's
insignia of rank.
Edmund W. Starling carefully inBut any World war veteran will generally been expected President spects every foot of the route happened!" . . . Steve was retell you that the Anzacs are one of Roosevelt will call for a new enroll- through the hotel and the chamber minded of the time when Jim Farthe flghtin'est bunch of men ever to ment in the selective draft. The used for the meeting. Next the ley's little boy startled him with
this: "Pop," he said, "why do peoidea behind this is to take care of
raise a gun."
guest register is inspected. All ple go around saying that you are a
For 20 days they had to stand out- those who have attained their twen- guests
SENATOR ALVA B. ADAMS oj Colawhom hotel officials can't great man?"
rada u pictured here trying to "balance side the gates of Bardia, •waiting ty-first birthday since October, 1940,
"I don't think I'm a great man,"
the budget," which uxu read by clerks be- the word to attack, and growing and to exempt those who have vouch for personally are quietly
fore the Home and Senate. A member of more impatient by the hour. When passed their thirty-sixth birthday. checked up by Starling's men. In said Farley.
the Senate appropriations committee. Sen- the signal came the city fell in less The new enrollment would call for addition, the management must sub"I don't either," was the retort.
mit complete information about alj
ator Adams hat a direct interest in
than 48 hours.
new
drawing
of
numbers
which
bi/Uon dollar document.
might see some lifted to top posi- employees.
THINGS I KNEW ALL ALONG
If the President is attending a (Bui
tions who now are far down the
these bills. The public debt will FOOD FOR EUROPE:
which you never kneio 'til nova)
dinner,
and
extra
waiters
are
needlist.
pass the $49,000,000,000 limit by June Britain Relents
The man who said: "Give me
ed,
Secret
Service
agents
get
a
The American Legion has come
30 this year, and the President sugAmerican governmental pressure forward with a new plan. It calls line
on the ones employed Liberty or give me Death/" owned
gested removal of the debt limit.
upon London has brought a change for enrollment in a new selective Sleuths, dressed as guests, are stra- twenty slaves.
Almost $2,000,000,000 was included in blockade policy and will result
tegically posted aU over the banquet
to maintain agricultural aid at pres- in some food shipments being made draft only of youths between the hall. When the President enters and
When you hear the rumba crews
ages
of
18
and
21.
Moreover
it
ent level. The WPA item was cut to Spain, unoccupied France and
shout:
"A-loo-bay, cbongol"--it's a
leaves
an
"invisible"
cordon
of
would be a permanent arrangeto $995,000,000, a drop of $400,000,000 Finland.
form
of
"Hy, dee-hoi" . . . That
guards
surrounds
him.
Nothing
is
ment, not like the present law which
r
from this year.
ery fast song they sing called*
U. S. authorities have been ne- is operative only during the present
• • •
'Blem-Blem-Blem11 comes from the
gotiating with the British for months threatening emergency. It would
PROPAGANDA:
rhythm
of the five opening notes to
to obtain a reversal of the order. call for compulsory military trainMERRY-GO-ROUND
New Style
wit:
"Blem-blem-blem.
BlemThe British were afraid that any ing of the nation's youth as a matter
It may be news to isolationist leadBefore France fell, the civil popu- food reaching Europe soon would be of regular national policy.
ers in and out of congress, but Kath- blem" and seta the rhythm, to wit:
lation was lulled into a false „_.„.
ryn Lewis, daughter of John L. Lew- 'One-two-three. One-two."
sense in the hands of the Germans, whom
of security by assurances of the in- they accuse of stripping occupied MISCELLANY:
is, is telling friends that her father
vincibility of the Maginot line. When territory so as to increase rations C. Death pursued four navy air is "the one man" responsible for
When a mosquito bites you the
Germans cracked the lines, the at home. The story told in France corps members. They with three keeping the United States out of fluid he injects is Quinine.
whole, French nation went jittery was repeated to American diplo- others, including two officers, were war.
and fled—from anywhere to any- mats. In France, it is said, there is riding in an amphibian plane in TexConfidential reports from U S
In Mexico, among the upper
where. They believed all had been a German waiting every time a as when caught in a storm The trade agents in Mexico are that Nazi classes, courtship is an involved perchicken
lays
an
egg.
lost, and in the resulting confusion
pilot, to lighten his load, ordered Germany is not only underselling
A young man paces the
all was lost.
Besides, it was pointed out to the the five enlisted men to parachute American-made surgical instru- formance.
sidewalk across from the house of
European propaganda staffs, quick U. b. agents, that it is the duty of to earth. Four landed safely one ments but the money is being used his love until her family investigates
to sense public reactions, took a les- the conquering nation to feed the tore loose from his chute and fell to finance propaganda operations in him It he la acceptable he may
ci4._ A '
jw
son. The British immediately be- conquered, and it was recalled that to his death. A naval court of in- tria TTMit*..]
United States.
Several_ mg
big stand hi front of the house and talk
gan giving their people th. ugly American and British sacrifices quiry was ordered to fly to the scene checks received by Dr. Manfred
to the girl through the window. But
facts. People's minds were "connear Big Spring, Texas, for an in- Zapp, head of the Nazi Trans-Ocean
until the engagement la official
ditioned'' to exp.ct the wont. in 1918 in order to get food into vestigation. After the official pro- News Service, were drawn on l nroD not
may
he come in.
nroDGermany,
both
occupied
and
unocWhen what happened wasn't half as
ceedings the court flew toward San aganda credits" in Mexican banks
*ad as expected, public morale rose. cupied territory.
Diego, Calif,, with the four enlisted
Among his colleagues in the G O P
If you'd improve your golf score
But American pressure continued men in the plane. In lonely Cali- cloakroom,
When Australian troops battered
R«p. Clare Hoffman,
a
and
London
unwilling
be
stub!
to
their way into Bardia, Italian Libya
fornia
canyon
the
plane
crashed
Michigan
anti-laborite,
is
jestingly
tinn
V * h o m i i i s Eleven were killed, including the referred to as "Will" because of hi. Dr. Paul Michael reports that after
and took the first fortified town
' u™.T*^.^
«ured by British troops in
of its inuni- four who had survived the adventure ond fancy that he resembles the studying thirty mal, golfera he
m the other plane.
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so much criticism in congress that in
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President Roosevelt despaired of world wide
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ive Oak Trees Over Century Old
Are Eligible for This Unique Society;
Its
Vis iiected'By Girth'!
3OTT WATSON
> Ntwspapa* Union.)

;t celebration of
anniversary of
of the Live
of Louisiana,
zation fathered
Dr. Edwin L.
; called attention
.e of the famous
e as livingrfnonortant events
of the United
lens, .who was for
ptrs president of
i Louisiana instiated the Live Oak
gathering data
Eirical trees of his
1935. It shortly
lous throughout
| oaks with an estabp>f at least a century
"to the society. The
Dr. Edwin L. Stephens standing beside the Loeke Breaux oak in St.
"by girth."
Charles parish, La., "president" of the Live Oak Society of Louisiana.
eaux oak on the
iver in St. Charles
quehannock Indians, thereby ashad been planted by the Presina, has held the ofsuring the settlers of safety which
dent's daughter, Anna Roosevelt
of )is size ever
left them free to develop the land
Boettiger.
was first organand build homes and communiOf even more historic interest
is said to be the
ties. When the colonists were disis the use of the trees which grew
erica, having a girth
.cussing problems which led to
about the groups of Lincoln's
f'a height of four feet
revolt against England, patriotic
childhood home to flank the white
'.' and standing 75
meetings were held in the shade
marble walls of the memorial to
a spread of 166
of the Liberty tree, out of which
the Great Emancipator's memarose its name. Later still, Genory. It was under these same
'•beneath this mosseral Lafayette was entertained
trees that the boy Lincoln spent
; that LaSalle and his
beneath its shade when he visited
his childhood, summers learning
i explorers are said
Annapolis in 1824.
to read and write. Two of the
It to offer thanks for
The Royal Oak or Tree of- the
huge shade trees which have been
^arrival on theh-"voyage
Lighted Lanterns, near Easton,
included in the landscaping were
y Mississippi river in a
Md., also stands as a living
those under which two of the hisB the -fruit trees .bear
memorial to this: country's fight
toric Lincoln-Douglas debates
for independence and the right to
were held.
the list of charter
her own trade. During the War
A tree which needed neither
.the society is the
of 1812, a British ship came to
.oak in old St. Marage nor historical background to
anchor at night opposite the town
bring it fame is the unique "Apr descendants of the
of St. Michaels in Talbot county
cadian exiles from
ple Annie tree" which marks the
and began to shell the town. The
i; still carry on the tra.grave of Mary McGrath, for
townspeople, who were unprotectcustoms of their
years a familiar and colorful figed, hung lighted lanterns in the
athers. Under this
ure in the theatrical district of
tops
of
the
high
tree
and
so
deof Longfellow's
Broadway.
Mary
McGrath
ceived
the
enemy
into
mistaking
>">met again the lover
walked New York's "Great White
J? sought through weary
Way" for years, selling apples to
! and perilous journeying
passersby who included many of
i find that he had another
the great theatrical names of her
era as well as the less great. She
inspired a story and subsequent
i*>uo,
too,
are
the
duelling
photoplay and when she died a
n:New Orleans. In another
few years ago the Broadway
".".
lloBked down on
theatrical world mourned her
gallants who sought to
passing. A group who had known
•"'real or fancied insults
"Apple Annie" through the years
that flashed in the
planned a unique memorial—a
'the early sun. Often the
tree composed of the seven vari; branches of these oaks
eties of apples which had constia 'duellist who lay on
tuted her wares. The tree, which
1 of honor as his opponent
Historic "Evahgeline Oak" in
bears Astrachan, Gravenstein, I
iff victorious.
St. MartinvUle, La.
Fall Pippin, Baldwin, Greening,
Wfl 'Dues' With Acorns.
them for lights at the town, with
Russett and King apples, now is
of member trees are
planted on her grave.
the result their shots passed
^payable in. November of
harmlessly overhead.
In addition to serving as monur. The acorns are plantA stalwart oak at Chesterfield,
ments, historical trees have themi 'society's own nursery
S. C., which was already a lordly
selves inspired monuments. A
young trees, treasured
tree in 1852, played a role in
bronze monument marks the site
and horticultural socithe Civil war. The first flag bearof the old Liberty elm in Boston.
ause of their distining the words "Immediate SepThe tree was planted by a schoolrentage, are used for
arate State Action" was fastened
master long before the Revoluhways, college camto its branches and fluttered there
tion and, dedicated by him to the
until General Sherman took the
independence of the colonies, was
_ _ of these aristotown and ordered the flag down.
a favorite meeting place for pat live oak family have
Even before gaining fame in the
triots. When at last it fell the
i many far-away lands,
Civil war the tree had been
i now stand on esbells of all Boston churches were
marked as one of Chesterfield's
i America. Others
tolled. A monument was erected
historic points of interest as it had
„. the Pacific to take
to the memory of a tree which in
served as a place for Indian parI soil of Australia. Still
its turn had served as a living
leys and their pipes of peace, tot shadows over the
memorial to the fight our foregether with stores of arrowheads,
cal bloom in Hawaiian
fathers waged to make this a free
^^ i so provide a link bewere found buried beneath it.
and independent nation.
iiee lovers of this Pacific
New York cherishes as its oldModern methods of tree surthe United States.
est tree, the Inwood tulip tree,
gery have helped to preserve
,_ B are admitted to the
on the northern end of Manhattan
many historic trees which, withUinon
presentation of their
island. Said to be more than 225
out man's help,' would have died
5
tree" by someone who
years old,, the tree was in its
of the ravages of time, storms
9 an "attorney." Each
youth when Henry Hudson made
and insects. The new tree surrijaer is inducted with flthis memorable voyagi of discovgery with rubber, originated by
lonies arranged by the
ery on the river that bears his
the noted horticulturist, George
bs of Louisiana and ii
name.
/
Van Yahres, and subsequently deate officials take part.
Corydon, Ind., claims one of the
veloped
by engineers of the B. F.
,er, these Louisiana live
country's famous trees, the ConGoodrich
company, was used to
jt,not the only .arboreal
stitutional elm, beneath which, on
preserve the life of the old WashSB' of this country having
June 10, 1816, members of the
ington walnut tree in New Jersey.
ngy rooted in centuries
Constitutional convention met to
Tradition has it that the first
" rica was an uncharted
deliberate on the articles of law
President frequently hitched his
„ and beneath whose
to be adopted tor the government
horse to an iron ring embedded
.have been enacted huof the new state of Indiana. This
in the tree when he commanded
| dramas that changed the tree is protected by law against
the American
Revolutionary
i fpf the nation's history,
depredations.
forces. For more than ISO years
'ably most famous tit all
Botuevett Oaks.
the tree withstood onslaughts at
^ ,L American trees is the
Even in our own modern era
weather. A few years ago decay
(ilngton ehn, hi Cambridge,
trees have their place in current
set in and it seemed that the tree
, ;^i was beneath this tree
history. When the final plans
would go the way of other hisWashington took command
were drawn for the library of
torically famous trees which have
><0|ftitinental army on Juiy
President Franklin D. Roosevelt
disappeared from the earth.
5.IStaThe tree is thought to be
at Hyde Park, in whicjri his paThe Van Yahres method of tree
" iir of the primeval forest
pers will be kept for posterity,
surgery was employed, a new
p,,,^.,,v covered the region.and
the President decided to preserve
type of interlocking rubber blocks
jits youth WAS ahnost 100 feet
the landscaping of the grounds, so
being used to fill up cavities in
r'height, with a branch spread
that future generations might see
the
tree caused by decay.
90 fe.et. When in 1872 one of
the place just as it exists today.
Whereas concrete fillings formere largest of the tree's branches
Thus, the landscaping plans nely used in tree surgery/give the
jtll as- a result of a storm the
cessitated preserving, in appeartree a rigidity Which makes it
toed was used for a pulpit in a
ance at least, the six great oaks
impassible for the tree to bend
earby chapel.
which surround the front of the
with the wind in a severe storm,
Maryland's Liberty Tree.
library. These trees have stood
these rubber blocks have such
Even more ancient is the hisfor several hundred years and it
pliability the danger of the tree
ory of the Liberty tree at Annapwas because of their beauty the
cracking when buffeted by a wind
plia, Md. This tree, an Immense
library was erected on the preswas
eliminated. In addition, bark
loplar, stands on the campus of
ent site. Accordingly, President
grows more easily over rubber as
it. John's college and is entitled
Roosevelt decided to have young
the tree scar heals. After the
fame, both on account of its
oaks planted next to each of the
insertion of the filling, antisepeat age and size and because
old oaks, so that when the old
tic wax was injected by steam
the historic events that took
ones finally died and were repressure to kill any lurking decay
»« beneath it. Tradition removed, the young ones would
germs. Today, the Washington
to'that to 1602 a treaty was
grow in their corresponding
walnut tree gives promise of relie under the Liberty tree beplaces. The oaks chosen were a
maining as an historic landmark
p.en white settlers and the Susgroup of 19-year-old trees that
for another century or so.

JOHNSON

Jays:
Ud return

^
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Washington, D. C.
PLANE PRODUCTION
Phil Murray's plan for Increased
plane production may be wrong in
places, but it has at least a germ
of the right idea in it. Boiled down
to its bones, what he proposes is
to make a single great production
unit out of the whole automobile industry, instead of a cluster of competing companies.
That idea was also at the center
of his earlier plan to speed production by creating a control board for
each industry. That also is the idea
of treating such industry as a unit
and so mobilizing each separately
and then marshalling all these great
units in one combined economic; regiment for defense production.
That is exactly the essence of
what was done in the war industries
board in 1018. It is exactly what
is hot being doner in the Knudsen
four-man production office.
What the war industries board did
was to request each great industry
to appoint a "war service" committee, which could speak and receive
the government's instructions for the
whole industry. Then there were organized in the board "commodity
committees" one for each or more
industries. It never became necessary to make this alignment and
method too formal or sticky, but it
was an arrangement that enabled
the organization of the government
overhead to mesh with the overhead
control within each industry, like
the interlined fingers of your two
clasped hands.
• • •
Every production problem was
broken down by industries and considered in joint meeting of these
committees or their representatives.
It is the only quick way to explore
the productive facilities of each industry, to prevent overlapping, confusion and waste, to determine the
merits of vexed questions of priority, relative effort and bottlenecks;
It created a kind of piano keyboard upon which federal industrial
control can produce, or try to produce, all the harmonies and effects
of which our economic music box is
capable. Indeed if you don't have
that, in view of the immense volume of material and the vast complex of American industry, you are
simply fumbling in a jungle of obscurities, cross purposes and divided interests, with never enough facts
to decide wisely or well and with
not enough controls to act with full
effect, even if you could decide.
• • •
TOOL BOTTLE-NECK

There is a tremendous reservoir
of machine tool capacity, and skilled
tool and pattern makers idle in this
country at a time when mass production is our greatest need, and it
isn't coming.
In talking with a considerable variety of people I find much confusion about what machine tools really are. In my varied career of jackof-all-trades-and-master-of-none, I
was once responsible for a forge
shop, a machine shop, an engine
and an automobile factory — such as
they. were.
Many people seem to have ' an
idea that machine tools are like a
carpenter's box-of tools— saws, planers, chisels, square and maybe,
plumb-bob and a ball of blue chalk.
They aren't like that at all. 'Volumes have been written on what
they are like and it is not my purpose to try to reproduce those volumes here, further than to say that
machine tools are the instruments
of American mass production. They
have enabled us to produce an automobile for, say, $700, that in another country, with other methods,
would cost $7,000— and to produce
them by thousands a day where, in
another method, we should do well
to produce 10 a day.
• • •
They are giant stamping machines
that produce a whole automobile
frame, for example, in one operation. They are batteries of machines that receive raw iron at one
end of the production line and turn
out completed butt-welded and
painted steel pipe at the other on a
flat car, with scarcely a human
hand intervening. They are forging
machines that will do on a sing'e
trip what it would take a battery ct
blacksmiths three months to do.
There are drill-presses, lathes ard
automatic screw machines that, set
to the proper gauges, will turn out in
a few motions hundreds of perfected
parts of this or that complicated
piece of machinery of instruments
of modern mechanized warfare,
with more accuracy than all the ancients ever dreamed.
But these things do go in batteries. Their operations have to be
planned months, if necessary, in advance.
Some consideration of this brief
sketch will suggest how important
are tool makers to swift mass production. It isn't just that they make
the working tools for the machines
that produce these miracles. They
also make the tools that make the
tools that do the job. There are no
words adequate to express the importance of these .men to any production program. What Phil Murray says is that there are about
10,000 of them unemployed, or only
part-time employed. That's a considerable percentage of the total
Here Is our real bottleneck.

THE GARDEN HOSE
AND THE FERE
(Ai rafceitad *y **'• BooicveU'i
comparison of bis proposed aid to England In 1which ha said that If you
neighbor ! home war* on Bra yon
would (ladly lend him jronr hoie and
not chatfe for It.)

Scene: Any community.
Characters: Jones and Smith.
Jones (knocking on Smith's door)
—Help! My house is on fire I
Smith—Well, well, I feel I ought
to give you all aid short of.. . .
Jones (alarmed)—Now don't tell
me you will give me all aid short of
a hoset
Smith—No, I guess everybody's
tired 6f that gag.
• •
Jones (as the fire spreads)—
Please do something! Look at those
flames!
Smith—Now, take it easy. You
know my position hi an emergency
such as this. I figure that this is
my fire as well as yours/ My theory
has always, been . . .
Jones—Never mind all that now.
Have you got a hose?
Smith—My good man, I may not
have the hose that is required for
a job like this, but I have studied
my hose situation very carefully. I
icnow what my hose requirements
are, and hi a situation such as
this . . .
Jones (urgently)—I'll need about
60, feet.
Smith—If you will bear with me a
moment, I should like to outline my
policy on ...
Jones—Have you got 50 feet of
hose?
Smith—I am in a position to state
that by the end of next July I expect
to have 100 feet of ...
Jones (as the flames reach the
second story)—This fire won't last
that long!
Smith—One can never be sure
about a thing like that. It might
end very soon. On the other hand,
it might spread until my own premises are consumed. In that case . . .
Jones (desperately)—All I want to
know is have you got 50 feet of hose?
Smith—I have 50 feet of hose . . .
Jones—And don't tell me it is on
order!
• *
Smith (aa the flames break
through the Jones roof)—My goodness! That's quite a fire you have
there, isn't it? It's almost a total
emergency.
Jones—That's what I've been trying to make clear. Where's that
hose?
Smith—You mean completed hose,
actually on the premises?
Jones—Of course.
Smith—Well, that's different. All
I have at the moment is a 35-foot
length. But by April . . .
Jones—May I have the 35 feet at
once?
Smith—Certainly. This is no tune
to be legalistic.
Jones (Grabbing the hose)—
Thanks very much.
Smith—By the end of six months
I can let you have 100 feet of
hose per week and . . .
Jones—This will be all I'll need.
Smith—Don't worry about any
charge for that 35 feet. I'm lending
it to you. It's a sort of mortgage plan.
Jones (as the roof falls in)—Never
mind the details. All I want now is
one assurance.
Smith—What's that?
Jones—That you're not giving me
every aid SHORT OF WATER!
• • *

ILL the little tots be proud of
these warm slippers! They
come in three sizes. You can use
angora or another wool for the
dots that are embroidered on.
Pattern 2893 contains directions for
making slippers In 2. 4 and 6-year size;
Illustrations of them and stitches; materials required; photo of pattern stitch.
Send orders to:
Sewing circle Needlecraft Dept.
82 Eighth Ave.
New York
Enclose IS cents in coins for Pattern No
Name
Address

Flag Display
According to the United States
Flag association there are three
known places where the flag flies
both day and night. They are:
The World War memorial in Worcester, Mass.; the Grave of Francis Scott Key, Frederick, Md.; the
east and west entrances of the
United States Capitol.
The only written statute or rule
concerning the 24-hour display was
set forth in the report of the
carjitol architect for 1938, which
stated that the flag was to fly. in
all weather, all times ove/the
Capilol.
'."'"•;• •"•'' \

INDIGESTION
'afscitliaHMrl

Yoo May Pass
The stone that lieth not in your
way need not offend you.
TO
4

COLDS
LIQUID

TABLETS
NOSI DROM
COUOH DROPS

Bomanee la Poetry
A LA MODE
Romance is the poetry of literaThere's one suburban fashion
That stops me in\ny tracks . . . ture.—Madame Necker.
The sporty female wearing
A FUR COAT OVER SLACKS!
Fellows Donaldson.
CAN YOU EEMEMBEE

Away back when the rights of the
individual were thought worth pro- ,
tec ting?
• • *
!
"Mussolini Reported Very I
Nervous." — Headline. But it
would be superfluous to send
him to a retreat, wouldn't It?
• * *
Reaction of the king of Italy to
Winston Churchill's suggestion that j
he throw out Mussolini: "Who, me?" !
• * *
I
A soap company formed a cor- |
poration to make .munitions.
We '
hope it doesn't result in a combine- !
tion bomb and shaving cream.
I
• • •
I
Knudsen, Stimson, Hillman and
Knox,
|
They'll get the stuff from the plans
to the docks.
• • •
i
"WANTED—Man experienced in
wrecking cars; R. P. Auto Wreckers
Co."—New York Herald Tribune.
We know a lot of women who are
better at It than the men.
• • •
Our idea of an insomnia cure is to
try to sit through the credit lines
on a modern movie.
• • •

AT

WHERE AMERICA MINKS
IIS WAY TO HEALTH
• Outdoor activities at their
best. The ultimate in facilities
for recreation and rejuvenation, including the finest
therapeutic baths with complete massage.
Bakerweji Health Plan including room, meals, baths, massages, from $35.00 a week.
EUROPEAN PLAN from

$2

LOUIS OAWPHEU

AMERICAN TWILIGHT

The towers of the city
Are glorious in the sun,
Then ripple into lines of light.
Just as the day is done.

I

Homeward across the river
The silver planes go by,
Oh, peaceful towers) Never
Show dark against the sky.
—May D. Hatch

GOOD MERCHANDISE
CM fi« CONSISTENTLY Afartfmf
• BUY ADVERTISED OOODS •

?wmf&t,
^^^^^^^^j^^gjg
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

gl

Food Market

FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

9, 1941.

Mrs. Joseph Schiff, who has been
visiting in New York, City with her
parents, has returned to her home in
Anita.

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Benson, who have
been working in Melbourne, have
January 12, 1911.
moved to Anita where they have seW. E. Clark had a shipment of cured employment at the New Anita
LY-FRIDAY-SATURDAY SPECIALS
heep on the Omaha market a few Theatre.
ays ago.
No. 1 Creamery
During his recent visit to Anita,
Rowley Pollock, Jr., son of Mr. and
Pound
ex-Governor Hoch of Kansas was en- Mrs. Rowley Pollock, is ill at his home
ertained, at the home of Mr. and with rheumatic fever. He is reported
Corn or Gloss
Mrs. B. D. Forshay.
to be getting along as well as could be
Pound Package
Little Miss Annie Dittman held the expected.
ucky number which drew an elegant
Yellow or White
The members of the Highland
»ilet set at the drawing held by a
5-lb. Sack
bridge club were guests Saturday
peal drug store last week.
The C. E. and E. C. Townsend evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Pound
'arm, situated a short distance north Max Walker northwest of Anita. High
Package
Of Anita, was sold last week to John scores for the evening was held by
3. Swinburn of 'Mfcrne. The price Mr. and Mrs. Andy Jepsen.
or Spaghetti
paid
was $26,500.00.
2-lb. Package
The Missionary Society of the ConThe elected and appointed officers
gregational
church met Friday afterof
Obedience
Lodge,
No.
380,
A.
F.
&
P. & G. or Crystal White
noon
at
the
home
of Miss Aldula Stone.
A. M., were duly installed Tuesday
3 Large Bars
evening and the usual banquet, with Mrs. W. H. Mclntyre was the leader of
a tub-full of Judge Sears' excellent the lesson, "Migrants," and a general
}*>Hard Water — 4 Bars
discussion was held by the fourteen
coffee, was enjoyed by all.
A $50,000 fire, which occurred be- members present.
tween tile hours of 5 and 6 o'clock
last Tuesday evening destroyed the The D. D. pinochle club were guests
I,'" Friday afternoon of Mrs. Herbert
The three circles of the Woman's J. C. Vborhees brick block on
pf the 2-lj2-l-2 din! Chadwick at her home on Rose Hill
Slttb enjoyed a covered Society of Christian Service met south side of Main Street which was Avenue. High score was held by
ay evening at the Thursday at the homes of Mrs. Bert occupied by L. R. Galiher & Co.
A. D, Watkins, well known here, Mrs. Donald Chadwick, runner-up
s. Raymond Lantz Ramus, Mrs. Elva Dorn and Mrs. Joe
was
caught by a cave-ip in a coal was Mrs. Dan Spiker and low score
:eet. • The evening Vetter. Devotional services and the
was held by iMJrs. Hu J. Chadwick.
Abridge wibh high lesson, "Investing Our Heritage for mine near Hayden, Colo., where he
by Mrs. A. R. Health in the United States," was has been working. -• It is reported The members of the Union club were
that he js suffering l^tfhi., in juries guests of Mrs. Ruby Biggs Thursday
held at the three meetings.
ntz.
that are not only serious but which At noon the ten members and two
may prove fatal.
guests present were served dinner a
Reuben Scholl and wife and Mrs. the (Congregational church and the af
1
J. M . White, who were coming to ternoon was spent at Mrs. Biggs horn
town one day last week in a single- with* the ladies doing their own ham
l€OME IN AND SEE US FOR
seated buggy, were thrown out, as a work.
result of the team being frightened at
A SQUARE DEAL
something alongside the road. ReuThe Silver Thread club met Thurs
ben's
facial appearance would indicate day afternoon at the home of Mrs
THE KUNZ GRAIN CO.
that he had just been run through a Wayne Overmyer with ten members
Bert C. Ramus, Mgr.
shredder, or molasses mill. The and five visitors present. During th
ladies were uninjured.
afternoon the ladies tied a comforte
for the hostess. M/rs. Jasper Krumm
Mrs. Oiln Bissejl and little daughter will be hostess at the next meeting o
in the Fuel Business Long Enough to have returned to their ;home south- the club on Jan. 30.
west of Anita after spending several
iow That All Coal Is Not Alike
The young people of the Mtassen
days at the home of her parents, Rev.
Baptist
church, together with thei
and
Mrs.
Wl.
'HI
Warrior
in
Adair.
|al to measure up to our standards, must be
parents, were guests Friday evenin
just coal—it must be high in heat giving
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ma
Is, clean and dependable.
Petersen south of Anita. After th
regular lesson, with Miss Milly Edgar
WHEN
ANIMALS
i order entrusted to us assures you of 2,000-lbs.
as leader, a social hour was enjoyed by
DIE
the thirty-five present.
satisfaction. We invite you to

SLfcVER

PHONE 239

EVERY
EVENING
7:00 P. M.

A NEW

ANixA

Tliiirc
MIDWEEK
OI^
.- inUrS. ECONOMY SHOW «*V
TWO BIG FEATURES
RITZ
ANDREW
Brothers
Sisters

"ARGENTINE
NIGHTS"

12c

AL and G R A I N

We will pick them up
promptly.
New steel water tight
body at your service.
Phone 257

2-0 FOR COALS YOU KNOW

SCOTT
ANITA LUMBER CO.
DEPENDABLE ALWAYS

WAGNER PILLING STATION
ANITA, IOWA

H. H. Turner and son, Kenneth,
were in Manilla Sunday to visit their
mother and grandmother who has been
ill the past several weeks. Mrs.
Harvey Turner, who has been spending the past week in Manilla helping
with the care of Mrs. S. E. Turner,
returned to Anita with them.
The pinochle club met Thursday
evening at the home of Mrs. Tom
Burns. Other guests, besides the
members, were Mrs. Kathryn DeCamp, Mrs. A. V. Robinson, Mrs.
Maurice Turner and Mrs. George
Shaffer. High score for the evening
was held by Mrs. Hattie Wiese.
The Holy Cross Evangelical Lutheran ladies aid were guests Thrusday of
Mrs. H. G. Belsheim. Eight members
were present and during the afternoon election of officers was held as
follows: Miss Rose Dreier, president;
Mrs. Anker Sams, vice president; Mrs.
Pete Andersen, secretary; Mrs. J. P.
Christensen, treasurer;
and Mrs.
Howard Lett and Mrs. Tom Rathman,
auditing committee.
A weather instrument sent out from
the Omaha weather bureau station on
Dec. 28 was found by Arthur Nagel,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Earl -Nagel, on
their farm 7 miles northwest of Anita
Jan. 3. These instruments travel to
about a 12-mile height before the
balloons carrying them burst and
they descend to earth by means of a
Darachute. On their way down they
ecord valuable information which is
desired by weather officials and the
finder is asked to return them to the
station from which they were sent.
For doing thih, the finder is paid a
small sum.

SUNDAY
BARGAIN
MATINEE
2 P. M. - 21c

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

Meal

rani

A

Packed With New Songs
Laffe - Novelties

—A SWELL SHOW—
The Ritz Bros.
At Their Funniest
A Scrap-Happy Comedy
JAN. 10 -11 DOUBLE FEATURE PROGRAM

Fri.-Sat. FREE POPCORN To All

WM. HOLDEN
The Star <tf
"ARIZONA"

BONITA GRANVILLE
"I'll Get My Man, Even
If I Go To Jail"

EZRA STONE
Radio's Famous
"Henry Aldrich"

"THOSE WERE THE DAYS"
ALSO SPECIAL WESTERN

GEORGE O'BRIEN in "PRAIRIE LAW"
___"HB SAYS IT WITH A SIX GUN"
JAN. 12 -13 -14

Sun. Bargain Mat. 2 P. M.

Sun.-Mon/Tues. 21c Children lOc
MAMMOTH MUSICAL SHOW
Better Than "Babes In Arms"

Don't
Miss
This
Great
Picture
Watch Our Programs For the Pick of the Pictures!
Come To Anita Any Night And Enjoy A Good Show

Feed Your Home Grown Grains And
MERIT CONCENTRATE

THE FARMERS COOP.
C. F. DARROW, Manager

Start your morning with gusto,

Start
your
car
with

SXM2-H
GASOLINE

NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATOR.

Jx
77-71

• - •• it y.

/.-j

fek^to'a-lV'r-i

[)E LUXt K N t E - A C T I O N
ON ALL MODUS

i:U; IAHGU;, WH.-.I:K
FISHER BgiMi'

LEAMRI
O.
W. SHAFFER ANITA,
& SON
PHONE 244
IOWA

n the District Court of the State of
Iowa, In and For Cass County.
n the Matter of the Estate of J. P.
Wilson, Deceased.
To Whom It May Concern:
Notice is hereby given that the undersigned has been appointed and has
qualified as Administrator of the Estate of J. P. Wilson, late of Cas
County, Iowa, deceased. All persons
in any manner indebted to said deceased or his estate will make payment to the undersigned; and those
having claims against said deceased
or his estate will present them in
manner and form as by law required,
for allowance and payment.
Dated this 2nd. day of January,
A. D., 1941.
H. C. Faulkner,
Administrator of said estate.
By E. S. Holton,
Attorney for said Estate.

—AND ANOTHER HELPfUl HINT
from Your Conoco Mileage Merchant
The man empty space In your gasoline
tank the more risk of condensed moisture.
Safer to keep your tank dose to fullespecially overnight

ROSE OIL COMPANY

SEW

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

By HAROLD L. LUNDQUI3T, O. D.
Dean ot The Moody Bible Institute
at Chicago.
(Released by Wegtern Newspaper Union.)

4- Ruth Wyeth Spears

By VIRGINIA VALE

(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

F YOU lived within a tenILane's
mile radius of Priscilla
home you'd be more
than likely to encounter her at
one of the neighborhood movie
houses in that'vicinity, and to
see her afterward buttonholing
the manager;

A CHANGE IN THE MEAT COURSE

&*•••

(See Recipes Below)

|S the meal," especialpure husky, hard-workBut for those bei-the kitchen, think: and a flavorsome
day out of the
task.
ways to approach
|r First, investigate
..' some of the lesscommon cuts.
You'll find' them
thrifty to buy bet-cause the demand
, *for them is less.
Most of them
in good flavor and
? be properly cooked to
vals to more expensive
buying pork, ask the
t|0 prepare you a handsirloin, roast. It's a
iiso well known as the
but'it has decided
vo sections of the
i .boned and tied to|idHd roll of meat. The
ct slices offer no obfihe knife, and are the
ver's prayer. The
of pork is another
nal flavor. Have it
it with spinach and
soon for another leg of
jr a section of lamb breast
|it rolled with a layer of
"lice off the meat as you
"jr-roll; you'll have the
pinwheels
imaginable,
"er and lamb shoulder
two other not-so-wellsibilities.
way to coax some vayour meat dishes is to
ays of flavoring cuts that
often. If much of*your
gply comes from , a frozen
" er, this is your best bet.
chops cut double thick
: them with a tart mix|uerkraut and apple. Your
beam approval when
that combination! Or
next ham loaf like an
cake so that when you
;, there are rows of brightapricots across the top.
s 1 gooseberries as a relish
i'or beef, or canned Damjpsrith ,yeal.
i Stuffed With Sauerkraut
And Apple.

(Serves 6)
|jqhops (cut 1-inch thick)
"raut (drained)
psed crooking apple (diced)

and tie the two boneless pieces together in a compact rolled roast.
Season with salt and pepper and
place with the fat side up in an
open roasting pan. Make an incision to the center of the roast and
insert a meat thermometer so that
the center of the bulb reaches the
center of the fleshiest part of the
meat. Place the roast in a moderate oven (350 degrees) and roast
until the thermometer registers 185
degrees Fahrenheit. Allow about 30
minutes per pound for roasting.
Serve with rice-stuffed apples.
Rice-Stuffed Apples:
6 medium-sized baking apples

2 tablespoons brown sugar
1 cup rice (cooked)
1 tablespoon butter
% cup water
Wash apples and cut a slice from
the top of each. Remove the cores
and seeds and sprinkle the cavities
with brown sugar. Mix cooked rice
with melted butter and stuff each
apple. Arrange them in a baking
pan with the water in the bottom
and bake for 1% hours, or until tender in a moderate oven (350 degrees).
Lamb Pinwheels.

(Serves 5)
Boned breast of lamb (about 3%
pounds)
% pound bulk pork sausage
2 tablespoons fat
1 teaspoon salt
% teaspoon pepper
1 small onion »<sliced)
1 cup tomatoes (canned)
2 tablespoons Worcestershire sauce
Have the lamb breast boned,
spread with bulk pork sausage,
rolled, and tied
or skewered into
shape at the market. Wipe the
meat with-a damp
cloth and dry.
Then brown on aljl
sides in hot fat!
Pour off the fat
in the pan, leaving 2 tablespoons
only. Season the roll with salt and
pepper. Add sliced onion, tomatoes
and Worcestershire sauce. Cover
tightly and cook very slowly until
done, about 1% hours. Slice into
pinwheels, using a very sharp knife.
Cushion Style Pork Shoulder With
Spinach Staffing.
(Serves 10)
/
Boned picnic shoulder (about 5
pounds)

1 teaspoon salt
% teaspoon pepper
salt
1%
cups drained spinach (cooked or
ipepper
canned)
ons fat
2 tablespoons onion (minced)
erkraut juice.
4 tablespoons butter
|pocket made from the out- 2 tablespoons lemon juice
chop. Combine sauer- 2 cups fine, soft bread crumbs
1 teaspoon salt
Vt teaspoon pepper
^pepper
on
in hot
eavy skillet. Add sauercover, and finish the
n a moderate oven (3SO
Bake for. 1% hours, and
the cover during the last
of baking to brown the
Steak, Western style.
(Serves 6)
round steak
ons butter
salt

, on pepper
Hum onions (sliced)
non (sliced)
jo*.! can condensed tomato soup
"cups)
jyater
live round steak cut % inch
..-, Spread with butter and sprinitb salt and pepper. Arrange
of thinly cut onion and lemon
F Steak. Dilute tomato soup with
er and pour over steak. Bake in
"efate oven (350 degrees) for
urs uncovered.
Boneless'Sirloin Pork Roast
With Staffed Apples,
the meat retailer remove
Mterlnin- and bones from two
sections, reverse the ends.

Have the picnic shoulder boned
and sewed on two sides at the market. This leaves one side open for
inserting the stuffing. Season the
surface of the pork shoulder with
salt and pepper. Combine the*pinach, onion, butter, lemon juice and
bread crumbs. Season with salt
and pepper and use to fill the cavity
of the roast Sew or skewer the
edges together. Place the shoulder,
fat side up, on a rack in an open
roasting pan and roast in a moderate oven (350 degrees) until done.
Allow about 40 minutes per pound
for the roasting.
> THE JANUARY BIRTHDAY

The food makes the party, especially for a round-eyed youngster of six or eight. If you have
a January birthday coming up
you will find both menu and recipe help in Eleanor Howe's Cook
Book "Eariy Entertaining;" Party
food for all ages, from the threeyear-olds to the teen-age group is
but one of the sections hi her
book.
If you need new suggestions for
your hostessing, send 10 cents in
coin to "Easy Entertaining" care
of Eleanor Howe, 910 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois,
for your copy.
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

Lesson for January 12
LMison subjects and Scripture texts selected and copyrighted by International
Council of Reudous Education; used by
permission.

CHRIST'S VALUATION OF
PERSONALITY
LESSON TEXT—Luke 14:1-14.

GOLDEN TEXT—Is not the life more
The "Four Mothers" star takes than
meat, and the body than raiment?—
her movie-making very seriously, so Matthew 6:29.
she quizzes the men who make
People, people, and more people!
money by Showing movies. "What
do you think of that picture?" "Does Have you ever said, "I'm just so
it seem to be drawing?" "Do the tired of people. I wish I could
fans here like that star?" That's get away from everybody"? Most
A-STITCH FACING'S'CUT
of us have felt that way some time
and have possibly needed and deOPENING AND TURN
served a rest. We must not permit
FACING'C-STITCH-D-FOLD
INSIDE
that feeling to so color our thinking,
however, that we lose our interest
E-MARK OURVE-F-ST.TCHin men and women, boys and girls.
G-TRIM'H' OVERCASTJesus had His times of prayer and
3/4YARD CHINTZ- TURN RIGHT SIDE
quiet communion with the Father,
but for the most part we find Him
FACING 5"XI5"
OUT AND ADD HANGED
out among people. He loved them
and consequently dealt faithfully A RE you planning things that ster—something with animals or
with them, showing tenderness to •c* will sell well at a Fair or toys or a landscape in the design.
those who needed it, and often be- Bazaar? Or is this the season that I saw a material the other day
ing severely plain and direct in you catch up on odds and ends of with a pattern showing all kinds
dealing with those who were hypo- sewing for the house? In either of rope knots. A boy would like
crites. He valued human person- case you will like to stitch up a that. Each step in making the
ality highly, hence He gave Himself bag like this one. Everyone seems bag is shown in the sketch.
in sacrificial devotion to winning, to have a special use for one of
guiding, controlling and, above all, these bags on a hanger. I have In SEWINQ Book 3 there are directions
saving men.
still another type ot bag on a hanger;
one that I use for laundry when for
PRISCILLA LANE
also a pocket for the pantry door. This
The lesson presents some inter- I go traveling. Men and boys like book
contains directions for the spool
~~
the kind of thing Priscilla wants to esting contrasts.
them for closet laundry, bags too, shelves; stocking cat; "The rug that grew
lip
with
the family," and many other of
know. When she's working she covas
they
are
plenty
big
enough
I. How and How Not to Use the
tavorites among articles that have
ers two or three pictures a week; Sabbath (w. 1-6).
for shirts. A little girl I know has your
appeared in the paper. Send order to:
other times she takes in four or five.
Jesus was at a formal gathering a small version of one of these in
with invited guests (v. 7) in one which she keeps doll clothes
MBS. RUTH WYETH SPEARS
Metro previewed "Flight Com- of the chief houses of the commu- scraps. I have also seen them
Drawer 10
mand" aboard an airplane In flight nity, on the Sabbath Day. That such used for everything from dress
Bedford Hills
New York
one evening recently; afterward Be- a gathering was held on that day patterns to dust rags.
Enclose 10 cents for Book No. 3.
This green and white ivy patdell Monroe, president of Pennsyl- was a sign of the degeneracy of the
Name
,
vania Central Airlines, predicted age. "The same thing is being done terned chintz with green facing
that pictures will be shown regularly on Sunday by Christian people to- makes a good looking bag. Pic- Address
on all commercial air lines within day. They go to church (if con- torial chintz will amuse a youngthe next few years, as they are on venient) in the morning and devote
ocean liners. Robert Taylor stars the afternoon and evening to recrein "Flight Command," a naval avia- ation and social" occasions. We
agree with Dr. Morgan that "the
tion story.
Items of Interest
whole thing is a sign of spiritual
to the Housewife
We,'re to have "The Trial of Mary decadence/' That's how not to spend
Dugan" again, with Robert Young the day of rest and worship.
in the leading male role. RememAnother wrong thing was that they
ber it when Norma Shearer made it used the occasion to try to entrap
Plant bulbs close to the window
When a splinter has gone very
nine years age? Laraine Day will Jesus. He was at the feast, not to
and away from the heat of deep into the flesh, try extraction
play "Mary Dugan." (You probably "have a good time," but to minister panes
room instead of starting them by steam. Heat a wide-mouthed
saw her in "Foreign Correspond- to their spiritual needs. They the
in
a
dark room. You will get bottle and fill it two-thirds full of
ent.")
brought the sick man in to tempt better results.
very hot water and place under
Jesus to heal on the Sabbath Day.
* * *
the injured spot. The suction in a
Edward J. Peters, chief engineer He used their trickery to condemn
Save the peels of oranges and few minutes removes both splinter
them
and
to
silence
them
(vv.
4,
6).
of Paramount's air conditioning detangerines, dry them in the oven and inflammation. This method is
partment, has perfected a new type
Declaring God's truth and His and store in'glass jars. They give particularly good wfien the splinof ice. He calls it "snow ice," and love for man by worship and by puddings and custards a delicious ter has«been in for some time.
• * *
because it lasts almost one-third work for Him—that is the right way- flavor.
» * *
longer than ordinary ice and re- to use the Lord's Day. Let's get
When making peppermints drop
quires a third less time to produce, back to its proper observance.
Hard sauce, highly flavored with them onto a piece of waxed paper
it may affect the commercial ice ' II. What and What Not to Do for cinnamon, grated orange and lem- instead of onto a pan. They are
industry.
on peels and a little fruit juice, more easily removed from v/axed
Advancement (w. 7-11). ^
It was developed because Director:
Getting ahead, even at the expense gives just the proper finish to hot paper.
Charles Vidor was shooting a scene of others, seems to have been quite fruit puddings.
• • •
« • *
in "New York Town" (Fred Mac- the thing in our Lord's time, as it I
A little sweet cream spread over
Murray, Mary Martin and Robert is today. Looking at that smug, self- | Windows may be kept clean and the top crust of a pie before it
Preston co-starring); bright set satisfied crowd of "grabbers," Je- ! clear during the winter if rubbed is put into the. oven will make the
lights striking ordinary transparent sus made good use of His presence 1 over with glycerine occasionally, crust brown and flaky.
ice in water made the ice invisible at the feast to expose their folly and then polished with a dry cloth.
* * *
to the camera. Vidor wanted the selfishness. Again we agree with
ice to show, to emphasize an im- Dr. Morgan that one should not "try
When a sweater is washed the
portant story point. Hence the new for 'the chief seat. Why not? Be- buttonholes will not stretch if they
ice.
cause the place of honor is for the are sewed together before the
honorable man; and a man who sweater is put into the water.
* * *
Hollywood's biggest variety show struggles to sit in the place of honor
Cranky? Restless?
Can't sleep? Tire
Filling the icebox with scraps of
—Al Pearce and His Gang—takes proves thereby that he is not an
easily? Because of
left-over food is a waste of room
nine microphones to get their Fri- honorable man." Think it over!
distress of monthly
day broadcasts on the CBS network.
I
and
usually
of
food.
Never
allow
functional
disturbances?
Then try
Ths way up in spiritual things is
Lydla B. Plnkham's Vegetable ComCarl Hoff's orchestra alone takes always down. Humility, which is so them to accumulate.
pound.
three; Pearce has one, and the rest despised by the world, is precious
Plnkham's Compound Is famous
of the cast another. Billy Gould gets in the sight of God, and will be refor relieving pain of Irregular periods
a sixth one for his sound effects, warded by Him. The principle stat- Miss Had Another Chance
and. nervous, cranky spells due to
such disturbances. One of the most
and WtodelT Niles has a booth, ed in verse 11 is and aJ ways will
effective medicines you can buy to-l
equipped with a microphone, of be true. The young man or woman After the Final Good-By
day for this purpose — made especourse, for his closing commercial. who really wants to get ahead will do
cially for women. WORTH TRYZNOH
The fellow threatened to commit
There's an audience applause mi- well to let it control both thought
crophone, so that we who listen may and deed. It is a far better rule suicide every time a certain girl
know how much -those who are pres- for the New Year than any resolu- i turned him down. She refused
We Are Cheated
ent are enjoying it, and when Bill tion you may have made—and prob- I him again the other night, and the
Real happiness is cheap enough,
i next morning a messenger boy
Jordan and George Kent present ably forgotten by now.
yet how dearly we pay for its
• called with this note:
their two-piano numbers the ninth
Who and Who Not to Invite
mike is added to the engineer's prob- forIII.Dinner
"Darling—By the time you read counterfeit.—Ballou.
(vv. 12-14).
lems.
this, my body will be floating down

AROUND
the HOUSE

Girls!

Is the Lord interested in such a
matter as that? Indeed He is! EvApparently quiz shows are as pop- erything about life concerns Him,
ular as ever with radio audiences- and, as a matter of fact, this is a
two new ones will take to the air very important point. Here an atshortly, over the CBS Pacific Net- titude toward life is revealed which
work. They're "Don't Be Personal" is vital and fundamental.
and "Talk Your Way Out of This
Hospitality is a virtue highly reOne"—studio audiences will partici- garded by the Bible (see such paspate, and the winners will receive sages as Rom. 12:13; I Tim. 3:2;
cash prices.
Titus 1:8; I Pet. 4:9). To debase it
by asking only those whom we exGirls who have ambitions to act pect will ask 1 us in return, is really
on the screen or on the air might to destroy it.. It is not hospitality
take a tip from Lurene Tuttle; she at all to limit our invitations to
never misses a Helen Hayes broad- those who invite us. Obviously we
cast, because she learns so mudh are not to cut them off simply befrom Miss Hayes, and she studies cause they do ask us. That is not
Bette Davis' work in pictures—she the point. We are not to let that be
says that when she worked with Miss the controlling factor.
Davis, the star gave her many valuAsk those who cannot pay you
able suggestions on the technique of back, if you really want to get a
acting. Now Lurene's learning still blessing out of it. There is so much
more from working with John Barry- need in the world that we who folmore on the Vallee programs.
low Christ have little time to spend
merely entertaining those who have
no need. God will recompense. Dr.
ODDS AND ENDS
C. "Here Comes the Navy," made by Jamei J. W. Bradbury in The Gist of the
Carney and Pal O'Brien in 1V34, u be- Lesson well says, "There is a good
reason not to seek recompense here;
ing re-issued by Warner Brothers.
4L George Burns and Crude Allen have there are more enduring and valurenewed the pledge they signed a year ago able recompenses hereafter (Matt.
to support a certain number of youngsters 6:1-6, 16-18). When we get no recat Boys town. Neb.
ompense here for the good we do,
<L Donald Crisp ends a six-month vaca- we ouglM rather to rejoice than be
tion with a role in "Winged Victory."
sad. It assures better recompense
C. "Kitty Foyle" it the forty-second pic- hereafter."
ture in uihich Ginger Rogers has been
He goes on to say, "The professfeatured or starred.
C Gii) Kiu6pe not the title rote in "Scat- ing church has oftyn followed the
lergood Biiinfs" at the request of the world's method rather than Christ's
(James 2:1-6)."
Sad-but true
What shall we do about it?

the river. Life without you is not
| worth while. Shed no tears over
me, but remember I have always
loved you. Good-by for ever."
' The girl went white and nearly
', fainted. Then she noticed that the
messenger boy was still there.
i "What are you waiting for?" she
asked.
'
"The man who gave me that
note said I was to wait for an answer," said the boy.

Contentment

/&*
Balance your giain with
•—the economy way to feed.
£•• yoar local /••<? daalur
Past Is Gone

Look not mournfully into the
past; it comes not back again!—
Longfellow.

EARLY PIGS
Wexf

And we shall be made truly
wise if we be made content; "conWill B*
tent, too, not only with what we
Worth
can understand, but content with
what we do not understand—the SAVE
habit of mind which theologians
call—and rightly—faith hi God.—
Kingsley.

YOU
ARE AN

INFLUENTIAL
PERSON

Summer

The merchant who advertises must treat
you better than the merchant who does
not. He must treat you as though you
were the most Influential person in town.
As a matter of cold fact you are. You
hold the destiny of his business in your
hands. He knows it. He shows it And you
benefit by good service, by courteous treatn»ent,bygood value—and by lower prices.
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LAND
TO
Mrs. Minnie Goodwin, 73, QUESTIONNAIRES
IUST ONE Marty lowans Seek Birth TO ASSESS
ON ITS QUALITY
FIFTY MORE MEN STARS AND MASONS
Dies Thursday Afternoon
i HIS YEAR Records During Past Year
INSTALL OFFICERS
Iowa assessors were asked by the
state tax • commission this week to
make a distinction between the good,
fair and poor land in setting figures
6ii farm real estate.
' The commissioner's instructions to
assessors 1>efore the quadrennial real
estate valuation next year warned
the assessors:
"Do not strike an average value
for all of the land in the township
because we find that in some counties where there are rough sections
these are assessed at practically the
same value as the better land.
"You must make a distinction between the good, fair and poor land."
Officials said the instructions reflected information given the commission by the Iowa state committee
of agricultural program, head ^ of
county planning board organizations.
"The information, they said, indicated
too much uniformity in the value fixed
o,n farm land with carrying productivity.
The commission's instructions suggested the drawing up of a comparative scale and said that crop yield,
AAA productivity ratings and similar
information might be used in determining values.
The instructions also contained suggestions for valuing farm buildings,
personal property, money and credits
and city real estate.
One change from previous instructions was a suggestion that
local assessors use a square foot basis
for determining value of residences.
Previously
the state board had
advocated a cubic foot basis.
Ben Hall, director of the property
tax division, said the change was in
accord with improved practice in
general assessment methods. '

/Swelled by a rush for birth records
Mrs. Minnie Goodwin, 73, well known
during the last six months of the year,
and long time resident of Anita, passed
nents In 1941 Are the volume of mail passing through
away Thursday afternoon at 2:30
the 48 Million
the vital statistics division of the
o'clock at the home of her daughter,
i This Year;
state health department during 1940
Mrs. Orville Morgan, southwest of
was the greatest on record, it was anAnita. Death followed an illness of
ttion Sought.
nounced this week.
three weeks with a kidney ailment.
With requests for certified copies
IMrs. Goodwin, the daughter of the
to Iowa co- and affidavits of birth providing
late Mr. and Mrs. Fritz Diedrick, was
il AAA farm pro- more than 90 per cent of the mall,
born at Davenport, Iowa, on March 20,
ilmately the same the year's total was 99,692. The re1867, and on "Dec. 17, 1891, was mar^dollars estimated to maining , pieces of mail consisted
ried there to Orville Goodwin. The
producers who mainly of requests for copies of death,
couple moved to a farm near Wiota 46
1940 program. • marriage and divorce- certificates.
years ago and retired from the farm
committeemen
For the first half of the year, the
and moved to Anita about 20 years
ate this month are volume was normal, but during the
ago. Since last March, they have been
itments for individ- latter half, business nearly doubled.
making their home with their daughter
estimating the ap- Comparative statistics show that 34,where she died;
fit of benefit pay- 229 pieces of mail were received from
Surviving are the husband, one son,
be earned by pro- January to July compared with 65,Harvey Goodwin, of Virden, 111., and
i
ply in full -with the 463 the last six months.
two daughters, Mrs. Leona Morgan
Coinciding, with increased pro' program..
and Mrs. Ruby IMfcDermott of Anita.
spokesmen this duction for national defense,, the flood
Five children have preceded their
parity rate of of requests for birth records, which
mother in death.
the normal yield were chiefly desired to give proof of
Funeral services, in charge of Rev.
is being used age and citizenship for defense emArthur V. Long, were held Saturday
parity payments, ployment, rose to a peak in October.
afternoon at 2:00 o'clock at the Methoate as was in effect That month 12,983 pieces of mail were
dist church. Songs for the services
received. The highest single day
were sung by Mrs. Joe Vetter and Mrsl
need that farmers came November 12, when 815 comF. D. Weimer, accompanied at the
Ptotal benefit pay- munications reached the division.
piano by Mrs. Dale Ulfers. They were
f or 'compliance A new application form has been
"Going Down the Valley," "Beautiful
»m instead of getting prepared for use this year, it was
Isle of Somewhere" and "Lead Kindly
Hfor the agricultural stated, and to obtain the information
Light." Interment was made in the
' of the program and l^iecessary for finding birth records all
Wiota cemetery with Harry Highley,
lowans interested in having certified
William Morgan, Charles Hocken|ort will T>e made, they copies of their birth certificates are
berry, Glen Highley, Guy Smith and
, producers to co- urged to write the vital statistics
Ralph Goodwin acting as pallbearers.
•1941 program be- division for this form.
|!:-were overplanted a
Mrs. Mable Nagel, who lives north940 on the 20 per cent ORCHARD INJURY
west of Anita, is a patient at the AtwTiich was not in
lantic hospital.
APPEARS SPOTTED
iinullifying the partiFuneral services ^were held last
pf the 80 per cent
Iowa orchards took a terrible beatWednesday afternoon and burial made
program. Over- ing in the blizzard of early November,
in the Atlantic cemetery for Mrs.
operators averaged and some of them are a complete loss
Stanley Curtis and wife of Nevada, Carrie Nelson who passed away a few
as a result of that "near zero/' weather
IS of both 1940 and 1941 while the leaves were still on the trees Iowa,-spent the week end in Anita at days before at the Methodist hospital
pt payments are based and the sap still up in the trunk and the home of her parents, Postmaster in Des Moines. Mrs. Nelson was a
and Mrs. George O. Smither.
on of 80 per cent; the branches.
sister of Mrs., Roberta . Calkins of
considerably higher
Bondurant, Iowa, and Mrs. Jennie
The injury, however, appears to be
HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL Winchell of Coffeeville,
^ cent participation but spotted, a more careful survey of the
Friday, Jan. 17 — 7:30 p. m.
tthat much.
state since then has .indicated, reFONTANELLE vs. ANITA
E. F. Jones, 78, well-known Atlantic
rnmitteemen along with ports T. J. Maney, head of pomology
Tuesday,
Jan. 21 — 7:30 p. m.
man and a resident of Cass county for
|;-corn "belt region are at the Iowa agricultural experiment
WIOTA vs. ANITA
the past 65 years, passed away at his
gyigoroua efforts to get station, Ames.
home in Atlantic early Saturday
•this year because AdOrchards east of and south of
Elsewhere in today's Tribune will morning, death resulting from inv';M. Evans has said that Cedar Rapids appear to have suffered
190 per cent participa- less injury than those in central and be found the statement of condition firmities due to advanced age. Mr.
farm program work southwestern Iowa, Mr. Maney has of the Anita State Bank. The state- Jones is survived by his wife, Mts.
St; the price structure for found. In that region he found some . ment shows a considerable increase in Fonta Glass Jones, and one brother.
Risible by the government large commercial orchards with losses deposits with total resources and Funeral services were held Monday
ranging from 30 to 90 percent. Not liabilities at $517,357.88 at the close afternoon at the First Congregathat a showdown on far distant was another orchard with of business on Dec. 31,1940. This is tional church in Atlantic and .interment
or marketing quota a loss cakulated at 10 percent and an increase of approximately $28,- was made in the Atlantic cemetery.
"'the AAA seems inevit- still another not far away that appear- j 000.00 over the last statement of Mrs. Ethel Budd of Anita is a sister*
in-law of the deceased man.
a marketing quota ed not to have been injured scarcely condition.
the corn belt next fall, | at all.
in the new program | In central and southwestern Iowa,
ehefit payment is ex- such varieties as Jonathan,; Grimes
the start of the flow , Golden and Delicious appear to. be
j; cash into the state al- I almost universally a total loss.
$c payments can be made Peaches and sour cherries are prob|'r, according to present . ably nearly all killed in these 'portions
VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
| of the state. Pears were badly hit,
at is expected to but some varieties of plums appear
of administration as ! to have fared much better than
Tall Corn 12c — 3 Cans 34c
i last^fow years, com- apples.
M^B

BRIARDALE

SCHOOL TO

'Mrs. Ted Benning, who is working ift
Council Bluffs, spent the week end in

FSS PASTURES Anita with her husband.
p farmers are becoming
Raymond Wlagner and Walter Luck; that- there is a need ing and wife of St. Joseph, Mo., spent:
ement of permanent the week end in Anita visiting at the
ting will be held next J. A. Wagner home.
l>y the Adult EvenDonald Mclntyre, son of Mr. and
|jhe subject, "ImprovePaatures." Paul Mrs. W. H. Mclntyre of Anita and a
Iowa State Extension | student at the University of Iowa in
here to lead the dis- : Iowa City, has been promoted to the
-reseeding,
fertilizing, j rank of cadet platoon sergeant in the ]
and other related [ infantry unit of the University's R. 0
i Burson will bring many T. C.
slides on the results of
There will be no national spelling
on demonstration pascontest for grammar school children
the state.
few years Mr. Burson at Washington, D. C., thi^ year, aci great deal of work in start- | cording to information received a
ations and therefore he few days ago. IHtowever, the winner
of the Iowa contest will receive a
formed on the subject,
bough the weather has been trip to the national capital, it was
ble for most of the Monday stated.
aeetings, it is hoped that
The members of the Royal Neighbe a good attendance for
bors
lodge met Friday afternoon at the
feting because of the need for
home
of Mrs. George Smither. Inlent of pastures in this part
stallation
of officers was held with
state. Refreshments will be
Deputy Ida Reynolds of Elliott as
•,'at the close of the meeting.
installing officer and Mrs. John Dill ,as
.Miller, son of Mr. and Mrs. ceremonial marshal. The new officers
Her, has returned to his home installed were: Mrs. Dan Spiker, past
Vi Egypt, N. J., after spending oracle; Miss Mary Lucille Henderson,
weeks visiting at the home of oracle; Mrs. Donald iChadwick, vice
oracle; Mrs. George Smither,, recordents.
er; Mrs. John Dill, receiver; Mrs.
|jWid Mrs. Frank Mardesen have Frankie Morrical, chancellor; 'Mrs.
1 word from their sons, Mike Andersen Bell, marshal; Mrs. Frank
ey Mardesen who went to Cali- Kramer, assistant marshal; Mrs. Mary
| last Week, that they have leased Weimer, inner sentinel; iMirs. Ida
• station in Los Angeles which Muttendam, outer sentinel; and Mrs.
111 operate.
Alice Gilpatrick,, manager.

Peas
Pumpkin

6 Cans

GWC 16-oz. 9c — 3 Cans 25c
6 Cans

Best Hand Picked Michigan Navy
Briardale, Elbe or Shell
3 Packages

Coffee

Briardale 23c — 2-Ibs. 45c
Tall Corn 15c — 3-lbs.
GWC Golden Corn
5-Pound Pail

GWC 6 Box Carton
Matches
Raisin Bread Bakery Special
25-Pound Bag
Sugar Granulated,
Cash Only
All 5c Candy Bars
Bars
3 For
Sheet Rolls
Toilet Tissue GWC 1000
4 For
LettUCe

Oranges

Fancy Solid Head
Florida Juicy and Sweet
10 Pounds
Large Package

65c
47c
16c
19c
39c
25c
17c
lOc
.35
lOc
19c
9c
45c
19c

Following is a list of registrants
sent questionnaires Friday by the Cass
county draft board.
Those sent
questionnaires .are Nos. 351 to 400,
inclusive.
Anita—Manley Eugene Walling,
John. Clare Kelly, Hugh Roger Bowen,
Lawrence Hans 'Carlson and Max
Kenneth Smith.
Atlantic—Evan Carletori Williams,
James Maurice Odem, Glenn Roger
Pagel, Edward Johannes Steen, Darrell
Robert Peasley, Roy Edward Theede,
John Harry Johannes, LeRoy George
Petersen, Donald Hall Healy, J. 'Bernard Conway, William C. Prall, John
Harold Brown, Richard George Knudsen, 'Marion Pearson, Clarence Roland
Hemphill, Carl Meyer Laartz, William
Ray Palmer, Lester i'LaVern Mueller,
Melvin Ambrose'Pettett, Max George
Shafer, August J. Anderson, Vernon
L. Swoley, Kline W. Taylor and Everette Wallace Hedges.
Brayton—Russell Edward Eden.
Cumberland-r-Leo Victor Neary,
Walter Ross Hatfield and Daryl
Charles Dougherty.
Griswold—Clifford Julis Whither,
Morris Henry Tietz, Lester William
Rabe, Gale Richard Knoke, Lester
Elmer Pelzer and Chester Raymond
Johnson.
Lewis—Lyle Edward Armstrong and
David William Campbell.
Marne—Howard William Taft Parrott, Charles Evert Pelzer and Joe
Clyde Newlin.
Massena—Clyde Henry Chapman,
Harry Edward Holshuh, Orris Edwin
Lary and Denzel Rex Luke.
Wiota—Dale Alfred Reynolds and
Clarence Everett Just.

DEMENT IMP. CO.
TO HOLD FREE SHOW
The Dement Implement Co., local
dealers of McCormick-TXeering farm
implements, are to be hosts to one
big night of entertainment which
everyone in Anita and surrounding
territory are invited to. This evening of entertainment, which has been
dedicated to fun, will be held at the
High School Auditorium Thursday
evening beginning at 7:30 o'clock.
The program will include clean
sparkling comedy with
"Penny"
Pennington as master of ceremonies
assisted by Miss Margery Dale.
Howard Huntington, a magician, is
also featured and movies will be
shown at intervals to add variety to
the evening's entertainment.
W. R, Cryer and William Steele
left Tuesday evening for Morris, 111.,
to attend the funeral services for
Thomas Steele who is a brother of Mr.
Steele and an uncle of Mr. Cryer.
A surprise birthday party was held
Friday evening in honor of Fred
Wohlleber. Seven families were present and the evening was spent playing cards with high scores being held
by Mrs. Archie VanAernam and Joe
Rydl, Jr.
The Square Deal 4-H club met at
the home of George, Mark and Ella
Mae McDermott Friday evening.
Robert Heckman and William Pollock
gave reports on their trip to Ames.
Lester Soukup, farm bureau agent,
attended the meeting and pictures of
the 1940 4-H show were shown. At
the close of the meeting, a lunch was
served by Mrs. McDermott.

Joint Meeting Held Tuesday Evening
At Masonic Temple By the Two
Lodges At Which Time New
Officers Were Installed.
Tuesday evening Columbia Chapter,
No. 127, O. E. S. and Obedience
Lodge, No. 380, A. F. & A. M, held, ajoint meeting at the IMasonic Temple
at which time officers of the two
lodges for the coming year were installed. A 6:30 o'clock dinner proceeded the installation services.
The new officers for Columbia Chapter installed were: Mrs. Glen Soper,
Worthy Matron; Lloyd Harris, Worthy Patron; Mrs. Hattie Wiese, Associate Matron; Raymond Laartz, Associate Patron; Mrs. A. V. Robinson,
Secretary; Mrs. Raymond Laarfca,
Conductress; iMfcs. Lloyd Harris,
Associate Conductress; Mrs. Dora
Edwards, Chaplain; Mrs. Azel S.
Ames, Marshal; Mrs. W. T. Biggs,
Organist; Mrs. Herbert Bartley, Ada;
Mrs. Rosetta Anderson, Ruth; Mrs.
L. D. Buttolph, Esther; Mrs. P. T.
Williams, Martha; Mrs. Chas. Karns,
Electa;fflflrs.A. J. Kopp, Warder; and
James MteCosh, Sentinel.
The new officers for Obedience
Lodge*installed were: Solon A. Karns,
Worshipful Master; Lloyd Harris,
Senior Warden; Ross Lewis, Junior
Warden;
Rev. Arthur V. Long,
Chaplain; Lyle Scholl, Senior Deacon;
Claire Underwood, Junior Deacon;
Chas. Walk*-, Senior Steward; L. D.
Buttolph, Juhior Steward; and John
Scott, Tyler.
C. L. D. killer, who has been
visiting here for the past several
weeks with relatives and friends, returned to his home at Shelbina, Mo.,
Friday.
Jack Long was in Des Moines Monday making final preparations for the
purchasing of a large furniture stock
which wilj be on display soon at the
local store. Interior remodelling of
the room now occupied by the local
furniture store, including the extending of the present balcony and redecorating, will be done within the
next ten days, after which.the newest
of modern furniture can be purchased.
Since the passage of the Iowa Old
Age Assistance Law there have been
a total of 670 persons granted assistance in Cass county, according to
Otto S. Hayes, director Cass county
board of social welfare. At the present time there are 489 persons receiving old age assistance checks each
month. Atlantic heads the list with
210 checks; Anita is next with 90;
Griswold, 64; Cumberland, 36; Lewis,
30; Massena, 29; and Wiota and
Marne, 15. At the present time .in
Cass county there are 57 more persons receiving assistance than there
were a year ago.

LOCAL CLOTHIER
ATTENDS MEETING

Robert Howard returned home
Monday from attending the spring
convention of the Kraft Staying
Group in Des Moines. This buying
group is a voluntary association-of
ixty home-owned Men's Wear Stores
which gives the stores the buying adrantage of the chain without its high
Late Monday afternoon a car driven administrative expense.
by Milo Wtitte crashed into the rear of
While there Mr. Howard was on the
a car driven by a cigarette salesman Sunday evening program of the confrom Davenport, Iowa. The accident vention in which current problems of
occurred about 6 miles west of Ani- the clothiers were discussed. Unta. Occupants of the Witte car, be- doubtedly the biggest problem of the
sides Mr. Witte, were his wife, Ellen, clothiers, he stated, is how to hold
and their baby son, Bobby. 'Mr. and down price increases caused by highMrs. Witte were taken to the Atlan- er costs as a result of the defense protic hospital -and the baby son was gram. It was the unanimous opinion
brought to an Anita doctor's office. of the group! that present prices
Mr. Witte was released from the hos- should be maintained as long as pospital after being given first aid treat- sible, even if it is necessary for the
ment but his wife is still a patient clothier to absorb the first increase.
there. The baby was uninjured as
Mr. Howard reports that he bought
were the occupants of the other car. a much larger stock of spring merchandise than usual in order to be
At the annual meeting of the voters able to maintain present prices as long
of the Holy Cross Evangelical Luth- as possible. There is also a strong
eran church held Thursday evening-, possibility that the manufacturing
the following officers were elected for preference piven Army and Navy
the coming year: George Miller, uniforms will cause an actual shortpresident; Phil McLaughlin, vice presi- age of some items of wearing apparel.
dent; Peter Andersen, Jr., secretary; Woolen mills are now booked to
George Lund, financial secretary; capacity until May 1, and may have
Henry Roed, treasurer; Edwin Miller to work on additional defense orders*'
and Chris Birk, elders; Edward NieThe gigantic stock reduction sale
mand, trustee;
Victor Rathman being put on by the local clothing
Wtorth Chastain and Orville Christen store has attracted large crowds
sen, financial committee; and EmL each day since its opening last
Dreier, board of education. The new Thursday. Many fine bargains are beofficers were inducted into office at
ing featured in this aale which conspecial service held Sunday morning1 tinues through Saturday of this week.
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Interstate Machinery & Sup|w. A. McKee, bailiff
66.0i
ply Company, supplies
83.46| William M. Nelson, bounty ..
l.OC
Iowa Electric Company", seri F. C. Newlin, trustee
4.0i
vice
254.19 Ronald Nolte, bounty
2.0C
Iowa Machinery & Supply
' Nolte Electric Service, lights.
22.24
Company, hardware
6.66 Office Equipment Company,
32.72
Iowa Sales Company, supi supplies
PHONE 300
We Deliver
Phone 29
13.26
plies
48.75 Park Hotel, meals
1.00
Joyce Lumber Company, supi Ronald Pearson, bounty . . . .
plies
'
80.66 E. J. Perley, Board of Health
1.00
Hans Jepsen, labor
20.00 meeting
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
Koch Brothers, supplies . . . . 527.39 Dr. M. T. Petersen, medical.. 102.00
Levine Auto Salvage, supPink Supply Company, sup34.80
OATS, Clover Farm, large package
15c , plies
5.10 plies
4.00
iLindsey Machine Shop, bearB. C. Pond, trustee
4.25 Postal Telegraph Company,
MILK, Clover Farm, 3 large cans
20c | ings
1.13
| Lloyd & Meredith, supplies . .
33.58 : telegram
1.00
W. Luke & Son, supJack Prall, bounty
SYRUP, Clover Farm Golden, (gallon) can ..Ale l|J. plies
2.00
114.30 Louis V. Riedeman, bounty . .
6.23
'
E,
H.
Loug-ee,
R.
O.
W
10.00
Eh-.
Otis
R.
Roberts,
services.
RICE, 3 pounds
17c : C. E. Malone, Postmaster,
i W. Fay Robinson, services
115.51' and soldiers relief
135.87
BEANS, Great Northern, 3 pounds
17c ; H.postage
E. Marlowe, hardware . . .
71.57 Rock Island Motor Transit,
Massena
Grain
Company,
freight
.55
GRAPE FRUIT, Dozen
25c
22.36 Wm. F. Sandhorst, trustee .. 4.00
coal
George N. Scase, labor
62.50
Meredith Implement Conic
pany, supplies
1.07 Wm. Scharf, Board of Health
IVORY SOAP, large size, 2 for
16c
•1.00
Middle States Utilities ComI meeting
pany, tolls
.61 Silver
Burdett Company,
CORN FLAKES, Clover Farm, 2 for
19c
10.28
Miller-Hasselbalch Company,
books
15.55
parts
31.22 Margaret Stouffer, mileage . .
BROWN SUGAR, 3 pounds
19c
H. P. Malone, hauling
160.00 Wilbur Sunderman, trustee . .
1.00 Dr. W. S. Greenleaf
12.90 m
John ^filler, hauling
81.30 Everett Sutton, Board of
3l.o|
Harry Hall
17.60 Elmer Watson . . .
G. N. McQuern, mileage . . . .
63.20 Health meeting
1.00 Dr.
20.4
ilerlyn
Hansen
9.61
E.
T.
Watson
! Nebraska Tractor & EquipT
; J. H. Welch Printing Com%0(|
. S. Hanaen
2.62 Dr. A. Weaver .
! ment Company, parts
12.90
pany, supplies
6.25
25.J
ohn Henderson
12.60 Dr. M. B. ,Weir . . .
notice on behalf of this Board to all Neff Hardware bolts
.36 1 F. W. Wiese, committee work
Ijortshoj
Standard
Service..
1.70
L,
C.
Wheetley
..
concerned of said proposed assess- j Nelson Automotive Service!
and mileage
118.85 Hbffman Transfer
.55 Dr. A. R. Wilder .
ment and that unless objection be ; parts
Established 1883.
18.44 W. H. Wohlenhaus, committee
20.83 Dr. P. T. Williams
made to the same, that they will be Jens Nod'gaard, labor
65,00
work and mileage
120.35 (olste Grocery
7.70
Published Every Thursday and Entered approved and confirmed as proposed; |N. W. Bell Telephone Com,,-,«*,
..v.^u,,*^, trustee
,
Fred Wollenhaupt,
... 4.00 BowelTa Store
Jack Sprat Grocery
10.30
120.95 ; Verna B. Woods, sessions
at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, as and that said notice be given at least, pan y, rent and tolls
122.00 R. T. Hitt, 1 ewe
twenty days prior to the time thus . p. A. Oestereich, repairs . . . .
-"'
"
7.25! and' mileage
20.00. .Dr,.H. A. Johnston
Second Class Mail Matter.
J6yce Lumber
Company,
fixed for said hearing.
| H elga J. Ostrus, R. O. W. . . .
Ha:
20.00 Z. L. Wright, Board of Health
ley, 11 ewes and
Lewis
29.86
l he Chairman put the above resolu-; Oliver E Ostrus R O W
10
10.00 i meeting
1.00
Cecil, G. Budd
Editor lion
to vote and the votes being all in Paper Calmenson ' &' ComJoyce
Lumber
Company,
i Harley Yarger, bounty
1.00
Thomas Lewis, 5 ewes
the affirmative, the resolution was depany, supplies
Griswold
19.89 Meritt Lloyd, 1 ewe . . .
13.60 i WARRANTS ISSUED ON POOR
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Year clared adopted.
Dr. W. W. Kitson •
5.00 R. E. Perrin, 6 lambs . . . .
i Phillips Petroleum ComFUND FOR
PROVISIONS,
Moved by Wohlenhaus, seconded by
A. R. Kohl Grocery
15.20 H, E. Snyder, 1 ewe . . . . .
pany, g-as
172.86 '•
Official Town and County Newspaper Wiese to transfer $1030.85 from the Howard
CLOTHING AND MBDIParrott, hauling
8100j
Lee's Drug Store
41.43
Temporary School Fund to the Per- Wilbur H. Pierce, royalty
Lewis Cash Store . . . .
71.25
14^87
CAL AID.
Member of National Editorial
?f8ri?*L8,nd **»«•«« Claims.
Hawle
manent School Fund.
; Metropolitan Life Insurance
Dr.
H.
M.
Linton
14.00
Dr.
G.
M.
Adair
9.00
Association, and
Motion
Metz
71.25 Mike "M«
aiouon carried.
carried.
, Company and Wilbur H.
Dr Geo A Al band
7700 Maduff's Food Market
5.;.i
F. W. Wiese
Moved by Metz, seconded by WohPierce R O W
QB nn A
•
b i ?> V ' ' X '' '
Dr.
Geo.
W.
Marston
.
98.40
5.SB
8
BuU n C m
lenhaus
to
transfer
$2800.00
from
the
.haus to transfer $2800.00 from the Right Away Tire & BatterV
'°° I, ^IT"
^
°
° - oo
o. Massena Grain Company . . . .
19.25 W. H. Wohlenhaus
pany
28.24
Maintenance Fund to the Construction
G. E. Eshelman . . .
Missouri-Kansas
Chemical
Fund to cover cost of labor and ma- Robinson Hardware, sup- 92.92 Anita Oil
Company
19.22 Moved by Wohlenhaus, seconder-Si
I Atlantic Building
Supply
terial and equipment rentals paid
plies
86.81 Dr. E. C. Montgomery
57.00 Wiese to adjourn untl January i|
from the Construction Fund.
i E. Schroeder" gas and re- 50.54 j Company
l Atlantic Dairy
16.41 Moorman Manufacturing ComMotion carried.
1941 or on call of Chairman.
pairs
8.47 Atlantic Hospital Inc
pany
72.10
603.01
'Motion carried.
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
Harry
F.
Mueller
77.05
Atlantic
Mill
&
Elevator
extension on! repairs
422.56
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
9.96
Austin
McFadden
Company
1.40
Compensation insurance and floater | Standard Bearing" Company',
Chairman.
72.70 Attest:
Bailey "See'd Company
16.4( Dr. R. M. Needles
Court House,
New King Electric Company..
15.90
Motion carried.
j.
Atlantic, Iowa,
,M.:.E. Hubbard.
| Elsie E. Berry
3iio( Oriental 'Coal Company
9.90
urCLrai,'ima.? Hawlev Lv nch appointed ''' allu ou
December IG, 1940.
114.37 " '
- Gdtmty Auditor.
26.50
& Johnston
30.0( C. B. Parkinson & Son
The Board of Supervisors of Cass
26.70 Wilbur H. Blake
70.72
5.00 J. C. Penney Company
County, Iowa, met in regular session
I Werner Blunk
40.25
.60 Dr. E. C. Petersen
with the following members present: December 31, 1940.
vu.74 tsongers Bros
4]
Dr. L. B. Peters«n
10.00
Andrew Thompson, R. C W.
Hawley Lynch, Chairman," Mike
34:00 : C. P. Brown [Manufacturing
Mrs. C.. H. Rabe
8.00
MJetz, F. W. Wiese and W. H. Wohlen3.00 Company
i ig L. L. "Reed
117.90
haus.
Station,
99.41; Bullock & Sons
23.76 Wm. Riggs Grocery
42.45
the yearly report of C. T. Cocklin !
Minutes of December 2nd were | Justice
219.28 Dr. Joseph Schiff
of the Peace,6 rPleasant
23.20
{ J. Bumea
eaSant TTownown
Pusk Meat .Heal Tankage at
approved as read.
'"" shfpTwere approved ' '
-j West Iowa
! Lou Camblin
53.79 Sien's Grocery
26.55
The second and third quarter re- ThP rphat-p« «f W ' T wi.-* . -^
Pany, tolls
wholesale, delivered.
2.30 Christensen's Grocery
269 53 Slocum Company
7.70
ports of C. M. Skipton, clerk of the Soldiers' Exaction: J^I^'^lT^'i !?on Wilkinson, mileag
34.35 R. W. Cockshoot
28.50 Smiley's Music Store
We win pick up your dead
I Earl V. Connors Grocery . . . .
14 20 lyde South
6.00
animals and give service.
13.62 Cook's Rexall Store
6.96 3tier Grocery
45.33
86.50 Department of Social WelFrederick Switzer
4.75
I fare
47 01 ^ap Taylor
30.16
Phone 257
carried.
express
'
W. F. Tibken
7.30
3.81 |Farmer's_ Co-Operative Com9.75
WAGNER PILLING STATION
13.00 \irner Brothers
fi78
P Gardner
078.JO ^
Roy
1.80 Twin City Artificial Limb
K)WA
344.91
Company
35.70
I
Grahams
I7o'.77
Walnut
Grove
Products
Com%
W. A.
Justice of
Peace
Moved by Metz, seconded by Wiese, Walter Anderson
55 50 !
n
. Cocklin, Justice of Peace
m e a P t
r S
manent
^
mu
r
transfer of $8,000 °from the Emer- TVm* Cr™™"
° "
n
y>
Xpense
1-50 >
"
gency Fund to the Poor Fund.
-°
™
?
W. W. Kitson, coroner
Kenneth Dougherty, labor .. 006.00
wu
Motion carried.
On motion and vote the following Gen! Lelris""^^01"
HS'20 A M- Acker- clerk
99 nn TT Van .Ibr
11 •
' uluol-ct;
- / n i l ; ——
"Wnf STS.3S; Afantic pol,' Harry^S f & '
™
™?*
9400 ^**S*
A A 'eht, repairs
1.60 =
94.00 American Book Company
==
books
2 76
,
ich rd
fin"™ ' S ? Anderson, bounty . .'. 2.00 rS
Andy
Miller,
tic?U|9P2e.9fn~Una Jemen' A "
'
rio.«
--n.-i.^ ,hauling
, , „6
60.00 Dr. J. A. Anstey, services
Clarence
11'QQ (S=:
Session and Mileage Claims.
Atlantic
O. Sunderman, labor
Hawley Lynch
5.00 Grover Lehmkuhl, labor'
printing
Mike Metz ..
5.70 Harold V. Smith, labor
P.
W.
~ -'
" " " Wiese
* * "^OC
.>.
. * , . , .
K J5K
Lang, labor .
•7QCK T^~~-r, Bailey ' boun ty
W. H. Wohlenhaus
'.'. e 80 /eno
Glenn
Comstock,
labor
ved
8?
80 Dr"relief
,*S C' . . .Bailev
- soldiers'
»/i.80
.
by Wiese, seconded by Marvin Brindley, labor
m™°
200X00 IS
Wonlenhaas, to adjourn until Decem. .
, labor
1940 or on cal1 of
nity
«
•'
'
Chairman,
Anita Lumber Company, supjyvlotion carried.
. Bissell, trustee
4*00
plies
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
a T Boots
Calvin Antrim, material
VIA*
",
'
'
session
and
^•14
mileage
,., .
Chairman.
1t-fi1
Atlantic
Motor Freight '
Attest:
i in J.
orink, repairs . . . .
i oc
freight
Mi. E. Hubbard,
"
A-W Company, parts
R»1.10
so Asa
T Buboltz
r.Brown,
, , • trustee
4.00
County Auditor.
John C. Aldag, R o W
ar nn
£*
' bounty
1.00
Atlantic LumberVCoal Com!
°0 «eor?la Byne, mileage
21.80
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
Pany. material
45 17 • l,.^'"^^: bounty
1.00
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS „
ihe Balbach Company oxv, Board of
gen
b 77
Hea
Court House,
&
'
meeting
Barnsdall Refining Corpo
ni'. ^.
f 'th
r<
—
1.00 SS:
SS
Atlantic, Iowa,
Coon, bounty .
q
tion, oil
ftn
December 30, 1940.
Demco
Library
Supplies',
'
^
Baum
Iron
Company,
welding
;
6
The Board of Supervisors of Cass
supplies .. *
—<""'"•
l
County Iowa met in regular session W.rods
S.
Beebe.
gas
i^Q8i D e s , Moines Sanitary"'SUPi
with all members present:
Big "4 Oil Company, supio.»a , ply Company, supplies .
27.50,=
Chairman, Mike
A Donah
plies
I8t
94 90 n
r^
oe, sessions .'
12.00 . =S
J4-90
•
Duane
Donnan,
bounty
- 194°- THE
Bo jens Hardware,
hard1.00
S
l Mrs. Roy Dotson, bounty
ware..........
r
2.00 ; =
Winutes of December ifith were
W. Elliott,
Boseek Oil Comnany, 'oil
approved as read.
25 ' .Henry
n ty
Bopp, checking
5390 ^, ! E,Er cks
. The motion of December Ifith call- Jim
8.00 _
l
1.00,=
ing all assessors and Boards of ^ - P.. Christensen,, labor' ' ' 65 00 ' r^ ' °n, bounty
E. Eshelman,
committee
Review for a meeting with the Board City of Atlantic, current and
water
waier rent ...
1 H 7 K Q »-, •"•" al1" "ineage ..
er
SO s on J a n u a r
6th
136.60 j i
"L»k?, _^ ?' , ,
y
- 1941 is
. .
ISTC iPldl
"r & Chambers
' Coml
jnd ^^ following Perry Cousins, repaii-;' :.'::."
lie
Pa y su
J. H.. Chadwick
"
'
PP
s
Chadwick, hauling
82 1 1 ; ! r Pa
&U
directories
Clure, hauling " "
70'^
Jfor",! 7, ,' Jr.,
78
in r' ulle
<-iori€
On motion and vote the Township
10.20 S=
78-50
Cecil
Greenwalt,
bounty .
!
—
Council
Bluffs
Coal
&
l
t
ce
Assessors will meet with the Board of
1-00uu S
Lee
Company,
coke
91
«
Harris,
bounty
'
'
c'nn ==
Supervisors at 9 A. M. January 6th
K
Harley Cue, hauling
3200 ' k60 "'"-Phi", bounty '.'
J'gS
t i $,he
.,To,Wnship Boards of Review
Rock Oil ( ompany, 3 2 -°0 ; D. O. Herbert,
Herbert abstract
ah«^o,.f and
"I
^"".SS
j -r' M1-' A Jan uary 6th; with the City Deep
gas
1
and Town Assessor, at 9 A. M., Janu118.44
'**K
e
W
e
any
Ume
duri
ary /tn. and Councilmen at 1 P M Chris Dreagi-r,
Treasurer,
15.00
j uror fees
January 7th.
'
'
936.00
M
E. Hubbard, Auditor,
On motion and vote the following 1
8.40
expenses
- . 1 . Kdwards, Sheriff s . rv "
resolution was declared adopted8.01
mg notices, crimminal ex! H u n t & Fug-lsant indemRESOLUTION.
, nity
0ra
a y tlme during 1941
ouma d
pense and investigation- I
'AS, the Weed Comn
87.50
board and care of ])nson-'
K. W. Hunter, supplies
«r of Massena Township did cause
4.00
=
ers
certain weeds to be cut or destroyed Farmers
150.^0
,'. )',t,!.ngton ^boratories, supl
•°n land describe,) as follows, to-wit:
c'oaT''" E l e v a t o r - Mar'ne.
141.00
34.74 "sy'pp"^ '''-i'^'Uf 'Company
SW% SWy,
J-'ullerton Lumber Company
2 Cars that
material and coal
Sec. 23-75-34
Ti T(
i''l! !hnen ' bounty
in storage before 1941
JJ
Land Bank, R. (')'.'
owned by the P: q uitable Life Assur- 1-ederal
•
•
•
,
I
o
w
a
State
INychopathii-'HoV.
W.
tra
A eX M e
2.r,o j " , '.' ispoi-tation
isol
""WHERPA^
' of Neil.
and Gasoline
Alley,
IH'J.'JO 'i;"e J"'ln;son, bounty
WHbREAS, ^
the cost
such weed
Koseoe S. Jones,
G»t^
City"
l^Works!
'supcutting and destruction has ^een
plies
s aiul
t0 this Board and
20 r )0' A °"
,
« Plat and Cate City Welding
436.93,=
K aiSt r trUStee
,
showing the several tract, of
4.00 ===
i
Ron-!']
i
i
',
'
"
'
'
pany, repairs
land to be assessed,
15 (Ml "-"".'"'i l-andon, bounty
3. There are no free trailer licenses this year.
1.00 =
=
" A l v i n _ L r i i n i k u h l i tnisyu,;.K(l
4.00
i
S
pany,
tolls
.,
r.
Lmke,
bounty
of the same for destroy
1-OOiS
Green Bay Lumber Company
• C h a r U ' s H. \.\nn< ',ourt
during the calendar year 1940 has
.
»j,
i
porter
Porter
supplies
- - - ---- r.w^v.,.1 un me in the
150.00 ==
office of the County Auditor of Cass Creg*rsen Drug Store," supl
Lynch,
MU
pliej'
and
mileage
County at Atlantic, Iowa
. ;
i; K7 ' i, work
,
"I'lt-'age
KiO.95 =
A. dates, supplies .
''
.,',,! Herbert Martens, bounty' '
NOW THEREFORE BF IT R K
2.00 SS
so, and
•"sen
& Company,''^pl
~ " _ i ft™? ^^^- Bounty '
SOLVED by the Board of S u p l r y , , ^
,1.00 I S
of Cass County that 1 :30 P M „, the u "
.......
3rd. day of February j.ij l i , "
^ "enmngsen M<, tor Company,
'
H.OO I S
""epairs
"
Board Room of the
7.50 =
Court House 2

PETERSEN'S

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
LARD, Swift's pure kettle rendered, 3 pounds ?*
SOAP POWDER, Petersen's Special, will niake
a quicker and more lasting suds than any
other soap used— free pot holder—Ig. pkg QQ
OLD DUtCH CLEANSER, 3 cans . . . . .
g
SPAGHETTI; with tomato sauce, No. 2 can " I:
SALMON, Alaska pink, 16-otf can, 2 £or, . . " oj
BUTTER, Stuart creamery, pound .,.:.-... "oj
BACON SQUARES, Swift sugar cured, pound. ai
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES IN REASON
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NOTICE!

labor
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To Automobile Ownets
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MONTH. TRAILERS MUST 135 BETREUCE^D
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j. Car owners wishing to store their cars for
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16.71

ment, and the
County is hereby

"

. A. Miller, ind m n i t y
«bam - Murray,
u - trustee
'

13:5.15

H.OOJ
16.10 I

4.00 nil

F. W. HERBERT
TREASURER, CASS COUNTY, IOWA
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THE SUNNY SIDE OF LIFE
Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
ByEDWHEELAN

BIG TOP
TV)AT ALTA HAD LOOSENED HER STAKE
SILK" FOWLER STRUCK THE ELEPHANT SMITH MIS WHIP-

HOLY 6MOKE , HE HIT ALTA VlfTH
WHIP AN' /MOW SHE'S GOIM
I BETCHA THAT'S NJHV SHE.
WAS PULLIN' OP HER STAKE
SO'S TO BE READV
FDR '

CREAT SCOTT PULLED UP HEP

CHANCE
IS TO DUCK UNPER
THE TENT.'.'
pUTOUTSrlike this are,8

^-idea totDeusedior-

k
h?ust^^r tSc tS!
your rooms asa well
if ?
v

boxes In clever designs likl,
Bits-o* plywood are cut
jig; or coptag saw, pai
nailed together to make the i
&K*

.....ii.i.AIfcii.,..!'.

»• Sendo

•

Frank Jay Markey Syndicate. Inc.

LALA PALOOZA Opened by Mistake
AH HA I MISTER
BOGGLE'S NIECE
TRYIN' TO SNEAK

MISTER BOGGLE
HIRED ME TA
1

LAUNDRY
BASKET I

DO YA NO

OUT IN A

NAB YA, AN

By RUBE GOLDBERG
QUIET,

WHAT!
YOU,
MISTER BOGGLE?

OR
I'LL

IT AIN'T GONNA

SLAP

GOOD TA ,

DOWN'

STRUGGLE'

—

YA

AUNT MARTHA
BOX 16f*W~
Kuuas Ci
Enclose 18 cents tor each
Nam*

DETECTIVE

Andrew

'MEN!
EMI^DYMENT
Jobs Open for Local Meil
Frank J«y Muter SypdlMU, Toe.

S'MATTER POP—Bigger and Better Artillery

With a specli
, Investment. „
a* we furnish full t

AT5 ALL I

ASKYATO

PATENTS
A HAGUE
_._. .--sr—~.j-w»i.»-.narks, copyrights, -.a
*tatt FlMr CMvker BIdr., DM MO/DM, (
BMUMk Offl«»-ffaJi(ji/«.D. D. ~ "

/oy Is Riches

MESCAL IKE

Joy, is the happiness of love;
is love exalting; it is love aw
of its own felicity, and resting
riches, •which it has rvo fea:
exhausting; it is bve taking I
view of ife treasures, and sunej
dering itself to bliss without:
boding.—J. Hamilton.

B,

What More Can Be Said?

How To Reto
Oreomulfilon relieves promptly
causa It goes tight to the seat o!
trouble to hem loosen and
germ laden phlegm, and aid na
to soothe and heal raw, tender,
fianed ^TfTM^^*^ • fi*""" ne
branes. TeB your dru^lfit to sell
a bottle of Oreoinulslon with the
must like the wyl
eo\ ;h or you

POP—Dwhing It Out
By J. MILLAR WATT
IS THIS A FIRST ^ CLASS
RESTAURANT ?

Birr WE DON'T
MIND SERVING

ainipw \xi9miaf9s
<f,.
Nothing is more simple1 tli-|1
greatness; indeed, to be sin" "* '
to be great.—Emerson.

YOU'
JEILY

Over-Ihoaght
He who considers too muck'
perform too little.—Schiller.

mini

THE
SPORTING

At

WHIR« AMIRICA DRlN>
ITS WAY TO HEA«»
• Outdoor activities at &f
ben. The ultimate in fecii.^
for recr«atioA> »nd reju'
nation, iododiag the 0°®
therapeutic baths with coo
plete massage.
ing room, meals, baths, ">»:
sages, from $35.00 a *ee

By
By
LANG
ARMSTRONG

GLUYAS
WILLIAMS

EUROPEAN PUM* from $
LOUIS 0*»BBi

THE ANITA

4/w£

FROM OUR OLD FILES

GOING!

ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
January 19, 1911.

GOING!
GOING!
JUST 4 MORE DAYS
WE STILL HAVE PLENTY OF MERCHANDISE
TO CHOOSE FROM AT ROCK BOTTOM PRICES

Hats

Overcoats

Be Kind to Your Head. Fit It
With A Felt Hat. $2.95 and $3.95
Values Now
98c

Men's Suits
68 Left. Here's A Nice Lot of
Men's Suits. Every One Marked
Down. Some We Are Tossing
In This Sale At
$9.95

We Can't Possibly Imagine Why
You Would Pass Up These Overcoats. 40 Coats Left. Several
Priced At
$8.88

Wool Jackets
.

We're Proud Of These Wool Zipper Jackets, But We Must Have
Thought They Were Going To
Stop Making Them, We Bought
So Many. Really Swell At. $2.49

G. A. Johnson was in Dexter this
week attending to business matters.
Anita Rural Telephone Company
stock has been selling this week at $6(
>er share.
The Misses Charlotte and Wilma
-lolmes, who are both teaching school
ear Des Mbines, spent Sunday with
their parents.
Gus Hunter leaves this week for
Mission, Texas, near which place he
has purchased real estate and will
proceed to improve it.
B. D. Forshay and wife were in
Atlantic Thursday evening and while
there attended the II Travotor opera
given by home talent.
George H. Stoffs of this city has
leased the Reynolds Hotel and after
thoroughly renovating it from top to
bottom will open it to the traveling
public.
The ice harvest has been going on
for several weeks past, in a way that
would indicate that there will be
>lenty and to spare for all needs of
he summer months.
Chas. Usher, who recently purchased half interest in the G. H. Stoffs
ray line, has decided to return to
Atlantic, and has disposed of his interest to his partner, J. E. Vaughn,
who is now in possession.
4 f -t- -f +

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.

Maduffs Food
WE DELIVER
THURSDAY—FRIDAY-SATURDAY
No
reamer

Butter

'^ ^

y

Marshmallows jffi,
Jell

All Flavors — 4 Packages

31c
iSci
I3c
15c

Coffee
Baking Powder
Cake Flour ^^^
Oysters E*tsiLa^ 49c
Brown Beauty
3-Ibs. ..37c — Pound
Calumet
Large Can

COAL and G R A I N
COME IN AND SEE US FOR
A SQUARE DEAL
THE KUNZ GRAIN CO.
Bert C. Ramos, Mgr.

.
"Life" will be the subject of the
Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of
THIS COUPON and 1 PAID LESSON EtaTmSES BEARFP »
Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, January 19.
1 FREE MUSIC LESSON
The Golden Text is from Revelation
at the
21:G,,7, "I will give unto him that is
O SHIRTS
88c
DRESS HOSE .............. i9c
athirst of the fountain of the water
of life freely. He that overcometh
O WOOL PANTS
$1.98
MEN'S SCARFS' ........... 49C
shall inherit all things; and I will be
—VIOLIN, PIANO, MANDOLIN AND GUITAR Li
his God, and he shall be my son."
O WORK SOCKS
9C
Every Thursday Afternoon From 1 Till 8 p. nvat I. O. O. ]
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quoOVERALLS
............... 98c
tations from the Bible and from the
O WORK GLOVES
9C
Christian Science textbook, "Science
CORDUROY CAPS ......... 49C
and Health with Key to the Scrip- to the Church, Then the Church Must
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
Go to the People." Mark: 16-20,
O SWEATERS
98C
VICTOR FLOUR—
LADIES' HOSIERY ........ 44C
One of the Bible citations reads: 'And they went forth and preached
49-lb. bag
"How excellent is thy loving kind- everywhere, the Lord working with
VICTOR CAKE FLOURness, O God! therefore the children hem, confirming the word by signs folof men put their trust under the lowing." Here the early Christians
shallow of thy wings. They shall be were taking the church to the people.
.VICTOR PANCAKE FLOURCLOTHIER
abundantly satisfied with the fatness The need today ia for the church to go
3-lb. box
I5c I
"WE SERVE YOU WELL'
of thy house; and thou shalt make out into the highway and proclaim
SCHOOL GIRL GRAPE FRUIT
them drink of the river of thy Christ and him crucified. There isr
No. 2 can ...'
pleasures. For with thee is the foun- an urgency in these words that canSCHOOL GIRL PORK & BEANS
tain of life: in thy light shall we see not be denied. The King's work reNo. 2% : can v
Miss Joan Faulkner, who works in
"ight"
(Ps.
36:7-9).
quires
haste.
The
test
of
life
is
not
Claude Ruggles of Winte
Des Moines, spent the week end in
OPAL COFPBiE, pound can. ,25c
Among the selections from the what we think or what we say bu
Anita visiting her parents, H. C.
PEAS, No. 2 can
10C|
spent Monday in Anita visiting with
Faulkner and wife.
"iness of his mo ther, 1^1* R™ Christian Science textbook is the fol- what we do. Do something to advance
Mrs. Ross Brookner and family.
owing:
the Kingdom of God for your sake an<
"We should consecrate existence, for the sake of others. The Gospe
Jerry Christensen Of Des Moines not 'to the unknown God' whom we of Christ is a most effective dynamic
ignorantly worship,' but to the eternal All that it needs to do its work is to
1
and mUsic less
evITS Ur f
°™ builder, the everlasting Father, to the be proclaimed and lived.
East M«in Street
day*
aft
I! * ™ !
*™°°n and even- jife which mortal sense cannot
mpair nor mortal belief destroy"
TRY THE
(p.
428).
f r the
The 0. D. O; clnj> were guests
+ HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL
°
Past eight years in
A . ,
Audubon, Avoca and Britt, Iowa- in
•NUT OASOLINE WITH
day last week of Mrs. Fred WoUld
+ LUTHERAN CHURCH AT
•»• + + -f -f *
Laramie and Superior, Wyo.; in
L O. O. F. HALL.
at her home north of Anita.
+
CENTRAL
CHURCH
OP
CHRIST -f
Denver, Colo.; and in Albuquerque, N.
"ttJIIHIC CONTROL
H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
?uests, Mrs. Thos. Toft and Mrs.j
+
C. R. Neel, Pastor.
4 +
M She .s a graduate of the Conser- f . + + + + + + + + + + + + + •*•'*•+ + + + > • » • • » • . » . + .».
Strickland were present. The aft
vatory Of Music, University of Wyo
, Sunday School and Adult Bible noon was spent quilting and two t
Sunday School at 10 a. m.
mmg and State Teachers College,
Class at 9:30 a. m.
*sts put on were won by Mrs.
Church
Worship
at
11
a.
m.
Maryvnie, Mo., and has studied in
Divine services at 10:30 a m
ftydl and Mrs. Carl Nieman.
Union
services
at
Church
of
Christ
Albuquerque, N. M.; Omaha, Neb.;
Teachers will meet at the parsonage next meeting will be held on Feb j
Salt Lake City, Utah; and Des at 7:30 p. m.
**iday afternoon at 2:0'0 p. m.
t the home of (M*s. Leslie Card.
Sunday,
Rev.
Neel
will
preach
on
the
Moines.
subject, "If the People Will Not Come 'Confirmation class meets at 4-00 p
m. Monday afternoon at the parsonANITA MARKETS.
age.
Adult instruction class meets at
(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
STATEMENT OP THE CONDITION OP
8:00 p. ra Monday evening at the Eggs, cash, dozen
parsonage.
Begs, in trade, dozen
I
Hens, lb. ....
Highland churchHens, leghorn and under 4-lbs., lb.j
Divine services at 7:30 p. m.
Roosters, lb.
Springs, lb.
RES
. + + ,f + <f
Loans and Discounts
<>URCES.
Springs, leghorns & under 4-lbs
* CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4 Ducks, lb
$3
Unit e d_States Bonds and'securiues':::::
"'^
*
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
+
.,
+ + + + + + + + « . + + + + Geese, lb.
___r_
as to Interest
Pigeons,
live,
dozen
• ; • • ..................... NONE
Church school at 10:00 a. m.
Bonds and Securities (exclusive of
Hems 2 and 3)
........
1>76() OQ
Cream, sweet ......
Overdrafts
Service of worship at 11:00 a. m
Cream, No. t sour ..
212
The
ladies
will
serve
their
regular
Banking House, Furniture' and' Fixtures
'"
Cream, No. 2 sour ..
icon-day meal Thursday.
Due from banks and bankers, cash and cash' items' .'. .' :.'. . lf$»%
Yellow corn, new- ...
Total Resources . . .
'• 'No. 1 wheat ........
• $517,357.88
.
No.
2 white oats
Capital Stock-Common.. LIAB1LIT"*.
METHODIST CHURCH
?
Surplus Fund
25,000.00
Arthur V. Long,
ANITA, IOWA
40,000.00
Undivided profits (after' deducting'
KesurvaH f,*+.
, •
.
2,966.05
Church School at 10 a. m. Harold
McDermott, Superintendent.
10,000.00
RAISIN BREAD
Individual deposits subject to check ........ S28o flln 7K
Church worship at 11:00 a. m. with
Savings deposits
.......
$^83,610.75
lOc
ne sermon by the pastor on, "Wor48,102.48
Time certificates of deposit " '*
ANITA BAKERY
hip Through Giving."
Youth Forum at 6:30 p. m. The
FOR RENT:—Modern 5-roo"1
pic "M'ore About
Military Train- floor apartment. Possession F
8.50
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p. m.
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The Evening Dinner and Bridge club
ANITA LUMBER CO
Notar
une
office.
Attested By:
y Public in and'fo? Caw'Sint
met Thursday evening at the home of
A. K. Robinson
DEPENDABLE ALWAYS
Mr and Mrs. Glen A. Roe on R J Tally cards, 2 f9r Ic; ft*^
Geo. Denne,
H.11
Avenue. A covered dish dinn^ with tassels, and Btoce cards f°r
Directors.
was served and the evening was spent Tribune office, ' lfr
Playing bridge. Dr. and Mrs. F. D.
WANTED:—Tout dead
Weinier were guests.
Ph. 184 Anita—we pay

VALUES WORTH LOOKING FOR
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O

Jerry Christensen School of
Music and Dancing

BOB HOWARD

Opal Food Mkt

•ORE USABLE MS" MIXTURE

We Specialize in
Mobil Winter Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

ANITA STATE BANK

CALL 244

0. W. Shaffer & Son

&

r

ROBERfsGOTT

tiro ANITA TRIBUNE.
By Edward C. Wayne

WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

Bomb Destroyer

Battle Scene Shifts to Mediterranean
As Nazis Bolster Tading' Italian Army;
Willkie Backs FDR on Lease-Lend Bill;
U. S. Navy Split Into Three New Tleets'
(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions are eiprnsed In these columns, lh«T
are those of Ihe news analyst and not necessarily of this newspaper.)
(Ri-lKnspd by Western Newspaper Union.)

DEFENSE:
\Parties Split
Congress debated President Roose
yell's plan to loan or lease muni
*ions of war to Great Britain. Party
lines were broken and politics for
gotten both by political leaders in
congress and through the nation.
Leading the attack against the
bill within congress was Senator
Wheeler (D., Mont.). Former President Hoover and former Gov. Al
M. Landon, the G. O. P. standard
bearer in 1936, lined up behind him
But President Roosevelt had the
support of Wendell L. Willkie, who
ran against him last fall. And in
the senate he was supported by Sen
ator Austin (R., Maine). Willkie sug
gested several changes in the measure, however. He proposed that a
time limit be fixed during which
the President will have exceptional
powers to deal with embattled democracies. He also proposed that
the nations to be given help be
named in the bill.
Administration senators were
quick to adopt the view. As the proposal moved into house and senate
hearings, amendments were added
to carry out the Willkie suggestions.
Meanwhile Willkie and three of his

CORDELL HULL
This photograph was taken as the secretary of state testified before the house committee on foreign affairs and warned that
the United States must speed up its help
to Britain if Hitler is to be beaten.

friends were arranging to go to London during the first days in February. The head of the Republican
party wished to see first hand just
what was going on in England. He
made application to Secretary Hull
for a passport. The request was
granted in three hours.

The Fleets
Many months ahead of delivery of
ships which will give the United
States a two-ocean navy, orders
were issued which split the present
war vessels into three "fleets." The
main forces will remain in the Pacific, but there will be an independent command in the Atlantic and a
third independent command in Asia.
Rear Admiral Husband E. Kimmel
was named commander in chief. He
and President Roosevelt are old
friends. They worked together in
another defense problem—when Mr.
Roosevelt was assistant secretary of
the navy in 1916-1917. At the same
time orders were issued to increase
the navy personnel from 192,000 to
232,000.

More Planes
Dr. George Mead, aircraft production head of the national defense
commission, announced that the nation's three largest automobile corporations had agreed to take a larger hand in the making of fighting
planes. Ford, General Motors and
Chrysler will make parts for 1 200
planes each. They have completed
arrangements with Consolidated
Aircraft, Douglas and Glenn Martin
to make the assemblies. The cheapest of the 3,600 planes will cost
$100,000.
Meanwhile there still is some dis
pute over the lack of aluminum. The
Aluminum Corporation of America,
which holds a monopoly, said production has more than doubled and
that the firm is spending $15,000,000
of its own money for further expansion. Since aircraft today is almost wholly aluminum in the bodies, the demand is high and there
yet may be a senate investigation
over Alco's affairs and national defense.
Otherwise on the defense front •
The North Carolina, first battle
ship to be built for the United States
navy in 20 years, will go into commission April 11.
A fighting plane built for the U S
army attained a speed of 620 miles
an hour in a power dive test. It
was driven by a reserve officer,
Lieut. Andrew C. McDonough. The
speed of the plane is faster than
sound, so that when it is heard approaching for bombing it is too late
to duck—the plane already has
nassed.

HELP TO ITALY:
Germans Take Over
Mussolini began to slip. In Egyp
the British bombed him out of the
air while on the ground his troops
were retreating farther and faster
westward until it seemed as though
all of eastern Libya would be lost to
the Fascist empire.
The Greeks
were threatening the last line of resistance in southern Albania 'and
there wasn't much for the Italians to
fall back on after that.
More and more it became apparent that the Duce's Axis partner
would be forced to send German
troops to extract the Italians from
the tangled mess. Even the Italian
home front began to crackle, perhaps the first rumble of revolution.
Benito Mussolini was being referred
to as Finito Mussolini.
Only German planes appeared, at
first piloted by Italians. The planes
were sent to Albania. After that followed German "instructors" to
teach the Italians how to fight in the
air. Finally all pretense was dropped
and Germans began to arrive in
numbers, taking over Italian bases.
Were the Germans invading Italy?
Perhaps not. Maybe it was only a
case of holding Italy in "protective
custody." Be that as it may, when
Germans took up the battle themselves, Italy could no longer be considered an equal partner in the
Axis. The Germans don't work that
way.
They dominated the fight.
Mussolini needed their help and
could get it only on the German
terms.

PHILADELPHIA. — Builder
Harry S. Parks of Philadelphia
is pictured holding a model of
the "Bomb - Proof - Umbrella."
Real name of the. device is the.
'Wilford LattaCentrifiigal Bomb
Destroyer" and a working model
has been demonstrated to the
War department.

TOO MUCH COTTON:
Reduction Asked

Because the export market for
cotton has disappeared with the
war, Farm Secretary Claude Wickard believes a reduction must be
made in the previously announced
government production goal of
2,000,000 bales for the 1941 crop.
To achieve the cut, he offers cotton
Towers $25,000,000 worth of cotton
;oods free if they will reduce the
acreage.
Under the plan, cotton growers
would receive stamps which would
be redeemable at any retail store for
Mediterranean War
cotton goods. Stamps would be givThe Germans' first attack came in en at the rate of 10 cents for each
the Mediterranean, off Cataina. >ound of cotton which farmers norHere the inland sea narrows down mally would have produced on the
to a slight channel between Sicily unplanted portion of their acreage
and the North African mainland.
Uotment.
Through this channel must flow all
For example, a farmer with a 10British supplies and reinforcements acre
allotment, would receive $25
to Greece and Egypt.
worth of stamps if he planted only
A large convoy was passing line acres, assuming that his northrough the channel escorted by the mal yield was 250 pounds per acre.
royal navy, including the 23,000-ton Voluntary reductions will not af:ruiser Southampton. Nazi dive ect allotments under the 1942 proaombers appeared in force and what gram.
s believed to be the first battle ever
By this method Wickard hoped to
"ought between war vessels and air- Drevent further increases of surcraft took place. The British admit iluses under the government loan
:>oth war vessels were hit. The )lan and also to increase employItab'ans claim more were damaged. ment in cotton mills, while allowing
The battle ended at nightfall and cotton farmers to plant more gar;he British ships made harbor. But len and feed crops.
he Germans sallied forth the folowing day and continued raids on
?LU MOVES EAST:
British shipping in the Mediter- Nation Warned
ranean for the five days. They said
The wave of influenza which bean on the West coast during fall
wept eastward and by mid-January
egistered 100,000 victims east of the
Mississippi.
In Boston 20,000 children were absent from school. There were 32,000
cases listed in Texas and 45,000 in
Memphis. Schools were closed in
he Carolinas and Tennessee. Five
iiousand were ill in St. Louis. In
:he first two weeks of last year,
there were but 9,500 cases in the
whole nation.
The National Billiard Tournament
went ahead without Willie Hoppe,
the first time since he won the championship in 1910. In a preliminary
play with Jake Schaeffer, he had
appeared in the regulation dinner
clothes for two days while his temperature was above 101. When
Schaeffer learned about this he withdrew the challenge and the game
came to an end.
Most encouraging was that the
Here is the latest picture of Prime Minuter Winston Churchill of England shown type of influenza is a mild one, not
as he watches anti-aircraft gunnery in ac- the fatal type that swept over the
tion at a Royal Artillery establishment
nation like a plague in 1917. This
somewhere-in-England."
•year few deaths have been recorded.
that 15 ships were sent to the botNevertheless, national health
tom.
When the truth can be learned
definitely, it may be one of the "clas- service authorities advised people to
sic" battles of history, for it may avoid crowds, to get plenty of rest
eat sparingly of wholesome
establish what long has been a moot and
foods.
Extra precautions were bequestion—whether aircraft can suc- ing taken
in army camps.
cessfully challenge armed surface
craft.
MISCELLANY:
T

,ooking Ahead

The British felt the German force
now based in Italy, may be a definite
challenge to the campaign in the
^ear East. It may mean that Hitler will seek to cut off all communications between England and Cairo
On the other hand the British still
anticipate an attack on England itself. And they doubt that the attempt will be long delayed Ger
man bombings of Irish cities were
seen as "training" nights toward
this objective. The British took
no chances. They bombed "inva
sion ports" in Germany, Holland
Belgium and France nightly.

SCHOOLS CRITICIZED:
By College Heads
Present-day educational methods
are inadequate to cope with the
needs of democracy, speakers told
the twenty-seventh annual meeting
of the Association of American Colleges. Dr. Theodore M. Greene
P—" philosophy professor and
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Lieut.-Gen. Lord Baden-Powell became famous in Africa in another
war.
Greatly outnumbered by
3oers, he stood them off by sheer
luff and for 217 days stalled an
ttack. When he returned home to
England in 1910, after a life-time on
he Dark Continent, he was a nalonal hero. He founded the Bov
couts, dressed them in short pants
ike those worn by the British colo^f, Hami!Su Last year his ^alth
ailed and he returned to Africa
haVC alwavs be
eTH
,ldreamS
*n'
e d,ed there
at the age of 84, while
ther British soldiers, also dressed
n the short pants, were again mak
ng British history in Africa
h H°!?reS uFrances- aged nine, has
had her share of tough luck. She
contracted
infantile paralys.s when
she was 18 months
old
But
one p,ece of luck she will always
•emember. She was chosen as the
nost typical child aided by the In
fantile Paralysis Foundation at
Warm Springs. Along with the title
went a visit to the White House as
the guest of Mrs. Roosevelt.
George Herman ("Babe") R u l h
was sued for $5,000 after an automobile accident on a New Jersey high
6
way.

Washington, D. C.
FARM BUREAU CHIEF
CHIDES ROOSEVELT
The President's chat with Ed
O'Neal, soft-spoken head of the
American Farm Bureau federation,
was not as harmonious as the impression given when he emerged
beaming from the White House.
On foreign policy the two men saw
eye to eye, but it was quite different
on the farm question. O'Neal
bluntly chided Roosevelt for not giving more consideration to agricultural interests in the defense program.
"We've been hearing how business
will prosper and the rights of
labor will be protected," O'Neal
said. "You've had plenty to say
about this in your speeches, but
you've been silent on the farm question as related to national defense."
"Maybe that's because I have no
complaint against the farmers,"
said Roosevelt, in effect.
"Well, we have a complaint
against you," shot back O'Neal,
with no trace of jocularity. "All
this bickering and indecision in congress about farm legislation to be
submitted at this session is due
chiefly to the administration's failure to agree on steps that should be
taken."
O'Neal had no real, success in
urging on the President the Farm
Bureau's plan for government loans
up to 85 per cent of parity on basic
crops to keep production up to demand. (Parity loans now range
from 52 to 75 per cent.) Acreage
control benefits, plus the loan guarantee, he contended, would enable
farmers to get full parity, while
"dumping" on government warehouses of cotton and wheat surpluses could be stopped by the imposition of penalties for overproduction.
This plan was a compromise,
O'Neal told Roosevelt, between the
present loan program and the processing (sales) tax proposal of the
Republican-backed income certificate plan.
Roosevelt agreed that farm prices
would have to be jacked up and production restricted, but demurred
at appropriating more funds for
parity loans. He argued that the
vast defense expenditures would
boost crop prices automatically. But
this line of reasoning did not persuade O'Neal.
"Mr. President," he said with a
grin, "I'm telling you now that
we're going to demand full parity
from this congress. Our convention
in Baltimore approved the plan 1
have outlined to you and we won't
rest until we get it."
* * •
U. S. FAR BEHIND EUROPE IN
PLANES' PROTECTIVE ARMOR
One hushed-up sore spot in the
dragging plane program is in armor
protection—a field that, like so many
other aviation developments, originated in the United States but was
left to others to exploit.
Armor-plate protection for fighting
planes first saw the light of day in
the Nicaraguan "campaign against
the rebel General Sandino during
the Coolidge administration. To protect themselves against snipers lurking in the jungle, marine corps pilots equipped the undersides of their
ships with makeshift armor guards.
Although crude, this protection
saved more than one pilot's life. But
beyond this start, the army and
navy did almost nothing. And it remained for the alert Nazis to develop the idea, just as they did the
Stuka dive bombers which originated with the U. S. navy. As a result
Nazi planes are among the best protected in the world.
Simultaneously, the Nazis began
increasing the caliber of their airplane guns in order to offset enemy
armor plating. Belatedly England
turned to armor protection and
heavier guns, but we did nothing
regarding armor and very little regarding guns—until recently.
As a result, the United States is
now up against a double bottleneck.
One is limited technical experience
on how to armor planes without
diminishing speed and maneuverability. Two is lack of plant facilities
to produce a light-weight, bulletresistant armor.
• * •
BRONZE KINGFISH
Huey Long has returned to the
halls of congress.
A seven-foot bronze statue of the
late "Kingfish" has been placed in
Statuary hall of the Capitol between
two other noted figures, William Jennings Bryan and the elder Sen. Robert M. LaFollette. Long's statue is
covered with an American flag and
will be formally unveiled at a ceremony sometime this month.
The work of Charles Keck, Brooklyn sculptor, the statue took several
years to complete and cost $15 000
» * »
MERRY-GO-ROUND
Capt. George Maines, one of the
founders of the American Legion
has submitted to government officials a plan for the formation of a
junior national defense organization
/,v?r\JS n° more 8corching critic
of the New Deal than Gen. Hugh
Johnson, but this is not preventing
the blustery one-time NRA boss
from heading a columnists' committee to boost the President's birthday
parties to raise funds for the Na
tional Infantile Paralysis • Founda-
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gle after being defeated for re-elec- good as juice- *from
* •
tion. The photo should go in the
Be careful not Ato season mea
schoolrooms, like Washington crossgravies
so much that they ]«.
ing the Delaware, to illustrate an
historical cause for rejoicing . . . their characteristic flavors. UjJ
A licking does things to the imagina- ally salt and pepper or p ap '
tion of Fascist editors.' The defend- are enough. If you like a Hlf(S
ers, of Bardia were cheered for the pared meat sauce add only a das> |
"undying glory of delaying the en- Better yet, pass the sauce and \t
emy," while the Britons had to take the family use what they pleas
what satisfaction they could get out
Try this candle arrangemenl k)
of winning the battle . . . Dale Harrison, once an AP columnist, will a youngster's birthday cake: iij
contribute paragraphs to Newsweek , range small candles to form thJ
. . . John T. McManus offers a good ; numerals telling the age. Orplacl
way to keep score on how well the ! -them on the cake to form thil
Ratzis are doing in South America. child's initials. If the first narail
Where "The Great Dictator" finds is short it can be spelled out witif
it tough to get bookings, you can find j tiny candles or small, hard candies.
the busy Berliners.

* • *

Candied cranberries are just a
The Story Tellers: The mag illus- effective as candied cherries w
trations aren't a bad barometer of garnishing whiter foods.
America's war sentiments. You begin to see the swastika in fiction
To remove mustard stains from!
illustrations.
It wasn't long ago, linen, soak the linen as quickly asf
either, that the Satevepost was ap- possible in cold wafer to cover.|
peasing enough to skip all mention This loosens the mustard so t h a t '
of Germany hi the serialization of it will come out when laundered |
"Escape." You didn't have to be to the usual way—in plenty of |
aright to know where the cruelties I warm water and soap suds.
took place. Of course, maybe the
omissions were the author's . . .
Klaus Mann's first issue of Decision
is out. S. Maugham, V. Sheean and
R. Sherwood are on the editorial
board.. . .Hitler is caught smiling
in a photo hi Look. No wonder: '••t CM fMk lfl> HnlliE tat i—^— —
_
gjMdklDM kmn tor MU lidlciitio. u u» I
He's got his hands around the throat
aDOBB dOMD-t «mBdl.uu baa,, ntol
t to u ud jrtedi* DOUBLE tfana Btd. ^t, I
of a helpless little girl . . . Margaret Case Harriman, who is putting Clare Boothe through the wringTo Have Lived
er for a gossip weekly, was a staff
Happy he, who secure will
sister of her victim on the old Vanity
Fair . . . La Boothe's career can't can say, Tomorrow, do thy won
be very interesting. She's scheduled for I have lived today.—Drydeni
for only two articles!
Typewriter Ribbons: Olin Miller's:
The Italians venied, vidied
and vamoosed . . . P. Wilson's: A
man may have no bad habits and
have worse . . . Rob Wagner's: He
has no more sense of direction than
a string of firecrackers . . . Virginia
Faulkner's: Her parents cut her off
without a sentiment. . . Anon's: Dictatorship is always an aria—never
an opera . . . Q. Reynolds': A long
thin line of red tape finally strangled
France . . . I. Hoffman's: He had
that derelicked look about him
Oscar Wilde's: I always like to
know everything about my new
friends and nothing about my old
ones.

Relief At Last

Cough

OreomuWan relieves promptly tej
cause it goes right to the seat of ttji
trouble to hem loosen and expd|
Bern ifyl"! polegnx, and aid natui'l
to soottie and heal raw, tender, |j|
fla^ t broia*W^ucous
jnenj

CRioMULSION
far gftu5i^<^lM«^Bi>M«- ~

NOTES OF A REPORTER
TO HIS EDITOR
Go Forth Fearless
Go forth to meet the shade'
Verne Marshall, who offered to
take on all comers at Town Hall, Future without fear and
had two bodyguards with him. manly heart.—Longfellow.
Watch for invite to speak from Joe
McNazi's mob . . . Eve Curie due
shortly for another lecture tour .
Wm. P. Lear of Dayton, whose plane
was forced down near, Jacksonville,
is at St. Vincent's hosp there, minus
eight teeth plus broken jaw .
Slapsie Maxie's, in Miami, an overnight smash success. You can't even
get into the gambling room> That
crowded . . . Singapore Sadie's,
backed by millionaires, paid off its
publicity agent with a check that
bounced . . . See page 35 Radio Guide
photo of Hal Kemp, inspecting last
recording he made: Got a Date
With an Angel"!
U. S. foreign air travel will be
made parallel to the steamship pattern, according to Administration
plans. Six great firms to place
American aviation in every quarter
of globe . . . Have the Washington
boys check Luise Rainer's new
heart,* an attache at British Embassy.
The Windsors have definitely decided to visit New York City in
Sept. AfteY spending August on his
Calgary ranch
His friend,
yachtsman Axel Wenner-Gren is
bldg a huge harbor at Nassau large
enough to dock world's biggest battleship. Also a landing field for
Planes
About 300 men working
on both projects . . While Biddle's
?«me£ti0ned to 8uc«ed Jackson
as Att'y-Gen'l (when Jackson moves
F ed

ench) l

Fed A

Mvmay get{*"
Cahill off NY
Jackson's«'y
AC
^OD.
'

•ITI8ATI
KOM*|™DAIIV
ttMbNlM to loop. Family
unit few p*naM>$&00
WHteferwvfcwbooUii
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BY THE WAY.
By L. F. H.

with
starts'just like ^l that"
»', you really get goin' in a Red Crown-powered car!
> made this special winter Red Crown did not rob Peter
hex long mileage nor high anti-knock, nor any other of
Cited Crown's famous for were sacrificed to give you those
s. if Remember, the joke's on .winter when you ask your
c to "fill 'er up" with regular-priced Red Crown gasoline.
!•• priced to suit your purse: At the
0(— Red Crown, regular priced . . . At the
t>—Sblite, premium quality.. .-At the BLUE
, bargain priced.

ISTANDARO
SERVICE

1

1 over any ottiw brand—Sued on latest
nd inspection data. Red Crown if more than
lithe Midwejt as the "runner-up" brand.

O1M1
H

W I N T E R G/VSGLIN!

TIBKEN
WAGON

STUB'S STANDARD
SERVICE STATION

|i(hd wife of Guthrie
Sydney Maduff and wife have re["Anita Sunday with turned to Anita after several weeks'
lends.
visit with her parents at Miami, Fla.

.B.L.MEURER
Adair, Iowa
'feurocalometer Service
9 to 12—1:30 to 6.
, .Sun. 10 to 11 a. m.
ljhone.37.

Harve F. Ulfers and wife of
Persia, Iowa, were Sunday guests of
their son and daughter-in-law, Dale
Ulfers and wife.
Miss Gladys Turner, who is a student
at a business college at Grand Island,
Neb., spent the week end in Anita
with her parents, 'Mir. and Mrs. Chet
Turner.

Your Home Grown Grains And
MERIT CONCENTRATE
"HE FARMERS COOP.
C. F. DARROW, Manager

CLOSING OUT

blic Sale
pv^iese,is quitting farming and Irvin Joy is moving to a
A they_ have decided to hold a joint public sale at the Irvin
re, 7 miles south of Anita and 7 miles north of Massena on
o. 148, commencing at 12:30 o'clock, on

tesday, January 21
the following described property:

rHEAD HORSES AND MULES — 8
*™,?' ? years old' wei£ht !800; 1 sorrel mare, smooth
E.J. li l roan norset smooth mouth, weight 1600; 1 bay
17
bay mare 8mooth mouth wei ht
™°«
' WC1£htmouth,
°?; *weight
' are
« fat
orse, smooth
1400.
These horses
ndition. Also team of horse mules, 9 and 10 years old,

gflorn Stock Steers, Weight About 700-lbs.
I Good Feeder Hogs, Weight About 150-lbs.
ushels Yellow C#i?n In Crib. 8 Tons Timothy
Barn. 150 Bales Good Bright Oats Straw.
FARM MACHINERY, ETC.
,~all tractor with high altitude pistons and cold manifold;
cultivator; 14-inch tractor gang plow; set of 'McDonald pitless
ies; new McQprmick-Deering feed grinder with wagon eleandwich ear corn cutter; 4-hole corn shelter; power emery
uck wagon with box; Davenport steel wheel wagon; hay rake;
tty loader; McCormick side delivery; John Deere 14-inch stag
"ow; Mandt wagon with triple box; low wagon and rack; 8-foot
' binder; 6-foot McCormick mower; International corn planter,
8 of wire; 8 foot disc
; Burkhart harrow and cart; dump
u ?ul,ky plow: 14-inch walking plow; 7-foot Superior grain
1 steel grain bin; 2 hole cor
5 o* i -1
» sheller; hand sheller;
*
Hi." ? elevator, with speed jack; manure spreader; surface
»tor; Model T truck; bob sled; 4 H. P. gasoline engine; 1% H. P.
ne engine; buggy; vise; shop drill; 2 sets of work harness; small
fe Household goods; and other articles too numerous to mention.
^

LUNCH WAGON WILL BE ON THE GROUNDS
article8 must be 8ettled for before

IN JOY &CHAS. BLIESE
BARBER, Auctioneer.

C. E. PARKER. Clerk.

If the weather like we had Sunday
only continues, think we'll have to
start gardening. Those seed catalogs tell a mighty interesting story.
We notice that more than one catalog lists Buffalo Grass for planting
on Iowa lawns. And wljat a pretty
lawn that grass makes. Hope we
can get ,one1 started this year.
* * *
We don't care so much why the old
songs are being revived, just so they
don't swing them too much . . . last
week we were afraid that poor Jeannie
would wake up some morning and find
that her light brown hair had turned
grey from the way some of those
musicians were worrying and wailing
over her . . . too bad Stephen Collins
Foster couldn't be hearing how popular his songs have become, but it's
been seventy-seven years this week
since he died.
* * »
Why is it, when the neighbor's telephone ring comes in the middle of the
night, that we find all the chairs in
the house between bedroom and kit-'
chen . . . or on nights when Morpheus is most elusive and we lie and
wait and wait for the clock to dong
out the time and finally it does, we
always find that it dpngs the halfhour, instead of the hour.
* * *
What won't they think of next!
Can you imagine a whole suit of clothes including buttons, being made
from skim milk? Or piano keys, or
fountain pens or glue, all made from
the same pail of milk? It seems a
bit far-fetched but Ross Holman says
that is what is being done.
* * *
Then there is that advertising
company who prints all the letters
backwards on the calendars so
"patients" in the barber chair can
read all the advertisements in the
mirror, while waiting for the barber
to finish his operation.
* » *
Next Friday will be the two hundred and thirty fifth anniversary of the
birth of Benjamin Franklin.
Few
men in history have packed more good
into eighty-four years of life than did
Franklin. His Poor Richard's Almanac has been used from the time he
wrote it on down through the years
. . . we used to have to learn many
memory gems from it when we were
kids in school, especially when we
had been misbehaving, different ones
being assigned for different offences
. . . one most vividly remembered is
that one which says, "They that give
up essential liberty to obtain a little
temporary safety deserve neither
liberty nor safety" . . . and it was
always accompanied by the command
to "write it a hundred times and stay
in recesses until it's finished."
* * *
Eddie
Cantor's
March of Dimes
:
cast has been announced and sounds
good to us. Think we'll be listening
for him along about eleven the night
of January twenty-fifth.

''•

'
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JANUARY 16, 1941.
Mrs. A. Laura Campbell of Des
Miss Mary Jane Bear and MSss'
Moines was a business caller in Anita Jane Dement spent the week end in
2 Complete
A NE A Shows
one day last week.
Anita visiting at their respective
Every
homes.
Evening 7-9:15
The Misses Virginia Nichols and
WED. - THURS.
n1
Virginia Schlater, who are going to
Robert C. Howard, Melvin Key and
ECONOMY SHOW
^ JL C
school in Des Moines, spent the week Ross Offenstine were in Des Moines
The Daring Story of Amy, a
end in Anita at their respective Sunday attending a meeting of Iowa
waitress, & Tony, a fruit farmer
homes.
clothiers. Mir. Howard remained
SHE SINNED TOO GREATLY
there for the Monday meeting.
The P. T. A. at Lincoln No. 4 held
TO BE FORGIVEN
their regular monthly meeting one The members of the Massena townevening last week at the school house. ship Baptist ladies aid society were
Following the program, a lunch was guests of Mrs. Irvin Joy at her home
enjoyed by those present.
south of Anita Wednesday afternoon.
A social afternon was enjoyed by the
The M. M. circle were guests Thurs- ten members and one visitor present.
day afternoon at the home of (Mrs.
Reuben Scott. Mrs. Andersen Bell
The members of the Jolly Dozen
was assistant hostess. A social af- club enjoyed a covered dish dinner
ternoon was enjoyed by those present. Thursday at the home of Mrs. Fred
Etuehn east of Anita. A social afterThe Anita Literary Oub will be noon was enjoyed by the twelve memguests Thursday afternoon of Mrs. sefs and three visitors present. On
William Cr^er at her home on East Jan. 23, the members will be guests of
Mlain Street. Mrs. Kathryn DeCamp Mrs. Harold McDermott.
Children Under 16 Not Admitted
and Mrs. Mattie Butler will discuss
Without Adult.
famous men, important events and
The members of the Helping Hand
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
holidays of January.
club were guests of Mrs. Floyd Gis2—ACTION & WESTERN—2
YOUNG AMERICA. GOES
sibl at a 1:00 o'clock luncheon ThursThe members of the Susie Q club, day at her home southeast of Anita.
ON A MANHUNT,together with Miss Maxine Taylor,
During the afternoon the ladies quiltMrs. John Witte and Mrs. Paul Hened for the hostess and a contest put
derson, were guests Thursday evenon by Mrs. Gissibl was won by Mrs.
ing of Misa Mary Lucille Henderson. Edwin Fredricksen. Officers for the
Pinochle was played during the even- ensuing year were elected as follows:
ing with Mrs. Henderson receiving Mrs. Ray Schuler, president; Mrs.'
GAIL PATRICK
high score.
Merritt Steele, vice president; Mrs.
IAN HUNTER
George
Miller,
secretary;
and
Mrs.
The members of the pinochle club,
ALSO
together with 'Mrs. Herbert Chadwick, John Mehlmann, assistant secretary.
CHARLES STARRETT
Mrs. George Shaffer and Mrs. Dick Mrs. Howard Gissibl will be hostess
"Texas Stage Coach"
Dtement, were guests Thursday even- to the next meeting of the club on
A Walloping Western With The
ing of Mrs. W. F. Crawford at her Jan. 23.
Sons Of The Pioneers
X
home on West Main Street. High
SUN. — MON. — TUBS.
score for the evening was held by Mrs. The members of the Congregational
church held their annual meeting one $ IT'S THE LAUGH SHOW OF
Hansine Johnson. THE YEAR — AND FULL OF
evening last week at which time new
BEAUTIFIL
(The members of the Friday bridge officers for the year were elected as
GIRLS AND
follows:
Val
Wiegand,
Frank
Osen,
club were guests Friday afternoon at
MUSIC—
the home of Mrs. Henry Mbduff. Walter Wise and Carsten Henneberg,
Guests, besides the members, were deacons; Mrs. Frank Osen and Mrs.
Mrs. Mike Roth, Mrs. Ed. Carlton, William Crawford, deaconesses; Dr.
Mrs. Cecil Budd, Mrs. Sydney Maduff P. T. Williams, Mrs. Chas. Campbell
and Mrs. William Mclntyre, trustees;
and Mrs. Paul Kelloway. High
scorer was Mrs. Maduff.
A. R- Robinson, treasurer; Miss Vera
B. Hook, clerk; William Crawford, Jr.,
A meeting of Lincoln and Grant Sunday school superintendent; Mrs.
township farm bureau women was held Flora V. Stone, pianist; iMVs. Raymond
last Wednesday afternoon at the home Lantz, Miss Marie Wise, Miss Winona
of Mrs. W. H. Heckman east of Anita. Kyle, William Crawford, Jr., H. A.
Ten members were present and the Gill and Edward Ruggles, music
project for the afternoon was, "Place committee; Solon A. Karns and l^iss
of Design in the Home." Miss Louise Qeraldine Cleaver, auditing comSimon, home demonstration agent, was mittee; and Mrs. P. T. Williams,
present.
John C. Jenkins, H. L. Bell, Mrs.
Arthur' Petersen and Mrs. Ruby
The members of the LAMjB dinner Bigga, nominating committee. Fol, "INFORMATION PLEASE"
LATEST NEWS
and bridge club were guests Friday lowing the business meeting a social
SUNDAY BARGAIN
evening of Mr. and Mrs. Lester hour and refreshments were enjoyed
MATINEE
Scholl at their farm home south of by those present.
Anita. Additional guests were Mr.
and Mrs. A. R. Kohl and Dr. and Mrs.
C. H. Johnson. High scores for the
THIS COUPON and 1 PAID LESSON ENTITLES BEARER to:
evening was held by Mrs. M. M.
Burkhart of Atlantic and Dr. John1 FREE DANCING LESSON
son.
at the

ANITA

I

I
I

21c

The members of the Mutual Benefit
club met at the home of Mrs. Frank
Roberts northwest of Anita one day
last week. During the afternoon the
fifteen members and four visitors
present tied a quilt for the hostess,
following which refreshments were
served. The next meeting of the club
CARD OF THANKS.
will be held on Jan. 23 at the home of
We wish to thank all our neighbors Mrs. William Stockham.
and friends for their many acts of
The Bethany Lutheran ladies aid
kindness and sympathy extended us
during our recent bereavement, the were guests last Thursday of Mrs. C.
death of our wife and mother. We J. Petersen at her home in Anita. Ten
also wish to thank those who assisted mejnbers and four visitors from
with the funeral services and for the Norway Center were present. During the afternoon a handkerchief
beautiful floral offerings.
shower was held for iMrs. Chas. Heck
Orville Goodwin.
who has a birthday this month. The
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Morgan.
Mr. and Mrs. Joyce McDermott. next meeting will be on Feb. 5 at the
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Goodwin. home of Mlrs. Lawrence Christensen.
CARD OF THANKS.
I wish to thank my many neighbors
and friends for the cards and fruit
sent to me during my recent illness.
Mrs. Vina M. Spry.

WL E. Kelloway and wife and her
father, O. D. Aldrich, of Des Moines
were visitors in Anita Saturday.

The members of the Original bridge
club were guests last Wednesday afternoon of Mrs. G. M. Adair at her
home on West 'Main Street. Guests,
besides the members, were Mrs. Ethel
Budd, Mrs. Hlansine Johnson, M!rs. A.
R. Kohl, 'Mrs. M. M. Feller, Mrs. Dale
Ulfers, Mrs. George Shaffer and Mrs.
C. H. Johnson. High score for the
afternoon was held by Mrs. Bert
Ramus.

Jerry Christensen School of
Music and Dancing

—TAP, BALLET AND BALLROOM LESSONS—
Every Thursday Afternoon From 1 Till 8 p. m. at I. O. O. F. Hall, Anita

Public Sale
As I am moving to a smaller farm, I will sell at public sale, at my
residence, 5 miles north and % mile east of Anita, on county gravel
road "J", and 6 miles straight west of Adair, on county line road,
commencing at 12:00 o'clock, on

Monday, January 20
the following described property:

4 — HEAD OF GOOD HORSES — 4
One bay mare, smooth mouth, in foal, weight 1600; 1 bay mare,
coming three years old, broke, weight 1450; 1 bay mare, smooth mouth,
weight 1200; 1 yearling mare colt, extra good.

25 — HEAD OF HIGH-GRADE CATTLE — 25
One roan milch cow, giving milk; 1 Jersey milch cow, giving
milk: 1 red milch cow, to be fresh soon; 10 head of white-face calves,
weight about 450-lbs.; 7 white-face 2-year-old heifers, will be fresh in
April; 3 white-face 3-year-old heifers, will be fresh first part of June;
1 roan steer, weight about 500-lbs.; 1 good young bull, weight about
650-lbs.

iMfiss Margaret Osen left last week
for Wrightstown, N. J., where she will
Elton and Raymond Gregersen, who
visit with relatives and friends.
have been operating Gregersen's
56 — HEAD GOOD HAMPSHIRE HOGS — 56
NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF Dairy for several years, have disFifty head of feeder pigs, all vaccinated, weight about 75-lbs.; 5
bred gilts, will farrow in March; 1 registered Hampshire male hog.
solved partnership .with Raymond
ADMINISTRATOR.
Gregersen purchasing his brother's
In the District Court of the State of interest in the dairy. Elton, who has
1,6'00 Bushels Good Yellow Corn In Crib. 500 Bushels
Iowa, In and For Cass County.
been in poor health for several months,
Columbia Oats. 300 Bales Second and Third Cutting
In the Matter of the Estate of J. P. left Anita a few days ago for Fresno,
Alfalfa. 185 Bales First Cutting Alfalfa. 500 Bales
Wilson, Deceased.
CaL, where he will make his future
Good Red Clover Hay. About 5 Tons Loose Soy Bean
To Whom It May Concern:
home. His mother and brother also
Hay In Barn. 500 Bales Good Bright Oats Straw. I
Notice is hereby given that the un- live in Fresno,
dersigned has been appointed and has
25 Shocks Atlas Sargo. 12x28 Foot Silo Full Silage.
qualified as Administrator of the EsA winner-loser party was held by
tate of J. P. Wilson, late of Cass the members of the D. D. pinochle
~~
FARM MACHINERY, ETC.
!
County, Iowa, deceased. All persons club Wednesday afternoon at the home
9-foot MdCormick-Deering disc; McCormick-Deering mower- John
in any manner indebted to said de- of Mrs. Herbert Chadwick. The winDeere gang plow; 2 four-section lever harrows; 2 high wheel wagons
with box; hay rack and running gear; 2 John Dteere corn planters
ceased or his estate will make pay- ners, Mrs. Donald Chadwick, Mrs.
with wire; endgate seeder and cart; 6-shovel cultivator; low down
ment to the undersigned; and those Frank Kramer, Mrs. E. C. Doraey and
seeder; 3 seta of harness; electric fencer; household furniture: and
having claims against said deceased Mrs. H. J. Chadwick, together with
other articles too numerous to mention.
or his estate will present them in one guest, Mrs. Homer Millhollin, were
LUNCH WAGON WILL BE ON THE GROUNDS
manner and form as by law required, entertained by the losers, Mrs. Herbert
for allowance and payment.
Chadwick, Mrs. Earl Sampson, Mrs.
TERMSi—CASH. All articles must be settled for before removing
Dated this 2nd. day of January, Joe Rydl, Sr. and Mrs. Dan Spiker. The
from the premises.
*
A. D., 1941.
afternoon was spent playing pinochle
H. C. Faulkner,
with JWlrs.r- Sampson holding high
Administrator of said estate.
score, Mrs. H. J. Chadwick. runner-up
By E. S. Holtorf,
and Mrs. Herbert Chad wick, low FRANK BARBER, Auctioneer.
KARL CORREJUL, Clerk.
Attorney for said Estate.
score.

CHARLES R. ROBSQN

UNIFORM IHTfiRNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

RATTERN

Jlsk Me Jlnoiher
A

By HAROLD If. LI
Deani at Tin Moody SlBtaWtituu"
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)
Pattern No. 8836 la designed for sizes 34,
36. 38, 40, 43, 44, 46 and 48. Size 36 requires, with short sleeves, 4% yards of 39Inch material without nap; with lone
sleeves, 4tt yards; % yard for contrasting
collar and cuffs. Send order to:

Lesson for January 19
Leuon cubjects and Scripture text* selected and copyrighted by International
Council of ReQglou* Education: used by
permission.

SOWING CIRCLE PATTERN DEFT.
Room 1324
211 W. Wacker Dr.
Chicago
Enclose IS cents in coins for
Pattern No..
Size
Name
Address

THE'SLIGHTED INVITATION
LESSON TEXT—Luk* 14:15-24.
GOLDEN TEXT—Come; for all things are
now ready.^-Luka 14:17.

COLD-WEA
HOSPITALm
(See Recipes Below)

Iradio weatherman
to 10 degrees
;,below zero! That
i no reason to
; all hospitality
i, cold storage,
Not if out
grandmothers
have getthey had to
"_' the snow
k, dayl
Sitter how blustery
will still have
meetings, there will
in church parlors,
jjfdrop in informally
If it is warm
is fragrant, irivit[ pffing, the sharpness
•n't matter,
t to have a few new
fingers' ends to
pweather hospitality
** feeding the club,
iable method, you
f Creole in individuf|a, plate of 'celery
and stuffed ol<L hot rolls of your
t the dessert course
, an eggnog pie—a
chiffon pie with a
(-whipped cream and
neg over the top.
qg a tea, remem,tea is superdoughnuts, split
informal evening
own fireside, not cof, currant jelly and cof_~L to serve. If you
, cheese board or a
Bte. show it off with a
peneese and "crackers
[assorted fruit like that
picture above.
Tea.
14 servings)
cinnamon
juice (3 oranges)
i'lemon juice (2 lemons)
pineapple juice (1%
ater
I tea infusion
'garnishing)
r
. the water, with suglamon for 5 minlof

aside. Just before
;vthe fruit juice mix~$tne with the tea. inthe infusion, pour
boiling water
spoons of tea. Let
, then stir briefly
re the tea hot in
cups (% cup to a
"garnish each with a
Pie.

i unflavored gelatin
water
salt
nutmeg
~~ vanilla
_ Whipping cream
tin soak in cold water for
V Beat egg yolks until
in % cup of sugar and
dually add milk and cook
ng water until it is the
.' of custard, about 5 min_••-constantly during cook_ I softened gelatin to custard
fc
ftfrring until it is comRj
'-lved, then add nutmeg
; WU the filling until
My congealed. Beat egg
ntil frothy. Add % cup of
ually, beating until the
nds in stiff peaks and
when the bowl IB par.-id. Fold meringue into
-Tfllfcaled custard mixture'
* baked 0-ineh pie shell
in me refrigerator for 2

hours or longer. When ready to
serve, spread a thin layer of
whipped cream over the top and
sprinkle with additional nutmeg.
Strensel Coffee Cake.
(1 9-inch cake)
1% cups general purpose flour
3 teaspoons baking powder
% teaspoon salt
% ciip sugar
% cup shortening
1 egg
% cup milk
1 teaspoon vanilla
Sift flour once before measuring.
Then sift flour, baking powder, salt
and sugar together. Cut in shortening with two knives or a pastry
blender (or rub it in with the fingers) until the mixture is like coarse
cornmeal. Blend in well-beaten egg
mixed with milk. Then stir in vanilla and beat just enough to mix
well. Pour the batter into a wellgreased 9-inch layer cake pan.
Sprinkle with streusel topping. Bake
25 to 30 minutes in a moderate oven
(375 degrees).
Streasel Topping.
% cup brown sugar (firmly packed)
2 tablespoons flour
2 teaspoons cinnamon
% cup chopped nuts
2 tablespoons butter (melted)
Mix flour, sugar and cinnamon together. Blend in melted butter and
stir in chopped nuts.
. Peean Confections.
(Makes 2 dozen 2-inch cookies)
1 egg white
1 cup brown sugar (firmly packed)
1 tablespoon flour'
1 cup chopped pecans
Beat the egg white until it will
stand in stiff peaks, then gradually
beat in with a rotary ' beater the
brown sugar. Stir
in flour, salt and
chopped pecans.
Drop the mixture
from the tip of
a spoon onto
greased cooky
sheets, spacing
the cookies at
least 2 inches apart. Bake in a
very slow oven (275 degrees) tor
25 minutes.» Cool somewhat, then
remove from the tin onto a cake
cooler covered with waxed paper.
Cheese Board.'
1 3-ounce papkage cream cheese
1 4-ounce package Liederkranz
cheese
1 8-ounce package Swiss cheese
4 1%-ounce wedges of Camembert
cheese
12 radishes
Crackers
Arrange as desired on a large
plate or wooden cheese tray.
Bice Rings.
3 cups cooked rice (hot) •
% teaspoon salt
1 tablespoon butter
2 egg yolks
3 tablespoons cream
Add salt and melted butter to
cooked rice. Beat egg yolks with
cream and stir into rice mixture.
Grease « individual ring molds and
pack rice in firmly. Place in pan
of hot water for 8 to 10 minutes
Remove from molds and fill centers
with beef Creole^
BREAKFAST ON SUNDAY
MORNING

If Sunday morning is the occasion for a leisurely family get
together, why not make it the
high spot of the week with a
fresh-from-the oven plate of hot
muffins? You'll find recipes for
delicious fruit muffins, spicy tender .cinnamon rolls in Miss
Howe's Cook Book "Better Baking." There are dozens of other
recipes for quick and not-so-quick
cakes and cookies in this booklet,
all of them tested and approved
for their goodness.
To get a copy for your reeipe
shelf, send 10 cents in coin to
"Better Baking" care of Eleanor
Howe, 919 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.
Western Newspaper Union, t

Actions'speak louder than words.
What a man says is important, but
it is his life which determines whether we accept hia words as true. In
spiritual things men have too often
professed to follow Christ but failed
to do His wilt It is the business
of the church to press: feome the
necessity of an acceptance of Christ
as Saviour which also makes Him
the Lord of our life.
I. Pious Words (v. 15)..
We do not know whether the man
who said, "Blessed is he that eateth
bread in the kingdom of God," was
expressing the sincere longing of his
heart or merely making a bit of
pious conversation. Jesus had just
been dealing with some rather disconcerting matters (w. 1-14). On
such occasions there is usually
someone on hand to spoil the effectiveness of the admonition by uttering some religious platitude which
will direct conversation into more
comfortable channels.
Even though the man was sincere,
he had evidently not made any preparations to be present at that great
feast. This appears from the story
Jesus related in response to his
words.
n. Poor Excuses (w. 16-20).
It is not enough that we know
that God has prepared' a place of
blessedness, nor does it suffice to
speak approvingly of God's invitation to come; we must accept. God
graciously bids all men to come; but
all too many, while willing to admit
the desirability of coining and admiring it as the ideal thing to do,
begin to make excuses.
Observe that the men gave excuses, not reasons. There is a great
difference. Note also that the excuses were poor ones. One had a
new possession—a field—which he
"must go out and see." The second
had a business matter to care for—
trying out oxen he had bought. The
third had a personal affection he
wanted to foster—a new wife whom
he could not leave.
The fact is that none of them
wanted to come, and these were but
excuses. What man buys a field
without seeing it, or oxen without
try tag them? And we agree with
Dr. Morgan that the one who had
married a wife "was the most foolish of all. Why didn't he take her
with him? Just excuses." Reader,
what excuse is keeping you from
accepting God's invitation?
III. Urgent Invitations (vv. 21-24).
Those who reject God's invitation
hurt only themselves, for He will
find guests to Air the banquet hall
at the marriage supper of the Lamb.
Let us not fail to observe that it
is the duty of the Lord's servants
(and that means every bora-again
Christian) to be diligently about the
business of urging men to respond
to God's call. Let us beware that
we do not miss that point by uttering some pious platitudes about soulwinning, and then failing to do anything to reach others.
It is the first business of every
Christian who reads these lines to
be engaged in personal soul-winning.
, If you want to do it and do not know
how to start, I shall be glad to send
you free, a copy of "Lessons in SoulWinning," by Dr. Will H. HoUghton.
The important matter is that we get
busy giving out these urgent invitations.
It is the first business of the un-'
converted to accept that invitation.
Dare you refuse? In one of his last
meetings in Kansas City, Dwight L.
Moody graphically portrayed the invitation referred to in our lesson.
In closing his message he pointed
to the wall of the auditorium and
seemed to be writing out a reply to
the invitation. He first wrote a note
declining, the final words being, "I
pray thee have me excused." He
said, "Would you sign that, young
man? Would you, mother? Would
you come up to the reporter's table,
take a pen and put your name down
to such an excuse? I doubt if there
is one here who would sign it. It
is a loving God inviting you to a
feast and God is not to be mocked.
Go play with the forked lightning,
go trifle with pestilence and disease,
but trifle not with God."
Must Have His Spirit
A young Italian boy knocked one
day at the door of an artist's studio
in Rome, and when it was opened
exclaimed: "Please, madam, will
you give me the master's brush?"
The painter was dead, and the boy,
inflamed with a longing to be an
artist, wished for the great master's
brush. The lady placed, the brush
in the boy's hands, saying: "This
is his brush; try it, my boy." With
a flush of earnestness on his face he
tried, but found he could paint no
better than with his own. The lady
then said to him: ''You cannot paint
like the great master unless you
have his spirit." So it is with us in
the Church today;, if Christians have
not the Master's spirit they cannot
successfully carry on the Master's
work.—F M. Townlay.

At Close Speaker's Remarks
Had Become a Nightmare
The dinner came to an end, and
the chairman called for silence.
"Gentlemen," he began, "I will
now call upon Mr. Long, our distinguished guest, to speak."
The guest rose and was greeted
with polite applause.
At the end of ten minutes he
was still speaking, but when at the
end of half an hour he had not
finished the patience of his listeners began to/ get exhausted.
In the end the speaker wound up
with: "Speaking is nothing to
me. As a boy I used frequently
to talk in my sleep."
"And now," a drowsy voice was
heard to exclaim, "you talk in
ours."

A General Quiz

The Questions
1. What is the population of
Greece?
2. What standards are used by
the Bureau of the Census hi computing the number of illiterates in
the country?
3. Under what conditions may a
private in the U. S. army wed?
4. What does a panegyric piece
of writing do?
5. "Now God be praised, I die
happy" are the dying words of
what general?
6. President Andrew Johnson escaped impeachment by how many
votes?

The Answer*

1. The population of Greece is
6,204,684.
2. The Bureau of the Census
rules that any person 10 years of
age or older who cannot read or
write in any language is an illiterate.
3. With his commanding officer's
permission.
4. Praise.
5. James Wolfe (after his victory at Quebec).
6. One. The vote was 35 to 19;
a two-thirds majority was necessary for conviction.

EARLY
PIGS
Will Be
4t
"«rt
Worth

$

if

Summer

SAVEIK35,
Nothing for Nothing
6636

Armistice jKystorm. ORDER NOW. tida
month.while prices are stDl low. AddreaB
MCTBM8M eft. PsptW. Wast Psal

Set it down as a fact to which
there are no exceptions, that we
Indispensable Supports
must labor for all that we have,
Of all the dispositions and habita
and that nothing is worth posses- which lead to political prosperity,
sing, or offering to others, which religion and morality are indiscosts us nothing.—John Todd.
pensable- supports.—Washington.

/"\NE special beauty of this de^ sign (No. 8836) is that you dan
make it up .in household cottons
for home wear, cutting the sleeves
off short, and in spun rayon or
thin wool for runabout, cutting the
sleeves long I And it's so easy to
make that you're certain to repeat
Don t cough in public places. Carry with you
it many times.
a box of delicious Smith Brothers Cough
Belted only in the back, with
Drops. (Black or Menthol, 5*.)
lengthening bodice panels that acSmith
Bras. Cough Drops are the
cent height, thus making you look
slimmer, and gathers beneath the
only drops containing VITAMIN A
ypke portions, this dress is cleverVitamin A (Carotene) raises the resistance of
ly 'detailed to give exactly the efmucous membranes of nose and throat to
cold infections, when lack of resistfect that women's sizes require.
TRAD
ance is doe to Vitamin A deficiency.
MARK
The v-neckline is finished with a
deeply notched collar, the sleeves
are trimmed with narrow cuffDoing Good
to ourselves, but the good we do
points. And you'll find it one of
The good we fancy we would do with what we have is all that can
the most comfortable fashions you if we had more means and ability be transmitted to others to b*
ever put onl
may be a great source of pleasure transferred to our eternal home.

Is die atrip between die two fields wider where the
up-and-down line crosses? We'll admit it look*
wider, but that's because your, eyes fool yoa-tbe
strip is the same width from end to end.

HERE'S ANOTHER "AMAZING
BUT TRUE" FACT...
Choice, ripe, longaged tobacco that
smokes with delightful mildness,
taste, and fragrance
-that'sPrince Albert!

70 ROLL-YOUR-OWN
CIGARETTES IN
1 POCKET TIN OF P. A.
P.ARPUE

PRINCE ALBERT
MEANS ECONOMY WITH A CAPITAL
'£'— AND RA.CUTS OUT FUMBLING,
SP/LLING. IT'S A CINCH TO
TWIW. Ufr FIRM, EVEN WAAKIN'S'
SMOKES—AND THEY'RE
COOLER, MIIDCR, TASnOR
BECAUSE R A. IS CHOICfi
TOBACCO NO-BITfl

TREATED!

In recent laboratory "smoking bow."
tests, Prince Albert burned

f

DEGREES
COOLER

than the average off the 30 other off the
l«ioet>selluttj brands testod...eoolest off all!

FIFTY-EIGHT
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FARMERS TO
ACTIONS ARE FILED
'EAKS AT Social Security Wage Credits URGE
HAVE SEED TESTED 100 Per Cent Cooperation
FOR JANUARY TERM MRS. PETER GREAZEI
Can Now Be Checked Up
Urged
For
Maximum
Benefits
IG SCHOOL
DIES AT SON'S

Opportunity for social security account holders to check up on their
F
Iowa State College
old-age .and survivors insurance aci Specialist, Pea- counts is also offered by the Social
I'at, Adult EvenSecurity Board, it was announced
this week by J. C. Hbllister, manager
londay Night.
of the field office, 303 old federal
building, Des Moines. He stated the
Iowa State college board is ready to furnish to any wage
^specialist, was the earner in employment covered by the
at the Adult Even- Social Security act a statement of the
:
'at the high school wages credited to his particular acevening. A good count.
bit to hear Mr. Bur- There are 50 million such accounts
subject, "Improve- according to Director John J. Cort astures."
son of the board's bureau of old-age
that pasture i ra- and survivors insurance, which handsing carried out in les this enormous bookkeeping job.
in lifting new
Social Security accounts are the
grasses and new Social Security board's record of each
grasses out of the worker's wage as reported to the
Btomegrass is one government by his employer. The
< which have been monthly benefits payable to inthrough pasture sured wage earners, to their wives or
widows, and their children, or to their
Ifbromegrass and al- dependent parents, depend upon the
to be the. best amount of the worker's wages.
and this mixture Therefore,, the board points out, the
replace many old worker should check up and find out
which were b'urn- for himself the status of his wage
record.
said that both alSuch an opportunity is provided not
ias are highly pala- more than once a year by the board,
resistant. Both are and for the account holder's conventhe summer and ience, a postcard to use in asking for
demonstrated that the statement of his wages is providfc;will carry 60 per cented by field offices of the board. All
| in a season than the
willworker needs to do is fill out this
card and 'mail it, or write a letter
alone, bromegraas making the same request. In either
| luxurious andcase,
be- he gives his name and address,
a few yearsr\ This his social, security account number
om a lack of nitro- and the date of his birth, to identify
iied when a legume his account. He will receive the reply
lis seeded with it.
in a sealed envelope.
|7 pounds of brome- The statement of wage credits will
|pounds of alfalfa has show the total of the worker's wages
ory for pasture, the reported to the Government by his
Up to 15 pounds of employer or employers. It will show
» seeded for hay. Seed- also the total of all his wages as rein the spring or in ported and processed since his social
Sept. 10.
security account was started.
P the points of liming, re- Employers send in the wage reIfsofl, use of phosphate ports with their tax returns every
eding and controlled three months to the bureau of Innportant factors in a ternal Revenue. There the tax reiftture program.
turns are audited. Then the wage rethird year of pasture ports are forwarded to the bureau of
vork in Iowa and 34 old-age and survivors insurance in
state engaged in this the Social Security board, where the
year.
wages reported for each worker are
'Commercial Fertilizers credited to his own particular social
will be the theme of security account. It is this wage
^.evening's meeting of the record that will be* furnished the
assion of the effect of the worker on request.
ients in the soil and on
1 beheld, after which dif- SEEK AAA CHANGES
. and their methods of
FOR HORSE FARMERS
be taken under conAn effort is being made to have
|the group present. The
I is to give a better in- AAA regulations amended to allow
i of plant life, and to farmers who use horses to have a
to supply these larger feed grain acreage allotment
county.
than those who use tractors.
Nothing specific has resulted from
the effoi-t to date but the Iowa Horse
ANITA
jJUCeUMBS and Mkile Breeders association
membership is interested in the camHer Gilbaugh, a resi- paign.
lita community a numArguments advanced are based on
o, died Saturday at her showing the difference in farm utilinger, Iowa, death be- zation of feeds on horse farms as
IJtb infirmities of advanc- compared to tractor farms. The
horse users insist that the fellow resi was born in Neosho ponsible for the grain surplus should
on May 28, 1870, the make a somewhat heavier reduction
late Samuel C. and than those who feed up part of the
was united in mar- grain they raise on the farm.
pGilbaugh on Jan. 1, The Horse and Mule Breeders Asand one daughter sociation of America is reported to be
mgh, together with preparing legislation to make possible
>. Erne Steinmetz and a revision in acreage allotments.
ther of Anita, and The association reasons that it
of Des Moines, takes four acres of soil depleting
IT, Walter Turner of crops to feed a horse or mule throughMr. Gilbaugh and one out the year and so 24 acres would be
led her in death,
required to produce enough feed for
ices were held Mon- the six horses or mules used on the
in Greattinger and average size farm.
in the cemetery near
Olin Bissell, wife and little daughTurner and Claude
ter, Carroll, have gone to Spencer,
ed the services.
Iowa, where they will make their
jji; Kama, well known Anita future home. Mr. Bissell has secured
drawn on the federal employment in a music store in that
•which convenes Tuesday, city.
jit Council Bluffs.
A camera club has been organized
nbers of the Greater Anita in Anita and they held their first
I their regular monthly meet- meeting last week at the school
ly evening at the Congrega- house at which time twelve persons
ch. Following a 6:30 were present. Anyone who is iner, which was served by terested in joining this group should
(aid of the church, the re- contact Gerald Redburn who is iness meeting was held. The structor. The group will practice
1941 was presented to the picture taking, developing and print<? other matters pertaining to ing for which the only charges are
ties of the club were dis- for material used. The course of
f; At the close of the meeting a study followed is furnished by the
"ative of the Coca-Cola corn- Eastman Kodak Co. The next meetwed a thirty-minute film ing will be held Friday evening at the
as enjoyed by those present. school house at 7:30 p. in.
>»^—•

Iowa farmers can avoid the spring
rush by sending samples of seed in
to be tested now, says Dr. R. H. Porter,
head of the seed laboratory at Iowa
State college.
-. In the past many farmers have delayed sending in seed samples until
about two weeks before planting
time, Porter said. This results in a
flood of samples in a short period and
testing cannot be done as effectively
and completely as when the load is
distributed over a longer period.
In Iowa, the law provides that all
seed sold in the state must bear a tag
or label showing per cent of purity
and germination of seed, as well as
per cent of weed seed in the sample, together with the kind of noxious weed seeds that may be present.
Mark Thornburg, state secretary of
agriculture, pointed out early this
week that seed becomes illegal if an
excess of 1 noxious weed is found in
5 grams of sample. State inspectors
have been instructed to be extremely
critical of the quality and labeling of
seed this winter and spring until
seeding time.
Porter said that sales barns and
farmers selling through the sale barn
medium should not sell seed which is
not labeled in compliance with the
seed law.
Interstate commerce is governed
by the (Federal Seed act which became effective this year. Seed salesmen who wiah to. move seed across
state lines should become acquainted
with its labeling requirements.

A damage suit for $900 has been
placed on file in the Cass county dis"The 20 per cent of Iowa farmers
who did not co-operate in the 1940 trict court as the outgrowth of an
! accident which occurred on Jan. 13 on Well Known Anita Woman Passes
AAA program offset nearly half of the
Away Saturday Evening Following
gains made by the 80 per cent of the U. S. highway No. 6, 1 mile west of
farmers who did co-operate," accord- the Cass-Pottawattamie county line.
Illness; Funeral Services Held
Plaintiff in the case is F. W. Mcing to O. D. Klein, chairman of the
Tuesday at M. E. Church.
Kenna
of
Denver,
Colo.,
driver
of
one
state agricultural conservation comof
the
four
vehicles
involved
in
the
mittee.
Defendants are O. M.
IMr. Klein, a Hardin county farmer, accident.
Mrs. Peter Greazel, 75, well known
said that there was much poncern Collett of Salt Lake City, Utah, own- Anita woman passed away Saturday
among co-operators in various Iowa er of a 1940 Mack truck with which at the home of her son, Guy Hayter,
counties as to what effect the non- McKenna's new DeSoto sedan collid- where she had been living for the past
co-operator would have in the 1941 ed, and William C. Chisholm of Salt several weeks. She had been in poor
program. It was explained by the Lake City, Utah, driver and owner of health for several months and a .few
state chairman that last year in Iowa a 1940 Mack truck with which Mc- days ago she contracted the flu which
the 20 per cent of the farmers Who Kenna's car collided.
McKenna blames the truck driver brought about her death.
did not co-operate in the AAA
Lillie Frona Worrel was born in
overplanted their corn acreage allot- for the accident, charging he attempt- Iowa City, Iowa, on Sept. 16, 1865.
ment by nearly one' million acres. ed to pastf another truck and car On Feb. 9, 1884, she was united in
This resulted, that a little over 9 while visibility was impaired by fog. marriage to William Hayter at Iowa
million acres were planted in corn in The plaintiff charges that the truck City and following their marriage they
Iowa in 1940 instead of the 8,192,000 was on the wrong side of the highway moved to Dakota where they lived sevacres set as the 1940 state allotment. when it collided headon with Mc- eral months, later returning to Iowa
'<We had an average corn yield of Kenna's car. Judgment of $900 is City and then moving to a farm near
about 50 bushels to the acre last for damages to the car. Attorney for
Anita in the fall of 1885. Five children
year," Klein said, "and therefore the the plaintiff is Harry Swan of Atwere born to this union, one son dying
lantic.
non-co-operating farmer is responC. D. Cardio has filed a divorce in infancy. Mr. Hayter died on Feb.
sible for nearly 50,000,000 bushels
action
against R. M. Cardio, charging 25, 1904.
more corn than if the state had reOn April 16, 1925, Mrs. Hayter was
cruel and inhuman treatment and
ceived total participation.
united
in marriage to Peter Greazel at
The opinion was expressed by Mr. desertion. According to the petition,
Muscatine,
Iowa. Following their
the
couple
was
married
July
1,
1933,
Klein that unless a greater percentage of farmers take part in the 1941 at Dixon, 111., and separated Aug. 25, marriage they moved to Iowa City
where they made-their home until
AAA program officials may interpret 1933.
the spring of 1939 whOTt they moved to
the non-compliance as an indication
A foreclosure action has been filed
that midwest farmers do not want a against Marian Ml. Forsythe and S. Anita, which place has since beett
their home.
national farm program.
E. Forsythe by G. H. Groshong,
Besides the husband, she leaves
"We need a program now more than plaintiff, asking judgment of $9,289.08
ever before," the chairman stated, and foreclosure of a mortgage on real four sons, Allen, Guy, Williafe and
Louis Hayter, to mourn her death;
"because after the war will come estate in the town of Griswold.
readjustment. The way the' farmer The Atlantic Lumber and Coal Co. nine grandchildren; seven great-grandduring this readjustment period is plaintiff in a suit filed against Frank children; two sisters, Mfrs. Anna
MATTRESS WORK IN fares
upon whether he attacks the Schmidt, Frankie Schmidt Jave and Weber of Fort Dodge and Mrs. Mary
IOWA IS DELAYED depends
problems as a group or individually." Harry Jave. The plaintiff seeks Smith of Iowa City; and three
judgment of $139.50 as the amount Drothers, John Worrel of Solon, Iowa,;,
The cotton mattress program for
BASKETBALL
due for materials sold the defendant George Worrel of Fort Dodge, and
Iowa is being delayed because of a
James Worrel of Berlin, N. D.
Wed., Jan. 22 — 2 Games
shortage of long needles for matand asks foreclosure of a mechanic's
ANITA INID. vs. CASEY IND*.
Funeral services were held Tuesday
lien on a grain bin.
tress-making, it was revealed by
Tues., Jan. 28 — 2 Games
afternoon at the Methodist church in
Mrs. Sarah Porter Ellis of the exA replevin action has been filed Anita with Rev. Arthur V. Long offiANITA IND. vs. WIOTA fND.
tension division of Iowa State colagainst Henry Mackerill by Edwin N. :iating. Interment was made in
lege.
Mrs. Ralph Boham returned Sunday Nelson. In his petition, the plaintiff
Mrs. Ellis said that about 6,500 to her home in Carbon, Iowa, after asks a writ of replevin to restore the Evergreen cemetery with Merritt
large needles are needed for con- spending several days in Anita visit- possession of a 1936 Ford truck and Steele, Donald Dorsey, Ed. Kaiser,
verting surplus cotton into mattress- ing her daughter, Mrs. Carl Millard seeks judgment of $200 for damages Paul Hayter, Lyle Hayter and Junior
Hayter acting as pallbearers. Music
es for low income rural families but and husband.
suffered during the period the truck For the services was furnished by Mrs.
that importations of the needles have
was held by the defendant.
Bert Ramus, Mrs. Joe Vetter, C. H.
been delayed.
Company K, 168th. infantry, AtW. J. Miller is plaintiff in two
These needles come from England lantic national guard, have been note actions, one filed against Don- Bartley and A. B. Stone with Mrs.
and a boat carrying a shipment was ordered to mobilize Feb. 10 for a year's ald Pierson and C. N. Braden and ask- Eric Osen accompanying them at the
sunk. Efforts to obtain the needles active duty at Camp Clairborne, La. ing judgment of $1,152.62. The other piano. They sang "Abide With Mte,"
in this country have been only partly After about ten days drill in Atlan- names (Clifford N. Braden as defend- 'Going Down the Valley" and "God
Be With You."
successful.
tic, they will depart for the camp. ant and asks judgment of $884.49.
Mrs. Ellis said the cotton mat- Capt. P. P. Edwards, who is in charge Mary B. Sherrett requests $239.45
tress program was proving popular of the Atlantic guard, stated this judgment in a note action filed against FEARS A BLOW TO
and that requests for cotton will ex- week that there is still openings on the J. H. Trimmer.
IOWA HOMESTEADS
ceed all expectations.
inactive list.
Murry Schuler has filed an account
The adoption of a 100 per cent prosuit against W. H. Mauk and the
perty
assessment base in Iowa would
Griswold State bank.
cost the average farmstead owner at
least $25 a year in reduced homeCOURT STARTS THIS
stead refund benefits, State Senator
WEEK IN ATLANTIC A. J. Shaw stated this week.
The Iowa legislature is expected to
The January term of the Class
act in the next few weeks <>n a fy>ill
VALUES FOR FRH)AY AND SATURDAY
county district court will open toto fix the assessment base at 60' per
day (Wednesday) at the court house cent of actual value. Senator Shaw
in Atlantic. Members of the grand
is one of the sponsors of that measure.
Pan Rnllo
Bakery Special
7
jury are to report for duty the open1 all l\Ullo
per j)ozen
• C ing day and the petit jury for this "Because of the number of town.
and city homesteads which are now
term will report at 9:00 a. m. next
valued at less than $1,500," he said,
CalrP Flmir
Briardaie
IA
It is reported that there are
"there would be greatly increased
^^»»Mm%i & ivuK
Larsre Packa&re
•• *f\* Monday.
many cases to come up this term of
allowances
on town and city homes
court
under
a
100
per cent system. This
Those on the petit jury are:
probably
would
force the scaling
Anita—Herbert Bartley, Clyde Falconer, Clifford Kearns, A. J. Kopp and down of homestead allowances from
the 25 mill maximum."
PAAlriAe Chocolate Covered Graham or
Esther Vetter.
The present average farmstead
\*UU1UC 5 Chocolate Pecan Tops — 2-lbs.
Atlantic—Ralph Baker, Glenn Bell,
Raymond Comes, Pearl Cranston, value is about $2,500, he said, and
Charlie Fudge, L. W. Gerhardt, Mfrs. the average farm home owner obPrunAc
Large Santa Clara's
Alvin
Hansen, Hans Hknsen, Nora tains about $62.50 credit, the aver2
Israel, Oluf Jansen, Mrs. J. P. Laursen, age millage levy being 25 mills.
Under the 100 per cent system the
Mrs.
T. H. Lockett, Jack Maher,
Ernest Mathisen, Mrs. Ralph Mller, average farmstead value would rise
Charles McCord, Don Smiley, L. F. to $4,000 and the average tax levy
For Those Who Want a Better Dressing
Soukup, Mrs. Lou Thurman and J. C. correspondingly drop to 15 mills, he
said.
Woodring.
Pure
Cumberland—Perry Crum,
Earl
The law, however, allows homeHansen, Edna LSntz and Dale Sy- stead refunds on only the first $2,500
i*
monds.
valuation, which with the 16-mill
Briardaie 23c — 2-lbs. 45c
CM AA
Griswold—Lowell
Hall,
Alfred average levy would produce only
TaU
Tietz, Leonard Martens,
Stanley $37.50 a year benefits, Shaw said. The
Scharf, John Schnoor, Bertha Strick- latter amount would be $25 under the
Briardaie Large Tube
land and Mrs. Edwin Wohlenhaus.
present $62.50 benefit average, he
Instant or Regular
Lewis—Anna Hunt.
said.
Marne—Wilbur Blake and Harry
The 60 per cent measure is supBurch
Boots.
Saltines 2-lb. Box 27c —
ported by the Iowa Tax Payers assoIMassena—Mrs. Ethel Bissell, Mrs. ciation. This organization feels that
D
Chester Mills and Mrs. Fred Mills. - a 100 per cent valuation would reWiota—Leonard Bailey and Mrs. sult in increased bonded debt in cities,
Per Pound
Lillian Boggs.
v/
counties and school districts.
Bridgewater (Victoria township)—
Crisp Solid Heads
Russell Johnson.
The regular monthly meeting of
Each
the Anita P. T. A. will be held ThursThe secret marriage of William day evening at the high school audiSimon, well known farmer, and Miss torium. Following the business meetCordelene Krogh, daughter of Mr. ing of the executive council the proand Mrs. Nels Krogh, was revealed gram will be in charge of Charles
this week. Th§ young couple were Ingram, music instructor, and will
Fancy Jonathans — Each
married at Maryville, Mb., on Dec. consist of several numbers by the
23. Mr. and Mrs. Simon have rented Anita town band. The Anita grade
Get Your Winsom Tickets Here.
a farm northwest of Anita where rhythm band will be featured in the
they will make their home.
concert.

BRIARDALE

Grape Fruit Juice Jr^^T™ 19c

rrunes

Pounds

Salad Dressing

Briardaie Quarts 31c

Shurfine

43c

lonee

I_I . BOX isc — s-oz. BOX

Orange Slices
Lettuce
Ivory Soap 3Urw BarCr 5 Medium

9c
9c
9c
25c
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Moved by Wiese, seconded by the county claims are filed.
Wohlenhaus that any person or per- j Motion carried,
sons having domestic animals killed [ On motion and vote salaries of tn
by dogs or wolves for which they ex- Bridge Crew were set at $100.00 per
pect to file claims must call the super- month which schedule includes Vic
visor of their district.
I Anderson,
Frank Bannister
and
PHONE 300
WE DELIVER
Motion carried.
' Lawrence Ward.
We
Deliver
Phone 29
On motion and vote a bounty of
Mbved by Wiese, seconded by Won$1 00 was placed on each fox killed lenhaus that the pay for the Elevator
and destroyed in the confines of Cass Grader Crew and Scoop Operator be
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
County during the year 1941 as pro- set at 60c per hour while operating
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
vided in Section 5415 of the 1939 Code this equipment and miscellaneous
RAISINS, Thompson Seedless* fancy, 3 pounds 21
of Iowa, and the whole skin must be work at 50c per hour,
PRUNES,
Santa Clara, select, 3 pounds ...
4
presented
at
the
office
of
the
County
,
Motion
carried.
KRAUT, Clover Farm, 2 No. 2\/., cans
19c
:
Auditor
Moved by Wohlenhaus, seconded by
MIXED
VEGETABLES,
carrots
and
peas,
3
No
On motion and vote M. E. Hub- Wiese to name Virgil Schrader as
SHORTENING, Clover Farm, 3-lb. can
45c
2 cans
bard, County Auditor, is hereby Elevator man.
authorized to release school loan! Motion carried,
RICE,
fancy Blue Rose, 4 pounds
2?
PEAS, Glendale, 2 No. 2 cans
25c
mortgages.
' Moved by Eshelman, seconded by
BEANS,
Michigan
hand
picked,
4
pounds
, On motion and vote the Board of Possehl to name Herbert Spear as
SOAP, Clover Farm laundry, 7 bars
25c I Supervisors require that the flag be Caterpillar operator for elevator.
COOKIES, Iten Barmettlers, cello pack, package 23
i displayed on the Court House flag Motion carried.
SUGAR,
powdered or brown, 3 pounds .
V
pole each day, weather permitting. I Moved by Possehl, seconded by
MATCHES, 6 box carton
15c
On motion "and vote G. N. McQuem Eshelman to name Mervin Taylor as
GRAHAM
CRACKERS,
Sun
Ray,
2-lb.
carton
1
was rehired as County Engineer at a Scoop operator.
PEANUT BUTTER, 2-lb. jar
22c
COFFEE, Paxton Gas Roasted, 2 pounds
salary of |2600 per year beginningMotion carried.
January 2, 1941.
I Moved by Wohlenhaus, seconded by
GRAPE FRUIT, 2 No. 2 cans
19c
The yearly reports of C. S. Camp,' Wiese to pay extra help on bridge
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES IN SEASON
Edwin Pardee,
James Sorensen,' crew, 45c per hour, men to be named
GRAPE FRUIT, dozen
29c
Justices of the Peace and Georgia by Engineer.
Byrne, Superintendent of Schools
Motion carried.
GREEN CUP COFFEE, pound
23c
were approved as1 were the quarterly: On motion and vote the wage scale son, Soldier's Relief Commissioner,
wis and Massena, 30 davsreports of C. M. Skipton, Clerk and for extra help is hereby set at 25c was approved.
days; and Wiota, 18 days.'
E. H. Pelzer, Recorder.
per hour; man and team, 40c per
The yearly report of the Cass
The refund of Harold G. Giles, | hour.
Moved by Possehl, seconded
Farm Bureau was approved. Eshehnan
•Grant Township for dog license which
On motion and vote Bill Binter and County
to adopt the Coun \
Moved
by
Wohlenhaus,
seconded
by
WMOT
tfVtmmidnvfvM*.-.
-1
"
Assistant Custodian—R. NT. Wat-was paid twice, was allowed.
j Henry Kuehl are hired as truck
weed commissioner
plan,
Viese
to
rehire
W.
E.
Wise
as
Brjdge
son.
Moved by Wiese, seconded by , drivers at $100 per month.
weed
commissioner
to
be
Engineer's Assistants—Don Wilkin- Wohlenhaus to adjourn until 9 A. M.! On motion and vote the salaries of Foreman at salary of $126.00 per later.
Established 1883.
son, Kline Taylor, Gerald Sheets and January 3rd.
W. P. A. foremen were set at $100 month, effective January 2, 1941.
(Motion carried.
iMotion carried.
per month which includes Tom CbnMotion carried.
Published Every Thursday and Entered Don Schroeder.
a
The following claims were allowed
On motion and vote the au
Steward, County Farm — Elmer
roy,
Charles
Dougherty
and
Glen
Pproprij.l
(Signed)
Hawley
Lynch,
at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, as Watson.
and the Auditor authorized to write tion of $3000.00 to the Cass
Taylor.
Chairman.
warrants
for
the
same:
Second Class Mail Matter.
Farm Bureau as provided in Swf"'l
Sheriff's Second Deputy — Carl Attest:
On motion and vote Margaret StouAssessors, Session and Mileage.
2930 of the 1939 Code of Iowa l"Ia
Henderson, (without compensation
ffer was rehired as Wtelfare Director
M. E. Hubbard,
L. H. Hayter
$ 5.90 approved.
' '
Cecil G. Budd
Editor from Cass County).
at $165 per month and mileage.
County Auditor.
On motion and vote the following
5.50
The following bonds were approv- Thomas Bailey
The
following
bonds
were
approve,
|
Werner Blunk
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Year bonds were approved:
j PROCEEDINGS OF THE
5.00
ed:
). Bailey, John R. si
Ted
R.
Jensen
.
F. W. Herbert, Treasurer; M. E. I
6.20
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS' Carl C. Henderson, Deputy Sheriff;
'MfeDermottj Assessors; j^tf
Official Town and County Newspaper Hubbard, Auditor; E. H. Pelzer, Re-'
B. Hansen
4.60 W). Mehlmann,
Earl F. 'Waters and Kenneth Neary, Otto
Clerk of
uno
corder; C. M. Skipton, Clerk of t h e :
Assessors and C. S. Camp, Justice of £f.
B<*rends
5.30 Township; H. L. Nettz, Justice of it I
Court House,
Member of National Editorial
Oliver
E.
Pelzer
District Court; Harry Jordan, Sheriff; j
the Peace.
Atlantic, Iowa,
Peace.
'
Association, and
George L. Riggs
'Don Savery, Attorney; L. A. Breeling, |
5.00
January 3, 1941.
Session and Mileage Claims.
yd D
The
folldwing
claims
were
a]
Deputy Auditor; Eug-ene F. Newlin, i The Board of Supervisors of Cass 0. E. Eshelman
4.70
14.20 S° , ; Bailey
Deputy Treasurer; Anna McGrath, : County, Iowa, met in adjourned ses-. Hawley Lynch . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' .
15.00 Frank
4.70 and the Auditor authorized to
en Hbfmeister
Deputy Recorder; Paul Israel, Deputy ,' sion with all members present'
4.25 warrants for the same:
Clerk; Glair Dougherty, Deputy Sher- 1 Hawley Lvnch, Chairman. F W ' P. W. Wiese
5.70
Town Assessors, Session and 7
1565 Wen
- et.,
.
iff; H. B. Cavenaugh, Treasurers i Wiese, W. H. Wohlenhaus, G. E. : W. H. Wohlenhaus
16.80 £ " h Neary
............
5.00 J. E. Jipsen
$
F
W
chule
r
Clerk; G. E. Eshelman, Supervisor; F. I Eshelman and F. L Possehl
5.55 John R. Stuhr, Sr.
Moved by Wiese. seconded bv ; - £
.
L. Possehl Supervisor; Z. L. Wright,' Minutes of January 2nd. approv- Possehl to adjourn until January 6, Chas. Cornell
6.20 Z. L. Wright
Assessor; Otto B. Hansen, Assessor; ed as read.
Geo. Collins .
1941.
7.00 Myrtle Upson
'.
Moved by 'Wiese, seconded by Ivan
Oliver E. Pelzer, Assessor; Ivan
On motion and vote the following
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
Motion
carried.
Brown
•
Brown,
Assessor;
P.
I.
Appleman,
salaries
were
set:
Possehl
to
adjourn
until
9
A.
M.
BOARiD OF SUPERVISORS Justice
Earl Waters
'.""
January 7th.
Ben Skow
Justice
Motion carried.
Court House,
Fred McDermott
'.'.'.'.'.
Justice of the Peace; James Sorensen, Gene F. Newlin, Deputy Treas(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
M. E. Hubbard,
Atlantic, Iowa,
Justice of the Peace; A. H. Goessling,
Moved
by
Wohlenhaus,
seconded by I
urer
125.00
Chairman.
County Auditor.
January 2, 1941.
Constable; Fritz Proehl, Constable; C.
Eshelman to adjourn until !' 4 V
Attest:
The Board of Supervisors of Cass T. Cocklin, Justice of the Peace; Anna McGrath, Deputy ReJanuary 8th.
corder
125.00 PROCEEDINGS OF THE
M. E. Hubbard,
County, Iowa, met in regular session Varies L. Wilson, Constable; J. B.
'Motion carried.
Paul
Israel,
Deputy
Clerk
of
County
Auditor.
with all members present:
BOARD* OF SUPERVISORS
McDermott, Township 'Clerk; John District Court
125.00
(Signed)
Hawley Lynci,
Hawley Lynch, Chairman, Mike Wallace,
Road Patrolman.
Clair Dougherty, Deputy SherMetz, G. E. Eshelman, F. W. Wiese
Court
House,
Chairma
PROCEEDINGS
OF
THE
On motion and vote the following
iff
125.00
and W. H. Wohlenhaus.
Attest:
Atlantic, Iowa,
resolution was adopted:
BOAR1D
OF
SUPERVISORS
Jeannette
Squires,
Clerk
105.00
Minutes of Dec. 30, 1940 were apJanuary 6, 1941.
M. E. Hubbard.
RESOLUTION
'Harry Cavenaugh, 'Clerk
100.00
proved as read.
The Board of Supervisors of Cass
County Auditor.
Court
House,
The
County, Iowa, met in adjourned sesAtlantic,
Iowa,
pointed
sion -with all members present.
has
January 7, 1941.
the Purof the several officers at the close of
85.00
At 9 A. M. the Board met with the
The
Board
of
Supervisors met in
business Dec. 31, 1940 was approved
of
all
Young woman wishes
and the report follows;
^., . r 3 rt;
— — f "•«"""*** i—---•
ef Cha
! in the County.
In Treasurer's Office, cash
?
.P^ *8 of the 1939 Code of | er
80,00
On motion and vote 45 days was
to
marry an old man—
a lt is necessft
Hawley Lynch, Chairman, F. W.
in banks
$317,223 84 f y ' -oint an ry that Cass Coun- j Gertrude Shields, Clerk .
set as the number of days required to Wiese, W. H. Wohlenhaus, G. E.
Cash, checks and drafts
•m *PPer tlce of attorney or agent to | Esther Reeves, Clerk, Re 60.00 assess
that's
her business.
the townships in 1941.
Eshelman and IF. L. Possehl.
on hand
2,289.34
| the
^ 1 . gntnotices
of the expira-! employment Office . . .
70.00
At
1
P.
iM.
the
'Board
met
with
n
of
Minutes of January 6th. were ap^
Our business is pickClerk of the District
\l]°
?
redemption upon j'Mr.
Boards of proved as read.
Court
500 35 ' t n e persons m possession and owners \ ty
ing
up dead animalsAt 9 A M
1 estate
Recorder
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
83.00 „_!!!?_ "f?
covered by said tax Eton Wilkinson
Assistant
<" TvT% n • K A '
\
- -«h"e &oard met with thg
large or small.
Auditor
2.65
Engineer . .°"'. ...A^nt 125.00 e(JThe follow^ bonds ™re *™™- *?»»^«_3j».*»&• .towns, and
„
„
_
at 1 P. M. witfi the Members of the
r n n g too 1940
^THEREFORE BE IT RE- Kline Taylor, Assistant EngiT o .
All business pertaining
19*™ *.
^ • Sples> Fan? B««a» Secre- Town Boards of Review.
neer
Phone 257
having been completed on motion and rr^ », , u Ha7y Jordan and Clair
125.00 tary-Treasurer; Arthur L. Wright,
On motion and vote the
• Board
~
i>ougherty be and each of them are Don Schroeder, .•••.
vote the
adjourned.
Instrument _ _ Constable; Thomas W. Bailey, Weraer number o
appointed as
WAGNER FILLING STATION
of__ Cass
County
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
n
. •* *
Blimk. T. R. Jensen, W. E. Proctor assessing:
Iowa, for the purpose
of serving Gerald Sheets '
Chairman.
Instrument
ANITA, IOWA
and_ George Riggs, Assessors.
1 Atlantic, 172 days; Anita
notices at the expiration of th right
Attest:
man
100.00
i
yearly
report
of
W.
Fay
Robin-'
GrTswold,
50
of redemption on tax sale certificates
certificates Rodmen at $3.00 Per Day.
M. E. Hubbard,
owned by the County.
County Auditor.
Extra help in Treasurer's OfOn motion and vote the following
fice, $3.00 Per Day.
resolution was approved:
Other Extra Help $2.50 Per
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
Day.
RESOLUTION
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
WHEREAS, Henry and Dorothy
On motion and vote Elmer Watson
Majerus are now iwithin
Cass County
was rehired as Steward of County
J
Court House,
n n H a Y.Q l:l* n K.
_
,_
Home
and are likely to become county I w n i c h at salary of $120.00 per month
Atlantic, Iowa,
charges, and said persons should be a e e '"eludes cook hire and mile_
January 2, 1941.
in case of emergency.
•The Board of Supervisors recon- prevented
,n <-„<,„ County,
rfrom
„„„*..acquiring a settlement 1 £On *cept
motion and vote the salaries of i
vejried and the County Auditor adminNOW THEREFORE BE IT RE- the four district foremen were set at
istered the oath of office to the folSOLVED by the Board of Supervisors $115.00 per month which schedule
lowing- officers:
Cass County, Iowa, that a notice to includes C. C. Heckman, John WalEshelman and F. L. Possehl, of
depart shall be served upon the said lace, C. B. Pen-in and Harry Steffens.!
Sup
.
On motion and vote the salaries o f !
FB
is direct-1*;"? district road operators and truck
Herbert
Dep .
Treasurer
Pelzer, j Iowa, for service
Recorder;
Anna
McCrath,
.
DeputV
j*£
Recorder; C. M. Skipton, Clerk of the ^^Tpt the above resohj K^™^^ M^J
vote, and the votes being all in I Mitchell, Paul Morgan.
Ray Dorsey
b
L
District Court; Paul Israel, Deputy tion to
affirm
.
the affirmative,
the resolution was !f'L Knoke ' Frank
Cl§rk; Harry Jordan, Sheriff; Clair declared
Howard, Paul
adopted.
_
Madden,
Ross
Eppelsheimev,
Jesse
Dougherty, Deputy Sheriff;
Don
c ranst
On motion and vote the Auditor was ' , ete °n, Otto Drc'ager, DaTe Lynch"
bavery, County Attorney, all bonds
being on file.
authorized to write warrants for |L
.Rornholdt, Fred Grulke and
IMa vl
'' n Bj-indley..
Hawley Lynch was unanimously re- salaries Cor officers and appointees on
lhe se
the last secular day of the
'n
mi-annual
elected Chairman for 1941
report of W T
E]KgK
s
'
»Wier's Relief
Moved by Wohlenhaus, seconded by pensions, express, freight and post- i
Cominisi sinner, was approved.
Wiese to designate the following age as provided by law.
Tht
On ifrotion and vote the Board , ' following bonds were anprovbank depositories and l i m i t the funds
agreed to l i m i t the e x p e n d i t u r e o f , e c i : N
m each as followsFor the Treasurer:
each supervisor to $150 on any I ,./'- T , - McQuern, Engineer; Dr W
Atlantic State Bank, Atproject without the approval of the | T K01
, ltson -L Coroner; Cha.s. <orneli;
Board.
M^t
''' - »• U*yter, AssessorM rs M v r t l e M
- . .$200,000.00 whole
.w
Moved by Kshelrnan, seconded by 1ston
- Upson, Assessor; Boirt
f Whitney ,Uan &................
Trust Co
Wiese
to
appoint
Chas.
A.
Donahoe
I
«'
Justice
of the Peace
.
.
Atlantic
-'00,000.00
a
n
;
rs
Ll
nna
T
Boot
M
K
Anita Stat liank, ' Ani?M| M° v ' '
'
». Marne'i' ,' ' : - Hubbard, County Auditor,
and Mrs. Verna B. Woods, Griswold ! W
administered
the oath of office to Dr
ta
W
Welfare ij
' K itson, Coroner.
Farmers Savings Bank, 12fl,000.00 as ^-embers of the Social Welfare
Board
f
the
year
or
I Moved by Wiese, seconded bv
Massena
........
Motion carried.
j l o s s e h l t o adjourn until 9 A M
Cumberland Savings Bank
Moved
bv
Posseh
seconded f,r January 4th..
' "
You ride In the body of your cor «
Cumberland . .
U, adopt 'it 1 f o l l o w i n g I Mot| on carried.
Criswold State H a n k . ' c J r i ' s l 12S.OOO.OO Kshelman
resolution:
wold
..........
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch
you live In the rooms of your .horn*;
1^5,01)0.00
For the Recorder: ........
Chairman.
w . .,,..., UESOLI'TION
and you ride In outstanding beauty,
Atlantic Slate Bank, AtW H K H K A S , the pussibililv
lantic
........
5,000.00
o
'
comfort and safety when you ride tn
For Clerk of Court- .......
...»., - KU,™ ior l.overnment. service,']
County Auditor.
Atlantic State Bank, Ati s
n s eir places musi be PROCEEDINGS OK THE
lantic
.......
a new Chevrolet with Body by Fisher!
20,000.00
For the Sheriff:
HOARD OF SUPERVISORS
e
Whitney Ix>an & Trust Co
Atlantic . . . .
< - o u r t House,
5,000.00 • SOLVED by SSVs^TvS '
iFor the A u d i t o r i
.........
Atlantic, Iowa,
Atlantic State Bank A t ,.
January -I, 194'].
Tl
lantic
......
their jobs will be h jj t \
I lie Hoard of Supervisors of Cass
r>,ooo.oo Government
Motion carried.
open tor them, and ariv nrw ar, r ,,,.-.,,
" U l l l v : Iowa, met in adjourned ses'
ed
to
h
Moved by Wii'sc
su;n w , l h a l l members i^.^
Possehl to name the
i.vnch, (.hau-inan, I-\ W
i-se, W. H. Wohlenhaus , (J
U*
I
1i
helnmn and F.
L.
p
oss(?hl
newpapers for 1941.
Minutes of January 3rd were apThe Chairman put the above resol
proved us read
Motion carried.
_.... the
.... votes
,,,^n being
„,. K
'"" afhrmative
to
vote,
and
a '
hr
tv, u resolution
,.^u«i...:....
">'
Moved by Wiese, seconded by ' H i e *
Ks helman Set
' ' l t l v e . the
was de.
' used
'""d^
Possehl to set aside $150.00 f n m , t)lt.
and
B.
B
County Fund for the Teachers' Ins
committees wci
, Mo
S-IH)
pointed by C
tute Fund as provided by law
at a price
Motion carried.
Atlantic.
Moti on carried.
On motion and vote the t'ulU
C
o
u
n
t
y
F
a
r
m
appointments were made and a
Eshelman and the Soldier's , . . . - , .,
"i^t with
P- F. I,. Possehl.
proved:
'tenet Commission at
H) A. M. concerning
U SL
the method of
VV. Wiese, W H handling
Auditor's Clerk-Jeannette Squires Wo\T\ "° ' '
Treasurer'si Clerk—Geor«
Clerk—George S,, ^ W o h l e n h a u s and
iiiir the coming year
f C Urt S CI
Sh,eld, °
° '
»k-Ge^ud.
by Biggs,, seconded
cone
bvv
Robinson that the commission direct
Custodian of Court House — R a v
to
t
h
e
C
o
u
n
y
Coker.
'
the Board of Supervisors that all
Motion carried.
&rSN
claims for soldiers relief be filed with!
order attached in regular manne as
ANITA.IOWA

PETERSEN'S GROCERY

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
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THE

ole ram

forth

By ED WHEELAN

BIG TOP
ALTA RACED ACROSS TH& MENAGERIE THNT AFTCR"siLK"R3WLeR
AND CRAMMED INTO TWE TlGEF?'.S CAGE 3\J ST AS TUB EQUESTRIAN
DIRECTOR MANA&EDTO SCRAMBLE UNDER THE CANVAS -

THE END OF TWE TrrNT COLLAPSED ON ALTA ^UST AS
'SILK" CRAWLED OUT-

GOSH,
C
CALL.'!

Frank Jny M.iikey Syndicate. Inc.

LALA PALOOZA
HERE I AM

By RUBE GOLDBERG

A Nervous Wreck

YOU WUST

LAID UP IN ' QUIET YOUR
A NEW YORK
NERVES,
HOTEL ALL
MISTER
ON ACCOUNT
, BOGGLE
OF MY STUBBORN
NIECE, DIANNE

MISS DIANNE'LL
IF SHE
X
COME AROUND
KEEPS ON
TO YOUR
HIDING IN
WAY OF
THAT LALA
PERSON'S
THINKING,
HOME, I'LL
GO TO LAWI'LL BLOW THE
PLACE UP

DIANNE CAN'T
MARRY AGAINST
MY

/
f
1
V

MESSAGE
FOR
MISTER
BOGGLE

THE MASTER OF
ME MAKE '
CEREMONIES ON I SPEECHES
I YOUR BOGGLE
S IN MY .
DOUGHNUT AMATEUR) CONDITION'
HOUR IS SICK- J
/V\Y
YOURSELF

8860

S'MATTER POP—Cavalry Casualty! One Steed Beaned!

XTO WONDEB she looks „.
A ^ as pie and decidedly pies
with herself! This little miss,«,
the bows in her curls and her*
by the arm, is wearing the new
and best of pinafore-jumperf
ions, and one that you should r
up immediately for your
small daughter. The pins/...
jOmper is so deliriously fuliWow
that down-scooped cut in fteMJ
and.the sash- bow in the baft
cents its saucy flare. The
guimpe is plain and tailored, •
should be for school and kinds.
garten, with a round, tailored i
lar and a little neck bovj
Send for the paUern right aw
(the number is 8B60). Makei
pinafore-jumper ol checked
ham, printed calico or plain c
bray, and trim with braid or t
binding. Repeat the guimpe a
eral tunes in batiste, lawn, <
or linen.

By C M. PAYNE
V5MATTE.R,

W<

D p

°

MESCAL IKE

B yS .L.HUNTLEY

Pattern No. 8860 is designed lot i
2, 4, 6 and 8 years. Size 4 requires 1
yards of 35-ineb material lor plmiJ
jumper; 1% yards trimming; T, yari|
blouse. Send order to:

An Apple for Teacher

SEWING CIBCLB PATTERN I

VJU\CH WAND VinLV."

Boom 1324
211 W. Waeker Dr.
Cbl
Enclose IS cents In coins for
Pattern No...
Size |

\.er

Name
Addrets

\
POP—Successful Failure
OUR SERGEANT SAYS TM

Plans Regulated
Men's plans should be regi
by the circumstances, no t
stances by the plans.—Livy.

By J. MILLAR WATT
NEVER THERE WHEN
I'M WANTED

AND

NEVER

WANTED

WHEN I'M

THERE- !

YOUK
dfieys
the!
BodyWu
aieeonrttntlyfl
t]M Wood ««"
U> In their • „
|3ended--hji
' ' «'"•»

THE

The Second
Shoe

SPORTING
THING

WNU—N

srrs,

1
:¥•¥•:•
il

DECIDES HE'D
BETTER SET ON
WITH IT. TRIES
TO HOOK SHOE
W ON HIS TOE

SUCCEEP6 OKLY IN

s».wr

ffiII

filTft

Would Beai'

By 11

• There was atimei
when there were no set f
Each mf"'bnnt c
he thought "the traffic'

m
.».£•»%

vrf*

By
LANG
ARMSTRONG

m

GLUYAS
WILLIAMS

bear." Advertising
1

WITH His

.wwsMoe
MX My

the rtscue of the
It led the way to the <
lished prices you
you buy anything

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^"^Ttj*!^

MHBHH mfmmmmmmaammmMmHmm

FROM OUR OLD FUIS i

AUCTION!!

ITEMS OFIKIRTryEARSACO

Maduff s Fooi
WE DELIVER

January 28, 1911-

MYs. S. W. Clark has been seriously
THURSDAY---FRIDAY-~SATURDAY
ill the past week with the grippe.
Mrs. C. A. Long and baby returned
Friday from 'Mlanson where tttey had
been spending the past two weeks.
W. T. Slater has placed an order
49c
for a complete lighting system -which
>/
Gallon
2
will be installed in his residence on
West 'Main Street.
Anita and vicinity will loose a
number of good and valued citizens in
the spring who will go to Canada to
make their future homes.
Northern or Navy
W. J. Weston is recovering from
4-lb. Sack
the injuries received as a result of
falling into the Voorhees basement
Brown or Powdered
the morning after the fire.
3-lb. Package
Main Street has been a desolate
looking place since the fire pending
Vanilla
Large 8-ounce Bottle
the arrival of adjusters and the
settlement of the insurance.
Beginning Sunday, Ed. L. Newton,
the postmaster, states that the Anita
postoffice will -be open only between
the hours of 9 and 10 o'clock.
C. L. Wilson was severely injured the sins of the earth.
one day last week when he was thrown
:es the work
World conditiofesiiftakes
S3:*daR..
.. ..
from a horse he was riding and is of missions
It task, and
a
(Prices in Effect WednesdbJ
under the care of an Anita physician. yet we are coi
to go unto all Eggs, cash, dozen
Wednesday, at the
Christian the world and
Christ as the Eggs, in trade, dozen
Hens, Ib.
church parsonage in Atlantic, occur- world Saviour.
red the marriage of Floyd Gissibl and
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WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

By Edward C. Wayne

Vote in Senate Holds Key to Decision
On Extent of U. S. Plans to Aid British;
Auto Industry Adopts 'All-Out' Schedule
In Drive to Boost Defense Production
columns, th*r
(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinion* ar« expressed hIn these
newspaper.)
are those of the news analyst and not necessarily of
_. this
.
.(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

NATIONAL DEB ATE:
America s Role

PRODUCTION:
All-Out Schedule

The National Automobile Manufacturers association has decided it
will not hold its national show in
New York this year. The industry
is too busy with defense production.
New models will come off the assembly lines as usual, but the yearly
exhibits at the Grand Central Palace won't be held and neither will
exhibits elsewhere, except in disIn the historic halls where Clay tributors' own show rooms.
and Webster debated, where an emStrikes in isolated sections cut
pire was planned by the winning somewhat
into production, although
of the West, where Woodrow Wilson
the
department
of labor said that
pledged "our lives, our fortunes
and our sacred honor" in the cause such stoppages were only a fraction
of democracy, another crisis of
America is being weighed in the balance.
Congress is considering what will
be the results of a policy of unrestricted help to Great Britain in
her moment of travail with German
might.
President Roosevelt asked for unprecedented powers to deal with the
situation, powers which will make
this nation an economic ally, if not
a belligerent one, with the last outpost against authoritative government in Europe. His bill would permit him to lease or lend England,
without further congressional consultation, all material aid in the way
of munitions and supplies. It is admitted generally that these supplies,
\.\T1«\
if they can be manufactured and arrive in time, will be the only way
WASHINGTON, D. C.—Here is the new
in which Britain can hold out. Even
with them, Britain is given but a defense poster, printed in patriotic colors,
which will be displayed by manufacturers
50-50 chance.
after they have complied with instructions
Even the inaugural ceremonies in connection with "Preparedness Through
which placed Mr. Roosevelt in of- Production" week. Governors of more
fice for the third term lacked the than a score of industrial stales have prousual gaiety due to the somber ef- claimed their willingness to co-operate
fects of the hour. The battle al- with the defense commission and the NaA state which, in the epoch of
race poisoning, dedicates itself
to cherishing its best racial elements must some day be master
of the world. Let the adherents
of our movement never forget
this.—Closing words of Adolf
Hitler's "Mein Kampf."

tional Association of Manufacturers by
urging all manufacturers to register their
facilities for defense production.

REP.

TINKHAM AND REP. FISH
They "bellowed" opposition.

ready had begun in the house. Cabinet members told legislators that
a crushing blow will be started by
the Axis powers within 60 or 90 days.
As an echo, came word from Berlin
and Rome confirming this prediction.

Opposition
But there was no sign of quick
agreement. Isolationists, including
Representative Fish (R., N. Y.)
and Tinkham (R., Mass.) bellowed
their opposition.
The bearded
Massachusetts congressman shook
•MS finger at Secretaries Knox, Stim*on and Morgenthau and challenged
them to prove that if Britain falls
»ho United States .will be attacked.
Isolationist views are that an
America of 130,000,000 people can
stand alone; that Hitler and Japan
would be ready to do business on
just as good terms with us as would
a victorious Britain; that all-out aid
to Britain will only create vast
taxes and vast debt. They feel the
United States should mind its own
business.
The President's view, and appareritiy the view of a majority in both
houses, is that the United States already stands warned by both Japan
and Hitler that in an Axis-controlled
world a democracy cannot hope to
exist; that if England goes down
unaided she will line up with America's enemies to add to its confusion.
With combined powers of 800,000 000 people opposing our 130,000 000
Germany would control export that
would jeopardize the living power
of 3,000,000 U. S. cotton growers and
1,000,000 U. S. wheat exporters. The
combined navies of a defeated Eng
land and the Axis powers would exceed ours by three times, and the
ship building capacity would be six
times that of the United States.

Senate Is Key
Administration defense leaders
say the power is needed at once
that every day lost is an opportu'
nity lost. But they despair of having the bill passed before March 1
if then. They recall that const-rip!
tion, for America's own defense, was
debated almost six months and the
program delayed a year, due to the
approach of winter and inability to
send men to camp because barracks were delayed until selective
service was voted.

as compared to those during the war
effort in 1917. One stoppage was
at the Saginaw, Mich., plant of the
Eaton Manufacturing company,
where airplane parts are being
made. It was called by the C.I.O.
Automobile Workers who charged
the firm refused to hire 300 men
under an agreement signed last December after another strike. James
F. Dewey, federal labor mediator,
speeded to the scene in a hurry.
He said he would take drastic steps
if the plant was not in operation
within 24 hours. The strike ended
within that period.
In San Diego, Calif., a strike was
threatened at the plant of the Ryan
Aeronautical company. State draft
headquarters issued a statement
that men who went on strike would
be considered by draft boards to
have no employment and therefore
no longer exempted from the selective service act as defense workers.
The ruling stood less than 24 hours.
Brig. Gen. Lewis B. Hershey, acting federal director of the law, revoked it.
Meanwhile Sidney Hillman, C.I.O.
vice president and assistant director
of the Office of Production Management, was ill in a Baltimore hospital. It is Mr. Hillman's job to
handle labor problems in the defense effort and Washington was
anxious over his condition and
hoped for his speedy return.

TRENDS . . .
C President Roosevelt is reported interested in a plan for pooling state reserves of the unemployment insurance system.
Some states are building reserves
far above needs, while others
have inadequate funds.
C. Surveying the municipal bond
market for the past 12 months,
Barcus, Kindred & Co., Chicago,
found an increase of $70,245,400
in the volume of state and municipal financing last year compared with the year before. The
1940 total was $1,168,849,865, compared with $1,098,604,265 the year
before. The rising trend was
most pronounced in the closing
months of the year.
C. Farm groups are suggesting
that the United States demand
of Great Britain a statement of
its coming food needs, and that
the administration propose a
good quota of these be filled by
American orders in proportion to
the amount of defense materials
allowed.

IN THE ARMY:
Yard Birds
Slang changes in the army as well
as in civil life. Many veterans of
the World war getting back into
camp today would hardly know what
some of the men were talking about.
For instance, in 1917 a new recruit
was a "ro^'iie," today he is a "yard
bird."
The army is anticipating many
new "yard birds." Some of them
bear names widely known in civil
life. Others drew attention due to
the methods of their arrival.
In the first class was Daniel R.
Topping, millionaire owner of the
Brooklyn Dodgers and husband of
skater-actress Sonja Henie. He has
a low draft number and was classified for immediate duty, although
married. Said Topping: "My wife
is scarcely dependent upon my income." In somewhat the same situation was Yehudi Menuhin, world
famous violinist, also married. A
California board ruled his wife,
the former Nola Nicholas of Austria, has an independent income
and Menuhin had acquired wealth
through his musical genius which
would provide for her. He asked for
no exemption and received none. But
he was given a 90-day leave in order
to complete a planned South American tour.
Arthur Victory Christman, 22, was
a "yard bird." He was born at 11
a. m. November 11, 1918, in New
York. A draft board in New Jersey sent him to camp.
Wendell Grove, 26, a baritone horn
player, read that the Third Infantry
band at Fort Snelling needed his
type of musician. He tried to enlist and was turned down because
he is married. The next day he appeared at the recruiting office with
a note which read: "I hereby certify that I have no objection to my
husband entering the army for a
year. Signed Mrs. Wendell Grove."
He's a "yard bird" now.
Frank B. Thompson, 45, president
of the $5,000,000 Glenmore Distilleries, got a leave of absence and

CONFERENCES:
Miles Apart
Miles apart in spirit and purpose
were two conferences. In Washington met President Roosevelt and
Wendell Willkie, who opposed him
as the 1940 Republican candidate
They came together, agreed in advance that all aid must be given
Britain to defeat Germany. They
sought a formula to battle for that
objective.
In Germany, Hitler and Mussolini
met. The place of their conferences
was kept a secret except that it was
in Germany, and all telephones out
of the Reich were closed down to
prevent the knowledge getting
about.
It was a subtle compliment to the
British air force.
Previously when the two Axis
partners met to discuss war plans
it was at Brenner pass, on the border of the two countries. This time
Mussolini went to Hitler
There
also was a subtle difference there
II Duce had started out on a war of
his own, took a licking on several
fronts and required help to extract
him from the situation which resultg Vine Ualy such
h
probably
more' than was desired
Not only did Hitler send troops a^
planes, tanks and soldiers He' also
sent economic experts, another
subtle point since economic experts
always follow the German armylnS
occupied territory to take over its
economic life.
What transpired at the conference
wasn t made public in detail Announcements merely said the two
leaders had made plans for the 1941

"
guess who made the plans and
who tave the orders.

V1NTHROP ROCKEFELLER, son o)
John D. Rockefeller Jr., oil tycoon, is piclured here as ke was inducted into the
army by a Selective Service board in New
torlc city. He's a "yard-bird" now.

joined the Kentucky National Guard
as a private, although he served in
the World war as a lieutenant. The
following day he was taken out of
the ranks and made captain of the
company in which he enlisted.
Leopold Stokowski, conductor of
the Philadelphia orchestra and
movie producer, is a special kind of
' y a r d bird." He will devote three
days a week to directing the Third
Coast Artillery band at San Pedro
Calif.
'

MISCELLANY:
C. How the army has grown! Now
there are more civilians employed
by the arnty than there were soldiers m fhe entire military establishment a year ago. The war department announced that use of civilians m non-military work is a definite policy and that 180,000 are ncv
so employed.
C. Declaration that a radio station
cannot be an advocate" but mus'
represent all sides of public information "without bias" was made by
the Federal Communications com
mission. The commission rebuked
station WAAB of Boston for deviating from this policy, but renewed
Us license because it said the owner
had pledged "not to color or editorialize" news in the future
«L In the midst of the inaugural
excitement, a daughter was bun,
to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Corcoran
once high on the staff of New D.
advisors.

Washington, D. C.
CRISIS MARCH 15?
Secretaries Stimson and Knox did
not go into details when they told
congress they expected an international crisis in 60 to 90 days, but
actually their war department experts have gone so far as to fix the
approximate date of March 15 for
the crisis to break.
This estimate is based not only
upon the already known fact that
British shipping and its convoys soon
must be reinforced, but also on secret negotiations to establish an
Eastern Front, thus make Hitler
fight two wars instead of one.
This was one of the big reasons
for the pilgrimage of Col. "Wild
Bill" Donovan to North Africa, also
for visits of officials from the Amer| ican embassy in France to'Algiers.
l Their reports are extremely significant—asserting that Marshal Weygand, commander of the French
forces in Africa, has become vigorously pro-British.
Furthermore, he has stated quite
bluntly to American representatives
that if he were sure of getting sufficient tanks, airplanes and ammunition, he would undertake a campaign against the Italians immediately.
These supplies would come to Casablanca, on the coast of French
Morocco, and what is more important, they would come from the United States.
Next move in this strategy, after
crushing the Italians between British-French pincers, would be to
transport French troops to Greece
and further north in order to bolster
the Jugoslavs along the German border. Conversations between the British and Jugoslavs already have progressed to the point where London
believes that country is ready to
resist Hitler. However, the Jugoslavs are most insistent on one thing
—ample munitions.
Furthermore, the Turks have
moved three divisions from Anatolia, in Asiatic Turkey, to Thrace in
European Turkey, in order to be
ready for Hitler.

ROY HOWARD'AND WILLKIE

A LETTER TO MB. DISNEY
Dear Walter Disney:
I have just read in the papen
that you do not think a child could
possibly be scared by any of the
weirder effects in your new picture,
"Fantasia," particularly by the episodes in "Night on Bald Mountain,"
and while you may be right, whal
about the grownups? I give you my
word, Walt, that the scenes in that
episode had me creepy for days
and I still ain't sleeping well. If
that comes under the head of entertainment, then a great idea for the
Follies would be a night in
morgue.

ports that James uri*
Edward Edtoondson
forced tojrtop spread!linghave]
erary garbage because,
suckers. . . I don'tb'v°f at
Bother weekly which
files' complaining a .^jbases all of its Profiles
. ." . One of those „„,,..on i
shortly be shown up as a hi
only interest in a E eace °
is this: If HitlerP £,*"
loses his,personal fort';
mflllon dollars, anda £'
bank:
Nbrtheast will fail
nuhT He doesn't care
happens -to your son's
You are a genius in my book, as he doesn't losejus dough']
Walter, and nobody is even a close
second to you in movie entertainSenator Wheeler
ment, but it would be okay by me who disagrees with him r,
and, I think, most movie fan*, if ger. If you criticize a
the first to yelp he's
. . . Wheeler is the g en t
indorsed for the President,

you would cut out a tendency to go
in for the creepy stuff. You could
throw out the entire night on Bald
Mountain and do the nerve doctors
and psychopathic ward attendants a
great favor.

* *

I know this is supposed to interpret a musical composition for
drums, bass fiddles, cymbals, horse
pistols, dynamite caps and saxophonists with the D.T.'s, but if it
does so, then Moussorgsky should
have stayed in bed where he could
never make the hair of a movie
fan stand on end, man or boy.

* *

"Fantasia" is a beautiful thing
full of what the critics call enchantment, but a smart spectator will
grab his hat and make for the nearest exit when the Bald Mountain
stuff starts. It is nothing but 20
minutes of skeletons, ghosts, flibberty-gibbets and assorted apparitions flying across the .screen like
they was fugitives from Hades, and
I mean the basement not the mezzanine floor. A skeleton rates at the
bottom of the list for purposes of
public entertainment, anyhow, even
if it is a quiet, dignified unassuming
skeleton. And when a skeleton turns
out to be a jitterbug acting as if it
was being auditioned for a ballet it
is no good to nobody nohow, even
with the Philadelphia'Symphony orchestra as sponsor;

Wendell Willkie's decision to go to
London to gather first-hand information to support the lend-lease armament bill brought him a grateful bow
from the White House, but it cost
turn a hot verbal battle with one of
the most potent press backers of
iiis presidential candidacy,
Roy Howard, of the Scripps-Howard group of newspapers and an
ardent "negotiated peace" advocate,
spent the better part of one night
trying to persuade Willkie to drop
* •
the trip plan.
The episode should be retitled
Back-stopping Howard in his arguments was Bruce Barton, former "Heebie-Jeebies *in *Technicolor."
New York congressman and defeatGive them skeletons two weeks'
ed G. O. P. aspirant for the seat of
New Dealer Sen. Jim Mead. Like notice, Walt, and give Bald MounHoward, Barton was one of Willkie's tain back to Hitler, where it must
earliest and staunchest boosters and have come from.
played a leading role in putting
Yours for fewer goose pimples,
with sound.
him over at Philadelphia.
Howard and Barton strove mightElmer TwitcheU.
• * •
ily in their effort to win Willkie over
to their views. But the former G.
BACK HOME STUFF
O. P. standard-bearer stood firmly
(In the other world mar.)
by his guns.
•
"Don't
Talk War" signs hung beHe contended that aiding Britain
to beat back the Axis aggressors hind the bars of all the cafes in
was crucial to U. S. security; that he town . . . The town's best-known
had always advocated this and did saloon owner, who lor years had
not propose to change his position. worn his mustache Kaiser style, sudAlso, that while he didn't pretend denly found himself in a spot . . .
to be a friend of Roosevelt, Roose- There were German spy scares evvelt was elected and if he was to ery day . . . A fellow dropped
function as President he had to have into the local newspaper office from
authority to do so. He (Willkie) the New York Tribune to promote
would have demanded this had he a fund for "Marjorie's Battlebeen elected, so he was not going to ship" . . . There was talk of meatpermit personal feeling or partisan- less days and heatless nights
ship to prevent him from urging Nearly every war bulletin mensuch a policy for his successful rival. tioned Von Kluck's left wing . . .
The kaiser had promised the troops
CELEBRATE INAUGURAL ON
Christmas dinner in Paris . . . PresJACKSON DAY
ident Wilson aroused a storm of ediPresident Roosevelt's inaugura- torial comment by declaring "There
tion took place on January 20, but is such a thing as being too proud
the formal Democratic celebration to fight" . . . Remember?
• * *
of the history-making third-term victory will not take place until March
BROKEN GENTLY
At six, complete with cheek of tan,
That is the date that has been He wished to be a fireman.
fixed for the Jackson Day dinner
the annual affair when all good At ten ambition took a hopDemocrats come to the aid of their He prayed to own a. candy shop.
party with checks. In the past the
dinner usually has been held late in At oh so sweet sixteen his heart
January, but this year, because of Ached to play an actor's part.
the inaugural and a reorganization
within the national committee, it has At twenty, spirits all aglow
quietly been decided to hold it in He hoped to own a Wall Street Co.,
March,
National Chairman Ed Flynn and And now that he's reached fortyJ
his lieutenants hope to make the afeight
fair bigger and more profitable than He wishes he could hibernate!
ever before.
—Richard Avedon.
One plan is to .stage dinners in a
* * *
lot more cities. Another, suggested
DO YOU REMEMBER—
by Richard Reynolds, new national
Away back when all school teachtreasurer, is to combine the victory
celebration with a reunion of all fac- ers were above suspicion of being
enemies of
"* "~
*
'
the American
way ol•
tions; that is, the return to the fold life?
of "absent" leaders.
Among those Reynolds has in
Thete are timet when the fellow who
mind are men like A] Smith and one
from newtboy to miUionair* copilottime Budget Director Lewis Doug- row
ut wishes he could reverie the trip
Roosevelt on foreigenyepo0lTcy! *and
Reynolds believes this opens the
way for a big party rapprochement
by expanding the Jackson Day cele
bration into a unity affair.
MERRY-GO-ROUND
The reason you seldom see a picUr
that
is8 mat

he is
i"613
^ °f 'War ~"Stims°n
ne
camerabulbs hurt his eyes.

•

• •

The football rules committee
made numerous changes at its recent January meeting, but still did
the most neede
n
* reof all: a rule making touchdowns by officials illegal.

, M

,

i Mussolini was the type of
man who could keep hfa chin
«P only to the uwmela

i
,

William Rhodes~Davis <*„
is peddling ert to the wa ,
What's that erl refinery h?
owning in Hamburg, Germa
for—killing mosquitoes?
Kingdon, ex-president of the!
of Newark, is quoted bv
Trib as telling a group
ica's great need is to b e '
covered" . . . Hmmmm.
The Times says editorialJ
all durag the campaign Wiliil
That's not so
Remembf
speeches in which'he clj
FDR was responsible for
and when Willkie said thefl
dent's foreign policy would mil
nation? . . . The New York j
seems to have an abbreviated!

pry.

The Topeka State Journal's*
jraph editor, Arthur J
3rd, thought we'd be intend
the following Associated FKSSU
tge which came over than
n the Kansas City area: "L
New lead British Offensive
Jive Ratzis terrific blasting KX'l
Io, hum' . . . That's not the .
ime we've been on the big-tin
American ships must not
port war supplies to Great B
or appeasers and other irien
Germany would holler blue..
• • But an. American ship .
with war supplies for Japan (foj
war against China), and
said anything about that.
?ened in the Port of Corpus i
Texas . . . The little boy from |
wants peace, too . . . But he i
speeches before acquitted
makers.
Ex-Senator Holt gives out
lints about the people beta'
"•resident "who are workings
ly to ruin the country" .
ell Holt in a jiffy who is 1
he President—The People!
he ostriches who insist tha
s no danger to America a
supporters of our defense.
. If Hitler is no danger-i
are they defending us
British invasion?
Mark HSnllivan, the Wast
sage, laments that Lindberg|
been smeared by some sectii
the press arid public . . . Tf«!J
bad . . . Lindbergh can say
he likes—but if you say wW
like about Lindbergh, you're»
. . . Life say* Vain.Marshal
been smeared by the press •¥
wish someone would define thj
smear to us ...
It used tor
an unfair and untrue attack.)
it seems to describe any
criticism based on facts.
G-Men seem to be always
middle. Senators Norris and
er, John L. Lewis, Max Lo<
(there's a character thatn
ing written up) and the «
claim the G-Men have „
against subversive groups
gressman Dies claims
gone far enough . .
needs a rehearsal.
Senator Hiram Johnson
as saying he is no
"wants to see Hitler
Britain ^iumphant" ,
is he always blocking and i
aid to Britain?
That new song, "I'm Jerk.
from Albuquerque," rpmulffil
Whatever became of Mon
ThorkelsonT . . . Do you/'
know what became of all
pie who belittled our
TMfl
up two years ago?
now wearing tiny
blems in their coat
••••^M—

The Civil Liberties
, „
the fact that some freed0111
Nazi-American Bund has
curbed . . . With the
all civilization at stake-!"0*
things they worry about'
Nation and New Repub"c,,
great concern about the
the Trojan Horse in A— ,«
urge something be done a DO 1
But when the G-Men g e t a l '
like Harry Bridges, "
«t al, these same
G-Men.

*. ;i,'' M si.
ii^

GENERAL
&,d
Hum s.

Various Motifs for
Embroidering Linens)

JOHNSON
swear that I wffl fphnfitlly execute the office of President of the United States, and
•my ability, pre8erVi,^bteet did defend the Constitution of the United States."
By VIRGINIA VALE

IMMFfeium

Washington, D. C.
TWO
MAN
CONTROL
TI7HEN talk began of 50,000 There will doubtless
be considerVV airplanes a year, the Amer- able criticism of the executive order
ican public was surprised to setting up the new War Industries
board—called, for some prideful realearn that it takes at least five son,
"The Office of Production Manmen on the ground to keep one agement."
It may be said that twoman in the air, but the picture man control (Knudsen-Hillman) is
makers of Hollywood consid- an administrative abortion, that not
ered the number rather small; enough authority has been delegatand so on and on.
you see, they use anywhereedThat
criticism will not come from
from thirty to forty persons be- this column
which has been yapping
hind the camera to keep one fojf such action for two years. Mr.
B. M. Baruch, the father of indusactor in front of it.
In a scene made for "That Un- trial mobilizations and war induscertain Feeling," in which Merle tries boards, is also enthusiastic'
I have just been looking up the
Oberon appeared alone before the
camera, there were 35 persons on 1918 documents that set up the War
the set to help her make a shot Industries board. The essential one
which will last 15 seconds on the was a simple two-page letter from
screen. If you're interested, the list President Wilson to Mr. Baruch. It
included two assistant directors, a is far less explicit than President
cameraman, a camera operator, Roosevelt's executive order and
two camera assistants, ten electri- delegates less specific authority. Yet
cians, three carpenters, two prop- it worked to a marvelous result. It
erty men,, four sound men, a paint- worked because, notwithstanding
er, a wardrobe woman, a makeup the supremacy of excellence or the
man, a body makeup woman, a ultimate in sloppiness in drawing up
charts and orders, suchairdresser, a still photographer, a organization
or failure will depend on the
playback operator, a pianist for off- cess
and fitness of one man.
stage sound and a stand-in. The ability
Regardless of organization charts,
thirty-fifth was Director Ernst
"Wherever the MacGregor sits is
Lubitsch.
the head of the table." The principle question is not the curious
Betty Brewer's ship has really "law firm" concept of two-headed
come in at last. Betty's the attrac- executive control (Knudsen-Hilltive but not beauti- man) k While a law firm is utterly
OERE'S pleasure for every
ful youngster who inappropriate
for executive action, A •* needlewoman—a transfer patmade such a hit in the real question is whether or not
"Rangers of For- Bill Knudsen is the MacGregor, as tern in varied small motifs that
tune," remember? Mr. Baruch demonstrably was. It's permits you to make at least a
She's been the bread all up to Knudsen. He says with dozen different* gifts.
• *
winner for her fam- some satisfaction that he can now Pattern 2691 contains
a transfer pattern
1
ily of five for a year "keep his hat on and spit where of 24 motifs ranging from
3x9 Inches to
—she's 13 now. Her he pleases" (which is a quaint com- IVaxUb inches; materials required; color
schemes; Illustrations of stitches. Send
f a m i l y m i g r a t e d bination of the unmelancholy Dane order
to:
from Joplin, Mo., to and Uncle Remus) but now let's see
Sacramento, Calif., whether he will do it. One doubt is
in a flivver, but her that Mr. Hillman is there to tell him
Sewing Circle Needlecratt Dept.
82 Eighth Ave.
New York
Betty Brewer father couldn't find at least where he can't spit.
Work there and BetEnclose 15 cents hi coins for PatThat doesn't trouble me very
ty began singing at conventions and much. I have worked with Sidney
tern .No
banquets.
'
Name
Hillman. The President says he
She went to Hollywood, sang on knows them both and isn't worried.
Address
•••••.................
the radio, lost her job and had to go I know them better and neither am
on relief. She was singing on the I worried. Undivided responsibility
streets for pennies when Sam Wood, is better than compromise, but Mr.
the director, discovered her. Her Hillman is both a realist and a highsecond picture was "The Roundup"; ly educated and intelligent leader.
she's working now in "Las Vegas He will obstruct only on the greatest
Nights," and next will do "Two Bad of provocation and the clearest case.
Angels," and she's just signed a
On complete analysis, what Mr.
brand new contract with Paramount. Hillman has is no more than a limited veto power. In truth, it is less
When constipation brings on add inKatharine Hepburn has had her than that. It is a power to declare
stomach upset, bloating, dizzy
revenge on the people who not so a division resulting in an automatic digestion,
spells,
gas, coated tongue, sour taste and
awfully long ago considered her and instantaneous appeal to Caesar bad breath,
your stomach is probably
"poison at the box office"; her new who, in the clutch of circumstance, "crying the blues"
because your bowels
Metro picture, "The Philadelphia must instantaneously and automat- don't move. It calls for Laxative-Senna
Story," topped all records for New ically decide. That would follow to pull the trigger on those lazy bowels,
wjth Syrup Pepsin to save
York's huge Radio City Music Hall anyway if Knudsen were supreme combined
your touchy stomach from further disfor the last five years. Cary Grant, and any such differences arise as tress.
For years, many Doctors have used
James Stewart, Roland Young and would compel Mr. Hillman to make pepsin compounds as vehicles, or carRuth Hussey give her Berfect sup- a fight.
riers to make other medicines agreeable
* * *
to your stomach. So be sure your laxaport. Miss Hepburn evidently knew
tive contains Syrup Pepsin. Insist on
that she had a good thing when
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
Caldwell's Laxative Senna combined
she found "The Philadelphia Story";
The "Captains and the Kings" of Dr.
with Syrup Pepsin. See how wonderfully
she is still starring in the stage ver- the production lines don't need any i the Laxative Senna wakes up lazy nerves
sion—she is part owner of the play— "talking at" for extreme effort in ', and muscles in your intestines to bring
and she is full owner of the picture, national defense, at least not in the ' welcome relief from constipation. And
good old Syrup Pepsin makes this
as well as its star.
automobile industry. I was asked ! the
so comfortable and easy on
by Mr. Knudsen to pinch-hit for him j laxative
your stomach. Even finicky children
at
his
long-dated
engagement
at
a
love
the
taste of this pleasant family
The success of "Teeny," Fibber
Buy Dr. Caldwell's Laxative
McGee and Molly's little "I betchal." convention of the Society of Automo- laxative.
Senna at your druggist today. Try one
tive Engineers. It was supposed to laxative
girl, is no flash in
that comforts your stomach, too.
be a "pep talk," a sort of harangue
the pan. Marian
especially
urging
the
farming
out
of
Jordan, who plays
orders,' greater co-operation with
"Teeny" as well as
In Turmoil
the airplane Industry and the inven"Molly," was one of
In seasons of tumult and distion of methods to use all idle skilled cord bad men have most power;
radio's pioneers in
men and idle machinery.
j mental and moral excellence readding a child's
My prepared talk sounded pretty ! quire peace and quietness.—Tacivoice to her repersilly. I arrived in Detroit several tus.
toire of characters.
hours before I was scheduled to talk.
She did her littleIn conversations with old friends in
girl routine fully 12
a
this industry and in press announceyears ago in Chicaments that day, it became apparent
go as part of Kaltenmeyer's Kinder- Marian Jordan that all I was supposed to talk about ,
is being done, was started long ago
garten, one of radio's first network children shows. and is proceeding with all the speed |
that is to be expected >
HEED THIS ADVICE 11
Fibber McGee and Molly weren't and vigor
this particularly swift and
Thousands ol women
even names on a radio script until from
industry.
are helped to go smilsix years later, when Don Quinn, robust
ing thru distress peculAll
the
large
companies
are
joined
iar to women—caused
the Jordans' script writer, thought up with the big airplane 'companies
by this period In life—
them up.
with Lydla E. Plnkto produce parts or engines for airham's Vegetable Complane assemblies on a scale that is
.A£s9Bte. pound—famous for
If the "Quizz Kids" are among dizzy in its magnitude. There may
over 60 years. Fin ttlmm'8 Compound
etpeoially for women—has
your radio favorites prepare to see once have been some mutual rivalry, ' —made
helped' thousands to relieve such
them on the screen before long. some fear among the aircraft manuweak, nervous feelings due to tula
.functional disturbance. Try Itl
They're making; a series of shorts at facturers that the automobile people
Paramount's Long Island studios. would like to take over their busiThe star performer is sure to be ness, some apprehension among the
that very young man, Gerard Dar- motor folk that airplane work would
row, who ranks with John Kieran hamper car production. There is no
of "Information Please" when it evidence of anything of that kind
comes to natural history.
now.
The Detroit people are actually
Don't be surprised if you happen taking
the lead in combined producto meet your favorite radio stars tion and,
so far as I can see', holdand discover that their voices sound ing back nothing.
It isn't confined
altogether different than they do to aircraft production
either. These
when you hear them on the screen great manufacturing establishments
• ADVERTISING
or radio. Rudy Vallee, John Barry- are straining every effort to do whatrepresents the leadership of
more and Billie Burke are outstand- ever the Office of Production Mana nation. It points the way.
ing examples of this difference in agement wants them to do on tanks,
voices; theirs are all pitched lower shells,
guns, cartridge cases,
We merely follow—folio w to
naturally than they are when they armored cars
or whatever else they
come over the air.
new heights of comfort, of
can fit into their production lines.
convenience, of happiness.
They are not haggling about profODDS AND ENDS
its or commercial conditions. This
As time goes on advertisH. Franchot Tone HUM signed up to make confirms at the manufacturing end
two picture* a year for five yeart for Uni- what I heard at the overhead maning
is used more and more,
versal.
agement end in Washington before
D. Charles Bayer co-start with Deanna I came to Detroit.
and as it is used more we
Ourbin in "Ready for Romance"—which
In many ways, the extent to which
all profit more. If s the way
D«anna it.
this has gone is astonishing. In our
D. Samei Cagney and the newly-wed Bette competitive system where combinaadvertising has—
Davit will co-star for the first time in "The tion and joint action by manufacBridt Came C. O. D."
turing concerns is forbidden under
of bringing a profit fo'
Bing Crosby and Bob Hope are going heavy penalty by the law, it requires
•verybody concerned,
to play golf for Britain. They've an- at least some government leadernounced that they will begin a golfing tour ship, if not outright government
ffc» consumer inclwM
m March, teemed with two golf profetnionalt, the proceeds going V\ Brituh war relief. sanction, for competitors to act together.
(Released by Weitern Newspaper Union.)

-'•Old Tippecanoe" Harrison, Indian fighter, rides in triumph to be inaugurated President of
WATSON
er Union.)

K)N DAY in
^historic occa/eral reasons,
most colorpolitical conary of the nahad siicceed; a Presidenfor the first
were ready to
, big way.
• rain, the greatyet attended
crowded into
"Old Tippecaie President,
at daybreak
of the big
jjiV morning a earby four white
" by the Whigs of
for him at his
general insisted
eback to his innted on a white
iri escort of mounti rode to the Capi: hat in. his hand
to the cheering
1 along his route.
; streamed "TippeIjfrom Virginia and
bragging floats on
|:<was mounted a log
ard cider barrel in
oonskin nailed to
>phetic of the new
just opening in
a power loom,
i wagon, sent there
; Laurel, Md.
|ffb,000 persons gath'he east portico of
near his inaugural
'they heard the
(that any President
on that occasion.
|Van hour, without
the biting wind
s s h e d . But that
(^beginning of his

served by an American President.
Twenty years later an even
more momentous inaugural parade moved through the streets of
Washington. In a carriage was
James Buchanan, an old man in
a rusty swallow-tailed coat,
slumped down beside a tall, lanky
backwoodsman from Illinois in a
new black suit and a shining high

augurated in 1869, again soldiers
were on guard because theie nad
been threats against his life. But
again fears for the safety of the
President-elect proved groundless. Grant's inauguration drew
the biggest crowd that had yet
gathered in Washington for this
event. Many had to walk the
streets of the city all night because the hotels were filled and

March 4,1861—Chief Justice Taney administers the oath to Abraham
Lincoln.
hat with a gold-headed cane in
they could obtain no lodging.
i he stood in a
his hand.
Grant laid aside his inevitable
(White House,
Double flies of cavalry rode on
cigar
when he was sworn in but
ousands who
each side of the carriage as it
disappointed the crowd by not
to shake his
moved along. Pennsylvania avewearing his uniform of blue.
ht there were
nue and riflemen were stationed
Throughout the reading of his inand the old
on roofs commanding the thoraugural address his little daugh68—the oldest
oughfare. For men in the South
ter, Nellie, who had slipped away
President),
v.
had sworn that Abraham Lincoln
from her mother, stood beside
i excitement of the
should never be sworn in as Preshim and held his hand..
Tail three.
ident of tb.e.Dtoijnitedj S^tes. But
His second inauguration took
place on one of the coldest March
fourths ever recorded hi the national capital. Many people were
frostbitten, as were some of the
West Point cadets who- paraded
without their overcoats, The inaugural ball was a failure because the building was so cold
that the musicians could scarcely play, the refreshments were
frozen solid and none of the
guests dared remove their outer
wraps.
Wilson's first inaugural was little more than a triumphal procession of Democrats celebrating
their first victory since Cleveland
and it was marked by the presence of suffragists in the parade.
It was marked also by the first
illumination of the capital by
searchlight. His second inauguration was without the customary
festivities, due to the threat of
-.\ • - • /".'I- ; .- • ' * •
4war hanging over the nation.
i 4,1913—Woodrow Wilson takes the oath of office.
Again .a President-elect rode to
and from the Capitol between
L;Jast ball was over,
the journey was made without unlines of heavily-armed soldiers
| returned to the Whitetoward incident.
and with armed watchers on the
he was too tired to
A few minutes later the tall
roof tops. A cold, misty rainnors of exhaustion
lanky man came out on the east
storm added to the gloom of the
Ay as he stumbled
portico, to be greeted by only the
occasion. It sent the President
jlOutsJde his window an
laintest of cheers. Then, standto bed with a cold, thus giving
got and the next
ing before Chief Justice Taney of
impetus to the demand that InB general complained
the Supreme Court, he took the
auguration Day be moved forltag dog had kept him
oath of office. As he drew the
ward to April, as it had been when
Negro servants in the
manuscript of his address from
our first President, George WashMansion shook their
his pocket, he could find no place
ington, was sworn in.
lOualy. it was a "sign,"
to put his hat. So Stephen A.
Instead the date was moved
And they were right.
Douglas, his old friend and poback to January 20 and the first
a month President
litical enemy, stepped forward
President to take his oath of of, . Harrison died of
with the remark "If I can't be
fice on that date was Franklin
i had contracted while
President, at least I can hold the
D. Roosevelt, who will take
^.s maugurai address.
President's hat."
it again on January 20, 1941—for
|been the shortest term
When Ulysses 8. Grant was inthe third time!
1

Pull the Trigger on
Lazy Bowels, and
Comfort Stomach, too

MIDDLE-AG
WOMEN

ADVERTISING

THE

L and G R A I N
)ME IN AND SEE US FOR
A SQUARE DEAL
THE KUNZ GRAIN CO.
Bert C. Ramns, Mgr.
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eked up by the
through Red
partial loss of
i in one eye. The
asses, and
Centered his eye-

and John (Murphy, of Grinnell, became concerned over the diminishing
number of hairs on their heads. Each
thought the other would become bald
first, and to prove his point, bet that
after 12 years he would have more
hairs on his head than the other. Now
that time has passed, and they are
still unable to fully settle the question and are submitting the problem
for popular judgment of the people of
Grinnell.

ieves.

Not Censored.
safe for
On February 22, 1939, before cenPoint. The
Thief De- sorship was imposed on mail leaving
last week re- Germany, Mrs. Albert Grossman's,
ers and decided Elkader, brother mailed a letter to
organization for her. However, it did not arrive until
- year, they decid- January 6, 1941.
| of automobiles or
To School.
art of their inAnna- Roupe,
the 16-year-old
Eldora girl, who has had 33 broken
bones during her life-time, will now
Fairfield and be able to keep in closer touch with
idge, caught a her schoolmates through the use of a
loudspeaker-telephone system. Anna
I week.
has been unable to attend school
since she was in the 4th. grade, but
ir-old boy of has been instructed at home by a
P ill, the effect of tutor.
fcoins.
Fall.
laska.
L. H. Broer, 77, of New Providence,
of Fairbanks, fell 20 feet from a haymow in the barn
ffur coat with parka at his home. He was very lucky—no
asins, arrived in bones were broken.
week, to see what
establishing her
Runaway.
Dow City residents were "entertained" when a team of horses ran
Jpset.
away. The horses were not stopped
etween a car and until they became entangled in the
the tractor clothes line at the A. C. Rigsby
• fast and turned home.
^Fisher, of Jolley,
liired.
Turtles.
Kenard Baer, Cresco, caught a num(tool.
ber of turtles last summer, and kept
tool students had them frozen until this winter. Rei recently when the .cently, Mir., and Mrs. Baer entertainnt broke down.
ed a number of friends at a dinner,
using turtle meat as a feature of the
menu.
ftttTe.
cattle belonging to
Rats.
and son of Kalona
The Decorah city council is doing
result of eating
had been left un- its bit to rid the town of rats. They
recently purchased 120,000 cubes of
rat poison, which are to be placed at
stragetic places.
ckles.
to obtain a license
on county in 1941,
New Fire Truck.
Bessie Corcoran, of
It was necessary to have the fire
paid for the house at Belle Plaine made larger to
kles saved for the accommodate the new rural fire truck
which is being put into service soon.
.not;

De

i Dance.

are gone forever"
limnus of Cornell
non, Iowa, visiting
>-a big kick out of
tthe college gym.
jjvity that almost
out when he
ack in 1917.

Play.
Bloomfield women and girls over
school age can now have their play.
A weekly play period is being started,
with Miss Caroline Grow, local girls
physical education instructor, assisting in planning the games.

Pony Falls.
Arnold 'Deist, of near Audubon,
received a broken leg last week when
Lloyd Breeden the pony he was riding, fell.

THt
tLINE WITH

CONTROL"
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BY THE WAY.
By L. F. M.

How many of you saw and read the
current issue of Anita Hi-Lites?
We've read ft from cover to'cover and
then gone back and reread parts of
ft ... The editorials are good, we
think . . . it doesn't seem possible
that it has been five years since we
went to the Operetta, and the lights
went out, and Bee Scholl kept on
singing, and then we had to go back
the next week and see it all over . . .
or wasn't that the operetta ? . . . let's
have another this year, some of us
might say that it takes an awful lot of
practice time, but, oh how proud we
are to see our kids performing on the
<Bti*ge.
* * *
There's a young man twenty-six
years old in Pittsburg, Pa., who, although he has been crippled by
arthritis for nine years, still broadcasts a program of "Cheerie Chatter"
for shut-ins.
'
* * *
What a boom to humanity is the
telephone, especially the party line
when the weather is as it's been for
the last few days.
* * *
Did you know that more than five
tons of rattlesnake meat is consumed
in America every year? They say
it's delicious and tastes much like juicy
chicken meat. No thank you, we
prefer hog meat.
* * *
It's been a hundred and two years
since the Morse telegraph was first
put into use and sixty-one years since
Edison proved to the world that he
could make a "light in a bottle."
* * *
Did you hear Col. Teddy Roosevelt
introduce his wife, Eleanor, to a radio
audience Sunday night? He said,
"This is my wife, Eleanor Roosevelt,
of the Oyster Bay Roosevelts" . . .
Wouldn't his father have loved that?
* * *
Rumor says that the other Eleanor
Roosevelt, of the White House, is
planning a flying trip to England and
Ireland. We echo the hope of the
reporter who said that if she goes he
hopes she has a safe return.
-- » » »
Kenny Baker and Dennis Day are
our favorite voices on the air . . .
especially when they sing,."A Little
Bit 0' Heaven."
* • •
Henry Himself says that "money
may not buy happiness but you can
purchase a change of misery with
it."
* * *
To Marion: Happy Birthday, son.
If we can judge by the schedule planned for that day, it looks as if this will
prove to be one of the busiest birthdays you have had. We hope it will
also be one of the best.

OLE SAYS.
Folks ask me if I drink... I don't.
Folks wonder if I smoke... I don't.
Folks ask me if I gamble or play
cards... I don't.
Folks wonder if I date or pet... I
don't.
(Folks wonder if I have any f u n . . . I
don't.
* * *
The above may bring about the
question, "What is fun?"
* * *
Fun is just what you make of it.
A great many young folks call the
above "fun." Such ideas are risky
and, when all boiled down,, costly
and unwholesome.
* * •
One can find pleasure in all things.
Interesting work is fun; clean sports
are fun; hobbies are fun; numerous
other pastimes are fun.
* * •
If you call the above "fun," think
again. You should change your
mind.
Robert Scott was in Massena Sunday where he gave the Masonic ritualistic service at the funeral of C. L.
Shields which was held that day.
NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATOR.

We Specialize in
fbil Winter Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

CALL 244

W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA

In the District Court of the State of
Iowa, In and For Cass County.
In the Matter of the Estate of J. P.
Wilson, Deceased.
To Whom It iMiay Concern:
Notice is hereby given that the undersigned has been appointed and has
qualified as Administrator of the Estate of J. P. Wilson, late of Cass
County, Iowa, deceased. All persons
in any manner indebted to. said deceased or his estate will make payment to the undersigned; and those
having claims against said deceased
or his estate will present them in
manner and form as by law required,
for allowance and payment.
Dated this 2nd. day of January,
A. D., 1941.
H. C. Faulkner,
Administrator of said estate.
By E. S. Holton,
Attorney for said Estate.

Miss Fern Long, a teacher in the
Anita schools, spent the week end at
her home in Bussey, Ipwa.
Mrs. Pearl Ninert of Los Angeles,
Gal., is visiting in Anita at the home
of her sister, Mrs Dennis Pearce and
husband

EVENINGS
FIRST
SHOW
7 P. M.

A

21c

WED. — THURS.
ECONOMY SHOW
DOUBLE FEATURE

William R. Cryer and William
Steele, who were called to Morris,
111., last week by the death of their
uncle and brother, returned to their
homes Sunday.
~
Mrs. William Cryer was hostess to
the Anita Literary Club Thursday
afternoon at her home on East Main
Street. iMIrs. G. M. DteCamp and
Miss Mattie Butler were in charge of
the program which consisted of
famous birthdays and
historical
events of January.
The members of the Union club
were guests Thursday noon of (Mrs.
Charles Blue at the Congregational
church dinner. Following the dinner
the members of the club helped the
ladies aid of the church quilt. The
next meeting will be held on Feb. 6
with Mrs. James Brown.
Miss Jetta Knowlton entertained the
faculty of the Anita school, wives of
the men faculty members and Miss
Geraldine Cleaver at a party Saturday evening. Games and bridge were
played at which M. M. Feller received
high score and Mrs. Feller low score.
A lunch was served to those present.
The members of the Knot-a-Kare
bridge club were guests Wednesday
afternoon of Mrs. H. A. Gill vat her
home on Walnut Street. Mrs. G. M.
Adair, Mrs. Herbert Blartley, Mrs.
Robert Scott, Mrs. Fred Sheley and
Mrs. C. H. Johnson were guests. High
score at bridge was held by Mrs. G.
M. DeCamp.
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2 P. M.
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HILARIOUS!
SEX-PLOSIVE!
One Of The Best
You'll
Ever
See
JND

HIT No. 2
Hot Off
the Front
Pages!

BRIAN

•AHERNE
'VIRGINIA BRUCE

By
Edgar Hoover
Chief of U. S.
Secret Service

FRI.-SAT. JAN.24-25 — SAT.MATINEE 21c
Most Famous Farm Story!
Companion Feature
lD..P.d0rnH~H.luai^&m No Mercy For BAD MEN!

LADDIE

brBENESTRATTON-PORTER

TIM HOLT • VIRGINIA filLMORE • JOHN
CARNU>SraiNBBYIN6TON*UOIADlorictiifi
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"She Married The
Man Who
Wasn't There!
And Then He
Came To Life
I—WOW!

'THIRD HHGER,
ttnfaf

.ft*

MymaLOY'Metvyn DOUGLAS
Eight members and two visitors,
' Also
RaynMdWALBURN'LH BOWMAN
Mrs. Bud Lovell and Mrs. Vernon
Bontti tiUNVUE • FMh BRESSWr
American Parade
Lambertsen, were guests Thursday
Latest .News
of Mrs. Frank Sohlater at her home
southwest of Anita. A good afternoon was spent by the ladies. The
next meeting of the club will be held
Wilbur Young, vocational agriculRoy Taylor, well known farmer
on Feb. 16 at the home of MIrs. ture instructor in the Anita school, living southeast of Anita, is seriously
Merle Denne.
went to Ames Friday afternoon to ill at his home suffering from heart
accompany his wife to Anita Satur- trouble.
The members of the 2-1-2-1-2 din- day. Mrs. Young recently resigned
ner and bridge club were guests Thurs- her position at Iowa State college.
The Highland bridge club were
day evening of Mr. and Mfs. Harold
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Koob
McDermott at the home of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smith enter- Saturday evening at their home northMrs. A. R. Robinson. Following a tained their pinochle club Saturday west of Anita. High scores were
covered dish dinner, the evening was evening at their home north of Anita. held by Mrs. Chas. Jewett and Harlan
spent playing bridge with high scores Additional guests were Mr. and iMrs. CWttins.
being held by Mrs. Cecil G. Budd and Carsten Henneberg. High scores
Mr. iMcDermott.
were held by Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
J. J. Lutter of Carroll, a repreKearns.
sentative
from the U. S. Navy reThe Original Sunshine club met
cruiting sub-station in that city, will
Thursday at the home of Mrs. John
The Past Miatrons club were guests be in Anita at the postoffice ThursBaylor east of Anita. A covered
of
Mrs. W. T. Biggs Monday after- day morning at 11:00 a. m. for about
dish dinner was served at noon to the
five members and three visitors pres- noon at her home on West Main Street. one hour. Any young man between
ent and the afternoon was spent Assisting hostesses were Mrs. A. V. the ages of 17 and 31 interested in
socially. The next meeting of the Robinson, Mrs. F. D. Weimer, Mrs, joining the navy should contact Mr.
club will be held on Feb. 13 at the Lafe Koob, Mrs. Herbert Hartley, Mrs. Lutter at that time.
Ed. L. Carlton and Mrs. Chas. Robison.
home of Mrs. Clyde Falconer.
A three-course luncheon was served at
Mrs. Robert Scott was hostess to 1:00 o'clock honoring 'Mtrs. A. A. Johnthe members of the Friday bridge son, retiring matron. Eighteen memDR.B.L.MEURER
club Friday afternoon at her home on bers and one visitor, Mrs. Fred McAdair, Iowa
Locust Street. Guests, besides the Bride of Huron, S. D., were present.
members, were Mrs. George Shaffer, At the business meeting following the
Mrs. Harry Gill, Mrs. Lester Scholl, luncheon, which was jn charge of Mrs. X-Ray and Neurocalometer Service
Office Hours: 9 to 12—1:30 to 6.
Mrs. Sydney Maduff, Mrs. Chester A. G. M. DeCamp, plans were discussed
Sat.
Kite 7 to 10. Sun. 10 to 11 a. m.
Long, Mrs. M. M. Feller and Mrs. A. concerning the forthcoming Past
Phone 37.
V. Robinson. High score for the af- Matrons and Past Patrons banquet.
ternoon was held by Mrs. Scholl.
Ten members of the Friendly
Circle club met Wednesday afternoon at the home of Mrs. Harry
Johnson north of Anita. 'Mrs. Lars
Christensen was the winner of a
contest put on by Mrs. Johnson.
Fancy work was also done for the
hostess and a lunch was served late
in the afternoon. The next meeting
of the club will be held on Jan. 29 at
the home of Mrs. Frank Neighbor.
The members of the Bide-a-Wee
bridge club, together with their husbands, were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
A. V. Robinson, Mir. and Mrs. Wayne
Jewett, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Scholl
and 'Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Turner at
the Turner home Friday evening. Mr.
and Mrs. Solon A. Karns were additional guests. The evening was spent
playing bridge with high scores being
held by Mrs. Herbert Bartley and
Floyd Dement. A lunch was served
Following the bridge sessions.
The Anita high school basketball
team last another game Friday evening to a fast, sharpshooting Fontanelle
five by a score of 17 to 35. The victors led at the half time period, 15 to
The
Fontanelle seconds also
triumphed in a much closer and exciting game by a score of 15 to 20.
Coach Earl Bock, of the Anita team
has been working very hard to produce a good team this year, but due
to the lack of experienc^ of- most of
his boys, he has been unable to win
but one game this year. The boys are
showing up much better now than they
did at the first of the year, but they
still are unable to connect with enough baskets to put them out in front
at the end of the game.

Music and Dancing Lessons
Every Thursday
1 P. M. to 8:30 P. M.
I. O. 0. F. Hall

—

Anita, Iowa

Feed Your Home Grown Grains And
MERIT CONCENTRATE
THE FARMERS COOP.
C. F. DARROW. Manager

HIGH PRICED
BEEF AND PORK
Plus Changeable Weather Should Be a Convincing
Argument in Favor of a Refrigerated Locker.
Better See Us About One and Be Safe.
THERE IS ONE NEAR YOU

Miller's Lockers
ANITA - WIOTA - CUMBERLAND

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL
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By HAHOLD L. LUNDQUIST. D. D.
Dean of The Moody Bible Institute
of Chicago.
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)
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RESTAURANT MEN ARISE!

Lesson for January 26

"Washington.—A meeting at the ReI lonal Restaurant Convention was told by
speaker* here that restaurant owners
should serve foods which would help national security. 'Restaurant men should
put their knowledge of nutrition and 1diet
to work In the cause of defense, a
speaker said. 'They can help Improve,
the stamina of America.' "—News Item.
•- » •

Elmer Twitchell was much interested in the above item. As an old
restaurant man himself, 'the idea absorbed his interest. "I think there's
something in it," he declared. "You
take a hamburger . . .
The reporter reached out to take
one, but Mr. Twitchell explained he
was speaking figuratively.
"Take a hamburger. There are
hamburgers and hamburgers. I
don't know how
they rate
in the matter tof stamina,
but the kind many restaurants serve today certainly make a man want to
fight."
"What about all-hots?" he was
asked.
"The all-hot rates about B plus in
a defense program," explained Elmer solemnly, consulting
his charts. "They are not
only nutritious, but they
are a national habit. They
are a part of the American
system. Take our frankfurters and
rolls away from us and our morale
would undergo terrific damage."
* * *
"How does the combo or ham and
egg on rye rate hi a national defense
program?"
"Our tests have shown," replied
Elmer, "that a man cannot remain
an adequate fighting unit
as long on the combo as
he can on a three-decker
liverwurst with lettuce and
mayonnaise, but he is
within one point ten of being' as
durable, as a man who prefers a
salami on a hard roll."
"What about the minute steak?"
"This minute steak business demands an immediate study,"
snapped Mr. Twitchell. "It
covers too much territory.
I ordered a minute steak
sandwich in a fairly good
restaurant last night. It
unfitted me even for draft purposes
by loosening all my front teeth."
* * *
"How about chicken salad as an
aid to national security?"
"I understand there are places,
where chicken salad is chicken salad," replied Elmer, "but
I have not been able to locate 'em. There is nothing
in the chicken salads I
have ordered that would
sustain a man through a minor skirmish with a platoon of Singer midgets."
"What about the cheeseburger
sandwich? Could the nation put its
trust in that in tune of war?"
"The war and navy departments
have the cheeseburger under consideration at this moment. Messrs.
Stimson, Knox and others had a special session to determine the proper place of the cheeseburger in any
defense program," said Elmer.
"How about beef stew and
beans?"
"Now you're talking sense," concluded Elmer. "No matter what the
restaurant man or the defense bodies may suggest,
stew and beans are what
the fighting forces will get
. . . and past performances show it ain't half bad."
* « •
Reaction to the ASCAP-Radio War.
I cannot get the old sweet songs;
Somehow it strikes me funny
That those who write of "love, and
you"
Can think so much of money.
* » •
if ell, anyhow, the ban on all those song
hits on the chain radios has kitted off the
fellow who was always asking for request
numbers.

* • •

PLAN from

UNDAY!
CHOOL Lesson

The best slogan for America in
the present crisis is reported on bill,
boards in Miami: "AMERICA,
LOVE IT OR LEAVE IT."
* * *
Germany has gone to the rescue
of Italy. This may turn out to mark
the introduction of a new type of
German warfare: Rescue with pursuit.
* * •
Observations.
Misfortune, friends, befell me,
I hate to walk an inch;
1 let some salesmen sell me
A pair of shoes that pinch.
* * *
Have you broken any New Year's
resolutions yet?
* * *
This looks like a year when a
good slogan for anybody is, "Never
change skis in midair!"
* • •
DEFENSE PROGRAM STUFF
("New army camps are at least a inomh
behind schedule."—Mews Item.)

•Last night I saw most everywhere
An army camp that wasn't there;
It wasn't there again today—
I hope the foe will keep away!
* • *

The present horizon
To II Duce is "pizon."
* * •

THE GIST OF IT
Marshal Graziani's report, boiled
down, would read, "1 ahoulda stayed
in bed." •

Lesson subjects and Scripture texts selected and copyrighted by International
Council of Religious Education: used by
permission.

CHRIST'S CONCERN
FOR THE LOST
LESSON TEXT—Luke 15:1-10.
GOLDEN TEXT—The Son of man Is come
to seek and to save that which was lost.—
Luke 19:10.

MID-WINTER MENUS
(See Recipes Below) You may have a mental filing
system for your menus, or you may
jot down your meal ideas and slip
them into a recipe box. Either way,
the chances are that mid-winter
finds you in the market for some
fresh and workable ideas for what
to feed the family.
First and foremost, you will want
your winter menus to be warming
and heartening.
The calorie content m. y be a
little higher because more energy is needed to
supply heat and
because the cold
stimulates us to
more activity. Vitamin suppliers
need to be carefully watched. With your garden
adrift with snow, not so many fresh
vegetables and fruits will find their
way to your table without a special effort on your part.
Even if fresh peas, green beans
and vine-ripened tomatoes are out
of reach, almost any market boasts
Whole bins filled with apples, sweet
potatoes, cabbage and carrots—all
of them potent sources of vitamins.
Plenty of grapefruit, oranges and
tomato juice will help to replace the
fresh tomatoes.
_But now for the menus I Two are
dinners—one built around a fragrant,
red-brown dish of Hungarian goulash served with plenty of hot buttered noodles; the other, sausages
baked under a covering of Yorkshire pudding.' The third meal is a
hot soup luncheon.
Hungarian Goulash
Buttered Noodles
Salad Bowl
(spinach, carrot, raw cauliflower)
Brazil Nut Cherry Pie
Coffee
Milk
Yorkshire Sausages
Canned Green Beans with
Mustard Butter Sauce
Whole Carrots
Red Cabbage Salad
Honey Spice Cake
Coffee
Milk
Tomato Chicken Soup
Swiss Cheese Sandwiches
Grapefruit and Apple Salad
Frosted Ginger Bars
Tea
Milk
Red Cabbage Salad.
(Serves 5 to 6)
2 cups red cabbage (shredded fine)
3 tart, red cooking apples (unpeeled) (diced)
1 cup grated carrot
4 tablespoons brown sugar
3 tablespoons vinegar
2 tablespoons French dressing (prepared)
Buy a small, solid young head of
red cabbage, one with thin,'tender
leaves. Remove
core, and shred
very fine. Place
shredded cabbage
in ice water for
30 minutes to
crisp it. Combine
cabbage, diced
apple and grated carrot. Mix brown
sugar, vinegar and French dressing and pour over salad. Toss lightly, until dressing is thoroughly
mixed with salad.
Hungarian Goulash
(Serves 4 to 5)
1% pounds beef round (cubed)
3 tablespoons fat
3 beef bouillon cubes
3 cups hot water
% clove garlic
% bay leaf
Vfe teaspoon salt
Few grains cayenne pepper
2 cups cubed potatoes
IVi tablespoons butter
IVfe tablespoons flour
1 tablespoon paprika
1 cup canned tomatoes (sieved)
Have beef cut in 1%-inch cubes.
Brown on all sides in hot fat, then
add ; bouillon cubes dissolved in hot
water. Add garlic, bay leaf, salt
and cayenne pepper and simmer
the mixture for 2 hours. Remove
garlic and bay leaf, and add potatoes cut in %-inch cubes. Cook 30
minutes, then remove Vi cup of
broth from pan and cool. Combine
with melted buUer, flour, and paprika, and blend into a smooth paste.
Add to goulash, stirring constantly:
cook until thick, abouLS minutes. Add

sieved tomato and cook 10 more
minutes.
Brazil Nat Cherry Pie.
(Makes 1 9-inch pie)
2% cups sour, red cherries
(canned)
1 cup cherry juice
3 tablespoons cornstarch
1 cup sugar
1 tablespoon butter
% cup sliced Brazil nuts
Drain cherries, and set aside the
juice. Blend cornstarch artd sugar
in a saucepan; add cherry juice.
Place over heat and cook, stirring
constantly until thickened, about 3
minutes. Remove from the heat,
add drained cherries, butter and
Brazil nuts. Pour the filling into a
9-inch pie plate lined with pastry.
Moisten the edge of the pie with
cold water; arrange lattice of pastry
strips across pie. Press down rim
with fork. Bake in hot oven (450
degrees Fahrenheit) 15 minutes,
then in moderate oven (350 degrees
Fahrenheit) for 30 minutes.
Honey Spice Cake.
3 cups sifted cake flour
3 teaspoons baking powder
% teaspoon salt
% teaspoon soda
1% teaspoons cinnamon
% teaspoon cloves
% teaspoon nutmeg
% cup butter or other shortening
% cup sugar
% cup strained honey
2 egg yolks, well beaten
% cup chopped nut meats
1 teaspoon vanilla
94 cup Water
2 egg whites (stiffly beaten)
Sift cake flour once, add baking
powder, salt, soda, and spices and
sift together three times. Cream butter thoroughly, add sugar, and
cream together until light and fluffy.
Add honey gradually. Beat after
each addition. Add egg yolks, nuts,
and vanilla; beat well. Add flour,
alternately with water, a small
amount at a time. Beat after each
addition until smooth. Fold in stiffly
beaten egg whites. Bake in a paperlined greased loaf pan (9 by 13 by 2
inches) in moderate oven (350 degrees) for 50 minutes.
Tomato Chicken Soup.
(Serves 6)
2 tablespoons onion (finely chopped)
1 tablespoon butter
2 No. 1 cans condensed chicken
soup
1 No. 1 can condensed tomato
soup
I'/fe cups water
1% cup l i g h t
cream or milk
V4 te-spoon salt
% teaspoon white pepper
Saute onion in butter until yellow
and transparent. Add chicken soup,
tomato soup, water, milk, salt and
white pepper. Stir thoroughly and
heat to serving temperature.
Apricot Sweet Potatoes.
(Serves 6)
6 medium-sized sweet potatoes
% pound dried apricots
% cup water
% cup sugar
% teaspoon salt
Peel sweet potatoes and cook in
boiling salted water (1 teaspoon per
quart) until tender, about 35 minutes. Mash with a potato masher.
Cover apricots with water and let
soak for 30 minutes. Then simmer
until tender, about 25 minutes. Mash
the fruit to a pulp and add sugar
and salt. Whip apricot pulp with
sweet potatoes until very well blended. Serve very hot. Apricot sweet
potatoes are especially good with
ham and broccoli.
WHEN DAUGHTER LEARNS
TO COOK
Is your teen - age daughter
learning to cook? Father will encourage her efforts if she learns
to prepare the kind of good Substantial food he likes. Eleanor
Howe's Cook Book "Feeding Father" will tell her how in simple,
easy-to-follow language. She'll
even learn to bake his favorite
chocolate cake without much supervision from you.
Simply send 10 cents to coin to
"Feeding Father" care of Eleanor Howe, 919 North Michigan
Avenue. Chicago, Illinois to get
hex a copy.
<B*lcaM>c» by- Western Ncw*0i»p«* Unload

Lost! What fear and disquietude
grips our hearts when we hear that
word! A little boy strays away into
the forest, and the whole countryside gives up its work to go and seek
him. An airship fails to reach its
destination, and hundreds of ships
go to seek after it, while an entire
nation waits in suspense. A ship
is lost at sea, and the whole world
grieves.
But listen! It is only when applied to the spiritual life that the
word "lost" finds its real depth of
meaning. To be "without God in
the world" (Eph. 2:12) and without
hope—that is to really be lost. Yet
parents who would not rest a moment while their child was physically lost go on without concern over
his spiritual condition.
Our Lord had no such unconcern.
He was deeply moved over the lost
condition of men; He came "to seek
and to save that which was lost."
The two parables of our lesson teach
us three truths.
(
I. Lost and Lamented (w. 1-4, 8).
The publicans and sinners recognized their need of a Saviour and
He, knowing their lost condition, received them, much to the disgust of
the Pharisees and scribes who felt
no need to be saved. They have
their descendants in our churches
today.
The good shepherd cannot rest
while one of the sheep is lost.
Though "there were ninety and nine
that safely lay in the shelter of the
fold," he sought the lost one. His
grief-stricken heart compelled him
to go out into the night to find him.
One wonders how we who profess
to follow Christ, the Good Shepherd,
can be so complacent about the lost.
What if we do have the ninety and
nine in church—where is the lost
one? Even if we do have a large
Sunday School class—where are the
boys and girls who are lost? Do
our hearts grieve over them? If so,
we will go and seek them. We who
would quickly join the woman in
seeking for her coin—will we join
uie Saviour in seeking the lost?
II. Sought by Sacrifice (vv. 4, 8).
The woman laid aside her usual
duties and the pleasures of life to
seek her coin. The shepherd left
the warmth, the comfort, and the
rest which he had earned to go out
into the wilderness to seek bis
sheep.
"But none of the ransomed ever
knew
How deep were the waters
crossed;
Nor how dark was the night that
the Lord passed through
Ere He found His sheep that was
lost."
Soul-winning calls for sacrifice.
If the love of Christ constrains us,
we will do it gladly, but if the selfseeking, comfort-loving spirit of this
age controls our lives, we will always find some excuse (not a reason, but an excuse).

Bloomin' Parrot Was
Passing Its Lesson On
Bert had spent hours trying to
teach his parrot to say "Hello,
Uncle," ready for the visit of his
wealthy relative.
To no purpose. Uncle came—
and went—and the parrot wa»
dumb.
Bert seized the bird by the
throat. "Say 'Hello, Uncle,' or
I'll wring your bloomin" neck," he
roared.
And when silence continued h«
twisted the bird's neck and threw
it into the fowl pen.
i
Queer squawks drew him to the
fowl pen next morning. On the
ground were three dead hens. The
parrot had a fourth by the neck,
shaking him and shouting: "Say,
'Hello, Uncle,' or I'll wring your
bloomin' neck."

Calm in Danger
True courage is cool and calm.
The bravest men have the least
bullying insolence, and in the tune
of danger are found the most serene and free.—Shaftesbury.

The Smoke of
Slower-Burning

Camels gives you—
EXTRA MILDNESS
EXTRA COOLNESS
EXTRA FLAVOR
AND-

III. Restored With Rejoicing (vv
5-7, 9, 10).

The lost coin back in the owner's
hand brought joy to her and her
neighbors. The shepherd calls in
friends and neighbors to rejoice over
the restored sheep. How intensely
human that is, and how altogether
appropriate.
The great truth, however, is found
in verses 7 and 10, where we learn
that the repentance of one sinner
sets even the bells of heaven ringing
as the angels of God rejoice.
How long is it, my Christian
friend, since you caused such joy
by permitting yourself to be used of
God in winning a soul? Yes, I know
that it is God who seeks, but He
uses human beings as His messengers, as His seekers. That is our
first business after we ourselves
have been saved.
Our lesson will not be complete
unless we consider the rest of the
chapter—the parable of the prodigal
son. In its main points it is like
the qther two parables, but there
is this vital difference—the shepherd
sought his sheep, the woman
searched for her coin—the father
did not seek the son; the son sought
the father.
Some prodigal, far from the house
of his heavenly Father, may read
these lines and say, "I wish some
one would seek me out and bring
me to God." But, my friend, you
need not wail for anyone. Do as
the prodigal did—"arise and go" to
God.
He is waiting for you; His
love has never faltered; He wantB
you to come now. Make His heart
rejoice, and set the choirs of heaven
singing, by coming to Him by
faith—just now.
As Ve Go, Preach
And as ye go, preach, saying, The
kingdom of heaven is at hand. Heal
the sick, cleanse the lepers, raise
the dead, cast out devils; freely ye
have received, freely give.—Matthew X, 7-fi.

than the average of the 4
other largest-selling cigarettes tested—less than
any of them — according
to independent scientific
tests of the smoke itself.
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REDEEM PART
MORE CATTLE ARE ON
•QUOTA Allotment Notices to Be Out CAN
OF CORN UNDER SEAL Bids Will Be Received Soon
FEED THAN USUAL BOYS TOURNAMENT
Soon Says AAA Chairman
For Anita-Massena Road
IS THREE
HERE THIS WEEK

Farmers may now redeem part of
Iowa farmers have brought in more
feeder
cattle this year than in any
Allotment notices for the 1941 farm a crib of corn under seal without
Sealed bids will be received by the
program are rapidly nearing comple- paying off the loan on the entire crib, state highway commission at Ames year since 1930, report agricultural
live Service Board tion and the allotments, yields and it was announced this week under a
Cass County Boys' Basketball Tourna*
until 10:00 a. m. Feb. 4 for the exca- economists at Iowa State college.
nteers and One
The economics state that during
productivity figures will be mailed to ruling issued by the Commodity Credit vation of 528,270 cubic -yards of earth
ment Will Be Held at High School
most of the last 6 months Iowa fannDraft Call;
the farmers in the very near future, Corporation.
and
surfacing
involving
12,928
cubic
Gymnasium Thursday, Friday
Glair Becker, Cass AAA chairman, an- A producer, who wishes to redeem yards on Highway No. 148 from Anita ers have been purchasing a larger
Sent Out.
and Saturday Evenings.
•:•
all
or
any
part'of
his
corn
under
seal,
proportion of lightweight feeding
nounced this week.
to Massena. These facts were disis
required
to
call
at
the
AAA
office
cattle,
chiefly
600
to
700-pound
aniThe original plan was to have the
closed this week in the weekly letting
mals, than they did last year. A
, selective service farm payments computed and enter- and designate the number of bushels report of the commission.
Anita will be host to the Casa
is week the selec- ed in Section II of the 1941 Farmhe wishes to redeem and the seal The grading, surfacing and erection small proportion of heavy weight county boys' basketball tournament
number
of
the
bin
from
which
the
and one induc- Plan, Form NCR-503, before this form
of thirty-one reinforced concrete box cattle have been purchased.
Large feed supplies, particularly this week at the high school gymnaf's quota of three was mailed to the owners and oper- corn is to be removed, it was stated.
culverts,
two
50x25
foot
I-beam
sium Thursday, Friday and Saturday
If the county committee approves
draft call.
ators, Mr. Becker said.
bridges and one 80x24 foot through roughages, have encouraged fanners evenings. There will be two county
the
redemption
of
the
corn,
it
shall
report to the "However, since the Farm Computaplate girder with two 5 foot walks is to increase their cattle feeding opera- tournaments this year, one for boya
ta. m. next Monday tion Sheets, Forms NCR-525, have not compute the amount owing on such slated to be done this year, it was tions, the economists say.
Despite this heavy movement of and one for girls. The girls' tournaat morning to the reached the county office and we have number of bushels and collect the stated by highway officials.
ment will be held next week at Grismoney
from
the
producer.
•
the Nebraska a memorandum from the state office
Several weeks-ago representatives western feeding cattle into the Corn wold.
'
.. vIt
will
not
be
necessary
to
make
a
Belt,
the
economists
say
present
ory at Omaha for telling us that they have been delayed,
of
the
highway
commission
were
here
Three
games
will
be
played
Thurswe are going to senBj.the Farm Plans special inspection of the crib each time and made the necessary purchase of prospects indicate a higher level of day night. The first gar
ny.
i are Ejler Ander- out with Section II.j4n blank," he a portion of 4 the corn is redeemed, right-of-way on ttie 12.964 miles of better-grade cattle prices in 1941
6:30 p. m. between Ley
order number 79, added. ' "At this time, we do not they added, but a check-up of the crib road involved between Anita and than in 1940. .Improving consumer the second will be at
,Heckman, 23, of contemplate any delay; in our 1941will be made at each periodic general Massena. The improvement of this demand is expected to fully offset
tween Anita and Ath
inber 100. The sign-up days. Btowr^er, this will de- inspection. Special instructions have road is a part of the work which will whatever increase in supply occurs. third will be at 8:50
been
given
the
committee
as
to
what
Also,
the
supply
of
better-grade
beef
[Will be Garland pend on how soony&ese forms reach
be carried out by the state during the
.
cattle may be no larger than in 1940. Griswold and Massena.
of Atlantic, an the county office. Any owner or procedure to follow if it is determined coming year.
Two
games
will
be
placed
.Pridiajr
that
more
has
been
removed
than
was
The economists point out that a
bhg has order operator will have 15 days to make an
evening,
the
first
one
being
at
7:30 p.
authorized.
large number of the feeding cattle
appeal to the county committee if they
ASKS $3,852.39 FOR
that have been bought in the last m. between the winners of the l^ewis[tents, to be in- are. not satisfied with their allotments,
Miss Eleanor Paulson, Cass county
FAMILY'S UPKEEP several months may be used mainly Wiota and Anita-Atlantic
indexes."
i,of the first three yield
. . and
. productivity
, _
.
. , farm bureau office secretary, was
8:40 p. m. the winner of the
''s medical exam- In the past, farmers have received, elected president „, the Iowft
A bill for $3,852.39 has been pre- for consuming roughage and may not Massena game meets Cumberland in
receive
enough
grain
to
make
them
i William Baylor a corn and wheat panty payment for Bureau Office Secretaries' organiza- sented to the Cass county board of
the second game that evening.
number 64, and not exceeding allotments; also an tion at their annual meeting held in supervisors for upkeep of the Matthias high-quality animals.
The consolation battle will be played
ond of Lewis, with ACP payment for compliance with the connection with the Iowa Farm Bur- Voggesser family, in the form of
Saturday evening at 7:30 p. m. and
JBpth are induc- farm program. In 1941 the payments eau federation convention last week in relief, school supplies and services ANITA LIQUOR STORE
the tournament champion will be deed by the board, will be combined and only one check Des Moines.
SALES ARE $4,430.07 cided
provided for the family while legal
in a game that starts at 8:40.
more volunteers will be issued to an operator or owner,
residence was in litigation during a
Following the championship battle
Liquor
sales
at
the
Anita
state
plist.;
Mr. Becker said.
The Iowa Basic Skill tests were five and one-half year period.
three trophies will be presented, one
| of .the latest quota,
given last week to pupils in grades 3 The Vbggessers and their six child- liquor store during the month of to the champion, the runner-up and the
December
were
the
largest
ever
re1-have six draftees in DEFENSE STUDY FOR
to 8 inclusive. These tests cover ren were shuffled over the Casswinner of the consolation game.
?.'
reading, study skills, language and Audubon boundary three times while corded in a single month since the
IOWA
4-H
CLUBS
Tournament officials this year will
opening
of
the
store
several
years
ago.
ilist of registrants
arithmetic and enable the teachers in the two county governments attemptbe
Howard J. Fitzgerald of Walnut
$4,430.07
was
the
gross
sales
for
the
The 1,920 boys' and girls' 4-H clubs the Anita schools to see where strong ed to decide their legal residence.
ionnaires during
and
Verle Davis of Corning. Both
month
or
an
average
of
$177.20
per
iff
Iowa
will
spend
a
part
of
their,
the board. Those
points are and where extra work is Last summer the state supreme court
are Nos. 401 to regular club meetings each month on needed. These tests are not a contest ruled they were legal residents of Cass day for the 25 days they were open men are well known to basketball
a discussion of citizenship and de- in any sense but are given to 60,000 county. Voggesser is now working on for business. These facts were re- 'ans in this territory.
vealed this week in the monthly bulleHenry Liesener, fense, P. C. Taff, in charge of 4-H pupilg'in the state. Final results will 1WPA in this county.
tin of the Iowa Liquor Control Com- PREDICTED HOG
ey, Donald Merrill club work at Iowa State college, an- not be available for several weeks;
The bill includes $2,758.39 which the I mission.
Leo Kelly, Ted nounced' this week.
RISE HAS BEGUN
county claims was taken from the poor
At the 175 state owned stores, Derles Anderson Gip- The citizenship study, built around, PASTURES TO BE TOPIC fund for relief and $1,094 for tuition
cember sales amounted to $1,710,- Iowa hog producers are "sitting on
the topic, "I Believe in the United
furmshed the sut
OF
EVENING^SCHOOL
°H,
776.93,
while in November they were top of the world" this year, especially
rle Edwin Cranston, States of America," will be one of the
The
Cass
county
super55
.i4. Total gallons sold in ;hose who refused tp.( get discouraged
$1>3
|218
Iowa
4-H
club
ways
of
contributing
Next Monday evening the Adult visors indicated they would have an
Lilienthal, Charles
December> 1940 compar€d to Decem.
last year's low prTces and-'. now
to
the
national
defense
program,
acEvening
School
will
have
for
their
Howard William
answer for the bill presented by her, 1939, however, showed a decrease have fullr^ized crops of pigs on the
subject, "Use of \remporary Pastures." AudUbon county next week.
foyne Godwin, Hugh cording to Mr. Taff.
way or In" the- feedlbt.
of 4,574.11 gallons.
Clyde Loren Moore, Among monthly topics are dis- The need of summer temporary pasL. K. Soth, Iowa state College agriDecember
sales
at
other
stores
in
cussions
of
historic
American
docutures
to
supplement
the
permanent
Robert Crawford, son of Mr. and
loller, Alyin Bernard
were:
cultural
economist, says that hog
this
Atlantic, $10,rlowe Taylor, Robert ments such as the Bill of Rights, a pastures is generally considered a Mrs. W. F. Crawford of Anita and a 553 09; C
prices
during
the first half of 1941
study
of
the
flag,
of
national
holiproblem.
The various grasses that chemical engineering sophomore at
'
™*°n, $11,552.39; Carroll,
Edwin Smith, Paul
12
will be much higher than a year ago
days,
health
as
an
obligation
of
citiIowa
State
college,
has
achieved
the
'
*
.<*2.55;
Red
Oak,
$6,943.10;
'Barare
possible
to
use
at
different
times
Glenn Raymond
lan
4
Adel, $3,300.71; Audu- >ecause of the "twin forces" of inWilmarth Busse, zenship, and youth in other lands. . during the summer, plus the manage- honor of the right to wear a star on • > ?8- 81.34;
6 84 05
$
.°
; Stuart, $4,124.71; creasing demand and decreased suphis uniform during the winter quarter
Millard Theodore No fundamental change will be ment of them, will be discussed.
for
excellence
in
military
training
durj
Winterset,
$4,412.91;
Avoca, $4,019.66; ply.
made
in
the
4-H
club
program,
Mr.
|
The
meeting
on
"Commercial
FertiEdward Daniels,
'The $2 per hundredweight rise be|£teffens, Chris Adolf Taff said. All projects, however, will (lizers," which was held Monday even- ing the fall quarter. This announce- ' Griswold, $1,628.42; Glenwood, $2,392 33; ViUisca
tween
the middle of December and the
- $2,713.46; Coming,
Henry Nichols, be tied in with a seven-point national j ing, was attended by a small crowd, ment was made this week by Col.' '
Soth declared,
4 162 28
and middle of January,"
defense
program
for
4-H
clubs,
drawn
j
However,
a
great
deal
was
accomJohn E. Hatch, head of the military
rkman, Ernest Irwin
* ' ' :
'already demonstrates the rise is
up by the United States Department (plished by those in attendance,
department at Iowa State college. Walnut, $2,958.59.
lerrill Everett Berg.
well underway."
** .,
•
Rrke Chalmer Dory, of Agriculture.
Marketing
during
the
next
9 months
HENDEE--OSEN.
Some
of
the
seven
points,
Mr.
Taff
lleson, Earl Richard
of
the
marketing
year—which
runs
said,
are
the
development
of
mech(
Loghry, Milo
Miss Mildred Hendee of Detroit, from October to October-i-wiir fpe
Theodore Robert anical skills on the part of those re-!
Mich., daughter of Mr. and Mrs. much smaller than usual, Soth' says:
maining in the local communities as (
j George L. Hendee of Logansport, Ind., The main reason is that the tqtal
Keith DeVoss, well as of those being called for mill- i
and Robert Osen of Northville, Mich., 1940 pig crop was 10 percent uiider
Smith, Donald tary duty; development of the health j
son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Osen of 1939.
' .'
'*
VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
land Irvin William of the individual and the community,:
Anita, were united in marriage SunAnother reason is that marketings
and conservation of human ..and
day morning at the Market Street during October, November ' anil De: Ralph Reichardt, natural resources on the horrte farm
Methodist church in Logansport by cember were the largest on record—37
GWC
Sunkist
'and Olin Cecil and in the local community.
the Rev. True S. Haddock in a single percent of the total marketing ^year's
SAUER KRAUT—
LEMONS—
ring ceremony.
supply. Usually only 29 percent of
Everett B. Luman has purchased
George Gundy,
Solid
pack,
300
"size,
Attending the couple were Miss the hogs are sold during those 3
the
Edward
Niemand
residence
on
Iff Neighbors, Ted St.
2 No. 2 cans ..
6 for . . . .
Louise Koppe of Logansport and months. In other words, only 63
' Martin Kress and Maple Street. The price reported
Reed Osen of Anita. Following the percent of the pig crop is left for
paid was $1,750. Mr. and Mrs.
ell.
Tall Corn
Campbell's
or
Briardale
ceremony, a three course wedding marketing between now and October.
Luman
plan
to
move
to
their
new
George Heeren and
dinner was served to the guests.
PEAiNUT BUTTER—
TOMATO JUICE—
The reasons for the smaller 1940 pig
home March 1.
After a short wedding trip the couple crop, the early marketing of 1940Quart
or
46-oz.
will make their home in Detroit, Mich., pigs, and the indicated 14 percent reWilliam R. Cryer has accepted a
jar
£*M,
can
TO BE position
where
Mr. Osen is employed.
in the meat department at a
uction of this year's spring'pig" crop
Harry Osen and wife of Mt. Ayr, are the same—low hog prices comDEALERS grocery store in Stuart and went to
Iowa, also attended the wedding.
P.&G.
COFFEE
pared with the price of corn.
I well as mail order work Saturday. As soon as he can
LAUNDRY SOAP
Briardale - 2-lbs. 45c
The hog-corn ration for 1939-40
carry supplies of find suitable living quarters his wife
Lynn Robison of Newton spent
3 Giant Bars
was
only 10.6 compared with 16.6 for
Tall Corn - 3-lbs. 39c
[ized seed packet will move there.
Monday visiting at the home of his
a year earlier.
ling to S. W.
lOc
(Fresh
Store
Ground)
brother,
Charles
Robison
and
wife.
Mr. and Mrs. B. D. Forshay, Mr. and
While hog supplies have been defState college extenMrs.
Henry Maduff, Mr. and Mrs. Leo
h
/•
Workmen have completed the ex- creasing, consumer demand has been
Fresh
Bakery Special
• agreed upon by seed V. Bongers and* Mrs. Geraldine Gipple
tension of the balcony in the Long moving upward under the impetus of
were in Des Moines Monday evening
GINGER
SNAPS—
arm Security AdFIG
BAR
ROLLS—
furniture store. In a few days the ;he national defense program. Workto attend the testimonial banquet for
fxrks Progress Admin- R. W. (Mick) Forshay.
Per
redecorating of the walls and the ers have jobs, money and appetites,
State college, are
nstallation of new light fixtures will which adds up to higher meat prices
pound
f'or
9C
duce enough vegebe completed, after which time the enerally.
It was announced this week that
Two factors which might tend to
' a family of five for a there will be a national spelling conBriardale
store will be stocTEed with the latest
K. C.
lold
back the rise in hog prices somemodern
furniture.
test at Washington, D. C., this year
SHRIMP—
BAKING POWDER—
what are the large storage holdings
ting in from all parts of after all. Some weeks ago there was
Fancy large,
25-6z.
Glen R. Newton of Nevada, Iowa, a of pork and lard. Packers moved a
ate that grocers, ele- an announcement to the contrary, but
tall can . . . .
can
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ed. L. Newton ot of pork and lard into storage in
hardware merchants that the Iowa grammar school spelling
and well known in this community, ;he fall months and may not be so
iiness men are making champion would receive an expense:
was elected president of the North- eager to make storage purchases
'to take orders for the paid trip to the national capital.
WINSOR
GWC PINEAPPLE
western Lumber Dealers' association now.
|«r stock their shelves,"
AMER. CHEESE
Crushed or Tid-Bits
during the final day's session of the
Adair county's corn acreage allot- j
2-lb. Box
2 8-oz. Cans
1941 convention held at the Civic
Miss Minnie Forshay, who has been
sted can get the exact ment for 1941 will be 86,219 acres,'
49c
Auditorium
in
Minneapolis,
Minn.,
a
ill
with pneumonia at a sanatorium in
according
to
Elstun
Rigg,
chairman!
17c
their retailers.
few days ago.
Excelsior Springs, Mo., is reported to
of the 'County AAA committee. The
well known farmer liv- 1941 acreage is only slightly larger j
be making a slow but satisfactory
GWC
Briardale
Mrs. Clarence M. Parker, a former recovery.
Anita and who recently than the allotment in 1940 and re- j
resident of Anita, passed away MonPOPPED WHEAT—
out sale at his farm fleets the trend in corn planting durday
afternoon at her home in Cedar
Miss Felicia Shelton, a deaf mute
•chased a house in Anita ing recent years. This allotment
Large
o
Buckwheat and
Falls,
Iowa, death resulting from who claimed to have been 107 years
dm Rudolph of Atlantic represents the county's share of the
8-oz. bag
OC
wheat, sack . . .
cancer. Mrs. Parker had been ill for old last May 25 and reputed to be
nt occupied by Mrs. Iowa allotment of 8,184,781 acres,,
a number of years. Funeral services Iowa's oldest resident, died Saturday
and son, , Edward, which is 8,000 acres less than the
and burial will be held today (Wed- evening at the Cass pounty farm
Play
"Winsom"
Every
Sunday
Over
WHO
2:00
P.
M.
to be given March 1. 1940 State corn allotment. This re-'
nesday) at Cedar Falls. At one time where she had made her home for
orted paid for the home presents a change of sone-tenth of one
200
Prizes
Every
Week.
Mr. Parker was superintendent of fifty years. She had been in failing
per cent from last year's allotment. '
schools here.
health for some time.
_

_
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•
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BRIARDALE

17c

lOc

15c

21c

PANCAKE FLOUR—

19c

.
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BY THE WAY.
By L. F. M.

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

PROCEEDINGS OF THE
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

PETERSEN'S

Court House,
Monday morning, January 27 ...
Atlantic, Iowa,
The trees all look as if some one had
PHONE 300
WE DELIVER
January 20, 1941.
i dipped them in seven-minute cake
Phone 29
We Deliver
The Board of Supervisors of Cass
I icing . . . so do the fences and |
County, Iowa, met in adjourned sesSPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
weeds.
sion with all members present:
I Hawley Lynch, Chairman, W. H.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
COCOA, Our Mothers, purd, 2-lb. can ...
Have you noticed how much longer Wohlenhaus> R W. Wiese, G. E.
..I9c
POTATOES,
Ohios or Cobblers, northern .....
the days are getting ?
Dad and Eshelman and 'F. L. Possehl.
grown,
CORN FLAKES, Clover Farm, 2 pkgs
19c
15 pounds
Uncle Bill used to say, "When the
Minutes of January 8th. were apHays begin to lengthen, the cold bePORK and BEANS, Mb. size, 2 cans
10c
WHE
ATIES, the champion breakfast food, 2 for jJ
proved as read.
gins to strengthen."
The weather
STARCH,
corn or gloss, 3 1-lb. packages .
fc
On
motion
and
vote
the
following
CAKE FLOUR, Swansdown, package
19c
man must have had that adage in resolution was approved:
CAKE
FLOUR,
Softasilk,
23,4-lb.
package
mind when he predicted the extreme
CHERRIES, red pitted, No. 2 can
10c
SALMON, Rare Treat, fancy pink, 2 1-lb. cans 5?
RESOLUTION.
cold spell for last week. Glad the
MACARONI, 100% No. 1 amber durum Semolina
WHEREAS, Guy and Mary Mae
cold passed us by this time.
LAUNDRY SOAP, Clover Farm, 7 bars
25c
2 packages
Stumph are now within Cass County
•I9c
JELL POWDER, Clover Farm, 4 packages
19c
Have you heard the "Old 'Dirt and are likely to become county
CANDY BARS and GUM, 3 packages . .
Dabber" who broadcasts on Satur- charges, and said persons should be
FOLGERS COFFEE, drip or regular, pound
DRESSING, Clover Farm, quart jar
29c
days over CBS? He give some inter-1 prevented from acquiring a settlement
esting advice on all kinds of diggiifg i jn Cass County,
CATSUP, Clover Farm, 14-oz. bottle
14c
in the dirt.
j ,NOW THEREFORE BE IT RE.SOUP, Tomato, Campbells, can
7c
" * *
i SOLVED by the Board of Supervisors A. Foreman; Raymond L. Dorsey, Grove Ind. was approved
Every Christmas and
birthday of Cass County, Iowa, that a. notice to Truck Driver; Jack Mitchell, patrolMoved by Wohlenhaus, Kmn^
i brings cards bearing messages of depart shall be served upon the said man; Russell Symonds, patrolman; Wiese to buy %-ton G. M. r
I greeting to the family. The nicest, Guy and 'Mary Mae Stumph, and the Lyle Redburn, patrolman; Harold Truck from N. C. ?etersen
for the fiscal years 1941-43, were
,,
, -,
.
. . . . i one
uiie we KOI,
got this
LIHH year
yeai is »ii
an <original Chairman of this Board is directed McCrory, patrolman; Paul A. Morgan, sum of $598.75.
gathered after a most careful inquiry! . , . , . , , , .
±u i
.
.
u
,.
.
,
.
etching
of
bhe
old
stone
house
on the > an( j ordered to sign
such notice on Tractor Driver;
Edward Wagner,
Motion carried.
Established 1883.
into past spending, present askings! _ , , „,„
, . ,
„,» '
_ 6
. , ,
,
, ,,
,
„,,
.
i Federal H511 estate, known as My behalf of this Board and deliver the Justice of the Peace; C. C. Heckman,
On
motion and vote Hil! as Cole,
and
probable
needs.
When
thus
as-.,,
„
.
.
„
„
n
•
„
!
„
,
.
„
„
.
,
,
„
Published Every Thursday and Entered sembled the figures were given the!™ ^ntucky Home. On an mner,
District Foreman; W. E. Wise, Bridge hired as assistant in Engineer'.,,'
same to the sheriff of €ass County,
•t the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, as
Foreman.
;eaf
Iowa
at $85.00 per month, effective'i,
final
?*a n^
'" *o'T't'
> f°r service'
Second Class Mail Matter.
, approval
, , of
. .Governor. Wilson
, and
i tion o f *
t h e*'
house
d a story
f its
The Chairman put the above resoluThe following reports were ap- ary 20, 1941.
tossed to the legislature where they j constructjon and hiato from the
Cecil G. Bndd
Editor will engage the attention of the com-; ^ j t waa b u i l t jn m5 The houge ! tion to vote, and the votes being all proved:
On motion'and vote the budget,!
. in the affirmative, the resolution was
Quarterly report of M. E. Hubbard, the various offices were approved tl
on
appropriations
and
ways
.
.
.
,
,
.
.
.
,
,j
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Year mittees
,
i-i-i
i is furnished with rare antiques and j declared adopted.
County Auditor; Annual reports of all unexpended balances for
and means.
; . . , . .
* n. i_ *
• j
| original designs of the best period. I The following bonds were approvt t t
Official Town and County Newspaper
Z. L. Wright and Joseph Burnea, transferred to any office
furniture. Last year's most prized ed:
Mayors,
their budget.
Reduced Spending.
Member of National Editorial
card bears a reproduction of the
Bruno
Behrends,
Assessor;
H.
F.
The rebate of Clement Pierce GrifThe outstanding feature is that the painting of the famous Rose Window, L i, /-• * v>i r> IT T i
The Treasurer's semi-annual
Association, and
T
fin of $23.36, Soldiers' Exemption in was approved as follows:
budget, exclusive of Assembly ex- 0Pf the R h e i m s Cathedra, in France_ ' , Jahnke,
Constable; G. H. Taylor,
pense, shows a saving of $89,885 over
SEMI-ANNUAL REPORT OF TREASURER OF CASS COUNTY, IOWA
appropriations of the 1939 legislaj It seems too bad that those catheture. The budget recommendations
FROM JUNE 1, 1940 TO DECEMBER 31, 1940.
drals, churches, and other buildings
total $17,008,816 a year for the next
, which took so much time and wealth to
two fiscal years. The saving of over
Funds
Balance
Receipts
Total to
DisburseBalance
$89,000 a year is attained in face of build, and which stood for so much of
June 1, 1940
Be Acctd.
ments Dec. 31, 1940
all
those
things
which
are
fine
in
life
•*•
L E F T TO W R I T E .
* recommendations of over a half
For
•f + + rf + + + + + + + + million dollars in capital appropria- j . . . well, it just doesn't seem right
i that they should be blown to bits
General State Revenue
$103,061.54 I 23,969.24 $127,020.78
Political High Spot.
tions f o r t h e state educational and,
. , , , , ,
26,736.26 $100,284.52
overn
State Institutions
7,916.28
'Sht bv bombs d">PP«d °n them
7,916.28
From a partisan standpoint the board of control institutions. Getting
7374.53
40.75
Soldiers'
Bonus
11,080.64
greed.
4,464.73
15,545.37
10447.76
5,397.61
political high spot for 1941 as thus far down to the ground work of how this through hate and
General County
7,276.42
* » •
46,182.76
53,459.18
43,511.82
9,947.38
developed will be the National Conven- was accomplished, these savings were
Court Expense
5,759.42
3,718.12
9,477.54
5,604.05
3,973.*
Wasn't that a nice, soft, wet snow
tion of Young Republicans scheduled made by the governor's quiet insis47,210.01
P°°r • •
7,082.78
54,292.79
41,710.09
12,582. Ji
Court House
6,832.63
6,832.63
to be held in Des Moines, January 31 tence upon keeping the expenses of we had Saturday? It should add a
2,626.45
4,306.18
County Insane
2,339.36
lot
of
moisture
to
our
fields
for
next
5,924.73
8,264.09
7,460.71
813.38
and February 1. The young Republi- the different departments and comSecondary
Road
Construction
22,447.98
49,756.37
72,204.36
47,802.94
24,901.41
cans are enthusiastically preparing missions down to the lowest practical summer.
Maintenance
29,494.49
72,118.81
101,613.30
14,166.12
-87,447.18
County School
• 2,489.32
for this national assemblage with point.
4,273.69
6,763.01
.3,484.60
3,278.41
Soldiers'
Relief
313
02*
Heard (Mbrt Snerd say that he was
1,868.97
1,655.95
787.01
768.94
purpose of laying ground for conBovine
T.
B
5,163.09
5,163.09
6,163.09
farming a hundred acres in Sun
tinued aggressive action in the inter- The Budget Outlook.
1
Bond Fund
1,464.96
7,634.29
2,936.49
6,062/<6
$,999.25
est of the party. Iowa Republicans
Emergency Fund
18,276.11
From the present temper of the Valley and he had it all seeded to
11,979.64
4,254.48
30,264.75
26,000.27
Primary Road Fund
853.75
7,937.50
646.25
8,145.00
as a whole are particularly interested legislature the budget will stand up snow . . . and they say that Mort is
8,791.25
Motor Vehicle
18,083.58
42,460.40
43,000.8:1
60,533.98
17,538.15
in this convention, not only because' very well as prepared. The members j * " at ' Ve Iowan'
Principal of School
12,255.85
2,837.70
13,610.55
14,593.55
983.00
the state is host to these voters from | as a whole are economy minded. The j
* • •
Interest of School
842.32
1,085.13
950.15
1,927.45
'977.36
When food boils over on
Teachers'
Institute
,
545.39
all over the country, but also because ' governor has shown the way. Not'
the stove
112.94
213.71
66828
~ 384.«2
trv
Tax
in
Advance
353.17
594.54.
^962.71
952;71 '
of the fact that "Barney" Myers of only has he shown the way to savings, i
sprinkling cinnamon on the hot
Domestic
Animal
1,663.91
243.91
Des 'Mbines is out in front as a candi- { but he has given bhe budget to the !stove- The aroma of the burning spice
Library Fund
4.46*
704.85
77.09 '
~ -• 82&30
date for selection as National Chair- ( legislature early in the session that kills the smell of the burnt food.
City Special
475.30
89.72
565.02
272.8Z
292,20
Corporation
5,201.14
* • *
30,348.87
25,147.73
man of the Young Republicans. His there may be time for careful study
21,639.50
8,709.37'
School iFunds
11,256.41 138,689,75
149,946.16
39,532.04
110,414.12
energy and his activity are well known and consideration of the many expenOut of the mail bag: My brother
Township Funds
146.10
906.27
1,052.87
258.41
793.96
to Iowa and the Mid-west On that ditures. Iowa should get from this writes that their original supply of
Depository Interest
825.20
825.2Q
825.20
Delinquents
and
Refunds
4,020.04
record his friends are going into the kind of stream-lined legislative pro- apples has been exhausted so they
4,020.044,020.04
Long and Short
76.48
19.04
t0 make a cedure
95.52
91.02
4.60
,
- carefully built appropriations bought a bushel of Golden Delicious.
Indian
Creek
No.
1
137.62
137.52
137.52
strong bid for his election.
shot through and through with the' Somehow, he says, these super-qualIndian Creek No. 3
2,185.38
2,185.33
2,185.33
Nishna Botna No. 5
'662i26
sort of economy the taxpayers expect, >ty, triple-sprayed
extra-delicious
662.26
662.26
Developing Future Leaders.
Nishna Botna No. 6
i 282.90
1,282.90
1,282.90
don't seem to have the flavor and enNishna Botna No. 7
1,460.87
The progress of this convention will
1,450.87
1,450.87
N A V Y WANTS YOUNG MEN. j joyment in them that the old PewOld Age Pension
62!79
1,016.68
184.44
1,079.47
896.03
jje watched with deep interest because
Court House Bond
\
5 053*64
awkees which we used to harvest our5,134.33
3,285.37
10,187.97
6,902:60
ft will h^n testing ground for the
The Navy recruiting station at' selves had, even if we did have to
Homestead Tax Exemption
'.'.'.'.'.'"
' 20 00
47,647.46
47,667.46
47,667.46
•Motor Vehicle Use Tax
743 27
\|eas of 'the younger Republicans— Creston, Iowa, has received informa- gnaw around a few worm holes.
6,587.86
1,642.30
7,336.13
5,693,83
Bang's
Disease
"
"
'
3,334i67
2,961.61
those who are coming into places of tion to the effect that young men Guess appetites change. Stalks of
5,673.52
6,296.28
722.76"
mfluence and activity where they will who have reached the age of seven- pie-plant fresh from the garden used
I°tal Indicates
T A-' '; • • W
• • J ' •;
$289,146.91 $575,419.30 $864,566.21 $646,063.03 $319,513.18
Overdraft
ultimately assume the leadership and teen will again be accepted for enI to be just as palatable as candy, but
managament of party affairs. The listment in the U. S. Navy. These , not any morei we>n teke the candyj .f
TREASURER'S RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS. *' Simulation of young blood is essential enlistments are for the duration of you piease.
RECEIPTS.
DISBURSEMENTS.
;
Amount
« the virility and progress of the minority or until the twenty first
Amount
On
Hand
June
1,
1940
........
$289
146
91
P»rty. No better way could be de- birthday. Mfen between the ages of
State Treasurer's Receipts .;.....$ 26,735.72
Prom Current Taxes, 1939
.........
'.'.'. 331,'356.'38
CARD OF THANKS.
County Auditor's Warrants
205,252.02
vised than that of the training these eighteen and thirty one will be enFrom Delinquent Taxes, 1938
..........
4«24 89
School Fund Loans
750.00
Penalty,
Interest
and
Costs
.......
3
208
54
young
Republicans are
getting listed for the regular term of six
We wish to express our gratitude
County Bonds Redeemed ,
.! ~ . 11,000.00
Gasoline Tax
years.
through their junior organization.
for the many acts of kindness, symInterest on County Bonds
1,965.00
City Special Assessments
89 72
About nine thousand young men ; pathy and floral offerings extended to
Jhe IOWa leadership of this jun
Interest on Primary Road Bonds ...
8,145.00
junior
Beer and Cigaret License . . .
500 00
City Specials
292.20
Tax in Advance
594 54
Republican organization has been
are each month taking advantage of us during our recent bereavement the
Orders on Treasurer by 'Mayors
21,638.22
Primary Road .Certificates .
7 937'sn
excellent hands—in the hands
the opportunities offered by the U. S.! death of our wife and mother.
Orders on Treasurer by Presidents
Homestead Credit . . .
47 fi47 4«
workers who equal older members of Navy to equip themselves for the
Mr. Peter Greazel.
of School Districts
*. 110,405.4?
Dog Licenses
'.'.'.[
82 00
the party in mentality, judgment and future by learning a trade in one of
Township Clerks' Receipts ...;. .. •'•• 793.94
Interest on Bank Deposits .
82R9n
The Hayter Families.
Transfers to Funds' ....'
67434.10
zeal. They are schooling themselves its many schools.
Principal of School Fund . . . . : : . ' . '
34410
Motor Vehicle .Department ReInterest of School .Fund .
"'
739 M
m the classes Of real experience for
The Navy also has an excellent
ceipts :
.-./........
1461.'
Teachers' Exams and Institute Fees'.' ' ' ' 11294
the party tasks which are surely plan of retirement for those who deMotor Vehicle Draws
15,620 4i>
Sale
of
Automobile
Numbers
.
.
"
4
1
SIR
40
ahead of them.
sire to make a career in her service.
State Comptroller's Receipts .
8,315 30
Motor Carrier Allotment . . . .
67716
Auto Fees to County
'..•
1,3250'
Men of southwest Iowa who desire to
Fines and Forfeitures from Clerk
'
i 20000
Soldier Bonus "Draws
' *
101476*
Fines and Forfeitures From
Other
Ready For Routine.
nlist are again urged to bring their
Officers
9 nRA KQ
Depository Interest to State .:
'
825 20
The legislature is now fully organ- birth certificates with them when
Long and Short
'
4 5C
Care of Patients in Institution*
1 095 90
ized. The committees in both houses they apply a t the Navy recruiting
Old Age Pension to State
!!
895 ft,,
Care of Patients in County'
institu'
'
a
Homestead Credits
47,667.* y
tions
ggO 20
have been appointed. The actual work station, post office building, Creston,
Motor Vehicle Use Tax ...
5,693.» F
of passing bills will now speed u p ag Iowa.
Sale of Produce at County Home' '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
1,524 80
Sa e of Bridge Material
472 si
the committees complete their investiSale of School Books
750 «i
gations of proposed measures and D E L A Y THE P R U N I N G OF
£ees From County Auditor
'.
97 50
TREKS FOR A W H I L E YET
report these out for action. There is
Fees From County Treasurer
\z 2fi
£ees From County Recorder . .
"'
i 107 RK
every indication that this work will
1
Fees From Clerk of Court . . .
2 718 W
_ „
uu
olI will sell
at public
auction, at my
proceed as rapidly as is consistent .Horticulturi B U~aT"lo W a State ,„,
Fees From Sheriff
^'li?^™
with the importance of the measures lege are advising fruit growers whose residence on Rose Hill Avenue, comMiscellaneous Receipts
orchards were blasted by the Novem-1 mencing at 1:30 o'clock, on
Auto Fees
'.'.'."
to be considered. Speed is of course
b«r "quick freeze'* to delay pru
„
Township Road Tax . . . ! ' "
pruning'
desirable, but it is not so desirable as
Long and Short
until late spring or summer. It will
to court hap-hazard or loosely drawn
Old Age Pension
'.'.
, *'
be lens difficult then to tell what wood
laws. In the first week while the
Motor Vehicle Use Tax
l'^,
is alive and what is not.
Transfers From Funds
KI'A*/
work of organization was in progresf
the following described property:
Dormant pruning, a common winter
County Poll
'.'...
tH,4d4.
the House made a record by passing 14
Road Poll
practice among some fruit growers
-bills in seven days. At the close of
1 dining room suite, complete with
City Road
'.'.'.'.''"'
may be a waste of time on
many .table, buffet and 6 chairs; 1 pressure
work after eight days in session 113
Medical Aid to Poor . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' .
2 0845
trees, H. I, Lants, research horticuTBalance on Hand Dec. 31, 1940 ..... 3lW3-lf
' ' Ws range; 1 laundry stove, almost
measures had been introduced in the
tunst,
points
out.
In
some
orchards
Total
Receipts
Senate and'83 in the House.
"«vv; 3 9x12 rugs; 1 9x12 congoleum
.$864,566.21
Total Disbursements
$864,5*-'
Practically all of the trees are dead
* • •
rug; 3 rocking chairs; 3 beds; 2 matI, F. W. Herbert, Treasui
On
the
other
hand,
Lantz
says
that
is a correct summary of the
The 1941-43 Budget. Q
tresses; 3 springs; 3 dressers; 1 kitspecified.
many fruit trees which now show chen table; 6 chairs; ;ce refrigerator,
The 1941-43 budget submitted to the
(Signed)
P. W. Herbert,
some
browning
of
the
cambium
layer
75-lb. capacity; Dexter single-tub
legislature is a book three quarters of
County Treasurer.
may
recover.
This
happened
claims were allowed F. A. Daughenbaugh
after washing machine; and numerous other
an inch thick and measuring 9x12
2 OQ
to members of the Board of Review for
Roy Herbert
inches in size. According to the title the freeze in October of 1925, when articles.
Alfred Dement
1.00 Walter Hiryard
enough
connecting
tissue
between
the
one-half
day
sessions
with
the
AssessE
page it was prepared by "C. Fr€d
- A. Denham
ors:
roots and branches survived to keep
2.00 Carl Holland
Terms:—Cash.
Porter and approved by Governor Geo. tlie tree alive.
Otto Eden
\'/_" '
Henry Bissell
2.00 R. C. Howard
.$
2.00 Pete Eisel
A. Wilson." This means that the vast
[['_['_
Fred Brahms
By waiting until the normal spring
2.00 J- C. Jacobson
2.00
array of figures covering all the deJohn J. Euken
growth, fruit growers can determine
Asa Brown
2.00 J- W. Jordan ,..
2.00 Roy Fancolly .
partments of the state government for exactly what
Walter
C.
Burnside
2.00
sort
of
a
program
of
A. J. Kopp
3.00 Guy R. Fulks .
Barber and Clark, Auctioneers.
the years 1936 to 1940, and the estiand replanting will be neces-I
Albert
Christensen
1.00
Theo. W. Krause
L. H. Hayter, Clerk.
0. D. Funk
mated figures for these departments Jsar'y'.'
Leo Cochran
j QQ
2.00 W. P. Kuesel
Vic S. Hansen
Charles S. Connor
2 00
1.00 Alvin Lehmkuhl
A. A. Hayter .
2.00
(to be continued)
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IE SUNNY SIDE OF LIFE
Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
ByEDWHEELAN

BIG TOP
IN HER MAD DASH AFTtfc "SILK". AUTA OVERTURNED THE
TIGERS CAGE ANC> BK-OK& ONE OP THE TENT «-• = «>

MOGUL TiHt»NG THE DOORT& Hl8 WEAHVWIL6 ,* RED"
GVSE PARTiy OPEN, MANAGED TWCR'S ESCAPE, SHOJTgDTHAT AUA
1
To PUSH IT UP/\NP LEFT OOT- V/AS ON A RAMPAGE -

NOW VWAT

hooWng was the
*•" ing force behind the
of this beautiful pansy desim
S1
oval shape.»

OP,

90ME&OOV-

ZM08. Me, bring* the design i
M by 34 liza on • hot iron ? an '?'
will (tamp to your burlap n! s
Ing direction* and instructions i0?i^
aeveral fawxpenalve rug frames«"^
oni(
each ort«f. Send order to
«

QUICK •
SUB'S BUSTED
LOOSE
tM

AUNT MARTHA
BOX HMT
, Kansas city )
.Bnclow 18 edft* for each ,
desired, fatten) No
Name
Address

_«?Nrtto^

By RUBE GOLDBERG

She'll Do Anything to Help a Girl in Distress

LALA PALOOZA

I DON'T KNOW, \
DIANNE,
LALA - WHEN
WHERE IS
UNCLE REFUSED
THAT BOY
TO LET ME
YOU WANT
SEE
TO MARRY
WENT AWAY
THINKING I
DIDN'T LOVE
HIM

LISTEN IN ON

BOGGLE DOU6HNUT
AMATEUP HOUR
STATION W.H.A.M.

ALL AMATEURS INVITED TO
SEND IN APPLICATIONS
MAJOR BOGGLE
HIMSELF
WILL PRESIDE

I'LL FIND HER YOUNG MAN
AND PUT SOMETHING
, OVER ON RICH
DOUGHNUT-HEADED
UNCLE BOGGLE

Busy Canals
More ttafiac moves throurtJ
Suez canal than through thetf
ama canal. In 1938 the SUP?,
ried 34,418,000 tons O j '
against the Panama canal'slp
227,268 tons.
Both are far outstripped |
Detroit river and Sault ste
canals. In 1938, for example!
780,000 tons moved through thei
troit river arid 40,042,739
through Sault Ste. Marie.

sifts

*e «***£"

^^

Beware Coughsj
jro.1 eonmon colds

Hang

e Prank Jay Murker Syndicate. Inc.

S'MATTER POP—Sure, There Are Rear Attacks in War
HELP. HELP,

PICK UP

By CM. PAYNE

OMATTER?

CAH-T

\A^/KP

FOR ME., POP,

of Creomulston vttb^^ T
fltagyou must like ttew
allays the cough or yoa«

to ham your money back.

CREOMULS/O

Conscience
Man, wretched man, whe
he stoops to sin feels, with the j
a strong remorse within.—Java

MESCAL IKE

*, & L HUNTLEY

What! No Rice?
BESIDBS RSW AJNTT
B»T>Kl' -SO GOOD THIS

VEA.R

Price of Greatness
What millions died—that Cai
might be great!—Campbell.

WAL.WWATCWA. FOOUKT
PUV.UKi'
OUD SUOes A>4' BOOTS

LIQUID
TABLETS
SALVE

NOSE mon

COUCH DROMl

Sorrows and Joy
Sorrows remembered :
present joy.—PoJIok.

POP—Where Beards Come in Handy
I BET TWE-Y
PLAY CHESS,
POP1

By J. MILLAR WATT

CAM

YES!

*J

AND

SWEEP TH& BOADD

blood*
Yon m«y mffcr

urination.

Try Coon1* Wttt. D""»
Udneyi to pau off harmful
ThafUr. had mor. ,

•

THE

DOANSPlll

SHAVING
AUDIENCE

SPORTING
THING

MEBCHAN
LOOKS
OR
OBSCURES THE VI

By
LANG
RMSTRONG

GLUYAS
WILLIAMS

MAKES HIM 6ET
POWN AND IS
6RATIFIEP HOW
eUJIET HE 16

»
STILL IS THAT HE
HAS GOT HOLD OF
SHAVIMfc BRUSH AND
IS UATHEWM6 HI& FACE

•Your
Advertisi^

Dollar

buys something m° re ' ..
space-tad circulation •
the colunins of this
paper. It buys spacl
circulation plus the w
able consideration
readers ior this newaD
and its advertising P
,

BUT CAN'T DO ANVABOUT

USTUS
MORI

THE

ANITA

TRIBUNE, THURSDAY, JANUARY

30, IMl.

IT'S C O M I N G

OPENING OF LONG'S BIG NEW FURNITURE

OUR OLD FILES
MORE USABLE GAS MIXTURE FROM
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL
LUTHERAN CHURCH AT
I. O. O. F. HALL.
H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.

Maduff s Food Market

WE DELIVER
PHONE 239
Sunday School and Adult Bible
February 2, 1911.
Mrs. Hugo Wiese is employed as a Class at 9:30 a. m.
Divine services at 10:30 a. m.
clerk in the Brody Bargain Store.
THURSDAY-FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPEClAi
The
popular teaching and belief
Clyde East has fitted up living
quarters in the rear of his jewelry among many people today is contained in one sentence: "Live as good as
store for himself and wife.
you can and God must take you into
Word was received this week of 1
death of William Scott at his home in Heaven." This very teaching Christ
lAlliAafiAC Breakfast Food ot 4 A
opposed when He condemned the
Grand Island, Neb., by J. S. Houck.
A Home Missionary Society has Pharisees for their outward obedience
seen organized by the ladies of the of the law. The God who will judge
Methodist church with Mrs. E. W us on the last day looks not upon the
goodly outside of man, but searches
Holmes as president.
deeply
into the darkest corners of his
Mrs. F. D. Joy was severely injurec
thoroughly
one day last week as a result of being heart. Is your life
;hrown from the buggy in which she Christian? Is it God-pleasing? Come
P. & G. or Crystal White
Sunday and learn from God's word
was returning home from town.
3 Bars
The jury in the case of L. R. Gali- how we can live God-pleasing lives. A
her & Co. vs. H. G. 'Kighley failed to cordial invitation is extended to all.
Choir practice Thursday evening at
agree after being out two days and
Large 14-oz. Bottle
the parsonage at 8:00 o'clock.
were dismissed by Judge Woodruff.
Teachers will meet at the parsonage
Carl Hansen living southeast of
Headless and Clean
Anita shipped five ear loads of cattle Friday evening at 7:30 o'clock.
Whiting — 3-lbs.
Confirmation class meets at 4:00 p.
to market Saturday and finished up
he job with three car loads on Mon- m. Monday afternoon at the parsonday.
age.
Adult instruction class meets at lowing:
Mrs. C. E. Blakesley returned from
Lorimer, Iowa, this week after spend- 8:00 p. m. Monday evening at the
"The letter of Science plentifully
ng several days with Claude, who is parsonage.
reaches humanity to-day, but its
(Prices in Effect Wednesday)]
emporarily in charge of a general
Highland church—
epirit comes only in small degrees Eggs, cash, dozen
Divine services at 7:30 p. m.
tore there.
The vital part, the heart and soul of Eggs, in trade, dozen
The plate glass fronts in the buildIOWA
Christian Science, is Love" (p. 113) Hens, lb
ngs on the north side of Main Stree'
f
CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH
-f
Hens, leghorn and under 4-lbs., 1
which were destroyed by the fire
Mrs. Ernest Burke, who fell and Roosters, lb
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
4
ew weeks ago are being replaced with •f
4 - 4 - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f sprained her knee last week, is slowly Springs, lb
OLE SAYS.
new plate glass.
improving at her home.
Church school at 10:00 a. m.
Springs, leghorns & under 4-11
Fred Scarlett, who went to Nevada
Service
of
worship
at
11:00
a.
m.
Ducks, lb
See America First: Scenic Facts:- do., a few years ago and purchased a
Reed Osen, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Following next Sunday we expect
Geese, lb
'.'.'....'
» * *
arm, has disposed of his holdings
Frank
Osen who live northwest of
to
give
a
series
of
sermons
on
the
Pigeons,
live,
dozen
House Within a House: Traveler .here and it is reported that he is reAnita, returned home Tuesday mornurning to Cass county in the next beatitudes leading up to Easter which ing from Logansport, Ind., where he Cream, sweet
may witness a strange sight as the
falls
on
the
13th.
of
April
this
year.
Dream, No. 1 sour
visit Marietta, Ohio, a house complete 'ew weeks.
It will be missionary Sunday in the attended the wedding of his brother, Cream, No. 2 sour
ly inside another house. .To protec
A gentleman from Omaha was in
Robert.
No. 1 wheat
the 150-year-old Putnam home, th the city last week taking measure- church school next Sunday. Don't
forget
to
bring
your
offering.
Yellow corn, No. 2, new
Campus Martius Mlusium was bui ments preparatory to submitting plan:
Mrs. W. T. Slater, well known and No. 2 white oats
The regular noon-day dinner will be
/. J
over it, rather than move the age and price for the placing- of new anc
served Thursday by the ladies of the ong time resident of Anita who has
up-to-date fronts in the Masonic
been a patient at a hospital in Des
church.
Mrs. Nellie Richards is confin
ginal in anyway. Here you can surely Temple building.
the
presence
of
j
Moines
for the past several weeks, ler home with jaundice which dev
We
appreciated
e in two places at once.
Gene Pratt and George Morgan those who attended the morning
llllg Ij was
•• •"* returned
*• *•»/»* **v>u to
»*v her
*A^i* home
iivsiuc in
ill Anita
.TLlllLfO
ed after an attack of flu.
* * *
•eturned Monday from Canada where
Mrs. Slater's condition
service, and among them were two Tuesday.
Beginning of Black Gold: "Drake's they went to look at the country and
remains about the same.
Mrs. A. C. Holmes, who lives i
Folly" was the name given to Amer- investigate conditions. They both young men who came six miles from
;he
country.
Their
example
should
be
west
of Anita, is confined to her I
ica's first successful oil well, drilled at rented farms there and are making
There will be 723 men called for with pneumonia.
Titusville, Pennsylvania. It produced preparations to move in the next few stimulating to a lot of people of
Anita. More men at the evening duty during the month of February
forty barrels a day, yet it started one weeks.
Gail Adair, 14-year-old daughfe
according to Col. Robert Fulton, of
of the nation's greatest industries.
Frank R. Howard and family arriv- ,ervice than ladies.
They used the oil, but strange to say, ed in Anita last week from Emery, So. *••»• + -f -f + + + •»• 4 •»••«• -f the state selective service. He also Dr. and Mrs. G. M. Adair,
stated the quota will be filled •with vrtth bruises on the face and body 8
hey threw away the gasoline produc- Dak., and will again become residents
METHODIST CHURCH
* volunteers. The men will report be- urday when knocked down andi
ed from the oil as a worthless by- of one of the best little towns in the,
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
-t
ween February 3 and 8 at Fort Des ged several feet by a truck d
product because that was long before world. Mr. Howard, who purchased
koines
and Fort Crook, -Omaha, and Walter Tibken. Mr. Tibken
he automobile was born.
he ten cent feed barn a few months
Church School at 10 a. m. Harold
ivill go to Fort Snelling, Minn., or see the girl because of the bli
* * »
ago, has taken possession and will rlcDermott, Superintendent.
ort Leavenworth, Kan., for trianing. snowstorm and did not know of]
Saved by a Bullet: "Rsmember the ive his patrons first class service.
Church worship at 11:00 a. m. with
The
November quota was 222, Decenv- accident, limM! stopped by the
Alamo," cry of early Texan history,
he installation of the newly elected
>er 447 and January 479.
of bystanders.
v
eferring to the famous mission that
eachers and officers of the Church
nade history when it served as a
School.
ortification in the early Mexican War,
Youth rally in the Methodist church
FIG BARS
nd was saved for posterity by a single
n Atlantic beginning at 2:00. We
EVENINGS
6 for 9c
ullet. Strangely enough that bullet
will leave from the parsonage at 1:45.
FIRST
BARGAIN Of J
ANITA BAKERY
illed a defender, not an attacker. I
Union service at the^ Methodist
SHOW
MATINEE*
'he last heroic defender, determined \ FOR RENT:—Small acreage near church at 7:30.
7 P. M.
2 P. M.
« blow up the mission-fortress Anita. Possession March 1. Enquire
Choir practice Thursday evening.
ather than surrender, was shot be- of W. R. Cryer, phone 104, Anita. It
The church board of education and
Wed.-Thurs.
ore he could touch off the powder
A PICTURE
the Church School officers and
Economy
MARCH 1st. is just around thi teachers meet at the parsonage Friupply.
corner. Have a few farms left bha day evening at 7:30.
Show
Ancient Greece in America: You can give Possession of. Also have
don't have to go abroad to see the jsome sPle"did buys for investors. See
Hear The
ancient world. One of the wonders of jor ca" ^d Waters, Atlantic, Iowa. 1 4- CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST <f
World Famous
ancient Greece can be seen in all its I
C. R. Neel, Pastor.
NOTRE DAME
There will be a program and pie +
f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f
glory at Nashville, Tennessee. A re- '
CHOIR!
| social at Grant No. 2 Thursday even
Sunday School at 10 a. m.
production of the world-famous Par.
....
!'"£> January 30. Everyone welcome
tho
f A(,
Church Worship at 11 a. m.
tnenon
mi ions of i Ladies
i „,>^ please
i
u •
j i, • at Athens,
, .,' costing
.
bring
pies.
Union church services at the Methodollars, was built right here in our
M- M • ,, ,
„,
M
Dutch Reagan
T
,.
>ss Marie Mertes, Teacher
own country. Just
a glimpse
of this
atner.
dist church at 7:30.
as
PAT O'BRIEN '-i As the "Rocke"
imposing edifice gives one a better
Rev. Neel was unable to reach
For the best Eastern Kentuck
"George
Gipp"
1
idea of the Ancient World than a lump coal, Centerville Iowa lump, o Anita Sunday. Regular services nex
GALE PAGE — As "Bonnie Rod
dozen history books.
3x6 furnace size Green Mlark Frankli Sunday morning. Sermon subject
SPECIAL — "LONDON CAN TAKE IT"
County, 111., coal right off the car "Learn of Me." We hope the weather
The members of the Pinochle club leave your orders today at the Farm will be in better condition. Come anc
FRI.-SAT. Jan. 31-Feb. 1 — SAT. MAT. 2 P. M
were guests of Mrs. Hansine Johnson ' ers Coop., phone 49, Anita.
It
let us worship together.
at her home on Rose Hill Avenue'
DOUBLE FEATURE
-f -t- -f -f -f + + -f +
Thursday evening. Guests, besides'
monuments and memorials set
BROTHER
AGAINST
BROTHER
"Nazi Prize CrC*
C H
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
the members, were Mrs. Chester A ; - - Bartley, Anita.
it

TRY THE
•NLY GASOLINE WITH

"CLIMATIC CONTROL'

No

We Specialize in
Mobil Winter Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

7

Butter
- 'rEr* 31C|
w neaiies champions—L*. BOX lucl
Pound
Pepper
I2d
»
•
%
•
/***J4**A
Brown "Beauty

I

coitee s-ibs... 3# - >vwd

Soap
Catsup
Fish

CALL 244

ANITA MARKETS,

0. W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA,
AUXILIARY NOTES.
The American Legion and Auxiliary
held their regular monthly meeting
Friday evening at the high school
auditorium. A 6:30 o'clock covered
dish supper was served. Mrs. P. T.
Williams, president, presided over the
business meeting which followed the
supper. Minutes of previous meeting
was read and approved. Mrs. Chas.
Karns, poppy chairman, gave a paper
Mehlmann, secretary, reported that
seven dozen cookies and two dozen
patriotic napkins were sent to the
Veterans hospital at Knoxville. 'Mrs
Chas. Robison, music chairman, gav<
a paper on music. Mrs. Floyd De
ment, community chairman, gave a
talk on community service done by the
unit and also told about the splendic
response given the Red Cross drive.
Mlrs. W. T. Biggs gave a talk on
Americanism and the proper use and
display of our flag. A report of the
county meeting at Atlantic last Tuesday was given by Mrs. Mtehlmann. A
number of letters were read by the
secretary and it was reported that two
new members had been added to the
roll making a total of 55. At the close
of the meeting, bhe Legion boys were
invited to watch the initiation services
for new members who were Ruth
Biggs, Marguerite Davey, Mrs. Henry
Maduff and Mrs. L. C. Bangham.
Out-of-town guests for the supper and
meeting were County Commander
Troy Usher and wife of Atlantic and
County President Mrs. Joel Boone and
husband of Griswold.

SPECIALS FOR
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
FOLGERS COFFEE, lb. . . 2 4 c
VICTOR FLOUR—
49-lb. bag
$1.40
VICTOR PANCAKE FLOUR—
3-lb. box

15C

OPAL BREAKFAST WHEAT—
per box

15C

OPAL CORN FLAKES—
per box

10C

OPAL CORNNO. 2 cans

10c

Opal Food Mkt
East Main Street

14c|
10cl
10(1
25,

WANT ADS

A

NEW

SHOULD SEJB1

Um K , Mrs. Ci. M. Adair, Mrs. Neil
K. J. U. club will hold a doughnu
Johnson and Mrs. Henry Maduff. sale Saturday, Feb. 1. 20c per dozen
High score
wus held by Mrs. llattic Anyone wishing doughnuts, call Mrs
Wk-se.
Almira Rickel or Mrs. William R.
Cryer. The doughnuts will be deliIt

BEAR IN MIND—
,T • no mistake in choosing RODELL
. It s mined in one of America's most modern
mines; it makes less than a bushel of ash per tonhas more heat than anthracite; holds lire from 24
to 48 hours with closed drafts; and costs no more
per season than coals not nearly so good We in
vite your next order. Try RODELL COAL It's
sold with a money back guarantee of satisfaction.

ROBERT SCOTT

ANITA LUMBER CO.
PHONE 2-0 FOR COALS YOU KNOW

We have a complete line of oil
and coal tank heaters. Get one now
and be prepared for these cold days.
1-armers Coop., phone 49, Anita, tf
COMI'LETK LINE OP PREMIUM
Q U A L I T Y KAKM GRASS SEEDS.
Compare our l,,w prices. Special discounts now. We also have a fair
supply O f adapted
CARLSON'S
' C H A M P I O N H Y B R I D S . Write or
I visit our new store on U . S . No 71
i CARLSON'S SEED STORE, Audubon, Iowa.
tf
WANTED:—2 or :j K0od flocks of
White Rock liens for hatching VKKS.
Rasmussen Hatchery. Phone 21G.
WANTED:-Your dead animals.
Ph. 184 Anita—we pay phone charges

+ -f -f

-f

-f

* - • * • • » • -f

"Love" will be the subject of th<
Lesson-Sermon in all Churches o:
Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, Feb
ruary 2.
The Golden Text is from Jere.
miah 31:3, "The Lord hath ap.
pea red of old unto me, saying, Yea
I have loved thee with an ever
lasting love; therefore with • loving,
kindness have I drawn thee."
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quotations from the Bible and from the
Christian Science textbook, "Scieno
and Health with Key to the Scrip
lures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
One of the Bible citations reads
"My little children, let us not lov<
in word, neither in tongue; but in
deed and in truth. And this is hi
commandment, That we should be
Heve on the name of his Son Jesu
Christ, and love one another, as h
gave us commandment" (I Joh
3:18, 2.1!).
Among U\e selections from th
Christian Science ttoctbook is the fol

Takes Ctyer U. S. S.
Apache
in
"MYSTERY SEA
RAIDER"
A Super Western
Chester
Anita

Buck

Jones

Morris

Sun.-Mon.-Tues.
7-9:15 P.M.

Sensational Story lake °
From the Adventure » f the 1

Louise

Sun. Mat.
2P.M.

NORMA

SHEARER
ROBERT

TAYLOR
in
The Daring Novel Millions
Have Waited To See —

"ESCAPE"
ALSO SHORTS — NEWS

"Graf Spee"

21c

it 'Money and You'll Not Be
ising It to Counterfeiters/ Says
Chief of the United States Secret Service

GENERAL
HUMS.

JOHNSON

HCW T° SEW
4*— Ruth Wyeth Spears

IMwlMwo

Washington, D. 0.
WILLKIE'S NEW ROLE
The BUI of Rights in our ConstituRfcSCAVC
TYPt .o
tion doesn't use .these words but
SHOWN HER t
LETTER
what part of it means is, that it is
svery American's sacred privilege
to say what he pleases, think what
ae pleases and change his mind as
aften as he desires. That goes for
Wendell Willkie.
ei*
But with such privileges go obligations, moral if not legal.
Mr.
>BOOOQQOOO
Willkie, after a considerable period
of hesitation as to just what it was
all about, during which his stock
slumped from the remarkable high
af the Philadelphia convention to a
very low point in August, finally began to attract followers again. He
announced that he was leading a
irusade to return America to the
A153
Americans. He stood against any
Further delegation and concentration of power in the President.
He was for aiding Britain "within
aur own and international law," but
he felt that if Mr. Roosevelt were
CHECK
FACE FLUTE
SERIES) [ PORTRAIT
re-elected it would be construed as
LETTBR
NUMBER
a mandate for an immediate, headlong rush toward war. He, Willkie,
^diagram—it
shows
you
the
position
of
important
features
of
United
States
paper
money.
If
L
stood for caution and discretion and
i; compare it with a genuine bill and observe carefully the following features:
the building of an impregnable
ELMO SCOTT WATSON
PORTRAIT—On genuine bills, American defense.
lased by Western Newspaper Union.)
the portrait is lifelike, stands out In private conversations, he was
from the oval background which even more explicit on this and re'ifriends say to you, "Well, don't take any
is a fine screen of regular lines. i1 vealed that his only reason for not
Eckels!" you laugh heartily for you recogNotice particularly the eyes. On being explicit openly was that he
a good joke. Of course, you wouldn't take
a counterfeit the portrait is dull, feared that he would lose- the sup:els! But there's always a chance that you'll
smudgy or unnaturally white; port of certain great New York pubirse—take a paper bill that looks as though
scratchy; the background is dark lications.
with irregular and broken lines. . The impression that he tried to
Jp $5 or $10. But it's just as worthless as a
The portraits of 11 great Ameri- leave was that he stood against the
lecause it's a
cans appear on United States war-minded and those who had been
ground you will see tiny perfectly
money. It is important for your careless of American defense as
square spaces between horizontal
protection that yon know on which the apostle of all-out hemisphere derecent fiveanjl vertical lines, which are also
bills these portraits appear. Re- fense and the traditional American
lericans were
very clear. Around the border of
gardless
of the type of bill, all bills policy of a minimum of meddling
tune of $1,the bill, face and back, are intriof
the
same
denomination bear with the interminable European concate white lines resembling a net.
counterf eitflict.
the same portrait, as follows:
These
are
known
as
the
geometrifcrooks got by
On this basis, millions of people
1
Washington
on
all
bills
cal lathework, and each line is unleft
party moorings, some of
epause of the
Jefferson
on all
2 bills themtheir
broken from beginning to end.
at
great
sacrifice of personal
|[ ignorance of
Lincoln
on all
S bills
Look at'the •colored-treasury seal
and prestige, to follow
Hamilton
on all
10 bills 'friendship
on the face of the bill. Around its
Some gave trim more help than
Jackson
on all
20 bills him.
outer edge are many sharp points
the
leading
members of his own
Grant
on all
50 bills new-found party.
which look like the teeth of a cirwas not a questhan just
Franklin
on all
100 bills tion with them ofItpartisanship.
cular saw.
It
tie paper bills
McKinley
on
all
500
bills
"The counterfeiter has a hard
was
a
question
of
patriotism.
in making
Cleveland
on
all
$1,000
bills
time to imitate a bill and 'most
Nothing has happened since to imjrj\when they're
Madison
on all 15,000 bills pair
counterfeits are crude, but somethe apparent soundness of that
ger?
Chase
on
all
$10,000
bills
times he makes one above the avdoctrine. If anything, what has happortrait is
erage. Whether a counterfeit is a
2. SEAL—On the genuine bill, pened since has strengthened it. But
, or a five, or a
good or poor reproduction, you
the sawtooth points around the it would have been impossible for
should be able to detect it by comrim are identical and sharp., On Mr. Willkie to have gone further
at pictures are
parison with a note of the same
the counterfeit these points are than he has now gone to repudiate
i bills?
denomination which is known to
usually different, uneven, broken it and those ardent followers of it
s made a good
be genuine. A comparison of this
and him.
off.
5 protecting your
kind will> readily disclose defects
3. SERIAL NUMBERS—On the
i"the counterfeitAIDING 'EVERYBODY'?
in the portrait, the seal and the
genuine bill, they are distinctive
know the outOne thing should be made and
lathework border, and is definitein style, firmly and evenly printed kept clear about the fight on the
of your money,
ly the best method of counterfeit
in the same color as the seal. On "lease-lend" bill in its present form.
rself to blame
detection. If the suspected bill is
the counterfeit the style Is differ- It is that the issue here is not whethtie victim of the
ent, poorly printed, badly spaced, er we shall send aid to Britain.
land his vicious
uneven in appearance.
There are, on either side of the
"lease-lend" argument, men of sev'but how can I
4. PAPER—Genuine bills are eral
shades of opinion on both sides
Eiy? I know what
printed on distinctive paper con- of that
those who bei don't know what
taming very small, red and blue lieve inquestion—from
all aid Britain may ask, to
1
silk threads.
other men who insist only so
States Secret
The following information about much be sent as will not slow up
flertaken to show
paper currency will also be help- or make impossible our own defense.
; for. A trial eduThe debate here is whether on the
ful:
indicated that
of aiding Britain—by methods
rgely due to your
SIGNATURES — The signature plea
"abort of war" principally by sellof the secretary of the treasury tog
ge about money,
or giving supplies, with or withalso showed
appears at the lower right side on
credit—whether on that plea, one
the front of all United States pa- out
pt of the people
the President, should be given
per money. The signature of the man,
Therefore,
unlimited authority to dispose of as
Jucation against
treasurer of the United States ap- much
as he pleases of the material
pears on the lower left side.
under the
resources of the United States and
; Money." For
TYPES OF CURRENCY—Our its armament in ships, guns, planes
!4940 the pubgovernment now prints three types and ammunition, not merely to Britli'acceptance of
of currency or paper money: fed- ain but to any nation anywhere.
re reduced to
eral reserve notes, silvek certifiThose who want to aid Britain
|;'Secret Servcates, and United States notes.
say they wish to do so to defend
P -per cent reEvery note or bill is distin- America. By this most of them
Mend of its
FRANK J. WILSON
guished
by words telling which mean that they want to keep the
if
' campaign.
type It Is, printed at the top of the ocean' approaches to our country
magazine
counterfeit, its portrait will be
bill on its face or front. The type open by supporting the British navy
cational pamdull, smudgy or scratchy in apof each bill is also shown by the and the British .bases in the Atlanmessage into
pearance. The points on the councolor of its treasury seal and seri- tic and elsewhere. But the "leasethe business
terfeit treasury seal will be unal numbers; The treasury seal lend" bill intends something much
illustrated book- ,
even or blunt, instead of sharp
and serial numbers are GREEN more than that. Taken with the
press, entitled
and regular. The white net lines
on federal reserve notes, RED on President's fireside chat and annual
published
in the border will be broken in
United States notes, and BLUE on message, his war aims are no longer
many places, and generally the
e, tells how to
silver certificates.
merely to defend America in this
texture of the paper and the color
i and coins,
sense.
FEDERAL
RESERVE
NOTES
of the ink will be quite different
otect yourself
They are no longer "short of war."
—Federal
reserve
notes
axe
placed
than the genuine."
"government
in circulation by the federal re- They are to "defend America" by
may be obIt is often said that if the ink or
serve banks, each bank placing its insuring freedom of speech and worerintendent of
color can be rubbed off a bill, the
own notes in circulation through ship and from want "everywhere on
lent Printing
bill is counterfeit. Nothing could
the banks located In its district. earth," and to secure all nations
D. C., for 10
be more wrong, according to Mr.
There are 12 federal reserve dis- from attack "anywhere on earth."
sound motion
Wilson. The ink or color can be
tricts. Each district has a num- Under the terms of the bill, all that
Jed "Know Your
rubbed from both genuine and
ber and a corresponding letter of is necessary for him to do to be free
made by the
counterfeit notes, and such a test
to send our military and naval
the alphabet for its symbol.
land with Lowell
proves nothing.
substance to any country whether it
B01<
City
f
S.S
DISTBICT
y
tientator, is being
^"
LETTER NUMBER is at war now or not, is to "find"
Counterfeit coins are also a
chools in the 48
Boston
A
1
that to do so would help American
source of trouble. Genuine silver
ness groups of
New York
B
'.'. z
defense. That is power to declare
coins have a clear, bell-like ring.
[lore.
Philadelphia
C
3
and fight economic war for anybody
Counterfeits sound dull. Ring silet formula for
anywhere.
'
Cleveland
D
4
ver coins on hard surface and benterfeit note," says
Richmond
E
5
Furthermore, some of the lanware of those which sound like
i», chief of the UnitAtlanta
.F
6
guage in this bill is so generalized
stone. In extremely rare in; Service. "Years
Chicago
G
7
(for example the appropriation
stances, genuine silver coins may
have proven that
St. Louis
H
8 qlause) that it is not clear that it
have an invisible crack or air bubthe best counMinneapolis
1
9 does not deliver to the President
ble which would make them sound
Kansas City
J
10
in existence. But
power to give away the financial redull. However, these are so few
erly trained. GenDallas
K
u
sources of the country as certainly
that your chances of receiving
oney is printed on
San Francisco
L
12
it grants him power to give away
one are very slight indeed.
Iper containing tiny
navy.
The corrugated outer edge of
The letter "A" in the regional all the ships of* our* whole
*
silk threads. The
silver coins is known as the "reedbank seal on a federal reserve
from steel-enThere is talk about guarding
ing." It is this feature which
note shows that it was issued by
t made by a corps of
against any such designs by limitshould be closely examined on susthe
Boston
Federal
Reserve
bank
ert engravers in the
pected coins. Likewise, this reedin the First district. The letter ing this all-out economic war dicing should be compared with that
"B" hi the regional bank seal and tatorship and partial military and
ave a bill in your
on a coin'of the same denominathe figure "2" shows that a bill naval dictatorship to two years.
e? Take it out now
Many of the "emergency" powers
tion known to be genuine. On most
was issued from the Federal Rey at the portrait of
granted since '33 have been so limcounterfeits the reeding is noticeserve
Bank
of
New
York,,and
so
Lincoln, or another
ably imperfect, but on genuine
on through the list of the 12 banks ited. All have been extended. Why?
^Americans shown on
coins the corrugations are reguto San Francisco, whose symbol Because the granting of such mas^denominations. You
lar and distinct. In some cases,
letter is "L" and district number sive powers with a time limit is also
K the facial characterof course, the reeding is completeis "12." The regional bank seal a grant of power to force the extennaded by small dots
ly worn away on genuine coins
and the district number on fed- sion of that , time limit. It has
|each of which is clear
which have circulated for a long
eral
reserve notes are always proved so with us over and over
In the portrait backtime.
again during eight years of grants of
BLACK.
emergency powers with a time limit

FIBER
BOARD
SEAT
TO

REPAIR
MORN

pattern on the wall. Narrow green
fringe was used for edging and
the sketch shows how the two
pieces of the slip cover were
made.
• • •

NOTE: You will find more Illustrations
for making over dining room chain, old
rockers and armchairs in Mrs. Spears'
Books S and 6. Also directions for designing and making rugs; hooked, braided
and crocheted. Each book has S3 pages
of illustrated directions. Send order to:
MBS.

IP
A CHAIR is all legs, angles
1
and curves in the wrong
places, a slip cover may do as
much for it as a becoming frock
will do for an awkward girl. The
right color, a dash of style, fabric
cut to bring out graceful lines
and cover defects, and presto—
a new personality for the ugly
duckling!
That was the treatment given a
set of old chairs like the one shown
here. A two-piece frock was
planned to repeat tones in the wall
paper of the room in which the
chairs were to be used. The bold
stripes of the utty tan, green and
wine red mal trial gave just the
right contrast with the flowered

AROUND
THE HOUSE

RUTH WYETH SPEAKS
Drawer 10
Bedford Bills
New York
Enclose 20c for Books S and 6.
Name
Address

Canned Voices
Phonograph records of the
voices of numerous Nineteenthcentury celebrities are still to existence, among them being those
of P. T. Barnum, Edwin Booth,
Johannes Brahms, William K.
Gladstone, Benjamin Harrison,
Jenny Lind, Florence Nightingale,
Lord Tennyson and Queen Victoria.

Most delicious "bog"
Of the MOSOn.. -. qu/drancl
easy to prepare . : . nourishing
; . . economical... order; today;
from your grocer.

A window box of seasoning herbs
is handy for winter cooking.
• * *
Grease the measuring cup before measuring syrup or molasses
and it will not stick to the sides
of the cup.
• • •
To keep brown sugar moist and
fresh, store hi a covered container with a freshly cut piece of
lemon.
• • •
When, two glasses become
wedged together place cold water
to the upper one and set lower to
warm water. They will then separate with little effort.
• • •
Don't buy very large or very
small vegetables. There is much
waste to the small ones and the
Resonrceless
large, ones have lost some of their The mouse that hath but one
flavor.
hole is quickly taken.—Plautus.

You can see the deeper color and taste the richer
flavor of California Navel Orange juice! You get
more vitamins and minerals in eueiy gfoM-thanks to year-round sunshine, fertile soils and scientific care!
Navel Oranges are grand eating too. They're seedless! Easy to peel
and shoe or section for salads and desserts.
Look for Amidst" on the skin-the trademark of 14,000 cooperating
growers for fruit that is "Beat for Juice-ond Every we/" Order several
down Sunkist Navels for economy.
"TIT un"fw*.ni>mii«uii_-i

THE
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Miss Beth Knowlton and Miss Mary
Miss Otellia Petersen, a student at
Lucille Henderson, operators at the Simpson college at Indianola, spent
local telephone exchange, are both the week end in Anita at the home of
confined to their 'Homes by illness.
her parents, Chris J. Petersen and
jiME IN AND SEE US FOR
wife.
Ed. L. Newton and wife returned
A SQUARE DEAL
home Saturday from a several weeks'
Charles H. Ingram and family have
visit
with
their
daughter,
Mrs.
Chas.
rented
the J. P. Wilson home and will
PHE KUNZ GRAIN CO.
Salmon and family at Cambridge, take possession the first of the month.
Bert C. Ramus, Mgr.
C. F. DARROW,
Ohio.
Mr. Ingram is music instructor in the
Anita schools.
Mrs. L. J. Hofmeister and son,
Mrs. Earl Sampson was hostess to
Rockne—All American."
Many of Lawrence, spent Monday in Ames vissalaries with 5,000 silver dollars.
the scenes were shot on the old stamp- iting with their son and brother, the Susie Q club Thursday evening at
They
312 pounds, and if
AROUND IOWA. + placed weighed
3WS
+ ing grounds of Rockne—the campus of Norman, who is a patient at a hospital her home on West Mlain Street.
end
to
end
would make a line
+ + + + + + + \+ + + +
in that city.
Rummy was the diversion of the
Not** Dame University.
625
feet
long.
Hand Cut.
I.''biography emi evening with Mrs. Robert Cryer hold"Knute Rockne—All American" is
A birthday dinner, in honor of Dr.; ;ng jjigh
Dolores Modrell, Battle Creek, put
fcma, keen philomore than just a story of a great foot- C. H. Johnson, was held at the John- j
House Ruined.
out her hand to break a fall and ripce makes its
ball coach. It is a film that should
For
the
fifth
time, the Paul Wanderson home 'Friday evening. Following Norman Hofmeister of Ames, son of ped her hand on a barbed wire fence.
1-week economy
influence and inspire Americans in a 6:80 o'clock dinner, the evening was Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Hofmeister of
scheid home in LeMars has been
Theatre today
It was necessary to use several stitchevery stratum of life.
struck by a car. Mrs. Wanderscheid
ay in "Knute
spent playing bridge.
Anita, is a patient at a hospital in es to close the wound.
* » »
remarked, eaoh time they are doing
The film 1
'•
'—
that city where he submitted to an
a better job of tearing up the house
The
new
romantic
and
dramatic
Mr.
and
Mrs.
D.
L..
McDermott
of!
emergency
operation
for
appendiciPeaches.
j
jitbry of Knute
and landscaping.
team
of
Norma
Shrearer
and
Robert
Lusk, IWyo., are the parents of a six j tis last Thursday,
childhood in
A Lenox resident went home for
Taylor
makes
its
first
film
appearance
pound
girl
baby
born
Jan.
10.
Faye,'
ic and untimely
supper one night last week and was
Shot.
in the powerful drama, "Escape," who is well known here, is managing iMr. and Mrs. A. R. Kohl entertained informed that he would have to fend
Jerry
Lee
Hestness,
6-year-old boy
picturization of Ethel Vance's best editor of the newspaper at Lusk.
the Evening Dinner and Bridge club for himself as his wife was going to a
,' :as the great
of
Lake
Mills,
was
shot
in the right
selling novel, Sunday, Monday and
at
their
home
on
Walnut
Street
Thursparty, and he would have to eat what
ch and turns in
Leo V. Bongers was a business call- day evening. A covered dish dinner he could find. On the table he found eye with a B-B gun while he and his
Tuesday at the Anita Theatre. It is
nee that one loses
.gene'rally known that the author's er in Omaha Tuesday. He was ac-j was served, and the evening was spent an opqn jar of peaches and a sauce brother were playing. The seriousi the gripping life
name is fictitious because the story is companied home by his son, Leo, Jr., a playing T>ri<jge.' Mr. and Mrs. Floyd dish with two halves of a peach < in it. ness of the case has not yet been fully
forgets that he based on actual happenings relative
student at Creighton University, who Dement were guests,
Deciding that the two halves would determined.
i picture. Every to the rescue of an American woman is spending a few days' vacation Ibenot be enough, he poured some more
late great football
The P.. T. A. Study Club will meet
who was spirited out of a concentra- tween semesters at the home of "his
Flowers.
on top of them, and ate the dishful.
minute, was
Thursday afternoon at the home of
tion camp after having been put there parents.
Mrs.
W.
F.
Hill, Olenwood, has a
Upon further .investigation, he found
ac portrayal.
Mrs. R. W. Forshay on Chestnut
through her generosity.
Christmas
cactus
in her home which
that
the
two
halves
of
the
"peach"
ks like Knute.
Mrs. John Eastman and little son, Street. "Major Mysteries," by M!rs.
she has had for 40 years. During this
Norma Shearer expressed the desire
was
not
a
peach
at
all,
but
two
egg
.is played by
Lary, who have been visiting relatives Carl Moore and "Ships That Sail to
time, about three months of each year
she gives an to play the principal in this famous and friends in Anita for the past ajjjpk, Sea," by Mrs. Eric Osen, are featured yolks.
story
and
gives
the
finest
portrayal
of
the plant is covered with blooms—r
as the woman
returned to their home in Omaha!on the afternoon program.
some years, numbering about 1600.
Burned.
encouraged him her brilliant career. Robert Taylor, Tuesday where they will spend a^ew!
Ernie Schwanebeck, Pontanelle, was
. encouragement. all he man in this film, equals Miss days before going to San Antonio, 'Mr. and Mrs. Robert Milford of
Fire.
| Reagan portrays Shearer's excellent work, as the son Texas, to make their future home. >v
Newton are the parents of twin burned when he put some water into
A year ago, the barn on the Stanley
a
car
radiator.
The
radiator
conGipp, and it is of the American woman, played by
^
daughters born last Wednesday, at a
Zrudsky farm near Alburnett burned.
be forgotten. It Nazimova, who returns to the screen
The Mutual Benefit club were gu s hospital in Des Moines. Mrs. Milford tained some kerosene which was being
Last week, the house was destroyed by
after
many
years
absence
from
the
used
as
an
anti-freeze,
which
puffed
erformance of his
Thursday of Mrs. William Stocfcjiam ! was formerly Miss Mary Louise
fire.
up
into
his
face.
i to bring a lump to screen.
at her home northwest of Anita. Duthie, daughter of Vernon Duthie,
A notable cast support the stars and Fifteen members were present to ; well known farmer living east of
dened movie goer,
Not Superstitious.
Picks Corn.
as Father Calla- each becomes involved in the intrigue enjoy a 12:30 o'clock dinner and a : Anita, x
Helmer J. Hanson, of Forest City,
Glenn Postel, Zearing, picked 157
his record of fine that develops from a deep and stirring social afternoon. Mrs. Max Walker!
Mrs. Carl Millard was hostess to the bushels of corn in seven hours one is not superstitious, or he would not
ith a very real por- story- Many moments of heart warm- will be hostess to the club at its next
l??
members of the Bide-a-Wee bridge day last week.
drive his car this next year. When he
president. ing romance are brought to life by meeting on Feb. ,6.
club at her home on West Main Street
was given his car license, it was No.
^Horsemen" once Norma Shearer and Robert Taylor.
Still Hunting.
Guests,
1300. He paid $13.00, for which he
The Jolly Dozen club members, to- last Wednesday afternoon.
ons gridirons Critics everywhere have hailed this
;
Four Corydon men have found out wrote a check, dating it January 13.
goal line with new team and predict great popularity gether.with their husbands, enjoyed a [besides the members, were Mrs. A. R.
£ Elmer Layden; for them-'-with their millions of covered dish dinner Thursday at the j Kohl and Mrs. Joe Vetter. High that all of the hunting and trapping
home of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Me-! score at bridge for the afternoon was is not a thing of the past. They reMBller; Nick admirers.
Happy.
cently found four raccoons in one
|Stnhldreher and
Dermott east of Anita. Roll call was held by Mrs. Andy Miller,
John Hegg, of, near Decorah, has
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.
night. They have also found four reason to be happy over the fact that
an original poem. Mrs. W. C. Mcowley.
The Original' bridge club were mink in one day and a night.
Crory will be hostess to the club at its
i' philosophy inthere was considerable ice on the roof
'Clerk's Office, Anita, Iowa, next meeting on Feb. 6.
guests of Mrs. Leo V. Bongers at.her
men and teams
of his house one night last week. If
December 2, 1940.
home on North Chestnut Street Wed60th.
i take victory and
there "had not been, he might have
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Smith of been out of house and home, the rei are all told in the The Town Council met in regular 'Miss Lilith Baker and Miss Kather- nesday afternoon. Additional guests
L story of "Knute session with the following members ine Nervig entertained the women were Mrs. Gail Burke, Mrs. Henry Promise City celebrated their 60th. sult of an over-heated pipe throwing
'present:
teachers of the Anita schools at the J. Maduff, Mrs. Russell Smith and Mrs. wedding anniversary last week. They sparks from the chimney.
Mayor, Darrow, Councilmen, De- A. Wagner home Friday evening. B. D. Forshay. High score for the have lived their entire married life in
ment, .Howard and Kopp.
Additional guests were Mrs. Wilbur afternoon was held by Mrs. Maduff. Wayne county.
Even the Marshal.
Young, Mrs. John Budd, Mrs. Chas.
>L.MEURER Absent, Burke and Petersen.
The
highway
patrolmen did their
Mrs. Kenneth Neary was hostess to
The minutes of previous meetings Ingram and Mrs. M. M. Feller. High
Swapped.
Adair, Iowa
duty,
even
when
they discovered
the
scores at bridge were held by Miss i
Neighborhood ICircle at her home
were read and approved
Traer church-goers were not sure Waverly night marshal Bert Fowler
southwest
of
Anita
Wednesday
afterThe Treasurer's report was read Gretchen Budd and Miss Jetta Knowlthat they had gone to the right church driving the Waverly city police car
alometer Service and approved.
ton, low scores by Mrs. Ingram and noon. Twelve members were present one Sunday recently The local
to 1?—1:30 to 8.
The following bills were allowed Mrs. Budd and the traveling prize i a t the meeting. Mrs. Keith Bell be- ministers had surprised their con- with just one light. Fowler was instructed to get the lights fixed.
'Sun. 10 to 11 a. m. and ordered paid:
came a member. Roll call was reswent to Miss Leona Dominy.
gregations and swapped pulpits for
37.
ponded to with a favorite song and the day.
Corporation Fund.
C. F. Darrow, salary
$10.00 The Atlantic Hospital association'the third lesson of the farm bureau
Solon A. Karns, salary
15.00 informed the Cass county board of! study was presented by Mrs. Max
Free Lights.
Fred Pratt, salary
60.00 supervisors last week that effective Way.
As a belated Christmas present, at
Geo. L. Bills, salary and dogs.. 60.50 the first of the month the county will
A combined second follow-up meet- the January meeting of the Anthon
Anita Utilities, hall light
1.93 be billed at a rate of fS.^per day for
ing
of school districts Nos. 2 and 3 town council,' they voted to allow a
Bryan Parker, labor
2.25 all county patients admitted to the
ICE FOR THE
free light bill for the month of
Fred Dittman, maul
1,75 hospital; The present rate is $2.15 was held Wednesday afternoon at the December.
DEAD ANI.
Anita Lumber Company, maper day. Rising hospital costs was home of Mrs. Lars Christensen north
OR SMALL.
terials
33.83 the reason given the board of super- I of Anita. iFour members and two
Perfect.
ders
UP PROMPTLight Fund.
visors for the rate increase. The new<Desl
i !<*nm
^ present' The less°n' Edwin Tucker, Strawberry Point,
57.
Anita Utilities, street lights ... 66.30 rate, if accepted by the board, will
* K. ™* Presented to those will probably become a more enthuNo further business appearing a result in an increase of approximately present. Following the meeting dis- siastic pinochle player than ever. He
STATION
motion to adjourn carried.
46 per cent in the county's bill for trict No. 2 served a lunch. The next picked up his hand while playing the
)WA
Solon A. Karns,
hospital costs, a bill which amounted meeting will be in charge of district other evening, and saw—what very
No. 3.
Town Clerk.
to $7,808.73 in 1940.
few pinochle players have seen—a
The members of the Helping Hand perfect hand. Edwin had all the clubs
<tyw*~4/wwW|A
club were entertained at a one o'clock in the deck.
luncheon Thursday by Mrs. Howard
Knocked Out.
Gissibl at her home southeast of Anita.
Cyrus
Lien,
of near Northwood, was
In addition to the fifteen members
present, there were also six visitors. in such a hurry to get the mail that he
The ladies spent the afternoon doing ran into the clothes line, which
embroidery work for the hostess and a "knocked him out."
If it's too oily or
contest put on was won by Mrs.
too dry, it's unruly.
Bone Stuck.
William Steele. The next meeting of
Our permanents guarMrs.
J.
Q.
Lauer,
Waverly accidentthe club will be on Feb. 6.
antee you a beautiful
ally swallowed the gristly end of a
natural wave that will
Robert, Mac and Jack McDermott chicken bone recently which lodged
last and keep you alentertained the Benton Future Farm- some distance down in her throaty
ways well groomed.
Today,
she
is
very
happy
that
science
ers 4-H club Wednesday evening at the
Priced at
JANUARY 30, 31 and FEBRUARY 1
home of thejr parents, Mr. and Mrs. has made it possible to take care- of
James B. MtDermott, west of Anita. such emergencies; without modern inTwenty-five members were present. ventions, she would not have lived to
Two new members, George Stutleberg tell the story.
and Wayne Olsen, were added to the
roll. Mac McDermott gave a report
Silver.
on his recent (rip to Ames. After the
Western Union college at LeMars
PHONE BED 129
business meeting, Bunco was enjoyed paid the first of the year bills and
FRIDAY, 7:30 P. M.
by those present with Glen Olsen winning the prize for high score. A lunch
was seryed by Mrs. McDermott. The
IS., 7:40 P. M.
Kt meeting will be with Robert,
Harold and George Stutleberg.

L and G R A I N

Feed Your Home Grown Grains And
MERIT CONCENTRATE
THE FARMERS COOP.

'ICE!

HAVE YOU
GOT UNRULY
HAIR?

SS COUNTY BOYS'

ETBALL TOURNAMENT

J«TA HIGH SCHOOL GYM

$3.50

Vanity Beauty Shop

CONSOLATION
SATURDAY, 7:30 P.M.

POLD,
mmm^^mm

CHAMPIONSHIP
SATURDAY, 8:40 P.M.

IRS., 8:50 P. M.
BENA
FRIDAY, 8:40 P. M.

IBERLAND

ADMISSION 25c and 35c EACH SESSION

The K. J. U. club of the Church of
Christ held their regular monthly
meeting Friday afternoon at the home
of Lulu Alvord with Mrs. Mable
Sutton, Mrs. Merle Robison, Mrs.
Merle Denne and Mrs. R. E. Hawk as
assiating hostesses. Following the
regular business meeting, a lunch was
s«rved to the twenty members and
nine visitors, Mlrs. Cora Stoodts, Mrs.
Gardner, Mrs. Rosetta Anderson, Mrs.
Mattie Schultz, Mrs. Gerald Akers,
Miss Irene Anderson, Mrs. Bus Hall,
Mrs. Earl Knowlton and Mrs. Mary
Hartshorn, who were present.
Mrs.
Earl Knowlton joined the club at this
meeting.

HIQH PRICED
BEEF AND PORK

Plus Changeable Weather Should Be a Convincing
Argument in Favor of a Refrigerated Locker.
Better See Us About One and Be Safe.
THERE IS ONE NEAR YOU

Miller's Lockers
ANITA — WIOTA — CUMBERLAND

BATTERN

UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY1
CHOOL Lesson
.

S

EPARTMEN!

of Chlc&ffo*
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

darts and gathers—that's all. Anybody can make it, quickly and
easily.
* * *

Lesson for February 2
Lesion subjects and Scripture texis selected and copyrighted by International
Council of RelUlous Education; used by
permission.

Pattern No. 1305-B Is designed for sizes
12, 14, 16. 18. 20 and 40. Corresponding
bust measurements 30, 32, 34. 36, 38 and
40. Size 14 (32) requires 5% yards of 33inch material; 1 yard trimming! Detailed
sew chart included. Send order to:

•ul—

They Can See
Jim—I wonder why women pay
THE INDIVIDUAL'S RESPONSI- more attention to beauty man
brains?
BILITY REGARDING BEVERAGE ALCOHOL
Marion—Because no matter how
stupid a man is, he is seldom
LESSON TEXT—Habakkuk 2: IS; Genesis blind.

4:9-18; Mark fl:4M8; Z Thessalonians 5:22.
GOLDEN TEXT—Abstain from every
form of evil.—I Thessaloniani 5:22. R. V.

IOSTESS? TREAT GUESTS TO A PAI

IOTIC TEA
(See Recipes Below.)
IPABTY MONTH spreading chocolate cream filling
between layers. Place lace doily
i'arty month; ev- made with heart motif over top of
iar should have cake. Fasten securely to top of
fthe twelfth, the cake with toothpicks. Sprinkle surI fourteenth, and face generously and evenly with con," the twenty-second fectioners' sugar. Brush off excess
Cringed' hi red! with pastry brush, then • remove
And this year, picks and carefully lift off pattern.
with the renewed The design should be neatly etched
emphasis on pa- hi confectioners' sugar. '
triotism which
Chocolate Cream Filling.
p-ias brought, there's
(Makes 2% cups)
B make Washington's 3 squares unsweetened chocolate (3
|birthdays occasions
ounces) (grated)
tic partying than us- 1% cups milk
% cup sugar
ji, February lends it- 4 tablespoons cake flour
jite like Washington's % teaspoon salt
* stead of tea, serve 1 egg (slightly beaten)
res of hot, fragrant 1 tablespoon butter
i'see it hi the pic- 1 teaspoon vanilla
i^, spicy squares are
Add chocolate to milk. Heat hi
't>with the day, for double
When, chocolate is
ner was said to melted, boiler.,
with rotary egg beater
;fqr her ginger- to blend.beat
sugar, flour and
jfouf own special salt. AddCombine
gradually
to chocolate
of the packaged
and cook until thickened
Jjmixes. All that you mixture
(about 5 minutes), stirring constant|;decprations is a bowl ly.
Then cook 10 minutes longer,
~, the. silhouettes of stirring
occasionally. Pour small
[;.. Martha Washington amount of
mixture over egg, stirjrijlte paper and hung to ring vigorously,
return to double
ound fpr the tea table. boiler. Cook 2 minutes
longer, stirsdLtJje. food for, the oc- ring constantly. Then add butter
J^ ininted pear salad and vanilla and c o o l . , .
-""-j bteads. These
Patriotic Sandwich Plate.
hy^ biscuit hearts
<25 star sandwiches;
i^cutvout to show
40 rolled sandwiches)
.filling. Let the bev(>,redcranberry punch 2 1%-pound loaves sandwich bread
i^ch cup with a cube Softened butter
pick on a pick. If you 2 17-ounce cans jellied cranberry
1 cup dried beef (ground)
| second course, small
molds will finish 4 3-ounce packages'cream cheese
4 tablespoons milk
Be -style.
cake is a dessert 4 teaspoons lemon juice
„, could serve with % teaspoon onion juice
Trim crusts from 1 loaf with sharp
tew friends come hi
•day evening. Fine knife. Slice, lengthwise into %-inch
put together with a slices. If very
filling, and the long knife is not
prated with confee- available, loaf
l-sifted through a lace will be easier to
|irt motif on it. When handle if cut in
oved, the design re- half crosswise be|neatly hi sugar on fore slicing. Wrap
slices hi damp
towel and place
Punch.
in refrigerator
quarts)
for 30 minutes to 1 hour.
Meanwhile slice second loaf
into %-inch slices. Cut
Kjellied .cranberry lengthwise
out sandwiches with star-shaped
cutter, then spread with spftened
butter. Slice jellied cranberry sauce
sapple cubes
into thin slices and cut into stars
fd water
with same cutter. Place each slice
of cranberry between two slices butcranberry .sauce tered bread.
hpt water and heat
Blend cream cheese with milk until softened, then add lemon and
onion juice. Combine with ground
beef and chopped nuts. Remove
sliced bread from refrigerator, unwrap, and spread with softened butter, then with filling. Roll tightly
measure;, there into long rolls. Wrap each roll in
Add pineapple waxed paper and place hi refrigerafixture and /strain tor. When ready to serve, Insert a
5Ee or cheese-cloth. small flag into end of each rolled
When ready to sandwich. Stand them up around
ck of ice in punch sides of a shallow bowl or basket so
£ about 1 quart ice that flags hang over edge. Fill centpunch mixture and ter of bowl or basket with starper over ice. Insert shaped sandwiches.
onto cocktail sticks
Deviled Biscuit Hearts.
hi each cup. Fill
(Makes 18)
2 cups flour (all-purpose)
! Heart Cake.
3 teaspoons baking powder
% teaspoon salt
j: 2- 9-inch layers)
Vt cup shortening
flour
% cup milk (approximately)
baking powder
2 2% ounce cans deviled ham
i salt
Sift flour once before measuring.
er or other shortening
Add baking powder, salt, and sift
Ear
together. Cut in shortening, using a
beaten)
pastry blender or two knives, or
rub it in with the fingers. Add milk,
)ri vanilla
it in lightly with a fork,
pflour once before meas stirring
until
a
soft
dough forms. Turn onto
dd baking powder and a lightly floured
and knead
3 times. Cream but- tor a few seconds. board
Roll out to about
add sugar gradually to inch in thickness.
Cut with a
^together until light and' heart-shaped cutter. Remove
Iseggs end beat thorough- centers from half the biscuits. the
To
•JT, alternately with milk,
ftount at a time. Beat do this, fold biscuit in half and cut
center with kitchen scissors,
after each addition, out
leaving a narrow rim. Spread devyanilla.
er into 2 well-greased iled ham on whole biscuits, top with
n pans (2 inches deep). rims and bake in a hot oven (450
Moderate oven i860 de- degrees Fahrenheit) for 12 to IS
nheit) for 35 to 40 min- minutes. Serve hot to accompany
'togetlicr as layer cake, salad.
(Released by Western newspaper Union.)
ib..—

, "Responsible for the drunkards of
my community? Not me; I am
against the use of intoxicating liquors." Such is the answer Christian
men and women, would probably
make if faced, with that accusation.
But wait! Responsibility means
more than just refraining oneself or
speaking against "booze" - in a
church meeting. Before we finish
the study of our lesson, we may
find ourselves guilty of the'charge,
and needing to ask forgiveness, and
see the need of bringing forth works
meet unto repentance.
We hear
God's Word telling us:
I. Do Not Tempt Tour Neighbor
(Hab. 2:15).
God is very severe in judgment
upon those who tempt others. Of
course He condemns the one who
gives another a drink of liquor.
Nothing could be more despicable
than thus to start a man or woman
on the way to a drunkard's grave.
There can be no question about the
guilt of the one who makes the stuff
and the one who sells it. But beyond that, those are guilty who
share hi the profits from such a business, who rent their buildings for
the manufacture or sale of liquor,
who vote to legalize its sale or support politicians who do such things;
hi fact, everyone who encourages,
condones, or hi any, way profits,
whether directly or indirectly, from
"the traffic." Are you still "not
guilty"?
n. Do Not Fall Tour Brother
(Gen. 4:9-12).
Everyone who says, "Am I my
brother's'keeper?" classes himself
with the murderer Cam. Certainly
I am my brother's keeper. This is
the positive side of the matter. It
is not enough that I do not tempt
my brother. The question is: "Have
I neglected to do anything that I
could and should have done to save
him?"
That makes it my positive business to eliminate every' possible
temptation. It means that the
'Christian is vitalty concerned about
the taverns, road, houses, dance
halls, and what not, which entrap
and destroy our young people. It
is not enough to passively lament
their presence; we must actively
seek their removal. It can be done,
and is being done all over the land.
III. Do Not Offend Children (Mark
9:42).
The Lord holds His followers to
a high measure of responsibility regarding the children whose lives
they touch, whether they be in their
own family, or hi the community in
which they live.
Children are innocent until their
elders make them otherwise. In
their innocency they are trustful and
ready to learn. Their knowledge of
the right way to live is received
from their parents and other grownups, and (mark It welll) they learn
more from what we do than from
what we say.
Here is the question each one of
us should honestly face right now:
"How does my daily walk influence
the children who see me?" Let us
answer that in the light of verse 42.
IV. Abstain From Evil—Judgment
Is Coming (Mark 9:43-48; I Thess.
5:22).
The Christian is called to abstain
from "all appearance of evil" or, as
the Revised Version puts it, "every
form of evil" (I Thess. 5:22). That
may call for the sternest kind of
self-denial (Mark 9:43-47), but why
not? We do not follow a Christ who
sought for Himself the way of ease
or "comfort. He gave Himself hi
complete and willing sacrifice, going
even to the death of Calvary's tree
for us. Do we then falter and seek
the easy way?
The fact that there is a day of
judgment to come is something to
remember, but may we not stress
the other side of the truth. "The
very sternness of our Lord's strictures regarding the importance of
self-denial only serves to enhance
the value of the privilege we enjoy
in being citizens of the kingdom of
God.
If it is worth the loss of a
hand, a foot, or an eye to gain that
life, then, hi view of the great value
we place on these members of our
bodies, how great musfe be our divine privilege. Christianity is not
merely a negative religion, but it
takes the negative similes to show
us the positive glories" (Dr. John
W., Bradbury).
God Send Us Men
God send us men with hearts ablaze,
All truth to love, all wrong to hate;
These are the patriots nations need,
These are the bulwarks of the
state.
—Anon.
Blind Bigot
No blinder bigot, I maintain it
•till, than he who must have pleasure, come what will.—William Cowper.
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As They Come
"Whal't the difference between ammonia and pneumonia?"
"One comes in bottles and the other
in chests."

The Dark Ages

No Favors
Nockby—I think it commendable
that Jubbs is so impartial.
Dzudi—Yes; but he carries it too
far. When we went hunting last
week he didn't seem to care
whether he shot the rabbits, the
dogs or one of the party.

Most historians place the period
of the Dark ages between the time
the western Roman empire fell.in
475 A. D. and the discovery of the
pandects — a systematically arranged collection of Roman laws—
at Amalfi, Italy, in 1150, or a period of about seven centuries. The
discovery of these laws led to a
general study of Roman and
Greek literature which overcame
much of the intellectual darkness
which had come with the barbarians who had spread over the continent from northern Europe.

Lots of Merriment
"I love looking'1 at her when she
laughs."
"Why?"
"There seems to be so much of
her having a good time."
American women feel war horrors—perfumes scarce. (Headline
in newspaper.) Scentimentalists.

Oh, So!

4cupsof

"What's your favorite dish?"
"A clean one."
Still Up
"Did you hear the step-ladder
slip, mother?"
"Yes; I hope your father didn't
fall."
"Not yet; he's still hanging on
UERE'S a pretty new home
to the curtain rod."
•*• * frock that looks well on everybody from slim size 12's to stately
Other Interests
size 40's. Made up in bright perTwo boxers were engaged in what ap- cale or calico prints, or in checked
peared to be a hugging match.
A voice from the gallery shouted: gingham, with ric-rac outlining
"Turn out the lights. They want to be the neckline and points of interest,
it looks fresh and gay as a mornalone."
Came a second voice: "Leave the ing-glory. And this is a thoroughly
lights alone. I want to read."
comfortable dress, too. The sash
belt, tied in the back, enables you
Trivial Cause
to adjust the waistline to exactly
"What did your father die of?" the snugness or slimness you like.
the doctor asked a Negro who was
A glance at the little diagram
being examined for life insurance. drawing, showing pattern No. 1305"Ah don't know, boss," he re- B cut out and ready to assemble,
plied, "but it wasn't nothing seri- shows you how simply made it is.
ous."
Merely straight, long seams, a few

ASK ME
ANOTHER t
The Questions
1. What is the rule of noblesse
oblige?
2. What word has the opposite
meaning of prolix?
3. What workman used a cant
hook?
4. A horsepower is equal to how
many watts?
5. How many deadly sins are
listed?
6. What is the tallest living, animal?
7. How much does a presidential
Inauguration cost?
8. Who designed the first submarine?

The Answer*

A Quiz With Answers
Offering Information
on Various Subjects

GARFiELD TEA

You'll Ilk* the way It snaps you back to tb»
.feriteft of "rarln* to «o" fltneta and Internal
cleanliness. Not at miracle worker, but tf
temporary constipation Is causing Indifestlon. headaches, llstlessness. Carfleld Tea
wiUcertalnlyr^o wonders." FHEp SAMM.KI

Knowledge and Integrity
Integrity without knowledge is
weak and useless. < Knowledge
without integrity ia dangerous and
dreadful.—Dr. Johnson.

FEMALE PAIN
WITHUPSCT
NERVOUS SPELLS-

You women who suffer pain of irregular periods with nervous, cranky
spella due to monthly functional
disturbances should find Lydla E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
simply marvelous to relieve such
annoying symptoms.
Pinkham's Compound Is made
especially for women to help relieve
such distressing feelings and thus
help them go smiling thru such
"dlfBcultdays."Overl,000.000 women
have reported remarkable benefits.
WORTH TRYING I Any drugstore.

7. The cost has varied from
tune to time. Congress appropriated $35,000 for 1941 inaugural expenses—about $7,000 less than was
expended in 1937.
8. David Bushell, an American,
designed a craft hi 1776 called the
With Friends
Turtle, which tried unsuccessfully
They are never alone that art)
to sink the English warship Eagle accompanied with noble thoughts.
anchored off New York.
—Sir Philip Sidney.

Lo*t-a cough due to « cold— thanks to the
soothing action of Ssolth Bros. Cough Drops.
Black or Menthol—51.

Smith Bros. Coagh Drops an the
1. Rank jymposes obligation.
2. Concise.
only drops containing VITAMIN A
3. A lumberman (for turning
Vitamin A (Carotene) raises the M-^MI*""* of
mucous membranes of nose and throat to
logs).
cold infections, when lack of resists
4. One horsepower: 746 watts.
TRADl
ance is due to Vitamin A deficiency.
MARK
5. Seven: Pride, covetousness,
lust, anger, gluttony, envy, sloth.
Sacrifice of Self
sity, but it is ever the same. It is
6. The giraffe (the males someLove is the gift of self. Its spirit always and everywhere the sacritimes attain a height of 18 feet).
may vary in the degree- of inten- fice of self .—Canon Liddon.
iere's the good word from Ralph Lawrence:
I CAN SPIN OP
PRINCE ALBERT VviAKIN'S'SMOKeS
QUICK AS SLIDIN' DOWN
A POLE -AND THEY'RE ALWAYS
NEAT, STRAIGHT, FIRM. RA. IS

miuovv, RICH-TASTIN;

EASY ON TMi TONGUE!
IT'S THE MILD SMOKE!

TRY P.A. IN A PIPsI, TOO!

THB NATIONAL JOY SMOKE
% J. BcnoUlXgliMMCoBpfar. Wlniton-Salom. Ntr A Carolina
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Hospitality for Our
Over-Night Guests

By VIRGINIA VALE
(Released by Western Newipapcr Union.)

lerican Agriculture Indebted
I Abraham Lincoln More Than
To Any Other of Our Presidents
iy ELMO SCOTT WATSON
, (Released by Weitem Newspaper Union.)

, rusty black arose from his chair on a flagarm and made his tfay awkwardly to the
iid. He seemed ill at ease as he gazed on the
the crowd before him.
speak. Almost at once his self-consciousis sorrowful, deep-set eyes lighted up. His
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ing and farm improvement.
When Lincoln entered the White
House, farming was being carried
on much the same as it had been
in the past half-century. Man
and horse power were still the
main reliance on the average
farm, although an impressive
start had been made toward
mechanization and improvement
of farm implements. It took
about as long to. plow a field,
plant a crop and cultivate it as it
had taken in Revolutionary war
days. This was particularly true
of the newer areas of settlement.
The reaper had been invented
about 30 years before, but its use
was by no means universal. The
steel plow had been introduced in
the late 1830s and had helped
speed the opening of the newly
settled West. The science of soil
chemistry was even more recent.
Although experiments hi plant
feeding hi Europe led to.the establishment of the modern fertilizer hi this country hi 1850, production, amounted to only 20,000
tons in 1860. Today American
farmers use nearly 8,000,000 tons
annually.
Aids to Agriculture.
Soon after hte inauguration,
Lincoln began throwing the
weight of his influence behind
measures that Would strengthen
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THE AUTO HORN SOLUTION
Mayor LaGuardia of New .York is
In another campaign against automobile horns, but hizzoner makes
the same mistake others make when
he thinks anything can be .done
about auto horns except abolishing
the darned things. Campaigns to
soften the notes, decrease the vol"stick" among her souvenirs of ; ume and dilute the' pitch are silly.
"The Gumm Sis- I An auto horn is an auto horn anyters" era. During' ! way yOu take, it, the human thumb
"Pigskin Parade," being what it is today.
hi which she first I
won screen recognition, 'she' carried it
again. Now as the
drum majorette in
the M-G-M musicale finale number,
it once again comes
out of hiding—but
wjtii ft difference.
Judy Garland ' t&eyjtidyv it's- tjeen
glamourized.
Painted hi silver, it has 100 sparkling rhinestones studding the head.
'I'm sure if it had been as impressive 14 years ago as it is now, we
would have received more than 50
:ents apiece for our 'Gumm Sisters'
act," chuckled the young star.

baton Judy Garland
-I carried fourteen years ago
in an act which she did with her
sisters at a Lancaster theater
has been rejuvenated for her
starring role in "Ziegfeld Girl."
Four-year-old Judy kept the

87 RUTH WTETH SPEARS
COME people have a talent for
^ making guests comfortable and
they are not always the people
with big houses and what used to
be called a "spare room" for
company. I thought of this one
morning as I sat propped up on a
perfectly comfortable folding cot
eating breakfast from a tray.
When not in use my cot was
stored in the hall under the in-

FRAME WITH SHELF FOR
BEDDING FITS OVER COT

genioue frame sketched here. This
frame had a full skirted cover of
blue denim trimmed in red and
blue flowered chintz. The medicine closet on top stood on feet
made of spools glued in place;
and was painted red inside and
out. On the cabinet shelves were
cleansing tissue and other useful
things.
» * »

and exchanges both at home and
abroad which promise to effect
highly beneficial results in the development of a current knowledge
of recent improvements of agriculture, in the introduction of new
products, and hi the collection of
the agricultural statistics of the
NOTE: In Mrs. Spears' Books 5 and 6
different states. Also it will be
you will find directions for streamlining
It's pretty Ellen Drew who
old-fashioned couches and chairs, as well
prepared to distribute, largely, he feminine lead in "The Night of
as many other suggestions (or bringing
seeds, cereals, plants and cut- January 16th" when, it finally goes
your home up-to-date. Also directions for
tings, and has already published jefore the cameras.
Patricia
designing and making rugs; hooked,
and liberally diffused much valu- Morrison was to have had it. Cast- I Caricature of Mayor LaGuardia braided and crocheted; each book has 32
able information in anticipation ng difficulties for the picture began by Jack Rosen which won first prize pages ol pictures and directions. Send
of a more elaborate report which ast February, when Don Ameche recently in Waldorf-Astoria.employ- order to:
will in due time be furnished, em- refused to have anything to do with ees exhibition in arts and crafts.
• * *
bracing some valuable tests in it; Robert Preston is now slated for
MRS. RUTH WYETH SPEARS
chemical science now in progress the Ameche role.
Drawer 10
The mere presence of a horn on
Bedford Hills
New York
in the laboratory."
an automobile transforms a driver
Lincohi closed his statement
Enclose 20c for Books 5 and 6.
into
a
speed
maniac,
a
pig,
and
a
Frank Capra's "Meet John Doe"
with the hope tha,t the department will
Name
than just a good pic- fathead with the manners of a dicwould "realize at not too distant ture;beitsmore
tator and the ethics of a gangster.
Address
release
celebrates
his
20
a day all the fondest anticipations years of picture making. He's made
• • •
of its most sanguine friends and 26
pictures and is one of HollyHe can own a revolver without
become the fruitful source of ad- wood's few directors who can be dehe slightest yen to use it; he can
vantages to all our people."
pended on to torn oat top-notch ones. possess a shotgun without the least
How prophetic was this hope is
mpulse to use it, but put an autoa matter of history. Although the
Rise Stevens, young American
horn under his control and
department* was not represented mezzo-soprano of the Metropolitan mobile
le becomes a potential assassin with
hi the cabinet with a secretary Opera company,
all the instincts of a hungry hyena.
until 1889, it proved its worth im- who made her first
• • •
mediately. Today every farm appearance at the
home feels its benefits. County White House when
It is the horn," said Elmer
agents everywhere assist farmers she participated in
Twitchell today, "that gives an auto MALE HELP WANTED
hi improving their farm methods, the Inaugural conowner the Nero complex, shucks DEALER—SALESMEN throughout Iowa.
testing their soil to determine its cert this year, has
dm of all remnants of civilized im- Protected territory. Liberal earnings.
plant food needs, advising them been signed by
pulses and makes him a plain KeUnuui Honfl Wki., St. Cleud. ~"
on how to increase the productiv- Metro - Goldwyn lamned fool, filled with the idea
ity of their holdings.
hat all he has to do is to press
Mayer. Her first
;he button to make the whole world
The Homestead Act.
picture will be a
Will of the People
jump.
Another milestone- in agricul- Technicolor, musi• • •
tural development was the Home- cal; she'll leave for
I don't care whether it is a loud
stead act, signed by President Hollywood at the Blae stevens
Well, will anybody deny now that
lorn or a soft horn, a bass horn or a the government at Washington, as
Lincohi on May 20, 1862. During end of April, after
the course of its .operation nearly the completion of her. concert and canary, a blaster or a boop-a-doop- regards its own people, is the
250,000,000 acres of public domain radio season, and begin work hi er, nothing can prevent the owner strongest government in the world
from making a nuisance out of it, at this hour? And for this simple
have been thrown open to private May.
farm ownership. .
She made her debut with the md Mayor LaGuardia is suffering reason, that it is based on the will,
Instead of requiring the pay- Metropolitan in 1038 (she'd shattered from drooping intelligence if he and the good will, of an instructed
! people.—John Bright.
ment of $1.25 or more per acre, a 55-year-old record, when she was thinks otherwise.
. . .
|
the Homestead act gave 160 acres 19, by informing Metropolitan offree to every settler who would ficials that she was "not yet ready
All the reckless driving, all the
live on it for five years. Set- to accept the greatest opportunity violations of automobile laws, all the
tlers rushed into the new lands, opened to a young artist"},. Still in disrespect < for the rights of other
and while the Civil war was stIL her mid-twenties, she is one of the highway users, and most of the auto
in progress 2,500,000 acres were company's leading, mezzo-sopranos, accidents are due to the horn, and
thus given away. This created and lovely looking to boot. She's to nothing else. Take that horn oft
more than 15,000 farms of 160 going to offer very, very keen com- the car and the driver would be
acres each. New railroads,were petition for Jeanette MacDonald.
Oreomulsion relieves promptly beforced to depend on common sense.
built to link, the western farm
cause it goes right to the seat of the
...
trouble
to help loosen and expel
lands with the eastern markets
It was aching arms, not art, that
"Back in the horse and buggy germ laden phfegm, and aid nature
The new crops helped feed the lent a new and more sinister note
soothe and heal raw, tender, inUnion armies, furnish fibers anc to Humphrey Bogart's performance days you didn't see teams crashing to
flamed bronchial mucous meminto
one
another
at
every
crossroad
raw materials to factories, and hi Warner Brothers' "Bligh Sierra."
branes. Tell your druggist to sell you
provided an exportable surplus Visitors to the set noticed a new and or wobbling all over the road at a bottle of Oreomulsion with the unbreakneck
speed,
did
you?
And
why
derstanding
you must Dke the way It
which built a profitable trade with sinister alertness, produced by Boquickly allays the cough or you are
not?
Because
they
never
had
horns
Europe.
gart's carrying his arms out from
to have your money back.
Most important step in aidinf his body as if ready for a quick on horses I
• * •
the cause of scientific agriculturi draw.
"Yes sir, this world started go- for Coughs, Chest Colds, Bronchitis
was the Morrill act, or Land
But—"When you have a holster
Grant College act, named for strapped tight under each arm all ing savage the day the first horn
Justin S. Morrill, representative day, you get tired of the contact and was clamped to a gasoline vehicle.
louth Through Spirit
hi congress and afterwards sena involuntarily hold your arms away It started swelling up with inconsidIf spirit wills, the heart need not
tor from Vermont.
Signed by from your body," Bogart explained. erateness, self-importance and the
President Lincohi on July 2, 1862 "But I may aa well confess; when to-hell-with-everybody-else spirit the grow old; we live by thought and
this law gave to each state as I found tha{ it gave a sinister ef- first time an auto designer put a feeling, not by days.—L. Mitchell
many tunes 30,000 acres of public fect, I kept doing it, even without button under a car owner's calloused Hodges.
thumb. It converted a nation of tolland as it had senators and rep- guns."
erant, easy-going, kindly folks into
resentatives. This land,was to
H
a country of bad-mannered, jittery,
provide funds for the establish
Boris Karloff is appearing on the
ment and support of a "college o New York stage hi a goofy and wild-riding, mean and homicidal
Buy tfect the Hewt
O«i Uttpod uTtba <ton*di or gullet may ut lite •
agriculture and mechanical arts.' hilarious murder mystery entitled, dogs. It made bigger and better hair-Kin*
no tbo tout. At the flnt iln of dlitnu
•martTOOud woman downd on Bcll-«ui Tiblrti to
The far-flung system of agricul "Arsenic and Old Lace." He's cast hospitals the never-ceasing need of
Ht IM tne. No ItzaUn but mida of tbe fiiUwtural colleges hi every state o as a man who terrifies people be- America.
• • •
the Union today owes its exist cause he looks so much like Boris
"And there will be no change unence to this act. These colleges Karloff of the movies. And even
are a powerful factor in discover highly sophisticated members of the til the horn is removed, made un- WNU—N
6—41
ing new facts concerning the soil audience are audibly delighted when constitutional and plowed under for
its needs, crop and live stock im they recognize him. Mr. Karloff, all time. Man won't be so reckless,
First Step hi Progress
provement and better farming incidentally, gives an excellent per- so selfish and so pigheaded once he
Discontent
the first step in the
methods. Not only do these col formance as the man who resembles has to depend on brakes instead of progress of aisman
or a nation.—
leges educate young men to applj him.
breach of the peace!"
Oscar
Wilde.
these facts and methods in actua
...
farm work, but agronomists and
CHILBLAINS?
Turhan
Selahettin
Shultavy
Bey
is
soil scientists are continually car a new name in American motion "Don't rush the season!" says the
Today1! popularity
of Doait's Pillt, after
rying on experiments with crops pictures; its owner is a young man
many year* of worldman
soils, and fertilizers in their of distinguished lineage in.Turkey.
L wide use, surely must
Who
claims
he
likes
winter
sports;
|
be accepted as evidence
states. As a result of their work But when 24-year-old Turham came But, yesterday I caught him with
I of , satisfactory
nse.
the average farmer can have the to this country to seek his fortune
I
And
favorable public
A folder on. Southern resorts I
opinion supports' that
benefit of expert and practical ad
—Doris Irving.
of the able physicians
vice in preparing his soil for prof he left his dignified and aristocratic
...
who test the value of
past
behind
him.
Which
was
just
Doan's under exacting
itable crop production. Many o
SHORT
STORY
as
well,
for
when
th6
cast
and
crew
.
.
.
laboratory condition*.
these colleges provide recom
1
These physicians, too, approve every word
A
motor
car,
of
"Murder
on
the
Second
Floor
of
advertising
you
read, the objective of
mendations for fertilizer grade: had difficulty pronouncing his name
A little horn,
watch 1* only t» recommend Boon'* pills
best adapted to the needs of a
aa
a
good
diuretic
treatment
for disorder
A human thumb . . .
of the kidney function and for relief ol
farmer's soils and crops after a they just dubbed him "Bay Rum.'
And
peace
is
"gorn."
the pain and worry It causes.
test has established the necessity
If more people were aware of how the
ODDS AND ENUS—Dori* Dudley dyed
kidneyi must constantly remove waste
for nitrogen, phosphorus and pot,
Women's
hats,
for
spring
and
sumthat
cannot stay in the Wood without inher
blonde
hair
midnight
blue
for
a
role
ash.
i,1"! to health, there would be better un"Lincoln's contributions to the in the Miriam Hopkin* ttage play "Battle mer are being taken from the old
demanding ol why the whole body suffers
whem kidney* lag, and .diuretic medicadevelopment of agriculture," said of the Angel*"; note the play ha* been family album. Instead of out Of old
tion would be more often employed.
and "Judge."
an official of the. Middle West Soil called off, and Don* mutt turn blonde numbers• of "Puck"
Burning icaaty or too frequent urina
•
•
*
Uoa sometime* warn of disturbed kidney
Improvement committee recent- again, fast, lor a role in another play, T/i
function.
You may suffer Bagging backA New Jersey court holds that
ly, "stand as much a monument .00 Tree" . . . Since (he hectic day* of July
ache, pcnlsfent headache, attack* of <$Uanybody
walking
on
a
moving
escaitacM.
getting
up nijhtl •welling, puifi,
to his greatness as any of'higptRnen under the eye*—fed weak, nervous,
Jer achievements during his presi- catting almo*reyerrday&ith4HUikij!irnga lator does so at his or her own risk.
aH played mL
Use £*•(•> PiOt. It b better to rely on
dency. It was astounding that *ingle^prv&r$rtt became of UJnoiu; recent/; Not only that, but it looks so darned
a medicine that hw won world-wide acunder the stress of war and de- he look a three week*' vacation, and tpen silly.
claim &M « (oj&etjitn*; kx favorably
knoTO/aa M«r<wtaM»rr
struction he could have sponsored matt of it in bed. »ick . . If* reportet
Elmer Twitchell, in'our opinion,
and supported measures that that Dick Powell, who rmxnily If ft thai
would have 'such epochal conse- coffet-progrmar, u tormina hi* men arches always had the right idea on escalators and energy conservation. *He
Ira for fnothm radio program
quences to our development."
always sits down on them.

How To Relieve
Bronchitis

CREOMULSION

JUSTIN S. MOBRILL

the position of agriculture and
promote its future growth. This
was sound strategy in view of
the impending Civil war. Within
a year three bills of outstanding
significance had been passed.
These were the Act Establishing
the United States .Department of
Agriculture, the Homestead act,
and the Land Grant College act.
Agriculture today owes a debt to
the administration which sponsored these acts. The progress it
has achieved hi the past 75 years
would- never, have been possible
without them.
As early as his first message to
congress hi December, 1861, Lincoln pointed out the necessity for
a department of agriculture.
"Agriculture, confessedly the
largest interest of the nation," he
declared, "has not a department,
nor a bureau, but a clerkship only
assigned to it hi this government.
"While it is fortunate that this
great interest is so independent
in its nature as not to have demanded or extorted more from
the government, I respectfully
ask congress to consider whether
something more cannot be voluntarily given with general advantage."
The Act Establishing the Department of Agriculture was the
result, ant) hi his second annual
message the President was able
to report;.,
"To carry «ut the provisions: of
the Act of Congress of May 15th .
last. I have caused the Department of Agriculture of the United
States to be organized. The Commissioner informs me that within
the period of a few months, this
department has established an extensive system o| correspondence
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LALA PALOOZA

—A Good Listener

EVERYBODY'S RUSHIN*
SOMEWHERE AN'I <
BET WHEN THEY GET
incn.t..THEY
inci WON'T
x»vi>» i
THERE
KNOW WHAT THEY WANT

AH, A GENTLE/WAN OF
LEISURE AFTER /V
OWN HEART-THERE
ARE VERY FEW OF
US LEFT WHO KNOW
HOW TO RELAX

By RUBE
WHAT DO YOU THINK OF
EUROPE? WHAT DO VOU
THINK OF AMERICA?
WHAT DO YOU THINK OF
EVERYTHING?- DON'T
ANSWER-I KNOW WE
AGREE,MY FRIEND

HO HUM]
CLOSING
TIME

TNI
WORLD
IN
WAX

Own

We must not blame
, tot man made him. Hei
resurrection; the reincarna
OUT mm curt and careless
Wood* Hutchinson.

REG'LAR FELLERS—Wash Commits 'Chicken'
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1
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for Justice
Our whole social
essence but a long, slow
for •the victory of juste
force.—John/Galsworthy

POP—No Surprise to Pop

I SHALL BE
EVERLASTINGLY
INDEBTED
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SPORTING
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By J. MILLAR WATT
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greatness the more we
—Bacom -

By Edward C. Wayne

General Wounded

Portable Stove Created . , .
By Benjamin Franklin

Anyone who «ver ha*
As late as the middle of the Eightat a track me«t.MidJlf«n
eenth century the Pennsylvania stands
athletes
a hundred yaro* ™
Dutch were the only settlers who less thanspring
10 seconds, flr watched
used stoves. At first these were im- distance runners step off a ™** "J
ported from the old country, but as a few seconds over tour nilnute.
the iron industry became es«D- may flnd it hard to believe that the
UshedJn the Colonies, stovemalnng human foot was not designed lor
became one of its chief, products.
travel.
„
In this connection, two famous men super-fast
But no less an authority than Sr
are connected with the history of Adolphe
Abrahto»i-« doctor
our first stoves—Benjamin Franklin
has looked
Bntf Henry William Stiegel.
As early as 1742, Franklin was ex(EDITOR'S NOTE— When opinion! ar« expreutd In Iheiii ••'•"J!1; *•
f.)
yearay
a* " theu of the new* analyst and not neeenarllr ol thli newtpapef.
perimenting with some form of heat- many
are
>not
property buflt for
.(Released by Western Newspaper Union.).
ing device which would be an imSir A
provement over -the.; stoves then in
^
use. The "Pennsylvania Fireplace got this
was his first effort. This'had eight the close-fitting shoei that «prlnt«»
plates and was almost entirely open
the BritW .
in the front. It was designed to such
help tunners/htt
fit into an ordinary fireplace but was speedsshoes
ttey<Snuld bar
portable. In the back was a hot qir or withthan
fitting shoes. 'Buti
box behind the fire oven which sup- from the looser
point
of
view of allowing
plied the room\ with fresh air and the foot's natural structure
full play,
provided
for
the
circulation
of
the
General Clinton A. Pierce, who heat. It is said one of these stoves, the modern track shoe is an inbas been reported wounded in ac- probably made about 1750, is pre- strument of torture.
tion in the Philippines. He is the
Sir
Adolphe, turning to the legs of
;
at Doyleston, Pa.
first U. S. general wounded in ac- served
Franklin encouraged others to. the horse—a much faster animal
tion in World war No. 2. This pic- benefit by his idea and wrote and than man — thinks that Nature
ture was taken before the out- published a pamphlet entitled "An showed her hand in the simpler debreak of the war in the Pacific.
Account of the New-Invented Penn- sign of these limbs. In the course
sylvania Fireplace." He was offered of evolution the legs of the horse got
a patent on his stove but refused rid of most of its smaller muscles
SINKINGS:
to accept it, saying—"As we enjoy and joints. The horse runs on the
great
advantages of others, we nail of the one toe it has left ' And
Continue Heavy
should be glad to serve-ethers by there seems to be no question that
The U-boat raids on the North any invention of ours."
the modern horse can hit a much
Somewhere in the Pacific ocean, this dramatic picture taken of a
faster pace than the prehistoric speU. S. navy offensive patrol plane carrier being circled by a navy dive Atlantic continued.heavy, with a tocies from which it developed.
bomber as It begins its anti-submarine duties. Note hi the picture that tal of 16 ships attacked of which
Dr. Abrahams concludes human
on both the side and underpart of the plane there have been deletions of two escaped and 14 went to the bot- Researches on Brain
feet were intended to wrap themcertain parts and insignia which might give information to the enemy. tom, with about an .aver age loss of
Also on the top rigging of the carrier yon will notice farther deletions life.
Produces Sitrange Effects selves around tree trunks, or tocreep
Since our entrance into the war,
for the same reason.
Acetylcholine and other sub- soundlessly over uneven ground. He
two navy tankers had been tor- stances, built'out of the molecules doesn't think they were intended tc
pedoed, the first managing to reach of the substance choline, play some travel at high speed.
GERMANS:
LUZON:
Iceland under her own power, but very important parts hi the workNot Out Yet
Epic Battle
the second one, the Neches, going ing of the brain and of the whole
Reading endless stories of Russian down with a reported estimated network of the body's nervous sys- Special 'Soaps' May Aid
Hailed as an epic of warfare that
would live hi all history, the defense successes in battles on the -east loss of 56 men, with 126 men escap- em. Tnhaling of some of these subSynthetic Materials
of Bataan peninsula and of the fort- ront, and the continuous hammer- ing to fight again.
stances would produce strange menresses holding the entrance to Ma- ing back of Rommel's forces in
Development of new synthetic
The location of the Neches' tor- tal and nervous disorders.
nila bay had been diverting large north Africa had brought many pedoing was not immediately anThis is suggested by recent re- materials of great civil and military
Jap forces needed elsewhere than in iver-optimistic souls to feel that the nounced hy the navy, but ship losses searches on brain conducted hi use may be considerably aided by
war was over, and that all which re- had been small in tjie Pacific after America and in, Britain.
the Philippines.
a qfcemical discovery.
The adding to MacArthur's embat- mained was some sort of mopping Pearl Harbor, more than equalled
The production of artificial silk,
In England, Dr. Denis Williams,
tled and smoke-begrimed army of a up process.
two to one by Allied sinkings of Jap "squadron leader" of the Royal Air wool and other textile fibers, of rubThe turning of the tide in north ships. .
battalion of bluejackets and maforce, and a distinguished brain sur- berlike substances and many varierines was welcome news and Africa, and the success of German
There were growing reports of geon and physiologist, has found ties of general plastics, will be easshowed that perhaps not all of the ounterattacks in the Crimea showed Allied naval strength in the Pacific, that the substance acetylcholine pro-1 ier than ever before, and will also
men of Cavite and Olongapp had hat with favorable weather condi- showing that increasing numbers of duced powerful effects upon the elec- follow new lines of development
been withdrawn, but that they had ions the Nazis were still very much ships were active in those waters, trical patterns of the brain.
by the application of newly found ''THE soft detail of the i
been given a post of honor with the to be reckoned with.
and hi one case having carried the
Some of the drugs, all "choline- method, according to the discoverer * 'the deep -V neckline
The Crimea was a much warmer attack to the Japanese-held Marsh- like substances," had'one effect in of the method, Dr. Harold P. Lund- dress adds much to its i
defenders.
Up on the Mariveles mountains battlefield than the 40 below zero all and Gilbert islands, generally hi small doses, and an opposite effect gren, scientist of the Western Re- and femininity. Well
they were entrenched, and no mat- northern sectors, where the Rus- the Australia defense zone, with ter- in large doses, but they all influ- search laboratory of the United the larger ^figure with its ga
ter what strength the Japs hurled sians, undiscouraged by the cold, rific results.
enced the -transmission of nerve States department of agriculture at ly full.bodice and slimmuijJ
against them they were holding firm. and more at home in such weathraised:atythe waistline, this!
In this action, though no strictly messages between the brain cells, Albany! Calif. '
er,
were
able
to
hurl
the
Nazis
back
On one moonlit night a whole regiDr. Luridgren has found how to meetsX^yei^ requirement a
and from the brain to the nerves,
war
vessels
of
Nippon
were
sunk,
ment of small boats moved down the constantly on a wide front.
and from the nerves to the muscles. give special "soap" treatments to smart styhr to 'wear under al
But the minute the weather mod- the navy reported sevef al auxiliaries In military and civil medicine, proteins, "the raw materials of all ter coat; It may be su
cqast, using the same tactics that
were
sunk
and
damaged,
which
had hurled the British back on erated hi the Crimea, they found might include tankers, transports, the* newly investigated drugs would life," which are used as the source terpreted in silk or rayon m J
;
themselves more or less up against
Malaya.
supply ships used for naval pur- be used for the treatment of nerv- of countless plastics and synthetic crepes in plain weaves, faife|
stone wall.
The effort was to get in on Macfibers
such
as
"nylon."
'
ous
and
mental
disorders,
including
satuv
On the British and American poses.
Arthur's flank and confuse the de, .Certain newly prepared and tested .. ." ' " • • ' .- •.;.•• ,.• *
paralysis, epilepsy, and so on. ,
That
our
forces
lost
11
planes
but
forces
was
falling
the
brunt
of
the
fenders, at the same time signalling
chemicals are known as "deter- Pattert N0..80M is designedfrd
ships showed that probably one
for an offensive on the central front. Japanese blitz, and its successes on no
gents," meaning "washing agents" 38 to 61 lite 9S. short stats n
of
our
aircraft
carriers
was
in
the
and in the Philippines
Anzaes Like Fighting
or "soaps"—they are hot like the 4%. yard*' »lncb,jjfriaterto >js
But the shore defenders and ar- Malaya
neighborhood,
and
that
a
vessel
of
that this was no minor war,
Perhaps the moat distinctive men ordinary soaps of daily use. Dr.
tillery opened up on the Jap invad- showed
this
size
was
being
used
hi
a
task
an 'effort against powerful aners, left scores of them struggling but
force offensive action demonstrated of battle engaged in the various Lundgren has employed 39 of these your, ocdc? to: :
in tiie water, and the few that made tagonists.
that Admiral Nimitz was keen on European war theaters are the An- chemicals for the transformation of
Therefore
events
generally
pointSEWING CIRCLE PATTEHIIBI.il
,
: . , , ,.
shore were quickly mopped up by the
getting
even with Japan for Pear] zacs, tall, colorful, hard-bitten proteins.
Boom 1324
ed
to
what
Washington
had
assured
Filipinos.
troops from "down under" who
Under his treatment, using only Ml W. Waeker Dr.
Harbor.
the
people
was
coming—a
long
and
travel half-way around the world a very little of the "detergent^" the
There was apparently at least one
Enclose 20 cents In coins In
just to get in a good fight.
Japanese warship which managed to bloody war, not to be lightly won. RUSSIA:
molecules of the protein become
. Sia
Pattern
No. .....
Though, generally speaking, the
run through the eight-mile strip of
The Anzaes—Australian and New "unfolded," as a bud opens into a
Name
..........
water between the fortresses at the news was not as unfavorable as it Buying Insurance
flower.
But
the
important
thing
is
Zealand Aimy Corps—manage to
might have been, there was much less
Address.
entrance of Manila bay.
The Russians, having fought the squeeze into those places where that such "unfolding" can be reguOne of the United States' intrepid to be cheering about than there was Germans back considerably past going is roughest. In the last war lated in any desired way.
torpedo boat skippers, piloting his to be worrying about, and the seri- their announced "whiter line" on the more than half the cowboy-hatted
tiny craft at close to 80 miles an hour, ousness of the situation was appar- northern sectors, might be said to antipodean troops were wounded or
keenly appreciated by all be buying insurance against the killed.
Kodiak Once Cannibal Isle
swept down on her in the moonlight, ently
in power, including the Presi- Nazis' spring drive.
Some of the earliset settlers on
Again, in the present conflict, the
and launched two torpedoes which those
struck the ship. She is believed to dent, his cabinet and the congress.
Some observers, including Senator Anzaes find themselves in a difficult the North American continent—canhave been sunk.
Tydings,
in addresses had warned sector. They were chosen to drive nibalistic migrants from Siberia
RUBBER:
that the Germans had some 100 divi- the Axis troops from Libya. A con- who settled Kodiak island—used the
The attack was carried out directly
sions of soldiers that they had been tingent got as far as Tobruk but Skulls of vanquished enemies as
into the glare of the warship's Keeps Coming
cut off from the main army drinking cups, according to Dr. Ales
searchlights, and under the full
Although tire rationing was appar- holding out of action, just for the were
and holed up for the summer.
Hrdlicka v of the Smithsonian Instipower of her guns, but so skill ently here to stay, the rubber situa- spring offensive against Russia.
They held out for five months tution.
fully did its skipper maneuver tha tion was relieved somewhat when it
The Red armies were not, how
a British force (more Anzaes)
These early-day Americans, Dr.
she was not struck, and escaped was announced that shipments frxrni ever, believed to be losing anywhere until
•**4.lSSM»i
their way through the Ger- Hrdlicka said, used the skulls ol
11
with all hands to tell the tale.
• because yooj
the East Indies were continuing at nearly as heavily on the whole front slashed
man tanks on the Libyan escarpJs for La**^
almost a normal pace.
as were the Germans, so this taste ment and released their buddies valorous enemies hi the belief that
r on those tag*1
some virtues of the deceased might
WAVELL:
A glance at the map showed that of victory, even though temporary, from the siege. •
, Pepsin WI
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a
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i have i
Indies were still technically out of stead when the time comes to hang
The statement by General Wavell the
of the islanders showed they apparon after May 1.
active
war
zone,
and
the
defeat
Cross-Stitch
Bug
that "great reinforcements" were to of the Japanese armada hi the Mawere remarkably free from
Experience of 1940 and 1941 was The individual touch that makes ently
arrive, and calling on the Singapore cassar straits halted a Jap threat
disease. Even fractures were infrethat
the
Russian
winter
would
not
your home charming—a handmade
defenders to "defend the city as To- which might have halted much of
Dr. Hrdlicka reported, and
break until about that time, to any cross-stitch rug! Or RUGS-for you quent,
bruk was defended" was more than the
evidences
of dental decay were
rubber shipping summarily.
appreciable degree, and at that point can make several with fast, sturdy missing.
a little significant.
Upilazy nerves
cross-stitch!
the
Germans
might
be
expected
to
Jesse
Jones,
secretary
of
commerce
to bring*
Tobruk was the bastion that held and Federal Loan administrator, launch another all-oiit attack.
And tie.
The
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to
rule
squares
out for months despite being sur- was author of the statement that
on
your
rug
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(35
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well
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Proteintike Substance
rounded on three sides by Axis rubber shipments continued to be
Smolensk province, reporting that a 26 by 35-inch piece) leaving a 1%From Roger Williams' laboratory
forces anxious to wipe it out, and received.
inch
margin
on
all
sides.
the Germans, instead of fighting
finally was relieved by the allied
at the University of Texas has come
He said enough had come in ma- holding actions, were now hastily
Then to stitch, following for each the announcement in the Journal oi
winter drive.
terially to increase the United
back to better fortified lines square our pattern diagram. Each Biological Chemistry of August, 1041
Wavell's statement to the Singa- States' reserve supply. For in- moving
and trying at all costs to save as' little block stands for one cross- that the injury-producing proteinUkc
pore army smacked of a situation stance, since the war started, on De- much
material and as m<
men stitch; the shades are for colors- substance to raw egg white has been
which might see sufficient reinforce, cember 7, he asserted that 114,000 as possible.
peach, turquoise, brown. In alter- separated. The name 6f the subStrength in ReiU"*|
ments sent to Malaya to do the same tons of raw rubber had been reIt was considered probable that the nate squares you might have tur- stance is "avidto^' It is not harm- The strength of empire »|
thing, not only to relieve the garri- ceived, truly a considerably amount. Russians
would be able, before the quoise, orchid, cerise.
nfl, that is, does not produce fatal ligion.-r.Ben Jonson.
son, but send the Japanese on the
He said:
Your stitching's done with fat rug injury to experimental animal* 11
coming of spring, to shove the Gerrun again.
"We are unloading some every
at least back to Smolensk yarn. Each stitch to the row work- the egg white is heated before beWhether this reinforcement was day, and rubber is being shipped mans
thus
giving
the Nazis 230 miles to ing to the right, should be from low- ing eaten. The reason given foi
going tp be sent to Singapore itself, every day from the Dutch East Iner left to upper right. Coming back
or whether a method was to be found dies. We will continue to get it as cover in reaching Moscow again, a over .these stitches, cross from low- the cause of raw-egg white injury it
of striking at the Japanese rear long as we can keep the lanes open, distance that the Russians had al- er right to upper left—all crosses to that the avidin combines with vitaready fought over twice, once going
min H also called biotin, making
which might be lightly held, was not and as long as they can- load it.
and once coming, and which they the same direction!
revealed, but either method, it was
"Some rubber is still coming out would defend even more stubbornly s After completing all squares, make this vitamin unavailable * ttHnt
pointed out, might work.
of Singapore.'.'
a border of one row of turquoise and mal organism. When biotin is lack
than the first time.
No British commentators felt tha
organism
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even
after
the
city
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« *• "I
And they would, it was pointed out, one brown and stitch canvas to
the war in the South Pacific would gone under siege. The Japs had
denim
backing
,
be
able
this
time
to
get
an
everbe lost utterly if Singapore was to
an air attack on Soura- increasing amount of Allied aid, and
fall, but the ability to hold the Eas launched
which was the only major not be subject to the same quality
Indies woidd immeasurably b< baya,
port to undergo, such a of surprise which gave the Germans
weakened if this was to happen Javanese
blow, but it was recalled that it so much advantage the last time.
hence Wavell's strong appeal to 'thl war
take more than an air blitz to
The battle-lines now being so well
city^s defenders to hold out at al would
put
a
huge
port like this out of nor- drawn, it would be impossible for
costs.
mal action.
the Nazis to gain much momentum
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United Nations Rush Reinforcements
To Far East Battle Fronts in Effort
To Check Spreading of Jap Attacks;
Nazis Again Take Offensive in Afica
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Lazy Bowels,
Ease for Stomach,

Relief At

'Public Entertainment Nnl'

H I G H LI G H T S
Washington: A Portland, O r e ,
college president, Dexter Keezer',
and a former editorial writer, has
been made assistant administrator
of the Office of Price Administration,
directly under Henderson.
London: It was announced that
Oarlan, Vichy government head, had
agreed to send two shiploads of aid
t0 General Rommel m Libya weekly,
cutting the supplies ashore at Tunis!

. . in the week' s news

INSURANCE:
On War Damage

New York: Tommy Manville asbestos heir, to whom war was a side
issue, announced he would take his
sixth bride April 9, and would stay
m Tried this time. No. 6 would be
he said, Madge Lowe of Toronto, 23*
bhe had been divorced.
Washington: Capital circles were
stirred by reports that American aid
to Russia had fallen below 50 per
cent of the amount promised.

The senate, by passing a bill 'giving owners of property free insurance up to $15.000 for war damage
showed that it is w i l l i n g stil, ^
tner to commit the public credit to
eventual victory in the wat
Some senators brought up the point
during the debate that if property
owners are to be given insurance
without paying premiums, why
should not the congress also give
free insurance to civilians killed
as the result of the wur.

-that'will save
dollar

^ DOROTHY GISH-LOUIS
TUE8DA
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"TRAILER VAGABOND"

FROM OUR OLD FILES

4- 4- > + -f •*• + • * • * • • * » • » • • » •
ITEMS OF TH1RH YEARS AGO
Hedy Lamarr, Robert Young and
Ruth Hussey offer topnotch portrayals
jinvM-G-M's fllmization of "H. M. PulFebruary 8, 1912.
ham, Esq.," which is the week end atFred C. Chinn has been confined to
traction at tfie Anita theatre this
C. RAMUS, Manager
his home for over a week on account
week.
The picture faithfully follows the of illness.
story of the young Bpstonian who Rev. Paul. Becker of Des Moines
and
mam^
*»" es"cape"th7 mound"of"tra'£ |£"* the week ^ here ***** rela'
PAY;
used for farm work: repairs
tioi> in which
THIS YEAR tehance of farm machinety; :hiretf la>»e is cast, finds the one "M^^ed Dittman was in Atlantic
'WARREN BAYLEY
1
Atlant C
his
then "
is "~"
forced
borers and hired^machinel and ct,Bt!pflat lovf " fc
" 15life,
*- """
'
***
^^^
™* '"
'she
several
days
this
week
where
back
conventions of his class. ™~
liable for fll- of commercial fertilizers the benefit
' Virginia City, Nevada
mendous value of the find wasn't
He marries the woman his family had
and payment of which is of. short .duration.
came home from The tremendous wealth of the Corn- fully realized until 1857. Then the
.
,,.;.
ae 'this year, ' The cost of farm •machinery, equip- chosen for him, then, at middle age, in ,, EmineBrown
the Pes Moines Friday evening and spent stock Lode has made more fortunes rush was on, bringing hordes of
ludes livestock ment and farm buildings; amounts ex-* discovers that he cannot recapture
. of. his
. . lost
. . youth.
. c
a couple of days with relatives and than any. other area of equal size in miners from far and wide and a huge
growers, and pended in the development of farms,•- •
the world. It has produced a billion back wash of prospectors from the
us and ranches, orchards and ranches, as well as the Perhaps one of the greatest sur- friends.
E. S. Holton, prominent local at- dollars in silver and gold. Its far California rush of '49.
i their records amounts expended in the restoration I p"sf!* fl
•
the
casting
x
e
of income on of soil fertility-preparatory
Lamarr as torney who is a candidate for the reaching effects founded a transcon- Virginia City sprang up, crammed
to actual]0.
.
ihed
business
girl, Mar- office of county attorney this year, tinental railroad, a great steamship with 35,000 hopeful people. The wild
_.*,ri..~4.;«»..
«r
„..«_..
^^a
i-u-:
A
f
I
tne
cool
M
and disburse-; p^^ion
of crops and, the cost of i
was in Des ;Moines the latter part line and a great newspaper chain. speculation of local miners began to
1
the
.accrual oasis ]jmjnj, soji t0 increase productiveness
of the week attending to some busi- Exquisite palaces were built in Eur- spread throughout the land and by
liatent method over a period of years, are capital exope with riches that came out of the 1862 a means of regulated exchange
loyed.
j of glasses. can rob Miss Lamarr of ness matters.
penditures.
•her spectacular looks, but in this role Tuesday evening:, Columbia Chap- Comstock and the San Francisco .was sorely needed. The San Franter, No. 127, O. E. S., held their 19th. Stock Exchange was actually founded cisco Stock and Exchange board was
ea hcrself an actress first and
ncom'e .and Ex- Losses incurred m the operation of she
farms
as
business
enterprises
are
deanniversary at the Masonic Temple. to handle Comstock manipulations that organized for the purpose—second in
a
>clumnep
la?t<
jj«jg be,filled out
spreading around the entire size only to the one in New York.
tion with Form ductible from gross income.' If live- Young handles the title role ex- A large number of the members and were
Action, on the market became terstock has been purchased for any pertly, even to the difficult job of their friends were in' attendance to globe.
Ruth Hussey enjoy the musical and literary pro- Twenty-three miles south of Reno, rific. At times the doors 1to the Exftnd
income may purpose, and afterwards dies from aging twenty
this fantastically rich mining djstricj: change* ha* td 'be guarded by polide'
; necessary exan accurate' and sympathetic gram which was given.
js -pfiqofi*uj ^ ftid^ (tuiet* tooHy. * S'oine to stem the frantic rush of buyers
(other ty order of authorities of a state or portrayal of Kay Motford, the Boston
THANKS.
l - " » - " mines still operate. _ Virginia City, gone mad over Nevada mines. Specucapital ex- the United States, the actual purchase girl who has no use for frivolities but
f on the business price of such livestock, less any de- makes every effort to make Harry We wish to take this opportunity to in the heart of tfce Comstock Lode, lation was even made in Feet and
is far from abandoned. But the rip- Inches; of Comstock workings. The
for expenses preciation allowable as a deduction in Pulham & "good wife."
express our sincere thanks to our
of feeding respect of such perished' livestock, In the supporting cast are such well- many friends for the cards, telegrams roaring activity of the sixties and 1868 race to control the Hale and
i(except the value may be deducted as a loss if the loss known players as Charles Coburn, as and gifts which we received on our seventies, when silver was king, have Norcross mine in the Lode sent the
passed.
price of a "foot" from $2,285 to
upon the farm is not compensated for by insurance Pulham, Sr., Van Heflin as Bill King; Golden Wedding anniversary.
An
example
of
surrounding
wealth
$7,100 in a single week. By 1875
qr
otherwise.
taxpayer); cost
Fay Holden as Mlrs. Pulham, Bonita
Mr. and 'Mrs. Lawrence 'Christensen. is the ore with which local streets the total value of the tComstock shares
to .farm build- If gros^ income is ascertained by Granville a.8 Mary, Douglas Wood,
are paved-—valued at ten dollars a exceeded $300,000,000. Six years later
dwelling of the the use of inventories, ho deduction Charles Halton and Leif Erikson.
. : ,Dr. C. HL Johnson, local dentist, is ton. An example of the decay that that valuation had slumped to a mere
j-used op, in the can be taken separately for livestock The many hundreds of readers of ill at his home with the flu.
has set in since the silver market $7,000,000.
•two, fuel and oil or products1 lost during the year.
John P. Martjuand's best sejler "H. iM.
crashed
is the neglect of homes and
Fearing the steady stream of silver
Pulham, Esq." will find no flaws in
Mr. and Mrs. Earl S. Holton enter-j buildings. Rows of them that were flowing from western Nevada mines,
the screen transcription of the story. tained the members of the Evening
In addition to the book, the story was Dinner and Bridge club Thursday even- straight and neat when they went up Europe, long dependent on go'.d as
CLOSING OUT
published in serial form in McCall'a ing1 at their home 6n Mars Avenue. in such a hurry after the disastrous a base for money,' called the world's
magazine under the title of, "GohexTo- Additional .guests were Mr. and Mrs. fire of 1875 now stagger and wobble first international monetary confermorfow.'H -it was also printed in Lester'Schpll. A covered dish dinner from the shrinking and compressing ence. Then occured a fluke that has
condensed form in the Reader's Di- was served at 7 o'clock, following of the big timbers and shoring up the yet to be explained. Our proffered'
maze of underground workings be- bill emerged failing to provide for
gest.
which the evening was spent playing neath the town. Over 700 miles of, the silver dollar as a medium of ex•bridge.
such tunnels burrow through the Com-1 change. The' death warrant of silver
, 'Are you a Take-a-Chancei 'night
stock, out of which have come twenty had been signed. The silver bubble
patron? If; not, start this week, to Mrs;-' LepH
farm, we will sell at public sale, at, the place
. .V,. Bongers entertained million tons of ore. From depths burst,, losing as many fortunes as it
attend the mid week bargain show. the members of the Original bridge j ranging to 3,300 feet, silver poured had won.
?an farm, 1 mile north and 1% miles west of
nd 1% miles east of Highland Church, comclub last Wednesday afternoon at her forth to upset the world's equilibrium
Worth over a dollar an ounce in
jc, oh'HOME"pEMpNSTRATION AGBflT home on Chestnut Street. Other for two decades.
1873, silver had dropped to ha!f that
SUGGESTS CANNING MEAT NOW guests, besides the members, were Gold and silver were worked around valuation by 1895. Most of the mines
Mrs. L. JJ Hofmeister, Mrs. B. D. here for Drears before the Comstbck j around Virginia City closed. Nevada's
Canning or freezing a supply of the Forshay, iMiss Minnie Forshay, Mrs. J. Lode itself was discovered. The tre- age of silver was ended.
following described property:
meat being butchered on Iowa farms W. Sudd'aaT Mrs. Ralph Anderson.
this month, is* a good addition to High score was held by Mrs. ChesSAD OF GOOD HORSES — 7
\"TraiIer Vagabond" Is Sponsored and Appears In This Paper
the home food supply and a contribu- ter A. Long and the prize given
f years old.kifreigfct tfSOO; one team of mules,
tion
to
war
effort;
declares-Miss
Helen
Through the Courtesy of
for
it
was
two
26c
defense
stamps.
; 2450; one grtsy* teab, smooth mouth; weight
M. Finney, Cass county home demon- A lunch was served by the hostess.
smooth mouth, ^weight: 1400. These are good,
stration agent.
; Steaks, roasts, chops, sausage and The members of the D. D. pinochle
Anita, Iowa
TEXACO PRODUCTS
Phone 267
OF HIGH-GRADE CATTLE W 52
ground beef all may be canned suc- club were guests Friday afternoon of
cessfully, she says. The minimum to M<rs. Donald fChadwick at her home on
White Face calves, wefght about 550 pounds; 10
lives, weight about 550 pounds; 20 head of mixed
plan for the year, most farm facilities Rose Hill Avenue. Mrs. Keith Chad- Charles H. Ingram, who is working
lite Face, weight about 400 pounds; 1 stock cow
say, is 10 to 12 quarts of canned meat wick was an additional guest. High at the ordnance plant at Ankeny, Raymond Wagner of St. Joseph,
Mo., spent the week end here visiting
per person, unless some meat is frozen, score for the afternoon was held by spent
the week end here.
„_ 'BE SOLD SEPARATELY AND PROCEEDS
at the home of his parents, Mr. and
The
availability
of
fresh
meat
deterMrs.
E.
C.
Dorsey,
Mrs.
Donald
ChadSDONATE.D TO RED CROSS
Mrs. J. A. Wagner.
mines how much more should be plan- wick was runner-up and 'Mrs. Forrest
Mrs. M. C. Hutchison entertained
ned
for.
Wilson held low score. A lunch was the members of the Highlanders club
OF GOOD HOGS — 50
To conserve jar space and insure a served by the hostess. The next meet- Tuesday afternoon at her home here. The members of the Friday bridge
weight from 175 - 190 pounds; 20 head, weight
good pack, precook all meat before I ing'of the club, will be held at the The afternoon was spent socially, fol- club were -guests of Mrs. Leo V.
10 head, weight about 140 pounds. These hogs
Bongers .Friday afternoon at her home
Packing in broth, by broiling or roast- home of Mrs. Dorsey on Feb. 13.
lowing which a lunch was served by on Chestnut Street. Mrs. Allen Coling in dry heat, or by heating in the
the hostess.
'GOOD YELLOW CORN IN CRIB WHICH CAN
bert, Mrs. George F. Shaffer and Mrs.
Chapter EZ, P. E. O. Sisterhood,
open container. Process the meat
IE UNTIL JUNE 1.
QUANTITY OF HAY
after packing and sealing by placing were entertained Tuesday afternoon
Hello Mrs. Purchaser: Do you read Gail Burke were additional guests.
immediately in pressure cooker or boil- j by Mrs. J. A. Wagner at her home the Ladies' Home Journal? The rea- High score for the af ternooty iwas held
LlftM MACHINERY, ETC.
ing water bath. In using the hot water :on Chestnut Street. Assisting hos- son we ask is that this month's issue by Mrs. Fannie Young, who received
ering 10-20 tractor; new John Deere tractor plow:
bath, precooking is necessary because * tesses were Mrs. William Bangham carries an advertisement of the Serta two 25c defense stamps as a prize.
Orti planter with 100 rods of wire; new John Deere
it allows the meat to begin processing !an^ •Mrs- W- R. Koob. Roll call was, Tuftless Mattress Anniversary Sale A lunch was served. The next meetew International hay loader and side delivery rake,
"My Most Prized Piece of Chinaware." featuring the Anniversary Special at ing of; the dub will be on Feb. 13
immediately.
jfall and has never'been used; International manure
Beef should be allowed to hang, A constitutional quiz was held with only $24.86. We are personally in- at the 'home of Mrs. John W. Biidd.
wagons with boxes; to>v wheel wagon with new
-—•• New Century cultivator: 8-foot disc; good 4just above freezing, 3 to 5 days before Mrs. Bangham hi charge and a study viting you to stop in and see this mar. walking plow; new lOiinch John Deere feed
.canning, and pork should be cooled at'°^ pottery and. porcelain was given velous mattress value in our store. This
. itor; DeLaval creani separator; 2 good sets of 1%
least 24 hours. The meat may be cut ' by Mrs- William Kirkham, Sr. A sale was arranged long before the
numerous collars; and other articles too numerous
WHEN ANIMALS
and boned the day previous to can- i stork shower was held for Mrs. Ohes- present situation developed and repreter c o1
Mlr
DD3
ning. .Wipe meat with a damp cloth, i
° s- A. T. Evans will be sents an unusual opportunity for those
WAGON WILL BE ON THE GROUNDS
remove the bone and gristle and leave , hostess at the next meeting on Feb 17. who take advantage of it. We can only
We will pick them up
All articles must be settled for before removing /
qnly enough fat to give flavor* Cut
sell this mattress during February
nisea.
.
/
promptly.
steaks about 1 inch thick and roasts The members of the Jol'.y Dozen and that's why we urge you to come in
into'a size that wilTfiUhTjarsT Scraps dub held an all"day meeting Thurs- this week sure . . . today, if you can.
New
steel water tight
be ground and made into patties day at the home of Mrs- Rowley Pol- Exclusive comfort features . . . marbody
at
your serviced
e st
members , velousous quality that we know for a
or added to broth. Less tender cuts
* °f here
Phone 257
•
may be • cut into pieces about 1% ., their
- Frank Barber, Aucts.
, Parkers, Clerk.
fact you won't find in mattresses sellHelen
Hines, 111., Mrs. ing for much more. Why not stop in toii>ches thick.
WAGNER
FILLING
STATION
j In' using a pressure cooker, begin to | W- H- Heckmari, Mrs. Wm. Dorale, day at our special invitation? We'll be
ANITA. IOWA
Mrs; Lyman Wah- looking for you. Thank you. Long's
[count time when the pressure reaches I MrsB4rs®08S Stephensen, were Furniture.
•10 pounds qrid then- process for2 hours..' lert
adv.
CLOSING OUT
Processing at 10 pounds seems^ to give j Preaent- A covered dish dinner was
served at no
satisfactory results under Iowa con-!
«>n and roll call was anditions, Miss Finriey states, but >the swered wflB;« riddle. Mrs. Faye HblliU, S. department of agriculture recom- day will enWrtain the club at its next
meeting on Feb. 10.
mends processing at 15 pounds. "
I If hot water bath method is used,
Kennetfi Gipple entertained the
process for 3% hours at a rapid boil.
members
of her pinochle club ThursMiss Finney cautions homematers to
It-share rent from my farm and now
nan, I will sell at public sale, at my
be sure there is^ane inch of water be- day evening at the home of her sister.
*o. 6, 1 mile north and a miles east of
neath the rack on which the jars rest
L ****'
^'^ Gipple' °n Rose
Ave
j»jt ^.o'clock, sharp, on
"Ue' &*** «»***, besides
and two" fitches of water over the top
the members, were Mrs. Merle >Robiof the jars.
A tight seal is indicated when the son of Atlantic, Mrs. Azel S. Ames,
Miss VerB R Hook
lids of jaw and tops of cans bulge i5"-'5**'$&l&
'
Mra- H iry
SORREL PONY — 1
When they cool a vacuum will form
*
"^"^ and Mrs'
and the tops will "suck \n." If they Jewett. High score for the evening
HEAD1 OF CATTLE — 35
do not, the hbmemaker should press was heltf by Mrs. Ames. A lunch was
of milch C«i)W8, mostly Shorthorn, 6 fresh recentthe lid into shape. Cool as quickly served by the hostess. Mrs. Carrie
•n. freshen soon; good Hereford bull, 2 years old; 13
head of young calves.
,
as possible, but do not turn glass jars Reynolds will, entertain the club at
, upside down, Miss Finney advises. its next meeting on Feb. 12.
HEAD OF HOGS -^ 26
L All canned meat should be boiled or The F^brtiary meeting of the Anita
i" boar; 25 Spotted Poland China gilts to start
'roasted 10 minutea before eating. She Federated Roman's club will be held
d bre4 to "Papered" Spoijted "boar.
warns that it is dangerous to omit this thia''
s s
afternoon at 2
HEAD OF SHEEP — 46
•step in using homecanned meat pro- o'clock at the home of 'Mrs. M. M. Fel/
ducts.
\
old ewes — Start lambwg tfl^h. of March
ler on Chestnut Street. Following
0
, ^ -z *•"«..-.- HS"*Jj?«-Be-Drawn
Binder With
"""! Binder
roll call, the program presented will
— Some Baled Threshed Clover Straw
Mrs.,Gail Burke was hostess to, the b«r Musk, Composer Franz Liszt and
members of the Knot-a-Kare bridge one of .his compositions by Mrs. P. T.
VA60N WILL BE ON THE GROUJNIP8
A SURE WAY TO ECONOMIZE —
club Wednesday afternoon at her Wi(Uams; brief description of the
AM articles must be settled for before removing
home on Chestnut Street. Other bongs, "Star Spangled Banner," "God
guests, besides the members, were Bless America" and "America" by
Mr!. Azel S. Ames, Mrs. Cecil Mer- Miss Mattie Butler; art, Wallace
J
chant, Mrs. Ernest Burke and Mrs. Smith and Edward Glannon by Mrs,
ANITA — WIOTA ^CUMBERLAND
Frank W. Budd. High score" for the L. J. Hofmeister.; literature, Holland
Auctioneers
S. *^f'Lawler, Clerk
afternoon was' held by Mrs. G. M. by Mrs. Joseph Schiff; anij an open
THERE IS ONE NEAR YOU
DeCamp.
forum.
_ . " '
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Prices are Advancing Fast on

Beef aiid Pork

It Is Advisable to Rent a

T JOHNSON

's Lockers

How to Do Newest Dance Steps

m1

dtaswusa for tha amartatt itap*
w* tan«o, rumba. Conga,
tret, WaatolMMtar, Ltody. a&b
•hair. Saad jrmr ordtr to:

CREED Et)B ANiA
;,

. »*» AH juai-vw* if<uir •!;,..-. .

•SC MX* AVWOM . Nav Yatk Cttjr
15 oanta In pom

I am • through with compromise,
lalfway measures, crystal gazing
^ ihe idea the^e-' " ' *^^

AMD VARIATION*.
"
~~

am finished with
> and the ''that
and "to due
(attended to"
•"' , '" * H ^ ^ - f j

••.;•"••«•«»»••*•**

***J

~CBWWCIVfj*1U

to th* ^ryi that ''it aU comes
" jMsh," even if you haven^
to provide soap.
.-;•
'• : *

*

!

'V

I/believe in my country's capacity
- triumph, despite its tendency to
ie, muddle, procrastinate and
^^promfse,;1 : • " ' • • -" A
'^LI believe the "Never say die" spirit
of America will completely supersede the "What's in it for ME?"
motif; and thai it's about time.
I believe the Spirit of '76 wiU submerge the Spirit of ^very Man for
Himself, Every Politician for the
Main Chance and Every American
tor Softer Upholstery;:
\
I believe in the American Way
and I now believe It is th*yway upward and forward and not Just *
circular path areund the artificial
rosebeds.
? .:•. •.".;, "".v.^.;. •-'•;• •;
I believe the country is beginning
te understand that sacrifice,is not
merely something done with Vgoat.

(See Recipes Below)
Soup

This Week's Menu
I to warm
„ to stir
•Onion Soup
appetite tote Meat Loaf
Baked Potatoes
so it can
Julienne Beets
the meal I*- doverleaf .Rolls, Butter and Jam
-this is soup,
Orange-Pineapple Salad
companion
I believe that patriotism is someChocolate Peppermint Tarts,
a dinner on
thing beginning to show in the deeds
Tea
' Milk of Americans and no longer some>ol nights or Coffee
this is the •Recipe Given.
thing that was the main concern of
acquired.v So
orators during a five-minute interand get the salt and pepper. ~
,
val at national conventions.
: starts These
Chicken Bouillon.
1believe that "The Star-Spangled
help you:
• (Serves 8)
Banner" is now a song to stir every
3 to 4 pound stewing chicken American to the depths, and no long,
2 chicken feet \
er a number reserved to the main
^4. cubed
3 to i quart* boiltog water
for special school exercises, army
3 stalks celer> or % cup diced
and navy activities and for musical
comedy climaxes.
.celery root
1 onion, sliced.
Salt and pepper
I' believe that this is a war in
Nutmeg
,
which Americans see the issue more
.cheese,
Clean, chicken' and out tato sxnali clearly thfut. they have seen the isply over low pieces,;Scald chickenieftt Skin and sue in any war since 1778, .
until fat is remove nails, Pour bttfltog-; water
I believe that the hopes of Wash* bacon bits over chicken, feet, celery add'onkm. ington and Jefferson and .Abraham
'sliced Cover and simmer about 9H ftours. Lincoln must triumph over the hopes
of bacon Remove chicken, strata stock and of Hitler end Tojo and Mussolini.
and ten- season. The chickejr may bo used I believe that the Bible must arid
onions, creamed, to casseroles or Wherever shall triumph* over Meto Kempt:
-bacon, cut, cooked chicken is called for.
and that the kindly figure of the Man
heat
or . Lentil soup has'long been among of Galilee shall endure to guide the
1
i'--/until ' .soup ;the high-rank< way of mankind long after me chestwith salt> fag favorites. Bethumping, plaza-atrutting, dictatoplates cause it has subrial, mjcrsphone addicts and bullies
j*tale stanceinictt as the
Jnvo dwindled to .the 'six* of long
grated lentils themforgotten bsccili. ~ V
before serv- selves, . meat -. or
even sausage, it's
I believe there is more to the Conthing in excellent served
stijtution of the United States, the
Just to what as a main dish,
Declaration of Independence and
especially for
the American Bill pf Rights worth
Sunday night
nghtfag~fdr7than tat any goal or set
8)
suppers:
>
of goals ever proclaimed by all th*
war lords of history.
Lentil Soup.
'• : • -«• . .(Serves 6 to 8)
f meat on it
I believe Uncle Sam is all the
2 cups lentils
more inspiring and all the more in3 quarts cold water
2 pounds brisket of beef or ham destructible'•'through his sudden
drain and
awakening to the valor of the Chibone
I Water. Heat to
nese, the incredible toughness of the
1 stalk celery, diced \
and ham
Russians, the fortitude of the Brit2 onions, cubed
or until
ish and the fine qualities of all: those
2 tablespoons fat
1
andseanations with which he is now linked
3
tablespoons
flour
»toast,
Salt and pepper
: in one crusade. .
• • •
• , .
, ' , heavy, Pick over lentils, wash, and soak
-omitting overnight In cold water. > Drato, covI believe Americans can "take it
P, dotft er with cold water, end cook witb as well as dish it out."
50 the'pleas- the
for 1% hours. Add celery %>I believe they are going to prove
*;h«Vutg 'a and meat
onion and cook for 2 hours. It-in a way that will win a new
clear soup Blend melted fat and flour, season^ respect ail over the face of this
«use t?s just then add 1% cups stock and cook unthe* thing for, til thick. Add rest of stock and
I believe there are reversals, hard
' a soup that serve with a slice of rye bread, Mows
and great sufferings for Uncle
i and heated sprinkled with cheese and toastfc Sam ahead.
Its excellent
the^cheese is melted. Lentil " bejieve he will toughen up and
a. careful com- until
soup is good also with smoked sau- vthat he is the Uncle- Sam ef
sage or frankfurters to place of the ..... Jt HJ11, "the rude bridge that
Seep,
meat listed above.
a^d; me nood," Vi
to I)
Another
/good
soup
that
makes
a
stock
meal to itself is this: Deep sea oys', Belleau
ters 'are especially flavorful for Wood i«nd Soissons.
I believe in America!
this:
v
'
Oyster Bisque.
JOE LOUIS AND THE
;
(Serves 6)
.'• '
: EXAM
1 .pint oysters
Q—Have you done much fighting?
H4 cups water
A.—Ne, but whet I've done baa
Salt and pepper
.celery
en effective.
2«ups milk *
Q.— Have you dene any frying?
% cup dry bread crumbs
A>-Net since, the first Schmelinc
1 tablespoon butter
bout,
.
^^
I tablespoon flour mtantes.
Q.— Any experience in tank werk?
1 onion, ^chopped fine
•TW. bt
A.—Ne, that was two other cham1 stalk celery, chopped fine
pions.
.
1 sprig parsley, chopped fine
Cook oysters to their own water
'* * * ' ' ' • '
difference ^t oplnien
«nd liquor until they curt. Add onion, celery* PWsley $nd, simmer gen- m the fcesa taduatry over the retly for 20. mtaBjjia, Scald milk, add f?******!? to,
bread crumbs; and cooii for 15 min- ej tajtagjabrics
utes
to double boiler. Put mixture ef the /ajhign Q^ginators guUd
attractive
—u" -- ne through a sieve, -Mett butter, blend
r> * u ,
to flour JMMjDseaeontags. Add milk Without'beqomtog police court matand crumb mixture. Rub oysters ters. But wostbtok he is wrong;
of avocado, through*'a sieve- and add to milk Skirts got so short around the time
cream, mixture. Serve with soda crackers. of the last war n*w and then a
Quick .soups may be concocted husband .get mixed up and put *ne
from cans. Here are some combi- on ai a wristlet.
nations guaranteed to please:
shapes with
The splendid work of the Dutch in
1' can tomato soup, 1 can pea
toasting and
.
,
the war brings back to mind an *M
before servsong Dr. Fred Beck used to sing at
1 can tomato' soup, 1 can chickdoughnut
thetJrays' outings back home:
en soup
hearts,
"Those Dutch, they say^they ato't
1 can chicken soup, 1 can celgot no style—
popular,
ery soup
top and
They got style all the while, all the
1 can consomme, 1 can tomato
Cwhilel"
grated
juice .;•;>,'ft , ..... \ -'
* • •
broiled
1 can chicken- soup, 1 can mushA robber entered an office at
room soup .
Broadway and Forty-second street
1 can tomato soup, 1 can asor
athigh noon the other day and stole
paragus soup
WO. H* was .the only person to
1 can: mushroom s,oup, 1 can
^*t area workfag at such an early
cWcken broth

Worthwhile Ltte
---- „ yon are undertaking Let us endeavor so to live that
to keep bees during the emer- when we come to die even th*
gency?
undertaker will be sorry.—Mark
* Farmer—Yes, I don't want to Twain.
miss anything, and I've been stung
every other way I know of.

MOTHER

Another View
rtat • tttutifulv

fetf IN

2®S®'S8SZ

F*m*r~-Mttybt. $ut if you h*d to P6AC6,
Diagram Expiates Tans* Steps, WMK^tto
«fa«L htrrotf i euMvOt it,
\X7AIT!
A
tango's
not
*
yv
yntty
yar« euhl A irf*M
,danc* with a men
_
|
As Of Old
Atach* fashien, around th*
NUa^Dorothy treate bar husLiking One's Duty
Lets ef men do that who
band like a Greek god.
The secret of happiness is not
sure of their steps •* hew t»
.Gladyf—Howso?
in doing what one likes, but in Uk>
Are you? Y*u could learn the , : Nina— Why, she places a burnt ing what one has to do.—James M.
step* fmn diagrams.
offerinf before him at every meaL Barrio.
v

HERE IS an outetandinf blend of 81
selected gradea of choige TurkMi and
DonaeBtiotobaccoe—madeiiramt^mora
expensive, more golden colored leaves
that bring top prices at th* great tobacco
sales. This finer quality gives you a milder, finer-tasting smoke, yet RaleighBCOBt
no more than any other popular-priced
cigarette.

Km

TOWS A VALUABLE COUPON on th* back of every pack of Raleigh*.
Coupons are good in the U. a A. for your choice of many beautiful and
practical premiums. Write for the catalog that describe* them.
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FRIDAY
This Commun; After Illness
ff Period of 18
•I Sunday.
, native of Scotresident of this
away Friday af at his home
.'failing health for
ths. , He sufferIjthree months ago
since that
I'born I>ec. 12, 1868,
otland, the son
Watson. His
/shortly before he
i mother passed
'child. Follownother, he made
imother until
He then went
•.until coming to
years later.
i||his country, Mr.
lita and on Oct. 19,
united in marSince that
•Watson have made
vicinity and last
from farming
after living on the
i -years. He was a
Lodge, No, 380,
member of Modern
35 years served
i clerk.
the widow; two
i Mehlmann oi
3race Eblen of Cum^i Richard, of Anita;
and a brother anc
in Scotland.
5ces were held Sunday
J:00 o'clock at the
. with Rev. Arthur V
Masonic ritualistic
| Robert Scott acting
later, were given at the
'the grave/' Music for
is; furnished by Charles
^Raymond Lantz, Mrs
It A. B. Stone.
They
pur of Prayer" am
•" Mr. Stone sang a
'," Burial was
Cemetery wit]
IK. G. Armentrout
riond Laartz, John
: Scnwenke acting a:

ABORTION
owa Farm Income to lead DISCUSS
COMMON^ IN HOGS Government Trees W91 Be
Nation Again This Year Control of Brucella infection or Available to Cass Fanners
Bang's disease in swine seems at
present to be possible only through
good herd management, report veterinarians at Iowa State college.
Infected sows and gilts often give
birth to normal litters, so the breeding record of the animals should not be
regarded as an accurate index of the
presence or absence of the disease in a
herd.
Dr. K. W. Stouder, extension veterinarian, says that the disease is usually introduced into a healthy herd
by the purchase' of apparently healthy
swine.
"The agglutination test is the most
reliable means of diagnosing this
disease and has proved of value in
protecting many herds against it,"
Stouder says.
Animals which show positive reactions to this test can either be sold
for immediate slaughter, sold as reactors for use in other known reactor
herds to remain there under quarantine, or kept in isolation under supervision until they, are no longer needed for breeding animals.
Vaccines, Stouder ' says, have not
proved to be of any value in the control of the disease. While swine resist the bovine variety of the disease
quite well, cattle do not resist the
swine variety So well and man seems
quite susceptible to many strains of
the swine variety, The veterinarian
advises the use of great care when
working .with herds known to be infected with this organism.

The Iowa farm income will reach.
00 million dollars and will lead the
nation again this year but indicaions are that it will fail to equal the
725-million dollar total which the
conomists had predicted.
The November income of $67,316,00 was to have brought the 11-month
total to $631,522,000 or only 24
million dollars less than the total of
he year 1939.
The December farm income has not
teen computed as yet but it now
eems improbable that it will 'be
enough to send the yearly total much
ivelr the 700-million dollar mark.
This total, however, will be higher
han that of any year since 1929 and
he income for the first 11 months of
his year represents a gain of about
.0 per cent over the same period in
1930. The later year was one of the
lighest in the last decade from the
standpoint of farm income.
The November total was boosted
by heavy marketings of livestock, the
income from this source being $48,680,000, according to the federal bureau of agricultural economics. Crops
iccounted for $7,303,000 and government benefit payments, $11,833,000.
The December income is expected
to show a gain over the same month
a year ago as has been the case with
nearly every other month in the year
1940.
Hog prices took a jump during the
latter part of December while cattle
marketings have been heavy and
jrice* high throughout the last
Mrs. W. B. Inhofe was called to
several months.
Atlantic (Monday by the serious illness
of her sister, Mrs. Harry Steffens.

ATLANTIC IS COUNTY
BASKETBALL CHAMPS I Moines

Applications for trees from the
Iowa State Forest Nurseries have
just been received at the Cass County
Farm Bureau office, according to
County Agent Lester Soukup.
About two million trees are available from these nurseries for farm
woodlots, reforestation, planting on
wasteland and erosion control purposes, Mr. Soukup said.
No trees are supplied for wind>reaks, lawns, ornamental or shade
purposes, he emphasized.
The trees are supplied at a low
price made possible by provisions
of the Clarke-MleNary act, of congress. Prices for the trees which are
1 and 2 year old transplants, range
from $2.50" to $6.50 per thousand.
Varieties available include black
ocust, green ash,, black maple, American elm, silver maple, red oak, white
oak, osage orange, red mulberry,
cottonwood, white pine and western
yellow pine..
Mr. Soukup said that at least a
thousand1 trees must be ordered, including not less than five hundred of
any one species. An exception is
made in the case of farmers who have
ordered trees in previous years and
want others' to replace losses, or to
extend their planted area. Not more
than two thousand evergreens will be
supplied to any one farm, he said.
Trees on these lists are considered
forest trees and qualify under the
requirements of the Triple-A program.
In addition, a special wildlife packet, consisting of trees, shrubs and
vines for planting wildlife areas on a
farm, is being supplied at the price of
$1.
Another inovation this year is the
making of evergreen trees available
•for the establishment of Christinas
tree plantations in Iowa, Four-year
transplants of northern white spruce
and Norway spruce, are being supplied at $6 per thousand for Christmas
tree plantations. These trees are to
be used only for future use or sale as
Christmas trees or greens and must
not be sold or disposed of at any time
with roots intact, 'Mr. Soukup said.

Milligan and wife of Des
were Anita visitors the first
The Atlantic high school boys' of the week at the home of her Parreserve basketball team won the 1941 ents, W. H. Mclntyre and family.
Cass county basketball championship
Saturday evening by defeating the IOWA FARM, FOLK
MEET NEXT WEEK
Cumberland high school team, 30 to 19,
on the Anita floor. The Atlantic team
Rural Iowa will turn its ^yes toas doped to be defeated in the early
was
ward Ames next week where Iowa
rounds of the tournament, put were
colle
weto pass
up
Anitafive
< wi11
*^
first annual
and Home WteekThursday night, 25 to 21. After playa
6-day
program
designed
to "Fortify
ing a close, thrill-packed game with
the Farm Frontier."
Wiota on Friday evening, they were
Sheriff Harry Jordan of Atlantic
able to overcome them, 27 to 25. The The farmer's program, devoted to
ways of making farming more effi- was a business caller in Anita TuesWiota team, which were the favorites
of the tournament, failed to play the i cient and profitable, and the wo- day afternoon.
. . , . , j. ,, , ,,
.
,
man s program, aimed at solving
B
kind of ball that they are known for,
.* .
. ,
BASKETBALL
,however, they
AL
jdid
- j getj. by
i_ the
ii_ Lewis
T ' • many of the housewive's problems,
will begin on Feb. 10 and continue ANITA IND. vs. PRESCOTT INC.
mi.
a•
T-I
..o
i
01
team on Thursday night, 48 to 31.
through Feb. 14. The Iowa rural
, team
.
, . , has
, • been
,
.
Thursday, Feb. 6
Massena's
which
un-1
, ,
,,
., .
yOung people's assembly will begin
. , . , . ,
„
' young
High School Gym
proving steadily as the season rolls on wits
_ „2-day
- xL.
*
A^Z2*
conference on
Feb. ,14.
2 Games — 7:30 P. M.
was able to'defeat Griswold, 29 to 15,
FAVOR LAW and then lost to Cumberland Friday
LIENS evening, 31 to 27. The consolation
game was played between Wiota and
| Iowa's fanners favp
Massena, the Wiotans being on
to limit^the land the long end of a 42 to 19 score.
the crop and. half
The largest crowd attended the
VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
vestock, a survey tournament on Friday evening when
ently shows,
the gym was packed,' however, the
Briardale
uestioned, 66 pe attendance at the Thursday and SatHershey's
the lien to on urday evening games was near caMARSHMALLOWS—
COCOA—
against sue! pacity for the Anita gym.
Soft and fresh,
libwere undecid
1-lb. package...
can
Mr. and .Mrs. Claude Hansen of St.
i/2-lb.
cake Chocolate 12c
session a . milde Joseph, .Mo., spent Saturday and SunGWC
jfeated in the senate day in Anita visiting his mother,
RED PITTED CHERBriardale
it was jtointec Mrs. O. C. Hansen, and with other
RIES—
ROLLED OATS—
try that measure relatives and friends.
In
syrup,
Large
. one limiting the lie
2 No. 2 cans.
package
County Treasurer Fred W. Herbert
similar - surve is in receipt of a check for $323 from
Santa Clara
Shurfine
in favor of th the Iowa state commerce commission
PRUNES—
SHORTENING>, 14 per cent op in compensation for taxes from t^ruck
Large
size,
3-lb.
s and 25 per cen and bus operators during the last
2 pounds . . .
three months of 1940.. Under the j
can
|je remembered ho' provisions of the new truck law ent Iowa lane acted by the 1939 legislature, re-!
irned renters out on placing the former ton mile tax, half
• stock,, equipment or of the proceeds went to the state's
Better Coffees Are Not To Be Had
fc'commented those who primary road fund and the other half
to
the
counties
in
proportion
tp
their
^survey.
BRIARDALE—
TALL CORN—
•'.the subject is hotter area.
23c
or
2-lbs.
for
45c
15c or 3-lbs. for 39c
1988. At least, more
The
adult
evening
school
will
discuss
ARE
YOU
PLAYING
WINSOM?
ave their minds made
"Conservation of the Soil as Needed,
in Cass County" at their meeting next <
Burch's
Fresh Roasted
Monday
evening.
The
reason
for
this
]
COOKIES—
dton stated this week that
PEANUTS—
ninent jockey from Sac togric is the fact that the farmers can't
Chocolate Devils Food
Large size,
ently died, started his look ahead as to how farming should
2
2 pounds . . .
be done in the future, instead of the
a horse for him.
pounds
past. iFarming has all too often been
Light Amber
superintendent of the a very wasteful use of the soil. Much
Navy ^
HONEY—
plant, was In Dea Moines of the top-soil is gone; in some places
BEANS—
6-lb. glass
s week attending a meet- all of it is gone. These places are
Michigan
hand
picked,
jar
If
the
people
very improductive.
ague of Municipalities.
3
don't awaken to the fact that their
Town Crier
pounds
olph, local manager of the farms are washing away, soon many j
FLOUR.Telephone Co. exchange, places will be greatly decreased in i
Bakery
Special
49-lb.
to report for duty value. What practices have been acCOCOANUT
ROLLS—
bag
ort Knox, Ky., where lie cepted ? What farming practices j
241/a-lb. Bag .. ...95c
to the field artillery must be used in the future ? How j
'Mir. Buttofth is at will these plane of management alter j
Briardale
ptain in the U. 3. Army our farming situation ? These ques- j
OXYDOL—
CAKE FLOUR—
Mrs. Buttolph and the1 tions and others will be brought up for
Large
size,
1Q
remain in Anita for the discussion at the meeting Monday
each
*^
package
1«IC
evening.
F

BRIARDALE
15c

29c

19c

19c

43c

COFFEE

29c

23c

59c

'

9c

HAY CROPS MAKE
GOOD SILAGE TOO
Ensiling grass and legume hay is
an efficient method of storing the
crop, and farmers who do not have a
surplus of feed will find a silo a profitable investment, reports 'Or. C. Y. Cannon, head of the dairy husbandry department at Iowa State college.
A mixture of soybeans, sudan grass,
and Atlas sargo was ensiled this year
at the college dairy farm in an attempt to find! the .most efficient method
of storing the crop for feed.
"The cows relished the silage, and
milk was not laffectedV^ Cannon says.
"Of course feeding was done after
milking."
Seventeen acres of soybeans, drilled in rows, were used in the experiment. At the time of the last cultivation, sudan grass was sown between
the rows. The sorghum was grown
on a separate field.
"The sudan grass made a spotty
growth, due to drouth, and the percentage of grass in the mixture was
lower than anticipated," Cannon
said.
A mixture of two-thirds soybeans
and sudan and one-third sorghunt was
desired, but final calculations showed
59 per cent soybeans and sudan, and
41 per cent sorghum. The total crop
of 227 tons was put into two temporary silos, one containing 130 tons
and the other 97 tons.
No preservative was added to the
mixture used, and the dairymen found
no loss from the silo fed immediately.
A small loss of four loads was incurred from the larger silo which was fed
later.
"Ensiling the crop didn't improve
the quality of the feed," Cannon said,
"it merely preserved it. Less valuable
dry matter was lost by ensiling the
hay than if it had been stored dry."

QUESTIONS THAT DO
NOT TOUCH TAXES

NUMBER 6

WELL KNOWN ANITA
LADY DIES SUNDAY
Mrs. W. T. Slater, 72, Passes A way
Sunday Afternoon At Home In
Anita After Lingering Illness;
Funeral Held Tuesday.
Mrs. W. T. Slater, 72, well known
and long time resident of Anita, passed
away Sunday afternoon at 12:20
o'clock at her home on West Main
Street after a lingering illness. She
had been in failing health for many
months, and bedfast for several weeks.
Anna Mary Tyson was born Dec. 15,
1868, in Cedar county, Iowa, the
daughter of Davis and Lydia Tyson.
On Feb. 4, 1890, at Tipton, Iowa, she
was united in marriage to W. T.
Slater. Following their marriage
they moved to iCbon Rapids where
they lived for two years. Forty-nine
years ago they moved to a form, south
of Anita where they reaidedr^W sixteen years, then moved to;' Anita
which place has since been her home.
One daughter, Beulah, was born to
this union. She passed away on Sept.
3, 1930.
She is survived by her husband; two
sisters, Mrs. Alice Kohl of Anita and
Mrs. Curtis Birk of Mission, Texas;
two brothers, Sherman Tyson of
MeAWster, Kansas, and James Tyson
of Lisbon, Iowa; four nephews; and
;wo nieces. Two brothers preceded
ler in death.
IMjrs. Slater had been a member and
faithful worker in the Methodist
rhurch for over 42 years.
Funeral services were held Tuesday
afternoon at the Methodist church
with Rev. Arthur V. Long officiating.
Music for the services was furnished
by Mrs. F. D. Weimer, A. B. Stone and
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Ulfers. They sang
'Beautiful Isle of Somewhere," "Does
Jesus Care" and "Sweet Bye and Bye."
Interment was made in Evergreen
cemetery with Joe Vetter, Ernest
Burke, Carl Millard, George Smither,
William Crawford, Sr. and Robert
Howard acting as pallbearers.

Township assessors are starting on
their rounds again in Iowa, When
the assessor calls farmers should
remember that some of his work has
nothing to do with taxes. He'll ask
about livestock births on your farm
the past year. Nobody puts a tax on
births, .so make the answer as exact, CASS AAA OFFICE
as you can. That information is
MOVED THIS WEEK
worth a lot in getting together adeThe Cass county AAA office was
quate information on livestock supmoved
Tuesday from the third floor
plies. In the longrun, you'll benefit.
The assessor will also ask how of the court house to the new Farm
many acres you had in corn and how Credit building at 14 West Fourth
many acres in all crops. Don't un- Street in Atlantic. The triple-A will
derestimate here. A farmer who un- occupy the entire west side and one
derestimates helps to reduce his room on the east side of the second
county's allotment on corn and soil- floor.
The district 'highway patrol headi depleting crops for the next • AAA
and helps also to reduce his own quarters were moved at the same time
from the county attorney's rooms on
allotment.
Here's one place where you can the second floor of the court house
talk yourself out of part of an AAA into the rooms on the third floor
vacated by the AAA.
check.
The 'Cass county selective service
And don't say to the assessor
"Those speculators in Chicago wil board, which has been using the
just use these figures to hook us supervisors' room and the auditor's
again." Assessors' figures deal with office, are now occupying the south
the crop of 1940. They won't be room of the county attorney's office.
summarized and published until June County Attorney, Don Savery, has
of 1941. By that time, the crops reserved the north room for use durhave all gone to market and the ing court terms.
speculator isn't interested..
The assessors' figures, summariz- NYA CONFERENCE TO
ed in county and state totals, do BE HELD NEXT WEEK
the speculator no good, but they are
A district conference of school
a lot of help to the county and state
planning committees, AAA commit- fflcials in charge of national youth
tees, farmers and others who study administration high school work
agricultural cycles and trends, and rojects in nine counties in southwest
to everybody who wants to know owa will be held Thursday, Feb. 13,
what Iowa has been doing in order t the high school in Red Oak, Theoto make some estimates on the lore P. Eslick, state NYA adminisrator, announced today.
future.
Counties to be represented at th«
Remember that the assessor is interested in taxes only part of the meeting include Adair, Cass, Pottatime. Accurate answers to his ques- wattamie, Mills, Adams, Fremont,
tions on agricultural statistics will Montgomery, Page and Taylor.
J. R. Inman of Red Oak, superinnot raise your taxes a dime. Accurate answers may in the end help tendent of schools, will preside at the
your income, as folks employ these meeting at which practices and probfigures to chart profitable paths for ems relating to the NYA high school
work program will be discussed.
future protectionRay F. Myers, principal of Thomas
Edward Ruggles has purchased the Fefferson high school, Council Bluffs,
Burl Roots residence in South Anita, and member of the NYA school work
now occupied by Anker Sams and council made up of seven Iowa educafamily. The consideration being $625. tors, and F. A. Welch, Iowa NYA
director of student work and related
The Skelly Oil Co. completed nego- training, will attend the co'nference.
tiations this week whereby they have
leased the Rose Service Station from
W. G. Phend of Jefferson came to
James Rose who has operated it for Anita Monday to assume the manathe past year and a half. Following gership q| the local exchange of the
this they leased the station to .Louis West Iowa Telephone Co. during L. D.
Birk, well known, young man in this Buttolph's absence.
,
community, who is now in possession
Mr. Birk will be assisted in operating
A. J. Kopp, well known Anita man,
the station by Russell Jordan o returned to his home in Anita SunWiota and Donald Biagen of Anita day from a hospital in Jefferson, Iowa,
The station will continue to be open where he had been undergoing treat24 hours every day and will hand! ment for infection in the scar tissue
Skelly Oil Co. products.
on both his legs.

By Edward C. Wayne
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'No Quarrel With America/ Says Hitler,
But 'Aid to Britain' Ships Will Be Sunk;
New Japanese Envoy En Route to U. S.;
Congress Continues Lease-Lend Debate

Jayr

WriUftniff
UrtMuw ' f
mo*
Washington, D. 0.
'TRANSFER' OF V. 8. NAVY

(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinion* »r« •iprciied In then eolnmni, «h*r
•re thoi« of the new« analrit and not tueciiarllr of thli newip»p«r.)
rn»i«n«»ri by Western Newspaper ""'"" '

FORT DEX, N. J.—Taking advantage of a snowfall along the eastern
seaboard, members of the 44th Division's ski patrol glide down a bill in
their first maneuvers in this huge army encampment. Warfare knows no
seasons, so Uncle Sam mast prepare to fight under any condition. The
patrol pictured here was organized by Lieut. Eric Wilkner, formerly of
Lapland, Sweden, but now of New York's 113th infantry.

EIGHT YEARS:
Of Hitler
On the eighth anniversary of hi
assumption of power, Adolf Hitler
told his people and the world that
U. S. aid for Great Britain "will be
torpedoed" and that "Europe will defend itself" in case "those people"
(meaning Americans) enter the
war.
A cheering crowd of 20,000 gathered at the Berlin Sports palace for
the speech heard the German dictator tell of Nazi plans to defeat
England in the coming months. He
said that Germany had "armed and
armed and armed" and that anyone
seeking to destroy that nation would
get a rude awakening. He told also
of Germany's preparation of military surprises that will be used in
the coming battles. He said that
enemy hopes for revolts in Italy because of Italian setbacks were in
vain. The British were challenged
to invade the continent.
Hitler declared that 1941 "will be
the historical year of a great new
order in Europe." He said also
that Germany has never been
against American interests.

BRITAIN'S NEED:
Congress Considers
There was a growing feeling in
congress that unless the President's
measure to permit him to lend or
lease material supplies to Britain
was passed soon, the Germans
would arrive before American arms.
Administration leaders made concessions to opponents of the bill in
order to obtain greater speed. They
agreed to set a time limit on the
President's powers, they were willing that a clause should be contained in the bill to prohibit convoy
by U. S. naval ships, and they were
agreeable to an amendment which
would require the President to report every three months to congress.
Further they would not go and
efforts to make the proposal ineffectual by further amendment met
firm resistance. Meanwhile supply
and military experts held conferences with the new British ambassador, Viscount Halifax, whose arrival in America was unprecedented. He came on the H.M.S. King
George V, a new battleship just recently launched and which was not
yet known to be in commission. He
was met at Annapolis by President
Roosevelt.

should happen to his artificial eye.
It is not his eye, however, which
is most likely to fail him. Back
home Foreign Minister Yoskue Matsuoka, also educated in an American college through the kindness of
American charity, did not wait for
the admiral's arrival in Washington.
Matsuoka declared to the diet that
he considered U. S. policy "outrageous," in that it objected to
Japanese control of the western Pacific. He said that the fate of world
civilization depends wholly upon
America's attitude and refused to
accept the theory of U. S. Secretary
of State Cordell Hull that the invasion of Manchuria by Japan was the
first step in destruction of world
peace.

HISTORIC CITY:
History Repeats
The town of Derna, now in Italian
Libya, has an historic place in
American history, for it was at this
village where ended one of the most
courageous exploits of the American
army.
The year was 1805 and the United
States was at war with Tripoli after
refusing to pay tribute to that nation
m order that American ships would
not be molested by pirates on the
open sea. "Millions for defense but
not one cent for tribute," had thundered Charles C. Pinckney a few
years before and the slogan was repeated now.
William Eaton, a captain in the
American army who had been attache to Near Eastern countries
found himself in Alexandria, Egypt
There he recruited a motley crowd
of about 40 Americans, several hundred Greeks and as many Arabs. On
_f j '-i16. started across the burnDerna, a

The campaign experienced untold
hardships, was almost without food
or water, several times faced revolt
m its own ranks. But by cool bravery Eaton dragged his army 600
miles across the sands and attacked
Derna. On April 27 the city fell to
tne American army. The war ended soon afterward and Eaton returned home to be forgotten.
As March approached this year
another army which started in Alexandria stood before Derna, now a
city of 65,000. British troops with
modern mechanized columns, lines
of communications and trains of water, had put to rout an Italian force
several times larger, engaged them
MISSION:
in battle at Sidi Barrani, at Bardia
at Tobruk, and appeared to be masFailure Expected
Kichisaburo Nomura, admiral of ters of the desert. More than 100 000
Japan, is a graduate of the United prisoners had fallen before them.
States naval academy. During the Shock in Italy
World war he was Japanese naval
In Rome there was no confirmaattache in Washington and a close
friend of the then assistant secre- Jon of the rumor that Marshal Rotary of the navy, Franklin D. Roose- dplfo Graziani had been relieved of
his Libyan command. But the Gravelt.
Now Admiral Nomura, admittedly ziam rumor was not the most stara pro-American among Japanese tling There were stories of uprisis en route to Washington as the ings ,n Turin and Milan, of troops
new ambassador from Tokyo. He joining in the demonstration agaSst
sailed, he said, on what promised Mussohni, of anti-Fascist speeches
to be "a mission of failure " Young m the market place and of obscene
written on posters contain^!
er men, offered the job, turned it words
Mussolini's picture.
auung
down. They said it would be sure
but mol
to end their political careers
i
'
'e per. They said Germans had takBut Admiral Nomura is a man of
courage. He lost an eye when a en over the Italian censorship of
bomb was thrown and killed sev- postal, telephone and teWraoh
eral other politicians. He received services. That three UaHa/ ^
a glass eye from the empress her- erals had been shot, that thousands
self Before he left Tokyo he had a had been arrested by secret poHce
duplicate made, in case anything that revolt was halted only when
German (reaps look over.

HIGHLIGHTS
of

the neivs

Envoy-John G. Winant, former
Republican governor of New Hamn
shire, is acceptable in Britain as the
American ambassador, succeeding
fe
Joseph P. Kennedy.
Guests-The Grand Duchess Char
lotte of Luxembourg, now a refugee
in Canada, will visit President
Roosevelt in the second week of
February. She will be a guest at
the White House for two davs.

MORE:

Resistance
r t Italian
v r 1 Uarmy
' e ^mans i n Italy
the
Was h a v i
on*
effect, however. The Greeks were
meeting stiffer resistance in Alba
ma. German planes and pilots en
gaged Greeks and the British air
force. Tanks and mechanized units
of the Italians counter-attacked
around Valona in force. Athens said
their lines were able to hold out and
would soon resume the advance
n
aand

mrs

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.—Embarrassed naval officers
have
threatened disciplinary action
against any sailor who might
have helped Shirley Dale, 23,
pictured above, aboard the U. S.
destroyer Long, two hours before
it sailed for Honolulu. She was
discovered and put ashore.

DEBTS:
U. S. Needs Money
Congress is ready to consider
plans to increase the national debt
limit and raise additional funds to
finance defense efforts already authorized. The present debt limit,
set by congress, is $45,000,000,000.
Chairman Doughton, of the house
ways and means committee, introduced legislation to raise this limit
to $65,000,000,000.
At the same time a plan was submitted for selling 25-cent defense
stamps to the general public. The
plan parallels the War Savings
stamps of 1917.
Meanwhile the committee of federal finances of the United States
Chamber of Commerce sounded a
warning. It recommended a federal agency to "co-ordinate the debt
program with the general fiscal
plan." They also suggested congress
establish the debt limit at a sum
only necessary to cover the necessary borrowing immediately in
sight.
"Financially," the report
said, "the government is in a wilderness."

DRAFT:
Harsh Words
In England the government has
had the power since the early days
of the war to draft manpower and
capital for defense. Virtually the
same powers were voted to President Roosevelt under the selective
service act. In neither country has
there been much of a crackdown on
industry, the force of the law being
sufficient to compel co-operation of
recalcitrant plants.
But now England is talking of !
drafting labor to man its factories
and in Washington there has been
threat to use the power on one or
two industries. Most vocal of these
instances was at a meeting of the
lumber and timber products defense
committee when Leon Henderson,
defense commissioner in charge of
price control, warned that prices
must be cut sharply and production
speeded.
Henderson said there had been
some improvement. He said prices
in December dropped to $35.01 per
1,000 board feet but would have to
come down to $25, or the government would take over. "I've had all
the arguments, excuses and explanations I want and a whole lot more
than I need," he said and stalked
from the meeting.

In the Army
Winthrop Rockefeller, grandson of
the late John D. Rockefeller got
up one morning at 5 a. m. and reported at the New York recruiting
office at 6 for transportation to Fort
L»x N. J. He'll never get rich he's
in the army now— as a private
On the other hand, Ernest Eisle
22, of Pontiac, Mich., who fought
to evade the draft, is dead. When
federal officers called with a warrant for evasion, a gun fight resulted. Two officers were stabbed and
young EisJe fatally shot.
With the approach of spring the
draft will be speeded. The objective is 800,000 men in camp under
the selective service law before
June 1. Between now and then the
monthly drafts will reach about 100 000 men.

MISCELLANY:
«L The sword which George Wash
ington gave to the Marquis De Lateyet e will be returned to America
Marshal Petam of France handed
•t to Admiral Leahy, American am
«LThe B'nai Brith voted its ninetyseventh anniversary award for
honor, duty and achievement" to
Norman Davis, chairman of th
American Red Cross
C.The North Star, ship Of the bi,
« U U, u f l n d i a n attai rs, Ihas rea ched
he Antarctic ice barrier and is load
ing the equipment of the B yrd exp
pe e .
dition for lts return hom /
«L ihe Chase National Bank of New
Yo k retauis its place at the head
oi U. b. commercial banks for 1941
according
to the publication "Amer'
a
n
'

^WfcJMlwnsiijtfSia k • '—
Washington, D. C.
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COUNCIL FOR AMERICA
A new organization to be known
relative
The President says that any sugas the Council for America will soon gestion
"'
under the "lease-lend"
be launched to rally public senti- bill he that,
might
transfer
part
of,
our
ment behind the President's foreign navy to another nation is a "cowand defense policies.
It, says
jumped-over-the-moon" idea—meanLeaders of the movement are ing, we may suppose, Mother Goose
"n h
prominent liberals whose aim is to nonsense or a palpable impossibility. stayed ... . One day
bring together labor, farmer.,
"Hi-diddle-diddle, the cat and the kinsman, who had
ary and similar groups into a mili- fiddle, the cow jumped over the the pair for seven _yean, j
tant organization to oppose the ac- moon." He also says that he never
tivities of the America First Com- even considered using the navy to
mittee and other isolationist units. convoy American shipments to BritThe Council for America will not be ain.
her groom, who was verv,
a rival of the Committee for the DeA great deal of confusion is creep- . . . "After all, honey?
fense of America by Aiding the Al- ing into this debate. There is noth- "your uncle was a pre ttv,
lies, but will work along similar lines ing in the "lease-lend" bill about . . .:"My uncle?" g^
through elements that are not convoying ships. Providing they are thought he was your unc,c!7
reached by it.
not violating the neutrality act and
The plan is to launch the new or- the President's own proclamations
Quentin BeynoldsTwho
ganization publicly on Lincoln's1 thereunder, by entering proclaimed returned from the London
birthday with a nationally broad war zones, or otherwise, American ,and blitzes, was speedins
cast address by Mayor LaGuardia. ships can still sail the sea. If there hearsal for his engager™
Among those; interested in the new is danger of illegal interference Strand theater. A c o p s w
movement is Mrs. Dwight Morrow, with them by another nation, while ..-: .,"Where;.you going?" h:1
flrer"
"e<
mother-in-law of Col. Charles Lind- they are hi pursuit of their lawful "to a
"Nope;"
said
Quent,
"I•„
bergh.
business, the President doesn't need
» » •
any additional authority to protect turned from one."
SCORNFUL OF JAPAN'S NAVY them with naval convoys. ThereOuld Acquaintance Dep't
Behind .the scenes in the United fore the convoy argument is not three years ago Billy Evans,
properly
in
the
debate
on
the
"leaseStates navy there are two schools ol lend" bill.
song and dance team of EvJ
thought regarding the danger of war
White, got Madeline Ri
But
this
"cow-over-the-moon"
with the Japanese. Both of them
stage job .dancing in „ v ,
business
is
something
else
again.
agree, however, regarding its outunit at the request of her i
There
is
no
authentic
record
of
any
come.
cow jumping over any moon, but vet trouper . : . Evans it J
One school, made up of younger there is a very recent and rather held her hand (she was 13?
officers who have served recently in startling record of a President trans- tinwrand wore long dresses!
the Far East, has developed a scorn ferring a very substantial part of the Gerry society) before she]
for Japanese sea power, declares our navy, to wit, 50 destroyers, to a her first entrance.
that Japan never has met a first belligerent nation. It was done withAnd Evans it is, who
class navy, that annihilation of. her out any specific authority. There each evening at the Bros|
fleet would be a matter of two or is also a considerable record of did- theater, where he is backstays
three months.
dling public opinion just before elec- man for Ed Wynn's hit ("BoJ
They cite especially the Japanese tion or during the debate on hotly Girls Together")_and wher.l
effort to reduce the Woosung forts contested legislation by promises Madeline Ruffolo is—wardrotJ
protecting Shanghai in 1932, when that were quickly forgotten—for ex- tress.
the aim of Japan's big naval guns ample, the 1932 promise not to viowas so poor that for a while Ameri- late the gold covenants in our bonds
Here is an example of till
can photographers stood on top of and money. That was the highest "etjwd to frighten American!
the fortifications taking pictures of diddle-diddle in all our economic his- A Chicago paper the other J
•the bombardment.
tory. But there was no remedy. ried this ad in ita amus«|
The other school of thought is com- All that happened was that "the columns: "Little German to(r
posed of older officers who are spe- little dog laughed to see such sport Exclusive First Showing t
cialists in naval tactics. They have and the dish ran away with the krieg Im Westen'—Time \,
says Americans who see ^
figured out the time necessary to spoon."
If there is no intention to trans- wiH get an inkling of whaU
move the fleet from Hawaii, to establish a large enough garrison to fer any part of our sorely needed national war effort by the
protect the Philippines, and to pre- armament, why is it necessary to States would be necessary
pare for meeting the Japanese fleet grant unlimited authority to do so? the German army or to helj
in its own waters. To do all this With a little paraphrasing and trans- to do so."
they want at least a year.
position, which does no violence to
The Daily Worker's review c
Both groups agree that the United its intent, the 1776 bill authorizes
States woiild come out on top, but the President "to sell, transfer, show is almost as hilarious
they disagree widely on the time lease, lend or otherwise dispose of Tiit'. . I The Communist org
. . . any weapon, munition, air- viewer reported: "Theodore
required for victory.
Jt is extremely important to note craft, vessel or boat . . . any com- yelt's'pomposity always needed!
that both groups are assuming the ponent material . . . any other com- of deflating, and this play dt
for defense."
trick."
British fleet would remain on guard modity or article
* * *
^M^flOpe: He refers to Jo
in the Atlantic and the United States
WAR POWERS
exander, -one of, the dim-*
would not face the job of protecting
There is a lot of argument in fa- members of the family in the
Latin America from Hitler— simulT; R. He just thinks b
taneously with the attack by the vor of the "lease-lend" war dictatorship bill based by the so-called conJapanese.
Enriea Soma is 11 years old,]
This is one reason why many stitutional "war - powers" of the folks own Ttony's Wife, a West
younger naval officers definitely fa- President.
Abraham Lincoln, as President, second street joynt . . . In to
vor an aggressive policy toward Jawithout
any previous congressional rent issue of 'Stage, the 11-ye;
pan now. They argue that this would
the -author of a
UliUCiT IIIC
*"'*** •"•«» is
*
delegation ctn
at «tU)
all, CUAU
and under
the WllT
war ' Enriea
be the surest means not only of —•**«-!•>*•%»%***
helping the British, but also of pol- powers of the President, simply set' criticism . . . Tony was
of her geniii* '.••". . "We kiwi
ishing off an almost certain enemy aside all the constitutional guaran- said,
had-the makings j
at a time when the Atlantic still is tees and compromises that made critic "she
when she was sixthis union possible and emancipated
protected.
the slaves.
she always walked out whi
NOTE — Naval reports indicate
older sister started doing
This
is
dangerous
doctrine.
If
that the Japanese are shying away
tions."
from the idea of invading the Dutch there is, in our form of government,
East Indies, despite Nazi urging. any hidden power in, the President
his own discretion, without any MAN ABOUT TOWN
One deterrent has been the strong in
Earl Browder/s lawyers sent!
defenses of the Dutch. Another has actual war, simply to set the Conbeen significant U. S. naval moves, stitution aside, and do as he pleases torg, $ bill for $10,000 for defd
particularly storing a large supply ol with the peace, prosperity, property the,No. 1 Commy . . . Theyf
destiny of the United States, we letter of thanks, plus a ched
torpedo tubes in Hongkong, keeping and
are in a fix.
$15,000 . . . President Camadul
a large flotilla of submarines at
What are the "war powers" ot send his brother to Washingtr
Manila, and concentrating the fleet
the President under our Constitu- ambassador in mid-Feb. Can
at Hawaii instead of California.
tion? In actual war and in the area has cancelled his planned visit K
* * •
of combat on enemy territory they U. S. . .-...Dewey's office ij
NEW FLYING TANK
are, and they must be—as the pow- busy—several assistants have!
The Royal Air force has been con- ers of a commanding general in summoned home from FlondiJ
templating for some time a relent- such territory—completely dictatoriless bombing of Amsterdam Ad- al and practically supreme. But days.
vice for such a raid was sent in coded that kind of dictatorship does not
Is the London Daily Mail e
cables from the British embassy flow from his office as the President
get the home office to p
here, after intelligence reports re- of the United States. It flows from t§>
vealed that the Germans had de- his specific constitutional office as Churchill to hop here on a
flight?. . . Hurray for*!
veloped a tremendous production of commander-in-chief of our army will
gestion
in that letter-to-*
military equipment in Amsterdam and navy.
colyum: "That ex-Senator Kusjg.
intended for the invasion of England.
It was under this military power is now eligible for the drafts*
Directly after the invasion of Hol- and under no civil office that Presi- doesn't he enlist?"
land, the Germans took over the tre- dent Lincoln emancipated the
mendous Fokker aircraft plant in slaves. He did so only as an act of
Clarence Hathaway w
Amsterdam and began production war, only in enemy territory in ac- from the Commy party
of a large four-motored plane Word tual rebellion and his act was later gabbed too much-while d
received here from Holland-and re- confirmed by congress.
safras, which he does c
layed back to Britain-is that this
He did so, and said that he did The fall Grace Moore toe*!
type of plane is for use as a tank so not in his capacity as President Monte Carlo floor convulsed
transport.
—but in the execution of his office Chaplin,, who made a fortune'
Special tanks are being built in of commander-in-chief. This is par- racket. . . . Sam Goldwyn**
Germany sufficiently light to be ticularly emphasized by the1 fact that "Do me a favor and don't #»
hoisted aboard these planes and car- when, under such fierce factional more favors!"
ried across the channel. The Brit- dogmatic urging as is now lashing
ish are planning to buy a similar Mr. Roosevelt, to force this great
When a well-known < 1
type of 'aero-tank" from the United powerful, peaceful country into war was drafted last week the
- .
States, but are awaiting passage of Lincoln attempted to Hitlerize the said: "It'll be the first time »|
the lease-lend bill before signing con- civil processes of the United States shot anybody for nothing I
Constitution and send to concentra- Time will win the annual s»
Meantime, they may be expected tion camps, or by a star chamber ing award for its series oninw
to try to cripple Amsterdam's pro- process, whoever opposed his war ings of a newspaper.
policies, authority to do so was de- written by Millie Reardon <
duction of this new weapon.
nied by the Supreme court.
• * *
and Rubicam.
There is no doubt that the "war
MEREY-GO-ROUND
Lanky, curly-haired Rep. Carl powers" of congress are almost unThe.N. Y. »mes has """I
Durham of North Carolina is one o limited They are like the law of viewing .foreign flicktures
the top golfers in congress He con self-defense in homicide cases Thev French films . • • Sign
Mstently shoots in the low sevVntTes" go to almost any extent necessary a travel bureau: "Visit
to national safety and are meal whidh a wag added:
m SC r Ugham of Nev
Kblrd's
, . eye view of*da
an ured only by the degree of danger the CfetteJc-armyr
the express prohibitions of the
e
in action and has the and
• ' , •" • .,. .
Constitution.
to prove it. In his
The ASCAP-BMI
We
are
facing
a
very
hangs a picture he took in
Definitely no consent
when, as a newspaper man, he flew question. Because wars ar
ther side. The gov't h— -bo»
quently not "declared" in this mad the. issue to only one P°'n
he Sl
a Nevada
!T
niounuK
snapped a quake just as it
r+ttirtf*.

•&!!
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ANITA
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6, 1941.

Hiawley Lynch, Chairman, P. W.
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS Wiese, W. H. Wohlenhaus, G. E.
Eshelman and F. L. Possehl.
Court House,
Minutes of January 20th. were apAtlantic. Iowa,
proved as read.
PHONE 300
January 20, 1941.
Drs. Barnett and Greenleaf and
Phone 29
We Deliver
(Continued From Last Week)
Miss Zindell, Superintendent of the
1.00
F. C. Littlefield
Atlantic Hospital Association in a
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY*
1.00
L. C. Luke
formal meeting with the Board of
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
John W. Mehlmann
2.00 I Supervisors tendered the Board of
PEACHES, sliced or halves, Np. 10 can
f
2.00 Supervisors a formal notice that a
Ralph D. Milford .
PORK
and
BEANS,
2
No.
2^
cans
^
RED CUP COFFEE, per pound
15c
2.00 county patients admitted to the A1
J. O. Moon
2.00 Ian tic Hospital after February 1, 1941
Albert Morgan . . .
SOAP CHIPS, White Eagle, 4-lb, 8-oz. box for \'%i
RINSO, medium size package
18c
2.00 the County will be billed at the rate
J. (W. Morgan . . . .
COOKIES, Fig Bars, fresh, 2 pounds
2.00 of $3.15 per day, an increase of $1.0
2
Sam Murray
BROWN SUGAR, 3 pounds
19c
2.00
J. D. McAfee
CORN FLAKES, 2 large packages
\
per day per patient.
COCOA, Hershey's, pound can
15c
2.00
J. B. MIcDermott . ..
The following claims were aUowe
GRAPE FRUIT, P. & G., fancy, 2 No. 2 cans . . \
2.00
Austin McFadden . .
and the Auditor authorized to write
SHORTENING, Clover Farm, 3 pounds
43c
V. D. McMartin
2.00
warrants for the same:
COFFEE, Paxton Gas Roasted, always right
F. ,C. Newlin
2.00 2 Day Sessions and Mileage Claims.
BLUE BARREL SOAP, Mb. bar, 3 for
20c
2 pounds.
',
2.00
H. Newman
Hawley Lynch
$ 10.01
DRESSING, Clover Farm, quart
29c
W. J. Nimm
2.00
BANANAS. 3 pounds
,.
",
G. E. Eshelman
11.7C
Emest Odem
1.00
F.
L.
Possehl
ll.K
GRAPE FRUIT JUICE, 46-oz. can
15c
F. H. Osen
2.00
F. W. Wiese
10.66
Orlie
Paulsen
2.00
SODA CRACKERS, 2-lb. box
15c
W. H. Wohlenhaus
11.80 CHINCH BUGS HIBERNATE
go on for about a month, the
John Pearce
2.00 •
Moved by Wiese, seconded by
FROM
OCTOBER
TO
APRIL
from the first laid eggs often
E. J. Perley
1.00 |
Eshelman to adjourn until 9 A. M
nearly grown by the time
Andrew E. Petersen
1.00)
From about the middle of October eggs are laid. By mid-Ju
January 23rd. or on call oi Chairman
Ghas. T. Pigsley . ..
2.00
ne
NOTICE
until
the middle of April the full the old bugs are dead and
Motion
carried,
OF RENEWAL OF, AND AMEND- Charles M. Pitsenberger
2.00 j
grown chinch bugs are hidden in
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
ED, SUBSTITUTED AND RENEWAL B. C. Pond
Established 1883.
hatched ones are immature, y
2.00
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
Chairman.
various sheltered,
well-protecte< the small grain dries up is cut'
;
2
Frank
Ratzlaff
OF
TBTE'lNDEPENDENT
ORDER
OF
or
-°° i Attest:
Published Every Thursday and Entered
places. They do not feed during bugs migrate on foot to fields of*
FELLOWS BUILDING AS- Walter Reichardt
2.00 !
M. E. Hubbard,
at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, as ODD
hibernation, hence do no damage It is only daring this mig
SOCIATION OF ANITA, IOWA.
Frank Reynolds
l.OOJ
County Auditor.
Second Class Mail Matter.
Their
favorite shelters are bunch
1.00
the creosote barriers are effect^
Notice is hereby given that the W. M. Riggs
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
grass, broom sedge, blue-stem and
Cecil G. Budd
Editor charter of the Independent Order of H. C. Robinson
2.00
In midsummer and September,!
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS other native and cultivated grasses
Fellows Building Association of Wm. F. Sandhorst
2.00
-bugs stay in the com fields whej
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Year Odd
Anita, Iowa, a corporation of Anita, Merton A. Seymour
On south slopes of roads, south side: second brood is hatched
1.00
Court House,
react i
Iowa, has been renewed and amended,
of ditch banks and hedges they are feed on the corn.
Official Town and County Newspaper and
,
1.00
that the amended, substituted and Peter Scott, Jr
Atlantic, Iowa,
especially numerous. They rarely
renewal Articles of Incorporation of Ernest A. Smith
2.00
January 23, 1941.
Member of National Editorial
penetrate more than 10 or 15 rods into
said Association have been duly Istey Smith
All sheep in Iowa known to bti
2.00
The Board of Supervisors of Cass
Association, and
adopted, filed and recorded, according
dense
woodlands, according to ento fected with sheep scab are imn|,
2.00 County, Iowa, met in adjourned sesto law.
j Mark W. Smith
mologists. Only a few bugs hiber- iately quarantined, dipped under s^
1. The name of the corporation Elmer Spieker
2.00 sion with all members present:
nate in cornstalks.
shall be "INDEPENDENT ORDER LeRoy Stakey
supervision and held under qua..;"
1.00
IHawley Lynch, Chairman, G. E
OF ODlD FELLOWS BUILDING
Over-wintered bugs and
their tine for a number of months
Wilbur
Sunderman
..
1.00
Eshelman, F. W. Wiese, F. L. Posseh
ASSOCIATION OF ANITA, IOWA"
young are found in April, May and ing the last dipping until dangajjj
and the principal place of business Frederick C. Switzer
2.00 and W. H. Wohlenhaus.
early
June in fields of small grain or reinfection is past.
shall be Anita, Cass County, Iowa.
Fred Vail
1.00
Minutes of January 21st. were
'i. The general nature of the busitende,r, succulent grasses. During
Wm.
Wahlert
2.00
,
approved
as
read.
BY THE WAY.
ness to be transacted by this corporation shall be to purchase real estate Thelm E. Warren
2.00, On motion and vote Roscoe Jones this period the flight out of winter
By L. F. M.
They start leavupon which is already erected a build- Harley M. Weber
2.00, be retained as assistant Attorney in quarters occurs.
WHEN ANIMALS
ng winter haunts after several
Looks as if we'd better prepare to ng, or to purchase real estate upon Ira F. Welch
1.00
j
D.
C.
Cases
No.
13436
and
No.
13452
which to erect a building, said buildDIE
lours
of
warm,
sunshiny
weather
of
shovel coal and ashes for another six njg when so purchased or erected, to L. 0. Wheatley <
1.00 r The Road Patrolman's bond of Gale
TO
degrees
Fahrenreit
or
above.
If
weeks, because the old ground hog )! used for lodge purposes by the R. A. Wilson
2.00 R. Knoke was approved.
We will pick them q
ocal Independent Order of Odd Fel- W. W. Winters
:he weather suddenly cools,
the
saw his shadow.
1.001
The
following
claims
were
allowed
promptly.
ows, of Anita, Iowa, and for mercan* * *
2.00; and the Auditor authorized to write flight ceases and a week or 10 days;
tile purposes jointly. That in carrying F. H. Wohlenhaus
New steel water tigt
may go by before they stir again
Have you ever heard the canaries out the purposes of this organization, Fred Wbllenhaupt
2.00 j warrants for the same:
rom their winter homes.
concert on Sunday afternoon at 1:45 real estate may be purchased and S. W. Woods
body at yourservice.
2.00' Kenneth Hays, salary and
Once in the field, the bugs feed for
over NBC? Those little birds can owned by said corporation, buildings Ernest Zellmer
2.00 tools
$445.80
Phone 257
be purchased by it or erected on
certainly make music. A few weeks may
time,
then start laying their eggs.
•eal estate which it may acquire. Said
Moved by Wohlenhaus, seconded by
Session and Mileage Claims.
WAGNER
FILLING STA1
ago the singer which sang the theme corporation may lease and rent out Possehl to adjourn until 9 A. M., I Hawley Lynch
female lays 15 to 20 eggs in one
5.00
ANITA,
IOWA
song had to be replaced because the any real estate acquired by it, collect January 21st.
I F. L. Possehl
6.10 ay and may not lay again for several I
rents "and profits therefrom, and
theme was the only song he knew .he
days.
Mating
and
egg
laying
usually'
Motion carried.
j F. W. Wiese
5.6P
f necessary or it sees fit to do so, may
and it was under ASCAP controll.
:-emodel, rebuild, or make additions to
(Signed)
G. E. Eshelman
6.70
Hawley Lynch,
* • •
any building and-or buildings it may
Chairman.
W. H. Wohlenhaus
6.80
it may incur indebtedness and Attest:
February eighth marks the anni- own;
Moved by Wiese, seconded by
borrow money and secure the same by
M. E. Hubbard,
versary of the birth of the Boy Seout hypothecations, pledges, and-or mortPossehl to adjourn until 9 A. M.,
County Auditor.
movement. Much has been written gages of the property and securities
January 27th. • or on call of Chairand said about the man who started of said corporation, and said corporaman.
tion may buy and sell its own capital PROCEEDINGS OF THE
the Scouts, but a great deal of credit stock.
i
Motion carried.
BOARID
OF
SUPERVISORS
should be given to those men who 3. The amount of authorized capi- '
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
have worked and struggled to keep ,n n™ ° the
shall be
Chairman.
Court
House,
the Scouts organized and moving for- 10,000.00 divided into 400 shares
Attest:
Atlantic, Iowa,
each of the par value of $25.00. Only
C. F. DARROW, Manager
•Ml. E. Hubbard,
ward. In 1912 a Scoutmaster took 259 shares of said capital
^ __ stock
^^ shall
^^
January 8, 1941.
County
Auditor.
his troop of six boys on bicycles from ! be issued by the corporation"'except a's
The Board of Supervisors of Cass
4-lm?« i_ „ —
.!____••
.
11
their home town
in eastern
Iowa
all- ' DlflV nPt*OQTto>« Y\ft A .n4-n_*u;_ i i_ the
j County, Iowa, met in adjourned ses7dfr\Vrs
o
the way to New
York to attend a shares bemg' h l d ^ n t h a s u r y o f I sion with a11 me™ber* P«Bent:
bcout conference. The World War said corporation until such time as the j Hawley Lynch, Chairman, F W
took two of the boys and the leader ; board of directors shall determine ! Wiese W H Wohlenhaus F T
but the other four a,, stil, workei, in I ^,1 ffWpSS £™L £[ £2 ' ^ «* *'• = lS±l
the Scout movement.
thereof at the time of issuance
( Minutes of January 7th. were ap4
' hlS corP°ration commenced on proved as read
Don't you like to have ssome one call
0«"««>«on and vote the County
ypu and tell you to go tune in that a ber 3, 1940, unless sooner dissolved as Attorney is hereby authorized to procertain program is on the air, and provided by the Articles of Incorpora- j cure transcript in District Court Case
then talk to you for fifteen minutes?
a"' .The general affairs of this cor- N°l "*J6'
,. ..
poration
be managed by a
• ' the tlme set ^or opening1
Wonder if there is ham in ham- board of shall
directors, consisting of five ' bids for lumber, five bids were openburger . . . 0 does limburger have directors, or such different number ' ed
'„,
, b,
limbs . . . or does Johnny bake the not greater than five or less than! Moveti
three, as from time to time may be
V Wiese, seconded by
Johnny cake?
established by a majority of the stock- i Eshelman to accept the low bid of

PETERSEN'S

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

WE DELIVER

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

Feed Your Home Qrown (Jjains And
MERIT CONCENTRATE
THE FARMERS COOP.

f
! $14 51 33 submitted b
' °' Brid
V the Wheeler,
Those who saw the basketball stockholders" he'd not le"sfthan° fl* ' Lumber
days
prior
to
the
annuaT
election
o
f
!
&e & Supply Co., F. O.
tournament say that the Barnes were the board of directors. In the absence R Cass County.
among the best played on the home ul,5r. y _ pr ? vls . ions . made . b y the stock-1 Motion earned.
floor.
Moved by Eshelman, seconded by
* * *
shall be elected by a majoritv i Possehl to authorize County Auditor
Important dates: 'Feb. 2, Toots
of the stockholders at the
to return checks to tihe unsuccessful
birthday
Feb. 4, Charley and meeting to be held on the second' bidders.
Ihursday
in
January of each and
Hazel's wedding anniversary, also
every yean Its officers shall
Motion carried.
bee a
.
Lindbergh's birthday . . . some of
President, Vice-President, Secretary
On
motion and vote the Board set
Wiese aren't red letter days on the and Treasurer, who shall be elected by
the
first
•
••
calendar but they are in our neigh- the board of directors annually, at the ' f"u ' n Saturda
oday
. .,of each month, unless it
annual meeting of the board of di ibills for
°
y. as the date to allow
borhood.
rectors held at the close of the annual
the County, and in that case
* * *
I f stockholders or at any , the Board "
H will soon be moving t i m e for adtnrn
n
many people. ]|,,,H, lt e U h e r fret . zes ^ ^^^^,*t^y.
as are usual in
such cases, 01- a.s the by-l aws shall
On motion and vote the County
up or dries up before then.
)rescribt\
Engineer shall be held responsible for
U n t i l the mrular annual
Deloris MK^einTA^n,, spent )f this corporation in 1942
the purchase of ordinary supplies, retnrs and offii
Sunday ,„ Anita visiting with Mrs J
pairs and tools necessary for the
ion >-mi» be as fo
W. Kudd and daughter, C.retchen.
execution of routine construction and
C. A.

a

1. Heck,

Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Stockham enter- 'itfgs,
all f .....
Anita,
of Supervisors.
i
"M, I1 1/ w a, shall'
sun 1 1 be
tamed the Highland bridge clu at numbers of the Hoard of wa,
Directors
Session
and Mileage Claims 3 Days.
n i t Iowa
their home Saturday evening. High . Johnson
on of A
Anita
i C. E. Eshelman
« 16.70
scores were held l,y Mr. and Mrs.
; ami
w T
Harlan Gittins.
Anlla
Iowa

16.80
Siecietary
,
. «hall be W. 11. Wohlenhaus
•Se
and, Treasurer
Hawley I.vnch .
Bert
!'. The private property of the
omas and w i f e , who have
been spending several week;, in A n i t a «n"h,n"i 'wntbt'r» "f t h i s corpora<m s h a l l be exempt from liability for ( Moved by Kshelman, seconded by
t ,! , l , . l . * ..
•>
' '
visiting at the home of his parents, C.
irate
debts.
Possehl to adjourn until January
A. Thomas and wife, left last S a t u r -Oth., or on call <,f Chairman.
day for their home in l\,,luina,
Motion carried.
'. A. Johnson,
Missouri.
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
President.
W. .^ Biggs,
Chairman.
Mrs
rs. Wilson I'arrott is ni receipt ,,f
Attest:
Secretary.

an interesting letter frfom her grandson, Deny Parrott, who is with the
coast guard cutter Cedar a t Ketchikan, Alaska. He says that the
weather there is moderate the entire
year, rains a lot, but is never very
cold, in fact the average snowfall in
the Artie lowlands is
Virginia.

AGAIN CHEVROLET'S
THE LEADER

• because Chevrolet
for '41 Is the only lowpriced car with a 9O-h. p.
Valve-in-Head "Victory"
Engine—the same type
of engine that holds all
world's records for performance on land, sea
and In the alrl

M. E. Hubbard,
e:-iinmg. W h,, has been confined
County Auditor.
to his home for the past two weeks by
illness, is able to be bark to work PROCEEDINGS OK THE
again.
BOAICD OK SUPERVISORS
Court House,
Atlantic, Iowa,
January 21, 11)41.
The Board of Supervisors of Cass
O.I County, Iowa, met in adjourned session with all members present:

Stanley Curtis tand w i f e of Nevada
Iowa,
wwk end in A n i t a
""*•'•• uf n «r parents,
George

| Smither.

ANITA.IOWA

THE ANITA TRIBUNE.

ByEDWHEELAN
MEANWHILE ."PEP" MAC? FOUMD HAL THOMPSON
. . HU(?(?y. MAL •" .1
f.-i on*. " FOWLER WIT ALTA V«flH
'• HIS WHIP, AN' THEN

BULL PULLED

RUSHED AT MM

-I

WAIT TO SEE MORE: "•^ pU\CK - THERE'S UABLE
To e>E

LALA PALOOZA

DIANNE, I KNOW
LALA'S GONNA FIND
YOUR YOUNG MANNOTHIN' CAN STOP
LALA
OH, VINCENT,
DO YOU REALLY
THINK SO?

LALA IS
GOING TO
APPEAR
ON THE

BOGGLE
DOUGHNUT
AMATEUB
HOUR
DOING

By RUBE GOLDBERG

Kipling Has a Rival
FOR A MINUTE I
THOUGHT I HAD
CHANCE WITH
DIANNE MYSELFI GUESS MY
FACE IS MORE
THE LOOK-ANDRUN TYPE

THE SUGAR BOWL
WAS EMPTY,
THE FOLKS WERE
OLD AND BENT THE LANDLORD
BELLOWED, "OUT
YOU GO,
UNLESS YOU PAY
THE RENT1"

"SAD

RECITATIONS
UNDER THE
NAME OP
TOOTS

AN' NOW, /AY
\Y
SHE*
FRIENDS, )jf GONI
. MY NEXT
"KWACK
RECITATION WILL
BE *THE SARDINE'S
LAMENT"

PLUTTERBUD
WHAT
is IN THE

BACK OF
MIND ?
•«i> ^

M l^«

»

«

»

<•

•>

It ^

WWiT

O Frank lay Mutiny Syndicate, bio.

S'MATTER POP—Even Dunk the En

, if Possible

~^~ j—«j j»*"i jerkin anda
ing beanie, such praci
sets, are quickly made in (
town yarn. Pattern 2695 .„
directions tor knitted hal
jerkin in sizes 12-14 and 164
lustrations of them and still
materials required.
*
* • .
Send 15 cents In coins for thiii
Sewing v^i^ie
Circle "—
~~n TI.A
-—•" MWVTUI^
"^^uiscTDn '
82
Eighth
Ave..
New
York.
NI
nrviflr tot?
order
to:

By C. M. PAYNE

Circle HeeOlecnni
** Eighth Ave.
Nt| j
Enclose is cents in coins toil
tern No.
•
Name

Pull the Trigger
Comfort Stomach, I

MESCAL IKE

B, s. L HWVTLEV

PAROOM ME.S1R _
CAM VOU TELL ME
WHERE. UOMMY
SOOtC LIVES?

g Else You'd Like to Know?
LONNV LIVES
RIGHT NEXT DOOR
WAV

When constipation brines on
digestion, stomach upeet, bloatiaji
WAS, gas, coated tongue, tow
bad breath, your stomach is .
"eryirigflie blues" because your
don't move. It calls for Laiativ
topoathfetrl|ger
on those lazy
combined'wnb'Syrap Pepsta to
your touchy stomach from furthe
ticn. For yean, many Doctors havt
pepsin compounds as vehicles, otl
ners to make pther medicines agnf
to your stomach. So be sure your)
live contain* Syrup Pepsin. Is'
Dr. Caldwdl's Laxative Senna c
with Syrup Pepsin. See how WOT
the Laxative Senna wakes up laiyd
and muscles in your intestines to!
welcome relieffromconstipation |
the good old Syrup Pepsin ma
laxative so comfortable and i
your stomach. Even finicky i
love the taite, of this pleasant i
laxative*' Boy; Dr. Caldwell's I
Senna at your druggi&t today. 1
laxative that comforts your s
Man's Error
In men this blunder still
find, aH think their little self
tind.—Hannah More.

POP— Station X X X Calling
IM NOT

PREJUDICED
I

By J. MILLAR WATT
- i LISTEKJ WITH
A PERFECTLY OPEN,
UNBIASED MIND

TO WHAT I AM
CONVINCED IS -

Be'41,
.„. Can't slew"
• easily? Becaunfl
• •••<•• •• • 'distress at '
tunctiowa disturbances?
Lydlft B. ptnkbam'
pound.
,
PtnUiain'* Compound IB '
tor reueynig pain onrregular
and aenrotw, ewnky »eto
•uoh dlstnrbancea. One
tocttwinedteJ™"
day (or this piwpww—"•",>,
dally for women. WORTH TBTI

- A LOT OP
ABSOLUTERUBBISH /

Through Trials TogelM|jj
Trust
y«|
A&u0i» no
mt taae
uuv unless
uniten much
mnrh salt With J|
eaten
Cicero.
The Btll Syndicate. Inc.—WNU Service

THE

NEW
BICYCLE

SPORTING
THING

RtDESMEW
BICVttE IKTO flARASr iHEN>"MMm?ir»T
ECAUSE
•mT nL-wE
6«WERMADl
&INTOWWr'
Win^R IS READY
DOOR AND ASK
STAY OUT JUST
L™*

r^"

•:-:-.x-:

LANG
ARMSTRONG

MtiMW«W5«
RWKWE610CKXK'
Toucan depend 00
cialMjeathenierc
our town announce u

ii
w
By

STSr«?Tl1"rw»•».SIM-

CLUYAS
WILLIAMS

mean mone
patroniae the i
who advertise,
not afraid of their *
or their P«*l

THE

IT WON'T BE

ANITA

TRIBUNE, THURSDAY,

FEBRUARY 6, 1941.

LONG NOW

OPENING OF LONG'S BIG NEW FURNITURE STO

WATCH N E X T W E E K ' S

NOTICE

t - 4 4 - » - 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
f
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
To Beatrice Hardman, H. E. Walker, 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 1 .
Marion L. Walker, R. N. Walker
"Spirit" will be the subject of the
ami T. R. Walker, Heirs at Law of Lesson-Sermon in all Churches ol
ITENS OF THIRTY VEARS AGO
John Walker, Deceased.
Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, FebFebruary 9, 1911.
I You are hereby notified that the ruary 9.
WE DELIVER
PHONE 238|
E. S. Holton has taken possession of following described
real estate,
The Golden Text is from Galarooms in the Campbell building.
situated in Cass County,
low tians 5:25, "If we live in the Spirit,
Grover King sold a team of mules I to-wit:
THURSDAY—FRIDAY-SATURDAY SPEC
let us also walk in the Spirit."
this week for a snug l i t t l e sum o f f Al1 tllat land ] y in £ East of the
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quocreek in the South Half (SV£) of
$500.
tations from the Bible and from the
the Northwest Quarter (NW%)
Andrew Wiegand was in Fremont,
Christian Science textbook, "Science
AH $1.15 Silk Hosiery
of
the
Northwest
Quarter
last week visiting: with his son
and Health with Key to the Scrip( N W % ) of Section 2, Township
lenry.
Only 88c
tures" by (Mary Baker Eddy.
77 North, Range 35, West of the
The rural mail carriers are unable
One of the Bible citations reads:
5th. P. M., being 12% acres,
o
make
their
routes
on
account
of
the
'God is a Spirit: and they that worAll $1.00 Silk Hosiery
was sold for taxes of 1930, 1931 am ship him must worship him in spirit
eep snow.
Only 78c
L. K. Nichols is justly proud of one 1932 on the 7th. day of May, 1934, to and in truth" (John 4:24).
' the finest thoroughbred horses ever I Jay Bowen at the delinquent tax sale
Among the selections from the
hown in Anita.
begun and publicly held on the first Christian Science textbook is the
All 79c Silk Hosiery
Miss Ella Wilson, who is attending Monday of May, 1934, that the certi- 'olio wing:
Only 63c
)rake University in Des Moines, is I ficate of sale thereof has been issued,
"The belief that Spirit is finite as
>ending a few days in Anita.
and is now owned by Jay Bowen, and veil as infinite has darkened all his
All 59c Silk Hosiery
D. R. Donohoe moved his barber I that the right of redemption
ory. In Christian Science, Spirit, as
lop fixtures back into the basement I expire, and a Treasurer's Deed for
proper noun, is the name of the
Only 44c
bhe Campbell building this week. | said land will be made, unless redemp
upreme Being. It means quantity
Mrs. G. H. Petty was a visitor in I tion from such sale be made within nd quality, and applies exclusively
.nita this week at the home of her I ninety days from the date of corn- o God" (p. 93).
brother, Postmaster Ed. L. Newton I pleted service of this notice.
and family.
You will govern yourself accord4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 J. W. Smith's team made a lively I ingly.
CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST 4
Anita, Iowa.
run one day last week, breaking loose I Dated this 30th. day of January, A.
C. R. Neel, Pastor.
4
The official board meets next Monfrom the buggy and leaving it along- D. 1941.
«
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 - + 4 4 + -f
ANITA
day
evening at the parsonage at 7:30.
side the road in a badly battered I
Jay Bowen.
Sunday School at 10 a. m.
I
The Loyal Circle meets next TuesChurch Worship at 11 a. m.
Dr. James Carey and wife of West condition.
(Prices in Effect Wednesda;
There are no railroads reported as
NOTICE OF EXPIRATION.
Union evening church service at laj/afternoon with Mrs. Charles
Liberty, Iowa, visited in Anita sevEggs,
cash, dozen
..........
Minerman at 2:00.
the Church of Christ at 7:30.
eral days during the past week with heading towards Berea at the present I
Rollie
Chambers,
Harley
Chamin
trade,
dozen
The work of the church is two-fold.
relatives and friends. They were time, but the people down there have
.........
bers, Margaret Chambers Crawford,
The L. L. Maids were guests Satur Hens, Ib. ..
To
lead souls to church and to build
accompanied home by her mother, not become the least bit discouraged
Lillie
Robinson
and
Edward
Holton,
day afternoon of Miss Juanita Taylor Hens, leghorn and under 4-lbs'j
Mrs. Emma Burns who will spend the in harboring the hope.
Heirs at Law of G. A. Holton, De- souls up in Christ. One is evangel- It was the 18th. birthday anniversary Roosters, Ib.
Winnie
Hendricks
is
now
employed
remainder of the winter with them.
ism and the other is training. The
ceased.
Springs, Ib
at the Bothwell drug 'store, having
first step is to get people to accept of the hostess and she was the recipient
You
are
hereby
notified
that
the
Springa, leghorns & under ilk
taken the place of C. H. McDermott
of
many
gifts.
Games
were
enjoyed
Christ and then they are to grow into
who resigned to accept a position in following described real estate sit- that spiritual life, that house noj; during the afternoon following which Ducks, Ib
uated in Anita, Cass County, Iowa,
Geese, Ib
the Lattig & Crawford store.
made with hands, eternal in the heav- a lunch was served by the hostess and
Hve, dozen
W. H. Armstrong has traded his to-wit:
her
mother,
Mrs.
M.
N.
Taylor.
ens. Conversion is the first step, then
Lots 19 and 20 in White's First
ream, sweet
160-acre farm near Berea for the S. S.
follow years of careful, pains-taking
Addition to the Town of Anita,
Winchell 240-acre farm situated midThe members of the Mutual Benefit 3rearii, No. 1 sour
care. It is wonderful to see the
Iowa,
3ream, No. 2 sour
way between Anita and Wiota. The
advancement in understanding reli- club and their families held an oyster
fellow corn, No. 2. new
Armstrong farm was valued at $100 was sold for taxes of the year 1932 on
gious truth and to be able to apply supper Wednesday evening at the
•Jo. 2 white oats
per acre and the Winchell farm at the seventh day df May A. D., 1934, at
home
of
Mir.
and
Mrs.
Glen
Taylor
in
them. But arrested growth is danNo. 1 wheat
$125.
Armstrongs will move to their the delinquent tax sale begun and
gerous. There are church members Anita. The occasion was in honor of
new home March 1 and the Winchell publicly held on the first Monday of
who do not grow an inch in the Mr. and Mrs'. Taylor and Mr. and Mrs.
CARD OF THAMtS.
family are moving to Anita having May, A. D., 1934; and that a certifipassing
of years. "Grow in grace Mont Luman. IMrs. Taylor and Mrs.
cate of sale thereof has been issued
rented the Major residence.
wish to take this means o!|
and is now owned by Albert Evinger; and in knowledge of the truth." All Luman were each presented with a
Mrs. Carl Rathman of Anita was and that the right of redemption will this takes time, food and exercises. sewing cabinet as a gift from the club. Dressing our deepest appreciate
admitted to the Atlantic hospital Fri- expire, and a Treasurer's Deed for We would be glad to welcome our The evening was spent playing cards. he neighbors and friends who weij
thoughtful and sympathetic d
day where she is a medical patient.
said land will be made, unless redemp- friends and neighbors to our worship.
The P. T. A. at Grant No. 7 met at the last months and last sickness}
tion from such sale be made within
I Miss Virginia Schlater and Miss ninety days from the date of complet- 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 4 4 the school house Friday evening. A mr dear husband and daddy.
4 CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4 program consisting of recitations by
Virginia Nichols, who are going to ed service of this notice.
Mrs. Annie Watson I
FARMERS COOP.
4
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
4
school in Des Moines, spent the week
You will govern yourself accord- 4 4 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 - 4 - 4 4 4 4 the children, vocal solos by Miss Beaand Children.1
end visiting at their respective homes. ingly.
trice Seholl, violin selections .by Roy
Church school at 10:00 a. m.
Scholl and a play, "The" Beauty DocJohn Bishop and wife of Exiraj
Dated this 31st. day of January,
Service of worship at 11:00 a. m.
tor," by Mr. and Mrs. 'Merle Turner, ->; B. Mayer and. wife and Ray
A. D., 1941.
This will be the beginning of a Mrs. Roy Scholl, Mliss Hilda Scholl,
Albert Evinger.
series of sermons including the Beati- Mrs. Edgar Petersen and Miss Elaine >f Ledyard were in Anita Sunday}
tudes. We hope you will want to Petersen, was presented to the large ending the funeral services
hear them all. Make up your mind to crowd present. Following the pro- Villiam Watson. Mrs. Bishop
Mr. Mayer are sister and brothel
be present every Sunday including gram refreshments were served.
TRY TNI
COCOANUT ROLLS
Mrs.
Watson.
Easter, which comes on April 13.
6 for 9c
•NLY OASOLINE WITH
The ladies will serve noon-day
ANITA BAKERY
dinner Thursday.
NEW
WANTED:—Young business man
Missionary society meets at the
EVENING
to take over reliable implement line. home of Mrs. Raymond Lantz Friday
SHOWS
ECONOMY COUPON
Small investment is necessary. Write at 2:30. Mrs. Fred M. Sheley will
7 - 9:15 P. M.
GOOD ONLY FEB. 5th. - 6th. II
Box I, care of Anita Tribune.
have charge of the meeting.
It
CLIP THIS COUPON
THIS COUPON AND 26c
Tally cards, 2 for Ic; fancy tallies 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
ADMITS TWO ADULTS
For POUBLE FEATURE Sho*
with tassels, and place cards for Ic. 4 HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL 4
Tribune office, Anita.
tf
LUTHERAN CHURCH AT
IT IS WORTH MONEY
I. O. O. F. HALL.
New Crop 'Farm Seeds. Sweet
H. G. Belsheim, Pastor
Wed.-Thurs. - Double Feature - Use Economy Couponl
Clover $3.15 to $3.90 bu. Red Clover
+
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
$7.95 and $8.95 bu. U. S. Verified
A New High In Hilarity
Taj, ^l^fggs whig Your M
Sunday School and Adult Bible
Origin North Dakota Grimm Alfalfa
$11.95, $13.75 and $14.75 bu. See us Class at 9:30 a. m.
Divine services at 10:30 a. m.
for Brome Grass, Timothy, Bluegrass,
Teachers will meet at the parsonage
Mammoth and Alsike Clovers, Rape,
j Pasture Mixture, etc. Bags Free. Friday evening at 7:30 o'clock.
Confirmation class meets at 4:00 p.
I Buy now, pay only 10f/<
Balance in
spring. Stop in and look over our m. Monday afternoon at the parsonage.
stocks. iMalone Seed Company, AtAdult instruction class meets at
lantic, Iowa.
8:00 p. m. Monday evening at the
FOR SALE:—Grey team of mares, parsonage.
7 years old, weight about 3,000 pounds.
Highland church—
NEW SONGS
AND
DANCES
Lesley Denney, Massena phone, 17 on
Divine services at 7:30 p. m.
13
•-•-(
'
Itp
M~X^-X- f.

BARGAINS

OF EXPIRATION.

FROM OUR OLD FILES

Food Marfc

For the Ladies!!

To Make Way
For Spring Stock

Slitter No- V^S""
Peanut Butter 2-">.
Crackers 2-lb. Box
Beauty
Coffee 3-Ibs.Brow^i;
. . . .39c — Pound

„

V

.

Bob Howard

Prunes
Beans
Starch

Mediurii Size
3-lb. Package
Northern or Navy
4-lb.Sacfc
Corn or Gloss
Pound

19

NEED
SOME
GOOD
PAINT
9
•

WRE USABLE GflS" MIXTURE

WANT ADS

"OJMMC CONTROL"

A

A

ANITA

SINGLE'ADMISSION 2ic

We Specialize in
Mobil Winter Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

CALL 244

0. W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA

BEAR IN MIND-

l

rOAy011!*™'1' T mistake '" choosing UODELL

with

ANITA LUMBER CO
PHONE 2-0 FOR COALS YOU KNOW

For monuments and memorials see +
METHODIST CHURCH
4
C. H. Bartley, Anita.
it
+
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
4
CHILDREN get your free show + + + + + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Church School at 10 a. m. Harold
tickets w i t h Z'> bread
wrappers,
MeDermott,
Superintendent.
A D U L T tickets with 50 bread wrapChurch worship at 11:00 a. m.
,1'i-i-s fi-oni Anita bread at the Anita
Youth Forum beginning at 6:00 p.
Haki-ry.
m. with a covered dish supper.
We have a complete line of oil
Union services at 7:30 at the Church
«»i' coal tank heaters. Get one now of Christ.
and IH- prepared for these cold days. ^ The Woman's Society for Christian
, _a''""•''* ( 'oop., phone 41), Anita, tf Service Circle Meetings, at 2:00 p. m
i BOc buys 500 sheets of typewriter Thursday. Circle No. 1 meets with
•Paper, size S V i x l l inches, at the Trib- Mrs. Ed. Newton; Mrs. Jess Deeming
devotional leader and Mrs. Jens
, une office.
Rasrnussen, lesson leader. Circle No
r
meets with Mrs. Win. Linfor- Mrs
iniiAii-rv1-KUM1UM
Q U A L I I Y F A R M GRASS SEEDS. Robert Wilson, devotional leader and
Cornpare oui low prices. Special dis- Mrs. Harold McDermott, lessflh leadcounts now. We ^ have & fajr
• 'Circle No. 3 meets with Mrs. A
supply of adapted
CARLSON'S
Kohl; Mrs. Maurice Turner; devoCHAMPION HYBRIDS. Write or tional leader and Mrs. F. D. Weimer
visit our new store on U S No 71 lesson leader.
'
CARLSON'S SEED STORE, AuduChoir practice Thursday evening at
bon, Iowa.
, ,,
( '.'. <j(J.
The Home Guards meet with Mrs
WANTED- Your dead animals.
Jens
Rasmussen Saturday afternoon
1 h. 184 Anita—we pay phone charges. at 1 :45.

His Fists Fly
Faster
Than
A Six Gun!

SUN.-MON.-TUES.

First of the
New Series
«,nd Better
;TJian Erer!
JEAN
HERSHOLT
Dr. Christian
"REMEDY
FOR
******<*

SUN. MAT. 2 P. M. -'"

Come On Jitterbug
Here He Is —
KAY KYSEK
And His College of Musi'" 1
Knowledge WltbXjttBw s""r
Not Heard On fhe l <ad ' l)

"YOU'LL FIND 01^
FREE— FREE — l' i i K 1 '',
Register Now For Award N'«"
At Least 25 Big Rea*»"4
Attend The Anita H"a"

. THE ANITA TRlfitrNB, THURSDAY,
' t

FEBRUARY

6, 1941.

Carl H. Daubendiek of Jefferson,
Iowa, was a business caller in Anita
the first of the week.
Dr. and Mrs. F. D. Weimer were in
Des Moines last week where he attended the state veterinarians' convention.

TO ANNOUNCE TO THE PEOPLE OF ANITA AND VICIN|l HAVE LEASER THE ROSE SERVICE STATION, AND I AM
SESSION.
HANDLE THE WELL KNOWN SKELLY LINE OF GASOJRICATING OILS AND GREASES.
ALSO BE EQUIPPED TO GIVE YOU THE BEST SERVICE
AND GREASING YOUR CAR AND WILL CARYY IN STOCK
HOOD TIRES ANB TUBES, SKELCO BATTERIES AND
WILL BE KNOWN AS THE "BIRK SERVICE STABEJ;ipPEN FOR BUSINESS 24 HOURS EVERY DAY,
YOUR CALLING AND GIVING ME A PART
BUSINESS.

LOUIS BIRK

Mrs. Alpha Nelson has gone to
Iowa City where she will spend several weeks visiting her son, James
Nelson.
Joe Vetter and' Leo Bongere returned to Creighton University Monday after spending several days visiting at their respective homes.

Loo A /or t/>e Man
WITH THE

ORANGE

Miss Patricia iWSlliams, who is
working in Dies Moines, spent the
week .end visiting at the home 'of her
parents, Dr. and Mrs. P. T. Williams.
R. W. (Mick) Forshay was a business caller in Montezuma, Iowa, Friday, looking after business matters
for the Iowa Knights of Pythias
grand lodge.
Chapter EZ, 'P. E. O. Sisterhood,
were' guests Tuesday afternoon of
Mrs. H. C. Faulkner at her home on
West Main Street. Mlrs. A.. R Kohl
was assisting hostess

*Ar~~+Ar-~+flf~~>~fir-~*r~~>Jb'»*~

He is your FORD
salesman
inviting you to
trade now j at our

USED CAR

Mr. and Mrs. Dale Ulfers have
rented the Nettie Steinmetz home on
|endell Scott of
Jack Roe, a student at the Univer- Bast Main Street now-occupied by
t- the week end
sity
of Iowa, spent a few days last Mr; and Mrs. Everett Luman. The
REEL NEWS
+
|ithe home of his
week visiting at the home of his Ulfers will get possession of the home
+ + + +/f-4> + + + + +
March 1.
land family.
Radio's top notch music and fun parents, Glen A. Roe and wife.
maker, Kay Kyser, comes to the Anita
I'Lincoln township theatre next Sunday in a melodious W. T. Biggs has purchased' the The Anita Literary Club will hold
ased the Rogge musical mystery entitled, "You'll building and fixtures now occupied by their regular monthly evening meetalf miles south of Find Out." The Ole Professor is Kopp's cafe from Edward Niemand. ing Thursday evening at 7:30 o'clock
at the home of Mrs. H. G. Belsheim on
148. The price surrounded by the same group of The price paid was not revealed.
Chestnut Street. Roll call will be
per acre.
players that have made his band so
A Chevrolet pick-up belonging to "Historical Questions." Miss Goldie
popular on the air. "You'll Find William Steele was destroyed by fire
Out" is a new kind of story which of unknown origin Friday morning at Watkins will be the leader and in
charge of the program.
not been seen on the screen before. the farm home southeast of Anita.
j;L.MEURER has
1939 V-8 STAND. TUDOR
1940 V-8 DELUXE TUDOR
It.is full of suspense and surprises.
Mrs. Frank Neighbors was hostess
Adair, Iowa
Good Tires, Heater, DeLow
Mileage,
Good
Tires,
Many of the popular tunes played in
Lyle Jensen, wife and son, Larry, to the Friendly Circle Wednesday af
froster, A Real Buy For
Very 'Clean, New Car
the picture cannot be played over the who live near Oakland "spent Sunday ternoon at her home north of town
Guarantee,
nyone
Jometer Service regular radio broadcasts' and for that in Anita visiting at the home of her
Twelve members1 were present. A
Priced At.
> 12—1:30 to 6. reason alone, "You'll Find Out" parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Peters.
contest put on was won by Mrs. Ken
I Sun. 10 to 11 a. m. has been playing to large audiences
neth Gipple. The next meeting of the
1937 V-8 DELUXE TUDOR
1935 V-8 STAND. TUDOR
Kenneth
Gipple,
Loyal
Possehl,
37.
'• everywhere.
Ginny Simms, Harry
club will be held on Feb. 12 at the
Rebuilt Motor, Good Tires,
'Good
Tires,
Heater,
Good
Cecil
G.
Budd
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
F.
L.
Babbitt, Ish Kabibble and Sully
home of Mrs. Robert Saxton.
Condition,
Heater,
Mason are in rare form as they com- Possehl were in Des Moines Friday
Priced
At.
Priced
At.
where
they
attended
the
national
conbine toheir talents with Kay Kyser,
The members of the 2-1-2-1-2 din
vention
of
Young
Republicans.
whose magnetic and charming personner and bridge club were guests Wed
'1934 FORD V-8 COUPE
1929 CHEVROLET 4-DOOR
ality radiates throughout the screen
nesday evening of Mr. and Mrs. Ceci
Billy
Millhollin
will
represent
the
M'otor
In
Good
Condition,
Motor In Good Condition,
H. L. HOFFMAN play. Some of the songs you will Anita" high school basketball team in G. Budd at their home on West Main
Good Tires, Heater, Priced
Good Tires, A Good Car
, will demon- hear are, "I'd Know You Anywhere,"
To Sell
i charge, his "Rupture "You've Got me This Way," "The Bad the game between the All-Stars and Street. Following a 7:00 o'clock
' tttic, Iowa> at Hotel Humor Man," "Like The Fella Once the county champs which will be held covered dish dinner the evening was
At
Mary 12. From 10
spent playing bridge. High score
;Sajd", and ."I.ve Got A One Track Thursday evening, the first night of -were held by Mrs. A. R. Robinson and
1930 CHEVROLET TRUCK
1936 FORD V-8 TRUCK
Mind." 0ne' 6f the newest and most the girls' county basketball tourna- Mr. Budd.
•Good Tires, Fair Motor,
ment,
at
Griswold.
Reconditioned
Motor,
Fair
applying my-shields to unusual features is a new invention
Tires,
!a,in this territory for employed that actually makes the
The Friday bridge club were enter
Priced At.
^longer. I have- fitted various instruments in the band pro- Lester Lehigh and wife of Oakland
ases in the United
spent Saturday and Sunday in Anita tained Friday afternoon at the horn'
time.'-There are duce singing words as the same at the home of her parents, Mr. and
, satisfied customers instrument plays the melody of the Mrs. M. J. Peters. In a few days Mr. of Mlrs. Fred M. Sheley. High scorer
for the afternoon was Mrs. Henry
community.
songs. All in all, it is a combination
neglected, rupture of entertainment that is seldom seen and 'Mrs. Lehigh are moving to Cali- Maduff. Guests, besides the mem
fornia where they 'expect to make bers, were Mlrs. Wilbur Young, Mrs
|kness,.
backache, nerKf!
t
*- and gas. pains. or heard on the screen.
their future home.
Ed. F. Carlton, Mrs. Milo Robson
_ 5 ruptures, which
Today (Wednesday) and Thursday
Mrs. Elmer Scholl and Mrs. Guy
ANITA, IOWA
er surgical opera- the Anita theatre will have afinedou- Mtr. and Mrs. Ross Brookner and
Steinmetz.
•
r
treatments, are
ble bill, "Sing, .Dance, Plenty Hot" sons returned home Sunday from
Anderson, Mo., where they were called Tuesday evening the Anita Inde
and
"Earl of Puddlestone."
at done right, don't
Hoffman." If un- The new Dr. Christian feature by the serious illness of her father and pendent basketball team was defeat;this time address: starring Jean Hersholt in "Remedy sister. The sister is in a critical con- ed 47 to 41 by a fast, rangy Wiota
For Riches" and Tim Holt in "Fargo dition and is a patient at a hospital in team. Both teams were full of life
Bank BIdg.
olis, Minn.
Kid" is billed for Friday and Satur- Joplin, Mo., where she will undergo a and/ therefore the game was packet
Mrs. C. A. Thomas is ill at her
C. F. Darrow, manager of the
major operation in the next few days. i with many exciting moments. The Farmers Coop., is confined to his home home with high blood pressure.
day.
I Anita second team was also subduec with the flu.
The members of the Silver Thread
W. R. Cryer and son, Robert, were
by the Wiota boys. Thursday even
club were entertained Thursday afThe Neighborhood Pinochle club business callers in Omaha the first of
ing
the
Anita
teams
play
Prescot
IAVE A CAR OF KING BEE KENternoon at the home of Mrs. Jasper here.
met Saturday evening at the, home of the week.
Krumm southeast of Anita. Thirteen
COAL ON TRACK THIS WEEK.
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Wilson. High
members and five visitors were pres- The Lincoln No. 6 P. T. A. me scores were held by Mrs. Clifford
Mrs. Frankie JVDoracle and Mrs.
ent. A miscellaneous shower was Thursday evening with around 3 Kearns and Mr. Wilson.
Bessie Lowenthal, sisters of G. A.
LCE* YOUR ORDER NOW!
held for Mrs. Robert Scarf, a recent people in attendance. The program
Johnson, are ill with the flu at the
bride, and the ladies present tied a which was in charge of Edwin <Fred
Burl Roots, local implement dealer, Johnson home.
THE KUNZ GRAIN CO.
comforter for the hostess. The next erickson and Clyde Pollock, consisted has purchased the Hazel Forshay
Bert C. Ramus, Mgr.
Miss Mlaurine Turner, who teaches
meeting of the club will be held Feb. of community singing, a shadow play residence on West iMIain Street in
27 at the home of Mrs. John Pearce. battle of the sexes and other contests which he and his family have been school at Macedonia, Iowa, spent the
week end in Anita visiting at the home
Lunch was served by "Mrs. Cecil Tay living for the past year.
of Her parents, H. H. Turner and
lor. The next meeting will be hel
wife.
February 27.
The D. D. Pinochle club met Friday
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Donald (Mr. and Mrs. Robert Howard, Mr.
The Knot-a-Kare bridge club were Chadwick. Mrs. Herbert Chadwick
guests of Mrs. Raymond Lantz Wed was high scorer, Mrs. Dan Spiker and Mrs. Melvin Key and Ross Offenstine were in 'Des Moines Sunday
nesday afternoon at her home on
runner-up and Mrs. Earl Sampson where they attended the Retail ClothWest Main Street. Other guests, below scorer.
iers convention.
sides the members, were Mrs. G. M
Adair, Mrs. H. C. Faulkner, Mrs. A. R
The regular monthly meeting of
Mrs. Frank Kopp, who recently subRobinson, Mrs. 'Fred M. Sheley anc
Obedience Lodge, No. 380, A. F. & mitted to an operation at a hospital in
Mrs. Lester Scholl. High scorer at
bridge for the afternoon was Mrs A. M., will be held next Tuesday even- Des IMoines, has returned to her home
ing at the Masonic Temple. It is plan- south of Anita. She is reported to
George Shaffer.
ned to have work in the Entered Ap- be getting along as well as could be
expected.
The West Main Street Neighbor- prentice degree.
hood Circle met at the home of Mrs
George Smither Thursday afternoon
Mrs. J. Burl Roots was assisting
hostess. During the afternoon, the
twenty-five ladies present, were each
requested to make a one minute talk
on any subject. Special recognition
was also given Mrs. A. A. Johnson
Switch to ISO-VIS for eaay qtartp in
Carbon! Greater Economy! cold
HAVE A FEW LOCKER BOXES LEFT, SO
weather" and safe lubrication.
whose birthday anniversary was tha
quarts between tolas! 'For thepaft several yeara midwest
day.
DON'T TAKE CHANCES WITH YOUR MEAT.
motorists have used more ISO-VIS
Enloya

CLEARANCE SALE

At ..., $475

$45

$1OO

ROSE MOTOR CO.

Your FORD-MERCURY Dealer

first for years*... and now

motor oil

WE STILL

Sfadded improvements are now
= to enjoy when you chance to
1 For Standard Oil chemists
graved the mileage character1 further reduced carbon-formsndei.
Imlleage improvement goes up aa
W 12% in the moat popular grade.
auction in carbon mean* e*tr«
ef or thoMeztmmilet, through
r performance of a clean engine. . .
YOUR

STANDARD

Motor Oil than any other brand.

4 oila ... 4 prices-iso-vit, in

1

Ctns, }0c • qt.*. in bulk. 23c qt.»—QUAKU
STATI, in ctni, 35c qt.—POLAMNI. in I
bulk. 20cqt.«—STANOLIND, in bulk,13c qt.*
'Pmoilms Aaltrpricu (pfa taxis)

tioleum Institute recommends: "Chance oil
every 1000 miles!"
D t A L ER

STUB'S STANDARD
SERVICE STATION

FOR

THIS

Applytoany
SfcmfavdOli

iVANDARD
ilRVlCE

good insurance! American PC-

OIL

'••* **\

,ttaH«»l

B t 1 I ,: U

Y t';

WALTER TJBKEN
TANK WAGON

I SC

V I5

The W. W. club held an all-day
meeting Thursday at the home of
Mrs. O. L. Saxton west of • Anita.
Mrs. Elmer Smith and Mrs. CJrover
Darling were ' assisting hostesses.
Eleven members and two guests were
present. Mrs. F. L. Possehl was in
charge of the business meeting.
Plans were made for a year book.
Mrs. Harold Smith will be hostess to
the next meeting of the club on Feb.
13 at her home in Anita.

BRING IT IN. WE WILL BE GLAD TO TAKE
CARE OF IT FOR YOU. '
THERE IS ONE NEAR YOU

Miller's Lockers
ANITA — WIOTA — CUMBERLAND

IPSI1?IP®1^
i'B«Ki'^^

S the
inn*! m Q n..; >av«*

^^

1

DOL Lesson

coolr/ng fofl ami trouble...
healthful... economical...
onfar; today; from yew grocw.

By HAAOLD t. LUNDCtUIBT. D. D.

Dean or Th« Moody SisirKtutuu

eiterii'lfvWBpBpov union.)

This easy-to-make design (No.
8853) is exceptionally becoming to
those who take woman's sizes, and
exceptionally useful, whether
you're a suburban wife or a city
business woman! It will be pretty
for home wear, too, made up in
tubfast cottons, and the trio of envelope pockets may be omitted if
you prefer.
* * *

Lesson for February 9
Leison subject* and Scripture text* «*tooted and copyrighted by International
Council of Reuciou* Education; uied by

THE CHRISTIAN'S ATTITUDE
TOWARD POSSESSIONS

Pattern No. 8853 Is designed for sizes
34, 36, 38. 40, 42, 44, 46 and 48. Size 36
requires 4% yards of 39-inch material
without nap. Detailed sew chart Included.
Send order to:

LESSON TEXT—Luke 16:10-13, 19-23.
GOLDEN TEXT—Ye cannot serve God
and mamihon.—Luke 18:13.

"In the service*' is an'expression
much used today. Every community has young men in the service of
their country. But they are not the
only "service men," for the fact is
that every man and woman serves
under some authority. Our lesson
today reminds us that our attitude
toward' our possessions determines
both character and destiny. We decide whether they shall rule us or
we shall rule them.
I. Who Is Toor Master—God or
SS SERVED STREAMLINED FASHION
Gold?
You Decide! (w. 10-15).
(See Recipes Below.)
The decision here is of the "either
—or" variety. "Ye cannot serve
I VEGETABLES
Breakfast-Skippers, Beware!
God and mammon" (which means
Do you have a breakfast-skip- "riches").'
iej Vhen we will
per in your family—one who
Money itself is neither good nor
" ^little pellets,
would rather have 20 extra winks bad.
It is the use to which it is
doubt it—
hen eating
than a piece of toast and coffee? put that determines whether it is to
ables is as
Next week Eleanor Howe devotes bless or to destroy. Rightly gained
L fun as it is.
her column to recipes for break- and rightly used, money is an honor
i would be a
fast specialties, guaranteed to to the man who has it, and will,
.gap in our
get the whole family up—and off through hum, become a means of
if such
to a good start for the day.
blessing. On the other hand, money
ngs as tender
which controls a man will blast his
green beans
own soul and those of others round
Fahrenheit)
for
35
to
40
minutes,
or
him.
.whole carrots until
firm.
,
in butter,
Who decides which it shall be?
Peanut Batter Crust.
dinner table,
You—and you alone. Here we come
1 cup flour (all-purpose)
vegetables deto the central truth of the matter.
Few grains salt
things—the
"He that is faithful in that which is
| the pan, whether 2 tablespoons peanut butter
least is faithful also in1 much" (v.
4 tablespoons shortening '
off, whether the
10);
We generally read that as
2 tablespoons ice water (about)
Qoved from the
though it said, "He that is now faithj just tender or
Sift flour .once before measuring, ful in a little will later have an opcooking until then sift together with salt. Cut in portunity to be faithful in much."
dtly mushy.
peanut butter and shortening with a That may she true, but what Jesus
I ^covers off," for pastry blender, two knives or rub it said here was that he "is faithful
^vegetables. Then in with the fingers. Lightly stir in in much."
given off during ice water, using a fork, until mixThe point is that the man who is
" in the pan ture forms a stiff dough. Turn out faithful in the much shows'that life
•brilliant green onto a lightly floured board, and attitude by being faithful in the litTo keep the roll out to fit top of casserole. Cut tle. That is, only the man, who is
fetables instead several slits in crust to allow steam right in the great matter of his .recooking water to escape.. Place over top of .cas- lationship with God will be the ruler
as possible, serole and seal edges.
over his possessions for the glory of
egetables an French-Fried Green Pepper Rings. God and the good of his fellow man.
'of the
Someone may say, "I don't be(Makes 6 servings)
frOlu' burnlieve that." Well, you are in bad
4
large
green
peppers
like spincompany (see w. 14, 15). The Phar1 egg (well-beaten)
a great deal of
isees, who loved money, who were
1
tablespoon
water
(f*cooked in the moisself-righteous, and whose attitude
%
cup
fine,
dry
bread
crumbs
i to the leaves after
was an abomination in the sight of
% teaspoon salt
God, derided the words of Jesus.
% cup flour
your vitamins,
If you don't like that kind of comWash
green
peppers,
cat
Into
thin
[the liquid from
panions, I invite you to come over
slices-(about
%
inch
thick)
and
rePlace it in a
move seeds and on God's side.
Sintil the liquor evapn. Where Will Too Spend Etermembrane. Com|; oneJialf, then add
nity?
Your Life Decides (vv. 19-23)'.
bine
beaten
egg
heat to serving
with water. Sea- Our life beyond the grave is deson bread crumbs termined by our life on this side of
Casserole.
with salt. Dip death. Yes, we know that eternal
i servings)
rings first in egg life is a gift of God received by
latoes (1% cups)
mixture,
then in faith in Christ as Saviour, quite
onions (minced)
flour.
Dip
again apart from our own works or our
pepper (finely in the egg mixture, and finally
in merit. But let us not forget that
this means far more than uttering
crumbs.
Fry
them,
a
few
at
a
time,
lasses
a few words of profession or going
in
deep
fat
at
(375
degrees
Fahrenmustard
heit) until nicely browned, 2 to 3 through a formula.
The man who, really turns to
minutes. Drain on absorbent paper.
Christ in saving faith becomes a
The
green
pepper
rings
are
excellima beans (2% lent with broiled steak.
new creature; he is born again (I
Pet. 1:23)^ That means that he
Aiiy-Season Spinach.
walks "in newness of life" (Rom.
(Makes
4
searings)
^through sieve, add
And thus his life in this world
14-ounce box quick-frozen spinach fl:4).
" green pepper and 1
determines both by decision for
1
cup
water
utes. Then add
Christ and daily living for Him fliat
31, salt, pepper and % teaspoon salt
he will, like Lazarus, be received
%
teaspoon
pepper
~ mixed. Drain 2 tablespoons butter
into eternal blessedness.
je in a shal- 1 hard-cooked egg
Sad to say, the opposite is also
pssserole. Pour
true. Living as the rich man did,
Place
water
in
saucepan,
add
salt
[arrange strips
for self, will bring judgment in the
"ke in a mod- and heat to a brisk boil. Drop frozen world to come. There is no indicai Fahrenheit) spinach into boiling water, bring tion that he was especially wicked,
until bacon is again to a boil and cook 4 to 6 min- but only that he loved his money,
utes or until just tender, separating revelled in the flamboyant display
hot.
the leaves with fork during cooking. of his wealth (v. 19), and had no
jrle.
Remove from fire and drain thor- thought for others (v. 21). Here
servings)
ated orange rind oughly at once. Add butter, salt again, the point is that these outand pepper. Garnish with slices of
deeds were the expression of
hard-cooked egg. Reserve the liq- ward
a
heart
attitude against God. \
uid to use in a vegetable soup or
Death came to both of these men.
stew.
.
It will come to all of us, unless the
Vegetable Pie, Peanut Batter Crust. Lord returns to take us to Himself.
on juice
(Makes 6 servings)
litter
It is not a pleasant matter to think
12 small white onions
ce
of death, but only the unintelligent
3
carrots
(sliced)
arch
will fail to recognize the coming
2 tablespoons butter
of that day. When it comes, it may
ets (sliced)
3 tablespoons flour
be too late to make any real life
irid, salt, paprika, 1% cups hot water
decisions. Now is the acceptable
2
beef
bouillon
cubes
lemon juice in
time. Today is the day of salvation.
'
ier for 5 minutes, % teaspoon salt
The verses immediately following
soft, and add it Vi teaspoon paprika our lesson in chapter 16 indicate
V4
teaspoon
celery
salt
Blether with orange
that the decision of men concerning
istarch and water 1 cup canned or cooked peas
their relationship to God is not deand add to sauce, 1 cup canned or cooked green beans pendent on the miraculous, but on
Place onions in saucepan with 1 moral and spiritual truth. The man
tfhg occasionally,
lickened and corn- cup water. Cook for 10 minutes, then who says he would believe if he
could only see God perform a mirailly cooked, about add sliced carcle is only evading the issue. Verse
Ppur over hot ..cooked rots and continue
31 says that the man who rejects
-lightly but thorough- to cook until both
God's Word does so because he
jjany dinners serve the vegetables a r e
tender (about 15
wants to, not because he needs to
shells.
minutes). Cooked
be convinced by a miracle.
Bacon Rings.
leftover onions
7 servings)
and carrots may
We Sleep to Wake
peon
be substituted.
One who never turned his back, but
Melt butter and
marched breast forward,
can whole kernel corn
blend with flour
Never doubted clouds would break;
flour
to a smooth paste. Dissolve bouillon Never dreamed, though right were
salt
cubes in hot water and add to flour
pepper
worsted, wrong would tritogether with salt, paprika, and cel-;
umph;
baking powder
ery salt. Cook, stirring constantly, i Held we fall to rise, are baffled to
until thickened, about 10 minutes. |
,fightbelter.
tins or custard cups Combine
carrots, peas, and , Sleep to wake.
Snip edges with beans, withonions,
and place in shal—Robert Browning.
re to prevent curling, low greasedsauce
baking dish. The inhtly, and add well- gredients should?
nearly to the
Know Yourself
Sift flour, salt, pap- top of the dish* come
Top
with peanut
The sage knows what is in him,
powder together and butter pastry and bake
hi a hot but makes no display; he respects
together with milk. Pill
(428 degrees Fahrenheit) for himself, but seeks-not honor for himwith this mixture. Bake oven
20 minutes.
self.—Lao Tze,
ate oven (350; degrees about
(JMltaMd by WMtarn N« w»pap«r UrfdnJ
i

SEWING CIRCLE PATTERN DEFT.
Boom 1324
211 W. Wacker Dr.
Chicago
Enclose IS cents In coins for
Pattern No
Size..,
Name
Address
.,

Jlsk Me Jlnother
%

A General Quiz

Magic in Home
There is magic in that little
word "home"; it is a mystic circle
that surrounds comforts and virtues never known beyond its hallowed limits.—Southey.

=% tit*
WITH

Greed Top Mineralized Tankage

'The Questions
1. What is a stirrup cup?
2. Which of the following canals
was the first to be constructed—
Welland, Suez, or Panama?
3. What Roman emperor bestowed a consulship on his horse?
4. Which word in the English
language has the most meanings?
5. From what animal is most
catgut obtained?
6. What sorceress in mythology
changed men to swine?
7. When were the first dining
cars introduced by railroads?
up this smart tailored
8. War is compared with which
dress to a refreshing Spring of the ancient gods?
print, or bright-colored wool, or
dark flat crepe with bright buttons.
The Answers
It will give a real lift to your
spirits and look gay as a holly
1. A farewell drink.
berry under your winter coat.
2. Suez canal, cut in 1859-69.
There's no better way to start the
3. Caligula.
year right than with a really smart
4. The word "set" has more
new everyday dress, and a crisp meanings
and more possible uses
shirtwaister is smartest of all! than any other
term in the English
language. In'defining and describing it, the Oxford dictionary, for
example, employs 30,000 words.
Life of Study
5. Sheep.
6. Circe.
If you devote your time to Study,
7. The .first railway dining car
you will avoid all the irksomeness was introduced on the Baltimore
of this Jafe, nor. will you long for & Ohio route hi 1863.
the approach of Night, being tired
8. Moloch (a god, worshiped
of the Day; nor will you be a bur- by several Semitic peoples), to
den to yourself, nor your Society whom human sacrifices were ofinsupportable to others.—Seneca. fered.

The efficient and economical
method of producing hogs.

Sea your local food dealer
Rise to Fall
As the blessings of health and
fortune have a beginning, so they
must also find an end. Everything
rises but to fall, and increases but
to decay.—Sallust.

WHITE PETROLEUM JELLY
Full Age
What has this unfeeling age of
ours left untried, what wickedness
has it shunned?—Horace.

Seek io Find
Nothing is so difficult but that it
may be found out by seeking.—
Terence.

Above—Here's a real eye-twirter for you. The top line looki •
lot longer than the lower horizontal, but put your ruler on them—
you'll find the level lines exactly the mat length!

THRIFTY RA. IS ANOTHER
There's a lot more
tobacco than you'd

think in that red P.A.
pocket tin—and what
tobacco—so mild—so
delightfully tasty and

f ragrantThere's only one
Prince Albert—no other
tobacco like it in"maldnV
smokes—or pipes either!

Jte SURPRISE

70 ROU-VOUR-OWN
CIGARETTES IN 1
POCKET TIN

CANT SEAT PRINCE ALBERT
FORVAUIi. IT STAYS PUT IN THE
PAPER-ROLLS UP fAST, GASV WITHOUT
WASTE, ft/I. HAS THE RICH, AieUOW
TAST6 WITHOUT BITE—AND IT'S
COOLER-BURNING FROM
RRST PUFF TO LAST.1

In recent laboratory "smoking bowl" tests,
Prince Albert burned

DEGREES
COOLER
JOY $,ViO;

than the average off the 30 other of the
largest-selling brands te*ted...coole*t of all/

Sffe
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MORE CASS MEN WiU Discuss 1941 AAA
Tierney, 85, Passes TWOCALLED
BY BOARD
Away Sunday At His Home Two more Cass county men, Charles Farm Program Next Monday

P. T. A. TO SPONSOR
.
SHOW AT THEATRE

NUMBER 7

MRS.VERAWATKINS
SUCCUMBS FRIDAY

Announcement was made today by
Mrs.
R. W. Forshay and Mrs. Eric
Michael Tierney* 85, native of Ire- William Baylor, 25, of Anita and James A farmers' mass meeting for dis- Osen, officers of the Anita P. T. A., of
Elmer
Richmond,
22,
of
Lewis,
will'be
cussion of the 1941 AAA program will
land and long time resident of this
emission Lets community, ' passed away Sunday I Ducted into the army Feb. 15, it was be held in Atlantic next Monday, with plans to sponsor a special one day Passes Away Suddenly At Her Home
lassenaRoad morning at 1 o'clock at his farm homelann?«ncedt^!w^kbythe Cass count* Harry N. Schooler, AAA director of showing of the Mletro-Goldwyn-Mayer In Anita Following Short Illness
feature picture, "Bittersweet," which
With Flu and Pneumonia;
the North Central region as principal
southeast of Anita in Adair-county. selective service board.
Meeting
stars Nelson Eddy and Jeanette
iNo Funeral Arrangements.
He had owned and resided on the same The two draftees will report to the speaker. The meeting, open to the McDonald,' at the new Anita theatre
Ames. •
Cass county board at 8:30 p. m. on public, will be held at 1:00 p. m. in the
farm for 64 years.
on Wednesday, March 19. The sale of
Mr. Tierney was born Sept, 28,1865, Friday, Feb. 14, and will be sent to the high school auditorium.
tickets, which will be handled by the
arm
Mrs. Vera Watkins, 46, wife of
, state high- in County Clare, Ireland, and when 16, y induction station at Ft. Leaven- Schooler will discuss participation members of the P. T. A., will start
Frank
A. Watkins and a resident of
years
old
came
to
the
United
State*-#>
j
worth,
Kan.
.Named
as
replacements,
Ames last
and other vital phases of the farm soon, and will be sold at regular
this community practically her entire
nineteen road join two brothers. For two years he, if either Baylor or Richmond are not program. Tentative plans have been theatre prices.
Ito contractors, worked in the Bethlehem steel works accepted, were Paul Otto 'Hartkopf, 23, made for the appearance of a southern "Bittersweet" is' the latest picture life, passed away suddenly at her home
contracts for at Bethlehem, Pa., and he took out his and Earl Anton Behrends, 21, both of cotton expert at the meeting. Clair of the famous Eddy—McDonald team in Anita Friday afternoon at 5:15
Anita and first citizenship papers while there. Atlantic. All these men are indue- D. Becker, chairman of the Cass and is taken from the famous musical o'clock following a short illness with
flu and pneumonia. 'Her death came
, jhowever, must In 1876, relatives of Mr. Tierney in- jtives, since the Cassv board has ex- County Agricultural Conservation
stage success by Noel Coward. TechKansas City flluenced him to come to Iowa and hausted its list of volunteers.
committee, will preside at the session. nicolor " photography enchahces this' as a shock to her many friends in
•
bureau of public upon his vist here, purchased 160 The induction of Baylor and Rich- An open-forum feature is planned. beautiful production which abounds Anita.
Vera
Eldora
Lewis,
a
daughter
of
acres of land in 1877.' He soon took mond brings to eight the number of
Schooler is a native lowan, his birth- in gayety, song and romance. It is
contract for out his final citizenship papers at Cass county selectives in the army. place being yictor, Iowa. He grad- said to be one of the costliest produc- Mrs. Bertha and the late H. ClayLewis, was born at Brayton, Iowa, on
:and Christen- Greenfield,
•
j They, however, are the first men to be uated from a Des Moines high school,
tions filmed since "Gone With The
: $47,997 and He was married in 1888 to Mary,sent to Ft. Leavenworth, previous attended Iowa State college for one Wind." Advertising arrangements July 11, 1894/ At Audubon, Iowa, on
July 12, 1916 she was united in marCo. of Dies Mhnahan, who preceded her husband' draftees having been sent either to year and graduated from South
will be completed shortly so that all riage to Mr. Watkins. Following:
will be 3 in death several years ago. A son, Des Moines or Omaha.
Dakota State college in 1923. He is a
^Constructed. John, and a daughter, Zeta, also Following is the list of registrants World War veteran. In 1935, Schooler picture patrons in the Anita trade their marriage they moved to a farm
territory will know of this event.
north of Anita. Four children were
involving preceded Mr. Tierney in death.
sent questionnaires this week by the became affiliated with the South
arth excava- Surviving are seven daughters, Mrs. board. They are numbers 451 to 500 Dakota state grain board. In 1936 he To stimulate this new undertaking born to this union. They are Dodge
of the Anita P. T. A., Mike Roth, H. and Frank L., who are at present
road went Anna Stellingsworth of • Jackson, I inclusive
was appointed chairman of the South manager of the Anita Theatre, has
in the U. S. Navy, Mrs. Doris Lett of
action Co. Mich., Mrs. Agnes Seivert of Phoenix, [ Anita_Ol.viile Lawrence Christen- Dakota Agricultural Conservation
announced that he will offer a number Anita and Lola Mae, who is at home.
Ariz., Mrs. Kathryn Hayes and Mrs. sen, George Henry Karns, Robert
Committee. 'He was placed in chargeJof prjzes to high school students in a
ct on Highway Monica Fitzgerald of Denver, Colo., Lyman Cryer, Robert Lewis Stuhr,
The husband and Children, together
of the development of the range pro-] poster drawing contest. Further ini/to Highway 92 Miss Marguerite Tierney of Pasadena, Pftul Albert Krauge and ^ fc Frfid_
with the mother, a sister, Mrs. Ivadel
gram in western Nebraska and west- [ formation will be given in the Tribune
'Massena went to Cahf., Miss Rose Tierney of Council erkk strickland.
Sterner, and a brother, Ross Lewis, all
ern South Dakota in 1937. Before be- jand at the hjg}, school.
don Co. of Sioux Bluffs and Miss Marie Tierney at
of
Anita, are left to mourn her unAtlantic—Walter Aloysius Glynn, coming director of the North Central |
$21,460.
timely death. Her father preceded
•home; two sons, Dan Tierney at home
Lewis Eagan, Arthur Selmer region, he had served as assistant FIND SULFUR DUST
;• work on the road and-pTom Tierney of Jackson, Mich.,
her in death on July 9, 1931.
"j
Flug,
Irvan John Rich, Harold Beech director.
CONTROLS
INSECTS
the very near ana a sister, Mrs. B. F. 'Hurley
Mrs. Watkins was a charter memThe director will also speak at three
Eugene Kluever,
Gerald William
ber
of the Navy (Mothers club at
Jersey City, N. J.
A new method has been developed j
Brown Gail Bert Kay
>
> Kenneth 'Milton other farmers' mass meetings while
Dexter,
Iowa, and a member of the
Funeral services were held this
at Iowa State college for the control'
10 Vlnrlc Esbeck, Robert Zimmerman, Raymond in Iowa.
Legion
Auxiliary
in Anita.
X)OL.
of potato insects which is particularly
at St. John's Catholic church in Adair,'Ellsworth Scherdin' Otis C' Campbell,
At
the
time
this
paper
went to.press
well adapted to the needs of the small
HIGH SCHOOL BASKETBALL
daughter of Mr, th6 Rev. P. P. Larkin officiating, i Thomas K. Cunningham, Ambrose
no
funeral
arrangements
had been
grower.
Friday, Feb. 14
of Anita, and assisted by Rev. M. J. O'Connor of Paul. Andersen, Johnie Julius Ruhr,
made
due
to
the
fact
that
the
family
Entomologists have found that
EXIRA vs. ANITA
fayne'sboro, Pa., Wiota. Burial was made in the Adair F1°yd William Petersen, Herbert Glaus
was
awaiting
the
arrival
of
Dodge
sulfur dust is as effective against the i
2 Games — 7:30 P. M.
on Jan. 28, Catholic cemetery.
Ruhr, 'Milton Louis Blohn, Richard
principal
insects attacking potatoes Watkins, one of the sons.
Admission
lOc,
15c,
25c
|j«ceived iu Anita
Paul Chambers, Earl R. Hensley, Ray
in
Iowa
as
the 4-4-50 bordeaux mixhe ceremony was USING CERTIFIED
Sidney Johnson, Robert Bruce Sherture
LAST ADULT SCHOOL ,
The Wiota Consolidated school was
Robert W. Steele
HYBRIDS IS SAFEST wood> Verle Edward (Wilson, Lyle BdT1
dust
WILL BE NEXT WEEK
closed
from
Wednesday
until
Monday!
»s
>
reports
H,
C.
Manis
and
ers in the munici-•
jward Harris, Ray Sunderman and Euin hopes of checking the epidemic of .Harold Gunderson, is prepared by
nver, Colorado,
Nine out of every ten acres of corn gene Fred Newlin.
The last meeting of the year of the
[[technical sergeant in land in Iowa in 1940 were planted
Cumberland—Robert Edward Smith influenza which is sweeping the com-; mixing 100 pounds of 325-mesh sulfur j Adult Evening School will be held
munity
' with 8 pounds of calcium arsenate.'
ps- engineers. The with hybrid seed, and enough seed is and Donald Clair Logue.
Tnfe powder is then applied with a next Monday evening at the school
make their home in probably^ available to at^least dupll-j Griswold_Lynn Russel Sunderman,
house. The discussion on "ConservaThe Anita school board, .together power or hand duster at the rate of
.where he is station- cate the 1940 planting in 1941, accord- L
Emest Almonrod
tion of Cass County Soils," as taken
Gerald
!_« 4.A T«. A T
UnWi«.n«.w. «•£ Tn m O4-« t-t\
'
with their wives, entertained the 25 pounds to the acre,
ing
to Joe L. Robinson
of Iowa State
Osborne Snyder and John Henry faculty at a 6:30 o'clock dinner Tues- | The cost of the dusting material is up at the last meeting, will be concollege.
tinued for a short time. It is planLehmkuhl. ^
on was confined to his
day evening at'the school house. Fol- 'about $4 per hundred, which would
There are good and poor hybrids,
Lewis—Thomas
Gieorge
Rieken, lowing the dinner a social evening was make the cost of material and labor ned, however, to talk about small
part bf last week the many state and local tests have
grain and hybrid corn varieties best
Frank Irvin
fn- attack of lumbago. shown, and the farmer's problem is
j of putting it on about $1.20 an acre
S Reynolds, Jr., Calbert enjoyed by those present.
adapted
to this region. Characteris^_
| for orte dusting. The dust should be
to be sure he is getting a good hy- •.David Marker- Edward N- Butts and
tics
of
the
various varieties will be
r; who is working brid, well adapted. One way of being, George Hlardenbersh Conn,
Mr. and (Mrs. TVed Chinn have re- applied wihile the air is still and there
ent Saturday and assured of getting a superior hybrid I Massena—Melvin "Dwight Goshorn, eeived word of the birth of a boy is considerable dew on the plants, discussed along with the different
i her parents, Mr. is to purchase only certified seed,'Rex Robert Maas, Lester Gjerloff baby to their son and daughter-in-law,; The entomologists recommend making farmers experiences with them. If
, Faulkner.
Hansen and Wray William Brisler.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Chinn, who live applications at 10 to 12-day intervals, possible there will be a film on hybrid
suggests Robinson.
Marne—Elden Velmen Kay.
at West Palm Beach, Fla. The boy! Since dusts are cheap and easy to corn which will be shown to the group
In order for hybrid seed to be cerPeterson has gone to tified in Iowa it must have the folWiota—Thomas
Wendell
Bailey
and
was born Jan. 31 and has been named apply with low-cost equipment, this present.
r
£,where she will spend lowing qualifications: It must have Clarence Marion Eilts.
method of control is particularly well | The meeting Monday evening seemRoger Stanley.
Tilting with her par-1 outylelded by 10 percent or more the!
adapted to the needs of the small ed to create more interest than any
1
j other that has been held so far this
Frank Long, and open-pollinated varieties with which i
grower.
ves and friends.
The principal insects attacking year. The men of this community
I it was compared in at least 2 of the
last 5 years in the Iowa (State) Corn
potatoes in Iowa are the potato leaf- : realize the need for better farming
Bongers, who is
, Yield Test; it must be at least as
hopper, the potato leaf bettle and the practices to use in conserving the
eph's Academy in :
I soil and all are anxious to learn about
good as the open-pollinated varieties
Colorado potato beetle.
the week end
! them. Those who were present Monin lodging resistance; the combined
VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
home of her
Sheriff Harry Jordan of Atlantic day evening plan to inspect soil con, advantage in lodging resistance and
and family.'
was a business caller in Anita IMon- servation projects this summer to
i yield must have excelled the openi further their study in such work.
day.
ng of the Square ' pollinated varieties by 25 percent or
GWC
Blue Barrel
more
eld Thursday at
; in at least 2 of the years when
OLEO—
LAUNDRY SOAP—
Mr. and Mfs. Ross Stephenson are i Leo. V. Bongers, local drug man, has
jHeckman. Eight j the record for lodging resistance and
3
Nut
Margarine,
1Q
the parents of an 8% pound girl baby j sold his store in Adair to C. B. Roberts
r
'
yield
was
established,
the
hybrid
stant leader were
born Friday morning at the Larsen of DeWitt who took possession immedpound
1«FC
pound bars
regular business must have had not more than 12 perhospital in Adair.
| lately.
1
is ' served by Mrs. cent more moisture than the open__
I
_
Briardale
Briardale
pollinated varieties at harvest time. I
The Anita school board has secured | Mrs. Andrew Wiegand celebrated
MUSTARD—
Besides these • requirements the
the services of Mrs. Crohn, a nurse her 88th. birthday Sunday, when she
Assorted,
onthly • meeting of growers are required to produce 'the
Yellow,
from Adair, to visit the Anita schools | was the guest of honor at a family
380, A. F. & A. seed in fields far. enough removed
dozen
*.
quart jar . . .
every Monday and inspect any child- , dinner held at the home of her
Masonic Temple, froin otner flelds to av°id contamiren who might be feeling ill.
j daughter, (Mrs. Glen A. Roe and hUsiWprk was con- nation by the pollen from them; the
-—
i band, on Rose Hill Avenue. Mr. and
GWC
COFFEE
tered Apprentice detasseling must be done at the right
Raymond Wagner of St. Joseph, ! Mrg William Spence and famil of
PORK and BEANS
Briardale, 2-Ibs. 45c
|,the lodge meeting, time; germination must be high.
Mo., spent the week end in Anita with . AUantic were out.of.town gueats.
A list of Iowa producers of certia lunch. •
16-oz. Can
Tall Corn, 3-lbs. 39c
his parents, Mr. and 'Mrs. J. A.
_
_
fied hybrid corn can be obtained by
hei e
5c
(Fresh
Store
Ground)
; CHECK NOW TO' SEE
writing Mr. Robinson.
u Lucking, also of, St. Joseph.
by w
Wa,ter
PRISON
DAMAGE
pLANTS
CVEY SHOWS Mr. a,,,} Mrs John Birk and
Bakery
Special
GWC
Mrs. Lawrence Learner has returned
Strawberry growers may find it a
Jt, but it should be' ter °£ Harl»n were Sunday guests of
to her home in Iowa City after spendSYRUP—
CINNAMON
TWISTS
good
idea to check now to determine
Ray
Dressier
and
family
at
their
home
ng several days in Anita at the home i
|v, amounts to avoid
Golden,
6
whether
southeast
of
Anita.
of
her
brother,
W.
T.
Slater.
She
was
'
*«r plants were damaged by
•says A. L. Anderfor
5-lb. can
1 6 early freeze last fal1 savs S W
called
here
by
the
death
of
Mrs.
*
'
' '
sbandman at Iowa
u
Cloyd (Slim) Kimball is a patient
Edgecombe, Iowa State college extenSlater.
Briardale
GWC
at the University hospital at Iowa
sion horticulturist.
is likely to occur
GRAPE FRUIT JUICE
COVE OYSTERSCity where in a few days he will
The Wiota girls' high school basketTemperatures no lower than 20 debeen without salt submit to a maatoid operation.
Unsweetened,
Solid Pack,
ball team won the Cass county S^^s can cause serious damage to
have developed a
46-oz. can . . .
5-oz. can . . . .
championship by defeating the Mas- strawberries which are unprotected,
;," Anderson said,
Mrs. Carrie Rasmussen, who is a
sena maidens, 30 to 17, in the final Edgecombe pointed out, and the Nohave access to salt patient at the Larsen hospital in;
game of the tournament which was ( vember blizzard struck before many
ful amounts may be Adair, is reported to be improving j
CALIFORNIA
BRIARDALE
held at Griswold.
growers had time to mulch their beds.
HEAD LETTUCE
GELATINE
nicely. This will be welcome news to
An easy way to check on the conare high in salt con- her many friends in Anita.
Solid and Crisp
7
Delicious
Flavors
Those from out-of-town who were dition of the plants is to cut length• as brine from cured
here for the funeral services for iMrs. wise through the crown with a knife.
2 Heads
3 Packages
cause of salt poisoning
Mr, and Mrs. R. L. Ross of Pomery,
W. T. Slater were iMJrs. Lawrence If the plant is uninjured, it will fx15c
13c
Iowa, were Sunday visitors at the
Leamer, Charles Slater and Reginald pose a clear, white tissue. If it is
;
ling ia apt to occur home of their daughter and son-in-law,
Slater of Iowa City; James Tyson of injured, it will be discolored.
1
pte wet and forms a Mr. and Mrs. Chas. H . Ingram and
[Texas
Cobbler
Lisbon; Mrs. C. A. McCormick of | Growers who find it necessary to
on stated. "If salt is family. Mr. Ross is editor of the
GRAPE
FRUITMechanicsville; Mr. and Mrs. Wallace plant new strawberries will find
POTATOES—
^bottom of a feed trough, Pomery Herald.
Dolan and daughter, Genevieve, of Premier, Blakemore and Dunlap the
Seedless,
Per
jy forms."
Marion; Mrs. Pearl Seaton of Pasa- best varieties for Iowa. Premier is
dozen
peck
•the brine from forming,
The Misses Winona Kyle, Lilith
dena, 'Gal.; Mr. and Mrs. Carl Hansen, excellent for home use, is productive
be placed in a box or Baker, Hilda Hiatt, Leona Dominy and
Mr. and <Mts. Lester Smith, Herman and an early beater. Blakemore is a
feeder in a shed and off Jetta Knowlton, all teachers in the/
Eilts, James Windus and Mr. and Mrs. firm, very productive berry, but is
Play
"Winsom"
Every
Sunday
Over
WHO
2:00
P.
M.
that it cannot get wet, Anita schools, were in Omaha FriClaude Lapham of Cumberland; and somewhat tart. Dunlap is a high
.the .hogs can take., what day evening where they attended the
200 Prizes Every Week
Mr. and Mrs. Eli Reese and Mr. and quality berry, very good for locker
ice review featuring Sonja Henie,
Mrs. Wm. Mountain of Coon Rapids.
storage. Its only fault is its softness.
^^f

_
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RRIARDALE

23c

SOUPS—

99c

15c

9c

25c

19c

13c

35c

19c
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than for li>39. The crop l» estimated
the Forty-ninth General Assembly has organs, etc."
It definitely distinOLE SAYS.
~ ^B"** possibie
already established a record. Farm guishes between "lard" and "rendered
at 1,562,000 bushels, as compered WM verifying the
Established 1883.
See America First: Scenic Facts:— with 1,721,444 bushels last year and a
problems of a wide variety have come pork fat."
IDbn't overlook
» » *
Golf
Incorporated: Fore! Tav- 10-year average of less than 1 million
in
for
critical
examination
and
disPublished Every Thursday and Entered
istock, N. J., is any golf-bug's idea oi bushels. Because of the larger carry- ed to fill oat.
at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, as cussion. Recently the House passed a EKK Grading Law.
heaven—an
unusual town whose en- over, however, the total supply of
resolution
urging
the
United
States
Of
a
similar
nature
is
a
bill
which
Second Class Mail Matter.
to the exact comPuta"t7on M„, |
senate not to ratify the Argentine some of its sponsors say would in- tire business is golf. Consisting al- clean red clover seed is estimated at come tax.
Cecil G. Budd
Editor beef treaty. The treaty is one drawn crease Iowa pouJtrymen's income by most entirely of a splendid golf approximately 1,850,000, as compared
Don't omit any eit .
n
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Year between this country and Argentina four million dollars a year. Known course and a fine clubhouse—used as with 1,750,000 last year.
information that is
five years ag~o. It proposes to allow as the egg grading: bill, the measure a town hall in off minutes—for the
Official Town and County Newspaper importation into the United States of offered by Republican Representatives officers of the club are also the mayor FEDERAL INCOME TAX FACTS. complete Audit of your
ounce of care may save yot, ,
Argentine cattle and Argentine beef, X. T. Prentis, Mt. Ayr, and David and town council.
Member of National Editorial
of
unnecessary Cxpens€, ""
*
•
*
both fresh and frozen. American Dancer, Lamoni; the measure would
Don't prepare your income tax annoyance both to
Association, and
you
farm leaders have said that among require grading of all eggs sold in
Apartments of the Early Ameri- return until you carefully read and
other objections the treaty "would Iowa and the licensing of every person cans: Along the Apache Trail and understand the instructions accom- government.
open the gates toward possible wide- offering eggs for sale. It sets up near Puye, N. M., are the earliest panying the forms. Make out a
spread epidemics of hoof and mouth certain minimum requirements for the apartment buildings in America, the work-sheet and check it with the indiseases." Promotion of farm owner- various egg grades, based upon Fed- prehistoric homes of the "cliff dwell- structions before filling in the forms.
ship and easing of tax burdens upon eral government standards. Fresh ers." What happened to these ancient
IJPR.B.L.ME
Don't delay in making out your
Iowa farm lands are the objectives oi eggs would include only those sold to inhabitants, or what caused them to ncome tax return. Tax problems
Io
+
L E F T TO W R I T E .
> many other legislative proposals now retailers within 72 hours of the time leave, no one has any idea.
deserve careful study, and the early
* * *
+ + + , + + + + + + + + + in the hopper.
they were laid. Administration of the
assembling of your data expedites
Farm Legislation.
law would be placed with the state deScythe in a Tree: Wihen James ;his.
Oftlce Hours: 9 to
Usually
nj the
mt number
uuiiiiy^i of
vi farmers
laiiiitus in a Lard
L<ara Standards.
oianaaras.
partment of agriculture. Neither Johnson went off to war in 1861, he
Don't destroy the data from'which Sat. Kite 7 to 10. Sun. 10to III
session of the state legislature equal
Governor Wilson's discovery a year Prentis nor (Dancer would hazard an hiihg his scythe in the crotch of a your return is compiled. ' You will
; Phone 37.
or outnumber the representatives of ago that certain state institutions estimate of possible financial benefit tree near Geneva, N. Y., saying not
any other one profession. Lawyers were using imported oils as a substi- to Iowa poultry raisers, but other sup- to move it until he returned. But he
are next in numerical importance. tute for lard, and his prompt demand ports believe it would add a sizable never came back and today nobody
There are 46 farmers and 47 lawyers that the practice be discontinued, was sum to annual poultry incomes.
could move the scythe if he wanted to
* * *
in the 1941 legislature. In the 1939 recalled by a bill recently introduced.
for it is embeded in the heart of a
session there were 45 farmers and an The bill places a standard upon lard Old Age Assistance.
mammoth tree that's grown around it.
equal number of lawyers. In 1937 in Iowa similar to that now denned by
* * •
As he had hinted prior to his bienfarmers led lawyers 61 to 32. But the U. S. Department of Agriculture. nial message to the legislature, GoverTRY THt
Castles: Often called the finest
the actual number of farmer legis- The measure was introduced by nor Wilson recommended that general home in the world, the Biltmore
•NUT tASOLINI WITH
lators probably has little to do with Representatives 'Miorrissey of Jasper appropriations' remain about the same House at Asheville, N. C., is really
the volume of farm legislation hand- county and Blue of Wright county. It as those of the preceding biennium. a collection of foreign castles. At the
led by each successive session. is obviously an outgrowth of Governor Unofficially it was understood that he cost of millions, of dollars, many
Whether farmer, lawyer, business Wilson's discovery and subsequent would be unlikely to acquiesce in any French chateaux, English palaces, and
man, professional man or laborer, if surveys conducted by interested indi- increases except such as might be re- German castles, have parts in this
you live in Iowa your interests are viduals and hog producing organiza- commended for patients in state insti- building,
transported from their
bound into the destinies of this state's tions. The Federal ruling now in tutions and recipients of old age original sites.
celebrated acres. Thus legislation effect covers only lard in interstate assistance. Among1 the recommendadesigned to improve and promote commerce. The proposed standard- tions in his message was an additional
Iowa's great farming industry finds izing measure would require all lard allocation of $1,500,000 for old age RED CLOVER SEED MAY
»E PRICED LOWER
ready support among all classifica- sold in Iowa to comply with that assistance bringing the total state aid
tions of lawmakers.
standard. It defies lard as "the fat to $8,500,000. The 'Federal govern* » *
Althoug-h state and national red
from fresh, clean, sound fatty tissues ment supplies a like amount. The in- clover seed crops for 1940 are smaller
Beef Treaty.
from hogs in good health at time of crease passed the senate without
than in 1939, Iowa farmers can look
Working more smoothly and pur- slaughter" and which "does not indissenting vote. The increase is in- forward to prices which are generally
posefully than in any previous session, elude bones, detached skin . . . tails,
tended to balance the steady growth in considerably under those of a year
the number of old age assistance ago, reports E. S. Dyas, Iowa State
grants which are at present reported college extension agronomist.
•^^^^^^•••••^••••^•M
at 56,495.. The average monthly
Red clover seed prices to growers
check is $20.76. If the present rate o' this year are the lowest in 8 years, acgrowth continues it is estimated the cording to reports from the Agriculnumber on old age assistance rolls
tural Marketing Service of the United
will be 64,116 on June 30, 1943.
States
department of agriculture,
* * *
Dyas
says.
Red clover seed averaged
Redistricting-.
$9.40 per hundred pounds for clean
Earlier in the session it was hinted
C. F. DARROW, Manager
seed on Sept. 12 compared with $14.40
that recasting- of state senatorial dis'ast year and a 10-year average of
tricts might be delayed or postponed. $16.05.
Attention had apparently been divertThis year's crop of red clover seed,
ed from this thirty year old problem
ncluding medium and mammoth, is
by the sudden appearance of census
ANITAi'lOWA
. •
' 1t' t* /:i ;'•.; " :' 'i.-1-.i. \.
reports requiring recasting of con- xpected to be about 10 per cent smallei-
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We Specialize in
Mobil Winter Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubricatitn

Feed Your Home Grown Grains And
MERIT CONCENTRATE
THE FARMERS COOP.

CALL 244

0. W. Shaffer & Soi
LlJ

gressional districts. But it is now
apparent that the two questions will
be given the attention they deserve
and will be approached in a spirit of
justice and equality. Many observers
regret that the two problems appear
simultaneously and believe a better
solution might have been reached
were it possible to consider each
without relation to the other. Acknowledging the great influence each
reshuffling will have upon the other,
legislators are agreed that every
sincere effort will be made to view the
problem from a state-wide viewpoint
rather than the selfish angle of individual counties or districts.

shower with Tro-la-la
_
START YOUR CAR WITH
GASOLINE

-AND ANOTHER HElPFUl HINT from Your Conoco
Mileage Werchant: Approaching an icy curve, do your
braking on the straightaway - so as to enter curve
with brakes off. Safety first!

THANKS
o

**1^ w mitj

However, I still have Conoco
°nly, and will continue
I wi u be glad to aerve you

and Oil in bulk

—
a tank wagon.

JAMES ROSE

PROSPERITY.
Stolen from an Oklahoma newspaper, which probably stole it from
somebody else.
Cliff Skinner received the following
letter from one of his Texas friends
the other day:
"Well, since I sold the little farm
down in Tennessee, I have prospered.
You know we have always lived in a
one roomed shack, but I came to east
Texas and bought a farm and pretty
soon I leased it to an oil company, and
was sure lucky. They hit a big oil
neld on the place and now I have a
big house here in Alto. It has six
rooms. There is one room that we do
nothing but eat in. There is one that
we just sit in; two that we do nothng but sleep in; one room that w
don't do anything but cook in, and
here is one that is all white and ha;
Place that you can wash all over
nd over in the corner there is a place
hat you can wash your hands and
ace in, and over in the other corner
is a place where you can wash your
eet When we moved here there were
the l.ds on this, but we have taken
hem off. We are usin g one of them
for a dough board, and we have
framed grandpa's picture with the
other one."
Un KI . atefu , indeed
v, lous blows

Wh,le c,.0s.s,ng a railway bridge one
afternoon, a boy was astonished to
** two freight trains on the same
tiack, and stood by whi l e the
ah_
ed head-on. A few days later the
i m ' lroad ofl »«»l learned the boy had
| witneaaed the wreck and brought him
"i for questioning. - N o w th<?n „
said the questioner, "I understand
you saw the two trains crush. What
were your thoughts at the time it
hapj>ened?"
"Well
« i r " answered
. . .
,
"en, sir,
the boy, "I thought it was a m i g h t
queer way to run a railroad."

Through special arrangements with the mag*
azine publishers we offer America's finest
tana and fiction magazines-in combination
with our newspaper-at prices that simply
cannot be duplicated elsewhere! Look over
this long list of favorites and make YOUR
selection today!

PER

TMsIfewspaper
I Year, and
Five Magazines

(Wtefcly)
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D Sports Afield
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BY THE WAY.
By L. F. M.

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

•f

^

-f

-f

4- -f

REEL NEWS

PETERSEN'S

Have you picked out that Valentine
Because of the many kind words exPHONE 300
to send her . . . or maybe to h i m ? pressed by the patrons of the new
WE DELIVER
We've
been
making
Valentines
at
our
We
Deliver
Anita
theatre
about
a
month
ago
when
Phone 29
house. The kids have devised some free popcorn was distributed, Mike
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
very pretty ones, too.
Roth has decided to again distribute
BANANAS, 3 pounds ^
,,•
* • *
free popcorn to everyone this Friday
ORANGES, Blue Goose navels, 2 dozen
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
Sometime when you make fruit and Saturday, Feb. 14 and 15. To2JI
cookies try using finely chopped dried gether with this inovation, there is a
CORN MEAL, yellow or white, 5-lb. bag:
"{,
aprirots as a part of the fruit filling. fine double feature program headed by
GRAPE FRUIT, dozen
25c
PEACHES, Yellowstone, fancy sliced, 2 No. 2</,
Dried prunes chopped, and the meaty "Golden Gloves," a true story about
cans
'~o.ii
JELL POWDER, Clover Farm, assorted, 4 pkgs. .19c
part of canned red plums diced make America's greatest amateur sport
CORN,
P.
&
G.,
whole
kernel,
yellow
or
white,
a delightful surprise in cookies.
CATSUP, Clover Farm, large bottle
14c
event which features Jean Cagney,
* * *
2 No. 2 cans
:
i
sister of James Cagney. The comMACARONI or SPAGHETTI, Clover Farm,
Did you know that over three panion feature is "Ranger And The
SOUPS, Vegetable, Tomato and Vegetable Broth
12-oz. package
10c
hundred m i l l i o n chickens are con- Lady" starring Roy Rogers, the young
2 cans
i
sumed in one year in the United* singing cowboy star who is rapidly
OXYDOL
or
RINSO,
large
package
\J
RICE, Blue Rose, 3 pounds
17c
States? That's a lot of chicken.
crowding Gene A u t r y for top western
BUTTER, Stuart fancy creamery, pound . . . '
* » *
COCOA, Hershey, pound can
15c
screen honors.
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables In Season
The cook and Abe Lincoln are both
DRESSING, Clover Farm, quart
29c
celebrating birthdays this week. The
Wednesday and Thursday on the
CRACKERS, 2 pound box
15c
cook says that birthdays are like
hiccoughs, she hates to have them, but mid-week economy bill, followers of will be shown on the Sunday bargain
Mrs. Fauna Suplee went to
BROWN SUGAR, 3 pounds
19c
as soon as one is gone she starts look- the Dr. Kildare series will find their matinee as well as the regular evening Moines Tuesday where she wfli,
favorite in a brand new exciting ading forward to the next.
performances of Sunday, Monday and several days visiting her son,
* • *
venture entitled "Dr. Kildare's Crisis."
Suplee and-family.
Tuesday.
BAND TREES NOW
entomologist emphasizes.
Signs of the times: Hens are In addition to Lew Ayres, Lionel
FOR CA.NKERWORMS
Scraping the bark and apply the starting to set ... broodier stoves are Barrymore and lovely Larraine Day, Mrs. A. Laura Campbell of DeS
Duane Zastrow, former Anita |
adhesive directly is a dangerous prac- going . . . little calves and Iambs are the picture features that fine young Moines was looking after business
was
visiting with friends in
actor, Robert Young, as Nurse Mary's matters and visiting with friends in
Cankerworms, which cause thou- tice, as it may permanently injure or appearing at the barn.
Saturday.
Mr. Zastrow i s eni
*
*
•
brother,
who
because
of
a
mysterious
sands of dollars of damage to Iowa's disfigure the tree.
Anita Friday.
by Burke Bros, at Harlan.
prize elm trees every year, don't
Have you noticed that black hose ailment casts a shadow on the romance
wait until the balmy spring weather WATERING HAS MUCH TO
CARD OF THANKS.
will be very popular in milady's ward- of Dr. Jimmy and the pretty young
Helen Dement, a nurse at
to invade tree-tops, warns Harold
DO WITH HOUSE PLANTS robe this spring? Hats are about as nurse.
Joseph's
hospital in Omaha, visife
We
wish
to
thank
our
neighbors
and
Gunderson, Iowa State college extenIn
the
second
half
of
the
mid-week
queer as last year's models so the cook
sion entomologist.
Adult cankerGood judgment in watering house thinks she can wear her old one again economy double bill, Charlie Chan friends for the many cards and letters the home of her parents, Mr. and
worms emerge from the ground on plants is essential to their successful this spring.
returns to the screen as he unravels a sent and for the kindness shown dur- Floyd Dement, over the week ent
* » »
the first warm days of February, bent culture. Correct watering of house
thrilling mystery in "Charley Chan At ing the illness and after the death of
Glenn MflCall, wife and two,
on producing a new, destructive gen- plants, however, is an art learne.l
Most every family has been having The Wax Museum." Tense and grip- our wife and sister. We especially
ters,
Margaret and Meredith,
eration.
wish
to
thank
the
ladies
who
assisted
through actual experience, horticul- j flu or grippe. Seems the best way to ping excitement unfolds when the
Sundayvisiting at the home of]
with
the
dinner
and
those
who
assisted
"That's why it's so important to turists at Iowa State college say.
I combat these afflictions is to go to be( famous Chinese detective faces death
mother, Mrs. Orin Sullivan and 1
take steps immediately to protect
One of the principles which these! and stay there. It's hard to give up at the hands of a murderer thought to with the services.
band and with other relatives.
W. T. Slater.
trees that might bo damaged if a specialists recommend is using enough and do it, but it really saves time in be dead for twelve years.
Sisters
and
Brothers.
bad cankenvorm outbreak should water so that the moisture pene- the long-run.
Between the first and second
* * *
occur," he says.
trates to the bottom of the pot. A
games Friday evening at the
ANITA MARKETS.
We are looking forward to tha
Banding is the most effective way second maxim is not to water when the
schopl gym the kindergarten and I
of protecting elm trees against soil is still moist and muddy from the game Friday night. Hope our boys
grade
students will put on a
(Prices
in
Effect
Wednesday)
last
watering.
are
on
the
winning
side
this
time.
A
damage.
show which will feature the rhy
Eggs,
cash,
dozen
12c
good
looking
picture
of
the
team
was
The
horticulturists
warn
against
While the male adult can fly about,
Eggs, in trade, dozen
13c band.
the female adult is wingless and must letting the soil around house plants in the paper last week. If any of you
Hens,
Ib
12c
climb up the trunk of a tree to lay becoming crumbly dry and against B. B. boys missed it you can have ou
putting
water
on
the
foilage
of
plants
Hens,
leghorn
and
under
4-lbs.,
Ib.
8c
paper
as
we
clipped
the
picture
anc
her eggs, the entomologist explains.
1 that have downy or hairy foliage.
Roosters,
Ib
7
In
saved
it.
C
A sticky band of tanglefoot or some
NOTICE.
* * *
Springs, Ib
Hc
other good adhesive around the tree the latter case, the use of a watering
can
with
a
long
thin
spout
is
advised.
Springs,
leghorns
&
under
4-lbs...
8c
One
of
the
prettiest
flower
gardens
will trap these females.
Ducks, Ib
.'
5C
If flower pots are placed on trays we've seen so far this year is that one
Gunderson recommends the followThe Funk's Hybrid is pract/caJljl
or in watertight jardinieres the water in the window of the telephone office
Geese, Ib
fo
ing procedure:
should
never
be
allowed
to
stand
in
Some
of
the
flowers
are
in
bloom
anc
Pigeons,
live,
dozen
50c
all sold out. I have a few bushels!
First, wrap a 2 or 3-inch band of
'ream, sweet
32C of the popular numbers on hand.I
cotton batten around the trunk sev- these unless the flower pots are raised some are just coming up but they
sufficiently to keep the bottom of the make a bright spot these wintry
Cream, No. 1 sour
3lc Can only get early corn now. First|
eral feet above the ground, pressing
pot out of water.
days . . . We'll miss Hap Buttolph at
Jream, No. 2 sour
29c
the cotton firmly into the crevices of
our house and we wish him the best of
Yellow corn, No. 2. new
48c come, first served.
the bark. Second, fasten a 5-inch
Jennie Nelson, who has employ- everything during his absence.
1o. 2 white oats
aoc
wide strip of tarred paper over the
Arthur Martin.
No. 1 wheat
»
70,.
cotton, drawing it tight and tacking ment in Des Moines, spent a few days
this week visiting at the home of he SUED FOR HIS OWN FUNERAL,
the overlapping ends. Third, spread
parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Nelson
'DEAD' MAN REFUSES TO PAY
the adhesive in a thin layer over the
tarred paper, covering about twoThe teachers of Lincoln township
Alexander Kavadapoulos, a wealthy
thirds of the width.
CLOSING OUT
tiheir monthly meeting Monday even- merchant of a town in Jugoslavia
"When the worms begin climbing, ing at Lincoln Center. A discussion has been sued for refusing to pay the
it's a good idea to stir the adhesive was held on, "Accident Prevention." costs of his own funeral.
occasionally to maintain its effect- A lunch was served by the hostess,
After some weeks of serious sickiveness and prevent the insects from Miss Jarvis. The next meeting will
ness, Kavadapoulos was declared offorming a 'bridge' over the band," the be held at Lincoln No. 7.
ficially dead by several physicians,
who examined his body. The coffin
The undersigned residing three miles west of Anita on the
with the body of the "dead" merVoorhees estate farm, on No. 6, or 11 miles east of Atlantic, will
chant was transported to a distant
CLOSING OUT
offer for sale, commencing at 10 o'clock sharp, on.
)lace, where it was to be buried.
The funeral carriage had to pass a
stony road and the coffin was reHeading an unusual double feature
peatedly shaken from one side to the
program starting Sunday at the new
other. Suddenly the cover of the
Anita theatre, is Shirley Temple, now
coffin was lifted and the head of the
221 — HEAD OF LIVESTOCK — 221
seen in her first grown up role in
'dead" man appeared, looking sur"Young
People."
The
story
is
typiAs we are unable to rent a farm, we will sell at public sale, at our
prisedly at the terrified procession
16 — HEAD OF HORSES AND COLTS —IT
residence on the old Kauffman place, 3V< miles south aiid 3 miles east
which followed the carriage. He cally American, and once again
endears the young star with her
a
l m le WeS and 1% miles north of Berea
jumped
out
and
showed
himself
much
<WvTi
R °f S°orel J?"868' 6 a,"id 7 years old» weight 8700 IDS; Pair of
?o
on"*;
. commencing at
12:30
o clock, ' on '
millions of admirers. Teamed with
«£ ™^??4nnaiud 4y«ar,? <>H weight 3200 Ibs; Sorrel Mare, 5 yean
alive.
&n£ht 17o° 15S,;«Bax 3fa,r?' 4 *«"• old» ^S1* WOO Ibs; Pair of
The undertaker presented his bill Jack Oakie and Charlotte GreenSorrel Mares, 9 and 10 years old, weight 3200 Ibs; Pah- of Sorrel Mares,/
2 years old, weight 2600 Ibs. The Brood Marti a£ aU^ith foal */
to the merchant, demanding pay wood, they comprise a trio of singing
ment for all costs involved in the and dancing entertainers the like of
tfi&SuLTu8 ffS8 **ld- R?an Horse- 2 y*"* °W, weight 1250 Ibd
5 Yearling Colts (3 mares and 2 horse colts.) This is an exception^
"funeral." Kavadapoulos refused to which is seldom seen on the screen.
the following described property:
lot of outstand horses.
"Young
People"
is
Shirley's
first
pay and a civil court has to decide
musical in two years, and has been
this ticklish problem.
9 — HEAD OF GOOD HORSES — 9
69 — HEAD OF CATTLE — 69
heralded as the most enjoyable of all
One Grey team of geldings, smooth mouth, weight 1600- 1 Grev
Seven
head
of milch cows, some fresh, others milking and v&\
Shirley
Temple
pictures.
There
are
NEED WARM SPELL TO
freshen m spring; SO^head of Hereford breeding heil£i*8 to 5 yea«'
five
top-notch
songs
cleverly
blended
I
DIP HOGS IN WINTER
old 3 year old Hereford heifer, withWo calves; Pureored Hereford i
weight 1500; 2 yearling horse colts coming 2 years old in June- 1
bull, 5 years old and an outstanding individual; 28 head of Hereford
with the plot, which has for its back- j
Roan yearling mare colt; 1 Bay suckling horse colt
'
calves, exceptional quality. These cattle are all of my own raising I
Dipping hogs during cold weather ground, a rural community. So im- '
and have been bred up for several years.
to rid them of mange mites is a highly pressed were studio executives with
31 - HEAD OF HIGH GRADE CATTLE - 31
risky practice, likely to result ir Shirley's performance in
"Young
136 —fcLEAD OF HOGS —136
chilling and pneumonia, warns Dr. K. People" that she has been signed to
10 head of brood sows-1-had one litter; 22 head of irflts. These.l
W. Stouder, Iowa State college star in a new production with Mickey '
sows are all bred to purebred Poland China bi
veterinarian. He suggests postpon- Rooney. Jack Oakie reached new'
have b*»
v-acecinat°e4dhead * M pig8' ^ a* extr»
ing the dip treatment until a "spell" heights of perfection as a song and
of warm, sunshiny weather, when the dance man and Shirley's foster father. '
57 — HEAD OF HOGS — 57
pi middle of
temperature is well above freezing.
"Young People" can be definitely
FARM MACHINERY, ETC. '
The ideal situation is where hogs labeled as guaranteed entertainment.
Peter Shuttler wagon with, tight triple box; 2 low wagons with
can be dipped and turned into a
800 BUSHELS OF GOOD YELLOW CORN. QUANTITY OF
The second half of- the double bill
T ™!£s and ,tj&ht tr'Ple DOX®SJ «nsilage wagon; low wagon witn
rack; McCormick-Deering corn binder; 8-foot Hoosier press drill:w
warm, sunshiny, well bedded spot next Sunday at the new Anita brings
100 AEW H A M P S H I R E RED HENS, ALL
z end-gate seeders; Spring tooth harrow; 2 Overland cultivators; Jo
south of the hog house where they will Ring Crosby, Mary Martin, Basil
__
A N D A R E CULLED.
Deere cultivator; 2 John Deere 14-inch stag 'plows- jSh walking
dry....off within an hour.
plow; 3 four-section harrows; 3-section harfowj torww cart; 9-^
, Rathbone and the famous Kraft Music
FARM MACHINERY ETC
When dipping time does arrive, the | Hall radio band, headed by John Scott
rak2-n*2tetw°:h.or«e d!8C: 8ide del«very rake- ha/loader; 2 dumP c
rakes, <5iMteCormick-Deermg mowers; MdCbrmick-DWing over-sh°
best
material
St m
1
1 to
:is
use
lime-sulfur,
'
"'" "'" .........
'
'"
Trotter in "Rythm On The River."
i a ft sta,cker,; 2 .bull rakes; John Deere rubber tired corn planter, :th
warmed to 100 degrees Fahrenheit Special added attraction to the cast is
160 rods of wire; Case manure spreader; cornlnS; John '
and kept up to strength, Stouder
g
d r
th blowe :
John Deere No. 999 planter li year's old- John n
T"6 harrows ;
Oscar levant of "Information Please."
seated
t ^
?Ualfa cultivator
sled;
seated s£sleigh; Z
sleigh
bells; road 'malntainer;
fresno- S bob
sets of
says. Oil dips dry off too slowly and This is Bing Crosby's latest film and
6-foot McCormick mow,,-, stag 16-inch sulkv
Ovv t*"*«?<*
***":
rland
Concord
harneBs;
15
horse
collars;
saddle.
Some
of
this
mac
cultivator; 6-inch Letz grimier- uotato Pnloui •> Wag
° ns and ^-shovel
are not safe, either in summer
boxes
as usual a number of the newest hit
McCormick-Deenn crean "en
- M °
;
caarSebofen ""* ^ °™ ye&r and a11 has ^Csed ?nd3 well
winter as lime-sulfur dips.
songs, which cannot now be heard on
So-called "dry dips" now on the the air, are sung by Bing and Mary
market are practically worthless for Martm. Featured among the many
mange treatment, Stouder says, even songs heard in "Rythm On The River"
h
««ter; 2
though they often smell strongly Of are "Only Forever," "I Don't Want To
beds; daybed; 2-volt radio; and
creosote.
Cry Any More," "Ain't It A Shame
WAGON WILL BE ON THE GROUNDS
About Mame?" the last tune being a
The 1940 red clover growers in the specialty number sung by Mary
United States harvested 2 million Martin which bids fair to outdo her
bushels of seed, nearly twice as much
famous "My Heart Btelongs To Daddy."
as usual.
While songs, music and comedy angl
THERE WILL BE LUNCH ON THB GROUNDS
the keynote of both "Young People^
Little if any honey will be held
and "Rythm On The River," the
over for the 1941 marketing year so
FRANK BARBER, Auctioneer.
c. E. PARKER c,Mk
stories of each are so vastly different
bhat the season should be favorable
that either one could hold its own for
for Iowa honey producers.
E. R. CRAMER and FRANK BARBER, Aucta. C. B. PARKEH
grand entertainment.
Both pictures
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WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

Land of Liberty?

Washington Experts See War Crisis
In Europe and Asia Within 90 Days
As Hitler 'Promises' German Victory;
U. S. and Ford Clash on Labor Policy
(F.DITOR'S NOTE—Wh«n opinion* &r« expressed In theme columns, <h«»
are those of the new« analyst and not necessarily of Ihll newspaper.)
_______^^______ (Released by Western Newspnper Union '

—

HEW YORK. —Nine-year-old
Michael Storric of England, gazing at the Statue of Liberty,
when he was taken to Ellis Island for an immigration hearing.
When he arrived in the U. S. recently, it iras found he did not
have Iris visa to enter. His father may have forgotten the precious document nhpn the boy
sailed from Lisbon.

BARDIA, LIBYA. —Two
Australian soldiers of the
British forces in Libya look
at the nameplate of the main
street in this city. After entering Bardia, the Aussies
changed the street name from
"Benito Mussolini" to "Australia."

60 TO 90 DAYS:
Crisis Will Come
In Washington, where bets can be
obtained on almost anything, the
odds are 55 to 45 that the United
• States will be at war with Japan
within 60 to 90 days. Peace is on
the short end.
The view is shared by competent
observers. Whether there will be
actual armed conflict probably will
depend on what happens during this
period. The predictions are being
made not by goosebone prophets but
on careful analysis of political, military, geographical and economic
factors.
Those most apprehensive in the
capital are concerned with adoption
of the lend-lease bill which would
give President Roosevelt full powers to place the nation on an allout war footing. They believe Japan
is a full partner of the Axis and will
act on orders from Berlin.
They believe that within 60 to 90
. days Hitler will order the full force
of his powerful attack let loose on
Britain and they are doubtful of the
outcome. They fear the United
States will be faced with an enemy
on the Atlantic and the Pacific at
the same time.
For America (he chief immediate
political factor is the trir^arty pact
among Japan, Germany and Italy,
signed last September. The pact
provides for co-operative action if
either of the others is involved in a
war.
There officials bel : eve the
treaty is an outright offensive alliance aimed at the U. S., just as
Nazi spokesmen said at the time.
In Tokyo those immediately concerned are seeking full powers for
the cabinet headed by Premier
Pdnce Fumimaro Konoye, who is
pledged to the "new world order."
In both countries it is the apparent dcs.re on the part of leaders to
prepare public opinion for the worst
so that there will be no outcry
which wou'd force modification of
the programs

Crisis Year
President Roosevelt's birthday is
a holiday in Germany, but not for
Die same reason. In Germany it is
celebrated as the birthday of the
Nazi ecquisition of power Annually
Hitler makes a speech. This year
was no exception.
But his speech bade the German
people to mark the year 1941 as an
exception. He promised it would
be the victory year. He said the
attack on Britain was nc;ir, that it
would come without fail in spring,
and he warned that no aid from
the United States would be permitted to reach England.
Every shin carrying help to B r i t ain, he said, would be tor,x-doed,
no malti r what its ownership, no
.fruitier if it was convoyed or not.
Also in the t h r a ' e r of w a r :
C. The British c m i t i ' i u e j to m;.k-.hci!dv.-.".y in Libya, b, x ' • ^.'ny D-.-nR a v i , the last m a i n port held by t h e I t a l i a n s anil t l i i T ^ . l e n i n f i to ext i : ; d t h e i r h i - f i (., t'
Kicnch Tunisia.
<! In Kast A f r i c a 11 > - \ -''-» nattered
tU-.r sviiy into Enf ca. The I t a l i a n s
n In atcd in trucl-s.
An I t a l i a n
a r m y of 100.000 there -, as- ;;a.'d to be
in a bad w a y .
t. Germ; n Rig Eerthi's were tiring
f r o m the Krer.i h channel ports into
E n - l a n d . Whcivas before the proj e c t i l e t'-p;>lcu i n t o the Dover area
now they v . i r e u j - - j r t ( i ! to i c u c h 10
miles ir.lird.

WAR CONFIRMED:
Senators Hear Report
When Wendell Willkie decided to
go to England to "see for himself"
the progress of the war, there was
sarcasm in some sources. It was
said the G.O.P. nominee intended to
"confirm the rumors of war in Europe."
Willkie went, he saw and hurried
home. Hardly had he arrived in
London when an announcement was
made that he would reduce the
length of his stay in order to report
home sooner. Even after that, another 48 hours was cut from the
schedule at the request of State Secretary Hull who asked him to testify
before the senate committee considering the lend-lease bill. Wil'k:e's
speed on the journey over and back
seems almost a rebuke to the isolationists who have emphasized how
far away England really is.
But there was more sarcasm for
Willkie's trip. It came now from
Republican sources. The national
convention of Young Republicans,
meeting in Des Moines, Iowa!
heard a resolution which condemned
the party leader for his support of
the bill. The resolution was not
passed. It met with displeasure at
the hands of many G.O.P. stalwarts
who believed Willkie's position in
support of the administration policy
should not be criticized at this time.
A few days earlier, in fact, the
Pennsylvania-state Republican committee itself went on record as favoring the aims of the lend-lease
bill and requesting the state's Republican congressmen to vote for it.
Some G.O.P. newspapers, however,
were not pleased. One declared
Willkie, by supporting the Roosevelt
foreign policy, was a "Quisling" to
the Republicans.

CRACKDOWN:
For Defense
The war department announced
award to the Fargo Motor company of Detroit of a $10,298,128 contract for trucks. At the same time
it let it be known that the Ford Motor
company wes low bidder but that
their estimate was thrown out because Ford refused to agree to labor
policy restrictions. The specifications of the contract called' for observance of the labor policy statement adopted by the defense commiss'.on last fall. Through this part
of (lie specification the Ford bid
had drawn a line in red ink, blocking it out.
The rt-fural of Ford to observe the
provis ons of the bidding is not tiie
first deference between the company and t i - e government, nor is it
the'firs.', bus r.,-ss the firm has lost.
The aiilon:obile m a r u f a c l u r e r held
nit a;;a ni.t the NllA. and the gove i i . n - . i n t Et.j^pc'd buying Ford cars.
In l-'inr;.sy!\;;nia the slate also caat c i i u l an order th-n for several niijl o n clulbrs. ^ L::st f a l l Ford refused
, to ;JL c, |.t a (!', k i-.sc commiss'on t'oni i a i t fur a , - p a n e en.';.nes because
the n a i e r ;•! W U H .scheduled to be
si area w.l.i G:e;:t Hi'dam.
i-'-.i;-ii;irli rs u[ the n nut recent act.uii W i t n i n Hip [.'.uvertiineiit dec-lured
that it was wr,,M K to a w a r d defense
conrracLs to a m a . i u f a c l u r e r who
has b t l -n held g u i l t y of Wagner act
v i o l u t m r s.
A Ford spuk^-i;.*.,, averted that
w.nle UK.- m a n u f a c t u r e r would refuse to ir.alu- delete m a t e r i a l requ'.rng eoiv.pl-anee w i t h the law I e
was w i l l „(! to trudie any maie'rial
possible w i t h o u t ivy p r o f i t to l u u \

PEACE:
It'ft Wonderful

Washington, D. C.
THE NEW VICE PRESIDENT
Senator Vandenberg of Michigan
droppped into the vice president's
private office just before Henry Wallace was girding himself to make
his debut as president of the senate.
He found Wallace with the senate
chaplain, Rev. ZeBarney T. Phillips.
Vandenberg looked at the two
men, apparently trying to decide
which was the more devout. Joshing Rev. Phillips, he said: "We won't
need you any more. Henry Wallace can offer the prayer."
' In senate circles it is generally
agreed that Wallace will be everything that Garner wasn't. Garner
used lo make his appearance for the
opening at noon, stay for 10 minutes,
then disappear. Wallace will start
at noon and stay on the job, really
running the senate in a conscientious manner.
But what Garner did after he left
the chamber, Wallace will fail to do.
Garner was a mixer, a mixer of
men and a mixer of drinks. His
backstage work was enough to put
any bill across—or to kill it,
As one senator put it, "Garner's
office was the only place in the senate wing where we could always
count on getting a drink. We know
we can't count on Wallace for that."
* » •
HOPKINS' SURVEY

4 LIGHT
CENTER
AND

t

MAIL BAG

4 RED

one rag rug and you will
M AKE
find yourself a member of an

enthusiastic clan that gloats over
any scf i piece of eld wo61en goods
and who count the days until they
fall heir to a dress of a particular
color that they want. These enthusiasts bleach materials to tone
them down; they brighten others
with dye.
The sketch gives all the directions you will need to copy this
fascinating braided rag rug with
a flower medallion in the center.

And lie Was Taken A Back
He—1 just hate to think ol my L 1Jf
lieth birthday.
'
She (trifle bored)-Can you still
remember what happened on that

UUVf

Or you may make two of th. .
daliiona. sew them together %l
add a braMsd handle for a t?"'1
ting bag. Braid the fabric sl«,
tightly and keep the Work '
while you se«r the circles f ot
roses and. the loops f or ]ea,
then sew them together. u« .
pet thread double for this .M
sewing the braided rows
*'
the edge of the rug.
NOTE: Ther*' »r« two other
Ing braided rug designs In Mrs'
Book 3 and the new Book 6 contain, * •
tloni for • hooked, ft braided and . I
chetedragTiig. '"The Rug That GreV?l
With the Family" to in Book 3 *°tl
book has 38 pages of pictures and ,
tlong. Send order to:
MB8. BOTH WYBTH SPEARS
Drawer 10
Bedford HUU
Newn r t
Enclose 30 cents (or Books 3 and t

Name
A4dreae ....^..'......v

AROUND
THE HOUSE
A little vinesar put into soapy
water when washing aluminum
ware helps to keep it bright.
• • *
Son will find that fresh bread
will cut easier if you heat the
knife.
• * *
Whenever possible add flavoring
extracts to a food when it is cool.
If the food is hot, much of the
flavoring will vanish in steam. This
does hot apply to baked foods,
however.
• * *•
To prevent the odor of cooking
cabbage, broccoli or onions from
permeating the house, cook these
vegetables uncovered with two
pieces of bread on the cooking
water.
• • *
Iron scorches on white cotton,
silk or linen materials may be
removed by dampening a cloth
with peroxide of hydrogen, laying
it over the scorch, then putting a
dry cloth over the damp one and
pressing with a warm iron.

PATENTS
OBWIQABAOCE
Patent*, trade-merkc,i copy rights
Sixth Floor tgekeTaUr' D«v3Sne, kl
Branch Offle^WMWniten, D. c I

Cultivation of Genius
The richest genius, like the mast I
fertile soil, when uncultivated,!
shoots up into the rankest weeds;!
and instead of vines and olives for
the pleasure and use of man, pn.
duces to its: slothful owner the I
most abundant crop of poisons.Humer
'-

All ta Silence
A scolding Wife can say endless j
disconcerting' things, and she hits
or misses; but a silent woman |
says everything.—H. G. Yiells.

Best for

...eiCAUSf RICHfft

and
.IICAUSE fASWR 10
SllCf AND SICTION

!

H.D.S., New York—The horoscope i
reading on John L. Lewis which was '
sent to us was to the effect that '
"there is a good deal of conflict and
discord in his life between January
and June. 1941. After that, however i
there are
some very sudden" I
changes, with the return -of old contacts and associations, and very d"finite financial increase for this la I
bor leader "
Strong, We'll Say
Wifie—Mercy, John, but some o(
these highwaymen must be miphtv
strong!
Hubby—How so?
Wifie—The paper tells of one that
held up an automobile w'th four
men in it.

DARK
EDGE

BORDER FOR 30'ttUG
4-ROWS TAH
3 ROWS
GREEN

Japan long has eyed the rich area . Harry Hopkins went to Britain as
of Indo-China and the port of Saigon, the personal emissary of the Presithrough which is exported 80 per dent, but he also had a private ascent of Indo-China's rice, flsh, salt signment from Mrs. Roosevelt.
and timber. Last September Siam
She asked the ex-cabinet member
(Thailand) which is known as a "cli- to make a-first-hand survey of. the
ent state" of Japan, suddenly de- activities of English social welfare
clared war on the French who con- agencies, both private and public,
trol Irdo-Chir.a. The French, occu- under blitz conditions. Hopkins is
pied elsewhere, were forced to fight particularly fitted to make such a
orlv an enfeebled campaign.
study because of his many years as
Now Japan has stepped in as a a New York social worker.
"mediator." "A Japanese flotilla
Note—Mrs. Roosevelt has decided
sailed into Saigon and ordered me- to break her recent self-imposed
diation end the conflict. .Seven plan to stick closer to Washington.
Japanese diplomats called represen- Following the election last Novemtatives of the two powers to the ber, she made up her mind to abanwarship and ordered "peace." don her speaking tours. But on the
Japan c'r.imed the right as the pro- strong advice of friends she will retector of the "new order" in the sume her practice of getting out in
Far East.
,
the country, feeling the pulse of pubBut Japan revealed she was not lic sentiment, soon will visit the
interested in peace alone. As pay- Midwest.
* * *
ment for bringing peace, Japan demanded that 80 per cent of each
WILLKIE CLUBS
year's crop in Indo-China be sold to
It wasn't made public, but that
them. The demand gave point to meeting of Willkie club chiefs in
the argument that Japan had delib- New York recently named a comerately encouraged the Thai attack mittee of 14 to draw up a plan for
so that it could step in and make the future of the movement.
I
peace, at a price.
Actually no one could agree on a !
definite policy. Some state leaders i
Power
reported that there was little hope i
Meanwhile the Japanese naval of keeping the clubs alive in their !
force continued to base itself in particular bailiwicks. Others, par- !
Saigon, just opposite the Philippines ticularly in Pennsylvania, disclosed ;
which stand between Japan and the
a plan already was afoot to set :'
Dutch East Indies. The Japanese that
up
a
permanent organization of j
navy already has occupied Hanoi,
opposite the northern tip of the county units to be financed by sus- !
membership, running all the i
Philippines. Only other base in the taining
from 25 cents for rank-and-file [
area is the British fortifications at way
members, to $10ft for founders.
j
Singapore. Japan has said that if
Members of the group are Robert j
America takes over that base,
through negotiations with Britain, it G. Allen, ex-Democratic congress- i
man from Pennsylvania who bolted j
will be regarded as an act of war \o
Willkie; Mrs. Henry Breckin- !
Peace. It's wonderful.
ridge, N. Y.; Henry A. Budd, To- j
peka, Kan.; Arthur "Bunker, N. Y.; '
YOUTH:
Mrs. Marie Jay Cady. Grand Rap- \
SporiKor Lost
ids, Mich.; Russell Davenport, Will- |
The American Youth congress is a kie "discoverer" and campaign i
group with affiliations from hundreds brain-truster; James H. Douglas!
of organizations, religious, political, Jr., Chicago; John W. Hanes, for- ',
fraternal and educational.
Or- mer Roosevelt undersecretary of the
ganized in 1934, it claims 3,400,000 treasury; William H. Harman, Philaffiliated members.
adelphia; Richard D. Logan, Tole- )
But the group has had plenty of do, Ohio; Oren Root, head of the
critics. The Dies committee inves- Willkie clubs; Howard M. Wall,
tigated it for communism.
The Portland, Ore.; Cloud Wampler, Chi.
President chided it last year when cago; and James K. Watkins, Deconvention delegates called at the troit.
White House. In return he was
booed. But through all the critiINCOME TAX CONSCIENCES
cism, Mrs. Roosevelt remained one
With the arrival of open season for
of its champions. She attended income taxes the public conscience
meetings, made speeches and denied begins to hurt. People send money
the charges of communism. She in- to the treasury, wiln no name atvited delegates to the White House tached, to souaie old debts.
for dinr.ers.
From Sar. Francisco came a letBut the organization now has ter containing $193 and the words,
co;ne out against the selective "A mistake in 1935. Penalty and in- i
service act, has opposed the lend- terest at 6 per cent."
j
lease measure for aid to Britain end
From Norwich, Conn., an anony- I
lies declared the nation is being led mous taxpayer sent in $15. From '
to dictatorship. So many of the for- Morris, 111., a blind contribution of ;
mer supporters are leaving the
From Phoenix, Ariz., $1.80—this '
group. Invitations issued for the S8.
coming from a regular and frequent i
convention this year were turned contributor.
!
down by Sidney Hillman, C.I.O.
All such money goes to the treas- '
v i c e p.'esde.-'t and national defense ury's "conscience fund." Total re- :
comniissiorer, Secretary—and Mrs. ceipts, since the time of President
Roosevelt.
Madison, $847,563.98.
!
• » •
ij
MISCKLLANY:

«l Cig salaries in the United States
are f n d i n g , the Institute of Real Estate Management was told, by its
vice president, A. William Walstrum. of Ridgewood, N. J. Excess
profits taxes and emergency levies
arc- acting as great levelers of fancy
incomes, he said, adding that statistics show that the trend of top salar.es shows them limited to b -'ween
SIS.U'JO and r-tf.OOO.
<L Edward W. Scott, a New ZBM
Kinder, was editor of the P a n a m a
i/i the
A m e r i c a n , owned by Dr. Hannod'o
Aroas. brother of P a n a m a ' s presiTarget - A a r o n f-haddiuger 54 de..!. Editor Scott and Dr. Aroas
was shul lo deatl, „, ;, q u a r r e l in : us h a v e ho.-n critical of the a r l m i n i s t r a NL-W Orleans home. Two s ] ugs we!-e lion and its alleged anti-Aineric;mfou-d ,„ his b r a i n . Jj ut they were isni. E d i t o r fccott was ordered denot the ones t h a t k i l l e d him Inves poned. Crowds came to the K i a
tuition revealed they were fired ac- lion to see hmi off, but the Painnia
cider.tally 18 years a-.-o and because pol:ce had figured on that demon
he recovered quickly and showed stration. The crowd d scovcred tinno ,11 effects Ihey . e v e r were re police had gathered up E d i t o r ^ c •
"'"veil. The second time he was and deported him on a t r a i n leavi-'v.
the r a i l w a y station at an e a r l i e r IUKI?
sl-.ot he wasn't as lucky.
than the announced tur.e

HIGHLIGHTS
No Citizen—The United States revoked the citK^r.Khip of Dr. H e r m a n
Frederick K i b e n , a n a t i v e of Austria and resident of Saci uincnto,
Calif., when it was learned he hed
served as a physician on the supply
ship for the ill-fated German'pocketbattli-ship, Graf Spec. The federal
c-uurt acted on the basis that t'ie doe(' r niai'? falne statements in his ap[. i;t a! ion.

Ruth Wyeih Spears

it baa more vitamina
sunshine, fertile sous and scientofio we..
Theae are the seedless oranges! GrawJ to eat aa well
a* drink. Eaay to prepare for wlada^d desserts.
To get top <mauty:iook for "Sudkwt"on the donthe teldemartof 14,000 coo
frfrurt
Sat U"Be8t for Juice-ond
fpr economy

i
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_..G'S OPENING

Beginning Friday, Feb.
i

—

OUR NEW POLICY

T

This is the beginning of—
# New, better and Improved Service.
# The lowest prices with highest possible quality.
# Pleasing, remodeled surroundings.
ft Large modern selections.
ft Private shopping by appointment.
% Buy now for future delivery.
& Trained decorator service at no extra
cost.

Economy Bargains

14th., And Continuing Through February

SPECIAL SERVICE
As a special service, we have made arrangements whereby, if our
customers desire to make their selections from a larger stock of furniture,
we offer them exclusive use of Iowa's largest wholesale furniture display
rooms for their inspection.

LUXURY
at a price you can afford to pay.
Fashionable, yes ... and with luxurious lounging comfort This
soft, deep cushioned Kidney-design Living Room Suite will surely
bring happiness to your home.
"Custom Built" with sturdy hardwood frames, deep TurkislP
springs, piped back and graceful sloped arms, handsome carvings
finished a soft brown walnut shade.

UP A Tf tH^Kfr1

FEATURING

This is the beginning of a new,
better and improved furniture service to
supply the wants of the people of this
community. Here you will find a new
large selection of modern stock in remodeled, redecorated surroundings. By
expanding our business and in celebration of our years of service in the community, we are offering Real Bargains
on all items that will mean Big Savings
to you.

The Wallpaper Season Will'-JSoon Be
In Full .Swing. Come In And See
Our New Spring Patterns.,. They Are
Attractively Displayed For Your Ease
In Selection.

Mattress

Easy Credit Plan
— 19.50 VALUE —

Government Standard

Small Down Payment Plus

ANGORA MOHAIR

Usual Service Charge.

Moth Proof Guarantee, $92.50

$15.95
5 Year Unconditional Guarantee For
Replacement From Any Structural
Defect

Inlaid Linoleum
FELT BASE

A suite with

Long Wearing Mothproof
$7450
VELVET

Personality Plus*

Sofa Beds
As Low As

$24.95

M
SOFA

Swing-Away

With Bedding Compartment And
Lift Up King

^ r^ w^wi

— $1.00 VALUE —

74c
Per Foot 9 Feet Wide

i

... wif h a Large Bedding Compartment!

Dustmaster
The World's Finest Dust Mop
Tested and Approved By
Good Housekeeping
— $1.50 VALUE —

Easily Opened Without Moving Away From Wall

99c
White Metal
Kitchen Ensemble
Attractive and Modern
Full Reinforced Doors. Includes 2 Side
Cabinets, Center Cabinet And Base

SPECIAL
Introductory

$14.95

SALE PRICE

Felt Base Rugs
9x12 Size As Low As

Note the compartment in the
»»•» tor bed-

50

i

$3.99
OTHER PATTERNS At $5.95
FREE DELIVERY SERVICE
ANYWHERE
PHONE 204 OR 156 FOR
SHOPPING APPOINTMENTS
ANITA,

IOWA

W

Opens to tun ato
bed-l»l*h ootofcut-

^^ m T ^"^ fe^-%. • • -

!feSa.Sr-«
EASE OF OPERATION
NOW BEING DEMONSTRATED IN OUR STORB

Long Weariiig Wo|I Rugs
Stytedfey

MOHAWK

ATTENTION-A11 Day Thursday, Feb.
20, There Will Be An Experienced Factory Representative At Our Store. Br
Att moons
tomorrow.
Your Rug and Carpet Problems To
That Day, For Full Advice On th« .Car&
^^••••"•••••(••••Jj Purchasing aand Color Harmonizing

LONG'S FURNITURE

ANITA, IOWA

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

By Edward C. Wayne

WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

'SEDITION:
Dictator in Democracy

War Action Shifted to Balkan States
As Hitler Moves Toward Dardanelles;
British Forces Sweep On in Africa;
Churchill Plea: Send Tools, Not Men'

ii

(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions mr» »pr»i«d In the«e column*, tb»»
»re thox *f th« newi »n»ly«« and ne< n«ee««»rlljr «f thli new«p»p«r.)
. (Released by Western Newspaper Union.I,

out of the other side of their mouth.
King Boris, who had ridiculed the
German army, was silent.

APPEAL:
But Not for Men
Winston Churchill in an address
to the empire, but phrased also for
U. S. consumption, said the British
did not need American armies—this
year, next year or ever as far as he
could foresee. But England does
need munitions, he said. "Give us
the tools, we'll finish the job," he
appealed.
There was indication that the tools
were arriving. In January U. S.
factories had a quota of 700 warplanes and at midmonth expectations were that the quota would not
be met by 30 percent. But this
was an error. SurvSy showed 1,000
planes were produced. If* half of
them went to England, as the President promised, England was getting
what it needed. The amounts will
increase.
But Adolf Hitler was carrying out
his threat to "torpedo" American
help to Britain. The planes are being flown to England, via Iceland.
German bombers raided Iceland and
bombed the airfield there. Iceland
is 1,000 miles from the closest German air base. In four more hours
the swastika-emblemed craft could
reach the North American continent.

Across the Waters
On the other side of the Mediterranean, in Africa, the British were
sweeping the Italian troops before
them. It appeared as though the
rival armies would hold securely the
opposite shores of the great inland
sea.
Marshall Graziani and his Fascist
legions were retreating so fast that
British armies had chased them out
of virtually all of Libya and were
faced with the question of pursuit

Senate Goes On
In Washington the house passed
the lease-lend bill for aid to Britain.
The senate began discussion with
the expectation that talk would not
cease before the end of February.
"If this keeps up," said Senator
Glass, "the Germans will be here
ADMIRAL DARLAN
before we get done debating."
Marshal Petain teas bowing.
Home from a survey of war-torn
Britain came Wendell Willkie to ap- into French Tunis. There Gen. Maxime Weygand waited with 450,000
French troops. Which way he would
swing was not clear. But in Vichy
aged Marshal Petain was bowing
to the instructions of the Fascistminded Admiral Darlan and it was
believed Pierre Laval might soon
return from Paris to take over the
helm of government. Spain's Gen*eral Franco was en route through
southern Europe for a conference
with Premier Mussolini. It was said
Mussolini would make a supreme effort to get Spain into the war on the
side of the Axis and permit an attack on Gibraltar.
In eastern Africa, the Italians
also were losing fast. Hemmed in
on all sides by British troops and
Ethiopian warriors they knew not
which way to retreat.
Meanwhile British bombers raided Italy. They dropped 300 tons of
bombs and naval shells upon Genoa
WINSTON CHURCHILL
where Winston Churchill said a Nazi
". . . Not this year, next year, or ever."
army was preparing to embark for
pear before the senators. He said Africa.
Britain can halt an invasion. But he
The spring campaign had begun.
urged that the U. S. send them more
destroyers. He said five to ten a OH-GAY-PAY-00:
month will be necessary to keep the In the V. S.
sealanes open.
A chambermaid in a second class
SPRING:
Washington hotel opened a guest's
room and found a man sprawled
In the Balkans
over the bed in a pool of blood. She
Spring and Adolf Hitler came to called police. They found a pistol
the Balkans. The fuehrer's great in the man's hands and notes in Ruscriticism of World war tactics was sian, German and French, signed
that Germany permitted itself to Samual Ginsberg. A certificate of
become involved on two fronts at the suicide was issued and police presame time. He has always avoided pared to write off the case after nothis.
tifying a New York lawyer who was
Whether his movement into Bul- named in the dead man's notes.
garia and toward the Dardanelles
But it wasn't that easy. The hotel
was an indication that he did not guest
was identified as Gen. Walter
intend to move against England im- G. Krivitsky,
high ranking
mediately was not clear.
But it authority in theformer
Soviet secret servseemed apparent that Germany's ice.
An early Communist, General
next campaign would be toward the Krivitsky
had taken part in many
Mediterranean.
secret negotiations. Once he was
For months hundreds of thousands
of the Communist party's seof German troops have been moved chief
cret police in western Europe.
into Rumania. The revolution that
General Krivitsky had incurred
ousted King Carol put Nazis in control of the government. These na- the displeasure of the Stalin regime
tive Nazis quickly put themselves When his associates went before
under order of Germany. Rumanian the firing squad he fled to America
oilfields and railroads became sub- Here in a series of magazine articles he began to expose what he
ject to their direction.
First news of the infiltration of said were the plans of the CommuGerman soldiers into Rumania came nist Internationale for world revoluHe foretold the agreement
in a speech by Winston Churchill tion
Sofia denied it, but within 24 hours that later was signed by Stalin and
neutral sources made it known that Hitler, he said the American Comthousands of German soldiers in munist party was under orders from
uniform, but wearing civilian over- Moscow, he named some of their
coats, were passing the border into fn°aU™ers in th* U. S. army and
Bulgaria. Then came swarms of
Nazi transport planes with para- tnf^L n6" he has ^"red bechute troops. Bulgarian railroads fore the Dies committee with additional revelations. But he told close
suddenly restricted civilian traffic.
Bulgaria had depended upon Rus- friends that his life was in danger
sia for protection. It was a false He traveled under cover and hid
hope. Moscow sent an envoy to tell S?J? I"? yOUn8 S°n » isola*d
areas Just a week before his death
Bulgar ministers not to expect them he
*?W fr«nds that the most dread
to fight. Bulgaria and Turkey, who
had spoken big but not mobilized
e^>GP°Uth? RUSSian SCCret««"«
their troops, suddenly began to talk P <S?» F (Pronounced Oh-GayPay-00) had arrived in America.

HIGHLIGHTS
Czar-Professional football has
become big business. Last year the
National league played 55 games to
almost 1.500,000 people. Now the
league, modeled after big-time baseball, has taken another step toward
stability. Elmer Layden, one of
Notre Dame's "Four Horsemen"
back in 1924, has been named boss
of the league, with power* like Kene*aw Landifi has in baseball.

Deatb-Durmg „„ 30 years in the
"' S- senate. Reed Smoot, leader
w the Mormon church, rose from
an obscure member to leader of °h™
i
,
.
•weep. The co-author of
n e Utah,
t
°
native
while on a visit to
twes ,n F lori da. He was

FULGENCIO BATISTA
For him, two evenu—one blessed.

Fulgencio Batista, president of
Cuba, is a study in contrasts. In
1933,
he organized a revolution,
squashed the rule of aristocrats. At
any time thereafter he could have
become president. He chose instead,
to accept promotion from army sergeant to colonel and head the army.
But under his behind-the-scenes
dictatorial regime, Cuban citizens
had their civil rights extended,
schools were built, peons given land
and the national administration put
on a business basis. Last year Batista decided to seek the presidency.
He could have seized the office with
little trouble. Instead he resigned
from the army, campaigned in
American style and gave the island
its quietest election in history.
But there has been unrest in Cuba,
and the crop of rumors of new revolutions have been on the usual weekly quota. Last summer when Rotary
International held its convention in
Cuba, many delegates were so impressed by the rumors that they
went to bed each night with trepedition. Many of the delegates from
the United States came home
alarmed. They told of Nazi penetration in the island, how newspapers openly confessed German subsidy, how German lotteries were being operated, with the winners impressed the largess came from the
German government. They said
German U-boats were being supplied along isolated spots of Cuban
territory. The facts may be true
or otherwise, but many delegates
were impressed.
Through it all, Fulgencio Batista
showed no signs of being alarmed.
Then suddenly as this winter's tourists were at their height, one night
they saw sandbags being erected
around the presidential palace and
machine guns being mounted on public buildings. Batista was holding
conference with his leading military
commanders. Batista announced
that all civil rights were suspended.
The following day a Cuban army
plane landed at Miami, Fla., and
there alighted Col. Jose E. Pedraza,
chief of the Cuban army; Lieut. Col.
Angel A. Gonzales, commander-inchief of the navy, and Col. Bernardo
Garcia, chief of the national police.
With them were their families.
Back in Havana, Batista announced they had resigned after he
caught them in certain unnamed seditious acts. Civil rights were returned to the people. Cuba was quiet
again.
There was stilt more rejoicing the
following day. Senora Eliza Godinez de Batista, wile of the president, gave birth to a daughter in the
presidential pnlnee. Present Batista annouuceu ,;uni<.- u :u;tlv t h u i
every child born on the island that
day would receive a ten-pesos note,
and a ftve:pesos savings account in
the Cuban Postal Savings. An average of 350 babies are born veach
day in Cuba.

STRIKE:
But Not at Once
Demands for vacations with pa
rejected, executives of 14 railway
labor unions have notified President
Roosevelt that a vote to strike will
be taken during February There
will be no strike at once. The existing agreement between the unions and the nation's Class 1 railroads, hiring about 750,000 men provides for mediation machinery
But even that period is likely to
be exceeded. George M. Harrison
head of a committee of union leaders, said about 30 days will be necessary to take the vote. Should a
strike be authorized by the ballot
Harrison would fix the date for it '

MISCELLANY:
<L When Jacksonville, Fla
sees
snow it's a rare day: Until this
lMt flakeS Were se
me' "£ nCe
,18V1 there have*n *
W
'
m
H
just 10 days on which snowfallbeen
was
recorded. This year is one for the
record snow arriving in thin flakes
on February 9 and continuing for
almost an hour.
«L Mr and Mrs. Nick Brown of Fargo, N. D., became the parents of
quadruplets. As commercial offers

and had the family physiciaV a^d
himself named guardians. The
court also will pass on any contracts
or agreements offered by agents.
«L The Larkins and the Weirichs
of Memphis, Term., like to keep
their marriages in the family Several months ago two of the Weirich
brothers married two of the Larkin
girls. Now Haael, last of the "t,
kin-girls, has married—you guessed
'r"'1 last of the Weirich boys.

Notes of A Reporter to
Washington, D. 0.
His Editors
INDO-CHINESE BASES
When "Old Acquaintance" troupe
Public attention has been so closeplayed'
command performance at sketch shows
ly riveted on the war in Europe and
of width was
upon the Lease-Lend debate that White House, understand Peggy angles were made to
Wood
left
PDR
practically
speechalarming developments in the Far
border
East have escaped almost un- less when she burst forth with: ,.,'A^Paper
around
the
room
heW,
"Please,
Mr.
Roosevelt,
dear
Mr.
P
noticed.
President,
don't
send
our
dear
boys
down
the
angles
of
This is the fact that the Japadded an excitingthe
over
there
to
fight.
I
have
two
arms,
anese are now within definite striking distance of Singapore and the I have two legs, take me—but not
Dutch East Indies; and that Berlin our dear boys!" etc. . . . Leon Henhas been urging Japan to become derson may ease out of defense
the aggressor in the south Pacific board—tired, ill . . . I hear Nelson
in order to divert American atten- (Sears-Roebuck exec on same
board) will eventually inherit Knudtion away from Europe.
No one knows better than the Ger- sen's post.
man foreign office that the AmerIntimates of Camacho believe he
ican people are skittish about having two oceans—both Atlantic and would follow any war policy adopt:
Pacific—churned up at once.
So i ed by U. S. within 24 hours . . .
!
Jolson
not
stalling,
really
11L
. . .
German attempts to persuade Japan
to focus American attention on the Peem's short-wave story about new
British euperplane (The Tornado) as
Far East are nothing new.
reported
BBC from London apAbsolutely new, however, is the peared inby last
"Things I Never
fact that the Japanese are in a much Knew
'Til Now" col'm month be- the plain painted walls iv
more strategic position to take over
of drawers ;in the uppet j
the Malays and the Dutch Bast In- fore BBC confirmation.
was moved to another
dies—two regions vital to the supply
r,oom,
and the long <
Appeasers
who
claim
England
<fM«« 4«W !^*. ^u'^. _ *_ •».
of American tin and rubber. .
can't win should read-, what Hitler
For what the Japanese very quiet- wrote on that subject in Chapter XH between;the closets. The!
ly have done is to occupy the power- of his book, viz: "The British na- ^.the^b^and stool and the]
ful French naval bases of Saigon tion can be counted upon to carry of the mirror were enai
and Cap St. Jacques in French Indo- through to victory any struggle that celain Wiie which was one d
China.
it once enters upon, no matter how colors to the wallpaper |
In gauging possible war in the ! long such a struggle may last or Dotted .Wyiss Skirts were I
Pacific, one should remember that | however great the sacrifice that may on the';; Inside of the ft
distance »is all-important. A Jap- be necessary, or whatever the boards.across the front ofl
anese fleet cannot cross the Pacific means • that have to be employed ; ble and ar6und the stoo! wis
to attack the United States without and all this even though the actual fastener'tape—one side tad
great risk, because of distance. Nor military equipment at hand may be the wood and the other
could it have attacked Singapore, utterly inadequate when compared the skirt tops.
previously, without grave' risk, be- with that of other nations." Long* * •
cause the distance from there to winded soandso, isn't he?
NOTE: Directions for maktol
Japan is almost as great as from
types o! dressing tables arc ir •
booklet No. 1 of the series
Japan to Honolulu.
Hear an afternoon N. Y. paper is Spears baa prepared for our,
Now, however, with the. French readying a new colyumist, not a pro- Details for making the MM
Indo-Chinese naval bases in her pos- fessional writer "but a famous per- shade* Illustrated "today areto|
session, Japan is in a far better posi- sonality" as a circ builder. Starts : Waiicla ftlfto•. contains n descrinHw *
Each booklet tllustraiaSk
tion regarding Singapore and the in March. Understand it is not D. series.
malting projects and may be,
Dutch East Indies than she would Thompson, who starts same time.
rect iron} Mrs. Spears by so™
be regarding California if she occuyour name and address n«iDc7t
for each number requested. SAJ«
pied Hawaii.
Radio key men have been conferIt still will not be a walkaway for ring secretly in Washington on the
Japan to take these British and part radio will play hi maintaining
MRS. RUTH WTETH 8PEJH ]
Dutch possessions, because they are public contact—in case we are ac•
-Drawer 10
B««f«rflBiU«
well fortified. However, the job is tively involved hi a war. Even durnow about 50 per cent easier.
Enclose 20 cents tor Books 11
ing possible bombardments . . .
Strategy which U. S. naval ex- The Nazis have a neat method of
Name
perts expect Japan to follow is to trying to win favor with U. S. radio
Addreu
begin the attack at the moment Hit- commentators abroad. They classiler begins his long expected inva- fy them as heavy laborers—for rasion of England.
tion card reasons. This entitles them
* o *
to two pounds of meat instead of
'MADE IN JAPAN'
one. P. S. It doesn't work.
Recently, in a test ol equipment
at an army airfield, four parachute
There is 'talk of increasing the
flares were shot from the ground. draft period to two years. . . .
They opened beautifully, but only Ye ed salutes Homer Price for this
three ignited. The fourth was a dud. form of criticism . . . People, he
When constipation brings on acij
Several soldiers dashed out to sal- says, who claim the home town
digestion, stomach upset, bleating,d|
vage the parachute. They ate sel- paper doesn't print all the news
spell* gas, coated tongue, souit
dom recovered,1 because being made should be glad it doesn't!—W. W.
bad breath, your stomach is-p
of paper they usually burn up hi the
"crying the blues" because yotirli
flare when they reach the ground. Notes of an Innocent
don't move. It calls for Laxative-'
to pull the trigger on those lary b
The failure of the dud flare to igBystander
combined with Syrup Pepsin M
nite saved this one.
your touchy stomach from furttal
The Wireless: P'raps they don't
But on retrieving it, imagine the
tress. For years, many Doctor? hiitl
settle
many
problems
on
the
Amerisoldiers' surprise to find on the
pepsin compounds as vehicles,*!
can
Forum,
but
they
get
them
out
in
'chute the interesting little stamp:
riers to make other medicines ag4
the air and provide a lot of listen"Made in Japan."
to your stomach. So be sure ywtj
live contains Syrup Pepsin. 1
The salvaged flare was one of a lot able brawling. The back alley tanDr. Caldwell's Laxative Senna e
of 3,000 purchased several months gle between Morris Ernst and Cong.
with Syrup Pepsin. See how wot
ago from an Ohio company. Ord- Starnes a recent Sunday could be a
the Laxative Senna wakes up tort
nance officials admit they knew the sell-out at the Garden. The way
and muscles hi your intestines tii
'chutes of the flares were imported to handle 5th Columnists was the
welcome relief from constipati«|
the good oW .Syrup Pepsin m
from Japan, but assert they were temper trigger . . . Raymond G.
lixative 99 comfortable and i
forced to use them because at that Swing asked why, if Hitler has 36,your ston:acl»,. Even finicky i
time no U. S. firm made the arti- 000 planes, he didn't pour them at
love the taste of this pleasant
cles. They say they have now Britain when the conditions for it
laxative. Buy Dr. Caldwell's 1
stopped the use of Japanese 'chutes were good. We are, he hints, eatSenna at your druggist today.
ing too many Nazi figures without
in new flares.
laxative that comforts yourstr"
* * a
' salt . . . It was hard to get worked
up over "Rebecca," even with R.
(tUARlEBJVLASTER CAMPS
Here is good news for some lucky Colrnan, I. Lupino and Judith Anderson in excellent jobs. England has
draftees!
Within a few weeks, the army will taken too much lately for anybody to
announce the establishment of two care about one man's love storms.
placement camps to train likely se- The tear jerks were too pro-blitz
LIC
TABU
lectees for the Quartermaster corps. . . . Jasv Thurber makes a discovSAL
NOie I
First of their kind since the last ery about quizzes. They reveal how
COU6H P
war, they will be located at Camp much the contestants don't know,
Lee, Virginia, and Fort Frances E. which is colossal.
Modesty Esteemed
Warren, Wyoming.
The Front Pages: Lots of the antiSelectees with experience as auto
He who does not think wj
mechanics,
electricians,
black- FDR dailies are making it tough for of himself is much more esW
smiths, truckers, machinists, paint- future historians? The same joyr- than he imagines.—Goette I
ers, radiator repairmen, sheet met- nals that exalted Willkie up to Nov.
al workers, storage battery experts, 5 are calling him A Thing now. "Betire repairers, tool makers, uphol- cause he doesn't care if licking HitHANDY
sterers, and welders will stand the ler is a party matter or a matter for
best chance of getting assigned to humanity . . . The Berlin journals
these camps for a three-month are easier on him than some of his
Jaw JEUI
course in army buying, maintenance old supporters . . . Ray Clapper
says events are n&t consistent,
and transportation methods
* » *
"therefore why should I be consistent? Some people once they adopt
CRACKING PEACE FRONT
Meanwhile, the isolationist front an idea, bury it in the ground and
of the strongly pacifistic Women's go on the rest of their lives defendInternationa) League for Peace and ing it, without ever re-examining it
Freedom is cracking.
to see whether time and the eleMiss Emily Balch, one of the re- ments have caused it to decay into
vered founders of the organization a worthless handful of dust. In that
has tendered her resignation from way you can always be consistentthe executive board because she dis- and often wrong." . . . A columnist
approves of the anti-British aid in Hawaii observed: "I have writstand of Miss Dorothy Detzer, secre- ten many lines that have been stotary of the league and one of the len. By numerous radio gag writmost effective lobbyists in Washing- ers solemn. But then, it is comton. Miss Balch strongly favors "aU- fortmg to know. That somebody
out" aid to Britain.
really reads this column."
newv heights of
* * *
d ha]
MERRV-GO-RODND
The Story Tellers: Sen. Sheridan
Able young assistant to the attor- Downey found himself labeled
•-. Ai''ttw«9oe«oiiadv
ney general Matt McGuire is headed "Morton Downey" in New Horizons
for a judicial appointment, probably
ing touted more
£ sW™k ought to convince the
the vacancy created by the recent I editors
he's no tenor . . . Leland
anjcla« it to vaex.
reUrement of Justice Petyton Gor
h
'
,
don of the U. S. district court for uTe H
all
profit more. 1
Humbled" (in Look), 8aid: "The
District of Columbia
Greeks have very little respect for
advwtWnghas—
Presidential Secretary Steve Ear- the Fascists' fightingquaii?iea K
ly has on hw desk a brown bottle of
a
R ufl ^ Fascists almost never
of bringing a
vrtamm pills, a gift of Joe Tmnuh? fight
hard when the terms are even"
' ' cone*
former secretary to Woodrow WU. The Reader's Digest Reader"
son Says Tumulty; "j ^ ^*"
r a d!n
! . 8- « i» « collection
made vitamin pills when i^ your off W
that miniature mag's choice
lections over «o
1
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FROM OUR OLD FILES
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Not Parked.
0. M. Peterson thought he had his
car parked on one of Waukbrt's streets,
February 16, 1911.
Lewis Hayter has leased the John but when he went to get it, the car had
gone across the street, narrowly missHeck farm for the coming year.
' Nettie McVay has traded his resi- ing a display window, and crashed into
dence in Atlantic for the home place of a building.
Mm Hansine Johnson in Anita.
Kicked.
Postmaster Ed. L. Newton anCharles
Kaeser,
of Waukon was innounced this week that a new safe
will be installed in the post office jured when he was kicked by a colt
last week.
soon.
If Anita is to increase in populaNo Bounty.
tion during the year 1911 and still recounty
supervisors have rePage
tain its standard of .being the greatest
cently
ruled
that
before a bounty can
little own on earth, it will be necesbe
paid
on
animals
or birds, they must
sary for someone to erect a few needed
be identified and the location of the
residence properties.
The new, well-equipped, well-fur- farm on which they were killed must
nished, well-lighted, well-heated, first also be told. In the past, they .have
that they have paid
class hotel, which is under the mana- discovered
bounties
on
birds
or animals killed
gement of Geo. HI Stoffs, looks awfully
outside
the
county.
good, not only to the people of Anita,
but to the traveling public.
Killed.
At the annual meeting of Ladies'
Two
horses
belonging
to Gilbert
Cemetery Association officers for the
ensuing year were elected as follows: Worth of Onawa were killed when
Mrs. B. D. Forshay, president; (Mrs. they were struck by a train going
C.-J. Lattig, vice president; Mrs. through Onawa,
Walter Hook, secretary; Mrs. A. H. F.
Recognized.
Ziegler, treasurer; and Mrs. S. S.
The
eight
white
horses belonging to
Winchell, Mrs. A. G. Todhunter and
said land will be made, unless redempITION.
Mr.
and
'Mlrs.
Harry
Levene of near
tion from such sale be made within Mrs. W. T. Smither, executive com- Pocahontas have received national
|)?ley Cham- ninety days from the date of complet- mittee.
recognition.
Besides their white
Crawford, ed, service of this notice.
horses, the Levenes have one white,
NOTICE
Holton,
You will govern yourself accord- OF RENEWAL OF, AND AMEND pink skin mule, which is trained to
||ttolton, De- ingly.
ED, SUBSTITUTED AND RENEWAL trick and clown.
Dated this 31st. day of January, ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
OF THE INDEPENDENT ORDER OF
that the A. D., 1941.
Saved.
ODD FELLOWS BUILDING ASestate sitAlbert Evinger.
SOCIATION OF ANITA, IOWA.
Glen Lundberg and Walter EickelI'' County, Iowa,
berg of Waverly were able to save the
Notice is hereby given that the
NOTICE OF EXPIRATION.
TRADE NOW AT OUR
charter of the Independent Order of life of H. H. Schmidt of Denver, Iowa.
^White's First
Odd Fellows Building Association of Schmidt had fallen, injuring his back
To Beatrice Hardman, H. E. Walker, Anita, Iowa, a corporation of Anita, seven days previously. After managown of Anita,
Marion L. Walker, R. N. Walker Iowa; has been renewed and amended, ing to get to a cot had lain there withand T. R. Walker, Heirs at Law of and that the amended, substituted and out food or water or any fire. When
> the year 1932 on
renewal Articles of Incorporation of
1939 V-8 STAND. TUDOR
1939 V-8 DELUXE TUDOR
John Walker, Deceased.
ay A. D., 1934, at
said Association have "been duly found, both legs were frozen in spite
Good Tires, Heater, DeLow
Mileage,
Good
Tires,
You
are
hereby
notified
that
the
adopted,
filed
and
recorded,
according
begun and
of his efforts to keep warm.
froster, A Real Buy For
Excellent Motor, A Real
real estate, to law.
Monday of following described
1. The name of. the corporation
Buy For
that a certifi- situated in t Cass County, Iowa, shall be "INDEPENDENT ORDER
Squirrel.
Only ....
$4-75
to-wit:
es been issued
OF ODD FELLOWS BUILDING
A squirrel which had apparently
1
>
ASSOCIATION OF ANITA, IOWA
All that land lying East of the
Evinger;
and the principal place of business fallen from the top of the chimney to
1933 CHEVROLET COACH
1935 V-8 STAND. TUDOR
creek in the South Half (S%) of
^'redemption will
the furnace in the Eldo Kluss home at
shall be Anita, Cass County, Iowa.
Rebuilt Motor, Good Tires,
Good
Tires,
Good
Motor,
the
'Northwest
Quarter
Deed for
2. The general nature of the busi- Postville caused quite a commotion for
Heater,
Fair Body,
of
the
Northwest
Quarter
ness to be transacted by this corpora- awhile. The squirrel climbed through
tion shall be to purchase real estate
Priced At.
Priced At.
(NW.%) of Section 2, Township
upon which is already erected a build- the check draft into the basement.
77 North, Range 35, West of the
ing, or to purchase real estate upon The next day, Mrs. 'Kluss spent her
1935 INTERNATIONAL
1929 MDL. A ROADSTER
5th. P. M., being 12% acres,
which to erect a building, said build- time cleaning soot from the baseTRUCK
Good Body and Top, Good
was sold for taxes of 1930, 1931 and ing when so purchased or erected, to
used for lodge purposes by the ment.
Here Is A Real Truck
Tires, Good Motor, An
1932 on the 7th. day of May, 1934, to be
local Independent Order of Odd FelExcellent
Buy At
Jay Bowen at the delinquent tax sale lows, of Anita, Iowa, and for mercanGift.
Car For ..
Only . . . .
begun and publicly held on the first tile purposes jointly. That in carrying
George iWyatt, Ogden, received a
Monday of May, 1934, that the certi- out the purposes of this organization,
real estate may be purchased and hand-made buckskin shirt from one of
1930 CHEVROLET TRUCK
1936 FORD V-8 TRUCK
ficate of sale thereof has been issued, owned by said corporation, buildings
the Indians with whom the Wyatts
Good Tires, Fair Motor,
Reconditioned Motor, Fair
and is now owned by Jay Bowen, and may be purchased by it: or erected on
have spent their vacation for the past
that the right of redemption will real estate which it may acquire. Said
$1OO
corporation may lease and rent out 11 years.
Priced At.
expire, and a Treasurer's Deed for any
real estate acquired by it, collect
said land will be made, unless redemp- the rents and profits therefrom, and
No More Snow to Shovel.
tion from such sale be made within! if necessary or it sees fit to 'do so, may
R.
J.
Fritseh demonstrated to Garremodel,
rebuild,
or
make
additions
to
ninety days from the date of com- any building and-or buildings it may
ner residents a machine which would
pleted service of this notice.
own;' it may incur indebtedness and
*» <*• Caches from shoveling
You will govern yourself accord- b o r w m o n y a n d s e c u r e a m e b y
ANITA,
hypothecations,
pledges,
and-or
mortsnow.
It is a small rotary snow plow
ingly.
gages
of
the
property
and
securities
built
similarly
to
large
road
plows,
Dated this 30th. day of January, A. of said corporation, and said corporaD. 1941.
tion may buy and sell its own capital which can be used effectively on sideCOOP.
walks.
stock.
Tour FOilD-iViERCURY Dealer
Jay Bowen.
3. The amount of authorized capital stock of the corporation shall be
Snowmobile.
$10.000.00 divided into 400 shares,
A home-made "snowmobile" was»
of the par value of, $25.00. Only
259 shares of said capital stock shall the cause of the death of Carl Osheim answered the question of why the Portland cement which could be bought
be
me IBBUCU
issuedL>>bymethecuipuruuuu
corporation
except,
except
us as
• T r>«..
T>i._
, which is r
street lights are turned on in mid- for less than one cent a pound. She
may hereafter be determined by the |of " Roy' rhe
board of directors, the balance of the | by a motor driven propellor and afternoon occasionally. They turn on was getting 35c a pound. The peddler
shares being held in the treasury of travels on skis, went off a 10-foot the lights when they are "patrolling." !jas left town.
said corporation until such time as the embankment.
When they are "patrolling" they are
board of directors shall determine
driving around town to see which
upon the issuance thereof. All stock
A Speedy Coyote.
shall be fully paid for at the par value
lights aren't coming on for various
Memorandum.
Les
Nicolai
of Avoca had to drive
thereof at the time of issuance.
After first driving to the Gaylorc reasons. When asked why not do it at
4. This corporation commenced on
30
miles
an
hour
to run down a
December 3, 1940, and shall continue Johnson home north of Fenton, then night, he explained, well, why do it coyote, but he finally caught up with
for a period of 20 years from Decem- to the E. K. Johnson home south oi at night when they can do it in the
it, killing it by running over it with
ber 3, 1940, unless sooner dissolved as Fenton, Dr. J. A. Muellerfinallycon-daytime.
provided by the Articles of Incorporalarge truck. Mr. Nicolai reports
cluded
that
he.
was
to
go
to
the
E.
K
tion.
that
he had seen one or two coyotes
5. The general affairs of this cor- Johnson home, southwest of town, to
Candles.
nearly every day all winter.
poration
shajl
be
managed,
by
?
, , ,. - .
---.-?.
-.' ,. - i pick up his wife and four other ladies
board of directors, consisting of five _
*
..
- ...
Edith Seaton and Mrs. Alice DansT rdirectors, or such different number,' ***** an afternoon of bridge. His dill of Millersburg recently had their
not greater than five or less than wife says for him to keep a noteNo Deserter.
three, as from time to time may be book or else pay more attention when first experience in making candles in
Ralph Hayward, of Fort Des Moines,
a 12 candle mold belonging to Miss
established by a majority of the stockholders voting at any meeting of the she talks.
Seaton's grandmother. When first notified Ames police that he was a
stockholders held not less than five
found about a year ago, the mold was deserter from the army. The local
'lays prior to the annual election of
Airplane.
identified
as various things, one even police immediately got in touch with
the board of directors. In the absence
The plane belonging to Herb Klas- thinking it must be a musical instru- the Fort but found that he was not a
of any provisions made by the stockholders, the board of directors shall sie, Titonka, has been put to good use ment.
deserter. He was later held on a
oonsist of five members as aforesaid during the recent siege of icy road.
charge of carrying a concealed weawho shall be elected by a majontv
pon.
vote of the stockholders at the annual
Useful.
meeting to be held on the second
Saved Life.
Thursday in January of each and
Montezuma fire fighters answered
The Misses Vivienne and Arlie
overy year. Its_ officers shall be a
a
call
recently, expecting to put out a
President, Vice-Eresident, S°cretary Peterson, Buffalo Center, saved the
oil* ... 4 pcleo*
[ "make-up* quarts 4ISO-VIS,
fire.
However,
much to their sur9nd
Treasurer,
who
shall
be
elected
by
life
of
a
dog
caught
on
a
barbed
wire
in am, Me qt*. in balk.
the board of directors annually, at the fence. It was necessary for. them to prise, Mrs. Thomas Ensor, who had
tins. Reduces for- 2JO
at*—QUAKER STATE, in OOM.
3X<jt~POlARINE. in bulk, 20c «t«
annual meeting of the board of dipep-stailing cubon —STANOUND,
in bwlfc lie qc*
rectors held at the close of the annual cut the wire to get the dog loose discovered that her fire was out called
•PmtiUxt inltr trictt (*hu lax**).
meeting
of the stockholders or at any Then they took it back to town, to be the, fire department. They put as
Fusk Meat Meal Tankage at
c starting ISO-VIS is a
•»diournment of said meeting, and their cared for, before going on to their much zeal into building a fire as puti ever today I Mileage in- good lacvrancol
wholesale, delivered.
duties
shall
be
such
as
are
usual
in
Petroleum lanmite recoml required between drains) Xmcricu
ting one out.
such cases, or as the by-laws shall teaching duties.
• We will pick up your dead
12$ in the 20W grade— mauli:"Ch*n«c oil eray 1000 miiar
prescribe.
animals
and give service.
I reduction of pep-stealing
Until the regular annual meeting
Ice Skating.
A Real Profit.
of this corporation in 1942. the board
Neal Borsma, Inwood, got out the
H improvement* in the motor
WAGNER FILLING STATION
of directors and officers of this corporaSTANDARD
Residents of Red Oak recently were
I already a- favorite of midtion
shall
be
as
follows:
ice
skates
last
week
which
he
brough
ANITA, IOWA
SERVICE
were made possible
G. A. Johnson, M. C. Hutchison, W. over from Holland many years ago buying from a woman peddler, silverH. Hteckman, W. H. Dorale, and W. T.
Phone 257
•tep in Standard Oil's
plate polish powder.
Investigation
Riffgs, all of Anita, Iowa, shall be Three other men, enjoyed with him showed that it was nothing more than
lure. And U»U better
members of the Board of Directors; G. the skating on the Holland style of ice
i at no extm cost.
\. Johnson of Anita, Iowa, shall be skates.
[ to ISO-VIS, you also get
President:
M. C. Hutchison of Anita.
i cold weather and protection
f
owa. shall be Vice-President: and
varnish, add corroeioa,
W. T. Biggs of Anita, Iowa, shall be
Ridden.
i of faulty lubrication.
GOING TO HAVE A CAR OF KING BEE KENSecretary and Treasurer.
Pansy,
the
riding
mare on which the
6. The private property of the
TUCKY LUMP COAL ON TRACK THIS WEEK.
i hmn uM<f mot» ISO-VIS
officers and members of this corpora- Charles Gardner children of Selma
thui moyhft btmnd.
tion shall be exempt from liability for learned to ride, died last week of old
PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW!
^co^m>l•ate debts,
age. She was 26 years old.
ated at Anita, Iowa, this 29th. day
of January, 1941.
W -V; i • '• • • i-iiVI "'')ff'
THE KUNZ GRAIN CO.
G. A. Johnson,
Lights On?
President.
WALTER TIBKEN
Bert C. Ramus, Mgr.
Ed.
Boiconrt
manager
of
the
light
W. T. Biggs,
TANK WAGON
company in Rockwell City has often:
Secretary.

Have on the Floor the
in Deere tractors arid
•m Implements.
and look them over.
it T^rms with a Small
lown Payment.

lurl Roots, Proprietor

ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

with the

ORANGE

Your FORD Salesman
HE WILL GIVE YOU

USED CAR CLEARANCE SALE

E

$65

T

ROSE MOTOR CO.

yean*... and now HWVIS is

MOTOR on

NOTICE!

^STANDARD
m STATION

THE

ANITA
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PROCEEDINGS, OF THE
'Mrs. Louisa Duff, a patient at the
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS Larsen hospital in Adair, is recovering nicely from an attack of pneuRegister Now
FREE POPCORN
Court House,
'
"AWARD NIGHT"
monia.
Friday - Saturday
Atlantic, Iowa,
25 Reasons
Feb. 1 4 - 1 5
January 27, 1941.
Mrs.
A.
C.
Holmes,
who
lives
southBLIVER
PHONE 239
The Board of Supervisors of Cass west of Anita, was taken to the AtlanWED.-THURS. — 2 Hits
FRI.-SAT.-Sat. Mat. 21c
County, Iowa, met in adjourned ses- tic hospital Saturday for medical
ECONOMY SHOW
See The Punch
with all members pVesent:
treatment.
Packed Drama
JAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPECIALS sion
Hawley Lynch, Chairman, F. L.
Behind
America's
Possehl, G. E. Eshelman, F. W. Wiese
Miss Katherine Nervig spent the
No. 1 Creamery
Leading
and~W. H. Wohlenhaus.
week
end
at
Linden,
Iowa,
visiting
Sport
Pound
.Minutes of January 23rd. were ap- friends. Miss Nervig taught there
Event
proved as read.
before coming to Anita.
P. & G. or Crystal White
Upon recommendation of the County
3 Large Bars
The members of the Mutual Benefit
Board of Social Welfare the sum of
$764.00 was appropriated from the club were entertained at a one o'clock
Large Size
Poor fund as the County's share of dinner Thursday at the home of Mrs.
s.aid to the blind for the year ending Max Walker northwest of Anita.
or Spaghetti
Dtec. 31, 1941.
There were 15 members and 2 visitors
Moved by Wiese, seconded by Woh- present.
2-lb. Package
"GOLDEN GLOVES"
lenhaus to hire Imogene Edwards as
Jean
Richard
The Anita Independent basketball
in the Reemployment office at
CAGNEY
DENNING
3-lb.Bag IOC Clerk
team
defeated
the
Prescott
Independ$60.00 per month effective Feb 1
Feature No. 2 — Critics Say It's
Feature No. 2
ents Thursday evening at the high
1941.
the
Best
Chan
Picture
,up
Dark - Gallon 49c
Danger On the Sante Fe Trail
school gymnasium by a score of 44 to
Motion carried.
28.
In
a
second
team
game
played
!/2 Gallon
"CHARLIE
CHAN
AT
ROY ROGERS in
On motion and vote the following
THE WAX MUSEUM"
"RANGER AND THE LADY"
prior to the first team game, Anita
resolution was adopted:
Texas Seedless
lost to Prescott by a score of 37 to 29.
RESOLUTION.
Med. Size — Doz.
WHEREAS Merle and Bessie EchelSUN.-MON.-TUES.
TWO 4 STAR PICTURES!
The Jolly Dozen club enjoyed a
b'erger and children, Donald, Richard covered dish dinner Thursday noon at
Shirley's^ Back In Her First Song
Sun.Mat.2P.M.21c
and Gary Lee, are now within Ca$s the home of Mrs. Rowley Pollock east
and Dance Show In
CAPTAIN
BING
and
His
Merry
to solve the problem^ of sin. Nothing County and are likely to become county of Anita. Besides the ten members
2
Years —
Radio Crew In a Whale Of
ISTIAN SCIENCE.
+ but the Gospel of Jesus Christ can charges and said persons should be
Show!
K + * 4 + • + + -f eradicate sin and make this old world prevented from acquiring a settle- and their husbands there was one
visitor present. Roll call was reading
ill be the subject of the a fit place to live.
ment in Cass County,
of favorite poems and a social afterion in all Churches of
Come and let us worship together.
NOW THEREFORE be it resolved noon was enjoyed.
pientist, on Sunday, Febby the Board of Supervisors of Cass
The three circles of the Woman's
County, Iowa, that a notice to depart
den Text is from Psalms
METHODIST CHURCH
4 shall be served upon the said Merle Society of Christian Service met
all those that seek thee
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
-f and Bessie Echelberger and children, Thursday afternoon at the homes of
SHIRLEY
i be glad in thee: and - - - - - - f - f - f - f - f - f - f 4 Donald, Richard and Gary Lee, and Mrs. Ed. L. Newton, Mrs. Wm. Linfo*
TEMPLE
love thy salvation say
Church School at 10 a. m. Harold the Chairman of this Board is directed 'and Mrs. Eric Osen. The lesson for
JACK OAKIE
Let God be magnified". McDermott, Superintendent.
to sign such notice on behalf of this each circle was, "Investing Our HeriChurch worship at 11:00 a. m.
^son-Sermon comprises quoBoard and deliver the same to the tage for Minority Groups and InterYouth Forum at 6:30 p. m. The Sheriff of Cass County, Iowa, for Racial Cooperation."
pm the Bible and from the
"YOUNG PEOPLE"
[Science textbook, "Science topic for discussion, "Christianity and service.
The
Evening
Dinner
and
Bridge
with Key to the Scrip- Judaism."
The Chairman put the above resoluUnion service at the Congregational tion to vote and the votes being all in club met Thursday evening at the home
Mary Baker Eddy,
FREE POPCORN FRIDAY and SATURDAY
f the Bible citations reads: church at 7:30 p. m.
the affirmative, the resolution was de- of Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Johnson on
~XK~:~X.<~:~^^^^
Chestnut Street. A covered dish dinChoir practice Thursday evening at clared adopted.
nto thy rest, 0 my soul; for
ner
was
served
and
the
evening
was
•hath dealt bountifully with 7:30 at the Eric Osen home.
The following bonds were approved: was spent playing bridge. Mr. and
Mrs. Guy LeRctte, who lives south- HEAVY BEDDING GOOD
Missionary Institute at the First
ir thou hast delivered my
V. H. Randall, constable; J. C.
[death, mine eyes from tears, Methodist church at Red Oak, Mon- Jenkins, Justice of the Peace; H. R. Mts. Bert Ramus and Mr. and Mrs. west of Anita, is ill at her home with
PROTECTION FOR COWS
; front falling. I will walk day, Feb. 17. If you can go call the Liston, road patrolman; Charles J. Guy Steinmetz were additional guests. the flu.
It pays to give dairy cows plenty of
Lord in the land of the parsonage. We will leave at 8:00 a. Dougherty, road patrolman.
The members of the Union club
Mr. and >Mirs. John C. Walters and good bedding to keep their udders off
m. and return in the afternoon.
116:7-9).
The annual report of J. C. Jenkins, were entertained by Mrs. James
Mliss Ruth Acorn of Des Moines were ] the cold floor and. promote cleanliness,
Fattier and Son Banquet in the Justice of the Peace, was approved.
the selections from the
Brown Thursday. They enjoyed a [ Sunday visitors at the home of Dr. and says Floyd Johnson, Iowa State colScience textbook is the fol- church basement Thursday evening
On motion and vote .two Continental dinner at the Congregational church
Mrs. Joseph Schiff.
lege extension dairyman.
Feb. 20. Dr. John 0. Gross, president 2-wheel Scrapers, Model 26, were
at noon and in the afternoon helped the
If a choice of bedding materials is
p or Spirit, is God, unchange- of Simpson college, will be the fea- purchased from Dukehart^Rughes Co. ladies aid quilt. Fourteen were preMr. and Mrs. D. Watkins of Kansas available, it's a good idea to pick one
eternal; and man coexists tured speaker. Lee K. Nichols is the of Des Mbines for $4840.00.
sent. The next meeting of the club City, Mo., are spending a few days in
I reflects Soul, God, for man is chairman of the ticket committee.
On motion and vote one Used A. C. will be with Mrs. Tom Burns on Feb. Anita. They were called here by the with plenty of moisture-absorbing
capacity.
age" <p.,120).
Tractor, Model L 1200, was purchased 20.
death of his sister-in-law.
One hunlred pounds of the following
from Dukehart-Hughes 'Co. of Des
> CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4 Moines at a total priqe of $1300 F. O. The Bethany Lutheran ladies aid
Krrf * + 4- -f *
types of bedding will absorb the folRaymond Dressier, wife and daugh4
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
4 B. Atlantic.
EVANGELICAL
;.
"
met at the home of Mrs. Lawrence ter, Mrs. Chas. Dressier and Mrs. lowing amounts of water: Oat straw,
<3HURCH AT
*• + +.,+ +• .-t..t .+ '-•*• + + •*•>
On motion and vote one 3XB Gruend- Ghristensen on Chestnut Street Wed- Isabel Joy visited at the home of 250; shredded stover, 250; wheat straw,
Church sahool at 10:00 a. m.
L O. O. F. HALL.
ler
Swing Hammer Crusher was pur- nesday afternoon with 9 members Fred Joy and family, near Churdan, 210; shavings, 119 to 220; flax straw,
Service of worship at 11:00 a. m.:. chased from the Herman M. Brown
G. Belsheim, Pastor.
greater than cereal straws.
present. After the •business meeting j Wednesday.
- > > + '+> + 4- -f •»•
We shall continue the series of Co., of Des Moines at a total price of a social afternoon was enjoyed by j
Schoo| and Adult Bible sermons we are giving on the Beati- $4500 installed at the Rock Quarry. those present. The, next meeting of j iMiss Winona Kyle entertained a "MSss Fern Long visited over the
9:30 a. m.
tudes and hope you are planning to
On motion and vote two Interna- the aid will be on March" 5 at the home number of the teachers in the Anita week-end with friends at Winterset.
services at 10:30 a. m.
P
schools at a luncheon Sunday evening.
tional trucks equipped with load lug- of Mrs. Frank Mardesen.
*
i will meet at the parsonage which falls °on the 13th. of° April.
Let gers and eight one and one-half yard
The Sunshine dinner club enjoyed a
Following the luncheon the evening
vening at 7:30 o'clock,
us see what we can do to maintain. a buckets were purchased from the Mrs. Charles Gipple was hostess to was spent socially.
covered dish dinner Friday noon at
nation class meets at 4:00 p. good
the home of Mrs. Jasper Krumm south
for that period at'i Herman
TT
»,»• Brown
-o
n off DCS
n, Moines
»* •
the Pinochle club at her home on Rose
, . attendance
-.,
MT
Co.
ay afternoon at the parson- least. We would like to see a good at a total price of $5300.
Hill Avenue Thursday evening. Other
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Turk of At-of Anita. There were twelve memstrong Congregational church here
guests, besides the members, were. lantic are the parents of a 5-lb. girl bers and three visitors present. The
Session and Mileage Claims.
instruction class meets at and we can have one if you will do
ladies spent the afternoon piecing a
5.00 Mrs. George F. Shaffer, Mrs. Robert j baby born to them Monday evening
v,m. Monday evening at the your part. Too many folks -have Hawley Lynch
quilt for the hostess.
C.
Howard,
Mrs.
Neil
Johnson,
Mrs.
at
the
Atlantic
hospital.
Mrs.
Turk
6.10
become side-tracked religiously, and F. L. Possehl
G. E. Eshelman
6.70 Kenneth Gipple and Mrs. Glen High- is the former Erma Smith, daughter
nd church—
have lost their appetite for spiritual
The LANB dinner bridge club met
F.
W.
Wiese
6.65 ley. Mrs. Kenneth Gipple and Mrs. j Of Mi-, and Mrs. Robert Smith, who
services at 7:30 p. m.
things. We have a faithful, compeFriday evening at the home of Mr.
Chas.
F.
Karns
tied
for
high
score
i
live
north
of
Anita,
W. H. Wohlenhaus
6.80
and Mrs. M. IM. Burkhart in Atlantic..
tent nucleous, both young and o.ld,
IMoved by Possehl, seconded by honors.
•'•*• -f t ' * • * • » ' * • * • • * • ' * • around which a strong organization
The 48th. anniversary of Columbia A 7 o'clock covered dish dinner was
UL CHURCH OF CHRIST + may be gathered. What we are after Wiese to adjourn until February 3rd. The members of the Original bridge jChflpter> No. 127| O. E. S., was cele- served and the evening was spent
Motion carried.
:C. R. Neel, Pastor.
-f is a lot more faithful ones. If you
club were entertained Wednesday af- brated Monday evening at the Masonic playing bridge. High scores were
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
ternoon by Mrs. Cecil G. Budd at her Temple. About 100 members and held by Mr. and Mrs. Lester Scholl.
could only see the possibilities as I see
Chairman.
|y School at 10 a. m.
home on West Main Street. Guests, their families enjoyed a 6:30 o'clock Mrs. IKansine Johnson was an addithem and long for their realization as Attest:
Worship at 11 a. m.
M,. E. Hubbard,
I do I am sure you would be at the
I dinner. Following the dinner a pro- tional guest.
church, services at the Con- service next Sunday morning to take
Feller, Mrs. Sydney Maduff, Mrs. Dale gram waa enjoyed by those present
County Auditor.
church at 7:30.
Ulfers, Mrs. Henry Maduff and Mrs. -j^ charter memberSi Mrs Mary
your place in making our church a
The Lincoln and Grant township Harry C. Faulkner. Mrs. Faulkner
out the Bible there is the going concern.
Wilson and Mrs. John Jenkins, were
^expressed that there is some- The Fellowship Of Prayer booklet farm bureau women held a home pro- held high score at the afternoon seshonored. Each received a large deject
meeting
Wednesday
at
the
home
ong with the world. Then will be ready for you Sunday. Come j
sion of bridge.
corated cake. Mrs. Jenkins was unof
Mrs.
Henry
Kuehn
east
of
Anita.
on naturally follows, "What and get your copy.
HARRY B. SWAN
The lesson was, "Quality Standards in
On the back page of today's paper able to attend.
Done-About It?" The fact
LAWYER
The ladies will serve noon-day
the Home," which was led by Miss j will be found the opening sale ad of
has always been something dinner Thursday.
4 East Sixth Street — Phone 214
The
Missionary
Society
of
the
Con.
,'..,_• ,
, t,
Mary Louise Simon. The next meet- Long's Furniture store which begins
ittv the world. Sin will make TT
Union service at this church Sun„ ,, ,
,
%,
ing of the farm bureau women will be Friday and continues throughout the gregational church met Friday afterwrong and as long as there day evening at 7:30.
• j of. this
., . month.
., Many
n,
c I noon
Raymond Earl S. Holton, Lawyer
remainder
fine!
, at the
_T home
„ . of„ Mrs.v»jrii«»iu
held Feb. 28.
T
Fourth and Chestnut Street*.
( the world it will contiue to be
,bargams
. are listed
,. . , together
.
.,
...
,,
i
Lantz
on
West
'Main
Street.
Assistwith the Iln. . .
,,
«.«»oio.,
;. A boy in the Sunday School The regular meeting of the Royal
Settlement of Estates and Land
!i g hostesses were Mrs. Elmer Scholl.
,.
.
.
.
.,
.
.,
,
•„
.
new policy and other facts that will be .. __ . _.
^ „
o*.«un,
"My Dad thinks the world Neighbors lodge will not be held this
Title Opinions a Specialty
• ^
4. to
^ this
... community.
...
rm. |i Mrs.
Floyd ,Dement,
of. interest
The
, „ ' Mrs. .Wm.
.," Craw_T.™
I."' If the world is wrong, month due to the number of colds and
e____, „_
store has been completely remodelled ford, Mrs. Lake Bear and 'Miss Lilly
make it right? Some seem flu in this community.
KENT MARTIN
Smither. Mrs. B. D. Forshay was in
and redecorated.
LAWYER
: we can correct the evils of the
COOKIES
charge of the devotionals. Mrs. 502 Chestnut Street — Phone 215
law. . Our, .Statute books are The Susie-Q club met at the home of
4 Dozen for 31 c
The ladies aid society of the Holy Lantz sang a solo, "Where Cross The
ith laws: jtfany are dead. A Mrs. Aaron Bell on East Mlain Street
ANITA BAKERY
Cross
Evangelical Lutheran church Crowded Ways of Life," and Mrs.
Osborne-Tomlinsorx
It is not enforced soon
Thursday evening. The evening was
Fred Sheley was in charge of the
cards,
2
for
Ic
met
Thursday
afternoon
at
the
home
Funeral Home
think that education will solve spent playing pinochle at which Mrs.
lesson on "Migrant Workers." Thir- Sixth & Oak Streets
Phone 897
bles, that sin can be, refined Donald Chadwick and Mrs. Bell tied with tassels, and place cards for Ic. of /Mrs. Mary Jensen with l^rs. Chas.
teen members were present. '
Tribune office, Anita.
tf
Jensen
as
assistant
hostess.
A
Eat.
1866
Ambulance
Sendee
the soul. You must go deeper for high score.
Biblical quiz was enjoyed during the
For monuments and memorials see
afternoon by the ten members present
C. H. Bartley, Anita.
It
and refreshments were served. The!
We have a complete line of oil next meeting of the aid will be March
and coal tank heaters. Get one now: 6 at the home of Mrs. Weimer
and be prepared for these cold days. Pearson.
Farmers 'Copp., phone 49, Anita, tf
You make no mistake in choosing RODELL
Mrs. Wm. C. McCrory was hostess
HAVE A FEW LOCKER BOXES LEFT, SO
)AL. It's mined in one of America's most modern
50c buys 500 sheets of typewriter to the members of the Helping Hand
paper, size 8%xll inches, at the Trib- club at a one o'clock dinner Thursday
les; it makes less than a bushel of ash per ton;
DON'T TAKE CHANCES WITH YOUR MEAT.
une office.
tf
i more heat than anthracite; holds fire from 24
at her home southeast of .Anita.
48 hours with closed drafts; and!costs no more
COMPLETE LINE OF PREMIUM Fourteen members and six visitors
BRING IT IN. WE WILL BE GLAD TO TAKE
r season than coals hot nearly so good. We inQUALITY FARM GRASS SEEDS. were present. Roll eqll was, "SFamous
Characters
and
What
They
Are
Compare our. low prices. Special disCARE OF IT FOR YOU.
Ite your next order. Try RODELL COAL. It's
counts now. We also have a fair Famous For." Mrs. Floyd Keasey
ld with a money back guarantee of satisfaction.
supply of adapted CARLSON'S won a contest put on by Mrs. Howard
THERE IS ONE FEAR YOU
CHAMPION HYBRIDS. Write or Gissibl. Scrap books were filled with
Christmas
cards
and
Valentines
by
visit our new store on U. S. No. 71.
CARLSON'S SEED STORE, Audu- those present for the orphans of the
Christian Home at Council Bluf?s.
ANITA LUMBER CO.
bon, Iowa.
tf
Mrs. Edwin Frederickson will enterPHONE 2-0 FOR COALS YOU KNOW
WANTED:—Your dead animals. tain the club at its next meeting on
ANITA — WIOTA — CUMBERLAND

iff's Food Market
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Miller's Lockers

Ph. 184 Anita—we pay phone charges. Feb. 20.
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Omnipotent Persistence

SCHOOL Lesson
1

By HAROLD L, LUNDQUIST, D. D.
Dean of Tne Moody Bible Institute
' o f Chloajco.
• (Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

bright flat crepe or a tailored
print. Design No. 8814 is one of
those slick, immaculately tailored
styles that form the backbone of a
busy woman's wardrobe the yearround. And the lines of stitching,
the, turned-down corners of the
pockets, make this' 'an unusually
interesting' version of your favorite
buttoivfront classic.
There's mighty little to the
making, as you can see. Just a
few long seams, a few simple
darts* to create a tailored effect of
faultless chic. And this is a style
becoming alike to misses and to
women. Sew chart included.

THE INNOCENT BYSTANDER-.
ttie Front Pares:: Benito's setbacks have made him a little punchy
His rag is whining that the Fascist
army was pushed into war before it
was ready. That's from the great
Warrior who waited 'til France was
on the floor before he jumped in and
swung . . . And you'll notice that
Finite, who argues that "war is the7
most glorious adventure of all," is
punishing his son-in-law Ciano by
f Pattern No. Z9256
letting him have a little of it
...
Africa, China, Scotland, Red Star, journal of the Bolshy
'and France comes the army, and the N. Y. Times are
olitan group decorating seeing eye to eye. Both came out
• tea towel set. Each, busy with data showing the Axis powers
particular specialty, had overmatched themselves with
quickly' sketched in outline Britain . . . The Washington Timeslaily tea towel square; on Herald fell into line for a Pulitzer
's-towel, the entire group is blessing by digging up that alleged
!?in festive attire.
sale of civil service records to a
couple of'"naturalize;d" Americans
L tor the T clever tea towels and from Germany . . . The French I
itching panholders is Z9256. IBo. wire service, Havas, has been taken
to:
over by the Vichy puppets and will I
operate as the French Office of InAUNT'MAKTHA
formation. Meaning Berlinformat-W '•'.' V-' ' Kansas City, Mo.
tion . . . Funniest newspaper comment came from D. Boone's colyum.
IS :eeht« for each pattern
He spoke of the many Americans,
Pattern No....
including Mr. Willkie, who had gone
to London to "verify the war." '

Density of Fogs
21, the firitish weather buet up standards for describbgs which fall into more or
k definite categories. They
from "very dense," in
objects become invisible at
rds distance in the daytime,
gh "thick," "rather thick,"
"moderate," "mist or thick
1
ahd "slight mist or haze"
trhich objects are visible at a
ace of 7% miles.

ir

At Last

n_sub]ect8_,and Scripture, texts seleeted and copyrighted by International
Council of Reugioat Education; used by
permission. ' •
'

JESUS TEACHES FORGIVENESS
AND GRATITUDE
LESSON TEXT— Luke 17:1-4, 11-19.

GOLDEN TEXT— Be ye kind one to aneven as Odd 'for Christ'* sake hath forgiven
other, tenderhearted, forgiving one another,

you.—Epheslani 4:33, '

YOUR EYES TELL
flow you
fee/ inside
Look In your mirror. See If temporary constipation I* telling on your face. In your eye*.
Then try Carfleld Tea. Che mild, pleasant,
thorough way to cleans* Internally...without
drattle druts. Feel better. LOOK BETTER.
work better. lOc— 29c at drugstore!.

Did you ever hear of "vinegar
saints"? They are the Christian folk
• i
:*
• *
who are "preserved" (as Paul
Pattern No. 8814 IB designed for sizes
prayed in I Thess. 5:23), but are
12, 14, 16, 18,- 30; 40, 42, 44, 48 and 48.
apparently pickled instead of sweetSize 14 requires 4% yards of 38-inch maFStarnped.ad-.
ened. Every housewife knows that
terial without nap. Send order .to:
' dressed envelope i
things may be preserved with sugar
bring! liberal
or with vinegar;
FREE SAMPLES.
SEWING CIRCLE PATTERN DEFT.
God never intended it to be that
Room 1324
211 W. Wacher Dr.
Chicago
way. All through His Word there are
admonitions and encouragements to
Enclose 15 cents in coins for
gracious and considerate living. EvPattern No
Size
ery Christian is under orders to
Name
"grow in grace" as well as in the
Address
150 Tears Too Late
knowledge of our Lord Jesua Christ
The eminent composer, Mozart,
(II Pet. 3:18). This lesson stresses
was buried in a pauper's grave, in
two leading Christian graces.
Vienna, 1791, yet recently $600 was
I. Forgiveness—Not Always Easy,
given for one of his manuscripts,
but Always Possible (w. 1-4).
an unfinished trio of 91 bars.
The Bible is ever realistic in its
The Wireless: To date none of the approach to life. God knows that
appeasers has answered a query Christians must live in just our kind
popped by James P. Warburg on a of world; in fact, your kind of world,
recent broadcast. He wanted to and makes provision for it.
know why those who are having
Offenses cannot be Avoided. There
With STOMACH Disorders?
Cause Enough
such alarms about President Roose- will always be occasions for stum"I'm afraid of my own shadow." •At WHAT YOU UKK AND ENJOY IT
velt's "dictatorship", haven't ex- bling. No matter how closely we
Sour
"No wonder. It's so large it looks
pressed themselves on a world dic- may guard our children, they win
like a crowd following you."
tatorship by the Axis thugs . . . face temptations. Let us prepare
Gen'l Johnson opposed Warburg's them to meet them with the ppwer
Sailors Don't Care
side—that being one of his days to of Christ, and let us be so prepared
HAIL-AK *«>**
The "tubby" sailor tvuit telling the old
(fiwutarvd U. S. Point QffioA
be against the lend-lease measure ourselves.
lady
all
about
his
life
in
the
navy.
A
doctor's
Prescription
that has relieved thou. . . Boris Karlqff was a very bright The fact that offenses must come
"What sort of ship are yoi on?" the sands in eight state* and it wOl relieve you.
scholar on the Padiman grilling. •does not excuse the one who creates
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
asked.
'
or money refunded.
The guy can scare you with learning, the cause of stumbling. Someone is IP YOU'RE taking a midwinter
"Submarine, mum," he replied.
PRICE
$1,00 Postpaid anywhere In the U. S.
tool . . . Linton Wells offered a responsible for every such occasion *• vacation, you'll certainly want
"And uhat is your particular job?"
HALL'S DRUG STORE
laugh in his news session. He re- for offense, and the woe of God is this tailored frock, in white shark- "Well, mum, I runs for'ard and t;ps
Pmcriftion SttaaliiU
skin or luscious pastel flannel. And her up when we wants to dive."
ported that the Fascists built lots of pronounced upon him.
THAYKR
.
.
MISSOURI
it's
an
excellent
style
to
fit
into
first class roads in Ethiopia 'after
What shall I do about the one who
Taking Over
they rolled Haile Selassie. Now, he thus tempts me and others? Just town wardrobes, too—made up in
Our Direction
Waiter—Aren't you going to give
sajd, they find them very useful to grieve over it and look the other
me a tip? Why, the town's chan>
retreat over . . . They thought J. way? No indeed. "Rebuke him,"
The great thing in this world ia
pion skinflint gives me a penny. not so much where we are, but in
Barrymore a yap for parading his says God's Word. Let us do itl If
Hornpuff—Then just take a look what direction we are moving.—
private life. He now laughs last- he does not repent, there is no ocat me. I'm the new Champ.
O. W. Holmes.
:
since he gets fancy moolahforjok- casion for forgiveness. To do so
ing about it in public. But with would only encourage him in his sin.
£
A
General
Quiz
Town Hall Meeting of the Air on at
If he repents, or even says he
the same time—how many listen to repents, we are to forgive, not just
anything else?
once, but over and over again (v.
The Questions .
4). That's not easy for any of us,
1.
What
capital letter is used
The Story Tellers: Andre Mau- but it is possible if we, like the disrois, who watched France's politi- ciples (see v. 5), ask God to "in- most frequently in English words?
2. What is a Jolly Roger?
cians ready that country for slaugh- crease our faith," and use it as
3. Of currants, grapes, cranberter, gives you the shudders with his Jesus directs in verse 6.
ries,
oranges; tomatoes and baaccount in Harper's. Some of the
Yoa needn't grin and bear a cough due to a
II. Gratitude—the Almost Forgot- nanas, how many are classified by
cold. Get Smith Bio*. Cough Dtopsl Just 5«
incidents are .too much like the ten Christian Grace (vv. 11-19).
botanists
as
berries?
goings-on among the pop-offs who
Nine men wonderfully healed of
Smith
Bros. Cough Drops are the
4.
Without
stopping
to
count,
claim to be good Americans . . . the dreadful disease of leprosy, and
give
the
number
of
zeros
in
one
Eleanor Roosevelt pays- for her only one said, "Thank you," to Jeonly drops containing VITAMIN A
celebrity in Coronet. She gets her- sus, "and he was a Samaritan," an billion.
Vitamin A (Carotene) tabes die resistance of
5.
In
major
league
baseball,
how
self credited with one of the corni- outsider or stranger. One wonders
mucous membranes of nose and throat to
cold infections, when lack of resistest; of the Commy gags—the one whether in OUT own day of professed often are games won by a no-hit,
TRAD
MARK,
no-run
pitching
performance?
ance ia due to Vitamin A deficiency.
about the bolo sharing everything enlightenment and culture the aver6. Are glow worms worms?
but his shirts—because he's got two age of those who express their grat7. Where in the United States is
shirts. . That made its appearance itude would even reach one-tenth.
Everything in Use
Increasing Doubt
about the time Karl Marx was rid- "Gratitude is as scarce as friend- the longest stretch of railroad
What
one has, one ought to use:
We know accurately only when
track
without
a
curve?
ing the, soap-boxers . . . The Sat- ship." Many there are who profess
and whatever he does he should do we know little; with knowledge
8. Is the train of a peacock its with
eVepost in a letter to a subscriber to be Christians who never offer
all his might.—Cicero.
doubt increases.—Goethe.
tail?
said: "When the U. S. is destroyed, praise to God for the provision of
remember the Post said so, ,etc." their daily food, let alone for all
The Answers
. . . P'raps it oughta be called The other temporal and spiritual bless1.
The
letter "S," 'according to
Doomsday Evening Post.
ings. The kindness of friends is Funk and Wagnalls New Standtaken for granted. The thoughtful- ard dictionary.
THE VILLAGE NEWS-PRESS
ness of others is accepted without
2. A pirate flag.
(Prop, and Editor, Walter Winchell)
comment.
3. All of them.
Ye ed's -esteemed rival, the NY
Have you told your minister that
4. Nine—count them—1,000,000,Times editorial page, submits a you appreciate his sermons and his 000.
brief, but pungent, question, as fol- ministry in the community? Does
5. Only one in about 1,400
lows: "We hope that when the Sen- your Sunday School teacher know games.
ate Committee on Foreign Relations that you have received help and
6. No, glow worms are actually
calls its own witnesses to testify on blessing in the class? Does the edi- beetles. The males can fly, but
the proposed plan for aid to Britain tor of this paper know that you en- the females cannot, so they light
it will invite Colonel Lindbergh to joy and appreciate this column? If up to let their lovers know where
return to the stand, if for no other you do,^ why not encourage him by they are.
reason than to ask him this single calling .him on the telephone or writ7. North Carolina claims this
question: 'You say we should pre- ing him a note to tell him so?
record. Between Wilmington and
pare- to defend ourselves. Against
Young people, have you ever said Hamlet, a distance of 78.86 miles,
illions of homes
whom?' "
a real heart-felt "thank you" to your there is a stretch of track without
father or mother for all they have a single curve.
Dem good question, say we. In done for you? Perhaps some older
8. No. The beautiful, long
'fact, that's exactly the way we put sister or brother or school teacher plumes that the bird raises into a
It only a few weeks ago in the col- or neighbor would be greatly heart- large, fan-shaped shield are in
Wishes
i had only one heart; grief, two
yum called: "Back-Talk of a New ened by such a word from you.
front of the short tail feathers that
Anger wishes that all mankind tear-glands; and pride, two bent
Yorker."
Someone may say, "I am grate- are used as a support.
had only one neck; love, that it I knees.—Richter.
ful, but I am not the type that
Mr. Q. Reynolds, who is visiting talks about it." One wonders whethfriends and kin (after a long stay er Henry Van Dyke was not right
in the British capital amidst bomb when he said, "A dumb love is acTHE SMOKE OF SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS GIVES YOU
and shell), visited our sanctum and cepted only from the lower anitold this story. Seems a London citi- mals." A dog will show his thankzen was asked what he'd like to do fulness by wagging his tail, but a
in the war . . . "I have my job man has a tongue with which to say
all picked out," he said . . . "What kind and tender words of appreciais it?" they asked him, "hi the Sui- tion to both God ''and man.
"cide Squad—retrieving bombs that
Most important of all, let us bear
LIKE
don't explode?" . . . "No," he re- in mind that God awaits our words
AND
plied; "I got it all picked out—don't of praise. Christ valued the words
ANYONE WHO SMOKES
you worry about it" . . . "But," of gratitude of this man and missed
A GOOD DEAL, THE
they persisted, "what is it? In the them from the nine others. When
R.A.F.? Something dangerous and I He was in Simon's home (Luke 7:
EXTRA MILDNESS IN
wonderful like that?" .
. "No," I 44-46). He gently rebuked His host
SLOWER-BURNING
he said, "I want to be chauffeur to for failing to show him the ordinary
courtesies of the household.
a General'with a yeller streak!"
CAMELS IS IMPORTANT
TOME. AND THE
Appreciate Beauty
Mr. Gallup reveals that FDR's
Never
lose
an
opportunity
of
seepopularity has reached a new high.
FLAVOR IS SO
In spite of the Chicago Tribune, NY ing anything beautiful—welcome it
GRAND!
in every fair face, every fair sky,
Sun and SEPost, by heck'
every fair flower and thank Him for
it who is the fountain of all loveliness; and drink it simply and ear-.Sert Vc'ers
than the average of the 4 other
Mr Public— What did tlie crowd nestly with all your eyes; It is a
largeat-wUtag cigarette* tested—leaa than
A PLASHING STAtONICB
6 when you told them you had never 11 aimed d r a u g h t , a cup of blessing.
I BVBLYNDOMAN-F1GURK-8KATKR
any of them—according to Independent
aid fa cent for a vote and never —Kingsley.
,
-SNAPPED AT BUN VALUY
scientific teata of the amoke iteett.
Bible Is Valuable Guide
Candidate— Well, halJ a dozen or
I have read it (the Bible) through
io applauded, tut most of them got
THE
many times; 1 now make a practice
..p and went out of the town hall.
of going through it once a year; it
SMOKE'S
is a book of all others for lawyers
Time to Worry
as well as divines, and I pity the
any time you discover that nei
THE
iL-r your enemies nor your friends man who cannot And in it a rich
supply
of
thought
and
rule
for
corre saying unkind things about you
TH.NG!
ou have reason to be alarmed. You duct.—Daniel Webster.
nay be dea'd and not know it.

GARFIELDTEA

W^.W
Smiles WHY

SUFFER

Jlsk Me Another

Itt.

loosen and expel
—,,804 aid nature
heal raw, tender, lnl mucous inemdruggist to sen you
il8io& with tbo un*
f you must like the way It
"
o» you an
• §J""J-.»«•••«> ••••*•» MWVMAW

ION

iBronchitfc

Philosopher's Stone
,
you know how to spend less
i you geVyou have the philosoB'B stone.—Benjamin Franklin.
Dicfawmof*^

a's Vegetable
ileve monthly
•In,1 headaches, backache and
calm irritable 'nerves due to
" ' function^ disturbances,
j's Compound la simply

to help build up resistt distress
of "difficult
1
tor over 60 years I
husandB- of Bttts ami
^remarkable DenefitEf.

Kindness Reconciles*
rshness
will alienate a bosom
J
• anrj kindness reconcile a

foe.

l\

Lessou.for February 16

Nothing in the world can take
the place of persistence. Talent
will not—nothing is more common
than unsuccessful men with talent. Genius will'not—unrewarded
genius is almost a proverb. Education will not—the world is full of
educated derelicts. Persistence
and determination alone are omnipotent.—Calvin Coolidge.

State of Gr4«
is more wretched than
of a man conscious of

I kidney* function badly and
[YOU tufftra rugging backache,
diitintss, burning,, scanty or loo
Mrt urination arid getting up al
whtn you feel ilitcj. nervous,
y«P«{;.. wt DoaVt PilL
&MiY art especially for poorly

ling kidney,. Million, of boxes
f Vftd «v«ry year* They arc rccqmora th« country over. Ask you

your atop>
ping tour ia in
<V yo^|mvcoit» eatyi ohais,withaAoc«n
«ad money.

EXTRA MILDNESS, EXTRA COOLNESS, EXTRA FLAVOR
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NUMBER 8

POSSD3ILITY FOR A
TO
Lad Passes Away QUESTIONNAIRES
BEING AnitaFollowing
FIFTY MORE MEN P. T. A. to Start Selling
•TRAINING SCHOOL WAR VETERANS TO
Brief Illness
Tickets for "Bitter Sweet"
THIS YEAR
REGISTERSATURDAY

Following is the list of registrants
who
were sent questionnaires this
iMerle Fae Plowman, 7-year-old son
The sale of tickets for the special
week
by the Cass county selective
of Mr. and Mrs. Fae Plowman of
showing
of "Bitter Sweet" on March
Loan of file Per Anita, died about 2:30 o'clock Monday board. They are numbers 501 to 650
19,
sponsored
by the P. T. A. of the
1940 Crop Attracting
morning at the Larsen hospital in inclusive.,.
Anita public schools and to be shown at
Anita—Jack
Chester
Long,
Dale'
in Half As Much Corn
Adair. The young boy had been ill
the new Anita Theatre, will start this
for nearly a week with the flu, Wesley Ulfers, Roscoe Everet Nelsen, week, it was announced today by Mrs.
Loan Last Year.
George
William
Pearson
and
Arnold
complicated by peritonitis.
His
R. W. Forshay.
Van Aernam. /
father is employed by the Eblen
The distributor of the film is shipAtlantic—George William Delaney,
nment loan of 61 cents a Construction Company at Rolla, Mo. Floyd Franklin Lowe, Lester Earnst ping a special enlarged poster which
ithe 1940 corn crop is Merle Fae Plowman was born at Silvey, Vernon H. Dwornicki, Hobert will be on display at the school house,
: than half as much com Adair, Iowa, June 1, 1933. He came
Waldron Westfall, Harold Francis [t will act as a guide for the students
did the 57-cent loan a to Anita, with'his parents, about two Shrauger, Jr., Clifford DeVere [Wood, who wish to enter the poster contest
the 1939 com, according years ago. At the time of his death Qerhardt Edward Baumann, Maurice which advertises "Bitter Sweet."
on sealing made this he Was a student in the third grade Eugene Brewer, Arthur Lloyd PresMike Roth, manager of the Anita
L. Dieterich, state AAA in the Anita public schools.
Theatre,^
has announced the list of
Those left to mourn the death of cott, Vernon John Sien, Thelm Edwin prizes to be awarded as follows:
Warren,
Burl
Wbodrow
(Williams,
co-operated in the this young lad, besides his parents, Leroy Earnst Dant, Wilber Henry
First prize—1 month's complimenIfarm program had placed are a sister, Cleo, 9; the maternal Ebleji, Arthur Earl Griffin, William tary ticket to all shows.
bushels under seal up until grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Mike Dallas Whitlow, Rex Austin Parker
Second prize—2 week's complimencompared to 92,254,000 Buddleson, who live south of Anita; and Harold Joseph Rold.
tary ticket to all shows.
3er seal on the same date a and the paternal grandmother, Mrs.
Third prize—1 week's complimenBrayton—Max Schuyler Walker.
Ora Plowman of Adair.
tary
ticket to all shows.
Cumberland—Harry Frank Nebola,
Funeral services will be held this
nt outlook is for the total
All
students whose posters are
Ronald 'Burdette Cline, Lloyd Edwin
this year's program to (Wednesday) afternoon at 2 o'clock Mhieller, Robert William Cleeland and chosen to qualify for the contest will
ably short of the volume at the Long funeral home here. Rev.Leonard Ray Allen..
be given a complimentary ticket for
lion bushels of 1939 corn W. H. Warrior of the Methodist
one show at the theatre. It is reGriswold—Ray
Green,
Charles
Maychurch in Adair will officiate. Burial
nard Myers, Clifford Everett Mueller, quested that posters be 'drawn not
several reasons why less will be made in Evergreen cemetery. Hans John MSartens, Philip Mack Bell, over 22x28 inches in size, as they will
be displayed in local store windows.
sealed this year than
and George Edward Fuchs.
these are:
TIERNEY SERVICES
Lewis—Harold Leroy Nelson, John Only students of the grade or high
s of corn is more attractive HELD LAST THURSDAY Leo Wissler, Robert Vernon Palmer, school are eligible to Center this con>
last and consequently
Bernard Harry Robinson and Eugene test. Any further information may
be had from Mr. Roth at the Anita
demand for sealing,
Funeral services were held Thurs- Tilford Gaither.
Entries close Saturday,
has been removed so day morning for Mfichael Tierney,
Massena—Ralph Francis Follmann, Theatre.
can seal later this year long time resident of this community, Ivan Glenn Hardisty, Richard William March 8. The posters will be judged
instead of Wednesday as previously Krause, Howard Russel Borth and for originality of idea and neatness of
lettering.
bisture content in a portion planned, due to the fact that it was Frank Holshuh.
has slowed up sealing,
impossible for Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Marne-^Clyde William Traster and
•ices have been fairly at- Fitzgerald to arrive here until Wed- Nerton Adrian Seymour.
LAST ADULT EVENING
ithough they have dropped nesday afternoon. Rev. F. P. Larkiri,
Wiota—James Joseph O'Connor.
SCHOOL WAS HELD
assisted by Rev. M. J. O'Connor, was
less need for corn to fill in charge of the services held at 10
The Adult Evening School held their
ormal granary with 115 o'clock in St. John's Cath&lic church OUTLOOK FQR EGGS
last meeting of the current school year
AND POULTRY GOOD Monday evening. The study of soil
hels of old corn under seal at Adair. The Wiota Catholic church
of the available storage choir, accompanied at the organ by
conservation was continued from last
Poultrymen who failed to make week and the meeting was finished by
L
MSss Marjorie Ballensiefer, sang the
m
luirement that storage space requiem mass. (Pallbearers were Phil °ney last year because of the un- discussing, "Hybrid Corn and Small
provided for two or more McAndrews, Ed. Grant, Avery Steph- j favorable egg-feed and poultry-feed Grain Varieties."
r tios are in a
»
pretty good position to
made the loan less attrac- enson, Ray Nichols, Alex Hanley and, make
During the group of meetings held
Gene Daniels. Burial was made in the
money this year.
this year a total of fifty have attended.
The effects of the smaller hatch in The average attendance, in spite of the
> under seal, as of Feb. 1, Adair Catholic cemetery.
Among those from out-of-town who 194° are becoming increasingly evi- fact that most of the meetings were
ounty amounted to 640,637
dent in the
poultry market. Chicken held in bad weather, was between
ported the state AAA com- were here to attend the services were
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Fitzgerald and Mrs. marketings have been declining com- fifteen and twenty. The farmers who
Kathryn Haynes and two daughters Pared with a year earlier. During attended were active in upholding
of Denver, Colo., and Mrs. Dave the next several months chickentheir end of the discussions which led
3RS WARNED
prices will be higher than during the to a series of interesting meetings.
Stellingworth of Jackson, Mich.
^AAA
OFFICIALS
same period of 1940 because of strongIt is hoped that the attendance at
, '
• , . - . - • "*
V
er consumer demand and smaller next year's meetings will be greatly
FARMERS
ADVISED
TO
, AAA committee launched
increased, because of the activity of
TEST SEED EARLY | marketing.
k campaign to obtain particiThe egg situation also looks better those attending the meetings this
national farm program
lowa farmers .this week were as a result of fewer hens in laying year.
S Monday with the first of a warned that they should have seeds flocks than a year ago. Supplies of
Sgfour sectional mass meetings intended for spring sowing tested to eggs during the next several months
BASKETBALL
Friday, February 21
make certain of the germination.
j are expected to be about 3 or 4 perthe possibility of conMark G. Thornburg, secretary of cent more than they were in early ANITA INB. vs. ATLANTIC IND.
arketing quota referendums agriculture, said that many of the 1940. Consumer demand will be con2, Games — 7:30 P. M.
find wheat for the first time, seed oats and soybean seed samples, siderably stronger,
Admission lOc, 15c 25c
enlisted the support of tested in the state laboratory during |
-ranking Washington officials
weeks had shown relatively:
the position^ of agriculture
germination tests.
|
'turned top%y-turvy by alUnsatisfactory weather conditions
ttths of totalitarian war.
which caused heating of oats in the
Schooler, corn belt di- bin /soon after threshing resulted in
he AAA, expressed the view lowering of vitality of the seed, he
VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
farm program was entering said, while the freeze in early |
the most critical periods November, killed many of the soyory.
beans.
CHEESE—
MARSHMALLOWS—
(Talker, an Oklahoma farmer
He suggested that all seed should
f named assistant director of be given a germination test as soon
Briardale,
Mt. Hope Long
hern region, declared that
1-lb. cello bag.
Horns, pound.
so that farmers may be
the pressure 'of population i
they are planting this
land in the south, the ex-j
ORANGES—
CAKE FLOUR-next
fot soil fertility, and the loss|
Briardale,
Calif, navels,
part of the export market MARRIAGE OF YOUNG
large
package.
dozen,
35c and
a, the problems of the cotton sij-vr-mT -n •»*• A TITO T/-xT/vnrvr
|ire the problems of farmers COUPLE MADE KNOWN
Mr. and IMrs. Roy Bornholdt, who
CHERRIES
BLACK CHERRIES
his first „appearance
,
. before
. 1 live west of Anita, have announced the
Red
Pitted
Feather River Brand
leeting o f Iowa farmers in i
j
of their daujrhter> Ida> to
2 No. 2 Cans
No! 10 Can
f state chairman, Guy; W. jRobert McC
Mn of (Mr. and Mrs.
ad of the Iowa committee Wimam (MbCrory who live 8Outh of
25c
49c
1, asked farmers to remem- here.
the increase in income, not
The ceremony took place at the
SMOKED SALT—
|ent payments,- was the great- Methodist church parsonage at Grand
COOKIES—
l benefit resulting from the
Old Hickory or MorChocolate and plain,

BRIARDALE

am

, '
.
,
, Rev. Earl Riatt performing the nupthe'main
speaker
.. j.
*•.-*..
., ceremony
MTO I..OIH oj»
««v warned
w
, tla
fitnesses to. the
a
vhole
set v*
of rproblems|iwere tj.,ie Dn<
. i.,
, .
,.. _ . ;_
T.IVIT; new
.«=« ***
e»8 g^ter, M ISS Beulah
escend upon farmers at the Bornholdt and Mrs. Riatt. Mrs. Mcthe war. He charged that Crory graduated with the class of
selfish groups" may be ex- 1939 from the Anita high school.
(>y farmers "to l utilize the
The couple will be at home on a
of national defense as a I farm four miles west of Atlantic after
or their efforts to scuttle the March 1, where they will receive the
ogram."
best wishes of their many friends.
warned farmers to be on
Bt any markup in food prices
Miss Mary Louise Simon, home
nation's preparations' for demonstration agent for 'Cass and
|.be laid at the door of agri- Adair counties', has submitted her
»t a time when farmers have resignation to the farm bureau boards
already on hand and in in both counties.
vhile," he said, "we have a
on our hands right how with
program. With anything
ormal crop we're almost cerjjhold marketing quota reon both corn and wheat

Charles Denne, a student at Iowa
State college at Ames, visited over
the week end at the home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. iMterle Denne,
southwest' of Anita.

1Mb. and Mrs. Harley Miller were in
pile another crop on top of Creston Saturday where they attend» supplies of corn and wheat, ed the funeral services for her cousin,
hand our only salvation Mrs. David Hazen. The services were
i complete demoralization in held at the home of a daughter and
is to establish a system burial was made in Jerusalem cemeierly marketing of crops." ' tery'there.

15c

23c

19c

25c

29c

tons, 10 pound
can

BAKERY SPECIALPrune Sticks,
6 for

BEANSNO. 1 Great
Northern, 3-lbs.

just in,
2 pounds

15c

COFFEE
Briardale, 2-lbs. 45c
Tall Corn, 3-lbs. 39c
Fresh From Roaster

LETTUCE
Very Fine Quality
2 Large Heads
15c

SOAP—
Kirk's Hard Water,
3
bars

CORN KIX—
In new crisp assured
container,
package . . . .

FLOUR—
GWC,
49-lb. bag

PICKLES—
Sweets,
quart jar . .

13c

$1.49

lOc
25c

Parsnips — Turnips — Sweet Potatoes — Carrots
Play "Winsom" Every Sunday Over WHO at 2 P. M.

It is possible that defense training
in the field of automobile and tractor
mechanics and carpentry may be offered to the young men of this community if there is enough interest,
Supt. M. M. Feller announced this
week.
These classes would meet in the
afternoon or evening. It would be necessary to attend classes at least 15
hours per week. Three hours each of
the regular school evenings are suggested. The course would last at least
eight weeks and would be under the
direction of skilled workers in that
field. There would be no tuition
charges of any kind. Graduates would
be listed for work with the Iowa
Employment Service although, of
course, no promise of employment
could be given.
It would be necessary to enroll a
class of not less than 10 or more than
15 young men before classes could be
established. Young men who are interested should contact Supt. Feller at
once.

AH Members of the American Legion
and Such Affiliated World War
Veterans Are Urged to Register on Saturday, Feb. 22.

National Commander Milo J. Warner has fixed Saturday, Feb. 22, 1941,
the 209th. anniversary of the birth of
George Washington, Father of our
country, as national defense registration day for all members of the
American Legion find such affiliated
World War veterans as may desire to
participate. There is nothing compulsory about the registration. Fill-*
ing- out of the American Legion defense questionnaire and rendering any
service that may be called for later,
both will be entirely voluntary on the
part of the individual. Registration
does not involve any military liability.
The nationwide registration of
Legionnaires and unaffiliated World
veterans was authorized by the
SERVICES HELD FOR War
22nd. national convention of the
MRS. FRANK WATKINS American Legion in Boston, 'Mass.,
Funeral services were held Satur- Nov. 21 and 22, 1940. It is merely
day afternoon at 2 o'clock at the for the purpose of cataloging the
Church of Christ in(Anita, with ReV. qualifications and special talents of all
Alta M. Nichols, pastor of the Casey Legionnaires and World War veterMethodist church, officiating, for Mrs. ans for national defense.
.From the questionnaires to be filled
Frank A. Watkins 'who passed away
suddenly on Feb. 7, following a short out by all members and veterans, local
illness with flu and pneumonia. The posts, department and national headservices were held up awaiting the quarters will prepare indexes which
arrival of a son, Dodge, who was on will list the experience, education,
board the U. S. S. iMtemphis in the training and other qualifications of
vicinity of the Virgin Islands at the the registrants. The information contained in these indexes will be made
time of his mother's death.
available
to the federal, state and
Music for the services was furnished
by Mrs. Raymond Lantz and Mrs. Joe local autorities whenever the need
Vetter, accompanied at the piano by arises.
A stag party, together with a
Mrs. Eric Osen. They sang, "Love
lunch,
will be held Saturday evening
Lifted Me," "Never Alone" and "When
the Roll Is Called Up Yonder." In- at the I. O. O. F. hall in Anita comterment was made in Evergreen ceme- mencing at 7:00 o'clock, it was antery in Anita with W. T. Biggs, Leo j nounced this week by George O.
V. Bonders, Joe Vetter, John Mehl- Smither, commander of Anita Post
mann, Phil McCosh and Herbert Bart- Nb. 210. He urges all veterans, regardless whether they belong to the
ley acting as pallbearers.
Legion or not, to attend this meeting.

LETTER OF INTEREST
FOR EVERYONE HERE

The Iowa picnic will be held at
Lincoln Park in Los Angeles, CaL,
Saturday. It is expected that over
Following is a letter received this 100,000 former Iowa folks will be in
week by Ernest Ford, superintendent attendance.
of the Anita municipal electric light
plant, which should be of interest to
Wayland A. Hople,y, prominent
every electric eonsumer.jn Anita.
Cass county farmer, was elected presiDes Moines, Iowa,
dent of the Iowa Beef Producers' AssoFebruary 15, 1941. ciation during farm and home week
Mr. Ernest Ford, Supt.,
held at Ames last week.
Anita Municipal Electric Light Plant,
The executive council of the Anita
Anita, Iowa.
P. T. A. will meet Thursday evening
Dear Mr. Ford:
We thank you for the reports on at 7:30 o'clock. Following this there
your electric light plant for the will be a program in charge of 'the
months of November, December, and American Legion Auxiliary which
consists of a navy movie put on .by a
January.
We are very happy to see the steady U. S. Navy recruiter. The music will
increase in gross and net income which be in charge of Chas. Ingram, There
these reports indicate. We want to will also be a 5c lunch served.
congratulate you on the very fine job
which you and the trustees are doing INCREASE IN HEART
in the management of this property.
DISEASE DEATHS
We hope you will continue to send
Preliminary statistics for 1940 res these reports as they become
vailable. As you know, we are veal an increase in heart disease
featly interested in the progress deaths during that year, the Iowa
state department of health disclosed
which you ajre making.
today.
Very truly yours,
(Provisional figures for the first 10
M. J. Barlow.
months of 1940 give a total of 6,112
Carleton D. Beh Co.
deaths from heart disease during that
period compared with 5,848 for the
ANITA COUPLE IS
orresponding months in 1939.
MARRD3D SUNDAY IChief cause for this increase, it was
Miss Margaret Alice Joy and Lor- tated, is the trend of population
nce V. Inhofe, son of Mr. and Mrs. oward the older age groups, but
W. B. Inhofe of Anita, were united in ccording to department officials,
marriage at 2:30 o'clock Sunday after- ome of these deaths could be preventloon in Maryville, Mo. Raymond Ec- d or delayed by "greater emphasis of
eles, justice of the peace in Maryville, reventive measures.tr
>erformed the ceremony. (The bride and "Heart complications, sometimes
?room were attended by the bride's eading to early death, frequently
ister and brother-in-law, Mr. and 'Mrs. ollow the acute infections of childood," they said. "Hence we need to
-/eland Morgan.
The bride and groom are both grad- tush harder in our efforts to prevent
uates of the Anita high school, the uch diseases as scarlet fever, measbride with the class of 1938 and the es, and whooping cough and to progroom with the class of 1940. They ide better after care when cases
are both well known in this community occur.
"Syphilis is perhaps responsible for
laving spent most of their lives in
Anita. The couple will make their 0 to 15 per cent of the heart disease
lome in Anita, where the groom has deaths, and the campaign against this
mployment at Shaffer's garage. The nfection ought to be carried on with
many friends of both the bride and the renewed vigor. But rheumatism,
froom wish them much success and probably more than any other factor,
Happiness throughout their married >rings on early heart disease deaths.
"Though no direct preventive techlife.
nique is known for control of rheuLieut. Gov. B. B. Hickenlooper of matism, this condition is closely allied
Cedar Rapids will come to Atlantic with childhood infections, includingFriday evening to give the feature« tonsilitis with the common communiaddress at the traditional republican cable diseases, and offers another
Lincoln-Washington day dinner by the reason for guarding against them."
(Heart disease deaths, it was brought
Cass county republican central com
mittee. The event will be in obser out, have followed an upward trend '
vance of the birthdays of the nation' since 1980- That year there were
first president, George Washington 4,726 deaths from this cause comparand the first republican president ed with 7,208 in 1939. In 1938 the
total was 6,480.
Abraham Lincoln.

THE

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

ANITA
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REEL NEWS

$25,800 IN AWARDS FOR 1941
GOOD DRIVERS LEAGUE

PETERSEN'S
PHONE 300

The Ford Good Drivers League anJames Stewart and Rosalind Russell nounced this week details of its 1941
(jood driving contests, in which
in, "No Time for Comedy," is the hit
$25,800 in scholarships will be awardWe
Deliver
picture showing at the Anita Theatre
Phone 29
on the mid-week bargain show Wed- ed boys and girls of high school age
throughout the country. Started last
Jiesday and Thursday. If you liked
year by Edsel Ford to promote imFRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
what J i m m i e did in, "Mr. Smith does
to Washington," you'll be crazy about proved driving and increase motoring
or
among youth, the Good Drivers
RED CUP COFFEE, pound
15c what he does in, "No Time for safety
League
embarks
on
its
second
season
Comedy." If you liked what Rosalind
POTATOES, Cobblers, peck
19c Russell did in, "Hired Wife," and with one major innovation that is exWomen," just wait till you see pected to more than double the. memCHERRIES, red pitted, No. 2 can
10c "The
what she does to the men. The pic- bership. Where the nation-wide 1940
is full of gayety and sparkle with good driving contests were open only
MILK, 3 large cans
20c ture
fresh breezy dialogue.
The tram- to boys, the 1941 contests will be open
to girls as well as boys. This major
15
MARSHMALLOWS, pound cello bag
12c work of these two stars makes comedy change
in the league program alhistory.
19
ready has produced widespread interKRAUT, 2 No. 2 cans
15c
The latest March of Time on this
est, with indications that girls are
CARROTS, bunch .5c LETTUCE, solid heads. J
bill is one of the finest and most interfully as anxious as the boys to demonSYRUP, white, (gallon)
49c esting
yet produced. It is an up-tostrate their knowledge and skill at
RICE, 3 pounds
He date and colorful history of our south- handling an automobile.
ern neighbor, the Republic of Mexico.
Under the new rules set up by Mr.
individual rites.
* * *
OLE SAYS.
LETTUCE, large solid heads, 2 for
15c
Ford as league president and his
- . *
Jane Withers, the clever little spit- national advisory board, girls will
See America First: "Scenic Facts:Desert Ice: Made from hot
fire, comes to the screen in her newest compete in a separate division, while
* * *
from wells in the desert near
picture, "The Girl From Avenue A," the boys also will have a 'section of
Seaport, But No Sea: Houston, Sea, Col., one of America's
Friday and Saturday at the theatre. their own. There will be no mixed
Texas, is listed as a seaport, but is spots, "Dry Ice," coldest known
AROUND IOWA.
The unpredictable )itt!e actress gives j contests.
Established 1883.
miles from any lake or ocean, yet mercial.. ice,, is produced. So
one of her fine versatile performances
As awards for the national winners, ocean-going vessels serve to and from this ice that by touching it
with
Published Every Thursday and Entered
which has made her so popular with Mr. Ford revealed that 98 Good Driv^
„
>
the city. Reason? . . . By turning
(you get a first degree bo,
Harness Making.
at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, as
millions of movie fans. The second ers League scholarships would be
an
old
river
bed
into
a
deejKWater
Fifty-eight years ago, Phil Schlat- part of this program is George O'Brien
Second Class Mail Matter.
presented as' follows, with identical canal to the Gulf of Mexico, Houston
ter began his work as a harness in, "Triple Justice," a rip-roaring
awards
for both the boy and girl diCecil G. Budd
Editor maker, in Sumner. He is still workwestern that is action from start to visions: First prize, $5,000 university created one of the maritime world
wonders.
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Year ing at that trade in Decorah. During finish.
scholarship;
second
prize, $2,000
* * *
* * *
this time, he has made many sets, the
university
scholarship;
third,
fourth
Playful
Nature:
When Nature
Official Town and County Newspaper most during any one year being 121
"Hrigham Young/' which has been and fifth prizes, each $500 scholarcreated
the
Garden
of
the Gods, near
in
1914.
Member of National Editorial
heralded as the biggest production of ships; and the next 44 winners, $100
Colorado
Springs,
Colo.,
she was unAssociation, and
the year, comes to the theatre Sunday, each.
doubtedly
in
a
very
playful
mood.
Spell Broken.
.Monday and Tuesday.
This picture
The Contests are open to boys and
For five basketball games, the stars Tyrone Power, Linda Darnell and
1 Like a fantastic dream, tons of balgirls between 14 and 18. In order to
anced rocks on tiny corners, kissing
Bnone high school had lost by a one- that famous stage actor, Dean Jagger,
qualify for membership in the Ford
camels, stone ladies kneeling for
point margin. Last week, as usually, who portrays Brigham Young, the
Good Drivers Leagne, all entrants
centuries and rose-red cathedrals, all
(hey trailed the Nevada team, by a great Morman historical character.
must be qualified and legally authormay be found here.
single point.
Don Reed, Boone, The stirring epic of the Mormans deized to drive a car in the state in
* * *
threw
one
toward
the
basket
during
picts
their
courageous
trek
across
Frank Louden is confined to his
which they reside.
Registration
the last three seconds of play—it 1,800 miles of trackless country (much
Unity
Church
Building: At Ft.
home with pneumonia.
blanks can be obtained from any Ford
went through, winning the game for of which is right here in Iowa) into
Benning,
near
Columbus,
Ga., is a
dealer or by writing to the national
Merle Denne, well known Lincoln Boom>. Reed fainted.
hostile frontier country.
It is a leadquarters of the Ford Good Driv- church unlike any other in this respect. Here is the only place on earth
township farmer, is confined to his
dramatic portrayal of the battle of ers League at Detroit, 'Mich.
where protestant catholic and Jewish
home with pneumonia.
Invitations.
20,000 persons against almost overRay Swanson and Bob Oughton whelming odds, to win the right to
Mrs. John Gunderson of Mountain people worship under one roof, alJVfrs. Mary B. Holton received a sent out a number of invitations in the
live and love as they believed.
In Home, Idaho, is visiting at the home though each,, religion maintains its
badly bruised hand Monday morning form of a poem to other Mystic men
addition to the adventurous side of of her sister, Mrs. L. F. Possehl, west
when it became caught in the wringer to attend church with them. Many
the drama, there is a beautiful love of Anita.
of a washing machine.
"regrets" were also sent as poemsi story, the characters being played by
A. B. Maxwell died at his home in
Mystic may be harboring some writers handsome, dynamic Tyrone Power and
Ray Breen and Carl Peters, who
that have been unknown to date.
young, beautiful Linda Darnell. The Ames Saturday. He was a stepfather
recently joined the Atlantic National
COME IN AND SEE US FOR HIGHEST PRICES
brilliant cast further includes such of Mrs. A. Laura Campbell of Des
Guards, visited at their respective
stellar performers as Brian Donlevy, VIoines, a former resident of Anita.
Hawk.
homes in Anita, Sunday.
ON GRAIN AND HIGH QUALITY COM,
Henry Stallman, Breda, hit a large Mary Astor, Jane Darewell, John
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
Winder
and
Earl Bock, 7th. and 8th. grade hawk which was sitting in the road. Carradine, and Jean Rogers.
To
THE KUNZGpAlN CO.
teacher in the Anita schools, and Miss The bird was thrown through the further enhance the beauty of this Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Barger and baby
Bert C. Ramos, Mgr.
of
Des
Moines,
were
Sunday
visitors
Alice Walker spent the week end at windshield, into the front seat. The production, it was made in beautiful
at
the
Chester
T.
Winder
home
here.
the home of his parents near Baldwin, damage—bird killed and a broken sepia colortone. For those who like
Iowa.
windshield.
spectacular films with human, lovable
drama, "Brigham Young," is definiteThe Tri-Covmty Council met at
ly a "must" item on anyone's film
Foxes.
Harlan Wednesday evening. The
Boone county fox hunters have fare. A special short featuring Elsie,
council is composed of school faculty
found their sport to be a paying pro- the cow, Bob Burns and Bill Robinson
members from Cass, Shelby and
position this year. Over 75 pelts have is part of this grand program,
Harrison counties. The meeting was'
been presented during the last 30
for the purpose of presenting state
LEGUME STANDS CUT
days to the auditor.
legislative programs to the school
BY "DAMPING-OFF"
people of these counties. The Misses
Crushed.
Winona
Kyle, Katherine Nervig,
Poor stands of legumes, often
John Woods of Onawa received a
Leona Dominy, Jetta Knowlton, Fern
blamed on the seed, are more likely
crushed
foot
when
it
became
caught
Long and Ermine Brown of the Anita
to be caused by seed-borne diseases.
under the wheel of the fire truck.
public schols attended the meeting.
This has been shown in preliminary
reports of studies conducted at the
Reunited.
John Teal, Derby, recently visited northeastern pasture laboratory, says
Young woman wishes with
a brother, Robert Teal, from Lester Soukup, county agent.
to marry an old man— Ohio, for the first time in 50 years. Seed treatment for such crops as
that's her business.
Incidentally, they did not recognize oats, wheat, and otber small grains
has been developed to control "dampOur business is pick- each other at first.
ing-off" organisms which pass from
ing up dead animals—
the seed to the seedling.
GreenDouble Weddings.
large or small.
house tests made by R. J. Carver of
Double weddings are not a frequent
occurrence, but in one week, two dou- the Federal Bureau of Plant Industry
Phone 257
ble weddings were held in Bremer and S. J. P. Ohilton, a former depart»
WAGNER FILLING STATION
county. To make it more interesting, ment scientist, indicate that the smallANITA, IOWA
in both weddings a brother and sister seeded legumes suffer from similar
"No one shall, ii) any manner or for any purpose
were marrying a sister and brother. diseases. The scientists experimented with 18 different legumes, includwhatever . . . have, keep or hold in possession or
ing common lespedeza and most of
the common clovers.

WE DELIVER

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
JELL, Butter-Nut, 7 flavors, 6 packages . . . . . 2^
PINEAPPLE, crushed or tidbits, 9-oz. can, 3 f
COFFEE, Sun Up, fresh roasted, 3 pounds . . . 3.
MATCHES, 6 box carton
jJ
HOMINY, 2 No. 21/2 cans
J
PUFFED WHEAT, 2 large packages
J
GRAHAM CRACKERS, 2 pounds
J

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

FARMERS COOP.

GRAIJM and COAL

NOTIC

The Statutes of the State of Iowa
Provides As Follows:

•ORE

TRY THE
•MLY OASOLINE WITH

"OMOTC CONTROL"

We Specialize in
Mobil Winter Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

CALL 244

0. W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA

Five different kinds of fungicides
including both two-percent and fivepercent organic mercury, organic
sulphur, zinc oxide, and cuprous
oxide, were used in the treatments
An average of 60 percent of the
treated seed germinated compared to
about 28 percent of the untreated
seed. Five percent organic mercury
produced greatest improvements, giving increased germination on 13 of
the 18 different crops.
The treatment,
however, kills
modile bacteria used to inoculate the
legumes. It would be possible, Soukup said, to apply the inoculating material to the soil rather than to the
seed. Soukup emphasized that the
work done thus far is only experimental.
But it does prove that
legumes suffer
from
seed-borne
diseases. With more tests under
field conditions, seed treatment for
legumes may be ready for application soon.
Hrwl ewes can be carried through
the winter in good condition without any other feed if they have
plenty of good quality legume hay.
An excellent method of using soybeans for grazing is to Beed them in
rows, and after the first cultivation of
the soybeans, seed a row of Sudan
gross between the rows of soybeans
Such a combination supplies more
grazing than the soybeans alone

control any machines used for gambling or any slot
machine or device with an element of chance attending such operations."

This statute is construed to include punch boards, cigarette machines and
other games of chance, notwithstanding the fact that possibly some punchboards and cigarette machines and other games of chance have been
placed m the County under the representation that they were within the
law. It will be the policy in the future of the Sheriff's Office and the
County Attorney's Office to strictly enforce this statute. Any persons
having any punch boards, dot machines, cigarette machines or other
gambling devices in their possession or on their premises should see that
the same are removed immediately.

HARRY JORDAN
SHERIFF OF CASS COUNTY, IOWA

DON SAVER*
COUNTY ATTORNEY OP CASS COUNTY, IOWA

$Hfc^^

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

OF LIFE

QUESTIONS
To remove printing

bags, cover bags with ke
let soak 24 hours; then m cold water, naphtha soa?''
fine, and bring to boil. BO?I ,?
utes; then wash on wash *
you would anything, if
isn't all out- put ii

Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
By ED WHEELAN

BIG TOP
HE'S

GETTING REAt>y )f

vtp

from sticking to the

.LEAVE
THAT HORSE
ALONE

VJHAl APE
GOAIMA Do ?

the pan in cold water before!
i ing.
H
• • »

M

I
(

To remove grease mark,
book pages: Sponge with b
then place pages between b,ol(J
pape* and press^with hot 53

I Tnra tte bandies of Pots
; pans on the stove out of
! small children.
•1

'

v

'

1

*

•

*

To lime your house

LALA PALOOZA

By RUBE GOLDBERG

A Stooge for a One-Man Band

ONE OF THE \ / ME-MEAA\ATEURS
I I'LL HELPNEEDS HELP Hl'M VERY
WITH HIS MUSIC-? MUSICAL
HIS PARTNER
DIDN'T SHOW UP- _
WHO'LL VOLUNTEER?

THIS
WAY
MADAM

all egg-JbeliS. Keep »ie shell
) a jar of cold Water and use
!1 water on the
plants.
"
*A •_^ *_
I When plates or dishes are bn
i after baking they can be
! cleaned by rubbing them withl
cloth dipped in salt.
'

DOES HE WANT ME
TO ACCOMPANY <
HIM ON THE
1
PIANO, OR JUST
HUM THE
MELODY?

WHAT WOULD
MAMA SAY

digestion. Sottr stomach and 1
burn frequently follow unwise t
and drinking. ADLA Tablets i
quickly. Get ADLA from your <
girt.

By C. M. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP—Now Look What Pop Fill* In For!

rWELL.IME.VER
'
1V5AW

Man Is Affected
Histories make men wise,^.
witty; the mathematics, subtil
natural philosophy, deep; t
grave; logic and rhetoric,,
contend.—Bacon.

THE LIKE*

helped to go mil;tteudl8tr«sap«ulto •sown—cmswl
ind—lutoui tori
ham's Compound I
_ for icomeiv—hul
It to relieve tucbl.
dmtoUAl
•&71M

MESCAL IKE

B, s. L HUNTIEY

'Unite We Most
We must all hang together i
assuredly we shall all hang;
arately.—Benjamin Franklin.

But Take It Easy
NOW WHAT
WAS VOW

KILLS
LICE
JOST.A

^

In the Shadows
Night brings oat stars and!
row shows us truths.—Bailey.

if
POP—Food for the Sergaant Major

By J.MILLAR WATT
—th« •OQMIB7 way to feed.
FETCH TH&
i
SERGEANT MAJOR 1

BOMB

MES A
GATER !

T7noominon Sense
Common sense is not so i
rnbn.—Voltaire, ;
•ft ::•.•.'.•:•:• . - ' - ^
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"Mind" will be the subject of the
Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of
Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, FebWE DELIVER
PHONE 23)|
ruary
23.
February 23, 1911.
CONTINUING THROUGH FEBRUARY
The Golden Text is from PhilipJ. H. Schaake and wife are moving
to the home they recently purchased. pians 2:13, "It is God which workMrs. S. W. Clark spent a few days eth in you both to will and to do of
in A t l a n t i c this week visiting at the his good pleasure."
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quohomo of A. N. Gaylord.
Henry Robson has rented the W. H. tations from the Bible and from th
Wapner farm northeast of town and Christian Science textbook, "Science
3 Pieces
and Health with Key to the Scrip
gets possession March 1.
Modern Waterfall
Beginning- July 1, rural mail car- tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
One of the Bible citations reads
riers out of the Anita office will reWalnut Veneer
"Am I a God at hand, saith the Lord
ceive $1,000 per year salary.
Dr. G. M. Adair and wife have rent- and not a God afar off? Can anj
8-ounce Bottle
8 Pieces
Vanilla
ed the dwelling house recently vacated hide himself in secret places that
shall
not
see
him
?
saith
the
Lord.
Do
by L. R. Galiher and family.
W. H. Faulkner has sold his resi- not I fill heaven and earth? saith the
dence property in Anita to Mrs. Han- Lord" (Jer. 23:23, 24). '
Among the selections from the
sine Johnson. The consideration was
49-Ib. Bag
Christian Science textbook is the fol$1,400.
Value
Remember, If Interested
Mrs. Chas. Taylor and daughters of lowing:
"Divine metaphysics, as revealed to
Howard, S. D., visited in the city last
49-Ib. Bag
In Wool Rugs, There
week at the home of !H. J. Taylor and spiritual understanding, shows clearly
that
all
is
Mind,
and
that
Mind
is
God
family and with other friends.
Will Be A Factory
49-Ib. Bag
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Crandail cele- omnipotence, omnipresence, omniscience,—that
is,
all
power,
all
presbrated
their
thirtieth
wedding
anniVelvet
—
2
For
Representative At Our
versary Thursday. That evening a ence, all Science. Hence all is in
Store All Day Thursday
number of friends called at their home reality the manifestation of Mind" (p.
275).
to help them celebrate.
Charles Gipple and wife were in
Mrs. A. C. Holmes, who bask
The masquerade ball at the opera
Omaha
Wednesday where they attend- patient at the Atlantic
YOUR DOLLAR WILL BUY MORE
house Tuesday evening- was quite an
ed the Sonja Henie ice review.
returned to her home sout]
HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL 4
affair. Perfect order prevailed, the
AT
Anita,
Tuesday.
LUTHERAN CHURCH AT
4
music was excellent and everybody
The Anita Literary club will hold a
I.
O.
O.
F.
HALL.
4
enjoyed a very pleasant evening.
meeting- Thursday afternoon at 2:30
H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
4 o'clock at the library. Mrs. Floyd De^ - - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f ment will be the leader. Roll call
NOTICE
Free Delivery
Easy Credit Terms
OF RENEWAL OF,, AND AMEND-Sunday School and Adult Bible will be, "Famous American Birthdays."
ED, SUBSTITUTED AND RENEWAL Class at 9:30 a. m.
•PRUNE STICKS
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
Divine services at 10:30 a. m.
OF
THE
INDEPENDENT
ORDER
OF
6for9c
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Key
and
son,
CASS JUNIOR FARM BUREAU
ODD FELLOWS BUILDING ASBY THE WAY.
Teachers will meet at the parsonage Reldon, of Lenox, Iowa, spent Sunday
ANITA
BAKERY
GROUP ATTEND CONVENTION
SOCIATION OF ANITA, IOWA.
By L. F. M.
Friday evening at 7:30 o'clock.
m Anita at the home of their son
Tally cards, 2 for lc; ._,
Confirmation class meets at 4:00 p. and daughter-in-law, Melvin Key and
Eleven Links and Linkettes attendNotice is hereby given that the
The calendar says that there are
with tassels, and place cards
ed the State Convention of the junior only about ten more days until March charter of the Independent Order of m Monday afternoon at the parson- wife.
Tribune office, Anita.
Fellows Building Association of age.
farm bureau organization which was is here, and after that it can't be so Odd
Anita, Iowa, a corporation of Anita,
Adult
instruction
class
meets
at
held at Ames Friday and Saturday. awfully long until winter will be over luwtt,
Iowa, has
ims been
ueen renewed
renewea ana
and amenuea,
amended,
—
For monuments and memo
ANITA MARKETS.
Reed Osen served as campaign inana- and spring will be with us.
and that the amended, substituted and 8:0° P- m- Monday evening at the
C. H. Bartley,
renewal Articles of Incorporation of parsonage.
ger for Bill Lawton, who was a candi* * *
(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
said Association have been duly
date for state office. Reed was also a
FOR SALE:-X3ood used
Highland church—
Iggs, cash, dozen
12c
For a great many people, March adopted, filed and recorded, according
voting delegate. The group had the
sewing:
machine. Hemstiti%i
Divine
services
at
7:30
p.
m.
to
law.
first means moving day . . . and for
Eggs, in trade, dozen
13c
privilege of hearing an address by
button holes made. Singer
1. The name of the corporation
this neighborhood it means that one of
fraded Eggs, Specials, dozen
15c
Yung Loy of Hankow, China.
shall be "INDEPENDENT ORDER
lantic, above Gregersen's Dnj,
the best neighbors anyone can have OF ODD FELLOWS BUILDING
Graded Eggs, No. 1, dozen
14c
Those attending the meeting from
f
CENTRAL
CHURCH
OF
CHRIST
4
will be packing up and moving out ASSOCIATION OF ANITA, IOWA'
Jraded Eggs, No. 2, dozen
lie
FOR SALE:—Several usei i
Cass county were Reed Osen, Lyle
C. R. Neel, Pastor.
4 lens, Ib
and the principal place of business 4
ijjc John Deere Store, Anita, Iowa.
Harris, Bill Lawton, Helen Pitsen- north of town . . . but that is hap- shall be Anita, Cass County, Iowa.
lens, leghorn and under 4-lbs., Ib. 8c
berger, Maxine Retz, Dorothy Udo, pening in every ot/her community in
2. The general nature of the busiSunday School at 10 a. m.
We have a complete line
ioosters, Ib.
7c
Bernett Woods, Lawrence Van Vlack, the land and we wonder why we ness to be transacted by this corporaChurch Worship at 11 a. m.
and
coal tank heaters. Get
always
have
to
wait
until
moving
day
tion
shall
be
to
purchase
real
estate
Iprings, Ib
nc
Wendell Pellett,
Forest PitsenUnion church services at the Methoand be prejwwed for these cold
upon which is already erected a buildrolls
around
to
begin
to
appreciate
berger and Mary Storbeck, who is
>prings, leghorns & under 4-lbs... 8c
ing, or to purchase real estate upon dist church at 7:30.
us.
Farmers Coop., phone 49, Anita.
president of the Cass county junior the people who *live* near
5C
which to erect a building, said build*
The K. J. U. club will meet v at the Ducks, Ib
farm bureau. Cass county was also
Geese, Ib
fa
60c buys $00 sheets ot
»-..~~.ov/.» .ucu Friday
To Toots and Butch: Thanks for ue usea xor lodge purposes by the aftern —
honored at the convention by receivPigeons,
live,
dozen
BOc
paper,
size 8%xll inches, at I
local Independent Order of Odd Peloon.
ing a certificate of merit in the stand- the birthday greetings in song, deliver- lows, of Anita, Iowa, and for mercan!ream, sweet
S2c une office.
John
3:16
is
the
great
verse
of
the
ed via the telephone one evening last
ard goal contest.
tile purposes jointly. That in carrying
3ic
week. That's all that was needed to out the purposes of this organization, Bible. The whole plan of God to save Iream, No. 1 sour
WANTED:—Dealer to
Cream,
No.
2
sour
29<;
a
world
from
sin
is
in
this
verse.
The
Mrs. Everett Luman was hostess to make the cook's birthday one of the real estate may be purchased and
ing
implement line. Write
47$
owned by said corporation; buildings word love is beyond the power of man Yellow corn, No. 2. new
the Grant township farm bureau nicest ever.
Creston, Iowa.
may be purchased by it or erected on to define. It's a virtue that must be
. 2 white oats
80c
* * *
ladies at a covered dish dinner Tuesreal estate which it may acquire. Said
65c
FOB SALE:—10 spotted
Have you heard the "Keeping Fit corporation may lease and rent out lived in the souls of people to under- No. 1 wheat
day at her home on East Main Street.
stand
its
meaning.
Love
is
creative.
to
farrow first of April. J. A.
With
Wallace"
radio
program
which
is
any
real
estate
acquired
by
it,
collect
There were 12 ladies present and the
beck, phone 151R13, Anita, Iowa.I
on over KOIL at 9:45? He guaran- the rents and profits therefrom, and It creates a man into a husband and
afternoon was spent socially.
tees that fat ladies will reduce and if necessary or it sees fit to do so, may then into a father. It's love that
remodel, rebuild, or make additions to
COMPLETE LINE OF P
that skinny ones will gain, all on the any building and-or buildings it may creates a woman into a wife and then
QUALITY
PAEM GRASS
into
a
mother.
A
paternal
and
same set of exercises. He takes our own;
it may incur indebtedness and
Compare
our
low prices,
breath away just to listen to him borrow money and secure the same by maternal love are created in the
— for —
hypothecations,
pledges,
and-or
mortcounts
now.
(Wfe also hare 11
souls
of
two
people
and
it
becomes
puff ... It's fun, though, to try to
of the property and securities parental love. God did not love, but
supply o f . Adapted
CA
SPRING
PAPERING
hold your arms straight out in front gages
of said corporation, and said corporaCHAMPION HYBRIDS,
of you and then kirk the right hand tion may buy and sell its own capital He so loved that he gave His son
Priced as C _ per Single
visit our new store on U. S.
that whoever believeth in Him shall
with the left foot, and then the left stock.
Low as ***"
Roll
3. The amount of authorized capi- not perish but have everlasting life.
CARLSON'S
SEED STORE,
hand with the right foot, and on and
— LARGE STOCK —
stock of the corporation shall be
on until you are either out of breath tal
bon, Iowa.
$104)00.00 divided into 400 shares He loved so much that He gave the
or sufficiently reduced . . . we get our each of the par value of $25.00. Only choice gift of Heaven to man on the
BONGERS
WANTED:—Your deaF
breath.
^59 shares of said capital stock shall trees of believing, that He might not
Ph. 184 Anita—we pay phone
be issued by the corporation except as perish but gain life everlasting.
» * *
may hereafter be determined by the
They tell us that all the stations board of directors, the balance of the
will be found at new points on the shares being held in the treasury of + + + - f - f + - f - f 4 . f . f + +
METHODIST CHURCH
4
dial after the twenty-sixth of March. said corporation until such time as the +
A NEW
Register Now
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
4
Why? Well no one seems to know board of directors shall determine +
Daylight S
"AWARD
upon the issuance thereof. All stock *• + + + + > + + + + + + 4
Cushion Seats
except the FCC.
shall be fully paid for at the par value
NIGHT
Best Sound
* * *
Church School at 10 a. m. Harold
thereof at the time of issuance.
4.
This
corporation
commenced
on
McDermott,
Superintendent.
We have been watching the stories
FRI.-SAT.-Sat. Mat.
about George A. Brown and the December 3 1940, and shall continue
Church worship at 11:00 a. m. The
Bargain
Show
from
2
Double Feature
f
°J
Q
,
°
will be in charge of the LayIHSAA with much interest. Seems ber 3
, unless sooner dissolved as service
men.
Laffs
Are
Long
And
Loud
they have been after him for some tion
Articles of IncorporaJane Has a Boy
Youth forum at 6:30 p. m., "Christime for one reason or another but he
5. The general affairs of this cor- tianity and Judaism."
Friend and Lots
always
gets
by.
We
are
interested
If it's too oily or too dry,
poration shall be managed by a
of Trouble In
because
Geo.
A.
began
his
duties
as
Union
service
at
7:30
p.
m.
at
this
board of directors, consisting of five
it's unruly. () ur perma'
Her Latest and
principal of the high school the same directors, or such different number church.
nents guarantee you a
Best By Far!
not greater than five or less than
day
the
cook
entered
as
freshman.
Father
and
Son
banquet
in
the
beautiful natural wave that
time to time
Any
one
who
crossed
"Papa"
Brown
i
!
.
may
be
church
basement
Thursday
evening
at
J
will last and keep you alestablished by a majority of the stockwas soon put in his place, but it was holders voting at any meeting of the 6:45, and will be over in time so that
ways well groomed. Y ou
true that credit was given stockholders held not less than five there will be no interference with the
can also have a manicure
wherever due.
days prior to the annual election of P. T. A. program sponsored by the
while you hair is drying
the board of directors. In the absence American Legion Auxiliary. Dr. John
* * *
Both for
of any provisions made by the stockSaturday is the birthday anniver- holders, the board of directors shall 0. Gross, president of Simpson college,
sary of Ci-orge Washington.
That consist of five members as aforesaid will be the feature speaker at the'
m«-ans that cherry pie and Martha who shall be elected by a majority banquet. Get your tickets from Lee
MNEVIEVE TOWN • CHARUE
W a s h i n g t o n cake should be on every vote of the stockholders at the annual K. Nichols,
meeting to be held on the second
one's dinner table that day.
The
Loyal
Circle
will
meet
Thursday
Thursday in January of each and
— Extra Latest —
-very year. Its officers shall be a afternoon at the church at 1:30 to
Miss Jean Ross of () m a h a was a President, Vice- President, Secretary mend the Sunday School books.
MARCH OF TIME
JUSTIC
PHONE RED 129
Sunday vhsitor at the Henry Maduff and 1 reasurer. who slmll be elected by The official board will meet at the
dome in Anita.
the board of directors annually, at the
annual meeting of the board of di- parsonage Monday evening at 7:30.
rectors held at the close of the annual
HE HAD
»»'.etinK of the stockholders or at any
AND
47 <
••'!".>"rnm.Tit of said meeting, and their
CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH
4
•lut.es shall be such as are' usuaMn
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
4

Bed Room
Suite

$54.95

Attention

ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

THURSDAY-FRIDAY--SATURDAY

Economy Bargains
Bed Room Suite

Marshmallows
Peanut Butter 2 'b
Black Pepper

$39.95
Dining Room Suite
$49.50
Springs

FLOUR

Sunkist

$1.39
$1.29
' 98c

Pennabt
Royal

$3.49
Chair and Rocker

$1000

LONG'S FURNITURE

•••^••^^••••••Ma^^—

[Wallpaper

****«^>^»M«**«<N»<^M{,«H»*^K"H

HAVE YOU
GOT UNRULY
HAIR?

.75

Vanity Beauty Shop

rge O'Br

A MAN

No House Is Impossible

Sh811

the .x-rular annlla , meeti
Ins c o r p o r a t i o n in 1942, th- board

ROBERT SCOTT, H. D.
ANITA LUMBER CO
hone 2-0 For Appointment With the House Doctor

shall be as follows'
<;
H , , A ; lIl>hnsoT) ' M - C. Hutchison W
: H.Tkman, W. II. Dorale. and W T
,,,f k 'l S '.
"f A n i t a - T »wa.
^. Johnson of
-, Iowa, shall be
President; M. ( . Hutchison
of Anita
'"wa.
shall
biVire-President:
w T «•
» "K-I resident: and
v. 1. Big,^ of Anita, Iowa, shall be
Secretary and Treasurer.
The
property of
«

-

-J

Church school at 10:00 a. m.
Service of worship, 11 a. m. The
following beatitude will be used as
a text: "Blessed are the meek for they
shall inherit the earth." Do the rich
11 m that class? Who is the meek
man?
The ladies will serve noon-day dinner Thursday.
Miss Jean Dement visited over the
week end with Miss Mary Lou Bell in

of

vi8itor

G. A. Johnson,
President.
W. T. Biggs,
Secretary.

ln Des Moinea

^iday. She was accompanied home by her daughter, Mary
~ — - "««-pn » rt.cademy, who spent the week end here.

The GREAT AMERICAN
MOTION PICTURE
starring
TYRONE

POWER

LINDA

DARNELL

MARY ASTOR
DEAN JAGGER
And a Cast of Thousands
See—
The Mormons Crossing lowaThe Great Locust Plague—The
Bunung Of A Mormon City

ALSO PICTUJBE l'b
Elsie, The FB^"'"'
Bob Burn* — Bi» K°

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

By Edward C. Wayne

Nazi Troops Are Massed in Balkans
For Thrust at Greece to Aid Italians;
Major Far East Crisis Approaches
As Japanese -British Tension Grows

'Bugs' at Capitol

Washington, D. C.
MOBILE HOUSING
Harried by the national criticism
of failure to provide housing for de(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)
fense workers, Defense Housing Coordinator Charles F. Palmer finally
has proposed to Roosevelt that the
MORE SOLDIERS:
IDES OF MARCH:
government buy fleets of trailers
V. S. Defense
Hitler Again
and rush them to the most congestSurveys have begun in the war
ed industrial spots as temporary livIn March, 1933, Adolf Hitler in
ing quarters.
corporated the rich Saar Valley into department with a view of expandIn submitting his plan, Palmer
the Reich. In March, 1936, he occu- ing the army to more than 3,000,OOC
carefully avoided the term "trailpied the Rhineland. In March, 1938 men in case of emergency. It is
ers" and has cautioned his staff to
German troops moved southwarc hoped to be able to be accomplished
refer to them as "mobile units." But
and annexed Austria. In March the next year if necessary.
' Sites for additional camps are now
never mind the fancy terminology.
1939,—breaking the pledge of Munich
—der fuehrer moved into Moravia being quietly surveyed all over the
Plain, ordinary auto trailers are
and Bohemia and made the Czecho country. Production plans are being
The V. S. army, while demon- what he proposes to use.
Slovakia provinces German protec revised to reach this end and con- strating the latest type of one-ton
Palmer contemplates the purtorates. In March, 1940, he got set gress has been asked for some of reconnaissance car to a committee chase of thousands of these homes
for his moves into Norway and Den the preliminary funds.
of Senators and Congressmen, per- on wheels, but where he is going
mark.
What the army hopes to realize is
to get them remains to be seen. A
the ability to put 55 divisions into mitted Sen. James Mead of New check of trailer manufacturers disMarch, 1941, arrives.
York
to
drive
"the
Bug"
up
the
U.
If Hitler wins any success this the field instead of the 27 which will
closed two interesting facts:
year, he will thank his lucky stars. be in camps on June 1 of this year. S. Capitol steps. The vehicle is caFirst, available at present are not
For Hitler is a believer hi astrology To reach this it is possible that the pable of 75 miles per hour and its more than 2,000 trailers^ a drop in
and is declared to consult astrolo- present National Guard units will be 80-inch wheelbase permits bombers the bucket compared to the tens of
gers before he makes any major held in the federal army for another to transport three of the un/ts at a thousands of housing units needed.
year and that many of the selectees time.
moves.
Second, the plants are working day
now going to camps also will be
and night on urgent orders for the
The Balkans
retained. The latter go on reserve
army, and unless they suspend such
Even before the first of March, immediately upon completion of TRAVELERS:
operations, can't make trailers.
Hitler had gained the success he their training and can be recalled
Meanwhile, with a vast army of
planned in the Balkans. The final as needed to fill the requirements Home Again
migrated workers jammed into
moves may come in March, but the of the standing armed forces.
Wendell L. Willkie and Harry makeshift
quarters, the defense
path of the army was paved by earIn the near future President Hopkins, former secretary of comlier diplomatic moves. Rumania was Roosevelt likely will present to con- merce, came home from war-torn lousing problem daily becomes
the highway and Josef Stalin fired gress a $3,000,000,000 program to- Britain to make reports to the Pres- more alarming. Public health authorities are scared stiff over the
the starting gun.
ward this end.
ident and congress. Hopkins data danger
of epidemics.
Deserted by its protectors, Bulwere secret, Willkie spoke to con* * *
Equipment
garia gave way to the Germans who
gress.
ALIENS
IN CONGRESS
had placed 600,000 soldiers on her
Meanwhile the first flow of supBut Willkie's suggestion that the
Amid all the breast-thumping on
border with Rumania. Bulgaria had plies are beginning to reach the United States make available to
been promised the help of Turkey, armed forces. The army air corps Britain 5 to 10 destroyers a month lapitol Hill about aliens, it is inpro-British ally. And Turkey based
met with opposition. First objec- teresting to note that 20 members of
its security on the promises of help
tion came from Naval Secretary the new congress are foreign-born.
from Russia. But Russia collapsed
Three are veteran senators—RobKnox
who said the United States
again. It notified Bulgaria to expect
ert F. Wagner, New York New Dealcould
not
spare
any
more
ships
withno help from Soviet troops and it
out unbalancing the fleet. There was er, author of the Labor Relations
influenced Turkey also to withdraw
indication, however, that Willkie's and Social Security acts, born in
its promises to Bulgaria. Jugoproposal would be given more than Germany; James J, Davis, Pennsylslavia, surrounded on all sides, saw
casual consideration once the pro- vania Republican, former secretary
its ministers called to Munich and
visions of the lend-lease bill are un- of labor, born in Wales; and James
receive orders.
E. Murray, Montana Democrat,
der way.
All this to get to plucky Greece.
born
in Canada.
Meanwhile Willkie revealed he
Greece, despite its army's victories
The
17 in the house came from
may
make
another
journey
of
inover the Italians, saw its neighbors
spection. This time he may go to all parts of the world and some of
fall before the Nazi threat. It had
the war front in Asia, visiting Gen. them still have strong foreign aca choice of making a futile effort
cents.
Chiang Kai-shek in China.
to fight Germany alone, or to capitB. J. Gehrmann of Wisconsin and
Two other American representaulate like all the rest.
tives were waiting for the oppor- L-eonard W. Schuetz of Illinois were
Greece was given little time to detune moment to fly to Britain. They >orn in Germany. Karl Stefan of
cide. A German ultimatum was
are John C. Winant, the newly ap- Nebraska and Rudolph Tenerowicz
drafted. Resistance means that the
pointed ambassador, and C. Avrell of Michigan were born in Austria.
nation would be the battleground of
Harriman, who was named by the Incidentally, when Stefan gives a
German and British armies—providPresident to the task of co-ordinat- radio talk for the folks back home,
ed the British could, in sufficient
ing the British aid-program. Harri- ic says good-by in four different
time, extract troops from the Afriman is the son of E. H. Harriman, anguages, including German.
can front and convoy them to the
one of the nation's greatest railroad
Balkans.
Two were born in Russia—Samuel
builders.
Dickstein of New York and Herman
The Far East
iopplemann of Connecticut. Rep.
CHARLESTON, S. C.-The U. S. navy MIGRATION:
Samuel Weiss of Pennsylvania was
Meanwhile in Asia the other Axis destroyer "Ingraham" pictured sliding
born in Poland, and Adolph Sabath
partner, Japan, was growing more down the ways after its christening. Thus, Men at Work
of Illinois, the genial, popular dean
and more belligerent. Troops and America adds another link to her first line
For
the
first
time
in
more
than
a
of defense, as its shipbuilding program
naval concentrations were moved goes
decade unemployment in the United of the house, in Czechoslovakia.
far ahead of schedule.
into Thailand (Siam) and close to
There are two Canadian-born
States has virtually been wiped out.
French Indo-China.
Threatened units expect to receive in March William T. Livingston, economist nembers of the house—Charles
principally was the British naval
of the Alexander Hamilton institute, Saton of New Jersey, and Albert
base at Singapore. But threatened .he first new fighting planes embody- •eported after a nation-wide survey. ilutherford of Pennsylvania. Wilas well were the Malay peninsula, ing features developed in European Livingston estimated the total em- iam Barry of New York was born
rich in rubber and tin; the Dutch warfare. Deliveries already have ployment now nears 50,000,000, a n Ireland; and Frank Crowther of
East Indies, wealthy in the same started on a limited number of Bell record high, more than 4,000,'oOO New York and Robert Ramsay of
?-39 pursuit ships whose armament
West Virginia in England.
ncludes a 37-mm cannon fired above the 1929 peak.
Robert Grosser of Ohio and
By comparing census figures, sothrough the propeller.
Also scheduled for early delivery cial security records and relief to- George Gillie of Indiana were born
are medium and light bombers, tals, he estimated that there are in Scotland; Noah Mason of Illinois
which, like fighting planes, are now but 1,669,000 men without jobs. in Wales, and Pehr Holmes of Masequipped with leakproof fuel tanks, He pointed out, however, there al- sachusetts in Sweden.
Outside of congress a number of
armor protection and heavier fire ways is a number of persons who
power. Many will go to the Pan- are temporarily out of work as the high placed officials are foreign
ama Canal Zone and others to result of changing jobs, and seasonal born, prominent among them Defactors.
Puerto Rico.
fense Commissures Knudsen and
Hiliman. But the delegate from
New
Problem
SPIES AND OIL:
Alaska, Anthony J. Dimond, was
High officials of the American born in New York!
In Latin America
Federation of Labor, however ex• * •
Usually informed circles in Mex- pressed concern over another probFINGER-PRINTERS
ico City discussed a sensational re- lem—the thousands of men who
Most sought-after jobs in the govhave
been
shifted
around
the
counport of a Nazi Fifth Column ring
ernment recently are finger-printers
which was said to be operating try to meet defense needs They in the Federal Bureau of Investigafrom the Canadian border to th« feared many of these might soon tion. One reason for this is that
Cape of Good Hope. The ring was again find themselves unemployed finger-printers often are promoted to
declared to be directed from Phila and far away from home.
G-men.
delphia.
More than 300,000 of these men
There was an inundation of appliMexican circles, describing the al- are engaged in the building trades cations for these jobs after enacterecting
cantonments.
Much
of
this
leged conspiracy, said it was a prement of the Alien Registration law,
liminary step in Nazi efforts to gain work may be finished by earlv many from young lawyers. The
March.
starting pay is $1,440, and being a
llitre u an Australian soldier, typical economic control of the Western
Concentrations of men in many of f\nger-printer is no sinecure.
o/ th» large contingent just arrived in hemisphere. The plot was said also
these
communities
has
also
inSingapore to protect British empire inter- to engage Communists and Spanish
For one thing, it is hard on the
mit there. He is pictured boarding a troop Palangistas as well as Japanese creased the health hazard, since the eyes. Finger-printers are required
fhip uuh a number of his "tough, hard- agents, and the objective to be sabo- small communities around camps to classify an average of 90 prints
ened companions.
taging of U. S. aid to Britain, block- and defense industries are unable a day, and after a time the optical
the American defense plans and to furnish homes and adequate food strain becomes serious. The averproducts. And between these two ing
antagonism
against the United supplies.
age "life span" of a finger-printer
spots stood two other potentially val- States in some
is four years, and most of them seek
uable colonies that long have bean can countries. of the Latin Ameri- MISCELLANY:
promotions or transfers to other pothe apple of Japan's eyes—AustraArrested—Harry
R.
Bridges,
West
sitions, the ablest becoming G-men.
For weeks there has been evilia and the Philippines.
coast C. I. O. leader, was arrested
G-men have a new method of takdence
of
increased
pro-Axis
activity
The question was what would Brit- in Mexico. Several pro-Nazi publi- again on an order to deport him
ing finger-prints. The old ink pad,
ain and the United States do in the cations
to
his
native
Australia.
The
warhave appeared. Ships arwith smears, is out. Instead, they
face of this hostile action. The
rant was issued by Attorney Genquestion was not long in being an- riving from Japan have unloaded eral Jackson who said Bridges was use a nice clean pad saturated with
numerous Germans. Propaganda
an invisible iron salt solution.
swered. Britain sent convoy after has
aimed at creating suspi- a Communist. Similar proceedings
The fingers are pressed on the
convoy of tough, hardened Austra- cion been
by
Secretary
Perkins
last
year
on the United States' good
pad, then the imprint is made on a
lian troops to Singapore—men who neighbor
and at a whispering brought about an acquittal report card which is sensitized with anwere ready and anxious to fight for campaignpolicy,
that the U. S. would drag from Dean James M. Landis of the other chemical responsive to the iron
their homeland.
Harvard law school, the trial exam- solution. This produces a perfect
Mexico into war.
The United States' reply was less
impression of the finger's loops and
President
Manuel
Avila
Camacho
spectacular but just as defiant. It often has expressed his friendship
Romance—Mr. and Mrs. George whorls without soiling the skin.
Bent home the wives and children for the United States and his dis I. Searle, of Des Moines, Iowa who
of all army and navy men in the like for totalitarian policies. J t
were divorced 33 years ago, have
us a
MERRY-GO-ROUND
Far East. Other U. S. citizens were few days before news of the alleged
changed their minds. They remar
^According
——o ^ to
*v \h*
v««*; congressional
ried.
told to get out as quickly as possii™«™,.
n k»\jugj
_ - there
.. caSK ^^
m
unti-monopoly committee,
ble. The U. S. Pacific fleet sailed ring was made public he submitted
Family Busy-The entire family 5,800.000 uninhabitable homes now
to a special session of the Mexican
off, no one knew where.
a bill which would reopen of former Gov. John G. Winant of being occupied by tenants in now
the
To a Japanese declaration that it congress
rich Mexican oil resources to New Hampshire got into the news- u. S.
«vas the most misunderstood nation the
private
exploitation.
The
bill
apPapers within a week. First the
For its ultra-modern army the
imaginable, and was willing to negotiate for peace anywhere at any- parently would clear the way for governor was named U. S. ambas- quartermaster corps actually is buvsador to London; then Constance, ing tomahawks. This a the proper
time, undersecretary of state made resumption of operations by U S
an answer. "We are more inter- British and Dutch companies expro- his 20-year-old daughter, eloped with cata pgue term for a certain type of
ested," he said, "in deeds than in priated in 1938. The government a Peruvian. Finally Mrg. Winant small hatchet used in the armv
however, would participate in the scored. One of her pets won a blue
words."
Wendell Willkie is signed up to
control
nbbon at the New York doe show write a book on the campaign and
his British experiences. Bobbs-Mer
rill has the publishing contract

I.Phillipr
THE PAPERS OF PRIVATE .
PURKET

Dear Mom:
I did not write you before because
there is more work to be done in
an army than I
thought, so this if
just to say I im
well except for a
•little flu, some
trouble with my
arches and the
fact I can't get
used to not being
able to say "Okay, later," when I
am told to do something.
Training has started and I guew
I am being trained to be a letter
carrier from all the walking they
make nie do hi all kinds of weather.
A modern rule arrived in camp today and attracted wide attention.
We expect to have several in time
if there is no strike trouble.
Only the top of ray uniform was
ready when I got here but the bo*
torn has arrived now. I am'well and
hope you are the same. Do not
worry about' me, mom, as I have
to go to bed early and am too busy
saluting to get into trouble, although
if being in the army ain't being in
trouble I don't know what is.
Love,
Oscar.
• * •
Dear Mom:
I thought I would, drop you a few
lines to let you know I have hot
seen no fighting yet. I heard funny
noises last night and was very nervous, but everything was okay this
morning so I guess it was all imaginary.
They do not get you up by bugle
no more in the army. They use an
electric buzzer. I
kept getting up
and looking for a
front door on my
tent because I
thought it was
the milkman or
somebody. Where
I made my mistake was going back to bed when I
found no milkman, and just yelling
'nuts" to the buzzer the rest of the
morning.
The guardhouse is not a bad place
and I will be out in a few days..
Love,
Oscar.
* • •
Dear Mom:
I am out of the guardhouse which
[ mentioned in my last letter but
I still don't like buzzers. If the bugle was good enough for Grant, Lee,
Sherman, Teddy Roosevelt, and Pershing, it is good enough for me. I
was talking this over with' a buddy
and. he says he thinks the buzzer is
being used just to make the army
mad.
An army is no good unless it
is mad, he says. Well the buzzer
will do it. A bugle would make me
mad at 5 a. m. too, mom, but it
is sort of romantic. It kind of stirs
you up and makes you feel like you
was a fighter. A buzzer just makes
you feel like you was a stenographer.
We have a coupU of millionaires
in my company. One of 'em is a
Rockefeller. It is a funny thing how
no matter whether you are rich or
poor your feet hurt just, the same.
The photographers are always taking pictures of these rich guys but'
none of me but. you know how I
look anyhow so do not worry.
I am well except for that buzzer.
I can't help hollering "Come in"
whenever I hear it.
Could you send me some warm
socks, a homemade cake and some
dice?
Love,
Oscar.
Dear Mom:

Well, just a line to let you know
everything is still okay at the arsenal of democracy as it is called
in the newspapers. I am getting
along well, except the coffee is lousy
and the cream is plain sabotage.
Another modern rifle arrived today,
so I guess things are speeding up
in the defense program.
I nearly got in the guardhouse
again. I asked the captain for a
typewriter so I
could write my
letters that way
and he said why
should I think I
rated a typewriter, I said, "Well,
this is a machine
war ata>
got very sore.
- « «'" He
Never mind the dice I asked you

Love,

* • •

Oscar.

THE DIZZY PACE
(From the ConneantvUle. Pa
Courier)
Gresh s girls have measles.

11 caucd on Harley HUls
*
Mrs. Ruth In/nan is up with an

attack of lumbago.
Our roada are so fuli Of awful rteeo
rute that it I. Impossible toget
to
g
V
without a team along
Carl Hills waa at the home cf his
parents helping with Wood W hls
Fox hunters were out every dav
last week j-unning foxes.

r»aw L.

Road" is anl *«
amuck, who

on the sta|e
Hopkin
tten on
As

,
it « film short tagged
land," a gift from
•on, home secretary viaa
to the President.
and
exclusive „„
i of Click, ad

reply to Sen. i
-f'zti*?^ reveal new £
ing evidence on the
Lundeen's activities
Gedrge.Sylvester Vierecki
With .affidavits that he
"CM** Nfazi agent," whoa
ed with the late senator in(
Nazi propaganda in Ameri
propaganda was mailed
Lundeen's frank.
s

J > Why don't t
dies for Britain" outfit, whki|
offering cigarette cases i
etc., for British war rei
A. P. fatigue ties"? They«J
by the fliers hi the R. A.F,ft
very ducky (black and milt
and most men would
wear a necktie like that'
You might toss scallioML
and the Mutual Networkforj
putting,.the Greek War lie
gram Jto.be broadcast over i
pendent New York stations.
smaller stations had carried it|
listeners would have had an i
tunity .of Bearing the ptogta
the. appeal, and swell the f
their contributions.
Marian Anderson, the'
moved in on the D. A, R. I
with*.a vengejance. She just)
a home in the snooty Bre
Y., SCCtor.-^ur Girl Friday,
Private Papers of a
Cub Reporter
: After the premiere of a i
some of the first-nighters i
talking about it at the
were overheard to say:
"Boy, they sure kn
show, didn't they?"
"Yeah," said Harriet Hi
regular first-knife audienct|
Somebody asked Bobby!
kid bandleader, how it ferial]
the big dough with a
airshow.
"To me," Bobby said, "«
difference between a $25 r
a $60 suit is that a $60 suits
one pair of pants."
Clare Soothe tells this
trip to~R<Sme last spring
ticed how J&congruous it «»J
all the famous ruins njf
heartrof the city. She r
it and the answer was:
ha» an Imperator com
since he is unable to bui
pure—the only thing he
excavate onet"
What this country
needs id more flying heroesn
instead of in politics.
The. G-Men are holduUJ
Brown," who was caught^
ies of applications f°r
work. .TOJe chump doel
what a-good tfazi he is.
With hte rek&rd as thiet'
er, plus two $ng Sing i
could be a big man in Be;
be at the head of the
education!

The Detroit Times
the scoop that Mr.
is not pronounced
his colleague Leon
ed the other day. And
nounced "Ka-noodsen,
countrywoman of the de
wrote us, Jt is: "^
some of us contended ri
"That's the way we
explained Martha
sure fattier pronounces
lite films rewrote

ry, "The Letter," to
vis die at the finish,
sary because Miss E
deress. The movie
code orders that all
be puniahed for their «
Veriwell. But the^ai^
an (known- as the k L
daggered Bette and
free.
So did the ^
suborned a witness to #
neckr-e disbarring •'' J
what about Herbert M
*ut»pMed the coin to "*
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^Empire
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Washington, D. C.
BIG OITX
'FOR WHAT?'
The move for • blackout tMt of
What is needed by our war-mind- New
York continue*, but thta deed men is some slogan of high puris against ft. Mor* people
pose like "Make the world safe partment
would
get
hurt by the blackout than
for .democracy." That one is just

Target
ers.
Newspaper Union.)

I. — The . coma" financial disknown as the
special target
ders* incendiary
e scene of Engfire in three cenen acclaimed one
iportant commerits size in the

semicircle of
;ets beside the
as'lthe. City is
jjiare mile in area,
ies i^has set the
|e of the world, acie" National Geo_ England, known as
"Old Lady of Thread',sits, in the midst of
nstitution, which since
'he exclusive right to
- paper money and
ve funds of all other
.Jitryi:, A.[.corn'sthrow
Throgmbrton 'street,
)f|}s exchange, .which
vertirherit bonds of its
|gn countries, and in
tiost important corpoorld.
'Wall Street.'
street becomes the
Vfor trading in Amerduring the daily inthe closing of the
ige
and the closing
1
of New York's stock
jjbard street, noted for
i Threadneedle and
to .form the
• district of London.
on, a short walk
street,. in 250
to be the world's
_ ce institution. It is
S of underwriters. Withi are the famous old
of Rothschild, and
Child's bank, which
in his "Tale of
is Tellson's bank,
metropolitan London,
people have spread
over 692 square
is a tight little
(ancientboundai "walnut
to'its
from.'the Inns of
; street in the west to
London in the east,
_ i.north to Clerki is the oldest part
igh 20 centuries it
|_fts identity and.praclimits, thanks to
35 feet high built
conquerors,
this frequently refits nine gates are re; . the names of such
bndon Wall, Newgate,
•ipplegate, as well as
larket. The wall eners to hold off Wilueror, who prudently
T of London just outSince then, no sovjived within the City,
lay first receives per|the lord mayor of Ionising the spots, such
13^r, where modern
City's antique

night the district is usually deserted, since almost the only permanent
residents are the custodians or
watchmen of buildings which are
treasured by the Empire for their
past or present significance. By
day, however, a million people daily
crowd in arid out of this small area
on business.
The volume of news dispatched
from the newspaper offices of Fleet
street in normal times makes this
a world center for journalism as
well as finance.
This same square mile of London's inner core was the birthplace
of John Milton, Sir Thomas More,
Charles Lamb, arid William Penn.
It was the residence of Chaucer, and
was visited by countless notables
who were involved in the literary activities of Grub street or Paternoster
row. There at 17 Gough square, Dr.
Johnson wrote -his epochal' dictionary of the English language.
A few blocks south, within the
high paneled walls of Middle Temple
hall, on February 2, 1602, a troupe
of actors presented a comedy by one
of their company, a newcomer
named
Shakespeare;
it
was
"Twelfth Night," destined for
Broadway hi 1941.
Famous Men Lived in Area.
A physician at old St^ Bartholomew's hospital, which had been
founded by a king's jester, discovered the circulation of the bloodWilliam Harvey. Meanwhile, in the
Fifteenth-century Guildhall, successive lord mayors were.elected and
banqueted under the traditional but
mysterious figures of Gog and Magog. Another landmark of the region was the Cheshire Cheese, the
inn made, famous by Dr. Johnson
and Boswell. The Old Bailey, site
of London's modern criminal courts,
has associations with the old debtors' prison and the execution place
where malefactors were hanged or
burned at the stake; the last burning took place in 1789.
John Bunyan, William Blake, and
Daniel Defoe wandered through the
City to a common burial place on its
northern fringes. Other tombs in
the district include those of John
Wesley, the Methodist founding father, and George Fox, first Quaker.
Both traffic and tradition center
of the City is St. Paul's cathedral,
"the empire's parish church."
Names of the knotted streets of
the City are almost unbelievably
at Night.
literary landmarks, quaint: Stew lane, Friday street,
om Roman times, flll Budge row, Knightrider street, Red
a>> yard apart. By Lion court, and Fetter lane.

Prosperity Continues Rise
i Map of Business Conditions

I mWUQN UMWttnV

fciwmess conditions, for February reveals that prosperity
Incretued 'industrial employment is stimulating
i*fdrm products. The resultant larger farm purchasing power
for manufactured products. Meanwhile many prices
moving higher.
time. The trend continues to be
G. ELLIOTT,
t, LmSalle Extension
slowly upward with only temporary
Jnlverstty)
interruptions.
Effects of expansion in industry
the' farmers- is slowFarm income has and larger consumer incomes are
er, and is now the rapidly spreading out into every
(rears. The outlook is community.
I improvement as long
Consumer purchasing power has
expenditures remain been most strikingly reflected in recent weeks by the heavy buying in
land has* pushed the retail stores, both in cities and in
products higher. The rural districts. Sales have declined
age of the prices re- from the high holiday peak but they
new is about 9 per are still from 10 to 15 per cent highMot last year at this er than a year ago
;rwi»g.

a
mouse caught in a cheese baited era,
trap. He doesn't want any more today, can't even get around safely
cheese. So the trial balloons are go- with all the lights on.
ing up on another one—"Union
And then, too, there's the question
Now."
of morale. What would a New YorkI wrote a piece on the ballyhoo er do if he couldn't be seen by
x
for a federation of English speak- anybody?
ing peoples. In it I used the expression "Union Now" and said that
What would happen to a genuine
what is now proposed is to unite Manhattanite if he suddenly found
us with the British empire under
there wasn't a '
something like the Articles of Conlight on him or j
federation under which the 13 Colnear him? "No |
! onies fought the Revolution—which
sir, it would nevI means, of course, in addition to
er work in a city
j "Union Now," "War Now." I arlike New York,"
I gued thaf"all the "Articles" m^de.,..
Mr. Twitoh^U in| was a league of nations proved by. '
sisted. "Think of
i both of them and the later interwhat would hapI national league to be futile and un- pen to the stamina of those thouworkable.
sands of New Yorkers who live in
That column drew indignant deni- night clubs if this blackout comes!
als including one from Clarence If they couldn't find the night clubs,
Strait, the author of "Union Now." they'd be in a bad way. And what
These denials complained that the would be even worse, suppose they
proposal is not to entangle ours with got into a night club and then
the destiny of other nations in any couldn't be seen hi 'em by the colfutile league. No, sir. We are go- umnists!'
ing all the way into an United
.Twitchell was terribly worked
Stnv at 1036 T <»vol iStates Of/Earth ' ta which America •u£:Mr, "Take
the matter of photoOld.y dl <JL-?OU IjCVCl \ is to be only one state'among
state among many
bound, not by weak articles of con- graphs," he continued. "Pictures
federation, but by a document like can't be taken during a complete
Pattern No. 2588
Increased Buying Power the Constitution of the United States. blackout. There must be a coupla
million
New
Yorkers
who
lose
The distinguishing features of that
EVERYONE'S favorite, these
Reflected in High
Constitution are—no secession; con- weight and go into a decline if they *-* modern, easy-to-do designs.
trol in a superstate of interstate ain't photographed wherever they Embroider them on towel or pilStore Sales.
commerce, all foreign relations, tax- go.
low case and lef your needlework
* * *
"If they have to leave their apart- score a hit. * • •
MINNEAPOLIS.—Spreading pay- ation and spending, the right to
rolls from roaring defense indus- make war, to keep troops and ships ments without being seen, travel to
2988 contains a transfer pattern
tries have hoisted the American of war and the denial of those rights the theater without being seen, and of Pattern
12 motifs averaging 4U by 614 Inches;
family's buying power to new re- and controls to the several states— even enter it and leave it without j color schemes; materials required; illusbeing noticed or photographed, can trations of stitches. Send order to:
covery heights, a' current family including the U. S. A.
All right. If I misconstrued Mr. you imagine what would happen to
buying-power- survey reveals. The
average urban worker's household Streit, I am sorry. But I didn't their morale!
Sewlnf Circle Needlectaft Dept.
82 Blfhtti ATS.
N£W York
saw its monthly income soar nearly misconstrue the others and I didn't
"I tell you there are tens of thou$7 in the last six months of 1940, misconstrue Mr. Streit very much.
Enclose 19 cents In coins for Patwhile household expenses remained They say, and so I think does he, sands of New Yorkers who can't
tern No
at 1936 levels, according to a cur- that this is only an eventual result. even sit at a dinner table and have
Name
Right now all we need is "articles a cocktail in complete happiness unrent family buying-power
study.
Address
The favorable1 margin between a v- of confederation" with these other less a snapshot is taken. Ask all
erage earnings and living costs is nations but (as in and after our ] these classes to go a night in comthe largest in the eight-year history Revolution) "as soon as the war is plete oblivion, and what will they
of the company's index, according won" under the new confederation, do? Revolt, that's what. And there's
to the survey conducted by the we shall create with them a real no telling how far a revolt in New
_ _ • • * sflsct A* Hsart
Northwestern National Life Insur- federation, on the plan of the Amer- i York by people who demand the
ance company. Record department ican Constitution and rub Uncle' spotlight might go. It might spread bait-tries*
on the
nurt
man
and we
store trade volume, and improved Sam out as an independent entity. all over America.
* * *
installment collection ratios reflect
It is all consistent. First these ,
"And there's the matter of some of
this greater net buying power in the people sell us into a war when it
hands of the American consumer.
isn't necessary and, without waiting our. big personalities. What would
Living costs sank to a low for the for Mr. Hitler to se,ll our country be the reactions of Elsa Maxwell,
As Is Enough
year in October, and have stiffened down the river, they want us to do Billy Rose, Jimmy Walker, Dot
Those who seek for much are
a trifle since, but have been far it ourselves. We commit national Parker, Tom Dewey or Mayor La- left in want of much. Happy is he
outstripped by the rise in industrial hari-kari, dilute our strength with : Guardia in a blackout? They'd curl to whom God has given, with sparpay checks, the report states.
the weakness of the world and dis- right up and expire.
ing hand, as much as is enough.
* • •
Measuring the effects of payroll sipate the wealth and advantage our |
—Horace.
.
"The same thing goes for the rank
and living cost changes on the fathers fought and labored to create
American pocketbook, the study here, to the four winds of heaven and file. What do New Yorkers live
on? Delicatessen
shows that an average employed and the five continents of earth.
* * *
products. Where
worker's family of four, with earnings of $120 at average 1933 payGOVERNMENT CONTROLS
| do they get 'em?
roll levels and spending the same
So my old buddy Leon Henderson : Delicatessen and
amount for its living expenses at av- told the lumber industry that $50 a drug stores. How
erage 1933 retail prices, had to pay - thousand was an outrageous price j would they find
$131.11 in June, 1936, to maintain for southern pine, that $25 was j these stores withOreomulslon relieves promptly bethe same standard of living; mean- j enough, that if they didn't get the out all those red,
cause It goes right to the seat of the
green
and
yellow
while the family pay check had price down he was going to do sometrouble to help loosen and expel
on 'em? Why, they'd starve germ laden, phlegm, and aid nature
climbed to $133.92.
thing about it—and then stamped lights
to
soothe and heal raw, tender. Into death in 48 hours. Blackout of
In June, 1940, the same standard
flamed bronchial mucous memof living for a family of four cost but out of Washington.
branes. Ten your druggist to sell you
i
enemy could locate the city by abottleofCreomulsion with the un$131.86, while the family's pay check
I think Leon was about 100 per j the
the
loud
squawks,
wails,
protests
derstanding you must like the way it
had climbed to $150.86; by the year- cent right on his facts and inten- ,
Quickly allays the cough or you are
editor."
end, the monthly pay check had tions—that, somehow, this tendency j and letters to the
to
nave your money back.
*
*
•
rocketed almost another $7, to toward soaring prices must be j
$157.49, while living costs had actu- socked every time it sticks its head I
OUT OF WORK
ally fallen $1.10 from June levels, up and that, exactly as in World ' Silken frills and all their glory
lor Coughs, Chest Colds, Bronchitis
totalling $130.76 in December, 1940, War I, it has already started, among j Have changed their former cateor practically the same as in mid- other places, in wholly unjustifigory,
Our Best Teachers
1936, the report shows.
For now milady's lingerie
able lumber prices.
Instruction does not prevent
Thus the great increase in payIs
made
of
fiber
from
a
tree.
But to control this danger, governwaste of time or mistakes; and
rolls in recent months has meant a ment has got to get in step with
net increase in American spending itself. Leon must have forgotten Her stockings, too, from top to toe, mistakes themselves are often the
best teachers of all.—Froude.
power, the report points out, as to- that he was not back in his old NRA Are coal 'and air and H2O;
tal living costs are the same as they days, when government could talk Alas, the erstwhile busy worm
were a year ago, and actually less to industry as a unit and tell it, as Has nothing left to do but squirm.
than they were last summer. Minor Leon frequently and properly did, I
—Kathryn Walter.
increases hi clothing and fuel, have to police and discipline itself and, '
been offset by the decline in food in the public interest, to purge its ' "WANTED—Musician, teacher, arprices, the study shows.
membership of improper practices. ranger. I compose songs daily. PopHe could do that then because NRA ular, patriotic, sentimental, sweet,
made such joint action by govern- hot, sad, glad, comedy, unlimited
Army Mechanic Rescues
ment and any organized industry variety. Offer small part home,
TVT
A • '"
•'"' W19'
INavy Aviator in Desert lawful.
meals, for spare tune. Beautiful
RANDOLPH FIELD, TEXAS.—If
It is lawful no longer. Leon private estate exchange arranging
and knew what to do for it. Nowadays
it had happened in the movies, audi- should have a little talk with Thur- my music. Male, female or couple
we have many polite words for it,
ences would have shrieked in dis- man. The latter, Mr. Arnold, is may form band, opportunity, near
meaning the same thing, but when
Brooklyn.
6001
Neck
Road."—Adbelief.
trying to put industrial gents in j a i l
we are listless* have bilious spells,
Technical Sergeant O. A. Miller, —or at least getting grand jury in- vertisement in Down Beat Magabad breath and gas pains with slugveteran air corps mechanic, of Ran- dictments against respectable citi- zine.
gish intestinal action we still use
* * •
dolph field, Texas, was driving zens for potential felonies—if they
ADLERIKA, the product Grandma
Would you mind running over it
across the Arizona desert not far act as an industry to do, for examfound best 40 years ago. Take homn
from Gila Bend. Suddenly a navy ple, what Leon; commanded the lum- again on the zither?
a bottle of ADLERIKA today and
* » »
training plane sputtered overhead ber industry to do. It is and has
try it At your Druggist's.
and then glided to earth on the des- been declared by all our courts to
SUBWAY HATES
ert wastes, just off the highway.
I'd turn the heat
be just as flagrant an offense to the
"Forced landing . . . Motor quit," anti-trust acts for industrial gents
Upon the guy
explained the navy pilot to Sergeant to combine to put prices down as to
Who keeps his seat
Miller. With the aid of his auto tool put prices up. The former practice
But gives the eye.
kit, the army man proceeded to has proved to, be the most effective
—Evelyn Bligh.
* • •
"trouble shoot" the ailing engine. , weapon of the big fellows to slaughIn a couple of hours it was purring ter competition of the high-cost proIma Dodo thinks that "Random
smoothly again.
duction of little fellows in business. House" is a story of a five and ten
• * *
cent store.
A passing motorist was pressed
There is a basic fault here which
into service to halt any stray traffic
that might happen along on the NRA tried to solve. No other naTHESE CHANGING TIMES
road, the plane was taxied onto the tion condemns outright all industryMussolini now feels so small that
•• There was a time in America
highway and after a final check, Ser- wide agreements as "combinations he stands on a table in order to
when there were no set prices.
geant Miller turned it over to the in restraint of trade." All other whisper in King Victor Emmanuel's
Each merchant charged what
navy man, who used the roadbed for industrial countries condemn only ear.
a runway to get into the air.
such agreements as are "not in the
he thought "the traffic would
A very nice letter of apprecia- public interest." That is a realwtip
A rabbit was found scampering
bear." Advertising came to
tion was received' by Sergeant Mil- recognition that every principal around London in an air raid the
ler a few days later from the navy contract in business is in some re- : other day. That's easy to underthe rescue of the consumer.
pilot who had been assisted from
stand.
All
the
underground
room
It led the way to the estabThe I was occupied.
what might have been a rather haz- spects a restraint of trade.
lished prices you pay when
ardous situation. The signature at NRA formula was that such codes i
the close of the note of thanks . . . should not be regarded as violations
Mussolini is reported thinking of
you buy anything today.
Robert E. Lee, Ensign USNR.
of the Sherman and Clayton acts. undergoing an operation to have his
' strut removed.

Workers' Income
Rises as Expenses

INDIGESTION

Beware Coughs
from common colds

That Hang On

CREOMULSION

'All the Traffic
Would Bear"

•4*3,

ANITA

.-nted my farm and am quitting farming, I will sell at
, at my residence, 4% miles west pf Anita and 2%
viota on Highway No. 6, commencing at 1:00 o'clock, on

•NESDAY, FEB. 26
tne following described property:

HEAD OF GOOD HORSES — 3
ck mare, smooth mouth, weight 1300; 1 Sorrel gelding, will
>ld in the spring, weight 1500; 1 Bay mare colt, coming 3
July.

|HEAD OF HIGH GRADE CATTLE —12
|milch cows, 3 giving milk now and 1 to freshen soon; 4
ps to freshen soon with 2nd. and 3rd. calves; 3 extra good
»>— suckling calves; 1 extra good blocky Hereford bull, 4

12 Tons of Alfalfa and Oats Hay In Barn
F4RM MACHINERY, ETC.
'- ood Dain hay loader; good Dain side delivery rake; good
imp rake; Defiance gang plow, with no side draft evener;
ulky plow; Hayes corn planter, with 100 rods of wire
J-foot disc with evener; one horse drill; one row John Deere
ptivator; surface tower plow; fanning mill; Success manure
^8-inch burr grinder, with power; 2 four section harrows with
Harrow cart; endgate seeder; 3 oak barrels; cider press; set of
hess; several horse-collars; set of bed springs; Dexter washer
•ne in.good working order; and other articles too numerous to
WAGON WILL BE ON THE GROUNDS
—„„__. ; AU articles most be settled for before removing
, the premises.

IMER SMITH
BARBER, Auctioneer.

TRIBUNE, frttURSDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 1M1.

.Raymond Stone and family of
Fred Weatherby of Adair was
Dunbar, N«b., were visiting with visiting with friends in Anita Sunrelatives and friends over the week day.
end.
Mrs. Ira Ruggles, aged Anita lady,
Robert Kuehn of Pensacola, Fla., is is ill with pneumonia at her home in
visiting at the home of his parents Anita.
Mhr. and Mrs. H. J. Kuehn, northeast
bf Anita.
Mlrs. C. B. Lovell, who lives southwest of Anita, is ill at her home with
Work has started on the high pneumonia.
school operetta, "The Belle of Barcelona," which will be presented
IMiss Virginia Nichols, who attends
sometime in March.
a business school in Des Moines, spent
the week end in Anita.
Chapter EZ, P. E. O. SisterhooM,
met Tuesday afternoon at the home
Mass Lilith Baker, a teacher in the
of Mrs. Tom Burns on Locust Street. Anita schools, spent the week end at
The program was in charge of Mrs. her home in Oskaloosa, Iowa.
Joe Vetter and Miss Betsy Rose
Mr. and Mrs. Clare Underwood, who
Crawford.
live southeast of Anita, are the parR. W. (Mick) Forshay left Satur- ents of an 8% pound boy baby born to
day evening for New York on a busi- them at tneir home Friday morning.
ness trip in connection with the
A. L. Peterman an'd family of
National Association of Insurance
Agents. He expects to be in New Cedar Falls were Sunday visitors at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Herman
York City about a week.
Claussen and with other relatives and
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Anderson of friends.
Oneida,'Tll., spent Sunday evening in
Robert Crawford, son of Mr. and
Anita. Monday they were accomMrs.
W .F. Crawford and a student at
panied by Mrs. Anderson's brother,
Robert Howard, local clothier, to Iowa State college at Ames, spent the
end in Anita at his parents'
Fremont, Neb., where they attended a week
home. v
Berkshire hog sale.
Mrs. Carl MBllard, Mrs. Wesley
Johnson, Mrs. Lester King, Mrs. Dale
Ulfers, W. T. Slater, C. H. Bartley, J.
B. Herriman, and Rev. and Mrs.
Arthur V. Long attended the Missionary Institute held at the First Methodist church in Red Oak Monday.

Mrs. J. W. Petersen of Washington,
Iowa, and her daughter, Mrs. Mary
Love Rukgaber, of Mt. Pleasant,
Iowa, visited at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. John Jenkins a few days last
week. Mrs. Arline Johnston of
Rollo, Mo., also visited at the Jenkins
home a few days last week.

CARD OF THANKS.

Mrs. Eric Osen entertained the
boys of the first grade at her home
on Maple Street Friday afternoon in
honor of the 7th. birthday of her son,
Russell. The boys played games
after which a lunch was served by
Mlrs. Osen. Russell's two teachers,
Miss Gretchen Budd and Miss Fern
Long, were also guests.

We wish to express our sincere
C. E. PARKER, Clerk.
thanks and appreciation to our friends
and neighbors for the many acts of
kindness, words of consolation and
Ippinochle club were guests
Albert Eilts, farmer living south- floral tributes during the illness and
noon at the home of Mrs., west of Anita, suffered injuries to his death of our father.
: Rose Hill Avenue. Mrs. right arm and facial bruises when he
The Family of Michael Tierney.
ollin was an additional was knocked from a tractor on which
score for the afternoon he was standing Friday while workCARD OF THANKS.
II Mrs. Rydl and low score ing at the Glen Livingston farm.
hollin.
We wish to thank our friends and
Those from Anita who attended the neighbors for their many acts of
funeral services last 'Friday for John kindness and sympathy during the
W. Holmes, son of Mr. and Mrs. Glenn illness and death of our wife and
)R.B.L.MEURER Holmes of Guthrie Center, who died mother; also' the floral offerings and
. Adair,
tecently from a form of a cancer those who assisted with the funeral
were, Mr. and Mrs. John Jenkins, .Mrs. services. We especially wish to
J. W. Petersen, Mrs, Mary Love thank the telephone operators of the
Neurocalometer Service
Rukgaber, Mrs. Arline Johnston, Mrs. Anita exchange for their services.
9 to 12—1:30 to 6.
Frank A- Watkins.
William Crawford and son, William,
|to 10. Sun. 10 to 11 a. m.
Dodge Watkins.
Jr., Mlrs. W. T. Biggs, Mrs. G. 0.
Phone 87.
Frank Watkins, Jr.
Smither and Mrs. E. W. Holmes.
Mrs. Doris Letz.
Lola Mae Watkins.

CLOSING OUT

blic Sale
'undersigned residing three miles west of Anita on the
i estate farm, on No. 6, or 11 miles east of Atlantic, will
sale, commencing at 10 o'clock sharp* on

DNESDAY, FEB. 19
— HEAD OF LIVESTOCK — 221
HEAD OF HORSES AND COLTS — 16
-• of Sorrel Horses, 6 and 7 years old, weight 3700 Ibs; Pair of
Borses, 3 and 4 years old, weight 3200 Ibs; Sorrel Mare, 5 years
it 1700 Ibs; Bay Mare, 4 year old, weight 1700 Ibs; Pair of
ares, 9 and 10 years old,'weight 3200 Ibs; Pair of Sorrel 'Mares,
|old, weight 2600 Ibs. The Brood Mares are all with foal to
service fees paid. Roan Horse, 2 years old, weight 1250 Ibs;
ng Colts, (3 mares and 2 horse colts.) This is an exceptional
utstand horses.

69 — HEAD OF CATTLE — 69
— head of milch cows, some fresh, others milking and will
ta spring; 30 head of Hereford breeding heifers, 3 to 5 years
«ar old Hereford heifer, with two calves; Purebred Hereford
»rs oM and an outstanding individual; 28 head of Hereford
xceptional quality. These cattle are all of my own raising
been bred up for several years.

136 — HEAD OF HOGS —136
__ of brood sows—had one litter; 22 head of gilts. These
all bred to purebred Poland China boars and are showing
head of fall pigs. They are extra good. All have been

FARM MACHINERY, ETC.
ier Shuttler wagon with tight triple box; 2 low wagons with
tires, and tight, triple boxes: ensilage wagon; low wagon with
WcCormick-Deering com, Binder; 8-foot Hoosier press drill;
ate seeders; Spring todth harrow; 2 Overland cultivators; John
iultivator; 2 John Deere 14-inch stag plows; 14-inch walking
J four-section harrows; 8-section harrow; harrow cart; 9-foot
fe disc; two-horse disc; side delivery rake; hay loader; 2 dump
*J2 IMIcCormick-Deering mowers; McOormick-Deering over-shot
cker; 2 bull rakes; John Deere rubber tired corn planter, with
» of wire; Case manure spreader; corn crusher; John Deere
P-inch grinder with blower; alfalfa cultivator; bob sled; oneBleigh; sleigh bells; road maintainer; fresno; 3 sets of heavy
' harness; 15 horse collars; saddle. Some of this machinery
*. used but one year and all has been housed and well taken
3CELLANEOUS ARTICLES—DeLaval
No. 15 Cream
»r, with electric motor; lard press; horse clipper; electric
*st drill; vise; anvil; block and tackle; one-horse garden plow;
_i of shop tools and lots of them; oil and buttermilk barrels; hog
I; three galvanized hog self feeders; wood self feeder for hogs;
jropf hog waterer; 300 bushel cattle self-feeder; feed bunks;
J nay fork; chain grapple fork; and many other articles too
ms to mention.
•

—

~—

,_

L

_ _.

_

EMS:—-CASH. No Property Removed Until Settled For.
THERE WILL BE LUNCH ON THE GROUNDS.

J. H. TRIMMER
VMER and FRANK BARBER, Aucts. C. E. PARKER, Clerk

The members of the 2-1-2-1-2 dinner and bridge club were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Robinson at the
home of Mr. and 'Mrs. Harold McDermott east of Anita Thursday
evening. Following the dinner the
evening was spent playing bridge.
High scores were held by Mrs. McDermott and M. M. Feller.

is a special invitation to you

TO TRADE NOW FOR A
QUALITY USED CAR

CLEARANCE SALE
1939 V-8 DELUXE TUDOR
Low Mileage,. Good Tires,
Excellent Motor, A Real
Buy For
Only ..

1934 FORD V-8 COUPE
Good Tires, Heater, Good
Body, A Real Buy For
Anyone

1933 CHEVROLET COACH
Good Tires, Good Motor,
Fair Body, fl? -| fj C"
Priced At. 'P A / O

1935 V-8 STAND. TUDOR
Rebuilt Motor, Good Tires,
Heater,
CO£2CT
Priced At. «Ptf-OO

At .......

1929 MODEL A COACH
1935 INTERNATIONAL
The Friendly Circle met Friday afGood Body and Top, Good
TRUCK
;ernoon at the home of Mrs. Robert
Tires, Good Motor, An
Here Is A Real Truck
Saxton with ten members and three
Excellent
visitors present. A contest put on
Car For . .
>y Mrs. Saxton was won by Mrs.
Donald Dorsey and a contest put on
1936 FORD V-8 TRUCK
1930 CHEVROLET TRUCK
>y Mrs. Harold Cooper was won by
NOTICE OF EXPIRATION.
Reconditioned Motor, Fair
Good Tires, Fair Motor,,
Mrs. Kenneth Gipple. The afternoon
Tires,
To: Rollie Chambers, Harley Cham- was spent in quilting for the hostess.
. . $10O
Priced At.
bers, Margaret Chambers Crawford,
Mrs. George Shaffer was hostess to
Lillie Robinson and Edward Holton,
Heirs at Law of G. A. Holton, De- he Knot-a-Kare bridge club at her
home on Rose Hill Avenue Wednesceased'.
day
afternoon. Besides the members,
You are hereby notified that the
following described real estate sit- additional guests were, M!rs. Harold
ANITA, IOWA
uated in Anita, Cass County, Iowa, flcDermott, Mrs. a M. Adair, Mrs. R.
W.
Forshay,
Mrs.
Robert
Scott,
Mrs.
to-wit:
Jert Ramus, Mrs. Carl Mallard and
Lots 19 and 20 in White's First
tfrs. Lester Scholl, who also held
Addition to the Town of Anita,
Your FORD-MERCURY Dealer
ligh score.
Iowa,
was sold for taxes of the year 1932 on
A winner-loser party was held FriJie seventh day of May A. D., 1934, at day afternoon at the Mrs. C. H, JohnMrs. Hazel McDermott of Atlantic
;he delinquent tax sale begun and son home on Chestnut Street by the
Art James, who is employed by an
publicly held on the first 'Monday of Friday bridge club. Hostesses "were | was a Sunday visitor at the E. S. insurance company in Nebraska, spent
-- a few days in Anita this week.
May, A. D., 1934; and that a certifi- Mrs.
Johnson,
Mrs. Fred M. Sheley, Holton home in Anita.
cate of sale thereof has been issued Mrs. John Budd and Mrs. Robert
D. R. Donahoe and wife of Walnut
Ivan Pickerell of Mitchell, Nebr.,
and is now owned by Albert Evinger; Scott. High score at the afternoon
and that the right of redemption will session of bridge was held by Mrs. were visiting with relatives and visited at the Charles Dressier home,
south of Anita, a few days last week.
expire, and a Treasurer's Deed for Sheley. Prizes were also given to friends in Anita Sunday afternoon.
said land will be made, unless redemp- Mrs. B. D. Forshay, Mrs. Henry
Mr. and Mrs. P. H. Kelloway and
Glen Teraberry/ a teacher in the
tion from such sale be made within Maduff, Mrs. R. W. Forshay and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Forshay attendAnita schools, visited at the home of
Leo
V.
Bongers.
ninety days from the date of completed the Sonja Henie ice review in his parents in Malcom, Iowa, over the
ed service of this notice.
week end.
A new Anita Hi-Lites staff has Omaha last Thursday evening.
You will govern yourself accordbeen
chosen
to
publish
the
school
ingly.
B. D. Forshay and C. G. (Guy)
paper for the remainder of the year.
The P. T. A. study group are having
Dated this 31st. day of January, Miss Hilda Hiatt is advisor. The Hayter drove to Excelsior Springs,
a Founders Day tea at Mrs. Eric
A. D., 1941.
new staff is as follows: Richard Duth- Mo., Sunday to get Miss Minnie For- Osen's home on Maple Street next
Albert Evinger.
ie, editor-in-chief;- Ruth Holiday, co- shay who has been a patient at a Tuesday afternoon in honor of the
editor; Richard Richter, business hospital in that city for several weeks. past presidents.
NOTICE OF EXPIRATION.
manager; Jane Kopp, sports editor;
To Beatrice Hardman. H. E. Walker, Yvonne Keasey, grade editor; lona
Marion L. Walker, R. N. Walker Morgan and Carol 'Dement, humor
and T. R. Walker, Heirs at Law of editors; Marilyn Hayter, class editor;
James Miller, activity editor; MIerrill
John Walker, Deceased.
Lett, artist; Alice Peters, assistant
You are hereby notified that the
artist;
and Kathryn Weimer, typist
following described
real estate, chairman.
situated n Cass County,
Iowa,
to-wit:
Among those from a distance who
All that land lying East of the
were here Saturday afternoon to atC. F. DARROW, Manager
creek in the South Half (S%) of
tend the funeral services for the late
the Northwest Quarter ( N W % )
Mrs. Frank A. Watkins were Mrs.
of
the
Northwest Quarter
John Shaw, Mrs. Glenn Fisher, Mrs.
(NWtt) of Section 2, Township
Earl Lewis and daughter, Verley, Mlrs.
77 North, Range 36, West of the
Anna Timmons and son, Harold, Mrs.
John Martin, Mlrs. Eva Tracy and son,
5thP P. M., being 12% acres,
was sold for taxes of 1930, 1931 and Dwaine, Mrs. F. P. Bassett, Mrs. Carl
1932 on the 7th. day of May, 1934, to Anderson, Mr. and Mrs. George Joint
Jay Bowen at the delinquent tax sale and son, Earl, Mrs. Earl Downing and
HAVE A FEW LOCKER BOXES LEFT, SO
begun and publicly held on the first son, Donald, Mrs. James Diebold and
Monday of May, 1934, that the certi- daughter, Margaret, Mrs. George
DONT TAKE CHANCES WITH YOUR MEAT.
ficate of sale thereof has been issued, Spain and Mr. and Mrs. Glen Millard,
and is now owned by Jay Bowen, and of Casey; Mr. and Mrs. Todd Lewis,
BRING IT IN. WE WILL BE GLAD TO TAKE
right of redemption will Mr. and Mrs. Earl Garrett, Mr. and
expire, and a Treasurer's Deed for Mrs. Howard Berg and Mr. and Mrs.
CARE OF IT FOR YOU.
said land will be made, unless redemp- Howard Scott, of Atlantic; Mrs. Mar*tane Meister, Mlrs. Lillian Cody and
tion from such sale be made within
Mrs. Clara Schoonover, of Dextpt;
ninety days from the date of com- Mrs. Tiny Selover of Van Meter;
THERE IS ONE NEAR YOU
pleted service of this notice.
Walter Selover of the U. S. S. CaliYou will govern yourself accord- fornia; Marion Snry of O'Nfeill, Neb.;
ingly.
Oliver Spry of Des Moines; Mr. and
Dated this 30th. day of January, A. Mrs. Claude Spry of Wiota: and
D. 1941.
Mr. and (Mrs. D. E. Watkins of Kansas
ANITA — WIOTA — CUMBERLAND
Jay Bowen.
City, Mo.

'...

$180

$230

ROSE MOTOR CO.

Feed Your Home Grown Grains And
MERIT CONCENTRATE
THE FARMERS COOP.

STILL

Miller's Lockers

sK!"!!^
"'"^IMPROVED'' r~
UKIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S
By VIRGINIA VALE
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

By HAROLD L. LUNDQUIST, D. D.
Dean of The Moody Bible Institute
_ ,
of Chicago.
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

drawing, to convince yourself how
quickly and simply you can finish
it.
Design No. 8840 is easy for even
a two-year old to get into all by
herself, because it goes on like a
coat and buttons all down the
front. Its princess lines are accented by sweeps of ric-rac up and
down, the neckline is finished with
a little notched collar, and panties
are included, of course.
* • *

Lesson for February 23
N "BILLY THE KID," Robert
Taylor's new starring vehi- •
5"Meets and Scripture texts seted
cortBhted by International
cle for Metro, there is one scene Council
« "of Rel
used by
in which all of the characters permission.
have to check their six shooters
JESUS CALLS TO PRAYER
with the sheriff before attending
TEXT—Luke 18:1-14.
a mass meeting. Each morn- LESSON
GOLDEN TEXT—Lord, teach us to pray.
Ing on the set,' the assistant —Luke 11:1.
director takes up a collection from Imitations may be so clever as
all the extras and bit players. He to cause us to marvel, but to the one
"frisks" them—not of their guns, who knows the real thing, they are
but of their wrist watches.
"just imitations." Particularly is

Here's the reason. The other day
Robert Taylor was playing a scene
in the back room of a saloon. Also
;;in the scene were Gene Lockhart,
j.as the bad man, Lon Chancy Jr.,
! Herman Willis, Grant Withers and
'several western type extras. With
i hand on the door about to exit, Tayjlwvspoke his line—"What tune is

Pattern No. 8340 is designed for sizes
2. 3, 4, S and 6 years. Size 3 requires,
with long sleeves. 2 yards of 35-Inch gingham, percale or linen; with short sleeves.
1% yards; B yards of rlc-rac. Send or-

that true in the realm of the spiritual. Make-believe faith in God fools
only the hypocrite and those who
know as little as he does of real
Christianity.
Prayer is undoubtedly the greatest privilege of the Christian, putting him and his life in touch with
the omnipotence of God. But it must
be real prayer, not just some formal
exercise which masquerades under
the name of prayer. We combine
the two parables of our lesson to
contrast prevailing prayer and powerless prayer.

der to:

SEWING CIRCLE PATTERN DEPT.

Room 1324
•211 W. Wacker Dr.
Chicago
Enclose 15 cents In coins for
Pattern No
size
Name
Address

Lockhart was about to make the
reply called for by the script when
Director David Miller called "Cut!"
THE ANSWER TO A HOSTESS' PRAYER.
One of the bearded extras had for(See Recipes Below)
gotten where he was and automatically pulled back his cuff to look at
I. Prevailing Prayer.
PEEK AT YOUR PASTRY baking dish. Mix following ingredi- his very modern wrist watch.
The prayer which really lays hold
and pfeawre .. . cove* cooking
ents lightly with a fork: the flour,
upon God and brings results must
fiim and money...nourishing...
i cook who shines brightly remaining % cup sugar, baking
"Gone With the Wind" started be the expression of a life of prayer.
sking sadly admits that powder, salt, and the egg and sprin- Ona Munson on a career of what It is no occasional effort brought
order, today, from your grocer.
she doesn't have kle over apple mixture. Place hi a
shd's afraid will de- about by a great need or B deep
' $hJB knack of mak- moderately hot oven (375 degrees
velop into type cast- sorrow. We must pray
ing flaky, melt-in- Fahrenheit) and bake for approxiing, the bugaboo of
1. Without Ceasing (v. 1). Jesus
mately 30 minutes.
.actors. She did had just been talking of the trying
She feels that it
'"Belle • Watling" in days which were to come (Luke
Orange Pastry.
is something she 1 cup sifted flour
"Gone — etc.". and 17:26-30). To stand fast for Christ
can't help, like 2 teaspoons sugar
then played another in a day when almost all the influthe color of her % teaspoon salt
"shady lady" in the ences are against such faith, a man
•eyes or her hair. 1 teaspoon shredded orange peel
picture "Wagons needs real prayer or he will surely
But a careful' look 6 tablespoons shortening
Westward." Now faint.
v
at. her pie crust 2-3 tablespoons orange juice ,(about)
she's set for the
To
pray
constantly is not neces, magnifying glass or misame sort of part in sarily to be saying the words of
Sift,
flour,
sugar,
satt.
Add
orange
iictften /gives a clue as to peel. Cut shortening in coarsely.
"Lady From New prayer, but is the outreach of the
! matter.
Add gradually just enough orange Ona Munson Orleans," a story life toward God, the setting of our ]SJ O WONDER there's a prideful
BStry is made up of many, juice to bind dough together. Boll
laid in the period of minds on things above. That we x
^ prance in this youngster's
f layers of dough separat- pastry out thin and line pie plates. the Louisiana Purchase. It's a re- can and may do at all times and in
step as she goes forward to more
, thin Air pockets or spaces Bake in hot oven {450 degrees Fahr- lief to her to do those "Big Town" all places.
n 1he teyeis of fat and enheit) for IS minutes. (Makes fl- broadcasts with Edward G. Robinson.
2. With Assurance (w. 2-9). If and better playtimes. It's the
she's proud of—any little girl
epairafed by steam dur- inch pie shell.)
an unjust judge will respond just frock
Uttjj. .
Naturally, everything possible is to escape the constant plea of a will be proud of it, and there's no
Individual Chess Pies.
going to be done to put Shirley Tern widow, we may rest assured that reason why your own daughter
this,- flakiness depends
(Makes 7 tarts)
pie back at the top
nj^r^n which the fat
God, who is just and looks upon shouldn't have half a dozen just
such, because it's so easy to make.
Stuffing Oneself'
% cup butter
of the star list when
wf flour and'part upon
His people in loving-kindness, will Take
a look at the small diagram
1 cup sugar
she goes to work for
A man may as well expect to.
_ of *he dough. H a
not fail to respond to then- plea. He
3 egg yolks
Metro. The wealthy
grow stronger by always eating:
says, "Call unto me, and I will ans tat js imtbed in with the
1 whole egg
little miss (she has
as wiser by always reading. Too.
" Sfcstiy blenderi'ontil it
swer thee, and show thee great and
more than a million
1 cup raisins (coarsely chopped)
mighty things, which thou knowest
much overcharges nature, andi
small particles and is
in the bank) will ap% cup nuts (coarsely chopped)
not" (Jer. 33:3).
turns more into disease than nour*,
ributed throughout all of
pear in the screen
2 tablespoons lemon juice
ishment.—Jeremy Collier.
«nd if ttfee remainder of
3. In Humility (w. 13, 14). We
£
A
General
Quiz
3 egg whites
version of "Panama
come to God, not to demand, but to
cut in so that it is in
Hattie," a success% teaspoon salt
humbly plead the blood of Jesus
pieces about the size
ful musical now run-'
6 tablespoons sugar
MJS, or peas, then fee
Christ. That was what the publican
The Questions
did. When he said, "Lord, be meri excellent chance of beCream butter until soft and light. ning on the New
iWriWKi flaky. The large- Add sugar gradually, .creaming until York stage, with
ciful," he used the word "propitiatAnn Sothern, Elea- Shirley Temple ed," which refers to the mercy seat
: separate the flour into mixture is fluffy.
1. Who fixed the mean length of
nor Powell, Connie
fe the small particles Beat together egg
on which the blood was sprinkled as the year at 365 V4 days and deRussell and Red Skelton. Shirley a propitiation for sin (see Exod. creed that every fourth year
;;mabe the dough more yolks and whole
starts her "comeback" at a sal- 25:17, 18, 21; Heb. 9:fi; Lev. 16:5). should have 366 days?
egg with rotary
ary of $2,500 a week.
2. How much of the world's railSuch a plea brought salvation to the
POUR
fat is distributed hi beater. Blend with
repentant sinner.
way mileage is in the United
:les the crust is apt io creamed mixture
ALBERT
"The
Lady
Eve"
gives
Henry
States?
II. Powerless Prayer.
' rather than flaky, and then add raisins, walnuts,. and
Fonda
an
opportunity
for
which
he's
VOUR "
3.
Who
holds
the
record
for
the
lemon
juice.
Place
mixture
in
top
of
We
use
the
word
prayer
here
in
at and flour : mixture is
chance to wear his the broad sense, for strictly speak- longest cabinet service?
ter, a procedure which double boiler and cook over boiling grateful—the
own clothes on the screen for the ing there is no such thing as prayer
4. How large was the Continental
water,
stirring
constantly
until
thick,
nplished with a fork.
first time in three years, and to without power. Men call it prayer, army in the Revolutionary war?
. is worked lightly to- about 25 to 30 minutes.
his hair cat. The only other but it accomplishes nothing because
5. How many Presidents died on
When filling has thickened fill in- have
i a bail so ihat it can be
time it's been trimmed during those it is offered
July 4?
dividual
baked
pastry
shells
(3%
Overhandling at, this
three years was when he got that
6. Does the starfish travel far7
1. In Self-sufficiency (w. 9, 11).
idows a tough crust, yet inches in diameter across top). Beat prison hair-cut for "The Grapes of Those
7. Which of the fallowing is a
who trust "in themselves"
i must be kneaded enough egg whites until foamy, then add Wrath." His roles have called for will naturally
do what the Pharisee prime number—7, 10 or 22?
wHl stick together and salt and sugar gradually, and con- straight drama with a minimnm of did; he "prayed
8. How does the moon compare
with himself." "He
tinue
beating
until
meringue
will
Oth sheet under the rollcomedy, and the only time he kissed had an intellectual conviction, but with the earth in size?
stand
in
stiff
points.
Place
tarts
in
V slightly richer formulaa heroine on the screen was in that does not make a contact with
9. What was the highest price
Mi of % cup of (at to 1 cup moderate oven (350 degrees Fahren- "Chad Hanna."
per ton of gold ever paid?
God.
Hell
is
full
of
intellectual
conheit)
for
about
10
minutes
or
until
stead of the usual % cup
In "The Lady Eve" he wears 14 viction. God? Oh, yes. But he was 10. What are the three theological
1 cup of fat, makes it lightly browned.
different outfits—everything from so occupied with himself he could virtues?
Make
pastry
using
one
cup
flour
i handle the pastry dough
full dress to silk pajamas—and in- not get away from himself" (Morut toughening it appre- for tart shells.
dulges in some bits of torrid love- gan).
The Answers
Horn a' Plenty Pie.
making. As for Barbara Stanwyck,
2. With Boastful Pride (w. 9, 11,
(Makes 2 9-inch pies)
g« Meringue Pie.
she wears the longest bob ever worn 12). Despising others, the Pharisee
1. Julius Caesar.
1 9-ounce package mincemeat
by a star—16 inches; she's been boasted of his own fine character
2.
Thirty per cent.
cornstarch
1% cups water
growing it for the last five years, and good works. "God resisteth
3. James Wilson, who was seci salt
3 tablespoons sugar
ever since "Stella Dallas." She the proud, but giveth grace unto retary of agriculture from 1897 to
i Shredded orange peel
1 cup canned pumpkin
wears 25 stunning costumes, and in- the humble" (James 4:6). It is prop- 1913.
ge juice
% teaspoon salt
dulges in slapstick comedy, in her er that a man should live uprightly,
4. Army records show that 528,1 teaspoon ginger
role of a woman card-shark.
but if it only makes him self-right- 274 regulars and volunteers fought
butter
% teaspoon cloves
eous it becomes a barrier between in the Revolutionary war.
i lemon juice,
2 teaspoons cinnamon
him and God (Luke 18:14).
Horace
Heidt
has
finally
escaped
5. Three Presidents—John Adastry pie shell
3 eggs;.
3. For the Sake of Publicity (v
his reputation as "the man with the
ams, Thomas Jefferson and
iites
1 15-ounce can condensed milk
trained dog." Before his orchestra 11, cf. v. 13). While the publican James Monroe.
isugar
% cup water
hit the national networks and Heidt's hung his head and stood afar off to
6. The farthest distance ever
Break mincemeat into pieces, name became a synonym for scintil- offer his prayer, the Pharisee ap- traveled by any starfish is apJryl cornstarch and salt, place in saucepan, add water and lating syncopation, Horace had a parently took a prominent place and proximately 5,000 feet.
s peel and juice and cook
sugar. Bring to a vaudeville act featuring Lobo, an spoke with a loud voice. Jesus de7. Seven. It is divisible by no
boiler until thickened,
b o i l and b o i l amazing dog, Booking agents al- scribed that kind of prayers in Mat- number except itself and one.
putes. Add beaten 'egg
«v«ry
1 minute. Cool. ways thought of Lobo when Heidt's thew 6:5 as just putting on a pub8. The moon is one-fourth to
: 2 minutes. Remove
handy tin
Thoroughly mix name was mentioned. But that's all licity "stunt." When men had seen size. Its diameter is about 2,000
Of PrlBM
add butter aad'lempumpkin, salt, jn the past now, since the smashing them pray, the transaction was fin- miles, the earth's about 8,000
Albert
? Cool. Pour tato 9-inch
spices, eggs con- success of his "Pot O'Gold" pro- ished. They had not been in touch miles.
'pie shell. Cover with
with
God
at
all.
gram.
densed milk and
9. In 1907 the Selby Smelting
lade of egg whites beatThe result of the two prayers is Works of San Francisco paid the
water. Add cooled
Overcoming unfortunate breaks
• sugar. Brown in, modso well described by Dr. J. Campmincemeat and
Mine of Nevada $574,958
'(325 degrees Fahrenheit) blend thoroughly. Pour into unbaked was nothing new to the band-leader. bell Morgan that we quote his Mohawk
for
47
y
At
the
University
of
California
he
4 tons of gold ore, this price
'minutes. Decorate top 9-inch pie shells. Bake in, hot oven was well on Us way to football words:
of $12,041 per ton being the high,., sections from orange. (450 degrees Fahrenheit) 10 min- fame
"Two men at prayer. One, elo- est ever recorded in the history of
tackle when he found
^ with sharp knife, remoV- utes, reduce temperature to moder- himselfasona the
bottom of a scrim- quently, in phrases circling round gold mining.
" ". inner membrane down ate (350 degrees Fahrenheit) and mage pile-up, and
10. Faith, hope and charity
was carried off his own personality with which he
t. Cut out on each side bake about 35 minutes longer, or un- the field with a broken
back. Lying was pre-eminently pleased. The othmembrane and lift out til filling is set.
hi the hospital, he decided to or- er, hating his sin, and grasping out
^section.
Toasted Coconut-Butterscotch Pie. ganize an undergraduate orchestra after the infinite and tender comDish Apple Pie.
1% cups light brown sugar
to help pay his way through college. passion of God to operate for him
The man who justified him(Serves 6)
% cup bread flour
The orchestra gave him conducting
Vt teaspoon salt
experience which helped him on his self remained unjustified. The man
"
-i
.
% cup .cold milk
way to the top ranks of radio band- who sought the compassion of God
i (sliced thin)
went back to his house justified."
leading.
2 agg'yolks
2& cu$s scalded milk
Not Go WITH ADVERTISING
There Is Another Life
1 te£ajx>on vanilla extract
ODDS AND ENDS-ffantfr
Bros, reI
cannot
believe,
and
cannot
be
Coconut
leases "Christmas Under Fire." another
----.
(grated)
Advertising and high prices do not'go together at all.
Reynolds commentary ihori; «Ae brought to believe, that the purpose
i! cinnamon
•
Mix sugar, flajtr and salt. Add Quentin
of
our
creation
is
fulfilled
by
oui
lint
wan
"London
Can
Take
If
.
.
.
The
i cloves
They
are extremely Incompatible to each other. It Is
cold milk slowly.
Blend until proceet/s go to British war relief; "Lonexistence here. To me the
^t meats (chopped)
smooth. Beat egg yolks slightly and don" raised $26,400 for the fund . . . "The short
only
the
product which It unadvertlsed. which
existence of another world is a nec""" rpdse flour
add to first mixture. Add the scald- Trial of Mary Dugan" has become Tfte essary
has
no
established
market, that costs more than you
supplement of this, to adjust
_ powder
ed milk slowly. Place mixture in Trial of Mary Andrew*"—but it probably its inequalities,
can afford to pay
and
imbue
it
with
salt
double boiler and cook, stirring con- will be the same old trial . . . Rudy
stantly, until the mixture thickens. Valloe's sponsor bought the rights to moral significance.—Thurlow Weed.
Whenever you go Into a store and buy an Item of ad[l cup.sugM| t
Remove from heat. Add vanilla ex- Rudy's new theme song, "I'll Give You a
u
The
Road
to
Power
vertised
merchandise. It doesn't make any difference
— orange Jules, o _ _ tract and pour into baited pie shell. Smile for a Smile" and presented them tu
Self-Reverence,
Stoves. 'tad Qook Copls Just before serving too with Vallet at a gift . . . Gene Autry, of tht
what,
you
are getting more for your money-more In
Self-Knowledge
for about 15 niln- whipped cream and sprinkle with movies and radio's "Melody Ranch," uiU
quality
and
servlce-Mhan
you would get If you spent the
Self-Control—
from'nM'and'
tewted, coconut.
appear in a rodea act at th$ fort
These
three
alone
lead
life*
to
sovsome amount for something which was not advertised.
. shallow
ffld**»*d by Western Newspaper Union.)
stock show in.March.
ereign power.—Tennyson.
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Lesson for October 5

strands of string that you'll find
the rug done in no tune.
• • •

Lessonandsubject* and Scripture text*
!«>S7>^t«d
iSytoteSSo
el!
«tou' Cation: used

Pattern 2908 contains direction! for making rug; Illustrations o< U and stitches;
materials required; color schemes. Send
your order to:

GOD OUR HEAVENLY FATHER

Sewlni Circle Needleeraft nept.
S2 Elf htt Av».
New York
Enclose U cent* In coins for Pattern No
Name..
,'j
Address

ESSON TEXT-Genesli 1:28-28; Matthew
GOLDEN TEXT-Our Father which art
In heaven. Hallowed be thy name.—Matthew 6:9.

Without God man has no hope in
this world. This is the teaching of
First Coalman
Scripture, which is confirmed by
experience and admitted by the
[Franklin TX&oo*evelt
The popular legend is that coal
philosophies of men. "Having no
was discovered by Joseph of Arihope and without God in the world,"
i in whole or to part la forbidden?)
mathea who, near Glastonbury in
says Paul (Eph. 2:12), and every
A. D. 67, found a black lump and
godless philosophy paints the same
i there' started another gentook it to the monastery where it
dark picture. Says one, "It cannot
war, fprv which Germany
was
thought to be a stone and
be
doubted
that
the
theistic
belief
been preparing since 1933,
thrown on the fire. It became
is
a
comfort
to
those
that
hold
it
• which Italy $nd Japan had
known as "seacoles," and was
and that the loss of it is a very
eparing for years before. It
first used generally as fuel in 1228.
painful loss. We have seen the
ar which, had. been definitely
It is now established that coal
spring
sun
shine
out
of
an
empty
mistakably,. foreseeable since
was
used In Great Britain much
heaven
to
light
up
a
soulless
earth;
sses the Italian people on the eve of war C Set
|rhen the Nazis marched into
earlier. Sir Cyril Fox, director of
we have felt with utter loneliness
U
0
" eland. •
'•****? V
to* **""*
P»wers In Europe on Angus that the Great Companion is dead"
the National Museum of Wales,
Wa
_; thaj historians will record
flater>
?°te war
" was
4elive«d *« Hitler alone, on the next (Clifford).
while excavating in the neighbordeclared. The swastika mark
jt, that, eVer since, 1933, the
hood
of Bridgend, England, came
igM of
ictBre
That desolate and despairing conStates and its government
*
"*
*
««•
»
'
floate
over
crashed
across
two cairns, both of the
el
clusion need not be the lot of any
rsistently and actively sought
a bnt
i accepted an armistice
*??," t oont t elime
*«*wwni
The that
French
fouSt
Bronze age. One had buried in it
man,
for
we
have
in
God's
own
fiercely
22,
1940.
Since
date
toe
pent this Conflict, and to pretwo adults and a child, and fragPattern 2908
Word a clear revelation of Himself
I peace in the world. This S£r±"BT£<l;?TSt.rtoeILov« the "><» * 0>e globe, e£n SectoJ as
ments of coal found with each set
our
Creator
and
our
loving
CTAR white — star bright - but of remains show that coal was
for peace was the very key- the normal, life of American citizens, thus carrying ont President Roose- Father. Why not accept it?
velt's prophecy in Chicago, in 1937, that unless present European condi^ you needn't do any wishing used in these cremation burials. It
jpf our entire foreign policy. tions
were remedied, America would eventually have to face the probI. God Our Creator (Gen. 1:28-28). about this star rug. The diamonds was also established that the buridictated not only by a nat- lems arising
from acts of aggression.
Both of our Scripture passages tell are so easy to crochet hi four als took place about 1600 B. C.
nanitarian desire to prevent
us much about man, but in doing
dshed and horrors of war,
It was later that I pointed out
During 1938 there came the so they reveal God.
by a realistic appreciation ihat the recent systematic violation Czechoslovakian
crisis. On SepHe Made Man (w. 26,
European 'war would be a of treaties, the indiscriminate bomb- tember 26 and September
1938, 27).1. How
"God
created man in his own
danger .to our own peace ng of civilians, were wiping away I sent messages to Hitler 2,7,and
to image" (v. 27).
This~ does not refer
eurity, an,d to the welfare of the jvery landmarks of law, order, the heads of the Czechoslovakian,
ire Western hemisphere.
and justice which had characterized British, and French governments, to any physical likeness, although
her Vfay'fl, too, the govern- our civilization. I warned that "if seeking a peaceful solution of that it is abundantly evident that man's
BJ BOTH WTETB SPEAKS
f the .United States actively hose things come to pass in other threat of war. The particular crisis body is far above the animal level
and
perfectly
adapted
to
be
the
tto preserve the peace of the >arts of the world, let no one was averted, but, as I stated at
torn of the desk is completely covThe two great obstacles to magine that America will escape, the time, "it was (is) becoming in- dwelling place of the soul and the
ered. Desk and shelves are paint>eace in modern .times have hat .America-may expect mercy, creasingly dear that peace by fear instrument of its activity in a
ed to match and the harmonizing
f been: first, the piling up of that this Western hemisphere will had (has) no higher or more en- physical world. Even the Son of
stool is made of a box padded
ants, particularly weapons of not be attacked." I called upon the during quality than peace by the God took upon Himself the body of
and covered.
a
man
and,
in
its
glorified
state,
* * *
, and, second, the erection of peace-loving nations to "make a con- sword."
; still bears that body hi heaven.
NOTE; A framed Apiece of needlework
farriers
to
.prevent
reciprocal
certed
effort
hi
opposition
to
those
Conditions
Grow
Worse.
,.
E J
has both decorative and sentimental value.
This means that man's body is
- commerce between na- violations of treaties and those igMrs. Spears' Sewing Book a gives direcThree months later, at Lima/ worthy of honor and considerate
norings of humane instincts which Peru,
tions for making original designs; also 42
the 21 American republics, care and use.
of the popular embroidery stitches. Trans: respect to disarmament, today are creating a state of interincluding our own, agreed to stand
fer pattern No. 204 for the poppy, cornThe real image of God hi man is
ation took the lead as national anarchy and instability.
flower and wheat design In today's sketch
together to defend the independence a moral and spiritual likeness. Man
Is available. Book and pattern are 10
of each one of us in the Western is a moral being, knowing the difcents each, and should be ordered direct
hemisphere.
That
declaration
at
from
ference between right and wrong.
Presidential Highlights
Luna was a further step toward He has all the characteristics of
par /which had been deflagain sent messages to Hitler and
MRS. BOTH WYETH SPEAKS
continued peace and common de- personality, self-consciousness, inDrawer 10
unmiafakably foreseeMussolini. I received no direct
An Old Desk Transformed
fense in this hemisphere, but it did telligence, feeling and will. That
Bedford Bffls
New York
answer to this suggestion for
not have any effect on matters in image has been marred and defaced C-I ERE is the corner of a smart
Enclose 10 cents for book and 10
respect to ^disarmament
world
peace,
from
either
Hitler
cents
for
pattern
desired.
Give
pattern
Europe. In 1939* international af- by sin, but it is still there. Even *••* living room with a color
' ation took the lead
or1 Mussolini."
fairs in Europe grew steadily worse. in the lowest man or woman . it is scheme repeating the tones hi a number.
Name ....>..,t>......t.
t
"What I was suggesting was a
That is why I was so anxious in
of being reached and trans- piece of embroidered applique Address
peace conference with every- July, 1939, for the congress to repeal capable
eace of the world was
formed by the grace of God.
vork. No one would ever guess
body's guns "parked outside."
ed by a handful of
the arms embargo provisions of the
2. How He Blessed Man (v. 28)v h.a.t the simple modern desk bemen."
"I have had a fine holiday. I'll neutrality law. For such a repeal
gave man "a help meet for bun" ween book cases is a transforbe back in the fall if we do not
annual message to the
would, in effect, say to tile aggres- He
(Gen. 2J8); that is, « completely mation of the fancy oak affair
ion January 4, 1939, I
have a war."
sor nations that it .they did declare suitable
and helper. He sketched at left. The top part has
"We could not sell a single
jut that all about us, unwar they would find that their ene- gave himcompanion
dominion
over the entire >een sawed off and a plain board
plane or tank or gun to Great
| wars were raging."
mies would be able to obtain the earth, and his restless,
added. The plywood door is hinged
Britain or France once war was
ig 1939, hi April, on beneeded war supplies here in Amer- spirit still presses towardpioneering
com- to the book cases so that the botdeclared."
sfhe American people, I
ica. I knew that the sale of arms plete realization of that the
promise.
by the United States could and He provided for every need of man,
Satisfying Both
"No nation can be safe in its will to would help- the weaker nations re- not only physical and social, but
(ay 16,1933. On that date
Diplomacy has been defined as
sist
attack
from
those
nations
which
'Trials by Touch'
sed an appeal to all the peace so long- as any other power- had built up these vast offensive also spiritual, for we read mat He
the art of letting someone else
walked with him "in the cool of
f the world in an endeavor ful nation refuses to settle its striking forces.
have your way.
the day" (Gen. 3:8), until man by
some definite result from grievances at the council table." I
Make sure your train of thought
As
late
as
the
Seventeenth
cenThe
Arms
Embargo.
his own sin broke that fellowship.
[lament conference which therefore urged again upon the conisn't
merely a string of empties.
.ury,
America
held
"trials
by
Congress was ready to adjourn God's love toward His creation is ouch," in which the defendant in
t meeting rather ineffective- gress the necessity of increased naA
lot
of us are surprised at
shown
by
His
provision
for
man's
tional
defense
to
protect
ourselves
in
July,
1939,
without
passing
the
a since 1932. Armai
murder
case
was
made
to
touch
where
we
are because we forgot
complete
joy
and
full
usefulness.
nondemocratic govern- against attack and other forms of repeal of the arms embargo. We
he corpse to see if it would 'give
were convinced that the arms emiad been persistently in- aggression.
n. God Oar Heavenly Father some indication that he was the to look Where we are going.
bargo was actually having the ef- (Matt. 6:24-33).
International trade had
Offer America's Services.
guilty person, says Collier's. In A Hint From Nature
of hastening the war in Europe
Our ears are not made to shut,
mally falling off because
one such trial in Virginia in 1663,
During 1939, on April 14, on behalf fect
Two
things
harass
the
mind
and
imposed quotas and other of the American people, I again sent by the encouragement which it gave heart of man — anxiety for today and several members of a family had but our mouths are.
Experience it what you get uilten
tiers. In my message to messages to Hitler and Mussolini, to the aggressor nations. I there- fear for tomorrow. He must have :o touch the body of a former
ons of the world, I pointed suggesting another approach to the fore called a conference at the what he and his family needs for tfegro servant. But they were ac- you're looking for something elif.
Doting parents are bad for chilonly a very small minority solution of the problem of avoiding •White House of the Republican and today, and it is a constant struggle quitted because Uncle Joe "gave
dren. So are don'ting ones.
dents and of peoples have war and preserving the press. As Democratic leaders of the congress for most men to meet that need. no sign."
fsir* for aggression or for the head, of a nation far removed to urge upon them further the Then, as though that were not
nent of their own territories from Europe, I offered to serve as necessity of the legislation, and to enough, there is always the morense of others. I pointed a "friendly intermediary," I asked canvass the situation so as to learn row's new and possibly greater
if armament of offensive for assurances from Hitler and Mus- whether such congressional action needs. Even those who have all
were eliminated, the fear solini, however, that their armed were possible. At that conference they need today live in dread (and
sion then held by so many forces would not attack or invade I pointed out how the arms embargo well they may if they do not trust
nations would necessarily any of the independent nations of was encouraging the outbreak of a God) that tomorrow or next week
I appealed; therefore, Europe or the Near East for a general war, how it operated in or next year they too may be in
reduction in offensive period of JO years. I stated that favor of the aggressor nations of need. Our text meets both probs. I also asked that "all the I was reasonably sure that if such Germany and Italy, and how thor- lems, for it tells us
world should, enter assurances were given, each of the oughly it weakened the position
1. Why We Need Not Be Anxious
(solemn nonaggression pact." other nations would give similar and prestige of the United States Today (vv. 24-31). The answer is
as a motivating factor for peace. simple— look at the birds. They
reciprocal assurances. I suggested For we were hardly in a position
Cause for War.
same message there was that a peaceful discussion follow to urge the aggressor nations to de- cannot work, they are not even
liscussed the necessity of this exchange of guarantees, hi sist from attack, if we could not, able to pray, yet God feeds them.
down international trade which the government of the United under any circumstances, sell Consider the glory of ^the flowers.
which always go hand States would be willing to take part merchandise to the threatened de- Even a king cannot dress in such
beauty — God provided it for them.
I with increase of armaments, —with two essential objectives in mocracies of Europe.
"Are ye not much better than
mind: first, reduction of arma»uae for war.
, GOP Attitude.
they?"
(v. 26).
ments;
second,
opening
up
avenues
,
with this appeal and
It appeared clear at this conferNo bird ever worried because it
Ubsequent appeals was this: of international trade. At the same ence,
however, and was so stated did not have a meal laid by for to90 per cent of all the time all governments—other than
the congressional leaders, that morrow, and no flower has fretted
t the earth were content the United States—directly interest- by
all of the Republican itself lest its blossom failed to come
territorial limits of their ed in territorial and political prob- practically
members
of
the congress would vote forth in its accustomed beauty.
lems,
could
undertake
to
discuss
e countries, and would
against repeal, and that about 25 Why should we be anxious?
en willing to< reduce their those problems in this peaceful at- per
cenfc of the Democratic memIntelligent forethought is g«qd and
pied forces If every other mosphere.
bers would. This opposition was proper, but anxiety about our daily
In
other
words,
to
use
a
colloquial
[in the world would agree to
based on the belief that there would
same thing, the possibility expression, what I was suggesting be no war in Europe before the fol- needs is always dishonoring to God.
VERTISINO giv.es you new ideas,
16
remaining 10 per «ent was a peace conference with every- lowing January, when the congress He is ready and able to meet our
body's
guns
"parked
outside"
the
daily
need.
peek, by force of arms, terriand also makes them available
would again assemble in regular
2. Why We Need Not Fear Toxpansion intoj the lands of conference room doors.
session, and that, therefore, there morrow
e
1
received
no
direct
answer
to
to you at economical cost. As these
32. 33). "Your heaven>ghbors provided an everwas no need for immediate legis- ly Father(vv.
knoweth that yehaveneed"
danger which could not be this suggestion for world peace from lation.
new ideas become more accepted,
either Hitler or Mussolini.
(v. 32). Does not that^ settle the
prded by any one.
Of course, it was useless to insist whole future? It is in God's hands,
A
few
days
before,
on
leaving
small 10 per cent, under
prices go down. As prices go down,
upon the legislation under those
'Pleas and pretexts, remained Warm Springs, Ga., after a short circumstances. It should be borne and even if it were in our hands,
8 to
what
could
we
do
about
it?
Tomorvacation,
I
said:
"1
have
had
a
more persons enjoy new ideas. It
, . Deduce.their own armain mind, however, that the responsi. to stop their vast programs fine holiday with you alL 111 be bility for this action propeu-ly lies row with its joys and sorrows is
not yet here, and when it does come
is a cycle of human betterment, and
back in the fall if we do not have a
Ifln ment> even though the war " This remark was again at- with those who refused to repeal the God will be here as a loving Father
Per cent were more than
it starts with the printed words
tacked by 'many newspapers and arms embargo in July of 1939. I to graciously provide for every
made it clear to them at the con- moment of it.
politicians
as
war
mongering.
of a newspaper advertisement.
|]Nce of the worJWl was being
I proposed that the community of ference that the opponents would
What then shall we do? Verse 33
ed
by a handful of relent- nations throughout the world act he have to take the sole responsibility tells us, "Seek ye first the kingdom
who sought selfish power same as communities do when an for the results of their opposition. of God and his righteousness.'
selves apparently, Amer- epidemic of physical disease starts And forthcoming events proved that Give God nrsl place in your life
READ THE ADS
JOIN THE CIRCLE
*ta to limit world arma- to spread," namely, join in a.quar- early legislative action in this mat- and He will see that all "these
^ bring ibflUt peaceful set- antine "in order to protect the health ter would have been extremely help- things" are added. SimpleVifYt it?
and blessedly true Let's
.« disputes among nations rf the community against the spread ful to the cause.
of the disease."
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"Trailer Vagabond," written
The Iowa Press Association's, Warren Bayley, who travels about the Arthur J. Petit, field supervisor in changes in industrial activity anc
Who in Iowa," is being mailed country visiting the different points Iowa for the emergency crop and consumer income are expected to be
Sonkup Warns "Who's
thia week to purchasers, Don Reid, of interest, will be published weekly feed loan section of the Farm Credit relatively small, but the demand for Mrs. Reba Rasmussen Fatally Injured
i'ito Take Every Premanaging director of the association, in the Anita Tribune commencing Administration, upon his return to farm products should continue to imChinch Bug
announced in Des Moines yesterday. yrith this week's paper. This travel Des Mtaines after attending a meeting prove, the bureau of agricultural eco- in Crash East of Casey Late Sonday Afternoon As Car Driven
'Representing a fulN year of re- series is made possible through the of field supervisors at the regional nomics reported this week in its
This Year.
courtesy
of
Wagner's
Filling
Station.
By Husband Hits Bridge.
search, the publication will contain the
office in Omaha, Neb., announced that monthly analysis of the demand and
names of some 15,000 lowans who Readers will find it to their interest the crop and feed loans for 1941 are price situation.
ility of chinch bugs has were recc-mmended by their friends and to follow this "Trailer Vagabond
Even though industrial activity may
available to all eligible farmers in
Mrs. Reba Rasmussen, 41, of Des
, Cass county that it neighbors, for inclusion in the volume. travel series each week, for the now
not
expand the full seasonal amount
Iowa. Inquiries for these loans can
Moines, a former well known Anita
precaution now for Local committees were more than help, articles will take them to strange,
from
'January
to
May,
no
decline
in
be made at the office of Lester
resident, passed away without rei. fields so that small fill-in enabling the central office of the interesting and prominent places in now
Soukup, Cass county farm bureau the actual rate of output is anticipatec gaining consciousness at the Dexter
the
United
States,
Canada
and
Mtexico.
can be kept aa far association to determine those who
and
a
renewed
rise
is
expected
to
folagent.
hospital about 8 o'clock Sunday evenWe, County Agent Lester should be included, the association Later the series of articles are to be
As in former years, federal funds low. This points to continued but ing from injuries suffered about 5:80
published
in
book
form
with
10
pic[this week. .
manager stated.
more
gradual
improvement
in
the
are available for crop and feed loans,
constructing creosote
".Unquestionably, many names were tures illustrating each article and which include seed, feed, fuel and oil, conditions affecting the domestic con- that afternoon when the' car in which
|summer to keep bugs submitted which should have been in- made available for those desiring this and minor repairs, to all eligible sumer demand for farm products in she was riding and driven by her
husband, Guy Rasmussen, struck the
1941.
small grain fields and cluded," Mr. Reid said. "It was type of travel book.
farmers who cannot obtain a loan
concrete bridge railing on the U. S.
jining corn fields can be physically impossible to obtain the inExports
of
agricultural
products
simply by keeping formation needed from every nominee. PONT TO HEAD SHEEP from other sources and who can meet continue small. Any easing in the Highway 6 railroad bridge three
requirements by giving a first lien
miles east of Casey. TVfr. Rasmussen
AND WOOL GROWERS the
|to a minimum," he said. But generally speaking, we believe the
on 1941 crops financed. The 1941dollar exchange situation would be is in a critical condition at the hospibook
is
quite
representative
of
the
out that winter,
favorable to farm product exports
leading individuals in each commun- E. G. Pont, prominent Cass county crop loans will mature Aug. 31, 1941, although there is no certainty thai tal in Dexter suffering fractures of
| chinch bugs' in this secand
will
bear
interest
at
the
rate
of
4
farmer who lives near Fletcher
haa been lowest in 6 ity."/
even this would be followed by larger both legs, a neck laceration, which
per cent.
narrowly missed cutting the jugular
In addition to the individual bio- Chapel south of Atlantic, was elected
The Omaha office of the emergency cash purchases; by Great Britain.
It," he sa^d, "prospects graphies, the book also contains an president of the Cass County Sheep crop and feed loan section of the Farm
The relatively short ocean routes vein, and internal injuries. Hopes,
| infestation, as indicatedexcellent history of Iowa, by Prof. and Wool Growers association Thurs- Credit Administration serves four between North America and Europe however, are held for his recovery.
The couple were on their way home
y, have not changed." William H. Petersen of the University day at the annual meeting of the as- states, Iowa, Nebraska, South Dakota have thus far had no visible effect on
sociation
held
at
Hotel
Pullman
in
Atwhen
the mishap occurred after
of
Iowa,
and
99
county
histories
>ritom 50 to 80 per cent of
exports of United States farm prolantic. Other officers elected were F. and Wyoming.
gs are killed during the ten by local historians.
ducts, although with changes in the spending the afternoon with his mothI. Northup, vice president and James
f mortality so far has not
shipping situation this may eventually er, Mrs. Carrie Rasmussen, who is
Winston, secretary and treasurer. JOHN DEERE STORE
|;per cent, according to CASS COUNTY PAYS
a factor favoring domestic critically ill at the Larson hospital in
TO HAVE BIG DAY become
producers over more distant compet- Adair.
|e by the Iowa State FOR VOGGESSER CARE Pont succeeds Clarence Acker as
president, Northup succeeds Henry
It is reported by those who witness|ologiste.
All the farmers in this community ing nations.
Audubon county received a warrant Kuehn as vice president and Winston are invited to attend the big John Wholesale commodity prices rose ed the accident that the car swerved
Je coldest weather when
Joe Lawton as secretary and
into the bridge railing then rolled
|ht have caused heavy for $1,556.64 from Cass county last succeeds
Deere day Thursday, being sponsored persistently from August, 1940, to across the roadway blocking the
treasurer.
:
January,
1941,
reaching
the
highest
-ground has been cover- •week representing payment in full for
Mr. Northup was named to operate by J. Burl Roots, local John Deere level in 3 years. Some decline has highway. The car was completely
The rest of the time amounts,expended by them for care of
the
sheep dipping tank during the dealer.
occurred during the past month. This demolished.
as been too mild to cause the Mathias Voggesser family from
coming year, the third season that the It will be an all day affair starting probably will prove temporary, the
Mrs. Rasmussen, a daughter of Joe
Jan. 1, 1935 to Sept. 1, 1940.
> the pests."
in the morning and a lunch will be
tank
has
been
in
use
in
the
county
8.
and Lizzie M. Trimmer, was born
Cass
county,
however,
rejected
the
bureau
said.
an even more severe
served at noon. In the afternoon
last year, Iowa State claim of the Audubon independent under the direction of the association. there will be several films shown at Further price gains are expected to on a farm near Anita on July 18, 1900.At present sheep are being
- dipped
- - for the Anita Theatre, the feature film accompany the increasing pressure of With the exception of the last few
bologists estimate that 2 school district for $1,094 for tuition scab
Later on they >wi11
di
furnished
the
Voggesser
children
dur'
^
PPed being, "Melody Comes to Town."
demand on producing facilities. Wage years, her entire life had been spent
of creosote may be
f
IQr
UCKS- ltTlces lor
e
ing
the
time
they
were
in
A,,J,,U«»
°r
t«<*s.
Prices
for
the
dippinsr
serhere. She was a graduate of the
Audubon
*
dipping
^
to bring the chinch
Mr. Roots has a large stock of new costs will increase and raw material Anita high school with the Class of
vice were set at the meeiing.
county.
prices
probably
will
rise
further,
alcontroll this year, Sdukup
C. W. McDonald, extension hus- farm equipment which will be on dis- though a run-away advance is not in 918. On Oct. 1,1920, she was united
[ year 1,300,000 gallons The question of whether or not bandman
play at his implement store for everyfrom Iow
n marriage to Mr. Rasmussen at the
I the state, and crops Audubon or Cass county was the legal, Ames was the rin a State college at one to see when they are here attend- prospect.
Congregational parsonage in Anita by
ofthe
familv
in
the
'
'
P
«Pal
speaker
at
the
residence
ofthe
family
was
in
Farm
income
apparently
declined
1^,864,000 were saved,
ing his big free show.
courts nearly a decade. The action meeting which was preceded by a
by at least the full seasonal amount in lev. Boaz. -To this union one daughwas finally decided in Audubon coun- dinner.
(Mrs. Joe Denney, who moved to January. Prices received were gener- ter, Shirley, was born.
LIQUOR
. ,& ' '.
~
Anita this week, was admitted to the ally higher than in December, but hog Those who survive, besides the
<S*» OOn CC ty's favor last summer, and the Vog$3,330.66 .gessers moved from Audubon to Cass ' A^ Chnstensen> "ho *** been Atlantic hospital Sunday for medical marketings did not hold at the abnor- laughter, husband ' and parents, are
I on court order.
jworkm& for Lake Bear the past few treatment.,
'
mally high rate of late 1940. Prices -wo sisters, Mrs. Leon, G. Voorhees of
the
years has resigned hi
sition here
! The settlement for care of the fam- 'and ,'
f P°
were lower in February than in Janu- Oklahoma City, Okla., and Mrs.
the
i
ily
during
the
time
it
resided
in
"^accepted
employment
at
the
HIGH
SCHOOL
BASKETBALL
ary, but higher than a year earlier. Marilda Nylund of Kansas City, Mo.,
anted to $3,330.66 acy
aS f reman f
and two brothers, Joe, Jr. of Anita
Friday, Feb. 28
»
monthlv
™7rt7f
r:
I
Audubon
county
while
courts
were
!
T
'"
?™
°
°
le monthly report of the deciding
^M
^ J^
,_, v
the
shop.
Mr.
andMrs
Mrs.
Christensen
tn( S
Mr
aiw
and
Stuart, who lives in South
GUTHRIE
CENTER
vs.
ANITA
upoh
the
legal
Voggesser;
l
"T,
'
'
Christensen
REA SERVES 66,000
p. Control Commission re!al d ff ly a
movine to Atlantlc
>akota.
2
Games
—
7:30
P.
M.
residence
was
made
after
Cass
offi?
T
™
|week. January sales for
IOWA FARM HOMES iFuneral services will be held
where they wl11 make their home
Admission lOc, 15c, 25c
owned stores amounted cials had checked and discovered dupli- i
Thursday afternoon at 2 o'clock at the
,JJO compared with a cations in the originally presented William Steele and wife, Mrs. Raymond C. and Walter Gregersen, Sixty-six thousand farm homes and Congregational ohurch in Anita with
have
. - have• | rural
jui»i establishments
c»wiuiiHam«aii8 in Iowa
lowa now,
now,nave
siness of $1,710,776.93. bill.
Howard Gissibl and Mrs. William R. who -operate Gregersen's Dairy,
Rev. A. T. Evans officiating. Interelectric servke accordi
Ed
Cryer went to Morris, 111., Saturday received the papers on a registered , of Des Moin€S) representative of the ment will be made in Evergreen cemefnth of 1941, however, was RESPONSE ON SALE OF mornme- w*11**1 there by th« death of
Guernsey bull which they purchased |Rllral Electrineation Administration, ary.
!; higher than for January,
steele's brother, Henry Steele, che latter part of 'December, from the, Thjs is more than twice ^
al of 173,338 gallons were
away in that city the day
American Guernsey Cattle -Club of, which ^ electric servke jn
state stores during the The sale of tickets for the special befor ****??
VmKm
f T the de
reterborough, N. H.. The animal is The increase, he reports, largely has SCHOOL ELECTION TO
showing of the Nelsoii Eddy-Jeanette
«^
°
'
ceased were
Monday
BE MONDAY, MARCH 10
Katrina's Model Johnny 284071.
been due to the work of 49 farmerales at some of the other MacDonald technicolor film, "Bitter ,
sweet
waa
sta
ea this wee
K
Sweet,"
was
started
week.
organized
cooperatives,
two
power
The annual election of the Indeis section of the state were '
'"
" "f u D " J
companies and one municipality.
rAttantic, $7,682.69; Cres- Enc Osen, president of the P. T. A,
pendent School District will be held on
"Today, the REA financed high- Monday, March 10, at which time
4; Carroll, $9,680.18; Red appointed Bill Crawford and Charles
,. I Young to handle the sale of tickets in
lines stretch for more than 16,600 wo directors will be elected 'for the
2.46;
Harlan, $6,118.80;
miles in Iowa and include 70 counties," full term of three years. The two
fc.63; Audubon, $4,530.62; the business district and to adequately
Collier says. "New lines for which lirectors whose terms expire this
3.33; Winterset, $3,230.33; cover the entire city, one P. T. A.
member
was
designated
to
each
construction
is already planned will year are Lake Bear and Merle Robi|41.83; Griswold, $1,221.82;
VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
soon bring service to farmers along son, both of whom are seeking re29.72; Corning, $3,918.60; street. The response to date has been
j
another 5,000 miles of high-line."
election.
S $3,410.39; and Walnut, very encouraging.
All residents of Anita and the trade
Other members of the board whose
territory are urged to cooperate in :
Supt. Paul D. Little, wife and arms do not expire this year are Dr.
D;MAAMM1A GWC Crushed or Tid Bits i •*
daughter, Sonia, of Van Cleave, Iowa, F. D. Weimer, Dr. G. M. Adair and
Gaunt, a teacher in the this undertaking. The price of adult
2 9
spent the week end in Anita with Dr. C. H. Johnson.
|fan Cleave, Iowa, spent the tickets is thirty cents, including tax
With 2
and
the
children's
ticket
is
ten
cents.'
Supt. and Mrs. M. M. Feller. The
There will be no election of a treasfnrn Flalr^c
Pa^ages Kellogg's
Anita, a guest of Miss
ladies are sisters.
^Orn
FiaKeS
Cut
Glass
Bowl
Free
urer this year due to the fact that the
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Hansen of
erm of H. C. Faulkner, present
St. Joseph, Mo., were week end guests \
Mrs.
Carrie
Reynolds
is
confined
to
Briardale
23c
—
2-lbs.
45c
reasurer, does "not expire until next
hose who attended the of his mother, Mrs. O. C. Hansen.
her bed at her home with a dislocated ipring.
Tall Corn 15c — 3-lbs.
^Lincoln-Washington day
bone and torn ligaments in her foot
ay evening in Atlantic
Miss Goldie Watkins is seriously ill
Tall Corn Brand
and ankle, which she suffered several
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mitchell and
k were Mr. and Mrs. Glen with kidney trouble. She was taken j
days
ago
when
she
fell
down
several
*tr.
and 'Mfrs. Harry Dressier were in
No.
10
Can,
Sliced
or
Halves
| and Mrs. Lyle Redburn,
to the Larson hospital in Adair Tuessteps leading from her apartment.
"Iriswold Saturday where they attend• Loyal Possehl and Mr. day where she will undergo treatment. ]
ed the Seventh 'District Letter Carriers
Si'L. .(Trite) Possehl.
Mrs. Jennie Curry of Des Moines, convention.
(Dr. and Mrs. E. E. Morton, former'
who has been spending the winter in
af monthly meeting of the Anita residents1, and their son, Edward ;
New Mexico, is spending a few days in
Mrs. P. T. Williams, Mrs. Harley
Briardale
is
Better
•dub will be held Fri- Morton and wife, all of Des Moines,
Anita
visiting
her
sisters,
Mrs.
Miller,
Mrs. Fay Holiday and Mrs.
1 Pound Can
in the basement of the spent Sunday in Anita, guests of Mr.
V
Rosetta Anderson and Mrs. (Martha?loyd Dement were in JDes Moines
trarch! The ladies of the and Mrs. C. H. Bartley.
Shultz, before returning to her home. Monday and Tuesday where they atElbo
prepare the dinner which
tended the presidents and secretaries
2
Pound
Package
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
J.
Spies
and
famI at 6:30 o'clock following
Commander George 0. Smither of conference of the American Legion
ily,
who
have
been
farming
near
business session of the
Anita post No. 210 American Legion Auxiliary. Mr. and Mrs. George
GWC 1 Pound Package
Massena, have rented the Hayter propheld.
reports a large gathering of veterans Smither were there Sunday and Mon2 For
erty on Rose HSU Avenue and- win
at the stag party and meeting Satur- day where he attended a conference of
tax collections in Cass move there this week. Mr. Spies and
day evening held at the I. O. O. F. hall x>st commanders of the American
White Naptha
the six-month period, his son-in-law, Bernard Legg, have
here. Fifty men registered out of a Uegion.
3
Giant
Bars
r -il 1 and Sept. 30 of last; opened a used car automobile busipossible.fifty-four, he stated. Eleven
ness
in
Anita
under
the
name
of
|f 63,422.51, according to the \
new members were also added to the
Iowa's noxious weed law will be
Our
Leader
is
a
Real
Iowa tax commission Spies-Legg (Mbtor Co.
roll
tested in the Cass county district
Value
at
Collections for the!
court soon. Notice of appeal to the
during this period total-; In a one-sided affair the Anita IndeSeventy-five enjoyed the Father and court was served on Cass officials a
GWC
pendent
basketball
team
defeated
the
J116.91. Polk county led all
Son banquet held at the Methodist few days ago by Alex McNeil of
6 Box Carton
, the state on collections Atlantic quintet 66 to 20 last Friday
church Thursday evening. Rev. A. T. Harlan as a result of an assessment of
period, their total being evening. The local team was out in
Evans said grace; Chas. H. Ingram led 5132 for clearing of noxious weeds
Solid Crisp Heads
front the entire game and at no time
in the group singing; Danny Osen from a 40-acre tract of land in MasEach
did Hie Atlantic boys become dangergave
the toast to the fathers and his sena township which he owns.
McDtermott, 24, of ous. It was the fifth victory out of
father,
Eric Osen, gave the toast to
Medium
Size
Yellow
frteen named postmaster of seven starts for the Anita team. The
the sons; James Miller gave a oration
This (Wednesday) 'evening the men
3
Pounds
\ He succeeds Ardis L. second team also played an outstandentitled, "Salvage" and Dr. John O, teachers of the Niuhna Valley Conwa» removed from office ing game in which they subdued the
Gross, president of Simpson college ference will hold a meeting at the
Johnson's Paste or
ago when an alleged opponents 45 to 33. In a news item in
delivered a very worthwhile address school house in Anita. A 6:30 o'clock
Liquid Wax & Glo-Coat
discovered in his ac- a neighboring town paper it was reLee K. Nichols acted as toastmaster. dinner will be served by Miss Lucile
a. Dorothy Jane Clure has ported that the Massena IndependC. H. Bartley received the prize given Buchanan and the home economics
Postmaster pending the ents were claiming the county chamthe oldest father with a son pres- girl». Following the dinner, the
appointment. The ap- pionship for semi-pro teams. The
Parsnips — Turnips — Sweet Potatoes — Carrots to
ent,
Mir. Osen the prize for the young- regular business meeting; will be held
good for life, since only Massena boys must have forgotten the
est father with a son present and Mr at •which time the athletic schedule
cause will affect his 64 to 30 set back that the Anita team
Play "Winsom" Every Sunday Over WHO at 2 P. M. Nichols carried off the prize for the
for next year's game will be worked
office.
> gave them the first of the year.
homeliest -man present.
cut.

BRIARDALE

nneapple

.Coffee
Peaches
Pin Wheels
Cocoa
Macaroni
Corn Starch
PandG
Brooms
Matches
Lettuce
Onions
Floor Wax

-o/. cans

1/c

39c
43c
9c
15c
15c
15c
lOc
49c
15c
7c
lOc
59c

V
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C. W. Needlea, iron
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
Hardware Company,
BOARJD OF SUPERVISORS Neff
tools
Nelson Automotive Service,
Court House,
repairs
Atlantic. Iowa,
N. W". Bell Telephone ComFebruary
3,
1941.
Phone 29
We Deliver
pany, rent and tolls
The Board of Supervisors of Cass Oppcr-Nypaard
Motor ComCounty, Iowa, met in regular ses- pany, parts
"'•rf.
et
Hawley r'^r^hliS"'
Lynch, Chairman, W.
^ HlCaVHne-KObVrschuite,
B! R O. W
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
Wohlenhaus, K. W. Wiese, (.. fc. Harold'
O. Ostrus, R. O.
Esh<'lman and F. L. Possehl.
MACARONI or SPAGHETTI, Clover Farm,
Minutes of January 27th. were ap- N.WC. Petersen, truck
.......
proved as read.
12-oz. package, 2 for
On motion and vote Chas. Dough- Phillips Petroleum Company,
gas
.....................
erty was named foreman at the Rock Chester
Proctor, gas
........
OXYDOL, medium size package
18c Quarry at salary of $135.00 per Howard
Parrott, hauling . . . .
I month and Virgil Schrader as County Wilbur Pierce,
royalty
......
MACKEREL, Mb. can, 2 for
19c Mechanic at J135.00 per month, Railway Express
Agency,
effective Feb. 1, 1941.
express
.................
Moved by Eshelman, seconded by
SALAD DRESSING, Clover Farm, quart jar
.29c
Transfer, supplies . .
Possehl, to set Feb. 17th. at 2 P. M. Rhoads
as the (late and time for letting of Right Away Tire & Battery,
LETTUCE, medium heads
5c contract
tires
....................
for 15 tons of No. 10 Stoker
B. Ritz, R. O. W. . . ---Coal, delivered to the County Home, Julia
17c
Hardware, repairs. .
RICE, 3 pounds
alternate bids to be accepted for Iowa Robinson
Rogers Tire Sei-vice,
reor Illinois coal.
pairs
....................
GRAPE FRUIT, No. 2 can, 2 for
19c
Motion carried.
Moved by Wiese, seconded by Woh- Virgil Schrader, labor . .....
Garage, repairs . .
RED CUP COFFEE, pound
15c lenhaus, to set Feb. 7th. at 9 A. M. as Schroeders
W. Shaffer & Son, gas ---the date and time to meet with the O.
Ray Shields, supplies
......
IVORY SOAP, large size bars, 2 for
19c Board of Approval.
Shrauger
&
Johnson,
sheet
Motion carried.
iron
The bond of Floyd A. Blanchard,
Sidles Company, repairs
road patrolman, was approved.
The annual reports of Don Savery Harold V. Smith, gas
and W. A. McKee, Justices of the Herb Spear, labor
OLE SAYS.
Standard Blue Print ComPeace, were approved.
pany, supplies
Now at 1:30 P. M., time set for
See America First: Scenic Facts:—
Established 1883.
i hearing on objections to weed assess- Standard Explosive Company,
supplies
Published Every Thursday and Entered
, T
„ r, . „ ,.. £, .. ment made Dec. 30, 1940, against Standard
T
Oil Company, gas
Twenty-Two
Per
Cent
Solid
Salt:
^
i
Life
Assurance
Society
the
E
uitab
e
at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, as
and oil
It's a pretty big risk to do a swan's and Alex IMbNeil, objectors were
Second Class Mail Matter.
dive into the Great SaJt Luke. You!heard and the Board of Supervisors State Tax Commission, use
tax
your neck, for its i diminished, the assessment of $143.69 Tractor
Cecil G. Budd
................
Editor might easily break
Lite Company, re. .
, made against the N W % SW14, bee.
pairs
waters are twenty-two per cent salt, 3^ Twp 75. ^ange 34 owned by Alex
Subscription Rate ---- $1.50 Per Year far saltier than the ocean. A better i McNeil to $132.00 and diminished the Voss Manufacturing Company, glass
assessment of $192.58 made against
Official Town and County Newspaper break, however, is this: you can't sink i the
S«orge Wyman, labor
NEK
SWV
and
S%
SW%,
Sec.
4
in the buoyant waters.
J23, Twp. 75, Range 34 owned by the Don Wilkinson, mileage ....
Member of National Editorial
I Equitable Life Assurance Society to Chas. S. Wood, supplies
Association, and
Trickery Boundary Line: There $176.53, and the Board of Super- Yarger Auto Company, repairs
are places along the Mexican border ; visors orders the Clerical Officer to
Auto Company, reline where vou may Jive in (lie United certif / sa me _ to th« County Auditor larger
pairs
,',. .
.,
.
and County Treasurer for collection
c. .
States and Mexico without moving. ; a s prov i ded in Sec. 4829-A6, 1939 Young's Store, supplies
John E. Budd, J. P. fees . . . .
It's not magic, but the strange shift- j Code of Iowa.
ings nf the Rio Grande River, the | The following claims we're allowed Don Savery, J. P. fees
intor-national boundary line, which and the Auditor authorized to write Richard E. Anderson, bounty
Anita Tribune, printing . . . .
,
..
,
,
..
warrants for bhe same:
COUNCIL PROCJSEEDJNCS.
changes its course frequently, making!,,.
Atlantic News - Telegraph,
'
.
1
Glen
Comstock,
labor
$
25.65
printing
American land Mexican and vice Zeno Lang, labor
34.20
Clerk's Office, Anita, Iowa, versa.
Atlantic Wholesale Grocery,
I
Russell
Michaels,
labor
22.05
January 6, 1941.
towels
i Clair Morrison, labor
4.00
The Town Council met in regular
4.00 Hubert Babbitt, bounty
session with the following members
Under Glass Marine Life: In the Edwin Kaiser, labor . .
Frank Hansen, labor .
2.00 Paul Bailey, bounty
present:
world's largest and greatest springs, LeRoy 'Cron, labor
6.00 Dr. R. C. Bailey, services
Mayor Darrow, Councilmen Dethe mysterious Silva Springs near • George J. Anderson, labor
2.00 Baker Paper Company, paper
ment, Howard, Kopp and Peterson.
Bojens Hardware, supplies ..
Orola, Fla., you may see a mermaid,'Howard
McDermott,
labor
14.40
Absent, Burke.
1
6.00 Bureau of Educational ReThe minutes of previous meeting or other enchanting characters 01f M . J. Neiens, labor
search, charts
W. C. Knoke, labor
4.00
was read and approved.
4.00 Burroughs Adding Machine
The Treasurer's report was read water. The waters are crystal clear, Leonard Martens, labor
(Company, ribbons
revealing a strange
sub-surface. Chesten Nettz, labor
and approved.
4.00
The following bills were allowed and world of under-water life in the pro- Mervin Taylor, labor
9.50 Georgia Byrne, mileage . . . .
F. A. Blanchard, labor
86.70 Cass County Farm Bureau,
ordered paid:
cess of being lived.
appropriation
Henry Eggerling, labor
58.80
* *
Corporation Fund.
, .
Harry Edwards, labor
120.00 Leo Christensen, bounty . . . .
Burl Roots, hauling snow
$ 9.00 .-..„9,000,000 Living Offspring: Cal-; Don Schroeder, labor
8.00 D. C. Coon, bounty
Fred Scarlett, Jr., hauling
Dougherty, labor
84.00 Demco Library Supplies, supsnow
13.00 ander, Ontario, Canada, may boast of Kenneth
plies
quints, but that's tame alongside G*ne Lewis, labor
Drexel Chadwick,
hauling
Des Moinea Sanitary Supply
snow
13.00 Riverside, Cal., where a mother lives! w^lfpr Anriw!
Company, supplies
' ™"»iter Anoersuu, mum . . . .
o^.uu
IS
Gene Carr, scooping snow . .. 3.90 -A, n nnf\
with 9,000,000 living offspring.—Don't'' Ben Pace, labor
87.00 lair Erickson, bounty
Edward Niemand, scooping
101.00 G. E. Eshelmann, committee
, Hans Jepsen, labor
snow
2.70 get alarmed—she's an orange tree,!
and mileage
Lawrence Hofmeister, Jr.,
parents of all the California oranges ' -lack S",ydfr- labor
H. 0. Ferguson, court reportscooping snow
1.80 an
and the California orange
er
M. Rickel, scooping snow . . . .
1.66
She still lives and remains queen with
plies
1.53 Fidlsr & Chambers Company,
Roy Hagle, scooping snow ..
3.90
Atlantic Sheet Metal Works,
supplies
Fred Pratt, salary
60.00 a crown of the golden fruit.
repairs
George L. Bills, salary and
Frye Manufacturing Comdogs
62.00
pany, supplies
CARD OF THANKS.
Atlantic Square Deal Oil
Solon A. Karns, salary
15.00
Company, oil
go.62
. Fullerton Lumber Company,
L. J. Hofmeister,
repair
coal
A-W Company, parts
.......
240.26
chairs
2.00 We wish to express our sincere
Gaylord Brothers, Inc., supthanks
and
appreciation
to
our
friends
|
&
C. F. Darrow, salary
10.00
plies
Ke
6.07
Anita Oil Company, gas and
and neighbors for the many acts of . The^Balbac^Com'pany,'' supl
Grivwold Fox Club, bounty ..
chains
25.97 kindness, words of sympathy and' plies
6.65 Liston L. Hall, court reportAnita Utilities, hall light
1.43 floral tributes during the illness and Barton-Warner
Company,
Anita Tribune, printing
14.61
nails
33.28 Wm. H'asper, cleaning typedeath of our son and brother.
Anita Lumber Company, maW. S. Beebe, gas
writers
.................
3.60
Mr.
and
'MVs.
Fae
Plowman
dia's
41.52
Bongers Bros., supplies
53.41 A. A. Hayter, trustee
......
and Family.
Light Fund.
Boseck Oil Company, gas . . .
54.68 Higley Chemical Company,
Anita Utilities, street lights. . 66.30
Herman M. Brown Company,
supplies
.................
machinery
7818.00 Walter Hilyard, trustee . . . .
CARD OF THANKS.
Fire Fund.
Jim Bopp, labor
72.80 i Harry Hjortshoj,, oil
Anita Volunteer Fire Depart........
Mrs, C. J. Hornsby, labor . . . .
ment, equipment
59.05
I wish to express my thanks to my ^^ Pva11 Butler- R' °54.00 M. E. Huhbard, juror fees ,. . .
Moved by Dement and seconded by friends for their cards, letters anri . Nels P'.' Christensen,"labor ' '. '. 4480
,
..
Hutchins Printing Company,
Howard that the wage scale for acts
of
kindness
and
thoughtfulness
j
Cities
Service
Oil
Company,
supplies
.................
common labor for the ensuing year be
of me while 1 was suffering from my
165.70 Harry Jordan, Sheriff, Criml
set at 35c per hour.
City
of
Atlantic,
current
.
.
132.15
inal expense and investiaccident.
Ayes:
C. W. Clardy Hardware, hardgation; serving notices;
Mrs.
Fannie
Young.
Dement, Howard, Kopn and Peterware
8.32
board and care of prisonsen.
(Conklin Oil Company, gas arid
ers
The J. H. Trimmer farm sale held
oil
Motion carried.
81.96 Geo. Keer, bounty . . . . . . .
80.89 Klipto Loose Leaf 'Company
No further business appearing a last Wednesday was one of the largest' Lou Camblin, supplies
supplies
motion to adjourn carried.
sa.es held in this vicinity in recent &?•<££*&""*
M
194.35
I
Fred
Kvisineer, bounty
Solon A. Karns,
years. Gross income of the sale Council Bluffs Coal "&" Ice
Ronald
Landon, bounty '.'.'.''
Town Clerk.
amounted to $9,370.16.
Company, coal
40 og Mrs. Raymond Lantz, labor! '.
Dement Implement Company
Ed. Linke, bounty
%*1,-^-•••••;•:
•' S'5.87 C. E. 'Mlalone, postage
i,
~^",°X' '"""'
f.uo Fred iMlartens, bounty
j Economy 0,1 Company, kero| Herbert Martens, bounty
V
'.V,
4.801 Travis Martens bountv
u
Farmer Kevator. K&s
j
50 83 MaS!:ent EcV) ^r?° J* • • • •
Farm_Mortgage Corporation.
Matt
*, """5 ' supIM"
Corporation,
Matt Pa.-rMt
Pan-ott &"Sons,
H. O. W.
plies
G.OO
Federal Land Bank,"'R'.' o'.
Mrs. Clifford Metcalf' labor"
W
........
5.00 Mike Metz, committee work
Casoiine A Hey, , fud . ..' .' ..' ..' ..' .' .' iQO 40
and
Kenneth Gipple, labor
......
44 0 Ronald Miller, bounty
Green Bay Lumber Company
Missouri-Kansas
Chemical
supplies
.................
30310
Company, supplies
Hansen & Company, supMwnroe Calculating 'Machine
P' ies
....................
60.32
Company, contract
Hoeg-h Oil Company, gas
9.70 Evelyn Murphy, mileage
Home Oil Company, ^as .
2? 24 W. A. McKee, refund
Marion Hansen, labor
207 25 John R. Nelson Insurance
V. S. Hansen, coal
5 75
Agency, insurance
Independent Oil Company
Paul Oakes, bounty
gas and coal
27 30 F. H. O.---en, trustee .
Interstate Machinery & siipRonald Pearson, bounty ".'.'.'.
ply Company, hardware
(5.74 1 F. L. Possehl, committee work
Iowa Electric 'Company, Sei-l
and mileage
vices
22G.75 I C. S. tf elyea, supplies''.'.'.'.'.'.
Iowa Sales Company, supRiedem
\'n?lSr?L
ft"n. bounty
plies
133.0G
r>-u:__
.
*
John
Robinson,
bounty
Jobes Tire & Battery'Electric
Rock Island Motor Transit,
Service, repairs
freight
Koch Brothers, supplies '.'.'.'.'
Don Savery, mileage and conv
Kunz Grain Company, coal
mission
9.71
Lmdsey Machine Shop, reScase,
pairs
40.42 Will Schrader, bounty
Linke Chevrolet Company
Raymond H. Selders, bounty
parts
1.93 !• i_ank Shepard
Company,
J. W. Luke & Son, fuel
128.01
books . . . .
Massena Grain
Company
Mrs. A. A. Smith, 'labor ! ! ! "
coal
22.07 Harold Smith, bounty
Massena Independent' Telc-1
Burt Stone, printing .
phone Company, ren t and
- Stouffer,, mileage'
tolls . . . .
15.81 Jack Temple, labor
Middle
3.36
Marilyn Temple, salary
Carl C.
Wm. WPh!ert, trusted
H. P. Malone, iabo*!r
er medical
Miller-Hasselbalch Company
'
f i
parts
\ir
i
*^.
.
.
—
"*^**^oi care.
435.32
wMn
Com
Motor VehU-l« Department'
^™
*
Pa«y.
tax
eler
11.98 ,,
- Painting'..'.'.'.'
•Tolin Miller, labor
1J7^
' . W Wif-se, committee work
G. N. McQuern, mileage
(S3 60
and mileage
Nebraska Tractor & EquipR. A. Wilson, trustee
ment Company, parts
8.78 P. H. Wohlenhaus truVtee';;

Crawford's Clover Farm Store
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Conditioning

Lubrication

IV/-\JiL-

«,-,

Tnlnw.,]

»»

-

.

rr,

.

.64

PETEKSEN'S

3.97

26.36

PHONE 300

112.21

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AtfD
FARINA, Mother's Best, cello
ALL-WHEAT CEREAL M '
21/,-lb
~ '
package
PRUNES, Santa Clara, 2 pounds . . . . . . . . . ;
BROOMS, regular price 59e, special at
COFFEE, Sun Up, fresh roasted, 3 pounds
o»
COFFEE, Paxton Gas Roasted, been used by
housewives for over 75 years, 1-lb, 23e 2-lbs V
CORN FLAKES, Kellogg's, glass dish free with
2 packages, all for
»i,(
ORANGES, Blue Goose, each
,
BACON SQtJARES, pound
,J

1.15

44.00
11.00
620.89
3.96
9.84
209.501
93.10
2.37
.60

152.47
115.00
5.08

24.00
141.10
3.00
13.74
.31 W. H. Wohlenhaus, committee
Minutes of February 3rd.
work and mileage
93.90 proved as read
16.39 Harry Zimmerman, bounty .. 1.00
At» A. M. the Board Of Sun
112.82 Hawley Lynch,
committee
met with %» trustees of th?
24.16
work and mileage
118.65
119.00 WARRANTS ISSUED ON POOR
seconded by James 'Mbon, to ad
FUND FOR PROVISIONS,
47.42
road program as outlined i n f
CLOTHING AND MEDIof Approval meeting.
265.20
CAL AID.
Motion carried.
Dr. G. M. Adair
6.00 /The bonds of the f oHowi
188.40 Dr. Geo. A. Alliband
47.76 ptow.cC-the County were ap
Anita Lumber Company
9.75 ^Vic Anderson, Tom Conroy,'
84.07 Atlantic
Building
Supply
Company
153.69 Kuehl.'A. F. Bannister?M»ni?
4.76 Atlantic Hospital, Inc
582.55 l«y, Herbert V. Spear
Atlantic Lumber & Coal
8.36
Company
6.63 AasessW Bonds:
208.25 Atlantic Mill & Elevator .... 6.63 ' £• W.Schuler and George
17.45 Dr. R. L, Barnett
18.76
On motion and vote the fniu
2.25 Mrs. W. J. Baughman
32.00 resolution was adopted
Beech's Grocery
2.24
RESOLUTION
14.46 Elsie E. Berry
31.00
IWHEREAS, a Sheriff's
Wilbur Blake
7.00 issued pursuant to the {on
14.46 H. L. Breckenmaker
16.40 sale to the State of Iowa cover™.
2.02 James T. Brown
2.76 real estate hereinafter describe!
9.50 Brown's Grocery
73.85
use WMTbenefit of the PerJ
M
4.00 Brown Shoe Fit Company .. 1.98 tiie
School Fund, and
6.00 Bullock & Sons
30.43
WHEREAS,
Atlantic
T<5V
109.93 Christensari's Grocery
15.67 been abolished. and the
C. L. Clark
80.00 described real estate is now withi,!
97.50 |R. W. iCockshoot
40.00 corporate limits of the C i t y ,
Connor's Grocery
28.96 lantic, and
27.25 Consumer's Wholesale GroWHEREAS, said real eststsk
2.00
cery
34.22 been duly appraised by the CityC
1.00 W. F. Crawford
28.40 cil.and said-appraisement api
22.70 Dr. Wm. F. Crew
12.00 by the Boa^d of Supervisors i
22.41 Deep Rock Oil Company
3.52 County, »J»d has been
8.89 Department of Social Welfered for sale ,*nd since,
fare
: . . . 92.98 made : were' less than the
9.38 Wm. Drake
9.86 value,
Elmer Eagan
24.65 J^OtWl-THBaaiEORE be it .„
1.55 Economy Shoe Store
4.68 byr-Jhe Board .of Supervisors of
22.25 Elim Lutheran
Children's
County, ' Iowa, ; that the hour >
Home
233.70 o'clock P. M. on the 1st. dav of A
7 . ftnn
Sh
* nn F«n»Iy °e Store
2.98 1941. be and it is hereby fixed as
2.00
i Farmers Co-Operative Comtime for' the - sale of the f oUoviul
24.00
pany, Anita
22.75 described real 'estate, to-wit:
'Farmers Co-Operative, CumLot Seven (7) and the
6.90 j berland
9.75
one-half of Lot Eight (8), BY
i Fuller-ton Lumber Company.. 6.50 ~ One Hundred"Thirty-Four
64.26' Golden Rule Store
1.91 in the City of Atlantic,
2.00 i Mary
•**•!*& j^ Greeley
*-• f.*~***igj
.*.«.vcrfs*u»*
Hospital • • • • • .
19.501
A«r»WV | - County,
^"»"""«i0jf Avvmjrv
low** •' '•.
I Dr. W. S. Greenleaf
15.45 at the office of the County Audii
87.80 Griswold Mercantile *Com- .;"-*-»JtBe Qgurt: %useVat Atlantic,
I pany
10.39
is
.
. . firfd the County
. Auditor
—isdirect*
directed
16.22 Dr. Harry Hall
14.00 ordered to give notice of the time
i Merlyn Hansen
6.50 place of said sale as by law pi
7.34 Henderson Dairy
12.60 «1
Hdnky-Dinky Grocery
32.701' The following claims for the
3.57 L. M. Hodges
60.00 of Approval meeting: were allow
' Holste Grocery
26.31 Henry Bisaell
38.60 Howell's Store
7.70 Fred Brahms
I Mrs. W. G. Hunter
12.00 Asa Brown .
4.52 Iowa State Penitentiary
14.85 Otto Eden
15.00 , Dr. H. A. Johnson
110.50 Walter Hilyaroi
'Joyce Lumber Company ....
39.80 J. W, Jordan
„
..
93.30 Dr. W. W. Kitson
- 68.35 J. 0. Moon
,
.
1 Dr. Welton H. Knarr
3.00 Albert' Morgan
Moi
19.60 McAfee ..
220.85' A. R. Kohl Grocery
4.00 P. C. Newlin
6.40 Dr. J. L. Lantis
I Lee's Drug Store
46.44 Ernest A. Smith !
64.03' Lewis Cash Store
238.66 Estey Smith
8.00 Lloyd & Meredith
16.60 Elmer Spieker
1.06 Maduff's Food Market
65.23 R. A. Wilson
'.
3.75
..._ Dr. G. W. Marston
H8.25 P. H. Wohlenhaus ..."
68.10 Massena Gfrain Company
19.50 Session and Mileage Claims,
| Mauk's
Transfer
5.06 Hiawlev Lynch
2114
e s
^L « , Reformatory
16.01 P. L. Possehl
Miller's Market
n.25 P. W. Wieae
Minor Outfitting Company ..
24.38 W. H. Wohlenhaus
Dr. E. C. Montgomery
31.25 G. E. Eshelman
Htenry Mahm Mattress Sup( Moved by Wohlenhaus, seco/w
p
m
an
26
146.00 r, X 9? £ ?
-85 Possehl, to adjourn until Feb. 17
2 .oO Dr. R .M. Needles
8 70 on call of CShairman,
(New King Electric Company.
4.'6B
""
Motion
carried.
.•
2.66 '• Nord's Grocery
170 24
(Signed)
" Hawley Lynraj
1.00 j Oakland Rendering Works .
23 50
1.001 Olsen's Grocery
223;g8 Attest:
5.00! Oriental Coal Company
3 62
M. E. Hubb!
2.00 ! C. B. Parkinson & Son
5g 89
County Au
179.18 , J- C. Penney Company
67 03
LOO | Ur- E. C. Petersen
24.00
Alanna Forshay, daughter of|
4.00 , Dr M. T Petersen
121.00 and Mrs. R. W. Porshay, is
2.oo . Petersen's Grocery
13 60
3 40 , scarlet fever at her home in
10.50 , Mrs D. C. Polkingharn . . . . .
eed
Grocer
iw
,?y
66.101
84.98, Wm. Riggg
to Q«

••^SB*-&'%•¥?*•

3.75 ! Rose Oil Company".'.".
|Sauer & Dahlberg
17.70 ' DT. Joseph Schiflf
1.00 Slocuma Grocery

i R. j. smith •

101.72 i Clyde South
Standard Oil Company
36.00 Steinbeck Grocery
J. L. Taylor . . .
"

gA
"
345.
| 4381
'
g'gc

;.';;;

1fi;4fi

NOTICE!
PROMPT SERVICE FOB
REMOVAL OP JOEAD
MALS, LARGE OR S

wfe PICK THEM UP PRO)I

250.00
1.00
atley
4.00
hlt
••«"'oi.w12LGG;J?m>
'wy

LY. PHONE 257.
WAGNER' FILLING STATIC'
ANITA, IOWA

97.30 i
;

i'

•

«

1.02

' • W. niese . . .

K ac

Moved byt Wohienh«ii
' j , ,by
a Vo'
56.14 Psholmar.
""'"ennaus,
seconded
7t!,
78.00 asneJman, to adjourn until Feh 7th
^
"
2.00 or on call of Chairman
Motion carried.
1.00
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
12.00
Chairman.
6.00 Attest:
1.00
M. E. Hubbard
10.50
County Auditor.
34.45
102.68 PROCEEDINGS OP THE
25.00
BOARiD QF SUPERVtSQRB
4.00
7.26
Court House,
1.76
Atlantic, Iowa,
15.00
88.8<T
ln
eion w
witK 11'
^Journed sest
„ .lth all members
present107.4B
^^"^yy^.
Chairn^T
F. L
4.00
F. W.
4.00

SOME
GOOD
FAINT

8

co^ s/'3«--»
FAEMEBS COOP

• - . - . . , •

.

•

,...""

'-

f j ;
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Funf or the Whole Fami
By ED WHEELAN

BIG TOP
MOGUL SPRANG, FOR -SUNSHINE'S " BACK. HAL

^HE ROPE CJjOSEO CNEP? THE TWO
FROAfT PAYJS,«T»PPINGTHE BEAST
IN MID AIR «-

W6

HEX fifTfePONfT\NITHTHAT/flST.MCN.~
I DON'T KMOW HOW IONS I CAN
KEEP THIS CAT DOWAl M

=E;^/ DOA1T FAIL ME, I^-~

=?=q OLD ROPE :: /=^
_
V* ~—
No. Z9220

PROCHET stars again
•^ form of attractive
and sugar penholders.
floww spraya distinguish
a S*t~lovely to
ily done in single crochet.

LALA PALOOZA

By RUBE GOLDBERG

A Perfect Housekeeper

TSK.TSK, DUST T" YES,
ON THE PI/ikNOMADAAABABETTE , DON'T / SORRV
BF SO UNTIDY

I WISH PEOPLE
WOULD STOP
PUTTIN' WET
GLASSES ON MY
POLISHED TABLESLOOK AT
WATER
RINGS!

MADAM
SORRY

AUNT MARTHA
Bof IW-W
Kan»as city [

AN"LOOK HOW
THAT PICTURE'S
HANGINGTSK«TSKI CANT STAND
ANYTHING

Enclose Iff cents tor each Mttl
de^redL Pattern No
Name

Addnw .„.

Wearing of Khaki
It is believed that English i
, diers. in. fedia started t h e '
I of wearing; khaki uniforms ah

MADAM

a century ago when they din
; their white uniforms into Z
pools to give ttem protective!
oration, say* Pathfinder.
name khaki,, in lact, comes i

m*

ink Jay

S'MATTER POP—Pop Would Be Handy on the Picket Line
»S'MATTER

ByCBlPAYNir

dust. The practice led to'S
cial adoption of kftaki-cnlored i».
forms by the British army in J
Egyptian campaign of 18"

To Relie
t ielleves prompUp te» 1
"' itatte seat of tool
loosen tnd expel

Otopn
cauflett
trouble

L taw, tender, to-1

mucous mem* I
<fruggisttoseETMl
_nlslonwlthtlieui.|
must like the way ttl
cough or youanl
sjrback.

LSION

MESCAL IKE
That's All It Takes

Bebonnd: Tells
Attack is the reaction; 11
think I have-Udthard cn'essitr
bounds.—Samuel! Johnson.
H E R T S W H A T TO D O ABOU ;

K ttat "WUlMd! MttT
do* to tempotatx«on«tlt)«ttMt. trr G
Tan toalftbt. CfaMMtottrmlly thun
plMUUHtmy^tfaWrttnvKCkly-fcel.
work bctttcalt 4*y >«<«• i^-

DTEJ
POP-It's Easier to Fight Than to Sneeze

By J. MILLAR WATT
MY BROTHER IS EXEMPT
BECAUSE HE WORKS ON
A FARM ! ,.

- BUT I

GET HAY

..

' Oqt Selfishness
fa aH distresses of our
we first consult our private <

-swift •• •-.•v'.:'Of
b> The Bpll Bynd.rs!

<*d«
LIQUID .
«tvJI

T

m Lingering

THE

:•:•:•:•:•:•
zm

SPORTING
HINfi
x/\ /

N0»> »"<!
COUCH I

||f

WNU—N

Good-Night

Wortti the Try
For all hiay have, if theyj
try, a glorious life or .—
Herbert.

-,dtfin<

Sxw|^

k w. J*|*Y--

!«£^

ii$

•»i»afe*sS

• GLUVAS

By
.W.'i

LANG
ARMSTRONG

^

WILLIAMS
' posbiblHUc! for track!'1

*h| "-.I

i>«f»
IMAM

DOAMSPILJ

THE

See Us For Chick Feeds

ANITA

TRIBUNE THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 19«.

Maduff s F(

CHRISTIAN

FROM OUR OLD FILES

"Christ Jesus" will be the subject
of
the Lesson-Sermon in all Churches
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
of Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, March
WE DELIVER
PHONE
2.
We have the feeds your chicks need to make a
March 2, 1911.
The Golden Text is from Isaiah
healthy, profitable flock for you. We sell Roberts
J. F. Gissibl, prominent Lincol 9:6,7, "Unto us a child is born, unto
THURSDAY-FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPEC
township farmer, is recovering from a us a son is given . . . Of the increase
full line and also several other well known brands.
j severe illness.
of his government and peace there
I R. G. Allanson's public sale which shall be no end, upon the throne of
' was held last Friday amounted tc David, and upon his kingdom, to
Fresh Soda
order it, and to establish it with judgj over $5,000.00.
ment
and
with
justice
from
hence-i
Mr.
and
Mrs.
B.
W.
Robison
havi
2 Pound Box
If you produce good eggs you will make more
rented the residence property recently forth even for ever."
by selling where you get paid on a basis of quality. ! purchased
3 Large
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quoby L. C. Robison.
tations
from
the
Bible
and
from
the
Boxes'
Our present prices: Specials, 15c; No. 1, 14c; and
Harvey H. Turner is planning on
Christian
Science
textbook,
"Science
moving
to
Des
Moines
where
he
has
No. 2, lie per dozen. Bring in your eggs and see.
and Health with Key to the Scrip6 Box Carton
been offered a good position.
Wm. Bangham has moved to Scotts- tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
One of the Bible citations reads:
bluff, Neb., near which place he has
No. 4 Crushed Rock
'Then
came the Jews round about him,
purchased a farm and will make his
100 Pound Ba?
and said unto him, How long dost thou
future home.
Browir Beauty
Eleven car loads of stock, imple- make us to doubt? If thou be the
Midwest Provides More People With Jobs Than
ments and household goods were ship- Christ, tell us plainly. Jesus answer3-Ibs. ...
Any Other Business in Anita.
ped to Canada this week from Anita ed them, I told you, and ye believed
This means a loss of numerous good not: the works that I do in my Father's name, they bear witness of me"
families.
The Misses Lizzie, Anna and Marie (John 10:24, 25).
All Sizes and AD
The nurse that visits the school Wiegand entertained a number of
The members of the Mutual Benefit
Among the selections from the
club were entertained at a 1 o'clock each week reported Monday that there young ladies at the home of their par- Christian Science textbook is the
dinner Thursday by Mrs. L. L. Dorsey were no new cases of any contagious ents Wednesday evening in honor of 'ollowing:
at the home of her daughter, Mrs. diseases among the pupils.
"The divine image, idea, or Christ
Older boys' and girls' conference at
Miss Ruth Turner.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Schafer i
Elmer Jensen, north of Anita. The
Benj. Wagner has purchased the C. ivas, is, and ever will be inseparable Cumberland, March 5. .Give Betty Stanley, of Atlantic, were
•Miss Vera B. Hook and Mrs. Laura A. Thompson residence property in rom the divine Principle, God. Jesus
fourteen members and four visitors
Arnett your name if you can go.
guests at the home of their i
present spent the afternoon quilting Buerkin, both of Anita, have return- Anita and intends building another referred to this unity of his spiritual
Mrs. Gail Burke and husband.^
ed
to
their
homes
here
after
spending
"'"7*
for Mrs. Dorsey. 'Mlrs. Lamar Gardthe south half of the dentity thus: 'Before Abraham was,
The Highlander club will meet at
ner will entertain the club at its next several months at McAllen, Texas.
am;' 'I and my Father are one;' the home of Mrs. Harold Smith next
I property which will be for rent.
meeting on March G.
My Father is greater than I' " (p. Tuesday.
The American Legion Auxiliary will ,
NOTICE
$33).
hold
their regular monthly meeting O p RENEWAL OF, AND AMEND(Prices in Effect Wednesday!
Mr. and Mrs. Clair Gipple of Exira
The LANB dinner and bridge club
SUBSTITUTED AND RENEWAL
Eggs, cash, dozen
were
visiting
with
relatives
and
were entertained Friday evening at a FViday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the ED,
home of Mrs. Arthur James in Anita. ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
Eggs, in trade, dozen
HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL
7 o'clock covered dish dinner at the
friends in Anita Sunday.
OF THE INDEPENDENT ORDER OF
Graded Eggs, Specials, dozen
LUTHERAN
CHURCH
AT
home of Mr. and Mrs. Chester A.
ODD
FELLOWS
BUILDING
ASProf. J. Begley, an instructor at
Mr. and Mrs. Harry C. Faulkner Graded Eggs, No. 1, dozen ...
I. O. O. F. HALL.
Long. Dr. and Mrs. F. D. Weimer Creighton University in Omaha, Neb., SOCIATION OF ANITA, IOWA.
were week end guests at the Ben H. Graded Eggs, No. 2, dozen ...
and 'Mr. and Afrs. George F. Shaffer was a guest at a 5 o'clock dinner SatH. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
Notice is hereby given that the
Hens, Ib.
Ken field home at Ames, Iowa.
were guests, High scores were held urday at the home of Mr. and Mrs. charter of the Independent Order of
Hens, leghorn and Under 4-lba., \
by Mrs. G. M. Adair and Mr. Long and Gail Burke in Anita.
Odd Fellows Building Association of
Sunday School and Adult Bible
Isaac Brown, Jr. and family, Mrs. Roosters, Ib
Anita, Iowa, a corporation of Anita, Class at 9:30 a. m.
the family prize was won by Mr. and
Iowa,
has
been
renewed
and
amended,
Isaac
Brown, Sr. and iMSss Irmine Springs, Ib.
Mrs. Lester Scholl.
R. W. (Mick) Forshay returned to and that the amended, substituted and
Divine services at 10:30 a. m.
Brown
were Sunday guests at the Springs, leghorns & under 4-11
Anita Saturday evening from New renewal Articles of Incorporation of
Teachers will meet at the parsonage
home of their sister and daughter, Ducks, Ib.
York City where he was in attendance said Association have been duly Friday evening1 at 7:30 o'clock.
Mrs. Gaylord Courtney and family at Geese, Ib. ......;...
at a meeting of the National Associa- adopted, filed and recorded, according
Confirmation class meets at 4:00 p. Perry, Iowa.
aW
6
tion of Insurance Agents.
°i1.
TT,,,
«=«,«
*
n.
,..
Pigeons, live, dozen
ihe name of the corporation m. Monday afternoon at the parsonshall be "INDEPENDENT ORDER age.
Miss Jetta Knowlton entertained Creahi, sweet
The 77th. birthday of the Knights of , OF ODID FELLOWS BUILDING
Adult instruction class meets at the teachers' bridge club at the home Cream, Nb; i sour
— for —
Pythias lodge was observed Wednes-' ASSOCIATION OF ANITA, IOWA"
:00
p. m. Monday evening at the of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. EarlCream, No. 2.sour
6
at the hall here. Fol- ™f,/* Pnncipal place of business
SPRING PAPERING .day . evening
mrsonage.
„ „. , . . ,.
shall be Anita, Cass County, Iowa,
Knowlton, Monday evening. Miss, Yellow corn, No. 2, new
lowing a 6:30 o'clock dinner a pro- 2. The general nature of the busiPriced as Cr per Single
Highland church—
Lucile Buchanan was assisting host- No. 2 white oats ..
gram was presented and the balance of i ness to be transacted by this corporaLow as *s*~
Roll
Divine services at 7:30 p. m.
ess. Miss Geraldine Cleaver was an No. 1 wheat
- '
i • cards.
. I tion shall be to purchase real estate
the evening
was spent, playing
; Upon whicn
additional
guest. High score honors
— LARGE STOCK —
Mrs
is
already
erected
a
buildPrizes were won by Mr. and
•f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f
" ' ing, or to purchase real estate upon
at bridge were won by Mass Lilith
Elmer
Scholl,
•
Mr.
and
Mrs.
BONGERS
which to erect a building-, said buildCONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
Baker and low score by Miss Kathryn
Shultz, Mrs. A. J. Kopp and Ed. F ing when so purchased or erected, to
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
Nervig.
be used for lodge purposes by the
Carlton.
•f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f
local Independent Order of Odd FelChurch school at 10:00 a. m.
lows, of Anita, Iowa, and for mercan*- if i ^
tile purposes jointly. That in carrying
Service of worship, 11:OQ a. m. We
1
I |out the purposes of this organization , shall speak on the fourth 'Beatitude, j
j real estate may be purchased and
CLOSED OUT
WED.-THURS.'
! owned by said corporation, buildings "An Appetite for Righteousness," will
Bargain Show <
I may be purchased by it or erected on be our theme. We shall be glad to see'
j real estate which it may acquire. Said all members and friends of the church
Don't Let the Title Fool You!
[corporation may lease and rent out at these services. The only way to
'.. If s Fast and Furious
Our
First
Hatch
is
Off
This
any real estate acquired by it, collect
the rents and profits therefrom, and make a churoh is to suppoi/t its forms
Week. We Have
if necessary or it sees fit to do so, may of worship at the place appointed.
remodel, rebuild, or make additions to Money may put up a building, but it
New Hampshire Reds
As I am going to quit farming, I will sell at public auction, at my
any building and-or buildings it may
people,
at
the
place
of
worship,
residence, 4 miles east of Anita, 4 miles south and 2 miles west of
own;
it may incur indebtedness and
White Rocks
Adair, 5 miles north of Berea, commencing at 12:00 o'clock, on
j borrow money and secure the same by to make a church. It will be missionhypothecations, pledges, and-or mort- ary Sunday in the church school, so do
Barred Rocks
gages of the property and securities not forget your gift.
•
of said corporation, and said corporaWe Are Giving Special Offers
The
ladies
will
serve
the
usual
noontion may buy and sell its own capital
day meal Thursday.
the following described property:
stock.
on First Two Hatches.
3. The amount of authorized capital stock of the corporation shall be
5—HEAD OF GOOD HORSES—5
$10,000.0tf divided into 400 share,,, f CENTRAL CHURCH OP CHRIST -f
each of the par value of $25.00. Only
T)n
. •
« five years old, in foal, weight 1400; 1
C. R. Neel, Pastor.
-f
259 shares of said capital stock shall +
Koan mare coming four years old, in foal, weight 1400; team of
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
f
i
f
t
be
issued
by
the
corporation
except
as
mules, 8 and 9 years old, weight 2400; 1 suckling colt.
may hereafter be determined by the
Sunday School at 10 a. m.
I board of directors, the balance of the
Church Worship at 11 a. m.
'shares being held in the treasury of
12—HEAD OF HIGH-GRADE CATTLE—12
Union evening church service at this
said corporation until such time as the
board of directors shall determine church at 7:30 o'clock.
fre h
**'"* ^ "^ ""^ ^ ^
"
upon the issuance thereof. All stock
Beginning Sunday this church will
PRI.-8AT. - Sat. Mat. 2:30 P. 1
shall be fully paid for at the par value
observe the program known as, "Eight
PIN WtHEELS
On The Stage
thereof
at
the
time
of
issuance.
ABOUT 30 BUSHELS OF OATS
100 BALES OF GOOD OATS
6 for 9c
4. This corporation commenced on Weeks With God," and will close with
25 REASONS TO ATTEND
STRAW. 100 BALES OF GOOD CLOVER HAY.
December 3, 1940, and shall continue a revival meeting beginning Easter
ANITA BAKERY
8 DOZEN WHITE ROCK HENS.
On The Screen
1 for a period of 20 years from Decem- Sunday that will last two weelcs conDOUBLE FEATUKK
j ber 3, 1940, unless sooner dissolved as ducted by Rev. LaVerne Morris and
FOR SALE:—Team of Bay mares,
11 provided by the Articles of IncorporaFARM MACHINERY, ETC.
tion.
wife. We urge our members and 7 and 11 years old, weight 2800. See
planter No
9 wibh 80 rods of
5.
The
general
affairs
of
this
corfriends to be sure and attend church Carl Brown, 9 miles south and 2%
n,i,.l
n
- " wire; McCornnck mower; Dee ring binder; low wheel wagon; hay rack- end gate
2tp
poration shall be managed by a worship next Sunday to hear more miles east of Anita.
r;
board of directors, consisting of five about this program.
mtnure^ T' McCormM
M^C tu , ltlVat
°
shovel
cultivator;
Rock
Isknd
Tally cards, 2 for Ic; fancy tallies
directors, or such different number
Sir- ' if T
* 10-fo°t d^c; 4 section harrow; sweep
gimder, sulky plow; gang plow; saddle; 2 sets of work harness one
This week we are to observe daily with tassels, and place cards for Ic.
less than
; not greater than five or
.three, as from time to time may be Bible readings and prayer.
roadId™*- "sera 10 ^"^ °f l"^ ^"i^ank a'd tnfheater"
Tribune office, Anita.
tf
established by a majority of the stock, holders voting at any meeting of the
For monuments and memorials see
I stockholders held not less than five
METHODIST CHURCH
C. H. Bartley, Anita.
it
|
days
prior
to
the
annual
election
of
LUuNCH WAGON WILL BE ON THE GROUNDS
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
the board of directors. In the absence
FOR SALE:—Thousands of twice
MEN
of any provisions made by the stock•f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f
TERMS:—CASH. All articles must be settled for before
j holders, the board of directors shall
Church School at 10 a. m. Harold transplanted Evergreens. Priced very
removing
from the premises.
; consist of five members as aforesaid
FEATURE No. 2
low.
Plant a good windbreak this
(who shall be elected by a majority McDermott, Superintendent.
LLOYD NOLAN
spring.
Sizer
Nursery,
Audubon,
Iowa.
Church worship at 11 a. m. This
I vote of the stockholders at the annual
meeting to be held on the second has been set aside as the day of com-1 FOR SALE ^Several
"
PIER 13"
used dies.
l l n u r s d a y in January of each and passion and will be observed by taking
___
.'-_-.
^**
^^J!^^^^**'^^!*****^^—'
----**
John Deere Store, Anita, Iowa. It
every year. Its officers shall be
a sacrificial offering.
President,
Vice-President,
Secretary
FRANK BARBER, Auctioneer.
'SUN.'-ieaN. - TUES.
Youth Forum beginning at 6 p. m. .We have a complete line of oil
; and Treasurer, who shall be elected by
C. E. PARKER, Clerk.
SUN. MAT. 2:80 P. M.- 2 l e l
i the board of directors annually, at the with a covered dish aupper. Discus- and coal tank heaters. Get one now
_ annual meeting of the board of di- sion topic, "Christianity and Moham—SPECTACULAR M
and be prepared for these cold days
. i rectors held at the close of the annual
LAUGHTER — ROMANCE |
Farmers Coop., phone 49, Anita.
i meeting of the stockholders or at anv medanism."
nn 1 t f
Union service at the Church of •"•
—IN' T®qBlNICOLOB, "" !' ™M meeting, and their
50c buys 500
shall be such as are usual in Christ at 7:30 o'clock.
of typewriter
such cases, or as the by-laws shall
Holy Communion will be observed Paper> 8ize 8%x11 inches. at'the TribL
this
(Wednesday) evening at the' U"e °ffice'
U n t i l the regular annual meeting
Houses, like people, are as old as they look
of his corporation in 1H42, the board church at 7:30. This is the opening
housework.
of directors and offices of bhis corpora- day of Lent. Plan to be there.
Modernization, as we conceive this important action shall be as followsSee
.Mrs.
Arnett
at
Motor
Inn
Cafe.
tivity, can make your house look like a 1941 home
Choir practice Wednesday evening
G A Johnson, M. C. Hutchison, W
kl
an
W
in
the
church
at
8:30.
no matter when it was built.
"•'__
V, '
H. Dorale, and W T'
all of Anita. Iowa, shall
The Church School teachers meet heat fu™ished. Enquire aTlwbun*
members of the Board of Directors- G with Mr. and .Mrs. Harold McDermott offlceCosts are low too—and terms easy. Monthly
A. Johnson of Anita, Iowa, shall' be
payments you 11 never miss can make your house
President; M. C. Hutchison of Anita. Friday evening at 8.
COMPLETE LINE OF
The executive committee
look like a brand new home with all new-home con-- - - - — w»«x,m,, and
T
Woman's
Society
. Biggs of Anita, Iowa, shall be
veniences.
for Christian
secretary and Treasurer.
vice will meet in the church baseDon.
Special disBetty
6. The private property of the
counts now. We also have a fair
ment
Friday
afternoon
at
2.
At
2:30
GRAiOLE
officers and members of this corporaof adapted
tion shall be exempt from liability for there will be the general meeting'of
CARLSON'S
CARMAN
*-*rv... «•„ o....:..i
.shell
the corporate debts.
the Woman's
Society.
HYBRIDS. Write
The Brazilian Bomb
Dated
at
Anita,
Iowa,
this
29th.
day
J
ANITA LUMBER CO. ,
A new young people's class has been ™1 "? »t°re on U. S. ~No. 71*.
.I»nimi-v 1941.
10/11
of January,
organized in the Church School with CARLSON'S SEED STORE,
G.
A.
Johnson,
b
Phone 2-0 For Appointment With the House Doctor
Dale Ulfers as teacher. If you have °n, Iowa.
President.
W. T. Biggs,
been neglecting the Church School
Secretary.
now is the time to attend.
Also Snow
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Sell Your Eggs By Grade

Midwest Egg Co.
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No House Is Impossible

ROBERT SCOTT, H. D.
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ng- Jackets, Capes, Hats

JOHNSON

Ruth Wyeth Spears

" » By CHEHIE NICHOLAS
By VIRGINIA VALE

(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

A

P LAST moviedom's favorite
word, "colossal," can really be applied to a motion picture, "Land of Liberty." It was
more than a quarter century in
the making, -cost incalculable
millions, and boasts a cast of
more than 30,000, headed by
dozens of top-flight stars. Cecil
Be Mille assembled it.
It's an all-industry picture. It
was assembled from scenes of 112
feature pictures, dozens of news
reels, shorts and documentary films,
dating from the present day back
before "The Birth of a Nation."
Spectacles include practically every great moment in our history,
from the battles of Bunker Hill and
Lexington, of the Alamo and Gettysburg, to the beginnihj£0f World War
Some of the "matching" of scenes
from different pictures is remarkable. One instance covers A mine
disaster, the first part of which was
taken from De MUle's "Dynamite,"
produced in 1929, and the second
part from a news reel shot of an
actual event, taken in 1937.
This is a stirring document, as
well as a great human one, far more
important than a mere motion picfare. The producers receive no
revenue from "Land of Liberty"—
rental receipts beyond cost of distribution will be devoted to war
latest), and in jackets and capes. emergency welfare work.
Success for the new Chinese
' movement was mentioned at "FashJane Russell, the new Howard
ion Futures/' that brilliant event at Hughes discovery who will make her
which authoritative style forecasts movie debut in his "The Outlaw,"
, were dramatically presented in a has been chosen "The Girl of the
promises a program spring prevue. Beauty and suavity Year" by the Sigma Phi Epsilon
new fashions. In oi lines and simplicity in Chinese
challenge flung to technique were pointed out in sevrs to carry on the eral fetching evening wraps and
,of-the world, there daytime suits. Two of the latter are
jected into the field of pictured in the illustration herea to-do and to-dare with.
The jacket to the left credits
akes for refreshingly
othes thig season. Be- green as a leading color for spring.
encouragement given The Chinese influence is apparent in
and play of imagina- its neat, trim lines and the gentle,
r that "something dif- natural shoulder slope. An allcurrent styling which round pleated black skirt completes
I women welcome and this twosome. That the fashion
group sponsors green is again evii most vital movements denced hi the jacket to the right,
i taking place hi the sil- which also is Chinese-inspired. Note
in regard to the styling hi the black skirt.
And now for a most breathtaking
formula calls for
JANE RUSSELL
straighter skirts and thrill—capes I Watch -capes go on
iilders, and in these parade this season along the high- chapter at Duke university. CerI -the death knell for ways and bywftys of fashion. There
not because she's described
ver suit you had hoped will be more capes than you can ! tainly
count, and doubtless you will be by the old song, "Five feet two, with
this season.
a cape yourself for design- eyes of blue," either. She's five feet
Jers, they certainly are wearing
ers
are
turning
them out in endless seven, weighs 122 pounds, and has
^discussion. So impor- types, and hi every
length from brown eyes and hair.
oulder theme become short to long.
The men of Sigma Phi Epsilon like
nost justified in coinMuch attention win be given to the fact that she has "enough meat
ieplaring that a dress, cape
A demure monotone on her bones to make a bathing suit
pthis season is only as cape linings.
is
lined
the South American justify its existence, obtainable only
fioulderline. Instead of way in purples,
Peruvian pinks, by ordering flapjacks and sausage
padding as heretofore blues, reds and yellows
nicely as- instead of lettuce-and-tomato sandin the newer versions sembled. The cape costume
wiches when on dates with frateriitly sloping and subtly tered in the group pictured withcennity men." Says Jane, as comment
its
|s of grace.
matching turban is typically a new on that, "And do I eat like a horse!"
breathtaking innova- vogue. It's smart in any color but
at are adding zest to the particularly so in oatmeal tweed
Rooney pushed war news
least of which is the with dashes of brown or gay tan- offMickey
page one of the London Daily
ence that is seen in col- gerine.
Mirror recently, when it was anfiery (coolie hats are the
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)
nounced that, as the result of a poll
of 4,000 British cinemas—motion picture theaters, to us—he was the top
box-office star of 1940. He also won
top honors in the recent annual poll
of American exhibitors.
There is sort of a gypsy charm
and fascination about the new
Stirling Hayden is headed straight
dresses, be they cotton, silk, linen for the top, if Paramount executives
or -rayon. The skirt has just enough knqw anything about what makes a
fullness, introduced in subtle ways, movie star, lie's • slated for a top
to give it the casual look. For the role in "Dildo Cay," opposite Doroblouse top, the material is in mono- thy Lampur; he'll play the rich
tone; Quite smart is the black or young owner of an island in the
navy jersey top.
Caribbean who's regenerated by his
For evening, lovely gowns are overseer's daughter. And a year
made of printed silk done in re- ago Hayden never dreamed of havsplendent colors. A fitted bodice ing a movie career!
may surmount a skirt of billowy
white mousseline on which is apGreer Garson stars her second
pliqued at strategic points flower year hi pictures hi this country with
clusters cut from the same print a new Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer contract and the outstanding role of her
that fashions the waist.
career. In "Blossoms in the Dust"
we'll see the full beauty of her red
hair and green eyes. The picture
is based on incidents in the life of
Mrs. Edna Gladney, famous Texas
Dressy coats show much dress- humanitarian who has devoted her
from smart dressmak- maker detail. Wool weaves used life to child welfare.
polka dot drama when are light weight and yield beautiessories for your spring fully to fabric and surface treatJohannes Steel of the Mutual chain
|Sewing is really fun with ments. Allover braiding on the is probably the only radio newsman
machine equipment blouse top, done in self-color, en- in America with a price on his head
bevery locality haa a sew- hances many a pastel coat. The and a prison cell yawning for him
rwhere you can learn to new oatmeal shades, beige and should he ever be caught in Germany. Son of a Prussian officer fa| smart accessories in an
i For this turban and bag brown, violet (very smart this sea- ther and a Scotch mother, he was
* three-quarters of a son) pastel blue and muted pink are born in Heidelberg, and held many
polka dot cotton fashioned m this way. Tucking is an important position. Not in favor
at silk, if you prefer. another fabric treatment, likewise of Hitler, he spent nine days hi a
Sal half-yard of 39-inch quilting which sometimes is done in Nazi prison, escaped, and finally
fw the bag lining and an allover pattern hi sprawling leaf reached this country, where he became an American citizen.
of buckrahi for bag re- and tendril design.
By attaching the hemet to your machine you
ODDS AND ENDS—HedyLaMurr rate*
all edges to look progood part* after the way the comet to lift

sy to Make

Prints Accompany
JPlain Materials

Coats Take On
Dressmaker Touch

|owery Prints
ctive for-young girls are
ire-piece dresses that top
ay flowery print. Go as
like in way of a vivid
nore gypsy-like the betthe full peasant type
all-around pleated are
style.

Handsome Plaids
Come Into Picture

Coats, dresses, capes, jacket suits
are being made of handsome plaids.
Made up in the new coolie jackets,
plaids top a monotone colored skirt.
Capes of plaid bring drama into
the spring style parade. These capes
are long, and the style touch is
achieved in epaulet effects fornwd
of fringe.

in "Madame %" . . . loan Crawford broke
7 mirrors the other day and didn't bat an
eye; ic was just part of the day's work.
She finished the scene, went to her dressing room—and broke her hand mirror.
"And Lady Luck can chalk thai one up
against me!" she wailed . . . Columbia
Pictures has signed CBS newu reporter!
Union Well* and William L. Shirer to
co-star with Dorothy Thompson and
Wythe Williams in "What't the Shooting
For?," first ol an "International Forum

IhludMura

Washington, D. €.
FARM EXPORT PROBLEM
It is belatedly gratifying to learn
that the department of agriculture
is now considering the "two-price"
system of disposing of farmer's
crops—both as to domestic and foreign consumption.
For export trade it will buy up
the surplus which no home market
consumes and sell at abroad for the
best price it will bring. To increase domestic consumption, it will
extend the food-stamp plan for surplus products, which is also a twoprice" system giving lower prices
to the poor to insure an adequate
diet to all our people and to remove
the American reproach of "starvation in the midst of plenty."
As I understand it, although the
details are not yet plain, the public, all of us, wfll pay for the discount below market prices on the
food stamp gale of butter, eggs;
citrus and other fruits, meats and
fresh vegetables—and even cotton—
for the poor. I can't see much the
matter with that, much as I dislike
the growing cost of government.
This column began boosting the
food-stamp plan long before it was
announced and as soon as Henry
Wallace told me about it. My only
regret was that I had not thought
of it first.
I believe George Peek and I did
think first of the "two-price" system
on export surplus—way back in 1921.
It is almost a necessary corollary of
our tariff system. We have maintained here partly by the tariff, a
structure of prices far above that
of the rest of the world. No tarifl
and no purely domestic device can
keep on that high level the prices
of surplus crops—wheat, cotton and
animal fats. This is because the
price of the surplus fixes the price
of the whole crop whether sold
abroad or at home—and nothing
that can be", done at home can prevent that dire result.
The net effect is that, while all
the rest of our people enjoy the higher American standards, the farmer
producing the export crops is thrust
outside our tariff walls. In equity,
there is no argument against his
having a "parity price" (one for
what he sells on the domestic market on the same high level charged
for what he buys) but there is no
good argument for his receiving such
a high price- for what he produces in
excess of domestic requirements
which must be sold in export.
There are only two alternatives, and one of them is abortive.
The sensible one is that now suggested, to insure an American price
for the part of the crop consumed
at home and to sell the surplus for
what it will bring. The other is
what has been attempted for the
past eight years—to jimmy up the
American price for the whole crop
by loans, by restriction on acreage,
by storing unmanageable surplus,
and other inventions.
It kept up precariously the American price, but it constantly threatened the American markets by accumulating an unmanageable surplus. It priced American farm
products out of world markets they
had enjoyed for a century.
* * *

RULE PAPER IN
THEN
DESIGN
OVERAQUVtES

CUT OUT AND
TRACK ON

scroll out and trace around it on
the burlap repeating it at each
corner; then fill in the flowers.
• • •
NOTE: There are several other rug design* with'directions for knitting, crocheting and braiding In Booklet No. 6 of the
series of home-making booklet! which
Mrs. Spears has prepared for onr readers.
Copy of Booklet 6 with description of the
other numbers in the series will be mailed
to readers who will send name and addregs with lOc in coin to:
MBS. RUTH WYETH SPEARS

ALF the fun of hooking rugs is
H
in making your own designs.
All you have to do is to mark the

pattern on burlap with a wax
crayon and then go over it with a
warm iron to set it. Simple flowers are easy to draw and in the
olden days real leaves were used
or patterns. Scroll designs combined with flowers are popular
low for use with Eighteenth cen;ury furniture. The scrolls of the
landsome rug shown here were
looked hi gold color outlined in
>rown. The edge medium blue;
he center darker blue and the
flowers in tones of red and deep
rose with leaves in two tones of
green.
This diagram shows you how to
make a scroll pattern that you
may use in different ways. Just
rule a piece of paper in one-inch
squares and then follow the diaram outlining the scroll so that
ts lines Cross the squares exactly
as they do here. Now, cut the

Sandy's Blowing Appeared
To Be a Bit Overdone!
He was of a thrifty turn of
mind, having originally come
]rom Scotland. One day he was
:old by a friend that instead of
putting a quarter into the 'meter,
much the same effect could be
obtained by blowing smartly into
the slot. That night he tried the
experimentwith gratifying results.
This went on for so.me time, and
finally an inspector from the gas
company called to examine the
meter. He was obviously puzzled.
'What's the matter?" asked the
economizing householder.
"Man," exclaimed the inspector, "I just can't make it out. According to my reading the company owes you three dollars."

Drawer 10
Bedford HlOt
New York
Enclose 10 cents for Book 6.
Name
Address

HOUSEHOLD
QUESTIONS
Should the lock in your car door
freeze, heat the key over a match
and insert.
* • •
Kerosene is a good cleansing
agent for porcelain.
* * *
If you want to add extra luster
to painted woodwork, add a little
vinegar to the wash water.
* * *
It is best to whip no more than
two cups of cream at a time. Chill
bowl and beater. If the cream is
beaten in a warm bowl, in a warm
place, it is apt to turn to butter.
* * *
Don't cut the lemon in half
when you want only a few drops of
juice. Instead pierce the lemon
with a bone knitting needle and
squeeze out the amount required.
The hole will seal itself.
* * *
In making applesauce slice your
apples, cook them in a little water
until they are soft, then add the
sugar. If you add the sugar at
first you may need to put in more
later and the apples are likely to
become hard.
* * •
To remove the cloudiness which
comes over highly polished furniture, wash it with a sponge and
tepid water and rub it dry with a
wet chamois wrung out of cold
water. A dry chamois streaks the
surface and does not remove the
blur.

WILLKIE'S 'BLITZ'

Mr. Willkie was asked, on landing, for comment on my statement
that he had only been permitted to
see what British authorities wanted
him to see. His reply was that I
didn't know what I was talking
about.
Of course, I never said anything
remotely resembling that. I said
that he had been completely advised by the voice of hard-bitten experience how to make effective the
kind of pilgrimage on which he was
embarked.
He was advised (as we all know
now) that Winston Churchill is the
most adroit advocate of our time,
and perfectly and properly. He
was advised to' listen to him respectfully and then say, if familiarities had progressed so far: "Well,
Winnie our hearts are all With you
but you are a Briton—praise God,
half American—and I want to go
home as ail-American and make a
realistic report to the American
people.
I only criticized Mr. Willkie for
not doing that, but exposing himself
to every emotional impulse—not for
seeing only what the British government wanted him to see. I believe that they would have withheld
nothing from him. He elected the
emotional, spectacular and blitzpublicity role. He took what he was
told from Mr. Churchill. He contented himself with an exploration
of British fortitude, which we ol
British birth took for granted.
He did it a time when one of the
most serious pieces of legislation
ever presented to our people was
before our congress. He became a
part of a British effort to bums-rush
that legislation—Lord Halifax's astounding visit to our congressiona
committee demanding a "tunetable," Mr. Churchill's glorious and
masterful speech (the interior tex
ture of which reveals much careful
effort to appease or allay American
opinion on this bill) and, finally, Mr
Willkie's appearance advocating ex
actly what Mr. Churchill would like
further giving away of the navy.

DEALERS SAYi Get these richer-flavored Sunkut California Navel
Oranges for juice! Enjoy more vitamins and minerals in every glass..
HOUSEWIVES ADD: They're "tops" for salad6 and desserts too.
Seedless. Easy to peel,*lice and section.
"Sunkist" on the akin identifies) the finest oranges from 14,000
cooperating growers. "Best for Juice—end Every user Order several
dozen for economy.
c
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ANITA

TRIBUNE, TBURSDiAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1941.

BY THE WAY.

Joe Vetter, , Jr., a student at
Creighton University in Omaha, spent!
the week end in Anita at the home of!
One day last week we saw the ideal his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Vetter. i
set of tools for the lady of the
Cloyd (Slim) Kimball, who submithouse . . . especially if she happens
to have a husband and a few "build- ted to a mastoid operation at the
ing-minded" youngsters. The set University hospital at Iowa City last
consisted of hammer and nails, tin week, is reported to be recovering
shears, pliers, screw drivers and sev- nicely.
eral Other pieces '. . . all painted in
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Young spent
colors so numerous and bright that no
self respecting male would fail to hike the week end at Randolph, Iowa, with
'1 By WARREN ;BAYLEY
right back to the house with j them his parents, 'Mr. and Mrs. W. W.
once he had 'finished using them. Young, and with other relatives and
friends.
.Texas —
football stadium seating 5,600, a Hope 'Pa takes the hint.
i-military garrison baseball field and grandstand, a
Roscoe Wagner of Clinton, Iowa,
Spain had it found- theatre and an 18-hole golf course.
Did you ever use the water which and Raymond Wagner of St. Joseph,
es ago.
,
The new Recruit Center processed potatoes are cooked in for the liquid
J1718, the War Depart- 6,534 men the first six months after in gravy? It's delicious! The kids Mo., spent Saturday and Sunday in
Anita visiting at the home of their
|its present name fifty its inception on August 1st., 1940.
here call it "Scotch Gravy."
parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Wagner.
contains the historic
» * *
About two and a half thousand
»mo, was under the rookies were learning the fundamenHave you seen any robins on the
The Anita Literary club met Thurs; E. Lee in 187ffand tals of soldiery when I was allowed to lawn yet this year?
day afternoon at the library. Mrs. G.
training of Teddy witness the new, stream-lined drills
* * «
M. DeCamp presided at the business
dy "Rough Riders" in the Army uses today. After four
It was nice seeing Mr. and Mrs. meeting in the absence of Mirs.
weeks of intensive training they'll Claude Hansen in town Saturday William Cryer, president, who was ill.
it mtiHary center of graduate to various units.
evening. A visit with Mrs. Hansen The program was in charge of Mrs.
oh thi^pontinent today.
The recruits' average is 22 and always brings to mind the happenings Floyd Dement.
>f 60,000 acres occupied they're a husky looking lot. They of a few years back . . . It was a
;ivities, it represents an should be. Every day they consume pleasant surprise to see Doctor and
Mrs. E. S. Hblton was hostess to the
more than $40,000,000. 2 tons of meat and 2500•*pounds of Mrs. Morton at church Sunday, too.Original bridge club Wednesday afteri of the Fort are inside potatoes, along with .6400 pints of They say it's a sign of getting old to noon at her home on Mars Avenue.
Antonio.
A young milk. Their breakfasts are hearty like to reminisce, but dog-gone it, Guests, besides the members, were
officers' quarters and affairs involving a tussel with 270 it's fun!
Mrs. G. M. DeCamp, Mrs. Robert
is-halls and stables are dozen eggs and 5,000 strips of bacon.
* * *
Scott, Mrs. M. M. Feller and Mrs.
out along with small
The post is occupied by an organiEveryone who saw the moving pic- Sydney Maduff who also held high
and a drill field,
zation that was born in Europe. This tures at the school house last week score.
lings and 31 miles of 2nd. Division was formed in August, says they were So well worth seeing
Frank Watkins, who was called to
Icient for the garrison 1917, in Bourmont, France and cover- that we are more sorry than ever that
Anita by the death of his mother, re14,900 men until the ed itself with mud and glory during we had to stay home.
turned to Boston, Mlass., Thursday
got under way. five of the fiercest of major World
* * *
activity, additional War engagements, bringing the first We were sitting in the car watching where he met the ship that he is
ras necessary and just a admission from the Germans that people hurry in and out of the stores stationed on. Dodge, another son,
425 new buildings were their stalwart Kindenburg Line was in Atlantic last week and thought how left today (Wednesday) for Long
a cost of over 3% broken. It captured almost as many few people were standing around on Beach, Gal., where he will report back
prisoners as there are men posted here the street compared with the crowds to his ship.
ipost is out in the coun- today. It gathered in more medals in the stores, when all at once the fire
northwest are 25,000 than any Division in France and is the siren started and the fire wagons went The Neighborhood Pinochle club
r artillery practice and only American Division in which every across Chestnut Street. People pour- met Sunday evening at the home of
livers. 65 miles south- wartime unit is entitled to wear the ed out of stores like bees from a hive, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cryer in Anita.
(SOOO-acre tract of varied fourragerre of the Crois de Guerre. and followed the hose cars to the fire. High score for the women was held by
soldiers can stage man- Major General James L. Collins, who Don't know what burned but it wasn't Mrs. Morris Robson and the men by
ftttles to their heart's may wear a handful of decorations a big fire because the firemen were Norman Morgan. Low score was
held by Mr. and Mrs. N. O. Morgan for
himself, is now in command.
soon back at the station, and the
| men happy when they'reThe soldiers now are doing a fine streets were comparatively empty the men and women respectively.
or finished with the job. of maintaining the Division's again.
Lincoln township school district No.
* * *
5 swimming pools, a glorious reputation.
4 held their regular monthly P. T. A.
Hold your hats, folks, Saturday is meeting Wednesday evening at the
Ber Vagabond" Is Sponsored and Appears In This Paper
tKe first of March and the almanac school house. A program consisting |
says it's to be blustery and will come of musical numbers, readings and
Through the Courtesy of
in like a lion.
three one-act plays was given. Following the meeting a lunch was enMr. and Mrs. C. G. (Junior) Hayter joyed by those present.
Iowa
TEXACO PRODUCTS
Phone 257
of Des Moines spent Sunday in Anita
visiting at the home of his parents.
The members of the Friday bridge
club were guests of Mrs. Leo V. I
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Denney, whoBongers Friday afternoon at her home \
recently held a closing out farm sale, on Chestnut Street. .High score for
have moved to their home in Anita on the afternoon was held by Mrs. B. D.
West 'Mlain Street that they purchased Forshay. Mrs. P. T. Williams, Mrs.
iIN AND SEE US FOR HIGHEST PRICES
several weeks ago.
Sydney Maduff, Mrs. G. M. Adair and
GRAIN AND HIGH QUALITY COAL.
Mk-s.
Ed. F. Carlton were additional
The Jolly Dozen club enjoyed a
covered dish dinner Thursday noon at guests.
THE KUNZ GRAIN CO.
the home of 'Mrs. Peter R. Petersen
The members of the Bide-a-Wee
Bert C. Ramus, Mgr.
east of Anita. Eleven members were bridge club were entertained Wednespresent. Roll call was "My First Love day afternoon by Mlrs. A. V. RobinAffair." The next meeting of the son at her home in Anita.
Guests,
club will be on March 6 at the home of besides the members, were Mrs. Tom
Mrs. Sterling Sorensen.
Burns, Mrs. Paul Kelloway and Mrs. |
Mrs. Tom Burns entertained the Solon A. Karns. High scorer at the
j members of the Union club Thursday afternoon session of bridge was Mrs.
by taking them to the dinner at the Andy Miller.
By L. F. M.

fAGNER'S FILLING STATION
and GOAL

1

at our winterized

USED CAR
CLEARANCE

SALE
• BETTER CAR

• ALL MODELS

• BETTER DEAL • BETTER PRICE
• ALL MAKES

• BETTER TRADE

See the man with the

ORANGE TRADING STICK
He's your FORD salesman

$575

1934 FORD V-8 COUPE
Good Tires, Heater, Good
Body, A Real Buy For
Anyone fr 1 C£f\
At
«PJ.OV/

1933 CHEVROLET COACH
Good Tires, Good Motor,
Fair Body,
Priced At.

1935 V-8 STAND. TUDOR
Rebuilt Motor, Good Tires,
Heater,
Priced At.

1929 MODEL A COACH
Good Body and Top, Good
Tires, Good Motor, An
Excellent
Car For . .

1935

1936 FORD V-8 TRUCK
Reconditioned Motor, Fair

1930 CHEVROLET TRUCK
Good Tires, Fair Motor,
Priced
$1OO
At ...

1939 V-8 DELUXE TUDOR
Low Mileage, Good Tires,
Excellent Motor, A Real

$65

Priced At.

INTERNATIONAL
TRUCK
Here Is A Real Truck ,
Buy At
Only

ROSE MOTOR CO.
ANITA, IOWA
Your FORD-MERCURY Dealer

1 Congregational church. Following the
The regular monthly meeting of the
; dinner the ladies spent the afternoon K. J. U. club was held Friday after', at the hostess" home quilting for her. noon at the home of Mrs. Anderson
Mr. and Mtrs. John Bishop of Exira
The members of the Susie Q club
; There was ten members present. Mrs.Bell. IMiss Doris Mae Ekdal and Miss were Sunday visitors at the home of were entertained Thursday evening at
Chas. Campbell will entertain the club Cleo Spry were assisting hostesses. her sister, Mrs. William Watson inthe home of Mrs. Donald Chadwick on
at its next meeting on 'March 5.
Rose Hill Avenue. The evening was
Nineteen members and six visitors, Anita.
spent playing cards wibh Mrs. Aaron
Mrs.
Art
Baxter,
Mrs.
Fred
Denison,
SHERIFFS SALE NOTICE.
Miss Mabel Williams returned to
Mrs. Myra Turner, Mrs. Aaron Bell, her home at Osceola, Neb., Saturday Bell high scorer.
I The State of Iowa, Cass County, ss. Mrs. Gardner and OVfliss Irene Ander- after spending the . week in Anita
i
son, were present.
visiting at the William Cryer home.
i Nelsen & Jessen, Plaintiff, D. O. Herj bert, Assignee.
A combined follow-up meeting for ]
Victor C. Petersen and Mrs. Mary
DR.B.L.MEURER
Petersen Michaelsen (NEE) Jones, Grant school districts No. 2 and 3 was
Adair, Iowa
held Wednesday afternoon at the home
et al., Defendants.
BON GE R S
of Mrs. Kenneth Gipple north o f ,
NEW METHOD PAINTS X-Ray and Neurocalometer Service
Petersen Michaelsen (NEE) Jones, i Anita. Six members and two leaders '
were present. The lesson presented
AND VARNISHES
et al.
Office Hours: 9 to 12—1:30 to 6.
at
You are hereby notified that by | to those present was on "Quality
Sat. Nite 7 to 10. Sun. 10 to 11 a. m.
virtue of a General Execution to me Standards in the Home." Following
MINIMUM PRICES
Phone 87.
directed by the Clerk of the District the meeting, a lunoh was served
| Court of Audubon County, Iowa, in
'favor of Nelsen & Jessen, Plaintiff, the hostess. The next meeting will
j D. O. Herbert, Assignee, and against be in charge of district No. 2.
I Victor C. Petersen and Mrs. Mary
Petersen Michaelsen (NEE) Jones, et
The Benton Future Farmers 4-H :
sum' of Thirty-Six and club held a meeting Wednesday even-!
, 50-100 Dollars, interest and accruing j.ln at .the
., home
,
i i r> K * A
of - T ,
costs, I did on the 24th. day of Janu- | e
Harold, Robert and ,
jary, A. D. 1941, levy on the property , George Stutelberg west of Anita. The
i of the said Mrs. Mary Petersen Mich- ' meeting was in charge of the leader, j
aelsen (NEE) Jones, the following ^ j Possehl A party> to be held
described real ^estate, to-wit:
. ln. the, near
,. ,
some tlm
All the right title and interest
«
f^ure, was
C. F. DARROW, Manager
of /-Maiar Petersen Michaelsen ! planned. Additional guests at the
(NEE)*,Lones in and to the South
meeting were Mr. and Mrs. William
ope-half of the Northeast QuarBebensee. A lunch was served to
ter and the East one-half of the
those present following the evening's
Southwest Quarter of the Northdiscussions. Glen Olsen will be host
west Quarter and the Southeast
Quarter of the Northwest Quarto the next meeting.
ter (except a triangular piece of
land heretofore deeded to Lyman
Funeral services were held last
Pray) in Section 27, Township 77
Wednesday afternoon at 2 o'clock at
North, Range 34, West of the 6th.
the Long funeral home in Anita for
P. M., containing 140 acres. All
situated in Cass County, Iowa,
Merle Fae Plowman, 7-year-old son of
HAVE A FEW LOCKER BOXES LEFT, SO
and will offer the same for sale to the Mr. and Mrs. Fae Plowman, who
highest bidder on the 22nd. day of
.
.
DON'T TAKE CHANCES WITH YOUR MEAT.
March, 1941, at the hour of 10:00 , Paased away at a hospital in Adair the
o'clock A. M., at the North door of the first of the week. The services were
Court House in Atlantic, County of in charge of Rev. W. H. Warrior,
BRING IT IN. WE WILL BE GLAD TO TAKE
Cass and State of Iowa.
pastor of the Adair Methodist church.
You are further notified that if
CARE OF IT FOR YOU.
said real estate includes your home- Music was furnished by Mrs. George
! stead, that unless you plat and record Smither and Mrs. Joe Vetter, accomithe same within ten days after the panied at the piano by Mrs. Eric
service of this notice, I will cause said Osen. They sang "Safe in the Arms
THERE IS ONE NEAR YOU
homestead to be marked out, platted
of
Jesus,"
"Jewels"
and
"Asleep
in
and recorded as provided by law and
the expense thereof shall be added to Jesus." Interment was made in
the costs in this case.
Evergreen cemetery with
Albert
Dated this 15th. day of February,Karns, Jr., John Sams, Billy Parker
1941.
| and Gene Parker acting as pallANITA — WIOTA — CUMBERLAND
Harry Jordan,
bearers.
Sheriff of Cass County, Iowa.

Feed Your Home Grown Grains And
MERIT CONCENTRATE
THE FARMERS COOP.

ANITA THEATRE
Thursday, Feb. 27

>hn Deere Store
J. Burl Roots, Proprietor
Anita, Iowa

WE STILL

Miller's Lockers

||jifJjB||^;?p;^

fERNATIONAL

Paradoxical Bed

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

Bed is a bundle of paradoxes:
we go to it with reluctance, yet we
quit it with regret; and we make
up our minds every night to leave
it early, but we make up our
all that goes on in a jiffy, stays bodies every morning .to keep it
put and protects your frock thor- late.—C. C. Colton.
oughly. Design No. 1258-B includes a pretty tie-around and a
little tailored collar, as well as an
unusually well-fitting pinafore, with
slim waistline section. Both pat- after eating and drinking usually
terns are easy to make.
comes with acid indigestion and heart*
* * *
burn. Have ADLA Tablets handy,
Pattern No. 1247-B Is designed (or sizes they contain Bismuth and Carbonates
32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42 and 44. Size 34 re- for quick relief. Your druggist has
quires 3 yards ot 33-Inch material and 8',4
them.
yards of trimming.

By HAROLD L. LUNDQUIST. O. D.
Dean of The Bloody Bible Institute
of Chicago. ,
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

Lesson for March 2

That Full, Choked Feeling-

i {
""Weets.and Scripture texts se8£**dii'5? Copyrighted by International
Council ot Religious Education: used by
permission,

THE AUTHORITY OF CHRIST
LESSON TEXT—Luke»19:41—20:8.
GOLDEN TEXT—And why call ye me.
Lord, Lord, and do not the things which 1
lay?—Lujce 6:40.
'

4

WON'T YOU COME FOR HEA?
(See Recipes Below)

FOR TEA TABLES
fcelebrity comes to town,
new bride to be enterthese and many other
i afternoon tea provides
lit touch of sociability.
be on the committee in
have as much fun
as the guest of
honor if you make
your plans carefully. Plan to
make only enough
tea for 12 teacup
servings at one
time, and repeat
the process as
Ineeded. A large saucepike a charm for such
Tie 6 tablespoons of tea
thicknesses of cheesethe bag in the sauce• 2 quarts of vigorously
•over it. Cover and let
: 5, minutes over a very
pour the tea imntdiV teapot which has
' with' scalding water.
; can .be removed and
er, of the tea kept over
ntitit is needed.
your job to buy the
dents — the sugar,
[cream—remember that
. it 80 tablets of sugar
[Box and .that you should
.per serving. Allow 2
ia of coffee cream per'
p * MHrfialf bFeream
e'than sufficient for 25
also 1 slice of lemA large lemon
; 10 slices, % inch thick.
I you be asked to bring
kinds of cookies or
midget tea cakes,
iipes that will make your
, ition putsiandingv There
|ctake fingers rolled in
' (ionds and toasted in the
ttple-to-make tidbit that
""' affinity,for hot, clear
t with lemon. The small
gef biscuits have pale
ng and are fragile
for a .bride's tea.
can b^ are the Swedish
which are baked on the
read pans, cut into strips
over a rolling pin into
iircles.
lit Tea Fingers.
kes 18 fingers)
ed'milk
(finely chopped)
; cake into 16 fingers about
'long, % inch wide and Mi
o r c u t -into 1-inch
I Spread eacjh finger with
"milk oh all sides and roll
' almonds. Place in a 2at^resistant glass utility
to a moderately hot
Fahrenheit) for
or until lightly
, •'-'

. - . . ' .

Wafers.
i 6 dozen wafers)
(shortening •
'sugar
(well-beaten)
flour (all-purpose)
Don salt
baking powder
milk
i'vanilla
chopped nut meats
until soft, then
'gradually, creaming until
fluffy.
I com-

flour and vanilla. Spread
.the/batter in a very thin,
over the bottom pf a
using a small spatula,
h nut meats and mark
% Inches' wide by 4%
, . Bake, one pan at a
lt moderately slow oven
- Fahrenheit) for about
Cut into strips, loosen
bpttpm,of pan with «ipat* eaoby oiw over the
W sttips becojne too

brittle to shape, return them to oven
to reheat and soften.
Almond Finger Biscuits.
(Makes 5 dozen)
1% cups cake flour
1 teaspoon cream Of tartar
% teaspoon soda
% teaspoon salt
Ms cup butter
¥4 cup sugar
1 egg (separated)
1 tablespoon warm water
% cup almonds (finely, chopped)
% teaspoon vanilla
% cup confectioners' sugar
Sift flour once before measuring.
Add soda, salt, and cream of tartar and sift together. Cream gutter until soft, add sugar gradually,
then add egg yolk beaten with warm
water. Add flour to creamed ingredients and combine well. Chill
dough in refrigerator for about 1
hour. Roll stiff,dough out Mi inch
thick on lightly floured board or
pastry canvas. Add vanilla to egg
white, then1 beat in confectioners'
sugar (use rotary beater) gradually until the icing is smooth and the
proper consistency to spread.
Spread frosting over dough and
sprinkle surface with almonds. Cut
dough into strips Mt inch wide and
3 inches long, then place carefully
on lightly greased baking, sheet.
Bake in a moderate oven (375 degrees Fahrenheit) until they are a
light brown color, about 10 minutes.
Tiny Tea Cakes.
(88 2-inch cakes)
4% cups cake flour
6 teaspoons baking powder
1 teaspoon salt
1 cup butter or other shortening
2% cups sugar
5 eggs (separated)
1% cup milk
2 teaspoons vanilla
Sift flour once before measuring.
Add baking powder and salt and
sift 3 times. Cream butter until
soft, add sugar gradually, creaming until the mixture is light and
fluffy. Add the dry ingredients to
creamed mixture hi thirds, alternately with milk, beating until
smooth after each addition. Add
vanilla. Beat egg whites .until they
are stiff but will still flow from an
inverted bowl, and fold them lightly
into the cake batter. Drop the bat-*
ter from a dessert spoon into oiled
muffin this about 2 'inches in diameter. Bake in a moderate oven (350
degrees Fahrenheit) for 20 minutes.
Cool and ice with your favorite icing.
Pecan Crescents.
(Makes 30 crescents)
. % cup butter
3 tablespoons powdered sugar
1 cup flour (all-purpose)
1 cup pecans (finely chopped)
% teaspoon vanilla
Cream butter, add sugar and
blend well. Add flour gradually and
mix thoroughly.
Stir in nut meats.
Shape into small
rolls, about the
size of a finger,
then form into
crescents. Place
on a greased baking sheet and bake in a moderate
oven (350 degrees Fahrenheit) for
approximately 20 minutes. Roll in
powdered sugar while warm.
Meringue Bars.
(Makes 40 lV<-inch squares)
Mi cup shortening
1 cup sugar
2 egg yolks (well-beaten)
1 teaspoon vanilla
IMi cups cake flour
1 teaspoon baking powder
Mi teaspoon salt
% cup jam
Cream shortening and add sugar
gradually. Beat In egg yolks and
vanilla. Sift flour once before measuring, then add baking powder and
salt and sift again. Add flour to
shortening and sugar mixture, mixing thoroughly. Spread V* inch thick
on well-greased baking sheet. Spread
lightly with Jam. Top with the following meringue and bake hi a moderate oven (300 degrees Fahrenheit)
for about 29 minutes.
Meringue
2 egg whites
1 cup brown sugar (firmly packed)
1 cup nut meats (finely cut)
Beat egg whites until stiff, and
gradually boat in the sugar. Fold
in nut. meats.'
. UMMMd'by Western Newspaper Onloiij

"By what authority doest thou
these things?" This question of the
scribes was a proper one, even
though their spirit and purpose in
asking it may have been wrong. Any
man who claims to have authority
over others should expect to be
asked that question and be prepared
to give an honest, answer.
I. Authority Rejected (w. 41-44).
On the previous day our Lord had
made His kingly triumphant entry
into the city and many had acclaimed Him (see vv. 37-40) ; but the
city as a whole— and especially its
leaders, both religious and governmental—had rejected Him.
As He came toward die city the
next day and it spread out before
Him in beautiful panorama, His tender heart was broken and He wept.
His tears were not for Himself, but
for the people who had rejected
Him.
We are told that the word
used "for weeping here does not
mean merely . . . tears" but "rather the heaving of the bosom, and
the sob- and cry of a soul in agony"
(Morgan).
That is how He feels about you
who reject His authority today, for
the city of Jerusalem represented the
attitude of all unbelieving humanity.
He loves you, sinner, and weeps
over your rejection of Him; but just
as He ultimately had to reject the
city because it rejected Him, He will
have to condemn you in your sin if
you continue to reject Him. Why
do it?
n. Authority Asserted (w. 45, 46).
The act of Jesus in cleansing 'the
temple was very bold, for He held no
position in the temple and He had no
police powers. Only a man with a
disordered mind or in a frenzy of
anger would assume such authority
if it did not belong to him. This
means that Jesus acting as He did
here, quietly, deliberately, and intelligently, was declaring by His
deed that the one whose authority is
above and back of all human authority had come to cleanse His Father's
house.
It is a striking scene. Let us see
in it all the gracious majesty, power and authority of the Son of God,
our Saviour and Lord.
III. Authority Accepted (vv. 47,
48).

The people "were very attentive,"
or more effectively, as in the Revised Version, they "all hung upon
him." How remarkable it is that
"the common people heard him
gladly" (Mark 12:37), while the
learned leaders, both^ in religious
and political circles, hated and rejected Hun.
'That situation has continued
throughout the centuries. Let us not
be disturbed or confused by the fact
that so many "leading" men and
women (thank God, not all of them,
by any means) reject or question
the claims of Christ. It is the very
thing we ought to expect.
Young people, be not at all disturbed by that supposedly conclusive statement, "scholarship is
agreed," for usually it proves to be
wrong. Don't be surprised if some
leading novelist, or tycoon of the
business world, is not a follower of
Christ.
Meet Jesus yourself and you will
learn to love Him and want to serve
Him. Get the balanced judgment
of "the common people" who have
really met the Lord, and you will
find the right way — God's way.
IV. Authority Defended (20:1-8).
Humanly speaking, the priests and
scribes were right wheh they challenged Christ. He had no official
position which justified His acts and
His words. But note carefully that
the very fact that He, in return for
their "Tell us," replied, "Tell me,"
indicates that the human authority
which had a right to challenge other human authority had now met
the One who is "the head of .all
principality and power." He had a
supreme right to say, "Before I answer you, tell me."
We are apt to regard the answer
of Jesus to their question as a skillful evasion of a difficult situation,
but it was far more than that. If
they had replied honestly to His
question regarding John, and admitted that His authority was from
heaven, Jesus would probably have
said, "Then what did he say of me?"
He would have reminded them of
the statement of John that he was
not worthy to loose the latchet of
His shoes, of his prophecy of the
judgment to come, of the baptism
of Ore (see Luke 3:16-17), of the day
when John called Him "the Lamb of
God, wfoich taketh away the sin of
the world" (John 1:29).
Here was proof concerning His authority,, but they did not dare to ask
for it because they did not want it.
You too, reader, if you have questions regarding the claim of Christ
to authority over your life may have
a satisfying answer, but only if you
honestly want it and will receive
it with ooen mind and heart.

Pattern No. 1258-B Is designed (or sizes
14; 16, 18, 20; 40 and 42. Corresponding
bust measurements 32, 34, 36, 38, 40 and
42. Size 16 (34) requires, for No. 1, 3%
yards of 36-Inch material; 3 yards trimming; for No. 2 with collar, 2% yards and
4 yards trimming. Send order to":
SEWING CIRCLE PATTERN DEPT.
Room 1324
211 W. Wacker Dr.
Chicago
Enclose IS cents (or each pattern.
Pattern No
Size
Pattern No.
'.. Size
Name
Address

Gold on the Way
The foot of the rainbow is never
where you think it is. Perhaps
there is a pot of gold there, but
there are many more pots of gold
that you will pass on your way to
realize your dreams. Some men
have the vision to see them.

FEMALE PAIN
WITH UPSET
NERVOUS SPELLS-

m(&z/^m\&?

Smiles
Interpretation

"What about that notice outside your
shop, 'Money returned if not satisfied"?"
protested the disgruntled customer.
"Ah" said the shopkeeper, "I am satisfied Ufiih your money." .

Try the Hills
Skjold—My faith could move a
mountain.
Mrs. Skjold—Then you had better apply some of it to those ashes
in the basement.

You women who suffer pain of Irregular periods with nervous, cranky
spells due to monthly functional
disturbances should find Lydla E.
Plnkham's Vegetable Compound
simply marvelous to relieve such
annoying symptoms.
Plnkham's Compound la matte
especially for women to help relieve
such distressing feelings and thus
help them go smiling thru such
••dlfflcultdays."Overl,000,OOOwomen
have reported remarkable benefits.
WORTH TRYING! Any drugstore.

Instinct and Intelligence
Instinct perfected is a faculty of
using and even constructing organized instruments; intelligence
perfected is the faculty of making
and using (unorganized instruments.—Henri Bergson.

I AY in a supply of pretty cot•*-' tons like chambray, gingham, The only business that can make
calico and percale, send for these money without advertising is the
two easy patterns, and make your- mirit.
self plenty of comfortable aprons.
Tuck some away for gifts and
As He Heard It
church sales, too. Design No.
Boogy—Who was more patient
1247-B is the trusty kind of cover- than Job, wiser than Socrates,
Angling Like Virtue
braver than Lancelot, more handDoubt not but angling will prove
some than Apollo?
to be so pleasant, that it will prove
Woogy—Oh, so you knew my to be, like virtue, a reward to itwife's first husband?
sell.—Izaak Walton.

Jlsk Me Another
0

A General Quiz

The Questions
1. Which of the Great Lakes has
the least 'elevation above sea
level?
2. In what country was the origiWhat ajoy to let tdief from a cough doe to
nal Arcadia?
a cold. Get it with Smith Bros. Coogh Drops.
3. Of the bills vetoed by PresiBlack or Menthol. 5t. Both taste delicious.
dents, does congress generallySmith
Bras. Coigfa Drops are the
pass them over the veto?
4. Nobel prizes are awarded hi
only drops containing VITAMIN A
how many fields of endeavor?
Vitamin A (Carotene) raises the resistance of
5. What name is given to a
mucous membranes of nose and throat to
cold Infection!, when lack of resistgroup of paid applauders?
MAR*
ance is doe to Vitamin A deficiency.
6. From what language does the
word mile come?
7. Who are the Genro of Japan?
Our Responsibility
his abilities, and for no more, and
8. Is there any city or town in
Every person is responsible for none can tell whose sphere is the
the United States with an apostro- all the good within the scope of largest.—Gail Hamilton.
phe hi the possessive case hi its
name?

The Answers
1. Lake Ontario (245 feet above
sealevel). Lake Superior is 602
feet above.
2. Greece.
3. During the last 50 years congress has passed only 1 out of every 35 bills that have been vetoed.
4. Five. For distinguished work
in chemistry, physics, physiology
or medicine, literature, and the
cause of international peace.
5. A claque.
6. Latin (millia passuum, a thousand paces).
7. Elder statesmen.
PRAISED BY MILLIONS
8. No city, town or village in
the United States is officially listed with such an apostrophe in its
name, although many of them,
such as Grays Landing, Kings Mill,
Safe to Advise
Increasing Evil
Martins Ferry and Penns Park,
One can advise comfortably
The love of pelf increases with
are in the possessive case.
from a safe port.—Schiller.
the pelf.—Juvenal.

THE SMOKE OF SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS GIVES YOU

EXTRA MILDNESS, EXTRA COOLNESS, EXTRA FLAVOR
AND

than the average of the 4 other
largest-selling cigarettes tested-less than
any of them-according to Independent
scientific tests of the smoke Itself
THE
SMOKE'S

THE
THINGI

^P^jPJ^
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omenPlay Important Roles in Wars
Fought Throughout Centuries of Conflict

GENERAL
Hums.
JOHNSON

If You Read in Bed
You'll Want This Bag

By RUTH WYETH SPEARS
TPHIS bag was planned as a hos•*• pital gift for someone who was
finding days, in bed difficult enough
• By ROGER SHAW
without having books, magazines,
VntutrAim
J
WNUSmfci
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)
i Newspaper Unlm.)
writing materials and spectacle
NEW YORK.—A well-known
case scattered about and forever
Washington, D. C.
f'MUHPHY, Para- British historical novelist once
getting lost. If you like to take an
'WAR' PRICES
rector, needed to remarked to me: "The greatOne of the principal causes of war assortment of reading matter to
extra money he est companionate marriage in
time shortages and sky-rocketing bed, sick or well, you will enjoy
| a book entitled "Ten
prices
is the fear of them. The man- • bag like this. Its hanger hook
world history is that of Venus
ager
of
any company making finHow to Catch a with Mars." The more you think
ished
goods
out of raw materials is
the shekels Would about it, from any old aspect,
responsible for continuous supply. If
he sees ahead what seems to be a
the truer it seems to be. Kipling
fwhat he has to say added to this something about
period of scant material and rising
prices, he not only "covers" by buyI? (He's a graduate of the female being deadlier than
ing for his usual output for six
"university, has been the male, and there's also the
months or maybe a year, but he
motion picture actor,
goes as far beyond that as his redirector for years, so old slogan about the hand that
sources, will permit.
I to talk.)
i rocks the cradle rules the home,
This is "good business" from evgirls hi 'Las Vegas j and the home-defense program
ery angle. It Is a good speculative
would use a differ- I to boot. All this sounds rather
risk from the angle of probable risent technique. Each '
ing prices. It is good insurance
technique would re- ; anti-sentimental, but this is
against possible future shut-downs
quire eight reels to meant to be a factual piece, and
or delays due to inability to get ma- may be sewed to box springs and
fold. So—I let Con- not one gushing with the
terials later. Finally, there is a there you are with everything at
stance Moore get Whistler and his Mother spirit.
temptation even to borrow money to hand.
her man with the diAs a matter of fact, the war funcincrease stock piles and inventories
rect-approach techbag shown here was made
to abnormal size. A period of price of The
nique. I give Vir- tions of women go back a long ways.
a
remnant
of heavy cotton upinflation is a good time to owe money holstery material
ginia Dale a man They date all the way to the mythiin tones of green
Women are playing vital roles as nonoombatants In England today. and to own things.
before the picture cal amazons of ancient Greece, who
with a touch of red in the pattern.
Somewhere
in
England
the
young
lady
above
(left)
covers
plane
fuselages
The
combination
of
all
these
reastarts, and I leave were war-women with a kick and a
The red was repeated in the
with fabric on an airplane assembly line. An expert flier, the other lady sons is almost irresistible. Apply sateen lining. The sketch gives
Lillian Cornell out vengeance.
(right) serves as an experimental pilot. She is shown in the cockpit of a them to all the thousands of busi- all the dimensions and shows how
on a limb with nary
In the Middle ages, lovely ladies new bombing plane.
ness concerns, big and little, and the lining and the outside part
a male in sight.
often
directed
the
defense
of
feudal
you have a tremendous national
"The allure tech- castles, locked into chastity belts of end. Everybody was afraid of her,
made. A coat hanger'was
stick the caps on shells, and fuss ef- force working everywhere to create were
nique is used by a
cut
down
measure 12 inches
including
the
Spanish
Loyalist
govcold,
hard
iron,
while
their
mailed
flciently with machine-tools, which the very condition of fear which has from end toto end
onscious of the fact that
and was placed
ernment
which
she
was
supposed
to
enormous amount of husbands were off at the crusades. be serving, in her own sweet rubi- have now become the veritable sin- caused it.
between the lining and the outews
of
modern
warfare.
So
it
goes.
I
Part
of
these
reasons
work
hi
the
Some
of
these
medieval
amazons
f appeal for men—a screen
side; these being stitched together
cund way. After the end of the civil
[would vbe Hedy .Lamarr. were very effective hi siege war- war,, this Passion Flower fled over In America we always employ close same direction for all individuals around the top, as illustrated.
to two million women in industries, and for the great war purchasing
• * •
lis used by women ranging fare, and at tunes they even wore the border to France.
and that figure is going up, up, and government departments. All peo|baby-talk girls to the moth- armor. One rule was always obNOTE: As a service to our readers Mrs.
U
In the first World war, women Ppie like to buy while they "can get Spears has prepared a series of six bookThere's the girl who served hi this type of fighting. The
Canadian 'Speed-Up.'
the stuff and before the price lets of her original Ideas. Each booklet
| impression that she's help-lady went with the castle, it she went to work in the British and
32 home-making projects with Ilafnmunition factories with
Canada has already speeded up its rises." An officer in charge of an contains
want to stand between were attractive. So much for German
lustrated directions. Booklets are numa
vim
and
a
vengeance.
They
liked
medieval
chivalry,
which
was
more
gals,
or
perhaps
the
gals
have
speed-1
arsenal
or
a
navy
yard
turning
out
bered
from
1 to 6, numbers 3 and 4 conbe world—Bonnie Baker's
realistic than Sir Walter Scott is al- it. It meant female emancipation, ed up the land of the maple leaf. ' munitions has a really dreadful re- taining directions for other types of bags
higher wages by far, and plenty of Factories and shipyards are on the ! sponsibility for producing on or and door pockets that will make housegirl who uses the di- ways ready to admit.
wartime glamour, lure, and sex ap- make hi the previously under-indus- ] ahead of time and in quantity. He, keeping easier. Booklets are lOc each and
ach; spots the man she
Joan of Arc.
peal. They worked hard and effi- trialized dominion, for England must too> 'ears the delays that future may be ordered direct from:
! makes no
Then there was the mad maid of ciently, and they had the time of
may cause and to the exut it; she's
UBS. RUTH WTETH SPEAKS
Orleans; that German maedchen their lives. There were feeble echoes be served and supplied. All Canadi- shortages
ans and Canadiennes over 16, have I t e n t of his powers, will overstate his
Drawer 10
ort, a playof
this
hi
America,
but
nowhere
near
Bedford Bills
New York
been registered by the Ottawa gov-1 requirements and build up his invenpicks a
the
high-pressure
goings-on
as
in
the
ernment, and the airplane and mu- tories.
Enclose 10 cents for each book
the same
lands of those ill-assorted first cous- nitions works are getting rapidly
ordered.
Of course, this is a form of
prlstics. Bar-'
ins, the king and kaiser.
Name
feminized. There are even girlish "hoarding"—which is a war time
awyck's a
Again, Mars and Venus.
armament engineers, and so on word of evil omen. It is truly evil
Address
ample. And
In 1940, June, France collapsed, down the gamut. In Canada the because the certain result of these
liette, whose
and the defense program came to women work 44 hours per week, as practices is soaring prices, to the
by 'if. you
the United States. Again it was against the Yankee 40, but they don't i detriment of the whole nation and
He I'll run—
women and war; Mars and Venus; work nearly as hard. They have i sometimes with a result of complete
Ftoo far.' Like
(feet th* Hurt •
hearts and swords. When it came more fun at it, and it is more human economic collapse and disaster.
Dale on the
This column has continuously arand
less
on
the
soulless
robot
patto
forging
the
swords,
or
co-operat.,
, •'
Virginia Dale
bra and wonun depend
gued against centralization of fed- •mitt
ing with them in other ways, the tern.
i there's-the
Mi iu IIM. No laxitiw ta
ot the fuMit?
eral
power,
but
in
a
war
economy
mcOST BudtataiM torn tar
hearts came in with a vengeance.
Vho is not brilliant and not
The American women take to
rOLSt DOBB dMBt't
some
centralization
is
necessary
in
botti*
to
iu
ud
nedn
By
the
middle
of
1941,
for
instance,
ot beautiful and not homely;
overalls and old clothes, while the
some million and a half men will Canadiennes toil in the get-up of the public interest. In the haste to
girl asks 'What's she got?'
be in training camps. Some six mil- our own mid-western college co- get the defense program through the
nswer is 'She's got the man
Dignity and Proportion
lion more people will be needed hi eds. They munch on candy, sport legislature, not enough attention has
ilot of other girls wanted.' "
Remember this—that there is a
offices and industrial plants, to back the old high heels, and kid their been given to this phase. We need proper
dignity •* and proportion to
them up in the speedup of the de- male shop bosses, if any. They're simpler and more direct emergency be observed
|e other girl may have Errol
hi the performance
statuatory
authority
to
control
price,
fense and help-England programs. not as well protected as the Yankees
""" ahuaband now; Olivia de
every act of life.—Marcus AuThat six million, required, is where and they're paid somewhat less, but priority and increasing inventories. of
1's married him five, tunes
the women come into the present there's the other side to the coin— This is a subject that should have relius.
screen—and when she flnpicture, and hi large numbers, too. that of the lighter heart and the the immediate attention of congress
|"Santa Fe Trail" she fled to
Women are good for any factory wiser crack. This attitude, too, is —even before tax legislation. We
ardent arms of James
process except heavy lilting, or sim- reflected hi the Canadian male con- could lose more through price inin "Strawberry Blonde."
Women are found hi almost every ilar strong-arm stuff. In some mu- scription. It's only for a month, as flation in a year than increased taxes
KB a little dubious about it;
years.
Cagney's had a bad movie branch of service in beleaguered nitions lines, like special fuse mak- against the grimmer year (a mini- could recover *in 10
• •
where women were con- Britain. This woman ambulance ing, the finicky female fingers out- mum?) of the American draft sysLIQUID
MILITARY EXPERTS
tem. When it comes to Canadian
since he squashed that driver attends civilian casualties and mode the mere male.
TABLETS
This has certainly been a tough
SALVE
In Philadelphia it's fuses; but hi military wives, they get $20 per
in a lady's face. Bnt transports wounded soldiers from
NOSt DROP*
Detroit it's automobiles. Some De- month from the husband's pay, and war for the military "experts"—
safe in this one—he's east camps and hospitals.
COUCH DROPS
troit women, have been working in another $35 from the government. both the columnist kibitzer or radio
ligerent dentist who gets Into
fights, bat all with men. from Lorraine known to some as auto factories for a quarter of a There is another monthly $12 each amateur variety and the real proJoan of Arc. Here was a woman at century, and like it. You find them for children. A Canadian private fessionals.
Duty Toward Health
The amateurs have
To do all hi our power to win
y-fourof the show girls hi war; a regular feline field-marshal hi all departments: ignition wiring, soldier gets $1.30 per day, which is been bad enough, but the biggest
Girl'' voted for their fa- of the first water. She gave the piston inspecting, soldering things very good military money—in fact, boners of all have been pulled by health, and to keep it, is as much
those who from training, education our duty as to be honest.—T. F.
ovie actress the other day. English their worst defeats until the together, body trimming, working a the world's top for doughboys.
and profession should really have Seward.
got eight votes, and battle of Dunkirk in 1940, which is 40-hour week with decent social safeThen,
up
hi
Canada,
there
are
all
a good deal in anybody's lan- guards. They can't work unless they
been
expert.
Bfavis and Greta Garbo each saying
sorts of women's volunteer groups,
The English and French bet their
But—Judy Garland, Lana guage. Joan was such a good war are 18, and that's enforced rigidly for washing sailors' laundry (Haliland Hedy Lamarr couldn't woman that the English said she under the stringent Michigan laws, fax), button-sewing-onning (To- national existence on the exporting
i for. They're in the picture. was a witch, and burned her as and most of them marry, have chil- ronto), work hi the Salvation Army, of their soldiers and sailors that
such. As a mattar of fact, Joan dren, and lead a home-life.
could bold.Hitler on the Magithe Y. W. C. A., running military sa- they
must
have
given
them
a
terrible
innot
line
and outmaneuver him north
These
auto
workers,
or
motorettes,
he Kid has finally joined the
ClMA I Cranky? Beetles**
complex, for when she en- so-called, could and can be. easily loons called canteens, dancing with of that. They pushed Poland into
aw and order. It happened feriority
HII |% I Can't sleep? Tlr«
the
boys,
and
marrying
them
off.
tered
the
picture,
the
French
and
the
storm
andthen
tossed
her
to
the
Mil IV • easily? Because of
near Tucson, Ariz., where English had been battling for a cen- converted into airplane conditioners They also drive trucks, roll Red
distress of monthly
wolves
and
left
all
the
small
naTaylor,, was made a deputy tury, and the Hundred Years' war and girl-groundhogs. They paint Cross materials, collect books and'
functional disturbances? Then try
tions
of
Europe
(that
had
been
adplane
wings,
inspect
mechanical
deLydla
B.
Plnkham's
Vegetable Com' Puna county. Taylor plays was drawing to a disastrous close.
magazines for the camps and camppound.
tails and check deficiencies, clean ers, and collect blood for transfu- vised by their own military experts
desperado of the
to rely on allied strength) to be conIn the Russian revolution there up, and etch identification numbers sions.
Ptnkham's Compound la famous
Metro's" picture, "Billy the
for relieving pain of irregular periods
quered in a few 'weeks.
was on locatidn to the emerged the Women's Battalion of hi the aircraft works from dawn till
Professional Nurses.
and
cranky nervousness due to such
The English experts bet that they
at the time Taylor took Death, which got even more press- dusk. They toil at gun-making, and
disturbances. One of the most effecTrained
nursing
is
a
completely
could
outfox
Hitler
on
the
Norweagenting
than
the
U.
S.
marines,
tive
medicines you can buy today
duties.
for this purpose —made especially
professional job up north of us. gian coast. They were wrong about
•hooting scenes on flu and that's saying an awful lot right
Nurses are hi the army with the that, too. Then Hitler's military j tor women. WOBTH TRYING I
U ranch In Pima county from the horse's mouth. This was a
rank and pay of "lieutenants," and high priests told him he could clean i
Kerensky
unit,
and
it
was
commandEd Ctyholr paid th«
there are actually some 14,000 of up ,the British Isles in 1940, but he •
visit anfe pinned a shiny ed by a brainy, grim-visaged 1017
them—four units being overseas hi is still at the channel ports.
I
Tempting Price
amazonian who always carried poion the star's shirt
the snappiest of all the current snapMussolini's mighty military men
Few men have the virtue to
son tablets hi case she were cappy war uniforms. These are public told him that Greece and North Af- withstand the highest bidder.—
Meredith rarely wears a tured.
healthers, diet gals, hospital experts rica were pushovers, and see what Washington.
Some Actual Fighting:.
: he's exceptionally well proand so-called physiotherapists, plus happened to him. Japan expected,
places to hang one. A1 The w. b. of d. really did some
some
free-lances and glamourites. a tea party in China. She got it, but
fighting,
against
the
Bolsheviks
and
i-he' has four homes. (1) Hit
They
like
it, and are liked. In Eng- it was spiked with arsenic. Russia "THEY CALL ME 'DOC'"
old farmhouse in Rockland the Germans both. They carried the
land
they
are super-popular and was advised by her professionals
"When someone complains of acid
i. Y. (2) Jimmy Stewart'i extra-long Russian rifles, with extrahave the tune of their lives, so they that she could swallow Finland at a stomach I hand them one of my AD LA
establishment in Brent long bayonets which could not be
write home to Winnipeg, or Three gulp. That didn't happen and since Tablets"—wrote Mr. M. of Perm. If
irtiere he has stayed oh hit removed from the rifle barrels, and
Rivers, or Guelph.
Joe Stalin is more direct in his "Doc" met you he'd probably hand
which
stood
taller
than
some
of
the
Hollywood sojourns. (3)
In the new American conscript methods, he liquidated his experts YOU one. Ask yonr druggist today
se in West Los Angeles w. b. of d. ladies. Finally, Kerenarmy the women will also take a and got some new ones. I don't for ADLA Tablets and see how
|belongs to Wayne Morris, sky ran away, and the Kerensky folquickly they relieve acid indigestion.
hand,
or hands. Each new camp is know if they are any better.
lowing
dispersed.
and Franchot Tone rent;
The sciences of both tactics and
to have a librarian and three hostas Annex No. 1 to StewIn the Spanish civil war, up hi
esses, and the local clubwomen spon- armament have shifted too fast for WNU—N
10—41
kbode. (4) A smalh beach | the northerly Basque country, the
sor weekly dances and other such the experts. There are too many
f which he rented at Santa big bounding Basque country girls
goings-on. In some communities, imponderables in modern war. The
, called Annex No. 2—he took fought side by side with their men
"nice" girls are not supposed to basic principles of war never
the idea of week-ending' folks. They pushed Italians over
step out with private soldiers, espe- change, but military genius consists
but so far has been so busy cliffs, and vicariously kicked them
While some women play an active cially hi thi» »onservative South. A hi applying them to new conditions
E'B hardly seen it. But he, in the pants. La Passionaria was a
es, now that he's completing :' famous Spanish Communist fighter, role In England's defense, this moth- fair ratio, in the camps, is 50 girls and no such genius has yet appeared
irk in United Artists' "That and she raised hades up and down er's work is even more important. to 250 men when it comes to danc- I —no, not even Mr. Hitler's bright
] young men, notwithstanding their
ing and such festivals.
iin Feeling,"
the Spanish peninsula, for years on Life must go on, war or no war.
By the middle of this year, some unparalleled conquests.
For
example
Mr.
Winston
f AND ENDS—Mr. and Mrs. Rofr Birth Rate in U. S. During 1940 Highest in Ten Years 4,000 Red Cross nurses will be called Churchill
now tells us that this is
up for'the U. S. army, to supple\ in Honolulu listened to radio's
You can depend on the speWASHINGTON. — Approximately crease in the birth rate had no long- ment the hundreds of female "regu- just a war of machines—ships and
House" last year, and liked tht
cial aa^es the merchants of
1 it* star, Bess Johnson, so much 2,350,000 babies were born hi the range implications. From a rate of lars." Army nursing will be multi- land mechanical monsters—and that
- named their home for tht United States hi 1840, the highest 24.2 hi 1921, the rate has continu- plied by five, and navy nursing by we shall never have to mobilize great
our town announce in the
•ently Mitt Johnson learned number recorded in any one year ously declined to its lowest point— something like four. They'll all be masses of men to go to Europe. I
columns of this paper .They
Hawaiian Islands' mail is b»
16.5—in 1933. Since then it has risen under 35 years old, and preferably don't know whether war is no longer
id to the Hartst . . . For tht since 1930, according to preliminary Irregularly.
mean money saving to our
a
matter
of
mass
man
power
or
not
The
long-range
tendenof Latin-America* relation*, figures released by Vergil D. Reed, cy is still downward, explains the attractive, although that fact isn't —and neither does Mr. Churchill. I
readers. It always pays to
advertised. Then, there are the milnjoir and Wally Buuenoorth acting director of the census.
The 1940 total was nearly 100,000 census bureau, the present rise re- itary and naval secretaries, typists, qnly know it always has been. He
[f « tfn-thousan&mile junket to
patronize the merchants
'i& Vf*1* Rfco '•«' Hawma. greater than in 1939 and the in- sulting from the fact that babies clericals, etc., who thron'g Washing- is (clicking pretty well on military
who advertise. They are
Vox,
°* Pop"
Poo" broadcasts . . .: "Tfc«
Tfc« crease lifted the national birth rate born from the greatly increased vol- ton, and type their country's battles matters just now, but it's doubtful
end, Clark Gable's twomonthf from 17.3 to 18 live births per 1,000 ume of marriages following the first at a snappy clip. These were the whether any leader ever made so
not afraid of their merand bring, Rosalind Rwuell
Census bureau officials World war are now coming into re- naval yeomanettes of 1917-18. And many military mistakes in the
chandise or their prices.
ne Metro lott alter an absence oj population.
course of one lifetime and survived
emohasized. however, that this in- productive ages
that's only the beginning.
them as a public character.
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S. DAUGHENBAUGH Mrs. John Mehlmann, Sr.,
EsseniialFactorsPointedOnt G.DDES
FRIDAY MORNING
For the Growing of Alfalfa George Silas Daughenbaugh, 84, Dies at Home in Massena

CORN FREQUENTLY
LACKS PHOSPHORUS

NUMBER 10

SIX MEN IN RACE
FOR SCHOOL POSTS

In an effort to determine how much
resident
of
Cass
county
for
more
than
phosphorus
corn must contain to supSelecting the right kind of seed is
Mrs. John Mehlmann, Sr., 82, well ply livestock and poultry needs for
60
years,
died
at
3:30
Friday
morning
only one of the essentials for sucknown Cass county woman, passed
llCorn Crop or Large General
cessfully growing alfalfa in Iowa, at his home in Wiota. Mr. i Daughen- away at the home of her daughter, adequate nutrition, specialists at Iowa Lake Bear, Mterle Robison, Win. Crawtse Could Boost the
ford, Sr., Maurice Turner, J. Burl
report agronomists at Iowa State baugh had been in ill health the last Mrs. William Maas, early Wednesday State college found that the requirement varied with kind of livestock and
15 years but was bedfast only two
Price Level of Corn
college.
Roots and C. J. Petersen Candimorning,
death'
resulting
from
a
Liming, application of phosphorus, days. Death resulted from diabetes. stroke which she suffered February that the phosphorus content of corn
Iowa Economist.
dates For School Director.
differs considerably with soil and
He was born Sept. 15, 1856, near
inoculation of seed and a well-drained
Davenport, the son of Isaac and Mary 18.
climatic condition and is often quite
soil are all included in successful
Daughenbaugh, and located in Cass 'Mrs. Mehlmann was born at Ohio low.
•ices may be expected to hold alfalfa growing, according to H. Dt
School election in Anita this year
county in 1880. lie farmed in Frank- Station, Bureau county, 111., on Sept.
In one experiment more than 200
i near present levels if Iowa Hughes and C. P. Wilsie.
8, 1858, the daughter of Margaret and samples of corn obtained from differ- promises to be quite a lively affair
lin
township
for
12
years,
then
puran average growing seaAlfalfa's deep, extensive root sysGeorge Metzger. When a young girl she
with the last minute filing of four
Soth, Iowa State college tem requires good drainage for normal chased a farm in Benton township, moved with her" parents to Adair ent parts of the state were analyzed more prominent Anita business men
where
he
resided
until
retiring
to
for
phosphorus,
and
it
was
found
the
economist stated this development, and plants soon turn
county. Here she was united in mar- content ranged from 0.17 to 0.38 per for the two school board posts now
WBota in 1920.
at farmers should keep their yellow and die on poorly drained soils,
riage to John Mehlmann on Oct. 19, cent.
held by Lake Bear and Merle Robison.
|two factors which might they report. Bottom land soils may Hie was married Dec. 7, 1881, to 1882, and following their marriage they
Friday morning friends of Wm.
Animal husbandry specialists pointNancy
Belle
Ingram.
Six
daughters
prices'to shoot upward be excellent for alfalfa when they are
moved
to
a
farm
2%
miles
northwest
Crawford,
Sr., Maurice Turner, J.
ed out that for young growing cattle
and three sons were born to this union,
tiled.
uring the next few months.
of Massena. In 1921 they retired and or for pregnant or milking cows, the Burl Roots, and C. J. Petersen circutwo
sons
and
two
daughters
dying
in
Impossible price-boosting fac"Seeding alfalfa on acid soils is
moved to Massena, 'Mr. Mehlmann ration should contain about 0.30 per lated and filed nomination papers
inviting failure," say Hughes and infancy and another son, Glenn Earl, passing away in 1929.
cent phosphorus. For large fattening which places their names on the school
died Oct. 15, 1911,* at the age of 28
or other weather conditions Wilsie. "Many soils, particularly in years.
Those left to mourn her death are cattle a ration containing 0.20 per election ballot along with Lake Bear
ht hurt prospects of the 1941 eastern and southern Iowa, must be
and Merle Robison whose nomination
Mrs. Daughenbaugh died April 4, her children, O. F. Mehlman and Mrs. cent of the mineral is satisfactory.
bis would send prices up, limed before alfalfa will succeed."
Wm. Maas of Massena; Mrs. Austin
'For growing chickens, brood sows petitions for re-election were filed
1928.
Surviving
are
four
daughters,
They point out that lime corrects
if damage were severe. The
Mlrs. Bertha Derry, Mrs. Nola Arm- Harris and John 'Mehlman of Anita; and growing pigs, the minimum re- early last week.
of Agricultural Economics acidity, supplies calcium for plant
strong and Mrs. Goldie Baier, all of the Henry Mehlman of Atlantic; and Mrs. quirement is about 0.5 per cent phos- The annual school election, which is
, that the nation may have a growth and creates a favorable conWiota vicinity, and Miss Cora, who has Leslie Bower of Bridgewater; one phorus, the specialists said. Miature held each year on the second Monday
next October of 750 to 800 dition for the nodule-forming backept house for her father since Mrs. brother, John Metzger of Bridgewater; or fattening animals require less in March, will be next Monday afterbushels of corn. But the most teria. Alfalfa nodule-forming bac- Daughenbapgh's death.
two sisters, Mrs. Barbara Pfundheller than growing animals.
noon at the town hall in Anita at
nt factor determining the teria are not found in most Iowa soils,
and
Miss
Mary
Metzger
of
Van
Hook,
From these figures the specialists which time all voters of the Anita
Funeral services were held Sunday
of corn for the next feeding and inoculation is recommended for all | afternoon at 2 o'clock at the Wliota N. D.; fourteen grandchildren and concluded that corn is not a con- Independent School District
are
I the 1941 crop. Another-1934 seedings except on fields where a Methodist church, Rev. Arthur V. eight great grandchildren.
granted
the
privilege
of
casting
their
centrated feed in regard to phoswould undoubtedly send corn good crop of alfalfa or sweet clover | Long of Anita officiating. Burial was Funeral services were held Friday phorus and that when fed along with votes for their respective choices. The
has been grown.
afternoon at 2 o'clock at the Massena low-quality roughage it will not meet polls are opened at 12 o'clock noon and
made in the Wiota cemetery.
Hughes and Wilsie emphasize that
Methodist church with the pastor, Rev. the phosphorus needs of growing remain open for seven hours, closing
eral rise in all commodity
:
L. C. Hall, officiating. Burial was made animals.
The beginnings of war-time alfalfa responds wonderfully to phosat 7:00 p. m.
in the Massena township cemetery.
would undoubtedly carry phate fertilization and that on many CASS SPELLING BEE
Elsewhere in today's Tribune will be
In balancing a ration for farm ani1
TO BE HELD MARCH 22 Mlusic for the services was furnished mals
ices up. Corn prices would Iowa farms lack of phosphorus is the
a mineral supplement containing found the sample ballot of the election
by Arthur Taylor, Lizzie Platt, Emma
i less than other prices because limiting factor in alfalfa production.
to be voted by the qualified electors of
Cass county representatives in three Wollenhaupt and Earl Hastings with phosphorus is often fed. The need the district.
If phosphorus is lacking an application
f large stock in storage,
spelling contests, to be held in Dea IMtrs. Robert Peel at the piano. They for this mineral supplement may be
ve look at the situation now, we of 150 to 300 pounds of 20 per cent
Moines, Council Bluffs and Omaha, sang, "Beautiful Valley of Eden," reduced by stepping up the phosphorus
Joe Vetter, Jr., a student at Creigh[expect neither of these situa- superphosphate per acre usually will
will
be selected in the 1941 county "(My Lord Abides" and "The Eastern content of soil through fertilization.
ton University in Omaha, spent the
develop," Soth says. "We markedly increase the crop.
week end in Anita at the home of his
No better seedbed for alfalfa can be contest in the study hall of the At- Gate." Rev. Hall sang a solo, "No
|expect to see about an average
Saturday
lantlc
h
afterparents.
Night
There."
Pallbearers
were
TWO
MORE
CASS
MEN
op and only a moderate rise in had than a well-disced and harrowed noon, 5*
March 22. Winners will ad- grandsons, Leroy Mehlmann, Marion
cornfield that was kept free from j
neral price level,
WILL
BE
INDUCTED
'Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Maduff atvance to the Des Moines Register and
[economist points out that as weeds in the previous year. Many | Tribune state nieet, the interstate Maas, Marian Bower, Meritt Bower,
tended
a convention of poultry and egg
Paul Otto Hartkopf, 23 and Earl
Donald Mehlmann and John Maas.
Is the nation has a 61 cent corn experimental plantings indicate the
dealers in St. Louis, Mo., the first of
contest
in
Omaha
and
the
western
Anton
Behrends,
21,
of
Atlantic,
have
Bnd high prices for hogs and, best time and method of seeding for
Iowa spelling bee sponsored by the iMr. and' Mrs Carl Daubendiek of been ordered to report to the 'Cass this week.
farmers are not likely to see I average conditions is in the early World-Herald.
Jefferson, Iowa, were Anita callers county draft board at 8:30 p. m.
lower corn prices. This, he • spring with a small grain companion
Vincent Kelly, wife and two sons,
Each school in the county may enter Thursday.
(today) Wednesday for induction into
out, raises a question of corn i crop,
were at Lamars, Iowa, Sunday where
one contestant in the county meet,
the army, it was announced this week
eting quotas in 1941 if we have a
Harley Miller went to Maynard, by the Cass county selective board. they attended funeral services for an
Atlantic, which because of its
DEFENDANT VICTOR except
I crop.
size, will furnish two entries in the Iowa, Sunday to see his sister, Mrs. After reporting to the local board, the uncle of Mr. Kelly.
go one can say whether a referIN STEER DISPUTE county championship event.
Nellie Cummings, who is ill.
two conscripts will leave for the army
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Turk and
on corn marketing will be held
induction station at Ft. Leavenworth, baby were Sunday guests at the home
Otto
E.
Bolte,
farmer
living
northEiall or not,"
"If the
. Sotfi says.
.
.
Wilbur Heckman, Jr., son of Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mitchell of
of her parents, Robert Smith,and famcrop this year is about average, east of Atlantic, defendant m a dam- and Mrg Wilbur Heckman who live Emerson, Iowa, were Sunday visitors Kansas.
The selective service board has ily north of Anita.
K it would seem that the AAAiage action growing out of a dispute eagt of Anita> spent the week end ft(.
at the home of his parents, Mr. and
named Ben Evans Reed and Charles
1 be forced to hold a referendum over the number of steers placed in his the home of hig parentg here Junior Mtrs. Frank Mitchell.
Dudley Daugherty, both of CumberRobert Nelson spent the week end
tas under the law.
Pasture by J. H. Trimmer of Anit* in recently enlisted in the U. S. Army
land,
as
replacements,
to
report
if
in
Anita at the home of his mother,
rover, the secretary of agri- 1935, was victor m a verdict handed and ig stationed at Fort RileVi Kan
Miss Helen Dement, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Dement, is spend- either Hartkopf or Behrends is not Mrs. Alpha Nelson. Robert is em, is directed in the law to cal- down in justice court here Friday fol|» what domestic and foreign de- , lowing a hearing which lasted throughRobert Howard, wife and daughter ing a few days in Anita visiting at accepted. Replacements, if needed, ployed at the new army camp at
• for corn will be in the ensuing out the afternoon.
j visited at the home of her brother, the home of her parents. Miss will be notified at least five days be- Rolla, Mo.
ng year. This figure can be j Trimmer contended in his action Eddie Quinn and family in Lenox, Dement has; resigned her position as fore they are required to report.
Leo V. Bongers, Jr., a student at
Induction of these men will bring to
1 Up or down, depending upon that he placed 23 head of steers in the Sunday. They were accompanied to a nurse at the St. Joseph's hospital in
Creighton
University in Omaha, spent
Bolte
ten
the
number
of
Cass
county
selecbtlook for demand for livestock
pasture May 29, 1935, and that*Lenox by Melvin Key and wife who Omaha and from here will go to
the
week
end here visiting at the
wnen he went
the
tives
in
the
army
and
they
are
the
j exports. Conceivably it might
after
cattle five and visited at the home of his parents, Hines, 111., where she has received a
home
of
his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leosecond list of conscripts to be inductcivil service appointment.
; high enough to prevent a vote 1 one-half months later, only 22 of the Frank Key* and family,
V. Bongers.
ed
at
Ft.
Leavenworth."«
rketing quotas."
' animals were there. Mr. Bolte was
An additional registration received
concludes that if no vote on not at first certain as to the number of
Mrs. Cloyd (Slim) Kimball visited
by the selective service board in Atig quotas, is held and the corn steers he had received from the Anita
in
Iowa City, Tuesday, with her huslantic is that of Robert Adolph Kuehn
is normal, prices probably would man and advertised for the missing
band who recently submitted to a
of
Anita,
whose
serial
number
is
"omewhere near present levels,' animal. Later he gave a steer to Mr.
mastoid operation at the State Uni2168.
[the general level of prices rises Trimmer, but this was claimed by
versity hospital in that city.
htially.
| another farmer pasturing cattle on the
Frederick McDermott, recently apfvote is held and quotas are Bolte farm and was returned to its
Glen A. Roe, well known Anita man,
VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
pointed postmaster at Wiota, assumed has purchased a 160-acre farm 5%
tdown, lower corn prices prob- owner.
his new duties last Friday.
result, at least for awhile;
Mr. Trimmer claimed $78 for loss of
miles northwest of Anita which is
ays. But it is' not likely that the steer which he contended he had
tenanted by William Kirkham, Jr.
Phil and James McCosh went to Possession was given Mr. Roe March
rices would stay at an extreme- placed in the Bolte pasture.
Schuyler, Neb., Saturday where on 1 by the Aetna Life Insurance Co.,
level for any length of time.
Sunday they attended funeral services owners of the farm.
H.
L.
Bell,
who
has
been
spending
fers would begin feeding more
C_:__ -.L
Briardale California Pack
for their niece who passed away there
several months in California, returned
Friday.
to Anita Sunday.
WILMA WARREN NEW

BRIARDALE

Peanut Butter FuiiaQuartnjar
dpinacn
2 NO. 2 '/2 cans

JCH BUG MEETING
BE HELD MARCH 8

Boyd Raffensperger and Ralph Perkins, employees of the Midwest Egg
Co., are in Ames this week attending
old Gunderson, extension entoa-four day course in egg grading at
will be in Cass county to
chinch bug meeting next Sat- Iowa State college.
This meeting will be held in
The Anita Literary Club will hold
room of the court house in
a meeting Thursday evening at 7:30
Btic, starting at 2:00 p. m.
o'clock at the home of* 'Mrs. Fred M.
(ports from specialists who have
Mrs. A. T. Evans will be the
wed this territory indicate that ^n®lev
leader.
Roll call will be "Irish
bugs will be worse than last
Jokes."
|if the weather doesn't become
I damaging to them.
I Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Wagner of Anita,
Cess county is in the m
accompanied by their son, Raymond
ily infested area in the state, the Wagnef of
Joseph, 'Mo., spent
an ['bureau has arranged for an
'Saturday
and Sunday in Clinton,
ce meeting ~to obtain informa- Iowa, with their son and brother,
what to do in this situation,
Roscoe Wagner and family. Another
county farmers are invited son, Dr. Norman Wagner of Chicago
was also a week end guest at the
i , mrj
j
T«
'
•
ir>
Winder and wife were in Des Wagner
"»«*" home in Clinton.
Sunday where they visited at \ ^wcand. services were held Thursday
le of their son, Harold Winder afternoon at the Congregational'
'flfechurch in Anita for IMrs. Reba Kasmussen who was killed in an auto'
and Mrs. Lyle Redburn have
accident between Casey and Menlo.
from rooms in the I. O. O. F.
Rev. A. T. Evans, pastor of the church,;
to the residence property on
officiated.
Music for the services was |
Avenue «c«itly vacated by
furnished by Mrs. Joe Vetter, Miss'
ristensen and family.
Beatrice Scholl, A. B. Stone and C. H.
|m O. Hagen, 85, passed away Bartley, accompanied at the piano by
ky morning at his farm home Mrs. Flora V. Stone. They sang, "Now
f miles northeast of Cumberland, the Day Is Over," Mr. Stone sang, ""No
ing an illness of two days. Shadows There?' and Miss Scholl sang,
was attributed to complications "Ave Maria." Pallbearers were W. T.
advanced age. Mr. Hagen is Biggs, Frederick Possehl, Loyal Posed by his wife and five children, sehl, Tom Burns, R. W. Forshay and
|h Hagen of Anita is one of the George F. Shaffer. Interment was
' made in Evergreen cemetery.

25c
29c
/\ •
Briardale Quick or Regular
19c
V/aiS
Large Tubes
lOmatO SOUP
No Better PackeT 23c
Cake FloUr Briardale — Large Package 19c
19c
Prunes Try Santa Clara's — 2-Ibsr U
Briardale 23c — 2-lbs. 45c
39c
LOliee
Tall Corn 15c — 3-lbs.
C ,„„«
GWC Golden Corn
49c
Oymp
10-pound Pail
p L*
Spiced Almonds — 2 Pounds
vOOKieS Chocolate Dainties, 2-lbs. 35c 29c
^ 1 A TlrACCinfr ^^ Corn Quarts 25c
31c
OaiaCl Lrl vSoUlg
Briardale
Ol
X!
Pure Vegetable Shortening
43c
iJnUrilDe
3-pound Can
RiftSO
Large Package
17c
LettUCe
Knsp Solid Heads
5c
r
GWC Breakfast
21c
LOCOa
2-pound Can
F

nA

Radishes - Tomatoes - Celery Hearts - Cauliflower
Play "Winsom" Every Sunday Over WHO at 2 P.M.

4-H GIRLS' CHAHtMAN
E. J. Hutton, field auditor for the
Iowa Tax Commission, will be in At
Wilma Warren was approved by the
lantic at the court house on March
Cass
County Farm Bureau board of
14, 15 and 29 to give information and
irectors
at their meeting Saturday,
assist any income tax payer in the
o
succeed
Mrs. R. A. Lorenzen as
prepartion of their 1940 ^tate income
ounty 4-H girls' chairman. This
tax return.
acancy on the county 4-H committee
was
made by . the moving of the
L. D. Buttolph, former manager of
Lorenzen
family to California.
the West Iowa Telephone exchange in
Miss
Warren
has been very active in
Anita, who was called to serve for one
year in the Army, left Thursday for l-H work having been a 4-H girl herFort Knox, Ky., where he will be ;elf for four years and serving in the
stationed with the armored division capacity of local leader for Pymosa
of the field artillery, Mr. Buttolph is i-H club. She was county girls'
chairman in 1934, 1935, and 1936
a captain.
tvhich position she will now resume.
Friends in Anita have received word
The date for the high school operof the death of Richard A. Turner, foretta
has been set at March 28,. Work
mer Anita resident and a son of the
late Sarah and Isaac Turner, at his on the operetta is progressing rapidly.
home in Stillwater, Okla., on Feb. 18
Rowley Pollock, Jr., son of Mr. and
Mr. Turner was born at Anita in
1883. He is survived by his wife, one Mrs. Rowley Pollock who live east of
son, one daughter and two sisters, Anita, resumed his studies Monday at
Mrs. Nellie Mitchell of Emmett, Idaho, the local schools after being ill for
and Mrs. Sarah Burger of Supply, some time.
Okla.
Miss Mary Storbeck, first grade
The regular monthly meeting of the teacher in the Grant grade school in
Greater Anita Club was held Friday Atlantic and whose home is south of
evening in the basement of the Metho- here, was toastmistress at the first
dist church. Following a 6:30 o'clock annual banquet of the Links and
dinner served by the ladies of the Linkettes, junior Farm Bureau orchurch, a short busine'ss meeting was ganization, held Thursday evening at
held which was presided over by Nei the Whitney hotel in Atlantic. ApJohnson, president of the club. The proximately 66 persons attended the
matter of summer entertainment am banquet. Fr. P. N. McDermott of Ata celebration to be held again thi lantic was the featured speaker. His
year in Anita the forepart of Augus topic was, "Patriotism and Rural
' was discussed by the club members.. Youth."

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

By Edward C. Wayne

WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

New Angle Triangle

Nazi Advance Guard Enters Bulgaria;
Japan's Arbitration Offer Rejected
By Britain; Far Eastern Crisis Grows;
Defense Board Speeds Up Arms Work

.^^^

m pi eased by Western Newspaper TTnln " '_

BALKY BALKANS:
And an American
As Adolf Hitler's advance guard
slipped into Bulgaria from Rumania
there was none to stay them. Clad
in civilian overcoats which they did
not remove but from which protruded sleek military boots, members of
the German staff took over the principal hotel of Sofia and the main
Bulgarian resort town 40 miles
away.
Where before anti-Nazi signs had
been scribbled on walls and Bulgar
national songs were heard, now orchestras turned to Viennese waltzes
and raised their right arms, palm
open. Bulgarian army generals
came to the Sofia hotel with bundles
of maps under their arms. All day
and all night they and the boot-clad
men poured over them.
There was only^pne show of hostility. But'il was a beaut while it
lasted, which was about an hour.
George H. Earle, American minister to Bulgaria and former governor
of Pennsylvania, was in a night club
just around the corner from the embassy building. The place was filled
with the mysterious boot-clad, civilian-overcoated foreigners. The governor didn't like the tune the orchestra was playing and asked them to
switch to "It's a Long Way to Tipperary."
One of the mysterious strangers
took offense. Earle said later he
was a major of the German general
staff. Words were passed and finally Earle said the major threw a bottle at him, which he warded off by
covering his head with his arm.
The former governor has never
been known to pass up a chance
like that. In the World war he
commanded a submarine chaser.

PEACEMAKER:
An Offer
Japan offered to be the peacemak
er of the world and arbitrate all dis
putes. The offer came in a statement from Foreign Minister Yosuke
Matsuoka. Churchill conferred with
U. S. authorities and then called in
the Japanese ambassador. His reply was one word: "No."
Meanwhile the Japanese "peacemakers" in Indo-China were mopping up on their job. Having instigated a conflict between Thailand
(Siam) and the French rulers of
Indo-China, Japan stepped in and
"enforced" an armistice, taking
for itself the rich port of Saignon.
While the terms of the armistice
were being developed into a peace
treaty, Japanese soldiers extended

PIG BOATS:
n the Atlantic

YOSUKE MATSUOKA
For him, a onetvord reply.

their influence in Indo-China until
the French rulers became mere puppets. Stores were filled with Japanese products and residents who refused to buy them were beaten and
jailed.
Just west of the Indo-Chinese
sphere of influence is the Philippines
and just south are the Dutch East
Indies, chief source of United States
tin and rubber.
The Japanese
turned covetous eyes on that spot.
If that source of supply would be
closed to United States shipping,
America's entire defense effort
would be threatened.

Big Stick
GEORGE H. EARLE
ffaiten

and Bulgors tcere enlisted.

After the war he took up aviation,
cracking up several machines but
always getting into another and flying off just as quickly as possible.
He is an expert boxer and has not
refused to make use of his fists before.
Earle said he "injured the man's
features." Reporters who were present said the battle lasted for an
hour with bottles, chairs and tables
being used in the melee. The mysterious foreigner was aided by reinforcements which consisted of certain other boot-clad and overcoated
gentlemen. Earle enlisted the waiters at the restaurant, where he was
known and various and sundry Buigars who were present. Police had
a hard time with both sides for the
next hour.

AIR CRASH:
Number Four
Last August the commercial air
lines of the country had established
a no-accident record of 17 months,
but with the midnight crash of an
Eastern Airlines sleeper plane near
Atlanta, Ga., the number of accidents in the intervening six months
was raised to four.
When searchers, near dawn,
reached the scene of the crash
they found seven persons killed,
nine others injured. Among those
found dead was a member of congress, Rep. William D. Byron of
Maryland, and among the severely
injured was the famed World war
flying ace,
Eddie Rickenbacker,
president of the company on whose
plane he was riding. Also killed
were the pilot, the co-pilot and
steward of the plane's crew.
Next day a report from Balboa
Canal Zone, told of the crash of a
U. S. army bomber into Panama
bay. An immediate search, first reports said, failed to disclose any
trace of a crew of seven

SPAIN:

Ex-Monarch Dies
Spain's former monarch King Al
fonso XIII, died of a heart ailment
after an illness of two weeks. IK.
died in his Rome hotel room whic'i
had been his exile home for the PUM
10 years: He reigned as king of tlu
Spanish people for 29 years, during
which time at least eight attempt
were made to assassinate him His
reign ended in April. 19;n, when lie
left the throne, saying that
"I no longer have the love of my
peonle "

GLENDALE, CALIF.—A triangle consisting of a man, his
wife, and the U. S. army, landed
Mrs. Esther M. Moore (above)
in jail when (in violation of
army rules) she refused to cease
making frequent efforts to visit
her husband, Sergt. G. G. Moore.
A veteran army man, Moore is
completing his flying course at
an army air school in Glendale
and Mrs. Moore was arrested on
a charge of disturbing the peace
after a series of attempts to get
by the sentries on duty.

Washington said nothing, but carried a big stick. The U. S. fleet was
known to be somewhere in the
vicinity. Gen. George C. Marshall,
chief of staff of the army, also had
a big stick. Hundreds of army fighting planes left the West coast for
our Pacific possessions—Hawaii and
the Philippines.
More important, the house voted
funds to fortify the islands of Guam
and Samoa, the U. S. Gibraltars in
the Pacific. The same proposal was
defeated in the house two years ago
for fear of offending Japan.

MEN AT WORK:
Full Speed

Hitler made another speech. It
was more eloquent in what it did
lot say than in what was said. Der
fuehrer pictured an impressive
.pring campaign against England's
life lines in the Atlantic. None got
up and left the meeting, although
some, hearkening back to the same
speech in January, may have
thought to do so with the expression, "Here's where we came in."
In reality, the speech made in the
Vtunich beer cellar where Naziism
was born, was a tactic admission
that Hitler's air power, his original
major weapon on which he risked
war, had failed to produce decisive
results. And between the lines of
he speech can be read the admission that British sea power is grip)ing the Axis countries even tighter
than it did last fall.
So Hitler, during the winter
months, has been building a new
type of U-boat, known as "pig boats"
o naval men. In Norway, Denmark, Belgium, The Netherlands
and in France all the vast ship
building yards have been turning out
pocket submarines during the winter
nonths. How many the Germans
lave on hand is not known, but best
estimates are 1,000, with hundreds
more ready to be delivered before
ummer.
No nation has nearly this many
undersea craft. The United States
as but a few hundred and England
ven less. Germany last fall was
stimated to have almost 500 standard size submarines. But sub•narines do not fight submarines. To
ink them, fast cruisers and destroyers are necessary. Britain, even
with the 50 destroyers obtained from
he U. S., will have a difficult time
0 cope with the situation, if even
a fraction of that number U-boats
ieguis to prey on the sealanes that
bring her food and munitions.

Explanation

Mussolini also made a speech.
While congress spent precious Whereas Hitler seemed scornful of
weeks in prolonged debate on the wavering within the Ccrmnn lines,
lease-lend bill to send war materials 11 Duce seemed less sure. He
tq Great Britain, the defense com- blamed discontent on Jews and Mamission got in some mighty speedy sons and dwelt on the indissoluble
licks. The arming of the nation's ties that bind Italy to Germany,
forces has entered the third P of which is a nice way of putting it now
the plan, priorities. The other two that German censors are in charge
are procurement and production.
of communications leading from
Italy to the outside world.
Stettinius' Job
He had a new explanation for the
Priorities is the job now. It will disasters in Africa. Marshal Grazido no good to produce 40 airplane ani earlier blamed failure on lack
engines and no airplane tail assem- of mechanical equipment in the
blies. The defense commission must Fascist forces. Mussolini said, howregulate production so that every ever, that the British succeeded beitem down to the last eraser on a cause they achieved numerical sulead pencil arrives just at the mo- periority. Since all British rement it can be used.
inforcements to Egypt pass within
The task is under the direction of 50 miles of Italian naval and air
&. R. Stettinius Jr. Aluminum and bases, H Duce seemed here also to
machine tool industries were first to be making an admission of the infeel the effects of his order Bv effectiveness of his battle forces
authority of the navy speedup law MISCELLANY:
passed last June, Stettinius direct- D. In the main hall of the Kremed that both industries put aside all lin, in Moscow, a national conferother labor and devote their entire ence of the Communist party was in
energies to filling defense contracts
Members charged that
After defense contracts are under progress.
production
in
several key industries
way, commercial production will be
rationed. But until such time as the was delayed due to buck-passing and
government has sufficient alumi- overwhelming red tape. The Cennum, for instance for planes and tral Committee hinted shake-ups
tanks, there will be little or none for The dismissals followed quickly
streamlined trains, kitchen utensils Among those losing their official
leads was Maxim Litvinoff, former
or even tooth paste tubes
Meanwhile procurement and cro- oreign commissar, and Paulina
duction must be stepped up to meet •>hemyonovnjj Zhemchuzhina, wife
if Premier and Foreign Minister
new demands.
Molotoff.
How this was being done was reflected in the news of the day. Con- C. The annual Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences awards
s i Q c r'.
or outstanding acting m the films
<L A new 8-inch railroad gun capable of hurling a 260-uound shell 18 went to Ginger Rogers for her peronnance in "Kitty Foyle" and to
miles was delivered to the army's
arues Stewart for his role in "The
proving grounds at Aberdeen Md
'hiladelphia
Story."
1 he gun weighs 225,000 pounds
1
There
was
confusion at Mrs
<L Ihe three of the army's four
mechanized divisions, still not sup- Roosevelt's press conference. The
0 or more women reporters were
plied with arms, are receiving scout
itting in the Madison Room at the
tars. One was displayed in Washington and two brave congressmen White House when past the door
consented to ride m it. The driver walked a bath«*e-clad male figure
Ie heard the female voices and fled
took them straight up the Capitol
t was Harry Hopkins, presidential
uest. Someone closed the door

GOVERNMENT FEARS RISING
PRICES
WASHINGTON. — Only insiders
know it, but the government is preparing drastic price controls if the
present upward trend continues.
They fear a runaway price situation which would hit the pocketbooks
of the great mass of consumers.
And the last thing the administration wants right now is a hot costof-living potato on its hands.
So far there have been marked
price advances only in a few commodities—lumber, scrap iron, and
other basic raw materials. But recently there have been tell-tale signs
of a general upward movement, and
i songe of those mysterious late-after| noon White House conferences have
been over this problem. Three plans
of attack are under consideration:
1. Use of the priorities control now
vested in the office of production
management, under the supervision
of ex-U. S. Steel man Edward R.
Stettinius Jr., to deprive price gougers of their supplies, thus forcing
them either to go out of business
or bring their prices into line.
2. Use of the "draft industry" law
to compel price gouging concerns to
sell to the government at a fixed
figure; also to "freeze" prices hi
industries where quotations persist
in getting out of line with what
are considered fair levels.
3. Imposition of a price ceiling on
all commodities and on every step
in the industrial process from raw
materials to retailer.
The last was the recommendation
of Bernard Baruch, based on his experience as head of the 1917-18 war
industries board. In private conferences with Roosevelt and defense
chiefs, Baruch emphasized that the
one big price lesson learned in
World War I was that half-way control measures were worse than none
at all.
"You must either stabilize every
price or stabilize no price," he declared. "If you impose controls only
at one point, you leave the door wide
open for a worse break-away somewhere else. The only effective defense is total defense and the only
effective price control is total control."
• * •
HOPKINS REPORTS
Here are some of the things Harry
Hopkins told the President.
First and most Important, Hopkins definitely stated his conviction
that the British would be able to
hold out against the Nazis. He thoroughly agreed with Wendell Willkie
in spiking isolationist claims that
Britain would crack up, submit to a
negotiated peace, and leave the
U.S.A. to hold the bag after voting
"all-out" aid..
However, Hopkins got no request
from Winston Churchill that the U. S.
send five to ten destroyers a month.
What Churchill did request was the
right to repair British destroyers and
other naval craft in American drydocks. This has been one of Britain's most difficult problems, since
all of her dry-docks are fairly easy
targets for air raids, so that vessels
needing repair frequently have been
bombed a second time or even a
third time and have to be repaired
all over again.
Churchill also asked that the United States sell or lease "mosquito
boats." These are small, fast motor
boats carrying torpedoes and
equipped to lay depth charges,
which the United States has been
building at the rate of about one a
week for some time.
Churchill wanted them particularly to ward off Nazi invasion, when
it comes. Virtually impossible to
hit because of their high speed—
they can do 50 miles an hour—the
mosquito boats would be especially
effective against Nazi troop-ships
and barges attempting to cross the
channel.
However, the mosquito boats
which the United States is building
are a little light for the choppy waters of the English channel, and it
is significant that the President already has ordered the redesigning of
the stern of these boats in order to
improve their balance.
• * •
CAPITAL CHAFF
Ex-Senator King of Utah visited
the senate the other day, sat in his
old seat and itched with the impulse
to rise and address the chamber.
Blind ex-Senator Gore of Oklahoma came into the chamber on the
arm of a page and listened with uplifted face and rapt expression to the
debate.
Following isolation demonstrations in the senate galleries last
week, Capitol police keep all visitors
lined up on the lower floor, and admit only a few at a time.
Latest issue of the magazine "National Republican," blithely ignores
Wendell Willkie, but heaps four coT
umns on ex-Ambassador Joe Ken
"edy f°[ his fight against the leaselend bill. The magazine also has a
few kind words for N6rman Thorn
as, the Socialist candidate, who also
opposes the bill.
The FBI is advising all plants doing defense work not to sell their
waste paper but to destroy it
Henry Wallace presides over the
senate from the opening at 12 until
1:30, then retires to lunch on oranee
luice and a cheese sandwich

ANOTHER LETTER FROM
PRIVATE PURKET

Dear Mom:
The cake and things you sent arrived okay only I did not get none
on account of my buddies opened
them. The trouble with the army »s
that you can't keep a separate malling address. Well, everything is going along good and life in the army
ain't so bad once you make up your
mind it can't be any too good.
We have movies here but no
screeno, so you would not like, army
life, mom. We have hostesses here,
too. I thought a hostess was somebody you found in airplanes, but in
the camps a hostess is a lady who
has charge of the
entertainment
side of life and I
t h i n k we may
even get rumba
lessons in this
war. There are
quite a few hostesses here, but do

_,,..._ 5* a CJolumnist'.s
Girl Friday:
Dear Mr. W.: Mrs. B% Hffl I
ow of .the man who wroP"
Roundup" jmd other 1
songs, called. Wishes We'd%
cate friends who were at «, i
sor hotel bar in May, 1939 "f*
wi
made changes in his will'
*!*
". Fo,i
child's sake, etc.
Queried
nolda is getting many a quarts,!

poker and other games f r o m t
and strangers for relief Of
RAF boys . . . Several mmonth!
,
we ran a quip about two
(carrying packages) who
each other, one saying •. "\y
is it by your bomb?"
of the Satevepost just ran it;
cartoon.
'
Our Sing Sing keeper
sures us the Jimmy Hires
stories are spurious. That Hi
popular with all prisoners, etc.

The War Dep't is discussing ,jj
not worry about me, Mom, as they
ca* %• all
are
»*-* pretty
^» ****^ old,
w»v») some
uw»«»*i> even
»»»-- as
— '•— old
—•—— ii .
-~_
"
,
^^ ^* ^-Itil £
as 38 and 40. I don't know who is ^afRc next month or in April
picking them, but it ain't Billy Rose. day. All available planes w
At first I thought the Camp Fire used to transport troops to i
Girls were being drafted, too, but I nated spots—as a test.
found out the government wants the
soldiers to have as much amusement as they can get in the next
war,
including double features,
swing music and Mickey Mouse.
They even have cafeteria lunchrooms for visitors so if-an outsider
gets poisoned they can't blame It
on the regular army cook.
More rifies are arriving and I
guess maybe by the time war comes
almost every soldier will have a
gun.
Do not keep sending me heavy
underwear as you have my tent full
of it already.

Bow come nobody realizes!
That the Nazi radio station
asked Americans to cable
(they'd like to hear) will „
cept friendly messages becausej
intend contacting those Amerid
later on for sabotage or otherl
sons?

In case yon missed Mayor)
Guardia's description of a neji
ed peace: "It's like this. ..
a man is living* happily out i
range with his wife and chL
One day he comes home and f
Love,
that a vile man has invaded I
sanctity of his home and att
Oscar.
• * *
his wife. And suppose thati
man invites the attacker 'to s
Dear Mom:
house as his star-boarder.'
I am getting so I do not mind be- the
a negotiated peace!"
ing here at all and my morale would don't
you do a col'm asking i
]e good except I didn't keep getting
became of the Senator Vi
newspapers and reading the news ever
to probe soandso? And
Tom Washington. I have got around plandig
up some for you . .
to the point where I am used to tak- I'll'
many
people
make such big
ng orders and to facing a war ii ments threatening
to do this
here is no way out, but what is all that, and after it gets
the pap!
his stuff about going to the aid of that's usually the lastinyou
China, Greece and all nations ev- it . . . -I heard this today:1
erywhere?
permits Germany a
In one breath I am told I will Russiain the
Balkans it'll be in i
not be sent out of the United States hand
for unhampered Russ action in £
and in the next 1 den. . . . By being a patriot Wili
hear all countries has found out something many oil
in trouble, any-never learn in a lifetime. Re's*
where caridepend covered his enemies among
on help from me, friends I—Your Girl Friday.

and if all this ifl
so, I keep asking
myself why I did? Notes of an Innocent
n't join the navy Bystander:
;o see the world, which I may have
The Wireless: It.isn't hard to q
to see anyhow.
Hitler's angle in bis short wave]
What is all this lease-lend stuff, vitation to Americans to cablet
and do I go with the lease? Also advice, C. Q. D. If the
could you send me some newspaper
article explaining what is being
lended. I hope no tanks are being
lended as we are still using ice wagons here. If we must lend something let us lend first sergeants as'
there are too, many of 'em around
this camp.
The food here could be better. I
haven't had a good juicy steak yet.
Are they lending them to somebody
too?
Well, do not worry, as I am getting used to everything and am very
happy today because I learned Otto
Bixby, who was my boss at the
store, has been drafted, too, and will
be here, too. any day now.
Love,
Oscar.
• * *
Dear Mom:
Bixby, my old boss (who was such
a stinker), just arrived and is in
my company. I
am going to work
hard now to be a
sergeant, or at
least a corporal.
I will write
more later.
Love,
Oscar.
OVERLOAD
Modish ladies may expect
Curvature of spine and neck,
And toward moving turn quite passive
If costume jools become more massive.
-J. H. Niles

Add Things for Which There It
No Explanation Outside the Psychopathic Wards: Miami, where more
naked women are visible on the
beaches than anywhere on earth ia
featuring Sally Rand in a night-club
disrobing act! And the people are
nocking to see her I
* * *
Seymour says that Italy is shaped
ike a boot and that its generals are
•haped like heels.
• • *
The greatest understatement in
history: Sherman's verdict that war
s hell.
* • •
ALL SET
If the war ends, as almost everv^?L'XPlcts',with.every nation on
earth broke, busted and flat on its
uppers, the world has at least an
appropriate post-war song for us all'Tramp. Tramp. Tramp, the Boys'
^re Marching."
*

rubs him the right way, he
sender's name as a future Bn
man. If it's 'an-insult, the mi
signs it is one for the Hun ....
boys over here to watch out I
Berlin is glad to pay $2.:
$2.19 forfl
message mat gives the Gestap
line on U. S. citizens, good orlj
. . John T. McManus, rev
Guy Lombardo's 10 years
the headliners, finds that the!
leader keeps compromising
changing musical modes. Hisb
McManus adds, "says
things nicely, like a William
Phelps book review" .
'
the commentators get too
you can always escape to s
the standbys . . , Easy Acesi
Fibber McGeejjnd Molly still/
up handsomely, with an undii
ing quota of laughs.

The Front Pages: One news
the Axis hasn't tamed is the'
can organ, Ossevatore Romam^
ery edition nails the
lies that try to tell you the Cat"
church is on their side
shellackings the Fascisti have"
in Africa have'made Ga-Gapi .
leading humorist in Europe?!
talks yet of "the fierce resisf I
of Graziano's troops in »ft|
meaning, doubtless, theirfier*J
sistance to danger
• w
Thompson recalled a Hue)
crack that explains the c
a lot of popper-offers in re0)
ton. American Fascism, P
Huey, would "never emerge
Fascist, but as a 100 per cent /
lean movement. See?
headlines reported that Franco'
Mussolini met and agreed
What most likely happened »
Franco said he didn't like the
Hi
and Benito agreed
insists it is silly to see D. ffat 1
Alma* !
criticize Lindbergh
comical as Lindbergh
D. R.. Hi?
The Story Tellers: Collie''
that H. R. 1776 is an all -out mocracy Bill. Their
out that it may give V-great deal of power, but wit ,„,
.
power Britain might fall
the U. S. powerless
. lin,i
predictions of all kinds ut^ ^
America are put in a ims
if you remember that it ""
'ar Bloomy warnings
Roosevelt ran for Presw ci
America is still here
say a great American i » < *
wriHne

ita
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1
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"TRAILER VAGABOND"

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
GREEN CUP COFFEE, with tumbler, pound . .24c
PEAS, standard pack, 2 No. 2 cans
19c
PEAS, Glendale, 2 No. 2 cans
25c
OXYDOL, package
19c
DILL PICKLES, quart jar
15c
HEAD LETTUCE, large head
7c
CORN FLAKES, with dish, 2 packages
21c
RICE, 3 pounds
17c
MACARONI or SPAGHETTI, 2 12-oz. packages 19c

PETERSEN'S GROCM
PHONE 300

We Deliver

Phone 29

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^•gP^q^pt?^^^^^^^!

WARREN BAYLEY

You're allowed to take 40 packages
Mexico Bound—
Lardeo, Texas, is the only place you of cigarettes into the country and to
can enter Mtexico by car for an extend- return to the U. S. with $100 worth of
duty free goods. No special driver's
d run south.
An American or Canadian citizen license is required and posting a bond
needs no passport to enter Mexico but for your car has been discontinued.
must buy a Visitor's Card costing four Don't discard old tires or broken car
pesos. Car and trailer permits cost equipment or you may have to pay
,hree pesos each. The rate of ex- duty on them when you leave Mexico.
hange is from four to five pesos to Skid chains are needed only if you
venture off the beaten paths during
one American Dollar.
Mexico is good for a vacation any the wet season. Most American intime of the year. The wet season, surance is void in Mexico, but shortfrom May until October, will give you term coverage can be obtained for
ittle more than pleasant afternoon your trip at Laredo. Register all
showers. The rest of the year is unusual articles, suoh as foreign-made
+
REEL
NEWS
+
Established 1883.
much like your own spring. Unbear- cameras, as you leave Laredo JOT you
4-4-4- + - f - f - f 4 - + + -f-f
able heat occurs only in the low, may be required to pay duty on them
Published Every Thursday and Entered
Continuing the policy of mid-week .ropical regions that you don't have upon returning to the U. S.
at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, as
There are a few tourist camps
bargain shows the new Anita Theatre to go through.
Second Class Mail Matter.
The 762 mile Pan-American High- along the main highways and hotels
brings another highly entertaining
Cecil G. Budd
Editor
film to the screen Wednesday and way from Laredo to Mexico City is are plentiful. Rates vary from four
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Y«ar Thursday. Ann Sothern noted for her excellent and safe but unfenced. to eight pesos per day per person for
Speeding is dangerous as livestock room with bath up to sixteen pesos for
Official Town and County Newspaper famous "Maisie" pictures will be seen un loose in spots. There are plenty ;he same at resorts, with meals inin the successful comedy, "Dulcy." >f well-stocked service stations along cluded. In smaller hotels and out in
Member of National Editorial
A
happy comedy cast includes Ian ho road and the PEMEX Travel the country the price quoted you will
Association, and
Hunter, Roland Young and Billie "lub maintains a free, emergency road always include meals. Otherwise your
ervice constantly. English is spoken ireakfast, or "desayuno," will cost
Burke.
lost everywhere.
ifteen to thirty American cents.
* * *
Oil and gasoline is sold by the Your dinner, or "comida," thirty
Followers of the risc*5 Kid stories
litro—approximately a quart—and cents up, and supper, or "cena," a
w i l l have their chance to t h r i l l again
gas costs the equivalent of sixteen quarter. You'll be charged more, of
to the new adventures of their favorite,
American cents per gallon. Distance course, at very swanky places.
when
they
see
Cesar
Romero
in,
'"The
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Purdue have
is reckoned by the kilometre, which is
Spring and sport-clothes are all the
moved to Lewis, Iowa from their farm (!ay Caballero," on a double feature
O.G of a mile, and two of our pounds tourist needs in informal Mexico, and
show, Friday and Saturday and Sathome west of Anita.
make a Mexican kilo.
whites if his stay is long. A topurday matinee. The companion feaYou don't have to be vaccinated coat or wrap is advisable for evenMiss Mary Storbeck, a teacher in ture on this program is, "Night
the Atlantic schools, spent the week Train." This picture boasts of no big against smallpox nor immunized ings.
As for places to visit and things to
end at the -home of her parents, Mr. stars, but has been hailed as one of the against typhoid to enter Mexico, but if
and Mrs. J. A. Storbeck, south of finest ever to be shown on any screen. you stay long it is advised. You see in this interesting land—next
should avoid unboiled water and un- week we'll begin to tell you about
Anita.
It is an up-to-date adventure story
them all.
taken from the reports of the present cooked vegetables outside of cities.
M. M. Feller, superintendent of the
conflict in Europe. It is a grade "A"
Anita Public Schools, reports a gift
film from start to finish.
"Trailer Vagabond" Is Sponsored and Appears In This Paper
of a phonograph to the music departThrough the Courtesy of
ment by Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Johnson.
Youth with all its charm and
The gift is greatly appreciated.
romance dominates the screen Sunday,
The Neighborhood Pinochle club met Monday and Tuesday, when Judy GarAnita, Iowa
, TEXACO PRODUCTS
Phone 257
Sunday evening at the home of Mr. land, America's new sweetheart, will
and Mrs. Norman Morgan southwest be seen in her first starring role in,
of Anita. Mr. and Mrs. Bill Morgan | "Little Nellie Kelly." The popular
of more to follow. Wish the weather
BY THE WAY.
were guests and they also received musical comedy show played as a
man would cooperate a little on wash
By
L.
F.
M.
high score. Low scores were held by I stage success for many months in
day.
Leonard Bailey and Mrs. Robert almost every large city in the country.
Cryer.
M-G-<M,, producers of the film, have
A few days ago Pa got up aqd went
generously added a cast of notable
Aunt Abbie says that when women
players to assist young Judy and the out, did a few chores, came back to start to put on the dog they are very
result leaves nothing to be asked for in the house, had a few words with the apt to become catty.
BONGERS
screen fare. Film critics have labeled cook, then packed up and left. So
NEW METHOD PAINTS it as big a hit as, "Strike up the Band." far he hasn't written home.
* * *
A heart warming story permits the
AND VARNISHES
entire cast to display their talents as
at
Now that Lent is here we will have
Judy Garland reached new heights in a chance to try the nice fish recipes
MINIMUM PRICES
an already brilliant career.
and vegetable dinners we have been
wanting to use. The one the cook here
likes best combines tuna fish and ncxjdles. Any fish can be used but a smallWAIT A MINUTE !
er amount of tuna is required and it
Have you, MR. F A R M E R , bought all the hybrid seed you
makes a much better dish.
will need for planting this spring?
* * *
Thousands of acres of Iowa and Missouri
Heard in the crowd in Des Moines:
land will be planted to
Oh, yes, \vt> went to the show . . . Oh
MEYER CORN BELT HYBRIDS
yes, it was just simply swell, just like
again this year. 'These hybrids have proven their ability to perform
satisfactorily under all conditions for the past several years. M E Y E R
the old Orpheum circuit . . . just as
"/ , j , 1)S slami near the l °P in 2 an d 3 yr. averages in the Iowa Slate
rank as it could be.
Yield Test. PLANT M E Y E R AND BE SAFE!
* » *
TRY OUR NEWEST HYBRID, MEYER 541, FOR HIGH YIELD \NI)
One morning we listened to a roundEXCELLENT STANDING ABILITY. ORDER SOON ' ! i '
the-room discussion by a few homeTHE FARMERS COOP
makers, one lady said she was as mean
Dealer For Anita Vicinity
as she could be to her husband so that
he would like her better when she was
good . . . We also found out that Hal
Noland is a super chef when it comes
to frying steak, but he isn't worth a
darn as far as building fires is concerned.
* * •
TRY THE
How many of you play Winsom with
the boys at WHO on Sunday after•NLY •A80LINE WITH
noon? It's a lot of fun and we keep
hoping that Sue Sweet will some day
call out number. Last Sunday we
heard Sue and Glen Parker talk to
Mary .MfcAfee at Sumner. Mary had
won the five dollar award and poor
Glen got so excited that he told her
good-night instead of good-bye.

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

WE DELIVER

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
CORN, creamed, 3 No. 2 cans
^
PEANUT BUTTER, 2-lb. jar
2GRAPE FRUIT, P. & G. fancy, 3 No. 2 cans . . . .^
CHEESE, yellow American Wisconsin cheese,

2-lb. box

.^

LETTUCE, solid heads, each
^
PEAS, Early June, tender and sweet, 3 No. 2
cans
34C
BANANAS, 3 pounds
19c
LARD, pure kettle rendered, 3 pounds
25c|
Mr. and 'Mrs. M. M. Feller were
host and hostesses to the members of
the 2-12-1-2 dinner and bridge club at
their home on Chestnut Street Thursday evening.
Following1 a 7 o'clock
covered dish dinner the evening was
spent playing bridge with high score
honors being held by Mrs. Cecil G.
Budd and Neil Johnson.

The members of the D. D. Pjno(
club were entertained Friday
noon by Mm. E. C. Dursey at
home on Rose Hill Avenue.
score was held by Mrs, H. J.
wick, runner up was Mrs. Hetl
Chadwick and low score was heldj
Mrs. Frank Kramer.

The West Main Street Neighborhood Circle met Thursday afternoon
|DR.B.L.MEURE
at the home of Mrs. L. D. Buttolph
Adair, Iowa
with 'Mrs. A. J. Kopp being the assisting hostess. There were 19 ladies
present and two guests, Mrs'. Carl X-Ray and Neurocalometer
Office Hours: 9 to 12—1:30 i
Daubendiek and Mrs. Nora Cleaver.
Sat
Nite 7 to 10. Sun. 10 to 11 a ,
The afternoon was spent socially and
Phone 87.
a lunch was served.

All Kinds of

GRA

WAGNER'S FILLING STATION

The Farmers Coop
Anita, Iowa.

•WE USABLE GAS" MIXTURE
"CUM/mC CONTROL

We Specialize in
Mobil Winter Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

CALL 244

0. W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA

Mrs. Reynolds told me Sunday that
she is s t i l l "at home."
We heard the other day about 1'urip
as it is to-day, food is rationed and
each person ^eLs eight ounces of meat
week, one loaf of bread a week,
,-,- is n,, r ire at all and no coffee
except a very little which has been
mixed w i t h chopped up hay or grains.
Other foods are distributed in the same
manner.
* * *
"id you know t h a t Dr. P. T. W i l l i a m s is an expert soap carver, he is
good to help around the house and
shhh, t h i s is
secret, he hates like
anything to
up in the morning
and he can't build fires, either.
'March is only f i v e days old and ;,]•eady we have had fifty degree temwraturt-s, t h u n d e r and lightening, a
little rain and snow w i t h
promise

. becotwe Iri d
90-H.P. VAIVMN-HIM SK-the only one
in the biggest-selling low-price group!

"VMVMN-HIAD'STOEYlCfOI" In perform
once on land, sea, and in the air I
. . . becaute Hi
SIX CYLINDERS save you money on gas, oil
and upkeep I
because it'* thoroughly
WOytt-lhorotighly MPBf^Wiras rr,il

& SON

ANITA, IOWA

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

i*edPa

THE
aa«» aW^Ba^^aa^—

-^^r

Is Qttlckly Stitc

OF LIFE

—^—-

Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
By ED WHEELAN

BIG TOP

j ^i&r*JB *«<** —HH*

MVRA CAME ROSHING UP

MET WAS (PUiCKlY TVI(?OWN OVER THE

CERTAINLV.HONEV ^ |?I THAT V/A5 A }'-- V^^ TofclSHr
A)O Tlfl-ER IS EVER

ff OH. HAL WHAT IN
L;( TWE NNORLD IS
TO HAPPEN TO
NEXT ? APE VOL)
ALL RIGhT.

O.K , HAL you \ n ( GET THE POLE
GOT THE OLD
BO1/

OR'SUNSHWE
AS LON<^ AS I'VE
ROPE
HANDV !

Pattern 6903
V|AKE thte; ypur most col,
* embroidered panel! Thet
Jy shaded rbaeg are in singled
outline-stitch anfl are effecthl
wool or silk floss. Begin noi
1T

Frank Jay Markry Syndicate, Ine

LALA PALOOZA

By RUBE GOLDBERG

The Major Gets the Gong

AND MOW. WE
MAVE TOOTS
FLUTTEBBUD.

LALA-S .
US THE WINKI WONDER
TROPICAL PlSW WHAT SHE'S
EXPERT, IN SAD COIN* TO
PULL
RECITATIONS

V

FOLKS, THE REAL REASON
I'M ON THE AIR
IS TO
P I N O TQtA GOODWIN,THE
SWEETHEART OP DIANNE
B O G G L E - T O M , IF YOU
ARE LISTEN1N" IN GET
IN TOUCH WITH LALA
DALOOZA RIGHT AWAY

DIANNE STILL LOVES YOU
IN SPITE OF HER CRABBV
OLD UNCLE , FELIX S
BOGGLE

I ALWAYS WANTED
TO PINQ ONE OF
THESE THINGS
MYSELP!

IT'S THAT PALOOZA
WOMAN ! - WHY SPUTT-SPUTT-TLL
GIVE HER

te'A

•ewlac Ciicl* Needleeratt Dm
n Klf hta AT..
Ncw ,

XnetoM 18 cents in coins for ]
ten Mo...........
Nam*
Address

THE
GONG

\

Fatten 9103 contains a transfer n
ot a picture M X 15 Inches; colon
materials needed; JHostrattons of i
Send order to:

V)

-Till

^&

TMEN1

HS

j Frank J«y Maikay BrodJcat*. Inc.

S'MATTER POP—Mountain Skirmish Work

By C M. PAYNE
WHAT.3EEM9
TERSE TWA
MAIN
•DEFOO6CTY

POPCORN
WANTED POPCORN
USD 1841 acreage c

HIDING.
AROUH TH5
MOUNTAIM

Circumstances
There are no circumstano
however unfortunate, that
people do not extract some
vantage from; and none, I
fortunate, that the imprudent <
not turn to their own prejudice^
La Rochefoucauld.

Relief At Last
MESCAL IKE

sy s. L HUNTUY

Handy Gadget at That

^"rrASsssaff
US€.R3R

a bottle otCteonniWdawtth the

LSIOI
Anter Is- Costly
Anger makes dun men witty, I
it keeps them poor.—Bacon.

POP—Pop's Right

KILLS
LICE,

By J. MILLAR WATT

I GUESS YOURS IS
THE MOST USED ,
NUMBER IN
"
TOWN, POP!

THE-

NO, NO. I
COLONEL

»HU04WMI

WRONG

ONE /
Ai^^WtaAr.
ronita.tba son of h
inttks.--Cerv.mtti.

THE
SPORTING

m
•

IP

1
1
:-:•:•:•:•:
vX-XV.v.'.'

p
$:#"

i§

By

iGLUYAS

By
LANG
ARMSTRONG

IflOj

PI SUBURBAN
i|i HEIGHTS

WILLIAMS
B

•HJnBMl-ffW.
"Now you ipla m«l"

on. ~And then nw, \
intMtiatt f*el ittftited U- - . ,
sad bmtbiiK btcftmM «n^0fj
your bowed s«J»y they, too.o
Well, tot^nsliL, 'occ«filoBS "
ADLBRttA. Am effective We
6 carmliuLtiTM and 3 Uo^
OODBLB ACTIOITf Gas " I1
nlieved and ratio bowel 1i
follows. O«t ADUSRIKA (m
dracclct TODAT.

BEACONS^!
•Like a beacon W'
V

I

yoo lo newer, be«erjjjl
easier ways of pr»v „
the things need«" it"
L ,,
de.lred. It
beacon of
to your advantage f° A
low it whenever J j
; ft purchase-
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•f
* HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL
+
LUTHERAN CHURCH AT
4I. O. O. F. HALL.
«•
H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.

'YOUNEEDANEWHAT.DEART)'
1
YOU LOOK OW OF DATE IN
WAT OLD THING!

Sunday School and Adult Bible
Class at 9:30 a. m.
Divine services at 10:30 a. m.
Adult instruction class meets at
8:00 p. m. Wednesday evening at the
parsonage.
The ladies aid meets Thursday afternoon at 2 o'clock at the home of Mrs.
Weimer Pearson.
Teachers will meet at the parsonage
Friday evening at 7:30 o'clock.
Confirmation class meets at 4:00 p.
m. Monday afternoon at the parsonage.
Highland churchDivine services at 7:30 p. m.

SHE WAS RIGHT,THIS
PORnSDOB HAVE AFRESH

BETTER STYLED LOOK.
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HOOSE a PORTIS hat styled in step with
today—The "NIAGARA" has a broad

brim, low crown (already creased for you)
. . . 2-tone band—to go with 2-tone caw and
sport clothes! Fine, soft felt, jj»
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Maduffs Foo
WE DELIVER

PHONE

THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY
No. 1 Creamery
Pound
or Spaghetti
2-lb. Package

Butter
Macaroni

1 (

J,,

2 Large Packages

Coffee 3-lbsBrown39cBeauty
— Pound I
Corn or Gloss
Starch
Pound Package
Stock Salt 100 Pound Bag
Linoleum

"Man" will be the subject of the
Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of
Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, March 9.
CLOTHIER
All Sizes and All
The Golden Text is from I John 3:2,
ns
"Beloved, now are we the sons of God,
"WE SERVE YOU WELL"
and it doth not yet appear what we
shall be: but we know that, when he
Miss Patricia Williams, u
shall appear, we shall be like him; for the devotional leader and Mrs. Nellie
IN
LOOKS^
COME IN FOR YOUR POUT IS T O D A Y . . . New. IN STYLE,
Dr.
and Mrs. P. T. Williams „
Holmes
the
lesson
leader.
Circle
No.
we shall see him as he is."
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo- 3 meets with Mrs. Albert Karns, Mrs. who formerly was employed]
H. Saltzman of Council Bluffs, WORKERS URGED TO SAVE
Mrs. Maude Denney, who has been a
tations from the Bible and from the Carl Millard is the devotional leader Moines, has accepted a
Dl
RING
DEFENSE
BOOM
Iowa,
spent
Tuesday
in
Anita
visiting
patient at the Atlantic hospital for the
Christian Science textbook, "Science and Mrs. Dale Ulfers the lesson position at Baltimore, Md.
past week, was dismissed from the at the home of his daughter, Mrs
and
Health with Key to the Scrip- leader.
While the Government may be able
Catechism class Saturday afterANITA MARKE1
Henry Maduff, and family.
hospital Monday.
tures"
by Mary Baker Eddy.
to control, to a certain extent, the
noon
at the parsonage at 2.
One
of
the
Bible
citations
reads:
natural increase of prices that will
(Prices in Effect Wedne
The official board will meet at the
result from defense spending most: "Then spake Jesus to the multitude, parsonage at 7:30 o'clock next Mon- Eggs, cash, dozen
experts agree that the United States and to his disciples, saying, The
Eggs, in bade, dozen
day evening!
is in for a period of inflation. The time scribes and the Pharisees sit in
The Loyal Circle meets next Tues- Graded Eggs, Specials, dozen'
probably will come when goods need- Moses' seat: All therefore what- day afternoon at 2 p. m. with Mrs: GradedfEggs, No. 1, dozen ...I
ed for defense will become almost soever they bid you observe, that
Graded Eggs, No. 2, dozen .. I
prohibitive in price, and other price observe and do; but do not ye after Harry Dressier.
Hens, Ib.
levels will show a corresponding in- their works: for they say, and do not.
Wayne Jewett, who is employed at Hens, leghorn and under 4-lbsJ
We have recently installed a press and are now
And call no man your father upon the
crease.
the
Farmers Coop, has been quite ill Roosters, Ib.
in position to take care of your dry cleaning and
Bearing this in mind, the suggest- earth: for one is your Father, wliich is the past week with the flu, but is re- Springs, Ib.
pressing needs at the following prices:—
ion was recently made that American in heaven" (Matt. 23:1-3, 9).
Springs, leghorns & under 4-1
Among the selections from the ported to be much better now.
workers would do well to spend wisely
Ducks, Ib
Suits (cleaned and pressed)
$ .50
Christian
Science
textbook
is
the
folduring the defense boom so that they
Mrs. Hans Boes is reported to be re- Geese, Ib
Suits (pressed)
.25
can get the most out of the increased lowing:
covering nicely from a major opera- i*igeons, live, dozen . .
"Jesus acknowledged no ties of the
Pants (cleaned and pressed)
" . . .25
submitted Thursday
wages that naturally result from the
tion to
Cream, sweet
Pants (pressed)
15
armament campaign. Careful use of
at the Methodist hospital in Des ream, No. 1 sour
increased income will not only benefit as the only creator, and therefore as Moines.
Hats (cleaned and blocked)
50
2ream, No. 2 sour . . . .
the individual, but will place the the Father of all" (p. 31).
Overcoats (cleaned and pressed) 1.00
Yellow corn, No. 2, new
Earle
Atkinson,
of
Wrightstown,
N.
national economy in a stronger posi- *• -f f -f -f •*•
• » • • » • • » • -f -f
Topcoats (cleaned and pressed)
75
. 2 white oats
J., has moved to the farm he purchastion.
CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST +
Dresses (plain, cleaned and pressed)
75
'Jo.
1 wheat
ed recently south of Anita and which
Goods needed for defense purposes
C. R. Neel, Pastor.
+
2 for $1.25
Clarence
was
tenanted
last
year
by
offer a poor choice for the individual
Ladies Winter Coats (cleaned and pressed). 1.00
Schrier and family.
buyer. Not only will the price be
Sunday School at 10 a. m.
high, but the individual will be enterCome
Church Worship at 11 a. m.
MEW
Bring In Your Cleaning — You'll Like Our Service
Mrs. Norman 'Morgan, Margaret Coling into competition with the Govern-!
See
A
From March 2 to April 27 we call 'feit; 3^10,^8 Rhodes and Orville Mtorment for such goods, to the end that
This Wej
the prices will advance to even higher ight weeks with God. Our members gan went to Blythdale, iMo., Sunday
^re asked to read the Bible and pray;where they attended the funeral serlevels.
each day during this time. We are
, an aunt of Orville's.
One suggestion is that increased inCLOTHIER
asked to pray for ourselves and also
Bargain Show
come should be used to retire old debts.
for others, that God may bless Anita
The regular monthly meeting of
"MAISIE", f* Back — In a 1
Any surplus could be used to better
Phone 5 For "Pick Up Service"
n a special way during these eight' Obedience Lodge, No. 380, A. F. & A.
ixisting living conditions and increase
weeks.
We ask others to join us who | M., will be held next Tuesday evening
he educational opportunities of the
believe
in
prayer, that these holy days Work in the Pellowcraft degree will be
worker and his family. Last, but far
Before
Easter
may minister to our conferred upon two candidates
rom least, is the opportunity to save.
spiritual upbuilding. We are looking |
—
Proper investments will enable the forward to our special meetings conMajor and Mrs. Ronald Kahm of Des
worker to save a part of his increased ducted by Mr. and Mirs. LaVerne j Moines were visitors in Anita Friday
arnings for his future security. Chief Morris that will begin Easter Sunday at the home of his cousin, Mrs. Leo V.
among the opportunities for sound in- and continue for two weeks.
I Bongers and family. Major Kahm was
INLAID NAIRN
estment are government securities
Next Sunday there will be other'on his way to Council Bluffs to join
Such securities not only are safe, bu1 things suggested that we may do. You ' National Guard troops on their way
LINOLEUM
No annoying clatter . .
lelp the Government at a time when
are urged to attend the morning wor- to Camp Clairborne, La.
No dingy, dimly lit in tenon..
t needs the idle money of the nation
No chipped paint. .
ship. Come and bring a friend. You
ADVANTAGES
—
to finance its defense program. In
No warped or splintered elaU
when you hare Suuchek
other words, savings made in this are all welcome.
Fabric Venetian Blinds.
Personalized Floors
manner not only help the individual
PHONE
sut his Government.
+ CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH *
Large Selections
Also "Grunters and Gr
*•
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
-f
for frea demonttrotion
New students in the Anita schools
FRI.-SAT,'I Sat.
— for —
Long Service
include Robert Ihiff, Mary Marcella
35 REASONS TO ATTE
Church
school
at
10:00
a.
m.
Redburn and Lois Gissibl in the grades
SPRING PAPERING
DOUBLE FEATURE]
Ease of Maintenance
Service
of
worship
at
11:00
a.
m.
and Betty Spies and Dixie Taylor in
Priced as C ^ per Single
THE CISCO KID IN.
The
fifth
Beatitude
will
be
the
basis
high school.
Economical
GREATEST'ADVENT
Low as ** *Roll
of our thought for that service. Look
—
LARGE
STOCK
—
The Anita high school basketball it up and come and see what we can
team will go to Dexter this (Wednes- get out of it. Let us worship togethBONGERS
day)
evening where they will play er. There is no greater satisfaction
than
this
if
you
have
cultivated
the
Casey in the sectional tournament
spirit of worship. The lack of this
which is being held there.
spirit.is the reason for so many being
Last Wednesday evening neighbors indifferent to the service of public
and friends of Mrs. Greta Rourick worship.
The missionary society will meet
surprised her and her children with a
farewell party. The guests took their w i t n lM/rs- 1>>reti ' M - Sheley Friday afFOR SALE:—Team of Bay mares,
lunch and presented Mrs. Rourick with ternoon at 2:30. Mrs. Flora Stone is 7 and 11 years old, weight 2800. See
a gift.
the leader.

BOB HOWARD

ANNOUNCEMENT!

BOB HOWARD

HOME FURNISHINGS

Wallpaper

WANT ADS

WALLPAPER
NEW PATTERNS
DISTINCTIVE STYLES
UNLIMITED DESIGNS AND COLORS

LONG'SAMTA,
FURNITURE
IOWA

Easy Payment

Free Delivery

No House Is Impossible
Houses, like people, are as old as they look
Modernization, as we conceive this important activity can make your house look like a 1941 home
no matter when it was built.
Costs are low too—and terms easy. Monthly
payments you 11 never miss can make your house
look like a brand new home with all new-home conveniences.

ROBERT SCOTT, H. D.
ANITA LUMBER CO.
Phone 2-0 For Appointment With the House Doctor

The grade declamatory contest was dinner Thursday.
held Tuesday evening at the high
Tall cards, 2 for lc; fancy tallies
school auditorium. There was 17
with tassela, and place cards for lc.
METHODIST CHURCH
contestants from the 6th., 7th., and
Tribune office, Anita.
tf
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
8th. grades. The judge of the contest
For monuments and memorials see
was C. A. Middleton of Atlantic.
Church School at 10 a. m. Harold C- H- Bartley, Anita,
It
The American Legion Auxiliary held \ McDermott, Superintendent.
its regular mo nthly (meeting Friday
Church worship at 11:00 a m T h i s ' ,
, fc>ALE'-'-'PhoU!""»ds of twice
afternoon at thee home ,0f Mrs. Arthur ' is the opening service of our seven ' ransp'a,tlted Evergreens. Priced very
a good windbreak this
James with Mrs. Otis Kirkpatrick and j week's Loyalty Campaign. Til oTthe
Nursery, Audubon, Iowa.
Mrs. C. H. Bartley as assistant host-1 Loyalty leaders should come in this SP""g'
esses. There were twelve members; week.
COMPLETE LINE OF PREMIUM
present. Hans were made for t h e ) Young- people's rally in Wiota Sun- QUALITY GRASS SEEDS.
voluntary registration of the Auxiliary j day beginning at 2 p. m Those at Lowest Prices! Sweet Clover
members within the next two weeks. \ tending will meet at the parsonage at up. M«d. Red Clover $7.95 &
be provided,
Northern Grown Grimm $12.00 &
at 7:30 in charge of la.
O - — •«

ed in Des Moines.
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Plans were also

"•* *- *^^» IIIVT l,ll;

IsJU^f^Z llll^SllUCllli.

Wednesday evening service
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T
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the you to drive over to our new store on

Audubon, Iowa.
birthday dinner March 15. It was
Choir practice in the church Wedannounced a dinner had been sent to nesday evening at 8:30.
K. J. U. club will hold a doughnut
Mli-s. Almira Rickle on Washington's
The circles of the Woman's Society sale Saturday, March 8. 20c per
birthday in accordance with the of Christian Service meet Thursday
Anyone wishing doughnuts,
auxiliary's custom of sending dinners | afternooT7t 2 P.
, „ , m.
„ . Circle
.Ireiew
- .........
- ™
o l1 call Mrs.
Almira
Rickel or Mrs.
No.
Wllliam R
o all win
of nu/H
the /*n
( mt,k«
l war
veterans
or ,.moets
with Mm. J. B. Herriman
Mrs& I. . , , , . ,.' C^er. The doughnuts
their
t
,1..
t
~
......
\.
_
_
.
_
*
*
*"««"»
tni
their widows on that date each year.
delivered.
Bert Ramus is the devotional leader '
It
Flowers were also sent on that day to
and Miss Lucy Galiher the lesson lead60c buys 600 sheets of typewriter
A. P. Bullock, only remaining
IT. Circle No. 2 meets with iMrs.
war veteran of Cass county.
paper, size 8%xll inches, at the TribKenneth Turner, ,Mrs. Wm. Linfor
une office.
^

Starring CESAR ROME
Plus
"NIGHT TR
Surprise Hit of t
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WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

By Edward C. Wayne

Hitler Continues Drive to the East*
As Pressure Nets Results in Balkans;
Labor Unrest in Defense Industries
Will Be Handled Under New U. S. Agency
2," SE

,Beleased by WesMrn Newspaper L nion- 1

SURRENDER:
Prelude to Peace
Nazi soldiers inarched into Bulgaria. They were not opposed. Bulgarian officials who earlier talked
bravely, but took no steps to prepare the nation for resistance, capitulated to Berlin's demands when
the final test came.
Hundreds of thousands of Germans poured across the border in
48 hours. Panzer divisions raced
across roads and took positions on
the borders of Turkey and Greece.
They supplanted officials known to
be unsympathetic to their cause, rationed food, directed transportation, and virtually placed the whole
nation under German military law
and economy. Secret police followed close behind to round up those
who loved their country too weD for
German interests.
Berlin announced the occupation
as a great military victory, although
not a shot had been fired- But the
action did have a strangely familiar
ring. It paralleled closely the Nazi
pattern that brought the downfall
of many other European nations
where officials had been induced to
visit Munich to "guarantee peace."
Fascism had come to Bulgaria,
ruled by K'"g Boris, from within,
long before it bad been compelled by
force of arms without. Bulgaria
was sold out, as many other brave
but hesitant nations had been sold
out—by those groups within its own
borders who believed they stood to
gain in influence, in prestige and hi
wealth if a Fascist form of government would be established.
They will be disillusioned, as other
groups have been disillusioned in
other once independent nations—in
Austria, in Norway, in Denmark, in
the Netherlands, in Spain, in France
and even in Germany itself.

The tubernating bear of the North,
Russia, began to show signs of
alarm. Moscow sent a sharp rebuke
to Bulgaria, denouncing the surrender. Significantly enough, no protest was made to Germany. Berlin
shrugged off the Moscow statement,
with the observation that Russia's
attitude was only a defensive one,
that its army was not equipped for
offensive action. Therefore the protest was of no importance.
Adolf Hitler wasted no time while
Turkey. Greece and Jugoslavia
trembled. He quickly sent couriers
to tieir capitals with offers of
"peace." He said he had no designs on their territory. Turkey and
Greece took small comfort from
these assurances. They had seen
the same kind of pledges given Poland, Czechoslovakia and other
small countries that now have no
way of life of their own.
Hitler seemed well along toward
success of the old German ambition
of drang nach osten, drive to the
east. To the east lies the riches of
Asia—Egypt, Persia, Syria, India
and East Africa.

'Heavy Dew'

I
I

Wssfcmgteav D. C.
GUNPOWDER EMERGENCY
In the public mind America's National Defense Problem No. 1 is production of airplanes. Actually, however, it isn't
t
War department chiefs haven t
been advertising it, but their great! est worry is gunpowder. You can t
fight a war without powder. And
up until recently the annual powder

Notes of an
Innocent Bystander
Ite Wireless: Elmer Davis tipped
off Tokyo the other round-up that a
country can get hurt listening to
Berlin. The last nation that played
a sure thing ™ thewar« ^ reminded, was Italy. War and Broadway
find mat the softest chump is somebody looking for something for nothYou can cheer the spirit

No. Z920Z.

year-are
time.
! our way of life. Nancy Kelly, Burgess pillow slip embroidery. A
In comparison, the United States Meredith and John Garneld donated I0£ ttMt fflptlfc tilC 3T5T
500,000,000 pounds of pow- perfect acting to the first But pair, a butterfly and
Streets became river* in the produced
der at the end of the last war, and that flood of film credits at the r^ftfMp^kHiSJ
°»e cross
Los Angeles, Cali^ area during had partially built factories which finish win make their show a trailer | basket of pansies
will
the storm which brought rain would have produced another 500,- if they dont watch out . . . Sen.
figures up to the highest level in 000,000 pounds a few months after Gillette (la.) is offering a bill mak- A»ZW*, ISc. jron receiv, „, .
the Armistice.
ing the sponsors of smear handouts •tamp transfer <* an tour d e f'
48 yean. Here a Reseda,
It happens that nitrate is the key tell their name and address. It was ,oa may^tamp tthto:transfer
woman is being helped board a
to gunpowder production. Manufacsame plan advocated by Morbicycle so she can *tay above ture of powder is a simple and the
ris Ernst, with no takers, on a reon her \ray home. speedy process. But ft is made from cent Forum.
MARTHA
explosive nitrate, and nitrate proKuui i
Enclose IS cents for each ,
duction is far more difficult
Hie Front Pages: Dot Thompson
tiff ill fit. Patten Ho..
ENVOYS:
There are two kinds of nitrates, kept Senator Wheeler after school
natural
and
synthetic.
Major
source
Ha
because
he
seems
to
know
less
about
Grab Headlines
of the natural is Chile. But it has
When Lord Halifax, British am- two big drawbacks: (1) the desper- English gov't than a colyumist The
bassador to the United States, ar- ate shipping shortage; (2) the prod- Senator said Canada was a colony
and that only the King can declare.
rived at Annapolis, Md., President uct's
inferiority to synthetic nitrate war—a remark mat would flunk him
Roosevelt met his ship, setting a for powder
although good in any history course . . . It is
precedent. Not to be outdone. King enough for purposes,
fertilizer.
Use of syn- sickening to learn that some of our
George VI met the train which took thetic nitrate for explosives
far so-catted leaders are afflicted with
the new U. S. ambassador to the more efficient, less expensiveis and
NEW LABOR PLAN:
Court of St. James, John C. Winant, militarily more desirable.
Mussolini, who used to bellow about
to London. That also was a preceBy Executive Order
In the United States there are only the glory of Fascism, has now been
dent.
A new labor board to serve as a
A new Canadian minister was two big producers of synthetic ex- relegated to boosting the strength of
"supreme court" in disputes involv- selected for the United States. He plosive nitrate—Allied Chemical and Naziism. In short, he's no longer
GARDENS FOE DEFEK
at its giant Hope- an Axis partner— just an Axis press
ing defense industries is in the mak- is 71-year-old Leighton G. McCarthy,
HE home gardener has an
agent Hitter's Gayda. Gayda warns
ing. It will be created by President Toronto industrialist. No stranger well, Va., plant;
nnvrfevt^ v%1n**A
«n our
«.< >« —
portaht
place in
prop
give up the futile fight
Roosevelt by White House order and to the U. S. is Ambassador McCarFirst hitch was objection to the j the
That reminds us of the of national defense, a much
consist of 11 men, three to represent thy, nor to President Roosevelt. Am- ! government's plan of importing Chil- m
mportant role than he played!
bassador McCarthy has for several ean nitrate, Jhus permitting Allied old gag about the gink down on the mg
the first World war.
floor,
bloody
and
swollen
from
a
terstop
years been a director of the Warm j
In the face of these facts,;
rific
shellacking.
He
looked
up
at
making
fertilizer
and
devote
its
enSprings foundation.
tire capacity to explosive nitrates, if his victorious opponent and mum- tenets • are advised to do I
kings: Plan to devote inc:
bled: "Have you had enough?"
necessary.
BERMUDA:
space
to vegetable gardening;!
The chemical industry fell on this
17. S. Control
perfect
plans for the 1941
plan like a ton of brick. Backed by
The Story Tellers: One man's idea
Grumbling in the house of com- ' certain army officials, it hotly de- of no reading at all is the just-pub- 80. as to get the greatest
mons, hi London, over the swap of nied that the nation faced a nitrate ished book on the Maginot Line. If s yield from the available si
In stepping up yield fromj
Caribbean bases to the U. S. for • shortage. HopewelTs full facilities, ike handing a swimmer—going
50 over-aged destroyers, has been j ft was argued, would not be needed [own for the third time—a copy of ante gardens of limited si:
najor devices should be :
forbidden to break into the open by j for powder purposes.
Drang Noe/t Osten
The Life of Johnny WeissmuDer" irst, companion cropping •
Prime
Minister
Churchill.
However
. . Good describing of a man by
The defense commission then
It is said no man lives unto himthe wide authority given the U. S. in turned to developing new plant fa- Olis St. Joseph, in Story mag: "His Wanting of fast-growing cropsi
self alone; that his every action re- spinach, and lettuce]
theses areas is just beginning to cilities. Here good fortune seemed long fleshless frame was anonymous
flects on the life of his community
ween rows of slower-grtro
become
apparent.
and his nation. If that is true, then
to smile. TVA still had its World as a clothes tree on which bung a vegetables lie tomatoes, and c
Take Bermuda, for instance. war nitrate plant at Muscle Shoals. silk hat, frock coat, striped trousers, >age. The last growers
it is equally true that no nation lives
There the U. S. has acquired about : When the defense commission iut the man's sharp angular face Hilled and used before the
to itself alone; that its policies rea tenth of the acreage of the tiny moved to use this government-owned was memorable—a veritable blue- crops need the space.
flect on its neighbors as well.
island. The chief hotel has been plant, it again ran into powerful op- print of intelligence."
So it was with Bulgaria. The
Second, succession cropp:
leased by the U. S. navy for its position from big business, particuhighways of Bulgaria lead to other
the repeated planting of
technicians.
The
hotel
has
no
room
Typewriter Ribbons:
Dorothy crops such as beans, sweet
frontiers and 300,000 conquest-seeklarly from the duFonts, tactitly enWILLIAM S. KNUDSEN
61
7
Parker: Love is like quicksilver at radishes, Carrots, beets, and J
ing Germans rested on the borders
Be teamed 30 dor* before • ttrike.
l^J?^?^;.^^?^^
If™
'couraged
by
the
army.
However,
engineers
have
««,,™,o~,o have
!,»„« set
..„» up.
,.„ Marines
„
i
weefcs later, the defense commis- the hand. Leave the fingers open tuce. Moderate-size, new pty
of Greece and Turkey. The small
Greek army had halted the first the public and four each from labor pitched a camp in still another spot. sion finally had its way and the plan and it stays in the palm; clutch it ings made at regular inten
In Washington, Rep. Carl Vinson was approved. Defeated, the du- and it darts away
Axis move to the east by defeating and industry.
Anon: It during the early part of the
superiorly equipped Italian soldiers.
The board of non-salaried mem- (D., Tenn.), chairman of the house Ponts did the sporting thing and of- was the kind of a show at which op- win provide -a steady supplj|
Turkey, allied to Britain, had stood bers would act only in cases where naval committee, disclosed the fered to sell TVA latest types of portunity might* ve knocked, if the fresh vegetables until the sea:
as the guardian of the eastern Medi- the labor department's conciliation terms of the Bermuda lease, which oxidizers, thus expediting renova- critics hadn't
Mark Twain: end.
terranean. But these nations found service failed to make progress and are similar to the terms of leases at tion of the Muscle Shoals plant.
There are two times when a man
so certified. It would have no power all other bases. They include: (1)
TVA and defense commission shouldn't gamble. When he can't afof compulsion but would be so con- The lease to run 99 years, with the heads were delighted. But their ford it and when he can . .
structed as to make mediation ma- United States granted the right, if pleasure—and duPont's willingness Simeon Strunsky: A dining room
necessary for defense, to assume —was short-lived. When it came to table with children's eager, hungry
chinery possible.
'military control and conduct mili- installing the machinery, duPont de- faces around it,,ceases to be a mere
ary operations within any part of manded a guarantee that it would be dining room table, and becomes an
Strikes
(2) other areas to be
only to produce explosive ni- altar . . . Anon: Now is the time
The President's decision was said Bermuda";
if needed; (3) Americans to used
trate and never fertiliser, in which for all good Republicans to come
to be caused by the 48-hour strike leased,
operations and duPont is heavily interested.
to the aid of America . . . Isn't i' YcvVHta; tiw my It •"•«>• you 1
at the Buffalo plant of the Bethle- control ship and airwithin
leased
hem Steel company. There 14,000 communications
This was rejected flatly by TVA strange that Lindbergh, whose hisareas;
(4)
Americans
to
have
the
toric flight helped make the Atlanemployees brought their work to a right to improve anchorages near which pointed out that even if
o-Mtetto.to«*•
halt when the Steel Workers Organ- leased land bases and to install de- wanted to, it couldn't accept such a tic narrower, doesn't realize how
izing committee (C.l.O.) said the fenses; (5) Americans to have the restriction under the law. Further narrow it is?
Wccorporation failed to bargain with same privilege as the British in the more, it didn't want to.
them. Picket lines surrounded the use of roads and bridges and the
DuPont remained adamant, re The Village News-Press
several miles of fence.
right to use British docks and shops, fused to lend its machinery withou ( Prop, and Editor Walt WinchtttJ
But the Office of Production Manthe guarantee. So TVA had to go
Ex-Gov. of Penn. Emrle,. who
agement in Washington quickly INSURANCE:
into the market, order new ma socked that Nazi over there, was a
stepped in, without waiting for the
chinery for the government.
good pal of the late Dollfuss when
labor department to get under way. Supervision Asked
• * *
Earle was stationed in Vienna. Earle
Discussion of federal control of
William S. Knudsen and Sidney Hillprob'ly wanted to smack somebody
NO MORE HARDTACK
man, OPM directors, offered a com- life insurance was heard in WashingHard tack, that celebrated butt of for that murder, anyhow.
promise plan of settlement which ton before the joint senate-house
called for return of all workers with committee investigating monopolies. doughboy jibes, will be largely elim
SMHfBl Silence
seniority protected, negotiations Sumner T. Pike, representative of inated from army field rations il
Our esteemed rival, Lee Wood
Siit.noA jg foe most
the
Securities
and
Exchange
comDonald
M.
Nelson,
energetic
co
with
the
union
and
an
NLRB
elecof Roy Howard's Bugle, got off a
KING BORIS OF BULGARIA
of scorn.—G
mission, told the committee he be- ordinator of defense purchases, has good one the other noon when he pression
tion. Both sides accepted.
Fascism came from within.
nard
Shaw.
his
way.
sent one of those collect cables tt
Meanwhile in Michigan the United lieved the federal government should
themselves in peril. Jugoslavia, Automobile Workers (C.l.O.) filed not supplant the states in control
Nelson has worked out a novel Hitler, saying: "God save the King
through which better roads lead to notice with the state of Michigan of insurance companies, but that a scheme to make U. S. army field —and God help you!"
Greece, was in the same situation. that it will call a strike at the three program of strengthening the state : rations the best in the world.
All found themselves facing the main plants of the Ford company. systems was desirable.
The defense purchasing chief and
Seems that our isolationists are
choice of fighting against an efficient Notice of such intention is*now necSenator O'Mahoney (D., Wyo.) his aides have discovered a substi- mighty ignorant of history when
war machine or bowing to the will essary under Michigan law.
said he opposed the idea. So did tute — canned, irradiated bread they claim Geo. Washington refuse<
of Britain. None had much hope
Representative Sumner (D., Texas) j Large quantities of this have been to have any foreign alliances. Ho\
for success if they fought. All Knudsen Plan
the vice chairman. Thurman Ar- ;i ordered for the army. Hermet- about George's alliance with the
looked to England tor help, but the
nold, assistant attorney general in ically sealed in small tins suitable French in 1776?
Knudsen, in the meantime, wrote charge
problem of sending such assistance
Charge of the anti-trust division, I for carrying in a knaps'ack, the
a
memorandum
to
Representative
was monumental. The Germans
said if the states cannot do the job j bread will remain fresh indefinitely
U ye ed were requested to suggest
had available 26 divisions tor use in Sumners (D., Texas), chairman of "we might wake up after the war
In addition, every soldier in the
the Balkans. The only British force the house judiciary committee, and find we have to take more dras- I field will carry a second tin of a meat who should get the Pulitzer Prize
competent to deal with such num- which is considering changes in the tic action than otherwise would be j and vegetable mixture containing all for "public service." it would cer6
national labor laws. Knudsen's plan ne^essarv
touuy go to S. Boehm of the New
bers was in North Africa.
"
«u«.
~
*;_i vitamins.
:^
:
_
the essential
The two York Journal-American for his
would deny protection of the Wagner necessary
Whether the British had the means act to unions or employees considcans together will give him a bal- writeups which convicted Kunze am
MISCELLANY:
available to transport and land an ered
anced diet away from camp.
recalcitrant.
He
proposed
that
his Bundists. He got his evidence
• * •
expeditionary force was problemat- strikes be forbidden in defense indus- ft There now is $14,000,000,000 hi
after being shellacked by them
ical. General Wavell's speedup tries unless employees of a plant gold in the vaults of Fort Knox. Ky., .
EAST INDIES OIL
campaign in Libya undoubtedly was had given their consent by secret the largest treasure ever assembled ! The Dutch Shell Oil company has twice, too.
«AD\
under one roof in the history of the
to clean up that area quickly hi the
conducted under the super- world. The new total was reached secretely planted with "sleeper"
hope of using his troops in the Bal- ballot,
George
Jean
Nathan,
the
critic
felvision of the U. S. labor department. when $8,500,000,000 was transferred mines, which can be detonated at a ler, gave a copy of hia book to Kimi
kans. The factor of tune and space After
such notice is served, he prol
moment's notice if the Japanese
a nation. & points
in such a movement, however, posed the OMP be given 30 days to from vaults in New York. The pile
Toye of Japan and inscribed it: "To
seemed unsurmountable.
Kimi-One
a
reason
why
the
We mewly fallow-*
goo
seek settlement.
of all the gold in the world.
United States should not go to warl*
ings will be blown up or fired.
of
ft Alec Templeton, bund pianist,
George sure likes the opposite sex.
petitioned an Illinois court for an
of ha;
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Taken the Exclusive Dealership For

Mary Agness Bongers, daughter of
Mir. and Mrs. Leo V. Bongers and a
student at St. Joseph's Academy in
Des Moines, visited over the week end
at the home of her parents here.

FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

SAMPLE BALLOT
of the

Annual School Election

The S. O. S. club enjoyed a covered
March 9, 1911.
lish dinner Friday at the home of
Miss Vera Hook spent several days
Mrs. Merle Denne southwest of Anita, in Des 'Mbines this week.
of the
In the Anita Territory
light members, together with their
Wilson Bros, recently added two
msbands and one visitor, Mrs. Earl more teams to their livery. ether With Our Present Line of Protein
Stone, were present. The afternoon Royce Forshay is recovering from
was spent hemming tea towels and an illness which lasted several weeks.
tables Us to Solve Your Feeding Problems.
embroidering.
Glen Holmes of Guthrie Center
spent
Sunday in Anita at th« home of
Mrs. G. O. Smither was hostess to
he members of the Knot-a-Kare his parents.
of
widge club Wednesday afternoon at Dr. G. M. Adair reports a girl baby
her home on (Wtest Miain Street. at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Griiests, besides the members, were Knowlton this week.
Mtrs. Joe Vetter, Mrs. Bert Ramus, (Homer Kirkham has purchased the
Mrs. G. M. Adair and Mrs. Lake Bear farm, a short distance south of Anita
formerly owned by Chas. Karns.
who also received high score.
S. A. Trimmer and wife are home
Robert Howard, local clothier, has from a pleasant visit at Gretna, Neb.,
Two Directors will be elected for the
remodeled the back of his store and with Dr. C. I. Wainwright and family.
full term of three years.
has installed pressing equipment so
iita, Iowa
Phone 158 or 198
Anderson Bell and family have movthat he may take care of the needs
of the people of Anita and vicinity for ed to Wiota where Mr. Bell has taken
(Vote for Two)
the pressing of clothes at all times. a position in the hardware store of Jas.
\
Thread club were enterHe also has made arrangements where- Robinson.
CARD OF THANKS.
Mrs. William Bangham and children
LAKE BEAR
ay afternoon by Mrs.
by he can give dry cleaning service
I wish to thank my friends for the to the public without them having to left Friday for their new home at
t her home southeast of
Scottsbluff, Neb. Mr. Bangham went
nteen members and one many cards and messages of cheer send their clothes out of town.
WM. CRAWFORD, SR.
there last week.
sent
me
and
for
their
calls
while
I
was
present. The women
Bay Wilb'urn and 'Mrs. Mayme
Among those who were here from
noon embroidering tea a patient in the Larsen hospital,
^visiting. The next meet- especially want to thank everyone who out-of-town to attend the funeral ser- Gilley were married in Omaha ThursC. J. PETERSEN
ub will be held on March wnt cards, letters and gifts for my vices for Mrs. Reba Rasmussen Thurs- day, Feb. 9. Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn
will
occupy
the
Chas.
Morgan
farm
day
were
John
C.
Voorhees
of
Oklabirthday this week.
i of Mrs. R. E. Butler.
Mrs. Wm. Duff. homa City, Okla.; Mr. and Mrs. Paul east of Anita.
MERLE ROBISON
All the details in connection with
Nylund of Kansas City, Mo.; Miss
Margaret Kraskey of Storm lake, the transfer of the lots were completCARD OP THANKS.
Iowa; Mr. and Mrs. Warren Kelloway, ed this week and L. R. Galiher & ComJ. BURL ROOTS
We wish to take this opportunity to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Milligan, Mr. and pany are now in possession of the lots
express our sincere thanks and ap- Mrs. Frank Karns, Mr. and Mrs. Je- where the Voorhees block, which was
preciation to our friends and neigh- rome Booth, Harold Rasmussen and recently destroyed by fire, stood. A
MAURICE TURNER
50x120 foot one story building will be
bors for the many acts of kindness Mrs. Albert Fitch of Des Mtoines.
built
and
work
will
be
commenced
words of consolation and floral triAt the business meeting, following about the first of April.
butes after the death of Mrs. Reba
Rasmussen. Your kindness will never a 6:30 o'clock dinner served by Miss
Lucile Buchanan and the home ecoEdward Niemand has accepted embe forgotten.
nomice girls to the men teachers in ployment at Gregersen's Dairy at the
Guy Rasmussen and Family.
the schools of the Nishna Valley con- south edge of Anita.
Joe Trimmer and Family.
ference, (Wednesday evening at th'e
Paul Kelloway and Family.
I hereby certify that the above is a true copy of the Official Ballot
Mrs. Marie Carey, who has been
school house in Anita, it was decided
to be voted at the Annual School Election of the Independent School
A miscellaneous shower was held to hold the all-star basketball games spending a few months in California,
District of Anita, Cass County, Iowa, to be held Monday, March 10th.,
1941.
Friday evening in honor of Mrs. Lor- in Anita on March 24. These games returned to her home here last week.
(Signed) JOE VETTER,
ence Inhofe, a recent bride. Hostess- will be played between the conference
Secretary.
Lilith Baker, a high school teacher
es were Miss Alyce Walker and Miss champions in both the boys and girls
Jean Dement. . A social evening was teams and teams selected from the best in the Anita schools, visited over the
Mrs. B. G. Losee broke a bone in
spent by those present followed by a players in the other schools. Wiota week end at her home in Oskaloosa,
fcMERS COOP.
OLE SAYS.
her left arm one day last week when
lunch.
was the winner this year in both races. Iowa.
she slipped and fell at her home here.
See America First: Scenic Facts:—
Mad Nature: Where the Badlands
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Ingram and begin, near Belfield, N. D., nature
family of Des Moines were Sunday seems to have gone a bit insane.
visitors at the home of his brother, Fantastic shapes of giant bee-hive
Chas. H. Ingram and family, here.
mounds of volcanic clay rise everywhere in huge multicolored bluffs. A
The Friendly circle was entertain- petrified forest adds to this unique,
ed Wednesday afternoon at the home weird scenery.
of iMlrs. Barley Warren. Nine mem* * *
bers and one visitor, Mrs. Morris RobOil City: Literally floating on a
son, were present. A contest put on lake of oil is Oklahoma City, Okla.
by Mrs. Warren was won by Mrs. Lars Derricks built to tap this vast pool of
Christensen. The next meeting of the liquid wealth do^ the entire city and
club will be on March 12 at the home surrounding countryside. It is not
of Mrs. Boyd Williamson.
unusual to find an oil well in a back
The members of the Neighborhood yard—even one on the Governor's
pinochle club, together with two front lawn.
* * *
guests, Miss Jetta and Ted Knowlton,
God's Table: Only gods would be
held a surprise farewell party Wednesday evening for Mr. and Mrs. Clif- able to eat at the giant table in the
Wisconsin Dells. The nearby inhabiford Kearns who have moved to ft tants
of long ago, the Winnebago
farm near Greenfield. Mrs. Ben Indians, still hold annual celebrations
Brodersen received high score at the there, believing the huge table rock
evening's session of pinochle and
be a former banquet table for their
Robert Wilson low score. The guests to
dieties.
of honor were the recipients of a gift.
* * *
Bridge In Tunnel: The San Francisco-Oakland bridge, largest and
longest steel bridge in the world, is
WHEN ANIMALS
really three bridges in one. The
DIE
middle section is a tunnel through a
rather than a water span.
We will pick them up mountain,
The Golden Gate International Exposipromptly.
HERE'S OUR SENSATIONAL OFFER! What
thefieldin better basic features! . . . that
tion of 1939 was built on a man made
car have you now? We'll give you $100
Ford gives more and finer equipment!
land connected to the mountain island
New
steel
water
tight
over book value for it, if it's a popular
pieced
by the bridge.
WHEN YOU CONSIDER the steady deprebody at your service.
make, in salable condition. We mean exciation
and
mounting
repairs
on
your
actly what we say! We'll match this deal
Phone 357
Kathryn Nervig, 4th. and 5th. gradi?
present car — when you consider all the
with any of the so-called "wild traders"
WAGNER FILLING STATION
big-car roominess and ride and style
teacher in the Anita schools, was a
as long as our used car stocks permit.
ANITA, IOWA
offered by Ford alone at low price—you'll
week end visitor at her home in Slater,
''- "
.
decide
on
Ford!
Iowa.
THIS IS NOT ONLY THE GREATEST OFFER
in our history, but we also believe there's
TOP ALL THAT' with this unprecedented
not another Ipw-price car to match the
offer and you'll get the big 1941 Ford V-8
1941 Ford itself for sheer big-car money's
for your money!.. .Trade now while
worth! And we are prepared to show you
we're trading high... better drive over
that we mean business . . . that Ford leads
...TODAY.

Independent School
District

SEE US FOR

ANITA, CASS COUNTY, IOWA
MONDAY, MARCH 10,1941

IARGENTS
BURKE BROS.

OOD
INT

HUM TNKWCEK!

We will give pu

OVER

900K

FOR YOUR PRESENT CAR IN TRADE ON A BIG..

"SPECIAL"

Ford
Coupe

$741.07
TAXES EXTRA

Feed Your Home Grown Grains And
MERIT CONCENTRATE
THE FARMERS COOP.
C. F. DARROW, Manager

WE STILL
HAVE A FEW LOCKER BOXES LEFT, SO
DON'T TAKE CHANCES WITH YOUR MEAT.
BRING IT IN. WE WILL BE GLAD TO TAKE
CARE OF IT FOR YOU.
THERE IS ONE NEAR YOU

Rose Motor Co. —Anita

Miller's Lockers
ANITA — WIOTA — CUMBERLAND

THE CHEERFUL CKERU5

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY)
CHOOL Lesson

S

By HAROLD L. LUNDQU1ST, D. D.
Dean of The Moody Bible Institute
of Chicago.
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

WKen people

SEWONG CBPCLE
women alike. Yet design No. 8876
offers you the makings of a very
comfortable home style, with
waistline that you can comfortably
draw in to just the slimness you
want, by means of the sash belt in
the back.
The high-cut skirt is very slenderizing to the hips and waist. The
gathered bodice gives you a nice
round bosom-line. Make this of
percale, calico or gingham and
trim with bright ricrac and buttons. Untrimmed, it's a good style
for runabout, if you make it up in
flat crepe or spun rayon. Send for
the pattern today, and be among
the first to wear it!

Lesion for March 9
Lesson subjects and Scripture texts selected and copyrighted by International
Council of Religious Education: used by
permission.

CHRIST REJECTED
LESSON TEXT—Luke 20-9-20

GOLDEN TEXT—Blessed are ye. when
men shall revile you, and persecute you,
and shall say all manner ot evil against you
falsely, for my sake.—Matthew 5:11.

Rejection of Christ by Israel as a
nation is pictured in our lesson. We
know how the Judgment of God baa
come upon that nation because of
its failure to receive Him and believe on Him. God had to take the
vineyard from them and give it to
others (v. 18).
• Men today reject Christ, and we
find that the sin which causes them
to do so and the judgment which follows are essentially the same as in
THIS PUDDING VJURLIF SHOUTS
the case of Israel. There is a reason
(See Recipes Below)
for Christ rejection, and there is a
certain time of answering to God for
CUP OF IMAGINATION blankets should be served piping that sin.
a time a friend told
her the addition of "one
igina-

is the

Kportant
it that
|used in

So

dir

with

I
re you

of recipes to which that
imagination, has' been
fact, so successfully has
done that each of these
different, yet each is deeach fairly shouts "Try
[.recipes, moreover, have
en as luncheon favorites
of all of the meals of the
|family luncheon some way
be most neglected.
baked apricot and tapif or example; have you
i thought of serving a cofwith such a pudding? Yet
of -flavors which results
ibining this particular pudthis particular sauce is
licious—long to be remem-

hot.

'

My Style Spmjhettl.
(Serves >5 to 8)
% cup olive oil
1 small onion, chopped
1 green pepper, seeded and chopped
1 pound ground beef
1% teaspoons salt
1 cup tomato puree
1 tablespoon -Worcestershire sauce
% cup grated cheese
1 cup' canned corn
% package spaghetti, cooked
Heat olive oil in frying pan and
add onion, green pepper and ground
beef. Fry until brown and then add
the salt, tomato puree, and Worcestershire sauce. Stir in the grated
cheese together with the corn and
cooked spaghetti. Place in buttered
baking casserole and bake in a moderate oven (350 degrees Fahrenheit)
for approximately 40 minutes.
Honey All-Bran Spice Cookies.
(Makes 2% dozen cookies)
Vt cup shortening
Vt cup honey
V_ cup sugar

1 egg

1 cup All-Bran
1% cups flour
% teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon baking powder
V* teaspoon soda
% teaspoon cloves
Sausage Stand-Up.
1 teaspoon cinnamon
(Serves 4 to 6)
1 cup seedless raisins
! package spaghetti (broken
Blend shortening, sugar and honey
:•/.:','
-•
thoroughly. Add egg and beat un;»i.:;W
breakfast sausages
til creamy. Add
' iced onion
bran. Sift flour
rlic (minced)
once before measparsley (finely
uring. Add salt,
- • • •'.'• •' • ' •' '
baking powder,
nato
paste (6-ounce)
soda, cloves and
E
,;...'• '.:...
cinnamon. Comsalt
bine with raisins.
Lpepper
Add to first mixsugar
ture and beat
ated cheese
well. Drop dough
spaghetti hi boiling by teaspoons on lightly greased bak| cup9) (1 teaspoon salt pering sheet about 2% inches apart.
quart water) un- Bake in moderate oven (350 degrees
til tender, about Fahrenheit) about 12 to 15 minutes.
20 minutes, then
Cheese Soup With Rice
drain. Place sau(Serves 5)
sages in skillet,
1 cup cooked carrot (very finely
add \4 cup TO wadiced)
until nicely browned,
4 cups milk
utes. Saute onion, gar1 tablespoon chopped onion
iley in sausage fat for
2 tablespoons butter
until onions are yellow
2 tablespoons flour
parent. Remove from fat
1 cup grated cheese
'ne with tomato paste and
2 tablespoons chopped pimiento
Combine spaghetti with
2 egg yolks
'
ana turn into buttered
1 teaspoon salt
V4 teaspoon white pepper
Tuck sausages into spai, upright, position, so that
% cup rice (cooked)
", of each sausage snows.
Add carrot and onion to milk and
rated cheese over top and 'scald. Melt butter in saucepan, add
rate oven (350 degrees flour and blend to a smooth paste.
Add milk gradually to flour mixt) for 20 minutes.
Land Tapioca Padding ture, stirring all the time. Add
cheese, salt and pepper, stirring un(Serves 6 to 8)
til cheese is melted. Pour over
pearl tapioca
well-beaten egg yolks, stirring con(evaporated apricots or
stantly. Serve at once with spoon" canned apricots
ful of hot cooked rice.
Mexican Spaghetti. \
n salt
(Serves 8 to 10)
_____ lemon juice
% pound spaghetti
S- warm water
1 can peas (No. 2)
_ „ _ ^butter
_rl tapioca in cold water, % pound raw ham (ground)
pound American cheese (grated)
tor one hour. Wash apri- %
ace in a well-greased 1%- 1 can tomatoes (No. 2)
pjrresistant glass casserole. % cup green pepper (cut fine)
(cut fine)
salt, lemon juice and 1 tablespoon pimiento
butter (melted)
r.- Drain tapioca; stir it 21 tablespoons
teaspoon paprika
dt mixture in casserole
teaspoon salt
'ith, bits qf, butter. Cover 1
ftnd bake in a moderate % teaspoon pepper
strips
degrees Fahrenheit)! for Bacon
the spaghetti in boiling, saltuntil the tapioca parts edCook
water. Drain. In a baking dish
ucent, Cool, top with arrange
layers of spaghetti, peas,
[cream, if desired, and ground ham
and cheese and comcoffee sauce.
bine tomatoes, green pepper, pimiCoffee Sauce.
ento, butter, and seasonings. Pour
gar
over the spaghetti. Cover with grat(tspoons cornstarch
ed cheese andlop with bacon strips.
salt
Bake in a moderate oven (350 de(coffee, regular strength
grees Fahrenheit) for one hour.
ons butter
Refrigerator Hamburgers.
nutmeg, if desired
(Serves 5)
jlgar, cornstarch and salt
1 pound hamburger
et part of a 1-quart heat- 2 tablespoons finely minced on,on
glass double boiler. Add
Vt cup chopped green pepper
cook until it thickens, 1 teaspoon salt
[tantly. Blend in butter
1 tablespoon prepared mustard
Cool and serve with
1 tablespoon horseradish
tapioca pudding.
Mix all ingredients together, and
t Dogs In Blankets.
shape into a roll 2V4 inches in diamang fresh yeast rolls, eter. Let stand in the refrigerator
of the dough around several hours or over night. When
owing the ends to stick ready to use, cut in slices % inches
dough blanket. Give thick and fry or broil as for regune to double in bulk and lar hamburgers.
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)
al. These hot dogs in
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I. Why Men Reject Christ
9-15).

Pattern No. 8876 is designed for sizes
12, 14, 16, 18, 20 and 40. Size 14 requires
3% yards of 38-inch material without nap;
1% yards trimming. Detailed sew chart
Included. Send order to:
SEWING CIRCLE PATTERN DEPT.
Room 13Z4
211 W. Wacker Or.
Chicago

Enclose 19 cents In coins for
Pattern No
Size
Name
Address

(vv.

Self-will, the very heart of all sin,
underlies every refusal to let Christ
have His rightful control over our
lives. There are two forces which
may dominate and direct my life—
God's will or self-will. Just as love
of God is the essence of all virtue
(Matt. 22:37-38), so love of self is
the essence of all sin.
The leaders of Israel, both political and religious, had one great fear
which dominated all of their thinking concerning Jesus; namely, that
they would lose all their authority if
He were recognized by the people
for what the leaders must have
known Him to be—the Son of God,
and their rightful King. God had
entrusted to them as underservants
the care of His vineyard, and in
their wicked greed they had determined to have it all for themselves,
even though it meant destroying the
Son and rightful Heir.
We need only a moment's reflection to realize that this is exactly
what occurs every time someone
now rejects Christ. It is because in
self-will that person decides that the
one who has a right to his life is
not to have it. There are many'
sins, but this is the root sin of them
all.
II. What Happens When Men Reject Christ (w. lfr-18).
Judgment. It came to Israel, as
all history even to this dark day so
strikingly testifies. Just so, it will
come to every one who rejects
Christ.
It is not a slight matter of comparative unimportance whether a
man accepts or rejects Christ. He
likes to make it appear so, saying
that it is just something about the
local church that he. does not like, or
the preacher does not exactly suit
him; or perchance he hides behind
the tune-worn excuse that there are
hypocrites in the church, when in
doing so he proves that he is himself the worst of hypocrites.
All of these excuses do not hide
the fact that in self-will he is rejecting God's will for his life in
Christ. At the end of feat road he
will have to meet the judgment of
God upon sin. God reads the heart,
knows the falsity of every excuse
and the real rebellion against Christ,
which may be hidden from fellow
men by smooth words and polite
manners.
Tear off that mask, unbelieving
friend who may read these words.
Face the truth that you are refusing Christ's authority because you
are self-willed, and look squarely
at the fact that "it is appointed unto
men once to die, and after this cometh the judgment" (Heb. 9:27. R. V.)
III. How Men Reject Christ (vv.
19, 20).
Deceit and treachery of the vilest
kind marked the rejection of Christ
by Israel's leaders. They feared the
people, and lacking the authority to
condemn Him themselves they had
to obtain some evidence under
which the Roman law would have to
sentence Him. It is significant that
they could not find one bit of real
evidence against Him and had to
proceed by trickery and treachery.
Christ rejection in our day is just
as deceitful and' treacherous, although it does not often appear so
outwardly. As a matter of fact, the
leaders of Israel were outwardly polite and careful. They sent spies
who could "feign themselves to be
just men." They "feared the people" and did not dare to speak openly against Him.
Men cover up their motives today.
Some would wish to excuse themselves on the ground of lack of
knowledge, but in our land at least
that is largely their own choice. Others might say they have only been
careless, but on what ground can one
j u s t i f y neglect of a life and death
matter? Some blame the sins of professing Christians, but this is an individual matter—you must answer
for your own soul.
No matter which way man may
turn in seeking for an excuse for his
rejection of Christ, if he is honest
he will have to admit that he has
dealt deceitfully with God. When he
does that, he is ready in repentance
and faith to take Christ as his
Saviour and Lord

unkind to me.
Wit K cruel word s

Beginner Didn't Want
Possibility to Be Wasted

*T*HERE'S something guileless
•*• and appealing about a yoke
dress like this that will make you
look as fresh and bright as a little
girl all dressed up in a new
starched frock! It's very becoming and youthifying to misses and

The instructor was teaching
the awkward fellow to drive a car.
"Put out your left hand to signal that you are about to move
off. Then with your left foot step
in the clutch. With your right
hand put the gearshift into first.
Gradually ease up on the clutch,
accelerating with your right foot.
"When the car has gathered
speed, again step in the olutch,
shifting with the right hand to second. Then with the left foot slowly
let out the clutch, accelerating
with the right foot. Then repeat
to shift to high speed. Keep your
eyes on the road ahead."
"There's nothing useful I could
do with my nose, is there?" inquired the beginner. "

ASK ME
ANOTHER f
The Questions
1. What is the only state in the
Union which is bounded by one
state alone?
2. Which of the following is a
natural magnet—Capstone, thunderstone or lodestone?
3. What are known as cardinal
winds?
4. When was the boundary between the United States and Canada finally determined?
5. What are the odors of the
principal gases that are used in
war?
6. How many shillings are there
in a British pound?
7. How small can diamonds be
cut?
8. Who said: "I know of no
method to secure the repeal of
bad or obnoxious laws so effective
as their stringent execution"?
9. In what city is the street
called the Strand?
The Answer»
1. Maine.
2. Lodestone.
3. Winds blowing from due
north, east, south or west.
4. The boundary between the
United States and Canada was not
completely determined until 1925,
or 142 years after our country
signed the treaty with England.
5. As nearly as can be described,
mustard gas smells like garlic;
lewisite like geraniums; phosgene

A Quiz With Answers
Offering Information
on Various Subjects

y
TL
• ff^iknow
rlrr»*
Irvey little
ttJwvj notes
To put them «xll
n story
books.
KTC""?

WNU Service.

Pull the Trigger on
Lazy Bowels, and
Comfort Stomach,
' too

When constipation brings on acid indigestion, stomach upset, bloating, dizzy
spells, gas, coated tongue, BOUT taste and
bad breath, 'your stomach is probably
"crying the blues" because your, bowels
don't move. It calls for Laxative-Senna
to pull the trigger on those lazy bowels,
combined with Syrup Pepsin to save
your touchy stomach from further distress. For years, many Doctors have used
pepsin compounds as vehicles, or carriers to make other medicines agreeable
to your stomach. So be sure your laxative contains Syrup Pepsin. Insist on
Dr. Caldwell's Laxative Senna combined
with Syrup Pepsin. See how wonderfully
the Laxative Senna wakes up lazy nerves
and muscles in your intestines to bring
welcome relief from constipation. And
the good old Syrup Pepsin makes this
laxative so comfortable and easy on
your stomach. Even finicky children
love the taste of this pleasant family
laxative. Buy Dr. Caldwell's Laxative
Senna at your druggist today. Try one
laxative that comforts your stomach, too.

Qualities of Prayer
Prayer is the believer's comfort
and support, his weapon of defense, his light in darkness, his
companionship in solitude, his
fountain in the desert, his hope
and'his deliverance.—Van Dyke.

N-SKID BOTTLE

ttz»UK»25ft

Deception
The silly when deceived exclaim
loudly; the fool complains; the
honest man walks away and in
silent.—La Noue.

like musty hay; and tear gas like
apple blossoms.
6. Twenty.
7. Some diamond cutters have
and farm grain* male*
become so expert in cutting very
market topping hog*.
small diamonds for mass settings
Gtt*t*ppljjnm your kc*lj«td dultr
that they produce regular 58-facet
stones so small that as many as
800 weigh only one carat.
8. Ulysses S. Grant (inaugural
Our Vanity Hurt
address March 4, 1869).
That which makes the vanity of
9. London (from Fleet street to others unbearable to us is that
Trafalgar square, parallel to and which wounds our own. — La
near the Thames).
Rochefoucauld.

NAGGING BACKACHE
Modem Bfe with Its ,

Symptom* of

•.getting up nights, r
vAa-M-. keep* doctors bmgr,
puffloess under the ,,^—
hospitals crowded. The after
feeling of nervous anjdetr
effects are disturbing to THE REASONBOA1CS a
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the kidneys and oftenflAes
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energy. Other ,
people suffer without knowney or bladder .»..•» wuw
All orte the country
Ing that disordered kidney
sometimes are bur nine,
grateful people tafi
aetlou may eauae the
scanty or too frequent urinaottMni "•Dotut't hma*
trouble.
tion.
hflpfdmef
/recomAfter colds, fever and
In such eases It Is better
mend tfum to you."
similar Ills there la an Into rely on a medicine that
That
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why
we
Bay,
crease ot body Impurities
has
won world-wide apMtyour neifhbor/
the kidneys must filter from
proval than on something
the blood. If the kidneys
«u wwmmy uom. C
I
are orertaied and fall to remove mrcsss D«m'.KB..Tr
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have been winning
add and other harmful waste, than is Mends for more
-n-u forty
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we
than
polsoninc of the whole system.
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at aU
alt drac stores.

IIOAIVS FILLS
Two Tragedies
desire, the other is to get it. And
There are two tragedies in life the latter is the greater tragedy.—
-one is not to get your heart's Oscar Wilde.

THE SMOKE OF SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS GIVES YOU

RA MILDNESS. EXTRA COOLNESS, EXTRA FLA
IT'S
£WELL TO GET THAT
EXTRA MILDNESS
IN A SMOKE AS TASTY
AS A CAMEL. THERE$
NOTHING LIKE
A CAMEL FOR
FLAVOR

AND

LESS
NICOTINE
than the average ol th« 4 other
largest-selling cigarettes tested—leaa t*""i
any of them—according to independent
scientific torts of the smoke Itself.

THE
SMOKE'S

THE
THING!

AMERICA'S No. 1 SKIER.
DICK DURRANCB

TH £
SLOWERBUR N S N 0
CIGARETTE

THE

ANITA

TRIBUNE, THURJSDAY, MARCH IS,

BY THE WAY.
By L. F. M.

1941.

Sheriff Harry Jordan of-Atlantic was
a business caller in Anita Tuesday.

»D COFFEE

COME IN AND SEE THE

Last Monday the whole town trekked
Mrs. C. L. Thomas is a patient at
down to the city hall and voted at the the Methodist hospital in Des Moines
school election. The cook said that where she was taken last week for
she hated to pick out two and make medical treatment.
NOW ON DISPLAY BEFORE YOU BUY
the other four mad, so she just scribPRICED FROM
OF THE BREADED TENDERLOIN"
)Ied Pa's name on the ballot . . .
Mrs. Aage Mikkelsen, who lives
Nope, he didn't get it.
northwest of Anita, underwent a
* • •
major operation at the Atlantic hospiWhen Marie and Annabelle Wise tal Wednesday evening.
Mutual Benefit
L. V. Dittmar and wife of Chicago were little girls they took their first
We Also Have Electric Irons, Vacuum Sweepers
Thursday by came to Anita Saturday where they train ride with their Auntie. The
Mrs. Alta Pratt returned to Anita
and Washers.
at her home will spend several weeks visiting their train stopped at every station and the Friday fro*m Tarzana, Cal., where she
at a 12:00 o'clock daughter, Mrs. George Karns and stops puzzled the little girls and has been spending the winter at the
noon was spent family.
finally Marie says, "Auntie, I know home of her daughter, Mrs. Ed.
BtesB by the twelve
why they stop. They've got a flat Wheeler and husband.
The engagement of Miss Marjorie tire."
The next meeting
Anita, Iowa
» • *
held on March 20 Kenfield, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Joan Faulkner, who is working
Gittins will be Ben H. Kenfleld and former residents The Shinola company has a very in Des Mo'ines, spent the week end at
of Anita, to John Rigg was announced interesting program of music and the home of her parents, 'Mr. and Mrs.
lasfWeek at a party given at the Delta drama over NBC on Saturdays. They Harry C. Faulkner, in Anita. She - f . - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f . - f 4 >
LIBRARY NOTES.
Zeta sorority house in Ames.
also give several reminders to shine was accompanied to Des Moines Mon- +
REEL NEWS
your shoes on Saturday so you can go day by her mother who spent a few
Have You Read?
The Holy Cross Evangelical Luth- to church on Sunday. They advise the days visiting her there.
.B.L.MEURER eran ladies aid society met Thursday
Pottawattamie College, -where there
use of a paste instead of liquid polish
Ada!*,. Ittwa
"The Road Returns," by Paul Carey.
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Weimer because the oil in the paste preserves
Evangeline Dressier, daughter of are ten co-eds to every male student, The Mantz family during the war; the
Pearson in Anita. Fourteen mem- the leather while the fast drying Harry B. Pressler and a graduate of and where romance, rythm and revelry
learocalometer Service bers and two visitors were present. agent in the liquid dries out the leath- the Anita high school with the Class are the chief curricula, is the locale of boom .in Iowa land and the bankruptcy
that followed—told geographically in
Further study was made of the women er and makes it wear out sooner.
9 to 12—1:30 to 6.
of 1939, recently was assigned to do the sparkling screen version, "Too
this new book by Paul Carey. Scene
* • *
Many
Girls,"
which
is
the
feature
of
10. Sun. 10 to 11 a. m. of the Bible. Mrs. George Miller will
her practice teaching for her Drake
laid northwest of Atlantic.
be
hostess
to
the
next
meeting
of
the
87.
It was seventy one years ago last university education course, in the the bargain show Wednesday and
aid.
Thursday
at
the
new
Anita
theatre.
Monday that the telephone was first primary grades at Clarkson school in
"Out of the Fog," by Joseph C.
Frances (radio) Langford, dancer
used and now we couldn't get along Des Moinesi
Ann Miller and jitterbug Lucille Ball Lincoln. If you are not a Lincoln
without it. The way we hang onto it
Mrs. Solon A. Karns was hostess to are the female stars. Hal LeRoy, the addict you will be won with this new
sometimes, bet folks think we're
the members of the evening pinochle boy with the rubber legs, and Desi book by that author. He is the best
afraid we will loose it.
* * *
club at her home Thursday evening. Arnaz, who introduced the "La Conga" j story teller in America. Cape Cod is
GO AND SEE
Out of the mail bag: One day last Guests, besides the members, were to this country, hold down the male the scene.
7« * *
week we got another chain letter. It Mrs. Maurice Turner, Miss Vera B. dancing honors. Collectively they
"Mr.
and
Mrs.
Cugot," 'by, Isabel
present
a
wide
range
of
rythm,
swing,
had to be copied thirteen times inside Hook, Mb-s. Ruby Biggs and Mrs. A. V.
Spanish and rhumba Rprick. Illustrated by Lloyd H^rdy.,
of thirteen days and then, on the Robinson. High score for the evening cakewalk,
tempos, torrid love songs and spirited ] This book will revive your lagging
fourteenth day we'd get eighty six was held by Mrs. Tom Burns.
music that made this show a box' sense of humor,
dollars. Oh, yes, if we didn't follow
BARGAINS ON
The Evening Dinner and Bridge office sell-out oh Broadway.
instructions dire calamity would folIN
IH
GOOD USED CARS!
"One Foot in Heaven," by Spence.
low. It went the way of all good club were guests Thursday evening of
Complying with the request of History of Methodism in Iowa during
chain letters . . . into the waste- Mr. and Mrs. Harry C. Faulkner at
their home on West Main Street. Fol- many of his fans, the Anita theatre the early part of this century from
basket.
* * *
lowing a 1 o'clock covered dish dinner, ' w'" show Gena Autry, America's No. the standpoint of the pastor's fami'y."
Did you know that we had post the evening was spent playing bridge, i 1 sinp-ing western star, Friday and
Additional guests, besides the mem- j Saturday on a double feature show.
offices in our country for over
Paul Kelloway and C. E. Parker
hundred and fifty years; and that the bers, were Mr. and Mrs. Mike Farrell. ! Admittedly his best picture, "South of were in Omaha Tuesday attending to
i the Border" includes the popular
first Bible was printed in 1462? If
business matters.
The
Missionary
Society
of
the
|
romantic
ballad of the same name,
the whole country used their Bibles as
much as they do their post offices we'd Congregational church met Friday af- which Autry mad a famous on his
Rev. and Mrs. Arthur V. Long were
ternoon at the home of Mrs. Fred M. personal appearance tour last fall. The
have a better world.
visitors
one day last week at the home
Sheley on East Main Street. The ' comnarion feature with "South of the
* * *
of
his
parents
in Stanbury, Mo.
Next Saturday Pa has a birthday. lesson was in charge of Mrs. Flora V. Border" is Richard Dix in, "Men
Be hasn't quite reached the half Stone and Mrs. J. A. Wagner had '. Against the Sky," a story of advenThe regular monthly meeting of the
charge of the devotionals. A lunch ture in the clouds.
century mark, but he's gettin' there.
Royal
Neighbors lodge will be held
was served at the close of the meet- 1
* * *
* * *
at the home of Mrs. Anderson Bell in
ing.
Kxciting entertainment is promised South Anita Friday afternoon.
Someone has said that faith is to
have moved to a smaller place and must
believe what we can't see, and the The members of the Union club were the film followers of Tyrone Power on
Sunday, 'Mtonday and Tuesday in, "The
|my stock at once, I will sell at public auction,
reward of faith is to see what we
•Mrs. Charles Salmon and son,
Mark of Zorro," in which this popular
believe.
Campbell. At noon they enjoyed a young; heart-throb is teamed with Tommy, of Cambridge, Ohio, came to
ilace of business, commencing at 12:30 o'clock,
dinner at the Congregational church. vivacio-us Linda Darn€n. Many of the Anita Sunday to spend a few weeks
Mrs. Frank Mardesen was hostess The afternoon was spent quilting by 8Creen,8 best young starg
visiting at the home of her parents,
hfc thc
to the members of the Bethany ladies the ten members present. The next famous ro]e of Zorro> a le da
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. L. Newton.
aid at her home in Anita Wednesday meeting of the club will be held March
of old California. His swordsafternoon. The lesson was in charge 1 2 2 when Mrs. G«orge Denne will be
was on every tongue as he
of Mrs. Chas. Heck. Mrs. Heck will hostess.
ranged
the
length and breadth of a
the following, described property:
be hostess to the next meeting of the
The members of the Bide-a-Wee great country, striking terror in the
aid on April 2.
bridge club were entertained Wednes- hearts of °PPressors °f «»e poor and
utric Coca-Cola refrigerator, 4 case size; new
day afternoon at the home of Mrs. needy' Action is the keynote of this
Fusk Meat Meal Tankage at
and Sieberling tires and tubes; grease
wholesale, delivered.
Andy Miller on Elm Street. Addi-, excitmgr film and the most Drilling
tional guests were Mrs. C. G. Hayter, duel ever filmed ««"»»» *« *dvenMORE EGGS
We will pick up your dead
;fan belts; radiator stop-leak; all kinds of
Mrs. G. M. DteCamp, Mrs. Merle, Robi- tures of thls masked ™rauder, who
animals
and give service.
LARGER EGGS
son, Mrs. Robert Scott and Mrs. Joe ^tween skirmishes finds ample time
|; B-batteries; hot-shot batteries; a few tools;
for love makmg
WAGNER FILLING STATION
Vetter who also held high score for the
HEAVIER BIRDS
A Fords, coach and coupe; 1933 Chevrolet
ANITA, IOWA
afternoon.
...
, .
TT ,
TT
Helen Hedger of Anita was admit1930 Chevrolet truck; 1936 Ford V-8 truck;
ted
to
tne
It does make a difference.
Phone 257
The members of the Original bridge
Atlantic hospital Sunday
Try our New Hampshire Red
club were entertained Wednesday af-1 for medical treatment,
lers-articles too numerous to mention.
ternoon by iMrs. Chester A. Long at j
•
Chicks and see if you don't
her home here. Ouests, besides the ••••••^••^•B
come back for more. They
TERMS:—CASH.
members, were Mrs. Hansine John-!
have made many friends for
son, Mrs. F. D. Weimer, Mrs. George'
our hatchery.
F. Shaffer, Mrs. Ethel Budd and Mrs. j
A. R. Kohl who also held high score
for the afternoon.

"ADEL'S

1941 Westinghouse Refrigerators

CAFE

$89.00 Up

Dement Implement Co.

ROSE MOTOR CO.

Ittirsday, March 13

NOTICE!

IAMBS ROSE

^Barber, Auctioneer.

C. E. Parker, Clerk.

Rasmussen's Hatchery

Phone 276

Anita, la.

Notice To
IrQperty Taxpayers
penalty of three-fourths of one
>er cent per month will attach on
:he first half of 1940 property tax
—if unpaid on April 1, 1941.

TREASURER OF CASS COUNTY, IOWA

Feed Your Home Grown Grains And
MERIT CONCENTRATE

The members of the Helping Hand
club were entertained Thursday at a
1 o'clock luncheon at the home of Wars.
Edwin Frederickson southeast of
Anita. Fifteen members and three
visitors were present. Roll call was,
"First Impressions of People." A
contest put on by Mrs. William C.
McCrory was won by Mrs. . Frank
Kopp. The next meeting of the club
will be held on March 28 at the home
of Mrs. John Hjortshoj.
Five Cass county junior farm bureau members, accompanied by County
Agent and M>rs. Lester Soukup, participated in a discussion of "How to
Organize Farm Business," at a district
meeting at Yorktown, Iowa, Friday.
Forty were present from the six counties in the district and representing
Cass were Reed Osen, Harold 'Henderson, Elsie Spencer, Helen Pitzenberger
and Eleanor Paulson. The last of the
series of three panel discussions will
be held in Atlantic on April 10, when
the topic will be, "Our Responsibilities
of Citizenship."
Chapter EZ, P. E. O. Sisterhood,
enjoyed a 1 o'clock luncheon one day
last week at the home of Mrs. A. R.
Kohl on Walnut Street. New officers
elected and installed were: Mrs. Raymond Lantz, president; Mrs. George
F. Shaffer, vice president; Mrs. F. D.
Weimer, treasurer; Mrs. Harold
Dermott, recording secretary; Mrs. C.
H. Johnson, corresponding secretary;
Mrs. Eric Osen, chaplain; and Mrs.
Solon A. Karns, guard. Mrs. Lantz
and Mrs. Shaffer were elected .tjj/elegates to attend the state convention
in Des Moines in Mky. A miscellaneous post-nuptial shower was also
held for Mrs. Chester 'Cool, a mem°«r °f tne chapter.

THE FARMERS COOP.
C. P. DARROW, Manager

WHY NOT
SAVE ON YOUR MEAT BILLS BY RENTING
A LOCKER AND HAVE FRESH MEAT
THE YEAR AROUND.
THERE IS ONE NEAR YOU

Miller's Lockers
ANITA — WIOTA — CUMBERLAND

FIFTY-EIGHT
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TO
NAME PETIT JURORS
Plans For Holding QUESTIONNAIRES
WATSON Tentative
FIFTY MORE MEN Treat Seed and Sow Early
FOR APRIL TERM BEAR AND ROBISON
Wheat Referendum Set Up
to
Boost
Oats
Crop
Yield
AT HOME
ELECTION WINNERS

•/ 'Eifty more Cass county men were
Tentative plans for holding a sent questionnaires Friday by the t&ss Two facts of vital concern to farm•national quota -referendum among county selective service board. They
Long Time Resident wheat growers on May 31 have been are numbers 551 to 600 inclusive. ers who plan to sow oats tliis spring
have been demonstrated in the 1939
iimity Passes Away
approved by Secretary of Agriculture Following are those who were sent the and 1940 tests at the Kanawha and
Claude R. Wickard, according to an questionnaires:
After Short Illness;
Conesville experiment
association
announcement made oy the Agricul- Anita—Clifford William Kearns, farms, reports C. S. Reddy, Iowa State
Held Tuesday.
tural Adjustment Administration this Edward Elihn Riiggles, Harry Gilbert college plant pathologist.
Osen, Frederick Herman Baier and They are: Every day of delay in
week.
Verl Virgil Adams.
Watson, 64, well Present estimates indicate that the
sowing oats after the best planting
Atlantic—Vernon Robert Darrow, date means a yield of nearly 1 bushel
time resident of this 1941-42 supply of wheat will be in
away Saturday af- excess of the probable marketing Edward Thomas Gochanour, John per acre. Treatment of seed increaso'clock at her home here quota level. The 1940 marketing Walter Pidgette, Rollie Henry Hoff- es yields of most common varieties of
illness with kidney quota level was established at 1,023 man, Walter Ralph Sievers, Donald oats, including Marion and Hancock,
| Herluf Nelson, Lester Clelle Darr, which are resistant to smut, black
sudden death came as a million bushels.
Leon Monroe Getz, Jr., John Randolph stem rust and crown rust. Boone and
many friends.
Her The estimated carryover of wheat
Nelson, William F. Criss, Claude Control so far have not benefitted by
in
the
United
States
as
of
July
1,1941,
ded her in death by only
Raymond Malone, Ralph Lewerence seed treatment.
sing: away last Jan. 31. is 385 million bushels, plus the estiMueller, Kenneth Allen Brink, Edwin
mated
total
of
833
million
bushels
of
Last year oats planted at Conesi Mayer was, born June 21,
Eugene Peyton, Clifton James Lacy, ville on April 6, a few days later than
winter
wheat
and
185
million
bushels
oklyn, Iowa, the oldest
Lester Esbeck Clemsen, Kenneth is usually desireable, yielded 11
Henry: J. and Mary E. of spring wheat which will make an
William
Harris, Wilson R. Hedges, bushels more per acre than oats plantestimated
1941-42
total
supply
of
lien a small child, she came
Paul Knight and Sterling Leo Mc- ed 13 days later. Oats planted on
to Gass county. At 1,203 million bushels.
In Cass county there were 807 wheat Clusky.
April 15 at Kanawha, the desired
owa, on Oct. 19, 1896, she
Cumberland—Charles 'Denzel Perrin, planting date in northern Iowa, yieldin marriage to William allotments established for 1941, conTravis Lyle Martens and Royce Hubert ed 13.5 bushels more per acre than
Since that time she has stituting a total of 12,296.4 acres, Bissell.
435
farms
in
this
group
have
allotoats planted 14 days later.
pome in this vicinity and last
Griswold—Joseph Oscar Eckert,
Seven varieties of oats were in the
rand her husband, retired ments large enough to make them
Ward William Scott, Johnnie Frederick tests—Iowa 105, Hancock, Marion,
moving to Anita after. eligible to vote in the referendum.
Paulsen, Paul D. Breeling, Willis
' same farm for 38 years. The farmers of this county, in this Dick Rabe, Cecil Edward Boseck, Vanguard, Tama, Boone and Control.
"Results of the tests confirm results
; to mourn her passing are proposed referendum, will have an
Russell Howard Helton, Otis Bernard obtained by L. C. Burnett, Iowa State
era, Mrs. John Mehlmann Opportunity to determine for them- Blakely and Daniel Ezra King.
Mrs; Grace Eblen- of selves Whether they wish a continua- Lewis—Calvin Loyd Frank, John college agronomist, from 1930 to 1933
on 10 different varieties of oats,"
1; one son, Richard Watson tion of the stabilizing effect of the Marion Robinson
and Frederick Reddy points out. "Burnett found
six grandchildren; two wheat loans.
Charles Switzer.
that an 11-day delay in seeding cut the
. W. I. ICrozier of WhiteMassena—Ernest Joseph Nebola, yield nearly 12 bushels per acre."
and Mrs. John Bishop of ACHIEVEMENT DAY
James Erickson McLaren, Charles
Seed treatment with Ceresan imone brother, D. B. Mayer
TO BE HELD MARCH 28Stanley Saunders, Harry Wilbur proved
yield of the seven varieties
, Iowa. Besides her busCass county Home Project Women Stapleton and Herbert Nolan Stock- tested last year an average of 4.7
brothers preceded her in
han.
bushels per acre for early sown grain
will hold their annual Achievement
Marne—William Altridge Fudge and 10 bushels per acre of late sown
Day
on.
Friday,
March
28,
Mrs.
E.
G.
Ifatson was a member of the
and Harry Frederick Hansen.
ssena Baptist church and Pont, county chairman, announced Wiota—George Wayland Marshall, grain, Reddy reports.
Yields of Hancock and Marion, both
er member of the ladies aid this week.
John Lowell Preston and Bernard disease resistant varieties, were boostBooths
will
be
exhibited
on
"Home
•ch. ;••..
LaiVeme Legg.
ed 7 bushels per acre and 5 bushels per
services were held Tues- Furnishings" and will show the
acre, respectfully, at Kanawha, Reddy
phases,
"Introducing
Color
in
the
jrnoon at 2 o'clock at the
says. This indicates that, like other
; church with Rev. Arthur V. Home," "Place -of Design in the ANITA HIGH SCHOOL
common varieties, they are subject to
TO PLAY BASEBALL root
J3tor of the church, officiating, Home," "Unifying the Furnishings in
rots and damping off diseases'.
the services was furnished Your Home" and "Quality Standards
Baseball
practice
has
got
under
vyay
Boone
and Control, however, did not
in
the
Home."
nond Lantz, Mrs. Joe
Miss Fannie Gannon, extension in the Anita high school with Earl benefit at all from dusting, and apH. Bartley and A. B. Stone
s. -Eric Osen at the piano. specialist from Ames, will judge the Bock coaching the boys. The team parently are resistant to soil organ"The Eastern, Gate," exhibits. All Cass county women are has several games scheduled with the isms.
"Since it costs only 2 cents a bushel
Is Wings" and "Will There invited to attend this meeting, the prospects of a few more before school
is
out
in
the
spring.
The
schedule
is
place,
for
which
will
be
announced
to
treat seed, it's good insurance for
!y, Crown." Interas follows:
practically every farmer," Reddy conivmade in Evergreen ceme- later.
April 4—Open.
cludes. .
;', Irvin Joy, HI G. Armen- The Home Project Women of the
"By treating his seed and sowing
ftymond Laartz, Everett county have been voting on a project April 11—Fontanelle, (there).
early, it's possible for a farmer to
Schwenke and John for the coming year and have selected April 18—Casey, (there).
April 25—Open.
"Home Management" to be studied
get up to 30 per cent larger yields per
as pallbearers.
during 1941 and '42. Mrs. Pont urges April 29—Open.
acre than farmers who don't treat
any community desiring to May 1—County Tournament.
their seed and delay sowing too
DAIRY HERD that
receive this study next year, organize 'May 5—Wiota, (?).
long."
JUP RE-ELECTS early and elect leaders and coopera- May 9—Cumberland, (here).
May 12—Massena, (here).
Mr.' and Mrs. Robert Howard and
iie C. A. P. Dairy Herd tors, sending their names to the farm
Marjorie Cowdan were in Des Moines
.association were re- bureau office so they may be put on
annual meeting held at the mailing list for the early meet- Floyd Spry is under a temporary Sunday attending the state convention
quarantine as a diptheria suspect. of cosmetologists.
hotel in Atlantic Thurs- ings this fall.
|5 of the 25 members in
The officers are Merle P. T. A. SPECIAL SHOW
inita, president; A. H.
TO BE HELD MARCH 19
ancock, vice president; Ross
|Griswold, >secretary-treas- The special P. T. A. showing of the
MacDonald
i elected were Earl Nelson Eddy-Jeanette
>lay Henderson of Atlantic. picture "Bitter Sweet" takes place
neeting, arrangements were next Wtednesday evening at the Anita
committee to go to Ames theatre. The ticket committee has
for the purpose of selecting been working diligently for the past
spr f or the association. two weeks to make this event a huge
extension dairy hus- success and all Anitans are urged to
Ariies, discussed live- lend their support. It is not often
si) at the afternoon pro- that a benefit show can boast of havThis Is An Opportune Time to Stock Up On
meeting opened in the ing a film of such high entertainment
dinner was served at value as "Bitter Sweet." The film is
Quality Canned Foods, As Higher
from one of Noel Coward's most
Prices Are Much In Evidence.
famous musical extravaganzas. If
^Matrons and Fast Patrons you have not secured your tickets as
Below Are Just a Few of the Many Special Values
is he,ld each year, will I yet for this gala event, it is requested
t the Masonic Temple in that you do so as soon as possible.
March 31.
They may be had from one of the
Briardale, 2-lbs. — 41c
ticket sellers or Mrs. Eric Osen, presiTall Corn, 2-lbs.
, B. Close, well known and dent of the P. T. A.
nt of this community, The poster contest for the students
Briardale Evaporated
• Atlantic where she will has brought out a few original ideas
Large Can
veral weeks At the home of in post-en design. They will be on
B. James Wflkerson. Mrs. display in merchants windows this
GWC 20-ounce
i in poor health-,f or some week. The prize awards will be made
3 Tall Cans
at the theatre the same evening that
the film is shown.
Tall Corn Cut Green
Jones, who; haS1 been emIn addition to "(Bitter Sweet," a
1 Dozen No. 2 Cans
lowft Electric Co., in short subject, "Information Please,"
. given anoth£rj>oaition featuring Wendell -Wilke, will be
Tall Corn, Standard
and he and his wife shown. There will be two complete
1 Dozen
No. 2 Cans
•
ttoGuthne Center to make programs starting at 7:15 and 9:16
"Country Boy" Narrow Grain
i. Before going to P.M.
»s service man for the Iowa
1 Dozen No. 303 Cans
j iij Anita and Adair.
The 1940 corn yield test bulletins
California Sunkist
are now available at the farm bureau
PetjerBeii,, 24, son o* Mr. office in Atlantic. If you are interExtra Special, Per Dozen
'^eterseni whoTlive ested in having a copy of this bulletin,
Solano Full Ripe Whole Peeled
:Anitfi».":'"wa8,. enlisted call at the office for it;.
Huarters Iowa RecruitNo. 21/2 Can
,115 Old Fed«*ai Building, Bernie A. Baylor has purchased the
Bakery Special
^ 'Saturday for a three year Jensen 80-acre farm 6% miles north" L-tfefji Air (Corps at Jeffer- west of Anita from the Aetna Life
3 For
H, iMIcV At the present Insurance Co. Immediate possession
GWC Tissue
, Moines office has vacan- was given ,Mr. Baylor.
'Air Corps and 80th. Field
10 1000-sheet Rolls
George Holiday, prominent Cass
Fort ,]Dcs .Moines. Any
Softer Texture
ween the ages of 18 and county stockman of Massena, toppel
without dependents, in- the lamb market in Chicago last week
200-sheet Package
IJoiningthe. regular Army with a consignment of 218 lambs of
GWC Strike Anywhere
write the Des Moines his own feeding that averaged 92
ature and application pounds each. The price paid 1 was
2 Boxes
$11.00 per hundred.

BRIARDALE'S ANNUAL

State Wide Food Sale

ALL WEEK-ENDS MARCH 15

Coffee
Milk
Pork and Beans
String Beans
Tomatoes
Corn
Oranges
Apricots
Butter Rolls
Toilet Tissue
Soflin Tissue
Matches
'

25c
6c
25c
$1.09
97c
87c
15c
19c
7c
49c
8c
5c

Cecil IM. Skipton, clerk of the district court, has selected the petit
jurors which will report for the April
term of court at 9 a. m. Monday, April
7. t The grand jury will report on the
preceding (Monday, April 1. Judge
Charles Roe of Council Bluffs will
preside over the April term.
Those whose names were drawn for
jury duty are:
Anita-^-Mrs. Glen/ Highley, Mrs.
Raymond Lantz and Mrs. Frank H.
Osen.
Atlantic—Mrs, Al Adams, Mrs.
William Barnard, Mrs. Lester Baron,
Ed Bennett, D. C. Bice, Lester Bowen,
Mrs. John Budd, Melvin Butcher, Mrs.
Ray Coker, Mrs. Vic Foster, Oscar
Grinstead, iMarcella Hamann, Chester
Helgar, Mrs. Lee Kite, Mrs. Welton
Knarr, Kent Martin, Ralph Nelson,
Sumner Raser, N. K, Rosenberger,
Mrs. Howard Shay, Mrs. M. L. Swanson, Elmer Thomsen, Frank Tucker,
Mrs. Louise Wiechmann, Mrs. R. B.
Weir and Mrs. Carl Wiuff.
Griswold—Ross Ackerman, Clara
Burroughs, Lyle Houser and C. G.
Rogers.
Cumberland—Ray Engle,
Mrs.
Basle , NorCross, Edward L. Ross,
George Steffens, Harold Wohlenhaus
and R. J. Worthington.
Lewis—C. P. Marker, Floyd Northup and Frederick Okell.
Massena — Harley Perry, MVs.
Louise Platt and Robert Reichardt.

MATTRESS TRAINING
TO 75 CASS PEOPLE
Seventy-five Cass county people
received instructions on the making of
cotton mattresses at a training school
held at the city hall in Atlantic last
week.
The present set-up indicated that
one center in Atlantic will be better
than having several centers as previously planned. Those who attended
the training school will take turns
supervisjng the making of. mattresses
and it is anticipated that when started,
approximately 20 mattresses can be
made per day.
The 2,400 linear yards of ticking
which has been received is being, made
into cotton ticks by the N. Y. A. workshop under the supervision of Mrs.
Carl Arp, and the 12,000 pounds of
cotton is being blown into the ticks by
the local mattress factory.
Three hundred .mattresses will be
made in 'Cass county at this time by
those who have a net income of $500
or less a year.
The purpose of the program is to
utilize the surplus cotton of the south
in which .capacity the AAA administration, the farm bureau and extension
service are cooperating to put the program over.

377 Voters Go to the Polls Monday Afternoon and Cast Their Ballots at
the Annual School Election of
the Independent District.
School election in Anita Mbnday
was comparatively quiet in spite of
the fact that six candidates, Lake
Bear, WTO. Crawford, Sr., C. J.
Petersen, Merle Roblson, J. Burl Roots
and Maurice Turner, were seeking
the two school board posts at the
annual school election of the district.
However, 377 voters went to the polls
and cast their ballots during the seven,
hours the polls were open.
Lake Bear and Merle Robison, the
two incumbents, were re-elected to
serve the district as directors for the
next three years receiving a total
vote of 277 and 176 respectively.
William Crawford, Sr, was next high/,
receiving 138 votes; Maurice Turner
received 69; J. Burl Roots, 59; and C.
J. Petersen, 19.
Out of the 377 ballots cast, 148
voters cast their ballots for Bear and
Robison, while the remaining number
of votes cast were divided among all
six candidates. Three ballots were
spoiled by voting for too many candidates.
The three directors not up for
election this year are Dr. F. D.
Weimer, Dr. G. M. Adajr and Dr. C.
H. Johnson, who together with Mr.
Bear and Mr. Robison, comprise the
school board for the district.
Next Monday evening the board
convenes at which time the oath of
office will be given to the two directors
elected and matters pertaining to the
school will' be taken up.

FARMERS URGED TO
ATTEND MEETING

Next Tuesday afternoon, 'March,
the Cass County Farm Bureau, together with the Extension Departmental^!
of Iowa State college and the United'v^?'
States Department of Agriculture, are ' •
going to sponsor a meeting for all the
farmers and their wives in this community at the high school auditorium.
At this meeting Ralph Baker, who is
extension economist of poultry marketing at Iowa State college, will discuss the topic of, "How to Make More
Money in the Raising of Chickens for
Poultry and Eggs."
Mr. Baker was formerly connected
with the poultry department in Ohio.
His work helped many Ohio farmers
to make more money on their poultry
than ever before.
The meeting will be held from 2:00
p. m. to 4:00 p. m. in the high school
PLANT APPLE TREES auditorium with refreshments beingafter the meeting. Everyone
WITH EXTRA CARE served
is urged to attend this discussion on
Many of the young apple trees go- poultry.
ing into the ground in Iowa this
Next Tuesday, March 18, the'rural
spring, if given a little extra care, will
grow more rapidly, according to S. W. teachers of this vicinity will have a
Edgecombe, Iowa State college exten- meeting at the local school house.
sion horticulturist.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Burns and Mr.
In his planting recommendations,
Edgecombie warns that only damaged and Mrs. Art Robison spent Sunday in
and bruised roots -should be pruned Jefferson visiting at the Carl Daubenoff before trees are planted. Roots diek home.
should not be pruned to fit a preMrs. Mary Worthing, who has been
viously dug hole.
"Roots need to be spread out in all ill for several weeks at the home of
directions regardless of how large the her daughter, Mrs. Chas. Karns, is
hole has to be dug," says Edgecombe. reported to be some better.
'IGengrally a hole needs to be 18 to
Bruce C. Baker of Council Bluffs,
24 inches in diameter and 12 to 15 foung insurance executive and district
inches in depth."
ay leader, spoke at the local MethoHe suggests that newly planted dist church Sunday evening.
trees be leaned in a southwesterly
direction, as winds will tend to
Joe Vetter, Jr., a student at Creighstraighten them to a normal upright ;on University in Omaha, spent the
position during growth. Edgecombe week end in Anita visiting' with his
also recommends working'moist earth parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Vetter.
around the roots to eliminate air
pockets, which cause the roots to dry
Mr. and Mrs. A. V. Robinson and
out.
son, Charles, spent the week end in
I "The surface soil should not be Lincoln, Neb., at the home of Mr.
tramped," the specialist says, "as the Robinson's brother, Burl Robinson
compacting of the soil causes it to and wife.
bake and prevents the rapid penetraThe Misses Freda and Jane Scholl
tion of moisture when rain occurs."
H£ states that all newly set trees of Stuart spent Sunday in Anita visitmust be pruned in order to produce ng at the home of their mother, Mlrs.
Dosha Scholl, who returned to Anita
satisfactory growth.
Saturday afternoon from a two•Mr. and Mrs. Charles Feller of months' visit in Denver, Colo., with
Elgin, Iowa, visited a few days last ler sister.
week at the home of their son, M. M.
Virginia Nichols, daughter of Mrs.
Feller and family.
Edna Nichols, who is attending the
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Curtis of American Institute of Business in Des
Nevada, Iowa, were Sunday guests of Mloines recently competed in a comher parents, Postmaster and Mrs, petitive typing contest for the fourth
George O. Smither, at their home here. time. Virginia typed for a period of
30 minutes at the rate of 70 words a
Miss Goldie Watkins, who has been minute with only two errors. Kathryn
a patient at the Larsen hospital in Holland, grand treasurer of the InterAdair for the past two weeks, Buffer- national Honor Society, supervised
ing from kidney trouble, was returne< the test. She reports that Virginia is
'to her home in Anita Sunday.
an accurate and speedy typist.

THE

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

ANITA

TRIBUNE, THURSDAY,

MARCH 13, 1941.

"TRAILER VAGABOND'

PHONE soo

We Deliver

Phone 29

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
HEAD LETTUCE, per head
JELL, Clover Farm, assorted, 4 packages
PINEAPPLE, broken slices, No. 2y2 can
MILK, Clover Farm, 3 large cans
SALAD DRESSING, quart jar
PEAS, Glendale, 2 No. 2 cans
RED CUP COFFEE, pound
POTATOES, Cobblers, peck
ORANGES, Texas, pound

7c
19c
.18c
20c
29c
25c
15c
19c
5c

PETERSON'S GROCER]

By WARREN BAYLEY

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND
PRUNES, Italian, No. lOcan ...... ......
PEACHES, sliced, No. 10 can 4ic — 3 cans
'S',
RAISINS, Thompson's, cleaned and recleaned
2 pounds .................. .
.....
' .
BABY FOOD, Gerber's, 4 cans. ......... i'.'.'." A
BEANS, lima, hamflavoredMorton House, 3 f 0r ?|
PORK and BEANS, Heinz oven baked, 3 cans
CHERRIES, pitted, Rare Treat, 2 No. 2 cans
SUGAR, fine granulated, 10 pounds .....
BUTTER, Stuart, No. 1 creamery, pound
- -

Monterey, Mexico—
an American maid draws in the States
Two things immediately strike the B^t the Mexican maid would have t<
American visitor to Mexico. The pay a dollar and a half for a ligh
first is the magnificent scenery. The lunch down town on her day off tha
second is the local monetary condi- would cost the American girl a mere
tion—which is all out of balance.
thirty cents.
A Mexican dollar, or peso, is wort
But what this country may lack in
twenty American cents, but a pes financial balance it makes up for in
means to a Mexican as much as a picturesque spots and scenery. As
American dollar means to an Ameri you drive along the excellent highway
can.
Tourists should bear this i southward from Laredo, Texas, the
Mrs.-Cynthia Blue is ill at her home
Ernest Burke returned to hi,;
mind, and regard the peso as a ful broad, drab plains begin to take on a in Anita with the flu.
in Anita Friday from Omah
dollar down here.
pleasing coat of green. Small farms
Although you will get five Mexican and villages, adobe shacks with
in the week he had
Mrs. Ira Ruggles, aged Anita lady, aearlier
sinus operation at
dollars for each American one and fee thatched roofs slide by.
Teams of a ill at her home in Anita suffering hospital. He was a
very wealthy as a result, you'll soon be oxen pull plows guided by barefooted, :rom heart trouble.
Established 1883.
Omaha by Mrs. Burke.
startled to learn that a tank full of straw hatted peons.
Published Every Thursday and Entered
gas
for
your
car
will
cost
you
around
Charles Young, local merchant, enLittle burros plod along under stagITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, as
necessarj
ten dollars and a tire well over a gering loads or dangling legged tered the University hospital at Iowa .,Growers who find it <ivn.
Second Class Mail Matter.
plant new strawberries this
hundred.
iders. Cattle cross the highway at lity Friday for medical treatment.
March 16, 1911.
find Premier, Blakemore and
Then, in violenf contrast you'll be vill and bleating goats scamper off at
Cecil G. Budd
Editor
Homer Millhollin of McClelland,
tne
beat variettaia'-foi' iowa, M
able to obtain a desirable hotel room
The Loyal Circle of the Methodist
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Year Iowa, spent a few days in Anita this' and bath for three local dollars, which our approach. There's a dog for church met at the home of Mrs. Harry to horticulturists at Iowa
week.
very grubby child. Everyone wears
lege.
Official Town and County Newspape
Mrs. Bertha Barret of Wiota spent amounts to sixty American cents.
smile as work goes on painfully Dressier on Chestnut Street Tuesday
These
peculiar
conditions
are
afternoon.
low.
(
a few days in Anita this week visitingMember of National Editorial
brought about by a lack of industry
her parents.
146
miles,
or
235
kilometres
south
of
Association, and
John Baker and Miss Margaret
Two unusually large wild Seese and an abundance of labor. The result le border you reach your first large
Adair
of Des Moines were Sunday
is
t
h
a
t
people
are
rigidly
held
in
the
were killed this week on the farm of
ity-Mbnterey. 150,000 people live
visitors
in Anita at the Dr. G. M.
position
they
are
born
to,
with
little
\V. I). Pratt in Benton township.
i this beautiful city where modern
Adair home.
•Miss A m b e r Steinmetz has return- hope for a chance to rise.
rogress blends happily with old
The laborer drawing $2.50 per day radition. A beautiful and aged
ed to Anita from Coin, Iowa, where
Miss Mary Osen, a teacher in the
"he has been spending- (he winter in Mexico could never hope to own a 'athedral stands above narrow, oneVillisca
schools, spent the week end at
r
suit
of
clothes
because
the
cheapest
he
nonths.
ay streets.
he home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.
could
buy
would
cost
sixty
dollars.
MJSS H a t t i e White loft the first of
Filling-stations and
automobiles
he week for Avoca, near which place Even a second-hand, rattle-trap car ontrast with shops painted pink, ~Yank Osen, northwest of Anita.
Clerk's Office, Anita, Iowa,
*f . ***t
he has been engaged to teach the would cost him five or six times what lue or white and plodding carts. A
Bob Sisler, 8-year-old son of Mr.
February 3, 1941.
it would an American laborer in
prmg and summer terms of school.
minimum of bill-boards and advertis- nd Mrs. Wayne Sisler, fell while
Our Job Is To Help You
The Town Council met in regular
A very pretty surprise shower was America, drawing the same rate of ng is a relief to American eyes. The laying ball at the school grounds
session with the following members iven Thursday evening by Mrs C D pay.
Poultry Make You •]
tmosphere is sleepy and peaceful and Monday suffering a sprained right
present:
A house-maid in Mexico will earn
arson and Mrs. D. R. Donohoe at the
the
hustle
and
bustle
of
the
States
cnee.
Councilman, Burke, Dement, How\
•f-'- ifbre' Money.
onohoe home in honor of Miss Lizzie the same salary in Mexican dollars as seems a million miles away.
ard and Petersen.
* legand
Mrs. Hans Boe was dismissed from
Absent, Mayor Darrow and CouncilA. Wagner and wife returned to
"Trailer Vagabond" Is Sponsored and Appears In This Paper
the Iowa Methodist hospital in DCS
man Kopp.
Anita the first of the week after all
an
Moines Sunday. At present she is
Through the Courtesy of
Petersen appointed Mayor Pro-tern.
extended trip through the western
staying with her daughter, Mirs. Chas.
The minutes of previous meetings
states, and which included a trip to
Jepsen at Elkhorn.
:„,
were read and approved.
v
the coast.
The Treasurer's report was read and
Anita, Iowa
TEXACO PRODUCTS
Phone 257
A. J. Joy's public sale last week „„.
Ray Asay and wife, who have been
approved.
not only well attended but it proved
visiting in Washington, D. C., are
The following bills were allowed and
to be a record breaker and after the
spending a few days in Anita this
prdered paid:
THANKS.
total receipts had been added up, Art
week at the home of his uncle, Ed. L.
The
Susie
Q
club
met
at
the
home
of
Corporation Fund.
had quite a nice sum of money.
We wish to thank the voters of th< Mrs. Robert Cryer on East Main Newton and wife. Their home is in
C. F. Darrow, salary
$ 10.00
At the annual school election of the
Street Thursday evening. The even Haywarden, Sask., Canada.
Solon A. Karns, salary and 3
Independent School District of Anita Anita Independent School District fo ing was spent playing progressive
the
vote
of
confidence
given
us
Mon
quarantines
16.50 Monday, F. C. Chinn and N. C. BurkFred Pratt, salary
60.00 hart were elected directors without day by electing us directors of the rummy with Mrs. Aaron Bell receiving
high score.
George L. Bills, salary
60.00 opposition for the full term of three district.
Lake Bear.
Bryan Parker, labor
1.05 years.
The Freshmen of the Anita high
Merle Robison.
Anita Tribune, printing
2.23
school held their class-party Friday
C. W. Clardy, supplies
2.51 HIGH SCHOOL HONOR ROLLS
evening. The evening was spent by
Anita Utilities, hall light
1.29
OLE SAYS.
ARE ANNOUNCED THIS WEEK
different members of the class doing
Charles L. Wilson, marshal .. 6.00
stunts. Guests were the members of
See America First: Scenic Facts:
O. W. Shaffer & Son, labor
Following is the first and second
* * *
the high school faculty.
and repairs
18 98 honor rolls of the high school for the
Tree
House:
A
room
fifty
feet
Anita Oil Company, gas and
first six weeks in the second semestel-.
The farm bureau ladies from Grant
high, with floor space 21x27 feet, and
oil
2.71
Freshmen.
No. 2 and No. 3 met at the home of
walls
that
were
built
4,000
years
ago
Light Fund.
First—Clyde Holland, Martha CrawMrs. Lars Christensen Wednesday afAnita Utilities, street lights. .
66.30 ford, Bernadine Darrow, Ella Mae This—would you call it log cabin is ternoon. There was four members
Application for Class B Beer Per- McDermott, Isabel Shaffer and Maxine in Lilly Redwood Park, near Garber- and two leaders present. The lesson
ville, Cal., the tallest one-room house
mit for Kopp's Cafe being on file it Sisler.
was, "Better Buying of Furniture.
n the world, inside a redwood tree.
was moved by Howard and seconde
Second—Robert Ames, Lee Duff
Lunch was served after the meeting.
* * *
by,.Dement, that application be grante Byron Harris, George Kopp, Myron'
American Lions: At El Monte, Cal.,
and Clerk instructed to issue Permit Harris, John Sams, Betty Arnett
The Anita Literary club met Thursis
a farm where the only live-stock
Ayes:
Viola Claussen, Laurel Lantz, Marday evening at the home of Mrs Fred
* Burke, Dement and Howard.
garet McAfee, Carol Richter, Esther raised is lions. Born far from their M. Sheley. Mrs. A. T. Evans was in
Nays:
Rork, Ruby Simon, Norma Taylor and native land in Africa, these wild kings harge of the program and roll cal
are brought up to earn their own livNone,
Glada Parker.
was, "Irish Jokes." Mrs. JMterf
ing—not
by devouring lesser animals,
lotion carried.
Sophomores.
Denne will be hostess at the next
movie stars.
further business appearing
First—Dean Coon and Esther Jen- but as high-salaried
meeting on
Thursday afternoon,
» • »
sen.
i to adjourn carried.
March 20.
Underground Night Club: Once a
Solon A. Karns,
Second—Gail R e e ves , Gail Rhoads
hideout
for Jesse James, a huge cavern
Anita, lowi.
The three circles of the Woman's
Town Clerk.
nwrothy Hamlin, Ruby Miller and
five hundred feet under the Ozark Society of Christian Service met
Hilda Scholl.
Mountains at Bella Viste, Ark., can hursday afternoon at the homes of
Juniors.
accomodate 2,500 people—dining and Mrs. James B. Herriman, Mrs. KenFirst—Richard Richter.
Sec,,,,,!—Max Falconer, J a m e s Mil- dancing—at one time. Wonderland ieth Turner and Mrs. Albert Karns.
er, Eldred Petersen. Sue Hagen, Ruth "ave is mysteriously air-conditioned the lesson for all three circles was
««.^rr
Holla.lay, Gladys Holland and lona by Mother Nature, has served unoffic- Investing Our Heritage for the
ally as the Arkansas Senate.
Morgan.
Health of the World."
* * *
i
Seniors.
Highest and Lowest: Death Valley
First-Ri.-hard
Duthie,
Harvey
TRY THE
"al.,
is on the lowest spot in America,
Scholl. Marie Burns, Carol Dement,
Mary Jane Kopp, Barbara Rhoads and 300 feet below sea level—farther
•Ml*ftASOLINIWITH
below sea level than a submarine ha;
Kathryn Weimer.
Second -I'ovd Falconer,
Merrill ever dived. From the desert valley
*tt. Hilly M i l l h o l l i n . Helen Aggen, you can see America's highest spot
he peak of Mt. Whitney, 14,801 feet
"able Highley.
Berniece Neiens' ibove.
-ame Petersen and Betty Weaver.
No matter what the weather,
travel by train is always clean
MOLASSKS IS V A L U A B L E
Shirley Linfor, Mildred Parrott
FOR FATTENING LAMBS
and comfortable. Air-condiames Mi'W, Richard Young and Rev'
tioning takes care of that.
Arthur V. Long attended the Metho..ambs will K et fat on molasses At
Modern train travel ia luxuist young people's rally held at the Iowa State college it has been found
FARMERS COOP.
rious, too. Chair cars have reMethodist church in Wiota Sunday af- that molasses is worth about 85 per
ernoon and evening.
clining seats; parlor cars are
^nt as much as an equal weight of
exquisitely appointed; Pullcom as feed for fattening lambs.
man
sleeping cars are spacious
Molasses has its highest value when
and
restful; diners serve de'"'"ted to -4 or 14 pound per lamb
lightful
meals at moderate
daily, and at this rate it usually inprices.
creases the rate of gain slightly It
GET A
has been found that lambs seem to
Enjoy the Comfort—Economy
tire of the molasses when fed in heav-Safety-Speed of Rock
ier amounts, and the gains are not as
Island's fleet of streamlined
good.
Rockets and fine steam trains.
In tesu at the college, beet molasses
MARCH USED CAR SPECIALS
slightly excelled cane molasses in Ask Rock Island Agent for complete
gams and lower feed requirements. To
travel information or address
be economical, either cane or beet
molasses must be purchased for at
C. C. GARDNER, A. G. P. A.
least 10 to 15 percent less than No 2
721 Locust Street
corn, ton for ton.
Des Moines, Iowa
Molasses is usually fed mixed with
MERCURY Dealer
•round hay or silage but may be Have Your
Rod,
poured over the grain.
1 Ticket Routed
Island
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FOR
CHICK FEEDS
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WAGNER'S FILLING STATION
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The Farmers Coop
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Old Man Weather
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GOBYTRAIN
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We Specialize in
Mobil Winter Conditioning

PRE-SEASON BARGAIN

AT

ROSE MOTOR CO.

and
Mobil Lubrication

CALL 244

0. W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA
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By EUTH

Fun

moody yo
their 2m- y

oie
Whol

fror

gay
bandaimiui
and
t«n eyes
wffl stand

holders witfnesi,
you can have fun
You von't-needa
tern. Just follow the
the sketch to

By ED WHEEL AN
FIMD.TEFF BANGS

- I'LL ste you AND br ALL RIGHT. DEAP. y
1C' RED" LOTER " . r-

—

^1 ^'L1AT TME COOK
HOUSE ".

-AMP.3EFF, THE KID TOLD ME. THAT HE HAD DUCKED
UNDER THE TfcNT AND SAvf *6ILK"

HOW MOGUL GOT

_„.

THAMK S.HAL I

a line of basting
OWJW
3SR1

PLEKV.WFRIEHD.
ANt? TH)S TlME WE'RE
GOING TO HAVE A
SHOWDOWN, ANt>
I DOMT MEAN
MAVBE «

HIT ALTA wiw HIS WHIP' THCM THE "BULL" CHARGED
AT "SILK' &UT IN HER F?USH SHE MUST HAVE
OVERTURNED THE TIGER'S CAGE ;*• >C

Baste th* tan

tee,

®3-$u-1
Vu_ PIND
IMMED1ATELV .'!

the center up
Frank Jay MarkerSyndJcale. Inc.

LALA PALOOZA
TOM

By RUBE GOLDBERG

Boy Meets Girl

/ AIN'T THAT S W E E T !
JUST LIKE THE END
OP A MOVIE

GOODWIN
HEARS
LALA'S
APPEAL.
OVER THE
AIR
AND IS
REUNITED
WITH
HIS

ROMANCE!

ROMANCE!-AH,
THE SWEETNESS
AND BEAUTY OF
LOVE! A BOY
AND A GIRL!
NOTHING ELSE

WHEN A MAN
MEETS A
WOMAN , THE
WHOLE WORLD

LOOKS
BEAUTIFULAH-

HEY!
LOOK
WHERE
YA
GOIN"!

YOU
OUMBELL!

a|

BEAST!

COUNTS-

wa

other crosswise through
ter. The two pieces for Mei
danna lap one inch helowttl
of the up-and-down line
lower ends come one-half 'in™
low the ends of the crosswise]
Stitch these in place.
'
inch buttons for the *mm
spaced two inches apart andl
tops are one-fourth inch abowl
crosswise line of basting a
ot each mouth is 1% inches b
this .crosswise line.
• * *

NOTE:,There are many ^
Ideas for gifts and bazaar ,
bers 3 ttoA 4 of the series ol.
let* which Mrs. Spears has measi*
out waders. She vrtll matt copies t.1
ers who ^11 send name and add™]
IOC in coin for each booklet ordered]
address:
'

SWEETHEART;
DIANNE
BOGGLE

RIBS. RUTH WYETH SPEABII

Drawer 10
BMUord Hmc

Ttank Iky Hotkey 8yndic»u, Inc.

S'MATTER POP—Ever Hear of a Push With Amplification

EhicIoM 10 cents for each I
ordered.
Name-..
Address

By C. M. PAYNE

TAHK&,
POP

Memory Clings
Experience teaches that a i
memory is generally joined I
weak judgment.—Montaigne.

Beware Coughs]
fro« common coto
MESCAL IKE

By s. L. HUNTLEY

Thai Hang

It Won't Be Long Now

CreomuWon relieves promptirJ
cause ft goes: right to the sed<rt
trouble to !MBP loosen &&a \
raw, tendetj
soothe and healmucous
flamed

teases.

& bottle of <L
dentaodtnMVDa mast like ffief __
wi&froSStr* the cough or ]Hl
fo haverodr money back-

CRllMULSIOj

VieemBecome
What once were vices,
the manners of the day.

POP—Or Something Will Happen
I KNOCKED ONE OF
THESE THINGS OFF
LIKE YOU SAID!

By J, MILLAR WATT
AND NOTHING
HAPPENED ?

WELL FOR GOODNESS
SAKE- DON'T
KNOCK THAT
OTHER ONE/

Worfh ol
An ounce «rf mirth is '
pound of Borrow.—Baxtei.

Sh«Tirie4Him

THE
SPORTING
THING

A fdlow can't get
h* loota uncomfortabW
botmd to, n*eo heartburn, .
and add •tomach bother b^
ADLA Tablet* handy lot
Ue£. Q«t them, from
WNU—N
IS fflVEN PICTURE
BOOK TO LOOK AT,

AT AUMT SUE'S HOUSE

WHILE MOWER AND WRWwTiuNt)
AUNT SUE ARE
WSY )M KITCHEN
J

Of CEKtlmiMMPkrr
"ICWWNMENT

DISCOVERS A Cu
BOARD, MH>

IJght for A1J
Those having lampslal'
them on to others.-P °

Miserable
-, backa*

MMIC.6NAWMOT
ALBUMS BOXE

WPSi
^

GLUYAS
WILLIAMS

By
LANG
ARMSTRONG
"*ou-r. «ouna *au ,bav, ot el». te.v. joui.lM.wIln, mn „

^A'dliiiiwi •»n)in3'1%
tMu.iui.* .uiiutlon and 9" Lrf

THE

ANITA

TRIBUNE, THURSDAY,

«•*•«», *,

MARCH 13, 1941.

The Chairman declared said resoluPROCEEDINGS
tion
duly adopted
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
The following resolution was passCourt House,
ed:
RESOLUTION.
Atlantic, Iowa,
February 17, 1941.
WHEREAS,
Fritz and Lucille
WE DELIVER
PHONE
The Board of Supervisors of Cass Munch and Hazel Mauk, formerly
County, Iowa, met in adjourned ses- Mrs. Marinus Wested, are now within
Cass County and are likely to become
sion
with all members present:
(All 1940 Seed)
THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY
Hawley Lynch, Chairman, F. L. county charges and said persons
Possehl, F. W. Wiese, G. E. Eshelman should be prevented from acquiring a
SWEET CLOVER — Yellow and White
and W. H. Wohlenhaus.
settlement in Cass County,
TIMOTHY
ALFALFA
NOW THEREFORE be it resolved
Minutes of February 3rd. were apby the Board of Supervisors of Cass
proved as read.
Fresh — 6 Varieties
RED CLOVER
On motion and vote the application County, Iowa, that a notice to depart
2-Pounds
of Geo. Mi. Starlin for school loan of shall be served upon the said Fritz and
We Will Hold Your Entire Order For a Small
$2,000 was approved subject to the Lucille iMunch and Hazel Mauk and
Hard Water Hand Soap
Down Payment.
approval of the abstract by the County the Chairman of this Board is directed
4 Ban
and ordered to sign such notice on
Attorney.
The following bonds were approved: behalf of this Board and deliver the
Brown or Powdered
Gilbert L. Velie, Constable and same to the Sheriff of Cass County,
3 Pounds
Harry Steffens, patrolman.
Iowa, for service.
At 10 o'clock A. M., time set for The Chairman put the above resoluCalifornia
Anita, Iowa
Phone 158 or 198
hearing on Homestead credits for the tion to vote and bhe votes being all in
Large
Bunch
year 1940 fovnd by the state examiner the affirmative, the resolution was deas not allowable, applicants were clared adopted.
Texas —Fufl of Juice
heard and as evidence was producec
The following claims were allowed
2J)ozen
The members of the Jolly Dozen
ANITA MARKETS.
showing homestead credit act hac and the Auditor authorized to write
club and their families enjoyed a
been complied with, on motion and warrants for the same:
(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
covered dish dinner Thursday noon at
vote the following homeste'ad credits Audubon County, Voggesser
Eggs,
cash,
dozen
13c
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Sterling
se expense
............
$1,556.6<
14c were allowed to stand:
Sorensen northeast of Anita. Ten Eggs, in trade, dozen
No.
10,
Pleasant
Township;
No.
74,
Chas.
F.
Hughes,
lamb
kill16c
members and their families were pres- Graded Eggs, Specials, dozen
'4.80
15c 306 and 536, Atlantic; and the follow- ed
ent. A box of candy was sent by bhe Graded Eggs, No. 1, dozen
At that
ing
Homestead
credits
were
ordered
Session
and
Mileage
Claims.
of special consecration^ "Alone With
12c
club to Mrs. Harry Huff who recently Graded Eggs, No. 2, dozen
cancelled because of the following Hawley Lynch
5.00
God."
Each
day
in
Bible
reading
and
and
Mrs.
Morris
of
Oakland
Hens,
Ib
12c
broke a bone in her ankle when she fell
' Possehl
~
6.10 prayer is urged. This week we are to us in a two weeks' evangel*
F. L.
down the cellar steps at her home. Mr. Hens, lefjhorn and under 4-lbs., Ib. 8c reasons :
No. 596, Atlantic, 10% Purchase F. W. Wiese
5.65 commit a portion of scripture to paign. These are weeks Of i
and Mrs. Ed. P. Carlton will be host- Roosters, Ib
7c
6.70 memory and be able to repeat it at the tion. Let us be earnest in,
G. E. Eshelman
ess at the next meeting of the club on Springs, Ib
lie j price not paid by June 1, 1940.
m oar J
No.
43,
Bear
Grove
Township,
W.
H.
Wohlenhaus
..
6.80
morning church service. Please do for'the meeting, that God
Mlarch 20.
Springs, leghorns & under 4-lbs... 8c I
I0'/f Purchase price not paid by June
Moved by Wiese, seconded by not neglect youf private devotions. us in the effort and that
Ducks, Ib
8c
Wt
we i
Wohlenhaus, to adjourn until March 3, We are to reach a fine climax on blessing to others. Bring
Geese, Ib
5c 1, 1940.
No. 93, Noble Township, 10% 1941, or on call of Chairman.
with you Sunday.
Pigeons, live, dozen
SOc
Purchase price not paid by June 1,
Motion
carried.
Cream, sweet
33c
J940.
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
Cream, No. 1 sour
32c
4- t- «•.:«••*•> + * 4 + 4 J
No. 55, Anita, not recorded.
Chairman.
Cream, No. 2 sour
SOc
+ CONGREGATIONAL CHD|
No.
74,
Grove
Township,
Lease,
not
Attest:
— for—
Yellow corn, No. 2, new
49c
t
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
a contract to purchase.
M. E. Hubbard,
The, public auction sale which was
No. 1 white oats
SOc
SPRING PAPERING No.
No. 1, Grant Township, not recordCounty Auditor.
1 wheat
68c
advertised to be held this Friday at
Church school at 10:00 a. m.
ed.
Priced as S^ per Single
the Bill Stockham farm 3 miles north
Service
of, .worship at
The suspension of tax for Frank
Low as *J *~
Roll
and 1& miles west of Anita has been The sixth Beatitude will (
Edward Niemand, who is employed Jensen of $9.50 was approved.
f
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
+
— LARGE STOCK —
at Gregersen's Dairy, suffered painful
basis for bur a'ermon. Find oitll
At 2 P. M., time set for opening coal *• + + + + + + + * + + + + cancelled and there will be no sale.
injuries
to
his
feet
Thursday
when
he
BONGERS
reads
before-you come to chord]
bids for County 'Farm, one bid was
BUTTER ROLLS
"Substance" will be the subject of
fell from a stack of bailed hay to the opened.
had
a
splendid
choir last Sundifjij
3 for 7c
the Lesson-Sermon, in all Churches of
frozen ground.
helped ,to make the service ui
Moved by Wohlenhaus, seconded by Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, March
ANITA BAKERY
to all. A ; duetvras given asii,
Wiese, to buy 15 tons of Stoker coal 16.
You can get at all times genuine number; Another special is ij]
from the Green Bay Lumber Company, The Golden Text is from Psalms
Atlantic, at $7.75 per ton delivered at 119:89, 90, "For. ever, O Lord, thy Semi-Solid Buttermilk at the Farmers for us neit Sunday. Plan to k
Coop in Anita, Why not try some ent and get the inspiratiri
the County Farm.
word is settled in heaven. Thy faithservices offer.
this
week?
tf
Motion carried.
fulness is unto all generations."
The ladies of the church
Now time set for filing objections or
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quoFARM SEEDS
noon-day dinner, Thursday.
claims for damages on road vacation tations from the Bible and from the
Alfalfa, Red Clover, Sweet Clover,
BETTER
is past and since no objections were Christian Science textbook, "Science
BETTER
Alsike, Brome Grass, Timothy, BlueTRADE
filed, on motion and vote the following- and Health with Key to the ScripDEAL
grass, etc. Best Quality, Lowest
road is hereby declared vacated:
tures" by Wary Baker Eddy.
'ossible Prices.
2 S
NEW
Commencing at a point 33 feet
One of the Bible citations reads:
7:15 ail
MALONE
SEED
CO.
north of the SW corner of Section 31, "And when they were come to the
Atlantic, Iowa.
9:15P.I
T 70N, R 3GW and the SE corner of multitude, there came to him a cerSection 36, T 76N, Range 37W and tain man, kneeling down to him, and
FOR SALE:—Medium Seed Pats.
running thence north on the Township saying, Lord, have mercy on my son: Frank Barber, Phone 2R21, Anita.
line to a point 25 feet south of the for he is lunatick, and sore vexed: for
FOR SALE:—GENUINE; BALD- Economy Show
quarter corners of said sections, and ofttimes he falleth into the fire, and
Your FORD-MERCURY Deaf<
A $3.30 Broadway Musidl
WIN-ACROSONIC
PIANO. , Near
also commencing at a point 25 feet oft into the water. And Jesus rebukAnita.
Only
out
4
months.
This
is
' Colorful - Collegiate
east of the west quarter corner of said ed the devil; and he departed out of
Section 31, vacating the 25 feet lying him: and the child was cured from one of Baldwin's finest Spinet Pianos
"TOO MANY GIRI
east of the center of that portion of that very hour" (Matt. 17:14, 15, 18). and looks like new. Just continue the
Lucille
Frances
the old road running 25 feet north, Among the selections from the >ayments. "Write Critchett Piano Co.,
Langford
Ball
It'
thence continuing north and vacating Christian Science textbook is the fol- Des Moines, Iowa.
the full 50 feet of the old road lying lowing :
For' monuments and memorials see
PRL-8AT.:."Sat. Mat. 2east of the west line of said Section 31.
"The prayer that reforms the sin- C. H. Bartley, Anita.
it
45 REASONS TO BE HE
The following resolution was intro- ner and heals the sick is an absolute
duced and read:
,• DOUBLE FEATURE
WATKINS
SPECIAL—With
one
THEY ARE ELEVEN DAYS OLD TODAY
faith that all things are possible to
RESOLUTION.
God,—a spiritual understanding of 11-oz. bottle of Liniment, you can get
(WEDNESDAY) AND NO LOSS.
WHEREAS, Elizabeth Gerhardt Him, an unselfed love" (p. 1).
one box of Laxative Cold Tablets or
was the owner of an undivided onecan of Insect Powder for $1.10. Iferl
fourth interest in and to Lots one,
We are feeding these chicks under close confineGarrett, 507 Elm Street, Atlantic. It
two, three, four, five, and six in Block
ment the same as a year ago. They are being fed
HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL
FOR SALE:—2 good rebuilt Farm140, Whitney's Fourth Addition to the
LUTHERAN CHURCH AT
alls; one 10-20 tractor; Easy Wby
City of Atlantic, which she sold and
I. O. O. F. HALL.
hayloader;
18-inch
single-bottom
conveyed on or about December 9,
H. G. Belsheim, Pastor. ,
tractor plow; edgedrop corn planter;
1940, and Deed of Conveyance having
The common remark that most people make is,
1939 I. H. C. pick-up truck. Dement
been recorded in the office of the Cass
Sunday School and Adult Bible Implement Co., Anita.
it
i don t see ho wthey can grow in so small a place
County Recorder on the 14th. day of Class at 9:30 a. m.
January, A. D. 1941,
where they can get no exercise or sunshine." Yes it
Divine services at 10:30 a. m.
FOR SALE:—Thousands of twice
WHEREAS, August Henry Geris remarkable how well they do without sunshine
Adult instruction class meets at transplanted Evergreens. Priced very
a space to
hardt, the husband of Elizabeth Ger- 8:00 p. m. Wednesday evening at the low. Plant a good windbreak this
A S™Sv
£et around in. So FELCO
hardt, is an inmate of the State Hospi- parsonage.
spring. Sizer Nursery, Audubon, Iowa.
and MhRIT brands of chick starter must vplay
a
J
j
tal
for Insane at Clarinda, Iowa, and
pretty big part.
Teachers will meet at the parsonage
COMPLETE LINE OP PREMIUM
| there was at the time of said above Friday evening at 7:30 o'clock.
QUALITY GRASS SEEDS. Special
I conveyance a record in the office of the
Confirmation class meets at 4:00 p.
CHICK
• County Recorder an account for the m. Monday afternoon at the parson- Lowest Prices! Sweet Clover $3.00 &
aalways
l w fresh
a v and
* , high
,MEuRIT
STARTER
a
r
e
THE
in vitamins.
"P. M«d. Red Clover $7.96 & up.
cost of maintenance of August Henry age.
Feature
No.
2—
Northern Grown Grimm $12.00 & up.
Gerhardt in said State Hospital in the
Highland church —
;
'
Alii
THRILLS
and
la.
grown
Timothy
$2.00
&
up.
those chicks this s ri
of $82.52 which constituted a
Divine services at 7:30 p. m.
rthem
r , on
P mtheu Start
P ng>
start nxr amount
Bags free! We have largest stocks of
lien upon an undivided interest of
RICHARD DIX i»
best- START THO^F
TRTP^Q
seeds and feeds of all kinds. It'll pay
Elizabeth Gerhardt in and to said
"MEN
AGAlNSt
PELCO or MERIT CHICK STARTERS
4 you to drive over to our new store on
property, and
METHODIST CHURCH
4 U. S. 71. CARLSON'S SEED STORE,
WHEREAS, Elizabeth Gerhardt has
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
4 Audubon, Iowa.
"
now proposed to the Board of Supe»»• 4 4
MON. - TUE&
visors that she will pay the sum of
Church School at 10 a. m. Harold
BIDS WILL BE RECEIVED until
SUN, MAT. 2:30 P. M.
$82.52 to Cass County, Iowa, and has McDermott,, Superintendent.
—f
- M.. Monday,, March
arc 31,, 1941,
w..u«=.n,
The ROBIN HOOD <<
asked for a release of the above lien
Church worship at 11:00 a. m. This! for the sale and removal of the followupon said above described property,
is the second of our Seven Loyalty img bu»Wings located on Primary Road
C.F.DARROW, Manager.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED Sundays.
No 148 in the Town of Anita, Iowa,
BY THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
Youth forum at 6:30 p. m. "The and formerly owned by Ida J. AlderOF CASS COUNTY, Iowa, that the Sacrament of Holy Communion."
IN HIS GREATEST
shof, et al.
OF ALL SCREEN
lien for the cost of maintenance of
Evening worship• at 7:30 p.
Item 1. Five
31x31J.
x"» m.
••••
Old
viv^i
- - — -room
« « » • » one
viuv; story
o \s\Ji v O-LJvO
ROLES —
August Henry Gerhardt in the State
frame hou
will be observed by sing-1
se -with plumbing wiring
Hospital for Insane at Clarinda, Iowa hymn nigrht
favorite hymns.
See The
all appurtenances.
against the following described propMoat ThrillSpecial
mid-week
service
WednesItem
2.
One
20x26
combination
erty, to-wit:
ing Duel
day evening at 7:30 with Rev C. L. I frame barn and garage.
Ever
Filmed!
Lots One (1), Two ( 2 ) , Three
Thomas in charge.
Item 3. One 10x15 frame shed.
Cn, Four ( 4 ) , Five (5) and Six
Choir practice Wednesday evening
Item 4. One 10x15
frame fuel
((i) in Block 140, Whitney's
following the service.
house.
Fourth
Addition
to
the
City
of
The Home Guards will meet at the
Separate b,ds wanted on each item.
Atlantic,
T/furfr a M ° nth Wil1 Build * G^^ge
Jens Rasmussen home Saturday af- B<11 of Sale with possesahm as of
That Will Protect Your Car And Act As
be, and the same is hereby released ternoon at 2:00.
April 1, 1941, will be furnished to
Extra Storage Space At The Same Time.
and discharged, and said real estate is
The
Catechism
classes
will
mee t at successful bidder who must be pre[hereby fully released and discharged
pared to remit bid price in cash
j from any lien for the care and main- the parsonage Saturday afternoon
Call Us Today For Additional Information.
1
he
first
class
meet*
at
1:30
and
the
!tenance of the said August Henry
notified. Reasonable
second class at 2:00.
Gerhardt.
of
On submission of the question of + + ' » - 4 4 4 4 - . t . > . f , f . 4 .
adoption of said resolution the follow*• CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST 4 w W. F. Nichols, Acting Right of Way
ing vote was had:
*
C. R. Ne«l, pastor.
4 fcnanneer, Iowa State Highway ComANITA LUMBER CO.
Ayes:
mission. Ames, Iowa.
* 3t
AD.
REPAIRS WONT COST ANY LESS LATER.
Sunday School at 10 a. m.
Nays:
BOc buys 600 sheets of typewriter
Church Worship at 11 a. m.
None.
an'
We are entering on the second week unTo'lnt6 8>/4XU JnChea' ** *° Trlb*
Also Selected

Maduff s Fooi Marl

SEE US FOR PRICES ON THE
FOLLOWING SEEDS

Crackers
Cookies

*jg**

1!
Z
1!
1!

Soap
Sugar
Carrots
Oranges

BURKE BROS.

Corn

•Pound Bag

•

[Wallpaper

WANT ADS

MANY MAKES-MANY MODELS

USED CARS
AT ROSE MOTOR CO.

SEE OUR CHICKS
d MERIT

The Farmers Coop.

SlJnHfUro

LIFE INSURANCE
FOR YOUR CAR

ROBERTsCOTT, H. D,
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THE ANITA TRIBUNE
WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

By Edward C. Wayne

To Parliament

Seven Billion Dollars to Aid Britain
Is First Step Under Lease-Lend Act;
England Admits: 'Spring Blitz Is Here'
Following Terrific Raids on London
(EDITOR'S NOTE—When oplnloni are expretMd In th»M columns, tk«T
are thoie of the new* «n»lyit and not neeeuartlj at this newspaper.)
. (Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

Mrs. B. C. Rathbone, 30, becomes the second American-born
woman member of the British
house of commons by virtue of
on unopposed nomination in her
district. She takes the seat of her
'•ate husband, Flight Lieut. John
Rathbone, killed last December
a flying mission over Germany. Born in Boston, Mass.,
[7. S. A., she has two children
now in America.

Washington, D. C.
SENATORS DEBATE TO EMPTY
CHAMBER
Big words, such as "momentous,"
"historic," "crucial," have been
common in describing the senate debate on the lend-lease bill. Defending themselves against the charge
of filibuster, the opposition maintained that the issues are so grave
that national interest demands
weeks of discussion.
Daily throughout long weeks the
front pages reverberated with the
senate's embattled thunderings. The
headlines and crackling statements
I have given the impression of fierce
struggle. But the reality was far
different.
There was no blood shed. The
senate never presented a more
peaceful, more indolent appearance. If a great battle was raging,
there were few signs of it on the
floor of the "greatest deliberative
body in the world."
Most of the time it looked more
like the lounges of a ritzy club than
a council chamber where history
was being made. At times there
were no more than a half dozen
members in the chamber.

PRIVATE PURKEY WRITES
AGAIN
Dear MaWell when I first got called in the
draft I was told no soldiers wud be
sent to Europe and that I was just
going to get a year's training Just hi
case but everything I here on the
radio sounds like I am not up, here
Just for fizzical kulshur. I see the
lease-lend bill is all but past and all
I am still wondering is if I go with
the lease.
Nobody in my divishun seems to
no what the lease-lend bill is all
about except that it is for aU aid to
England short of war and the boys
say you can be a midget in this
army and not be too short for war,
so I gess if war comes there is no

way out for me, mom.

Man About T

his patrons a few v
youn* writer, who'd
for two or three
peddled a

,

better

The pay was big p)u

a nice huge house f,
his wife . .
for Movietown, where'
old^custbiners are any,
chiding one who
ftj
Preston Sturges.
"

I am still getting a lot of instruckshuns hi how to saloot and from all ^Manhattan Murals: Th t
e
the emphassiss
put on salooting I
gess there are
some people who
are so old-fashVICHY, FRANCE.—Frenchmen of a few years ago would never have
ened they think
dreamed that this scene might take place hi their homeland. But here
it Is. Gen. Nenbronn von Eisenbnrg, who, as Nazi inspector, keeps a
this war is going ments creeping into the
sharp eye on what's left of the French army, salutes as he reviews a TURKEY:
to be as polite as
French honor guard on his arrival at Vichy.
the last one. I am The Sixth Avenue bookshou
Scene of Bombing
* • •
gradually getting used to going you .can get Shakespeare
Dramatic was the entrance of forTURKS VS. BULGARS
German naval and undersea
around with a gun. At first this
>
BRITISH:
strength, not to mention loss of mer Bulgarian ambassador from
Inside reason why the Turks felt very funny as all my life I was I* ^"^ ** Pastries
afe
England,
George
W.
Rendel,
into
Aid Into Law
planes.
signed a non-aggression pact with brung up to avoid weapons.
hi Lindy's windows-iike»
Turkey
after
his
flight
from
Sofia.
More
than
6,000
Italian
and
Nazi
the
Bulgars
has
been
given
U.
S.
Under the eyes of watchful phoRendel and his staff walked into diplomats by the British foreign of- . The life here is pretty confining as precision parade . . . T
tographers, President Roosevelt aircraft have been downed, with a
oh a Saturday eve-^re
the
lobby of the Pera Palace hotel. fice. It is this:
wielded six pens, made the British loss of about 2,200 British airplanes,
I sed before and how I wud like a annex at Port Dix.
There
was
a
flash,
a
roar,
and
the
aid bill, called by its opponents the the air ministry said, since the beSome months ago the British week end auto trip to no place specries of wounded and dying. The
lend-spend-give bill, and then turned ginning of the war.
—*—
themselves suggested that the Turks cial! It wud also be a big kick to be
smoke
cleared
away
to
find
Rende
This,
it
was
claimed,
is
a
sigin his chair and told newsmen he
and Bulgars sign a treaty of friend- abel to talk back to people whenever Portrait of a Man
still
unhurt,
several
members
of
his
would ask for $7,000,000,000 as the nificant and important inroad into
ship and non-aggression. But nego- I wanted to like in sivilian life. Up Playing the Typewriter:
initial appropriation under the the first-line strength of both air staff wounded, and two men killed tiations dragged. Then suddenly, here if you talk back to anybuddy
No wonder Wayne King's im
armadas, but a more severe blow one of them a Turkish secret serv- )ust at the wrong moment from a you wind up in "the gard house.
measure.
music
still is popular after aU
ice
man
assigned
to
guard
the
amto
the
Italians,
with
about
1,500
While this announcement struck
* • •
psychological point of view, the pact
years; no brass, no eara
with bomb-shell force as the great- planes downed, than to Germany, bassador. Twenty-three, in all, were was completed. Its announcement
g,|
I got reprimmandid for smoking blasts. Just music
est American peace-time appropria- with about 4,500 put out of action. wounded by the blast, which badly to the world was construed as mean- cigarettes
while
marching.
The
caphas
been
credited
to
so
mamf
wrecked
the
room
in
which
the
The
naval
chiefs
in
London
emphation request in history, the congress
ing Turkey would not penetrate Bul- tin1 was very sore and sed it wuz natora" as the one about*'
apparently was willing to go ahead sized the British need of ships, par- crowd was gathered.
against the rules and he sed it was Lband'* postcard to his wife s
But, as in the Munich bombing garian soD to oppose Germany.
and match the President's desire for ticularly naval vessels, paid a glowThe British say this interpretation bad for my lungs also. What made "Having Wonderful Time.
ing tribute to the work of the 50 which Hitler escaped, the chief tarspeed with some action of its own.
is all wet.
him sore was when I asked him not You Were HER!"
This was evident when the bill re- former U. S. destroyers obtained in get of the Turkish bomb, Mr. Rendel,
was
unscratched.
His
aides
said
Tip-off to the situation is that the to worry about my lungs but start
turned from senate to house with an swaps for bases, and one authority
"•
there was no doubt that it was a British have been rushing reinforce- worrying about my feet^
even dozen amendments attached. said:
The March Reader's
"We have enough trained men to deliberate attempt at assassination, ments to Salonika to backstop the
Representative Martin of Massachu;rs, via
WeD, mom, now I know why they T ~"T™ I "'™ ' * •""*^^•••***t iflfll WQ \
setts, minority leader, jumped to his man the entire U. S. navy, if it could and its occurrence at the very time Greeks and the Turks—if they cobe
turned
over
to
us."
when Turkey was debating its posi- operate. And co-operation in the went over my teeth so carefuly in do business with the Nazis,
feet, pleaded for unity and for acNot that he meant, he said, that tion in the expected forthcoming in- Balkans usually goes to the strong- the draft test. I
tion, and received a most .unusual
we became Nazi/fed . . . £,
could not underthe navy should be turned over, but vasion of Greece by the Nazis, est side.
tribute from his colleagues.
Reynolds' literary lace in ColL
* • •
stand why the
He received what is known as a tie pointed the manpower that Brit- served further to entrench Istanbul
''Lisbon is a city under death]
doctors -made so (
standing ovation from the entire ain has trained, as compared with on the front pages of the press.
DRAFTED INDIANS
her .bright lights are really!
house. The lower branch of the the available ships.
Rendel's attractive daughter, 20,
neral candles" . . . The'
There are about 700 Seminoles in much fuss about,
As to the effects of air raids on who was standing near the blast in Florida, divided between north Flor- my teeth but it is'
congress responded to this brief talk
Court ruled that it was
by voting 317 to 71 to accept the London and other British cities, the the hotel lobby, told the story in a ida farms and the southern Ever- all clere now
imitate clothes styles . . . .
changes put in by the upper house. loss of life again was becoming few words when she said: "As far glades. In recent years many tribes since I got some
decision: scared the dickens c
Then Vice President Wallace and heavy. Guardedly it was disclosed as I could tell, the floor just flew men have left their swamp homes of the beef the
lotta colyumists . . . Whatthel
Speaker Sam Rayburn put their that Buckingham palace again had up." She is a calm soul, having to set up lucrative tourist shows army uses in beef stew^ The cows isiiolding baok,was neatly i,
penned signatures to the printed been struck. Portsmouth was a driven her father through the streets along the Tamiami Trail, featuring they get it from must be half ele- by Dorothy -Thompson: "If -.
measure and off it went to the Pres- special attack object, and there was of Sofia during the German occupa- wrestling matches between Indians phant, ma. I wish Mr. Nuddson of falls—the weight of the whole]
ident.
heavy loss of life there.
the defense bored wud do something will be on 4ie side of the ft
tion in an automobile flying the Brit- and crocodiles.
ish flag.
Hardly had it become law and
about getting sharper knifes for sol- elements in the U. S.: Trade,J
the draft, and Seminoles of diers.
within an hour after the President STRIKES:
It was later revealed that an at- theCame
.ons, propaganda, armies and!
swamps and farmlands all reghad asked for the seven billions, Grow; Apace
tempt was made to blow up the train istered.
. . . Wejhpte that makes ilij
But
the
tourist-show
Indistatisticians were busy trying to tell
which Rendel and his party were ans were told by white friends that
If this army life dont do nothing
As labor troubles multiplied in the on
the public what this amount meant
United States, in defense and non- traveling to Istanbul. Thi? was prov- they weren't subject to the draft else for me, mom, it will make me
One of the constructive I
in purchased goods and services.
projects, including the huge en when it was found that the hand- since they never made peace with appreshiate good coffee. I gess they ASCAP should do is stop
One of these put it this way—it defense
bags
which
contained
the
explosive
use
tobacco
leaves
for
coffee
hi
the
would equal a strip of $10 bills bus drivers' walkout in New York had traveled on the train with the the U. S. government, owed it no army. The boys say the cook dont chestra leaders, such as
allegiance. So they went on a draftreaching 2% times around the it was reported that William S. Rendel party, but failed to go off.
know how to make coffee which I who sticks his moniker on!
strike.
world; it would buy 120 Empire Knudsen finally has been driven to
The
Nazis
denied
that
the
bombs
gess has ben true all through the Cuban melodies obscure
State buildings at 50 million each; considering the "draft industry" had been planted on the train, say- And selective service officials, not history of armies and navies and I create.
provision
in
the
powers
of
his
ofanxious
to
disrupt
Indian
relations,
or it would build 115 Triborough
ing the Rendel baggage had been
dont see why the U. S. dont have a
bridges at $60,000,000; or 120 dread- fice as production manager to end loaded under the eyes of scores of have refused so far to turn their secretary of coffee just like a secreWonder how much truth (
Allis-Chalmers affair, amone
names
over
to
the
department
of
naughts at $50,000,000; or 2,350 sub- the
Gestapo agents. However, British justice for prosecution. Upshot is tary of war so a cup of Java will to that buzz about Hitler and]
others.
marines, 2,090,000 light tanks; 28,Increasing concern was shown by sources later replied that another that Everglades Seminoles are leav- taste like a cup of Java and not like ing being miffed with eachf
000 four-motor bombers; also would
. . . Goering, the legend M
production
chiefs in the national de- unexploded bomb had been found to ing the swamps hi droves, thinking a hot brake smells.
pay the entire cost of public educabaggage unloaded from the train
hi the doghouse because of til
they, too, will be exempt if they
tion in the U. S. for three years or fense when figures showed a 27 per
y
I still got that chance to join a ure in the skies over Britain!
live on the Trail.
provide a $50 U. S. bond for every cent increase in strikes during the JAPAN:
tank
corpse like I wrote you but dont And that it's no secret in
past
30
days.
This
gave
a
disquietWord also is spreading to their
man, woman and child.
worry as they are still using ice that his frau entered a lot
n0rth on stock farm
Thus given a visual picture of ing tone to the situation over and be- Peace Move
n^S^ ^ ^v
s
for tanks and I wud look theater and was booed until
any single disturbance or group
Whether it was under the frown- provided by the government, that if wagons
what the sum meant, it was figured yond
of troubles.
pretty
going
to war hi an ice wagon, ptu
parted
- .- DUppuacu
Simnosed to
Uai .- .
•» Iing menace of Axis guns, both in S^JS?*-"*. "flitaiy wudn't I, ma?
that the first job would be for the
side stuff1' swapped in State
Some
of
the
danger
spots
were
the West and in the Par East or
President to provide for England
Well this is all for now so I close corridors.,
as much as possible under the law of m the Midwest, some hi the East whether it was sincere, but notelie hot spot is kindly John with love.
the existing military and naval The AllisrChalmers strike was past worthy, at any rate, was the statea month and a half and still dead- ment issued by the Indo-Chinese
Oscar.
Wonder what's become
, commissioner of Indian afequipment, up to the $1,300,000,000 locked
when Miss Perkins sent John (French) government following the
Ut fearin
limit set in the bill.
Goldwyh's
threat of several!
nnti
*l
S
cries
of
discrimiTHE CHILDREN'S HOUR
R. Steelman, head of the conciliaago to wipe out double feati""
It was pointed out that this tion service, personally to direct a ratification of the peace treaty with nation from other tribes, he has Between the darkLiand the daylight
served notice that slackers will be
that promise to fire i
When the night
~'- is
' beginning
• •
amount would come out of the seven last-minute effort to end the trouble Thailand (Siam).
to And
of the "ism" groups off <
In this peace treaty Japan was prosecuted if they don't fall inline
billion total, for as soon as $500 000 - before invoking the "draft" of induslower,
* *. *
000, say, of aid had been sent from try, which would take over the plant, the peacemaker and mediator. Back
Comes a pause in the day's occupa- payrolls? . . . Or the pred9
dramatic critics that play '..
existing equipment, the army or thus instantly outlawing the strike.' ol her mediation efforts, however
tion
UNDEPORTABLE PRINCESS
scenery "were here to stay I
was a huge fleet which was moved
navy would be reimbursed that
That
is
known
as
the
Children's
Several plants of the International into waters off French Indo-China
a dep rted
The height of something c
r
e
T
h
°
amount, and would then be able to Harvester
Hour.
P
princess?
This,
in
effect,
is
the
company were down be- during the height of the Thailandthat radio trio whoflung*'
purchase replacements.
Plea of Attorney General Jackson
cause of strikes, the vital coal and Indo Chinese war.
The rest of the $7,000,000,000 will steel industries were in the midst
regarding Maria Waldenburg-Schill- I see there beside the loudspeaker against a movie firm »M
"their" billing: "Tom,
The innocent, sweet little dears
Reports from Saigon, when the
go into purchase contracts for even
Princess Stefanie Hohenthreatening conferences between peace was finally terminated, giving mgsfurst,
while stories of gangsters and Harry." Hmfl
tual aid to Britain, Greece or other of
a erman wh
worker
and
employer,
the
Brill
plant
Si
?
°
came
here
from
bump-offs
nations which are opposing Nazi agThailand huge slices of Indo-Chinese England on a tlHungarian passport.
Philadelphia was down, holding territory
along the borders, were
Are brought to their infantile .ears.
gression. These contractual obliga- in
Two magailnes that
The
department
of
justice
has
ora big ammnition order for shell tnat the peace was more satisfactions
must be on the dotted line by up
dered her deported, but has f ound From four until seven they sit considerable-attention before]
1Q
casings;
there
was
an
auto
strike
-" but can be carried out through m Oakland.
tory than the French government to its embarrassment, that it's iml
ing (only to flop) were
therehad hoped for.
Stage /. . Verne Marshall,.
possible to deport somebody whTn
Statistical review of the situation
Enslaved
by
the
programs'
apIt was stated that in Saigon it nobody will have her. Jackson has
basted out of the pubic eye WJ
peal,
was headache enough for produc- was
LONDON:
expected that even larger ces- deported her by act of law, STcan"
rage of word-bullets
tion chiefs, the number of strikes in
gun knock is a boost, huh?
sions of territory would have had to get her out of the country
Hit Hard
Janary as compared with Decem- have
&
been made if Japan had not
England won't have her. So she
, Terrific series of air attacks on S ™ g H 2 ° 8S against 16°. *™d intervened.
And terrible mobsters who squeaL how many of the opp°
will
have
to
remain
in
San
Francisco
everything
the
Administ"'
England, especially on London, plus the 220 became more ominous
Immediately Foreign Minister
tempts to do, do so beef I
tremendous losses at sea brought when it was shown that the five-vear Matsuoka announced that he would unless Germany decides to take her Cowboys and horses and rustlers
personally hate Roosevelt J
Love and the wages of sin. '
average
for
January
was
only
no
.,
case she might get
forth the frank statement in comshatter Japanese precedents by takOne day the history books*]
and for December only 126
Kidnapers, death and destruction
10 8 1 the sprin
blitz
ing a trip to Europe to confer with
P " ^
«
Promised
care of them ail-but then
Maniacs, arson and gin.
by Hitler was now fully under way taied'^n1?."'135'8 10St in Januar y to- his Axis partners.
have the crimson faces
taled b25,000 as against 400,000 lost
ernment
leaders
Von Wiegand, writing from Shang™nfil
expressed
111 scendants will carry the
confidence in the outcome, balanc- m December, and here the figures hai saw in this project a chance
shame . . . Bob
ing against ship losses unannounced on past years was more favorable, that Japan would seek Axis, paring thought: A success
111
to JaU When
ey>re
and untotaled damage inflicted on as the five-year average of man- ticularly Nazi mediation in an effort restricted freedom, „, ^
"
^fifteen
'*
^
Who accumulates enough I
aays Jost in January was 1,012,665.
to end the Japanese-Chinese war
Then no thanks to the air "Chil- his widow rich when he *°l I
pending on the character of
son.
•--dren's Hour."
FBI:
self to death.
—Mary Holland Gordon.
Cracks Down
MERRY-GO-ROUND
It cost one fellow a
Federal Bureau of Investigation
The war department isn't adver
to
discover the origin of w
PHILADELPHIA _ Alarm clock
PHILADELPHIA _ Leopold Sto- agents went to New York and ar- Using it, but it has assigned one of
"What'a
the point?" • , . ,
sales are booming. Observers in the
rested two men, Dr. Manfred Zapp the army's brainiest officers Mai
cracked when a bore tc»
HQftlC
!°tf.'
"" """* *• tmMUiSri
industry blame it on the draft Most PhH H ' , f K r 2 9 y e a r S lead" of the and Guenther Tonn, his assistant Gen.
I
*
Robert C. Richardson to
less quip ... It is dict"/
soldiers are taking alarm-clocks to Philadelphia Symphony orchestra under the law which requires agents a detailed survey of its press
-when
a gambler forgets j
camp-trying to beat the bugler to has res lg ned. The reason? He said of foreign governments
s
a _ a
Uons and organization.
tot eregister
We take no stock in Fiorello La- ber the shooter is tryi»e >
he wanted to be free to serve his
the 'reveille call.
The reSU]t was that _
Most sensational
Guardia s statement that he wUl no\ . . . Jan Valtin's book,
LOS ANGELES-Fred B. Cody government and his country
run for mayor of New York again Night," is so thrilling t'lb
LONDON-Erland Echlin, Canadi- limmary hearing. Zapp and Guenwanted a divorce. His complaints
His auto siren is hi too
are trying to make you
were that his wife put black widow an citizen and former representative ther were released on $5,000 ba"l
and his fire helmet isn't
each
for
the
court
trial.
The
inves
of
two
American
magazines
News
isn't true . . . Of all U" J
spiders in his bed and tried to run
out.
week and Time, has oeen jailed I- tigation had revealed that they were
over him with the family car.
arguments! . . . I*?"
representatives of the Nazi news
drive a nail into the coffin nf
der a defense regulation.
for
people who lose $^^
•very American boy " Th»
5
agency. Transocean News ServfJe
to
robbers,
as happened
6 Canto
bear a Chicago postmark™
woman.
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Consumer Income Continues Rise

ENERAL
MUttHf.

JOHNSON

AROUND
HOUSE
Potatoes to be french fried win
e more crisp if allowed to stand
n cold water for half an hour beore frying.
• * *
Kerosene will soften boots and
iocs that have been hardened by
ater.
* * •
A dry cloth is better for removig a pan or dish from the stove
lan a damp or wet one.

to Aid
of Disasters
iort Notice.
M^^MHiaHBH

pMtera New*paper Union.)

. .Ni Y.—Large
ion ofcblood plasma
L Bed Cross for
States navy and
Be the proving ground
pelopment of a nationfcork of .hospital blood
Jr. Charles R. Drew,
ipervisor of the plas. oh of the Blood Trans|sobiation, predicts. He
program was instiacqttire stores of dried
Id plasma both for the
Drees and for use in dis|volying civilians. Plasl>e substituted for whole
transfusions for treatmany cases of injury,
ad illness.

!
By L. G. ELLIOTT
President, LaSalle Extension
University
More people are at work in factories and are earning more money
than at any time in this country's
history. Incomes of consumers are
steadily rising, and the larger
amounts of money in circulation
keep the products of industry and
agriculture moving at a more rapid
rate.
Retail trade in all parts "of the
country is from 12 to 14 per cent
higher than it was last year at this
of need, the program tune. Volume of sales is increasing
in rural districts and small towns,
| expanded rapidly to reach
of donors hi major cit- as well as in the larger cities.
Prices of many farm products
jp. .Drew explains. "As the
! and facilities for blood and have continued to rise. Even those
^collection improve, the use prices that have declined recently
or serum, undoubtedly are, for the most part, higher than
rease. Plasma banks and they were a year ago. Prospects
! are being more and are that the increased purchasing
iely used in hospitals power of consumers will keep prices
and cash farm income above the
But the country."
average of last year.
ored in Philadelphia.
Many farm products are being
lie present tone, blood for used in increasing volume.
Production of milk and dairy prodlal defense plasma program
^collected only in New York ucts has made a new record and in3r. Drew"-continued.. "The dications point toward a continued
ff being sent to laboratories in high level as long as consumer deslphia for processing into mand remains steady or increases.
' asma." Dried plasma is eas- Farm prices of dairy products have
flBtore and transport than the "been the highest in four years, and
orm. It is less susceptible income from dairying is expected to
pction because the moisture be the largest in a decade. Prices
to most bacteria life has for poultry and eggs are also higher
Hthdrawn. Dried plasma is this year than they were last year.
Exports of industrial products, es" to liquid form before it is
tered in transfusions. Both pecially war materials, are large,
|and dried , plasma may be while those of agricultural products
for long periods of time, even continue to be small. Unless con| years. Neither form requires
;" to an individual patient's
lents when drawn from a
§•made up of plasma from
^individuals.
^Presbyterian hospital blood
"i representative of modern
lasma banks. The "vault" is
NEW YORK.—Color comic magaTWestinghouse refrigerator,
~<"by-the Times Appliance zines which don't even try to be
f, to meet the association's funny are .becoming increasingly
erits. "A constant evenly popular among children throughout
temperature and ab- the country. Conscientious parents
! vibration is essential in the and educators denounce them as an
Jque," Dr. Drew said. undesirable influence upon impressionable young minds.
i Even Temperature.
In an effort to offset their popu! controls of the Presbyteri-larity, a new publication has been
1 bank refrigerator maintain started which supplants grotesque
erature within one-tenth of excitement with true adventure and
of 39.7 degrees Fahren- exploits of superbeings with human
I/ideal cold point for blood bravery and daring.
storage.
/
The mushroom growth of color
eart of the blood bank is the comics began about two years ago.
|room, a glassed-in cubicle Since that tune more than 75 publithe plasma is drawn off cations have entered the market to
be corpuscles-1 have settled. sell 10,000,000 copies every month.
Dime adventure stories con' sbyterian hospital pooling
bathed in the bacteria-de- demned by many parents at the turn
rays of three Sterilamps. of the century were mild compared
np casts a. curtain of to the "thrillers" sold to children
: rays; between technicians today. They offer fantastic excite; and tubes with which ment, lurid adventure and grotesque
• off and bottie the plasma. characters of tremendous strength.
Fear Influence of Comics.
atloHs of this refrigeration,
and educators are becomand air conditioning ingParents
increasingly
concerned about
for blood banks, have the influence of these
color magalended to the National
upon youngsters. They fear that
Council which is acting at zines
these magazines—that is, the objecof the navy, army and tionable
70 per cent—will give the
ealth administration.
children a false and undesirable
sense of values.
Theoretically the solution to the
problem is to provide children with
a substitute which will command
their interest, yet possesses none of
the qualities which make the picture
magazines undesirable. Efforts of
Parents' Magazine to provide such a
substitute have reached fruition in
TRUE COMICS.
Looks the Same.
Externally it looks just like any
other comic magazine. It is of the
same size, the same general appearance as the other magazines, with
its 64 pages of brightly colored pictures. The subject matter, however, differs diametrically from its
competitors, because it deals with
current and past history.
'Colorful pictures illustrate thrilling adventures and conquests of Simon Bolivar, South American Liberator, and the exploits of George
technician la shown Rogers Clark. More exciting and
ism* from a bottle of timely than afl is the life of "World
raviolet rays from three 'Hero Number One," Winston
i protect the blood plasma Churchill. Other pages illustrate imin the air during the portant and interesting episodes in
history.
To assure the magazine's appeal, a group of well-known boys
ally Cleaned Air
and girls have been asked to. serve
Ips Machine 'Breathe* as Junior Advisory Editors. Among
I, OHIO.—Enough electri- those who have accepted the invitaed air to meet the normal tion are movie stars Mickey Rooney
requirements of 50,000 and, Shirley Temple.
I being supplied continuousWhile many adults helplessly be'"ate a new 75-ton electri- moan the fact that children read and
for the Ohio Edison are'influenced by the comic books,
Parents' Magazine makes a bold atis cleaned to keep dust tempt to offer a partial solution to
out of the windings of a the problem. Interested persons
-hronous condenser which from coast to coast are watching
voltage and current on this new magazine, True Comics, to
es.
see if it will prove successful.

Parents, Educators
Strive to Combat
Comic Magazines

Items of Interest
to the Housewife
Smoky Booms—You can quickly;
clear the air in the living room by
leaving overnight a tablespodhful
of ammonia in a bowl of water. •
• * •
If in breaking eggs into a mixing bowl a bad one should accidentally be dropped in, a wholecake may be spoiled. It is, therefore, wise to always break one egg
at a time into a cup before putting
it into the mixing bowl.

Washington, D. C.
ITALY'S 'POWER'
Before his sudden foray by his
right flank on western Europe and
when there was still some speculation as to whether he would not
team up with Italy and strike
France by his left flank, Hitler is
reported to haye said that he didn't
even want Mussolini to enter the
war—that with Benito neutral he
didn't need to worry about that sector, but if II Duce came in he would
have to detach 30 German divisions
ditions abroad change considerably to protect him. -these trends are likely to continue
There was good sense in that. The
for some tune. Larger domestic de- French general staff had somewhat,
mand and the government farm pro- the same idea about Benito.' The
gram will do «much, to keep up only offensive they had planned
farm prices even though surpluses against Hitler Was. to strike Mussoin many products are large.
lini and they expected it to be a
Prospects for 1941 crops are good joyride. Before that could develop,
because precipitation hi most parts Adolf had sideswiped them on the
of the country was above average other side and Benito took what he
during the winter.' Exact estimates thought was his opportunity.
of the probable harvest cannot be
The world knows the result. Hitmade this early in the season, but ler was right the first time. Rethe outlook now appears favorable. ports make it clearer daily that he
Farmers are planning to have about has simply had to appoint himself
the same total acreage in cash and receiver in bankruptcy for busted
feed crops as they planted a year Benito, with all the risks and reago. Government payments are ex- sponsibilities that the job implies.
pected to be about the same in 1941 Italy has become a vassal state to
as they were last year. Good crops Germany and, for however long it
and rising prices will probably push may last, it is a fact worth remark
farm income to^he highest level in that Hitler has thereby restored apmany years.
proximately the boundaries of the
Empire of Charlemagne in which
the inclusion of Italy according to
the great world historian Dupuy
"lost thereby its independence for
10 centuries."
As a modern war power, Italy
simply doesn't exist and, in comparison with the rest, hasn't existed
in our time. No nation can re'ally
". . . I must make good . . . X be formidable in modern war without owning or having access to three
must keep this job."
Fifty years have passed since a great industries—chemical, metalyoung girl, Katherine Loretta Con- lurgical and manufacturing. Italy
nell, repeated these words to her-' has had none of these. She is just
self on the way to her first day of a long salient stuck out into the
service in the employ of the Union Mediterranean where she is as vulPacific railroad at Omaha, Neb. She nerable and! uncomfortable as a sore
has kept that pledge made to herself thumb.
Onqe, as a great sea power as
and now is believed to be the oldest
woman employee in point of service well as a great land power, she
ruled the world, but that was when
on the railway's entire service.
it was principally a Mediterranean
Early this month she passed that world and when armies meant little
fiftieth milestone and recalled some more
massed muscular man
of her early impressions of railroad' power.than
Even
then she was dependwork in those days.
Yon can see and taste the difference in Califor*
ent
on
the
rest
of the world for
"It seems as though it was only nearly all her metal
and most of her
food. Her principal value to Hitler
vitamins and minerals—"Extras" from allwas her threat to North Africa, a
year 8unahine,fertQe soils and scientific care.
"bottle neck in the Mediterranean,
Richer,goldenjuicewithim>revitonun5an<{
and, such naval and military maminerals in every glass! Seedless, tender slices
terials and munitions as she had aci and sections for salads and desserts! Perfect
cumulated through the years.
:
fruit for lunch boxes and bedtime snacks!
Her equipment has been proved
obsolete, the threat to North Africa
Look for "Sunldsf on the akin, This tradeis'over and, so far as she is conmark of 14,000 cooperating growers assures
cerned, the bottleneck has been broyou of fruit that is "Seat for Juicc-and Every
ken. Benito was the worst bargain
use!" Order several dozen for economy.
that Adolf ever bought. Now that
OonviMl. OklltaBlSi Mutt Omm
bargain is his baby and the care
V uabw»9**-Umig CBA a
and policing of it is going to take a
W»t»Surr. Mfc
,'—JJTnmnr
j _.',' y ?.• Wi^vWuHMMffiKH
considerable part of his military,
that he may
Katherlne L. Council (left) as* she naval and air power
elsewhere.
appeared when she started work for need desperately
* * •
the railroad, 50 years ago, and
PRIORITIES
(right) as she looks today.
There is a report in Washington
yesterday when I went to work," that we are going to have to stop
making electric washing machines
she say's.
In those days the company's head- and later electrical refrigerators bequarters in Omaha .employed about cause of the aluminum shortage.
This is said to be because of the
500 persons and in her tenure of
service she has watched this num- priorities of delivery that will have
to be given to certain munitions inber grow to nearly 2,000.
Especially does she remember her dustries. O. K., they must not be
Nothing From Nothing
Wretched Minds
first salary of $35 a month as freight held up for lack of anything, if, as,
Nothing can be born of nothing,
How wretched are the minds of
and
when
they
need
it.
But
in
grantcar mileage clerk, Which was a
nothing can be resolved into noth- men, and how blind their under"very comfortable" salary in those ing, a priority the 0PM or the pri- ing.—Persius.
standings,—Lucretius.
days, Miss Connell recalls. She has ority board has a much greater obligation
than
just
channeling
the
enworked under seven immediate superior officers, her present position tire outflow of a strategic material
being in the company's auditor of to Factory A or Factory B at its
equipment service accounts office. demand—especially if the effect is
to close up a normal industry emSupervisory Positions.
ploying many people.
She has held supervisory positions
A priority order should govern
with the company since February 1, not only total quantity of delivery
1900, when she was appointed head but time of delivery. It is up to
clerk in the statistical bureau. For the government control to get the
Patronize Your local Forry'i Dealer
24 years she was a head clerk, and strategic material to the user exsince 1932 has been assistant bureau actly as it is needed. But it is also,
head.
up to that control in rationing a
Her life belongs to the romance scant supply to see to it that there
that is railroading, for her father is no hoarding and no ordering far in
too, was an employee of the Union advance of time of use.
Seeking Truth
possible means; and when you
Pacific. He died shortly after her
The very first thing that should
If
you
seek
you will not have found truth, you need not
birth, of a cold, contracted on the be done in the application of drastic leek to gain atruth,
victory by every fear being defeated.—Epictetus.
job.
rationing is to explore every stock
It was after this that a company pile in this country. Nothing of
official promised her widowed moth- this sort has been done. It could
er that as her children grew up be worked on a rough random check
they would be given work, if they through the insurance companies.
desired, With the railroad. Years It could be done more thoroughly
later the official kept his promise and accurately by a questionnaire
You will be proud to wear
and Katherine went to work.
dragnet. Leon Henderson would
Her mother dying 16 years ago, know how to do it better than anythis beautifully-designed
and a brother' Pat more recently, body I know—and get the answer
Miss Connell has been left without in the quickest way.
kin except for two nephews. But
Another activity for which governshe finds comfort and great compan- ment control is responsible before il
ionship both in her work and in a moves to unnecessary upsets and
This colorful, dignified, patriotic emblem is die most approwide acquaintanceship of friends. deprivations, is to set up a unit to
She is active in several Omaha busi- explore the possibilities of conservapriate pin you can wear tocky. This pin has been made
ness and social organizations.
tion and substitution.
available exclusively by Van Camp's. It is yours with 3
* * *
Van Camp's labels and one dune. Get your supply of
Practically nothing has been done
Bloodstone's 'Powers'
Van Camp's products at your grocer's, today!
along these lines. Simple dogmatic
Considered Miraculous priority is very effective but, withNEW YORK. — Ancient legends out assuming full responsibility for
gave the wearer of the birth gem these other safeguards, it is a sort
for March, the bloodstone or jasper, of "easiest way" that may lead to
Van Camp's Inc., Dept. V, Box 144
a wide choice of miraculous powers, some very unpleasant aftermaths o:
recrimination
and
bitter
resentment
ranging from calming the wrath of
I am •ncfodno on. C&M ami 3 fabth fnm cMfcfoui
dictators to stopping a nosebleed, I have been so roundly criticized
Von Camp'* product*, fltam Mad •• ttw bwutiM
according to Natural History maga- for even referring to World war ex
perience on these .mattery that I
zine.
getting gun shy. I don't know
Among alleged qualities of the am
to
what
I could better refer, bu
bloodstone is that its owner will be since it irritates
the customers I am
believed, whatever he may say.
trying to restrain myself.

'Railroader'
Marks Fifty Years
Of Active Service

patriotic emblem
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SEWING CIRCLE

By HAHOLD L. LUNDQUIST, D. D.
Dean of The Moody Bible Institute
of Chicago.
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

THE PAPERS OF PRIVATE
PURKET

LET'S BE VENTURESOME—TET IT!
(See Recipes Below)
I IN COOKING

much 'lift* out of a
I do out of buying a
I' stated a homemaker
Iher statement set me
all, why shouldn't
joy a new recipe?
new, unusual and
: to prepare the making up of that recipe becomes a
challenge, almost
a game. Can we
make it up correctly? Does the
recipe suggest a
new cookery process, one which
jave never tried before?
pw dish going to taste?
to be really proud of
it to the table? Is
bing to like it? Adveng—that's -just what it
why I like new reciyhy I like to suggest
you.
ortment (given below)
round -a number of new
various kinds of
too often, I fear, we
sage ,as something to
feakfasts or light supit, serve it and that's
and the end of all
|we do about it.
£; venturesome and try
8. The list contains a
personal favorites. I
you and the family
a.'.
led Cinnamon Apples.
^Serves 6)
jar

I*
cinnamon candy
sausages
jf and water and cinnaa thick syrupy conB, degrees). Core apples
Hjpeeling from top half
S . ; Place peeled side hi
.cook for 5 .minutes.
i syrup and place three
"sausages in center of
Then place apples,
ID, in baking pan. Pour
up over, them and
irate oven (350 degrees)
40 minutes.
fer Sausage With
pple Rings.
s ( 4 servings) ,
sausages.
whole kernel corn
butter
'•salt '
pepper
pimiento (finely cut)
apples
butter
ringer sausages hi skilftcient water to cover
rpan.
ut 20
ng
unhas
and
t tenown,
and
t i saucepan. Heat until
prated to about one-half,
heat, then mix lightly
[.salt, pepper and pimivhile, wash apples and
slices. Pan-fry in
• medium heat. Turn
on one side and brown
To arrange plates,
sages, two apple slices
; of corn on each plate.
re Waffles.
'pastry flour
i baking powder
salt
{separated
imilk
netted butter
pork sausage
all dry Ingredients,
thoroughly and add
Stir milk mixture
^ingredients. Add melt. sausage and fold in
aten egg whites. Bake
•a hot waffle iron until
own. Serve with maple
and Puritan Sausage
Cakes.
t potatoes. Peel and
itwis*. Piac* % of
i'fcokingpan.

•- ' Adventures In Cooking
Everyone likes to adventure in
cooking and that's just the opportunity that comes to each homemaker when she.tries out a new
recipe. The best part of the adventure, however, comes about
when the recipe makes the man
of the family look up and with
both pride and appreciation in his
voice pronounces the whole meal
a tremendous success.
The lOc recipe book, "Feeding Father," contains a large
number of brand new recipes,
each so different that making
them up is an adventure—so good
that eating them entirely merits
and begets the gratification of the
man of the family. Send today—
this offer may be eliminated at
any time. To get your copy, send
10 cents in coin to Eleanor Howe,
919 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois. Ask for the cook
book, "Feeding Father."
Make % pound of pork sausage up
into fiat sausage cakes. Place one
sausage cake on each sweet potato
slice and top with a second sweet
potato slice. Fasten with a toothpick. Brush with melted butter and
salt lightly. Bake in a moderate
oven (350 degrees) for approximately % hour.
Porcupine Sausage Balls.
2 tablespoons butter'
1 small onion, chopped
1 green pepper, chopped
-2% cups canned tomatoes
1 tablespoon sugar
1 pound bulk pork sausage
% cup uncooked rice
Melt butter in frying pan and
brown onion in it. Add chopped
green pepper, tomatoes, sugar,
and salt. Cook until green pepper
is tender. Make
the sausage into
small balls and
roll in the uncooked rice. Place in greased baking casserole and pour the tomato
mixture over the sausage balls.
Cover baking dish and bake 1%
hours in a moderate oven (350 degrees).
Sausages in Pastry Blankets.
(8 sausage rolls)
IMs cups flour
% teaspoon salt
V« teaspoon baking powder
% cup shortening
3 tablespoons cold water (approximately)
8 pork link sausages
Sift together the flour, salt, and
baking powder. Blend in the shortening. Then add just enough water
to form a dough, mixing lightly. Roll
out and cut into 8 oblong pieces,
each sufficiently large to wrap
around one link sausage. Place individual sausages (well pricked) on
individual pieces of pastry; fold ends
over and roll up. Place, folded side
down, on a baking sheet. Prick crust
with a fork. Bake in a hot oven
(425 degrees) for about 30 minutes.
Serve very hot.
Sausage Stuffed Tomatoes.
(Serves 8)
8 large firm tomatoes (uncooked)
1 pound country style pork sausage
% cup soft bread crumbs (buttered)
Remove stem end of tomatoes.
Scoop out the center and sprinkle
lightly with salt. Form sausage into
eight balls and place one ball hi
each tomato. Top with buttered
bread crumbs. Place tomatoes in
a shallow baking pan, bake in a moderate oven (350 degrees) for 45 minutes (approximately).
Ham Staffed Baked Apples.
(Serves 6)
6 large tart apples
IVi cups baked ham (cut in small
pieces)
1 teaspoon whole cloves
2 tablespoons butter
Cut a Vi inch slice from stem end
of each apple and remove core carefully. Scoop out, reserve apple pulp,
and leave apple shell about % inch
thick. Combine ham and apple pulp
(cut fine) and fill the apple shells.
Top each shell with a clove and
dot with butter. Place in a baking
pan, add V* inch water and bake in
a moderate oven (380 degrees) for
about one hour.
<B*t«u*d by Weatera NMtipapcr Union.)

Dear Ma—
Everything is about the same here
in camp, especially the weathei
which has been of two kinds all whiter bad and worser and anybody
who gets drafted this spring instead
of jn midwinter like I did is getting
a great brake. My feet have taken
so much abuse they are unconscious,
and don't beleve that stuff about this
being a machine war as I have never seen so much walking done hi
peace or war. From my experience
I' think I have been drafted in a
bunions derby.
• • *
Nothing makes the boys so sore
up hear as when they get a paper
and read about
all them strikes
and w a l k o u t s
around the coun-. »\#>—- fry- Every tune I
•' *^
here about those
guys with nice
warm jobs who
go home every
night to home-cooked chow and yet
squawk about the hours and the pay
it gives me a pain you know where.
Beleve me if I was out of the army
and had a job where I could quit
every night and not saloot nobody I
would mow down anybody who tried
to sell me the idea I was not getting a square dele.
• * •
Well, I am getting used to spending^ all my tune hi a uniform now
but it is no cinch after being used
to having three soots in different
colors, one with patched pockets and
one with cuffs on the pants all my
life. Gee, ma, it would feel swell to
get into a white shirt, striped necktie and Sunday soot once in a while.
In the army you have to ware the
same soot Sunday you wore all week.
• •/*
I can be transferred to a tank
corpse if I want to but I don't know
whether I would
like it much. The
work looks too
confining and
^ v ~.
while I would like I'C^JB
<=>
to get into a serviss that would be
easier on my feet
a tank aint my
idea of no pleasure kar. A friend of
mute was hi the tanks and he says
it is like going to war in a safe.
A tank is like a taxi with no springs
and with all the upholstering done
by a scrap iron man. I guess I
would be safer from stray bullets in
a tank but I do not think I will sign
UP unless I thumb a ride and see for
myself how it is. Before a soldier
joins a tank corpse the least the government should do is give him a
demons trayshun.
• • •
How is the defense program coming on back home? I see where some
Washington witnesses say the country is short of planes, guns, tanks
and everything. As the old gag
goes, this is a fine tune to tell me,
heh, ma?
*
I wish the government wood turn
the whole thing over to Henry Ford.
He is the father of quantity produckshun and the mother too, I guess.
All you have to give him is a monkey rench a few nuts and a general idea what the war needs and
he will turn it out so fast that Uncle
Sam will not only have enough
planes, tanks and guns for 1941 and
1942 but will be giving previews ol
the 1943 moddells.
• *
Do not worry about me as my
flew is a little better and I am getting used to chilblains. After all I
was lucky not to get send with them
boys to New Fundlind.
Love,
Oscar.
• • *
APPEAL TO REASON
Driver, driver, spare that horn!
Particularly when
You fear eight seconds of delay,
Or, at the outside, TEN!
• * •
Italy seems to have developed to
a high point the quick-detachable
general.
•
Add similes: as dull as ice hockey
to a visitor from London.
• • •
LAMENT IN BAD RHYME
I do not know the reason,
But the fact is
When hubby looks at me he
Talks of taxes.
—R. P.
• • •
Money may,be the root of all evil,
says R. Roelofs Jr., but it is stil
the main basis of a good defense.
• • •
SONG FROM THE SIDELINES
I'm lost hi admiration
Of virile folks like these
Who leap from snowy mountaintopa
Upon a pah* of skJs;
Who skate with Best on icy pondi
And have a tibia cracked
But '11 just stand upon my feet—
I like myself intact!
—Frances M. Miller.
• • •
Gene Ttumey is now in service
at Peniacola. Speaking of defense, nobody eve* knew more
•bedt IT than Gene.

han one version. The deep V of
he neckline is a perfect backround for jewels or a cluster of
lowers, so that you can vary it
'ridlessly with different accessoies. Detailed sew chart included.
* * *

Lesson for March 16
Lesson subjects and Scripture texts selected and copyrighted by International
Council of Religious Education: used by
permission.

Pattern No 8867 Is designed for sizes
4, 16. 18. 20; 40 and 42. Size 16 require!
yards of 39-Inch material without nap.
flail your order today to:

THE LORD'S SUPPER
LESSON TEXT—Luke 22:14-80.
GOLDEN TEXT—At often as ye eat this
bread, and drink 'this cup, ye do show the
Lord's death till he come.—I Corinthians
11:26.

Old things pass away, and new
things take their place—such seems
to be the law of life. That which is
useful and greatly" desired fulfills
its tune of service and is set aside
for that which takes its place. The
change which occurred hi our lesson
shared this aspect, but was hi reality,
so vital and fundamental that it
merits our closest attention.
The Passover feast had (since
that great and awful night of Israel's
redemption out of Egypt's bondage)
pointed forward to the Christ.and
His cross as the fulfillment of the
type of redemption by the shedding
•of blood. But now the hour had
come for Hun to give Himself in
death, and He set aside the Passover (because it has been fulfilled)
to establish the great Christian
feast of remembrance—the Lord's
table, showing forth His death till
He come.
I. The Last Passover (w. 14-18).
Our Lord looked forward with intense desire to the Passover which
He now observed with His disciples,
for it was the last feast of that kind
recognized by God. All that it had
foreshadowed of deliverance and
hope was fulfilled hi Him who now
sat at the head of the table. He
had moved forward with resolute
purpose and desire to the day when
His mission on earth was to be accomplished, and He was to become
our Passover (I Cor. 5:7).
The fact that He had looked forward to it with desire does not in
any sense minimize the deep darkness of either Gethsemane or Calvary. Remember that, when in the
garden he faced that hour and
thought of the possibility of the cup
being taken from Him, He said to
the Father, "Not what I will, but
what thou wilt." Praying concerning the same matter (in John 12:
27), He said, "Now is my soul
troubled; and what shall I say? Father, save me from this hour: but
for this cause came I unto this
hour."
n. The First Communion (w. 19,
20).
Taking the unleavened bread and
the unfermented wine of the Passover, which had just been observed
by Hun for the last tune, Jesus established a new feast, the Christian
feast of remembrance, which we call
communion or the Lord's table.
As we have already suggested, it'
is a feast of remembrance. "For
as often as ye eat Ijhis bread, and
drink this cup ye do show the Lord's
death till he come" (I Cor. 11:26).
At the Lord's table His followers find
spiritual strength hi remembering
His death for them, and they also
find joy as they remember that He
is to come again. In doing so they
testify to the world that they believe hi and cherish these truths.
This feast is also rightly called
"communion," for down through the
ages and until He does come the
saints of God have at His table sweet
communion, first of all with Hun,
and then with one another.
We also note that our Lord spoke
of the cup as "my blood of the new
testament." The word "testament"
means "covenant." The Lord's table therefore speaks of our allegiance to Him, of our loyalty to our
Lord, and our devotion to His service. The Christian Church therefore
speaks of the communion service as
a sacrament, a word taken from
the Latin "sacramentum," meaning
oath, and essentially an oath of allegiance.
HI. Betrayal and Strife (w. 21-

SEWING CIRCLE PATTERN DEFT.
Room 1324
211 W. Wacker Dr.
Chicago
Enclose 15 cents in coins for
Pattern No
Size
Name
Address

IMAGINE
GETTING SUCH CAST,

EASy-ROUINC,MILD-

SMOKING VNAKINV>
CIGARETTES
FOR SO LITTLE PER
SMOKE! THERE'S
NO OTHER TOBACCO
LIKE PRINCE ALBERT

D
IGHT now's the time to get
lx
into a gay new -print, or a
suave black frock in flat crepe or
thin wool, or a bright-colored spun
rayon. Something slick and ybung
and decidedly new-looking, thai
will be as smart this spring, for
coatless days, as it is right now
under your coat. Here's a perfed
love of an afternoon frock—not too
dressy for general wear—that will
accent the curves and belittle the
waistline of practically any figure
This design (8867) is one of
those gracefully simple basics that
you'll want to make up in more

70

fine rotl-yonr-»wii dy>
arettes In every handy
tin of Pi1nc0 Albert

Maryland Short-Landed
If the early settlers of Maryland
had possessed better geographic
knowledge and claimed all the
land granted to Lord Baltimore by
THE
the king of England in 1632, the
NATIONAL
state would be nearly 17,001
JOY SMOKE
square miles in area, according
B. J. BemoI/Ji Tobura Co.. Wlmtoo-B*l«n,N. 0.
to Collier's. Instead it has only
10,000 square miles, having los
the 7,000 miles, which are now
Lips a Door
worth about $12,000,000,000, to Del- Lips are no part of the head,
aware, Pennsylvania and what is only made for a double-leaf door
now northern West Virginia.
for the mouth.—Lyly.
'

Friendship Slow to Grow
grafted upon stock of known and
Real friendship is a slow grow- reciprocal merit.—Lord Chesterer, and never thrives unless en- field.

30).

Someone will say, "That point
does not belong with the other two.
Both the feast of the Passover and
the Lord's Supper are for the joyful
remembrance of deliverance and redemption." The objection is well
taken except for one thing—we are
dealing with human beings as they
are, not as they should be and could
be by the grace of God.
Here in the inner circle of the
twelve there was one traitor. It
seems impossible, but apparently
Judas had maintained such outward
conduct as to turn no suspicion in
his direction, even though all along
he had hi his heart the blackest of
treachery against his Lord. It is a
sad and soul-searching fact which
is here revealed, that it is possible
for one to make a high profession
of faith in Christ and even so to live
as to give no cause for criticism,
and yet to be unregenerate and in
fact the enemy of Christ.
What about the strife regarding
position? Shame on us, for it still
goes on hi the church. Not even
the remembrance of our Lord's
death and the reminder that He is
coming again is enough to keep men
from wanting to be greatest
May the spirit of Christ get hold
of some self-seeking Christian as he
today sees Christ as the One whose
body was broken and whose blood
was shed for him'

Ir*i fbalUh not to teek prompt rdlef from m
rewigh (|ne tO B Cold. Oct {ft«*fyh HfCM* COUgh

Drop*. Two IdndK-Black or Menthol, it.

Smith Bros. Cough Drops an the
only drops containing VITAMIN A
TRAO

Vitamin A (Carotene) raise* the itthtancr of
mncoos membrane* of note and throat to
cold Infections, when lade of resistance i* due to Vitamin A deficiency*

MARK

/TpHB PUBLIC nature of advertising beneJL fits everyone it touches. It benefits the
public by describing exactly the products that are offered. It
benefita employees, because die advertiser must be more fair
andjust than the employer who has no obligation to the public.
These benefita of advertising ore quite apart from the obvious
benefits wfakhadvettomgconferg^-tbelower prices, the higher
qyaUty,Aebetteraervk«th*t go loAadvertbedgoodsand firms.
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Both South Dakota and West Vir-tl»ws durfnfc the 1943
gina repealed their state income tax | sions. ^ .

LOCAL NEWS

CHURCH NOTES

ST. MARY'S CATHOLIC CHURCH
A family dinner was held Sunday
M. J. O'Connor, Pastor
at the Earl Knowlton home in honor
Mass Sunday—10:30 a. m.
of Pvt. Teddy 'Buck" Knowlton, who
has returned after six months at KisHOLY CROSS LUTHERAN
ka
Island in the Aleutians. Those pres
'The Church of the Lutheiwi Hour"
Saturday, Children's
instruction ent besides those at home were Mr.
and Mrs. Pete Knowlton and two sons
class, 2 p. m.
<
of near Anita; Mr. and Mrs. Max Way
Adu'.t's class, 3 p. m.
Lenten services Thursday evening, and daughter of Wiota; and Mr. and
Mrs. Cliff Kearns of Dexter.
S p. m.
Sunday guests at the Lester Scholi
Divine Service—10 a. m.
home
south of town were Mrs. Jake
Sunday School—11 a. m.
Imig and sons, John and Bill, of Omaha; Mrs. and Mrs. H. 0 Henningsen
LINCOLN CENTER
and Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Burkhart of
Sunday School—10:00 a. m.
"NO THANKS. I'D RATHER HAVE CARGIU."
Anita
Preaching service—11:00 a. m.
Homer Mil hollin was called to DCS
Moines Monday by the serious illness
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
of his mother. Mrs Rachacl Millhollin.
Rev. Frank E. Henry, Pastor
Mrs. M i i : h o i l i n has pneumonia and is
Sunday School at 10 a. m.
Church worship, sermon at 11 a. m m I ( vim :".-! at the Methodist hospital..
Granulated to a chick's
Mi-, am! Mrs. Henry Karus. who re-'
Monday U. Y. M.
taste, Caigiil Fla\inized
Thuisday, Ladies' Aid at the home reived a telegram, from the War DCChick Starter supplies
of Mrs. Harry Gill, who with hei par.mrnt :\ couple of weeks ago payimportant vitamins,
daughter, Mrs. Summervil'.e, will in- that their son, Pfc. Howard Karns|
minerals and proteins
servo refreshments.
hud been s'.ightly wounded on Kwa.ia-;
for disease resistance,
lein Island. Marshall group, on Feb. '
METHODIST CHURCH
i;. have now received a letter from the
steady growth. See us
M. D. Summcrbell. Pastor
\Var Pen.irtmciH saying that they had
now and get a FREE
Mrs. Les'.er King, S. S. Supt.
imde a ' m i s ' . a k e and that Pfc Karns:
Pyrex flavor-saver Pie
Sunday School—10:00.
had boon only very slightly wounded •
Plate with 3 sacks.
Morning Worship—11:10.
and was back in action the next day. •
Evening Services—7:30 p. m.
•ns 1 have already heard from their
L'ni.ed Youth Group meeting Monday evening at the Congregational
M,- and Mr:,. Howard Wilson of
church.
424 X. 23 St., Atwood Apts, were
Tuesday, M.-n: 21. Cass County Oldcallers over the weekend at the Mr
er Boys and Girls Youth Conference
and Mrs. Dave Weaver home here.
at the Anita Methodst church. This
They are both employed at the Marconference is non-denominational Mr.
tin Bomber plant in Omaha.
John Horsley of Indianola will be the
Lake Bear has returned to his home
priest speaker. Discussions group
in Long Beach, Calif., after a visit
ANITA, IA.
;
mor." ng and afternoon. Conference
here with relatives and friends.
PHONE 158 or 198
starts at 9:30. Sack lunch at noon.
Fred Heck has been poorly for sevBanquet' at 6 o'clock.
eral weeks following an attack of the
Do not forget the birthday party
Pfc Edwin Scholi, who is stationed
at the Methodist church Thursday
evening, Mar. 23 at 7:30. Potluck near Detroit, Mich.., arrived Saturday
for a furlough here with his parents,
dinner, program.. Everyone urged to
MY. and Mrs. Roy Scholi and family..
attend
MT. and Mrs. E. C Dorsey received
a telephone call form Wichita Falls,
CHRISTIAN' CHURCH
Texa s Saturday afternoon telling
Richard Hudson, Pastor
them of the sudden death of Mr DorSunday school—10:00 a. m.
nephew, G. S. Seaman, a former
Morning: Worship — 11::00
A n i t a resident. Mrl Seaman leaves
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE CHURCHES beside.--, uncles rnd aunts, his wife, on
VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
"Matter" will be the subject of the daughter and one sister
i Lesson-Sermon in all Churches o f ' C. U. Daubendiek of Jefferson was
New Crop California
Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, March a visitor here Saturday
Per Pound
Mis. Walter Wise returned the last
IP.
j Tlve Golden Text is from Leviticus'of the week f . o m a week's visit in
P C G . W . C . Garden R u n
J19.--4, "Turn ye not unto idols, nor! Omaha with her daughter, Mrs Roy
lead NOW only 3 points
No2 Can
j make to yourselves molten gods: I am Rbbson arid family.
G. W. C, High Test
the Lord your God."
Mrs. Ross Pearson, who had been
3 Cans
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo-ill for a week here at the home of her
tations from the Bible and from the [parents, Mi', and Mrs. Soren SandArmour's Star
Christian Science textbook "Science j beck, was able to return to her home
1 Point Per Pound
and Health with Key to the Scrip- northwest of town several days ago.
tures" by Mary Baker Edd-y.
Mr. and Mrs. Gail Burke and Mrs.
Skippy
L.
E. Morehouse spent Thursday in
One
of
the
Bible
citations
reads:
"In
Pint Jar
the beginning was the Word, and the Omaha shopping
Briardale
Word was with God. All things were
Mrs. Laura Campbell and Mrs. Hazel
Large Can
made by him; and without him was not Forshay, former Anita residents, now
anything that was made" (John 1:1, of Des Moines. were visitors here FriOrange Pekoe
I 3).
day.
^-Pound
Among the selections from the
Mrs. Roy Taylor is in Burlington,
Christian Science textbook is the fol- la., visiting her sisters.
G. W. C.
lowing:
6-Box Carton
PRODUCE MARKETS
"Matter does not express Sp ; rit. God
| is i n f i n i t e omnipresent Spirit'. Tf Spirit
Effective Today
Large Assortment of Pure Preserves and Jellies
j i s a)] and is everywhere, what and
' w h e r e is matter?" (p. 223).
Sweet Cream
................
. . . 52c '
No. 1
.........................
51c'
James Herriman has returned from
No. 2
..........................
49c
a visit with his sister at North Platte,
EGGS— A
.....................
32c
Xebr. Mr. Herriman is going to work
EGGS— B
....................
29c
for Frank Barber this summer.
EGGS— C
.....................
25c
Heavy Hens
...................
20c
Borah Peak, the highest point in
..................
18c
Frank Mil'.er, former Anita resi- TO DEMOCRATIC CONVENTION the state of Idaho, rises 12,656 feet Leghorn Hens
.......................
16c
dent, now of Wassaw, Mo., visited relThe following from the Grant Pre- above sea level, while the lowest point Springs
.........................
I6c
atives here last week and looked aft- cinct No. 1 have been elected to at- in the state is 720 feet above sea level Coxs
er business interests.
tend the County Democratic Conven- and the approximate mean elevation
tion in Atlantic on March 15: Mr. and for the state is 5,000 feet
SMfTHER'S POULTRY
BUY WAR BONDS'
Mrs. Tom Burns, Miss Vera B. Hook
Frank White, Mrs. R. W. Forshayi
GENERAL HAULING! Dennis Pearce, George O. Smither!
Ernest Burke and M. C. Hutchinson.
Omaha Hauling a Speciality The delegates elected from Grant
precinct \o. 2 were C. E Parker, Miami Mrs. Peter R. Petersen, Rowley
Pollock and Milt Smith
!

TESTED INGREDIENTS

CARGILL CHICK STARTER

Burke Bros.

BRIARDALE

5c
14c
23c
35c
38c
lOc
22c
27c

Cabbage

Lye
Bacon
Peanut Butter
Milk
Tea
Matches

KOHL $ LANTZ

FOR STANDARD TANK WAGON
CALL

67
Gay Karstens
Anita, Iowa

Maduffs Food Mark<
WE DELIVER
PHONE 22
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY!

Lb.

No

-

.jar
P'nut Butter 2
P'cake Flour (
ISi
Syrup Dark
1-half gallon jar
39<
Gold Cup
None Better 3-lb. 80c, 1-lb.

in

gs

Sliced Bacon *&£ 2!
Ground Beef •
FARMERS:—Bring Us Ypur Eggs! — We Buy(
a Grade and Pay Top Prices

START YOUR CHICKS
OFF
Help your chicks off to a fast, safe start with Nulrcna
Chick Mash. Nutrena supplies chicks with nourishim-nt
they need for vigorous life and growth. You can
depend on Nutrena Chick Masli to
help you raise well-feathered, meaty
^T broilers and pert little pullets. See us
o^>
now for your supply of—

CHICK
MASH

The Farmers Coop
Short orders and Meals—Cigarettes, Soft
Drinks, Candy, Ice Cream—at

White Front Coffee
KK^^K^K~H~:~H~XK~K*:~X~:-X^^

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

HOWARD LETT
Phone Red 141
Anita, la.

Try a Tribune Want Ad.
WANT

ADS

^^

W i l l i a m Wohiieber of Winner. S. fi.
visited several days t h i s week in the
home uf his brother, Feed Wollliebel
and f a m i l y .
A l b e r t H j u i .shoj who i.< ercploved
at IJli'.ir. Xtbv., spent the weekend
hi-re in the home of his parents, Mr.
ami Mrs. John Hjortshoj.

Kveii in time of war, the Dible conKENT: Sleeping rooms by night tinues to be the world's best = e!Iin
or week. Mrs. Vernie Jewett. 2-0 book.

GRAPE F R U I T , 10 for

............

'

<**

ORANGE:;, California, 2-doz. for
GRAPE NUT FLAKE, large size, ?. for
CLEANSER, C. F.

2 cans for

SOAP, C F Naptha, 2 cakes

........

..............

...................

SALMON, Pink, No. 1 Tall

29c
09c
09c

26c

TOILET PAPER, 4 Rolls

25c

House Paint for Permanence and economy.

SYRUP, Waffle C F

43c

Since 1878 homes of outstanding beauty
7
have been Monarch painted!

COOKIES, Sugar Plain, pound . . .

Beautify your home this Spring with Monarch

/

5-lb

Wallpaper Your Roo
For Lasting Quality!
<We have a plentiful supply of wall paper, in a
variety of designs and colors at popular prices.
FIRST QUALITY paper carried.

25c

PLENTY OF CEIUNG PAPER
Many designs and colors.

ROBERT SCOTT
ANITA LUMBER COMPANY
Bring your paint problems to US!

CELERY, CAULIFLOWER, LETTUCE, CARROTS, TURNIPS, APPLES
Phone 29

Free Delivery

Matthews Rexall Drug
Wilbur Matthews, Reg. Phar.
ANITA
, :;

(»"V

*

-H

'S

'

J*t

ANITA
ANITA, CASiS COUNTY, IOWA, THURSDAY, MARCH 20, 1941.

NUMBER 12

TO
COOKING SCHOOL TO
ICERNING QUESTIONNAIRES
FIFTY MORE MEN Anita Couple to Observe
BE HELD NEXT WEEK AGED ANITA LADY
IG QUOTA
SUCCUMBS
Golden Wedding Today

Another fifty Cass county men were
Come one, come all—for if you're
sent questionnaires this week by the
interested in good things to eat and'
selective service board. Those who
how to prepare them you will want to
were
ienkure May Issue received the questionnaires
attend
the Anita Municipal Utilities Mrs. V. A. Mclntyre, Pioneer Resident
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Newton
are
the
parMr. and Mrs. Ed. L. Newton Have
lumbers 601 to 660, inclusive.
free cooking school, March 27th. and
For a Marketing
of >Thi8 Community, Dies at 'Home
ents
of
five
children.
One
died
at
Been..Married Fifty Years.
Following is the list:
birth and the four living are Glen of 28th.
i Up to Sept. 15
of Daughter After Extended
1
Anita-^Paul Lyle Hayter, Johnnie
The Anita Municipal Utilities has
Nevada, Hobart of Stuart, 'Mrs. Irma
Yield Foreseen.
Illness; Funeral Sunday.
Scott Robson, Roy Cyril Parker, Jack
secured the services of Miss Gordinier,
Today (Wednesday) is the fiftieth Salmon of Cambridge,' Ohio, and an experienced lecturer and demonDewey Mitchell, Simon Donald Smith
wedding anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. Emmett of San Francisco: All of
ind Glen Leroy Baylor.
them, with the exception of Emmett, strator on how to cook appetizing
ural Adjustment Act of
Mrs. W. A. Mclntyre, 88, a pioneerAtlantic—Walter Arnold Nelson, Ed. L. Newton, well known and long and all the grandchildren, except meals. She-.will prepare dishes bejfthat a marketing quota Alvin Laurence Crocker, William Dean time residents of this community. In
resident of this community, passed
fore your eyes at 6ach of the cooking
proclaimed whenever Vogel, Glenn Harold Gordon, Walter honor of the ^vent, Mr. and Mrs. New- Margaret Jean Salmon, will be here
away Friday afternoon at 1:30 o'clock
school sessions.
to
help
them
celebrate
their
golden
the total supply of Sdward Tracy, Charles Robert ton are holding open house at their
at the home of her daughter, Mrs. tR.
The cooking school will be held at
ar will exceed the normal Rudolph, Arthur Roy Gardner, Otto residence on East Main Street from wedding. Several of those who were
U. Cooper, northeast of her*,' where ''•'
present at the wedding fifty years the Long Furniture Store. There will she has made her home for the past
i than 10 per cent. This Glenn McKee, Lyle Ingvard Soren'sen, 2 till 5 and from 7 till 9 o'clock.
be cooking demonstrations on Thurst must be issued not later Jeonerd George Bonnesen, Harold L. Mr. and Mrs. Newton were united in ago are also expected to attend.
seven years. Mrs. Mtelntyre had been
day afternoon beginning, at 2:00 p. m.
15, on the basis of in- 'aulson, Harold Allan Miller, Raymond marriage at the home of her parents Mr Newton, a republican, has held
bedfast practically the entire time:
and again in the evening starting at
Jeanette Gallup, a daughter of the
able to the Secretary of Zander Wright, Wilbert Loyd KaW, in Anita, March 19, 1891. The wed- numerous public offices. He was Grant 7:30 p. m. and on Friday there will be
. a referendum of corn 21don Fred Brix, Harry C. Giese, ding ceremony was performed by the township assessor for 17 years, mem- just one demonstration which will get late William and Phoebe Gallup, was
bom on July 18, 1852, at Griswold,
be held between the larrison Turner, Dale Albert Fritz, late Rev. Enoch Hill, pastor of the ber of the Anita school board for 12
years, state representative in the 37th. underway at 2:30 p. m.
Anita
.Methodist
church.
The
couple
ion and October 10.
Kenneth Ho Cornell and Jesse Edwin
Miss Gordinier was connected with Conn. When a small girl she moved
was attended by Dr. Will Koob and and 38th. general assemblies and for
with her parents to Mendota, -111.,
who are subject to the Sharp.
the Chicago Edison college for 12
Miss Clara Wagner, now Mrs. Koob almost 17 years was postmaster in
)le to vote in the referCumberland—Cecil Loyd Erickson,
ye&rs and since that time has been where in 1869, she was united in marAnita.
riage to William A. Mclntyre. In
re than one-third of the Hyde William Strong, Grover William of Brayton.
employed giving demonstrations on
Mrs. Newton was formerly Roma
Mr. Newton has been a member of
1877 they moved to Cass county, purin the referendum op- Long and Maurice Delbert Kemp.
how to cook delectable meals.
Bouck, daughter of the late Mr. and Obedience Lodge, No. 380, A. F. &
ttota, no marketing quota
Gtjswold—Harold Louis Perdue,
All the women in this community chasing a farm south of here in Linct, and no loans can be Ervih Albert Witt, Carl (Michel Casey, Mrs. Henry Houck of Anita. She was A. M., for 50 years and both are are invited to attend this frejp cooking coln township. They were the first
'during the marketing Robert Daniel Johnson, Paul Wesley born in Jasper county, near Prairie members of Columbia Chapter, No. school, so mark the dates down on settlers on this farm and her husband
City, July 14, 1870. She came to 127, 0. B. S. Mrs. Newton is presihelped to build the Lincoln Center
Croghan, Clarence Frederick Steinyour calendar now. Be one of the
Anita with her parents in 1874 when dent of the Republican Women's club,
church. They retired from farming in
quotas- have no direct beck and Ronald Lee Smith.
many who are going to share in the
Mr. Houck became manager of the a member of the American Legion
1891 and moved to Anita, which place
'farmer who plants within
1/erwis-i-James
Hartford Young,
valuable information which Miss
Mrs. 'Newton' has Auxiliary and belongs to numerous
has since been her home. Mr. Mcnt. 0Uch a farmercah Mearl'Elvin Fay and Frank Oliver Anita elevator.
Gordinier has to pass on to home
lived in Cass county since, with the clubs and neighborhood circles. They
lntyre preceded his wife in death,
iercorn.beLproduces, either Howard.
makers.
exception of a year and a half spent are also members and active workers
passing away in 1904.
or by feeding it to liveMassena—Donald Merwyn Hansen,
in the Methodist church.
Eight children were born to Mr. and
f armer who has exceedec LaVerne Joye Hardisty, Ward Edward in Audubon county when a child.
Ed. L. Newton was born Nov. 17,
Mr. and Mrs. Newton are both in FINAL RITES HELD
Mrs. Mclntyre, two of whom, a daugh[t is subjeat to a penalty of Froman, Eric Joseph Darby and John
FOR HARRY SWAN ter, Maude, and a son, Edgar, besides
1867, near Wyanet, Bureau county, excellent health and many more years
on all corn he Wendell Blakely.
111.,
a
son
of
the
late
Sylvester
and
of
happy
wedded
life
are
wished
them
the husband, precede her in death.
excess of nil} farm market- MarnJe-^—Henry Anthony Majerus.
Final rites were held Sunday afterby
their
many
neighbors
and
friends.
Eliza
Stratton
Newton.
He
first
came
She
is survived by three daughters,
While the cooperate*' can Wiota—Elmer Alvin Bannick and
noon at the Congregational church in
to iCass county when 13 years old,
Mrs. R. U. Cooper, Mrs. L. J. Hfofi at the full corn loan rate Arley Ray Huddleson.
Atlantic for Harry B. Swan, prominent
helping drive from Illinois a herd of YOUNG FARM FOLKS
meieter and Mrs. Julia Smith of
erator is eligible for a
Atlantic attorney and republican state
cattle
belonging
to
an
older
brother.
three sons, W. H. Mclntyre of
60 per cent of the full
TO HOLD MEETING chairman, who met death in a car ac- Anita;
For several summers after that he
Anita; L. L. Mclntyre of Gibbonsville,
ly on the excess production "BITTER SWEET" TO
at Stuart Thursday morning \
BE SHOWN TONIGHT herded cattle on the prairie surround- The second meeting of the Young cident
Idaho, and E. E. Mclntyre of Little
|required to store.
when his car skidded on icy paving
quotas do not apply to The P. T. A. benefit show "Bitter ing the town which is now Massena. Married Farm Couples of Cass county nto the path of an approaching car Rock, Ark.; one sister, Mrs. G. W.
i which the planted corn Sweet,"' a glorious technicolor pro- Each fall he returned to Wyanet to will be held Thursday evening at the driven by Paul Hilton, Glenwood; Smith of Antigo, Wis.; eighteen
grandchildren and fifteen great grandi the normal yield for the duction starring Nelson Eddy and attend school during the winter Pullman hotel in Atlantic. This 'armer.
\
months. After graduating from the meeting will start with a 6:30 o'clock
children.
I less than 300 bushels,
Over BOO people filled the Congrega-1
Jeanette MacDonald, will be shown at
with marketing quotas the new Anita theatre this (Wednes- Wyanet high school in 1888, he re- dinner and all young married farm tional church and the Roland, Peacock' Mrs. Mclntyre was a member of the
lined by measuring the day) evening. There will be two turned to Anita and taught in rural couples under 35 years of age are in- & Baxter funeral home in Atlantic to Methodist church and of Columbia
|corn a farmer has stored shows, one at 7:15 and the other at schools of this vicinity for two years vited to attend, according to Lester overflowing. There were representa- Chapter, No. 127, O. E. S.
prior to his marriage.
Funeral services were held Sunday
Soukup, county farm bureau agent.
I' amount for any individual 9:15.
tives of the national, state and local
afternoon
at the
Congregational
Following
their
marriage,
Mr.
and
The
program,
following
the
dinner,
j'.be based upon the corn
governments along with many other
Mrs. Eric Osen, president of the P.
llotment for the farm and T. A., reports that the sale of tickets Mrs. Newton moved to a farm near will center around, "Farm Manage- personal friends of 'Mir. Swan who church at 2 o'clock with Rev. A. T.
lie smallest one of the fol is; improving rapidly and also stated M!assena. They did not remain long ment Practices Used by Ten High In- went to Atlantic to attend the funeral Evans, pastor of the church, officiaton this farm, however, as Mr: Newton come Families." James Green of the services for one of Iowa's most promi- ing. '- Music for the services was
nts":' "'"'•
•"
''•-'
that for the benefit of those who have
^normal production of the bought tickets and wish to bring was elected superintendent of the Iowa Farm Bureau Federation will be nent men. The death of Mr. Swan furnished by Mrs. Raymond Lantz,
tr excess of the corn allot guests, tickets will be sold at the box Massena high school to fill a vacancy present at the meeting and will assist will undoubtedly be a great loss to not Mrs. Joe Vetter, A. B. Stone and Chas.
H. Ingram with Mrs. Flora Stone at
and served the school in that capacity with the .discussions.
only the Atlantic community but also
office.
Tickets for the dinner and the mfeet- to the Republican party, which he has the piano. They sang, "Going Down
for
two
and
a
half
years.
Returning
^amount by which the ac
Through the cooperation of Chas. H.
, ,. ,
« -KT
ing which will follow may be purchas- faithfully supported during his life. the Valley" and "Abide With fflJle."
. instructor
. . . in
. charge
,
jipn of corn on the farm TIngram, music
of- it o Anita. to make his
. home,' Mr. Newed at the farm bureau office in Atlantic
, forthcoming
. .,
.
,
i
4.4.
i
ton
again
taught
in
the
rural
schools
B
^normal production of tto the
Boyd M. Cambridge of Atlantic, who Mr. Stone sang a solo, "Home, At the
school opperetta, |
°
,
End of the Road." Interment was
,. , will
.„ fbe dispensed
,.
, with
... this,
... until 1897,
when he ^
purchased
a farm until Thursday noon.
Sent; or
worked for Mr. Swan, was also injured . made m
... .
rehearsals
.,_ j^.^
A _ : V _ _.,.._,_ ,_
'dent
Mr
Evergreen cemetery with six
one
mile
northeast
of
Anita
which
he
i amount of corn grown on evening-to give the entire cast an
in the automobile
Ted L. Johnston and wife of Rolla, Cambridge was accompanying Mr. grandsons, Russell Mclntyre, Donald
still owns.
nd not used for silage,
opportunity to attend the show.
Mo.,
spent the week end in Anita visit- Swan to Des Moines where they were Mclntyre, Norman Hofmeister, Lawner whose storage amount Members and friends of the P. T. A. In 1919 Mr. and Mrs. Newton moved
ing
at
the home of her parents, John to attend the weekly conference with rence Hofmeister, Jr., Robert Cooper
to
Anita
and
into
the
home
where
|at less than 100 bushels will are urged to avail themselves of the
and Harold Cooper, acting as pallC. Jenkins and wife.
the
are hvmg
. to store any corn.
Gov. George Wilson, the state execuopportunity of seeing "Bitter Sweet" | y
'
council and the state central com- bearers.
and at the same time make it possible j —
—=
ttee. Mr. Cambridge is still a pat3MENT DAY to permit the P. T. A. to further their
ient at the Atlantic hospital, however, FARM BUREAU TO
good
work.
JES NAMED
HOLD VICTORY PARTY
he is expected to recover unless unfor,.
, ——
complications set in.
|G. Pont, Cass county home iMr. and Mrs. Harry Shelter are the
The farm bureau Victory Party
airman, has selected coiri- parents of a seven pound girl baby
will
be held Saturday evening in "the
ALL STAR BASKETBALL G A M E
'plan for the^ annual Home born to them at their home in Anita
VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
assembly room of the court house in
Anita
Gym,
March
24,
7:30
p.
m.
hievement Day to be held in Friday morning. She is the second
Atlantic, starting at 8 o'clock accordWiota Boys and Girls vs. Nishna
ill in Atlantic on Friday, child in the family and has been named
ing to Joe Lawton, county organizaValley All Stars
Judith LaDean.
/
tion chairman.
Admission
20c
and
30c.
appointed are: Place,
The program will include musical
|ra. Clarence Pellett, Lester CARS MUST HAVE
numbers,
refreshments and awarding
r a
-H BOY AND GIRL
f"V \r
^ ^ Corn Sodas — Fresh From 1 C _
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Pont;
1941 LICENSE PLATES
of prizes for points won on the memMAY GET A TRIP bership drive. All farm bureau mem\*raCKer$
Oven — 2-lb. Box
luC
, Mrs. A. IW. Anstey, Mrs.
Iowa motorists who have not yet
iith, iMlrs. Clarence HitchOne Cass county 4-K girl and a 4-H j bers and their families are invited to
Irs. Walter Kuehl; hostess, bought their 1941 auto license plates
oy will have a chance at a trip to New . attend,
were
warned
this
week
that
they
will
Blankmship, Mrs. John
fork City in early May, Lester I
Ronald Gladson, and be picked up by the Iowa highway
aoukup, farm bureau agent, announced IOWA CORN SEALING ,
|Scase; tea, Mrs. Henry Bell, patrol if found driving cars on the
his week.
BELOW LAST YEAR
highway
bearing
old
plates.
Lacey, and Miss Wilma
Seven 4-Hi cub members from Iowa,
James A. Allen, superintendent of
The volume of 1940 corn being
our girls and three boys, will be
the state motor vehicles registration
laced
under seal in Iowa continues to
elected from candidates submitted by
pointed out that county
C II _ Briardale, 2-lbs. 45— Tall Corn, 3-lbs.OQ
HELD FOR division,
un
considerably
below that of a year
ounties.
The
trip
will
be
a
followup
treasurers under the state law must
vOIiee Fresh Roasted — Fresh Ground «J«HLES A. HARRIS turn over-the list of delinquent auto
f last summer's education venture in go at this time and the March 1 total
which five New York City girls from lowed only 50 million bushels sealed
services were held Thurs- owners to the sheriff on Mtorch 15.
Bri
Tun
er
the state for loans totaling $30,^incoln high school visited the state
Once the lists are in the hands of
i at 2 o'clock at the Berea
27, 084.
:-H girls' convention and spent the
the
sheriff,
the
car
pwners
who
are
southeast of here for
Cass county farmers and landlords
Raspberry — Strawberry — Cherry — Apricot
ollowing week in farm homes. The
Harris of. Stevens, S. D., delinquent with their licenses are
ave
placed only 758,214 bushels of
owa
boys
and
girls
will
have
a
chance
Boysenberry
—
Pine-Cot
—
Spiced
Peach
er resident of <;his com- subject to arrest and prosecution.
o examine city problems, to partici- 940 com under seal up to March 1,
bo passed away Tuesday at
>ate in discussion groups and to live 941.
of his daughter, Mrs. Otto WELL KNOWN ANITA
Alaska Pink — Mb. Can
This was an increase of only 11 miln homes of Lincoln high school
COUPLE IS MARRIED
|The services were in charge
ion bushels over the Feb. 1 total, acstudents.
al Lindeman of Lyman and
The Carnegie Endowment of New ording to reports made this week by
Miss Virginia Pratt, daughter of
Chocolate Short Bread
s made in Victoria township
York City and the Des Moines Econo- H. L. Dieterich of the Iowa state
Mr and IMts. Fred Pratt and Marion
2 Pounds
mic Council are collaborating with the AAA committee.
is was born Jan. 27,1857 in McMe, son of Mr and Mrs James
The highest amount of corn was the
!owa State college extension service in
.
•_
• .. , . Rickle both well known in this comFresh and Crisp
sponsoring the event. The underlying ,900,000 bushels of last year's corn
3 Bunches
purpose of the trip is to create better ealed in Webster county while several
their marriaee i o'clock Sunday afternoon in Maryville,
rural-urban and inter-sectional under- ither counties reported amounts varyfar* south of here Mo. Raymond Ecceles, justice of the
ng from a million to a million and a
Tall Corn Imitation
standing.
peace
in
Maryville,
performed
the
V ago moved to South
To be eligible for the trip the 4-H lalf bushels.
8-oz.
Bottle
i
ceremony.
They
were
attended
by
they have L since made
The average of corn moisture for
boy or girl must be approximately 16
- and (Mrs.
"
Harris ' Miss Evangeline Carlton of Anita and
Mr,
the
month of February by districts
or
18
years
old,
must
live
on
a
farm
Arnold
Kuester
of
Griswold.
Closet Bowl Cleaner
va three weeks ago to
was as follows:
must
have
been
a
club
member
at
least
The bride and groom have spent
Large Can
3 years, must have accepted club Northwest, 16.76 per cent; north
are his . wife, three most of their lives in this community
responsibility, have good scholastic central, 19.86; northeast, 20.90; west
and
the
groom
is
a
graduate
of
the
Seaside California
two sons, one brother, A.
standing, health and pleasing persona central, 16.62; central, 17.76; east
Anita, one sister, Mrs. Anita high school with the Class of
2
Pounds
central, 18.35; southwest, 16,32; south
will
make
qualities.
augh of Fontanelle and i 1938. The young couple
central, 16.37 southeast, 16.64.
The
county
representatives
will
b
.grandchildren and great their home in Anita where the groom
selected
between
now
and
(March
25
is employed by the Midwest Egg Co.
Lettuce — Idaho Baking Potatoes — New Cabbage
Mrs. "WL I. ^Crosier of Whitewood,
the date on which their records mus
The many friends of both the bride
Cauliflower
—
Peppers
—
Turnips
—
Carrots
South
Dakota, visited over the week
wish
them
much
success
be
in
the
4-H
club
office
at
Ames.
Th
en Broderson spent Satur- and groom
Tomatoes
high scoring group will be called to end at the homes of John Mehlmann
Sunday in Denison, Iowa, and happiness throughout their marand Richard Watson south of Anita.
Ames for an interview.
ried life.
mother and sister.
.* '

,» ' '!i&^ ' ***
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BRIARDALE

Hot Cross Buns

B

S?i2S?1- 20c

Grape Juice shurfme — Pint Bottle 15c
Sweet Potatoes BriaSrgveacc^cked 25c
Preserves *-

£SK TS?:. £&. «T u«r, ^.B... a

Salmon
Cookies
Radishes

Vanilla
Bowlene
Lima Beans

t&l/i3' "" 21c

15c
29c
lOc
14c
19c
17c

THE

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

ANITA

TRIBUNE, THURSDAY,

MARCH

20, 1941.

"TRAILER VAGABOND"

PETERSEN'S
PHONE 300

We Deliver

Phone 29

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND
FLOUR, Jersey Cream, every ounce guaran
teed, 49-lb. bag ...—'.'
"».
Twin Drain Tubs Free When You Buy PetersJl
Special Soap Powder and Water Softener
Combined, look for display in window, 3-ibs
COFFEE, Butter-Nut, 1-lb. jar 28c — 2-lb. tin "
GINGER SNAPS, fresh oven baked/3 pounds
FLOOR WAX, Wilbert's, none better, 1-lb can "
FLOOR WAX, P. & G., liquid, no rubbing, pint
Why Pay More When You Can Buy For Less

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
PEAS, standard, 2 No. 2 cans
JELL POWDER, Clover Farm, 4 boxes
CORN FLAKES, Kellogg's, with dish
GRAPE FRUIT, 2 No. 2 cans
LETTUCE, large head
SALAD DRESSING, Clover Farm, quart
SHORTENING, Clover Farm, 3 pounds
PEACHES, extra fancy, 2 pounds
SWANS DOWN CAKE FLOUR, box

19c
19c
21c
19c
8c
29c
45c
29c
19c

WE

WARREN BAYLEY

Montemorelos, Mexico.—
and later we gave him a fast and
When you venture a few yards o bumpy car-ride from the corral down
the Pan-American Highway dow to the main 'highway. We left him
here you realize what travel was
thrilled, grinning and waving as we
few years ago—before this fine roa again headed south.
was built.
Dusk overtook us and we made a
A short distance south of Monterre stop just off the main road at the tiny
we turned off the sleek, main highwa; and picturesque town of Montemoreto lurch and jolt up a twisting roai los. The evening air was balmy and
that would discourage an army tank cool, the atmosphere typically Latin
It bumped us 3 miles west to a and lazy.
IMr. and Mrs. Norman Hofmeister of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Dressier,
straggling cluster of thatched house
Dining in a dinky, 3-table cafe we Ames, Iowa spent Sunday in Anita at the week end in Osceola, i
owa
and ended in a burro corral.
gazed out over the tree-filled plaza— the home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
'
From
a
pair
of
grinning,
dark
the square that forms the center o: L. J. Hofmeister. While here they
ASSOCIATION REPORTS ON
skinned lads we rented sleepy burros every Mexican town—that lay jus' attended the funeral of his grandDAIRY HERD IMPROVEMENT
Inhofe's garage can equip neai
at one pesos (20c) each and startec across the narrow street from the mother.
Established 1883.
cars
with, sealed' beam bulbs
out
on
the
one
mile
trek
to
Horse-tail
:afe's broad, open doorway. The in
According to W.^J. Mottet, superPublished Every Thursday and Entered
Falls.
Along
a
winding,
rocky
path
Ift41,inqd9l.car
lights, it's safef]
vitable,
weathered
adobe
church
slumat the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, aa visor of the C. A. P. dairy herd im- the sure-footed animals ambled slowly,
Next Monday evening the schools in
ered beyond. Natives strolled about
provement
association,
Lassen
Bros,
of
Second Class Mail Matter.
Atlantic herd of 23 registered hoi- bored by our attempts to urge them he plaza, their Mexican garb drab in the Nishna Valley conference will hold
the All-Star basketball game in the
Cecil G. Budd
Editor steins was high for the month of into a faster gait. We splashed he faint light of few lamps.
Smiles and friendliness were all Anita gym. There will be'a ;!boys*
February with an average of 45.2 across gurgling streams and wound
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Year
through the greenest forest we'd ever round us. Politely ignored unless we and a girls' game composed TJ£ . the
pounds of butterfat per cow.
seen.
Amongst towering mountains poke, we managed, wittu-oTtr"limited best players from each of the tefcihs in
George B. Jensen of Exira owns the
Official Town and County Newspaper
second place herd. His grade and with peaks obscured by clouds we panish and the townspeople's broken the conference. They will:play the
Member of National Editorial
came to a final halt in a leafy dell nglish, to make ourselves understood. conference champions which happens
registered holsteins averaged 42.5
Association, and
These Mexicans are very polite—not to be Wiota for both boys and girls.', n
pounds of butterfat. Air. Jensen also below the Falls.
Proceeding another 1000 yards on nly to strangers but even to friends
owns the high cow, a registered holfoot We
we Ststood
the base
baseof ofthethe hey aren't trying to impress.
stein, which produced 75.6 pounds of t100t
°°d atat the
fat in
«,w u m b l l n ^' froth y cascade that spread
in February.
reliruary. Second high cow
The cafe manager owned the town's
was a grade holstein, owned by P. A. out in ropes and strings as it toppled inky and only hotel. This handFrazeur & Sons of Griswold.
She some 120 feet from the rocky cliff ome young man was obviously
• "••«» *1
above. The brilliantly green pool be- ealthy because only the well-off can
produced 70.8 pounds of fat.
IN
For that party—Inhofe's carry
fore us nearly coaxed us in for a swim, fford a suit of clothes. With many
kinds of beer and all kinds of pop.
in spite of cool, flying spray and an pologies he explained that his few
HERE'S REASON FOR CIVET
overcast sky.
corns were filled and directed us to
CAT IN CASE YOU WONDER
Charles Robinson, son of Mr. and
The friendly burro-boys who'd fol- he town of Linares, 50 kilometres, or
"• Tp>ff
Mrs. A. V. Robinson, is ill at his home
Since the rat problem is becoming lowed us on foot played marbles and
miles, further south. We could
with the pink eye.
more serious as vast amounts of corn smoked our American cigarettes
nd rooms there.
are stored on Iowa farms the year which most all Mexicans prefer as
We were glad that we moved on
The normal training club of the around, many farmers may wish to we looked abound this beautiful point
tecause we ran into a gay and colorl a d o f th
Anita high school met Monday evenve the civet cat a chance to aid in ,".' '_, ..
'rteen spoke L u l „,„„,
ing with Miss Ermine Brown the dusting rats.
fair English, gleaned from tourists,' all night
teacher. After the business meeting,
Investigation by wildlife specialists
there was a program and a lunch.
at Iowa State college, as reported in
"Trailer Vagabond" Is Sponsored and Appears In This Paper
the Farm Science Reporter, have reThrough the Courtesy of
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Watson and vealed that bhe civet cat, or little
daughter, Janece, spent Sunday
spotted skunk, will often drive out
Perry visiting with Mrs. Watson's rats under circumstances where good
sister, Mrs. Herman Madren, who is cats have little effect on them.
Amta, Iowa
TEXACO PRODUCTS
Phone 257
a patient at a hospital in that city.
In several places in southeastern
Iowa it was observed that a heavy
Mrs. Cynthia Blue, well known resi- population of rats during the summer
Mrs. Walter F. Budd and son, Frank,
CARD OF THANKS.
dent of Anita, suffered a slight stroke and fall completely disappeared dur- and Mrs. Isabel Joy were Sunday visitTRY THE
Saturday morning at her home here. ing the winter months when spotted ors at the Fred F. Joy home near
We wish to thank our friends and
She had been ill for several days with skunks were in residence.
Ghurdan, Iowa.
•NUT OASOLINC WITH
neighbors for their many acts of kind
the flu. However, at this time she is
The wildlife specialists list the folness and words of comfort at the time
reported to be recovering nicely.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Crossland of our dear mother's death.
lowing g:ood management practices
"fifS*
and children of D«s Moines visited in
for
the
encouragement
of
the
spotted
Children of Anna Watson.
The Anita Literary club will meet skunk:
Anita Sunday at the home of her
Thursday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
Do no trapping around corn cribs, mother, Mrs. Isabelle Daugherty.
CARD OF THANKS.
at the home of Mrs. Merle Denne
granaries and barns if civets are
southwest of Anita. The leader will Known to be around.
Charles Denne, son of-M,r. and Mrs.
We wish to express our sincere
be Mrs. Ethel Goodrich. Roll call will
Kill civets around poultry houses Merle Denne and a student at Iowa thanks and appreciation to our friends
i
be, "Garden Helps and Exchange of
only when it is positively known that State college at Ames, is visiting at and neighbors for the many acts of
Plapts."
they are molesting the birds.
the home of his parents, southwest of kindness, words of consolation and
Control the farm dog by tieing him Anita, this week.
floral tributes during the illness and
Mr. and Mr.s. Paul Milligan, Esther
death of our beloved mother and
Mae and LoV*lcIntyre of Des Moines up at night and otherwise discouragMr. and 'Mrs. George Lyle and Mrs. grandmother.
spent the week end in Anita at the ng the pursuit of civets.
Mary "Wilson of Bozeman, Mont., visithome of the girls' parents. Mr and
The Children and Grandchildren
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Miller
returned
ed Sunday in Anita with Mr. and Mrs.
Mte. W. H. Mclntyre. They were
of Mrs. Nettie Mclntyre.
Anita Saturday morning after M. C. Hutchison. Mrs. Wilson and Mr.
called here by the death of their
"pending the winter months in south- Lyle are a niece and nephew of Mr. and
grandmother.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Scott, Jr., of
ern United States.
Mrs. Hutchison.
Cumberland were visiting relatives
Carl E. Hoffman of Atlantic was
and friends in Anita Sunday.
Mrs. Ralph Arnett and son, Dean,
named concession head of the Iowa
The P. T. A. of Lincoln No. 4 met at
State fair this week at the annual and Mrs. C. E. Shafer spent Sunday in the school house Thursday evening. | Those handy starters, where you
you
1
spring meeting of the fair board held Hampton, Iowa, visiting with Mrs. Robert
and Claude
Smither gave ir simP*'"•'
y P"sh
_ _ Scott„ „..„
v>i«uMc oimtner
*"— the
the button with your
A
talks
and aa demonstration
Homnno*-,.o*:— on
„— what
_. i , to
. !I nnfine'er
rann be
\\a installed
;not n ii~j on
_. nearly all
m Des Moines last week. An 8-day Shafer's husband who is ill.
talks and
^er. c«
cars> Get one
fair, beginning Aug. 22 and ending
do in case of a fire. Lunch was serv- '
P"t on your car today
The Misses Jetta, Amy and Beth ed at the close of the program.
Aug. 29, is planned for Iowa this
at Inhofe's garage.
It
Knowlton, Mrs. Max Way ajid Sid
year.
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WAGNER'S FILLING STATION

We Specialize in
Mobil Winter Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

NEED
SOME
GOOD
PAINT
9
•
FARMERS COOP.

Larson were in Des Moines Thursday
Donald Mclntyre, a student at the ' Mrs' Ander»°n Bell of Anita subevening to attend the girls' state University of Iowa in Iowa City m'tted to a minor operation at the Atbasketball tournament.
' wee k end in Anita at the' lantic hospital last week for the
•spent the
home of his parents, W. H. Mclntyre removal of a needle which was
Miss Marilynn Kohl, daughter of and wife. Donald was called home by 'mbedded in her wrist. She is recovMr. and Mrs. A. R. Kohl, is spending the death of his grandmother.
ering satisfactorily.
the week in Anita at the home of her
parents. Miss Kohl is a student at the
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Robison and s^,
University „/ Colorado at Boulder.
children and Mrs. Chas. Robison spent S
Mr. am Mrs. Tom Sharpies of New
Hampton, loxva, were visiting with
friends in A n i l a Sunday. Mr. Sharpies, u n t i l his resin-nation in January,
was a Uacher in the A n i t a publicschools.

Mr. and Mrs. Gail Burke are the
parents of a 7 pound, 7'/, ounce son
born to them Friday morning at the
Atlantic hospital. This is the first
child in the family and has been
named Barry Ernest.

SEASON
USED Ci

IOSE MOTOR

Thursday in Dies Moines visiting their S
son and brother, Thorle Robison and S
family. While there Mr. and Mrs. """
3s
Robison attended the girls- state 3
basketball tournament.
The S. O. S. club met with Mrs i §i
Harold Wahlert Friday at her home 3
southwest of Anita. A covered dish 3
dinner was served and the afternoon ==
was spent doing sewing for the host^s. There were 11 members and one ' =5
visitor,
r, Mrs. Vernon
Venion Lambertson,
Lambertson, pres- S
ent.
The Anita high school girls' athletic
association sponsored a playday
Saturday afternoon at the high school.
There were girls from Exira and Harlan here to take part in a number of
games in which the winning teams received prizes. A luncheon was served by the Anita girls.
Chapter EZ, P. E. O. Sisterhood,
met at the home of fflft-s. G. M. Adair
Tuesday afternoon. "The Americas,"
a panoramic view, was given by Mrs.
Chas. Minerman. There was also two
three minute talks on, "The Traditions
of St. Patrick," by Mrs. B. D. Forshay
and Mrs. Nellie Holmes. Roll call
was, "A South American City."

3

CALL 244

0. W. Shaffer & Soul
ANITA; IOWA

Home
Furnishings
WALLPAPER
New Patterns
Distinctive Styles
Unlimited Designs And Colors

Long's
Easy Payments^^

ANITA, IOWA

Free Delivery
IIIIIIHHIiyillJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIilllllllll'l1

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

SIDE OF

THE

Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
•

ByEDWHEELAN

BIG TOP
WALKED WIW 'SILK " FROM THE LOT TO HI& PRIVATE CAR
W.'SILK , COME
CLEAH " WHY ARE
VOU TRVIH3 TO
VJR6CK THE SHOW ?

/HOW
.
I OWN A THIRD INTt REST
\H \T,OON'T I - SO
\MHV SHOULD I
WANT To

LOOK HERE, V S)LK
I'VE SOT THE GOODS ON
VOU THIS TIME1. I KHOW;
WHAT HAPPENED IN THE,
MENAGERIE TODAY.'!,

SEARCH ME , &UT I KNO\M THAT
.VDU'RE UP Tb SOME SORT OF
DIRT/WORK.AND WE'VE GOT
TT) HAVE A SHOWDOWN NOWTOO MANX STRANGE THINGS
HAVE BEEN HAPPENING AROUND
HERE TO ATTRIBUTE THEM To
'^
—, "30 ST PLAIN
( HARD LUCK
V

,
EXpi,A\N
i,A\

II

J, :-B-^~~~*^'^ / lAf

"Frank Jay MarKey Syndicate, Inc. 1

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA Just Another King Tut
VINCENT, V I WAS SCALDED
WHY ARE ] IN THE BATHTUB
YOU ALL "-^CAUSE I COULDN'T
BANDAGED UP ) TURN OFF THE
LIKE A
) HOT WATER
MUMMY?

THEN WHY
DIDN'T YOU SET
OUT OF THE
BATHTUB BEFORE
YOU WERE
SCALDED?

IT WAS
TOO MUCH
WORK

WiLL.I HOPE
THAT CURED
YOU

OF

YOUR
LAZINESS

SIS, I'M
CATCHING
COLD
WITH
THE WINDOW
OPEN-,
AH CHOO!

IT'S TOO

THEN
CLOSE
IT

MUCH
TROUBLE

Pattern No.:
T*SB ever-pbpular
* sign forms this lovely c
Though 8b effective a d
an.easy*one to crochet. ,
in No. 30 cotton and can bej
as scar! ends, too.

'* * •
Pattern S863 contains direction
illustration*.* itanfl stitch
of «et; material* required.
Snrta« Circle Needltcraft o«|
tt Blfbtt AT*.
«„*'
Jnf ICutoy Syndicate, Xne.

S'MATTER POP—Just as Natural as Could Be!

By C. M. PAYNE

Eneioca 19 cents in coins tot t
tern No** • • • •.....
Name
Address

I ASKED
VOU,
WHATSIS

TO
Late to Understand
. We never. know the true i
of friends. • While they live,
jure too sensitive of their id
when we have lost them, wej
see their yirtues.—J. C. Hai

MESCAL IKE

By s. L HWTLEY

mm

"As Usual
SAV. TUEV HAD
EVERVTUlM' TO EAT
A FELLER CC
OF-AN' TWEV _ _
PAPER
WATS AM' _i

NOSE
I SUPPOSE.

MLHJEV BATES

Fe^ Accomplishment. |
He that leaveth noti
chance will do few things i
he will do very few things.-!
fax.

»»i

POP—Long Intermission

By J. MILLAR WATT

WOULD YOU LIKf, THE

wo, SIR

CONCERT PARTYS
PROGRAM

DUB .ss

4Utorba&c«. W •

"THERE'S AN INTERVAL OP
"TWO YEARS
BETWEEN THE
FIRST AND SECOND
HALF!

SIR

THE
SPORTING
THING

THE

i^yj

MANTEL
CLOCK

if!
$$

Pratae and
We are all excited by «
Ot pralte, and the noblest a
inflence

w rus• —

•j:??;;
V.'.V."'

I

m

BeUSSa1^
E
K
!R
J&
«"Ktt Ii3ft
WITH WATCH

SBflWIifflg
SETS CLWK BACK
^
» ^MINUTES
KMD K
WR\ST!
WATCH
»

By
By
••':•••>

LANG
MSTROMG

>::

I
I
"Didn't you §ay be

wa ,

GLUYAS
WILLIAMS

xepgreaoots the lead
aaattcm. It points l
WemerelyfoUow-ioj
new heights of coff*
convenience, of to'
AB time goes on <
fag is uaed more an

STNWS FOR. BEP,
AND MURMURS
FOR. PITY* 5AKE
WERE MUSTfeE
SOMETHiNa v^j
WITH CLOCK

all profit more. K 6
adveztiiinghas<*OES TO SET IT.

SjRagSiwk

REMINDS HER HIS
WATCH HASNT
WWEP FJVE,SEC-

of fcnng/ng
•v«iybo</y
the

THE
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Christian Science textbook, "Science
t t + + .f«. + f
f CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH «• and Health with Key to the Scriptures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
«•
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
One of the Bible citations reads:
"For
all things are for your sakes,
Church
school
at
10:00
a.
m.
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
might
WE DELIVER
PHONE
Service of worship at 11:00 a. m that the abundant grace
through
the
thanksgiving
of
many
We shall consider the Beatitude thfl
March 23, 1911.
redound to the glory of God. While
.1. \V. Long and son, Chester, have has to do with the peacemakers. Did we look not at the things which are
Jesus mean this one to apply to indi
purchased a new automobile.
C
seen, but at the things which are
\V. I. Darrow marketed ,38 head of viduals or to nations, or to both ? not seen: for the things which are
280-pound hops last week for which he Read it over before you come to seen are temporal; but the things
church and see what you think of it
received $<i.40 per hundred.
There are four more Sundays til which are not seen are eternal" (11
Contributions are now in order for
Easter.
How many are going to be Cor. 4:15, 18).
the purchase of an awning to be placed
Among the selections from the
over the bench occupied by the Never- at the church services every Sunday Christian Science textbook is the fol*v
' • ' ' • . ' •
.
\
including Easter?
Sweats.
lowing:
The ladies will serve the regular
The services of Miss Mabel Dittman
Let us accept Science, relinquish
have been secured as teacher in one of noon-day meal Thursday.
all theories based on sense-testimony,
the Audubon county schools for the
give up imperfect models and illusive
spring term.
ideals; and so let us have one God,
*
CENTRAL
CHURCH
OF
CHRIST
+
The Tribune was informed this
one tMind, and that one perfect, pro*•
C.
R.
Neel,
Pastor.
week by Abe Bijfjrs, supervisor, that a
t
ducing His own models of excellence"
+ + 4 - - f - f + -f + + +
county bridge, made of concrete, is to
(p. 249).
Sunday School at 10 a. m.
be built at the east end of Main Street
Church
Worship
at
11
a.
m.
in Anita. It will include a foot
Fluorescent lights, bulbs, starters
The assignment for this week for
bridge.
and balasts can be purchased at
each
member
of
the
church
is
to
A. C. Newton of Tody, Wyo., was in
It
nhofe's in Anita.
Anita this week visiting: his brother, invite someone to attend church next
Ed. L. Newton, and also attending a Sunday. We are to keep our private
Robert Crawford, a student at Iowa
All Sizes and All
'amily reunion at the Newton home. devotions and to commit one verse of State college at Ames, is spending the
*Jate Newton of Massena and G. R. scripture to memory and be able to week in Anita visiting at the home of
•'etty and wife of Atlantic also at- repeat it at the morning worship.
CLOTHIER
iis parents, Wm. Crawford and famSunday at 3 o'clock Rev. LaVerne
ended the reunion.
Clyde White apent the week end at
ATTENTION DOG
1
"WE SERVE YOU WELL"
On Wednesday evening , March 15, Morris and Mrs. Morris will be with ly.
Denison, Iowa, visiting with friends.
We
at six o'clock, at the residence of the us to plan our future campaign,
Coihptaint hasTeen~re
iride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. F. are urging our members and the
There will be a P. T. A. meeting: office about dogs running at|
rissibl, in Lincoln township, occurred friends of Mr. and Mrs. Mtorris to be
ANITA MARKETS.
Thursday evening at 8 o'clock in the Anita and becoming a nuj s!
the marriage of their daughter, M i s s ' w i t h us at that time. Remember the
Anita high school auditorium. The is also complaints made „
HOT
CROSS
BUNS
(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
Alta Mae, and Fred Scholl, son of Mr. date, Sunday, March 23, at 3 o'clock
telephone company will present a play. killing chickens, damaging,
20c
Per
Dozen
Eggs, cash, dozen
14c and Mrs. Wm. Scholl. Fred and Alta . at the church.
An executive meeting will precede this and other property, if yoH
ANITA
BAKERY
Eggs, in trade, dozen
15c have a large circle of friends in this ; Make an effort to attend our mornprogram
at 7:30 o'clock. There is no please keep him at home, tnl
Graded Eggs, Specials, dozen ....17c community who will wish them many > ing worship Sunday. Sermon subject,
FOR SALE:—Big dependable team,
found to be annoying neig
Graded Eggs, No. 1, dozen
16c years of health, wealth and h a p p i - , "The Communion Service." Come mooth mouth. Good bright oats. admission for this play.
doing .damage to their pr0f.
Graded Eggs, No. 2, dozen
13c
and let us worship together.
Iso Cobbler potatoes, 35c bu. bin run. The Cass county home project will be taken up hy the town o
Hens, Ib
13c
The K. J. U. club will meet at the Mterle Denne, phone 151R23.
Itp
womens' chorus is in reorganization
C. F. Dami
Hens, leghorn and under 4-lbs., Ib. 8c
home of Mrs. Woodrow Wilson ThursIt
You can get at all times genuine process according to Mrs. Oscar DahlRoosters, Ib
7c
HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL 4 day afternoon at 2:30 p. m.
berg, county chorus director. PracSprings, Ib
lie
LUTHERAN CHURCH AT •f
The ladies aid will serve a 15c dinner Semi-Solid Buttermilk at the Farmers tices are being held every Saturday
ioop in Anita. Why not try some
'Mr.-a'nd Mrs' Ralph „,„,„,
4 at the church Wednesday.
Springs, leghorns & under 4-lbs... 8c
I. O. O. F. HALL,
afternoon in the city hall in Atlantic tic are Ihe parents of an 8-pi_
his week?
tf
4
Ducks, Ib
8c
H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
from 3 to 4 o'clock. Rural women are ounce boy baby born to ttiea]
Geese, Ib
5c f + 4 - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f * - *
4
FOR SALE:—Excellent quality seed invited to attend the practices and join
Pigeons, live, dozen
50c Sunday School and Adult Bible
Atlantic hospital Wednesday
4
METHODIST CHURCH
sats. See Chas. Walker, Anita. It
the chorus.
,
Cream, sweet
33c Class at 9:30 a. m.
He has been named David Lo
4
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
Cream, No. 1 sour
31c Divine services at 10:30 a. m.
Miller, a former resident of J
• 4 4
FARM SEEDS
According to a news story in WedCream, No. 2 sour
30c
Adult instruction class meets at
Church School at 10 a. m. Harold
Alfalfa, R6d Clover, Sweet Clover, nesday evening's edition of the Council patrolman in this district.
Yellow corn, No. 2, new
49c 8:00 p. m. Wednesday evening at the McDermott, Superintendent.
Alsike, Brome Grass, Timothy, B3ue- Bluffs Nonpareil,
Judge Whitney
No. 2 white oats
30c parsonage.
Church worship at 11:00 a. m. This rass, etc. Best Quality, Lowest _iIIHIand will resign from the district' '"j.'i-Jjj'i.'t.ri'iii'V
No. 1 wheat
70c Teachers will meet at the parsonage j will be the third Sunday of our 'ossible Prices.
court bench in June or July, explain-'
Friday evening at 7:30 o'clock.
Loyalty Campaign.
MALONE SEED CO.
ng that he plans to join his uncle, B; ;
Atlantic, Iowa.
Confirmation class meets at 4:00 p. Youth forum at 6:30 p. m.
F. S wisher of Waterloo, in a law (
m. Monday afternoon at the parson- Evening worship at 7:30 p. m. Mrs.
In the event Judge
FOR SALE:—Medium Seed Oats. partnership.
age.
Harley Walker, district president of
illiJland resigns, Governor Wilson
Frank
Barber,
Phone
2R21,
Anita.
A Crop That Never Fills
Highland church—
the Woman's Society of Christian
will appoint someone to fill the posi-' Can Be Sure of an Egg <
— for —
Divine services at 7:30 p. m.
Service, will be with us on Sunday
SPEED QUEEN washers are the tion until the next election.
<i
"Every Week
evening, March 30, instead of this tops. See Herbert Bartley, Anita.
SPRING PAPERING
The
P.
T.
A.
study
group
will
meet
]
Sunday
evening
as
announced.
This
Priced as IT f> per Single
Mrs. F. D. Weimer and Mrs. Charles
CHICKS OFF ON
Tuesday afternoon at the home of Sunday the pastor will review a recent
FOR SALE:—Cobbler and Early
:
Low as •J *~
Roll
MONDAY AVD FRIDAl
Mrs. A. A. Johnson on West Main book, "Is the Kingdom of God Real- Ohio potatoes. Also timothy seed. A. Robison were hostesses to the mem— LARGE STOCK —
Street. Mrs. Gerald Redburn willism?" by E. Stanley Jones.
Merritt Steele, phone 16R4.
It bers of the Past Matrons club Monday
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Weimer! We Can Start four Chicks]
?ive
a
talk
on
"The
New
Baby,"
and
BONGERS
Sunday afternoon beginning- at 2:30 WANTED:—Man to sell well known
West Main Street. Mrs. Charles! You J^n -Our Electric
Mrs. Harold McDermott will give a ant ] continuing into the evening a
merchandise.
New
liberal
arrangeSalmon
of Cambridge, Ohio, was a,
talk on, "Foreign Courts."
Laymen's rally will be held in the ment permits good profits. Merchan- guest. There was a business meeting
Broadway Methodist church in Council dise on consignment without invest- and pictures of the club were taken.1
Bluffs.
ment. No signers required.
Car Roll call was, "An Irish Joke." Lunch
Special services Wednesday evening needed. S. F, Baker & 'Co., Keokuk, was served at the close of the after-'
n the church at 7:30. Rev. C. L., Iowa.
3tp
noon.
1
Thomas will be in charge of the service.
FOR SALE:—About 400 bushels
The Loyal Circle will meet at the good oats. Enquire of John Mehljarsonage Friday afternoon for work. mann, Anita, Iowa.
Itp
The choir will practice at the parTHEY ARE EIGHTEEN DAYS OLD TODAY
Come to Massena Township School
sonage Friday evening at 7:30.
No.
1 Friday evening, March 21. A
(WEDNESDAY) AND NO LOSS.
The Catechism classes will meet at
the parsonage Saturday afternoon. 'ull evening of entertainment, includThe first "class will meet at 1:30 and ng two plays. A lunoh will be
We are feeding these chicks under close confineserved. No admission charge. Miss
the second class at 2.
ment the same as a year ago. They are beine fed
Jean Garside, teacher.
itn

HOLEPROOF

s

FROM OOR OLD FILES

NYLON
HOSIERY
$1.25

F

Mart

THURSDAY-FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPE

Butter ^VS"" 3|
Peanut Butter 2»> j i<
Matches ^.'B*^*. u
Pancake Flour **. B88 n

A New Shipment
Just Received

f*f*ttt*r*
Brown Beauty
UOTiee 3-lbs
89C-— Pound 1'

Seed Potatoes ^ts,^
Linoleum

Bob Howard

WANT ADS

Wallpaper

Hate

SEE OUR CHICKS

ROSE MOTOR CO,

FOR SALE:—2 good rebuilt Farm4 alls; one 10-20 tractor; Easy Way
1 4 - + 4-4- + 4 - 4 - 4 - + +4.4.
hayloader;
18-inch
single-bottom
"Matter" will be the subject of the tractor plow; edgedrop corn planter;
Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of 1939 I. H. C. pick-up truck. Dement
Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, March Implement Co., Anita.
it
23.
FOR SALE:—Baled Alfalfa hay.
The Golden Text is from Isaiah
40:G, 7, "All flesh is grass, and all the V. J. 'Duthie.
Up
troodliness thereof is as the flower of
COMPLETE
LINE
OF
PREMIUM
the field: the grass withereth, the
flower fadeth: because the spirit of the QUALITY GRASS SEEDS. Special
Lowest Prices! Sweet Clover $3.00 &
Lord bloweth upon it."
up. Med. Red Clover $7.95
& up.
.
The lyesson-Sermon comprises quoNorthern
Grown
Grimm
$12.00
& up!
tations from the Bible and from the
la. grown Timothy $2.00 & up
Bags free! We have largest stocks of
seeds and feeds of all kinds. It'll pay
you to drive over to our new store on
U. S. 71. CARLSON'S SEED STORE,
Audubon, Iowa.
^f
»•

The common remark that most people make is,
i don t see ho wthey can grow in so small a place
where they can get no exercise or sunshine " Yes it
is remarkable how well they do without sunshine
and

^^T^u1^ ^ ^

arOUnd

itt

-

$0

FELCO

and MERIT brands of chick starter must lplay
J a
pretty big part.
FELCO and MERIT CHICK STARTER are
always fresh and high in vitamins.

When you start those chicks this spring, start
them on the best
START THOmr rmrirc ri\r
FELCO or MERIT CHICK STARTERS
°N

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.

HOUSEHOLD

The Farmers Coop. FURNITURE
AT AUCTION
C.F. DARROW, Manager.

I will sell at public auction, at the
residence of my mother, the late Mrs.
William Watson, commencing at 1:30
o'clock, on

Bargains! Bargains! Bargains! Saturday, March 22
MARTIN-SENOUR PAINTS AND VARNISHES

Amazing Sale - Big Values
MARCH 21st. and 22nd.
Be Thrifty - Come _ IJuy - Save On These Days

ROBERT SCOTT
ANITA LUMBER CO
FLOOR AND INTERIOR VARNISH, quart

the following described property:
Olio Monarch range; dining table and
6 chairs; oak buffet; short davenport;
studio couch; china closet; cupboard; 2
linoleum rugs; 4 wool ruga; new bed
and spring; wood bed; 2 dressers; 2
library tables; 2 rockers; multi-motor
Maytag washer; ironing board; lawn
mower and garden plow.

WATSON ESTATE
59C

By Richard Watson, Agent.
Frank Barber, Auctioneer
C. E. Parker, Clerk

BIDS WILL BE
„„ ^ unu,
1:00 P. M. 'Monday, March 31, 1941,
for the sale and removal of the following buildings located on Primary Road
No. 148 in the Town of Anita, Iowa,
and formerly owned by Ida J. Aldershof, et al.
Item 1. Five room one story 31x31
frame house with plumbing, wiring
and all appurtenances.
Item 2. One 20x26 combination
frame barn and garage.
Item 3. One 10x15 frame shed
Item 4. One 10x15 frame fuel
house.
Separate bids wanted on each iu-m
Bill of Sale with possession as of
April 1, 1941, will be furnished to
successful bidder who must be pre
pared to remit bid price in cash
promptly when notified. Reasonable
time will be allowed for the removal of
buildings.
Address all bids and correspondence
to W. P. Nichols, Acting Right of Way
Engi^r, IOWB State Highway Commission, Ames, Iowa,
3t
BOc buys 600 sheets of typewriter
paper, size 8 "4x11 inches, at the Trioune office.
tf
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NEW *
NnA

SUPPORT TUB P. T. A.
ATTEND THE SPECIAL
SHOWING OF "BITTER

WEDNESDAY ONLY — Two Shows — 7:15 and 9:1" J
THE KING AND QUEEN OF SONG IN THE FA MO
MUSICAL STAGED BY THE GREAT ZIEGFELD
Jeannette
**Bi++Ar Qu/Pfit I
MacDONALD
EijTCGr OW^*» I
"Information Please" — With WENDELL Wl^lUI
THU.-FR1.-SAT — 3 BIG DAYS
DOUBLE FEATURE
A MIGHTY SPECTACLE
1HUNDERS ACROSS THE
SCREEN — IT'S BIG

SUN.-MON. — Sun.
PROUDLY WE
OF WE GREATEST I .

PF_AL*JS^V°
Ask

\Vho |
SiH'n I

With s Cast of Thousands
Also JANE WITHPRH i«
"YOUTH WILLBESERVED"

55 REASONS'THIS WEEK"

McCBEA
Herbert

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

By Edward C. Wayne

STRIKES:
Hold Attention

New Violence in Nazi Aerial Blitz
Aimed to Cripple British Shipping;
Destroyer 'Lanes' Across Atlantic
Urged to Replace Hard-Hit Convoys
(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions *r. cxpmied In lhe«« column.. th*»
arc tho» or th. n«w« mnaJyH and not neoei«»rlly or thli newip»per.)
. (Released by Western Newspaper Union.) _ .

Here ore some of the pickets which surrounded the Harvill ^ Aircraft Die Casting
corporation plant early in the tabor dispute (here.
See Below

Two strikes, one big in volume
and the other involving only 423
men, but holding a vast menace to
plane building, held the attention of
those in charge of production management.
The big strike was at the $5,900,000
construction
at Wright field,
Hailed by some experts as one of the really great military exploits of Dayton, Ohio,project
huge testing ground
all time has been the sweep of the British forces against the Italians in for
airplanes. The strikers
Africa. Shown here with two of his aides is the British commanding gen- werearmy
refusing
saying
eral, Sir Archibald Wavell, (center). General O'Connor of the British "we'll go back toto negotiate,
work
as
soon
as
forces is shown at left and Australia's General Mackay at right. Real test
chase those other fellows, (nonof WavelTs military genius would come if his troops should clash with 'they
union members) off."
Hitler's in the Balkans.
This was a strike of the A. F. of L.
building trades unions of Dayton. It
seemed, to the public, a picayune
AERIAL:
CONVOY:
matter. The work of thousands was
Blitz Grows
Or Lanes?
being held up by 400 A. F. of L.
Nazi Germany brought out its
Britain was sticking to the convoy men, who objected because an elec'heaviest air blitzkrieg, perhaps as system, while American shipping ex- trical subcontractor put 4 C.I.O.
'a "workup" of an invasion at- perts suggested abandoning it, and men to work.
The contract of the electrical subtempt, and the results were not too substituting the "lane protection"
happy, as far as the British defense system, which seemed full of typi- contractor was held up, and the men
went back to work. The contract
was concerned.
cal Yankee ingenuity.
The Great Circle route, about 2,000 finally was reinstated, and out went
The first three days of the main
attack were directed at London, Liv- miles long, according to this proj- the men again. There was talk at
erpool and Bristol, and while the ect, was to be patrolled with at least this point of the government taking
damage was heavy, and casualties 50 destroyers, each of them given over.
The other strike was that of the
correspondingly high, British aerial 50 miles to patrol 10 times a day.
That would mean that every 2.4 Harvill manufacturing company, an
leaders were jubilant over the fact
that 30 German attackers were shot hours a destroyer would pass any organization headed by a 42-year-old
down, and gave the credit to the given spot in the lane, and with a former soda jerker who invented a
night-fighting air arm, the anti- constant lookout, should be able to process for casting airplane parts
from aluminum and magnesium,
aircraft batteries, and a "new spot enemy submarines.
weapon."
The plan would be putting 40 de- light metals.
Harvill's plant, employing only
This latter, it was later explained, stroyers on the lane, with 10 allowed
consisted of some sort of anti-air- to be in port refueling and getting 423, makes parts for practically every big plane manufacturer on the
craft shell which contained coils of supplies.
Advantages were these—not only Pacific coast, including such giants
wire, which unwound when the shell
exploded with lethal effect on ene- a better lookout and more warship as Boeing and Lockheed, Douglas
strength for protection purposes, but and Vultee, Vega and North Amermy planes.
However, later news was not so a much more efficient use of ships. ican.
The men were asking raises from
favorable. The opening attack was For under the convoy system, if 40
followed by another terrific blast at ships are gathered together, the 50 to 75 cents an hour, and the
Bristol, one at Glasgow and a third speed of the fastest is the speed of strike, according to Harvill himself,
the slowest.
at Hull.
was threatening plane factory shutThe proposed Traffic Lane Plan downs that would throw 60,000 out
The first two cities, in a single
night, reported around 1,000 casual- would permit the faster vessels to of work and would jeopardize the
ties, and the blast at Hull was re- move at top speed from one side of construction of thousands of warported to have been even more se- the Atlantic to the other, permitting planes.
vere. The British apparently figured them to take many more loads, in
This the workers denied, saying
that they might as well abandon the long run. They would sail from that the factory was well ahead of
destroyer
to
destroyer,
and
it
would
any attempt to disguise the towns
the needs of the other plants. Here,
attacked, at least in news dis- be the latter's duty to keep the lane too, the government and the defense
clear of enemy raiders.
patches.
were looking with an
And the present great hazard, of administration
At first they would simply desiganxious eye, wondering how far to
lumping
40
or
50
slow-moving
vesnate the town as "a northeast town"
go to break the walkout.
or a "town in the Midlands" or a sels together for a mass target,
TURKEY:
"southeast town," and then, with- would be removed.
in minutes, the German releases Plan Debated
Green Light?
would be out with the name of the
As an interesting background for
The Bulgar-Greek front continued
city, and what observers reported
this very question of convoys and to teeter on the brink of war, and
from there.
This British reticence continued how they ought to be conducted, observers were interested to hear
up to and including all the attatks Washington debated the statement through "grapevine" channels that
except that on Hull. In this case, of the Committee to Defend America Soviet Russia had given Turkey the
Aiding the Allies, chief advo- "green light" to go ahead and defy
the morning dispatches said "a by
southeastern port town," but the aft- cate of the lease-lend bill, urging Germany.
the U. S. provide guards for
Whether this was wishful thinkernoon papers were able to carry that
convoys.
ing or not, many of those on the
the story under a direct Hull dateThe President, conferring with the scene considered it was sound poliline.
It was apparent that Hitler's air- press, dismissed the question, say- tics and even sounder diplomacy.
They harked back to the old statemen were not trying day attacks ing there had been some reports to
being satisfied with heavy night that effect, but that he had paid no ment, which has been held to since
attention to them.
the beginning of the war, that Rusbombings in large force.
However,
in
view
of
the
Commitlong-range policy would be that
One after another they were try- tee's action, it was believed that the sia's
of
a
"fisher
in troubled waters," that
ing to knock various British provin- President was more interested than she would egg
on the weaker party
cial cities out of the picture. Charts he was willing to admit. British auwere being printed showing it was thorities, also, it was learned, were against the stronger, particularly
this suited Russia's convencosting Hitler an estimated $43,000 expecting the United States to do where
ience, and then step in for her own
to kvll each civilian slain in air- something along this line.
persona] grab.
bombing.
It was recalled that the British
They pointed to the Polish experiBritain published her losses since naval
leaders had said that they ence, and the Rumanian outcome as
the start of the war at 25,000.
The ominous character 'of the had men enough on hand to man the proof of this contention.
raids on Bristol, Glasgow and Hull entire U. S. navy, if necessary, and
Just as Jugoslavia was tottering
were that although the German raid- this was taken to mean that Britain and about to be forced to sign a
ers came over in large numbers was prepared for a "lease-lend" of Nazi pact after showing plainly that
judging by the weight of bombs more naval vessels.
her sympathies were on the other
were two possible plans be- side,
dropped, in two nights the total Brit- ingThere
and just as the British had
discussed:
ish claims of bombers shot down
landed
300,000 men in Macedonia
1. The transfer of more destroyers and Thrace,
was exactly two.
and were said to have
Prior to this attack, British com- and possibly cruisers to Britain so more on the way, and just as Turmentators had been proudly saying service0
^ ^^ l° COnvOy key was debating whether or not to
an estimated 3 per cent of the bomb2. An extension of the neutrality "toss in with England," came the
ers were being shot down, and that
zone
further into the North Atlantic dispatches about Russia's attitude.
if this figure could be raised to 10,
Russia was soundly placed in this
then the German air force could not
position. The Soviet is friendly with
stand the strain.
the Bulgars, also with Jugoslavia
Those observers who saw in the
both by race and general sympathy,
heavy blitz from the air a prelude more distant patrol duty
and especially with Bulgaria beto an invasion attempt, while they
cause of her location on the Black
The
navy
department
transmitted
were numerous, ranged all the way to ship operators the news, sent to sea.
from "any day" advocates to one
Russia had picked up half of PoU. S. by Churchill, that Nazi
high Japanese official, who at 10 000 the
land, a huge slice of Rumania, and
raiders
and
submarines
were
opermile distance, blandly announced ating inside the forty-second meridi- was sating with her legions ready to
mat the "Germans would land on an of longitude, some of which is grab off the Black sea coast of RuBritish soil in a matter of hours." within the present neutrality zone mania if the slightest chance offered.
Hull, Glasgow and Bristol the
hardest hit towns, are not note- ETHIOPIA:
R A I L WRECKS:
worthy as being invasion-resistant Nearing Fall
centers but are rather famous as
Two
Ethl
jia
general shipping centers.
th
°I
"
^
which
death list was not large, but
The first is the central ship-build- the Italians, as they did in Albania theThenumber
of injured extremely
ing point, the second is a great cen- started out with successes and end! heavy
two railroad wrecks within
ter for shipping to and from the ta U? B i Terses- se^ed about one daym of
each other
United States, and Hull is where m its final phases, with a British
Near
Pittsburgh
a crack flier was
v^tory,
a
not
certain,
at
least
ex
ex
most of the sailors are trained.
" purposely derailed, crashed into the
There seemed more weight, at the tremely likely.
river, with four dead and
This again was a reversal of early Ohio
moment, to the argument that the
scores hurt.
war
predictions
by
the
Brit.sh
them
heavy air bombing of such centers
Near Ravenna, Ohio, a commuting
who had warned the Engwas aimed at Britain's general selves
lish pubUc that i t could Mpect"f
tram, loaded with hundreds of work
ocean life-lines, and not as a set-up
ers bound for a government arsenal
m the general
for the landing of troops.
backed out onto a cross over and
was cut in two by a freight train

,P

^

AIR TRAVEL ON CREDIT
Washington, D. C.
SUBCONTRACTOR PROBLEM
Seventeen air linei have anEvery train to Washington brings nounced an installment plan for air glaryltt^Bftom-y^"^
a group of small business men with travel. No down payment la re- Ba«tf; Bonders vt &\
rumpled collars and bulging brief quired. You get a ticket to go up night blub overcharge?'
cases. They've heard high officials If your credit rating proves you are
Prof. .Emery"
declare that the defense boom the sort of person who will come
^ _ -t.^.,* _•; _ » • . T
should be evenly
distributed. down and make good.
• • •
They've read about a subcontracting program for the smaller firms.
The ide* should bring many more
So they come to town loaded with customers. Lots of people would fly
blue-prints and inventories of ma- if they knew it wouldn't cost them
chine tools.
Nice
a cent until after they had landed;
The visitors wait patiently in de• • •
•',
fense offices to ask the same quesThis is the first tune in flying histion: "When do we get contracts tory that it has been possible to risk
uimi ftobb of our to
or subcontracts?" Then they go your neck on a credit basis.
quiet week-end over at
home empty-handed, cussing the
• * •
McLean's house doViCJ
"bureaucrats running the defense
It is almost like hoping, collectW tt>kn0wn
program."
Si
Hope '
on-delivery.
Th«*^L
««rf .Jiay breakfast• » •
What they don't know is that the
Issue of subcontracting is being
.hoodwah, but ««
And it is going to seem strange
fought over daily, and with increas- but
„-. rt was necessarv 1t
highly
satisfying
to
get
out
of
•
ing bitterness, at the inner confer- clipper and just say, "Put it on Toy
^Beside her b*?
ence tables of the Office of Produc- bill."
tion Management The question is
whether OPM should crack down on
he big primary contractors and
morning
force them to farm out their piledup orders.
r«t» «e»eened forth
and everywhere; Gn
The powerful big industry clique
says "No." It argues that forced
subcontracting would be costly and
^halls. _,
unreliable. Bob Mehornay, a liberal
tne fire alarm.
small business man in charge of
subcontracting, hotly denies this
-Downer, merely tui^
This credit idea has already been
and is battling to overrule them.
introduced'by some railroads.' You =- T-.T- pn*_knew there wait
The cold facts are that although can take a transcontinental choo- But the coflee-when it
!00,000 firms are available for de- choo ride now on the so-much-down- was hot v .
fense contracts, 90 per cent of the and-so-much-a-month basis, .and the
orders awarded during the last half idea is proving popular. Americans
other day,
of 1940 went to 600 large concerns. like to travel on the cuff, and there
And 114 of them got 95 per cent of is something highly satisfying in be>( esident of a j
Koff with a '„„
all contracts over $100,000, amount- ing able to owe a railroad money.
ing to $6,668,800,000.
^-jswwfF' He can le;j
• * •
• • •
under the Mann act, i j
When you have to plank down your offense. But look at what the
ARMY MORALS
money before you even get by the
Genial Mark McCloskey, the Fed- iron gates at a railroad terminal it club is worried about: Thathe
eral Security agency's recreation takes something out of the trip. his first club luncheon in 1!
jxpert, has the soldier's moral lapse No matter how good the scenery is
Bute Beyer, the stager i
Igured down to one crucial hour.
discount it on the ground that it atant subscriber, says ye f
This hour is the one during which you
to be better for that much stint is "absolutely conse
le waits for a bus or train to take ought
money.
CUlk-' Uflti i .
• '* '
him back to camp.
• * •
McCloskey, whose job it is to worSee where Marshal p«
If you are jerked out of an upper
ry about such things and work with
lowahCe for the next threei
Jie army and navy, has doped out berth by a green engineer or oad will
be 95*,000 francs. That'll
hat if time drags heavily during Drakes it is all the more exasperat• year. In other wortL
that hour of waiting the soldier may ng when you know the discomforts $80,000
tain
gets
more to ruin France!
have
been
paid
for
in
advance.
make for honky-tonks—and who's to
• • »
FDR gets to run the U. S. A.'
riame him?
But if you owe the railroad for
"The smart thing to do," McClosGabin, the big French I
key says, "is to brighten up the the trip it's not so annoying.
told how .the Frenchmen feel^
• * *•
erminals. Give the boys a place
o shoot pool, get some good chow
The same will be true of airplane Great Britain. He says-.
at low prices, and read new maga- travel. Your hair may stand on end both pro and anti-British.'
zines. Some pretty waitresses for at the thought of a, cross-country are prosBritish say each
the boys to kid won't hurt any light, but it becomes much .easier their prayers: 'Please, God, 1
gallant British win quickly."
:ither."
to handle with a brush and comb Who
axe anti-British say is I
He doesn't think a tour through when you know the company can't
he museum of art or a brisk walk take a dime of your dough in ad- prayers: "Please, God, let thej
British win right away.'"
io much to combat temptation. In- vance.
• • •
tead he'd like to see every town
Over at Frank Case's m
near a camp organize an honest-toAnd if you are dropping down by
goodness information bureau for the parachute, think of the satisfaction tores of tiie drama critics i
display m the lobby. FraiiJ
men.
of knowing that it's all being done Bub Benchley what he
"If the boys want to go to a on the deferred payment plant'
them. "The one of George \
dance, get a date, visit with some
• • '•
•>
Nathan," Bub said, "don't i
>atriotic family, or see a ball
There will be the kick, too, of get- injustice."
game, the community ought to arrange it for them," contends McClos- ting a bill from the air lane comGuy Lonibardo heard i
key.
pany with a "please remit" notaHe beams when he mentions the tion and dashing off a little note: another: "What color g
you getting with your ne»l
200 girls at the Tom Huston pea- 'Gentlemen:
nut factory at Columbus, Ga.,
"Your bill for flight to Chicago re- BUttf"
who volunteered to act as host- ceived and in reply I beg to state
And Jerry Cooper doesn't!
esses for soldiers at dances and so- that I did not enjoy the trip. It
cial events.
all that talk about a food r
was
very
bumpy,
the
plane
was
two
* • *
in Italy, considering ail tl
hours late and it was so cloudy that they have to eat.
ACTION ON HOUSING
I did not see half the scenery I was
Housing for civilian defense work- entitled to. I was not satisfied and
Broadway Wiseguy:
ers, one of the most muddled phases hope there can be an adjustment.
of the defense program, now looks
He knows {he 8ftme
"P. S.—The hostess wasn't good* o^her
as if it is going somewhere—thanks looking,
peotojB, but in his
either. I should say she
to the quiet intervention of Mrs wasn't within
have '• Intemnt functions
$10
of
the
good
looks
Roosevelt and Frederic A. Delano'
the hostess pn my previous trip air is^ltting you
uncle of the President and chair- of
you can take something off mv
7
man of the national resources plan- so
in stocks.
bill for this,
too."
ning board.
wtat
e Ihtaks9**°™**^
a skirt isrtj
.r"-*1^-" uicir influence
CAN YOU REMEMBER
ment;
out
i
woman
in ""
through FDR, himself. The First
back when an invitation to when he talk* of a turkey
1
Lady told him of shocking housing getAway
off
the
earth
was
practically
an
aflop-show. ^ . He lives f
conditions among defense workers isolated instance?
which she had seen in several cities
and has his being in '
* • *
and warned that there would be se,. . . Things that are sa
Defense
workers
are
being
housed
rious consequences unless something in trailers in some parts of the coun- on a stage or screen
was done quickly. Delano urged try. After a night in a trailer a touch him, but try to
Roosevelt to get behind the C. I O 's man must be pretty glad of a weep when the show is over j
plan for prefabricated homes.
makedim laugh, for that'
chance to go to the shop where he to
* * *
He read it long ago or he i"
can get a good rest.
when you were still break
WILLKIE CAN WEAR SHOES
• • •
Much water has gone over the
The horse seams to be finished in Ibngjes . . . People
dam since Secretary of the Interior the army, but it requires a lot of "hoiws" telling a story («
gag in his lingo) are usua
Ickes labeled Wendell Willkie a imagination to picture
phonies or Jerques .
"barefoot Wall Street lawyer" All
says he doesn't lit« $* ,
if,.f.w?etness a*1*1 «ght now between
means movies, not painty
» • *
Willkie and the New Deal—which
hook isn't something to rea^'
includes Mr. Ickes—since Wendell's
Two hundred thousand workers in plot hi' a musical show, or
outspoken support of the lend-lease the printing trades want radio adbill.
vertising curbed. In this they have 'wager-makers make for
bet-placers . . . He is
However, one inquisitive reporter the hearty support of at least 90 voice
giving away the
at a recent Ickes press conference per cent of the radio audience
pals. „•
.
wanted to be absolutely sure. "In
e artojent>a
°&** raview of recent developments," he dio «d^^ ?
He argues that
queried, "do you still think Wendell
annoying and a everything and anything.
Elmer
Willkie is a Wall Street barefoot
Twitcheli; never learned not to mis
boy?"
>
so b
*
°thered by it ity for fame . . • Most o!
Replied Ickes: "1 think anybody
<<th
a
Pr ducts b
« „,»
° so he«"yias a right to wear shoes in Wall nooed
nooed 'on
on t
the "air^
waves
will States to him is
The
"the
hinterland"
.
. e rs
;
Street in this kind of weather."
remember what NOT to buy
000,000 people are "suckers

K^^H^^^SI

MERRY-GO-ROUND

That $l-a-day wage increase asked
by the United Mine Workers was a
compromise forced on John L
Lewis. Looking for trouble, he want'
ed to demand $2 a day, but
UMW leaders, at the secret
meeting, voted him down.
Although his re-election' is still la
months off, Rep. Bob Ramspeck's
denunciation of the bill in th*
Georgia legislature to ban strikes in
defense industries already has
brought out an anti-labor candidate
against him.
*«*«

• • •

We can't be very close to war
e C a D l i >

The name of"snIkeSp«are!
recalls the time he w«"
a horse by that name
many friends he do^n ,•
they detest him
- ne -*
derful knack for _
. . It has been said
conscience is more • H 1 S M
than his guide
llyfl
BUWPU,,.- —- M C
He
to the Bar!" - • •
' s«
cerneji about the foreign*
cause
it has cut
"
post cards...
He'soff
U.eg

to spend for souvenu- 'j£ *"** to know-untll you do

',"™ f~
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- •• • . va^

'

*
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GENERAL
JOHNSON

j

reefefrp&r to Packing Magnate,
1*7" •'•••'••'• 1
TT'l J 1?
* •
is' Work
Hard
tor HP!"
Ineir
l

jumped from 10 million boxes in
1900 to 85 million in 1935.
The big Sunday dinner is passing.
More and more families go on automobile outings instead. Saturday
night dinner has replaced Sunday
noon as the big dinner of the week.
Gingerbread and baked beans are
still America's number one choice;
beef, number one meat; apple pie
and chocolate cake, number one desserts.
When the pinch comes, American
families economize on clothes first.
But American women love clothes
and have a vast choice hi inexpensive styles (48 million felt hats in
the $3.95 to $5 quality were sold
last year.) There is no more Main
Street of fashion.

r Union.)

, Ameri" holds
less than
lerican houses
.— *- *

aount of money
[life is the three
person that the
oppers .In Mis; by eating flour
winter . . .
icy is spent in
soft drinks as in
BS ....
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STRIP CROPPING
CHECKS EROSION

'
0
WNUfcnM

Washington, D. 0.
DEFENSE LABOR PROBLEMS

There are two important propos-

New Practice Preserves the als to check the threatened succession of strikes which could paralyze
Soil and Water.
defense production. One is Mr.

VNEW IDEAS
By BOTH WCTTH BPsUBS

««r|EAR MRS. SPEARS: Ihav»
'-' made a pair of spool shelves
like those you give directions for
in your Sewing Book No. 3. They
are painted watermelon pink to
match the flowers in my bedroom
curtains, and they are very pretty
hung at each side of the windows.
I would like to make some end
tables of spools for the living
room, but I can't think of a way to

Knudsen's proposal to extend the
principles of the Railway Mediation
(Kxttatioa Soil Con*«nrat/on/rt. North (?«••• act, which requires a "cooling off"
BOARDS
Uat State Colltge.)
period before any strike can beWITH HOLES
Increasing public interest in gin. The other is .that of Assistant
BORED IN
checking wasteful soil erosion is al- Secretary of War Patterson, which
tering the traditional rectangular would reconstitute the World War
fields with straight rows so familiar Taft-Walsh board which relied upon
USE 82
SMALL SPOOLS
in the American landscape.
distinguished mediation and imparAND 24 L
A new practice known «s strip- tial determination of issues backed
cropping, resembling a marble cake up by public opinion and indirect
VJSE4BRAS&
because of its swirls, has been gain- rse of other governmental war
CURTAIN
other down-to-earth
RODS RUN
ing increasing favor since the crea- powers.
Fashion a Fault?
^findings revealed in
THROUGH
tion
of
the
soil
conservation
service
SPOOLS
American women's chief fashion
Lives," Just off the
Both plans have been remarkably
fault—doing a good thing to death. about seven years ago.
Henry Holt publishsuccessful.
Secretary
Patterson's
EGUIEBETWEE
If veiling is the fashion, they lose Three types of strip-cropping have worked almost perfectly in the last
Se full report on how
SPOOLS
themselves in the mists. If open come into general use in the United war. Mr. Knudsen's idea would retheir money—and
States
to
meet
various
conditions.
toes are in style, they go for the
bey eat, drink, wear
quire a new statute and a new kind make them rigid. Have you any
most extreme and open styles—and Contour strip-cropping is the produc- of labor board to add to the rest- suggestions as to how this may be
what gives them a
How America Lives . . . They spend at wear them every hour of the day tion of the ordinary farm crops in
tie shoe pinches the much
B. P."
on ice cream and toft drinks at on and night. They pile on too much long, relatively narrow strips of va- as would ,Mr. Patterson's. But the done?
Curtain rods are used through
least; what they building
houses. At a nation, they like junk jewelry*. . . lack co-ordinat- lable width on which dense erosion- secretary's plan could be put into
the spools to make the legs. Betlat they believe in; to "eat well," and, particularly in these
crops alternate with clean- effect immediately b$ an executive ter take along a spool to try when
• they- do on Sunday times, do eat better than': any other nation ing powers when shopping for ontrol
order.
liedt or erosion-permitting crops.
i compiled by special- in the world. The overage city family clothes.
Would either or both work? No- you shop, for the rods; and get
Two permanents a year, averag- "he strips are placed crosswise of body
traveling to all parts spendt one-third of to annual income, or
knows. What is needed is not the type that has one piece fitting
e
line
of
slope
approximately
on
1940, wrote the KQ8, a year for food; It thrives on good ing from $3 to $5 are fixed charges e contour.
so
much
more new schemes and inside the other. If the spools are
i-Lives" series, for plain cooking—three square meals a day. in the budget, although weekly trips Field strip-cropping is the produc- bureaus as better men. One reason a little loose on the rod, it won't
Few families keep accurate food budgets. to the beauty shop are usually supmake any difference for they must
Journal.
don't need to—the women are thrifty planted by the home shampoo and lon of the regular farm crops in why the Taft board worked so well be glued between each spool, and
range from that They
was
that
its
chief
was
a
former
shoppers.
more or less uniform parallel strips
bobby phi method.
Negro Mississippi
of the United States who also between the spools and the
America is reappraising itself . . . aid out crosswise of the general President
•whose cash income' ban 80 per cent were built without
even
earlier
had been international-, table shelves. I have shown in the'
lope
but
not
parallel
to
the
true
L $28, to the family of lelp from architects. Functionally taken as a whole—some 30 million contour. This is a modified form of ly known and highly respected as sketch everything else you need to
know to make this table. Good
, millionaire head of hey are inadequate. Aesthetically,
ontour strip-cropping and is appli- secretary of war and governor gen- luck to you!
ang company of Chi- they are unfortunate. They lack
eral of the Philippines. Moreover,
able
to
uniform
gradual
slopes
on
• * *
enough closet space; they are hard
oil which are resistant to erosion. he had been a great federal judge
NOTE: If you have an Iron bed or a;
to heat; the roof leaks; and they
of Study.
of
most
liberal
principles,
noted
for
Wind strip - cropping, the third
rocking chair you would like to modernize.,
a summary of the are so poorly planned that the homebe sure to send for my Book No. 3. It
orm, is the production of the regu- a record of absolute justice.
maker
walks
an
extra
hundred
miles
32 fascinating ideas of things to
I was. conducted in the
Finally, he was Big Bill Taft, a contains
ar farm crops in long, relatively
a
year
between
the
front
door
and
make for your home. Send your order to:
, warm, typical Amergreat
humanist,
who
could
frequentnarrow,
straight,
parallel
strips
the kitchen.
>laced crosswise of the direction of ly just chuckle and laugh the bel| the 1940 U. S. census Kitchens Best Equipped.
MRS. RUTH WYETH SPEARS
he prevailing wind without regard ligerance out of angry contestants.
Drawer 10
a week is the salHigh points in American living are
,o the contour of the land. Wind That kind of man could make almost
Bedford
Hills
New York
rage man in America, American kitchens—best equipped,
strip-cropping is an effective agent any plan work today, but where are
1 that a man with most modern and most used room in
Enclose
10
cents
for
Book
No. 3.
n preventing wind erosion but may we going to find him? The great
" children needs to the house. Living room is shabbi>e of little value in conserving wa- men of that generation seemed to
Name
i'a week before he est^ dining room barest and least
regard no job as being beneath their
ter.
Address
i home, carry insur- used.
.
Strip-cropping, combined with con- dignity if the country needed to
|e his Children welcome
have
it
done,
and
there
were
more
Ninety-five per cent of the women
tour tillage and terracing where neci And he can do this only in America employ no household
essary, has been proved by experi- such men in those days.
help. Average American homemakment stations of the soil conservaOur labor mediation organization There's the Rub—Pete Had
;ion service and by co-operators in now is an unplanned and chaotic Lived Within That Distance
er's week (in home where there are
he various demonstration areas to mess. Twelve v states have their
growing children) runs 50, to 60
hours—and 24 hours a day, seven
3e economical and effective and the own labor boards and conciliators.
A traveler was wandering!
days a week she is "on call'' when
most practical means of controlling They insist on acting each within its across the Rockies in search of a
the children are little. (Grandmotherosion and conserving soil and wa- own state. The department of labor man to whom he had been given:
er's hours were nearly a hundred I)
;er on cultivated land.
has a similar service. It doesn't a letter of introduction.
American boys and girls still help
like to be left out. The National
After a long and tedious jour-'
with the chores, even if they live
Labor Relations board has another ney
Horses, Mules Decrease
he hailed a wild-looking felin city apartments.
which' horns in when possible. Mr.
As Tractor Use Rises Sidney Hillman of OPM has another low who was smoking outside a
The typical American family's
How America Lives . . . IFftal does flfri.
*
credit is good. Majority of fami- America do on an average day? She has The use of tractors reduces the
which is very active. The war de- ehack.
"Does Hard Pete live near
lies "pay as they go," after saving no help with her homework. (95 pet need for horses and mules on farms partment has been urged to engage
with a particular goal in view. In- cent of American women don't.) Then and, through a decrease in the num- in settling strikes. Now if we adopt here?" asked the traveler.
"No," said the man.
likely she's up at 7 a. m., and the light bers of work stock, has a marked Mr. Knudsen's or Mr. Patterson's
stallment buying records show 98% ifs
in her kitchen window will be shining effect upon the agricultural produce suggestion—or both—there could be
"Then can you tell me where I
per cent fulfill their payments. Fore- long
sundown. She gets the meals,
closures in FHA mortgages over five washesafter
the dishes, cleans the house, mar- available for sale, and also upon the five, six or seven separate govern- can find his friend and neighbor,'
years have amounted to less than kets, irons and mends, to mention out a financial organization of the farms. mental horners-in on any threat- Rough-House Joe?"
"I'm Rough-House Joe!"
half of 1 per cent.
few of the deeds which require 60 or more Before tractors came into general ened dispute.
Largest single item of American of her weekly hours.
use 25,000,000 horses and mules were
"Well, they told me Hard Pete
reported on farms in the United
CHURCHILL'S ACCURACY
families' yearly spending is food—
lived within gunshot of you."
i
14 billions, or 28 per cent of the families—America lives pretty ^well. States. Since 1920 this number has Winston Churchill's running con"He did."
national income. Conclusive proof There's room for improvement, yes. gradually decreased until only 15,- troversial on the period from 1914
to this 'date is abreast of the best
that America as a whole sets a good That, like the new vacuum cleaner, 000,000 were reported in 1939.
Lives . . . "What snail I table is the fact that the average another pair of shoes for sis or an
Approximately 50,000,000 acres of in English literature of any age, in
i daily Question of a whole city family spends one-third of its an- addition to the house, will come.
crop and pasture land needed for vigor, style and content. That may
i who have made up their nual income for food. Ten dollars a
horse feed in/1920 are now available add unduly to its fascination but it
9
want to look pretty and
for other purposes. The displace- doesn't subtract at all from its subnd to America is giving week-feeds a family of four adequate- Real 'Boom Town
ment of work stock on farms should stance. It is an advocacy very
• want — at the price they ly, but without many frills. It can be
not be attributed wholly to the use cogent in logic, thoroughly docuthey can buy a unique value done for less . . . a Cedar Rapids,
Rises
in
Wastelanc
of tractors. The use of automobiles mented in every case. In all his
'that, for example, for about Iowa, woman's food budget was $7
HOLLY RIDGE, N. C. — Four on farms, which increased until dozens of controversies about Brit-;
'S, and know they are get- a week for four people.
months ago you could have bough about 1930, and the use of trucks ish, policy and defense, convincingFood Budget 'Touchy.'
all the land you wanted around here for hauling, were as effective as ly buttressed by compelling facts
we take sensible care of our health.
Touchiest subject among Ameri- for three or four dollars an acr
Remember digestion and elimination
sickness and if he has
and figures.
tractors
in
reducing
horse
and
mule
are not as vigorous as in youth. We
initial lump sum for can homemakers is the food budget, unless you happened to be dealing numbers.
This
isn't
to
say
that
he^was
aldon't get the exercise we need. Food
about which they become more de- with a native whose conscience
Byment on his house.
At the present rate of work stock ways right. Sometimes, at critical
still tastes good, and it's a constant
! all American families is fensive and passionate than about a would not allow him to accept sue! reproduction it seems that horse and moments, he was so right that his
temptation to, eat more than is good
an exhorbitant price. Today this mule numbers will be stabilized at
s. Chief hurdle is national presidential election.
for us. Then—spells of constipation
and action decided favorably
American homemakers have been same land is being sold inJJO foo about 12,500,000 head. However, the logic
payment,
often bring gas pains, coated tongue
to his country the ultimate issue of
made
acutely
vitamin
conscious.
lots
and
for
serious
money,
too.
and bad breath. Many have learned
i in American living are
recent introduction of the small one- the earlier war—as for example,
the value of ADLBRIKA in helping
No, nobody has discovered oil in plow tractor may reduce the need his mobilization of the fleet in 1914.
ensive and in- Per capita consumption of vegetaenjoy the sunny middle years. Get
Although $3,000,000,000 bles, other than potatoes, has in- these parts. This just happens to b for horses still further.
Sometimes he was very wrong, as
ADLERIKA today at your Druggist's.
creased
from
26.36
pounds
in
1919-20
the
place
the
federal
governmen
into new homes,, less
in the Antwerp excursion hi 1914
to
1923-24
to
31.36
pounds
in
1934-35.
picked
for
the
army's,
new
anti-air
cent of the houses in
and hi the Narvik disaster in this
Corn Cobs Valueless
! in good condition. More Production and shipment of oranges craft training camp, now under con
Lacking Essentials
Ground corn cobs have practically war.
struction.
It is a great misfortune neither
The
adventure
at
Gallipoli
also
There is good farm land both to no feeding value for poultry. Conseto have enough wit to talk well
the north and south of Holly Ridge quently it is much better to feed proved disastrous, but he argues nor enough judgment to be silent.
well
that
it
need
not
have
been
so.
ground
shelled
corn
than
corn
and
but the real estate in this immediate
—La Bruyer*.
vicinity is little more than a scrub- cob meal. The cob bulk simply To what extent he was responsible
for
the
1918
thrust
through
Salonika,
timbered waste. But the U. S. means so much useless filler in the
which broke the Central Powers, is
army had other ideas. The section ration.
not clear but he certainly favored it.
is not only easily accessible by highMany students will always believe
way and railroad, but offers an ideal
that the 1939 declaration of war
spot over which to shoot anti-ajrFarm Notes
(tutcktu 4&i&
over Poland was one of the most
craft guns without danger of hitting
LIQUID
hideous
mistakes
in
timing
in
all
anyone on land or sea. The shape
TABLETS
Whatever the outcome of the history but, however he favored it,
SALVE
of the coast and the lay of the land
NOSE DOOM
is well suited to the army's pur- European war, the prospect is for his was not the principal responsibilCOUOH DROPS
pose. Guns will fire out into Onslow small exports in the years ahead, ity.
So much for whatever the unfavoruay, wide
«««= coastal
v,u»o.». indenture many
., i according to the U. S. bureau of agbay,
12—41
WNU—N
By W. D. LEE

March Guide to Agriculture

COLDS

iiap illustrates the agricultural situation during March as de» U. S. Department of Agriculture.

lent Defines Proper Use of Flag in Commerce
*GTON. — The American
be displayed promiscuout violating the law even
represents the "land of
I To explain and clarify le" "ona in connection with
flag for'advertising or
lercial purposes, the de>f commerce has pub' handbook entitled, "The
i' United
States—Its Use in
,
instances have been re-

ported to the department of commerce of the questionable employment of the national emblem for
commercial purposes. In most cases
the violation of the law was done
unwittingly.
While there is no federal legislation covering the use of the flag,
every state in the Union has passed
laws prohibiting its use for advertising purposes. Similar laws dppear on the statute books of Alaska,
Puerto Rico and Samoa.

miles from the lanes of coastwise '
shipping.
Naturally the government didn't
suffer from Holly Ridge's new land
boom. In the first place, the price
didn't rise until the army had acted
and, in the second, the government
has the right of condemnation. So
its two-mile frontage on U. S. highway No. 17 and all the territory between here and the ocean came
cheap enough. It's the land adjacent
to the reservation that's suddenly
become so valuable.
1
In November the entire population
of the cross roads of Holly Ridge
and for a mile in every direction
totaled 28. This summer, according
to government plans, there will be
20,000 troops stationed here. Already
there are several thousand men
building the camp and the trailer
camps in which many of them live
stretch up and down the highway
for miles. Pine plank stores and
bunk houses spring up over night
and business is booming on every
hand.
How long' it all will last nobody
knows.

able side of the record may be.
Turn to his position and pleading
Evil Influence
Higher agricultural income is the from the opening of the Versailles
There is no worse robber than a
principal reason why an increasing peace conference to this day, and
number of tenant farmers have especially the record in his books, bad book.
bought farms this year, says the "The Aftermath," "Arms And the
Farm Credit administration.
Covenant" (published here in 1938
under the title "While England
The use of nitrogen fertilizers in Slept"), "The World Crisis,',' and
the United States practically dou- "The Unknown War."
The two
bled in each of the 10 years between books first mentioned are for foreHelp Them deance the Blood
1880 and 1910, when it reached a sight, statesmanship and even clairof Harmful Boidy Waato
total of 130,000 tons. The 1937 figure voyance among the most remarkYou kidneys are constantly filtering
was 433,000 tons.
able in literature.
waste matter bom tbe blood stream. But
* • •
kidneys sometimes lag in their work—do
If this voice had been only partial;
not act M Nature intended—fall to reFarm labor is likely to be scarcer ly heeded from 1933 to as late as
move Impurities that. U retained, may
poison the system and upset the whole
and farm wages higher in 1941 than 1937, the present world catastrophe
body machinery.
during the past year, farm econo- could certainly have been avoided.
Symptoms may be naming backache.
persistent headache, attacks ol dlcxlneae.
mists say.
He
stated
and
proved
his
case
in
letting
up nights, swelling, pufflneas
* « *
under the eyes—a feeling of nervou»
advance in economic, military and
anxiety
and loss of pep and strength.
Argentina wheat production varies diplomatic policy. His predictions,
Other signs ol kidney or bladder diefrom year to year, but over a period on the military effect of the occuorder are sometlmei burning, scanty or
too frequent urination.
of years it about equals that of pation and later fortification of the
' There should be no doubt that prompt
farms in Kansas and North Dakota. Rhineland and almost every other
treatment is wiser than neglect. Use
* « *
Dean's Pill*. Dam's have been winning
principal Nazi development, now
new friends for more than forty years.
Argentina Brazil and Uruguay seem almost uncanny in their corThey have • nation-wide reputation.
Are recommended by gratelnl people tk»
customarily produce about 25 per rectness. His facts and arguments
oouBtry over. A«i »dw wrtfMoiT '
cent of the world's beef and veal. were faithfully transmitted to our
The United States produces about government, where they produced
30 »er cent
no more effect than on his own.

ricultural econpmks:

Watch You Y '
Kidneys/

DOAHS PILLS

1MB ANITA

That famous Super X amunition is
sold only by Inhofe's in Anita. Get
your supply there.
it

>D COFFEE
ADEL'S

Mr. arid Mrs. Claude Smither and
Mrs. Walter Peacock were in Des
Mqines Thursday where they attended
the girls' state basketball tournament.

CAFE

|Y OUR PLATE LUNCHES — 30c

Kyle and Feme
to the Teachers
evening at the
Maple Street
score and Mrs.
low score. Mrs.
additional guest.

IB.L.MEURER
Adabv Iow«

acalotoeter Service
b. Sunf 10 to 11 a. m.
bone 37. ,

rf> -

TRIBUNE, THURSDAY, MARCH 20, 1941.

BY THE WAY.
By L. F. M.

Maxine Bolz of Anita underwent an
emergency operation for the removal
of her appendix at the Atlantic hospi- To Toots and Butch: Pa says
thank you for the birthday greetings.
Chester A. Long was in Manning, tal Friday evening. She is reported
* * *
Iowa, Monday evening attending a t'o be getting along as well as could be
Did
you
read
about the Irishman in
district meeting of funeral directors. expected.
Pennsylvania who plays tunes over
Russell Mclntyre and family of the grave of one of his Irish pals each
Did you know that bock beer is sold Omaha, Neb., were Sunday visitors in St. Patrick's Day? The first few
in Anita now. Buy some today at Anita at the home of his parents, Mr. years his tryst was lonely, now his
Inhofe's.
i
and Mrs. W. H. Mclntyre. They were audience numbers in the thousands.
* * *
called here by the death of his grandThe Friday bridge club were guests mother, Mrs. W. A. Mclntyre.
To-morro.w evening's Vox Pop proFriday afternoon at the home of Mrs.
gram should be interesting. ContestThe W. W. club met Thursday with ants will be some of the smoothest
J.. W. Budd on Chestnut Street. Other
guests, besides the members, were MVs. F. L. Possehl at her home west announcers on the air, and the prizes
Mrs. Andy MBller, Mrs. Maurice of Anita. Ten members and two for correct answers will be some of the
Turner, Mrs. IM. M. Feller, Mrs. G. M. visitors, Mrs. William Nimm and (Mrs. goofiest things they can think of.
* * •
Adair, Mrs. A. V. Robinson, Mrs.Robert OathOudt, were present. The
Floyd Dement and Mrs! Lester Scholl. meeting was an all-day session with a
We had just about decided that it
High score at the afternoon session of 1 o'clock luncheon being served.
was time for the sulphur sack and
bridge was held by Mrs. Robinson.
molasses can to be brought forth, and
The Square Deal 4-H club met at the to go dig the parsnips, but that wind
home of William King one day last came along Saturday might and it has
week. The meeting was called to order kept all hands busy firing. We can be
by the vice president; Plans were dis- glad that Iowa did not Buffer as did
cussed on next year's program. The Minnesota and the Dbkotas. Records
next meeting will be held at the home show that a similar severe cold wave
of Eldred Petersen. A lunch was followed a very mild two weeks in
served by Mrs. King.
March 1931.

11 Kinds of

ASS
EED

»

Anita, Iowa.
'

Refrigerators From $89.00 Up
We Urge You to Buy Now — These Prices Cannot
Continue When Present Stock Is Gone.

Dement Implement Co.
Anita, Iowa

first shown in the big cities, because
all who have seen it agree that it is
the most gripping story of action,
+ + +,+ + + + + +4. + +
excitement and drama that has ever
A thundering spectacle of America's been presented on the screen. Every
formative days will be shown on the event shown in the film has had its
screen of the new Anita theatra this counter-part in real life; Newspapers
Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sat-throughout the world have reported
urday matinee, when "Kit Carson" the assassination of a diplomat in a
heads a double feature bill. This public square, the thrilling scenes in
screen epic is a thrilling page of London, the undercover agents of
America history bringing to life the battling countries, the crash of a giant
intimate side of the great pioneer seaplane and other events too numerscout. Another important character ous to mention. From the first sceen
is that of General John C. Fremont, to the last, "Foreign Correspondent"
who played an important part in the is filled with action and suspense.

+

REEL NEWS

+
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HEADQUARTERS
FOR
CHICK FEEDS
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AND

trie Range Demonstration
AT

Also Plain Bottle Gas Ranges As Low As $50.00

The Neighborhood Pinochle club met
Mrs. Anna Porch is quite ill at h:r
To-day, March 19th., Mr. and Mrs. venture unfolds as 10,000 Shoshorie
Sunday evening at the home of Mr. and Ed. Newton are celebrating their Indians attack a 'wagon train. Kit home suffering from heart trouble.
Mrs. Morris Robson east of Anita. golden wedding day. Just think, Carson outwits wile Redmen, tons of
T-N-T roar headlong to destruction
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Bailey held high fifty years to-gether.
Mrs. R. E. Hawk spent a few days in
That's longer
score for both men and women. Low than a lot of us can remember, and it
a seething ( Exira last week visiting^her daughter,
scores were held by Mrs. OrVillegoes away back to where Ed. got cauldron out of the first
Mrs. Clair Gipple and husband.
Morgan and Carl Livingston. Guests, around to his assessing jobs horse- town on the Pacific coast. Jon Hall
besides the regular members, were back, and doctors couldn't be ordered who played so magnificently in
The members of the 2-1-2-1-2 dinner
Mrs. Hattie Cryer and daughter, out by telephone, neighbors weren't so "Hurricane" plays Kit Carson and and bridge club were guests of Mr. and
Florence.
close, but were always ready to take Lyn Bari, the pioneer beauty, forsakes Mrs. Neil Johnson Thursday evening
the love of General Fremont for the at their home on Rose Hill Avenue.
The members of the Friendly circle a hand at anything. What tales the
L™ple cha™ ,°f thfe Frontiersman, Following a 7 o'clock covered dish1
met Wednesday afternoon at the home Newton's can tell of the development! The
second feature on the same
of
Cass
county
Pro' dinner, the evening was spent playing
of Mrs. Boyd Williamson. Eight
gr&m is
ther adventure in the
bridge at which Mrs. Harold McDermembers and three visitors, Mrs. Both Mr. and Mrs. Newton have a St rmy *™
d h a py
J
With
*" . , P ?*« °? »™
' mott and Mr. Johnson held high
Frank Barber and Mrs. Archie Van keen sense of humor, they are both \ CrS° entltled
Y Uth Wl11 be Served
scores.
good
talkers
and
they
are
swell
listen'
'
°
'
Aernam of Anita and Mrs. Ed. Lewis
of Brayton, were present. A lunch ers. It has been our privilege to make
was served. The next meeting of the several all day trips with Mrs. New- A popular request program makes
club will be held on March 26 at the ton and we are sure no more congenial up the attraction at the theatre Sunperson could be found. No matter ; day and Monday when one of the ten
home of Mrs. Paul Barber. ,'
what the rest of the party might be' best pictures of the year, "Foreign
interested in, whether it be shoes or j Correspondent," starring Joel Mcsecond-hand stores, cactus plants or : Cree and Laraine Day, will be shown,
what-have-you, she immediately be- j This picture is the unforgettable excornes interested too.
j periences of an American reporter in
We have heard her express the wish war-torn Europe. Mike Roth, manathat some time she might be permitted ger of tfie Anita, says that he reto spend a little vacation at the Oak- ceived numerous requests to show
Our Job Is To Help Your
land Tourist Camp. We hope her "Foreign Correspondent" since it was
wish comes true.
Poultry Make You
With the greatest sincereity, we
say congratulations, Mr. and Mrs.
More Money.
Newton, may the rest of your years
Young woman wishes
be very happjfores.
to marry an old man—

ie Farmers Coop.

' '

NEW LOW PRICE OF $100
ON COMBINATION BOTTLE GAS AND COAL
KITCHEN RANGES NOW ON DISPLAY.

Well it looks as if Old Man Winter
and March intend to turn their bag of
tricks wrong side out and give us all
they've got. It can't last so long at
that, with spring being- announced
officially to-morrow.

.'

'

\

\

•wig's Furniture Store
'2-DAY'S-2
THURSDAY, MARCH 27 — 2:30 P. M. AND 7:30 P. M.
FRIDAY, MARCH 28 — 2:30 P. M.
fYour Friends There and Learn to Cook the Practical and Intelligent
fay As Presented By Miss Gordi.iier, a Home Economics Expert
illiant New Ideas — Clever Arrangements — Tips On Economy
— Most Advanced Cooking Hints —

Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs
to Perry,

;. Richard^ Watson and
•y Karris 'w«re called
Thursday morning
and daughter, Mrsn,
adren, was operated on for
icitis.
1

Turner is ill at her home
in Anita '""wtyh., heart trouble. Her
daughter, Miss Gladys, who has been
attending a business college at Grand
Island, Neb., has returned here to
assist in caring for her mother.
A surprise party was held Friday'
evening at the home of Mrs.-Donald ]
Chadwick in honor of Miss Maxine
Stager, who was celebrating her birth--'
day, by the members of the Susie Q.
club. There was one other guest,!
Mrs. Frank Kramer.

that's her business.
Our business is picking up dead animals—
4arge or small.
Phone 257

WAGNER FILLING STATION
ANITA, IOWA

Midwest
Egg Co,

Feed Your Home Grown Grains And
MERIT CONCENTRATE
THE FARMERS COOP.
C. F. DARROW, Man*c«r

Word has been received in Anita by
relatives of the birth of a daughter,
Geraldine, on Jan. 6, to Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Stone and the birth of a son,
Richard Cornell, on March 12, to
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Stone. Both
families live at Berkeley, Cal.
Mrs. Dale Ulfers was hostess to the
members of the Knot-a-Kare bridge
club Wednesday afternoon at her home
on East Main Street. Guests, besides
the members, were Mrs. A. R. Robinson, who held high score, Mrs. Eric
Osen, (Mrs. Fred iM. Sheley, Mrs. Bert
Ramus, Mrs. Carl Millard and Mrs.
Harold McDermott.
One me«l cooked on this fwit, thrifty, dependable range will
•bow you why "the twitch is to iwitchet"—to Frigidaire's
carefree electric cooking.

D» /«*• farfvrv* fAraugfovf. Hw* an a hw of titan.'

1941M4MM5

• Cook-MMtcrOven Control
(It operates the oven while
you're away)
• One-Piece Porcelain Cooking Top
• De Luxe ThennUer Well
1 Cooker
• Automatic Oven Light
• D« Luxe Cabinet Design

• High-Speed Broiler
•ConvenientBroiler Storage
'"'

Nsw lodkmtufc. Unit wHk
' p«wMe«J «**klni IMC*.

fhip in Beauty, Engineering, Performance, Quality and Economy
SPONSORED BY

nita Municipal Utilities
ERNEST B. FORD, Superintendent

\

LIBERAL TERMS ON ALL APPLIANCES
Illilllll

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smith entertained their pinochle club Monday
evening at their home northeast of
Anita. It was in honor of their 26th.
wedding anniversary. Other guests,
besides the members, were 'Mr. and
Mrs. Verle Adams. High scores for
the evening were held by Mrs. Ben
Broderson and Robert Wilson. A
lunch was served by the hostesses.
Quite a number from this community attended the Mason lodge meeting
in Massena Thursday evening where
the Pioneer Players from Des Mbines
presented the play, "Rose Upon the
Altar." Among those from here who
attended were: Solon A. Karns, Robert
"Scott, Lyle and Fred Scholl, Tom
Burns, Raymond Laartz, James and
Phil McCosh, Frank Peterson, John
and August Cron,' Ernest Ford, Edwin
Fredericksen, Ralph Arnett, Ed. L.
Newton, Lyman Wahlert, Chas. Walker
and Ross Lewis.

WHY NOT
SAVE ON YOUR MEAT BILLS BY RENTING
A LOCKER AND HAVE "FRESH MEAT
THE YEAR AROUND.
THERE IS ONE NEAR YOU

Miller's Lockers
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SEWONG CORCLE
ly good, at the same time adding
a definite note of interest and narrowing your face.
When you see how beautifully it
fits and how good it feels, you'll
repeat this pattern time after time,
in flat crepe, spun rayon, silk print
and sheers.
* * *

Lesson for March 23
""Wecta
and Scripture texts se? _,c°P5:ri«hted by International
permlssio Bel»«lous Education; used by

JESUS CONDEMNED AND
CBUCIFIED
.LESSON TEXT— Luke 23:13-25, 32-34a.
GOLDEN TEXT— What shall I do then
.with Jesus which is called Christ?—Matthew 27:22.

Two nights stand out in the story
of the life of Christ, and therefore hi
the history of the world. The first
was His first night on earth—that
"silent night, holy night" of which
we sing at Christmas, when He was
born as the babe of 'Bethlehem. The
other was His last night on earth.
Except for the precious hour of fellowship in the upper room and His
communion with the Father in the
agony of Gethsemane, it was a night
of darkness, denial, and betrayal.
IMDBiG FAVORITE AS MEAL TOPPER-OFFER
There were six trials—or mock
(See Recipes Below)
trials—of Jesus, three religious ones
fcVlNG DESSERTS
before Annas, then Caiaphas, and
More About Deserving Desserts. then again before the Sanhedrin;
i a time a friendly neighSpeaking of Deserving Desserts three political trials, before Pilate,
to our house in a
—I want to tell you about my then Herod, and Pilate again. At
• town used to say over
small lOc cook book entitled the close of this last trial before
3ut a dinner just isn't a
"Easy Entertaining." From cov- Pilate Jesus stands
you top it off with a
er to coyer, it is packed not only
I. Cleared by the Evidence (w.
idessert.'" And when I with new and unusual recipes, 13-17).
to explain to me just
but also with menu suggestions
At the first trial before him Pilate
it by a "deserving des- •and!t ideas for entertaining easily
declared on the basis of his exaed that it was a
and happily—for making guests had
i was so good that even feel they are truly welcome while amination that Jesus was "Not
tof a man's meal it still the hostess has ample time left guilty" (v. 4). Herod, to whom He
had been sent, had only played with
be eaten.
•
to enjoy these same guests when Him (yv. 8-11). What a travesty!
|men, bless them, dp like they arrive.
Now Pilate again presents Him to
and so in this column
To secure your copy just send the people as having "no fault." It
giving to you a numbeV
10 cents in coin to Eleanor is a striking truth that no man of
easy-to-make recipes Howe,
919 North Michigan Aver any age has ever been able honestly
; desserts,
nue, Chicago, Illinois.
to point to any fault 'hi the life or
ne, and that's a recipe
character of Jesus Christ. Think
; salad. And the reathat
over—unbeliever 1
aturing this lone salad
Cream the butter. Add sugar and
Now came Pilate's first step hi
all the dessert recipes beat well. Sift the flour, baking
it makes one of
powder, and salt the wrong direction. An accused
aasul have ever
together. Add al- man without guilt should be de1 Jecond, J have a theory
ternately with the clared innocent and released. But
like desserts a good
milk and then Pilate feared the Jews who had al'simply do not eat as
fold in the beaten ready mad$ trouble for him with
should.
egg whites. Steam Caesar. So he compromised and
i, serve this salad in
in small buttered said he would chastise Jesus before
.menu; then top it off
molds for 30 to 35 releasing Him. John Merely was
of these desserts and
minutes: Serve right when he said, "Under some
1 the man of the family
with red raspber- circumstances compromise is the
most immoral word in the English
favorite meal topperry sauce. '
language." It gained Pilate nothing;
will have had a health
Bed Baspberry Sauce.
in fact, it led to his next step downcontaining dish as
% cup butter
ward.
1,
cup
Confectioner's
sugar
and Ham Salad.
n. Condemned' Through Coward1 cup crushed raspberries
110 servings)
'•• Cream the butter and add sugar ice (w. 18-25).
slowly while beating thoroughly. Add
To avoid a disturbance and to keep
(."cans
condensed tomato raspberries. To serve, pour over the leaders from complaining to
v
Bn '> ' " ' ' '
hot steamed snow balls and serve Caesar, Pilate gave Jesus into their
'» unflavored gelatin
at once.
hands with the "sentence that it
ater
should be as they required" (v. 24)
Orange
Dessert
Squares.
cream cheese
when they cried "Crucify Hun!"
(Makes 15 servings)
„,_ _
mustard
Pilate was in a difficult place*, but
% cup shortening
» prepared horseradish
that does not excuse nun. It is in
% cup sugar
salt
the bard and trying place that a
2 eggs (separated)
3 lemon juice
man should stand for the right,
2 cups flour
.dressing
come what may. Too many of those
2
teaspoons
baking
powder
ham (3tt cups
who profess to follow Christ are
% teaspoon salt
afraid to stand up for Him in the
% cup milk
2 tablespoons orange rind (grated) hour when men deny Him. Some
'Cream the shortening and add unbelievers are fearful about declarliter and soup together hi sugar
Blend in the egg ing their allegiance to Him, because
n until boiling. Re- yolks,;'gradually.
Sift
together
theflour,bak-they fear the opposition of men.
move from heat. ing powder and salt and
add to the
Where is our courage, our manliSoak gelatin hi creamed mixture, alternately
with ness? Have we lost the moral stamcold water,for 5 the xnijk. Beat the egg whites until
minutes, then dis- stiff but not dry, and fold into the ina of our pioneer forefathers, the
religious conviction of our, Christian
solve hi hot soup.
with the orange rind. Bake fathers and mothers? Pilate was a
BljBnd together batter
in a greased tMnch by 16-inch pan coward, and we are ashamed of
«?*jifl».' cheese,
a moderately hot oven (375 de- him. Let us not be cowardly and
mustard, salt, hi
grees)
about 30 minutes. Cut in make Christ ashamed of us (read
" " Add a squaresforand
serve hot with orange Matt. 10:32, 33).
i return to remainder of sauce. ' Orange Sauce.
m. Crucified with Malefactors
well Cool. When % cup sugar
(w. 32-34a),
te thicken, fold in
The details of and circumstances
cornstarch
_ and ham. Rub a 2% teaspoons
surrounding the crucifixion are of
teaspoon
Halt
at-resistant glass baking 1 cup boiling water
deep interest to every Christian.
oiL Arrange slices of 1 teaspoon butter
We stand with Luther and weep as
egg around the sides, % cup orange juice
we see Christ's unspeakable agony,
s for the top. Pour hi 2 tablespoons orange rind (grated) not only of body but of spirit, and
mixture. Allow to gel.
Combine sugar, cornstarch and we cry as did Luther, "For me,
with slices of hard- salt.
Add boiling water, stirring for me!" How can any believer conand/serve with lettuce. constantly.
Cook, stirring frequent- template the cross and withhold self,
IChoeoUte Fluff;
ly, until the mixture is clear and substance, or service from Christ?
| chocolate
thick (about 15 minutes). Add butEqually earnest and heart-searchter, and the orange juice and rind. ing is the message of the cross to
butter >•
the unbeliever.. He knows he is a
Surprise Dessert.
general purpose flour
(Serves 10)
sinner (Rom, 3:23), he knows that
"the wages of sin is death" (Rom.
% cup butter
'salt
6:23), and 'he .knows that "neither
1 cup sugar
is there salvation in any other, for
2 eggs
vanilla .extract
1%
cups
graham
cracker
crumbs
there is none other name under
Jtes
heaven given among men whereby
1 cup milk
ate and milk in top of % cup walnut meats
we must be saved" (Acts 4:12).
er and heat until choco-v 2 teaspoons baking powder
Here at the cross he meets that one
melted; beat 'with rotary
"who his own self bare our sins in
Topping
er until mixture is well 1 cup crushed pineapple (with juice) his own body on the tree, that we,
; Place butter in: a sauce- 1 cup sugar
being dead to sins, should live unto
| melt. Stir in the. flour,
Cream the butter, add the sugar righteousness: by whose stripes ye
salt. Then immediately and blend well. Add the well-beaten were healed" (I Pet. 2:24).
olate milk and cook
yolks. ComThere were two malefactors who
foyer direct heat until it egg
bine
the
ground
were
crucified with Him (v. 32), and
|Wrring constantly. Cool, graham cracker
orie railed at Him. The other said,
unbeaten egg yolks, and crumbs with bak"Lord, remember me when thou
\ extract. Beat egg whites ing powder and
comest
into thy kingdom"; and Jef and fold the cooled choco- add alternately
sus
said
to him, "Today thou shalt
i into them. Pour into a with the milk.
be with me in paradise" (Luke 23:39^baking dish; set baking Add
43). Unbeliever, will you not just
> a pan. of hot water, and meatstheandwalnut
then
now
take the eternal life which Je" moderate oven (350 de- carefully fold in the egg whites sus died
to make possible for you?
:imately 1 hour and 15 which have been beaten until-stiff
Loving His enemies to the last,
|or until mixture will not but not dry. Pour into a greased
|;knife blade. Serve at once 8-inch by 8-inch pan and bake in a our Lord prayed for the forgiveness
those who thus despitefully used
ed cream,
moderate oven (350 degrees) for 35 of
Him.
matchless grace! One
•pberry Snow Balls,
minutes. To make the topping, boil wondersWhat
many of them by relakes 6 snow balls)
pineapple and sugar together about pentance how
for their deeds made it
butter
8 minutes or until syrup-like in ap- possible for
that prayer to be ansugar
pearance. Chill and pour over top
That door of redemption
general purpose flour
of cool cake. Let stand in refrig- swered.
open today for every one
on baking powder
erator until ready to serve. Cut in stands
who
up
to
now has crucified the Son
spoon salt
squares and garnish with whipping of God afresh
(Heb. 6:6) by sin and
milk
cream.
unbel'»f
"Whites (btnv.^
(Releaud by Wertern Newfpapu Union.!

Pattern No. 8877 Is designed for sizes
36, S3, 40, 42, 44, 46, 48, 50 and 52. Size 38
requires, with three-quarter sleeves, 4%
yards of 39-inch material; short sleeves,
4% yards; 2}4 yards trimming. Send order to:
SEWING CIRCLE PATTERN DEPT.
Boom 1324
211 W. Wacker Dr.
*
Chicago
Enclose 15 cents in coins for
Pattern No
Size
Name
Address

_ TIPS to
(jrardeners

TPHIS is the kind of dress in
•*• which large women look best
because it is skillfully designed to
accentuate height, place emphasis
at the top, and make curves look
attractive, not heavy. It's very
simple—just the type you like best
and wear most—a basic style appropriate for general wear and
afternoon. The skirt is slim and
paneled. The bodice is made with
smooth shoulder yokes and just
enough gathers to-ensure correct
bust fit. And the neckline of this
dress (design No. 8877) is unusual-

NEW SWEET PEAS
A NEW, more vigorous, longer*r blooming, heat-resistant sweet
pea family has, been introduced to
the' gardening world. It is the
spring flowering sweet pea.
Because of their newness, spring
flowering sweet peas are as yet
available in only seven colors.
Three All-American prize-winners
were introduced last year: Rose
pink, blue, and lavender. The new
ones this year are white, clear
pink, light lavender, and mauve.
The new sweet peas are grown
just like other types'now in general use. They may be planted
outdoors as soon as the soil can
be worked. For best results the
soil should be spaded to a depth of
18 inches, and the lower 12 niches
mixed with fertilizer, preferably
well-rotted manure. The trench
should then be filled with the soilfertilizer ' mixture to within six
inches of the top, and the seed
planted one inch deep in this shallow trench.
After vines are well established
they should be watered thoroughly
once every five to seven days, and
the flowers picked'regularly.

ASK ME
ANOTHER f
The Questions
1. How far back has the existence of cheese been traced?
2. What animal in that kingdom
has the largest brain in proportion
to its size?
3. Who is known as the father
and liberator of six countries?
4. What two major religions absolutely forbid the use of wine or
other intoxicating liquors?
5. What language was, spoken by
Jesus?
6. What is the Quirinal in Rome?
7. How old is the Dominion of
Canada?
8. A person having strabismus
is afflicted with what?
9. The recent presidential inauguration was the forty-fifth, yet only
152 years have passed since the
first, in 1789. Inaugurations occurring every four years, why is
it the forty-fifth, instead of the
thirty-eighth?
10. Will a warm, dry wind evaporate more moisture than the heat
of the sun?
The Answeri
1. To the year 2000 B. C.
2. The ant.
3. Bolivar (known as the father
and liberator of Panama, Peru,

A Quiz With Answers
Offering Information
on Various Subjects

No ti^ 'experience
come.
To Fill my liFe/ wi
joy tjr\d love*
Bvt I iKt.ll keep
prepare dl
Ue§et ' '
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Pull the Trigger on
Lazy Bowels, with
Ease for Stomach, too
When constipation brines on'acid indigestion, stomach upset, bloating, dizzy
spells, gas, coated tongue, sour taste and
bad breath, your stomach is probably
"crying the blues" because your bowels
don't move. It calls for Laxative-Senna
to pull the trigger on those lazy bowels,
combined with Syrup Pepsin for perfect
ease to your stomach in taking. For yean,
many Doctors have given pepsin preparations in their prescriptions to make
medicine more agreeable to a touchy stomach. So be sure your laxative contain*
Syrup Pepsin. Insist on Dr. Caldwdl'i
Laxative Senna combined with Syrup Pepsin. See how wonderfully the Laxative
Senna wakes up lazy nerves and muscles
in your intestines to bring welcome relief
from constipation. And the good old
Syrup Pepsin makes this laxative so comfortable and easy on your stomach. Even
finicky children love the taste of this
pleasant family laxative. Buy Dr. Caldwell's Laxative Senna at your druggist
today. Try_ one laxative combined with
Syrup Pepsin for ease to your stomach, too.

Stagnation Is Corruption
Better that we should err in action than wholly refuse to perform.
The storm is so much better than
the calm, ,as it declares the presence of a living principle. Stagnation is something worse than
death. It is corruption also.—
Simms.

PLAY SAFE
and PLANT
McClave Soybeans
They yield 10 to 2&
more than ordinary varieties, yet save on cost
of seed aitt takes only
12 to 15 Iba. to plant an
acre. They hare from
200 to 700 podsper stalk.
They are lodge resisting

rsMi-npsjjWM
WEAVER FEED MILL ,
R. F. D. 2

APPLE CRCtK. OHIO

Life a Garment
Life is a garment; when it is
Colombia, Venezuela, Ecuador dirty, we must brush it; when it
is ragged, it must be patched; but
and Bolivia.
4. Mohammedanism and Bud- we keep it' as long as we can.—
dhism, whose adherents constitute Balzac.
one-fourth of the human race.
5. Aramaic.
6. The royal palace (also the
name of the hill upon which the
WITH
palace is situated).
7. In 1763 the Treaty of Paris
The efficient and economical
ceded French Canada to England;
method of producing hogs.
on July 1, 1867, the British North
America act created the Dominion gee your local /eed d*al»r
of Canada.
8. Crossed eyes or walleyes.
9. The inaugurations of vice
Praise and Glory
presidents succeeding to the presi- We are all excited by the love
dency are included.
of praise, and the noblest are most
10. A dry, warm wind will not influenced by glory.—Cicero.
only evaporate more moisture
from the surface of a lake than
the heat of the sun, but it will also Dad Can't Take It Any More!
melt snow many times faster than
He used to be able to put away big
the hottest sunshine.
meals and laugh and joke all evening.
Not so good now, after 501 If acid
stomach, "fullness," heartburn cause
Joy in Action
discomfort get ADLA Tablets. Your
druggist has them.
Man looks forward to rest only
to be delivered from toil and subPower Seekers
jection; but he can find enjoyment
In the struggle between those
in action alone, and cares for noth- seeking power there is no middle
ing else.—Vauvenargues.
course.—Tacitus.

THE SMOKE OF SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS GIVES YOU

EXTRA MILDNESS, EXTRA COOLNESS, EXTRA FLAVOR
AND

LESS NICOTINE
than the average of the 4 other
largest-selling cigarettes tested—lea* thmn
any of them—according to Independent
scientific teats of the smoke Itself.

SLOWER
BURNING
SUITS ME FROM
EVERY ANGLE. CAMELS'
SMOKE SO MUCH
COOLER, MILDER—
EXTRA MILD.
AND I 60 FOR THAT
EXTRA FLAVOR

THE SMOKE'S THE THINC1
BOB DONAHUE-AC. p.th< n*w*re«l

omaniman. H« follow* the new* the
world over with cam«im_.with Canwlit

-THE SLOWER-BURNING CIGARETTE
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BE HELD THIS WEEK Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Rodgers
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»t Time at the
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, m. This marks the
gme project study and
will be based on,
is in Home Furnish-

A special midnight show will be held
at the new Anita theatre Saturday at
11:46 p. in. for the benefit of the Greek
War Relief iFund. This .will be a
major part of Anita's contribution to
this worthy cause.
Tfie feature to be shown will be the
outstanding technicolor production of
its kind, "Swanee 'River," starring
Don Ameche and Al Jolson, who ging
the, beautiful songs of the old
South.
As a special added attraction, Mike
Roth, manager of the Anita theatre,
has * secured a very unusual short
subject, which was recently shipped
direct from England, "Men of the
Lightship." This feature shows the
actual wartime operations of the
English coast patrol in their important> duties and under actual fire by
German Stuka bombers.
Admission for this benefit show will
be 21 cents and all proceeds will be
forwarded to the theatre division headquarters of the Greek War Relief
Fund. Many Anita merchants have
cooperated by devoting advertising
space in this issue of the Tribune. All
Anitans are urged to attend and to
bring their friends.

Another golden wedding anniversary was celebrated in Anita Tuesday
when Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Rodgers, well known and long time residents of this community, observed
their fiftieth anniversary at their
lome on Maple Street. Open house
was held from 2 to 5 and from 7 to
o'clock.
Charles Eugene Rodgers was born
at Waterville, Minn., on June 26, 1869
and Ida May McGeorge was born at
Whiteville, Mo., on Aug. 6, 1872. They
were united in marriage at Waterville
on March 25, 1891. Soon after their
marriage they moved to a farm
southeast of Anita. Later they moved to a farm southwest of here and in
1919, they retired and moved to their
present home.
Mtr. and Mrs. Rodgers are the parents of three children, Mrs. Myrtle
Bowen of Anita; Earl Rodgers of
Washburn, N. D.; and Melvin Rodgers
of Galesburg, 111. . They also have
nine grandchildren and one great
grandchild.
Mr. and Mrs. Rodgers recently -returned to Anita from spending the
winter months with their sons in their
respective homes and also spent several days visiting in the vicinity of
their old home in Minnesota. Both of
them are enjoying excellent health and
many more years of happy wedded life
are wished them by their many friends
in this community.

NUMBER 13
OUTLOOK IS
FOR AWHILE

From the demand standpoint the
outlook for cattle prices during the
next 3 months is good, report agricultural economists at Iowa State college.
Recent developments in the general business situation point toward a
slightly stronger consumer demand
for beef during the next several
months than had been anticipated
earlier. Some industries are continuing to increase production, hiring
more workers and boosting payrolls.
A relatively small proportion of the
cattle now on feed is expected to be
marketed before summer. The economists base this conclusion on reports
indicating that an unusually large
percentage of the feeder cattle purchased by corn belt farmers in the last
half of 1940 were light weight animals. Such animals would ordinarily
be fed for 8 months to a year before
(they are marketed.
So far this winter, marketings of
beef steers at Chicago have been
smaller than they were a year ago.
During January and February, 15 per
cent fewer steers were sold at Chicago than in those months of 1946.
Because of this,' and because of the
stronger demand, prices have averaged more than $2 higher than in
1940.
If marketings of fed steers continue
about the same as a year ago, or
smaller, prices will hold above last
year's level, the economists predict.

TWO ANITA
TAKENJY DEATH
Mrs. Elnora Parker, Long Time Red-,
dent of Anita, Passes Away At
Home Saturday. Ed. Knapp,
Farmer, Dies Friday.

Mrs. Elnora Parker, 70, a long time
resident of Anita, passed away Saturday afternoon at 3 :45 o'clock at her
home here following a stroke which
she suffered the day bef ore. ittrs. f;.
Parker had been bedfast since her first
l
stroke on Feb. 24, 1936.
.;
Elnora ftslle Alden was born-1' in
, exhibits will be as
Anita on 'March 21, 1871, a daughter
of the late Lloyd and Juliana .
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Funeral services were held Tuesday
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Atlantic—Howard 'Eugene Riggs, er who lived northeast of Anita, was
The Wiota boys' basketball team, clothing store at Hamburg, Iowa. They ANITA COUPLE IS
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Merlyn Reginald Hansen, Elmer Peter attributed to a heart attack following
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MARRIED SATURDAY Anderson, George Howard Taylor, an inquest by the coroner. His body
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Lenox, manage the new
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:
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under quarantine for scarlet fever,
Bridgewater—Hubert
Donald
Ever|?te«Titory. Several have boys were in the lead for only a few',*1* evemng and led the discussion on The couple was attended by Mrs. hart.
!
secured the aid of neighbors to help
&rm
management practices of ten Earl Heath and Vernon Lambertson, Cumberland—Claude Joseph Brind- find him.
|d-life packets," a group of minutes during the latter part of the' [
'
<
libs intended solely for third'quarter and fore part of the TJjfh and te" low income families. sister and brother of the bride. The ley, Harley James White, Lester j Mr. Knapp was born Dec. 23, 1892,
many
friends
of
the
couple
wish
them
furnishing cover and food final period. This game winds up the here were 46_ present for the meeting
Edward Tupker and Lynn Theo Rothe. in Guthrie county and was married to
and animals.
These basketball season for all the teams in which opened with a 6:30 dinner at the much success and happiness through- Griswold—Darwin Weaver Goltry, Mrs. Burl Secoy Ratliff at Sfuajj;,
out their married life.
hotel.
set out in some portion this conference.
Roy Edwin Newman, Chester Milton June 7,y1931. The couple had been
, away from the house and
ipierson, Ralph Don Gary and Lyle farming near Anita since 1934. 'Surlivestock so as not to inMr. and Mrs. Stanley Curtis of
Vernon Houser.
| viving are Mrs. Knapp, two stepIgrowth. Many farmers Nevada visited in Anita over the week
Lewis — Wilburn Jackson Odem, i children, and three children who are
14,place that cannot be end at the home of her parents, Post; Raymond Edward Beisser, Henry E. at home. The body was taken to
autie.of ditches or some master and Mlrs. Geo. O. Smither.
Rieken, Merritt Thomas Lloyd, Harold ; Stuart where funeral services will b&
[where .this would he f easFred Toepfer and Karl Miller Kay. held Thursday afternoon.
VALUES
FOR
FRIDAY
AND
SATURDAY
j
Massena—Thomas Alfred Hogan,
MANY HERE FOR
have
ier boys in the class have
!
John
Martin Sullivan, Carl Livingston The traveling library books
GOLDEN
WEDDING
arrived
at
the
Anita
schools.
sow grain sorghum or
i and Max Allen Denham.
tVhich may go to seed and
i Marne—Clarence (Donald Sanny,
The golden wedding anniversary of
Charles Young, local merchant, who
for the birds during the Mr. and Mre. Ed. L. Newton was celeSvend Aage Madsen and Arthur submitted to a major operation at the
' This is easily done, as brated last Wednesday at their home
j Etrnest Anderson.
t\ M
University hospital at Iowa City last
many deserted corners in Anita on East .Main Street. During
Wiota — Claud Henry Fitschen, week, has returned to his home here.
12-oz.
Can
Briardale
£^C
farms that very easily the afternoon and evening 273 persons
Jesse Charles Jordan, Keith Dalzell
for this purpose.
Bell and Vernon Kenneth Lambertsen. There were only seven refusals recalled to extend congratulations and
This Fine Meat Is a Treat On Any Occasion
best wishes. They were also the
_ . __ ^_^.»_.^,_ __._„., . ,.,~v ceived during the signup meetings for
Mrs. Jens Rasmussen re-,
. . . , „„,
,
...
u . ,,
.
I recipients of 221 cards, letters and
CASS YOUNG MEN AND the 194i AAA program durin? the
A
ag
; this week of the marriage telegrams
< from friends
. . . who were
WOMEN IN NYA WORK j last ten days, according to the -Gas*
isjnussen, a sister of" Mr.
unable to be here.
ounty Triple-A office. The last reto Arne Ibsen, son of Mr. Only four persons out of the forty
A total of sixty-eight young men ort showed 1,466 signed up and" indiGerber s - Preferred By All
P. Ibsen of Solvang, Cal. who attended their wedding fifty years
and women in Cass county are fur- atiqns are that participation in the
3 Cans
thering their education through part- program this year will be larger than
were able to be here for the occatime work under the in-school pro- 'or the previous year. Practically all
gram of the national youth adminis- nsurance cbmpany farms have enterMrs. Cynthia Hansen, Mrs. Frank
ff, Ibsen Jived in Anita with
tration, Theodore P. Eslick, state ed the program for 1941.
. Can
Jens Rasmussen fpr a Stacey and Roy Stacey.
NYA administrator, said in a report
Among those who were here from
f years. While here she atCampfire — Buy 1 Package and issued this week.
out of town were: Mr. and Mrs. Glen
FEBRUARY LIQUOR
Anita high school from
According to Eslick, this number of
Newton and children, Paul and Janet,
let Package Cracker Jack Free students
SALES TOTAL $3,539.23
|-wa» "• graduated with the
was about equally divided
of Nevada; Mr. and Mrs. Hobart
|93.7. They will make their
between
boys
and
girls.
Educational
February liquor sales at thai Anita
Newton and children, Marilee and
40-50 Santa Claras — 3-lbs.
or_
avis, Cal.
institutions listed as participating state liquor store amounted to* $8,Charles, Stuart; Mrs. Chas. Salmon
25-lb. Box For $1.98
^^C
under the NYA in-school work pro-539.23, according to the monthly report
Ohio; i
PROGRAM
rram in Cass county include the high of the Iowa Liquor Control CommisOmaha;
Mrs.;
\rtnii'T
V
American
Loaf
or
Brick
schools
of Anita, Atlantic, Cumber- sion released this week.. February
IVU/rjL.1
i Frank Ingraham, Cody, Wyoming;
2-lb.
Box
and,
Griswold,
Lewis, Massena and sales at the 175 state owned- stores
program which was Mr. and Mrs. Ray Asay, Hawarden,
Wiota.
amounted to $1,148,117.92 compared
Sask.,
Canada;
Mrs.'Jessie
Macklin,
> county about two weeks
Grinnell;
Mrs.
Paul
Light,
Mrs.
D.
M.
F. H. Coop, U. S. navy recruiter with a January business of $1,140,very satisfactorily
McLennan
and
daughter,
Peggy,
Des
from Carroll, Iowa, will be in Anita 728.80.
P» County , Agent Lester
The number of gallons sold during
i Moines; Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Newton,
next Tuesday at the postoffice for the
the
second month of 1941, however,
Fontanelle;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Kenneth
purpose of interviewing prospective
licipated that 206 of the 360
Sticks Bakery Special — 6 For
was
8,774.97 higher than for February,
Newton,
Bridgewater;
Mrs.
Sue
to be made at this .time in
applicants for enlistment in the Navy.
'will be made by Saturday, Wentz and Mr. and Mrs. B. F. BallenHe will be here for approximately one 1940. A total of 174,055.80 gallon*
were dispensed by state stores during
G WC Is One of the Best Quality
ir
hour starting at 11 a. m.
center for the county tine, Oakland; Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
the month.
:Dorsey,
Stuart;
Mrs.
Frank
Stacey
l the city hall in Atlantic.
Bleaches — Quart Bottle
* «*<February sales at some of the other
The marriage of Miss Violette
A. girls, under the direc- ' and Mr. and Mrs. Roy Stacey, Guthrie
stores
in this section of the state were
Center;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Graydon
Asay,
Chandler
of
Anita,
daughter
of
Mr
Carl Arp, have made the
Prattlow Brand
as
follows:
Atlantic, $7,827.69;
Roger
and
Ray
Asay,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
R.
and
Mrs.
Loyd
L.
Chandler,
and
local mattress factory is
Large Size 23c — Small
Arthur Wiechman of Cumberland', Creston. $7.777.57; Carroll, $9,537.94;
. cotton into the ticks. It A, Berry, Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Savery,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wiechman, Red Oak, $4.423.92; Harlan, $5,882.83;
p to individuals securing Mr. and Mrs. Don Savery, Wr. and
Mrs.
Kent
Martin,
Mrs.
W.
L.
Roberts
was revealed this week. They were Adel, $2,653/79; Audubon, $4,290.44;
to bind the edges, pound
Roberts Chick Starters and Grain Balancer
married on March 12 at Grant City, Stuart, $2,949.97; Winterset, $3,035.93;
es and sew them, which and Mrs. Cynthia Hansen, Atlantic;
Mo. Mir. and Mrs. Wesley Mountain Avoca, $2.642.80; Griswold, $1,248.66;
average- of one-half day Ed. Worthing, Walnut; Mr. and Mrs.
ATTEND SPECIAL GREEK WAR RELIEF SHOW SATURDAY
Ed.
IWagner
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wray
of Atlantic accompanied the young Villisca, $2,187.49; Corning, $8,489.73;
ople per mattress. VolunMIDNIGHT — "SWANEE RIVER" — 21c — ANITA THEATRE
couple to Grant City and were attend- Greenfield, $3,052.31 and Walnut,
Brs are ' supervising the Wilson, Massena; and Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer Fries, Wiota.
$2,407.69.
ants at the wedding.
icenter.
v

BRIARDALE

Candy Bars
Spiced Luncheon

Bars - 3 For l Oc

Buttermilk
^4 - ST lOc
Baby Food
17c
Grape Fruit Juice
Prunes
Cheese

45c
I5c

THE
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BROODER HOUSES SHOULD
BE VERY CLEAN FOR CHICKS

BY THE WAY.
By L. F. M.

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

Spring must be just around the
Cleaning the brooder house and
equipment before chicks are brought corner for a box of gladiolus bulbs
home will help reduce the losses that came to our mail box to-day. Now
We Deliver
Phone 29
often occur during the first few days, don't any of you go and move the
County Agent Lester Soukup advises corner. Gardners say that annual
larkspur seed should be sown now so
poultrymen.
"In fact," he says, "sanitation from the hard litle seeds may have a chance
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
(.he start is just as important as in- to be thoroughly frosted before time
COCOA, Hershey's pound can
15c sisting upon healthy, pullorumfree to grow. St. Patrick's Day was the
chicks in the first place."
day to plant sweet pea seed.
It
GREEN CUP COFFEE, with glass, pound
24c
To disinfect the brooder house after would have required an ax and a
every bit of dust and manure are reto dig a trench this year on
PEAS, Glendale, 2 No. 2 cans
25c moved, Soukup suggests scrubbing grub-hoe
March seventeenth.
floor with lye water, made up of
SHORTENING, Clover Farm, 3 pounds
45c 4theounces
of lye in 10 gallons of water.
A friend called Sunday and remindMILK, Clover Farm, 3 large cans
20c The walls and ceiling- maybe be spray- ed us that Mr. and Mrs. Charles Roded with a coal-tar disinfectant, con- gers fiftieth wedding anniversary falls
SPINACH, Glendale, 3 No. 2 cans
25c
sisting of \\<z pints of concentrated on March twenty-fifth. She asked if
cresol in ft gallons of water.
we knew the Rodgers and the cook
LETTUCE, head
8c
Feeders, waterers and brooders also said, Oh, yes, she always thought Mr.
SOAP, Life Buoy, 3 bars
15c must be thoroughly cleaned and j
was her special friend, and
scrubbed, he said, to destroy germs or that when he worked in the service
jarasite eggs that may be present.
MACKEREL, pound can
10c
station she used to like to go in and
It is suggested that the floor be
discuss chickens and flowers and
covered with 1 to 2 inches of clean dry
gardens and so on with him. We've
itter. This may consist of ground,
B
R
first time the famous radio orchestra corn cobs,
, shavings,
, .
.
,
,,
.
'
k
n o w n Mrs. Rodgers
through
church
oat hulls or peat "•"""
headed by Bob Crosby and his Dixieconnections
and
have
always
liked
her
moss. At the Iowa State college
Established 1883.
land band. The title of this entertain- poultry farm, ground corn cobs and quiet, friendly way. Although we
don't see them so often any more when
PnbbshedfEvery Thursday and Entered ing musical film is, "Let's Make shavings are most popular.
Music."
Bob
Crosby
is
Bing's
youngthey
are in town, we do miss Mr. and
•t the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, as
Careful attention should be given
est brother, who a few years ago de- to the brooder as the brooder should Mrs. Rodgers when they spend a
Second Class Mail Matter.
cided to make a name for himself in be operated for 3 days or more before! couple of months with one of their
Cecil G. Budd
Editor the music world and today stands the chicks arrive in order to dry the sons, we find it convenient to drop into
among the leaders on the radio net- house thoroughly. Most brooder fires, the cafe and visit with Myrtle and the
Subscription R a t e . . . .$1.50 Per Year
works.
he warns, are the result of neglected boys and inquire about the folks. So
* * *
Official Town and County Newspaper
and happy years
burners or thermostats, but it is congratulations
Three big days, Thursday, Friday, always a good idea to locate brooder ahead, 'Mr. and Mrs. Rodgers. <
Member of National Editorial
* * *
Saturday and Saturday matinee, have houses a safe distance from other
Association, and
been set aside for the showing of buildings.
Did you know that ammonia and
Louisa Mlay Alcott's famous story,
"One of the best ways to provide water will remove white spots from
"Little Men." This film is a sequel to birds with sunlight and at the same furniture? It will also remove the
"Little Women" which set the film I time keep them away from contami- varnish if you leave it on too long.
* * *
world agog several years ago and is nated soil is to construct a wire
said to be equally as fine a production. screen porch, Soukup says.
"Chicks
Carl and Beulah Millard surprised
• f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f The cast of "Little Men" is headed by should stay in the brooder house and their friends last week when they
Kay Francis as "Jo" and Jack Oakie. on the sun porch for 10 to 14 weeks, acquired a baby boy. He isn't such a
+
REEL -NEWS
+ The most unusual and important part or until they are large enough to run • baby, he is two years old and we know
David will find as much
•f + + + -f + + + * - » - - f + is taken by "Elsie," the famous World's on the range."
that j er j
The mid-week bargain show, Wed- Fair Cow, who has been seen by more
happiness with his new family as they
nesday, one day only, at the new Anita people both years at the World's Fair CORN MOLDING IS LIKELY TO
find in him.
BE CAUSED FROM INSECTS
* * *
theatre brings to the screen for the than any other bovine creature in the
country. The second feature of this
About the cutest brother and sister
Iowa farmers who are having trouprogram is from the popular comic
team we've seen lately are Gary and
strip, "Blondie," in which "Blondie ble with molding and rotting of Cheryl Smithers.
storag-ed shelled corn may find that it
Plays Cupid."
* * *
* * *
is caused by insects and if so they need
Are
you
going
to the Operetta FriThe thrilling technicolor successor to to fumigate their bins to stop the day night? It's going to be quite an
Jesse James will be shown at the new spoilage, report entomologists at Iowa
entertainment if we can judge by the
Anita Sunday, Monday, Tuesday and State college.
samples we get of it.
So-called
"bran
bugs"
are
the
comSunday bargain matinee. "The Re* * *
turn of Frank James," starring Henry mon cause of such rotting of shelled
Our deepest sympathy goes to the
Fonda and Jackie Cooper, is as thrill- corn in Iowa, Harold Gunderson and
family of Ed. Knapp. He was a kind
George
C.
Decker
assert
in
the
Farm
ing a page of early midwestern life
father, good to his family and a willas "Jesse James" and is further en- Science Reporter, quarterly publicaing friend. He enjoyed church and
tion
of
Iowa
State
college.
hanced by beautiful technicolor photoThe entomologists explain that Sunday school work and was always
graphy. According to the 20th Cenfl
to
teke not only his own family
tury-Fox studio, "The Return of Frank these bugs have been moving toward | £' d
the
center
of
grain
in
bins
since
last
i
but
neighbor
youngsters to church on
James" was a demand picture, which
was produced after thousands of October as the weather grew cooler. I Sundays. He will be missed in Legion
This migration process has resulted affairs as well, for he was always on
letters were received to make a suitin
a mass of insects concentrated' hand to help where service men
able sequel to their "Jesse James." A
color cartoon and up to the minute near the center of bins, constantly needed. May his family find comfort
FARMERS COOP.
news events complete this fine pro- producing' heat and moisture that in the memory of his goodness to
moves upward thru the corn as warm, them.
gram'.
moisture-laden air."
When this air hits the cool surface
_ _ ________
To
Charlie H: Happy Birthday
of the corn it condenses forming a ! next Sunday!
crust and permitting the develop_
ment of molds.
Mrs. Alpha Nelson is^visiting at the
To make sure that insects are in- home of her uncle, L. H. Stineman and
volved where crusting of corn occurs, ) his daughter, Mrs. Will West and famAND
it is necessary only to dig down 10 to ' ily, and other relatives and friends at
12 inches below the surface of the Muscatine, Iowa.
moldy area and bring up several hand_
____
_
fuls of corn. Shaking this corn on a
Miss Ethel Henneberg, who is empiece of door screen over white paper, ployed in a hospital at Waterloo
AT
or cloth will reveal a number of small SI>ent the week end at the home of her
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NEED
SOME
GOOD
PAINT
9
•

PETERSEN'S
PHONE 300

WE DELIVER

SPECIAL FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDA?
PEACHES, evaporated yellow Muir, pound
j.
APRICOTS, fancy Blenheim, pound V.
2*
PINEAPPLE, crushed or tidbits, 9-oz, can, 3 for 2-1
Twin Drain Tubes Free When Yod 3Boy Pctersen's *
Special Soap Powder arid Wter Softener
Combined, look for display in window, 3-lhs. 3
PICKLES, Breadahd Butter or Sweet, quart jar 2
COFFEE, Sun-Up/freshgroundiof your use lb i
NOODLES, P. & G., 2 packages ; . ' . . ; •
' j
Radishes, Celery, Carrots, Lettuce At Market

RASMUSSEN'S
CHICKS
ARE GOOD CfflC
We Have Just Enlarged and Remodelled o\ir
Hatchery in Order to Supply a Constant
Growing Demand
1. Our equipment is of the be$t.. It it all- electric and »„» I
matically controlled with a capacity of fortjr-fbur thousand eggs
2. Our breeding stock is of the highest, quality. (Many of «l
flocks have been under our direct management during the last
years and are culled and blood tested).
,
3. Our goal is to sell chicks of the highest possible livabilitv Ml
will mature to be birds that will yield you the most profits.
I

We Invite You to Visit Our Hatchery and See Our]
New Incubator and Brooder Room.

Rasmussen's H
PHONE 276

-+>

Miss Helen Dement has gone to
John Adams of Griswold came]
Hines, III., where she has secured a Anita toato-jQA where he will:
civil service appointment in the Hines some time vising at the home oil
Veteran hospital.
.son, VerteisApina and wife,
town. ' ' '<•%;.
,.
•.. ,,..r^:
Mrs. Chas. A. Robison spent a few f .
days in Des Moines last week visiting
Max'Harry,: who is a student at^
with her son, Thorle Robison and fam- State college in Ames, spent
ily. She was accompanied home by .days in Anita- last week during sp
the Robison family who spent the vacation of th$ school visiting «Ji|
week end in Anita and Exira.
tives and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Len Fichter and family, Mr. and Mrs. Pay Yates, Mrs. W.
W. Young and Alta Young of Randolph, Iowa, and Gerald Fichter, who
teaches in the schools at Sidney were
Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur
Young at their home here.

' Mrs: - Elmer Scholl entertained '
Bide-a-Wee bridge club Wedn
afternoon at her home east of Ani
Substitutes were Mrs. C. H. Job
Mrs. G. MVtteCamp and Mrs.
Budd. High «ebre was held by
Herbert Bjrrtkiy.

ATTEND THE SPECIAL SATURDAY MIDNIGHT SHOW
FOR BENEFIT GREEK WAR BELIEF FUND
"SWANEE RIVER"
—
ANITA THEATRE — 2Je
DON AMECHE
AL~J30LSQN
THIS SPACE DONATED BY ANITA STATE BANK

COOKING SCHOOL
Electric Range Demonstration

Long's Furniture Store

family,
Fumigation with a mixture of 3
parts ethylene d (chloride to 1 part

northwest of Anita.

MANY MAKES-MANY MODELS

n5B? • USED CAR$
AT ROSE MOTOR CO.

2 -DAYS - 2
— THURSDAY —
2:30 P. M. and 7:30 P. M.
— FRIDAY —
2:30 P. M.
New Radian tube Cooking
Unitj —the fastest, mo«t
economical in Frigidaire
history I

ME10T Y O U R F R I E N D S THERE
AND I.EARN TO COOK THE
PRACTICAL AND INTELLIGENT
WAY AS P K K S K N T B I ) BY MISS
•SERVICE A D V I S E R .
BRILLIANT NEW IDEAS
CLEVER ARRANGEMENTS
TIPS ON ECONOMY
MOST ADVANCED COOKING
HINTS

D« Lux* Model B-60 Illustrated

ONLY FRIGIDAIRE OFFERS
LEADERSHIP IN —
BEAUTY

De luxe feature* include Fluorescent top lamp, Twin Unit Oven,
Cook-Master Oven Control and
Thermizer Well Cooker.

ENGINEERING
PERFORMANCE
QUALITY
ECONOMY

SPONSORED BY

Anita Municipal Utilities
ERNEST B. FORD, Superintendent
LIBERAL TERMS ON ALL APPLIANCES

ester
"The fumigant is
'""''"'
B
non-inflammable and can be applied to
"*"
"nd
grain without necessitating the use of
a gas mask," report Gunderson and
The Evening Dinner and Bridge club
Decker.
met Friday evening at the home of
Now is the time to apply the fum- Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Holton. Mr. and
igant. Generally all areas in a bin
(Mrs. 'Chester A. Long were
where the temperature is above 60 | The evening was spent
degrees F. contains active insects, and j which was preceded by a
this area can be outlined by attaching dinner.
a thermometer to a stick and taking
the temperature around the crusted
Around 125 were present at the
area.
regular meeting of Columbia ChapThe entomologists say not less than ter, No. 127, O. E. S., Monday evenj 1 gallon of fumigant should be used ing-. The Adair Eastern Star chap( per bin, and for small quantities of
ter presented the Traveling Star to
corn at least 1 gallon is needed for
the local chapter and also sponsored
every 100 bushels of infested corn.
a program, following which a lunch
iThe furnigant may be applied to the
was served.
surface of com with an ordinary
garden sprinkling can or with a
The Highland bridge club were
pressure sprayer.
guests Friday evening of Mr. and Mrs.
Harlan Gittins at their home northSee Us For Seeds, Burke Bros.
west of Anita. Guests, besides the
Miss Florence Cryer has accepted members, were (Mr. and Mrs. Lamar
Gardner and Mr. and Mrs. Milo Peteremployment at the Motor Inn Cafe.
sen. High scores for the evening
Eric Osen is ill with the flu and is were held by Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
unable to be at his duties at Burke Curry and runners-up were Mr. and
Bros.
Mrs. Gardner.
Miss Mary Agnes Bongers visited
The Sunshine club enjoyed a coverin Anita over the week end at the ed dish dinner Friday at the home of
home of her parents, Mr. and TMta. Leo Mrs. Robert Butler southeast of here.
V. Bongers and family.
Twelve members and six visitors, Mrs.
Earl Beaver, Mrs. Joe Beaver, JMrs.
Merlin Holland, son of Carl Holland John Butler, Mrs. Wayne Overmyer,
who lives northwest of Anita, spent Mrs. Mamie Malcolm and Miss Valora
the week end visiting at his home here Robins, were present. The women
I Merlin is a student at Iowa State
spent the afternoon embroidering tea
t'ulk'ge at Ames.
towels for the hostess.

IRE
TRYTHK
•NUT OASOLINI WITH

"fiwne CONTROL-

^ .

We Specialize in
Mobil Winter Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

CALL244

0. W. Shaffer & Soul
WAR
SWANEE RIVER" _ 21c — ANITA THK*
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—
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Female Help

ByEDWHEELAN
1

BIG TOP
rtUAT DO YOU MBAN VOU ' CAN
EXPLAIN EVERYTHING-" ?
V<MV D^D YOU WIT ALTA ^HH
YOUR VWH\P TODAY SO "WAT IN
RUSHING AT YOU &WE
OVERTURNED "WE TVrER'S
CAfi-E AND- MOSUL GOT
LOOSE ?-'

LFrtmk Jay Ms

NAN ALtVE,
WHAT ARE
VOU TALKING
ABOUT ?.'!
I DIDN'T
MIT ALTA

CW.VEAH? SOME
PURPOSE ALL RIGHT!!
\WHV O\D yOU SEND ALL
THE 6UAPDS OUT EACH
TIME UNLESS YOU NACR
UP TO SOME KIND CF
DlPflV WORK

[THE 'E.ULL* STPUCK AT ME
WITH HER TRUNK AS T
PASSEI? - T JUMPED BACK
AND- MV MJHIP MAV HAVE
FUCKED HER. BUT, 7EFF
I HAVE e>EEN GOIN^ To
THE MENAGERIE EVefcX M
AV FOP A PURPD6E "

or

THERE M20 fiO
gruMpiNfi- AT .,
CONCLUSIONSH
LISTEN - I HAD
Rl<3 IDEA FDR.

THE- 5HO
LOOK ****«= Ajj

v\

Syndicate. Jncy

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA She Goea on a Tear
DEAR AVAOAAV: YOU ARE V
HEREBY NOTIFIED TO
PRODUCE YOUR CHECK
BOOKS AND OTHER
RECORDS FOR INSPECTION
OF YOUR 1934 INCOME TAXEDGAR SNOOP
DEPUTY TAX COLLECTOR

THE GOVERNMENT'S GOTTA
NERVE PRYIN* INTO MY
PRIVATE AFFAIRS - HOW
DO I KNOW WHAT'S
BECOME OF ALL THOSE
SILLY OLD PAPERS?

BESIDES I'M TRYIN*
TO FORGET 1934 AND
ALL THE OTHER YEARS
THAT MAKE ME THAT
IV
MUCH OLDER

PRETTY LATH
SNOW WE'RE
HAVIN*
S

c?i5

No. Z9034.
/LLL padded and preened i
1
* Hattie, the hen, and heii
ooster hubby. They've
ored wings, taU feathers
combs—and not one ruffled i
« their 13-inch print-ma
bodies.
Pattern ZB03*. ISc, enables you to i
both hen and rooster into deiigh
toy* to the kiddles. Send i
AUNT MARTHA
I Bout 1M-W
Kansai Cltj, |
Enclote 15 cent* for each ;
de*lreO. Pattern No
Name
Addrew

S'MATTER POP—Officers at Mes»
JUST A SECOND^
t^AJOR

Before the Facts

s

Sit down before every fac
little Child. Be prepared to
up every-preconceived notion,!
low humbly wherever anrft o« '
ever abysses Nature ;«&,
shall learn notbing.-T. H,

LINE

"

MESCAL IKE

B, s, L HUNUEV

Little Too Early, hn't It? f

DUWMO VWUETW6R

VIM ©or IT RIQWT
VOR

LEOM JEIUI

Education's Effect
Education makes a people t
o lead, but difficult to drive;«
to /govern,; buf impossible to^
slave.—Lord Brougham.

YOUR EYES T£l

WCff-UEMME
TUIMK

how you
feet inside
nlttor.SnUte

I to Mlltal «B your hc«. I" I
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SPRING IS HERE!!
SENSATIONAL VALUES IN
WORK CLOTHING

ANITA
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FROM OUR OLD FILES

I

"Reality" will be the subject of the
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of
' Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, March 30.
March 30, 1911.
! The Golden Text is from Jeremiah
The Anita public schools are closet
.51:10, "The Lord hath brought forth
[ l o u r righteousness: come, and let us this week for the usual spring vaca'declare in Zion the work of the Lord tlon B. D. Forshay went to Chicago Wed,.
nesday
where he was called on busiI The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo
1
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Marshmallows

tations from the Bible and from the nessMrs. G. M1. Adair is spending the
RAILCHIEF
DENIM JACKETS
Christian Science textbpok, "Science
OVERALLS
and Health with Key to the Scrip- week in Atlantic visiting relatives and
$1.15
friends.
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
8-oz. Sanforized
Snow, sleet, rain and hail have all
One
of
the
Bible
citations
reads:
$1.10
BIG JESS
been
on the weather-man's bill of fare
"Labour not for the meat which
WORK SHIRTS
this week.
perishcth,
hut
for
the
meat
which
COVERT WORK
Full Cut
A team belonging to Frank Crawendureth unto everlasting life, which
PANTS
ford
made things quite lively on Main
A Guaranteed Shirt
the Son of man shall give unto you:
$1.00
49c
j for him hath God the Father sealed" Street Saturday evening
Miss Clara Stager, whose eye was
(John 6:27).
badly burned a week ago by potash, is
LEATHER
GLOVES
Among
the
selections
from
the
WORK SHOES
49c up
Christian Science textbook is the fol- recovering from the injury.
Full Line of Work Shoes
Margaret Jeanette is the name of
j lowing:
$1.98 up
SHOP CAPS
"When we realize that Life is Spirit, the fine baby girl born March 16 to
These Are Northern Grown Potatoes
19c
never in nor of matter, this under- Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Kelloway at their
MATCHED SHIRTS
ATTEND SPECIAL GREEK WAR BELIEF SHOW °>
standing will expand into selfcom- home on West Main Street.
Godfrey Mailer, who has just comENGINEER AND
MIDNIGHT — "SWANEE RIVER**^- 21c — "Altrr
AND PANTS
( pleteness, finding all in God, good, and
[needing no other consciousness. Spirit pleted the job of assessing the town of
FIREMAN SOCKS
Pants
$1.49
'and its formations are the only real- Anita, furnishes the Tribune with the
2 Pair for 25c
Shirts
98
following figures: Total value of all
ities of being" (p. 264).
property assessed, $774,056.00; total
4 value of all property subject to taxaHOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL 4 tion, $193,514.00.
LUTHERAN CHURCH AT 4 According to the figures given out
. That your poultry feeds are fresh. Most
CLOTHIER
•f this week by the census department at
I. 0. 0. F. HALL.
are
not fresh because they have been stored in i
"WE SERVE YOU WELL"
H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
4 Washington, D. C., the town of Anita
houses
and therefore lose their effectiveness.
ATTEND SPECIAL GREEK WAR RELIEF SHOW SATURDAY
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 has a population of 1,118 and •'the
MIDNIGHT — "SWANEE RIVER" — 2Ic — ANITA THEATRE
Sunday School and Adult Bible population of Grant township, includFelco Chick Starter, Merit Concentrate j
Class at 9:30 a. m.
ing the town of Anita, is 1,835. Other
Merit Starting and Growing Mash are fresh.
Divine services at 10:30 a. m.
towns in Cass county are: Atlantic,
We mix our own ntashes and we know theyi
"The Belle of Barcelona," a musical
Adult instruction class meets at 4,530; Marne, 226; Lewis, 603 { Wiota,
ANITA MARKETS.
always
fresh.
comedy under the direction of Chas.
8:00 p. m. Wednesday evening at the 239; Massena, 490; Griswold, 949; and
(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
Ingram, will be presented at the high
parsonage.
Cumberland, 552.
Watch Our Chicks Grow That Are Bein?
16c
school auditorium Friday evening. Eggs, cash, dozen
Teachers will meet at the parsonage
Fed On Fresh Feed.
I7c Friday evening at 7:30 o'clock.
The cast includes: Harvey SchoII, Eggs, in trade, dozen'
Ed. Worthing, who lives at Walnut,
Katheryn Weimer, Barbara Rhaads, Graded Eggs, Specials, dozen
18c I Confirmation class meets at 4:00 p. spent several days in Anita last week
Martha Doris Crawford, Richard Graded Eggs, No. 1, dozen
17c|m. Monday afternoon at the parson- visiting relatives and friends.
14c age.
Duthie, Eldred Petersen, John Pea- Graded Eggs, No. 2, dozen
ATTEND SPECIAL GREEK WAR RELIEF SHOW SA
13C
cock, Robert Ames, Albert Karns, Hens, Ib
Mr. and Mrs. B. Brodersen and
Highland church—
MIDNIGHT _ "SWANEE RIVER" — 1 ~ ANITA
Gail Adair, Ruby Simon, Alice Peters, Hens, leghorn- and under 4-lbs., Ib. 8c
daughters, Mrs. Hilda Catron and
Divine services at 7:30 p. m.
Richard Young, James Miller and Roosters, Ib
7c
Miss Hedwig Brodersen of Denison
Duane Karns.
Springs, Ib
He
were Sunday guests at the Ben
Fred Rnowlton is confined to his
Springs, leghorns & under 4-lbs... 8c 4 CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST 4 Brodersen home here.
Katharine Nervig, a
home with high blood pressure 'and Anita schools, spent the
Ducks, Ib
gc 4
C. R. Neel, Pastor.
4
Geese, Ib
5C
The American Legion Auxiliary will other complications.
her home in Slater, Iowa.
Pigeons, live, dozen
50c
Sunday School at 10 a. m.
hold their meeting Friday afternoon at
B. D. Forshay, who has been conCream, sweet
34c
Church Worship at 11 a. m.
2 p. m. at the home of Mrs. Belle
Cream, No. I sour
'... .32c
Owing to a funeral in his church, Dougherty. The county meeting- of fined to his home for several days
Cream, No. 2 sour
30c | R ev - La Verne Morris was unable to the American Legion Auxiliary will be
a throat irritation, is much
Yellow corn, No. 2, new
5lc ' rnoet us Sunday afternoon. Next held in Anita-April 1 at the K. P. hall. better.
No. 2 white oats
3QC Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock we are
— forNo. 1 wheat
7QC expecting to have our meeting to plan
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Jensen of
_
, for the Easter revival that the Morris'
Audubon spent Sunday at the home of
' SPRING PAPERB
See Ls For Seeds. Burke Bros. I will hold for us. We are anxious that
her brother, Chas. Hockenberry and
Priced as
P"
,T.
'
'
°ur members and friends will attend.
wife, south of Anita.
Ml
PRUNE STICKS
Low as
Vincent Lowenberg of
Vil'.isca, We are spending this period before
6 For 9c
LARGE STOCK
Iowa, was an Anita visitor Saturday. Easter to prepare ourselves spiritually
Miss Norma Knowlton and Marian
ANITA BAKERY
iONGERSj
McKenzie spent the week end in Anita
Mr. and Mrs. Win. Wagner, who that we may be active and helpful
LOST:—3
head
of
Hamp.-Berkshire
during
those
special
weeks
of
evangelat
the
home
of
Mss
Knowlton'a
have been spending the winter in
southern United States, have returned ism. Do not fail us next Sunday af- gilts, weight about 130-lbs. Phil parents, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Knowlton
Itp
ternoon. Help us in the plans for the Myers, phone 25R13, Anita.
GREEJl
and family. The gtfrls are nurses in
to their home in Anita.
p
SATURDAY
Rl
work ahead. You are invited to attend
the
Allan
Memorial
hospital
at
You can get at all times genuine
^SWANEE
NI
Miss Maurine Turner, a teacher in church worship at the morning hour.
Semi-Solid Buttermilk at the Farmers Waterloo, Iowa.
Sic — ANITA TH
The
ladies
aid
will
serve
a
15c
the schools at Macedonia, spent Sat-'
Coop in Anita. Why not try some
urday and Sunday in Anita at the home ! ner at the church Wednesday.
this week?
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. H.
4
WANTED':—Custom plowing. James
Turner.
METHODIST CHURCH
4 B. Jordan, first place south of HighArthur V. Long, Pftstor.
3
4 land church.
R. W. (Mick) Forshay left Tuesday
Laying Certigrade Genuine
• 4 4
Red Cedar Shingles RIGHT
for Monroe, Louisiana, where he will
Need any Premium Duality Grass
OVER THE OLD ROOF a
attend the annual convention of the ' Church School at 10 a. m. Harold
ieeds
at Rock bottom prices? Then
tin beet w»y to re-roof. Saws
McDermott,
Superintendent.
Louisiana Association of Insurance
time, litter, damage to shrubvisit
CARLSON'S
SEED STORE, on
Church worship at 11 -.00 a. m. This
Agents.
bery and building contents.
is the fourth Sunday of our Loyalty Highway No. 71, Audubon, Iowa. tf
This dwiMe roof gives double
Miss Joan Faulkner and Maurice Campaign, "I am a Christian, and am
"MaUlion, strength and reCHICKS ON HAND:—550 Barred
s«t»ace to hail, wind and
MoMlurry of Des Moines visited in proud of it."
Rocks, 2 wks. old. 1200 New Hamps.
snow. Over-roofing this war
Anita over the week end at the home Youth forum at 6:30.
1 wk. old. Rasmusseh's Hatchery.
is simple and economical. Call
of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry C. Evening service at 7:30 in charge of
on us for details.
Faulkner.
WANTED:—Man to sell well known
the Woman's Society of Christian
Service. Mrs. Harley Walker of Sid- merchandise. New liberal arrangeGuy Rasmussen, who was recently ney, Iowa, district president, will ment permits good profits. Mterchaninjured in an auto accident near Menlo speak. Everyone is welcome.
dise on consignment without investand who has been a patient at the
LCMHER co.
Special services Wednesday evening ment. No signers required. Car
University of Iowa hospital in Iowa in charge of Rev. C. L. Thomas.
needed. S. F. Baker & Co., Keokuk
City, is reporteB to be recovering
3tp
Choir practice Wednesday evening
SHOtj
nicely at the home of his sister, Mrs. in
... the
„.„.- ,church following the mid-week
FOR SALE:—2 good rebuilt FarmPaul Kelloway, east of Anita where' service.
BENEFIT GREEK WAR
alls; one 10-20 tractor; Easy Way,
was brought last week.
"SWANEE RIVER" - •41:45 V. »M
A good 25c dinner will be served by
hjtyloader;
18-inch
single-bottom
Circle No. 1 i n the basement of the
tractor
plow;
edgedrop
corn planter;
"• •••••IBM^MM,MBMMM,
WEDNESDAY
BOB CROSBY
"LET'S
:hurch Friday noon. The menu in- 1939 I. H. C. pick-up1 truck.
Dement
ONE DAY ONLY
- AND BIS
IN
MAKE
'ludes ham loaf, parsnips, baked Implement Co., Anita.
It
BARGAIN SHOW 16c DIXIELAND BAND
beans, salad and pie. Everyone is
invited.
Tally cards, 2 for lc; fancy tallies
The Woman's Society of Christian with tassels, and place cards for lc
THU.-FRI.-SAT — 3 BIG DAYS
SUN. -J*ON.
#
Sat. Mat. 2:30 P. M.
Service will hold its general meeting Tribune office, Anita.
'n the church Friday afternoon at
DOUBLE FEATURE
FOR SALE:—Good Used Brooder
2:30.
65
REASONS
TO BE HERE
Stove. Ralph Richter.
DRESSES
Itp
The Catechism class will meet at the
Boxy or fitted styles
ANOTHER LAUGH - THRILL
parsonage Saturday afternoon. First
You'll find our stock
BIDS WILL BE RECEIVEID until ,
in all the wanted materclass
meets at 1:30 and the second 1:00 P. M. Monday, March 31, 1941, £ HIT BY THE AUTHOR OF
complete
in
printed
or
"LITTLE WOMEN"
ials and colors, priced
class at 2.

Puffed Wheat ..&&
Macaroni
Brooms
2!
Seed Potatoes

B E S U R E—

BOB HOWARD

THE FARMERS COOP,

|-Wallpapi

WANT ADS

"•w^f" 1

ROSE

USED CM i

Robert Scott

ArSrA

Spring Values

plain colors, a choice of
styles and materials, at
$2.98 to $4.98

irom

$7.98 to $16.98
SHOES
Ladies' novelty in Kid
Patent, Gabardine A
large selection of styles
priced at
'
$1.98 to $2.98
,

HATS
All the newest styles
tor Misses and Matron
m an array of spring
colors, at
^

The Golden Rule
DEPARTMENT STORE
"THE BEST FOR LESS"
ANITA, IOWA

for the sale and removal of the following buildings located on Primary Road
No. 148 in the Town of Anita, Iowa
«• CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4 and formerly owned by Ida J. Alder*
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
4 shof, et al.

* + + 4 + 4. + 4 . 4 . + 4 4 < f
Church school at 10:00 a. m.
Service of worship at 11:00 a. m
The Beatitude we shall use as the
basis of our thought relates to perse
t'ution. This is the last sermon in the
series we have been giving. A week
from next Sunday will be our regular
communion day an d the Sunday foll«wii>K w i l l U- Kaster. We hope that
many will care to come to these last
three services.
I shall be glad to meet with any of
the young folks who are contemplat•ng uniting with the church on Easter
Sunday and make arrangements for
'heir reception.
The ladies will serve the usual
noon-day dinner Thursday.

X
If
I£
'X
-J.

Item 1. Five room one story 31x31 |
frame house with plumbing, wiring ! X
and all appurtenances.
jy
Item 2. One 20x26 combination 1 ?
frame barn and garage.
IX
Item 3. One 10x15 frame shed.
|J
Item 4. One 10x15 frame fuel '
house.

Jesse Jai"es

bids wanted on each item.
Bill of Sale with possession as of
Apnl 1, 1941, will be furnished to
successful bidder who must be
pared to remit bid price in
promptly when notified. Reasonable
time will be allowed for the removal of
buildings.
and
to
"J! ?idS
to W^P
W. P. N
Nu-hols.
Acting"^Po^nce
Right of Way
Engineer, Iowa State Highway Commiseion, Ames, Iowa,
J

BLONDIE
CUPID"

Latest

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

Bainty, Very Feminine

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

By CHERIE NICHOLAS
By VIRGINIA VALE

(Beleamd by Western Newspaper Union.)

Essentials in Lawn
Planting

Lesson for March 30
Tf RNEST LUBITSCH recently
J-' signed a contract with 20th- Lemon subjects and Scripture text* seand copyrighted by International
century Fox that promises us lected
Council ot Religious Education; used by
permission.
something special in the way of
movies. He will choose and diCHRIST'S COMMISSION
rect his own stories. So we'll have
LESSON TEXT—Luke 24:38-53.
the celebrated Lubitsch touch GOLDEN
TEXT—Behold, I tend the promapplied to tales that he feels are lie ot my Father upon you.—Luke 24:49 .
particularly suitable. He has one
more picture to do for United Artists Calvary and the darkness of the
before he starts out on his new con- tomb gave way to the glory of the
resurrection' morning. Jesus had
tract.

Beauty in lawns like beauty in persons is considerably more than skin
deep. It is not to be had merely
through surface applications of water and fertilizer, but depends hi
large measure upon certain fundamental requirements which must be
met when the lawn is started. Those
fundamental requirements are, (1)
attention to sub-surface drainage,
(2) proper leveling of the soil, (3)
kind of soil, (4) preparation and
Merle Oberon says that she knows
fertilization of the seed bed, and (5)
it's silly, but she can't help being
kind and quality of seed used.
affected by the roles she plays. For
SUB-SURFACE DRAINAGE
instance, after a day of "Wuthering
A clay loam with sandy sub-soil Heights" she'd go home and cry
will require no artificial sub-surface herself to sleep, because she was so
drainage since the sand will readily depressed.
carry off any excess moisture. If, i "In "The Cowboy and the Lady'
however, the surface soil is under- ' I was somewhat of a spoiled brat
laid by a hard clay, so compact i and I had to-watch myself to keep
that, instead of draining readily it i from being as demanding off the
allows Water to stand about the roots i screen as I was on," Miss Oberon
of the grass, it will be advisable to i continued.
use tile drainage. To afford such
With a good many innocent bydrainage, the U. S. department of standers the effect was just the reagriculture says that "Lines of four- verse. After they saw "Wuthering
inch tiles, spaced 20 to 30 feet apart,
laid 2% to 3% feet deep, with a fall
of from 3 to 4 inches for every SO
feet, should ordinarily insure sufficient underdrainage."

at- to a lovely and
ray of sweetly femsfor :Easter. This is
ear when emphasis
ady" trends;
.news, in color, espastels for suits,
ibles. The whole
; is expressing enthusimonotone wools in
ed .greens, the very
mauve tones, muted
gYayish blues. Seen
.Easter costumes,
especially for the
nes as shown in the
add chic to these
er outfits. Beaux
ice! The lady of
1 be queen of the Eassend a corsage of
aias -to match the
NTi hat (note the model
the picture),
sticated, any beau
art with a moderngardenias. If
,4
will appreciate
£: local florist to in» gardenia or. two to
bracelet fashion as
tie right.
idea of American debat fragrant flowers
i[the motif of.gay print
6_which they are worn,
lantic arrangements
Bts and lilies-of-the-val-

lit Buttons

fey will vie with orchids, gardenias,
flaming hibiscus and camellias. Silvered and gilded leaves are a new
and distinctive Easter fashion with
appeal to those seeking the out-ofthe-ordinary.
Speaking of flowers, milliners everywhere' declare that myriads of
flattering little flower hats are selling in unprecedented numbers. The
significant message about these
adorable little flowery confections is
that you may wear them as correctly with your prim little tailor
suit as you can with your dressiest dress-uplcostumes: (Quite a departure from the old idea which exacted a tailored hat with a tailored
suit!)
The thought that is prevalent
throughout this season's style program is that one should wear alluringly feminine and flattering accessories. This applies not only to
flowery hats and colorful whimsical
veils but also to "hankies," which
are of the pretty-pretty type.
It is just such flower-bedecked
hats as the one shown above (to
the left in the illustration) that are
lending "endearing young charms"
to the Easter fashion picture this
spring. Note the dainty handkerchief, designed by Burmel, which
so artfully plays up a dainty petitpoint garland encircling an embroidered full blown rose. You can get
these "hankies" with violets or
daisies or whatever flower you may
choose. The other flower chapeau
is typically an Easter bonnet. It is
a shiny straw in bon ,bon pink,
trimmed with cherry blossoms,
full-blown roses and wide green ribbons. The veil matches the straw.
<ReleaMd by Western Newspaper Union.)

Fads and Fancies
Young moderns are all enthusiastic over fringed play shoes that
take their cue from Western cowboy fashions.
, The inverted pompadour is a "last
word" hair-do that is exciting much
^Interest. The hair is brought down
'over the forehead, the ends turned
under, which, when deftly done,
.gjves every appearance of bangs,
wot, only is, this ever so flattering,
but it is very practical, for it stays
neatly "put," with minimum care. •
Something new for the bridal
gown—white Nylon velvet, said to
be very charming to the eye, and
highly satisfactory in that it drapes
beautifully and yields pleasingly to
fabric manipulation.
Very new for spring are navy
coats or capes that have small
shapely collars of white caracul,
broadtail or similar fabriclike fur.
Other models in navy have simply a
cluster of white ermine tails at the
throat. White hat and accessories
worn with these coats and capes key
to the white of the fur.
To wear with your spring and
summer print dresses, look up bead
or flower necklaces, bracelets and
clips that pick up one'or more colors
of the print.

for a new yield
„. Fruit has become an
['inspiration for design in
U field. Many of the
few prints are patterned
l fruit motifs: hats are
[With realistic looking
i gadgets are replicas of
buttons that fasten our
I blouses, coats and jackies of fruits. The beige
packet here pictured is
r with fruit buttons, new
A miniature dish of
>d gives the button
e's good news for tired
your nearest button

1941 Jeweled Gadgets
Romantic, Whimsical

You must wear a jeweled "gadget" of some sort on your lapel. It
may be as romantic and sentimental
as your mood dictates, or it may
be humorous and delightfully whimsical. In every event, however, it
will be a masterpiece of good workmanship, for eveta the novelty types
are exquisitely wrought. Qne of the
amusing sort that is extremely provocative is a huge question mark
all set in brilliants, with a dazzling
solitaire rhinestone suspended from
the base.
You might wear a glittering gold
Relty buttons are durable,
attractive. Vicing for Ash, a spray of colorful flowers
the fruits are vegeta- worked out in elaborately set stones
onions, lettuce, etc. or a bright patriotic emblem.

GRADING AND LEVELING

As a rule, when the builders leave
the scene of their/labors, the ground
from which the lawn is to be made
is in much less favorable condition
for the growing of grass than it was
before the necessary excavating was
done. The topsoil has been covered with infertile subsoil and is
mixed with considerable waste from
the building construction. Before
anything else is done, all such subsoil and waste should be removed
to a depth .of at least four inches—
six is better—and replaced by a
good grade of topsoil. If it is necessary to make extensive fillings
around the buildings, do not use broken boards, pieces of concrete and
other debris for the purpose. Lawns
buflt on such fillings will not remain
level, nor will they retain proper
moisture content in dry seasons.
Necessary fillings should be made
with soil, to insure satisfactory results hi the finished lawn.
SURFACE DRAINAGE

The next important point to consider-is that of surface drainage. As
a rule lawns are constructed so as to
result hi an even slope of 1 to 2
per cent from the house, in all directions.' After the ground has been
graded, it must be carefully leveled
to avoid the presence of pockets
which will hold water and thus nun
the health and appearance of the
lawn. After grading and leveling,
water the lawn thoroughly and note
where pools have a tendency to
form—then re-level with care, before seeding.
SOIL FOR LAWN GROWTH
Although there are grasses which
will make a fair growth even on
poor soil, any grass will give much
better results on good soil. A^good
garden soil—that is, one which is
light and friable, with sufficient fertility to maintain a luxuriant growth
and sufficient humus to retain a
proper supply of moisture—is the
most satisfactory soil for grasses.
If the soil is of heavy clay it must
be lightened.by addition of sand—
a surface layer of one inch, worked
well into the clay to a depth of three
or four inches; if, on the other hand,
it is very sandy, a similar layer of
clay should be incorporated. Since
subsoils thrown up from excavations
are usually deficient hi organic matter, such matter must be supplied if
the subsoil must be used for the
lawn. Well-rotted stable manure, or
mushroom soil, mixed with the subsoil at the rate of one-half ton per
1,000 square feet, will supply the
required organic matter. If the lawn
is very large it may be necessary
to furnish organic matter by means
of a green manure crop—a legume,
by choice—plowed into the soil.
PREPARING SEEDBED

The ideal seedbed is firm and has
a finely pulverized surface. It is
advisable to water the lawn thoroughly, some time hi advance of
sowing, in order to encourage the
germination of any weed seeds that
may be in the soil. The germinating
weeds may then be destroyed by
raking, before the grass seed is
planted. Just before sowing the
seed, a. fertilizer rich in nitrogen,
phosphorus and potassium should be
evenly distributed and worked thoroughly into the soil.
For Information with regard to the kind ot
teed beat suited to TOUT locality and to the
care ol the newly-seeded lawn, send five cents
to Superintendent of Documents, Washington,
D. C., asking tor Farmers' Bulletin No. 1677.
*

THE WORTS

*

*

No doubt you have wondered why
so many plants bear names ending
hi the syllable wort. This suffix
is an Anglo-Saxon word meaning
simply any plant or herb, but especially a pot herb. Among the commonest in America are colewort, a
variety of cabbage; liverwort, which
is a member of the beautiful Hepaticas; the lovely golden ragwort, inhabiting marshy places, and the
bellwort, native to the U. S., whose
lemon-yellow, bell-shaped flowers
beautify the forests hi early spring

By HAROLD L. LUNDQOTST, D. D.
Dean of The Moody Bible Institute
of Chicago.
(Released by Western N«w«p«per Onion.)

vNfW IDEAS
By BOTH WTKTH 8PBAM

pIOUSES of glass ar« realities
*•A today and, if you want to give
any house a modern air, try to
make the windows seem important. One way is to frame them
in a group by covering the wall
and leaving the glass exposed. A
comparison of these two sketches
shows that this may be done even
though the windows are unevenly
spaced. The cream colored walls,
glass curtains and window shades
are the same in both and the same
two-toned green rug and the same
NEW BOOKSHELF
LAMP SHAM. AND

OAnr CHINTZ WKI
me CHANGE CURTAINS HANO
OVER WALL FROM

THS PICTURE
appeared to the two on the Emmaus
MOULDING
road, and when they hurried back
to Jerusalem to tell the eleven disciples, who were gathered behind
WINDOWS
barred doors, they found that He
8EEM
SMALL
lad already appeared, not only to
AND
he women, whose story they did not
ROOM
LACKS
jelieve (see v. 11), but also to Peter
COLOR
y. 34). While they were excitedly
discussing this great wonder, apparently torn between belief and un>elief, joy and sorrow, suddenly lamp and pictures are used. The
Tesus appeared, coming through the couch and cushions are also the
mrred door and greeting them with same but the covers are new.
a blessed message of peace.
An inexpensive chintz with grayI. A Risen Christ for Fellowship green ground and a flower pattern
w. 36-43).
is used for draperies and to trim
The disciples were bewildered and the couch cover of heavier grayslow to believe. Perhaps we would green cotton material which is
lave done no better.
also used for the cushions. The
Note how patient and gracious He glass curtains are hung on rods
was hi dealing with,these frightened suspended from the picture mould—and, in. a sense, stupid—disciples. ing with picture wire and hooks.
He might have been so discouraged The side drapes are unlined but
their unbelief as to be short and the valance is made over bucksharp with them, but He was not. ram. Both are tacked to pine
We^need to learn of Hun. There are strips and are hung with picture
weak brethren even hi the church of hooks.
Christ who need our tender and paNOTE: All types of curtains and draptient consideration (see Rom. 15:1;
are clearly explained with cutting
I Thess. 5:14). Christ died for the eries
and making directions in Mrs. Spears'
weak brother Mb (I Cor. 8:11).
SEWING Book 1—draw Curtains, lined
pinch pleated curtains, cornice
What a blessed tune of fellowship draperies,
valance boards, as well as standthe disciples and the Lord had to- boards,
ard and period type curtains. Directions
gether. Such times are greatly for modernizing a couch, various types of
needed for our mutual encourage- chairs, and a fascinating assortment of
useful homemaklng projects are conment. Let us not forsake the assem- other
tained in Book 5. Copies are 10 cents
MERLE OBERON
Dling of ourselves together (Heb. 10: each.
Send order to:
Heights" they rushed out and de- 25). In a day of need and trial those
MRS. RUTH WYETH SPEARS
manded more pictures as good as that fear the Lord should speak
Drawer 10
that one, but "The Cowboy and the often with one another and with the
Bedford BUI*
New York
Lady" sent them weeping to their Lord (Mai. 3:16; I John 1:7).
n. A Dependable Book for GuidEnclose 20 cents for Books 1 and 5.
corners because it was so bad.
Anyway, Miss Oberon jumped at ance and Instruction (w. 44-46).
Name
Jesus gave His own endorsement
the chance to play a modern, witty
Address
young wife hi "That Uncertain Feel- to the Old Testament as a dependable
record
of
the
prophecies
coning," opposite Melvyn Douglas, because she felt that it had something cerning His person and His work
very special for her—a chance to be of redemption. The critics of God's
just herself. It's a Lubitsch picture. Word must face the fact that their
man-made theories are hi conflict
the testimony of the Son of
• Martha Scott won a horse In a with
healthy appetitesGod. Of the two, we know whom
raffle the other day—it cost her all we
energy for worker*.. .saves time
will
believe!
of a dollar, and it's called Red Emand trouble forcooks—
Notice that an important part of
ber. Then the producer of "They
economical. Order,tothe
Lord's
fellowship
with
His
disDare Not Love," in which she is
day, fromyour grocer.
ciples
was
devoted
to
opening
their
co-starred with George Brent, saw
the horse and announced that it was minds so they could understand the
The word "opened"
exactly what hej needed for William Scripture.
Holder* to ride in "Texas," which might be translated "disentangled."
he is also producing. So Red Em- He took out the prejudices, the
ber was signed up, and will earn wrong ideas, and set them free to
understand and appreciate the
$25 a day when he works.
Scriptures.
'
m. A Great Message for ProclaIf, when you see Margaret Hayes'
face on the screen, it looks familiar, mation (w. 47-49).
Fellowship with Christ and a
it will be because you've seen it
before. She was a model for New knowledge of God's Word which does
York artists and photographers, and not result in an aggressive witness
a well known one, before she went for Hun is quite useless. We meet
to Hollywood, and her name hi those Hun and learn His truth that we
days was Dana Dale. She has the may carry it out to all nations, not
second leading feminine role in forgetting (note it I) to begin at the
"The Night of January 16th," sup- wicked Jerusalem which is right at
porting Ellen Drew and Robert our doorstep.
The business, and the only busiPreston, and look for her hi "Skyness,
of the Church is that witness.
lark," with Claudette Colbert.
We need to renew our commission,
Overcautiousness
get it clearly hi mind, and then
Rio Rita has had quite a career proceed
He that is overcautious will acto carry it out. "But,"
during the last two years as a band
may say, "we are not able complish little.—Schiller.
leader, singer and dancer; she's ap- someone
for
this
great
Of course not;
peared on Broadway and at theaters but He is able,task."
and will enable us.
throughout the United States. Parafrom on high" is the pormount signed her up to appear as tion'Power
of
God's
witnesses. This world
the tropical rival of Dorothy La- worships power—mechanical,
politimoor in "Aloma of the South Seas" cal or military power. The greatest
—and promptly changed her name power of'all is spiritual power, and
LIQUID
to Rita Shaw! It was a ease of
TABLETS
is ready to give it to His faithSALVB
necessity, though. Metro's Just God
witnesses.
NO»t DROPS
bought the screen rights to the fulNote
COUGH DBOPJ
that
the
message
is
one
of
musical, "Rio Rita," from RKO and repentance and remission of sins "in
will give us a new version of it.
His name." The gospel of Christ is
the primary need of men and wom•It's simple enough to make a for- en, boys and girls, hi your commutune these days. First, you write nity and mine; yes, and to the
a play that's a success on Broadway; very ends of the earth.
second, you sell it to the movies.
IV. An Ascended Lord to Worship
Recently Paramount paid $285,000 (w. 50-53).
for "Lady in the Dark," in which
The ascension of Christ is not
Gertrude Lawrence gives a superb often made the subject of a sermon
performance—Irene Dunne is prob- or message hi the church, but it is
ably the only motion picture actress an important doctrine of Scrinjure.
! who Could handle it. Columbia liked It marks the completion of the work
• b bringing Us buying Information, a*
j "My Sister Eileen," an amusing of Christ, and His return to the place
to prices that are being asked for
play, well enough to buy it for of honor at the right hand of the
what we Intend to buy, and as to the
$225,000.
^
Father. There, before the Father's
quality we can expect, the advertising
throne, _He is the advocate of every
columns of this newspaper perform a
William Holden's dispute with believer, the pledge and assurworth while service which save* us
Paramount was settled very satis- ance of a perfect and eternal felmany dollars a year.
factorily; he got a new, seven-year lowship between Go3 and believing
• It Is a good habit to form, the habit
optional contract, at double his man.
of consulting the advertisements every
! former salary You'll see him beThe worship which the disciples
time we make a purchase, though w*
fore long starring in Columbia's gave to Christ as He ascended went
have already decided |ust what we
on as they returned to their appoint"Texas."
want and where we are going to buy
ed place of witness, for they continuIt. It gives us the most priceless feeling
ally
praised
Hun.
Such
should
be
In the world) the feeling of being
ODDS (AN D^ENDS—George Tobias
adequately prepared.
sets a ne\n_^fetoril by playing in four the attitude of every true believer.
Warner Bros.' filmsm-the same time .
In the temple of his own heart there
• When Wb go Into a store, prepared
Abbott and Costello have signed up tt should always be the joy of the Lord !
beforehand with knowledge of what ls
make four more comedies for Universa as He is there worshiped and
offered and at what price, we go at
Metro's acquired quite a menagerie adored.
an expert buyer, filled with self-confl—200 deer and 12 bears—for "Thi
Now we have completed our study
dence. It Is a pleasant feeling to have,
Yearling" . . . Basil Ralhbone, star o.
the feeling of adequacy. Most of the
"The Mad Doctor," is collecting discard of Luke, but we cannot stop here, for
unhapplness In the world can be traced
ed surgical instruments from doctors ant the Gospel, according to Luke's own
to a lack of this feeling. Thus adversurgical supply houses—sends them to statement hi Acts 1:1, was only the i
tising shows another of Its manifold
England, where theres' a shortage . .
story of what Jesus "began both to
facets—shows Itself as an aid toward
Somebody's started a rumor that Metro do and to teach." The continuation
noting a|l our business relationships
will cottar Greta Garbo and Micfce of .that account is found hi the book
Rooney, which seems too fantastic evet
more secure and pleasant.
ol
Acts,
which
we
begin
to
study
for Hollywood, where practically anything
next Sunday.
can happen.
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VM SANDWICHES AND SHORT & HEAVY'S
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Mrs. Hflrlan Gittins was hostess to
14 members of the Mutual Benefit club
at her home northwest of Anita Thursday. A 12:30 o'clock dinner was
served and the afternoon was spent by
the guests working on a quilt for Mrs.
Gittins.

SEE
ROSE
MOTOR
CO.

Mrs. Wm. Swafford of Oakland, Cal.,
is visiting in Anita at the home of her
Mr. and .Mirs. Carl Millard were in mother, Mrs. Rosetta Anderson.
Des Moines Friday where they adopted a small boy named Jeri David from
Clarence Hofmeister of Prescott
i home there. The lad wa,s two years visited in Anita Friday at the home of
lid Sunday.
his brother, Lawrence Hofmeister and
family.
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Christensen
Mrs. Anna Porch was taken to the
are the parents of a 6% pound girl
baby born to them last Tuesday af- Atlantic hospital Wednesday evening
;ernoon at their home in Anita. The where she was admitted for medical
ittle girl is the first child in the fam- treatment.
ly and has been named Carolyn Ann.
By WARREN BAYLEY
Raymond Wagner of St. Joseph, Mo-,
(Mrs. Fannie Young was hostess to spent the week end in Anita visiting at CIUDAD VICTORIA, MEXICO.
I Air Mail Service inaugurated but five
the members of the Original bridge the home of his parents,'Mr. and Mrs.
days ago.
Arriving at Linares in the dead of
club Wednesday afternoon. Addi- J. A. Wagner.
The approach to Victoria, where
tional guests were Mrs. Lake Bear, Mrs. Ralph Boham of Carbon, Iowa night we thought the town was under modern progress and primitive cusseige.
But
the
popping
of
firewho held high score, Mrs. Joe Vetter, is spending a few days here visiting
toms mingle pleasingly, is beautiful.
Mrs. Dale Ulfers, Mrs. F. D. Weimer, at the home of her daughter, Mrs. Carl crackers, the yelling and beating of MSles of tree-hemmed highway run
tin pans and drum's was merely part of
and Mrs. H. U. Shannon.
through fields of tall, green grass that
Millard and family.
local, yearly carnival.
sweep away on all sides to lofty mounA
few
of
the
town's
narrow
streets
The members of the LANB evening
Mr. and Mirs. Don Thomas and famtains in the distance.
dinner and bridge club were guests of y of Newton, Iowa, spent the week re paved so we drove about, past the
On the outskirts of town we met a
Dr. and Mirs. G. M. Adair Thursday nd in Anita visiting at the home of sual solid rows of blank-faced build- bad detour. The fine highway was
evening at their home on West Main is parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. A. ngs that defy you to ascertain wheth- undergoing repairs through the city
r they're homes or stores or what,
Street. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Herbert of Thomas.
ind on through throngs of happy faced and we were forced to swing off
Atlantic were also guests. Mrs. M. M.
through a series of muddy paths runBurkhart and
Chester A. Long
Leo V. Bongers, Jr., a student at people. The four streets bordering the ning past hovels of adobe and thatch
received the family prize.
Creighton University in Omaha, spent main plaza were jammed with merry where peons lived in apparent hanhony
he week end in Anita visiting at the makers. A small orchestra with a with their chickens, hogs, goats and
and
ome of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leo conglomeration of American
Mexican instruments
occasionally dogs—practically in a single room.
/. Bongers and family.
made itself heard above the noise of Rustic carts stood beside most every
hut and small patches of cultivated
Mrs. Hattie Wiese was hostess to ;he crowd.
soil were squeezed in between the
ler pinochle club Thursday evening at
The celebration moved off down a miserable adobes.
ler home of Locust Street. High rutted, muddy side street and we folWithin a dozen blocks the city
score was held by Mrs. Hansine John- lowed on foot, escorted by the local
son. (Mrs. Harry Swartz and Mrs. Concert Master. We learned that the became beautiful, yet still primitive:
Modern streets, lined with attractive
No matter what the weather,
Iverett Luman were guests.
first day of the carnival was to raise shops and stoves led to the evertravel by train is always clean
money for a road to the town's cemeMembers of Obedience Lodge, No. tery, which explained the presence of present Plaza, which was fronted by a
and comfortable. Air-condi380, A. F. & A. M. and Columbia a coffin full, of fire-crackers that were huge market building offering all
tioning takes care of that.
ihapter No. 127, 0. E. S. held a get- ;ouched off later,'and a woman draped kinds of produce and native wares
Modern train travel is luxu;ogether Tuesday evening at the n mourning who staggered around from a .hundred different stalls. But
rious, too. Chair cars have re- >
Vflasonic Temple in honor of Mr. and ;hrough the crowds, moaning .and things were rather quiet as it was Friclining seats; parlor cars are
day, the day most Mexican towns and
Mrs. Ed. L. Newton. A 6:30 o'clock wailing in comical fashion.
Such
exquisitely appointed; Pull- •
covered dish dinner was enjoyed by childish activities brought roars of cities close up, to remain open Saturman sleeping cars are spacious
days and Sundays for the farmers who
those present.
laughter from the two. thousand de- come to town to shop on week-ends.
and restful; diners serve delightful meals at moderate
Mrs. John Hjortshoj entertained the lighted spectators.
Symbolic of the progress now apprices.
At another and larger plaza we pearing in Mexico, and contrasting
members of the Helping Hand club at
a 1 o'clock luncheon Thursday at her witnessed the crowning of the carni- with the old order, is Victoria's new
Enjoy the Comfort—Economy
home south of Anita. There were 18 val's clowning King and Queen. The bull-arena, a magnificient streamlined
—Safety—Speed of Rock
members
and five visitors present, Former made a lengthy speech that structure that is the last word of
Island's fleet of streamlined
Roll call was, "Name of An Irish must have been awfully good as the modern construction. But its beautiRockets and fine steam trains.
ful, ribbed and arched grandstand reSong." Mrs. Edwin Frederickson crowd cheered his every sentence.
Music
and
gaity
followed
and
it
was
tains a flavor of old Mexico through
staged
a
contest
which
was
won
by
Ask Rock Island Agent for complete
Mrs. Wm. Steele and Mts. Chris Peter- nearly dawn when we gave up the the decorative use of typical blue and
travel information or address
thoughts of sleep and hotels and again red tiles. A new order is coming in
sen.
headed south for Victoria, from where Mexico, but it will never shed the
C. C. GARDNER, A. G. P. A.
The members of the Jolly Dozen this story will go to the States via the delightful atmosphere of the old.
721 Locust Street
club and their families enjoyed a covDes Moines, Iowa
ered dish dinner Thursday noon at the
"Trailer Vagabond" Is Sponsored and Appears In This Paper
iiome of Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Carton
Have Your
Through the Courtesy of
northeast of Anita. There were 13
Ticket Routed
members and their families presen
along with Mr. and Mrs. Fred M
Phone 257
Anita, Iowa
TEXACO PRODUCTS
Sheley, who were guests. Mrs
Charles Huff gave, each member a
picture of the club which was taken
Everett Northup, son of Mr. and
The American Legion will have a
some time ago.
stag party Friday evening at the I. O. Mrs. Floyd Northup of Lewis and a
member of the Cass township 4-H
The K. J. U. club of the Church of O. F. hall.
hrist held their regular monthly
club, has been declared winner of the
meeting Thursday afternoon at the
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Scott, Mrs. boys' record book contest. His longlome of Mrs. Woodrow Wilson. Mrs Dora Edwards, Mirs. Nellie Holmes, time record book has been sent to
Paul Henderson, Mrs. Ed. Anderson Mrs. P. T. Williams and Mrs. Ruby Ames to compete in the state contest
and Mrs. John Witte were assisting Biggs were guests of the Adair East- along with Mary Ellen Kasteller's
hostesses. After the business meeting ern Star chapter one evening last book which will represent Cass county
a lunch was served to the seventeen week. The Casey chapter presented 4-H girls.
members and three visitors, Mrs the Traveling Star to the Adair chapGardner, Miss Irene Anderson am ter and a play, musical numbers and
Mrs. Ross Brookner, who were pres the serving of a lunch completed the
ent.
evening.

'TRAILER VAGABOND

Old Man Weather
says

GO BY TRAIN

Kinds of

te Farmers Coop.
Anita, Iowa.

WAGNER'S FILLING STATION

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1III1IIIIIII1IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIH

HAMPSHIRES1

Monday, March 31st
Action to be held at the farm, 1 mile west of Adair on U. S. Highway 6
life .South; 6 miles east of Anita on U. S. Highway 6, and 1 mile south-

iese are all high grade gilts, vaccinated. They are bred to pure bred
|Spotted Poland and Poland, and will start farrowing about May 1st.
tul opportunity for you, farmers, and perhaps your last opporI this season, to build up your breeding stock and cash in on a rising
mrket. • v
'
Sale to Start at 1 O'Clock P. M.
TERMS:—CASH
spective purchasers are welcome to visit the farm in advance of
the sale and inspect these gilts.

BARBER, Auctioneer.
Klllllllllllllllllllllllllll!

C. E. PARKER, Clerk,
llllll

About sixty people attended the
Parent-Teacher meeting at Grant No
4 last Wednesday evening. Mr. am
DR.B.L.MEURER
Mrs. 'C. D. Mattheis and Mr. and Mrs
. Adair, Iowa
Albert Claussen had charge of the pro
gram which consisted of contests
community singing, readings by X-Ray and Neurocalometer Service
Office Hours: 9 to 12—1:30 to 6.
Donna and Dean Mattheis, Norma
Sat.
Nite 7 to 10. Sun. 10 to 11 a. m.
Mortensen and Norma Jean Sisler
Phone 87.
several songs and a play by Kathryn
and Ethlyn Wilson. A lunch wa
served following the program and wa
in charge of Mr. and Mrs. Jens Hoi
land and Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Heck.
A miscellaneous shower was hek
Friday afternoon at the home of Mrs
Thos. Bailey, southwest of Anita, ii
honor of Mrs. Earl Heath, a recent
bride, who was formerly Miss Athalea
Lambertson. Other hostesses were
Mrs. Edna Bailey and Mrs. Kermit
Bailey. A pink and white color
scheme was carried out in the decoration. Misses Belva and Patricia
Bailey, dressed in crepe dresses, presented the gifts to the bride in a
decorated basket. A contest put on
was won by Mrs. Heath and IMirs. N. O.
Morgan. Refreshments were served
to the twenty-five guests present.

The Anita Literary club met Thursday afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Merle Denne, southwest of Anita. The
following officers were elected for the
coming year: Mrs. H. G. Belsheim,
president; Mrs. Merle Denne, vice
president; Miss Mattie Butler, secretary; Mk-s. Lake Bear, treasurer; and
Mrs. Kathryn Decamp, Mirs. Mable
Spiker and Mrs. Lester King, directors.
The following program, was
given under the direction of Mrs.
Kathryn Main: Roll call, "Garden
Tips for March and Exchange of
Plants;" reading, "Humble Tasks," by
Mrs. Main; reading, "The Ideal
Home," by Mrs. Denne; and reading,
g "Enjoy Roll Call," by Mrs. Bfear. The
next meeting will be held at the home
of 'Mhra. Dale Ulfers on April 3.

NOTICE!

PROMPT SERVICE FOR THE
REMOVAL OF DEAD ANIMALS, LARGE OR SMALL.
WE PICK THEM UP PROMPTLY. PHONE 257.
WAGNER FILLING STATION
ANITA, IOWA

GO AND SEE

ROSE MOTOR CO.
FOR

BARGAINS ON
GOOD USED CARSI

WHY NOT
SAVE ON YOUR MEAT BILLS BY RENTING
A LOCKER AND HAVE FRESH MEAT
THE YEAR AROUND.
THERE IS ONE NEAR YOU

Miller's Lockers
ANITA — WIOTA — CUMBERLAND
ATTEND SPECIAL GREEK WAR RELIEF SHOW SATURDAY
MIDNIGHT — "SWANEE RIVER" — 21c — ANITA THEATRE

THE ANITA TMBUttE
Items of Interest
to the Housewife

AROUND
the HOUSE
SEWDNG CDMCLE
bray, outlined with bright ricrac
braid to match or contrast.
* • *
Pattern No. 1313-B Is designed for size*
2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 years. Size 3 requires
2% yards of 33-mch material without nap
and 8 yards of ricrac. Send order to:
SEWING CIRCLE PATTERN DEFT.
Boom 1324
211 W. Wicker Dr.
Chicago
Enclose IS cents In coins for
Pattern No
Size
Name
Address

TIPS to
(jardeners
!' CHALLENGE TOUR COOKING ABILITY?
(See* Recipes Below)
LENTEN
Idf Lenten yegeta" at the Lenten sea-that season
es us as good
; new and
_ which will enof the family—
Iwill perchance beijfamily favorite that
'Jmust" on our recthe year.
of new ideas for
Ibles as contained
in this column to*
day. Not only will
you like these
new ideas for
cooking vegetables — but also
equally as much
I think you will
'.like some of the
_ them. Note the
jfeshown in the photo~ good enough for
do they not, yet
to dress them up
~ them with
and the carrots
with tiny sprigs of
);it .everyday foods—
' ' aent and of
tie new .favorites.
toi time, try each
7you'll like all
v.

ge guests .coming
n't know what
, cover your
them choose
attractive arpeas, onions
Onions.
Dr large Bermuda
1 cut in slices ,
ate slices into
for a feyr minrbll in flour. Pry
has been heated
% hot enough to
bread in 1 minute,
j^golden brown, ret and drain on abSerVe,: very hot with

i Bice Ring.
puree

"

|<airry .powder
paprika
jf:;

* . ,

in boiling salted waand drain. Place in
dry sh'ghtiy in oven,
aove rice ring from
peas hi the center,
, lice made of the tceasoningr and melted
iJ:yeryiip;t. •;
Potato Baskets.
Etvel oranges in half
centers. Cube the

I**, top each half orange
allow and continue
lallow is puffy
Remove from
at once.
and Shrimp.
n-sized tomatoes
butter
diced green pepper
minced onion
J shrimps—diced
tomatoes. Melt but
pan and add diced
onion, and shrimp
very lightly and fll
'Sprinkle with but
crumbs and bake un
Eare tender.
I Baked Onions.
a
ead crumbs
salt
i, minced and cooked
crumbs .
outer skin of the on
in half horizontally
jg salted water, uncov

Want to Learn Some New
Household Tricks?
Of course you do—and it's the
simple easy way of doing things
-ras ferreted out by millions of
homemakers that have been com-,
piled in this book, "Household
Hints"—a book that literally every homemaker should own.
To get your copy, to learn the
household tricks that for some
reason or other you just haven't
thought of before—send 10 cents
in coin to Eleanor Howe, 919
North Michigan Avenue, Chicago,
Illinois — ask for the booklet
"Household Hints."

GARDENING AS HOBBY
/7J.ARDENING as a hobby can
^* be made to pay excellent dividends. As an example, a Missouri woman reports she made a
net profit of $300 from her twothirds-acre garden hi a single season. Figured at market prices,
food used fresh was $230; food
canned, $80; and food stored, $71.
Seed and sets cost her only $20.
There are two major requisites
to obtaining garden profits of this
kind. They are, willingness to
work and the use of quality seed.
It is important also to devote
considerable space to multiple purpose crops like beets, onions, and
tomatoes—crops that can be used
in a variety of ways.
Here, briefly, are the uses of
principal multi-purpose crops; Onions — green, as relish; mature
bulbs fried, stewed, or as seasoning; bulbs for pickle, and relish
making; tops for seasoning; bulbs
for storage. Tomatoes — fresh
fruits for slicing or stewing, for
immediate table use; for canning,
or for making tomato juke, or tomato catsup; green tomatoes for
frying, or for use in pickle relishes, or in pie filler (like mince
meat); yellow fruits for preserves,
juice, or immediate table use.
Cabbage—fresh in slaw, or salad; cooked for table use; canned
as kraut, or stored. Beets—tops
for greens; roots cooked fresh,
canned, pickled, or stored.

Put small cooked hamburger <
cakes between two hot biscuit
halves and top them with a brown
savory gravy or well seasoned
white sauce. You'll like these.
* » •
Wire and iron bed-springs that
become rusty should be given a
coat of paint.
* • *
A strong railing to prevent falls
and plenty of headroom are two
important necessities for any safe
cellar steps. When the steps are
in a dark place, several coats of
white paint applied to the steps
will make for greater safety.
* * *.
To glaze doughnuts while they
are still warm dip in bowl in
which 3 tablespoons butter have
been mixed with 4 tablespoons
boiling water and 1 cup sifted
confectioner's sugar. Let doughnuts "dry" on waxed paper.

Mirrors should never be hong
where the sun shines directly on
them for any length of time.
* * •
Put your white wash on the sunny side of the line and keep the
colored clothing in the shade.
* * *
Meat should not be seasoned until it is partially cooked.

Ministers and Speakers!
Did acid stomach, "fullness" or
heartburn spoil an otherwise perfect
talk? Not if yon had ADLA Tablet*
handy for quick relief. Get ADLA
Tablets at your drug store.
Labor's Power
Labor has the power to rid us
of three great evils—Boredom,
Vice and Poverty.—Voltaire.

. . . doesn't cough' fa public. Smith Bros.
Cough Drops relieve coughs due to colds—
pleasaqtrf. Two kinds-Black or Menthol, St.

Smith Bros. Cough Drops an the
only drops containing VITAMIN A
THAI

Vitamin A (Carotene) raises the resistance of
mucous membranes of nose and throat to
cold'infections, when lack of resistance is due to Vitamin A deficiency.

Cropping Time
There is a cropping-time to the
races of men, as in the fruits of
the field; and sometimes, if the

MARK

stock be good, there springs up for
a tune a succession of splendid
men; and then comes a period of
barrenness.—Aristotle.

For the color and beauty

ered, until onions are almost tenyou've always wanted
der (approximately 20 minutes).
Take care to preserve shape of C)NE little,' two little, three little
i
\
onions while cooking. Drain, and ^fashions—all in one easy pat\Buy
them
from
your
local dealer
arrange cut side up in a buttered tern (No. 1313-B) that even inexbaking dish. Remove the center of perienced-at-sewing mothers can
each onion and chop fine. Mix with make with more fun than effort.
the soft bread crumbs, salt and pep- This design includes a sleeveless
per, and bacon. Fill onion halves pinafore,, a brief trifle of bolero
and top with the buttered bread and a sunbonnet, all as cute as a
crumbs. Cover bottom of the.bak- baby in a bathtub! In the flaring
ing dish with water and bake in a pinafore alone,, your tot can be as
which actually happen, than in anSupporting Misfortunes
moderate oven (350 degrees) until carefree, and hoydenish as she
It is better to employ our minds ticipating those which may happen
onions are tender and bread crumbs could wish, playing on the sands
in supporting the misfortunes to us.—La Rochefoucald.
have browned, approximately Vi or the greensward or her own
backyard. When she adds the bohour.
lero, she's as demurely dressed for
'Cauliflower a la Parmesan.
a visit to grandma as you could
1 head cauliflower, cooked
Had Hen but Been Long on
wish. The eye-proteqting bonnet,
3 tablespoons grated cheese
of
course,
goes
beautifully
with
Legs and Short on Neck!
1 cup white sauce
either or both. Thus', by repeat% cup buttered bread crumbs
ing this one pattern time and
The landlady glanced round the
Place cauliflower in greased cas- again, you can outfit your- small
table at her twelve hungry boardserole. Pour white sauce over cauli- daughter for spring and summer
ers before starting to carve the
flower, and sprinkle with cheese and fun.
rather sad-looking chicken.
bread crumbs. Bake in moderate
This little outfit looks adorable
In rapid succession she asked
oven (375 degrees F.) 30 minutes, in red-checked gingham, flowered
each which part of the fowl he
or until crumbs are delicately percale, plain or striped seersuckpreferred. Ten of them decided
browned. Serves 6.
er and buttercup yellow chamon legs.
Spinach Not Ring.
The carver dropped her knife
(Serves 6)
witli'
a clatter on. the dish.
3 cups cooked spinach
Real
Necessities
"What
do you imagine this is?"
Th* Perfect Leavening Agent
3 eggs (beaten)
she said, sarcastically, pointing to
*h cup bread crumbs
the chicken. "A centipede, or
% cup nut meats (cut fine)
Necessity hath no law. Feigned
what?"
V<t cup bacon fat
necessities, imaginary necessities,
"Oh, no," replied the boarder
*h teaspoon salt
are the greatest cozenage men can
Believing HI
i believe ill "of their neighbors than
Vt teaspoon pepper
put upon the Providence of God, who had been served. "Judging
Men are much more prone (the I to speak or believe well of them.—
by the piece of neck I've got, I
Chop the spinach and add the and make pretences to break
greater the pity) both to speak and [ Thomas a Kempis.
should imagine it was a giraffe."
beaten, eggs and other ingredients known rules by.—Cromwell.
in the order given. Turn into
a greased ring
mold and bake in
a moderately hot
oven (375 degrees
F.) about 30 minutes, or until it is
round
firm. Turn out on
platter.
Savory Glazed Carrots.
Cook until onions are tender:
2 tablespoons onion, chopped
2 tablespoons, butter
Flour carrots and saute with onions and butter for 10 minutes:
9 or 10 whole carrots, scraped (5 to
ff inches long)
2 tablespoons flour
*h teaspoon salt
• Prince Albert's "crimp cut" packs down in the tin —packs
• The post that's farthest away
Then pour on:
smoothly and evenly in your papers. Rolls fast, easy without
1 can consomme, diluted with
looks largest, doesn't it? But get
fuss, fumbling, or spilling. Smokes grand—smooth, mild, good*/i cup water
out your ruler and measure all
tasting from first smoke to last. (Same in piprt, too!)
(farce. You'll agree that die posts
Cover tightly and cook until carrots are tender. Sprinkle with
are exactly the same size!
chopped parsley just before serving,
Corn Souffle.
'SMCWJNG JOY AND LOTS OF IT!"
4 tablespoons butter
fej rooMrt laboratory "smoking bowl"
6 tablespoons flour
tests, Pitace Albert burned
snvs Jim Sellers
1 teaspoon salt
2 cups milk
2 cups canned corn
1 tablespoon chopped pimientos
PRINCE ALBERT
1 tablespoon finely, chopped onion
2 tablespoons chopped celery
tAVS RIGHT—ROLLS
thu tbo nonce of the 30 other
4 egg yolks
4 egg whites, beaten
Of tbo targest-Mlllng brands tested
Melt butter and add flour, salt
...cootostofalfl
end milk. Cook until very thick
sauce forms. Stir constantly. Add
corn, seasonings and egg yolks and
beat three minutes. Fold in egg
whites. Pour into buttered baking
dish, set in pan of hot water and
bake 40 minutes in moderate oven
(350 degrees F.).
Brussels Sprouts
TASTE!
Select light green, compact heads.
One quart will serve six. Remove
wilted leaves and soak for 15 minutes
in cold water. Drain and cook uncovered (or 20 minutes in boiling
water. Add salt the last 10 minutes. Drain and serve with HolJOY SMOK£
landaise sauce.

TOBACCO PACKAGES CAN SURPRISE
YOUJOO-THE P.A. POCKET TIN IS
GOOD FOR 70 "MAKIN'S" SMOKES

DEGREES
COOLER

SO EVEN. NO BULGES; NO
THIN SPOTS. FASTEST

ROUIN'AND
MILDEST SMOKING
I KNOW—AND WHAT
MEUOW, RICH

(Released by Western Newspaper Union.I
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Meals

Best Fed in Nation
Planned by Experts

i CHAMBERLIN
i Newspaper Union.)

By DR. V. A. TIEDJENS
(Auociutt Olntcoltorltt. If. J. AgHcultattl
Sxpnlaunt Stttioa.)

Tuberculosis Death
Rate Found Highest
Among Young Girls

•.

'

'

'
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JjOPICS

Helps to Prevent Big Loss
Caused by Drouth.

Sergeant Delvecchio's
t comes from Maj. Paul Lolexpert of the army's quarthough meals ore ..„„, <«..«.».,« . planned by experts, army cooks look the
t corps, who states emphat- sameEt*n
as they did, back in "17. This field kitchen staff is hard at work preparing for
it the army is and will con- mess, because the soldiers will probably
be very hungry.
| be the best fed g?oup of
ilation!
the market offers, lambs up to 60 mins, which, authorities claim, will
aging the analyses made pounds win be acceptable until'April make them better fighters.
messes throughout the 30, - when the new group is well
Strain on body and nerves which
lit Was Jbund that the Amer- along. Heifer meat will be accept- modern warfare brings about with
able
for
boned,
frozen
field
supplies.
•"er consumes 5,13$ calories
its lightning speed, whirl-wind devSmaller Cans Used.
compared to- the 3,000 of
astation and nerve-shattering maThe army has also stepped down chines causes army nutritionists to
lage American. In vitamins,
Tier: averages 5,760 units of its ideas on can sizes and will here- feel that soldiers must be fed not
'"*•" 1,173 (if vitamin B, 46 after buy some of its spiced pork only enough food of the right kind,
of vitetoin C, and 2.3 produces {such as Spam and Prem) but enriched fopds.
of vitamin B2—all hi in the 12-ounce cans of retail trade,
Dehydrated foods are also under^quantities than the average instead of holding doggedly to only going tests. These foods gccupy litthose cans large enough to feed a tle space, and therefore help the
battalion. Also,, six-ounce cans of quartermaster corps in its continual
Nutritious Food.
rations will be bought hi battle to ship as much food in as
:
arid get it" to the/soldier emergency
large quantities.
little space as possible.. Soldiers rei means a plateful of good,
Soldiers generally get meat for cently ate a test dinner prepared
' e, nutritious food. To food
and government men it five dinners, five suppers and four entirely from dehydrated foods, exrd work behind the scenes, breakfasts a week. Allowances for cept for the meat and gravy. The
dopn meal alone average around • menu included cream of tomato
conscription, when -the the
one-half
per man—more meat soup, roast beef with brown gravy,
id no more than 50,000 men, than the pound
ordinarily engulfs, mashed potatoes, ''creamed carrots,
given units, the food-buy- no mattercivilian
Tiow prosperous. •
cole slaw, cranberry jelly, apple and
fblem was. simple. The 130pumpkin pie.
The
foregoing
facts
are
probably
np quartermasters went peradequate to convince the reader that
A pound of cranberry flakes,
l to local markets.
military experts recognize the im- "gross weight," expands to serve
he problem changed over- portance of good food in maintaining 109 soldiers, whereas a pound of
•Not only will the army short- a high esprit de corps, morale and canned cranberry jelly represents
i a million and a half men efficiency 61 an army, Without good only 6% servings.
P, but the number of men in food and nutrition, all other prepaFood value of the dehydrated
ip will be tremendous,
ration, no matter ' how carefully preparations is apparently equal to
i of 25,000 men require more planned, will not be brilliantly or that of canned foods, but tests are
Cities Of equal'size. The efficiently executed.
now being conducted to obtain acbe about the biggest food
The collapse of Germany in 1918 curate information as to the vitamin
f^and distributor in the country, was partially due to malnutrition of and mineral values that the dried
ed in size only by A & P and the German soldier; the rout of the foods contain.
one or two other'chains,
Italians in Caporetto in October,
All this planning is a far cry
ertain staple items, such as 1917, has been traced to the drastic from the meager-unbalanced meals
(.goods, army purchases may reduction hi the Italian army ration fed the Colonial , Army. And it
lount to from 10 to 15 per put into effect the proceeding Feb- proves that those in command are
total production. Food or- ruary; similarly, the defeat of the leaving no stone unturned in their
|at' used to require less-than- British at Gallipoli in the Darda- effort to serve, ,in American Army
1 shipments will call for thenelles campaign of 1915-1916 has camps everywhere, the finest mesa
'(it of many solid carloads. So, been attributed to the failure of on earth 1
"" at local buying •. is out of mind, nerve and muscle, caused by
pjstion, and centralized pur- rations so unbalanced as to permit
vis the only logical answer. a high percentage of both beri beri
and scurvy.
Regional Markets.
Aware of the importance of food,
fork offices will buy all sugee, tea, spices and other the quartermaster corps, directly
tured items. Chicago will responsible for providing .food, and
| canned vegetables, cannedplenty Of it, has efficient personnel,
MINNEAPOLIS.,— Girls between
^cereal, flour and similar highly trained hi the science of nu- 15 and 25 years of age have lagged
trition,
inspection,
and
preparation
produced on a nationfar behind young men of the same
. San Francisco will buy of food.
ages, in the improvement of the tuMaintain Cooking School.
I and dried fruits, salmon and
berculosis death rate.
Vest coast produce.
Because there has been difficulty
Each year 65 per cent more girls
lay I, the date when the army in the past in obtaining enough good die from the disease than their
'art 'issuing'rations to local cooks, the army even maintains brothers, boy friends and husbands
masters in actual food, rath- cooking schools (one of which is lo- in the 15-25 age bracket, according
leash, these new super offices cated in every army corps area) to a study by the Northwestern Naready to take over all con- whose facilities, may be severely tional Life, Insurance company.
etting, according to Douglas tested by the rapid growth of our
In the United States tuberculosis
achie, food purchase co-ordi- citizen army. The best cooks, it is does its deadliest work nowadays
said, are Negroes, Frenchmen and
among women of child-bearing ages,
> it conies to buying food, thes Italians.
the population segment most vital
The
ration
(food
provided
for
one
far more finicky than the
to America's present and future, the
housewife. Old army rules man for one day) being used by study points out.
t»at a packer could deliver on our citizen army for its one-year of
Biological differences—the greater
contract no lamb weighing training is called the Garrison ra- changes in the female organism at
tion.
It
consists
of
39
items,
such
as
iian 45 pounds, .and the soladolescence—make girls and young
aess tables used to be guard- 10 ounces of beef and 8 ounces of women naturally more susceptible
other
meats;
10
ounces
of
potatoes
all but^.steer beef. But
and 11 ounces of other fresh vege- to tuberculosis.
|allchangednow.
The male death rate from tuberse the army can't be guided tables; 12.ounces of-flour; 1% ounces culosis overtakes that of women at
of
rolled
oats
and
a
little
more
than
M the boal^ says, but by what 10 ounces of rice and dried beans; about age 30, and thereafter runs
20 ounces of butter; 1 egg; 1% steadily higher, but in the childounces of lard; 8 ounces of fresh bearing ages from 20 to 35, 22 per
milk and 10 of evaporated; 5 ounces cent more women die of tubercuof sugar; 5 ounces of fruit, 20 of losis than do men of corresponding
The greatest number of
coffee and smaller amounts of va- ages.
rious others, such as jams, jellies, deaths from this cause among any
age-sex group . occurs
peanut butter and condiments. The five-year
shipping weight of this food is 5& among young women aged 20-24, and
pounds every day for each man., the second largest group of fataliThe cost? $750,000 a day for a mil- ties occurs among young women
aged 25 to 29.
lion and a half soldiers.
Since .girls first reach maximum
This Garrison ration, however, is
not limited to these 39 items, which susceptibility to tuberculosis in their
might become monotonous. This is early teens, the report) suggests that
prevented vby a system of substitu- all high schools should conduct
tion, which permits "the mess officer health classes in which effects of
to substitute other items in the same "fad" diets, tobacco, alcohol, insufgeneral class of foods of about equal ficient sleep, and scanty clothing are
nutritive value. That is, in place of graphically taught.
It also recommends that parents
the 10 ounces of beef each day, he
may substitute an equal amount of of teen-age and older girls should
lamb,.mutton, veal, liver, 05 pork. act promptly upon, observing any
/Latest news for army diets is the symptoms of lassitude, even slight
ttche
nTfc f '***wl|«*»»'« «*« it used plan
for feeding soldiers bread forti- elevation of temperature, or Ipss of
Unese giant suid peelers can each
fied by the morale-building B vita- appetite.
[bushel of polSJow « minute.
A tuberculin test should be made,
supplemented by X-ray chest examsrnment Buys Auto Trailers for Defense Workers inations wherever indicated. II
3HmGTON.-More than 2,000 fense housing program to provide there has been any exposure through
obUe trailers are being pur- shelter for families of industrial association with a case of tubercup oy the government to fur- workers in areas where the period of losis in class or elsewhere, tests
f stopgap" housing in crbwded defense employment is expected to should always be made.
••* areas.
A case of pleurisy without pneube relatively short. In addition to
i are expected to ab- the trailers, Farm Security will monia, th« report warns, should in
.«, *
*ne entire • output of build dormitories for approximately the case of a* girl or young woman
igest manufacturers in the 2,900 single men working in such in- be considered tuberculosis until definitely proved otherwise. If tuberbusiness for some time, ac- dustries.
When they are no longer needed culosis is detected in its early stages
U? 9- B. Baldwin, Farm Seaaministrator.
hi the original locations, the trailers and modern treatment is promptly
trailer
begun and carried through, a cure
e a . can be moved to other areas- with
wm ^ estab.
is usually assured:
Part of the emergency
de- emergency housing problems.
' :

„ ..K-OJU

LIQUIDS REPLACE
DRY FERTILIZER

^i'Y.—ArheriJT grtnying army, will
April 7 as Army
Ei(J.throuighbut the
iether visiting civiliM oiy notf fliey will be
phe best fed army in
They will see men
is watched so careeven the number of
lid vitamins they eat
led far in advance,
i feeds its soldiers betcent of American-f amiled." . . . these are the
t ergt. Thomas L. Delveci of the U. S. Army School
p arid Cooks at Ft. Slocum,
rid he should know!

^
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IMPROVED

UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

. Farmers heed no longer fear the
bugaboo of drouthy years that heretofore have robbed them of returns
they should have had on their fertilizer dollars. They are licking the
problem by applying fertilizer in
solution instead of in the dry form
to vegetables, farm crops, pastures.
By thus applying chemical fertilizer dissolved in water, the burning of fertilizers applied dry ia
eliminated and phosphates are made
more available.
Liquid fertilizers are used as
starter solutions applied to the roots
of plants when they are set, or applied in the drill with beans, corn,
and other seeds. They may also be
applied as a side-dressing as the
crops are growing.
Regular fertilizer mixtures may
be used for liquid applications, but
they usually have so much residue
that the solution must be prepared
a day or two in advance and the
liquid separated from the residue.
These mixtures are too acid for
starter solutions, but may be used
for side-dressing purposes.
• Higher analysis mixtures have
been used to better advantage when
the phosphorus was derived from
mono-ammonium phosphate. A 1326-13 mixture, made with urea,
mono-ammonium phosphate, muriate of potash and nitrate of soda
and used at the rate of 2 to 4 pounds
in 50 gallons of water, has given
very good results as a starter or
side dressing solution. This mixture
is almost wholly soluble and can be
made up as it is used. It becomes
sticky when exposed to the air.
Liquid fertilizers have given more
economical results than dry mixtures due to the greater availability of the phosphates.
Liquid fertilizers have been used
successfully to grow large acreages
of tomatoes, beans, cauliflower,
broccoli, cabbage, sweet corn and
celery. In every case yields were
better because, as growers stated,
the crops grew in spite of dry
weather.

Spring Pasture Feeding
Changes Flavor of Milk
Slight defects in flavor may prevent full enjoyment of milk and thus
curtail its' use, says H. A. Herman
of the Missouri college. It is to the
interest of every producer or handler of milk then to protect the
flavor of milk and its products.
Flavors in milk may originate at
various stages in its production and
handling. Bad flavors are not necessarily associated with the safety
of milk for food purposes.
In early spring, and hi particular
on short and weed-infested pastures,
weed flavors are quite common
since cows are forced to eat herbage they might otherwise refuse.
Cows in milk should not be forced to
depend too heavily on pastures infested with wild onions or similar
weeds.
If the dairyman has no
other choice, however, he can hold
the flavors imparted by these various weeds to a minimum by removing the cows 3 to 6 hours before
milking tune.
A change from dry feeding to
grass always results in a different
flavor appearing in the milk, and
customers sometimes complain.
These flavors can be prevented by
following a well planned routine of
feeding.

Farm Notes
Total American crop production
this year was the second largest
on record, being surpassed only in
1937, reports the U. S. bureau of
agricultural economics.
• * •
More than 1,000,000 frozen-food
lockers in more than 3,200 plants
are now available to families of the
United States, reports the Farm
Credit administration.
• * *
Good pasture is the best source of
vitamin A for live stock. Vitamin A
promotes growth, health, vigor, long
life, appetite, digestion, reproduction, and resistance to infection.
• * *
An Ohio survey made in 1924 in
nine counties revealed that 47 per
cent of the farm homes were more
than 50 years old and, the average
distance from the well to the kitchen
was 74 feet.
» • •
Forest land in the United States so
heavily cut over that it is practically
idle represents an area equal in size
to Italy, says U. S. forest service.
• • •
A recommended remedy fer ridding hogs of worms is a full feed of
whole oats which have been soaked
In buttermilk given «i*teCA,t)te.hogs
have been kept off teed, for 24 to 30
hours. The oats should be soaked
for 10 or 12 hours. Buttermilk can
be prepared by mixing one gallon
of semi-solid buttermilk with 12 gallons of water.

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

By HAROLD L. LUNDQUI8T. D. D.
' Dean ot The Vooiy Bible Institute

(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

Lesson for April 6
. I<esson subjects and Scripture texts seCouneU of Reuglous Education: used by
permission.

CHRIST PROMISES POWER
LESSON TEXT—Acts 1:1-12.
GOLDEN TEXT—But ye shall receive

power, after that tha Holy Ghost I* come
upon you: and ye shall be witnesses unto
in*, both In Jerusalem, and In all Judea,
and In Samaria, and unto the uttermost part
of the earth.—Acts 1:8.

Important things bear repetition.
Luke, who wrote both the Gospel
and the Acts, presents the ascension
of Christ, His promise of power, and
His command to witness, at the conclusion of the Gospel and -at the
beginning of the Acts. "The one is
all suffused with evening light; the
other is radiant with the promise of
a new day. The one is the record
of a tender farewell; in the other,
the sense of parting has almost been
absorbed in the forward look to the
new phase of relationship which is
to begin."—(Alexander Maclaren).
I. The Proof of Christ's Resurrection (w. 1-3).
Before telling of "the day hi which
he was taken up," Luke makes it
clear that the ascended Christ, who
had made the promise of power to
His disciples, was the very one who
died for our sins, but who could not
be holden of death or the grave. He
arose, of which there are indeed
"many infallible proofs" (v. 3). At
Easter tune we recall the fact that
leading historians and experts in the
field of evidence have declared that
the resurrection is the best established fact in all history.
The fact that for forty days after
His resurrection Christ was among
His disciples, speaking to them of
the things of the kingdom of God, is
significant and conclusive proof in
itself.
As the indispensable dynamic of
their service as His witnesses, He
now assures them that they will
receive power.
n. The Promise of Christ's Power
(w. 4-8).
,
They were to tarry in Jerusalem
until the power of the Holy Ghost
came upon them. This took place
on the day of Pentecost (Acts 2)
when the Holy Spirit came to abide.
We no longer are called on to tarry
for the Holy Spirit to fall on us, for
the moment we believe. He comes
into our lives in blessed abiding
presence. But we do need to tarry,
to wait for His fullness of power,
before we attempt to minister for
Christ. We need to yield to Him for
His fullness, bringing out emptiness
that He may fill us and then use us.
The disciples had an important
question to ask (v. 6) regarding the
restoration of the kingdom. The reply of Jesus turned their attention
from that future matter to their
present obligation to witness for Him
and their need of power for that wit.
ness. This does not mean that His
followers are to lack interest in the
Kingdom which Christ will one day
establish, nor that they should fail
to be interested in prophecy and its
fulfillment.' It does clearly mean
that we must leave tunes, seasons
and dates to the Lord and be diligently about the business of witnessing for Hun.
How greatly the little band of
disciples needed power in that day
to face a hostile, unbelieving world,
sunken in bondage to Satan, and
bring to it the convicting and converting message of the gospel. They
received that power, and in spite of
every hindrance the gospel through
the centuries has made its way to
the hearts of men, and won its victories for God.
We need that power today. The
Holy Spirit is here to give it to us,
as we yield our lives to God. There
are many Spirit-empowered men
and women in the Church today, but
relatively their number is small.
Who is ready to yield to His control
now, and thus swell the host of faithful and effective witnesses?
in. The Pledge of Christ's Return
(w. 9-12).
We mentioned last week that sermons are seldom preached on the
ascension of Christ, although it has
an important place in the Bible.
Even more glaring and disturbing
is the failure of preachers and teachers to declare 'the truth of the second coming of Christ. The promise
of it is written large on the pages
of the Bible, bui some men seem to
ignore it.
How plain and understandable is
the promise in this passage. "This
Jesus"—not some other—"shall so
come"; that is, personally, literally, and visibly. There is no ground
here for spiritualizing, to say, for
example that He comes hi death,
or that this was but a metaphorical
expression.
The ^text is very plain and emphatic.
In agreement, we find,
among others, such texts as Luke 21:
7; John 14:3; Philippians 3:20, 21;
I Thessalpnians 1:7-10; I Thessalonians 4:19; II Timothy 4:8; Hebrews
'9:28; Revelation 1:7. Unless we reject God's Word, we must receive
this truth, and should receive it with
joy, for it is the blessed hope of the
Church (Titus 2:13). He is coming
acrainl

Pattern 6902
'T'HE knitted jerkin—the well*
•*• dressed woman's standby for
variety in her wardrobe. Add this
one to yours—it's in a simple pattern stitch that's quickly done.
* • •
Pattern 6902 contains Instructions for
making the jerkin in sizes 12-14 and 16-18;
Illustrations of it and of stitches; mate*
rials needed. Send order to:
Sewing Circle Needlecraft Dept.
82 Eighth Ave.
New York
Enclose IS cents In coins for Pattern No
Name
Address

Tarpon Evoluting?
Scientists believe the tarpon
may be undergoing a strange evolution. An examination of their air
bladders has shown a large
amount of lung tissue, proving that
the fish are not entirely dependent
upon their gills for oxygen. This
may be the reason why they can
change from salt to fresh water
and vice versa. The tarpon is the
only fish that is known to have
passed through the canal, 40 miles
or so of which is fresh water.

D'ARMflJD
.AROUND 127$:
THE BBhK WY TO TREAT
COHSTIFWnON DUE TO LACK OF
PROPER BULK IN THE DIET IS TO
CORRECT THE CAUSE OF THE TROUBLE
WITH A DELICIOUS
CEREAL, KfUOfitt
AU-MMN. ,SAT
tT EVERY DAY AND;
DRINK PLENTY
Of WATER „

Truth Is Hardy
Truth is tough. It will not break,
like a bubble, at a touch; nay,
you may kick it about all day, like
a football, and it will be round and
full at evening.—Oliver Wendell
Holmes.

N-SK1D BOTTLE ^^;i(K-25»

BUREAU OF
STANDARDS
• A BUSINESS
organization which wants
to get the most for •the
money sets up standards
by which to judge what
is offered to it, just as in
Washington the government maintains a Bureau
oi Standards.
•You can have your own
Bureau of Standards, too.
lust consult the advertising columns of your newspaper. They safeguard
your purchasing power
every day of every year.
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THE ANITA TRIBUNE

WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

Hull Outlines U. S. Foreign Policy,
Emphasizes International Cooperation;
Nazis Surrendering Ukraine Foothold;
Congress Studies Simplified Tax Form

PACIFIC:
Action Widespread
From the Marshall Islands to Burma, the whole Pacific front was
aflame, with Allied forces pounding
against the Japs' stubborn outer defenses.
In mid-Pacific, U. S. battleships
and bombers plastered the enemy's
isolated holdings in the eastern
Marshalls, while farther to the southeast, U. S. army fliers ripped Jap
shipping moving troops and supplies
along the New Guinea coast for fighting in the rugged country around
Madang.
With one side and then the other
trying to hold off the other before
the rainy monsoon season sets in in
Burma, Allied troops launched an
air-borne offensive behind Jap lines
in the north, but the enemy struck
back with a full scale offensive to
the south, aimed at snapping U. S.
and British supply lines radiating
from India.

s

then cut the actual

Washington. D. C.
on the chair; t h '
oj a
muslin or old
LOOKING 'EM OVER
The other day, the White House New Yorker
The Wireless: Radio historian
called WPB's production wizard
(EDITOR'S NOTE: When opinions »re expresses In these columns, they Me those of
Harriet
Van Home quotes a medico
Charlie
Wilson,
to
come
to
see
tne
Western Newspaper Union's new» analysts and not necessarily ol this newspaper.)
as
saying
that listeners to the dayPresident.
Wilson
went
not
know____^— Released by Western Newspaper Union. .
ing what it was about and not know- time soap operas expose themselves
infi he was to stay to lunch. When to "increased blood pressure, noche got there, he found himself lunch- turnal frights, vasomotor instability,
vertigo, gastro - intestinal disturbing .with FDR, all alone.
The conversation ranged over ev- ances, profuse perspiration, tremors
erything under the sun, from tne and a slight touch of tachycardia
. Of course, that doctor is talkproblems of business management
to Far Eastern trade to Latin Amer- ing about only those who LIKE the
ican relations to war plant recon- programs . . . Marion Covendge,
version. When the President asked the minor (she's 14), packs a wallop
for Wilson's views on world tradS, with her ballads Sunday ayems via
the former General Electric execu- NBC . . . Too many radio jesters
really believe the studio audiences'
SHIPYARD FRAUD:
tive replied:
"Mr. President, I'm a manufac- i howls as legitimate. The result is
FBI Nips Scheme
i that the comics are getting careturer, not a merchandiser."
It still takes a long, long step to
The luncheon lasted more than two less. What brings big laughter in
keep ahead of the FBI.
hours and, after it was over, Wil- studios often brings yawns in the
Charged with falsifying work rec- son didn't know quite what to make parlors.
seams and a 4-inch tuck-bl
ords so as to draw higher pay, 34 of it, because no very important
a spring seat. Notch £*.
employees of the Bethlehem Steel problems regarding war production
The Love Letter of the Week: J? show how they should be j
company's Sparrows Point, Md., had been discussed. When he ex- From Quentin Reynolds' book, "The , When fitting a pattern,
shipyard were arrested by the FBI pressed bewilderment to close Curtain Rises": "Most of what I piece with an arrow, as»
and accused of defrauding the gov- friends later, they replied:
wrote hi the diary is nothing but ; indicate which way the i
ernment of sums amounting to a
"Why, Charlie, you're just a po- gossip. Still I suppose If a thou- ' the goods should run.
million dollars yearly.
litical neophyte! Don't you know
At the bottom of the ...
years from now someone were
Allegedly in operation for five what he was doing? Looking you sand
to
dig
up
the
Winchell
columns
of
years, the scheme involved welders, over to see how you would do as the 1920s, he would get a pretty M figured fabric is used, w „„
the pattern pieces so that ™<
who were said to have paid the men second man on the ticket."
clear picture of We here during centered tor the back and tj»,
Burma—In Burma CTen children smoke, so Pfc. Wayne Martin, Lot checking their work $1 or more
Embarrassed, Wilson replied: those hectic days. You cannot dis- chair.
'
Angela*, Calif., paste* cigarette* out to young natives as U. S. troop* per day for altering the records, "People don't seem to know that
•
•
*
miss
gossip
columns
by
saying
they
•nter Kachin.
enabling some to make as much as I'm a Republican."
NOTE^—This illustration is frtmi
discuss only trivial things. To a
$15 extra per day.
.NOTE—Some politicos figure that great extent they reflect the age in which alto contains working dli
FOREIGN POLICY:
diagram* for other types a i
FOOD:
More than 700 welders allegedly the President is now looking for a
and many illustrated ideas forth
were involved at the shipyards, conservative running mate with a which we live."
Outlined by Hull
house
a fresh start this sprint
Cant Feed World
where total employment exceeds Republican background who would
BOOK
9 U 18 cents. Addresi':
The concern of Americans in the
Declaring that the U. S. cannot 8,000, and 24 tankers and cargo swing votes from business. UnderEditorial Dep't Novelette: It haplight of the diplomatic jockeying in be the food basket of the world, War ships were turned out last year.
MRS. BUTH WTETH!
secretary of State Ed Stettinius is pened in the city room of one of the
Europe, U. S. foreign policy was
Food Administrator
Big Town gazettes . . . Two of the Bedford Hills
an
active
bidder
for
the
job.
Some
outlined by Secretary of State CorMarvin Jones said LOCKER PLANTS:
Drawer 10
conservative groups also figure that, boys were back to say hello . . .
dell Hull, with emphasis on world
that other Allied na- Increase Use
One (who has never been out of the
Xneloae
15
cents
(or Book Ni,|
if
they
can
pick
the
vice
president,
political and economic cooperation.
tions will have to
country) wore the army Oak leaf
FDR
will
resign
shortly
after
the
Name
Said Hull: "Some international
Due to an expected expansion of
provide a major
. . . The other wore the gray-green
agency must be created which can
share of postwar re- 25 per cent in war gardens this year, war and they will be in the saddle. of the marines, with a couple of
Addre*
—by force, if necessary—keep the
lief . in distressed a 10 per cent increase in frozen
hard-won stripes . . . Tippled and
ANZIO ORDNANCE
peace among nations in the future
food locker plant capacity for 1944
countries.
Although the problem of supply on blustering, the Major called upon
. . . Political differences which
Although U. S. is foreseen.
the
Anzio beachhead has been em- the Marine to salute . . . The kid represent a threat to the peace of the
So widespread has become use of
food supplies are
phasized,
another factor which the sponded quickly . . . After all, he
world should be submitted to agenadequate for civil- the locker plant, operators predict
had been only a copy-boy; the Macies which would use the remedies
ians and services, a 50 per cent expansion in facilities public doesn't realize is the prob- jor had been an editor, if you please
of discussion, negotiation, concilia- Marvin Jones Jones said, our ex- during the five years following the lem of ordnance.
Inside that slender foothold in . . . It was a tight, tense moment
tion and good offices . . . Disputes
portable surplus in war, with increasing use in big
Italy, there must be not only kitchens . . . A real editor, looked up from
of a legal character . . . should be proportion to the Allies' total cities.
work with studied puzzlement
adjudicated by an international amounts to 7 per cent of the wheat,
Originally designed as a rural and temporary hospitals but, even his
' Salaries of Teac
. . . "Tell be," he said in clipped,
court of justice . . . "
grain and flour; one-fourth of the service with 80 per cent in commu- more important, ammunition dumps quiet,
Of
the 900,000 public'-;
carrying syllables, "which one
After calling for abolition of fats and edible oils; one-third of the nities of 5,000 population or less, and repair shops. This is the job of
teachers' in the United I
stifling world trade barriers, Hull meat, fish and rice; and a little locker plants are most numerous in ordnance. A tank is no good unless of you was it who killed six Japs on 1042-43, approximatelyi
declared for stabilizing currencies more of canned fish, dried fruits, the Middlewest, though their popu- it is kept in repair and it is the job Guadalcanal?" . . . The Major ceived less than $1,200 andi
lor the smooth flow of goods and of peas and beans.
larity has spread to New England, of ordnance not only to build tanks, waddled out the door . . . The kid 66,000 of this number re
but to train men to go' along with was too modest.
and services, and offering financial
The nation's foreign relief contri- the South and Far West.
than $600 for their year's i
them into the field of battle to see
assistance to countries to enable butions chiefly will be made up of
that
they
are
kept
running.
them to obtain resources lor main- dry beans and peas, cereals, soya
Midtown Vignette: This is one of
taining then- business and agricul- products and minimum amounts of
The same is true of artillery and those shawt-shawts that caress the
Business-Finance
tural life.
every other type of weapon. That eyes and ears . . . He is a very
animal proteins and concentrates,
is why the Anzio beachhead has to young member of a Fortress crew
Jones said.
RUSSIA:
maintain machine shops and repair now being rehabilitated after servMore stress will have to be placed Mail Order
on dirt crops at home, Jones said,
Because of shortages of merchan- garages, plus a large number of ice among theflakin Europe . . .
Near Hungary
because short feed supplies will cut dise, Montgomery Ward & Co., Inc., trained ordnance men to keep the He has most of the campaign ribFalling back under the advance livestock
levels.
America's No. 2 mail order house, weapons at the front operating. All bons but no medals for outstanding
of Russian armies, Nazi troops rewas
unable to fill orders for $105,000,- of this has to be done under the ter- heroism . . . Two of his buddies
treated to the long shadows of the Crop Acreage
000 in.19.43.. Cost to the company, for rific hazard of enemy artillery fire, have several . . , The lads had a
Carpathian mountains in Hungary,
Only in oats, rice and sorghums will handling the orders, moreover, ap- because Nazi.rbig guns are. never out few hours, leave last night and deguarding central Europe, while far- War
Pood administration goals for proximated $8,000,000, contributing of range.
cided to gd to one of the night spots
ther to the southeast, other Ger- 1944 be
Window KMMU, ...
equalled or exceeded, the to the decline hi earnings for the
Paradoxical fact is that the man with their buddy and his bride . . .
man forces were surrendering their department
•pd ««Jdbl», tint wW
responsible
for
the
good
job
being
of
agriculture
declared,
year
to
$20,677,098.
Average
numAnd
because
he
had
no
silver
star
last foothold on the rich mineral and with soybeans, peanuts, corn, wheat,
done
by
ordnance
is
a
former
navy
ber
of
employees
is
78,000.
or other medals—the other two
farm land of the Ukraine.
barley, flaxseed, potatoes, sweet poman. He is hard-hitting Maj. Gen. didn't wear theirs.
*•**• fcy l!S
In backing up to the Carpathians, tatoes, dry beans and peas, tobacco, Rails
Levin Campbell, chief of ordnance,
tKhaicloM.
the Germans abandoned additional hay and sugar beets likely to fall
Ordinarily a small item in peace- who graduated from Annapolis but
territory hi prewar Poland, while below the mark.
time, special freight rates to the later joined the coast artillery and
In W47. oirtomobB. ,---,
The Magic Lanterns: Hollywood,
their withdrawal to the southeast
wndMd 2,043,000 con, M
government on goods moving over has been hi the army ever since
which has too often pictured a kick
Unless
the
weather
is
unusually
brought the Russians closer to the favorable, the wheat crop may not land; granted to the railroads may
mated Ifcof 1,19W>Op in
a
Jap's
pants
as
the
pay-off
for
It was Campbell who decentralRumanian border, from which the exceed 750 million bushels against cut the rails' wartime earnings from ized
Pearl Harbor, gets down to cases
the
somewhat
moribund
ordpopulation was being evacuated.
836 million in 1943, USDA said, while 300 to 5QQ million dollars, Union Pa- nance department shortly after in "The Purple Heart." Here's a
dkn» of the wncbtr.
The Nazis' remaining toehold to 3,126,000,000 bushels of corn should cific President William M. Jeffers Pearl Harbor, moving ammunition flicker that brings the film colony
the Ukraine was being steadily loos- be harvested if yields equal the 1939- said. Repeal of such rates is being to i>t. Louis, automotive vehicles to up to date. Its story gets inside
Do*** f*»9*t *• »"• Jjjj
ened as the Russians slashed deep- '42 average. Potato output should sought.
t«H.» Ihw,fern*"**
Detroit, safety and security to Chi- you and twists and burns with its rely into their lines all along this front, drop to 410,000,000 bushels compared Renegotiation
cago, artillery carriages to Rock Is- port on the Sneakanese savagery
thm wton In actual •»
threatening the German units with with the record 464,000,000 of last
land, 111., and getting things away The tale is told not with a ladle, but
Stating
that
contractors
whose
encirclement from the rear.
year.
with
a
typewriter
of
cold
steel.
Dana
from
Washington
where,
as
he
war orders had been cancelled by
AllMMl 16 latinAndrews, Sam Levene and Richard
"There seems to be a general fear the government have received no
have soft and
P
breathing
TAX FORMS:
your°
neck?
^^
that there will be an inadequate sup- more than 10 per cent of their settleConte are superb as the captured
ply of labor needed during short ment claims and some have waited
It was Campbell who cleared the fliers . . . Nora Bayes gets her
Plan Simplification
for harvesting certain crops over a year for action, a senate sub- decks for the famous bazooka ant£ bwg sung and danced in "Shine On
The nation's 50,000,000 taxpayers periodsare
dependent on seasonal la committee pressed for legislation tank gun. Though he has been Harvest Moon," a rich load of ye
who heroically tussled with this which
bor,"
the
USDA
said.
granting contractors
immediate criticized for not developing an air- old tyme nostalgia. Its typical of
year's income tax
financial assistance up to 90 per cent plane rocket gun similar to the Ger- the them-was-the-daysish musicals
form won't have to EUROPE:
of their claims to provide working SC* ATV Wu? feally General and you can't imagine anyone not
do battle again in
Hap
Arnold, chief of the air reveling in some of the memories of
capital for other production.
1945, if congress Invasion Moves
forces,
who
failed to take action on the big town before it went soft on
acts favorably on
While the British ordered Engthe airplane rocket gun when its crepes suzettes and laced shoes.
Rep. Robert Dough- land's south invasion coast closed EUROPEAN RELIEF:
feasibility was proposed several
ton's legislation for and Allied bombers continued to Ask Food Shipments
simplified tax pay- hammer German industry and deIn the forthcoming: film of Nora
Long opposed by the British bements.
Bayes hie-, "Shine on Harvest
fenses, Adolf Hitler moved with his cause it would relieve the blockade
Under Doughton's customary suddenness in establishMoon," they omit this incident .
plan, 30 million ing direct Nazi control over Hun- girdling Axis Europe, plans for
Nora
once wired E. F. Albee, the
J DIIR
Americans earning gary in preparation for the big Al- feeding the needy of*occupied counvaudeville magnate: "Beginning
tries
were
pushed
forward
in
WashRep.Doughton less than
$5,000 lied offensive against the continent.
Wee my salary must be
ington, D. C., with a house commit- they develop," according To As
om »
\ . . . Aibee repu
WO*
yearly in wages and
000
a week"
Hitler's action was designed to in- tee's recommendation that the U. S. ant Secretary of War McCloy?"
ed':
salaries would simply file a copy of corporate Hungary economically and
Your
salary
will
remain
$1,000
per
Uiey
ever
miss
,
the/'cafch
one
their withholding receipt, and the militarily into the German wehr- undertake the task under supervi,^£ K V « Nor.a opened as schedtreasury then would figure whether macht as Rumania and Bulgaria al- sion of neutral powers.
e r Sin8in ei h
Similar to a proposal already apthey owed more taxes or were en- ready have been, so as to provide
"T«k
M a ^Out
e Ball
« t ba«
of
MERR
Take
Me
to the
Game"
AT FIRST
proved
by
the
senate,
the
house
plan
«u .
*-GO-ROUND
titled to a refund. People receiving a common pool of resources and
IOFA
she
stopped
the
music
and
told
the
CMystery
recently
surrounded
th*
sponsored
by
Rep.
Fish
(N.
Y.)
less than $5,000 in wages and sal- men for use against invading armies
aiKuence: "That's $1,000 worto of
asked that the -Swiss and Swedish apartment of the Argentines
aries but more than $100 in other in the Balkans.
my act"-and walked off.
governments and the International air attache. Lieut. Ronald J
income would file a simplified
In closing the English invasion Red Cross be requested to supervise ter. His rooms at the Marlyn
statement.
coast, the British sealed off terriwere charred and burned In
The present normal and surtax tory facing France and the Low- shipments and distribution of food rnents
diplomatic corps, the Bo«in
would be combined into a new sur- lands on the south, and Norway and in France, Belgium, Poland, Greece, the
tax and raised to 20 per cent of the Denmark on the east, prospective Czechoslovakia, Norway, the Nether- that dirty work h'd'taken'S^
j
lands and Jugoslavia so that none cause of Argentina's anti-U. S
first $2,000 of taxable income, and second front sites.
shall fall in German hands.
round and round looking for an idea
although the victory tax would be
Meanwhile, bitter action raged
Citing such relief to Greece last
abolished, a new normal tax of 3 around
•V '« n ,? came to toe phrase:
the
Cassino
foothills
for
the
per cent would be imposed on net key to the road to Rome, and fight- year. Fish said the U. S. state de- I
3 6
8
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uf the
<*
posterity —''a ?^
heckler
in the audi.
income over $500. All exemptions ing fluctuated at the Anzio beach- partment certified the successful op- |
tent
to
recover
frornTab^n
%$£
eration
of
the
plan,
without
beneflt
would be set at $500 per person.
ide poisoning.
'«onoxhead to the northwest.
to Germany.
CLThe warning that more
VACATION GAS
must be drafted comes
HIGHLIGHTS
in th« weeh'9 ntwt
Winter vacationists who drove to of another warning^
Florida resorts and now are unable i oners no longer nn
to obtain gasoline to return to their i for farm labor
GUARDS: Members of the Coast
U.
S.
EMPLOYMENT:
Total
numGuard Temporary Reserve, an or- ber of persons employed in the Unit- homes cannot expect assistance by !! as a co-bellige
appealing to Chester Bowles. The Italians out of the prisoner
ganization established by the navy ed
••uuup uian most
has declined to the low- head of the Office of Price Adminis- CLHarold Hopper, recently
to guard factories, are being mus- est States
i. Dr. Werneffl ven
point in two years, at 50,200 000 tration curtly refused to overrule ! ChlCf
f
tered out. Civilian patrolmen will at the end of February. Last July
Powder lets yo"u « .all.. »»
° urging' the American
tion,
is
Florida
rationing
boards.
War
needs
protect the plants in the future.
tsl"!
the total was 54,600,000. The all| industry to get busy now 1
•voiSembarrassSHOTGUN SHELLS: The WPB time peak was hi August, 1942, with must come first, he said.
ent of loose
"We simply do not have enough l motion picture ernbarpo**
may release about 26,000,000 shot- 54,800,000 people at work. Most of
gun shells for sale to civilians early the reduction is accounted for by gasoline to earmark any dt it for war. Free distribution of
in April, according to information withdrawal of women from tempo- driving to and from vacation resorts, one o! the best means of
if we are to meet these needs," Mr! ' propaganda-should be a pia,
pbtained by Senator Maybank.
"
rary jobs.
*
Bt
the peace table, Hopper u rges
Bowles stated
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By ED WHEELAN
BIG TOP
e>eFORE T enow you
THIS • SEFP. LISTEN TCP ME
FOR A CHAN&t !' I'VE BEEN
GOIN<S- INTO THE
EACH PAV FOR ^UST ONE-TW'NQ T \WA& TW\NKIN& OF A NEW ACT
1
FDR THE SHOW AND WAS
,-, TO
IT UP

'*. VJHAT KIHD
OF AM ACT
DON'T 1RV TO
HE To
VOU CAN'T &ET
Av/AV

NEARLY GOT
MV POWER
SOON
HE WILL
To
I COMMAND HIM
TO

"THE OO?,PEL TRUTH,
I'VE BEEN WORKING
ON ZENPA FOP? SOME

TIME AND "MAT

I ALlUAVS SENr ALL
-WE GUARDS OUT OF
TtNT SO THAT I COULD
CONCENTRATE'.'.
TAKE A LOOK AT THIS
LITTLE
BOOK
n

MESCAL IKE

JUST
HOW CAN 1
CONCENTRATE
REMEMBER
LALA.
WHAT I TOOK ,
IN AND SPENT ^CONCENTRATE
AND WHAT FOR
IN 1934?

hedg
o'Clock *ffl produce at
Within two months after
planted* ,'
borders
ample cut
tor the'bptoewife, may b e (
thft first summer. The
grtwhtt tod most dependaSI
nuatojBpr cutting included
nias, Marigolds, Bachelor]
and Petunias. There are tan,
divmt,.and dwarf varieties7,
Most widely used of fasting annual Vines is Heavenly!
Morning: Glory, ^,hose . ']
blue flowers are in a d
themselves. It is well to
the, coat of Heavenly Bluei
before planting them to
their otherwise slow ger

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA Simple Arithmetic
SIS, DON'T WORRY
TOO MUCH ABOUT
THAT INCOAAE TAX
MAN- HE WON'T
HURT YOU

TELLMt
1HKTZENOA
IS MOV) SICK
3USTUKETWE

SURE I CANI MADE $34*61
IN 1031 AND
AIN'T EARNED
A NICKEL
SINCE

I SUPPOSE YOU
CAN REMEMBER
ALL YOUR FIGURES
FOR FOUR OR
FIVE YEARS
BACK!
u SMARTY!

Pol the Trigger

J^s, rift]
Ease for Stomach,
„ Whai conttipation brings on &,
digestion, itomacb upset, Hoatintj
•P»* BMtCoated tongue, sourt
had breath, your stomach is u,
crying tbn blues" because yourb
don t move. It calls for Laxativeto pull the trigger on those lazy b,
coobioed witnSyrup Pepsin (or a,
wae to your rtomach in taking. Fc»«
inany D&ttjn ba?e given pepsin J
lAUpOtf VB- uUSf prescriptions I
medidnemore agreeable to a tout.
ach. So be rare your laxative c
~ ' Insist on Dr. f
.—JCOmbinedwithS,
r
SjBe;n«irMlonderfully the 1_
Senna Wfdcoiup lazy nerves and i
in your intestines to bring wela
ttmttipation. And the 0_
> PepStt'makes this laxativea^
" eand easy on your stomach, t
Children love the taste o/l
pleASMnt &MI>>Iy laxative. Buy Dr.C
well's Laxative Senna at youi dni_
.today. Try. one laxative combined i,
SyntpFepiin for ease toyourstomadi,U

Well, Let'* Try Another One

B,

50VUU .^ly-.KT^AA

00-

AU.R\SUT-\NWATS
SCFT SOt HEADS, FIVE

Conscience's Sake
.We never do wrong so thoi
ly and BO heartily as wheni
*t tor conscience's sake.—P

S'MATTER POP~lf 5 All Planned Out, Just in Case

By C. M. PAYNE

Cranky? '— . Can't sleep? I
• easily? Becara
distress of
dlsttirbances?
ill Compound is <

tire

nervousness due tt«
One of the wort*
you can

.'ijelHag Started
The distance is nothing;«»
the^first Step that counts.-J
Du Deffand.
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^
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By J. MILLAR WATT
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MAN GiVE A WOMAN
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JORDAY
Omaha, Fatally
[Accident 2V,
[Here About 7
»y. Evening.
O, of Omaha was
a car-truck collision
2% miles west of
nt of ihe Trimmer
'clock Saturday even'-
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OF LIME ON
M. E. YOUNG PEOPLE
Many Attend Cooking School USE ACID
SOIL URGED Unpaid Past Loans No Bar
PLAY CASS FARMERS HAVE
Held Thursday And Friday Soil samples may be tested at the To Feed And Seed Loans TheTOyoungPRESENT
people of the Methodist
farm bureau office in Atlantic for soil
acidity, states County Agent Lester
Soukup. A good many farmers are
inquiring how much lime to apply per
acre before making a seeding of
alfalfa or clover.
Samples should be secured from the
field to be seeded. They should be approximately one-half pint, taken from
the highest points on the hills and
knolls, from side hills and from level
bottom land soils.'
In taking soil samples it is best to
use a spade, scraping all trash away.
Then sink the spade into the ground
four or five inches and lift out. a
chunk of, soil. The sample can then
be collected by cutting a slice from
the straight side of the hole. If the
soil is frozen, it must be completely
dried before testing.
All samples should be numbered to
identify the part of the field from
which the sample was taken. Samples
which have been tested indicate a
need of from 0-3 tons of lime per acre.
Liming benefits soils and crops in
many ways. It corrects acidity, furnishes available calcium to crops,
makes manures more effective, favors soil organisms which make more
Mrs. Everett Luman is a patient at plant food available; helps control cera sanatorium in Excelsior Springs, tain plant diseases and insects. Long
Mo.
continued liming improves heavy soils.

There were 296 people in this coinm u n i t y w h o attended the Anita
Municipal Utilities cooking school held
Thursday and Friday at the Long
Furniture store. At this school, Miss
Mary Gordinier gave demonstrations
on Cooking with a 'Frigidaire electric
stove and also demonstrated the manyuses of al Prigidaire refrigerator.
? During the Tfauraday evening demonstration two prominent
Anita
business men, A. R. Kohl and Dr. G. M.
Adair, showed their ability to prepare
an appetizing dish, Mr. Kohl broiled
a ham and Dr. Adair made an angel
food cake. Each of the men received
what they made.
Many other persons attending the
school received prizes which consisted
of the food Miss Gordinier prepared.
Among them were: Mrs. Margaret
Akera, Mrs. C. O. Gipple, Mrs. Emma
Galiher, Mrs. Hazel Scholl, Mrs. Fred
Kuehn, Mrs. Arthur Davey, Mrs.
Worth Chastain, Mrs. J. C. Jenkins,
Mrs. Florence Kuehn, Mrs. Marie
Carey, Mrs. Wilbur Jemmings, Mirs.
A. V. Robinson, Mrs. Anna Baetz and
Mrs. Elva Steinmetz.

Wm. L. Owens, field supervisor for
the Emergency Crop and Feed Loan
office of the Farm Credit Administration announced today that the fact
that a farmer has unpaid feed or seed
loans from prior years is not a bar to
a loan of the -same type this ' year,
provided the failure to pay was due to
causes beyond his control. Mr. Owens
Owens said he wished to correct a
mistaken impression in the minds of
some farmers regarding this matter.
The' government is interested in seeing that no farmer is denied an opportunity to farm this year because of a
lack of credit. A sound national defense program requires that none of
our resources, agricultural or industrial, remain unused.
Field Supervisor Owens emphasized
that loan checks are normally being
delivered to the farmer in a week or
less from the time application is made.
These loans bear interest at \%. The
loan funds are turned over to the farmer who handles his own purchases.
The security for these loans is a
mortgage on the crops to be produced or the livestock to be fed which
permits the farmer to keep other resources free and available for emergencies.
Further information may be obtained from County Agent Lester Soukup
at the farm bureau office in Atlantic
or from Mr. Owens at the FCA office
in Greenfield.

church will present an Easter play at
the church Sunday evening. The play,
"The, Half of My Goods," is being
directed by Mrs. E. 's. Holton. It will
start at 8 o'clock.
The cast for the play is as follows:
Zacchaeus, James Miller.
Patricia, his wife, Yvonne Keasey.
Miriam, their daughter,
Betty
Arnett,
Thaddaeus, their son, John Peacock.
Matthew, a disciple of Jesus, Duane
Bowen.
Rebecca, Betty Jean Karns.
A Centurion, Bernard Brodersen.
Everyone in this community is invited to attend, There will be a free
will offering.

USED 78,550 TREES

In the Past Four Years 1,114 Iowa
Farmers Have Secured Over Two
Million Trees From the State
Forest Nursery at Ames.

In Cass county, 41 farmers secured
78,550 trees in ttie last four years for
reforestation, woodlots, erosion control or game cover.
In 1940 the State Forest Nursery at
Ames provided 1,114 Iowa farmers in
west and
98 counties with a total of "^,080,892;
ss . another vehicle
trees or an average of almost. 2,000.
&&. semi-trailer
trees per farmer. These trees were
Prucka Transfer
provided for reforestation, for plan£
and driven by
ing on waste land, for erosion control
BY THE WAY.
McKee apparently
and for game cover. Some trees'we're
By L. F. M.
fHistance between him
planted on farm land for experimental
• truck which caused
oh! someone slipped last and research purposes. A record of
Oh,
d-on into the truck.
week . . . don't know jUst how, but all tree-plantings was kept by the
in the cab of his
somehow we took a whole month away extension service and the diffejjiftfr
"he escaped with
from little Jeri David Millard, 'cause county farm bureaus to show the
i lacerations.
his birthday doesn't come until April exact location of every planting. This
hit with such an
twenty-third, Our apologies to all record enables the educational services
rear wheels of the
to use each planting as a demonstraconcerned.
completely off
tion.
ki over on its side.
With each batch of trees farmers
Someone has said that there won't
•loaded with meat
be any .room left for the necessary secured printed information showing
over the road.
corn and wheat if even a tenth of the what species of trees to plant for ceri about 30 feet from
seeds radio programs have been giv- tain purposes, such as to grow posts,
•tie .truck and its
ing away (for ten cents and a box- fueji poles, sawlogs or for game cover.
;^reversed front the . Mrs. Frank Ingraham left Monday JUNIOR FARM BUREAU
top) are planted
they will make Printed information was likewise
nerly going. The for her home in'Cody, Wyo. She-had
MEMBERS
TO
MEET
a
pretty
sight
and
should
make hoeing furnished to show upon what sites
,awaa A completely been visiting here with her brother,
each tree should be planted. In eroa
pleasure
wherever
planted.
Friday evening junior farm bureau
npact was so great Ed. L. Newton and wife.
* * *
sion control, for example, this inmembers from ten.counties in south- _, Mrs. Nellie Holmes was a guest at A couple of weeks ago the cook got formation was valuable in showing
i;knocked,into the rear
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Travers of
fcs of the front seat Des Moines spent the first of the week western Iowa will meet in Atlantic. the H. P. Ziegler home in Atlantic "One Foot in Heaven" and had a lot of what.to plant on steep slopes, on
According to Mary Storbeck, president
in Anita visiting at the home of Mr. of the Cass county organization, Sunday. There was a family dinner laughs. The story is classed as moist bottoms of gullies, on rocky
cross-ways of the and Mrs. Chas. Robison.
in honor of Mrs. Ziegler's birthday. 'biography' but you'd never guess it, lands or on worn-out farm land.
arrangements have been made for" a
nen had much diffithe way Hartzell Spence gallops On 127 farms where these ' trees
traffic moving, which Mr. and 'Mrs. Carl Millard and son, 6:30 dinner at the Park hotel with a A special meeting of Obedience through the years of his father's life were planted, demonstrations of plantated ,by the many jjeri, spent Sunday in Creston. visit- program and discussions on, "Our Lodge, No. 380, A. F. & A. M., was as a Methodist preacher. Oh, no, ing technique were held which drew a,
i'to the scene of the ing with Mr. Millard's brother and | Responsibilities in Citizenship and held Tuesday evening at the Masonic bless your heart, you don't have to be total attendance of 3,981 farniers,
Building a Defense Program," to fol- Temple. Work in the Master Mason a Methodist to find the humor in it, who were interested in seeing how to
routed around the sister, Gene and Bessie Millard.
low
in the assembly room of the court degree was conferred upon a candi- either. Some incidents in the tale are plant trees and to learn how to plan
shoulder and it took
date. A lunch was also served.
<
fore the truck was Mir. and 'Mrs. John Remien of Mt. house.
exaggerated, we hope; some seem a , tree planting for different purposes,
| Pleasant, Iowa, spent Sunday visiting Decorations will be carried out in
5, road way.
little unfair to be told on any parson | These demonstrations were located in
The
town
of
Wiota
will
have
a
new
for Mr. MIcKee at the home of her parents, C. E. patriotic colors in keeping with the drinking fountain in _ their city park. and some are very fine. Norman communities where there were a
^afternoon at Stuart Parker and wife, north of Anita. ' | theme of the meeting. Committees Laborers who have been laying the Peale, the man chosen to play the , number of farmers planting trees.
I
representing the county organizations
also made there.
city water mains are now construct- part of the parson in Warner Broth-! Many 4-H Club members received
Miss
Christina
Hollen
of
Denver,
will
carry
back
the
material
to
their
'at Stuart; Dec. 29,
ing the new fountain which will be of ers version of the book, is a minister. trees and planted them in conservation
r. and Mrs. William ' Colo., and a former teacher in the own groups.
the utmost convenience to many | whose father is also a minister. Soon projects.
manhood there. Anita schools, visited at the B. D.
after Easter the movie will be started | According to County Agent Lester
throughout the summer.
livestock business Forshay home here the first of this Clyde Smith, wife and two childand we hope that Dr. Peale won't look| Soukup, tree planting demonstrations
ren
of
Omaha,
Neb.,
spent
Sunday
in
5, than 15 years. week.
too
pudgy in Dr. Spence-'s Prince • will be held in Cass county next TuesTwenty-three
members
of
the
Anita
Anita visiting with his mother, Mrs.
j^yndow,-two daugh- Virgil Reynolds, who has been workAmerican
Legion
attended
the
stag
Albert.
day. T. G. Engalking of the extensisters and two ing in a service station at Grand ' Albert Evinger and husband.
party Friday evening which was held
* .* *
sion forestry department will give the
1
parents and. three
The
whole
family
went
to
the
Oper•
demonstrations
on two different
at
the
I.
O.
O.
F.
hall.
After
the
Postmaster
Geo.
0.
Smither
and
his
Junction, has returned to- the home of
1 him in death. '
his parents, Bert 'Reynolds and wife, Iwife were in DBS Moines Saturday business meeting cards was enjoyed etta last Friday night. Those Span- farms. As yet the places have not
evening where he attended the Jack- by the meif present. The Legion ish gals sure go in for color. Faith ; been selected, so anyone interested in
^WARNED TO near Anita.
son Day dinner held at Hotel Fort Des Auxiliary presented the men with a and be jabbers, Patrick Malon.ey and. having one of the demonstrations on
SEEDINGS Mr. and Mrs. William Heckman .and Moines. Mrs. Smither attended the large angel food cake in honor ,of the his little English sweetie get our vote I their farm may contact the farm
j children of New Virginia, spent Sun- boys' state basketball tournament. 22nd. anniversary of the local post. for the most laughs of the show. Bet bureau office.
vocational agricul- day Visiting at the home of his para nickel thrit the way that prim little
n the Anita schools, ents, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Heckman
I maid danced and sang isn't the way AGRICULTURE BOYS
_; to farmers this week, land family, east of Anita.
they do it in England . . . It was a
LEARNING TO PRUNE
all. farmers should ingood show from start to finish and it
; seedings and wheat as , Mr- and. Mrs. Raymond Rendlemen,
was a good crowd that attended.
The vocational agriculture boys* in
at deal of. damage done who operate Parker's store north of
the Anita high school have b'een^enfreezing and thawing Anita, are the parents of an 8% pound
We are glad they got that pop I deavoring to master the problem i-of
VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
the winter.
corn machine at school. It sure pruning grape vines. Several trips
I girl baby born Thursday morning. She
also refrain from has been named Margaret Ellen and
makes a swell filler-upper between! have been made around town to
niiiig or thinning of their is the second child in the family.
acts.
practice pruning. Mtony of the vines
» * *
spring.' There was so
have been neglected for several years
Pure
pptb the trees last Armis- Those who received prizes for the
How many of you had salt in the and it creates quite a job in getting
will take all of the , best posters made for the show,
sugar bowl- and cotton in the cake rid of the old non-fruiting wood.
i to produce plant food, "Bitter Sweet," which was sponsored
yesterday ?
The fruit comes from shoots that
beyond assistance, but by the P. T. A., were Doris Scholl,
are one-year-old. If these canes are
ome out of it with proper first prize, Elaine Petersen, second
A lady went to the store the other allowed to keep on growing longer
prize and Mac IMcDermott, third
day
and asked the boy who came to and longer a great deal of old wood,
Briardale Mixed Dried Fruits — 4 Varieties
prize.
take her order if it was too late in the not producing fruit, is left to be
i, Wilson has proclaimed,
to buy oysters in the bulk and supported by the roots. These are
50c Cook Book Free With Each d»l 7Q season
11, as Arbor Day. I Dodge Watkyis, who has been
he
said,
"I'm sorry, Mrs. D. but from some of the fruiting habits the boys
1
«P 1 • • 3
Sack of Town Crier Flour
lumber at four times stationed at the Brooklyn navy yards,
now on out, all the shell fish we'll are learning in order to do better
we are growing trees, is visitinjg in Anita with his father,
have in bulk is aigs."
work.
trees by 4-H clubs, Frank Watkins and family and with
* • *
Chocolate Covered Marachino
The boys are also becoming more
I'Girl Scouts and other other relatives and friends. He is
Birthday greetings to Greta Rour- ritical of trees and their need of
Mb. Box Northland
(
[enjoying
a
thirty-day
leave
from
the
is urged on this day.
ick and Wilma Burns on Wednesday raining. From the trips around the
navy.
and
Friday. We'd sing' it to you if ommunity they have seen the results
Briardale Quick or Regular
of Armstrong, Iowa,
ASOAP
didn't stir up such a fuss oming from sharp, weak crotches in
Sunday and visited [ Rev. Raymond Barber, pastor of
Large Tubes
about our using the song.
rees. Beautiful trees are ruined in
the
Congregational
church
at
MitChas.' Robison and
appearance
and their number of years
chellville,
and
Miss
Kathlene
Prather,
on Ms way/home from
6 For
B ker
Mrs. B. D. Forshay is ill at her home f life decreased by limbs breaking
te basketball tourna- teacher in the schools at Council
with^sciatic rheumatism.
iff at a weak crotch. From their
iMJoines.' Hie and Merle Bluffs, spent Friday evening in Anita
study the boys can see where mvicnrof
led the basketball visiting at the home of his parents,
A county meeting of the American
Dark Sweet Variety Michigan
,his could have been prevented by
I Chas. Barber and wife.
er.
Legion and Auxiliary was held at the ) roper
care while the trees were
in Heavy Syrup, No. 2 Cans
K. P. hall Tuesday evening.
•oung.
flutchison accompanied Robert Howard, Melvin Key and
arold Wilson and fain- Ross Offenstine were in Hamburg
Mrs. W. T. Biggs is a patient at a
Fresh Store Ground
Center an<) Miss Mary Sunday. Mr. Howard remained there
a
sanatorium in Excelsior Springs, H. J. (Hank) Spies and Bernard
Briardale—25c Tall Corn
of Mr. Wilson, to to help put the finishing touches on
Mb., where she is receiving medical Legg, proprietors of the Spies-Legg
lib tor Co., were business callers in
,., Friday. While there the clothing store he and his brothertreatment.
Mrs.
Omaha
Tuesday.
with a sister of Mrs. in-law recently purchated.
GWC 6 Box Carton
A district meeting of the Knights of
returned home early Howard accompanied them as far as
Clarinda where she yisited with relaMrs. Val Wiegand celebrated her
Pythias lodge will be held in Anita
tives during the day.
J5bh.
birthday ^ anniversary at her
this (Wednesday) evening. Work will
GWC Paste or GWC Self
j township women's booth
lome Saturday. A family dinner was
be
given
in
the
Rank
of
Knight.
Polishing Liquid — Pint
flwt, rating by Miss L. C. Reed, wife and small daughtield in honor of her Sunday. Mrs.
ter
visited
in
Anita
last
week
at
the
tm, extension specialist
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Heirs and Wiegand was born in Vasha, Germany,
»te college at Ames, in home of his mother, Mrs. Mae WorkLarge Package
daughters, Patsy and Carol, of Carroll on March 29,1856.
»unty farm women's man. .Mr. Reed is a chief pharmacist's
spent Sunday visiting at the home ol
Granulated Soap
ay show in Atlantic Fri- mate at the U. S. naval air station at
There will be an all-school dance at
Mr. and Mrs. John Schaake here.
Pymosa also receiv- Pensacola, Fla. They left Saturday
the
Anita high school^ Friday evening.
Lux Fancy Toilet
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Johnson are the This is the first of this type of enterrating, however, Grove for their home at (Pensacola. While
3 Bars
parents of a 7% pound boy baby born tainment to ever be offered to the
Edna and Grant rat- they were here Mrs. Workman and
vhile Union, Benton and Doris Mae Ekdahl accompanied them
to them at'their home north of Exira students in the Anita schools. It was
ips were good. A to Hastings, Neb., where they spent a
last week. The boy has been nam«< brought about by a number of students
U. S. No. 1 Red River Ohios and Cobblers For Seed
as given to Noble and few days visiting with relatives and
Roger Lee. Mrs. Johnson is a daugh netitioning the school board and so
friends.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Otto Miller.
this is to be an experiment.

BRIARDALE

45c
Shurfine
Fruit Compote ^pXf 23c

Butterfly Rolls « y

Matches
Floor
Oxydol
Soap

-

9c

17c
39c
19c
19c
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WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

By Edward C. Wayne

Temailman'

Pro-Axis Jugoslavia Rule Overthrown
As 'Boy King* Peter Assumes Throne;
Mediation Board Acts to End Strikes
In Industries Delaying U. S. Defense

1
Washington, D. C.

DONOVAN HAS GLOOMY
REPORT

(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

The American flag flies front a po/ic
cor overturned by workers during tht
strike of workers at the "parent" plant o
the Bethlehem Steel company.
(See below: Strikes)

YUGOSLAVIA:
Coup
Joining the Axis powers by the
government of Jugoslavia was one
thing. Getting the people to swallow this action was another.
The sign-up, following periods of
governmental collapse and revivification, was the signal for demonstrations over the entire country,
created and given its autonomy after World War I by the Treaty of
Versailles.
Serbs, Croats joined in the outburst, and there were parades
through Belgrade with young fellows
carrying what American and British
flags they could find, vocally and
loudly criticizing the government for
failing the public in its hour of need.
Then, two days after the signing of
the pact came the dramatic report of
a coup d'etat by which the army
overthrew the evident pro-axis government of Regent Prince Paul.
King Peter II, not yet 18 years
old, assumed the throne and a government was sworn in which was
ple_dged to defend Jugoslavia's independence. The nation's army was
immediately massed and dispatched
to battle stations along the country
frontiers.
Britain and Greece hailed these
reports as "great news" and Adolf
Hitler immediately demanded a
statement of the new government as
to their attitude toward the pact the
two countries had signed but 48
hours earlier.
But from Bulgaria came reports
that the Nazis were not waiting for
a reply to Hitler's demand. German forces in that country reportr
edly began a swift movement
toward the Jugoslav frontier. General sentiment in Sofia, Bulgaria's
capital, was that the installing of a
pro-British and pro-Greek government in Jugoslavia would precipitate a general Balkan war.
As the war fever rose steadily in
Jugoslavia and as the people cheered
the new regime that had its 'army
lined up in defiance 61 the Axis, the
ever-stormy Balkans took the spotlight of World war II. No matter
what the outcome Jugoslavia had
at least tendered a serious diversion
to the timetable of Adolf Hitler. Defeating Jugoslavia would be no
simple task, many military experts
predicted. It was assumed that the
great northern plains of the nation
would have to be abandoned as
they would offer easy going for the
swiftly moving mechanized Nazi
legions.
Real battle would come, it seemed,
in the mountain terrain of central
and southerfkssections of the counl try, Jugoslavia has a comparatively
[good army^ and is considered the
{jbest of the small Balkan nations. It
ibers 1,200,000 men.
The U. S. reaction to the new govrnment in the tiny Balkan nation
»as immediately favorable. The
ate department assured Jugoslavia
at it would assist that nation in
sting any aggression.

PRIKES:
Night-Stick
tie resumption of work at the
vill plant, bottleneck of Pacific
tie building, provided no respite
Uncle Sam's headaches in production spasms, for Washington
-frankly was expectant of strikes in
12 more vital plants.
No. 1 was not long in coming, for
the main plant of the Bethlehem
Steel company, in Bethlehem, Pa.,
was next. The big polls got busy
Land found that the public was con-

Here is Wendett Wittkie (right) with
MocKenzie King, Canada's Prime Minister, as the G. O. P. 1940 presidential
candidate stopped in Toronto.
(See below: Willkie)

siderably inclined to blame labor
leaders rather than management for
the enormous increase in strikes.
The present strike held in its grip
more than a billion in war orders,
including a large percentage for
home defense. Police nightsticks
clubbed the strikers into submission
at the outset, permitting non-strikers entrance through picket lines,
but it was evident that this was only
the start of a widespread labor
movement to fish for higher wages
through the moment of public necessity.
Chief lack of sympathy with this
attitude was seen in the ranks of
relatives and friends of those taken
in the selective service. These lads,
most of them working for $21 a
month and food and clothing in Uncle Sam's uniform, were resentful
of labor striking for increases from
iO to 75 cents an hour as at the
larvill plant.
They said so, in letters home, and
parents and friends joined enthusiastically in the protest. Many con:ressmen and senators reported receiving such letters and telegrams,
"'oils showed public sentiment almost unanimous against such
strikes, and blaming largely the labor leaders rather than the plant
owners.
The new national mediation board,
leaded by Dr. Dykstra, just moved
a it from selective service, seemed
a have the Bethlehem strike as the
irst pitched into its lap, and what
it would do with this situation challenged public attention from the outset. This board moved swiftly in
the AUis-Chalmers strike at Milwaukee which has been holding up
much defense rearmament. It ordered the company to summon its
7,800 force back to work immediately.
Chief public indignation over the
strikes was directed at C. I. O. organizations, with Congressman Dies
claiming that the labor troubles
could be traced directly to "Reds."
This also was the public focus after
William Green, head of the A. F. of
L. organizations, disclaimed any
anti-defense attempts, and proved it
by sending his men through C. I. O.
picket lines in one instance.

WILLKIE:
Keeps Hand In
Wendell Willkie, avowedly keeping
his eye on the next presidential race,
was keeping himself before the public by making a personal goodwill
tour of Canada.
He was greeted with wild enthusiasm in Toronto and in Montreal, his
first two stops.
In the first he appealed for all
American ships, naval and merchant, for Britain that can be
spared, and "that means giving
until it hurts."
This remark was cheered to the
echo. In Montreal, the next day,
he was showered with ticker tape
and given a triumphal entry into the
city.
In Montreal his theme was similar. He said-.
"Give Britain ships until the airplanes start to roll ano1 give Britain
superiority in the air—then, good-by
Hitler, you're on the way out "
He~said further:
"This is a test as to whether the
democratic enterprise system can
outproduce the totalitarian enslaved
method of production. Well, I put
it up to you, now. I put it up to
the business men of America to
prove it. I think they can. If I
did not think they could, I could not
believe in liberty."

H I G H L I G H T S . . . in the news
Santiago, Chile: Chile has given
permission for King Carol of Rumania to live in Chile with his sweetheart, Magda Lupescu. It was reported that the "moral turpitude"
Claus^ in American regulations
barred the romantic couple. This
clause once kept a titled Englishaway from the United

Berlin: Government circles t~pressed themselves as delighted
with the reaction of excitement
which greeted the sign-up of Jugoslavia as an axis partner. "Our
next goal is Turkey" those close to
the government said. "Other nations will sign" was the official
statement, "our diplomacy never
pauses."

Col. "Wild Bill" Donovan, semiofficial observer who has been touring the Near East, brought a decidedly gloomy report back to Washington.
Donovan told Secretary of the
Navy Knox and Secretary of War
Stimson, the two Republican members of the cabinet who were largely responsible for sending him, that
British chances were anything but
rosy in the Balkans. The Greeks,
he found, were riding the crest of
the wave but were successful more
because of their superhuman
LONDON, ENGLAND.—This bravery
and the weaknesses of the
pretty London girl is wearing the Italians than because of their real
new uniform of the British post- military strength. Against a strong,
women. They used to wear skirts well-equipped foe, such as the Gerbut the government has sanc- mans, it would be a different story.
The Turkish army, Donovan also
tioned trousers if the women reported,
is poorly equipped when it
prefer to wear them.
comes to modern weapons of war
and is worried over Russia.
In North Africa he found that GenNAZIS:
•ral Weygand was not disposed to
act independently of Vichy, and the
Spread Sub Zone
French in general seemed despondA spreading of the submarine- ent, floundering in their policy and
active zone to include Iceland and a
hi leadership.
considerable portion of the North ompletely lacking
•
*
«r
,
<
Atlantic westward toward the shores DEFENSE PRICE POLICEMAN
of-the United States was another senWith the OPM rushing production
sational announcement that caused and
the 11-man mediation board
watchers on the "when shall we get handling
labor problems, Roosevelt
in" front anxious moments.
wants
a
third
unit to ride herd on
They started making maps of the
42-degree line of longitude, and >rices.
Head of the new agency will be
showed how close it is to the AmerNew Deal veteran
ican neutrality zone area. It did not whoseHenderson,
experience
as a hard-boiled
touch yet, but was coming perilous- price policeman dates
to NRA days.
ly close.
Also, as price controller of the old
It meant that if American naval defense
Henderson
vessels took up the convoying of aid- mows the commission,
defense
picture
to-Britain ships to the end of the ly, already has several big thoroughto
neutrality zone, they would be within his credit. It was his scalps
forceful
a very few miles (as oceans are crack-downing that tumbled
the
reckoned) of the lines where they soaring prices of lumber and scrap;
might expect action from German also put a lid on second-hand masubmarines.
price flurries.
One news analyst, after a tour of chinery
Roosevelt
nothing about it
western plane factories, reported publicly; butsaid
privately he did a lot
that heavy bombers, at the rate of of talking about
the new price confour or five a day, were being flown trol unit before he
departed on his
across the continent and thence to vacation cruise. The
gradual upBritain under the lease-lend bill, and ward price trend, as a result
of the
that still more than these were be- expanding priority list, has worried
ing delivered to the army, but that lim considerably, and the last thing
it was thought a good portion of
wants is a high-cost-of-living
these were going overseas as well. problem.
There was little danger to this
type of shipment except from adWIDOW FOR CONGRESS
verse weather and mechanical failA very beautiful widow, plus' a
ures over the ocean. But Ameri- Tagic
accident near Atlancans were -concerned over what was :a, Ga.,airplane
is
causing
political trouble
going to happen to American shipping and to foreign bottoms carrying in Maryland which may have repercussions in the axis capitals of Beraid to Britain.
The British, losing heavily at sea, lin, Tokyo and Rome.
The situation results from the
were issuing a request to the Norwegian government to turn over to death of young Congressman Wilit about 100 vessels now plying iam Byron, Democrat/in the recent
American and La tin-American wa- Atlanta airplane crash^ which mean
ters, so that they could be added to an early by-election to fill his Maryand seat in the house of representhe transatlantic trade.
First ship to leave this country tatives.
Mrs. Byron aspires to take the
for Iceland following the announcement of the additional blockade zone road of many another congressional
was the freighter Godafos from New widow and go to congress. HowYork. The New York-Reyjavik run ever, this section of Maryland is
was started after the German in- normally Republican, and Mrs. Byvasion of Denmark cut Iceland off ron, beautiful as she is, would have
from her parent country. Three a hard tune defeating a forthright
small freighters and three small Republican.
Therefore, Democratic leaders are
passenger steamers now operate on
that voyage. Whether they would doing their best to persuade, her to
continue or not remained to be seen. bow out of the congressional race
in favor of the much stronger Preston Lane, Democratic National ComDEFENSE:
mitteeman from Maryland.
They
42 Billions
know that the first election contest
With the passage of the $7,000,- occurring after passage of the lease000,000 bill implementing the British lend bill will be watched throughout
aid bill by a vote of 61 to 9, total the world as a sign of Roosevelt's
moneys allotted in one way or an- popular strength and whether the
other for national defense or British country is with him on foreign poland democratic aid in Europe icy.
reached the staggering total of 42
The fact that Maryland, a relabillions of dollars.
tively conservative state, doesn't
Most of the floor debate (seven care for women in high political
hours) on the seven billion bill was places, would cut no ice in the propdevoted to explanations by various aganda factories of Rome, Tokyo
senators of why they had voted and Berlin.
• * *
against British aid and now were
switching to vote for the bill giving
ALUMINUM SHORTAGE
the bill the funds President RooseThe housewife's pots and pans
velt asked.
aren't the only items hit by the
OPM, the Office of Production shortage in aluminum—a shortage
Management, furnished the figures which certain defense officials deThe direct government outlays, in- nied for months, but finally admitcluding the seven billion, reached ted when the OPM put the metal on
the total of $39,100,000,000. In addi- the priority list. The deficiency is
tion came British orders of more creating some other serious industhan three billions, bringing the granc trial problems. Here is one illustotal to past the forty-two billion tration:
mark.
A big bus manufacturer working
Of these huge sums not more on an order for some 40-passenger
than 3% billion actually have been vehicles suddenly found himself unspent. But an enormous part of the able to get the sheet' alnuminum he
whole has been contracted for, and needed. He complained to the OPM
factories the length and the breadth and was advised to use steel as a
of the land were being built or were substitute. But this, he found, would
"tooling up" to carry out the con so increase the weight of his buses
tracts.
as to bar them from the roads of
In fact, of the 42 billions, OPM several states.
says that nearly 30 billions already
Therefore he must either reduce
have been appropriated or contract- the size of his buses or prevail on
ed, and that nine billions represents the states to raise their highway
the budget allowance for 1942.
load limits to permit heavier
vehicles.

FOOD:
Becomes an Issue

MERRY-GO-ROUND
The house's leading aviation en_. ^..^..vui with
vv i in recen
i teen
Almost coincidental
thusiast, World war flyer Mel Maas
news that America would send food of Minnesota, likes to have aero
to unoccupied France for distribu nautical atmosphere around him
tion under the watchful eyes of i
while he works. In his office are 27
American Red Cross, who were sup model planes of various types and a
posed to see that none-of it got intc score of flying pictures
the hands (or mouths) of Germans
When Senators Tom Connally and
came word that this distribution al Morris Sheppard of Texas get toready had begun, and that the Red gether to gossip about old times
Cross workers were satisfied that al they talk about their joint
of It was going to French men. worn days at Texas university
en and children.
was a Kappa Alpha and ^on,
still wears his Phi Delta Theta

Memos of a

.

.

Dear Mr. W.: The new Sylvta
Porter novel, "If War Comes to the
American Home," is the most realistic reading to hit the bookstalls,
this year. It is sensational stuff and
makes you feel although you'd
already received your ration card
. . . Afinancialreporter on an evening newspaper was practically
thrown out of the Morgan offices
for being too inquisitive.
A certain newspaperman was trying to make the best of being paired
off with one of those dumb debs.
You know—Deb from the neck up!
. . . When the conversation turned
to the war and 6th Columnists, be
asked her: "Do you ; approve of
Quisling?" . . . She put on her best
blank expression and replied: "I
dunno. How do you QuislT"
In Washington they hear that a
large motor car (that drives up to
the Chateau prison in France, where
Paul Reynaud and George Mandel
are awaiting trial) brings a big package for Mandel every day. It con-,
tains food and is from the beautiful
blonde star, Beatrice Bretty,, of the
Comedie Francaise . . . 300 copiea
of Adolf's book are being sold here
per week, and the royalties are sent
to Hitler's British agent. But they
are being confiscated by the British
Gov't and used for relief' work.
Even after all these years and all
their success the editors at Life find
an old bugaboo arising. Only last
week the N. Y. office rec'd a note
from their Australian man, who told
of arranging a date with a big Gov't
official for photos, only to have the
biggie query: "How can my picture
fit in with all those jokes and cat*
toons?" . . . Why doesn't FDR call
his Fireside Chats "Firebell" Chats
since they actually wake up America?— Your Girl Friday.

PERFECT for sum,,__,

* ures, this flaring frock I
tiny corselet waistline, andi,
gathers to round you otfJL
With the bolero, it semis
"little suit" for street weatS
this, of gay silk prints, ...
crepe, plain or with lots of I
in bright contrast.

Man About Town:
Xbe Front Pages: Raymond Clapper columns a thought that disturbs
you. The fear hysteria whipped up by
Senators during the Lend-Lease debate is a handy weapon for the totalifarians, he points out. Japan is
- *•
» * «
just waiting till the peace-at-anyPattern Mo. esao is designed i
price feeling is strong .enough, ClapSizes 12 to 20. Ensemble, size !
per warns, to ransack our ice box yards
39-inch material without nap.|
. Where was F. P. A. when the this attractive
pattern send to
H. R. 1776 Bill was splitting an infinitive? The opening sentence is:
SEWING CIRCLE PATTERN BE
"A bill to further promote . . ."
Boom 1324
Tsk, tsk ...
The Nazi propa- TSU. W. W*c*et.Dr.
gandists have stuck themselves with
Endow IS cents in coins tor
a typical Nazi contradiction. One
Pattern No..
Size....
minute they yell that aid from the
Name ..'.....-.
U. S. won't help Britain ins time.
Addrew..;
The next minute they lambast
America for giving aid. If'it is not
going to help Britain—what are the
Nazis worried about?
Typewriter Ribbons: Keith Morgan's: The French Admiral has become the Nazis' Darlan . . . C. E.
Montague's: War hath no fury like
a non-combatant . . . Rebecca
West's: They had been sandpapering each other's temperaments with
*a few words . . . Gelett Burgess' : A secret as fascinating as a
loose tooth . . . Austin O'Malley's:
Sorrow may be good for a woman's
heart, but it is a poor cosmetic for
her face . . . A. Woollcott's: The
Summer people had all departed,
leaving the natives with no one to
despise but each other'. . . Julia
Hotchkiss': An isolationist is one
who, looks through the wrong end of
a telescope . . . OUn Miller's: It's
astounding how much fog can settle
on a narrow mind.

Jfc:
8htf»t*tfl|Bg»m toward «,f
«nd«hodo3i»tgetenou
•It* tlQinjid, knits and
coon* yon want to keep tuttf*
M JOB on.- iff her ta««ray

Once ha saw a youth
Nice Guy, Though: Bill Stern, the and addressed him, "Cou
top sports announcer, whose sartori- boy; that is the complex**'
al taste runs to sports jackets, was tue."~Diogenes Laertius.
happy to hear that his home town
was thinking of erecting a statue of

him.

"That'll be the first statue," said
a heckler, "with a belt hi the back."
Form of Criticism:
Lawrence
Langner of the Theatre Puild says
it came from a pal in Glasgow. It's
about the anti-Fascist in Italy who
was sentenced to death but was _
en his choice of execution.
He
elected to be shot by an Italian antiaircraft battalion. And so he was
hoisted to a high pole and shot at.
When a fortnight had elapsed he
was taken down—having died
pneumonia.
Why Fans Are Dhay: Lefty Gomez, the Yankee pitcher, tested his
arm the other day, Obituaried the
Post: "He has lost his fast ball."
Reported the Telly: "Gomez shows
speed.
i
If the batters are as easily bewildered as the press box, Gomez has
nothing to worry about.
What! NO OiTweUs? Max Men f . t y < f hnla friend 8t°PPed in front
of a 14th Street theater where two
headliners were advertised (Molly
Picon and the 4 Mills Brothers" £.
sides a Jine of Ifl chorus girls, a
name band, double feature movies
and screeno-all for 15 cents.
Let B go in," said his pal.
,k*NMoiiv
°l ,f fa
st," hesitated
Max, "I
ana
the MiUs ^ j-^J
8
ows
^T,^
girls. Swing
i> for rae( ««d Pretty
But

~Uwfpfloo(i)!rway

mil
•AD)
a nation.

new heights of
convenience, of h
As ttoae goes on
ing is used more
and as it is

advertising has*
of bringing o

*!
TME

>AT.

ASTtA
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Crawford's Clover Farm Store
Phone &

PHONE

.-- 2. ESEEUCAS
? st.fi Sfjcri
r

We Defirer

SPECIALS FO« FRIDAY AOT
toe fftarnpioo

X- EL EUBSA2D,
OHEI-

FRf/MY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS

RICK, /,
BLEACH
SOAP,
SOAP, I
RED CUP COFFEE,
BROOMS,
SALAD DRESSING,
COOKIES,

CLEANSING ngSLK, Mam-SeHes, 200
2 packages
EVAPORATED MILK, unsweetened, 141
Scans
BANAXAS, 3 pounds
SALAD DRESSPiG and SPREAD, quart jar
RADISHES, 4 bandies
Braeofi — New Matee* —

r*sr£ssiK vts ^-r^fssed to xsd
i Bcarf

sarraas, F.
-jasasaa, F.
xod eaefa

~ Carrotg

LtsrcHT****1" ^'^ "^ ******

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

of tie Be^xd of
<~a«« CcOE-

} f** "^^

br Mn.
•ad tke

' ™K °f

^ Fr>ak ^^^ **
j ^^ d^df^»- A **•* •»* «»Mej *>*'*'** ^n^rtri by Mrs. George Jfeni sea aad Mrs. Bar Ehaevcr was eajojed by alL Lonea was served by
RESOLLTTOX APPROTEfG EE- i G*0*** J«n«a *»d Ray Kbewer. The
LEASE AXD QUIT CLAIM
j neat meeting wfll be held April 24.
l
M- E. HUBBABD
Aa&tar of Cai.
'. Iowa, and ex-officio
of the Bond of

---.p.*

DEED.

.•V/C

^^

WHEREAS,
" *Ai-i»jc..rx-j, th*
u»? Board
ZXJKFCI of
or Soper-i
a<ipei- i
':? p*.-v,r-«. pr«ftT.t. FoHoving tfae risers of Ca«s Coonty, bnra, did on the*
-;..'./•.*-.' tr.* *~*T..T# -sri? spent with i ^^ <**? °* March, 1941, and priori
* *

••

i

~* ..* ^ >*nc. J-kin, ^SSJZe VE^B^fSt^!
pnz* for turn i*r,re atlHavfcy Lynih. Chairman of said:
: Mrr. Ray Laartz for pinochle; j Board an4 M. E. Hnbiard, Auditor of i
E/i. L- N'*T<rv/n for cfcink<=r efc*z. ' *:*** Ownty Iowa, and ex-ofcio Cterfc
I <« saw Board, to make, execute, seal
rn»r, r,c7 -m*.-v •
*?** deliver a rekase and quit daim j
( A ED OF THANKS.
jdeed to Franria M. Green and Emily!

Mn.
foilida/, Mr».
-/'/hr, M«-r,ir.-,ar,r, 2 vi MT>. Wrn. tt'ah-

Mr> Ed. L. N>wVjrj,

DR.RL.MEURER

«*t. Kit* 7 to 10. H™. 10 to 11

111

Mr>.. fl'/yd *rm<-T;t and Mr*.
• P^j^rmr,, ait^TTjat**.
Mn>.
r*rm«rr;t. i-av^ a b i«^ rejx/rt on child

•PMVMMB^H

NEED
SOME
GOOD
PAINT

7

u

o

FARMERS COOP.

Your Car Is Worth PLENTY of
Money to Us. Our Cars Are
Priced for Quick Sale.
'37 V s

I

•87 vt nf nT Vl

ldor

0 T d0r

-

Defroster.

Radio and new m

C mplet(!

r rCan't
:- be
° beat
W
m T
-^ V"H
V-H 60
Tudor.
'•W
,.r
'•r
M
M
•W

and

°tor.
Conditioned.

15,000 miles.
v w a* i i m "i
~"—i'«=":'jr overhauled.
X: Standard Tudor. Blue. Has radio
; o T)Iet Stamlar(l Coach- A good buy
V-8 Standard Tudor. A real bargain
V-8 Deluxe Tudor. Reconditioned
Model » Ford with trunk. Actual mileage 40,000.
S H V K K A L OTHER GOOD BUYS

Open Nights & Sunday.

Spies-Legg Motor Co.
Anita, Iowa
H. J. (Hank) Spies

Phone 229
Bernard Legg-

We SpeciaJiz ID
Mobil Winter Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

CALL 244

0. W. Shaffer & S
ANITA, IOWA

CLOSINfe OUT

Public

'» • v &pp€&I*9

""it d'

«D«»* I will sen at pablic auction,
north

8

on

*

3

THURSDAY,

i

amount should be accepted by Cass
County Iowa, in full settlement, accord and satisfaction of said lien and
the claim secured thereby, and as the
! proceeds allowable
c
8aid real estat€ which

.

the

following described property:
.-

' •

'"—

J

3-Head of Horses and Mules-1

.

NOW THlBREFORE HE' IT RP
SOT.VBD BY THB BOARD OF

1

of my h

1:00

Turnure and Jeanette Maxine

|

IOWA, m regular session assembled
that in consideration of the premises
aforesaid,- , said Cass
——"" County
•'-^vuiity,
-uiivj, 1QW&
ordered to sign such i
uid above sum from said notice onand
behalf of this Bof rd and
|
/
e m n , ac
me
the Sheri
of
and satmfaction of said lien
for *°service. » Cass
n
«t the above resolu- I
all i n '
500 BUSHELS OP GOOD YELLOW CQKN

«*

release of all
int<-rcHt of Ha

- You've Tried the Rent Now Try the Best We Trade for Livestock.

TBYTHK
•NUT •ASOUNE WITH
—

»

putand

heater
H a new car With
carries
guarantee
" Can>t teU

GREGERSEJTS DAIRY
SELLS QUALITY MILK
FROM GUERNSEY
COWS — PHONE 16R13

onr sincere j interest of said Comity in and to the i
o our friends ! * ^^ rif ^ 10- n and I2^ Block
• 101 m the Cit^ of Atlantic, Cass
on* company , County, Iowa, and
for^ th* many- a/ru of kindneu extended
WHEREAS,* said
release
——---—~^«^-« I
j
_.
> «... **^\, and
«B.I^^J deed
U^TdJ
n* dorinsr ottr recent bereavement. We j -!a3 ^*° ma<'e' epcecnted and sealed as
ako iri^h to thank those who «entjSidTjoard toa ** *vaL 'n^T"' *"
and axeuted with the funeral appearing that zaid release and
i.
w in proper form.

THE
OF CASS COUNTY,
IOWA, m regular session assembled.
Mr»
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS that said deed be and the s a m e i i
Mr?. John
hereby approved in all respects, and
Court Hotw€,
that it be delivered to Francis M.
Atlantic, lava,
Green and Emily B. Green
March 3, 1941.
(Signed)
HAWLEY LYNCH
KZ, P. E. O. Si*terh/x*i,
The Board of Sopervisor* of Ca?g
r
m*rt at th* horn* of MrR. Eric Often | >--anty,
_, met in regular
^ wl sesF.W.WIESE
Tu*5i/Jay ev^ninjf.
Axuirtinjc hw.twi!!' sl°u W',th all memf-*r* present.
W. H. WOHLENHAUS
F. L. POSSEHL
-Mi,. W l n ^Ky,, Ho,, ^pSlrb.E^,2STnW.W^
G. E. ESHELMAN
"April Foo) Prank»." Lunch and W. H. Wohlenhao*.
Members of said Board of
war. *«rve<J
Minutes of Feb. 17th. were approvthe meeting'.
Supervisors, Cass County,
ed aa read.
Iowa.
Th* following bonds were approvedM. E. HUBBARD,
Road patrolman, Fred Grnlke, Jesse
County Auditor, Cass Counan Urn
Floyd
B1
«r * '
*nchard,
John
ty, Iowa, and ex-officio Clerk
Wallace and Virgil Schrader; Elmer
WHEN ANIMALS
of its Board of Supervisors.
E. Swan son, Township Clerk and Arlo
We, Hawley Lynch, Chairman of the
DIE
E. Cbri»t*n»en, foreman.
Board of .Supervisors of Cass County.
The following resolutions
were Iowa and at E. Hubbard, Auditor of
We will pick them up
Cass County Iowa, and ex-officio Clerk
promptly.
RESOLUTION FOR CONVEYANCE of said Board of Supervisors, do each
OF REAL
,„ r^
ESTATE.
hereby certify that the above and
New steel water tight
WIfEREAS, Cass County, Iowa, has foregoing resolution was presented to
furnished anai&tance to one Bert Bag- and duly adopted by said Board at a
body at your service.
ley .incompetent, under the provisions regular ,,,«;t,n| t h e r f
, — _ 178
_ . .j of
,_,, the
viii, 1939
af«^i7 Code
»^VHc OX
of Chapter
of and held on the 3rdL day'OT
Phone 257
o *arcn,
QJi ViT i i, . "•'"*
**•' or
Iowa, and has a valid unpaid claim i1941
the following members of said
WAGNER PILLING STATION
therefore in the sum of $872.29, and
Board being present, to-wit:
HF REAS> aid Bert
16
ANITA, IOWA
Jvi,
^K
/ '» one
£ u y Lynch- Chairman. W. H
of the u
ht-irn at ?
law of Lou
Bagley
de- u/
Wohlenhaus, F. L, Posaehl, F W
ceased, late of Atlantic, Cass Cou'ntv
E
!f8e,,and, G" id
' me
Eshelman, and'each
Iowa, and who died seized of the fol«nbe'-s, upon said
lowing described real estate, to-wit- «!,," L5u!?
Kast Half of Lota 10, 1) and 12, Block
101 in the City of Atlantic, Cass
Witness our hands and the seal of
Countv, Iowa, and
this
Board of Supervisorss duly
u y aaffixed
WHEREAS, Ca«« County, Iowa, has tthe day
and
vear
last
above
written
a lien on the interest of" naid Bert
.
HAWLEY
n.^n.
Barley ,n and to said real estate for
< hairman of the Board of
said aHsmtance, and
Supervisors of Cass CounWHEREAS, N. D. WinBton, as
ty, Iowa.
^IminiHtrator of the estate of Lou
ML E. HUBBARD
BaKlev, deceased, has sold the above
County Auditor of Cass
descnbed real estate for payments Of
County, Iowa, and ex-officio
debts m »aid estate to Francis M
Herk of the Board of
Green and Emily B. Green, and has
Supervisors, Cass County
J
d
Iowa.
'
±"; f *"&?£?"*, Co-nty/Iowa. the
um 01 ?i«o.7^ less proportionate
share of probate expenses in full ed The following resolution was pass1 and satisfaction of
RESOLUTION.
claim secured

and

food. 9

rH,

and

M

F

H 11

ins: ebate8 were
Hherf°ii^u,
allowedM h landt /
«'?sn bo
.
-Grove Independent
q ^dler8
« u -J i
Exemption: Frankie
j Schmidt Jave. GroveP Independent!
Comes,

1 nd deliver Baid
1 for and inqu't
release
behalfffl
of
I Mid County and its Board of S*mer
: visors, and said deed and release Xn
HO cxeruted, acknowledged, seafed ahd
d, ivered by sai.l

FARM MACHINERY, ETC.
John
D««
2^™g
»«W
^
^^
1=
!- McComick.DseriW
Meconni^ix^ corn P^
MtCormick-Deerin^ 10 Jw ^; Jo6n Dee»:4Sul«vmtor; g»«V >|
wagon and rack; wLo^ ft?/. *.«««on tover Barrow; J* &
treaim separator;
" tools and oth«. —i,^- L' ^KS^taVSe^tion.

;

ir^l

WILL BE ON THE GROUNDS
Lang, labor . .
, .... 9(c
Comstock. labn,To ,f
Ion
M -isell Mich»els. labor
Marvin Brindley, labor . : : : ; ;
JJJ
100.00
100.00

™^

Barber and

Auctioneers.

C. E.

THE

ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

from our

SHOE DEPARTMENT
o
We Have for the Men
When you join the Easter Parade—
walk in unexcelled style arid comfort in a
pair of Freeman Dress Shoes.
Brogues, Moccasins and all types of
Dress and Sport numbers—in latest spring
colors at
$2.95 - $5.00

O

For the Children
From sizes 3'/2 to 3. Popular fast selling Shoes for the younger boys and girls,
High Shoe or Slippers
$1.19
Comflex Health Shoes
$1.59 to $1.98
White, Black or Brown

O

Work Shoes
Wolverines—still at the low price
$3.95
Others at
$2.95 - $2.49 - $1.98
NOTE—Work Shoe prices are guaranteed for
only one week. The next shipment we receive
will cost us more.

o
BOB HOWARD
CLOTHIER

'

•

Mrs. Leonard Jorgensen and Maxine Bolz, who were surgical patients
at the Atlantic hospital, were released from the institution Saturday.

Wallpaper

*

You simply DRIVE them
— that's the beauty of
RED TOP steel posts.
Just a few blows of the
handy driver . . . and on
to the next! No post holes
to
dig, fill and tamp.
They're convenient to
handle and haul. You put
up a mighty neat fence in
a hurry .

— for —

SPRING PAPERING
Priced as C per Single
Low as «J *Roll
— LARGE STOCK —

Combat Chick
Bowel Troubles
Inside and Out

The woven wire attaches
quickly with patented wire
fasteners. Heavy lugs support the wire —it can't
slide up or down. Wide
anchor plate holds posts
RIGID. They're ideal for
fence replacements or repairs. Take some home.
Try them.

Use Dr. Salsbury's Phen-0-Sal
tablets in the drinking water
right from the start. Tests prove
Phen-0-Sal checks germ growth
in the drinking water and goes
to all parts of the digestive tract
See us for DR. SALSBURY'S
PHEN-0-SAL.

ROBERT SCOTT

Rasmussen's Hatchery

ANITA LUMBER CO.

VALUES FOR SPRING
SHOES
Ladies novelty shoes, pumps,
ties and sandals in patent, kid
or gabardine. A large variety of
styles at

Sport shoes in saddle tan,
,
brown, brown and white, and all
white. We have a large selection
tome in and try them on at

$1.98 to $3.45
. —.

—'

HATS

BAGS

Matron or Misses
styles in all the new
colors at

You'll find just the
bag to match your costume m our large selection at

Beige, Rose, Light
Hue,
Navy and
Black at

$1

59c to 98c

$1 to $2.98

GLOVES

COATS
e.

re»o«bt7ric£

They're

$7.98 to $16.98
•

The Golden Rule
DEPARTMENT
"THE BEST FOR LESS"

STORE
ANITA, IOWA

Maduff's F<

Marl

WE DELIVER _

__

PHONE

April 6, 1911.
THURSDAY-~FRIDAY*-SATUfcflAY
Peter Scott is the first farmer in
this vicinity to get his wheat sown.
«
H. L. Bell is driving a fine new
\\
Marion automobile which he purchased this week in Omaha.
Mrs. J. M. Deeming and the babies
visited last week in Oakland with her
Fresh Soda
sister, Miss Gladys Glines.
J. H. Trimmer shipped three car
*
loads of cattle to Chicago this week
which averaged 1,580 pounds each.
A derailed freight train between
Corn or Glo8s
4
Anita and Adair last Friday delayed 4 4
4
METHODIST
CHURCH
traffic and piled up trains in Anita for 4
•t
Arthur V. Lone, Pastor.
4
several hours.
f
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
Quite a number of teachers in the
Church School at 10 a. m Harold
Anita public schools during the past
AO Sizes and AD
McDermott,
Superintendent.
•ear were not applicants for re-elecChurch
worship
at
11:00
a.
m.
This
tion this year.
The net proceeds from the box will be the fifth Sunday of our Loyalty
social held at the Lincoln Center Campaign, "I Am a Christian and Am
church Friday evening amounted to Proud of It." Chas. H. Ingram wil
OUR STORB IS OPEN farjStft SUNDAY MORM\r
$57.50. Sixty-three boxes were dis- sing a solo appropriate for Palm
Sunday.
posed of at top-notch prices.
Youth forum at 6:30.
The dog poisoner has done several
Evening service at 8 p. m. Our
of his ornery jobs during the past
week and yesterday two dogs were Easter play.
Special Wednesday evening service
discovered with their heads tied to the
railroad track west of town. They at the church at 7:30 in chacge of Rev.
That your poultry &eds are fresh. 1UU81
were released before the train came C. L. Thomas.
are
not
fresh because they hare bifcen stored in
Choir
practice
Wednesday
-evening
along by a passerby.
'George Embrey and wife of Des at the church at 8:30.
houses and therefore lose their: effectiveness.
The Woman's Society of Christian
Moines have started on a pleasure
Felco Chick Starter, Mefife Concentrate \
trip to Los Angeles, Cal., and will Service will meet Thursday afternoon
Merit
Starting and Growing Mash are fresh.
at
2:30.
Circle
No.
1
meets
with
Mrs.
make the entire journey on foot following the railroad track. They George Denrie; Circle No. 2 meets
We mix our own mashes antf we know they!
jxpect to complete the journey in 140 with Mrs. Harold McDermott and
always
fresh.
•
week days. Mrs. Embrey was for- Circle No. 3 meets with Mrs. Dale
merly Miss Macklin, daughter of Mrs. Utters.
Watch Our Chicks Grow That Are Being
Henry Houck and a sister of Dr. J. W. The Church School teachers meet
Fed On Fresh FeeXl.
Friday evening at 8 o'clock at the
Macklin of this city.
/
:vAi * •
home of Mr. and 'Mrs. Albert Karns.
^ - - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f Study periods will be led by Mrs.
*• CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH -f Howard Gissibl and Lee K. Nichols.
*•
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
-f
The Catechism Classes will meet at
f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f the parsonage Saturday afternoon.
i>j-.4 r. ..»*..
Church school at 10:00 a. m.
First class meets at 1:30 and v the
Service of worship at" 11:00 a. m. second class at 2.
This service will be our regular com- Quilting any afternoon this -week at
VICTOR FLOUR, 49-lbs. ,
munion service. It is not confined to Mrs. Nellie Holmes.
5-lbe. Graham Floor Free With
the membership of the church, but any The primary and junior teachers
Each Sack.
V
who are striving to lead a Christian have planned so the small children can
ife, if you do not have a church be taken care of in the basement durOPAL COFFEE, 1-lb. can..25c
home here, are welcome.
ing the morning worship service.
WB0.-THUR8.01
FOLGER'S COFFEE, 1-lb.. .28c
The missionary society will meet children are invited to stay during
RADIO
DAYS"'
; *i~ Tiff..,, A i u,, L .11 r_
TTI • i
*
**
with
Mrs. Albert Wagner, Friday
ati this hour.
FOLGER'S COFFEE, 2-lbs..64c
r
BEAUTY
2:30 p.m. It is the time of the spring The Loyal Circle will meet next
PEAS, No. 2 can
.10c
missionary offering. Let there be a Tuesday afternoon at 2:30 with Mrs.
PORK
and
BEANS,
No.
2%
good attendance.
Eric Osen.
can
IQc
The ladies will serve the regular
noon-day meal Thursday.
SCHOOL GIRL CORN, No.
4 CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST 4
2 can
lOc
4
C. R. Neel, Pastor.
4
HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
LUTHERAN CHURCH AT 4
Sunday School at 10 a. m.
I. O. O. F. HALL.
4
Church Worship at 11 a. m.
EAST MAIN STREET
.PHY LAMOU
H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
4
Our eight weeks of special preparaRobert
Preston
- Preston 1
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 tion for Easter Sunday is growing and
Sunday School and Adult Bible deepening.
" M O O N OVEI
For private devotion,
Class at 9:30 a. m.
BURMA."
read one chapter per day in the Bible
Divine services at 10:30 a. m.
Abo "Crime Short"
and pray for the special revival meetAdult instruction class meets at ings to be conducted beginning Easter
.PRI.-SAT.-Sat. Mat. 2:31
8:00 p. m. Wednesday evening at the Sunday. This week we are to invite
parsonage.
BIQ 3 UNIT SHfl
BUTTERFLY ROLLS
at least one person to church. Have
Teachers will meet at the parsonage
On
The Stage — 25 R«
a list of names of people you are
6 For 9c
Friday evening at 7:30 o'clock.
They're!
praying for that they may come into
ANITA BAKERY
Confirmation class meets at 4:00 p.
It Again
the Kingdom during the Easter
m. Monday afternoon at the parson- season.
For ;Memorials and Monuments, see
age.
JAMES i
2t
Rev. LaVerne Morris was with us Chas. H. Bartley, Anita.
Highland church—
CAGI
Sunday afternoon and plans were disDivine services at 7:30 p. m.
You can get at all times genuine
cussed for the two weeks' meeting we Semi-Solid Buttermilk at the Farmers
and
are to hold beginning Easter Sunday. Coop in Anita. Why not try some
4 4 4 4 4 •t- 4 4- 4 4
O'B!
'We urge you to attend our morning this week?
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
tf
And the'
4 4 4 4 4 * •*• 4 4 4
worship at 11 o'clock. Sermon subU. S.
"Unreality" will be the subject of ject, "Did the Jews Crucify Christ?" Nearly new 1% to 3 H. P. gas
engine.
Herbert
Bartley.
itp
the Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of Come and let us worship together.
"HER?
Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, April 6.
COME
WANTET>:—Custom plowing. James
ANITA MARKETS.
The Golden Text is from 1 Timothy
THE
B.
Jordan, first place south of High6:17, "Charge them that are rich in
land
church.
NAVi
(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
this world, that they be not highigc
Also
minded, nor trust in uncertain riches, Eggs, cash, dozen
WATKINS BUG DUST-Order
but in the living God, who giveth
your supply now. 5-lbs. for $1.00 or*
.
,
_
!
BROWN]
dozen . . . .21c 10-lbs. for $1.75. Earl Garrett, ' 607
richly all things to enjoy."
"So You Won
Eg S> N
l dozen
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quoUp
*
°" '
...... 19c Elm Street, Atlantic.
Graded
Eggs,
No.
2,
dozen
......
l?
c
tations from the Bible and from the
SUN. .-''HON. Hens, Ib
........................
14c
Need any Premium Quality Grass
Christian Science textbook, "Science
Sun. Mat. — 2:30-'
Hens,
leghorn
and
under
4-lbs.,
Ib.
8c
Seeds at Rock bottom pricea? Then
and Health with Key to the ScripIT'S
ANOTHER
Roosters, Ib
visit CARLSON'S SEED STORE, on
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
Springs, Ib
llc Highway No. 71, Audubon, Iowa.
tf
One of the Bible citations reads:
8c
"Wherefore come out from among Springs, leghorns & under 4-lbs
Tally cards, 2 for Ic; fancy tallies
Ducks, Ib
.......................
8c
Geese, Ib
..................
'_[[[[ 5c with tassels, and place cards for Ic.
tf
Pigeons, live, dozen ............ soc Tribune office;'Anita.
Cream, sweet
................
ggg
AUTHORIZED MAYTAG DEALCream, No. 1 sour
............
34C R. See Herbert Hartley.
Itp
Cream, No. 2 sour ..... .' ........ ^2c
FOR SALE:_Flax seed, Vanguard
Yellow corn, No. 2, new .......... 53C
oats. xva
Raymond Dressgnc oats and early
-*.j uata.
No. 2L wnue
white oats . .
No. 1 wheat
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. '750 'er' phone 3R1?. Anita.
It
SPRING DANCE CLASSES
STARTING APRIL 12th.
Mhi. A. A. Johnson and daughter m^"'^'^^ *° 8el1 Wel1 know»
HELD IN HALL
Virginia, spent Sunday in Harlan' L nt I™'"' N<7 Ube»l arran«evisiting with her sister and other1 rela
rela ! dlse
ZP
^ Pr°flt8'
(LASSES IN TAP, ACROBA°n consignment without investlives.
TIC, BALL ROOM AND PERment. No signers required. Car
SONALITY SINGING.
Miss Maxine Taylor was hostess to needed. S. F. Baker & Co., Keokuk,
a
number of friends at a farewell Iowa.
K.NKOLLMENT AT OUR HOME
party for Mrs. L. O. (Hap) Buttolph
FOR SALE:—
ON ROSE HILL AVENUE
Monday evening at the home of her shrubs and
-SATURDAY. APRIL 5,
parents in Anita. Mrs. Buttolph, to- Priced low
Sizer Nursery, Audubon,
FROM 2 TO 4 P. M.
gether with her children, leaves today Iowa
3tp
(Wednesday) for Ft. Knox, Ky., where '
—RECITAL LAST OF JUNE—
B0c buys
she will join her husband who is staWW sheets of typewriter
tioned there. Pinochle was enjoyed
by those present with 'Mrs. Cecil G
Budd receiving high score prize and
Mrs. Chas. Gipple, consolation prize IHOIJSW h~t
««-vwv»tt
AUo "Penny t°
PHONE 259
The guest of honor was also presented ' ™
^"n^ *** Chi<*8 «r'
TheRMeo*"
a gift. A lunch was served following ' It kills '
£' Sftlsbury>8 Wp.S»l.
- Utert News •
the pinochle sessions
'.. i, Serins that may later cause
trouble. "
Rasmussen's Hatchery.

C^*»rfc
9Oap

P. & G. oi- Crystal White
3 Large Bars

2

Ivory Soap **w Bars
f*»**»f»lr
Are
vracKers
2 pound BOX l j
Peanut Butter 2-11,.
C+9»u%h

DtarCn

Pound P*cka*e

Linoleum Rug
Seed Potatoes

These Are Northefti
S. y*jAn

otatoes

. J ,

-

BE SURE—

A

.

""&

w»»w

i i i v * 11111^

»» vi. OIH^J

OCX. V IVC*

Opal Food Mkt

WANT ADS

BONGERS

RED
TOP
SUH POSTS

—"^^

Also Sold at Smither Produce and Bell Produ

A. A. Johnson, local plummer, is a
Mrs. Dosha V. Scholl spent Sunday
patient at a sanatorium in Excelsior and Monday in Stuart visiting with
Springs, Mo.
her two daughters, the Misses Jane
and Freda Scholl.

-

them, and be ye separate, saith the
Lord, and touch not the unclean
thing; and I will receive you, And
will be a Father unto you, and ye
shall be my sons and daughters,
saith the Lord Almighty" (II Cor.
6:17-18).
Among the selections from the
Christian Science textbook is the following:
"Finite sense no true appreciation
of infinite Principle, God, of His infinite image or reflection, man. Th
mirage, which makes trees and citie
seem to be where they are not, illus
trats the illusion of material man
who cannot be the image of God" (p
300).

THE FARMERS COOP.
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WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

By Edward C. Wayne

Early Start

House Launches 'Rearmament Inquiry'
As Labor Disputes Continue Tie -Up
Of Plants Vital to Defense Program;
Balkans Hold Center of War Scene

SKS?
Washington, D. C.

(Released by Western Newspaper Union. I

When the CIO called its strike at America's largest industrial plant—
the Ford Motor company's River Rouge plant—the plant was closed and
85,000 workers were on the idle list. Above photo shows mounted police
trying to hold off pickets during one of the violent strike battles.

STRIKES:
Dominate News
While the question of whether or
not the United States was "in the
war" or not continued to be debated
by editorial writers, there was no
question but that the nation was in a
labor war, daily growing more and
more serious, with outbreaks of violence hitting the front pages with
a bang. Congressional action in the
situation came when the house voted
324 to 1 for an investigation of
the re-armament program with special emphasis on strikes which
hamper the defense program.
The C. I. O. held the strike spotlight, the three major disturbances
consisting of various types of trouble involving unions of that organization. These included the Ford
strike, the Allis-Chalmers strike and
the soft-coal strike.
After sailing along for 11 weeks
with little happening except unsuccessful negotiations, the Allis-Chalmers dispute broke into serious violence. This followed closely on two
developments, statements by Knox
and Knudsen urging that the plant
be reopened, and the action by the
company in putting 500 rehabilitation men to work, and then throwing open the doors to "those employees who wanted to come back."
About 1,250 out of 7,800 on one
shift reported, and then thfe government of Wisconsin stepped in to attempt to give returning workers protection through embattled picket
lines. The result? The plant had to
close down again, Governor Hell's
car was stoned, 48 persons were injured in a police-strikers' battle, and
the Governor informed President
Roosevelt that the trouble was beyond all state, county and city police
to keep order.

'Biggest' Plant
Hardly had this cry reached the
President from Milwaukee when C.
I. O. workers- struck at the largest
single industrial plant in the world,
Henry Ford's River Rouge factory',
employing 86,000 persons. Almost
immediately there were reports of
violence at this factory, owned and
operated by the only big industrialist who never has had a union contract.
The basis of the battle in the Ford
plant between strikers and management was a matter of 10 cents an
hour more or less to bring the Ford
wages, until recently higher than in
competing auto factories, up to the
General Motors-Chrysler level.
As the Ford strike brewed and
broke, 400,000 workers in the softcoal industry, John L. Lewis' personal C. I. O. union, stopped work
pending negotiation of a new wage
contract to take the place of one
which had expired.
This newest strike brought from
President Roosevelt the "hope" that
this walkout would not be of long
enough duration to endanger the national defense.
But the government, which had
put Dr. Dykstra in charge of a labor mediation board, and which had
dumped the Allis-Chalmers and other strikes in the lap of this new
organization, seemed to the public
to be making little progress in getting the full manpower of the U. S.
to work on national defense.
It was being plainly said in Washington that unless there was some
immediate amelioration of the labor
problem, some form of national defense labor law would find favor
with the President.
To millions of hours of work lost
in January, February and March
April started out even worse, with
more violence, more men idle, and
defense work still more disrupted.
Though plane production was moving ahead, though the Harvill strike
was halted, releasing parts for Pacific Coast plane builders, the general tone not only had the public
worried, but was causing unrest and
unhappiness among draftees, many
of whom had been forced out of
good jobs to work in uniform for
$21 a month.

JUGOSLAVIA:
Rehdy for War

America's 194-1 Forest Fire
Prevention campaign got off to
an early start when Secretary of
Agriculture C. R. Wickard accepted a painting by James Montgomery Flagg to be used on 300,000 posters now being distributed
by the Forest service. "Forest
Defense Is National Defense" is
this year's slogan and aims toward an aroused patriotism to
cut down the huge annual fire
toll.

ITALIANS:
Still Losing
On the African front, British successes continued, Cairo reporting
that British Imperial forces have
cornered .nearly 100,000 Fascist
troops in East Africa.
The major action was on two
fronts, the Eritrean front, where Asmara, the capital of Eritrea, fell to
British soldiers. The survivors of
this battle were estimated at 40,000
who had been in the battle of Cheren, and who had escaped from there
to fight again at Asmara.
They were now said to be trapped
with their backs to the sea, and the
British navy blocking retreat.
In Ethiopia, the British forces
were striking inland toward Addis
Ababa, capital of the country, on
the heels of the retreating army of
the duke of Aosta. The duke's
original forces at Addis Ababa were
estimated at 40,000 men. This army
was being added to by small garrisons who were withdrawing toward
the capital and other parts of Ethiopia and it was expected that when
the battle of Ethiopia finally was
staged the total of Fascist troops
would be around 60,000.
The fall of Asmara was accomplished with little fighting, the British army being met by a delegation which was carrying a white
flag.
Even while the British were claiming to have 100,000 Fascists trapped
in Africa, the Italian high command,
now and then, was stating that "Italian and German troops" were conducting successful engagements.
One of these announcements was
made at the same time that the
British announced the fall of Asmara. The chief interest in these
claims was the inclusion of German
troops, showing that the Nazis had
some forces in Africa.
That these reports had good foundation in fact came later when the
British admitted that their troops
had withdrawn from Bengasi, a
Libyan stronghold they had formerly captured in their sustained military drive.

It was apparent that Jugoslavia
was on the threshold of war, or if
the nation was bluffing, it was willing to carry the bluff to the verge
of actual hostilities.
Nazi reconnaissance planes flew
over a key city of southern Serbia
and there was a brief air raid
alarm. This was considered a good
intimation that the Nazis meant
business and that the 75,000 soldiers
amassed on the eastern frontier
would be increased and would be
the nucleus of an attacking force.
It was interesting that most of the
press attacks on the Jugoslavian situation in Berlin were directed at
British Foreign Secretary Anthony
Eden, whose series of visits to the
southern Balkans and Turkey and
Greece were followed by Jugoslavia's firm decision to stand by Britain and Greece, even at the cost of
bloodless revolution.
The Berlin papers referred to
Eden in the most caustic terms, and
it was apparent that even as Berlin
blamed Eden for the Jugoslavian situation, so Eden would be getting
credit for it in Britain.
The crucial point in the Jugoslavian situation, was whether the Serbs
and Croats would get together and
achieve a united front. Macek, the
leader of the Croats, was still in
the new cabinet as vice premier, but
there was some doubt as to whether
he would stay.
He was one of the signers of the
Axis pact in Vienna, and one of the
few to remain in the government
after the overthrow. For some reason that was not immediately clear,
Simovic, the head of the government, appeared to be anxious to
keep Macek, but the latter was apparently anxious to get out and put
some other Croatian in his place.
Political observers said that Macek, while permitting his followers
to support Simovic, was finding it
personally embarrassing to serve in
Simovic's cabinet.
The Germans in their attacks on
Jugoslavia in the press, were mak- FRANCE:
ing a build-up for immediate military action on the ground that all And Refugees
sorts of atrocities had taken place
Somerset Maugham, in a series of
in Jugoslavia.
uncensored articles describing the
fall of France, laid considerable
U.S. SEIZURES:
stress on the mistreatment of refugees from Alsace-Lorraine as at
Crews, Ships
least a partial cause of the French
Sensational was the American sei- collapse.
zure of all German, Italian and DanNow France found itself facing
ish ships in U. S. ports and the growing bitterness and unrest
jailing of 875 seamen of German among about 30,000 foreigners in
and Italian nationality.
refugee camps in the unoccupied
Comments from the Axis ranged portion of the country.
all the way from Virginio Gayda's
The daily bill for this camp was a
direct threat that another such act million francs, and yet this small
would meet with "reaction" without sum was cutting such a hole in the
a declaration of war, to others national pocketbook, that the adminfrom Berlin and Tokyo on somewhat istration was figuring ways to reduce
a milder basis.
it.
The general Axis reaction was
Included in the 30,000 in these
that the seizing of the ships was an camps,
were statesmen, authors
unjustifiable breach of international journalists and artists. In addition'
law, but Cordell Hull quoted book there were some 60,000 more, in lachapter and verse to show that the bor camps and camps built for forseizure was entirely justified under eign
soldiers. These included Jews,
a precedent established by Italy no anti-Nazi
Germans and Spanish Reless, in 1897.
publicans.
For them, 19 relief orIn that instance Italy seized neutral and belligerent ships and later ganizations, most of them American
working to do what they could
either returned them or reimbursed were
the nations. The American plan was to make life more livable.
Oddly, the best internment camp
to put the Italian and German ships
into the U. S. hemispherical service in France is operated by the Mexand to turn the Danish ships over to ican government for Spanish war
Britain. The use of Italian and Ger- veterans. The heaviest penalty for
of discipline is to be thrown
man vessels to replace American breach
The Mexicans operate on a
bottoms would release them for Brit- out.
budget of less than seven francs per
ain also, it was pointed out.
person daily.
Washington showed no intention of
listening to any Axis representations AID:
on the subject, and flatlj informed Over Million
Axis diplomats that if they objected
The lease-lend aid to Britain had
too strongly io the seizure thev
might find the United States asking passed the billion dollar mark by
the first of the month, according to
that they be sent home.
At the same time deportation pro- President Roosevelt's announceon his return from a brief fish
ceedings were started against anoth- ment
mg trip.
er German national, Jan Valtin
The President declined to identify
(real name Krebs) author of the
best seller "Out of the Night" on what countries would get the suphall a dozen grounds. Valtin is a plies or to itemize them, but he
Communist and hence probably said they would go to more than
would be persona non grata in Hit- one country, and that there would
ler-dominated Germany.

SABOTAGE, LABOR, EMPLOYER
Most tragic thing about the present chaotic labor situation is the
black eye which a minority of labor
is giving to their co-workers all over
the country. In the majority of
plants and shipyards, men are working without interruption.
But in certain key plants, so vital
to the national defense that they
could not have been picked by accident, a small minority have bogged
down production. Sometimes this
happens through strikes, sometimes
through slowing-up and sabotage so
! deliberate that behind it must lurk
, a definite attempt by Communists
i to hold back national defense.
While labor has been hitting- the
headlines for defense obstruction,
i less publicized but equally obstrucj tive has been the attitude of certain
business elements, among them the
shipbuilders, who dickered endlessly
with the U. S. maritime commission
regarding the construction of 200
desperately needed cargo vessels.
This program was adopted in
January, but to date the commission has not been able to complete
negotiations for quite all the 200
ships.
The Bethlehem-Fairfleld Shipyard,
Inc., of Baltimore, for instance, battled the commission for two months
over a fat fee.
The commission proposed a $110,000 base fee per ship, to be reduced
to $60,000 if not delivered by a certain deadline, or increased to $140,000 if produced ahead of time. But
Bethlehem rejected the penalty
clause, vigorously insisting on a
fixed fee regardless of when the
ships were produced.
For weeks, while the shipping
crisis daily grew more critical, the
controversy raged.
Finally, on
March 18, the company backed down
and accepted the commission's
terms.
Under them Bethlehem-Fairneld
stands to collect a total fee of
$5,500,000 on the 50 ships assigned
it. In addition it also garnered a
$7,838,000 government contract for
13 ways and other construction paraphernalia.
• * *
JULY OR ELSE FOR HITLER
No one can ever tell just what
is going on in the Kremlin, but here
is how the diplomatic dispatches explain the apparent shift of Russia
slightly over to the British side of
the war scale.
It is now generally agreed by the
best U. S. military observers—and
probably also by the Russians—that
Hitler will have to win this war by
July of this year or else face serious
consequences.
These serious consequences will
be:
1. Tremendously increased munitions and ship production by the
U. S. A. After July 1, American
factories will really get into their
stride.
2. The necessity of finding food
for Europe next whiter.
3. The necessity of finding more
oil, especially if the British succeed
in blowing up Rumanian oil wells,
which they definitely plan to do.
4. The necessity of pulling a new
rabbit out of the hat to please the
German people. So far Hitler
has pulled out new victories at periodic intervals—Austria, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Norway, the Low
Countries, France. But the rabbits
have come fewer and harder recently. The German people are reported to be restless.
Only answer to these dilemmas is
Russia. The vast and fertile fields
of the Ukraine, rich in wheat, iron
ore and lying just across from the
oil fields of the Caucasus, are sure
to beckon to Hitler.
And if he still is unable to take
England by July, it more than likely
seems that he will bite off the
Ukraine. This probability increases
if war m the Balkans disrupts the
sp nn
. £ Panting- For one reason
why Hitler has been so patient with
Jugoslavia is because the crops of
the Balkans are vital to Germany
All of which is not being lost upon
Russia.
• • *
FLOATING DEFENSE HOMES
Defense chiefs may soon inaugurate mobile housing units for defense workmen on the water as well
as land, if the novel plan of Housing
Co-ordinator Charles F. Palmer
pans out.
First negotiations of this sort were
for the purchase of an excursion boat
to alleviate a serious housing shortage at Portsmouth, Va., where a
giant naval construction project is
under way. If successful here the
plan may be tried out it other'seaboard defense centers/
Palmer hopes eventually to have
a number of these "floating hotels."
. DIZZY QUARTERS

The tremendous expansion of defense activities the last flT w months
has sprawled already
•
government offices in
into some unusual plac
An old skating rink has been
eased to house 200 alien registr a
tion employees; a department s t ore
warehouse, formerly lued with fur
mture, now quarter/2.300 war dl
partment and censuj4 clerks- and «
chal
" 8'ocery warehouse was
cleared of canned ^oods and banana
supplies for 700 o&er employees

Man About Town:

The Trotsky murder in Mexico is
on the verge of backfiring terrifically in New York City. U. S. commy
members have been definitely linked
via irrefutable evidence in Gov't
safes . . . Insiders hear again that
Moddom Perkins is resigning and
if true—LaGuardia. inherits her job
. . . If that's a wrongo—you can bet
he'll run for Mayor again . . . If he
doesn't, he'll be one Italian not running . . . A. Jolson tells various
fibs about that ring he bought for
100 Gs (allegedly valued at 400):
'"It's an investment against inflation" is what he told this colyum
. . . "I bffered it to Ruby, but she
refused it," is what he told others
. . . Gary Grant offered him $200,000
for it to gift Babs Button.

e

that, surely, is a
in one easy and i e
pattern. Yet that's
get when you Send
No. 8886. That
panel has a

"Watch on the Rhine," the new Lillian Hellman opus, stands a corking
chance of copping the Pulitzer and
Critics' prizes. The same producer's "Corn Is Green" leads for the
"best foreign" play . . . Gary Grant
is the victim of reporters who hear
too fast again. The story is that he
will get $250,000 (really 125) for his
next film and that he has assigned It
to British Relief . . . The big omission is that Cary has stipulated all
that coin be spent in the United
States where it was earned, and
second—that it be spent only for
British poor and wives of R. A.
Fliers.
How true is the Capitol buzz that
John Cahill (recently resigned Federal d. a.) may get the U. S. Attorney-General's job when Robert
Jackson is elevated to the biggest
job on the big bench? . . . Remember the Fair's Trylon and Perisphere? Well, they're to be melted down for armor plate . . . The
Encyclopaedia Britannica will use
pix of Georgie Tapps to illustrate
its next dance section . . . Equity
was the scene of a near-riot when
a group started a closed shop
movement.

How come the Army maintained
such secrecy about the flop of those
trial blackouts on the Coast? Lack
\
of public co-operation was appalling . . . An Eastman Kodak exec
will soon be appointed American effect .upon your \vais\liae |
Liaison official for the Duke and hips. Beltless, to
Duchess of Nassau . . . And what's height, the dress is gatha
become of the death ray which Eng- correct fit over the bust.
shoulders give a slim looM
land certainly needs now?
-« The jacket, made will I
Notes of an
drawn in by a tie-belt at to)
line, opens in the front I
Innocent Bystander:
The Front Pages: The Daily News
objected editorially to union with
Britain because the latter "still has
monarchs and nobles—two things our
ancestors hoped to get permanently
rid of." But the News acknowledges
we've still got them by devoting the
sassiety column (same edition) to
"the army of blue bloods" seeking
admission to "super exclusive"
Tuxedo Park . . . Arthur Styron,
answering Lindbergh's letter, writes
to the press: "He points to pacifist and reactionary elements in
France and Britain, which made for
internal division and weakness, and
at the same time uses his publicity value to create the same disunity in America" . . . General
Johnson claims Lindbergh has courage for writing the blah-blah for Collier's . . . Courage? You don't
need courage to say or write what
you please in America . . . Lindbergh appears to favor Germany
. . - Courage would be to go there
and write pretty things about America !
The Story Tellers: Alexandra
Kropotkin, in Liberty, tells of Dagmar Godowsky having to tie a string
about her finger to remember what
she gets melancholy about, so forgetful is she ... How does Dagmar
remember what the string is for?
• • . Pathfinder points out that Sekkatree of State Hull is now holding
that office longer than any maneight years . . . Well, what's more
suitable than a Hull for a Ship of
"T^V ',J .Henry Beetle Hough's
The Herald in Her Heart" is a lulu
of a story in the Satevepost. It's
9*>out a newspaper, with an original
switch on a death watch.
The Magic Lanterns: "I Wanted
wings," shows the U. S. Army Air
,°r£s™ ^e air. and there's nothing
in Hollywood, male or female, purI1" °^e- Ray M"land, Wm. Holden and Veronica Lake (a blonde tonA £e blUin*' but they Play second to the fliers . Deanna Durbin has gotten big enough now to
get stuck with a routine story about
love. Her "Nice Girl?" sets her
"-chasing Franchot Tone, with complications you can see (and smell)
reels ahead. Deanna's Stag and
Benchley-s comicalities rescue* the
The Wireless: The Free Company
e
°
°n
asily atnon
S the toppers
35
beautiful to be hidden behfii a
microphone. That is what happened
on the Cholly McCarthy^how which
used her loveliness to feed Mummy queries for his smart-alecky^.
joinders . . . Abe Simon, who mad*
Joe Louis work overtime, came on
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Mrs. Dan Spiker is visiting with her
daughter at Pekirt, 111., and while there
she will take treatments at a mineral
springs for rheumatism.

/

REEL NEWS

"TRAILER VAGABQNI)

A special Easter program is scheduled for picture fans at the new Anita
Theatre which will bring James
Stewart, voted the best American
screen star, in the picture that won
him that great honor, "The Philadelphia Story," with Gary Grant and
The Woman's Society of Christian Katherine Hepburn.
* * •
Service held their general monthly
By WARREN BAYLEY
Today
(Wednesday)
and tomorrow,
meeting Friday afternoon at the
Methodist church, There were forty Dorothy Lamour and her sarong, will Octopan, Mexico.
mountain, obtaining a bird's-eye view
members present. Plans were made be seen in her latest picture, "Moon
The vast Sierra Madre del Oriente of the toy village before swooping
for their spring bazaar which will be Over Burma," on the midweek bargain mountain range comprises some of the down upon it.
show. This is a story of the jungle,
held this month.
most stupendous mountain scenery on
All along the highway, range after
with^a gripping tenseness that is
the North American Continent.
range of rugged, wooded mountains
'Mrs. Frank Kramer was hostess to carried through to a thrilling climax
Leaving Tamazunchale, we began to march off into the far distance, mists
the members of the D'. D. pinochle by Robert Preston and Preston Foster,
climb
this range, rising from an ele- settled in some of the higher vall%ys,
club at her home Tuesday afternoon. who battle against great odds for the
vation
of 230 feet to a height of over while far, far below, the silver ribbon
Mts. Herbert Chadwick held high love of Dorothy. Giant trees blaze
seven
thousand,
where towering peaks of the Moctezuma River twists
score and Mrs. Homer Millhollin was like kindling, copperheaded snakes
through fertile
valleys growing
.runner-up. Mrs. Kramer held low strike and natives work their strange still had their heads high above us in
bananas, sugar cain and grain.
thick
clouds.
score. Mrs. Millhollin was an addi- magic in this startling film. An added
While most farms are in the low
As this climb is made in the short
attraction for the midweek shows
tional guest.
lands,
some of the most surprising;
during April is Radio Nights. Ex- distance of a hundred miles, the fine
Mrs. Roy Duff entertained twenty- planation of this, will be found in the highway winds and twists soaring up blocks of cultivated fields cling to the
two young people at her home here lobby of the theatre.
into foggy mists and dropping away preciptious -sides of the mountains
.
forming an orderly
one evening last week in honor of the
* * *
into deep valleys, beautiful beyond themselves,
old winter oil for if1 ServiceDiflerentialwithSummerjumble
of
geometrical
shapes of
16th.
birthday
of
her
daughter,
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*Te*t Battery. Check cables and
down hill yet we saw many tiny
)uff.
^-freeze. Hush radiator.
Navy." Golden-haired Gloria Stuart at some ancient time.
connections.
figures and animals crawling along
^ *
is the sweetheart of these two rambun. TrantiQission with if Check Lights. Replace weak or
In the lower stretches of this drive the upper reaches of these fields, unMrs.
F.
D.
Weimer
was
hostess
to
r-Grade Standard Gear
cious seamen, who pack thrill upon the country is tropical—though pleas- mindful of the violent slopes and
burned out bulbs.
he members of the Rnot-a-Kare
thrill as they portray a couple of lusty antly cool. Delicate orchids bloom in abrupt drops nearby. These peons
if Fill up with Standard Red Crown,
ridge club at her home on West Main
sailors on one of Uncle Sam's big the huge, towering trees that are!are hearty fellows.
I CradH
the 2 to 1 favorite over any other
Street Wednesday afternoon. Guests,
cruisers.
Special permission was massed over the slopes and hills.
gasoline in the Middle West.
Upon reaching the small Indian
>esides the members, were Mrs. G. M,
granted for many of the thrilling Natural ropes or lianas droop from town of Octopan we witnessed the
Adair,
who
held
high
score,
Mrs.
4 fine motor oils—isq-vis, ;n cans,
scenes shown in this film. The second high branches, some hanging a good biggest display of haste we've seen
•heater A: Long, Mrs. Lake Bear,
30t qt.,* in bulk, 25* qt.*—QUAKER STATE, in cans,
feature on this program is mammouth hundred feet down-from tree limbs to below the border. A few hundred
Mrs. Herbert Hartley and Mrs. Gene35* qt.—KJUkMNE, m bulk, 2W qt.*—STANOUND, in
Joe Brown in, "So You Won't Talk," the highway below. A network of dark faced, simply clad farmers and
trieve 'Dement.
bulk, 13ji qt*
*Pnvailing Jealtr prices (plus taxes)
in which this great comedy star plays these thick vines tangles the dsnse their wives were hurrying away in all
American Petroleum InMrs. Roy Derry was hostess to the a dual role. It is loaded with long forest together.
directions. They had attended the
stitute recommends: Change Oil Every 1000 Miles!"
members of the W. W. club Thursday loud laughter.
Through much of this hundred' mile local market day. Loaded with pur©1941
afternoon at her home west of Anita.
stretch the highway follows- the tor- chases an unsold produce they were
S T A N D A R D
D E A L E R
T O D A Y
'Boomtown' hit." rential Moctezuma River, which has striving to reach home, afoot and
"It's another
There were thirteen members and two
visitors present. Mrs. 0. W. Saxton That's what many have said about dug itself deep into valleys and can- burro, before nightfall.
and Mrs. F. L. Possehl assisted Mrs. Clark Gable and beautiful Hedy yons through the ages. Here and
Tiny, the sleepy and pretty pueblito,
Derry with a 1 o'clock luncheon. Mrs. LalMarr in, "Comrade X," which will there its broad surface is dotted with or village, is dominated by a splendid
Robert McCrory, a recent bride, re- be shown on Sunday, Monday, Tuesday native dugout canoes. Tamazunchale old Augustinian Convent, one of tthe
and Sunday matinee at the Anita. was completely isolated before the finest Colonial church buildings in'the
ceived many wedding gifts.
He-man Gable and exotic Hedy have a construction of bhe Pan-American country. We drove past its imposing
Mr. and Mrs. Harold McDermott time of it, when she developes a flair Highway, these canoes and mountain walls, intricate facade and huge, bellentertained the 2-1-2-1^2 dinner and for tossing chairs and everything else trails being the town's only means of ed tower. Another and smaller tower
>ridge club at their home northeast of she can lay her hands on, at Gable. travel. Small, the town is one of the held an ancient clock and we wondered
the city Thursday evening. The even- Another pulse-quickening scene is most picturesque in Mtexico. You when, if ever, these lethargic people,
ng was spent playing bridge at which LaMarr's yen for tossing kisses in the approach its cluster adobe buildings with so little regard for time, looked
Merritt Dill, who has employment Mrs. Cecil G. Budd and Raymond longest love scene ever recorded on and thick growth of trees from a high up to note its passage.
gone'•to Lewis, Iowa,
received high scores of the film. The hilarity, romance and high
spend several weeks at Ames, spent the week end in Anita
women
and men respectively. Addi- speed action of "Comrade X," places
visiting
at
the
home
of
his
parents,
home <rf his son, Irvin
"Trailer Vagabond" Is Sponsored and Appears In This Paper
ional guests were Mr. and Mrs. it in the Grade A class of pictures.
Mr. and Mrs. John Dill.
Through the Courtesy of
Harold Giles.
Don't tell your friends—I'll C you in
The Baptist' Ladies Aid met at the
eh, who teaches in the
The Friendly Circle met at the home town—Say meet me down at Inhofe's.
a, spent the week end home of Mrs. Merle Garside south of
There of Mgf. Paul Barber north of the city
Anita, Iowa
TEXACO PRODUCTS
Phone 257
her parents, Mr. and Anita Wednesday afternoon.
Miss Amber Steinmetz is ill at the
northwest of the were ten guests and two visitors Wednesday afternoon. All the memDers and seven visitors, Mrs. Paul home of her sister, Miss Nettie Steinpresent. '
Wheatley, Mrs. Laura Buerkin, Mrs. metz, here.
Mrs. George Denne entertained the
BONGERS
C. O. Gipple, Mrs. Glen Steinmetz,
members of the Union club Friday.
Cloyd (Slim) Kimball, who has been She took the ladies to the Methodist
Mrs. Floyd Keasey, Mrs. L. L. Dorsey
LEAVE YOUR ORDERS
and Mrs. Wesley Johnson, were pres- a patient at the University hospital in church for dinner after which the
FOR EASTER LILIES
ent. A contest sponsored by -Mrs. Iowa City for a number of weeks, has ladies tied a comforter for her. Mrs.
AND
OTHER FLOWERS
Barber was won by 'Mrs. Kenneth returned to his home in Anita.
Chas. Hettinger will entertain the
NOW.
Gipple. The women spent the aftermembers of the club Thursday.
Miss Virginia Bartley, daughter of
noon quilting for the hostess. The
next meeting of the club will be held Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Bartley, has acat the home of Mrs. Lars Christensen cepted a position as beauty operator
in Nadine's Beauty Shop in Greenon April 9.
field.
Mrs. Andy Miller, Mrs. Azel S.
Harley Miller received word MonAmes, Mrs. Herbert Bartley and Mrs.
day
of bhe death of his sister, Mrs.
Alfred Dement were hostesses to the
Nellie
Cummings, of Maynard, Iowa.
members- of the Bide-a-Wee bridge
Mr.
Miller
went to Maynard today
club and their husbands at the Dement
We Have A Complete Selection Of All Articles Found In Cafes.
(Wednesday) to attend her funeral.
home Thursday evening. The evening was spent playing bridge at
Mrs. E. F. Jones and Miss Georgia
which high score for the ladies was Byrne of Atlantic were in Anita Friwon by Mrs. Guy Steinmetz and for day evening to attend the high school
the men by Herbert Bartley. Prizes operetta. While here they visited at
WE HAVE FOR YOUR SELECTION THE
were also given for low score and the home of Mrs. Jones' sister, Mrs.
were won by Mrs. Wayne Jewett and J. W. Budd.
FOLLOWING BEERS
A. V. Robinson. Following the bridge
\
session a lunch was served. This is
The Benton township
Literary
Pint Bottles—Budweiser, Old Style Lager, Schlitz, Canadian
Anita, Iowa.
the last of a series of parties held by society held its regular meeting at the
Ace, Winter Ale, Goetz Pale, Zoller's, 'Golden Spike, Cream Top, Old
the club during the winter.
school house Wednesday evening. The
Wisconsin, Local Select, Champagne Velvet, Old Milwaukee, Hamms,
Country Club, Falstaff, Metz, County Club Blue Label, Golden Leaf,
program consisted of a play, communPabst Junior •and Old Style Junior.
ity singing and a reading. William
Hamann received the door prize. A
Quart Bottles—Old Milwaukee, Pabst, Zoller's, Falstaff, Old
Wisconsin, Blatz Cream Top, Local Select and Golden Spike.
lunch was served at the close of the
meeting.
Pint Cans—Prima, Country Club, Falstaff, Manhattan, English
Lad, Pabst, Old Star, Budweiser, White Horse, Old Gold and Cream
The teachers in both the Anita high
Top.
school and grades attended the meetBock Bottles—Zoller's, Manhattan and Hlamms.
ing of the Cass county council of
educatipn held at the Methodist church
in Atlantic Monday evening.
Miss
INHOFE'S GARAGE — ANITA
Ermine Brown, normal training teacher in the Anita schools, was one of the
principal speakers on the program.
The Anita Literary club will meet
Thursday evening at 8 o'clock at the
dome of Mrs. Dale Ulfers. Mrs. H. G.
Belsheim will be the leader and roll
call will be, "Bible Verse from the
Book of St. Luke."

this at one time...one ploce...low cost

€et Your Special 10 Star
Spring Tune-Up at
ib's Standard Service Station

WALTER TIBKEN FOR TANK SERVICE

WAGNER'S FILLING STATION

All Kinds of

RASS

GOOD COFFEE
IVADEL'S

CAFE

lie Farmers Coop,

HERE

1

J. J. -L-/ J. V HJ •

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kuehn entertained their pinochle club Saturday
evening at their home east of Anita.
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Wilson and Mr.
and Mrs. Elmer Scholl were guests.
High scores were held by (Mrs. Ben
Brodersen and Elmer Scholl. The
club will meet Saturday evening at
the home of Mir. and Mrs. Robert
EE Wilson.

May Be Purchased In Anita At The Following Stores:
»ith's Jack Sprat Store
Maduff's Food Market
£te"enj, Grocery
liaake's Opal Food Mkt.
Miller's Meat Market
Crawford s Grocery
[OR OVER 40 YEARS THE BAKERS OF HARVEST BREAD HAVE
TRIED tO BAKE THE BEST BREAD-NOT THE MOST
x

Mrs. Robert Butler was hostess to
the members of the Silver Threac
club at her home southeast of the city
Thursday afternoon.
There were
twenty members present and three
visitors. The ladies spent the after
noon embroidering tea towels for the
hostess. Mfrs. Earl Beaver will be
hostess to the next meeting of th
club on April 24.

WHY WAIT
On the Seasons When You
Can Get Fresh
Frozen Fruits and Vegetables
the Year Around From

Miller's Market

'

''"v&^'m\3sr
miles

S

By RUTH WYETH SPEARS

THEM ALL—AND tiAVE BAKED POTATOES
(See Recipes BelowX
IVE POTATOES
MENU OF THE WEEK
i coming for dinner. You
Tomato Broth
aeat and vegetables, and
•Quick Dutch-Staffed Baked
led your dessert. You
Potatoes
es on hand. But have
Buttered Beets
ow you're going to preMolded Fruit Salad
•Bread - Batter
|you haven'tt It's an oftBerry Pie
Dry in kitchens from
Beverage
((to Florida, Maine to Cal'Recipe given.
cat«se/,vthe POTATO is
standby, you perhaps
last; minute to decide the unbeaten eggs and sugar; mix
ion. Then it's too late well. Stir in the sifted dry ingredilethihg different."
ents; mix until smooth. Place mixat the potato as. though ture on a floured board; roll until %
Cinderella of the vegeta- inch thick, cut into rounds with a
ble kingdom. Re- floured doughnut cutter. Cook in
member, it re- deep,Vhot fat (370 degrees F.) until
sponds well to golden brown.. Drain on soft paper.
careful treatment. Sprinkle with powdered sugar.
While it is usual.Idaho Sureties.
^ :ly considered to
6 medium-sized Idaho potatoes
• h a v e a bland
% cup hot milk
flavor, proper
2 tablespoons melted fat
'cooking will bring
6 tablespoons buttered crumbs
out its subtleties.
1 tablespoon grated cheese
| there are only three ba- 6 eggs
" cooking potatoes—bakSalt and pepper
or frying thern in their
Select medium-sized or large poirthere are innumerable tatoes; scrub and bake at 450 delerent things to do'with
grees F. until
each is soft when
|''if"you have ever tried
you pick it up and
pbr sausage-stuffed potasqueeze with a
cloth. When done,
to croquettes, pancake poremove a piece of
Suzettes or potato
skin from the side
of each potato to
olve to use these recim a k e it boatrantee they'll help you
shaped, or cut
t 03$ of your potatoes 1"
large potatoes in two, lengthwise.
itch-Stuffed Baked
Scoop out the inside, being careful
Potatoes.
not to< break the shell. Mash the
||fat;top"of .column)
pulp thoroughly, or put it through
'Idaho • potatoes
a ricer. Add butter, salt and mUk
ges or frankfurters
and beat well. Pile the mixture
tatoes and. with an lightly
into the shells. Refill
lake a hole lengthwise the shellback
to
the
top and make a depotato. Stuff with a
in the center of each pota•sausage. Bake at 400 pression
Break an egg into each depres|fpr 45 minutes, or until to.
sion, season with salt and pepper and
e done.
richer flavor, stuff sprinkle with buttered crumbs that
been combined with grated
of finely chopped have
cheese. Bake in a slow oven (250onions
and
ground
!
a slice of bacon or salt 350 degrees F.) long enough to set
potatoes and bake as the egg and brown lightty—for 6 to
of baking tune de- 10 minutes.
Belgian Baked Potatoes.
li 61 potatoes.
> Wash and peel potatoes and cut
•to Croquettes.
into eighths lengthwise. Dry behot mashed potatoes
tween towels. Dip cut pieces hi meltcream or milk
ed shortening and lay hi a shallow
baking powder
pan, .being sure that they do not
salt
overlap. Bake in a quick oven (400
to taste
degrees F.) until brown on top. Turn
iisheti nuts
carefully and continue baking until
atoes add the cream or they resemble french-fried potatoes.
>wder, seasoning and Baste them with more shortening
Spread mixture on during baking, if necessary. When
Shape, roll in nuts done, sprinkle with salt and serve
deep; hot fat (390 de- piping hot.
ntil golden brown. Drain
Franconia Potatoes.
er. . , • •
Use uniform medium potatoes.
»to Doughnuts.
Pare and parboil 10 minutes. Drain,
place around roast, and bake 40 minsalt
utes, or until soft, turning often and
baking powder
basting with fat in pan so that they
i nutmeg or cinnamon will brown.
potatoes
Old-Fashioned Scalloped Potatoes.
i butter
4 large potatoes, pared
1 small onion, thinly sliced
% teaspoon salt
salt,' baking powder and
Dash of pepper
er. Put the hot riced
IVz tablespoons flour
a mixing bowl, add the
1 tablespoon butter
stir, until the butter is
1% cups milk
-*
lukewarm. Add
Cut potatoes in %-inch slices.
Place potatoes and onions in buttered baking dish
sprinkling each
&MTS:
layer with salt,
pepper and flour, -potatoes is perhaps the
and dotting with
lthful method of preparbutter. Add milk
|, because steam escapes
and cover. Bake
n and results in a mealy
in moderate oven v
, No valuable minerals
(35D degrees F.)
_ and, if the skin is also
2 hours, or until
') the contents, "all benepotatoes are tender, uncovering
. pot a to are realized.
them during the last 30 minutes of
|are not quite ready to
baking. Serves 4.
~ potatoes when they
Lyonnaise Potatoes.
. to come out of the
4 teaspoons butter or bacon fat
er them with a towel so
sture will be 'absorbed,
2 onions, sliced
3 cups cooked potatoes
he same time warmth
stained.
Salt and pepper
2 tablespoons finely chopped parsley
^potatoes bake in less
Heat the fat in a frying pan and
P white potatoes.
cook the onions in it a few minimportant to retain vitautes. Add the potatoes and cook
s' Potatoes, as well 'as in
slowly, stirring occasionally until all
ables.
In
order
to
do
1
sides of the potatoes are golden
them in a cool place;
brown. Season with salt and pepbefore cooking; cook
per. Press flat with knife and shake
wssiWe; have the water
over low fire until brown on bottom.
apidly before plunging
Turn like an omelet. Serve on a
Use a small amount of
water; cook only until
hot platter with finely chopped parsley sprinkled over the top.
(Released by WesWrn Newsp;>p'-r Union

THE PAPERS OF PRIVATE
PURKEY
Dear Ma—
The bundle containing pajammers
arrived okay and I am now one of
the few i men in camp who don't
sleep in his underclothes. You wud
think the army wud issue pajammers to soldiers on account they
have been a part of men's night
clothing for years but I gess General Grant didn't wear them so the
army don't recognize 'em yet. I
wish you wud pick plainer colors as
the boys are all kidding me and
asking who I think I am Looshush
Beebe.
• * *
It is okay to send me some bath
towels and some good soap as the
army issues none that I can locate
and gee mom wud it be a treat if
the army, had (bathrooms right off
the main room'like at home! Going
to the bathroom here is like being a
member by Admiral Bird's expedishun. Some of the boys that started
for the bathroom early in the winter
are out hi the ice floes yet and I
gess polar bears got one or two of
'em.
• • *
I wish*you wud send me a flashlight as the army is way behind on
street lighting and this camp in the
middle of the night is no Broadway.
You asked me about sending a radio. Well, only one radio is allowed
to a tent of five
men and we have
one but the hardest fighting so far
is between me
and the four others over what
programs we
should tune in on.
Believe me ma them four other fellows have lousy taste in what is
good radio entertainment.
*' • *
The drilling is still being pushed
witch seams pretty silly as I knew
how to walk long before I came up
here and anything I did not know
I learned before I was here a week,
• * •
I am still getting lots of gun practice and while I am no Buffalo Bill
I gess I could hit an enemy if he was
well bunched and did not come at
me zigg-zagg. We do not get much
zigg-zagg practice. I get a lot of
open field practice and have to keep
dropping flat on
my stummick and
I know why Napoleon said a army
traveled- on its
stummick as my
stummick
has
corns on it now.
I can't tell half
the time weather I am fighting a
enemy or looking for moths in a
rug.
• • •
• One of the boys is going to be
transferred to the parashoot corpse
because he has an uncle who knows
a congressman and he is welkum to
it. I don't know what I am doing in
the army, but I know I certainly
ain't in it because of no yen for
parashoots. ,
» • •
The idea is to fly in a plain into
the enemy's country and then jump
out trusting that everything will
work according to the set of direckshun that comes with the parashoot
but I have never have no wish to
go up in a airplain let along to
jump out of one. Life in the infantry
is tough but you always know you
are a soldier and not a circus performer.
'
• • * .
Have you heard any more news
about what this is all about, I mean
have we leased the war from England yet and what part of Europe
am I going to be loaned to? The
papers are as confusing as ever, one
editor saying we will be kept short
of war and the other saying we ain't
more than a half inch short of it
right now. Well, anyhow, ma, all
I am doing is trusting that Roosevelt wasn't fooling in his eleckshun
speeches when he said I wud get
in no war and that anyway I wud
not wind up in Europe or Asia
loaned, leased or owned outright.
But I will close now as it is time
to drill 'again.
Your son,
Oscar.
• • •
BELATED ENVY
Languid lovelies draped in slacks,
Bathing dolls and sun-tanned backs,
Lolling on the sun-warmed sand
Of a lovely wave-washed strand,
Make me want to tear my hair.
Because I'm here and they are
there.
—J. H. Niles.
• • •
Hitler is denned by R. R. T.
aa a Napoleon with his clutch
slipping and no brakes.
• • •
R. R. TROUBLE
("Twelve Delaware and Lackawanna trains were stalled and 28
others tied up when the pantographs
froze in the down or stop position."
—News item.)
The storm it came with fury
And swept from town to town.
It caught the Lackawanna
With its pantographs downl
—Mrs. K. F. Gross.
• • •
Hitler seems to have a yen for
exterminating independent nations
on the ground of neighborlinesa.

SANG BED WITH FOOT CUT
DOWN-THE DOTTED SWISS
VALANCE JS
STITCHED TO „
MUSUIV BETWEEN I
THE SPRINGS
AND MATTRESS I
^ HAND-MADE
I : QUIT IS NOT
WElI DISPLAYED
ON A
BED
WITH
HIGH
FOOT
OARD.
AND NO
VALANCE

do not belong to any
QUILTS
one period and there doesn't
seem to be the slightest indication
that the old art of making them is
dying out. JHost quilts today are
planned as bedspreads and have a
color scheme to harmonize with
other decorations, if a variety of
figured scraps are used in the
piecing, one dominant plain color
is generally repeated in each
block to give the design unity.
Again, one color is combined with
white throughout the entire quilt.
Some quilts have elaborate pieced
borders; others are finished with a
band of white with the "dominant
color used as an edge binding. A
bias striped material makes the
binding of the "quilt in the Whirl
Wind pattern shown here.
/
The beauty of any quilt is enhanced if it is set off with a valance around the bed. They knew
that in the days of the four-poster

and the rule applies still. The
bed in the sketch had no particu-1
lar tradition and the footboard was
much too high to display the quilt
spread to advantage. What a difference in- the effect when the
board was cut down and the crisp
frills of dotted Swiss were added!
Surely, any^ quilt that is worth
piecing is worth this extra touch.
* • •

1. Was Capt. Miles Standish one
of the Pilgrim Fathers?
2. Who was killed by Aaron
Burr in the famous duel?
3. What is the exact length of
time taken by the earth in making
its revolution around the sun?
4. Next to oxygen, what is the
chief elementary constituent of
the earth's crust?
5. The word guerrilla is derived
from a Spanish word meaning
what?
6. What President of the United
States was born oh July fourth?
7. What place is known as the
Gibraltar of the East?
8. Is there more sunlight at the
equator than at the poles?
9. What is the smallest of all
flowering plants?
10. In what direction does a cyclone whirl?

"Well, thanks," said the young woman,

"I will take some more, but only a
mouthful, please."
"Bella," said the hostess to the maid,

"fill Miss Green's plate."

Quite Inexpensive
"I do enjoy lying in bed in the
morning and ringing the bell for
my valet."
"But you haven't got a valet."
•NOTE: K you have an old Iron bed that
"No, but I've got a bell."

you would like to cut down, SEWING Book
3 tells how; 10 cents postpaid. You may
also want Mrs. Spears' three Favorite
Quilt Patterns. One, called the Ann Rutledge, was sketched from' an original in
the reconstructed Rutledge Tavern at New
Salem, Illinois, and it Is possible that Ann
may have been making these quilt blocks
when Abe Lincoln came courting. The
other two patterns are the Whirl Wind and
the Kaleidoscope. Set of three patterns
with directions 'mailed for 10 cents. Send
order to:
MBS.

RUTH WYETH SPEARS
Drawer 10
New York

Bedford Bins

Enclose 10 cents for Book 3 and 10
cents for set of 3 quilt block patterns.
Name
Address

Among those things, which call
for implicit faith we may mention
democracy, love and hash.
Might Do Good
Jefferson had something the
matter with his eyes, and told
such a long tale of woe about them
that His friend became really
alarmed.
"I say, old chap," the latter exclaimed, "you ought to see an optimist."

Most delicious "bag"
Time to Reflect
The solitary side of our nature
demands leisure for reflection
upon subjects on which the dash
and whirl of daily business, so long
as its clouds rise thick about us,
forbid the intellect to fasten itself.
—Froude.

ASK ME
ANOTHER f
The Questions

Sized It -Up

"Miis Green, do let 'me help you to
more pudding."

of the Season... quick and
easy fo prepare ... nourishing
:.. economical... order; foday;
from your grocer.

A Quiz With Answers
Offering
Information
on Various Subjects

plants belong to the genus WolfHa.
They are aquatic, have no roots
and produce flowers about the size
and shape of the head of a pin.
10. Because of the rotation of the
earth, a cyclone whirls clockwise
in the Southern hemisphere and
counterclockwise in the Northern
hemisphere. For the same reaAs We Learn
son, cyclonic storms travel westLearning by study must be won;
ward in the tropics and eastward 'twas never entailed from sire to
in the middle latitudes.
son.-^Gay.

The Answers
1. Capt. Mileg Standish was not
a Pilgrim, he was brought along
for protection.
2. Alexander Hamilton.
3. The trip takes 365 days, 5
hours, 48 minutes and 46 seconds.
4. Silicon.
5. War (guerra).
6. Calvin Coolidge.
7. Singapore.
8. No. A recent study showed
that each pole has 65 more hours
of sunlight per year than the
equator.
9. The smallest of all flowering

K big bowlful of Kellogg's Com
Flakes with some fruit and lots of

milk and sugar.

FOODENiftGYI
VITAMINS!
MINERALS!
PROTEINS!

CAN'T VOI SLEEP?
If it weren't for heartburn and "fullness" caused by acid stomach, you
might get some rest I ADLA Tablets
contain Bismuth and Carbonates for
qnick relief. Ask your druggist for
ADLA Tablets tomorrow.

plus the famous.FLAVOR of
Kellogg's Com Flakes that tastes
soooorfit sharpens your appetite,
mams you mant to eat
Coot. 1941 K*Uo«g Company

Conditions Change
The Reaping
has still every year to get over •
If matters go badly now, they
After a man has sown his wild few weeks and days of folly.—
will not always be so.—Horace.
oats in the years of his youth, he Richter.

THE SMOKE OF SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS GIVES YOU

EXTRA MILDNESS, EXTRA COOLNESS, EXTRA FLAVOR
STARTED
SMOKING
SLOWER-BURNING
CIGARETTE FOR EXTRA
MILDNESS AND
FOUND A IX)T OF OTHER
SWELL EXTRAJ, TOO.
CAMELS ARE ACES
WITH ME

Ace Curtiu Tett Pilot Bob Fauttlhe test* new wtnfts for

THE
SMOI
THE
THING!

LESS NICOTINE
than the avenge of
the 4 other largestselling cigarettes
tested—less than any
of them—according
to Independent scientific testa of the
smoke Itself:

ANITA
FIFTY-EIGHT

ANITA, CASS COUNTY, IOWA, THURSDAY, APRIL 10, 1941.
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ACTIVITY
CHINCH BUGS LIKELY
iGEHAY INCREASED
SHOWN BY BUREAU ANITA LIGHT PL ANT
TO CAUSE DAMAGE LONG TIME RESIDENT
'41
PROFIT IS $9,436.40
OF ANM SUCCUMBS

Greatly increased activity is reportThere is still enough chinch bugs in
ed by 'the Iowa State Employment
central western and southwestern
Service, occasioned by the registraIowa to cause real trouble. This
'Wish to Take Advan- tion of hundreds of workers in answer
statement waa made this week by Mrs. Carrie Rasmussen, 63, Passes
Gross
Electrical
Sales
ilon Program This to a call from the National Defense
Dr. George Decker, assistant state Away at Hospital in Adair Where
Amount to $18,698.83.
Commission. The registration unrIncrease Their Corn
entomologist at Iowa State college,
She Had Been a Patient For
dertakes to ascertain what skilled
on the basis of surveys of the state
By 39 Per Cent.
the Past Eleven Weeks.
workers are available for defense jobs
to date.
Monday evening the board of
throughout the nation. Every unThe freeze of last November and
trustees of the Anita Municipal Utilitfio wish to take advan- employed skilled worker and every ties held their regular monthly meetsome subsequent freezing and thawing Mrs.
Carrie Rasmussen, 63, well
sion program of the worker, who is not in his present job ing at which time the annual report of
during early 1941 probably reduced known and a long time resident of
and increase their corn making use of whatever industrial the light and power plant and water
the bug population at the same time this community, passed away at 1:30
f figure their "usual" corn skill he may have, is asked to register system for the fiscal year, April 1,
that the winter wheat in western Iowa a. m. Sunday morning at the Larson
dding 39 per cent to their with the State Employment Service 1940 to March 31, 1941, was made.
was damaged but present indications hospital in Adair where she had been
for possible jobs in the National Det.
are. that some 10 or 12 counties in a patient for the past eleven weeks
Ernest B. Ford, superintendent of
central western and southwestern suffering from cancer and other
to state and county fense program.
Iowa have large numbers of bugs.
outline the pro- Many workers have been discovered the Anita Municipal Utilities, revealed
complications.
Dr. Decker said this week that the
nining what c6hsti- with varying skills in most unexpected that the net profit of the light and
Carrie Belle Worthing was born at
lines. A young farm hand registered power plant during the past year was
area of worst infestation centers in Channahon, 111., on July 31, 1877, a
_;e. •
..,-.'
Shelby county with Audubon, Harri- daughter of the late Solon A. and
: can choose between the at one of the offices, who had worked, $9,436.40. However, $270.13 was spent
three years as a skilled tradesman in for plant improvement, $476.39 for
son, Pottawattamie, Cass, Monona, Mary E. Worthing. When a small
Crawford and parts of Woodbury, girl she moved to this community
ay within his 1941 corn an eastern radio manufacturing plant. distribution extensions and $49.00 for
Guthrie and 'Carroll counties also with her parents and on Jan. 20, 1897,
and be eligible for Another young man with three years interest on outstanding warrants.
training in industrial During the past year $7,900.42 was
heavily infested. In eastern Iowa was united in marriage to Randolph
and parity payments of college
transferred
to
the
bond
fund,
which
chemistry
was
found
doing
odd
jobs
parts of Cedar, Johnson, Muscatine C. Rasmussen. To this union three
as soil-building and
ERNEST B. FORD
and Louisa counties have a heavy bug children were born, Mrs. Paul Kflllopayments by planting •while a graduate pharmacist turned together with $779.58. the 'March 31, Supt. Anita Municipal Utilities
1940 balance on hand, gave a total of
way of Anita and Guy and Harold of
population.
Boil depleting allot- up as a saw mill hand.
$8,680.00.
Out
of
this
fund
$2,080.00
Des Moines. For many years she and
It
is
to
correct
such
maladjustments
Dr.
Decker
said
that
the
extent
of
will be eligible for a
that this nationwide registration pro- was paid for interest on bonds on LARGE PERCENTAGE
damage in Iowa this year will depend her husband, who died March 27,1931,
OF FARMS ENROLLED entirely on the weather conditions operated a cafe in Anita. After his
plant up to 139 per cent gram has been launched. A job for June 1, 1940 and again on Dec. 1, 1940,
every
man
with
every
man
at
the
right
$2.080.00
was
paid
in
interest.
This
during the spring and early summer death she lived for several years with
Allotment for 1941 and
A 95 per cent signup of Cass county months. Many of the southern and a brother, Albert [Worthing, at Branjob
is
the
goal.
Employed
workers
leaves
$4,520.00
and
together
with
conservation or parity
future transfers to this fund will be farmers for the 1941 AAA program southwestern Iowa counties have light son, Mo., but in later years has made
j>n corn but would be in- are asked to register only if they poused to pay interest due June 1 and was reported this week by the Cass to medium infestation of chinch bugs her home with her daughter.
ssess
skilled
training
which
they
are
L a corn loan. He could be
Dec 1 and to
Besides the children, those left to
Pay off bonds numbers Triple-A office, with 1,918 of the but the outlook is not serious in most
|/payments on other crops, not now using. The government has | 2,011 forms returned. The AAA com- of this area Unless dry weather should mourn her death are two grandchildno
intention
of
calling
workers
away
1^
2,
3
and
4
which
will
be
due
"Dec.
1,
(
ithout penalty, including
mittee expects this ratio to prevail prove conducive to the development of ren, Shirley Rasmussen and Randolph payments, soil-building from their machfes or benches so long
Kelloway; her aged mother, Mrs.
when the final report is made. The
nd any other special pay- as unemployed men can be found who The Anita Municipal Light Plant deadline for signing for the 1941 pro- bugs.
Mary Worthing of Anita; three
as wheat if he has a are capable of handling these jobs. It I has generated a total of 903,865 K. W. gram is April 30, when a report will There are a few grasshoppers in brothers, Edwin C. Worthing of WalPlymouth county but they are not a nut, Albert M. Worthing of Branson,
is to forestall any such necessity that H. of electricity since beginning its
be made, at that time to state officials. menace elsewhere in the state.
this
registration
is
called'.
operation
Oct.
1,
1939.
616,935
K.
W.
and Otis H. Worthing of St. Louis;
ignore the farm proDirector of Production Management H. was generated during the current There are 2,478 farms in the county.
four sisters, Mrs. Chas. Karns and
jletely.
The county committee is now
Mrs. Hayes Redburn of Anita, Mrs. D.
ation of crop control on Sidney Hillman foresees the necessity j fiscal year and 286,930 K. W. H. was measuring wheat fields in the county YOUNG LAMBS NEED
PROTEIN IN FEED R. Donohoe of 'Walnut and Mrs. I<eota
of vastly increased employment with-! generated between Oct. 1, 19*39 and
the farmer within pro- in
and appraisers have started checkups
the comin
Smither of Seatle, Wash.; and a large
AAA to'plant up just
£ weeks. "Hundreds of March 31, 1940. The average daily to determine the amount of damage
Experience of successful lamb feed- circle of friends.
corn acreage in the days' thousands of you," he said in a letter output of the plant for the current caused by winter killing. The loss in
ers and results of many experiment
Mrs.
Rasmussen was a charter
1933 ~when corn acreage1*0 workers' <<wi11 »« needed to speed fiscal year has been 1,690 K. W. H. It some areas is quite heavy and was
station trials indicate that it usually member of the local Royal Neighbors
the
national
defense
program."
was
produced
at
a
cost
of
1.52
cents
: in Iowa.
largely caused by the Armistice day pays to add a protein supplement to j lodge and was also a faithful member
The Iowa State Employment office per kilowat.
considerable number of
blizzard. Most of the wheat in this the standard ration of corn and j until her death of the Anita Congreexpand their corn for this community is located in the The gross sales of electricity for the county is planted in the western half. alfalfa for lambs, says C. W. Me- gational church.
plant during the past year was $18,- It was stated this week by Cass Donald, extension animal husbandry
should the season prove ^ court house at Atlantic.
Funeral services were held Tuesindications are for
officials that within the next month specialist at Iowa State college.
day afternoon at 2 o'clock at the
ADVISES
PLANTING
OF
si, the work of setting wheat allotments A ton of supplement is considered Congregational church with Rev. A. T.
lot of corn in Iowa,'
hybrid corn has made NURSERY STOCK SOON 1940 amounted to $8,569.64. During for 1942 will begin.
equivalent to about 40 bushels of Evans, pastor of the church, officiatthe month of March, 1940, electrical
tion of larger yields
corn and % to 1 ton of alfalfa, Me- ing. Music for the services was furPlanting early, mixing peat into the sales in Anita were $1,426.33 in comnished by Mrs. Raymond Lantz, Mrs.
1982-33 days.
- , . , , , . • «
.
A
A.
D.
Bullock,
Cass
county's
last
Donald reports,
ith
SGl1 and mulchm
the
ound
w
parison with $1,500.51 for March, veteran of the Civil War and a former i He lists as the advantages of feed- Carl 'Mloore, A. B. Stone and Dale
Iteemen differ as to the
^ .. ^
spring 1941
i of the latest announce- straw or manure will make
Anita business man, will be honored at ing a protein supplement that lambs ; Ulfers, with Mrs. Eric Osen accomlantin 8 of
nurse
Fklieve rather generally ;P
*
7 stocks grow
Monday evening at the regular an open house party Thursday after- ! gain faster, require less grain for 100 Panying at the piano. They sang, "In
much mo
icipation of 90 per cent
f vigorously, says S. W. meeting of the town council Mayor noon at the home of his son and pounds gain, have a higher finish and the Sweet By and By." "Abide With
(
reek ago in the 1941 farm' Edgecombe, Iowa State college extenMe and
"
"Mv Savior First Of All."
horticulturist. This applies to
^««iuw re-appointed Robert daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Wayne' sell at a higher price than lambs fed Interment
sion
was
shrink.
!
Bullock,
in
Atlantic
where
he
makes
'
corn
and
legume
hay
only.
j
made in Evergreen
Scott to another six year term on the
fruit
trees
shrubbery,
small
fruit,
ntive of being able to
The most common and usually the ^etery with W. T. Biggs, Tom
his
home.
The
occasion
is
Mr.
j
board
of
trustees.
This
board,
which
11
through hogs at $9 a and shade trees.
™3' G1?" A" Roe- *• Wsuggests planting nurs- 'also includes George F. Shaffer and Bullock's 95th. birthday. Friends are most economical supplements to bal- JForshay,
Wm. Crawford, Sr., and
expected to invite -eon- eryEdgecpmbe
stock as soon as the soil can bel^ter A. L^g, lookji^ the opera- invited to call during the open house iance the corn are linseed oilmeal, soy- Henry Kuehn acting as pallbearers.
ision in corn producand power plant and gathering at the Bullock home in bean oilmeal, whole soybeans, corn
agh reports indicate that in worked, usually during early April. water system of the town.
LaVista place.
gluten meal and cottonseed meal. r)W Ap'T'lJ'F'O ADVISED
of the state the existence Young trees can be protected against
According to McDonald, they rank in
TO TRAVEL LIGHT
amounts of sealed corn on borers by a wrapping of newspaper,
value in about this order and the one
crepe
paper
or
heavy
wrapping
paper.
lay limit planting by many
chosen will depend largely upon the
"Travel light, take only essentials
iThe wrap should extend from 2 or 3
availability and the relative price. and you will save yourself a lot of
ave suggested that the corn ^ches below the surface of the ground
These supplements are usually fed : inconvenience," State Selective Service
t prove attractive in spite of to the lower branehes of the young ,
at the rate of 1 pound of supplement Director Charles H. Grahl advises men
tree.
|
to about 7 to 10 pounds of grain or who are preparing to leave for army
VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
fiction and the guarantee! MixinS * to 3 gallons of thoroughly |
about .15 to .2 pounds per lamb daily induction stations.
s aked
eat into the SQl1 around each
for .hogs at Chicago.! °
?
;
in addition to the corn and alfalfa the
Director Grahl said one suit case
^everything points to an in- plant will improve the growing condilambs will eat.
should be sufficient to carry everytions. Peat improves the aeration of
orn acreage.
McDonald stated calves will not | thing a seiectee would need until he is
the soil and increases its water-holdmake as efficient use of the plainer and outfitted by the army. Change of
U
ing capacity. It also supplies a small
coarser roughages as will older cattle underwear and socks, shaving set inIMAN'S CLUB IS amount of growthstimulating nitroand cannot be depended upon to do cluding the type of razor he is accusIG ORGANIZED gen.
Tastewell at lOc and
much with stalk fields or even with tomed to using, tooth brush and other
Edgecombe recommends a heavy!
a's club was organized at
Shurfine
at
13c
and
25c
corn or sorgo fodder unless the latter toilet articles and like things is all
meeting of Cass Legion- mulch of straw or manure around the j
is chopped or ground.
that is needed.
Al Dxvl«> !•«.«« Briardale Vacuum Pack
in Anita last Tuesday I base of each plant to kill out the;
"Put them all in one suitcase," said
ans
;E. R. Brillhart of Atlantic • grass. Eliminating competition in
Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Chapman of
ans
the director, "and do not take alongOmaha
visited
over
the
week
end
in
president of the group;' this way will enable the plant to get a
Hume or Cargo Brand
12
Anita at the home of Mrs. Mary Wil- ags, boxes, and loose articles. If
Williams of Anita, vice-J better start. A mulch at least 10
Briardale at 13c, 15c, 19c
ou do, you will cause yourself a lot of
and Troy C. Fisher of At- inches thick is recommended.
eedless worry and work and bother
ary-treasurer. An exethers
enroute to the induction station
Mrs.
Alpha
Nelson
has
returned
to
Carrots
—
Tomatoes
—
Cucumbers
—
Lettuce
littee was also named and 'Mtrs. Grace Hooper of Scottsbluff,
nd
afterwards."
her
home
here
after
spending
several
Radishes — Asparagus — Green Peppers
of William Linfor of Neb., is visiting in Anita at the home
Unnecessary articles taken to inweeks visiting with her son, James, at
|rl Pollock'of Cumberland, of her sister, Miss Nettie Steinmetz.
New
Potatoes
—
Celery
—
New
Cabbage
uction
centers, along with any proIowa
City.
i of Griswold and H. M. Mrs. Hooper was called to Anita by
libited by military regulations must
the illness of another sister, Miss
Atlantic.
Ralph Evinger of Fond du Lac, Wis., )e returned to his home by the selectee
Fresh Store Ground
i will be called by the presi- Amber Steinmetz.
is visiting in Anita this week at the at his own expense or otherwise disBriardale—25c Tall Corn
|the club will hold a get-tohome of his parents, 'Mr. and Mrs.
osed of, Director Grahl added.
At the regular meeting of the Cass
Shurfine
—
32-oz.
Bottle
i
n
ch year. The charter will
Albert Evinger.
County Board of Supervisors held at
Raymond .Wagner of St. Joseph,
. untila closing date is set
Cherry, Cream, Orange, Strawberry ivL
the court house in Atlantic last week
Mrs. J. C. Young of Traer, Iowa, Vlo., spent Saturday evening and SunThe last survivor of the
i «
Northern Iowa Cobblers
all monthly paid highway workers,
and Maurice MtMurray of Des M'oines day visiting in Anita at the home of
oup will break the seal on a including foremen, truck drivers,
OtatOeS
Bag 98c — Peck
were week end guests at the H. C. lis parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. A.
Champagne to be sealed when
machine operators, mechanics and
Faulkner home in Anita.
Fine
Large
Green
Wagner.
is closed.
bridge hands, received a salary inQuart
Jar
pWC
crease of $2 per month effective that
Mrs. Leon G. Voorhees of Oklahoma
Emmett (Stem) Newton, who is
hr, Sr., spent Tuesday at
Cheese and Macaroni
City, Okla., is spending a few days in tationed at Hamilton Field, Cal., near
|here he attended the 60th. day. The raise will be in effect until
Per Package
Anita at the home of her parents, Mr. San Francisco, with the air squadron
lanniveraary of his brother Sept. 1, 1941.
and
Mrs. Joe Trimmer and with other detachment, is visiting in Anita at the
'-in-law, Mr. and 'Mrs. Julius
On Monday, April 14, Adair county
relatives
and friends.
Roberts Chick Starter and Grain Balancer
lome of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed.
will celebrate Pan-American Day at
LJ. Newton. He was accompanied to
At the regular meeting of the Anita
in
Greenfield
with
streets
decorated
Anita
by his daughter, Miss Donna,
Yes,
There
Is
a
Difference
In
Seed
Potatoes
Mrs. Gerald Bell and famvolunteer fire department held at the
gay Latin-American colors, full size
of Omaha.
the week end in Anita visittown hall Friday evening all officers
window
Baker g ecial 6 For
Brents, Mr. and Mrs. Ander- Latin-American flags and
were re-elected for another year. They
displays, depicting United States imAmong those from out-of-town who
ad with other relatives and
are: Robert Scott, fire chief; B. D were here Tuesday to attend the
ports from Latin-America. All Adair
Forshay, assistant chief; R. W. (Mick) funeral services for Mrs. Carrie
GWC Sifted Early June
county schools will be closed in order
Forshay, secretary; and B. D. Forshay Rasmussen were: flWr. and Mrs.
to
allow
the
children
the
opportunity
No. 2 Can 15c - 3 Cans 41c -10 Cans
6yd Dement, chairman of the
treasurer. This will be the ninth Everett Kelloway of Omaha; Mr. and
. in Anita, issued an appeal to attend this educational program,
GWC Cut Green-Nc
year that Mr. Scott has served a Mrs. Warren Kelloway, Mr. and Mrs.
[for women who will knit 10 The celebration is observing the crea3 Cans 41c — 10 Cans $1.29
chief, Mick Forshay has been secre Howard Ungle, John Buck and Mrs.
Jfor the Red Cross. Anyone' tion 51 years ago of a federation of
tary since 1928 and B. D. Forshay Frank Karns of Des M'oines; and Mr.
| should contact Mrs. Dement J the 21 Western Hemisphere Republics,
who joined the department in 1894 and Mrs. D. R. Donohoe and son,
ONION PLANTS "AND CABBAGE PLANTS
yarn and instructionn re- j known today as the Pan-American
has been treasurer for over 40 years, Billy, and Ed. Worthing of Walnut,
sweaters.
1 Union.

BRIARDALE

17c
Apple Butter
Salad Dressing T C. CM*. w p 35* 3 1 c

et Potatoes TWO
TWOis-ounce
is-ouncecc

Coffee

15c

P

19c
45c
lOc

Olives

Hot Cross Buns

yp

—

lOc
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Mrs. Rosetta Anderson is ill at her
home with heart trouble.

BY THE WAY.

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

By L. F. M.

PETERSEN'S GEOCJi

John C. Martin, who lives southeast
That's an interesting little story the
of
Anita, is1 confined to his home with
newspapers in neighboring towns are
PHONE 300
WEDE LlV p B |
We Deliver
Phone 29
telling on Ed. Newton, but personally the measles.
i we don't believe it. He's too smart to" The Anita high school baseball team
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATU
j be caught napping to such an extent, will play its first game Friday after
1
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
even on his wedding day.
CHICKEN STARTER, Gill: Edge, 25-lbs
noon at Fontanelle.
I
* » •
100-lbs
' '
SHORTENING, Clover Farm, 3-lb. can
45c I From remarks made by some of Karen Turner, 3-year-old daughte
YOUNGBERRIES
or
BOYSENBERRIES
who attended, the spring dance of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Turner, is il
syrup, 2 No. 2 cans ,
' in
SALAD DRESSING, Clover Farm, quart
29c j atthose
school was quite a shindig and was at her home with the measles.
BEANS, TOMATOES, CORN and PEAS 2 ra ••29.1
CORN FLAKES, Clover Farm, 2 packages . . . . 15c greatly enjoyed by students and
cans
Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Galiher of Atteachers alike.
each, fine quality standard brands, all's ca?
SWEET PICKLES, quart jars
25c
, lantic spent Sunday in Anita visiting
WAX PAPER, 125-ft. roll, Sterling Silver pret! '
A friend tells us that fresh fried j at the home of Mr- and Mrs- J- C
CORN, Golden Bantam, whole kernal, No. 2 can.lie
ium on every box, each" roll ;...
,
61 5 118
parsnips are very tempting to tired j J " '
MARSHMALLOWS, fresh and fluffy, pounH 7
SOAP, Blue Barrel, 3 bars
20c appetites this spring. We like to boil
Mrs. Earl Knowlton has returned to
FURNITURE
POLISH, Radiant, vrill d ? iiie'I2t
COCOA, Hershey's, pound can
14c the parsnips then drain, roll them in her home here after spending a few
work, bottle
,,
fine corn meal and fry in hot fat.
days visiting with her sister, who is
lls
FIG BAR COOKIES, 2 pounds
25c
• • *
SODA
CRACKERS,
2-lb.
carton,
2
f
o
r
'
'
.
'
'
"
"
™
ill, at Osceola, Iowa.
A very good gardner in north Anita
JELL POWDER, Clover Farm, 3 asst. pkgs
13c
tells us that her husband harvested
Mrs. Anna Smith of Kansas .City,
twenty-one bushels of parsnips from Mb., a sister of Chet Turner, is here
Seed Potatoes — Celery — Radishes — Tomatoes
Mrs. Flora V. Stone is ill at her
Mrs. Eric Osen enteru ir
their garden this spring.
helping care for Mrs. Turner, who has tome here.
* * *
Original
bridge dub at her ho
I been ill for some time.
Maple Street Wednesday af(
Did you see the picture of the
Ted Benning is confined to his home Mrs. A. R. Kohl, Mrs. Lake fc ,
'Mr. and Mrs. Claude Hansen of St. map of the United States which
Eleven
— — senior normal training
—
„
Joseph, Mo., spent the week end in was made from cancelled postage j students have completed a two weeks' with a sore throat and a severe cold.
Robert Scott, Mrs. Da]e UIf *'
Established 1883.
Anita visiting with relatives and stamps by a veteran in the Soldiers' j practice teaching course in the rural
G. -M. DeCamp and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. John Faulkner and
Published Every Thursday and Entered friends. iMrs. Hansen remained here Home at Marshalltown ? Maps are schools in this community.
Karns »were Buosucutes
substitutes.
hildren,
Jan, Kent and Linn, of '^^
at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, as to spend the week visiting at the only one of many kinds of pictures
was held by Mrs. G. M. Adair.
itoline, 111., spent the week end in
There wil1 be an assemb
home of Mrs. Hansine Johnson and which the veterans there make from
Second Class Mail Matter.
'y
Anita visiting: at the home of his
with other friends.
5 11 the
ocal sch o1
v
Mrs. Azel S. Ames and Mrs. j
i postage stamps which are collected'™ "
>
° - R« Cecil G. Budd
Editor
!
and sent to them by various organiza- IHenders°" of Oklahoma will give parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Faulkner. Karns were hostesses at a Su
The members of the Jolly Dozen
negr characterlzat ons an
postnuptial shower Friday aft,
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Year
°
'
<* mugs.
club enjoyed a covered dish dinner tions. Anyone who cares to clip|'
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Roberts enter- in honor of Mrs. Lorence l
n
stamps
and
donate
them
to
the
er'
night
was
observed
Past Mast
s
Official Town and County Newspaper Thursday at the home of Mrs. Faye
tained the Highland bridge club at recent bride. Fifteen won
veterans
can
leave
them
with
Mrs.
G.
Tuesday
evening
at
the
regular
meetHolliday. Election of officers was
heir home northwest of Anita SaturMember of National Editorial
held as follows: Mrs. Rowley Pollock, i M. DeCamp and she will send them on. J jng Of Obedience Lodge, No. 380, A. ay evening. High snores were held present at the shower which „„.
Association, and
* * *
| F. & A. M. Ed. L. Newton, who has y Mrs. LaMarr Gardner and Charles at the George Bills' home whertl
president; Mrs. Sterling Sorensen, '
Inhofes live. ' A n out-of-town
A
young
man
was
heard
to
remark
,
been a member for fifty years, was
vice president; and Mr.s. Henry K u e h n , '
Jewett. Mr. and Mrs. LaMarr Gard- was Mrs. D. R.'Donohoe
of „,
secretary and treasurer. Mrs. Holli- the other day that he would like to honored at the meeting.
ner were guests. The club will The guest of honor was the recipfc
re-enter
the
grades
in
Sunday
School
day, who is the retiring president,
r an
meet at the home of Mr. and MJS. many gifts. A lunch was sen
held a birthday party for the mem- and school for the Easter season so ^ - d Mrs. Lester Scholl enter- Andy Jepsen April 19.
the hostesses.
bers and each was the recipient of a that he would be included when treats tained the LANB dinner and bridge
club at bheir home south of Anita Frihandkerchief. There was also three came around.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wilson enter* * *
day evening. Mr. and Mrs. Glen A.
birthday cakes. This was the last;
tained
the members of the NeighborRoe
were
guests.
A
7
o'clock
covered
regular meeting of the club until fall,' Did you see the Easter play Sunhood pinochle club at their home on
dish
dinner
was
served
which
was
day
evening?
It
was
well
done
and
icwever, the club will hold a picnic on
East IMtoin Street Saturday evening.
July 13 for all members and their presented the Easter message in all followed by bridge at which Mr. and
Guests, besides the members, were
Mrs.
F.
D.
Weimer
received
the
famits beauty and love.
'amilies.
ily prize.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Campbell, Mr. and
Mrs. 'Carsten Henneberg and Mr. and X-Ray and Neurocalometer
We saw a very small daughter
The P. T. A. at Lincoln Center met
Office Hours: 9 to 12— n
helping her mother shop for new Wednesday evening at the school Mrs. Forrest Wilson. High score for
Safc
Nite 7 to 10., Sun. 101
the
men
and
women
was
held
by
Mr.
Easter clothes last week. It seemed ;house ^-y, twenty
persons present. and Mrs. Campbell.
Phone 37.
the little hat just had to be a certain
Each family in the district was resshade of dusty pink and the daughter
ponsible for a number on the'prowas demanding gloves to match. We
gram. Following the program, a
wonder, did she get them? The
| lunch was served. This is the last
meeting of the school year, however,
s with veils attached and
a picnic will be held on the last day
they're pretty. Nope, the cook still of school.
wears her old one.
l - r
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BETTER

FARMERS COOP.

REEL NEWS
MIDWEST PRESENTS —

Harvest Chick Feeds
Poultry and Egg Prices Are High - Assure
Yourself a Healthy Profitable Flock
FEED

HARVEST

FEEDS

19% Chick Starter $2.65
16% Chick Starter $2.45
16% Chick Grower $2.25

n

Besses, curtain,,

d

Manufactured By

MIDWEST EGG CO.

USABLE GAS MIXTURE
TRY THE
•NLY «ASOLINE WITH

"OJMATIC CONTROL"

Mobil£s|

We Specialize in
Mobil Winter Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

CALL 244

0. W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA

• * • • * • - * • -f
It is only on rare occasions that a
comedy and music cast is assembled
like the one in, "No, No, Nanette,"
which is the Wednesday-Thursday
feature for the
mid-week radio
bargain show at the New Anita theatre. Anna Neagle, who seems to
dance in the clouds, Roland Young,
Zazu Pitts, Helen Broderick and Billy
Gilbert all contribute their share to
this mad, merry musical.
* * *
Not since he played his famous
gangster roles, has Paul Muni given
such a slam-bang portrayal, as that
which he does in, "Hudson's Bay,"
which comes to the Anita on Friday
and Saturday and Saturday matinee.
This is by far the biggest outdoor
spectacle to be produced in recent
months. Dealing with Canadian fur
trade in the days when a man's life
hung by a hair, Paul 'Muni gives a
breath-taking performance as the
exiled renegade who was befriended
by the Indians. The scenes of the
Canadian northwest in frontier days
are a wonderful sight to behold and
the action, excitement and suspense in
"Hudson's Kay," are kept at fevei
pitch all during the film.
* • •
Truly an Easter treat is the Sunday
Monday and Tuesday show at the
Anita theatre where, "The Philadel
phia Story," starring James Stewart
voted the best star for 1940, Gary
rant and Katherine Hepburn, will be
shown. This film holds a record for
laughs, which were actually clocked
and recorded during a recent performance and the record showed that over
200 times the audience let loose with
loud guffaws of merriment. It was on
the strength of his sterling performance in, "Philadelphia Story," that
James Stewart carried off the top
honors of the 1940 Academy Award
Since being accorded this great honor
he has been mustered into the U. S
Army to do his share in the National
Defense Program. Again, we repeat
The Philadelphia Story," is truly an
Easter treat. Don't miss it.
Arrangements have been completed
for showing the two outstanding pictures of the year very soon at the
Anita theatre. "Tobacco Road," which
Played for seven years on the stage
and, "Gone With The Wind," will be'
seen next month. Anita will be the
town of iU size to show, "Gone
With I he Wind," i,, the original road
' Srow fonn at Popular prices. Wat»h
for the dates of these great pictures.

The Clayton Illinois Enterprise
asked, "Why Is a Newspaper Like a
Woman?" and offered a year's subscription for the best answer. Here
are some of the replies:
"Because you can't believe anything they say."
"Because they are thinner now than
they used to be."
"Because they are easy to read."
"Because they are well worth looking over."
"Because back numbers are not
usually worth what they cost."
"Because they always have the last
word."
"Because they carry the news
wherever they go."
This was the winner:
"Because every man should have one
of his own and not run after his
neighbor's."

Roberts Special Mix
Chick Feeds

This year again you can have the excellei
results that Roberts Feeds give. Dealers in
territory will be glad to serve you.
Don't be satisfied with fly-by-nite feeds, wit
a reputation. Get time tested and proved Rot
Chick Feeds, Mixed "Fresh" Daily.
We thank those that last year bought theiil
feeds from us and ask that this year you patronize!
these dealers.

KOHL'S GROCERY - - ANITA
REED'S STORE - - WIOTA
BEREA STORE

•nrs-vnnn
lt'» the MATTRESS VALUE
SENSATION of 1941!
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Fun fror the Whole Fam
ByEDWHEELAN

BIG TOP
DO YOU MEAN TO SAV THAT
YOU HAVE BEEN TRVlNGr To
HVPNOTIZE TWE LI0N.2ENDA.
SO TWAT VOL) COULD PUT ON

A VILD ANIMAL ACT ? i
CAN'T &ELIEVE IT."

IT'5 A FACT.

JEFF

HAVE NT <3OT
A-CAT" ACT
AND

TO SURPW5E
VOU

WE'LL
TOPAV'5 WISH APS. BUT
WE'LL ALSO

THE NEW ACT - I DOMT
IT

STILL HOLD1N& A
A&AINST ME rote
THREAT To
SPILL. THE
ABOUT SILAS

HERE'S >t?UR

PUT \T THAT M/Ay IF VOU Llkfc.l
SILK"! I REAU2& THAT VOU
AP»E THE ONIV ONE
KNOMI6 THAT MV DEAR
DIED IN PRISON UMDEr
ASSUMED NAME BUT I ALSO
HAPPENITD KNOW U/HATV«)U

M1MSELF TO SAVE
SOME ONE

l^ft-chickadee, mead^
bird and indigo buni
~ml-

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA She Hears the Prisoner's Song
WMY DOES THE GOV6RNMEN1
KEEP NAGGIN* ME FOR
RECORDS
THREE
YEARS
APTER I PAID MY INCOME
TAX- I CAN'T
REMEMBER WHERE

I NEVER CHEATED
ANYBODY IN
MY LIPE-YOU'D
THINK I WAS
A CRIMINAL
THE WAY .
THEY

OH-H!

MADAM,
DID
YOL»
CALL?

OI< t0 y Ur Iaw

°

tl<*

H'.-r-v /They come in natural
I on this transfer, ready to?
1 to plywood, wallboard or thml
her. Cut them from the wood'
Jig, coping or keyhole sawi
paint according to suggestion
the pattern. Then place tte
trees or on bushes to bright™
out-of-doors.
General cutout directions are ojta
28272. IS cents. Send order to:
AUNT MARTHA
Box 1K-\V
Kansas City, |
Enclose 15 cents (or each patij
desired. Pattern No
Name
Addresi

Friik J«y Kukw UnidlMte. IM

MESCAL IKE

By s. L. HUNTLEY

You Can't Talk to Pa That Way

INDIGESTII
ma *fect the Hcul
iloBmch or cuiitt
it ••• wd wonao depend on Ucll-u
l

^mabSSiSfa? "° -^"'
toicud^Mt'boimi: SiSl

•5«/,DOC,n>ui<ETt>

VWATS
H6RE. BOTTXJE VJHAT1

^••MM^MaMHBWMH^HH

Bat to Begin
Begin; to begin is half the i
Let half still remain;
this, and thou wilt have £
Ausonius.

S'MATTER POP-Highly Special Training

By CM. PAYNE

NA^HlSKeRfc
Prosperity and Adversity
Prosperity is not without
tears and distastes, and Ad
is not without comforts and
—Bacon.
-Today's
of UMB'J
many years o
wide
And
opinion su
Of lie abk
who let the
Doan'9 under

— Accomplishment on an Empty Stomach
I'D
SO

By J. MILLAR WATT

LOST MY TIN WAT
I WEMT FOR THEM
BALD-HEADED !

I HADN'T HAD ANY 6RUB
A WEEK BUT I
BEAT THEM TO
A HOLLOW.1

to recommend
tfe treatmrat to
function «nd for
Sfworrr it cauK>.

THE

SPORTING
THING
OTJKTS Ot06\NG INTO

r*ir»iAKiN6iv DC

S
6
p F
»
™««W
ce FROM SVOONLL
E°R »^
NT - KS».
H"*««?!«
MOUTH'^i^TTiNs ANIBM-

money sets up
by which to judg

By
LANG
ARMSTRONG

GLUYAS
WILLIAMS

Washington the g<* meat niaintains a o I
of Standards•You can have you'^i
PUTS SPOONFUL BACK IN

BuieauofStaaaar^
Just consult the ^ \
ing columns of y 0 1 - ,
paper. They s a l «
your puichasn)^^

every day of "'"

THE

FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
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4 HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL
f
LUTHERAN CHURCH AT
t
I. (). O. F. HALL.
f
H. G. Bclsheim, Pastor.

4
4
4
4

+ + + 44444444444

at the parsonage Saturday afternoon
at 1:30.
The laymen and ministers group
meeting will be held Mlonday at the
Methodist church in Villisca.
The official board will meet at the
parsonage Monday evening at 8.

Sunday School and Adult Bible
April 13, 1911.
Class
at 0:30 a. m.
Dean Roe has engaged his services
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 444Divine
services at 10:30 a. m. Holy
for the summer to J. A. Wagner.
4 CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4
Mrs. Chester Winder and little son Communion will be observed at this 4
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
4
+ 444444444444
are visiting at the Bert Beebe home service.
Service will be beld on Good Friday
;n Cumberland this week.
Church school at 10:00 a. m.
The Abe Biprgs residence property at 8 p. m.
Service of worship at 11:00 a*jn. It
Adult instruction class meets at
•n Anita is to be improved by the
will be Easter Sunday, one of the
8:00 p. in. Wednesday evening at the
addition of two new porches.
great days of the church. Of course
C. A. Long and wife and Dr. G. M. parsonage.
Confirmation class meets at 4:00 p. you will want to be there. Come for
Adair and wife made an automobile
m. Monday afternoon at the parson- the church school session and remain
trip to Atlantic Monday afternoon.
for church. Our program for that
The ground adjoining- the Methodist age.
day will be partly as follows:
Highland church—
i-hurch and parsonage property has
Dry SOFT...Stay SOFT After
Baptism; presentation of certifiDivine services at 7:30 p. m.
been transformed from a horse lot to
Soaking... Yet Wear Like Iron
cates; reception of new members; and
a iawn.
-f * f •»••»• -t- + 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 4 special administration of communion.
Win. M c l n t y r e has gone to Calgary,
The pastor will give a short address
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
'anada, where he will spend the sum+ + •»• 4- + 4 *- + 4- 4 4 4 on, "What Easter Should Mean to Us."
mer assisting his brother-in-law in
"Are Sin, Disease, and Death This, with the good work done by our
SHELL HORSEHIDE WORK SHOES
lulling in an immense crop.
Real?" will be the subject of the choir, should make a service that will
Frank Barber and W. E. Clark have Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of be both impressive and helpful. Let
ust finished a successful season in the
Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, April us all plan to be on hand regardless of
auctioneer business and will be in the
weather conditions.
13.
'rent ranks after increased business at
The ladies will serve the regular
The Golden Text is from Psalms
he beginning of the sale season next 27:1, "The Lord is my lig-ht and my
noon-day meal Thursday.
CLOTHIER
all.
salvation; whom shall I fear? the
"WE SERVE YOU WELL"
Mr. and .Mrs. D. R. Forshay have a j Lord is the strength of my life; of 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 - 4 - +
new baby boy at their home and the vhom shall I be afraid?"
4 CENTRAL CHURCH OP CHRIST 4
jrandpas and grandmas and the grand
C. R. Neel, Pastor.
4
The Lesson-Sermon comprises que- 4
4 - 4 4 - 4 4 4 4 - + 4 + 4- +
Miss Koritia Knowlton, a nurse at army of aunties of the new arrival are stions from the Bible and from the
Sunday School at 10 a. m.
the Allen Memorial hospital in Water- ndulging in the usual pow-wow love 'hristian Science textbook, "Science
Church Worship at 11 a. m.
loo, spent the week end visiting in 'east.
nd Health with Key to the ScripThe Beggar Prince Opera Co. preEaster Sunday will be a great day
Anita at the home of her parents, Mr.
ures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
sented the opera, "Fra Diavolo," at
and Mrs. Earl Knowlton and family.
One of the Bible citations reads: at the Church of Christ. In the Bible
he Opera House Saturday evening.
And, behold, there was a woman school there will be classes for all
Mrs. Guy Steinmetz was hostess to The opera was the greatest disapvhich had a spirit of infirmity eigh- ages. Come and enjoy the discussion
the members of the Bide-a-Wee bridge pointment our people have witnessed
een years, and was bowed together, of the lesson.
club Wednesday afternoon. Guests, n many a day.
At the close of the morning worship
nd could in no wise lift up herself.
besides the regular members, were
Mr. and Mrs. Jas. B. Lewis are
And when Jesus saw her, he called her six people will be baptized.
Mrs. J. W. Budd and 'Mrs. H. A. Gill. ustly proud of a little girl baby who
Our revival meetings will begin
High score was held by Mrs. Andy ame to their home last week, al- o him, and said unto her, woman, thou Sunday. Rev.and Mrs. LaVerne
art
loosed
from
thine
infirmity.
And
Wilier and Mrs. Alfred Dement re- hough the order was for a boy, Pa
laid his hands on her: and itnmed- Morris of Oakland will be with us,
ceived low score.
and Ma Lewis appear to be well satisately she was made straight, and You will need to come Sunday evenied and will make no kick.
ing at 7:30 o'clock and enjoy the first
glorified God" (Luke 13:11-13).
service of this important meeting. At
Among
the
selections
from
the
See Us For Buttermilk. Burke's. It
GREGERSEN'S DAIRY
Christian Science textbook is the fol- one time Rev. Morris was pastor of
this church. He has many friends
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Kuster of Sioux lowing:
SELLS QUALITY MILK Falls,
S. D1., visited a few days the
"Tlje physical healing of Christian both inside and outside the church.
FROM GUERNSEY
Science results now, as in Jesus' time Mrs. Morris is an accomplished musipast week in Anita at the home
their daughter, Mrs. C. C. Heckman from the operation of divine Principle, cian and you will enjoy this part of
COWS — PHONE 16R13 , and family.
before which sin and disease lose the service from night to night. The
their reality in human consciousness gospel message will be given by Rev.
Carl Benson has purchased the poo and disappear as naturally and as Morris. It will be enjoyed by all who
hall here formerly operated by J. A necessarily as darkness gives place to hear him. The meeting is short lastKirchner. Carl plans to brighten thi light and sin to reformation" (Pref. ing, only two weeks. You will need
place up soon with a little paint am xi:).
to start in at once. Come and let us
George Deeming will assist him in th<
worship our God together.
operation of his business.
f -f 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 + 4
The ladies aid of the church wil

WOL

BOB HOWARD

+•
4

Wallpaper
— for—

SPRING PAPERING
Priced as C _ per Single
Low as *^ *Roll
— LARGE STOCK —

BONGERS

PREPARE
FOR
YOUR
CHICKS

Save time, expense, labor and
possible damage to building contents by applying Centigrade Red
Cedar Shingles right over the
oU roof.
Result: A doubly strong roof
with very liltle added weight and
an astonishing amount of added
insulation. This extra insulation
means rtore comfortable buildings, hence greater production
and more profits from all kinds
of livestock.

Give them a good clean brooder
house to live in. Disinfect it with
Dr. Salsbury's Dip-Sal, 1 quart
makes 12'/a gallons, of germkilling spray.

Robert Scott

Rasmussen's Hatchery

ANITA LUMBER CO.

—•^^•""^••^••••••^••••••^••^

Everything For EasterBoxed or fitted styles in
choice of materials, at

A variety of materials in all
anted colors and styles, at

$7.98 to $l(i.98

$1.98 to $4.98

HOSIERY

HATS

Rollins or AdmiraWell M y l f d hats for
tion. Chiffon or Service weight, at
MIS.SC.S or M a t r o n , at

GLOVES
In all the new
printf colors, priced
t

$1 to $2.98
—

' SWEATERS

VICTOR PLOUR, 49-lbs. .$1.40
5-lba. Graham Flour Free With
Each Sack.
OPAL COFFEE. 1-lb. can..25c
OPAL CORN FLAKES,
package

10c

BIG 4 SOAP, 3 bars

lOc

FOLGER'S COFFEE, l-lb...28c
FOLGER'S COFFEE, 2-lbs..54c
28c

DRESSES
a

•

59c to 98c

— - ^

~~—— •

SKIRTS

Many styles from
which to choose, at

I'a.sU-l colors in wool
or gabardine, pnrod at

$1 to $1.98

$1.98

HAGS
A larta- si'li-clion
priced at
$1

The Golden Rule
DEPARTMENT STORE

BEST FOR LESS"

ANITA, IOWA

4
4

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Church School at 10 a. m. Harold
McDermott, Superintendent.
Church worship at 11 a. m. Special
music, Easter sermon, christening of
babies, reception of members.
The
teachers of the primary and junior
departments are taking care of the
small children in the basement during
Lhe worship hour.
Easter cantata, "Hosanna," will be
presented by the choir under the direction of C. H. Ingram at 8 p. m,
Everyone welcome.
Special Wednesday evening service
at the church at 7:30 in charge of Rev.
L. Thomas.
Items for another box to be sent to
;he imigrant children are being collectid by Mrs. Albert Karns. If you have
any items to go kindly-- get them to
Mrs. Karns by Saturday.
The Home Guards will meet with
Miss Ruby Robison Saturday afternoon at 2.
The two catechism classes will meet

BROOMS, each

COATS

69c to $1

METHODIST CHURCH
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.

Opal Food Mkt.
EAST MAIN STREET

SPRING
SALE STARTS THURSDAY, APRIL 10
CONTINUES UNTIL SATURDAY,

Marshmallows
Ripe
Bananas Golden
Potind
Arm and Hammer
Soda
Pound Box
8-ounce Bottle
Vanilla
Cake Flour 3.iM5U l!
Post Toasties^
or Crystal White m ,
Soap P. & G.3 Large
Bars
1!
Beauty.
Coffee 3-lbs.Brown
. . . .39c — Pound
Crackers 2Fresh
poundSoda
BOX
$1-50 Value
Oust Mops Rxtrf
Special 8!
Brooms
39*Ohio
valueor Cobbler2!
Seed Potatoes 100-lb. Bag «
These Are Northern Grown Potatoess

Garden Seed35e&!ior II
Linoleum
All Sizes and AH Kinds of Patterns

Maduffs Food Markc
WE DELIVER

PHONE

OUR STORE IS OPEN EVERY SUNDAY MORNING

ANITA MARKETS.

(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
Eggs, cash, dozen
19c
Eggs, in trade, dozen
20c
Graded Eggs, Specials, dozen
Graded Eggs, No. 1, dozen
Graded Eggs, No. 2, dozen .,
Hens, Ib
Hens, leghorn and under,'!
Roosters, Ib
„-,'
serve a 15c dinner at the church Wed- Springs, Ib
/.
lie
nesday.
Springs, leghorns & under 4-Ibs... 8c
Ducks, Ib
8c
Ed. Houston was called to Orion Geese, Ib
5c
111., Sunday by the death of his broth- Pigeons, live, dozen
60c
er, W. Houston.
Cream, sweet
36c
Mrs. P. T. Williams and Mrs. J. A
Wagner, as delegates from the Anita
Congregational church, attended the
Council Bluffs association of Congregational Christian churches held at
Lewis last Tuesday. Jasper Krumm,
the third delegate, could not attend.
Other members of the church who
attended were Miss Vera B. Hook,
Mrs. Frank Osen and Mrs. L. J. Hofmeister.
All report a very good
session.

Cream, No. 1 sour
Cream, No. 2 sour
Yellow corn, No. 2, new
No. 2 white oats
No. 1 wheat

34c
32c
54c
28c
78c

Mrs. A. Laura Campbell of Des
M-oines spent several days visiting
with friends and looking after business matters in Anita last week.

That your poultry feeds are fresh. Most feeds
are not fresh because they have been stored in warehouses and therefore lose their effectiveness.
Felco Chick Starter, Merit Concentrate and
Merit Starting and Growing Mash are fresh.
We mix our own mashes and we know they are
always fresh.
Watch Our Chicks Grow That Are Being
Fed On Fresh Feed.

THE FARMERS COOP.
Also Sold at Smither Produce and Bell Produce

A

Gala 1
Of
PictoriM

WED.-THURS.O1
RADIO DAYS»
' A
HAPPY-GO-LAUGK
MUSICAL WITH THE SB
SATIONAL BUBBLE D.W

Anna
NEAGLE
'

in

"NO, NO, NANE1
• with
Roland Young
Billy Gil!
Helen Broderick
Also "Abdul Adullah A«
FRI.-SAT. - Sat. Mat.2:3«P.J
On The Stage — 35 Rets
RENEGADE - TRAlTOil
ROGUE — But the Inil«B|
Worshipped Him —
IT'S THE 'GREAT S T O R t
CANADA'S FUR

Miss Gladys Turner left Monday for
Grand Island, Neb., where she will resume her studies at a business school
in that city. She had been spending
a number of weeks here helping care
for her mother who is ill.

Mrs. Harry C. Faulkner was hostess
to a number of women Saturday at a
three-course one o'clock luncheon at
her home on West Main Street. The
occasion was the announcement of the
engagement of her daughter, Joan, to
Maurice McMurray of Des Moines. A
color scheme of violet and white was
carried out. A large bouquet of assortHOT CROSS BUNS
ed spring flowers formed the center
6 For lOc
piece and corsages at each place conANITA BAKERY
tained a scroll announcing the engageFor Memorials and Monuments, see
ment. The afternoon was spent play2t
ing bridge with the prize for high Chas. H. Hartley, Anita.
score going to Mirs. Harry Swartz. You can get at all times genuine
Consolation prize was won by Mrs. Semi-Solid Buttermilk at the Farmers
Howard Marshal, Sr., of Atlantic. Coop in Anita. Why not try some
Out-of-town guests were Mrs. J. C. this week?
t
Young of Traer; Mrs. Marshall and
Will take care of your children
Mrs. Hazel McDermott of Atlantic;
Mrs. Walter Flaulkner and Miss Pegg^ either in my home or your home any
Dunn of Des Moines; Mrs. Claudeafternoon or evening. Mrs. Ross
Hansen of St. Joseph, 'Mb.; Mrs. Fred Brookner, across the street from mill
F. Joy of Churdan; Mrs. John FaulkWANTEBi—Custom plowing. James
ner of Moline, 111.; Mrs. John Shipley B. Jordan, first place south of Highof West Liberty; Mrs. Harold Cham-land church.
pion of Mtenlo; and Mrs. Ben F. Kirkham of Norwalk. The date of the 'WE STILL HAVE PLENTY OF
PARCAUT HYBRID SEED' CORN
wedding was not announced.
ADAPTED TO THIS TERRITORY
IF INTERESTED SE.E
BEN GOOH1ANOUR — ANITA

BE S U R E -

NEW 1
.NltA

WANT ADS

Need any Premium Guality Grass
Seeds at Rock bottom prices? Then
visit CARLSON'S SEED STORE on
Highway No. 71, Audubon, Iowa.' tf
Tally cards, 2 for Ic; fancy tallies
with tassels, and place cards for Ic.
Tribune office, Anita.
a
LOST;—Two 9.00x20 truck tires and
nms. Reward. Finder notify this
paper immediately.
jtp
~ FOR SALE :_Live, thrifty trees
shrubs and plants of all kinds
™d low - Sizer Nursery, Audubon
60c buys 500 sheets of typewriter
paper, size 8%xll inchea, at the Trib
une office.
.»

P'JOJ'L MUfl[

"HUDSON^

SUN.-MON.-Tl
Suiu Bargain Mat. 2 30 -

OUR'EASTERG 11
TO YOU
--«—

Star

J

Lau^iTriu^
|l Terrific!'

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

By Edward C. Wayne

'Royal' Eviction

Hitler's Spring Drive Into Balkans
Follows Usual Pattern of Nazi 'Blitz'
As Greeks and Jugoslavs Fall Back;
Axis Powers Register African Gains

'.Phillip,

. (Released by Western Newspaper U nion. )

EL AGHEILA, LIBIA.—Beyond this Nazi armored tank waves a swas
tika from a building in this Libyan coastal town. Since the Nazis joined the
Italian troops in the Libyan sector previous sensational successes by the
'British have been wiped out and much territory formerly won is now in
axis hands.

(BALKANS:
Nazi Power

ing virtual evacuation of the port
by Greek troops. British troops
have not yet gone into action."
One of the five fronts on which the
Germans attacked was around
Skoplje, in southwestern Jugoslavia,
a vital railroad link between the
Greece-British and Jugoslav forces.
Early in the conflict German panzer
divisions captured Skoplje, and
drove a wedge through the Vardar
valley. The Germans reported taking more than 20,000 prisoners in
this action, and radioed photographs
showing long lines of truckloads of
Serb • and Crotian prisoners going
along mountain roads, passing forward-moving Nazi divisions on the
way.
While the United States, led by
President Roosevelt's promises of
sympathy and aid to Jugoslavia and
Greece during this invasion, was
watching with anxiety and hope for
some more favorable news, the general tone of opinion was that the
story of Poland and Finland was being rewritten before their eyes.
Americans interested in seeing
something like this happen again
scanned the news dispatches in vain
for signs that the Nazi putsch was
bogging down.
The shock of the fall of Salonika
was matched by the shock to learn
that the British forces were relatively small, but the fact that they
were in a reported "second line"
gave some measure of hope to those
anxiously watching the defense that
"something might happen" when the
second line was reached and went
into action.

The sudden onslaught of the Naz
troops on five fronts against Jugo
slavia and Greece came with terri
fying swiftness and in the early
days of the conflict it was eviden
that a delaying action was the mos'
that the Greeks could offer, and that
the Jugoslavs, prepared mentally
but unprepared physically to resist,
could do little but harass the advance of the invader.
Hungarian troops were also ordered to enter Jugoslavian territory
separated from Hungary after the
war of 1914-1918.
Events moved swiftly in those first
few days. Immediately the city of
Belgrade, perilously close to the
border, and in the 'center of a plain,
was declared an "open city" and
that the Jugoslavs would not defend
it.
However, the first act of the Nazi
bombers was to deliver a series oi
assaults on Belgrade, closely followed by similar attacks on Sarajevo, Nis, Zagreb and other points of
military importance to the invading
army.
The attack on Belgrade may or
may not have put the city entirely
hors du combat, but the immediate
effect was to shut off all communication with the outside world, and
that caused the reports of the early
phases of the new war to be fragmentary and conflicting to the utmost degree.
One heard that the Jugoslavs were
invading neighboring countries, had
taken Fiume, were bombing Sofia—
and in the same breath the Germans FASCISTS:
claimed the capture of Nis, the raz- Move in Africa
ing of Belgrade, the cutting of vital
The war was not only taking a
railroad lines.
azi turn in Jugoslavia and Greece,
Only the British reports seemed
to carry conviction, together with )ut in northern Africa as well with
those from Athens. The former pre- combined Fascist-Nazi troops defdicted a general withdrawal, and the initely on the forward move again.
As in a football game, the-British
latter told how that withdrawal was
being carried out.
had evidently "lost the ball," and
But from the start it had been ex- unless the Anzacs could hold the
pected by this country that Salonika fascists "for downs," there mighl
; a drive to a touchdown in Libya
would be defended, and that the
British had 150,000 to 200,000 troops
It was odd that the reports of the
in that general neighborhood, and advances in Libya by the Italo
were prepared to make a serious de- German forces should have coincidfense of the port.
ed with dispatches saying that Gen
Then the British announced that Sir Archibald Wavell and large num
Salonika might fall, and gave rise to bers of "picked troops" had been
the general belief that perhaps the sent to Greece.
British forces were not so numerous
Whether this was true or not coulc
or so strong as at first stated.
not be learned, but if so, it was an
Suddenly came the word that the interesting coincidence that the
British had only 60,000 to 90,000 backward movement of the British
\ troops on the scene, and that they in Libya tallied in time with the ru| were in the second line of defense, mor that Wavell was gone to another
• "ready to veer to east or west as field.
H the situation demanded."
The British, in their forward
This was the answer to the dis- drive, had gone past Sidi Barrani to
atches of the first few days, which Derna, and thence to Bengasi, the
id not reveal the British in contact Libyan capital.
Photos of British
vith the enemy at any point. They troops taking down street signs^jput-^
were, in this report, placed in the ting up their own, and other reports
icinity of Katerine, which put them tended to the belief that Italy was
omewhat in the center, between two knocked out of the war in Africa,
Data forces of Greeks.
and that it was "all over but the
i Closely following this dispatch shouting."
ne a report from Berlin claiming
Suddenly Berlin reported a minor
t their troops had entered Salon- success on the Libyan front, and
a, and from Athens itself came the then, with equal suddenness Britain
Uowing terse, yet disquieting re began announcing that there would
rt:
be withdrawals, that Wavell's
"The German blitz has split Greek forces would pick their own line of
ces in two with a wedge driven defense and fall back to that.
vn west of Salonika, trapping un
Came the fall of Bengasi, and then
ounted thousands of troops defend the fall of Derna, with the British
jig the line of the Truma river."
still back-pedalling and fighting a
; Right on the heels of this report, rear-guard action all the way. In
unpleasant to Americans who were Eritrea and Ethiopia, however, the
• hoping that the Nazi attack on north- British continued their success,
ern Greece might be halted, came making mass attacks on Massaua,'
the word from London "German the sole remaining point of military
troops have entered Salonika follow- importance.

H I G H L I G H T S . . . m the news
JACKSONVILLE, Fla.-A Negro
stole a car, and the police knew the
car was gone, and figured he'd soon
run out of gas and abandon it. But
the car kept moving, and was reported here, there, everywhere.
They couldn't figure where he was
getting "gas" money. They found
Uncle Sam was providing. The man
tadd found a WPA courtesy card in
the car and. was using it to get
credit—to buy gas.

NORFOLK, Va. _ Coast guardsmen were dragging waters off the
Eastern Shore of Virginia, seeking
wreckage of a huge patrol bomber
thought to have carried 10 navy men
m its crew to their deaths. Bodies
of some of the crew had been found
and others were sought. The men
were making a simple transfer flight
when the accident happened. The
accident was being investigated by
naval authorities.

OAKLAND, CALIF.—Otto de
^Bourbon Hapsburg, 65, who
churns to be a pretender to the
French throne; his daughter, 32,
and two sons, 41 and 40, according to reports, were evicted from
their house in Oakland for alleged non-payment of rent. Otto
Leopold, the elder son, is shown
above carrying part of his personal belongings.

STRIKES:
New Turn
Strike news continued sensational,
but took somewhat a turn for the
better, with the Dykstra Mediation
board settling the Allis-Chalmers
strike and making headway both on
the threatened walkout against U. S.
Steel and the big Ford strike at
River Rouge.
But the news, while somewhat better from the standpoint of the national defense, was still disquieting
enough. Most sensational of the
stories was the claim that C.I.O.
chieftains had been canvassing local
unions throughout the United States
seeking to find what sentiment, if
any, there was for a general strike
if the Bridges deportation move
should be carried out.
The Bridges case was in the hearing stage when this move was uncovered in Washington when Sidney
Sillman of OPM was asked by a
louse committee investigating the
national defense program to investiate the report.
Mr. Hillman expressed surprise at
he question and said he did not beieve that any such move was being
carried out. Mr. Hillman said that
'hilip Murray, president of the
2.I.O. and chairman of the Steel
Workers
Organizing committee,
would not tolerate a strike against
the defense program.
This report by Mr. Hillman came
ust one day after Mr. Murray had
made a surprise visit to the White
House at the invitation of President
Roosevelt, and then had made a flying trip to Detroit, and later had announced that the projected strike
against U. S. Steel would be held in
abeyance for a time, ostensibly to
permit work by mediators and conciliators to avert the strike entirely.
The report came from a mediator
in New York that part of the cea
strike difficulties had been settled.
He said that the reopening of other
mines had been delayed, and appar
ently the main difficulty was a dif
ference in attitude between Northern
and Southern Appalachian mine operators concerning the demands o,
the United Mine Workers.
The mediator said:
"We are trying desperately to ef
feet a complete accord and to sta
bilize this backbone industry for a
period of two years." He also saic
that the schism between the two geo
graphical portions of the operators
group was causing the chief dif
ficulty.
In the meantime there were signs
that the mediation efforts in the
Ford strike were bearing fruit, when
Governor Van Wagoner of Michigan
wired President Roosevelt as fol
lows:
"Please do not approve certification of the Ford strike to the Defense
Mediation Board before I have talkec
with you. I am in conference now
with Philip Murray and Jame;
Dewey (the conciliator)."
This made it look, at least for the
mpment, as though some settlement
of -the dispute, which has tied up
$155,000,000 in defense material,
might be at hand.

SHIP AID:
On Move
The ships-for-Britain end of the
aid law was well on the move, with
the President formally seeking from
congress the right to take possession of the 36 Danish merchantmen
now in American waters.
Mr. Roosevelt said his advisers
were convinced they had every right
to take over the German and Italian
ships, regardless of the protests of
the two Axis governments.
It was plain from the White House
comment that the government proposed to combine the three groups of
ships into one fleet, and in time to
use the whole fleet in defense transport.
The government will go far, it
was believed, to keep this line of
transport open and under way until
deliveries begin OD the 950 new merchant ships now being constructed
In addition, at the same time, the
British announced that this country
is turning over to them 10 United
States coast guard cutters for aid '
in the war against Nazi subs.

Washington, D. C.
MISS PERKINS ON THE COAL
Inner circle clamor for replacement of Secretary of Labor Frances
Perkins is an old story, but it's hotter now than 'ever before.
Actually, Roosevelt did move last
year to get a new labor secretary,
offering the post to Mayor LaGuardia. But he declined, insisting on
the war department or nothing.
But with labor a key problem,
White House advisers had been urging that the President renew the offer to LaGuardia.
Miss Perkins was criticized sharply for the delay in certifying the protracted Allis-ChaJmers strike to the
National Defense Mediation board
until rioting broke out, also the coal
negotiations before they deadlocked
and John L. Lewis shut down the
mines. Both the President and other
cabinet members bluntly called Miss
Perkins' attention to the fact that the
purpose of the board was not only
to settle strikes but to avert them.
With some feeling it was demanded of her why the board, set up expressly to handle "hot potatoes,"
was not used in these two major
cases.

Private Papers
Of a Cub Reporter:

His name is Capt. Jean Georges
D'Ary of the French air force during World War I and up to the
time France quit . . . He refused to
surrender and left France before the
Nazis came—escaping to Lisbon . . .
There he felt sure the British consulate would help him return to Britain so he could fly again for England . . . But something went wrong
. . . The consulate was busy or
something, and he managed to get
to Martinique on a freighter .
When Captain D'Ary was tipped that
the Martinique regime was planning to ship him back to France as
a fugitive, he escaped to a port in
the U. S. . . . "I am in a sympathetic country," he mused, "I will
not live under shadows. I will tell
everything to the authorities" . .
And he did, adding: "Please deport
me, but deport me to Canada, so I
can get to England and help fight
again" . . . The man in charge
said: "Why, tills is against the law I"
And he was jailed . . . Some of us
read about it' hi the papers . .
Some of us appealed to Washington
. . "If he is deported to Martinique he will be shot!" we explained
HITLER HOLDING OFF U. S.
. . On the morning he was to
Those who are steering U. S. forreturned to Martinique came a
eign policy on its present difficult telegram: "Deport D'Ary," it said,
course privately offer four impor- 'to Canada."
tant reasons for not anticipating a
break in diplomatic relations with
The Other Week-end The Second
Germany for some time.
Bomb Wing from Langley Field,
One is the memory of the German Va., flew 30 bombers to Miami un>eople regarding American entrance der command of Gen. A. Krogstad
into the last war. For years Ger- . . . On the way, one of the bombmans have contended that they won ers lost its elevator and started havthe last war—until the United States ing other trouble . . . The general
entered; so the psychological effect ordered the men in the plane to bail
of American entrance now is the last put . . . "You never saw six men
thing Hitler wants.
*>
jump so quickly. In less than six
Two is the effect upon American seconds!"
morale. At present, U. S. draftees
The two pilots, however, decided
can't get enthusiastic about their not to jump, and with expert hanservice while industry and labor dling brought the bomber down
could be much more patriotic about without mishap to it or themselves
>roduction. But once Hitler precipi- . . . We found out why they refused
ated a declaration of war, sentiment to jump . . . That morning both had
acre would be far different—and he squandered $12 each on two silk
mows it.
shirts which they were wearing . . .
Three is the large amount of Ger- "We realized," said one of the boys,
man property in the United States "that if we bailed out—those shirts
which would be seized in case of were sure to get dirty."
war.
Four is1 the fact that Germany is
now about to receive a certain
amount of goods from the U. S. A.,
sent via Russia and Japan, which
she could not get in case of war.
Therefore, U. S. diplomatic experts are convinced that Hitler will
do nothing rash toward the United
States until after June or July, by
which time he should pretty much
know whether he is going to take
England or not.
Nazi policy after that will be guided by intervening events.

• * *

FARM BUREAU FEDERATION
Moguls of the powerful American
Farm Bureau federation are ready
to say "uncle" and make peace with
the administration.
Up to a year ago the farm bureau
was the fair-haired boy on farm
policy, largely due to the suave astuteness of Ed O'Neal, federation
president, and his personal friend
ship with Roosevelt.
But at heart most of the federation's generalissimos never were
very hot about the New Deal, anc
last year they began demanding
greater local control aimed at running the program themselves. And
in a showdown over domination oi
the Federal Land Banks, Wallace
rapped them over the knuckles and
the battle was on.
Soon it spilled over into the political arena when cornbelt Farm bureau leaders, led by ambitious Earl
Smith of Illinois, dumped the Roosevelt-Wallace ticket and put in some
heavy licks for Willkie.
Willkie's defeat knocked the props
from under the boys.
So, reverting to the old realistic
axiom, "If you can't lick 'em, join
'em," the boys have propositioned
Clifford Townsend, defense agricultural advisor and former New Deal
Governor of Indiana, on being their
peacemaker.
Townsend was one of the organizers and first leaders of the farm
bureau in the Midwest. Yet when
he stumped that area for Roosevelt
and Wallace last fall he bumped up
against the bitter opposition of many
of his old associates.
* * *
ll-A-YEAB PROBE
Sen. Harry Truman is a friendly,
mild-mannered Missourian, but to
certain defense brasshats and One
Dollar Men he's an ogre with horns.
Truman is author and chairman of
the special senate committee to
probe defense contracts, and he is
determined that what happened in
France won't happen here. He already has some interesting data.
MEKRY-GO-ROUND
When he was assistant secretary
of labor, brainy Edward F. McGrady used to work 15 hours a day
and he is now doing the same thing
as $l-a-year labor adviser to War
Secretary Stimson.
November 1 is a long way off but
the Affiliated Young Democrats of
New York, leaders in the draft
Hoosevelt movement, already have
booked Madison Square Garden for
a giant "Draft LaGuardia" raily on
that night, the last Saturday before
the mayoralty election.

Notes of an
Innocent Bystander:
The Story Tellers: The Commy
Charlie McCarthys over here keep
bragging there's no unemploymen
in Stalin's kingdom. Freda Utley
who had six years of the Soviet
tells why in the Atlantic Monthly.
"There is no unemployment pay or
poor relief; unemployment in the Soviet Union has been liquidated by
the simple device of liquidating the
unemployed, who must starve to
death" . . . Joseph Harrington's
piece in Cosmopolitan begins: "]
think newspaper people are crazy
I mean goofy. The screwiest people I ever met'^ . . . In American
Magazine E. Lehman and D. Brown
coEab on "Hack Writer," which in
dicates the authors are hardly
The new mag for men is dickering
with three titles: "Sir," "Swank*
and "Beau Brummel," when th<
last mentioned tells the story!
E. Hemingway, Look reports, is go
ing to give some of his "For Whom
the Bell Tolls" royalties to China
The dough came out of the fight fo
Democracy, he figures, and some o
it is going back in.

THE PAPERS OP PRIVATE
I
ATE
PUREE Y
"
Dear Ma:
Well, ma, I now feel so tired
sore all over that I gess i 11
the pink of condishun. All f ee C
gone from my feet and my ie«;
numb from the knees down soi
drilling and marching don't hurtJ
no more witch shows how ,
trained I am. But the officers 1
drilling me just the same and
no attention to me when I tell'
I have had enuff.
We are sleeping five to a tent |j
I am not getting any two much'J
on account of the old saying that*
is company and three more i s «
crowding. There is always at 1
two buddies who want to tell
or argue about ways and meaal
get promoted to be a kernel on
thing. And we have a radio
natick hi our tent who thinks |
best programs come after
body else is asleep. This
such a nut that if he was
Man's land he would carry a ]...
ble so he could hear a broadcast!
what he was doing.

• * *

Another fellow in my tent
sleep at all. He just sits on the e
of the bed moaning. It seanal
was on a trip, to see his best
who lives 50 miles from his

town when he got a call to
for draft induckshun at once ;
is still squawking. I also got a t
mate who was a union man in I
burgh before he was drafted
he keeps making speeches tryin
convinse us that we shud picket]
general's tent and demand
money and less drilling.

• » • •

We have movies 'every ni&t 1
big tent, .but I do not like
mutch as it makes me soartoJ
all those id
in citizen
lolling arou
couches and|
ting in the
light with "
ful gills
they should t
some camp I
ing how-to take a gun apart J
guard a latrine. But they <h|
make me as soar as news pit
of congressmen when they
chewing the fat over that leasebill. I don't even know yet weal
I am going to be lent to Euro
just leased or what?

• *

It sure has been a cold wintel
be in a army, but the old sargef
was in the last war says we
of been around then and we wud|
be kicking now. We have wood-l
ing stoves in tents here and he a
in the last war he never saw a t
from the time he got his drafts
mons until he got home three yj
later. They also have boi/e
we can have hot water in this <
witch he says nobody had
Pershing and Alexander Wo
in the last one. When we got hen
wuz given a saferty razzer
blades a cake of shaving sope i
a toothbrush and he laffed '
The Front Pages: Just what go erything and sed we must be I
Heywood Broun fired from the World to the opera or sum place likej
is cleared up in a book of his col as in the last war soldiers
umns collected by the younger Hey with there bayerneta and
wood. It wasn't his Sacco-Vanzett cleaned their teeth when they]
pieces, as most of us thought. I* a friend who was a Y. M. C. A. <\
was a piece done a year later for retary and carried a spare.
• -. * »
the Nation, which accused the World
of lacking moxie . . . Ray Brock, a
He says we are all getting
new by-line to these orbs, turned in ter considerashun in draft camp
exciting news from Belgrade to the day than he got in the best hoi
Times— when the uprising started on furlow in 1917 and he showed j
. . . It wasn't so many weeks ago a pitcher of an outfit in the last i
that Mussolini was quoted as boast- witch backs him up when he
ing: "I am not a man—I am an we are dressed like dudes in <
event!" . . . . Tsk-tsk . . . Remem- parison. He says that in those dj
ber how the experts told us that they just chucked a bundle a t .
March would be the month when when you reported at camp and f
Adolf went to town? Well, March whatever you found inside you jj
has done come and gawn, as the to put on as a uniform, even
saying goes down South . . . Boom- was juat a slip cover off a piano.
erang Dep't: Al Williams, the mili- he says he spent 18 months!
tary "expert," recently wrote a book France with a burlap bag over j
in which he predicted that the Fas- head because the sergeant told
cist air force would knock the Brit- it was the regulashun army hat
ish out of the Mediterranean.
So when I feel like kicking 1 )|
listen to him talk. Well there I
Typewriter Ribbons: The Thom- not much more to say now, One|
aston, Ga., Times': Don't risk your those new Ford pigmee trucks i
eyesight by looking straight at the rived here yesterday. It is all m
sun, or your illusions by looking of armor steel and all I want w\
straight at a friend . . Olin Milget back home again is one i
ler's: Uncle Sam is so busy watch- these to use in Main Street trW
ing the wolves in Europe he can't and pay no attenshun to those
see the rats at home . . . Balzac's • cabs what try to shove me aro<«
A husband should always know what
Your loving son, ^
is the matter with his wife, for she
always knows what is not.
P. S. I need more bunion pl»stf
• * *
WAITRESSES
i
)yireless: Dorotjiy Thompson
included a memo to Hitler the Hun
never leave the slightest
A countryman of his, she warned' For girls who
who also made a hobby of slaSghter, l,es buried in Jugoslavia. His
name was Attila . .
Walter Brennan recently
» ? « « > c o m e s o u award for the best piece or
with Latin - American musicking acting in pictures last y t f ' ,
hese midnights. It's soothing, which well did he rate it. T h e r e * "
,
is the way it ought to be late at tor so good he will probably
night, when you're too tired to flght be starred by Hollywood.
• • •
back at the brasses . . . You have
Mario Naldi says a di^1'
to be a frenzied baseball fan to get
much out of the broadcasts of me fellow who is always puttmb
exhibition games.
feud forward.
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S. S. Lesson for April 13
U
ELLO America!
i
li
Here I am sitting on the very
L*"0" »ub]ect» and Scripture text* seedge of Lake Placid hi the Adiron- ilected
and copyrighted by International
JEB SHAW
of Heffglouj Education: used by
dack mountains of New York. Mir- Council
permission.
•
i Newspaper Union.)
ror Lake inn is perched on a hillock
["ON. — Every
above me. I've just finished a stack CHRIST SHOWS HIMSELF ALIVE
of flap-jacks with some of the best
i or war in which
maple-sugar syrup I've ever tasted.
LESSON TEXT—Luke 24:13-17, 25-33.
fftf ' i »•'
Is interested, has
GOLDEN TEXT—I am he that liveth,
The sun is shining on the frozen
•"<'•,*'
v'y
^general, or two, or
and was dead; and, behold. I am alive for
' ,' ,'
lake; mountain peaks are clothed in evermore.—Revelation
1:18.
Revolution there
the deepest snow I've seen anywhere in America this year. The
Washington and
Certainty and assurance — these
woods and trails are dotted with ski- are at the heart of our observance
eene, of first rank, known, while Guderian is the tank
ers.
Roadways
banked
hi
ice,
with
is attached to the Arlington national
of Easter. We declare with Paul,
iough, the general expert who overran the west. When soldier's
three-passenger and ten-passenger "Now is Christ risen from the dead"
cemetery.
iat war's primary it comes to Italian generals—are The likeable Marshal Marshall sleighs skimming along behind jin- (I Cor. 15:20), and that He is "deatoga, was not of there any, and if so, where? Badog- gets up in the morning at 5:30, gle-belled sturdy, mountain horses. clared to be the Son of God with
the Caesar of Ethiopia, went which is more than the privates
For months now I've been bobdjy any manner of lio,
the way of Gort and Gamelin. And have to do. He likes to ride his bing about the country. I have been power . . . by the resurrection from
iname, still unpopu- Marshal Graziani, Libyan defender, horse for an hour or so before break- trying to find out how the country is the dead" (Rom. 1:4). We would
the apostles who "with great
fipircles, was Hora- "resigned" because of his many re- fast. He gets to his office in the getting on, what, people are thinking join
power gave . . . witness of the resverses.
about,
and
what's
happened
since
I
ites, disliked ,Washwar department around 7 o'clock,
urrection of the Lord Jesus" (Acts
last there. Since early Septem- 4:33).
:the "Gates" tri- That leaves America. At this mo- though the department does not was
America's Washington-Jack- open, officially, till 8:45. He reads ber I've been lecturing too, hi nearly
Someone may say, "That's well
Jurgoyne was really ment,
son-Grant of the second World war all his own morning mail—close to every state in the Union.
enough for you who have faith in
» » •
subordinates as is George Catlett Marshall, chief of half a hundred letters per diem.
but I'm bewildered, uncertain,
Sold and Dan Mor- staff and commanding general. He Most of the long morning he bickers But this is not new to me, for all God,
fearful, in a disordered world. What
is a remarkably nice fellow. He has with congressmen, reporters, aides, my life it seems, I've been going shall I do?" Come with us as, in
! 1812 was perhaps the light blue eyes, and did not go to or White-Housers. He has lunch, places. Evan as a boy I made doz- our lesson, we join two men who
"s most dismal epi- West Point. In army politics there betimes, on the desk in his office— ens of trips across the Atlantic, and had become bewildered, who felt
•out traitors, pol- is a good deal of feeling against the a luncheon of pie and milk, or per- visited nearly every country hi Eu- that all their hopes had been
lies* But it also pro- Pointers, so this is in Marshall's haps a chocolate bar. All afternoon rope, as well as a major portion of crushed, that the future was only to
|if3en. Andrew Jackson, favor. Instead, he went to the-lit- he labors and does all that he has to our own country. For the past 23 be feared.
We join them as they walk wearily
igll Sfabtph Irish stock tle Point of the Southland—Virginia do: bickerings anew, confabs, hasty years I've been a Roving CorreI's riflemen. Jackson Military institute at Lexington in decisions, long-term plans. It's all spondent hi all parts of the world. along the road from Jerusalem to
„ _ ' b a t t l e of New the Shenandoah valley. V. M. I. in good hands. He takes home-work I was in Italy when Fascism walked Emmaus. Suddenly there is Another
into Rome; in Germany when with the little group. Let us listen
|; his countrymen had also turned out Stonewall Jackson, home with him and studies till far Naziism
began; in Russia just after to their conversation. First we find
into the night hours, brushing up for
i : Detroit, Queenstown,
Communism
was born; in China as
the
morrow.
It's
not
an
easy
routhe Jong Canadian
I. Holden Eyes and Slow Hearts
the Japanese stalked into Shanghai; (vv.
tine.
13-17, 25, 26).
in Spain two hours after the revoluMarshall
is
a
"Pershing"
man,
in
The two sad men who had left
dean war there were
tion
broke
out;
at
Hyde
Park,
N.
Y.,
the army lingo. He was a Pershing
Jerusalem to go to Emmaus were
IZach Taylor and Winaide up to 1924, has Pershing ideas, the night the New Deal swept into disciples of our Lord who had just
pott was "old fuss and
and a Pershing background. In the power; hi Europe the summer of been through the crushing experihe .boys in blue. Taysame
way, in France, Weygand is a 1939 on the eve of the Armagedon; ence of seeing Him crucified. Now,
;.H$al general from the
Foch
man, while Gamelin was a and in Central and South America as the jeering mob held triumphant
frhile Scott was a reguJoffre
man, and Napoleon a Carnot last summer as democracy lay at sway in the city, they left the dead
Ijen were amiable and
man.
This, in army circles, is for the cross-roads.
(as they supposed) in , the
jecially Scott, who had
Being on the spot at the crucial Christ
Marshall,
and also against him.
tomb and went their way. True,
ttricks as a youngster
moment
has
been
partly
luck,
partly
Pershing has always been somethere had been some reports on the
1. The exploits of this
thing, perhaps, of a controversial experience, and partly the good judg- morning of the third day that the
Jtiny forces far from
figure. Marshall, however, is not. ment of the editors who employ me. women had seen Jesus alive (w.
| almost epic.
There is very little controversy Don't know how far I've traveled, 23, 24), but their hope and faith was
I war we have a double
about Marshall. This is very fortu- but would say well over 2,000,000 at such low ebb that they could not
miles.
i and South. The northnate in the year of grace, 1941.
did not—beb'eve. Even when
Early in life I made up my mind —or
].. were the usual big
Knows How to Compromise.
Jesus
appeared to walk with them
rant-Sherman-Sheridan,
Marshall is patient, likes order, to find out for myself how people and question them, they did not
lived
in
all
walks
of
life.
With
a
ginally a cavalry chief.
dislikes chaos, and knows how to
know Him.
Jlhe best of the three,
compromise if-or-when he has to. Fifth Avenue background this was
Eyes closed by unbelief; faith hinimpossible
if
I
stayed
there.
So
ID in the whole war, acMarshall's original purpose was a
dered
by doubt and fear; a despondne world's leading milicomparatively small, highly trained, when just 17 I ran away from home ent heart slow to believe God—how
13. H. Liddell Hart of
perfectly equipped force of regulars, and enlisted in the United States very effectively these shut out the
he southern team was
capable of attempting anything. Aft- army. I added a year to my age. blessing of God and of His Word,
i - Forrest. Stonewall
er the fall of France, last June, Spent 22 months as a buck-private even to the believer. Even deeper
in mid-war.
came conscription and untrained with the American Expeditionary is the darkness in which the unGEN. GEORGE MARSHALL
masses of raw material. Marshall forces in France. After the war I believer finds himself. But all is not
Became President.
had
to change his plans to conform went to work on the editorial staff lost; there is One here who can open
the
"right
arm"
of
Robert
E.
Lee.
nish war there were
to
an
emotional public opinion. A of a New York newspaper. Since unseeing eyes and warm cold hearts
admirals and what- Staff-chief Marshall, however, hails
good
many
of the regulars have not 1919 I have been employed by I —even Jesus.
jiUtenant-colonel named from that hotbed of Quakers and
don't know how many newspapers
lit'ran away with the generals and Quaker generals: cared for this. Then: slogan has and magazines, and for the past 11
H. Burning Hearts and Opened
been
"business
as
usual."
Marshall
Pennsylvania.
Eyes (w. 26-32).
landed the rough ridyears
almost
continuously
for
one
himself is basically an infantry genAlthough they did not realize it
Hill, and rode himExtremely Hard Worker.
eral, not a warped faddist on tanks big string of publications.
hite House, in good
• * *
(how slow we are to appreciate our
Marshall has a likeable personali- or air. Every army unit, today, is
company was as fol- ty. He is not technical in his phrasThe more I've traveled abroad, blessings 1) until after He was gone
jSgton, Jackson, Taylor ing, but human and understandable. half to three-quarters composed of the more I realize how fortunate we (y. 32), their hearts began to burn
general from each He has never been a publicity mere recruits, but Marshall cannot are to be Americans. Every time I within them as soon as He began to
help that. He has had to accept the
Became President,
hound, but he does like to talk. He draft, whether he liked it or not. step on a gangplank of a ship that expound the Scriptures to them.
What a Bible exposition that was,
gs us down to the so- likes to expound his ideas, and he Presumably, he does, but some of has "U. S. A." written on the other
World war. In this has plenty of these without a doubt. his officers, presumably, do not. end, I breathe a sigh of relief for as Christ Himself opened all that the
ave been very few gen- He is an extremely hard worker, They put little faith hi mere num- the freedom from petty nuisances Scriptures taught concerning Him!
England's Gort and and of a restless turn of mind and bers, and prefer quality to quantity. and regimentation found elsewhere. Bible teachers have talked about,
re kicked upstairs after body. Since he got the high com- All this is debatable, and remains I always feel like embracing the and it makes one's heart burn just to
'ranee's Gamelin, a nice mand, he has flown nearly 30,000 to be seen. Our military future ap- Statue of Liberty and shaking hands read their suggestions (see for ex"ort, is more than in the miles about the countryside, on trips pears to be in good hands, though, of with the first cop, when I reach ample Morgan on Luke, page 278).
Little wonder that these men were
nerals Petain and -Wey- of inspection. He has another aspect course, the Anglo-French thought home.
I think I would be satisfied if, dur- "strangely warmed" as they lisman's war, are politi- —one that every great general the same of Gort and Gamelin.
ing the rest of my life, I could be tened.
rather than front-fight- through history has husbanded. He
Marshall's first wound came at of some aid in helping Americans
The way to have a burning heart
id's Mannerheim and sticks by his old soldiers through V. M. I.—a bayonet wound hi a
gad Metaxas were dic- thick and thin, and they have direct hazing accident. Let's hope he suf- better to appreciate their native is to read God's Word or to have it
by a Spirit-filled teacher
who combined busi- access to him at any time. Caius fers no more knifing—no more land. The more one travels in this expounded
preacher. Especially is there
easure, when it came to Julius was that way, and so were wounds—from the political hazing of great country of ours, the prouder or
in reading and studying
Russian and Italian Wellington- and Napoleon, and so that sometimes strident bedlam, the is he to be an American. We must blessing
iron out our internal difficulties and what the sacred Book teaches about
ageddon U. Germa- was Ludendorff, who unfortunately fleshpots of Washington intrigue.
forget our sectional jealousies. We our blessed Lord.
, Hermann Goering, is a stuck by an ex-corporal named A.
With
the
heart
"strangely
must pull together, all of us, for the
cal general, while Keitel Hitler.
warmed,"
as
John
Wesley
described
time
is
fast
approaching
when
we
eneral who does a job
General Marshall lives at one of
may have to stand together, alone, his Aldersgate experience, comes
Henry Stimson. Man- Washington's show places — Fort
against the rest of the world. Only the opened eye. "They knew him"
|uchitsch is the top Ger- Myer, just outside the District of
through
a strong feeling of fellow- (v. 31) in the breaking of the bread.
general, but not well Columbia. This is the fortress that
NEW YORK.—In the Fourth cen- ship and close co-operation will we Perhaps they saw the scar in His
tury of the Christian era, when the be able to protect our priceless her- hand, or possibly they identified a
time of the Easter celebration was itage of liberty and our form of familiar gesture or something in His
settled for future generations by the democracy.
voice; but until their hearts were
Council at Nicea, nothing was said
Foreign vultures with their power warmed they did not see. Paul knew
concerning Easter weather. That diplomacy and jungle strategy ap- that truth when he declared: "But
vagary, therefore, has been left free proach more ominously each day. the natural man receiveth not the
i Map of Business Conditions
to be anything it liked, and on about Few Americans realize what a priv- things of the Spirit of God: for they
16 Easters of the last 50, United ilege it is to make the 3,000-mile are foolishness unto him: neither
States weather bureau records run from San Francisco to New can he know them, because they are
show, it has either snowed, hailed, York on a wide, well-kept, well- spiritually discerned" (I Cor. 2:14).
rained, or been cold and blustery.
Some reader who hasxtrouble bemarked highway, bordered with exBack in 1875, records show the cellent service stations, fine restau- lieving in the resurrection will find
one-out-of-three chance that the rants and stores and modern hotels the problem solved when he meets
weather might be inclement was and tourist camps. To encounter Christ and has his heart changed in
possibly a disaster for the fashion- everywhere expert, courteous serv- regeneration. What follows?
conscious. Rain-garb hadn't reached ice and fair prices. Or to make the
III. Quickened Feet and Glad Testhe well-styled stage, and the shape- 2,200-mile run from Los Angeles to timony (vv. 33-35).
less coat of the day was no attrac- Chicago in less than 40 hours in
The seven miles (sixty furlongs,
tive addition to milady's costume of luxurious streamlined trains; or the v. 13) which had passed so slowly
Greek hair arrangement, Elizabeth- overnight skyway hop from coast- were now quickly retraced. They
an ruff; Louis Quatorze jacket, the to-coast.
had glorious good news to bring to
fan representing the Trianon, and
Compare this with what you used the disciples at Jerusalem. How
the Moorish jewelry which she wore. to find in Europe—in the Orient swift are the feet of the one who has
Today, however, the raincoats of there is nothing actually to compare good tidings to bear (see Rom.
such fabrics as transparent koro- with. But enough about me and my 10:15). One wonders why so many
uuujmiraiQN wtmutn
seal, made in the military fashion own travels. From hereon I prom- professed Christians are so slow
now being highlighted in the smart ise to talk chiefly of places, people about carrying His message. Can
it be that they do not yet know the
| and agricultural conditions in the V. S. during April are indicatedwomen's suits, make protective ap- and things along the way.
So let's get going—going places. risen Christ? For if we know Him,
f£'.aP- ^A« outlook is favorable, with national income expected to reach parel a definite part of the Easter
parade.
mnutng income will probably be somewhat offset by higher costs.
Next week we'll be on oui way.
surely "we do not well" to keep
* • «
It's a bit difficult to imagine how
silent in a day of good tidings (II
G. ELLIOTT
favorable. The total acreage which the observance of Easter, purely reSEEING THINGS: Driving up to Kings 7:9).
|t, LaSalle Extension
farmers are planning to plant is ligious in origin, became so indis- Placid from Plattsburgh Barracks
Note in verse 34 that before they
University
about the same as last year. Some solubly associated with spring mil- where the U. S. is training ski-troops could speak, the others gave them
pHIA. _ The general shifts are being made among the linery. Perhaps the well-known au- for service in Newfoundland and the good news of the resurrection.
5 both agriculture and in- different crops because supplies of thor of a book on etiquette, who Alaska, could scarcely keep my eye It is proper and delightful that belyorable. There may be export farm commodities, such as said: "A superstition all over the on the road for watching the fan- lievers share spiritual blessings
Ito rising income by high- cotton, tobacco, and wheat, are world is that one should wear at tastically beautiful mist formations (Rom. 1:11, 12). That's why we
pspite government pres- large, while the foreign demand has least one new article of clothing on i rising from Lake Champlain. Ex- come together in God's house.
> prices from rising. But been much below normal. Farmers Easter, or bad luck will follow," pected to be equally moved by AusBrother in the Lord, Christian sisI.not be enough to keep are trying, insofar as possible, to may have had something to do with able Chasm. It is reputed to be one ter, how long is it since you had a
'from rising to the high- concentrate their efforts on produc- the sprouting of new finery. At any j of the marvels of this part of the new and stirring experience of the
11 years. And the total ing those products that are used rate, back in the early 1890s, New country. Perhaps this is an awe- presence of Christ? Not necessarily
p?me is expected to reach mostly in domestic consumption. York began observing the day by inspiring sight to easterners, but to spectacular or exciting, but a real
The market outlook for these is mosi the famous parade along Fifth ave- one familiar with the West, this spiritual experience. Let's ask Him
spects for this year are favorable.
nue, a now universal tradition.
chasm was but a spasm to me. for it!
SPOTTED-Wt

Odds Are Against
Rain on Easter Day

Income Rises to New High

HOUSEHOLD
QUESTIONS
To prevent dongh sticking to the
spoon when making dumplings dip
the spoon into hot liquid each time
before putting it Into the dough. ,
* • •
|
Stewed prunes, stuffed with
cheese, nuts or celery and arranged on lettuce leaves, make &
suitable salad to serve with chops
or roasts. French or mayonnaise
salad dressing may be used with it.
* • •
i
Drain all boiled vegetables as
soon as tender. They become soggy if they are allowed to stand unstrained after cooking. The water'
drained off may be saved for soup
stock.
* • •
Lemon Juice mixed with wood
ashes will remove tarnish from
brass.
* • •
Gilt picture frames can be restored to brightness by rubbing
with a sponge moistened in turpentine.
* * •
If using icebags in a sickroom,
instead of shaving ice each time
you wish to fill a bag, to save time
shave enough to fill a quart pitcher and keep.it in the refrigerator.
* * *
Paint piazza and garden chairs
now so that they may be thoroughly dried before you wish to use
them.
* * *
If your floors are worn and will
not hold wax, try touching up thai
worn places with white shellac and]
then wax. The floors will be much
improved by this treatment.
* * *
Grease the inside of the container, near the top, to keep milk from
boiling over.

J. Fuller Pep
By JERRY LINK

My wife Bays: "Fuller, If you dont
quit eatln' Kellogg's Pep we're
agoln* to hitch an anchor to you
to keep you from flyln' over the
neighbors' fences."
' Which Is a dern exaggeration because you have to get all your
vitamins to feel as good as I do.
And Pep has the two that are
least plentiful In ordinary meals
—vitamins Bi and D.
PEP'S a goshamlghty fine cereal,
though, that lots of people eat
Just for Its taste. Why not try It?

A cereal rich in vitamins Bt and D

Those We Admire
We always love those who admire us, and we do not always love
those whom we admire. — LaRochefoucauld.

Miserable After Eating?
Maybe ifs just acid indigestion. It
often follows hurried or hearty eating.
AD LA Tablets contain Bismuth and
Carbonates to quickly relieve stomach distress from acid indigestion.
Get ADLA from your druggist today.
Waters Return
That which the fountain sends
forth returns again to the fountain.
—Longfellow.
••Help to Relieve Distress of^

FEMALE
PERIODIC

COMPLAINTS

Try Lydla E. Plnfcnam's Vegetable
Compound to help relieve monthly
pain, headaches, backache and
ALSO calm Irritable nerves due to
monthly functional disturbances.
Plnkham's Compound Is simply
marvelous to help build up resistance against distress of ''difficult
days." Famous for over 60 years!
Hundreds of thousands of girls and.
women report remarkable Deneflta.
WORTH TRYING I

WATCH
'V'OU con depend on the
•*• special Bales the
merchants of oux town
announce in the columns
of this paper. They mean
money saving to our
readers. It always pays to
patronise the merchants
who advertise. They are
not afraid of their merchandise or their prices.

THE SPECIALS

THE
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See Us For Buttermilk. Burke's.

It

Mrs. Chas. Salmon and son, Tommy,
left Wednesday for their home in
Mrs. A. J. Kopp and Mrs. L. D.Cambridge, Ohio. They had been
Ruttolph and four children left Thurs- spending several weeks here visiting
day for Hodgenville, Ky., where Mrs. at the home of her parents, Mr. and
Buttolph and the children will make ftft-s. Ed. L. Newton.
their home. Mr. Buttolph is stationed
at Ft. Knox, Ky., which is nearby.
Mr. and Mtrs. A. R. Kohl entertained
Mrs. Kopp returned to her home in the members of the Evening Dinner
Anita this week.
and Bridge club at their home Thursday evening. A 6:30 covered dish dinMrs. Arthur Jensen entertained the ner was served which was followed by
members of the Mutual Benefit club bridge. Mr. and Mrs. Dr. F. D.
Thursday afternoon. There were five Weimer were additional guests.
By WARREN BAYLEY
guests present besides the members.
The afternoon was spent by the women
No one speaks English but everyone
The members of the Union club were Mexico City
making quilt blocks for the hostess. entertained Thursday by 'Mrs. Chas. This capital of 1,100,000 souls has smiles. There are no outside winMrs. Andy Jepsen will entertain the Hettinger. She took them to the Con- become more European than Mexican dows—all, including those of bathclub at its next meeting.
gregational church for dinner and the through centuries of Spanish, Italian rooms, open into the lobby, where you
can sit and hear showers going all
afternoon was spent at the Mrs. Chas. and French influence.
Mrs. John 'Mehlmann was hostess to Campbell home working on a quilt. The
Set on a broad, 7000 foot plateau, it over the place.
the members of the Htelping Hand club next meeting of the club will be on is surrounded by beautiful mountains
Though picturesque in spots, Mexico
at a one o'clock luncheon Thursday at -pril 17 with Mrs. S. E. Goodrichi
boasting a pair of active and imposing City for the most part is rather dingy,
her home south of here. Six visitors,
volcanoes that I haven't learned to
Mrs. Vernon Dressier, iMIrs. Martha Mliss Mary Lucille Henderson was pronounce yet — Ixtaccihuatl and with narrow streets. We are rather
disappointed as far as beauty in conAnita* Iowa.
Shultz, Mrs. Floyd Dement, Mrs. Chris lostess to the members of the Susie Q Popocatepetl.
cerned. It's business section is much
Petersen, Mrs. Guy Steinmetz and Mrs. lub one evening last week. Guests, We arrived here in the evening
the same as those of a large city in
G. M. DeCamp, and seventeen mem- resides the members, were Miss when workers were storming streetthe States. The magnificently towerbers were present. The members tfaxine Stager and Mrs. Ralph Lett. cars and buses for home. To a
Clyde Smith spent Mftry Jane Bear, Jane Dement and brought and packed 30 dozen eggs [Tie evening was spent playing pino- stranger it seems that pedestrians- ed Metropolitan Cathedral, the Main
nouth, Neb., visiting Leland Brown, who work in Des which were sent to the Christian chle and rummy with high score being must be slaughtered by the thousands Plaza or "Zocalo," and the beautiful
;l(3»il Smith and family. Moines, spent the week end visiting at Home Orphanage in Council Bluffs. leld by Mrs. Lett. A lunch was every day down here, but, even Palace of Fine Arts, with its oddly
stained metallic dome are marvelous
Carpet rags were also sewed which served.
their respective homes in Anita.
though they dart about, before and sights, but their dingy settings detract
of men were preswill be sent to the Veteran's hospital
behind careening automobiles, every- from their splendor. However, such
ict meeting of the K. Joe Vetter, Jr., a student at Creigh- in Knoxville. Bingo was also enjoyed The Anita Literary club met Thursone seems to understand the confused matters don't prevent the city from
Wednesday evening. The ton University in Omaha, spent the during the afternoon. The next meet- day evening at the home of Mrs. Dale
system and escapes injury. Cars
bt was conferred upon week end in Anita at the home of his ing of the club will be on April 17 at Ulfers on East Main Street. Roll call dive madly and honk a good deal. being interesting.
City dwellers down here dress much
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Vetter.
the home of Mrs. George Miller.
was, "A Verse From the Book of St. People overcrowd and dangle from the
as
you and I up north. Smiles and
Luke." The program for the evening outside, rear end of street-cars. Traffic
politeness
abound. Life moves at a
consisted of two songs, "America" lights, though dinky, are much the
slower pace than we're used to and it
and "The Star Spangled Banner" and same as ours in the States.
a paper, "The Life of St. Luke and
Darkness settled fast as thig is in is restful. There are but few small,
The Easter Story," was presented by the tropic belt. But there came no European automobiles in use. AmeriMrs. H. G. Belsheim. One of the blaze of lights. Only every fourth can makes predominate—the cheapest
famous authorities from which this street-light came on because they've costing over 5000 local dollars.
A construction boom is on—new
paper was taken is Rev. R. A. just had a bad drouth down here and
Torrey, D. D., of Great Biritian. Mrs. water, with which to generate elec- buildings in most every block—the
Dan Spiker will be hostess to the next tricity, is scarce. During the day, result of confidence in the new governmeeting of the club.
between eleven and one o'clock, all ment/" Energy that used to go into
power in the city is off, stalling ele- revolutions is now building 15,000
The Past Ch,efs and Past Chancel- jvatorg &nd stoppjng eyery electr(cal schools
throughout the country.
lors banquet was held Thursday even- deyice A hugC( ngw power.plant is There's been more progress down here
ing at 6:30 o'clock at the K. P. hall in under construction to take care of such
in the past seven years than in the
Anita. A three-course dinner was a shortage in the future.
previous century.
served by the K. J. U. club to the 34
We stopped at the first attractive
If this continues, thjs vast country
who were present. Claire Brownlee, hotel handy—at 3 pesos (60c) per day of tremendous natural wealth will
district deputy, and wife of Adair and for excellent room and bath. The soon reach her rightful place in the
Mrs.
A. Laura Campbell of Des lobby runs three stories high, a sun. Mexico is coming up in the
Moines were out-of-town guests. .Fol- balcony encircling it at each floor. A world and her capital is leading the
lowing the dinner a toast program, gabled, glass roof is open at both ends.
way.
with Mrs. Floyd Dement acting as
toastmistress, was presented as fol"Trailer Vagabond" Is Sponsored and Appears In This Paper
lows: Welcome to Mrs. Raymond
Through the Courtesy of
Lantz, retiring Most Excellent Chief
of
the
Pythian
Sisters,
by
Mrs.
Chas.
May Be Purchased In Anita At The Following Stores:
j• Robison; response by Mrs. Lantz;
BriardaJe Grocery
[ welcome to Solon A. Karns, retiring
Anita, Iowa
TEXACO PRODUCTS
Phone 257
Jack Sprat Store
MaduflPs Food Market
Petersen's Grocery | Chancellor Commander of the Knights
fc Opal Food Mkt.
Miller's Meat Market
Crawford's Grocery j of Pythias, by R. W. (Mick) Forshay; Mrs. Chas. Karns entertained the
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Joy and daughresponse by Mr. Karns; vocal and
40 YEARS THE BAKERS OF HARVEST BREAD HAVE I piano selections, by Sydney Larsen; members of her pinochle club Wed- ter, Leatrice, of Churdan, spent Sat3D TO BAKE THE BEST BREAD—NOT THE MOST"
! battle of the sexes; and a mock initia- Inesday evening at her home on East urday visiting in Anita.
tion, with Mrs. Alfred Dement and Main Street. Additional guests were
Henry Kuehn acting as candidates. Mrs. Worth Chastain and Mrs. Hayes Mr. and Mrs. Walter Cron are the
Redburn. High score for the evening parents of a 9% pound girl baby born
NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF was held by Mrs. Tom Burns.
to them at their home south of Anita
ADMINISTRATRIX.
Friday morning.
The ladies aid society of the Holy
In the District Court of the State of
Cross Evangelical Lutheran church
Iowa, In and For Cass County.
met Thursday afternoon at the home
BONGERS
In the Matter of the Estate of John of 'Mrs. George Miller. Fourteen
E. Knapp, Deceased.
members were present. Plans were LEAVE YOUR ORDERS
To Whom It May Concern:
made for the dedication of the new
FOR EASTER LILIES
Notice is hereby given that the church building. The next meeting of
undersigned has been appointed and the aid will be held at the church on AND OTHER FLOWERS
99
has qualified as Administratrix of the April 17 with Mrs. Howard Lett as
NOW.
Estate of John E. Knapp, late of Cass j no*gtess
County, Iowa, deceased. All persons
in any manner indebted to said deThe missionary society of the Conceased or his estate will make paygregational church met Thursday afment to the undersigned; and those
ternoon at the home of Mrs. J. A.
having claims against said deceased
Wagner. Seventeen members were
Fusk Meat Meal Tankage at
or his estate will present them in
present. Mrs. Frank Osen was in
wholesale, delivered.
manner and form as by law required,
charge of the devotionals and the
for allowance and payment.
We will pick up your dead
lesson, "The Christian Way For
Dated this 2nd. day of April, A. D.,
animals and give service.
Youth," was presented by Mrs. L. J.
1941.
Hofmeister. Mrs. Wagner, Miss Vera
Phone 257
Luvena B. Knapp,
B. Hook and Mrs. P. T. Williams gave
Administratrix of said Estate.
WAGNER
FILLING STATION
reports on the meeting they attended
By Hobart E. Newton,
ANITA.
IOWA
last week at Lewis. Following the
Attorney for said Estate.
meeting, a lunch was served.

"TRAILER VAGABOND"

of

RASS
EED

te Farmers Coop,

HERE!

WAGNER'S FILLING STATION
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NOTICE!

of the worlds leading low-priced cars
Ay t/ie worlds leading mofor car Guilder

Old Man Weather
says

GO BY TRAIN
NEW CHEVROLET FLEETLINE . . .
ALSO NEW 1941 SPECIAL DE LUXE MODELS
in the most beautiful, most modern color harmonies
SPECIAL SPRINGTIME "BLUES" AND "GREENS" WITH
MATCHING BODY AND UPHOLSTERY COMBINATIONS
10 different and distinctive color selections... 4 beautiful twotone combinations
Come in and see the most stunningly
styled and tastefully decorated group of motor cars ever presented to the low-price field

YOU'LL SAY, "FIRST BECAUSE IT'S FINEST!"

O. W. SHAFFER & SON
PHONE 244

ANITA, IOWA

No matter what the weather,
travel by train is always clean
and comfortable.
Air-conditioning takes care of that.
Modern train travel is luxurious, too. Chair cars have reclining seats; parlor cars are
exquisitely appointed; Pullman sleeping cars are spacious
and restful; diners serve delightful meals at moderate
prices.
Enjoy the Comfort—Economy
—Safety—Speed of
Rock
Island's fleet of streamlined
Rockets and fine steam trains.

Ask Rock Island Agent for complete
travel information or address
C. C. GARDNER, A. G. P. A.
721 Locust Street
Des Moines, Iowa

Have Your
Ticket Routed

CELEBRATE OUR 3rd. BHiTHDAY
WITH US FRIDAY
FREE COFFEE AND DOUGHNUTS

Motor Inn Cafe
Heinle and Fae

WHY WAIT
On the Seasons When You
Can Get Fresh
Frozen Fruits and Vegetables
the Year Around From

Miller's Market

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

At Least Stern Parent
Had Son's Rapt Attention

NEW IDEAS
By RUTH WYETH SPEARS
THE PAPERS OF PRIVATE
PURKEY
Dear Ma:

TIDINGS FOB THE EASTER BREAKFAST
(See Recipes Below)
&.ORDINARY!

;• of winter and the
comes the Joyful
^bringing with it new

THIS WEEK'S MENU

. . Why not ex-

tidings hi the
ster Sunday breakCaster breakfast the
of the year—the
_,T whole family, and
rhaps, gather leisurely
Ijdecorated table laden
vorite early - morn
—_ eggs be the
|Tou can use those that
' the children have
, "discovered" in
' their traditional
" pre-breakfast egg
hunt.
Pile them high
in the center of a
' grass - filled
Easter basket.
Then, to complete
rk each person's
i with an egg carin, an Indian Chief,
fjeven a pert young

.•still "oh-ing" and
"eggs in nests"—
theme in mind. To
. >y«u' 11 of course
|cold fruit juice, crisp
-bacon curls and
It's taken for
ri
"J make plenty of
couldn't ask for
Nests.
I* top of column)
on salt
ad sticks
placing white hi
and retaining yolk
|half shells. Beat egg
and slightly dry
will have a slightly
ace). Pile egg white
|cup or dish in which 6
|jhave been arranged,
depression made in
Bakeinamod|oven (325 degrees F.)
dps and egg white are
(about 15 minwith salt,' pepper if
a lump of butter
/Serves 1.
s you're wondering how
are made, here Are
se of their dainty
'the. serving dishes,
Buttercups:
crusts from a loaf of
Chit lengthwise slices
Trim the slices so
about 'U& inches wide
pointed. Brush with
milk mixture and arcups. It is best to
|ps with a little melted
at they will brown more
I^Pop-Overs.
s, beaten
milk
flour
spoon salt
spoon melted fat
f.eggs and milk. Pour
dry ingredients. Beat
. beater until smooth.
Beat. Pour batter into
i_muffln pans, filling one~ Tte in a hot oven (450
for 35 to 45 minutes.
about 10 minutes with
LYNN SATS:
with other foods to
E -ds and produce your
pey are among bur best
* the muscle building
|They are high in iron
peeded to build good
They supply phosPch forms a part of evVcell of the body,
eeling" hard-cooked
de the shells, then
eeling at the rounded
[egg. Holding the eggs
ping cold water or dipbowl of cold water
se the shell off, leavh, unbroken surface

EASTER BREAKFAST
Chilled Pineapple Juice
•Eggs In Nests
Ham Slices
•Pop-Overs
Jam
Jelly
Beverages
•Recipes given.

heat turned off.
Pop-Overs.

Yield: 10 large

And now a word about the cleverly decorated Easter eggs that appear in the basket above.
You'll agree thaj even the most
aristocratic rabbit should be proud to
claim these original eggs. Decorating them is
both easy and inexpensive. You'll
need large white
eggs, a package
of dyes from the
Five and Ten, a
spoon - shaped
wire hook with an end to use as
a handle (for dipping eggs into the
dye), rubber cement and stickers.
Buy gold and silver stars,.dots in
various colors, small red hearts, linen reinforcements that are really
meant for loose-leaf notebooks, flower seals such as tulips, and red and
blue legal seals. Most of these come
in several sizes, but the small ones
are the easiest to glue on a curved
surface.
After the well-known hard boiling
process you use your imagination
about covering the eggs with stars
and dots. Then try arranging hearts
in four-leaf clover patterns, or turn
the points outward and stick them
around a center dot, as flower petals, All-over designs of blue legal
seals and stripes of the red ones,
pasted so closely that they overlap a
bit, are quite effective. There are
endless arrangements, and you have
the advantage of being able to soak
off and replace designs until you
are pleased, without wasting an egg.

• * *

What to do with the Easter supply
of hard-cooked eggs? I'm coming to
that. .. Coarsely
chopped or sliced
hard-cooked eggs
in superbly seasoned cream or
white sauce become CREAMED
EGGS. They will
give luncheon and
dinner menus a
lift when served on crisply fried
cornmeal slices, potato cakes, or
waffles.
With eggs and cheese such boon
companions, and cheese a prime favorite, too, ESCALLOPED EGGS
and CHEESE is another use for Easter eggs—after Easter.
Creamed Eggs.
6 eggs, hard cooked
4 tablespoons butter
4 tablespoons flour
1% cups milk
% teaspoon pepper
% teaspoon salt
Dash of cayenne or nutmeg
Melt butter, add flour and stir until smooth. Add cold milk. Cook
and stir constantly until thick. Remove from fire and place over hot
water. Add seasonings and sliced
eggs, cut lengthwise. Stir carefully,
Serves 4.
Esoalloped Eggs and Cheese.
1% tablespoons butter
V/2 tablespoons flour
1 cup milk
% teaspoon salt
Vs teaspoon pepper
% teaspoon paprika
1 teaspoon Worcestershire sauci
1 cup soft bread crumbs
3 tablespoons melted butter
% cup grated cheese
6 to 8 hard cooked eggs
Prepare a sauce of butter, floui,
milk and seasonings. Arrange in
greased casserole in layers using
three-quarters of the crumbs, the
sliced eggs, cheese and sauce. Top
with remaining one-fourth cup of
crumbs, mixed with the melted butter. Bake in a moderate oven, (350
degrees F.) until sauce is bubbly
and top nicely browned, about 40
minutes. Serve plain or with tomato sauce. Serves 4 or 5.
(BelcaMd by Weitern Ncwipapcx UnloaJ

I wish you wud stop worrying
about me as I am all right accept
for fallen arches, flu, chilblains, a
limp in both legs and indigestion.
But I feel a lot less like squawking
since I talked to an old timer up
here who was in the last war and
from what he says I gess we have
all modern improvements up here
now.
He says in the last war the
draft army just had tents like they
wuz camping out with no wooden
floors and no electric lights and he
says every time you was not in bed
you was standing in wet grass or
in a mud puddle.
* • •
He says tents did not have windows and screen doors like we
have today and
that in r a i n y
weather a soldier
had to live like a
mud turtle. He
says he didn't see
no wooden floors
from the time he
left home until
the army got back from France. It
is hard for me to beleeve this as this
camp is a regular building project
and there is almost as many carpenters here as soldiers. They shood
have all the buildings finished by
the time the war is over, if they get
good weather and don't walk so far
for nails.
• » *
Army life is a big disserpointment
to me ma on account I always had
an idea from the story books and
pictures that most soldiers had saddle horses to ride. I ain't seen no
horse since I got here. It is strictly
a bunion derby army as I sed befour. I wish army uniforms fitted
better. What the army needs is
more tailors. I got a hat that is
big enough for a coat and a coat
so tight I cud use it for a hat.
• • *
There is no glammer here like in
the movies of army life.
Almost
everybody here needs a shave and
haircut and this goes for the generals who are homely old pelicans
and don't look nothing like the generals in pictures accept Wally
Berry.
• • •
The boys here tell me the training
I am getting is good for me but I
do not feel no better than when I
started training even if I am in better shape like the doctors say. I
wud rather be out of condishun in
private life than a perfect spesser-

men in the army. I sleep good but
not for long on account of the rule
that makes a soldier get up at daybreak. (I never seen so many sunrises in my life.) Gee ma I am half
through a day's training before you
and the folks are out of bed back
home. I wud be in better shape for
a war if I cud sleep an hour longer.
* • •
If I wuz in a war I wud not squawk
but what is the sense getting an
army up so early when there is
nothing to do but just what you
done the day befour witch cud be
done better in brighter sunlite anyhow.
• • *
I am glad the whiter is over. The
first robin was seen in a army chicken pie here yesterday and four baby
chicks hatched out of a half dozen
eggs in the mess room last week.
Spring can't cum to soon as I have
had enuff outdoor life in cold weather and do not care for it even if
it does make Eskimoes healthier.
* • •
Well, I must close now ma as I
have got to go walking again in defense of my country. Cud you send
me some more socks as my feet
wear right through them the first
100 miles?
Love,
Oscar.
* * *
OBSERVATION
There's- nothing makes a man yell
"Ouch!"
Like sewing left upon ^-a couch.
—Merrill Chilcote
* • •
Add similes: as nonchalant as the
average American talking about an '
appropriation of $7,000,000,000.
• • •
SLIGHT ACHIEVEMENT
Results are so flimsy
From things done by whimsy.
—Merrill Chilcote
• * •
New York has had a drugstore
strike which crippled the drugstores
so badly they were unable to handle
anything but drugs and medical supplies.
» • •
The Turks closed the Straits
to the crooks, as it were.
• • •
Hank Ford says that a flivver airplane will soon be as easy to operate as the first auto used to be.
But it's going to seem strange to
see the air full of Lizzies with feathers on 'em.

directions for fitting and finishing slip covers for chairs and davenports. Book 3
shows you how to make a patten) first;
also how to arrange openings In covers
tar chairs of unusual types, and how to
anchor slip covers so they will stay neatly In place. Books are 10 cents each.
Send order to:
MRS. RUTH WYETH SPEARS
Drawer 10
Bedford Hills
New York
Enclose 20 cents for Books 1 and 3.

CUT COTTON
SMALLER THAN THE
FABRIC-SEW TO THE
SEAMS AFTER THEY
ARE STITCHED

Name ..
Address

1~)O YOU remember how old•*-^ fashioned comforters used to
be tufted? They were made of
two layers of fabric with cotton
between and every four inches
or so in rows the three layers of
material were caught together
with a stitch of wool yarn double
which was then tied twice and
clipped to make a fluffy tuft. Well,
that is exactly the way many of
today's smartest chair covers are
made. A cover of this sort redeemed this old rocker and revealed its hidden charms.
The cover is plain, medium
green glazed chintz tufted with
dark green yarn and three inch
dark green fringe is used around
the bottom. A long zipper makes
a center back closing. Each section of the cover was fitted on the
chair in the muslin lining first
and these pieces were used as
patterns for cutting the chintz,
also the cotton which was trimmed
to be %-inch smaller all around.
After the pieces were tufted, as
shown at the upper right, the
seams were stitched up. Long
stitches were then made on the inside to catch the edges of the cotton in place.
* • *

Father had decided that he must
administer a strict lecture to his
six-year-old son. The boy had been
naughty, but did not seem to appreciate the fact, and it was with
some reluctance that the parent
undertook a scolding.
He spoke judiciously but severely; he recounted the lad Is misdeeds, and explained the whys and
wherefores of his solemn rebuke.
His wife sat by, duly impressed.
Finally, when the father paused
for breath, and, incidentally to
hear the culprit's acknowledgment
of error, the lad, his face beaming with admiration, turned to his
mother and said: "Mother isn't father interesting?"

MAKE THIS
NEW TREAT!

Tested and proved In
thousands of homes. Ideal
as a confection... a dessert
... a treat for youngsters'
lunch boxes.

NOTE: Are you planning to make slip
covers this Spring? Mrs. Spears' Books
1 and 3 tell you exactly bow. Book 1 gives

_ TIPS to
Crardeners

UCK-AS-A-WINK RECIPE
ONSIDEOFRICEKRiSPIESBOX

Difference in Energy
The real difference between men
is energy. A strong will, a settled
purpose, and invincible determina-

tion, can accomplish almost anything; and in this lies the distinction between great men and little
men.—Thomas Fuller.

CHOOSE BEANS WISELY
TPHE
gardener should be well acA
quainted with the many available varieties of stringless beans,
if he is to get the most from his
bean crop.
If earliness is the principal interest, the gardener should select
either Bountiful (green-podded) or
Golden Wax (yellow). Bountiful
is excellent for use when small,
in shoe-string size. It is also a
good choice for home canning, for
it produces abundantly.
The gardener interested in yield
over a long season should select
both a bush bean, and a pole bean.
The pole beans begin producing
when the yield from the- bush
beans tapers off.
Kentucky Wonder is one of the
best all-purpose pole beans.
It
provides good quality snap beans.
When past the snap stage, the pods
With the Brave
may be cut up, and cooked
What Is Right
Join the company of lions rather
southern style. Later, this bean
It is not who is right, but what
may be used in the green shell than assume the lead among foxes. is right, that is of importance.—
stage. In the more mature stage —The Talmud.
Huxley.
the beans may be used in baking
or in soup.

Prophetic Author
Copenhagen's first bombproof
shelter, built a short time ago, is
on the site where Ludvig Holberg,
the celebrated Scandinavian author, wrote his Epistolae in 1727.
In it, says Collier's, Holbert predicted that if men should ever
learn to fly they would swoop
down upon and attempt to destroy
great numbers of innocent people
who, to save themselves, would
Blight of Moral Courage
perior to the fear of reproach, ophave to take refuge in holes in the
Moral courage renders a man in position, or contempt.—S. G. Goodground.
the pursuit or defense of right su- rich.

THE SMOKE OF SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS GIVES YOU

EXTRA MILDNESS, EXTRA COOLNESS, EXTRA FLAVOR
ITS THE
SIOW-BURNIN6
CIGARETTE FOR ME
EVERY TIME.
CAMELS SMOKE
COOLER, MILDER—
EXTRA MflDWITH PLENTY
OF FLAVOR

AND

LESS NICOTINE
than the average of the 4 other
largest-selling cigarettes tested
—less than any of them—according to independent scientific tests of the smoke itself.

THE
SMOKE'S

THE
THINQI

Qkotnpfon Bowler Joe Norri*
Muter of the "Fireb.ll"

CAMEL
A

THE
SLOWIRBURNING
CIGARETTE
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"IN THE CAREER OF A MILITARY GENIUS—Benedict Arnold leads the successful attack on
nbt at the Battle of Saratoga, October 7, 1777.
By ELMO SCOTT WATSON
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

Battlefield of Saratoga in New York stands a monuiat is unique. One side of the simple marble slab is
ad with a column, in bold relief, in the shape of a
/ed at its top are a wreath, an epaulet and—a boot!
no word engraved there to indicate why anyone
a monument to
id, to the other
mument and you
the smooth face
lese words:
1 by
de PEYSTEB
|: Gen: S.N.Y.
^Saratoga Mon't
H»n
dory of
iaat soldier of the
lArmy"
_ eratoiy wounded
ti the sally port of
i "GREAT
JJIREDOUBT"

ir lor bls-countrymen
'lve Battle of the
can Revolution
isett the rank of
jpr 'General
inscription says, the
vas erected in memo,|?mosr brilliant soldier
Kptinental Army" who
"countrymen "the Deof the American
( then why isn't his
ibned? The answer is,
that if it were, this
ic a monument to
For the name
be engraved here
Benedict Arnold" and,
• and a half, that has
V.with "treason."
it is a replica of
by Arnold on his
.was wounded at
|aat Saratoga. The
fi;this unusual monui the Saratoga Monion was organized
aonument on the site
.was the "Turning
Revolution," it
aonument with four
ee were to be statals Horatio Gates,
er and Daniel Mornerican army, but
left vacant—a si1 to one of the heroes
If/who later turned
Patriot cause.
. de Peyster, one of
lents of the battle
elation, was not
ji' this negative gesftelieved that even
had been a traitor,
[be some recognition
at Saratoga. Even
1 not honor Arnold
^ or the whole of him
he could honor Aryhich had received two
cause of liberty.
lissioned George Eda noted American
to carve the memorial
and . it .was act up in
;, that time the land on
•stood was private prop1. could be reached only
btpath across a swamp.
ently, few visitors to the
Id ever saw it. In 1929
i was taken over by the
[New York and incorporatjp the memorial park which
approximately 1,700 of
|#00 acres over which the
and American armies
so desperately in 1777.
^iy, the Saratoga battlefield
| of the best-known "shrines
aerican liberty," visited anby thousands. The Arnold
. "touching in its sim% and symbolism" (as R. L.
s of the New York Times

has/phrased it) is one of the chief
poults of interest on. the battlefield
and many Americans who see it
are now inclined- to think somewhat differently of Benedict Arnold'than to associate his" name
always with the word "traitor" as
they learned from their school
book histories to do.
In fact, the passage of time has
softened the harsh verdict which
his contemporaries passed upon
this man who was born just 200
yeavs ago (January 14, 1741).
Through the perspective of a century and a half Americans are
beginning to see more clearly the
real tragedy that was the life of
Benedict Arnold, and they are
learning to share Washington's
emotion—sadness that a brilliant
career should end so darkly—
rather than hatred for a man who,
with good reason for being disap-

BENEDICX ARNOLD

pointed and embittered, betrayed
his trust. Without seeking in any
way to excuse his treason, they
can more -readily understand why
he acted as he did and they can
recognize the fact that not even
his one great act of faithlessness
can obscure his greatness as a
military genius.
Arnold proved that he was a
great soldier many a time before
that fatal day in 1780 when his
plot to .hand the stronghold of
West Point over to the British
was foiled. At the outbreak of the
Revolution he led a company of
militia from his native state of
Connecticut to 'Cambridge to Join
Washington's army. But, tiring of
the inactivity of the siege of Boston, he obtained permission to enlist men for an expedition against
Crown Point and; Ticonderoga on
Lake Champlain.
This resulted hi his first frustration. For another spirit as
bold asihiraaelf—Ethan Allen with
his Green fountain Boys from
Vermont—was ahead of him. So
Arnold took part in the capture of
Ticonderoga as a simple volunteer
with Allen but he did lead an expedition which pushed forward
and captured St. John's. However, when a committee came
from Massachusetts, it was not to
praise him for his feat but to inquire into his conduct. Disgusted
at this, Arnold resigned from the
service and returned to his home.
This inauspicious . start to his
military career was prophetic of
the suspicion and Jealousy that
was to pursue him from that time
forward. For Benedict Arnold always had enemies and his hot
temper, his arrogance and his im-

patience with less impulsive men
were responsible for most of them.
They prevented his winning the
recognition due him for one of the
most brilliant exploits soon afterwards. That was his epic
march to aid Gen. Richard Montgomery in the attack on Quebec
late in 1775. Though the expedition was a failure, Arnold succeeded hi bringing the remnants of his
.command back by way of Lake
Champlain, beat off an attack'
by a British fleet and, although
he had to beach his boats and
burn them, he saved his army.
"Surely a more active, a more
spirited and sensible officer fills
no department of the army" was
Washington's, praise of Arnold after this exploit. But it did not save
him from the machinations of his
enemies, who spread false reports
about him. So when congress, in
February, 1777, promoted five
brigadier generals to major generals, Arnold's name was omitted
from the list.
That fall he was sent to aid
Gen. Philip Schuyler In resisting
Burgoyne's invasion. Then Gen.
Horatio Gafes replaced Schuyler
as commander of the army of the
north and the two armies came
to grips at Saratoga on September
19. Arnold, commanding the left
wing, distinguished himself while
Gates was showing all the ineptitude that characterized his whole
career. There was a furious quarrel between the two generals
which ended in Arnold's sending
bis resignation to Washington. He
was replaced by General Lincoln
but remained with the army.
On October 7 came the final
great battle at Saratoga and when
the tide seemed to be running
against the Americans Arnold
could no longer remain sulking in
his tent. Mounting his horse, he
rushed into the battle "with the
fury and impetuosity of a tiger,"
led his men in a successful assault on the Hessian camp, and
went down with a bullet through
his leg. ^This was the turning
point of the battle.
Although Gates and his friends
tried to disparage Arnold's great
contribution to that victory, congress made him a major-general,
Washington presented him with a
"pair of elegant pistols" and he
was named commander of the
American forces in Philadelphia.
Then the hatred of his enemies
began to dog him again. Eight
charges of personal and official
misconduct were brought against
him and although he was virtually acquitted by a court martial,
he was sentenced to be reprimanded by Washington, who carried out th« distasteful duty as
considerately as possible.
But this was the last straw for
the embittered, disappointed man.
Soon afterwards followed his appointment as commander at West
Point, his plotting with the British
to hand that post over to them, the
exposure of the plot, the capture
of Maj. John Andre, adjutantgeneral of the British army and
Arnold's fellow-conspirator, and
Arnold's flight to the British.
After the war was over Arnold
went to London to live. Although
the king- received him graciously
he found that the English had little admiration or liking for the
"American traitor." When he
walked the streets, he was always
conscious of their sneers as much
as he was of the undisguised hostility of Americans in the British
capital. Later he engaged in
trading in the West Indies, then
lived for a time in St. John, New
Brunswick, where many American Loyalists had settled. But
they had little more uae for him
than the English and eventually he
went back to London, where he
died June 14,1801, a broken-hearted, poverty-stricken old man.

Here's a Change From Old Stand-Bys:
Cereal Cookies; So Tasty, Low in Cost
you ever hear
DID"cerealia?"
No, it's

of a
not a
breakfast food. It's the festival
that the ancient Romans staged
every year in honor of Ceres, GodLUKE TWITCHELL ON
dess of the Grains. You can have
INDUCTION
a cerealia of your own; a Cookie
Bear Elmer: Well, I am in the Cerealia, for when it comes to
army, but I won't be much help to turning out those batches of cookit for a long time on account of being ies, there's nothing that adds so
all worn out by the physical exami- much taste and variety at such a
nation. . I had an idea it was easy to low cost as the well-known mornget into a war today, but I find it is ing cereal.
almost impossible. I can't make out
Nice part about making cereal
yet whether I was being examined cookies
is that the cereal is alfor the. army or for a Mister Amer- ready cooked
and tested in the
ica contest.
manufacturer's ovens. . All you
• * *
need do is mix it in according to
My great-great-grandfather fought directions. But nicer still are the
at Bunker Hill when he had flat gorgeous-tasting delicacies that
feet, a complete set of false teeth you can produce from just ordiand one glass eye. Always I have nary, every-day corn flakes and
the idea that what counts is how a i the like. Sort of a change from
man can fight and not what shape !! the old stand-bys, the sand-tarts
his teeth are in or whether he has and ginger snaps.
had his tonsils out, but do I learn
Even the names of these cookies
different I
sound good: Bran Butterscotch
; • • ' • • •
•
i Cookies, New Zealand Corn Flake
• Even' when I was examined for Kisses,, Mincemeat Hermits, Peplife insurance it wasn't so tough. • pies, and Peanut Butter MacaFive times I try to explain to the roons. Happily, none of these call
doctors getting into the army wasn't for expensive ingredients.
my idea anyhow, and that I showed :,
Bran Butterscotch Cookies.
up because Uncle Sam invited me, 1 cup butter
1 cup all-bran
and why treat me like I was trying 2 cups brown sugar 3 cups flour
to,put something over? What was I 1 egg
2 teaspoons baking
powder
drafted for, anyhow, a war or a
screen test?
i Cream butter; add sugar gradually and beat until light and fluffy.
* * *
What gets me is the way they go Add egg and beat well. Stir in
over my teeth. Say, ain't it enough all-bran. Sift flour with baking
I should lick Hit-1 powder and work into first mixler without being . ture, a small amount at a time.
expected to eat i Knead and shape into rolls about
him? They poke : \Vz inches in diameter; wrap in
around my up- waxed pa'per, covering ends so
pers and lowers j that dough will not .dry out. Store
like they suspect- in refrigerator until firm. Cut into
ed I was using ! thin slices and bake on ungreased
—
somebody else's cookie sheet in moderately hot
teeth and they find trouble I didn't oven (425 degrees F.) about 10
even know I had with 'em. If my minutes.
Yield: 7% dozen cookies (2
teeth don't give me no trouble, why
should they worry the United States nches in diameter).
Note: One tablespoon water or
army in a time like this? I will
lay you two to one that Napoleon's milk may be added to dough if it
teeth were punkerop and (think I is difficult to shape into rolls.
read a piece once what said Julius New Zealand Corn Flake Kisses.
Caesar, George Washington, U. S. A cup butter
1 teaspoon baking
powder
Grant and most of the Green Moun- L cup sugar
ft
teaspoon salt
tain boys didn't see their dentists IL'Aegg
cups
flour
1 cup finely cut dates
twice a year, either.
ft cup corn flake
crumbs

Cream butter and sugar thorThey go over my eyes, too, like
they thought they was examining oughly; add egg and beat until
fluffy. Sift flour with baking powa guy who was
der and salt; add to first mixture
making an applialong with dates. Mix. well. Roll
cation to become
one teaspoon of mixture in corn
watch inspector. I have been
wearing glasses
for a couple of
years and I don't
have no trouble
getting around in civilian clothes, so
what makes 'em so worried I won't
be able to recognize an enemy army
when I see it?

flake crumbs and flatten down on
greased cookie sheet. Bake in
slow oven (325 degrees F.) about
20 minutes. Remove from pan
while warm.
Yield: 3 dozen cookies
inches in diameter).
Mincemeat Hermits.
% cup butter
1ft cups sugar
a eggs
ft cup milk
% cup all-bran
3ft cups flour
teaspoons baking
powder

1ft teaspoons cinnamon •*
1 teaspoon clove*
ft teaspoon mac*
ft teaspoon nutmeg
1 teaspoon salt
1 cup mincemeat

Blend -butter and sugar thoroughly; add egg and beat well.
Add milk and all-bran. Sift flour
with remaining dry ingredients
and add to first mixture; mix well
and chill. Itoll dough to about %
inch thickness on lightly floured
board and cut into rounds. Place
teaspoonful of mincemeat on one
round, cover with second and
press edges together. Bake on
greased baking sheet in moderately hot oven (400 degrees F.) for
about 12 minutes.
. Yield: 45 cookies (2% inches hi
diameter).
Peppies.
% cup shortening
1 cup sugar
2 eggs
l cup molasses
1 cup vitaminenriched wheat

4 cups flour
ft teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon soda
1 teaspoon ginger
1 teaspoon cinnamon
ft cup sour cream

flakes

Blend shortening and sugar
thoroughly. Add well beaten eggs,
molasses and wheat flakes. Sift
flour with salt, soda and spices;
add alternately to first mixture
with cream. Chill thoroughly. Roll
to %-inch thickness; cut and bake
on greased baking sheet in moderate oven (375 degrees F.) about
20 minutes.
Yield: 2% dozen cookies (2%
inches in diameter).
Orange and Lemon Cookies.
(Makes about 5 dozen cookies)
1 cup sugar
3ft cups flour (sifted)

% cup-orange juice 2 teaspoons baking
V* cup lemon Juice
powder
1 teaspoon lemon ft teaspoon salt
peel (grated)
ft
cup butter (melt1 teaspoon orange
ed)
peel (grated)

Mix sugar and fruit juices well.
Add grated peel, dry ingredients
and melted butter. Stir well. Doug
should be firm enough to roll. Roll
very thin and cut with fancy, cutter in various shapes. Bake on
a greased sheet in a moderately
hot oven (375 degrees) for about 10
minutes, or until lightly browned
on the edges.

All my life I have no complaints
about my ears, but these fellows at
the induction look
'em over, make
tests and shake
their heads as if
they thought they
were the kind of
ears that MIGHT
wear out too early hi life. When I
think it is all over they go over
my feet, which are in swell shape
like most Americans on account nobody hi this country uses feet any
more. Everybody either drives an
auto or is a hitch-hiker. Their feet
are good now, but wait until they
have been doing army patrol six
months!
Well, anyhow, I barely get in on
account I am six points short of
being the Perfect Man and once had
asthma.
Yours for a war anybody can get
into,
—Luke.
* • •
WOMEN AND DEFENSE
("E. V. McOollnm of Johns
Hopkins told the meeting that
the women of America could
help hi the defense program by
seeing that their menfolks rot
proper food."—News item.)
Ladies, would you help defense?
Would you make your country

stronger?
Feed your menfolks with more
care—
Do not serve that hash much
longer!

Do you want our coastline safe
From the batterings of Dover?
Have'a heart and do not chirp,
"Honey, this was just left over."
Are you for preparedness?
Do you want the future sunny?
Cut that old line, "Sorry, but
We're just having cold cuts
honey!"
In this business of leasing war
supplies to England, Elmer TwiteheU
hopes we don't wind up with nothing but a mortgage on a couple of
smoke screens.
Well, nobody can say our defense
program hasn't a lag to stand on.
SIMILES
As unconvincing as a bald magician.
As well spaced as a banquet menu.
—Martin Ragaway

Mora Eavorin every taste! Mora vitamins and minerals in every glass!
Year-round sunshine, fertile soils and scientific can put a wealth of
"extras" in California Navel Oranges,
Itay're teedteu! Easy to peel and slice or section for salads and
desserts. Ideal to eat out of fiandl
Those trademarked "Sunldst" on the skin are the finest produced by
14,000 cooperating growers. Best for Juice-ond Every use/ Buy a
quantity for economy.
on**, mt^
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CHURCH
iTS SCAN Funeral Services For Anita LUTHERAN
DEDICATION SUNDAY Committees Named For the
Alumni Banquet on May 16
PRICE TREND Han Held Friday Afternoon

MOVIE STAR STOPS
IN ANITA MONDAY

NUMBER 16

ANITA FARM YOUTH
KILLEDJATURDAY

Next Sunday the Holy Cross EvanFuneral services were held at 2:00 gelical Lutheran church will dedicate
Henry Fonda, famous movie star
At a meeting of the officers of the from Twentieth Century-Fox studio
their newly constructed church which
p.
m.
Friday
afternoon
at
the
Long
dlege Agricultural EconFuneral home here for Lee Parrott,' is located at the corner of Maple and Anita high school alumni association was a visitor in Anita Monday afWilliam Shilling, 19, Loses Life When
nment On Government
48, who was found dead in his bed | 4th. Streets. The building was con- Saturday evening, plans were made ternoon. He. was one of a party
and
committees
named
for
the
annual
Thrown In Path of Disc On Which
i Buy Hogs In Chicago
early Wednesday morning at the home structed at a cost of approximately
who visited his sister's farm several
banquet,
which
will
be
held
in
the
high
$7,000.
Wilbur
Heckman
was
the
He Was Riding When FrightPer Hundred.
of his mother, Mrs. Millie Parrott.'
miles east of Anita and stopped to
Death was attributed to a heart attack building contractor. Mlost of the school gymnasium on Friday evening, lunch here at a local cafe.
ened Horses Run Away.
A number of local Fonda fans
which he had suffered some time after labor on the church was donated by May 16.
may go up faster this he had retired. 'When found the members in order to lessen the cost. Jetta Rnowlton, president of the talked to him and received his auto' summer than they would physician stated he had been dead' Rev. H. G. Belsheim, pastor of the association, named the following com- graph. Mr. Fonda's home is in
William Shilling, 19-year-old farm
church, reports that the average cost mittees :
Omaha where he visits regularly. youth and a son of Mr. and Mrs. Earl
at the government's new several hours.
Banquet — lona Smither, Marian During the course of our conversa- Shilling who live 11 miles southeast of
Stabilization program, but
Mr. Parrott is a son of Wilson and of the church to each of its members
Karns, Helen Daume, Kathryn De- tion with him, he appeared in every here, was killed about 7:30 o'clock
will
be
only
lc
per
day.
go as high later in the Millie Parrott. He was born Nov. 19,'
Camp, Meta Miller and Esther Vetter. respect like a regular fellow. Re1892, in Audubon county north of Ani- The church doors will be formally
• would have otherwise.
Membership — Irwin Maduff, Eric cently, he appeared at the new Saturday morning when four horses
opened
with
the
morning
services
pulling a disc on which he was riding
statement this week ta where he received *his education and
Osen, Ivadel Sterner, Maurice Turner, Anita theatre in, "The Return of
became frightened and ran away. It
al economists at Iowa farmed with his parents until they which will begin at 10:30 a. m. Rev. Wayne Mint and Maxine Stager.
Frank James" and will again be is stated that the young man attempt, commenting on the plan moved to Anita in the spring of 1926. Theo. Hoeman of Adair will officiate
Program — Jetta Knowlton, Daisy
nent to buy and sell hog He has spent his entire life in and at this service. In the afternoon Crawford, Irmine Brown, Merle Robi- seen very soon in, "Chad Hanna," a ed to stop the team, but in so doing,
there
will
be
another
service
at
3
story which he choose himself, slipped and fell into the path of the
such a way as to keep the about Anita and for the past four
son, Robert Howard and Jack Long.
which deals with the adventures of sharp disc.
erage price of hogs near $9. years has been employed at the o'clock. Rev. Lawrence Acker of
Reception — Ruby Biggs, Edna a big circus.
The youth was dragged nearly a
mean, they said, about Chadwick mill here. He was also a Omaha will speak at this meeting. Nichols, Ross Kohl and Bertha Kohl.
At this service the church will be
half
mile before his father was able to
50 as an average for Iowa World War veteran.
Ticket — Cecil Budd, 'Mck Forshay,
halt the team. He was dead when his
Surviving are his mother, one sister, formally dedicated. At 8 p. m. the Harry Swartz, Neil Johnson and Gail
The guarantee of a $9
father reached him and his body, was
en now and June, 1943, is Mrs. Pete Wahe of Adair and one evening services will begin at which Burke.
BY THE WAY.
very badly mangled, it being caught
By
L.
F.
M.
significant, the experts brother, H. B. Parrott of Atlantic. time Rev. J. M. Ansorge of Manning
Finance — Tom Burns, Mabel Debetween the tongue and the blades of
ause hog prices probably His father preceded him in death, he will be the principal speaker.
The ladies aid of the church will ment and Loyal Possehl.
Get out that hoe and spade, the the disc. It was believed that a severe
age that high or higher to dying of a heart attack suffered
Decorating
—
Vera
Hook,
Doris
serve a dinner Sunday noon in their
seeds and garden plow, for someone blow to the boy's head killed him inseveral years ago.
ext two years anyway.
Lett, Glendale Robison, Lucille Hennew
church.
has proclaimed this week National stantly, which relieved him of the
Funeral services were in charge of
fact of the stabilization proderson,
Viola
Redburn,
Wm.
Crawford,
Rev. Belsheim stated that everyone
Garden Week
is also the first merciless suffering he might have
be expected faster rise in Rev. Arthur V. Long, pastor of the
Jr., Clara Mitchell and Beth Knowl- week of the baseballit season
is
cordially
invited
to
attend
these
now been forced to endure.
spring and the smaller local Methodist church. Music for the
ton.
we wonder, could there be some con- ' Young Shilling and his father had
• in the year than otherwise services, with Mrs. Eric Osen accom- services and to inspect the new building.
just gone to a field to prepare it for
prevailed, the economists panying them at the piano, was furMr. and Mrs. Walter Turk of At- nection there?
the sowing of oats when the boy's
nished
by
Mrs.
'Raymond
Lantz
and
lantic
spent
Sunday
in
Anita
at
the
fey reported in the current isDo you ever hear the "Answer Man" team became frightened and threw
lowa Farm Economist, Mrs. F. D. Weimer. They sang, LINKS AND LINKETTES home of her sister, Mrs. Robert Cryer
over WHO on Saturdays? Last week him under the disc. His father was
TO SEE BARNDANCE and husband.
ension and research pub- "Under His Wings" and "Does Jesus
he described the old game of post harrowing when the mishap occured,
Care?" Interment was made in'the
Saturday
evening
the
Links
and
office,
and it was so good he must however, he rushed to his son's aid,
Miss
Rose
Tierney,
a
teacher
in
the
pvernment move also will Exira cemetery with George Parrott,
it.
but the wild team barbarously tore
erfat, eggs and chickens, Levi Parrott, Ralph Schwab, Archie Linkettes, junior farm bureau or- schools at Council Bluffs, spent the have been playing
« * *
ganization
in
the
county,
engaged
a
through the field for nearly a half
week
end
at
the
home
of
her
brother
unced prices, however, are Van Aernam, Alfred Baker and James
Scenes along the highway: A teach- mile.
to present levels. The Rickel acting as pallbearers. Military bus to take them to Des Moines to see and sister, Dan and Marie Tierney,
W-H-O barndance frolic at the southeast of here.
William Daniel Shilling was born
er and her pupils in a semi-circle bent may use its powers of rites were given at the grave by the the
Shrine auditorium..
Feb.
12, 1922, in Illinois, and came to
fore
Old
Glory
in
the
school
yard,
all
Anita
and
Exira
American
Legion
and storing such products
Seats
for
the
evening's
entertaina
farm
near Anita as a child. He atgiving
the
salute
and
the
pledge
of
SERVICES HELD HERE
the usual'seasonal declines posts.
ment have been reserved for the group
tended
the Berea grade school and
allegiance
.
.
.
service
station
men
ner and hold down prosFOR WILLIAM PILMER planting their flower beds in order to since that
which will leave the court house in
time has been associated
WOOL POOL ADVANCE Atlantic
ses next fall and winter.
with his father in farming.
at 5:00 p. m. Saturday night.
help
beautify
the
landscape
through
Funeral
services,
in
charge
of
Rev.
[owa farm price index in
PRICES ANNOUNCED Miss Dorothy Udo, reporter for the W. G. Robertson, pastor of the Atlan- the summer.
Surviving are his parents, two sisas the same as in February,
* * *
organization,
is
in
charge
of
arrangeters,
Maxine and Vina, and three
tic
United
Presbyterian
church,
were
Word has been received in this counent of the 1910-14 average,
ments for the trip.
And along the by-way: rats playing brothers, Earl, Jr., Gerald and Donald,
held Saturday afternoon at 2 o'clock at
lers pay continued un- ty from the Iowa Sheep and Wool
in bhe dum
.,„,.„ ,„.
„....«.„. „
P d°wn by the railroad all at home. One brother, Kenneth,
the ^.,
Long
funeral home
for William
R.
6 .„.„..„,
Growers' Association that the present
| at 128 per cent. Buying
track
ust south
Mr. and Mrs. I. Goldberg ofPilmer, 73, a former resident of this
J
of No. 6 ... dead died about five years ago during a
|Iowa farm products in March advance on wool is 25c per pound on
d
s
1
Rochester,
N.
Y.,
are
visiting
in
Anita
community,
who
passed
away
last'
°S
dumped,
by
licensed dog killers, diptheria epidemic in the Berea vicicent, compared with 91 per % and Vt, blood; 21c on fine staple and.
into the creek bed under the little nity. The body was taken to a Fonat
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Wednesday
in
Des
Mtoines
after
an
reject
wool,
17c.
Checks
for
the
ary and 74 in March 1940.
tanelle funeral home following the
Maduff.
illness of several weeks. Burial was bridge.
nual survey of farmers' advance payment are sent as soon as j
accident. Services were held Monday
made
at
Mt.
Vernon,
S.
D.
the
wool
is
graded
and
the
final
payitentions in March by the
at the Berea Gospel hall and burial
One
friend
tells
us
that
nothing
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Russell
Mclntyre
and
Mr.
Pilmer
was
born
in
Warren
marketing service indi- ment check when the wool has been
helps like waxing and polishing floors made in the Eureka Center cemetery.
son
of
Omaha
spent
Easter
visiting
in
county,
Iowa,
Sept.
28,
1867.
For
sold.
t
slight reduction in the
Last year the sheep and wool grow- Anita at the home of his parents, Mr. many years he farmed south of here-i during housecleaning to take the
ffeed grains in the United
and about 25 years ago moved to South i "spare tire" from milady's middle.
ers
who pooled their wool received a and Mrs. W. >H. iMcIntyre.
WOOL GROWERS TO
' the economists said,
Dakota. Several years ago he moved
*
eported they would reduce net, after the final payment was reSEE FILM NEXT WEEK
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Burke received to St. Charles, Iowa, where he made
Benjamin Franklin preached the
p; Slid, grain sorghum acre- ceived, of 38c. It will pay every
value
of
nitrates
but
had
a
hard
time
word
Tuesday
morning
of
the
birth
of
his home up to a few weeks ago when
County Agent Lester Soukup, has
grower to investigate the wool pool
Id increase oats,
convincing his farmer friends. Finally made arrangements for the showing
County Agent an 8% pound girl baby which was he was taken to Des Moines.
are average—they were before marketing,
in
Be is survived by three sisters, Mrs.' almost desperation he went out of the film, "From Fleece to Fabric,"
average last year—^pro- Lester Soukup stated this week. Over born that morning to Mr. and Mrs.
Ray
Burke
at
the
Harlan
hospital
in
Agnes
McCosh of Anita, Mrs. Isabelle j with a sack of plaster and with it for the benefit of Cass county's sheep
feed grains will be 5 per the past period of five years, an inCarter of Cupertina, Cal., and Mrs.: wrote, "This has been plastered." His and wool growers next Mbnday evenHarlan.
This
is
the
second
child
in
crease
net
return
of
from
Be
to
8c
this year than in 1940.
Alice Hood of Fontanelle and two friends laughed when the plaster just ing at the court house in Atlantic
yovers of all feed grains, above the regular price has been the family and has been named
Rosalie. The other child is also a brothers, P. B. Pilmer of Des Moines ' disappeared, but in a week or so starting at 8:00 p. m.
realized
by
pooling.
offset this reduction in
rFranklin
i J
and John Pilmer of Atlantic.
" '"1"~ pointed
" with pride to the
C. W. McDonald, extension animal
In most years, the supply of wool girl.
if it occurs, making the
thick'
dark
green
grass which was husbandman from Ames, will be, pres;oBj»ective supply about as going on the market at shearing time
growing into the shape of the words ent to discuss sheep problems and
'last year's, which was a and the period immediately following
he had written with plaster. It's been Charles Sexton, secretary of the Iowa
is too heavy. ~This fact results in
a hundred and fifty one years since sheep and wool growers' association
reported in the March lower prices. By pooling the wool
Franklin died.
from Des Moines, will discuss wool
at they would increase'their crop, the wool grower can secure a
* * »
marketing and the pooling of wool.
substantial
part
of
the
value
of
the
[of tame hay this year. With
One of the best Easter sermons on
Sheep and wool growers of Cass
[yields, hay production will wool within a few days of the time the
the air Sunday was the Silver theater County are urged to attend.
VALUES
FOR
FRIDAY
AND
SATURDAY
crop
is
shipped
to
the
association
and
s much larger than the average
production starring Pat O'Brien . . .
years. The hay carryover at the same time continue to hold title
Walter Winchell's little sermon was a
Mr.-and Mrs. Paul Milligan of Des
1
will be one of the^largest on to the crop and benefit from the
close second.
Mk>ines were Sunday visitors at the
California
Sun-Kist
higher prices usually paid for wool
* * *
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
Per Dozen
livestock picture, indica- after the heavy marketing months are
The buds on the lilacs are showing H. Mclntyre.
that about 10 per cent more past. Additional information on wool
purple, the pie plant is about three
Bakery Special
tie are on feed than on Jan. 1, pooling may be secured at the farm
R. W. (Mick) Forshay left Monday
inches high and the winter onions are
here may be heavier market- bureau office.
already tasting mighty good. Most evening for Oakland, Cal., where he
ad for the cattle industry,
of the fruit trees set last year are will attend the mid-year meeting of
With Prizes
fat is high in comparison to iMrs. Augusta Trainer and daughter,
the National Association of Insurance
dead.
3 Packages
Agents.
of feed, and dairymen are Bette, spent Saturday evening and
eir stock more grain. The Sunday visiting in Anita at the home
Someone has said that the secret of
Burch's Milco Gems
of Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Pearce.
Mrs. Oscar Dahlberg, director of the
more butterfat.
success is making hay with the grass
2 Pounds
county
home project chorus, has issued
that grows undor other people's feet.
Mrs. Geo. Smither accompanied a
an invitation to anyone who is inter* * *
INT SON OF LOCAL number of women from Atlantic to
That's a very restful program you ested in singing with the chorus to
IPLE DIES SUNDAY Sioux City Tuesday where they atget
over WNAX at 4:15 on Sun- attend the "Song Fest" which will be
tended a convention of the Royal
held in the assembly room of the court
funeral services were held Neighbor's lodge.
days
it is called "Poet's Corner"
Tall Corn— 15c 3 Pounds
afternoon at the home of Mr.
and our good friend, Cap Mally, reads house in Atlantic Saturday. Anyone
Brlardale—
25c
2
Pounds—
45c
who enjoys singing should make a
Robert Cryer in Anita for
Announcement was made today of
the verses and injects a goodly bit of
special effort to attend the rehearsal
fant son, Gary Dean, who was bhe two who received the highest
his own fine humor and philosophy at 3:00 p. m.
Kraft's
Velveeta,
Pimento
or
f them about 7 o'clock Saturday i average grade in their high school
into the fifteen minutes.
American, '/z-Pmmd Carton
* * *
; at their home here. The child | work. They are Harvey Scholl,
2 pounds and 6 ounces at valedictorian and Carol Dement,
With Each Qt
hnson s You
Did
you
hear
about the young ANITA TEACHERS ARE
'
J°
'
.
OFFERED CONTRACTS
salutatorian.
mamma who thought she would give
<ceive Long Handle Applier 'Free
ing the birth of the baby, he
her youngsters a surprise of candy
At the meeting of the school board
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Thompson of
ted to the Atlantic hospital
eggs in their rabbit nests Easter held Friday evening it was decided
was placed in an incubator, Jefferson, Iowa, have purchased the
morning . . . the kids helped make that fill of the present teachers in the
sd away several hours later. White Front Coffee Shop formerly
the nests Saturday and the mamma Anita school be offered contracts to
I the first child in the family. operated by Frank Albro. Mt. and
slipped out early Sunday morning to return to their respective positions at
GWC
Corn
or
Gloss
the bereaved parents, those Mrs. Thompson plan to have their
put the eggs in the nest, but behold, approximately the same salary.
2
1-Pound
Packages
lourn his death are the mater- new cafe opened in a few da^
the rabbit, or something, had already
Kathryn Nervig, 5th. grade teacher,
paternal grandparents, Mr.
been there and eggs were in every has accepted a position in the schools
GWC
Best
Quality
Mrs.
A.
A.
Johnson
and
daughter,
• Robert Smith and Mr. and
nest.
Per Box
at Villisca, Iowa. Glen Terraberry,
im R. Cryer, and several Virginia, returned to their home here
Saturday from Council Bluffs where
id aunts.
The Anita high school baseball team who was elected to finish out the year
Fresh Green Tops
on Tuesday of last week Virginia subwill journey to Casey Friday after- in the position made vacant by Tom
Per Bunch
| Forshay, who lives in Des ! mitted to a major • operation at the
noon where they will have a confer- Sharpies, will be retained on the
Anita teaching staff if a suitable
j spent the week end visiting in ! Jennie Edmundson hospital. She is
ence game.
schedule can be arranged. However,
the home cf her grand- recovering satisfactorily from the
ir. and Mrs. B. D. Forshay. operation.
'Miss Maurine Turner, a teacher in there will have to be a head football
|
the schools at Macedonia, Iowa, visited and basketball coach for the boys
At the meeting of the board of
day, Cass county 4-H leaders
Saturday and Sunday at tht home of hired.
«t with Miss Ella Loughran supervisors Monday it was announced
Next year the Anita high school
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. H.
5 state 4-H club office at Ames that they would hire a county weed
will have a girls' basketball team
Turner.
' Plans for the annual 4-H commissioner instead of having the
after a lapse of a number of years
Roberts Chick Feeds and Grain Balancer
y- The county committee work done by township commissionRobert Nelson of Rolla, Mo., spent without one. There has been much
will meet at 10:00 a. m. at ers. Applications are now being acthe week end in Anita visiting at the agitation for a girls' team and the
> bureau office and the leaders, cepted for the position which will be
home of his mother, Mrs. Alpha Nel- school board has decided that it will
Frost Proof Cabbage and Onion Plants
t leaders, and county officers filled between now and the first of
son, and with other relatives and be offered to those girls who desire to
'them at 1:30 p. m. '
friends.
'May.
play.

BRIARDALE

21c
Oranges
lOc
Raisin Bread
Cracker Jack
lOc
Cookies
29c
Pork and BeansGW2c'1^0runT»pcrityllc

Marshmallows
13c
Starch
15c
Matches
2k
5c
Carrots
NewPotatoesFineQu84liSsTriumph19c
Pineapples Fresh £3T *""'
19c

THE

Crawford's Clover Farm Store
We Deliver

Phone 29
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

Established 1883.

Court House,
Atlantic. Iowa,
March 3, 1941.
(Continued From Last Week)
VV. E. Wiso, labor
125.00
Konneth Dougherty, labor . .
69.00
One Lewis, labor
72.00
2.00
Anjel

Published Every Thursday and Entered
at the I'osloffice, Anifa, Iowa, as
Second ("lass Mail Matter.
Ocil (i. Budd

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS

Kale

Editor
r

$l.. )0 Per Year

PETERSEN'S
PHONE 300

WE DELIVER

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
FOLGERS COFFEE, drip or regular, pound
2&.
(With This Advertisement)
SHORTENING, 20 Grand, guaranteed, 3-lbs. .. ^
MATCHES, 6 box carton
14c
CALUMET BAKING POWDER, 1-lb. can
i9c
BANANAS, 3 pounds
20e
BUTTER, Stuart fancy creamery, pound
33C
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables In Season

117.60
Official Town and County Newspaper Henry Eggerling, labor
" G. Akers, labor
30.05
i Walter Anderson, labor
80.00
Member of National Editorial
! Hans Jepsen, labor
95.00
Association, and
| Ben Pace, labor
80.00
|J.
D. Adams
Company,
I parts
7.87
i Alemite Company, supplies .. 90.19
Carl A. Anderson, repairs .. .
26.98
Anita Lumber Company, lumber
33.28
Atlantic Lumber & Coal Company, lumber
58.04
• f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f
Atlantic Mill & Elevator,
coal
13.91
Atlantic
Motor
Freight,
freight
3.50
- * • • * • • * - -4- -*• 4- -f
4- -f
1021.87
Few pictures in recent times have A-W Company, parts
r Engraving Company,
stirred such spontaneous and unres13.50
Seed Potatoes — Celery — Radishes — Tomatoes
map
6.95 John E. Budd, J/P. fees
trained acclaim as, "Pastor Hall," Balbach
29.00
Company, oxygen ...
8.03 W. A. McKee, JJ P. fees
which conies to the Anita theatre to- Bareco Oil Company, gas ...
4.00
6.26 A M Acker, trustee
4.00
day and Thursday on the midweek Barton - Warner Company,
pipe
367.04 American Linen and Towel
Wilbur Heckman, Jr., who recently Earl Bock, 7th. and 8th. grade bargain show. "Pastor Hall," is with- Baum
10.26
Service, towels
Iron Company, coal
volunteered into the army from this teacher in the Anita schools, spent the out question the most dramatic screen
6.00
and tools
14.30 Richard E. Anderson, bounty.
76.29
county, spent the week end in Anita week end at Quimby, Iowa, visiting play shown in many years and de- Robert R. Bell, gas
12.10 Anita Tribune, printing
Atlantic Building Supply, coal
serves the inspection of every man, Big "4" Oil Company, gas
visiting at the home of his parents, friends.
76.80
woman,
and
child
in
every
community
and
repairs
47.87
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Heckman and
Atlantic
News
Telegraph,
J.
A.
Billingsly,
repairs
...
1.50
in
the
land.
On
the
same
program
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Newton and
with other relatives and friends.
40.83
Bojens Hardware, supplies
23.77 printing
children of Stuart were Easter visit- there is the colorful patriotic short Anna D. Beekman, R. O. W.
Dr. R. C. Bailey, services ....
4.30
35.00
The members of the Quilt club were ors at the home of his parents, Mr. and subject, "The Flag Speaks."
Jim Bopp, labor
18.40 Baker (Manufacturing Com12.29
J. H. Brink, supplies
21.00 pany supplies
guests of Mrs. W. H. Wagner Wednes- Mrs. Ed. L. Newton, in Anita.
2.00 Mrs. Chas. Bigelow, indemCarole Lombard returns to a comedy D. W. Chadwick, supplies
day afternoon at her home in Anita.
4800
28.80 nity
Miss Mayfred Stone, who is a role in her latest screen triumph with Arlo E. Christensen, labor ..
A social afternoon was enjoyed by the
Henry Bissell, trustee
4.00
Nels
P.
Ohristensen,
labor
..
44.88
ladies, following which a lunch was teacher in the schools at Cedar Rapids, Robert Montgomery in, "Mr. and .Mrs. C.
Lenna T. Boots, session and
B. & Q. Railroad,
which is an uproarious
mileage
served. Mrs. E. W. Holmes will en- spent the week end in Anita visiting Smith,"
15.00
freight
490.06
Fred Brahms, trustee
4.00
fun-loving C. R. I. & P. Railroad,
tertain the club at its next meeting on at the home of her parents, Mr. and comedy of a normal
10.37
freight
986.03 H. P. Braun, books
arguing couple. Needless to say,
Mrs. A. B. Stone.
April 23.
3.50
122.45 Emil A. Brehmer, trustee . . .
arole and Robert play their roles City of Atlantic, current
A nn
C. W. Clardy Hardware, supith abandon.
Walter
C.
Burnside,
trustee
..
4.00
plies
2.66
* * *
Georgia ByrneL mileage
17.85
Conklin Oil Company, gas
and
oil
12.08 Callaghan & Company, supThe best in musical entertainment is
plies
'
10.00
8.72
remised patrons of the Anita theatre Cousin's Garage, repairs . . . .
Dr. David J. Chalmers, serCumberland Telephone Comhen, "Tin Pan Alley," widely herald1.30
pcmy
uuija
JL3.UO
.~~u
pany,f tolls
15.05 i vices
d musical opens on Sunday for three Ed. Gushing, repairs
10.42 Corey - McKenzie 'Company,
* H.
- Chadwick,
supplies
1.31
labor
257.00
ays. With Alice Faye and Betty J.
5.50
242.00 E. A. Denham, trustee
rable starring at the head of a Roy Clure, labor
Conroy, tolls
2.40 Des 'Mloines Sanitary Supply
pectacular cast of
entertainment Tom
Company, supplies ........ 49.63
Deep Rock Oil Company,
nakers headed by Jack Oakie and
12.00
oil
122.30 C. A. Donahoe, sessions
Roy Dotson, bounty
lien Jenkins, "Tin Pan Alley," will Dement Implement Company,
6.00
fuel
126.61 Leo Eagan, bounty ....
1.00
in your applause. Alice Faye and
Edwards, labor
30,00 Irnogene
6.68
letty Grable team up on several num- Boyd L. Diven, R. 0. W
p
Harry Edwards, labor
142.50 (?„• - Edwards, bailiff
21.00
ers in the picture, among which are Farmer's Cooperative, coal
14!92 ' Myron W. Erickson, bounty .. 1.00
K-K-Katie," "Moonlight Bay" and Farmer's Elevator, coal and
|G. E. Eshelman, committee
gas
You Say the Sweetest Things, Baby."
11.271 work and mileage
135.65
j John J. Euken, trustee
4.00
One of the outstanding scenes is a Forshay Loan & Insurance
4.00
Company, premium
22.50 Roy L. Fancolly, trustee
larem number with the famous comedy Fullerton
Follett Publishing Company,
Lumber Company,
tar, Billy Gilbert, Alice Faye and
3.74
Griswold, coal
23.89 books
39 V-8 85 Tudor. A-l condition.
Jetty Grable.
Jack Oakie is in top Fullerton Lumber Company,
0. D. Funk, trustee
4.70
,..,.„ Thos. Gittins, trustee
4.00
Massena,, lumber
47.19
orm all through the picture.
38 V-8 60 Tudor. Looks like new.
Gasoline Alley, fuel
64.63 Raymond
C.
Gregersen,
* * *
Gate City Iron Works, sup| cows
390.00
37 Chevrolet Master Town Sedan. Perfect.
FLASH*—Jerry Smith, the yodeling
plies
664.61I Griswold
American, printing
ar
sowboy and his troupe of radio enter- Graham's Store, supplies .... 102.151 . >d supplies
37 V-8 85 Deluxe Fordoor Touring Sedan.
273.55
Listen
L. Hall, court report--' :"' v "
tainers will be at the Anita theatre Gregersen Drug Store, super
37 V-8 85 Deluxe Tudor Touring. Gas heater.
plies
12.65 '
•_
82.00
person on the stage for one day
Jreen Bay Lumber Company,
Hammond & Stephens Com37 V-8 85 Deluxe Tudor. Overhauled.
only, Wednesday, April 23rd., direct
material and coal
256.64 pany, supplies
33.64
Tom radio station WHO, Des Moines. Hansen & Company, supA. A. Hiayter,
Wayter, trustee
4.00
37 V-8 85 Standard Tudor. Best in the west.
Car
This Iowa favorite will also appear on
plies
23.22
l Henderson, bailiff
15.00

SALAD DRESSING, Clover Farm, quart
29c
CORN FLAKES, Clover Farm, 2 packages . . . . 15c
JELL POWDER, Clover Farm, 3 packages
13c
MARSHMALLOWS, cello bag, pound
12c
KRAUT, Clover Farm, 2 No. 2\,'-2 cans
19c
PRUNES, 40-50 size, 2 pounds
19c
PEANUT BUTTER, pint
14c
MILK, Clover Farm, 3 large cans
20c
NAPTHA SOAP, Clover Farm, 5 giant bars .19c

REEL NEWS
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QUALITY

USED CARS
A LOOK AND A RIDE
WILL CONVINCE YOU

37
36
36
36
35
35
31
31

V-8 60 Tudor. Can't tell it from new.
Chevrolet Standard Tudor. Has trunk.
V-8 Tudor. Reconditioned.
V-8 Tudor. Blue. A real bargain.
V-8 Deluxe Tudor Touring. Heater.
V-8 Standard Tudor. New tires.
Chevrolet Coach. Good.
Chevrolet Coupe. Cheap.

We Trade For Grain Or Livestock.
— Open All Hours —

Spies-Legg Motor Co.
Anita, Iowa

Phone 229

H. J. (Hank) Spies

Bernard Legg

MIXTURE

JWRE USABLE
TRY THE
•HLY tASOLINE WITH

cm/me CONTROLMobilgas
'

_ -<».^^

We Specialize in
Mobil Winter Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

I

CALL 244

J 0. W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA

7.68 Hoffman Transfer, freight
;he screen in his latest picture the Hoegh Oil Company, gas
Some Oil Company, gas
13.16 Carl Holland, trustee
same evening.
Wm. Howell, gas
13.76, Holley Supply Company, supHutchins Printing Company,
1 plies
Anita showgoers are reminded that, supplies
30.04 M- E. Hubbard, auditor, juror
263.25'; fees
'Gone With The Wind," will be shown Marion Hansen, labor
36.00 Hunt & Fuglsang, indemnity.
in its original uncut version, but at Leo Herchenbach, labor
Interstate Machinery & SupW. B. Inhofe, bounty
popular prices, on May 17-18-19 at the ply Company, repairs
60.91 j In°r Publishing
Company,
Anita Theatre.
Iowa Electric Company, ser| books .'
vices
251.70 Jenkins-Fergemann Company,
Iowa Sales Company, tools .. 120.16
CARD OF THANKS.
supplies
T

We take this means of expressing
our thanks to those who helped so
willingly to lighten our burden in the
bereavement which recently came
to us.
Mrs. Millie Parrott
and Family.
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UNCLES BAKING COMPANY HAS
ITS BREAD IN ANITA STORES James Lind, R. 0. W.

33.82 L- D. Kemp, trustee
49.53 > Klipto Loose Leaf Company,

90.00
H. P. Malone, labor
'. 103 25
The Ungles Baking Company, the Meyer Service Station, repairs
2.34;
makers of Harvest bread, is celebratMiddle
States
Utilities,
ing its forty-first anniversary in
tolls
4.23
business by placing its products in a l l : Mler-Hasselbalch Company,
repairs
of the stores in Anita.
257 00
It was just forty-one years ago that John Miller, labor
Calculating
CornL. A. Ungles, president of the com- Monroe
pany, services
9.00
pany with one horse and wagon be- G. N. McQuern, mileage
67.00
gan delivering bread to the people of Nebraska Tractor & Equipl
ment Company, repairs . . . 147.75
Iowa. It was that same year that he
2.50
became a bridegroom. It was then
that he and his lovely bride began
repairs
40.46
laying the foundation for the great H. L. Nettz, repairs . .
8.30
industry, which now uses more than N. W. Bell Telephone Company,_ rent and tolls
142.71
a half million dollars worth of agri'Parrott, labor
259.00
cultural products each year.
They
Pierce,, royalty
91.25
are one of the greatest independent Robinson Hardware, tools . .'.
7.S
users of wheat flour, dairy products Opper-Nygaard Motor Company, repairs
4.43
and honey.
12.00
The one horse wagon has grown A. Paul, repairs
Jim Peebles, supplies
.25
into a fle<?t of forty trucks and the Purity Oil Company, gas . .. .
85.82
tiny bakery has been enlarged to Railway Express
Agency,
express
house more than a hundred people.
5.21
1.53
The antiquated methods of nearly a Rose Motor Company, bulbs. .
6.00
half century ago have changed to the ] 0.
i
& Son, rescientific methods of 1941, which pairs
40.28
means that besides paying close at- C. P. Shearer, Agent, insurgg2 34
tention to all of the vitamin content,
Company, supplies
276^92 '
the makers of Harvest bread place i
ird Bearings Company,
i
special stress on sanitation. From
parts
32 34 '
the time the flour and other products Standard Oil Company, gas
I
and oil
coy gg !
come to the bakery, the material and
j
bread is not touched by human hands Standard Explosive Corporation, supplies
igg.26 !
until it arrives in the kitchen of the Iropical
Paint
Company
housewife.
P alnt -.;,'.
159.04
When Mr. Ungles began his busiHling Station, gas. . 7.55
Wheeler
Lumber Bridge &
ness at the turn of the century, he
Supply Company,
lumbegan with this motto in mind, "Not
her
the most bread, but the best bread." Whitney Insurance Agency, 4833.28
He and his business associates have
insurance
and
notary
seals
placed this in actual practice during
27.13
4 35
the years. In buying their products Don Wilkinson, mileage .
Wilson
Concrete
Company,
the finest wheat, the best dairy proP'P*
154.23
ducts and the choicest ingredients Bruno Waldau, R. O. W
26.00
from Iowa farms go into the making George WVrnan, labor
257 50
'
of Harvest bread and Harvest break- Car] C Millard, repairs . . .
23.15
Herb Spear, labor . .
fast rolls.

H. E. Sprague, keys . ' . ' . ' . ' '

supplies

2.34
4.00
34.90
82.80

"

Iowa State Highway CommisHSllyard Sales Company, supsion, maps
11.60 i Plies
Jobes Tire & Electric Service,
j Marvin Jensen, bounty
repairs
506.26 Harry Jordan, board and care
J. C. Jordan, gas and reof prisoners; serving notices;
Pairs
transportation; criminal ex2.53
Grant Jones, repairs
pense and investigation ...
1.75
Wm. Kohlscheen, gas
5.93 , • W. Jordan, trustee
Koch Brothers, supplies
418.39 j Maryatt Karstensen, bounty..
Lindsey Machine Shop, rej George Kees, bounty

Pairs
J. W. Luke &_Son, repairs . ..

W. P. Kuesel, trustee .
Ronald Landon, bounty .
Laurel
Book
Comnnmr
books
Alvin Lehmkuhl, trustee
Hawley Lynch, committee
work and mileage
C. E. Malone. "Postmaster
postage
Mason Publishing Company
annotations
Massena Echo, advertising
Matt Parrott & Sons Conv
pany, supplies
Ralph D. CMalford, trustee
Miller - Bryant - Pierce, supplies
Monarch Products Company
supplies
J. O. Moon, trustee . .
J. W. Morgan, trustee
Sam Murray, trustee ....
Evelyn Murphy; mileage

2.83
1.66

69.62
i.oo

51.32
4.00
1.00
1.00
4.00
117.99

W. 1«tDV^^

4.0
1.0

5.01
41
i116,1]
j
HISS

• • t

J- B. .McDermott, trustee
V. D. MdMftrtin. trustee
Mbrion Nelson, bourity ..
H. Newman, trustee
F. C. Newlin, trustee . . .
Nolte Electric Service, fixtures
Omaha School Supply Company, supplies
i ii
F. H. Osen, trustee
Panama Carbon Company,
ribbons ........;..
7.jj
Wm. Pedersen, bounty
Dr. Millard T. Petersen,
tests
20.01
Ronald Pierson, bounty
2.0
B. C. Pond, trustee,
P. L. Possehl, committee
work and mileage
Lester Babe, bounty
1.0
2,d
Prank Ratzlaff, trustee
16.2
C. S. Relyea, supplies
7,0
Lester Rhodes, bounty ....
H. C. Robinson, trustee ...
Joe Bold, bounty
3.0
Wm. F. Sandhorst, trustee
Don Savery, commission and
mileage expense
56.'
George N. Scase, labor
72J
Scottr Foreman .& Company,
supplies
;........
(to be continued)

NEED
SOME
GOOD
PAINT
9
•
FARMERS COOP.

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION OP

ANITA STATE BANK

Organized under the laws' of Iowa, located at Anita, in the County of
Cass, at the close of business on the 4th. day of April, A. D. 1941RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts
$380 069.84
United States Bonds and Securities
43^400.00
Securities Guaranteed by U. S. Government as to Interest
and-or Principal
NONE
Bonds and Securities (exclusive of Items 2 and 3)
2,839.95
Overdrafts
'
254.^2
Banking House, Furniture and Fixtures
1,000.00
Due from banks and bankers, cash and cash items
135^13.«2
Total Resources

$562,777-^

LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock—Common
$ 25,000.00
Surplus Fund
\[ 15;ooo00
40,000.00
Undivided profits (after deducting expenses) 5,482.14
Reserved for contingencies (including Preferred Stock Retirement Fund)
10000.00
15.482.H
Individual deposits subject to check
^SS^elsi
Savings deposits
52*02l'74
Time certificates of deposit
114^42 02
Demand Certificates, Certified Checks! Cashier a Checks and Unpaid Dividends .... 6,305.52
Total Liabilities
State of Iowa, Cass County, Ss.
^We, H. C. Faulkner, Vice President, and A. R. Robinson,
11™ f • * n ove nam«d> do solemnly swear that the
trUC and correct to
and belief
"*
. *« best of our know
H. C. Faulkner, Vice President.
A. R. Robinson, Asst. Cashier.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my presence by ' °'
Faulkner and A. R. Robinson, this 8th. day of April 1941.
Harry Swartz,
(Seal)
Notary Public in and for Caas County
Attested By:
H. L. Bell,
Geo, Denne,
Directors.
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THE SUNNY SIDE OF LIFE
Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
By ED WHEELAN

BIG TOP
I THINK,"SILK: you
REALIZE THAT IF YOU EVER
DARE TO MENTION ANVTHINQ-

ASOUT MY DEAD
PAST. V&UR LIFE XtfOM'T BE
\JUORTM A PLUGGED
r

SHORT TIME LATER

DONT \WORRV, JEFF- I
MEANT

To SPILL ANVTHINGABOUT SILAS " COME
ON - LET'5 GET BACK
TO

LOT ."

NICKEL .

WHY DIPNT voo SEND
HEUO, VD BETTER.
SEE MJHAT'S GOING
THERETHOSE FREAKS.1
'U SEE VOU LATER.,

WILD MAN SA\d
THE ESCAPED
TIGER AND PASSED
OUT FROM
HE'S
AJO FOOLIN1

fOR " DOC • AME S
AfiO

MIT DE'R
WEART.

eoss
it

| Frank Jay Markey Syndicate, Inc.

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA They Talk Too Much in Beauty Parlors
Y'KNOW, FRANCES,
SOME
FRESH
GOVERNMENT
MAN IS COMING
TO SEE ME
ABOUT MY 1934
INCOME TAX I HOPE I DIDN'T
DO ANYTHING
WRONG

WHY,THEY
I KNOW-BUT
CHECK UP ON I'M SURE I
EVERYBODY,, MUSTA MADE
COUNTESS
SOME MISTAKE
BECAUSE I
CAN-T ADD TWO
AND

IT'S ONLY
A MATTER
OF FORMYOU'RE
PERFECTLY
SAFE

THANKS, DEARIE!
I FEEL
RELIEVEDI'LL GIVE YOU
A GOOD TIP .

SALLY, AINT IT
AWFUL! - MRS.
MARKERS HUSBAND

wyutfSL
IN THB JUG!

Pattern 2790.

^

TPHIS handsome panel embto
* ered In wool or silk is fascin
ing needlework and adds to
beauty of any home.
Pattern 2790 contains a transfer patt
of a picture 15 by 90 inches; UJustrati
of stitches: color chart; materials
quired. Send order to:

LV
Sewinr Circle NeedJecraft Dept.
82 Eighth Ave.
New York I
Enclose 15 cents In coins for Pat-|
tern No
Name
Address

- Frank Jay M«Hoy Byndtoito. tee.

S'MATTER POP—Pass It On to the Army

By C. M. PAYNE

OH I JUST

HfMIMONIER

nv

MESCAL 1KB

Business Going On After Alterations

Fisw/

Lolly Gaga O <>

F1SHJ

Ac

» T

^j-^Aa-

fJerreiWAy ID TREAT
PUE-fclACKOf ,
F«3ireR*80U<r W TH6 WET IS TO
^OFTMg
MfMAPELICIOUS

OFW/WEK.

POP—Another Try
LE-T ME SEE- J
HAD A PILLET STEAK
HERE YESTERDAY,
DIDN'T I

WILL YOU
WAVf TW9
SAME

I EXPECT SO,
IP I ORDER

By J. MILLAR WATT
AND NOBODr ELSEIS USING
IT

TODAY,

Showing; Character

A man never shows his .
character so plainly as by I
manner of portraying another's
Jean Paul Richter.

SIR

Delicious... for
IIf Her*...welcomed crffcoma
< .-; qufdr to praponi::: sortf
eoo*'* time:.-.- economical..- J
onfar; todays from your groan

I by The B»ll s\ iicl:.;...^ l n r ,

THE
SPORTING

AT

ms

m

WORST f:Vf:-<

m

m*

1

SANS
,-ie -Least

I
I

Give a Thought

MAIN STREf
I
I

GLUYAS
WILLIAMS

By
LANG
ARMSTRONG
"George, l "'MM ..« kuowtiin Jus( what you ve ol m imu
K

AFTER TALKIN& PRETTY
816 TO A

• For.ln our town . . . »«d '°w°5
likeouri clear across the «|"»"J
. ..there'. • sle.dy revolu"""
going on.Changes in drtss W"
and food prices..- the r.«o •
hat erowa... the fall oHu '
tare price.-these n>»«f" "'e «J
•fleetoacllrfn»...A»dih" 1*
'"" "
• Smart people whollvl llic j;H/
up-to-the-minute in '"':
rllS c.
current eveata, follow 1UJ
» dt ' ilt! ,.
menu M closely "
• They know whai's 'I'"""loW
America ... and they l- s ,
where money bu>» " "

THE

I CLOTHING SPECIALS!
I •iMBHHMniManSMMBMMHIMBBIHB'H'l'IIIIIHII^HMH

HOLEPROOF
LADIES' HOSIERY

WOLVERINE WORK
SHOES
$3.25 to $4.50

3 Thread
65c to $1.00
2 Thread
.....SI.15
4 and 6 Thread
?9e
Entirely New Stock of Shades

These Shoes Are Top Numbers
And Arc Priced Below Average

RAILCHIEF
OVERALLS
Full 8-oz. Sanforized
$1.10

Engineer
and
Fireman
Socks
2 Pairs
for
25c

BIG SMITH
OVERALLS
In 4 Styles
$1.29

Leather
Gloves
Specially
Priced
49c
And
Up

BIG JESS
WORK SHIRTS
Full Cut
A Guaranteed Shirt
49c

MATCHED SHIRTS
AND PANTS
98c
and
$1.49

BOB CLOTHIER
HOWARD
"WE SERVE YOU WELL"
'The pupils of Lincoln No. G were
Carl H. Daubendiek of Jefferson
was a business caller in Anita Fri- treated to their first train and bus
ride Friday when their teacher, Miss
day.
Lillian Oler, accompanied by Mrs.
Clyde Pollock, took them to Atlantic
where they visited numerous places of
business.

Wallpaper

ANITA

TRIBUNE, THURSDAY, APRIL 17, 1941.

Fourth quarterly conference at 2:30^
at
the Wiota Methodist church, j
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
Members of the official board are,
f-f + - t - 4 4 4 * - + 4 ' t 4
members of the quarterly conference. I
"D'ortnno of Atonement" will be the
Youth forum at 6:30 p. m. "City
subject, of the Lesson-Sermon in all
Shadows,"
Churches of Christ, Scientist, on SunThere will be no evening service.
day, April 20..
'("he Golden Text is from II Cor- The Woman's Society of Christian
inthians 5:18, "All things arc of God, Service will meet Thursday at the
who hath reconciled us to himself by parsonage at 10 a. m. for an all day
Jesus Christ, and hath given to us the study of the book, "Methodism's
World Mission." Mrs. Wesley Johnm i n i s t r y of reconciliation."
son,
Mrs. Arthur V. Long, Mrs. KenThe lesson-Sermon comprises quotations from the Bible and from the neth Turner, Mrs. Harry Dressier,
Christian Science textbook, "Science Mrs. Eric Osen and Mrs. F. D. Weiand Health with Key to the Scrip- mer will present the chapters of the
book. This is to be a general meettures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
One of the Bible citations reads: ing, so all are urged to come. Each
"And they shall teach no more every one is asked to bring her own service
man his neighbor, and every man his for the covered dish dinner at noon.
brother, saying, Know the Lord: for
they shall all know me, from the least
f CENTRAL CHURCH OP CHRIST 4
of them unto the greatest of them,
4
C. R. Neel, Pastor.
4
saith the Lord: for I will forgive their
f + + + 4 4 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 4
iniquity, and I will remember their sin
Sunday School at 10 a. m.
no more" (Jer. 31:34).
Church Worship at 11 a. m.
Among the selections from the
The revival meetings are on every
Christian Science textbook is the folnight this week. Each night there
lowing:
"If Truth is overcoming error in will be special features that all will
your daily walk and conversation, you enjoy.
Services each night at 7:45 as folcan finally say, 'I have fought a good
lows
:
fight . . . I have kept the faith,' beWednesday (tonight)—A chalk talk
cause you are a better man. This is
having our part in the atonement with by Irvin Mueller of Atlantic. Sermon, "A Thrilling Mountain Sight."
Truth and Love" (p. 21).
Thursday—Youth night. The specf - f 4 4 - f 4 - f 4 4 4 4 - 4 4 - 4 ial feature will be a sacred drama.
4 HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL * Sermon, "Not rich enough."
Friday—Family night. The special
4
LUTHERAN CHURCH
4
4
H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
4 feature will be by the boys and girls.
4 4
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 Sermon, "What I Shall Do."
Saturday—Farmer's night. Sermon,
Divine services at 10:30 a. m.
Adult instruction class meets at A Farmer's Faith."
Sunday—'Bible School plaque day.
8:00 p. m. Wednesday evening at the
A
beautiful bronze Sunday School
parsonage.
Confirmation class meets at 4:00 p. plaque will be on display Sunday
only.
Worship,
"An
m. Monday afternoon at the parson- morning
Appointment With God." Evening
age.
worship, a candle light service using
Highland church —
200 candles. Sermon, "The Candle
Divine services at 7:30 p. m.
h
ower of the Church."

SPRING SALE!
CONTINUES
SATURDAY
Maduffs Food
WE DELIVER

1»HONE 239

OUR STORE IS OPEN EVI

SUNDAY MORNING

BE S U R E That your poultry feeds are fresli. Most feeds
are not fresh because they have been stored in war«.|
houses and therefore lose their effectiveness.
Felco Chick Starter, Merit Concentrate and
Merit Starting and Growing Mlash are fresh.
We mix our own mashes and wg know they are]
always fresh.
Watch Onr Chicks Grow That Are Bein^
Fed On Fresh

THE FARMERS GOOP.

Monday—Ladies' night. Sermon,
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 'Looking For Someone."
Also Sold at Smither Produce and Bell Produce
4 CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4
Tuesday—Men's night.
Sermon,
SPRING PAPERING
4
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
4 A Wise Builder."
+•444444444444
Priced as C _ per Single
Boys and girls meet with (Mrs.
Church school at 10:00 a. m.
Low as »J *~
Roll
Morris for stories, singing and Bible
ANITA MARKETS.
Service of worship, 11 a. m.
We study each day immediately after
— LARGE STOCK —
appreciated the fine audience Easter school. This group will give special
(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
BONGERS
Sunday, but we are hoping that every assistance in the service on Friday
Eggs, cash, dozen
Vie
Sunday may become like that from the evening each week.
Eggs, in trade, dozen
18c
standpoint of attendance. You may
The people of Anita and vicinity are
say what you will, but attendance has nost cordially invited to all of these Graded Eggs, Specials, dozen .... 20c
Graded Eggs, No. 1, dozen
18c
much to do with making a helpful ervices.
RADIO DAYS
Graded
Eggs,
No.
2,
dozen
16c
service of worship. We like company
The ladies of the church w;ill serve Hens, Ib
Among those from out-of-town who
15c
LOADED yniTH DYNAMYI
whether it be at the church, lodge or a 15c dinner Wednesday noon.
were here Friday for the funeral serHens, leghorn and under 4-lbs. Ib. lOc
But It CkHd| Not Be Ban
club, and it helps to make the wheels
vices of Lee Parrott were: Alfred go around.
Boosters, Ib
7c
CARD OF THANKS.
Baker and family, Frank Smith and
i*pw^^ — •-——Springs, leghorns & under 4-lbs... 8c
Philip asked a question, Jesus
wife, John Kihvorth and wife, Oscar
THOUT
8c
U
We wish to take this opportunity to Ducks, Ib
answered it in the 14th. chapter of
Johnson and wife and Mrs. Hannah
6c
John. Read that chapter and find the xpress our sincere thanks and ap- Geese, Ib
Parrott of Exira; Julius Wahe and
50c
question and the answer. We hope to preciation to our friends and neigh- Pigeons, live, dozen.
wife, George Parrott and wife, Pete
34c
base our thought on this question and bors for the many acts of kindness, Cream, sweet
Wahe and wife, Tom Marion and
33c
words of consolation and floral tributes Coeam, No. 1 sour
answer next Sunday.
wife, Lester Schwankie and wife, Mr.
31c
jefore and after the death of our Cream, No. 2 sour
Miss
Winona
Kyle's
class
is
planand Mrs. Reha, Mrs. John Newport
B5c
mother and grandmother. Your kind- Yellow corn, No. 2, new
ning
a
part
in
the
service
of
worship
and son, Arlie, of Adair; Lawrence
No. 2 -white oats
28c
next Sunday. It will be based on the ness will never be forgotten.
Williams and wife, Mr. and Mrs.
78c
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Kelloway and No. 1 wheat
art
in
the
church
windows.
This
Sickels, and L. A. Parrott of BridgeRanny.
water; H. B. Parrott and family of I should be a valuable part of the serChester T. Winder* Buffered an atGuy Rasmussen and Shirley.
Atlantic; Howard Parrott and wife of vice and we hope many will care to
tack of kidney stones ;Monday at his
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
Rasmussen
ome
and
hear
what
this
class
of
Maybe time has rusted out some of
Marne; Max McDowell and wife of
home at the north edge of Anita.
young folks have to say on this theme
your fence far too soon. The labor
Casey; and Ambrose Cunningham and
Herman Kramer of Altus, Ark., is
of replacing it, alone, costs many
If
for
any
reason
they
cannot
give
wife of Greenfield.
The Nishna Valley
conference
times the few cents you may have
their attention to it next Sunday, then visiting at the home of his brother
saved when you bought it. Time has
coaches will meet in Anita today
Frank
Kramer
and
family.
the
Sunday
following
will
be
used.
told thousands of fanners that they
THE FUN
(Wednesday) at the local school.
The ladies will serve the regula
SAVE for many years when they...
BEGAN WHEN;
George
Parker,
well
known
Anita
There
will
be
a
6:30
dinner
which
will
noon-day meal Thursday.
SHE SHAVED
man, is ill at his home with heart be followed by their regular meeting
Book Your Order Now
HIM — IN BED
trouble.
^^^^m f
^^^'
* •
- ...
CMMU
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Strickland
For May Delivery of
4
METHODIST CHURCH
James B. Herriman is confined to who live west of town, are the parents
4
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
his bed at his home on East Main of a 7% pound boy baby born to
YOU'D get THE BEST -tough
4
4
4
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
B
A
B
Y
C
H
I
C
K
S
Oalvannealed, " copper - bearing
Street suffering from kidney trouble. them (Thursday. It is the third child
Church
School
at
10
a.
m.
Harolc
steel that withstands weather for
in the family and has been named
extra years . . . tight knots that
Mrs. Rosetta Anderson is reported David Wesley.
We Hatch, White Rocks, McDermott, Superintendent.
won t slip . . . uniform, stock-tight
Church worship at 11 a. m. This i to be improving at her home here.
construction. Just look for "THE
New Hampshires, Bar- Roll Call Sunday in our Loyalty Cam She has been ill with heart trouble for
paig-n, "I am a 'Christian and arr several weeks.
red Rocks, Leghorns, proud of it."
FENCE and FENCE SUPPLIES
Mrs. George Karns was dismissed
for EVERY NEED.
and Austra Whites.
RAISIN BREAD
from the Atlantic hospital Tuesday
lOc
where she had been a medical patient
VICTOR FLOUR, 49-lbs. .$1.50
ANITA BAKERY
for several days.
REED'S BEST FLOUR,
For Memorials and Monuments, see
Attorney and Mrs. Tom C. WhitPhone 276
Anita,
la.
49-lb. sack ............ $1.30
ANITA LUMBER CO.
2t
— PLVS-)
more of Atlantic spent M'onday even- Chas. H. Hartley, Anita.
(1 Can Baking Powder Free
ing visiting in Anita at the home of
45
REASONJ
You can get at all times genuine
With Each Sack Flour)
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Jenkins.
TO BE HERB
Semi-Solid Buttermilk at the Farmers
SCHOOL GIRL PORK and
The Misses Lois and Esther Mae Coop in Anita. Why not try some
BEANS, can
............
lOc
tf
REALLY, IT'S LIKE
SUN; - MON. - TUBS.
Mclntyre of Des Mbines spent Easter this week?
PEAS, No. 2 can ......... lOc
Sun. Bargain Mat. 2:30 - W \
in Anita visiting at the home of their
Fresh tested bulk garden seeds.
A SMASH HIT THAT
HAVING FIVE
parents, Mr. and 'Mrs. W. H. Mclntyre. Frost-proof cabbage plants, 29c per
OPAL COFFEE. 1-lb. can..25c
START YOU SINGING
100. Giant Sweet Spanish & Bermuda
DAMGqrjB —
The S. O. S. club met at the home
OPAL CORN FLAKES,
onion plants, lOc per bunch, 3 bunches
of Mrs. Wm. Morgan southwest of
package
................
ioc
25e.
(Approx. 100 to bunch). Senator
Anita Friday. There was a kitchen
Dunlap strawberry plants, 49c per 100
IN ONE!
shower for Mrs. Vernon Lambertson
Malone Seed Co., Atlantic.
2t
a recent bride. Ten members and
several visitors were present. The
FOR SALE:—Big, strong blind
EAST MAIN STREET
next meeting of the club will be with horse. Will work anywhere. Merle
Mrs. M. N. Lambertson on May 1 Denne.
Itp
— for—

The senior class in the Anita school
are working on their play, "Sulphur
and Mblasses," which will be presented on Friday evening, April 25. The
cast of characters include the following: Richard Duthie, Marie Burns
Kathryn Weimer, Betty Weaver, Harvey Scholl, Doris Scholl, Agnes Mortensen, Mary Jane Kopp, Lauren
Beaver, Carol Dement, Merle Moore
Marilyn Hayter, Richard Young and
Elaine Petersen.

1I'-"

tltag drama]

FBI. - SAT.

4>«?RfD BRAND

LOMBARD!

WANT ADS

Robert Scott

. mm,
.RAYMOND!

Rasmussen's Hatchery

REFRIGERATORS

r,

Opal Food Mkt.

Westinghoyse
Super Market Refrigeration
WITH True-Temp Control
you fh» flv« kinds of cold n««<Ud
for «v*n Ih* simplest maali I

The cold that's best for one kind of
food may ruin another. That's why
you need 5 different kinds of cold in
your refrigerator at one time.
Wcstinghouse gives you this
Super Market

Refrigeration

PLUS many other sensational features. Come in and see the new
v Westanghouse Models todsy.

Dement Implement Co.

WEEK END SPECIAL
WASH DRESSES
A beautiful array of colors and styles in new
spring and summer wash dresses. Bought esoecmlly for this week end special.
Sizes 14 to 20 and 38 to 52
59c — 2 For $1

The Golden Rule
"THE

DEPARTMENT STORE
BEST FOR LESS"
ANITA, IOWA

WE STILL HAVE PLENTY OF
PARCAUT HYBRID SEED CORN
ADAPTED TO THIS TERRITORY
IF INTERESTED SEE
BEN GOOH1ANOUR — ANITA
IFOR RENT:—Garden plot. For
information phone 62 or see Mrs.
Rosetta Anderson, Chestnut Street.
Tally cards, 2 for lc; fancy talliea «
with tassels, and place carda for lc. ]
Tribune office, Anita.
tf
FOR SALE:-Live, thrifty trees,
shrubs and plants of all kinds.
Priced low. Sizer Nursery, Audubon,
3tp
50c buys 500 sheets of typewriter
Paper, size 8%xll inches, at the Tribune office.

e >»•

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

By Edward C. Wayne

Nazi Drive Cuts Deep Into Greece
As Jugoslavia's Army Is Smashed;
London Blasted With 'Worst' Raids
In Reprisal for Attacks on Berlin

!i

'Barracutey'

Washington, D. C.

Innocent Bystander:

The Front Pages: Matsuoka's letFor a long time Secretary of La ters home from Berlin and Borne
(EDITOR'S NOTE—HTirn o p i n i o n * are rrprmcd In these columns. tbtT
bor Frances Perkins seemed un can't be very cheery. Kokumin, a
»re those ol the nf»s a n a l y s t and not nfcfssarily or this newspaper.)
TT <rt
aware of her unpopularity. Bu Tokyo rag, admits that with the So^^__^_^_ ("Released hy Western Newspaper " " *
•
in recent months it apparently viet Union and the U. S. sitting up
dawned on her. To give the Presi to take notice "Japan at present is
William Knudsen, Defense Comdent freedom of action to replace facing a situation where no optimism
mission chief, who has announced
her (a degree of sincerity in marked is warranted" . . . But Walter Duthat auto manufacturers will curcontrast to certain of her former ranty, now in Tokyo, doubts that the
tail production 20% to speed decolleagues), she tendered her resig Bolos will get their feet wet. Rusfense work is shown as he inspected
nation, but for weeks he failed ,. to sia, he cabled the Times, is still rea shipyards at Quincy, Mass. He
act on it.
garded as "the biggest of the territold workmen that: "Time is the
His failure to name a successor fied neutrals" . . . Mates of a local
thing."
cannot be attributed to lack of ma editor, who highlights the Nazi gains
terial. Three top-notch New Deal and smothers the good news from
ers of proven ability have been Britain, have labeled him the Berlin
available—Solicitor General Francis censor . . . It's a curious thing
It's fishing time again. And Biddle, who was chairman of the about the death of the Lone Banger.
Evelyn Dinsmoor, Long Beach, original national labor board; Wil Even the papers that carried it on
liam H. Davis, vice chairman of the their Page Ones emphasized that
''alif., winner of many fishing
contests is shown above proudly national defense mediation board Earle Graser's death would be kept
who has had extensive experience in secret I
displaying her prize - winning
the labor field; and Mayor Fiorello
catch of Barracuda. Deep sea LaGuardia of New York.
The Ethics of the Week: Columanglers report that early runs of
» • *
nists are calloused from the wristIsh are better than they have
spankings administered by their
FDR PATS STIMSON HIGH
teen for years due to warmer
betters, who heckle their "ethics"
PRAISE
wr currents.
Through hall a century Franklin . . , You can imagine what one colRoosevelt and Henry L. Stimson umnist was thinking about when he
have differed on almost everything saw published in some ethical jourpolitical. But at the Gridiron din- nals the photos and stories of a BritTHE GERMAN:
ner, Roosevelt paid his Republican ish warship that limped into N. Y.
secretary of war one of the finest Harbor for surgery . . . It was only
Plan
week before that the Navy DepartBALKAN:
Long range views of the eventual :ributes he has ever given anyone ment
GREECE:
sent a letter to all newspapers,
in public life.
German
plan
in
the
Balkans
as
givCatastrophe
On Her Heels
columnists,
radio broadcasters, et
The
suffering
people
of
the
world,
en to the house of commons by
Before the Nazis' Balkan camThe Greek armies, which had Churchill, and as figured out by ob- he said, must keep faith in their al, urging them to kindly omit menpaign had been under way two checkmated the unaided Italian servers in neutral points like Ankara democratic ideals and in their hope tion of naval vessels in the interest
of national defense . . . It certainly
weeks it was apparent that another forces presented against them in the and Berne centered on one general 'or peace.
It was in this connection that the is to be assumed that British warmajor catastrophe for Hitler's ene- Albanian campaign, found them- line, with certain individual ramifiPresident paid his tribute to his Re- ships are included, since this Govmies was in the making, but how selves facing a horse of another col- cations.
ernment is committed to "aid Engextensive or how catastrophic none or when the Nazi hordes moved in
Once Greece had been defeated, publican secretary of war. Mr. Stimwas prepared to say.
from Bulgaria and south from Jugo- said these sources, and the king- son, he said, had never lost faith. land short of war" . . . Just whom
were these ethical editors trying to
After eleven days of fighting, Ber- slavia.
dom subjugated much after the pat- In 1931, when the world was first
Greek sources in the United tern of Norway, France and the Low beginning to plant the seeds of the scoop—those unethical rascals, the
lin reported that Jugoslavia's army
of some 1,200,000 men had capitu- States, many of them intensely pa- Countries, then the Nazi forces, present war, (when Japan invadec columnists?
lated and laid down their fighting triotic and hoping against hope for a flushed with victory, would turn Manchuria), it was Stimson who
-.
equipment which had proved rela- Greek victory, had been saying dur- their full attention to the Battle of registered the first protest against Notes of a New Yorker:
an
aggressor
nation.
History,
the
tively ineffective against the highly ing the Albanian battle that if the the Mediterranean.
687Q
Mickey Mouse, the star of "FanPresident said, would vote Stimson tasia"
Nazis ever got in, Greece could not
mechanized Nazi legions.
and
other
epics,
had
a
hand
In this observers saw the North an everlasting debt lor keeping laith
London announced bad news too hope to hold out a month.
that coup d'etat which put the boy- VOU really get three diffd
How true these predictions were African campaign and the Balkan and working for the principles o. in
with the report that it had been subKing
Peter on the Jugoslav throne *• apron patterns when you j
campaign
as
a
huge
pincers
movejected to the worst air blitz "of all in their essence began to be seen ment, aimed at the Suez canal and peace.
. . . A Mickey Mouse comic strip for this one: Using it, you]
* • *
as
the
Nazi
campaign
against
northtime." German sources say this
(depicting the adventures in a myth- •make two styles of over-the-H
points between.
ZAPP IN HAVANA
terrific raid came as a reprisal for ern Greece proceeded. Salonika fell,
ical kingdom) was banned by the coveralls, and a pretty Mt|
The
recent
overturn
in
the
governtrapping
much
of
the
Greek
army
Dies
committee
investigators
have
British raids on "cultural and nonin Eastern Macedonia and Thrace. ment of Iraq, frankly said to have uncovered the interesting fact thai censor from the Belgrade newspaper around. They all fit trinity,
military" objectives in Berlin.
Then
Germans broke through been engineered in Berlin, provided Dr. Manfred Zapp, head of the Nazi "Politika" in Dec. 1937 because it in place, and protect your r
In the very beginning of the into thethe
Struma
river valley, through a back-log of soil turned back of Trans-Ocean News Service, was so- was felt that Mickey's adventures thoroughly.
Balkan campaign, the Nazi-Italian the Monastir gap
* * *
made contact Turkey and Syria.
cially active during the Pan-Ameri- too closely approximated the situaforces took the offensive in Northern with the Italians and
tion
between
the
boy-King
and
his
Pattern
No.
8878
is designed 111
in northern AlbaThe Nazis would then, it was said, can conference in Havana last year. ousted uncle, Prince Begent Paul sizes 31 to 48. Size 36,
2',4 yards*
Africa, and the two battles proceed- nia.
*
*
*
turn
their
attention
to
Turkey
and
material
for
No.
1
and
No. 2; 3'lj
ed almost in unison, the British be.
.
.
According
to
the
strip,
the
evil
It
was
not
long
before
the
plan
of
trimming;
1%
yards
for
No. 3; 2!i|
REFUELING BARGES IN
ing driven practically out of Libya the Graeco-British forces to defend Syria, aiming at the oil in Iran and
uncle of the boy-King Mickey was trills and binding. Send order to; I
MID-ATLANTIC
by the time that the British sources a line running in an inverted V- Iraq, and the wheat-fields of southplotting to seize the throne by orThe navy has been making some ganizing a military conspiracy dewere ready to admit that Jugoslavia shape from Adriatic to Aegean seas ern Russia.
SEWING CIRCLE PATTERN I
These
would
be
mere
by-products
careful studies ol how to carry ou1
had been defeated.
Hoom 1324
had to be revised, and the whole permitting a fuller supply source for Roosevelt's promise of a bridge oi signed to put him in power . . . The
Reaction of the British people was hinge
MI W. Wicker Dr.' '
of the V, in the Lake Ochrida- the eventual campaign against Suez. ships across the North Atlantic to stench created by the banning of the
bitter, not that they were unwilling Phlorina
Enclose 15 cents In coins for'1
had to be aban- In the meantime it was the plan, carry supplies to England. One re- strip, and the subsequent expulsion
to receive news of a defeat that doned, andsector
ol
the
N.
Y.
Times
correspondent
Pattern No
Size....
the
armies
retreat
until
these
observers
said,
for
the
Italosult is a unique plan for anchoring Hubert Harrison (for writing an unhad been more or less expected, but the line was more nearly straight.
Name
,
German drive against Egypt to con- lat-bottomed scows or .barges in
because the ministry of information
story about it) gave BritAddress
Along this line a frightfully in- tinue, and to meet the southward- mid-Atlantic to serve as refueling favorable
and the intelligence department
ain her first clue to the pro-Nazi
tense
battle
started,
and
few
were
pushing
Nazis
at
that
point.
depots
for
airplanes.
were accused of having fallen down
sympathies ol Paul . . . From then
sanguine enough to believe that the
on the job.
The plan is not yet perfected, anc on, British diplomacy knew bow to
STIMSON:
This also was the reaction in line would hold and further retreat
still awaits higherup approval. But act, culminating in the Big News of
Washington, where it was freely and withdrawal not be necessary, And Knox
acre are details of the revolutionary the overthrow in Jugoslavia.
said by those in the military know particularly as the line, as first
idea.
The
growing
seriousness
ol
the
drawn,
lay
over
heavy
mountain
that the British permitted RooseBritish experience in the North
We spoke of a French Air Force
velt to promise aid to Jugoslavia ranges with peaks up to 6,000 feet. crisis as far as the United States Atlantic has shown that scouting Captain
the other day. He was dewas
concerned
brought
grave
stateand Greece when it should have
And the Nazis had broken through
bombing
planes
are
the
most
effec
to Canada so he could get
been known that aid to the former these, and the fighting in its sec- ments in congressional committees tive protection for merchant vessels ported
back to Britain and fly against the
was to be only a gesture, and that ondary phase was on terrain more from Secretary of War Stimson and Planes can sight an undersea boa Nazis
again. He writes: "Dear Mr.
the Serbs and Slovenes could not to the liking of the mechanized units. Secretary of the Navy Knox.
at a far greater distance than a sur Winchell:
I learned how you and
.
Not • mind* worker.]
Stimson, warning of the gravity of face vessel, then drop depth bomb
hope to stand up to the attack more
friends intervened lor me. I win be •(•mpanry oomtlptthm to cwatng I
LABOR:
the situation, told congress that men on it.
than a week or two.
aba,
beadacbee.
lUlleesnes*. Cut
in Canada tomorrow and back on Will Ctrtalnl/'Vfe Ntfftdtm,"
now hi uniform would have to be
m* i
Chief problem is the refueling o the
Washington sources of high mili- And Defense
'right
side'
ol
Europe
soon
to
trained
not
only
for
service
in
the
these planes. Expensive aircraf help settle our account with Mr* Hittary information frankly said that
The strike situation showed some United States, but also in all parts carriers, requiring three years to
the British intelligence had fallen further
amelioration, with the an- of Central and South America, il build, cannot be used as airplane ler and his gang. It took me a little
down, as it had in the Battle of nouncement
by Bethlehem Steel that need be, and "also in other parts oi bases in mid-Atlantic. They are too over three months and a half to sucFrance, and that the best informaceed, but it's done now. Just think.
90,000 of its workers would get the world."
easy targets for submarines.
tion in our national capital had been about
10-cent-an-hour increase in wages.
I left occupied Paris' December 10th J
There were many who believed
to the effect that the infiltration ol a This,
However,
the
flat-bottomed
scow
moment, relieved the that the secretary was not talking does not nave sufficient depth in After a round trip via Marseilles,
Nazi mechanized forces into North public offorthetheanxiety
lest a strike hit about the Philippines and Greenland water to be a target for a submarine Casablanca, Martinigue, Miami,
Africa had been of the smallest.
this steel-producer, holder of more
New York, etc. to get within 250
These sources said they had been defense contracts than any other one but was pointing to the eventual like
Furthermore, in the relatively miles from Paris. A little detour of
lihood
of
another
A.
E.
F.
told that this shipping of tanks and concern in the country, and one of
storm-free summer months, flat-bot7,000 miles. Traveling under
On the same day Knox, addressing tomed barges would experience little over
men to North Africa had had only the nation's largest builders of mer• All la Silence
the rules of 'The New Order' is no
another committee, said that the trouble from weather. They woul< cinch.
one purpose—that of putting pres- chant ships.
I have had plenty of time to
A
scolding
wife can say -,
day
was
past
when
we
could
consure on the French colonies, and
be subject to attack from the air
The coal strike, however, continforcing them to stand firm with the ued to cause trouble, with four more sider ourselves as unmenaced, and but on the other hand each woul( enjoy my Winter cruise. Forty-five disconcerting things, and sill
days between Miami and New York or misses; but a silent vr
Vichy government.
killed near Harlan, Ky., at a mine declared that "America was being be defended by its own scoutinf is quite a record for any aviator
Whether this was deliberate self- which was continuing to operate de- encircled by unfriendly countries.' planes, and if it were sunk the cos: Thanks for everything. Capt. Jean says everything.—H. G. Wei
The American people, meanwhile of replacement would be insignifidelusion, or an attempt to delude spite the general shut down.
d'Ary, Dominion Aeronautical Ass'n
had to guess at the amount of lease cant.
the American and British people was
Ottawa."
Negotiations for the ending of this
not known, but certainly it was bad strike were in their final phase, with lend aid that was actually getting
Whether the barges and their acinformation, whether deliberate or every evidence that the agreement over the ocean. No facts or figures companying planes would be conL. Lochner, chief of the Associated
were being given out, and yet on
not.
go through and that soft coal the surface, judging by reports from structed for use under the British Press in Berlin, is sizzling at the
For in about two weeks the Brit- would
flag,
or
whether
the
United
States
f h<>
would be over for another various ports along the Atlantic seaish had lost everything they had strikes
would risk its own planes that far at Nazzy Press Corps. Because they
two years, if not longer.
of
Harmful
Body
W"«
board, British-bound merchandise sea has not yet been determined. Bu forbid foreign newsmen to file stogained in Libya, and found themTToar Udnsra •*• eon»t»ntlyj
Those watching the labor situa- was showing a tendency to pile up, it is known that the navy has the ries in the eve'g but permit radio reselves seriously on the defensive as
%ut»n>»tt«r from
porters to broadcast at any time
far as the vital Mediterranean port tion felt that the soft-coal agree- and the action regarding Danish and scheme under consideration.
• * *
Add "The Bigger They Are the Nicer
of Alexandria and the equally vital ment would pave the way for better other seized vessels was still being
general industrial conditions and talked about in Washington.
They Are" stories: Paul Robeson
Suez canal were concerned.
BRIDGE OF SHIPS
that promised strike threats against
Any big move to aid Britain on dropped into Cafe Society Uptown
U. S. Steel and General Motors LOWER:
the sea in cargo ships wili be a big andI enjoyed Jack Gilford's amusing
might not materialize.
boon to the American railroads. FOJ stuff. The comic had to leave hurHighlights
under
ty-*
Draft
Age?
The settling of the Ford strike was
it is quietly planned to give the Brit riedly after his performance and
held
up
as
a
shining
example
of
han«obeson
got
no
chance
to
congratu. . . in the news
The selective service act, popular- , ish the large fleet ol freighters opdling what looked like a certain im- ly known as the draft, may be ' erating between the Atlantic and late him ...
Robeson, however
passe.
waited for the next show, two hours
amended by this congress to include Pacific seaboards.
BELFAST: Observers were wonYet there were still moves afoot
These total 113 ships, averaging later, merely to shake Gilford's paw
dering what stand, if any, Eire in congress which would not exactly lads of 18, and also lower the top
trtaodi lor »oi» than. (
limit
from
35
to
some
lesser
age.
1
around
7,000 tons. Last year they • . . Can you imagine some Broadattonrwuw
would take in the face of the first outlaw strikes, but which would proway
hams
doing
that?
.
.
Coney
transported
7,000,000
tons
of
freight
President Roosevelt told newspa- !
serious bombing of northern Ire- vide for a 30-day "cooling off peland. This city and surrounding riod" before the actual calling of per men that changing age limits between the two coasts. Rail haul- Islanders expect the Parachute Jump
towns were hard hit by a blitzkrieg a walkout, and also calling for offi- was under study now in draft circles age across the continent was over (formerly at the Fair) to be the bigfrom the air and there were many cial recognition of the Dykstra- in congress, and that the matter 1,000,000,000 tons and the carriers gest attraction Steeplechase Park
casualties.
may be taken up formally early in have advised the government that
headed national mediation board
June.
they can handle the additional
WASHINGTON: Danish Minister
lhat s not surprising. Hitler never WNU—N
Henrik De Kauffman made the SHOTS:
Army sources also revealed that I amount without difficulty.
worried Laval, either.
the war department has modified its i However, the cost will be higher,
Greenland agreement with this gov- And Spies
ernment, and then was fired, but he
ban against men with criminal rec- i but this is considered part of the
The shooting to death of Editor ords.
is still recognized by the U. S. The John
From now on the induction price to be paid fpr national defense.
F. Arena of an Italian language authorities
a
The intercoastal vessels are prithe America
First
consider each of the
same happened to French Vice Con- newspaper
Chicago was tabbed cases on itswill
mittee: "The Chicago Tribune
sul Paul Bibily, who, claiming he as a Fascistin secret
vately
owned
and
authorities
still
merits,
and
will
be
perpolice
slaying
mitted to pass for possible military are undecided how to take them Committee" . . sign seen in the
was the sole "real" representative
it was learned that a few hours service
of France in the U. S., offered this after
whom it considers de- over. Two courses are open: to buy window of an agricultural impl
he was shot he had furnished sirable tothose
Advertising
train.
I them outright or to requisition them
country the use of bases in North >efore
nformation to the Dies committee
Africa.
and come to terms later.
*"
Trainees
also
have
been
given
five
and better wy» o f -i, b ito
A Chicago newspaper man who more days in which to report for in.as it create* new w
CHUNGKING: China, despite the had
Most of the ships are old and slow
talked
with
Arena
a
few
hours
•tributes1 U> -1recent Japanese-Russian accord, has before he was murdered beside his duction after receiving an order to but they are the only ones immediH. McLemore, the sports colyumtouched "/
rwTODQ pmcnpii
jun ' /
been advised that Russian aid to automobile, quoted the editor as do so, and this 10-day period can be ately available. This factor of im11 t0 Joln
ate £*"»,
«
S3
wU1 S
do a
China in its fight against Japan will saying that he had received threats extended to 60 days or more by mediate availability without seri
,!1 iTVu column about
be continued.
m.
order of the local board, where a ously impairing U. S. shipping, de- eneral things, not sports
against his life
hardship might otherwise result.
cided Roosevelt to take them over to mer Davis is going to London'.
help m
the "bridge of ships
FRANCES PERKINS
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Creased Fbcwl "Demands Face Nation
As LeaserLend Bill Spurs Consumption

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

TJOBNEUUS
VANDEBBILT.JB.

RAYMOND MITCHELL
I", nsod by Western Newspaper Union.)

lCAGO. - What will the
ase-Lcnd bill and Uncle Sam's
fast moving defense promean to American agriIture?
Nth $7,000,000,000 for all-out
to Britain now added to the
ramiding total of $33,000,in congressional approlations for defense and rearmbent, this question is assum-

S

By HAROLD L. LUNDQUIST, D. D.
Dean of The Moody Bible Institute
of Chicago.
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

Points to the Northwest
Sun Valley is the only resort I
ever visited that really looks like
you expected it would. It's a movie
set in real life, from the spacious,
expensive Lodge, to the quaint Tyrolese village with its wide-eaved
roofs and its statues of sculptured
ice. The surrounding mountains,
caked in hundreds of feet of snow,
resemble the Alps. The thermometer hovers around 10 degrees above
by day, drops 20 degrees at night;
and the air is crisp and exhilarating.
There is a ski-shop run by a Swiss
refugee, who works Indian patterns
into twentieth-century practicalities.
There is a night club called "The
Ram," which looks like a Tyrolese
drinking place. There are Austrian
ski instructors, Bavarian skaters,
Prussian waiters, Czechoslovakian
hangers-on!
Noted several well-known persons
—including young Studebaker—in
wheel-chairs being -pushed about by
nurses. These invalids are the
guests who've cracked up coming
down! One of the importations from
Europe pioneered in Sun Valley is
the chair type of ski-lift. It is known
as the Chairway to the Stars, and
is a little over two miles long. It
ascends a vertical height of 3,200
feet, on 9,200-foot Baldy mountain.
This lift (160 chairs) cost a quarter
million dollars to build.
* * •

S. S. Lesson for April 20

USING WITNESSING POWER

NEW IDEAS
By RUTH WYETH SPEARS

pink and green chintz covered boxes on these closet
shelves are lined with plain green
cambric and they are hinged so
that the front may be opened without taking off the lid. Any box of
good stiff cardboard may be
hinged and covered in this way.
Library paste may be used or wall
paper paste mixed with as little
water as possible to make it
spread smoothly with a paint

LESSON TEXT—Acts 2:1-4; 4:8-20.
GOLDEN TEXT—They were all filled with
the Holy Ghost, and they spake the word of
God with boldness.—Acts 4:31.

In the right place at the right
time and in the right attitude—
these are unfailing conditions of
divine blessing.
Note also how fitting it was that
FABRIC
SIDES
on that Sunday morning—evidently
OF BOX MID
in the upper room—the disciples
LID THEM
PASTE PIECES
were "with one accord ;in one
ON TOP AND
place," ready for the great gift of
BOTTOM-LINE LID
AND BOX WITH
•hree fairly definite answers have
power and grace for life and minisPLAIN COMTRASTINC
eady emerged. These are, howtry which God had for them, and
MATERIAL
through them for the world. One
T dependent on a big "If"—
ritain is able to stand the batterwonders what might happen today brush. Adhesive tape or other
of all-out Nazi air raids, if she
if Christian people would be in strong gummed fabric tape will
Th
] ob
£, . "I /«**«* Britain is in the hands of the Surplus Marketing administrastave off invasion and survive
God's house on the Lord's day, in be needed to hinge the boxes.
. • ,? ?" organization has had considerable experience providing supplies for domescomplete accord and unity, expectdeadly attacks on her shipping tic
Cut the box lid straight across
relief. This carload of oranges is but a small part of the huge quantities of food
ant, looking for His blessing.
.line until American aid can be- constantly being moved under their supervision throughout the country.
with a sharp knife three inches
ie really effective:
I. The Holy Spirit Poured Out in from the front edge. Cut out
(2:1-4).
the front of the box and hinge the
America's farm export mar- juices and vegetables on the top of now at the highest point since the
"We are not to imagine that at pieces in place. Now, cut and
lost since Scandinavia, the Low- their shopping list. The number of outbreak of the war.
this Pentecost He first came into paste the covering pieces, as di.jtries and France fell— may be items will be expanded as opportuniAll of the foregoing factors will
the world. In all ages He had been rected in the sketch. Apply the
i'ally restored through the "Feed ties arise.
probably combine to boost the cash
imparting life and guidance and paste on both the back of the fabOther Countries Ask Aid.
itain" provisions of the Leasefarm income of American farmers
strength and holiness to the people ric and the box and smooth the
Britain will not be the only bene- above the 1940 totals. Some of this
bill.
of God; but, He was now to work material in place with a dry, clean
The demand for farm prod- ficiary. Finland needs food badly income gain will, of course, be offwith
a new instrument, namely, the cloth. Cover sides first with fabset
by
the
higher
costs
for
farm
and
has
already
negotiated
a
$5,000,at home will be considerably
truth concerning a crucified, risen, ric straight around and about %
000 credit with the Export-Import labor and for the products the
Teased.
ascended, divine Saviour. For the inch over edges; then cover top
Price levels will move upward. bank for food purchases if shipping farmer buys. Fertilizer is about he
Off at noon for Twin Falls, Idaho. proclamation of this truth the and bottom; then the inner sides
only commodity that has not regisis
available.
That
is
just
a
beginFood Increasingly Important.
ning if further credit can be provid- tered a sharp price rise since 1933. Dined en route at a Japanese lunch Church was the appointed agent. The with the plain fabric Vi inch beit's look abroad, first. Under ed. Spain and unoccupied France
counter in Shoshone, 33 miles south. story of Pentecost, therefore, is the low the edges and % inch over
Overexpansion Dangerous.
first chapter in the history of the the top and bottom; then cover
terms of the Lease-Lend bill, are on the list, too. How much they
How long the defense program's The waitress was a dainty little Jap, Church as it witnesses for Christ, the
top and bottom inside.
iitain does not need to consider ei- get will depend on British blockade stimulus
not
quite
five
feet
tall,
called
Susie
to industry and agriculture
* * *
ir price or ability to pay in mak- policy. Indications are that it will will endure
Nakata. She had been born 24 sum- and it embodies the impressive lesis
problematical.
This
lood purchases here. Up to now be tempered by American opinion.
NOTE: Complete directions for making
mers previously on a nearby ranch, | son that in all successful witnessing
hinges
to
a
good
extent
on
how
long
the power is that of the Spirit and a zipper garment bag similar to the one
expenditures have been for muNow let's glance at the home mar- the European war continues. But and had lived all this time in and the instrument is the message of the illustrated will be found in Book 6. You
only. Food; has been import- ket.
around
Shoshone,
a
town
of
not
over
may also want to make a matching door
Agriculture has already felt in months to come American farmgospel."
the Dominions.
pocket. Complete directions for cutting
the defense program's stimulating ers will have an opportunity to 1,500 inhabitants. Susie had never
The
outpouring
of
the
Spirit
on
the
and
making are in Book 4. If you do not
been
to
Sun
Valley,
or
Twin
Falls;
job of feeding Britain is hi the impact. It will feel it even more strengthen their position and fortify
day of Pentecost was accompanied have these useful booklets, send order to:
City!
ot the Surplus Marketing ad- in months to oome. There is an in- themselves for the future. To do once to Salt Lake
* * *
by signs of great power, and a spelistiata of the U. S. department creasing demand for farm products. this some straight thinking will be
cial enduement which enabled all
MRS. RUTH WYETH SPEARS
Left
next
noon
and
drove
200
miles
agriculture—the same agency Americans are buying more and required. Of essential importance is
he strangers in Jerusalem to hear
Drawer 10
superintends distribution of food eating more because they have that farmers avoid overexpansion to Idaho Falls, to address the Knife he gospel in their own tongue.
Bedford Hills
New York
emergency relief here at home. money to spend. Still more cereals, and the pitfall of easy profits that and Fork club there. Was followed 'This ability to speak in foreign lanEnclose 10 cents for Book 6, and
by
Maj.
George
Fielding
Eliot.
Aft'provide supplies ordered by Brit- meats, fats, dairy products, fruits may later turn into losses. The first
10 cents for Book 4.
guages not previously learned was
i! merely has to increase the food and woolens will be needed.
World war taught us some bitter les- erwards on to Publisher J. F. Mc- merely a temporary endowment
Name
Dermott's
delightfully
comfortable
[ere being constantly issued for
Reports from the U. S. depart- sons about that. Surpluses that have
jranted for a special purpose. It
Address
istic relief.
ment of commerce show that a rise burdened agriculture ever since can house, and his charming guests. was one of those miraculous spirituCaught
a
midnight
day-coach
for
•itish authorities have placed in emloyment is invariably ac- be traced to World war days.
Pocatello. Chatted en route with al gifts which marked the age of
•k, lard, evaporated and dried comanied by a rise in the conWhat can farmers do to make brilliant J. A. Nelson, traveling he apostles. In modern tunes the
cheese, dried fruits, fruit sumption of meats, dairy and poul- agriculture one of the most effec- freight adjustment agent of a rail- claim to possess this power has
try products along with fruits and tive weapons in Democracy's ar- road in the West. Changed trains never been established on credible
vegetables.
senal?
in Idaho's metropolis, where Idaho evidence, nor is the dominance of
Defense Spending Rises.
For one thing, they can develop potatoes are now selling at 40 cents :he Spirit hi the life of a believer NON-SKID, NON-SLIP' BOTTLE -1
How the defense program is in- ways and means of making their a hundred pounds, to the Portland to be tested by the presence of any
fluencing industrial activity, employ- production more efficient. An im- Rose. Ten hours' sleep in a Pull-, special gift" (Charles R. Erdman).
When Truth Is Veiled
U. Mighty Works Performed (4:
ment and consumer income is portant step in this direction is to man. Off next afternoon at PenWhen the truth cannot be clearly
shown by the fact that defense ex- take stock of their soil fertility. For dleton, Ore., the city made famous 9).
made out, what is false is inReference is made here to the creased through fear. — Quintus
["ARMA, MO.—The only police of- penditures rose from an average of the country-wide co-operation with by the roundups. My car met me
the
AAA
program,
fewer
acres
are
here and we left immediately. Three lealing of the lame man—a miracle Curtius Rufus.
on duty here during the day $7,000,000 a day last September to
dthe chief of the police force at more than $21,000,000 a day last being tilled. This means that farm- hours later pulled into Lewiston, for which resulted in the imprisonment
[times— that's Maggie Porter, at- month. These expenditures have ers should employ soil management the night. Earlier in the afternoon of Peter and John. It was a work
tive 32-year-old "gun tote"r" who not hit full stride yet, for many ap- methods that will produce higher the hotel basement had been afire. of power, but only the first of many
| only preserves order in Parma,propriations have been slow getting yields from fewer acres. Such a Interested in press report that Idaho which the disciples were to perform.
An even greater work was that of
t who's an expert cook, as well! into circulation because contracts procedure will reduce production tops U. S. in healthiest recruits at
costs and improve the quality of the
f 38-52"!
Folks in Parma claim, so far as had to be let. When it is considered crop. Such a program means ex- army camps. Only 3.2 per cent of he Spirit-filled preaching of the
;ospel which brought 3,000 souls into
|_»rs.oldj
ky know, that she is the only wom- that payrolls represent from 45 to 70 ercising far-seeing care in concern- its draftees have been rejected!
per cent of defense expenditures, the
Then on to Moscow, and the Idaho he church (2:41). As we marvel at
HEED
THIS
A
D
VICEI!
[chief of police in the U. S. A.
future level of industrial activity ing the fertility of the soil by prac- State university. Twenty-four per that event, we need also to keep beThousands
of women
lut Chief Porter disclaims any may be gauged.
tices which not only prevent waste of cent of the students here are wom- lore us the recurring day-by-day
are helped to go smilM for her unique role.
ing
thru
distress
peculfertility,
but
actually
help
restore
it.
Thus the consumer buying power
en. Men study chiefly forestry, miracle of the regeneration of iniar to women—caused
I'l was appointed town marshal generated by the defense program
by this period In life—
Soil Fertility Declines.
mines, law. Learned Moscow is not dividuals (2:47). This was, and is,
with Lydla E. Pink|W the death of my father, John is likely to be felt in the form of a
ham's vegetable ComAmerica has used up the original named for the Russian city, but is accomplished through the teaching
I Porter, who was serving his sec- bigger cash income on most Amerof
the
Word
(2:42).
pound—famous for
fertility of its soil much more rapid- an Indian derivative, such as Bosco,
over 60 years, flnkriam's Compound
" term in that office," she ex- ican farms this year.
HI. True Witness Presented (4:
—made especially /or women—has
ly than it has replaced it. Constant Wasco, Tako, etc.
* * •
helped thousands to relieve such
8-12).
It is natural that the increased de- croppings, generation after generweak, nervous feelings due to this
it all sounds simple, but what Miss mand for food and raw materials
The rulers and leaders (especially
functional disturbance. Try itl
ation,
have
removed
vast
quantities
Received
the
following
letter
from
fails to say is that all should be reflected in a rising trend
he
skeptical
aristocrats
of
that
day
of
nitrogen,
phosphorus
and
potash.
Bill
Parker,
written
in
Cannes,
his administration .she was in wholesale prices. A recent buhave lagged far behind Europe Alpes-Maritimes, Occupied France: —the Sadducees) were angered by
foher's "right hand man," reau of labor statistical report We
in
soil
conservation.
"Having been a Reuter's corre- the proclamation of the resurrection
Barking at Eminence
his books and even helping shows that wholesale commodity
spondent
in the Sino-Japanese war of the One they had crucified. They
Nations abroad use from 2% to 20
It
is
practice of the multi"on the street when the town was prices are swinging upward and are
feared that their rich revenues tude to the
times as much commercial plant and a civilian observer in this war also
bark at eminent men, as
<ied with visitors.
Irom
the
temple
might
be
cut
off
if
food per acre as does the United of Europe, I don't think much of the people were to. follow Christ little dogs do at strangers.—Sen'en Mr. Porter could no longer
States for fertilizing crop land and wars or the people who conduct (4:4), so they took the disciples into eca.
'
on
his
duties,
his
daughter
ffl
them . . . I came over here at the
plowable pasture.
ed
the
badge
of
authority
on
c
outbreak,
on the first American custody and brought them before
Based
on
the
average
rate
of
de°at lapel, strapped his sixfreighter
to
go through the British the Sanhedrin.
pletion, American farms will lose
o'l-r around her waist, and proHumanly speaking, one might
contraband
control,
and with the de29,000,000 tons of nitrogen, phosphorFa™ to do everything from maklave expected these men to stand
termination
of
enlisting
in
an
Amerius
and
potash
in
1941
due
to
the
arrests to handling the $10,000fear and awe before that august
removal of plant foods by growing can volunteer regiment, believing in
r tax collections that "go with"
jody,
and either become dumb with
that
it
represented
a
Great
Cause.
chlef
crops, through livestock grazing and
-of-police duties in Parma.
The American regiment did not ma- terror or brazenly defiant. But such
by
leaching,
according
to
an
estiafter his death, the city counnot the operation of the Holy Spirit
01
mate of the Middlewest Soil Im- terialize, and I was a volunteer with is
this community of 1,200 perin
a man. They spoke tactfully, but
an
American
ambulance
unit.
Unprovement committee.
rL voted to make her successor
questionably I saw more of the war boldly, of the death and resurrection
In the effort to defend and build than many other American writers. of the only One in whom there is
Porter, 'and she'll hold the
We really can't say. But thousands of
up the productivity of their, soil, And I debunk war as much as you any salvation.
at k-ast until the. next election.
ADLERIKA users say they feel that
farmers of the United States have debunked American society in your
ief Porter, who works with
IV. Faithful Though Persecuted
way after ADLERIKA relieves them
one advantage they didn't possess 'Farewell to Fifth Avenue.' I was (4:13-20).
p M °rgan, ousiness-man mayor
of bad breath, headaches, torturing
25
years
ago
during
the
first
World
arma, and four male council
brought before a summary court
gas pains brought on by spells of conNot
being
able
to
make
any
real
b
war. Then we faced a fertilizer martial as a German spy-suspect in charge against the disciples, the
P ers, is the town's only daystipation. . Try ADLERIKA for its
shortage because we were almost a French village where nobody rulers let them go, but only after
DOUBLE action — 6 carminatives for
.P° ice officer. She has a night
entirely dependent on Germany for spoke English, and was saved by threatening them and forbidding
relief of gas pains; 8 laxatives for
and often
w, i,
appoints a deputy
potash and on Chile for natural ni- German shells falling on the roof them to speak any more of Christ.
QUICK action. The druggist at tha
With him
And on Satul
nil
cornet has ADLERIKA — get it
trates.
Today,
thanks
to
the
teamof
the
peasant's
house
where
I
was
nights, she remains on duty unTODAY.
work of science and American in- being tried. I was the only Ameri- They, like so many religious leaders
y midni h
of today, were quite willing that the
t t i
g t, ready to didustry,
we
are
producing
our
own
can eye-witness of an actual big batb.P*°rk.,of law enforcing,
plant foods and we can maintain tle between the French and the Ger- disciples should preach, if they WNU—N
16—41
Occasionally,"
Chief
Brter
our independence in this respect for mans, as far as I can determine. would only leave out the name of
"wnen some outsider
Christ.
Deceiving Ourselves
an indefinite period.
I was trapped by the Germans in
Note the answer in verse 19.
' 8ets drunk and starts
If national emergencies grow another little village and was among There is only one message (v. 12). We deceive and flatter no one by
more acute and American farmers them for six weeks. A great many " 'Neither is there any other name such delicate artifices as we do
exciting duty
hear the "Be prepared" signal to humorous a~S well as tragic things under heaven, that is given among our own selves.—Schopenhauer.
Porter
said, withit m
Chief of Police Maggie Porter, who not
hesitation, "Tracking only handles a policeman's "run of the get their land ready for any eventu- happened. I was in the exodus from men, wherein we must be saved";
Wn i
cnmi
,
nal who shot my milr jobs with ease and effectiveness, but ality, they will know it can be done Paris, which I still think was the thus Peter asserts not only that the
leht
if they have enlisted under the ban- silliest and most inexcusable flight miracle has been wrought in the
who manages a boys' baseball team and ner of soil improvement.
in ail history.
name of Jesus Christ, but that he
likes to cook, too!
* * *
and his judges can have eternal sal? the time never comes
Pen
in no other name. His words
SEEING
THINGS:
In
Walla
WalTongue May Hold Proof of Child-Parent Relationship la, Wash., passed a "Pantorium1 vation
are at once a rebuke, a challenge,
. • ui- ead
, j" that time comes,
W/HEN kidneys function badly and,
NEW YORK.—Man's highly sensi whether a similarity of tastes might which presses, cleans, sponges and an invitation. They need to be
Ill's n^, 1 yVY you sufftr a nagging backache,,
not
be
an
excellent
guide
in
estabreviewed
and
weighed
today
by
cerpants. In Pueblo, Colo., saw a
all unusual, say local tive tongue may turn out to be the lishing paternity.
with dizziness, burning, scanty or too
tain benevolent but superficial talksee her "collar" some generation - to - generation "fingerircouent urination and getting up at
The Blakeslee research deter- "Locketeria" which specialized in
anA
night; when you feel tired, nervous,,
' ' • off to print" which jurists have long mined that certain chemicals are fitting keys to odd types of locks. ers who are asserting that Christianity is only one among many
•Hupiet... use Doan't Pills.
sought as a means of proving relaIn
Mount
Vernon,
Wash.,
saw
a
Nortasteless to some people, while to
DOM'S are especially for poorly
»ves with her wid- tionship between parents and chil- others they have a bitter taste. If wegian farmer with a 1918 Model T religions, and that it is only necesworking kidneys. Millions of boxes
sary
for
one
to
be
sincere
in
his
own
|Uri h
e was
drawing
a
plow
across
a
field.
Upon
.
'- '^t .
bo™ in Mis- dren.
arc used every year. They are tecom-l
Following experiments several it can be shown that such charac- questioning found he came irom belief. Such teachers must reconAttended business college
mended the country over. Ask youn
teristics
are
inherited,
the
presence
cile
their
statements
with
those
of
years ago by Dr. A. F. Blakeslee
Narvik in 'nineties—Puget Sound
neighbor!
or
absence
of
certain
taste
factors
hair, cut of Carnegie institute, scientists work- in a child would be significant and climate more comparable to it than Peter and John, who were 'filled
a pom- ing with the "taste buds"-tiny might offer a reliable guide to the any other he knew. Imagine curren with the Holy Spirit' when they
nerves nestling underneath the surEuropean history-in-the-making has declared that there is but one name
- _ ji
wherein we must be saved."'
face of the tongue—are wondering child's parentage.
ereatly changed his homeland.
teristic.
growing importance.
Every farm family in America
a stake in the situation. Pood
• as much a weapon as planes,
and ships. The extent to
it is used is a matter of close
jicern to everyone on or near a
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Preserves Order
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DOANS PILLS

THE

NNOUNCEMENT
WE NOW HAVE A COMPLETE
LINE OF LEONARD REFRIGERATORS
ON OUR FLOOR. COME IN AND LOOK
THEM OVER.
WE ALSO HANDLE THE GENERAL ELECTRIC LINE OF REFRIGERATORS, STOVES AND RADIOS.

ohn- Beere Store
J. 6url Roots, Proprietor
Anita, Iowa
and Mrs. G. M. Adair and Mary Agnes Bongers, ,a student at
r, Gael, spent Easter in Iowa St. Joseph's academy in Des Moines,
visiting with Mrs. Lulu Gotch spent the week end in Anita at the
I Mr. and Mlrs. Laurence More- home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leo
V. Bongers and family.

ANITA

TRIBUNE, THURSDAY, APRIL 17, 1941.

FROM OUR OLD FILES

H. L. Bell spent the week end in
Iowa City visiting at the home of his
brother, D. C. Bell and family.

"TRAILER VAGABOND"

ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

Miss Fern Long, 2nd. grade teacher
in the Anita schools, visited Saturday
and Sunday at Burchinal, Iowa, with
April 20, 1911.
Soper Bros, had a car load of choice friends.
cattle on the Chicago market SaturRobert Crawford and Merlin Holday.
Mrs. C. E. Thomas of Marne is land, students at Iowa State college in
spending the week in Anita visiting Ames, spent the week end in Anita at
their respective homes.
with friends.
Easter was generally observed at
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Curtis of
By WARREN BAYLEY
the churches in Anita Sunday with Nevada, Iowa, spent Easter in Anita
appropriate and pleasing programs. at the home of her parents, Post- San Juan Teotihuacan, Mexico.
left. Fair skies lay between. Behind
'Mrs. W. P. Barrett and baby of master and Mrs. George O. Smither.
The largest pyramid in the world is us a far-off, swirling dust-storm lifted
Wiota spent the week end in Anita at
high, reddish walls for miles. Here
the home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Mclntyre, a student at the not in Egypt. It is 19 miles northeast and there brilliant sun-bursts flooded
of
Mexico
City.
Val. Wiegand.
University of Iowa at Iowa City spent
This Pyramid of the Sun, with its the plateau floor, breaking through
Mrs. H. C. Faulkner royally enter- the spring vacation of the school in
adjacent
sister, the smaller Pyramid seeming tons of rugged clouds. Mexico
tained a number of ladies at her home Anita visiting at the home of his paris famous for such scenes.
one day this week in honor of her ents, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Mclntyre of the Moon, dominates an archeologiNear the pyramids sprawls the
cal
zone
that
holds
some
of
the
most
and family.
sister-in-law.
mamihoth stone Citadel, a stadiumremarkable
and
interesting
remains
Miss Ella Wilson, who is attending
like quadrangle of fifteen-foot-thick
On account of illness the Anita of ancient civilizations in the world.
Drake University in Des iMoines, spent
walls towering forty to fifty feet and
Literary club will not meet Thursday
This area was formerly the capital enclosing an area of some forty
a few days in Anita this week visiting afternoon with Mrs. Mbbel Spiker.
of the Toltec race, which was driven acres. Square, flat-topped towers are
relatives anl friends.
The next meeting of the club will be
The jury in the case of W. J. Weston held May 1 with Mrs. H, J. Chadwick out of central Mexico long before the set into these walls at regular interAztecs came. Their monuments were vals and steps climb them in the
vs. the Q R.11. & p. Railway Co. last at 8 o'clock.
conceived and executed on a mammoth same manner as those of the pyraweek rendered a verdict in favor of
Mr. Weston in the amount of $40.00.
Leo V. Bongers, Jr., and Joe Vetter, scale and with an engineering skill mids.
0. Goodwin is carefully nursing a Jr., students at Creighton University and precision that is baffling. They
From these towers those early
very sore hand which came in contact in Omaha, visited in Anita from Wed- had no big Mac trucks and thousand- people witnessed ceremonies held inwith a rusty nail and tore an ugly nesday until Monday, enjoying the ton derricks to fall back on when the side the enclosure, where a small
whole which required the services of a spring vacation of the school at bheir going got tough in those days. The pyramid—the Temple of Quetzalcoatl
job of transporting and pilling the -Arises even above the quadrangle
physician to fix.
respective homes.
larger pyramid's huge stone blocks walls.
An excellent five o'clock dinner was
Jack Roe, a student at the Univer- to a height of 216 feet was done by
Typical Indian carvings abound.
the principal attraction which found
Fantastic, conventionalized snakes and
all the members of the -C. 0. Z. club sity of Iowa at Iowa City, returned to hand and a leverage now unknown.
The structure is not flat sided like dragons, intricate figures and forms
present and ready for business at the Iowa City Monday afternoon after
home of Mrs. Hamilton Campbell spending the spring vacation of the pyramids in Egypt. Its walls rise in decorate the many walls, steps and
school visiting in Anita at the home huge, sloping steps and are capped by parapets—masterpieces of sculptors
Wednesday aternoon.
At the home of the groom's par- of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. A. a 60x100 foot rectangle. A strip of long gone. Small black stones are
small steps, trod by priests of ancient embeded in the narrow lines of mortar
ents, Mr. and Mrs. August Pieper, in Roe.
days during ceremonial rites, runs up holding the large masses of stone tohis city, Wednesday evening, occurMiss Gladys Joy, who formerly one side and down the other.
Its gether.
;d the marriage of Louis Pieper and
These relics stand as mute evidence
Miss Belva May McDonough. Mr. worked for the West Iowa Telephone ponderous base measures 721x761
md Mrs. Pieper will occupy the Co. here and who for the past year feet. The smaller pyramid is three- of an early race, while, within a few
miles- Mexico City—itself once the
•Sheldon farm where they will have and a half has been attending a com- quarters the size of its companion.
mercial college and working in OwonsA small, tattered, village slumbers capital of the Aztecs and name-1
:he best wishes of their many friends.
boro, Ky., has accepted a government beside the pyramids—Indians living in Tenochtitlan—is beginning to shake
position at Rolla, Mo. She assumed squallor at the scene of another off the lethargy of centuries and
her new duties there the first of last tribe's past glory and magnificence.
reach out for a glory surpassing that
week.
"Hie vast plateau surrounding these of the ancients.
THE PERCHERON
monuments to the past is so big it to the right a violent rain and flashNine members and three visitors brews three of four day's weather at ing electrical storm was raising havoc
STALLION
were present at the meeting of the once. Spread before us an the gi- over the low, distant mountains while
Friendly Circle club last Wednesday gantic floor were many kinds. Far off another tempest was forming to our
at the home of Mrs. Lars Christensen
north of Anita. Mrs. Laura Buerkin
"Trailer Vagabond" Is Sponsored and Appears In This Paper
was the winner of a contest put on
during the afternoon. The women
Through the Courtesy of
also embroidered tea towels for the
hostess and a lunch was served. The
next meeting of the club will be on
Phone 257
Anita, Iowa
TEXACO PRODUCTS
April 23 at the home of Mrs. Elton
Christensen.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil G. Budd enterOrley Mardesen, who several weeks
(Mrs. James Rickel and 'Mrs. Nolan
Stockham were hostesses at a miscel- ago went to California, has returned tained the members of the 2-1-2-1-2
laneous shower Thursday afternoon at to Anita and in a few weeks will be dinner and bridge club at their home
the Rickel home in honor of Mrs. inducted into the Army as a Cass on West Main Street Thursday evening. A 7 o'clock covered dish dinner
Marion Rickel, a recent bride. The county selectee.
was enjoyed by the members and the
bride was the recepient of many gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Key and son, evening was spent playing bridge.
COMET 200960
The afternoon was spent' with games Reldon, Mr. and :Mrs. Kenneth Key,
Is recorded by the Percheron So- and contests, following which a lunch Mr. and Mrs. Louis Key, Mr. and Mrs. High scores were held by Mrs. M. M.
was served. Mrs. Beverly Hobson and Homer Miller and daughter and Jean Feller and Mr. Budd.
ciety of America.
daughter, Joan, of Fort Madison and
Color and Description: Black, pro- Mks. Albert Hobson of Adair were Purdun of Lenox spent Sunday visiting at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Melonged star, right hand foot white. out-of-town guests.
vfn Key here.
Pedigree: Foaled March 27, 1928.
DR.B.L.MEURER
The losers of the Knot-a-Kare
Claude Hansen of St. Joseph, Mo.,
Weight
eg 2050.. This stallion is a sure
^ ^ R winner.,oser party
Adair, Iowa
breeder and his colts speak for them- ^ ^ homg rf Mrg R A Qm Wed. spent Easter in Anita visiting at the
home of his mother, Mrs. O. C. Hansen
selves as to quality. Permanent cerafternoon. Assisting hostess- and with his sister, Mrs. Hansine X-Ray and Neurocalometer Service
tificate of soundness.
es were Mrs. A. R. Kohl,, Mrs. GailJohnson. He was accompanied home
Office Hours: 9 to 12—1:30 to 6.
Will make the season of 1941 in and Burke, Mrs. Dale Ulfers and Mrs. py his wife who has been spending the Sat. Nite 7 to 10. Sun. 10 to 11 a. m.
Raymond Lantz. They enjoyed a 1 past week here visiting with relatives
around Anita, Iowa.
Phone 37.
o'clock luncheon at the Christian
TEEMS:—$2.50 at time of service church which was followed by the and friends.
and $10 when colt stands and sucks. playing of bridge at the Gill home in
$2.50 will be added if not paid for the afternoon. Guests, besides the
The bigger
within 30 days from date of foal. members, were Mrs. Fannie Young,
Young woman wishes
drink with
If mare is sold or disposed of, service
Ethel Budd, Mrs. Herbert Bartto marry an old man—
fees are due immediately. All mares ley and Mrs. Ruby Biggs, who also
the belter
that's her business.
will be retried and rebred if needed. received high score.
flavor!
Our business is pickCare'will be taken to prevent accidents
12 OZ.
Mrs. Cecil G. Budd was hostess Sating
up dead animals—
but will not be responsible should any
•ome
urday evening at her home on West
large
or small.
occur.
Main Street at a miscellaneous shower
for Miss Joan Faulkner, daughter of
Phone 257
Mr. and Mxs. Harry C. Faulkner,
LOU LAARTZ
WAGNER
FILLING STATION
Phone 37 whose engagement and approaching
ANITA,
IOWA
Anita, Iowa
' marriage was announced last week.
A pink and white color scheme was
carried out. The evening was spent
playing bridge and Chinese checkers
by the fourteen ladies present. Mrs.
I Leo V. Bongers received the prize for
| high score, Mrs. Faulkner, low score
land Mrs. Fauna Suplee, winner at
Chinese checkers. A lunch was served. iMIiss Faulkner was the recipient
of many gifts.

WAGNER'S FILLING STATION

STANDARD
SERVICE

it Summer-Grada Iso-Vts. Change your
winter oil for fresh Summer-Grade ISO-VIS,
the motor ofl that's "liked best in the Midwest." if Chastls Lubrication with Standard
oils and greases, if Drain Antt-Frmze. Hush
radiator. * Service Trantmluion with Summer-GradeStandard Gear Lubricant.^ Service
Differential with Summer/ Grade Standard
Gear Lubricant, 'if Check Tires for correct
pregure.jj$fr Te«l Spark Plug*, dean and
"gap. Replace if necessary, if Test battery*
Check cables aritt connections, if Check
UgMt. Replace weak or burned out bulbs.
*f«l Up With Standard Red Crown, the
1 to i favorite over any other gasoline in the
Middle West.

SEE Y O U R

"

CLEAN REST ROOMS

4 fine motor otic
ISO-VIS, in cans, 30£ qt.,* in
bulK. 2 3 1 qt.*—QUAKER
STATE, in cans, 35^ qt.—
POLARINE,in bulk, 20ji qt.*—
STAHOUND,in bulk, 15* qt.*

good litMironce!
American Petroleum Institute
recommends: "Change Oil
Every 1000 MUes!"

OIL

DEALER

Get Your Special 10 Star
Spring Time-Up at
Stub's Standard Service Station
MBM^HHPHHHH^BBHIMIMMBH

.

SEE WALTER TIBKEN FOR TANK SERVICE

l

•»»

Tfc

1

TT_1

3

HEADQUARTERS FOR
DARLING'S SOIL BUILDER

IT'S

NOTICE OF APPOINTMENT OF
ADMINISTRATRIX.

May Se Purchased In Anita At The Following Stores:
Briardale Grocery
Sprat Store
Maduff's Food Market
Petersens Grocery
-naake'80PalF,JodMkt.
Si's Meat Market
Crawford's Grocery
FOR
"
OVER 40 YEARS THE BAKERS OF HARVEST BjREAD HAVE
TRIED TO BAKE THE BEST BREAD—NOT THE MOST

Smith
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In the District Court of the State of
Iowa, In and For Cass County.
In the iMatter of the Estate of John
E. Knapp, Deceased.
To Whom It May Concern:
Notice is hereby given that the
undersigned has been appointed and
has qualified as Administratrix of the
Estate of John E. Knapp, late of Cass
County, Iowa, deceased. All persons
in any manner indebted to said deceased or his estate will make payment to the undersigned; and those
having claims against said deceased
or his estate will present them in
manner and form as by law required,
for allowance and payment.
(Dated this 2nd. day of April, A. D.,
1941.
Luvena B. Knapp,
Administratrix of said Estate
By Hobart E. Newton,
|=
Attorney for said Estate.

THE FARMERS COOP.
C. F. DARROW, Manager

9c HOGS
ARE BOUND TO MAKE HIGH PRICED
PORK.

YOU CAN BEAT THIS HIGH

PRICE BY RENTING A LOCKER FROM

Miller's Lockers
ANITA — WIOTA — CUMBERLAND
THERE IS ONE NEAR YOU

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

Pull the Trigger on
Lazy Bowels, with

SEWDNG CflKCDLE
sleeves in the popular bishop
style. Detailed sew chart included.
* * •
Pattern No. 1338-B is designed for sizes
12, 14, 18, 18 and 20. Corresponding bust
measurements 30, 32, 34, 36 and 38. Size
14 (32) requires, with short sleeves, 4
yards of 39-inch material; long sleeves 4%
yards. Send order to:
SEWING CIRCLE PATTERN DEW.
Room 1324
211 W. Waeker Dr.
Chicago
Enclose 15 cents for each pattern.
Pattern No
size
Name
Address

to

^^ I IPS
(See Hecipes Below)
SOUP'S ON!

THIS WEEK'S MENU

jps may be a substantial addiSUNDAY^NnnTstJPPEE
[to a rather lean menu, or a
•Potato Cheese Soup
rtive touch to a dinner de luxe,
Apple-Celery Salad With Soar
uey vary all the way from the
Cream Dressing
clear, delicate consommes and
Not Bread
Apricot Jam
ms to the hearer chowders and
Beverage
ring cream soupa.
•Recipe given.
,nomical, tasty, nutritiousmore could you ask of a dish
jrsatile? Make soup the main- utes. Pour over a mound of hot
|of a family lunch or supper or boiled rice placed in individual soup
(erfect beginning for a "com- dishes. Yield: B servings.
." dinner.
Duchess Soup.
[little "dressing up" can play 2 tablespoons minute tapioca
godmother to the plainest dish 1 teaspoon salt
-yes, even soup. % teaspoon pepper
Most people eat 1 tablespoon onion, finely chopped
with their eyes, 4 cups milk
first of all. So, 2 tablespoons butter
if you wish your
V* cup grated cheese
soups to take on 2 tablespoons parsley, chopped
a party air, gar- Combine dry ingredients, onion,
nish theirt entic- and* milk in top of double boiler.
ingly. Try sprin- Place over rapidly boiling'water,
kling with but- bring to scalding point (allow S to 7
croutons, chopped parsley, minutes), cook 5 minutes, stirring
grains of popcorn, toasted frequently. Add remaining ingredicereals, minced chives, a ents; cook until cheese is melted.
'paprika, or a few tiny round Serves 6.
:; or place a spoonful of
Old-Fashioned Vegetable Soup.
cream in the center.
2 quarts soup stock (see directions)
extra goodness, why not try 1V4 cups potatoes, diced
in soup? It will draw a big
% cup celery, cut
. ol approval, as you will see
in strips
iu try Potato Cheese Soup.
2 small onions,
's the recipe:
';;• .
sliced
•Potato Cheese Soup.
% cup peas
picture «;top 61 column}
1% cups carrots,
3 medium sized potatoes
cut in strips
2 cups boiling water
1% cups canned
2 to S cups milk
--'
tomatoes
3 tablespoons butter
Salt and pepper
73 ADDA*! onio^i
2 tablespoons parsley finely chopped
1 teaspoon salt
Heat stock, add vegetables and
2 tablespoons flour
seasonings, and cook gently until
Pepper, cayenne
vegetables are tender. Add chopped
1 tablespoon parsley
parsley and serve. Makes 8 por1 cup cheese, grated
tions.
Cream of Onion Soup.
potatoes in boiling salted waluntil tender. Put. through a 2 tablespoons rice
:. Measure the liquid and add 2 medium-sized onions
milk to make four cups. 2 tablespoons butter
Melt the butter, add the 1 cup water
chopped onion and simmer 1 teaspoon meat extract or a bouil' mtes. Add the flour and sealon cube
and combine with the potato 3 cups milk
!. Cook three minutes and Salt and pepper
. it desired. Add cheese and
Chop the onions and cook in the
until smooth. Add chopped fat until slightly yellow. Add the
ey, top with buttered croutons. water, rice and meat extract or
bouillon cube, and cook until the
[Manhattan Clam Chowder.
rice and onions are tender. Add the
diced salt pork
milk, reheat, and season with salt
diced potatoes
onion, diced
and pepper. Yield: 4 cups.
water
Russian Borsch.
is milk
1 pound soup meat
minced clams (about 1 cup)
6 cups water
and pepper .
1 teaspoon salt
'.*
the diced pork and onion,
Yn teaspoon pepper
[
">g constantly 'til they are ten1& cups potatoes, large cubes
but not,browned. Add the po% cup grated raw beets
"s and water and simmer until
1 tablespoon chopped parsley
(Potatoes are tender. If the one
1 large onion
<« water is not sufficient to cov1 large carrot
16
Potatoes, more should be add1 tablespoon butter
when the potatoes are tender,
2 cups medium-chopped cabbage
we milk and clams and season1 cup beets cut in %-inch strips ,
ed heat thoroughly. Serve with
6 tablespoons sour cream
' salted crackers.
Cover meat with water, add salt
One Dish Supper Soup.
and pepper and boil for 10 minutes.
% cup rice
Cut onion and
carrot in strips
1 cup chopped celery
i1 small onions
and brown in butgreen pepper
ter. Add to soup
1
and boil for 1
6 ePint tomatoes
ggs
hour, replacing
% cup cheese
water as it boils,
3 cups water
away. Add cabSalt
and beet
c Qpp ed celer and nlon to bage
strips to soup and
KettlB
of boilino water. Add cook until beets are tender, about
'. Cook slowly 30 minutes. Add potatoes and cook
until tender, or about 15 minutes.
Just before serving, add grated raw
l reak
c
«»fi«8» into the beets
and pour immediately into
Sprinkle with cheese.
m warm place B min- serving dishes. Place 1 spoon of
sour cream in center of each serving
and sprinkle with parsley. Makes 6
SAYS:
servings.
Soup Stock.
3- pounds shin of beef
vegetables
3 quarts cold water
v,,
.—"^i an«l left-over
v
Sgetable
8 may often be
Cut meat in pieces free from fat.
ln
making excellent
and place in kettle. Add water,
Ups
partly cover, and heat slowly to boilta io
be
ing point. Simmer gently nve hours,
feL J!. f«.
«use of its
removing scum as it forms. Keep
meat well covered with water. Then
an excellent
remove meat and set broth aside to
to
cool. Skim fat from broth. Strain
*
BOUps 8hould
liauor carefully through fine sieve or
cheesecloth. Chill. This gives a
._0v?' h<* water.
clear broth, free from fat, to be used
1
as basis for soups. Makes about 2
them thick
Pasty.
ouarts stock.

tett i» «

y

°

Ease for Stomach, too
When constipation brings on acid indigestion, stomach upset, bloating, dizzy
tpella, gas, coated tongue, BOUT taste and
bad breath, your stomach IB probably
"crying the blues" because your boweli
don't move. It calls (or Laxative-Senna
to pull the trigger on those lazy bowels,
combined with Syrup Pepsin for perfect
ease to your stomach in talcing. For years,
many Doctors have given pepsin preparations in their prescriptions to make
medicine more agreeable to a touchy stomach. So be sure your laxative contains
Syrup Pepsin. Insist on Dr. Caldwell'i
Laxative Senna combined with Syrup Pepsin. See how wonderfully the Laxative
Senna wakea up lazy nerves and muscles
in your intestines to bring welcome relief
from constipation. And the good old
Syrup Pepsin makes this laxative so comfortable and easy on your stomach. Even
finicky children love the taste of this
pleasant family laxative. Buy Dr. Caldwell's Laxative Senna at your druggist
today. Try. one laxative combined with
Syrup Pepsin for ease to your stomach, too.

Dangers Surround
Man is never watchful enough
against dangers that threaten him
every hour.—Horace.

(jrardeners

_

SOtJPS

Any place that is too hot to place
your hand is too hot for a container of kerosene. Kerosene is absolutely safe only when it is cold.
* * *
New potatoes contain less starch
than older ones and for this reason do not bake so well.
* * *
A salad should appear on the
menu at least once a day. Not
only does it give interest, color
and variety in texture, but it is
rich in vitamins, minerals and
bulk, all necessary to growth and
health.
* • •
Word of caution: If you are not
going to wear your new hose
promptly, rinse them carefully in
warm water. This will prolong
their wearing qualities.
* * *
Chopped onions and celery,
browned in chopped salt pork, improve the flavor of green beans,
stewed tomatoes or carrots.

»

hy Western Ncwipuper Union.)

VOU
must have a button-to-theA
hem frock this season. This
thoroughly
American
classic
blooms in the spring with perennial but ever varied smartness.
Here's a new design (No. 1338-B)
that gives you a new slant on an
all-important style — specifically,
the rakish angle of the buttoned
pockets, stressed by rows of stitching. 'The notched collar is made
with the new longer points. Easy
to make, to put on and to wear, it
will fit so beautifully and prove so
useful that you'll repeat the design
time after time, and on into summer.
This classic style makes up
smartly in practically every runabout fabric—flat crepe, thin wool,
spun rayon and silk print. Pattern
provides for short sleeves, or long

A Fellow's Got To Eat!
But acid indigestion, heartburn and
tour stomach can sure take the joy out
of a meal If you're bothered this way
aak your druggist for ADLA Tablets
—Bismuth and Carbonates for quick
relief.

Dangerous Lure
Example is a dangerous lure:
where the wasp got through the
gnat sticks fast.—La Fontaine.

REGARDING HERBS
\/j ANY home gardeners may be
1 1
" interested in growing herbs
this year because of the war,
and because they make everyday
dishes more appetizing and flavorful.
Herbs may be grown in a plot
about four by six feet to supply
the average needs of a family.
They should have full sunlight and
be planted in good loamy soil.
Almost all popular herbs—balm,
basil, borage, fennel, marjoram,
rosemary, thyme, sage, anise, dill,
and caraway—may either be used
when young, and fresh, or prepared for use dried.
Anise, basil, borage, dill and savory are annuals; caraway, and
fennel are biennials, and balm,
marjoram, sage, rosemary, thyme
and chives are perennials, although balm and marjoram are
best treated as annuals.
All the herbs mentioned here will
probably produce enough growth
for use the first year, however, If
seeds are planted early, and climate is normally temperate.

On a 75-mile-an-hour run, I like this

under my belt!"
say, JACK SIMMONS
Railroad Engineer

City of Caverns
London, in these times, would
be fortunate if the city were constructed as Paris is, for the
French capital is built largely of
stone brought from under the very
ground 'on which it stands. Because of this, there is a readymade underground city about onetenth the size of Paris. One section of this cave city contains the
Catacombs, where rest the bones
of some six million. Another zone
consists of vast layers of gypsum.
The Quarry service has cut into
this section tunnels which follow
accurately the courses of the avenues above. Ordnance maps of
this system show springs, galleries, rooms, arches, and reinforcements. Had the government
of France decided to defend the
city, the people could have occupied this underground fortress and
defied Hitler's bombers till
Doomsday.

Fame Not a Property
i probability of such: it is an acclFame, we may understand, is dent, not a property of a man.—
no sure test of merit, but only a | Carlyle.

" BIG 11-OUNCE
BOTTLE OF
HONEY & ALMOND CREAM
Regular *1 size

time only—
Speaker's Eloquence
in the air of a speaker as in hia
There is as much eloquence in choice of words.—La Rochefouthe tone of voice, in the eyes, and cauld.

.
The two inside line* of Figure 1 look further apart dun the two line* inside
Figure 2—bnt *n they? Not according to your ruler. Measure them and seel
• Snap open a tin
of P.A. and see why
you get so much of
such good smoking in
the famous red pocket
tin. Prince Albert is
cut right to lay and
roll right, too. It's the
National Joy Smoke!

AND TAKE ANOTHER LOOK AT THE
P. A. POCKET TIN-IT HOLDS

FINE ROLL-YOUR-OWN
B. J. BvoBldi TobMoo Company, Wlniton-Btlam, North Carolina

IB racent laboratory "•mokJng bowl"te«t».
Prince Albert burned

than the average of the 30 otter of the
Urgest-Mlllng brand* tested . . . contact of ««l

THAT PRINCE ALBERT CRIMP CUT
FITS SNUG (N THE PAPER FOR FAST, , ,
SMOOTH SHAPING-WITHOUT
SPILLING OR BUNCHING
AND EVERY PUFF IS
MILD, MELLOW, AND
6OOD-TASTIN6 WITHOUT
HARSHNESS. THAT
GOES FOR PIPES,
TOO!

ANITA TRIBUNE.
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SELECTIVE SERVICE
Funeral Services Held Here 350 PEOPLE ATTEND Anita Vicinity Is Blanketed
BOARD SENDS FIFTY
OF NEW
6-7 MORE QUESTIONNAIRES Friday For Nathan W. Way DEDICATION
LUTHERAN CHURCH With Over 3 Inches of Rain

NUMBER 17

AGED ANITA LADY
SUCCUMBS MONDAY

Funeral services were held Friday
Rainfall in Anita and vicinity durThe Cass county draft board ordered
The new $7,000 Holy Cross Evan- ing the past week totalled nearly three
afternoon at 2 o'clock at the Church
questionnaires sent to fifty more men
of-Christ in Anita for N. W. Way, 89, gelical Lutheran church here was filled and one-half inches sending Turkey rlrs. Mary B. Holton, 80, Found Dead
in this county during the past week.
a resident of this community for the to overflowing Sunday when over 350
In Bed At Her Home In Anita
Those who received the questionnaires past 60 years who died at the home of persons attended the dedication ser- creek out of its banks and flooding
many low fields in and about Anita.
That Morning; Funeral Serwere numbers 701 to 750, inclusive.
his daughter, Mrs. Roy Baker, north vices for the new building. Rev. H. G. Up to Saturday the rainfall amountvices Will Be Thursday.
Following is the list:
of Massena last Wednesday. Death telsheim, who is pastor of the LuthAnita—Rex Harry Miller, Bernard resulted from a hemorrhage suffered eran congregation here, was called by ed to 3.28 inches and since that time
several small showers have fallen. The
the regular monthly meeting of Askey, (Paul Devee Henderson, Albert a few days prior to his death and he 'members of the church about two heaviest rain was Thursday afternoon
Mrs. Mary B. Holton, 80, well
jjreater Anita Club held Friday I. Hjortshoj and Bernard Johannes other complications due to his advanc- rears ago. Rev. Theo. Hoemann of when 1.48 inches of rain fell. That
nown
and long time resident of, this
Steffens.
Adair started giving services here evening .76 of an inch fell and again
at the Congregational clufrch
ed age.
ommunity, was found dead in bed at
| were completed for another two- Atlantic—Harold Edgar Rosenkild, Nathan W. Way was born in Belford bout two and one-half years ago.
the next morning .78 of an inch. .26
The dedicatory sermon was preach- ,of an inch of rain was received later er home on Walnut Street about 11
elebration to be held again this Paul Darwin Eriarson, Raymond Mar- County, Pa., on Sept. 8, 1851, a son of
'clock Monday morning. Death was
on Wednesday and Thursday, tin Hansen, Verle E. Billings, Lloyd Elias and Sarah Wolf Way. When ed by Rev. E. H. Widmann of Ogden Friday.
.ttributed
to a heart attack and when
st 6 and 7. The celebration will Valdemar Christensen, Arnold Richard four years old, he moved with his on the topic, "Continue in the Work of
Friday morning about % mile west ound, it was believed that she had
Thompson,
Wilbur
H.
Knop,
Ivan
the
Lord
for
It
Shall
Not
Be
in
Vain."
fid in the business section of Anita
of Anita, Highway No. 6 was covered een dead four or five hours. Her inparents to Delaware county, Iowa, in
n Concert Park and will feature a Walter Brix, Thomas Ambrose Pellett; which community he grew to manhood. rhe male acappella chorus of St. with water which washed much debris alid sister, Mrs. Isola Bangham, who
and mule show and a baby beef James Russel Jordan, Warren Lodell On Nov. 25, 1883, he was united in John's Lutheran church in Adair sang onto the road. This held up traffic made her home with her, awoke about
tit. Additional .entertainment Aldrich, John Samuel Garber, Pierre marriage to Eva Cummings at ;wo selections and Miss Margaret for 'nearly an hour but soon the small he middle of the morning and being
[be provided throughout the day James Burke, Roy John Carlson, Carl Greeley, Iowa. Following their mar- 3elsheim of Ft. Dodge sang a solo, creek flowing under the highway which unable to arouse her sister by calling
Levi Rasmussen, riage the couple lived there until the Built on the Rock the Church Doth was filled to overflowing went down.
dance will be held each evening Swolley, Erik
William Kenneth Jackson, Gerald spring of 1892 when they moved to a Stand." Mrs. Thomas Rathman, a Main Street in Anita at the corner o her secured the aid of a neighbor to
park.
ssist her in searching for Mrs. HolJohnson, president of the Richard Sutton, Kenneth Henry farm four milea" east of Anita. In member of the church, wrote the across from Concert Park was turned on and they found her dead in bed.
|ter Anita Club, has announced the Viether, John Ephraim Barringer, 1901 they moved to a farm south of dedication song which was sung by the into a stream of water when the torMary Beatrice Jenkins was born at
rential rain 'Friday morning became Joliet, 111., on May 28, 1860, a daughter
aing committees for the celebra- Max LeRoy Brehmer, Vernon Bmil here and retired in 1913. Mrs. Way entire assembly.
Rev. Theo. Hoemann of Adair con- too much for the water gutters to
Kluever, Arthur Logan Lambert and passed away in 1927.
of James B. and Sarah Jenkins. When
ance—A. R. Robinson, Raymond George C. Cranston, Jr.
Surviving are five children, Rollie ducted the morning services at 10:30 carry it away. This sent the water a small girl she went with her parents
Cumberland — Charles Alexander Way of Lewis, Cliff Way of Cumber- o'clock. He spoke on, "To "What Use over the curb in front of the Anita n a covered wagon to Mahaska coun|Z, Robert Scott and J. A. "Wlagner.
litertainment—George F. Shaffer, Wallace, Virgil Dwayne Lembke and land, Wilford Way of Staples, Minn., Should You (Put Your Church." The Municipal Light Plant necessitating ty, Iowa. They made their home there
Miner, Claude Smither, Neil Lloyd Wilson Lary.
Chris Way of Osakis, Minn., and Mrs. girls' chorus of the Adair Immanuel the washing of the sidewalk in front several years and in 1875 moved to
Griswold—J. Kenneth Hall and Baker; two brothers, Richard Way of Lutheran church furnished the music* of it in order to remove the skim of Anita which place has since been her
on, Charles Walker and Mike
for this service.
Leander Henry Kistler.
dirt left by the high water.
Dubuque, Iowa, and Charles Way of
home. On May 28, 1879, in Anita, she
Rev. J. M. Ansorge of Manning gave
Lewis—Noel Paul Orcutt, /Max Redfield, S. D.; 16 grandchildren and
A little hail fell with the rains but was united in marriage to Robert S.
jmce—Andrew Petersen, Harry
the evening sermon at 8 o'clock. He none of it reached a large enough
Robert Howard, Sid Larsen, Melvin Stevens, Jake T. Riekena, 11 great grandchildren.
Holton. To this union four children
spoke on the subject, "The Two-Fold
Clarence
Wilmot
Hancock,
Leroy
Music for the services, which were Word of God to Your Congregation." size to do any destructive damage. The were born, three of whom, a 'daughter,
[ Budd and Alfred Dement.
Ivertising—R. W. (Mick) For- Albert Krause and Paul LeVerne in charge of Rev. La Verne Morris of Miss Belsheim also sang a solo at this ground was nearly covered with the lalcyon, and two sons, Robert B. and
small pieces of ice which fell Thurs- toscoe P., preceded their mother in
Oakland, assisted by Rev. C. R. Nee
Solon A. Karns, Merle Robison Selders.
day afternoon and Friday morning.
Massena—William Roy Holaday, of Anita, was furnished by Mrs service.
death. Mr. Holton died on Nov. 5,
lalph Arnett.
The women of the church served
The home of Mrs. Louise Witte on 892.
Floyd
Jensen,
Gail
Ntorman
Hansen,
George Smither and Mrs. Hayes Red- meals in the basement of the new
ssions—Jack Long, C. F.
South Locust Street was completely Mrs. Holton was a member of
«, Ernest B. Ford and Bernard NorvalJWilliam Kerkman and Charlie burn. They sang, "Going Down the building to guests.
surrounded
by water. The road east
Leo Boeck.
Valley" and "Just Inside the Eastern
Special thanks was given to the fol- of her home was under water for some Columbia Chapter, No. 127, O. E. S. at
Marne—Walter
Jensen.
he time of her death together with
Gate."
Mrs.
La
Verne
Morris
sang
a
land Mule Show—Vincent Kelly,
lowing: Zion Lutheran church of AtPossehl, Joe Rydl, Jr., »and Wiota—Bruno Edward Behrends, solo, "Open the Gates of the Temple.' lantic for a gift of $100; First Luther- time Friday when the water from hree other clubs, the .W. P. G., C. O. Z.
Turkey creek, which was overflowing ,nd Birthday club.
Glen Herbert Grote, Harold Bertrum Mtrs. Raymond Lantz accompanied al
ild AfcDermott
an
church
of
Wiota
for
a
gift
of
its
banks, went swirling over the road- Those left to mourn her death are
(by Beef Show—Loyal Possehl, C. Taylor and Harold William Sandhorst. the piano. Interment was made in $22.80 and labor donated; Immanuel way and the bridge just west of the
>ne son, Earl S. Holton of Anita; two
Evergreen cemetery with Rollie Way Lutheran church of Adair for the
brier, Joseph F. Vais and Paul
Roy Baker, Merle Baker, Harold Way, candelabra and crucifix; St. John's residence of Mr. and 'Mrs. Hayes Red- isters, Mrs. Bangham of Anita and
BARBER--PRATHER
Mrs. Claudia Brown of Menlo Park,
he meeting of the club it was
MARRIAGE EASTER Chris Way and Max Way acting as Lutheran church of Adair for the la- burn.
!al.; and two brothers, John C. Jenpallbearers.
I that they would buy one neon
bor; St. John's ' Lutheran church of
cins of Anita and James O. Jenkins
Relatives and friends in Anita reI bearing the inscription, Anita if
Casey for the gift of a church bell; the WARDESEN--SCHULER
Mr. and Mrs. Ghet Zastrow and son, Wilken Monument Co. of Atlantic for NUPTIALS PERFORMED f Greeley, Colo. Another brother, S.
council would purchase an- ceived word this week of the marriage
V. Jenkins, preceded her in death.
r one. These signs would then be of Miss Kathleen Prather, daughter of Lynn, of Farlin, lowa^ were Sunday the gift of the cornerstone; Wm. McFuneral services will be held at 2:30 '
Relatives
and
friends
in
Anita
reat each end of the city where Rev. and Mrs. 3>. B. S. Prather of visitors in Anita.
Intyre for donating the plans of the
enters it. ,j; It' was undecided, Council Bluffs, and Rev. R. 0. Barber,
church; Mrs. Thomas Rathman for ceived word this week of the marriage 3'clock Thursday afternoon at the
ver, whetnVr''or not the "signs son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Barber, Mrs. Ella Worthing, who has been writing the dedication hymn; the of Bernice Schuler, daughter of Mr. Congregational church in Anita of
fid be placed at the aide of the road pastor of the Congregational church ! spending the winter with her daughter, building committee, Geo. Miller, Henry and Mrs. Geo. .Schuler of Griswold,which she was a member. They will
suspended between two large at Mitchellville, Iowa. The couple Mrs. Roy Lantz at Woodbine, has Reed and J. P. Christensen and also to and Mike Mardesen, son of Mr. and >e in charge of Rev. A. T. Evans,
over -the road. Electricity for was married Easter Sunday in the returned to her home in Anita.
those others who made personal con- Mrs. Frank Mardesen of Anita. The astor of the church. Interment will
signs would be' furnished with- Congregational church at Mitchelltributions or donated their time and couple were married Easter Sunday at >e made in Evergreen cemetery.
Senior Class Play
Glendale, Cal.
| charge by the Anita, Municipal ville by Dr. Royal J. Montgomery,
help.
"Sulphur and Molasses"
The bride was attired in a beige and YODELING COWBOY
ities and would be allowed to run' superintendent of the Congregational
luggage
tan dress, tan hat and twoFriday,
April
25
conference
of
Iowa.
TO BE HERE TODAY
urs a day..
Rev. C. L. Thomas is ill at his home toned shoes. She also had a corsage
High School Auditorium
The bride was attired in a white
here suffering from heart trouble.
of three gardenias. A former MasAdmission 15c and 25c
One of Iowa's most popular radio
TA LIQUOR SALES chiffon wedding gown with a finger-tip"
sena boy and his girl friend and a stars, Jerry, the yodeling cowboy, and
veil and halo edged with tiny seed
.,.•,,.•.„,, n n
j
Friday will be rural eighth grade couple, that were friends of the Bap- a number of his radio pals will make
H
, Her
TT only
i jewels
•
i was
.,„ a gold
~«i^
Superintendent
M. M. Feller and
DOWN IN MARCH ! pearls.
visiting day at the Anita high school. tist minister who married them, at- a personal appearance on the stage of
were
in
Des
Moines
Tuesiheart-shaped
, i
i locket,
i__i—i. a^ gift
„:•?*- nof
f 4-i,a'
Liake
the
lowa Liquor Control Commismite saiin slippers and ' **_ where they attended a meeting of All eighth grade pupils from surround- tended the bride and groom.
the new Anita Theatre to-night
\ announced this week that liquor groom
scnooi
school Doaru
board immmn
members BI1U
and acnuu
schoo ing country schools are invited to visit
Mr. Mardesen, who was accom- (Wednesday). Jerry is heard every
.t the Anita sUte liquor store white glovesfinishedher costume. The superintendents held at HoW gavery
here that day.
panied by his brother, Orlie, went to morning on his own program over
month of March this year -white Bible which she carried was
Los Angeles several months ago to W-H-O and on Saturday nights in the
to
ed with white
mted to $3,443.69. This was a i PP
carnations, showoperate a service station. Orlie W-H-0 barn dance. Featured with
over the preceding month'jers of sweetpeas and baby breath.
however, returned to Anita last week Jerry in the stage show are Swede, the
- sales were $3,539:23. March I After a brief wedding trip Rev. and
as his selective service number has famous Minnesota nightingale, and
However, at the 175 state owned -. Mrs. B»rber wil1 *• at home m the
been called and he is expected to be Lucille, the sweetheart of the barn
mounted to $1,218,105.06 com'-' Mitchellville parsonage.
inducted into the Army in a short dance. Jerry and his pals have a
time. Mrs. Mardesen went to Cali brand new list of songs and Swede has
a
bU8ine88 f
'••* ^^
° VACCINATION SCHOOL
VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
fornia several weeks ago.
a number of new comedy tricks all
* number of gallons sold in this
TO BE HELD APRIL 25
prepared to entertain their friends in
in March, 1941, showed a 8,Anita and this vicinity.
Dr. K. Wt. Stouder, extension veter- j
gallon increase over March,
In addition to the big stage show,
Briardale
A total of 18.3,928.05 gallons inarian from Ames, will be in Cass ;
Jerry will also be seen in a new west2
Large
13-oz.
Packages
' dispensed by state stores during county to conduct a swine vaccination
The Rock Island train No. 6, an east em feature, "-West of Pinto Basin,"
school next Monday. The school will
[month.
Philadelphia
Cream
bound
local which arrives in Anita a which features the Range Busters.
rch sales at some of the other be conducted in the assembly room of
4:40
in
the afternoon, will be discon Two full shows will be given starting
Per Package
in this section of the state were the court house in Atlantic from 9:30
tinued next Sunday, according to in at 7:30 p. m. and 9:30 p. m.
follows: Atlantic, $8,107.21; Cres- a. m. to 3:30 p. m.
formation received here this week bj
GWC
The first thirty persons to register
' S8.964.43; Carroll, $9,308.64; Red
H. A. Gill, local agent.
LINKS AND LINKETTES
Full
Quart
Jar
at
the
farm
bureau
office
and
pay
their
$4,530.90; Harlan, $5,753.54;
No. 6 will be replaced with No. 22 TO PRESENT PROGRAM
$2,656.16; Audubon,, $4,677.35; registration fee will be accepted to
an eastbound local and will arrive i
For Finer Cakes Use
art
. 53,495.63; IWinterset, $3,- take the schooling. An initial fee of
Anita about 9:10 in the morning. This
Members of the Links and Linkettes,
Briardale
—
Package
[•04; Avoca, $2,785.25; Griswold, $3.00 per person is required but part
will leave Anita with no train stopping unior farm bureau organization, have
|43
-02; Villisca, $2,220.70; Corning, of this fee will be pro-rated back deor leaving mail after the regular carted practicing on a play and pagBriardale 2-lbs. 45c — Tall Corn 3-lbs. OQ
I807 42; Greenfield, $3,547.27 and pending upon the number taking the
morning trains now arriving here ant to be given as a part of their
n^in^rlnla
Vo/>iinm Jar
Tar 29c
9Qf
«J«/l»
Briardale
Vacuum
instruction and passing the test.
$2,451.21.
ervice program to groups desiring
have went through.
All bona-fide farmers over 21 years
The change in train service will not rogram numbers.
Vegetable
Shortening
of age attending the day of instruchamper the mailing of Anita papers to
The play which is in charge of
3-Pound Can
tion and passing the teat will be
other towns in any way as the Tribune ratna chairman, Charles Thurman, is
issued a permit by the state to vacciis printed and mailed before the morn- ntitled, "Cupid Advertising." Those
Bakery Special
aking part include Carl Laartz, KenIowa Rural Young People's nate their own hogs. Farmers intering trains arrive here.
em
ieth Harris, Dorothy Udo, Mary Storbly is planning another tour ested should send or bring their regisMrs. Louise Holloran and daughter, ieck, Eleanor Paulson, Wilma Warren,
spring. This trip will take the ;ration fee to the farm bureau office at
Briardale
Assorted
Flavors
Margaret, returned to their home in Helen Pitsenberger, Virginia Shahan,
*velers to the southeastern states •he earliest possible date, stated
3 Packages
Lester Soukup, County Agent.
Denison Sunday after spending several Malcolm Pollock and 'Charles Thurman.
2 day period
V
^ginning May
1he"
days visiting in Anita at the home of
The pageant which is in charge of
GWC
itinerary wjjl take them
Mfcs. Emma Burns returned to her
he
organization's president, Mary
their
daughter
and
sister,
Mrs.
Ben
Kentucky, Tennessee, Ala- home here Thursday aftar spending
2 Large Bottles
Storbeck, has seventeen characters.
Brodersen and' family.
nd will bring
several weeks with her daughter, Mrs.
Both program numbers will be preBest Hallowii Bulk
. the Gulf atates and up the James C. Carey, at -West Liberty,
Slts
iCounty Agent Lester Soukup an- iented at the Grove township farm
' '!>pi river valley with a full day
2-Pounds
P
Iowa.
nounced this week that he is in >ureau meeting on May 13 and at the
"\ the Ozarks.
e
receipt of a 10-karat gold medal which *ymosa township farm bureau meetOmar
Wonder
'-s
wishing
to
go
on
the
tour
The Cass County Schoolmasters
ould
will be presented to Bmmert Euken of ng on iTVEay 14.
49-Pound Bag
I All contact the farm bureau office club held their monthly meeting MonWiota for Meritorious work in the
- for further information.
day evening at the Pullman hotel in
Mrs. Jennie Curry of Des Moines
4-H Farm Account contest which was
Santa
Clara's
Schiff, Anita |
s
visiting in Anita with her sisters,
recently
held
by
4-H
clubs
throughout
and Atlantic. Dr. Joseph
40-50 Size — 2-Pounds
the featured speaker
len a
Mtrs. Martha Shultz and Mrs. Rosetta
the United States.
re visiting at the home physician, was
his
on the program.
Anderson.
*k. ""rents i n Stanbury, Mo., this
Word was received here this week
A Chevrolet automobile belonging
Supt. W. W. Tate of Atlantic and
by Mr. and Mrs. Carsten Henneberg o:
a Mrs
to
Alfred
Dement
was
partially
deshis
family will move to Anita the
the
marriage
of
their
son,
Robert,
to
„ "
- Kermit Jacobson of
troyed by fire Sunday when the wiring
Mr8 Oscar
latter part of this week. Mr. Tate has
Miss
Bernice
Schembari
of
San
Km)* v
'
Wso of Sioux underneath the instrument panel beBulk Oats — Fine Scratch Feed — Roberts Starter
JJ^.vmted^t the home of Mr. and
Francisco, Cal. The young coupl rented the former residence of L. D.
shorted
setting
the
car
on
fire.
were united in marriage at Reno, Nev (Hap) Buttolph on West Main Street.
n. Johnson here Thursday came B
Dement,
accompanied
by
Les
Friday morning they were „„
Tate recently resigned as superMr.
Strawberries — Cucumbers — Shallots — Radishes Easter Sunday. They will make thei M!r.
Bean had gone to the Paul Kelloway
intendent of the Atlantic schools and
the Jol
home
in
San
Francisco
where
Rober
n ?
"wo«» to
Olery — Lettuce — Asparagus — Tomatoes
n where they attended the home east of Anita to visit Guy
is a sergeant of the Sixth Coas has accepted a position as a representative of the New York Life Insurance
services of an uncle'of Mr. mussen and upon starting back to
New
Potatoes
—
Fresh
Pineapple
—
Carrots
Artillery of which he has been
"son's
town discovered the blaze. The loss
Co.
member
for
the
past
five
years.
*•
Mesdan*.
Johnuso.
was covered by insurance.
Have Been Made *V>t Two Day
^bration and Committees Haye
en Named to Majce Neeessary
I Arrangements For Event

BRIAPDALE

Corn Flakes
Cheese
Dill Pickles
Cake Flour

YOUTH TO GO
THE SUNNY SOUTH

Crisco
Coffee Cakes
Gelatin
Catsup
Dates
Flour
Prunes
Wall Paper Cleaner

19c
lOc
17c
19c

45c
15c
13c
25c
29c
$1.49
19c
23c

TRAIN NO. 6 TO BE
TAKEN OFF SUNDAY

THE

ANITA

TRIBUNE, THURSDAY, APRIL 24, 1941.

PROCEEDINGS OF THE
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

PETERSEN'S

Court House,
Atlantic, Iowa,
March 17, 1941.
PHONE 300
The Board of Supervisors of Cass
Phone 29
We Deliver
WE DELIVER
County, Iowa, met in regular session
j with all members present:
Harold F. Shrauger,
light
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND
37.151 Hawley Lynch, Chairman, G. E.
I bulbs
8.00] Kshelman, F. L. Possehl, W. H. WohE l m e r S p i e k e r , lrust.ee
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
BOWLENE, large can
i Ernest S m i t h , trustee'
4.00llenhaus and F. W. Wiese.
..21 C 1
I Estey S m i t h , trustee
4.00 j Minutes of March 3, 1941 were apSANI-FLUSH,
large can :....•
4.00 j proved as read.
JELL POWDER, Clover Farm, 3 packages . . . . 12c Mark W. S m i t h , trustee
..21 C ]
Burt Stone, a d v e r t i s i n g
7.50 j Moved by Wiese, seconded by PosSALAD DRESSING, quart jar
29c Margaret StoufTer, mileage . . 3.'!.55 sehl, to accept the resignation of Mrs. COCOA, Our Mother's, pure, 2-lb. can .
..19C
Clarence Sutherland,
labor
Emma Metz as Registrar of Vital
SOAP, P. & G., 9 giant bars
RED CUP COFFEE, pound
15c
and bounty
11.20 Statistics for Franklin, Benton and
..29 C |
MACKEREL, Rare Treat, 2 1-lb. cans
Frederick C. Switzer, trusWiota.
..19C
CATSUP, 2 large bottles
18c
tee
4.00
Motion carried.
TABLE SALT, Carey, 3-lb. package ..
M a r i l y n Temple, services . . . .
25.00
Moved by Possehl, seconded by
PEANUT BUTTER, quart .jar
23c Dr. K e n n e t h L. Thompson,
Eshelman, to appoint Miss Cora
CAMAY SOAP, 3 bar's
""£
test
20.00 | Daughenbaugh as Registrar to fill the
MILK, 4 large cans
29c Wm. T i h k o n , bounty
3.00 above vacancy.
KIRK'S
HARDWATER
SOAP,
3
bars
1d
Wm. W a h l e r t , trustee
4.00
Motion carried.
MATCHES, 6 box carton
17c Harley M. Weber, trustee . . . . 4.00 The
MINCED HAM, A No. 1, pound
'_[' ^
following resolution was introWestern Chemical Company,
duced and read:
TOILET TISSUE, 4 rolls
19c
supplies
53.42
RESOLUTION.
Strawberries,^ Bananas & Oranges At Lowest Prices
W. Wiese, committee work
WHEREAS, Mary Bernadina ComGRAPE FRUIT, 2 No. 2 cans
19c F.and
mileage
122.25 es, Incompetent, was the owner of an
R. A. Wilson, trustee
4.00 undivided one-twenty-fourth interest
Seed Potatoes — Celery — Radishes — Tomatoes James Winston, trustee 2.00 in and to the following described real On motion and vote the salaries of
W. H. Wohlenhaus, committee
estate located in Cass County, Iowa, all monthly paid men employed as Dukehart-Hughes Company
y
^^^•^^^•^^^•^••^^^^••H work and mileage
122.35 to-wit:
scrappers
'
foremen,
truck
and
machine
operaj FVed Wollenhaupt, trustee . . . 4.00
ElMtnc Paint & Varnish
Lots One (1), Two (2), Three (3),
tors,
mechanics
and
bridge
hands
are
Company, paint
Four (4), Five (5), and Six (6) in
4
APRIL AND MAY. ARE BEST
lerlWoottLions "and
'°°
increased $2.00 per month effective Harry Edwards, labor
Block 140, Whitney's Fourth
April 1 to Sept. 1, 1941.
FOR SHEARING SHEEP I mileage
16.00
Farmers Co-operative, coal
Addition to the City of AtlanAt 2 P. M-, the time set for the sale Fort Dodge rfire Service, re:
Established 1883.
i Ernest Zellmer, trustee
2.00
tic,
Zion
pairs
..
April and May usually are the best i
. Office
Supply, supand that said interest has been sold of the following described real estate:
Published Every Thursday and Entered
Lot 7 and South one-half of Lot
1
G. & S. Specialty Company
and conveyed by her Guardian, Bernamonths
to
shear
sheep.
Some
sheep
'
rJ*'
™
w
'
v>
^
8, Block 134, City of Atlantic,
at the Post office, Anita, Iowa, as
supplies
men wait until June to shear in the i f'PPS'
'
"' coroner Jg gl dina' Comes to Edward Comes under
Cass County, Iowa,
Griswold American, printing
Second Class Mail Matter.
authority
given
in
proceedings
instibelief that hot weather will "bring o u t ' Ralph E. Hammond, refund . .
LOO tuted therefor in Probate Cause No. said real estate was offered for sale P. R. Grace Truck Service
repairs
'
Cecil G. Budd
Editor the oil" in the fleece and make it weigh WARRANTS ISSUED ON POOR 4187 in the District Court of Cass and the 'highest and best bid being
$1^00, which bid was not equal to the Graham's, supplies . .
more, says C. W. McDonald, Iowa j
FUND FOR
PROVISIONS,
County, Iowa; and
value, it was moved by Gasoline Alley, fuel
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Year State college extension animal bus- j
WHEREAS, Mary Bernadina Com- appraised
CLOTHING AND MEDIWiese, seconded by Wohlenhaus, that John Hoffman, drayage
es,
Incompetent,
is
now
an
inmate
of
bandman. This delay is sometimes !
CAL AID.
sale be postponed until 10 A. M. Hutchins Printing Company
Official Town and County Newspaper costly.
the State Hospital for Epileptics and the
14th.
supplies
Dr. G. M. Adair
School for Feeble 'Minded at Wood- April
6.00
Motibn carried.
Member of National Editorial
If ewes aren't sheared early, they Dr., G.A. Alliband".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
>Leo Herchenbach, labor
30.75 ward, Iowa, and there was at the time
Association, and
Independent Oil Company,
are likely to become too hot and may American Pearl Button Comof said above conveyance a record in ed:The following bonds were approv, ,..snag their wool on fences. On t h e ' P an y
4.46 the office of the County Auditor an
200 J
Vernon
L.
Dean,
road
patrolman;
Interstate
Oil
Company
other hand, if they're sheared early,' ^±,^^^^7,-.' 22 '™ account for the costs of maintenance Harley M. Weber, Township Clerk.
grease
of Mary Bernadina Comes in said
AsSOCla
they will be thriftier and produce more
The annual report of Edward Wag- Interstate Machinery & Sup20.00 State Institution in the sum of $195.72 ner,
Justice of the Peace of Massena
milk for their lambs. At the same Atlantic Dairy
ply Company, repairs . . .
6.72 which constituted a lien upon said un- Township
was approved.
time the ewes and Iambs can be dip- Atlantic Hospital, Inc
668.35
Iowa Electric Company, ser. divided interest in said property, and
The following rebates and suspenvice
Feed Company
.......
46.50 whereas Bernadina Comes, Guardian,
ped earlier to control lice and ticks.
Dr. R. L. Barnett
Iowa Machinery & Supply
29.75 has now proposed to the Board of i sions were granted:
Company, tools
'sors of Cass County, Iowa, that j Joseph H. McCourt, Atlantic, SolBY THE WAY.
Members of the Wiota boy's and | Se^Berry" '
diers' Exemption, $18.18; Orville L. Iowa Sales 'Company, tools
28^00
pay
the
entire
sum
she
rej
By L. F. M.
girl's basketball teams for the past, Wilbur H. Blake '
5.60 ceivea or the sale of said undivided :i Christensen, Anita, Dog Tax, $2.00; Jobes Tire & Electric Comseason will be honored at an athletic : Breckenmaker's Grocery
pany, repairs *
7.70 interest in the amount of $20.83 to Lois A. McGriff, Atlantic, $21.70;
Koch Brothers, sunnlies .
banquet
'Wednesday
evening
in
the
**•
«*•
Brower
10
00 Cass County, Iowa, and has asked for Sarah J. Galloway, Atlantic, $8.68.
Wouldn't you like to see one of those
The following claims were allowed Kuriz Grain Company, coal ..
j Bullock & Sons . . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' .
isioo a release of the above lien upon said
super salesmen, who blab about super high school auditorium.
and the Auditor authorized to write Lindsey 'Machine Shop, reLou Camblin
34.61 above described property.
soaps and super soups, at work with a
pairs
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RE- i warrants for the same:
Everett Luman accomanied by
$ 34.65 J. W. Luke & Son, fuel ...
washing machine and a box of favorite
BY THE BOARD OF Glen Comstock labor
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Arnett, drove to Christensen's Grocery
149 9fi SUPERVISORS of Cass County, Iowa,
kind of soap? 'We would!
Middle States Utilities, toll
24.30
Excelsior Springs, Mo., Sunday to get : R- W. Cockshoot
4()!oO that the lien for the cost of mainten- Russell Michaels, labor
* * *
calls
Connor
Mrs. Luman who had been a patient
's -Food Market
0
l
Wasn't last Thursday's weather a at a hospital there for a number o f ' Consumers Wholesale Grocery
Sfi )*£ £ .^ .^ '*' 110.01
30.65 ^yS^K ^^^ £ STMTS?: .^..'.'.'
big surprise ? Don't believe there has weeks.
Dr. Wm. F. Crew
21.00 School for Feeble Minded ?at Wood-! &nJ?LP±T?ln' lz*°JL
no.
Z?-22'5;.£
Malone.labor
Anderson, labor
Deep Rock Oil Company '.'.'.'.
been so much water under the bridge
Miller-Hasselbach Company,
10.56 ward, Iowa, against the above describPace,
labor
'.
jjjuio
Division of Old Age Assisted property to-wit:
,
repairs
for several years. It must have
When the mattress center closed
ance
Hans Jepsen, labor
108.00 Monroe Calculating Com46.39
Lots One (1), Two (2), Three (3),
squelched a lot more chinch bugs. We two weeks ago in Cass county, 360
F. A. Blanchard, labor
153.00
Drake
pany, supplies
3.28
Four (4), Five (5), and Six (6),
know it fixed all the lettuce and spin- mattresses had been completed Ac- Ec°nomy Shoe Store
Henry Eggerling, labor
136.80 G. N. IMbQuern, mileage
in Block 140, Whitney's Fourth
ach which had appeared in our gardHerb Spear, labor
123.00 Nebraska Tractor & EquipAddition to the City of Atlancording to County Agent Lester Sou-j a™€J\C?:°^rative ComAtlantic Square Deal Oil,
,rls -*" ""HI UK: ouu mattresse:
tic,
r
ment Company, repairs ...
L>
.
.
.
175.81 Nelsen Automotive Service,
o-Operative Combe, and the same is hereby released
blooming in spite of the hail and 254 homes in the county.
"'^
Com ............
pany,
Cumberland
26.00
repairs
ram.
and discharged, and said real estate is
»**y- «4.95 N. Wl Bell Telephone ComFarmers
Company . .
3.32 hereby fully released and discharged Pairs
p en. Lumber
cii ----- "v-H.^anjr
0.04
from
any
_
n
uvin
Antrim,
lumber
6
53
Fox
Shoe
Store
............
.
.90
_ lie
„.„ and m)ln ..
2
pany, rent and tolls
The Anita
met r\ T M P t
.™ teachers
..v.c.wncia bridge
UI1UKC club
U1UD met
Next Sunday the rest of the world Tuesday evening at the home of M r . i D r W «'n±Z,
.Opper-Nygaard Motor Com32.90 tenance of the said Mary Bernadina Atlantic Building Supply^
•
supplies
7
2
.
1
0
Comes.
pany, repairs .;.
goes on daylight saving time. Wonder
and Mrs. Wilbur Young. Miss Ermine ' Griswold Mercantile Co '
On submission of the question of Atlantl!c Implement K3ompany,
Paper, Calmenson & Corn6?!l4
D
what they do with that extra hour?
Brown and Mrs. Chas. Ingram were ! r- Harry Hall
'.
241.49
blades
18.00 adoption of said resolution
the vote ! A ^P? T ' ' V ' V .....
.„
assisting hostesses. All the men Merlv71 Hansen
resulted as follows"°n tne vote Atlantic Lumber
& Coal, supAdolph Paul, repairs
plies
Ine kids are counting the weeks till teachers of the school system ™°~> <- ' H'^-Pinky Store
47.96 Wilbur Pierce, royalty
io!go Ayes—All.
Atlantic Machine & Auto
Nayes—None.
N. C! Peterson, repairs
Company, repairs
12 40 Phillips Petroleum Co
Company,
The Chairman declared said resoluyear.
Atlantic
(Motor
Freight,
Mrs.
W.
G.
Hunter
.".'
H
09
gas
tion duly adopted.
Friday evening of this week, next
f
ht
—
Iowa-Nebraska Light & Power
™5
2.75 Railway Express Company,
The following bonds were approved: A ,.,
,,
week will be Junior-Senior banquet
i he local Pythian Sister lodge held
Company
2 92
Lawrence Ward, patrolman? Peter ^-W Company, parts
590.97 • express- ....-..^
A er8
bor
and after that it won't seem as if the a school of instruction Monday at the ' ^r,;^H' TA'^°hns°n
Bornholdt, patrolman; Harold Maas, . _. H ' l»
80.00 Rock Island Motor transit,
v • i •••
American
Machinery
&
Supl
Lumber Company, Atdays will be half long enough for all K. P. hall. Mrs. Ava Mae Francis of Joyce
freight
patrolman; C. B. Pen-in, patrolman;
""""
lanti c
ply
Company,
supplies
7.05 P: C. Sorensen, repairs ......
••
38.74 Paul Madden, patrolman; Otto C.
that will have to be crowded into Yale, who is district deputy, and four T
T
jBaum
Iron
Company,
reLumber Company, GrisDreager, patrolman.
C. P. Shearer, insurance
.
them . . . this last four weeks will be other women from Yale visited here. Joyce
wold
19 901
18.26 Sidles Company, repairs .... 198
The
following
rebates
were
allowLake'ltear,'
the best the Juniors and Seniors have There was also five women from Adair
repairs
400 ed:
uuii Pauline Karwal
11.90 M. J. Sorensen, supplies ....
known an^we hope they can cram a here. A 6:30 dinner was enjoyed" "by : Dr'TWV,W,-, Kitson • • • ' • ' . ' . ' . ' . ' . ' .
W. W. Chastain, Anita, $22.86,1
Standard Bearing Company,
48^5
A
ohl
Company, gas
parts
lot of enjoyment into them .
4s!59
" ?' £
Grocery
44.10 Soldiers'' Exemption; H. C. Cook, Atm
oh those present.
Lee s Drug Store
31 53 lantic, $26.07, Soldiers'" Exemption;
ilies
19.20 Standard Qil Company, gas
y«S, we'd want them to get their
241JT
Dr. H. M. Linton
ig'.oo Mark W. Smith, Adm., Cass Town1.50 Standard Blue Print Com<-T
lessons, too.
The Past Matrons club were enter- U o y d f e Meredith
H^ ship, $51.24, Soldiers' Exemption.
Brown Company,
pany, prints
tamed Monday afternoon by Mrs. B. | Maduff's
Food Mlarket
'. 48'.14 ™~
- domestic
—^ animal
«,....„ claim of L. G.
119.70 Standard Tire Service, ree
. supplies .......
2.86 | Wilson for one ewe
pairs
1.02
The first mess of pie-plant was
..„„ on
„,. D. Forshay and Mrs. J. D. Young at! *f .?• Magill
to C. B. & Q. Railway,
«^on
-W Marston
freight .. 424.65 Tropical Paint & Oil ComSeventeen mem"
........ 173.00 $4.20 was allowed.
the table to-day. The cook brought the Forshay home. T,
C. R. I. & P. Railway,
..
, H. C. Mehlmann
10 25
pany, paint
Session and Mileage Claims
1S7J
m a dozen stalks, cooked it and made bers were present. Roll call was,'Miller's Mlarket
-'-1,144.39
5.00
One-half
Day.
(to be continued)
it into Irish pie ... it takes a lot of "Garden Hints or Favorite Flowers Missouri - Kansas
-- Chemical
—i Hawley Lynch".".".". . . "
„ 5fl Arlo E. Christensen, labor
112.10
Co
and Their Care." Following the
sugar, but it's good!
™P?ny, • -.
65.20 G. E. Eshelman
'."[
fjft £ P- Christensen, repairs
4.35
* * *
meeting a lunch was served.
P.
Christensen,
labor
.
C. Montgomery
24.50 F- •L.
Possehl
'
q' fl City f Atl
5.20
tfj
IYT<
O.Q
Dr. R. N. Needles
51 15 F. W.
Wiese"
O'?K
°
»ntic, current .
111.82
BONGERS
Did you hear about the Anita boy
W. H. Wohlenhaus''.'.'.
4 on Conklin
Oil
Company, gas
Mrs. Forrest Wilson and Mrs. Dan i "l:.?/ ^ Needles
'.'. „,.„„
34^30
72.80
USln
Gara e
an4 girl who missed seeing "Western
Grocery
Moved by Wiese, se-onded by Woh £j
£ > repairs .
12.68
12g.40 I
NEW METHOD PAINI
Union" in Atlantic a couple of weeks Spiker were hostesses to the Rose Hill'
"' '
AND VARNISHES
ago ? They had a date to meet at the
!J
- C. Penney Company
38 23 "
"
oil
Motion
carried.
at
bank corner at a certain hour, but home on West Main Street. Eleven
12&30
„ ,
Potprcnn'* Grocery
'.
22^50
Dens-Oil
Lubricant
Com(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
they forgot to say which bank and members and one visitor, Mrs. Robert
MINIMUM PRICES
3. C. Petersen
pany, grease
166.77
26.50
here he waited at the Whitney bank Wilson, were present. Different conChairman.
. B. Petersen
'..'.'.'.
14;00 Attest:
tests
were
enjoyed
during
the
after'
Dr'
M
f
Petersen
and she up the street a block. Each
132.50
M. E. Hubbard,
read all the signs, looked in all the noon and Mrs. E. C. Dorsey favored Dr. Frank J. Bop
36.00 I
County Auditor.
with a solo. A lunch was served by Proctor's Grocery
windows and the longer they waited the hostesses.
the madder they got. A good natured
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
Wm Ri
cop guessed their error and sent the
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
The
h
U t I u b off tht
(r h u r c h
f .Robinson Hardware .. 4 3 1 7
' '
boy to the corner where the girl wait- Christ u , 1 held their regular monthly D
Roland,
Peacock & Baxter' ' ' '
51 00
Court House,
j
ed. He couldn't make her believe that
r J
meeting
Friday
afternoon
in
the
,
°seph
Schiff
..........
5^44
Atlantic,
Iowa,
i
he, too, had been waiting so .she still
A ri
ot
ums
church basement.
P ' 1, 1941.
j
15'00
Hostesses were ' '
insists that he was only eighty minIhe Board of Supervisors of Cass
ComMrs. Frank Lees,
•NLY GASOLINE WITH
utes late . . . We won't tell who he I n h o f e , Mrs. Fred Mrs. Waller H.
J-'.l t)Un nty.
Iowa met in regular session,
1>?
W
a
E
x
l
i
n
e
and
Miss
was, Peg!
Y'jQ
" members present!
v i i , ,
,.
"
Standard O i l Company
V f l m a I a r k c r . l - i f t c c n members and Steinbeck Grocery
Hawley Lynch, Chairman, G E
58.60
J. S m i t h
Kshelman, F. L. Possehl, F. W Wiese
K ' ' v . a n . I M r s . I.aVenie
10.30
•• " S u l p h u r a n d
i
''. K. N f c l . M r s . My,. a S l i e r ( J r o r e r y Company
195.02 and W. H. Wohlenhaus
Molasses" w h i c h
Senior class is T u r n e r , .M rI' red K. S u r u l e r i i i a n
Minutes of March 17th. were a n - '
9.00
. F r a n k i e Morri!"'.! a n d .1.
proved as read.
L. T a v h . r
' .' .'
prescribing and a d i i ' i n i s t c r i n g ()n Fri- -Miss Goldie
l. r i.f>8
Moved by Possehl, seconded 'by
day night w o n ' t be too hard to take. At the dost W a l k i n s , were p r e s e n t , ' • .^'. T o m l i n s d t i
'MM)
of the m e e t i n g a l u n c h I r a T r a i i H - r
S.CO Kshelman, to hire Arlo Christensen as
. . . so we'll be seeing you then!
was served.
assistant County Mechanic at $11000
Turner Brothers
'
per month effective March 1, 1<J41
|
Viiss M a n u ffaaie t u r i n g
i.Motion carried.
'
'
'
('ompany
On motion and vote the following
11.50
Wuters f l r a i n C o m p a n y
41.44 resolution was adoptedDr. A. Weaver
RESOLUTION
17.19
Dr. M. H. W e i r
W
H
E
U
K
A
S , Joseph and Martha
H2.7f)
Dr. K. 15. Weir
2.50 Lawles are now within Cass County
That your poultry feeds are fresh Most feeds
I- <>. Wheatley .
3H.(!6 and are hkely to become county
O. C. Whitney .
10.30 charges and said persons should be
Court House,
A t lantic. Iowa,
March 3, 1941.
( C o n t i n u e d From Last Week)
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USABLE

IT ,,„,, , , . . , i - ^^ Grocery '::::::::

MIXTURE

TRY THE

CONTROL

ii. D. Turner'::;;;;;;"

BE S U R E -

ind
Watch Our Chicks Grow That Are Being
Fed On Fresh Feed.

THE FARMERjf COOP.
Also Sold at Smither Produce and Bel] Produce
••••^——

Dr. Aeries R. W i l d e r
Dr. H. K. W i l l i a m s
E. R. W i l s o n
R. E. X i n k

12

J-JS inT^^Coun'tr"11111'1'1" a SeUlement
3 - 6 0 ' C ^ O W ^ T H E R E F O R E BE IT RE3.00
«* ""K^rvisors
Uunty, Iowa, that a notice to
Session and Mileage Claims.
depart shall be served upon the said

-.by „ ,caC: seconue<l bv
lenhaus to adiourn u n t i l March 17th
or on call of Chairman.
Motion carried.
(Sitrned)
H a w l e y Lynch,
Chairman.
Attest:

M. E. Hubbard,
County Auditor.

We Specialize in
Mobil Summer Conditioning
and
Mobil Lubrication

CALL 244
Moved V

Po.ssehl,

carried.

seconded by
77,

35.

0. W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

ole ram
By ED WHEELAN

BIG TOP
JEFF E>AN<SS LEARNED TVIAT Hl<=,"WILD ^AN
HAP HAD A HEART ATTACK OH SEEING 1V1E ESCAPED
I

^ii".

.
.
TO PUT'SPEED"
m *\WOOP'S" PLACE
TEMPORA?
•"
CAN FIX

TUE TICKET
JUST

THE t>?RTY SO AN' SOS
MJfeLU, \P THAT -<3R»fT "
OUTFIT IS LOOKING.I'LL

, THANKS. MAJOR
;j SPECK '•'• THAT'S
\WHAT KD CALL A
LETTER HA-MA
a

Z9277

VfoU
<2U
WOUR MAN

T^HIS charming little girl»i
* big-brimmed sunbonnet
short dress wiU be quite at 1
on your lawn. Holding a wat
can, she is an industrious a
as decorative figure.
• * *

HMD?

^S^WSSS*

In 16-inch size, she comes on
Z9377, 16 cents, aU ready to be tr
plywood or thin lumber, cut out wtt
or coping Saw and painted. She matal
fln« companion for the Farmer Bt™i
boy cutortt, 29278.' IS cents. Send ordsrj

LALA PALOOZA

By RUBE GOLDBERG

She Does Some Fast Thinking

FRANCES, MY TAX
WORRIES
HAVE . ...nAIJ.
ME LOOKIN " A
V MADAM
MESS-ARE YOU
SURE THIS
MUOPACK'S GONNA
HELP?

WAS TOLD I
COULD FIND LALA
PALOOZA HEREM. AN INCOME
TAX INSPECTOR

[ OKAY, MISS LALAV
J GOT
CHA

AUNT MABTHA

Box 1M-W
Kansa* city, i_
Enclose IS cents tor each patten)!
desired. Pattern No
Pattern No
Kama
Address

LOOKIN" FOR . -Sk-.Tii.
LALA PALOOZAJ DONE

J90.NBU

British Coastline

S'MATTER POP—Alert Supporting Column Good!

Together with Scotland, Wa!
and North Ireland, England 1
varied shoreline ot more
5,000 miles to watch aga^
threatened invasion. Near-by |
dependent Eire, across the Irl
channel, with approximately 1,0
ot additional miles ot coastline, \
also a big worry to Britons,,
though Eire has declared that i
defense will be managed wit)
direct British military aid.

By C. M. 'PAYNE
oKAy.POP! V^p^
'^^(k^t I

A.

V*

A 1L •

-^^^r

MS WED SKIN

^^^^•^•^^

Honesty Is Silent
The silly when deceived excls
loudly; the fool complains;
honest man walks away and is!
lent.—La Noue.

,-a

Ham wttl

MESCAL IKE

B,S,UHUNTLCT

Call Up Again Sometime

Real Modesty
When one remains modest,)
after praise but after blame,
is he really so.—Jean Paul"
ten

I:SAVS, ir^HUH?

CMJUN1 FROM .-5- TWPOOtK/MJL.\IM
HOWS1 ABOUT ( CHECKERS
EZRA
COMIM OVER
'' •' SHOOTW

Spray Srith "Btadc tol 40" OM<
Use; "Wmfleaf 40" oa aphi ,
pen, leaf miner*, young sacking
lace bug*, mealy bags and most n
wherever found on flowery tiettj
shrnlM. or gardea crop*.

POP—Cleaned Up
VEOWl

By J. MILLAR WATT
WHAT IS

THE
MATTER,

MOREEN

T LIPSErT
MY
BAG OF
PEANUTS -

AND THAT CLCPHAKir CAME
AND CLEANED
»>
THEM UP WITH <5tt
HIS VACUUM
CLEANER!

Lost or Won
.
The next dreadful thing to]
battle lost is a battle
lington.

CRANKY
NERVOOS FEQJNGSYou women who suffer pain of in
iilar periods and are nervous, cian
due to montbjy'funotioiial distui
ances should And Lydla E. P^
maroetout to relieve such wmoJ"1
nkh*m'f Compound is L. .
'-'-"- tat 'women
to help ™w* I
-• — i and tnujl
'«tai«*l

88 THE
&£ SWEATER

THE
SPORTING
THING

gWtfS HOME FROM TAXES SWEATER
SCM06L.WMMPS IT ftw Aun ui«UM

AFTER AWNUfSWUTFR
B&INS-TODRAfiON

^wimo.wmcHMB

DOESNTMIMO EXCEPT
THNTNEKEEK^EmW

m GLUYAS
m

By

WILLIAMS •

LANG
ARMSTRONG
Why awn't y. .lot .ereuuln» w ulfiTuira«L<ltock »aa horOtf jr»T"

*••*•*••*•

sss?

•

Dollar
buys something more w30
space and circulation *
the columns of this ne«*j
paper. It buys spac* "7
circulation plus the fa*
able oonsidetation of o"
readers for this ne
and its advertising v

m
m

AROUND HIS
WAIST

•Your
Advertising

J&v
BO
-SBWd
^
*'SS.|N
OUT

MOBB
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FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS Of THIRTY YEARS AGO

benediction; and postlude.
This service is based on the symbolisms found in our ehurch windows.
It should be a helpful service and we
trust you will he there to encourage
the young people in their part on this
program. Let us all rally to the
support of our church.
Our State Conference meets at
Newton, Iowa, May 2, 3, and 4. This
will be a great meeting and all who
can, should go. The Harvard plan of
entertainment will be in use for
ministers and delegates.
The ladies will serve a noon-day
dinner Thursday.

•

• .•

—^^

•'.•

Maduffs Food Markel
WE DELIVER

PHONE 239

April 27, 1911.
Dennis Pearce is having no end of
THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPECIAI
trouble with a busted toe which he was
compelled to take to the doctor this
Hardwater — 4 Large Bars
week.
Rev. Paul Becker of Des Moines
spent Sunday in Anita visiting at the
home of his mother and with other
relatives.
Jesse Deeming has just finished a
jjood job of cement walk around the f - f - f ' f - f - f - f ' f - f - f - f ' f - f - f
residence property of George Dilts on 4- HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL 4
West Main Street.
4LUTHERAN CHURCH
4
Lattig & Crawford have a fine new 4
H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
4
delivery wagon which they put into +• + + + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 +
operation this week. It w»s built by
Large
Sunday School and Adult Bible
W. F. Bannick of the city.
Class
at
9:30
a.
m.
4-ozJ»kg.
Miss Charlotte Holmes, who i;
Divine services at 10:30 a. m.
.caching school near Des Mbines
Adult
instruction class meets at I OXyClOl
spent Saturday and Sunday in Anita
Large Package
8:00 p. m. Wednesday evening at the
' visiting at the home of her parents.
It is reported that George Smither parsonage.
Confirmation class meets at 4:00 p.
is now on the road to recovery from
100-lb. Bag
49^1
an illness which has caused his family - - - • Monday afternoon in the church
and friends much alarm for the past basement.
OUR STORE IS OPEN EVERY SUNDAY MORNING
Sunday School teacher's meeting
week.
business career covering Friday evening at 8 o'clock in the
After
a period of many years,, Andrew Wie- church basement.
Mr. and Mrs, D. R. Donohoe of Wj
Highland church—
gand has finally decided to retire and
nut visited a few days in Anita dm
Divine services at 7:30 p. m.
enjoy the much needed rest to which
the past week with relatives
COFFEE CAKE
he is entitled.
friends.
15c
Dee Bell spent S'inday visiting here
CENTRAL CHURCH OP CHRIST 4
ANITA BAKERY
with relatives and friends. Dee has
Miss Lucille Buchanan spent Suni_
resigned his position at Exira and is
C. R. Neel, Pastor.
•»
For Memorials and Monuments, see visiting in St. Charles at the home]
moving to Oakland where he has
•f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f
Ihas. H. Hartley, Anita.
'V2tv her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jfl
ecured a good job.
Sunday School at 10. v a. m.
You can get at all times genuine Buchanan..' .
Dr. G. M. Adair purchased one of
Church Worship at 11 a. m.
:he handsome Ford automobiles of
the
— —
The special meetings continue over Semi-Solid Buttermilk at the Farmers
The members of the Union clubi
atest model this week and is now in a next Sunday. The evening service is Coop in Anita. Why not try some
entertained Thursday by Mrs. S.1
position to get to you right quick in at 7:45. A splendid group of boys this week?
tf
Goodrieh. At noon she took the.
case of an ailment of any kind.
and girls meet each afternoon with
Fresh tested bulk garden seeds. the Congregational church for din
Announcement was made this week Mrs. La Verne Morris for Bible study,
Frost-proof cabbage plants, 29c per The afternoon was spent at the chi
if the sale of the Andrew Wiegand stories and singing. On Saturday
100. Giant Sweet Spanish & Bermuda quilting by the|d*ren members
tock of harness to J. L. Stalcup, well ;here will be a party for the boys and
onion plants, lOc per bunch, 3 bunches were preaen^i^pf next meeting j
mown citizen of the community. girls from 2 to 4 o'clock.
25c. (Approx. 100 to bunch). Senator
Immediate possession was given.
There is special music at every Dunlap strawberry plants, 49c per 100. the club will||fii$tt^pril 30 when 1
Delia King wMbe hostess.
service and in addition there are Malone Seed Co., Atlantic.
2t
•f -f t f -f -f •»• -f + •»• -f -f other features.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
Wanted:—Girls over 18 to'learn to
-f
Wednesday—Sermon, "What a Good
+ + + + -f -f ••»- + •*• -f -f + Man Found."
grade eggs. Midwest Egg .Co. ' It
"Probation after Death" will be
Thursday—Youth night. A sacred
WANTED:—An ambitious, widehe subject of the Lesson-Sermon in drama will be given. Sermon, "True awake man or woman to look after
all Churohes of Christ, Scientist, on Love Proven."
renewals and new subscriptions for
Sunday, April 27.
Friday—Family night. The boys .he popular, fast-selling magazine
The Golden Text is from Y Corin- tnd girls will furnish the special part THE AMERICAN HOME. It's easy,
hians 6:14, "God hath both raised up 'f the service. Sermon, "The Home pleasant work, and it pays big comhe Lord, and will also raise up us by .nd the Church."
missions. Spare time only required.
lis own power."
Saturday—Party for the boys and Write today to Director, Sales DiviThe Lesson-Sermon comprises quo- girls from 2 to 4 p. m. at the church. sion, THE AMERICAN HOME
tations from the Bible and from the Evening sermon, "A Man of Power." MAGAZINE CORPORATION, 251
Christian Science textbook, "Science
Sunday—Bible School at 10:00 a. m. Fourth Avenue, New York, New
and Health with Key to the Scrip- Worship at 11:00 a. m. Sermon, York.
it
;ures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
'Foundations of Successful Living."
Nishna Tri County meeting begins All makes sewing machines repairOne of the Bible citations reads:
ed. Good used drop-head sewing ma'For yourselves know perfectly that at 3:00 p. m.
Basket supper at 5:30 p. m. Young chine for sale. Hemstitching and buthe day of the Lord so cometh as a
hief in the night. But ye, brethren, 'eople's hour at 6:30 and the music ton holes made. Singer Shop, Atlantic.
ire not in the darkness, that that day festival at 7:30. Ten choirs are ex- .FOR SALE:—Good bicycle cheap.
.hould overtake you as a thief. Ye pected to participate in the evening Can be seen at Robison's Oil Station.
FARMERS COOP.
are all the children of light, and the music festival.
Howard Johnson.
jtp
Rev. Morris will preach Sunday
children of the day: we are not of the
night, nor of darkness.
Prove all morning and will bring his closing
•><•*****«>«"»*<••
.hings; hold fast that which is good" evangelistic message in the Sunday
night service on the theme, "The Great
(I Thess. 5:2, 4, 5, 21).
NEW
A
WED. ONLY .APRIL 23rd.
Among the selections from the Divide."
ON THE STAGE
The
ladies
of
the
church
will
serve
Christian Science textbook is the fola 15c dinner Wednesday noon.
lowing:
"We apprehend Life in divine
The American Legion Auxiliar,
Science only as we live above corporeal
sense and correct it. Our proportion- will meet at the home of Mrs. Floyc
ate admission of the claims of good or Dement Friday afternoon at 2:30
of evil determines the harmony of our o'clock.
existence,—our health, our longevity
The members of the Friday bridge
and our Christianity" (p. 167).
club were guests Friday afternoon of
Mrs. R. W. Forshay at her home on
Chestnut Street. Guests, besides the
METHODIST CHURCH
members, were Mrs. H. A. Gill, Mts
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
Lake Bear, Miss Vera B. Hook, Mrs
Church School at 10 a. m. Harold Elmer Scholl and Mrs. Sydney Maduff.
Miss Minnie Forshay was high scorer
McDermott, Superintendent.
_
Church worship at 11 a. m. with th< for the afternoon.
sermon by the pastor on, "Christian
ADI0 NJGHT
Discipline."
•
LA MOUR
Youth forum at 7 p. m.
iIn The
TI, Big
n Technicolor
LINDA DA'RNELL
T
There will be no evening worship.
Picture of Circus Life
A good dinner will be served by
"CHAD H A N N A "
Circle No. 3 of the Woman's Society of
Christian Service Friday noon in the
FRI.-SAT.~55 REASONS
church basement for 25c. The menu
ZOOM THRU THE SKIKS
includes ham loaf, mashed potatoes
WITH
UNCLE
SAM'S
and gravy, escalloped potatoes, spring
FLYNG
HELL-CATS
salad, pie. Everyone welcome.
Friday the spring bazaar will be
ROBERT
held in the church basement. Those
T
AYLOR
who have articles to sell in the bazaar
in
will please bring them.
The Woman's Society of Christian
"FLIGHT
Service will meet for its general meetCOMMAND
ing Friday afternoon in the church at
with
2:30.
Ruth
Walter
HUSSEY
PIDGEON

Macaroni
Peanut Butter
Wheaties
Puffed Wheat

12i
19c|
19c

I Stock Salt

WOLVERINE
SHELL HORSEBIDES
DRY OUT SOFT

AND

STAY SOFT AFTER SOAKING

BOB CLOTHIER
HOWARD
"WE SERVE YOU WELL"
Mrs. George 0. Smither, recorder
ANITA MARKETS.
of the local Royal Neighbors lodge,
delivered an insurance check this
(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
week to the beneficaries of the late Eggs, cash, dozen
ig c
Mrs. Carrie Rasmussen.
Eggs, in trade, dozen
19C
Graded Eggs, Specials, dozen
20c
The Misses Freda and Jane Scholl Graded Eggs, No. 1, dozen
I8c
of Stuart were Sunday guests at the
Graded Eggs, No. 2, dozen
I6c
home of their mother, Mrs. Dosha V. Hens, Ib
15,,
Scholl. Mrs. Scholl returned to
Hens,
leghorn
and
under
4-lbs.
Ib.
.12c
Stuart with them where she visited Roosters, Ib
7,,
for a few days.
Ducks, Ib
gc
\ Bc
The members of the Mutual Benefit Geese, Ib
5oc
club were entertained Thursday after- Pigeons, live, dozen
34,,
noon by Mrs. Andy Jepsen at her home Cream, sweet
33C
northwest of Anita. Fourteen mem- Cream, No. 1 sour
3j c
bers and six visitors were present and Cream, No. 2 sour
55c
the afternoon was spent socially. Yellow corn, No. 2, new
28c
Mrs. Chas. Jewett will be hostess at No. 2 white oats
the next meeting of the club on May No. 1 wheat
75c

FEED
HARVEST
FEEDS
Reap Bigger Profits
^

Midwest
Egg Co.

Mrs. Carrie Reynolds was hostess to
:he members of her pinochle club
Thursday evening at her home here.
Guests, besides the members, were
Mrs. G. M. DeCamp and Mrs. G. M.
Adair. High scorer for the evening
was Miss Lulu Alvord.

Wallpaper
— for —

SPRING PAPERING
Priced as C
per Single
Low as *J*R0n
— LARGE STOCK —

BONGERS

VICTOR FLOUR, 49-lbs. .$1.50
REED'S BEST FLOUR,
-^-lu. sack
$1.30
(1 Can Making Powder Free
With Each Sack Flour)
OI'AL COFFEE. Mb. can..25c
FOLGER'S COFFEE, Mb 28c
CORN, \o. -2 can
)0c
I'EAS, No. 2 can . . .
OI'AL CORN FLAKES,

package

CERTIGRADE HOME
with Roof and Side-walls of GenuiM
CERTIGRADE RED CEDAR SHINGLES
This Centigrade Home is "the perfect
borne" . . . charming In exterior
appearance . . . designed to utiliio
available space to the utmost. The Red
Cedar Shingle* will endure for generations—and give remarkable insulation—warm in winter, cool in summer.
Standardization of plan and material*
hai lowered the cost for the home
builder while in no way lacrifioing
individuality. Consult us for complete
information on plans, specifications,
local building cost* and financing.

Robert Scott
AJS'TTA

LUMBER CO.

i 0c
]0c

SCHOOL G I R L G R A P E
FRUIT, No. 2 can

I0c

Opal Food Mkt.
EAST MAIN STREET

WANT ADS

GOOD
PAINT

ANITA

Start
Chicks

«• CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
+
A. T. Evans, Pastor.

Keep Your Chicks Up
To Scratch In a New

KOZY BROODER
HOUSE
The New Kozy Houses
Have Many Fine
Features
See Us About One

Rasmusseo's Hatchery
Phone 276

Anita, Ia.

Church school at 10:00 a. m.
Service of worship, 11 a. m. At this
service the following program will be
carried out as near as possible. We
thought that it might be given last
Sunday, hut decided, after taking
some ,,thcr things into consideration,
it would be better to give the program
next Sunday. It will be as follows:
Prelude; doxology; opening sentences; invocation, followed by Lord's
Prayer; Gloria Patri, by congregation; responsive reading, No. 455;
scripture lesson, (Isa. 11:1-9); prayer;
response by choir; announcements'
offering
and offertory;
anthem'
Bless This House"; window symbolisms, Miss Kyle's class; hymn, No
492; "Cross and Crown Symbolism"
Rev. A. T. Evans; hymn, No 141-

FAST
Give your c h i c k s
these 3 EXTRA advantages . . . save chicks,
start them fast Sargent's is 3
steps ahead of common starters,
because it contains:
OMALASS. dried molasses
VITAMINS. VyLactos. Wheat
Germ OiL
MINERALS, for growth
health.

Rittr
Secretary—
What Did
8h* Hav.
That You

SUN. - MON. - TUBS.
Sun. Mat 2:30 P. M. — 2k

THE GREATEST STAR ()l
THE YEAR IN THE l''(
TURE THAT WON HEK TUB
ACADEMY AWARD!

DARING
INTIMATE
DRAMATIC
'•Vv

Also "Information Please" - •Nt'lis
—A Parade of Hits Con''1"-"

Burke Bros.
Anita, Iowa

"Gone With The
"Tobacco Road
"Andy Hardy's Soert-tar)
"Western Union
"That Night In R">

THE ANITA TRIBt

[da Extends
tion's Editors
[er Hospitality

Jlsk Me Jlnoiher
0
CORNELIUS
VANDEHB1LT.JR.

Visit State During
jtional Convention
At Jacksonville.

(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

Midwest and Return

A General Quiz

The Questions
THE PAPERS OF PRIVATE
PURKEY

1. Which science has been called
the dismal science?
2. Whose inventions made the
motion picture an accomplished
fact?
3. What makes a fish so slippery?
4. What is the explanation of
sun d5gs?
5. In what naval battle did Cleopatra figure?
6. How far is a pitcher's box
from home plate?
7. Who discovered radio waves?
8. In Oliver Wendell Holmes' famous poem, how long did the wonderful one horse shay run before
it collapsed?
9. In ancient mythology Cerberus was what?

The Diesel driven Exposition Flyer
whined into Princeton, m., at 70 Dear Ma— •
m.p.h. It wasn't quite dawn yet and
I got your last letter and I wish
lev RUSSELL KAY
the bluish-purple haze .enveloped ev- you would stop worrying about me
|£a by Western Newspaper Union.)
erything. Frost crept out of the not getting enough sleep on account
••KSONVILLE, FLA.—
ground.
of having to get up so early in the
o people go to Florida?
Small bushes stood up in clumps morning. It won't do no good for
|do they see, what do they
and brown corn stalks poked you to write the camp general tellthrough. It had been warm and ing him that you know I need more
ow are they entertained
clear in Nevada two and a half sleep and will only make me a
Ithere?
days before.
laughing stork. And, ma, it is silly
se and many other quesThe conductor appeared to say for you to say you think maybe you
Iconcerning the state that
they would stop the train for three- can inflooence the general to let me
fifths of a minute to let me oft. An' sleep later mornings on account my
lecome known as the "nahour and twenty minutes later it grandfather served in the Spanishplayground" were anwas due to zoom into Chicago, one American war. They don't even
for hundreds of editors
hundred and ten miles away. From rate that as a war any more.
* • •
ublishers of the nation reSan Francisco through the Feather
Anyhow I get enough sleep even
River canyon, the Royal Gorge, it
r i who attended the NaThe Answers
makes few stops. I had found it if they do make me get up at day[ Editorial association conone of the smoothest streamliners I brake. I know when I was home I
at Jacksonville and
1. Economics.
have ever traveled on. None of the couldn't get to sleep when I went to
Florida extended a warm welcome to
2. Thomas A. Edison.
the state as;guests of the
usual jerking motion, the squealing bed at 9 or 10 but up here I am
visiting editors. Two fair Floridaiu
plenty tiled and I don't have to
3. Its body is covered with a
as they lie over on the curves.
a Press association.
(upper left) conduct a tobogganing
count no sheep. But there is one mucus, constantly secreted by
Spoke
thrice
in
Princeton,
where
fida, alert to impress this dis- "demonstration," while others (lower
Illinois school teachers were holding feller in my tent who has insomania special glands, which minimizes
fched group, proved an admira- left) display their charms between
a regional convention; then picked and he keeps hollering "Halt" over the friction between its body and
st. The three day convention stalks of sugar cane. Believe it or not,
up a Zephyr for a swirl into Chicago. and over all nite because insted of the water.
but
a
native
squaw
(upper
right)
learns
in Jacksonville itself was a
4. According to the U. S. weathDined in the Windy City with Dal- counting sheep he tries to challenge
all
about
the
convention
from
Bob
fcccasion, climaxed with a ban- Ripley himself. In a more serious vein,
las
and Bryan Horner at Don-the- "em. I got used to this now and he er bureau, this term, applied to a
liven in their honor by John H. Governor Spessard L. Holland formally
form of halo around the sun, is
Beachcomber's. Don off the next don't bother me.
* • •
who also arranged for a
welcomes the delegates to "the land of
caused by the refraction of sunday
by
air
for
Miami,
Jamaica
and
I
gess
it
aint
so
bad
being
hi
a
|'to coast salute on the National sunshine."
Trinidad.
Just
made
the
North
army today because a mess ser- light by myriads of tiny six-sided
and Home hour, originating
Shore Limited for a twenty-hour geant up heaj: who was in the last ice crystals floating in the upper
I his Jacksonville, Journal sta- Mayo, Florida's agricultural comspin to Manhattan. A new compart- war says theyN, had insects called atmosphere.
ff JHP, conducted by the Wash- missioner, welcomed the group and
5. Actium.
ment
car and a brand new type of cooties in it and he made me itch
news commentator H. R. escorted them through the world's
6. Sixty feet five inches.
bed—the
most
comfy
one
I
think
I
all over by just describing 'em. He
largest state farmer's market and
[rage.
• : ', '
7. Heinrich Hertz.
have ever ridden on, on rails.
says they, were a cross between a
vention sessions were broken ladies of the community served
8. One hundred years.
Train
cut
across
Canada
from
Desoft
shell
crab
and
a
bedbug
but
nteresting side trips that one fresh strawberry shortcake.
9. A dog which guarded the
the towns of Melbourne, Cocoa, troit to Buffalo. Soldiers every- we never had no soft shell crabs in
Welcomed in St. Petersburg, the where a reception was staged and where. Many with fixed bayonets.
Soon carried the group to Jackgates of Hades.
our
house,
ma,
so
the
descripshun
lie Beach for a dip in the At- 'Sunshine City," with bands and refreshments served, Titusville, Countryside caked in ice. Whitej and a fish fry, another to St. banners they toured the city and New Smyrna and at Daytona Beach ! shrouded ski troops practicing on is lost on me partly. He says thesea
are so sanertarry that a so$
feline where they visited Old were guests at a banquet provided completed the tour with a delicious firm knolls. Tanks of all sizes rum- camps
dier cant even get dirty if he wants
arion, famed Marine Studios by the local daily papers, Tunes hot chicken dinner served the party bling over the countryside. • >
to and he says no man can say he is
bther points of interest and and Independent.
in a spacious grove at Farmer Dans
The Hudson river valley from Al- a war hero until he has had cooties.
See 'Peerless Pinellas.'
[had supper on the beach.
which followed a spin on the world bany to New York deep in frost
* * *
By JERRY LINK
The next day traversing the famed Daytona Beach and a recep- with the river itself icy from bank
He says the reason the Allies
Tour of State.
Peerless
Pinellas"
peninsula
they
licked
Germany
in
the
last
war
was
tion and cocktail party.
to bank until below Peekskill.
nincd that the group should
at Clearwater on the Gulf,
Here the party broke up and the
Down to Governor's island to re- the German soldiers had more coo[see something of Florida be- lunched
the sponge fisheries at Tar- visitors were carried on to Jackson- port. Have held my commission in ties on 'em than the allies and he
isving, Florida newspaper visited
pon Springs and enjoyed a recep- ville where trains were waiting to the Reserve Corps since serving says if we get into this war it will
; the visiting scribes on a tion
at Dupree Gardens, arriving in take them to their respective states. twenty-two months as a despatch be settled the same way.
all-expense tour of the Tampa
» » *
in tune to view McDill field,
Those who took the side trip to driver in the ranks with the A.E.F.
The cooking is a lot better now
1
the
new
southeastern
army
air
base,
Cuba
had
an
equally
enjoyable
in
1917-1918.
Some
years
I
have
were shown the University and attend another banquet at which
that the cooks are getting out of
tune and were wined, dined and en- gone to camp. Studied army prob- the amachure class but how I would
> at Gainesville, beautiful the Tampa Tribune was host.
tertained during their three-day stay lems. Haven't been called up yet, go for some of your griddle cakes
' Springs near Ocala where,
Turning south through rich citrus on the island.
but expect to be soon. Looks as or frickerseed chicken, ma. Some' glass bottom boats, they and
truck areas they saw the towns
All agreed that the Florida con- if all reserve officers will be called how a frickerseed chicken in an
an underwater fairyland, of Bradenton,
Sarasota, Punta Gor- vention and tour was the most en- up shortly. Approximately 25,000
fed the filming .of scenes for da and arrived
at Ft. Myers for joyable and interesting in N. E. A. are at their posts already and 25,000 army looks like the bird was still
booming screen version of luncheon, guests of
the Chamber of history and asserted that if their more are to be called in June. After resisting up to the minitt the chef
Yearling," saw Ross Allen Commerce.
stopped cooking it. Nobody can
experience was typical of Florida allowances made .for reserve of- make soup like you can either ma.
The widow Brown who's been
(rattlesnakes
at his Reptile inThen
across
the
mysterious
Ever1
sparkln' old Jed Moore says It Isn't
and visited the Seminole In- glades via the Tamiami Trail to ar- hospitality and entertainment they ficers who may fail to meet the phys- The soup in a army always tastes
Jed's danciri that fascinates her;
could be depended on to retuni.
ical requirements for active duty, like the cook wuzzent sure if he was
|village.
It's his "pep appeal."
rive
in
Miami
for
a
supper
at
the
It
was
the
first
time
the
National
there
are
approximately
105,000
neying on they traversed the swanky Royal Palm Club.
making a soup a chowder or a stew*.
Which shows she's a dlsceraln'
.Editorial
association
had
convenavailable.
The
war
department
es*
»
•
*
' lake and hill section with its
woman, because Jed's a full,The next day was devoted to sight- tioned in Florida for 20 years.
I know how to oil a gun now, ma.
timates that this number added to
fledged
vitamin fan and eats his
nds of acres of citrus groves, seeing
in the greater Miami area
those of the regular army and the I always thought a gun was self
KELLOOG'S PEP every morning.
Jed briefly at teesburg and San and included
breakfast at one of
National Guard are sufficient to of- oiling. All I knew about guns was
PEP hasn't got all the vitamins,
o Springs to arrive at Orlando,
famed beach hotels, luncheon
ficer an army of 2,500,000 men. Nine- what I seen in the moving pitchers
of course, but It's extra-long on
|al Florida's largest city and hub the
at
Coral
Gables
and
supper
at
the
the
two that are extra-short In
and
I
never
saw
nobody
oil
a
gun
ty per cent of the lieutenants now
great citrus industry.
many people's meals—Bi and D.
Pan American International airport,
even
Jimmy
Cagney.
But
I
learnt
with
the
regular
army
units
are
rests of the city, they enjoyed where they witnessed the arrival of
What's more. It's plumb delicious.
serves—many of them recent grad- here that a gun has to be looberWhy not try It tomorrow?
:eption and banquet and found clipper ships from South America.
cated and it is quite a job. The
uates
of
ROTC
units.
More
than
500
ent hotel accommodations thai
Here the party was divided with
captain
says
oil
is
the
life
of
a
gun
reserve officers are serving in varia restful night.
a portion of the group boarding a
ous capacities at the war depart- and I give mine plenty of oil as I
Visit Bok Tower.
steamer for a side trip to Cuba,
ment in Washington, D. C., and sev- want it to live to reach a ripe old
A cereal rich in vitamins B,aud D
Eleanor Roosevelt hi a current eral are hi the important Policy- age. I am glad you liked the snapsecond day carried'them to while those remaining continued the
shot I sent. It was taken after inlok Tower near Lake Wales, per- Florida tour and the following day statement recommends that a year Making Board of the General Staff.
a stop at Waverly .to see the breakfasted at Hollywood Beach, of compulsory service for girls be
Hundreds of regular army officers speckshun. We get inspected every
largest citrus packinghouse visited plantations of the United considered as part of a permanent have been released for key positions few minutes and they are very fussy
As Man Wishes
in connection with the expansion of if they find a little thing like a
leration and arrival at beauti- States Sugar corporation at Clewis- home defense program.
Men willingly believe what they
Here is the manner in which the the combat forces by reserve of- thread on my shoulder or a button wish.—Caesar.
press Gardens at Winter Ha- ton, where they were luncheon
Iwhere they found a delightful guests, skirted the shores of Lake First Lady presents her ideas on the ficers who have replaced them as in- off. The army is very particular
structors at scores of ROTCs, at the about buttons and I gess the genleon awaiting them which was Okeechobee to arrive in West Palm subject:
"I personally hope that a year of general and special service schools eral thinks one button off a coat can
|ed in the enchanting gardens Beach where they were guests of
Delicious down on
compulsory service will also be con- of the army and at corps and mili- lose a battle.
witnessed a -special pro- the city.
• • •
Along East Coast.
sidered for girls. I do not, of course, tary area headquarters.
i oi aquatic sports, acquaplantnS
fa Fill... nourishing...
I still wish they had cavalery in
Following a sightseeing tour of think of girls as taking the same
Among the several thousands of war
speed boat races.
as
I
luv
horses
and
I
think
it
is
saves
time...saves
woric...saves
levery rest stop along the route the Palm Beaches the party jour- training, or doing the same kind of reserve officers now on duty with the more fun to train on horseback than
money
.
.
.
order,
today; from
Iwith every meal/ the scribes neyed northward up the Florida east work that boys will probably do, nor Ah- Corps are many of the nation's on foot but war has got so bad that
your grocer.
>ded down with baskets of coast, stopping for luncheon at Mc- do I think of them serving in camps. best fliers. Eighty per cent of the horses won't have nothing to do
choicest oranges, grape- Kee Jungle Gardens near Vero However, just as there are boys 16,000 officers required in the 54- with it.
whose interests and capacities vary, group program of the Ah- Corps
• • •
and tangerines. Citrus juice Beach.
Bands, reception committees and so have girls interests and capaci- this year will be drawn from the reWell, there goes the bugle for an[seemed to flow without end for
a variety of souvenirs were waiting ties. I think the opportunity should serve corps.
other drill but don't worry as it is
TOO cared to drink.
Until this country entered the war all automatic with me now and when
laving Cypress Gardens the tour all along the route and while stops be offered to girls to work and train
M Winter Haven, Lakeland and were of necessity short the visitors themselves along many different in 1917, there were approximately I aint drilling I think summing is
3,000 reserve officers available for all wrong.
City. Here Hon. Nathan were given an opportunity to see lines."
The above statement appears in service, though today there are alYour loving son,
,
Oscar.
the current issue of the Ladies Home most 40 times that many. About 10
• • •
per cent of the present number are
Journal.
MOVIE REACTIONS
Specifically Mrs. Roosevelt sug- veterans of the World war. The most
About Paulette Goddard
ge^ts that the girls do their year of Tjroliflc source of reserve officers
I could never be boddard.
service, in large part, in their own since 1920 has been the ROTC units
communities . . . in hospitals . . . at several hundred universities.
This year 9,000 graduates are ex- Little Jack Horner
in home economics school courses
. in farm-management courses pected to be commissioned in the Sat in a corner
and in optional reserve corps. Other means of ob- Playing a dirge on his spinnet;
in rural areas
courses in mechanical training in taining reserve commissions are by No matter what show
resident centers such as the Nation- completing the advanced flying He'd take hi he'd know
al Youth administration's . . . "If course at the Air Corps training Don Ameche would surely be in i*,
a girl wished to go there, she could • schools, by graduating from a Citiobtain training for a job, in case of zen's Military Training Corps camp, I'd be glad if I didn't have to
speak no,
an emergency, ordinarily filled by j Or by possessing the necessary qualia man. And there is mechanical fications for a commission in the Hear no, seeno
work suited to a woman's ability in Medical Corps Reserve, or the Chap- Ida Lupeeno!
many peacetime industries," she lain's Corps Reserve.
Two thousand picked members of
Since "Gone With the Wind"
explains in advancing her idea.
Miss Vivien Leigh
•If we compel our children, for the various selective service groups
*. to
. go to
* _ school,
_ _ , i IT I ..riii
uivpn rnmmissions
will Ha
be given
commissions after
Has always looked
their own good,
O K to meigh.
see nothing undemocratic in giving eight or nine months service, if they
the people of the country an oppor- measure up to snuff. Warrant ofAs for Gypsy Ros«
• A BUSINESS
tunity to decide at the polls whether ficers and enlisted personnel of the
Who knose?
they believe a year's service at a regular army with special qualificaorganization which wants
tions
'and
graduates
of
West
Point
given age for the boys and girls of
to get the most for the
When I see Ed Wynn
the nation would be of value to or Annapolis and out of the regular
BnCUUurul
service,
are
also
eligible
for
reserve
I
Just
give
ynn.
money sets up standards
K;r
»t™tion during April is graphically explained in this map i,,ued
them as individuals and to the na—Richard Avedon.
commissions.
K/ 07V'. a«ric"t<U'«l economics. United States department of agriculture. Ihe tion as a whole," she states.
by which to judge what
• • •
• * *
r^ uHoofc U very favorable.
"I believe that girls, if it ia deis offered to it, just as in
RECIFE
FOR
PEACE
SEEING THINGS: Took the Lake
cided to require of them a year of
The wars would be much fewer
Washington the governlle
Shore
Limited
back
to
Chicago.
The
,
* ge Students Speed Studies to 'Beat' Conscription service should be placed on exactly young Doug Fairbanks; the U. S.
And despots hold less sway
ment maintains a Bureau
the same footing as men, and they
ALSTON,
Th» in^ranointf
^°f - ILL
ILL-The
increasing mer sessions, in order to get their should be given the same subsist- Minister to Portugal, Herbert Pell; If all the folks wore earlaps
of Standards.
And tossed those "mikes" away.
<-e of the conscription act will degree before they become 21 years ence arid the same wage."
Count Stoichescha, Rumanian MinisWld
• • •
espread effects on higher old."
•You can have your own
"War Declared on Influenza."—
"Of course, if a girl lives at home, ter to Japan, and others aboard.
Since the deferment of college stu- according to Dr. Shirley
Delighted
to
find
Jerry
Voorhii's
fawhat
islllowed
the
boys
as
a
subheadline.
Bureau of Standards, too.
Northwestern dents of draft age ends on July 1 of sistencalh camps should be allowed ther also aboard. He is the father
"I knew all those Balkan states
ycn. director
merof 8eMiw
this year, students will not be able
lust consult the advertisto predict their own status in the to the home for the girl's subsist- of the well-known California con- would be in before long," comments
ing columns of your newsence,
and
she
should
receive
the
Ima
Dodo.
&* mai
not future. This will undoubtedly have same cash remuneration which the gressman. He was loud in his praise
• • *
paper. They safeguard
c ?y students
to willco1
of
the
good
work
being
performed
by
some effect on enrollment, Dr. HamPresident and Mrs. Roosevelt
your purchasing power
rin said. He predicted, however, boys receive. The difference in the John Dockwieler, who replaced Burbad
a
wedding
anniversary
retype of service rendered makes no
every day of every year.
cently and Mrs. Roosevelt got
,» he said, that unless war is declared, there real difference, and they are entitled ton Fitts as Los Angeles district atthree years' in- will be little, if any, in regular to eoual remuneration," she explains. torney the other day.
teive
home for it.
year registration.

J. Fuller Pep

Eleanor Roosevelt
Urges Compulsory
Service for Girls

Agricultural Outlook Improves
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By WARREN BAYLEY
Mexico.
our breakfast in one of the settleis the lowest point on Mexico's ments three rambling adobes. The
American Highway. Half-way ram stopped for a while and a beauti.en our border and Mexico City, ful morning was at hand.
Ovation is a mere 200 feet.
The tire repaired, the men strolled
| three hundred miles we dropped a hundred yards off the road and had
the highest point of 8200 feet, a talk with another pair of fellows
156 miles north of the capital, [who owned
broken-down Ford
a
1 to this semi-tropical lowland. We truck parked nearby. It was the only
lonly reviewed the magnificent available transportation and most
try seen on our southward jour- welcome.
but saw additional evidence of the
But imagine our surprise—after
fine friendliness &f the Mexican that pair of fellows gassed their truck
Jlp
. and drove us and our tire 3% miles
the high, mountain country out- through the resuming rain—to have
let Mexico City we found ourselves them smilingly refuse payment.
[bad predicament. At five in the
They insisted in half-understood
fling, in a steady downpour of Mexican that they had merely helped
. rain, we drew to a stop on the a friend in need. We finally forced a
ling, mountain highway to find couple of pesos (40c) upon them for
[front tires going down fast. One their kindness and left them, grinning
Id have been bad enough, but with and waving in the rain, as we again
a single spare tire, two were headed north.
fetrous. But the unpleasantness
A few miles south of this small
soon wiped away by following town of Limon we were offered berry
Its.
pie at a four-stool cafe in the tiny
tire changed and the other r&r village, of Cuedad Mante. It was the
d, we set out wheeling the latter, Ifirst of this typically American desert
7 kilimetros, or 3% miles, be- we had seen in Mexico and was good
in us and a few small shacks but terribly sweet.
It must have
|ting a gasoline pump and tire- come direct from the huge sugar re• equipment.
finery on the town's outskirts—one of
ion a noisy, careening bus came the largest in the world and surroundging up behind us. Ready hands ed by rich cane fields.
I our tire aboard and'friendly grins THe likeable chap who served us had
difficulty welcomed us for a, spent a number of years in Texas but
jent-avos bus-ride.
was happier there in the sleepy atmospopped at our destination, and in phere of his home town. As we left
t of the early hour, we found a he presented us with a calendar bear|of men ready to fix our tire and ing photographs of Mexican scenes—
dip of a girl and her mother another of the masy friendly gestures
s to make us coffee and serve we have received down here.

'Trailer Vagabond" Is Sponsored and Appears In This Paper
Through the Courtesy of

WAGNER'S FILLING STATION
Anita, Iowa

TEXACO PRODUCTS

Phone 257

CARD OF THANKS.

Mr. and Mrs. John Birk and little
daughter of Harlan spent Sunday vis! wish to take this means of ex- iting here with relatives and friends.
|smg our sincere appreciation to
i who responded to the* fire alarm
Emmett (Stem) Newton has reI at our home north of Anita last turned to his home in San Francisco,
Cal., after spending several days visMr. and Mrs. Charles Heck.
iting in Anita with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Ed. L. Newton.
Kaskey spent t<he week end in
at the home of his sister, Mrs. Mir. and Mrs. Frank Kramer are
A. Long and family.
the parents of a 7% pound girl baby
born to them Thursday evening at
their home here. It has been named
Donna Marie. There is also one other
child in the family, it too being a
girl.
Adair, Iowa
Waldo Pfend, Miss Geraldine Cleaand Neurocalometer Service ver and Miss Beth Knowlton, employs Hours: 9 to 12—1:30 to 8. ees of the West Iowa Telephone Co. in
[Nite 7 to 10. Sun. 10 to 11 a. m. Anita, attended the Iowa Independent
Telephone association meeting in Des
Phone 37.
Moines Wednesday. They were joined in the evening by two other employees, Miss iMaxine Taylor and Miss
Maxine Stager.

PR.B.L.MEURER

Saturday evening a Chevrolet coupe
driven by Leon Plowman of Adair
crashed into R. W. (Mick) Forshay's
idar which was parked in front of
:B6ngeDs drug store. It was reported
ithat young Plowman's front wheels
locked when he pulled onto Main
Street from South Chestnut Street
and he was unable to stop his car
before it had run into the side of the
Forshay automobile causing about
$25 damage.

ANITA

TRIBUNE* THURSDAY, APRIL 24, 1941.

August Cron, John Cron, Lloyd
Cassill and Miss Katie Cron were
visitors at Excelsior Springs, Mo.,.
''''
•••*••*••*••*••*•.*.
Henry Fonda, who created a sensat Friday. They went there to visit \
turn on his visit to Anita last week, Miss iMary Cron who is a patient at a
will be seen on the screen of the Anita sanatorium there.
theatre Thursday in, "Chad Hanna,"
Dennis Parrott of Juneau, Alaska,
which 13 the story that was published visited in Anita 'Friday evening at the
As we have purchased the White Front Coffee
under the title of "Red Wheels Roll- home of his grandmother, Mrs. Millie
ing." The production is all in beauti- Parrott, and with other relatives and
Shop in Anita and finished the redecoration of the
ful technicolor and deals with life in a friends. Dennis is a member of the
inside, we will hold our formal opening today (Wedbig circus. Dorothy Lamour and United States Coast Guard at Juneau.
Linda Darnell have the feminine roles
nesday) at which time we invite all-the people of
m this exciting and adventureous
The members of the Susie Q club
Anita and this community to come in and enjoy
film.
were entertained Thursday evening by
* * •
free Folgers coffee with us.
Mrs. Aaron Bell at her home on East
One of the most important air pic- Main Street. Mrs. Ralph Lett was a
tures of the year, "Flight Command," guest. The evening was spent playWe will have at all times a complete line of
starring Robert Taylor, will be shown ing rummy with Mrs. Bell holding the
meals, sandwiches, cigarettes, tobaccos, cold drinks,
on Friday and Saturday nights. This high score.
film features Ruth Hussey, who will
candy bars and ice cream.
be remembered for her fine work in, IMrs. Bert Ramus was hostess to the
"Philadelphia Story," and Walter members of the Original bridge club
We will appreciate a share of your patronage
Pidgeon. The Navy's hell-cats have at her home on East Main Street WedSubstitutes were
a big part in the daring maneuvers nesday afternoon.
and extend to you a most cordial invitation to come
that are shown in the picture. Amid Mrs. Dale Ulfers, Mrs. C. H. Johnson,
in and get acquainted.
the excitement of dive-bombing, para- Mars. F. D. Wteimer, Mrs. A. R. Kohl
and
Mrs.
Harold
McDermott.
Mrs.
chute jumping, forced crash landings
and other thrills of the air, Robert Fannie Young held high score.
Taylor, figures in a love triangle with
Mrs. Maurice Turner was hostess to
his superior officer and the latter's
wife. Outstanding thrills are Robert the members of the Bide-a-Wee bridge
Taylor's parachute jump at sea, his :lub Wednesday afternoon at her home
escape from an entangled flying on Chestnut Street. Guests, 1 besides
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. (Tommy) Tompson
the members, were Mrs. M. M . Feller,
target and Navy "dog fights."
Mrs. Tom Burns and Mrs. Solon A.
* * *
The most discussed current novel Karns. High scorer at bridge during
brought to the screen in brilliant real- the afternoon was Mrs. Azel S.
Eugene Allanson returned to his
Ernest B. Ford, Supt. of the Anita
ism and honesty with Ginger Rogers Ames.
home in Chicago, 111., Saturday after Municipal Utilities, and Jack Long
in the title-role of "Kitty Foyle," the
spending several days in Anita visit- were in Omaha Sunday on a combined
Mrs. Donald Chadwick was hostess ing with his father, E. G. Allanson.
natural history of a woman, will be
business and pleasure trip.
to
the
members
of
the
D.
O.
pinochle
shown Sunday, Monday and Tuesday
(Mirs. Joe Rydl, Sr. returned to her
and Sunday matinee. This is the pic- club Thursday afternoon at her home
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Wheatley are the
ture that won for Ginger Rogers the on Rose Hill Avenue. Additional home in Anita Thursday evening from parents of an 8-pound boy baby born
prize that every star strives for —The guests were 'Miss Mary Lucille the St. Joseph's hospital in Omaha to them at their home north of here
Academy Award for 1940. The story Henderson and Mrs. Homer Millhollin. where she had been a medical patient last Wednesday. He is the first child
parallels the life of the average work- Mrs. Chadwick held high score, Mrs. for several days. She is suffering in the family and has been named
ing girl and is daring, intimate and at Millhollin was runner-up and Mrs. from a skin infection and expects to Edwin Gary.
return to the hospital for a checkup
times, very dramatic. It is really a Earl Sampson held low score.
this week.
confession, unfolded on the screen and
Mrs. Lloyd Smith was hostess to the
produced without any punches soften- members of the W. W. club at her
Mrs. George Shaffer, Mrs. Harry
ed by sentiment. It hits straight and home northwest of the city Thursday
Swartz and Mrs. G. M. Adair were
hard.
afternoon. Eleven members were hostesses at a linen shower Saturday
* * *
present. There was also one guest,
By special arrangement with the Mrs. Harry Wtedemeyer. The ladies evening at the Shaffer home on Rose
Constance Bennett Cosmetic Com-spent the afternoon sewing after which Hill Avenue in honor of 'Miss Joan
pany, Mike Roth, manager of the Mrs. Smith served a lunch. Mrs. Faulkner. A pink and yellow color
No matter what the weather,
Anita theatre has arranged an amaz- Elmer Smith will entertain the club scheme was carried out. The evening
travel by train is always clean
was
spent
playing
bridge
at
which
ing tie up for woman movie fans. on May 1st.
and comfortable. Air-condithere was five tables. Out-of-town
Beginning May 7 and 8 lady patrons
tioning takes care of that.
guests
were
Mrs.
Howard
Marshall,
of the Theatre have a big surprise in
Dr. and Mrs. F. D. Weimer were
store for them, at which time they host and hostess to the members of the Mrs. Dick Voss and Mrs. M. M. BurkModern train travel is luxuwill receive a full size gift of Con- LANS dinner and bridge club at their hart of Atlantic and Miss Mary Jane
rious, too. Chair cars have re- .
stance Bennett's cosmetic. This offer home on West Main Street Friday Bear and Miss Jane Dement of Des
clining seats; parlor cars are
will continue every Wednesday and evening. Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Kohl Moines. Mrs. R. W. Forshay receivexquisitely appointed; PullThursday for fifteen weeks and will were additional guests. Following ed the prize for high score, Miss Lilith
man sleeping cars are spacious
enable every woman who attends to the 7 o'clock covered dish dinner the Baker, low and a guest prize was
and restful; diners serve dereceive a full set of M>iss Bennett's evening was spent playing bridge at given Miss Faulkner. A two-course
lightful meals at moderate
luncheon
was
served
by
the
hostesses.
famous cosmetics absolutely free.
prices.
which the family prize for high score
was won by Mr. and Mrs. Kohl.
Enjoy the Comfort—Economy
James B. Morgan, who has been
—Safety—Speed of Rock
spending the winter in Brownsville,
An all day meeting was held ThursIsland's fleet of streamlined
Texas, has returned to Anita where he day by the Woman's Society of
Rockets and fine steam trains.
will spend the summer months with Christain Service at the parsonage.
his daughter, Mrs. Kathryn DeCamp. At noon a covered dish dinner was
PROMPT SERVICE FOR THE
Ask Rock Island Agent for complete
served. The meeting was for the
REMOVAL OF DEAD ANIMrs.
Melvin Daume, who lives purpose of studying the book, "Methotravel information or address
MALS, LARGE OR SMALL.
northeast of Anita, submitted to a dism's World Missions." Mrs. Wesley
major operation Saturday at the At- Johnson, Mrs. Arthur V. Long, Mrs.
C. C. GARDNER, A. G. P. A.
WE PICK THEM UP PROMPTlantic hospital. She is reported to be Kenneth Turner, Mrs. Harry Dressier,
721 Locust Street
LY. PHONE 257.
getting along satisfactorily.
Des Moines, Iowa
Mrs. Eric Osen and Mrs. F. D. Weimer
presented the different chapters in the
WAGNER FILLING STATION
Rock
'Mr. and Mrs. Harold Winder of Des book.
ANITA, IOWA
Have Your
Island
Moines and Mr. and Mrs. Art Winder
Ticket Routed
and daughter, Marilyn, of Guthrie
The 'Helping Hand club was enterCenter spent Sunday at the home of tained at a one o'clock luncheon
Thursday by Mrs. George Miller.
Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Winder here.
Three visitors, Mrs. Allen Hayter,
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Dement were Mrs. Glen Soper and Mrs. John Pearce,
Des Moines visitors Friday. They and fourteen members were present.
were accompanied home by their Roll call was, "Helpful Hints." A
daughter, 'Miss Jane Dement and Miss contest, won by Mrs. Soper, was put
Mary Jane Bear, who spent the week on by Mrs. John Mehlmann. Followend here visiting at their respective ing this the afternoon was spent
embroidering for the hostess. The
homes.
C. F. DARROW, Manager
next meeting of the club will be on
Mrs. Edna Robison, a former resi- May 1 with Mrs. Fred Scholl.
dent of Anita, is a patient at the Mercy
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Wagner received
hospital in Des Moines where she submitted to a major operation several word this week that their grandweeks ago. She is reported to be re- daughter, Miss Joan Wagner of Clincovering nicely but will haf* to sub- ton, daughter of Mir. and Mrs. Roscoe
FOR GOODNESS SAKE
mit to another operation/ ip a few Wagnep and editor of The Clintonian,
high
school
student
publication,
had
days. Mrs. Robison is an aunt of
become the champion student news
FOR HEALTH'S SAKE
Ohas. A. Robison.
reporter of seven states. She annexed
the honors in competition with 75 topflight high school reporters who gathered at the Medill press conference at
Northwestern University. Miss Wagner also won honorable mention for
her efforts in interview writing. There
were .'i!7 students representing 50
schools in seven states at the session.

REEL NEWS

ANNOUNCEMENT

White Front Coffee Shop

Old Man Weather
says

GO BY TRAIN

NOTICE!

HEADQUARTERS FOR
DARLING'S SOIL BUILDER
THE FARMERS COOP.

IT'S HERE!

NOTICK OF A P P O I N T M E N T
ADMINISTRATRIX.

OF

l^gm^^^ninmk^Mj^^,

May Be Purchased In Anita At The Following Stores:
o .
Briardale Grocery
SJth's Jack Sprat Store
Maduff's Food Market
Petersen s Grocery
^'haake's Opal Pood Mkt
Miller's Meat Market
Crawford's Grocery
F
" OR OVER 40 YEARS THE BAKERS OF HARVEST BREAD HAVE
TRIED TO BAKE THE BEST BREAD-NOT THE MOST"
._ _

.

._

......••••••••••••••illinium

In the District Court of the State of
Iowa, In and For Cas.s County.
In the Matter of the Estate of John
E. Knapp, Deceased.
To Whom It May Concern:
Notice is hereby given that the
undersigned has been appointed and
has qualified as Administratrix of the
Estate of John E. Knapp, late of Cass
County, Iowa, deceased. All persons
in any manner indebted to said deceased or his estate will make payment to the undersigned; and those
having claims against said deceased
or his estate will present them in
manner and form as by law required,
for allowance and payment.
Dated this 2nd. day of April, A. D.,
1941.
Luvena B. Knapp,
Administratrix of said Estate
By Hobart E. Newton,
Attorney for said Estate.

OUR SELECTED MEATS

Miller's Market
Anita, Iowa

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

NEW IDEAS

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

By KXJTH WYETH SPEARg
PASTE PLAIN FABRIC
INSIDE AND FIGURED
OUTSIDE,
WITH
ff9
STIFF
PASTE

By HAROLD L. LUNDQUIST D D
Dean of The Moody Bible Institute
of Chicago
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

S. S. Lesson for April 27
and Scripture texts selected and jopyrlghted by International
Council of Religious Education; used by
permission.

cur
CAR
TO FIT

THE EARLY CHURCH MEETING
HUMAN NEEDS
LESSON TEXT—Acts 4:32-35; 6:1-7.
GOLDEN TEXT—And the multitude of
them that believed were of one heart and
of one soul.—Acts 4:32.

OUTSIDE
HAT

CROWN

BOTH 9IPES OF
.EDGES AND '
BACK OF BIAS
TAPE-LET DRY
AND THEN PLACE
•TAPE OVER EDGE
AND PRESS WITH
A WARM WON

headgear usually
holds its shape best if it rests
right side up on a stand that fits
inside the crown, but this is not
true of a man's hat. Its dashing
lines may be preserved by placing it upside down in a holder.
The man's hat box, shown here,
is covered on the outside with maroon and blue cotton print and
lined with blue chambray. The lid
and the front of the box are hinged
with adhesive tape before the covering is pasted on with stiff paste.
The stand is made of cardboard,
as shown in the sketch, and is
covered to match the box. The
maroon bias tape edging of the
stand is cemented in place in a
way that you may/find useful in
making many other things. The
secret is in spreading the cement
evenly on both surfaces, letting it
1

BAKED BEANS—AN AMERICAN TRADITION!

(Se.e Recipe Below)
CHURCH SUPPER THOUGHTS

Cock a weather eye at the next
fcial event on your list. 'Tis a
rch supper, you say? Mmmm
one of those delightful affairs
{at simply wouldn't be missed!
know . . . one of my fondest
Emories is the home town church
pper, always famous-for its food,
ecially Parker House rolls and
beans.
Perhaps you are one who thinks
[beans as a plain or ordinary disli
for that reason, hesitate to
ve them at a dress-up affair. If
are, I think I can help you
nge your mind, for properly prebaked beans are a delight
lich deserve a place in the top
it of fine cooking.
you are rushed for time and
, bake your own beans, there
are always the
canned varieties
at your grocer's.
Their meal-in-aminute possibilities shouldn't be
overlooked. And
then, too, they're
a "feast for the
least"
B'o be really different, you may
at to experiment with seasonings
you develop an individual flain the canned product. It's
azing the variety of "taste
" you can achieve.
ne of the. flavors so. many like
I canned • '\iieaiiff~is" curry. Whilev
; beana are heating slowly, a tealoon of curry powder is sifted over
! top and mixed gently through the
When thoroughly heated, a
of butter is added and when
kit is absorbed, the beans are
|ady to serve.
entirely different flavor is deied by adding a tablespoon of
[legar and several tablespoons of
own sugar to two cups of beans
ile heating thoroughly. Likewise,
piece of butter is added just
:e serving.
adaptation of this latter "taste
feat" is featured in this week's
itch supper menu suggestions.
it is: ' ,*
viled Beans In Battered Noodles.
Picture at Top of Column)
o. 10 cans beans or 10 No. 2 cans
of fat
I chopped onions
bottles catsup
(Pound brown, sugar
flees horseradish
nee salt
I teaspoon pepper
(Heat the fat. Add onion and cook
pi slightly browned. Add remaiu~ ingredients and heat thoroughServe in a bed of buttered nooMakes 50 servings.
* • •
ause cooking in quantities does
sent problems, it's best to plan
of foods that can be easily
epared and served.. Guess we all
LYNN SATS:
Wh

cn planning meals for large
Cumbers
00
try to determine as nearly
as possible the number of people
io be served, as it is more economical to have no leftovers
11118
is, of course, U oniy one
!s to be served.
1
have a well-balanced menu.
much variety will result in
jyour
guests heaping their plates
I with
conglomeration of food
want to taste everychoose foods that won't
if
they must stand for 15
l m ""tes or even longer.
have
',po nsible
committees who "are

• J" , n a
U ' ,'

for collecting the lind silverware, setting

an

|parts 0fe'threParIng *"

different

f
orget to appoint a
squad.
• attempt to increase an
'!y reci
Pe more than once.
|a si ^r b " fin g^entschange
become large, and it's

at them. Unless you
designed to serve
numbers, it's safer to ma:
'da, cakes and cookies,
to standard family size

THIS WEEK'S MENU

Sapper for Fifty
•Deviled Beans in Buttered
Noodles
'Perfection Salad
Hot Rolls or Boston Brown Bread
•Fruit Whip
Coffee
Tea
Milk
•Recipes Given.

agree on that. So, with this in mind,
here are recipes that will complement your very important main
dish:
•Perfection Salad.
Soak 10 tablespoons of gelatin
(five envelopes) in 2% cups cold
water for five minutes. Add 2%
cups mild vinegar, 10 tablespoons
lemon juice, 10 cups boiling water,
2% cups sugar, and five teaspoons
salt. Stir until dissolved and set
in a cool place. When mixture begins to stiffen, add five cups finely
shredded cabbage, five cups diced
celery, 10 finely chopped pimientos
and 30 small sweet pickles, chopped
fine. Pour mixture into shallow pans
that have been rinsed with cold water. When "set," cut into squares
and place each square in a lettuce
cup and top with mayonnaise. You
will need 5 or 6 large heads of lettuce for 50 servings.
•Fruit Whip.

Machinery without power is usele%s—that is why in the lesson of
last Sunday the power of the Holy
Spirit was recognized as being indispensable in the church. One
sometimes wonders whether we do
not now have more machinery than
power, and thus fail in our high
calling.
Power, on the other hand, reaches
its greatest usefulness through the
organization of well-planned machinery. The church soon found
that its activities, simple at the beginning, had become more complex, calling for suitable organizaion, if it was to best serve the
needs of its own people and of those
round about it. In so organizing
hey did not forget this fundamental
lurpose of the church, nor did they
orsake the true source of power.
I. Sharing With the Brethren (4:
J2-35).
Love for one another prompted
the Christian brethren to meet each
other's need by sharing, by holding
all they owned for the common
;ood. This was not (as some would
lave us believe) a type of communism. It was purely voluntary (see
Acts 5:4), temporary, and local. It
TRIM FLOWER GARDEN
was practiced only hi Jerusalem
and only for a short time. It was
an expression of Christian brother- 'TWERE is much value in keep-

Never scrape kitchen utensils
Iry, and then vulcanizing the two
ogether with the heat of the press- with a knife. Use a stiff brush
dipped in scouring powder to reng iron.
• * «
move stains and burns.
NOTE: Why not put away Winter things
ill nicely mended? It will tfe grand to
et them out In perfect order next Fall.
Irs. Spears' Book 2 shows you how to do
he most professional kinds of mending,
is well as every day household mending.
There Is a simple, quickly made zipper
iag for ftve garments In SEWING Book
. Send order to:
MRS.

RUTH WYETH SPEARS
Drawer 10
Bedford Hills
New York
Enclose 20 cents lor Books 2 and 6.
Name
Addres*

* * *
If short of eggs when making
scrambled eggs for the gang, add
a tablespoon of fine bread or
cracker crumbs for each egg short
—up to half eggs and half crumbs.
* • *
To prevent metal salt-shaker
tops from corroding, cover the inside of the tops with paraffin.
* * *
To keep down the cost of operating a mechanical refrigerator it i*
important to watch the frost on
the cooling unit and defrost as
often as it is necessary.

TIPS*

(jardeners

lood and liberality which is worthy
of our consideration.
The duty and privilege of sharing
material as well as spiritual blessings is a part of Christian fellowship. Those in the church who have
should willingly share with those
who have not. Some churches have
so effectively carried out this plan
today that none of their members is
on relief. Not every church can do
hat, but much more could be done
if we had the considerate spirit of
the early Christian church, which
was indeed the spirit of Christ.
II. Caring for the Unfortunate
(8:1, 3, 5, 6).
The church had come through its
Irst real persecution (Acts 5:12-42)
with real victory and assurance (5:
42), only to face an internal difficulty. Wherever the Lord blesses, the
enemy comes to destroy. Whenever
door of service opens, there are
many adversaries ( I Cor. 16:9).
There were two groups in the
church—the Hebrew Christians, and
those with a Greek background.
Among the poor to whom daily distribution of help must be made were
many widows. Suddenly the Grecian group began to note (or think
they noted, which was just as disturbing) that their widows were being neglected.
Notice that men of good character
and spirituality were chosen to
serve, and that all of them bore
Greek names. The Greeks, who
were doubtless in the minority in the
Jerusalem church, had a complaint,
so those who were appointed to
serve were their own people. We
might have been tempted to appoint
a committee made up of half from
each side (and thus to continue the
dissension), but not so here where
grace and wisdom from above controlled.
Do not fail to observe that there
was here a well-ordered plan to care
for the weak and unfortunate. No
Christian church should fail -in that
important ministry.
m. Preaching the Word (vv. 2,

1 quart fruit pulp
1 quart sugar
4 egg whites
Vt cup lemon juice
Put fruit pulp, sugar and unbeaten egg whites into a mixing bowl
and beat until stiff. Chill. Serves
50. (In this quantity, dessert whips
should be made with a power beater
or mixing machine).
* * *
When feeding a crowd, the marketing problem may present difficulties. You will need six dozen rolls
(depending on the size) to serve
50. As to beverages, put these
amounts on your list: three pounds
of coffee, % pound of tea or three
gallons of milk — each of these
amounts will serve 50.
• • •
Supper over, what next? Entertainment, of course. Hall the success of a party lies in the "afterdinner" program.
And why not a radio party? Arrange the stage to represent a
broadcasting studio . . . with microphones, clocks and other radio paraphernalia.
The tables where guests are seated should represent the radio stations of the American Network . . .
a table for each
state of the Union.
Each one
should be marked
by its call letters
(MINN for Minnesota, MASS for
Massachusetts, etc.) . . - and each
one appropriately decorated—miniature orange grove for California,
wheat field for North Dakota, maple sugar trees for Vermont,
large pot of baked beans for Massachusetts, apple orchard for Oregon,
dairy scene for Wisconsin, plantation acene for Virginia, etc.
Guests are seated at the table representing their birthplace. (This will
work wonders in mixing up your
crowd).
If each group is small, severa
states may be combined into one i
station, such as Station NEG (New
England group), or Station NWG
(Northwest group).
A master of ceremonies, dressed
to represent Uncle Sam, invites all
stations to tune in for the "coastto-coast" broadcast. The program
may be as varied as the talent
available. A full hour show, consisting of music by instrumentalists
or an orchestra . . . singing by a
quartet or soloists . . . a dramatic
sketch . . - e t c .
A novel addition to your program
would be a Professor Quiz type. Ask
for volunteers to answer the questions submitted by the audience.
A prize can be offered for the best
answers.
.
.
Commercials and time signals
should be interspersed throughout
the program. These may be announcements of forthcoming meet1UCO, CfcV.
gs, services,
etc.
fay WejieHi N«w*pap« Union.)

•*• ing the flower garden trimmed
Wise gardeners pick bouquets o:
favorite annuals like Marigold
Zinnia, Petunia, Sweet Peas anc
Snapdragon with systematic regu
larity, for the picking promotes
continued blooming.
Periodic trimming is not best for
such small, low-growing edging
flowers as Alyssum. A complete
cutting, however, will benefit this
One Heart and Mind
type of plant. This treatment may Let us,
then, fellow-citizens, unite
be applied to Ageratum, Linaria
one heart and one mind. Let
Lobelia, and Nemesia as well as with
us restore to social intercourse
Alyssum.
Pinks, Cynoglossum, and Dwar
Bedding Rust Resistant Snapdragon are grown both for cutting
and for garden beauty, but they
too will profit by a thoroughgoing'
"haircut" such as that prescribed
for the smaller, edging favorites.
It is advisable to pick the flowers of certain popular perennials
when they are in their prime, to
prevent their running to seed, and
to promote the production of a second crop of blossoms in a single
season. Delphinium, Sweet William, Coreopsis, Perennial Dianthus, and Pyrethrum should be
handled in this manner.

U/.'

Copr. 1MI tar KtOoa CMTCMUr

that harmony and affection without which liberty and even life itself are but dreary things.—
Thomas Jefferson.

Enthusiastic Spirit
Enthusiasm is that secret and
harmonious spirit which hovers
One's Neighbor
Idea and Work
over the production of genius, The most pious may not live
Success is nothing but a good
throwing the reader of a book, or in peace, if it does not please his idea coupled with hard work.—
the spectator of a statue, into the wicked neighbor.—Schiller.
Balzac.
very ideal presence whence these
works have really originated. A
great work always leaves us in a
state of musing.—Isaac D'Israeli.

So You've Tried Everything?
and are still miserable with stomach
gas t Spoils your sleep, and you hardly
dare eat. ADLA Tablets bring
QUICK relief. Your druggist ha»
ADLA Tablets. Get them today.

FERRY'S
SEEDS

' Social
"
service is necessary —the
A Merry Heart
who can stand prosperity, there
Simple Adversity
church should make intelligent proHe that is of merry heart hath a
Adversity is sometimes hard are a hundred that will stand advision for its poor and its widows—
continual feast.—Proverbs.
but it makes a fatal mistake when upon a man; but for one man versity.—Carlyle.
such service becomes more important than the preaching and teaching of God's Word. Let those apTHE SMOKE OF SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS GIVES YOU
pointed to that blessed ministry
find joy ui sanctified social service,
but never let it pre-empt the place
of evangelism.
Certainly such service must not
become the all-absorbing task of the
one who has been set by God as the
messenger to the church— the spiritual shepherd of the flock. Many a
preacher has lost himself in such
work, and failed to study and pray
he might be prepared to
so
that the
preach
Word in power and with
conviction. Too many preachers
are attempting to shake a sermon
out of their coat sleeves on Saturday night (as Joseph Parker put it)
only to find that their ministry grows
leaner and leaner ' until, reaching
the years when there should be a
than the average of the 4 other largest-selling
matured richness and sweetness in
their ministry of the Word, they
cigarettes tested—less than any of them—according
find their message dead, dull and
to Independent scientific tests of the smoke Itself
dry.
Such folly iU bents the Christian
church of its ministers. Perhaps
some minister who reads these lines
should change his ways, and perchance many a church officer who
reads them should realize that he
has been driving his preacher into
work which, while important, should
be (for him, at least) secondary.
First things first, in God's own order—that is the road of power and
blessing

Arm
Joins English
.Fighting Force
Afenr From Many Nations
Leave Homes to War
Against^Germany.
kee Clipper toroMatt270-minute,, 250-mile
m' By ROGER SHAW

lusy Days
days lecturing to th«

THE PAPERS OF PRIVATE
PtfEKEY

Cream cheese mixed with a little
chili sauce or catsup makes *
piquant filling for sandwiches.
They are especially appealing with
a hot beverage.
* * *
Never allow cold water to run
into an aluminum pan while it is
hot. If done repeatedly, this rapid contraction of metal will cause
pan to warp.
* • *
If yon do not have a special
board for pressing sleeves, here i*
a convenient substitute: Roll up
a large magazine, fasten it with
rubber bands and tuck it into the
sleeve.
* • *
Remove seeds from dates with a
sharp-bladed paring knife. Keep
your fingers moistened with cold
water to prevent dates from sticking. ' Store dates hi covered jar hi
a cupboard.
. * • •
Glass spoons are better for medicines than metal ones, but a small
medicine glass is best, of course.
They can be purchased for a veryfew cents-and are more accurate
for measuring than teaspoons
which vary in size.

Dear Ma(Heleawd by Wertem Newspaper Union )
Well you will laff .at this ma but
I only free afterpron to
the army has learned me how to
Gertrude Lawrfence'« n WASHINGTON. - When the
make a bed. If I get out of this war
"Lady in the? park."
beat Napoleon—the Hitsafe "and back hi
• s of exotic ^tableaux British
plain close no
nd thestagVlpa four ler of his time-at Waterloo
matter how bad
u-n-tables. Concerns the only about half of the British
the employment
Tfashion magazine editor army was actually British. The
situashun is I can
Lychoanalyzed, and it is rest of Wellington's outfit was a
get a J o b as
Fone-woman show as Miss strange mixture of peoples who
a chambermade.
fdoes everything from
-i/iiXiswvj /&JL&
Making beds is
(-making oni transtor- thought they were fighting for
one thing I never
1
01
1 5
lUes
fieht 6e We
„• another with lightning- their freedom. The list was a Ihe
^L- "^* ?! ^ "/ ^
*°
* . ^British in their war against thought I would fee a expert at but
f She is ably supported
by long one. It took in Dutchmen,
L
ii-.i .~"«i'7~""i".,—* **c 8unner fr°m India (right} do their part in England it is one of the first ^hings you get
young Victor ; Mature Belgians, Hanoverians, Prus- tn
instructed at in a draft camp. I
Hollywood, and ithe "Ohs" sians, and men from Brunswick to keep Hitler's lufttoaffe in check.
never paid no attention all my life
' from the 95 per cent fesie. Poland and Belgium have am- vengeful of the King's foreign Ie- | to bed making. I just got out in the
Nassau,
and
Saxe-Weimar.
The
lence the afternoon I atbassadors to the British government, gioharies. The "'olish attitude is per- morning and from all I knew it was
.j evidence that ttus show Hanoverians did well in the and vice versa, while Norway, Hol- fectly
understt..idable. Poland has all done autermatically but I am
\ makings of a tramehdous battle, but the Dutch, Belgians, land, and the Czechs still maintain been very
badly treated. In the now a first class bed maker and
['success. •.'•' "',^£,V .'.':" ' • and men of Nassau did very official ministers to the Court Of St. Norse case, the pro-English Nor- \ 'some nice girl could use me as a
James. General De Gaulle rqpre- wegians hate the pro-German Nor- ! housekeeper.
.chafer is excellent, too.
Peine whom I hadn't seen badly. After the battle, large sents the "free" Frenchman, jiut he weeians, and carry this hatred to |
• • *
I dined together in London groups of the latter were found has no official standing with the a degree. The other exiled groups
I
no
this
will
surprise you more
to. the ^coronation of playing cards miles back of the French Vichy government, o
seem somewhat surprisingly indif- (
The foreign troops in England ferent at times, when viewed through | than anything tho mom when I tell
is a thriirffl^e young- field of honor.
Wear British uniforms and use Brit- excited American spectacles.. Just you I am a Grade A dishwasher.
deration. Bert LyteU with
* German Legion was ish equipment, except for the offi- the same, if the invasion of England . They, call this kitchen police detail
and graying hair is dig-,
best, and best known, of these cers on leave hi London. They wear ever comes, these motley groups ' but I do not know where the police
j. The lyrics! -lire by Ira foreign
outfits under British leader- their fancy native garb, which may be counted on to fight fiercely part comes in as I never seen no
|; the music by Kurt WeiU; ship. The
Legion was made up of seems to bore the Londoners, to a —and no holds barred. It's their cop doing dishes but they tell me |
rris presents it; and Moss refugees from
the army that they call any dirty i
all gyer the Germa- marked degree.
last chan*e this side of paradise. in
f the rest. ; '
work police work. Well anyhow I .
mes—a hodgepodge then under NaThe
Dutch
are
really
considered
"Paradise,"
in
this
case,
means
[friend, Jack Potter is man- poleonic domination. The Legion
put in a hole day washing dishes i
„ production. He is the -rved on every sort of front during the most useful, and best liked, of America.
and if you ever ask me to help j
England's
exiled
allies.
The
Engtt-law of Frank. Polk, who ie long war cycle, even acting as lish and Dutch peoples are closely
ivith the pots and pans hereafter and ;
bine time U. S. secretary of nannes in various naval operations akin, and follow much the same patrefews I will apolergize becuz it j
Plastics
of
Coffee
er Woodrow Wilson. Jack They fought from the North Cape tern of behavior. The Dutch have
ill be a picknick compared to' what
aged Gertrude ; Lawrence to the North African coastline, and presented the British government
washing dishes is up here. You don't
GKEBK
Bring
New
Hope
al years. Prior to that he campaigned against the Americans with
wash a plate at a time. You wash , PHXJICIAN,
close
to
a
million
tons
of
comkadys Swarthout and Fred in 1812 and after. They were mercial shipping, and some small
in bunches and you have to be
To Troubled Brazil emcombernashun
pe is a conscientious fellow 'owned,'* payed, and equipped by warships to boot. The Dutch East
Japaneze jugler,
... as big as all creation. he British government, and they Indies, with their oil, rubber and
dtchen canary and all around mopr La Lawrence has been so turned with hatred of the Hitler-like tin, are still independent, and they
RIO DE JANEIRO. — Brazil's 3er-upper. I have got so good at it
I in these, her later years. Bonaparte, who had turned their fa- have perhaps 60,000,000 inhabitants. greatest new industry is a demon- hat if I had a race with a electric
- *-. -'p '•'.•; '
herlands into a "new order." The There are very few Dutch soldiers stration of the world's most amaz- dish washing machine it would take
twith Johnnie and Ann Region, 'which made a specially dis- in England—the Dutch army lasted ing scientific solution to an over- a photo to pick the. winner.
| in their delightful Beacon inguished record at Waterloo, con- only four days—but the merchant production problem. "'Coffee plasHE INVENTEP
dent. Afterwards to ;ained Austrians and Netherlanders, fleet and colonies make up the dif- tics" from which Brazil may make
THBWMP
i and that. "Johnnie had as well as natives of the various lit- ference. Another 2,000,000 tons of homes and schools, war planes and . The breakage is not heavy which
AR0UNP2C7RC.
s
a
big
disserpointment
as
I
would
i made an ensign in the the Germanics.
Dutch shipping are now trading on even the industrial machinery of the like to bust more than I do but the
preserve ana was enthusiHistory tends to repeat itself, and their own hi the faraway Pacific future, is the answer of modern sci- crockkery they use in the army is
THE BETTER WAV ID TREAT
I I don't think Ann joined n the year 1941 the King's Legion area.
ence to a surplus crop problem nore like cement lawn furniture.
PUEtttAEXOF
which
threatened
to
engulf
the
whole
Norwegians
Popular.
las
come
to
life
again
in
various
You can drop a coffee cup on the
•
•'"•-*'•', •'. . ;
raoret
"Mus"
w
THE per ero
forms. The old Legion was preSecond most popular with the economy of Brazil and impoverish floor and it will bounce rite back
CORReCTTHeOWSeOFIHE
i New York to dine at "La dominantly Germanic. The new Le- English people are the Norwegians. millions of her peoples I
and
hit
you
on
the
jaw.
I
dropped
with the Ab* Bien- ?ion, or legions, are politically anti- Like the "Dutchies," they, too, are.
While all Europe goes coffee-less, a saucer yesterday and it made a
st hors d'oeuvres to town Germanic, but they taka.in a wide chiefly
CBStttNB
nautical in their contribu- Brazil's great coffee industry has lole in the floor big enough for two
AU.-WW...EAT
Hermitage. 1929 Rhine variety of peoples. ThfiPtime they tions. Norway has supplied Eng- warehouses., bulging with the 108,- men to go threw. I never new.
the theater we dropped include Dutch, Belgians, Norwe- land with close to 1,000 ships— some- 000,000-pound surplus left over from1 there was so many dishes in the
|l"-which is not on my reg- gians, Danes, Poles, Czechs, "free" thing like three or four million tons last year. The National Coffee de- army and believe me I never seen
OFWMTCR.
Frenchmen, and goodness knows of shipping. Some lesser Norwe- partment also has on hand 1,436,- ^ physical training that hardens
with Ann Weston in the what else. In such cases, their coun- gian warcraft also are co-operating 160,000 pounds more, purchased, usclesllk>Just-lifdng
army china.
lorn at the Wdldorf Asto- tries have been overrun, and Eng- with the British navy. These are from despondent coffee owners in ' know a private who dislocated two
Pdie Duchin Was knocking land has become the refuge—the mostly destroyers, minesweepers 132-pound sacks for 10 cents each I ribs lifting a taucer. The sergeant
Unfortunate One
His clever Mexican last white hope or chance. In fight- and armed whalers with perhaps the Brazil has watched a total "sacri- says the dishes are just for eating
There is no one more unfortuam left next morn for Ho,l- ing for England, these people feel world's best crews. The Poles, "free" fice quota" of 9,280,811,892 pounds of mt he can't fool me. If war comes
nate than the man who has never
They are the most original they are fighting for their own lost French, Belgians, and Czechs are coffee go up in smoke (1930-40) in a they will be used for throwing.
been unfortunate, for it has never
\ here or there.
desperate
effort
to
stabilize
her
most
not
as
popular
in
England
as
the
countries, and against the common
been in his power to try himself.—
* * •'.'.'''
important industry. Only a scientific
tyrant. Today the tyrant is A. H. and kindred Dutch and Norwegians.
Seneca.
he Spirit of St. Louis for a not N. B., but otherwise things are
My hand and arms up to the rist
The Poles are the most numer- miracle, such as "Cafelite" will
| to the Middle West. Talked much as they were a century and a ous of the alien lot, and the most save the bumper 1940 and the great- is all pink and puffy from being in
he student body of Park's third ago. In England today, there boastful. They have garrisoned Scot- er 1941 crops from the same dis- the hot water so
many hours at a
at Parksville, Mo., from the are also anti-Fascist Germans, Ital- land, and are also serving in the roy- astrous end.
itretch and when
" the Presbyterian chapel. ians, and Austrians, who swell the al air force. They have some ships
World Market Reduced.
IS THERE A MILD
ews were nearly 000 young- alien ranks of the King's Foreign with the royal navy, and a puppet
With an annual production of 2% : can't sleep now
have worked their way Legion. This is not an innovation, government at London. Their com- billion pounds, and a normal over- : d o n ' t c o u n t
this very fine institution. either. Anti - Fascist Frenchmen mander has been Gen. Wladislaus production of 720 million pounds, sheep I just count
Jwas through they bunched served England against Napoleonic Sikorski, a good man of compara- the war has reduced world markets dirty dishes. I
TOBACCO THAT ROUS
lad a terrible
•asking questions.
France in the early 1800s. In short, tively liberal convictions, who was until the United States is now Bra- dream
last night.
* * •'*•' • • • • . , •
what we are witnessing—now as on bad terms with the reckless Po- zil's only substantial customer. Add I dreamed
QCUCK, 6ASV WITHOUT
I had to do all the pans
of the youngsters come then—is an international civil war. lish dictatorship which reigned at to this surplus the 805 million pounds
and broilers all over a second time.
which
Europe
would
normally
have
a, Japan, 17 South Amerithe
beginning
of
the
war.
The
50,000 Foreign Fighters.
mtries and all over. Europe.
Czechs, close kith and kin of the bought this year, and you have a You know how the pans and broilers
WASTE?
ftem was John J. Karakash, Today there are something like Poles, are not very many. They^ coffee problem that would give any are all stuck up after a big Thanksjiving dinner at home, ma, well
Istanbul, Turkey, of Gre- 50,000 foreign legionaries serving the are largely college men and armed country a headache!
here is twice as much goo on 'em
(rents. He received * schol- British empire. Strangely enough, intellectuals—as brainy as the Poles
Conditions in Brazil's great coffee up
here and I think the skipper puts
«re in 1935 to Duke univer- this is just about the same size as are militaristic. Just the same, the states have been desperate. Groups
a coat of hard varnish over it to
[North Carolina. TlJpon his the King's German Legion of an- exiled Polish and Czech govern- of coffee planters petitioned'for the make
it all the harder.
i from Duke in 1937 he re- tiquity. These foreign legionaries ments are planning a Czech-Polish right to uproot whole orchards of
1
graduate fellowship atJhe might, in a sense, be considered federation for the sweet bye and bye fine coffee trees, and coffee was sellof Pennsylvania, where the composite army of the late la- after the war. Some of the Bel- ing on the New York Coffee ex- I do not like it much as it does
mented League of Nations. In many gian politicos are actually petition- change at lowest prices in history. not seem to have much glammer
A his masters
MVRESAftOSTp
engineering. He then cases, their dummy governments ing to be taken into the British emLooking ahead -gloomily to the and in all the stories I read about
[as instructor in this, while are in London or Bristol, as well pire, with dominion status, after the best coffee crop in years, Brazil war heroes I never noticed a dish
as their armed representatives. The shooting is shot!
may be literally drugged by her washer being mentioned. The ser. graduate work" fc» " V " king
of Norway and the queen of
These Belgians are very angry at own coffee.
- He is n^^&bJng
geant says Napoleon started as a
Holland are among the foreign-le- their King, Leo, who is still in Belil physics
dish washer washing French pastery
WrTHOUT BUNCHWhat
is
Brazil
going
to
do?
[student life at Istanbul,
Kar- gion rulers in the British isles, as gium They think, some of them,
iishes witch is why they call him
(NG.KJNKINd,
Plastics Possible Solution.
?
was
the
black
Ethiopian
Lion
of
Juthat
he
sold
the
Allies
down
the
rivNapoleon but he is kidding I gess.
. the National 0i^»
SPIUIN00UT.
While
secret
preparations
have
dah until recently—i.e. Haile Selas- er—a claim which history may have
lour consectitiya, yii:
• • •
AND THAT'S MI1O
gone
on
for
months,
in
a
"tooa pretty hard time to substantiate.
hrowmg, in 1938 hecapSMOKIN.'TOO. NOT
All the boys is talking about the
There are some Belgians in the royal good-to-be-true" atmosphere, hope,
AB(TOFB«T6IN
i „' a?an OJympic title, and
doubt, and hope again has grown rumor that this training will last
air
force,
and
elsewhere,
including
III won the Southern Conference
MCHTASTI
that
the
coffee
plastics
will
really
Longer
than
a
year,
maybe
for
two
The
a few ultra-rich playboys.
Durham, N. C.
make
all
the
magic
things
science
years but I wud not mind it so
* * •
"free" Frenchies are another story.
mutch pervided I could go home
The tactful British government has says.
to Kansas City dro
in
That the miracle of coffee plastics winters as the life the last winter
never
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what
to
do
with
«y old
friend, wcu
r
—-~,
the
will save this wanton destruction of was so tuff even those Finns would
Ben utuBife
n
them.
j°f^famed_pawnbroker
^
__ too kind to De coffee money, has been the hope of of been soar. I see Washington says
If England
Gaulle? who" is none too popular at every coffee planter and -laborer, the report is strictly balony but most
tenn*andthiftwobusiness and has
home it may drive Vichy into the watching the great barn-like build- of us has our fingers crost becus the
s kn
daughters in it
arms of Berlin. De Gaulle's Dakar ings rise on barren lands outside Sao lease lend bill is passed and anyexpedition to West Africa was a ter- Paulo, seeing great crates of ma- body knows that nobody who bor1S
Since
Q
rows anything ever gives it back unrMe fiasco. De Gaulle himself is. chinery arrive from the U. S.
- he says
The new Cafelite is heat-resist- der a couple of years.
h
persona
grata
with
Churchill,
but
suffering
ivationenammuch
not with many other Englishmen. ing, and thus excellent for Brazil's
in his
tt countrv
°ng
At the same time, he tends to warmer climate. It is noise-proof,
Anyway ma do not worry as I
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f,
at
serve
as a useful brake on the poU- and may save the nerves of Brazil- am still okay except for soar feet,
es Hurst
ians
from
the
increasing
racket
of
give
bandy tin
firians and generals of Vichy. Furcity traffic. It is proof against ter- a bad hangnail and a little touch of
of Prlnco
ie r the French colonies of Syria,
newmonnia but I am so busy washere
Albert
North Africa, and Martinique, with mites and other pests who destroy ing dishes that it takes my mind off
applitheir important armed forces, con- homes and furniture in warmer cli- my suffering.
•
tinue to be against De Gaulle, and mates. It may be made in a whole
range of lovely "bathroom" colors,
Your loving son,
for old Petain.
or combined with other substances
RooseThe
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and
Norwegians
are
reOscar.
lot more
we are
ported as the toughest and most to imitate wood or wallpaper. '
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Royal Air Force.
young North American, Herbert Greenwich
operates
own
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ANITA, CASS COUNTY, IOWA, THURSDAY, MAY 1, 1941

DEFENSE BONDS .
„
ON SALE THURSDAY

PROCLAMATION ON
"LAND of LIBERTY"

NUMBER 18
ANNOUNCE TEN ACRE
CORN YIELD CONTEST

CASS IS IN HEAVY
BOG AREA

The United States defense savings
The Iowa Corn and Small Grain
wmds and postal savings stamps will
Growers' association is sponsoring the
be placed on sale at the Anita post
owa Ten Acre Corn Yield contest in
t Steinmeta, 66, Passes office Thursday as part of the national
WHEREAS, the Motion Picture Industry of the United States has
ooperation with the 'farm bureau in April Survey Made By Iowa State
to
»ake America impregnable.
pertormed a patriotic duty in producing the motion picture, "Land of
ome of Uncle Followlass, county.
Postmaster Geo. 0. Smither anLiberty, which gives a vivid dramatic portrayal of our beloved country
College Entomologists Indicate
ng Illness; Funeral
According to County Agent Lester
from the days of '76 up to the present time, and
nounced today that plans are comThat Farmers In This County
oukup, the following rules have been
liturday Afternoon.
pleted for this community, along with
WHEREAS, said Motion Picture Industry has agreed to donate
Can Expect Infestation.
et up:
thousands of others from coast to
all net proceeds received from the exhibition of this gigantic film to
At
least
five
individuals
must
enter
the War Emergency Relief iFund, and
coast, to do its full part at the openhe locftl,.contest.
er Steinmetz, who has ing of the savings program.
WHEREAS, the Anita Theatre has joined in this commendable
Surveys made this month by extenThe yield must be for 10-acres in a
in Anita and on a the new defense savings bond is
venture by showing, "Land of Liberty," on Wednesday and Thursday,
sion entomologists at Iowa State colrectangular block.
, south of here in Lincoln similar to the familiar "baby bond," of
April 30 and May 1,
The yield must be calculated on the lege indicate that Cass county farmers
nearly sixty-one years, which more than five billion dollars
NOW THEREFORE, I, Calvin F. Barrow, Mayor of the Town of
asis of one sample taken from each can expect considerable trouble
' at 11:45 Thursday morn- worth have been bought by more than
Anita, Iowa, hereby proclaim and urge every citizen to perform a
ere in the contest area, the length of chinch bugs this spring and summer,
IThome of her uncle, T. T. two and a half million Americans
patriotic duty and avail himself of the opportunity of seeing, "Land
of Liberty."
each acre not being more than two County Agent Lester Soukup state*;,
East Main: Street, after since 1935.
this week. The April survey shows
imes that of its width.
illness. Miss Steinmetz - A defense bond may be purchased
(Signed)
CALVIN F. D ARROW,
that Cass county is in the severely inIn
checked
corn
the
yield
must
be
on
ill health for the past Thursday or thereafter, for $18.75. In
Mayor of the Town of Anita, Iowa.
fested area.
- , •
he
basis
of
50
consecutive
hills
in
a
d been bedfast for the ten years, this bond will be worth
"Prospects forya chinch bug out1
row,
including
missing
hills.
In
drillweeks. She was aged 60 $25.00." This is an increase of 33%
ed corn the length of row harvested break have not changed a great deal
nonths and 6 days.
per cent, equal to an annual interest
must be exactly five times the width since last fall," Soukup pointed out.
| A. Steinmetz was born inreturn of 2.9 per cent, compounded FORMER RESIDENT
"Winter mortality was lower Vthan
>etween the rows.
twa, on May 19, 1880, asemi-annually. Any time after sixty
IS BURIED HERE
usual and a large proportion of the
(The
yield
must
be
calculated
on
a
I of Carl and 'Bertha Stein- djays from the date of purchase, the
bugs hibernating in pastures, and
uniform
basis
of
15
per
cent
moisture.
Graveside services were held and
or twenty year* she made her bond may be redeemed for cash, in
stubble fields are ready to march into
The
rows
must
be
not
less
than
36
[Anita with h«f parents. In accordance with a table of redemption burial made in Anita Tuesday afterthe grain fields as soon as the weather
nches
apart.
Renewal
applications
for'
Iowa
of 1990 she* ttoved with values printed on the face of the noon at 2 o'clock for Mrs. Edna Robiis warm enough." The severity^of
Information
indicating
the
tillage,
driver's
licenses,
which
expire
July
6,
son, 80, a former Anita resident, who
r farm south of here which bond,
this year's chinch bug infestation will,
fertilization,
rotation,
rate
of
planting
will
be
received,
beginning
someI since been Kftrfetfme.
To spread investments widely among lassed away at the Mercy hospital in
of course, depend upon weather condiseed
used,
method
of
determining
the
during
May,
time
the state license
inmetz was ;«rways a faith- all the people in America, a limit of Ctes Moines Saturday evening followtions during the next few months.
yield,
and
any
other
information
of
bureau
announced
this
week.
Nearly
ling work-in the Metho- $5,000 has been set on the amount of ng a major operation. An 11 p^elock
Frequent heavy rains will kill a large
ntersst
or
importance
shall
be
supi and for y*irs was "a mem- these bonds to be bought by any one service was held in Des Moines pre- 1,100,000 lowans have driver's licenportion of new generation bugs, and
plied
to
the
Iowa
Corn
and
Small
ses.
Lincoln Center
person in one year. The bonds are in ceding the Anita rites.
may cut down the population enough
It is reported officials have con- 3rain Growers' association on forms to make control problems relatively
ntil its abandonment. At denominations of $25, $50, $100, $500 IMrs. Robison lived in this communprovided
for
that
purpose.
i her memtw$diip was trans- and $1,000, all of which are sold for ity for many years but following the cluded there is little need for the liThe name and address of each easy. Warm, favorable weather, on
i the Antt*4|KBKh.
76 per cent of their maturity value death of her husband, H. R. Robison,' cense stubs, so they may be left off entrant together with an entry fee of the other hand, may mean a heavy
.left to mdianVJher death are and all of which mature in ten years. in 1917, left here. She was a mem- this time. The fact that a stub may SOc must be submitted .before July 1 infestation, and possibly even worse>
be taken off leads to some abuses on
Miss Nettie Steinmetz of
For larger investors who can afford ber of the Congregational church.
than last year.
the part of over-zealous officials, in and results of the test must be supMrs. Grace Hooper of to: purchase up to $50,000 worth of
"Nothing can be done to save small
Surviving
are
two
daughters,
Virplied
to
the
Iowa
Corn
and
Small
Neb., besides numerous bonds1 a year, the treasury depart- dean and Gertrude of Des Moines; and the opinion of some who have studied Grain Growers' association at Ames grain from possible chinch bug damlives and a host of friends.
ment has issued two additional kinds four sons, Tom of Stuart, Dun of the matter.
age, but from 95 to 99 per cent of thfe
by December 15, 1941.
icesOljiTgie held Satur- of defense savings bonds, but these Council Bluffs, Fred of Des Mbines
To entrants whose fields produce 100 corn crop can be saved by use of
jon at 2 o'clock at the will be sold only through banks anc and Russell of Chicago. Chas. A. and RURAL GRADE PUPILS
bushels or more to the acre under the creosote barriers," Soukup stated.
tdrorch \aWwere in charge bjr direct mail from Washington, D B. W. Robison were nephews of Mr.
WILL HOLD PLAY DAY conditions indicated above, the Iowa "Plenty of creosote will be available if
Arthur, I V«.$ Long, pastor, C. They are intended for associa- and Mrs. Robison.
Corn and Small Grain Growers' asso- it is needed."
Rural grade school pupils of Cass
r the Services' was f urnishec tions, trustees and corporations, as
Last year's creosote barrier camciation will award a master corn
county will hold their annual play day growers medal. The Des Moines paign saved more than $9^000,000
«Vetter>lfflfr8.!F. D.IWeimer well as individual purchasers.
CASS ORCHARDS TO at the old Cass county fair grounds in
tley and A. B. Stone, accom,For the smaller investor who wants
Register and Tribune will also make- a worth of Iowa corn, according to Dr.
BE INSPECTED SOON Atlantic Saturday, May 3. Miss suitable
; the piano by Miss Winona to buy a government bond on an easy
award to the entrant having Carl J. Drake, state entomologist at
Georgia Byrne/ county superintendhey sang, "Asleep In Jesus,' payment plan, the post office will have
Approximately
the
highest
authenticated acre yield. Iowa State college.
According to County Agent Lester ent of schools, announced that their
Me Over the Tide" and a new series of postal savings stamps
$60
worth
of
crops
was
saved by each.
Any Cass county farmer interested
Ibl Isle of Somewhere." In at lOc, 25c, 50c, $1, and $5. Each Soukup, Extension Specialist in Horti- would be a program of teairi* games n this contest should contact the farm dollar spent for creosote.
i made in Evergreen ceme purchaser of any savings stamp culture, W. H. Collins, will be in Cass and athletic events. Miss Marian Bureau office immediately, stated Mr.
county next Tuesday and Wednesday,
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Smither and
: John Kopp, Howard Berth, higher than lOc will be given, free of to make inspections of the sixteen Nunn, girls' physical training in- Soukup.
children, Gary and Cheryl, spent Sunzier, Leonard Crozier, \jDon- charge, an attractive pocket album in home orchard demonstrations which structor in the Atlantic high school,
will have charge of the program. She
day in Perry, Iowa, visiting her parjlmann and Lyle Scholl acting jWiuch.to paste his stamps until he has
will be assisted by the rural teachers WELL KNOWN ANITA
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Minor James.
enough to buy a $25 bond or one of are located in this county.
ers.
" ' '. •
Farmers are invited to attend the of the county.
COUPLE IS MARRIED
higher denomination.
inspections and ask questions on
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Tibken are the
The program will begin at 12:30 and
(Mick) Forshay returned to
Miss Ruby Peacock, daughter of Mr. parents of a 9-pound 10-ounce boy
orchard planning, planting, and mana- features township kittenball games
ionday afteraoojr'feom Oak- NEW MARRIAGE LAW
gement.
for both boys and girls. Other events and Mrs. Whiter L. Peacock, and Paul baby which was born to them at the
, where he attended the mid- QUESTION ANSWERED
Steele, son of Mr. and Mrs. WSlliam
All the inspections for this part of on the entertainment program are as Steele, were united in marriage at Atlantic hospital Saturday morning.
ting of the National. AssociaThe boy has been named Walter Fredfollows:
35-yard
dash,
girls
6
to
10
the county will be held Wednesday
ttnsurance Agents.
The state health department thi
years; 50-yard dash, girls 10 years 12:30 o'clock Sunday afternoon at the' erjck.
morning,
May
7.
The
first
will
be
Methodist parsonage , here. Rev.
week answered the question whicl
held in Benton township at 8 a. m. at up; 50-yard dash, boys 6 to 10 years; Arthur V. Long, pastor of the church, V. T. Meagher of Des Moines has
Watkins, who/ has been seems to be most puzzling to couple
the Mrs. L. F. Possehl home; Grant 75-yard dash, boys 10 years up; girls' performed the single ring ceremony. purchased the Belding Tavern on
a month's furlough at the Contemplating marriage under the
township, 9 a. m. at the home of Mrs. monkey race, 100 feet; boys' crab
:
his father, Pr«nk Watkins, new "premarital examination" law Laura Buerkin; Lincoln township, 10 race, 100 feet; girls' three-legged race, Attendants at the wedding were Miss Walnut Street. Mr. Meagher takes
Marilyn Hayter and Leland Lantz.
possession of the tavern today (Wed(turned to the Brooklyn Navy now in effect.
a. m. at the Lester King home; and 100 feet; boys' wheelbarrow race, IOC
The
bride
wore
a
light
blue
redinnesday). Ted Benning has been
According to the department, marNew York City Saturday
Franklin township, 11 a. m., at the feet; girls' sack race, 100 feet; and gote dress with tan accessories and a operating the tavern for a number of
riage-bound couples are frequently
boys' flag race.
corsage of sweet peas and-rose buds, months.
asking by telephone or correspondence, Paul Spies residence.
Her bridesmaid wore a street length
taxpayers and others inter-'"Where do we get the health certifiMiss Marjorie Kenfield, former
dress
of light blue with tan accessories
i the affairs jof |l«;town gov-'cates?" The answer given was,
Anita
girl who now lives with her pai;
and
she
too
had
a
corsage
of
sweet
will find the annual financial "From the clerk of the district court
ents at Ames, will be honored as
peas
and
rose
buds.
Both
the
groom
Jof the town of Anita in this is-,, in any county."
and the best man wore a carnation on Queen of Queens during Veishea time
(the Tribune. A full account is
Further explaining the law, the
at Iowa State college's annual
the lapel of their coats.
the reports of the receipts' department said the certificates may
VALUES
FOR
FRIDAY
AND
SATURDAY
Immediately following the cere- festival which will be held next a
«nditures of the various de- be obtained from a clerk in any
mony,
a wedding dinner was served at in Ames. She was selected front the
during the fiscal, year end- county, but they must be presented
the home of the bride's parents to ten '"queens" named at various college
31, 1941.
when completed to the clerk of the
Franco-American .With Cream
"'"
the bridal party and immediate mem- functions during the last year.
county in which the marriage is to be
Sauce
and
Cheese,
Per
Can
Following
this
bers of both families.
solemnized to receive the license.
AAA SIGN-UP
the couple left on a short wedding QUESTIONNAIRES TO
Separate certificates are required
Shurfine—Full 32-oz. Quart
trip to the home of the bride's sister in
FIFTY MORE MEN
ILL END TODAY for each party to the marriage, and
Bottles, All Flavors
Sioux City, after which they will make
the certificates should be given to the
Fifty more Cass county men receivtheir home on the Steele farm southtime he makes the
i
1
D
11
-.
Briardale
—
2-lb.
Jars
ed
questionnaires this week, it was aneast
of
here.
tie law.
Both are graduates of the Anita nounced today by the Cass county*
high school with the Class of 1939. selective service board. Those who
he must send the certificates with
l
Lakeside, Vacuum Pack
Since their graduation the bride has received the questionnaires were
> ^id this week.
blood sample to the laboratory for
a
Yellow
Whole
Kernel,
Per
Can
been employed here and in Atlantic numbers 751 to 800, inclusive'^ T^T
y 1 deadline will mean but
-«
most farmers, however, he ">*£*%
and the groom has been associated re as follows:
After the doctor's section of the
Wiiisor
American
Anita—Woodrow
Wilson Holmes,
with
his
father
in
farming./
the canvasa of farmers certificates has been filled out, it was
Arthur LeRoy Barnholdt, Royce Edwjn,
2-Pound
Box
their decision on 1941 planting
they are returned to the clerk
Ihas been carried on throughout
The annual Junior-Se/ior banquet, tfartin, James Burnice Jordan, Donald
,u »e in turn caSugar Jumbles or
ate.
under the supervision of Miss Lucile William Witte, Walter JorgensenrCttrl
The department also said that the
Buchanan, will be held Friday evening Bender Lindblom and EJdwin 'Charles
Louisiana Bars—2-Pounds
anges in the AAA program law states the required physical ex.
in the local high school auditorium. "Jelsen.
under the provisions of the,
must be made within 20
Salad
Dressing
Atlantic—Alfred Christian "Jensen,
amination
A
patriotic
theme
will
be
carried
out
frtnuion'-food and fam price! " to the time of application
Quarts
in keeping with the attitude of every loward , La Verne Nelson, Richard*
Program will affect the!
the license will
,rue American. The mothers of the Cordes, Dale Hedrick Crane, Max E.
but little, Smith
marriage is not
Fancy Fresh Fruit
unior students are preparing the Woolsey, Clarence A. Barnholdt,
mmmated within 20 days followdinner which will be served by Carol Oliver LeRoy Gushing, James' B.
Each
Richter, Laurel Lantz, Ella Mae Mc- Anderson, Wendell Milton Landon,
Briardale
Quicker
Regular
Residents of other states which do
Dermott, Isabelle Shaffer, Ruby Albert Harold Arnold, Dale' Dean
certain conditions, indiimilar laws may obtain
Simon, Clyde Holland, Mac Mc- Anke, Elliott Jogan Rasmussen', Harry
Large
Tube
f(>r
a participation of
.certificate blanks from
Jermott, Charles Mortensen, Albert ohn Jave, Clarence Samuel Acker,
Bakery Special
S'eils Carlson Fuglsang, DeWayne E.
>nt 7t?8entin* "«>« 'than »» the clerks, it was brought^.
tarns and Byron Harris.
« the corn acreage as corniewis, Mtelvin LeRoy Winger, Paul
6
For
Chicago the
Sidney 'Maduff was m
Funeral services were held at 2:30 Breece Vedane, Lowell Edgar Stone,
trip.
week that he exTall Corn
tha
"clock Thursday afternoon at the Wayne Lou Camblin, Lyle Levi
t final returns wiU show first of the week on
longregational
church here for Mrs. Christensen, Lawrence Robert Troy,
Ppation
49-Pound Bag
Menlo
between 86 and 90
>nt.
Mary B. Holton, 80, who passed away Cassie Knight and Harold Adison
P. & G. White Laundry
at her home last Monday morning. Vickey.
Pi'ovi
Cumberland—Adolph Gustile Ander•lev. A. T. Evans, pastor of the church
5 Giant Bars
was in charge of the services. A. B son, Anton Frank Gust Ortgies and
New Southern Crop
Stone sang a solo, "Shepherd Show Me Virgil Auldin Lantz.
How To Go," accompanied at the piano Griswold — Gerald Oscar Haas,
Per Pound
sy Mrs. Raymond Lantz. Interment William Alonzo Inman and Maurice
Old Orchard, Pure Fruit and
was made in Evergreen cemetery with Dale Pelzer.
Lewis—Paul Manford Madden and
Glen A. Roe, H. C. Faulkner, Dr. G. M
Sugar—1-Pound Glass
Adair, A. R. Kohl, Dr. C. H. Johnson Willie Williams.
Massena—Oscar Emil Aupperle,
Robert Scott acting as pallbearers
^rawberries — Pineapples — Radishes — Tomatoes and
Members~of Columbia Chapter, No Albert Leroy Sager, Varel Patrick
Asparagus — New Potatoes — Cucumbers
127, O. E. S. attended the services in Connor, Eldred Joseph Rosenthal and
body and gave their ritualistic servic Russell Walker Symonds.
COI
IMarne—Clark John Jensen.
~~~Your Chicks Will Go For
at the grave with Mrs. -Robert Scot
pes Moines,
„_ business
Wiota—Irvjn Eldon Dorsey and
as worthy matron and Lloyd Harris a
tts bookkeeper m
Roberts' Starting and Growing Mashes
the accepted a position
Howard Andrew Thompson.
otlice in
Worthy patron.

Iowa Driver's Licences Can
Be Renewed Starting in Hay

BRIARDALE

Macaroni
Sodas
Apple Butter

ilIf.pJ.VVKW*>*

,

Cheese
Cookies
Miracle Whip
Pineapple
Oats
Cocoanut Rolls
Flour
Soap
Cabbage

said.

Des Moines.

Each

lOc
lOc
15c
lOc
49c
29c
32c
15c
17c
9c
$1.29
17c
Sic
19c

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
Service]
WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

By Edward C. Wayne

Find U. S. Haven
:^l^ I

Germans, Greeks, British, All Suffer
Losses in Fierce Balkan Fighting;
U. S. Citizens Face Increased Taxes
To Aid Paying National Defense Bill
(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions are expressed In these columns, they
are those of the new* analyst and not necessarily of this newspaper.)
melon»prf by Western Newspaper Union.),

NEW YORK CITY. - Mrs.
Pierre B. Clemenceau, wife of
the son of the late Georges Clemenceau, "Tiger" of France in
World war days, is pictured with
her son, Paul, leaving La Guardia field after their arrival via
Clipper plane from Lisbon. Note
the tiny American flag which
might be emblematic of the
Clemenceau's new haven.
Like all large government undertakings when there are vast exped^ >,
ditares of public funds, the U. S. defense program is being given an investigation by congressional committees. Pictured here are Sen. Harry AFRICA:
Truman of Missouri, senate investigation chairman, and members of his Blitz Stopped?
group as they visited the army camp at Fort Meade, Maryland. This
There were some dispatches from
was the first of six such camps inspected by this committee.
northern Africa that tended to show
that the British had brought the
Nazi-Fascist blitz to a standstill aftGREECE:
TAXES:
er losing practically all the territory gained against Mussolini's men
Nazi Power
Defense Finance
earlier.
The Germans, it was apparent,
A "practically unanimous vote" of
Particularly noteworthy was the
were able to do in about three or the house committee considering bombardment of Tripoli by the fleet,
four weeks what Italy had been un- President Roosevelt's $3,500,000,000 an attack at the source of the inable to do in any length of tune- tax plan to finance a portion of the vading army's supplies. Britain
beat the embattled Greeks.
national defense cost, seemed to proudly hailed this attack, reported
The battle of Jugoslavia, which grease the ways for the launching the, port was in flames, and practilasted nine days, being over, the of a bill.
cally forced to close.
Italians contented themselves with . But ..almost- •immediately •~fhe£&
^pursuing the-Orefik-wrayiofcaSijiruSj- were. /some- Highs' 'that" 'opposition -Whether landing parties would be
only a shell, it is true, of the forces would rise against the bill when, sent ashore, and the British attempt
an invasion at the rear of the Gerthe Greeks had there originally, and as and if it was brought out.
man-Italian northern African army
which had to withdraw because of
One of the basic ideas in the tax was not immediately clear, or
the onslaught of the Panzer divisions hi the eastern part of the coun- layout is a plan to levy higher sur- whether it was that the British, havtaxes on everyone who now pays in- ing found where the opposing forces
try.
When this army surrendered, it come tax. Another was to invade had landed, were seeking to close
was certain that the end of Greek the lower brackets and make those the port.
However, it was an offensive note
resistance was in sight. King pay taxes who are not now doing so.
George II, announcing that he had
For instance, it was pointed out where all had been defense for a
not been informed of the impending in opposition quarters, the new pro- long time.
Also, the British garrison at Tosurrender of the western army, fled posed surtax schedule would make
with his government to Crete, an- a childless couple now earning bruk was holding out in a long siege,
nouncing he would continue to direct $2,500 net earned income, a couple and on top of this defensive note
the offense from there.
now paying $11 income tax, hike came word that the British had
started a new attack on Bardia,
But it was apparent that the their tax to $72.
Greek campaign must be abanAll income taxes now include the some 75 miles to the west of Todoned, and the British must face tax on a tax,- or the 10 per cent bruk, which looked like the be"ginanother Dunquerque or lose their income tax supertax for defense ning of a move to attempt to raise
the siege.
entire manpower on the mainland. purposes.
The debarkation from Piraeus promThe attack, or- rather raid, on BarDespite the appearance of oppoised to be even a more difficult task sition,
dia, was carried out by a landing
the
President
told
a
press
than the flight from France, as Ger- conference he thought the nation party from the fleet, and the party
man claims of sinking 59,000 tons of well able to absorb a $3,500,000,000 got back to the ships "almost intact"
transports in one day showed.
hike in taxes. He said it would after doing considerable damage,
Just as the British lost all their mean
people would have to blowing up a bridge, destroying a
artillery and mobile units and the buy a that
little
less, and pay a little munitions dump and putting four
rest of their supplies in the retreat bit more for the
of the defense coast defense guns out of business.
from the low countries, so it also and future of thesake
nation.
This going ashore and "spiking
appeared the vastly smaller army
the guns" was an old tactic of war
in Greece would, nevertheless, suf- 'Little Man'
that now seems out of date, and it
fer the same loss, if, indeed, they
Most of the early opposition was refreshing to read about and
were able to get away at all.
Military observers believed, when appeared to be against a plan which to imagine the sneak ashore in the
totaled up, the British disaster in would place a heavy load on the dark in small boats, the rapid move
Greece would amount to more from already heavily taxed "little man" in surprise on the defenders, and the
mad flight before .dawn to the boats
the standpoint of casualties than did in the form of income tax where he again.
the entire British campaign in would feel it the most.
Also it was announced from LonFrance. And this they believed in
Also the surtax would hit heavily
spite of constant reports from Lon- insurance companies and banks who don that General Wavell had been
don that "lines were holding firm" are heavy holders of government given an assistant, with the title of
and that "new defensive positions bonds. At top and at bottom seemed deputy commander, Lieut. Gen. Blarney of Australia, who has been in
were being consolidated"—reports the chief opposition to the tax.
of the Australian forces.
circulated even at the moment when
For instance, a single person with command
the king and government of Greece an income of $1,000 (net earned) Now, whether this meant that Wawere in flight, and thousands of would pay $29 tax under the pro- vell was about to be removed, or
Greek soldiers were laying down posed schedule instead of $4 as at that a bigger situation was to develop in Africa remained to be seen,
their arms.
present. A married couple with two
That this was a censorship "smoke children with an earned net income but it was an interesting announcescreen" to attempt to cover a trial of $3,500 who would now be pay- ment, at all events, and meant that
at withdrawal similar to the Dun- ing $15 income tax, would find their something was going on within the
organization of an army that had
querque pattern seemed fairly ob- levy boosted to $100.
just fled as fast as it had advanced.
vious to most observers.
Under the plan, the 4 per cent tax
Central battle in the final debacle would
The true story of the northern Afbe retained, and the surtaxes rican
campaign still was untold and
occurred at historic Thermopylae would
start with $2,000, (11 per that was
Pass, where in ancient times the cent) which
increasingly evident.
be a total of 15
Greeks had successfully withstood per cent. Towould
this
would
be
added
JAPAN:
precarious threats to her independence. In fact, most military ob- the defense supertax, or 10 per cent Bitter Days
servers had always maintained that of the total tax, added to the bill.
The Japanese, still meeting harsh
The effective rate, therefore, on
in order to conquer Greece Thermopylae Pass must first be thread- the bottom bracket, would be 16.5 resistance to their armed effort
per cent.
ed.
against the Chinese, and attemptHowever, in ancient times, the
The treasury estimated that these ing to meet the demands of their
pass was narrow indeed—now it was changes,
it put into efiect, would new Axis partners that they do
wider, the attackers had fast mobile raise1 a billion dollars a year or a something as a military or naval
units to pour into the fray, and the little less. The estate tax exemp- power in the Orient, are meeting bitGreek and British rear guard, said tion, under another plan, would be ter days, according to analytical
the Germans, were totally unable to reduced from $40,000 to $25,000 and comment.
withstand the advance.
Instead of being able, through
rates in the lower and middle brackThe cloud of censorship hid the ets would be raised.
propaganda, to infiltrate with Nipfacts about the British withdrawal,
This, the treasury experts said ponese influence into the Dutch East
whether it would be entirely tried would yield about a third of a bil- Indies, that territory jtf reported to
through Piraeus, or whether the lion. As a sample of this tax if one becoming more hostile than ever
British forces would retreat through inherited $20,000 over and above the to the "new order."
Athens to the Peloponnesus, and at- exemption limit of $25,000 one
The Dutch, said writers in that
tempt to fight or debark there.
would pay $1,800 to. the treasury in- territory, have .been watching the
But certain it was that Greece stead of $600 as at present.
effect of Japanese . influence in
was doomed, after three to four
China, Korea and in Indo-China and
PerSOn inherited
«innnnn
$125,000, or they were said to have lost any inweeks of furious warfare, warfare $100,000
more
than
the
proposed
exin which the Germans suffered their emption, the tax would be hiked terest they might have had in the
heaviest losses of the war.
probabilities of their fate if they
from the present $9,600 to $21,000.
should fall into Japanese hands.
Economic Result
Japan still was attempting to
STRIKES.
reach an economic accord, for inWhether it was "whistling going
stance, with Batavia, in Java but
through a churchyard," or a well- And Prices
considered opinion, "informed exThere was little doubt that prices the Batavians twice have called the
perts" at Washington seemed to feel Leon Henderson or no Leon Hender- whole conference off, only to reopen
that the Nazi conquest of Greece son were taking a generally up- it later.
The Dutch are said to be angered
might be more economically costly ward trend, and that the strike situthan worthwhile.
ation, while somewhat improved by the Japanese practice of sending
They said the latest German tri- was not yet what it should be>
large missions to accomplish a simple task, and the local government
umph, on the contrary, might prove
President
Roosevelt's
personal
apcostly to the Nazis, for the devasta- peal to the southern coal operators feels that these emissaries are
tion and physical upset of the popu- to renegotiate with the northern op- actually acting as military spies
lation in the Balkans might serious- erators and workers brought fruit This also is true of "tourists" from
ly curtail the flow of supplies Ger- but whether this would end the Japan, who had been filtering into
many had been receiving.
the Dutch East Indies in large num
strike speedily was dubious
bers.

Notes of an
Washington, D. C.
Innocent Bystander:
SAVING MONET
The Front Pages: The Jan-Bole
One of defense price regulator
Leon Henderson's staunchest sup-" toast to love each other to pieces,
porters is Donald Nelson, dollar-a- the story of the year for The Daily
Worker, caught that Commy sheet
irear OPM purchasing chief.
At a meeting of his lieutenants, with its tongue tied.. It offered no
kelson said: "We've got to watch lowdown on the pact on the day
price advances like a hawk. Our when the yarn broke. Next day
national economy won't stand for (maybe on a tip from the. Kremlin)
any price skyrocketing. I want you it decided the treaty was an instruto catch every bid where prices are ment of peqce. The sheet claimed
Dut of line, and if we can't scale Russia remains a "staunch friend"
them down, we'll turn the case over of the Chinese. Of course, thenpact
gives the Japs the green light to exto Leon."
Several days later an assistant, terminate these "staunch friends,"
examining cotton gauze prices sub- but the Bolos feel that anybody who
mitted by three companies holding points this out is a dirty counterarmy contracts, smelled a mousa revolutionary capitalist . . . Alsop i
and showed the figures to Nelson. and Kintner don't agree with The
The prices of two of the firms were Worker's rose-tinted picture. They
okay, but the third had boosted its canvassed the State Dep't and
bid 10 cents. Checking, Nelson found couldn't get anybody to deny that
that wages in mills had not ad- Stalin signed on the dotted line bevanced and that a large stock of cause Hitler cracked the whip . . .
cotton was on hand.
Gen. Robert C. Richardson makes a
So he called the manufacturer and good start as boss of public relafirmly informed him that unless his tions for the army. "Don't try to
price was put back into line the fur conceal information from the newswould fly. Next day the company papers," he advised his helpers.
submitted reduced figures.
"They will only get it anyway—
Note—Nelson's biggest problem in from unofficial sources" . . . "Comkeeping defense prices from soar- munist's Wife Accused as Killer,"
ing is the military brass-hats, who headlines The Post. Say, we know
are rated chiefly lor their ability people who think being a columto get materials for the army ami- nist's wife is a sure-fire defense for
navy, and not on the price the gov- murder.
ernment has to fork out.
• * *
The Wireless: The radio is one
BILL OF FRILLS
of the busiest Nazi weapons in the
Press gallery wits have taken to Balkans. Their prize flash was the
referring to the stymied $150,000^000 lie about the British quitting
emergency defense housing meas- Greece, but they landed some imure as the "bill of frills." This is a portant minor falsehoods on the losoft impeachment. Not in a long cal networks. One newscaster is a
time has an important piece of legis- pushover for their alarms.
His
lation suffered more from congres- late-at-night defeatism never holds
sional obstruction and inconsistency. up in the morning, but it helps
Introduced several months ago to Goebbels a lot by adding to the wormeet an urgent defense situation, ries of Americans. A dope at the
the bill was stalled for 10 days in
is just as useful to the Nazis
the house rules committee by a mike
as a spy . . . Gen'l Johnson took a
noisy row over the installation of belt at some of the war "predict"frills," such as refrigerators and ers," meaning air commentators.
gas stoves, in homes for defense The Gen'l is an odd one to object
workers.
Consider all those
Finally, after inserting an amend- to forecasters.
guesses of his left over from
ment barring these appliances, the uneaten
the November elections . . . It was
House passed the measure and it strictly
knock -down -and - drag-out
went to the senate. There it ran when Col.
Breckinridge and Sens
head on into another "frill" tangleTobey clashed on "a forum. They
in reverse. This time a "frill" was junked
the issue and grabbed at each
put into the bill.
other's
throats. This ringsider scored
Brick makers protested that the
$3,000 limit specified for each hous- a win for the Colonel.
ing unit barred the use of bricks,
Typewriter Ribbons: Masaryk's:
and demanded that the ante be
raised to $3,500. One of the chief Dictators always look good until the
pro-brick spokesmen was Sen. Bob last five minutes . . . F. Scott
Taft of Ohio, a leading economy ad- Fitzgerald's: He had begun to have
vocate, who sought to slash the lend- that harassed and aghast feeling of
lease appropriation on the ground those who live always on the edge
of solvency . . . Emerson's: Every
that it was excessive.
On the argument that savings in hero becomes a bore at last . . .
paint, repairs and heating through Emma Squire's: Waves leaped
the use of brick would more than against the bow like rowdy dogs
offset the $500 difference, the sen- eager to play . . . H. W. Beecher's:
ate approved the boost—and added Poverty is very good in poems, but
another delay. For now the amend- very bad in the house . . . . J.
ed measure has to go back to the Graham's: Remember that when
house for it to decide whether bricks you're in the right you can afford to
fall in the same "luxury" category keep your temper and that when
you are in the wrong you can't afas refrigerators and gas ranges.
Note—In an effort to make up ford to lose it.
some of the time wasted by the frillconscious boys on Capitol Hiil, De- Notes of a New Yorker:
fense Housing Co-ordinator Palmer
Bob Considine, Arch MacDonald
has gone ahead with plans for a
number of projects, ready to start and others were talking shop and
the moment the bill becomes law. about Damon Runyon's genius
One will be the largest low-cost "I remember once," said Considine,'
housing project ever undertaken by "at a World's Series first gameall of us in the press-box ran out of
the government.
* • *
fingernails trying to dream up a
snazzy lead paragraph. And all of
MERRY-GO-ROUND
Mrs. Roosevelt has been invited us kept tearing the paper out of the
to address the national Townsend typewriter and starting over and
Plan convention in Buffalo early in over again striving to be clever
July. Meanwhile, Sen. SheridanExcept Runyon. He began his
Downey of California, chief Town- story: 'Yanks, 2; Reds, 1.' "
sendite spokesman in congress, has
The three most distinguished
told leaders of the movement that
he will force a vote on their old-age Americans to visit England in the
pension plan in the senate by offer- , past year were Welles, WilUde and
ing it as an amendment to the tax j Winant. One alert lad suggests that
bill next month.
there is a symbolic connotation in
Justice Stanley Reed follows the the first syllables of their names,
practic« of the late great Justice to wit: We-lles WlLL-kie WIN-ant!
Oliver Wendell Holmes in picking a
new legal clerk every year, explains t h w <MJJler' author of "J Cover
that he does it chiefly for his own the Waterfront," "Reno," and othbenefit, to get the different view- er books, lives in La Jolla, Calif.,
points of bright young men
m a home right on the edge, of the
Feature of the latest issue of the Pacific.
The excessive 'Winter
Republican, monthly party maga- rams aided by faulty drainage,
zine, is an article by a Democrat on
T ,several tons of the beach
"What's Wrong With the G. O. P "
** fato ^ b^ement and
room
In a poll of 5,765 college students on
• • • Angry, he filed
the "greatest weakness" of the Rethe ci
Al
h
p
f
'
*y of**
damages
publican party, 35.2 per cent an- All he got was a lot
horse
laughs
swered "Lack of touch with com- tTudntaH™?aper headline which
mon people"; 24.4 per cent held "No taunted: "Max Miller Used to
co-ordinated program"; 25.6 per WaTerf the Waterfront and Now the
cent "Divided leadership"; and 14.8 Waterfront Covers Max Miller."
per cent "Other reasons."
The late Sen. Morris Shepard ol
Texas was known to the public
chiefly as the father of prohibition,
but on Capitol Hill he was considered a great worker for preparedBritain
ness as well as a tolerant,' kindly
friend.
Veteran New Dealer Leon Henderson, defense price regulator, rates
OPM Production Chief John Biggers, one of the country's biggest
glass manufacturers, and Priorities
Chief Edward R. Stettinius, former how he is
U. S. Steel executive, as two of the
fairest and most enlightened big
business men in the defense organ£
zation.
To Wall Street the No 1 "nastv
man" in Washington currently is
hard-hitting Joe Winer, head of th*
SfcC's utility division, who is doS
something about enforcing the nold
hold
mg company act
*

»jrj«, you- been things
the .United States r&l
ice, wondering x5™*
you can fill, an ODD
you?
There may be, for U1
needs clerks, typists, nui
tors, border patrolmen,
ists;' guards and many'
carry on, his work all
country*
How to *pply tor a job, wha
mint follow are explained in
pace, booklet. Lists maiw
SenrtW.jjcsiaons, stating
and Ml<#tes. Explains diffet«!s
examination* and how to
order, tor booklet to:
BBjABBR-HOME SERV
635 Sixth.Ay*.
Ne»<
Enclose Id cents in coin i
eopy^di GETTING A JOB]
THE U. 'S.* GOVERNMENT.
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BtJLB SUBSl
\\7TfS. the supply of mai
T» larspring-flowering b
off because of the war in!
gardeners are seeking ce:
stitutes.
The color and form oft
nualflowers makes theme
choices for replacing the t
vorites.;" As in the case<
the seed of these annuals!
planted in the early fall,/
soming early the foUovii{|
mer.
The' fresh-yellow colorii
fodils, for instance, mayt
tured nearly as well in the]
of Sunshine Calendula, orf
rich hues of California 1
tra Golden).
The soft colors assoc
*he Tulip may be replaced
Larkspur, with its tints o
blue, pink, fose, lilac, ando
The newer, tall-growing]
Majestic Larkspurs are)
sirable..",'..,
The blossom-crowded:
Snapdragons are likened I
to the Hyacinth. ItisbesMJ
the dwarf just-resistant s
Snapdragon, with attract
eties^iich as Compact.
Bronze, and Salmon
able also-because of their
ity for massed bedding, as|
are so often used.
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ANITA

City Hall Expense
Other Expense

Crawford's Clover Farm Store
We Deliver

Phone 29

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
PORK AND BEANS, Van Camp, 3 large cans . .25c
BRAN FLAKES, Clover Farm, 2 15-oz. pkgs. .23c
^WHEATIES, package
lOc
CAKE FLOUR, Swansdown, package
20c
TOMATOES, 2 No. 2 cans
15c
PEAS, Glendale, 2 cans
25c
JELL POWDER, Clover Farm, package
4c
SOAP, Clover Farm naptha, 7 bars
25c
CORN STARCH, 2 packages
15c

Total
Protection of Life and
Property:
Police Department
Fire Department
Total
Street Department:
General Expense
Street Lighting
Total

TRIBUNB, THURSDAY, MAY 1, 1941.
188.87
1,742.90

Dance—K. P. Hall—Friday Night

Mrs. L. D. Pearson is ill at her home
$ 2,579.08 here with heart, trouble.
The Iowa Every Pupil tests will be
$
748.00 given in the local high school next
1,686.38 Monday and Tuesday.
$ 2,434.38

Mrs. Ted Benning, who is working
in Council Bluffs, Iowa, spent the
$ 1,284.09 week end in Anita visiting with her
832.67 husband.
$ 2,116.76
Mrs. Weimer Pearson, president of

PETERSENf
PHONE 300

WE DELI

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND
FLOOR WAX, Wilbert paste, 1-lb. can ..
Recommended By Many Housewives In
FLOOR WAX, P. & G. liquid, none better, P{nt
GLOSS STARCH, 3-lb. package
COFFEE, Sun-Up, pound ... .14c — 3-Ibs.
JELL, Butter-Nut, it whips, 4 packages
TOILET SOAP, Castile hatdw&te^i 4 bars .
ORANGES, 2 dozen ....,',-..v

the Anita P. T. A., attended the
Municipal Industries:
Waterworks—
Southwest Iowa P. T. A. meeting at
Salaries
$ 1,238.36 Carroll, Iowa, Thursday.
New Improvements ....
1,014.84
Other Expenditures
3,389.92
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Holmes of AtTotal
$ 5,643.12 lantic spent Sunday visiting at the
home of his parents, Mr. and 'Mrs. A.
Electric Light WorksC. Holmes, southwest of Anita.
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables In Season
Salaries
$ 4,537.50
Other Expenditures
15,933.32
Joe Vetter Jr., a student at CreighTotal
$ 20,470.82 ton University in Omaha, spent the
week end visiting at the home of his
The REA lines which are being conMr.' *ntf"C<toy Pratt n},
Seed Potatoes — Celery — Radishes — Tomatoes
Parks and Bathing
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Vetter.
structed south and west of here arc ter visited a few days jn
Beaches
127.49
nearing completion. Last week <el«c-,' past w*& at the home of
499.05
Library
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Kinsberry and
tricity was turned on to quite » numtures
19.60
Total
$
626.54 Miss Maxine Stewart of Harlan and ber of homes in the Bejrea communMr. and Mrs. Martin Christensen of
Sale or Rent of PropMr. and Mrs. Cecil Scholl
f
erty
5.00 Bonds Paid:
Walnut spent Sunday visiting at the ity,
Established 1883.
sons 8pen$ Sunday at
Transfers
800.00 General City
1,500.00 home .of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Holme?
The Neighborhood pinochle club visitinjra&i* and Mrs.
3.00 Municipal Industry
Published Every Thursday and Entered Donations
1,200.00 southwest of the city.
*
were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ben son and Mr. and Mrs. Beryl
at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, as
Total
1,915.10
Total
$ 2,700.00
Second Class Mail Matter.
Art James, who is employed by an Brodersen Saturday evening at their Beryl has just finished a .
home here. High score honors for the aviation mechanics at the Lii
Street Department:
Interest on Bonds
$ 5,028.47 insurance company in Omaha, spent
Cecil G. Budd
Editor Miscellaneous ..,..
9.95
the week end in Anita visiting at his evening were held by Mrs. RobertSchool in Lincoln, Neb.
Miscellaneous:
home here. Miss Betty Rice, also of Smith and Mr. Brodersen. A lunch
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Tear
Total
$
9.95 Revenue Warrants
The members of the Silver i
.$
813.50 Omaha, accompanied him here and was served following ther pinochle
club were guests Thursday ;
sessions.
Official Town and County Newspaper Municipal Industries:
Total
$
813.50 spent the week end visiting at the
of Mrs. Earl Beaver at her!
Waterworks—
James' home.
Member of National Editorial
Mrs. E. W. Holmes entertained the southeast of here. Seventeen!
Rentals
4,996.08 GRAND TOTAL OF
Association, and
Miscellaneous Sales
203.54 EXPENDITURES
$ 42,412.67
A capacity crowd attended the members of the Quilt club Wednesday bers and two visitors, Missf
Other Receipts
101.81
§
Senior class play Friday evening at afternoon at her home on East Main Robison and Miss Margaret,
CASH STATEMENT.
the high school auditorium. Those Street. A social afternoon was .spent were present. During the
Total
$ 5,301.43 Balance on Hand April
1, 1940
X 8,872.37 who were in the play, together with by those present, following which a the guesta embroidered teal
Electric Light WorksTotal Receipts for Year
their coach and sponsor, Miss Winona lunch was served by the hostess. The for the hostess. The next i
Rentals
18,698.83
Ending
March
31,
Kyle, have received many fine compli- next meeting of the club will be on the club Will be May 22
Miscellaneous Sales .
1,820.83
1941
46,339.40
May 7 with Mhj. 0. W. Shaffer.
James Hall:
ments on their production.
Other Receipts
407.74
FINANCIAL REPORT OF
Total to Account For. .$ 55,211.77
'Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Stone and The members of the Sunshine club
Total
$ 20,927.40
THE TOWN OF
Total Expenditures for
three children have moved their house, were guests Friday of Mrs. Gunner
ANITA,B IOWA.
Library—
Year Ending March 31,
hold goods to Anita where they will Hjortshoj at her home south of here.
Fines and Fees
54.57
1941
$ 42,412.67 make their future home. Mr. Stone There were fifteen members and fiv*
FOR FISCAL
YEAR ENDING P a r k s a n d B a t h i n g
Deduct
Warrants Outnas
MARCH 31, 1941.
standing
Marcn
si,
been working on a farm near Oak- visitors present. A covered dish
Beaches
6.00
March
31,
« -for1941
.'
375.84 j land but recently secured a position as dinner was served at noon. During1
(FROM APRIL 1, 1940 TO MARCH
Total
60.57
a mechanic at the Behnken garage in the afternoon an election of officers
SPRING PAPE
31, 1941.)
Total Deduction From Total
Wiota.
was held as follows: Mrs. Allen,
Miscellaneous:
to Account For
$ 42,036.83
rfe|r*» J- P«
president, and Mrs. Robert Wilson,
RECEIPTS.
Transfers
.$ 9,050.42
Low-a* •'*' ton
County Tax:
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
E.
Barnholdt,
who
secretary
and
treasurer.
Mrs.
DaveBalance on Hand March
General Government
$ 5,594.74
— LARGE STOCKTotal
have
been
spending
the
winter
in
31, 1941
$ 13,174.94
9,050.42
Weaver was winner of a contest put on,
§
Independent Divisions . . . .
1,855.14
Brownsville,
Texas,
and
other
places
by iMrs. Hjortshoj.
Mrs. Kenneth
Other Receipts
1,624.65 GRAND TOTAL
GERS
REPORT OF MUNICIPAL
in southern United States, came to King will be hostess at the next meetOF RECEIPTS ..
46,339.40
INDEBTEDNESS.
Total
$ 9,074.53
Anita Friday where they will spend ing of the club on May 16.
March 31, 1941:
EXPENDITURES.
General Bonds
$ 5,900.00 several weeks looking after business
Office Receipts:
General Government:
Municipal Industry
8,900.00 interests and visiting with relatives
Business Licenses
62.50 City Officialsand friends.
Beer License
600.00
Salaries
$
415.50
Sub Total
$ 14,800.00
Cigarette License
425.00 Printing and Stationery ..
165.31 fledge Orders and Revenue
Fines, Fees, F o r f e i Elections
66.50
Bonds
$105,301.20 Miss Gladys Joy, a former Anita
girl, came to Anita Friday to visit
That your poultry feeds are fresh,r? Most f«
Grand Total
$120,101.20 with relatives and friends. Gladys
g
are not fresh because they have /been stored in v
has been employed for a number of
VALUATION OF PROPERTY SUB- weeks by the government at their new
houses
and therefore lose their effectiveness.
JECT TO TAXATION ON ASArmy camp at Rolla, Mo. She left
SESSMENT OF JANUARY
Felco Chick Starter, Mer|t GoriQentrate .
Sunday for Raleigh, N. C., where she
1, 1940.
Class of Property:
has accepted a position in the Farm
Merit Starting and Growing Mash ate fresh.
Real Property
$429,788.00 Security Administration's office there.
Personal Property
52,856.00
We mix our own mashes and we know theyi
Railroad Property
8,364 00
always fresh. ; '
• • *~
;• •
Telephone, Telegraph and
4- +
Express Comoany
2,689.00
•f
We Invite You To See the New Modern Equipment Utilities, Including TransWatch Our Chicks Gw>w Th4t Are Being
REEL NEWS
mission Lines and Pipe
Added To Our Battery Department
Line
Fed On Fresh Feed.
s
3,709.00
+ 444444.4.4-44
At last it's here—the motion picture
Total Except Monies
THE NEW
and 'Credits
$497,406.00 that 130 million people have waited to
Total Monies and Credits .$199,798.00 see—"Land of Liberty," playing at the
Anita theatre today (Wednesday) and
Also Sold at Smither Produce and Bell Produce
Total Valuation of all
Thursday. "Land of Liberty" is the
Property
$697,204.00 greatest contribution to motion picture
Which Charges Your Battery In the Modern Method
entertainment since the first slide was
Approved By Leading Battery Manufacturers, Largshown on a screen twenty-five years
ago. Through the miracle of the
est Car Manufacturers, Society of Automotive Enmovies, characters known to us only in
gineers and Bureau of Standards, U. S. Government.
books, become warm living personalities when portrayed by such stars as
ft Is No Longer Necessary For You To Wait Days
Spencer Tracy, Claudetta; Colbert,
For Your Battery To Be Charged. This New
Henry Fonda, Raymond Massey,
Margaret Sullavan, Betfc Davis,
-»,.»,
Modern Approved Method Charges Your Battery In
James
Stewart,
Robert
Montgomery
the'Amazing Time of 15 To 45 Minutes, With or
Lionel and John Barrymore and a
Without Removing the Battery From Your Car.
hundred other well known screen
stars. All net proceeds for this showNEW GUARANTEED BATTERIES
ing are to be used for the war emergency relief fund.
PRICED AS LOW AS THE LOWEST
* * •
'39 V-8 Standard Tudor. Heater and Defroster
A typical Friday-Saturday double
feature comedy and action show will
'38 V-8 60 Tudor. A Perfect Automobile.
be shown at the Anita when Cesar
Rasmussen's Hatchery
Romero and Charlotte Greenwood
'37 Chevrolet Master Town Sedan. Runs Like
Anita.
Iowa.
appear
in, "Tall, Dark and Handsome."
ANITA, IOWA
'37 V-8 Deluxe Tudor Touring. Only 8,000 Actual
A number of songs are included in this
comedy-action thriller that will start
Miles. See This Car.
the audience singing and whistling
'36 Plymouth Tudor With Trunk. A-l ConditionThe second half of the bill will show
"Mexican Spitfire Out West," starring
'36 Chevrolet Standard Tudor With Trunk. M«
Ljiipe Velez and Leon Errol, the second
of this feature series that have won
chanically Perfect.
many friends for these two stars.
* • *
'36 V-8 Standard Tudor. A Real Buy. Drive 1
America's number one movie star,!
And See For Yourself.
Mickey Rooney, returns to the screen I
8
ffl
'35 V-8 Deluxe Tudor (2 of These.) Both Com]
on Sunday, Monday and Tuesday and'
pmte of'tt S^B
fctl^^
T^T' "« "™ ° » ^
Sunday
matinee
in,
"Andy
Hardy's
and n,y own a t t h e Swa/Bui
'
'
"
'
Pletely Reconditioned.
.
'
Private Secretary." In. this latest
10 Other Models Ranging From '29 To '40
'Andy Hardy," our friend Mickey ia a
big business executive who can't keep
his mind on his work and Polly, the
girl friend, objects to his good looking
Also 2-Year-Old Gelding, Weight 1,200-lbs., Sou I
secretary. Incidentally, this girl
Kathryn Grayson, is a new singing
new business with
star who is destined to become an
our clients. You are
We Trade For Grain Or Livestock.
important screen personality. Possessed of charm, glamour and a beautiful
voice, she adds the necessary touch to
— Open All Hours
4«*P ^e Hardy series at the top of
screen entertainment.
'
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BE SURJU--
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IT IS

NEW!

FAST!

SAFE!

THE FARMERS COOP.

MERCURY QUICK CHARGER

am

Is Every Day With Us

0. W. Shaffer & Son

ANNOUNCEMENT

Roscoe S. Jones
Boyd ML
Cambridge
ASSOCIATE
^

Swan Building, 4 East 6th Str

Atlantic, la., Phone 211

R ad
° " and "Gone With
are listed as the next two
big outstanding films to be &hown
the An.ta Theatre. They will be
shown on May 11-12-13 and M ay 17!
18-19 respectively.

Spies-Legg Motor Co.
Anita, Iowa

H. J. (Hank) Spies

Bernard

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

OF LIFE

THE

Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
ByEDWHEELAN

DIG TOP
NEWS ABOUT TWE STINGER BROS- SPREAD
RAP1DL.V -4ROUMD THE LOT -

.

S\LK: I "EAR THAT TV1E ^X

. I'M GrLAD OP IT.'DAD!
1HAT &UNCH

^

as BOSS JUST SENT PON I GRIF-TERS OUGHT
\NRIGtfT "TO PITT FALLS / \
TO BE ..
A SrazLlNQ'Ab /fcAEX.PoSED !'•
TOR TOMORROWS
^PAPER'S .'! K^£-*««*

j>-

^/= li- ^

f THAPS V1W MISTER.
BANGS »^ GdMNA
I SHOMJ OP THENt
STINGER BRCJIHEPS

A GRIFT SHOMJ',' "RED. i& ONE
TWAT 16 MORE INTERfSTeD IM
GETT\HG- THE PU&UC'S MONE/
BV ALL SORTS OP CROOKED
MEAMS TKAH IN GN1N& \T GOOD,,
CLEAN ENTERTAINMENTS
f

*«^"*£>»^32ia /,»•

**CAUS& "wey /MN T
17* ON TH' LEVEL- LH^ETO MOST ORCUSES

_7^W»T.\\
UNDERSTAK'J

\ygA !^y

SAV "FL\P!' DIDN'T)/[
THAT'S
//l
iAy. rur.
SAV."BUTCH".
TO BE _£^ BUT 'SILK" WAS

^ -^ ^L^rs ^^
5TIN&ER Mt^^V M ••
OUTFIT
VEARS
ASO "?.'!>

^

^N\^

13**

^^^^ jrai K96,

%i
LALA PALOOZA

By RUBE GOLDBERG

A Practical Idea

LALA'S GOT A
NERVE MAKIN' ME
WALK THIS POOCH
HOURS
WHILE
SHE'S
SITTIN* IN THATJ1/S:
BEAUTY
PARLOR

TAXI

SOME GUY COULD
MAKE A LOT OF MONEY
IP HE INVENTED A
PO6-WATCHING
MACHINE

yl BRIGHT decoration J
f* .room .this rug en '
four rtcands o£ string
or rags looks like a i
ao&emam. Use two
color,. «itii white,
three colors.
• * *
Pattern 8888 contains instr
making n«: Ulustrattons u
(tttebei; mfctcpbls needed; wtot
coi~J
Send onto
to:
' *
Sewteg 'Circle Nee«Mt«lu
Koeloce U cents In coins fc|
tern No....
Name
Addren

ok J«y ifaikty Sjrn<llo«U, IncT

S'MATTER POP—The Blitzkrieg Seesawed!

By C. M. PAYNE
^m^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B

'Po'P

MESCAL IKE

Time to Act
oiDNrr Noeuoo/
HIT MS TILL
A, H\^4\J^rE
A60!

Harmful Greed
A clever man should
his interests, and place
proper order. Our avidiM
deranges ffiem by mduckjl
undertake too many thi
once; and by grasping ai
objects, we lose our hold rfl
important ones. — La
cauld.

t>S81uati
: Xhen you'll f
haven „
^•tor'pTjMn. Ml
bold* todiy* '
lust Wat
The only, just wars art I
against poverty, disease, |
crime.—Anonymous.

POP—Modern Technique in Camouflage
By J. MILLAR WATT
I TOLD VOU TO
CAMOUFLAGE THIS
HOUSE!

I AM
CAMOUFLAGING
IT!

MARTIN
MM ond^eBMH «p«r)«nctd
h travtbn^ pr«br *• Mortto /Jjjj«
for »l p«A«r cdofort ond |M/T|>|
lor«»r, end «er« pUoiont.1
Sioux C!»y> llnoil food U
' hoiunj in «b« Ruby Room.

THE
SPORTING
HING
w

Suburban
Heights

m

•ADVERT
a nation. It points the
We merely folio
new heights of
convenience, of tap

M?
W&

I
i^'S•*.*.v.».

By
LANG
ARMSTRONG

GLUVAS
WILLIAMS

•
K
Doeu't took Ilk* hc'i (al mucb confldeac. In

b»7l"

sss-

As time goes on ad
ing ifl used more and
and as it is used
all profit more. It'
advertising hasof bringing a
Ifct

THE

TIME FOR THAT

ANITA

TRIBUNE, THURSDAY, MAY 1, 1941.

FROM OUR OLD FILES!

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.

Maduffs

"Everlasting Punishment" will be
the
subject of the Lesson-Sermon in
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
all Churches of Christ, Scientist, on
WE DELIVER
Sunday, Mby 4.
May 4, 1911.
The Golden Text is from Proverbs
Ed. L. Newton received the fine new 28:13, "He that covereth his sins shall
THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY
safe which will be used in the post not prosper: but whoso confesseth and
office.
forsaketh them shall have mercy."
G. A. Johnson has returned to Anita
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quofrom Dexter where he has been look- tations from the Bible and from the
ing after business interests for several Christian Science textbook, "Science
months.
and Health with Key to the ScripIt is stated that Dee Bell, formerly tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
of Exira, has changed his plans of
One of the Bible citations reads:
going to Oakland and will open a "Be not deceived; God is not mocked:
harness shop in this city in the room for whatsoever a man soweth, that
Whether You're One of Those Guys That Are
formerly occupied by J. L. Stalcup. shall he also reap. For he that sow"Finicky" About Your Underwear — Or One
Mrs. Ernest Burke, who has en- eth to his flesh shall of the flesh reap
Who Doesn't Care As Long As They Make Good
gaged quite extensively in the poultry corruption; but he that soweth to the
business, is meeting with good success. Spirit shall of the Spirit reap life
"Sleepers" — You'll Both Be Glad To Know
The incubator hen "came off" last
everlasting" (Gal. 6:7.8).
We Have These Famous Brands of Underwear
week with 124 chicks out of 140 eggs. Among the selections from the
As a result of the gasoline exploFor You To Choose From —
Christian Science textbook is the fol;
sion in his panatorium last Friday, D.
R. Donohoe has a badly burned face lowing:
"You must control evil thoughts in
MUNSING AND GLOVER UNIONS
and carries one hand done up in a
rag. It was bad enough, but might the first instance, or they will control
you in the second. Jesus declared
have been worse.
MUNSING — COOPER — SANDEE
Another big deal in Neal Institute that to look with desire on forbidden
SHIRTS AND SHORTS
territory was closed this week when objects was to break a moral precept.
Jas. E. Bruce sold the entire state of He laid great stress on the action of
— In the Following Styles and Prices —
New York to a syndicate for $100,000 the human mind, unseen to the for all. The afternoon session was
and receives a perpetual royalty for senses" (p. 234).
———!———^MW
splendid. The basket supper at 5:30
every
patient
treated.
UNIONS—
was beautifully managed by the Anita
The Evergreen Cemetery Associaladies. The Young People's hour at
4HOLY
CROSS
EVANGELICAL
4
Lightweight, Short or Long Sleeves
tion held their annual meeting at the
LUTHERAN CHURCH
+ 6:30 in charge of Rev. Alber of AtCitizens Bank last Monday afternoon 4~.75c, $1.00, $1.25
H. G. Belsheinv Pastor.
4 lantic was fine and the evening service
and elected the following named of- *
Button On Shoulder
75c
ficers for the ensuing year: B. D. For- « - - f 4 + 4 4 + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 was a fitting climax with every availB. V. D's
75c, $1.00
Sunday School and Adult Bible able chair and pew filled. The massed
shay, president; H. C. Bangham, vice
choir of 80 voices gave a fitting close
Class
at 9:30 a. m.
president;
S.
V.
Jenkins,
treasurer;
J.
SHORTS—
D. Young, secretary; Sherm F. Myers, Communion service at 10:30 a. m.by singing, "Unfold Ye Portals" and
Sandee Knit Shorts
25c
trustee for three years; and F. O. The ladies aid society of the church "God So Loved the World." A surCooper Jockey Shorts
50c
Worthing for' two years. Ed. L. will meet in the church basement at prise to the outside delegations and
Newton, the other trustee, holds of- 2 p. m. Thursday afternoon. Mrs. on inspiring number in the evening:
Broadcloth Shorts
25c, 35c, 50c
service was the wonderful •rendition
fice for another year.
Howard Lett will be the hostess.
SHIRTS—
Confirmation class meets at 4 o'clock of, "The Holy >City," by Anita's own
Friday
afternoon in the church base- boy soprano, Danny Osen.
Sandee and Glover Shirts
25c
BY THE WAY.
The ladies of the church will serve
ment.
By L. F. M.
Cooper Shirts
35c
Adult instruction class meets at a 15c dinner Wednesday noon.
Munsing Silk Shirts
50c
Did you see a little notice in the 8 o'clock Friday evening at the parRev. C. L. Thomas is seriously ill
paper a week or so ago, about the yarn sonage.
FARMERS C(
Mrs. Floyd Dement has at her house
Announcement for communion Sat- at his home here suffering from heart;'
— Also Complete Line of Boy's Shirts and Shorts —
trouble.
and which she is very anxious to have urday afternoon and evening at the
knitted into sweaters for the Red parsonage.
Miss Lilith Baker, local high school
Cross? More volunteers are wanted
Highland church—
teacher, spent the week end visiting
to come forward and help work this Divine services at 7:30 p. m.
at the home of her mother in Oskayarn into warm little jackets for chilly
loosa.
t
'
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
*
*
'
*
4
little
tykes
who
are
needing
them
CLOTHIER
badly. There is still yarn enough for 4
METHODIST CHURCH
4
"WE SERVE YOU WELL"
Joe Darling, farmer who lives
seven children's sweaters and a few t
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
4
adult sizes . . . So any of you who 4 - 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 southwest of Anita, had his tonsils reTODAY-THUI
can knit will be aiding the Red Cross
Church School at 10 a. m. Harold moved at the office of a local physician
Tuesday morning.
immensely, if you will call Mrs. McDermott, Superintendent.
FINAL RADIO DAJ
Mrs. A. C. Holmes has been confinCarl Ingram, 4-year-old son of Mr. Dement and ask her for the yarn and
Church worship at 11 a. m. with the
;
On
The Screen —
ed to her bed the past week.
Mrs. Anna Porch, who has been a
and Mrs. Charles Ingram, is confined the pattern for the sweater you wish sermon by the pastor.
to his home with the chicken pox.
patient
at
the
Atlantic
hospital
for
a
to make.
A CAVALCADE]
Youth forum at 7 p. m.
« » •
Walter Dorsey has accepted a posinumber of weeks, was discharged
Evening worship at 8 p. m.
ROARING THR1
tion with the Farmers' Produce Co. at
George Parker entered the Uni- We saw the class play last Friday
from the hospital Thursday.
Audubon. Mrs. Dorsey, who operates versity of Iowa hospital at Iowa City night and it was good . . . how many The Circles of the. Woman's Society
F« Every Red-Eli
, American
the Vanity Beauty shop here, will join Saturday for medical treatment. He of us are like that old doctor . . . we of Christian Service meet Thursday
Postmaster
and
Mrs.
George
Q.
afternoon at 2:30. Circle III meets
her husband at Audubon in a few is reported to be in a serious condition. know just exactly what to prescribe
Smither
spent
Sunday
in
Nevada,
139
Stars
1,000'
with Mrs. A. R. Kohl. Mrs. C. T.
weeks.
for the other fellow, but refuse to Winder will be the devotional leader Iowa, visiting their daughter, Mrs.
Mr. and M!rs. Clifford Lutes and take a dose of our own medicine!
and Mrs. Howard Gissibl, the lesson Stanley Curtis and husband.
daughter of Denver, Colo., spent the
» » »
OFLIBEB
leader. Circle II meets with Mrs.
week end'visiting at the home of her
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Petersen of : : Two Shows -7:15 and 9:151
Heard a lady say that she found it William Kirkham. Mrs. William
mother, Mrs. Mayme Peerman.
such a problem getting birth certifi- Bangham will be the devotional lead- Eagle Grove, Iowa, are visiting in
AriTta at the'home of her brother, L.
cates for her children i that she had
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Jepson en-decided that it is easier and cheaper er and Mrs. J. N. Potter, the lesson C. Bangham and wife, and with other
FRIDAY -SATUM
leader.
Circle
I
meetg
with
Mrs.
L
tertained the nkmbers of the High- to adopt your children than to try to
relatives
and
friends.
K. Nichols. Mrs. Bert Ramus will be
65 REASONS TO BE 1
c- ,
land bridge club at their home north- prove that you've had them.
the devotional leader and Mrs. Otto
•DOUBLE FEATURE
west of Anita Saturday evening. Mr.
* • *
Mrs. Grace Hooper of Scottsbluff,
Miller, the lesson leader.
and Mrs. Lamarr Gardner and Mr. and
LAFFS
- LOVE - LARC
Neb.,
returned
to
her
home
today
Mrs. Peter Killon were guests. High To the Anita school kids: There are The Sunday School teachers and the (Wednesday). Mrs. Hooper had been
GOOF* GANGSTERS"
three
prizes
offered
in
the
Poppy
church board of education meet Friscorers at bridge were Mrs. Gardner
poster contest. Better look on the day evening at the parsonage at 8. here for several weeks, being summonand Ralph Curry.
ed to help care for her sister, Miss
upstairs bulletin board and get busy
Investment Day, Friday, May 2.
Amber Steinmetz, who passed away
.
.
.
even
fifty
cents
would
take
you
Dale Roberts, son of Mr. and Mrs. to two shows.
last Thursday.
with
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
Frank Roberts, who live northwest of
Cesar
Charlotte]
* * •
*•
CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH
*
Anita, left Monday for Los Angeles,
ROMERO
GREENWO
Can you imagine anyone liking *
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
4
ANITA MARKETS.
Cal., where he has employment at an
— flus Hit No. 2 airplane factory. While he was here rhubarb better than strawberries? * 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 ,
(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
Church school at 10:00 a. m.
he went to Detroit to get a new car They make a swell combination when
Spine.TinelinL'
Thrill^
igc
There will be no service of worship Eggs, cash, dozen
for an instructor at the airplane cooked together. Our strawberry
Phone 201 or 154
jgc
bed has lots of blossoms already and as the pastor was given the Sunday Eggs, in trade, dozen
"MEXICAN
school he recently attended.
we are hoping they don't get frost- off to attend the state conference at Graded Eggs, Specials, dozen
20c
SPITFIRE
Newton. Miss Vera B. Hook and Graded Eggs, No. 1, dozen .......18c
The West Main Street Neighborhood bitterw
* * •
OUTWl
I6c
Mirs. Albert Wagner were elected as Graded Eggs, No. 2, dozen
Circle met Thursday afternoon at the
Hens,
Ib
16c
Tomorrow
is
May
Day
and
already
delegates.
with
FOLGER'S COFFEE SALE
home of Mrs. A. A. Johnson with
the youngsters have accumulated May The missionary society will meet at Hens, leghorn and under 4-lbs. Ib. .12c
Lnpe,
May 1 to 10
twenty-two members present. Mrs.
ERRO 1 1
\ IJQ
VELEZ
M'arnie Malcom was assisting hostess. baskets which they want filled so they the home of Mrs. H. A. Gill FridayRoosters, Ib
1 Pound Can
26c
Ducks, ib
" ' 8c
During the afternoon there was an can deliver them early in the morn- afternoon at 2:30 o'clock. Mrs.
2 Pound Can
.....5Qc
I'.'.'.'.'. 6c
election of officers as follows: Mrs. ing ... wonder if we'll find one on Raymond Lantz will be the leader. Geese, Ib
VICTOR FLOUR, 49-lbs. .$150
Forrest Wilson, president; Mrs. J. our door-step in the morning.
Next Sunday will be missionary Pigeons, live, dozen
gQc
REED'S BEST FLOUR,
Sun. Bargain Mat. 2:30-5
Burl Roots, vice president; and Miss
Sunday in the church schoo^. Be sure Cream, sweet
34,.
49-lh. sack
'..$1.30
and bring your gift.
Goldie Watkins, secretary.
AUXILIARY NOTES.
Cream, No. 1 sour
]' .$$c
MICKEY'S AN E X E d S
(1 Can Baking Powder Free
The ladies will serve a noon-day Cream, No. 2 sour
.3ic
—
BUT HE CANT
With Each Sack Flour)
The dipping tank which is being
The American Legion Auxiliary dinner Thursday.
Yellow corn, No. 2, new
67c
HIS MIND ON BUS1N*
their
regular
monthly
meeting
at
managed
again
this
year
by
F.
I.
PEAS, No. 2 can
i 0c
No. 2 white oats
;gnc
Northup of Lewis is starting its third the home of Mrs. 'Floyd Dement Fri4 4 4 4 N o . 1w
h
e
a
t
r
CORN, No. 2 can
i 0c
season of operation in Cass county. day afternoon. Mrs. Faye Holiday read 4 CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST 4
Farmers interested in keeping their the minutes of the previous meeting 4C. R. Neel, Pastor.
4
TOMATOES, No. 2 can . . . . 10c
flocks free from ticks so they will go which were approved. The following 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
through the season on less feed and in reports were given: That fifteen
Sunday School at 10 a. m.
better condition should contact either Mother's day cards with three-cent
Church Worship at 11 a. m.
COCOANUT ROLLS
Mr. Northup or the farm bureau office stamps on them were sent to the
EAST MAIN STREET
We intended to close the revival
6 for 9c
to arrange for having their sheep veterans at Knoxville so that they meetings Sunday evening, but it was
dipped.
ANITA BAKERY
could send cards to their mothers on decided because of some special needs
Mother's day; a report on the county to continue them until Thursday
Pance—K. P. Hall—Friday Night.
meeting which was held in Anita evening. There has been eighteen
You can get at all times genuine
——"•^^•••"•••••^••••M
April 21st.; and Mrs. Floyd Dement, additions during the meetings, 5 on
chairman of the child welfare com- Sunday. Re.v. and Mrs. Morris have Semi-Solid Buttermilk at the Farmers
mittee, gave a report on the very fine done a fine piece of work, not only f o r Coop in Anita. Why not try some
±»
work that is being carried on by the the church, but for the community this week?
auxiliary. The goal they are trying itself.
Speed Queen washers have $15 more
to reach is, "A square deal for every
•tookingi for «
Wednesday—Sermon, "Paul's P0d value m same price claas. H. E. Bartlay.
child." Mrs. Ed. Newton also thank- of Peas."
Order your supply of BUG DugT
ed the auxiliary for the bouquet sent
Thursday—Sermon, "Christ's Bless- and FLY SPRAY now. Prices adTb« H*rdy
to her and Mr. Newton on their golden ing For His Children."
vancmg after May 15. Earl Garrett
wedding anniversary. Plans were
These services are at 7:45 each
*'
discussed for the sale of poppies mght. Mrs. Morris will be present to your Watkins dealer. Atl JL
which will be sold the Saturday be- lead the singing and will sing a solo on
60c buys 500 sheets of typewriter
fore Memorial Day. Mrs. Dementboth nights.
paper, size Sfcxll inches, at theTribserved a lunch at the close of the
..
MADE B» MARTK.SENOUK - ,H% I-LKE SINCE ,»«, "
Next Sunday at bhe close of the une office.
tt
meeting.
> •
morning worship Christian baptism
ADAIR THEATRE
>•
will
be
administered.
Rev.
Neel
will
Fri. — Sat. — Sun. — Mon.
Anita will meet the winner of the
Massena-Cumberland baseball game speak on the subject, "After the
4 Days _ May 2, 3, 4, 5
at 1:30 o'clock Thursday afternoon in Revwal What." The public is inviu
, Northwest Mounted Police"
ea
to
these
services.
No Charge For an Estimate of Your Job.
the ICa^s county baseball tournament
.
with Gary Cooper
which is being held at Wiota this The Nishna Tri-county association
Tally
cards,
2 for lc; fancy tallle. •
With A New nKi
week.
of Churches of Christ met i n Anita
with tassels, and place cards for lc.
KATHBYN
Sunday. It was an inspiring occasion Tribune office, Anita.
#

Spring Change

OF UNDERWEAR

Marshmallows
Corn Flakes
Popped Wheat

2i

Crackers **•**
Cake Flour
II
Coffee BrownB^S;i*Ib8- ^
Baking Soda i-n>.pkg.

NEE]
SOMJ
GOO]
PAIN

BOB HOWARD

NEW

"THEI4ND

WOOL

Get Our Price
On Your Wool
Before You Sell

:; "TAW DARK
andHANDSO»

Smither Poultry

gjw—

:; SUN. -MON. -

Opal Food Mkt.

You Get More When Yon Use Monarch Paint

«

Phone Robert Scott, "House Doctor"
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Mrs. Andy Miller, Mrs. Merle RobiMr. and
s
Aon, Mrs. Elmer Schol], Mrs. Henry
Momes
visited
in
Anita
last
week
at
Koehn and Mrs. Herbert Bartley at
tended the Pythian Sister lodge meet- the home of her sister, Mrs. Chas. A.
Robison and husband.
ing in Adair one evening last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Rollie Way, who live
The members of the Friendly Circle on a farm near Lewis, were Sunday
inetWednesday afternoon at the horn, visitors at the home of her brother,
Mrs. Melton Christensen north of Raymond Lantz and family.
)R.B.L.MEURER of
here. Nine members and three visitAdmir, Iow»
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Petersen of
ors were present. Mrs. Lars Christensen won a contest put on by Mrs. Washington, Iowa, spent Thursday in
Neurocalometer Service Boyd Williamson. During the after- Anita at the home of her parents, Mr.
9 to 12—1:^0 to 8. noon the women tied a comforter for and Mrs. John 'C. Jenkins. They were
10.. Sun. 10 to 11 a. m. the hostess. The next meeting Of the called here by the death of her aunt.
club will be on May 7 with Mrs Ted
Phone 37.
;
The Baptist ladies aid society met
Cooley.
Wednesday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. Raymond Laartz south of here.
Nine members and six visitors were
present. The afternoon was spent
socially and doing hand work.
ff. VP€l»

t,

lest of here, Bn^ftjlttid to
ttion at the Gtarlttftn faos[ha Thursday. He 1» <refrecovering nicely.

Have On The Floor
T-4Mfed Dumber Of
Deere 999
Com Planters
t "><.*^,-jr "

4

•*.•*•'•

^

'

These Are Gone No More Will Be Available

Mr. and Mrs. Leo V. Bongers and
Mr. and Mrs. Henry 'Maduff were in
Des Moines Friday evening where they
attended the play, "Little Women," at
St. Joseph's Academy. Mary Agnes
Bongers, a student at the school, had
the leading role.
Chapter EZ, P. E. O. Sisterhood,
held a miscellaneous shower Wednesday evening at the home of Mrs: R. IW.
Forshay in honor of Miss Joan Faulkner. The evening was spent with
games and contests, following which a
lunch was served by a committee.
Miss Faulkner was the recipient of
many gifts.

[ALSO HAVE ON THE FLOOR A FULL LINE
LWN SiOWERS — PRICED $7.00 AND UP

Th« bigger
drink wHh

HIW imrar
flavor!

AlftA^'L^^lMM

>hn Deere Store

nor:

•Pttii

J. Burl Roots, Proprietor

HERE!

: P. Hall—Friday Night.
Painters have finished redecorating
the interior of the Anita State Bank
building.

"TRAILER VAGABOND"

Harold Giles has returned to his
home here after spending several days
at Fort Wayne, Ind. His wife remained there for a more extended visit
with her sister.
'Wednesday evening the P. T. A. of
Lincoln No. 4 enjoyed a program,
bingo and a guessing contest held at
By WARREN BAYLEY
the school house. A large number
were present and a lunch was served Nuevo, Laredo, Mexico.
land goes up, the cost of merchandise
to those present.
Arriving back at the border there goes down.
.Crossing back into the States you
Guy Rasmussen, who was injured were two thoughts in our minds. One
was that we were leaving a beautiful notice that the Mexican Customs
some time ago in an automobile acciofficials are more apathetic than their
dent near Menlo that left both of his and friendly country and the other
southern countrymen. When yon
was
that
a
cup
of
real
American
coffee
legs in casts, went to Iowa City last was going to taste swell.
enter Mexico City they ask a few
Wednesday to have a check-up at the
questions, sell you your visitor's pasa
Mexican
coffee,
probably
because
University hospital there.
of the water, has a peculiar flavor that and American money into Mexican
Mrs. Anna Smith of Kansas City, must take a long time to become cash. Baggage inspection is quite
Mo., who has been visiting in Anita for accustomed to. Always very strong, thorough. Not impolite, the officials
several weeks and assisting with the it is served with hot water so you can are merely disinterested and not so
gracious as their brothers farther
care of her sister, Mrs. Chet Turner, cut it down to your size.
south. Leaving the country, the
This
same,
odd
taste
is
also
in
left Sunday for Charleston, S. C.,
butter and milk and in food contain- officials merely pick up your pa^s^j
where she will ,<visit her daughter.
ing or prepared in grease. Perhaps sometimes without rising from their
The members of the 2-1-2-1-2 dinner that's the reason they toss around that chairs and wave you on.
At the center of the toll-bridge an
and bridge club were guests Thurs- torrid chili sauce so freely—to mask
American inspector asks for all liquor
day evening of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond the funny flavor of their food.
Nuevo. Laredo, just across from in excess of a quart per person. He
Lantz at their home on Wlest Main
Street. Additional guests, besides Laredo, Texas, was all lit up and do- gets plenty of it because few people
the members, were Mr. and Mrs. Floyd ing a thriving tourist business when bother to go back to the swindlers who
Dement. iFollowing a 7 o'clock cov- we drove through. But most of its sold them cheap liquor and told them
ered dish dinner, the evening was tourists never obtain the real and that they could take back as much as
Bottles were
spent playing bridge. High scores correct impression of Mexico—the they could carry.
were'held by Mrs. Harold McDermott land of tiny villages and, crumbling itacked by the hundreds.
churches, where hay and straw stacks
The American Customs is more
and Mr. Dement.
are topped by small wooden crosses to brisk but the officials are swell about
Miss Eva Crum instructor at Lin- safeguard them, where oxen and bur- it, treating you just as you treat
coln No. 7 and her five pupils, Gene ros are more common than motor- them, and getting things over with
Kopp, Marvin Warner, Wayne Shan- cars, where a tiny rock-slide on the quickly. It was good to see American
non,
Mildred Steffens and Norma road will bear a red flag for days be- faces again, even though our southern
Steffen& Visited a number of business fore being swept aside by a sleepy neighbors had treated us wonderfully.
houses inv Anita •'Friday morning, in- road-gang and where scenery is unTo everyone we urge a visit south
cluding1 the - Tribune office.
Mfiss surpassed. The farther south you of the border—a"nd penetrate as far as
Crum, together with her pupils, went travel the more you like Mexico and -you can, because the farther you go
to Atlantic by train where they visit- the more friendly and less tourist- the better you'll like everyone, and
ed several places of business there. conscious are her people. As your everything—except the coffee. That's
They returned to Anita by bus in the estimation of the natives and their ONE thing you'll wish was American.
afternoon.
"Trailer Vagabond" Is Sponsored and Appears In This Paper
Mrs. Leo V. Bongers, Mrs. Henry
Through the Courtesy of
^Maduff and Mrs. Harold Champion
were hostesses at a china shower for
Miss Joan Faulkner Thursday afternoon at the Bongers home. A threeAnita, Iowa
TEXACO PRODUCTS
Phone 257
course 1:30 o'clock luncheon was served to the giiests. A pink and white
color scheme was carried out and the
H. L. Bell spent Sunday at Council
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Schafer and
dessert was pink wedding bells on Bluffs, Iowa, visiting with his niece, sons, Fred and Stanley, of Atlantic
white ice cream. Out-of-town guests Mfiss Anita Conley.
and Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Burke were
were Mrs. Mike Farrell, Mrs. M.
Sunday dinner guests at the home of
Oohen. Mrs. A. Laura Campbell and
The Anita Literary club will meet Mr. and Mrs. Gail Burke.
Mrs.
Ned Anderson. Mrs. Fred Joy, Thursday evening at 8 o'clock at the
Mrs. Wm. Lantz and Mrs. Ben Kirk- home of Mirs. H. J. Ghadwick. This
Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Dallas of Jefferham,
who were also invited, were meeting is being combined with the son, G. C. Johnson of 'Dexter and Mrs.
unahle to attend. Mrs. Harry C. one which was to have been held on H. Dickson and daughters of Menlo
Faulkner received high score and Mrs. April 17 with Mrs. Dan Spiker. Roll spent Sunday visiting at the G. A.
Ernest Burke, low score at bridge. call will be, "Famous Educators" and Johnson home here.
The guest of honor was the recipient "A Tlower Family." Leaders will be
of a guest prize.
The Lincoln No. 6 P. T. A. held
Mrs. Lester King and Mrs. Chadwick.
their regular monthly meeting ThursThe Friday bridge club were guests day evening. Plans were made for a
Friday afternoon 'of Mrs. B. D. For- basket supper to be held at the end of
shay at her home on Chestnut Street. the school year. Dick Underwood and
WHEN ANIMALS
Guests, besides the members were Jesse Taylor were awarded prizes for
DIE
Mrs. Wilbur Young, Mrs. Charles having put on. the best program of the
We will pick them up Minnerman and Mrs. Mike Roth, all of year. J"he program consisted of aAnita, and Mrs. M. Cohen of Omaha. reading by Mrs. Clyde Pollock and
promptly.
High scorer at bridge during the after- contests. Lunch was served followNew steel water tight noon
ing the meeting by Mrs. 'Cecil Taylor.
was Miss Minnie Forshay.

WAGNER'S FILLING STATION

May Be Purchased In Anita At The'Following Stores:
v
•
Briardale Grocery
nith's Jack Sprat Store
Maduffs Food Market
Petersen's Grocery
aake's Opal Food Mkt.
Miller's Meat Market
Crawford's Grocery
)R OVER 40 YEARS THE BAKERS OF HARVEST BREAD HAVE
BAKE THE BEST BREAD—NOT THE MOST"

body at your service.
Phone 257

WAGNER FILLING STATION
ANITA, IOWA
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HEADQUARTERS FOR
DARLING'S SOIL BUILDER
THE FARMERS COOP.
(,

C. F. DARROW, Manager

FOR GOODNESS SAKE
FOR HEALTH'S SAKE

You get oil these wrvicesl
*SUMMM.OIADI ISO-VIS.

Change your old winter oil for ficsh
SMJIW-GW* ISO-VIS, the motor oU
*« > "JilMid best in the Midwett."
* CHASSIS IUBRICAT10N. Tnor-

".pwnwo-point dwn& UMutnn
Standard oils and greases.

cooling tyitem for leaks.
RA M

* ° th '

T*ANSMBMOM

Lu\*' Swnni«.Gr«dfe.8t»ii*rd Gear
with
Standard Gear Lubrifor corre
e
ares 8hould « P«M«« -

be replaced

sdc in complete price range.

£,HJ04f, OUR SELECTED MEATS

STANDARD RED

? » 1fevoriteover any

at stub s standard

'

Miller's Market
Anita, Iowa

THE ANITA MBttNE
IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson
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Jjleanor Roosevelt

S

By HAROLD L. LUNDQUIST, D. D.
Dean of The Moody Bible Institute
of Chicago.
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

SflrWONG CDBJCIE

Out-of-Doors Days
Make it of light, inconspicuous
Our two days in the country were,
S. S. Lesson for May 4
prints, flat crepe or spun rayon
on the whole, very peaceful and I
or street wear, with plain neckthink we accomplished a good deal.
Lesson subjects and Scripture texts seline, softened by a narrow touch of
I was outdoors all one morning look- lected
and copyrighted by International
of ReUglous Education; used by
••ontrast.
ing at trees and planning where to Council
permission.
The ' detailing is perfectly
put in shrubs and plants, both at
banned to create the high-busted,
the President's cottage and- my own. THE CHURCH ENLARGING ITS
lim-hipped line most becoming to
By noon it began to rain really hard
FELLOWSHIP
arge figures. The skirt has a
and so, at two-thirty, I did not reLESSON TEXT—Acts 8:1.8, 14-17, 25.
gret delivering a speech indoors at
gradual flare. It's one of those utGOLDEN TEXT —-Therefore they that
Vassar college to a group of girls.
erly simple dresses that has loads
scattered abroad went everywhere
if distinction.
I saw a good many of my neigh- were
preaching the word.—Acts 8:4.
bors and read a good many things
Pattern No. 1333-B is designed for sizes
which I have been carrying around
In a time characterized by ma36, 38, 40. 42, 44. 46, 48. 50 and 52. Size
in my brief case for some time. I terialism and commercialism, it is
8 requires, with short sleeves, 5',4 yards
was back in New York city by five refreshing to consider the manner
f 39-inch material without nap; long
o'clock the next day and went to'the in which the early church spread
leeves, 5'A yards. l!i yards braid or ^4
ard contrast for neck fold. Detailed
meeting of the Men's Faculty club the gospel far and wide. They did
ew chart Included. Send order to:
at Columbia university.
this without thought of personal gain
It seemed rather presumptuous to or advantage, and with a sacrificial
SEWING CIRCLE PATTERN DEFT.
address people on a subject as large devotion to Christ which caused men
Room 1324
UFT CCTS-MOBE
FOR TOUR MONET
as: "What Is Really Happening in and women to be willing to die for
211 W. Wacker Dr.
Chicago
•'Recipes Below)
the United States Today," many of Him, and, what may sometimes be
Enclose 15 cents in coins for
whom knew much more about this even harder, to live for Hun in the
Pattern No
Size
JR BUDGET MEALS
subject than I possibly could. I real- face of persecution. Here was loyName
THIS WEEK'S MENU
ized, however, that what I had to alty that puts expediency to shame,
Address
meat-wise, theft you're
say was merely a preface to an and sacrifice of self for Christian
Cream
of
Pea
Soap
open discussion.
el For the Ifess expensive
principle which needs emphasis in
•Staffed Shoulder of Lamb
cuts of meat have
It proved to be a very interesting this "soft" age.
Parsley Buttered Potatoes
a way of making
evening, more profitable to me probThe enlarging of the church is reBattered Carrot Strips
food dollars realably than to those who listened to vealed by our lesson as being
me start it off! President and Mrs.
ly *t*-e*t-e-h.
Sweet Cabbage Relish
I. By Death or by Life (w. 1-4).
What's' more,
Nicholas Murray Butler were kind
Peppermint Ice Cream
Stephen, one of the deacons, "a
enough
to
come
to
supper
and
I
enthe, thrift cuts of
Chocolate Cop Cakes
man full of faith and of the Holy
joyed
seeing
them
very
much.
meat ;are equally
Ghost" (6:5), was stoned because
•Recipe Given
I took the night train back to of his testimony for Christ. He beas chock full of
Nice Attire
flavor, health- It goes a long way.i For best re- Washington.
came the first martyr of the church,
Wow, miss, what gear were you in at
GRADUATES
guarding vitahe time of the accident?"
leading the line of those noble men
slice very thin.
One afternoon, I received a group and women who down to our own
mins, body-build* sults,
"Oh, I had on a blue woollen sports
How
to
Cook:
Put
meat,
well
covcoal, fur cap, gauntlet gloves and ton
ns and minerals as the ered with fat, on rack in open roast- of winners in an essay contest from day have been ready to die rather
shoes."
ensive ones. When you ing pan. Sprinkle with salt and Lancaster County, Pa, They were than to deny Christ. The day may
: roast instead of chops; pepper. Place in moderate oven such bright looking young people not be too far distant when some of
Absent-minded man, after being
• instead of steak; or baby (325 degrees F.) and allow about and evidently were enjoying their us may face that decision. Are we
Ished half-drowned out of the wainstead of; calves liver, 25 minutes per pound for rare beef, trip to Washington. Then we gave ready?
ter: "And the worst of it is that
the annual tea for the graduating
ny isn't depriving your
To everjn, one of us who is a Christo 30 for medium and about 35 classes of the various Schools. I
I've just remembered that I can
guests of even a , teeny, 28
tian
comes
the
necessity
of
living
well done. Do not baste. Po- think the group should be congratu- for Christ. Some in Jerusalem died
swim!"
| of food value. That's the for
may be cooked in same pan lated, for they came past me more (v. 2), some were imprisoned (v. 3),
nutrition experts. And tatoes
with roast.
First and Second Class
rapidly than any other group that but notice that the others were scatSwedish Meat Balls.
Mrs. Qabley—Can you tell me
has ever been here.
tered
abroad,
like
brands
from
a
in purchasing meat
p\O
YOU
take
a
ISrge
size—any(Serves 6)
UNION NOW
fire, carrying the message of God's *-* where between 36 and 52? who came over on the Mayflower?
i knowing the wide vari2 pounds finely ground beef
Mrs. Jabber—Yes. My ancestors
At
dinner
that
night,
Mr.
Clarence
Word. They were not afraid, did
this dress will simply delight and
nt meat cuts available,
1 cup mashed potato
a few other people.
Streit talked to us a little about his not go into hiding, nor did they "ad- Then
you.
It's
so
becoming
and
suc[purchasing some of the
% cup apple sauce
lectures on his plan "Union Now." just" their message to meet the cir- cessful that two neckline styles are
tare not in greatest de1% teaspoons salt
After dinner, Mr. Theodore Dreier cumstances. They went "every- suggested in the pattern (No. "The bride's mother gave a der.example, a pot roast of
after the ceremony."—
% teaspoon pepper
showed us some of his slides of where preaching the word."
1333-B): One is the plain v-neck- ception
as it to and as much
Vt teaspoon nutmeg
Local
paper.
Were the guests
Black Mountain college, near AsheWhile persecution may sometimes
cut to smart new depth, and taken in?
yed by Teveryone, sells
Shortening
ville.'N. C. This is a most unique hinder the spread of the gospel, it line
the
other
is
turned
back
in
narrow
ably less per pound than
1 can vegetable soup
educational experiment, where the also frequently stjrs the zeal of revers. Make the dress in houseof
Good Reason
% cup milk
students and faculty are not only God's people to preach and teach. hold
cottons, trimming with braid
f reason,
"Why
is
the bell ringing?"
Combine beef, potato, apple sauce building their own buildings, but Just now in the midst of the havoc and adding
a couple of pockets,
jis that
"Because I'm pulling the rope."
and seasonings. Roll into small balls really are attempting to -demon- of war and persecution ttte~good and it will be
one
of
your
most
(greater
the size of a walnut. Brown well in strate democratic procedure in an news of salvation is spreading in comfortable wor-k-a-day styles.
Ifor rib
hot shortening, in baking dish. Pour educational institution.
lands which hitherto knew it not.
on soup and milk and bake in modThen the movie, "Men of Boys Are you and I doing our part?
ely be
erate oven (375 degrees F.). Thicken Town," was shown and made a treII. By Preaching That Brought
surmendous impression on everybody. Joy
gravy; serve.
(vv. 5-8).
'
p, at the
I had to leave for a time to.broad_ .Cubed Steak With Vegetables.
Philip, a layman (the first of
fan save**
Cube 1 pound of thrifty cut of cast for the Federal Employees' many
evangelists) and a Jew,
your
steak, such as round or chuck. council, but could«tell on my return went great
£ A General Quiz
to the despised Samaritans
Cling to Certainty
et, at the same time «dd- Brown it in hot fat. Add 1 cup boil- what a moving story it is.
1
with the gospel, and God so signally
He is no wise man that will quit
to both yduf lamily and ing water and 1 teaspoon cornstarch, COMMON SENSE
his ministry that a great rea certainty for an uncertainty.—
! meals, by following to- mixed with a little cold water, and
There is an editorial in Common blessed
The Questions
vival broke out and "there was
Samuel Johnson.
y-pmcher,irscipes.
Sense
for
this
month',
which
I
think
salt and pepper to taste. Stir until
much joy in the city."
1. What are obiter dicta?
mixture is boiling. Add 1 large will do a valuable service in stimuShoulder Q! Lamb.
What we need is more gospel
2. In Roman numerals, what is
lating
thought
and
argument.
It
is
igreen
pepper
cut
into
squares,
and
[Buy: Good quality lamb is
and teaching. You lay- the meaning of "M" with a line
"Whose Sacrifice?" I am preaching
SS
men, please note that you are not to over it?
' well-marbled with fat. 2 large sweet onions cut into eighths. entitled
*
going
to
o.uote
one
thought
here:
at is smooth, bard, glossy Cover and simmer until steak is "Sacrifice is indeed called for, But wait for the preacher to do it.
3. Where are the sunniest spots
white. Lookforbothgbv- tender. Ajdd 2 large tomatoes cut in it is the sacrifice of the old meth- Spread the good news yourself. And in the United States?
eighths
and
cook
2
minutes
longer.
spection sta&p and pack4. Is the ghost shrimp transods of unplanned, competitive, mo- note too that it is to be preached to
pte grade stamp. Find the The gravy may be seasoned with a nopoly profit-seeking business, and all people, even to those whom we parent?
5. Are all roses fragrant?
at1 suits you, then always few drops of seasoning sauce. Serve not the sacrifice of the bread and might (humanly speaking) be tempted to despise, either by reason of
6.' Could Mount Everest be subyour meat man to bone at once. Boiled rice is an excellent butter of the poor."
MOTH
accompaniment.
race or position in life. It was a merged in the Pacific ocean?
er, leaving a cavity to fill
That
is
a
large
statement
with
Stuffed Flank Steak.
thing that happened to Phil7. What is the highest church in
'tig. (You can use the
which many people will agrqe
whole- glorious
(Serves 6)
1
ip in Samaria:" It can happen again, the world?
broth, soup or gravy
heartedly.
The
difference
always
1 flank steak (about 1% to 2 Ibs.)
arises as to how we shall achieve and "it can happen here."
From lop lo bottom- from
4
cups dry bread
III. By Fellowship That Brought
The Answers
i Cook: Prepare a well-seathe
ends which almost anyone will
lh« Java Room, to the im%
cup
milk
flll cavity,! then sew
1. -Incidental remarks.
concede are desirable. The edito- Blessing (vv. 14-17).
proved corrv»ntion fociliri**.
% cup boiling water
When the church, at Jerusalem
£. One million.
i or skewer invpiace/WaJgh
rial
makes
some
valuable
sugges(torn lh» unialional n*w
V4 cup butter
3. The sunniest spots in the
lobby to th* modiih
• stuffing to cor&pute cooktions. Some of the statements are heard what had happened in Samacup finely chopped onion
roopii- the Monlroit
Place fat side up on rack * %
open to argument. But, after all, ria, they were overjoyed, and sent United States are in southwestern
Vt
cup
finely
chopped
parsley
ipUndcntly porlrayl >K»
an, rub with salt and pepthe value of anything which is writ- two of their leaders. Peter and John, Arizona and-f southeastern Califor
hotel of tomorrow. CtnH»
1 egg
to encourage and counsel with the nia.
ten
lies
largely
in
its
challenge
to
in slow ovto '(326 deof Ctdar Rapidi acliviliu
IVt teaspoons salt
4. The ghost shrimp is so trans
further thought and study. I hope new converts.
t), allowing abojut 35 mjnNo grit* Incraaul
Such fellowship always brings parent that the beating of its hear
a
great
many
people
after
reading
I pound. GarnjaV^tklmirit
Have your butcher score the steak this month's Common Sense, will do blessing, and in this case it was un- may be seen through its shell.
.
i
A.
•_;A.
T2«*nrilr
4nA
a vegetable,; serve. De- and cut a pocket in it. Break the
usual blessing; namely, the gift of
5. Of the thousands of varieties
constructive thinking.
bread into small some
the Holy ' Spirit. On .this occasion of wild and cultivated roses grow
CONGRESSIONAL
WIVES
pressing for Lamb.
pieces. Mix milk
I had a very pleasant luncheon God thus gave these new Samaritan ing throughout the world, not more
bacon
and boiling waone
day during the week with the believers the blessing and power of than 50 are fragrant.
ups bread crumbs
ter. Pour over
the Holy Spirit in such a way as to
6. If Mount Everest (29,002 feet
up sour apples, chopped
bread and let soak wives of the members of the Seven- bind them in fellowship to the church were
located on the Pacific ocean
ty-third
congress,
who
came
to
"^ raisins
.
until soft,. Melt Washington in 1933 when we did. in Jerusalem. Jew and Gentile be- floor in
the Philippines, its sum
IEY HOTELS co
P celery, chopped
the butter', add Then I received some 200 members lievers in Christ thus were joined in mit would
i o vv n
be submerged 6,000 feet
t C EPr-UY. Pt«v
onion
and
cook
one communion of love and faith.
aeon until crisp and'add to
7. The highest church hi th
of
the
Daughters
of
Patriots
and
without brown- Founders at the White House. After
raisins, diced apples
IV. By Broadened Vision That world is the Protestant cathedra
ing, about 5 min- that I took the plane to New York Brought
*ry. Season with salt and
Without Thinking
in Ulm, Germany. The spire ex
Action (v. 25).
u
t
e
s
.
A
d
d
t
o
land
pile
lightly
mto cavity
Many a man fails to become a
Peter and John had completed tends 528 feet above the street, o:
II
city
shoulder.
bread-milk mixture the parsley,
I spoke at the dinner given by their work in Samaria and were on a height equivalent to that of a 44- thinker for the sole reason that his
beaten egg, salt and pepper. Press the New York city board of educa- their way home to Jerusalem, but story building.
memory is too good.—Nietzche.
[Eye-of-Rorind Roast.
this stuffing into the pocket of tne tion te hear the conclusions of
what
they
had
seen
had
given
them
Ito Buy The lean of beef steak. Bake in a shallow pan, un- months of hard work and innumera- a new vision. Thej acted on that
pe well-marbled: with fat, covered, in a moderate oven (350
™°th, glossy: soon alter the degrees) two hours. Slice it gener- ble reports, made by groups of doc- vision, and as they passed through
villages ol Samaria they
I cut, the surface shouldrturn ously and garnish with sprigs of tors and educators on the care and the
education of handicapped children. "preached the gospel" with joyful
outer fa
» »,- i
* should
It is a - s t u d y made in New York, hearts. What an interest and stir
parsley.
[thick,
flaky, cream-. crisp
There's plenty of good, substan- city, but of value to the whole coun- they must have created!
in
!OWPrfirm,
gradeg fat to
tial eating in stuffed flank steak, so
It is one thing to see an opporn
price, per the rest of the meal can be simple. U Changes have come about in med- tunity and a need; it is quite anPerhaps,exceed'that' of A vegetable (stewed tomatoes, ical care more knowledge is now other to do something about it. For
F. Iait is all solid meat-no beans or cauliflower, perhaps); des- at
hand and certain new techniques that, one needs determination of purt, no waste of any kind. sert and beverage would round out must
be developed in order to g.ve ! pose. As Lloyd George put it, "You
handicapped children the best pos- I cannot fight a winning battle with a
a satisfying, appealing men %
HONEY * ALMOND CREAM
i retreating mind." These apostles
Veal Birds With Mushroom Sauce sible opportunity for ^cation
Regular »1
were reaching out-for God, and un2 pounds veal round
future usefulness in lite. I
LYNN SAIS:
der
His
leadership
and
blessing,
into
many
pt-ole
will
read
this
report.
bread stuffing
United thmonbI"nacey «« have. I believe, some the villages of Samaria.
3 tablespoons flour
roasti
6,000,000
handicapped
children
in
the
3 tablespopns lard
The Christian church needs more
ng
real consecrated action; that is, in
salt and pepper
he l88t 3
K,^,^ OF CHILDREN
1 small can mushroom soup
| the name of Christ and for His
The next noon I spoke on a broad- I glory. The business man who con.Have veal round cut into one-haU
h
inch slices.-Cut into pieces for in- cast whu-h is being inaugurated by j ducts his secular affairs with enThe merchant who advertises must treat
inew 8C on adds
£ Vnends of Children Incorporat, thusiasm and dispatch, often forgets
dividual servings as nearly ^ oy
you better than the merchant who does
Once a week they will broad- all that in his church duties. He
inches in size as possible. Place a T
d
white squash,
N
"
.eru-an
play
for
children.
not. He .must treat you as though you
spoonful of stuffing on each piece.
advertises and seeks new markets
for
his
goods,
but
is
not
interested
were the most influential person in town.
5 minBritish children, but to other chil- in the outreach of the church. He
„,
the world. Up to can get excited about the Rotary
slow
As a matter of cold fact you are. You
dren thi'" The
at a tow sides in hot .— vef V ,
th e
Friends of Children, Club or the Lions or what not, but
this
time.
for cookhold the destiny of his business in your
mushroom *™P "
*'
have bftn sending boxes of never develops the slightest enthuI, thr 'fty cutsrule
cover and cook very slowlyy until
of meat.
lo children in England, but
siasm
about
the
Lord's
work.
It
done, apout 45 minutes.
"" the butcher's
i i)u>l there was need for a goes without saying that such a I N F L U E N T I A L benentbygoodwrvice,bycourteoustreat.
w tuch would interest the
"picture" is all out-of focus. Let's
is kidney, brains,
fjCpCOKI
. ment,by good yalue>*«nd by lower prices.
themselves and tie them make it right. . Vision? Yes, by all
T
"ey make decTcT/io children in this country
means.
But
also
action
for
God.
when properly
roll and fasten
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Allotted
FIVE CONSCRIPTS
CORN
TO REPORT MAY 8 WPA Workers Are Told
For It's Roads _ Call No. 12 issued this week by the To Accept All Job Offers

NUMBER 19
DOTATION
TO BEAT WORMS

MANY CASH PRIZES
Frofl^TEWUR

To plant corn this spring on lane
^ass county selective service board
which
grew corn last year is to risk
George"
J.
Keller,
.state
WPA
adhave been made available, wll summon five CarfS men for induc1941 to Try New TVp*
damage
by Iowa's most important
county by the Iowa state tion into the army at the Nebraska ministrator, issued the following corn pest, the rpotworm.
lent; B«e.l.u^
More Than $121,000 In Cash Prenti
commission in allocation to nafconal guard armory in Omaha statement this week which he also
n Sunday, May 11;
various counties of surplus road Thursday, May 8, it was announced by stated was sent with each pay check That was the warning this week iums Will Be Offered At the Iowa
from an Iowa State college extension
tmemt, May 14.
,y
~ for construction purposes Of M. B. Parkinson, clerk of the local to all men in Iowa who are now on entomologist. Dr.-Harold Gunderson
State Fair Which Will Be Held
amount $42,751.52 is from state board. The five conscripts will report WPA:
From August 20 to 29.
^
said
that
a
rotation
alternating
corn
* and $4,418.02 is from federal to the Cass board at 5:45 a. m. and "Information has reached me of a with another crop year by year is the
will then be sent to Omaha for induc- shortage of farm help in some secclass of the Anita high
tions qf this state. Our regulations only known control -of the pest, and
: only eighUmo** busy
,. monies collected by the state tion.
that many times there are -enough More than $121,000 in cash pre*
present *cbooi year. «om gasoline taxes, automobile and Those named on the Vail issued are require that a WIPA worker must ac- worms in the soil a second year to miums will be' offered farmers* liveWok licenses, together with approxi- Orlie MardeSen, 23, of Anita; Eldon cept a bona fide offer of private em- destroy a corn crop
stock breeders, 4-H club members, and
[type of commeneanient mately $438,000 annually in federal Servetus Gustin, 30, of 'Griswold; ployment. Any worker who refuses . The worms lay eggs only in corn- other competitors at this year'ailow^
! combined with" the pro- aid are available to the highway com- Edward Johannes Steenr 23, of Atlan- private- employment under reasonable fields, the larvae attack corn princi- State Fair, according to the final prize
given, on claw night,. mjssion. The legislature two years tic; Dale Alfred Reynolds, 26, of working conditions which pays the pally, and cannot migrate to other list for the 1941 exposition announced
d toward a more inter* ago fljfed a ''ceiling" of $16,000,000 Wiota; and Walter Ross Hatfield, 28, prevailing wage for such work ,ii the fields, Gunderson said.'
this week by fair officials.
for those Who' attend annually to, be used exclusively, for of Cumberland. Their order num- community where he resides and "who Damage first appears about the This is one of the largest sums of_..!«' <S*^f«lnfors-. the construction and maintenance of bers are 321, 346, 362, 364 and 380, is capable of performing such work middle of July. Leaves become wilt- fered by the State Fair in recent
will be immediately .released from a ed and discolored, and a heavy rain
• will be held'W the high primary highways and the surplus respectively.
years, officials said. The major share,
•ium «i*S*a*, May 11, funds over that amount are then Named as replacements in case any WPA project.
or wind will cause much of the corn of the money offered is for livestock,
"I
am
sure
you
are
familiar
with
of
the
above
may
not
be
inducted
are
~
---"~— will be allocated by the commission to counto go down. Usually such corn i? fit farm crops and 4-H club work., los^a!
,esday: utfaHf and the ties of the: state for construction Harold George Heeren, order No. 409, these regulations, but I wish to im- only for a silo.
farm boys and girls alone, will ijjfe
41 win'beS^d guests at purposes. This year, approximately Wiota; Irvin William 'Mueller, No. press upon you the importance of ac- Adult rodtworms, Gunderson said, ceive over $20,000 in cash awards, acnni .*an|pi^^f|ich will be $4,000,000 is available in this surplus. 430, Atlantic; John Davy Soper, No. cepting any private employment that are small beetles of a uniform green- cording to the list released this week.
Despite the fact that the last legis- 432, Wiota; Joseph Edward Daniels, you are capable of performing. WPA ish or yellowish color, with two long Principal prize offerings by depart-"
jrrams'fw^PJiiCifor... hac- lature raised \the "ceiling" for the No. 444, Atlantic; and Albert Herman will immediately reinstate you, pro- antennae or feelers on the head. They ments include:
viding you have lost your private appear in late July and August, feed
land commencement are as primary 4Kd" expenditures to $17,- Steffens, No. 445, Anita.
Horse $18,615, cattle $32,240fe
employment
through
no
fault
of
your
on the tassels, but do little economic $13,665, sheep $3,923, poultry a
000,000, approximately the same
own."
damage.
amount will be available for the coun- FORMER ANITA GIRL
pigeons $8,431, dairy $700v?;a«rjculr
jjnal, Mrs. Chas. Ingram. ties next year because there has been UNITED IN MARRIAGE Mr. Keller commented further that
ture $5,898, fruit $1,939.75,:£$&
even
if
such
employment
is
offered
n, Rev. A. T. Evans.
SOIL COURSE TO BE
a gradual increase in the^unds receivtables $995.25, flowers $1,707, apiary
only
for
a
few
days,
any
WPA
worker
'Friends
in
Anita
received
word
this
Eyes/' Sextette.
i ed by tHe state, due to larger gasoline
HELD
NEXT
WEEK
$639,
culinary $892, textile $l',04?.£p,'
need
not
hesitate
to
accept
it,
for
his
Readhtg, Rev. A. T> consumption. It is believed this gain week of the announcement of the
reinstatement to WPA at the con- The seventeenth annual soil mana- speed $6>650, Iowa art salon $676,
marriage
of
Miss
Dorothy
Forshay,
will almost tdke care of the million
photographic
salon $102, farm
Light," Mixed dollar increase in primary road daughter of Mrs. iHazel Forshay of clusion ' of such private employment gement and land valuation short women's hobbies $108, women's-proOut
will be automatic. Previously there course will be held at Iowa State colOak
Park,
111.,
and
Dale
E.
Fort,
son
funds.
red tape connected with such lege May 13 and 14, with P. L. Gaddis, iects $1,000, rural women's chorus
non, "Yjuuth at the Point Adair county will receive $47,- of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. !Fort of. Kenney, was
5325, horseshoe tournament $150, old
reinstatement
111.
The
couple
were
united
in
marchief of the appraisal division of the fiddlers' contest $100, school exhibits
on
)20.87 this year; Audubon, $37,- riage at St."Charles, Mo., Saturday,
farm credit administration, Washing- 51,000, vocational agriculture $200
!oly ft
Double )60.<)4;
Montgomery,
$35,462.85; April 26.
NEW
FIFl'H
GRADE
ton, D. C., as the chief speaker.
Pottawattamie, $80,110.74 and Shelby The bride was dressed in navy blue
and boys and girls 4-H clijb work
Members of the Iowa State college 20,856.
Ion, e c r V . Long. $40,259.18. .
tEACHER
ELECTED
sheer
with
white
accessories
and
wore
staff will discuss soil management and
Mixed Chorus.
a shoulder corsage of white gardenias. The board of directors of the Inde- land valuation topics on the first day The dates of this year's State Fair
[Commencement.
SURVEY :OF GRAIN
They were attended by Miss Lorraine pendent School District of Anita have of the short course, soil inventories, will be August 20 through August 29.
Biddle and Tod O'Brien of Blooming- secured Miss. Vonnee Jpnes of .New weeds and their control, crop prob- Copies of the 1941 premium list are
STORAGE
SPACE
M^DE
toal, Mrj^vingram.
now available to the public and may
ton, 111.
,
ill, Mane Burns, Loren Iowa had 70 million bushels of 'Mrs. Fort is a graduate of the Anita Market, Iowa, to teach in the Anita lems and farm building construction >e had by writing the secretary of the
schools
next
year.
She
will"
have
and
maintenance.
'
'
commercial storage space for grain on high school and follpwing her gradua- charge of the 5th. grade. .Miss Jones On the second day, short courseState Fair at Des Moines. • '
phecy, Adabelle Shnon, March 1, 1941, but much of it already tion
attended a beauty school' in comes here from Coburg, Iowa/where visitors will make an all-day trip to
; and Katherine Weimer. was being used so that only 15 million Peoria, 111. Until her marriage she she
has taught for the past three southern Iowa where they will ap- 4-H
GIRLS STUDY
Senior •Chorus.
'
bushels of additional grain could .be was employed at the Personality years.
<
praise two farms, inspect the southol Demerit and Richard stored, according to results of a de- Beauty shop in Normal, 111. The There is only one vacancy
SAFETY
IN HOMES
left: in ern pasture improvement farm near
fense commission survey of facilities groom is a graduate of the Kenney the Anita school teaching staff now Albia, and examine the principal soils A serious injury in one home out of
Ition of Kteyt jetty Weaver. for storing grain.
high school and following his gradua- and that is the One of coach for >etween Ames and Chariton.
ive was predicted Thursday by Miss
\ Max Falconer.
The survey taken by the Iowa crop tion attended Wesleyn University. He football and.boys' basketball. All of
[. Isabel Crowe, home efficiency specand livestock reporting service took is employed at present by the Nation- the present teachers have sent back
alist from- Iowa < State college, hi a
artan
by into account the elevators, mills, grain, al Loan Association at Bloomington signed contracts for hejct year, how- BEST SORGHUM
Citing class.
VARIETIES TOLD 4-H training school held at the court
processing plants, feed plants, ware- where the couple will make their ever, they may resign their position
house in Atlantic. The prediction
Self-realization.
any time up to July 1. After July 1 Atlas, sorgo for central and south- was based on recent figures which inhouse's, breweries etc. Neither farm home at 602 East Washington.
, Human relationships.'
they may resign by paying the sum ern Iowa and Waconia Orange for dicated 34,500 deaths from home
cribs or bins nor the government steel
Economic efficiency;
Mr. and Mts. Melvin R. Jewett and of $50.
bins were included in this survey.
northern Iowa were two sorghums re- accidents during a recent year. A
Civic responsibility.
Commercial storage space for stor- son, LynDell, of Des Moines were
commended as forage crops Tuesday ;hird of all home accidents are caused
ing 65 million bushels of bulk grains week end guests in Anita at the home Ed. McLaughlin and son, Phil, of by Iowa State college specialists.
Tom falls, Miss Crowe said. Other
Anita and daughter, Mrs. Harold While Atlas is too late to ripen njuries result from burns, cuts,
was reported by the federal-state serP of Chas. Wilson and family.
lAwards ^j^^^f^K^'. M. Vice with some additional space for
Griffith of. Casey, were in Iowa City seed dependably, it is high in forage cratches, fires and poisons,
Mr. and Mrs. Kay Burke and several days last week where they >roduction, is resistant to/ lodging and 4-H club girls of Cass county will
sacks and in cribs.
•t's SerenMe/^,Chajsi;:-Indaughters, JoAnn and Rosalee, of were visiting their wife and mother las white seed which animals prefer 'ollow Miss Crowe's suggestion for
Harlan visited in Anita Sunday at the who submitted to a major operation over colored seed, the men said.
lelping make their home safer. Loose ,
ption of Clas^^inona Kylfi- CASS FARM BUREAU
home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Thursday afternoon at the hospital Waconia Orange produces high rugs will be fastened to the flooi%
SECRETARY RESIGNS Ernest Burke and with other rela- there. Mrs. McLaughlin is reported yields of forage, matures satisfactor- stairways will be kept uncluttered^
ttion • of :'J5tpj|S^Bia8j'' " 'Lake
pident of the board of educato be getting along nicely.
tives and friends.
ily, and is desirable for sirup manu- such things as broken glass* poisons; ,}
Miss Eleanor Paulson, farm bureau
'acture.
'
and kettles of hot liquids wilt be care,
office
secretary,
submitted
her
resige, Merle Moore, president of
'ully handled.
...' :'.
Recommendations
were
made
in
the
nation to the Cass county farm bureau
Farm Science Reporter, quarterly Special attention will be given; by
board of directors at their April meetagricultural, publication, by C. Y. the 4-H girls to prevention of firw
ing to be effective June 9.
Cannon, head of "dairy industry, and which annually destroy many rural
Miss Paulson, who has worked in
E. S. Davis and C. P. Wilsie, agrono- homes and millions of dollars worth
local farm bureau office for five
mists.
of rural property. The girls 'will^iVERT SHORTAGE the
years, has accepted a position as
Ranking second in central and spect the buildings on the farms on
VALUES
^OR
FRIDAY
AND
SATURDAY
secretary to Paul W. Knaupp, former
southern Iowa is "Honey; third, New which they live, using for equipii|ent
Cass county agent from 1935 to 1939
aid this
Grain (Ghohoma); fourth and fifth, an inspection blank, a flashlight
and now state director of the State
there shall
Waconia Orange and Leoti Red. Early a bright pair of eyes. The ir"
n
ft
Fresh
and
Ground^to
Your
Order
OQSumac and Black Amber are accept- will check chimneys, roof, flue"
he shortage that iigveloped Farm Insurance Company of Oregon,
lOttee
15c
or
3-Ptfunds
*>•*£
&
ings, stoves and furnaces,
able for northern Iowa.
go in the rash of taking with headquarters at Portland.
Miss Paulson, president of the farm
Briandale
The experts' said the feeding value protection, lighting system and
Pns for driver's -flcense re- bureau
office secretaries of Iowa, will
of sorghum fodder is similar to that hazards.
Large Package
attend
a*'two-day conference of the
of corn fodder. When properly pre- In their study of sanitation,
from the state auditor's
1
at Ames May 14 and 15
Fine
pared, it ranks slightly below corn girls will learn proper care of
be assigned- *o the depart- association
silage as a dairy feed, because it and foods and cleaning methods,
time to keep, a, constant and vwill tender her resignation to
that
gr#ip
at
that
time.
contains more moisture than corn. formation on these subjects was ^retansactions wjU he nuinberCl I ^« Briardale Krispy Fresh
Marcella Crum, daughter of
On a dry-matter basis the two feeds sented to leaders by Miss C.rojRf&rjjn
jwy Iowa applicant's check or Mr.Miss
and Mrs. L. C. Crum of Griswold,
rlaKCS
13-Ounce Package
Thursday's meeting. The leaders will
are nearly equal.
|>«*e can be traced.
formerly employed by the Atlan>resent the information to the girls in
•n obtaining some of the ne- and
n
Bakery SpeciaJ
Our shower always has plenty of hot their local clubs.
.jquipment is partlyv respon- tic News-Telegraph, will succeed Miss
|>Un$
Fresh—Per Dozen
water. Try it. LarseWs Barber Shop.
|the fact that no date has been Paulson in the local farm bureau of|i°r receiving applications. fice.
Geraldine Perry of Dunlap, Iowa,
[expire July 5.
'
Salad Dressing Briardale- Quart Jar31c spent
the week end visiting in Anita
Miss Gladys Turner, who has been
with Feme Long, a teacher in the
attending a commercial college at
Funeral services were held at 2
local schools.
Gran4 Island, Neb., returned to Anita
o'clock Saturday afternoon at the
Friday and will assist with the care
W. P. Barrett went to Chicago, 111., Sureka Center church for Mrs. Isaac
of her mother who is ill.
GWC Golden
Saturday evening where he will be WcCarty, 74, a former resident of the
5-Pound Pail
employed for several months by the Jerea community, who died last
Robert C. Howard, Melvin Key and
Milwaukee Railway Co.
Wednesday at her home in Bingham,
rj16 graduating class of 1&41 Ross Offenstine attended a conventii
Tall Corn Imitation
ir
SJeb. Rev. Arthur V. Long, p*i»fe0r of
tion *f the Kraft Buying Group, an
Vanilla
8-Olmce Bottle
Mrs. William Swafford, who has the Methodist church here, officiated.
organization of independent clothiers,
been spending several weeks here Ruth Ann McCarty, daughter of
numltM9r
^hwas held in 'Des Moines Sunday,
helping with the care of her mother, Mr. and Mrs. James McCa,rty, was
w> wa
'KP***: Monday
and Tuesday. Mr. Howard
returned to her home in Oakland, >orn in Taswell county, 111., on Aug.
Sained there to attend the Monday
Cal., Tuesday.
23, 1866. In 1890 she was married to
Vegetable Shortening
find Tuesday sessions.
3-Pound
Can
'Mr. and Mrs. Thorle Robison and Isaac McCarty and in 1902 they moved
J. J. Lutter, U. S^7 ™™fT
two children, Joan and Jean, of Des to a farm south of Berea. In 1913
Deodorant and Disinfectant
from Carroll, will be in Anita Friday
Moines were guests at the home of ;hey moved to a ranch at Bingham,
Stag at ihe post office for about
school.
1 Gallon Glass GWC
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. A. Sfeb. There were nine children born
;o this union, three of them preceding
Robison, Sunday.
»
;heir mother in death. Mrs. Mc~*Z?tt££»^
6 tfox Carton GWC
the
Detween the ages of 17 and 31 mter,,Mr. and Mrs. Paul Heires and two Carty's husband preceded her in death
The
S in joining the Navy may condaughters, Carol and Patsy, of Carroll, in 1917. fflfflrs. W. F. Hendrjcks of Atwill W
Large Package
tact Mr. Lutter at that time.
Iowa, spent Sunday in Anita visiting lantic is a niece of Mrs. McCarty.
Each
Mrs. -George Smither and Mrs. Joe
at the home of her sister, Mrs. John
Vetter,
accompanied at the piano by
Schaake and husband and with her
. ^
n .1
T:««..A 1»000 Sheet Rolls -in
Mrs. Dale Ulfers, sang, "Does Jesus
brother, Frank Stager and family.
on
sale
thin
week
for
Wand
4
Care" and "Beautiful Isle of SomeDr. P. T. Williams spent the first where." Casketbearers were Louis
of the week in Des Moines attending Steeie, Clyde Smith, Tobe Carey, Zort
Quart Strawberries — Fresh Pineapple
the'annual state dental meeting being Brown, Charles Baier of the Berea
held there. Wednesday morning Dr community and Frank Hansen of
Roberts Starting Mash and Grain Balancer
Williams gave a clinic on, "Visual Quthrie Center. Burial wua made iu
the Eureka cemetery.
Education in Dentistry."
, ,
lUndS

bUMMing

BRIARDALE

19c
27c

Cake Flour
Pork and Beans

MRS. ISAAC MCCARTY
IS LAID TO REST

15c
23c
14c
21c
49c
49c
15c
17c

Old Dutch Cleanser
Syrup *

Wall Paper Cleaner

5*

Bleach
Matches
Rinso
Bathroom I issue

For

19c
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The quarterly reports of M. E.
Lewis
...................
it'
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
...........
73.70 Hubbard, Auditor and E. H. Pelzer,
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS Dr. W. W. Kitson
Dr. Welton H. Knarr
........
2100 Recorder, were approved.
Established 1883.
A. R. Kohl Grocery
.........
32.30 The bond of J. B. Jipsen, Assessor,
Court House,
.
Lee's Drug Store
...........
36.10 was approved.
Atlantic, Iowa,
Published Every Thursday and Entered
The rebates of Arthur C. Ulbnch,
Lewis Cash Store
..........
45.90
April
1,
1941.
at the Post office, Anita, Iowa, as
MadufTs Food Market ....... 48.14 Atlantic, Soldiers' Exemption of
(Continued From Last Week)
1-43 $26.07 and E. S. Rupp, Griswold,
Lee S. Magill
Second Class Mail Matter.
L" S. Rubber Company, sup93.25 Soldiers' Exemption of $29.74 were
Dr. Geo. W. Marston
plies
22.20 Massena Grain Company
32.50 approved.
Cecil G. Bndd
Editor
1
At 10 A. M., the time set for the
West Iowa Telephone Com10.50
H. C. Mehlmann
3.67 ,Mlller's Market
5.00 sale of .the following described
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Tear pany, tolls
Wilson Concrete Company,
property:
13.26
; Minor Outfitting Company ..
Lot 7 and S% of Lot 8, Block
pipe
'.
15453 Moorman Manufacturing ComOfficial Town and County Newspaper
Chamberlain & McKee, in134, Atlantic,
Cass County,
8.98
! pany
surance
37.95 I Henry Mahn Mattress Supply
Member of National Editorial
Iowa,
J. H. Chadwick, labor
... 283.35 I Company
750 said property was offered for sale at
Association, and
Roy Clure, labor
283.50 jNord's Grocery
105.67 public auction at the office of the
Marion Hansen, labor
238.80 : Oriental Coal Company
3.52 County Auditor in Atlantic, Iowa, and
Bend National Park, TejcaiiM
John Miller, labor
287.85 . C. B. Parkinson Grocery .... 26.50 the highest bid received being $1,775
This
park is a fantattieaHy
Howard Parrott, labor
287.55 i J. C. Penney Company
offered
by
Nelle
B.
Nichols,
it
was
50.25
George Wyman, labor
287.55 : Dr. E. C. Petersen
53.00 moved by Wiese, seconded by Wbhlen- fnl combination of three
Ira Arch, court reporter
15.75 Dr. M. T. Petersen
40.26 haos, to accept the bid of $1,775 for National Monuments and Parks
Atlantic Laundry, service ...
2.75 i Dr. Frank J. Pop
32.00 the above described property for cash into one.
^
:
Atlantic
News-Telegraph,
and bh
iL-L-Reed
83.35 settlement.
A Grand Canyon in
printing
47.32 Dr. P. E. Reed
50jOO Motion carried.
Krtor effe
"MUTCHY" OFFERS
Dr. R. C. Bailey, services
230 Wm. Riggs Grocery
64.75 On motion and vote Township Petrified Forest and an
of the;
RESOLUTION
Dr. H. C. Bastron, tests
10.00 Robert J. Roberts
5.00 Assessors are hereby granted two Painted Desert are grouped
Mrs.
Chas. Bigelow, indemtwo
additional
days
to
complete
their
Dr.
Joseph
Schiff
25.80
here at the "big bend" of ti*
Little Rock, Art, nity
23.18 O. W. Shaffer A Son
2.72 assessments.
Grande
Hiver, forming a
John E. Bndd, attorney
May 1, 1941.
Seeakn and Mileage CUan;
Slocnm's Grocery
26.55
, I Pines oft
fees
10.00 Smiley"*
Young Editor:
2.52 Hawley Lynch
6.00 unusual splendor and
'that are.
Georgia
Byrne,
expense
and
6.70 the part of Texas that dips down into
R. J. Smith
10.30 G. E. Eshelman
All of we oldsters are thinking just mileage
22.65 Steinbeck Grocery
6.10 Old Mexico.
77.90 F. L. Possehl
•boat the same thing, these days, bat Cass County Farm Bureau,
> < <T"
J. L, Taylor
17.76 F. W. Wiese
5.65
as one of the very few pupils of the appropriation
It is 800,000 acres
750.00 C. -ML Tomlinson
6.80
3.00 W. H. Wohlenhaus
"old-school" editors that used to haul Mrs. Glen Comstock, hospiMoved by Wiese, seconded by desert interrupted by mile-high noon*
Trainer Grocery
112.00 j Turner Brothers
off and say it, I guess it remains for talization
13.00 Possehl, to adjourn until May 1 or on tains, with streams alternately
E. Denison, indemI H. IX Turner
17.85 call of Chairman.
me to stick my neck oat. So here George
wandering over broad' plains
nity
8.00 Twin City Artificial Limb
Motion carried.
years,
goes:
' Des Hoines Sanitary Supplunging through narrow canyons
Company
3.62
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
famous
Whereas, a major war in Europe ply, supplies
135.35 University Hospital
2000
feet
in
depth.
174.54
Chairman.
as improve
15.00 .Waters Grain Company
now threatening the welfare of this R, W. Eaton, services
They1 tell me that the scjenic won*,
41.00 Attest:
Test Bureau,
• *re wrought
nation and continent shows no signs Educational
! Dr. A. Weaver
17.50
M. E. Hubbard,
den
of
the
Park
began
to
form
some
books
6.50 Dr. M. B. Weir
13.45
of abating, and
County Auditor.
100,000,000 years ago, when giant Sparsely , populated,
G. E. Eshelman, committee
L. O. Wheatley
68.90
Whereas, our national debt, long work and mileage
150.10 Dr. A. R. Wilder
dinosaures,
instead of present day
124.80
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.
since in the stratosphere and our state Federal Laboratories, supdeer and antelope, roamed this area. UHmfrVtor good roads an]
Dr. P. T. Williams
20.00
2.40
and local debts headed into the same plies
Session and Mileage China.
Clerk's Office, Anita, Iowa, But that's a few mBHons more than t th* projected Mexican
H. O. Ferguson, court reportdizzy heights, and
Hawley Lynch
5.00
typ» Ipdj^ and tourist
March 3, 1941.
er
15.51
F. L. Possehl
6.10 The Town Council met in regular can comprehend, so I'm satisfied to ftnis|tfdf .activity will ,
Whereas, the path we are traveling Fidlar ft Chambers, supadmire the finished results.
G.
E.
Eshelman
6.70
looms to many of us as what might be plies
session with the following members
63.24 F. W. Wiese
The gaunt, blocky Chisos Moun- there-wip be no danger!
5.65 present:
termed "the old French road," and
Frankel Carbon & Ribbon
W. H. Wohlenhaus
:. 6.80 •Mayor Darrow, Conncilmen Howard, tains, an isolated spur of the Rockies, ateppm* on tin toes of t
ribbons
8.25 Moved by Possehl, seconded by
Whereas, amidst aQ this turmoil Company,
Kopp and Petersen. The minutes of were heaved 8000 feet above the sur- ing solitude in this vast i
State
School,
and strife America's two recognized Glenwood
Eshelman, to adjourn until April 14th. previous meetings were read and apstock
100.00
rounding plains when terrific volcanic *the Basin itself could i
or on call of chairman.
"leading citizens" (God help us) can F. W. Herbert, Treasurer,
proved.
activity
was shaking the land. View- sands if visitors. This
Motion
carried.
find nothing more practical than a juror fees
The following bills were allowed and
313.70
(Signed)
Hawley
Lynch,
ed
from
the road leading fib the amaz- stadbuti 1of titanic prop
ordered paid:
rather chfldish wrist-slapping contest M. E. Hubbard, Auditor,
Chairman.
Corporation Fond.
ingly rough and crooked Boqnillas the Chisos Mountains and!
postage
to indulge in, and
9.05 Attest:
C. F. Darrow, salary
$ 10.00 Canyon, they appear dark and mys- majestic, eroded walls. It
Press
Association,
Whereas, America's most glorified Iowa
M, E. Hubbard,
Solon A. Earns, salary
15.00 terious under a sparse coat of virgin look at'these to make ontt
"Crack-Down" General of NRA fame j
County Auditor.
George L. Bills, salary and
the legen
has slipped so far as to snivel in self- Jenkins-Fergemann Company,
4 dogs ..........JBV.
62.00 forest They've already lost their
naturally
pity, and
"
-*'
Fred Pratt, salary ... 7.
60.00 light covering of winter snow that is
supplies
2.63 PROCEEDINGS OF THE
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS Anita Tribune, printing
4.02 never heavy enough to hinder all-year;
Whereas, all this in addition to Harry Jordan, board and
Anita Utilities, hall lights ... 1.68 enjoyment and exploration of this
Wailing Winohell to muddle up and lodging prisoners, criminal
His Spirit presides over!
Court House,
Frank E. Albro, refund
12.50 interesting area.
expense
and
investigation,
create a state of utter confusion,
Atlantic, Iowa,
fnl vacation, land. His
Matt Parrott & Sons, supserving poor notices. ...... 101.75
April 14, 1941.
Therefore, Be It Resolved, that for Win. Kelso/ bailiff
Scattered around the Park are three now be%£ pTreserved for I ,
plies
8.34
6.00
The Board of Supervisors of Cass Merle Robison, gas
the sake of the million and over fine, Klipto Loose Leaf Company,
1.75 narrow, rocky canyons whose tower- the nation and I guess he ii i
.................
39.54 County, Iowa, met in regular session
Light Fond.
American lads now in camp and un- supplies
ing cliffs have been carved out by the
with all members present:
Theodore
W.
Krause,
trustee.
4.00
Anita Utilities, street lights.. 66.30 Rio Grande that meanders far below •boot it as his countless/
complaining the fact it will be their
years to come will be.
Laidlaw Brothers, books ____ 3.43 Hawley Lynch, Chairman, G. E.
Councilman
R.
C.
Howard
introducblood rather than the above-mentioned Laurel Book Company, books
7.23 Eshelman, F. L. Possehl, F. W ed the following resolution and moved
Wiese and W. H. Wohlenhaus.
panty-waists, when and if the blood- Hawley Lynch, committee
its adoption. Councilman A. J. Kopp
"Trailer Vagabond" Is Sponsored and Appears In This 1
letting starts, it behooves we, tax- work and mileage ____
____ ____ 135.15 Minutes of April 1st were ap- seconded the motion to adopt. Roll
proved
as
read.
MaoMSllan
Company,
books
.
.
was
called
and
the
following
voted
8.09
Through the
payers, humble souls and parents of
C. E. Malone, postage
63.30 On motion and vote the following Aye:
these boys, to keep the simple sense Massena
resolution
was
adopted:
Echo,
advertisR. C. Howard, A. J. Kopp and
God gave geese and carry on as best ing
RESOLUTION
Andrew Petersen.
4.50
we can.
WHEREAS,
Douglas/
and
GwenMatt Parrott & Sons, supl
Absent, E. Barke and Alfred
Anita, Iowa
TEXACO PRQI
29 9] dolyn Wteatherly Traster, Clyde Dement.
Respectfully submitted,
Traster,
Charles
Edward
and
Opal
Metropolitan Supply ComThe Mayor then declared the resoluE. E. Mclntyre.
pany, supplies
13.14 Inez Linn McGangh and children, tion adopted as follows:
3325 W. Eleventh St.,
Evelyn Murphy mileage
33.50 Mfrs. Vera Nnnn and children and
RESOLUTION.
WilKni- jafo.lrm.Ti Jr>(.
Little Rock, Ark.
C. F. Darrow,
Wm. Murray, services
3J)( Charles L. and Ellen Neighbors Addi1. That the Town of Anita, Cass ... .
Mayor.
from Cass county who in
son and children are now within Cass County, Iowa, shall appropriate the Attest:
John R. Nelson Insurance,
FROM HENRY CARNEY^
insurance
300.00 County and are likely to become estimated revenue from the ConsoliArmy, spent the week <
Solon A. Earns,
county charges and said persons dated Levy made in accordance with
New King Electric Company,
ing,, at thejfome of his:
Tow11
XT f _«. t
Clerk.
5.76 should be prevented from acquiring a Section 6217 of the Code of Iowa, for
Lake Wilson, Minn. supplies
. No further business, motion Itb ad- and 'Jiys. $$pbnr Heckn
settlement in Cass County,
W.
JT.
Nimm,
trustee
4.00
the several funds as by law provided
May 1, 1941.
,
other retttives and f rie
NOW THEREFORE be it resolved and that the said estimated revenue journ carried.
Omaha Towel Supply ComMr. Cecil Budd
Solon A. Earns,
by the Board of Supervisors of Cass shall be and by this resolution is appany, supplies
Dear Sir:
Town Clerk.
Orlie Paulsen, trustee".'.'.'.'.'. 12.00 County, Iowa, that a notice to. depart propriated in the proper ratio and set
shall be served upon the said Douglas aside for the use of each of the several
I am glad the old Tribune is still in Pink Supply Company, sup35.40 and Gwendolyn Weatheriy Traster, funds as provided by law as follows: 3 The members of the Baptist ladies
the Budd family. Please set my
Clyde Traster, Charles Edward and
F.
L.
Possehl,
committee
aid society met .Wednesday afternoon
subscription up to May 1, 1943. En- work and mileage
147.85 °Pal Inez Linn MoGangh and child- Improvement
,
° ' 25*00 with Mrs, John Mehlmann at her
closed find $3.00 to pay for same.
C. S. Relyea, supplies
111.69 ren, Mrs. Vera Nunn and children and Grading
25.00 home south of here. There were
We have had the good old home Don Savery, mileage, comCharles L. and Ellen Neighbors Addi- Sew r
"
•••••
60.00 seven members and six visitors, Mrs.
mission on
fines
110.27 son and children, and the Chairman of
paper most of the 28 years we have
I T^VfV
:•....- MOO.OO Rich Watson, Mrs. Leo Scholl, Mrs.
78.00 this Board of Supervisors is directed
lived here and I never expect to be George Scase, labor
&.
inat
the
provisions
of
the
Orladys Schuler,, labor ....... 2.50
. to sign such notice on behalf of this
content without it. Times change Harold F. Shrauger, lights . . 1,507.05 Board and deliver the same to the resolution are declared to be necessary Glen Soper, Mrs. William C. JM*.
but not the good old Tribune.
bneriff of Cass County, Iowa, for as in the preservation of the best in- Crory, Mrs. Pete Knowlton
Silver
Bnrdett
Company,
books
...................
4.61 service.
Field work is rather slow because
of water in all the low places this Burt Stone, advertising ..... 6.'oO The Chairman put the above resolu- and after its adoption by the* Town ?f *** meetin* a lunch was served by
the
Margaret Stouffer, mileage . . 30.70 tion to vote and the votes being all in Council as by law provided.
spring. Seeding is not all finished C.
hostess. The next meeting of the
W. Sutherland, bounty . . . 1.00 the affirmative, the resolution was
AH«ni«i «,,. „_ ,
„ . aid ^j, be on Mfly 21 ^ M<T Mw
yet The gravel roads got cut up this Marilyn Temple, labor
of March.
......
25.00 declared adopted.
| Petersen.
spring and last spring they were dry. Town of Wiota, interest
.....
28.40
Our eldest son, Arthur, bought a J. H. Welch Printing Com......................
.
supplies
101.54
farm two miles from us and moved _
Tom Wheeler, painting
.....
14 40
onto it this spring. He and I can E.
W. Wiese, committee work
exchange work now nicely. I hope I
and mileage
.............
141.10
don't forget (like I did once with your W. H. Wohlenhaus, committee
work and mileage
........
149 20
father) to put the money in this letter
and have to send it tomorrow in an- WARRANTS ISSUED ON POOR
FUND FOR PROVISIONS,
other envelope.
CLOTHING AND MEDIYours truly,
CAL AID.
Dr. G. M. Adajr
............
9.00
Henry Carney.
Dr. Geo. A. Alliband
.......
45.25
Anita Lumber Company ____ 26.00
FROM ITir H A R R Y .
Atlantic Dairy
............
15.96
Atlantic Hospital, Inc ....... 273.93
South Pasadena, Cal. Atlantic
Mill & Elevator .
6 63
1, 1941.
Dr. R. C. Bailey
............
85M
Mr. Cecil Budd
Dr. R. L. Barnett
...........
62.25
Dear Friend:
Mrs. W. J. Baughman
......
32 00
E
E
I thought Soren C. Jensen's friends R
'' pCr^
31.00
1? 52
would be interested to know that he ' HT7reck'±aker
'
dropped dead last Monday afternoon,! F.' BrodvSons Company- "•
R
April 28, while at work. It was quite ' >'»wn Shoe Fit Company . . .
„5*94
5ul (H k & s
a shock to all of us as he never com°ns
.' 15.'.00
m- ' * ' '
211 32
pla.ned of any illness at any time and ' nV ItT
'
seemed to be in the best of spirits '
rifcht up to the time of his death.
R. W. Cockshoot
37 00
We attended his funeral today, May Bei ' nic e Comstock .........'. 22' 50
1, andJ he was buried in Mountain ! r"""?^..0^?', . - • ; • • • • • • •
1^48
View cemetery in Pasadena, His: Consumer's
eery
22.40
family intends to remain here.
Cook's Rexall Store
.60
Everything about as usual here with Department of Social Welfare 47.73
plenty of rain. Saw quite a number
„
I1? 50
i Family Shoe Store
'
7*55
at the Iowa picnic.
|1 Farmers Co-operative . . ' . ' . ' . '
13 00
With best wishes to all
Roy Gardner
'.'.'.'.'.'
1 52
Panicularly when all
I remain,
F. L. Caylord
'.'.'.'."
14^4
Mary Greeley Hospital .
7'oo
C. E. Harry.
Green Bay Lumber Company!
50^8
y figured ,| out t o r
The Anita Literary dub met Thurs- i>r. W. S. Oreenleaf
53.50
16-00
day evening at the home of Mrs H J M ' ' Han ' V Hal1
Chadwick on Rose Hill Avenue.' Roll ""s""Hansen'"'
call was, "Famous Educators" and -'"hn Henderson' '.'. '.'.
12 fn
"A Flower Family." Mrs. Lester H inky-Dinky Grocery".'.'.'.'.''
2180
King read a paper on, "The Life of [" M,IH<2d(fes
33.'40
2 43
Booker T. WaBhington" and "TheHolste^° F™
'
ery
San Francisco Earthquake, the Most -I. W ^rLuch°in
o'77
Important Event of April 18, 1906." -Wm/'Howell's Store
7'76
Mrs. Dosha V. Scholl gave a travel-' Iowa Nebraska Light & Power
ogue on, "Scenic Colorado" and i ow t l q 1 ? B ? y p ':;' V.
3,17
"Denver, the City of Lights" The k0pwarSt«teTP,en>tentiarv
8.42
birthdays and ti most^porSt Dr. &. I Jonnlon .'
JJS
events in the first part of May was' Jo H
Lumber
Company
given by Mrs. Chadwick.
T Atlantic
17 47
Joyce
Lumber
Company,

'RAJ
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BY THE WAY.
By L. F. M.

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

AROUND IOWA.

PETE!
PHONE 300

Did you ever see the way the dandelions are popping up in the lawns?
Showered.
We Deliver
Phone 29
Surely it should have been named the
When a city water hydrant was j
SPECIALS
official state flower. Dandelion greens broken off by cars driven by Bert Har- f
are second to none as a spring appe- meling and Bill Good of Sheldon, part' SARDINES, in mustard
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
tizer . . . and we know many famil- of that city received -an unexpected
cans, 2 for
SALAD DRESSING, Clover Farm, quart jar . . .29c ies who consider a dish of creamed drenching.
GRAPE FRUIT, P. &
dandelion crowns "tops" among green
CLOROX, quart bottle
.......................
19c j vegetables. • • •
Fourth of July.
PEACHES, sliced or
Rockford residents did not need to
SHRIMP, large, No. 1 can
.............
• ....... 17c
Copied from, an Iowa City paper: wait until the Fourth of July for their
2 No. 2^> cans .
has succumbed to invaders j fireworks display. A small Diesel j
BLtTE BARREL SOAP, 3 large bars .......... 21c "Greece
BAKING
POWDER, Gold Latel, 2-Jb. can
before, but she has always made heriengine ^ Ae municipal light plant
JELL POWDER, assorted, 3 boxes ........... 13c captor captive. The nation which has (bnrned out recently shooting flames in PRUNES, Italian, No. 10xqu|;^.....
produced the world's greatest litera- the air Violent pnffs almost like
TOMATOES, CORN or COT BEANS,
CATSUP, Clover Farm, 14-oz. bottle ........... 14c tare can never be conquered and can light explosions accompanied the
pack, 3 No. 2 cans
never die," so said Prof. D. S. White flames, sending charred pieces of the
ICE
TEA, finj^t m&tte srmwm ~.
GREEN CUP COFFEE, with tumbler, pound . .24c of the classical languages depart- j burnedi refuse "over the community.
GUMandCANDY:
ment . . . we echo his faith in the'
NEW POTATOES, 7 pounds
.................
25c 'Greeks to rise again!
COFFEE, Butter-NuVi
Made Over.
?i2-lb.,
,
G.
F.
Roulette
of
Cass
Lake,
Minn,
MUSTARD, quart jar
.......................
13c
James Morgan and Mrs. G. M. ^site) his old home town of Gnmdy
are justly prond of the record; Center last week. Walking from one ; Dr. C. H. Johnson, local dentist, ife,
P£
Seed Potatoes — Celery — Radishes — Tomatoes DeCamp
>£* Alva
which Jimmy Engle is making for U,d of Main Street io another he
,i
Bluffs „._himself. He graduated from high|fonnd oniy one man g^ jj, business tended the state dental meeting whtylf ion,;
school a few years ago, one of the I who Vag there 27 years ago. EtW- was held in Des Moines the first of
• .. .
Onr shower always has plenty of hot
youngest in a class of nearly two ever,f he remarked, "This town has the week.
NEW DIRECTORIES.
•• i —
hundred and with one of the highest been made over in 27 years and I hate
water. Try it. Larsen's Barber Shop.
Miss Mary Osen, who teaches in the
and Prai4~j
We are sending the 1941 telephone ratings in scholarship in the class. to admit it bat the new town you got
Sunday in
James Troy of Oskaloosa, Iowa, is directories to the printer soon. If Then followed courses in junior col-(here now looks much better than the schools at Vfllisca, spent the week end Ame«
visiting at the home of her parents,
visiting here with relatives and any change or correction in your list- lege and Chicago University, both of old one did 27 years ago."
'• parente,]
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Osen, north of Ifn. ,John DOl.
friends. He is a cousin of Mrs. ing is desired, please notify the tele- which were attained through scholarAnita.
Henrietta Clark, Mrs. Ella B. Close phone office this week. If you desire ships. He has been awarded a
Wild Dogs.
and Miss Mattie Butler.
. l«*4--Knowlton «,
a telephone, order one today.
Graduate
Honor
Scholarship
by
Farmers
in Kendrick township,,
_^
.
West Iowa Telephone Co. Chicago U., where he is studying for; Gr eene county, report the existence The week of May 5 to 12, which is eight Utde girls Sunday a tt
this week, has been declared Rural bere.in,ili0jior of the 4th ]
his 'Masters degree . . . Now the of a pack of
dogs which are
Mail
Box Improvement Week by the Dixie Wajs her granddanei
Fletcher
school
of
international
law
J. M. Carroll, who makes his home
ing livestock and poultry.
post office department. The departOR.B.L.MEURER in Anita, was taken to the Atlantic and diplomacy at Harvard, has
ment asks that all rural patrons rehospital Monday where he is a medical awarded Jimmy a fellowship in that
Adair, Iowa
Stolen.
paint their boxes, printing the names
school, the enrollment of which is
patient.
limited to 48 men. Men of distinctive
k
X-Ray and Neurpcalometer Service
Rev. and Mrs. A. T. Evans and ability and character, who are thorou-!
"Office Hours: ij to 12—1:30 to 6.
.3
*"
grounded in history, political;, note reading: "I hooked one of
Sat Kite 7 to 10. Sun. 10 to 11 a. m. Miss Vera B. Hook attended the state ghly
* economics
*
» and modern
- '
following
science,
foreign
Open Wednesday Night — Phone 37 conference of Congregational churches language, are all who are eligible for your books." Although she lost a
at Newton, Iowa, this week.
number of books while attending The P. T. A. of the Anita school will
selection.
school, Miss Ellis is unable to deter- meet 'Friday evening in the high
mine which one the money is for.
school auditorium. There will be a*
It sounds as if Jimmy has done
report on the convention, a girl's
nothing but ( work, but don't you beTheft
physical training demonstration under
lieve it! From the time he was bigj A pay telephone and
a
few
odd
|.the
direction of Miss Lilith Baker-and
enough to cut switches from our items were taken from the Marion
vocal
numbers by Marceil and
willow trees and make them into! County Sale Barn recently,
Ingram. There will also be a prewhistles he has made a good time for i
sentation of 8th. grade certificates. An
himself during vacations. He has
New Racket.
exhibit of the school childrens'
seen most all of the United States and
old story of "working my way will be held before and after the P. T.
of 01
was brought up-oup-to!,„„ .. v f it
We Invite You To See the New Modem Equipment K™,,,^*
brought home to his folks and f nends date b> two men and a girl in Winter- A. business meeting. .All mothers
whose children are in the band, «n£
good stones of what he has seen. We !8etr j ently .
Added To Our Battery Department
as a requested to meet immediately, after
the P. T. A. meeting.
God-speed in whatever lies
course and the men said they -were
THE NEW
you!
earning money to take a flying
I.course.
The Junior-Senior banquet was a
huge success hist Friday night. The
Caught
of the Juniors -enjoyed it as Delaine, three-year-old son of 'Mr.
Which Charges Your Battery In the Modern Method mothers
much or more than the youngsters.
Approved By Leading: Battery Manufacturers, Larg- It's funny, though how the mammas
est Car Manufacturers, Society of Automotive En- can look over the group, in their first came entangled in the
gineefs and Bureau of Standards, U. S. Government. formals, and not be able to designate father was using to drair
their own offspring
The young.' leg was broken and he receded ^
people looked nice, the decorations broken toes on the other fort.
It' Is No Longer Necessary For You To Wait Days were
striking and many compliments
S"J4.?OU/ Battery To Be Charged. This New have been voiced concerning the food.
Unnsiia,
* » *
Mode>n Approved Method Charges Your Battery In

as*** si

t

T

t

»

^O'

IT IS HERE!

NEW!

FAST!

SAFE!

MERCURY QUICK CHARGER

?

ur

\

.'*--

For the Opei&ig of

the•Amazing Time of 15 To 45 Minutes, With or
Without Removing the Battery From Your Car.
NEW GUARANTEED BATTERIES
PRICED AS LOW AS THE LOWEST

W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA

Siy«sYouA4W«d
H€oltn

a

^^ ^^

ooutfit

last

Sunday . . . it

showed ferent from his neighbos

»;- house ni Guth'rie

And now we are ( The house, built about 30
anxiously awaiting baccalaureate and, is made of native ^
commencement
nights when the whole '' with river mud. S
comn
ulterior
class will be on parade.
" Iathed ^ ba"^ brus^ ovTXh ^

Parter

t-

The roads and weather have been JC? *** °* ""* ^ *"*
swell the last few Sundays for driving
around and seeing parts of the connSaved.

s

"GIVES Y<

— — ..v,,u „.! & D«*\,ir4. in WHICH to
carry home some game, but none was
at hand. But necessity being the
Glass.
mother of invention, he thought a
little while, then slipped off his pants wer -u d h P
"*"
tied up the pant-legs, dropped the' damaged* bv *>,«;] °f g
game into the improvized sacks and cen?y wL
fv,
T
toddled off home. m«n Mr« I.„».„
T. . h e n the w°rk has
saw him coming, „,.„ laLllcr wlsnea ,
..
en used
that Monty wasn't one of these fresh-'
"
air babies and that he hadn't shed his'
Learnin
red flannels quite so soon . . . because j jw
R
She had to travel over about a quarter Gvi ^ 11 f* White Buchanan of
d the tnird
of a mile of public highway. Monty a t f-"6
Srade students
n
says that bounty on the game will buy conduTn
u *h
,in Grinne11
°w they
in olden
several pairs of pants.
i«
w .
times.
(Mrs. Buchanan was a school teacher
70
IOWA RANKS FIRST
^rs ago.
IN BEEF PRODUCTION

A Treat
hundred Ch

'reater enjoymentof living fa your. au<
itteally when you have oUniyofV*"k™1r ^tly avail.Il.. X daXPh

Home

Iowa ranks first in the United rpj^™ f
«rter Oak childStates in production of beef cattle i ,W recen
«!!> *? ^7 enj°yable time one
with 12 per cent of the entire nation's thl
"y when they were given
beef, according to Carl 4. OldsenJ puUedTy
E^m
** *** in slei*hs
V
klm
field representative of the Iowa beef
° dogs'
producers' association.
Drowned.
_._ out «fiic«v
VlC
Oldsen ^pointed
that 111
in view
of
The team driven by Marcus Lillv
this outstanding record, it is not Dur 8on, Dean, of near GrSnfleW
.n"-««-- -„ that Iowa
-.V/TYO ftp
,,ap the
i_ne largest
largest 4-Hj
4-H ,and
j
baby beef enrollment in the United .was drowned last week while
cross a
States. Reports of the 4-H baby beef
shallow
A large log
project in Iowa show that the total'
selling value of 9,371 calves amounted to $1,052,738.14 in 1940 and that deep. The two men
able to
every county in the state except reach safety.
Bremer participated in the program.
Mashed.
A surprise party waa held Sunday
honoring Cecil Denney's 40th. birthday anniversary at his home here The
guests brought well filled baskets and
at noon enjoyed a bountiful dinner.
Well Trained.
1 nose attending were: Mr. and Mrs
Because the team
Joe Denney, Mr. and -Mrs. Louie
Huffman and children, Shirley and
Marion, Mr. and Mrs. Lesley T
and children, Loretta Denney
Schwenke, Charles Schwenke, ivan
Schwenke and Leroy Schwenke an!
Fred and Harry Denney.

TRUE-TEMP C<
the Secret of "Super

iger

- M "3F*

FOR YOUR 5 KINDS OF FOOD
^^

<

*

'A »J*I

/ Sub-Fr««zlnfl Cold;;:
for ice cubes,
froaenfoods.

moist, moving
••• to keep meats in wime
condition.
Cold . . ; for milk and
beverages.

<• J

uuv

cvcnv fl/)van<- — ^ *.".

«

r i w**w*« JL Acrmogr 4^fp •'«»—- »..

—

Anita Municipal Utilities
ERNEST a FORD, Superintendent

K«aw5£s

*t

f SUady 40° Cold ; ; :
preservation

»

**OC|"«»*«
high humidity. ..to
«atad greens and
crisp and firm.

Dement
,z~-**

•,-*«v

"•$>j!5
&> '
THE ANITA TRIBUNE

ByEDWHEELAN
V4C -NEXT MORNING THE GOOD CfTrZtNS OF pfTT
, FAU-5 VJERt ASTONISHED TO
AP" OH TME AMUSEMENT PAGE OF THE CLARION*LANO
THtT
Y/ARNIN

LALA PALOOZA
/J
POOR
LALA'S
APPROACHING
INCOME
TAX
HEARING
HAS
HER
IMAGINING
ALL
SORTS
OF
THINGS

' L1SSEH T' THIS,ELMER! * WARNWS-.1*
^
BBVCMW OF CONFIDTNCCHEN .SHORTCHANGE
OpCRATbRS, AND CROpKED GAMES CT*
CHANCE >MMICH
CERTAIN SO-CALLEt> CIRCUSPS
OB>3KT\OHABLE

VOU'D
VOU'LL
BEEN BORN S

By RUBE GOLDBERG
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POP—The Best Procedure
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CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.

the church. Look for further an
nouncement in next week's paper.
The ladies will serve a noon-day
dinner Thursday.

Maduns

Marl

'Adam and Fallen Mbn" will be the
subject of the Lesson-Sermon in all + HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL
WE DELIVER
LUTHERAN CHURCH
PHONE!
Churches of Christ, Scientist, on Sun- +
+
H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
day, May 11.
The Golden Text is from Romans ^ - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f
THURSDAY-JTUDAY— SATURDAY SP
6:17, "If by one man's offense death Sunday School and Adult Bible
reigned by one; much more they Clasa at 9:30 a. m.
which receive abundance of grace Divine services at 10:30 a. m.
c
and of the gift of righteousness shall Adult instruction class meets fit
*
',-"'
*
,
\ •
reign in life by one, Jesus Christ." 8 o'clock Wednesday evening at the
Countless Exclusive Items! Brand New Gift Ideas!
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo-* parsonage.
tatioris from the Bible and from th
School teachers meet 'FriAll at Prices That Make Your Gift Dollar Go Farther! Christian Science textbook, "Scienc daySunday
evening at 7:30 in the church
and Health with Key to- the Scrip- basement
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
Confirmation class meets at 4 o'clock
One of the Bible citations reads Monday afternoon in the church baseAn Almost Endless VaShirts — large array of
Corn
"Let that therefore abide in you whicl ment.
colors
a
n
d
patterns
riety of Small Gifts
ye have heard from the beginning. I
Highland church—
at
$1.00 to $1.95 that which ye have heard from thi Divine
services at 7:30 p. m.
beginning shall remain in you, ye also
Jewelry—
shall continue in the Son, and in the C. A. Long, well known Anita
House Slippers — to fit Father.
this is the promise tha merchant, is confined to his bed at his
Key Chains, Kniyes
his idea of comfort he hath And
promised
us, even • eterna home here suffering from heart
and Tie Chains
at :
..98cto$2.69 life" (I John 2:24, 25).
trouble.
Among the selections from the
Handkerchiefs—
Christian Science textbook is the fol- iMr. and Mrs. C. H. Bartley spent
Bill Folds — here's one lowing:
Initialed and Linen
the week end in Shenandoah visiting,
of the leading gift sug"Life is, always has been, and ever at the home of their son, Mr. and
Holder Upper—
gestions .. .69c to $2.95 will be independent of matter; for MJrs. Paul Bartley and two chijdren.
Belts and Suspenders
Life is God, and man is the idea ol
not formed materially but spirit- Miss Virginia Schlater, who recent- Mrs. Donald Chadwick was hostess
Ensenado Suits — the God,
ually, and not subject to decay and ly completed a beauty course at a to the members of the Susie Q dob The Ot,m. pinochle dub.
Ties — Bovis and Regalnew
covert—long
sleeve
home of Mrs. IB. J. Chadwijl
school in Des Moines, has accepted a
dust" (p. 200).
'
Aire — silk and wool
wsition at the Howard Beauty Shop. and one guest, Mrs. Ralph Lett, at her Hill Ave*e .|Wday
at1.......
$5.95
home here Friday evening. The Homer pUjirollin and
at
55cto$1.00
• t 4 4 4 4 4 * . f 4 4 . f > -f She started her new duties Thursday.
evening was spent playing rummy at Jewett were guests. Mrv]
*
METHODIST CHURCH
4
A GRAND GIFT FOR
which .Mrs. Aaron Bell received high Chadwick received high
H.
H.
Potter
of
Whitefish,
*
Arthur V. LOUR Piston
4 Hont., is visiting here at the home of score.
'
Glover Pajamas — with
"HER"
Mrs. Ht J^tauulwick held 1
f 4 4 f 4 - 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 ler brother, Rev. and .Mrs. C. L.
famous adjusto waistHoleproof Hosiery—
Church School at 10 a. m. Harold [Tiomas. Mrs. Potter is assisting
band — in all new smart
,...65c, 79c,$l, $1.15 McDermott, Superintendent.
with the care of her brother who is
colors ....$1.00 to $2.95
Church worship at 11 a. m. A seriously ill.
Nylons
$1.25
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special Mother's 'Day service with recognition of the mothers.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mitchell and
There
will
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no
evening
service
or
on,
Donny, spent Sunday in Council
Come In and Let Us Make Other Suggestions
young people's meeting.
Bluffs visiting her parents. They
During the morning worship service were accompanied home by her
HOSIERY
DREg
the small children will be taken care mother, Mrs. Charles Smith, who visA gift shell apSatin or koitted in
You'll findj
of in the basement of the church by ted here with them the first of the
preciate. Rollins 'or white or tearose
Jety of
different teachers of the primary and week.
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junior departments. Parents who
CLOTHIER
fon or service weight
'our selectio:
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:
and in a choice of
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»re reasonabi
bring them.
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colors, at
GOWNS
ANI>
too at
The music committee meets in the ?aye Holiday, Mr. and Mrs. George
PAJAMAS
church Thursday evening at 8. Mem- smither, Mrs. Edgar Peterson and
69c to $1
• $1 tO
bers of the committee are: Mrs. F. D.
Satin, knit, batiste
Our shower always has plenty of hot The members of the senior class in Weimer, C. H. Bartley, Mrs. Joe Vet- Wm. Biggs attended the seventh disor seersucker
trict
American
Legion
and
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water. Try it. Larsen's Barber Shop. the local high school will enjoy an ter, Mrs. Eric Osen, Mrs. Bert Ramus
BAGS
PANT
spring conference which was held in
$1 to $2.98
excursion day today (Wednesday). and Mrs. Dale Ulfers.
Corning Monday.
Stepin or
White or colors
The Anita high school baseball They plan to visit a number of inter- Choir practice Thursday evening in
bottom styled
the church.
team was utterly swamped by the esting places in Omaha.
Handkerchiefs
$1
ANITA
MARKETS.
25ctoJ
Lewis team Monday afternoon in the
Pillows/
The Home Guards will meet SaturMr.
and
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G.
Ingram
of
Rolla,
finals of the Cass county baseball
(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
day at 2 p. m. at Mrs. Albert Karns'
Lunch Cloths
GLOVES
tournament which was held in Wiota. Mo., spent the week end visiting in and then go to Keystone Park for a Sggs, cash, dozen
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Pillow Cases
c
CHENI
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Ingram
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a
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I6c
Rugs
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Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Bell and son, parsonage next Monday evening at 8. Hens. lb.. .......................
16c
Michael, of Des Moines spent Sun- The Mother and daughter party
Hens, leghorn and under 4-lbs. lb 12c
day in Anita visiting at the home of sponsored by the Loyal Circle, will be Roosters,
lb
........
7
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Anderson held in the church Tuesday afternoon Ducks, lb
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............
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Bell, and with other relatives arid
V**1
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friends.
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DEPARTMENT
servations
for
the
party
with
Mrs
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Pigeons, live, dozen ........
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James Brown or Mrs. William Bang- Cream, sweet
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34,.
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tained the members of the LANB
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V 4- 4
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in
Atlantic
Friday
evening.
Guests,
CARDS
+ CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST + No. 2 white oats
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besides the members, were Mr. and
C. H. Neel, Pastor.
4 No. 1 wheat
Mrs. John Budd and Mrs. A. R. Kohl.
See It Here — Popular
BONGERS
Following the covered dish dinner Sunday School at 10 a. m. •f -f
"GONE imj THE
Dridge was played at which Mr. and
Church Worship at 11 a. m.
Mrs. Budd received high score.
Sat.-Sun.-Moh.
May
The revival meetings closed Friday
night. There were 18 additions, 15
TODAY - THURSDAY FRL-SAT.-75 REASC
by baptisms and 3 by transfers. Rev
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and Mlrs. Morris are fine workers and
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Washing machine and washer
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Sunday morning, Mother's Day will
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Come and let us worship the Lord
together.
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a 15c dinner Wednesday noon.
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WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

By Edward C. Wayne

Joins Army

Washington Debates Use of Convoys
As British Shipping Losses Mount;
Stalin Becomes Premier of Russia,
Openly Assumes National Leadership
«r» enrevsetf ta HIM* e«l««_L»»,
« _rt ..«M»rtt7 rf tt
rR-i-n-^1 by Western Newn»per Union.) _

Hank Greenberg, brilliant Detroit outfielder, has been drafted
into the army where he joins
fettoto American* from every
walk of life.

WAK:
Vital Phases
A split in administration policy over th* new tax program was indicated
when Leon Henderson (above), government "price cur," testified before
the house ways and means committee that he believed a large portion of the
treasury revenue program to be "deflationary and unnecessary." It is indicated that while methods of raising taxes may cause disagreement one
thing is sure: taxes must go up to meet defense program costs.

CONVOYS:
Battle of Atlantic
Mounting British losses in thf battle of the Atlantic put the issue of
convoying strictly and squarely up
to the administration in Washington, and the answer was seen to be
forthcoming shortly, if it had not
already been made secretly.
It had so far been largely a verbal discussion, with the non-interventionists pointing to convoying as
outright war, and the administration
forces sending up one trial balloon
after another to test American sentiment as to whether it was ready
and willing for this important step.
Briefly, the positions were these:
Non-interventionists held that convoying meant shooting (quoting the
President himself) and that shooting meant undeclared war.
The administration forces took the
simple stand that congress had voted all-out aid to Britain, and that it
was foolish to build billions of dollars' worth of war material for the
British and then send it out on the
high seas to be sent to the bottom.
The latter view was finally expressed in a long radio address by
Secretary of War Stimson, who was
reported to have consulted President Roosevelt about the address before delivering it.
Stimson was frank. He went further than the question of convoying^
which he treated as a simple phase
of the big issue—whether the American navy, ready and willing to "halt
aggressors" on the high seas, should
stand quietly by and let Britain be
defeated through lack of control of
the oceans, or should be turned to
aid _ Britain and give Britain the
mastery of the sea without which
she could not hope to win.
Secretary Stimson, not having the
authority to order out the fleet into
active aid to Britain, was just making a speech, and could not answer
his own questions with action. Neither could Senator Pepper of Florida, an outright and frank advocate of open war, who even went so
far as to criticize the administration, with which he was entirely
aligned, as not being bellicose
enough in the present grave situation.
So the battle of the Atlantic, while
it was claiming American lives and
American goods, was still being
fought, at least openly, by the British navy alone, though the big scene
of the fight was in the American
halls of congress and in the American newspapers.
Stimson's speech had one obvious
effect, however, it served notice on
the non-interventionists that the
time was not far distant when talk
would be replaced by action, one
way or the other, and his talk had
its effect, in rousing the anti-administration orators to a new frenzy
of appeal to the great "mass of the
people" to speak out.
Nobody spoke out, however, at
least not in any mass that looked
remotely like a majority. On the
other hand, the administration
seemed about ready to take action
which would have far-reaching importance.
There was news from San Francisco shippers to their connections
in Tokyo that the United States was
planning to close the Panama canal
in a short time to Japanese vessels.
This would have the effect of lifting a very practical bar to the trade

Highlights
. . . in the news
LONDON: The exploit of a boatswain of a sunken British destroyer
was told. The man, swimming away
from his sinking ship, encountered
lour German fliers in a rubber boat
He swam toward them, and when
they threatened him with revolvers
he stabbed the boat with a claspknife, sinking it.

of the Jaj5M6e with the eastern
coast of SofHI^tnd Central America, as it woufiOprce these vessels
to go around -dpe Horn.
The announcement was without official backing, yet it was made at a
time when certain Nipponese newspapers were urging repeatedly that
Matsuoka, recent guest at Axis capitals, make a trip to the United
States and try to improve Japan's
relations with this country, perhaps
reach a "perfect understanding"
that would guarantee peace.
The closing of the canal, however,
would be a blow to Japan that she
would not take quietly or without
reprisals, if possible. It was viewed
as the sort of blunt act that might,
with distinct intention, shut Japan
off from any further diplomatic traffic with Washington.

STALIN:
In Saddle
One of the most interesting developments, yet one on which the
analyst could almost "write his own
ticket," was the assumption of Josef
Stalin of the premiership of Soviet
Russia.
The dictator of the Soviet has
never before held political office, operating entirely behind the scenes,
with others to wear such togas as
may be passed around.
The commentators took every possible view of Stalin's assumption of
personal office as head of the Russian state.
These views ranged all the way
from an "about face" on the war,
with Russia about to take an "active
role against Germany and Italy in
the Near East, to the view of Kerensky, former Russian premier in 1917,
who said he believed Stalin's taking
of power might mean that Germany
has a promise from the dictator of
active aid on the German side.
It was a step down for Molotov,
who went from premier back to foreign minister, a post he held before.
Molotov was, perhaps, the finger
pointing to the real reason for the
change. He became foreign minister just before the dramatic signing of the Russo-German pact, a
pact which hastened the actual start
of the present war.
For it was the signing of this
treaty that made Britain and France
realize that their hope of encirclement of the Axis by land was vain,
and that they were really in a fighl
for their existence.
The only official announcement
came from Stalin, who said that
Molotov was being relieved only
after his own "repeated requests."
London was inclined to a somewhat more rosy view of the situation
than that of Kerensky, saying:
"Soviet Russia has refused to sign
a further German pact, and has
openly taken the stand that Bulgaria
was wrong in so doing, and that
Jugoslavia was right to fight,
"Stalin now takes command of the
Russian empire at a time7-when' a
German drive to the east threatens
what Russia regards as her sphere
of activity in Asia."
"Pnere
No positive statement there, but
a general view that the whole move
is inspired by Soviet disquiet over
German advances toward the Black
sea. The British believed the move
meant a frank and active change in
Russian policy.
Washington, while silent as to the
real significance, ifAindeed it was
known at all, saw three possible outcomes:
1. That Russia wobjd merge the
Communist party and the State into
one whole, with Stalin at the head,
2. That Stalin would take over all
power in the face of a German
threat.
3. That Stalin would discard the
o d policy of Russia doing as she
pleased, and surrender to complete
collaboration with Germany.

LUKE AND ELMBB ON
***•>
SACRIFICE ,,
Luke—I suppose yoti'vPresident's warnings on -^
flees every American man-nd
an win have to meet ncr*
all-out aid. program is in
Elmer—Yes, and no 1—~.~^-_was ever spoken. But I doubt that
more than one American m a H-ousand appreciates it.
Luke—I hope H don't come to a
point where I have to stay home
week-ends.
Elmer —There '"TTHE world win k
yougol You're a
* long
Ion-' remember,
typical case. You Mite .
are one of the
Those were modest J
great army of
spoki.
**" ^ cj1
Americans who
proved
wrong
don't mind sacri- cpna- do ;—
remember,
*»
ficing as long as tb*lideal he expressejl
it don't make 'em lay up the big
• • • 1
TIM. Gcttjribu
car, shorten up the pleasure trips
or cut down on the night club parAmerican
ties.
tM Ih, BUI of
Luke—Ain't a guy got a right to
Banner,
ting.
his own idea of what a sacrifice
means?
Includes ,
Elmer—Not up to the point, where UK Ou hUtortes
of th
he thinks it's strictly a baseball tiM,*et, Mfid your order ta
term.
Luke—You don't expect people to
KBAOBR-BOUE I
go around demanding a chance to
sacrifice, do you?
10 cenU in (

Washington, D. G.
MEDITERRANEAN KEY

It was evident that the war was
entering several of its most vital
phases, with Britain standing alone,
though with constantly increasing
American aid.
The big test which the Churchill
government faced at the hands cf
the British commons was only a part
of the picture.
The battle was three-fold— the air
fight over England, with the channel^ crossing threat behind it; the'
pincers move on the Mediterranean, especially Suez; the Battle of
the Atlantic.

Over England
Hammer blows being struck at
Britain by the Luftwaffe no longer
were being shrugged off in dispatches as "some damage being
done" or "some casualties feared,"
but dispatches from England told of
most serious damage to Plymouth,
which was practically ruined; to
Liverpool, to Belfast, to the Clydeside, all of them much more vital to
Britain's defense than the smashing
attacks on London and the Thames
estuary.
Apparently paying little attention
to the industrial Midland section of
England, Hitler thus was centering
his attacks on ports, ports and more
ports, apparently seeking to tie in
the battle of England with the battle
of the Atlantic, rather than to concentrate on a general air blitz
against England's factories knd her
industrial production.
, Another development was the constant increase of day fighting over
the channel, regarded in many quarters as a trial balloon to an invasion
attempt as soon as midsummer
calmer weather should arrive.
As always, ,the defense of Britain
found its echo in this country, and
the change in the method of Luftwaffe attacks on England found
President Roosevelt issuing an urgent appeal, practically a command,
to the air industry to concentrate
on the production of the largest possible bombing planes.
OPM said that America should
produce 20,000 military planes in the
12 months to come, but Mr. Roosevelt seemed to feel that a change in
type would be needed.
In fact, he conditioned the even
tual mastery of the air by Britain
on the American production of these
very large bombers, and said that
they must be built even if it means
enlarging plants further.

MEDITERRANEAN:
Also Important
The battle of the Mediterranean
was no less vital and no less active
than the battle of England. For on
the eastern front the British found
themselves, after the withdrawal
from Greece, with new problems on
their hands.
The Iraq coup left them with the
possible loss of the Mosul oil fields,
and the all-important pipeline from
Kirkuk to Haifa falling into the
hands of the Nazi-inspired Iraq government of Gailani.
The British swiftly landed an ex
peditionary force, shot it inland, and
_sent reinforcements. Yet it was obvious that the trouble in Moslem
Asia Minor was on the increase,
with the French in Syria frankly
throwing up their hands and saying
that they were unable to quell disturbances on the part of Arabs
there. Turkey offered her good offices, and so did Egypt, but though
there was religious unity in those
directions, there was little unity of
purpose, and it looked as though
Britain would have to fight for her
oil or give up and get oil somewhere
else.
The prospect also was dark because of the menace of German aid
to the Iraqi, which might make the
Pipeline untenable even if the British
get full control of it.

SAILOR:
Round-Up
Considerable excitement was occasioned by the immigration department s roundup of all German
sailors on charges that they had
"overstayed their leave "
cant that the round
we
Washington release by many corre
spondents which stated at gtealength that there has been . sgvste
matic sabotage of regular shipping

Key to the fateful battle of the
Mediterranean which is about to
burst in full fury is not the Suez
canal, but Britain's great naval base
at Alexandria, 125 miles west of
he canal entrance.'
The loss of Alexandria would deprive the British of their key
"bridgehead" in northern Africa
and ensure Axis domination of the
eastern Mediterranean.
Actually, the Suez canal itself has
been of little value to the British
for months. It went out of use as
the so-called "life-line of the empire" when the Axis air attack that
severely damaged the air carrier Illustrious proved it was suicidal to
attempt to convoy shipping through
the long and narrow waterway.
Since then the Mediterranean has
been a "no man's land" for all the
belligerents. While 2,000 miles in
length, its narrow width at certain
places has made it extremely hazardous for both sides, and the British have been routing their shipping
around the Cape of Good Hope for
some time.
Loss of the Mediterranean would,
of course, be a serious blow to the
British; but it would by no means
end the war or mean victory for the
Axis. With her fleet intact, Britain
Elmer—Not yet, but I think it will
would still be able to carry the fight
be strictly a routine impulse beto Hitler and Mussolini.
fore the year is over. Mr. Roose*
* •
;
velt gave a plain warning in strong
MACHINE TOOLS
Chief reason behind the big cur- language, but he people still need
tailment in auto production was the to be stirred up to a full appreciarelease of urgently needed machine tion of what it all really means. This
tools for defense. The machine tool country has been in an atmosphere
bottleneck could be broken over- of marathon waltzing, express
night if all the machine tools owned speedways, de luxe settings, special
by the motor industry were turned upholstery and bottle feeding for BO
to the making of planes, tanks and many years that too many people
still think it's a sacrifice to get up
other armament.
Defense experts estimate that the first time the alarm goes off
there are around 1,500,000 machine instead of waiting for the repeat.
Luke—I guess maybe you're right,
tools in the U. S., of which more
than half are in plants making mo- I know some fellers who would think
tor vehicles or parts for them, anc they was making the sacrifice of a
in the allied metal fabricating in- lifetime if they had to work twenty
dustry. The list includes grinders minutes overtime in even a soft Job
milling machines, lathes, boring like judging a Miss America contest.
machines, presses, gear cutters
Elmer—And I could point out a
drillers, and shapers, all vital in the lot of 'em who could
production of defense equipment.
word the PresiNew output of machine tools is dent said on sacnow speeding at the rate of 14,000 rifice and then
a month. This is a spectacular set up a yelp if
achievement and a great tribute to on their way
the industry. But it is only a drop downtown in an
in the bucket compared to the imperial limou750,000 machine tools already pos sine they got held
sessed by the auto and metal fab- up three minutes
ricating industries, which army men by a defense parade
say would increase defense produc
tion to fuU flow immediately i
Luke—I read where some guy
pooled and devoted entirely to this made a squawk the other day bepurpose.
cause a new defense aviation base
• * *
was so close to his golf course that
HIDDEN COLLEAGUE
it made him nervous while putting.
Elmer—You can find plenty oi
A stocky, gray-haired man
flanked by a group of sightseers people who think a major sacrifice
approached a Capitol policeman an( is involved if the government gives
asked directions to the office of Sen priority to the shipment of bomberc
as against pool tables and electric
Hiram Johnson of California.
Tucked away in an obscure cor music boxes. * • •
ner of the north side of the Capito
THE PENCIL SHARPENER
where tourists never tread, John
You'll find this odd utensil
son's office is one of the hardest t(
In every office joint:
find in the great structure.
It sharpens up your pencil—
"I'll do my best to explain how
And then breaks off the point!
to get there," said the policeman
"Are you a tourist?"
—Merrill Chilcote
• * •
"No," grinned the inquirer, "I'm . . . . •
Can You Rememberthe other senator from California
Senator Downey."
Away back when cigarettes were
• * *
said to stunt growth?
••*.*
• • *
FERRY SCHOOL
We understand Harold Ickea
Everybody is wondering how thi
swarms of fighting planes which hadn't been at sea on the President's
U. S. factories will produce for the yacht an hour before he was adBritish in the next 12 months wil vocating federal censorship of the
be delivered overseas. The answer waves.
• •
•
• * *
for the big ships, is that they wil
Hitler is the kind of man who not
be flown across—and in such grea
numbers that the British are setting only celebrates spring by shooting
up a special pilot training school for the first robin but justifies it on the
ground it was planning to attack
that purpose, in the United States.
The school will give an intensive him.
* * •
refresher and training course to vol
John- Kieran's new tome, "Nature
unteer pilots to qualify them for
ferrying" the big bombers acros Notes," has reached this departthe Atlantic.
ment. John says that the dragon
The volunteers may be British fly or "darning needle" does not sew
Canadian, or American. However up your ears as we were taught hi
it is expected that the largest num childhood, but is harmless, and, in
bers will be Americans. The British fact, beneficial. If -your ear has
can use 250 of them.
been sewn up a dragon fly is so
• » *
kind and gentle it will take the
stitches out, we take it.
GOOD NEIGHBOR PILOTS
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Premature (
It seldom happens!
mature shoot of
rives at maturity.-

'RUCK

True:
A good man, —
aspirations has stilljri|
the one true way.- "

iiseraG
*ldn«Y>fi

ypv «iff«r < M$m
i dluiiwM, buntiM.*
ifcnt urination art »
wfctn'youWR.
...u*DoM«!
kidneys. I
I evwy y«»lih* eounW<

Big
Economy is a
Cicero. ,

W ! SE
'ELERS

Another "Good Neighbor" gesture
YOU'RE A ROOKIE DRAFTEE
will soon be made to our immediate
WHEN—
neighbor to the south, Mexico The
1—You take reprimands from corstate department will offer'pilottraining courses to a number 01 porals seriously.
2—_bu're a low private but you
i*uca? youtJ18 in the United States
the idea was Vice
ce have the idea it is necessary to
Henry Wallace. When he yell at others when given a detail to

direct.
3—You demand three helpings o:
of
chow but write home that the fooc
to
: army,
was told that Mex- is lousy.
ico wanted to uundertake
4—You always let the sergeant
pilot
trainirTcT.^"" "?CI"vaKe aa piiot?
thtT
cf?m 8lmllar to ««* to know you finished a job quicker than
t ^ St
UnUed
I™
ates, but lacked planes anybody else, thinking it gets you
ahead.
and instructors.
—A. B. Watac.
• • •
,
.„„.„ ,aol, ycar|

Qne ol

jjj-

discussed was the short-

MERRY-GO-ROUND

r

Beading economists rate the in
dustnal and financial surveys com
Pleted by the O'Mahoney monody
committee as the most valuable
source material on the economy
the country ever compiled.
Department of agriculture is rec
ornmendtng a new plant to hold soil
to the guliies-but they wish the
Japanese would tell how to produce
C^i ^°Wn as kudzu- lt * on,
±! £fn.t*ecrete <* Japan. I
as a
.
e bui
as a feed,
surpassing alfalfa

OUT OP THE RED

The New York board of education has made membership in any
Communist, Fascist or Nazi grow
sufficient grounds for <tiirohHHil 01
any teacher in a city college. It got
around at last to the belief that tb«
big red professor should new supersede the little red schoolhou-e.
* * *
A WIFE'S WORST FAULT
All my protests do not fa* barShe cuts cloth.«till w4|h~«jij^ cmtf-J
-MenrUI Chflcoto.

,

low. and mor. P •«•

*foV«a*'. «••"'7
* Ruby »

.-DUX CITY

Must Be,

to

See Amerlem First: Scenic Facts:—
The Other White House: Once the
leart of a nation, today a'museum, the
Wmte House of the Confederacy, hi
Richmond, Va., still stands. Only one
president ever occupied this second
xecutive mansion—and even under a
ifferent flag. The president?—
Jefferson Davis, first and only President of the Confederacy.
» * •
Shaking Hands Across the Canyon:
One of nature's most magnificent
•fforts in rock-carving, Zion Canyon,
Utah, is strangely modernistic in its
:olor scheme, vivid red and white.
Stranger still, however, is the fact
hat men can shake hands across this
canyon at some points—while at other
loints there is a twelve mile gap
>etween the sides.

ien

Battle Above Clouds Without Airplanes: Almost fifty years before
airplanes were . invented, the most
amous "battle above the clouds" was
'ought on land. The snmit of Ebokoflt Mountain, near Chattanooga,
Tenn., the site the rival armies of the
livil War battled for, can today be
reached without difficulty—on the
world's steepest incline railway.
* * •
Mysterious Bine Hole: The famous
Blue Hole near Castalia, Ohio, is
indeed strange. The temperature and
the water level never change. Stranger still is the fact that fish cannot live
n the waters of the Blue Hole, yet
they thrive a few' feet away in a
stream that is fed by the Hole. The
reason—There is no oxygen in the
Blue Hole itself.
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I probably tij! jBWrdiflwent
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f cat owMjntY^f wi(n them
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I Crown
IZtoIbr^Mfiotions
i in i
_._jri*ti_,
•pptrenuy IMHP: && Clown
tntMcbOtic pedTobuoce.
listheguo[ want, »bove all, for kw-tta-

Stop at detn, convenient Standard
Dealer stations for your gasoline this
summer. Make Red Crown a regular,
money-iaxing habit of your own.

3 Una fl«t0lln«s priced to »*

your pone: At the RID Crown pump—
Red Crown, regular priced... At the
W*I1 Crown pump—Solhe, premium
quality... At the BUM Crown pump—
Staoolind, bargain priced.
Cud...
Apply to tar
Standard Oil
Dealer.

LDEMER

I STAND*J

*•

'Mir. and Mrs. Bert Beebe of Lewis
were Sunday guests at the home of
her mother, Mrs. R, D. Vernon.

, CHAN"inWT tOOMS

Plan Now for a

GHAND VACATION

Gasoline Is Sold In Anita
Only At
Jtaodard
Service Station
^ftftJy
i
.:;. ..• .

by Train

fr~f*~ —•( •'-

%'IT
,l\ IV —
it your poultry feeds are fresh. Most feeds
ot f resh-feeramse they have been stored in wareis and therefore lose their effectiveness.
Felco Chick Starter, Merit Concentrate and
Starting, and Growing Mash are fresh.
mix Our own mashes and we know they are
.
freaky
; Watch Our Chicks Grow That Are Being
Fed On Fresh Feed.

iTH^jlMERS COOP.
Produce and Bell Produce

Your summer vacation will be more
enjoyable if you plan it carefully in
advance. Rock Island travel experts
will gladly assist in planning an
itinerary for you and will furnish all
needed data.
Travel by train makes possible a
vacation on which you do nothing but
relax and enjoy yourself. None of
the worries or hazards of driving.
Rock Island main line trains are airconditioned, and assure you the speed,
safety, comfort and economy of modern rail travel.
Ask about
TRAVEL on CREDIT
Go No*—Pay Later
Ask Rock Island Agent for complete
travel information or address
^

C. C. GARDNER, A. G. P. A.
.721 Locust Street
Des Moinea. Iowa

Have Your
Ticket Routed

May Be Purchased In Anita At The Following Stores:
Briardale Grocery
Smith's Jack Sprat Store
Madura Food Market
Petersen's* Grocery
Schaake's Opal Food Mkt.
Miller's Meat Market
Crawford's Grocery
TOfc OVER W YEARS THE BAKERS OF HARVEST BREAD HAVE
TRIED TO BAKE THE BEST BREAD—NOT THE MOST*

llllllilHillllllllllllllllllllH
• + -f + + -f -f 4 * + -f -f Wednesday and Thursday.

HEEL NEWS
• -f + -f -f •*• -f -*• "4- 4- 4-

NOTICE!
Fnak Meat Meal Tuka«e «t
wholesale, delivered.
W« will pick op your dead
animals and give service.

Phone 257
WAGNER FILLING STATION
ANITA. IOWA

ROCK
Island

7. SPRINGBASE-125 In.-VA In. tonjer tti«n Cw 8.
3</t In. long*r Uwn Cf r C.

of all
cubic
quieter/
OUB '
B»v«s jrou
TURBS-V,
the chart
many
2?Hl«d

S^by more than 2 whole
Ford JOB« » * softer,
.ul ride than any previeverbadl...The Ford
i 30. B$<a,VSrvE FEAitcned«*tbepricel...In
__ we »int a few of these
important reasons why the
£rE_ T

1
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Heralded as the finest offer ever
presented to lady patrons, Constance
Bennett Cosmetics will be given free
to every lady patron who"* attends the
New Anita theatre today, (W^ednesd«y)-SHff'Tnursday and every Wednesday and Thursday for. the next IB
There is no drawing or
chance attached to this give-away. It
is an introductory offer arranged between the Constance Bennett Cosmetic Co. and the Anita Theatre to create
new users and friends of this highs
'grade line of beauty aids. The quality is absolutely guaranteed. Each
package is full size in quantity, not
just samples.
Every week a different item -will be
given.' Among the fifteen beauty
aids, are face powders, lipsticks,
cleansing cream, cream rouges, face
creams and many other valuable cosmetics. Each item has its own particular purpose and women will welcome them especially at this time of
the year when heat, wind, dust and
rain require the ladies to give their
complexion "more attention.
So,
ladies, don't forget to, take advantage
of this amaeing Free offer every

FORD is First
In ROOMINESS
among lowprice cars
FORD is First
in RIDE improvement among
low-price cars

*

8. SHOCK ABSOilBERS-20* Iw8« front. Softer «ll wound.
9. "SLOW-MOTION" SPRINGS-iofter, ilowet In vibration
period'.
10. STABILIZER—ntw Improved dctlgn. R«dut«» VHf
11. SEATS-ioheri more luxuriouily euihloned then ever.
12. FRAME-100# rtlffer, to reduei

The screen program today and t;omorrow in connection with the first
give-away of Constance Bennett Cosmetics/ is, "Hullabaloo," starring
frank Morgan and Billie Burke. This
s'a big broadcast of fun and music
and introduces a dozen radio .entertainers to the screen. "Hullabaloo^'
comes from the same, studio that gave
you "Strike Up The Band" and
'Andy Hardy's Private Secretary"
which played to big crowds at the
Anita Theatre.
Following the huge success of
"Dodge City" and "Union Pacific,"
the Friday and Saturday program
brings to the screen Errol Flynn and
beautiful Olivia de Haviland in,
'Saute Fe Trail.". Some of the most
colorful characters of the west's pioneer'history will be seen in this great
action drama. Errol Flynn plays the
part of Jeh Stuart, the most famous
cavalry officer of the U. S. Army.
Olivia 'de Haviland is the other side
of a romantic duo and excels in this
rple. Iowa's own Ronald Reagan has
leading part in the character of
Lieut. George Caster. Raymond
S&assey gives a vivid portrayal of the
uatbry-making • John Brown, who
raided the country side. "Sante Fe
Trail" is a big picture, stormy,
>loody and nerve-tingling. It has a
cast of more than 6,000 players.
« * •
"At last it's on the screen." That's
what millions of movie goers said
•when "Tobacco Road." was about to
be released to the screen public. This
ns only a. short time ago. and since
ben theatres everywhere have been
mcked to the doors by people who
•waited eight years to see the film
veriion of America's most discussed
play. Dealing with farm life, it is
Btartingly bold and unvarnished.
Although screen censorship prohibits
any vulgarity, the remarkable acting
of the stars in 'Tobacco Road" conveys to the audience every thought to
make this a very honest and frank
picture. The role of "Jeeter," the
mrd-cussing, wily old reprobate is
played by Charles Grapewin. Beautiful Gene Tierney is a surprise in her
role of "EUy /M«,e," the backward
daughter, who learns that her feminine charms can lure her sister's hus>and. "Sister Bessie," played by
Marjorie Rambeau, and Slim Sunimerville, who can put more, into one
facial expression than a whole sentence, are other outstanding members
of the cast.
The big news of the moment is that,
'Gone With The Wind," in its original
road show form will be shown at the
Anita Theatre starting Saturday, May
17, for three days. On Saturday and
Sunday there will be shows at 12, 4

[THIS OF 7HBTT THIS Att)
May 11, 1911.
D. C. Bell has'opened a new harness
shop in Anita the first door west of
the post office.
•
W
.'
Mi&a Mabel Dittman, who has been
ill for some days with the measles, is
reported to be recovering nicely.
W. P. Barrett, wife and little
daughter, spent tjhe week end in Anita
visiting at the home of her parents.
Glen Holmes, who ia working in
Guthrie Center, spent the week end in
Anita visiting at the home of his part
ents and with other friends.
Mr. and Mrs. B. D. Porshay and
Dr. and Mrs. G. M. Adair were in At*
iantic Friday evening where they at*
tended the Eastern Star ball.
Prof. Raymond C. Beaver of this
city has signed with the Midland
Lyceum Bureau of Chicago and is to
become a member of the Royal male
quartette which is also a musical
specialty combination.
LeJand Hubbell and Miss Mayme
Peterson were united in marriage at
the home of the bride's parents north
of here last Wednesday. The pastor
of the Anita Congregational church
performed the ceremony.
Miss Mary Agnes Bongers, a
student at St. Joseph's Academy in
Des Moines, spent the week end in
Anita visiting at the home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leo V. Bongers
and f amily.

FOR

14. DUAL OWN^Wlft CWWURPnOM-only *• F«d hu t*.

LEONARD

15. PRECISIOIWET VALVE8-only the Ford rMi them.

J* in »DOM—

AND

Th. 1941 Ford offcmM
n«tck*d by odMi pop«Ur.pitc«d

MOTOR ca

FROM OUR OLD FILES

SEE US TODAY

13. FAMOUS V-8 ENGINE-only tk« Ford (I low prlei offer*
8-cylindtr pcrformincc.

FORD is First

and 8 o'clock and oh Monday at 1:80'
and 8 p. m. Prices will be as follows:
Saturday and Sunday from 12 to £
p. m. 40c for adults and 25c for children; after 2 p. m. all seats will be B8c.
On Monday there will be a special
matinee starting at 1:30 p. m. at 40c
for adults and 25c for children. Monday evening performance will start at
8 o'clock and all seats will be 56c.
There will be a ten minute intermission in the middle of the picture at
every showing. In order to. give
everyone a chance in the Anita territory to see this picture comfortably,
Mike Roth, manager of the Anitas,
theatre will sell tickets in advance,
although there will be no reserved
seats. The limit of the seating
capacity will be sold for each per-,
formance and-those who buy seats in
advance will be asked what show they
intend coming to. In this way, it will
enable many groups to form theatre
parties. "Gone With The Wind" was
booked to start on Saturday so that
the many people who come to Anita on
Saturday will have the opportunity of
seeing this great production.
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INSURANCE

OF DEPENDABLE
TO

SCORP OF WHICH WE ARE PROUD
A RECOftt) ACHIEVED THROUGH
IE APPRECIATION OP OUR SERVICE

H. L. Bell went to Lake Okobojl Mrs. A. Laura Campbell of Des
riday where he will spend 8evcra,
Jtfoines visited in Anita Friday.
days opening his cottage for the summer. He expects to return here Joe Yetter, Jr., a-student at Creigharound the middle of thelnonth.
ton University in Omaha, spent the
week end in Anita visiting at the
M r
H , - and Mrs. Ralph Anderson of
home
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Harlan spent Sunday visiting in Anita
at the home of his mother, Mrs.
wT ^ A"derson- His sister, Mrs. Art Joy returned to Anita Thurswm. Swafford, returned here with day from Lewis, Iowa, where he had
them after spending a few days in been spending several weeks visiting
Marian.
at the home of his son, Mr. and Mrs.
Irvin Joy.^
Mr: and Mrs. L. 0. Glass and daughr ' ^n!Ce,' Mn and Mrs- ^land
Friends of Mrs. Roseita Anderson
Mass and Mr. and Mrs. Donald Glass will be/glad to learn that she is much
and daughter, Diane, of Oakland and improved and is able to be up and
v
Mrs. E. F. Jones of Atlantic were around again. Mrs. Anderson
has
Sunday visitors at the home of Mrs. been ill for several weeks with heart
J. W. Budd and daughter, Gretchen. trouble.
Chapter EZ, P. E. 0. Sisterhood,
were guests Tuesday afternoon of
.Mrs. Maurice Turner and Mrs. Roy
Parker at the Turner home in Anita.
Roll call was,-"Remedies For Spring
Fever." Mrs. F. D. Weimer and Mrs
Flora V. Stone each presented a
paper.

AGENCY

,r MAT », 1941.

'

Mr. and /Mrs. Walter Tibken have,
moved into a residence property in the
north part of Anita formerly occupied
by L.' C. Campbell and family. (The
Campbell family moved several weelca
ago to a farm near Prescott, Iowa.
The ladies aid society of the Holy
Cross Evangelical church met Thursday afternoon in the church basement* Mrs. Howard Lett was the
hostess. Plans were made at this
meeting for the alumni banquet dinner
which the aid will serve.

FOR ALL LADIES TO ATTEND THE

FREE
COOKING
SCHOOL
- /^ •
...;
Learn How to Broil a Roast While You Bake—An
Amazing New Method of Cooking Meats.
FREE PRIZES TO THE FIRST 50 LADIES
WHO REGISTER

The three circles of the Woman's
Society of Christian Service met
Place — Anita Methodist Church Basement
Thursday afternoon at the homes of
Mrs. A. V. Long, Mrs. E. W. Holmes
Time — 8:00 P. M.
and Mrs. A. R. Kohl. The topic for
discussion at each meeting was,
Date — Wednesday, May 7,1941
Knowlton, a nurse at Miss Joan Faulkner and Maurice Investing Our Heritage For Christian Mrs. T. R. Walker entertained the,
|emorial hospital'jn Water- McMurray of Des "Moines spent the Education Dividends.
members of her pinochle club Thursng here at thoJitfne of her week end in Anita visiting at the
day^ evening at her home on Cherry
t, and (Mta, fJait'Knowlton home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. The dedication of the new $115 Street. • Other guests, • besides the
stage rurtain at Grant school No. 6, members, were Mrs. Glen Taylor and
Harry C. Faulkner.
east of Anita, was. held last Wednes- Mrs. Neil Johnson. High score
Atlantic, Iowa
day evening. A program was, pre- honors for the evening was held by
sented which included the dedication Mrs. Solon A. Earns.
tdlk by E. S. Holton; recitations and
songs by the pupils; play, "Let Me See Six young women were entertained
MisS-lMargaret Holloran of Denison
Our shower always has plenty of hot
Your Tongue," by George McDermott Thursday evening at a 6:30 o'clock
spent
Sunday in Anita visiting at the water. Try it. Larsen's Barber Shop.
and Bernard Scott; and a vocal solor dinner by Mrs. Herbert E. Hartley at
'Break of Day," by (Miss Beatrice her home ^n Walnut Street in honor home of-her sister, Mrs., Ben BroderScholl, teacher of the school. A lunch! of the 18t>h. birthday anniversary of sen and family.
was served at the close of the pro? icr daughter, Miss Marian. Out-of- Mr. and Mrs. Donald Petersen are
BONGERS
gram.
;own guests were Miss Virginia Bart- the parents of a 9^4 pound boy baby
ey and Mrs. Donald IHartkopf of At- which was born to them at their home Order Your Flowers Now
Mrs. Weimer Pearson, president of antic.
southwest of here Sunday morning.
For
;he Anita P. T. A., has appointed the,
following chairmen for the ensuing A post-nuptial miscellaneous show- He has been named Donald Kendall
MOTHER'S
DAY
year: Proram ' " ( ' ' ErJic Ose'iii
' er was held Friday afternoon, by the and is the first child in the family.
study club, Mrs. Ralph Richter;member^ of the S. O. S. club in honor
lospitality, Mrs. R. W. Forshay; of iMirs. Clyde" Spry at the home of
v; —
M. -••
N.... Lambert
son ^^^^t,
southeast UA
of
finance and budget, Mrs7 Fl D. Wei: -•>»*>"
mer; summer round-up, Mrs. Gerald \he*e- There were seven members arid
CLOSING OUT
ledburn; health, Miss Jetta Knowl- ten visitors present. The guest of
ton; magazine, Mrs. Harold Smith; honor was -the recipient of many
membership, Mrs. W. H. M'clntyre; .gifts. A lunch was served by the
mblicity, Supt. M. M. Feller; and hostess.
listorian, Mrs. W. T. Biggs.
The Missionary Society of the ConA winner-loser party wa's held by gregational church met 'Friday afterhe members of the Bide-a-Wee bridge noon at tne 'home of Mrs. B. A. Gill on
As I have decided to quit farming, I will sell at public sale, at my
residence, 2 miles south and 4% miles east of Anita, 6 miles south and
ub Wednesday at the home of Mrs. j Walnut Street. Twelve ladies were
1% miles west of Adair, 3 miles north and % mile east of BereaTcomElmer Scholl northeast of here. The j present. Mrs. Alpha Nelson, was in
mencing at 1:00 o'clock, on
osers, Mrs. Scholl, Mrs. Azel S. ' charge of the devotiphals and Mrs.
Ames, Mrs. Alfred Dement, Mrs. Guy ' Raymond Lantz _ in charge of the
Steinmetz, 'Mrs. Maurice Turner and tesson, "Missionary Work" in China."
Mrs. A. V. Robinson entertained the ' A lunch was served at the close of the
UVE IN TODAY — YOU'LL NEVER FIND
the following described property:
winners, Mrs. Carl Millard, Mrs. meeting.
A.BIGGER BARGAIN!
Wayne Jewett, Mrs. Andy Miller, Mrs. The
' ,
~
'Herbert Bartley, Mrs. Glen Highley ,
members of the Original bridge
2 — HE AD OF GOOD HORSES — 2
: club w re
and Mrs. Floyd Dement, at a one
guests Wednesday afterjf
One
bay
gelding, smooth mouth, weight 1600 and one black mare,
8 years old, weight 1500.
-,
o'clock luncheon. Mrs. Paul Kelloway noon of Mrs' Fred M- Sheley at her
home on East
Street
A
and Mrs. Dick Dement were additional tlonal
,
M**
^'
guests. High score at bridge, which i
£****• , b^rlde8 ^e members,
was
played
during
the
afternoon,
was
!
T^J"*?"
Dale UlfersM/s. Russell
,
J
lch cowa> ftl1
LFive ""
Diving milk and some just fresh. These are
Mrs.
Walter FBudd, Mrs. G.
HONB 2U
ANITA, IOWA
Mrs. Scholl. Mrs. Dick Dement re j Smith
d Q0 ws Three
M
P^S
£°,°,
« heifer calves, all coming yearlings, and one
"
DeCamp
and
Mrs.
H.
A.
Gil\.
High
ceived low score.
I
small bull calf.
score for the afternoon was held by
Mrs. Leo V. Bongers.
L Neighbors'lodge will hold •Earl Bock, 7th. and 8th. grade
monthlyiraeeting Friday teacher - in the Anita schools, spent
; the home 6£Mw. George the week end at Quimby, Iowa, visithere, - ing friends.
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9—HEAD OF HIGH GRADE CATTLE—9

The W. W. club were guests of Mrs,
Elmer Smith Wednesday at her home
west of Anita. Twelve members and
three guests, Mrs. Irvin Dorsey, Mrs.
Will Hamann and Miss, Mildred
Smith, were present. The afternoon
was spent with handwork, following
which a lunch was served by the hostess. The next meeting of the club
will be held on May 15 with Mrs.
Loyal Possehl.

X7ES! This amazingly comI fortable mattress was voted
"best" by a jury of registered
nurses. Pitted against the two
other leading nationally advertised $39.50 mattresses, Serta s
Perfect, Sleeper Tuftless was
rated "tops" • • • almost 2 to J
over Mattress A, and 3 to 1 over
Mattress B. Come in and test
it yourself. Feel
the amazing
combination of
luxurious softness p l u s the
firm supporting
resilience of the
Perfect Sleeper.
It's America's
best mattress
buy, bar none!
"Re!la' Xl"*/"
ttxmt

eo*ft*it*l urmi.

S*rta'« Smooth
T«fH«u luxury Surfoc*
No bumps or
hollows . . . no
tufts to break
loose. You ileep
on the mattress,
•Hot in it I

f •rta'f VltallMd
Luxury Cushioning
Feels toft and
comfortable yet
so firm and resilient, too. Adjusts instantly
to your weight.

Healthful ««rtowplle
Luxury Ticking
Beautiful, rich
damask that's
germ and odor
repellent
eanltary and
antiseptic.

S«rta OudrantM
by National lloyd'»
Iniuranco Conip«ny
An unbiased,
inslired guarantee. Your assurance of quality,
long wean »nd

FURNITURE
PAYMENT?

-

FKEE DELIVERY

Mrs. Joe Vetter, Mrs. F. D. Weimer,
Mrs.
Kenneth Turner, Mrs. Dale
Ulfers, (Mrs. Eric Osen and Mrs. Bert
Ramus were hostesses at the Vetter
home Friday afternoon at a miscellaneous shower for Jeri David Millard,
the 2-year-old boy recently adopted
by Mr. and Mrs. Carl 'Mallard. He
was £ha recipient of many toys and
clothes. Out-of-town guests were
Mrs. Millard's mother and sister,
Mrs. Ralph Boham and Mrs. Ralph
Brown of Carbon.
The Original Sunshine club met
Thursday at the home of Mrs. Rowley
Pollock southeast of here. There
were seven members and nine guests,
including husbands and children,
present. At noon a covered dish
dinner was served and the afternoon
was spent by the ladies hemming tea
towels for the hostess. Mrs. Merle
Turner was the winner of a contest
which was put on during the afternoon. Mrs. Faye Petersen will entertain the club at its next meeting on
May 15.
The members of the Helping Hand
club were guests of Mrs. Fred Scholl
Thursday at a one o'clock luncheon at
her home south of here. Besides the
eleven members present, there were
also two visitors, Mrs. Clarence Pellett
of Atlantic and Mrs. Lyle SchoU. A
talk on, "Pan-American Relations"
and "Rural School-Hot Lunches," was
given by Mrs.- Pellett. She was also
the winner of a contest put on by Mrs*
George Miller. The balance of the
afternoon was spent by the women
tying a comforter and embroidering
quilt blocks for the hostess. The next
meeting of the club will be on June 5
with Mlrs. Clyde Pollock.

18 Head Of Spotted Poland China Fall Pigs,

4 Ton Of Good Clover Hay.
25 Head Of Last
Year Pullets.
FARMJMACHINERY, ETC.
McCormick-Deering 10-20 tractor; 2-bottom 14-inch tractor plow;
Overland cultivator; high wheel wagon and box; 8-foot McCormick
bmder,xin good shape; set of cow stanchions, with room for seven
cows; Galoway cream separator; and other articles too numerous to
mention.
.
TERMS J—CASH. All articles must be settled for before removing
from the premises.

DONALD "Buss" HALL
FRANK BARBER, Auctioneer.

C. E. PARKER, NCIerk.

HEADQUARTERS FOR
DARLING'S SOIL; BUILDER
THE FARMERS COOP.
<X F. DARROW, Manager

YOU ARE THINKING OF RENTING
A LOCKER, BETTER DO SO NOW AS
WE ONLY HAVE 7 EMPTY BOXES AT
T'HE PRESENT TIME

AVAILABLE.

IF YOU WANT IN, RENTi ONE NOW!

Miller's Lockers
ANITA — WIOTA — CUMBERLAND
TfiERE IS ONE NEAR YOU

_'Rijg» Crocheted
From 013 Silk Stocking.

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

Mk Me Jtnother

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson
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Dyed in Soft Blending Color.

up • child In the
-"--— »w, «uu when he Is old, bsj
m not depart froin it—Proverbs 22:6.

for a homey living
Ikitchens have a bare, un- HHABMING
m
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,
_
oom^.
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°* for a bedroom^.
The responsibility of the home re01 space^£?icould b+ was colorful octagon
rug you can
/and atteralitlveljr tran*. taak$ from old silk stockings at garding liquor is primarily that ot
providing a place for children to
['into recessed
shelves.
• ' •
'
"
the cost of a little J dyel
grow up under proper principle*
and practice. That means that the
ttrt
™cttons tor crocheting
^ »-Page booklet. TjSta home should be a Christian home,
;. how to hook, ;we»vei o.-< braid rues where.both parents follow .Christ in
tatotetesttag patterns.. IncludeTtufted'
n c u e u e
Hfe as. well as profession. Young
rug
other beautiful
bet
'rub
and novel styles people about to establish a new
oiL made with simple equipment from inex.
; . , . ,,,,v,..
tensive materials.—Send order for book- home should give themselves withlet to: •
- out reservation to Christ. Those
__• is *diW sweater when
who began then- home as a Chrisflavored ^ejcubes, the
BBADEB-HOMB
SERVICE
tian home, but who have drifted
[ not fredzei clear or solMS Sixth Ave.;
New York City
through carelessness or unbelief,
should renew their devotion to
Enclose 10 cents in coin for your
Christ.
America needs many
copy of HOW TO MAKE YOUR OWN
things, but first and foremost stands
RUGS.
its need of real Christian homes.
I. Preparing to Meet Temptation
(Deut. 8:4-7).
Temptations will come, and when
they do it will be too late to prepare
a defense against them. We are all
"defense conscious" these days. We
have seen hi the sad events of the'
last year that there must be adequate preparation hi advance if we
GARDENS OF QUALITY
are to withstand the enemy. That
have been changes fa is doubly true hi the realm of the
reoent years hi garden prac- moral and spiritual. We must build
tiises :that are worth reporting, moral fiber and appreciation of spirformerly allowed vege- itual things into the lives of our boys
tablesto grow as large as possible. and girls from their infancy. How?
This procedure gave a higher
1. By a Consistent Example (w.
yield in pounds, but very often it 5-6). Only the father (or mother)
lowered.the quality of vegetables. who loves the Lord with-all his bethings
Some vegetables, of course, like ing and who has permitted God's
tomato, must be mature to be pal- Word to enter into his heart will set
atable; but 'carrots, cucumbers, the right example. It is well to know
beets, summer squash, turnips, something about child psychology,
radishes,
and others are more ten- about the principles of rearing chilandxsomln'
der and tasty when not much dren, etc., but these, without a right
relationship to God, are cold and
more than half grown.
comln*; toa« |0r man PEP
i momln*. TFbaVs what cornea
Gardeners are finding that it is powerless. But let the parents Walk
vitamins.
wise to plant oftener than once or before their children in earnest
ft got 'em
twice a year, to 'maintain a regu- Christian living, let them honor
t of course, Inrt It's extra-long
lar supply of proper-sized vege- God's Word hi their lives and in the
ie two th»t *r* ertra-ahort In
o* peopl«%
tables. Gardens prove more en- home, and they will lay the finest
• " meeJa—
' ' • ' ' Titamins
'
joyable, and more profitable when foundation for Christian character
successive plantings of favorite in their children.
2. By Correct Teaching (v, 7).
crops are made every two or three
weeks, providing garden-fresh The parent should, make the teachvegetables for the < table over a ing of God's Word to children a matlong season.
ter of first importance. It is to be
It is al$ true that few garden- expected that the. children will be
ers today save flower seeds. Fine in church and Sunday school with
Selfish Fear
parents (notice the word
each ;mJit>5 feared would flowers growing hi the home, gar- their
"with"—it's
not enough to
send
den
often
are
cross-pollinated
by
i to himseifcdid not trouble
them), but that is not sufficient.
hen he s^ifeat it would others of the same species, mak- Blessed and fruitful is that home
ing'flowers grown from their seed
other.-^'
life in which the Word of God is a
inferior, and untrue.,
normal and easy topic of conversation, where spiritual things are discussed intelligently and without restraint. Every home can be that
VOIf
kind of a home, if the parents will
g ^f^B
do what they know they should do
feel
inside
rwfch'_
lonnco .
about it.
•
.......
IlixgUlo
look lo'your mlrfor. See It temporary conatln. Standing in the Hoar of
p*tk>n Is telling on your face. In your eye*.
The* try GarftaU Tea. the mild. pleMuit. Temptation (Jer. 35:5-10).
btffcriti^
thorough w»ycocl«n*e Internally.. .wlihoui
•As a protest against the heathentree* or dmsttcTdrUB*. Feel better. LOOK BETTER. dom, the intemperance, and corrupwork better, lie—
tion of the city life of his day, Jonadab instructed his house or tribe to
live an itinerant life and, above
all, not to touch wine.
We are not called to imitate in
detail their way of living, but rather
to learn from them the principles
of consistent temperance.
Alleviating
^_ 1. Remembrance (w. 6, 7). Jerew after ,his transgression doth
miah was sent to test the Rechabites
nt, is half, or, altogether, in(not to tempt them to fall) by offernt—Herriclfc,
ing them wine, but to them it was a
real ; temptation. They met it
On the Brink
promptly and without fear, because
There is only one step from the they had in their hearts and minds
sublime to the ridiculous-—Napo- the teaching of their "father" Jona-i
leon I.
dab.
/
Blessed is the boy or girl who
in the lone and trying hour of tempof*»i rt/K, .fter
tation is not confused, by the negamany years of worldtive or unchristian example of parI wide use, surely must
I be iccepted as evidence
ents, but who at once has a vision
I of satisfactory use.
of a God-fearing father and mother,
lAnd favorable public
Snd a remembrance of their faithful
r opinion supports, that
of the able physicians
teaching of God's standards of life.
who test the Taloe of
Doatt's under exacting
2. Obedience (w. 8-10). Here
laboratory conditions.
again is a lesson which must be
.„„, too, approve every word
learned from the tender years of
01 •UTerw.mg- you read, the f*Jf™TL8:
babyhood, but which bears glorious
fruit in the days of young manhood
the P»In »nd worry it causes.
and womanhood. The parent who
If Sore people were aware of how the
does not tactfully, kindly, but ,withal firmly, teach children to obey
has undermined their life hi ad'
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The Answer*
1, A grammatical error.
1 In astronomy (used for measuring space between the stars).
3^ The stye-opposite to that from
which fte |»irid is blowing.
4. Scientists say that two sounds
may be produced in such a manner that they neutralize each other and the result is silence.
5. Cortez.
6. Casabianca.
7. Egypt Consanguineous marriages are those between halfbrothers and half-sisters.
8. Yucca flower stalks in California grow from 7 to 11 inches in
24 hours.
,
i
9. There are more than 60 famous piano compositions that are
played'with one hand only, among
jthem being Zicby's "Valse Adele"
and'Ravel's "Concerto for Left
Hand." Ravel wrote this .work for
a friend who had lost his right

YOUR EYES TELL

ness uooer the eyes—feel weax. »"

'
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Th« Qmutfoiu

1. What is a solecism?
2. Where is the measurement
parsec used?
3. What is the lee side of a ship?
4;, May one «tound be produced
so as to neutralize another sound,
the Result being silence? .
5. Who was the Spanish conqueror of Mexico?
6. In the, famous poem, named
after the hero, what "boy stood on
the burning deck"?
7. What country is noted for its
consanguineous marriages?
'
8. How fast do the stalks of the
yucca flower grow?
0. Are any famous piano compositions written to be played with
one hand only?

S. S. Lesson for May 11
wrmlslcr

A Genera/ Quiz

The Rechabites loyally obeyed the
word of their founder, and passed
their hour of testing with flying colors They had his example, they
knew his teaching, and life itself
had proved to them that they were
in the right way.
A closing word. The liquor interests-are concerned because the
consumption of beer is rapidly falling off and because most of their
customers are "elderly or mlddleaeed " They are spending tremendous'sums in advertising to "get the
bee i drinking habit instilled in thou«ands almost millions, of young
m en who do not at present know
the taste of beer."
T h a t is their avowed aim. Shall
th.-v be permitted to put it across? .,
Not if Christian people will put the
flut>nc . e of the American home
ouarely where it ought to beuMin-ii the liauor traffic.

LOVELY
CRYSTAL
GLASS BOWL
Your grocer has it for you now/
Stude up <m Amnrtert mtiotpopdar rauly.to*at coed rida now
.;.A-wftM>ytia.eui.tafco
ednatage of
*t »»•«•••] •> •* i r • 11 •>»!..__
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v. • _ Tifatble
¥ • > * * offiar.
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_ * ff •*
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"TT •when
""->•«• you
/wn combine
vuuMfiMMxa delicious,
ucuuuuo, toasted
tuoBiea A.C1IOKK 8
Corn Flakes with your favorite fruit and plenty of cream or mflk
you have the famons 8EtF^TABl,SR BMAKFAST*! Everywhere,
Jwisy, active people, who nave to start the day alert and "on their
toes" swear l»y this SEtF^TARTEH BREAKFAST* : : ; enjoy it
fy/ Try it yonreelf;;; see if it doesn't help you feel at your
I morning longl
'
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•KIAXFAST" ,
Ablg bowlful of Keflogg'sCom Rakes with
some fruit andjots of milk and sugar.
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In 16-tacH size, the outlines for this overall boy are on Z9278, 15 cents. Trace him
on plywood or thin lumber, cut out with
jig. coping or keyhole saw and paint as
suggested on the pattern, or as you wish.
General cutout directions accqmpanjr the
order. Send your order to:

FpODIMERGYI
VITAMINSI
MINERALS!
PROTEINS!

plus thu famous FIAVOR of Kellogg's Com
Hakes that tastes 80 good It sharpens
your appetite, makes yoa jgjrt tOMt.

FARMER BROWN'S uttie. boy,

* patched, overalls, straw hat and
polka-dot neckerchief, poses for a
most practical cutout.. He gladly
holds a hose and sprinkles lawn or
garden thei whole day through,

,

1
Wise Leadership
Arrogant Disregard
Teh good soldiers, wisely led,
To disregard what the world
will beat a hundred without "a thinks of us is not only arrogant
head.—D. W. Thompson.
but utterly shameless.—Cicero.

AUNT MARTHA
Box 166-W
Kansas City, Mo.
Enclose IS cents for each pattern
desired. Pattern No
Name
Address

Are Van Well Like*?
You can't be when heartburn, "fuflness" and acid atoniach bother you all
evening! ADLA Tablets can relieve
you and give you a chance to "yat
yourself over"! Get ADLA Tablets at
your drug store.
Reciprocating
it than to consume wealth without
Study Reveals
We have no more right to con- producing . it. — George Bernard
The more we study, we the more
sume happiness without producing Shaw. '
discover our ignorance.—Shelley,

LESS
NICOTINE
INTHESA/IQKE!
CAMELS ARE

GIVE ME
ELS EVERY
TlMEfOR

EXTRA
MILDNESS

THE SMOKE OF SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS GIVES YOU

28% Less

icotme

than the average pf the 4 other largest-selling cigarettes
tested—less than any of them—according to independent
scientific tests of the smoke itself

:

^THE CIGARETTE
OF COSTLIER TOBACCOS

Advertising Is as a Beacon Light
Guiding You to Safe Purchasing

«J'/,'f s

FIFTY-HIGH*

MITE
ners Will, Be Eligibli
In the Nationwide
That Determines
Fthe Wheat Loam.
LA committee proceeded
gth plans for taking a
31 of wheat produc' marketing quotas on
The vote will provide
with its first showompulsory provisions of
passed in 1988.
ated that slightly more
Iowa wheat producers
tie to particpate in the
ferendum. Voting will
those having a wheat
f 200 bushels or more on
their planted acreage.
|of Agriculture Claude R.
cially proclaimed the reaturday following 5si May 1 crop report. He
supply of 1,236,000,000
oth old and new wheat is
his year. This is £l7
|els above "the supply level
law makes holding of a
[mandatory.
jiteome/''of the vote will
ate of a loan on the 1941
jell as, the -provisions for
the marketing1 of excess
rodutiarV :Who overplant
I acreage .allotment.
;ing quotas must be ap[two-thiras of the eligible
vote if the crop loan
available. No definite
set'for the 1941 loan
gress is arguing whether
hould be made at 75 or 85
parity. • v .
|ty rate now is $1.14 (the
at that would give it the
asing power as it had in
•which would make the
ither 85.5 cents or 97 cents,
bn the decision of congress.
jthe marketing quotas are
pers who market in excess
botas will be penalized 15
phel—-and congress has beoposal to boost the penalty
Farmers who plant withacreage: allotment will
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Ex-service Men Must File
Jfecharge to Get Exemption
Cass county's ex-service men, in
order to qualify f or soldiers' tax exemption, should be sure to get their
honorable discharges recorded at the
office of County Recorder E. H Pelzer
as soon as possible, stated County
Auditor M. E. Hubbard this week.
This year, they will have until July 4
to get their discharges on record, Mr.
Hubbard explained, because of the new
provisions passed by the last Iowa
legislature does not become a law
until that date. After this year,
however, the deadline will be June 1.
After this year, ex-service men
must file for, soldiers' exemption with
the county auditor, intead of with
their assessor as they have heretofore
been permitted to do. Such ^ filing
with the auditor must be before June
1.
'With this change in regulation,
however, it will not be necessary for
the applicant for exemption to file
each year as formerly. One filing
will be sufficient in the case of a service man letting his exemption apply
on his real estate tax bill, unless he
disposes of the property on which the
exemption was originally allowed and
acquires other property.
An ex-service man letting his exemption apply on personal property
need not refile when he moves from
one farm to another.
, The honorable discharge must be
recorded in the county where the exemption is asked, and such exemption
cannot, as in the past, be split between
two counties. Also, an applicant for
exemption in this state must be a resident of Iowa.
A World war veteran is entitled to
$500 exemption, a Spanish-American
war veteran to $1,800 and a Civil war
Veteran to $3,000.
For in|jfemce, a [World war veteran
who has qualified for soldiers' exemption has property assessed at
$2,000. He would be taxed on a
basis of a $1,500 valuation.

SCHOOL WILL
STRESS RURAL FIRES

DAY IN ANITA
Diplomas Will Be Given to POPPY
WtLL
BE MAY 24 GEORGE PARKER, 72,
p
28
Seniors
this
Evening
Rural fire fighting problems and the
A total of 63 Iowa towns and one

part played by fire protection forces in
national defense will be stressed at
the annual fire school at Iowa State
college next week.
Topics dealing with fire protection
m small towns and farm communities
will occupy much of the program,
according to L. J. Murphy, of the college engineering extension service.
"In the seventeenth year of this
school we still find that the rural fire
problem is one of the most serious
and most important," Mr. Murphy
said. "This year we have asked the
most able and most successful men
along this line to discuss the matter."
Registration of some 500 fire fighters will include men from both paid
and volunteer companies. Robert
Scott, chief of tho Anita volunteer fire
department, together with several
other men from here are planning to
attend this school.

WELL KNOWN ANITA
COUPLE IS MARRIED

Tonight (Wednesday) 28 seniors of
the Anita high school' will receive
their diplomas at the annual commencement exercises. This year,
class night is being held in conjunction
with commencement in order to provide a more enjoyable evening for- all.
Friday evening the 'Class of 1941
will be guests of the alumni'of the
Anita high school at the 'yearly banquet held in the high school auditorium. The Holy Cross Evangelical
Lutheran ladies aid will serve the
dinner for the banquet this year. The
price.of the tickets is 60c, which includes a full evening of entertainment and for those that wish to dance,
Leo Daeges and his orchestra have
been secured to provide music after
the dinner. Immediately after the
dinner there will be a short musical
program presented by Drake university students. The two alumni awards
will also be made at that time.
The following is a list of the grad-'
uates of the Anita high school.for the
1940-41 school year: Mary Jane Kopp,
Kathryn Weimer, Richard Young,
Bernice Neiens, Adabelle • Simon,
Harvey Scholl, Billy MSllhollin, Walter
Hagen, Boyd Falconer, Edwin Duff,
Marie Burns, Carol Dement, Betty
Weaver, Rita Carlson, Barbara Jean
Rhoads, Doris Scholl, Hlelen Aggen,
Qlare Harris, Elaine Peter sen, Lauren
Beaver, Marilyn Hayter, Mabel Highley, Merrill Lett, Richard Duthie,
Merle Moore, Agnes Mortensen,
Harriet Dorsey and Dean Arnett.

Announcement was made this week
of the marriage of Alwilda Martin,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Martin, who live southeast of Anita,
and Louis Birk, local station man.
They were united in marriage on
April 12 at Grant City, Mo.
The bride was a graduate of the
Greenfield schools with the Class of
1934 and for the past four years has
been engaged in teaching in the rural
schools of Adair county. The groom
was a graduate of the Anita high
school with the Class of 1932 and up to
this spring has been associated with 4-H DEMONSTRATION
his father in farming near Anita. At
TEAMS TO BE CHOSEN
present he operates the Skelly service
station here. "The many friends of ' Cass county 44HJ boys' clubs are now
both the bride and groom wish them selecting their demonstration teams
many years of happily wedded life. and preparing for the county contest
which will be held the middle of June,
Each of the grades in the local according to a statement issued this
school will enjoy picnics on Friday. week by County Agent Lester F.
Soukup.
Mr. and Mrs. George Lloyd of Des Clubs desiring assistance in selectMoines were Sunday visitors in Anita
demonstration, topics and preparCASS YOUNG MARRIED at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Joe ing
ing their demonstrations may contact
COUPLES MEET JUNE 3 Vetter.
the county agent at the farm bureau
office in Atlantic.
MIrs.
Bessie
Arnett
of
Hampton,
All young married couples shounr \
mark the date of the evening of Tues- Iowa, is visiting in Anita this week at Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Newton of
day, June 3, on their calendar for the the home of her son, R. R. Arnett and Lander, Wyo., spent Saturday in
next meeting of this group, stated family.
Anita visiting at the home of his
County Agent Lester Soukup this
'Mr. and Mrs. Harold 'Winder of Des brother, Mr. and Mrs. Ed. L. Newton.
week.
Qtt
*
Moines spent Mother's Day visiting Mr. Newton is editor and publisher of
paces will be designated by . At this meeting there will be a in Anita at the home of his parents, the Wyoming State Journal in Lander
and they were on their way home from
committees,- which also discussion of current agricultural Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Winder.
attending the 'National Editorial As[committees of three local problems dealing with the effect of the
era in each community to war and the various philosophies that Dr. P. T. Williams is attending the sociation meeting at Jacksonville, Fla.
he secret ballot. Polling now exist in respect to the future of annual Nebraska state dental meeting His wife is the former Nina Hohanwhich is being held in Omaha today shelt of Anita and when a resident of
be get up in each town- agriculture.
counties with large num- The meeting will start with a 7:00 (Wednesday). Dr. Williams will ap- here, her father was... ..pastor of the
local Methodist church.
at producers. In counties o'clock dinner, the place of which will pear on the program.
here are fewer than 50 eli- .be designated later. Tickets will be
s, only one or two polling 'available at the farm bureau office in
Atlantic.
I be set up.
commltteemen point out
wheat growers in the corn MAY OBTAIN DRIVERS
[have proportionately more LICENSE AFTER JUNE 9
I the referendum than those
VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
hwest and southwest states Although supplies and equipment
production is heavier, have been delayed on account of dewho raises 10 acres of fense orders, Karl W. Fischer, comhave the same opportunity missioner of public safety, today anDried — 4 Varieties
| the one who plants i,000. nounced that Iowa drivers license renewals
would
start
June
9,
1941.
This
-lbs.
Briar. 3Sc - Mb.
I Hazen 6f the State AAA
2
• said that the stake of. Iowa is almost a month in advance of the
GWC in Mustard or Tomato 1 A
[lies in the possibility of expiration date of the present drivers
license.
[>n from the wheat,J>elt in
sauce — Large Oval Cans
* "C
of livestock from wheat in "Substantial changes are being
made
in
the
form
of
application
and
in
{referendum should fail and
AI IL J A/I'll Krafts' Chocolate Flavored
fees he deprived of tine sup- renewal procedure," stated Commisou
'oan.
sioner Fischer.
Further
information
and
instrucMurray, nationally known
n
i D .««„ Tall Corn — in 2-Pound
OP estimator? predicted last tions will be issued at a later date so
;
Ua
74 per cent of the growers that every lowan will be familiar with
the referendum will favor the changes and renewal procedure
Briardale Vacuum Pack Glass Jar
Applications will be 'available to
Regular or Drip Grind
lowan's in Army camps. Arrangements
have
been
made
for
them
to
angeline Dressier, Daughter
I •
From Ripe Fruit
Mrs. .Harry Dressier, has • have their drivers license renewed
•
while
at
the
camps
where
they
are
JUlCc
Large
46-oz. Can
the teaching staff of
l
schools at Maxwell, Iowa, ' stationed.
'
GWC Crushed or Tid-Bits
w as 2nd. grade teacher
Mrs.
B.
M.
Stuart
of
D^Moines
is
3 — 9-Ounce Cans
Miss Dressier is now a
It Drake University in Des visiting in Anita at the home of her
Michigan Red Pitted
l will be graduated from ! daughter, Mrs. Dale Ulfers and husNo. 10 Cans
in June.
band. '
Mrs. Raymond " L a ^ t a i n Mason
MTI
• n I « Krisp and Delicious
Pd Wagner of St. Joseph,
City,
Iowa, this week where she »
^e week end visiting in
Wheat
MakeS 2 Packages Briardale
• Te hoi«e of his parents, Mr. attending the state convention of the
..
l
n
Campfire-4Pkgs.ini
I? A. Wagner. Jfe was ac-~ Iowa P. E, O. Chapters.
M he
MarShmallOWSwith
5c Pkg. Cracker Jack
« by Mr. and Mrs. M.
schot>
!
I also of St. Joseph, who Miss Hilda Hi^MiuThlifti
e
_
. r«
D-JI«
Baker's Special
A.
nd v^itors-~at the home of commercial instructor, has received
!P. M*.~ f\
the results from the annual C,rttfc
'• C. Hansen, and shorthand Contest sponsored by the
6
i and, friends.
'Esterbrook Pen Company, which the
Sweetheart Toilet
c
'• Jr., spent the week Shorthand class entered a few week.
ijOap
4 Bar Deal
ago. Sixteen members of the cla*.
its iw
** at *** h°me of
,*'Kr. and Mrs. Leo Bon- were presented with meritorumsce,^
r\- A H
Paint Cleaner r-Put it on and
were highly commended
' » suffering form a leg ficatesand
L/lC-A-1/00
Wipe it off — Per Package
heJl^^^Wednes- for their knowledge and ab. Uy' as
Omar Wonder
Cruise,

BRIARDALE

Malted Milk
i.p nd can
reanut Butter Q rt jars — Each
Coffee
18c
Grape
25c
Pineapple
53c
Cherries

Racot Top Rolls

and

NUMBER 20

>nto the side of the' Those receiving P'»
SlK, Hagen,
Weimer, Berniece N«Men». _
and> badly'Barbara Rhoads, Richard Ku.ni,! .

.. " \.,. .

FO?

49-lb. Bag
our
Whites
New Potatoes No. 1 Shatter
8-pounds

9c

town each from Nebraska and South
Dakota have been represented by
workers in the poppy industry at the
U. S. Veterans administration facility,
Des Moines, according to Mrs. M.
Myrton Skelley, poppy director and
executive secretary of the Iowa department of the American Legion
Auxiliary. All parts of the state are
represented in the total from Davenport \ft Council Bluffs and Lineville to
Ma/bn City. .iDes Moines veterans
were most numerous with 13 being
employed. Other towns represented
by more than one veteran were
Marshalltown, 6; Ottumwa, Davenport and Waterloo, 4 each; Fort
Dodge, S.-tjCnoxville, Monticello, Cumberland, Guthrie Center, Burlington,
Newton and Keokuk, 2 veterans
apiece.
Nearly 300 World War veterans are
represented in this tabulation, with
almost an equal number of dependents. Total income to these veterans
will amount to approximately $6,500
at the conclusion of the work, according to Mr. Charles iColeman, in charge
of the manufacture of the poppies.
Poppies made by the veterans are
distributed by members of the American Legion Auxiliary on Poppy Day,
which is May 24 this year. All services -of the auxiliary in the poppy
distribution are contributed free of
charge and the contributions received
are used by local units and the Iowa
department headquarters in carrying
on the child welfare and veteran rehabilitation programs sponsored by
the auxiliary.
93 veterans are working in the industry at the present time and almost
200 more have been employed since
Dec. 1, the date the industry started
operating for production of poppies
for the 1941 Poppy Day. The additional number were discharged from
the facility when their treatment was
finished.
Only World War-veterans are employed in the industry which is entirely sponsored by the American Legion
Auxiliary. The auxiliary purchases
the supplies necessary in the manufacture of the poppies,: handles the
payment of workers, distribution of
poppies from the facility to the various units and supervises their distribution by the local units on Poppy
Day. The Des Moines facility also
manufactures the poppies used by
West Virginia, North Carolina and
several other states.

IOWA RANKS FEIST
IN BEEF INCOME
Beef cattle and calves moved into
first place last year as the principal
income factor for Iowa farmers. The
sale of cattle and calves passed hogs
as the No. 1 source of income with
Iowa leading the rest of the nation
in both classifications.
The cash receipts from cattle and
calves last year totaled $184,814,000,
according to the report of the United
States department of agriculture.
This was an increase from the $161,402,000 realized from this source in
1939.
Total of all cash income from sale
of livestock and livestock products
was $504,309,000 in 1940 and $453,538,000 in 1939.
The 1940 cash income in Iowa from
hogs, totaled $180,746,000 as compared to $168,010,000 in 1939.
The income from dairy products
also showed a big gain last year over
the previous year with $71,208,000 in
1940 and $60,789,000 in 1939.

SUCCUMBS FRIDAY

Long Time Resident of This Community Passes ' Away at Iowa City
Hospital Following Extended
Illness; Funeral Sunday.
George Parker, 72, well known,
Anita man and a resident of this community for over 61 years, passed
away at 8:20 a. m. Friday morning at
the University of Iowa hospital in
Iowa City where he had been a patient for the past two weeks.. Mr.
Parker had been in ill health for over
two years suffering from heart trouble and other complications due to his
advanced age.
''
.
George Washington .Parker was
born at Streator, 111., on April 1, 1869,
a son of John A. and Hester Parker.
When a boy eleven years of age, he
moved with his parents to this community settling on a farm north; of
Highland church. During, his young
manhood he served as a teacher at the
Hamlin school north of Highland. In
1889 he came to Anita where for a
number of years he operated a
jewelry store. On Oct. 8, 1903, he
was united in marriage to Elsie Biggs
of Anita. In the spring of 1904, following their marriage, Mr. and Mrs.
Parker moved back to the farm which
place they made their home until 1914
when they retired from farming and
moved here. For a number of years
after they moved to Anita he operated
the old ten-cent feed barn.
Those-' left to mourn his death arc
the wife and one daughter, Velma
Pearl, besides numerous- nieces and
nephews and a host of friends. One
son preceded him in death, dying in
infancy.
Funeral services were held Sundayafternoon at 2 o'clock at the 'Ixmg
funeral home here and .were in charge
of Rev. Arthur V. Long, pastor of the
Anita Methodist church. Music for
the services was furnished by Mrs. B.
C. Dorsey and 'Mrs. Hayes Redburn,
accompanied at the piano by Mrs. Erie
Osen. They Bang, "Going Down the
Valley" and "Will the Circle Be
Unbroken?" Interment was made in
Evergreen cemetery with Wayne
Sisler, Bryan Parker, C. E. Parker,
James Rickle, Glen Porch and Orville
Biggs acting as pallbearers.
iMjrs. F. A. Stub and son, Bob, of
Harlan were Sunday visitors at the
home of her sister, Mrs. A. A. Johnson and family.
Students of the Anita high and
grade school are asked to report to
the school building at 2:30 Friday afternoon to receive their report cards.
AAA authorities issued a warning
this week to all farmers to watch
sealed shell corn which they have
stored on their farms in bins. Some
bins have shown an excess of moisture in recent tests.
Frank Rhoads of Miles City, Mont.,
is visiting in Anita this week with
relatives and friends. He came to
Anita to attend the graduation exercises of the local high school. His
daughter, Barbara Jean, is one of the
graduates.

Farm leaders estimated this week
that more than BOO Adair county
farmers will plant corn on the contour
n that county this year. Guthrie
county officials state that only around
50 farmers are trying contour corn
>lanting in that county but this is an
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Mclntyre and ncrease of 50% over last year.
son, Ross, of Omaha spent Sunday
visiting in Anita at the home of his
P. B. Pilmer of Des Mtoines and
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Mc- Thurmen Bender of Indianola, Iowa,
Intyre.
were in Anita Friday visiting relatives and friends. Mr. Pilnier and his
Mrs. Floyd Dement and Mrs. R. W. wife have just returned to Des Moines
Porshay went to Clinton, Iowa, to- :rom a four month's trip through
day (Wednesday) where they will at- western and southwestern United
tend a meeting- of the Iowa Pythian States.
Sister home executive board. Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. John Daugherty and
Forshay is a member <t£.l;he board and
Mrs. Dement is chairman of the audit- son, Denney, and Mr. and Mrs. Lawing committee. Before returning to rence Crossland and children, LorAnita Mrs. Dement will go to Chicago aine and Ronald, all of Des Moines
where she will visit her daughter, spent Mother's Day in Anita visiting
at the home of Mr. Daugherty's and
Miss Helen Dement.
Mrs. Crossland's mother, Mrs. Isabel
members of the Anita adult Daugherty.
evening school are planning to take
some trips to points of interest during The regular monthly meeting of the
the summer. The first trip will be Square Deal 4-H club was held last
made to the soil conservation farm Wednesday evening at the home of
near Claririda to observe the conser- Rowley, William and Donald Pollock.
vation practices in use there. This Roll call was answered by a safety
trip will probably be made during the rule on the highway. Following the
forepart of June, according to present regular business meeting- two brief
plans. Any individual who is inter- talks were given by JWilbur Young-,
ested in making any of these excur- vocational agricultural teacher in the
sions should notify Wilbur Young Anita schools, and James Miller, who
vocational agricultural instructor in represented the department. A lunch
the Anita schools, immediately so was served by the hostesses' mother,
that he can make adequate plans anc Mrs., Rowley Pollock, at the close of
1 send word as the plans materialize. the meeting.
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Crawford's Clover Farm Store
We Deliver

Phone 29

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS

•

CORN FLAKES, Clover Farm, 11-oz. package,
2 for
17c
GRAPE FRUIT JUICE, 4€kw. can
19c
SALAD DRESSING, Clovef-farm, pint
19c
DILL PICKLES, quart jar
15c
TOILET TISSUE, Clover Farm, 4 rolls
25c
SHORTENING, Clover Farm, 3-lb. can
49c
PEACHES, Clover Farm, 2 No, 2V2 cans
39c
CORN, Clover Farm, Supreme C. G., 2 cans
25c
Plants — Flowers — Tomatoes — Cabbage
Strawberries — Lettuce
A ' ~ •

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
Established 1883.

Ray Sterner has been spending the
past week visiting in Anita with his
wife and family.

Published Every Thursday and Entered
Mrs. Dosha V. Scholl spent Sunday
at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, u visiting with her daughters, the
-j Second Class Mail Matter.
Misses Freda and Jane Scholl, at
Cecil G. Budd
Editor Stuart.
Mrs. E. W. Holmes visited in Atlantic Sunday at the home of her
Official Town and County Newspaper daughter, Mrs. H. P. Ziegler and
family.
Member of National Editorial
Association, and
The final six weeks' exams of the
Subscription Rate

$1.50 Per Year

present school year were given Tuesday and today (Wednesday) at the
local school.
Several of the industrious young
men about town have organized a
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gipple and town baseball team and their first
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Howard attended game will be Sunday with Wiota in
Anita.
the tulip festival at Pella Friday.
Ail organization of the mothers of
the children in the Anita band has
been formed and have elected the following officers: Mrs. Azel S. Ames,
president; Mrs. W. F. Crawford, vice
president; and Mrs. William Linfor,
secretary and treasurer. The club
now has 20 members and will meet
once each month.

Miss Hilda Hiatt went to Essex
Monday evening where • she was a
guest of the Girl Reserves. All former members and sponsors were invited to help celebrate the 60th.
anniversary of the G. R. organization.
At the close of the evening a very
impressive candle light service was
given as a farewell to the seniors.

Opening Saturday
ANITA'S NEW ICE CREAM SHOP
t

featuring

HOME MADE ICE CREAM
Malted
1
Or*
Milks
rrw*
1
- vJC Sundaes
1 vJC
PACKAGE GOODS

NORA'S
Ice Cream Shop
In Victoria Hotel
•' Watch For Grand Opening Specials — May 24-25

IT IS HERE!
NEW!

FAST!

$AFE!

We Invite You To See the New Modern Equipment
Added To Our Battery Department

THE NEW

MERCURY QUICK CHARGER
est Car Manufacturers, Society of Automotive En
gmeers and Bureau of Standards, U. S. Government.
It Is No Longer Necessary For You To Wait Davs
M 1 ^ Y°U/ Battery To *> Charged. TWs New
Modern Approved Method Charges Your Battery In
wf« ^T^ ^ of 15 To 45 Minutes With or
Without Removing the Battery From Your Car'
NEW GUARANTEED BATTERIES
PRICED AS LOW AS THE LOWEST

0. W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA

Clerk's Office, Anita, Iowa,
April 7, 1941.
The Town Council met in regular
f + + + + -f"f*«--*- + >
session with the following members
Last Wednesday and Thursday many
PHONE 300
ladies who attended the new Anita Pr Mayor Darrow, Councilmen Burke,
Theatre expressed surprise at the Dement, Kopp and Petersen.
Absent, Hbward.
.
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SA1
beautiful full size box of Constance
The minutes of previous meetings
Bennett face powder they received.
were read and approved.
COFFEE, Paxton.Gas Roasted, 2-lb. can
Today and Thursday another valuable
The Treasurer's report was read
item of the Constance Bennett set will and approved.
,
SOAP, Blue Barrel, giant
full pound bar
v
The following bills were allowed
be given to every woman who attends
SOAP,
Camay
toilet,
3
—
the Anita theatre. Every Wednesday and ordered paid:
Corporation fund.
MATCHES, Strikalite. v,,
and Thursday one item will be given. C F. Darrow, salary
$10.00
nfc,2
Lipsticks, face powders, rouges, face Solon A. Karns, salary anA^^
SALMON, Alaska pint
creams and many other beauty aids
quarantine
CATSUP,
Tommy
Tinlgr^
14-oz. bottle
60.00
Fred Pratt, salary • • • • • • •
. Kn
are included in this amazing offer.
PORK and BEANS, Urfg#cwi ,
L. Bills, salary and dogs .. 64.50
'The mid-week screen program Geo.
Anita Utilities, hall lights .... 1.02
^CINNAMON
ROLLS,.each
showing Wednesday, Thursday and Anita Tribune, printing
4-r
BANANAS, pound
Friday is one of the best of the cur- Clifton Scott, labor
*•>
rent season. It is the latest of the W. S. Darley & Company, sup3.79
plies
"Mazie" series, "Mtozie Was a Lady."
Strawberries - Lettuce - Celery --Carrots - 1
Forshay Loan & Insurance
As usual Ann Sothern plays the leadAgency, compensation insur38.67
ing role and there are three great
ance
stars with her, Lew Ayres, famous for Anita Lumber Company, coal .. 27.74
Petersen.
Solon A. Karns,
his Dr. Kildare pictures, Maureen Leo. _ V. Bongers, statement
.31
Motion carried.
Town Clerk.
O'Sullivan and C. Aubrey Smith. C. pads
Application for
W. Clardy, supplies
.91 Mayor Darrow then appointed
Masie starts out as the headless Chas. E. Walker, % salary .... 12.50 Robert Scott for a 6 year term on the
woman in a circus side show and her Ernest Burke, 2 meetings
2.00 Water and Light Board to succeed and seconded by Howard«
4.00 himself.
performance is broken up by Lew Alfred Dement, 4 meetings
. . . be granted and Clerk
C. Howard, 4 meetings
4.00
Moved by Dement and seconded by issue'same.
Ayres. From there on the fun starts. R.
A. *JJ.• Kopp,
4 '"^^""Jfe^
meetings
4.00
_
_
,
.
j
11 f*-'
-*».UMM« ^*
»•-Petersen that Mayors' appointment be Ayes:
Its a laugh-a-mmute show and all Andrew Petersen, 4 meetings .. 4.00 approved.
< 'Burke, Dement, Bui
Masie fans are guaranteed a full Anita Oil Company, gas and
A vcs *
Petersen.
6.55
oil
quota of enjoyment.
Burke, Dement, Kopp and PeterNo
further business
Fire Fund.
* * *
sen.
motion to adjourn carr,«,
Loan & Insurance
Forshay
Absent,
Howard.
The big news of the week is, "Gone
Solon A.!
Agency,
93.75 'Motion carried.
X
l K C I l U j j firemen's
J l l t l i i ^ l l a insurance..
i i i o u i . umiv^« • •
With The Wind." This picture when W. S. Darley & Company,
The Library report was read and ap37.80 proved.
hose
shown at road show prices of 75
Light Fund.
The Light and Water report was
cents to $1.65 was seen by more movie
V. Bongers, sulphur and
" fy~'~~' "^^^^^^^^
read and approved.
fans than any big picture in the last Leo
20.96
bulbs
No
further
business
appearing,
a
ten years. Now, at popular prices, it £ w. Clardy, bulbs
19.58
is breaking every record ever made Anita Utilities, street lights ... 66.30 motion to adjourn as a Council and
convene as a Board of Review carsince the first talking picture was Anita Utilities, bracket light .. 10.54 ried.
" .
Councilman
Ernest
Burke
introshown. In order to give the Satur- duced the following resolution and
Solon A. Karns,
Town Clerk.
day patrons of the Anita theatre an moved its adoption. Councilman A. J.
opportunity of seeing this wonderful j Kopp seconded the motion to adopt.
production it will be shown Saturday, The .roll was called and the vote was
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.
Sunday and Monday. Saturday and as follows:
Ayes:
Clerk's Office, Anita, Iowa,
Sunday there will be a continuous
Ernest Burke, Alfred Dement, A.
April 29, 1941.
showing starting at 12 o'clock and on
J. Kopp and Andrew Petersen.
The Town Council met in special
Absent, R. C. Howard.
Mbnday two shows at 1:30 and 7:30
Whereupon the 'Mayor declares the session, with the following members
p. m. There will be no reserved seats,
present:
as follows:
but tickets are now Being sold in ad- resolution adopted
Mayor Darrow, Councilmen Dement,
RESOLUTION.
vance and patrons are requested to
WHEREAS, the municipal water Howard, Burke and Petersen.
Absent, Kopp.
advise when they will attend. This is works system and the municipal elecPetition of Tom Meagher for "B"
being done so that the crowds will be tric light and power plant and distri- Beer
Permit being on file it was movbution
system
of
the
Town
of
Anita,
as evenly distributed as possible. The
Iowa, has heretofore been placed ed by Petersen and seconded by Burke
complete show runs for four hours and under the management and control of that permit be granted and Clerk jnstructed to issue same.
there will be a ten minute intermis- separate boards of trustees, and
sion at the half way mark of the show.
WHEREAS, said"" boards of trustees Ayes:
Burke, Dement, Howard _and
Anita is the first town of its size in! ?a^ .c.ons.ist «* three members and the
.,
, , .
,
us,
-nr-ii_ rm. ,'individual members serving on each of
the state to show "Gone With The; said boardg are identical, and,
Wind." If you haven't already done j WHEREAS, it is deemed advisable
so, make plans to see it. Almost fifty ( and to the best interests of said town
per cent of the people who saw it as a , that , sala boards be combined into a
si
board, now, therefore,
road show attraction have expressed, "—:le
~ IT RESOLVED BY THE
their desire to see it again. That is TOWN COUNCIL OF THE INCORthe best recommendation for any PORATTED TOWN OF ANITA,
picture
i IOWA,
_
i SECTION 1. That said board of
*,• r
/-. i-v. •
* j i ,
water works trustees and said board
Miss Lucy Gahher is confined to her Of electric light and power plant and
bed with high blood pressure and distribution system trustees be, and
liver trouble.
|the said boards are hereby combined
Greenfield offers' you,every facility for
i into a single board.

+

REEL NEWS

+

NEE]
'SOMJ

PAIN1
9

w
a , where ed to serve on said combinedp hoard
port, TIowa, today (Wednesday)
she will make the acquaintance of her shall be for six years and they shall
| ho.ld office fr°m the first day of April
new grandson.
I following their appointment in each
Mrs. Worth Chastain received two
broken ribs Tuesday morning when vided by law.
she fell while hanging paper at the I SECTION 3. That vacancies oc, curing in said board shall be filled bv
home of Mrs. Peter Anderson.

appointment by the Mayor, by and
with the approval of the Council, as
Billy Steele, 10-year-old son of Mr. p
i u » I,, by law> and such appointees
and Mrs. Louis Steele, who lives south i shall nil out the unexpired term for
of Anita, is suffering from complicaSECTK>NPP4°lnThtt "the ""compentions resulting from the measels.
sation of said trustees in lieu of all
! ^"^compensation sha11 be the sum
John Baker and Miss Margaret ot $75.00 each, per annum, which
Adair of Des Moines spent Sunday compensation shall be payable out of
visiting in Anita at the home of her "" from the water and light funds of
town, and each of said trustees
brother, Dr. G. M. Adair and famfurnish an official bond in 'the
lly
sum of $2,500.00, which bond
"
.&A£pJ^bJIeJe Mayor and
Mrs. E. F. Jones and John Budd and
- That^ '
family, all of Atlantic, were Sunday
of

|uests at the home of Mrs. John!
Budd and daughter, Gretchen, in ment and control of the said municipal
Anita.
^tric light and power plant and distnbution system and water works sysMr. and Mrs. Kenneth Kuehn and!
THIS
Lyle Kuehn of Cleveland, Ohio, are 7th. day of April, 1941
visiting here with the boys' parents, i
C. F. Darrow,
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kuehn northeast A t t e s t Mayor.
of town.
' '

of your Live Stock an4 made posfcftfte by the <
ments of the leading farmers and feeders of i
and adjoining Counties. - , , ^ ;.
A few reasons why the Greenfield Sale]
grown from a small stock sale to one of thel
South West Iowa.
Sold and managed exclusively by the ov
Same commission charge to everybody.
All stock sold in turn as they arrive at the i
Operated under State and Federal inspection!
your protection. Dipping tank service. . d
Packer and shipper buyers always on hand.
No trading by any of the owners or any oned
nected with the barn at the barn on saledajj

We appreciate your business and will try'
merit you*-patronage.
H. G. (Hank) BAIER
-GfcENN t»^
K. H. ADAMS and L. E. WILLIAMSON

Owners and Operators

Mrs. G. M. DeCamp and James
Morgan spent Mother's Day visiting!
in Burlington at the home of their !==
sister and daughter, Mrs. Bruce Engle' =
and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Harve Ulfers and son,
Glen, and Miss Betty McCaw, all of
Persia were visitors at the home of
their son and brother, Dale Ulfers
and wife Sunday.
'Mr. and Mrs. Paul Milligan and the
Misses Esther Mae and Lois Mclntyre
of Des Moines spent Mother's Day
visiting in Anita at the home of the
girls' parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
Mclntyre.
Btulah Garrison, 9-year-old daughter of Mrs. Josephine Garrison, who
lives southeast of Anita, received a
badly bruised and lacerated right
hand Friday when it became entangled in a corn sheller.
Monday evening the 1938 Ford be
longing to Edwin Scholl was quite
badly damaged at the corner on the
south side of "hardscrabble" in front
of the George Schwenneker farm It
•s reported that the Scholl automobile
slid into the guard rail as it was
rounding the corner. The occupants
• the t-ar escaped will, minor injur-

May Be Purchased In Anita At The Following Stores:

"FOR
a

Market

^ersen,
Crawford'

HA

', -V4r
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THE SUNNY SIDE OF LIFE
Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
ByEDWHEELAN

BIG iOP

A HAIJF HOUR LATER.
To SHOW IH T^TT FAILS ,'SILK" M£T SCTF OH THE U5T

'we iot

LALA PALOOZA

By RUBE GOLDBERG

Mistaken Identity

CO/AE IN , sm -

v

MADAM WILL SEE
YOU IN THE
DRAWING
ROO/A

MADAM SAN^ T' HELP
TO HAVE SOME I YOURSELF
SANDWICHES
1 TO A
AN" FRUIT AN' /CORONA
DRINKS, / MEDURA,
SIR ^^~, SIR

MONEY f HELLO , THERE - \
SWEET-* LET'S START ON
THIS
INCOME

BUSWESSOUGHT TO
€ GOOD

I'M NOT THE INCOME
TAX MAN - I'M SELLING
WASHING MACHINESNOW , HERE'S OUR LATEST
CATALOG

t Payin* One's Debt
Then are but two waysjl
1 ing debt-increase of indrf
; raising income, increase 51
j in lajttng out-Carlyie.

TLY Kill

;>

' u(f}j<4< V*fi'

tJ«Tl

From 1
Character, like charity,]
at home. It cannot be
by daily teaspoonfuls of
tiao.—Fechheimer.

By C. M. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP—It Was Close but He Just Made It!

OOYOU
HOWTOI
9IVWm|lp;lfl

MESCAL IKE

^ & L. HUNTLEY

The Protective Association

^

SME.HAO.SO
MANV TRAIN

POP—Otherwise He Gets Blown Up
THERE'S ONE THING
ABOUT THE HAWD GRENADE

•TT

«J»

L6ECT.

no

C. fffiAT
>KE-

fioe<
«wmt

By J. MILLAR WATT

taewJ*
pocktt*
Krfflc**

AMD THAT'S

— THE BEGIMNER MUST
GRASP —

THE .
LEVER!

»HAL

/

THE

SPORTING
KING

Faulty Memo"Everyone complainso«
ness of his memory, but
hia Judgment.-La Ko

The
Neighborhood
League

{^J?^KUMiiLiCt^[~r7'
if^F
I-'-K^';
,'
(
',-^ • ;"", " "^ " ''*-'\
f^-^^i ' li-'-'i'i-.-f-

18IREAMIINI5,
MOOERNIJI
«0Ht
n-tr»»

A-rtifi/'iri"'

By
81

LANG
ARMSTRONG

GLUYAS
WILLIAMS

^VX'"Tf^

iiL-i^"

i^Jf"",
&-

"So Uiafi bow D«c locatet Uioi« big worm*."

THE

BY THE WAY.
By L. F. M.
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METHODIST CHURCH
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.

•»
4

s

FROM OUR OLD FILES

Did you go to the exhibit? It's'
ITMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
Church School at 10 a. m. Harold
WE DELIVER
hard to ?ay which display of work was
^^^
'^==r==='
,
.nost outstanding, but we got the big- McDermott, Superintendent.
May 18, 1911.
i
Church worship at 11 a. m. This is
gest kick out of, "The Snooper," newsWorkmen are fast putting the;
THURSDAY-FMDAY-aiTORDAY SPE(
heet edited by the pupils of the sixth Rural Life Sunday. The families or finishing touches to the bridge being
^rrade. The maps in the different >ersons living on farms are especially erected on East Main Street in Anita.
»_•_!_».
Thompson Seedless
«,
rooms were interesting and indicated nvited. After the morning service
W. E. Clark had a load of 230
For Extra Comfort:.. Extra lots of thought and work. We still he families from the country are in- pound hogs on the Omaha market
the little Indian from the Tama ited to be guests of the town famil-- this week for which he received top
Service...and Extra Wear think
reservation should be in the nursery es at a dinner to be served in the
church basement. Each family is price.
instead of the sixth grade.
The workmen are surely making a
• * »
asked to bring its own service.
ihowing on the new building being.
The nursery class held during the
One of the upper grade teachers
:rected by L. R. Galiher & "Co. in
got a big laugh out of finding in church worship period invites the
Anita.
which category she was placed by a parents of small children to leave
"Dr." Atwood, the delivery boy at
Kindergartner recently. It seems that heir children in the church basement ihe Regulator, is unable to attend to
two little girls were in the teachers and attend worship.
There will be no youth forum or lis duties this week on account of
room after school when the janitors
llness.
Only
were cleaning up, so the teacher asked evening service Sunday.
Torrential rains visited this comChoir
practice
Thursday
evening
at
them to play outside while they waitWOLVERINE
munity
Saturday night and early
Shell Horsehides ed. The girls left the room and the he church at 8 o'clock.
Sunday morning and quite a lot of
Have Soles, Insoles and Uppers All teacher followed to get a drink. The f -f -f f -t- -f
-f -f •»• -f 4 damage was done by the water.
of Genuine Shell Horsehide Leather. smallest girl said, "Mliss —, I'm not
Edf L. Newton is a very busy man
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE.
afraid of you, and I'm not afraid of
.hese days. He has been in Wiota,
mice, or snakes, or niggers, I'm not
Cumberland, Lewis and Atlantic to
afraid of anything!"
• • *
"Mortals and Immortals" will be transact business so far this week.
For Better and Healthier Chicks Use Harvest ]
SHELL HORSEHIDEWOBK SHOES
Dr. G. M. Adair, Anita's promising
Well, we've heard of enterprizing he subject of the Lesson-Sermon in
young men, but Bob Howard beats ill Churches of Christ, Scientist, on young doctor, is in Des Moines this
week where he is attending the Iowa
them all! First he starts out with a Sunday, May 18.
state
medical society meeting.
The
Golden
Text
is
from
Proverbs
Miss Mitfy Agnes Bong«,.
barber shop, then gets himself a farm
Mr. and Mrs. John Burkhart of
The transfer of the Voorhees lots Alamo, Texas, left Monday morning week end visiting in Anita at
or two, next a clothing store, and 9:6, "Forsake the foolish, and live;
then—shh! don't tell anyone,'we saw and go in the way of .understanding." on Main Street in Anita to L. R. Gali- for their home there after spending of her parents, Mr. and Mn|
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo- her & Co., was made a matter of several days visiting in Anita at the Bongers'and family.
him
delivering ready-to-serve lunches
We Have Added a Complete one day
tations from the Bible and from the record this week and the consideration tome of his sister, Mrs. Joe Vetter and attends St. Joseph's
last week.
• * •
ihristian Science textbook, "Science was $5,000.
Line of Children's Oxfords
Moines.;
(Miss Mattie Harrison, who has been family.
Out of the mail bag: Last week's and Health with Key to the Scripand Shoes to Our Shoe De- mail brought the cook the nicest gift tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
teaching the past year in the kindergarten department of the public
One
of
the
Bible
citations
reads:
a
mother
could
have
...
thanks,
son!
partment at —
:
Wish you could see the big bunch of 'For they that are after the flesh do schools at Atchison, Kansas, was reWE HAVE INSTALLED A NEW
honeysuckles which one of your broth- mind the things of the flesh; but they cently elected to head this department
ers brought from the far corner of the that are after the Spirit the things oi again next year.
Pearl L. Young, a former Anita
farm Sunday. Remember when we the Spirit. For to be carnally mindec
used to go over and pick honeysuckles, is death; but to be spiritually mindec boy, was in town a few minutes Tuesday morning renewing old acquaintis life and peace" (Rom. 8:5, 6).
Dutchman's britches, and violets?
• * *
Among the selections from the ances. He was in charge of the air
It won't be long until you see the Christian Science textbook is the fol show held in Atlantic Sunday. Pear
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
stated that he believes there is i
poppy on sale on the streets in town. towing:
"For right reasoning there shoulc great future for air ships.
Did you know that the men who make
the poppies are all patients at the be but one fact before the thought
Veterans' Hospital in Des Moines? namely, spiritual existence. In realANITA MARKETS.
We talked with the man who super- ity there is no other existence, since
(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
vises the work, when we were in Des Life cannot be united to its unlikeEggs, cash, dozen
18c
Moines last winter. He says that'the ness, mortality" (p. 492).
Eggs, in trade, dozen
19c
men seem to take a new lease on life
21
when they find that they can do some- f HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL 4 Graded Eggs, Specials, dozen
, LUTHERAN CHURCH
Graded Eggs, No. 1, dozen ......19c
thing which takes their minds off their 4H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
Graded Eggs, No. 2, dozen
17c
aches and pains. One man who hac 4Hens, Ib
17%e
lost the use of his hands and had nol
Sunday School and Adult Bible Hens, leghorn and under 4-lbs. Ib... 14c
earned any money for ten years was
Roosters, Ib.
lOc
persuaded to make poppies. It was Class at 9:30 a. m.
Ducks, Ib. .'.
8c
hard work at first but he kept trying
Divine services at 10:30 a. m.
and finally was able to use one ham
Geese, Ib
6c
Adult instruction class meets
freely and the other hand is gaining 8 o'clock Wednesday evening at the Pigeons, live, dozen
50c
The money they earn . . . only one parsonage.
Cream, sweet
37i
cent for each poppy . . . makes them
STARTS THURSDAY
Vacation Bible school begins Mon Cream, No. 1 sour
36c
feel that they are contributing at leas day morning at 8:30 o'clock at th< Cream, No. 2 sour
34c
Paint for every purpose is included in this:
a little to the support of their fam- church.
Yellow corn, No. 2, new
59c
Day
Sale. Check your needs now anil save mo
ilies, and their families are glad to see
Highland church—
^ No. 2 white oats
30c
the change in spirit of the men as soon
these
low prices. Don't let this Surprise Sal«|
Divine
services
at
7:30
p.
m.
No.
1
wheat
80c
CLOTHIER
as they get started to work on the
without
investigating the wonderful Paint valo
poppy making.
Loyal Possehl is confined to his
"WE SERVE YOU WELL"
are
offering.
<
• * *
4- CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST 4 home with the flu.
The youngsters are returning from 4C. R. -Ifceeir/Pastor.
Surprise Sale Super-Offer
Mr. and Mrs. Chris Petersen and
school today with their arms full of f + 4- 4- 4(jf 4- 4- 4- 4^ 4- 4- i
Regular 20c Can of our
son,
Ivy,
were
Sunday
visitors
at
the
pictures, bird houses, park benches
Sunday Schodkat 10 a. m.
home
of
their
son
and
brother,
Meldon
and
so
forth.
Yes
sir,
school
is
alQ
U
ICK-DRY ENAMEL
Church WorshipXat 11 a. m.
Harry Kaskey has been spending
May is the month of flowers. I wa Petersen and family, in Exira.
0
the past week in Anita visiting at the most done for this year, so good-by
home of his sister, Mrs. C. A. Long teachers and we'll all be just as im- glad to note that the people are bringBobby Brookner, 3-year-old son of
patient for school to open next fall ing their flowers to the church and
and family.
as we are to have it close this spring. decorating the building where they Mr. and Mrs. Ross Brookner, is re
We hope your summer will be inter- worship. Let us continue to do this covering from bronchial pneumonia
Miss Rose Tierney, a teacher in the esting and profitable.
which he has been suffering from for
that the perfume of flowers may several days.
Council Bluffs schools, spent the week
mingle with our prayers and praise as
end at the home of her sister and
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Parker were in
THIS OFFER GOOD FOR ADULTS ONLY-4ONE COLPONTOJ
brother, Marie and Dan Tierney, east Pella, Iowa, Saturday where they at- we worship our God.
CUSTOMER. IF YOU PREFER OTHER PAINT, YOU MAj "
We are looking forward to Pente
of Anita.
THIS AD AS A 15 CENT CREDIT ON ANY SIZE CAN OF PA
tended the tulip festival.
Their cost Sunday which will be a climax
IN OUR STOCK.
daughter, Mrs. John Refnien and husInstallation of the newly elected of- band, of Mt. Pleasant, Iowa, met them for us to look forward to. That was
the day when the kingdom was set up
RACOT TOP ROLLS
ficers of the Anita P. 'T. A. was held there and spent the day with them.
the church established and the preach
6 For 9c
Friday evening at the regular meeting
ing of the gospel of good news to al
ANITA
BAKERY
of the local organization which was
The members of the D. D. pinochle
held in conjunction with the school club met at the home of Mrs. Herbert the people of the world established.
ADAIR THEATRE
We need a Pentecost today. Prayexhibit. Supt. 'M. M. Feller issued Chadwick on Rose Hill Avenue WedSat. — Sun. — Mon.
ing
and
consecration
will
bring
it
to
8th. grade certificates to the following nesday afternoon. Additional guests
May 17, 18, & 19
students: Shirley Linfor, G«ne Park- were Mrs. Homer Millhollin and Mrs. pass.
"Love Thy Neighbor"
NEW
You
are
invited
to
worship
with
us.
er, Virginia Johnson, Helen Turner, Forrest Wilson. High score was held
with Jack Benney and Fred Allen
The ladies of the church will serve
Mary Kelly, Max Biggs, Phyllis by Mrs. Millhollin. The club will hold
Cut flowers for Memorial Day.
Pratt, Carol Carlton, Charles Smith j its next meeting at the home of Mrs. a 15c dinner Wednesday noon.
Will arrange large bouquets in water
and Darlene Lett.
Dan Spiker on May 23.
WED. - THURS. - FRI.
and deliver to Anita cemetery for:
*• CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4 $1.00. Mrs. Lester King, Wiota, la.
Maisie and Dr. Kildare
+
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
4 Anita telephone, 16 R 23.
2tp j
In a Great Picture!
*• + + + + + > + + + + + +
[
You
can
get
at
all
times'genuine
Church school at 10:00 a. m.
Ann Sothern - Lew Ay res
Semi-Solid Buttermilk at the Farmers '
Service of worship at 11 a. m. At
1
And a Fine Cast
Coop in Anita. Why not try some
this service we shall observe Rural this week?
|
Life Sunday. The addresses given
LADIES — Remember Every
Decoration Day is near. Get your
will be in harmony with the celebraORDER YOUR JUNE CHICKS NOW
Wednesday and Thursday
memorials
now
from
C.
H.
Hartley.
4t
tion of this day. •• We trust that all
You Receive a Full Sue
Package of
members and friends, and any farmWE ARE NEARLY ALL BOOKED FOR MAY
FOR SALE:-Heavy bright oats.'
CONSTANCE BENNETT
ers interested in such a service, will 35c delivered in 60 bushel lots. Merle '
Cosmetics
be with us.
Denne.
,, ,
FREE To Every Lady
A covered dish luncheon or dinner
Central and Southern Iowa farms
will be served immediately after the
service. Bring a covered dish and for sale. 40 acres to 1,000 acres Im-'!
attend the service and have a good proved or unimproved. For home or | SATURDAY - SUNDAY - MONDAY
JE^CTLY THE S
social time afterward. You may not investment at price range of $->o to
j,
Sat.-Sun.
Continuous
Show
Froin
12
THE
ROAD SI
$125
per
acre.
Terms
low
as
10%
as
| only have a good time but contribute
cash.
H.
H.
McKelvey,
ClearflebM^p
£
Noon
—
Monday
at
1:30
&
7:30
P.
M.
AT
POFULAK
something
of
interest
and
value
to
the
HOUSE FLY INVASION COMING SOON
services.
50c buys BOO sheets of t^w^
BARRICADE YOUR HOME WITHOUT DEL\Y
Rural Life Sunday is becoming more paper, size 8%xll inches, at the Trib '
CLARK
and more popular and the country une office.
j
Check This ListGABLE
FOR
! people are taking a keener interest in
Full Length Window Screens
it. So accept this invitation and be
VIVIEN
New Screen Wire, Black or Galvanized
there. Share the morning service |ern residence in Anita. Write Mrs
LEIGH
with us and enjoy the Asocial gather- (Anna Porch, c-o Miles Blake Rt i'
Combination Door, Screen and Sash Panel
'
',
Olivia
ing at the dinner and afterward. . It is i Atlantic, Iowa.
Screen Paint, Many Colors
DeHAVILAND
OR
a good thing for us to get together ' .f.
SALEr-^T^—~!
Common Screen Doors, Several Sizes
and know one another better.
with oven. Cheap.
Enquire at
It
Repairs For Your Screen Or Get Ready
All In
Office.
'
The ladies will serve a noon-day Tribune
tf
"
Beautiful
| dinner Thursday.
to Swat the Fly!
Technicolor

DRAFTED BY
MILLIONS

Raisins

24b.iiS.ge

i

Marshmallows
Hershey'sJ

Corn Flakes 3

Crackers

Oyster Shell

WOLVERINE

8!

$3.25 to $4.50

E

Shelter's Barber Sh<

3 DAY S

NEW METHOD

PAINT

Bob Howard

WANT ADS

BONGERS

A

Don't Wait
Rasmussen's Hatchery

s^^s^^^n^. •

ROBERT SCOTT
ANITA LUMBER CO.
Still Time To Buy a New Brooder House

Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Karns and W. H.
Karns of Lorimor, Iowa, and Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Neuhardt and daughter,
Marilyn, of Creston Iowa, were visit- with tassels, and place cards for lc
ing relatives and 'friends in Anita Tribune office, Anita.
Mlonday. They were dinner guests of
dead ammal,B.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald "Buss" Hall.
-we pay phone charges.

SA1

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

By Edward C. Wayne

••"•» •» much as*!

Reports of Hess Flight to England
Fill News Columns and Radio Lanes;
Convoys Plus Strikes Plus Priorities
Equal Headaches in Defense Program

much u ever!

BOMBSHELL:
Human Variety

PRIORITIES:
AndOPM

The Rudolf Hess incident was the
dropping of a bombshell into the
moors of Scotland which went up
with a louder explosion than any of
the tons of TNT that Hitler's aviators
had yet sent across the channel.
Imaginations ran riot—the house
of commons was in a dither—more
than 20 basic theories were advanced to explain why Hess fled
Germany in an airplane and
dropped to earth hi a parachute,
and with the interweaving and variations of these, one bad several
thousand stories to choose from.
To list the British theories and
those of neutrals would be futile because they were-not only limited by
the imaginations of their creators.
To list the German explanations
also would be futile because they
obviously were the propagandic outbursts of a government whose nose
was temporarily out of joint.
Outside of this, all was speculation, all was guesswork, but the
guessers, most of them being paid at
so much a word, let themselves go
and endless columns were printed.
Yet the story was not being "overplayed"—most thinking newspaper
men being at a loss for earlier comparisons in journalistic history,
which, one must recall, doesn't go
far back when history is considered.
But outside of the type of story
that history presented in the Middle
Ages and during the days of Caesar
and Hannibal, and Anthony and
Cleopatra, and Cassius and Brutus,'
and Helen of Troy, Hess' flight was
unique.
Most newspaper commentators
were willing to call it the biggest
story in centuries and let it go at
that. They wagged their heads and
said, "What if Cordell Hull were to
fly to Germany, or what if it had
been the other way over the channel and Anthony Eden had made
the trip?"
This was enough to settle the point
as to the magnitude of the news to
their own satisfaction, anyway.
Basic explanation of the Hess incident, on the standpoint of logic,

A new difficulty in the U. S. handling of defense work loomed when
William S. Knudsen, motor official
and head of OPM, seemed to take
as a personal issue the question of
taking priorities out of his hands
and giving them to a special organization answerable only to the army
and navy chiefs.
Knudsen was quoted as saying
that he would quit if the plan went
through.
Thus the question of priorities lifted its head as a vital defense issue,'
further complicating the picture.
Priorities were becoming a very
real issue in business, also, many
manufacturers finding that this one
question might easily keep them
from success or failure in carrying
out contracts. The right to a priority of delivery of machine tools
might alone answer an entire question of manufacture.
Knudsen took the attitude that
if the work of production manage-

WILLIAM S. KNUDSEN
He forced an issue. '

ment was his, that to remove from
his hands a vital tool like the right
to decide questions of priorities,
would be to make his task impossible, and to rob him of his prime
prerogative.
It seemed likely that unless this
question was ironed out swiftly to
the liking of the Danish-born production expert, the government
migfit be looking for a new man.

STRIKES:
Vp-Grade Again
The labor trouble tempo in the
United States defense industry was
on the upward curve again, with a
$30,000,000 order for Browning machine guns held up at the Colt factory at Hartford, Conn., and other
old labor difficulties threatening to
break out anew, including the coal
strike.
Always rearing its head was the
threatened General Motors strike,
which would, if it occurred, affecl
millions of dollars in defense work
and about 160,000 employees, and
John L. Lewis said that if the coal
contract with southern operators
was not forthcoming soon, he would
call the 400,000 coal miners out
RUDOLF HESS
again.
'A louder explosion than bombs'
This brought the strike news back
brought personal considerations and onto the front pages with a bang,
personal safety to the fore. It was and Representative Thomas of New
Jersey, a Republican, called for a
pointed out:
of Communists in labor
a. Hess had evidently wanted to roundup
groups, and to order them all arres^
escape Germany for some reason ed
treason charges. This was
for he was practically under a de- the on
most
drastic step suggested thus
tainment sentence by Hitler's hav- far.
ing grounded him.

'Painted Toenails'
Whether crazy or not, when they
took off his shoe and sock to attend
to his fractured ankle, he was found
to have painted toenails, hardly the
American idea for hard-boiled Nazi
leader's personal decorations.
Everyone who ever had any con
tact with Hess told his paragraph
or two, from the palmist who said
he was "superstitious" to the newspaper commentator who took five
minutes "coast to coast" to tell how
he had seen Hess go skiing two
years ago.

'

r
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b. If his reason for escape was
sound, then to pick out a spot where
he would be utterly safe from retribution, England was the one and
only spot in the world.
c. If personal safety was his motive, then an inescapable parallel
was that something must have been
wrong with the unity of the Nazi
party of which he was No. 3 fuehrer.
This was enough explanation for
British serenity over the incident
also for German perturbation It
was significant that most German
dispatches covered these three
points.
Point No. 1 was covered when
Hitler announced Hess was crazy
and had been detained for his own
safety. No. 2, that he should select
England, Germans explained by saying that the nature of his insanity
was that he believed that he, singlehanded, could bring about peace
Point No. 3 was handled by a
straight-out denial that anything
was wrong with the Nazi party
Hess was a "good Nazi but crazy."

New Way 16 a

Gold Star Mother

When American Gold Star
Mother* conducted their annual
ceremonies in Glendale, California, Mr*. Anna Barnbrock, 94.
oldest of the group in the notion,
participated in the ceremonies.
Mr*. Barnbrock is pictured standing before the marble statuary.
"A Compassionate Mother,"
which VMS unveiled.

DRAFT:
Bars Lifted
Of extreme import was the decision of congress to lift all bans to
the size of the army or to the question of selective service for any purpose for which it might be used in
the national defense.
Also vital was the decision immediately to classify the 10,000,000
young men still unclassified in the
first call, and to set up the second
call for an early date, probably in
July.
Two things were highly likely as
a result—that the draft would be
used to call men of a younger age
than before, and that it would also
be used to hunt out "missing links"
among the skilled trades for use in
defense industry.
The first eventuality naturally
would follow the report of army
chiefs after a few months' experience with draftees that the younger
men were far more adaptable than
the older, and could take their training quicker and better.
The second resulted from the
realization that many men in the
uniform would be much more productive to defense hi shipyards or
munitions plants and that the classification lists, if turned over to defense production men might result
in discovery of these facts before
the uniform was donned.
The lifting of any ban on the size
of the army tended to indicate that
there was justification for the growing belief that the end of a calendar
year would not very likely mean
the end of a man's military service
under present conditions.

VlCHY:
A New Role

More and more it was becoming
apparent that newest German propaganda was to convince the world,
especially the United States, of one
fact—that the war was over and
Germany was about to undertake
the difficult task of reconstruction.
In effect the story to (as one German writer put it) "poor daddy
Roosevelt" was this:
"All British have been chased
from the European continent except
at Gibraltar.
"Thus Germany's prime objective
has been achieved. We shall now
try to cement these 300,000,000 people into one force, working for Germany.
"With this force we shall confront
the United States and defeated
Britain."
First move in the "war is now over
game" was to lighten, somewhat,
SHIPS:
the armistice terms for France—
Britain Bound
and to ask deeper collaboration.
This, according to dispatches,
President Roosevelt assured the Vichy
accepted unanimously.
nation that the administration's obThe
German, plan called for the
jective of 2,000,000 tons of merchant
shipping for Britain would be real- return of some prisoners of war,
the raising of the line between ocized by mid-June.
cupied
and unoccupied France, and
This assurance carried with it the
important promise that the bill per- a list of demands on the French for
which might never be
mitting the President to take pos- co-operation
session of foreign vessels idle in made pubb'c.
Most observers believed that GerAmerican ports was in the category
many, in order to get and hold the
of "sure things."
The senate and house engaged in Mediterranean, would give almost
a desultory effort to write into the any concession to beaten France to
bill amendments chief among which grab the French fleet, but this did
not appear on the surface as a
was the Tobey amendment forbid- condition.
ding the use of convoys.
The whole convoy issue, as indeed Why a Change?
aU other news of the war on this
did change Vichy's role in
side of the water took a back seat theWhat
world? Up to that moment the
during the news ascendancy of Ru- world had pictured Vichy and undolf Hess, but the issue was there occupied France as a saddened
ready to rip itself out into the open hungry nation, bled white by the
at an appropriate moment, and to Nazis, and hoping against hope for
become the central point of a whole
day when a British victory
congressional debate on the Presi- the
would
return the country to peace
dent's general foreign policy.
prosperity and freedom.
The 2,000,000 tons of ships for BritNow the world had to picture a
ain within a month came as the France
which had further surrenNazis were claiming 10,000,000 tons dered, which
was sending Darlan to
of British ships sunk by U-boats repeated close
and secret confersince the start of the war, and with ences with a "high
Njizi authority "
the British, while admitting losses and which was prepared
tell the
of at least half that amount, gen- United States, in effect, to
just what
erally showing the pinch sharply.
the Germans were claimingFurther drastic reductions in the
'-'The war is over, Europe now is
meat ration (and little is as dear dommated by Germany, and France
to the Britisher as his beloved beef is going to collaborate politically
and mutton) were announced and and socially, to see what she can
the general trend of commons de- gam for herself in the reorganizabate indicated that Britain was feel- tion of Europe. If you go into the
war on the side of Britain you a'-e
ing the ship pinch tremendously.
against, not for U8."

Washington, D. C
SHIP PREMIUMS TO JAPAN
It is hard to believe, but the gt
eminent of the United States actual* is paying war risk Insurance w
the Japanese for helping to insure
tbefS.8. America, pride-of the U; ».
merchant marine.
This is just part of the revelations
over re-insurance which are breaking this week at the Justice depart
meat. These probes also show that
when a vessel is injured, Axis insurance companies get all the data
regarding its cargo, time of departure, destination, and the interior
plan of the ship.
Thus, degpite all the/.censorship of
Secretary of the Navy Knox, Germany has had an easy means at
knowing all about every ship that
leaves the United States.
This is accomplished when American insurance companies, because
of the heavy risk involved in insuring a cargo in wartime, reinsure
with various foreign companies. It
other words, they sell part of tha
policy abroad, thus distribute tha
risk. That is how Japan makes a
lush profit on insuring American
vessels, even vessels owned by the

? • * * «MuI .i..,..

cents i
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TRUE rifm"»h«g storyl And
A
a really happy ending, too,
when a stout woman diets the cal-

Dreaming vs
Somt people

MTV *9W9

By limiting food calories to

something;
tiSAd are som

--

U. S. A.

Last year congress passed a law
providing war risk insurance for
U. S. shipping, but the maritime
commission, for reasons best known
to itself, has declined to take ad
vantage of the law. Commissior
members state quite frankly tha
they wanted to throw the business to
There'aaweakh ofrichjuke
private insurance concerns—as long
' in individually-inspected
as private insurance was available
SankiscOfingesI
* * *
•
DEBATE FREEZING AXIS FUNDS
And it's t mtittrd tonne
One of the most vigorous inner
of vitamins. Bight ounce*
cabinet debates in a long time congives you all die vitamin C
cerned the question of freezing
yon need cadi day to fed
German-Italian funds on deposit in
your best. Helps you iriA
the United States. In a heated disvitamins A, BI ana G; cat*
cussion, Secretary of State Hull anc
dnmaadotfaetminenlii
Secretary of Commerce Jesse Jone
were the only cabinet members wh
stood out for letting the two Axis
powers continue to spend money a
they wished in this country.
Many people may not realize it
but whereas the government ha
frozen the funds of all the conquere*
nations — France, Norway, Den
mark, Belgium, Holland, Greece
etc.—it continues to permit the con
quering nations to use their money
in the U. S. A. in any manner the;
wish.
-•>
For instance, Germany gets mor
than a million dollars monthly from
the lease of patents to American
.„
{©ranges
companies. This is paid in Amerideal toe fiesn summer
ican dollars and can be spent fo
adsanddessem.
anti-American propaganda or any
thing else, or 'shipped back to Ger
Tbetfidemirkoatlieslcii]
many. Italian diplomatic attaches
identifies die finest fruit o(l
for instance, were found carryinj
$2/000,000 in U. S. currency in a
suitcase from New Orleans to Mex
*ut Copr.IMI.'
.ico for propaganda purposes. An
other $2,000,000 of U. S. currencj
was shipped to Buenos Aires by th
Italian embassy.
Meanwhile, France, for example
no longer s^lls perfume, etc., tt
the United States, but sells to Ger
many, which in turn ships the per
fume through Vladivostok to th
United States.
Reason is tha
French funds are frozen, so th
French can get no money from th
U. S. A. But German funds are no
frozen, so French trade to th
United States now increases Naz
profits and helps build up trad
channels for the future.
* • *
STREAMLINED FOODS
Because of the acute shippinj
shortage, food items for shipmen
to Britain are being selected for high
vitamin and calorie content, also for
minimum bulk and weight.
In general, preference win be giv
en to concentrated and dried foods
rather than bulky canned goods
such as fruits, which contain a con
siderable amount of water. Toma
toes are an exception because th<
•mam
juice they are packed in is hifih
J
6
Error's
Realm
m vitamins..
Obscurity is the realm of error. . A good intention ctoW]
One item urgently desired by th, -Vauvenargues.
with sudden power.-^"
British is dehydrated vegetabl
A plan is under consideration to
£nSS?°r,VSOme of this concentrated
food m the big bombers being fer
ned across the Atlantic,
a n c , which can
easily carry a 12-ton load
The $400,000,000 that has been al
located for the food-aid program w
be used to buy IS.OOO.OOO^Zes o
canned tomatoes. 20,000,000 cases o

eggs, and thousands' of 1ton - of de
hydrated,vegetable soup dried rai
sins and prunes
Ue
S^ft* in itself, the pro.
r^
>am is only about 3 per cent 1
wa^^OoS.OoT' ^^ ^

banks putting this one over
j father while they weren"

• Cbttwfa oW Atah* Jto««»»n*w
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Your Advertising
buys something more than space an
the columns of this newspaper. It buys . s P
circulation plus the favorable consideration
readers for th» newspaper and its advesing
LET US TEI,l» YOU; MORE
T^^^——
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™
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Hold
i Future,
ialistSajs

Linen Assumes Important Role
As Fabric for Summer Wardrobes!
By CHERIE NICHOLAS

Urges U. S.
Leadership
of Ideas.
Perennials

, j Newspaper Option.)

"Hie future-d* the
Ifuture 6i the-jAniermeahs to provide
_0Tessive democracy
Civilization art avafl*
a the Western hemljig to a notaBle mespersonally to AmeriWenner-Gren, outi industrlaliat-phi. recent interview.
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perity or the vacuum of isolation.
Preparedness for national defense
is, of course, vital and your peoples
have decided upon what form that
preparedness should take, but along
with all of these vast undertakings
America should and can assert its
leadership in the realm of ideas.
"Americans must realize that it
is not enough merely to try to preserve what is now held. They must
establish new incentives. For instance, in their own hemisphere,
they cannot let the share-croppers in
North America and the forgotten
peon populations of South America

fAthentt Victims.
Wenner-Gren made
yacht; the Southern
378 stricken passenae of the torpedoed
;edy; also, recently,
. J. Meyer announced
I to loner airplane
for the United
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ibtall, handsome Swede,
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^un-American cquntries
eat, vital, dynamic civ' their strength will oecie strength and1 loaplra^ver civilization mffvives
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he warneC Mean no
to live,smugly in the
rich national pros-

The duke of Windsor joins Mr.
Wenner-Gren at the dedication of a
new lobster cannery in the Bahamas
which was established to provide
employment for the natives.
remain at miserable starvation levels, if only because these are fuel
for subversive fires. The peoples of
the New world must reach out towards new heights in health, housing, employment, interchange of
ideas, practical techniques and cooperation. They must rouse all their
energies and ingenuity to do this job
—to bring our great machine civilization to the point where it can provide the good things of life for everybody, not only in the Americas, but
also abroad. All of the resources in
men, money and materials essential to this are at hand in the Americas. If they are utilized, then no
matter how the victories of violence
mount up, a new constructive world
will inevitably replace those destructive forces."
Explains International Views.
With regard to his international
status, the retired millionaire frank-
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income is now running several
per cent above a year ago, and is
expected to show still further gains.
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are anttdpat- but all farmers
expected to av- effects-

ly said, "It has been vaguely rumored that I am in some way or
other sympathetic with the ideologies
which are now dominating most of
the continent of Europe. I grant
you that 1 shall always prefer peace
to war so long as there is a reasonable basis for hoping for peace, but
never at a sacrifice of the principles
of freedom and progressive democracy.
"Anyone who has read my book,
Call to Reason,' knows where I
stand on these issues. Miss Inez
Robb, who interviewed me a few
months ago in Miami, wrote in reference to my views on democracy
in this volume, 'It is doubly amazing
its author could ever have been labeled an enemy of everything he
pleads for.' 1 think Miss Robb is an
impartial critic, and I feel impelled
to ask whether it would not be better sportsmanship if rumor-spreaders would also take the trouble to
read what I have written and check
up on my actual record before they
indulge in silly innuendoes. I maintain now, as I have always maintained, that totalitarian concepts represent a retreat not only from humanitarian ideals but from reason.
They are definitely not progressive
because they use the tools and organization of the enlightened machine age in an effort to enforce
principles worthy of the Stone age."
The retired Swedish industrialist,
who is vividly American in his optimistic outlook, his blend of practical
idealism and his generous attitude
toward scientific and humanitarian
causes, announced at the conclusion
of his interview. "I wish to acknowledge the deep debt I feel towards
America by more than the donations
I have recently made for scientific
research in various universities and
by sponsoring the scientific expedition which recently discovered the
'lost' Inca cities in South America.
I am therefore setting up the Viking
fund in the United States for further grants in line with the ideas I
have expressed here, because in
these confused and shifting times, if
I am sure of anything it is this—that
the future of the world lies in the
future of the Americas."

Experts Predict
Aircraft Engines
Of 8,000 H. P.
DAYTON, OHIO—An 8,000-horsepower engine for an airplane—Fantastic? Not at all!
It may be several years away,
but army air corps research experts
at Wright field are already looking
forward to the day when airpisne
power plants, delivering four times
the power of the big 2,000-horsepower engines now being tested for
the nation's newest warplanes, will
be ready to go on the test stands.
New power plant test equipment
now being assembled at Wright Held
has been designed with this goal in
mind, and when the big engines are
ready as engineers are confident
they eventually will be, the equipment here will be heavy enough and
strong enough to perform the necessary tests.
Aviation is a young industry, less
than 40 years old, yet in the 37
years since the Wright brothers first
flight at Kittyhawk, N. C. aircraft
engines have grown from the small,
four - cylinder, water - cooled, 12horsepower motor which turned twin
propellers on the first Wright plane,
to the big 18-cylinder 2,000-horsepower motors of today. And now the
Wright field power plant laboratory
is working in close co-operation with
engine manufacturers to develop a
practical 8,000 horsepower engmeand they earnestly believe it can be
done.
.
.
Present-day engine developments
are along two lines, the radial aircooled type and the liquid-cooled
type Se
frontal areas of the
ak cooled engmes interfered seriously with clean aerodynamic de£ whereas the liquid-cooled eng nes had far less frontal area to
buck the air streams. Air-cooled enSM, manufacturers redesigned their
fnginTs to meet the challenge, until
the newest air-cooled radial engmes
nrovide a diameter not far out of
Se with the diameters of bquidc^oled engines of comparable borsepower.

No one would question the value
of the annuals for low borders along
garden walks, for plantings in formal beds, or for the production o£
cut flowers; the very fact that they
are annual, and that, therefore,'a
new choice in colors, in the size of
plants, and in fragrance and bloom
can be made each year, is one of
their charms: Nevertheless, many
garden-lovers simply do not have
time to devote to the yearly choosing of seeds, the yearly planting and
care demanded by the annuals, and
for such the perennials are especially suited.
The herbaceous perennials (socalled because their stalks are not
woody as are the stalks of shrubs,
but are soft and fleshy, and die down
every year with the recurrence of
the frosts) are suited to ^many locations. They are used among shrub
plantings to give color and brightness ; they are happily placed along
walls and fences which provide a
background suited to their dignity
and charm; some of them do well in
shade, others in full sun, and still
'others are especially adapted to
rock gardens or as borders about
lily pools and-fish ponds.
SOIL AND, CULTURE
From perennials, as from nearly
all garden plants, the results in
growth and bloom will vary directly
with the richness of the soil and the
care taken in its preparation. The
garden or border where they are to
be planted should be spaded to a
depth of at least two feet and should;
be enriched with a liberal supply of
well-rotted barnyard manure. It is
well to add, also, a quantity of
ground bone, tankage, or cottonseed
meal. Perennials make a heavy
growth of stalk, foliage and bloom
each year and must be supplied with
the wherewithal for such growth. If
the spot where planting is to take
place is definitely poor ,in drainage,
it will be necessary to'drain by arti-s
flcial means, but as a rule it is sufficient to place at the bottom of the
prepared soil a layer,of stones or
broken pots to prevent water standing around the roots.
SPRING VERSUS FALL
Whether to transplant in spring or
in fall depends upon local conditions. If winters are mild and where
the soil is light enough so that it
will not heave badly under frost,
fall planting is advisable; if, on the
contrary, winters are severe and
the soil is subject to considerable
heaving by reason of frost, no transplanting should be done until settled weather in spring. In cold climates, a mulch is needed for protection from excessive cold and in
such localities it is advisable to
leave the dead tops and stalks where
they lie, to hold mulches and snow,
deferring the cleaning up of the
planting until spring. This sort of
treatment may leave your garden
looking a bit frowsy during the winter, but it will result in better growth
and bloom the succeeding year.
WHERE TO PLANT
Since perennials, to show their
greatest beauty, need some sort of
background, the usual plan is to
plant them against low stone walls
or fences, in the narrow space between a walk and the wall of the
house, flanking the walls of outbuildings, or against a vine-covered trellis used to screen some unsightly
view. What could be lovelier than
a row of naming hollyhocks bulwarked by a gray wall of stone or
cement? Or a vine-covered pergola
banked with phlox, with day lillies1,
or with the handsome Rudbeckis—
the "black-eyed Susan"? Or a narrow border between the service walk
and the north side of the house,
where wild perennials—ferns, anemones, wild blue phlox, crow-foot
violets and columbine grow with all
the air of having chosen- the spot
themselves? Or what could so gladden the heart of the owner as to go
out, in the very earliest spring, to
find the bulbs, planted among the.
shrubbery or along the garden fence,
already sending up their bright
green shoots? The writer has seen,
in northern latitudes, gay narcissi
and hyacinths blooming unabashed
jp the snow of a late spring storm.
Then too, the perennials, spreading
as they do, and growing more vig«
orous year by year, give a charming
air of permanence, an atmosphere
•of home, sweet home, to any place
to which they have been welcomed.
After perennials have become well
established, new plants may be had
by frequent root division and replanting, and operation which must
be performed in the spring.
For further trttormation concerning hertxa
vus perennials, send lOc to Superintendent at
Documents. Washington. D. C.. asking foi
Firmer*' Bulletin No. 1361.
• * *
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ASSEMBLING the new summer
L
wardrobe, don't overlook the importance of linen for all-oocasipn
wear. There really is no material
,hat more faithfully holds its own
than handsome Irish linen. With
women of discriminating taste, fine
inen is a tradition, and now, because of scientific processing, the
new' linens are rendered practically
non-wrinkable.
Aside from the practical view,
which ranks linen high because of
,ts complete' washability, creaseresistancy and adaptability to any
ype of wearing apparel, style experts are suggesting linen because
of the beautiful colors in which it
may now be purchased.
A trend this season is the cornlining of linen with another fabric.
You'll see many linen dresses with
wool coats, lined and collared to
match the dress. Linen also may be
combined with silk or rayon prints
very effectively. Often a monotone
inen coat is lined with the print of a
matching frock. In these instances,
he linen used is one of the heavier,
sturdier weaves,, either plain or
with self-plaid woven into the fabric.
A fashion highlight this season is
the newly styled longer jackets of
solid colored linen, worn over bright
gingham checks or printed cottons.
The attractive ensemble centered in
lie photograph illustrates the idea.
The jacket, of deep green linen, is
cut as expertly and fits as suavely
as any painstakingly tailored wool.
It tops a black, white and green
checked dress which follows carefully the lines of a classic shirtwaist
frock.
The use of linen in two-toned combinations is a this-season theme that
stresses the popular contrast-color.

Dramatic Bags

vogue. Two shades of Irish linen, a
rich tan and a deep green, combine
to dramatize the South American influence shown in the simulated bolero of this good-looking dress. This
is a fashion designed by Schiaparelli for gay young folk.
It's "three cheers for the redwhite-and-blue" when the classic
shirtwaist dress shown to the left in
the group marches along in the fashion parade. The dress is of blue
wrinkle-resistant Irish linen. The
double blue-and-white collar and
cuffs are edged with red rickrack,
and the chic crocheted belt also combines the three colors.
A fashion that women will welcome is the redingote that is styled
of linen in handsome dark monotones, , This is worn over print
frocks very effectively and over line
dresses of a contrasting shade. A
practical as well as smart item in
any wardrobe is the linen suit that is
fashioned with the longer jacket. In
navy or dark green or toast brown
it invites many uses, for the jacket
may be worn over casual frocks
when not worn with its matching,
skirt.
*
The young set glories this season
in the new line middy blouse fashions. As summer advances, dance
floors will boast linen dinner dresses.
On beaches, dressmaker bathing
suits in linen will take to the water
and many play suits and beach
dresses of Irish linen will be worn
by vacationers.
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

ite-Ground Prints New
In Summer Fashion Picture
It is the white-ground prints that
have the coveted "new" look. The
black-on-white combination is especially smart. Wear with these blackand-whites one of the very voguish
large Milan hats, carry a patent bag
matched with pumps, splash a dash
of red or yellow in gloves and your
boutonniere—the sum total will be
"style."
Blue on white is also new and the
prints that pattern red or yellow on
white are exceedingly chic.

Handknit Apparel Enjoys
Increase in Popularity
There is a large demand for handknit apparel.
Even the machine
knits have been brought to such a
point of perfection that they have
the handknit look. Dresses are so
expertly fashioned that they do not
miss any of the styling details that
give distinction to fabric treatments.
Sweaters and cardigans abound in
unique trimmings, such as wool
yarn fringe, dangling tassels, embroideries and knitted skirts are now
made with pleats or gores.

Low-Cut Necklines Call
For Bra to Match Dreaa
Dramatic bags, with swank shoes
pf shiny perforated leather to match,
are smart as can be. In the underarm bag designed by Jenny which
the young modern pictured is carrybig, shiny black patent leather is
cleverly used to form wings of ruffled and perforated patent. This bag >
is roomy but compact and is styled
with all the "last word" improvements. You will find it the perfect
complement for your new tailleur
and particularly chic carried with the
now-so-voguish black faille jacket
suits. By the way, the topknot that
surmounts, the pretty head of the
young lady here posing is a very
new-fashion chapeau.

Necklines are on their way down
and down, almost to the waistline.
With this type of dress, comes a bra
to match. You can fasten the open
point high or low, as you wish. The
latest blouses have open-throat collared necklines that may be adjusted
at will.

Brims Large, Small

It's a far cry from the tiny little
flower topknots milliners are pleased
to call hats to the wide, wider, widest brims that are forecasted for
wear with summer frocks. A properly equipped wardrobe of headgear
should include both. The cunning
flower hats have captured women's
fancy to the extent that they will
continue in the picture for a long
HANDLING BABY TROUT
time to come, but from now on they
Did you know that a baby trou
Newest wrist watches are square, must share honors with the stunning
must not be touched with dry hands?
To do so is- to rub the slime from made of pink gold, set with dia- big pompadour brims, Mexican
his speckled sides and this will re- monds and rubies and fastened with gaucho felts and the face-framing
"covered wagon" types.
sult in the death of the tiny fish.
a maroon wrist cord.

COVER CROPS FOR TRUCK
GARDENER
For truck crops it is advisable to
select a type of cover crop which
will produce a rapid, luxurian
growth early in fall. It will thus
serve as a winter mulch and can be
turned under in February or March
* * *
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Mrs. Chas. Karns, who has been
C. H. and W. C. (Bill) Daubendiek
confined to her bed with the rheuma- were Anita business visitors last week.
tism, ls able to be up and around
; your poultry feeds are fresh. Most feeds again.
Mrs. Joe Rydl, Sr., is a patient at
resh because they have been stored in waret. Joseph's hospital in Omaha where
E. S. Holton returned home Thurs- 10 is receiving medical aid for a skin
tid therefore lose their effectiveness.
day evening from a business trip to nfection.
Newcastle, Wyo., where he had been
Chick Starter, Merit Concentrate and tor
several days.
Mrs. Chet Turner, who has been ill
..rting and Growing Mash are fresh.
irith
heart trouble^ for several months,
The Loyal Circle of the Methodist
|niix our own mashes and we know they are
s a patient at the" tlniversity hospital
church
held
a
mother
and
daughter
fresh.
n Iowa City.
Party at the church Tuesday afternoon.
A
lunch
was
enjoyed
by
those
Btch Our Chicks Grow That Are Being
Wm. Morgan went to Ridgeway,
present.
By WARREN BAYLEY
Wo.,
the first of the week where he
Fed On Fresh Feed.
ill
visit
with"
relatives
and
friends
for
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn McCall and two
Big Bend National Park, Texas.
A unique plan is afoot that will add
daughters, Margaret and Meredith, of everal weeks.
Almost one tenth of our country is to this Park the slice of Mexico lying
Bagley were Anita visitors Sunday at
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Hansen of Elk- preserved as 'National, State and just across the Rio Grande, making
the home of her grandmother, Mrs. orn were Mother's Day visitors in local Parks and Monuments.
the Park more international than
ld at Smither Produce and Bell Produce
Isabel Joy.
Set aside for the benefit and enjoy- National.
Uiita at the home of her parents, Mr.
ment of our people, these 186,000,000
Only 650 miles south of JDtenyer,
Elmer Richter of Remsen, Iowa, nd Mrs. Chas. Karns.
acres have paid rich dividends irt the Colorado, this beau tifuT area of some
Mr. and Mrs. John Birk and little auditor of the West Iowa Telephone
Mrs. Robert Cryer, who entered the form of improved health and broaddaughter of Hartan were visiting witk« X was in Anita last Thursday and .tlantic hospital Wednesday for ened horizons and has bettered nation- 800,000 acres is within easy reach of
vacationers.
Entrance is made
relatives and friends in Anita Sunday. Friday looking after business-matters medical treatment was discharged al business to a great extent.
through
Persimmon
Gap in ' the
~*
the
company.
Aditfr, Iowa rom that institution Friday.
The tourist business is the third Santiago Mountains on Texas' State
*-?> >
largest money-maker in the Ul S., with Highway No. 227.
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Reynolds and
The Home Guards of the Methodist
fNenrodifometer Service son, Evan, Jr., and Mrs. E. B. Rey- :hurch met Saturday afternoon at the Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Kleuver and an annual cash turn-over of five Animal life, that has been dying out
* - 9 to 12—1:30 td 8. nolds of Kansas City, Mo., spent the home of Mrs. Albert Karns on Chest- mall son, Gary, of Exira spent Sun- billion dollars. Because tourists down here in this contrasting land of
10. San. 10 to 11 a. m. week end visiting in Anita at the home nut Street. They enjoyed a picnic in ay in Anita at the home of her spend such money, the majority of our deserts, plains, mountains and canmother, Mrs. Hattie Wiese and fam- National Parks have an income far in
day Night — Phone 37 of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chas.Keystone park during the afternoon.
ly.
Karns.
excess of what would be derived from yons, will be restored and protected.
them if they were devoted to agricul- I've seen a few antelope and deer
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Curtis of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Joy and daugh- ture, timber or grazing.
scampering about but jaguars, ocelots
Nevada, Iowa, spent Mother's Day «r, Leatrice, and Harold Sorenson of
and wild turkey are expected to move
This
Big
Bend
National
Park
will
visiting in Anita at the home of her Churdan, Iowa, spent Sunday visiting
in from the south when they begin to
Barents, Postmaster and Mrs. Geo. O. n Anita at the home of his mother, be no exception. Having reached its learn that the only thing that can be
maximum
but
still
very
low
peak
of
Smither, and with other relatives and Wrs. Isabel Joy, and with other relaproduction as mining and grazing aimed at them in the Park is a harm-,
Tiends.
ives and friends.
country, this sparsely populated area less tourist's camera.
One of the country's finest geologiThe Highlanders club werd guests
Rev. and Mlrs. Raymond Barber of should now become a far greater asset ,cal exhibits, this park also contains'
to
the
nation
in
general
and
Texas
in
of Mrs. Frankie Morrical.«t,her home MKtchellville, Iowa, spent Sunday afvaluable historical remains. A mushere one day last week., Other ternoon and evening visiting in Anita particular.
eum will undoubtedly be erected to
Described
last
week,
the
rugged
and
quests, besides the members, were at the home of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Ollie Saxton, Mrs. Chas, Smith, Mrs. Chas. Barber. ' Raymond is beautiful Chisos Mountains in the house the relics I saw in some of the
Mrs. Harold Smith and Miss Doris pastor of the Congregational church heart of the Park and the steep cliffed caves up in the rocky Chisos Mouncanyons flung around its borders will tains. Sandals and matting, baskets
Smith.
at Mitchelville.
and cooking utensils in those interbecome a vacationer's paradise.
esting holes constitute excellent maIn
addition
to
many
tourist
faciliThe members of the Quilt club were
The Anita Literary Club will meet
entertained Wednesday by Mrs. O. W Thursday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at ties projected—a lodge, cabins and terial for the study of little-known
Shaffer at her home on East Main the home of Mrs. Lester King south- camps built in harmonizing Mexican cave-dweller culture of West Texas.
Street. A social afternoon was spent east of here. Mrs. Dosha V. SchollHacienda style—an old time long-horn Evidence of Comanches is also around
by the ladies following which a lunch will be the leader. Roll call will be, cattle ranch is to cover a southeastern here—those Indians who came a
was served by the hostess. Mrs 'A Tribute to Mother," as this meet- section of the park, near the unbeliev- thousand miles out of the north, years
Flora V. Stone will be hostess at the ing will feature a Mother's Day ably rough and twisted Boquillos ago, .to pjunder Mexican haciendas.
Filled with towering stone formaCanyon. Long-horn catle were largenext meeting of the club oh May21 Program.
ly responsible for the development of tions and roughly carved canyons,
The members of the Mutual Benefit
Mrs. Ruby Biggs received word last the western plains' cattle industry and this 'Park is a^wjelcome addition to the
club were guests Thursday afternoon Wednesday of the birth of a 6 pound such a ranch will be a fitting monu- many other National Parks of our
of Mrs. Charles Jewett at her home x>y baby which was born to Mr. and ment to a bygone era. Fall round-ups nation and one more place of natural
northwest of Anita. Ten members Mrs. E. A. Pruess of D&venport, Iowa, and branding will be one of great in- beauty preserved for your enjoywere present. A social afternoon was on Tuesday, May 6. He has been terest to Park visitors.
ment and mine.
spent by those present, following named James Brewer and is the first
which a lunch was served by the host- child in the family. 'Mrs. Pruess is
"Trailer Vagabond" Is Sponsored and Appears In This Paper
ess. Mrs. J. B. Jordan will be hostess the former Margaret Biggs, a daughThrough the Courtesy of
at the next meeting of the club on ter of Mlrs. Biggs.
May 22.
Mrs. Tom Miller was hostess to the
A family dinner was held Sunday Bethany ladies aid society WednesAnita, Iowa
TEXACO PRODUCTS
Phone 257
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest day afternoon at her home on Maple
Burke on West Main Street. Those Street. Three visitors and five memift'•
who were present were: Mr. and Mrs jers were present. The women spent
Mlrs. Frank Burkhart of Nebraska
Leslie Miller, former Anita boy and
Ray Burke and daughters, Joan ant the afternoon socially and a lunch was City, Neb.; spent Saturday visiting in a son of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Workman,
With FOUR Large Shelves!
Rosalie, of Harlan; Mrs. Lena Ear served to those present by the hostess. Anita, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. spent Saturday visiting in Anita with
and children, Mlargaret Mary, Bernan The next meeting of the club will be Joe Vetter.
relatives and friends. Mr. 'Miller'has
FULLY-FITTED in De Luxe Style!
and Frances and Henry Ballensiefer on June 4 with Mrs. John Hjortshoj.
employment in Fort Worth, Texas, .at
all of Wiota; and Mr. and Mrs. Qai
Mr. and Mtrs. 'Harold Mitchell of present.
Mrs. G. M. DeCamp was hostess to Emerson, Iowa, visited in Anita SatHer* ar« a few of the
Burke and son, Barry.
the members of the Knot-a-Kare urday at the home of his parents, Mr.
Here's Lowest Price in Hisfeatures -fh«t you get in
CARD OF THANKS.
tory .for a Frigidaire with
The members of the Union club bridge club at her home on Locust and Mrs. Frank Mitchell.
, this BIO Frigidalre
so
many
features—New
I Glass-Topped Slitting Hydrator
were guests of Mrs. Delia KingStreet'Wednesday afternoon. Guests,
We wish to take this opportunity to
1941 Model R-6, Only
I New Large Meat Tender
Thursday at her home in Anita. A besides the members were Mrs. Fred The Neighborhood pinochle club express our sincere thanks and apI Double-EaayQuickubelceTrayi
noon those present enjoyed a dinner a Sheley, Mrs. Elmer Scholl, Mrs. Guy met Saturday evening at the home of preciation to our friends and neigh> New Larger Jw«n Storage
the Congregational church, following Steinmetz, Mrs. J. D. Young and Miss Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smith northeast bors for the many acts of kindness,
[ Compartment
which the afternoon was spent quilt Minnie Forshay. High score at of Anita. Other guests, besides the words of consolation and floral
> Super-Powered Meter-Miser
Easy Terms
>New Facts -Label (You Know
ing at the King home. Fourtee bridge during the afternoon was Mrs. members, were Mr. and Mrs. Elmer tributes before and after the death of
What You Get Before You Buy)
nembers and three visitors, Mrs. John Gail Burke.
Jensen. High scores at pinochle for our husband and father. Your kindti.
Dill, 'Mrs. John Pearce and Mrs
ness will never be forgotten.
The regular monthly meeting of the the evening were held by Mr. and Mrs.
Mamie 'Malcom, were presfmt. Thi
Mrs. George Parker and Daughter.
Robert
Wilson.
A
lunch
was
served
next meeting of the ch'b will be heli Rojfcl Neighbors lodge was held Fri- by the. hostess.
Nieces and Nephews.
nn May 21 at the home of Mrs. El day afternoon at the home of Mrs.
, Anita, Iowa
George Smither on West Main Street.
Mrs. Smither gave a report on the
state camp which she recently attendThttblggor
Young woman wishes
ed at Sioux City. It was also reportdrink with
to marry an old man—
ed that five new members, had been
tllO BMIW
added to the lodge membership. A
that's her business.
lunch was served at the close of the
flovpr!
Our business is pickmeeting.
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Machinists prefer

Mrs. Henry Maduff was hostess to
the members of the Friday bridge club
Friday afternoon at her home on Rose
Hill Avenue. Other guests, besides
the members, were Mrs. MSke Roth,
Mrs. Eric Osen, Mrs. G. M. Adair,
Mrs. Walter F. Budd, Mrs. Elmer
Scholl, Mrs. Sydney Maduff, Mrs.
Azel S. Ames and Mrs. P. T. Williams.
High scorer at bridge for the afternoon was Mrs. Budd. A lunch was
served by the hostess.
^personal Midwest
'eys, among* Bti6 indi,
I that machjaiito, »,gT
fafi
c class, p»fet Red
"o- 2.3 to IS
PK a National Credit
P - . . Apply to any
F»rd Oil Dealer.

out their motors'built-in power

STANDARD!
SERVICE j
CHAN MST ROOMS

Billed with machinery are peculiarly sensitive where en;«e concerned. In the Midwest, they choose Red Crown
me for &&pwn ^(wfceM oftfiQ &$ any other brand.
»t they're not alone. Among all motorists, in the Mid*••«« ^d Gown, 2 to 1.
:
°'""«> and ptrfortiiaiut work together in this modern
* iud. Stop wherever you see the "Standard Service
a start
enjoying;'popular Red Cr?wn yourself.
WO

* the HJ?°
PW»P-»ed Sown, regular priced ...
* ^SS?^1* PWp-Solite, premium quality ...
»iUE Crown pump—Sunolind, bargain priced.
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The members of the Friendly Circle
were guests of Mrs. Ted Cooley Wednesday afternoon at her home north
of here. Two visitors, Mrs. Frank
Barber and Mlrs. 'Archie Van Aernam,
and thirteen members were present.
Mrs. Kenneth Gipple was the winner
if a contest put on by Mrs. Cooley. j
The women spent the balance of the
afternoon embroidering tea towels
for the hostess, following which a
lunch was served. The next meeting
of the club will be held on May 21 at
the home of Mrs. Harold Cooper.

2 to 1

The M. M. circle met Thursday afternoon at the home of Mrs. Paul
Henderson on South Chestnut Street.
Ten members were present, During
the afternoon an election of officers
for the ensuing year was held as follows: Miss Mary Lucille Henderson,
president; 'Mrs. Howard Lett, vice
president; Mrs. Ralph Lett, secretarytreasurer; Mrs. Ted Grmstead, reporter; and Mrs. Henderson, chairman
of the flower committee. A lunch was
served at the close of the meeting by
the hostess. Mrs. Art Lett will be
hostess at the next meeting of the
club on June 12.

ing up dead animals—
large or small.
Phone 257

MOTH

WAGNER FILLING STATION
ANITA, IOWA

HEADQUARTERS FOR
DARLING'S SOIL BUILDER

THE FARMERS COOP.
C. F. DARROW, Manager

IF YOU ARE THINKING OF RENTING
A LOCKER, BETTER DO SO NOW AS
WE ONLY HAVE 4 EMPTY BOXES AT
THE PRESENT

TIME

AVAILABLE,,

IF YOU WANT IN, RENT ONE NOW!

Miller's
Lockers
i
ANITA — WIOTA — CUMBERLAND
THERE JS ONE NEAR YOU

THE ANITA-tWB8Mf
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TOPICS

SEWONG COPCILE

SOW TESTING
IMPROVES HERD

Memos of a
Oirl Friday:
"*" "*
•: Quentin
afely via convoy. He Permits Systematic Culling
- -- —, way to do an article
Of Low Producers.
colliers on convoys . . . FDR
and John L. Lewis haven't exactly
By R. O. ZAVOBAL
buried the hatchet, but the things
they say of each other privately fSxtnufea Aaiatl Hiubtaiaaa.. Valnrtttr
run, St.Puil)
wen t as nasty as they were.
Swine raisers are realizing that
Mrs. T. Roosevelt Jr. resigned the perfect individual animal is only
from that "Women United for one of the foundation stones of a
Peace outfit. She was a speaker good hog business. Getting more
Wong with Senators Reynolds and pigs per sow and getting quick,
Bennett Clark at Carnegie Hall. She cheap gains from these pigs is
said in her talk that America had equally important. That is why sow
ao room for intolerance. The com- testing is becoming as much a part
ment met stony silence—so she re- of the successful swine business as
signed. Hurray for her.
butterlat testing has been in dairying.
wanted me to remind you to
Sow testing is not difficult. It
say something about the Ism gang- can be carried out by the hog raiser
sters • who pin themselves onto himself if he will take the trouble.
. .TOTOECLASS OF "41!
Americans who are popular. Will- The procedure is this:
kie sure was brave when he threw
(See Recipes Below)
1. Marie all me sows before faraway the votes of many by publicly rowing so that they can be identified
3NCEMENT TIME
announcing that he didn't want in records.
THIS WEEK'S MENU
Fronters, Bundists et al on his side
2. Within a week after farrowing,
. . . Dare the Dept. of Commerce mark the pigs with ear notches, so
t't believe it, can you?
to
deny
this
...
That
our
oil
exgraduating from high
Graduation Party
that each litter can be distinguished.
ports to Japan are still averaging At the same time a record should be
AU-American Appetizers
about 400,000 barrels weekly and set up for each litter, giving sire,
veen putting the
'Americana Salad
have been as high as 600,000 per dam, and number of pigs of each
_ her organdy; dress and
Clover Leaf Rolls
week!
ng visiting fffends and relsex.
«
*Veal on Skewers
you gOi$£tb try to find •Good Fortune Cake Ice Cream
3. Each litter of pigs should be
ve her a party.?
The spending by the visiting Brit- weighed separately at weaning time
•Spiced Coffee
To her, it's a very Im- •Recipes given.
ish tars has saved many a joint (56 days is the customary age for
ready to fold up ... Eliot Janeway making this comparison). The weight
ne, and she'll undoubtedly, jtemember the
has a honey of a piece in> the new of litters at 56 days is in itself a
•Spiced
Coffee.
Life called "Hitler vs. Roosevelt'" very accurate basis for judging the
gang's "last real
8
cups
decaffeinated
coffee
. . . Soandso's just phoned. Said production of sows, although the hog
get-together" for
% cup whipping cream, whipped
that FDR's jaw is "longer than man can carry his records further
the rest' of her
W
teaspoon
cinnamon
ever" and that his knuckles are a by getting separate weights on litlife.
,
tt teaspoon nutmeg
little whiter when he- clenches his ters at market time.
Why not a bufTop .each cup of coffee with a ! fist—and that his policy henceforth 'Having compiled production recfet supper? What
11
with wars raging spoonful of whipped cream into will be "action or dismissal! — ords on all his sows for the season,
elsewhere, you which the spices have been folded. Your Girl Friday.
the hog raiser is then in a position
may be served with the cofmight play up the Sugar
(1) to cull-out the old soys that did
fee,
if
desired.
.-You
can
use
your
patriotic theme
Notes of an
not produce well, and (2) to select
favorite
method
of
making
the
cofin decorations, regilts from the best litters to keep
Bystander:
fee, with regular grind for percolat- Innocent
over.
„
and entertainment.
The
Story
Tellers:
Edmond
Tayed or boiled coffee and drip grind for lor's Fortune piece is a must for
For the breeder of purebred stock,
lite tablecloth, dotted with drip
or glass maker. Allow a heaps stars, and matching
who don't think Hitler the> records assume extra importablespoon for each cup. And Americans
• they're inexpensive and ing
is
a
menace
. . . Pic runs a tance in determining the value of
if you "perk" it, give it a few min- warning that here
top this'off, use a trio utes
homely
gals are the boars. Already in many communiextra brewing to bring out its safest, and gives examples
aped-red, wh^te and blue full flavor.
of beau- ties, boars from tested herds are
r a centerpiece!.
ties who got into trouble with.their commanding premium prices.
• • •
be necessary for you to
looks. A few pages later it shows
that I've made suggestions what
[ except 'Of course, prepare forNow
a grand time Hope Carroll, Carefully Prepared Wool
dessert,
I'll
go
back
to
the
real
Games, and chatter will beginning of your party.
the blue book's glamour mascot, has
|
Receives Better Prices
evening. But remember
because ."she's got everything."
While placing the supper foods on Make up your mind! . . . Morely
lave as guests youngsters
Care in the preparation of wool
lites. They like second the table, Susie can pass a tray of Cassidy shows, in Coronet, how a for market is one of the best ways
appetizers, which are, after all, just legacy caused a crime wave and a American sheepmen can increase
bn appetizer, one hot dish, a reminder of the good things yet gold rush in Philly. He reports their profits whether they run range
[salad and hot rolls, more to come. A tiny American flag 25,563 persons claimed a $17,000,000 bands or raise farm flocks in the
CTeam^ttiarryou think placed in the center of the tray legacy. Already it has inspired opinion of" C. R. Townsend of the
such crimes as forgery, perjury, University of Nevada agricultural
ssibly need, and flatter will add to the party theme.
wife desertion and two murders . . . extension service.
Potato Chips an Gratin.
of sophistication by of"Since wool is bought and sold on
" cups of coffee.
Spread crisp potato chips with John Cudahy is easy on King Leoae telling cake is always pimiento cheese. Serve plain or pold of the Belgians for surrender- a clean basis, the shrink and manthe crowd is young and with a thick slice of pickle in the ing under fire. The former U. S. ner in which the fleeces are sheared
ifou can write fortunes oh center of each. Chips may also be Ambassador, writing in World and packed remains an important
aper, roU ram .and wrap sprinkled with grated American or Digest, recalls that the French were factor in determining the value per
pits of waxed paper, and Parmesan cheese. Before serving, blundering all over the front, and grease pound the producer will rein the. cake after it is -put under broiler to melt cheese and Leopold had a choice of giving up ceive," Townsend states.
or facing revolt of his troops . . .
Sheep, of course, should be shorn
her idea fe to put hi a heat chips.
only when fleeces are dry he says,
Ann
Sheridan
confides
in
Liberty
for each guest—an enStuffed Celery.
<^ that the word "oomph" was parent- and should be protected from moisring and a* wedding ring,
Scrape
deep
stalks
of
celery.
Cut
ed by a wheeze in here.
Any ture at all times while awaiting
t the .first engagement and
3-inch lengths. Place in ice wa- chance to buy back that unfortunate shipment.
narriage; a; key for happi- into
to which lemon juice has been sentence? . . . Reader's Digest ob"A board floor, kept clean, is the
san for industry; a toy ter
added.
The celery may be placed serves: "The reason a lot of people best surface upon which to shear,"
so forth, iYbu can buy hi a covered
jar in a refrigerator do not recognize an opportunity Townsend added. "A dirty floor or
at the ten-cent, store. until crisp. Several
types of filling when they meet it is that it usually littered ground will result in the
may be used to add variety.
goes around wearing overalls and wool's picking up foreign substances, thus decreasing its value.
looking like hard work."
Bacon Snacks.
• dou
baking , Wrap % slice, bacon around a
Straw, hay, and chaff are particuThe Front Pages: The Times of- larly objectionable.
sweet pickle or stuffed olive and
.-— salt
"Wool should be cut close, and the
fered
two and a half columns of good
fasten with a toothpick. Broil unbutter or other shortening til bacon is crisp and serve immedi- sense hi an editorial picture of a fleece removed unbroken.
(sugar
.•
"Sheep should.be tagged before
possible Hitler victory. The Nazis
ately.
1 yolks, weD beaten
the shearing operation, and tags
needn't
even
make
war
on
us
to
One
first
glance
at
the
salad
will
milk
i , , ..•
be sacked separately,
bring an enthusiastic response from ruin our liberty, said the editorial. should
joon vanilla * T
Chesty after a win over Britain, Ger- "Tie each individual fleece with
the
crowd.
Illustrated
in
the
picture
good paper twine, rolled with flesh
whites, stiffly beaten
at the top of the column, it is called many's threat would make us live side
out; this will result hi a much
wr once, -«-•-—J^s '- bakin
an
armed
camp—where
liberty
•Americana Salad.
er and ,„
can't live . . . The H-Trib rebuked better and more attractive appear1 envelope unflavored gelatin
'fee times- __
FDR editoriallly for his "intensely ance of the fleece.
"All burry, seedy, black, gray,
% cup cold water
personal" remarks about Lindbergh.
add sugar
dead, and cotted wool should be
2 cups tomatoes
Why
not
personal?
Lindbergh
takes
together
jj
1
3 whole cloves
bows for the malcontents he heads, sacked separately from clean white
egg yolks,
1 small bay leaf
so why not the raps, too? Mr. Roose- wool. Yearling or lamb wool should
'with milk,a
•1 small onion, chopped
velt takes them for the New Deal— also be sacked separately, since it
% teaspoon thyme
and the H-Trib knows that well. The is much lighter shrinking than that
1 teaspoon salt
J-tes.
last campaign was so personal it of the main band, is generally sold
separately as original bag wools,
1 teaspoon sugar
didn't even stop with the President. and
f ' ^pn?8 *" wodwate oven Vt teaspoon pepper or paprika
commands higher prices." •
It took'jn his wife, his children, and,
ees) 25 to 30 minute* Dou3
tablespoon*'
vinegar
if
you
remember
the
campaign
butrecipe to make tfte* Hk
Stir gelatin' and coid-walciJpgethS read ch
eveli his grandchildren . . .
£
ocolate or er. L e t stand AfrA « t f ' - tons,
bet
$no is France for? Three Vichy
Farm Notes
f ween layers and utes. Meanwhile
papers were suspended for giving
sides of cake.
simmer tomatoes
prominence to the speeches of Corfood locker, if temperwith seasonings
dell Hull and Sec. Knox. Another In a frozen
rise above zero, odors may
in a covered conpaper, published by Jacques Doriot, atures
food to another.
tainer for 10 to 15
the agitator assaulted Roosevelt. transfer from one
• • •
minutes. Strain
His sheet wasn't molested.
Nearly one-half of the 21,000,000
and add vinegar.
American youths between 16 and 24
Dissolve
the
softTypewriter
Ribbons:
C.
V.
R.
live on farms or in villages.
US
ened gelatin in
- .
sug
Thompson: Washington is the only
• » »
suo Bestions
this mixture, and
place where rjJound travels faster
All
eggs
produced
by any one hen
guests
arrive,"
they
pour into one
witl
than light.
Clyde Fitch: A f l a t , tend to be of a similar size, shape,
» the name large mold, and chill until firm. , with
rooms
like
a
string
of
buttons
color, though they may vary someon U
" Each
When it has set and is ready to
Jack Warwick: Love of coun- I
fc"1 someone serve, it is divided into two squares try Eighty-five per cent sweat and what.
• • *
the nwne
with layers which are joined togeth- ' 15 per cent Star-Spangled Banner
A
recent
study
shows that 10 cows
er., with a rilling of cream cheese A
Daniel Webster: God grants
300 pounds of fat annualcream cheese star decorates the liberty only to those who love it producing
make as much profit as 18 200top. This recipe makes 6 portions. and are always ready to guard and ly
pound
producers.
Now for something truly different defend it.
• • •
in the' way of a hot dish—
This from H. L. Mencken: We
When cows eat bitter weeds the
•Veal on Skewers.
must be willing to pay a price for milk has an objectionable odor and
Cut boneless vea) in pieces J% freedom, for no price that is ever taste.
• * •
inches square by about * .nch asked for it is half the cost of doing
Steele: Etiquette is
thick. Stick on 8-inch metal skew- without it
Norway is reported to be feeding
SsTalternating meat with slightly the invention of wise men to keep woodpulp to cattle for fodder with
smaller peeled potato halves or fools at a distance . . , H. W. Shaw: herring and fish meal added to give
cubes, chunks of carrot, and whole Error will slip through a crack, the essentials of albumen, vitamins,
small White onions. Lay skewers in while truth will stick in a doorway and minerals.
gay Thompson: A free coun• • •
trv should mean one In which those
When a cow or a calf lies down
who don't like the way things are stubbornly and will not lead, try
run are free to live elsewhere . . . | holding its- noetrU* tightly. This
Anon:
Sincere kicks-in-the-pants usually will bring the animal to it*
are better than phony
test hi short, order;
back.

with sunback and buckled shoulder straps. When little Miss 8-to16 dons the jumper over her playsuits, with the collar fastened de-.
murely close to the throat, she's
dressed for runabout.
Both halves of this very generous pattern are easy for the inexperienced mothers to make, and
by repeating it in different materials you can equip your sportsloving daughter with a whole season of fun clothes. Choose sturdy,
sunfast cottons like seersucker,
gingham, gabardine or denim.
* • *
Pattern No. 1351-B Is designed for sizes
8, W, It, It, and 10 years. Size 10 requites, for play suit, 2V3 yards ol 3S-lnoh
material without nap; tor Jumper, 2ft
yards. Send order to:

SKwnro emeu: PATTERN DEPT.

Boom 1324
211 W. .Wacker Dr.
CUeafo
Enclose IS cents for each pattern.
Pattern No.
size
Name
Address"

•HMp to tolfew DtotTMs

PERIODIC

COMPLAINTS

Try Lydla E. Plnkham'B Vegetable
Compound, to help relieve monthly
pain, headaches, backache and.
ALSO calm Irritable nerves du» to
Pl&kbam's Compound is
marvelous to help build up resistance ftgarnst distress of ^difficult
days." Famous for over W sears!
Hundreds of thousands of girls and
written, report remarkabto
WOBTH TRYING!

3

i
Man's Personality
Personality is to a man what
C^NE pattern, but two distinct perfume is to a flower.—Schwab.
^* fashions—that's what you'll
receive when you send for design
No. 1351rB. And what attractive
new sports fashions they are, too!
One is a well-tailored play suit,
TONIC'with becomingly flared shorts, HAIR
dart-fitted, easy waistline and convertible neckline finished with a
Shrouded Future
notched collar, like a shirtwaist. A wise God shrouds the future
The other is a princess pinafore hi obscure darkness.—Horace.

Tested and proved in thousands of homes. Ideal, as a
confection... a dessert... a
treat for youngsters' lunch
boxes.
Cwr. IMlbrE

Loud Volcw
than sensible people possess is a
Why fools are endowed by Na- mystery. It is a fact emphasized
ture with voices so much louder throughout history.—Hertzler.

"" BIGll-OUNCE
BOTTLE OF

Regular *1 size
limited time only

'TpHBPUBUC nature of advertising beneJ. fit* everyone U touches. It benefits the
publk by describing exactly the product! that are offered. It
benefit! employees, became the advertiser must be more fair
andjust than the employer who has no obligation to the public.
Theie benefits of advertistog are quite apart feom the obvious
erti-mg eoofen~thelcwerprux>, the higher

FIFTY-EIGHT
COUNTY, IOWA, THURSDAY, MAY 22, 1941

&s* AAA Signup For '41 QUESTIONNAIRES
Six Per Ceot Larger FIFTY MORE

TO
MEN

OFFERED
Alien Colbert to Be New GRADUATES
DEFENSE COURSES FEAR CHINCH
Football Coach For Aflita High school graduates of Iowa are
service

The Cass county selective
board issued fifty more questionnaires
to men in this county during the past
t Held Last Friday In
of six l>er cent over last
week. Those who received the quesit
Auditorium; Kathannounced this week by ciaTr
tionnaires were numbers 801 to 850,
Eighty-1
.
Isted below are
luntni Awards.
of the farms have been1
the Barnes of the

The vacancy caused last year by "the
resignation of Tom Sharpies, football
coach in the .Anita high, school, has
teen filled, it was announced earlier
this week by Supt. M. ML Feller.
Allen Colbert of Mtenlo, who has been
teaching in the Truro high school for
the past two years, returned a signed
contract to the local school board last
Friday.
Mr. Colbert graduated from T>rake
University - in Dies Moines and since
that time has been teaching at Truro.
He will coach' football and boys
basketball. Mr. and Mrs. Colbert and
their small son plan to move to Anita
as soon as suitable living quarters
can be found.
.

>t cent last year and thia LAnita~Carl Alfred Bishop, Robert
represents about 91.6 per cent of the McCrory, Walter Birk, Glenn Wycoff
Cropland as compared to 90 per cent a Roberts, Kenneth Russell Lett and
year ago.. A few of the farmers filing Sidney Martin Larsen.
intentions of entering the program Atlantic—Vincent Leo McMahon,
wijl take advantage of overplanting Victor H. Anderson, .Wilbert Joseph
Mottet, Harry B. Niles, Leo Williams,
on the corn program, Becker said!
Last
—-. year,
,«.*, -jipiruxinuweiy 74 per: win Evan Nichols, Roy Henry
cent of Iowa fatmers followed through Han8aen> Dav«l Hamilton Jones, Cecil
to completion.. n"":-' Murphy, Paul Frank Clemmen"" ;AAA
* * A -program
'
Chairman Guy W. Smith of the Iowa sen, Harry Peter Knudsen, Corner
AAA stated this week that a greater Darroll Robinson, Donald Lewis
percentage probably would complete Webster, Thomas Newton Scott,,
their programs this year because of Raymond Sylvester Smith, -Paul CASS FARMER GETS
CREOSOTE FOR BUGS
3*eat«rjeeway permitted in view of Herbert Smith, William Burdette
Strutz and Joseph Mason Strain.
r
,.,. which, was the national defense emergency.
Albert W. Pittman, Brighton townjl the regular 'business meet- Other signups by counties this Cumberland- -Ross William Hynd- ship farmer, believes an ounce of
Gerald < Oscar Wheeler and
assooiatioto, the program year, and those of a year earlier, in- man,
preventative is worth a pound of cure
Miss Jetta Knowlton, cluded Audubon 91, 89; Adair 90, 89; Herman Turner.
and is not going to let chinch bugs
the association, presided Quthrie 88, 80; Montgomery 88, 86; Griswold—Earl Theodore Schuler, catch him unprepared in case they
i meeting and, also intro- east Pottawattamie 91, 89; and west David Roy Ashby, Silas* Sulliven Rey- launch an attack on his 1941 corn
Dilley of, the commerce Pbttawattamie 76, 74. Smith report- nolds, Orville Dale Reineke, Dwight crop. Pittman is the first farmer in
of (Drake University who ed. signups in Iowa of 80.6 per cent as Kenneth Wagler, Harry Alonzo Zim- the county to obtain creosote for the
iced Jyjoe Mauk, Garl of May 1. This figure was slightly merman and Franklin Warner East- chinch bug war, getting a barrel of
ariott WiQBBamBr-studein greater than the signup of a year man.
the ammunition Thursday from Counersity who/gave sevaral earlier, when 80 per cent of Iowa Lewis—LeRoy Harold Wilson, Grant ty Agent Lester Soukup.
nbers on /the evening's farmers had indicated their intention Walter Lackey and Leland Meriece One of Pittman's neighbors plowed
of carrying out their part of the gov- Rhoads.
up a 30-acre tract of barley which was
Marne—Roy Carlton Voss, Roger being damaged by the bugs and Pitternment's
crop control program.
of welcome was given
John
Shepherd
and
Leo
Harvey
Knowlton Kqp the response
man is erecting a creosote barrier beCochran.
; by Cam 'Dement. Supt. FELLER ANNOUNCES
tween the field and his adjoining tract
Massena—Raymond Witte, Carl
duced ;^<3ass of 1941 by
of corn.
RESULTS OF TESTS Robert
Hogan, Phillip Arthur Parkinnterest^'tote aixmt each
Joseph Vincent Casey, Ivan
Results were made known this son,
Announcement was made this week
L. Jensen, Clarence F. of the sale of a residence property in
week, by Supt. M. Mi. Feller, of the' Jensen>
rge Kaufman.
Every Pupil tests which were
™?B_anlCar!
South Anita formerly occupied by the
an outstanding boy and
1 to which* the' alumni as^' Kiven recently in th.e local school. Wiota—Donald Gilbert Eden.
Walter Tibken family and owned by
Clyde,.Falconer to Walter Jorgensen.
a pin to each. The'Th086 receiving the highest scores in ...
..
. ..
Miss Patncia Williams is visiting at The consideration was
years' awards were tne different subjects are listed as
the home of her parents, Dr. and Mrs.
prvnW«iitter and Harvey',foll(yw8;
P
Mrs. John McCall of Waterloo, Mrs.
ilf of the association
English correctness, Seniors, Carol at
" ™^™'
*" ^T
^ 1 " 0 ™'™' h^e she hasEdwin Beebe of Hampton and (Mrs. R.
I were presentea
presented bv
Miss
Dement
and
Richard
Duthie;
Juniors,,
Dy M18S ^^ ^^ ^ ^^ ^^ employment with the Electrolux Corp.Q. DeTomasie and daughter, Margaret Ann, of Detroit, Mich., spent
business session R. W. Sophomores, Esther Jensen and Gail
In a spirited election Friday which Wednesday and Thursday in Anita
Re
ay was elected president «*ves; Freshmen, Isabel Shaffer 1 established a record vote, the city of
visiting at the home of their brother,
year, with Mrs. W. TV. an'd'Elizabeth Arnett. Esther Jensen Audubo oted 6 6 2 to 62 B ai
.. ^
° ^^
?
the R. R. Arnett and family.
bice president, Neil John-' -*> the^hest score of any in the'
the ' — " ^ ~
U an^Harry. :Swart2rEn^
A M of ^ ^ ^
A carload of cotton has been -receivOsen was elected a 'Burns in American Government; Rich- ,
ed in Atlantic for Class, Adair, Ida,
ar<
Dutnie and
,
!
_
_
!
•
,
,
e
^
j
three years. Other di- *
Eldred Petersen in several hundred votes.
Carroll, Shelby, Audubon, Quthrie,
se terms do not expire this American History; Keith Bissell and
Page and Boone counties for the
AIlan Kell
in World
Welfcon Qf
Mrs. A. V. Robinson and
y
^^tory; Marie
manufacture into mattresses, accordem loved
the Cass
Mr, Forshay gave a Burns and Elsie Oler in
ing to County Agent Lester Soukup.
P
°y
county
board
of
Weimer
and "•»"«»Barbara ~«r» supervisors as county weed commis- The local mattress factory reopened
ute to the late Walter F.
w.wnwr u,m
prior tQ
Lee D^ff and Clyde -Holland
*
io
today (Wednesday) ' at the county
sfir*1j5$r?& the;&SaoScience;
Isabel
Shaffer
and
commissioners
have had charge maintenance building west of Anita
|m the time of Its organizasummer of 1926 up to the Eee Duff in Algebra,
of the destruction of noxious weeds and 120 mattresses will be 'made for
i death last N6V 25
| Individual honors go to Isabel after complaints were filed at the families whose net income is not more
members from out-of-town Shaffer and Marie Burns who receiv- county auditor's office. Mr. Welton than $500 annually and who have not
:ered Friday evening were ed highest in two subjects each, will receive 40c per hour plus milea
previously received mattresses from
None of these
rsen of Indianola, WSntha to
PuPlls wil1 be eli&ible of three cents in carrying out his new the project. 360 mattresses have been
teiley of Ornate, Mr. and
compete in the "Brain Derby" at dutjeg
made to date in this county.
complaints are filed.
Kirkham of Norwalk, Frank Iowa City this year even though their
West 0es (Mteines, Jane ratings on the tests are high enough.
Des Moines,Pearl fMahan' Only schools who enter all of the
Center, Patricia Williams tes»t3 administered are eligible for the
•e,
ore Q«d., Mrs. Elaine Curtis Scholarship Contest. Since courses
i, Kenneth and Lyle Kuehn were not offered in some of the subd, Ohio, Mr. and Mrs. H. Jects this year, school officials decided
, and Jane Schdli of Stuart, to stay out of the competition rather
iill"Daubendiek.of Jefferson/than to give pupils tests over sub7
of Amea,: besides a Jects which they had not taken.
7-ounce Bags
• former students from near^
^
n and son,

people w»tt& jKresent at
ol anditorimn la«t PH• attend the annual banjnment of 'the Anita
ilumni association. This
the largest number of
the yearly gathering
nization-iit the
sts
' the Class «fj»*lr«.upt,
M. Feller and Mias
high school-principal.

BRIARDALE

VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

and

WSES ABU tOW

F

r

e

Billy, of Osceola, Iowa, were visiting
friends

i

Wm. Harrison of Peoria, 111., visited
20RN BEtf AREA
:
•
a few days the past week here at the
huge corn belt surpluses home of .5^ and Mrs. Tom Burns and
uncomfortably small be-!family

I the national defense and aid
Programs,, Prof. Walter W.
state college agricul;««>mist, declared this week.
I the government policy in the
is now devoted to adjusting
"upward instead of down« the government and the
e interested in producing
«8gs, butter and! ((thickens.
1
storage prograpr and un7 hay productioiji in rei will assure carryovers next
ab
°ut one-fifth pf a normal
Wilcox said, but he
at a severe drouth or early

Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Johnston of
Rolla, Mo., visited in Anita at the
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
John C. Jenkins, over the week end.

The Wiota town baseball team defeated the local independent team
Sunday by a score of 9 to 7. This was
the first game the Anita boys have
played this year.

A joint meeting of the' American
Legion and Legion Auxiliary will be
held 'Friday evening at the I. 0. o. r.
hall in Anita. All members of both
Uld wipe out the surpluses in
organizations are urged to attend.

corn won't. bring
in livestock proPointed out, as increased
not keep pace.
of
legumes is one of
Output,
He
declared
that
1 tor
au&mentinar
livestock
ue
m better animal hus1 In
'"Basing the feed out-

Karns,
George F. Shaffer,
Chas. Walker, Tom Burns, H. o.
Faulkner, George Smither fc. u
Dorsey and Albert Wagner left An.ta
for Leech Lake Saturday where they
are spending the week fishing.

Funerar serviceTl^l^^ Addie
60 a former resident o^
auto accident at Idaho Falls
morning will be held there

Lenox and Clarke

spend
_ atttw
Mr. and Mrs.

A

*

Shannon, who live, in Atlanta

NUMBER 21

15c
Hershey's Dainties
Each
tt
Corn Flakes
TtSSi?£S-lle
9c
Krispy
— a Real Value
$1.35
Flour Tall Corn
49-Pound Sack
GWC Breakfast
19c
Cocoa
2-Pound Can
Briardale
19c
Large
Package
Cake Flour
Briardale Assures You
Salad Dressing the Best — Quart
AH Flavors
13c
Gelatin
3 Packages Briardale
Bakers Special
9c
6 For
Pin Wheels
National
lOc
Shredded Wheat
Package
Pure Vegetable Shortening
45c
Shurfine
3-Pound Can
GWC Gloss
9c
1-Pound Package
Starch
Tall 16-Ounce Can
19c
Mackerel
2 For
Bathroom Tissue 4—1000GWC
Sheet Rolls 21c
California Green Tops
6c
Per Bunch
Carrots
Shatters
25c
New Potatoes California
10-Pounds

eligible for five courses' in engineering
defense training which will be conducted at Iowa State college for 12
weeks this summer.
The courses, which will be open to
young men who have had a high
school education, are in drafting and
engineering computations, electrical
circuits and-machinery, telephone and
radio communications, elements of
electrical engineering, and water
supply and waste disposal.
A course in advanced drafting and
elementary tool design requires 1 year
of engineering 'drafting in a college or
junior college, and another in material inspection and testing requires 2
years of engineering study or the
equivalent in experience.
T. R. Agg, dean of engineering and
chairman of the college defense committee, announced that the seven
courses will start June 9. All fees and
tuition expenses will be borne by the
federal government. Dean Agg estimates that about 270 will enroll.
All courses have been established on
the basis of a demand by industry and
government agencies for men with
this type of training.

BY THE WAY
By L. F. M.

TO CAUSE TROUBLE

State Entomologist Warns Farmers
That Rearmament and National
. Defense Program Will Cause
Shortage of Creosote.
The chinch bug situation looks very
serious in Cass county this year. The
northern half of the county shows a
very severe infestation, while, tb*
southern half is not quite so heavily
infested. Unless rain comes shortly,
after the bugs are hatched and begin;
to migrate, Cass farmers will need to
construct creosote barriers. These'
facts were revealed this week in a
warning issued to all farmers b$:
Lester Soukup, Cass county .farni
bureau agent.
..
. Tf
Soukup is in receipt of a lette£
from the state entomologist revealing
the fact that due to the rearmament
and national defense program the
securing of creosote will be a
this year. Fortunately the Cass
county farm bureau has stored
proximately 8,000 gallons of creosot
to be used in fighting the anticipate^
chinch bug infestation.
£
Creosote can be obtained --by any
farmer on securing an order from the
local farm bureau office. A charge of
2c per gallon is being made for the
creosote in 55 gallon barrels plus $1
for the barrel. Further shipments of
creosote will be made to this community in tank cars and according to
the federal government, steel drums
cannot be secured. After the limited
supply of barrels are gone farmers
will need to furnish their own steel
barrel and they are asked to save all
barrels that can be used for that
purpose.
A further check will be made this
week in Cass county by Dr. Drake.,
state entomologist, and- Mr. Soukup to
determine what further precaution
can be made in fighting the pests.

It seems that censoring of newspapers, radio and gossip is at hand.
One of the Jones boys called the cook
early Sunday morning and asked for a
preview of this stuff, to see if it would
pass inspection. Did he get it? Oh,
no!. So don't blame the Joneses if
something amiss gets through .the
ivory walls of the cook's cranium.
There are tales which might be told on
"the Joneses," but we won't.
* * *
Last Sunday the town members of
some of the churches, entertained the
farmer members at dinner in the
church dining room. On lady who
has been a farmer, but now lives in
town, said she wanted to see the farmers get filled up once. . . she moved to
town about the time the drought was LIQUOR SALES FOR
over . . . dinner was swell and it
APRIL ARE $3,287.39
seemed nice to go to church with no
Liquor sales at the Anita state
worry as to where the next meal was
coming from. We hope they .do it liquor store during the past month
showed a decrease over the month of
again.
* * *
March, according to the monthly reMr. and 'Mrs. Maurice Neff were out port issued this week by the Iowa
Sunday celebrating their sixth wed- Liquor Control Commission. Howding anniversary by calling on friends ever, the combined business in all of
in the Anita vicinity and showing the state's 175 stores showed a detheir two little girls what this part of crease in April. The total sales in
Anita for the month were $3,287.39
the country looks like.
* » •
compared to 'March sales of $3,443.69.
Sales in a11 atate stores were
Have you seen the pretty whirlwind j982
$1,164,knitted rugs, which some of the women j -86, while total business in March
was
on their beds and
$1,216,105.06.
in town have on
^h8 report also revealed the fact
davenports and sewing machines?
that total gallonage sales in April,
Everyone knows the lilacs are gone 1941, were larger than gallonage sales
for this year, but did you know they Jin April 1940. This year 176,071.36
would bloom more profusely next I gallons were sold compared with 165,year if you snip off the old blossom ; 028.96 last year during April, or aix
increase of 11,043.4 gallons. .'.,„• »*.
stems?
April sales at other state stores 'in
this
territory were: Atlantic, $7,Our iris are out in all their glory
right now. We aren't like some folks, 481.16; Creston, $8,737.57; Carroll,
able to call each variety by its first $8,725.23; Red Oak, $4,303.39; Hariah,
name, but we do enjoy having _them. $5,412.26; Adel, $2,264.04; Audubon,
The wind has about wrecked some of $4,326.89; Stuart, $3,213.57; Winterset, $3,375.27; Avoca, $2,311.89; Gristhe flojver beds.
wold, $1,250.19; Glenwood, £1,576.10;
* * *
Did you see, "Gone With The Villisca, $2,128.60; Corning, $3,247.39;
Wind?" Have heard different stories Greenfield, $3,506.10; and Waln»t,
of its worth by these who have seen $2,272.85.
the show. Think the lady who saw it 'Mrs. J. W. Budd and daughter,
in Atlantic and then again in Anita Gretchen, are spending several days
must have found something worth n Atlantic this week visiting at the
while in it.
lomes of John Budd and Mrs. E. F.
Tones.
Don't forget to buy your poppies
and wear them Sunday and Memorial
A special meeting of Obedience
Day.
odge, No. 380,. A. F. & A. M., was held
* • •
Tuesday evening at the Masonic
It's not just the sweet young girls temple. Work in the Entered Apwho are concerned about the way the prentice degree was given, following
male of the species talks or wears his which a lunch was served.
wig or what he says. If you don't
R. W. (Mick) Forshay left Sunday
believe it, just listen in sometime
when a group we heard discussing for Edgewater Park; Miss., to attend
meeting of Mississippi insurance
man happens to have a meeting.
* * *
agents. Mr. Forshay, who rs* vice
To Bob: Thanks for the kind iresident of the national association
words. We often wonder who and of insurance agents, is a featured
how many read this chatter, so letters speaker at the convention. He wis
accompanied on the trip by his wife
are always appreciated.
and daughter, Alanna.
* *-/• .
Wish we could move a nice big lake
A number of boys in the vocational
into the front pasture for the rest of
1
agriculture
class in the Anita high
the summer .
school were entered in several agriMr. and Mrs. Carl Carlson and cultural contests at Ames last week
children spent Sunday visiting at which were held in conjunction with
Harlan with his mother, Mrs. Mary Veishea. The results of the contests
have just been obtained which listed
Carlson.
a team composed of Max Falconer,
Merle, Denne^ well known farmer Delbert Stone and Eldred Peteraen
living southwest of Anita, has been winning a superior award in Farm
appointed Casa county's chairman of Crops Management and a merit award
Dairy Mtonth, according to County in Farm Crops Judging. James
Agent Lester Soukup. During the Miller won a merit award in Forum
month of June, 136 newspapers will Discussion. There were 151 schools
carry .state-wide advertising on dairy entered in these contests, Anita being
products to promote greater con* one of the 18 schools to win a superior
award in Crops Judging.
sumption.
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Crawford's Clover Farm Store

RESOLUTION FOR THE
DESTRUCTION OF
NOXIOUS WEEDS

Established 1883.

PETER!
PHONE) 300

TO ALL PROPERTY OWNERS:
Published Every ThurBday and Entered
BE IT RESOLVED by the Board
•t the Postofflce, Anita. Iowa, as of Supervisors of Cass County. Iowa:
We
Deliver
I That pursuant to-the provisions of
Phone 29
Second Class Mail Matter.
Chapter 246.1 Code of Iowa of 1939,
Cecil G. Bndd
Editor 'it is hereby ordered:
1 That each owner and each perFRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
LAUNDREX, deodorant, antiseptic and
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Year son in the possession or control of any
fectant, quart bottle ..... —
lands in Cass County, shal cut. 1burn
RED CUP COFFEE, pound
STEAM ROASTED BEEP WITH BROWN
Official Town and County Newspaper or otherwise destroy all noxious
i weeds thereon, as defined in. this
CORNED BEEF, 12-oz. can
22c
chapter, at such times in each year
Member of National Editorial
and in such manner as shall prevent
PEAS, Glendale, 2 No. 2 cans
25c
Association, and
I said weeds from blooming or coming
i to maturity, and shall keep said lands
COCOA, Hershey's, 1-lb. can
14c
'free from such growth of any other
weeds as shall render the streets or
SALAD DRESSING, Clover Farm, quart jar . .32c
highways adjoining said land unsafe
for public travel. Noxious weeds
CHERRIES, red pitted, 2 No. 2 cans
22c
shall be cut or otherwise destroyed on
or before the following dates and as
FLOUR, Clover Farm, 10-lb. bag
39c
often thereafter as is necessary to
v
prevent seed production:
CORN, Clover Farm Country Gentleman, 2 cans.25c
Group 1. June 1, 1941 for
REEL NEWS
leafy spurge, perennial pepperPEACHES, sliced, No. 10 can
42c
grass, sour dock, smooth dock,
sheep sorrel.
—si
Plants — Flowers — Tomatoes — Cabbage
Wednesday and Thursday are the
Group 2. June 15, 1941 for peppergrass, and Russian fcn'apweipS
•1
control
of »t,i
1
big Constance Bennett cosmetic nights Canada thistle, Russian knap- shaFadopt'a
Strawberries — Lettuce
shaFadopt a prograniof weedjj^ S**^^*^* ' to comjfJ
at the New Anita Theatre. "This weed buckhorn and wild mus- trnction, prescribed by the weed forgoing orders, the w^
commissioner, which in five y««*8; Bionerjhall cause this to^i
Thing Called Love," the year's bigGroup 3. July 1, 1941 for field may be expected to destroy' and WW t» ««»ense of said »0rk,y
gest comedy hit, is the feature at- bindweed and wild carrot.
immediately keep under control sucte, wwrot Beryiiw notice ail,i,"
Chester Wagner returned to Anita The K. J. U. club will meet Friday traction.
Rosalind Russell and
Group 4. July 15, 1941 for infestations of said primary noxious'« any, shall be assessed a
I^««I f*f
A*. A. - -• - - ___
.i
"
tand
Thursday from the south where he had afternoon at the' home of Mrs. Andy Melvyn Douglas are co-starred in this horse nettle, perennial sow weeds.
Miller.
been spending the winter.
OF
delightful-hilarious film which is thistle, quack grass, butterprint,
3.
That
all
weeds
.other
than
puncture vine and kocklebur.
CASS
packed with comedy and romance. 2. That each owner and each primary noxious weeds, on all county
Hollywood has been lavish in its person in the possession or control of trunk and local county roads and
the fence lines thereof shall
Maurice McMurray f DJ
praise of the co-stars and their splen- any lands in Cass County infested between
be mowed by the adjoining property spent the week end O
with
any
primary
noxious
weeds
in-,
visitingj
did supporting cast which includes,
quack grass, perennial sow, owner, to prevent seed production, at the home of Mr. and
Binnie Barns, Allyn Joslyn, Gloria eluding
on
or
before
July
15,
1941.
thistle, Canada thistle, field bindweed,,
That your poultry feeds are fresh. Most feeds
Dickson and Lee Cobb.
horse nettle, leafy spurge, perennial) 4. That if the owners or persons in (Faulkner and daughter,

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND
TABLE SALT, 3-lb. box, 2 for . . . . . . .

GRAVY, Morton House brand, 2 cans
MACARONI WITH CRBAM SAUCE AND
CHEESE, Franco American, each
SPAGHETTI WITH Tti|RIAT<>E SAUCE ANli
CHEESE, 2 cans ..;i.. ^
"
ICE TEA, quality blend in tumbler 15c —
pack, %4b
• • • •£ •
BANANAS* 3 pounds £. .<.|<.
PORK and BEANS, pound tan

BE S U R E -

are not fresh because they have been stored in warehouses and therefore lose their effectiveness.
Felco Chick Starter, Merit Concentrate and
Merit Starting and Growing Mash are fresh.
We mix our own mashes and we know they are
always fresh.
Watch Our Chicks Grow That Are Being
Fed On Fresh Feed.

THE FARMERS COOP.
Also Sold at Smither Produce and Bell Produce

SALE EVERY
WEDNESDAY
Greenfield offers you every facility for the sale
of your Live Stock and made possible by the consignments of the leading farmers and feeders of Adair
and adjoining Counties.
A few reasons why the Greenfield Sale has
grown from a small stock sale to one of the best in
South West Iowa.
Sold and managed exclusively by the owners.
Same commission charge to everybody.
All stock sold in turn as they arrive at the sale.
Operated under State and Federal inspection for
your protection. Dipping tank Service.
Packer and shipper buyers always on hand.
No trading by any of the owners or any one connected with the barn at the barn on sale day.
We appreciate your business and will try and
merit your patronage.
H. G. (Hank) BAIER
GLENN FESSLER
K. H. ADAMS and L. E. WILLIAMSON
Owners and Operators

IT IS HERE!
NEW!

FAST!

SAFE!

We Invite You To See the New Modern Equipment
Added To Our Battery Department

THE NEW

MERCURY QUICK CHARGER
Which Charges Your Battery In the Modern Method
Approved By Leading Battery Manufacturers, Largest Car Manufacturers, Society of Automotive Engineers and Bureau of Standards, U. S. Government.
F«? v™1*?? « Nec^sary For You To Wait Days
*or Your Battery To Be Charged. This New
Modern Approved Method Charges Your Battery to
the Amazing JTime of 15 To 45 Minutes, With or
Without Remove the Battery From Your Car.
NEW GUARANTEED BATTERIES
PRICED AS LOW AS THE LOWEST

0. W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA

A special treat is in store for all
Anita movie goers Friday and Saturday, A big double feature program
will offer Gene Autry and Smiley
Burnette in that fine picture, "Ride,
Tenderfoot, Ride," and Judy Canova in
that grand picture, "Scatterbrain."
Gene Autry,' who is loved by movie
fans all over the country will delight
all his followers as the singing cowboy and Smiley Burnette provides all j |5
the comedy. The Jenny Lind of the
Ozarks, Judy Canova, will be loved by
everyone when they see her in
"Scatterbrain." Supporting Judy is
a fine cast including Billy Gilbert,
Allan Mobray and Wallace Ford.
One of the truly great pictures of
the year will be shown next Sunday,
Monday and Tuesday. It is the
beautiful technicolor picture, "Western Union," with Robert Young, Randolph Scott and Dean Jagger. The
story was written by that great
American author, Zane Grey. The
picture is set in the days when Omaha
was a boom town and depicts the
struggle against the elements and
man-made obstacles, romance—everything that makes for thrilling spectacular entertainment. Robert Young is
ideal for the role of the young aggressive tenderfoot. Dean Jagger who
acted so brilliantly as Brigham Young
portrays Edward Creighton, the^great
leader whose vision and-'tremendous
courage made coast-to-coast communication bjr wire a .reality. In this picture, "Western Union," over a
hundred miles from the nearest railroad and telegraph office, the frontier
west so eloquently described by Zane
Grey was recreated/ The wild,
boisterous town of Omaha in 1861 was
rebuilt at tremendous cost, a herd of
buffalo was obtained for stampede
scenes, Indian villages and Western
Union camps were built exactly as
they had been over fifty years before.
The climactic forest fire scene is the1
most spectacular ever screened in
technicolor. This film is definitely
one not to be missed by anyone.

May Be Purchased In Anita At The Following Stores:
„ .
Briardale Grocery
Smith's Jack Sprat Store
Maduff*s Food Market
Petersen's Gi
Schaake's Opal Food Mkt.
Miller's Meat Market
Crawford's Gr
"FOR OVER 40 YEARS THE BAKERS OF HARVEST BRjEAD
TRIED TO BAKE THE BEST BREAB-NOT
IIIIIIIIHItlllltlltllD

CARD OF THANKS.
I want to thank all my friends and •,
neighbors for the lovely cards and i
beautiful flowers sent me during my i
stay at the hospital.
Mrs. Joe Rydl, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Glen Holmes o f '
G.uthrie Center visited in Anita Sunday at the home of Mr. and Mrs. John
C. Jenkins and with other relatives
and friends.
Mrs. A. B. Bailey and son, Robert,
of Omaha, spent a few days in Anita
during the past week visiting at the
kome of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Jess Deeming.
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Wilson entertained the Neighborhood Pinochle
club at their home here .gaturdav;
evening. Guests, besides the regular
members, were Mr. and Mrs. Carsten
Henneberg and Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Jensen. High scores were held by
Mrs. Robert Wilson and Ben Brodersen. Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smith "received low scores. Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Wilson will enterta'in the club
next Saturday evening.
The members of the Sunshine elub
were guests Friday afternoon of Mrs.
Kenneth King at her home east of
Anita. .Sixteen members.-*nd five
visitors, Mrs. Ralph Nichols, Miss
Marie Tiemey, Mra. Nell Dorsey,
Mirs. M. Luman and Miss Verona
Stevensen, were present. The afternoon was spent by the women embroidering tea towels for the hostess
A contest put on during the afternoon was won by Mrs. Gunnar
Hjortshoj. Mrs. Delia Ktng will be
hostess at the next meeting of the club
on June 13.

O.JY.
SHAFFER I10N
PHONE 244
ANITA, IOWA

ole
By ED WHEELAN

BIG TOP
SAM 1 "WINK % 1 "MW ***** *£ff'
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OLD MAN THINKS
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OR TWO AHEAD OF US .-. •
SHOW WOULD DO
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LALA PALOOZA
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FROM OUR U5» !•

By RUBE GOLDBERG

Vincent Fixes It for Lala

COME IN , BUDDYMAKE YOURSELF AT" HOMEDON'T BE TOO HARD
ON LALA WHEN
YOU
EXAMINE HER FOR
BACK INCOME TAXES

IN THE
\MILL KEEP A WT OP

WITH
ALL
HER DOUGH
SHE'S JUST A BIG
GOOD-NATURED KIDSHE CAN HARDLY ADD
TWO AN * TWO

SHE
DON'T
KNOW
ANYTHING ABOUT
THE LAW - SHE JUST
GUESSES Alf THE
•FIGURES - GREAT KID,
LALA

THE MAXIMUM PENALTY
FOR IGNORANCE OP
THE LAW IS A FINE

.;..» delightful pat:
aws distinctively^
to
o r - M r . aj*
ww*w' 'and
pillow i"
>.. I *"""W I
Ape smart «M
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tfMM
'.
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because
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A Pretty Strong Statement
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FWIOOS ? -

Vse of Po
What one has, onto
and **atever he '
do wittl aU bis mig
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,OMU>Ml

POP—Dash It AH!

By J. MILLAR WATT

WHAT IS
TH& MATTER
WITH

YOU ANSWER EVERY
QUESTION I ASK YOU
WITH ANOTHER
QUESTION

DO I
REALLV

husband's eye
anbonestw"l
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CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.

STRAW HATS?

"Soul and Body" will be the subject
f the Lesson-Sermon in all Churches
f Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, May
5.
The Golden Text is from I Thessalonians 5:23, "I pray God your whole
pirit and soul and body be preserved
tameless unto the coming of our
Lord Jesus Christ."
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quotations from the Bible and from the
Christian Science textbook, "Science
and Health with Key to the Scripures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
One of the Bible citations reads:
For we know that if our earthly
louse of this tabernacle were dissolved, we have a building of God, a house
lot made with hands, eternal in the
heavens" (II Cor. 5:1).
Among the selections from the
hristian Science textbook is the folowing:
"The material body and mind are
emporal, but the real man is spiritual and eternal. The identity of the
real man is not lost, but found
hrough this explanation; for the
onscious infinitude of existence and
if all identity is thereby discerned
and remains unchanged" (p. 302).

FROM OUR OLD FILES I
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO J

WE DELIVER

May 25, 1911.
The Ar.ita public schools closed last
THURSDAY-FRroAY—SATURDAY
Viday afternoon for the summer
OUR NEW SPRING AND SUMMER HATS ARE
a cation.
Miss Hattie White, who is teaching
NOW ON DISPLAY FOR YOUR INSPECTION
chool near Avoca, spent Sunday in
ie city.
Mrs. Chester A. Long was called to
danning
this week by the death of a
DRESS STRAWS AT
relative.
iMfiss Fannye Stauffer closed her
_ $1.49 $1.95 — $2.49
Large 14-Onnce
98c
bird successful school year at Oak
Bottle
Ridge last Friday.
Seven car loads of cattle and one
ar of hogs were shipped from Anita
MEN'S WORK STRAWS
19c, 25c, 39c, 49c
o market in one single night last
week.
For Chicks
BOYS' COWBOY STRAWS
19c and 25c
Miss Laura Millhollin, whose condiion for several days was reported as
LADIES' and GIRLS' STRAWS
19c to 49c
erious following an operation, is now
Uf _:nAl.e Skinless— Small Size
n the road to recovery.
Mrs. Zola Beebe of Cumberland has
:>een spending several days in Anita
his week visiting at the home of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Vernon,
CLOTHIER
C. W. Crandall of Anita was elect' •*'.- •: y
ed vice president of the Cass County
"WE SERVE YOU WELL"
1
unday School Association at their Miss Marjorie Booth of Des Moinea
Mr. Mil Mrs. Frank
annual meeting held in Atlantic this spent the week end in Anita at the )e« mines .were visiting,
week.
home of Dr. P. T. Williams and fam- ives-ahd friends in Anita I
METHODIST CHURCH
The newly marked white pole autoSaturday.
B. D. Forshay is ill at his home with
___
Arthur V. Lang, Putor.
mobile road which runs through ily.
foot ailment.
• 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 Anita will in time become the duly J. R. Stuhr, Sr., his brother Julius
Mi Joe Rydl, Sr. wasi
Mrs. Maude Suplee has returned to Church School at 10 a. m., Harold istablished and recognized route of Minden and Gus Turk of Neola went
j her home here SB
icr home here after spending the win- McDermott, Superintendent
through this part of Iowa.
to Lake Okoboji Thursday where they the Stf Joseph hospital
Church
worship
at
11'
a.
m.
with
ter months in California.
0. O. Gonley has disposed of his plan to enjoy several days of good
.'Ijiw-. had been a
he sermon by the pastor on, "The grocery stock and business in this city fishing.
several wpeks. Her dau
Wray 'MWDermott, 9-year-old son of God of the Lost." Small children are ;o Wm. Mai one and John C. Reimers
KEEP YOUR HENS
Mr. and Mrs. James McDermott, is nvited to attend the nursery clasi of Adair. Mr. Reimers will move his James Scanlon of Mason City is vis- James Bfsmifee of WalnuJ
suffering
from a broken left arm which which meets during the worship hour family to Anita in the near future am iting in Anita this week. Mr. Scanlon care'qfvJjjfcr. Mrs. Rydl isf
LAYING
nicely f rim her illness
ie received Saturday.
Union memorial services at the will have charge of the store.
is a former resident of here but for welcome .news to her man;]
ihurch of Christ at 8 p. m.
Schwenneker Bros., who operate the the past several years has been makFEED
Mr. and Mrs. George Stoffs and Choir practice at the church Thurs
new moving picture show at the opera ing hia home with his sister.
daughter, Dorothy, of West Des day evening.
Vfoines visited in Anita Thursday with The general meeting of the house announced this week that they
have changed the name and from now The members of the Birthday club
NEW
Mr. and Mrs. F. W: Stager.
Woman's Society of Christian Service on their place of business will be were guests Monday afternoon . of
LAYING MASH
Miss Eloise Ingram of Atlantic has will be held Friday afternoon in the known as the Unique Theatre.
Mrs. Isabelle Dougherty at her home
rented the Vanity Beauty shop from church at 2:30. Mrs. Nellie Holme
on Chestnut Street. There were nine
or
Mrs. Walter Dorsey. Mrs. Dorsey will have the study from the Christian About 20 persons were present at a members and two visitors, Mrs. Alfred
WED.-THURS. - 7:154,1
GRAIN BALANCER
plans to move to Audubon in a few Advocate, Mrs. Jess Deeming th' farewell party held Saturday even- Dement and Mrs. J. P. Christensen, . FREE TO EVERY
study
from
the
World
Outlook
an<
ing
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Elton
days where her husband has employAnother Constance 1
Mrs. Ben Brodersen the study from Christensen for Miss Marie Mertes present. A social afternoon was spent
ment.
Demnty Aid by
those
present
and
a
lunch
was
the Methodist Woman. Visitors an teacher at Grant No. 2 school during
Plus
On The Screen served
by
the
hostess.
the past year, who will not be the
'Glen Porch received second degree welcome.
Why not wear your Buddy Popp; teacher there next year. The guests
burns on his face, chest, hands ant
arms Monday afternoon when a gaso- to church next Sunday?
played cards during the evening after
Daily Vacation Bible School start which, the hostesses served a lunch.
line torch exploded while he was work
ing with a crew of men repairing Monday, May 26, at the church at 8:3 Miss Mertes received many dish towels
a. m. Special classes for the primary and hot pad holders.
| pavement on Rose Hill Avenue.
(1, 2, and 3 grades), Juniors (4, 5, an
6 grades,), and Intermediates (7, 8 an
9 grades). Parents please remembe:
Interior Decorating

BOB HOWARD

Lemons
Potatoes

Grape Nats i***** jj

Mb.

1!

weiners > ^BUM
Minced Ham »•-* li

EGGS ARE
HIGH

HAIfVEST

NTT

MIDWEST
EGG CO.

DRESSES
Sheers, Spun's, Bembergs, etc. In printed
or pastel shades. A large selection of summer
styles. They're priced from

$1.98 to $3.98
WHITE SHOES
Pumps — Sandals

LINEN SPORT SHOES
Whites — Blues

Ties
$1.98 to $2.98

Multi-Colors
$1.98

The Golden Rule
DEPARTMENT STORE
"THE BEST FOR LESS"
ANITA, IOWA

NEED CHICKS?
ORDER YOUR JUNE CHICKS NOW
THE HATCHING SEASON IS NEARLY OVER

Rasmussen's Hatchery
HOUSE FLY INVASION COMING SOON
BARRICADE YOUR HOME WITHOUT DELAY
Check This ListFull Length Window Screens
New Screen Wire, Black or Galvanized
Combination Door, Screen and Sash Panel
Screen Paint, Many Colors
Common Screen Doors, Several Sizes
Repairs For Your Screen Or Get Readv
to Swat the Fly!

ROBERT SCOTT
ANITA LUMBER CO
StilTTime To Buy a New Brooder House

and
Carpenter Work
CHAS. H. INGRAM
Phone 213

4 HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL
4
LUTHERAN CHURCH
4
H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4_ 4 4 4 4 4
Sunday School and Adult Bibl
Class at 9:30 a. m.
Divine services at 10:30 a. m.
Adult instruction class meets a
8 o'clock Wednesday evening at th
PIN (WHEELS
parsonage.
6 For 9c
Vacation Bible School each mornin
ANITA BAKERY
at 8:30 o'clock at the church.
Cut flowers for Memorial Day.
Highland church—
Will arrange large bouquets in water
Divine services at 7:30 p. m.
and deliver 'to Anita cemetery for
$1.00. Mrs. Lester King, Wiota, la.
Anita telephone, 16 R 23.
2tp
4 CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
4
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
FOR SALE:—Good Used Frigid4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 - aire Refrigerator. Can be seen at
Church school at 10:00 a. m.
Long's Furniture.
jj
Service of worship, 11 a. m. It wi
You can get at all times genuine
be Memorial Sunday and we shall con
Semi-Solid
Buttermilk at the Farmers
form to the custom of that day, mak
ing our service suitable for the ocea Coop in Anita. Why not try some
sion. We extend a hearty welcom this week?
to all to the services of our church.
Decoration Day is near. Get your
The ladies will serve a noon-day memorials now from C. H. Bartley. 4t
dinner Thursday.
FOR SALE:-IHini soy beans.
Harry Wedemeyer, Anita.
Itp
.
4 CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST 4 Central and Southern Iowa farms
4
C. R. Neel, Pastor.
4 for sale. 40 acres to 1,000 acres. Im4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 - f
proved or unimproved. For home or
Sunday School at 10 a. m.
investment at price range of $20 to
Church Worship at 11 a. m.
$125 per acre. Terms as low as 10%
The Sunday before Decoration day cash. H. H. McKelvey, Clearfleld. la. 5n
is observed as Memorial day.
Abundance of peonies and cut
•Next Sunday there will be union flowers
for Memorial Day. Anyone
Memorial service at the Christian
who
wishes
graves decorated, I will do
church at 7:30 o'clock in the evening.
so
for
50c
up. Write Mrs. Dan
Rev. Neel will be the speaker.
Spiker or phone 215.
These are serious days we are living
in. What will tomorrow bring? No MINERAL
bloat. For sale at Farmer's Coop
one knows. The fact is we will need Anita
higher power than we possess. A
greater wisdom than this world can Tally cards, 2 for lc; fancy tallies
give.
with tassels, and place cards for lc
Let us meet together Sunday night Tribune office, Anita.
tf
and worship the God we should lov*
and serve. Come and let us sing to- WANTED :-Yo~ur dead anTnals"'
gether, pray together, worship to- Ph. 184 Anita—we pay phone charges.
gether and ask our heavenly Father to
direct us in such a way that America,
i the country that we love, may
| be used of Him in bringing universal
I peace to the world.
j The ladies of the church will serve
a 15c dinner Wednesday noon.

NEED
SOME
GOOD
PAINT

WANT ADS

-

Miss Esther Ruggles, who has been
attending a Deaconess school in
Kansas City, Mo., has returned to
Anita to spend the summer vacation
at the home of her mother, Mrs.
Lillian Ruggles and family.
The Past Matrons club met Monday
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Robert
Scott on Locust Street. Seventeen
members and one visitor, Mrs. W H
Tate, were present. Assisting hostess was Mrs. G. M. DeCamp. Roll
call was events of importance in May

To

7
•
FARMERS COOP.

THING1
LLLED L0|

r. — 85i

JBLE FEAB

".SCATTER
^Bargain Mat. 2:3°
THRILL UPONL
BEAUTIEUI "
Robert
5 YOUNG
J ;
iv ••• '> - Dean
" Virginia

a*

NOTICE
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Vanity Beauh
age of a.! '

gjg

of the
«» patron-

PERMANENT WAVESSHAMPOO aaA WAVE

Vanity Beauty Shop
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WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

Big Job

By Edward C. Wayne

German Air Blitz on Island of Crete
Results in "Defense to Death' Fighting;
U. S. Attitude Toward France Changes
As Vichy-Berlin Strengthen Relations
(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinion* .re expre»nd In them ••Inui, th»T
ar« than •! th« nm analyrt and not neewurilr •! tW» ncnpaper.)
______________ (Released by Western Newspaper Union.)
-

NEW YORK.—One of the U. S. navy's new torpedo boats (foreground)
and a coast guard cutter are shows catting through the water of the Hudson river daring recent maneuvers. These 55-mile-per-hour craft are
equipped with torpedo tabes and depth bombs to battle larger destroyers
and submarines.

CRETE:
An Air Test
The big island of Crete, which
Prime Minister Churchill said would
be defended "to the death" by an
army composed of General Freyberg and New Zealand, British and
Greek troops under his command
suddenly became the center of the
war when a dramatic and unexpected invasion of the island was made
by air-borne Nazi troops.
There were some early reports
that the Germans were coming also
in normal transports, but there was
little doubt that the air test was preeminent, and that the world was witnessing the first large-scale such endeavor since the days of the invasion of Norway, and of the Low
Countries, particularly Holland.
Britain reported that the first 1,500
soldiers who landed in chutes were
wearing the New Zealand uniform,
and coldly announced that "they
could expect to be shot." AU of
them, it was quickly reported, were
either killed or rounded up rapidly
Germany as promptly retortet
that if any of the parachutists were
treated as spies and shot, Germany
would reply "ten to one" in kind
But the British and Greeks didn't
have long to wait or long to contemplate what to do with the first
1,500.
' By the second morning of the in1
vasion the British radio was reporting that the Nazi invasion force
was 7,000, and on the second afternoon hiked this figure to 11,500.
This brought the German force to
at least one full division, and a good
way into the second division. And
the British quickly estimated that
this figure meant that the Germans
had from 2,000 to 3,000 airplanes on
duty in southern Greece.
The usual silence aria mystery as
to what actually was transpiring immediately was clamped dpwn by the
British ministry of information,
which contented itself with issuing
such generalities as "the situation
is in hand," leaving 1t up to the
Germans to give the world what information could be gleaned.
The German claims, as usual,
were broad, the Nazis asserting that
many important points had been
captured, and that many British
planes had been destroyed "on the
ground."
British sources seemed willing to
admit that the Germans had utter
mastery of the air, but General
Freyberg said that every hilltop had
its sentinel in Crete, that an elaborate method of signaling had been
worked out, and that even those
parachutists who arrived at night
were promptly spotted, reported and
given action from the ground forces.
Neutral observers, however, pointed out that in order to effect largescale landing of troops who were
not parachutists, the Germans must
have obtained at least temporary
control of landing fields, or must be
using emergency fields.
British reports told of many transport planes shot down with their
cargoes of men, both on the island
and into the i waters surrounding it
However, they also told of huge'
unwieldy transport planes towing
numbers of gliders loaded with men
and munitions, a mode of transportation not reported in wide-scale use
before.
How large the force on Crete was
remained a rpilitary secret of the
Greeks and the British, though there
was considerable figuring done by
•

MISCELLANY:
,
: The first direct plea
for the United States to enter the
war as an active participant came
from the News-Chronicle, which
S31CI'.

"We want you in this war fighting
on our side, not to save us from de
feat but to help us to victoryy
quickly."
PHILADELPHIA: The Academy
of Music refused the rental of iu,
hall for the purpose of Col. Charles
A. Lindbergh to make a speech.

This it 'General B. C. Freyberg, a New Zealander, who was
in charge of the Greek-British
defense of the island of Crete
when the Nazi forces first loosed
their air blitz against that strong'
hold. When the British were
forced to withdraw their air
force his duty became a gigantic
task.

PLANES:
those who had followed the course And Months

of the invasion of Greece. The British claimed that most of its army in
Greece had been taken back to
Egypt, there to rejoin the army of
the Nile, and to be rearmed from
new supplies, part of which had
come from the United States.
While it was known that some
forces got into Crete, and that the
Greeks salvaged considerable portions of one of its armies, the quantity was largely a matter of guesswork.
Most of the troops who got back
to Egypt were Australians and British, hence most' observers believed
there was probably about one division of New Zealanders hi Crete,
and possibly the <*ame number
British, and perhaps two or three
times that number of Greeks.
British dispatches admitted practically complete control of the air
by the Germans over Crete, and
hence it was considered still more
likely that the Germans, who had
no particular need of Crete, might
be trying the attack to test out in
actual warfare what the parachutists could do when well-supportec
from aloft.

VICHY:
A Turning Point

Statistical proof that thousands of
planes, like Rome, can't be built in
a day was given by Admiral Towers, who reported to Secretary of
Navy Knox~°that in the past 10
months the navy has gamed 1,304
planes of all types.
The navy now has 3,476 planes of
all types, including trainers, and
this compared with the British estimate that Germany was operating
about 2,000 to 3,000 planes in the
Battle of Crete alone, not counting
those in use in other theaters of the
war.
It also was significant that Admiral Towers' report to Mr. Knox
was that the navy already is experiencing a shortage of pilots,
which , compared- with Germany's
reported 100,000 pilots trained before the war started. In fact, it was
this pilot training program which
first called the attention of the world
to Germany's rebirth as a military
power to spite of the restrictive efforts of the Treaty of Versailles.
Of the 1,304 planes which the navy
has added to her forces, only about
600 of them are combat types, Admiral Towers revealed.
The goal of 50,000 fighting/ planes
for the American army and navy
combined was, therefore, envisioned
as far in the future, Admiral Towers
revealing that not until January,
1942, will the existing shortage of
pilots be relieved. Not until then will
the number of pilots begin to catch
up with the number of planes.

The flop of Vichy strongly into the
Nazi encampment proved likely to
prove a turning-point as to America's entry into the war. For one
thing, it flopped one popular poll on
convoys "from a minority to a majority, and the administration in
Washington, which had been ac- DRAFT:
cused in some quarters of watching A New Plan
these polls before acting, promptly
called out in excess
announced that the convoy question of Pennsylvania
18,000 young men in the draft,
has practically been settled.
trying out what was called a "new
President Roosevelt, it was said, plan"
does not like the word convoys, and break."aimed to "give the selectee a
is more hi favor of the navy taking
The plan was this. The 18,000
over portions of the Atlantic and Pa- were
be called out, and immedicific, even as far as the Red Sea, ately to
given
searching examinafor instance, and helping to create tion along alla lines,
including their
protective lanes through which aidmedical examination by the
to-Britain ships could move safely. final
This is the method American ship- army doctors.
Then they were to be returned to
ping experts have liked from the
start, but it was significant that their homes and jobs, those who
America's course was charted along were eligible to army life being
these lines the day after the polls placed on call in from 10 to 30 days,
reported 52 per cent in favor of con- and the rest of them to return to
voying and 41 per cent opposed and their normal jobs, secure in the
knowledge that they would not be
the other 7 per cent "undecided."
called.
Public attention then turned to
This was aimed to remove much
Vichy, and Secretary Hull warned of the uncertainty which grew out of
France that she would have to give the previous method of selective
this country a plain and honest service
picking.
Dr. William
statement of just what her collabo- Mather Lewis, selective service diration with Germany would consist rector of Pennsylvania, said he was
of before France could hope to re- advised that if the experiment
store Franco-American relations to proved a success there, it would be
a state of amity.
applied to the entire nation
This attitude was indeed a far cry
At the same time President RooseTom the days of 1917 and 1918, and velt
put into being the OCD, or Ofhe time when the first doughboys
of Civilian Defense, with Mayor
anded in France with "Lafayette ice
Tiorello LaGuardia of New York its
we're here" as their slogan.
head,
without salary, as will
Hull's strong declaration came at all of working
his
intermediaries.
the same time when it was anAlso plans for the home guard
nounced that a British flotilla was were
worked out at Washington,
levering about the ports of Marhis
group
function entirely septinique where the French aircraft arately fromto the
which would
carrier Beam and other vessels ostensibly have OCD,
a membership of
were bottled up. There Was some
millions of "American men, women
disquiet over the report that these and
even" children.
ships had been out at sea, but the
One of the first tests of the United
British reported they were "simply
•tales against possible war was an
on maneuvers."
But if they were poised for an at- entirely cdmplete blackout of the
tempt to run the British blockade Hawaiian islands, where even the
t was likely that there would- be solated hamlets were darkened
either fighting or scuttling or both in and planes of the American army
he South Atlantic, well within our and navy flew overhead to inspect
he situation and to see how pomsphere of influence."
plete it was.
Mr. Hull's message to Vichy
showed plainly that the state de- ,ABOR:
partment has utterly lost faith in
The general handling of the strike
verbal pledges transmitted by the
French envoy to this country. GasMediation board continued, though
on Henry-Haye.
criticized in certain quarters
The report that Ambassador Lea- widely
as being achieved at a price >hich
iy would be recalled gained in stat- eventually would make this nation
ure, and writers on the continent or a prey to inflation and rapidly SOar
•ecently returned from there be- ng prices.
leved that possibly this action
However, there was a shipyard
which could not fail to get across to trike on the West coast which
he body of the French people might eemed for a time to defy settle
sway them to take a firmer stand n,ent, although the much la"rger coal
and motors strikes were well in
toward Germany.
n&ncl.

Washington, D. 0.
BOMBEB OUTPUT
Though not announced by the
White House, two impelling factors
were behind the President's sensational letter to Secretary Stimson
asking for an immediate increase in
the-monthly output of bombers.
One was the obvious need of providing Britain with more and bigger planes to carry the offensive to
Germany. Second, known only to
inside authorities, was Intelligence
information that the Nazis are increasing the bomber force of their
Luftwaffe. The reports are that the
German air force now consists of
the following:
Six main air fleets, each comprisimg 1,000 bombers, 625 fighters and
75 reconnaisance planes, a total d
10,200. Also there is an independent
air unit of 2,750 planes, a naval air
service of 1,000, an operational training unit of 650, and a transport organization of 3,500 planes. In addition to these first-line ships, is a
reserve of 12,000 others, plus 5,000
trainers and transports.
Grand total: About 35,000 planes.
German airplane production capacity is estimated at 3,000 planes a
month, including about 500 bombers.
However, except for bombers, Germany is not now using her full production capacity as she doesn't need
that many new planes a month.
Nazi March production is estimated at 2,200 ships of all types, but
only 1,600 in April. In May, however, Intelligence reports are that
Nazi plane production is being
stepped up to replace Balkan and
North African losses.
Reports are vague about what the
Nazis are doing with the nine government and eleven private aircraft
plants in France,, most of them located in the occupied zone; also regarding the eight Dutch factories,
including the Fokker works, and the
seventeen Belgian plants.
These plants have large potential
producing capacity, but best information is that the Nazis are stripping them of their machine tools
and other equipment. How much
this will boost the Nazis' 3,000 planes
a month is only a guess.
C. S. Goal.
Weakest link in German plane
production is aluminum. From captured planes, the British estimate
that tiie Nazis use about 500 pounds
of this vital metal per ship. The
American average is 5,000 pounds.
The undisclosed bomber goal oi
1941 to which Roosevelt referred in
his letter to Stimson, is 600 a month.
The four new assembly plants in
Omaha, Tulsa, Kansas City and
Fort Worth should produce about
300 bombers a month. To double
their output it will be necessary to
build and equip at least as many
new plants, plus taking over an increased ratio of automobile and other plant faculties to turn out the necessary parts.
,
The letter which 0PM Director
General Knudsen sent auto makers
that they will have to hold down
their 1942 car production to 78.5 per
cent of this year's output, is considered only a beginning. , Insiders
predict that there will be another
big cut soon.
LATIN* ADMIRALS

The state department scored a
ten-strike when it finally persuaded
the navy to invite the chiefs of
Latin American navies to visit the
United States. The junket definitely
carried weight. For the United
States navy, without any ifs, ands
or buts, is the most powerful in the
world, and toe thing that counts in
South America today is the belief
that this country can realty ward
off Nazi invasion.
Behind the scenes, the man who
helped most to dress the stage for
Latin American admirals was Johnny Thomason, better known for his
prolific pen portraits of the marines
(Red Pants, Fix Bayonets, Jeb
Stuart, Salt Winds and Gobi Dust)
Thomason, now a colonel in the
marines, had served in Latin America, knew the importance of the admirals' visit. Other U. S. brass hats
didn t. Admiral Harold Stark, chief
of naval operations, fumed and fretted, only wanted to show the Good
Af^°":!/eTw,East S?as' stations.

Thomason insisted that the trio
was important enough to do it right
demanded more entertainment
money from the White House tod
got it. At first he worked on the
idea of meeting the admirals with
U. 5. cruisers at Barranquilla Co.
A« ?' takin6 them out to the 'mid.
Atlantic to view the U. S. naval pa
trol at work. This was given
as too long, and a
spection of U. S.
substituted.
M E
V
r ™ -G°-»OtND

The
xue *j.t->.".-controlled
legislature hit Rep. Jack h
long Kansas Democrat with
thing but the waterbucket in ,
rnandering his district, but he
it philosophically. '"When a

.1

Item I Never Kn*to...
3

(But ftUdt you fan* &+**))
Rob't Ohei-ootf's pMI"There Shall Be No .Night,"
the Pulitzer Prize, which
have happened a year .ago.
encoura
- - as highly
ei
regarded
._
the theater m general—ha
the
Pulitzers only one year *
parade.

"••"•••^iUj

antua — i
, but do

Billy Gilbert has named his es- scran.
tate "Gezunt Heights."
Toto—Listen,

Ned Basse!!, of the United Press»

was given a 3-week vacation to Dob*
lin, and came back with a story
which shows the extreme eagerness
and the extreme ends to which "
Irish Free State is going to preserve its neutrality. The Irish navy
(consisting of two torpedo motorboats) was ordered out on maneuvers, and their instructions read:
"You will proceed from the harbor
to sea, where you will meet and.
engage either the Hood or the
Scharnhorst . . . "

<3*rgantua-Weii

at

utfa J6in a circus.

James Gleason plans bis sixteenth
newspaper managing editor on the'
screen in the soon-due' "Affectionately Yours." (That's either a record or a rut!)

r-n rr .
f^atV what

At Pert Williams, there is a Private William Williams, who conies' .gargantua—So that's^
from Williams Street, Williamson, trying .to co-star mel"
W. Va. (Or, to put it briefly, where can't do'that tome.
there's a Williams, there'r • WilToto—Calm yourself,
liams.)
idea.
Gargantua—Nobody &,
MAI*«A>. didn't wantt|
A discussion was to progress
about democracy, and one of the
dozen men'
group seemed to think his ancestry
entitled him to a dogmatic view on
*. - - 'You cou!^
everything. "I think," he smirked, .'email!
"that the argument 'on America,
Toto^You must
should end with my views. After aU thur Brisbane.
—my ancestors came over on the
Mayflower" ... "You're lucky," was
itua—Aw, go i
soprano Genevieve Rowe's, com- 4t
enough,!
ment, "after all, the immigration
was only i
laws are a bit stricter now," :
»*t you ew|

d?

The Ameriea First eotfltv claims^
in its ads that it hasn't wealthy
backers . . . A:few months ago
that group was asked for a list of
its backers, but refused to give it
Finally .they gave a partialtlist*which included many wealthy men
cpst thii
and, women . . . Why have they got
of dough.
such short memories?
* * •
Toto— What you
AeeorOhic to Wilfred J. Fink, the wife.
average pet dog has a vocabulary
Gargaotua— Where
of 60 words. (That's the number of one?
>
words it undersstahds.)
Toto—Bow about mel]
Gargantua (withal
In the new book, "Men and Foil- —I'm
monkey enc^
tics," ^the author says: "Germany a gist not
w|lh a mug like)
has no unemployment But neiTOtO**>«'re no '
ther has a prison."
Gable yourtelf.
According to the Open Book. got pjrestijge. I'm
whether a black cat following is famottff
godlla in the \
bad luck depends on whether you're
Toto—You're just
a man or a mouse.
rilla to- me.
ere
Yon can tell the difference be- from, anyhow?
tween a Nazi and a British plane
Toto—Cuba.
by their sounds. Nazi bombers
Gargaatua—Now I
sound like this: "Voom, voom, caused
all that unrest
voom. Vooma-doom-voom" . . .
Toto— Lissen, you ca
British planes sound like: "Yowzer- like
that. I wouldn't
yowzeryowzeryowzer" . . . . Or so
a
husband.
If I was :
returning correspondents are telling
the Stork Clubbers, at any, rateT^
I
I'd take it.
When U was rumored Marshal
(in a rury)r-!
Goering might receive an Austrian
Knighthood, Punch suggested his
new title be: i"Sir Cumference."
RANKING BY
-has been
Memo* of a . ...
at New — ,
Girl Friday:
, ,„, least a nottU
has always wai
Dear W. W.: After two months of
ration of now'
trading Jan Valttn, Steve BirmingKHJravm or depo. ,
ham (the Dies Committee. sMth>
*y a man with Wi
caught up with him in the parkin*
lot opposite The Algonk and served
nun with a summons . . . Jimmy
Walker evened things with certain ti»V depot banks nun
Hollywood^ people (formerly^ Of Standard or dayligM -•
And there is sure> to »H
Broadway) at the Jack Benny affair. Jimmy called to the spotlight fused Commuter who
man and said: "Pgase tatTofl whether he was to *
the light so I can see the people
tefpre the 7:55 a
who couldn't see me the last'1 four |ust. before the $
years."
The U. S. treasury a
The Nat'l Defense Organization is despite metal priori^
sponsoring R; H. Markham's excifc. tinue to issue nickels.
has got to have a coinj(
the work the penny usw
Past!" Be sure and read!
nearly so.
.
•**•«.

— —

/

Congressmen^
Just got a button reading: Vl'm
a Copperhead." It is the emblem ol Ail
a West coast outfit whose meetings
0
1S
are attended regularly by most Blind lbiy^8- true. Congjjj
tajky enougu
enough «..-when u, y'.r j
members out there. The head erfit WM*y
«w
her, let
let alone when ^
* the chairman at the Save America, ber,
old-fashioned; \
First meetings in L. A. ... Quentin fourth old-fashioned.
Reynolds sent a cable to Wends
Bjic^AM TOW«. ,g M
"The Saturday blitz and the
There's nothing
ler,|
Jf*v.Heas took Londoners'
Than barbershop J £
__ off the warl"—Your
day.

Private Papers , . .
Of a Cub Reporter:

total

IJ

.^•ftfstog^
u
a, and T«

<
Dorsey kept-the g
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to Hold Vital Place
America s Modern Streamlined Army
. G. NEWMAN
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A
of aviation
tn» army. Motorized, and armed with the Garand rifle, he it far more
potent Uun ever before.
troops who have marched for miles,
and they can, therefore, hold tenaciously to gains made by the rapidadvancing armored forces.
In order to get a bird's-eye view
of how a motorized division "rolls
on rubber," I flew over a bit of terrain near Fort Benning in an army
three-place observation plane piloted by Lieut. J. D. Motyl, of the
Ninety-seventh observation squadron.
Sitting on a. parachute, in the rear
gunner's seat, and facing .the plane
rudder, with my back to the pilot,
we flew over patches of Georgia's
red earth and green forest to a point
about 30, miles from Benning where
Pitot Motyl called my attention £o
what seemed, an endless column of
trucks, motorcycles, reconnaissance
care, command cars, armored cars,
and guns—all motorized, all rolling
on rubber. This particular combat
team, of the Fourth division
stretched for 50 miles along a sinuoushighway; hence, Jjn; closed single column,« full division of motorized infantry would occupy about 150
miles of roadway. The average daily gasoline consumption for such a
force on a 200-mile march is about
50,000 gallons.
The infantry also receives support
from all types of aircraft, and if
necessary, from the chemical warfare service.
,. Use Parachute Troops.
The newest addition to the U. S.
infantry is a rapidly expanding parachute force of highly-trained and
resourceful "blltzers" who can unlimber a machine gun or mortar
to a trice an* who can barrass an
enemy behind the lines.
At Fort Sam Houston I watched
the army's interesting experiments
with air;transports for rapid transit
of guns and fully-equipped troops. In
less than 10 minutes, a dozen men
loaded a 37-mm anti-tank gun,
weighing more than 900 pounds, and
necessary ammunition.
In a -matter of weeks, sufficient
"blitz-buggies," compact but highpow«ed "bantam" cars, will be
available for all infantry divisions.
OnS cylinders, these 2,000-pound
four-man vehicles travel as fast as

a mile per minute, if you can hold
on. They climb steep slopes, leap
ravines, and if they get mired, the
soldiers can lift one end clear.
The standard weappfcs of a U. S.
infantry division give it the best
potential fire-power in the world today. The Springfield rifle, which
in past battles gave a good account
of itself, is rapidly yielding to the
superior Garand rifle whose firepower surpasses that of any similar
weapon in Europe today. Trained
soldiers fire up to 35 rounds per
minute as against 15 rounds with the
Springfield.
Another U. S. infantry weapon,
the Browning automatic rifle, fires
up to 150 rounds ger minute.
The 37-mm anti-tank gun fires a
high explosive 1.5-pound shell at the
rate-pf 25 rounds per minute.
The 81-mm mortar hurls an 11pound shell up to 7,500 feet at a
rate of 18 rounds per minute.
The Browning 30-caliber machine
gun delivers up to 430 rounds per
minute.
All in all, there are, besides the
rifle and pistol, 11 different medium
and small fire weapons in the U. S.
infantryman's arsenal, and individually, or together, they give unsurpassed fire-power.

Ancient Disease
Still Threatens
Men, Livestock'

CHICAGO. — The same disease
which killed the cave man, and
which prompted Moses to lay down
the first known laws on meat inspection, is still a serious threat to
both animals and man, and a cause
of severe losses to livestock producers on American farms today.
This disease—anthrax—is one of
the oldest germ-borne plagues in
existence. The cave man contracted it from the skins of animals
which he wore for clothing. It devastated livestock herds in the Holy
Land more than 2,000 years ago.
For centuries it has taken its toll
much fresher
of livestock, ranging from reindeer
in Siberia to sheep and cattle in
South Africa.
Live Many Years,,
The germs of anthrax are very
large compared to other bacteria.
In the blood of animals and man
they exist in the "vegetative" form
—rod-shaped single germs with
square ends. Outside the body or
after death, the germs form long
chains with a central spore. In this
form, hardy anthrax bacteria live
for years in contaminated soil.
Livestock generally contract the
disease from infected soil, from sewage of tanneries, or from the bites
of flies that have bitten anthraxsick animals.
.
Man ordinarily becomes infected
through skinning animals dead of
the disease or from handling hides.
Human anthrax usually shows up
as a malignant carbuncle or huge
black boil. The germs may migrate through the blood and lymph
streams and produce systemic blood
poisoning or "septicemia." Luckily,
it graphically revealed by the above most cases can be saved if diagnosed early.
In America there are a number
. _ _ anthrax
__tu-»« "infection"
"faction" areas,
of severe
veterinarians
where
farmers
and
Automatic Weather Stations
making a valiant flght to overmeat the requirements of the navy are
come the disease and to protect livel?n J — radio transmit aerologists, the national bureau oi
stock and man from its ravages. According to a survey by the American
Foundation for Animal Health, these
simple transmitting
areas extend from the Mississippi
use in
delta country to the Dakotas, and
in
from California to the Southeastern
Atlantic states. Nor ia the disease
a. mountans
confined to these sections alone.
-. according tol
Like all serious plagues, it someof commerce.
times appears unexpectedly in areas
removed from its source.
tot
"» this field. To er factors.

Farm Income Continues Rise

"I

D OARDED the Piedmont Express
*•*. for a 14-hour spin through the
Southeast. In Charlotte, N. C., a
committee of city leaders waited in
a -driving rain storm. Girl Scouts
lined up as a reception committee.
Lunched at the city's beautiful country club and spoke at a dinner banquet in the evening. They went
frantic at the mention of continuing
aid to Britain, China and the other
democracies. Many members stood
on their chairs, tiirew napkins into
the air, roared their approval.
Rained all evening and then
changed to sleet. En route to depot
past midnight taxi ran out of gas.
I nearly missed northbound Washington Express.
. * • •
Seven R. K. O. cameramen were
at Fort Benning, Ga., nearby, taking movies, of army .parachutists in
action, lor a picture to be called
"Parachute Squadron," in which
Harry Carey and Buddy Ebsen will
act. More than- 30,000 feet of film
had already been shot! Parachute
troops are splendid physical specimens. All are volunteers who had
at least one year's training with infantry outfits. In preparing for parachute training, they were taken
aloft and given two commands to
jump. If they don't jump at the
second command, they are not a]-.
lowed to go on with this sort of
work. Parachute work is highly dangerous but there has been only one
fatality at Benning since it started.
A parachutist must make seven successful landings before he is given
ais corps insignia.
* * •
Charlotte, N. C., is not only the
textile center of the South, but is
also the furniture center as we>l.
Learned an interesting
item:
Charlestown, W. Va., spends more
money per family on furniture, radio and; household appliances than
any other city in the country. Last
year $193 per family was spent thus.
Roanoke, Va., came second with
$154; Miami, Fla., third with $118;
San Francisco sixth with $109; New
York city twelfth with $77; Los Angeles twenty-second with $60. But
as states go, California rates first
with $72 for the average family, and
Mississippi lowest with $18. Second
highest state is—guess which? Utah,
with $661
* • •
Reached Washington at. the height
of a storm, said-to be the worst our
eastern seaboard has suffered for
47 years. Wires down; water everywhere; heavy fogs; planes
grounded; transportation hours late.
Into the U. S. senate press gallery
just in time to catch the vote on an
important bill. The Johnny Roosevelts cocktailed with Maj. J. G.
O'Brien of the army general staff
and me that afternoon at the Mayflower. William S. Knudsen was
prancing about the floor doing the
Conga like a debbie; Mrs. Chip Roberts sulked in a corner as John
Tumulty, Woodrow Wilson's wartime secretary, sipped the non-alcoholic drink which Chip Roberts, her
Atlanta born husband makes; the
John J. Ides (he used to be U. S.
civilian aviation observer at our embassy in Paris) danced together.
Ralph Polio, popular manager of
the Hotel Mayflower had died that
night in his sleep from an intestinal
hemorrhage.
Breakfasted late next morning
with Bill Bullitt, former U. S. ambassador to France. He is still a
very active force behind the scenes.
Congressman Summers of Texas,
chairman of the house judicial affairs committee, joined us. A peek
into the future with these two gentlemen waft most illuminating. .
Washington is a madhouse. Bottlenecks in congress, and bottles in hotel lobbies. Scarcely a vacant room
in town. No wonder the veil-run
Statlers are going to build a 1,200
room hostelry for which they have
already broken ground here.
Driving downtown from the Shoreham learned that my taxi driver
was none other than James A. Fitzgerald, one-timer Holly wood director
for Lillian Tashman and others!
Had spent 12 of the better years of
his life with Metro and Pa the; is a
government registered picture operator, works in a local post office
by day and drives a taxi by night.
* • •
Twenty hours after reaching Washington was off again for a sleeper
jump to Knoxville, Tenn. Overnighted at the Andrew Johnson hotel,
whose Johnson hall is said to be
one of the most famous family dining rooms in the South. There are
no menus—the service is family
style, just what you would expect in
the house of a good host. Waitresses
offer a tempting variety of dishes
and are not allowed to take tips.
* * *
SEEING THINGS: Drove on
through beautiful winding roads
past dogwood-crested thickets to
Nashville, more than 200 miles
away. In the rolling hilly country
found dozens of little groups of men
under wide umbrellas alongside the
highway, selling fox furs—mostly
red fox—at extremely low prices for
exceptionally good looking pelts
Also some gray fox, mink, possum
and squirrel. They retail for un
believably low prices of from $10 a
skin up, and none were over $25 s
pelt.

BREAD TRICKS APLENTY!
(See Recipes Below)
'BREAD 'N' BUTTER'
Those new loaves of white bread
featured on grocery store counters
and in bakeries
everywhere these
days look just
Uke the
lPaves of
white bread you
have been buying
for years. But
they're different—they've been "vitamineralized."
"How?" you ask. Through the
use of enriched flour—a wheat flour
which contains added vitamins and
minerals.
It was the Bureau of Home Economics of the United States department of agriculture which sXiggested, when flour standards here were
under discussion, that fortified flour
should contain a specified amount
of vitamin Bl and of iron, and that
nicotinic. acid, riboflavin and calcium should be added.
•Because American dietaries lack
chiefly B-vitamins and iron, the accent was placed here. The law is
that each pound of Enriched Flour,
must contain at least 1.86 milligram* of thiamin (Bl); 6.16-rallligtams of nicotinic acid (pellagrapreventing vitamin); and 6.15 milligrams of iron.
So, now in addition to being the
most. versatile and economical energy-yielding food, bread also provides, in economical form, additional nutrients essential to health.
And; since bread ia the one food
that .probably appears more often
than any.other on the family menu,
I'm going to give you a variety of
new and interesting uses for this
"health food."
A good sharp knife, a loaf of good
baker's bread and your imagination
win do wonders in developing, in
your own kitchen, delicious creations that make your menus full of
new life and interest.
Bread Buttercups.
Remove the crusts from a loaf of
uncut bread. Cut lengthwise slices
from the loaf. Trim the slices so
that they are about 1% inches wide
and the ends pointed. Brush with
an egg and milk mixture and arrange in baking cups, ft is best to
brush the tips with a little melted
butter so that they will brown more
readily. Bake the bread buttercups
in a moderate oven until they are
delicately browned.
Pinwheel Sandwiches.
Trim the crusts from a whole loaf
of uncut bread; cut hi lengthwise
slices. Spread the Bailees with any
desired spread of a creamy consistency. Roll the bread firmly the
narrow way. Small stuffed olives,
nut meats or hard cooked eggs
make an attractive center tor the
roll. The rolls should be tightly
wrapped in waxed paper and chilled
in the refrigerator before slicing.
Oronstades.
Trim crusts from two or three
slices of bread, making even-size
squares. Remove the centers from,
all but one slice. Dip in melted
LYNN SAYS:
Do your menus meet nutritive
requirements, and appetite appeal, too? Careful, now. Here
are 10 points on which to check
your meals for appetite appeal:
1. Avoid repeating the same
food in one meal.
2. Avoid serving more than one
strongly flavored or highly seasoned food in a meal.
3. Avoid using too much of one
type of food in a meal—such as
spaghetti as a main dish and rice
pudding for dessert.
4. Use as much texture contrast as possible—have some soft,
some'solid, and some crisp food
in each meal.
5. Get flavor balance in your
menus by serving some sweet,
some bland, and some acid foods
each meal.
6. Serve some hot and some
cold foods each meal.
7. Serve foods whose colors look
well together and avoid serving
colorless foods in one meal.
8. Try to get contrast in size
and shape in the foods served.
9. Serve leftovers in a new
form.
" 10. Avoid Serving the same food
combinations too often. Serve
some other tart fruit with your
pork, instead of the stand-by applesauce.

It's Picnic Time
Has winter made you forget the
wonderful, carefree afternoons
spent along sparkling streams or
in sunny meadows, munching hot
dogs, dipping into baked beans
and ice cream? It's time to plan
Sunday excursions and be lazy
by eating off paper plates, with
paper forks. And next week Lynn
Chambers will delve into picnic
atmosphere. Watch for her recipes of good things to eat out-ofdoors I
butter, and put together to form
square cases for creamed food.
Bread Patty Gases.
Cut three rounds of sliced bread.
Cut holes in two of them and place
on the first slice Brush with a mixture of egg and milk (1 egg slightly beaten plus % cup of milk) and
bake in a moderate oven until
brown.
Checkerboard Sandwiches.
Remove the crusts and spread
the slices with soft butter, and any
sandwich spread of paste consistency. Then, alternating the slices,
make two stacks of three slices each
—one with a whole wheat slice between two white slices and the other
with a white* slice between two whole
wheat slices. Next, cut the two
stacks into half-inch slices. Spread
with soft butter and another flavor
spread, and alternate them again,
making stacks of three-layer slices
each. Press the stacks together,
wrap each in wax paper and place
in icebox to harden the butter. When
ready to serve, cut crosswise into
thin slices to give the checkerboard
effect.
.
/
Ribbon Sandwiches.
Remove the crusts from four
slices of bread, two white and two
whole wheat. Put them together
with different fillings, wrap in waxed
paper and chill. Cut down through
the four layers in thin slices to form
a ribbon sandwich.
Try these tricks
very soon, wont
you?
You'll receive
no end of compliments on your
ability to prepare
these tasty and
attractive "bread
delights." They are all pictured at
the top t)f the column.
• • •
If you're weary of serving the
usual type of sandwiches when you
entertain, here are "fillers" mat willbring such phrases as "May I have
your recipe?" from fascinated
guests.
Egg Filling.
4 bard cooked eggs
Vt cup chopped cooked bacon or
% cup stuffed olives
Few drops Worcestershire sauce
Cream or salad dressing
Chop eggs, add bacon and Worcestershire sauce. Add ienough
cream or dressing to give a spreading consistency.
Ripe Olive Filling.
Use one cup ripe olives, minced;
one cup finely diced celery; 14 cup
minced nut meats, and salad dressing to taste. Combine olives, celery
and nutmeats and moisten with
dressing, then spread on bread.
Sandwich Loaf.
Trim crusts from a sandwich loaf
of bread and cut in four lengthwise
slices. Spread each slice with softened butter. For the three different
fillings necessary, use any good
combinations of flavor and color,
such as minced ham and pickle, a
yellow cheese mixed with finelychopped green pepper, chives, parsley or watercress, and chopped tomatoes and cucumbers, or a tuna
or salmon mixture. Each of these
i fillings should be mixed with mayonnaise or softened butter so that
it spreads easily. The loaf may be
made several hours ahead of time
if wrapped in waxed paper and kept
in a cool place. Prior to serving,
it is iced on top,
sides and ends
with cream
cheese softened
to spreading consistency with water. mUk or mayonnaise. Garnish
with slices of
stuffed olive, sprigs of parsley or
endive. For serving, cut in thick
slices. This loaf will serve 10 to
12 persons.
(XUleutd by WeiUru N«wipap«i Union.)
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,g was .visitant'"WHirj »• L. Bell returned to Anita
Piends in Anit^d** tf* , d»y from his cottage at
, Worthing lives fa. and will spend several days here h*
fjiis sister, -Mrs. D. ft. fore returning to his summer home. "
fcusband.
—
__
—
~ . '=
?he numbers of the Highlanders
_ Brown has returned to club were guests Wednesday after
Kfenlo Park, Cal., after noon of Mrs. Frank Miller at her home
Iral weeks visitm* here'on Maple Street. A social afternoon
jt, Mrs. Isola Bangham was spent by those present The next
brother, John <J. Jenkins, meeting of the club will be on June q
relatives and friends, with Mrs. Fred Pratt

Ross Brookner left Anita Friday~for The Evening Dinner and Bridge
>s Angeles, Cal., where he will take club were guests Thursday evening of
a six week's course in welding and Dr. and Mrs. C. U. Johnson at their
where he expects to find employment. home on Chestnut Street. Other
guests, besides the members, were Mr.
Chapter~EZ>. E. 0. Sisterhood met and Mrs. Raymond Lantz and Miss
at the home of Mrs. Joe Vetter on Joan Faulkner. A 1 p'clpck covered
West Mfcin Street Tuesday afternoon. dish? dinner preceded the bridge sesMrs. Carl Millard was assisting host- sions at which high scores were held
ess. A,,report of the state convention by Mrs. Johnson and Mr. Lantz.
was given by Mrs. Raymond Lantz.
Roll call was, "Let's Go Out In the The members of the Susie Q club
Garden." A lunch was served by the were entertained by Miss Mary
hostesses.
Lucille Henderson Thursday evening
By WARREN BAVLEY
at her home here. Other guests, beThe members of the Bide-a-Wee sides the members, we're Miss Geralbridge club were guests of Mrs. Azel dine Cleaver, Miss Norma Knowlton, White Sands National Monument, off into the beautiful desert.
New Mexico
S. Ames Thursday afternoon at her Miss Amy Knowlton, Miss Maxine rnu•
.
Strange little mice scampered about
home on Chestnut Street. Gtiests, be- Stager, Mrs. Paul Henderson, Mrs. This is an amazing and almost almost unseen- They've turned white
Uh€n men<
sides the membrs, were Mrs. Henry Ralph Lett and Mrs. John Witte.
°
® °f J1"*?™- J t > match their glistening surroundlike a page from the Arabian ings Later we saw their brothers on
Maduff, Mrs. John Budd, Mrs. B. D. Rummy and pinochle were played
Nights.
Forshay and Mire. G. 'M. DeCamp! during the evening.
the drab colored flats adjoining the
A desert of the whitest sand you desert and they wore coats of brown.
High scorer at bridge during the afternoon was Mrs. Glen Highley.
| The members of the Helping 'Hand ever saw,, it covers some 250 square Further north, in the
lava-flow
country, w€
:Iub were entertained by Mrs. Clyde miles, mie expanse of rolling, gyp- .country,
we noticed
noticed tthey had turned
The Anita Literary club met Thurs- Pollock Thursday at a one o'clock sura sand dunes is surrounded by the aimost black,
day afternoon at the home of Mrs. dinner. Seventeen members and five contrasting, dark and rugged Sacra- It is generally agreed, by the fellows
Lester King southwest of Anita. The visitors, Mrs, Harold McCrory, Mrs. mento and Sari Andres Mountains. who know about such things, that
meeting was opened with the reading Paul Steele, Mrs. Robert MteCrory,To the north rises Sierra Blanca
(White Mountain) whose 12,000 foot IJ^*- Sands came from the massive
of "The Greatest Need," by Mrs. Mrs. Albert Eilts and Mrs. Lyle „„„.,
•
i
, . ., • . .
| beds of gypsum known to underlie the
Merle Denne and it was taken from Scholl, were present. The afternoon peak is only now losing its winter cap I valley basin. Dissolved in underof
snow.
the club year book. A Mother's Day was spent by the women piecing a
waters
that percolated
Established as a National IMonu- ground
_.
...
... to the
program was presented under the di- quilt for the hostess. Mrs. Ray„„_.
. u,
.. . ,
,.1 surface, the gypsum was left as a
\.
•
r<
rection of Mrs. Dosha V. Scholl which Schuler will be* hostess at the next ment eight years ago and located near , • ,
the center of New Menico's southern!™ ^by evaporation. Crumbltag
consisted of a reading by her entitled, meeting of the dub on May 29.
th
h
border, it takes in about 40 percent I ™^ *he ages and weathered by
"Mother, A Word That Means the
*i,« granular
~~, i
jdeposits
-t n.
i
wind, this
ot the
themselves'.
, crust
, , .has.. turned
,
, to driftMrs. Faye Petersen Was hostess to ~f
World to Me" and roll call, "A Tribute
„andj a section
.,
..
,.
ing
sands
of
fantastic
beauty,
of the surrounding The roce
the members of the Original Sunshine
to Mother."
G-E ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES
P ss is still going on, so
club Thursday at her home southeast valley, a total area of 143,146 acres. these dunes
are
constantly acquiring
of Anita.'"At" noon a covered dish The Park Service staff, headed by the|new
Production must be
dinner was served to the ten mem- obliging Custodian, Mr. Johnwill, slow companions.
h
' °wever, because this gleaming
bers and : their husbands and three Faris, keeps this marvel of nature ini white
des rt
* appears no larger today
OR.B.L.MEURER .visitors who were present. The after- its proper state of natural beauty. I
than
when
I first saw it years ago.
Adair, Iowa
noon was spent by the ladies sewing 'Driving in on a road leading
They tell me the entire body of sand
carpet rags for the hostess. During through rippling, white sands and
is slowly drifting towards the town of
X-Ray and Neurocalometer Service the afternoon A contest put on was past scores of glittering dunes, we
Alamogordo at the rate of 8 or 10
Office Hours: 9 to 12—1:30 to 6. won by Mrs. Frank Petersen. Mrs.reached the heart of the wasteland.
inches a year. But, being 15 miles
It
seemed
virginal
and
unexplored,
,
N.
'Eaylor.xjained
the
club
at
this
Sat. Nite 1 to 10. Sun. 10 to 11 a;in,
but that's because the wind quickly away, it shouldn't be worried. I
Open Wednesday Night — Phone 37 meeting.' fflfirp..Ed. Anderson will be
figured out that it wo^t be engulfed
hostess ••jit'''"jfljtf next meeting of the wipes out visitors' footprints.
We left the road on foot as cars for at least 100,000 years.
club oil
'
aren't allowed to drive over the dunes. The sands began to cool rapidly at
A few bayonette cactus and brittle sundown, which is the best time to
desert growths are scattered over the view this magic land. In the slanting
unbelievably white sands that are con- rays of the sun the shadowed dunes
stantly swept by the winds into ever- and ripples stand out more clearly.
changing shapes. Coyotes roam the ( It is also the time to use your camera,
area and we saw many at close range though your memory alone will long
in broad daylight. Protected here, retain a picture of this magnificent
they,stared back boldly beforei-loping scene.
Your summer vacation will be more
i the Mid- ,1
enjoyable if you plan it carefully in
d Crown U J
"Trailer Vagabond" Is Sponsored and Appears In This Paper
i tout »1
advance. Rock Island travel experts
115 the c
will
gladly
assist
in
planning
an
Through the Courtesy of
1 bond, KI* to liteit
itinerary for you and will furnish all
leiatenxud
needed data.
i dm.-AcmidAnita, Iowa
TEXACO PRODUCTS
Phone 25T
Travel by train makes possible a
ethitdocvacation on which you do nothing but
11 specific
relax and enjoy yourself. None of
prefer Red
6 toll
the worries or hazards of driving. Woodrow Wilson left Anita Sunday | The pupils, teacher and parents of
Rock Island main line trains are air- for Los Angeles, Cal., where he, the school at Berea held a picnic
conditioned, and assure you the speed, expects to find employment. Mrs. Thursday. A covered dish dinner was
safety, comfort and economy of mod- Wilson and the children went to Hop- served at noon which was enjoyed by
ern
rail travel.
kins, Mo., where they will visit .rela- those present. Miss Esther ISttner
cms
tives and friends for several weeks. of Greenfield is teacher of the school
Ask about
and has been re-elected to teach again
A DOCTOR'S car must be dependable, sign and let Red Crown begin to make
TRAVEL on CREDIT
Mrs. Alvina Spry and Miss Cleo next year.
his motor fuel uniformly responsive, itself a favorite with you.
Go Now—Pay Later
Spry were hostesses Thursday afterpowerful. In the Midwest, Red Crown
fine gasolines priced to suit your
is "what the doctororders"—twice as 3purse:
Ask Rock Island Agent for complete noon to twenty-three women at a
Grant No. 4 P. T. A. met one evenAt the RED Crown pump—Red
often as any other brand!
travel information or address
miscellaneous post-nuptial shower for ing last week at the school house
Crown, regular priced ... Ac the WHITE
But doctors are not alone in apprepump—Solite, premium quality
Mrs. Clyde Spry. Games and contests northwest of Anita. A picnic - supper
ciating the uniform high quality, the Crown
C. C. GARDNER, A. G. P. A.
. . . At the BLUE Crown pump—Stanowere enjoyed by those present during preceded the meeting. Students of
generous power packed into Standard lind,
bargain priced.
721 Locust Street
Red Crown. Among all motorists in
the afternoon with prizes being won the school put on a short program folDes Moines, Iowa
Enjoy a National Credit Card . . .
the Midwest, Red Crown leads—two
by
Miss Beth Knowlton and Mrs. Wil- lowing the business sessions of the,,
Apply at any Standard Oil Dealer.
S>-; to one. Stop next at a "Standard Service"
bur
Dorsey of Anita and Mrs. Claude organization. Officers for the ensuing
RocK
SEE rOUR STANDARD OIL DBAUR
Have Your
Spry
of Wiota. A color scheme of year were elected as follows-: Mrs. E.
Island pink and
Ticket Routed
white was carried out in the M. Wilson, president; Mrs. George
L L M I D W E S T M O T O R I S T S JTS. R E D . C R Q y V N .W2 to
lunch which was served by the host- Lund, vice president; and Beatrice
esses. The guest of honor was the Mortensen, teacher of the school,
secretary.
recipient of many gifts.
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BEFORE ^RESENT PRICES ADVANCE

:AN AISO SUPPLY YOUR NEEDS FOR

e Store

J. Burl Roots, Proprietor

prescribe for their cars

Plan Now for a
GRANP VACATION

£&>r^
' »*<:<

t?*i:*

by Train

WAGNER'S FILLING STATION

pliable in emergencies

NOTICE!

has a RlBE like this
mfm^f' ^^^f ^^^

^^f

^BF

NO OTHER CAB HAS ALL THESE IMPROVEMENTS!

- "«• UK VUlt A

WE

I'""1 I

ytvO'

^^S^^^^^^^^^^f^T

TRAOefOH ANY AMU AU MAKES

NEW FORD RIDE
glow wa*y line J.OWB how
ford "Slow-Motion Springt" smooth out
the Ride after car travels over ro*d bump.

BETTER

HEADQUARTERS FOR
DARLING'S SOIL BUILDER
THE FARMERS COOP.
C. F. DARROW, Manager

COMPARE WITH THIS
Showing how, with .tiffer, f«t«-'-»5'*
Wring* effect of bump on pa««W«» to the «rf
ta b3d to be both greater and longer-hrttag.

ir

;

^

-.^mmijinFS i

*."^>v

_^ —^

ROSE MOTOR
^^"^^*^^^

WAGNER FILLING STATION
ANITA, IOWA
JSL

Try the big '41 Ford with "Slow-Motion
Springs") Here'* RIDING EASE that's winning praise everywhere! Compare before
YOU trade!
~.
i* • • • • " •
Take t&|$heel aj»d test the ride! You'll discover
a
car wjb^stsuli aap stops without bobbing or
dipping!'A'car^thatrrides more SMOOTHLY and
SOFTLY and QUIETLY than any Ford car in history—thank* tp the big, new, gentle-acting
''Slow-Motion %Bings"!
The "MeasureStick" proves Ford ROOMIEST
°f all low-price cars. For VALUE, the 1941 Ford
gives you mo** than 30 genuinely important
testures unmatched by any other low-price car.
The 1941 Ford tops its class for RIDE-ROOM
—ECONOMY—VALUE! Try it—soon/ .. • Liberal
trade-in allowances now!

GET THLFACKS AND
YOU1LGETAFOHD!

PROMPT SERVICE FOR THE
REMOVAL OF DEAD ANIMALS, LARGE OR SMALL.
WE PICK THEM UP PROMPTLY> PHONE 257.

ANITA, IOWA

IF YOUR LOCKER IS
RUNNING LOW
SEE US ABOUT A QUARTER OF BEEF TO
REFILL IT.
WE HAVE SOME NICE QUARTERS. -

Miller's Lockers
ANITA — WIOTA — CUMBERLAND
THERE IS ONE NEAR YOU

vu

THEANjTA TRIBUNE

In LOS ANGELES

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

I
rrtr
PUfiftBY

Man About Town

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

Yorkers Are Talking About:
Lesson for May 25
£**£*** law blz tUt for
--—-- after his Collier's piece (anyWeeta
and Scripture texts ae, understand about the gwring Lindbetgh) . . . The trouWe
C
B
.T7ighte,£, ^ InteSSSoffi
Rell8lou8
at know nrtatter
what I Halle Selassie's daughter is having
Edueation; u«d by
!
say li 4h« inattwr
to come here . . .
with meth*. docnephew, Wm. Patrick
BROADENING CHRISTIAN
tor fives me the
^summoned by the N.
HORIZONS: PETER'S VISION
same pttL At first
md his plans to enI thought it was *«.,m~i
' ^tead . . . The
muffled groans over at the Sateve- GOLDEN TEXT-Then Peter opened his
>outh. and said. Of a truth I penaiv* that
>dif.
Ca 1
oa is no respecter ol persons.—'Acts 10 :M.
"*"1wJw
^ 2?e year a«° u P811*
6 1lMcKelwa
A *
y * big advance
c** fc.
fee (for a series of South American
best argument for Christianof an ulsei'^te^tooth I Pieces) and not one word has been ity"The
is a Christian" (Henry Drumne pill I been getting for submitted yet.
mond). Peter presented just such
„, cramps, soar throte tod
an argument when, early in the his[wish you would send me
Pegler's terrific mad-on with Lib- tory of Christianity, there arose a
| of any kind. It !don't raaterty mag. He sold it a yam on difference of opinion regarding his
[they are BO long is they unions, guilds, etc., but if n run side ministry to a Gentile and his family.
tent from the one I get here by Bide with a yarn debunking his The stumbling stone of offense bep inclosing one so you won't piece. Tfe debunking smarticle is came a stepping stone to higher
"lit.
bylined by J. Woll, of the American things, leading to the place of broad*•'.•.'•"
« i5* Labor ' • • Shep Fields' er horizons. Peter, instead of apr think the draft army takes fdefinition
of an isolationist: A guy pealing to his apostolic authority or
serious and in a way I can't who sits on a fence long after a asserting his position, simply relatcuz men have been show- normal man feels splinters.
ed what God had done. He presentsick call by the hundreds
ed the best proof that God had actuat of there are so many
FDR being fed up with the Axis ally been at work; namely, a renurses in the-camp hospi- propaganda and his belief that a deemed soul.
; is the only way to get near counter-offensive of free ideas should
We may learn from this lesson
|A11 these guys get is an- be sent abroad. He thinks it is Hit- that the way to broadened horizons
so I ..gess. to get into a ler's weak point—because in Europe and greater usefulness for the
spital you have to have at —any man who believes what he church is by
broken leg .but I think they sees—is a Fifth Columnist against
I. A Vision of God's Plan (w.
st try a pill on me for that Hitterl . . . The "beat" of the 5-10).
week: That the administration has
i are equally precious in
been sounded out by influential Ital_
it.
God taught Peter very
ave had some nice warm ian exiles for permission to set up in effectively that,
whether Gentile or
itch is a grate relief becuz N. Y. the government of the Re- Jew, the Lord is "not willing that
I was drafted I feel like public of Italy!!!!!!
any should perish, but that all should
in the Klondike and I
come to repentance" (II Pet. 3:9).
new it wuz so cold outdoors
The Gov't Is actively considering
When God speaks we do well to
fer befoar,. But the ground the best location in the U. S. where give
to His • message, even
_; out and so is the drill ser- foreign agents can do themselves the thoughheed
it
cuts
across our ideas and
i everybody is happier man most—and the Axis the least—good
as it often does. It is
ne since our numbers came . . . Naval conferences hi London prejudices,
our plan that is important; it is
at glass bowL We see rob- have reached the point of a discus- not
God's plan and purpose. As we
every day now and we sion of Joint command of all demo- walk in that way we shall have
; the fire go out in the stoves cratic vessels — Atlantic (British),
II. An Experience of God's Power
get in the modern draft Pacific (U. S.)
(w.
11-15).
some of us are even takThe
Holy Spirit had fallen on the
i and shoes off when
Notes of a Newspaperman
Gentiles and they actually had been
ibed.• • *
The Story Tellers: Raymond Les- saved. Is it not singular that in the
I the war is over before next lie Buell, a Fortune editor, warns early church they could hardly ^be[as I am^sirickly a warm FDR is "in danger of becoming the lieve that a Gentile could be saved?
fighter I am afraide. If American Chamberlain." That takes Now we are astonished if a Jew is
fever a expedishunery foarce the President all the way around the saved! Why will we in our unbelief
covers so mtltch territory block. He's;been called "dictator," limit the Holy One of Israel?
The all-powerful gospel of the
as all climates and I hope "warmonger" and now "appe'aser."
gets, Sent to .Africa and The name-callers invent the name grace of God is still saving men and
place where there is snow to fit their special angle . . . There women, Jews and Gentiles, from
The more I think of the are six kinds, of escort who are prac- their sins. Have you seen it happter here in camp the more tically a guarantee of spinsterhood, pen? It is a great inspiration to
heiate what G. Washington an anonymous model reports hi faith and service. God is ready so
at Valley Poafge., We "Beauty Is My. Career" to Cosmo- to encourage us—He is the same toi no river in no open boat politan. The hah! dozen will spend day as He was when He sent Peter
orse in the middle to inter- plenty on a gal's face, but nothing to Cornelius. Are we willing to run
the rowjng but that was on the third finger of the left hand His errands, proclaim His message?
he only difference I gess but . . . An editorial in the SEP states: To do so we need
" I a m squawking mom. "If the country is unable or unwill- . III. An Appreciation of God's
ing for the duration of the war to Word (v. 16).
The best way to learn the meanave lots of visitors now and freeze its economic disputes, to for.next Sun- get its class jealousies, to put out of ing of God's Word is to use it, live it,
jrou would
its
mind
such
a
thought
of
equity
of
obey it. "If any man will do his
Ue Armsacrifice, then its life is hi danger1' will, he shall know of the 'doctrine,
up last
. . . Them's fine words. We hope whether it be of God" (John 7:17).
Fand Kitty,
the Satevepost will set an example Peter had learned anew that God's
wuz up
. . . Page 122 of the SEP has a Word meant just what it said. We
and, I
cartoon about a silly ostrich with who are God's servants should bef close call
its head buried in the sand. It's lieve His Word and act on it in faith.
'both mite
good to know they can laugh at them
ne on the
Observe that Cornelius had gathselves
. . . Read Stanley High's ered
flay. The
a group in his household to hear
piece:
"Hitler
Ersatz
Religion"
in
rria for visitors
is wonderful
the Word of God (Acts 10:27, 33).
:
Reader's
Digest.
He
says
Germany
those nicKJe-m-the-slot
Could we not do the same? "Cantheir God, Hitler is their Christ not
Eand i while thfS food may not is
each calculate with exactness
some time 9nd place where the gos«tte p5t6i^t('iii|' tjitft army it is and Mein Kampf is their bible.
is to be preached, and is it not
lobkuiisil^d ;^<5poks take
The Front Pages: The Associated pel
possible to bring thither one's relanes wi«imt*$^g don't in- Press
great space and tives and friends? Secondly, when
inore mom on ink to contributed
a group's selections. They present in 'axplace of worship, can: of I have 6e^a|tag kitchen honored
American wom- not each be prepared to say, 'We are
muteh I:c^tft;i%k of eats en—who outstanding
"made the greatest strides all here present'—all, family and
in the last 50 years" . . . In the friends, mind as well as body; 'in
Ing pb^atiJ|atlF|pS-to peal
of aviation the honored were the sight of God'—not to be seen by
'agin tomorrow witeh I don't field
Ruth Nichols, a South American others, not conscious so much of
and becuz their must be lady named Mrs. Miguel Otero, and
[Of other soldiers who are as Anne Lindbergh . . . Amelia Ear- others as of the presence of God; 'to
ft it as me but I keep getting hart, hi short, is not only Gone—but hear all things'—not to be amused
I on and, the mess-sergeant Forgotten . . . The Pulitzer Prize or to sleep; 'that have been comp_ is part of my vocashunaL Committee's award to the Pulitzer manded thee of the Lord'—not to
listen to human conjecture or the expaper hi St. Louis (for getting rid of ploiting of doubts, but to receive a
i
*•.»..•
a smoke nuisance) was like seeing positive message which is delivered
[funny the garage ain't found a man pin a medal on himself.
in a reverent spirit and with the
Komer
for my j&lopy as it is
ld
prophetic formula: 'Thus saith the
shape and had only been
This column's orchids for the best
What would happen were all
200,000 miles arid I told the editorial cartoon of the month go to Lord.'
churches filled with such
hat I would knock $4 off my Rollin Kirby of the N. Y. Post . . . Christian
• price of $45 on account of The caption was "The Capital of the audiences?" (Charles R. Erdman).
This brings us to what is most imHires .don't hold air long and World of Tomorrow Will Be Either
«5ht handed doar is off. I wish Berlin or Washington" (which Will- portant of all in broadening our
ud call him up arid ask him kie said hi a speech) ... . In a sofa spiritual horizons.
IV. An Understanding of God's
• 530 for it as I need money chair is "Isolationist" with his newsnere is anuther delay hi the paper (featuring Lindbergh's oppo- Love (vv. 17, 18).
[Pay.
God's love is for all people. Since
sition to British aid) on the floor
Your loving son,
"Average American" (that a He has not raised any barriers of
t t
Oscar.
you and me and Kirby) is pushing a race, creed, color, class, or social
P—I wrote Olive Johnson but finger in The Old Man's direction position, it is not for His followers,
(get
no answer so I wish you and saying: "I don't want war any and assuredly not for His. servants,
»eeUoif she has moved away or more than you do, but I don't pro- to set up hindering restrictions
not worry about me as pose to let this guy Hitler take ME which He does not countenance. If
au
right except for two over. And don't you call me a war- God intended to save Gentiles, Peter
3 toes
wanted to be an instrument in His
where a Army saucer monger!"
my foot.
hand, not a hindrance in His way.
• • «•-.'.-•.•
In Daladler's new book, ''France One of the needs of our day is that
those doing God's work should not
uniforms have been abanwithstand Him and His love. He
" sailors in the U. S. navy
"~g on ship, and khaki once said sadly: "What can I do who is the same yesterday, today,
The yachting influence about it? Gamelin doesn t LIKt and forever, is ready to work as
81
powerfully today as He did in the
about disappeared every- tanks!"
days of Peter and Paul, or of Finney
and Moody. Let us give Him liberty
* * •
••
Typewriter Ribbons: Benjamin to work in and through us, not as we
•UEVE 'EM WHEN
may wish, but as He desires. Who
.
**EX SAX: ''•
is obedience to ooa . . •"""""•
Se
P'* rgeant.--Just .your size. Often the man the public tars and ar e we that we should withstand
feathers today has a ^'^^l* God?
—I've got a date
Goal of Life
The S°tobeat convicts is with conOh
yd
we
trust
that, somehow,
vovfl
Jack Warwick's: Few
will be the final goal of ill,
Sricans'want war. They hate it Good
thke!a.nt--The flicker you —but hatred is not^eace . . . AK- That nothing walks with aimless
1'eet
*• «*ner you'll
That not one life shall be destroyed.
Or cast as rubbish to the void.
When God has made the pile complete.—Tennyson.
-A. B. Watac
anything?
Camp Shelby
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SEWING CIRCLE

L. LUNDOU1ST. D. D
^oody BtSe Irititute '
Oteleagedby Western Newspaper Union.)

infinitely better than slips not
made to your measure. Pattern
provides for sttap style as well as
built-up shoulders. Included in
this design are slim-hipped
panties.
* • •

Pattern No. 8936 Is designed In even
tfzes 38 to 52. Size 38. built-up shoulders,
4% yards 39-inch material. For this atjtracttve pattern, .send your order to:

**««*.—4-njuj ^ .O-1O

SEWING CIRCLE PATTERN DEPT.
Boom 13M
Xll W. Wacker Dr.
Chicago
Enclose 16 cents for each pattern.
Pattern No.
i. Six*

Name
Address

Right of the Accused

Ifs

HOTEL
CLARK
Nearest downtown hotel
to HOLLYWOOD
XXnTH the movie capital of the world
"and western America'* radio city
within the border* of Lot Angele*.
entertainment reaches ita senith. Qajr
night*, laughter and life; sunny day*
filled with thrill* and excitement. In
the center of everything i* dtoatcd
the HOTEL CLARK at Fifth and
BUI Street*. A hotel where you win enjoy bokpitaUty toitsraUe*te«tent;where
you will find your etkry who anticipated.
Whether ybp «tay in IXM Angefei for a
fnrd>yioramontli;ebo<»e Hotel Clark,
downtown in the heart of thingt.

The right of. an accused person
to be confronted by his accusers
is based upon the law of imperial
Borne. This protection of St. Paul
threads its way through the English law and is not original with
our Constitution. Festus, the
555 BOOKS with Baths/rom$2.50
Roman procurator of Judea, an"Famdtu for Good Food
swered Paul's accusers (Acts
from Coa*t-to-CoaMt"
XXV, 16) at Jerusalem: "It is
not the manner of the Romans to
deliver any man to die before that
he which is accused have the acExposed Defect
cusers face to face, and have
Let a defect, which is possibly
licence to answer for himself con- but small, appear undisguised.
cerning the crime laid against A fault concealed is presumed to
Mm."
be great.—Martial.

'"PHIS slip is designed especially
••• for large women. It's, made
with underarm and waistline darts
to ensure comfortable bust fit and
a slim silhouette. You'll like it

Masonry Via Wire
Even the laying of a cornerstone
has been done over electric wires,
says Colliers. Not long ago hi London, 10,000 Masons in an exhibition hall watched a dignitary go
through such a ceremony, every
movement of laying the substitute
stone a'ctuating, through electrical
synchronization, the laying of the
real stone on the site of a hospital
several miles away.

INDIGESTION
may affect th* Hurl

Ou trtptxd In the «tomifh or nOM m»y ut ld»_•
hmlr-uiggcr on the htut. At Uw Dm «l»n of dlitroi
smut nun tod women depend on B«n-wu TrtUU to
nt tu tree. No liuilfa but Bute <K Uw fulMtactlnc medicines known for told IndiMrtlon. If th>
FIBST D03B doeui't »n>«« BeU-iK. b«tur. Mlatn
boltlo to ui and nceln DOUBLE Mooej Bitk. Kt,

Habits Multiply
111 habits gather by unseen degrees, as brooks make rivers/livers run to seas.—Ovid.

Two Escapes
ways of escape from this nightAt each minute,we are obliterat- mare, of forgetting it: pleasure
ed by the idea and the sensation and, work. Pleasure amuses us.
of tune. And there are only two Work fortifies us. Let us choose.

PMIDDLE-AGE
WOMEN
HEED THIS ADVICEII
Thousands of women
are helped to go smuIng thru distress peculiar to women—caused
by this period In We—
with Lydlft K. Pinkham's vegetable Com*gs^. pound—famous for
over 60 years. Plniham's Compound
—made especially lor women—has
helped thousands to relieve such,
weak, nervous feelings due to this
functional disturbance. Try Itl

SUCCESS IS ASSURED

Various Wishes
had only one heart; grief, two I
Peace With Reason
Anger wishes that all mankind tear-glands; and pride, twoHBeBtl Peace rules the day, where reahad only one neck; love, that it knees.—Richter.
TNeon rules the mind.—Collins.

uniiD
nUUlf

THE MAN WHO DID IT

-

TEST PILOT ANDY McDONOUQH

OMB*
MADE TD ORDER PDF
SMOKING. AND CAMELS

HAVE THE FLAVOR

THE SMOKE OF SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS GIVES YOU

28% LESS NICOTINE
than the average of the 4 other largest-selling cigarette*
tested— leu than any of them— according to independent
scientific tecta of the amoke Itself

THE
THE CIGARETTE OF

COSTLIER TOBACCOS

SMOKE'S
THE
THING!

COUNTY, IOWA, THURSDAY, MAY 29, 1941

Is Started to Obtain RECENT RAINSLESSEN
ANITAN FINED AS
BUG PROBLEM
OF ACCIDENT
For Anita Scouts CHINCH
For Cass^ Adair Hired PaeRESULT
The chinch bug situation in Cass
R/ Plowman of Anita was

_ :;:^u:^m:

is cheaper?^ $550 to appre- county is not so serious as it was, achend
^convict
and maintain one boy cording to Dr. Carl Drake, state enlie Operator* Hay Begin
orm ach(
1
£»*
™
x>
for one year or to tomologist, who made a tour-of the
j
Mver-s Licenses
tree $& and make possible the op- county last week.
fa Office Starting
portunity for a boy to go straight in Recent rains have killed many of
londay, Jton* •>.;.*•?, f
gte^yjlcouts for a year. This was the newly hatched bugs, while others
tte statement issued this week by died of starvation when winter wheat
Scout Master Jerry Redburn, as he be- was killed by severe weather, leaving
will Segteto •** gan a drive to obtain by contribution them nothing to feed on until the
er's license Jtthe 2, an- .enough money to send the 24 Anita spring crops began their growth.
. W. Fischer, commis- scouts and approximately 15 to 20 Grasshoppers are hatching out in
blic safety, this week, cub scouts to the state park at Lewis large numbers, especially in the Cumdepartment of public for a one week outing the last week berland and Massena areas, but they
may not damage crops because of the
nploy special clerks in in July.
»t townvtfjgjtttyr the TO. Over half of the money needed to abundance of other green foliage.
[for the purpose of ac- send these boys to the park for a week Sonie alfalfa and clover fields are badly
.
^^feW*1**** this summer had been obtained at infested with the young pests and it
iued by these depart- the ;time this paper went to press may be necessary to obtain bait for
" \<i#r;a8.an: and it is- hoped that everyone who their control, he stated.
to possibly can, will give willingly to Areas farther north from here report large-numbers of chinch bugs
license, this worthy cause.
at of A good strong scout troop is a very since more rain fell here than in some
lowans valuable asset to the community as of the other counties with large numappli- it helps keep the younger children bers of bugs.
There has
'*»• •••••WWU*?'^?'"''*****'*^"* T6* busy and out of trouble.
and thfe extension of been numerous attempts to establish Duane Bowen left Sunday on a 12and e*i>edite issuance an enthused group of boys here and day tour of southern states sponsored
license.! ''^L'\^-'.^'c'''' Mr. Redburn hopes that every parent by the Iowa Rural Young People.
ssioner urgea that lowans will encourage their son or sons to Mrs. Ross Wilbourn and son, Ross,
ations through the de- join the troup now so that it will de- Jr., of Hugerton, Kan., are visiting
isentatives temporarily Velope into a strong organization.
in Anita this week with relatives and
the county. Th^! new 'Al^irof the troop committee which friends.
[.be a photographicrepro- is composed of Albert Karns, chairIthe application and the man* Lake Bear, Edward Ruggles, Mr. and Mrs. Chester A. Long mof 19«&-41:li«m«e will not be Chas. Walker and Wim. Crawford, Jr., tored to Excelsior Springs, Mo., last
W$3$. tiiesbottpm 6f the scout master, Herry Redburn, or Wednesday where Mr. Long is reJfi^S%ijt :\$jf a renewal assistant scout masters, Harry Sheller ceiving medical care at a sanatorium
t yeart W4M6/ In filling and Lawrence Hofmeister, Jr., will ac- there.
plication the commissioner, cept your contribution and see that it
Chas. Karns has purchased a lot
| it must bemade out inis placed in the vacation fund.
from Mir. and Mrs. Chas. Campbell
• written with black typejust south of their residence in Anita
4-H PRESIDENT WILL
instructions were is- ATTEND GIRIS* RALLY and has moved the'home he recently
built onto ft.
by the department of
r for filling out the renew- Phyllis Nissen, state girls' 4-H club
president, will be a guest of the Cass Mrs. Effle Blakesley of Red Cloud,
brint name in full giving county 4-H girls at their annual rally Neb., is visiting in Anita this week
day to be held at the Lewis high school with relatives and friends. Mrs.
I and last name,
Blakesley is a sister of Postmaster
•address or R. F. D. num- next Tuesday.
The program, announced by Miss George O. Smither, Mrs. Lake Bear
and Miss Lillie Smither.
lication using black ink, Wilma Warren, county girls' 4-H chair[usual signature, which man, will include community singing; Mr. and Mrs. John Reimers and son,
wilj[;)differ from the talks by Mrs. Elmer Smith, countyRoyce, of Los Angeles, Cal., spent
middle names. " •,
. home project chairman, and Clifton several days in Anita during the past
$ the'•'ffljtjbV,anything in Pollock, county farm bureau presi- week visiting at the home of his sister,
boxer on the applica- dent; business meeting, including Mrs. IL C. Faulkner and family and
election of officers; a symposium on, with other relatives in Adair.
[ photograph <1" x 1%"), "Our Club Did It This Way," by the
' space provided. DO not club presidents; and a song festival. A divorce action has been filed in
The afternoon program will begin the Cass county-district court by W. E.
~L~~t ^^Pllc*ti°n by
f
W^tih
group singing to be followed by Perdue against Laura V. Perdue in
^^,|if\'?rtbber 'jibbercement does not curl initiation of the honorary member; a which he seeks a divorce on grounds
Son. '••'"''"' ' / 1 ' . - , :
. ' 'JJUk by l^ter Soukup, Cass county of cruel and inhuman treatment.
i photograph-is not desir- agricultural agent; presentation of, According to the petition, the couple
applkant wishes to in- "Good Citizens—Good Neighbors," by was married at Red Oak, Iowa, Feb.
alue of the 'driver's license the 4-fB girls; and installation of offi- 27, 1907, and lived together until
March 1, 1941. Until this spring the
Itincation^erjBncate-, place cers.
All Cass county 4-H girla invite the Perdues lived on a farm one mile west
general public to attend their annual of
rally
day program.
lotion Carefully to

inforjjjSjrtJoti is complete.
appUcajibnfe must be re- Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jones of Sacraapplicants for corrections. mento, Cal., visited a few days in
in youf county, mail
to Drivar-a License Ddvi- Mr. and Mrs. Earl Sampson are the
: 1487," Des Iji&nes, Iowa, parents of a 7 pound boy baby which

|;Iowa Department of Pub- Adair. He has been named Michael
Please.do not send coins
K'. If you do'so, it is at

jrisk. Stamps-cannot be ac- The annual Memorial Day dinner |
Isioner Fischer added furth- will again be served this year by the!
ladies oif the Congregational church]

" applications must be filled Friday noon7 in the church dining |
' an employee of the departi Each year large numbers o f .
Jpublio safety or a notary room,
people that are here for the day take
advantage of the dinner.
The Cass county AAA office an*D WOOL POOL
nounced^ this
week that the polling
' START
JUNE
9.«vuu
- t —
* aum* » i
^ May 31st—
for
referendum|
?°unty farmers' brought in'on wheat marketing quotas for the j
PQ tons of wool dujiiig the|fi ra t supervisoral district, which inPool of the year. Tlie wool j eludes tirant, Lincoln, Bfenton and
ibled in Atlanite during the Franklin townships, will be at the
r* of May.
Wiota town, hall. The polls in the
»ss county sheep *nd wool' county will be open from 9 a. m. until
fUnder the direction <of E. G.! 5 p. m.
j
""dent,, will sponsor* second
of June 9 in Atlantic Announcement was made this week
' the marriage of Keith Chadwick,
^ ,,j. m,,cj.o WM" . «* We "•"""'s0 v
riUo^iinnlf
«.*

T

A

• "

«. .«

^«.

fined $50 for reckless driving and $20
for failure to report an accident in
a justice court in Atlantic Tuesday
as the result of an automobile accident on West Main Street here about
10:^0 Friday morning. Mr. Plowman
was imprisoned in the county jail
until Saturday afternoon when he was
released following the posting of a
$200 bond until hia hearing this morning.
' .
(
It is reported that Plowman was
coming from the west into town and
he- swerved around a car driven by
Anderson Bell, who had just driven
away from the D>r. P, TJ Williams
residence, crashing head-on into a
1941 Buick driven by John L. Kunzelmann of Milwaukee, Wis* Mr. Kunzelmann was accompanied by J. Bernard Maher of Defiance, Ohio. Maher
and Kunzelmann escaped with minor
cuts and bruises while Plowman was
uninjured.
Plowman allegedly left the accident
immediately and was found some time
later by the highway patrol.
TWO CONSCRIPTS TO
The Kunzelmann-car was damaged
REPORT NEXT WEEK to the extent of around $200 and the
Plowman machine, a 1939 Chevrolet,
Call No. 14, the first for the month received damages to the amount of
of June issued by the Cass county about $100.
selective service board, orders two
conscripts, Ross Albert Peterson, 32, W. R. Cryer returned to his home
and Joseph Edward Daniels, 32, both here Wednesday f rom- a several weeks'
of Atlantic, to report at 8:45 p. m.visit with his son, Max, at Morris, 111.
June 5, the 24th anniversary of the Saturday Mr. Cryer began working in
first draft registration of the a grocery store in Adair.
first World wap The men, after reporting to the\ local board, will be
Sheriff Harry Jordan -announced
inducted at ForryDes Moines.
this week that Cass county's jail in
Peterson's ordekjiumber is 136, the court house is again on the list
and Daniels' 144. Albert Herman of prisons approved by the governSteffens, 31, of Anita, and Francis ment for incarceration of federal
Henry Nichols, 22, of Atlantic will prisoners. A representative of the
be required to report as replacements board of federal prisons recently inshould the others not be inducted. spected the jail and returned a favorSteffens' order number is 445 and able report.
Nichols' 448.
Miss Helen Mildred Finney of Washington, Iowa, home economics instructor in the Liscomb, Iowa, consolidated
school during the past year lias been
employed as, home demonstration
agent for Cass and Adair counties
at a recent meeting of committees
from the farm bureau organizations
of the two counties. (Miss Finney succeeds Miss Mary Louise Simon, who
resigned to become associated with the
Farm Security Administration on
March 1:
The new demonstration agent was
active in girls' 4-H club work for five
years, and was graduated from Iowa
State college in 1940. After taking
preliminary training at Iowa State,
Miss Finney will begin her work in
Cass and Adair counites June IB.
She will spend the first two weeks
of each month in Cass and thejast
of the month will be devoted to her
activities with the Adair farm bureau
women.

A Navy recruiter, will be in Anita
next Tuesday morning at the post
office for the purpose of interviewing
prospective applicants for enlistment
in the Navy.
Wilbur Young, vocational agricnl«tural instructor in the Antia schools
during, the past year, tendered his
resignation to the local school board'
last week. (Mr. Young has secured
a similar position in, the schools at
West Bend, Iowa, at an increase in salary. During the time that Mr. Young
has been connected with the Anita
schools he made many friends in this
community that will wish him much
success in his new duties. Mr. and
Mrs. Young will leave Anita around
the middle of June for their new home.

BRIARDALE

'Aoita last week with his sister, Mrs.
land fee" to the .department | Claude Smither and family.

(VftAV

VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
f
T~ D1 JI Our Special — Package | A
ice
1 ea Blend Tan com, Pkg. 29c - i"c
n 77Minutes
Cooks In
Kraft's Dinner Cooks
plPackage
ek a^nutes 9c
n I
Tall Corn Select Pink
19c
jalmOn
Tall 16-oz. Cans
lOc
Pork and Beans
Food Energy
25c
Grape Nuts Rich 2InPackages
AM

2 Varieties Topped With Orange Oft*
2 Pounds
and Strawberry
Bakery Special
6 For
Florida Gold Segments
2 No. 2 Cans
IV'C

Short Cakes
Grape Fruit

ic

take advantage of the son of Mr. and Mrs. H.^J. 'Ch^wT
of Anita, and Miss Leah Beebe daughter
of i»*
Mr.• *w*\*
and *»»»-•
Mrs. ~Sherm Beebe of
ter 01
Wiota.
The
nuptials
took place Sun- 1
,
Cornell and'Miss Amy
at the Congregational church m ,
Rolfe, lowa, were Sunday day
Ogallala,Neb. p e y o u n g c o u p e a . e
c

SCU,
-»- *l j w « " o *
;iave
Anita _at the home of Mrs.
r and
and "da^Sr;*
.Hoiit*i*+AM Miss
TU;O« now'on'a wedding trip in Colorado,
.'•;•.
after which they will make then home
~—- ....
in Anita.

s
- Clifford Johnson of
[r Iowa, Spent a few days in \ Rainfall in Anita during the past
week amounted to 2.87 inches a ' ts e the Past week Baiting cording to the rain gauge at the West
1

i

OWa,

ot

0»>n-J.

-

-•- '

-.'

•-

her relativ™' and%iends. Iowa Telephone Co. building
Pl

°*
Clyde Falcone*

ed
fall

^st
WiCdnegday evening
the amount of .66 inch
within a mile west and south o heie
rain fell. However, east and noith-

of
!

WJ,| i

class.
/

NUMBER 22

corded.

•»

Kool- Aid

A11Flavors

Cabbage Newcnsp

— 2 Packages
Pound

9c
23c
9c
3C

Ice Cream Powder and Freezing' | A
Mix — All Flavors
AvC
mT
i
• Gresham Brand, No. 2 Can
lOUngberrieS Fine Quality In Syrup

Jello

Ice Cream Salt No.7Rock-.iwb.Bag 19C
Lemons Large 30°Size ~ Dozen 25c
Soap P. & G. White Naptha — 3 Bars

FORMEMORIALDAf
Annual Program Sponsored Each IT ear
By American Legion and Audi*
iary Will Be Held at High n
School Auditorium at 1:30.
'.
The annual Memorial Day program
sponsored each, year by the American
Legion and Auxiliary will be given
Friday afternoon, May 30, it l':!
o'clock at the high school auditorium.
Preceeding the program the; AnrtS.
town band will give a concert,
The program is as follows:
'•?.
Invocation, Rev. Arthur V; -Long.
VocaJ Solo, 'Chas. H. Ingram.
Reading, "In Flander's Field and
America's Answer," Miss Elaine Ptetersen. v
'
• • ' • • ' •-..'•''A
Vocjft/Solo, Danny Osen.
*
Reading, Lincoln's Gettysburg Address," James Miller.
Music, Girls' Chorus,
~
;
Address, Rev. LaVerne Morris .p
tor of the Church of Christ in Oakland.Benediction, Rev. A. T. Evans.1
Following the program at the auditorium, there will be services by the
American Legion and Auxiliary tA
Evergreen cemetery, which Will m>
elude a salute to the dead and taps,
also services for the unknown dead.
Anyone ' having flowers that they
would give to the Legion to decorate
graves of deceased veterans, can phone
66 or leave word at the poSt office and
someone will call for them.

ANITA'S FREE SHOWS
START NEXT WEEK

The regular meeting of the Greater
Anita Club was -held Friday evening
in the basement of the .Methodist
church. The dinner was served by the
ladies of the church to the twentyBY THE WAY
seven present.
By L. F. M.
At the business meeting following
All but eight of these United States the dinner a member of the summer
will be observing Memorial Day on entertainment committee reported that
Friday qf this. week. ,Mu,ch .discussion, f tee showj5t; sponsored, by. Anita busilias arisen over the question o'f how | ness and professional men, had been
Memorial Day came about. The first secured again this year from Azel S.
observance seems to. have been in Ames and they would start next Tues1867 when the women • of 'Columbus, day evening. The shows, to be held
Miss., strewed flowers on the graves each Tuesday evening for the balance
of both the. Confederate and Union of the summer with weather permitsoldiers. A New York newspaper ting, will be in Concert park. The
carried the''story of the kindness of new Anita theatre, however, will conthese women and^it was suggested tinue its 7-day operation policy,
to General John Logan, commander-in-1 Other matters discussed by the club
chief of the 6. A. R., that the remem-| included the presentation of specibrance of the war dead should come fications on two different signs by; a
under the direction of the veterans or- member of the sign committee' and
ganization.
the 2-day celebration which will fee
held again this year on August 6 and
In IMay 1868, General Logan order- 7.
ed that every,post of the G. A. R.
A nominating committee was' apshould hold suitable exercises and dec- pointed to select officers to be vot$d crate the graves of their dead com- on at the next meeting of the club.
rades >rith flowers. The bloomingtime of the flowers helped set the date AGRICULTURAL TOUH ;
in the northern states, while eight
WILL BE THURSDAY
states in the . South have earlier
dates. Members of the G. A. R. posts
Anyone in this community wishing
marched to the cemeteries and placed to go on a tour which will include'a
their flags and flowers on the graves, visit to the Soil Conservation • farm,
fired a salute to the dead, heard taps between Shenandoah and ClarindSa. and
and then marched home again.
through the Tarkio Watershed;'area
» * »
are welcome to do so, stated,
Then it was called "Decoration Young, vocational agricultural teacher
Day," but the idea expanded and it in the Anita school, today. This trjp
became a day of memorial with ad- will be made Thursday, May 29.
dresses and exercises and the whole
Those going on the tour- will obday was observed with a feeling of serve the results of experiments ojn
reverence and respect. The Civil strip cropping, terracing, contour
war veterans continued their part in arming, grassed waterways, etc.
the programs, but the decorating of
••Mr. Young stated that the expestee
the graves is now taken care of by the : the tour will be divided proporAmerican Legion and the Auxiliary. ionately between all who participate
* * •
nd urged further that all who goy ;be
Each year the Auxiliary makes a t the school house in Anita by 7:30
wreath of evergreen and poppies for
m. Thursday morning.
each of the Anita World war veterans
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Dippert of Des
who have answered the final summons.
A spray is made for each departed rloines spent Sunday in Anita visiting
Auxiliary member. This year, the at the home of her sister, M*rs. C. F.
names for three more wreaths and Harrow and husband.
one spray will be added to the list.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Osen of North* * *
ille,
Mich., are visiting here at the
Besides placing the wreaths, the
workers of the local post and unit will lome of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
;o out to Evergreen cemetery early Trank H. Osen, northwest of the city.
Friday morning and place their triOtto Ramus and daughter,
>ute of flowers on the graves of more Betty, and Mr. and Mrs. Art Riley and
than a hundred veterans of all the daughter, Marjorie, all of Luverne,
wars. It takes a lot of flowers. Flow- towa, were Sunday visitors in Anita
ers are scarce this, year due to the at the home of Mr. and MVs. Bert
warm weather, so when you are mak- Ramus.
ing up the 'bouquets for your own
loved ones, if you can possibly spare a
Mr. and Mrs.v L. C. Thompson, 'who
few for the grave's of the veterans operate the White Front Coffee Shop
call some member of the Auxiliary here, have rented the home of the late
and they will be glad to arrange te Mrs. Mary B. Bolton on Walnut
call for as many as can be spared Street. They will move into their new
4
• * •
• '
home the first of the month.
The G. A. R. ranks have almos
Anita's fire chief, Robert Scott, tovanished. Wte have left, only oni
£ivil war veteran and one Civil xva gether with Vincent Kelly, Ruben
vi^teran's widow, and we know tha Scott and Gerald Redburn, -drove to
come rain or shine, both Mr. Bullocl Ames Thursday where they attended
and Mrs. Rickel will be on hand to pa; an all-day meeting and demonstration
their tribute at the memorial service of fire prevention and control at Iowa
State college.
on Friday.
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REEL NEWS

PETE!

The American Legion and Auxiliary
4 4
4 4 4- *
held their regular monthly meeting
PHONE 300
IViday evening at the I. 0. O. F. hall. About this £ime every year, the
Urs.
Faye
Holliday,
vice
president,
world
turns
its
eyes
toward
Callander,
We Deliver
Phone 29
was in charge of the business meet- Ont~, because May 28 is the birthday
SPECIALS FOK FRIDAY
ng. Minutes of previous meeting of the famous Dionne Quintuplets.
FRroAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
was read and approved. The follow- Those five little lovable girls will be
COFFEE, Paxton Gas Roasted, po
ar
ing reports were given: Six students seen in their newest screen featurJELL,
Butter-Nut,
it
whips,
asst.
flavors,
6 f or ','j
SANDWICH SPREAD, Clover Farm, pint
.19c
in the Anita high school made poppy •tte, " Growing Up," today and ThursBLEACH, Save-A-pay, with valuable coupon, nt 1
for the-contest, each receiv-! lay at the Anita theatre.
SWEET PICKLES, quart jar
25c posters
LAVA SOAP, with fancy dish> 2 bars and dish "
ng 50c for their poster; Mrs. Floyd Complying with the request of
CORN FLAKES, Clover Farm, 2 boxes
17c
Dement told of her visit to the Hines many patrons for a Sonja Henie picOXYD0L, giant size box ..... , H .......... "
Hospital where her daughter, Helen, ure, MSke Roth is bringing back the
SHORTENING, made from pure vegetable oil,
COCOA, Hershey's, pound can
14c
s a nurse; report of the spring con- best of this great star's ice skating
ierence at Corning was given by Mrs. pictures for the Wednesday-ThursV
NAPKIN PAPER, 80's, 2 packages
15c
can
iolliday. A committee for making
show this week. It is "Thin Ice,"
PEACHES, sliced, No., 10 can
42c poppy wreaths for Memorial Day was day
BANANAS, 3 pounds
n which Tyrone Power, the screen's
as follows: Mrs. Wm. Wah- most popular romantic idol, is teamed
PORK and BEANS, No. 2V2 cans
lOc chosen
ert, Mrs. Ed. L. Newton, Mrs. A. B.
Everything YoirNeed Fo£ t»nfr TPicnic Lunch!
Sonja Henie. The program also
ia|
PEANUT BUTTER, pint jar
14c Stone, Mrs. Faye Holliday, Mrs. Har- with
At Lowest Prices
ucludes another item in the famous
••'-,
t
f-A
ey Miller, Mrs. Otis Kirkpatrick, Mrs. Constance Bennett cosmetic givaway.
BROWN SUGAR, 3 pounds
21c Millie Parrott, Mrs. Chas. Bartley and
* * *
Mrs. Belle Dougherty. Mrs. Dement
Plants — Flowers — Tomatoes — Cabbage
Continuing the policy of grade "A':
read a paper on the month of M!ay and
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Maas are th«
t*^. Harlan was ij|
Strawberries — Lettuce
joppies. At the close of the meeting programs for Friday and Saturday parents of a 6% pound girl baby which Sunday Visiting;
his parents ]
;ogether
with
award
night,
the
feahe Legion joined the Auxiliary and
Mrs.
Enwst
Burke.
''
was
born
to
them
at
their
home
south*
inal plans were made for Memorial ture for this week is worthy of special west of Anita Monday. The little
mention.
Millions
of
radio
and
movie
Day, after which a lunch was served
fans have long awaited the chance girl has been named Connie Lou.
ANITA MARKETS.
to the thirty members present.
-j f
to see Jack Benny and Fred Allen
Interior Decorat
Established 1883.
(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
Miss
Marguerite
Breene,
who
haft
those
hairbrained
comics
of
the
airChet Turner returned to his home
i V a*"1
20c
waves, together in the same picture been working in a cafe in Atlantic for
ed Every Thursday and Entered Eggs, cash, dozen
icre
Sunday
after
spending
the
week
Carpenter Work
Eggs, in trade, dozen
21c
"Love Thy Neighbor," is the picture several weeks, has resigned her posi•t the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, as
Hens, leghorn and under 4-lbs. Ib. 12%c in Iowa City where his wife is a pa- A slight change in policy will be in ;ion there and has accepted similar
H..INGIU
Second'$las» Mail Matter.
Hens, Ib
15%c tient at the University hospital..
effect Memorial Day when a contin- work at the White Front Coffee Shop
s213
lOc
Cecil G. Bndd
Editor Roosters, Ib
Miss Geraldine Cleaver attended the uous show will be given starting at in Anita.
Ducks, Ib
8c
regular monthly meeting of the At- 4:30 p. m. On Saturday evening
Subscritaten Rate
$1.50 Per Year Geese, Ib
Be lantic Business and Professional Wo- the regular policy of two complete
50c men's club in Atlantic Wednesday shows will be in effect.
CMEdaTToVn and County Newspaper Pigeons, live, dozen .... .^F.
Cream, sweet
38c evening.
Member of National Editorial
Cream, No. 1 sour
36c
The Sunday, Monday, Tuesday proAssociation, and
Cream, No. 2 sour
34c
Miss Patricia Williams has returned gram brings a favorite of many film
Yellow corn, No. 2, new
61c to Baltimore, Md., after spending a fans to the screen. Wallace Beery,
No. 2 white oats
30c couple of weeks visiting here at the that rough, rugged whimsical charNo. 1 wheat .'
80c borne of her parents, Dr. and Mrs. acter, appears in a brand new type
ORDER YOUR JUNE CHICKS NOW
P. T. Williams.
of picture, "The Bad Man," in which
Miss Vera B. Hook was hostess to
THE HATCHING SEASON IS NEARLY
he plays the part of a Robin Hood of
the members of the Birthday, club at Mr. and Mrs. -Kenneth Kuehn have Old Mexico. This story is particuMr. and Mrs. Otto Meblmann and her home on Maple Street Monday returned to their home in/Cleveland, larly adapted to Beery's talents. Supdaughter, Laura, and Mr. and Mrs. afternoon. Additional guests were Ohio, after spending a couple of weeks porting role includes Lionel BarryLeroy Mehlmann and baby, all of Mas- Mrs. Everett B. Luman and Mrs. Mat- visiting here at the home of his parmore and Laraine Day, favorites of
sena were Sunday visitors at the home tie Shultz. £ social afternoon was ents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kuehn.
the Dr. Kildare pictures, and Iowa's
of Mr. and Mrs. John Mehlmann south spent by -the ladies, following which
own
Ronald Reagan.
a lunch was served by the hostess.
of Anita.
Mrs. William Crawford and children, William, Jr., Betsy Rose and MANY ENTRIES IN
Martha Doris, were in Des Monies
1941 CORN YIELD TEST
-Friday where they attended a wedEntries in the 1941 com yield test
ding at the Park Avenue Christian
church of Miss 'Margaret Deaver and closed in March and 121 entries have
Karl Kottmeier. The groom is a rela- been accepted in. northern Iowa, 144
in north central Iowa, 121 in south
tive of the Crawfords.
central Iowa, and 100 in southern
Mrs. ML M. Feller entertained the Iowa, says Joe L. Robinson, secretary
-members of the Knot-a-Kare bridge of the Iowa corn and small grain
club Wednesday afternoon at her home growers' association. The plot design
Greenfield offers you every facility for the sale
on Chestnut Street. Guests, besides the makes it necessary to use these num'•inembers,
were Mrs. Maurice Turner bers even though a few more entries
of your Live Stock and made possible by the consignMrs. Cecil G. Budd, Mrs. Eric Osen were received from the south central
ments of the leading farmers and feeders of Adair
and Mrs. Azel S. Ames. High' score* and southern sections, but could not
was held by Mrs. A. R. Kohl.
be accepted and are being returned.
and adjoining Counties.
Robinson reports this to be the
Jack Roe, son of Mr. and Mrs largest number of entries ever tfcceptA few reasons why the Greenfield Sale has
Glen A. Roe and a student at the Uni- ed in the state corn yield test. On the
versity of Iowa for the past year, re- district basis last year there were
grown from a small stock sale to one of the best in
turned to his home here Friday where 1,452 entries while this year the
South West Iowa.
he will spend a few weeks visiting number will be 1,454. The tests will
relatives
and friends before returnjnj be made in 12 different fields in the
Sold and managed exclusively by the owners.
to the University to attend a shor state and in 9 replications rather than
COME IN TODAY FOR FtFLX DETAILS
Same commission charge to everybody.
summer course.
6 as was used a year ago.

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

l
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WILL BE

All stock sold in turn as they arrive at the sale.
Operated under State and Federal inspection for
your protection. Dipping tank service.
Packer and shipper buyers always on hand.
No trading by any of the owners or any one connected with the barn at the barn on sale day.
...We appreciate your business and will try and
.merit your patronage.
H. G. (Hank) BAIER
GLENN FESSLER
K. H. ADAMS and L. E. WILLIAMSON
Owners and Operators

IT IS HERE!
NEW!

FAST!

SAFE!

We Invite You To See the New Modern Equipment
Added To Our Battery Department
THE NEW

MERCURY QUICK CHARGER
Which Charges Your Battery In the Modern Method
Approved By Leading Battery Manufacturers, Largest Car Manufacturers, Society of Automotive Engineers and Bureau of Standards, U. S. Government.
It Is No Longer Necessary For You To Wait Days
For Your Battery To Be Charged. This New
Modern Approved Method Charges Your Battery In
toe Amazing Time of 15 To 45 Minutes, With or
Without Removing the Battery From Your Car.
NEW GUARANTEED BATTERIES
PRICED AS LOW AS THE LOWEST

0. W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA

The Baptist ladies aid society met
(Wednesday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. Max Petersen south of here. Four
visitors, Mire. Donald" Petersen, Genice
/Watson, Mabel Highley and Ruby
Robison, and seven members were
present. A social afternoon was spent
by the ladies. Mrs. Orin Sullivan wil
entertain the aid at its next meeting
on June 4.

George P. Shaffer, Tom Burns, Chas.
Walker, H. C. Faulkner, Solon A.
Karns, George Smitfaer, E. C.:Dorsey
and J. A. Wagner returned to their
homes here Sunday after spending
a week at Leech lake in Minnesota
fishing. They report only a fair catch
of fish.

Thursday was the final day of school
at Grant Nb. 7. A picnic was held at
at noon followed by a business meeting of the P. T. A. Officers for the
ensuing year were elected as follows:
Mrs. Arthur Garside, president; Mirs
Merle Turner, vice president; Hilda
Scholl, secretary; and Mrs. Rowley
Pollock, reporter. A program was
presented during the afternoon by
the pupils.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wilson were
hostesses to their pinochle club Saturday evening at their home on East
Main Street fflfflr. and Mrs. Elmer
Jensen and Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Wil
ti were additional guests. High
scores for the evening were held by
Mrs. Henry Kuehn and Ben Brodersen
and low scores by Mrs. Robert Wilson
and Mr. Jensen. A lunch was served
following the pinochle session.

ITS FUN.TO PAINT WITS

CHIEF PABNT&
—and so easy to get a prof essiongl-Ijtke finish
you'll be proud to display to your Mends. For:
stance—the new, Quick-dry Enamels flojv fr
'from the brush into a smooth, mirror-glass sur
There are so many beautiful eoloys*to' choose fro
that any color combination you^e-feeasy to
All Chief Paints are outstanding values and you
be sure Of getting the most for your money wl
you purchase any Chief .Paintg.front us.

THE FARMERS COOP.
Anita,

A picnic supper was held at the
iom« of Mr. and Mrs. Carsten Henne>erg north of Anita Sunday evening.
Those present were: Mr. and Mrs. Otto
Rattenberg and family of Manning;
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Olsen of Kimball«>n; Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sandbeck of
Hamlin; Eugene Sandbeck and Jeanie
Miller of Audubon; and IMr. and Mrs.
Seorge Pearson and daughter, Joyce,
Mr. and MVs. Roscoe Smith and family,
Mr. and Mrs. Soren Sandbeck and
daughter, Vera, all of Anita.
The members of the W. W. club =
were guests of iMts. Loyal Possehl EE
Friday afternoon at her home west EE
of here. Eleven members and four
visitors, Mrs. Cress Rogers of Burlington and Miss Belle Armstrong,
Miss Delma Smith and Miss Mardelle
Derry, were present. The afternoon
was spent by the ladies with hand
work, following which a lunch was
served by the hostess. Mrs. J. B.
McDermott will be hostess at the
next meeting of the club on June 5.

May Be Purchased !„ Anita At The Following Stores:
Briardale Grocery
Smith's Jack Sprat Stm.
JaduflPs
Food Market
Petewen's
Schaake's Opa
Mer's
Meat
Marke^
X5F^%d'8
"FOR OVER

vK^m^x™*"
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SIDE OF LIFE

THE

Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young

BIG TOP
\MHAT VOL* WANT TD DO,
\ £ T O Keep VMILDCATTIN<T" IN
AND OUT OF OUR TeRRlTOR/
AMP DKWE "WE OLD MAN CUC
VLL DO MV BEST TO PUTVttSSHD*
OH THE BUM, BUT I'VE GOT TO
\WATCH My STepAS SOME OF
<3AHG ARE

RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA
LALA,
OOWN-

TWE

INCOME

OKAY.VINCENTi JUST
ONE

BEAUTY
TOUCH AN* IXL
DOWN

BABETTE. MAYBE
HE'LL
PALL IN LOVE WITH ME
AN* THAT^Ll SlMPLlPY f
EVERYTHING f

LET*S ..NOT TALK ABOUT
VULGAR TAXES RIGHT
AWAV -' WHV NOT
WITH ME
-NIGHT

SWELL!
\
CAN I BRING .
MV W I P E AN*

ttus cape int
evening ot
glamour or <^
It's such easy handiwork.
,, * * *
P*tt«rn J788 contains direeUorak
tag cmpe^llluitrattons ol it i
mutfKUU MQUlred. For a ]
Tto;,:
1

m

' SewiW Circle Needlccrift |
ttBtfUKMe.
/MnnWo u (jents la coins I

frame

S'MATTER POP—P»8t! Watch the Top of the Mountain!-

By CM. PAYNE
• Need <rf toe Heart i
The>heact^s a smaUl
iesireth ^great 'matters. .
sufficient jfor a kite's din
the whole" world is not i
for

LY KK

Pa Likes to Nibble as He Reads

by the cirjcafflistances,
stances by the plans.-L

In LOS ANGI
r

??i
^11

POP—So Close to Not Living

By J. MILLAR WATT

H;OTE
C3LAR
•b

we LIVE
QUEER

>• *!•<-'

.

.1

Neartrt downtown
toHOLLYWO(

TIMES I
WITH NARROW
ESCAPES /

THE
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DECORATION DAY
Dress In

CURLEE TROPICAL SUITS
$19.95
Xan — Brown — Teal Colors
SUMMER WEIGHT WORSTED PANTS
$1.98 to $5.00
LARGE GROUP WASH PANTS
98c to $1.95
SLACK SUITS
Coverts -*• HopSacking — Rayons
$2.98 to $5.95
DRESS STRAW HATS
98c to $2.49
Cool Your Feet With A New Pair Of
SPORT SHOES
$3.00 to $5.00

BOB HOWARD
CLOTHIE
"WE SERVE YOU WELL"

HEADQUARTERS FOR
DARLING'S SOIL BUILDER
THE FARMERS COOP.
C. F. DARROW, Manager

HOUSE FLY INVASION COMING SOON
BARRICADE YOUR HOME WITHOUT DELAY
Check This ListFull Length Window Screens
New Screen Wire, Blacx or Galvanized
Combination Door, Screen and Sash Panel
Screen Paint, Many Colors
Common Screen Doors, Several Sizes
Repairs For Your Screen Or Get Ready
to Swat the Fly!

ROBERT SCOTT
f"

ANITA LUMBER CO.
Still Time To Buy a New Brooder House

No sway!

m
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METHODIST CHURCH
+
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
+
+ + + + + + + + + + + +
Church School at 10 a. m. Harold
I WE DELIVER
McDcrmott, Superintendent.
Church worship at 11 a. m, Sun- yOneT!fthTBible citations reads:
day is the birthday of the church, or "And when they shall say unto you,
THURSDAY-FRIDAY
Pentecost Sunday. There \s a nusery Seek unto them that have familiar
class lor small children during the spirits, and unto wizards that peep,
Worship hour.
and that mutter: should not a people
'oung people's rally at Griswold
unto their God? for the living to
Sunday afternoon. Those going will seek
the
dead?
To the l»w and to the
meet at the parsonage at 1 o'clock.
testimony:
if
they speak not accordThere will be no evening service.
ing
to
this
word,
it is because there
Daily vacation Bible School at the
is
no
light
in
them"
(Isa. 8:19, 20).
church from Monday to Friday at
Among
the
selections
from the
8:30 a. m. to 11 a. m. for children
Christian
Science
textbook
is
the fol5 to 14'years of age inclusive. Older
lowing:
or younger children welcome.
("Vr
The official board will meet at the "So-called spirits are but corpoparsonage next Monday evening at real communicators. As light destroys
2 Pound Box
darkness and in the place of darkness
8 p. m.
all is light, so (in absolute Science)
Soul, or <5bd, is the only truth-giver
to
man" (p, 72).
4- CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHBIST -f
f
C. R. Neel, Pastor.
+ 4 . 4 4 + V-t-t-f •f-f-f-f-t--*'
HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL +
Sunday School at 10 a. m.
LUTHERAN CHURCH' - *
Church Worship at 11 ». nu .
Ground For Meat
H. G. Belshelm, Pastor.
4
Next Sunday is known in the church
as Pentecost Sunday. This day marks Sunday School and Adult Bible
the coming of the Holy Spirit to the
world. It's the beginning of the Chris- Class at 9:30 a.'m.
Divine services at 10:30 a. m.
tian dispensation, the establishment of
the church, the setting up of the king- Adult instruction class meets at
:OBT CAKES
dom and the proclamation of the gos- 8 o'clock Wednesday evening at the
9 For 9c
pel of salvation. It is one of the parsonage.
ITCMS
OF
TBIRH
YEARS
AGO
BAKERY
Vacation
Bible
School
each
morning
outstanding days of the church. Its
WH
importance has been overlooked. At at 8:30 o'clock at the church, v
,SALE:-DainandJ
June 1, 1911.
the close of the morning church ser- Highland church. John DeereI
Divine
services
at
7:30
p.
m.
George
Wild,
a well known Anita
vices, the Christian baptism will be
man, is right in the midst of the haradministered. You are invited to wor- f - f - f - f + •»•+, * + 4 4 - 4 choice of cocoa j
vest of an elegant crop of strawbership with us.
6 cents extra.
f
CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH
4
ries.
The ladies of the church will serve
I, Atlantic, 507 ]
f
A.
T.
Evans,
Pastor.
4
J.
F.
Gissibl
refused
an
offer
this
a 15c dinner Wednesday noon.
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 week of $1,000 for his. thorough-bred You «m get at all ...
Church school at 10:00 a. TO.
horse. This horse won first premium Semi-Solid Buttermilk at t
Service of'worship, 11 a. m. "What honors at the Iowa State Fair last Coop! in Anita- Why not I
f
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
+
* + + .+ + - + + + i + + + + Value Is Our Religion?" will be the year.
this
"Ancient and Modern Necromancy, theme we shall discuss. Yon may Work on the new Galiher block is
Alias Mesmerism and Hypnotism, De- think it is of no value.' Well, come going ahead with all possible haste
nounced" will be the subject of the and let us look at it together and see in order that the firm may be doing
ij—Several
Lesson-Sermon in all (Churches of what we can get out of it. You know Iju'siriess" in their new quarters not FOR
tnowen, John Deere Stan
Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, June 1. we do not get value out of many things later than July 1.
The Golden Text is from Proverbs unless we first seek to know their Memorial Day in Anita was threat21:30, "There is no wisdom nor un- value.
ened by rain in the morning hours balance* ft&fcen at once.
No dinner will. be served at the but the sun soon came put and the to clean up account.
church Thursday, but Friday, Memor- large crowds here were permitted to
1103,
ial Day, a noon-day meal will be servec enjoy a perfect day set apart for the Piano
Place
Moines,
to which the public is invited.
paying of tribute and honor to the
t—Good used :
memory of the heroic dead by and
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Young spent through the efforts of the Grand Army
ifcgj- Karos, i
the week end at Randolph, Iowa, visit- of the Republic.
sheets of!
ing his parents Mir. and Mrs, W. W.
xll
inches, i
Young.
Robert Stuhr, a student at the Uni- TO*
, FEED
Clyde White, an employee in the versity of Iowa in Iowa City, is visit- ffTR*
•Hamp. t
Tribune office for the past six months ing in Anita this week with bis father,
Jftout 275.
John
Stuhr,
Sr.
and
brother
John,
Jr.
has resigned his position and has accepted similar work with the C. S
Mrs. H. C. Faulkner 'left Anita
R'elyea Co. in Atlantic.
Monday evening for Moline, 111., where for sale.
she will spend several days visiting proved or unhnpcoved.
at the home of her son, John Faulk- investment at price range!
WHEN
ANIMALS
ner and family.
per-fcp). Terms as 1
Contains No Corn, No
cash. H. Jg. WfcKelvey, Cle
DIE
Oats, No Filler
Miss Mary Osen, a teacher in the Abundance of peonies
We will pick them up- schools
at Villisca, has returned to her flowers toy Memorial Day100-lbs. $2.75
promptly.
home here where she will spend the who wished'graves decoratedj
months. Miss Osen will re- so for-*60ftr up. Write"
New steel water tight summer
turn to Villisca next fall.
Spike* 4ir,phone 215.
body at your service.
BLOCKS ttf-j
•Phone 257
Dr. iPrank D. Weimer of Anita has
sale at Far;
bloat
been
appointed
by
the
Ak-Sar-Ben
oi
WAGNER FILLING STATION
Omaha as its ambassador of good Anita. .<?•<•!
»&>!,
ANITA* IOWA
will for Anita. Mr. Weimer has held
this honor for several years.
With: own. "Cheap.
Tribune-Ojnce.
The Wiota town baseball team shut
2 for lc;
out the Anita team Sunday afternoon
by a score of 3 to 0. (Batteries for the with" taswJ*. and place
Anita.
game .which was played at Wfota were Tribune,
Hold and Lambertson, Wiota; Inhofe
and Knowlton, Anita.
Ph.

Butter

Light Clothes And
Keep Cool

ft,

deratanding nor counsel against the
Lord."
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quotations from the Bible and from the
Christian Science textbook, "Science
and Health with jfcey to the Scriptures

No dip!

Lemons
Potato

Cocoa
Weiners
Beef or P

FROM OUR OLD HLES

KEEP YOUR
HENS LAYING

HARVEST
LAYER
SUPPLEMENT

MIDWEST
EGG CO.

No bob!

No wonder iftthe
of the gear!
Drive the big 1941 Ford. See for yourself how
"Slow-Motion Springs'* have brought completely new Riding Ease to the low-price field!
You learn a lot about the Ford RIDE when you
examine the^Ride-graphs" shown here. But try the
car—know why everybody's talking about this
great new ride. Sensational new, softer, s-1-o-w-e-r
springs have created a softer, smoother, more
restful ride than any previous low-price car
ever had.
i And youTl find 2 cubic feet more passenger
room than in any other low-price car! — plus
more than 30 major features available in no
other low-price car!
Try the car, examine the facts, and the truth of
this statement is clear; The 1941 Ford OUT-RIDES,
OUT-MEASURES, OUT-VALUES any other car near
the Ford price—bar none!
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CONSTANCE^ BENNETT
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£
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$
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SONJA
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THIN ICE'

COMPARE WITH THIS
Showing how, with •ttfftfe,

No. 3 —

•grin** dfcet of bunp m V*MMta»fai the t»

b hound to to both cn*tor Mil Imifm iMllnk

DAY IN "GROWINGS?"'

SUN. - MON. - TUBS
Sun. Mat. 2:30 P. M. — 2lc
HIS NEWEST AND BEST

GET THE FACTS AND
YOU'LL GET A FORD!

WE TRADE FOR ANY AND ALL MAKES

«

BXALB

WANTEDDEAD OR
Jilt,
B&V-.

ROSE MOTOR CO.
•3W*eM»W

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL
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CHOOL Lesson
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Flowery New Slip Cover
Beautifies a Worn Sofa

By HAROLD L
D.
OeanotTheM—„ _
of CblcujCo.
(Released by Westerh Newspaper Union.)

Tennessee Valley
Lesson for June 1
P) ROVE to the Norris dam,
*-* eastern end of the, vast TVA' Lesson subjects and Scripture texts se"- International
rnattonal
and copyrighted' by
system. Though not nearly as spec- lected
Council of Religious Education; used' 'by
tacular as Boulder or Bonneville, it permission.
forms the basis of one of the bigBROADENING CHRISTIAN
est developments of its kind in* th%
HORIZONS: THE ANTIOCH
world. The annual rainfall in the
MOVEMENT
Tennessee valley averages 52
inches. ThisTfitons about 6,000 tons
LESSON TEXT—Acts 11:19-30.
of water fall upta every -'acre of
GOLDEN .TEXT—For: I am not- ashamed
off invading Japanese forces, civilian* land each year I TBe first six inches of the gospel of Christ: for it Is the power
interior.
"
""
of topsoil upon an\acre of land of God unto salvation to 'everyone that beweighs approximately \1-,000 tons. If Ueveth; to the Jew first, and also to the
elief workers Ott; the
'
this topsoil is without vegetation, Greek.—Romans 1:16.
His organization is
the effect of 6,000 tonsvpf water
Scattered abroad I As the flying C40W lovely that "impossible"
up'on 1,000 tons of top soil isflisplace*• •*• old sofa becomes when you
ment.
This means abandoned sparks and embers from a fire which put
t, h e a d e d ' a v e
a bright new slip cover on itl
is
wildly
beaten
will
light
many
new
farms, disintegrated homesteads,
icmber . of the NaAnd
you can easily make, yourfires,
just
so
persecution
of
the
early
sterk poverty for a potential land
China Relief comof slip covers.
of plenty.
It means clogged Christians sent them abroad and self, the smartest
, * * *
streams, flooded cities* and country- established new .centers for the Exact details of cutting and sewing this
the arsenal,
,_
side, death 'and destruction. It is preaching of the gospel. Verse 19
cover, are described and diagrammed
RIO DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL.-Is seacoasts of two continents* in de- the opposite of the dust bowl, but of our lesson connects with Acts 8:4. slip
in our 32-page booklet/Also tells how to
Garfleld, ^fth^" dirina
South
America
defenseless
against
cover
and trim different types of chairs.
'our suppbtt in fuU."
fense of the Western hemisphere. A the effect in the end is the same. The ministry of Philip in Samaria
on fabrics, colors. Send for your
at on to desbribe pres- an invasion threat? Military experts strong block of well-defended Amer- It was in recognition of this that was paralleled by that of others in Tips
copy to: '
congpss, under pressure by the Phenice, Cyprus, and now in Anti[itions ana summarized of the U. S. are co-operating with all ican nations would be needed.
Latin
countries
in
a
speedy
survey
och.
That
great
city
was
not
far
defeat $eii>urpose of
Chief problem for the defense of President, created the TVA. Today
READBB-BQHE SERVICE
of just what defenses this great con- South
Jerusalem, but it was far from
rand tinent
America is its tremendous it serves 330,000 customers in s^ven from
635 Sixth Avenue
New York City
could
muster
against
belligGod.
A
mighty
city,
rich
in
trade,
states,
saving
them
over
$8,OCO,000
into erent attack. Nearly the whole of size and the great distances over
it
was
also
deep
in
all
kinds
of
sin;
a
year,
and
brings
in
an
annual
inEnclose 10 cents In coin for your copy
.. settled South America is east of New York, which supplies and troops must be
but there it pleased God to establish of HOW TO MAKE SLIP COVERS.
e&hoare bringing it well within the danger moved.' It is admitted that whole come of about $15,000,000 to TVA.
a
great
center
of
Christian
testiOf the 26,000,000 acres comprising
sections of this continent might
plan
the Tennessee valley watershed, mony. God loves to do new things
imod- zone of the European conflict.
crumble
defenseless
before
any
Defense surveys indicate that the strong concentration of enemy about 18,000,000 are in farms, the (see, for example, II Cor. 5:17; Isa.
Sproducarmies of South America forces. There is a very real possi- rest is wooded, privately and pub- 43:19; Ps. 33:3; Rev. 21:5).
I/of space combined
would
be
2,000,000 men, to bility of "splitting up" South Amer- licly owned. Some 27,000 individual
I. A New Church (w. 19-21).
ive defend the under
125,000,000
scattered citi- ica's nations, which are in general farmers cultivate 4,000,000 of these
i operation of motorrepair zens of this whole continent.
What a splendid church it wast
Togeth- isolated from each other by lack of acres. In addition, more than 50,000
ng the important-Burma er, these nations have about
Here
in the midst of the most evil
1,200
most of the sup- planes and a joint navy of about 175 roads and railroads, as well as dan- tons of concentrated phosphatic fer- surroundings the sweet flower of
tilizer
have
been
produced
for
disger
of
isolating
whole
areas
within
rar reaches China. °
ships to defend a coastline on two
tribution- herei,. The Wilson dam Christian faith grew, as it so often
(ted China Relief campaign oceans that is thousands of miles the larger countries, by enemy and Muscle Shoals operate nitrate does.
forces working from within.
aged in the task of raising longIt was a church built upon a faithplants which have been taken over
Improve Transportation.
Brazil is said to be by far the
as part of bur national defense act ful testimony by God's chosen witBrazil's president, Getulio Vargas, to produce new forms of plant food nesses "preaching the Lord Jesus"
best.equipped in defenses, but Brazil is mammoth in size (47 per cent who has already accomplished much with which to fertilize the soil. (v. 20). Their names are not noted,
FOft SPKW WRITIN6.
of South America), and most vul- in his program for modernizing and Nearly 250,000,000 trees have been but their message is, and its blessed
HE INVENTEP THE
nerable to attack. If England's fleet industrializing Brazil, has now planted in a program designed to results. It was a gathering place
were destroyed and Gibraltar taken, turned his attention to the problem overcome ' serious soil erosion, as for all people—Jews and .Gentiles.
the IT. S. fleet would be stretched of transportation, and the necessity well as to provide a new source of The disciples from Jerusalem
preached at first only to the Jews,
along the entire Atlantic and Pacific for spanning Brazil with railways forest income.
and roads for defense. More than 520
Today, however, TVA is about but' God sent others (v. 20), whc
airports have been built for Brazil's three-qUarters built. Four river preached His grace to the Gentiles.
air defense, travel and communica- dams have been completed; four
Note also that the Antioch church
tion.
more are in the process of construc- was a living witness. "The hand ol
Wagon Post Office
To meet this emergency, Presi- tion. About 6,600 miles of rural the Lord was with them"—little
dent Vargas last year nationalized power lines, 84 per cent of which wonder then that "a great number
Yields to Progress railroads in Brazil, bringing 15 dif- go to areas not previously served, believed and were turned to the
ferent systems under Union control. have been built. Included are 1,500 Lord." Your church—and mine—
He just recently created the,national miles of high voltage lines. Valley might'learn much by studying the
\, FARGO, N. D.—The smallest and department of railways, which will people now use 58 per cent more church at Antioch.
BETTER VVW ft 1BEAT
perhaps most unique post office in launch an extensive rail-expansion current than in 1932, compared to
n.
A
New
Fellowship
(w.
22-26).
the United States, located 40 miles program with U. S. financial aid. a 22 per cent increase for the
PROPER 'gUtfC IN THE WETS TO
The genius of Christianity is felnorth of Bowman in the southwest More than 3,000 kilometers of tracks nation.
CORRECT THE CAUSE OF THE
Those who have a religious
'corner of .North Dakota, gives way have already been laid, modern
TROUBLE WITH A
The valley authorities manage lowship.
to progress. '
CEREAL, N6U066S
bridges span mountains and rivers, about 1,000 single houses, 22 dormi- belief which makes them exclusive
OHN
If there are smaller buildings be- and many tunnels open ways tories, dozens of schools, fire sta- —not willing to fellowship with other
AUrMAtf...EAT
i tcill
ing used exclusively for the distribu- through mountains. A nation-wide tions, water systems, sewage dis- Christians—do not truly represent
tion of mail, they at least would highway building program now un- posal systems, miles of roads, their Lord.
[ for war relief and, to main- not appear as diminutive in their der way, is planned' to link Grazl streets, walks. Half a dozen towns
When the church at Jerusalem
3,000 midget industries al- setting as does a sheep wagon at with all nations touching her" bor- are being rebuilt and replanned. heard the good news, they sent Barablished aM, to provide for Ranger where six families are ders.
Last year over 2,000,000 persons vis- nabas to help the new converts and
i more.
served by Uncle Sam. The sheep
Many of these new developments ited the area. On the Norris reser- establish fellowship. He was the
Esteemed in Modesty
wagon, with its wheels removed, wijl link Brazil by land, air and wa- voir alone there ara more than 1,800 ideal man to send, for " 'he was a
Factories idoved.
He
who
does npt think too much
good
man.'
It
is
far
more
impornestles
in
the
valley
of
the
Little
ter
with
her
neighbor
nations,
greatmotor
boats,
sail
boats,
pleasure
aeering feat of moving
of
himself
is much more esteemed
tant
that
a
man
be
good
than
that
Missouri
river
in
the
most
picturly strengthening Pan-American de- craft. It is odd to see 50 and 75400 complete factories
than he imagines.—Goethe.
he
be
brilliant
if
he
is
to
edify
young
esque-section
of
the
badlands
of
fense.
The
Brazil-Bolivia
railway
'
o
ot
cruisers
on
parking
lots
in
near3,000 tons Of machinery,
now being built will bring in much- by towns for sale—500 miles from converts. He was 'full of the Holy
human labor, was con- North, Dakota.
He was also 'full of faith,'
in early> spring, when ' The sheepwagon has been sold and needed Bolivian oil supplies, while he sea, away up high in the Cum- Ghost.'
and no man that is not,- need underof coolies fled the war the post office at Ranger will be giving to Bolivia, an outlet to Atlantic jerland mountains.
take the work of instructing and
* • *
coastal region, carrying discontinued this summer. Estab- seaports. Crossing the heart of South
young converts, especiallished
in
1912,
the
Ranger
post
office
America,
a
transcontinental
railway
Stopped at the Hermitage before developing
lies and ^quipnwrt, pieceWITH WEAK, CRANKY
ly
converts
from heathenism so dark
has
been
a
curiosity
for
many
years.
from
Santos,
Brazil,
to
Arica,
Chile,
driving through Nashville. I never as that in Antioch.
on their backs, into the inNERVOUS-FEEUNGSHe
was
free
from
fections of their, country. It Natives tell the story that before will open vast productive areas for miss a pilgrimage whenever I am the love of gold (4:36, 37). He was
You
women •who suffer pain of Irregeep. wagon was removed from exploitation!
ular periods and are nervous, cranky
in the locality. This was the home
"tited out, tbjatijhe ytffogram
dueTOmonthly functional disturb*
igon wheels,^ post office inPrincipal problem in connecting of Andrew Jackson, seventh Presi? free from personal ambition and
ances should find Lydla E. PinkT sat in the stuffy little shack South American railways is present- dent of the United States. He was jealousy in his work (w. 25, 26). He
ham's Vegetable Compound simply
i defense aifl1 civilian ma,was
very
sharp-eyed
to
see
the
sinmarvelous to relieve such annoying
much to his amazement the ed by the rocky coastal ranges which of Scotch-Irish lineage! Was born
absorbing refugees to resymptoms.
cerity
and
promise
of
a
young
confollow
each
seacoast,
cutting
off
port
Plnkham's Compound Is made
on
March
15,
1767,
near
the
line
bethe ijew China.
especially (or women to help relieve
cities from rich interior resources. tween-North and South Carolina. In vert (8:27). 'When he was come,
such
distressing feelings and thus
Seld stressed the fact that
This brought about building of iso- 1828 he was first elected President, and had seen the grace of God, (he)
help them go smiling thru such
was
glad'
"
(John
W.
Bradbury).
"difficult
days." Over 1,000.000 women
of the yrideiy separated
lated short railways to port cities and in 1832 re-elected. His adminishave reported remarkable benefits.
manufacture, tad distribuInto this new fellowship of life and .WORTH
only; and now today! Latin coun- trations were the first to be classed
TRYING I Any drugstore.
,j
it «*•
tries face the huge expense of build- as "democratic"; they were marked service the gracious and generous
difficult toOpcato the small
ing many inter-connecting lines to by the force and power of his per- Barnabas brought a new evangelist
connect port cities, as well as to sonality. Indirectly he established —Saul, God's prepared man for this
Stimulating 111 Will
connect isolated inland cities to each the sub-treasury system by which hour.
Preparation for war is a conas compared to the post
But we have another new thing stant stimulus to suspicion and ill
other.
the government became custodian
mbs, the diftareritial being
of its own money. But the financial in our lesson, one of great impor- will.—James Monroe.
Purchase New Equipment.
25 times, even when the
Impressive purchases of new rail- men of his day fought him unmer- tance.
was a direet hit on the
m. A New Name (w. 26-30).
way
equipment from the U. S. in- cifully. Jackson was the first Presipt. "A *2W bomb is too
elude 26 locomotives and nearly 500, dent to marry a divorcee. Church
Christian, the beautiful name of
en for the Japanese, to inpeople and the bigoted lashed him those
cars now being, delivered.
who follow Christ was first
worth of damageto the enfiercely
for
this.
These
attacks
Highways and good roads are part caused deep distress to his wife, used at Antioch. It may have held
id Mr. Garfleld. Money
of Brazil's defense program. The who died while they were at their 'a measure of contempt (see Acts
d to the fund, ia allotted
$3,000,000 highway bringing Brazil in zenith. Jackson never forgot her 26:28; I Pet. 4:16), but it was a
Kung, minister of finance
touch with Paraguay, and the net- and mourned her to his death. In remarkably suitable name for those
ng at the rate of |7.00 per
work of roads from 7 to 10,000 miles the museum at the Hermitage is who had comjs out of paganism now
any group of workers willlong in Rio Grande of the South, his silver study thermometer, which to live, in their old surroundings, a
rt a plant. The money is
will link Brazil to Argentina, and is still working—the only thing "liv- new life, a separated life, the Christ
on a loan basis and in aclife.
Uruguay. Auto excursions now may ing" since his day!
with regulations of the old
only travel in good weather, but inThis name, "combines Jewish
• * •
d central revolving fund
creasing auto tourist travel and the
thought with Greek and Latin lanGarfleld stated that preHEARING
THINGS:
New
York
6 000-mile auto' races from B. A. to
guage, and thus, like the inscription
have all been repaid.
post office began to shake violently. Peru and back again, last year, has buzzes with refugees of all sorts and on the cross, bears witness to the
hues.
For
many
of
them
one
cannot
:iple and' machuies never be- Thoughts of a temblor ran through encouraged building of better roads.
HOTIL
help but feel sorry; for others one universality of Christianity as a reen or understood by this Chi*. his mind as he made for the door to
TJ S defense units are rushing has not strong enough language. ligion for the whole world. The idea
ave become a vital 'factor in see what was going on.
of
'Christ'
(Messiah)
is
Jewish;
the
completion
of
roads
in
Panama
of supplies. "
The temblor was no more than a around the Canal region, and Latin Few Chicago racketeers at their substantive 'Christ' (Christos) is
were ever responsible for Greek, and the adjectival terminateaching them to harness pig!scratching its back against one nations along the West coast are height
Men and women •xpiH*nc*d
such
wholesale
crimes. One poor
of the wheels.
building roads too although jungles, gent arrived in New York recently tion 'ian' (-ianus) is Latin .
in traveling pr»Mr" *• Martin
"Thus" as the Bowman County swamps and mountains bar the way.
This new name was intended to in- for ill perfect comfort and ill
by
plane
with
only
the
clothes
'On
Pioneer says, "With the discontinu- Some day the great Pan-American
troduce and mark the difference be- friendliniM, a» well at III
ance of the Ranger post office, an- highway will complete its 16,847-mile his back and $8,000,000 worth of tween Jews and Gentiles on the one right economy. The rooms are I
other chapter of the pioneering spirit route a new "AlUAmerican Life- securities on his person. His wife, hand, and those who, whether Jews larger, and more pleasant
of the West is brought to a close. line"' « will cost $150,000,000 to poor thing, traveled with $5,000,000 or Gentiles, were followers of Jesus Slou» City'i lineit food U
The machine age that affords such bufld but it will open a vital route worth of jewels in her handbag. But Christ . . . The term 'Christian
featured in the. Ruby Room.
fast travel makes it possible for pa- for military supplies, and one that she "guaranteed" U. S. customs of- evidently points to the Person o;
trons to adopt a more modern post will attract thousands of tourists in ficials she would not sell a gem in Christ, and to those who are assothis country.
office as their address-Bowman, 40 time of peace.
ciated with Him as His followers. I
* * *
SIOUX CITY
implies and involves union and close
miles away."
In air-travel, most significant new
SEEING THINGS: Back in New association with Christ" (W. H. Grif
development is the extension of Pan- York in a hurry. Notice milady is
Thomas).
22—41
Army Offices Say 'Goodbye' to 4Hello' Air lines into interior cities of Bra- wearing "python and purple" this fithThose
believers at Antioch not WNU—
Mfypf\i^f
wwr
'
•
'±1. * ot 1*1 lotions rcccn« zil in competition with the German season. Her hats seem to be made
»;„ j • j«i ^^ r0yuitttioiM flccorcwnce wiu
u/ar dcDftrt- Condor line's seven air-routes across mostly of bicycle clips to which only bore the name, they practiced
the life of Christ. Next Sunday we
Brazil More than 520 airports (mor* flowers, vegetables, fruit, etc., have shall study their activity for Christ,
than the U. S. has) are a vital fac been affixed. She carries a cape for in that city began the great mistor in Brazil's defense. Two big Con about her shoulders instead of a sionary movement which goes on to
Must Be GOOD
dor planes are stranded in Rio, since coat, and sometimes also carries a our day. In our lesson today we
drawl •
Down at the Transatlantic have another practical expression of
Brazil declined to permit German cane!
of winter
toW
tranUce.anjc lines "at this inoppor- Clipper port on Long Island to see their faith. They gave of their
or
*> time " But LATI, Italian linet Baron Wrede, the Finnish nobleman means, "every man according to his
Consistently
Advertised
continue to make their regular week off. He has been in this country for abilities," to meet the need of their
nine months, but returned home to new-found Jewish brethren in Judea
mike the call and stay on
trips to Rome, and recently e* see his mother and family.
BUY ADVERTISED GOODS
Shis party has been con- fv
'been
oanded their lines into Argentina.
nected.

Builds 'Defense Railways'
To Link Ports With Inland Cities

MARTIN

1

IOWA

MERCHANDISE

Roscoe Blue and
several days fishBlack Hawk

, guest at the
Frank Osen tartj

!RA1
OFFER

uy a 5c Dixie Cup And Get
One Exfta |or ~lc- More
^BS*5^*tf*frT»i*fc

v.-

^.

Regular Pri<sesv On Package Goods

[ome-ftt$fe Ice Cream Shop
^TORIA HOTEL
£?°M '«2.

°f

'

r

"
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Mrs. L.K. Nichols were hostesses
Thursday afternoon at the Vetter
home on West Main Street at a Btork
shower for Mrs. Carl Moore. A socikl
afternoon was spent by the twentyone ladies present, following which a
lunch was served.

James Carroll underwent a major
operation Saturday morning- at the'Atlantic hospital. His son-in-law and
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin'Hartkopf of Luverne, Iowa, are at his
bedside. Mr, Carroll's condition is
reported as favorable.

Mrs. Robert Scott was hostess to
The members of the D. D, pinochle
club were entertained Friday after- the members of the Friday bridge club
noon by (Mrs. Dan Spiker at her home and seven guests, Mrs. W. H.. Tate,
here. Other guests, besides the mem- Mrs. A. V. Robinson, Mrs. A. R. KoM,
bers, were Mrs. 0. A. Garnett of Men- Mrs. Eric Osen, Mrs. F. D. Wehner,
lo and Mrs. Forrest Wilson, Mrs. Lulu Mrs. Floyd Dement and Mrs. M. M.
Alvord and 'Mrs. Homer Millhollm of Feller, at her home on Locust Street
Anita. High score for the afternoon Friday afternoon. Mrs.teller received
was held by Mrs. H. J. Chadwick,high score for the guests'and Mrs. C.
runner-up was Mrs. Millhollin and low B. Johnson for the members^
score was held by Mrs. Herbert ChadK. J. U. club of the Church of
wick.
Christ met Friday afternoon at the
The members of the Silver Thread home of Mrs. Andy Miller on Elm
club were entertained Friday after- Street. Assisting hostesses were Miss
noon by Mrs. J. W. Hall. There were Mary Lucille Henderson, Miss'Lena
eighteen members, five visitors and Schaake and Mrs. Gussie Lowenthal.
twelve children present. In a contest Nineteen members and four visitors
were present. Mrs. Ralph Lett beput on by Miss Marie Tierney, first
came a member at this meeting. A
prize was won by >M!rs. Roy Duff and
lunch was served by the hostesses.
low prize by Mrs. John Pearce. In
another-contest put on by Mrs. Ralph
The members of the Friendly circle
Nichols, first prize was won by Miss met Wednesday afternoon at the home
Tierney and low prize by Mrs. Cal of Mrs. Harold Cooper north of here.
Darrow. A miscellaneous post-nup- Thirteen members and two visitors,
tial shower was- also held for Mrs. Mrs. Maggie Dement and Mrs. Robert
Newton Taylor. Plans were made for Cooper, were present. A contest put
a picnic which will be held at Sunny- on during the afternoon waf won by
side park in Atlantic June 8. A lunch; Mrs. Wilbur Dorsey. A lunch was
was enjoyed by those present. The served by the hostess. The next meetnext meeting of the club will be on' ing of the club will be on June 4 with
June 19 with Mrs. Ray Nichols.
Mrs. Donald Dorsey.

SATllpAV, HAY 31
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DECORATION DAY

l'-i<

D.R. Donohoe of Walnut, well known
Mrs. Anna Porch is a patient, at the
in Anita, is in' Rochester, Minn., where University' hospital in Iowa City
he is under observation at the Mayo where she .was taken .last week. •
clinic.
DR. B. L. MEURER
Chiropractor
Adair, la.

The members of the Union club
were guests Wednesday of Mrs. Eli
Sing. At' noon they enjoyed a 'dinner
at the Church of Christ, following
which the afternoon was spent 'quilttag at the home of Mrs. George Denne.
rhere were twelve members' and one
visitor, Mrs. Mamie Malcolm, present.
Mrs. H. U. Shannon will be hostess
at the next meeting of the club on
June 14.

—Office Hours—
9-12 — 1:30-6
Wed. & Sat. Night
7 tffl 10
*

Sun, 10-11 A. M.
Phone 37

IF YOUR LOCKER IS
RUNNING LOW
SEE US ABOUT A QUARTER OF BEEF TO
^
REFILL IT.
WE HAVE SOME NICE QUARTERS.

Miller's
Lockers
•- " ) . ' . . ,
ANITA — WIOTA — CUMBERLAND S
THERE IS ONE NEAR YOU ^

In Lasting Respect and Appreciation of the Services of the Soldiers
of our Wars, this Page is Respectfully Dedicated to the Memory of
Their Sacrifices and Deeds of Valor by the Business and Professional Men Advertising Hereon.

Friday, May 3O

In Honor oi All Veterans Who Are Living
in the Anita Community
Spanish-American War
Clardy, Chas. W.
World War
Veterans
Anderson, Ingman
Atwood, Lloyd
Bartley> Herbert
Biggs, Wm. T.
Bills, George

Bongers, Leo V.
Broderson, Ben
Brown,, Archie
Carlson/ Caarl A.
Cassill, Lloyd ,
Christenseij, C. B.
Coon, K. A;
Grozier, Byron
Davey, Arthur
DeMent, Floyd
Donohoe, Harold J.

Fowble, Raymond E. r'Mikkelsen, kage
Harris, Ernest
\,y Miller, Harley A.
Hayter, William
Millholljn, Homer
Hendricks, W. F.
Mortensen, Otto
Highley, Harry C.
McAfee, Lloyd
Holliday, Faye
McGosh, Philip
Johnson, Arlo
McDermott, Harold
Kirkpatrick, Otia
McDermott, Joyce
Linfor, Wm. A.
Parker, Bryan
Petersen, Arthur H.
Lowden, Orville
Petersen, Arthur S.
Mehlmann, John W.

Petersen, Edgar
Porch, Glen A.
Reed, James
Reeves, Cleo
Roe, Glen A.
Sams, Anker
Scholl, Roy
Shaffer, George
Shaver, Robert
Smith, Francis

Smither, George
Spry, Clarence B.
Steinmetz, Guy
Taylor, Art
Turner, Chester R.
Vetter, Joe
White, Clyde
Williams, Dr. P. T.
Wilson, E. M.
Workman, Ray H.

In Memory of Civil, Spanish American and
World War Veterans

B^MV* 5f 3"!'' * v •
tfeade Post No! 50, '•Bartlett, Chester D.
Baumgardner, John
A. R., Deceased
Burnett, Geo. V.
M.C.S.
Biggs. Abe
lien, E. D.
Campbell, Hamilton
nderson, W. Ot
Cooper, Samuel F.
•shop, Albert • . v
•»Cibert, Wesley
Chambers, James H.
James M. '
Chapin, Henry T. ,
Wood, Wm. 0.
vCline, -James .. ,
F

u*.

Calking Russell W.
Callison, James C.
Corlett, John
Culver, Ancel S.
Dilts, Daniel L.
Davis. T. PI
Deeming, George
Dubbs, Chas. F.
Eakins, William H.
Easterday, George

Failing, Charles M.
Fitch, Edward C.
Fitzgerald, Job
Fuller, Oren
Graham, C. W.
Goodpasture, Abraham
Gates, John A.
Gates, .Orion F.
Gilbert, Eliel
Goforth, Geo. M.
Gordon, Zachariah T.
Harrison, Daniel B.
Henshaw, L, S.
Houck, Marshall
Huff. Capt. Chaa. W.
Henderson, Joseph S.
Hyde, C. R.
Halsey, Milton W.

Hendricks, Gen. G. D.
Harrison, James
Herbert, Henry C.
Hemphill, Robert
Houck, Jacob
Hunter, John S. '
Jones, Jeremiah P.
Johnson, J. R.
Jones, David E.
Johnson, Charles B.
Jenkins, Milton J.
Kelley, John C.
Knowlton, John M.
Koob, Antone
Lantz, William
Levy, Levi M.
Lewis, Henry C.
Leymaster, Cornelius

Lighter, Henry C?
Myers, Delano
Metcalf, Henry
Millard, Quincy D.
Moore, Samuel
Minert, John •
Brloore, Seaborn
McVey, Nathaniel
MoCosh, Nathaniel
Northup, C. Perry
Our, George F.
Overmier, Jacob J.
Peters, Julius
Parker, John A.
Robison, J. R.
Rickel, Rev. Park A.
Rexroade, Conrad
Ruggles, John W.

Rogers, Thos.
Robinson", A. R.
Rood, Dr. V. D.
Reynolds, Michael
Scarlett, B. L.
Sheley, James
Sears, Fred H.
Schoonover, A.
Smither, W. Thoa.
Semelroth, Wm. B.
Smith, Patrick
Scoville, B. H.
Simmons, C. W.
Saunders, H. Clinton
Sedgley, Chas. W.
Spangler, Harrison
Smith, Rev. W. H. H.
Stauffer, Bertrand

Suplee, Wm. A.
Trego, Watson
Tabasinsky, M.
Turner, Isaac A.
Turner, Samuel C.
Weston, Wm. J.
Wagner, Benjamin
Winder, Thos. C.
White, William
Way, D. B.
White, Frank
Wainwright, V. W.
Wilson, Samuel H.
Young, William
Spanish-American War
Deceased
Hadley, L. P.

World War Veterans,
Deceased
Bartley, Oscar H.
Curry, Glenn
Conley, Cecil DeCamp, G. M.
Donohoe, Chas.
Dougherty, Joe
Johnson, Henry
Enapp, John E.
Miller, Sam
Parrott, Lee
Petty, Clarence
Roe, Carroll H.
Story, W. Rolf e
Vernon, Royce D.
Von Blohn, Herbert

*

CHESTER A. LONG
Furniture and Undertaking
Phone 204

DR. G. M. ADAIR
Office Phone 225
Residence Phone 240
***

BONGERS DRUG
Flowers, antt EotteiDRJants
Placed Your Orders Early

WEST IOWA TELEPHONE CO.
W. G. Phend, Manager
"Service First"

DR. JOSEPH SCHIFF

ANITA ICE. COMPANY
A. J. Karns, Prop.
Phone 31.

BELL CAFE—Art and Toots, Props.
Meals — Lunches — Short Orders
Ice Cream — Cigarettes — Cigars

Dentist
Phones—Office 177; 'Residence 214

NEFFS HARDWARE
A Gofciptet'Llne of Shelf and
Heavy, Hardware

IVADEL'S CAFE
Meals — Cigarettes --' Ice Cream
Open Day and Night

Office ihone 193
Residence Phone 44'

ANITA LUMBER COMPANY
Roipprt Scott
Dependable^ Always
»»o»»»»*»»<^c^x-»<^xH
••&
SON
Heating
"

KOPP*S CAFE
Meals and Short Orders
Beer and Cigarettes

0. W. SHAFFER & SON
Mobilgas —'Mobiloil — Mobilgrease
Chevrolet Cars and Trucks

STUB'S STANDARD SERVICE
STATION

MOTOR INN CAFE
R. R. Arnett, Prop. ,
We Serve All Kinds of Sandwiches

SPIES-LEGG MOTOR CO.
All Kinds of Used Cars
Bernard Legg and H. J. (Hank) Spies

WAGNER'S FILLING STATION
Texaco Products — Havoline Oils
Phone 257

ROSE MOTOR CO.
Ford Sales^and Service
Phone 211

Tires — Tubes — Greases — Oils
Louis Birk, Prop.

FORSHAY
Loan and Insurance Agency
,

(Since 1§£4)
i T* . «

piumi

RADIO SHOP
'Electrical

BURKE BROS.

Dealers in All Kinds of Live Stock
Feeds and Seeds
«^x^~:~x~x^~:~x~x~x«««*'>«>'
E. C. DORSEY
Dealer in All Kinds of Live Stock
Office Phone 94
x
GOLDEN RULE DEPT. STORE
"Best For Less"

Office Phone 4 Red
Residence Phone 4 Black
«^X<<<<»X««*^<»:«J^<K>««
DR. P. T. WILLIAMS

Phone 47
M^-<K<«^K^«KK«*««*<«X~:-X'<^'<«><-X^>.X^
STANDARD OIL TANK SERVICE

:-x«<"5"
DR. F. D. WEIMER

Walter F. Tibken
Phone 165

%.%•% AAAAA A»%AAA A A*& A^

STAGER'SCAFE
Best Beer In Town
We Would Appreciate Your Patronage ;;

Atlas Tires and Batteries

*

SKELLY SERVICE STATION

4"X~X~W->««<^XK"X««<K*"X'*^X«<^

HENDERSONS SHOE REPAIR
We Sew TpUr^SoIes On
Paul Henderson, Prop.

Hello Folks!
ANITA HATCHERY
Quality Chicks
HATCHERY
ih
e Hatche^ That Has Served
Your itefls & Years

_ COFFEE SHOP
*Tommv*and Dorothy, Props;
MeaT- Lunches - Short Orders
J. P. CHRISTENSEN
| Blacksmithing - Plow Work
$ Acetylene Welding - Wood Work
SHOP
Let Us Serve You

JOHN DEERE STORE
Complete Line John Deere Implements
J. Burl Roots, Prop.

FARMERS COOP
Cal Darrow, Manager
Office Phone 49
r>

ANITA STATE BANK
Anita, Iowa
Phone 10
ANITA MUNICIPAL UTILITIES
E. B. Ford, Manager,
Phone 222
<

*^*«H»$*v***4'«**<"*^»******<'*4' ^^

KUNZ GRAIN CO.
Bert Ramus, Agent
Coal and Grain

.,

FALCONER'S DAIRY
•Deliveries Morning and Evening *
Clyde and Roquel Falconer, Props. ;c

fr************^*******^*^'*^^
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Love of Country

By VIRGINIA VALE

I would have you day by day
fix your eyes upon the greatness
qf your country, until you become
filled with the love of her; and
when you are impressed by the
spectacle of her glory, reflect that
it has been acquired by men who
iece la as comfortable as her own knew their duty and had the courskin! The tot will love to wear 'em. age to do it.—Pericles.
* * *

SEWflNG ..CIRCLE

(Releaied by Western Newspaper Union.)

OF TIME cameraM ARCH
men went on a long and

perilous voyage to film some of
the material used in "Crisis in
the Atlantic"—they went from
Canada to England aboard a
tanker in convoy. The film also
includes the first pictures to ar7
rive here from Greenland since
that strategic island has become
so important.

GO

Below)
fS PICNIC XDfB!

Pattern No." 8923 is designed in all sizes
to 5 years. Size 2, 2% yards 36 Inch
material for the whole thing; 3 yards trimming. For this attractive pattern, send
our order to:
SEWING CIRCLE PATTERN DEFT.
Room 1324
I
211 W. Wacker Dr.
Chicago

Enclose 19 cent* in coins for
Pattern No...
Size..
Name
Address

"Crisis in the Atlantic" vividly
portrays the many aspects of the
struggle to keep the sea lanes open
so that war materials and food can
be sent to Britain, and depicts as
well the joint U. S.-Canadian defense
efforts involving bases from the Arctic to the South Atlantic. It's a film
scoop; don't miss it!

STREAMLINED
MODERNITY

tram

'...'.
From'top to bottom** IFDIN
lh* Java Room, to «h* In*
, ham lh* wniollonol MW
roomt'-«h», Monlrpl* r»
ipUnclinHy portrfcy» th»
ffrOtei Off' (OfpOlf OWt :GffMW."r<

Rinsing hair brushes in a soluof Odor Sopidp OCtrviti
ion of alum water will stiffen up
the bristles. '
* * *
Oven-burned dishes can be
cleaned by soaking them in a soution of bqrax and water.
•• •
',"* * *
To prevent the sides of ice bags
und hot water bottles from stickHOTELS Ott
ng together in 'storage, sprinkle a
t C EPPIEY. Pr«v
ittle talcum powder inside them
after they are thoroughly dried.
."*-.•» :
, ' Lacking in Sense
Granulated honey can be reImmodest words admit of no destored to its natural form by plac- fense; for want of decency is want
ing it in hot water.
of sense.—Wentwbrth Dillon.

Brian Donlevy has been spending
a lot of tune learning to do something that will be
Bonfire Banquet
quite useless in pri•Cheeseburgers With Piquant
vate life. In "The
, ,
Sauce
Great Man's Lady,"
Sliced Tomatoes and Green
a Paramount /pro.Onions
duction, he plays
Raw Carrots
the
part of a proPotatoes or G*een Corn, Roasted
fessional gambler,
over Hot Coals
a master hand at
Cup Cakes, Pie (not juicy,
cheating. And what
please) or Fruit
sliced .tomatoes
makes it all the.
and' green-'onions Coffee or Milk hi a Thermos, or
more painful is the
Lemonade
for salad ., ,
fact
/that Donlevy"
nas
coin * on »fjtifi * •Recipe given.
an abhorrence
Brian Donlevy
of all card games,
cob, if a vegeta,
ble is -wanted
Here are more let's-have-a-picnic even the game of Authors.
("roasting eart" suggestions:
• Cole Slaw.
Bette Davis is at it again, play(To Make "On Location")
Ing one of the most unpleasant worn?
3 cups finely shredded cabbage
en ever seen on the screen. It's for
% cup mayonnaise
"The Little Foxes/' BKO's screen
3 tablespoons french dressing
version of the tremendously. suc2 tablespoons thick cream
Mix the mayonnaise, french dress- cessful play. It was RKO, yon may
> wash afterward . . . tog and .cream together and mix into recall,'that set Miss Davis squarely CtlNSUIT, overall, frock; and both
t for the^4aundry 'bag the cabbage just before serving. on her feet, dramatically, by easting ^ net! They're, all yours in this
HONEY & ALMOND
her as the heroine of "Of Human
t,- it's almoat^a case< of Add more salt if necessary.
one
easy
and
inexpensive
pattern
i
Bondage"—a role few actresses
Regular'1 size
Old.£ashioned Potato Salad.
would nave had the courage to take. By repeating it half a dozen times
4 cups diced, boiled potatoes
UmHed time onlyShe took U, and made movie history, you'll: have -jmur... tot /completely
.3 hard'cooked^ eggs, chopped
equipped for summer.' Each piece
% cup finely' minced .sweet 'pickle
in this'.i sweet quartet emphasizes
2 to 4 tablespoons minced onion
Anna Neagle does an entire dance her cuteness and curves, and each
win and way
• ' v PowetftaNecessity •'•
% cup pimiento, chopped
number while submerged hi a glass
Man has his will—but woman
Necessit^ when threatening is
Salt, pepper and celery salt
tank filled with walias her way. — Oliver Wendell more powerful * than device of
1 cup cooked salad dressing
ter in her new picHolmes. '..
man.—Rufus.
2 tablespoons mayonnaise .
ture, "Sunny." Back
Mix all ingredients together light- in England she won
ly. Let stand, chillmg, for at least medals for swimA General Quiz
1 hour. H desired, ming and diving, so
the
onion
and
poglasses'dfinllk or Iced
she got into a
tato may be mar- scanty sequin cos1 love th*^i«blnation!
mated over night tume and combined'
The Questions
i With Piquant Sauce.
in french dress- her talents as a
i ground'beW
ing before being swimmer • and a
1. How many states border on
i milk \ •''•'•:'•
mixed withnother dancer. The story's
the
Great Lakes?
• salt •;;;./.. - '
ingredients.
laid hi New Orleans
2. Who or what in United States
i pepper,.... s-;;V •
Variations: Meats, such as diced during the Mardi Anna Neagle history
was nicknamed "Old Iron
American: cheese
tongue, ham or frankfurters may be Gras, and Bay Bolsides"?
added to the standard recipe, and ger and John Carroll head the sup3. The independence of the
seasonings of chives and green pep- porting cast. The under-water dance
United States was formally recog
milk, salt per may be included.
is
a
stunt
new
to
pictures—new,
as
first by what country?
of meat
well, to Miss Neagle, we might add. nized
Cracker
4. Why is Wall street hi New
8
Dessert
Sandwich.
than
York so called?
For each person, allow Mi milk
5. Where is Sanscrit used as i
FRED SONNi
At
the
age
of
97
Bob
Hope's
grandchocolate candy bar, 2 graham father is helping to extinguish incen- sacred and learned language?
Aerial photographer
crackers and 2 marshmallows. Toast diary fires in the JEnglish village
6. The present Chinese nami
marshmallows, then place them on where he lives. "My health at presr for China, "Chung Hua Min Kuo,'
the' chocolate candy that is. on one ent is much better than my disposi- means what?
'
graham cracker. Put the second tion," he wrote his grandson.
7. How far can a homing pigeon
I
graham cracker on top and it is
slice of cheese. <If
mind .staying up at night to fly in a day?
ready to eat/ The marshmallows don't
oors,
place
under
broiler
see your pictures, but I hate to have
1
should
be
hot
and
soft
cheese begfcm to melt).
to miss my sleep just to put out
The Answers
'''.-,
• * *
some fires."
While
(your
picnic
group
may
be
Piquant Sauce.
Meanwhile Bob is slated to do an1. Eight: Pennsylvania, New
addicted to frankfurters hi their own other
of
those
hilarious
comedies
York,
Michigan, Indiana
chili sauce V
sweet, natural style, you might like with Paulette Goddard; it's called Illinois, Ohio,
Wisconsin, Minnesota.
jpickle relish : ;
to try a new trick. Split the large "The Murder Farm," and sounds as
2. The United States warship
fpoon prepared mustard, or frankfurters down then* middles,
might even top "The Cat and Constitution.
n horseradish!' ' , .> spread: with rich, brown prepared iftheitCanary"
3. France was the first country
and "The Ghost Breakingredient* togetherwell., mustard, fill with chopped sweet ers," their previous
collaborations. to recognize our independence.
highly seasoned sauce is pickle and turn them over to the
4. A stockade or wall extended
. a teaspoon of Worcester- "Cooking department" to broil.
along
it.
pee may be added.
Agnes
Moorehead,
who
plays
toe
They'll prove ever so popular!
5. Sanscrit is used as a sacrec
»may want to try fried eggs Here's a good one to qook in a mother to Orson Welles' remarka- language
in India.
urger, sandwich style. kettle: put m one potato for each ble "Citfcen Kane," first encoun- 6. "Chung
Hua Min Kuo" mean
nburgers, set aside to keep person, and cover with water. When tered Welles when he was five and Central
Flowery Republican Coun
she
was
not
much
older.
He
strolled
eggs in same skillet, and potatoes, are almost tender, add
try.
" atop the hamburgers.
Criticism With Ease
frankfurters (enough for everybody) So a hotel lobby with his father,
Conquerors Two
7. The homing pigeon has bee
describing
a
concert
which
he
Criticism comes easier than
Patience and fortitude conquer
and heat thoroughly. With buttered
credited with flying as much a
w«., and doing it so dn»»£ 600 miles in one day.
just. heard,
craftsmanship.—Zeuxis.
all things.—Emerson.
buns, ketchup, and perhaps some JUS
fresh
fruit
for
dessert,
you
have
a
SAYS:
staple and extremely tasty picnic
. •• and iives a beautiful, sinperformance. In fact, the whole
» hamburgers are included meal.
I Picnic menu, form the patdoes that-you forget that the
PRINCCALSfRriSCUT
If it's ice cream,you're planning
"ground
meat, mixed with
on the screen are acting, bea
for
dessert,
I'd
suggest
you
use
an
RIGHT 70 ROURI6N1
°mon and seasoning* because «i«v
they seem so real.
"
ice cream freezSHAPES
QUICK. CAS/.
paper, -and they're er (little son can
to c
do
the
grinding
Barbara Stanwyck and
[ ook when the fire' is
NO BUNCHING, NO
before "starting"
Taylor didn't tell even their best
AND THAT MEANS
friends that they were going off on
upstage- when it 4a time), or pack refrigerator - made
st Indies CruiSC: walte(
that
W« before the boat- sailed*Tto
ice j&ream in dry
S just
ice; Here's a recsend telegrams announcing their
ipe for a favorite
first vacation
P£U6HTFVL
nlans inIt's18 their
that should please everyone.
months, and their sectogether since they were
' - - ' Chocolate Ice Cream.
1 square unsweetened' chocolate
% cup sweetened condensed milk
% cup water
."% teaspoon powdered mace
% cup whipping cream
call.
Melt chocolate in top of double
: theme
boiler. Add sweetened condensed
ODDS
milk'
and
stir
over
boiling
water
for
6
- an oifoi I PfcnMng to five minutes until mixture thickens.
round a, c u , wiring «•» Add water and mix welL Chill thorwt ain '*'? « it to'a pair of
\\,*~ ., '°uers. Thftv»n ppg. oughly. Add mace. Whip cream to
going to
custard-like consistency and old Rogers
in 'the tide role
chilled
mixture.
Pour
into
be Dew
into
mings
will
Edgar
Angel"
freezing pan. Place in freezing unit man in Atmoit an McCarthy
are beginAfter
mixture
is
of refrigerator,
hty started Bergen
"
THIS WEEK'S MEND

h, sunny dayaori
f June tempt e^fci
' us to turn ilielr'bacTM on
since "the 'only way to
a temptation is to yield to
lie is the answer! .'
n for the rnatton-wide
! picnics fe that they're

BIG11-OUNCE

Me JlnotHer

•t^rjart^s:

at he could turn out a
"The faute That
been renewed for

;awre:

Greas

Plan Would Open
Ports to Ocean Shipping

/ORK-be able
Ices ports
away
by congress,
canals are;
[350-mile

.

..

.

^

wed—such is the story told so delightfully in embroidery.
* * •

TjfcE CALL FOB MORE EGGS
(Washington.—C. B. Wickard, secretary pf agriculture, has announced
Transfer ZW91, U cents, bring! 7 clever
mottti far a week'a tea towel nipply and
a nation-wide drive to produce more
an extra motif for a matching panholder.
eggs as part of the aid to England
end your order to:
/
and defense plan. He sets the goal
at 300,000,000 extra dozen'eggs for
the next 15 months.—News Item.)
AUNT MARTHA
; of Nor
Bos 1M-W
Kantaa City, Ho.
-.Come on, hen!
Say whenl
with
Enclose 19 cents for each patter*
• • •
detlred. Pattern No
Don't be a cluck!
Nam*
Don't pass the
Addrea*
buck!
• • •
Hey I
Lay!
Lack of Zeal
Z9351
Transfer
Today!
• • •
There is no greater sign of a
UQ W » *.••«*»» -w
''J"W • i .1" ' (T7~^.
*^
DOY" and "Girl" meet over a
, March 21 by a fttint
Across
the coun- "*•* pan of milk, and swift ro- general decay of virtue in a naThe call for more
<tFy g o e s the mance results—for the purpose of tion, than a want of zeal in Its
ers and
eggs.
"call—
[Canada and
this new tea towel set. While Miss inhabitants for the good of their
The barnyards hear it, one and all; Kitty plucks flower petals to de- country.—Addison.
ongress is
The message sweeps from east to cide whether it is really love, Mr.
[reject their agreement
west:
future.
.'-^ : .
Tom serenades on his guitar. He
"No
longer,
hen, your second best!" proposes; she accepts; they are T/ta JZateit In Piotection
Test Borings Madii
• • •
November,
A buzzer • buzzes and It's done . . .
ACCIDENT INSURANCE K
rmy
A paper's signed in Washington . . .
Tula accident poll ay Include* &U members of UM
J
family
np to ageTO—frombaby to grand parent*
[ in the Intemattbnal Rapids
Great Lakes ports would be made available to seagoing ships In four Stenographers rush here and there—
ACCIDENTS COME WITHOUT WARNING
; the river, maldngMrveys or f)ve years if the St. Lawrence seaway is approved by congress. The map There's action in,the very air;
Send the name* and date* of birth of all memtwra and we will promptly mail yon too Dollar
borings and. drawing up above graphically illustrates the work required to complete the project. Officials leap to telephones—
for PBHB INSPECTION.
[Construction wpTK 'Cfin beThis policy coM^tostt ttun 3o • dfly
The
orders
ring
in
solemn
tones—
A
A
General
Quiz
Itmllparl/OHtovriUattmetla
after congress and the Ca- ters, where! factories already are im- for four years, it is pointed out in The message flows from silver pens:
WESTERN INSURANCE COMPANY
porting
power
from
Canada,
and
Washington,
it
still
would
be
in
opHonuQjiM
— r ~ ' - -- parliament approve the
Proclamation to The Hens.
P1ONBBBS IN ZJFH INSDBXNOH BINOa UM
where residential consumers'1 rates eration before many of the other A
In headlines big the "news is played:
nt.
"
1. What is the southernmost
are among the highest in the nation. defense projects are finished.
"ALL POULTRY CALLED FOB capital city -in the world?
ob to be done immediately . The project itself is not a new
Another defense factor recently
Point of Honor
ALL-OUT
AID."
: $266,170,000. It .consists of one. Ever since 1895 Canada and advanced is that the seaway will
2. In what year did the first
• * *
As "unkindness has no remedy
ig the St. Lawrence at the the United States have worked to- provide a protected supply line for
ocean steamer go through the
at law," let its avoidance be with
> the International -Rapids, gether at the job of making the the new defenses which the United The wires 'cross the nation sing.
Panama canal?
3. What denomination consti- you a point of honor.—Hosea
he river drops nearly 90 feet Great Lakes, their connecting chan- States is building on Newfoundland, An ultimatum's on the wing
tutes the largest Protestant group Ballou.
iles. A control *Sam would nels, and their outlet, the St. Law- which guards the mouth of the St. By horseback and by auto, too,
By
radio
and
by
canoe,
in the world?
I some 40 miles up the river rence, economic assets to the conti- Lawrence. Newfoundland is an isBy every telegraphic loop
4. How does the coffee consumpPate the level rf.Lake On- nent. Canada completed the biggest land approximately as large as the To
every hennery and coop,
tion in the United States compare
provide an even flow of link in 1932 with the opening of the state of Pennsylvania. The St. Law- "Come,
hen,
your
country
calls
'to
to that of the remainder of the
nto the deep pool created Welland canal, enabling freight ves- rence disgorges the waters of the
you—
world?
| main dam neat Massena, sels to by-pass Niagara Falls, which St. Lawrence into the Atlantic One egg
is not enoughl Give twol"
5. In what story does Jean Val•
•
*
'
razor, liquid, AB
through
two
channels,
one
on
either
was the chief navigation obstacle
jean appear?
side of Newfoundland.
I with a minimum depth of up to that time.
The message whistles through the
paste,powder£vc
6. Which of the following did not
Newfoundland is accessible only
[equipped with'tacks, would
Small Canadian canals on the St.
trees
Ma Touch Hair Ranover
sign
the
Declaration
of
.IndependU nt modern way to re[on the American aide. Pow- Lawrence now carry freight direct by water or air. For several cen- To startle birds and busy bees;
ence:
Thomas
Stone,
George
move hair from the «rmt,
turies
military
tacticians
of
evwould be built\under the from the Great Lakes to the sea,
It leaps across from farm to farm
IMS and face. Ho chimlor Roger Sherman?
SC-noodor. UM It Ilk.
and woulchproduce ap- but their minimum depth of 14 feet ery nation have regarded the St. And spreads a "Hen" Bevere alarm, Washington,
7.
How
does
Greece
compare
in
•
powder
puff.
Women
prefer It btca«* I* l»
Itely 2,200,000 ('horsepower, limits Jraffic to small vessels. Never- Lawrence valley as the logical "in- "Awake! Get up! The goin's tough! size with Florida?
to convenient font, and cost* to UHta. Try
vasion
route"
into
North
America.
IN-K
you
don't
llkt
It
than any other
[the St. Lawrerice.hydro-elec- theless these shallow canals have
Get up there, hen, and do your
8. For what was William Clax- method iurt return it tobetter
in. Your money will
slopment the largest in been operated- at capacity for sev- Strong bases at Newfoundland, sup- stuff!"
be
promptly
refunded.
At
drug
and
department
ton famous?
• • *
item or tend 2Se for one or S1.00 for flvyof
i of eral years, carrying some 9,000,000 plied from the interior by a protect9.
What
is
the
highest
altitude
the
Baby
Touch
Pads.,
Biby
Touch
Mitten*
chicken houses rock and sway
ft^Waah- tons of freight last year. The new ed water route, military men say, The
ITwoildn) 35e aacfa, 3 for $1.00.
ever reached by a balloon?
To
this
one
order,
"Lay,
hen,
layl"
will
block
any
possible
invasion
of
seaway will be limited in capacity
TOUCH HAIR REMOVER CO.
The roosts vibrate to one word— ip. What canyon has the deepest BABY
4839A FyNf Aye.
:i
St. Unit, Mo.
'which only by its canal and locks system, North America's "vulnerable waist
letion of
cut
in
the
world?
"Scram!"
about
Will re- but it is estimated that it will carry line."
In peacetime, proponents of the As they're abandoned on Jie lam;
u obstacle to at least 25,000,000 tons of cargoes an- project
i last imi
The Answers
Swaying Mind
point out, the seaway will The nests they seem to snap and
nually.
_^_at
Lakes
er traffic
When the mind is in a state of
creak
1.
Wellington,
New Zealand.
give
mid-western
agriculture
and
inRoosevelt
Supports
Project.
•Wlft a few
the A1
uncertainty* the smallest .impulse
all-time peak!
2. In the year 1914.
President Roosevelt has urged the dustry the benefit of water-haul As orders reach• an
• *
improvements
or chi
directs it to either side.—Terence.
3.
The
Lutherans
(61,000,000).
freight
rates
to
any
port
in
the
enlargemen^a. 8, seaway Immediate construction of the St. world.
The
hens
outside
now
scamper
in,
4.
The
coffee
consumption
of
the
(ig 2,350 mile* into
the heart Lawrence development as a necesTheir faces drawn a little thin;
United States far exceeds the
(Released by Western Newspaper ttnlon.)
ntinent,- fi*n*c«i^ -Atlantic sity foroontinehtal defense. Ship"We've laid one .egg" sax throe or combined consumption of all othbth, Minn.,^ and-Which will yards in the protected waters of
four;
•>.
er countries.
nodate
any vessels of 25-foot the Great Lakes could produce a
The others answer "War is war!"
5. "Les Miserables" (by Victor
1
large
percentage
of
the
warships
less, will be completed.
Mayhap one sulks; she hears a Hugo).
needed for the two-ocean navy, and
"Bool"
6. George Washington.
ave Freight if$axg«».
cargo-carriers of every type. Lakes
And yell of "You appeaser you!"
7. Greece is smaller, with 50,257
• * *
ent survey.by- the depart- shipyards have the further advansquare
miles; Florida has 08,666
t commerce indicates that ap- tage of being nearer to the source Ballots Help Nation More Then looms some organizing hen
square miles.
btely 70 pey t^Bfpii of the of steel and other materials, it is
(From Layers' Union Number 10);
8. First English printer.
Than Knitting Needles,
(freight vessels WWW be able pointed out.
"Arise!"—her cry is loud and clear,
9. The highest altitude ever
Women Advised.
The national need for more eleche seaway, and J&at it will
"Demand the right to bargain here! ! reached by a balloon was 72,395
0,000,000 a y^lir in freight tric power already has brought
Production speed is very nice, '•
> feet in the United States in 1935.
CHICAGO.—The American wom- But are we hens or are we mice?" 10. Hell's canyon, the 189-mile
to shippers of the Middle about an increase of production at
» • •
Boulder ' dam, Bonneville, TVA, an's right to vote, gained two years
chasm made by the Snake river
Grand Coulee, and other big hydro- after the close of World War I, now Then Washington by hens is stormed and lying between the states of
nternational
electric plants. The President re- for the first time provides her with And hencoop picket lines are ! Oregon, Idaho and Washington, is
[St. Lawn
cently pointed out that St. Lawrence an opportunity to be more than a
formed;
the deepest cut of its kind in the
oped
Profit From Discourtesy
power is badly needed particularly "back-seat driver" during a period Harkl Overhead the transports dive, world. At one point its wall is
|inN<
of national peril, Mrs. Melville The mediation boards arrive!
The courteous learns his courto produce more aluminum.
7,900 feet higher than the tallest
her ad
• * •
Even, though the St. Lawrence de- Mucklestone, president of the Nawail of the Grand canyon of the tesy from the discourteous.—Turk*
ear the
tional
Consumers
Tax
commission,
ish Proverb.
But
lest
this
tale
be far too long
velopment
would
not
be
completed
Colorado.
[ biggest
declares.
The hens are saved; they ain't done
In a message to the 2,500 units of
wrong;
her organization in 43 states, the They sign to do the best they can
former national president of the But scrap the big production plan.
BUSINESS
THE ARMY MAN'S FAVORITE
American Legion Auxiliary, said
that "if we women seize our oppor- Then to their nests they quickly
tunity, we shall find the ballot a far
scram
more effective tool to use in patri- And give three cheers for Uncle
otic service than the knitting needle
CAMELS
Sam,
Three lusty cheers (and shake
ever was." „
ARE
PRACTICALLY
"A crying need in the U. ». is
leg)REGULATION WITH
thoroughgoing improvement of state Three cheers, ah yes, but just one
WIY
and local governments," Mrs. Muckegg!
„ , .
lestone said. "By cutting costs and
ADOLF'S
PREROGATIVE
lowering local taxes, such improveThe Nazis emphasize that their
ments would make it far easier for
jthe taxpayer to bear the national terrible raids on London are in reprisal to teach London a lesson for
defense burden."
v»Declaring that "this is an impor- bombing Berlin. Hitler,' you undertant job which the men, in the main, stand, alone has the right to bomb
have left undone," she urged or- big cities.
* « •
ganized women" to adopt a 10-point
SPRING
LURE
program for civic betterment and
Now 1 hie me from war talk
then to "put the program through. To
my garden in Norwalk;
This is possible, she said, because Where
the purple of crocus ensince the adoption of the Nineteenth
chants;
Amendment on August 26, 1920.
I'm obsessed with a longing ,
women have had the franchise.
For my choicest belonging—
The 10 points proposed are as foJ- Them
mud-covered dungaree pantsl
'°For municipalities and counties'Ml WIFE'S CHAPEAU'
(1) adoption of a budget plan (2) I'd like
to laugh at her ne,w hat.
preparation of an understandable
Instead,
tell tier I adore it.
annual report, (3) reduction of debt, Because I 1just
remembered that
(4) adoption of centralized purchasI am the sucker paying for itl
ing (5) adoption of the merit sys—Lee A. Cavalier.
tem, (6) Preparation^^, of
a long-term plan; for
A waiter in a Long Island cafe
THE SMOKE OF 8LOWER-WJRNINO CAMELS CUVCS YOU
centralization of authority. (8) con- has been arrested as a Gestapo
Sdation of small counties; for agent. He must be the one who alstates-(9) elimination of state trade ways growled when asked for Eng£ barriers, (10) reorganization of lish mutton chops.
state administrative machinery.
• • •
than the avenge of the 4 other largett-aeUlag clg*-Adoption of any of these 10 points
MOTORIST'S DREAM
xettM tmted-teM than any of thctnr-accoxdlag to
would result in greater governmen- I'll buy an army tank some day
Independent scientific testa of the amoke Itself.
^ efficiency, and therefore in lower
caterpillar up Broadway . .
Appropriate Gifts for Solders tax levies. Yet not one would cur- And
And then I'll snicker and I'll scoff
• Today—and for more than It y«tat
taU any essential governmental And dare some cab to cut me off I
from Army Post Exchange* «how that C«
Iprvice"
Mrs. Mucklestone added.
—Lee A. Cavalier.
8
am th* favorite cigarette.
* • •
"Moreover, not one of th^uggesimental-all 'have been
CAN YOU REMEMBER—
Away back when a man who had
only had two years in college could
figure
his income tax?
0
• • •
We expect any day now that Hitler will move Mt. Olympus to Berlin
•nd claim he is really Homer.
office.
camp, company and

Jlsk Me Another

REMOVE

'Voting Is Patriotic'
NCTC Leader Says

ISEI

28% LESS NICOTINE

FlFTY-EjGflf8
COUNTY, IOWA, THURSDAY,
JUNE 5,1941
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Former Anitaos Are
Here For Decoration Day

CASS TENANTS MAY
APPLY _FOR LOANS

Iowa Drivers Hay Renew
Licenses Sorting June 9

NUMBER 23
ANITA GIRL MARRIED
TO DES JMOINES MAN

BEGIN COLLECTION
OF DAIRY AD TAX

Claude P. Lawler, county superMiss Joan, Faulkner, daughter of
Decoration Day in Anita this ,year
w visor for the Cass county farm securMr.
and Mrs. Harry C. Faulkner of
Iowa will begin to renew driver's
brought ideal weather conditions and ity administration, announced' this
Replaces Clair
Artita, and Maurice MicMurray, son
WfcHy former residents of this com- week that Cass farm tenants desir- license. June 9, 1941, as originally
of Mrs. J. 'C. Young of Traer, Iowa,
eputy Sheriff of Caw
munity took advantage of the oppor- ing to apply for tenant purchase loans stated, announced Karl W. Fischer, were united in marriage at 2 o'clock Iowa Dairy Industry Commission
commissioner
of
public
safety,
this
{Assuming His
Started Sunday Collecting Ic Per '.:
tunity to come here to decorate gra
graves may now file their applications either
Sunday afternoon at the home of the
Of'deceased relatives and friends m at his office or through members of week. Through a typographical er- bride's brother, John C. Faulkner,
Monday Morning!
Pound on All Butterfat MfcrEvergreen cemetery.
the county tenant purchase committee. ror the date was given as of June 2, in in Moline 111., the single ring cereketed From June 1 to 15.
Among those from a distance who While no funds are available at pre- a release to Iowa weekly newspapers mony being performed by the'Rev.
™~—**••
. 'ifation of Clair Dougherty, were here for the day and who repre- sent, the FSA is accepting applica- last week.
The system and method of distri- Nichol.
of Cass county slice sentatives of the Tribune had the tions which will be kept on file until
Collection of the tax on dairy pro*
Preceding
the
marriage,
the
song,
bution of applications will be left en: the year, effective' Jane iteasure of seeing or visiting with for the loans can be made.
"Oh Promise Me," was sung by Miss duction for advertising and promotion
Tenant purchase loans are made for tirely in the hands of the sheriff as Smith, which was followed by the play- of the sale of dairy products
ed Saturday by Sheriff a few minutes are listed below:
a maximum of 40 years at 3 per cent Iowa sheriffs have established, through ing of Lohengrin's wedding march. in Iowa Sunday and continues for IS
Dr.. Jess Carlton, Chicago.
At the same time Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Kelloway, interest eacTf year on the unpaid bal- years of voluntary service, the tradi- The bride, preceded by the matron of days.
,
: v
bunced that he had aplooks on
ance. Applications ^i\\ be accepted tion, that the general public
The Iowa law requires all producers'
rle Robison, well known Des Mloines.
0
honor,
Mrs.
John
C.
Faulkner,
came
i his deputy. Mr. Dough- Mr. and Mrs. Frank Stone, West only from families unable to obtain them as the agency through which re- down a flight of stairs and was met to pay a tax of 1 cent a pound on
newal of drivers' licenses is accomcredit from other sources.
to resign becanie of Des, Moines.
at the foot by her father where she all butterfat produced and marketed
Members of the county committee plished.
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Gifford, Des
during the first 15 days in 1941 fttuf
hich followed* an attack
One of the main advantages of took his arm and contiued to the fire 1942.
are William Stamp of Marne, chairtfoines.
veral months ago. •
place
which
was
decorated
as
an
altar
man ;*Henry Lilienthal, Sr., of Atlan- having a local combination receipt with daisy chains banked by ferns and
If the state's 1,500,000 dairy cows
Mrs. Harry Brink, Corning.
on, who hiS-liJted in this
and temporary drivers* license pertic, and Fred Groves of M'assena.
produce at maximum capacity as they
0. JD. Aldrich, Des Moines.
at
each
end,
crystal
candelabras.
The
fhis entire life, fiat -been
mit, which in effect extends the applihave been doing during May and every-,
ice stations her* for the Miss Greta Stone, West Des Moines.
cant's present license to date of re- house was decorated with picardy body comes through with the tax, the
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rud, Des Moines. ELEVEN MEN GO ON
gladiolus
and
blue
delphiniums.
years. He is a member
ceipt of his renewal license. This reDairy Industry commission exboard of education hav- QMJr. and Mrs. Ben Carlton, Corning.
SOIL TOUR LAST WEEK ceipt will be honored in all states The bride was dressed in white Iowa
pects
a return of $100^000 this year
chiffon
with
elbow
length
veil
and
Mr.
and
Mrs;
Peter
Voorhees
and
cted to a second term last
and territories of the United! States
an average of about 50 cents; %
Rowley (Pollock, Sr., Rowley Pol- and such foreign countries as extend carried a colonial bouquet of garden- or
fice president of the Great- daughters, Des Moines.
farm.
-;—- -v
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Grace, Harlan. lock, Jr., Harold McDermott, Carl reciprocity to Iowa operators' licenses. ias and white roses. The matron of
tib and has been, an active
'Dairy,
tax
receipts
are
used
to
stimMiss Eleanor Jackson, Guthrie Kaminky, William Steele, W. C. Mc- This will avoid any confusion or trouble honor wore pink chiffon and carried
[the Republican party. He
ulate
the
consumption
of
such
proCrory,
Vern
Duthie,
Loyal
Possehl,
a
colonial
bouquet
of
pink
roses
and
aduate of the Anita high Center.
to Iowa motorists in driving in other
ducts
as
butter,
milk,
cheese
and
ice
blue
delphiniums.
Lester
Scholl
and
James
McDermott
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Karns,
Des
i the Class of 192fr and folstates if they have not received their
cream
through
state
and
national
adThe
groom's
brother,
Robert
Mcwent on the tour Thursday conducted renewal licenses prior to July 5.
f graduation attended Iowa Aoines,
vertising and promotional campaigns.
Murray, served as best man.
by Wilbur Young, vocational agriEd. M. Blakesley, Iowa City.
in Ames one year. His
1
• Following the ceremony a four Iowa currently is co-operating with
cultural teacher in the Anita schools.
| present Young Republican Marvin Blakesley, Independence.
CASS
WOOL
DIPPING
course
dinner was served to the wed- other dairy states in a national camThe
men
visited
the
Soil
Conservation
Wire. Bernice Willenburg, Jefferson.
oman for Chant No. 1.
NOW
IN
PROGRESS
ding
party
which consisted of the im- paign.
farm
between
Clarinda
and
ShenanMrs.
A*
Laura
Campbell,
Des
Chas. A. Jtobison, will
This will be the third year for a
mediate
families.
The table, all in
doah
and
made
several
stops
in
the
operation of .their filling tfoines. ;
Many of the farmers of Cass and
dairy promotion tax in Iowa. Prewhite,
had
a
center
piece
of
white
Tarkio
Watershed
area.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George
Pratt,
Wapello.
and will be assisted by
adjoining counties have expressed
Things of interest observed by those their satisfaction with the facilities roses and delphiniums and the three viously the assessment was made the
Wm. Richter, Des Moines.
•
f
first two weeks in 'May. The recent
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Richter, Wal- who made the trip were test plots furnished by F. I. Northrup for dip- tier cake was a gift from a cousin legislature, in re-enacting the law,
'Mrs. Robison and their
of
the
bride's
mother.
^
of
various
kinds
of
grasses,
checks
Kay and Lynn, will nut.
ping sheep.
shifted to the June 1-15 period to
The dipping vat is owned cooper- The bride is a graduate of the Anita conform with the taxation Hates of
antic in the next few days, Miss Mary Forshay, Des Moines. on amount of erosion from soils ushigh
school,
following
which
she
atMr. and <M)rs. Bruce Robinson, Wiota. ing various crops, strip cropping, atively by the Cass county sheep and
will make their future
other states and in the hope'that the
Mrs. Parker Crouch, Des Moines. ponds, terracing, contouring, brome- wool growers and the Cass county tended the 'University of Iowa for one change would produce, more revenue.
j has tendered his resignayear
affiliating
with
Kappa
Kappa
1
ember of the local school 'Mr. and Mrs. Harold Alleman, Wai- alfalfa mixtures for hay and pastures, farm bureau .
In 1939, the first year of the tax,
Gamma sorority. She also attended
black locust trees used to hold gully
nut.
More
than
1,000 sheep have been
as yet, no auccesor has
r
the
commission collected $94,418. Laiet
the
Fredric
Mizen
Academy
of
Art
in
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Winder, Des banks and 'grassed waterways.
dipped for ticks, while nearly 800
year the yield was $92,889.
Chicago
for
three
years
and
for
sevThrough
the
observations
made
in
Moines.
sheep have been treated for scab. Mr.
Implacable foe of the butterfat tax
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Stone, Atlantic. this area artd the inspection of records Northrup has been doing a very fine eral months has been employed in system is State Senator Dewey Goode
Des 'Moines. The groom, a graduate
MAN __
kept,
those
making
the
trip
were
of
Mrs. Lillian Byers and family, Des
job of handling the sheep and is well
the opinion that a soil conservation satisfied with the results he has ob- of North High in Des Moines, attended who operates a produce station at
AT Jfe UTTAL koines.
Iowa State college where he became Bloomfleld. He has refused to collect
Mr: and Mrs. M. M. Burkhart, At- district for this community would be a tained.
a
member of Kappa Sigma and Sigma the' tax and last winter he told the
f services were held Saturdistinct asset. Farming costs' and
Orders for dipping sheep will be
Delta
Chi fraternities. At the pre- senate that he planned no,change in
at 9 o'clock at Wesley, antic.
yields were considerably better on the taken either by Mr. Northrup, Lewis,
Mrs. Mae Koob, Des Moines.
policy this time.
James 'Carroll, 72, aged
farms in the conservation program Iowa, or the local farm bureau office. sent time he is employed in the adMrs. Frank Leffingwell, Ames.
The collection of the tax this year
vertising
and
sales
department
of
rawho passed away at the Miss Virginia Nichols, Des Moines. than those that did not go into the
;
.i
> dio station WHO. 'The young couple coincides with the beginning of
ospital Thursday morning
NOTICE.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Champion, different methods of soil conservation.
will be at home to their many friends dairy month. Dairymen in Iowa and
1 been a patient-for about
kfenlo.
other states throughout the nation
Anyone having bluegrass pastures after June 15 in Des Moines.
Hr. Carroll, when taken to Mr. and Mrs. Stanley 'Curtis, Ne- Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Salmon and two
are stressing the value of dairy profor
stripping
may
leave
word
at
the
was suffering from a
children, Margaret and Tommy, of
ducts during June.
ection in his -foot which vada.
Cambridge, Ohio, came to Anita Mlon- Tribune office. Get my price before INOCULATE .SOYBEAN
•The dairy sitution is much better
Mrs. Jennie Curry, Des Moines.
day. They plan to spend the summer you sell.
I its amputation.,
SEED
FOR
PLANTING
from
the standpoint of supply and deMiss Elaine Leffingwell, Ames.
Thomas H. Malson.
oil came %<f Anita about ,jMrs*,Scott Towe, Kansas City.
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WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

By Edward C. Wayne

U. S. Plan for Hemisphere Defense
Is Charted by President's Message
Proclaiming Full National Emergency;
Loss of Big Ships Highlights
Sea Battle
/
(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinion* «r« oxprcnod In thoio golimn*, th»T
•r* those of the new* •naljtt and not noaoiurllr of thl* nowipaper.)
m«i..«»«t by Wcitcm Newspaper Union.)._»_—_____^_^_

PLEDGE:
From FDR
The war course of the United
States was more firmly charted by
President
Roosevelt's
"fireside
chat," yet the reactions abroad were
considered as more important than
that at home, enthusiastic though it
was.
For the President went "all-out"
on the diplomatic limb for a victory
for Britain and China, pledging a
continuance of United States' aid to
the embattled democracies, and
promising wider action when and if
needed.
The speech was believed to have
settled the convoy question, the
strike issue, the use of the navy in
furtherance of a British victory,
many other questions which had
kept the people of this country in a
nightmarish condition of not knowing "what was coming next."
Virtually all of the American editorial comment was favorable,
though many of the editorial writers took the stand that succeeding'
. events would show how much of the
President's talk was words—how
much would be backed by action.
Night following Mr. Roosevelt's
speech, Sen. Burton K. Wheeler of
Montana took the radio to inform
the nation regarding the stand of the
opposition to the President's policies. He asked the President for a
new "pledge of peace."
Rome newspapers cut the Gordian
knot and stated that the U. S. "was
virtually in the war." German press
took a more literal view of the President's speech, referred only to his
"freedom of the seas" dictum,
called the United States a nation attempting to -be dictator of the seas.
German government sources said:
"Our ships have been ordered to
continue the blockade of Britain, to
sink all ships coming within the
combat zones, and these orders have
not been rescinded and will not be."
Lease-lend ships had been sunk
and there was no question about it,

SENATOR WHEELER
« 'Asked for a neto "peace pledge."

whether they had been patrolled or
convoyed by U. S. naval ships or
not. But so far no American flag
ships had been sent to the bottom,
for they had been keeping out of
corn but zones.
Bui that they would be sunk in the
iuiure no one seemed to doubt, and
America interestedly, rather than
anxiously, looked for that day to see
what ac'tinn would be taken.
The (ii.st shots to be exchanged between American-flag naval vessels
and German planes, surface raiders
or submarine was still to be fired,
but most observers expected that,
following the President's talk that
this firing was just a matter of time,
and that it might not be long.
The British reaction to the presidential address was prompt and jubilant. They accepted the pledge
of American aid of a more complete
and vigorous type than heretofore
with enthusiasm, though the British
"man in the street," not conversant
with America's problems and political battlings, was rather befuddled
by it all.

OPM'S:
Report
Following a year of OPM functioning, Knudsen gave the country, at
about the time of the President's
epochal address, information which
was more encouraging than anything that had come before.
Mass production, said Knudsen,
was really now beginning to roll,
with planes in April 1,300, hi May
1,600, and similar increases, some
of them more spectacular, all along
the line.
The use'of Cataline planes in the
Bismarck battle showed that there
were few British encounters now in
which American-made equipment
was not functioning.
Then along came the President's
speech, asking for doubling of this
tripling of that, and three billions
for planes—and in spite of the pressure which his demands put on the
industrial situation, it began to be
possible for Americans to visualize
50,000 planes, 10,000 tanks, and some
of the other goals this country had
set itself.

VICHY:
Active Again
That Vichy was implementing her
German aid was seen in British dispatches which told of the sinking of
two French flag vessels in the Mediterranean, one of them a 5,000-ton
tanker loaded with oil and headed
for Tripoli.
At the same time the British reported the sinking of an 18,000-ton
Axis liner, presumably Italian, carrying 3,000 German troops to the
same destination.
These dispatches pointed, disquietingly enough, to proof of one
of two things, possibly of both.
Either there was being planned a
strong increase in the battle of
North Africa, or the Germans were
moving in force to Dakar to create
a strong base there.
Either of these was disquieting
enough, particularly the latter, from

AMBASSADOR WINANT
Hit recall wot "just port of it."

the American point of view, but the
main thing was that it showed definitely that Vichy was becoming
active again, this time plainly on
the German side.
It was brought to the fore again
questions about the mystery of Weygand, where he was, what he was
doing, what manner of man he
might be. Defections of French
troops to the British standard in the
Near East—and crossings of the
Syrian boundary by various groups
to the Free French forces of De
Gaulle were in the reports, lending
colpr to the British claim that the
Gailani government was about to
fall.
The Italians were getting nowhere
in their general retreat in Ethiopia,
and division after division was surrendering. But in spite of all this
news, it was evident that the Petain
government, possibly now dominated by Laval and Darlan or one of
them, was getting more and more
involved in the whole African and
Near Eas^ campaign.
This might have far-reaching effects, not only on the present situation, but on the future disposition of
national power after the war should
be ended. Particularly would it affect the diplomatic interchanges going on between Vichy and the United
States.
The sudden recall of Ambassador
Winant to Washington for*"a conference with the President and the
cabinet was just part of it. Vichy
was in the midst of all that was
moving on the continent, like a volcano emitting smoke after a long
quiescent period.

SHIP:
For Ship
Down to the bottom of the Atlantic
ocean went H. M. S. Hood, 42,100
tons, with about 1,300 men aboard,
victim of an "unlucky hit" from the
15-inch guns of the Reich's great
battleship B'.sn srck.
Three days La <•, down to the bottom of the san-H "->ntic went the
Bismarck, victim u.
"lucky hit"
on her propellers froi a British
torpedo plane.
But the whole Bismarck stor observers generally felt, might cnange,
it it had not already changed, the
whole story of naval warfare. It
brought the airplane into new prominence, and showed that this arm of
present-day navies had not been given the notice it deserved.
Indeed, the plane-battleship controversy got a sharper answer during the past few weeks from the
Hood-Bismarck battle and the Cretan
encounter of the Mediterranean
British fleet with the Stukas than it
had thus far in the war.
In both of these battles the planes
gave a good account of themselves
The British admitted the loss of two
cruisers and four destroyers, in the
battle of Crete, and while the ships
a* war prevented any ship-crossing
to the island, it was at terrific cost
It is true that planes cost a good
deal, but it takes around a million
dollars to build a destroyer and
anywhere from 10 to 30 millions for
a bigger cruiser, and those millions
lost in the Crete battle would have
bought even more than the "hundreds" of Stukas engaged, and only
relatively few of which were lost
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fronts were guarded anyway
lives — punishment without crime
rt
f appeals mak
*> he • • • Prayed intellectuals In -'^a!Kf
There were thousands upon thou- S'i
tord?-T
judicial °reward for a member
sands of British troops, well armed of the famous senate lobby invest! Aye. library trying to escai
qi ed >
on
h!±<,"
?Uting
1
hands mTEngland,
in Singapore^eir
and gating committee, whose sensation"
al exposes of utility lobbying led to
in India.
Hugo
So the British were trying des- the holding company law.
Perftely to overcome the Nazi- Black of Alabama, chairman, is ,
that their job*
controlled Gailani government ta Supreme court justice, and
them . . . Celebs taking
Iraq so as to be able still more to Schwellenbacn is a federal
claim while trying
delay the eventual fall of Suez
Judge m Washington

iackaci

'"1&&*

1

••'•*£KJs. &i
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Mr. and Mrs. Joe Vetter and son,
Oliver Farm Sales Company,
Joe, Jr., spent Sunday visiting in Ne1.87
repairs
braska City, Neb., with Mrs. Frank
Omaha Steel Works, sup348.00
plies
••
•
•
•
Burkhart.
Opper-Nygflard Motor ComPHONE 300
.75
pany, repairs
Mrs. Gerald Akers has returned to
Phillips
Petroleum
Company,
We Deliver
6.80 her home her after spending several
Phone 29
gas
•
SPECIALS FOE FRIDAY .AND
161.85 weeks at the University hospital in
Howard 'Parrott, hauling
69.50
Wilbur Pierce, royalty
Iowa
City.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
POST BRAN, 40%, 2 larg<& packages
Railway Express Agrency,
1.48
express
RICE KRISPIES, 2 packages
21c Recto Alloy Company, sup- 41.28 Miss Norma Knowlton, daughter of TOILET SOAP, Trilby, 2 bars
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Knowlton, has joinAPPLE BUTTER, pure, quart jar
plies
•WAX PAPER, 40-foot rolls, 2 for
15c Rock
Island Motor Transit,
4 74 I ed the army as a nurse and left SaturMACKEREL,
15-oz. can, 2 cans
freight
•
••
HAV for Camp Grant at Rockford, I.I.
CORN FLAKES, 2 packages
,
17c Frank and Chester Roe, ,R. 34.00 day
0. W
SPAGHETTI and MEATHAl^l-lb. car?' „
5.35
PAPER NAPKINS, 80's, 2 packages
15c Don
Pauline Gissibl, Dorothy Hamlin,
'Schroeder, mileage
298.65 James 'Miller, Esther Ruggles and
Sidles.'Company, repairs
FLOUR, Mother's Best and can baking powder jl
SWEET PICKLES, quart jar
23c Standard Bearing Company,
Rev.
Arthur
V.
Long
attended
the
BANANAS, 3 pounds .....
29.02
parts
Methodist youth rally in Griswold
CATSUP, Clover Farm, 14-oz. bottle
14c Standard
Oil Company, gas
ORANGES,
Sunkist, 2 dozew ?
474.68 Sunday.
and oil
CORN, Shoe Peg fancy, 2 No. 2 cans
25c Stanley Fender Company, reEverything You
14.45
pairs
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Jenkins reCLOROX, quart bottle
17c State
At
Tax Commission, use
24.20 turned to Anita Monday evening after
tax
PEANUT BUTTER, quart jar
23c Standard Blue Print Comspending the past ten days visiting
2.98 relatives at Rolla, Mo., and at Mt.
pany, prints
Plants — Flowers — Tomatoes — Cabbage
Standard Explosive Com543.15 Pleasant and Washington, Iowa.
pany, supplies
Strawberries — Lettuce
Voss Manufacturing ComREEL NEWS
Mrs. C. E. Parker was in Indianola,
8.12
pany, repairs
in, "Destry Rides Again"
Iowa, Monday attending the comWest Iowa Telephone Comt
fak.t*.
.'
1.53 mencement exercises of Simpson colpany, tolls
158.10 lege. Her nephew, James Angell of At- The stirring motion picture,
vicuig^ Wyman,
** jr jiicbiif hauling
ii*»u**i»^ ....
IW^reontrasting theredl
A-W Company, repairs'
427.98 George
393.00
9'0.30 John Weppler, R. O. W
Akers, hauling
Pilot," is being shown today and action and thrills of the above*
16JB lantic, was one of the graduates.
Treasurer of U. S., tools
American
Auto
Salvage,
thf Bse^dJ|0t on this
Thursday by popular demand a
Established 1883.
—~ - ,,Four
3.67 i Zenith-Nixon
Carburetter
lead
25.37*
Mrs.
Ethel
Devore
and
daughter,
New
Anita
Theatre.
.Three
gigiKt
Company,
repairs
Company,
supPnblished Every Thursday and Entered Jalbach
'the Lane
plies
26,83 Emert Adams, board of reJoan, of Kansas City Mo., spent Decor- stars, Spencer Tracy, Clark Gable,'<»d
•t the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, as Jareco Oil Company, gas
6.00 ation Day and the week end in Anita Myrna Loy head an exceptionally $DR
4.86
view
^Rosemary; and I
American and Linen Towel
Barton-Warner Company, pipe
Second Class Mail Matter.
. ,. . *hers." This isu
visiting at the home of her sister, cast. Millions of fans over the entire
8.25
laundryy
OC1 vjl^:, jauiiui
\j.t*\i
and supplies
1835.36 Service,
to
be
the biggest and the best]
Mrs.
Wilbur
Jemmings
and
husband.
country
consider
it
one
of
the
greatest
17.79 Richard E. Anderson, bounty. 8.00
Cecil G. Budd
Editor iaum Iron Company, tools
Robert R. Bell, gas
• 23.46 A n i t a T r i b u n e , printaviation films out of Hollywood. It TB6ti<BS»y*'"^Th'ft..' cast includes'!
82.76 Holy Cross Evangelical Lutheran is packed with action, drama, thrill*' Rainsf-as the lovable father, ]
ing
Manufacturing
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Year ilackhawk
2.75 church and Rev. H. G. Belsheim were
Company, repairs
3.74 Atlantic Laundry, laundry ..
and suspense. Another Constance son *8 Xttnt Etta and the fo
A t l a n t i c News-Telegraph,
Official Town and County Newspaper Joseck Oil Company, gas and
24.70 hosts to the Des Moines circuit Luth- Bennett cosmetic will be given free husbands and fathers, Jeffetti]
repairs
56.78 printing
eran pastoral conference in Anita to every lady attending.
Eddie Albert, Frank McHughi
Member of National Editorial
Auditor of State, examiner's
3oyd Insurance Agency, in421.88 Tuesday. A communion service was
surance
86.94 fees
Foran. The s^ory has all oft
Association, and
»
*
*
203.50 held in the evening.
Boyd D. Bailey, assessor
Herman M. Brown Company,
205.43
As a part of a big double feature edy, warmth and little human ij
repairs
85.95 Thos. W. Bailey, assessor
that make for grand enti
203.51
2.40 ; Btruno Behrends, assessor
Arlo Christensen, mileage ...
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Hoppe and program Friday and Saturday, Jane
2.00
I Don Biggs, bounty
1. W, Clardy Hardware, supbaby daughter, Mrs. Lulu Kneeland Withers is back in her newest and
3.041 Henry Bissell, board of
plies
ANITA MARKET
4.00
review
and daughters, Norma and Clarabelle best, "Golden Hoofs." This is a new
R. I. & P. Railway,
freight
425.85 Lenna T. Roots, session and
all of Truman, Minn., spent Sunday Jane Withers, grown up and in love.
(Prices in Effect Wedn
18.75 in Anita visiting their mother am She sings, dances and has her first Egga^^igh^
Ed. Gushing, repairs
85.39 mileage
do2<m
Fred
Brahms,
board
of
reJ. H. Chadwick, hauling
168.05
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
romance in a colorful and exciting j g
JD ^fa dozen
4.00 grandmother, Mrs. Ralph Hawk.
100.65 view
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS Roy Clure, hauling
Emil Brehmer, board of reDement Implement Company,
story. Cesar Romero as the Cisko Hens,'leghorn and under 4^.1
6.00 The members of the American Leg Kid in, "Romance of the Rio Grande," ITT
fuel
169.32 view and health
j jjejl8
0J? ^f.
Court House,
Ivan Brown, assessor
128.15 ion and Auxiliary are having a Red the second feature, is a film of exciting
Dukehart-Hughes Company,
Atlantic, Iowa,
all sizes, ib
tax
5.40 Walter C. Burnside, board 01
May 1, 1941.
12.30 Cross sewing all day Thursday at the adventure. It is loaded with actioi»i|
review
lb: ,;..:
The Board of Supervisors of Cass Martha V. Darling, R. O.
24.50 home of Mrs. G. M. DeCamp. Those colorful, dashing and romantic. Chris- Ducks, lb.
25.00 Georgia Byrne, mileage
County, Iowa, met in regular ses- W>
Glen Davis, R. O. W
84,50 Walter H. Christensen, bounattending are to bring their own Pin Martin, the ever-present side-kicki
sion with all members present:
1.00 thimble and their donation for the Patricia Morison and Richard Cortez Geeee, lbV-'viv»
131.25 ty
Hawley Lynch, Chairman, G. E. Harry Edwards, hauling
201.20
Pigeons; Hye, dozen . . . .
George Collins, assessor
Eshelman, F. L. Possehl, F. W. Wiese Farmer's Elevator, coal and
canned goods welfare shelf.
all give fine performances.
gas
60.16 Archie Conklin, board of reand W. H. Wohlenhaus.
Cream, sweet,
3.00
119.14 view and health
• • *
Minutes of April 14th. were ap-Gasoline Alley, fuel
Cream, No. 1 sour
The
members
of
the
Birthday
club
Corey-*MbKJenzie
Company,
Gate
City
"Welding
Company,
proved as read.
Sunday,
Monday
and
Tuesday,
the
Cream, No. 2 sour
supplies
repairs
294.00
1.35
were
guests
Mtonday
afternoon
of
Mrs.
Moved by Wiese, seconded by
Chas. Cornell, assessor
201.51 H. U. Shannon. Mrs. Delia King and theatre presents a smash double pro- YelloV ccfrhy No. 2, new
Wohlenhaus, to approve the applica- Gibbs-Cook Tractor Company, repairs
4.70 1 W. S. Darley & Company,
tion of the Golf and Country Club
Fannie Young were guests. A gram. Marlene Dietrich, blonde en- No. 2 white oats
Graham's, supplies
104.63 ( supplies
29.70 i
for a Class "B" beer permit.
1 wheat
4.25I
social
afternoon was spent by those chantress of many great piutures, will No.
Green
Bay
Lumber
Company,
i
Demco
Library
Supplies
Motion carried.
:
;i-li.
supplies
31.25 [ E. A. Denham, board of rej present, following which a lunch was be seen in a new type of role in, I: ;
(Moved by Eshelman, seconded by
5 50
| view
"Seven Sinners." John Wayne, husky | Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Long i
Wiese, to hire Vernon Dean as patrol Hansen & Company, sup- served.
plies
37.88 Oes Moines Sanitary Supply,
man at a salary of f 112.00 per month
young star and native of .Wiriteriget, to their home here Wedn
6.95
supplies
147.93 The Band Mother's C'!ub met at the plays the role of a young navy officer, jag after spending the weelij
from April 1 to September 1, 1941 Hoegh Oil .Company, gas
John Hoffman, freight ..
3.03 Chas. A. Donahoe, sessions
15.00
and thereafter at $110 per month.
Home Oil Company, gas
30.74 Richard Dreager, bounty ..
3.00 school house Monday evening. The Billy Gilbert and Mischa Auer carry celsior Springs, Mo.
Motion carried.
Hansen,
hauling
157.95
J.
F.
Eagan,
bounty
1.00 ' following committees were appointed: the comedy sequences in admirable I
The quarterly report of C. M. Marion
' ' '. ' —Skipton, "Clerk of District Court, was ^f0 Herchenbach, labor
60.001 Otto Eden, board of reMtembership—Mrs. Wilbur Heckman, fashion. After seeing iMarlene Die-J Mrs. Robert Cryer eni
approved.
I Htttchins Printing Company,
view
4.00
Mrs. Andrew Petersen and Chas. trich in, "Destry Rides Again," fans members of the Susie Q
The following bonds were approvsupplies
23.81 Pete Eisel, board of review ..
8.00
5.00 ' Young; publicity—Mrs. Eric Osen, Mrs. all over the country clamored for an- visitors, Mrs. Paul Hend
ed:
Iowa
Electric
Company,
serj
Wayne
Erickson,
bounty
....
Frank Hofmeister, Assessor and vice
162.81 j G. E. Eshelman, committee
JA. V. Robinson and Mrs. John Rug- other picture that had showed them a Mrs. John Witte, at her honi
Archie Dale Lynch, patrolman.
I Interstate Machinery & Sup| work and mileage
129.60 jgi es; calling-Mrs. Wm. Linfor, Mrs. new Dietrich. Two Highlights of, Street Thursday evening.
The following claims were allowed
P^ Company, repairs
163.60 John J. Euken, board of re' Art James and Mrs. Wm. Crawford. "Seven Sinners," include three songs-Lett-ificewecl high score at<
and the Auditor authorized to write Interstate
Oil
Company,
I view
warrants for the same:
| grease
88.80 Roy Fancolly, board of reGlen 'Comstock, labor
$ 87.08 Iowa Sales Company, tools .. 160.79 ' view
6.00
Russell Michaels, labor
89.33. Iowa Culvert & Pipe ComI H.1 0.
Ferguson, reporter .... 209.22
6
Zeno Lang, labor
85.28) pany, supplies
1470 36 F ?anv Manufacturing CornWayne Sisler, labor
67.28 i City of Atlantic, current
108 34 ! P > supplies
7.65
Vernon L. Dean, labor
112.00 Jobes Tire & Electric Service,
jThos.
Gittins, board of revle
Chas. J. Dougherty, labor
135.00 tires and repairs
4.00
.........
1B3.34 !
w
Jens Jepsen, labor
95.00 Koch .Brothers, supplies ..... 221.88 j Gregerson's Drug Store, supBen Pace, labor
74.00 Kpmaha Oil Company, gas .. 14 59 ! plies
38.31
Walter Anderson, labor . . . . 80.00 Lindsey Welding Shop, reI Otto B. Hansen, assessor
210.14
R A- Blanchard, labor
141.00 pairs
....................
40 45 A. A. Hayter, board of reHenry Eifeerling, labor
145.50 J. W. Luke & Son, fuel
.....
98!45 ! view
5.10
Herbert Spear, labor
140.40 Howard Lett, hauling ...... 119.85 • *-*• Herbert, abstract and
Kenneth Dougherty, labor .. 58.50 Maseena Grain Company,
insurance
27.81
Gene Lewis, labor
72.00 coal
..........
13 85 Ernst Hjorjt, bounty
5.00
Ansel Petersen, labor
70.50 Middle States Utilities, 'tolls!
3.53
Insurance Agency,
• i Hoffman
"John Phelps, labor
67.50 Miller-Hasselbalch Company,
insurance
25.11
Acres-Blackmar
Company,
repairs
251.65 Frank Hofmeister, assessor .. 201.16
supplies
7.31 Mirq-Flex Company, supCarl Holland, board of reAlemite. Company, grease . . 83.64 plies
view
4.00
31.95 ICarl
E
Anita Lumber Company, supH. P. Malone, hauling
135.30
- Holldorf, bounty
5.00
plies
54.32 Metropolitan Life Insurance
I Holley School Supply CornAtlantic Building Sup_ply,
Company, R. O. W
68.50' M Panv
> supplies
27.62
supplies
223.41 John Miller, hauling
159 30 - E- Hubbard, Auditor,
Atlantic Implement ComG. N. McQuern, mileage
- 75^301 Juror fees
12.20
pany, repairs
42.82 Neff Hardware, supplies . . .
8.17 Hunt & Fuglsang, indemnity
Atlantic
Motor
Freight,
IN. W. Bell Telephone Com12.50
, freight
.55: pany, rent and tolls
124.84 J. C. Jacobsen, board of review
6.00
Rev. G. Janssen, supplies . . . .
2.50
T. R. Jensen, assessor
201.50
| Harry Jordan, Sheriff, transportation; crimminal expense and investigation;
serving notices; board and
care of prisoners
259.27
J. W. Jordan, board of review
4.00
Wm. L. Kelso, bailiff ..'.'.'.'.'.'
48.00
L. D. Kemp, board of review
4.00
Klipto Loose Leaf Company,
We Invite You To See the New Modern Equipment
supplies
16.64
Added To Our Battery Department
Theodore W. Krause, board of
review
4.00
Alvin Lehmkuhl, board of reTHE NEW
view
8.00
Theo. Lenz, bounty
3.00
Hawley Lynch, committee
work and mileag-e
127.70
MacMillan Company, books . .
1.17
C. E. Malone, postmaster,
Which Charges Your Battery In the Modern Method
postage
219.36
Pan-ott & Sons, supApproved By Leading Battery Manufacturers, Larg- Matt
plies
est Car Manufacturers, Society of Automotive En- John W. 'Mehlmann, board of 12.89

PETERSl

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

IT IS HERE!

NEW!

FAST!

SAFE!

MERCURY QUICK CHARGER

gineers and Bureau of Standards, U. S. Government.
It Is No Longer Necessary For You To Wait Days
For Your Battery To Be Charged. This New
Modern Approved Method Charges Your Battery In
the Amazing Time of 15 To 45 Minutes, With or
Without Removing the Battery From Your Car.
NEW GUARANTEED BATTERIES
PRICED AS LOW AS THE LOWEST

W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA

«

review

4.00

Metropolitan Supply Company, supplies
William Middleton, unclaimed fees
56.00
Ralph D. MSlford, board'of 'review
11.00
Missouri-Kansas
Chemical
Company, supplies
152.92
J. O. Moon, board of review
12.00
J. W. Morgan, board of review
4.00
Evelyn Murphy, mik-age '.'.'.'
23.60
Sam Murray, board of review
4.00
J. D. McAfee, board of review
8.00
Fred McDermott, assessor
78.10
J. B. McDermott, board of review
5.25
Austin iMcFadd«n, boarfl of
review
8.00
W. A. McKee, refund'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.' 10.00
(to be continued)

It must be the "ie« toy,"
it's the "fesf »tfer.»...RK,
'••'41, for the tenth time in the

JWI
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ByEDWHEELAN
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BIG TOP

ONLV THE BWC4 SHOWED Ug

STREET
PARADE IN
PITT FALLS

A &LOOMER

IT VJ ILL fee ONE
HOUR BEF

AFTA BLOW-

AMD
BANGS'

'Way

CROWD
OP THE

ENTIRE

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA He Asked for It
HERE'S A CANCELLED
CHECK FOR
. 362L-47 „ DATED
JUNE |6™,I934WHAT WAS
MONEY SPENT FOR?

OH- I'M PRETTY
SURE i SPENT THAT

MONEY FOR DANCING
LESSONS

ALL RK3HTWHAT DOES
THE ,
GOVERNMENT
THINK
OF MY ^
RHUMB A?

THE GOVERNMENT
MUST HAVE MORE
EVIDENCE TO
PROVE
THIS WAS
SPENT
FOR
DANCING LESSONS

piano, to
'totest hits.
• w n , his fav
Jflse a magnet!
"to Play isn't ha,
quickly with 1
Which shows '
part of the keyb
* * *
learn how?
-". -with lite-s
elements of mi
Has three tavoi™
lor your copjl
; WBAOBR.HOME SERV
OS Wsth Avenue
New YOJ
EoelOM 10 cents In coin I«l
copgr of QUICK counsE ujr^
P1AXIHG.

Fuller Pep]
BT JERRY LINK
i Prank J«y Ilarkey Srndlcat*, lae

By C. M. PAYNE

S*MATTER POP—Qoptl Army Wouldn't Stay Wiped!
T3AN6
ARMY IS
3 OUT

Old BOO Wiggins used to t
man JjirJfCb wno'a got a I '

WbUAi nnilnds me of j
mur Tltamlna. Folks new
iU: If *B* one of them Iti
til* (fluFtrcalKy to punchrt
that's \r»W this dellclouij
KELLOOO-S PEP, Is Inpi
for tt'a wrtw-rlch In the t
mlns teftfrtuw lacking t
peoplo'a me*l»—Bi and D. |

MESCAL IKE

B, s. L. HUNTLEY

Like a Little .Man

tooVwL Safe have It 1
Juat )bw» you'll me iti

Self Patience
Be pa.t|ent with ever;
above all with yourself.de Sales. :'

mDvmirity and Sat)
Necessity reforms the]
•attetjr xelcmns the rjch.-

POP—And Slightly Upset by the Report

By J. MILLAR WATT
KEEP YOUR
EYE ON
THAT ,-3
CHAP/-

/n EdS ^

HE'S ONE Of
THEIR

5™ COLUMN

IN
DISGUISE

HQTE1
CLARf

TO KEEP
$$
FLIES OUT •"•vXv
Hi

THE
SPORTING

THING
IT

By
LANG
ARMSTRONG

GLUYAS
WILUAHS

m
I teQ yon tuyi to quit

I mean III
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BY THE WAY
By L. F. M.

FROM OUR OLD FILES

Maduffs

Marl
PHONE

Congratulations to Laura and Carl,
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
Rathman on the fine little boy! Grand-1
man and Grandpa Oler are counting
the grrey hairs again and feeling happy
June 8, 1911.
that they had almost reached their
Miss Nettie Steinmetz is spending
sixties before bhe grandchildren put the week in Anita visiting relatives
in their appearance.
and friends.
* • •
A new fence is being built along the
The cook was leafing through her recently acquired addition to Evercook book last week to find a recipe green cemetery.
and ran across this one which her
B. D. Forshay" returned Monday
mother used for canning all kinds from 'Chicago, where he closed the
of berries, grapes and tomatoes. It's deal for the purchase of the interests
easy and fool-proof and here it is— of Senator Jas. E. Bruce and C. W.
* • •
Bruce in the Citizens Savings Bank.
Have everything but the berries hot. The 4th. of July celebration comFill sterilized jars full of stemmed and mittee met with sufficient success in
9
washed berries and cover with syrup raising funds for the event, thug asi
.
.
•
made by boiling two cups of water suring everyone that this day will be
and one cup of sugar for each quart of appropriately celebrated this year in
fruit. Screw lids on tight and set in Antia.
boiler or tub. Pour boiling water (onA unanimous vote of thanks should
to a plate to avoid breakage) over the be given 'Chester Wagner for his per
jars until covered two inches above sistent efforts in keeping in.good con
jars. Throw a rug or old coat over the dition' the main traveled road running
boiler and let stand overnight.
through East Anita and 'way beyond
* • •
the cemetery.
Last week when we were pinning
The work of laying cement sidepoppies on people someone lamented walk from the Eh-. L. R. EKer resithat .his poppy had been rained on dence on East Main Street to Everand faded .on his shirt, whereupon a green cemetery has begun. The side- certificates will be issued af'thia pro-; «• «> + > + + «• + *
bystander who had seen mo^t of France walk being laid fronts the properties
gram.
HOLT CROSS EVANGE
in '18 and '19 said, "The boys who of Peter Voorhees, George Scholl, T.
Daily vacation Bible School from
..JLUTHERAN CHURCfli
stayed in France wore blood-stained T. Saunders Carl Hansen Jesse Mc8:30 to 11 a. m., closes Friday.
H. G. Belaheim, past(,.]
v
shirts in our behalf, surely we should- Elfresh and A. I>. Dean.
'
'
•
The circles of the Woman's Society
n't flinch at wearing poppy-stained
of Christian Service will meet ThursSunday School and Adult
shirts in their memory." The poppy
day-afternoon at 2:30 p. m. Circle ClaJ* at,JMO a. m.
committee is happy to report that f
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
•»
Diving services at 1Q.-30
poppy sales this year were very good f - f - f 4 - * * * + + * 4 - f 4 No. 2 meets with Mrs. Lester Kink;
Mrs. Wesley Johnson will be the de-".
faataruotioh • $ass
and they thank all who contributed.
"God
the Only Cause and Creator' votional. leader„ and Mrs. Lafe Koob
* » »
Wednesday evening]
will be the subject of the Lesson-Ser- lesson leader. Circle No. 3 meets
Several prospective mothers-in-law
mon in all Churches of Christ, Scien- with Mrs. Eric Osen; MtprA. R. JKoftl
Hfehl**d church—
who have their daughters' happiness tist, on jSunday, June 8.
will be the devotional leader and "Mra. •Divine services at 7:30 p. m.|
in mind have asked By The Way to
The Golden Text is from Revelation Maurice Turner, the lesson leader.
repeat the advice to brides, but the
15;3i "Great and marvellous are thy Circle No. 1 meets with Mrs, Robert
" - , , ' \ - ' : ' THANKS^
cook says that rule one is by far the
works, Lord God Almighty; just and Smith; Mrs. Ed. L. Newton will be
most important so here it is, "Feed
true are thy ways, thou King oi the devotional leader and Mrs. Her- The program committee
the brute."
saints."
bert Hartley, lesson leader. •
American 'Legion and Auxilii.,
* • •
The Lesson-Sermon comprises -quoThe Loyal Circle will meet next 'to thank *11 tfeose who participi
Wasn't that a good looking girl
tations from the Bible and from the Tuesday afternoon at 2:30 p. m. wfth the DociiMi^ion Day services t
Eddie Scholl had out riding on DecorChristian Science textbook, "Science Mrs. Delia King. Roll call, "Where with those who ao gener
ation Day?
and Health with. Key to fhe Scrip I Would Like to Spend My Vacation." flower*,
;
* * *
tures," by Mary Baker Eddy.
The
lowa-DesMoines
annual
con•
$he,
-Program Co
A lot of water has gone under the
One of nthe Bible citations reads- ference convenes in Atlantic next Monbridge so far this week. ^Hope that
"Thou «rt worthy O Lord to receive day at 8 p. m. and continues through
Mrs. Cecil CL Budd and ..
it washed away all of the chinch bug^
glory and honour and power: for thou Sunday June 15. Everyone is wel- Crawford'.were hostesses at
and grasshopper eggs arid we hope
hast created all things and for thj come to all sessions.
mer1* hom£ to the West Main!
those parts of the state wjiich haven't
pleasure they are and were created'
Neighborhood Circle Thursday]
had their share of rain lately got some (Kev. 4:11),
CARD
OF
THANKS.
noon.. W members and fiver
of this downpour.
Among the selections from the
were present. Boll call was,
I wish to thank my friends tfnd rela- orite Flower and Something 1
Christian Science textbook is the fo'.
LITERARY MEMBERS
lowing:
tives for the cards, letters and, flowers ing: tSj-It" A lunch was
CHANGE CLUB NAME "There is but on« creator and onu sent to me during my stay at the At- the hostesses.
creation. This creation consists of the lantic hospital. .
At the last meeting of the Anita unfolding of spiritual ideas and they
• Mrs. Alia Bowen.
Literary club the members decided idenities, which are embraced in tlu
to amend the constitution by chang- infinite. Mind and forever reflected
ing the name to, "The Federated These ideas range from the infinitesSTICKS
Woman's 'Club." Since they have be- imal to infinity, and the highest ideas
" 6 For.9c
longed to that organization for1 years, are the soils and daughters of God
ANITA BAKERY^
they thought it fitting and proper to '(pp. 502, 503).
put the club under its right title.
loader/ John Peere Store, >
The Federated Woman's Club is an * + * - f - f - f + • » - . • » • * * +
You aw get, at all times I
organization of very wide scope. It f CENTRAL CHURCH OP CHRIST 4
embraces various fields of study in- t
SemT-Solid Buttermilk at the'!
C. R. Neel, Paator.
+
cluding departments of art and litCoop in Anita. Why not w|
erature, on the study of child developSunday School at 10 a. m.
ment and training, on better homes
Church Worship at 11 a. m.
FOR '8&ltEh~<.2 good used i
and.gardens and many others. Thus
The
second
Sunday
in
June
is
genJohn
PeJBfe Biore, Anita._
whatever any woman's interests may
erally
observed
as
children's
day.
Mrs.
be, she can find in the Federated WoCentral Ttn4 Southern lows]
.
man's club a department that will Hayes Redbum is preparing our protof Mb. 40 acres to
gram which will be held at night. The
throw the Unfa off
appeal to her.
proved or urihaproved. Fsr
public is invited.
f^tttt lo« 'torn c
The chief aim of the club is to make
investment at price range of I
let b«ck » the bWi, and delayed growth
For a long time the church had no
Anita a better place to live in by help"4 4g™^nwt •fter n»d a medicine '$126 per JMW., Terms as lo
place
for
the
children
in
the
life
of
ing support all worthy civic projects.
thy will help them jretbt die dbeue and
cash. H . JldjSBlvay, Clearfi
reduce de«th lona wittoo
They believe that they can do this the church, but today the children are
BLOCKS t
Awn, Gite them Addox A
best by serving their own homes, their being used to teach important lessons
30
tbido
fot
Moat..
F6*
'sale
»t Farmer's I
m
religion.
The
statement,
"A
Little
children and their own town first. The
Child
Shall
Lead
Them,"
i
being
s
ladies of this club showed this desire
be starting a library for the town realized more and utalized more as
WANTED:—Your dead
- — - - --" ! pay phonec
some years ago. It is the plan of t{ie we advance in the unfolding of Chrisclub to assist all local organizations, tian life. As a rule the program the
such as the Greater Anita Club, the children give is an important missionary message.
P. T. A. or any other group which
f RI.-SAT. —, 7:«0-e:3fl PCome and worship with us. You
is interested in a better Anita, in
projects which will further such an will be welcome at the door.
105 REASONS TO ATTEND
The ladies of the church will serve
end.
DOUBLE FEATURE
The officers of the club for the com- a 15c dinner Wednesday noon.
Racing Thrills and
ing year are as follows: Mrs. H. G.
WED.-THURS. - 7:33-9:30 P. M.
> . . . . • - • - Gallant He*'18
Selsheim, president; Mrs. Merle
3
GREAT
STARS
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4
Buddy
3enne, vice-president; Miss Mattie
Jane
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
4
TO THRILL YOlJ
Butler, secretary; Mirs. Lake Bear,
WITHERS
ROGERS
* * * * + + + •*• + * *
;reasurer; Mrs. Dan Spiker, new mem^CIjAJVK«
SPENCER
Church
school
at
10:00
a.
m.
ber of the board of directors.
GABLE
TRACT
Service of worship, 11 a m Out
One of the new resolutions of the
"""
— A> T DMYRNA LOY
theme
will
be:
"A
Watchman
••
We
:lub at the last meeting was to adThe Qisko Kid Rid<* Ag« in |
shall
be
pleased
to
have
you
with
us
here to a strict parliamentary form
CESAR ROMERO
---- ~
thia service.
Dou we
need wal
watchmen
w c nceu
of business. The president has ap- at
h^Vltll/
nv
V.«^
il__j
.
»»»vu
A CONSTANCE BENNETT
today
or
has
that
day
?
ou
past
"ROMANCE
OF THE
>ointed these people, the first memYou
ber of which acts as chairman, on the know ancient cities, many of th
"ollowing committees: Mrs. Katherine had walls and on those walls were
Main, Miss Mattie Butler and Mrs. stationed watchmen. Did the watch
A. T. Evans, program committee; j men P833 away with the walled city'
TWO I-OP NOTCH PICTURES
Miss Jetta Knowlton, Mrs. Fred Mil Missionary society will meet
at
0
with
2:3
Sheley and Mrs. Lake Beat, social
M.>it.«.. WM ue th
nipna nelson
committee.
: Jsen. 'Mrs. Aloha
ue the
The next meeting of the club will
be held Thursday. This will be the!
e
asner
M r s PFlora
l o V.
V Stone.
;
If you can t «
annual picnic. The social committee Mrs.
has notified each member what to anyone m your car report that also to
bring for the picnic and where it will the above named persons
The ladies wi u serve
be held. A special business meeting
noon-day dinner Thursday.
will precede the picnic.

WE DELIVER

THURSDAY—FRIDAY-^ATURDAY SP

Marshmallows ft- 1
A
Salmon
££
Italian Plums'••**»&* 2
DAO^|IAC
Slieed or Halves
r^avM*? •
No. 10 Can

*
4

Corn Flakes 2
Beef or
Weiners

WANT Al

Ifs the luxury mattress that
gives you more healthful comfort than any other!
TT'S best by the actual comfort
A test .'That's the verdict of
registered nurses who tested the
three leading nationally advertised $39.50 mattresses. Without
knowing which mattress was
which, these nurses voted almost
2 to 1 for the Perfect Sleeber
- Tuftless over Mattress A) ahrf3
i to 1 over Mattress 0. Come in
Pand test it yourself. Feel the
amazing combination of luxurij ous soft ness and the firm supportI 'ng resilience of the Perfect
Sleeper ... the secret of supreme
sleeping comfort found in no
other mattress.

There'* Luxury in Sfrta't
Smooth Tuft/ess
Surface
No bumps or hollows to disturb you
...no tufts Co break
loose. You sleep on
the mattress, not
in it.

There's Luxury in Serfo't
Vitalized Hoakh
It feel) so soft and
comfortable and
yet BO firm and resilient. too! And it
adjusts instantly to

your weight.

Heafffcfu/ Serfosepr/c
Luxury Ticking
Germ and

odor

repellent . . . sani-

tary and antiseptic
...this l u x u r i o u s
damask Is an exclu-

sive feature.

Smooth Re,f maiiras,!. m o l c d i n j box

>I»'»V. tht Tiny perftet

Stttptr

CM -fr Wfl( .

Long's
Furniture

Scrto Guaranty by
Notional Uoyd't
Inn/rate* Ca
An unbiased, insured giurantee
i hat a your comassurance of
and

The Misses Freda and Jane Scholl
Mr. and Mr,. Frank Lee8 and son,
of Stuart visited Decoration Day in
il, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Karns and
Anita with their mother, Mrs. Dosha
V. Scholl. Mrs. Seholl returned to fanuly and Mr. and Mrs. Rich Watson
Stuart with them and spent several and family attended a family reunion
of the Parkinson family in Stuart
days visiting there.
Sunday.

DO NOT NEGLECT
LEAKY ROOT
It only means added expense later Our stock

°
BONGERS

A

"GOLDEN HOOFS"

'TEST PILOT'

Sun.-Mon.-Tues, - T& 9:30J^%tS» Mat. 2:30 •'

^•^?°*!™^*%

The .Anita Independent baseball
team Won a 12 to 7 decision Sunday
from Casey on the latter's field.

PHONE FOR AN ESTIMATE - ITS FREE

ROBERT~SCOTT
ANITA LUMBER CO.
DO YOU NEED,A NEW HAY RACK?

NEW A
NirA

MET

^
HODIST

The K. J. U. club of the Church of
Lhrist held a surprise farewell party
for Mrs. W. R. Cryer at the home of her
son and daughter-in-law, Mr. and Mrs '
Robert Cryer, Saturday evening Mrs'
Cryer was presented with a gift and
a social evening was enjoyed by the
26 present. A lunch was served Mr
and Mrs. Cryer plan to move to Adair
m the next few days.
-nday School.

CHURCH

ft

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
By Edward C. Wayne

WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

Urges Arms Boost

Current War Front Shifts to Syria
With Oil Fields of Iraq as Prize;
'Draft Everything' Legislation Aims
To Break Strikes in Defense Plants

\\ \ l U

ilnc

Washington, D. C.
NEW TYPE CONVOYS

. Urer
- (EDITOR'S NOTE— When «plitUni are eiprtntt !• tfceM ccl
«f tfcis •ewspapcr.)
are th»«e »f (be new* analrt and n*l neeetsmr
_________ (Released by Western Newspaper

•WAR' IN V. S.
Citizeru of Bear Mountain, N. V, received a taste of what actual tear attack
might mean when the coast artillery and
Wen Point cadet* put on a dive-bombing
attack and antiaircraft defense of « big
bridge near that point. Guru and equipment used were in tame positions they
would actually occupy in an actual battle
for defense of the bridge.

DEFENSE:
Production
Returning foreign correspondents,
making a junket of the defense production industries as guests of the
war department, found that airplane
motors, considered one of the potential bottlenecks, are being rushed
into production at one plant in Connecticut to the tune of 1,400,000
horsepower monthly.
One official of this concern, reviewing what he knew of the potential production of this industry,
predicted that between 70,000 and
100,000 airplane engines will be
turned out during 1941-42.
The total airplane industry, from
a motor standpoint, should eventually be turning out 10,000,000 horsepower a month.
While these producers had no accurate figures on Axis production, it
was figured that it might be between 3,000,000 and 5,000,000 a month
at the present time, with future
capabilities unfigured.
In addition to the three great
American aviation motor concerns'
output, the automotive industry has
been asked for some, and while no
in production yet, they will eventually contribute a large percentage of
the total.
This turned the pages back to
World War I, when America's most
important fighting airplane motor,
the Liberty, was turned out in quantity in a leading automotive factory.
This factory also, by the way, was
making the recoil mechanism for the
75-millimeter gun—then a war botr
tleneck.

WAR:

On New Front

J6 E«di]
it Give an 01,

Stacy May, research chief of
OPM, is pictured as he told the
senate defense committee that
the gigantic American armament
program must be doubled to aid
Great'Britain and other nations
in overcoming the German advantage in production. He proposed that the goal of spending
twenty billion dollars next year
for arms be increased to forty
billions.

DOORN:
End of Road
The death of former Kaiser Wilhelm at 82 of a blood clot on the
lung and the elaborate military funeral accorded him by the dictator
of Germany, Adolf Hitler, former
Austrian paperhanger, brought an
odd and dramatic close to a long
and interesting career.
The man who was so much in the
forefront of the last war that the
slogan "Hang the Kaiser", was on
the lips of half the Allied soldiers,
died after 22 years of exile after a
ripe and peaceful old age, even hi
the midst of a present war which
had brought the conquering hordes
of his former country in triumph to
his point of exile at Doom, Holland.
Yet, even hi this triumph, though
the Germans could have brought the
Hohenzollern monarch back to his
throne had their desire been to do
so, this was not done, and the kaiser
and his family remained hi exile.
there for death to find him while
the issue of the fate of his country
was still in doubt.
However, the relations between
Hitler-controlled Germany and the
former monarch were as odd as the
position of the civilized world at the
time of the kaiser's death. Hitler
seemed filled with respect and homage to his former monarch, though
what the kaiser thought of the humbly born Austrian who succeeded
him was little in evidence, and mattered just as little.
Hitler's final move— to order a
funeral with full military honors,
was the last there was in the news
about the lord of the HohenzoUerns.

New Yorken
Behind all the guessing and specu- Are Talking About:
The 1,M* <4-enttoe) tottf-nuig*
lation over convoys aroused by the
President's fireside chat is this one bombers that the United States wfll
basic fact. The old-fashioned form turn out monthly In 1942 . . . Pubof convoy already is outmoded, and, lisher Pope of an Italian-American
as Roosevelt indicated at a recent daily being the first ever to edit •
press conference, it will not be used. Presidential speech. Omitted the
But the new-fashioned form of con- raps at the Axis.
voy already is in use and will be
intensified.
The dosing of Cam* Nordtan*,a
This is convoy by airplane patrol, Bund racket, in New Jersey by the
using airplane carriers and nearby man who sent Hauptmann to the
islands for bases. The destruction chair (Attorney-General Wilente.)
of the Bismarck showed how effec- It's about time!
Book-of. . . The
ine/Duwwtive this airplane convoy could be. the-Month umei
club's August choice, A.
Airplanes flying above the water J. Cronin's "The Keys of the Kingcan sight the submarine below the dom" . . . The fact that the Zamwater miles away, whereas a sur- zam was partly "insured" by a synface vessel cannot sight a submarine dicate of which the Tokio Fire ft
more than a mile or so away. Marine and the Generate of Trieste,
Therefore you can expect to see a as well as Swiss insurance firms
network of United States airplanes owned by Germany, are members
criss-crossing back and forth across . . . This confirms' our recent rethe north Atlantic, assisted in part port
how Nazi Intelligence can
by surface warships, but extending know on
when U. S. ships sail—their
all the way to Ireland.
destinations, cargoes, etc!
The Pacific Fleet.
With this settled, the most important strategic problem being dis- Notes of an
cussed in backstage navy circles Innocent Bystander:
is that of bringing the mighty Pacific
In Case Yon Didden Know: A pet
fleet from that ocean into the At- newspaper man legend is this one.
lantic to prevent Nazi seizure of the "A -newspaper man is a guy who
mid-Atlantic islands and to be ready sits at his window looking down at
for other major eventualities.
the passing parade. Sooner or latEvery detail in connection with er everybody he knows passes by.
tuch a shift has been discussed. And he can drop a flower—or a flowAnd while there have been some er pot!"
hot "behind-the-scenes arguments,
the one thing upon which the adIt Really Happened! A small time
mirals all agree is that the fleet actor walked into a bookshop and
must be kept together. To split asked to see some books on the theait into small units and send* some ter for his wife. The clerk brought
of them to the Atlantic, in then* opin- out the memoirs of Daniel Frohion, would be disastrous. Battleships man, Stanislawski's "An Actor Premust have their accompanying pares" and others.
cruisers, destroyers, etc., and they
"Sorry,'1 the customer said,
cannot be divided.
"these won't do. Too thick."
Naturally, the idea of the fleet
"Too thick?" said the clerk, "I'm
withdrawing from the Pacific is sure she'll find them interesting."
enough to raise the hair on the heads
"She's not gonna read them," the
of most people on the West coast. guy explained, "she's gotta juggle
However, the navy has worked out some plates while balancing some
a plan whereby it is confident that books on her head!"
the West coast would be in no real
danger.'
Sweet and Lovely: Tito Guizar
The plan is extremely important, tells
about Mrs. Mefoofsky who was
because it illustrates the new type saying
to her drafted darling
of warfare made possible by the "Be a ta-ta
good boy, Sam," she caulong distance bomber. Also it gives
the key to Roosevelt's convoy plans. tioned, "and when you-.get to camp
Finally it illustrates what the Nazis —try to be punctual in the mornso you don't keep breakfast
could do to the United States if the ings,
plan were reversed in the Atlantic. waiting."
Key to the plan is Hawaii and the
Last Langh: In the Spanish Amer
Aleutian islands. The admirals are
reasonably confident that long dis- lean war days the Hearst papers
tance patrol planes ranging out were putting out a dozen extras daily
from* Hawaii in the mid-Pacific and —many of them scoops. But as
from the Aleutians in the north quickly as they came out the old
Pacific would be sufficient to spot Morning World, the legend goes,
any Japanese ship approaching would copy them.
This got Mr. Hearst sore, but how
American- waters. And air torpedoes of the type which crippled the to trap them in the act? One day
Bismarck could do the rest. In fact, the following appeared in the Hears!
the entire Bismarck Incident has papers: "Colonel Refiipe W. Thenuz,
been a striking demonstration that a prominent Austrian military stratlong-distance bombers plus island egist, has reached Cuba and will adbases have revolutionized warfare in vise and direct Spanish militarists
on the war."
both oceans.
The copy-cats on the World swalAzores and Canaries.
lowed the bait and had it on their
Now if you transpose the map of front page the next edition. The
the Pacific onto the map of the At- next afternoon the Hearst papers
lantic, you will also get an idea of ran a facsimile of the swipe and
why Roosevelt bore down so heavily then added: "Reflipe W. Thenuz, ii
on the Importance of the Azores, the you read it as an anagram, says;
Canary and Cape Verde islands in "We pilfer the news!"
his fireside chat. For the Azores
are the Hawaii of the mid-Atlantic,
Add Sillies: Vic Mature sends the
while the Canaries and Cape Verdes
might be compared to the Aleutians one about the horse in a maiden
race at Belmont He asked the
—in reverse position.
steed in the next stall: "Have you
Whoever holds these stepping- ever rttn here before?" When the othstones across the Atlantic can sweep er nag nodded "yop." the newcomer
that ocean with naval patrol planes replied happily: "Good! I'll follow
and bombers, just as the U. S. fleet
around. It's my first time here
can sweep the Pacific from Hawaii you
and I'd hate to get lost."
and the Aleutians.

The collapse of the Greco-British
defense of Crete was followed by a
good deal of backing and filling as
the forces of Great Britain wondered where the axe was going to
fall next.
The preponderance of British belief was that it would be hi Syria,
and two things happened at once:
The British started mobilizing
toward Syria and began air attacks
on Syrian points, and the French
started propaganda efforts to prove
that they needed German aid to repel British attack.
The British countered by announcing, via their Turkish friends, that
Germany already had landed 20,000
men in civilian dress, who would
doff their tourist garb and take up
arms just as soon as sea-borne
transports landed them.
Also the British asserted that 400
German planes were already at
Syrian airdromes, ready for an attack on Iraq's British army from
bases supplied, in defiance of
Franco-British friendship, by agreement with the Petain government
headed by Darlan.
The observers in this country were
not fooled by this sort of diplomatic
byplay, and were able to recognize
the same maneuvers, with some
variations, that had preceded the
German occupation of the Balkans
and the subsequent blitz attack upon
Greece.
Britain's plan was not only a delaying action, but because of the
peculiar location of the immensely GASOLINE:
valuable Mosul oil field, to try to get
'DRAFT:
into Syria first, while the German An Issue
'Everything*
"tourists" were still unarmed, and
No sooner had Secretary Ickes
A stiff fight against President to destroy the landing fields there suggested "gasless Sundays" as a
if
possible.
Roosevelt's
"draft
everything"
means of controlling the oil supply
measure sent to the congress closely
of the country than, administration
Home
Front
following his "freedom speech" apcritics began asking embarrassing
peared likely, though the adminisChurchill's government, taking a questions.
tration forces seemed willing enough great deal of criticism because of
How could this country, with conto modify the measure from its first the Crete disaster, because many trol
of half the world's oil supply
draft.
British people thought the Crete bat- be facing an oil shortage?
The President softened the shock tie might have been won if "better
How did it happen that American
of the measure, which at first sight handled, now found itself with an
looked like an effort toward a com- intensely serious problem on its concerns were selling oil and its
products to Japan? To Russia? To
plete economic dictatorship, by a hands.
other countries via which it might
later announcement that its major
There were signs that "authorized
purpose was to permit the admin- sources" in Britain were preparing get into Axis hands?.
The defense investigating commitistration to break strikes in defense the public as gently as might be
industries, which were still a knotty for a practical abandonment of the tee in congress was asking some of
these questions, and getting strange
problem all over the nation.
Mediterranean as a naval control
Both Senator Byrd of Virginia and area since the loss of Crete, and one answers. The Standard Oil comSenator Tydings of Maryland had announcement flatly said that Amer- pany had to explain the deal to its
taken the floor to demand that the ican aid must hurry if it was to get stockholders, and this brought the
If we hold these Atlantic islands
President himself take the leader- to the Red sea and Suez in time issue into more prominence.
The oil concern admitted the sale then we hold the gateway to the
ship in halting strikes, Byrd saying: to get to the British forces in North
of oil and gasoline (except the 100- Atlantic. If Hitler holds them, he
"There are 60 to 70 strikes in de- Africa.
controls the first step toward Brazil
fense industries, and new ones are
The British were expecting air- octane airplane gas) to Japan, but —and the rest of the way is easy.
occurring every day. I don't as- borne attacks on Malta, Cyprus, said that when the agreement was These were some of the things
sume the government would want to Alexandria and Suez, but whether made the British, American and Roosevelt studied on the large-scale
take over and operate all these the Germans would attempt para- Dutch governments were consulted, maps of the navy department beand that the terms were entirely acplants.
chute troop operations after their ceptable
fore he made his broadcast.
to all three.
"A prohibition against strikes and huge losses in Crete was doubtful.
Another vital point he studied waa
was one of the puzzling phases
compulsory arbitration would be a
In fact, the Turkish slant on the ofJtAmerica's
not mentioned in his broadcast; bedefense
effort.
better method."
attempt to land in Syria was that
cause no one is talking publiclv
The bill, which in its original form sea-borne invasion would be carried SEA WAR:
about the fact that the British may
would give the President, under his out. A dozen or more large ships
have to withdraw from Gibraltar
proclamation of a state of unlimit- were to carry supplies to Syria via Claims
even from the Mediterranean al'
ed emergency, power to seize and the Dodecanese islands, and from
having claimed that half
er. But in case of such a
sell anything in the nation's long list these it would be possible, Turkey of Berlin,
Britain's entire merchant ship withdrawal, a glance at the map will
of private property, found its first said, to land in Syria by an overshow that these three sets of islands
compromise offer coming from ad- night sailing under cover of dark- strength had been destroyed, assert- —the
Azores, Canaries and Cape
had reached
ministration leaders in the form of ness.
n,ooSo
Verdes—could
help to replace Gia time limit on the President's powFive hundred motorized troops
Britain admitted six millions >raltar.
ers, together with a proviso that had
made such a trip, Turkey said Both
agreed
that
They
.
.1 ,
----- British
»v**j*i pre-war
H l ^"war
-"'-,7 sit
«** aauiuc the
lue entrance
en tr an
congress must first itself declare a
to
France vigorously denied it' strength
had totaled around 21 mil- the Mediterranean,, and tongnational emergency before they though
Harking
back
to
the
days
when
hons
or
22
millions of tons.
could be used.
bombing planes based on
.
on os
Weygand's Near-East army was eslan s could ma
Labor-minded members of both timated at 750,000 men, figures were
The
.
German
claim
was
that,
^
ke it hot
for any
. her
*
lln« sunk,
ftiinlr Etvi+nin .. ___ »«i_i
..
npHit i^t-i-,.,,. / ____ .
,.
***v
ships
houses, wildly' suspicious of the now being given out in allied circles
,
ng too
tionary force heading out of the
was "bleeding
measure, started their own investi- :hat De Gaullet had an army of death," and that a speedup of air- Mediterranean for the Americas
gation to try to determine its origin. 250,000 men at the present time.
plane attacks on merchant ships and
Ail of these are reasons why you
war vessels might be expected.
action
IhT
AetTPe,Ct Vltal
'-ega'-ding
U-BOATS:
islands.
Loyal to Vichy?
The British, still anxious for ship- the Atlantic
•
•
•
Bigger Range
The stories about the first Nazis ping aid from the United States ex
pressed gratification that the United
CAPITAL CHAFF
Sinkings of eight British ships by landing in Syria, in fact, stated that States, as announced, would immeLvery
year Homer Cumminpa
they
were
being
sent
in
to
"straighttorpedoes fired from U-boats rediately start picking up the British holds "The Attorney General QoU
vealed that the German submarine en out" the French forces in Syria shipping lines in the Orient and £ Tournament" at Pinehurst N C
whose loyalty to the Vichy governinstead of being a smaller vessel ment
Pacific thus freeing many vessels an event started when he was'iW
was in question.
with a shorter range operating in
mng the justice department. Chief
C3rrying
There had been many reports of Abroad
°f mUniti°- r u e ,s: »B any man Dri Ch^f
greater quantity, is becoming a bigdisaffected
troops
leaving
Syria
beger boat with a bigger range.
Most observers, while believing wife, he's never invited again"
Herr Hans Thomsen, head of the
Some of these reported sinkings lore the German infiltration to flee that the German claims were exces
embassy
took place within 700 miles of the nto Palestine, there to join the Free sive, admitted that the ship Ios8e8 German
vltamin
piIlsin Washington fc
United States, well within the sup- French, but just how much of this were tremendously heavy, and that
had occurred was largely a matter
posed neutrality patrol area.
of conjecture.
it was one of Britain's most
challenges of the war
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In Fewer Words: "The Hollywood
smoothie," grieves Hedy Lamarr,
'takes back the car he's given the
girl when the romance is over He
also quarrels with her—so she will
throw his diamond baubles in his
face—with which he quietly slinks
away."
In short, he slinks.

means a ' (

Middle Age Starts at]
waist, drooping shoulder,!
ward head and then-a •'£'
hump." You'll be looking o
still young.
*°
Or is your special probi,
hips or heavy legs ora
bust?
Our 32-page booklet has ,
remedy those figure faults, too
to correct poor posture, fan]
aer». bust. arms, waistline ,
citt* to relieve foot troubles e
nervon* tension, also a

t-HOME 8E

jHS Strife Avtnoe

N

Endow 10 cents In cob I
copjr .of BEST EXEBC.
HEALTH AND BEAUTY.

Time of Life
A long life may not]
enough, • but a good life ]
enough.—'Benjamin:

rai
With Life,
To labour is the lot <
low; and when Jove i
he gave us woe.—Homel
of Dtotl

And
opinion
of the*/,
wbo tot *l
Doan's un«l
laboratory I™
pn>T*
. U «

«be?jiu?ey> Iwr. «?d_3a
tlon looutiines warn Uof <M
funetioZ'You
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The Story Tellers: Fortune lists
the problems America is confronted
with, and describes the situation as
the most desperate emergency that
Uie democratic world ever faced " WNU—N
Senator Wheeler, who has a phrase
to answer every fact, probably
wouldm call
that
"preaching
fear'
i
,
«•*»•*•»»****« 4.CO&'
Take a look at the most poison-

I STREAMING

Youve been annoyed often by the
same
noisy The
stewWoma
bum, whom
a typec oflled

Sl
'S1 ,? "
Jelt?^ •»' "

° *™*
W°<>

The W0man

greets her man at the door," advises the mag, You, "should be glad
o see him not only aa a human being-but as a man." Mark the distinction. Men! Liberty's expose ra
Lindbergh was sold out in 36hours.
Alley-Oop: Tomrriy Tucker hopes
o" rVCn redid
?d U before- wm^
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a t h ' Anyhow, i f . t h e
about the two acrobats who never
Played in New York and were
ater.
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X ine Beck of
siting in Anita-'
an d friends;

Mrs. Irene Brunner of Jefferson,
t wish to take this opnurtunity to Iowa mited in Anita Decoration Day
her sister, Mrs. L. C. Thmop*
_v *
^
— Bnd CUstOVho for the past eleven years and husband.
PR. B. L.MBCKBR 'have
vj| BO generously
• patronized
ynuiiizea me
Mrs. J. P. Christensen was hostess
Chiropractor
WMle operating a service station m
chas A
to the members of the H. H. club and
Ad*i*,t». their husbands at a 12:30 o'clock dinour
—Office Hours—
ner Wednesday. Nine members were
n
lta and wil1 be ass
H. ** - £
«ted
9-12 —
5 «ar,on Rickel. Your patronage present and the afternoon was spent
socially by those in attendance.
will be appreciated by them.
Wed. &
7 till 10
Merle Robison.
Mr. and Mrs. Merritt Steele are the
Sun. 10.11 A. If. '^ Mrs. Floyd Dement attended a Pyth- parents of a iT-pound girl baby which
was born to them at their home southian Sister kensington last Wednesday east of here Wednesday afternoon.
afternoon in Council Bluffs
She has been named Meredith Alene
and is the second child in the family,
the other being a boy.
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TO PAINT WITH

PAINTS
nd so easy to get a professional-like finish that
'11 be proud to display to your friends. For inhce—the ttew, Qimek-dry Enamels flow freely
hi the brush jntQ.a smooth, mirror-glass surface.
Ire are so many beautiful colors to choose from,
, any color combination you like is easy to have.
Chief Paints are outstanding values and you can
fore of getting, the most for your money when
purchase any Chief Paints from us.

THE FARMERS COOP.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Muller of Omaha spent Sunday in Anita visiting
at the home of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Chas. Barber.
Flora V. Stone was hostess
to the members of the Quilt club Wednesday afternoon at her home on
Maple Street.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Long and sonl
Jack, and Harry Kaskey spent Decoration Day in Manson, Iowa, visiting
with relatives and friends.

By WARREN"BAYLEY
Dennis O'Leary and his sister, Mrs.
hurled from the volcano long ago,
Katherine Main, are enjoying a trip Capulin Mountain, National
dotted the route. They were similar
through the eastern part of the United Monument, N. M.
This tremendous heap of cinders to those I saw around the still active
States.
was blown out of the earth 2000 years Mauna Loa volcano in Hawaii a few
Mrs. Maurice Ross and son, Gary of
ago.
years ago.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
Ruggles
and
Dallas Center, Iowa, visited several
A mile in diameter at its base, it
As we began to climb, we passed
days the past week at the home of family of Peoria, 111., visited several
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Mat- days in Anita during the past week towers 8,368 feet above sea level and a small cave that has given up many
is topped by a yawning crater 1,460 specimens of prehistoric Indian handitheis. From here Mrs. Ross went to •with his mother, Mrs. Ira Ruggles. feet
wide.
work. Rounding the slope, another
Atlantic and Hancock where she will
From the crater rim, a broad sweep extinct Volcano burst into view — the
visit former Drake -Univsrsity class* Robert Nelson, who is employed at
mates before returning to her home/ Burlington, Iowa, spent Decoratioh of northeastern New Mexico is visible 11,000 foot Sierra Grande, 15 miles
Day and the week end in Anita vis- —to the west the hulking, snow-cap- away. Older than Capulin, it is one
A special train will stop in Anita iting his mother, Mrs. Alpha Nelson.jaed Sangre -de - Christos mountain of the largest mountains in America
range— to the south attd east great isolated from a mountain range.
next Monday morning at 6:28 o'clock
Mr. and Uftrs. Vincent Novak of pfains that resounded to the tramp of
Next we sighted a broad, 3 mile
to pick up the three Des Moines RegOmah spent Decoration Day in Anita buffalo herds in the days of the fierce flow of lava, once a molten stream
ister and Tribune carrier salesman visiting Mr. and Mrs. Joe Rydl, Sr. Comanche and Kiowa Indians.
on the mountainside, now frozen into
here. The train is one of ten special Mrs. Rydl is suffering from a skin inCapulin Mountain stands in a small, a rippling black hand.
..
trains oping used this year to bring fection.
680 acre tract set aside as'a National
Further on we paused to look oat
.carrier salesmen and their guests to
Monument in 1916. A barren pile over the area made world famous to
the twelfth annual convention and
Miss Otellia Peterson, a student at of .black cinders when it was young;
frolic in Des Moines. Carrier sales- Simpson college, has returned to her it haa acquired a coat of pines and archeologists only IB years ago. Prehistoric Indian writings—strange, unman in Anita are Albert Karns, Jr., home here and will spend the summer
shrubs, the latter making fairly good decipherable arrow signs—were found
William Millhollin and Ronald Roots. with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chris.
eating from the way a few deer we I on the rocks. Nearby are picture
Petersen.
happened upon were chewing them, writings that we later examined close
The marriage of Miss Doris WohlMany varieties of wild cherries a-'at hand. Nothing is known of their
leber, daughter of ,Mf. and Mrs. Fred
Art James spent Decoration Day in bound, including: choke-cherries, which meaning but figures of animals and
Wohlleber, and Edward 0. Barbieri Anita with his family. He was accom- gave the mountains their Spanish
men stood out clearly, possibly a
of Des Moines, was Announced last panied back to Omaha by his wife and name.
story
told by some ancient mountain
week by the bride's parents. The daughter, Eva, who will spend the
Right now the mountain is ablaze dweller.
couple was united in marriage at summer there.
with a new, spring crop of wild flowReaching the summit, we hiked
Bethany, Mo., Oct. 27. 1940, by Justice
ers,
beautifying what must have been around the cup-shaped crater, 700 feet
Mass
Isabel
Biggs,
daughter
of
Mrs.
of the Peace Wm. iBolai. Attendants
at one tune an "ominous and terrifying deep and cluttered with cinders and
at the wedding were Iva Dean Snips, Ruby Biggs, has returned to her home sight. ^ , *.Dvt^,
ash. Dead now and quiet, it was a
f :
;
Lila Montgomery and Carl Frjach. here from Ledyard, Iowa, where she
Three
nmes
out
of
the
town
of
Capurumbling
inferno when our calendar
The young couple is making, their is the home economics instructor in lin we reached the Monument's en- was born. The view, in all directions
the
schools
there.
home in Des Moines.
trance. AIT along the two mile road from this rim was magnificent.
At dusk the mountain began to
Mr. and Mirs. Thorle Robison and that encircles the mountain and ends
family of Des Moines visited in Anita in a broad parking area on its top, merge with the purpling sky above
Decoration Day and the week end, we obesrved layers of fine volcanic -—a sky that glowed an angry red
guests of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. ash and layers of lava pebbles where 2,000 years ago. Capulin may not
the road and the elements have cut be as spectacular now as it was then,
Chas. A. Robison.
through the mountains surface. Oc- but' its quiet beauty is well worth a
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Hansen of St. casional "bobs," large bubbles of lava visit.
Joseph, Mo., were Decoration Day and
week end visitors here, guests of his
"Trailer Vagabond" Is Sponsored and Appears In This Paper
mother^ Mrs. O. C. Hansen, and his
Through the Courtesy of
sister, VM^-S. Hansine Johnson.

WAGNER'S FILLING STATION

Anita, Iowa

ever!
fortified

Word has been received here by
relatives of Dale Roberts that he is
Anita, Iowa
TEXACO PRODUCTS
Phone 257
now employed by North America, Inc.,
an aeronautics plant, in Inglewood,
Gal. Dale recently graduated from
Mrs. Nora Cleaver and her daughter, The walls and ceiling in Petersen's
an aeronautics school in Alhambra, Miss Geraldine, were at RSHe, Iowa, Grocery are being repainted this week.
Cal.
Decoration Day where they visited
relatives
and friends.
Qlen Terraberry of Malcom, a
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Rathman are
teacher in the Anita school during the
the parents of a 6 pound 1% ounce
Mir. and Mrs. Gerald Bell and small last semester, is visiting in Anita
boy baby which was horn to them
at the Atlantic hospital Friday morn- son of Des Moines visited Decoration this week with friends. <
Day and the week end in Anita at
Robert Crawford, a student at Iowa
ward and is the first child in the the home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Anderson Bell, and with other relatives State college in Amfjs, spent Decoration
family.
and friends.
Day and the week and visiting at the
home- of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
The Bide-a-Wee bridge club .were
guests Wednesday afternoon of Mrs. A special meeting was held Tues- W. F. Crawford and .family here.
Herbert Hartley at her home on Wal- day evening by Obedience Lodge, No.
nut Street. Other guests, besides the 380, A. F. & A. M. at the Masonic
members, were Mrs. B. D. Forshay, Temple in Anita. Work in the EnMrs. F. D. Weimer and Mrs. Fred M. ured Apprentice and Fellow Craft
Sheley. High scorer during the after- degrees/ were given. Following the
meeting a lunch was enjoyed by those
noon was Mrs. Andy Miller.
Fusk Meat Meal Tankage at
attendance.
wholesale,
delivered.
Last Wednesday evening twenty
Mr. and Mrs. I. S. Anderson and
neighbors helped Deloris Wohlleber
We will pick up your dead
celebrate her 18th. birthday at the Marion and Marilyn Paulsen went to
.animals and give service.
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Austin, Mdnn., Thursday morning
Fred Wohlleber, north of here. Thurs- where they attended funeral services
Phone 257
day, Miss Wohlleber was taken to for a brother of Mr. Anderson. They
WAGNER
FILLING STATION
Iowa City where she entered the Uni- returned to their home here' Sunday,
ANITA,
IOWA
versity hospital to receive treatment having spent Decoration Day and the
week
end
visiting
other
relatives
there.
for her leg which was broken several
months ago.

NOTICE!
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STANDARD
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CLEAN REST ROOMS
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Chapter EZ, P. E. O. Sisterhood,
were guests Tuesday afternoon of
Mrs. C. H. Johnson at her home on
Chestnut Street. Assisting hostess
was Mrs. Harold McDermott. A
children's party was held at that time
which was in charge of Mrs. Carl
Millard and Mrs. Roy Parker. A
lunch was served by the hostesses to
those present.
The members of the ladies evening
pinochle club held a winner-loser
party Wednesday evening. The losers,
Mrs. T. R. Walker, Mrs. Lulu Alvord,
Mrs. Azel S. Ames, Mlrs. Charles Gipple, Mrs. Carrie Reynolds and Mrs.
William Crawford, were hostesses at
a theatre party for the winners, Mrs.
Tom Burns, Mrs. Charles Karns, Mrs.
Stolon Karns, Mrs. Hansine Johnson,
Mlrs. Ben Gochanour and Mrs. Hattie
Wiese. Fo'.lowing the show, the women went to the Walker home where
a lunch was served and a social hour
was enjoyed by those present.
The members of the Helping Hand
club were 1 o'clock dinner guests
Thursday afternoon of Mrs. Ray Schuler at her home southeast of here.
There were eighteen . members and
one guest, Mrs. Paul Steele, present.
Contests which were staged during
the afternoon were won by Mrs. George
Miller and Mrs. Schuleri Following
this the guests spent the remainder
of the afternoon embroidering tea
towels and making quilt • blocks for
the hostess. Plans were also made
for the annual picnic which will be
held next Sunday at Sunnyside park
in Atlantic.
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OUR SELECTED MEATS
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HIGH IN HEALTH V A L U E
RICH IN REAL GOODNESS

MILLER'S MARKET
Anita, Iowa

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAYI
CHOOL Lesson

S
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By VIRGINIA VALE

P/1TTT&N,
S-EWING C/RCL€

(Heleaaed by Wtitanfifewapaper Union.)

ing. This fashion" makes up very
charmingly in silk print, taffeta,'
and afternoon cottons. Easy to do.
* • •

(Heleased by Wertern Newspaper Union.)

Lesson for June 8

FILLED

PERXTHING MICE . . .
Below)

FRESHMENTS ftVBl

THIS WEEK'S MENU

er nears. You think; of lots
S-new, crisp, coot clothes
Dessert-Bridge Refreshments
cation trips > . . gardening
DeviTs-Food Pudding with
yes, even parties, «speEy ones that all for a mmiIce Cream Sauce or
["home work."
. 'Orange Chiffon Cake
I understand. You love
Mixed Nuts
Mints
< people in your home.. In
Coffee or Tea
he warmness of June-days,
lit those of your friends, who *Recipe given.
: town to drop by often for
|ation, relaxation and refresh- cream freezer. Allow three hours
But, of course, you want for the freezing. This recipe will
ii serve to be easy to make, yield two quarts of mousse.
, entirely different from anyFor a crunchy surprise frozen desfet you've ever served before, sert for your guests, serve peanut
Comical. In the last two*of brittle mousse. To make it, crush
nts, I've found homemakers % pound of peanut brittle with a
panimous opinion.
rolling pin and fold into the vanilla
I'm going^ to give you mousse before it becomes solid
are ace-high ideas on (about 1% hours).
* • •
rtaining. I'-m sure- you'll
[recipes worth trying.
If it's - an extra-special party
you're planning, I've included a
, bridge parties > Will dq special dessert[to round up;jftte "Mrs." bridge menu in
cno$fp^,wh0 feel today's column.
frt*» -pter. feed- You'll spend more
)Q0 jfoupffy * find the hours in the kitchchildren, to don en p r e p a r i n g
dress-up frocks these particular
and'skip out for foods, but they're
dessert, and an BO-O-O-O good that
afternoon of fun. your guests' ohs and ahs will amply
If' your; friends reward you for your efforts.
don't-play bridge,
Cream Sponge Cake.
another hobby, but the
1 cup sifted cake flour
!
dessert upon the arrival
1 teaspoon baking powder
can nevertheless be carV* teaspoon salt
% cup cold water
s'dessert when guests ar1 teaspoon grated lemon rind
the hostess' lots of lee2 egg yolks, unbeaten
be doesn't have to keep in
% cup granulated sugar
Pt her friends wilt be going
2 ejg whites, unbeaten
^ dinner soqa, A0u<She does
1 teaspoon lemon juice
'
"ir-on refreshments.
And,'
2 tablespoons granulated sugar
[provide a really filling desSift flour, baking powder, and salt
together thr.ee times. Add water and
! at the top'of the 'column lemon rind to egg yolks, and beat
*rt which I'm sure will an- with;;! rotary egg beater until light
desires. It's
colored and at least tripled in voldeal Gingerbread.
ume.'Add % cup of granulated sugar, 2 tablespoons at a time, beating
1
brown sugar
well with rotary beater after each
> pure molasses.
addition; then add sifted dry ingre' melted shortening
dients, a. small amount at a tune,
PS flour
beating slowly and gently with rospoons baking powder
tary beater only enough to blend.
' boiling water
Beat egg whites until they form
spoons ginger
rounded mounds when beater is
aspoons cinnamon
raised; then add lemon juice and 2
on cloves
tablespoons sugar, and continue
pspoon nutmeg
beating until stiff enough to hold
paspoon baking soda
up in moist peaks. Fold into flour
easpoon salt
mixture. "Ppur into two ungreased
•eaten eggs to the
mo- 8-inch layer cake pans, stirring
and melted short
lightly while pouring. Bake in mod[dry ingredients -i
have erate oven of 350 degrees F. for 30
minutes. Remove from oven, and
Bake in small'indiyidual invert on rack until cakes are cold.
fin a greased pan, ma mod- Fill with Orange Chiffon Cake Fillfjen (350 degrees F^for 30 ing according to directions below.
amutes. Top witfa whipped
b 'Orange Chiffon Cake.
sprinkle with shredded 2 8-inch Cream Sponge Cake Layers
1 envelope plain, unfavored gelatin
["us dessert, you'll Wnt to
P beverage . . . coffee, tea Vt cup cold water
4 eggs separated
cup granulated sugar
fixture3" iCBd drink ^ fresh
7, cup orange juice
'•^ • «
,.'.' '• .
2 tablespoons lemon juice
1S
6 b
•trm°fUSSe
««M '«>r
teaspoon salt
a
etizit"
laa P °f part
PP ng desserts,
| A^
y refreshment^^ in
many Variations

ELLEN DREW

loses his fortune in gambling, and
tiie girl becomes a spectacular professional gambler in the mining
camps of the old West. Her latest
film to be released is "Reaching
for the Sun," in which she is costarred with Joel McCrea and Eddie Bracken.
Bill Boyd breaks the long term
screen characterization record with
his present Hopalong Cassidy portrayal in "Secret of the Wastelands"
—it's his thirty-seventh appearance
in the part, and he's been at it for
seven years.
Glnny Simms, whom you've beard
on the air as the singer with Kay
Kyser's band, has signed a longterm contract with BKO. She'll go
right on appealing with the "College of Musical Knowledge," pausing to make pictures when she's
summoned.
Jean Arthur is practically certain
to play the lead in "Miss Susie Slagle's," Paramount's version of the
very popular book of two years ago.
She should, be excellent as the
charming little Southern woman
with a flock of medical students as
paying guests in her home.
The man who gave Bette Davis
her first job in a theater is in the
movies himself; he's Harold Winston, dialogue .director on Frank
Capra's pictures. He was directing
at the Cape Playhouse at Cape Cod,
Mass., and she was just out of dramatic school when she asked for a
job. He didn't have, one for her,
but she said she'd usher for the
chance to work in a theater. After
several weeks the star of the company Marguerite Churchill, had to
ileave for Hollywood, suddenly, and
Bette took her place.

-

for the filling
Sto* UghTy around edge

* .&&
drink:
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Pattern No. 8929 is designed In even
sizes 12 to 20. Size 14, 4=4 yards 39-inch
material; 3% yards ready-made ruffling.
For this attractive pattern, send your order to:

SEWING emeu: PATTERN DEFT.

Boom 1324
211 W. Wacker Dr.
Chicago
Enclose 15 cents in coins for
•Pattern No
Size
Name
Address

Birds in the War
Despite violent disturbance and
severe damage to their nesting
places, the pigeons of St. Paul's
cathedral and Trafalgar square in
London seem more numerous than
ever, while the gulls of the
Thames embankment, the starlings that twitter under the eaves
of city churches, and the Cockney
sparrows have not deserted their
haunts. Any evacuation that occurred in the fall was due to habit
and not to fear. Even the migratory birds returned in the spring;
to their previous homes, bombs
or no bombs.

1-3).

"Look Who's Talking" is before
the cameras—with a listener audience of nearly 100,000,000 radio fans
waiting for it to reach the screen.
It stars Edgar Bergen and Charlie
McCarthy, Fibber McGee and Molly. Lucille Ball, who's very good to
gelatin in cold Harold Lloyd's "A Girl, A Guy and
water 5 minutes. A Gob," has a major role; Lee Bonfold
Place beaten egg nell plays opposite her.
yolks, 6 tablespoons sugar, orthat has been
Metro has a new singer on its list
i
ange and lemon —Anne
Rooney, who is sixteen, five
juices/ind s*" in double boiler. Cook feet tall and has been gathering exwhile;«tlrring until like custard. Add perience as an entertainer since she
.gela^and stir untd o^ssoh^d. Re- was two. At five she was guest star
movtffrom heat, stir in orangej nnu, with Al Pearce and his Radio Gang;
and chill. When mixture begins to Kee years later she did a year ui
thicken, fold in. meringue made by vaudeville with her sister and parSAYS:
ents She's also done a stint m little theater productions.
ATA^M'* " •«- — |

lhe

V"OU'LL see a much slimmer
and Serlptui* text* M.
* Edward Arnold than usual in jUuonandaubjecta
copyrighted by International
'Nothing But the Truth"—slimEducation: used by
mer by 35 pounds, as a matter
BEGINNING OF WORLD
of fact. The reducing wasn't inMISSIONS '
tentional; Arnold barked his
shin in a plane, developed blood
1JSSSON TEXT—Acts 19:25-13:12. '
GOLDEN TEXT—And ha Mid unto them,
poisoning, and off went the 35
Co
ye Into all the world, and preach the
pounds. As all the action of the pic- gospel
to every creature.—Mark 16:15.
™« tote* Place during 24 hours, he
nad to be careful not to gain even a
Nineteen hundred years of "front
few ounces while it was being made. line action" for Christ began that
Hes to have the top role in "The day in Antioch when the first misDevil and Daniel Webster" next— sionaries of the cross were sent
as a result of an accident suffered forth. There is no more thrilling
by Thomas Mitchell.
story in all history than that of missions. The glorious -thing is that it
Blng Crosby and Bob Hope were goes on year after year, and will do
to take the "Road to Moscow" in BO as long as the Lord of the harvest
their next "Road" picture, but cur- continues, to send forth, workers.
rent events made it seem advisable The writer of these notes is glad to
to change the title, so instead they'll be associated with a {raining center
which in its half century of operation
take the "Road to Morocco."
has prepared f6r service about 2,300
and women who haye been sent
Ellen Drew's good work in "The men
the foreign field by their churches
Parson of Panamint" caused her to
and missions, and of whom approxistudio to buy "The Silver Queen" mately 1,600 are still active on the
as a future starring vehicle for her. field in spite of "peril, toil and pain."
She'll play a New York girl of
Our lesson teaches us how "to
wealth in the 1880s—the girl's father fight the good fight of faith" (I Tim.
6:12). First we must have
I. The Base of Operations (w.
Every army must have a home
base; just so, the army of the Lord
looks to the home church,-the local
gathering of God's people. An army
would fail if those at the base of its
action were asleep, or so interested
in the pleasures of this world, or so
indifferent to their responsibility,
that they would not work hard in
support of the active army. So the
cause of Christian missions cannot
go ahead if it has to depend on a
home church which is spiritually
asleep, indolent, indifferent, and
worldly minded.
The church at Antioch prayed and
fasted.- It ministered the Word of
God. It was responsive to the guidance of the Holy Spirit and ready
to sacrifice by giving its leaders to
the missionary cause. Is your
church that kind of a church? If
not, why not?
Observe also that it is from such
a church that God calls His workers.
Sunday school teacher, you may
have in your class next Sunday one
of the missionary leaders of the next
generation. See to it that the message from God reaches that heart.
II. Good Soldiers ot the Cross
(w. 2-4).
The army does not call for the
weak or physically handicapped to
serve. Just so,' God's service calls
for the strongest men and women of
the church, not the misfits or failures. A girl was once heard to remark: "If I can't get married, I
will be a missionary." Fortunately
for God's work, she did get married. Some men who cannot succeed in business think that means
they should be missionaries.
God wants our best (Deut. 15:2)
and He wants the best a church can
give, which means the best spiritually, but in other ways as well.
Note also iff verses 3 and 4 that the
messengers of the Lord must be constantly led of the Holy Spirit.
ID. The Heat ot Battle (w. 5-10).
Warfare is not a Sunday school
picnic. It means conflict with the
forces of the enemy. _ So the missionary of the cross must be prepared to meet Satanic opposition.
Saul and Barnabas met this "son of
the devil" (by the way, reader, we
trust you do not belong to that family) who opposed the work of grace
which had begun in the heart of the
governor (w. 8-10).
However, there are those who do
seek to hear the Word of God (v. 7)
as did Sergius Paulus. The business
of the missionary is to preach to
them, but not only to them. The
city of Paphos was really a miniature of the world of that day. It was
a Greek city of high culture and low
morals. It was ruled by the Roman
governor, a man of noble character
and a "man of understanding" (v.
7). But right with him was Elymas
the sorcerer, a wicked and ungodly
Jew, a disgrace to his own people
and a hindrance to the work of God.
The messenger of God rejoices in the
opportunity to minister the Word,
whether to Roman, Jew, or Greek,
of high or low estate, wicked 01
good, interested or antagonistic.
They all need God's Word.

of fro* taken
for /can and yean. ;

FRANKLY, the purpose of this
* frock is to make you look sweet
and pretty! A high point of charm
is the open-sleeved effect, accented by flattering frills. The portrait neckline is wickedly becom-

Was It but a Suggestion
From Exhausted Clerk?

Knowledge Elevates
Knowledge is, indeed, that
Frock after frock had been dis- which* next to virtue, truly and!
played to the'lady with the super- essentially raises one man above
cilious air, until the salesperson another.—Addison.
'•
in the exclusive dress shop was
on the point of nervous exhaustion.
The customer . would inspect
each dress and then make biting
remarks.about most of them. At
last she looked around the devastated place with an overbearing
glance and complained:
"All your frocks are so skimpy.
I believe.I would look better in
something flowing."
Words a Drag
The tired clerk was quick to
seize the opening.
Words are, of course, the most1
"Madam might try the river," powerful drug used by mankind*
she said coldly.
—Kipling.
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IV. Victory for Christ (vv. 11, 12).

The army goes into battle with the
purpose of winning a victory, or it
is defeated before it starts.
The
Lord's army is on a victorious
march, certain of success, because
He that is in us is "greater than he
that is in the world" (I John 4:4).
In dealing with the sorcerer, Paul
ODDS AND EN DS-Dennii Morgan brought down the drastic judgment
of God. Note that this was not done
because Elymas opposed Paul, or
because he had some different belief, but because he In his wickedness
opposed God. Those who fight
against God are in a losing battle,
the victory is always on His side.
There was another kind of victory
here, and the soldiers of the cross
are (or should be) far more interested in that typ* of victory;
namely,
the surrender of a sinner1 at the foot
of the cross. God won a victory in
the heart of Sergius Paulas.
"Dive Bomber.
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5M% of Farm Land la SE CAMERA WITH
Cass Operated ByTenants ™™?L?nB

s and Girk May
Apply For NYA Work

that

•
'"Judicious taking of
PI tures ln areaa of
I°wa'actlvltle
'
national defense
NYA officials announced this week
°« found in i soundeds may lead to difficultieg was
,tors May Secure Renewals
atate the smallest acreage of land!
today by R. E. Rhoads, mana- that there will be openings for a numOffice D«Uy .$*•» 8
ber of boys and girls in this vicinity
-*^ V
' <*
time m ^er of the Motor Club of Iowa..
Until 6 P. M, and On
the last 10 years.
"As a general rule," he said, "where to work approximately 60 hours a
ays Until
of Agriculture Mark G. the taking of pictures is prohibited, month at 27 cents per hour during the
(i
Thornburg stated this week that the there will be adequate warning posted next few months on several projects
acreage of rented land had decreased 'But.the. spy-scares prevalent in many to be started soon by the National
pperators nearly one per cent during molo tT5'tories
ity motor
' over-2ealousnesa"onthe pa'rt Youth Administration.
. cent. Since 1931, farm ten'°cal officials
offici»l» may
mow result
,™,,ii
:_ some Projects which will be open for boys
local
in
• new driver's
' «tthe,
— ._
and girls, between the ages of 17 and
Bee in Atlantic
in aney has dropped from 68.9 _
per _„_
cent— unpleasantness.
to July 4 from 8 a. m, it decrease of 3.3 per cent which is
'A. A. A. national headquarters in 26 are county bridge painting, woodstated Harry Jordan, Cass equivalent to a drop of more than a Washington, D. C., has reports from working, short wave radio broadcastay. On Saturdays the office million acres. The assessors reported Both members and its field reporters ing, sewing, cooking and canning.
[jpen until IX o'clock in the decreases in tenancy in 74 counties, as to instances of arrests because of, Those who are interested in earning
however. Tuesday, repre- increases in 22 and the same percent- picture-taking in defense areas, and about $16 a month for part time work
ha3 suggested that clubs warn mem- may meet Joe Shulkin at 10 a. m. Monfrom the office were in age in three.
many availed\,themselves
In Cass county, it was stated, 59.4 bers that they should be very careful day morning at the NYA office in the
ortunity of making renewals. per cent of the farm land is operated when taking pictures, especially of old high school building in Atlantic,
stragtegic military objectives, such as or write to the NYA office for applicastated that they would by tenant farmers.
[in Anita toward the latter
The report issued by Thornburg and industrial plants, army or navy camps tion blanks.
he month for the] same pur- compiled in the office of Statistician or bases, flying fields and so on.
"There are no hard fast rules as to 24,349 TONS OF LIME
as yet a definite date has Leslie M. Carl did not ascribe any
reason for the drop in tenancy but use of cameras; all we can do is to ORDERED BY FARMERS
i set.
. >
ban a million licenses must every indication points to increased warn members that they can best
Iowa farmers have ordered 24,349
this summer to replace farm income and the generally better avoid the possibility of trouble by
piring on-July 6,1941. Ap- economic status of the Iowa tenant avoiding camera-shooting in terri- tons of limestone and 2,170 tons of
tories that may be of military signifi- phosphate to date in 1941 under the
i obtained at other than sher- farmer.
or from their representa- An increasing number of tenants cance. This is a situation that calls AAA program which permits purchase
t be made out in the presence liave been mpving on farms of their for discretion and good judgment on of conservation materials to be paid
out of farm program benefit checks.
public and mailed to the own during the last few years. Insur- the part of the traveler."
The AAA has inaugurated the
accompanied-by a check, ance companies and other corporate
"grants-of-aid"
program in southern
landownersohave
been
disposing
of
the
AUTO
DEATH
TOLL
der, or bank draft.
Iowa whereby farmers can buy materficials prefer applications befarm lands acquired by foreclosure
REACHES NEW HIGH ials and have the payment deducted
at courthouses-or by the during the depth of the farm depresMotorized Americans took the lives from their benefit checks. This has
'erks. In such cases the clerks sion. Mtfst of these sales have been
of
8,110 of their countrymen in the greatly speeded up the use of con[the place of notaries and ap- made to farm operators and many
to farm tenants. The last three years first three months of 1941, reports servation materials in the southern
half of Iowa.
Have indicated a reversal of the condi- National Safety Council officials.
A grand total of 300,212 tons of
No,
they
weren't
organized
killers
tions
Which"
tended
to
boost
farm
*nse, good until Sept. 15,
limestone
and 102,166 tons of phosand it wasn't a military campaign.
rit of the SO' ceni licenstf tenancy.
phate
have
been ordered in the United
They
were
careless
motorists
on
our
Good crops, fairly good prices and
States
under
this program.
who mail in cash to the the government program for support- highways and they had no intention of
killing
their
fellow
human
beings.
so at their own ,risk, ing corn prices and adding to farm inMr. and Mrs. Everett Luman left
> have warned. No stamps come have helped make it possible for The National Safety Council reports Tuesday for Sheboygan, "Wis., where
that
the
8,110
killed
in
motor
vehicle
farmers to buy back some of the land
they will spend a week visiting Mrs.
they lost when the bottom dropped accidents in January, February and Luman's daughter, Mrs. Art Klopenout of the farming business in 1932 March exceeds that of a similar per- burg and family.
and 1933 and drought added a finish- iod in any other year. Furthermore,
ing touch in some parts of the state unless the present death rate drops, [Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Boham of Carthe 1941 traffic toll will reach 40,000,
[l-time record . fo> fertilizer in 1934.
the greatest in the nation's history. bon, Iowa, spent Sunday visiting in
ion was established by U. S.
In January, February and March of Anita at the home of their daughter,
hrith 8,311,000 tons of com- ROAD GIFTS TO IOWA
1940, the number of traffic fatalities Mrs. Carl Millard and family. They
pertilizer used on farms duraccompenied here by Darlene
LESS THAN GAS TAX was only 6,990, the increase of this were
st crop- year, According to
Boham,
a niece of Mrs. Millard, who
year over last being 1,120, or 16 per
will spend the week visiting at the
i consumption"'report "made Recent news dispatches coming cent.
Millard home.
i week by the National Fer- from Washington, D. C., recited that
ciation. This is an increase [owans paid $14,655,000 in gas taxes
Rev. Thos. B. Dixon of Riceville,
Annoucement was made here this
one-half million tons during the year 1940. This is nearly a former Anita pastor, was visiting
week of the engagement and approach[prior year.
ten millions short of the correct fig- with friends here Tuesday.
ing marriage of Miss Isabel Biggs,
figures in themselves do uers, Iowa officials announced today
iMr. and Mrs.
s. Wa:
Wayne Jewett and daughter of Mrs. Ruby Biggs, and
comple^sil*^;.of jpnVht- in Des'Moines.
n
ption-'in ihisLnbanner year,
In state and federal taxes the gaso- children left Friday for Tulsa, Okla., Lt. Calvin W. Vriesen, son of Rev.
has been a significant, in- line users of this state paid during where they will visit for several days and Mrs. 6. J. Vriesen of Hamburg,
the amount of plantfood the year 1940 the sum of $24,463,- with Mr. and Mrs. Robert Fletcher Minn. 'Miss Biggs left Aiyta Friday
and
in a ton, of fertilizer," said 844.65.
family. On their w«y home they evening for Chicago where she and
. . Of this amount $17,190,809.35
, , .
lan to
Slt
Lt. Vriesen will be married this week.
|J. Brand, execufive secretary was in state taxes of which $14,536,000 'P
' ka 8 ^ Afferent places in Arisoriation. "This year's ton- was alloc'ated to primary and second- «f where Mr Jewett has business Lt. 'Vriesen is stationed with the 61st.
Coast Artillery at Ft. Sheridan, 111.
matters to attend to.
re was 16 per cent above ary roads.
the amount of plantfood
The. federal collections from Iowa
and used was 64 per cent amounted to $7,273,035.30 which will
remind lowans that when they receive
tonnage invades 7,839,- primary or other road funds from the
iroducers, federal government, such as the $3,and 007,841 received in 1940, it is not a
distribui^a; l^^A A;.' The giftrjnit merely a return of a part of
VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY^
1939 amotnitfid' to
what has been paid out by them.
with the commercial industry
'* for 234,000 to««;,pf the in"KeeP Cwl With Shurfine"
the governnient agencies ILLEGITIMATE BIRTHS
3 Large 32-oz. Bottles Only
for the other 895,000 tons.
ARE DOWN IN IOWA
ns likely that.anot^fijr;tonnage
Illegitimate births in Iowa in 1940
"s in s,tore fori»xt year since
Sunkist Valencias
figures for' the /first four were fewer than in any year since
Dozen
lf
1941 are 9 per cofo over 1930, the Iowa health department an•i,*
nounced recently.
GWC
Health department doctors, how'"tion of fertilizer by.goyernln :
Mb.
Cello Bag
" ea has been increasing in ever, said that the 714 illegitimate
births
recorded
during
the
year
still
recent years. Tonnage
Briardale
pe from .practically nothing indicate a need for more sex education
Large Package
[w 5.66 per cent ot total con- work in the state.
The health department has been sup- '" 1940. The., proportion of
u
»ed In .1940 accouated fpr plying school and persons in charge
r« ff
Briardale, Fresh Roasted - 2-lbs.
tw
o agencies was" 9.68 per of young groupfS-with phamphlet maGrpurid To Your Requirements
»ntr»Bt to'the-6.6«i per cent terial designed to prevent tragedies
ls
indicated in the department's report.
: tonnage.
Briardale — 3 Packages
The repBft showed that the most j
All Flavors,
illegitimate birth, 108, were to Unwed
mothers of 19. There were 79 illegiti_AT AMES mate children born to 18-year-old
GWC
r R
Large
Bottles
^ K. Bliss has called a mothers; '4i to 16-year-olds. Were
B
™ng of all extension work- were three illegitimate births to
""W at Ames next Monday. mothers aged 13,
GWC — Dills
The department recorded an illegiFull Quart Jars
oCrkVwn8 %•?***«*'*'**• timate birth to a mother of. 48.
The largest number of births out
GWC — Breakfast
^ S°ukup, CasB county ag- of wedlock in the last ten years waa
2-lb. Can
"sent, i8 pfenning to attend 828, reported in 1938.
^./h*-Program outlined
Turner,• daughter
of
GWC — 10-lb. Sack
1U13B Maurine
«l«»i""«..,. J
f l s s at. the meeting will Miss
ch
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
H.
Turner,
submitted
"nge the f am bwreBO»8
Just The Right Size For Summer
Program .in line with na- to a minor operation Thursday at a
Rse
. stated Mr. Soukup to- hospital in Des Moines.
WM reduced in
and as8es9
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BRIARDALE

Oranges
Marshmallows
Cake Flour
Gelatin
Catsup
Pickles
Cocoa

SPECIAL

Mrs Harold Johnson and son, Howard,
are visiting m
was in Harjan AniWofthisShenandoah
week,- guest3 of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. William Wahlert.
America Needs Most."'

g ^ r y o n o

Clarence

\i

—••••.

Pool of Des
—I visitors in

'Mr. Taylor's
brother,
Art
.ttl^m° <* M*. «tf Mrs. 'TayTor
w«ek With
W*M» ^
, . ,,
•_
^fUf»r
and wife, and. with
their
-gnd grandmother, Mrs. Herman Cluusm

tiiXS-••*•:**

sen.

17c
12c
19c
47c
13c
12c
19c
17c
47c
lOc

Baker
y
Raisin Bread
Handles
Fly Swatters 4 Kinds —3 Long
For
21c
Energy Granules
Cleaning Crystals — Can

TIME TO CUT ALFALFA
IS FROM JUNE 10 TO 15
All things considered, the best time
to cut alfalfa for hay is when it is
rom one-tenth to one-fourth in bloom.
"
the first cutting, this probably
will come between June 10 and 15, acording to Iowa State college agronmists.
When alfalfa is cut. time after time
efore it comes into bloom it soon
ies. On the other hand, if the bloom
allowed to proceed too far, the
uality is poorer and feeding value,
ound for pound, is less.
Tests conducted over a period of
ears at the Iowa agricultural experiment station show that it's best to
make three cuttings each year rather
urn two or four. Alfalfa cut four
imes a year was almost killed out
y the end of the second year. When
ut only twice, yields were higher, but
uality poorer. The usual time for
he second cutting is about the last
week of July and the third, the first
week in September.
When weather conditions are favrable, there's no particular point in
waiting until afternoon to cut alfalfa
ay, as many farmers do. Alfalfa
ontains less moisture in the afternoon,
ut not enough less to exceed the
rying out that will occur during the
morning on alfalfa cut several hours
arlier. Hay will be ready for the
arn in the shortest time if cut early
n the day.

TRUCK OVERTURNS
MILE EAST OF ANITA
A Rocky Mountain line semi-trailer
•uck overturned about a mile east
f Anita Sunday afternoon around
o'clock. The truck was traveling
west on highway No. 6 when it met
car driven by Mrs. Rose Farrell
f Kansas City, Kan., which was reorted to have slid off the pavement
n the soft shoulder and swerved in
ront of the truck as she pulled back
nto the highway.
Several attempts were made to upight the semi with local equipment
nd two other trucks also attempted
o straighten it up but a large wrecker
was obtained to pull it out of the ditch
nd set it on its wheels.'
Mrs. Farrell was fined $5 and costs
n reckless driving and $25 and costs
or leaving the scene of an accident
after being apprehended by highway
atrolmen near Stuart and returned
o Anita where she was arraigned in
ustice court.

IOWA FARMERS TO
GETAAA_PAYM£NTS
Work of Measuring Acreage la Now
In Progress Throughout State;
Becker Among Iowa Men to
Formulate. '42 Program.
Preliminary steps to start the flow
of AAA cash into Iowa for fanners
who comply with the 1941 farm program have'begun, Triple-A official
announced this week.' Sunday fot&
"owa AAA officials left for Washin^:on, D. C., to attend a conference called
» formulate the 1942 program. Quy
Smith of Russell, Iowa, state AAA
chairman^ H. L. Dieterich of Brook*'
lyn, Iowa, state committee member;
Al Loveland of Janesville, Iowa, northeastern Iowa fieldman; and Clair
Becker of Atlantic, chairman of the
Cass county AAA committee;, made
up the Iowa delegation to the national
conference on the 1942 program.
The procedures for payment of 1941.
benefits have not been announced ami
the appropriation bill' now pending
before congress authorizes, -several
changes. The principal difference
from the present method of payments .
would provide for a sliding scale on.
parity payments on about the same
basis of computing conservation payments in case the allotment is exceeded.
At present the parity payment is
lost if the allotment is over-planted
but under the new provision, if it is
adopted, the farmer would lose 10
per cent of his payment for each 1 per
cent the acreage is overplanted.
The work of measuring acreage is
now in progress throughout the state
although on many farms the compliance cannot be determined definitely
until later. Only one benefit check
,s to be issued this year with conservation and parity payments included in the same check. Payments
are expected to begin soon, officials
said.

MORE ARMY VEHICLES
TO BE ON ROADS NOW

With approximately 280,000 motor
vehicles of various types to be in use
>y the army in the late summer or
eary fall, three times the present num>er, Iowa motorists must be prepared
;o plan trips carefully and exercise
aatience on the road, according to
J. Timmermann, president of the
BLOOD TESTS SHOULD G.
Motor Club of Iowa.
BE SECURED EARLY Mr. Timmermann bases his stateLest their marriage plans be de- ment on a report from A. A. A. naayed, Iowa martial partners were tional headquarters on the part motor
rged today by the state health de- vehicles are playing in national defense.
artment to have their blood tests
In an army of 1,400,000/ men,"
aken as early as possible in complinee with the premartial examination said the A. A. A. club official, "about
one-third will be either drivers or
aw.
In several instances since the law mechanics of some kind of vehicle,
went into effect April 10, it has been either trucks, tanks, passenger cars
necessary for altar-bound couples to or motorcycles. Thus a substantial
fraction of the total armyt strength
hange their announced wedding date
because they "waited until the last will be engaged in providing ~ rapid
minute to have the blood tests taken," motor transportation for the bulk of
the remainder."
according to the department.
"Delay sometimes occurs," the de- The tremendous expansion of motormrtment said, "because blood speci- ized forces can be realized when it
mens occasionally go astray or are is considered that two years ago the
>roken in the mails. In some cases Army had only about 14,000 motor
vehicles. Recognizing that convoys
he blood hemolyzes in transit and a
new specimen must be taken. In any must share the roads with civiljan
event an unavoidable delay arises anc traffic, the war department is placing
great emphasis on training of drivers
sufficient time should be allowed for
and maintenance of vehicles. In adsuch eventualities."
ition, movements of convoys are planTelling that some couples have been led to assure minimum interference
waiting only a few days before the
with regular traffic. But motorists
announced date of the wedding to have
an save time and avoid inconvenience
their examinations, the department
jy carefully planning trips and exeremphasized that under the law there is
ising patience when on the road."
a 40 day span in which the marriage
an be solemnized.
According to the law the test must WHEAT IS DAMAGED
je made at any-time within 20 days
\~ BY HESSIAN FLY
prior to application for license and
Hessian flies caused some of t$ie
:he license is good 20 days after issuance. Such' a provision allows 40 lamage to the Iowa winter wheat
days in which to complete the mar- which failed to survive the winter,
riage and the department advised pros- itated Dr. Carl J. Drake, state ento•'
pective couples to have the tests taken mologist, Tuesday.
He said that while the freeae of
'early in the first 20 days and before
a«t fall was the most damaging facthe marriage is announced."
lowans planning to be married in or in the wheat situation, considerother states requiring ^examination able damage had been found also from
were asked to get the proper forms lessian fly infestation and that this
:rom the state in which they are to ondition is still hurting the wheat
married and also to do this as n Iowa.
early as possible.
Donald Inhofe, who hae been workThe Royal Neighbors Lodge will ng for several years in New Jersey,
meet Friday afternoon at the home of las returned to Anita and is employed
Miss Mary Lucille Henderson in South >y Carle Atkinson on a farm south
of Anita.
Anita.
Rainfall in this community during
the past week was 2.28 inches, according to the rain gauge at the West
Iowa Telephone ;Co. building on Main
Street. Friday morning precipitation
in the amount of .44 inch waa receivec
and another rain of .34 inch fell dur
ing the day. 1.5 inches waa records
here over the week end.

Dr. Norman Wagner, an intern in
the Federal Marine hosjpital in Chicago, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Wagner
and son, James Alb*t, of Bridgeport, Conn., and Raymond Wagner of
Stj, Joseph, Mo., spent the week end
tn Anita visiting at the home of the
men's parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. A.
Wagner.
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V. D. McMartin, board of reSPECIALS FOR PRIDA* AND
4.00
Cecil G. Bndd
Editor i v j e w
board
of
rei F. C. Xewlin,
SALT, Carey's, 3-lb. carton and salt and
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
4.00
Snbscription Rate... .$1.50 Per Year! view
',' 'i' ' '
shaker, both for
"
Herman New-man, board of re4.00
CORN FLAKES, 11-oz. package, 2 for
15c Official Town and County Newspaper view
TOILET TISSUE, 1,000 sheets per roll, 4 rolls'"!
Faye Nichols, labor
PAPER TOWELS, 3 large rolls
; ls
Member of National Editorial
Ernest Odem, board of reRED CUP COFFEE, 3 pounds
43c
6.00
view
Association, and
SODA CRACKERS, Manchester, 2-lb. carton
PEARS, Glendale, No. 2yL, can
19c
Omaha School Supply, sup5.60
SALAD DRESSING, P. & G., quart
plies
COCOA, Glendale, 2-lb. can
22c
F. H. Osen, board of reSALAD DRESSING, Royal, quart
view
FRUIT PECTIN, Clover Farm, 2 for
19c
Adolph Paul, repairs
1-00
TOILET SOAP, Sweetheart, 4 bars ..
John Pearce, board of rePORK and BEANS, 16-oz; can,4 for
FLOUR, Clover Farm, 5-lb. bag
23c
4.00
view
Oliver E. Pelzer, assessor ... 205.57
CORN STARCH, pound package, 2 for
13c
Try Our Luncheon Meats For Your
Dr. E. J. Perley, board of reBY THE WAY
3.00
view
Dinners — Lowest Prices
CRACKERS, 2-lb. box
15c
Dr. Millard T. Petersen,
By L. F. M.
25.00
tests
COOKIES, plain, fresh, 2 pounds
29c
Chas. Pitsenberger, board of
12.00
review
y
It's Monday again and anything j B. C. Pond, hoard of reTomatoes — Cabbage — Strawberries — Lettuce
M.J.CaWy':
** Dr.R.B.Weir
4.00 Dr
L. O. Wheatley
but a good wash day. The kids find view
Christensen's Grocery ....
F.
L,
Possehl,
committee
work
».BO
Cities
Service
Oil
Company
r
fishworm picking an interesting job and mileage
.
140.40 Berenice Comstock
214.50 0. G.
too bad we don't have a creek 1 . E.. Proctor,, assessor
199.80 Consumers Wholesale Grocery 37.06 Dr. Agnes R. Wilder
close enough with fish to use the bait. I Frank Ratzlaff, board of reDr. Wm. Crew
35.00 Dr* P. T. Williams ..
6.00 Deep
view
Woodring Funeral Home
Rock
Oil
Company
Reicharrft, board of re" Searion and Mileage
Department
of
Social
WelB
Our family regretted to hear the Walter
4.00
view
47.05 Hftwl«£ Lynch . .
fare
news report this morning relating the Frank Reynolds, board of reG.
E.
Eshelman
.
.
5.25
death of Captain Herne. He was our view
6.00 John Dittman
__
3.29 W. H. Woblenhaus
Drake
1.00 Wm.
P. L. .Possehl - .
favorite early morning news-caster. William Rhodes, Jr., bounty . .
C."F.
Dunham
15.00
George L. Riggs, assessor ... 204.93 Economy Shoe Store
* * •
F.W. Wiese..
6.49
H. C. Robinson, board of reJennie Edmundson Hospital.. 282.75 'Mbved by Eshelman, «_
Look out for next Friday! It's the view
12.00 Dr. Geo. W. Egermayer
9-50 Possehl, to-adjourn until M», j
thirteenth so don't take any chances. H. W. Rousseau, board of re'*
Shoe Company
6.06 on call of Chairman.
* * *
r* view
3.00 Family
Fox Shoe Store .... i
11.15 Motion carried
Don
Savery,
mileage
and
(Signed)
One day last week a bunch of wo- commission
3.67
165.28 Golden Rule Store
Dr.
W.
S.
Greenleaf
75
men met at DeCamp's and sewed for George Scase, labor
78.00 Dr. Harry Hall
16.00 Attest:
the Red Cross. At the last report the William
iiimm Scharf,
kJuiidii. board
uuaiu of
UA irevff
i
n de on
11.20
M. E. HE
3.00 HSnky-Dinky
H? , "
local chapter had more than a hundred view ..
By WARREN BAYLEY
County j
Grocery ...... 21.80
F.
W.
Schuler,
assessor
200.20
yards of material to be cut and sewed
Dr. F. N. Hobson
...........
6.00
Harold
F.
Shrauger,
fixtures.
689.24
............
17.54 Joe Vetter, Jr., who
Mesa Verde National Park,
luxury of Spruce Tree Lodge, rent a into pajamas, so they will be glad C. M. Skipton, Clerk, refund.. 1.25 Holste Grocery
7.70 student at Creighton Uniw
Colorado.
82.50 Wm.. Howell
cabin, or go native and camp out with for more volunteers to help finish the Ben Skow, assessor
W. G. Hunter
..............
24.00 Omaha the past year, has i
Ernest Smith, board of reThe apartment-house is an old idea. what you brought with you. Accomo- assignment.
Dr. H. A.xJohnson
..........
87.25 his home here.
* » *
view
4.00, Joyce
I've just been through one that was dations are here for every taste ant
Luikber Company, AtSmith, board of reWhen you get rather dovm in the Estey
built a thousand years ago. Four purse. Comparative seclusion may
13.76
lantic .1
view
6.00
The Anita Independent
Joyce Lumber Company, Grisstoried and containing two hundred be found but a friendly mule-deer is mouth and feel that you are having Mark W. Smith, board of rewold
..
/
6.63
team
will meet the Casey i
view
a
rard
time
finding
the
wherewithall
rooms, it is but one of an estimated liable to drop in on you for a handout
12.68
22.90 Sunday on the Anita dia
M. Kirk .
Lester
Starlin,
bounty
J5.00
i
to
keep
up
with
the
Joneses,
just
borfour hundred major cliff-dwellings
Conducted tours daily -wind along
78.25
Margaret Stouffer, mileage
86*51 Dr. W. W/ Kitson
that are. scattered throughout the caves the safe and well kept trails leading row the book, "The Family," from J.
210 6«iDr. Welton H. Knarr
11.00 Anita team defeated the
R. Stuhr, Sr., assessor
of this beatiful, southwestern Colo- to the five most impressive ruins the town library and see how that Wilbur Sundetman, board of
I A. RTKohl Grocery
34.65 in a game played several'
review
'.
31.84
rado park.
3-00 Lee's Drug Store
Many other cliff-dwellings are sightec family got along on nothing
Lloyd & Meredith
9.96
As its Spanish name implies, Mesa from these paths, nestled in yawning sometimes they ate and sometimes E. A. Button, board of reMaduff's Food Market ..
58.83
view
3.00
Verde is a broad, flat plateau, perpet- caves across the canyons.
they didn't. Chairs tied to-gether
F. J. Mailander ....
14.33
1DR.B.L.1
Elmer E. Swanson, board of
ually green with dense forest. It is
Many of the dwellings are in an formed their beds, yet no matter who review
64.50
Chi
4.00 Dr. Geo. W. Marston
Massena Grain Company
broken up by countless canyons whose excellent state of preservation. Mos came to their door for help, the fam- Frederick C. Switzer, board of
;
Adl&j
3.45perpendicular rock walls are dotted are still unexplored. Examples of the ily found room for them. It's inter- review
4.00 Mauk's Transfer
J.
L.
Taylor,
board
of
re.^
"'""(Miller's
Market
6.25)
with large caves, utilized by the early high degree of culture attained by those esting, but slow reading.
—Offiwl
view
4 00 Morris Sanford Company ... 7.14
* • •
Pueblo Indians as easily defended i early builders, the stone walled apart
9-12-1
Marilyn Temple, labor ..'.'.'.'
25 001 Harry Mueller
3,2.65
sites for their homes and villages.
Folks say that the flower show in Kenneth Turner, bounty
l 00 'Murphy Memorial Hospital .. 36.00
j ments rise in terraced levels clear tc
Wed. & S
32.68
In 1276 A. D. a 24-year drought set th overhanging rock above. Fou Atlantic last week was worth seeing. Myrtle M, Upson, assessor ... 123 71 Helen Mustain
71
- - board of re' I Dr. R. M. Needles
28;9Q
in and succeeded in accomplishing stories are common, but the slope o_ Especially the antique dish part of Fred" Vail,"
17.0$
view
6 00 'Dr. C. C. Nelson
what no attacking force could have , the caves' floors has permitted in many the show. We've got lots of old dishes Wm. Wahlert, board of reSun.]
I New King Electric Company .
2.38
done. It drove the farming Indians "cases, the blocky heaps of connectei and duds, but they just aren't quite view
211.10
400 0. F. Nord
out of their retreat and on into New chambers to ramble back and up t old enough to be real interesting.
Thelm E. Warren, board of
i Olsen's Grocery
236.03
* * •
review
g 00 c- B- Parkinson & Son
26.50
Mexico and Arizona. Abandoned, eight story levels. One family's fron
Earl F. Waters, assessor ..
12710 Peterson's Grocery
8.90
their pueblo towns remained in quiet porch -was another's roof. Tenant
On June 14th. Old Glory^ will be Harley
Dr. EJ3. Petersen .
M. Weber, board of
53.00
solitude for six long centuries. They certainly enjoyed magnificent view one hundred and sixty-four yeark •old.
..............
4 00 Dr. 'M7 T. Petersen
59.50
were discovered by white men in 1888 from their parlor windows and secur The most touching tribute to the Flag J, H. Welch Printing Com, Dr. Frank J. Bop .
36:00
and the surrounding 80 square miles ity from the attack of hostile bands are the words of Senator George F. pany. supplies
107.26 3- C- Dorter & Son
H. Welton, assessor
206.55 ** ^" K*ed
124.60.
of plateau became a National Park
After a day of hiking the trails (Hoar who said: "I have seen the glor- j.
'. W. Wiese, committee work
I Wm. Rigps Grocery
in 1906.
and exploring the ruins, most of us ies of art and architecture and of
^
1583
and mileage
125 80 Sauer & Dahlber?
I was with the first group of visitors visitors gathered around the Camp mountain and riveirs. I have seen the R. A. Wilson, board of rel
-- - Schiff
~ - •£ ...'.'.'.\\\\
Dr.
Joseph
44.3C
to enter this beautiful area for the cur- fire Circle on the plateau's western sun set on Jungfrau and the full moon view
4.00 Sisters of Mercy
28.00
rent season—beginning the middle of rim. According to eight p. m. custom rise over 'Mount Blanc, but the fairest James Winston, board of reSlocum Company
20.20
D TJ. Smith
view
iO;so
4.00
""•'"•
'""'"
May and running five months.
a Ranger delivered an interesting dis- vision on which these eyes have ever W. H. Wohlenhaus, committee
Al Spence
i.QO
Entering the park from the north course on the history of the area. Fin- looked was the flag of my country in w r a d milea
46 75
u r° ™ ?
ge
145.20 Steinbeck's Grocery
by excellent paved road we began to ally, in the light of the leaping fire, a foreign port."
H. L. Wblverton, board of reClarence Sutherland
'.'.'. lo'so
view
climb the imposing mesa almost im- a group of Pueblo Indians gave a typ* * •
6.00 ?'L;JJXylor
16.32
Trainer
mediately. A few cliffdwellings were ical dance of their forefathers. MemIn the words of Henry Ward Beech- Verna B. Woods, session and jg oo Ira
H.
D.
Turner
.
,
edon sighted, but the largest and most bers of the dying race, they seemed er: "A thoughtful mind, when it sees Wormley Drug Store," siipl
Turner Brothers
. 0 „„
f
interesting are deep within the park. proud to be descended from the tribe nation's flag, sees not the flag only, plies
.51 United Food Market ...
'
3 77 Whether the vacationlawl« |
^Activity centers around Park, Head- that built the ingenious cliff-dwellings jut the nation itself; he reads in the Z L. Wright, assessor arid
choice is North, South,
iVoss
•v"°" Manufacturing Coinl
quarters in the middle of the table- that are today one of the major ar- flag the government, the principles, board of health meeting ... 209 30'
West, you'll entoy it
fcrnest Zellmer, board of re|
land, where you can loll around in the cheological preserves of the world.
* TOrain Company''.'.'.'.'. 22.25 by train. Yotf II a
•;he truths, the history which belong view
g o0 rw
JJr. A. Weaver
90 on
o the nation."
Speed, Safety; Comfort
WARRANTS ISSUED ON POOR
B
omy that train travel offer* |
FUND FOR PROVISIONS
"Trailer Vagabond" Is Sponsored and Appears In This Paper
CLOTHING AND MEDIWe are glad that Col." James A.
Rock Inland main-line tn
Through the Courtesy of
CAL AID.
tfoss compiled the book about our Dr. G. M1. Adair*
air-conditioned, and havei
10.50
flag and made it possible that the j Dr. L. C. Allender
3 QQ
?TENONCE
seat chair cars, Pullman J
G A
youth of America might have the I *
: - Alliband ....'...'.'.'. U85Q
accomraodaUotis a«d
Anita, Iowa
TEXACO PRODUCTS
Phone 257
Pearl Button
book within their reach. Col. Moss Pany
ing service.
in the
5.17
was a veteran of three wars and wrote Atlantic Dairy
n"
localities
n
96
A
+7
n4J..
Ir_
j.
_"i
o.
many books on military service and Atlantic Hatchery . . .
«wspaper is circulated.
TRAVEL on CRED«"|
.49
aervice and do sales work
'Mrs. Maggie Young of Mayetta, week at the home of her aunt, Mrs. nstructions for the American people. Atlantic Hospital, Inc.
farm experience or any kind of
visited here during the past Emma Burns.
Death claimed this man just a'few
.ales experience helpful. UsThave Ask Rock Island Agent for c
nonths ago.
VnH /fasant> Permanent work.
travel information or a*
• * •
bend only name and address. Pterl
sonal
interview
arranged.
Write
C.C. GARONEB, A. G- p 'i
Next Sunday will be Father's Day. Bonders Brother
Box
I,
c-o
Anita
Tribune.
"
3ot his necktie bought yet? The cook Wilbur H. Blake ...
' 721 Locust Street
Name
..........
.......
07 «„
says she thinks she'll just give pa Mrs. Sadie Brewer
Dea Moines, !<>*»
Address
Brown Shoe Fit Company' " '
a couple of hand made socks in ob- Bullock & Sons
''
servance of the day.
Established 1883.

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

WE DEI

"TRAILER VAGABOND'

It's Vacation

Dr. M. .weir

WAGNER'S FILLING STATION
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IT IS HERE!

NEW!

FAST!

SAFE!

We Invite You To See the New Modern Equipment
Added To Our Battery Department

THE NEW

MERCURY QUICK CHARGER
Which Charges Your Battery In the Modern Method
Approved By Leading Battery Manufacturers Largest Car Manufacturers, Society of Automotive Engineers and Bureau of Standards, U. S. Government.
It Is No Longer Necessary For You To .Wait Days

0. W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA

The Loyal Circle of the Methodist
church met Tuesday afternoon at the'. =5
home of Mrs. Delia King. Roll call! 5
was, "Where I Would Like to Spend |55
My Vacation." A lunch -was served S5S
at the close of the meeting.

CASS HAS 4 BEEP
HEIFERS ENROLLED _
Growth of the purebred beef heifer If
4-H clubs in southern Iowa is reported ! ~
by C. A. Oldsen, secretary of thelSE
Iowa Beef Producers' association, is'5=
reporting an enrollment of 728 head ! ==
in this work for 1941.
Marion county leads all other areas
of the state by a wide margin with
71 head of purebred heifers while Jasper is second with 39 head.
Angus are slightly in the lead in
popularity throughout the state but
closely followed by Herefords and
Shorthorns.
Out of a total of 71 head, the Marion
county juniors have 35 head of Shorthorns and the 21 head of Angus is also
highest in the state for this breed
Jasper and Powesheik with 18 and 17
head respectively are among the hiifh S
counties in Angus with Wayne rank
' g first in Herefords with 18 head
Cass county has only 4 head of
I purebred beef heifers enroled in the
project for this year.

Be Purchased In Anita At The Following Stores:
Smith's

Grocery

,—H,-
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THE SUNNY SIDE OF LIFE

The QQ

Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
ByEDWHEELAN
iBIGTOP

THE

VJER& OVER'SllK'

ANI>
UP TO 5EFP BANgS

RA^ORBACkfS

CO
VOO KNOW «!

/NEWS.
STlN&tR BROS.

I. -'•Tnfe name of i
to 'associated wi

I'VE GOT TO PUT THE PU&l\t
TO THtM *

WAS

''A AMyecby;THBRE
A FtMJ

I. Wiat
l«»*est"usep of"ofaTTi
world?

PEOPLE

1

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA He Can't Answer Riddle*
, AI A«e IM -^ MADAM LALA
-rV&ktSAoiiM*\NOT SO DUMB-I
E
TH!Br
IMSV&B )SHE POOLISH
T
TAV £Si
/ SOMETIMES
J^rt-r^ y BUT SHE FAR
A LOT OF ^
FROM
FOOLISH
\X IGNQOAUMUS
QUESTIONS
'«NORAU/v\us

MISTER TAX MAN WHAT DO THEY DO
WITH ALL. THE MONEY
THEY COLLECT
FROM
US FOP TAXES?

THE
GOVERNMENT
SPENDS IT
TO TAKE CARE

THEN WHY DON'T
THEY LET THE
PEOPLE SPENO IT
ON THEMSELVES

SO THEY

CAN GET SOME FUN
OUT OF IT?

2»
Mexico. City.
«* ' WJj.r

J. freedom of the i
was «td Abolitiowst«
dlled by a mob at
1837.
7* Italy.
J. Our federal govern
owns or! rents a total ofi
square feet in 19,1V] biaU,
tered. throughout this i
Th? 28,000,000 square;
Washington alone is do
o&ly nine years ago.

I'LL TAKE
SOME MORE

D A I S Y FLY

By C. M. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP—Sentries Have to Figure Out Exactly What's What!
OH.IKNOW.
JU5T A
RUMBLE
SEAT-

• Finishing'
There's a divinity
our ends, rough-hew t
WJIL—Shakespeare.

,MVHAT'
ROLLS HF
SMOOTHER,!
QUICKER,

A
MESCAL IKE

By s. L. HUNTLEY

In One Respect It Works

PRINCE
f CRIMP CUT TO I
FIRM, TRIM-:
TbTHE PA "
AN OLD FW£
MILD AS A
^.TAgTTAS

.P.A.PUTSME!
WeXTTD
[£CO«DMY,TOO!

—A Second Too Soon
USUALLY
I JUST
MAN1A09
TO CATCH
THE
Q'.Z?

By J. MILLATWATT
BUT

THIS MORNING —

AND MISSED

IT /

THE NATIONAL

THE

SPORTING
THING
HOW-

By

m

LANG
ARMSTRONG

GIUVAS
WILLIAMS

Slov,

sioux city

7

THE
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CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
»
«.«.4.4- + + + * - * * * *
"God the Preserver of Man" will
be the subject of the Lesson-Sermon
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
in all Churches of Christ, Scientist,
on Sunday, June 15.
The Golden Text is from DeuteronJune 15, 1911.
The ice proposition is getting more omy 33:27, "The eternal God is thy
serious in Anita as each day passes. refuge, and underneath are the everIt has been rumored several times lasting arms."
this week that Anita is to have a new
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quodray line.
tations from the Bible and from the
iMrs. Ed. L. Newton returned to her Christian Science textbook, "Science
home here Friday from Des Moines and Health with Key to the Scriptures j
where she has been visiting.
by Mary Baker Eddy.
Miss 'Mtattie Harrison has returned
One of the Bible citations reads:
to her home here from Atchison, Kan., He that dwelleth in the secret place
where she has been teaching the past of the most High shall abide under
year.
the shadow of the Almighty. I will
Clyde A. Smith and wife are the say of the Lord, He is my refuge and
YOU'LL WANT YOUR DAD TO HAVE A FINE proud parents of a baby girl which was my fortress: my God; in him I trust.
born to them at their home near Berea He sh&y cover thee with his feathers,
PRESENT AND THERE IS ONE SURE WAY
this week.
and under his wings shalt thou trust:
OF MAKING THIS COME TRUE
Rev. Paul Becker came home from his truth shall be thy shield and buckDrake University Saturday after a ler" (Psalms 91:1, 2, 4).
successful school year and occupied
Arrow, Glover and Beau Brummel Shirts
Among the selections from the
$1.39, $1.65, $1.95 the Christian church pulpit Sunday Christian Science textbook is the folmorning.
lowing :
Bovis and Regal-Aire Ties
55c to $1.00
The I. O. O. F. and Rebekah lodges
"The divine Mind that made man
in Anita were hosts to a county meet- maintains His own imago and likePajamas
$1.49 to $2.95 ing of the two orders here Thursness. AH that really exists is the
Slack Suits
$2.98 to $6.95 day. Large delegations were here divine Mind and its idea, and in this
from all the other towns in the county. Mind the entire being is found harmonSport Shirts
98c to $2.49
Sunday afternoon, Logan Lodge, No. ious and eternal" (p. 151).
Knights of Pythias, met at the
Hosiery (long or ankle length)
25c, 35c, 49c 190,
hall and led by the band marched to
Key and Tie Chain Sets
50c to $1.00 Evergreen cemetery, where the regu- HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL
lar memorial ritual work was bestowed
LUTHERAN CHURCH
Billfolds
98c to $2.49 upon
deceased brethern.
H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
The team that George Smither and
wife and Thomas James were driving. Sunday School and Adult Bible
COUNTLESS OTHER ITEMS!
to town Saturday evening became Class at 9:30 a. m.
frightened by a passing automobile
Divine services at 10:30 a. m.
and ran away, injuring all of the ocAdult instruction class meets at
cupants to a certain extent. Mrs.
8 o'clock Wednesday evening at the
Smither received two. broken ribs, Mr.
parsonage.
CLOTHIER
James was bruised a little and George
Highland church—
is suffering from pains in his side.
"WE SERVE YOU WELL"
Divine services at 7:30 p. m.
'Mallard ducks have been timed at
60 miles per hour; canvasbacks at
f CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST -f
72 miles per hour.
The Lutheran ladies aid met Thursf
C. R. Neel, Pastor.
ANITA
MARKETS.
day afternoon at the church with Mrs.
f
f
f
f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f
Dr. and Mrs. A. M. Mikkelsen and
George Miller and Mrs. Chris, Jensen
(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
Sunday School at 10 a. m.
two boys of Lohrville, Iowa, were
as hostesses. There were twelve pre- Eggs, cash, dozen
22c Sunday visitors in Anita at the home
Church Worship at 11 a. m.
sent. The ladies are studying the Eggs, in trade, dozen
23c of Mr. and Mrs. Guy Steinmetz.
Many churches are suffering from
women of the Bible. Rev. H. G. Bel- Hens, leghorn and under 4-lbs. Ib. 12
the lack of financial support. We
sheim led the discussion on, "Rebec- Hens, Ib
15%c Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Wbrtman, who have money for everything, but the
ca." Lunch was served after the dis- Springs, all sizes, Ib
16c live southeast of Anita, are the parents church must go begging that the doors
cussion. Mrs. Andrew Petersen will Roosters, Ib
lOc of a girl baby born to them at their may be kept open and the work conbe hostess to the club July 2.
Ducks, Ib
8c home Monday. The little girl weighed tinued. The question is two-fold. How
Geese, Ib
5c 7 Mi pounds.
much of my money am I going to
Pigeons, live, dozen
50c
give to God's work in the world and
ARSENATE OF LEAD Cream, sweet
Miss Margaret Osen of New Egypt, how much of God's money am I go38c
and
Cream, No. 1 sour
36c N. J., visited a few days this week ing to spend on myself? Church
Cream,
No.
2
sour
34c with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank membership is a partnership with God
GARDEN GUARD
Yellow corn, No. 2, new
60c H. Osen. She returned there today There are two test question for church
No.
2
white
oats
30e (Wednesday) where she has employ- members. How do I make my money
BONGERS
t,
No. 1 wheat
.80c ment,
and how do 1 use it? Most people
are honest in making their money bu
Miss Ethelyn Wilson, daughter of
dishonest in its use.
Mr. and Mrs. Glaus .Wilson who live
Sunday morning Rev. Neel will speak
northwest of here, has gone to Oakland and San Francisco, Cal., where on the subject, "My Stewardship.'
she will spend several weeks visiting There will be a concert given bj
the Blackwood Brothers at 2:30 o'clock
relatives and friends.
in the afternoon at the church.
Rev. Neel will also preach in the
Mr. and IMk-s. Lawrence Morehouse
It only means added expense later. Our stock
are visiting in Anita at the home of evening at 8. You are invited.
her uncle and aunt, Dr. and Mrs. G. M. The ladies of the church will serve
of roofing materials, covers nationally known
Adair and family. Mr. Morehouse has a 15c dinner Wednesday noon.
brands of proven quality at prices you can afford
accepted
a position as head of the
to pay.
physical education department at the
«• CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4
University of Wichita next year.
PHONE FOR AN ESTIMATE — IT'S FREE
4
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
4
A Wagner family reunion was held 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Church school at 10:00 a. m.
Sunday at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Service of worship, 11 a. m. Our
J. A. Wagner on Chestnut Street.
Twenty-eight were present to enjoy theme will be, "Waiting For a PreANITA LUMBER CO.
a covered dish dinner at noon. Those sence." We hope you can be there.
present from out-of-town, besides
A fine group did not allow the rain
DO YOU NEED A NEW HAY RACK?
the sons who were visiting here, were i last 'Sunday to keep them away from
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Wagner of Massena, the worship service. We had a good
service and I appreciated the preI sence of all who came. Plan now that
you will be there next Sunday. Your
presence will encourage someone else.
The ladies will serve a noon-day dinner Thursday.

Sunday, June 15th

~' -

FROM OUR OLD FILES

f

You'll Wa^t To Sponsor

A Father's Day
Program

BOB HOWARD

DO NOT NEGLECT A
LEAKY ROOF

Maduffs
WE DELIVER
THURSDAY—FRIDAY*4SATURDAY 5
M_.4j,4*M
No. 1 Creamery
DM lit? •
Pound

Potatoes :*SjgjJ££r
Bran Flakes ™2Xxr i
Pinapple
Crackers
Steak
21
'ids <JJ
i(
Beef or
NEW PRICES JUNE 12 ON I
BEAUTY SERVICE
Due to the advance in price of materials
our Beauty Shops, the following prices ^
charged on and after June 12,1941:
Permanent Waves . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . .$2.00 And!
Machineless Permanents
$3.50 Anil
Plain Shampoo and Finger Wave
Finger Wave
...
Oil Shampoo and Finger Wave
Hair Cut
Manicures
One Additional Hair Comb With Every
Dried Finger Wave
Hair Combs
'....
We Have Installed Water Softeners — Why I
Drop In And Have a Soft Water Shampoo? j

VANITY BEAUJY SHOP
HOWARD'S BEAUTY SHOI
f •*•. + •* + •»• + + 4 4 + -V 4
4
METHODIST CHURCH
4
f
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
4
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Church School at 10 a. m. Harold
McDermott, Superintendent.
Church worship at 11 a. m. Rev.
Robert W. Swick, pastor of the First
Methodist Church of Fort Madison,
Iowa, and a former pastor of this
church, -will preach.
Children's Day program at 8 p. m.
The weather made it necessary to
postpone this program until Sunday
night. A cordial welcome.

SfART1
CHIC!
WE HAVE AROU
TEEN HUNDRED
OKOUS STARTED <
OUR B&OODERS KO
IF YOU WANT
THIS YEAR ORDER'
NOW FOR THIS WEEKJ
SHES OUR
SON.

Rasmussen's Hale

The lowa-Des Moines annual conference convenes in Atlantic Tuesday
evening and adjourns Sunday afternoon. Laymen are invited.

Phone 276

ROBERT SCOTT

THE FARMERS COOP.
C. F. DARROW,

RENEW YOUR

DRIVER'S
LICENSE
;

AT THE SHERIFF'S OFFICE IN ATLANTIC
DAILY FROM 8:00 A. M. TO 6:00 P. M. UNTIL
JULY 4. FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE THE OFFICE WILL BE OPENtJNTIL 11:00 O'CLOCK
IN THE EVENING ON SATURDAYS ONLY.

M ISS Rose Tierney has returned to
her home east of Anita from Council
I B)uffs whe re she is a teacher in the
| schools.
Mr. and Mrs. B. Brodersen and
daughters, Mrs. Hilda Catron and Miss
j Hedwlg Brodersen, were Sunday visitjors at the home of their son and
brother, Ben Brodersen ami family.

RAISIN BREAD
lOc
ANITA BAKERY

ne
Buttermilk at the Farmer

FLY
SPRA

ELECTRIC
FENCERS

^^^^fr**************

A NITA
NEW A

WED.-THURS. - 7:30-9:30 P.M.
FREE Cosmetics
To The Ladies!
On The Screen—
A FRONT SEAT AT
1941'8 FIRST BIG DRAMA

FRL-SAT. — 7-.30-9:30 P.'
(BE
REASONS TO
"* "
ATTEND
THE tttXLDEN V- EsT
IN ALL ITS

"The Trial of
Mary Diigan"
, Rpbert

Uraine
DAY

SUN.-MON.TUES. - 7:30-9:3aiStiJ», Mat. 2:3^
^lowa farms

REPRESENTATIVES OF THIS OFFICE WILL BE IN ANITA AGAIN
AT A LATER DATE - WATCB THIS PAPER FOR ANNOUNCEMENT
OF TIME AND PLACE SO YOU CAN SECURE YOUR RENEWAL THEN

i=^w:£S:
, ?125 per acre. Tern,,

Farmer's Coop,

HARRY JORDAN

OUPFR

as

CARROLL'

Paulette Goddard - Preston Foster - R^1 PjJ
NEVER BEFORE A PICfUKE LIKE! H •
Cecil B. DeMffle's Greatest Technicolor
*

t

SHERIFF, CASS COUNTY, IOWA

Coming Next Sunday ^ "BUCK

•

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

By Edward C. Wayne

Sinking of 'Robin Moor' by Submarine
fs Investigated by State Department;
Byrnes, Jackson Named to High Court
As Stone Is Appointed Chief Justice

Washington, D. C.
GASLESS SUNDAYS
It begins to look as if gasless Sundays might not be^so necessary aft(EDITOR'S NOTE—Wh«n •plnlOM are exprnnd 1» UJe»« e»lwan», U«T
•re U»M of the new* Mudjrrt and not neeeosarU? of thl» nempaper.)
er all—if certain bare-knuckle re. (Released by Western Newipaper Union.)
forms in the oil industry are put
through by new National Oil Ao>
ministrator Ickes. For instance, the
tanker system.
When an oil tanker comes from
. ; Dealing With Fa.].,;
the Gulf of Mexico up the East
JJ** men excuse {&
NRICH a protective chair set «ood jnen will i e th ^
coast, it may stop at Charleston to
eaV
e
with this graceful waterlily
discharge part of its oil, then at
Norfolk, then at Baltimore. It dis- motif. The leaves and stems are
charges a certain amount a£ each to be appliqued in green; pastel
port where its company distributes blooms and a basket of brown are
OMOlS
embroidered. You'll be proud to
or refines oil.
Simultaneously, a tanker belong- display this easy-to-make set to
Days and weeks passed since the
ing
to another company will stop off your friends. • • •
Nad drive toward Egypt through Libya
•^SaW
at
exactly
the same ports. Thus
began and although Axis forces took
Matching sets for divan and chairs may
MANHATTAN COTTAR
the
tankers
of
three
or
even
four
difmany points beyond Tobruk they were
made from transfer Z9333, U cents,
ferent companies may be feeding be
not able to capture the besieged city
since it is one of the new Improved not
the same cities at the same tune. Iron transfers which will stamp more than
itself. Here is British anti-aircraft posiIf, on the other hand, one com- once. This could also be used for an attion inside the Tobruk perimeter. Pro«
Brute
pany served one.section of the coun- tractive buffet set. Send your order to:
tected by Italian ammunition boxes
He who beats his
try,
or
if
one
tanker
delivered
oil
filled with stones, they provide ample
beat me if he durst.
AUNT MARTHA
to all the companies in each port
protection from the splinters oj bombs
Box
1N-W
Kansai
City,
Ho.
instead of only to its own, distribudropped by Nazi fliers.
Enclose 15 cents for each'pattern
tion would be measurably speeded.
Also, there are four different types
desired. Pattern No
of high octane gasoline being reSYRIA:
Name
U. S. citizens are getting a first-hand look ai the famous Nazi fighting
fined in the United States. All these
Address
•••
Gets
in
War
plane, the Messerschmitt, now on display in a New York theater. Provarieties are not particularly necesceeds from the showing of this plane will go to hay "bandies for Britain."
Names of the world's oldest sary, one type being sufficient durThis is the first time that one of these aerial fighters has been shown in the towns, including such as Damascus, ing the emergency. Concentration
believed the oldest, and Tyre, con- on only one type of high octane
United States.
H K A D O N ROC
Proper Stuff
sidered its closest rival, got into the gas also wpuld considerably increase
Wood burns because it has the
front page headlines as the British gasoline output and distribution.
proper stuff in it; and a man beInwardly Borne
sailed
on
into
Syria,
following
the
STRIKES:
\^
COURT:
There is plenty of oil in the comes famous because he has the
Great joys, like great j
expectation* of everyone.
U. S. A.; it is only a matter of proper stuff in him.—Goethe.
silent.—Marmion.
A Formula
Line-Up Changed
Vichy dispatches told of resist- refining and distribution.
Ever since President Roosevelt's ance, but except in certain spots the
President Roosevelt's appointment
Note — The anti-trust laws have
of Harlan Fiske Stone to replace fireside chat the nation had been resistance was of the "token" variCharles Evans Hughes as chief jus- waiting for a strike-prevention for- ety—a few shots fired and then the prevented the oil companies from
tice of Supreme court was an^ mula, realizing that in the presiden- French troops laying down their cutting competition of this kind, but
nounced at the same time as he tial speech there had been a definite arms, later to join with the British' , the government oil administrator
i should be able to do what the Oil
sent to the senate the names of pledge to halt defense work stop- passively, if not actively.
The invading armies were made companies can't.
two new associate justices he had pages in labor disputes.
But LaGuardia, who made his own
picked, Sen. James Byrnes of South It remained for the strike at North up of British and Free French under
Carolina and Attorney General Rob- American Aviation's plant at Ingle- DeGaulIe, and seemed to be mov- terms when he took his defense post,
ert H. Jackson of New York.
wood, Calif., where 12,000 men en- ing more or less unchecked into is still in charge of national morale.
• How
• * *
A Republican, Justice • Stone is 68 gaged in building $196,000,000 in the chief and most important parts
jar . . . nd ttMte dtepiwar what
years old and was appointed to the warplanes, to provide the answer, of Syrian territory.
SECRECY OF CONVOYS
Chief work of defense was being
Supreme court by President Cool- and the United States to wonder
Clabber GWi.o.»ti.. You p,y|«
Most people don't realize it, but
'
'
idge in 1925. His appointment as what kind of an answer it was.
done by Nazi warplanes, said to be the contents of almost every ship
chief justice came as somewhat of
Swiftly, methodically, the troops based on northern Syrian airdromes leaving the United States for Enga surprise for many sources in moved in and took over the plant, like Aleppo, principal air center of land is known to Nazi Germany.
Washington believed that Attorney began weeding out the union's labor the country.
However, learning just when the
General Jackson would get the nom- leaders, inspected even the contents
Britain was not referring in her shipment will reach England and
ination.
of lunch boxes of returning workers, dispatches to the Syrian advance as the route it will take, is another
Senator Byrnes, who has been a and put the plant back into produc- a victory, but was rather regard- matter.
strong administration supporter in tion within two days that were re- ing it as simply a tactically imporGetting information regarding the
the senate since the early days of ported to be "approaching normal." tant move to circumvent an expect- departure of supply ships to Engthe New Deal, will succeed Justice
ed
German
move,
or
at
least
to
meet
Within 24 hours'planes were rollland is relatively simple. All Nazi
McReynolds who retired some time ing off assembly lines into test it on a battleground farther removed agents have to do is go down to the
Short World*
I is not lon«. The
ago. Jackson will take the place flights, and on the surface all was from Palestine and Iraq oil fields.
waterfront to watch the loading of
Think not thy time is short in I Is but a small, pare
left vacant by Justice Stone's ele- apparently well.
It was obvious that the big Syrian British ships. The type of goods
vation to chief justice.
But observers began asking them- airfields were the prime objective, being loaded cannot be readily con- this world, since the world itself I nity.—Sir Thomas
selves questions during the next and that if Britain could get hold of cealed.
U. S.:
few days when trouble of various them and defend them with resident
Or if an American vessel is loadShip Worry
types began to appear, not at North assistance, a good battle might be ing for the Red Sea, the papers
The Robin Moor, sunk in the South American Aviation, but at other .put up on Syrian soil, and protect signed by the crew must disclose the
Atlantic well within the United plants.
the "backdoor" entrance to Suez port of destination. This is required
States' neutrality zone, was declared
Several things bothered people and Alexandria.
law, so that a seaman may know
by its few survivors to have been who were wondering whether the
But the serious resistance near by
where he is going, and because exsunk by a German U-boat, the first use of soldiers to take over plants the coastline, and in southwestern tra
insurance and sometimes extra
in what most observers expected would be a workable system of Syria made it look as though Brit- wages
paid if the ship enters
would be a series of international strike-ending.
ain's success in this objective would certain are
areas.
incidents, similar to that of the LusiSome wondered if perhaps the not be won without a good deal of
Once a British ship is loaded, howtania in the last war.
strikers at Inglewood weren't a bit fighting.
The Robin Moor went to the bot- too willing to have the plant taken
In general, however, the first ad- ever, the utmost secrecy is imposed
tom, bearing seven passengers in- over. Others wondered if, perhaps, vances were meeting with a good on its route and time of departure*
cluding a little child, and the first the strikers' demand of the govern- deal of resident approval, and with Usually the ship hugs the shore as
lifeboat, the only one immediately ment that the pay be raised to 87% some defections of French colonials far north as the Canadian port of
Halifax. There it may wait for days
found, contained only 11 survivors. cents an hour, or 12% cents an hour to the DeGaulIe standard.
or even two or three weeks for a
The other two boats, according to more than they were asking of priconvoy to be made up.
the evidence of Brazilian ship peo- vate industry, and the same wage CHURCHILL:
ple who went in search, showed on that the government, they claimed, On Spot
When it finally leaves for the hazthe surface of the sea some evidence was now paying workers, of similar
ardous voyage across the Atlantic
Most
seriously
since
the
time
he
that they had been lost.
skill in similar jobs.
took over leadership of the war orders are given to the ship's masThe first notice of the loss was
The union leaders were equipping effort of Britain, Churchill found ! ter by hand. Nothing is trusted to
given as "the result of a storm at men with signs reading "hold out himself "on the spot" because of | radio. A small boat puts out from
sea," but the survivors told their and remember the army can't make the' Crete mishap—and words flew the commander of the convoy carrescuer that they had been tor- planes"—but their pleas fell for the bitterly around commons and on the rying sealed orders to the master of
pedoed.
^
most part on deaf ears, and the sec- editorial pages of British newspa- each vessel.
Following these reports by surviv- ond day of the army occupation they pers
as Churchill defended his proNo other orders are given, and no
ors, authoritative sources in Wash- voted to go back in a body.
gram.
radio
messages are exchanged durington indicated that work on a forBut the army wouldn't take some
The
British
leader
was
holding
ing
the
trip except in case of atmal note of protest to Germany was of them back, ordered others re- firm—refusing cabinet modification
under way by the state department. classified . and shoved in the army or any step that would even look tack, because radio messages mieht
It was pointed out that in such at $21 a month instead of $20 or like an admission that the Churchill be picked up by Nazi patrol planes.
Note—American ships, on the otha note restitution for loss of Ameri- better a week.
government was a flop at handling er hand, follow a regular, well-adcan life and property was only what
the war.
vertised course and constantly send
the Nazis could expect.
C.I.O.:
Criticism of Churchill was far less out radio messages informing the
While at first the White House had
bitter-than
that
which
was
directed
world of their position.
announced that "judgment should be Red or Pink
• • •
withheld" on the incident, later word
One of the by-products of the at Chamberlain, but it was still far
came that there seemed to be "no Inglewood strike and its result was stronger than anything which had
MERRY-GO-ROUND
longer any reason" for that.
that the Dies committee findings previously been leveled at him.
_ 'rtinS ^e plan of Chief of
Much of it came from Leslie „,
The state department's report was came to the fore and'began to renStaff
Marshall to lower the aee of
first made public by Sumner Welles der some sort of answer to the popu- Hore-Belisha, deposed minister of army commanders, war department
war.
And
Churchill
turned
on
this
at his press conference. He based lar controversy of the past two
officials quote the late Justice OU
his findings on the account of the years, whether the C.I.O. is red former cabinet member and prac- yer Wendell Holmes. who fough? in
tically told him to hold his tongue the Civil war. To Lady Pollock
sinking as it came from Walter J. white or just pink.
Linthicum, U. S. consul at PernamRival unions used to call the C.I.O. and to recall that the war ministry during the Spanish-American war'
buco, Brazil. Linthicum spent nearly red—the C.I.O. mam'ained it was was in a "lamentable condition" he wrote: "A general of 45 anTa
five hours getting the stories of the pure white, and the Dies committee when he laid it down.
private of 30 are old men."
Summing up the Crete disaster,
rescued persons.
just hinted around that it might be
The commerce department has
somewhat pink—that ther.> were he laid it to inadequate control of set up
DUCE:
a separate British emnire
Communists in the C.I.O., but that the air, said the battle was "worth
Calls Names
it was not proven that it was having fought," that it cost the Ger- worth foSer1* W' Walton ***"
mans a major effort, and resulted
Celebrating the year that Italy has Communist-controlled or not.
"' :™f?Hs«S%!"$':;
oial
in
London.
His
job^'to'eatX
in
the
loss
of
17,000
men
and
180
been in the war, Mussolini made a
Then came a wide, serious series
er com
mercia] ties with
6tf it dtttdomly frooi fat* orange juicel
speech to his puppet legislators in of defense or partial defense labor planes, not to mention many surface n , u
British
dominions
and colonies
ships.
which he defied the United States troubles, most of them involving one
Answering the "why" of not
You cannot ".tore up" vitamin C in you body.Tbu's w
to become more active in the war, branch or another of the C.I.O.
after saying that this country is
Alabama's Representative Starnes enough planes, he said "they were
"really in the war already."
If* bard to get enough unl«iyoa bar. an abundince of^
active head of the Dies body' not to be had" unless Britain had
He also likened President Roose- promptly made public that each of been willing to denude the island
velt to Sulla, one of the bloodiest the striking unions had a Commu- itself, and that he did not believe it
•upplie, all die vitamin C you oocm-lly ned
and most tyrannical of all the Ro- nist or an ex-Communist as its ac- a good policy to try to be sale everyman dictators.
where at the cost of being strong notmouno of Tittmini A, BI and G; «kfom *wi o*"
tive leader.
where.
The Axis would certainly win
In the aircraft industry, Chairman
Mussolini told his people, and the Frankensteen of the aircraft diviOranges,thefine»t6omi4,OOOeoopet»diigC»liforni» ^
sole effect this country's attitude sion, who had called the Inglewood IRISH:
mtue*******
would have would be to lengthen the strike "outlaw," "wildcat" and "un Anomaly
struggle.
authorized," found himself placardThe Irish Free State, having de '
He made no references to I t a l y ' s ed in two ways—as a jackass and
losses of two-thirds of her empire as a traitor to the cause by the very med President Roosevelt's requesi '
„ bank, much to the 'a ,.o ''
of the 200,000 prisoners taken in union over which he, had jurisdiction that it furnish this country with ' ment of Judge John E Mack m ST
North Africa, nor of the losses Italy just as soon as he admitted that the landing spots for ships bearing a id
had suffered to her fleet.
to Britain, also air and sea bases
local union chiefs were in- generally,
found itself more and
Mussolini simply placed England junior
deed. Communists.
on notice that she was doomed, that
more in an anomalous positii"---' Durant Maines of Flint Minh
'
He
ordered
them
suspended
from
all her positions in the war had'been
a stone's throw from Britain at'v/ar' I inducted into the arn.y Ml°h-was i
jobs, then went to the Ingle- and
taken, and that if America wanted their
yet
neither
an
aide
of
B
i
i
m
i
n
scene of action and made a or Germany.
to send aid she would find no place wood
plea to the men to go back to work
to send it.
Irish cities were being bombed bv
Mis plea was unsuccessful
Germany.
•*
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G. Phend, local manager of the
ikman, Jr., <
Mrs, A. Laura (Campbell and son,
from th
Iowa Telephone Co., was in JeftArmy
of Des Moines'were in Anita
JJ end here- visiting Ms ferson Friday attending to business
REEL NEWS
+ Howard,
one day last week looking after busiland Mrs. Wilbur Heck- matters of the company.
ness interests.
ler relatives and friends.
rJack Roe, son of Mr. and Mrs. Glen
A picture of rare quality and high
Russell Mclntyre and A, 'Roe, returned to Iowa City Friday dramatics makes its appearance on the Carl H. Daubendiek of Jefferson,
Fomaha, Neb., spent the where he will take a 4-week summer screen of the new Anita theatre today Iowa, was in Anita Friday looking
and Thursday. It brings a new ro- after business matters of the West
Lita visiting his parents, course at the University of Iowa.
mantic team to pictures in the persons Iowa Telephone Co.
H. Mclntyre and
- The Sunday School classes of Mrs. of Robert Young and Laraine Day.
IW1. L. Peacock and Mrs. Harold" Mc- This outstanding story is, "The Trial
Postmaster and Mrs. • George 0.
Dermott enjoyed a picnic Wednesday of M'ary Dugan," which will be re- Smither were in Des Moines Thursday
f Crawford and children,
afternoon at the McDermott home
afternoon where they visited relatives
Ib'ert, Martha Doris and northeast of here. Fourteen boys and called as Norma Shearer's first star- and attended to business matters.
ring
picture
some
years
ago.
Critics
[ left Sunday morningf for girls were present.
have predicted that this new version
( where Robert hau emThe three circles of the Woman's
will bring stardom to Laraine Day
. the summer months with
Miss Mary Agnes Bongers has re- who has scored a hit as the young Society of Christian Service of the
„,„ Canning Co. Robert turned to her home here to spend the
nurse in the Dr. Kildare pictures. Methodist church met Thursday after[his home here Thursday summer months with her parents, Mr. Robert Young aS the ambitious new noon at the homes of Mrs. Robert
itate college where he has and Mrs. Leo V. Bongers. Miss Bon- lawye
r saving his sweetheart from Smith, Mrs. Lester King and Mrs.
•ing school the past .year. gers has been attending St. Joseph's
the false accusation of murder, gives Eric Osen.
llinois they will visit at academy in Des Moines.
the most tense and exciting portrayal
[with relatives. .
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Hayes and
of his career. The suspense is breathThe regular communication of Obed- taking. Another .item in the Con- children of Swedeborg, Mo., visited
ience lodge, No. 380, A. F. & A. M, was stance Bennett Cosmetic set will be here a few days last week with their
held at the Masonic Temple in Anita given.
daughter and sister, Mrs. Earl Samp• » •
Tuesday evening. Work was conferson and family, and made the acred upon a candidate by the officers
Two years in the making and cost- quaintance of their new grandson.
of the lodge, following which a lunch ing over a million dollars to produce,
The members of the Baptist ladies
was enjoyed by those present.
"Arizona," the great outdoor epic that
aid
society were guests of Mrs. Orin
was read in serial form by readers
troc.
William IMillhollin, son of Mr. and f the Saturday Evening Post, will be Sullivan Wednesday afternoon at her
Mrs. Homer Mdllho'.lin, and Lawrence hown Friday and Saturday. Jean home southeast of here. A social
Hofmeister, son of Mr. and Mrs. Law- rthur, Wil'.iam Holden and Warren afternoon was spent by the fifteen
rence Hofmeister, went to Ames Sun- Villiam carry the starring roles. Miss ladies present. The next meeting of
day where they have enrolled in a Vrthur plays a part similar to her the aid will be on June 18 with Mrs.
twelve weeks' defense training course amous "Calamity Jane" In, "The Edward Wheelock.
offered by the governmnt at Iowa lainsman." Thrown into the hustle
The members of the Union club atState college.
nd bustle of building a new territory, tended the dinner at the Church of
he is treated with the same rough Christ Wedesday noon, following which
ordiality as other frontier wOme'fl they spent the afternoon quilting at
vho struggled to make a place for the home of Mrs. H. U. Shannon.
hemselves in the process of empire There were ten members and one
uilding. The smile of a young Yan- visitor, Mr^. Maggie Young of Maykee soldier awakens a spark of romance- etta, Kan., present.
and from there on a screen epic un'olds that will takes its pCace among
Fifteen members of Anita Unit No
;he greatest.
. .•
210 of the American Legion Auxil* «• • *
iary attended the all-day sewing bee
Boasting of ten big names, a thou- for the Red Cross Thursday at the
sand thrills and two great love stories, home of Mrs. G. M. DeCamp, rehabil
Cecil B. DeMille's, "Northwest Mount- itation chairman. At noon the women
ed Police," starts a 3-day engagement attended the dinner being served a
Beginning Sunday. Produced in beau- the 'Congregational church.
tiful technicolor and;£aptturingvall thfe
Douglas Miller of Kellogg, Iowa
beauty of the Canadian north woods
Gary Cooper, Madeleine Carroll, Pres- has been in Anita the past week in
ton Foster, Robert Prestcffii'Paullette charge of-the" Rock Island depot whil
Goddard and thousands of other play- Harry Gill, local agent, took a few
ers, unfold a thri'.ling story of the days off to attend the sessions of th
most famous body of soldier-police in Iowa 'Masonic grand lodge meeting
in Council Bluffs. Edwin Fredrickson
ihe world.
.
,
It is packed with dramatic action, and Solon A. Karns, master, also at
suspence and romance that will hold tended the sessions.
the movie goer's attention throughEdwin Scholl, son of Mr. and Mrs
out the picture^ Jfee fiery romantic
Roy
Scholl, was pleasantly surprisec
Idard and 'Robscenes of Pau
ert Preston have seldom been equalled. Sunday evening when a number of hi
For suspense, Gary Cooper's challenge friends called at the home of his parto a renegade halfbreed to draw his ents southeast of Anita to help him
gun first, before a blood-thirsty tribe celebrate his 21st. birthday. The dinof Indians, is awe-inspiring. "North- ing room was decorated in the patriwest Mounted Police" is a big picture, otic colors. Mrs. Scholl assisted by her
daughters, Doris, Hilda and Rosbig in names, big in story, big in three
alie, served a two course lunch to the
scenic beauty, big .in action and big in
guests.
romance.
The members of the W. W. club
Charles Denne, a student the past were guests of Mrs. James B. Mcyear at Iowa State college at Ames, has Dermott Thursday at her home west of
returned to his home southwest of Anita. Eleven members and one guest,
Anita to spend the summer months. Mrs. William Hamann, were present.
Mrs. Harry Wedemeyer joined the club
The K. J. U. club of the Church at this meeting. Plans were made
of Christ held a farewell party at the for a picnic to be held next Sunday
home of 'Mrs. Merle Robison for her and a lunch was served to those preSaturday evening. Mr. and Mrs. Rob- sent following a social afternoon
ison and two small children moved spent by the ladies.
to Atlantic Saturday. \ Mrs. Robison
was presented with a lace table cloth. The members of the Original SunAnita, Iowa
shine club were guests Thursday of
! A lunch was served.
Mrs. Ed. Anderson at her home southwest of Anita. At noon a covered
dish dinner was served. Seven members and two visitors were present.
Mrs. Lyman Wahlert was the winner
of a contest put on by Mrs. Faye Petersen. The afternoon was spent by the
ladies hemming tea towels for the
hostess. This was the last meeting
until fall.

NO USED TIRES
DURING OUR
TIRE SALE
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ib's Standard Service

Touring the highways,
Aviators choose

•Personal midwest iurvey»
among » representative
number indicate that aviators, as a specific class, pref« Red Crown 2.1 to 1
when taking extended trip*
incheircars.

High-spirited performance
°

n twice »»'VfterF«« «ny
:nJh.?!Midthat
le w•viators
r• *^.M %*uwn uc uic

make this fevonte
«njr other

[STANDARD
SERVICE
CLEAN REST ROOMS

"hen
to Red Crown this summer!

3 fine gasolines priced to

. w ,_ ^..*_. * ,h RED Oo<

,u,yo«*pue: r f
pump-Red Crown, regular pnc
. . A t the WHITE Crown pumpSolite, premium quality . .: At tne
BUII Oownpump-Stanolmd. bargain priced.
Ml YOU* STANDARD OIL

QU Dealer

VJreater enjoyment of living isyouri automatically when, you have plenty of piping
hot •water instantly available. A daily hot
bath or shower hat an onequaled ability to
•oothe and refresh yon . . . to help you
maintain a healthy, radiantly alive appearance.
Cooking and hegte cleaning require
plenty of hot -water daily. Speed them up,
enjoy added leisure time by heating water
automatically, electrically. Avoid waiting
for water to heat. The extra large, heavily
insulated Thermogray tank ^eeps water
hot.
.
Thousands have switched to Thermogray Automatic Electric Water Heating because this famous heater combines safety and convenience
•with very economical operation. Thermogray gives you
every advantage of today'a low electric rates... enables you
to take another step in modernizing your home electrically.
See the Thermogray at thit store today. Get full detail* on th»
dependability and modern economy of Electric water heating.

Anita Municipal Utilities
ERNEST R FORD, Superintendent

Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Newton and
Mrs. Martha Shultz has gone to
Adair where she will visit for several family were Sunday visitors in Anita
weeks at the home of her son, John at the home of his parents, 'Mr. and
Mrs. Ed. L. Newton.
Shultz and family.
Mrs. Chas. H. Ingram and children
Mrs. Charles Thomas of Akron, Ohio
is visiting her father and brother. have returned to their home here
Vern Duthie and son, Richard, at their after spending several weeks visiting
at Pomeroy, Iowa, with their parents
home east of Anita.
and grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. R. L.
Mrs. George Karns and daughter, Ross.
Dorothy, are in Chicage, 111., where
iMr. and Mrs. F. A. Stub and childthey are visiting her parents and
ren,
Irene and Bob, of Harlan were
other relatives and friends. •
Sunday visitors at the home of her
Mrs. Chester Turned, who has been sister, Mrs. A. A. Johnson and fama patient at the University hospital ily. Irene is a nurse at the Jennie
in Iowa City for several weeks, re- Edmundson hospital in Council Bluffs.
turned to her home here Friday.
Mrs. E. C. Dorsey was hostess to
the
members of the D. D. pinochle club
Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Osen, well
known farmers living northwest of at her home on Rose Hill Avenue Frihere, celebrated their 40th. wedding day afternoon. Mrs. Homer Millhollin
anniversary Thursday at their home. and Mrs. Forrest Wilson were guests.
They were the recipients of a rock- Mrs. IMillhollin received high score and
ing ohair, a gift from their children. Mrs. Herbert Chadwick low score. On
In the evening a numer of neighbors June 20 Mrs. Chadwick will be hostess
called at their home and he'.ped them to the club.
celebrate the event.
The Missionary Society of the Congregational church met Friday afternoon with sixteen members present.
Devotionals were in charge of Mrs.
B. D. Forshay and the lesson leader
was Mrs. Alpha Nelson. The program
for the afternoon consisted of a paper
by Mrs. J. A. Wagner; a paper by
Miss Mattie Butler; a report on the
recent conference held at Newton by
Miss Vera B. Hook; and an illustrated
talk by Mrs. A. T.. Evans. A lunch
was served at the close of the meeting
by the committee.,

The members of the Friday bridge
club were guests of Miss Minnie Forshay Thursday afternoon at the B. D.
Forshay home, corner of 7th. and
Chestnut' Streets. Other guests, besides the members, were Mrs. E. E.
Marsau of Tulsa, Okla., and Mrs.
Harold McDrmott, Mrs. Gail Burke
and Miss Isabel Biggs of Anita. High
score at the afternoon session of
bridge was held by Mrs. Marsau. A
lunch was served by the hostess.

Red Crown

RS>

GivesYou Added
Health-Protection
Cc6t

2 to 1

Word has been received here by
relatives that John W. Carey, son of
Dr. and Mrs. James Carey of West
Liberty, has received a first honor in
chemical medicine at the 16th. annual
spring honor day at Iowa State college in Ames. The award received by
Mr. Carey was the G. G. Graham
award in clinical medicine. Sunday he
was graduated from the college and
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Burns and Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Wahlert of Anita attended the exercises.
The annual reunion of the Mutual
Benefit club was held Thursday afternoon at Highland church northwest
of here. Eleven members and nine
former members, Mrs. Guy Smith, Mrs
L. H. Hayter, Mrs. C. E. Parker, Mrs
Wayne Sisler; Mrs. Ralph Curry, Mrs
Frank H. Osen, Mrs. M. C. Hutchison
Mrs. Byran Parker and Mrs. C. O.
G-ipple, were present. A performance
was given by Phyllis Pratt and Betty
Hayter in baton twirling. A social
1 iftemoon was spent by those present
following which a lunch was served.

Young woman wishes
to marry an old man—
that's her business.-,\
Our business is picking up dead animals—
large or small.
Phone 257
WAGNER FILLING STATION
ANITA, IOWA

BUY YOUR PAINT
NOW AT

THE FARMERS COOP
DURING THEIR

BIG PAINT SALE
RENT A LOOKER NOW
FOR YOUR SUMMER MEAT. WE HAVE INSTALLED 12 NEW LOCKERS SO WE WILL BE
ABLE TO TAKE CARE OF YOUR NEEDS.
WE HAVE SOME NIC^ QUARTERS OE BEEF
FOR YOU, SHOULD YOU NEED ONE.

Miller's Lockers
ANITA — WIOTA — CUMBERLAND
THERE IS ON^E NEAR YOU

SEWDNG CORCLE
MEN'S STYLES

By VIRGINIA VALE

(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

While there will be no change of
basic patents involved in men's
RETA GARBO has not only
clothing styles for 1941, and it will
acquired a new hair-do for
still be impossible to get in and out
of this year's clothes the same as her next appearance on the
ui 1940, this department's look-see screen—she's to have a new tint
into the situation has convinced it as well. It's a special one conthat there will be new touches to cocted for her by Sydney Guilpants, coats and vests. If you ex- aroff, Metro hairdresser, and
pect to remain in civilian clothes, he has named it "Moonlight
bend an ear:
• * •
Blonde."
As for the hair-do, it's Napoleonic
Colors will switch sharply from
the loud tendencies of previous —a fringe, with a soft point in the
springs. This is due largely to the back, and "a studied shagginess
fact that, with the draft on, no male characterizing the whole coiffure,
wants to be more conspicuous than complete even to forelock"; there's
necessary. Even males beyond the also the influence of the Botticelli
selective service age will prefer -the paintings, shown in a cap of short
duller hues on the ground there is curls.
no sense being an oriole during a
Tim! Holt, young star of RKO
bird hunt.
Westerns, and his father, Jack Holt,
• • *
will be seen togethCoats (jackets) and trousers
er with Victor Mc(pants)
will,
be
roomier.
There
it
(See Recipes Below)
Laglen and Edso much going on and so much to be
mund Lowe in the
seen in these critical days that the
LY FOE DAD
RKO' production,
ability to turn completely around inTHIS WEEK'S MENU
"The Marines Are
side a suit of clothes is paramount.
June the fifteenth, is the
Ready." They'll apPockets will be inadequate as usual,
Chilled Mixed Fruit Juices
vant to especially prepare
pear as father and
but
they
will
be
cut
much
larger,
tvorite foods—for it's Fa•Individual Lamb Pies
son for the second
tailors having awakened to the fact
fr-and don't forget it The
Buttered Carrots and Peas
time on the screen.
a
man
has
to
carry
so
many
things
all men is a good tasty
The first time was
•Blueberry Muffins
Butter
around on him these days that a
_ the suggestion* for the
12 years ago, when
Tomato
and
Cole
Slaw
Salad
well
designed
suit
of
clothes
must
_ j is a delicious individual
Tim, a boy of. 10,
combine some features of a satchel,
French Dressing
Dad doesn't like to bother
played the son in
Tim Holt
filing cabinet and old-fashioned
•Blueberry Ice Cream Cake
side dishes of salad, so
his father's stardesk.
place his salad
•Recipes given.
ring-vehicle, "Vanishing Pioneers."
• • •
right on the plate
There was a • time when pockets Tim is also a skilled polo player.
with the rest of
Butter Pastry.
were
expected to contain little exthe meal. He
Between the scenes in the house1% cups flour
cept loose change, seat stubs,
likes a cole 'Slaw
boat dining salon that you'll see in
% teaspoon salt
matches
and
an
old
letter
or
two,
stuffed, tomato.
% teaspoon baking powder
but with the changes in the social Paramount's "Nothing But the
Buttered carrots
Bob Hope, Edward Arnold,
% cup butter
system,
the war, et cetera, there Truth,"
arid peas are the
Leif Erikson and Glenn Anders were
3 to 5 tablespoons milk
must
be
ample
pocket
room
for
fedBecause he is so fond
themselves by filling the
Mix and sift the flour, salt and
summonses, government no- amusing
ries, it's blueberry muf- baking powder. Cut in the butter eral
crystal - goblets to different levels
tices,
correspondence
with
various
i with the. meal, and blue- with two knives or rub in with the
with water, then playing chimes on
| cream cake for dessert. fingertips. Add milk slowly, tossing Washington commissions, lawyers' them with silver spoons. The prop
sk's menu is properly Bal- the mixture together lightly and use
man nearly had a fit— seems the
; nutritional value. It sup- only enough milk to hojd the ingreglasses were part of a dinner service worth more than $2,000.
dients together.
etizer: Carbohydrates,
"Send over to my house for some•Blueberry Muffins.
thing less expensive," urged Hope.
[Vitamins A, B^-C, and G.
2 cups sifted flour
"Our goblets are cottage-cheese
at: Proteins, phosphorus,
4 teaspoons baking,powder
glasses!"
^
|B, B-l; fats, calbohydrates
2 tablespoons sugar
% teaspoon salt
Years ago Ruby Keeler was fa.etaUes: Minerals, Carbo2 eggs, beaten '•
briefs, instructions on how to /read
on Broadway for' her dancing,
, Vitamins A, B, C, and G.
1% cups milk
tax forms and analyses of new laws, mous
in
the
days before
3 tablespoons melted butter
and butter: Vitamins A,
ordinances and regulations. In fact, she married
Al Jol1 cup blueberries. '
G, minerals, carbohythe so-called "business suit" to
Sift dry ingredients together. be adequate today must have a load- son. On the screen
I Minerals, Vitamins A, B, Combine eggs, milk and shortening ing capacity up to two tons, and she danced along
and add to dry ingredients, stirring there should be deep inside pockets with other people;
i, carbohydrates {and fats.
[t: Carbohydrates, minerals, only until moistened. Fold in blue- for carrying records of conferences now she'll dance
amins A, B, C, P, and G. berries. Pour into greased muffin attended to date and conferences alone for the first
time in pictures in
pans and bake in moderately hot impending.
t 6 You Need:
a musical, "Sweet* • *
oven (425 degrees F.) for 25 minlean apricot nectar
of the Camutes. Makes 18 muffins.
lean pineapple juice
In addition, a business suit should heart
pus," in which she
•Blueberry Ice 'Cream Cake.
libs, lamb shoulder
have room for at least a bottle of shares top honors
Vt cup butter
•bunches carrots ,
spirits of ammonia, a digest of lat- with Harriet HilV« cup sugars
INo. 2 can peas
est congressional action, divers bul- liard, Gordon Oli1 egg
•tomatoes
letins from the labor front and the ver, and Ozzie Nel- Baby Eeeler
1 cup flour
Ismail head cabbage
usual vitamin tablets. (This is ex- son and his orchestra. Miss Keeler
% teaspoon salt
(pints blueberries
clusive of room for old mutuel tick- wa» a star at the Texas Guinan
IVz teaspoons baking powder
_ t ice cream
ets, data on mud horses, 11 or 12 night club when a lad named George
V4 cup milk
>ce of materials among stakeys which fit nothing whatever, Raft used to stop the show with a
Vt teaspoon vanilla
chewing gum, odd crumbs and those skating Charleston.
1% cups blueberries
letters you were supposed to mail
Ivldual Lamb Pies.
Vanilla ice cream
). shoulder of lamb
a week ago Tuesday.)
Charles Boyer finished his work in
Cream the butter, add the sugar
• * •
lall onions
'
Paramount's "Hold Back the Dawn"
gradually and cream thoroughly.
iblespoons flour t
Designers of clothes for the well- and took a train for the East; after
Add the egg and beat well. Mix distressed man have, however, been a week's vacation he planned to go
teaspoons, salt
and sift the flour, salt and baking alert to the situation, and some of to Montreal, where he will do a secups milk
powder and add to the first mixture the best ones have put zippers on ries of plays in French, proceeds
itter Pastry
lamb, o«t in small cubes alternately with the milk. Add the the entire lining of a business suit going to British war relief funds.
in a hot frying pan. Add vanilla and pour into a buttered so it can be opened, filled and closed
Virginia Weidler's become soloist
ied onion/ and' cook until cake pan about 8 inches square. again, like de luxe golf bags.
with a band; she's spending all her
B, stirring cpnirtantly. Add Sprinkle blueberries over the batter
and salt ana mntjwilL Stir and bake in 375 degree F. oven for
PANTS will be longer than ever, time between her scenes in "Barnamilk gradually.7'*<be?ver and 30 minutes. Cut in squares, and serve there being no demand at all for cle Bill" practicing in her dressing
M low heat for about *46 min- warm with ice cream arid warm short pants in a season when the room. The band belongs to her three
until the lamb is tender. Roll blueberr^ sauce.
desire to seem under 21 is practical- brothers, and has made a name for
Blueberry Sauce.
itself playing at country club dances.
'%
and place Tin* individual
ly nil.
18
% cup sugar
or cut in six five-inch
1% tablespoons flour
Larry Parks, young Group Theaand place in large cupcake
BUTTONS: Smart tailors will feaV4 teaspoon salt
Fill with
ture bright buttons on men's clothes, ter actor, played the Robert Mont% cup water
>b mixture
possibly adding a few bells, reflect- gomery part in tests with other ac1 cup blueberries
>rush the
ing
the conviction that anything that tors seeking the starring role In
1 tablespoon lemon juice
' the paswill
give a man a cheerier appear- "Heaven Can Wait"; as a result
2 teaspoons butter
he'll have a featured part in the
"b milk,
ance
should be provided.
Mix the sugar, flour and salt in a
forthcoming Paul Kelly-Lola Lane
i pie with
* • •
r
saucepan, and add water and blue"Mystery Ship."
round of
HATS,
SHOES,
ETC.—There
will
berries. Cook over low heat stirCrimp the
ring constantly until thickened. Stir be little change in men's hats, but
If you've seen "The Lady Eve"
and cut
it is a year when you'll
in lemon juice and butter.
remember those slapstick
the
top
for
the
steam
to
esa
mug
is
going
to
hr
I1 falls of Henry Fonda's long after
SERVING HINTS:
°ugh.
Brush
each
pie
with
feel
particularly
r
you forgot the plot of th« picture.
Place individual pies right on
cream. Bake in a 425-desilly going round Preston
Sturges, who wrote and di• oven for 25 to 30 minutes or the serving plate. The tomato
with a gay band rected the
picture, is also responsicole slaw salads may be arranged
"e
crust
is
evenly
browned.
and
a
feather.
nu
ble for "Sullivan's Travels"— and he
y from the pan and serve. on lettuce leaves on a platter and
Men's shoes will started
off by dropping Joel
each person can serve himself from
continue to look McCrea right
from
a rdpe's end into a
this platter. Peas and carrots allike shoes and
ways offer a good color combina- will permit males to keep their toes barrel of water. Furthermore, McCrea had to wear a tramp's rags
tion; Arrange them in a bowl tossed
the one together or separately arranged with to themselves. Should they follow the and a five-day beard. Veronica Lake
ladies open-deck shoe styles it would
like
carrots in the center and peas sur- be but a step from that, they feel, is McCrea's co-star in this newest of
the Sturges comedies. They say it
rounding the carrots.
to wearing hats with their heads out will be as tunny as "The Lady Eve."
The dessert hPd better be served and clothes with their bodies out.
to
go
j . m e
in a rather deep- dessert dish. Place
an easy trick-lf foil just
Marlene Dietrich has selected the
SUSPENDERS, jumpers, overalls five
m
a
square of cake
men who, she says, have the
8redients for Dad
in each dish, then
_It looks like a good year for 'em. most "womanpower"—she doesn't
• • *
top with a ball of
say what she means by that, except
ice cream. Over
THE SEASON'S CALL
that it's the opposite of "manpowalFpour the rich
Now that the ice has left the lakes er." Anyway, here's the Jist—Clark
looking blueberry
And leaves sprout on the limbs,
Gable, Orson Welles, Ernest Hemsauce.
Prepare
It's time to shake the girl who skates ingway, Erich Maria Remarque and
And grab the girl who swims.
Howard Hughes.
. S t i r until a soft this dessert just
—Gridley Adams.
'ormed,
not
too
long.
whole family will love it.
or
» • •
ODDS AND ENDS— Olivia de Havilthe biscuits wil} be1
land and George Raft are Warner Brot.
Turn the
RURAL APPEAL
ers
that bow,
Ad men with gusto invite you to fight Mr selections for "AH Through the Night"
. . .Olivia's tiller, Joan Fontaine, has reWith various weapons the crafty ter- .covered
and
from the flu and gone back to
cutter
mite;
... work at Gary Gram's co-star in RKO"
•Tis now the homeowner hears this "Before the Fact" . . . Herbert Marshall
song and dance:
8heet for
wilill play Bette Davis' hatband in "The Lit-The chances are, kid, you have tle FoW . . . (Then he finithe, "Bullet*
Probably
the
ants in your manse!"
for O'Hara" Roger Pryor will tour the nahim th buicuifc, •»•
—John L. Stoutenburgh.
tion's draft campr with an orchestra . . .
cutter
'
Joan Crawford .give* tvhafs probably the
about
Judging from the news that has best dramatic performance oj her career
or
Her
in "A Woman t Face" . . . Metro's oper«»•
been coming in throughout this war atic
Rite <Reetah) Stevens, doesn't
from all areas, one of the blg.prob- think*tar.
hat name unusual ^her mother1* u
lems
when
peace
comes
will
be
the
Sahuh.
>
Ail by
transportation of captured generals.

-""•"

cottons or afternoon silks, even on
the hottest days, and will keep you
looking trim and smart throughout the- entire period of expectancy. The cost will be low.
• * •
Pattern No. 8933 is designed in even
sizes 14 to 42. Size 16, 6ft yards 39-inch
material. For this attractive pattern,
(end your order to:
SEWING CIRCLE PATTERN DEFT.
Room 1324
211 W. Waeker Dr.
Chlcafo
Enclose IS cents In coins lor
Pattern No
Size
Name
Address

Uncommunicative Bird
Was Only Paving Way
Brown and Dun each boasted a
talking parrot and rivalry ran
aigh between them. At last a
match was arranged for at $5 a
side.
When the great day came the
Brown parrot spoke not a word,
so the other bird was an easy
winner. Back home, Brown greatly chagrined, said:
"You're a fine pal, letting m«
down like that! I'm utterly disgusted with you."
"Shurrupf" replied the parrot,
closing one eye knowingly. "Take
him on for a return match for
twenty bucks and I'll talk his
blooming head off I"

UP TOW WEEK

* OPERATING MOVIE CIRCUIT
Wanted at onee: Reliable men to opet*
Ato ntovlefl b& thM£retaM ^ft««TmiT»*f|fHit
We furaiah everything, Including projector and *otmd equipment. No experience necesMrv. Write today to Southern
Vlaual, Box W-P. Itanphte. Tennenee.

IP
YOU'RE expecting a baby,
1
make all your summer outfits
with this one easy pattern, includMisnamed
ing adjustable dress, and collarOft has good nature been the
less jacket fulled onto a shallow
yoke. It will be so cool in soft fool's defense, and honest meaning gilded want of sense.—Shenstone.

Full Culture
No man receives the full culture
of a man in whom the sensibility
to the beautiful is not cherished;
and there is no condition of life
from which it should be excluded.
O£ all luxuries this is the cheapest,
and the most at hand, and most
important to those conditions
Fortune Corrupts
where coarse labor tends to give
We are corrupted by good foi
grossness to the mind.—Charming. tune.—Tacitus.

kecps me g«ng

strong!
BRIAKFAST"

A big bowlful of Kellogg's Com
Flakes with some fruit and lots of
milk and sugar.
rOODINERGYI
VITAMINS!
MINERALS!
PROTEINS!
plus the famous FLAVOR of
Kellogg's Corn Flakes that tastes
so good \t sharpens your appetite,
makes you want to eat.
Coot. 1041 by Killon CompMur

any that despise the whole of it, it
Spread of Evil
There are many that despise is because the other hah* despises
half the world; but if there be them.—Colton.

«~ BIG11-OUNCE
BOTTLE OF

HONEY & ALMOND CREAM
Regular *1 size
Ural tod time only-

THE ADVERTISER INVITES YOUR

TU that his goodi

_ ^
bttVuiQiiLbpTodaotTheietorch*
itldga itudud of his WAN* Mdit» prlpee at lo* u potdUe.

ANITA

IE FIFTY-EIGHT

COUNTY, IOWA, THURSDAY, JUNE 19, 1941

PREDICTS

WiH Again Feature Rodeo
at 1941Jowa State Fair

QUESTIONNAIRES TO
FIFTY MORE MEN

OUTPUT IN
Harvest Bread Train Will BUTTER
CASS AT PEAK LEVEL NEW
Be In Anita Next Saturday Cass county farmers anticipating,

Another fifty Cass county regisRodeo, which was dropped two trants received questionnaires from
an Iowa state Fair
the local draft board last week. Those The Harvest Bread train will be in
a Farm Economist For- SS **°J1?'
traction, will return to the fair asat-a who
received the questionnaires were Anita Saturday at the school house
Suction In Marketing of
from 10 a. m. to 4:30 p. ni. and this
£!v°T ^ thh summer, Secre! numbers 851 to 900, inclusive.
L This Summer J Out-,
tary L. B. Cunningham announced to- Listed below are the nameg of will mean a day of fun for all the
day.
children in Anita and surrounding
; for Cattle I* Good.
those who received the forms:
The rodeo and horse races will di- Anita—Charles FranKin Mitchell, territory. In fact, both children and
vide honors during the second week George Raymond Neighbors and Nels adults enjoy seeing* the train which
is a very amusing copy of an old'style
ners' incomes will almost *«!_L6XPOSition' on three afternoons Emmanuel Pedersen.
August
25,
26
and
27,
officials
said.
, higher this year than in
Atlantic-Ralph George Hansen, engine and passenger coach.
.•obably will be their high* For these three afternoons, the fair Leonard E. Schwenneker, Harry Chris The engine has a "cow catcher," a
•World War No. 1, County will offer a "double bill," including Jacob Walter, Henry Edward Busch, driving shaft, smoke stacks, realistic
fcter Soukup reported this full programs of harness and run- David Francis Dennis, Joseph Aloys- sounding bell, a cab where the driver
[is return from Ames, where ning races plus a complete schedule ms Pogge, Victor Edward Nelson, sits, and a tender. The coach seats
the state-wide meeting of^rodeo events each afternoon.
Robert Shelton Lewis, Milo Ernest twenty-five passengers, has two comState college,, extension "This means virtually twice as much Witte, Tommie Jefferson Jamison, Roy partments, awnings and a little obentertainment for the money as we John Comes, Alton B. Barringer, Or- servation platform.
nty agent sounded a note of have provided for fair audiences here- ville Raymond Carter, John B. Jipsen, Free rides on t.he train, free Harfor the future, however. So tofore, and if the experiment is suc- IT., Albert Cummins, Benjamin Brown vest Bread caps for all contests, singand general fun are -the order
d, prices of things farmers cessful, we will probably extend it to Nichols, • Raymond Floyd Anderson, ing
of
the
day for the children when the
.'t gone up very much, but other days next year," Secretary iCun- Max Everett Webster, Earl Francis little Harvest Bread train is in town.
ningham
said.
Gordon and Juel Christensen Miller.
fctivities may begin to pinch
Rodeo events will include bronco Cumberland—Deibert Lloyd Hbllis the production of civilian
I curtailed in order to meet busting, bulldogging, trick and fancy dorf, Raldon Edward Robberts, Carl ANITA BOY MARRIED
[demand of the government riding and roping, steer riding, and Edwon Merritt and Morris Eblen.
TO ATLANTIC GIRL
supplies. This will affect numerous western specialities. Sev- GriswoW—Russell James Silk, Glair
like everyone else. For the enty-five head of fresh range stock Daniel Auxier, Martin George Wueb- Miss Betty Trainer, daughter of
James Albert 'Croghan, Ross Mrs. A. M. Trainer of Atlantic, bej?, however, farmers' incomes have been contractd for, to provide ben,
up faster than their ex- •an abundance of rough-and-tumble Adams, Ross Fred Rabe, Willard Le- came the bride of Frank W. Budd,
competition for the participants.
roy Smith, George Marvin Neely, son of Mrs. Walter F. Budd of Anita,
Although details of entertainment J. C. Bailey and LeRoy Dale Spiker. in a nuptial service last Wednesday
Soth, editor of the Iowa
noon at the home of the bride's mothmomist, reported at the Ames programs for other days of the 1941 Marne—Bernard Hess.
the outlook for the prin- state fair have not yet been completed, Massena—'Burton Benjamin Maed- er in Atlantic. Rev. Arthur V. Long,
products and predicted a officials said today that features would er, Clarence William Follmann, Hu- pastor of the Anita Methodist church,
I reduction in marketing of include auto races, thrill day pro* bert Irvin Connor, Virgil Elmer Bis- read the single ring ceremony. Atsummer with consequent grams, musical extravaganzas, pa- sell, Glenn D. Maas, Lowell Bryan tending the couple were Miss Imogene
of Atlantic and Leo V. Bontices. He doesn't expect the triotic fireworks, nationally-known Stanley, Lloyd Merlin Casteel and Edwards
gers,
Jr.,
of Anita.
Rex
Burr
Yarger.
jot's guarantee of hog prices dance bands, and an. open-air circus.
The bride was attired in navy blue
Wiota—Howard
John
Grote,
John
The
dates
of
this
year's
state
fair
i effect on increasing the
Martin Harmsen, Edwin Emanuel with white accessories and her corI of hogs until about next arfc Aug. 22-29.
Christensen and Leonard Gayle Bail- sage was of Talisman roses. Miss
ners didn't have time to
Edwards wore light blue with white
v
ey.
production of pigs this ELECTRIFICATION OF
accessories. Her corsage was of pink
after the announcement FARMS IS INCREASING
roses.
I program came out April
ATTENTION!
Following the ceremony, a dinner
re'll probably be consider- Rural electrification was pushed in
was served at the Trainer home to the
We
will
purchase
your
stripped
bluer spring pigs marketed this Iowa during 1940 to the extent that
wedding guests, after which the cou^nter than; were marketed 15,242 farms or 7 per cent were elec- grass seed or will furnish the strip- ple left on a short honeymoon trip.
pers
for
you
to
gather
your
own
seed.
t period a year earlier. In- trified during that year and at the
They are now at home to their friends
ire that during the spring beginning of 1941, electricity had been I am curng my seed at the John Sager in Anita where they will reside.
farm
where
you
can
always
find
me.
fcer of 1942, prices will av- extended to 34.5 per cent of the farms
Mrs. Budd is a graduate of the
Itp
Thomas H. Malson.
the state.
jhigh as they are now or 'of
Atlantic high school, and prior to her
1
spite of the expected in- The Edison Electric institute remarriage, was employed as an oper' ports that 73,584 farms in Iowa had SOIL CONSERVATION
ductions.
ator at the Northwestern Belli^Jeletok for grain-fed cattle .is ...been electrified by Jan. 1, 1941, which
phone Co. exchange in Atlantic. Mr.
OFFICE
IS
MOVED
leven though there is quite is the identicial percentage of the
Budd is a graduate of the Anita high
le in cattle on feed this year corn belt states and above the 32.6 "The headquarters of the western school and attended the University of
pat will be marketed during per cent average for the United Iowa Soil Conservation area will be Iowa in Iowa City until the death of
moved from Shenandoah to Carroll his father, the late Walter F! 'Budd,
veral months. Improvement 1 States.
ir demand is expected to be Indiana, Illinois and Wisconsin about July 1. E. A. Zach is area con- last fall, since which time he has
|to offset the increased sup- have a greater percentage of farms servationist for the western half of been associated with his brother in
than does Iowa.
the state. _ Eastern Iowa headquarters publishing this newspaper.
I prices of jjgrajn-fed cattle
are at Marion, Iowa.
>be highe»thjs.-fall, -.'.-_-'
Soil conservation officials said that Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Faulkner visited
' thing in the &iry outlook ANITA LIQUOR STORE
the
is being made to Carroll a few days the past week in Moline,
' of the 'government tor'get
SALES ARE LARGER frommove
Shenandoah because it is a cen- 111., at the home of their son, John
Auction of, che$& and ^on^ Government officials now Sales at the Anita state liquor store tral location. A number of the tech- Faulkner and family. They were act twice as much cheese and 1wer,e $532.64 larger during the month nicians will also move to Carroll from companied there by their grandson,
| milk for export to Britain 0$ May than April, according to the ( Shenandoah when the office change is Jan, who had been visiting here at
the Faulkner home.
1 two months ago. In order regular monthly report issued by the made.
i extra production, the gov- ' Iowa Liquor Contrpl Commission. May
"1 bid'up the price of cheese sales were $3,820.03 at the local store,
[ensed milk above their nor- compared to April sales of $3,287.39.
tionship to butter - so that Average daily business at the store
pe nation's milk supply will for the month was nearly $147.00
""J to the maDl^u^e^of 1 per day.
e government guarantees According to the report, total sales
VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
t 31 cents on .butter-in Ghic- for the month were $1,288,243.23 at
|all in all the outlook is con- [ the 175 *tate owned stores, while
April sales amounted to only $1,164,pood for Iowa dairymen.
982.86. The total gallons sold in Iow>
D
1D {
With Brown Gravy
1r
during the month were 21,996 larger
lYOaSl
DCei
No.
1
Can
—
Morton
House
i«MFARM I.AP IS than in iMay 1940. The Anita store
KUED THtJitSDAY I also showed an $850 increase in sales
r«L
•
Large Red Pitted Michigan's OP
in May, 1941, compared to May, 1940.
sales at other stores in this

BRIARDALE

Cherries

2 NO. 2 cans

^i>c

IIFL L 171 1
Briardale — 2LargePkgs.9C_
Wheat Flakes Fine Breakfast Bowl Free*«>C
- D. King, pastor of the $5,904.45;
$4,645.86; Stuart, $3,349.15; WinterCongregational church, of- set, $3,135.64; Avoca, $2,593.41; Grisla
P single ring cerempny at
™age. Rey. King performed
Greenfield,
ceremony for the parents
Worn forty years, ago. The
3
attended by Mary Qsen, a
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Hawthorne
, we groom* and William and family of Carbon and Mr. and 'Mrs.
.Omaha.
•**;-:
Cleo Hawthorne of Corning spent Sunnd
e w»s dressed in 'California day in Anita visiting at the home of
J accessories. Her at- Mr. and Mrs. IMelvin Key.
' Ore a printed silkNjersey
.—_
aaccessories. Each Mrs J. H. Nylund and daughter,
. - of gardenias.
Julan,'who had been voting here for
"* »» a graduate/of Fletcher ..several da'jrs, returned to their home
• uskaloosa and for the past in Kansas City 'Friday. Mrs. Nylund s
'mployed as home mother, Mrs. Joe Trimmer, and M.ss
e
r in the high schools Shirley Rasmussen accompanied them
Rose Hill. The home returning to Anita Saturday.
>,of
the Anita high
13
Mr. anTlMrlTEr^rBurke and
«ngaeed in farming with
ne
Mr.
and Mrs. Gail Burke and son Bar»" Anita. The couple
ry, spent Sunday in Harlan at the
Ugh the
Rocky Mountains. home of their son and brother Mr
and Mrs. Ray Burke and family. Jn
1 8 Leona
• V? ' ;
«i Minerman
i. , V r Len, of ReviUo, S. D initiation at Earling, Iowa.
w

recruiter

new vocational agin the Anita
hi

'the
ily

Mr.Mery will move/ to
future as hi
at

ce at that time.

Corn
25c
Peanut Butter 2-lb.Tall
Quart Jar
17c
Apple Butter 2-lb.Briardale
Quart Jar
Green and White
19c
2 — 17-oz. Cans
Baby Limas
Fresh From Roaster
39c
3-lbs. Tall Corn
Coffee
Bakery Special
lOc
Per Dozen
Buns
Ice Cream Powder and(strba-2 Pk°gcs!l9c

01
f
Shurfme

Fly Spray — 3 Size Cans
45c — 25c — and
Pure Vegetable Shortening

s-ib. can

Bottle Fur. Polish & Tube
Blem — 59c Value For
U. S. No. 1 Texas
-,
.
Pound
Tender, Pink Meat of Large Shrimp
Briardale — No. 1 Can
Flash! — That's The Way They
A .
Leave — Per Can
Ant

1 omatoes
Shrimp

NUMBER 25

record milk production generally forecast for this year, are watching the
market closely for signs that the present five year high-in butterfat prices
will continue through the flush period.
(Reports assembled at the 'Chicago
Mercantile Exchange, futures trading
center for but'ter, indicate production
to date averaging five per cent greater Jhan last year,, Qi».tljft,basis of this
gain Cass county should, if the increase continues, produce more than
1,800,000 pounds of butter during the
year 1941.
Trade leaders feel that although
production appears headed for a new
high, a burdensome surplus need not
necessarily result. They point to
defense needs to be met, and the nation-wide sales campaign of the American Dairy Association, which is working with chain food stores and independent grocers to stimulate consumer demand.
Chain store purchases accounted for
nearly 40.per cent of the state's production which last year totaled 244,996,484 pounds, with one chain alone,
The Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co.,
buying more than 26,000,000 pounds
of Iowa butter for national distribution.
Maintenance of butterfat prices on
or near their present level is largely
dependent on the ability of mass distributors to continue consumer demand in the face of advance selling
prices.
, British buying of American cheese
and canned milk is also a market
factor, creating a greater demand for
milk in those industries. Even with
this diversion butter production has
been held ahead of last year.

REGISTRATION
WILL BEJN JULY 1

All Young Me* Who Bave Become
21 Tears of Age Since First Draft
Registration Must Register
On Tuesday, July 1.

Merrill Parkinson, clerk of the Casg
county Selective Service board, an^
nounced this week that the registration of Cass county men on Tuesday,
July 1, will take place at the court
house in Atlantic. He added further
that all who are required to. register
must go to Atlantic to fill out the
blanks. The ofllce will be open, on that
day from 7 a. m. until 9 p. ni.
Proclaiming a second registration
of men available for military training in the interest of national defense,
President Roosevelt has designated
Tijesday, July 1,1941, as the date when
all eligible men who have become
21 years old since October 16, 1940,
must register,
>
This registration' of an estimated
750,000 e'.igibles will be conducted
solely by local boards in their headquarters or in places designated by
them. Outside agencies and organizations not included in the selective
service system will have no part in
the actual registration.
Acting under the authority of the
Selective Training and Service Act
of 1940, which empowers him to "fix
the day or days of registration," the
chief executive has announced:
<f
Whereas, a second- registration
under the Selective Training and Service Act of 1940 is required in the
interest of national defense:
'Wow, therefore, I, Franklin D.
Roosevelt, president of the United
of America, acting under and
SOYBEAN RULES FOR States
by virtue of the authority vested in
'41 ARE ANNOUNCEDme by the Selective Training and Service Act of 1940, do proclaim the fol- .
The Iowa state AAA committee lowing:
Saturday was informed that the new "The second registration under the
order to encourage soybean planting Selective Training and Service Act of
and harvesting for this year will be 1940 shall take place in the United
effective at once.
States, the Territory of Hawaii, PuerThe regulation states that "no de- to Rico and the Territory of Alaska
duction will be made (from AAA on Tuesday, the first day of July,
benefits) for harvesting soybeans as 1941, between the hours of 7 a. m.
beans in excess of the 1940 harvested and 9 p. m.
acreage or the acreage by the county "Every male citizen of the United
committee to be correct for the farm." States, and every male alien residing
Fred Roewe, acting state chairman, in the continental United State's or
said that the farmers who this year in the Territory of Hawaii, Puerto
harvest the same acreage as he did Rico or the Territory of Alaska (other
in 1940 will have that amount counted than persons excepted by Section 5
as soil-depleting but that any increase (a) of the Selective Training and Serover what was harvested last year on vice Act of 1940 or by Section 2080
the farm will be classified as non- of the Coast Guard Auxiliary and
depleting.
Reserve Act of 1941), present himThe support for the soybean mar- self for and submit to registration
ket will be in the form of a loan at before a duly designated registration,
85 pei1 cent of parity or about $1 a official or selective service local board
bushel, the state committee said.
having jurisdiction in the area in
which he has his permanent home or
in which he may happen to be on that
ATLANTIC ATTORNEY day
if—
HEAD OF RED CROSS "Such
person on or before July r l,
Donald P. Reel, Atlantic attorney, 1941, and subsequent to October 16,
was elected chairman of the Cass 1940, has attained the twenty-first
county Red Cross at the annual elec- anniversary of the day of his birth,
tion of officers Thursday evening at and has not. hereto fore been registered
the court house in Atlantic, succeed- under the Selective Training and Service Act of 1940."
ing Mrs. C. M. Vetter of Atlantic.
Detailed instructions for local
Mrs. Floyd ] Dement of Anita was
re-elected first vice-chairman and Mrs. boards are being prepared at nationJ. F. Frank of Griswold was re-elected al headquarters.
I second vice-chairman. Mrs. Ralph
Mayo of Atlantic was named secre- TWO ANITA MEN ON
tary and Childs Etnmert of Atlantic
JUNE CONSCRIPT LIST
was elected treasurer.
•Annual reports and other routine
Four conscripts, two from Anita
business occupied the meeting Thurs- ,nd two from Atlantic, will report to
day evening.
he Cass county selective service
)oard at 5:45 a. m. next Monday for
Mrs. Nora Steelsmith of Seaside, he second draft call this month and
Ore., is visiting here' with her cousin, ill then be inducted into the army at
Mrs. Maude Suplee.
'ort Crook, Neb., it was announced
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Bang-ham are his week by M. B. Parkinson, clerk
visiting in Anita at the home of his or the Cass board. Both meji sumparents, Mr. and Mts. L. C. Bangham. moned for the first call in June were
when they reported for exMr. Bangham is a radio technician at rejected
amination
at Fort Des Moines. They
Randolph Field in Texas.
were Ross A. Peterson and Joseph
Mrs. L. H. Miller and son, Byron, , Daniels, both of Atlantic.
of Portland, Ore., are visiting here Those to report June 23 are Albert
this week at the home of their par- lerman Steffens and Robert Lewis
ents and grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Stuhr of Anita and Thomas K. CunVal Wiegand. Another son of Mrs. ningham and Francis Henry Nichols
Miller, -Charles, of Rochester, N. Y., if Atlantic.
is also visiting in Anita, having met •Named as replacements should any
his mother and brother here.
> if the ,a,bove men be rejected are
)onald Clair Logue of Cumberland,
Mrs. Floyd Dement was hostess to ohnnie Julius Ruhr, Verle E. Wilson
twenty guests Monday afternoon at and Lyle E. Harris, all of Atlantic.
her home on Locust Street at a one
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Winder of
o'clock luncheon and announcement
party for her daughter, Jane, whose )es Moines spent Sunday in Anita at
approaching marriage to Rex Miller the home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
this Friday was revealed at that time. Chester T. Winder.
A color scheme of pink and white was
carried out with large bouquets of yel- Hobart E. Newton, Stuart attorney
low garden flowers. A social after- and a son of Mr. and Mrs. Ed. L.
noon was spent by those present anc Newton of Anita, has received notice
a bride's book was made for the honor- of his appointment by Federal Judge
ed guest. Those present from out-of- Dewey as Concilliation Commissioner
town were Mrs. John Schultz, Mrs for Dallas and Greene copnties. 'Mr.
George Harry and Mrs. Karl Correll Newton has held the same position
for Outhrie county for several years.
all of Adair.
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JJ£ J??ERVISORS
ing with county sheriffs in receiving
Applications, are that the waiting lines
of applicants are long, with hundreds
Court HOUPC,
Atlantic. Iowa,
appearing in the larger centers on
PHONE 300
May 12, I'.Ml.
the opening day when applications
The Board of Supervisors of Cass
were first received.
We Deliver
County, Iowa, met in regular session
Phone 29
* • »
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AJO)
with all members present:
Financial Condition Excellent.
| Hawley Lynch, Chairman, F. L. ,YosMethods of tax collection are im- sehl, G. E. Eshelman, F. W. wiese
CORN FLAKES, 2 p
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
W H. Wohlenhaus.
proving and the state is practicing andMinutes
BANANAS, 3 pound*
of May 1, 1941, were apState Treasurer W. G. C. pr VedaSread
COOKIES, figbars and plain, fresji, 2 pounds
COCOA, Hershey's, 1 pound can
14c economy,
and vote the following
Bagley told his fellow townsmen at °"
\_/M I I I U l - i v / i i «u" •
,
COFFEE, Pa^ton Gas Roasted, 2-lb. can .
resolution
was
declared
adopted:
DILL PICKLES, quart jar
15c a meeting of the Mason City Rotary
RESOLUTION FOR THE
LARD, pure kettle rendered, 2 pounds .
club. "Iowa is in excellent financial
DESTRUCTION OF
SANDWICH SPREAD, pint
19c condition," he said. "This past year
SUMMER DRINK, assorted flavors, full quart
NOXIOUS WEEDS
increase of $1,608,000 was collect- TQ ALL pROpERTY OWNERS:
bottles, 3 for (plus bottle charge) . . . .
WHITE CUP COFFEE, pound
20c an
ed in gasoline taxes and the expenses j gE IT RESOLVED by the Board
ound
12c
SALMON, fancy pink, reg, 2 for 45c, special 2 fa.
of collection werereduced $27,000."
CHOCOLATE, Hershey's, VL>-P
Chapter 246.1 Code of Iowa of 1939,
For Saturday Only-Flow Guaranteed or
CATSUP, Clover Farm, large 14-oz. bottle
14c Problem In Tax Refunds.
jt is hereby ordered:
Back - Gilt Edge Flour, 49*. bag $1^3 The proportions of the problem of j. That eacn owner and each perSALAD DRESSING, Clover Farm, quart
31e
making gasoline tax refunds are son in the possession or control of any
bag 63c — Cash Only — We Reserve Right to
CORN FLAKES, Clover Farm, 11-oz. pkg., 2 for.ISc something about which the general j land,, m Cass Count,.shall cut^urn
TOMATO SOUP, Campbell, 2 cans
15c public knows little. .Tax refunds are r e d s thereon) as defined in this
made on all gasoline which is used for cnapter, at such times in each year
By Hawley Lynch, Chairman. RURAL YOUNG PEOP
other than highway purposes. Treas- and in such manner as shall prevent
Tomatoes — Cabbage — Strawberries — Lettuce
F. W. Wiese.
PLANS FOR T
urer Bagley revealed that the refund g*™*,*™ "™J« ^fg-fi
W. H. Wohlenhaus.
section of his office handles daily be- free from such growth of any other
G. E. Eshehnan.
Summer plans to pProvide i
tween 1000 and 3000 applications for weeds as shall render the streets or
F. L. Possehl.
tional
activities for th
the entitt]
adjoining said land unsafe In Witness Whereof I have herelivestock sales to stockyards within refunds. A system has been worked highways
family
were discussed
for
public
travel.
Noxious
weeds
unto
set
my
hand
and
the
seal
of
1
three miles of processing plants. This out to handle these expeditiously. Re- shall be cut or otherwise destroyed on the County of Cass, this 12th. day of meeting of the Cass' at the]
CountyJ
bill has aroused a lot of opposition funds are now made within five days or before the following dates and as
Established 1883.
Young People.
among livestock producers and inter-1 where formerly it required three often thereafter as is necessary to May> 1 1>M. E. HUBBARD,
The annual Iowa Fai
Pnblished Every Thursday and Entered
County Auditor.
says' weeks. Ninety per cent of the gaso- prevent seed production:
packing plants.
TT,a fnllnnrintr claims were allowed tlval sponsored by thk
Group 1. June 1, 1941 for
•t the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, as he was asked to introduce it in the line refunds go to farmers.
leafy spurge, perennial pepper- and the Auditor authorized to write uled for July 10 at Sunnyside
» « •
Second Class Mail Matter.
senate, and did so mainly to give the
grass, sour dock, smooth dock, warrants for the same:
Atlantic.
detailed
May Change His Mind.
sheep sorrel.
C. M. Quick, Est, refund .. .$ 9.29 will soon be disclosed. ann
Cedl G> Bndd
Editor whole meat marketing situation an
It has been some months since word
Group 2. June 15, 1941 for
C. E. Parker, refund
21.77
airing. It would seem that he could
13.19 "Go-to-Church" Sunday wd
SHbseription Rate
$1.50 Per Tear have been a little more direct in his went' out that Ed. Breen, stormy Ft. 'Canada thistle, Russian knap- John Weppler, refund
3.00 served next Sunday by the]
Dodge democrat, intended to retire weed buckhorn and wim mus- R. T. Hitt, ewe
methods.
tard.
Arley Huddleson, ewes
^HJ9 group. They will go in a 1
Official Town and County Newspaper
from
politics
and
devote
his
time
and
* * *
Group 3. July 1, 1941 for field
Lx>gan A. Mundorf, ewe
4.60 church selected by the
A Bit Of Political Penance.
|energy to radio. Breen, a former bindweed and wild carrot.
Member of National Editorial
Sari Norris, ewe
6-00
Group 4. July 15, 1941 for
Jscar Peterson, goat
2.00 This is also an annual evei
Charles Evans Hughes has resigned, st194
«te senator, was a candidate in^ the
Association, and
horse nettle, perennial sow
The young people plan toj
Boyd Phillips, ewe ...
° primaries for
the
as Chief Justice of the United States '"'"
*
"~~ Democratic
^
*"~
thistle, quack grass, butterprint, Jesse L. Taylor, ewes
Waubonsie state park Sum
nomination
as
governor.
Now
comes
Supreme Court. President Roosevelt
puncture vine and cocklebur.
Clarence Haven, ewes
9.90 IS, for an outing and picnic,
2. That each owner and each Roy Crum, ewe
wrote Mr. Hughes a letter expressing Cliff Millen, the political columnist on
3-90
person
in
the
possession
or
control
of
"distress" over this retirement. The ! the Daily 'Des Moines Tribune, with
Dr. W. W. Kitson, fees
14.35 interested in the Rural Young B
hint
any lands in Cass County infested
Moved by Wiese, seconded by Woh- organization is invited to att
President then appointed Harlan ;
that Breen may run for United with
any primary noxious weeds inVice-president Elsie Spa
Stone, another member of the high! States Senator against Herring in cluding quack grass, perennial sow lenhaus to adjourn until June 1 or on
of Chairman.
sided in the absence of Presidi
court, as Chief Justice. These two ; the 1942 primaries. There was noth- thistle, Canada thistle, field bindweed, callMotion
carried.
Storbeck. Helen
acts on the part of the President in£ binding about Bteen's announce- horse nettle, leafy_spurge, perennial
L E F T TO W R I T E .
Session and Mileage Claims.
sented a book review, "Thn
bring back memory of the bitter at-' ™ent of retirement from polities, and. peppergrass, and Russian knapweed Hawley Lynch
5.00
of
tack which he and his political as-J he is entitled to change his mind—at traction, prescribed by the weed G. E. Eshelman ..
6.70 neas," and a talk f est was sti
6.80 Virginia Shahan, Harold
sociates made against the "nine old I least once.
Fee Grabbing Received Quietly:
commissioner, which in five years W. H. Wohlenhaus
» » »
F.
L.
Possehl
_
__
.6.10
may
be
expected
to
destroy
and
will
and Emory Fredrickson
The public at large seems to be men," two of whom were the same
.'; 6^65, The meeting was in charge of ll
immediately keep under control such F. W. Wiese
maintaining an enigmatic silence over Justice Hughes and Justice Stone. A Turbulent Fighter.
infestations of said primary noxious
Hawley Lynch, ,f [Pollock and Leo Herchenbi
(Signed)
the grabbing' of federal fees by two Since that bitter attack and the bat-1 f Breen is smart politically. He is weed's.
Chairman,. freshrrients and moving pic
Democratic members of the supreme tie which ensued when the President ° the turbulent, rough and tumble 3. That all weeds other than
Attest:
tried
to
increase
the
court
member-j
type
in
his
political
battling.
Hie
is
primary noxious weeds, on all county
enjoyed by all the memb«n.|
court who at the same time were getM. E. Hubbard,
ting $7,500 a year each for their ser- ship, the personnel has been almost quite cunning and resourceful enough trunk and local county roads anc
between the fence lines thereof snal
County Auditor.
Mr. and Mrs. Clair Gipple«
vices as justices. Whether this silence wholly changed through new appoint- to dig into the Herring congressional be
mowed by the adjoining property
is due to shock, disappointment, in- ments. The distress of Mr. Roose- record. If Breen does enter, the con- owner, to prevent seed production
visiting 'relatives and I
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.
jured pride, or silent contempt, is hard velt over the retirement of Justic.e test he will jar Herring's poise and on or before July 15, 1941.
Anita Sunday.
4. That if the owners or persons in
to say. Justice Paul W. Richards, Hughes, and his elevation of Justice j muss his senatorial makeup.
possession or control of any land in
Cterk's Office, Anita, Iowa, Last Wednesday evening]
whose term on the supreme court end- Stone, have the appearance of a bit I
* * *
Cass County fail to comply with the
May 5, 1941.
eanor Paulson, former
ed with 1940, during the last year of political penance about which the j Break Another Record.
foregoing orders, the weed commisIowa citizens bought new cars to a sioner shall cause this to be done and
The Town CounciJ met in regular the Cass coupty farm
of his service drew $3,600 in fees from President has not been as frank^as he
the federal Railroad Adjustment was in acknowledging the failure of record breaking total during April of j the expense of said work, including: session with the following members honored at a farewell
_ notice and other costs,' present:
this year. The new total of sales' ??sts ot
Board. Justice Richard F. Mitchell his federal Thanksgiving Day.
Grove community hall kyfi
be assessed against the
reached $9,588,350. The sales taxes on
* * •
still a member of the cou^t, drew
Mayor Darrow; Councilmen Burke,'and Linkettes, of which i$j|
owners thereof.
^ Petersen.
T>
i member. A gift was prea
these amounted to $191,767.
?4,500 in like fees. These facts were (Renewing A Million Licenses.
The following bonds were approved: Dement. and
* * •
disclosed during a congressional hear- The Department of Public Safety
Earner Watson, Steward of County Absent, Howard and Kopp.
Paulson by Mary Storbe
Farm and Frank Howard, patrolman. The minutes of previous meetings of the Links and Link
ing at Washington.
Famous Quote.
is
eye-brow
deep
in
the
job
of
renewOn motion and vote Glen H. Welton were read and approved.
* * •
Fred White, chief engineer of the was
, Paulson left Friday for 1
ing- more than a million drivers' lihired as County Weed CommisA Questionable Practice.
Highway
Commission:
"By
i
er
at
40c
per
hour
and
3c
per
mile
The
Treasurer's
report
was
read
.where
shehas employment.
censes within a period of six or eight State
,
,
s
on
r
c
11
_•
*_ _
__t?
f t
•»•!•
_ . *i
.
m'i
!*_•»•
_ A
- .*T.
The Railroad Adjustment Board weeks. Karl Fischer, State Commis- adhering
to a policy of building bread . travelled in performance of duties and and approved.
p-o out on corn- The following bills were allowed,
handles railroad pension and retire- sioner, has organized his forces with, and butter) r°ads f°r our citoenry,
in the Auditor's office.
'
ment affairs in much the same manner determination
to avoid the shortages Iowa has provided the type of roads On motion and vote the following and ordered paid:
[DR.B.L.H
that the Federal Social " Security which, have bothered in past years. that will answer the needs of the resolution was declared adopted:
Corporation Fund.
Chin
board handles general employment These occured during the rush and nation's military."
RESOLUTION
Faulkner Insurance Agency,
"I
matters. The Iowa supreme court bang of handling thousands of payREQUESTING FARM-TO-MARKET
insurance on hall
$ 87.30
GRADING PROJECT.
justices received their fees for act- ments—some direct and some by mail IOWA FARM SPORTS FESTIVAL
J. R. Stuhr, services
3.76V
WHEREAS,
Federal
Funds,
for
the
ing as referees. It is conceded that —in checks, c^sh and other exchange. TO BE HEL» AGAIN AT AMES years 1941 and 1942 have been credited C. F. Darrow, salary
9-12-1
10.00 1
there was nothing dishonest i the The shortages have been exasperating
to Cass County, and
Fred_ Pratt, salary
60.«0I j
Wed. & S»t|
jttuun 01 tnese uemocratic members. because £hey opened the door to sus- Plans for the third annual Iowa WHEREAS, there are three miles George L. Bills, salary and
7 till 1
However, it doesn't look well. It picion of those who handled the funds. Farm Sports Festival, sponsored by of Trunk Road "E", Victoria Town- dogs
64.50
ship,
that
have
not
been
put
to
grade
lowers the dignity of the judiciary,
* * *
the Iowa farm bureau federation,
Sun.
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RE- Solon A. Karns, salary ....
and Is not setting a very good ex- Four Hour Checking.
to be held at Iowa State college in SOLVED by the Board of'Supervisors Dement Implement Company, 15.00'
phone I
ample to scores of judges in the lesser
Commissioner Fischer has set up a Ames Sept. 5 and 6, were well under of Cass county that the Iowa State
gas
3.15
courts of the state. It would have new plan for handling all applications. way this week.
Highway Commission is requested to Neff Hardware, supplies
1.28
"been just as well for the judiciary Each of these is given a transaction
Committees in charge of planning make an expenditure from the Farm- C. W. Clardy, supplies
To-Market Road Fund for the
2.32
and the morale of all high officials number which is used as a key in the ev€nt have met «nd outlined the provement
of the above mentioned Anita Oil Company, gas ...
9.12
if this precedent of questionable prac- checking. The force which receives program for the two-day event which ] road, and that they are also requested
Municipal
Utilities,
hall
tice had not been established.
will
attract
thousands
of
farm
men,^
retain
enough
of
the
State
Aid
mail applications is checked every
lights
1.02
y the ntire cost of
* * *
?
four hours by two sets of checkers, and women, as well as boys and girls,' ';„?
„ K,°£*
K,
Matt Parrot, supplies
4.09
and
building
culverts
on
the
entire
Explains Connection With Bill.
one from the office of the Comptroller to Ames to participate hi competi- »^r»ei7miles. of County Trunk Road
Light Fund.
Senator Guy Gillette has offered an and the other from the office of State tive sports.
J^ , Victoria Township, more partic-i Municipal Utilities, street
ularly
located
as
follows:
Few changes will be made in the
explanation of his connection with the Auditor. Reports from counties over
%hts
66.30
Commencing at the SW corner
marketing bill which would restrict the state where state clerks are work- program of events, according to Ray
Glen
Lindblom,
bulbs
19.77
of
Section
15,
Township
74
North,
Sorensen, director of the festival. Kange 34 West, and running thenc^
Sinking Fund.
The changes which wiW be made will east three miles and terminating
Anita
State
Bank, interest .. 146.00
have to do with the program arrange- at the SE corner of Section 13
No further business appearing, a
ment in an effort to eliminate' con- I°W?-Ship ?f> Ranee 34 We«t on
motion to adjourn carried.
the Cass-Adair County line
flicts, he said.
CASS COUNTY BOARD
Solon A. Karns,
The 1941 sports festival program
OF SUPERVISORS.
Town Clerk.
will soon go forward to county farm
bureaus as an aid to them in conducting county sports festivals leading to
the big state event. Efforts are being
made this year to get more counties
We Invite You To See the New Modern Equipment to hold county festivals. Last year
70 county farm bureaus participated
Added To Our Battery Department
in the festival sending soft ball teams,
baseball teams, individual competiTHE NEW
tors in everytMng from horseshoe
pitching to atchery, and from tennis
to rolling-pin throwing for women.
As in past years, the farmers of
Iowa will take over the Iowa State
Which Charges Your Battery In the Modern Method college stadium on the opening night
Approved By Leading Battery Manufacturers, Larg- of the festival for a program particest Car Manufacturers, Society of Automotive En- ularly stressing folk dancing and
gineers and Bureau of Standards, U. S. Government. featuring entertainment by talent
from all sections of Iowa.
Trophies will be awarded to winIt Is No Longer Necessary For You To Wait Days ners
in all events. In addition to
For Your Battery To Be Charged. This New athletics,
one section will be devoted
Modern Approved Method Charges Your Battery In to competitions in a folk festival
featuring singers, musicians, dancers,
2&u m*azinK Time of 15 To 45 Minutes, With or
and choruses, Sorensen statWithout Removing the Battery From Your Car. quartets
ed.

PETERSE1

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

ITISH

NEW!

FAST!

IIIIIIIIIIIUIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIII)

MERCURY QUICK CHARGER

NEW GUARANTEED BATTERIES
PRICED AS LOW AS THE LOWEST

0. W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA

W. O. Logue of Cumberland was in
Anita Sunday visiting at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. L. Newton and with
other friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Worthing of
Branson, Mo., spent Sunday in Anita
visiting his mother, Mrs.'Mary Worthing, and with other relatives and
friends.

May Be Purchased In Anita At The Following Stores:

Grocery

"FOR

Crawford s

BREAD—NOT THE
tliiiliiiiiillUUlllllllllllllllllllllllllIlHI

HA*

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

WHEELAH
„
..._.-™ St>U ECT.MyiaA, AND BELIEVE Mt,
V^ONDCRFUU CROWD jf TH<$T MOB» \NTMERE VS A T
TRIBUTE TO 3CFF BAN&S'
SHOWMANSHIPV£

N\GWT "WE CRCAMD WAS EVEM
GREYER THAN AT THE At^TfeRNOOt

WORK OF-TME STINGER
OPR39KT10H .'!

-^7v?1 ONW-.H/NE-VOUR
1/^1 MOMEV RfeADV
>. X

S /SI I

\:lt4,/'£f*sJ

^

• > i—i »*• & m. k >

I.

^.

HERE'S A 03UPIC
-NOW -

^

'A*1 shorthand may
learned at home,
|njpl>seeking.
*nter,8ome fascinating
, buying, adverti
r., «hqr,tband usua
door. It is fun to pra

LALA PALOOZA
33-47
8S9-IO+
3-6-OOX

By RUBE GOLDBERG

Musical Accompaniment
SOMEBODV
SEND
PER US?

I'LL LEAVE YOU
ALONE SO YOU
CAN CONCENTRATE
ON ALL
YOUR ADD1N" AN*
SUBTRACTING
NICE AN
QUIETLIKE

YES-THE V
RADIATOR ^
IN THERE
NEEDS FIXIN*IT WHEEZES
AN* SPOILS
MY
AFTERNOON
SLEEP

*

•

•

VK jrounell for
kbortband
lessons,
ft>ntt», tips on acquiring
Send for ymn- copy
BEADER-HOME 8E1
OS StKtb Avenue New
JO cents hi coin
«0p» of SELF-INSTR
SHORTHAND.

J. Fuller
By JERRY IM

By C. M. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP—Officers at Chow

THERE'S A BOMBER
<2rOHHA fBOOM

M. HUH

ATE VOURS,

MAJOR!
•Viator," ay Aunt Eto
me. "the» ain't aoWr
than the person who
good news.
It doirt cost anybodj
KStLOGO'S PEP
BdnA tb»t otdln
often thy of— vi

MESCAL IKE

BT s. L. HONTLEV

Pa Should Write His Congressman

a rcHWp that
good TOU wonder Mi
good /br you. YOU via

DISAGREES

Valuable Jefld
Reputation is a jewel
ing can replace; it is ta
times <more valuable
your diamonds.—

POP—Better Make It a Seat Without Arms
SO YOUL HAVE

DECIDED
GIVE POP
A SEAT
IN TOE
COUNCIL

By J. MILLAR WATT
NOT
AS WE

kidneys
yoo ,uffer«
dtelneii, burning,
"

ORI6IMALLY.
THOUGHT:

WNU-N
No Need

THE
SPORTING
WITH HORROR SEC* IT

GLUVAS
WILLIAMS
ARMSTRONG
I'd like to ice someUilii' long »nd racy tookln' to f o -in.

THE
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Your Last Chance to Renew Your Driver's License in Anita WJ
June 24, From 12 to 10 P. M. at Forshay Loan and Insuraace
1940

For A Cool Summer
DRESSES
Keep Cool — in bembergs, sheers, voiles, etc. We
have a large selection of styles and frabrics at

$1.98 to $3.98
HOSIERY
ANKLETS
New shades in
Plain colors
summer
hosiery;
Colors a n d chiffon or service and stripes in
whites in ties, weight at
a choice of patstraps and in
terns and ma69c to $1
pumps at
terials at
A New Shipment
$1.98
of Nylons at $1.25 lOc and 15c
PLAY
SHOES

The Golden Rule
DEPARTMENT STORE
"THE BEST FOR LESS"
ANITA, IOWA

FARM INCOME IS
HIGHER THAN IN 1929 4 CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST 4
f
C. R. Neel, Pastor.
*
Farmers in all sections of Iowa + + + + + + + + + + + + +
have enjoyed greater incomes during
Sunday School at 10 a. m.
the last 3 years, with the largest inChurch worship and communion at
crease occuring in the north central 11 a. m.
cash grain area. That's the concluThe vacation bible school began
sion of. Loring K. Macy, extension Monday and will continue for two
agricultural economist at Iowa State weeks. Children between the ages
college following an examination of of 6 and 14 are invited to attend.
1,200 farm records.
Mrs. Mabel Sutton is in charge of the
With the exception of the southern work.
pasture area, all farming sections in
Monday and Tuesday a drive was
Iowa last year made even more money made to provide funds for the coming
than in the boom year of 1929.
year's work. This was under the
The net income last year per acre direction of Rev. Morris of Oakland.
was $15.28 in the north central cash If any member has not been seen,
grain area; $15.20 in the western please report at the church Sunday
meat area; $13.57 in the east central what you want to do to help to carry
meat area; $12.47 in the northeast on.
dairy\ area; and $7.00 in the southSunday morning Rev. Neel wi'.l
ern pasture area.
speak on the subject, "Is One Church
Because grain farming has been Just As Good As Another?" You are
more profitable than livestock feed- cordially invited to worship with
ing, the north central cash grain area us.
has been "tops'' since 1933, Macy exThe ladies of the church will serve
plains. Another reason for the high a 16c dinner Wednesday noon.
income was the heavy AAA payments
The K. J. U. club meets Thursday
throughout the part of the state.
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Earl
In the north central grain area, Knowlton.
farmers received an average of $1,221
in AAA payments last year, including advances On corn under seal and 4- HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL 4
profit above inventory price on sealed •f
LUTHERAN CHURCH
4corn delivered to the government. 4H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
4
This was an average of $4.59 per + 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - + + 4 - 4 - ' f - t ' - f
acre on total farm acreage—or 30
Sunday School and Adult Bible
per cent of the total farm income.
Class at 9:30 a. m.
In the western area, farmers reDivine services at 10:30 a. m.
ceived AAA payments of $3.31 per
Adult instruction class meets at
June 22, 1911.
acre—which provided 22 per cent of
8 o'clock Wednesday evening at the
Mrs.
Hugo
Wiese and baby of
the total net farm income. Corresparsonagfi
Avoca spent several days in Anita
ponding figures in the other areas
Highland churchthis week visiting relatives / and
included east central, $2.45 per acre
Divine services at 7:30 p. m.
friends.
or 18 per cent; northeast dairy area
'Miss Nora Sanny has gone to Cold$1.87 per acre or 15 per cent; and
ridge,
Neb., where she will spend sevsouthern pasture area, $1.13 per acre 4
METHODIST CHURCH
4
eral
weeks
visiting relatives and
or 16 per cent.
4Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
4
"Of course, there undoubtedly will 4 4 - 4 - 4 4 - + 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - , 4 - - f 4 friends there.
Win. Biggs came home this week
be some changes in the area distriChurch School at 10 a. m. Harold
from
Kansas City to spend a few
bution of farm income during 1941
McDermott, Superintendent.
and 1942," Macy says, explaining that
days visiting relatives and friends.
Church worship at 11 a. m. with the
"one reason the east central and
"Bill" is at present working in a
sermon by the pastor, "A Day Forgot.'
northeast areas showed smaller ingarage in that city.
Evening worship at 8 p. m.
come gains in the last 3 years was
Howard Marshall, a well known
Cass county inter-denominationa!
the extremely low price for hogs,"
young
man in this community, left
picnic for the young people Friday
During the next 2 years, much
this
week
for Redfield, S. D., where he
evening at the park at Lewis beginhigher hog prices will increase inwill
play
left field for the Redfteld
ning at 5:30 p. m. Anyone who wants
comes rapidly in those sections and
team in the South Dakota State
to go, call the parsonage.
also in the western livestock area,
League.
he says.
A pretty afternoon wedding graced
One reason the southern pasture
the
First M. E. Church in this city
4 CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4
area has lagged behind the rest of
4
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
4- Wednesday at four o'clock when Miss
the state in farm income has been
Marie L. Wiegand, daughter of Mr.
slower recovery from the drought 4 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - and iMrs. Andrew Wiegand, and Win.
Church school at 10:00 a. m.
years. Another reason has been lowService of worship, 11 a. m. "Divine R. Spence, son of Mrs. Salinda Spence,
er AAA payments. Livestock numwere united in marriage by-Rev. M.
bers were greatly reduced during the Encouragements," will be the subject. Stahl of Colorado Springs, Colo., a
Encourage
someone
else
in
being
faithdrought years in southern Iowa counformer pastor of the Anita church. ^
ties, and permanent pastures have ful to the work of Christ by being
George Allanson, a resident of eastfaithful
yourself.
We
have
a
Congrebeen slow to respond to normal seaern Cass county since 1876, was
gational
church
in
Anita.
You
are
a
sons. Many new seedings have failed
struck by Rock Island flyer No. 5
and as a result many farmers have member of that church. What does .Sunday,morning at the east crossing
it
mean
to
you?
Bow
faithful
are
not been able to completely restock
an
tJPstanb-y killed. Mr. Allanaon
you to its ministrations? "If every
their farms.
wajpSh
his way to church whett''^
member were just like me, what kind
accident
happened and apparently
of a church would our church be?
NEED MORE RAIN TO
It might do you good to ask yourself
KILL THE CHINCH BUGS
some such questions. How much are
by .your example, influencing
Iowa's reavy rains have not yet you,
others
to a better life? What enappreciably reduced the chinch bug
numbers in the state, says George C. couragements are you offering?
The ladies will serve the regular
Decker, entomologist at Iowa State
noon-day dinner Thursday.
college.

WE DELIVER

_____

THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATPURDAY SPH

^9 ••44'AM
Duller

No, 1 Creamery
Pound

(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
Eggs, cash, dozen
22c
Eggs, in trade, dozen
23c
Hens, leghorn and under 4-lbs. Ib. 13c
Hens, Ib
16c
Springs, all sizes, Ib
16c
Roosters, Ib
lOc
Ducks, Ib
«c
Geese, Ib
Sc
Pigeons, live, dozen
,
50c
Cream, sweet
38c
Cream, No. 1 sour
36c
Cream, No. 2 sour
34c
Yellow corn, No. 2, new
60c
No. 2 white oats
SjOc
No. 1 wheat
80c

ARSENATE OF LEAD
and
GARDEN GUARD
BONGERS

W
THURSDAY

IOTA
Movies

JUNE 19
Thrill To a Thousand Exciting
Scenes — Thrill To Romance
Never Equalled — Ride the Sea
of High Adventure With

ERROL FLYNN in

"The Sea Hawk"

Cartoon "Jeepers Creepers"

Adm. lOc and 16c

Carol Heires is visiting in Anita
with her uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs.
John Schaake.
'M>rs. William Bangham spent a few
days in Chicago during the past week
visiting her son and daughter-in-law,
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Bangham and
family.
Chapter EZ, P. E. 0. Sisterhood,
were guests of Mrs. A. R. Kohl and
daughter, Miss Marilynn, Tuesday
afteroon at their home on Walnut
Street. A musical tea was held in
charge of Mrs. Eric Osen, Mrs. Flora
V. Stone and Miss Betsy Rose Crawford, following which a lunch was
served.

WANT ADS
BUNS
lOc Per Dozen
ANITA BAKERY
You can get at all times genuine
Semi-Solid Buttermilk at the Farmers
Coop in Anita. Why not try some
this week?
tf
FOR RENT:—5-room house including buildings.
See Mildred Parker.
Tally cards, 2 for Ic; fancy tallies
with tassels, and place cards for Ic.
Tribune office, Anita.
tf
MINERAL BLOCKS to prevent
bloat. For sale at Farmer's Coop,
Anita.
tf
. BOc buys 500 sheets of typewriter
paper, size 8%xll inches, at the Tribune office.
tf
Cull your hens now—it pays. Free
delousing with Dr. Salsbury's Nic-Sal.
Rasmussen's Hatchery, Anita. It

HEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

did not see the oncoming)
old gentleman had been
home in South Anita v
E. G. Allanson,
—

__

Mtss Beatrice Scholl ,
employment at the Bell
Mr, %4, Mrs. Lloyd .,
daughter, Romona, of Evan
are visiting in Anita this »_
home of her uncle and aun£]
•Irs. W. T. Biggs, and
relatives and friends.
Mrs. H. A. Gill, Mrs. Join
ins, Mfcs. E..S. Holton,
lor and Mrs. Ed. L. Newtoil
Dea Moines Saturday where
tended the Iowa Federated!
Republican state convention, I

Coccidiosis Is|
Tough That l(
Be Lickrf1
Combine good saniutal
good feed with Dr.
Rakos and you have a t
tion that. has spelled <
many a case of coccidios
us help you; we have DR.S
HURT'S RAKOS.

Rasmusseo's Hate

DEMENT IMPLEMENT CO.
Phone 59 — Anita, Iowa

HELP YOURSELF

Buy at Least Half of Your Winter's Supply of Coal
Now-Delays May Bring Disappointments - We
Have Several Cars Moving and Want to Serve You.

John Baker and Miss Margaret
Adair of Dea Moines spent Sunday in
Anita at the home of Dr. and Mrs
G. M'. Adair and family.
.„

>
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
4
4 4^ 4- 4- (4- 4- 4 - 4 - + .f + + +
"Is the Universe, Including Man,
Evolved by Atomic Force?" will be
the subject ,o» the Lesson-Sermon in
all Churches of Christ, Scientist, on
Sunday, June 22.
The Golden Text is from Psalms
95:3,
4, "The Lord is a great God,
and a great King above all gods
In his hand are the deep places of
the earth: the strength of the hills
is his also."

fV
SPRA1

THE FARMERS COOP.
C. F. DARROW,

A

NEW A
NIXA

WED.-THURS. - 7:30-9:30 P. M.
FREE Cosmetics For Ladies

The Lesson-Sermon comprises quotafcons from the Bible and from the
Christian Science textbook, "Science
and Health with Key to the .Scriptures" by Mary Baker Eddy
One of the Bible citations reads:
And God saw everything that he
had made, and, behold, it was very
good." (Gen. 1:31).
Among the selections from the
Christian Science textbook-is the following:

PRI.-SAT. -

7:30-9:45 P.

7C i
REASONS TO
• «1 "
ATTEND
DOUBLE FEATURE

Meet The New Screen S«*»

GLORIA JEAN
A
LITTLE
BIT
"

OF HEA

Hugh Iferbert- Stuart (
Billy Gilbert - Butch &
_

CHARLES STARR

OF
SUN. - MON.

Sun. Mat 2:30 I'-

^rrc.tt'jrr'
tion on m,Kri»lity. f „„ ,

1
standpoint,
'Cansf
i
K ,
"-.unsi t-hn,,
tnou uby searchine
find out Godr AH must be Mind*
e be a
" ' 11U3t be matter. N<
° an Induce the other" <p. 551).

^

the week end here

The ARMY
Goes BOOGIE WOOGIfc
Hear The

ANDREWS SISTERS

Dill

Smg Your
SEE-,-

and
left
for I)es Moine8 where she
"ttend .summer school at
erwt, , Mlss Storbeck will
her s.ster, Mi88 Burndette who
a dictaphone operator i n the office
home

William Millhollin spent the week
end in Anita visiting at the home of
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Homer
Millhollin. Bill is taking a special
defense training course at Iowa State
college in Ames.

Att

Phone 276

ELECTRIC
FENCERS

Also Have Plenty of Mowers and One Used Hay
Loader Good As New — Some Used Binders
and One Used No. 60 Combine in Good Condition

PHONE 2-0 FOR COALS YOU KNOW

2!

Sirloin or Short Cuts
Corn Fed— Pound

We Have Just Received Two
More New Side Rakes and
One Hay Loader

ROBERTSCOTT
ANITA LUMBER CO.

No. 10 Can

Corn Flakes
Werners

Decker points out that the real
hatch of chinch bugs has not started
WANTED:—Your dead animals. yet and that it will take continued
Ph. 184 Anita—we pay phone charges. fieavy rains this month to reduce the
chinch bug population.
Chinch bugs are now damaging
wheat fields in sections of western
and southwestern Iowa, according to
entomologists who have been checking
infestations in that area of the state.
Dr. Carl J. Drake, state entomologist, reports that very serious infestations are found in Crawford, Harrison
and Monona counties, while neighborng counties, which includes Cass,
show an alarming number of bugs.
The insects now found are the
adults which are in the egg-laying
stage of their life cycle. The damage to corn fields is caused by young
insects which, 'when provided with
dry, warm weather, hatch from the
eggs now being laid by the present
supply of adult bugs.
The Iowa Department of Agriculture, as a protective measure against
the inroads of this pest, has set up
five creosote
dispensing
stations
throughout the southern part of the
state. These five stations are located
at Red Oak, Montgomery county; Afton, Union county; Des M'oines, Polk
county; Knoxville, Marion county; and
Olds, Henry county. A sixth dispensing unit and creosote storage
tank is being installed at Minburn,
in Dallas county.

YOUR ORDERS ARE SAFE WITH US.

^
3;

Cake Flour fx£?2£ ij
Matches 6B^earton j,

FROM OUR OLD FILES

ANITA MARKETS.

Marl
PHONE i

18 south of

A

Co.

Favorite

Songs

7htscrMn'i n»w€0mtdy

BUD

LOU

ABBOTT-.- gere*

BOB
;.****

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

WEEKLY tIEWS ANALYSIS

By Edward C. Wayne

Honors for Both

Nazi and Italian Activities in U. S.
Are Curtailed by Government Action;
<War of Nerves' Continues as Fighting
Centers in Near East and North Africa

**:=•%,

(BeleaMd bj Western Newspaper Union.)

Robert Jackson, newly selected
ai associate justice of the United
States Supreme court, shows his
fatherly pride as he poses with
son, William E. Jackson, upon
the bitter's graduation from
Yale.

KNOX:
And Stimson
Secretaries Knox and Stimson,
also Canada's prune minister, MacWhat is said to be the most modem short distance reconnaissance kenzie King all made important
plane in the world is this double-fuselage ship of the Nazi Inftwafle. It is statements carrying big sidelights
superior in maneuverability to a pursuit plane and has strong offensive on. the war and America's national
as well as defensive weapons. Cannons and machine guns of the latest defense.
construction are carried in the ship which is powered by two powerful
Knox, speaking in Canada, said
motors. Its crew of three has unobstructed views on all sides through the that the United States is "practicalglass-enclosed cockpit.
ly" deciding that her course will
thoroughly parallel that of Canada
in the present-struggle.
He thanked the Canadians for reAIR:
NETS:
maining aloof from America's own
Special Arm?
A Tightening
decision-making, and reminded CanFollowing up the sinking of the
The question of whether the Unit- ada that at the tune when she was
Robin Moor, the government tight- ed States shall have a separate air making up her mind, America did
ened still further its nets about fifth force or whether the army and navy not meddle.
columnists, first by freezing all Axis should each have its own was beSecretary Stimson, in Washington,
assets in this country, and, second, ing debated.
arguing that the $285,000,000 St.
by ordering all German consulates
The senate had a bill for a sep- Lawrence river seaway ought to be
closed down, also news agencies arate air arm, under a new cabi- constructed as soon as possible in
and travel bureaus.
net officer, just as the army and order to 'provide a safe journey
Another order, that barring the navy each has its own secretary.
much of the way from American
leaving of the United States of any
There were many taking stands on factories to Britain, foresaw a long
German nationals until further no- each side of the question, but the war.
tice, plus the word that was sent out general feeling was that the bill,
One senator asked Stimson if it
that there would be a tightening of if it reached debate, would pass.
was not true that the project would
immigration permits, was held to
However, some pointed to the ex- take four years to construct, and if
be contingent on Germany's attitude perience of the British eastern Med- so, wouldn't the- war be over long
to the American protest on the iterranean fleet, abandoned by before it was finished.
Robin Moor.
planes when the RAF decided not
Mr. Stimson said, hi the first
The fact that the remaining 35 to defend Crete. The ships found place, that he thought it was going
Americans aboard the ship were themselves practically at the mercy to be a long war, and in the second
eventually saved, the state depart- of the German bombers, and losses place, we ought not to go on a basis
ment said, did not change the diplo- were heavy indeed.
of thinking it would be a short one.
matic situation regarding the vessel.
The others pointed to the stories
Premier King, hi the United States
America, President Roosevelt in- about the Illustrious, a British plane for a visit, made Canada's answer
dicated, was going to be firm from carrier, presumably as well to American isolationists and enenow on with regard to fifth column .equipped as any fleet could be to mies of the leaseJend bin who had
activities and sabotage, and was go- cope with enemy planes—yet almost accused Canada of demanding
ing to see to it that it was known destroyed twice in recent weeks by "cash on the barrel-head" for Cawho was coming into the country un- the fire power of enemy bombers; nadian production while Britain
der the guise of "refugee."
The first school maintains that the asked the U. S. for leased or lent
reason the fleet was in severe trou- goods.
WAR:
ble off Crete was that it was deMr. King said that Americans who
serted by the RAF over which it made these statements failed to take
Of Nerves
had no control, the RAF being a into account the fact that Canada
In spite of considerable activity separate arm.
was giving the United Kingdom
in the "Near East and the North AfThe
navy
should
have
had
its
own
rican fronts, the war settled down to planes, and depended on them, it enormous quantities of men and munitions which were neither leased no
a "war of nerves" again, with the
maintained. The other school, lent but were an outright gift toward
nervous tension reaching far and was
in pointing to the Illustrious, showed
wide as Germany massed men and how the navy cannot expecttoman- the winning of the war.
He said that Canada was not
machines on the Russian border.
age even its own planes efficiently, forced to fight on behalf of Britain,
The troops were not placed geo- as the, two services are so foreign that the decision was fully and freegraphically close to the border, but to each other.
ly made by Canadians themselves
were so disposed that they were
They also pointed to the disastrous on a basis of complete autonomy.
within an exceedingly short distance habit of army and navy aviation
He added that he believed the
in time from what many believed competing with each other, in de- United States, hi much the same
was a "bluff" objective.
signing planes and purchasing and way, had arrived at the same deThe announcement that a Turkish- equipping them, thus each develop- cision—to give all-out aid to Britain,
Russian-Nazi pact had been drawn ing its own source of supply—a bad
up did little to relieve the nervous economic procedure of production CHUTE:
tension, as it was not immediately when mass methods are considered.
confirmed, nor was it clear whether
Yet, it was pointed out, even if British Style
A dramatic story of how the Britthis would solve the situation.
the senate bill creating a separate
For few thought that any such force is successfully carried, it ish were using parachutists in ocagreement, made under the threat would be a long time before it would cupied France was told.
The little party of chutists landed
of an army force variously estimat- actually get into being; for the army
ed at from a, million and a hah* to and navy are too busily engaged near to the German-held airport,
two million men, would be long ad- in supplying themselves and train- made contact with British agents on
hered to it the men were withdrawn. ing pilots right now to allow any of the ground, also with French people
Senator George, head of the for- their energies to be spared to build sympathetic to Britain, gathered together and made a surprise nighteign affairs committee, frankly ex- up a new separate air arm.
time assault on the airport.
\
pressed the belief that Germany, by
They seized the control room, also
the move against Russia and the JAPAN:
the field itself, and a barrack room
concentrations in the upper and low- Admits Failure
in vrtiich were German pilots awaiter Balkans, was "trying to make
The upshot of the Japanese-Dutch ing the command to take to the air.
sure of her eastern front" before atOther squads went out to the landtempting the long expected inva- East Indies affair appeared to be
a total defeat for the Japanese, ing field and destroyed .30 planes on
sion of Great Britain herself.
though it was by no means clear
However, even Senator George whether Nippon was willing to let it the ground, also the buildings were
set afire and burned.
saw in the move the conviction by go at that.
The chutists then sped for the
the Germans that it would be a long
The long-awaited text of the final coast, where motor torpedo boats
war, and an effort to obtain satis- Japanese
once the Dutch were waiting for a prearranged sigfactory supplies of wheat and oil had stood statement,
firm
and
refused
all the nal to take them back to,England.
Still others believed that a Rus- Jap requests and ultimatums,
was,
The maneuver was said to have
sian-Turkish pact, implemented by briefly, this:
been carried out so swiftly that the
troops of sufficient numbers to consorry, but everything will be German headquarters did not know
tinue to enforce respect and strict as"So
it always has."
anything had happened until it was
adherence, might permit Germany
The Japanese admitted th«y had all over the chutists were safeto move southward through Russia accomplished
but that nor- ly on their way back across the
and Turkey into the Near-East and mal relations nothing,
with the Dutch would channel.
the Middle East, and thus to close continue.
The move was predicated by the
Uie pincers on the entire Eastern
Yet back of all these was the sympathy of the French people, and
Mediterranean country.
growing conviction that Nazi Ger- this was borne out in repeated disThis was the stage setting that
would not be satisfied with patches and stories by returned refcaused the spread of the war of many
a
bland
admission of defeat on the ugees, one of which told, of British
nerves into Britain itself, for day part of Japan,
but might demand skywriters almost daily ' writing
after day went by with only the action, thus either
an ally or "Courage" (spelled the same in
most desultory German bombing ef- perhaps hurling thelosing
specter of war French and English) in the air over
forts against England.
into the southern Pacific.
French territory.

AFRICA:
WUkes-Barre, Pa.: Two Joseph
David Williams are in the army
Both were born on December 28
1922, both have blue eyes, brown
hair and ruddy complexions, both
have four teeth missing, the same
ones, both lived in this town before
enlistment, each has a brother
named Daniel. They are not, how-

«»r— -alate(] jn

Rio de Janeiro: Brazil barred all
shipments of defense materials to
Axis powers. This will cut off Japan and Russia, Brazil's chief customers for these items
Mexico City: Mexico has decided
to follow the lead of the United
States in freezing Axis assets and

Washington, »•£.
Prime*
GOOD NEIGHBOR COOPERATION Of a Cub Riporur
The United States is getting much
Donthy TbosnpM
the
better co-operation from some of our refused to sit at a __
South American neighbors than has other night where ;»»,»—__ --to Columbia-,
leaked out to the public.
audlng the achievement* 0* Bitter,
When Portugal protested to tne She said ahercouMn'tt*« wTO^hw.
United States against Roosevelt s enemies . . . "En*miee?" aaked rousing cheers; th^
fireside chat hinting the seizure of one of theni, "but you arein,pure ti»t, they'd be i **'
the Azores, the Brazilian govern- Aryan journalist!" . . . "Perhaps,''
together.
ment immediately got in touch with was her volley, "but I'm also an
the U. S. state department. The American, and you people tt* unPortuguese had sent the Brazilians American—so you' are my .enea copy of their protest, and Brazil mies!"
asked us what reply we were going
That isn't the first time she's done'
to make.
that ... During me recent cam"
Ambassador Caffrey in Rio de Ja- paign she found herself with dinner
neiro immediately showed Foreign guests among whom sat a senaMinister Aranha a summary of our torial "dark horse," who made some
proposed reply, and Aranha volun- remarks that made her innards
teered to send Portugal exactly the aomersautt.
same' answer—telling them it was
"You four-syllable!" Dorothy
each other i
vital to the > safety of the Western shouted as she got up and left.
were ?
hemisphere that the Azores be in
studios
friendly hands, and that Brazil could
miles ap
The
following
amaxmg
story
about
not afford to see the islands taken Hitler is credited to one of his fordo n
by the Axis.
Mrs.:
{ntimates now hi the U. S. It
This message was sent: which mer
Ida Lnpino , is
passed*
on
to
exercise
your
eyemeans that Brazil will co-operate
_
looks am
. . . The one-time ultimate picture;
with the United States if and when brows
ifs made from a i
of
Hitter
says
it
came
from
Hitter's
the time comes to occupy the personal pilot . . . The legend: Charles VHor is directhaJ
Azores.
includes three ti
Hitter maintains a secret hide- Wat
Argentina also has been more co- That
_^_J»—Elsa Lanchei
away
hi
Bogota,
Colombia
.
.
.
It
operative than ever despite the dieBarrett and Isobel Eta
hard efforts of our Rocky Mountain is said to be a 50-acre estate, and
the
front
gate
is
two
miles
from*
the
congressmen to prevent the impor8» many people wu
tation of Argentine canned beef. Ar- main house, which, above the bow the Walt Disney
ground,
is
a
plain
flat
building.
The
gentine sentiment is overwhelmingly
made that he was pr
anti-Hitler and pro-Roosevelt. The building underground—is five stories tot make his new l__
deep—and
there
is
enoughfood
stored
Argentines are much stronger for
release, "The Reluctul]
Roosevelt than for the United States there for two years. A Hitter aide IB It toe uses both live i
inspects
the
place
every
two
months,
and' have their fingers crpssed as t<
Us Bsnal brand, and wt>.
what may happen after Roosevel etc.
see bow the characteni
leaves office.
duetton are created.
Sportswriter
Chas.
Scully
and
Dakar and Robin Moor.
For approximately one month some of the boys were reminiscing ' Martha O'Driscoll is i
When Heywood Broun was covhowever, all White House advisers
mand on the Paramount^
have agreed that the Azores were ering big league ball games (before soon
comfar less important than Dakar and he took up colyuming) he casually pletedashershe
work in
the coast of West Africa. That is mentioned, hi one of his reports, "Henry Aldrich
what makes the sinking of the Robin that a large and intelligent crowd President" she for
reMoor by a Nazi submarine so dou witnessed the contest . . . What,
his sports editor wanted to know, ported^ for Cecil
bly significant.
Despite the menace of Dakar was the idea of writing that a large B. %Mffle> "Reap
presidential advisers have been wor and intelligent crowd had attended the WiW Wind," and
ried as to what we should do abou the game when the Associated Press learned that she'd
it. To take Dakar from the Frencl coverage of the same tussle men-, have -to- have her
and to hold it against all comers tioned' that the attendance was blond*, piair darkened several shades.
would require more men than the slightly less than scanty.
all foiy the sake of
80,000 in the U. S. marine corps. I
"Crowd at game was large and in- Technicolor, The
would require an expeditionary telligent," wired back Broun, "Fatfor this picture
force from the regular army.
ty Arbuckle was in stands. He is cast
is an , impressive
And while such troops are avail large. I am intelligent."
one—Paulette Godable, the bottoms to transport them
dard, Ray Milland,
are something else again. Once beThe Damon Runyons were doing sey, Susan Hayward, 1
fore, the British urged us not to ge
mixed up in the South Atlantic be- the town the other midnight with den, Janet Beecher, f
cause it would divert our navy from Hazel Forbes, the ex-Ziegfeld girl, ton, Robert Preston, I
who married Harry Richman . . . don.
the all-important North Atlantic.
The sinking of the Robin Moor It was the night the stories broke
however, has played directly into announcing the split of the Rich- ' A stairway p
the hands of those who have been mans, and Hazel's plan to go to part in the new
urging the President to adopt the Reno . . . "Tell me a love story," :'ture.,;,"My; Life WithJ
strongest policy .in the South Atlan Hazel said, "anything to show me RKO' commissioned'
tic and, if necessary, land troops on that romance can bloom on this darn ott to'bufld it. Ifi.«
old street—or that marriage can sur« standing," because ith
the bulge of Africa.
_ •
* »•
vive.!'
of support by columni'l
CATHEDRAL OF AGRICULTURE
Patrice Runyon, who rarely gabs, it's suspended from i'
Paul H. Appleby, diminutive, di then
how she met Damon the middle of a huge <
dactic undersecretary of agricul —andrevealed
And the treads i
how
she
almost didn't . . . It set
ture, made a flying trip to Nebraska was at the Silver',
with white, Chinese
Slipper
many
the other day which had some in- years ago, and Patrice was in the
teresting inside background.
as featured dancer . . . youd uke to
Purpose of the trip was to se new show
came in for the premiere, Milestone directed,
up what some agricultural hand Runyon
and the manager asked him'if he'd elation for the staircase.
call a "Cathedral of Agriculture'! in like
to meet Patrice. "She's a nice
Lincoln, Neb. What Appleby wa
he said ... . Then he went
Remember Charles
working on was a plan to pool all o: girl,"
the different federal agriculture backstage and asked'her if she'd Rogers, who was a mown
agencies under one roof and unde: like to meet a nice Broadway guy ago,;'land married Main
. . . "If there is such an animal," and abandoned the P
one director at Lincoln.
These were to include the AAA she said, "lead me to it. J never band-leading? He plays
Rural Electrification administration met one before!" . . . In the mean- tie male lead In^'Mea
soil conservation, farrh security, ex time, the star of the show sat with Baby/* starring L"P«
tension service, farm debt adjust Runyon . . . "I'm going to meet Leon
ment, and so «n. The plan was. to the dancer," Damon remarked .
SBw'new March rf
make the state of Nebraska a guinea "Oh, you won't like her at all!" the
Fights Back,
pig to test the idea. All of these star said, "she'll bore you stiff. I'll "CUOJi
.*.i*?>V,-S"'-;. i *•_. siKtnMfl1
different farm representatives woiilc have you meet some of the pretty
national
then report to one director in Lin- ones" . . . But Patrice met Run-'
yon first and They Lived Happily
coln rather than to Washington.
bow, under
However, the proposed Nebraska Ever After.
"The star," Patrice dramatically
nr Kai-shek,
director was Cal Ward, regional
her Destroyed, 1
supervisor of farm security. And al- added, "was Harry Richman."
thousands of small ««'
though working for a Democratic
mountainous interior.
administration, he is branded as a Notes of an
staunch Republican. His selection Innocent Bystander
therefore caused opposition from va
The Big Parade: F.P.A. and John, Veronica Lake who
nous federal farm representatives
sran of "Info, Please" getting movie fame in i "
in Nebraska who didn't want to join , jre laughs playing tennis at For- turned 'slapstick
any "Cathedral of Agriculture" un est Hills than they'll ever get with fcreston .Barges'
rr
der Cal Ward.
typewriters . . . Just a duti- els." The script
Chief objector was Fred Wallace their
Joel McCre
wife—Leejee Pons gingerly blot- Shove
pool, then be yanked
chairman of the Nebraska AAA anc ful
ting
Andre
Kostelanetz's
damp
brow
it was to bring him into line that on E. 57th, with her little silken by.vMcCrea, and
Appleby flew out to Nebraska
. . .Gloria Swanspn looking 'lite ducked her was
Appleby had first ordered Wallace hanky
hair
more
glamorous
cheesecake Her blonde
locks, and hers
to Washington. But Wallace refused in Reuben's thaneating
mj&st
Hollywood
Even after Appleby flew out to see hopefuls look in a bathing suit. '"• •
him, he could not make Wallace
budge. "I'm interested in an agriSallies in Our Alley: One of the
cultural program, not a lot of bureaucracy," Wallace said
local ham actors was complaining
The Mutual
Appleby stayed an extra day about the way the New York press Raymond Gran, -"CW back to
-r ^ S ,
Washington £ refused to admit be existed. "Amaz- contract which wiu d(,
Cathedral of Agriculture" for Ne- ing," he intoned, "the way they all air Mondays and, e sar
braska definitely side-tracked
ignore me!" . . « reminded some- other year for l
,
one of. the guy who made a similar At the annua lun nc0
squawk to Oscar Wilde. "It is a an'a National Hadi ^
complete - conspiracy of silence was acclaimed
^j
against me," he said, "what ought best serving the
I do about their silence?*.' .
To racy."
which Oscar counseled: "Join it!"
Army Movies.
QDDS AND
The Ho-hum Dep't: Cudahy says America', No.
he submitted his interview to Hitier C0,«ri during «*«
and Adolf didn't change a vjord
Which is the worst criticism that
interview has rec'd! . . . Maxie
Rosenbloom is now taking dancing
lessons . . . Meaning that he's Re, *'*"
turning to the ring? . . . The League
'
of American Writers, mostly Leftists, met a while back and agreed
that they still disliked the people
they didn't care for last year^If they didn't get better surprise
twists > in- their yarns than «bey jet
in their politics they'd starve!^ *^'

A full-scale attempt by the British
to break over the Egyptian border
back into Cyrenaica again, resulting in the capture of Fort Capuzzo
brought into the attack, according
to Italian sources, large numbers of
the newest American tanks
This did not check, however with
American production figures, which
showed that the only tanks 'sentta
toe lease-lend program had been
those we could spare from the
future
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ng social
jjj utilize
• to combat
Arising in
put Roosevelt has urged aU
bs to support the movement
| known as U.S.O., United
I1Organization for National
A fund of $10,768,000 must
j to carry out itt'prdgram
•campaign is alreso^'tader
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»»ove shows, the
«* a *« ""at can
to flee towards tte Suez
'
Germans
may bottle
bf Hltler
to lw ethem
a sto up. The big
Cw.«tod miles back and protected by
of the Honda range, other powerful Axis artillery would Join
the coastal guns In any action. Gibraltar's guns are not heavy enough to
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^attobservation
SrleS> *Ven *
»*
•*» planes
* located
a una base ttT'WX!
Iroto which their
and
bomber
could WhoS
operate,
the chances of the English fleet remaining in the Mediterranean sea hourly
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Stamp Program Takes Up Slack
In Loss of Foreign Food Markets
CHICAGO.—As the food stamp
plan moves into the third year,
farmers, housewives, public officials, welfare administrators and
chamber of'commerce organizations
carefully moisten and affix their
own stamp of approval to the project.
This new method of administering
a subsidy, so that the distribution
system would serve broad social
purposes and in general maintain
the essential proflt-and-loss principle, was the brainchild of Milo Perkins, former manufacturer and now
head of the Surplus Marketing administration in Washington. '
With reservations, the blue and
orange economic gadget has worked
to the satisfaction of those most concerned, as evidenced by the recent
arrival of the political stork, who
calmly deposited a little brother hi
the form of the cotton stamp plan
and broadly hinted that the next
arrival would be in the field of lowcost housing.
Lose Foreign Markets.
When foreign markets for surplus
products, principally fpod, faded
away in 1930,. and the country was
faced with one of its most vexing
problems, ''economy of abundance,"
the nation's leaders cast about for
a solution. People actually faced
starvation while living in the midst
of plenty. Jobs and savings were
gone and while foodstuffs rotted in
the fields for want of market, crops
were plowed under, acreage restricted and marginal land retired
from 'cultivation, in a desperate attempt to set the wheels of industry
rolling again. Scientific agriculture
added to the country's woes by increasing the -.quantity of farm products with less labor, thereby further
building up the unemployment
roster.
Foreign trade agreements failed to
save the country's $800,000,000 volume to them, because the purchasing nations were more interested
then in making themselves selfsufficient and were eliminating all
possible imports.
Search for Solution.
Vice President Wallace, then secretary of agriculture, sums up the
situation as it appeared then to
authorities in the capital:
i
"First, we had to find a market
for farm surpluses, and we knew
that a surplus at one price might be
a sell-out at another. Second, we
didn't like the spectacle of people
hungry from too little food while we
were worrying over too much. Senator Vandenberg proposed to solve
the first problem by sending out• surabroad and selling them at
a lower price there, but some of us
teougKat
if we were going in for
a two-price system we'd better do it
at home and let our own needy have

AUTOMOBDLING AND THE
' BLOOD TEST
"PuU over to the curbl"
"What for?"
"For a blood
test." "ButI ain't
bleedin1, officer!"
"You W I L L
be!"
• • *
This' may be a
typical Sunday
afternoon dialogue in heavy auto
traffic this summer. Already one
state, New York, has passed a.law,
making the alcoholic content of the
blood stream admissible court evidence in the case of alleged drunken
driving.
» • •
If your blood shows 15-100ths of
1 per cent alcohol, you're pickled.
And if it holds more than 5-100ths
but less than 15-100ths, you're not,
any too sober.
• • •
It has always been the custom to
judge whether an automobile driver
was soused or sober by his behavior,
breath and monologue after the moment of impact. But it is going
to be a matter for a laboratory from
now • on.
.
• • *
Once you just called a cop if some
driver returning from a wedding
tried to go between your front headlights, mistaking your flivver for
two bicycles. Now you call a chemist.
• • *
Little week-end travels,
Little drops of gore,
Tell which driver's half stewed
And which driver's more.
• * *
, The cry after each sound of ripping fenders will be, "Quick, officer,
the needle 1" And arrangements
may have to be made to have a
chemical laboratory at every pump*
ing station.

hope was still that of the domestic
market because our own people
would continue to buy food regardless of the disappearance of the foreign markets due to the war. After
other methods had been found unsatisfactory or inadequate, such as
soup kitchens for the needy and to
utilize surplus wheat, lunches for
school children,, direct distribution
of hams and other meat to households and other schemes, the food
stamp plan was created.
It was first tried out in Rochester,
N. Y., and is now well known and
popular in the country's largest
metropolis, New York city. Approximately 350 areas are now beneAuto—and the Blood Test.
fiting by the plan while about 1,500
* * •
more
have
applied
to
Washington.
You
may
be
able to tell how many
WfiJ|""~'i"f~
Direct, savings of $200,000 is shown times a man has been arrested for
Thomas E. Dewey
by the statement of Commissioner drunken driving by the needle
[personnel to insure the best
William Hodson of the New York marks on his arm.
* • •
city department of welfare and the
ce. It was decided to, weld
food stamp plan this year will cost
s into one huge unit, by
Can't you picture the scene: You
only $77,000 as compared with the are tooling along the highway when
aident, caWpet, ^members,
$277,000 cost direct distribution of some fellow tourist tears off your
vemorsiraiiif^tBer officials
government-purchased supplies pre- left fender. You leap out, fire in
I of reque6&££bm .thousands
viously.
«ts and because It was beyour eye and demand, "Whatzambig a project to be banSaid Mr. Hobson, "People like the mattah? Doncha know how to
any one agency.
plan for many reasons. One is that drive?" He falls out of his car, zigthey can purchase what they want, zags unsteadily to your side and rei Defens* Workers.
when they need it, like the rest of marks, "Lisshen, whoosha think
f than 350 .clubhouses will be
us
do. Another because they know thinkya talking to whaffor and whatand si
outside
they
can arrange a more healthy za big idea comin' oush side street
navy
Military
diet, and the savings will stretch the sixty miles sour and nosh give no
wanes W&eq soldiers are
. city's budget for relief cases and that warning, huh?"
{.military bomdaries and one
* * *
is no small item."
Bt
.%• PfQW* ,%> give the
Now up to 1941 you could just draw
Milo
Perkins,
originator
of
the
'"^ sailor tasfiiteftom miliidea, added his views on the subject back and say, "Why, you're drunk,
mister!"
But not any more.
by saying:
You've got to get a needle and make
Predict Wide Benefits.
"The conservatives like it," hesure!
-• * *
said, gulping down some of Brazil's
But
where?
you a needle on
surplus coffee from a paper cup, you? ProbablyHave
|i where friendly family recepnot.
"because it goes through the regu. be fostered! It will also
So you yell for a cop. Here is
lar channels of trade and spreads its where
nth the living and welfare
the catch' comes in. The
benefits
all
along
the
line.
They
feel
" of women m Xteffcnse m.
blood test to be legal must be taken
safer about it that way than if the within
two hours of the collision.
government had set up its own ma- What chance
you of locating
, . . • ««l 89!
chinery of handling. In the second a cop these have
Peking the *
days inside of two
place,
they
like
it
because
it
creates
and hel
purchasing power for things they hours?
* • •
orrner _
feel it a disgrace for any American
[."It's ou?
Of
course,
if
the drunk is a good
to have to do without, like nourish- fellow and wants
to be fair, he will
ing food. And in the third place— give you a little of his blood volunWe can't
and you hear more about this now tarily. If he is the right type autothan when the plan started—they re- ist, he will carry a needle on him,
gard it as a hedge against trouble jab his arm and let you have a few
in the future. You'll find them talkwith a polite "Here's my
ing already 'about what's going to drops
blood. Just call me up and if I'm
happen when this war activity ends. drunk, let me know. We can adjust
_L .
--i---—•- am. piMdm*p*ii^pa C&U*~
Improve Distribution.
things."
chairman. Cto-chaJnnen of
* • *
"The
liberals I5ke it because they
ational WomSr^Scutive
If
you,
too,
are
a good sport you
regard
it
as
a
new
kind
of
money,
^e^re Mrs. JF. Louis Slade
and they have an obscure feeling will let him have a few drops of
that these blue-and-orange tickets your blood, too. Fair is fair.
^national director of the girl
» * •
give the needy an access to the kind
Mrs. Cross headed the
INDEX TO IMPORTANCE
of wealth they most need to have.
bureau of the YMCA in
Also, they are pleased because the
Around the city's big hotels,
»ng the W(*ld war.
plan makes it possible to distribute
A man is always gaged,
Health of
certain types of things that can't
Not by what he does or sells,
S. Wile,''
But by the times he's paged.'
effectively be given away.
They
—Merrill Chilcote.'
think our present system of distribu* * *
h
scour
:
tion needs remodeling, and they'd
sr Sd!
t
•
«e
'°*
*he
'new
HUMAN TOUCH
far rather have government money
C nw'U be greatly minimized
spent for the better distribution of Wherever I see a sign "Fresh
«Jl°gram- He stressed the
nutritional experts re- food than for buying and hoarding it
Paint,"
mninVmlnlnn (DO
some startling facts Work- while people go hungry.
1 gotta feel if it is or ain't.
"As for the middle-of-the-road man.
—Lee A. Cavalier.
* • •
he Ukes it because it makes sense
•
The house of representatives reto him. He's found some of the government's programs pretty hard to cently killed a bill to have a blackto providing
tie in with his own experience, but out test in Washington. It figured
a5ment
and
and w
tell him 'Let's fix it so the hungry too many people down there are in
be lefs
o»«en,ol all Jaiths
eat the surplus and he's all for it.' " the dark as it is.
. say officials of the pro* • »
In the race between food production and consumption, with the honNO ERRORS
ors too strongly with production toTo market, to market
D
raft Boards Report Amusing Stories
day there is a theoretical solution
For U. S. Bonds new;
to
the
problem,
according
to
the
It
makes me feel loyal . . .
Washington experts. They suggest
And pretty smart, tool
£*s wishing
to evade
evade acceptaccept- stood and pounded the tab!
-«.
to
* * •
that a way be found to raise to $100
. m many
cases,
ungreat vigor.
my
cases,,••though
though
unflesirino
tr.
**•;
^^
««T
umn't
BO.
you
win
nave
er
month
the
income
of
all
families
"Some
day
our
patience will be exD
"K8 to
LO HAMVA
&. WUM v o » _ . . i _« n T
serve, M«MMA*|M«A«
sometimes
receiving less than that today. They hausted."—Germany to Switzerland.
•stories in accordance
point out that the national expendiWhat! Again?
» • •
ture for food alone would increase
±i_re-.H««««» ***•<*
by approximately $2,000,000,000, I've held, since a lad,
which would greatly assist the farmThat women are sappy:
er and in turn, the city man, as They cry when they're glad,
about one-half of this amount would
And they cry when they're nappy
revert to the farmer.
—Richard Armour.
creased his face.
iil
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FIRST JERUSALEM CONFERENCE ON WORLD MISSIONS
LESSON TEXT—Acts 15:6-21.
GOLDEN TEXT—But we believe that
through the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ
we shall be saved, even as they.—Acts 18:11.

The conference On missions in
Jerusalem was not the result of an
appeal to a ruling church organization for a decision, but rather a gathering of the beievers from Antloch
with, those in Jerusalem to confer
regarding a Serious difference of
opinion. The earliest converts to
Christianity were Jews, who had
come by the way of Judaism into
their new faith in Christ. But now,
thrpugh the preaching of Paul and
Barnabas, certain Gentiles had believed in Christ. Their new-found
joy was soon beclouded by a theological problem. Certain teachers
from Judea (Acts 15:1) declared
that the Gentiles were not saved unless they came into the Christian
faith thejvay of the fullflllment of the
Jewish law. Paul and Barnabas at
once realized that this was
I. The Vital Question—Is Salvation by Grace or Works? (w. 7-11;
see'also w. 1-5).
Paul and his fellow workers had
rightly apprehended God's plan of
salvation apart from works of the
law. Paul realized that the entire
future of the gospel ministry was hi
a sense dependent on the solution of
this problem. Christianity is the
only religious faith in the world that
presents justification by grace as the
way of redemption; all others follow
T N ONE pattern, sunsuit, frock
(more or less) the path of salvation 1
and bonnet are all included.
by works.
The question now was: • Shall Even if she's only two,—she can
works of the law be mingled with put on the front-button frock all
grace—can Jesus Christ alone save by herself; the plain neckline and
men, or is -salvation through Jesus ruffly whig sleeves will be cool
and comfy, all summer long. This
Christ plus something else?
trio
is sweet in percale, gingham,
How was such a serious question
to be settled? Should argument and linen, seersucker.
* • •
*
strife he permitted to go on until the Pattern No. 8871 Is designed in all size*
stronger party prevailed?
Better 2 to 8 years. Size 3, 3 yards 38-inch majudgment indicated the desirability terial without nap; Sty yards braid. For
of a friendly discussion and a joint this attractive pattern, send your order to:
decision with the believers at JeruSEWING CIRCLE PATTERN DEPT.
salem. This Was
Room 1324
211
W. Wacker Dr.
Chicago
II. The Christian Solution—ConnEnclose 15 cents In coins (or
ell Bather Than Controversy (w. 6,
Pattern No
Size
7, 12-18).
Name
There may be times when it beAddress
comes the duty of the Christian
worker to take an uncompromising
stand for the truth of God and refuse
to be moved, come what may. But
certainly there should be no such
• To relieve
chafing apply
spirit in dealing with differing inc
ooling,
terpretations of Scripture on the part
sootbing
BCentholatuni
of sincere and • earnest Christian
to the Irribrethren.
How much would be
tated akin.
gamed hi the Church today if, instead of magnifying differences and
permitting personal desires and ambitions to intervene, men were willPoetry a Demi-God
ing to sit down in the spirit of Christ
The basis of poetry is language,
around the tables of Christian council and brotherhood, presided over which is material only on one side.
and directed by the Holy Spirit (see it is a demi-god.—Emerson.
Acts 15:28).
Observe the full measure of liberty in discussion, the attentive
listening to the messages of the
brethren. Note also that there were
no secret sessions of a "steering
committee" and no "steamroller"
HEED THIS ADVICEII
tactics.
Thousands of women
are helped to go emilThe whole question was honestly
lugthru distress peculand carefully considered by the
iar to women—caused
by this period in lite—
council at Jerusalem, with the result
with Lydla K. Pinkthat there was a vindication of the
barn's Vegetable Compound—famous for
preachers of God's grace.
over years. Plnthnm'a Compound
—made especially for women—has
James finally spoke, giving the
helped thousands to relieve such
conclusion to which the Holy Spirit
weak, nervous feelings due to tola
.functional disturbance. Try lit
had led the conference (see v. 28).
Here for all the future we have
m. The God-Given Answer—SalDriven by Thought
vation Is by Grace (vy. 19-21; see
A spur in the head is worth two
also w. 22-35).
in the heels.
'
In his epistle to the Ephesiang
(Eph. 2:8, 9), Paul succinctly states
this truth: "By grace are ye saved
through faith; and that not of yourselves: it is the gift of God: not
of works, lest, any man should
boast." The teaching of Scripture
is very plain on this point, and we
do well to receive it in all its beauty
and grace.
Let us observe, however, that the
decision in Jerusalem, while it laid
no further burden on these Gentile
believers (v. 28), did quite properly
require of them that, as.those who
had been saved by grace, they must
"walk in newness of life" (Rom.
6:4) which they had in Christ. Paul
had the same thought in mind when
he supplemented Ephesians 2:8 and
9 with verse 10, declaring that God
has ordained that we should walk
'in good works."
There are two opposite tendencies
Nearest downtown hotel
(both of which are wrong) in this
to H O L L Y W O O D
matter, which consistently hurt the
Christian church. The one which we
\XnTH the movie capital of the world
and wetttrn America'! radio city
have already stressed tries to mix
within the borderi of Lo> Angelei.
works with grace, making salvation
entertainment reuhn it* xcnith. Gay
either entirely or partially by works
nights, laughter and life; tunny day»
filled with thrill* and excitement. In
Sad to say, some who have sough
the center of everything ii iltuated
to avoid this error have gone to thi
the HOTEL CLARK at Fifth and
Hill Strati. A hotel where you will enopposite extreme and have done viojoy hospitality to iti fullest extent; when
lence to God's plan of salvation by
you will find your every wlih anticipated.
Whether you itay in LM Angeln for •
making grace an excuse for sin
fewdayaoramonth.chooK Hotel Clark.
using their freedom from law as
downtown in the heart of thing*.
Justification of lawlessness. We ar
585 Boonu with Batlw/rom
God's "workmanship, created in
"Fcuaou* tor Good Fooof
Christ Jesus unto good work*" (Eph.
from Coait-to-Coait"
2:10).

MIDDLE-AGE
WOMEN

In LOS ANGELES

Ifs

HOTEL
CLARK
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BY THE WAY

Mrs. Olin Bissell and baby of Arnolds, Park, Iowa, are visiting^st the
home of Mrs. R. 'N. Bissell southwest
A lady asked us a week or so ago of here.
we had noticed how many car radiMr. and Mrs. John Pearce and Mrs.
ators were decorated with squirrel
tails and suggested that something Delia King were Sunday dinner guests
I have opened a new farmers produce station
should be done about the practice of of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Champion at
their
home
near
M<enlo.
in the Farmers Cooperative Elevator in the same
killing the little animals just for the
sport of it.
location formerly occupied by the Jewett Produce Co.
Mrs. Hattie Wiese was hostess at
* * *
We heard a man say over the radio her home on Locust Street Friday
This will be your best market for cream, eggs,
recently
that the fish and gun club evening to two tables of bridge. Fol7
poultry
and hides'at all times. I. am in a position to
•wfifix^-? ^: V j . . . ., •
to which he held membership, used lowing the bridge sessions a lunch
was
served.
;
give you the best service possible and I would very
rings, Colorado;' <
' fie, those curves must require real skill to give a raccoon tail to each member
m
lieu
of
a
membership
card,
but
had
much appreciate a share of your patronage.
center of its Btate, this to negotiate at top speed. A cog railMrs. Paul Wheatley is a patient at
to quit because they ran out of coons. the University hospital in Iowa City
y of broad boulevards road also climbs this towering peak
d drives boasts 810 days and visitors may go up by diesel pow- Perhap* the squirrel tails have some where she submitted to a major opera year and a summer er in smart, streamlined single coach- significance other than there are nuts ation a few days ago. Her mother,
knows?
that never tops. 69 de- es. ,It is the steepest railroad I ever in the cars, who
Mrs. L. L. Dorsey, is in Iowa City
* *• •
with her.
saw.
It looks good to see the men in the
verything in the way of
Walter L. Dorsey, P»op.
This ia the country Teddy Roose- fields again. The cornfields are beThe regular monthly meeting of the
climate and- etftwrtam- velt was describing when he spoke of
ginning
to
look
like
pastures,
but
a
Anita, Iowa
Phone 227
Past Matrons club was held at the
vacationer could desire, "The trip that bankrupts the English
iere to see its impressive, language." The tremendous sweeps week of sunshine will probably fix home of Mrs. A. B. Stone Monday
mountains and the; most of country visible from the lofty that. Seems the weeds and worms afternoon. Miss Aldula Stone was as•
in America—Pikes. ?eak. twists and turns of the road left us kept growing in the garden through sisting hostess. A social afternoon
inee. Bud Abbott and Lou Costello,
all
the
rain.
was
enjoyed
by
the
sixteen
members
'-capped niountain pokes speechless. The Rockies are at their
* • •
comic battlers of radio and stage,
present.
+
REEL NEWS
* the
feet up out of a clear, best right here.
.^
share top honors with the Andrew
We
wonder
if
Alf
Stone
got
his
alphere that is. well known
Leveling off on Pikes Peak itself falfa hay made before the rains start- Mrs. Arthur Lett was hostess to 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 . 4 - 4 . - f 4 - Sisters, the boogie-woogie' girls, who
iful qualities.
we found a rather desolate hut sur- ed. It looked like it was a mighty the members of the M. M. circle
The popularity of the Constance were last seen here in, Argentine
westward towards this prisingly broad area at hand. Viewed
Thursday
afternoon
at
her
home
in
Bennett
Cosmetic givaway at the new Nights." In addition, there is a whole
irned off to admire the from the valleys below, the knife-like nice crop the last of -May when a South Anita. Six members and three Anita theatre is growing from week galaxy of glamour girls in the group
bunch
of
us
drove
out
"into
the
counrden of the Gods, 26 miles ridge-peak appears to .be only a few
try" to see Mrs. Stone's flower beds, visitors were present. A social after- to week. Many girls and women now of 24 boogie-woogie dancers'. "Buck
and holding a ftcrattered feet wide.
and tarried long enough to admire the noon was spent by those present, fol- have the valuable items given ffway Privates," is undoubtedly the big
awe" inspiring rock pinThe view from our vantage poiijt evergreen trees and garden. My heav- lowing which a lunch was served by free each Wednesday and Thursday. screen surprise of the year. Overflow
ing out of the rolling, seemed to take in the ends of the
If you have not made a habit of at- crowds have attended the showing oi
ens, why do farmers retire to a cor- the hostess.
ows of the park, these earth. Cheyenne Mountain, bearing
tending on either of these two nights this picture in every engagement. It
ner lot, and a double lot, to boot!
ged formations range in the now-famous monument to Wil
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wilson and each week, you can start now. There is definitely one of those "open up youi
» » »
mall pillars to towering Rogers, loomed to the south—the
Mrs. Bertha Lyle and son, Mkrvin, of
Last Sunday w<r topk a bunch of Guthrie Center and Mr. arid Mrs. Ed- are still many more popular beauty be!t and let us all laugh" hits that make
gged stone. This beauti- highest mountain in the world rising
aids to be given. Each lady receives you forget all your troubles.- There
youngsters to Sunnyside. It's funny
ill that its name implies. directly from a plain. Westward, be- how kids can play in the pool. all win McKay of Griswold were in Anita one piece every week. Presenting a is &lso a special "Screen Snapshots'
' our journey we passed yond more mountains and valleys lay afternoon and like it, but ask them Sunday visiting at the home of Mr. more gjrown up Deanna Durbin, this featurette starring Bob Hope on the
itou Springs, a pretty re- the Cripple Creek mining country thatt to take a bath in cold water at home, and Mrs. M. 'C. Hutchison. They help- star's newest picture, "Spring Par- same bill with "Buck Privates."
ed Mrs. Hutchison celebrate her 75th. ade," comes to the Anita theatre, toestled against, the hills. has produced fortunes in gold and still well, that's something different.
birthday anniversary.
began to thicken, grow- sends its yellow hoard to the maraday (Wednesday) and Thursday. iFor Thirty-one children and six adults
* * *
s we started to climb in mouth gold-reduction plant on the
the past few years, the advent of each attended the picnic at Sunnyside park
There's a mulberry tree in our backoutskirts of Colorado Springs. That yard which is furnishing dessert for members of the Bide-a-Wee bridge new Deanna Durbin picture has been in Atlantic Monday. It was held for
es of road up Pikes Peak city was a toy village, far, far below. bluejays and orioles and brown thrashone of the outstanding events of the those who had attended the Methodisl
of engineering skill and There were no clouds in the crisp, thin ers. There are about a dozen orioles club Wednesday afternoon at the home cinema ' season. Each, pictures the bible school this year.
job to build. Plunging air to break up the magnificent pan- around but to date we haven't located of Mrs. Charles Campbell on Maple young star in another phase, of her
Street. Other guests, besides the growing up process. The current ofThe Royal Neighbors lodge met
cy ridges and clinging to orama.
even one nest.
members, were Mrs. Dale Ulfers, Mrs.
(Friday
afternoon at the home of Miea
fering,
"Spring
Parade,"
presents
her
canyon walls, it is the
* * •
Words cannot do proper justice to.
Eric Osen and Mrs. J. W. Budd. High
Mary Lucille Henderson in South
in
one
of
the
most
grown
up
roles
and
annual 'Labor Day auto- the beauty of this country, the sight
Are you taking a vacation this sum- scorer at- bridge during the afternoon
in the most romantic story in which Anita. Mrs. Ida Reynolds, district
to the summit. Its haiih of which convinces this globe-trotter mer ? Guess we'll do like the old fellow was Mrs. Herbert Bartley.
she has appeared. Deanna's vbic.e will deputy from Red Oak, was present for
nd twisting lengths is a that the scenery of our North Amer- Charlie Robison used to tell abouf,^fust
1
the dare-devil drivers ican continent matches any the world go to the service stations get a map (The Bethany ladies aid met Wed- be heard in four songs in this picture. the meeting. Refreshments ^were .enjoyed at the close of the meeting.
. Safe for ordinary traf- can afford.
|
from each oj»e, then go home and find nesday afternoon at the home of Mrs. All of them are tuneful and melodan easy chair and have trips all over Johrf Hjortshoj south of here. There
| Rev. Robert W. Swick, pastor of
the country, It's a lot of fun an,d were five members and £hree visitors support the songstress and scene sets the First Methodist Church of Fort
ler Vagabond" Is Sponsored and Appears In This Paper
present. Following a short business of a very large scale.
economical.
Madison, Iowa, preached Sunday mornThrough the Courtesy of
* * *
meeting, the afternoon was spent sociing at the Methodist church in Anita.
Cinderall's story is still tops in Hol- Rev. Swick was pastor of the Anita
We went to the court house the ally by those present with a lunch beother day for driver's licenses and ing served by the hostess. The next lywood's. real-life screenplays. Most church from 1914-1917. During the
ta, Iowa
TEXACO PRODUCTS
Phone 257
saw the new deputy. He looks very meeting will be held with Mrs. Ray- talked about girl today is Gloria Jean, service Rev. Swick christened Jane
who leaped to stardom overnight. This par]jer> jnfant daughter of Mr. and
efficient there behind the counter so mond Gregersen.
12-year-old is a shining young star|Mra< j^y Parker> (During his paswe'd better all watch our step.
A new "bridge club, which has been jwno has come a long way in a short
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Hansen of Elkokner has returned to his
Miss Adabelle Simon is a new em- named the N. B. club, has been formed time. Gloria's most recent film is, the marriage ceremony of Mr. and Mrs.
[from San Pedro, Gal., where horn spent Sunday in Anita visiting
"A Little Bit of Heaven," which will William Bangham, grandparents of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Karns ployee at the Golden Rule Department
veral weeks fljg».
be shown on a double feature program Miss Parker. Five couples were reand with other relatives and friends. store here.
Friday and Saturday. All the uncles presented Sunday morning of the
L. E. Gifford of Des
she talked about in her first success, couples Rev. Swick had married when
nt Sunday in Anita visiting Clarence McDermott of West LiberRoger Atkinson of Wrightstown, afternoon. Following the aftemo
[They were" accompanied ty, and his son, Douglass, from Sche- N. J., is visiting south of Anita at sessions of bridge, a lunch was served «"The Underpupj" make their appear- le was pastor here. There is still in
by the hostess. Mrs. Charles Miner-1anc€
ance in, "A Little BSt of Heaven." the active membership of the church
Moines by George Biggs. nectady, N. Y., were visiting in Anita the home of his brother, Earle Atman will be hostess at the next meet- Hugh Herbert, the famous "woo-woo" 28, who united with the church while
last week with relatives and friends. kinson.
ing of the club on June 26,
man, Stuart Erwin, Billy Gilbert and Rev. Swick was pastor.
fed Walker and daughter,
those two young rascals, Butch and
Frank
Furst
and
his
sister,
Miss
i gone to New. Egypt, N. J.,
Mr. and 'Mirs. R. N. Way of Lewis
Morris Carpenter of Antia, injured Buddy, give able support to Gloria
«ir son and brother, Irving Lena Furst, of Bismark, N. D., vis- were Sunday visitors in Anita at the
Jean. Here is a real happy family
'hey accompanied Earl Bock tad in Anita a few days last week home
parents> Mr. and Mr,
several weeks ago, was admitted to j picture. Charles Starrett and radio's
with
their
aunt,
Mrs.
Isabelle
Joy,
j
R H
[Chicago where he has emthe Atlantic hospital last Wednesday, Sons
g^s of the Pioneers join forces to
and with their cousin, Mrs. Walter
summer months.
An x-ray examination revealed a bring another fine brand of western
Btidd.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Howard and fracture of the cervical vertebra. IMr.!
PROMPT SERVICE FtyB THE
story, "West of Abilene," to round
Hofmeister, Jr., who isj
daughter, Roberta Jean, were in Len- Carpenter had undergone examination ! ""
.
REMOVAL OF DEAD ANI' at Iowa. State cojleg^ (-/'Mrs. William Wahjert, Mrs. Lyman ox, Iowa, Sunday visiting Mr. and at Spencer 'following the accident and out this double feature bill. There
are also 75 other reasons to attend
' .defense" WahQert and Mrs. Faye Petersen, all Mrs. Eddie Quinn.
MALS, LARGE OR SMALL.
returned home after his examination this Friday and Saturday.
of
Anita
and
Mrs.
Harold
Johnson
of
'•week end
failed to reval the injury.
WE PICK THEM UP PROMPT* *. •
nsiting at_ the* home of his Shenandoah visited Friday in Exira The Misses Freda and Jane Scholl
LY.
PHONE 257.
at
the
homes
of
W.
P.
Minerman
and
r. and Mrs. Lawrence HofThe members of the Susie Q club Lead-off picture about the "funny
of Stuart wi ire Sunday visitors in
E. J. Baker and with other friends.
side
of
army
camp
life
of
Uncle
Sam's
their
mother,
were entertained Thursday evening by
Anita at the home of
WAGNER FILLING STATION
....jl ,.Mrs. Dosha V. Scholl.
Mrs. Ralph Lett at her home in South conscriptees is, "Bwk Privates," which
ANITA, IOWA
Mr.
and
Mrs,
Stanley
Curtis
and
Mrs. Hayes Redburn and
Anita. Other guests, besides the mem- comes to the Anita screen Sunday, •r*
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Kenneth
Curtis
and
ssen-of Anita, and Mr. and
Mrs. Margaret Holloran of Deni- bers, were Mrs. Paul Henderson, Mrs. Monday and Tuesday and Sunday mat-„> • •
Donohoe .of Walnut 'left daughter, 'Patsy, spent the week end son, Iowa, spent Sunday in Anita John Witte and Miss Lola Watkins.
orning for Branson, jjlo., in Anita at the home of Postmaster
Pinochl&
and
rummy
were
the
diversion
S=; | *•*-. the home of her sister, Mrs.
T will spend a~" ifew days and Mrs. George 0. Smither. Stanley Ben Broderson and family.
of the evening with Mrs. Donald Chadand
Kenneth
are
going
to
school
in
[and Mrs. Albert Worthing.
wick receiving high score at pinochle
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Secress and and Mrs. Henderson and Mrs. Lett
ay home they will atop in Lincoln,
daughter, Mary, • f Des Moines visited < tieing for high score flt
l f or a short viatfc
in Anita last week at the home of
A linen shower was held last Wed- j
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Jewett.
nesday evening in honor of Jeannette
Merlin Holland, who has employ- Hobart at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
ment in Ames, spent the week end Jake Neiens in Anita Hostesses were
here visiting at the home of his father, Mrs. Joe Bintner and Mrs. George WieCarl Holland, northwest of town.
land of Exira and Mrs. Neiens. About
thirty-six persons were present to
' Miss Ruth Cohen has returned to enjoy a social evening which was folher home in Baltimore, Md., after a lowed by a lunch being served by the
visit of several weeks in Anita with her hostesses. Miss H'obart became the
cousin, Mrs. Sydney Maduff and hus- bride of Vernon Neiens Tuesday mornSTAKING MONDAY, JUNE 23
band.
ing.
Robert Nelson, who is working at
The members of the Sunshine club
Burlington, Iowa, spent the week end were guests of Mrs. Delia King at
here visiting his mother, Mrs, Alpha her home here Friday afternoon. SevNelson, and with other relatives and enteen members and three visitors,
BIG 1CENT THEATRE
friends.
Mrs. Maggie Young of Mayetta, Kan.,
Mr and Mrs. Lewis Martin and and Mrs. Emma Burns and Mrs. H.
Opening Play
sons, Jerry and Jack, of Ashland, 111., U. Shannon of Anita, were present.
The afternoon was spent by the ladies
are visiting here with her parents
ecing quilt blocks for the hostess
and brother, Mir. and Mrs. Chester following which a lunch was served.
teal
A. Long and son, Jack.
FOR YOUR SUMMER MEAT. WE HAVE INMrs. Oave Weaver will be hostess

By L. F. M.

ANNOUNCEMENT

Farmers Produce Co.

WAGNER'S FILLING STATION

NOTICE!

BUY YOUR PAINT
NOW AT

LOOK!

THE FARMERS COOP

|Spies-L«HW Motor Co. Lot

DURING THEIR

BIG PAINT SALE

{ COMEDIANS

RENT A LOCKER NOW

>y Husbands Leave Home'
< omedy — Everylliing Nevv and Different!
&g Feature Orchestra and Vaudeville

FREE!
Latl

MON0AY NIGHT ONLY
y Admitted FREE With Every Paid Ticket

,[ J)REN
BARGAIN
PRICES!
10c
ADULTS 20c
HlI

MISS IT!-

Mr and Mrs. Wm. Mclntyre and
children, James and Roberta, accompanied by their son and daughter-inlaw Mr and Mrs. Russell Mlclntyre
and'son, Ross, of Omaha spent Sunday
m Des Moines where they held a family picnic.
The Hirthdny club were guests of
Mrs M. C. Hutchison at her home on
Elm Street Monday afternoon. Other
guests, besides the members, were
Wrs Nora Steelsmith of Seaside, Ore.,
and Mrs. Maude Suplee of Anita. A
social afternoon was spent by the
ladies, following which a lunch was
served.

at the next meeting of the club.
iChapter EZ, P. E. 0. Sisterhood,
held their annual 'Mother's Day party
Friday afternoon at the home of Mrs.
F. D. Weimer on West iMfain Street.
The niotjiers of members and every
lady in Anita over 75 years of age
were honored guests. A bouquet was
presented to Miss Aldula Stone, 92,
for being the oldest lady present and
Mrs. Andrew Wiegand, 88, received
tne bouquet for being the oldest mother
present. A program was presented
which was followed by the serving
of a lunch to the fifty-six ladies
present.

STALLED 12 NEW LOCKERS SO WE WILL BE
ABLE TO TAKE CARE OF YOUR NEEDS.
WE HAVE SOME NICE QUARTERS OF BEEF
FOR YOU, SHOULD YOU NEED ONE.

Miller's Lockers
ANITA — WIOTA — CUMBERLAND
THERE. IS ONE NEAR YOU

By VIRGINIA VALE

(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

HP HE first motion picture
A scene to be directed by long
distance phone 3,000 miles from
the spot where it was shot is
credited to Elliott Nugent. He
stood on a Paramount sound
stage in Hollywood and gave instructions to cameraman Dewey Wrigley, whose equipment
was set up on Biscayne boulevard, Miami Beach, Fla.
Wrigley had shot some atmospheric film for "Nothing But the
Froth," but it wasn't exactly what
Nugent wanted. He'd never been
in Miami Beach, but he picked the
right site from some still pictures
and then gave instructions over the
telephone.

FOB HER NEW KITCHEN
(See Recipes Below)
LLT PRACTICAL!
the bride-to-be is hound
l-room "dream house" or
>room kitchenette aparti can't go wrong if you give
ben shower . . . one that's
[of course!
owing that some of you
i for new., clever, unusual
[entertain, I'm ready with
a kitchen shower that's
Iferent!
.,
;
ago's huge Merchandise
|ere buyers from all over
the country come
to purchase Mtch• eriware, I found a
variety of inexpeniive, yet durabte gadgets which
anypne about to
be married would
love.'.'."•
i the party practically all
|no work for the hostess, I
i place the gifts on the taJpicture at top' of column).
fcheon is over, everything
ilecloth is of a fancy new')th, and the place mats
i are none'other than dish
1 food cake pan serves as.
'or a "gadget bouquet" cen|of measuring spoons and
ving set, sugar scoop,
ipatulas, pancake turner,
•tea ball, grater and other
fcen helpers.
Ites are pie tins.. The flatIvery inexpensive kind with
(red plastic handles. And
spice jars to the right
icause they're to be gifts,
and pepper while doing
y. They're from the Grifratories.
pt course of the luncheon is
Cardinal Salad), set on the
^ in its nlumlrium ring
[tasty Beef SteW'in a casIced ieftf* poured
aluminum 'pit^ier into
"glasses." And »lls, all
. are served from a comerviceable bun warmer,
ay be the hostess' gift. Des[Peach Upside Down Cake,
•om a square cake pan.
•Cardinal Salad.
age lemon gelatin
1 boiling water
I beet juice
ispoons vinegar
Icooked beets, diced
Poon salt
onion juice or grated
spoon horseradish
\ celery, diced
L

YNN SAYS:

be lots to talk about at
and conversation,
of shower presents
up the allotted party
Just incase;^ ^here's
guest

Hame."

of
the
'Neato, the title

person
to rearrange
» each of these 12
» make them spell an
to aurmture that-would be
appear in the bride's

) loteum
buf
hair
«!
'
w
t ; >
' (7)
(6
t

chWonler

* V ^ ft <°> *?»«.
board. (U) ClOCk' Snd
yon the gai°e more inter1 h t 8et
im
may be awarded

SO YOU'RE TO BE MARRIED!
The date is all set, invitations
mailed, your dress, white and
simply beautiful, is hanging in
the closet . . well, then the rest
is easy. But, hi case you're perplexed about the after-ceremony refreshments, whether they be
in the form of a breakfast, garden reception or dinner, please
read next week's column. Lynn
will tell you how to entertain
your wedding guests correctly,
yet inexpensively . . . Watch for
"After The 'I Do's' " . . .

Marjorie Reynolds has established
a record of some kind; she's played
the heroine opposite more western
stars than has any
other young Hollywood actress. Buck
Jones, Tex Hitter,
Bob Baker, George
O'B r i e n,, G e n e
Autry — she's been
the p r e t t y girl
in ridin* and shootin' films with all of
them. Her latest assignment is one
Marjorie
more of the same—
Reynolds
"Cyclone on Horseback," for RKO Radio, in which
she will appear opposite Tim Holt.
Born in the cow town of Buhl, Idaho,
she's right at home in those roles.

The new Joan Crawford picture,
"A Woman's Face," has been hanging up new marks at the box office
during its New York showing. Melvyn Douglas and Conrad Veidt are
leading supporting players in the
Dissolve gelatin in boiling water, highly dramatic film.
add beet juice, vinegar, salt and sea—*—
sonings. -Chill until slightly thickEdmond O'Brien .and his bride,
ened. Fold in vegetables and mold. Nancy Kelly, are spending their
*Peach Upside Down Cake.
honeymoon by working in the same picIV* cups sifted cake flour
1V4 teaspoons double-acting bak- ture at RKO. The
film is "Parachute
ing powder
Battalion." FollowV4 teaspoon salt
ing his work in the
% cup granulated sugar
Harold Lloyd com4 tablespoons softened butter or
edy, "A Girl, A Guy
other shortening
and a Gob," O'Brien
1 egg well beaten
signed two longVt cup milk
term contracts1 teaspoon vanilla
one with RKO and
' Sift flour once, measure, add bak- the
other with Naning powder, salt and sugar, and sift
Then he went Nancy Kelly
together three times. Add butter. cy.
work in "ParaCombine egg, milk and vanilla. Add to
Battalion." She was under
to flour mixture, stirring until all chute
contract
Twentieth Century-Fox,
flour is dampened; then beat vig- but studioto executives
were sympa
orously for 1 minute.
thetic, and she was lent to RKO
4 tablespoons butter
to be co-starred with her husband
% cup brown sugar, firmly
Preston Foster and Harry Carey.
packed
2 cups sliced peaches (fresh or
canned)
Joan Fontaine certainly picke(
Melt 4 tablespoons butter in, an 8 herself a nice vacation when she
by 8 by 2-inch pan over low flame; finished "Before the Fact" with
add brown sugar, (Vt teaspoon nut- Cary Grant. She was satisfied with
meg may be mixed with brown sug- nothing less than a three-week jaun
ar, if desired), and stu* until melt- to Honolulu, Tahiti and Pago-Pag
ed. On this, arrange peach slices. as an escape from Hollywood.
Turn batter over contents of pan.
£ake in moderate oven (350 degrees
Spencer Tracy won his Academy
F.) 50 minutes, or until done. Loos- awards
in roles that hadn't a sug
en cake from sides of pan with spat- gestion of
"boy meets girl." Bat in
ula. Serve upside down with peaches "Dr. Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde" h
on »top.
Garnish with whipped meets two girls,
Lana Turner and
cream, if desired.
Ingrid Berman, just by way of even
Canned pineapple rings, cooked ing up the score.
apricots or prunes, or sliced tart apples may be substituted for peaches
"Sky Over Britain" brings to th
in this recipe.
air a new series of dramatic proGoing back to entertaining the grams under the auspices of th
bride-to-be, had you ever considered British War Relief society, present
a Recipe Show- ed over the Mutual network everj
er? A new idea Thursday evening. Each radio plaj
comes to mind will dramatize the true story o
. why not
serve a luncheon civilian bravery in Great Britain.
at which every
iish, from the apThe officers and crew of a Britisl
petizer to the cof- destroyer will comprise the firs
fee, is prepared movie audience outside the Amer
according to some icas to see Anna Neagle's "Sunny,'
favorite and test- if present plans go through. Mis
ed recipe of one of the guests. Have Neagle's older brother, Alan Robeach recipe written on the back of ertson, is commander of a destroy
a place card, collect these, put them er and has not seen her or any o
into a file box (gift of the hostess) her pictures for more than tw«
and present them to the bride-to-be. years So a print of "Sunny" wUl
be flown to England, then forwarded
* * *
to him. She doesn't know where
A shower that calls for an almost he is, but sending him the film is
negligible ouflay of money on the her reply to his recent request fo
Salt pf those who buy the gifts but a new photograph of her.
which,wul help the young bride to
do some real housekeeping, is a
The Rudy Vallee program won'
"dime" shower.
The five-and-dime stores are bns- move to New York this summe
after all. Moving would have mean
leaving John Barrymore behind, an
listeners like the Vallee-Barrymor
combination so well that it's in
advisable to break it up.

ers, electric light
bulbs, little wire
flower - holders
assorted pads of
paper for shopping lists or ad
dresses - they're
all so inexpensive
when purchased se
they do mount up in
„„ to go out^nd

OIWS ANU ENDS-ln "The Bi
Store" the Marx Brother} are private d<
tectives who run wild in a deparlme,
store
The only sound truck in Ameru
„/ a 'London air raid has arrived a
Warner* ivr **«« "I London, bombtn
in "The flight l'«'r"1 • ' ' Or*°" ^M
WHIM '''* «•"*" "«*". U /""."'
llaynde" the ilory of Hue, Long, /•
Marjorie Main will once again pla
'a'landlady -thu one in "Uonky 1 ,mk,
lUiaii'esieni «•• -"-a
^
.
u,^ u'rili- fifteen new iongi lor Holida
Inn" in which Bing Crosby und Fre
Asl'air* will be slurred . . 1'riicilla / _
i, now a it'eel in Bur bank. Calif.—named
in honor of the movie tlar.

Portrait of a Man
ecking at a Portable
'The N. J. government's disposessing of the German-American
Bund (from the state).sent the blood
acing through my veins . . . What
a victory for all of us who have
' een taking their insolence all these
•ears! . . . Why the N. Y. press
[oesn't campaign for similar action
wish I knew . . . I'd enjoy printng his cap and car numbers—if I
lidn't think his employers would
scold him for being human . . . Anyway, he stopped his Broadway troley the other afternoon to unload
some passengers and saw a blind
man on the other corner . . . H e
eft his trolley—and escorted the
>lind one by the whig to the other
Unsought Thoughts
most valuable'of any we have, and
ide of the congested street . . .
The thoughts that come often therefore should be secured, beThen he dang-danged his bell and unsought, and, as it were, drop cause they seldom return again.—
went on. ' '
into the mind, are commonly the Locke.
, '
For the life of me I cannot figure
out why "Amapola" is so popular,
t has the corniest tune of\them all
. . And when "Intermezzo" is
played a la Beguine I feel like yelling: "Stop! 11" . . . Why do they
always try, to improve on masterpieces, anyhow? . . . The Commodity Research Bureau's 1941 Year
Book shows that the President's
Emergency Proclamation means increasingly strict rationing of vital
war materials. We're getting invisble ration cards now . . . My idea
of a delicacy is the peppery red cabiage at Moore's.
When I read that the authorities
say "no sabotage," as in that huge
Jersey fire, I wonder—do the enforcement agents know that hi Yorkville they brag: "That was our answer to the closing of Camp Nordland" . .
If the fire is due to
negligence, the insurance companies
do not have to pay. oft. But if it is
sabotage, they have to pay immediately . . . Mr.'G.-Man Hoover told
me that the stories about the fire
were inaccurate at first. That instead of the damage being 25 millions, it was only two . . . That
there wasn't a thing there of a defense nature—or for Britain—and
that no sabotage had been detected . . . In short, colyumists are
not alone when it comes to getting
wrong steers—even newspaper editors fall hard for them now and
then—like we ordinary people . . .
[ know, I know. I'm not a journalist ...
I'm merely a jeernalist.
Teh, tch, tch.
The story of the week most unlikely to be confirmed: Japanese
propagandists in the U. S. have just
released the following flash: That
"the Chinese invaded California in
500 A. D." . . . Something to worry
about, huh? . . . It must be wonderful to be an out-of-towner and
visit the Big Street for the first
tune and see%those lights . . .'It
seems wonderful to me, who has
lived among them so leng—and I
get a belt, too, out of watching
watchers watch them.

Beating Defeat
i temporary defeats in life, but
"The world wants the kind of I come again and wrest triumph
men who do not.shrink irnck from I from, ,defeat."~-T.-Roosevelt.

I see news here and there and
hear it, too, that Washington, D. C.,
is getting so crowded with people
that it has become the nation's boom
Self-Denlal
all that is good, all that is useful,
town. And that Broadway showmen
It is the abnegation of self which nearly all that is ornamental in
and others are seriously thinking of has
wrought out all that is noble, the world.—Whyte-Melville.
opening night clubs there to cash in
quickly . . . But they would be the
suckers if they did ... Apparently
they do not know that Washington is
still an early town, and that on Saturday night the bars must close by
midnight . . . It is not a place
where they stay up late—since nearly all of them must be up early
with the other worms . . . The
numerous parties given by the elite
and officials there—almost nightly—
consume all the best customers, anyHXIBET
way—and that's on-the-cuff.

Notes of an
Innocent Bystander
Broadway Alien: The orchids gp
to the editorialist on the N. Y. Times
for this: "The Dionne quintuplets
are seven years old. In many respects it is a woman's most delightful age. At seven she sits on a
man's knee without hesitation, affected or genuine, and without putting the knee to sleep. Unlike the
older women of the household, she
enjoys listening to him. Ip fact, she
encourages him to talk, and she believes any story he tells her. Her
curiosity over what became of his
loss is unquestionably sincere. While
unduly interested, perhaps, in the
state of his exchequer and never too
proud to accept pecuniary aid, she
is no gold-digger whose gratitude is
measured by the amount of the contribution. For as little as two copper cents she will bear-hug his spectacles all out of shape, and he feels
sure she means it."
Manhattan Murals: The subway
singers who have switched from
torch tunes to patriotic themes .
The sign in the druggist's: "Do you
h«ve tattle-tale gray matter?" . .
The Greenwich Village gin-mill
which conspicuously features a sign
advertising the poor quality of its
coffee . . . The 8th Avenue barbje
shop's sign: "Satisfied Haircuts or
Your Hair refunded!" . . , The 42nd
Street hawker selling "glamour
ties" —plain cravats with noisy
stripes.

f SMOKE CAMELS.
THEVfcE EASy ON
MVTHRCAX.

EXTRA MILD
AND THE FLAVOR
IS SWELL

OOLF CHAMPION

BEN HOGAN

o
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Job Mehlmann Is New SUPERVISORS RAISE New ^Officers Elected For
Cass Legion Commander SOME VALUATIONS Greater Anita Clob Friday

NUMBER 26

ANITA YOUTH IS
FAT ALL Y INJURED

At the mid-monthly-meeting last
John W. Mehlmann, well known Lin- week, the iCass county board of supercoln township farmer, was elected visors passed a resolution requesting Bert C. Ramus, manager of the
T, Commissioner pf Public
county commander of the American the state budget director to aapprove Kunz drain Co. in Anita, was elected ANITA GIRL MARRIED
ues Last Warning to1
transfer of $15,000 from the eme'r- president of the Greater Anita Club
LAST WEDNESDAY Robert Lett Falls Under
Drivers to G«t
Anita woman, was elected g«ncy to the-county fund, and "voted for the ensuing year at the regular
Wheels of Truck SunBefore July 5.
county president of the American Leg- to close the rock quarry at Lewis monthly meeting held Friday evening Announcement was made here this
day Afternoon.
ion Auxiliary at a joint meeting held and to transfer workers on the pro- in the basement of the Church of week of the marriage of Miss Isabelle
tast Tuesday evening in Cumberland. ject to county culvert and clearing and Christ. Other officers elected were: Biggs, daughter of .Mrs. Ruby Biggs
Fischer, commissioner of Mr. 'Mehlmann succeeds Troy C. Fisher grubbing crews to speed highway im- Cecil <J. Budd, vice president; R. ,W. of Anita, to Lt. Calvin W. Vriesen, son
Robert Lett, 10-year-old son of Mr.
(Mick) Forshay, secretary; A. R. of Rev. and Mrs. O.. J* Vriesen of Hfcunety, today issued a final of Atlantic and Mrs. Biggs replaces provements this summer. The quarry
and
Mrs. Arthur Lett, Sr., was fatally
Robinson,
treasurer;
and
Robert
C.
all lowans who hare not Mrs, Joel T. Boone of Griswold as will be closed at the end of the present Howard
burg, Minn. The ceremony was perinjured
about 12:30 Sunday after-<.
iWPA
period
and
the
workers
shifted
>
Claude.
Smither,
Rex
Miller,
,tion for their 1041-43 heads of the two organizations.
formed by Major Youngdahl, chapnoon
when
he attempted to jump onto
J Neil Johnson,
Solon
A.
Karns
and
ense renewals:
""" ^~ — lain of the 61st. Coast Artillery, in
^William Linfor of Anita was elected to three crews for road work, the °""™ * *
the
running
board of a truck belonging
members
of
the
official
board.
the young couple's apartment last Wediioner Fischer Stated, that adjutant of the Legion and the officers requested transfer of funds is necesto
L.
L.
Chandler
of Anita. It wls
Matters
pertaining
to
U.
S.
highway
nesday afternoon at 4 p. m. They
have not submitted re- were installed by Dive Barnett of sary to provide funds until taxes
reported
that
he
and
Richard HollenNo.
6,
the
celebration
which
will
be
were attended by Lt. and Mrs. John
ations on or before July Glenwood, retiring seventh district for the second half of the year bebeck, son of Mr. and Mrs. Les Bean,
held this year on August 6 and Shrieder.
'
[: violation of the law if they commander. Jake White of' Atlantic gin coming in.
Mrs. Vriesen is a graduate of the were walking towards town on highActing as a board of equalization, 7, and the neon signs for Anita were
or vehicle after that date was appointed county chairman of the
taken
up
by
the
club
members
in
atAnita
high school and of Iowa State way 148 which is under construction
the
board
made
numerous
changes
in
^persons permitting their county junior Legion baseball comtendance
at
the
business
session
which
college. For the past two years she near the bridge that crosses, Turkey
1941 valuations on livestock in the
ens€s to lapse without sub- mittee.
followed
the
dinner
served
by
the
has been home economics instructor creek when the lad apparently saw
various
townships
and
increased
land
Other officers elected by the Auxilapplication will be
ladies
of
the
church.
'
in the schools at Ledyard, Iowa. Lt. the truck approaching and decided to
take the complete drivers iary were 'Mrs. Troy C. Fisher of At- valuations in six townships, while reVriesen is a graduate of the Hamburg "hook" a ride up town.
nination. He further stated lantic, vice-president, and Mrs. John ductions were approved in four. Most
schools and the University of Minne- The Lett and Hollenbeck youths were
enewal sub-stations, where 'Mehlmann of Anita, secretary-treas- of the increases were necessary be- FARM DIRECTORY TO
sota and until he was called into ser- on their way to go swimming when
I license clerks are stationed* urer. Gifts of ivy plants taken from cause assessors assumed the land was
BE
ISSUED
THIS
YEAR
vice was science and music instructor the accident occured. Young
[itely be closed after July graves of American soldiers buried valued at 100 per cent and assessed it
beck, however, didn't attempt to jump
in France were presented to the four at 60 per cent, whereas valuations
The Cass County Farm Directory in the Ledyard schools.
Lt. and Mrs. Vriesen will makeonto the truck and when he saw--his
icher commented upon the unit presidents who served under her were already established at 60 per for 1940 proved so valuable that a
cent.
their
home at 503 Elm Palace, High- companion slip and fall, he yelled to
similar, directory is being issued this
lalthough the department is by Mrs. Boone.
the driver of the truck, who was unable)
In Grant township, an increase of year, County Agent, Lester Soukup, land Park, 111., which is near Ft. Sher- to hear his shouts to stop until the
Following the business meeting of
(thousands of license renewal
1
idan where he is stationed with the
was recommended on a stated this week.
rear wheels of the vehicle had passed
daily that lowans should the two organizations a program was v4°alutttioncent
set
61st. Coast Artillery.
presented
which
included
an
editorial
i
_
**
$26.96
and
a
like
This
publication
is
made
possible
over the body of the Lett boy. Acdiate application for their
cording to young Hollenbeck, had he
ense renewals in order to on Americanism by Mrs. P. T. Wil- increase was recommended in Benton by selling advertising space. This
township on a valuation set at $29. has already been done and the revised
BY THE WAY
been able to shout loud enough, the
ast minute rush when they liams of Anita.
recomlist of farmers has been completed. It
*
By L. F. M.
* ttvot* from
.&* v**i here
U\«A.C who
T» iiu attended
aifii^UUCU the
idle Ten per cent increases were
—
——».-».
truck driver would have been able to
| to stand in line for a long Those
me nd
in Lincoln
. Brighton, Union is estimated that about 8 per cent of
stop before the wheels had passed
der to comply "with the law meeting were: Mr. and Mrs. John . ™
and
Pleasant
townships on valuations the farmers in Cass county moved last
Summer has moved in upon us, bag over the lad's body because of the
Mehlmann, Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Lin{these
set at $44.73, $39.59, $41.02 and $47.93,
] thousands of applications for, Mr. and Mrs. Faye Holiday, Mr. respectively. Reductions of ten per year. The revised list includes- the and baggage. It's fine weather for slow rate, of speed the truck was
names of the farmers listed alphabeti- the corn and taters, but kinda hard traveling.
and
Mrs.
K.
A.
Coon,
'Mrs.
W.
T.
leived by the department the
cent were recommended in: Pymosa, cally, his township, section number, on the horses and fat folks.
An Anita physician was summoned
cent nave come through Ifitfggs and Mrs. P. T. Williams.
• • *
$49.54; Washington, $49.95; Victoria, address and indicates whether he owns
immediately to the Albert Earns home,
cental representatives staDid you know that it's much more near the ice house, where the boy had
or rents his farm.
$46 43 and Edna $45 49
lihe counties as they are WELL KNOWN ANITA
'
' ' '
refreshing to wash your face and been carried. From there the youth
I to issue a combination reCOUPLE IS MARRIED- Mr. and Mrs. Lesile Dorsey are the
Miss Lilith Baker, a teacher in the soak your feet in hot water in the was rushed to the Atlantic hospital
[ temporary drivers license
•
parents of a 6 pound girl baby born Anita public schools for a number summer time than it is to use cold where he died about 4:40 o'clock that
hich in effect extends the Miss Jane Dement, daughter of Mr.' to them at their home southwest of of years, has submitted her resigna- wate? An old aunt of ours used to
afternoon. The boy's pelvic bone was
present license to date and Mrs. Floyd Dement, and Rex Mil- Anita Friday morning.
tion to the local school board. It is prescribe a hot foot bath for all the broken and his bladder was ruptured.
[of the renewal license and ler, son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl H. Milreported that Miss Baker has accepted ills of the neighborhood. She cured
Robert Dale Lett was born July 31,
nored in all states and ter- ler, were united in marriage "at 10 Mr. and Mrs. Charles Leonard of a similar position in the schools at most of her patients, too.
1930, at the home of his parents which
* * *
[the United States; and such o'clock Friday morning in a candle- Jefferson, Iowa, spent Sunday in Anita Avoca, Iowa.
at that time was on a farm north of
ntries as extend recipro- light single ring ceremony performed visiting their, daughter and son-in-law,
A farm newspaper which came today Anita. Soon after his birth he moved
operatorfe licenses.
in the midst of a bower of summer Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Thompson.
Joe Vetter,, Jr., a son of Mr. and carries a little item, which says that to Anita with his parents where he
nissioner cautioned lowans flowers and in the presence of immediMrs. Joe Vetter, Sr., received orders inexpensive substitutes for novocaine, had lived until his death. Robert
coins or currency to Drj- ate relatives and friends at the home Word has been received here of this week to report July 1 for a year's , antiseptics and some other medicines had many friends with both the young'
se Division, .-P. 0. Box of the bride's parents in Anita. Rev. the marriage of Miss Mildred Eshel-service in the Army. Joe, who is a may soon be made from corn cobs, and old folks in Anita which are sadtloines, Iowa, in mailing the A. T. Evans, pastor of the Anita Con- I man, daughter of Mrs. Elizabeth second lieutenant in the R. O. T. C., oat hulls and other waste materials dened by his unfortunate accident.
s, but to send money order, gregational church, officiated. At- Eshelman of Cedar Rapids, and Mike reports at Ft. Des Mbines but will be : on the farm, according to a chemist at He would have been a student in the
aft payable to Iowa Depart- tending the young couple were the Metz, Jr., «on of Mr. and Mrs. Mike immediately sent to Ft. Sam Houston Iowa State college,
fifth grade of the Anita school this
\- & » » •
fiblic Safety. He added that bride's sister, Miss Helen Dement of, Metz, Sr. of Wiota on Monday morn- in Texas.
fall.
they are Chicago, 111., and Jack Long of Anita.'ing, June 16, at the St. Peter chapel
currency
The same paper has a picture of
Those left to mourn the death of
! risk of th* sender and that Among ..those who witnessed the nup- in Keokuk, Iowa. The ceremony was Harry Bryson, organization chair- and a column by Anita's mayor. We've this small boy, besides his parents,
as pay- tials were the bride's two grand-' performed by the Rt. Rev, Msgr. M. A. man of the Iowa farm bureau federa- seen better pictures of Cal, haven't are five brothers, Howard, Kenneth,
mothers^Mrs. Martha Shultz and 'Mrs. | O'Connell in the presence of immed- tion, visited the Cass county farm you:
Arthur, Ralph and Merrill and three
Maggie Dement, both of Anita.
jiate relatives. The bride and groom bureau office last week to help in orsisters, Mrs. Paul Hayter, Ethel and
i The music for the ceremony was t are both well known here, Mrs. Metz ganizing the local field. Mr. Bryson
Don't the hollyhocks and poppies Darlene. Funeral services will be
played by Mrs. W. T. Biggs on an or- 1 at one time '^having been supervisor was enthusiastic about the 4-H and
gay splotches of color all over held today (Wednesday) "at 2:30
gan over 70 years old which had be-' of music in the Anita public schools. extension work being done in the, town?
o'clock at the iChurch of Christ in
longed to the bride's great grand-'The couple will make their home in county and commented favorably about
Anita with Rev. La Verne Morris ofate liquor store profits cur- father. 'Preceding the wedding, Mrs.' Keokuk where Mr. Metz is employed the efficiency with which the business
One of the prettiest gardens and ficiating. Burial will be made in Evera more lucrative source
of the county agent is dispatched.
BSggs.played, "Today," which was fol- ,by the Hubinger Co.
the greatest variety of flowers is at green cemetery.
for the statejtireasury than
Kathryn DeCamp?s. There are giant
lowed by the playing of Mendelssohn's
«es. Thj"l$$ra»'liquor condelphiniums, several kinds of daisies, SOIL CONSERVATION
wedding
march
during
the
bridal
party
ission Saturday announced
red and white roses-and some of the
procession, and during the ceremony;
TO BE STRESSED IN '42
of $760#00 atore earnnicest smelling Madonna lillies which
she played, "I Love You Truly."
j
he state general fund to lift
send their fragrance all over the
The bride wore a street length dress
The 1942 AAA program will stress
contribution for the fiscal of blue beige and a corsage of red
neighborhood.
soil conservation practices and permit .
ch will end- June 80, to a
* * *
rose buds. Her attendant wore a
expansion of, the soybean acreage for
3,500,000. Liquor officials street length dress of rose linen with
VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
The beauty of the flowers, or some- harvest as beans without penalties or
• money could be transferred -white accesories and wore a corsage
thing, has prompted a bunch of women deductions from benefits, according
before June 80.
to start a garden club. It should to Clair Becker, Cass county AAA
of pink rose buds. The bride's mother
p-mill state property tag, levy was dressed in pink and white silk j
prove instructive as well as enter- chairman, who attended the national
Briardale
—
Orange
Pekoe
about three million dollars with white accessories and wore a cortaining. Hope some one tells us how Triple-A conference in Washington
Large Pkg. 43c — Med., 23c — Small
the Iowa treasury.
to eradicate all the weeds and little last week. A proposal to establish
aage of babies breath, larkspur and
liquor contribution rered ants in the gardens.
a differential rate for corn loans in
n
i D ix. . Briardale — RufKut
peas.
'
* * *
J set in 1939-40 when $2,965,- sweet
Following the ceremony a three
different parts of the corn belt was re[ transferred.
IWe heard a news caster say to- jected, the western corn belt reprecourse wedding breakfast was served
I the state liquor stores in by Mrs. G. ML Decamp and Mrs. John
j night that Hitler is violating all rules sentatives opposing the differential
R/P J C N ~ M * Ginger—Vanilla—Lemon
six fiscal years have pro- Mehlmann at the DeCamp home to
of "sensible warfare." Seems to us on the bases on corn loans in the area,
&C
that no warfare could be called sen- west of the Mississippi river,
',066,159 for the general fund, the guests after which the young,
'" the equivalent of the yield couple left on a short honeymoon
l sible. It's twenty four years ago this
Four representatives from each
Narrow Grain — Cream Style
«ar of a four-mill sfate pro| week that the A. E. F. first landed in state attended the conference to formGWC
—
2
No.
2
Cans
i France . . . too many of us can re- ulate the 1942 program. AccompanyThe first stores were openMrs. Miller is a graduate of the,
i member the days of waiting for news ing Becker were Guy Smith and H,, LVery Fine Summer Item
Anita high school and following her
of the bpys who went across.
fa the liquor profit transfers graduation attended a commercial colDieterich of the state office and Al
GWC — 3 No. 2 Cans
P- 1935-36, $500,000; 1936-37, lege inOes Moines. For several years
Loveland, AAAfieldman.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Oathoudt, who
»! 1937-38, $2,100,000; 1938-she has been employed there by the
Bakery Special
live near here, are the parents of a
W)0; 1939-40,12,966,159; and State Financ^ Co. Mr. Miller is also
Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Burkhart of
Per Dozen
girl baby which was born to them at Atlantic were visiting relatives and
$3,500,000.
a graduate 'otfbhe Anita high school
the Atlantic hospital Saturday even- friends in Anita Sunday.
Briardale — Our Best
ing. She weighed 8 pound 14% ounces
I W - Hook of Cedar Rapids
Quart
Jar
and has been named Gloria Jean.
The American Legion Auxiliary
W in Anita this week with been associated with his. father in
will
hold their regular monthly meetMiss.Vera B. Hook, and with operating a meat market here.
j
GWC — Fine Quality
fiends.
Announcement was made this week ing Friday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
Out-of-town guests present for the.
2 No. 2 Cans
of the sale of a residence property at the home of Mrs. H. E. Bartley.
wedding, besides the bride's s.ster
on north Chestnut Street belonging
Mrs. Paul Bartley and were-Miss 'Mary Jane Bear of Des
Quick
or
Regular
Cass county Selective Service officials
henai
to Leon G. Voorhees of Oklahoma
»f ® >4oan were Sunday Moines and Mrs. Dean Hays of Jefferissued a final warning this week to
lity,
Okla,,
to
Alma
and
Gertrude
Briardale
—
Large
Tubes
of his parents,
son, Iowa.
itathman. The consideration was $1050. all young men who have reached the
H. Bartley.
age of 21 since Oct. 16,1940, that they
Michigan Navys
Mrs. Jesse Macklin of
At
an
8:30
nuptial
high
mass
celemust not fail to register next Tues3 Pounds
Grassland of Des Moines
Anita with her s.ster, Mrs.
brated by Rev. P. N. McDermott at day, July 1. The place of registration
visiting
in
home there Sunday Ed. L. Newton and husband.
SS. Peter and Paul's Catholic church n this county is at the office of the
Wisconsin Mt. Hope .
week visiting at
in Atlantic last Tuesday morning, Selective Service Board at the court
Pound
Miss Jeanette Hobart, daughter of louse in Atlantic and it will be open
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Hobart of At- Tom 7 a. m. until 9 p. m.
Shirley Linfor
Granulated Soap
lantic,
became the bride of Vernon
few
days
Ella Mae McDtermott,
home of his parents, Mr. and
Mr. and iMTs. J. A. Wagner and
Large Package
Neiens, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jake
at the
tfrs. J. W. Budd were in Audubon
Neiens
of
Anita.
Attending
the
couple
JTrs.
John
Dill.
Long, wife and famtfed
California Valencias
were Miss 'Bernice Neiens and Paul Thursday afternoon where they atmter
r.Mr.andMrs.Tom
-demoninational
ield at
\
Ehrman, both of Anita. The bride ;ended funeral services for Jene R.
Sweet
&
Juicy
—
Each
e Lewis state park
r Mane Mr, Haring.
*
is a graduate of the Atlantic high Culver, 70, who passed away in that
old Wthlert and son, Ray, ana
school and ia employed at the Mtont- city on Tuesday of last week. The
Gresham Brand
gomery-Ward order office in Atlantic deceased at one time was a resident
No. 2 Cans
The groom is a graduate of the Anita of Anita and taught school here when
high school and is employed by the a young lady. For the past few years,
Utah Apricots
Nelson Deep Rock Oil Co. in Atlan however, she has made her home with
No. 10 Cans — Each
of Mr. and Mrs. Guy 1 lai
tic where the young couple will mak a sister, Mrs. Emma Dickenson, who
Dr. and Mrs.
is the only immediate survivor.
'their home.
j
James

BRIARDALE

Peanut Butter
Pint jars
Mixed onaps hoc. Lg. io-oz. Pkg.
Red Beans
Pan Rolls
Salad Dressing
Spinach
Oats
Beans
Cheese
Oxydol
Oranges
Youngberries
Apricots

8c
29c
19c
18c
17c
25c
21c
Ic
17c
45c

THE
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Mr. and Mrs. Don Thomas and family
Mrs. M. P. Conway, former Anita of Newton spent the week end in Anita
resident, who now lives in Des Moines visiting with relatives and friends.
continues in a serious condition from
a heart attack she suffered following
Mr. and Mts. A. R.~Robinson left
a stroke.
Saturday for a two weeks vacation
We Deliver
which they will spend fishing in MinPhone 29
Miss Helen Dement, who is a nurse
nesota.*
at the Hines Veteran's hospital near
Chicago, visited a few days in Anita
The members of the Friday bridge
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
during the past week with her parents, club were entertained by Mrs. C. H.
Mr. and 'Mrs. Floyd Dement.
Johnson at her home on Chestnut
POTTED MEAT, 2 cans for
9c
Mr. and Mrs. F. L. Possehl, Mr. Street Friday afternoon. Other guests,
PEACHES, Clover Farm, 2 No. 2% cans
39c
and Mrs. C. C. Heckman and Mr. and besides the members, were Mrs. E. E.
Mrs. Jack Mitchell were in Des Moines Marsau of Tulsa, Okla.,, and Mrs.
GREEN CUP COFFEE, pound
25c
one day last week attending the Iowa Eric Osen and Mrs. W. H. Tate of
CORN FLAKES, Clover Farm, 2 boxes
17c
County Officers convention which was Anita. High score at bridge during
the afternoon was held by Mrs. Marbeing held there.
SOAP, Clover Farm, 7 giant bars
25c
sau.
POTATOES, medium size, peck
29c
W. H. Daubendiek of West Bend,
Mrs. Guy Steinmetz and Mrs. Elmer
Iowa, and his grandson, Gene DaubCRACKERS, 2-lb. box
15c
Scholl
were hostesses at a miscellanendiek of Jefferson, Iowa, were visitors
eous
shower
Thursday evening at the
in
Anita
Friday
and
Saturday.
Mr.
CLEANSER, Clover Farm, 2 cans
9c
Daubendiek js secretary-treasurer, of Steinmetz home in honor of Miss Jane
COOKIES, plain and frosted, 2 pounds
29c
the West Iowa Telephone Co. which Dement, who was married to Rex Miller, Friday. Bingo was enjoyed during
own the Anita office.
the evening by those present. A color
Tomatoes — Cabbage — Lettuce
A special meeting of Obedience scheme of yellow, pink and green wat
Lodge, No. 380, A. F. & A. M. was carried out and a lunch was servec
held at the Masonic Temple Tuesday by the hostesses. Out-of-town guests
Paul Henderson, Anita business evening. Work in the Fellow Craft were Miss Helen Dement of Chicago
man, underwent an operation for the degree was confirmed upon a candidate 111., and Mrs. Henry Wark, Mrs. Karl
Established 1883.
removal of his appendix at the At- following which a lunch was enjoyed Correll and Mrs. George Harry of
lantic
hospital Thursday morning.
Adair.
by the members present.
Published Every Thursday and Entered
at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, u
Second Class Mail Matter.

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

Cecil G. Bndd
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PETERS!

* IVEDEI

SPECIALS FOR FK8>At AND
MACARONI and SPAGHETTI, fancy grade
2 packages ,
'
COCOA, Our Mother's, pure, 2 .pounds .
VIENNA SAUSAGE, Swift Premiujn, 2 cans "
FLY SPRAY, G-Man, pint.. ,.23c— Quan
age and ladies f ancy handkerchief, both
WAX PAPER, for your picnic luncheon, I25.ft
PORK and BEANS, 2 large cans .,,
FRESH FRUITS AJCP ~~
The members of the Union club attended the dinner at the Church ol
'Christ Wednesday noon in a body, following which they went to the home
of Mrs. Charles Campbell on Maple
Street where tney spent the afternoon quilting. There were nine ore-,
sent.

Earl Nagel, farmer
here, «s a patient at the i
hospital in Iowa City.
Mrs. Walter Turk,
Atlantic spent
• ,- i.:-.-,.., j.".r,<- -7- Parents, Mr i
Robert Smith, northeast of'i

Editor

Subscription Rate

$1.50 Per Year

Official Town and County Newspaper
Member of National Editorial
Association, and

Mr. and Mrs, A. B. Stone and
daughter, Miss Mayfred, are enjoying
a short auto trip through severa
of the western states this week.
George Smither was in Atlantic FTi
day attending a school for postmasters
which was being conducted by an of
ficial from the Post Office department
The Anita Independent basebal
team was defeated by the Lewis tean
Sunday afternoon, 11 to 6, in a gam
played on the Lewis diamond. Nex
Sunday afternoon on the Anita dia
mond, the local boys will play Wiota
The members of the D. D. pinochl
club met Wednesday afternoon at th
home of Mrs. Herbert /Chadwick on
Eose Hill Avenue. Mrs. Charles Jew
ett was an additional guest. Hig
score honors for the afternoon wa
held by Mrs. Dan Spiker; Mrs. Donal
Chadwick was runner-up and Mrs
Earl Sampson received low score.
Dennis O'Leary and his sister, Mrs
Katherine Main, returned . to Anita
Thursday from a three weeks' vacation
through the eastern part of the Unite<
States. They visited their birthplace
at Hawley, Pa., and at Washington
ID. C., Torrington, Conn., Boston, Mass.
New York City and St.' Anthony's
National Shrine, Graymoor, at Garrison, N. Y. The shrine is where the
Ave Marife hour is broadcast every
Sunday afternopn at 3:30.
Mrs. G. M. DeCamp and Mrs. John
Mehlmann were hostesses at a miscellaneous shower at the -DeCamp home
Thursday afternoon in honor of Miss
Jane Dement, who was married to
Rex Miller, Friday. Contests were
enjoyed during the afternoon with
Mrs. Henry Maduff, Mrs. Floyd Dement, Mrs. Ruby Biggs, Mrs. Paul
Kelloway and Mrs. Lewis 'Martin as
winners. A color scheme of pink and
white was carried out and a two
course lunch was served by the hostesses. Out-of-town guests were Mrs.
Joe Korp of Adaij and Mrs. Lewis
Martin of Ashland, 111.

V

T

HE labor unions have made their demands
upon the railways of the United States-and
through the railways upon the PUBLIC. These
demands are vastly larger in proportion than any
they have ever made. The economical and efficient
operation of the railways is vital to the nation's
defense effort. Therefore, the Western Railways
present to the public the following facts:
The labor unions representing engineers, firemen, conductors, brakemen and switchmen are
demanding a 30 per cent increase in wages,
amounting to 190 million dollars a yearalthough their present rotes of pay are the
highest in history.
Other unions representing a greater number
of railway employees are demanding wage
increases ranging as high as 95 per centaveraging 47 per cent-and amounting to 580
million dollars a year-although their present
rates of pay also are the highest in hjstor^

In addition, certain of these labor, unions have
demanded advances in their pay not included
in the above figures, and more rules for the
creation of unnecessary jobs.
The situation, then, is this: The total cost of
complying with all the demands made would
be approximately 900 million dollars a year!
The average weekly earnings of railway employees
are now 15 per cent higher than in the peak year
1929, while the cost of living i, 12 per eenTless.
The demands of the railway labor unions ore being
made when the entire nation has just been asked
to make a supreme effort for NaHonlrf^fense.
The railways cannot meet these demands without
a great increase in the cost of transportation. They
exceed by more than 700 million dollars the income that the railways had left after paying their
annual expenses, taxes and charges in 1940.

TUESDAY, HAY 27
through JULY 5
Doily except Sindayt and Monday*

Thus the wage increases being demanded by
the labor unions amount to 770 million dollars
a year, an average increase in excess of
41 per cent.

The railways have a vitally important job before
them. They need all their resources to continue
adequately to serve you and contribute effectively
toward the National Defense Program.

ELECTRIC STARTING GATE
Daily Do«t>(a — Camera Eye

Udiw'Day. ^j;^

THE WESTER N RAILWAYS
Union Station, Chftago, III.

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

THE SUNNY SIDE OF LIFE
Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
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ByEDWHEELAN
I'LL see you LATER -

'VfHeN,~WE EVENING PERFORMANCE WAS OVER.
3EFF V/ENT ID HIS TICKET WAGON -

TAJ?TED ON TPE

GOT TD SET THIS
SHCM OFF TWE LOT AHD
ALSO SEE * SILK" PO*ILER.'
HE SAID HE WANTED To
SEE ME" ABOUT
VERY IMPORTANT !!

"WATS FINBACK'
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LALA PALOOZA

By RUBE GOLDBERG

A Useful Gadget

ARISTOPOLIS JUNIOR
DON'T BOTHER THE
TAX MAN- COME-

>

OUR NEW

\

STREAMLINE *•
NUMBER
POR THE KIDDIES

PLL BUY YOU A
NEW HAT

NOW GO IN THE

,

Effect of
ca,,
where the vivacity of
lect and the strength rfl
slona exceed the develn
th« moral faculties thel
is libely to be embittere
tupwi by extremes, eit
veWUly on prosperity,~jj|

ARISTOPOUS 'JUNIOR
NO LIKE NEW H/
MAKE PINE MOULI

KITCHEN AND SHOW
YOUR FATHER HOW
NICE YOU LOOK

N-SlFil

S'MATTER POP—Big Storm! Whiskers On It!

Wit and Senwj
Anfaall degree of wit,i
nled by good sense, isj
sointeia the long run t
deal tjTwit without it
foucauld.

By CM. PAYNE

'• CompomUii
—r women to 14
•ofitt (BOiiMMlng leeUwJ
-B#'<Ovcil
h»T
TOTOIQ! Aajl
Painfully
:
Some people are
good; that they would i
right theja be pleasa
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MESCAL IKE

BrS.JLHUNTLEY

There's No Place Like a Second Home '
I TAKE NOTE.
TW 8QCK1M'
NNWAT
&OUGHTEO HAS
CAME.

OM,tU.B6T

ss
ROOM?

1* KILL ALL

MUU5VS
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EXACTLY, MISS
SAU.Y-
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PAVOfUTECEAJL
OVER TO TK1
OAH. HOUSE

. O u t l o o k Is Virftfi
One's outlook is a partj
Bronson.

POP—A Common Fault

J PLAYED A
TERRIBL& GAME
TOPAY; COLONEI
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/nlBodyl

By J. MILLAR WATT
I

DOMT KNOW WHAT'S
WRONG
.
WITH ME ?
I DO/

YOU HPT
YOUR RIGHT
TOO
MUCH I

THE
SPORTING

GLUYAS
WILLIAMS
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THE NEWLY-K-PPOINTED WATER BOV ON
THE • » BOYS' TEAM WASN'T (JOINS TO RUN
RI3K OF BEIM4 ABSENT FROM DUTV
ON THE PAY OF A SCHEDULED 0AME
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ANITA MARKETS.

HOT WEATHER CLOTHES
IN THE SPIRIT OF '41
This Fourth of July Should Combine a Celebration and a Thanksgiving — To Celebrate We Are
Free and to Give Thanks We Are Not Fighting a War.
Millions of Uniformed Men Envy Your Cool
Summer Clothes. "Steel Helmeted Heads Envy Your
Light, Cool Straw. Hobnailed Feet Drag For Your
Cool Ventilated Oxfords. Wear Them While You Can.
Cool Summer Slack Suits
$2.98 to $5.95
Smart Summer Slacks
. .$1.98 to $5.00
Wash Pants
98c to $1.95
Sport Shirts (long or short sleeves). 69c to $1.95
Brefezie Shirts
$1.39 to $1.95
Stylish Straw Hats
98c to $2.49
Ventilated Shoes
. $3.49 to $5.00

BOB HOWARD
CLOTHIER

f

(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
Eggs, cash dozen
24c
Eggs, in trade, dozen
25c
Hens, leghorn and under 4-lbs. lb. 13c
Hens, Ib
l?c
Springs, all sizes, lb
16c
Roosters, lb
10c
Ducks, lb
8c
Geese, lb
5c
Pigeons, live, dozen t
50c
Cream, sweet
40c
Cream, No. 1 sour
38c
Cream, No. 2 sour
36c
Yellow corn, No. 2, new
60c
No. 2 white oats
28c
No. 1 wheat
82c

f

* + . f f - » - 4 4 4 4 4 4 *
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
»
4 . > ^ > * - f * * * 4 4 4

"Christian Science" will be the subject in all Churches of Christ Scientist,
on Sunday, June 29.
The Golden Text is from Isaiah
52-10 "The Lord hath made bare his
holy arms in the eyes of all the nations;
and all the ends of the earth shall see
the salvation of our God."
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quotations from the Bible and from the
Christian Science textbook, "Science
and Health with Key to the Scriptures
by Mary Baker Eddy.
One of the Bible citations reads
"If ye love me, keep my commandments. And I will pray the Father,
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Cryer of Adair and he shall give you another Comwere Sunday visitors at the home of forter, that he may abide with you
their son and daughter-in-law, Mr. forever; Even the Spirit of truth;
whom the"world cannot receive, because
and Mrs. Robert Cryer.
it seeth him not, neither knoweth him:
Miss Ethel Henneberg and Miss but ye know him; for he dwelleth with
Elizabeth Sumpter of Waterloo were you, and shall be in you" (John 14:15week end visitors at the Carsten Hen- 17).
neberg home north of .Anita. Both girls
Among the selections from the Chris
are nurses in Waterloo. Karma Hen- tian Science textbook is the following
neberg returned to Waterloo with
"Jesus demonstrated Christ; he
them where she will spend the week proved that Christ is the divine idea
with her sister.
of Ood—the Holy Ghost, or Comforter
revealing the divine Principle, Love
Mrs. Isabell Joy, aged Anita woman,
is ill at her home here. (Her son, and leading into all truth" (p. 332).

Fred Joy, wife and daughter, Leatrice, 4 - 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4^4 4 4 4
of Churdan, Iowa, and* her grand- 4 CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4
daughter, Mrs. Glenn MdCall and fam- 4
A. T. Brans, Pastor.
"WE SERVE YOU WELL"
ily of Bagley, Iowa, visited her during the past week, Mrs. McCall reChurch school at 10:00 a. m.
maining over the week end.'^*
Service of worship, 11 a. m. "The
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Dement and Miss Vera B. Hook, Miss Lulu AlMrs. J. A. Wagner was hostess to Purpose of the Goodness of God," will
daughter, Helen, attended the air vord and Mrs. Mabel Sutton, all of the members of the Birthday club and be the theme. What do you think it
show which was held in Des Moines Anita, and Chas. W. Hook of Cedar three additional guests," M«. ' Chas. is? Do you have some idea of wha'
Sunday.
Rapids, who is visiting here, spent. ampbell, Mrs. A. T. Evans and Mrs. the purpose of the goodness of Go<
Mtonday in' Des Moines.
,•; ,.
Wm. Wahlert, at her home on Chest- is? Do you think it has many purThe members of the Baptist ladies
nut Street Monday afternoon. The poses or can we confine it to jus
aid society were entertained WednesMiss LaVerne Bontrager and Eldred afternoon was spent socially and with one ? Well, that is what we are sup
day by Mrs. Edward Wheelock at her Lowry of Des Moines were Sunday guessing contests, following which a posed to talk about next Sunday.
home southeast of Anita. Fifteen visitors at the home of Mrs. Clyde V. lunch was served.
The ladies will serve the regula
members were present. A social after- East. Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Hecknoon-day dinner Thursday.
noon was spent,' following which a man and children of Adair were also
A birthday dinner was held Sunday
lunch was served by the hostess.
visitors at the East home.
in honor of A. A. Miller at the .home
of his daugther, Mrs. Dajh Spiker. *• CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST +
C. R. Neel, Pastor.
Five generations were present for the 4event. Those present from out-of- f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f
FOR YOUR SATISFACTION WE HAVE
town were: Mr. and Mrs. 0. A. Gar- Sunday School at 10 a. nt.
Pint Bottles (10c)—Old Wisconsin, Old Milwaukee, Old Manhattan,
nett and Mr. and Mrs. Dale Husmann
Communion and church worship a
Hamms, Falstaff, Cream Top, Local Select, Golden Spike, Champagne
11
a. m.
and
baby
son
of
M«nlo;
Henry'John
Velvet, Country Club, Windsor, Zoller's and 20 cases Zoller's Bock Beer.
Erickson of Omaha; 'Mrs. M. C.
The vacation Bible School clos«
Pint Bottles (2 for 25c)—Country €lub Blue Label, Manhattan
Graham of Pekin, 111.; and Mr. and Friday. It starts at 9:30 a. m. an
Ale and Country Club Pale.
Mrs. Keith Kittlinger and children of closes at 11.30 a. m. There is
Pint Cans (2 for 25c)~01d Wisconsin, Old Milwaukee, Country
Brayton.
chance for children who would care, t
Club, Manhattan, Lubeck, English Lad, Prima, Badger, Black Eagle,
get in on the last days. You wi!
All Stars, Cream Top, White Horse and Old Gold.
The members of the Knot-a-Kare enjoy it.
Pint Cans (15c)—Schiltz, Budweiser and Pabst.
bridge club were guests of Mrs. H. A.
Sunday, Rev. Neel will speak o
Quart Bottles (32-oz.)—Country Club, Cream Top, Local Select,
Gill at her home on Walnut Street the subject, "The Importance o
Blatz, Windsor, Old Manhattan, Old Wisconsin, Old Milwaukee, Golden
Wednesday afternoon.
Additional Church Membership." The church i
Spike, Golden Leaf, Falstaff, Pabst, Hamms and Zoller's.
gueats, besides the members, were the greatest institution in the work
Pop (large 12-oz. bottle)—Orange, Strawberry, Heires Root Beer,
Mrs. R. W. Forshay, Mrs. Fred M.not merely an organization, but it i
IFruit Punch, Pepsi Cola, Green River, Cream, Grape and Lemon.
Sheley, Mrs. A. V. Robinson, Mrs.
Also Coco Cola and- 7 Up in 7-oz. bottfcs.
an organism. Why are you not
Lester Scholl and Mrs. Guy Stainmetz. member? It's your privilege anc
INHOFE'S GARAGE — ANITA
High score for tne afternoon was held benefit. Come let us worship together
PHONE 114
FREE DELIVERY IN TOWN
by Mrs. Steinmetz. This was the last Sunday morning, July 6, there wi
meeting of the club for the summer be a congregational' business meet
months, the next being on Sept. 10.
ing which each member is urged t
attend.
The ladies of the church will serv
a 15c dinner Wednesday noon.

HELP YOURSELF

Buy at Least Half of Your Winter's Supply of Coal
Now — Delays May Bring Disappointments — We
Have Several Cars Moving and Want to Serve You.
YOUR ORDERS ARE SAFE WITH US.

ROBERT SCOTT
ANITA LUMBER CO:
PHONE 2-0 FOR COALS YOU KNOW

Hot Weather
Is Here

4 4 - 4 4 f - f + -f-f-f + -f>
4 HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL
4
LUTHERAN CHURCH
4
H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
4

LET US CULL THOSE
NON - LAYING HENS
We Weigh and Pay On
Your Farm

Farmers Produce

Sunday School and Adult Bible
Class at 9:30 a. m.
Divine services at 10:30 a. m.
Adult instruction class meets at
8 o'clock Wednesday evening at the
parsonage.
Highland church—
Divine services at 7:30 p. m.

PAN ROLLS
8c Per Dozen
ANITA BAKERY

You can get at all times genuine
Semi-Solid Buttermilk at the Farmers
Coop in Anita. Why 'not try some
this week?
,,

FU1
In Distinctive Modern Water Fall Designs

LpST:~6.oo x 16 Montgomery Ward
mud tire between town antUhe Wm.
"««*

Hello

Poiks:

10OOQ started

—

at new low prices. Come in now while
W hav e a complete stock. Also day
Old ch!ck.s every Tue. & pri at J
duced prices. Anita Hatchery, An ^
Ta!ly

cardSi 2 f

lc

-.

.th tassels, and place cards for lc
Tribune office, Anita.

Furniture
FREE DELIVERY
Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

PHONE

f

METHODIST CHURCH
+
Arthur V. Lone. PMtor.
+
+> + + + + + -f + -f i -f *"
Church School at 10 a. m. Harold
McDermott, Superintendent

Church worship at 11 a. m. A
nursery class is held each Sunday
morning during the worship service
for the small children.
County Methodist youth rally at
the Lewis state park Sunday afternoon at 2:30. We will leave from the
church at 2 p. m.
There will be no evening service.

The general
Society Of Christian Serried
held at the church Frid
at 2:80. Mrs. Herbert
review the Christian Adv
Wm. Bangham will review f
Outlook; and Mrs.
wffl review The Methodist!
Circle No. II of the Woi
ciety wiU serve a good ,
Friday noon in the chu
room, the menu includes i
new potatoes and new
carrots* * iced tea and pie,
cordially invited.

FL1
SPft

ELECTRIC
FENCERS

THE FARMER^ XX)OP
C. F. DARROW,

NEW!

FAST!

S

We Invite You To See the New Modern Equ
Added To Our Battery Department
THENBTf

MERCURY QUICK CHARGI
Which Charges Your Battery la the Modern Me!
Approved By Leading Battery manufacturers, I
est Car Manufacturers, Society of Automotive 1
gmeers and Bureau of Standards, U.S. Cover""
It Is No Longer Necessary F<|r%ou To Wait
For Your Battery To Be Cfiwtfed. This
Modern Approved Method Charges Your Batte
the Amazing Time of 15 To 45 Minutes, W»
Without Removing the Battery From Your
NEW GUARANTEED BATTERIES
PRICED AS LOW AS THE LOWEST

0. W.
ANtTA, IQWA

|

For Monuments or Memorials, see or
call Chas. H. Bartley, Anita.
At

ANITA, IOWA

WE DELIVER

FOR SALE:-Spinet piano, stand!
ard make. Liberal allowance on old
instruments. Smiley's Atlantic. Iowa
ADAIR THEATRE
Sun. — Mon. — Tues
June 29, 30 & July i
James Stewart and Paulette Goddard
___
"Pot O'Gold"

EASY PAYMENT

Maduffs

WANTTVD?

Phone 227

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIII

jf

Watch For Circuli

S

A
WED.

NEW jk
NfrA

, THURS.

Bargain Show
Together For the First Time
In a Brand New Comedy Hit
JAMES

HEDY

STEWART

LAMARR

FRIDAY and SATU
^ REASONS TO .
ATTEND ,
DOUBLE FEATURE
— SPECIAL
Jimmy

"MELODY B
__ ALSO -

JOHN WAYNE -FHANC1S

tome Live With Me"
SUN.

- MON. - TUES. — Sunday Matiw* at 2:30
FOUR STAR DOUBLE FBATUBE

M.'

Qui2s Quints' Dr. Dafoe

Children Eacd
eipline, Develop;
idividualism.

THE NEW BUNKER HILLS
lP« mtutbt nolittic mbout AM word
Mock: It cm btgin onywhtrt in th*
JtanJipltov. // you wait to ihoqt
u M« ffo tehiut of thrir «JTM at
Buitker Hill youuM Htver knou what

ROGER
jj,y Western »

\GO.-""'

! in the nedfc;
and joy
, _
_ the special pride
jiologists. They^ also
iial pet-hate of Ihl
They
that, and
know,
hem, or get

Junker Hill may be in IcelandBoston, may be far at sea,
Concord Bridge may be a structure
Beyond visibility;
Distance in this war is shrinking
And it quite disturbs our sleep
To regard the North Church belfry
As upon the briny deep.

II
'aul Revere once watched for lanterns
From a famous Charlestown
. shore—
Jut he now needs long-range glasses
That will take in Labrador;
le must watch a lot of steeples'
On some Arctic stretch of land
And must look for signals flashing
From some Indian,coral strand.

:

1Js^

sed to crush.j
cler the OJd.
I strict Vicf
side tecfcttil
the Dionne quintuplets into the
liem do
•five famous children were to survive,
children, the Quiz Kids, again make him
a German movie
tune it is the good doctor who is in danger—of losing
"Maedchen in Uniform"
•^ * scholar, as they fire a barrage of questions at, him.
old the tale. English
8 (1
Ill
»•<»
fwitfM*
kLanTiers,
5,Geraand
'* Darrow.
In the rear
, too, are mostly run that
B.) Cynthia XP*^
Cllne, Van Tyke
John -Bishop.
'low "the muffled oars" must cover
Lots of distance, wild and rough,
be so-called traditional children, and the gift-child spoofery
they have out-stripped, the gifted And the epic Charlestown rowboat
was a revolt against that
It was nicknamed the "exmethod. Under the
ourselflsts, anything went.
was all right;-Ifvthe giftfwanted to stand onlts head,
of doing its arithmetic, it
r the best > ,It was devellittle personality, in its
little way. It'thV child
i stay up all night atotf>read
yclopedia ' Brttannica, so
better. Loss of sleep
it peevish, but in the
i child wouttbe the gainhad cashed in on its; moexcited !.curiosity, and a
too. - ti' ' i •
I'CWKLren.
.children are
Thftt goes
They themselves
-generally! speaking, but
. Theyv>*T« a bit unbrt-,,..„, - all around
discipline, and tie it up
They tend3o be arrogant,
condescettdihg.\. Generally
., they know ,fhe» are gifted
, and that's aHeadache from
got'* They love long
are blase. They know
nake their elders uncomforti how the elders hate them
here's a perfectly' good psyT-feas6n for t^is. Childi very much'like dog-appeal.
nakes it appealing is trustb devotion which "makes the
I flattered and .superior! The
aturally loves this, so he
ildren and dogs as well.
a and gjfted children do
s this engaging trait with,
normal children. Hence,gifted children are not
Never look a gift-child
I mouth. He's liable to bite
rare!
Thomas Babington Macaua very wee gifted child,
ed him how his finger felt,
hurt the rosy Uttte digit,
The girWW Macau-

.

has sj^ejvhat abated."
Hay's
cootpmporjary, John
,Mill, could rtad two foreign
;s with considerable fluenhe was four. .In the mod, Braintruster Berle and Bob
have quite ijyed up to the
nth-century English standhave LbndOn Punch and the
Fork New Yorker; A kJgh per"° of their,humor is based on
cocious chattertogS of gifted

of humiliated adults.
Discipline Returning.
There has, however, been a considerable reaction against letting the
Uttte supermen and supergals express themselves, with all the initial
post-war freedom. Discipline is
again asserting itself, in its most
draconian forms. There is now a
school of thought which one might
call the neo-Victorian. It believes
that children should be seen and
not heard, and that—like Mussolini's trains, and troops—they should
be nfa.de to run on time. One "reactionary" spokesman for this group
of counter-reformers is Dr. Henry
Link, the eminent psychologist. Dr.
Link is convincing, and he is highly
articulate. He thinks that 'group
games 'and .individual self-abnegation are far more valuable character-forming factors than the rugged
individualism that flourished in America in the twenties and
the thirties. '
Dr. Link—and he is typical of his
school of thought—dislikes intraverts. He believes that pampered
gift-kids should not be encouraged
to do what they want when they
want it. He prefers the age-old
virtues, and tile allegedly eternal
verities. He thinks that the giftbairn should be compelled to play
extravert tennis, willing or no, even
when the gift-bairn would much prefer to go on the licentious spree of
studying prehistoric natural history, Qr submarine conchology. He
believes that the little gifties should
be shoved into bridge, systematically and without stint, even though
the Wunderkinder think bridge is
pretty lowbrow and intellectually
sterile. Spare the rod, spoil the
child, according to the neo-Victorians. Their opponents, of course, label them "intellectual fascists." The
intellectual fascists, so-called, come
back by mud-slinging the expressyourselflsts as "cultural bolsheviks." Get your gift-child and take
.your choice.
Physical Growth Also.
Gift-children, the bright little
things, are not undersized, pale, and
anemic- They are generally bigger
and more active than the average,
and hearty, too — sometimes too
hearty, say the observers. They
sometimes do seem to be smaller
than the others That's merely an
optical delusion . The answer is sunpie. ' They have been pushed ahead
into classes of older children, who
are bigger merely because they are
older. In their own age-class, which

Ill Farm Picture

children are big and' bouncing. In
other words, gift-children may be
ascetic, but they don't look it. They
may be greasy grinds and little book
worms, Tmt grinding and worming
have built them up, somehow, pfiysically as well as mentally.
There is another startling discovery about the gift-bairns, ft is this:
Their genius is not closely linked
with dark insanity. Most of us have
always thought otherwise. We have
been led to believe, and even to
swear to it, that genius and nuttiness are close pals—almost Siamese
twins, to b'e exact. If genius oversteps, or over-reaches itself, it's just
too bad for the genius. All this,
apparently, science now tends to disprove. Insane asylums are not actually filled with what used to be
gifted children. As a matter of fact,
say the statisticians, gift-kids are
more stable in their emotional reactions than the plodding little hewers of wood and drawers of water.
This latest datum, frankly, does.not
make sense to your correspondent,
but there it is, in black and white.

Local Division
Offices Handle
U. S. Purchasing
WASHINGTON.—How can a business man sell to the government?
Approximately 2,500 government
purchasing agencies purchase some
800,000 different articles. Indeed,
the government buys some quantities of almost everything produced
in this country.
The magnitude of the governmenl
purchasing set-up, especially in this
grave emergency when first emphasis is necessarily placed upon defense equipment for the expanding
army and navy and for Great Britain, tends to confuse many manufacturers who desire to co-operate
100 per cent.
Actually, government purchases
are made on a very simple formu
la. The specifications are not com
plicated. In fact, the biggest buyer
in the world—Uncle Sam—has the
simplest system of purchasing supplies, equipment and services. The
system functions something like t
large mail order house, except tha
where the latter sells to thousands
the government buys from thou
sands.
The initial venture of selling to the
government will, of ctfurse, presenf
some new problems. None of these
problems, however, are necessarily
complicated. In order to help manu
facturers solve them, Jesse Jones
secretary of commerce, early in hii
administration set up a service am
information office, staffed with men
who have had years of service in
government and have recently com
pleted months of intensive study o
the purchase systems of each gov
ernmental office.
Write (or Information.

Consequently, the service and in
formation office is equipped to in
form manufacturers whom they
should contact and exactly how to
do so. A manufacturer who desires
to co-operate with the governmen
in the present emergency, and lacks
specific, information as to how to
proceed, is invited to apply to this
unit room 1060, department of com
merce, Washington, D. C. The ef
fectiveness of the assistance ren
dered by the office is demonstrated
the large number of telegram!
Hlgner prwcB, ™_y__M> Early crops by
and letters of appreciation which i
has received.
Many manufacturers apparentl>
have
felt that if they desire to trans
have aided farm markets. act business with the governmen
«NGTON._Aludety is' felt loans
Prices of agricultural staples rose
slble
must either come to Washing
«ff«cts of contin- to new marks in more than i yea£ they
We°
ton in person or employ somebody
ather ^
tood-io'r-dewould The food-for-defense program has familiar with government purchas
toPr0bfam' ^ drouth
ing methods.
view
of
the
voir n
The service and information or
Jie ever-norflee
strongly urges manufacturer
'• Winter wheat will
-not to come to Washington, at leas
harvest. The'drop to
until they have carried on prelimi
*te, a crop estimated
nary negotiations by mail with the
bushels, the largest in
purchasing agency that handle
Jast 30 years. Tptal wocroiv-unless drouth their
particular products. They ar
wheat 1 10
\
farm
{
8erioUB
rn
u h. !!? * *• coining
not to employ outsiders 01
oe of near-record pro>been received advised
a commission or other basis.
government commodity
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Pattern 6898
PLEASANT dreams are assured
when sheets and pillow cases
are embroidered with these lovely
flower motifs. The designs and
the crocheted edging will be found
pleasant and easy to do, even by
the beginner.
* * •

Pattern 6893 contains a transfer pattern
of a moUt Tft by mi Inches; 2 motifs
7',4 by 12Mi Inches; directions for edging;
Illustrations of stitches; materials needed.
Send your order to:

Must do ocean-going stuff;
Paul was once a local rider—
And we owe a lot to him,
But he now must get around more—
And must teach his horse to swim!

ANPMMKftEXiy
OF WATER.

Appreciate Life
Be glad of life because it gives
you the chance to love and to work
and to play and to look up at the
stars.—Henry Van Dyke.

Sewing Circle Needlecraft Dept.
82 Elfbtb Ave.
New York
Enclose IB cents in coins for Pattern Mo
Name
Address

IV
"low he stands beside his saddle
And he wonders what to do
As he keeps an eye on Dakar
Then Came the Rush—
Trinidad and Suez, too;
As he watches for new doings
And Both Were Deadheads I
With that classic "eagle search,"
rle may catch a warning glimmer
It was the night of the grand
From a Madagascar church.
concert, and approaching the hour
at which it had been advertised to
V
start. . .
Blobb and Blabbs had hired a
Mystic once was in New England,
spacious hall and expected big
But who thinks it there today?
Medford cocks now crow in Iceland profits.
"Are the ticket - takers all
Or perhaps hi Baffin Bay;
ready?' asked Blobb.
Ct was one o'clock, they tell us,
"Yes, sir.'
When Paul got to Lexington 4 . .
"All ushers at the doors?'
But the journey was a land trip—
"Right, sir.'
And was not an ocean run.
"Then throw open the portals!
The hour has come!'
VI
The huge iron doors opened.
It was two o'clock at ConcordTwo small boys entered.
Then a Massachusetts place—"Please, .mister," said a tiny
Not a village hi the Azores
voice,
"can we both come in on
Or a borough near Cape Race;
Then the flocks that Paul heard this free
bleating
Were all flocks quite close at hand
Never flocks in far-off Narvik
Or some spot off Newfoundland.

win qulokijr

. Indifference Slays
Affection can withstand very severe storms of vigor, but not a
long polar frost of indifference.—
Sir Walter Scott.

VACATION ON OKOBOJI UKE

Cynic's Knowledge
t
The cynic is the one who knows
the price of everything and the
value of nothing.—Oscar Wilde.

vn
Middlesex was then non-shifting,
Not transferable each week;
It was not in midatlantic
And 'twas not, hi Martinique!
Distance isn't what it once was—
Now our shores, so we hear,
Can be somewhere close to China,
Crete, Suez or Finistere.
L'ENVOI
So to wait to "see the whites of"
Hostile eyes brands you a dope—
Unless you are tensely squinting
Through a big Lick telescope;
So we give Revere the curtain
As a far out-dated bid
And we shoot his horse quite
blithely—
But it leaves us pretty sad I
• • *
The trouble is that too many
Americans think of an unlimited
emergency as meaning tire trouble
during a week-end auto trip, a slight
traffic congestion on the way to the
bathing beach or a shortage of auto
parking space for the hired hands.

KISSING m BRIW
Shu Colonial days it ha bta
a good Amtr/cea eastern to kiss
ttt tlasfiiag eridt afttt tht
mtaitftr has said ... "I now
pronounce you mat and wife".
Andit's an equally good and equally
pleasant American custom to enjoy
the fine full flavor and mild fragrance of King Edward, America's
molt popular cigar. Try King
Edward today and be convinced

Immortality
Defeats Justice
A blackout may be tried in New
All men desire to be immortaL
York soon. It is going to be a terriJustice tempered with too much
—Parker.
ble order for the average New York- mercy becomes injustice.
er to have to find the delicatessen
and drug store in the dark.
The Nazis have perfected the art
of Jumping out of planes, but the
time will come when they will have
to solve the problem of jumping
back.
.
,

If you bake at home, use

CANDIDATES FOB THE FIRING
SQUAD

I'm very sick of lots of things.
But of nothing more today
Than golf stars striding four abreast
To the camera man's "Okay!"
What America needs more than
anything else is a good five-cent
dime.
Elmer Twitchell can't help wondering how long it is going to take
radio advertisers to realize that
nothing loses them more customers
than having the war commentators
abruptly turn from the latest crisis
into a spiel on hair tonics, shoe polishes and spinach dressings.

The
Household Favorite
of Four Generations!

»

•DELAXED IN TRANSIT

Whenever I zoom up an elevator,
I get there first—my stomach later!
—Lee A. Cavalier.
The North Carolina, just launched,
is the first battleship built by this
country in 18 years. And yet Uncle
Sam would resent it U called a dope.
"In-Laws and Canned Dinners
Cause High Divorce Rate, Says
Judge."—Headline. Bunk. Judges
are the cause of the high divorce
rate.

MERCHANTS
Your Advertising Dollar
buys something more than space and circulation in
the columns of this newspaper. It buys space and
circulation plus the favorable consideration of our
readers for this newspaper and |ts advertising patrons.

LET US TEWi YOU MORE ABOUT IT

Rudolph Schotten and
jjrg. Frank Pell of Dea
It Sunday in Anita visithome of Dr. antf' MIB.
rs

!?i toke this means of thankg All my fnends and neighbors for
the many cards, letters and flowers
Wot to me during my recent illneS8
andhwhile I was a patient at the hospital in Iowa City.
Mrs. Gerald Akers.

FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

REEL NEWS

I.'-' ••>-•

+

•*• + + • * • • * • • * • • * • * • • * • + +

The first midweek bargain show
of the summer season will be today
and Thursday at the Anita theatre.
June 29, 1911.
H. H. Dixon nas traded a farm The .quality of pictures will definitely
m Nebraska for the Gregersen Drug continue to be of a very high calibre.
CLEAN, WHITEN (/
Thomas, well knpwb Miss Marie Wise has accepted the Store in Anita and has already taken "Come Live With Me," starring James
position of office girl in the Dr. Joseph possession.
Stewart and Htedy LaMlarr, is proffho has been seriously ill Schiff office.
DEODORIZE "
here for several we^ka,
Albert Lee is the new helper at duced on the same lavish scale as
the Rock Island depot taking the place "Philadelphia Story," which won the
w Des Moines l&t'WWwithout Brushing
eceive medical treatment i' !£?"* Hofmeister. Jr. and Wil- of Leland Roe who has entered Uncle Academy Award for James Stewart.
liam MillhoOn, who are going to school Sam's Navy service.
It is a down to earth story of a poor
Ldist hospital* . .
m Ames taking special work in de- Schwenneker Bros, have leased the young fellow and a wealthy beauty.
fense training, spent the week end in C. R. Hyde brick building on West The shenanigans and antics that the
Anita at their respective homes.
Main Street arid will open a garage pair go through as the result of a
DR.B.L.MBURER
marriage of covenience are as funny
by
the first of the month.
STOCK FLY SPRAY, gallon
69c
Chiropractor
Mrs. Ray Nichols was hostess to the
as they are unusual.
The
Anita
town
council
has
ordered
AcUir.Ia.
BAYER.ASPIRIN, 100 tablets, regular 75c size.59c
members of the Silver Thread club
* * •
1
the Rock Island Railway Co. to clean
.•*• •'
at
her
home
southeast
of
here
ThursIPANA TOOTH PASTE, regular 50c size
43c
—Office Bonn—
up and improve the stock yards and Answering the call of thousands of
day
afternoon.
There
were
nineteen
his
fans
throughout
the
country,
Gene
•work has already commenced.
9-12— '
SAL HEPATIGA, regular 60c size
49c
members and nine visitors present. Mr. and Mrs. B. D. Forshayand Autry, number-one cowboy star, steps
Contests
which
were
put
onduring
Wed. & Sat. Night
son, Mickey, will leave soon for Pat- out of his usual type of western story
the afternoon were won by Mrs. Delia erson, N. J., where they will spend and appears in a real big story which
TtUIlfl
LADIES SPECIAL —
King and Mrs. Adam Krause. Mrs. several weeks visiting relatives and has been named after his popular
A
Powder
Puff With Each Ice Cream Soda or Sundae
' Sun. 10-11 A. M. C. P. Darrow will be hostess at the friends.
radio show, "Melody Ranch," which
next meeting of the club but a family One of the best Fourth of July will be the top feature of a big double
picnic will be held Sunday.
Lowest Prices on Nationally Advertised Products.
celebrations ever to be held has been feature program, for Friday and Satplanned for Anita this year and from urday. The second feature is, "A
all indications it is sure to be a great Man Betrayed," starring John Wayne,
Frances Dee, Edward Ellis and Walsuccess.
Nattie McVay has traded a residence lace Ford.
We Deliver
Phone 102
* * *
property in Atlantic for the Bert
Stauffer residence property in. Anita. Another twin-feature bill of outUncle Nattie intends to remodel the standing merit will be shown -at the
new property after which he and Mrs. theatre Sunday, Monday and Tuesday
McVay will occupy it as their home. and.at the Sunday matinee. Topping
all their previous efforts, the 'BumThe members of the Mutual Bene- steads, Blondie, Dagwood, Baby Dumpfit club were guests of Mrs. Roscoe ling and the dog, step out on a South
Koob Thursday. Thirteen members American cruise in, "Blondie Goes Latand three visitors, Mrs. Harold Kar- in." There are five song hits and the
wai and Mrs. W. R. Koob of Brayton picture overflows with mirth and melt
and Mrs. Roy Parker of Anita, were ody. ; The associate feature is the
present. A contest which was put on most exciting., of all the Dr. Kildare
during the afternoon was won by Mrs. pictures. "The People vs. Dr. KilFrank Roberts. At the close of the dare," provides Lew Ayres, Lionel
meeting a lunch was served by the j Barrymore, Laraine Day and guest
By WARREN BAYLEY
hostess. The next meeting wil be held star, Bonita Granville, with adventure
on June 26 at the home of Mrs. C. L. and comedy as they turn detective to
solve the problem of a malpractice Denver, Colorado.
McAfee.
terest in the "Little Pittsburgh" mine
suit.
Leaving the trailer at the edge of they discovered. It was one of the
town, because you aren't allowed to
H. L. Belfc returned to his cottage park them within the city limits, we richest silver finds in the world.
Moving to Denver to enjoy his $80,at Lafe£ Okoboji Saturday afternoon scowled at the sudden, spring cold
000
month income, he-spent freely
after spending a few days here look- snap and came in to see the Tabor and per
wildly. Nearing fifty, he became
fiig after business matters.
Opera House. This building reflects Lieutenant Governor of the State and
the
wild prosperity of Denver's early later, for the brief span of 30 days,
Mrs. Walter Faulkner, a former
Anita resident, who now lives in Des days more than any other local struc- was a Senator in Washington, which
was overwhelmed by his lavish display
Moines suffered a broken ankle re- ture.
It was built by a man who came of wealth.
cently and is confined to her home.
here practically broke and remained to Few investments proved sound but
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Glynn are amass $15,000,000 worth of silver. he was making too much money to
the parents of a 9% pound girl baby Generous, he squandered money at care. The Tabor Opera House was
5-S; born to them at their home northeast the rate of $100 an hour for a period his last venture. Cherry wood came
S! of here Saturday evening. She has of 14 years. Lucky, he bought a sup- from Japan, silks and brocades from
posedly worthless mine for $1000, Italy, and tapestries from France, all
=s been named Kathryn Ann.
which made him a fortune and wound to adorn its luxurious, mirrored and
555 Jack Long entertained a number up as a $10,000,000 capitalization on gilt interior. Five stories of brick
555'of young men at the home of his Wall Street. That he died almost pen- and limestone, with a corner tower
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chester A.niless only adds a bizarre touch to again as high, it cqat a million dol* S Long, Thursday evening at a stag the most colorful career of this city's lars. Yet within .three years'the man
party in honor of Rex Miller.
pioneer-days. His name was H. A. W. couldn't even afford the price of a
Tabor and his vast fortune was found- ticket to this palace he soon lost.
Mrs. Cora Ivey, Miss Alletta Grant ed on a $64.75 loan.
The silver market crashed in 1884.
and Miss Cora Lind of Rolfe and Miss Haw, as his many friends called Tabor had been spending money as
Ida Bryan of Emmetsburg were Sun- him, was a lowly eastern stonecutter fast as it came in. A million dollars
day guests of Mrs. Nora Cleaver and of thirty when the gold rush to Pikes worth of petty debts were chalked
daughter, Miss Geraldine Cleaver) at Peak drew him westward in 1859. Den- up against him. His numerous minver was a collection of 200 tents and ing and mahogany investments in
May Be Purchased In Anita At The Following Stores:
gj their home on West Main Street.
cabins. Tabor became an unsuccess- Mexico and Central America were
,
Briardale Grocery
S The K. J. U. club of the Church ful prospector and his wife the elev- worthless. Tabor was wiped out.
Christ held their regular monthly enth woman in town.
(ith's Jack Sprat Store
Maduflfs Food Market
Petersen's Grocery = ofmeeting
Influential friends finally saved him
afternoon at the Turning his talents to nearby Cali- from starvation by haying ,him aphaake'sOpaTFoodMkt.
Miller's Meat Market
Crawford's Grocery s home of Thursday
Mrs. Earl Knowlton in the fornia Giulch, he opened a frontier pointed the local postmaster at $3,500
R OVB&"40 TEARS THE BAKERS OF HARVEST BREAD HAVE = north part of town. Assisting host- store in that boisterous camp, pros- a year—a sum he'd often won or lost
were Mrs. Earl Sampson and pered and became mayor. He changed at the turn of a card.
10 BAKE THE BEST BREAD—NOT THE MOST"
||esses
Mrs. Oscar Lindblom. Fifteen members the town's name to Leadville and be- Just before the turn of the century
and five visitors, Mrs. Frank Kra- gan to grubstake down-and-outers. he died, a man of modest means and
mer, Mrs. Vina Spry, Mrs; George Outfitting a pair of hopeful gold many memories—leaving his magniWild, Mrs. Clyde Spry and Mrs. Gard- prospectors at a cost of $64.75, he ficent Opera House, now a movie
ner, were present. Officers for the automatically acquired a third in- theatre, a monument to a miner's luck.
ensuing year were elected as follows:
Mrs. Andy Miller, president; Mrs. Ed
"Trailer Vagabond" Is Sponsored and Appears In This Paper
Anderson, vice president; Mrs. Robert
Through the Courtesy of
Cryer, secretary', Mrs. Cloyd Kimball
treasurer; and Miss Cleo Spry, reporter and chairman of the flower
• Kow fe«dy co climb that phantom hill co die
committee. Plans were made for the
Anita, Iowa
TEXACO PRODUCTS
Phone 257
"sunshine level" and scoot across die sky.
annual picnic which will be held next
"GeveU^d . ..Chjogo. . .Onuh*. . .Denver. . . San Francisco. .."
month at the home of Mrs. Merle
How's that for«Ming up space? From coast to coast in 5 giant steps
Robison
in Atlantic. A lunch was
• • • 5 mighty stwfcstaots the country. . .bfciliiuigi closer-knit America.
served by'the hostesses.
Standard Oil is proud of its share in promoting this ideal by mak-
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BONGERS

!UY TOUR PAINT

.

AND

'TRAILER VAGABOND'

WAT

S COOP

lllllllllllllllllllllllllri

"United Air lines ... flight 3
. .ship
. now ready* at gate 4"

WAGNER'S FILLING STATION

!n

« «. flfwg fuel fine enough to have been United Air Line's choice
for mote t^n 12 important yean of progress.

It's Vacation Time!

tShm 192*, thtMipWy MAINLINERS hm SMM fiMted wit*

+

+

+

Wherever You Go

GO

Rock
Island

Whether the vacationland of your
choice is North, South, East or
West, you'll enjoy it more if you go
by train. You'll appreciate the
Speed, Safety, Comfort and Economy that train travel offers.
Rock Island main-line trains are
air-conditioned, and have reclining
seat chair cars, Pullman sleeping
accommodations and excellent dining service.

•• and on tfw ground, as in the skies,
's the choke of the power- wise
.• r . . ^^ ^^^

^«

•SW SM "»f ^|B _

^B

WHEN ANIMALS
DIE
We will pick them up
promptly.
New steel water tight
body at your service.
Phone 257

WAGNER FILLING STATION
ANITA, IOWA

•".Vi-

RENT A LOCKER NOW
FOR YOUR SUMMER MEATJ. WE HAVE INSTALLEb 12 NEW LOCKERS SO WE WILL BE
ABLE TO TAKE CARE OE^YOUR NEEDS.
WE HAVE SOME NICE QUARTERS OF BEEF
FOR YOU, SHOULD YOU NEED ONE.

TRAVEL on CREDIT
Go Now—Pay' Later

Ask Rock Island Agent for complete
travel information or address

KWM flUMItltllA^V iV^V
^^H^^^ •
^1
)Wn
Wpviin* • ^v

„ o f . . . . . ill IW •
to At the WHITi Crown pump-Solite.
, premiumqutlit^AttheBUIBCrown
pump — Somolind, b*tgua*piicea.

C. C. GARDNER, A. G. P. A.
721 Locnst Street
Des Moines, Iowa
ROUTE OF THE BOCKETS

Miller's Lockers
ANITA — WIOTA — CUMBERLAND
THERE IS ONE NEAR YOU

IMPROVED

UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

TERNS

S
B

UNDAVI
CHOOL Lesson
ZHAHOIJ3 L. LUNDQUIST, D. D.

SEWING

Dean of The Moody Bible Institute
nsu
*T»
®t Chlcaffo
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

Early Arrival
I
owe
all
success in life to
notched collar, cuffed sleeves and having beenmy
always
a quarter of
double pockets are' the tailored details which give Pattern No. 1381- an hour beforehand.—Lord Nelson.
B the smartness typical of the
favorite shirtwaist styling.
* * *

Lesson for June 29
n subjects
and Scripture texts se*J2,d -copyrighted by International
permission ' RellBlou' Education; used by

LESSONS FROM THE EARLY
CHURCH

Barbara Bell Pattern No. 1381-B Is in
sizes 34, 3D, 38, 40, 42 ,44, 46 and 48. Size
36 requires 4% yards 35-inch, material.
A detailed sew chart gives full directions
for cutting and making.
Send your
order to:

LESSON TEXT—I Corinthians 3:1-15.
GOLDEN TEXT—For other foundation
can no man lay .than that Is laid, which is
Jesus Christ.—I Corinthians 3:11.

SEWING CIRCLE PATTERN DBPT.
Corinth in the time of Paul was a
Room 1J24
great city, as renowned for its comZll W. Wicker Dr.
CUeago
merce and culture as it was notoriEnclose 15 cents in coin* for
ous for its vice and licentiousness.
Pattern No
Size........
Here on his second missionary jourName
•••
ney, Paul, with Silas and Timothy,
Address
*
spent 18 months Winning many
to
;
Christ, in spite of the hostility of the
Jews and the opposition of wicked
Newfoundland Self-Ruled
On hoLtummtr dov» and nighh
men.
(lop at Hold Martin. Controlled
E*
ABE
MARRIED
The
church
established
in
Corinth
i
Newfoundland
is
a
self-govern1
temperature in ttotpina rooms
Recipes Below.)
;.
became the victim of a factional
ing dominion hi the British emand public tpacM meant graater
spirit
which
divided
the
loyalty
of
pire, and is not a part of the doI
comfort for you! WonoVM food
the people, hindering spiritual
minion of Canada by geographical
NOW YOU'RE A WIFE .
FOUR FLOORS
growth, destroying discipline, and
or political bonds. Provision was
httent glances at Hie third
OF Alt-CONOITIONEO
resulting in low standards of life.
made
for
the
admission
of
NewQUEST ROOMS
your left; band, as you
. . . And'the business of cookPaul found it necessary to write to
foundland into the' federation of
p church and hurry home- ing for two begins! Feeding your the church regarding its difficulties,
the dominion of Canada in 1867,
[greet guests, remind you
husband will be an important and we may well learn salutary lesbut it has never taken advantage
part of your new life—really es- sons from his epistle.
e a "Mrs.'* now .,. . and
of the privilege.
sential to the smooth sailing of
•ever been so happy!
It was discovered by John Cabot
I.
A
Lesson
in
Spirituality
(w.
[too thrilled and excited to
the ship of matrimony. So next 1-4).
in
1497, and is, by virtue of this
IOWA
about food, -but friends week Lynn will devote her entire
discovery, the oldest British owned
The further a man drifts from his
column to recipes that will help
and relatives and
colony.
It
received
the
appointyour new hus- you "hold your man." They'll place of spiritual power and usefulHonesty Gains
ment of its first governor general
band, especially, be simple enough for the begin- ness, the more apt he is to try to
When rogues fall out, honest
in 1728, While Canada was still a
keep
up
a
"front,"
to
take
up
any
are >i mAre than ner, too.
men come by their own.
French possession.
possible means of justification. The
Itt&y' \f ag«r to
Corinthian
church
was
divided
into
parteke; of the finger for the first time at her wedfour groups, each one priding itself
very , distinctive ding,
the endless quality of true on being right. There was "a Paulrefreshments that love. of
'This .cake is cut by the bride ine party, overzealousfor the founder
lyiom nas spent and served
the guests as part of of the church; an Apollonian party,
weeks planning. ,- the weddingtofeast,
and is quite difby the oratory of Apollps;
Eterwhen" you recall the ferent from the rich fruit cake that bewitched
a
Petrine
party,, which, claiming
l reception, if details have is given to the guests to carry away. Peter as authority,
was bent on mixirked out sanely and care* It is a light cake, like a white cake ing Jewish ideas with
Christianity \,
forehand," you'll. knoW that or sponge cake, and is frosted with and a Christ party, which,
in antagfas an extra special -after- all the curlicues and rosettes that onizing other elements, became
it[ party.
the home cook can manage.
self a faction" (Moore). (See I Cor.
sandHE popular shirtwaist style in
This cake brings luck to the 1:11-13.) All this activity was cover,^__ short- guests, for it contains a ring, a coin ing up the fact that they were hava tried and true pattern, dei an
^beverage, and a key — signifying marriage, ing.
signed especially for the larger
na
'young appe- wealth and happiness to those who
1. Milk Instead of Meat (w. 1, figure. The'eight-piece skirt con,tS|he -elders' find them. If you haven't a ring- 2). In other words they were spir- tributes a slimming, graceful line.
shaped pan, you can bake the cake itual babes when they should have The shirtwaist top has ample 'fulness, let in with darts at the shoulr.> table with £r*sn,fiowers. in an angel-food cake pan or in an been grown-ups. Milk is a marvelous
I centerpiece is a replica of ordinary cake pan, with the ring out- food, but there is need of stronger der yoke and waistline. The
Vs bouquet^ . . one'exactly lined in contrasting frosting. The food for virile men and women.
HoW true it is that many ministers
'; which she carried to the bride's and bridegroom's initials in
. sophisticated crepe paper contrasting frosting may be used for must spoon-feed or bottle-feed a lot
of spiritual babes who should long
mple wfll complete the ta- further decoration.,
since have grown up to the place
Bride's Cake.
irations. .
where they can feed themselves and
1 cup sifted cake flour
us RoDed 'Sandwiches.
A A General Quiz
help others.
Vi teaspoon salt
. crusts from a loaf of
1 cup (8 to 10) egg whites
2. Strife Instead of Stability (w.
i bread and cat in one-fourth
1 teaspoon cream of tartar
3,
4). - God does not want Chris1. How many times has the Naffiwise sliceirnButter slices 1V« cups sifted granulated sugar
tians to be like other men. J/hen tional league pennant gone to the
i half. In each piece, place
% teaspoon vanilla
*
will
we
learn
that
lesson?
One
ol
York Giants?
[of asparagus. Roll bread
% teaspoon almond extract
the sure ways to stifle spiritual New
2. In old romances, the lady
V. pressing Well along butSift flour once, measure and sift growth in a church or in an individ- called
Griselda is proverbial for
Ige to hold it securely. Sprin- four more times. Beat egg whites ual life is to engage in strife. Let
her
what?
iragus with, a little, salt and and salt with flat
us heed Paul's admonition and put
3. Where was the ancient coun[ before rolllng^bread, if de- wire whisk. When
away our bickerings, that we may try called Mauritania?
foamy add cream
become strong in the Lord.
4. What are the capital skis?
jmmber of sandwich' loaves of tartar and con1
n. A Lesson on Service (w. 5-15).
5. Brian Boru was the king and
amount
of
asparagus
tips
tinue beating un1
Here
is
helpful
instruction
to
hero
of
what
people?
need will, of course, de- til eggs are stiff
6. What is the highest temperathe minister regarding his calling.
i the length of your guest enough to hold up
Brethren, let us judge ourselves in ture ever recprded by the weather
in peaks, but not
the light of it lest we hinder God's bureau in the United States?
Peach Shortcake.
dry. Fold in sugteaches self-denial, cultivates the
7. What was the cost of sending
work by having the wrong attitude
, , Saving Habit
1
i sifted floin ' '
ar carefully, 2 ta. ,
mail across the continent by pony . The habit of saving is itself an sense of order, trains to foreor
encourage
our
people
to
think
blespoons at a time, until all is used. carelessly on this important subject. .express?
oon salt
education; it fosters every virtue, thought, and so broadens the mind.
Fold in flavoring. Then sift small
ons double-acting baking
1.
The
Minister
(w.
5-9).
There
amount of flour pver mixture and is no higher or holier calling than
—ir
• •'•:••'•'•'.'• ' '•"• . '
The Answer*
> butter or other shortening ' fold in carefully; continue until all that to the ministry. We should not
1.
Fifteen
times.
is used. Pour batter into ungreased forget that, and will not, but will
imilk
2. Griselda was proverbial for
angel-food cake pan or ring-shaped rather glorify the calling, when we
its sliced peacfces,
pan and bake hi a slow oven. Begin realize that "minister" (v. 5) means her patience.
ireetehed
'"' '"
3. Northern Africa (modern Moonce, ra^BBure, add bak- at 275 degrees F. After 30 minutes "servant," "attendant," or '^waiter and salti;«(nd: sift again. increase heat slightly (325 degrees); er." So Paul and Apollos, men of rocco and part of Algeria).
4. According to St. Thomas
Shortening;' add mdk aU at bake 30 minutes more. Remove highest office and highest gifts, were
Aquinas, the seven capital sins are
pd stir carefully until all flour from oven; invert pan 1 hour.
God's waiters, to bring forth the vainglory, avarice, gluttony, lust,
ppened. Then rStir vigorously
MarshmaUow Frosting.
bread of life; His servants, to plant
re "forms TI soft dough % cup sweetened condensed milk and cultivate His field; and His sloth, envy and anger.
5 Brian Boru was king and hero
•vs spoon around bowl. Turn 4 marshmallows
builders, laboring on His building.
nediatery6if_a(Ughtly floured 1% cups sifted confectioners (4X) Ministers are only instruments in of the Irish (1002-14).
6. A temperature of 134 degrees
R«guUr*l
[and knead 80 seconds. Roll
God's hands, but they should be at Greenland ranch, Death Valley,
sugar
*
pth inch thick. Place half in 1 teaspoon vanilla
clean, well-prepared, and submis- Calif., on July 10, 1913.
Halted tim
Ned round cake pan; brush
Cook sweetened condensed milk sive instruments in His hands.
7
The
pony
express,
inauguratfelted butter. Place remain- and quartered marshmallows m top
2 The Manner (v. 10). The serin the spring of 1860, first
ill on top and butter top well. of double boiler until marshmal- vant of God must take heed how he ed
charged $5.00 for each letter of
|in hot oven (480 degrees P.) ows are melted. Remove
dure as long as we remain AmerOur Existence
,„,
builds. If, like Paul, he has the one-half ounce or less. This price
PO
minutes.
Separate,
spread
ican in spirit and in thought.—D»
add
confectioners'
sugar
gradually
Rome
endured
as
long
as
there
privilege
o!
laying
the
foundation,
he
in addition to the regular
I1 half with soft butter and beating until smooth and creamy. must be careful that it is the true was
were Romans. America.will en- vid Starr Jordan.
United
States
postage.
•of peaches.- Place other half AM vanilla. May be spread on cake foundation and is properly laid. He
Spread with butter and re* whUe warm. This frosting covers who builds must also be careful that
PS Peaches; .garnish with tops of two. 9-inch layers or top and every stone he lays is fitly placed
I cream. Cut &it<> individual sides of ring-shaped cake or about and well-chosen.
Pis. m Serves 8.' s^Other fresh 18 cup cakes.
3 The Materials (vv. 11, 12).
ay be substituted for
Butter Frosting.
How important it is that the materis.
,. -••
% cup sweetened condensed mil* als of a building be right. If tha* be
* * •
4 tablespoons butter
true of a physical building, it te a
e
is an old tradition thatothe 1 teaspoon vanilla
thousand
times more important in
•stmsort of bride's cake is one 3>4 cups sifted confectioners f 4X)
God's
building.
a ring—symbolic, like the
First of all there is only one foun-.
condensed milk
"""" that is slipped on her
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gard to after-wedding par. Wan a menu that's simple
easy to serve, yet appetizing
1
a m u s to .eat.
the proverbial color
for the bride's table is
d white
« Plan to use
er
s
for
the centerpiece;
8 are
used, they -may
or green.
the bride
CUSt0nary
h r h er
atto
exci

.

teme»t and emo-

etrha!° wlu

undoubtedly up-

«iot be able
Nr own rePiece
b
out
*' to take

*u
he
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N tor
for .T^awoni *hould be
l
her to have on her re-

*
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pastry tube.
« you Plan
instead o f an e ^ g hot a n d
reception, «£^S"£S cpurse.
something ~ d "'
edding cake.
tion:

i Kinc in Timbale Cases
Vo^Croauettes
Baking Powder Biscuits
I nd Stuffed Olives
Ice Cream

and for eternity.
But there are other materials in
the building which need to be chosen
with care. It will not do for the
minister to substitute the wood, hay
and stubble of his wisdom or the
philosophy of men for the gold, H*
ver and precious stones of God s
Word. Terrifying shame and loss is
Si that can result from such foUy.
for remember there is a day of judgment coming.
K.
4.
4 The
inc Manifestation
A»* u*» ***•*"•"— (w._13-]5).
*
.
Flaming fire will one day reveal how
we havf built. The "wood-hay-andstubble" preacher or teacher ol
God's Word may himself be saved,
but oh, the tragedy of coming into
God's presence after years of serv
ice like a man who has escaped from
a burning building empty-handed;
saved from the flre himself, but
ashamed that he has so built as to
suffer* loss.
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hundred otter.^
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j. Coming **• *•*'
Jjn the land i
[thousand
physical, ifeorf<«nic,
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motion picture industry
A turned out recently to do
honor to Harry Carey in celebration of his completing a year
of' making motion pictures—
"The Shepherd of the Hills,"
his latest, is his 305th. He's
long been one of the most beloved men in Hollywood, because he's one of the most
human'. Not many people at the
celebration knew of one of the nicest
things he ever did. The Indians who
work on his ranch (he homesteaded
it himself) had never seen the sea;
when he learned that, some years
ago, he and his wife piled them all
into trucks and drove miles to show
it to them!

, ! Pattern No. Z284

A

My wife says: "Puller, If you don't
quit eattn' gelloggb Pep weto
agoln' to hitch an anchor to you
to keep you tram flyln' over the
neighbors' fences."
WhlchU&dern exaggeration because you havo to get att. your
vitamin* to feel as good aa I dp.
And Pep has only the twe that are
least pfeQtUol In ordinary meals
—vitamins Bi and D.* ,
PEP'S a goahamlghty fine cereal,
though, that lots of people eat
just ice Its taste Why- not try It?

LL of the quaint charm and
the ^rass foots^ and
beauty of the rose has been
up through" county,
captured in this pieced .quilt,, so
nd national research and . Above — A comappropriately called Rose Point.
mittee visits the
Agencies.
!
j.
This delicate allover pattern7 is
scene of a local
prettiest if the rose center is yeluse planning this new farm problem. At
low, the bud green, and the tip
jment is' caDtatirftd it right —-Farmer
dainty pink or print.
Fjust that,, fwi^larmers
* * *
Z284, IS cents, gives accurate cutting
IT, the nation late-active- meet in the town
Red Skelton was so eager to play guide with color suggestions, yardage esball to discuss
l/l /*• l*«j «*«l •/ g*
aged in planning'tiie use further plans and
one of the three sailors in Metro's timate and the necessary directions for
4/S to UiOttmUmnm itstfjr JW«Crf Ata
in relation to their action. With first'
"Panama Hattie" this old favorite. Send your order to:
that he campaigned;
lie and social well he- band Information,
AUNT MARTHA
went around with
Appreciation
operating' in this work are they chart the soBox 166-W
Kansas City, Ho.
his
pockets
full
of
lution
of
many
I
complained
of having no shoes
ultural colleges and, the vaEnclose IS cents for each pattern
cigars, and when—until
I
saw
a
man
with no feet.—
earch and action agencies' vexing' problems.
desired. Pattern No
ever he met one of
Author unknown.
federal department of agriculName
the executives inpoorest—is an example of land use purchase program is under way.
Address
volved he'd hand
years ago the idea that planning to improve a difficult ag- The school system is being modout a cigar and say
In LOS ANGELES
themselves should take ricultural situation. Caswell is a typ- ernized. Local taxing authorities
"Vote for me for
i active part in the develop- ical "one-crop" part of the South are trying to adjust tax systems ac•Panama Hattie.'"
agricultural programs was faced with lost export markets, its cording to the productive capacity
Then they prehy. Today"; farmers the soils seriously depleted. Sheep .used of the land.
viewed "Lady Be
As a first step in dealing with the
' over are critically, studying to graze on the lawns of the plantaGood," in which
tion
homes,
blooded
horses
were
in
tax
delinquency
problem,
the
land
Red
Skelton
DS such as soil erosion, rural
Skelton's
a sensathe
paddocks,
meat
cattle
and
milk
use planning committee recomtax delinquency, farm ten"Panama Hattie's" producer,
I the like. Local agricultur- cows in the pastures, pigs enough mended to the county commission- tion.
Arthur Freed, sent Skelton a box of
ns dealing With these and to supply all the. hog meat and fat ers a plan of impounding rents on cigars and a note saying, "Red,
Meanest T*t!
needed
in
the
county,
game
in
the
tax-delinquent
lands.
Approximate[^subjects &fi| being pnade a
"I have found the meanest man
you're
elected.
After
'Lady
Be
woods,
fish
in
the
streams.
ly 500 legal actions were instituted
| county and state programs,
at last."
Today, approximately two-thirds in pursuance of this program, and Good' you're the one who deserves
"Why, what did he do?"
nately will be woven into
the
cigars."
"He's deaf—and he never told
iric of national agricultural of .the •farm operators in Caswell the county is now collecting rentals
county are tenants, most of them on many additional items of real
(ration and adjiistment.
The producer of the air's "Step- his barber!"
sharecroppers, trying to eke out a estate. Longer term leases better
in upon a tyical community living on badly; eroded land.
mother"
serial auditioned dozens of
adapted to conditions in the differTime is money, they say. Butof farmers and multiply
Caswell's "one crop" has been to- ent land use areas of the county are aspirants for the-role of a two-year burglars prefer cash.
ne by the more^'ilfan 7,000 bacco. After 76 years with this being made. Problems created by old. Then he happened to catch
ilties where»land««se plan- crop as virtually the only source of
between small opera- Alice Sherrie Goodkin's baby ImitaOn Both Sides
| under way. Spread out on cash income, the farmers found competition
tors and the larger ones for avail- tions on the Uncle Eira program—
"That girl is a regular phonoare maps,, charts and re- themselves with a system of farm- able farm land are being attacked. and she got the part.
graph."
dng how the land is being ing .unable to withstand the shocks Tax-forfeited lands are to be develNearest downtown hotel
"She's more—she's a two-faced
Ray Milland and Brian Aherne
i way in wbitib, it has been caused 'by depleted, soil resources oped as open public recreation areas.
record."
to HOLLYWOOD
are starring with Claudette Colbert
and the .things needed to and fluctuating markets. The land
hi "Skylark." Milate it and thet. people who use planning committees took hold,
WITH the opvfe capital of the world
Cutting Remark
tit. Areas act badly eroded and now a better system of farming
land was a boy soWad WMttta Amerimt radio city
SA«
was
having
a
good
old
wifely
Madame
Mayor
withta
the borders of Lot AoitUs.
prano when a child
markefW woodlands in has been developed. The program
nag, and hubby 'was losing his patience,
eaterttfameat
nscbei ito,«tnitt. Onr
in Wales—but hi 12
idition and bad are plotted, calls for increased use of cover
ta, Uufhtcr and Ufc; sunny dan
.although to far he hadnlt answered a
with
tbriOs
end ezctteneatTlai
years
of
acting
hi
ence or lack of schools, hos- crops, the use of better farming
DOVER, N. C.-^-Down comes the
word. Perhaps that was tohy his wife
the ccotef • of. ffflctythinM £9
,,__
suddenly^ burst out with:
f and community centers is equipment, greater use of lime and curtain > on woman rule hi Dover! pictures he's never
tbe HOTEL CLARKat Tilth and
"Nothing I ever say to you bears
HfflStmt*. A betel when you wffl ensung
a
note.
Aherne
Today
four
ladies
leave
the'stage
ted.
^i '
phosphate, the development of more
joy hotpitaUty toltsndle*textn>t;«hete
fruit!"
would sing as
youwaiftnd your every wiih sntidpatsd.
home gardens, the use of more dai- of public life after a successful two- never
County Committee*.
"It
might
if
you
pruned
it
a
bit!"
he
a
child,
or
even
a
Whether you stay in Lo» Angele* foe •
run. The men are resuming
retorted.
aendations for corrective ry cattle, land drainage, and erosion year
lew day* or amooth.ch/xi*e Hotel Clark,
youth—and
he's
alcommand
without
opposition,
just
downtown in the heart of thing*.
: drawn for the coBSidera- control.
ways
having
to
sing
as
the
helm
was
turned
over
to
the
Farm Loans.
Quick Shift
I county planning committees
wttkBatlisr>omft40
before the camera.
ladies
at
the
last
town
election.
On his way to work, he stopped
(include besides farmers The
Half a dozen or more public agenIn "Skylark" he has,
.,.,..,,.
"Famomtlo* Ooodfood
A
little
tired,.
they
point
with
and
tupnetr~against
the
wind
to
ntatives of pqblic agencies of cies are co-operating to put Caswell pride to: A new $16,000 gymnasium, to sing the sea chanr Brian Aherne
from Coamt.to.Coa*?.'
light his pipe.
Recommendations are once more on the economic map. a lunch room for the school, a much toy, "Blow the Man
He walked on, and soon, somesome of fhem laid aside Through agricultural adjustment needed drainage project begun, em- Down," for five minutes—and it's
consideration, some ot programs the farmers are being ployment for women in a WPA mat- during a storm at sea. Well, that's what to his surprise, found he was
Growing Troubles
home again.
nplified and scheduled for paid to conserve the land, to be- tress project, main streets unproved Hollywood for you!
*
"My!"
he
exclaimed,
knocking
Troubles,
like babies, grow largcome
more
self-sufficient
as
to
food
ate action. County programs
out his pipe, "this day went fast" er by nursing.—Lady Holland,
pwn upi to include the needs supplies. Loans are made by the
Here's RKO Radio's list of 14 new
Security
administration
Carious local communities for Farm
players whom they believe you'll
ration and action by state through its tenant-purchase program
want to keep seeing on the screen;
pg committees. State pro- to enable a limited number of rethey'll appear in 1941-42 produclater are stottiitted for -fed. sponsible tenants to acquire farms
tions: Signe Hasso, Dorothy Comof their own, and to equip these
tion at We
mingore, Ruth Warrick, Anne Huntell county^-on^e ,tiie richest farms with modern implements. er, Michel Morgan, Frances Neal,
Ginny Simms, Joan Carroll, James
"- Carolin?,, ntfsf One of the Modern housing and unproved sanitation are being provided.
Craig, Edmond O'Brien, Joseph CotJ^^^^TT*^*
A few years from now, Caswell
ton, Dennis O'Keefe, Paul Hamcounty will be/very- different— physimond, Philip Reed. Keep track of
Posthuihotis Award
cally, economically, socially— from
them, if you're interested hi seeing
SHOOTING FIMWORKS
what it was in the dark days of the
how stellar material-is developed;
early 1930s.
Already, striking
some may hit the heights, others
M Mtfmtftaet fay toga* July
changes have been wrought. The
,1776, wins til ftthntiM tf
won't. You'll be the real judges!
wot tx/Mtf. Jota
people on the land as well as the
Adamt, a Sitntr, tthk "tfn<tty
land itself are being rehabilitated.
Some of these players might
should ttohtnrt with Warily
The people have rekindled hope in
called stars now, of course; James
OHttlHsttting offoffinwtrlo."
their hearts, they are playing an imCraig, who clicked as the young docportant part contributing to the weltor hi "Kitty Foyle," Is to become
It's also a good American custom
fare of the state and the nation.
a star In "Unexpected Uncle"; Edto relax on the Fourth of July
There are many other examples
mond O'Brien had one of the four
(and'every other day) with a
of improvement the country over.
stellar roles hi "Parachute Battalman-sixed, mild King Edward,
Ward county, North Dakota, is one
ion." But it's the public, not the
America's most popular cigar
of co-operation in developing a longstudio, that has the final word in
range program to improve difficult
these things; fortunes have been lost
and adverse conditions. Located in
Mrs. Anna Dizon Wilson of Dover, hi attempts to cram "stars" down
the > central portion of the northern N. C., who retires as head of tbe the public's throat, when the public
spring wheat area, Ward county has town, beams with pride at her stayed away from tbe resulting
suffered from drouth and from too achievements of the past two years. pictures hi droves. Let's hope
great a • reliance upon wheat as a The town now has many new BKO's choice is a good one!
single cash crop. This situation of streets, a new gymnasium, a new
a type of farming not entirely fitted factory and a balanced budget.
After you girls see Paramount's
to local conditions, together with
"The Parson of Panamint" you may
high costs for public service in rela- through aid obtained from the state all be wearing your hair "a la El[
^^***HSB^BB|RJN^BWSjR]8SI||IBBBSBp
seasoning but appetite. Would you
Labor an Appetizer
tion to a limited tax base, inequita- highway commission, and a treasur- Drew"; that's the name the acThe chief ingredient of a good have a good sauce? Then, labor,
[late John Rivenbnrr, 17-year- ble distribution of the tax burden, er's report "all accounts paid.",
tresses in the picture gave the hair^ Scout of Creston, Iowa, has heavy tax delinquency, and a high
Playing the leading role—that of do which Ellen Drew adapted from dinner is not exquisite flavor or before eating.—Horace.
IPjsthumonslj awarded the flrs* proportion of tenancy were among mayor and judge—has been Anna the one the studio found was au,ol $200 in a nationallFcondnct- me major problems which planning Dixon Wilson, a buoyant grand- thentic for the year 1892, in which
FJ. Scout Song contest which committees' recognized.
mother. The neighborhood vouches the picture is laid. Ellen agreed
"t 1V oln.^I
D (.,»«cclosed.
o s e . «r___
o
Rivenvenfpr her good .old Southern cooking, to the necessary pompadour, but
Feed
Reserves.
a Scout of Eagle rank, died
her flower culture, her business acu- added a small curl right in the cen•-The
planning
committees
in
ward
"Member, alter an
men,
and her success as an insur- ter of her forehead, and the style
county concluded it was desirable to ance agent.
With wisdom and great was made official for the film.
u* S0° * »*• W# ' • • ? • &
shift
to
a
more
diversified
frpe
of
enburg Of CrMtcVHi. song
dispatch, she can hold court, then Charlie Ruggles stars in the picture.
couts
farming
through
expanding
the
live1» «•
rush home to supervise its remodelA * w e , " is
con-- stock enterprises, building up feed ing, and then back again to the busiConnie Boswell, of the Bing Cros»'
oih, Downes, mwic wttte reserves, and a "live at home" type ness of running her town of 400.
by program, has invented a new
of
fanning.
The
farmers
are
build* lork
Tlm^T; SUgmnnd
"It's been a grand experience,"
8
up livestock herds through nat- she beamed. "We've had our ups game. It's called polo tennis. Con"ton« «0teettve," Sg
increase rather than by pur- and downs, but I've enjoyed it, and nie, who is unable to walk, worked
, director of the Scho- ural
chases of additional animals. A pro- I do think we've accomplished out the idea of having the players
gram of building up feed reserves something, although we don't take ride large tricycles, and everybody
'• Choate, .
vice
who's played is enthusiastic about it.
fgainst possible drouths in toe fu- all the credit."
«« of the Girl
ture is being followed. A tenantEssential to the success of Dover's
ODDS AND ENDS—Bess Johnson, of
"
feminine government (they detest radio's "The Story of Bess Johnson," hat
"petticoat rule," even in jest) wae abandoned the wheel chair she's used since
Plans to Avert Shortage of Manganese
Mrs. Sarah Griffin, the persistent she broke her ankle some weeks ago . . .
the
Cuban
-. American
Manganese
i,_•
:
•
^
-;
_.
L
«,„
r-nhnn
American
Man
Rosalind Rusielfs relieved that the title
K-To avert .). short- Srporltion, which has succeeded £ tax collector.
"And a good one! chimed in of her new co-starring picture with Clark
- developing "a nearby source, he has
'
ae tmi a. e!r Gable has been changed to "They Met in
Anna Wilson.
o»
three-pdnt program St many years studying the prob- Mayor
Bombay"—formerly if mas "Unholy Part"I'm
just
a
family
woman,
but
buys something more than space and circulation in
ners" . . . Soldiers from the nearby army
£» domestic J hwniwhen
they
made
me
tax
collector,
I
base turned out in force for the sneak"
Production has been laid
the columns of this newspaper. It buys space and
decided then and there we'd get ore-view of Ronald Caiman'* latest, "My
arti
circulation plus the favorable consideration of our
°te ta thq current
those taxes collected," said Mrs. Life With Caroline," at Riverside, Calif.
magazine Chemical taGriffin, speaking for herself. And . . . ]. Carrol Naish tacked that "J" onto
readers for this newspaper and its advertising patrons.
for years has been
she did, for the books she is turning his name because fans had a way of thinkover show all current and inherited ing he was a woman-^thanks to all that
LET fjS TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
bills have been paid and there's ma&e-up ami costumes that he usually
has
to
wear.
even a little in the treasury.
he stated.
president
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Vera B. Hook Is Reappointed
VWStatisficsRcgisirarHere
ticism
risors
pnts
hips

Being Giro Board
Over Batata* of
in The«* Two
Unwarrarted,

i

STAY ALIVE!

Cass. AM Officials Warn MOST
Farmers to Watch Oats

«_ it... . .,
. "~ W1" be nausea
to the duties of the county clerk of
new

B
*l
Statistics law, concerned• with the
recording of births, marriages, deaths
and so forth, goea into effect in Iowa.
^
•:'. i^
,•. ,
Tn* legal change in the handling of
tnete, records is directed in a law
., publishing of last week's passed at the last session of the Iowa
feerous taxpayers In Grant general assembly.
townships have become A*ter July 4, permanent records of
er the 40:per cent increase Lu ^' death8' marriaKes and so
L
f all farm land i|^be«, two forth will be kept in the office of the
county clerk of courts. Since 1921
JBors at their board of equal- these permanent records, except for
ling held at the court house marriages, have only been available
i two weeks ago. However, at the state capital in Des Moines.
need for farm Owners to Under provisions of the new law,
oused over the boards action the board of supervisors Tuesday
be lower in i^hese two appointed registrars for various dis' next year in spite of the tricts in the county. It will be the
i valuation.
duty of these registrars to record all
ior F. L. PossehL, together vital statistics in their respective diseat of the .board, has been tricts and send them to the county
Icriticized by numerous in- clerk where permanent records will
lin regard to the action, but be kept.
tse was necessitated as the
Miss Vera B. Hook, well known
SAFEST PL ACE
hips were way out of line in Anita lady/will be the Vital Statistics
to the rest of the valua- registrar for Grant and Lincoln townTO SPEND THE
jhe fourteen townships in the ships and Miss Cora Daughenbaugh
FOURTH OF JULY
of Wiota was appointed for Btenton
essors were handicapped in and Franklin townships.
[ies this year by the legis- Permanent records of vital statis"459 Americans Killed in Action." A life is lost—it make no difference
:tion last January changing tics were always^kept in the counties
If
you read that headline in this paper how or why. If someone put a gun
i valuations and they assumed of Iowa prior to 1921, but in that year
you'd be appalled at this terrible loss in your hand and told you to go forth
the
legislature
turned
them
over
to
a
[was valued at 1QO percent
of life. Your fighting spirit would be
ed it afci80 per centf-whereas central authority in Des Moines. This kindled and you'd shout, "revenge!" and engage an enemy with the same
weapon, you'd shudder—and perhaps
, were a&eady establisnea
at has proven highly unsatisfactory.
:
Well, that's exactly what happened resist, yet that's exactly what hapRecords
prior
to
1880
were
not
re;
last Memorial Day just a few weeks pens when you start out in your car
the past; we|fc*iw« have quired to be kept except as to .mar- ago, but there were no glaring headon a crowded highway. Chances are
f research work on taxes and riages. Birth certificates can now lines!
if you are careful you'll avoid the
in these two townships be furnished by the clerk of the courts These'people did not die in battle, enemy, "accident," and get to your
el will be of great interest when applicant presents affidavit nam- they died in accidents—most of them destination and return -safely. But
avers in this part of the ing the date of birth, together with in 'automobile accidents, and the pe- one false move of carelessness and the
1 which' is presented below: four "proofs." These may be in the culiar aspect of this tragedy is the enemy is upon you and your life—
'the average assessed valu- form of newspaper clippings, family placid manner with which it is noted and often those with you—may be
| Grant township farm land Bibles, insurance policies or affidavits by the public. Is this sort of thing snuffed out in a second.
per acre yhich compared from other persons.
to he expected? Are we to continue While it is true the safest place to
assessment made in 1941
to pay this terrible price every holi- enjoy the ;Pourth of July is on your
5 per acre-ii»8i92 per acre NEW AGENT HAS
day on the calendar? (Do we have own front porch with your car in the
[is interesting to note that
to have wars to awaken us to the value garage, it is not. the intention of the
STARTED
TO
WORK
ssment of $87.74 includes
of life, comfort and happiness?
writer to advocate - staying at home.
cent raise placed by the
Miss Helen M. Pinney, new home
What can be said to make people re- It is the principle of safety that is
supervisors. ; demonstration agent for Cass and alize that there is no difference in emphasized—safety on the highwaytownship, the 1987'averi Aflair counties, has just completed her death" and injury on the battlefield care, caution and common sense! Stay
ised valuation was $46.54 training at Ames and arrived Satur- and the same fate on the highway? alert, stay on the safe side, stay alive!
hile the new assessment, in- day in Atlantic to take up her duties.
40 per cent raise, is She is succeeding Miss Mary Louise
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Miller returned
Mrs. Melvin Key returned to her
acre or a decrease -over Simon, who is now employed with the
to
Anita Saturday evening after
home
here
Sunday
after
spending
the
assessed valuation of the Farm Security Administration.
Miss Finney comes here from Wash- past two weeks in Carbon, Iowa, visit- spending the week on an auto trip
| years of $4.94 per acre,
township, whiijh received a ington,: Iowa, where she was a 4-H ing with Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Haw- through Colorado and the Rocky
Mountains.
girl' for,i.flve years. During her club thorne and family.
career, she took a very active part in
Mi-, and Mrs. Fred Joy and daugh'club and county activities. She
Mrs, Emery Mellon of Keokuk, Iowa,
i« a graduate of the Washington high spent a few days in' Anita last week ter, Leatrice, of Churdan, Iowa, spent
fssment,
the raise,
"
t
school-ami junior college. She re- visiting at the home of her grand- Sunday in Anita visiting his mother,
c^ived her B. S. degree from Iowa mother, Mrs. Almira Rickel, and with Mrs. Isabell Joy, who is ill at her
home in the north part of town.
State college at Ames in 1940. For other relatives and friends.
the past year, she has been teaching
ffiUNE home economics in the Liscomb con! request of theTreasury de- solidated school.
Miss Finney will work with the
f we announce a new feaure of
4-H
clubs and women's home project
land service to many readers
>ying or will buy Defense groups in Cass county for the first
THURSDAY ^-FRIDAY — SATURDAY VALUES
onds and Stamps. 'This mil two weeks of each month and will
the Dtefena^JBpnd Quiz and be in Adair county for the last two
weeks,.'...,. ,
in next week's; feaue.
Quality Bleftds
Mions wffl^chosen from
GWC
CeUaB&g
. 29c~Our $pec.
Pose asked by most bond and FUNERAL SERVICES
ers. The answers will tell
HELD FOR ANITA BOY
Shurfine— All Flavors
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The Cass county AAA office urges
those farmers who are intending to
cut oats for hay to glv* special at
tention Jx> the oats this week, since
early oats are now at the stage when
milk is first formed.
In order for oats hay to be class!
fled as non-depleting the oats must
have had a legume or grass seedet
this spring, and this new seeding mus
be left on the land throughout the coming fall and winter^TBFTHfi^ji- a part of
a field is to be cut for hay, that part
cut must be along one side or one end
of the field. The oats hay may be cut
with a binder but must be. cut at the
time when the milk is first-formed.
Because of the need for soybean oi
for defense purposes, the' AAA has
annouced that soybeans originally
planted for hay may be harvested for
beans. This does not mean that a
stand of grass or legume can be plowed now for beans for harvest with the
expectation of classifying them as
non-depleting, since the farm program
is first of all a conservation program
If beans are to be classified as nondepleting, permission for their harvest
should be obtained through the AAA
county committee.

ANITA WOMAN AND
WIOTA MAN MARRIED

HOMESTEAD
MONEY TO'TOWNS

Rising Tide of Home Ownership in
Iowa This Year Over Last Is Reported By State Tax Commission in Des Moines.
The 1941 Iowa Homestead
melon was cut three-fifths for
and town residents and
the farmer. The state tax commission reported this, week that Corner
stead tax credits of ?13,148,565 %is
year were distributed as follows: Urban, $7,826,203 and rural, $6,323,362.
The rising tide of home ownership
added $337,676 to the homestead load
this year 0over the. $12,810,^819 ^distributed last year, the report showed,
and 79 per cent of the increase came
in the urban division. City and town
benefits were $267,580 higher, compared with a $70,095 increase in the
lountry.
Rural payments predominated in 56
of the 99 counties despite the urban
edge in the totals.
The state annually collects about
21 million dollars in sales and state
ncome taxes. After specific approbations f,or old age and,relief have
been met, the rest of the money is
used to provide tax credits for lowans
iving in their own homes.
The homestead law permits credits
up to 25 mills on a maximum of
2,500 valuation. Thus, the highest
redit any home, owner may obtain in.
any one year is $62.50.

Miss Mildred M. Parker of Anita,
a daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
W. T. Parker, and Harold Bentrum
Taylor of Wiota, only son of Mr.
and Mrs. R. B. Taylor, well known
'armers in that community, were united in marriage Friday at St. Joseph,
Mo.
HIGH WINDS CAUSE
Following the ceremony the couple
MUCH DAMAGE HERE
eft on a two weeks' honeymoon Which
will be spent in the Ozark mountains,
Anita and vicinity was visited by
after which they will be at home "to
severe wind storm accompanied
their friends in Wiota where the y some rain shortly after 6:30
groom is employed at the Beebe oil 'clock Monday evening. The wind did
itation there.
onsiderable damage in and about
Anita when it blew many limbs out
SERVICES ARE HELD
f the trees onto the electric light lines.
FOR DR. HARRY HALL The streets and yards in town were
oyered .with large *nd small limbs
'Funeral services for Dr. Harry P. hich made driving rather dangerous
lall, 67, well known Wfiota and At- ntil the broken branches had been reantic physician,' who passed away at moved.
lis home in Wiota Tuesday, were held
Electric service for the north part
Thursday afternoon at 2 o'clock at f town and for part of the north side
;he Roland, Peacock &' Baxter funeral f the business district was interlome in Atlantic with Rev. M. J. O'- •upted for about a half hour when the
lonnor of the Wiota Catholic church igh winds blew many .limbs from
fficiating. Interment was made in
trees onto the wires breaking
Laurel Hill cemetery in Des Moines.
ome of them: Telephone lines also
Dr. Hall was born m Des Moines uffered heavy damage and a large
March 7, 1874, the son of Lee Morris umber of phones were put out of
and Hannah Hathaway Hall and was rder until repairmen fixed them Tuesgraduated from Bast high school in ay.
. • ,
Des Moines in 1889. He was a gradChimneys were blown down at the'
uate of Drake University and from George Smither home in the west part
Rush Medical college in Chicago, later f town and at the R. R. Arnett home
aking post-graduate work at the Mayo n the north part of Anita. The .wind
•linic in Rochester, Minn.
lew a small tree,- next to the George
Prior to locating in Wiota in 1925, haffer service station, onto ft truck
he had practiced in Humboldt, Iowa, >elonging to Chas. Smith, but the'
and Helena, Mont. In "June, 1928, he amage was slight. A large limb .on
moved his office to Atlantic where tree in front of the residence properle ha.d practiced until three weeks ago y occupied by Mr. and Mrs^ W. 1*
when he moved his office back to Wiota Woodall on 'West Main Street was
>ecause of failing health that had ilown onto the front porch of the house
extended over the past eighteen leaking out several windows in the
months.
ront of their home. There were also
He is survived by his wife to whom many other windows broken and cpnic was married at Kansas City, Mo., iderable damage to houses and buildon March 15, 1926.
ngs about town, none of which was
evere. Several owners of automoRAINS LESSEN CASS liles received dented tops and scratches
o their cars as the result of th$ f-allPEST mFESTATION ng
branches frojn the trees? "'"'' *"'
Damage to farm homes and buildRains during the time chinch bugs
were hatching out have alleviated ngs around Anita is reported to,; fee
danger of the anticipated infestation quite large. The wind blew shingles
his summer, according to Lester Sou- off many buildings ranging from
cup, Cass county farm bureau agent, small amounts to as much as half of
and only a few cases of bugs in any he roof. MJany windmills were blown
great number have been reported in over or damaged to some extent. The
this area. Surveys made during the corn and small grain fields were hard
'all and early spring indicated a ser- lit by the' wind and several hay stacks
"
ous infestation could be expected, were blown over.
particularly in northern and western
The Anita fire department was callZbss county areas unless rains fell
ed
about noon Tuesday to extinguish
between May 10 and June 15, killing
a
small
fire in ,the cab of a truck
the newly-hatched pests.
Recent surveys have revealed but Belonging to Andy Miller in front of
is home here.
very few bugs and these were found
in small, widely scattered areas. To
Chas. W. Hook returned to his home
date, only eleven barrels of creosote m Cedar Rapids today (Wednesday)
have been obtained from the farm after spending several days visiting
Bureau office in Atlantic and these his sister, Miss Vera B. Hook, and
were taken out by farmers largely as other friends here.
a precautionary measure. Where bugs
lave been reported, they are working
Edward Niemand is a patient at
chiefly in wheat fields now, although the Atlantic hospital where he subsome are reported in tracts planted to mitted to an operation for the removal
oats.
of his appendix Monday evening. Mr.
Grasshoppers are present in larger Niemand's appendix was ruptured and
numbers than usual, but with plenty be is reported to still be in a critical
of foliage to feed upon it is doubtfu condition.
that they will do much damage to
,Mrs. E. E. Marsau and son, Clyde
crops.
David, returned to their home in TulMr. and Mrs. Robert Plummer, whc sa, Okla., Monday after spending sevlive southeast of Anita, are the parent eral weeks visiting here with their
of a 7% pound boy baby born to them mother and grandmother, Mrs. Clyde
at the home of her parents, Mr. an East. They were accompanied home
Mrs. Henry Simon here last Wednes by Mr. Marsau who spent Sunday in
day. He has been named Roger Daviii Anita.
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WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

By Edward C. Wayne

Extending of Material Aid to Russia
Poses Difficult Problem for British;
U. S. Also Studies Soviet Aid Question;
Early Reports on Fighting Are Vague
.(Released by Western Newipaper Union.),.

STCCL

IW71
SUGAR
UW7J
BACH COMPUTE SYMBOL EQUALS 10 PER CENT
Told NttioMl Prodeciioe Ga «aKoM of M»)> Co»l (1940),
(1940), 344 *• In* (1940), I4.9t Stool (1940), IMiSegar (1937,1936),

Drawn from an authoritative source, the above chart indicates the
total amount* ot strategic resources produced in the entire Soviet Union.
These items come from the Ukraine and Caucasus in the following percentages: Coal, 68; oil, 83; iron ore, 64; pig iron, 63; steel, 47; and
sugar, 74. Tbms loss of the area represents a tremendous blow to Russia
and an important fain for the Nazis. This chart was released by the
University of Chicago Round Table.

AID:
To Reds?

As Nazi Germany and Red Russia
hurled their armies into toe most
far-flung battle-line of all human history, toe question of just what aid
would be sent to toe Soviet forces
was a moot point on both sides of
toe Atlantic.
The governments of both Britain
and toe United States declared
themselves on successive' days as
having solved toe question as to toe
aid principle by boiling it down to a
very simple equation—
"Anybody that is fighting Nazis
is on pur side in this fight"
Britain announced it would send
"economic and military aid," and
toe United States said toe same, but
it was not immediately clear just
how much of toe latter there would
be.
England's' first move was to increase toe effectiveness of her
bombing raids on occupied France
and German cities, raiding both by
day and by night, and reportedly
downing many Nazi airplanes.
In fact, toe RAF reported toe
dropping of as many bombs by
weight in two weeks of the Russian
warfare as they had in a whole
month previously.
Heavy American bombers were
constantly arriving on toe scene in
England, and these, presumably,
permitted toe British to regard
planes as slightly more "expendable" than they had viewed them previously.
There did not seem to be any
question of "ferrying" airplanes to
Russia. Rather, toe only serious
question of a changed policy on toe
part of England was the suggestion
in some quarters that it might be a
good thing for Britain to cross toe
channel with soldiers and tanks now
that Hitler's "back was turned."
That Britain was watching toe
Russo-German war with her fingers
crossed was evident in the military
answer to this suggestion. The first
objection was that the channel ports
had been so blasted that they would
not be suitable for landings of large
numbers of troops, and that, if the
Germans should win a sudden and
swift victory over the Russians, then
limited forces of British on the continent might find* themselves in a
very precarious position.
Therefore toe question of British
aid to Russia seemed to be largely
one of sending an advisory military
mission, which was done at once,
and the extension of mqre liberal
trading credits.
In the United States, aside from
the fact that toe question of any aid
at all became a matter of vitriolic
debate, the actual aid to toe Reds
boiled itself down to toe same thing.
President Roosevelt said:
"Even if Russia were to send us a
list of her needs, it is not possible to
fill the order as one would go to a
store. Our munitions factories, including the airplane plants, are
completely busy filling our own
needs and those of Britain."
The question of time was important, for the United States did not
want to send planes and other equipment to Vladivostok, thence to start
the long trek across Siberia, and
then to arrive just in time to fall
into Nazi hands.
Yet this government did unfreeze
Russian credits in this country
undoing an action it had taken just
10 days before. Messages of sympathy and encouragement were sent
by Sumner Welles, although he plainly stipulated, as Churchil] had. that
American aims and ideals were utterly foreign to those of Stalin.
Anthony Eden was the official
spokesman for Britain and his words
had the same portent.
And so history in the gross was
being written, with an «stimatec
4,000,000 men in action on two sides
of a 2,000-mile battleline.

FIGHTING:
Clouded
The Russo-German war was odd
in that it was being carried on without toe benefit of war correspondents.
Of little value as they are Jn modern warfare, where they are scarcely able to keep up with the swiftness
of events, and where they are just as
apt as civilians of other types to
become casualties themselves, they
were badly missed in this, toe greatest battle from point of numbers and
power of all history.
It would have taken an army of
them to cover a 2,000-mile front, to
begin with, and in toe second place,
the Nazis barred all correspondents
from toe front, and toe Russians did
likewise. The Nazis were using "soldier correspondents," but the feeling among readers of communiques
was that they were more than usual\y uncommunicative.
It was impossible to do more on a
war map than to draw -hazy lines
with arrows pointed at toe districts
where one side or toe other claimed
that toe action was taking place.
Estimates of toe number of men
and machines in action were of toe
haziest conjecture, running all the
way from 100 divisions on a side to
200, and toe plane guesses from
2,000 on .a side to 4,000.
There were even skeptics on toe
street who asked "who knows wheth
er there's any fighting at all."
The answer to that was to be
found on toe Western Front, where
bombing of England had been aban
doned, and virtually German defense
of toe air. Hitler, said wiser observ
ers, would not have permitted tha
unless toe "real McCoy" in toe way
of a war blitz were going on at toe
Eastern front.
Both sides made the most optimistic claims. The Germans claime<
"uncounted" planes shot down anc
destroyed on toe ground; toe Russians said toe count in toe first week
was 387 for them, 382 for Germany
The Germans claimed that they'<
wiped out a whole'division and tha
their blitz was moving forward on
schedule and that a great victory
would be announced momentarily.
The Russians countered with UK.
statement that at no place had toe
Nazis moved into actual pre-war
Russian territory, and that at some
points their own troops were on th
offensive.
One instance of the difficulty o.
getting facts from toe communiques
came in the battle of toe Prut river
which toe Germans first claimed to
have crossed without difficulty; later said they had "established by
hard fighting a bridgehead across
the Prut," two days after they hat
previously announced an easy and
swift crossing.
As to the Prut, the Russians said
"10 barges of the enemy crossed t
wide river under cover of a fog
but were hurled back later with ter
rible losses"—and this river was
supposed to be the same Prut.
The Russians claimed Warsaw
and Constanta, important cities in
Nazi-occupied territory in flames
and heavy damage on Helsinki anc
Danzig. The Germans said they
were burning up Leningrad, Russia
second most populous city.

MISCELLANY:
BROOKLYN, N^Y.: Public schoo
children were given an emergencj
air raid drill, getting them "in on
the ground floor" in case of air at
tacks on the metropolis.
LONDON: The RAF has SCO
young pilots who were born in the
United States, according to an offl
cial report. Most of them enlisted
in Canada.
DAVTON, OHIO: Fred Snite the
"iron lung" daddy, ia practicing
with a portable outfit that will per
mit him to walk about.

'Hitler' Aids British

Washington, 0. C.
NEW LEND-LEASE SUM
The new lend-lease appropriation
that has been tentatively af"^?0
bv inner* advisers is $5,<WO,Qw,uw.
With toe $7,000,000,000 voted by

_l

^&Tf(SalTM»
tor aid to toe democracies. Yet tw»
stupendous sum is still considerabj
short of what was originally proposed, also of what probably will be
ultimately required.
It's a White House secret, but the
first lend-lease program «atemi™~
added up to $19,000,000,000. This
was slashed to $9,000,000,000 by toe
army and navy and then still further
Muddled as the international cut to $7,000,000,000 by toe budget
situation it, here is another in* bureau. The last figure was apddent to add to the confusion. proved by toe President and sent
congress.
Pictured above it Mrs. Brigid to One
reason for toe new appropriElizabeth Hitter, wife of Chan- ation is that many of toe original
cellor Adolf Hitler's step-broth' price estimates have been found to
er, shown at her desk at her first be far too low, particularly in toe
day's work for the British War case of planes, ships and guns. Ris| Relief society in New York. Mrs. ing costs, due to changes in construction, more expensive new mod-,
Hitler points proudly to Aid
els, and increased production
\ Britain pin. Her work with the charges, made it impossible to conAVE you considered covering It you like variety
tract for these items at toe original
society is voluntary.
your out-of-door cushion* tans, there is an idea (on
estimates; and more money is need- with water-resistant artificial ones .made of burlap
ed to fulfill toe program.
leather? It may be cut and sewn stockings on page 23 of!
Another reason for toe lend-lease toe same as any heavy fabric. Book 5.
LEASE-LEND:
boost is heavy outlays for repairs The colors are all so fresh and ' ' ' . " ' • ' • •
The Picture
on battle-damaged British warships,
NO7K: Book 7, In the serial
The veil of secrecy surrounding of which a number are now in U. S, gay that you will be inspired to maker*'
Booklets by Mrs. speu
he whole question of lease-lend aid yards. This type of &d is running try striking combinations. Use a
latest, and; contains direction!
coarse
machine
needle;
a
No.
S
than'iMrfcr' things which m *
to Britain,- which . had not been into big money.
.needle; No. 20 of 24 sewing for :jWBr rfwn home or lot gift.;
pierced very satisfactorily from the
Most important, however, is toe hand
ar» -WMktag drawings for iten
readers' point of view by President urgent need for expansion of toe thread and regulate toe machine
old cfe«in and other furniture; l_
to
about
12
stitches
to
the
inch.
Roosevelt's 90-day statement, was whole aid-democracies program.
Jor » spool whatnot; «n unuiuij]
The
cushions
shown
,
here
are
rmg ruf; and many things to o
pulled aside enough to give a more Britain, China and toe other Axis
and thread. The icveg)
promising picture.
foes require increased assistance green with seam cords covered in needle
available contain a total oh
The "sketch shows how they no*
The disclosure came before the to meet the greatly enlarged re- j red.
tw»*tto4r*d oi Mn. SM»rs «
senate's commerce committee. It sources of toe Nazis brought by are made. The cotton seam cord tor Homemakers. Booklets anj
should be about Vvinch in diam- each. 'SeOd your order to:
came in the form of a general sur- their conquest of Europe.
vey by a number of shipping lines
Today they must stand off not only eter. It is covered with a straight
as to the increase in Bed sea car- toe industrial power of Germany, strip 1% inches wide stitched with
'_ JIM. BOTH WTETH !
Drawer 10
goes, which, presumably, were but also that of France, Belgium, the machine cording foot to allow
BMMMAWU*
Neil
the
sewing
to
come
up
close
to
mostly of the lease-lend variety.
Holland, Rumania, Hungary, and
EnclOS* 10 cents lor eidif
cord. The raw edges of the erdered.
This was in a discussion of a other Nazi, victims. So if Britain is the
house-approved bill that would place to continue fighting she must secure cord .covering are basted around \Name...
Virtually all merchant ships operat- much more help from toe United toe top and bottom of the cover
ing from the U. S. under the control States. Without such aid she will on toe right side, as shown, and
are then stitched in with the seam. AddrtH.
quickly be overwhelmed.
of the Maritime commission.
Bed Tape-itis.
Ship operators appeared before
While most of toe $7,000,000,000
the committee asking for "just compensation" for themselves and that lend-lease money has been allocated, some^OO.gBO.OQO earmarked for
this be included in the measure.
Then came the reports. One said new armaments plants is still lying
that a large part of its 32-ship fleet around idle. And close to $4,000,was now in" the Red sea business; 000,000 of other defense appropriaanother reported three ships now en tions for new plants also is twidroute there; still a third said he had dling its thumbs while army supply
sept four ships theref and that he brasshats and OPM 'chiefs, enmeshed in coils of red tape, are
had 16 others in the same trade.
\
The attorney of the Maritime stalling around.
It takes from 8 to 15 months to
commission, testifying for the shipoperators, said the amount of lease- erect these plants, so this delay in
lend cargoes to the Red sea waff getting construction started means
a serious crimp in toe defense pro"enormous."
gram.
Chiefly to blame are army supply
ANY PANS?
brasshats, who are inadequate to
Asks LaGuardia
handle toe colossal task thrust on'
"Little Flower" LaGuardia got un- them, but so jealous of their bureauder way his OCD, or civilian de- cratic. powers that they won't let
fense director, and made hi» first anyone else tackle it. OPM heads
nation-wide appeal a plan to start a are champing at the precious time
being wasted, but lack authority to
collection of scrap aluminum.
His broadcast appeal called for override toe army and haven't the
a row.
citizens to contribute everything gumption to raise
« • *
from pots and pans to washing maWILL DAVIS
chines, and he set a goal for the
The country doesn't like strikes
nation of 20,000,000 pounds.
Reception depots will be maintained any more than it likes war, but the
without charge, LaGuardia said. war has brought out many men of
He asked not only housewives, bul stature, and toe strikes have brought
all hotels and restaurants to give. out William H. Davis, new chairman
toe National Defense Mediation
He wants everybody to make an of
inventory of all the aluminum uten- board.
Actually Davis is no "war baby,"
sils they can spare.
Well, here it is anbut a veteran who has been working
His list included "golf clubs, pots, at labor mediation for many years.
other weekend and I'm
pans, vacuum cleaners, picture Still it was settlement of toe AUisnot
a General yet.
frames, ice trays, measuring cups, Chalmers strike that first won him
But
give me time.
kettles, double boilers, jar caps, re- national attention.
frigerator plates, toys and all things
6
By profession Davis is a patent
The nearest village
like that,"
lawyer, with offices in New York
is 5 miles away. All
city. On toe very next day after
LABOR:
you find there is a
toe Allis-Chalmera triumph, he apgeneral store, a gaNot at Ease
peared before toe U. S. Supreme
rage and a canning 1
court,
his
hair
no
more
unruly
than
Despite the final removal of all
factory—nowhere to
troops from the plant of North usual, to argue a patent case. He
go
for any good clega a lot, H°m, and !
makes
his
living
from
big-money
American Aviation, first and only
fun,
unless.you drop;: would every other
firms,
but
he
has
a
strong
liberal
factory to be taken over by the army
in at a smoke-filled \ mother's son in »•
in order to break a strike, labor was viewpoint toward labor.
juke joint on the way. U. S. Army and ww
When a committee of congress
far from at ease, though there were
many factors tending to improve the asked him what he thought of a bill
Love,
to outlaw strikes, he said, "When
situation.
Well, Mom, there's
a big favor you can
In the first place, assuming that you pass compulsory legislation you
do me. The U. S. 0.
the Communists actually were in make toe working man a slave, and
is trying to raise
back of some of the labor troubles there is no Use producing defense
they now found themselves fighting materials for a nation of slaves "
$10,765,000
to run
There are a lot of odd pieces in
for their lives (in Russia) against
clubs for us, outside
Davis'
life.
He
was
born
in
Bangor
the Nazis, and as America was
of camp. Places with
pledged to do likewise in the "all- Maine, schooled in Washington'
lounge rooms, dance
D.
C.,
is
a
member
of
New
York's
out-aid" program, the Communists
floors, games, writswanky
Downtown
Athletic
club,
a
changed their front and were less
ing rooms. Places you
likely to participate in defense labor sympathizer, founder of the
Grand Central Art galleries, fathercan get a bite to
strikes.
eat without paying a
But, on the other hand, the basic in-law of Argentine diplomat Alonzo
desire of labor for a 75-cent an hour Ingoyen, and careless with his
king's ransom.
minimum wage as a sort of level
One phrase-maker says Davis has
at which they'd be willing to work
I know you don't
hard and faithfully at most any sort the face ot a kindly bulldog." Anhave
an idle million
of defense task, seemed not at all other "the face of a tired trombone
reduced, and this was sure to cause Player." Not many faces would answer to that. Davis is easy to spot i
outbreaks in the future.
m a crowd.
Example
* * *
MERRY-GO-ROUND
For instance, 5,000 employees of
the Sperry Gyroscope company vot- C. Employees of the British Purchased to strike. Whether they would ing mission leaving the elevator at
carry it out or not was problemat- their offices are confronted with this
ical, but the specter of labor trouble sign: "The existence of toe British
was rearing its head in this concern Empire depends on YOUR effort
which makes the all-important Chins up-There Will Always Be an
bomb-sight.
England."
These workers want^f a blanket €L Since checking booths were in20 per cent wage increase
The stalled at Capitol/entrances, police
company offered an unspecified daily turn up Bom4 fresh oddity One
compromise, then added the words day a sea captain's wife, accompanied by six wide-eyed
"take it or leave it."
The workers voted to leave it

H
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OPEN YOUR HEART

OPEN YOUR PURSE

GIVE TO THE
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ANNUAL FINANCIAL
available for such work in the State
STATEMENT.
of Iowa, and
^r
WHEREAS, the Board of Super- School District of Anita Indepenvisors of Cass County desires to secure for said county any funds that dent, T « » h t p « f G » n t , _ C 5 - » t y r f
might accrue to said county's credit, 'Cass, for the year
We
Deliver
Phone 29
""WHEREAS, the Federal rules and ' ' We hereby certif that the foli
regulations require that only the more lowing report is correct as
heavily travelled portions of the by law
secondary road system shall be in- riled
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
eluded in said Federal secondary sysPresident.
tem, and
JOE
VETTEK,
PEANUT BUTTER, 2-lb. jar
23c
WHEREAS, due consideration has
Secretary.
been given to the information as to
RED CUP COFFEE, pound
I5c volume of traffic, developed in the
RECBIPTS.
State-wide Highway Planning SurGeneral Fund.
MARSHMALLOWS, Hostess, pound
13c
$ 3,247.48
THEREFORE BE IT RE- On hand last report
training aid
62/.04
SWEET PICKLES, quart jar
23c SOLVED that the Board of Super- Normal
14
visors of Cass County, Iowa, on this General fund tax levy . . . . -^0.44
SALAD DRESSING, Clover Farm, quart jar
.31c 2nd7"day of "june,"T941, recommends Semi-annual apportionment. 24*-=»
that the following projects be con- Tuition
"'"Siw
GRAPE FRUIT JUICE, 46-oz. can
20c sidered by the State Highway Com-'Other sources
mission and the United States Public
$24,526.18
SPAGHETTI and MEAT BALLS, can
14c Roads Administration for improve- Total—General Fund
ment under said Federal appropriaRECEIPTS.
SOAP, Clover Farm laundry, 6 bars
23c tions:
School House Fund.
Grade and Bridge:
ORANGES, each
lc Project No. 1.
O n hand last report
$ ,
o
County Trunk Road "E" commenc- School house fund tax levy. 2,618.69
ing at southeast corner of Section
Tomatoes — Cabbage — Lettuce
13-74-34. thence west to County Trunk Total Receipts, School House
Fund
$4,104.94
Road "K" at the southeast corner
of Section- 15-74-35.
.
RECAPITULATION.
Grade Only:
General Fond.
Project No. 2.
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
$ 3,247.48
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS Local road commencing at the south- On hand last report
west corner of Section 27-74-36 thence Total receipts current year. 21,278.70
Established 1863.
east six miles to County Trunk Road
Court House,
"K" at the southeast corner of Sec- Total
?24,626.18
Atlantic, Iowa,
Published Every Thursday and Entered
Disbursements current year. 23,921.82
tion 28-74-35.
June
2,
1941.
ml the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, at
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVThe Board of Supervisors of Cass EDAND
the State .Highway Commis- Balance on hand this reSecond Class Mail Matter.
!V^/UU(,JT,
*uvv«»t met
UlCl in
III regular
Lt=gU
County, Iowa,
session sion that
be requested to proceed-:-with
port
604.36
with all members present:
such work, in order that the hnproveCecil G. Budd.
Editor *«*L*«-J
Hawley *-«J««.«, *_ruail mail, G
u. E
4^. i
RECAPITULATION.
Eshelman, F. L. Possehl, F. W. Wiese under construction at the earliest; posSubscription Rate....$1.50 Per Year and W. H. Wohlenhaus.
School House Fund.
\
On hand last report
$ 1,486.25
Minutes of May 12th; were approved isible date. iHawley Lynch, Chairman
Official Town and County Newspaper as read.
Total receipts current year . 2,618.69
Board of Supervisors
On motion and vote the following
Member of National Editorial
Cass County, Iowa.
Total
$ 4,104.94
resolution was declared adopted:
I, M. E. Hubbard, Auditor in and for Disbursements current year. 3,125.00
Association, and
RESOLUTION.
County, Iowa, do hereby certify
WHEREAS, William S. Felt has Cass the
above and foregoing to be a Balance on hand this regiven an assignment to the Whitney that
true' and exact copy of a resolution
port
$ 979.94

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

T T J* J-JiUJJ^ »_•(

t»»v-

*.

wu» H-

*—

--

_

,

.

PHONE 300
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATUR0J
FLOUR, Gilt Edge,
FLOUR, Gilt Edge, guai
Gatl
RICE KRISPIES, package
DREFT, giant size plus IOC size tot lc, both
CRACKERS, graham, 2 pounds
JELL, Butter-Nut, 6 packages
BUTTER, pound
>......
Everything For Your 4th of July Dinner at

2.81 Ck M. Adahp«ny
2.03
William Morrow Company.
Vanguard Press Incorpor1.83
ated
1.12
Des Moines Music House ..
Comstock Publishing Com3.40
r< ; ; jruwisiung ^
pany
6.82;
Little Brown & (Company .
en Music Company
'
H. A. Phillips School Ser1.34
,6c toll Store. y;;
vice
Publishing
^* Poltett Compaire
Orange Judd
9.41 Hugh fiowen
Company
45.43
The Macmillan Company .
2.50.
Farrar & Rinehart
WSBURSEMENTS.
4.74 <Nam« of Person, Firm or i
Longman Green & Company
9.51
To Whom Ptid.
Harper Brothers
25.74 Anita State Bank
Hammond & Stephens ..
23.19
Row Petersen Company ..
7.41 THORNBURG SAYS NEW
The Strahmore Company
20.14
The Economy Company .
ON FERTILIZERS IS I\]
62.97
Scott Foresman Company
2.50
Hoards Dairyman'
12.28 The new Iowa Fertilizer d
Wilcox & Follett Company.
now in effect, says Mark G.1
Morrison Publishing Company
3.66 burg, secretary of the lowaj
South Western Publishing
DISBURSEMENTS.
Company
12.54 ment of ^agriculture. Accorf
aid and assistance, and
General
Fund.
4.48 Thornburg .this law replaces t
D«rry & Williams
M.
E.
Hubbard,
WHEREAS, the said sum of $94.49
Name of Person, Firm or Corporation, John C. Winston Company .
34.26 which was passed many
County
Auditor.
is all that Cass County can legally
To Whom Paid.
21.78 and which seemed greatly
jiD. C. Heath & Company
Carl Miller is visiting relatives and collect under Section 3828.085 of the The rebate of Jessie Pearce, Lincoln M. M. Feller
$2,400.00' A. R. Kohl 11.59
Township,
for
$9.00,
double
assess1939
Code
Of
Iowa,
friends at Little Rock, Iowa, this week.
1,305.00 A'. C. McClurg ^Company ....
2».86 in regulating today's sate of i
.
i WinonaHlKyle
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RE-! ment, was allowed.
in loW*.: iThtt new law is ,
Morrison Publishing ComThe following claims were allowed j
»«
SOLVED by the Board of Supervisors and
BTOWl
reaching in its effect and wiBJ
pany
4.48
i
the
Auditor
authorized
to
write'
. Miss Maxine Stager, MSss Mary of Cass County, Iowa, that the County
Lilith Baker
1,080.00 [Wilbur Young
69.0$ cbnipletelyttie desired
Lucille Henderson, Mrs. Donald Chad- Attorney give to the said Whitney warrants for the same:
Buchanan
1,080.00 Iowa•
iowa. Geological
Geologic Survey ...
1.00
$ 108.23 I EAicvle
; w/th^s'e products i
wick and Mrs. John Johnson were Loan and Trust Co. of Atlantic, Iowa, Glen Comstock, labor
Thomas Sharpies
675.00 Klipto Loose Leaf Company.
6.25
Lang,
labor
101.93
i
Grctchpn
a
receipt
sufficient
to
receive
the
said
Uretchen
Omaha visitors Monday.
900.00
..".,.".."„. i n , tne ststij
Department of Elementary
Russell Michaels, labor
103.73 '
sum of $94.49.
1,080.00
new
I^W
Will require«
School 'Principal
2.00,
Wayne Sisler, labor.
76.05
Signed
HAWLEY LYNCH,
794.25 Underwood Elliot iFisher ..
uiacturer
of
fertilizer
to n«iii
A. Ginsberg of Baltimore, Md.,
Charlie
Pelzer,
labor
88.88
Chairman.
810.00 Edwin Alien Company ....
6.38 the' depwtmentr-ot
F. A. Blanchard, labor
155.60 Ferne Long
F. W. WIESE
visited in Anita several days last week
810.00
Silver Burdette Company ..
22.86 brands of trade marks used ouf
Henry Eggerling, labor
162.60 Leona Donuny
W. HI WOHLENHAUS (Herb
at the home of his daughter, Mrs. Syd855,00 George Smithers
9.18
Spear, labor
167.40 Wilbur Young
F.
L.
POSSEHL
1,650.00
ney Maduff and husband.
John Wiley & Sons
15.68 wens and to label each
Kenneth Dougherty, labor
(Seal)
G. E. ESHELIMAN
- - - -age of fertilizer guarank
On motion and vote the
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Holmes of Guth- of Clair Dougherty,
Company .
Amount of nitrogen, available]
t Company.
rie Colter were Sunday visitors in' wa<*,accepted, effective
phoric
acid and available pot
Book Company.
2950
Anita at the homes of Mr. and MSrs.
*
Leach
23.16
John C. Jenkins and Mrs. E. W. Hoi-! of Cass County,
Every six 'months the
School Publishing
mes.
Company
SirIenVetus Gustin. labor
4.80
was approved.
3.25 will be required to makeit
On motion and vote the Board £* Smith, hauling
Hpughton-Mifflin
8.251
OOC M
** **&" *" *»»•*»•»*•, Company
xjvuiponiy
«
A.u*OX
13.31
425.911 Ginn & Company
132.56 report to ti)«; department oT|
The Silver Thread club members granted a cigaret license to George; The Alemite. Company, supComtare and topfcy 10 cento t
j „* Lewis, Iowa.
,° I plies
25.03
Harcourt Brace & .Company,
and their families held a picnic at
The following bonds were approved:,Calvin Antrim, material
2.81
i Pioneer Publishing Company..
5^511
. fee for each, ton sold withai
Sunnyside park in Atlantic Sunday Earl
H p B?own
y
F. Devore, road patrolman and Atlantic Auto Exchange, re- .'••....:......6.68 - The
'
afternoon. There were ten members, George Sperry, Bond to sell cigarets. I „ Pairs
International Text Book Com12.76
6.90', pany
G. Akers
their families and nine visitors pre-' On motion
110.65
J'JJ ed for sale *fthin the ati
, Atlantic Lumber & Coal Comresolution was adopted:
sent.
Junior Literature Guid
RESOLUTION.
| pany, supplies
63.86 - W1.80 jeet tbefe samples to a
alysis. Remits of these
Harry, John and Sandra Sue Budd, y^SfA& SE%I £ 3£ ' "&&£ r±1rs * . .^ 10.00
2.40 be contain&Jvin a. bulletin i
children of Mr. and Mrs. John E. Budd.fcet Road System for the engineer to i Atlantic
SquarTDeal
Oil
Com2.08 yearly by ta*^-department.
of Atlantic, returned to their home j cause
surveys and plans to be made, | Ef ny> oil
104.09
r* i — V.
•«..
Youngerman Music ComSales
n<1 fur
49.71
Company
pany
there Sunday after spending the week ^
ther provides the cost of sur- A-W Company, parts ...
223.77
3.48 Becords show the use of c
in Anita at the home of their grand- veys; plans and the negotiations for
3.22
I
A.
J.
_.
fertilizer in Iowa to be
f
- Warner Company,
the right of way purchase are payable
2.2B creasing rand this increase •
mother, Mrs. J. W. Budd.
Pete Knowf
by Comptroller's warrants out of' hardware
i 7K «•«"•
5*?^
Company
s.oo doubt continue with the
ley Scy
o1 Su
!
Farm to Market Road Funds allotted Bojens Hardware, supplies .. 14.92
n
Company
Transfer of area headquarters ol to the County, or by Auditor's War-^€rman ^- Br°wn Company,
«M!S^fSLS"*"*.. • • •_.-• •-• •
13.80 pletion of plant food in oati
5019.39 fc I' gSf
"""'
'
the National Conference of Christians rants out of County Road funds, and I equipment
J"
Iowa*
Pupils'Riding
circle!
(
!.„,
Shoe Fit Company,
, y-_
-and Jews from Des Moines to St. C. P. Lechner has made a proposal
rh»;ip
2.501 Omaha School Supply Coma R«vL;
CARD OF THANKS. ,1
shoes
;....
7 08- Charles: Barber
with regard to assisting and render- <' Lou
„
«.4o; pany ....
Lottis Mo., was announced this week. mg
19.38
'
service in connection with such |C
i R rCambhn,
repairs
4.92
1°,-°0 University of Nebraska'.'.'.'.'
1.20 We wish
Willard Johnson, area director and
our
y
express
surveys, plans and negotiations, copy Ed
- - - & p-. freight
1173.36
'-™ i D. Appleton Century Cornparts
former Anita pastor, will move to St. or original of which is hereto attached citvGushing-,
thanks
and
appreciation
of
4.72
made a part hereof, and said ' J H Atlantic, current
LoUis in September when the transfer
lK5
4.95 and neighbors for the
C. P. Lechner
is a duly licensed Pro- » - - Chadwick, hauling
221.35 t'"=ns
"-"Hison
11.51 Buw»an"
, _ - - - - - - - J- - - - - - -- - "
takes efifct to continue his work.
Research.
14.24 kindnesB, words of consolstiotj
fessional
-—' "—'
Engineer, and•
|Re
»-- Clure, hauling
.........
211.65
. : if ° «. Carnahan
157.19 Tjniver8itv
ComMetropolitan Supply Com.university
BE IT RESOLVED that the work' D-A Lubricant Company,
(Metropolitan
any
Mrs. J. D. Young was hostess to service, stipulations and agreements, I _ &rease
6.74 floral tributes during our
..................
103.31 ! p P
..........
29.16.!.Allvn A Bacon
ai le S c~ ..... • •
reavement.
the members of the Friday bridge contemplated and enumerated in the lament Implement Company,
|A ? r "°P«rative ....... 1,121.65 Pratt P*i»r 0
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
' *»"* Lum
'
club at her home on East JVCain Street Contract and Agreement are neces- ' „ 8**
and Cn:
sary to the accoinplishment of the ob- Cecil Denney, labor
.........
.
.
Friday afternoon. Guests, besides the jects
|Charfe
Carles Wood
of the Farm to Market Road i De»s Oil Lubricant Company,,
members, were Mrs. Charles Salmon Act, and
grease ..............
..............
137 35 !
s Ingram
of Cambridge, Ohio; Mrs. A. R. Rob- That the County Engineer and the ; Kenneth Dougherty, mileage '.'
„. . .;
38.55
|
132 41
inson, Mrs. Floyd Dement and Mrs. County are in need of assistance on Dwkehart-Hughes Tractor
r
'
£?
Lmdblom
g-gg
to them 3Wday evening
work service enumerated, and con- ! . Company, parts ......... 116.95
Harry Gil!. Mrs. Henry Maduff re- the
CIl ity J und
m
Wt
said Contr
,_
AgreeI
A.
K.
Dean,
piling
91^0
;
^
y
f
''.
100!oO
^
_?
.^J"
^
*«*
Agree!
A.
E.
Dean,
piling.
.
...
.....
^
;
T
been named Ella Louise
91 0
A
ceived high score.
ment, and- the compensation therein ! Eaton 'Metal Products Corpor| G-:.. - Johnson
ng gg
third child in the family, the o
provided for such work service is; ation. supplies
125 00 ™"y»rd
Sales Company ...
266 79
em
reasonable and
I Harry Edwards, hauling
143 75 *' Eent Implement Company
29~4fi
It is to the advantage of the County ' Fidlar & Chambers Company,
> "• - Bartley
DR. B. L. MEURER o accept the proposal and the said1 supplies
61.69'k' ^-J-*nK
Pedersen
contract and
Chiropractor
l agreement of C. P. Lech- Fullerton Lumber Company,
— '. .and
.
supplies
43 33
ner
is "-hereby accepted
Adair, la.
Go de
The County Engineer is directed to Gasoline
Alley, gas and oil .. 329.76 ] ' n Rule Department
Cit
iio.£a
a oo M Store
j,
—Office Hours— cause surveys to be made by C. P.! ***** y Iron Works, repairs
jechner, under and pursuant to the Griswold American, printing,
5969
k.
9-12 — 1:30-6
proposal and acceptance on file, and
Gibbs Cook Tractor Company,
Voss Manufacturing Company
Said
C.
P.
Lechner
is
engaged
to
repairs
"•— . . . .
80.11
Wed. & Sat. Night furnish to this County all the work Great Western Laboratories, 23.30 (George
Biggs
Axel
3.00
soa
7 till 10
24.42
'
*'""
service, stipulations and agreements
P
*t
^ I.TnmftoLarson
16.W
enumerated in the contract and agree- ' Green Bay Lumber Company,
J James R^^«™
Brown
6.50
Sun. 10-11 A. M. ment and shall be paid according to
lumber
132 21 . Malone
^- Mi'.lard . . . .
1.60
the schedule of fees or charges there- v- s- Hansen, repairs
22 57 I w r e l ) eSe
ed
Company
Phone 37
e
9.00
We Invite You To See the |few Modern
in set out.
Hansen & Company, supplies . 30.27 ohete
Christensen
Passed and approved this 2nd dav
Henningson
Motor
Company,
I
Knowlton
.
Added To Our Battery Department
J
of June, 1941.
[ parts
6.74 Ge«rge Smithers ..'.'."
John
Hoffman,
freight
7.98
Anita
Tribune
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS:
e v
Marion Hansen, hauling
222.10 ??
_ «tter
Hawley Lynch
M M
Home
Oil
Company,
gas
243
07
i
- Feller
F- W. Wiese
oto
Leo Herchenbach, checking ..
74 00 ' Jf r Sales Company
W. H. Wohlenhaus
H'utchins Printing Company,
. Hugh Bowen
''
(F. L. Possehl
supplies
39.43 RKlipto
Loose Leaf'Company
Fuak Meat Meal Tankage at
G. E. Eshelman
ub
y
International Harvester Com'Alice
y Eiegs .
Attest
wholesale, delivered.
pany, parts
24 05 ; M a Walker
Mr. E. Hubbard,
Which Charges Your Battery In the Modern
Interstate Machinery & Supj oett l Parrott & Sons
We will pick up your dead
County Auditor.
ply
Company,
parts
50803''
^'
'tt-<T.
lr»;,i,...^—
Approved
By Leading Ba
Insurance
On
motion
and
vote
the
following
animals and give service.
Iowa Culvert & Pipe Company,
Anita State Bank
resolution was passed:
est
Car
Manufacturers,
Society of Automotive
5.00
pipe
i KJII IK
RESOLUTION:
10.00
Iowa Electric Company, serPhone 257
gmeers
and
Bureau
of
Standards,
U. S. Governin
AS
he C
Manufacturing
'S
«n^e8S of the
vice
funds Iowa Sales / Company, supl
WAGNER FILLING STATION United States has appropriated
11.64
Buchanan
to assiste in the construction
5.50
ANITA, IOWA
It Is No Longer Necessary For You To Wait P
ij p
42.24
Joyce Lumber Company, coal!
lo'34 ^'hi
For Your Battery To Be Charged. Th
15.35
Koch Bros., supplies
9 0 9 7 1 ^ - A. L•Olllf
Koehring Company, repairs .
56\ "
24.48
Modern Approved Method Charges Your
53.10
Komaha Oil Company, gas
7 20
*Jl? Amazang Tiroe of 15 To 45 Minutes,
Howard Lett, hauling . . .
221 55
11.25
Lloyd & Meredith, supplies '.'
4^4
64.47
Without Removing the Battery From
Lindsey Machine Shop, rel
2.29
G. A. Roe
pairs
75.00
33.50
Linke Chevrolet, repairs
12.77
.50 Lyons & Carnahan
NEW GUARANTEED BATTERIES
J. W. Luke & Son, fuel . ' . ' . ' . ' 119.33 McCormick Mathers'
20.90
ComC. E. Mialone, Postmaster
pany
PRICED AS LOW AS THE
postage
'
70.63
C.
P.
Putman's'
Sons
'
Mauk's Transfer, hauling
2.88
9 SO Charles Scribner's Sons
Mechanic Coverall Supply
2.30
Company, supplies
6 QQ
11.45
C. P. DJiRROW, Manager
P. Melehiors & Son. repairs
740
1.60
Muddle States Utilities, tolls .'
jg,
14.52
1.02
(to be continued)
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MERCURY QUICK CHARGEH

NOTICE!

ELECtRIC
FENCERS

FAtt!

FLY
SPRAY

THE FARMERS COOP.

0. W.Shaffer &S*

Com-
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By ED WHEELAN
IJNAV/ARE OF THE HOLDUP, JEFF GOT THE
SHOW OFF THE LOT,-AND "THEM V/ALkTEDDOWN

UTTUE LATER \H 3W'S PffWATC CAfe

HILL To THE CARS

1 WON'T SELL MV SHOW
ib ANV V»;ALL sr, CONCERN
OR AMVBOpy ELSE, BUT
I'LL BE <?).ADTD
YOOf? THtRD INTEREST
IN IT !!

SEE ANyiHINCr
IS BEEN
OF KY TREASURER
AHD LEGAL
ADJUSTER

OH.NO.TEFF,
I'M NOT
SELUNGr

2«

VtHJ'RE
/NOT.1!

IJTrEfc/
If you know
iwvfoglun, wei^

LALA PALOOZA
LALA * THAT
NERVY TAX
INSPECTOR'S
BEEN

By RUBE GOLDBERG

The Last Roundup
I'LL TALK
TO "MMBEEN
EATIN"
HERE
LONG
ENOUGH!

f

SAY, I DON'T /WIND
PAYVN' TAXES TO THE
GOVERNMENT, BUT THEY
CAN'T EXPECT ME
TO TAKE IN FREE
BOARDERS, TOO

/

GOOD
6RIEF,WHAT'S
THIS? X HUNGRY

HELLO,
nCI-L>N^4 POPr\jr —
MOM WENT OUT
SO WE COME
OVER HERE
TO STAY
WITH YOU

THE

ICE BOX
IN THIS
• JOINT?

Tnak J«y Knfcty fUrndlMtt, lac,

POP—Hey, Soldier! That', Playground Business!

Oil; Along Little
" -'Home on
*• OM Pafat." send
BKADEB-HO.ME
(IS Slztb Avenue
10 cents in coh
«W Of POPULAR

' Enmeshed by
Habit is a cable;
thread of it every day,
we 'Cannot break i

By C.M. PAYNE

Helpful Grii
Care to our
no dqi)bt; and ev'ry
ry, draws one ou

MESCAL IKE

B, s. L. HUNTLEV

Lolly G^a

Ant's Sermrt
Nothing preaches
the ant—and.she s

Franklin.

POP—Talk About That Weil-Known Professor!
IVE POUND MV HAT. MA!

WHERE'S

SOMEBODV —

COME ON!

YOU KNOW
WHEREIT
15
I

THE
SPORTING

By J. MILLAR WATT
ITS HAKI6IN6 ON YOUR
OH! 6000
THING YOU TOLD

OFF
WITHOOT

IT

I

BATTING

EYE

WANTS, JUST PUT IT
OVER THE PLATE

GLUYAS
WILLIAMS

By
LANG
ARMSTRONG

1 MIGHT
HAVE GONE

"L«t'». «»" 'or • wave. Georje. I've iUway> wuite« to tee bo* !•« look
on a buckln( brouco."

SSF^ sweiiasas'
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BY THE WAY
By L. F. M.

Dress In Light Clothes

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.

I

'God will be the subject of the LesSorry kids, that you were disappointed last week, but how were we son-Sermon in all Churches of Christ,
to know that you two were going to Scientist, on Sunday, July 6.
search the whole Tribune through The Golden Text if from Isaiah
for an account of your actions on 43:3, "I am the Lord thy God, the
Sunday? A party line comes in handy Holy One of Israel, thy Saviour."
at times . . . we didn't go to the The Lesson-Sermon comprises quotations from the Bible and from the
show either.
hristian Science textbook, "Science
* * •
and
Health with Key to the ScripThe current issue of the Country
tures"
by Mary Baker Eddy.
Gentleman has an interesting article
entitled, "Draft Wife," with advice One of the Bible citations reads:
which would work as well with older For though there be that are called
gods, whether in heaven or in earth,
couples as with young ones.
TWO-TONE SHOES
The Biggest Thing of
(as there be gods many, and lords
'
* * •
many,) But to us there is but one God,
the Year
Did
you
know
that
kerosene,
unA Variety of Colors
diluted, is good to apply to any fresh the Father, of whom are all things,
BREEZY SLACK
W
^J
*
cut or sore, mosquito bites and chig- and we in him;" (I Cor 8:5,6).
$3.49 to $5.00
Among the selections from the
gers?
* * •
Christian Science textbook is the fol!
$2.98 to $5.95
MENSi and BOYS'
A friend tells us that we should lowing:
"History
teaches
that
the
popular
SWIMMING TRUNKS all eat more salt during the summer
and that a pinch of salt should be eat- and false notions about the Divine
MESH FABRIC
Knitted
With
Lastex,
en before each glas of water which is Being and character have originated
DRESS SHIRTS
the Miracle Yarn that
drunk . . . perhaps you had better in the human mind. As there is in
take the idea with a grain of salt, too. reality but one God, one Mind, wrong
Makes Things Fit
In Pastel Colors—Very
» • •
notions about God must have originWE DELIVER
Cool For Hot Days
69c to $1.95
The last week of hot weather has ated in a false supposition, not in imcertainly made the corn shoot up. It mortal Truth, and they are fading
$1.39 — $1.65
will hurry most folks to get it plowed out" (p. 357).
NECKWEAR
three times this year.
. AUXILIARY NOTES.
Mr. and Mrs. Devine Tj
f4-4-4-ft4-4-4.4-4--f.f4
» » » •
SPORT SHIRTS
In Light Bright Colors
jwrenteof a6Yt pound bo
f
HOLY
CROSS
EVANGELICAL
*
What are you going to do the
The regular monthly meeting of the
Short or Long Sleeves
LUTHERAN CHURCH
+ American Legion Auxiliary was held x> them at their home
Fourth ? One lady we know has her +
55c to $1.00
H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
* Friday at the home of Mrs. Herbert vete Monday morning.
day all planned. Her husband took •f
69c to $1.95
t
.
4
4
.
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
lome two big washtubs and a bean
Bartley. The meeting was opened fcy
WASH PANTS
Sunday School and Adult Bible Mrs. P. T. Williams, president, folkettle from town the other day and
LUGGAGE FOR
when he gave them to her he said, Class at 9:30 a. m.
lowing which minutes of the pervious
Large Group
Divine services at 10:30 a. m.
'There's your Fourth of July" .
meeting were read and approved. The
VACATIONS
Specially Priced
so she figures the next trip to town
The ladies aid will meet Thurs- following officers for the year 1941-42
COCOANUT Ro
will produce the wash board.
day afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the were elected: Mrs. Faye Holliday,
6 for 9c
$1.25 to $3.95
98c to $1.98
* • »
church. Mrs. Andrew Petersen will president; Mrs. Myra Turner, 1st. vice
ANITA BARE
Wasn't last Sunday a swell day for be the hostess.
president; Mrs. Roy Scholl, 2nd. vice
You can get at alftl
ionic-made ice cream?
Sunday school teachers meet at the president; Mrs. John Mehlmann, secre* * *
church at 8 o'clock Friday evening. tary; Mrs. William Wahlert, treasurer; Semi-Solid Buttermilk at
Wonder what the girls use for stufThe board of eldera meets Sunday (Mrs. W. T. Biggs, historian; Mrs. Coop in Anita. Why n
fing in their Camp So-and-So pillow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the church. Kathryn DeCamp, chaplain; Miss Qos w»k?
CLOTHIER
tops. We saw a very pretty one that
A quarterly voters meeting will be Marguerite Davey, sergeant of- arms;
FOR • SALE :—Spinet"
seemed plenty soft, one day last week. held Monday evening at 7:30 o'clock Mrs. Ed. L. Newton, Mrs. Edgar Peter- ard make. Liberal allon
"WE SERVE YOU WELL"
The cook used to have one from Camp at the church.
sen and Mrs. George F. Shaffer, ex- nurtrunlents. . Smiley's A
Custer and she filled hers with torn-up
Highland church—
ecutive board members. Delegates
letters from camp. The pillow wasn't Divine services at 7:30 p. m.
and alternates to the state convention dairy cows .to .freshen
NOTICE TO PROPERTY
A 7 pound boy baby was born to especially comfortable.
were chosen as follows: Mrs. Holliday Falconer, phofie' 87, Ar
* • *
OWNERS.
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Baier Monday
and Mrs. Wahlert, delegates; and Mrs.
Let's all fly Old Glory Friday and
METHODIST CHURCH
morning at the Atlantic hospital. The
Turner and Mrs. Bartley, alternates. A. For Monuments or Men
On account of recent rains, the small boy has been named John Wes- be thankful that we have the proArthur V. Long, Pastor.
report of the county meeting at Cum- call Chas.fi. Bartley, Ai
growth of noxious weeds has been ley.
tection and freedom which it affords
•f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-fberland was given by Mrs. Williams.
Hello Folks: 10,000 s
greatly increased.
. and of course have a good time Church School at 10 a. m. Harold
Mrs.
Har'ey
Miller
was
appointed
to
at
new low prices. Come
All owners and tenants in pos- Mr. and Mra _ Pau, Heireg and and be careful on the highway.
McDermott, Superintendent
purchase a wedding gift for one of the we have a complete stoc
session or control of any lots are children of Carroll, Iowa, spent SunChurch worship at 11 a. m. There members who was recently married.
old chicks every Tue. <
hereby notified to forthwith cut, day in Anita visiting her sister, Mrs. INTENSIVE TUBERCULOSIS
is a nursery class for the smaller Mrs. Newton and Mrs. DeCamp were
duced prices. Anita Ha
SEARCH
HAS
BEGUN
IN
CASS
burn or otherwise destroy all nox-]j ohrt Schaake and husband, and her
children in the basement during the appointed as the auditing committee
Iowa. _•
iodft weeds, in order to prevent the brother, F. W. Stager and family.
worship
hour.
Mrs. A. B. Stone gave a report on the
Arrangements have been completed
weeds from blooming and coming
Tally cdrds, 2 for k;
for intensive work to search out un- There will be no evening service.
book, "A Bow of Orange Ribbon." The
to maturity. This is in accordance
n»M ~
,_.„.
, ,,. _ The Woman's Society of (Christian membership chairman reported 2' with tassels, and place
MrS Je
nd
Emma
suspected
cases
of
tuberculosis
in
with the state law.
. " ?f ^"f * ,**"•
Unless this notice is promptly com-l m
?«*Bego 1y of Red Oak Iowa visited 'Cass county, according to a joiril Service will meet Thursday afternoon •paid up members for 1941-42. A lunch Tribune office, Anita.
,. , with,
... it
.. will
.,, vbe necessary j.for
Anita last week with
with their
their aunt
aunt, anouncement made by Dr. M. T. Peter- at 2:30. Circle No. I meets with Mrs. was served at the close of the meeting
MINERAL: BLOCKS
plied
Mrs.
Abby
Mallory
and
their
cousin,
son, president of the Cass county Jens Rasmussen; Mrs. J. B. Herribloat.
For' sale at ft
the town to have the weeds mowed Mrs. Clyde East.
n
The Anita Independent basebal Anita.
medical society and Dr. Charles K man will be the devotional leader and
and charge the cost to the lot on
Mrs.
C.
H.
Bartley
the
lesson
leader.
team
was
on
the
long
end
of
a
5
to
4
McCarthy,
director
of
medical
tubervwhich the mowing is done. This
iFOH SAXjE •"—Kozy %
Circle No. II meets with Mrs. Everett
will result in additional and unneces- Robert Stuhr, who was inducted in- culosis work for the state department Luman; Mrs. Barley Miller will be score Sunday when they played Wiota corrigated steel roofs.
to
the
U.
S.
Army
at
Ft.
Crook,
Neb.
on
the
local
diamond.
•
Inhofe
ant
of
health
and
the
Iowa
tuberculosi
sary costs.
the devotional leader and Mrs. Wm. Knowlton were the batteries for Anita DU. and up. Rasnrassen I
Your cooperation in this manner on Monday of last week was sent that association.
day
to
Ft.
Leavenworth,
Kan.
From
These three organizations are join- Bangham the lesson leader. Circle and Rold, Brunk, Freese and LabertWANTED:—Yonr d
within the next few days will be apthere
he
was
transferred
to
Camp
ing
with the Cass county christma^ No. Ill meets with Mrs. A. J. Kopp; son for WKota.
Ph. 184 Anita—we pay l
preciated.
Roberts, Cal., where he is now station- seal committee in the program. Half Mrs. Howard Gissibl will be the deA. J. KOPP,
ed.
of the costs of carrying on the pro votional leader and Mrs. Fred ScarIt
Weed Commissioner.
g^-am will be met by the Christmas lett the lesson leader.
Mrs. C. E. Parker, Miss Marie Wise seal committee and the Iowa tuberMiss Geraldine Cleaver spent a few and Miss Mary Osen were hostesses at
days during the past week visiting a shower for Mrs. Reed Osen, a re culosis association, through funds ob *• CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST -f
tained in the annual sale of Christmas
with friends at Rolfe, Iowa.
C. R. Neel, Pastor.
^ -f
cent bride, at the Parker home north seals, and half will be met by the *•
west of here Friday. A pink, blue and state department of health.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Burke and daugh- white color scheme was carried out.
Sunday School at 10 a. m.
Examination of persons known to
ters, Joan and Rosalee, of Harlan; The guests made scrapbooks for the have been exposed to tuberculosis will
Church worship and communion at
Mrs. Lena Earl and family and Henry bride. There were twenty-four women be sought in the program, according 11 a. m.
Ballensiefer of Wiota; Mr. and Mrs. present. Out-of-town guests were Mrs to Dr. MfcCarthy. \ Since tuberculosis These are hot days; too hot for
Jacob Schafer and sons of Coon Rap- Laura Myers of Grand Rapids, Mich., spreads by contact from the sick to some'people to go to church and yet
ids; and Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Burke Mrs. Fred Tomlinson and Miss Fern the well, those perosns are in greatest the church building may be the coolest
were Sunday dinner guests of Mir. Annan of Clarinda; Mrs. Harry Osen danger of the disease. By early ex- place in town, but the work of Chriat
and Mrs. Gail Burke at their home of Mt. Ayer; and Mrs. Russell Jordan amination, before the appearance of must go on regardless of what trifling
here.
of Atlantic.
symptoms, cases may be found when excuse we use to console ourselves
but small inroads have been made 'on for not going to church.
the body and prospects for recovery There will be a congregational meeting at the morning hour which mem
are best.
i
bers
are invited to attend.
The plan of work includes the tuberSunday morning Rev. Neel will
culin skin test, which shows whether
or not infection is present. The test speak on the subject, "The Importance
will be followed, -when positive, by of Church Membership."
chest x-rays to determine if the in- The ladies of the church will serve
CONDUCTING
fection has resutled in a form of a 15c dinner Wednesday noon.
tuberculosis.
WED. - THURS.
NEW
"Modern knowledge about tuberBargain
Show _
*•
CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH
*
culosis and how its early discovery
NIT
ROBERT MONTGOMERY
A. T. Evans. Pastor.
4
1^1 1 I
may be accomplished makes it neces- +
sary bo allow this disease to develop *- + + *- + 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 . 4 . 4 , 4
AirfAnAUStarC^
On The
tB
WED. - THURS. - SAT. — JULY 2 - 3 - 5
Church school at 10 a. m. (MisStark Tragedy Rons Ramn.rt
into an advanced stage before it is
"RAGE
IN
. 7:30 &•
discovered," states Dr. McCarthy. "The sionary Sunday.)
FRI.-SAT.
_
7:30,&
9:30
p.
m.
SUN.^QN.-TUES
Service of worship at 11 a. m. ^
-21
community, as well as the individual
PRINCESS NYLA COSMETICS
2:30
95 - Reasons To Be Here . 95
Smdmy Matinee
who is endangered, will be benefited will be the $gular communion service
through the application of this know- and ,t would be fine if all members and
MARGARET RAWLINS GIVING FREE SKIN
ledge as infection is decreased and as their friends who can, would be there
Ton
long time treatment costs for advanced It can be made a little more helpful if
ANALYSIS AND MAKE-UP
cases are avoided."
you are there. Tall your friends and
neighbors and come. We trust that all
FARM AND HOME BROADCASTS
deacons may be there to assist in the
TO FEATURE NUTRITION l ™ ^ 0 0 ^ forget that mission!
A series of broadcasts of the Farm ! church 12 "^ to make at the
and Home hour each Tuesday is
featuring human nutrition, accordingto County Agent Lester Soukup. He
commented further, that emphasis js
ANITA MARKETS
being placed upon the importance of
(Prices
in Effect Wednesday)
wholesome food in the family diet. In„.
formation is presented on the im- ?£s, cash dozen
m
trade,
dozen
....'""'
2
5c
portance of adequate diets in relation
Your Orders Are Safe With Us — Lay Away
to the national defense program. It ««», leghorn and under 4-lbs. Ib.'i4c
translates our knowledge of human
1?C
Part of Your Winter Needs Off This Car.
Springs, all sizes, Ib
nutrition into terms of everyday food Roosters,
1
Ib.
'
.' 5°
so that people of the United States Ducks, Ib. . ' .
may be better fed and therefore, bet- Geese, Ib. .
. 8c
ter prepared.
Picons, live, dozen
Speakers include prominent persons Cream,
• 50c
sweet
m
the
department
of
agriculture
of
ANITA LUMBER CO.
.39c
Cream, No. l BOUr "
home economics, of labor, national
.37c
Cream,
No.
2
sour
.
PHONE 2-0 FOR COALS YOU KNOW
health councils and other groups hav
.35c
mg direct concern with public health Yellow, corn, No. 2 new
N°- 2 white oats
Andy Deyfne — Miaua Alter
and national defense.
.28c
No. 1 wheat
Color Cartoon and Comedy
.86c

And Keep Cool For The Fourth

You'll Find Just What Your Looking For At

BOB'S

Saturday Night

suns

Maduffs

wtwfl

BOB HOWARD

BINDER

Vanity Beauty Shop

THE

Beauty Clinic

A

CAR RODELL LUMP
ON TRACK SOON

-iSs^""-'-"^

ROBERT SCOTT

nttNCHDT T8KE

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

By Edward C. Wayne

'Scorched Earth' and Guerrilla Fighting
Is Soviet Answer to German Thrust;
Revenue Bill for Defense Spending
Provides Many Additional New Taxes

Washington, D. C.
MORE ON 'BESS-MESS'
Dear Bft. W.:
Following the outbreak of me the editor* of the
Nazi-Russian war, European capi- Worker a Job in his
tals buzzed with reports of a mer- shoe revue. Billy ;
(EDITOR'S NOTE—Whtn cplnlrai a» npnKMd ta <!>•*• ••linui, to»T
«r. thm of the n.w. «n»ly«t and not n««Murlly •« thto »«w»p»p«r.>
man offer to Britain to make peace, flipflops, badtflip* and
. (Releatcd by Weitern Newipaper Union.) ^______
then turn their united forces against the most comical in the world,. . , . _
Soviet Russia. These reports were Tip the newspapers to se«itt**jW«
not empty rumors; they were abso- edition of The Hoor-J-nnWfiig.Tev-:
lutely true.
elations on activities of Ukrainians
Behind them is a story of the most in the U. S. readying sabotage, etc.,
audacious and astounding Nazi in- campaigns. A new Nazi irick betrigue of the war to date. Its open- cause Germans and Italians are no
tog scene was the sensational HBss longer in good standing over here
"flight" to Britain; its closing paragraph the "surprise" Nazi declara- and Ukrainians wouldn't be "nUK
tion of war on their ally, Red Russia. pected.'
The inner details of this brainThe German Military Attache In
reeling plot are not yet unraveled Washington
supposed to h£V*stold
No shot is too tough for the and all of them won't leak out until Washington is
reporters
July 27>la the
veteran billiard champion Willie the history books are written. But timetable date for the Nazi war maHoppe (right), who is setting authorities have pieced it together chine to take over the Ukraine.
up a difficult arrangement on and it is now possible to get the main
the wing of a giant bomber outlines.
Pearson and Allen are furious
Hatred of Communists.
when he arid Welker Cochran
Following the victorious Balkan with ex-Cong. J. J. O'Connor of N^Y.
visited a San Diego, Calif^ plane campaign which made Germany They claim to have a certified copy
plant. Hoppe is starting a" tour master of Europe, powerful military- of a letter from O'Connor (part of
of army camps soon as a part of Nazi elements, always hating the the Kansas court record) in which
the war department recreation Communists, began urging peace the ex-congressman recently wrote
This is the scene hi the Brooklyn (N. X.) federal court as 25 mem- program.
with Britain in exchange for a Brit- U. S. Judge Richard Hopkins of Kanbers of the huge spy ring were arraigned by the government. Called
ish-German coalition against Rus- sas. Alleging that two out of three
"one of the most active, extensive and vicioqs" spy rings In the^ nation's
sia. After a bitter struggle inside U. S. appeals court judges in N.Y.
history, 26 men and 3 women were arrested throughout the country. PLANES:
the Nazi party, Hitter sided with were with him hi the Congressman
Most of them were of German descent. They were charged with
the anti-Red group and the wheels Sweeney libel action against the
transmitting vital defense information to a foreign government. Three A Slowdown?
were set in motion to line up the colyumists. Pleading sure victory
men hi foreground are lawyers.
in N. Y., O'Connor asked Judge HopObservers on the economic and British.
defense production fronts in this
It was realized that they would kins to postpone any decision in
country seemed skeptical of the have to be approached in such a Kansas, but Hopkins promptly disORDEAL:
TAXES:
OPM outlook that "grand mass- manner that they could not doubt missed all of Sweeney's suits against
production" of medium and heavy the authenticity of the Nazi plan. So 10'' Kansas newspapers. Hurray for
By 'Communiques
And Spending
bombers would be under way early Hess was chosen for this mission; him.
Following the first couple of weeks
The tax structure by which the hi 1942.
Not only was he the one man in
of the Russo-German war some wag congress intends to raise additional
The OPM plan calls for the auto
On Labor Day, 1939 (after the Comof the airwaves referred to the con- revenue to the tune of $3,500,000,000 makers to build airplanes in a num- Germany closest to Hitler, but he mies
and Nazzies got married)
flict as an ordeal—for the public— during the coming fiscal year was ber of small sections, like wings, was also known for his hatred ol
Communism. And before the war you reported this: Charlie of Place
by communiques.
practically complete.
fuselages and tails, etc., and ship
says vodka (Russian) and
In the absence of any possible
In addition to the huge amount these sections to large assembly he had had contacts with the British Elegante
Rhine wine (German) is poisonous
direct war correspondence, that is expected from the new income tax plants in Omaha, Kansas City and nobility.
So Hess, not flying alone, but ac- when mixed! . . . In other words
exactly what it developed into, ever- structure, the congress' tax-makers
Worth and Tulsa, where they companied by several guiding we scooped Mr. Hitler by two years.
lengthening communiques by both had agreed that business would have Fort
be put together in assembly- planes; and not taking off from cen-Your Girl Friday.
sides, so much at variance that the to yield about $1,360,000,000 more will
line
fashion.
tral Germany as reported, but from
public could do little but guess.
than the $3,000,000,000 it is now raisThat was the motor industry's Norway, made his dramatic descen
• As the German columns advanced ing.
answer to large-scale production of on the estate of the Scotch duke of Underground Ticker Tape:
Premier Josef Stalin urged upon his
Excise taxes were to be increased
The most illustrative underground
Hamilton.
people a policy of "scorched earth" by a 10 per cent tax on electric bombers.
story
circulated in Germany is about
Now
those
who
feel
that
this
obHess'
Message.
to be .coupled with universal guer- fans, cooking appliances and simiThe message brought by Hess hi the time tfoering visited the direcrilla warfare. He warned of the lar articles; a 10 per cent tax on rub- jective will not be reached until
tor of an important munitions plant
"grave danger" of the Nazi suc- ber products not including footwear some time in 1943 point out how the substance was as follows:
(1) Britain and Germany woulc and asked, him if there were still
cesses and acknowledged the for- and auto tires or tubes, which are on aluminum shortage can possibly
enter a coalition as the chief part- any Social Democrats, Catholic Cent
ward movement of German troops. other tax schedules; 10 per cent on play hob with the best laid plans.
They say that when a plane ners in a new Axis; (2) Italy woulc trists or members of the other outHe asked his people to destroy ev- electrical and metal signs; 10 per
erything that might be of value to cent on washing machines for com- weighs 10,000 pounds, it actually be placated with some minor pos- lawed parties among his workers
Germany if it could not be saved be- mercial laundries; one-sixth of a takes 13,600 pounds of ingot alumi- sessions of France, which would be . . . "Well," said the director,
hind the retreating Soviet columns. cent a bottle on soft drinks (4 cents num to do the job because of the stripped of its empire; (3) Germany "about 40 per cent of the workers
Only at certain points did the a case); 10 per cent on retail furs; weight loss through scraps.
would retain a free hand on the hi my factory are Social Democrats,
These scraps cannot be melted whole of the continent, with Britain about 30 per cent Catholic Centrists,
reports of the two high commands another 10 on toilet preparations; a
coincide, and these were so excep- "use" tax on vending machines that down into airplane metal again helping to establish that free hand and about 30 per cent are still memtional that they were more to be hon- pay off in tokens; $5 for vending because of the number of different by joining Germany in conquerini bers of the other outlawed parties"
... "Forty per cent, 30 per cent, and
ored by their absence than their machines which dispense articles; alloys required.
Russia.
observers who feel that OPM
presence.
The British government's answer 30 per cent?" bellowed Goefing.
10 per cent on optical instruments is The
being too optimistic also point was to incarcerate Hess and imme- "That makes 100 per centl Aren't
Speaking of an important town on other than eyeglasses; 10 per cent
out that the scrap losses under diately notify Washington and Mos any of your workers Nazis?" . . .
the southern front, the Germans on office and store machines.
automotive plan of plane build- cow of the plan.
said, "We captured Lwow," and the
"Oh, of course,*' was the reply,
Thus the boil-down of the tax the
ing are likely to be more than in
Russians said, "We left Lwow." structure was this:
The subsequent chain of events is "they are all Nazis!"
plane factories, where the history. Darlan and Laval were
And even in that point of coinciExcise taxes (like the above) regular
workers have more experience and among the first to get wind of the
dence there was a variance which $867,000,000.
During the early days of the Nail
make fewer mistakes.
left much to guesswork.
scheme, and rushed to Hitter of- occupation of Paris, whenever GerIncome levies including excess will
1
They
also
feel
it
is
going
to
be
Yet from the very names of profits, $2,468,500,000.
fering complete "collaboration. man officers entered a cafe, the
places it was possible to take a
Estate and gift taxes $113,700,000. a huge problem for the big plane This drew withering denunciations French patrons would promptly get
manufacturers
to
operate
in
cities
map and see a picture of the GerGiving a total of close to the
from President Roosevelt and Sec up and walk out. This so infuriated
as far distant from each other as retary of State Hull.
man plan emerging, though it was $3,500,000,000 sought.
the conquerors that they issued an
impossible by the same token to picThis enabled the public to get a Baltimore and' Omaha, for instance,
Britain, which for months had edict forbidding Frenchmen to leave
and
still
maintain
a
cohesive
and
ture the Russian defense.
generalized sort of picture of what
been trying to make up its mine a cafe for at least 15 minutes after
The picture was that of a giant is coming to the American way of clever organization.
to attack in Syria, launched an of the entrance of a German officer
However,
present
plane
producclutching hand, with the wrist to the life, at least from a tax standpoint
with Free French forces to . . After that, whenever a German
tion, gloomy as this outlook' might fensive
north and the fingers outstretched— during the next tax year.
seize
this
strategically vital region officer entered, a cafe, the Frenchbe, took a step upward when North Then on June
though which way the joints of the
15, British intelligence men present would reach into their
American
Aviation
got
back
to
its
ringers would flex themselves could SHOCK:
got wind of quiet German withdraw pockets and pull out small alarm
scheduled
10
planes
a
day,
and
the
not be foreseen.
als of air and other forces from clocks, which they set and placed on
1,500 soldiers who had been sta- French
Three fingers were stretching To British
bases. This was why the
Scarcely less shocking to the Brit- tioned near the plant were sent British took the initiative in their the table. At the end of-18 minutes,
toward Moscow and Leningrad, and
the alarms would go off all over the
away
to
more
distant
points.
ish
than
the
arrival
of
Hess
on
two were extending southward into
day and night bombinj place, and the Frenchmen would
The wage structure finally decid- continuous
the rich Ukraine. Two or three of Scottish soil was the news that Gen.
raids wreaking havoc on key Ger- rush for the doors!
these five shafts showed signs that Sir Archibald Wavell had been re- ed upon turned out to be 60 cents man centers.
they might form pincer movements, lieved of his command in Africa and for bjeginners for the first three
Russia Fearful.
months and then 75 cents minimum
In Holland, on Prince Bernhard's
snipping off and surrounding bodies the Middle East.
Fearful of attack and anxious to
after
that
point,
and
on
up
to
$1.50
birthday, all loyal Dutch citizens
of Red troops here and there along
General Wavell had been Britain's
appease
in
all
directions,
Moscow
the battlefront.
wore a white carnation, the prince's
Number , One hero, the only man an hour for more skilled workers.
abandoned its stiff-necked coolness favorite
Already the Germans had claimed who had won for the British an imflower, as a symbol of deto
Japan
and
hurriedly
signed
a
one such success east of Bialystok, portant victory and one which chal- KNOX:
fiance
to
the Nazis. Angered by this
pact to order to ensure at least temstating that 100,000 Russian soldiers lenged the imagination.
display of "insolence" on the parti
And His Speech
porary
tranquillity
on
its
eastern
had participated in a mass surrenWavelTs men had driven through
Secretary of Navy Knox, in his border. Simultaneously Stalin aban- of the conquered people, the Nazis
der, and that everywhere the Rus- Cyrenaica and had taken it away
Boston
address, stirred up an out- doned his traditional behind-the- went around tearing the carnations
sians were on the run.
from the Italians, capturing more break on congress which threatened scenes role and actively assumed from the coats of passersby . . . A
The Red communiques stated that than 100,000 prisoners on the way.
to bring out an impeachment reso- the reins as premier of Russia short while later, Dutch sailors
their lines were holding intact, and
True, the Nazis had come across lution and found administration sup- Russia began massing 160 divisions made their appearance on the
that at some points the Russians the Mediterranean and had taken all
streets and in cafes with carnations
were fighting far behind the most this territory away from him, in- porters reportedly working under on its western borders.
prominently^ displayed on their
cover
to
prevent
this
outcome.
It
was
at
this
time
that
Ambassaoutstretched German points, and cluding the trapping of a number
chests.
The Nazis soon desisted
dor
John
Winant
returned
to
the
In the address the navy secretary
that some of these actions might of thousand of the Wavell troops.
hinted that "the time had come" U. S. A. at the request of Prime from tearing them off ... The carwork out badly for the invaders.
It also was true that there had
nations worn by the sailors epnYet, military observers pointed been a good deal of criticism of for the navy actively to sweep the Mimster Churchill in order to give tained ingeniously concealed razor
President
Roosevelt
a
complete
fillout, such occurrences were of the Wavell at this time. It also was German menace from the seas, and
blades.
f
very nature of the Nazi blitz tech- being remembered that he had been spoke of the Russo-German war oc- in and to deliver categoric assurnique, and that in France, in Greece given at least a part of the responsi- cupying Nazi attention, as a "God- ances from Churchill that Britain
In Holland, one of the big proband on other fronts, including the bility for the disaster in Greece and given opportunity" to insure the ar- wul never make peace with Hitler
Note—The British government was lems in the underground warfare
rival of lease-lend aid to Britain.
town of Tobruk in northern Africa, Crete.
groups of defending troops often
non-interventionists head- so sure Hitler would attack Russia against the conquerors is how to find
Although the war ministry simply edLeading
were left behind hi the swift ad- recounted
by Senator Wheeler of Montana that Churchill was able to prepare out who can be trusted. One couple
that
Wavell
had
been
vance, later to be encircled.
leaped on this speech with all their ancI deliver his history radio address solved it in this manner: A tew
to the high command in power,
declaring that the navy secThe Greek army of the east was transferred
rnuuites. before two o'clock wery
HUter
and that his place had been retary was
™
trapped in just such a way, and India
stepping beyond his pow- Russia
afternoon, the wife shouted to her
taken
by
Gen.
Sir
Claude
Auchinthough it held out and fought for leck, a Scotsman, the general feel- ers and seeking to get President
husband, who was working in the
considerable time, it was forced to ing in Britain was that it was a Roosevelt to order a "shooting war"
CAPITAL CHAFF
garden, "Come In, dear. It's alsurrender in the end.
between the navy and the German
Sentiment is increasing in several most two o'clock." Two o'clock beshocking demotion.
It was impossible, however, to see
states for a "Federal Union of Na- ing the tune for a London news
This notwithstanding the war min- submarines and surface raiders
just what the Russians were accom- istry
The question, when immediately tions." The North Carolina legisla- broadcast, their next-door neighbors
let
out
the
rumor
that
perhaps
plishing in their defense, for the Wavell was being given a more im- put to President Roosevelt brought
reported them to the Gestapo . . .
"town name" reports showed con- portant task, the preparation of the from him a denial that he though
The Gestapo didn't arrest the couple,
tinued German advances, and the defense of "India should the Russian American participation was neceshowever, because they were able to
capture en route of important resistance collapse and find the sary at this time, and holding out
prove that they didn't own a radio
points.
con uiued hope that this country
• . . But their 'neighbors had swalNazis blitzing in that direction.
could remain out of the war.
Riga, Latvia, an important Ruslowed the bait and unmasked themsian naval base, was reported MILLIONS:
selves as Nazi stool-pigeons.'
One of the strongest foes of
Another Question
taken; Minsk, the so-called gateway
m
President
Roosevelt's
inner
cir
ied mt
to Moscow, was said to be surround- Get Deferment
£ U ?U was « question of of defense advisers is Bernard Ba
Ever since the Nails conquered
fjt
f
ed; and one of the Nazi "fingers"
Just as all youths who reached fact for Senator Wheeler had reHolland, the natives have been forhad shot past Minsk on the north their majority since last registra- ported rumors that an actual incibidden to listen to the Dutch; broadto Smolensk, and on the south to tion day walked to their local boards dent or two of the sinking of Gercasts from London, but most of
the Bobruisk sector, thus tending to register, a 30-day deferment was man ships of war by American nathem defy the regulation, at the risk
val
vessels
had
been
circulating
to bear out the German contention granted to all draftees over 27 years
of their lives . . . One Dutch womhis i
To this, on the following day Sec tinn
that Minsk, if not already taken, old.
an, who was recently caught listenp
n
retary Knc« flatly issued a sharp nessee
was doomed. Also that the Nazi
nessee, O
OPM
Director Genera] ing to BBC (the British BroadcastThis was frankly a measure to denial.
He
said
that
no
Knudsen remarked, "They are t»rn ing Chain), was arrested, The in-'
legions could be said, at least tech- keep them out of the armed forces
nically, to be two-thirds of the way until congress could pass an amendfurlated Gestapo asked her explanation . , . "I wanted to hear Hitfrom their starting point to the ment to the selective service act exler speak," was her calm reply.
capital of the Soviet
empting them.
"Hitter said he was going to speak
y
eauioment
from London last September, and J
I'm sift waiting *»
torn."
;
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Signal Code.1
.•The International Code!
Hals, adopted by all:
marhie communication :j
uses 40 flags, 26 alph
numeral, 3 substitute f
answering pennant, sayrj
Although no more 11
five flags are usually 1
timj{,at
least 375,0001
may be transmitted \
behig visible through |
clear weather, for
five miles.

Good
A good man, throql j
aspirations has still i'
~
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The grape gains its I
by. looldng at another j
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July 6, 1911.

JULY 3, 1941.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Sticker of Glidden, Iowa, were Sunday visitors at
the Ben Brodersen home here. The I
young couple was recently married at
the Presbyterian church in Columbus,
Neb. Mrs. Sticker is the former Miss
Margaret Holloran of Denison and is
a sister of Mrs. Brodersen.

Buy Your Fourth of July

Picnic Supplies Now

Winnie Hendricks has resigned his
NAPKINS, package of 80
lOc
position at the Dixon drug store.
Mrs. Robert Cryer, Mrs. N. 0. MorW. E. Clark and T. A. Crozier were gan and Mrs. Carl Livingston were
PLATES, package of 6
;.10c
m Omaha last week where they pur- hostesses at a stork shower for Mrs.
chased four car loads of cattle.
Norman Mbrgan Wednesday afterCUPS, package of 6
lOc
Mrs. Zola Beebe of Cumberland is noon at the Cryer home on 3rd. street.
spending a few days in Anita this The afternoon was spent socially and
SPOONS and FORKS, package of 24
lOc
The snow that covered the ground week visiting relatives and friends. with contests. A lunch was served
ng
of ...
Col. W.
He* think
winters
THERMOS BOTTLES, regular $1 value
.89c
. .
I . „long
"• gone
•»
"«.K,IO meant
meant easily
Miss Pauline Glass has been spend- by the hostesses.
Codyasawildwertslay- followed trails of food on the hoof ing a few days in Anita this week,
,
.
.
.
.
.
^
„..
««~4
..
^
tAy beast he was named but now thft flnow meang gk ng a
a guest of her sister, Mrs. J. W. Budd. The Past Noble Grand club met at
•n Indian fighter of the winter sports.
— ICE CREAM OF THE MONTH —
C. A. Long and wife are taking a the home of Mrs. Elmer Smith west of
Few realize that'behind
Cody was first built of logs, but the week's vacation and are in Manson, Anita Friday afternoon. Mrs. Claude
ORANGE SHERBET ROYAL
an's dash and show lay only remaining relic of the town's early Iowa, visiting at the home of her par- Spry was an additional guest. Conplanned a empire^-the history is the very interesting log ents.
tests
were
enjoyed
during
the
afterv
be West.
" *,'•:' •'
cabin museum housing Buffalo Bill
Homer Millhollin came home from noon witTi Mrs. Roy Clure and Mrs.
Lowest Prices on Nationally Advertised Products
I as a showman, as proven medals and trappings. It stands a MtoClellnnd, Iowa, Monday evening and Carl Keller winners. At the close
jdous appeal of JrffrWfld few blocks from modern buildings spent the Fourth with relatives and of the meeting a lunch was served by
Fthat toured ihfe'eotmtry that went up as a result of Bill's friends in the city.
the hostess.
[was also us«d ^ ' "'"" efforts to colonize this area.
Ross Kohl has taken a position in
We Deliver
Phone 102
fire
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Hayter and Mr.
• But all this doesnt mean that the the Val Wiegand shoe store and will
of his t _ . . r , . _ town has lost all its frontier flavor. assist them with the work while and Mrs. Chas.'Jewett of Anita and
rich cattle-raising It's still a (Western town populated by Otto is in Milwaukee.
Mrs. Wm. R.'Cryer of Adair were in
agricultural garden spot. 8,000 Westerners who nightly hold a
The front has been finished in the Omaha one day last week where they
Anita theatre next Sunday, Monday,
[by Buffalo Bill in 1900, noisy rodeo—not for the benefit of new Galiher building, making one of attended funeral services for Edward
and Sunday matinee. This
Jegan as the center of the tourists, but just for the fun of it. the prettiest on Main'Street and a Dlavis, 63, and Alfred Davis, 80, both
REEL NEWS
+ Tuesday
is the long-awaited sequel to the membroject he started. Sub- Of course the Fourth of July's annual credit to the town of Anita.
former residents of here. The two
+ + + + • * • • * • • * • * • * • + + orable film, "Boys Town." "Men of
jelopment by the U. S. Re- Cody Stampede is a big, rip-snorting
0. O Contey, G: F. Lattig, H. H. men, uncles of Mrs. Cryer, passec
This
week's Wednesday and Thurs- Boys Town," carries on where "Boys
ervice added the Shoshone rodeo and show that brings and enter- Gate and Otto Wiegand made all the away just 48 hours apart.
day
bargain
show at the new Anita Town" left off, with Father Flanagan
item and the dream of tains visitors by the thousands.
towns around Anita last week posting
;heatre
is,
"Rage
In Heaven," starring again in financial difficulties in trying
Betty
Arnett,
Bernard
Brodersen
[pioneer has materialized, Although Buffalo Bill's remains are bills announcing the big Fourtb/'pf
Kobert
Montgomery,
Ingrid Bergman to carry on his great work. It is a
Dorothy Hamlin, Darlene Hamlin, Betunkind' country jn his entombed on distant Lookout Mount- July celebration being held here.
and
George
Sanders.
It presents the dramatic punchy two fisted story of
ty
Jean
Karns,
Albert
Earns
Jr.
atiful vBcatton'land now, ain in Colorado, the town of Cody is
James Miller, Dorothy Tate, Barbara eternal triangle in one of the most Spencer Tracy's battle against all
successful ranching and ever conscious of its famous frontier- IT
MAY PAY TO FATTEN1
Tatej
William King, Shirley Linfor startling films of the year and is a forms of cruelty and social injustice.
net. Instead of tracking scout founder. It is lamentable that
800 TO 1,000 POUND CATTLE W. A. Linfor and Rev. and Mrs. Ar- fascinating story about a "perfect Whitey Marsh leaves Boys Town and
for an empty "larder as his grave doesn't overlook the finished
gets himself into a jam when he
he old ays, sportsmen flock results of his tireless efforts. In fact, High quality, unfinished yearlings, thur V. Long attended the Methodist crime" and reveals the innermost men- tries to help another boy. It will stir
i bag wild game. Instead persistent rumors have it that early may be most profitable if they are county youth rally held in the Lewis tal workings of a twisted mind. Robert you to heart throbs, tears and laughMontgomery again steps' from hilarthat was always serious residents of Cody threatened to quiet- weighing around 800 to 1,000 pounds state park Sunday afternoon.
ious
comedy to stark drama in one of ter and is definitely, one picture not
ades ago, the present vast ly tunnel into lookout Mountain, steal fed "out and finished for the August The W. W. club were guests o:
the most exciting and nerve-tingling to be missed.
fetry is dotted with dude Bill's casket and place it in Cody, or September market, says Rex Beres- Mrs. L. F. Possehl Thursday after- stories since "his great performance in,
ring the tenderfoot a try -where they figured it rightfully be- ford, extension animal husbandman noon at her home west of Anita. There 'Night Must Fall." Major W. S. Van
Miss Virginia Nichols, who is work[and a few gulps, of fresh, longed. But the tomb was heavily at Iowa State college. Some feeders, were eleven members and one guest Dyke, II, who directed "The Thin Man" ing in Des Moines, spent the week
ir.
. '.
re-enforced with concrete to forestall made nervous by recent market de- Mrs. Cora Stoodt, present. The after and "San Francisco," does another stel- end in Anita visiting at the home of
i Bill's day the only things any such plan.
clines, are letting go of good un- noon was spent by the ladies with ler job with, "Rage In Heaven."
her mother, Mtrs. Edna Nichols.
ound wore feathers, but
However, even though the tomb re- finished stock.
handwork, following which a luncl
* * •
airport' at the edge of mains distant from Cody, Buffalo Bill's The supply of fat baby beeves pxob- was served by the hostess. The next
Mrs. Stanley Curtis 'and M5ss BeuThe Sierra-Nevada mountains is the lah Seffern of Nevada, Iowa, spent
i regular visits from sleek memory is forever preserved in the ably will taper off during the mid- meeting of the club will be with Mrs
locale
of
that
red-blooded
spectacle
of
name of this town he founded.
summer months, and there's a good Roy Bornholdt on July 10.
the week end in Anita visiting at the
frontier adventure, "Trail of the Vigil- home of Mrs. Curtis' parents, Postchance that prices will advance, he
Mrs. A. A. Johnson and daughter antes," which will be shown on the master and Mrs. George Smither. Sunsays. At any rate, • the yearlings
Vagabond" Is Sponsored and Appears In This Paper
should make good enough gain to at Virginia, Mrs. W. T. Biggs, Mrs screen as a special Fourth of July holi- day Mrs. Curtis, Mr. and Mrs. George
' Through the Courtesy of
least pay the cost of the extra feed Charles Barber and Mrs. Lafe»Koo1 day, attraction, Friday and Saturday. Smither and 'Mir. and Mrs. Claude
and their better finish will raise their were in Harlan last Wednesday where Franchot Tone, Andy Devine and Brod Smither drove to Lincoln, Neb., where
they'attended the Women's Guild tea Crawford carry the leading roles in they spent the day visiting Mr. Curtis
grade.
Where farmers have coarse, low at the St. Paul's parish. Virginia this thrill-packed super-western. War- who is attending an aeronautical school
,Iowa
' TEXACO PRODUCTS
Phone 257
grade steers finished, it may be wise Johnson, accompanied at the piano ren William and Porter Hall, remem- there.
to market them soon to avoid com- by Mrs. Biggs, gave a musical reading bered for their villainy in, "Arizona,"
C. O. Gipple, Billis Gipple, John
petition with grass-fed stock from during the program entitled, "Howagain portray the sinister roles of the
THANKS.
bad men of the Old West. Added Rexroad, Mrs. Alpha Nelson and Mrs.
the southwest. Grass-fed animals are Would .You tyke to Be a Dbg?"
attractions are a hilarious Buster Kea- Robert Scott received word Saturday
I wish to thank all my friends for already coming onto the market, and
The members of the S. O. S. club ton comedy and a special color cartoon. morning of the death of their uncle,
supplies
will
increase
during
the
next
the.many cards, letters, flowers, candy
were guests of Mrs. Chas. Hockenberry There is also 95 big reasons to attend L. H. Stineman, of Muscatine, Iowa.
and fruit received ^during my recent few weeks.
Thursday afternoon at her'home south this Friday and Saturday.
The deceased was a brother of- the
illness and while I was a patient in
west
of here. Sixteen members am
* • *
late Mrs. Bertrand Stauffer and Mrs.
Miss Ruby Wickey, who is employed
the hospitals at Atlantic and Iowa City. in Omaha, spent several days during four visitors were present. The after
Spencer Tracy and Mickey Rooney J. L. Carey and made many friends
Miss Doloris Wohlleber.
the past week visiting at the home of noon was spent by the ladies em iiave had the unusual experience of during his visits here. Mrs. Nelson,
Mr. and Mts. Albert Eilts southwest broidering tea towels for the hostess stepping back into the roles that won went to Iowa City Sunday morning
following which a lunch was served :hem academy awards with Tracy again where she met her sons, James and
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn McCalll and of here.
The next meeting of the club will be seen in his characterization as Father Robert, and together they attended the
daughters, Margaret and Meredith, of
Bagley, Iowa, were week end visitors
Mrs. L. C. McAfee was hostess to July 10 at the home of Mrs. TomFlanagan and Rooney as Whitey funeral services Monday afternoon.
in Anita at the home of Mrs. McCall's the members of the Mutual Benefit Bailey.
Marsh, Mayor of Boys Town, in "Mten Mrs. Nelson remained in Iowa City to
grandmother, Mrs. Isabell Joy, whoclub Thursday afternoon at her home
of Boys Town," which comes to t"he visit her son, James, over the Fourth.
Mrs. G. ML Adair, Mrs. E. S. Holton
is ilrat her home here.
northwest of Anita. There were Mrs. A. R. Kohl and Mrs. H. C
!**«***'
twelve members and three visitors Faulkner of Anita, Mrs. Harol
present. The women spent the after- Champion of Menlo and Mrs. Laurence
noon sewing carpet rags for the host- Moorehouse of Iowa City, who is visit
ess. Mrs. Victor Olson will be hostess ing in Anita, were guests of Mrs
to the next meeting ofthe club on Maurice McMurray Friday afternoo
July 10.
at a one o'clock luncheon at Yonker'
The. members, of the Helping Hand tea room in Des Mbines. Followin
club were entertained Thursday at a the luncheon, the women spent th
one o'clock luncheon by Mrs. William afternoon socially at the home of th
Steele at her home southeast of here. hostess there.
There were nineteen members and five
Mr. and Mrs. John Mehlmann an
visitors, Mrs. John Pearce, Mrs. Louis son, Donald, Mr. and Mrs. Les Bowe
Steele, Mrs. Allen Hayter, Mrs. Harold
d family of Bridgewater and M'
Weaver and Mrs. Paul Steele, present. and Mrs. Leroy Mehlmann and famil
The women spent the afternoon quilt- of Massena held a family picnic a
ing and sewing carpet rags for the the farm home of Mr. and Mrs. Ott
hostess. Mrs. Lorinda Soper was the Mehlmann west of Massena Sunday.
winner of a contest put on during the They celebrated the birthdays of John
afternoon by Mrs. Ray Schuler. Plans Mehlmann, Otto Mehlmann and his
FOR OOOPMESS SAKE
were made for the annual family daughter, Laura. It was also a farepicnic which was held Sunday after- well party for Marian Blower who will
FOR HEALTH'S SAKE
noon.
soon have to join the U. S. army as a
conscriptee.
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MINER'S FILLING STATION

SEE US FOR

TOUR PAINT

BINDER TWINE

NOW AT

IE FARMERS GOOP

MIDWEST EGG CO.

In Your Ticket8
Saturday Night

HERE!
May Be Purchased In Anita At The Following Stores:

A Home and Garden club was organized last Tuesday afternoon at a
meeting held at the home of Mrs.
Lester King southwest of Anita. The
new club is a division of the Federated
Woman's club in Anita. Nine women
were present at the meeting and Mrs.
King was elected chairman and Mrs.
H. J. CHadwiok J secretary-treasurer.
The newly organized club will hold
regular meetings on the fourth Mkmday afternoon of each month at 2 p. m.
Any woman in this community who
is in sympathy with the aims of the
club is entitled to a membership by
the payment of dues.
The Friendly Neighbors club held
their regular monthly meeting Thursday afternoon at the home of Mrs. Carl
Millard on West Main Street. Mars.
W. T. Biggs was. assisting hostess.
There were twenty-two members and
four visitors present. Mrs. Laurence
Moprhouse of Ipwa,. City was an outof-town guest. Roll call was, "A
Memory Gem." Mrs. Lake Bear was
the winner of a door prize and a
flag contest put on. was won by 'Mrs
Moorehouse. Mrs. Forrest Wilson
president of. the club, presided at th<
business meeting. A lunch was served
by the hostesses. There will be m
-more meetings of the club during the
remaining summer months.
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OUR SELECTED MEATS

Miller's Market
Anita, Iowa

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S
WNUfcnttp

SEWONG

By HAROLD L. LUNDQUIST, D. D.
nean of The Moody Bible Inslltute
(Released by Western fft^spaper Union.)

WHAl! NO NEW AUTO MODELS?
-There is talk of discontinuing any
Lesson for July 6
manges in automobile models during this year, but the decision should
Lesson subjects and Scripture texts •<not be made except as a last resort, lected
and cjopyrlghtcd by Inl
nternational
Council of Religious
~
will break down the mo- permission.
Education; used by
.
- people more than a sudden suspension of their aneient right
THE GOSPEL IS TAKEN INTO
London to trek down to the annual auto show
EUROPE
h w many
ad e
* list dt S
. *?.?*x
S
8 « ts have
oeen
shifted.
that her
^™

,_—

most sizzling days. It is a simple
one-piece dress, cut to a low poult
hi front, sleeveless and backless
Easy Faultfinding
except for shoulder straps. ' Of
It is much easier to be critical
course you wear the bolero with* it than to be correct.—Beaconsfield.
on the street. Pattern No. 1359-B
is a tried and true design for the
ideal warm weather dress. It has ACCIDEMT INSURANCE^??
everything; youthful lines, back THE LATEST IN PROTECTION
opening which makes it easy to
•UmanlMnoitt*
tosnndparaa*
get into, no fussy details which
take tune to iron.
• 'Make this dress hi any of the
washable sports fabrics; cottons,
linens, raybn. Percale, dimity,
chambray, broadcloth are partic- PIONBBBS-IN IJTB INB0BAHOB 81NOB IBM
ularly recommended. Bolero can
match the frock. The frock in a
Saddened Heart
print and the bolero- in a solid
It is a poor heart that never
color is also a smart effect.
•/
• * •
rejoices.—Dickens.

• * *
LESSON TEXT-Acts 18:6-15.
GOLDEN TEXT—Come over Into Macedo_ There is a Umit to sacrifice. And
It may be reached when you ask nia and help us.—Acts 16:9.
Americans to go through a whole
America is coming'to the fore in
year in which even the windows in
automobiles open the same way they the thinking of a confused world as
did before.
* the final hope of democracy and
religious freedom. Europe, or at
: You can get G«s Q. Citizen to least most of Europe, represents in
give up many things in a crisis with- our thinking dictatorship, a totaliout a squawk. He win give up meat, tarian disregard for the personal
; Barbara Bell Pattern No, 1359-B Is in
cut down on fuel, and if necessary rights of man, including his freedom
ilzefl 12,14, 18, 18 and 20. Corresponding
to
worship
God
according
to
the
dicbust measurements are 30, 32, 34, 36 and
climb into a uniform to defend bis
38. Size M (32) dregs requires 214 yards
country, but when you ask him to tates of his own conscience.
VACATION ON OKOBOJI UKE
36-tach fabric, bolero Jacket US yards.
take calmly the news that Detroit
It is therefore very appropriate
Ric-rac outline lakes 4 yards. Pattern Is
will turn out sedans with the humps that on this "Fourth of July" Suncomplete with sew chart. Send order to:
the foreign ftorirespend- and bulges unchanged, you're tak- day, when patriotism has been much
to $40 • week.
play
e
the
phrases
"informed
3
hi our thoughts, that we remind ouring a chance on insurrection.
SEWING
CIRCLE
PATTERN
DEPT.
n "according to reliable
MANHATTAN COTTAOB
selves hi the study of our Sunday
Room 13*4
S
l»fcHUk*,lmM
_ because Stories in Eu211 W. Waeker Dr.
Chicago
Elmer Twitehell is among those school lesson that the roots of Amer[difficult to confirm, recalls horrified by the prospect and he has ican life, both cultural and religious,
Enclose IS cents in coins for
lie about the: feub reporter written the following appeal to the reach back into the European soil
Pattern Mo
Size
Serious Life
ras on a smalLtawn news* President:
Name
on which our forefathers dwelt.
Life
is
as
serious a thing as
was assigned .to cover a "Dear Franklin:
Address
Much of that which we as Chrisdeath.—Bailey.
rieyer to
"If you want the morale of Amer- tians count precious has come to us
he WAS ica kept intact, do something at because Paul, the missionary, was
, .His once to stop this idea of no changes responsive to the leading of the Holy
this in ,auto models during the emer- Spirit and carried the gospel into
e, bridge gency. Year after year, through the heathendom of Europe, from
given yesterday by a floods, fires, dust storms, quakes, whence, hi due time, it came to our
reputed ladies. Mrs. strikes* erosions and depressions, no own land.
was said, was the hostess. matter What happened to the counIt was a crucial point in the his, it is alleged, with the e*- try, :atbtomobile models came out tory of Christianity; yes, and of the
Mrs. Brown, who says every; season full of changes. The world, when the gospel came to
from Illinois, were all lo- more7'trouble, the more changes. Europe.
, Her husband says he is And the people of America are not
I. By Providential Hindrance (w.
The hostess, Mrs. Smith, going to feel that everything is all
be the wife of Alexander right if cars come out next fall 6-8).
Not only are "the steps of a good
with the starting button right where man
1359-B
ordered by the Lord" (Ps. 37:it is today, and with the gear shift 23), but
his
stops
as
well.
That
is
EARING the simplest frocks
appeasement not lowered, raised, hidden or cam- not an easy lesson to learn. Let us
you can find these hot days?
are very ojattly pre- ouflaged hi any• way.
remember that we may be as much Here is a style you can easily
* *
i become patriotic. Prephi the will of the Lord when all our make for yourself, and you can
"I
think
I
could
stand
news
of
been made to get beefforts are thwarted as when they wear it in cool comfort On the
at the next break hi an American reverse in battle bet- prosper.
ter than I could endure-the sudden
Paul had set out on a second jourrealization that the ash trays hi
ney
to carry out a follow-up camour
limousines
were
to
be
left
as
hi
rial about-face
paign hi the cities where he had
i just cracked; down hard the 1941 models, and that nobody already
This was a good
gee" who was caught do- had decided on a new type of bump- plan andpreached.
had
God's
blessing (see
er.
Jpropaganda here. His final
A A General Quiz
v. 5). But soon we find that word
papers are being with"Franklin, if we are to come "forbidden" (v. 6) and then "sufi draft board got after him through this 'great crisis okay, don't fered not" (v. 7). The Holy Spirit
for Mn refused . . . His prevent those auto makers from began to close doors to the gospel
The Question*
i H. C. . , . immigration monkeying with the gadgets, 'color
Now what? Shall he go
1. What baseball player had the
ave just -discovered a big schemes and front ends. It's little preacher.
on hi determined self-will? Or shall
Be in Puerto Hican birth things like that that undermine con- he become discouraged and.embit-' highest lifetime major league batting average?
es for aliens. ---<•
fidence,'kill causes and lose wars. tered in his soul? No, let him wait,
2. Of all metals, which is the
for God is guiding him by providen- most malleable?
* *! '
Exfftr-aeffc/ous
"Of course I want the auto in- tial hindrance, which is soon to be
; Heartbeat:
3. What century often is redustry
to
concentrate
on
defense,
but
followed
ferred to as the Age of the Ent _ Tellers; Chas. Lhid- it must make a few changes hi the
n. By Divine Guidance (w. 9, lightenment?
f. is profiled in the SEP by limousine, and roadster models if
4. Which continent is the largne law partott, Walter Eli we are to remauva happy people. 10).
The Spirit spoke to Paul in a est?
.who calls theplece "Luce See that the least they do is to keep
5. What is a guerdon?
vision, revealing the divine purpose
|Like Son" 7. ."Head the Shifting the doorknobs.
6. How do carillons differ from
that the gospel should go over into
rgh's speeches in the
"Yours for unity and a harder
though he wear about him th*
Life to Enjoy
four Country *t' War," and search for the starting button every Macedonia. The Spirit leads in our chimes?
7. What occupation did Francis
day, possibly not by visions, but by
Whosoeyer enjoys not this life, sensible affections of flesh.—Sir
! how "like" they are. The
impelling inward prompting com- Scott Key, writer of the "Star
count bun but an apparition, Thomas Browne.
bts the father made against season,
—"Elmer
plemented arid checked by the teach- Spangled Banner," follow?
tin 1917 (sensible then, may8. How long did the strike of the
ing of Scripture and by providential
' up in the son's soapbojdng
And we think Elmer is right. If circumstances, and thus a man may bakers of Colmar last?
Jack Oakie has a good the President doesn't do something,
know what is the will of God for
' in Liberty, for those senti- congress shouldThe Answers
him.
Imemories ojf hard times, "all
A word of caution is needed at this
FOOT'NOTE
1. Ty Cobb (Cobb, .367; Speak•» says, "reads better than
point. Some earnest Christian peo- er, .345; Ruth, .341).
. . . National is a new- Some of our lady knitters—
ple go astray by projecting their own
tram its
2. Gold.
Their spirit can't be beatKNOWS.,.
desires and purposes into the place
defense. It is Seem to think the British soldier
3. Eighteenth century.
where
they
seem
to
be
the
will
of
Perfect
cake Is essy to bake, and Ms*
Runs to large and lumpy feet.
Read it and
4. Asia.
God, and thus do themselves and
5. A reward.
brain
6. Carillons differ from chimes
Length and strength are featured others, and Christianity itself, much
harm. The three things should in that their bells are stationary,
Rather than the fit;
liter Ribbons: Zona Gale:
agree—(1) the inner prompting of not swung, are tuned chromaticalonly could neatly cock an Heaven help the British army
the Spirit, (2) the teaching of God's ly instead of diatonically, and conIn
some
of
those
socks
they
knit!
-but could also produce in
—J. H. Niles.
Word, 'and (3) God's hand in our tain at least 25 bells in order to
m a feeling* that he had
outward circumstances.
have two complete octaves hi
[and fired it ... A. Devere:
semitones.
We
understand
that
the
new
movie
If
these
three
do
not
agree,
the
which sees what it
7. Lawyer.
cannot see what is plain "Hudson's Bay" had a tough time Christian does well to wait, prayer8. That of the bakers of Colm Richter: Recollection is getting through under that titie. A fully, expectantly, for the Lords mar,
Germany, begun in 1485, is
lot
of
Hollywood
people
wanted
to
further
guidance.
paradise from which we
believed to be one of the longest.
call
it
"Bay
Meets
Girl."
III.
Through
a
Faithful
Witness
be turned but . . . Oscar
Disgruntled over the loss of their
(vv. ll-14a).
I Unselfishness7 is letting other
Avarice, luxury, ambition, know
Without Bounds
regular place in the Corpus Christi
height of something or other:
gospel
came
to
Europe
befs lives atone i . . Alvin' C. anThe
no bounds; cupidity is a fathomThe
I
should
always
be
poor
were
I
procession,
they
did
not
go
back
advertisement by a racing tap|By our victory in the last
to open a door to the passions. less abyss.—Petrarch.
cause Paul and his fellow workers to work for 10 years.
ster
claiming
"Positively
no
guesswon a lease on liberty, not
were faithful to their calling. When
God led, they went to Macedonia
"o it ...
Jay Russell: A
(vv 11, 12), where they sought out
•8of man's character comes
LAFAYETTE, WE AEE HERE!
those who were in the place of
getting ahead S|Hhout get(Modem version.)
fupoitrc no* NAVY CANTUNS um ARMY POST KXCMAJMCS, AS wtuj
on the way' . v . Mark From Rome they started out to fight prayer (v. 13). Paul spoke to them
•MOW THAT CAMELS ARC TH* FAVOAITC CIQAIWTTC
about
Christ
(v.
(14).
There
he
met
Don't part with your illuOld Egypt's troops who wear the
the
man
of
Macedonia
who
turned
they are gone you may
s
out to be a woman. For some reason
t, but you,, have ceased to And British soldiers in their might
6IVEME
ICOULDNtASK
The Akron Beacon-JourWho nZ the forts that guard the men were absent from the place
of
prayer
on
that
all-important
SabCKMELSEVERX
ate does its .part, yet most
KKAGRANDERSuez.
bath morning. They were undoubtthings we regret or resent
TIME-THEVVE
TASTIN6 CIGARETTE
Ihave beear avoided if we/had A quarter million strong they fare edly the ancient counterpart of our
present
day
men
who
are
"brothers6OT
THE
FUVOR
i>.ANP
CAMELS ARE
To Libya colony's gleaming
in-law" to the church, these fooush
S0MUCHMIIMR
men who seem to assume that a bit
critics are&'t always And'.ttSeto swarm by land and of
"religion" second hand through
• • • WheOtZISeorge Berair
was a critic a young ac•Cross Egypt's leagues of desert the wife or children will suffice.
IV. Through a Receptive Heart
him what *;6* Bought of
sands.
• . . Shaw told her to
(vv.
Hb-15).
nn
throne!
Darned,
have two children,
God sent an obedient messenger
s
l °mething about life, then she
to the place where He had a preable to act . -, . She folpared heart. Lydia was a woman
8 C ounsel
of distinction, business ability and
• . . Five years Seven§"tiVousand captives drone
4
high moral character. But she
returned to the theater and
.-Mussolini, we •
Dix.
knew and Paul knew, that even
POOU 'people need to be saved. We
CAMELS CONTMB
PREPAREDNESS
do well to keep that fact before us.
UK SMOKE W SI0W
the Night: At the Fa- Hi—
Paul spoke the truth of God, who
THE SMOKE'S
walking up and opened Lydia's heart Observe that
I saw a fellow
blindfoldTHE THING!
she not only received the Word of
down a
roller skate on one God into her own heart, but at once
d pad on the other.
foot and a
gave herself to the task of passing
What's the idea?
first thing she could do
When I asked,
Tm just getting myself itwason.to The
aid and comfort to the
give
he replied
for the next depres- messenger of the truth, and she did
•into condition
—Zoops.
that at once. Be assured that from
sion."
tests of the smote to^ft
day on she did all she could to
from
THE CIGARETTE OF
England Will Thai
It's prosper the gospel on ita way
A ter
*
Kgh
Europe
and
»o
the
ends
of
COSTLIER TOBACCOS
standard for he earth. Have we done likewise?
months.
„
letters ttonv
had heardby -tort[her son waft «"»!» Eng. it is against fe law to
|to listen to foreign broadThe mother Had all
for "bre^Hflg the
'when Shirers^W>nted to
on his brc«|*fc*t the
tar-deleted-tt onM*h«*ground
lericans would not under*
heroism of the 'airman's

W
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TWO FORMER ANITA
GIRLS ARE MARRIED

1940 CHRISTMAS
Pig Crop Will Be 5 Per CASS
SEAL SALE IS LARGER SCHEDULE OF
Cent Greater This Year The sum of $122,177.91 realized in
Two former Anita girls were united

, Have Larg«, Three Hour
Show For Nlgtl EnttrWill Also-Wtare
Iforks on Defense.
hour musical show, "Music
headlining a Broadway
as and well-known names
ovies, radio and ther variety
be brought to the Iowa
this summer to feature
ertainment events at the
eition, Aug. 22-29, SecreCunningham /announced
luction, which officials say
he largest open air stage
ed in Iowa, will be' pre|lve episodes,.with over two
' scenic settings and a cast
Featured in the musiations will be prima donna
MUt Brittbn'stgwing
ently starred with Rudy
i Vernon Ames dancers, the
sionists, and Nirska preieuse of Radio City Mtysic
es, variety .entertainment,
ers, choftijes, and personill pra$pnate in the five
the show, which include,
[to the ^ifciurs," "Butterfly
"Persiana,'>i ^The Crazy
"Red, IWihite and .Blue,"
(id in announcing th£*eniir circus, and a patriotic
iihow will augment the
I programs each night of
[The, pyrotechnic display,
jCunninghanj said, will be
in recent years, and will
nerous set pieces on the
; national defense.and pre-

i-SIX CASS MEN
3TER LAST WEEK
July 1, «Jghty-aix young
i county^ho^have reached
age since* the first draft
last Oct., enrolled in the
'ice at the, county office in
B. ParkinBCin, clerk of
bunty draf^ boaid, reported
men eligible 'Under the
aw registered'it the board's
»court-hpttjie^'';:'.. ,' : :"
s of those registering last
ill be shuffled? and serial
^signed to them by the Cass
ard today (Wednesday).
first draft .call there were
{registered in the county an&
pmber, 8» are now serving
tive service army. Three
i men werfr inducted into the
iday at FQt#,Crook, Neb.

Heavy rains and hot weather have m
marriage
Saturday afternoon,
June
no
_ i_ 11 *
* ..
.
*
More pork in response to increased i the 1940 Christmas seal sale made the
ombmed to create conditions which' ' at the Lu*heran church in Las
campaign the most successful in
aw extremely favorable for the spread Vegas, Nev., according to word received consumer demand at home and lease- Iowa's history, a final report by the
lend
aid
to
Britain
is
indicated
by
of rust in Iowa's 1941 oat crop. "This here this week by relatives and
[owa tuberculosis association shows.
ype of weather speeds the growth friends. Rev. Wessel, pastor of the the June pig .survey, which reports The best previous .sale, $110,427.92,
that
the
total
pig
crop
this
year
will
of succulent green shoots and it is church, officiated at each wedding.
was recorded in 1930. Improved sales
i.ere that rust finds optimum condi- Miss Mary Robson, daughter of probably be about B per cent greater throughout the state made possible
than
in
1940.
wns for its growth," declared Prof. Mr. and Mrs. John Robson and well
Farmers throughout the nation re- the 1940 total, 94 of 99 counties exI. p. Hughes, head of the Iowa known farmers living southeast of
ported
on June 1 that they plan to ceeding their 1939 marks.
itate college farm crops department. here, became the bride of Benjamin B.
increase
farrowing by 13 percent. Cass county residents contributed
Although it is still too early to tell Harding and Miss Esther Eilts, daugh- Corn beltfall
farmers
plan a 20 per cent to the new state record by buying
ttst how bad the rust will be this ter of Mir. and Mrs. Henry Eilts, beincrease
in
number
of sows farrow- P665.93 worth of Christmas seals, comeason there are indications that it came the bride of Frank Gillam.
ing, and Iowa farmers a 30 per cent pared to $652.0} in 1939. 3.6 seals
may equal the severe epidemic of Both girls went to California about increase.
were sold per person in 1940, against
two years ago where they have had
988," he added.
Although the breeding intentions 3.5 the preceding year. >
Prof. Hughes believes that Boone, employment since that time. Mr. and survey taken last December indicated In several other respects also, ache rust-resistant variety of oats de- Mrs. Harding will make their home in that farmers planned to reduce far- cording to the association, 1940 was
veloped and released by the Iowa ag- Huntington Park and Mr. and Mrs. rowings by 14 per cent, the decease a banner year in Iowa's campaign
ricultural experiment station to Gillam will live at Maywood, Cal.
was actually only 6 per cent in the against tuberculosis. "The death rate
owa farmers in the fall of 1939 will
reached a new low, approximately
nation as a whole.
learly show its superiority this year. SPICE SHORTAGE MAY
Offsetting this, the number of pigs 17.2 per hundred thousand living perThis Boone variety will be head and
RESULT FROM WAR saved per sow was the largest on sons," the association points out. "The
boulders above all other varieties now
record, averaging in Iowa 6.4 pigs ratio of patients receiving sanatorium
grown on Iowa farms in its resistance The European war may cause a saved per sow. 'As a result the total treatment to annual deaths, 1.6 to 1,
spice shortage for the nation's cono rust;" he predicted.
number of pigs saved for the country was the most favorable in history. 49
The Hancock variety, also produced sumer, but the shortage won't be so. as a whole was about the same in the rural counties, eight more than in
y the experiment station has already serious from a cost standpoint as it first half otffS41 as it was for the 1939, were served by the statewide
shown its superiority in strength of will be to mother's spice cupboard.
same period in 1940. In Iowa the total program to find cases of the disease
stalk,' since fields of this variety have Although spices take only a small number of pigs saved was U per cent in an early stage, financed by the
tuberculosis organizations in cooperresisted the wind and rain of the past part of the family budget, an article higher.
week and are standing while most of in the current issue of the Iowa (Farm Iowa State college agricultural econ- ation with the State Department of
the other-varieties have been beaten Economist, monthly Iowa State col- omists attribute the change in farm- Health, Similar programs in urban
down. This variety is not resistant to lege publication, points out that much ers' plans after December 1 to rising counties developed apace.
of this nation's supply of these imrust.
hog prices and Secretary of Agricul- "Iowa is reaping the reward from
The great amount of rust this year portant food seasoners is already cut ture Claude Wickard's statement urg- more than a quarter century's orlas proved too much for even the off, particularly from Greece, Yugo- ing increased hogvproduction~ Jiicreas- ganized effort against tuberculosis.
tfarion variety, which normally does slavia and France, principal sources ing hog prices and the government's With continued public interst and supnot snow the presence of the rust. of sage and thyme.
announcement in April of a guaran- port, there is every reason to believe
Some rust is showing up in the • Paprika comes mainly from Hun- teed average price at Chicago of at that as gratifying results will come
Marion variety this season," Hughes gary, and experiments are now being least $9 for the next 2 years, are. be- in the future from present activities
said, "but it is considerably- less than conducted in Louisiana to make up lieved responsible for the indicated to prevent, search out, and cure the
disease."
he amounts appearing in other vari- the shortage by producing it there. increase in fall farrowings.
The
article
said
there
is
about
a
Although the effect of increased
eties."
In yield tests conducted at Ames 3-year stock of East Indian pepper in numbers of hogs won't be felt until ECONOMISTS REPORT
during the past 5 years Boone pro- the United States. Cinnamon, cloyes, next April and May, economists point- SOUTH IOWA FINDINGS
duced .12.6 more bushels per acre mace and nutmeg, the more com- ed out, farmers are already producing
than did logold, which was.used as mon spices, are still available but in more pork and lard with the same Better farming practices, long renumber of hogs by feeding to heavier commended by agricultural experts,
check variety. Marion showed 6.9 small amounts.
are slow to gain favor among southern
more bushels per acre and Hancock Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Quinn of Lenox, weights.
[owa farmers, according to results
yielded 1.6 more bushels per acre than Iowa, were Sunday visitors in Anita
Fred Hansen left Thursday morn- of a recent survey conducted by the
he logold variety.
at the home of his sister, Mrs. Robert ing for Grand Island, Neb., where he [owa State college extension service.
L. C. Burnett, research agronomist Howard and family.
will visit for several weeks with
The survey showed that not only
of the experiment station, said rewas
there a noticeable backwardness
relatives
and
friends.
ports indicate that the rust damage is Rev. C. L. Thomas has returned
ikely to. be particularly severe in cen- to his home here from the Methodist Mr. and Mrs. Mehrin Rogers and of southern Iowa farmers to adopt

, IONS IX>ANED
[BANKS IN IOWA
sr cent of the banks in
more than 270,000 loans
f 183,000,000 to business firms
duals throughout the state
second half of, 1940, acthe semi-annual survey
ding artivity made by the
Council of the American
association.
! 648 banks in the state, 1/66
that they -made between
December, 31 1940: 176,599
totaling $109,030,485; 91,
»als of loans totaling $66,
j 2,669 new mortgage loans
|tf,700,165; a total of 270,02!
ounting w $188,01Bj881.
number of new loans
bank during the six month
review was 896 and th
|81ze of loan was $681. The
Inumber of loans renewed per
T> 468 and the average renewal
I »722. The average number
m
°rtgage loans made per
14 and'the average new
">ade was for $2,886.

tral and eastern Iowa. "The oats in
western and southwestern Iowa are
iar enough along to prevent as much
economic loss as will be felt in other
parts of the state," Burnett said.

hospjtal in Des Moines where he was
a patient for .several weeks. His
many friends will be glad^ to learn
that his health is much improved and
he is able to be up and around again.

two children of Galesburg, 111., are
visiting in Anita at the home of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Rogers,
and with other relatives and friends.

Mr. and Mrs. R. U. Cooper of Anita
Leo. V. Bongers, Jr., was an Omaha and Mr. and Mrs. John Cooper of
'MOON IS QUESTIONED visitor Tuesday being called there as Knoxville, Iowa, returned to their
j a witness in a damage suit between homes Wednesday evening after a
There must have been a wet moon i jack Cruise of Massena an'd an Omaha month's trip to the West coast. They
over northeastern Iowa some time man as the result of a motorcycle and visited many points of interest in
prior to. JMay, 1941, says Charles D. automobile accident while the two the West and spent several days in
Reed, director of the weather division. youths were attending Creighton Uni- Los Angeles visiting a brother of the
men, Walter Cooper.
ofthe- Iowa department of agriculture, versity in that city this spring.
for Decorah beat all records for heaviest May rainfall in the state, of Iowa,
with a total of 12.21 inches, which is .58
of an inch more than the previous record high for May rainfall of 11.63 inches set in1902. Also, Waukon, with 12.05
VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
inches, beat its 1888 May record of
7.11 inches.
But there must have been a very dry
moon over some places in west cenPopped Wheat GWC - Cello Bag - Each
tral Iowa, where Audubon and Sac
City, each with .55 of an inch of rainfall established new records for the
driest Mays. Th\a illustrates -why
IV
I
Bakery Special
moon sign advocates have, so much
disagreement qjnong themselves as to
what is" a wet moon and what is a dry
Tall Corn Is a Fine Brazilian Blend
moon. False reasoning might lead one
Fresh — Ground to Please — 3-lbs.
to conclude that a different moon shone
Tall Corn
over northeast Iowa, commentedjleed
senior meteorologist of the United
States weather bureau.
Tall Corn

WET MOON OR DRY

BRIARDALE

Pork and Beans 2 Lg. No.r2«/2 caS
12c
Bismarks
e for

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Burke and Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Burke and family
of Harlan spent the Fourth in Omaha
visiting friends.
'Mr and Mrs. Cecil McAfee and
two .daughters and Mrs. Wm. Eagen
of Sumner, Iowa, spent the Fourth
and the .week end here visiting at the
homes of relatives and friends.

•Ernest B. Ford, superintendent of the
Anita'Municipal Utilities, spent the
Fourth and .the week end at Independ1
lowa, visiting his mother, Mrs.
Voorhees of Kansas City,
irt
Bradford of Omaha, Neb., Joe Ratlin*, and other relatives and
>• P. Jones of Atlantic friends.

"rday in Anita visiting at Jack Roe, son of MrTald Mrs. Glen
Mrs. J. W. Budd and A Roe-and a student at the University

of Iowa in Iowa City, returned to his
thr
complet ng
yn DeCanyTand James home here Monday after
course at tne
summer
Mver
liS,
»l *W the past a four-week
27* ^ the home «f their University.
g daughter, Mrs. ifrnceEngle J A Wagner, accompanied by his
Burlin

Vt» %
tf°a, Iowa, They
« Airborne here Saturday.
"—-—
j _
returned to his iome here
r
" spending sewral weeks
v
es and friends at Win»• baturday, Mr. Joy went
fc* he will vj,!< for several
home of hi.
and
r m -'aw. Mr. and Mrs. Irvin

to Canada.
Tned by their son and brother
were J" . „ , . . _ _ nand
group of
of
,,H a irrouD
Roscoe, of Clinton
from Council Bluffs Mrs. J. A.
as far as

home of her niece,
and family-

Mrs. L. E. Tiero

Large 8-oz. Bottle
Vanilla
GWC — Velvety Smooth
Corn Starch 2 Pound Packages
Kraft's American, Brick or
Velveeta — 2-lb. Box
Cheese
Powdered Sugar
Pink Alaska
l-lb. Tall Cans

14c
15c
57c
21c
18c

Canning
APRICOTS
Canning
Buy While You Can Get The
Fancy Large Washington's — Very Best Quality
P & G White Naptha
6 Giant Bars
M

Tomatoes
Apples
Potatoes

Fancy Large Red's —
Hlinois Transparent^
5 Pounds
New Crop Cobblers
Per Peck

Watermelons
—
Plums
Peaches

24c
6c
25c

Cantaloupes
—,
Apricots

certain approved practices, but that
operators on small farms fail to keep
abreast of larger acreage operators,
and low income farmers fall behind
those with higher incomes.
Owners were found to follow better
practices more often than tenants.
The study also showed that hog farmers are more likely to follow better
liog practices and dairy farmers the
better dairy practices.
Farmers were queried concerning
breeding programs, liming and manuring systems, livestock feeding and
managemnt, and cropping practices.
The survey, which was reported in
the current issue of the Iowa Farm
Economist, monthly publication of the
college extension service, included 700
Iowa farmers.

WAYS
MEN ARECLASSIFIED

Below Are the Many Ways That Men
Who Are Registered For Selective
Service Can Be Classified and
Helpful Hints to Draftees.

As many questions have arisen
among the general public as to how
men are classified in the selective)
ervice and what they should do after
hey are classified, we have secured
he following information for the
readers of the Tribune.
1. Report immediately to your local
ioard any change of address.
2. Report immediately to your local
>oard any change in your work, ybUr
lependents or your physical condition.
Notify your board immediately any'
new fact which may affect your clas**
ficatioh. This is extremely important.
3. Consult your advisory board for
registrants when in doubt about-your
status as a registrant and particularly about your questionnaire.
4. Consult with your Government
Appeal Agent if you believe you have
been improperly classified.*'
6. Keep in touch with your local
ward.
Following is an explanation of
classifications:
Class I
I-a. Available; fit for general military service.
I-b. Available; fit only for limited
military service.
I-c. Member of land or naval forces
of U. S.
I-d. Student fit for general military
service.
I-e. Student fit only for limited military service.
Class II
Il-a. Man necessary in an activity
which is useful or productive and conxibutes to the employment or well»eing of the community or nation.
Il-b. Man necessary' in an activity
n a sense that a serious interruption
or delay in such activity is likely to
inpede the national defense program.
Class III
Ill-a. Mian with dependants.
Class IV
IV-a. Man who has completed service.
IV-b. Official deferred by law.
IV-c. Nondeclarant alien.
IV-d. Minister of religion or divinty student.
IV-e. Conscientious objector available only for civilian work of national
mportance.
'
.
IV-f, Physically, mentally, or moral,y unfit.
Registrants are urged to visit their
ocal board headquarters more often,
and should feel free to write said
soard for any information desired.

CUT WEEDS BEFORE

The Anita Independent baseball
THE SEED IS FORMED
team was defeated by the Casey team
Ragweed, blue vervain, horsetail and
Sunday, 11 to 6, on the Casey diamond
Next Sunday the Anita team will other pasture weeds which bloom in
July can be given a real setback if
play Atlantic here.
they are mowed before they have a
Adair Baker, Mr. and Mrs. Fred chance to set seed, says H. D. Hughes,
Moncur and daughter, Miss Isabell, al Iowa State college agronomist.
The best time to mow perennials,
of St. Louis, Mo., and Miss Margaret
Adair and John Baker of Des Moines such as vervain, is when the buds are
were Sunday visitors in Anita at the forming, because then the roots usuallhome of Dr. and Mrs. G. M. Adair am ly contain less food. The exact date
to clip depends upon when roo^t flf
family.
the weeds are ready to bloom.
R. W. (Mick) Forshay, vice presiHughes warns against two misdent of the National Association of takes in clipping pasture weeds—de- »
Insurance Agents, left Sunday morning laying the job too long and leaving
for White Sulphur Springs, W. Va., a heavy bla"mtet--ef"clipped weeds to
where he is attending the convention smother out the grass. It does little
of the West Virginia Association of good to mow weeds after the seeds
Insurance Agents. Mr. Forshay is have matured. But if it's done in
a featured speaker at the convention. time, the present weed growth' will
be checked for the season.
Miss Betty D9onan of Omaha, Neb.,
Hughes recommends clipping closespent the week end in Anita visiting ly, so that there will be/io sharp, dry
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Gail stubble to interfere with the grazing.
Burke. Miss Doonan is a supervisor
for Catholic charity in Omaha. While
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Bell and small
attending Teresa college at Winona, son of Des Moines were week end
Minn., 'Mrs. Burke and Miss Doonan visitors in Anita at the home of his
were roommates.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Anderson Bell.
Carl Millard, well known Anita business man, was appointed a member of
the board of education of the Anita
Independent School District at the
regular "monthly meeting of the board
held last Wednesday evening. He replaces Merle Robison, who recently
resigned to become deputy sheriff
of Cass county.

Mr. and Mrs. William Finn and
daughters, Susan and Carol, are visiting here at the home of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Kirkham, Sr.,
northeast of town.

Shortly after noon Saturday the
Anita Fire Department was called to
he residence of Lafe Koob on Cherry
Street to extinguish a small roof fire
Elsewhere in^tpday's^ Tribune will which apparently had started from
be found the first of a series of ad- a spark from a chimney.

vertisements sponsored by the United
States Navy urging young men in
this community to join the Navy.
Anyone who is interested is urged to
fill out the coupon in the ad and mail
or give it to the Navy Editor of this
newspaper who will see that it reaches
the proper officials that the applican
may be interviewed by them.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bailey and
son, Robert, of Omaha spent the
Fourth in Anita at the home of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jess Deeming.
Robert remained here to spend a few
weeks with his grandparents while
Mr. and Mrs. Bailey are spending a
two weeks' vacation in Minnesota.

ANITA

Crawford's Clover Farm Store
We Deliver

Phone 29

PEACHES, Clover Farm, 2 No. 2% cans
39c
TOMATOES, Glendale, 2 No. 2 cans
19c
BRAN FLAKES, Clover Farm, 2 large boxes .25c
SALAD DRESSING, Clover Farm, quart
31c
CHERRIES, Royal Ann, No. 2^ can
25c
GREEN CUP COFFEE, pound
25c
CORN, Clover Farm, vacuum pack whole kernel,
25c
2 cans
MARSHMALLOWS, pound
14c
PEAS, La Platte, 2 No. 2 cans
,21c

TRIBUNE, THURSDAY, JULY 10, 1941.

Mrs. W. H. Wagner has returned
to her home here after a visit with
relatives at Gibson, Iowa.
Lawrence Hofmeister and Wm. Millhollinj who are taking a special defense training course at Iowa State
college at Ames, spent the Fourth
and the week end in Anita visiting
at their respective homes.
The members of the N. B. bridge
club were guests of Wn. Chas. Minerman Thursday evening at her home on
Elm Street. Mrs. Ruby Biggs was
an additional guest. High score for
the evening was he'.d by Mts. Andy
Miller.

DEFENSE BOND
QUIZ.
Q. mat is a U. S. Defense Savings Bond ?
A This Bond is proof that you have
loaned money to the United States
Government for national defense.
Your Bond bears interest at the rate
of 2.9 per cent a year, if held to ma
turity (ten years).
Q. Why should I buy Defense
Bonds?
A Because money talks. To dictators it speaks defiance. To friends
of freedom, it says, "Here's my hand!
Note.—To purchase Defense Bonds
and Stamps, go to the nearest post
office or bank, or write for information
to the Treasurer of the United States,
Washington, D. C.

PETE!
PHONE 5 0 0 , ;
SPECIALS FOE frRILUT ANto
COFFEE, Butter-Nut,,^^^ or drip,pound 1
SOAP, Blue BarreL^^l^i^es
i
DOG and C AT FOlllEjBptt^f America, 6caJ
MALT Blue Ribbon, 8-Jp. Gfmv(
MORTON HOUSE ROAST BEEF WTTH
BROWN GRAVY; 2 cans
ICE TEA, fancy mixed, %-Hi.
SPICES, ground, 3 cans
\
BANANAS, 3 pounds
Fancy Washington Apricots For Cannine

Mrs. Raymond Gregersen was hostess to the members of the Bethany
ladies aid at her home south of here
last Wednesday afternoon. Six memMr. and Mrs. Reed Osen spent the
bers were present. A lunch was served
Fourth in Oskaloosa, Iowa, visiting
by the hostess at the close of the
Mrs. Chester Turner; wbdliB •
afternoon. Mrs. Edgar Petersen will relatives and friends.
tient at the University hospital tn
be hostess to the club on Aug. 6.
Ten young Anita girls, the Misses
Mr. and Mrs. 0. D. Taylor andJean and Carol Dement, Shirley Rasdaughter, Mrs. Elna Janowsky, andmussen, Gretchen Budd, Beatrice
The D. D. pinochle club met Thurs- her three sons and Mrs. Taylor's Scholl, Virginia Schlater, Marian
day afternoon at the home of Mrs. father, C. S. Taylor of Saskatchewan, Hartley, Marjorie Cowden, Virginia
Established Y8$3.
Dan Spiker in the northwest part of Canada, are spending several weeks Offenstine and Otellia Petersen, re
cently organized a club entitled
Published Every Thursday and Entered Anita. Mrs. Homer Millhollin was an in Anita visiting at the homes of Mrs. LOMH. Their first meeting was Wed
Taylor's
sisters,
Mrs.
Alia
Bowen
and
idditional
guest.
High
score
for
the
at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, as
afternoon was held by Mrs. Donald Mrs. Ida Muntendam, and with other nesday evening at the home of Miss
Second Class Mail Matter.
Chadwick; Mrs. Spiker was runner-friends. Mr. Taylor and his family Scholl east of Anita. The next meet
C. P. DARfcOW,
<Cedl G. Budd
Editor up; and Mrs. Earl Sampson held low are former residents of this com-ing will be held Thursday evening a
the home of Miss Offenstine here.
munity.
core.
Subscription Rate... .$1.50 Per Tear

Apricots — Tortiatoes — Cabbage — Lettuce
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FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

vr:t

July 13, 1911.
E. ML Crane, well known Anita man,
was a business caller in Omaha this
•week.
A. J. Joy left this week for a visit
•with relatives and friends at Grant
Ridge, Illinois.'
A new side walk was laid this week
in front of the Carl Hansen residence
property on East Main Street.
Attorney E. S. Holton of this city
gave the Fourth of July address a
Massena which was attended by :
large crowd.
Albert Worthing and Jas. Lewis
went to Emerson Monday where, with
Claude Blakesley, they are spending
the week fishing on the Nishnabotany.
By the terms of the will of Henry
Dittermer of Davenport, Orville Goodwin of this vicinity will receive a legacy of $6,000,00. Mr. Dittermer was
an uncle of Mr. Goodwin.
(Mass Dorothy Chinn, 8-year-old
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred C.
Chinn^fell while playing and broke
her arm. The little girl is suffering
much pain.
W. R. Cryer, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Cryer of Lincoln township,
and Miss Hattie B. White, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Lyman D. White of
this city, were united in marriage at
the Christian church parsonage in Atlantic last Wednesday by Rev. E. E.
Mack. Their many friends in this
community wish them many years of
happy wedded bliss and everything
•else that is good in life.

AN BOW/* MAT/OH, KMW
OK M6/N&KM6 AND DRAW
000DPAY WH/iEYOVLEAKN!

1 ^
K

Raymond Breen, who is stationed at
Camp Claiborne, La., spent the Fourth
and Saturday in Anita visiting at the
home of his father, Dan Breen, and
family.

LOOK WHAT THE U. S. NAVY OFFERS YOU

Mr. and Mrs. Cecil G. Budd and
sons, Robert and Gerald, spent several
days last week, including the Fourth,
at Lake Okoboji visiting their uncle,
H. L. Bell. Mr. Budd returned to
Anita Saturday, but Mrs. Budd and
children remained there for a longer
visit.

FREE TRAINING worth $1500.
Nearly 50 trades and vocations to
choose from.

FINEST SPORTS and entertainment
any man could ask for.

GOOD PAY with regular increases.
You can earn up to $167 a month.
You are entitled to a generous vacation period, with full pay, each year.

TRAVEL, ADVENTURE, THRILLS-

GOOD FOOD and plenty of it.

Young woman wishes
to marry an old man—
that's her business.
Our business is picking up dead animalslarge or small.
Phone 257

FREE CLOTHING. A complete outfit
of clothing when you first enlist
(Over $100 worth.)
FREE MEDICAL CARE, including
regular dental attention.

WAGNER PILLING STATION
ANITA, IOWA"

The bigger
drink with
HiebtHer
flavor!

You can't beat the Navy for theml
BECOME AN OFFICER. You can
work for an appointment to the
Naval Academy or the Annapolis of
the Air at Pensacola.
FUTURE SUCCESS. It'8 easy for
Navy-trained men to get goodpaying jobs in civil life.
LIBERAL RETIREMENT-PAY

TP YOU WANT to get ahead fast, to eurve-yuur country,
± to buM yourself a good-paying future. ."» haw's the opportunity you've been waiting for.
Tl» U. 3. Navy may train you to become an expert in
any one of nearly .50 skilled fields. Etoch month, over, 5000
new men will be sent to.a Navy Service Schoolwhere yea
can learn to be a Diesel engine operator, inju&mist, aviation mechanic, aerial photographer, nvflA operator, or
whatever specialized work you're best fitted for. This first
year's training which you get is worth at least $1500.
The Navy foots theentirebill, Yoaeamwhfleyoulearn.
Infact.it is poarible for an enlistodmatttoearn up to $157
per month—with keep.
You'll have, plenty of opportunity for advancement in
position and pay— and you'll Aaof /w» ttAife you karn/
You'll come out of the Navy fully prepared to take on a
good job hi private industry. And if you met to stay in
ttoSe^.ycmcmgorighttotheto^
end of 20 years or 30 years with a liberd monthly income.
You can choose now between 4h0 regulflM or the reserves. Both offer equal orjrxjrtuniOes for^^ancenient.
Now-stothnetotake^
for the Navy today! The kind of njenTyoawant to know
are signing up hi ever greater mnnbefli.

TODAY.. .get tbefceeiBnrtratod bcwkU* called "Life In the Navy*
It give, you the glowingfacta. AH „» need do fc to •* the Navy
Editor of thia newspaper for a copy.
TELEPHONE
.
t
m
a
^ f t t of a t aa t tbi.
newspaper'a office. Or mil the coupon to Urn. either in K. envelop*
or pasted on a penny portal eaid^~
a
«*x*let yoa decide to apply for * pfece in the Navy,
you wffl nacajva *KU —rj-t F«|nf frnbkim It to « I*"*0
of honor you qjU b» pro** *» wwr.

Tear out and take or send thfe coupoo
to the Navy Editor of this nf w*pap«r
Without any obligation on my b«tt wfcataoever, pleaae eeo^
me fine booklet "Life In the Navy" gMn« foil detail- about
the opportunitiea for men in the Na*y*

no*.
•om»

Name
AddraM

g^

'

_—_
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THE SUNNY SIDE OF LIFE
Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
ByEDWHEELAN
BIG TOP
3fEFP EXPLAINED THAT HIS -TCfEASURER AND HIS LEGAL
HAt> DISAPPEAREDWTH fC DWSRECapTS OF /NEARLVrflO.OOO.'
'^^iJ't
I CANTBrmER.^EFTi! A

HOLDUP SEEMS OUT
OF THE QUESTION
ON 60CH A SHORT

SCoTT- I

IMAGINE VJHAT COULD
HAPPENED

to THEM, HAL!!

TRlPBLfl"-

LE.T'5 <5d UP THE HILL AND
HAVE A LOOK AROUND
AND fcUSHES ON
S\C* Of* THE tBKE, -TOR SOMEOF- A CLUE ! 3EFF-,
ANt> I VJ1LLTAKE.
WE LEFT SIDE

„
RlSHT SIDE?!

Frank J»T Markey Syndicate. Ine

LALA PALOOZA

By RUBE

Unexpected GuesU

SAPE,
JUST
THINK I'LL COUNT
EM AGAIN
NEXT CORNER

VJNCENT, YOUXL HAVE
TO HELP ME TAKE THOSE
KIDS TO THE MOVIESI MIGHT LOSE SOME
OF "EM

DADDY
WANNA

'WAY
DADDY

Premature
It seldom happens thatj
mature shoot of genius
rivwi at maturity .-

I'M
TOO
TIRED

WORKING

MANHATTAN!

Binding Vlttaa ;
Moderation is the s
running through the
of all virtues.—Bishop 1
•**"

By C ML PAYNE

S'MATTER POP—The Name Sounded Like a Varmint or Somethm'
6RAHPA
REPORTING!
5OMETHlfY60TK
60TKETCHED
IN MY WHISKERS
OUTOHR^TROt-

.RANJW.rraALL
16WT11 MEANT ITS

ILLTAKEALOOK
! NO! .UVE.
UN<&
HOMO AAPIE

MENTHt
llBknown 1
-• Att^Uft God shrouds I
in obwnoce darkness.-"
wttj

pis
be i
of

Axil

MESCAL IKE

B, S.L.HUNTLEY

LOOKIN PER

Practically in the
EXCEPT PER
JEST A FEW
CHAMGES

NOW. HAVE.
VIM SOT ONE
EXACTLY UKE
\TVUS EXCEPT—

.WITH A CROVUM WHATS
LOWER. AN* FLAT ON TOP AN
A, BRIM VJHATS NARROWER AKJ'
IT SHOULD BE WWTE ttstSTEAD OF

I? ?i ^"-r-

,fl

I

Greater

POP—That's Telling Him
WE MUST BE WHAT THEY
CALL INTELLECTUAL
OPPOSI TBS, COLOMEL.
WWV?

By J. MILLAR WATT

Don't faH'in the fii
from the smoke.

WELL I'M
INTELLECTUAL

(B«I«M«J tir Tte B«H

LAWN
MOWER

THE

lw«P«»oi«r» I" '"

SPORTING

THING
I
&~

s«a rairF

§M«8rS«ffi&

TO™"*
Mouf'i
LR i»7iM
WN

BlSpKAwfSmw

"^ CEWA\HW GOT MnuKDriSTuk

TO 6tT THIS LAWN
MOWER SHARPENED

D^K^Torr
/%K

^Tr^

WWU-N.

mm

TO <

•SSSK

GLUtAS
WILLIAMS

By
LANG
ARMSTRONG

ilk"I can't and anotner rope, George, maybe you can pull toe naUi out
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4- HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL 4
•f
LUTHERAN CHURCH
+
t
H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
>

PROCEEDINGS OF THE
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS

Maduff's

M;

Court House,
Atlantic, Iowa,
June 2, 1941t--f-f4--f-f-*--f-f4-4-4-4-*
(Continued
From Last Week)
WE DELIVER
Sunday School and Adult Bible
Miller-Hasselbalch
Company,
Class at 9:30 a. m.
67.85
Divine services at 10:30 a. m.
H P P*Malone,' labor".'.
176-70
THURSDAY-FRIDAY-«SA'njRDAY
Sunday school teachers meet at the John Miller, hauling ..
church at 2:30 o'clock Friday after- G. N. McQuern, mileage
McKee's Equipment Company,
noon.
pumps
- • • • . • • 334'98
Highland church—
Nebraska Tractor & EquipDivine services at 7:30 p. m.
ment Company, parts..... 36.99
Nelson Automotive Service,
77.74
parts
Northwestern Bell Telephone
t
METHODIST CHURCH
Company, rent and tolls . 127.15
t
Arthur V. Lone. Pastor.
1.50
V. D. Nutt, repairs
8.66
Adolph Paul, repairs
Church School at 10 a. m. Harold Petroleum Specialties, sup9.18
plies
•
McDermott, Superintendent
Petersen's Grocery, supplies . 24.90
Church worship at 11 a. m. with Phillips Petroleum Company,
the sermon by the pastor.
40,17
gas
5.92
There will be no evening service. Chester Proctor, gas
81.89
Purity
Oil
Company,
gas
...
'Christian
youth
camp
for
boys
11
Mr. and Mrs. Noland Musick of
ANITA MARKETS.
215.40
Parrott, hauling
to 14 at Lake Ahquabi state park Howard
Council Bluffs were visitors in Anita
Wilbur Pierce, tax and
south of Indianola, Iowa, July 14 to 19. royalty
(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
Saturday evening.
127.07
Eggs, cash dozen
23c ] $7.00 pays all expenses. See pastor Right Away Tire & Battery,
parts
146.76
24c for registration before July 10.
Joan Highley, daughter of Mr. and Eggs, in trade, dozen
Robinson Hardware, supplies .
6.18'
Hens,
leghorn
and
under
4-lbs.
Ib.
14c
Mrs. Glen Highley, is ill at her home
Rock Island Motor Transit,
I7c
with scarlet lever. The home has Hens, Ib
freight
7.14
6.60
Springs, all sizes, Ib:
16c f CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH + Earl Rogler, rent
been placed under quarantine.
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
4- E. Schroeder, gas
9.02
Roosters, Ib
lOc +
9.69
f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f Virgil Schrader, labor
Ducks,
Ib
8c
W. H. Phend, local manager of the
Sidles
Company,
parts
130.73
Church school, 10 a. m.
5c
496.79
— " Oil
-" Company,
~
200.33 Harold P. Shrauger, lights
Skelly
gas
West Iowa Telephone Co., spent the Geese, Ib
Service of worship, 11 a. m. Our Snap-On Tools Corporation,
-78 F.
....
50c
Skelly Oil Company, gas .
Fourth and the week end with rela- Pigeons, live, dozen
6.00 MaloneSeed Company
6.00 Mrs. A. A. Smith, labor . .
theme will be: "The Strength and
Cream,
sweet
39c
tives and friends in Jefferson, Iowa.
1.00 Br.jG. W. Warta on
Marvin Steffens, bounty ..
Cream, No. 1 sour
37c Beauty of the Sanctuary." The Psalm- Standard Bearings Company, 15.82 Burt
33.16 H. C. Mehlmann
Stone,
supplies
—
parts
Cream, No. 2 sour
35c est thought of it as having strength Standard Oil 'Company, gas . 561.68 Margaret Stouffer, mileage
49.20 Dr. EvC; Monitgomery ...,
Yellow corn, No. 2, new
61c and beauty. What is your thought Of Shey Oil Company, kerosene .. 5.00 Gise Struthera, bounty ..
1.00,
aniuf acturing Co'^J
6.00;
Glen Tafclor,, bounty
No. 2, old, white oats
30c it? What should the place of worship Standard Tar Products Com74.75 Marilyn Temple, labor
.......
25.00
iustain
!" "
No. 2, new, white oats
28c mean to us as followers of the Christ- pany, oil
52.00 Mrs. Ed. Wagner, board of
Super Service Station, tires
~~ Needles '/.'.;
ian
way?
No.
1
wheat
90c
BISMABKS
4.40
Blue Print Comeducation
Grocery
If you would like to attend the Standard
1.00
pany, prints
............ 40.90 Thelm E. IWarren, bounty . .
6 for 12c
Company
€ter
service
of
worship
or
church
school,
Mrs.
A.
J.
Kopp
is
all
at
her
home
United
States
Rubber
Com-'
Dr.
R.
Basil
Weir,
medical
« v •«. J sen
ANITA BAKERY
9.95
iany, hose
..............
Dr. I* fi, Petersen.
care ....... ;•
.............
but feel it is taxing your strength a
on West Main Street.
ler Lumber Bridge &
J. H. Welch Printing ComDr. IML T. Petersen
You can get at all times goauine
little too much, you may call the par6690.99
pany, supplies
28.11
Dr. iFrank J. Pop ..
Semi-Solid Buttermilk at the Farmers Robert Miller, son of Mr. and Mrs. sonage and a way will be provided. Supplyy Company, lumber
- u . i _» . ** '•«. j*\rt . •
j*
.
•
Wilken Ma
Machine Shop, repairs.
1.50! West Publishing Company,
MOT. Clarence Rabe
Coop in Anita. Why not try some Tom Miller, is ill at his home with
The ladies will serve a noon-day Wilson Concrete Company,
10.00 Reed> Grocery
book
this week?
tf
pipe
1889.24! P. W. Wiese, committee-work
scarlet fever and the home has been dinner Thursday.
rl E..Reed ..
Wisconsin Motor Corporation,
150.40 Wm.
Grocery
FOR SALE:—Spinet piano, stand- placed under quarantine.
46.69 Brian Williams, -bounty
2.00 Mrs.
Ritter...
f
+
f
f
f
+
'
t
t
>
•
»
*
•
•
*
•
•
«
•
ard make. Liberal allowance on old
Wyman, labor
222.45 W. H. Woblenhaus, committee
Safeway^ Stores
instruments. Smiley's Atlantic, Iowa. Mr. and Mrs. James Brown and f CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST 4 Mrs. Julia B. Ritz, R. 0. W.
20.00 work and mileage
........
152.66 Dr. Joseph Schiff
C. R. Neel, Pastor.
-f Ira Arch, court reporter
son, Leland, and Miss Doris Mae Ek- 410.35 Fred Wollenhaupt, board of
Slocuma, Grocery
For Monuments or Memorials, see or dahl spent several days during the
Atlantic Laundry, laundry ..
2.75
review
4.00 Smiley's Store
call Chas. H. Bartley, Anita.
4t past week at Lake Okoboji. Leland
Atlantic
News - Telegraph,
Herschel Zimmerman, bounR. J. Sinith
Sunday School at 10 a. m.
printing
, .;.
39.30 ty
4.00 Steinbeck Grocery ..'.'.
,.
Church worship and communion at Ernest
Hello Folks: 10,000 started chicks is visiting here this week at the home
Beaty. bounty
5.00 Dr. W. W. KHson, coroner
Stier Grocery
11 a. m.
at new low prices. Come in now while of his parents.
Mrs. ;A. J. Beebe, Board of
fees
6.35 Clarence;'Sutherland ...
Last Sunday Rev. Neel began his
Education
3.90 John Budd, J. P. fees
we have a complete stock. Also day
2.60 Ira Trainer Grocery ..
P. I. Appleman, J. P. fees .. 19.60 Turner'Bro*. .
old chicks every Tue. & Fri. at re- A business meeting was held one second year as pastor of the Church Beech Department Store, gro221.89 WARRANTS ISSUED ON POOR D*. Wv R, Van Duzen ..
duced prices. Anita Hatchery, Anita, day last week by the members of the of Christ in Anita. The past year has C.ceries
A. Behken, Board of Review 4.00
Waters Grain Company
FUND FOR PROVISIONS,
Federated
Woman's
club
at
the
home
been very pleasant with twenty ad- D. R. Berry, bounty
Iowa.
at
3.00
Dr. A. Weaver
CLOTHING AND MEDIof Mrs. H. G. Belsheim on Chestnut ditional members to the church and Werner Blunk, Assessor
190.60
Dr. M. Bf Weir
GAL AID.
Tally cards, 2 for Ic; fancy tallies Street. Plans were made at the meetAsa
Brown,
Board
of
Review
.
4.00
all bills promptly paid. A canvass is
Dr.
G.TM. uAdair
7.60 Dr..R. B. Weir
with tassels, and place cards for Ic. ing to enlarge the membership.
Bruce
Publishing
Company,
A
M.
«
still being made that will provide books'
6.60 D». A. Wilder
.
1452 JJr
Anita Lumber Company
Tribune office, Anita.
tf
The Board convened as i
funds to meet all our needs for the John Budd, attorney fees'.'.'.'.' iiuft nn
George
A.
Alliband
56.46
M!r. and Mrs. E. F. Owen and Mrs. coming year. I have enjoyed my work Bullock & Sons, clothing
-uu i Atlantic Hatchery
2.04 Eqqilization as provided ill
MINERAL BLOCKS to prevent
7137 of foei 11939 Code '
23 97 Atlantic Hospital, Inc.
bloat. For sale at Farmer's Coop, Ray Vinall of Davenport spent sev- in. Anita; have made many friends; rent
on motiqifc and vote
Bailey
Teed
Company
9.60
eral
days
in
Anita
during
the
past
Board of
Anita.
tf
the people I work with in the church Ernest Burke,
letifc*.....' _,
700
?/•
R-L-Barnett
o;8AA
6 JunerSfiBflibir
3ftt\
week visiting at the home of the are a splendid group; and we are all S>t Review
*
fi
......
i ,\j\j
TUf^i*.
Yir JT D*...—l._* _ _
and Mileapd
WANTED:—Your dead animals. ladies' brother, E. C. Dorsey and wife,
Georgia 'Byrne, mileage
.o •« ™
I- ' Barman
32.00
?-AX
Elsie
E.
Berry
81.00
looking
forward
to
the
new
year
for
Wes J. Campbell, bounty
Ph. 184 Anita—we ptff phone charges. and with other relatives and friends;
iBongers Bros
9.18
hopes to be realized and prayers an- P. A. Daughenbaugh, Board of
16.40
Review
4 100' Breckenmaker's Market
swered.
i F. Brbdy & Sons Company ... 4.26 P. <W. Wiese . . .
Dement, Board of
The ladies of the church will serve Alfred
£ 0 0 ' Mirs. Fannie Brown
180.00 W. H. Wohlenhaus
Review
Moved by Possehl,
a
15c
dinner
Wednesday
noon.
-<
Brown's
Grocery
.,.
176.84
Des
Moines
Sanitary
Supply
STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION OF
to "
" "
until
Company, supplies
133 62
.irman.
t- • » • • » • • * • -f -t- -f > -f.-f •f'
I
Carson
Fruit
&
Grocery'
ComI
Harry "Duskin, Jr., Bounty, ..
i>vu
29 9
Employers iMbtual Casualty
L,p*ny
A
- * Motion carried: Hawley]
*•
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
Company,
insurance
.
66910
yimtensen
Grocery
194.11 (Signed)
f
+
<
f
f
•
»
•
+
•
•
•
*
•
•
*
+
:*
1 1 8
Organized under the laws of Iowa, located at Anita, in the County of
G. E. Eshelman, committee
' S * ^ Service Oil Company . 5.60
"Sacrament" will be the subject
work & mileage
10110 R>C o"•
Cockshoot
20.00 Attest:
Cass, at the close of business on the 30th. day of June, A. D. 1941.
M.E.I
" terguson,
"
reporter '"
..
422oi 'mstck
Convalescent
of the Lesson-Sermon in all Churches H. O.
County t
1 1 6
186 59
RESOURCES.
of Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, July Will Ferguson, bounty
' fcarl
t? ^ ^
^
V.
(Connors
21.72
0.
D.
Funk,
board
of
review
.
13.
Loans and Discounts
$374 §34 90
Miss Jean (Dement spent*]
W. F. Crawford
36 06
Carl H. Goeken, bounty
The Golden Text is from John 13:34, Hammond & Stephens, supUnited States Bonds and Securities
43*900 00
Wm.. F.
7 QQ at Malcom, Jowa, visiting
,_
- . „ Crew
,--4 n» i Wavis & Palmer
.
Overdrafts
.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'
'i26.77
35, "A new commandment I give un- plies
berry and other friends.
fc
Apartment
" of
-' Social Welto you, That ye love one another; as I L. H. Hayter, assessor ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 203.50 '""
Banking House, Furniture and Fixtures
1,000.00
2.00
have loved you, that ye also love one Donald Halmts, bounty
Due from banks and bankers, cash and cash items
'.'. 137|409.86
H. J; Dimig
g2.28
F. W. Herbert, treasurer,
another. By this shall" all men know juror fees
2 96
508.30 Economy Shoe Store
Total Resources
$557,071.53
that ye are my disciples, if ye have Harry Jordan, Sheriff,' Board
Family Shoe Store
'9.91
Farmers 'Co-Op Elevator Comlove one to another.
and Care of Prisoners, CrimLIABILITIES.
pany
1 Q t!ft
inal Investigation and exThe
Lesson-Sermon
comprises
quoOrder your
Kozy Grain!,-i
Capital Stock—Common
/
f 26,000.00
pense
Emil Fries . . . .
-'*
«
~^f
tations from the Bible and from the Roy Herbert, board of review
Gardner .
Surplus Fund
15,000.00
R 'nn
and other Kozy equip"
'Christian Science textbook, "Science
Store
& trustee meeting
Undivided profits (after deducting expenses) 6,201.18
and
Health
with
Key
to
the
ScripHillyard
Sales
Company,
,
_
„
Reserved for contingencies (including PrePrices guaranteed onlyj
supplies
" 26118 i Dr
- Harry Hall
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
W itr^ii
o.p,
„
fioi.io
TI_-_,V. r»:f o
ferred Stock Retirement Fund)
10,000.00
Hoegh
Oil Company
L.
W.
'Holley
&
Sons
Company,
16,201.18
August Idt.
One of the Bible citations reads: suppues
Individual deposits subject to check
$319 68209
6 Q Leo Hoffman . . . . .
"And
by
the
hands
of
the
apostles
Lester
Holmes,
bounty
'.
'/wf
Holste
Grocery
Savings deposits
60,766.62
Koiy Grain Bins _ Corn I
were many signs and wonders wrought R. 'C. Howard, board of
Time certificates of deposit
118,737.50
review
m.
Howell
7 ftn
among the people; There came also
Poultry and Hog B«
Demand Certificates, Certified Checks, CashMrs Hallie Huffsto'd't, board' of
°° I Mrs- W G Hunter
a
multitude
out
of
the
cities
round
r
education
.'
ier's Checks and Unpaid Dividends . . . . 1,684.14
500,870.35
G. F. Wagon
46.76
3-70 : "
about unto Jerusalem, bringing sick Jenkins-Fergemann' Company,
1ft All
Total Liabilities
folks, and them which were vexed supplies
49KSI
•«„„
oss-„
.$557,071.53
''
*f'g ! A. R. Kohl Grocery .
31 55
with unclean spirits: and they were Wm. L. Kelso, bailiff .
State of Iowa, Caas County, as.
n
TO li
_
Khpto Loose Leaf Company
"', Welton
- - "
healed every one" (Acts 5:12,16).
supplies ...
r j,
Vernon Ruhr
We, H. C. Faulkner, Vice President, and A. R. Robinson, Asst.
Among the selections from the Cassie Knight, hauling ''.'.'.:
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WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

Iceland Leader

By Edward C. Wayne

Landing of Naval Forces in Iceland
Brings Speculation on Future Moves
Of U. S. in Setting Up Defense Bases;
Shaded Communiques Dim War Picture

Washington, D. G.

MEDITERRANEAN MIX-UP

(EDITOR'S NOTE—When •plnlom Are •xpreiiel In these column!, they
are the** «< the new* »n»lj»t and not neceBurlly el tale newspaper.)
(Released by Western Newspaper ""'"" >

Shown here is Hermann
Jonasson, prime minister of independent Iceland, who approved President Roosevelt's dispatching of American forces to
take over defense of the island
from the British.

LEASE-LEND:
Aid Speeding

Private Paper*
Of a Cub Reporters
J. Edgar Hoover and the
received great acclaim from
sources for rounding up
. . . Some congressmeu, _»,.-._«
showed their appreciation by killing
the wire-tapping bill—designed
make things easier for the"'
tttthe
in espionage cases . .
AfrJa
matter with them? •. . . —j—
they'll hurt the civil liberties ot ft
few spies and kidnapers?

Inside story on General WaveU 8
ansfer to
India, as
transfer
10 .mum,
»o told
•«-- in
— diplo- •- matic dispatches, is that Wavell had
been quarreling with Churchill Mid
had opposed political-military moves
such as the campaign in Greece and
Crete and the expedition to Solum.
More important from the American point of view, Wavell had favored the evacuation of all British
forces from the • entire Mediterranean area. And U. S. military exMany of the papers now praising
perts agreed with him—in fact, the G-Men for their eflaciencyjn
urged it.
rounding up the spies are the sam«
So although in a sense General ones that found fault with the G-Men
Wavell is being demoted, yet in oth- a short time ago . . . And you were
er respects he will be in a position a G-Man's stooge if you defended
to command British forces from an
area to which he had urged that
British forces retreat.
Fronvpage 187 of William Shirer'i
For some time General Wavell
„ "Berlin
"Berlin Diary":
Diary": "«ep"Repu
had contended that Britain's posi- . resentatlv|Ham Pish ^ems to have
tion in the Mediterranean was incompletely taken in by Bibbendefensible. The British force of only ^op/wKa^e Mm an atopl«me to
400,000 men in the Near East faced ^* J^*^ inter-Parliamentary
a combined Axis total twice as j leeuiig lu Scandinavia."
strong—400,000 Germans and Italians
Boy, that sure explains a lot oi
in Libya, plus 600,000 Nazis in things.
Greece, Bulgaria and Rumania.
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Through vitamins from'
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We thrill to hear the

'round—

\ We dash around like U
The corporation can not,
A report that President Roosevelt
A f ingle thing that will i
fe hate to hear the whim,
was going to ask for another large
To tell us that it's time!
Dr. J. C. McCracken, saperiotendent of the American Hospital for lease-lend appropriation to add to
The latter figure has been partially
Refugees in Shanghai, China, is pictured with two of his charges from the seven billions of dollars, a goodly
By all means read the article on The little pills we daily tal
Make each one love to i
the baby clinic. The children seem to be thriving on meals made up of portion of which was spent and all diminished by transfers to Russia; Wheeler and Roosevelt in the July
cracked wheat, which they consider a luxury. The Red Cross bags are of it allocated, was coupled with the but Wavell argued that the Nazi- 15 Look . . . While Wheeler goes
- . • ' • •
I V
then cnt np and used for making clothes for the children.
statement th/t American lease-lend Fascist > armies could concentrate around the country wrapping him- An extra hour doesn't „
aid to Britain is now moving at a attack in one place while British self in the Flag and rapping the
We feel no urge to
speedier clip.
troops had to spread out over a far- President by using all kinds of idealclock;
ICELAND:
AXIS:
The statement was made that a flung line from Libya to Syria and istic arguments—this article proves When there's an extra task!
ship a 4ay, approximately, is dock- Iraq. Therefore he disagreed with that the whole thing is strictly perWe have the. wallop and J
A Move
Sickness?
ing and "unloading at Red sea ports, Churchill on -all military moves sonal . . . And get this: The reason What if we labor overtimefl
The sudden step which President
Two American incidents tended to not accounting for such others as Which had a political motive.
What if the perspiration f
Wheeler sneers at everything the
Roosevelt took in ordering the oc- show that since the start of the Rus- may be arriving in convoy in Eng;
U. S. Worried Over Atlantic.
President does—according to the ar- A little oil of halibut
cupation of Iceland by American sian campaign, even before, there land itself.
At noontime keeps us on I
ticle—is that Mrs. Wheeler doesn't
naval forces, and the plan to thus re- had been some signs within GerU,
S.
military
and
naval
strateIf these ships are well loaded gists sided with Wavell,, were strong like the President!!!
V
lieve the British in the handling oj many and Italy of what might be with
the munitions of war, then the for the idea of a complete British
What if the tune for lunch j
that distant adjunct of the occupied termed Axis sickness.
British commands in North Africa withdrawal from the Mediterranean. | Everett Boeder, one of the alThere is the thrill of ge
Danish kingdom not only clarified
Walter Alexander, 57 - year - old
the present foreign policy but American citizen born in Germany, as well as on the British Isles should The strategy behind this was two- j leged spies rounded up by the G- And finding vitamins to j,
having measurably strengthened fold:
To us the vigor that well
brought repercussions on both sides left there about six weeks ago. He be
I Men, had an important job at the
their hands.
The joy oi honest toil w
of the Atlantic.
1.
The
British
have
lost
40
per
j
Sperry
Gyroscope
company-rwhich
had been in the -real-estate busiThe period in which General cent of their original Mediterranean | manufactures some of our most viReacting to its many
1933.
These were both favorable and un- ness hi Berlin since
Auchinlech
took over ana
and General
General fleet. The losses at Crete were tal defense material . . . When A worker isn't quite hint•—j
•—r
„•
Aucnmiecn
WOK
arnvc d m J
e
Cl
favorable to the move, the Brity *y-^aveU gave up the North African much worse than officially admitted, that company was first given def .
Without his capsules and]
he was quoted
as ff,
follows:
ish hailing it with obvious delight as where
' command was followed by a conVI
"putting teeth" and definiteness into -1 "Forty per cent of the German tinuance of the inactivity which had and even in the Syrian campaign fense contracts, we pointed out (in
naval-" losses were considerable. the column and on the air) that Nazi To agitators we are de
the U. S. policy of insuring arriva people are against Hitler and the marked this stalemate.
We pay no heed to whatfj
Therefore, American naval men, agents worked there . . . It has
of lease-lend aid and the fullest co- war.
But as soon as the Syrian, peace facing
Their arguments are
operation Short of war with Britain.
"The German people are just be- was
the
probability
of
having
to
taken
more
than
a
year
to
confirm
announced, it was expected that
The Axis powers, as were to be ginning to tire of it. And they have the North African battle would be help the British.fleet in the Atlantic, ''these allegations,
Thanks to the vitamin i
the
feeling
that
it
does
not
matter
•• •
expected, were quoted variously as
resumed, and that the new general did riot want the fleet further weakCongressman Coffee introduced a Should we be urged tot
vigorously opposing such actior whether they win. They feel they plus his new equipment, would make ened.
The impulse we pn
2. The United States is more in- resolution in congress to stop the
which, apparently, they did noi have lost their freedom anyway.
a determined effort to release the
"Business men in Germany are long-besieged
terested in what happens on the ' sale of oil to Japan . . . Just the By paying no attention i
learn of until it was an accom
garrison
of
Tobruk.
bulge of Africa around Dakar (op- { other day we gave some oil to Vichy, We blithely take another!
plished fact. The Germans said the disgusted, because they can make no
VII
posite Brazil) than it is in the Medi-1 but if we send any oil to Britain, we
U. S. now had troops "in the war move except under government reg- KNUDSEN:
terranean.
I are trying to get the country into So three cheers for ourj
zone" and could expect results; the ulation and orders."
war.
boss!
Italians called it a "provocative*
And Count Carlo Storza, once a And Rubber
To this end, both General Wavell
And three more forfltj
step; and the Japanese called it "de member of Mussolini's cabinet, but
The statement by William S. and U. S. strategists favored the idea
shopl
facto American entry into the war.' who now declares he was one of the Knudsen, of OPM, making a tour of of withdrawing British forces from
With typical stupidity, Virginio
Thse sentiments were echoed on original foes of Fascism, said at the defense production areas, that the Mediterranean entirely and es- Gayda is giving away Nazi plant We find that working irai]
It pains us when '
this side of the water by the chief Ann Arbor, Mich., that a British he had little worry about the rubber tablishing a new line of defense . . . The other day he boasted thai
opponents of the administration victory in the war would be the in- situation, despite the fact that the across the very center of Africa— if Germany whips Bussfe, they wit In vitamins we put 08*
Instead of union
Senator Wheeler" not only being out- stant signal for the fall of the Mus- government, foreseeing a shortage, from Port Sudan on the Red sea to have air bases near Alaska and will
had ordered the tire makers not Freetown on the Atlantic ocean.
be able to bomb the Western hemi- How happy would we t
spoken against it, but drawing solini government.
If all our leaders toci't
White House flre for having anEven now, the count declared, to use more rubber than they had in
This line of defense meant that sphere . . . Of course, the appeasnounced the rumored objective there might at any time be a "pas- the first six months.
about 1,500 miles of the hottest des- ers refuse to believe that anything
Mr. Knudsen said that the rubber ert in the world would be between like that can happen.
CANDIDATES FOR Mill
before it took place, thus, accord- sive strike" on the part of the
SQUAD •
Or maybe they know they can stop
ing to a White House secretarial Italian navy, which does not like to situation was this: that even if the the Nazis and the British lines.
supply of real rubber was cut off, Over such a desert it is difficult for bombs from hitting their homes by A heavy round of shot a»|
statement, "jeopardizing American fight on the side of the Germans.
lives."
I favor for the lubber
He said, however, that Italy was the industry knew enough about syn- tanks to operate without heating up; making certain kinds of speeches
Who in the rain steps oM
More interesting were the specu- so much under the domination of thetic rubber manufacture to pick als6 it is difficult for the average now.
And thus removes my I
lations concerning future moves, the Hitler that the people knew a signal right up and continue the supply of bomber .to carry a load over such
•
—Malcolm "
A bored gal buttonholed a stag at
Nazi sources recalling in their com- for revolt against Mussolini would suitable tires and other articles distances. So it was expected that
feeling the shortage of the the Nazis would exhaust themselves the Stork Club bar and begged him
ment on the President's action the mean that the Germans would without
to crash the table where she sat
"Jimmy and I are adul
fact that he had spoken previously march, on Milan, Venice and Trieste actual article at all,
A talk with rubber experts re- in the deep, hot deserts of Africa.
with her kluck.
talked it over like grown!
of the strategic import, from a and also on Rome.
Part
of
the
plan
contemplated
a
"He's boring me with his mono- decided to stay friends
Western hemisphere viewpoint, oi
Germany must fall first, before vealed that while some disagreed highway straight across equatorial
the Azores, the Cape Verde islands, the present Italian regime collapses, with Mr. Knudsen, the outstanding Africa from Freetown and later logue," $he wept. "He's repeating being married."-Mrs. 1
majority believe it could be done,
he said.
and Dakar, African port.
himself like a day-tune radio com ton Walker.
from Dakar to Port Sudan.
and with ease. Said one:
mercial."
Ton married folks all <
The President also made clear
Churchill Says No.
"We can make a tire that will
how it Is, don't you?
that geographical definitions of the SYRIA:
outlast and outperform a real rubHowever, Churchill was flatly opFrom F.PJV.'s Column: "New
Western hemisphere, as far as he End of War
ber tire right now. All that is need- posed. So were, many other British names for this and new names for
is concerned, do not make much difThe official announcement that a ed is for pur factories to make slight leaders. They felt that the shock that. How about the America Last
lint u conducting an
ference, and that when one is de- formal
for an armistice had changes in technique.
of withdrawal from the Mediterran- Committee?"
fending a certain section of the come torequest
Africa) war. ( (
"If our supply of raw real rub- ean, traditional sphere of British inBritish from General
How about getting it first? And
globe, it is more important to "out- Dentz offliethe
ber
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cut
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here
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what
I
Vichy
defenders
''Dorj't forget the Scouts"
guess the other fellow" than to draw seemed to bring an end to a cam- think would-happen. Factories would fluence, and from Suez which had don't WHOM me!!!
geographical limitations on your ac- paign which ended on the saddest be started in construction to manu- been identified with the British embanquet Tuesday night. "
pire for years, would be too much
tivities.
A Lexington Avenue motorist you know the date and «*
of possible notes.
facture hundreds of thousands of for the British public.
jammed on his brakes two inches to bring your sweetheart"
tons
of
synthetic
rubber.
Churchill
struck
the
British
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tude, by saying:
"While we were waiting to get Nazi
attack on Russia and before to a cinder. "Gwan, you ape," the yenf all about the big alW
A Picture
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"I hardly need say how very glad them in production, we have six the British march into Syria. But pedestrian
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Government
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the first month, a growingjy clearer ing conflict in which 1,000 to 1,500 could operate with mixtures of re- minated in his transfer to India.
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rubBritish,
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i result of the lamentable confusion would be no lost motion at all for up on the Indian border in South
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finished
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which
the
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of
so
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eral lines, here was the portrait of
Mediterranean, for^the defense of cramp their style, shoo them out ment should take some oi
good people in so many parts of that would last about six months "
conditions at that period:
which
he had no great enthusiasm. of the luxury, hotels and hamper phone players.Quc
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By the way, ° " ~.nA
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|o Be 'Eyes and Ears'
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direction ifplfeut.
C. Ernmonji, comthe general head_J force, whose headFJS at Boiling Field,
[million eyes, and ears
other forehandeCstep,
celerated national dehgram. The war deI asserts it bias no deirm the general public,
out that the active
m of the citizenry at
keedcd for the, success
jil defense measures.

? ^",above «C*ne «» war-torn London would undoubtedg
*" A"6'1*"1 citles- ™* Picture shows air-force
rce W meta plotters w
°
a'«*ta* enemy movemany feet below
""> snrfa«, they receive a
*l
<* Information, supplied by scattered detecting posts,
to the ones being created here. Thus they are enabled to chart
jition of this'.volunteer defense and attack plans, from a subterranean nerve center, protected
constitute a nationwide from air raids by thick steel and concrete overhead.
. who will act as spotfour air forces of the of the First air force. A corps of sey, Delaware, Maryland, District
rps. They will be afflli- civilian observers was organized by of Columbia, Virginia, that portion of
he interceptor commands the American Legion, to work with North Carolina north and east of
the army. The American Telephone the line extending from South Bos• force. . ' • ' . • • - - '
& Telegraph company and its affili- ton in Virginia and Cape Lookout in
Paul Reveres.
ated companies handled the commu- North Carolina; West Virginia,
dern Paul Reveres who nications over their network.
Ohio, Michigan, Indiana, Kentucky,
welded into a compact
Results were excellent and the ex- Illinois, Missouri, Iowa, Wisconsin
ifense "minutemen and perience
knowledge gained from and Minnesota.
i," may not adopt the the tests,and
the groundwork for
The Second air force is commandif by land, two if by the presentlaid
program. Also taken ed by Maj. Gen. John F. Curry.
ir words hi the mouth- into consideration
were methods Embracing the Northwest^ it comi crank driven model tele* used abroad, as reported
by Ameri- prises the following states: Washan Iowa farmhouse, or can army officers stationed
there. ington, Oregon, Montana, Idaho,
ge from; a shiny new
Utah, Wyoming, Colorado, North DaAll-Around
Air
Defense.
in Netir-rJersey, will
South Dakota, Nebraska and
Modern air defense is divided ba- kota,
aquad- sically into active and passive Kansas.
The Third air force, under comphases. Included in the active phase
! rooftops of then* homes, is the "defensive" attack, carried mand of Maj. Gen. Barton K. Yount,
of churches and sky- out by fighter •planes. It embraces embraces the southeast region. The
prairies, .farms, , fields also the network of civilians giving states in this area are: North Caror. and M*s. Average the warnings of enemy aircraft. lina (except that portion attached
n will watch for that Anti-aircraft artillery, pouring bar- to the First air force), South Caro(listen for that telltale hum rages of exploding steel into the lina, Georgia, Florida, Tennessee,
the, presence of an skies, and balloon barrages that com- Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana and
pel enemy aircraft to fly too high for Arkansas.
The Fourth air force takes hi the
organizations like the effectiveness, partly complete the
Southwest. It is commanded by
egion, and their women's picture of active defense.,
To obtain information of the move- Maj. Gen. Jacob E. FickeL Includforest fire wardens,
servers, ' CCC arid the ments pf hostile air threats, to at- ed in the area of this force are the
would of -course, co- tack these threats in the air, to pro- following states: California, Nevada,
|flashingan alarm to head- vide simultaneous protection of all Arizona, New Mexico, Texas and
sensitive home areas, .will be the Oklahoma.
[utilities, telegraph, tele- objectives of these agencies of ac- Bomber and Interceptor Commands.
and light, and power tive defense. Co-operating in a comEach air force is'divided into two
take «j>~«n6rmous>-part bined effort, they will make possi- components, a bomber command,
! system, for the, alarm ble a positive, aggressive and co- which is controlled by the air force
be sent over their ordinated counter-blow to sweep en- commander, and an interceptor
emy fighters and bombers from the command, which includes fighter
3*
/" . - . '• . . •;. • .
of air-warnings skies.
planes or pursuit aviation, anti-airClose' liaison will be maintained craft artillery and balloon barrages,
ver-estimated, says the
nent. To know where with the agencies engaged hi pas- supervises and controls the entire
force is poised, where sive defense. To them, also, warn- observer and warning system, and
' where it may be ex- ings of approaching enemy aircraft delivers the counter-blow.
| strike, is essential for de- are vital. They will warn the civilEach interceptor command is unhe country. Here, is where ian population and industry, warn der the direct control of a brigadier
watchers- play a vital home guards, police, fire depart- general who is subordinate to the
* in their hom^ corn- ments, anti-gas and medical work- air force commander. The heads
grid fashion, they will ers to stay on the alert at their of the interceptor commands are as
ng and watching posts in stations. They will enforce black- follows: Brig. Gen. John C. McDontime shifts. At the first outs of lighting and radio broadcast- nell, interceptor command, First air
ger, they will call '"Army ing which might guide enemy air- force, Mitchel field, Long island, N.
fto their telephones. In time craft to their targets. This.is a phase Y.; Brig. Gen. Carlyle H. Wash, inthey would maintain their of civilian air raid defense, howev- terceptor command, Second air
[ and continue their reports er, for which separate, detailed force, Fort George Wright, Washemy's movements, concen- plans will be made.
ington; Brig. Gen. Walter H. Frank,
The -Four Air Forces.
interceptor command, Third air
pumbers, etc, plan Is Workable.
The First ah- force is commanded force, Tampa, Fla.; Brig. Gen. Milethod of aircraft warning by Maj. Gen. James E. Chancy. It lard F. Harmon, interceptor comFourth air force, Riverside,
been tested and proved covers the northeast and includes mand,
the following states: Maine, New California,
Hampshire, Vermont, MassachuTests Will Continue.
The present air districts—North« the supervision of 'Maj. setts, - Connecticut* Rhode Island,
es E. Chaney; commander New York, Pennsylvania, New Jer- east air district, Northwest air district, Southeast air district, and
Southwest air district—are to be
designatsd hereafter as air forces,
as follows:
First air force, (formerly Northeast air district); Second air force,
(formerly Northwest air district);
I M*p of Buiiaaw Condition*.
Third air force, (formerly Southeast
air district); Fourth air force, (formerly Southwest air district).
The air defense command was
originally formed to provide experience and the basis for future developments in defense against air
attacks, which are now being applied in this new organization. The
air defense command co-ordinated
control of anti-aircraft units, pursuit planes, and aircraft warning
service of signal communications,
all elements for the protection of an
area against hostile air attacks. Now
that these functions are to be taken
over by the interceptor commands,
the air defense command will remain as a laboratory group at
Mitchel field, New York, consisting
of Major General Chancy, four staff
Increased harvests and naturally, taoreasea officers and 34 enlisted men. They
will continue "test sector" experiments and develop principles, tactics and doctrine to be used by the
army air corps.

Natiqiiial Crop Outlook Bright

L

- G. ELLIOTT
LaSalle
B tel(utt

condittom during the

and for shipment abroad, has boosted income of dairy^farmers approidmately 20 per cent on the average.
wSKhe tacrease has been greater
in some regions than in otixers, the
improvement is widespread.
Farmers who produce livestock

th»> outlook
the raising of heavier
stock.

OUR OWN GALLUP POLL ON THE
-DEFENSE PBOGBAM
• Question No. 1—How do you feel
about America being the arsenal for
all victims of aggressor nations?
Yes.-.••', •. 46-'per cent.
No . . . 4 per cent.
Not sure .what the .word arsenal
means . . . 32 per cent.
Wouldn't mind being an arsenal if
it didn't interfere with week-end motor trip . . . 8 per cent.
• • *
Question No. 2—What do/you think
of the all-aid-short-of-war idea?
Yes . . . 42 per cent.
It's okay with me if it's okay with
you . . . 12 per cent.
All right if the emphasis is put
on the '''short" . . . 8 per cent.
Any man who calls what we are
doing short of war is a bad judge of
distance . . . 30 per cent.
• * •
Question No. 3—Do you think the
lag in > our defense program is serious?
Yes and no ... 35 per cent.
Undecided . . . 4 per cent.
Think what America needs most
is a lag in microphone . . . 60 per
cent.
Wouldn't know a lag if I saw.one
. . 1 per cent.
• * •
Question No. 4—Do you think
America is menaced as never before
in its history?
Uhuh . . . 27 per cent.
Who am I to argue with the President? .' . .40 per cent.
Too frightened to answer after listening to the last two messages on
the state of the nation . . . 33 per
cent.
• • •
Are you willing to make any sacrifice?
Who? Me? . . . 11 per cent.
Wait till I ask the missus . . . 12
per cent.
Yes, but I want to be sure all you
fellows who are asking me that
question in polls like this are not out
playing golf . . . 68 per cent.
Are you in favor of an all-out war?
Not too far out . . . 25 per cent.
I am. for an "all out" war if it
doesn't leave us "all in" . . . 75
per cent.
• • •
What do you think of the situation
hi the Near East?
Yes . . . 40 per cent.
No ... 10 per cent.
Undecided . . . 30 per cent.
I tried to find out about it, but the
wire was busy . . . 20 per cent.
• • •
Mussolini Is so quiet these
days that yon pan hear a general dropped.
• • •
Sonja Henie's husband has been
called in the draft, but the soldiers
would much rather see Sonja hi
camp.
• * •
FISH STOBX

It may be old, but it's new to this
department. The story of two fishermen returning from a Florida trip.
Asked U he had had much luck, the
first fisherman told of landing a 600pound sailflsh first time out. "What
did you get?" he asked.
"I hooked into something and
when I pulled up I had a big brass
lantern from an American ship sunk
back in the War of 1812 and it was
still burning!" he replied.
"Say," said the .first fisherman,
"I'm a reasonable fellow. If you'll
blow out that light, I'll take 550
pounds off that fish."
• • *
Yehudi Menuhin, the famous violinist, has been given a Class I rating in the draft. But a lot of us
will wonder why a great violinist is
taken when the country is so full
of bum fiddlers who ought to be shot.
• • *
Simile by Vincent Lopez: as modern looking as the hat grandma used
to wear.
• • •
FAIR WARNING!

They say somebody dropped a
bomb over Kilkenny the other day
from 2,000 feet and that a Kilkenny
man picked it up, threw it back and
destroyed an enemy at 10,000 feet.
• * •
Elmer Twitchell hopes there is no
lag in our fire hose program. "1
agree with Mr. Roosevelt that if a
neighbor's house is on fire the thing
to do is to lend him your hose without quibbling. And It he asks for a
ladder, I am for handing him one
without all the crossbars missing."
• • •
It took a dentist two hours to pull
one of Clark Gable's teeth recently
We understand that when Clark inquired, "Where's your strength in
that good right arm!" the dentist replied, "Gone with the windup."
» • •

RESTAURANT MAN
Emblems Suggested for
To customers he throws a curve,
Women Defense Workers
His rating isn't high,

For he's the kind of guy who'll serv<
Six portions to a pie.
• * •
On Hitler's doorplate in his old
Munich home he is still listed as an
author. And he appears to be the
only author in history determlne<
to kill oft moat of his customers.
» • *
Maybe Hitler gets his author idea
from the feeling he is one of Europe's best "shellern."

for any room. Even the beginner,
will find this simple and pleasant [
to do.
'
* • •
i
Pattern 3707 contain* a transfer pattern;
of a 15 by 20 Inch hanging; Uluitratton*1
of lUtchM; color chart; materials required. Send your order to:
Sewta* circle Needleeraft Dipt.
« Eighth Ave.
New York
Encloa* 18 cents In coins for Pattern No
Nam* "
Address

Stamping Coins

Pattern 2797.
stitchery—a little time—
and this appealing panel is
eady to be hung up—a brightener

USEHQLD
ITS!

When frying don'<i put in the
rticle to be fried until the fat is
till and a faint smoke is seen
ising from the pan.
* * *
Window screens may be washed
with a hose.
* * *
Add about* a third of a cup of
ooked crisp bacon to the reguar muffin batter. This addition
makes a delicious muffin.
* * *
Cook linked sausages in a covered frying pan over a low fire.
The fat will then cook out so slowly that the links will keep their
shape and all the flavor will remain in the sausages.
* • *
When polishing hardwood floors
>e careful not to use too much
wax. Put on too thick, it is hard
o polish. Let the wax remain on
he floor for 24 hours and it will
>e much easier to polish then.

The pressure required to stamp
the design of United States silver
coins varies tremendously with
the size of the com itself. A dime
requires from 35 to 45 tons, a
quarter from 60 to 100 tons, a halfdollar from 100 to 110 tons and a
dollar 160 tons.

U. S. COAST GUARD
KM 11-31 (Hagte) >

Droft IbgMraUea No Bo*

Roma 4. P. O. BMb Duhrth,

Swift Growth
Report, that which no evil thing
of any kind is more swift, increases with travel and gains
strength by its progress.—Vergil.

KILL ALL FUES

Paying Debt
There are but two ways of paying debt—increase of industry in
raising income, increase of thrift
hi laying out.—Carlyle.

Quick Effect
"Was your lecture on economy
a success?" asked Blankley.
•Yes," replied Blinkson, "they
;ave me two hearty cheers."
In court the quarrelsome woman
admitted that she^bad polled out
handful of her neighbor's hair.
She said she wanted it for a locket.
Called Her
'Any knives or season to grind,
ma'am?" inquired Ae man at the door.
"Don't think urn have" replied the
'acetious young wile, "but can you
harpen toil*?"
"Yes, if you've got any!"

hold

mODTROSE
You can enjoy the comfom of iWWorU of
Tomorrow-today In knmrt fe-Ntwtrt hotel
AIR-CONDITIONED GUEST
ftOOMS.DININO ROOMS
AND ALL PUBLIC SPACE.
Ntw Java Room Coif** Shop - Food
Fountain, HurdU ft Holttr Tap Room.

CEDflR RAPIDS.ia.
EPPIEV H O T E L S COMPANY
t C E P P I E V , PRESIDENT

Quito Apparent
"Don't you see the resemblance?
isked the proud .mother, exhibitFruit of Labor
ng her baby.' "Just look at bur
It is not by saying "Honey,
faces side by side."
'Nothing could be plainer," re- honey," that sweetness comes into
plied the guest absent-mindedly. the mouth.—Turkish Proverb.

PEAHUTS FOR JUMBO
fttditif (Haunts to Qt thptont
CHStMl tM

pnlxbty sttrtot whtn Cnwata*w in Solan, Mas
Another national custom is enjoy'
ment of the full, fine flavor of
America's molt popular cigar—'
King Edward. For real smoking
pleasure, try a King Edward today.

MERCHANTS
Your Advertising Dollar
buys something more than space and circulation in
the columns of this newspaper." It buys space and
circulation plus the favorable consideration of our
readers for this newspaper and its advertising patrons.

LET US TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT

THE ANITA TRIBUNE, THURSDAY, JULY 10, 1941.
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REEL NEWS

BY THE WAY
By L. F. M.

Mid-Summer Bargains

+ + + + + •*. + .». .4. 4. +
The same studio that originated the
Hardy family pictures presents a new
senes with the introduction of, "Keepng Company," which will be shown
today and Thursday at the new Anita
theatre. Young romance by John Shelton and Ann Rutherford, hilarious comedy by Frank Morgan ftnd Virgin.a
Weidler; and sentimental portrayals by
Irene Rich and Sara Baden is assurance that it is chuck-full of entertainunknown depths the earth's heat
ment. The story concerns the first
ates a powerful force of steam
year of married life of Ann RutherT^f.ter tlmt has trickl«i r be- ford and John Shelton with many
w. 'Dtehcately balanced, some of comic situations that arise.
these geysers can be thrown out of
* » •

Whew, it's hot. today! Did you
ever notice, the hardest- work always
comes when the days are the hottest
and the longest? If we could only get
PRICES IN EFFECT UNTIL WEDNESDAY, JULY 16
along without eating in this kind of
weather, there would be no dishes
UNGUENTINE.reg.50c ...43c SAL HEPATICA, reg. 60c ..49c
to wash or food to cook or fires to
BLUEJAY
CORN PLASTERS,
LISTERINIE, regular 75c ....59c
keep hot ... but then we'd probably
regular
25c
23c
find something else to jaw about.
DEXTRO MALTOSE BABY
* * •
LIFEBUOY SHAVE CREAM,
FOOD, regular 75c
63c
Headline iri a beauty review: "If
regular 25c, 2 for
33c
PABLUM, regular 50c
43c
you are fat in spots, bump yourself
National P«tk, ;
LADY ESTHER POWDER or
off!" It sounded drastic, but further
FOUR PURPOSE CREAM,
ENERGINE, fireproof, reguaming, spouting' geySers
reading revealed that it was the hunks
• regular 55c
39c
Jar 36c
27c
L have been erupting np
of excess avoirdupois which were to
Bjowstone's beautiful, woodANACIN,
regular
75c
59c
be bumped off on door jambs or on the
ALKA SELTZER, reg. 60c . .49e
for thousands'of yearn. One,
floor.
CARTER'S
PILLS,
reg.
75c
.
.59c
MOLLE SHAVE CREAM,
lie Castle Geyser, hag been v*\tj% Ai* •
* * *
—*~~** ""wo^\*
Filmed in beautiful technicolor,
26c size only
I9c
regular 75c
69c
ness in this locality since mto their pools, so the tossing of Virginia," starring Madeleine Carrol]
One lady says she doesn't believe
corns or rocks is forbidden.
IRONIZED YEAST,
and Fred MacMurray, is the Friday the story about floor waxing taking off
ELECTRIC FANS,
Years ago both Old Faithful and and Saturday feature at the theatre. the spare tire from milady's middle,
is the most famous
regular $1.00"
59c
regular $1.75
$1.50
>rs, blasting a stream of
Eye-thrilling beauty, heart-thrilling she tried it!
and
fame
by
the
now
more^erand
* • *
water 160 J6et high every
romance and all the verdant lovliness
erratic Fountain Geyser. It was then of modern Virginia—all this is the
Did you know that soot from the
day and
id a three Joot.throat.<JiB- the^ Park's stellar attraction. Now spectacular setting for the punch- stove will snrother the green worms
. to twelve tn<ms§nds gal- a broad, 60 foot pool of emerald packed and sparkling love story of the on cabbage if it is dusted on them
We Deliver
Phone 102
iling water, wip &lcn out- green, if occasionally spouts to a new North and South at war again for while the dew is on? Paris green
height
of
76
feet.
Its
beautiful
and
a lovely lady's heart. Featured in mixed with flour is the best dose we've
t out on « broid, level valback-drop of green forest, unusuar coloring comes from the wat- the cast are Helen Broderick, Marie found for cabbage worms. Use one
Miss Marie Burns is -visiting in
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Faulkner-left
ng eruption of water and er's natural shade of blue and count- Wilson and little Carolyn Lee, the part dry of pans green and two parts
1
steam is > a magnificient less billions of minute algae-animal- cutest and smartest child star on the flour and sift on late in the evening West Liberty at the home of her last Wednesday for Lake Okoboji
goes into action on an aver- Plant life—able to live in the water's screen. There are also 105 reasons or early morning. There is no danger uncle and aunt, Dr. and Mrs.. James where they will spend the balance of
the summer at their cottage there.
of poisoning, for the cabbage head Carey.
«ry 66% minutes, but will high temperature. Still a major at- to attend.
traction
here,
this
geyser
is
an
ex*
*
*
grows
from the center out.
jump the gun by half an
Maurice Breen, who is working in
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Winder of
* * •
The Aldrich family is probably, the
igain keep you waiting im- ample of how a spout may grow
Des Moines, spent the week end in Des Moines were visitors in Anita
through
the
years,
increase
in
activity
Do you ever hear Uncle Walter's Anita visiting at the home of his
best known group ever to step before
ifull 80 minutes.
Saturday evening at the home of his
until it becomes famous and then
I Faithful is gradually fad- slowly die out and give way to another a radio microphone. First they be- Dog-House on Friday nights? It's father, IDan Breen, and family.
parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Chester T.
ond place as far as pop- roaring geyser that is reaching its came the idol of millions through their one of the most comical half hours on
Winder.
the
air.
Uncle
Walter
says,
"Love,
as
regular
radio
appearances.
Then
a
The Misses Mary Katherine and
ith the Park's annual half peak of strength.
play was written about them, which I see it, is a serious mistake all of us Margaret Ann Bongers are visiting
jsitors is concerned. Daisy
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Osen of Mt.
Lazy most of the time but magmen would gladly make again."
in Des Moines at the home of their Ayr, Iowa, spent the week end visit[taking thejj|ead, .Growing- niftdent'when aroused, Giant Geyser later became a huge screen success.
*
*
•
grandmother, Mrs. C. H. Keeler.
ing here at the home of his parents,
H more spectacular,; this is ;the Park's loftiest spouter. It Now the second Aldrich family picHere's a bit of advice to the ladies
ture,
"Life
With
Henry,"
makes
its,
;apMr. and Mrs. Frank H. Osen, and with
Afferent spoilt .shoots at a; Shoots a 250 foot stream straight up
who were inspecting the shrubbery on
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Scott of Mc- other relatives and friends.
, out acrosit steaming, bril- every; 9; to 21 days. I haven't seen pearance Sunday, Monday, Tuesicjay Fifth Street one day last week . . .
and Sunday matinee. It again stars
Clelland, Iowa, were Fourth of July
lored pools clustered around it in action yet but am told it keeps
Jackie Cooper as Henry, Eddie Brack- don't try to eat those red berries, 'cause and week end visitors in Anita at the
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Smith, well known
[two hours. When Daisy an estimated 700,000 gallons of water
en as Dizzy and Hedda Hbppeir as they ain't good! Dry them well, then home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. farmers who live north of here, and
> lowers the water levels of —22 tons—in the air at one time. She
Mrs. Aldrich. It continues the comic, plant, next spring and grow a hedge Peter Scott, and with other relatives Mr. and Mrs. Everett Morgan of
i a foot or^jro, and, creat- rumbles loudly before and during her
sometimes heart-tugging, but always for yourselves.
and friends.
Council Bluffs have returned to there
um in her <%n throat, draws Wt hour display and has blasted a well-meant misadventures of the ljap
* * •
r
homes
after spending several weeks in
of the water she threw luge chunk out of her tall cone dur- less Henry, a typical high school, lad
Friends of the MacEldowney's were
The Holy Cross Evangelical Luth- California.
Jthe violent spray has died ng one of her ancient explosions.
with a faculty for getting into difficul- glad to .tearn of the safe return of eran ladies aid met Thursday afterThe number, size, power and va- ties. In trying to qualify for a trip James MacEldowney "and his family noon in the basement of the church
approach Daisyw to with- riety of these geysers is unequalled to Alaska, Henry goes through a from India. They are in the United with "Mrs. Andy Petersen as hostess. The three circles of the Woman's
Society of Christian Service met
f two of, its1 bubbling, gurg- mywhere in the world and are a series of trials and tribulations tSat States on an 18 • month furlough and
Nine members and two visitors, Mrs. Thursday afternoon at the homes of
i when it is slumbering be- spectacle that should be witnessed by insure a rollicking good time for all James is scheduled to speak in Anita Harry Sheller and Mrs. Harry PeterMrs. Jens Rasmussen, Mrs. Everett
fsms and see what makes a everyone at least once in their life- who see it.
early in August. His talks should sen, were present. The lesson was Luman and Mrs. A. J. Kopp. The lesFrom tremendous and time.
wove interesting to everyone, regard- given by Rev. H. G. Belsheim. Fol-son 'at all three meetings was, "InThe Royal Neighbors lodge wr'll hold ess of denomination.
lowing the meeting a lunch was vesting Our Heritage for Co-opera* * *
their regular monthly meeting Friday
served.
tive work in Methodism."
"
Vagabond" la Sponsored and Appears In This Paper
afternoon at-2 o'clock at the home of
Did any of you burn your fingers
Through the Courtesy of
Mrs. Fred Bell in Adair.
Friday? One lady we heard about
r
went home singing, "Little brown
Mrs. Elmer Jensen is a patient at ug, oh I love thee" . . . the cook
the University hospital in Iowa City rather wished she had seen that jug
pita, Iowa
TEXACO PRODUCTS
Phone 257
where she was taken several days ago first, for it must have been a real
following an attack of gall stones.
old-timer.
* • •
I Mrs. Fred Scarlett is a patient at
Mrs. Isabel! Joy, well known Anita
It'
s
supper
timeand
we'll have hay
IDK.B.L.MEURER the Larsen hospital in Adair.
lady who has been ill at her home
men for supper agffin. The cook says
Chiropractor
here for several weeks, js much imAdair, la.
Mrs. Ed. L. Newton entertained the proved and is able to be up and around maybe we'd better tell you gals in
;own that isn't a menu suggestion.
members of the Union club Wednes- her home again.
—Office Hours—
[Tie men aren't made of hay, but are
day at her home on East Main Street.
9.12 — 1:30-6
real
live men and they do the eating
Mrs. Newton took the ten members
Carol Heires has returned to her
| Wed. ft Sat Night and three visitors present to the home in Carroll, Iowa, after spending instead of being eaten . . . and oh,
Church of Christ for dinner. The several weeks visiting here with her how they can eat after a day in the
7 till 10 .
ladies returned to the Newton home aunt and uncle, Mrs. John Schaakehay field. Seems that they woufd eat
Sun, 10-11 A. M. after the dinner, where they spent and husband and Frank W. Stager and less but the heat only seems to whet
their appetites.
Hone 37
the afternoon quilting. Mrs. Ora Burns family.
will entertain the club on Aug. 5.
Miss Mary Jane Bear was hostess Mr. and Mrs. Paul Kelloway spent
at a post-nuptial miscellaneous show- the Fourth and the week end visit•
_
•..",">• ,
er Saturday evening in honor of Mrs. ing friends at Lake Okoboji.\i
Rex Miller, a recent bride. The evenWe Invite You To See the New Modern Equipment
Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Feller and son,
ing was spent by the fourteen present K. Charles, have returned to Anita
Added To Our Battery Department
.playing 'Court Whist at which high after spending several weeks at Elgin,
score was held by Miss Marjorie Gill Iowa, visiting his parents.
THE NEW
of Atlantic and low score by Miss
Betsy Rose Crawford. A lunch was
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Johnston of Rolserved by the hostess.
la, Mo., spent the Fourth and the
twine is treated against insects and is free
week end here visiting at the home
A family reunion was- held Sunday of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John C.
bunches and thin spots, and is famous for that
'Which Charges Your Battery In the Modern Method
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Jenkins.
c
Eangham south of Anita. Thirty-seven
Approved By Leading Battery Manufacturers, Larg°Hapsiblebail.
relatives were present. Those who
Mr. and Mrs. Thorle Robison and
est Car Manufacturers, Society of Automotive Enwere here from out-of-town were: children of Des Moines spent the
gineers and Bureau of Standards, U. S. Government.
Mr. and Mrs. William Finn and daugh- Fourth and the week end visiting in
ters, Carol and Susan, of Washington, Anita at the home of his parents, Mr.
It Is No Longer Necessary For You To Wait Days
D. €.; Mr. and Mrs. Ben Kirkham and and Mrs. Chas. Robison.
three daughters of Norwalk, Iowa; Dr.
For Your Battery To Be Charged. This New
Robert Nelson, who is working on
and Mrs. W. R. Koob of Brayton; and
Modern Approved Method Charges Your Battery In
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Wagner of Massena. a defense project at Burlington, Iowa,
the
Amazing Time of 15 To 45 Minutes, With or
spent the Fourth and the week end
Without
Removing the Battery From Your Car.
in Anita visiting at the home of his
mother, Mrs. Alpha Nelson, and with
pther relatives and friends.
NEW GUARANTEED BATTERDZS

BONGERS

AGNER'S FILLING STATION

Car of Eastern Kentucky Coal
On Track This Week

The Farmers Coop.

IT IS HERE!

NEW!

FAST!

SAFE!

Received a Car Load of

IcCbrmtek-Deering Twine

MERCURY QUICK CHARGER

Implement Co.

Anita, Iowa

HERE!

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Turner of
R6ck Island, 111., and Mrs. Nora Bustar and son, Lester, of Moline, 111.,
visited here several days during the
past week at the homes of Postmaster
and Mrs. George Smither and Mrs.
Effle Steinmetz.
Mr. and Mrs. C. G. Hayter have returned to their home here after a
visit at Ft. Mtead, S. D., with their
son, Lyle. Mr. and Mrs. C. G. Hayter, Jr., of Des Moines accompanied
them on the trip and visited here
several days the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. IB. H. Turner attended funeral services at Manilla,
Iowa, last Wednesday for Lieut. Murro
McCracken who was killed the first of
the week in a crash of an Army plane
at Montgomery, Ala. Lieut. 'M'cCrackjen was a cousin of Mr. Turner.

May Be Purchased In Anita At The Following Stores:

Mfrs. Chas. Robison was hostess to
the members of the Past Chief's club
•Monday afternoon at her home on
East Main Street. There were eleven
members present Roll call was, "Plans
For An Ideal Vacation." A social
afternoon was spent by those present,
following which a lunch was served
by the hostess.

PRICED AS LOW AS THE LOWEST

0. W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA

Economize With a
Refrigerated Locker
We still have a few lockers left—so if you
really want to economize, rent one.
We also have some real nice quarters of beef.
Come in and see them. We can save you money.

Miller's Lockers
ANITA — WIOTA — CUMBERLAND
THERE IS ONE NEAR YOU

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

S

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

By HAROLD L. LUNDQUIST D D
Dean of The Moody Bible Institute
m ,
*. _°* Chicago.
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

Lesson for July 13
lected and
Council of
permission.

and Scripture texts seed by International
Education; used by

CHRISTIANITY EXPANDS
IN ASIA
LESSON TEXT—Acts 19:8-10, 23-32.
GOLDEN TEXT—So mightily grew the
word of God and prevailed.—Acts 19:20.

SEWING CIRCLE
youthful basque fashion. Shows
off the best features "of the young
girl's figure and has a fresh appeal of complete femininity.
The pattern can be made up in
the new flower printed cottons—
chintz, percale or broadcloth. And
in soft batiste, lawn, voile or dimity. It's cute, too, in gingham,
seersucker or calico.- It's a real
summer frock, adaptable to any
summer materials.

Acquiring: Knowledge
The acquirement of knowledge
obviously is not only potentially
the most profitable but often the
most delightful pursuit in life, and
the 'interchange of experience,
ideas and thought are of paramount importance in these days of
mutability.—J. A. Lacey.

Pattern No. 1402-B Is designed for sizes
11, 13, IS, 17 and 19. Corresponding bust
measurements 39. 31, 83, 39 and 37. Size
13 '(31) requires 4% yards,35-Inch fabric
without nap. 10 yards of rlc-rac braid
are deeded for trim. Send your order to:

War is the order of the day, and
much as we may regret it the life of
every one of us is affected by its
feverish touch. Certainly no Christian has any pleasure in the violent'
SEWING CIRCLE PATTERN DBPT.
hatreds of wicked men, and can only
Room 1324
Day by Day
pray that somehow a righteous paa*e
Ml W. Wacker Dr.
CMeaco
may come to this troubled world.
Enclose IS cents In coins for
Let us be thankful that life
comes to us in little bits—one day
There is a warfare, however,
Pattern No
.-Size
at a time with its duties. We can
which we do seek to foster and proName
...
at least accomplish that much.—
mote. We encourage it, and as
Address
Colonel de Burgh:
Christians make a holy resolve to
battle to the. end. That is the war6bOL SUMMER SALADS
fare against Satan and his hosts.
(See Recipes Below.)'
As long as he rules hi the hearts of
men, and sin and wickedness are
• HOME TO SUMMER
here, we say, "Fight on, my soul."
THIS WEEK'S MENU
Christian life and service are prejecent poll,:37 per cent of the
sented in Scripture as a fight. We
An Impromptu Guest Luncheon
i of hom^makjBM receiving
do well to learn the methods and the
aires expressed a desire to
dear Tomato Soup
weapons of this great spiritual conat sated j«iikjng. . ,. 43
Cheese Drop Biscuits
flict; not stressing a belligerent
wanted to» know how to
•Orange Prune Cheese Salad
note of strife against one another,
._ look glanaorous.
Spice Squares With
and particularly not between the
eport gave me an idea.
Whipped Cream
divisions of God's army in the earth,
besides being healthful
Tea
but standing shoulder to shoulder
of vinv vigor and vita}*
in the battle against the Evil One.
*Recipe Included
• a splenI. Attack for God (w. 8-10).
ortunity,
The vigorous prosecution of a
ety . . .
Plenty of the protective foods, such strong attack on the enemy's posi> be used
as eggs, milk, fruits and vegetables tion is good military strategy, and
| appetizer
—all excellent salad materials- good spiritual warfare. The comlatter'"
should be eaten.
mand of God is "Forwardl" and
[the main
Japanese Potato Salad will really His forces are not to hinder their
give a meal a lift! Easy to prepare, effectiveness by weak indecision, or
[may accompany- the dinner inexpensive, it may be used as a fear. Paul sets us an example' in
LI ERE is the peasant flavored
main dish, with a cold meat platter,
*••* Basque silhouette which jundes
j youtimelytips or for additional variety so accepta- his1. Bold Preaching (vv. 8, 9a).
ior girls have taken to so widely
; making, I'm go- ble to the-buffet table.
; of
Paul had met some disciples in the past few months. Barbara
literal!^ dozens of
Japanese Potato Salad.
(19:1-8) who knew only the baptism Bell interprets the popular new
^fC^|^B|itorjJ of daily
of John and did not have the Holy fashion in a one-piece frock. Typ1 cup flaky, hot boiled rice
giva ;{*fooniph" to your
Spirit. Dr. Erdmari- rightly says ically basque, with the long top
1 medium to large potato, hot
hes.
that "there are many more like fitted .through the waistline and
mashed
these twelve 'disciples' in the pews gathered at a bustline to emphaRight of Government
the keystone of human •progress,
4'
bard
cooked
eggs
acteristics of a good salad
of Christian churches. They are size feminine curves. The full The divine right of kings may have and without it governments sink
V« cup french or boiled dressing
i and fairiy easy-to.accomsincere men, they hate their sins, skirt is attached at the hipline. been a plea for feeble tyrants, but into police, and a nation is degrad2 tablespoons chopped sweet red
nely, it should be well
they believe in the teachings of Order Pattern No. 1402-B for your- the divide right of government is ed into a mob.—Disraeli.
pepper,
or
pimiento
efore serving; have an atJesus, they admire the Sermon on self today and be the first in your
1 tablespoon chopped green pepi arrangement, and a pleasthe Mount, they yearn for the high- community to wear the new,
per
est and best things, but they lack
1
tablespoon
chopped
onion
are as imporin
spiritual power. Why? Because
1
tablespoon
chopped
parsley
or tennis or golf.
they are 'disciples of John,' they
%
teaspoon,.salt
add
not fixed their hearts and their
Mix rice, potato and two of the have
hopes upon a divine, risen, glorified
eggs,
which
.have
been
sieved,
into
oice of fairotenta will deChrist; they do not know 'the grace
• dressing.
what you nave planned salad
A A General Quiz
of God.' When, however, they
Just before
main course and, dessert, Chill.'
learn
the
full
gospel
and
yield
serving, add rei your salad is to Be a side maining
themselves to Christ, they are not
ingredimerely baptized with water, but also
appetizer. ,
The Questions
ents.
Taste
and
many .varieties of fruit add more seasonthe Holy Spirit."
2. Careful Teaching (W. 9b, 10).
[They are excellent by thenv ing it desired,
1. What is a chuck-wffl's-widowT
Three months^ of such preaching
' as an accompaniment to a Heap on lettuce,
2. When it's 11 a. m. in Omahd,
brought
many
converts,
but
there
se of sea food or meat and or serve without
what time is it in Galveston,
.
also "hardened and disobedi- Texas?
' or cake dessert.
greens in a large bowl. Garnish were
|to eat, wonderful to look at with remaining eggs, sliced or ent" men whose opposition caused
3. Where are the Plains of
Paul to withdraw the disciples Abraham?
stantial is this1 salad of or- sieved. Yield: 4 servings.
(learners)
to
the
privacy
of
a
leci and prunes, stuffed with
4. What does a mace symbolize
• * *
ture room for thorough instruction in legislative houses?
[cheese. (See picture at top
When
the
mercury
soars
skyward
in Christian doctrine, a sort of Bible
n.) .; r , • . > : - ; .
How does the world's record
and appetites are on the wane, noth- Institute of Ephesus. The church has for5. running
and ice skating 100
ge Prone Cheese Salad.
ing tastes quite so good as a chilled, largely failed in its teaching minis- yards compare?
bed of lettuce ..circle 10 to molded mixture of fresh vegetables try and has thus weakened its effec6. Who did Sir Walter Raleigh
ge slices. At the side ar- or fruits, placed on a bed of crisp tiveness against the enemy. To be
cooked prunes which have greens and garnished with a tart, strong workers for the Lord, Chris- plot to place on the British throne
hi place of James I?
uffed with, cottage cheese. taste-teasing dressing.
tians must know the doctrines of the
7. In what state is Harper's
[sharp knife "peel oranges, reLime Cucumber Salad.
Bible.
Ferry, the scene of John Brown's
all outer/ skin and inner
II. Counter Attack by Satan (w. raid in 1859?
1 package lime gelatin
ne down to Juicy meat. Cut
23-32).
8. How many Presidents of tiie
1%
cups
hot
water
even slices, California orThe enemy of our souls is often United States died on July 4?
2 tablespoons vinegar
I which are flrm-meated and
content to let us go on in Compara% teaspoon^ salt
plly seedless; are excellent to
tive peace as long as we do not both2 teaspoons scraped onion
The Antwert
er him unduly, but once we put up
Dash
of
paprika
.
with a sweet french dressthe
banner
of
a
holy
life
and
service
1 tablespoon chopped pimiento
1. A bird. (So called from its
ade with lemon Juice. With
in God's army, he begins a terrific note.)
1- cucumber, diced
read and beverage, this salad
Dissolve gelatin in hot water, then counter attack. Paul had felt it
2. 11-a. m.
a well-balanced home or add
vinegar, salt, scraped onion and already in the hardening of listen3. Canada (Quebec).
icon. '"- .
ers'
hearts
(v.
8),
but
now
it
began
dash-&-paprika. Chill until begin4. Authority. A mace is a staff
eet French Dressing.
earnest.
ning to thicken, then fold in chopped in 1.dead
or
mallet.
By Selfish Opposition (w. 23cup lemon' Juice
pimiento and diced cucumber. Chill
5. The record in both cases is
cup salad oil
until firm and serve on salad greens 27)One way to bring a violent reac- 9.4—Identical to the split second.
i cup red jelly ,or honey
rants, and evil customs, wars, and
Common Friendship
with a garnish of mayonnaise.
6. Arabella Stuart.
tion against spiritual truth is to let
teaspoon salt '
Friendship is- like rivers, and want of love, have made them
7.
New
York.
teaspoon paprika.
Since it's open season on salads, it interfere with business. Demetrius 8. Three—John Adams, Thom- the strand of seas, and the- air, proper and peculiar. — Jeremy
e or blend well before serv- homemakers who like variety will and his fellow silversmiths pro- as Jefferson and James Monroe. common to all the world; but ty- Taylor.
Jakes 1% oups. Lemon juice
be interested in fessed to be concerned about the
[this dressing just ^ie flavor
several types of threatened destruction of the heathto make the orange, 'prune
salad dressings. en worship of Diana (and what a
peese combination the perfect
Here are two fine testimony that was to the efof Paul's preaching!),
which will do fectiveness
much to bring out but in reality they were worried
cool during summer
the full flavor of about the loss of their ungodly busiin charms (vv. 25-27)
is a problem, solved most
your tasty con- ness
Many of the enemies of the gospel
by eating properly.
coctions.
GIVE ME THAT
in our time are fighting against
v Thick French Dressing.
God's Word because they are in a
PRINCE AL6ERf CRIMP COT
. 1 cup salad oil
LYNN SAYS:
business which is condemned by it.
% cup vinegar
They
know
that
every
time
a
new
FOR SPEED/ROLLING! NO
1 teaspoon mustard
»'t be timid about putting
convert is won to Christ they lose
1
tablespoon
sugar
a customer and it troubles them
own personality Jtato your
SI FT! N6 OUT OR BULOING-.AND
3 teaspoons paprika
'"• Here are aom« suggesReader, if you are in that kind of
J teaspoon gelatin
SMOKES DRAW RIGHT,
[which may halp^iu become
business, get out of it quick before
Mix dry ingredients; add oil and find's judgment falls upon you.
for your,a|[adf -i; . .
MILDER
vinegar. Beat thoroughly. Put the
2 Senseless Tumult (vv. 28-32).
gdatin in 1 tablespoon cold water
Knowing that their opposition was
dissolve in 2 tablespoons bod- without true foundation they in*i
ftnjvM.own and
ing water. Cool; add dressing. Beat To red and agitated a wild djjrnonnana then
e
Slicing it
thoroughly about 15 minutes and al- sfration Is it not astonishing how
£w to stand until a good emulsion Sn Fany thoughtless and foolish peon
g chopped, broken or
s formed. Use fruit juice instead of ple there are in the world who w,l)
walnut kernels to fruit, vinega? for fruit salad. Use more senselessly
abl
follow the lead of somee and meat salads.
paprika if a darker red is desired.
0n e
0 P OS
Egg Dressing.
' s h±n / a stgGand?which had. no
JJ fruit Juices to thin mayto mbt
Vfe teaspoon paprika
,.eal meaning, they lent their voices
ting
with french
% teaspoon celery salt
: i the tumultuous agitation against
Cfid m
% teaspoon pepper
Finally, one sensible man,
Sta aglistening
,fruit *elatin
'
^
5 tablespoons vinegar
cubes, to "a
R u l i n g the punishment of city offira s quieted them. The Ephe1 egg yolk
% teaspoon mustard
- 'were just like many in our
the edges ot lettuce
DEGREES
1 teaspoon sugar
H who tear man more than God.
thwn in papj^ cup salad oil
R/t may we ask, if you fear tne
f»* Parsley
ent of men. how think you to
1 teaspoon salt
of pineapple slices.
judg"
and shake well.
the judgment of God? After
JOY SMOKE
Is God and His Word you
8Weet
tor
. ^converted friend. Do you
He will hold you guiltless?

If you bake at home, use

'S

Favorite of Foil
Generations!

JUk Me Jlnpiher

"The
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Iowa State Fair Will Have 5 PER CENT OF BIRTHS Plans Hearing Completion GAS TAX COLLECTION
NOT RECORDED
INCREASING RAPIDLY ANITA WOMAM DIES
3 Days of Racing This Year Dr.ARE
For Celebration Aug. 6 & 7
Eric P. Pfeiffer, state vital sta-

AFTER LONG

Gasoline tax collections in the state
Selection of the 1941 Iowa statetistics director, asserted this week
of Iowa increased 15 times as fast as
Plans
are
being
rushed
to
comfair as the site for the 1941 national that a "serious injustice" was inflicted
Caw County AAA championship dirt track auto
pletion for the big celebration which i the Population during the past decade,
race upon approximately five per cent of will be held in Anita on Main Street G' C: UaVd>. secretary of the Iowa firs. Joseph Rydl, 68, Long Time Resi, Wants Farmers to Help meet, top-ranking dirt track speed the babies boni in Iowa in 1940
petroleum industries committee, stated
. a Threatening Serious
event in America each year, was an- through failure to register their births. and in Concert park on Aug. 6 and 7. this week. In 1930, the state col- dent of This Community, Passes
nounced this week, by the Internation- He told that *recent findings indicate AH 1the chairman of each of the differ- lected 110,584,000 in gasoline taxes.
Away Sunday Morning; FunStorage ProMem.
al Mbtor Contest Association.
that the births of an estimated 2,500 ent committees have been busy the In 1940, with a population increase
eral Services Are Today.
Three afternoons of the'fair will be babies born last year were not regis- •past few weeks seeing that their part of only 2.7 per cent, state gasoline
devoted to the national championship tered. Those births were in addition is being done right in order that this, tax revenue amounted to $14,892,000,
;ion of every farmer in Cass
year's celebration may be bigger and
Mrs. Joseph Rydl, 68, a well knoyn
sought by Clair D. recast-Friday, Aug. 22, Sunday, Aug. to the 45,433 .reported to the state better than ever.
or an increase of 46 per cent.
r
24,
and
Friday,
Aug.
29.
More
than
health
department
for
recording.
>nd
a long time resident of this com\A. chairmani to help re"Iowa
now
stands
.next
to
the
last
Lee Barren and his orchestra have
atening serious grain stor- sixty regional and sectional cham- "Someday or other this is apt to >een secured to play for the open-air state in respect to population increase. munity, passed away Sunday morning
pions, and all the ranking record hold- cause great inconvenience for these
at 9:30 o'clock at the Atlantic hoodance to be held each night on a This means that the population of this
of good crops are found, ers.,^ the nation's dirt tracks are ex- persons," the doctor stated. "The cur- specially erected floor in the park. state is about stationary and that in >ital where she had been a patient
Cass county, bat through- pected to compete, in this year's class- rent national emergency has certainly The dance committee picked this or- the future no growth in tax revenue 'or about a week. Mrs. Rydl had
riddle west, Mr. Becker said ics. In making a bid for the 1941 proved the importance of proper birth chestra from a number of popular can be expected to accrue from expan- been in ill health for several months
Since carryover supplies meet, State Fair officials completely registration and this will become even ones in this section of the state be- sion in number .of taxpayers. It is suffering from a skin infection and
during that time was a patient for
jjrn and wheat are how tax- resurfaced and regraded the DBS more important in the future."
cause it is acclaimed by everyone who very possible that the population in several weeks at the St. Joseph hosMoines
track,
providing
steeper
banks
The
vital
statistics
director
advised
Iowa
in
the
future;
may
decline,
as
it
ble storage room, he declared
las heard them as the best in its class.
pital in Omaha. During her i%ess
>• to be up to the farmer to on the turns, and finer bottom on the parents who know that their children's Red and his Northwesterners and is doing in some states.
lere, she was cared for by her three
births
have
not
been
recorded
to
obtain
straightaways.
The
track,
previously
"This
trend
of
population
has
a
very
i and crib room for his 1941
Uncle Quid will be on the free enter•recognized as the fastest half mile in delayed registration blanks from the tainment program for both days. Leo important bearing upon the shaping daughters.
Josephine
Tauber
was
born
Dec.
2%
county
clerk's
office
and
complete
them
the
United
States,
is
now
said
to
be
of
taxation
policies.
The
state
now
of the large wheat crop
Domino, a juggler, will be here one
1872, in Czecho-Slovakia. She came
j in the United States is ex- even faster than before, and officials for filing. He said parents should day; Burgess, a ventriloquist, and his is extracting 40 per cent more gaso- to the United States at the age of 17
realize
that
accomplishing
the
birth
predict
that
several
new
records
will
line
tax
revenue
from
a
population
that
Iboost the supply of that crop
trained dog, one day; and two colored
and worked in Chicago for two yearsj.
certificate is not entirely the respon[1,250,000,000 bushels. About be set here" next month.
boys, one day. The exact days each has remained almost stationary. The On Aug. 31, 1893, she was united M
sibility of the physician. In the future,
Entries
of
Gus
Schrader,
last
year's
same
number
of
people
are
paying
of the entertainers will be here is not
bushels were carried over
national dirt track champion, Jimmy he urged, parents should help the known as yet.
more and more. That process cannot marriage to Joseph Rydl of Anita
[ year's crop.
at the St. Mary's Catholic church in
physician
with
this
and
do
everything
Those wishing to enter in the, Colt continue indefinitely," the secretary Audubon. Following their marriage
conditions exist with corn, iWilbum, who has already defeated they can to insure registration.
Schrader
in
seven
regional
meets
this
said.
and Mule show may leave their enbed. The Commodity Credit
they lived on several farms in this
Quoting the law on registration, the tries now with Vincent Kelly and enyear, Swan '.
on, holder of several
ion owns approximately 210,doctor pointed out that in cases where tries for the Baby Beef show will be BECKER NAMED HEAD community and in 1919 retired and
track
records;
and
'Ben
Musick,
southushels, while producers hold
to Anita which place has since
there is7 no physician or midwife in
OF, DEFENSE BOARD moved
[storage under government western champion, have already been attendance at birth, either the father received by Loyal Possehl.
>een her home.
promised.
Practically
every
top-rankThere will also be rides and con[000,000 bushels of 1938-39-40
Five children were born to this
or mother of the child is required to
Clair D. Becker, chairman of the
Cass county, alone, corn ing driver in the country is expected report the birth within 10 days to cessions on the streets so that everyunion,
Emma, the oldest, passing
to.enter before the final closing date
one may enjoy two full days of fun. Cass county Triple-A committee, this away in 1919 from Spanish influenza.
1 now totals 1,366,917 bushels,
the local registrar or the county clerk.
next
month,
Secretary
L.
B.
Cunningweek
was
named
by
Secretary
of
Aglid. Since January 1, 1941,
Chose left to mourn her death, besides
The*law further provides, if this is
ham said today.
Dr. and ,(Mtrs. John Eastman and riculture Claude R. Wickard as chairhels have been redeemed
not possible, that the birth shall be son, La|i&, of San Antonio, Texas, are man of the Cass county defense board. ler husband, are three daughters,
to be used as feed oil the
reported by the householder or owner visiting here with her mother, Mrs.
Established this week by order of klrs. Miattie Schwab and Mrs. Anna
this is not enough to re- PHYSICAL CONDITION
of the premises where the birth oc- Maggie Dement, and with other rela- Secretary Wickard, United States De- tfedemeyer of Anita and Mrs. BerAPPEARS VERY BAD curred or by the manager or superr
| storage problem for Cass
partment of Agriculture defense boards ha Menefee of Walnut; one son,
tives and friends.
added further.
intendent
if
the
child
was
born
in
a
involves adjustment of farm produc- foseph Rydl, Jr., of Exira; three sis"It. is far too early to attempt to
;ers, Mrs. Mary Rydl of Anita and
ers are wondering how to evaluate the service which has been private or public institution.
Mr. and Mrs. 'Charles Gipple andtion to help farmers make adjustments Anna and Albania of Czecho-Slovakia;
expansion of their own performed for the nation by the phyin
production
through
the
AgriculMr. and Mrs. C. 0. Gipple left Monhree brothers, Joe Tauber of St. Paul,
lities, Becker stated that sical examination of a large number Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Patterson of
day morning for Tulsa, Okla., where tural Adjustment Administration.
| is allowing them to assign of our young men in connection with Sac City were Sunday visitors at the they will spend the week visiting their
Agencies of the USDA whose repre- ?rank Tauber of Hinckly, Minn., and
j under the agricultural con- the Selective' Service," Brig. Gen. homes of Mr. and Mrs. Tom Stockham sister and daughter, Mrs. Robert sentatives serve on state and county de- Lew of Czecho-Slovakia; and four
grandchildren.
Iprogram to finance purchase, Lewis B. Hershey, deputy national and Mr. and 'Mrs. Noland Stockham. Fletcher and family.
fense boards include the AAA, Bureau
Mrs. Rydl was a member of St.
m or repair of bins and direc tor, stated this week. «The gen.
of Agricultural Economics, Farm SeGary's
Catholic church in Anita and
Mrs.
Augusta
Trainer
of
Atlantic
J.
W.
Beaver,
who
had
a
cataract
curity Administration, Soil Conserva, eral physical condition of America's,
was
also
a member of St. Mary's
of AAA payments, it young men as rev<saled and deliber. and her daughter, Mrs. R. J. Dykstra on one of his eyes removed several tion Service, Farm Credit AdminisAltar
and
Rosary
society.
ned wdl make it possible ate,
of
St.
Louis,
'Mo.,
visited
in
Anita
blidzed by gelective Servic
weeks ago at a hospital in Omaha, tration, Surplus Marketing AdminisFuneral
services
will 'be held this
- to arrange with their hflg d , ghocked the entire natioiL last week with their daughter and Neb., is reported to be making slow tration, Agricultural Marketing Ser[Wednesday)
morning
at 10 o'clock
or bankers for addition- u -g indeed a cause for disturbance, sister, Mrs. Frank W. Budd.
recovery. Mr. and M*s. Earl Beaver vice, Forest Service, Rural Electriat
the
St.
Mary's
Catholic
church in
and Mrs. R. E. Butler and son, Robert, fication Administration and the Fedbtorage to be paid through for study and for action when we must
Anita with Rev. Ml J. O'Connor ofMrs.
Isabella
Daugherty
returned
payments.
visited him in Omaha last week.
eral-State Cooperative Extension Ser- iciating. Burial will be made in the
i reject almost one-half of those who
to her home in Anita Saturday after
iion to the credit from as- .appear for examination.
vice.
Sxira Catholic cemetery.
Relatives in Anita have received
days
in Dea/Moines
Other members of the board in
, farmersproviding addition,0 tljf the Selectiv€ Service has done, spending
. . . . several
„
•
ltin her
torage for wheat by build- th; more than to emphasize the!™ e
daughter, Mrs Lawrence word of the marriage of Miss Ruth Cass county will be the principal emor repair** old_granaries necessity for remedial and immediate Crossland and fami y and her son Ruggles, daughter of Mrs. Lillian ployee of each of these agencies main- FARMERS URGED TO
Ruggles, and Graham Johnson. The
CLEAN GRAIN BINS
local offices in this county.
may obtain a 7-cent per ^^
^wecUon with the physic- John Daugherty and family.
nuptials took place June 17 at Los In Cass county these members will
ge allpwjroipe in advance ^disabilities of our citizens, it has
William King, William Tate and Angeles, Cal. The bride is a graduate include: Claude P. Lawler, rural re- Harold Gunderson, extension entothe Joan & approved. This u jugtifled itg existence and is worth
mologist, urged this week that house
ill be allowed o^y on wheat, ;many timeg itg cost to the nati0n," he Rev. Arthur V. Long left Monday of the Anita high school and for the1 j haDilitation supervisor of the Farm cleaning activities be extended to farm
past
year
has
been
making
her
home
Administration,
and
Lester
morning
for
the
Christian
"youth
camp
[new or repaired structures, ^j^
being held this week in the Lake Ah- in Long Beach, Cal., where she is Soukup, county agricultural agent. grain bins.
[contemphiting erecting steel
'
.
It won't be long, he points out, beCounty defense boards will be reautioned, may find them bard j A. A. Johnson is visiting relatives quabi state park near Indiano'.a. "Rev enifftoyed in a book store with her
fore 1941 wheat and oats will -be pourice defense priorities have and ' friends at Superior, Wis., this Long is an instructor and sponsor in brother, 'Millard. The young couple sponsible through their chairmen to .ng into these bins and unless the bins
will make their home in Long Beach. the state boards and the state boards
in the camp
ftble steel supplies.
'
week.
through their chaJRnan to the Secre- are clean, the new grain will be con_taminated with insects from 'last
tary of Agriculture.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Scott were
year's crop.
£.
Chairman
of
the
Iowa
defense
boarc
Sunday visitors in Iowa City with
Gunderson
reports
that
weevils
and
is Albert J. Loveland, newly appointee
Mrs. Alpha Nelson and sons, James
chairman of the Iowa AAA comniittee beetles are prevalent in many steel
and Robert
bins in which grain is stored ini'Joya
up the~ldea that weeds \
W. R. Lock of Manchester is visit and this indicates many farm b|na
destroyed before their seed j Migg Betty Arnett, daughter of
VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
ing at the home of his nephew, Nolam may have serious infestations'.. ,:^
fowa State college botanists j^ and (j^ j^ph Arnett, had her
Cleaning the bins will control such
Stockham and family, south of here
eased the following inform- tonsils removed at the office of a local
insects
as rice and granary weevils
Deeming the number of seeds phyaician Tuesday morning.
Briardale
1
Miss Otellia Petersen left Sunday and bran bugs, including flour-beetper plant by some of the
Pint Jars
for Indianola, Iowa, where she wil les, saw-toothed grain beetles and
Axel Larson, well known Anita man,
nmon weeds.
attend sunyner school at Simpson col others.
Urs
1,100
is confined to his bed at his home
Quick or Regular
These insects feed on whole and
lege.
foxtail
6,240
here as the result of a fall from the
Briardale — Large Tube
cracked kernels, and not only destroy
[foxtail
34,000
roof j>f the George Smither home.
Mrs. Jake Holmes of Glendale, Cal grain by feeding, but may cause heatI grass
7,160
Orange
Sandwich
is
visiting here at the home of he ing.
Marion Miller, who is working in
Wail grass
2,420
sister, Mrs. 'Chas. Rodgers and hus
Burch's
—
2
Pounds
Gunderson recommends sweeping
Iowa City during the summer months,
dock
29,500
band.
the floors and walls and trying to
spent
the
week
end
here
visiting
his
fquarter
72,450
get all the grain out of the cracks and
2 Packages
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harley Miller.
, A 117,400
. Mrs. Dosha' V. Scholl spent a few corners. After this, spray the bin
days the first of the week in Stuart thoroughly with household fly spray,
Iffiustard
2,700
(
Joe Tauber of St. Paul and Frank
visiting her daughters, the Misses kerosene, or cheap gasoline, using
'ragweed
3,380
'White
Tag
Brand
Tauber and Mr. and Mrs. Jim Rydl
Freda and Jane Scholl.
ragweed
1,650
No. 10 Cans
1 to 2 gallons per 1,000 square feet.
__
|0f Hinckly, Minn., are visiting m
[Alice Livingston is spending Anita this week, called here by the
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Newton ofAir the building for a day and then
Columbus, Ohio, visited in Anita last repeat the spraying and air again
visiting her son, Lew lav- death of Mrs. Joseph Rydl.
veek with his uncle and' aunt, Mr. thoroughly.- Keep all fire away dur-family, at Bayard, Iowa.
^ &nd .j^ Gienn "M^I and two
ing the spraying operations, Gundernd Mrs. Ed. L. Newton.
Tall Corn — Sweets
son warns.
~Mrs. Q. W. Dippert of daughters and Mr. and Mrs^ Orlo
Grain swept out should be fed at
2 Cans .23c — Per Case
Merritt Dill, who is employed in a
-J were Sunday visitors at'Kosh ,of Bfcgley, Iowa, were Sunday
once
or destroyed by burning.
ocker
plant
at
Ames,
was
a
week
°f her sister, Mrs. Cal F.'. visitors at the home of Mrs. Mcoaii s
grandmother, Mrs. Isabell Joy.
nd visitor at the home of his parents, This treatment will help reduce the
Town Crier — 24'/2-lb. Bag
and husband.
danger of bug infestation in all grain
Mr. and Mrs. John Dill.
stored on the farm.
-- Will H.
i. Harrison
„»•„»« ..«
Leon Voorhees of Oklahoma City,
'Mrs.
and
Miss
Evangeline
Dressier
has
reMrs. B. C. Hopkins, all of Okla., spent several days in Anita
GWC Paste — Mb. Can
Mrs. A. D. Dean of Los Angeles,
urned to her home in Anita after
*», were Sunday visitors at last week looking after business mne
ttending summer school at Drake Cal., a former Anita resident, spent
of MT. and Mrs. R. W. terests here, Mr. Voorhees went to
GWC 1000 Sheet
several days during the past week
University in Des Moines.
" -shay.
Denver, Colo., from here where he
visiting friends here.
-3
For
•—
.
will join his family.
P. B. Pilmer and W. H. Yaggy of
Mrs.
Bert
Suplee
and
son,
—
M
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Howard and
n
Des Moines were Anita visitors last
n
r
IA « Easy On Clothes And
" Moines are spending
Mrs. Ruby Biggs and son Max,
aughter,
Roberta, and Mr. and Mrs.
Wednesday
looking
after
business
visiting at the home returned to their home ™ Anita Wed
matters here. They also visited Mr. Eddie Quinn of Lenox left Sunday
Mrs. Fauna Suplee, and nesday evening after spending several
timer's sister, Mrs. Agness MdCosh 'or a trip through the Black Hills
*»• relatives and friends.
days in Ames visiting Mrs. Frank Let,
Domestic In Oil — Can
tiis week.
iw.
and family.
;
fingwell
and with other relatives and
ind
_ Mrs. L. D. (Jake) Reed frfends in Des Moines.
Miss Maxine Pershing of Ashland,,
Mr. and Mrs. William Finn and
1
. left Sunday for their
Bakery Special — 6 For
daughters, Susan and Carol, of Wash- Neb., was hired as the new matheEugene
Daughenbaugh,
who
has
spending several day*
ngton, D. C., have returned to their matics and girl's physical education
!81t»>ir his parents, Mr. and been a patient at the Comstock conlome
there after spending several ;eacher in the Anita schools for the
e
Need, and with other rela- valescent home in Atlantic for some
f|
weeks
here visiting her parents, Mr coming year at a meeting of the
time,
is
reported
to-be
slowly
improv''ends.
school board Monday evening.
and
Mrs.
W. F. Kirkham, Sr.
ing A number of relatives from here
have
visited
him
during
the
past
week.
Mrs. Max iOampbell and
Mr. and Mrs. Len A. Walker of
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Holmes of Indian
spent a few days during the
Watermelons
—
Cantaloupes
—
Cucumbers
—
Celery
Burlington,
Iowa, and their son-in-law
ola and their son and daughter-in-law
Citing at the" home of Elsewhere in today's Tribune will be
1
and
daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Keith
ns
Mir.
and
Mrs.
John
D
.
Holmes
o
Green Peppers — Tomatoes — Lettuce — Plums
; > Mr. and 'Mrs. Chas. Camp- found the budget estimates of the Town
Ahlstrand of Rock Island, 111., are
Prairie
City,
visited
at
the
home
o
w
of'Anita
and
the
Independent
School
, 'th -.u«i
other ivmvivee
relatives tuiu
and , ui «•«.•— — —
i,,,,ii«>t
M s
their mother and grandmother, Mrs visiting at the home of Mr. Walker's
Peaches — Canning Apricots — Apples
/ - Campbell and daughter District. Hearing on the town budget
sister, Mrs. Harley Miller and familyh
E. W. Holmes, in Anita Sunday.
^ for a more eSed will be at 8 p. m, August 4 and on the
m.
July
28.
school budget at 8 p.
\
<! •
'•*
•

j

-•

i

i.

t W4«w JWOV*»»*-v» • »"•* w « . w w — . .

BRIARDALE

19c
Sandwich Spread
17c
Oats
35c
Cookies
25c
Grape Nuts
63c
Boysenberries
Red Beans GWC - 3 No - 2 Cans 25c
$2.69
Peas
95c
Flouf
45c
Floor Wax
16c
Bath Room Tissue
Energy uranuiespands—Per Package
Sardines
Ra-Cots
Sweet Potatoes New Cr°p -34bs 23c

fe.
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DEFENSE BOND
Miss Mildred Allanson of Detroit,
Mich., spent several days in Anita
QUIZ.
during the past week visiting her
Q. What is the price of a Defense
father, Ed. Allanson, and with other
friends.
Savings Bond?
A For the smallest Bond, you pay
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Dorsey are $1875 The Bond will increase m
the parents of an 8 pound girl baby value in ten years to $25. For $75,
which was born to them at their home you get a Bond which will increase
in South Anita Thursday morning. to $100; other Bonds are in proporShe has been named Joann Maxine and tion.
,
is the second child in the family, the
Q What will the Government do
other being a boy.
with the money I pay for my Bond?
A Your money will be put to work
The members of the Future Farmers at once in the National Defense Pro4-H club were guests of Bob, Mac and gram to protect the freedom and
Jack McDermott at their home west safety of the ^United States, and all
of here Wednesday evening. Seven its people everywhere.
members were present. Supt. M. M. Note.—To purchase Defense Bonds
Feller of the Anita public schools was and Stamps, go to the nearest post
the guest of the evening. Plans were office or bank, or write for information
made for the Achievement Day show to the Treasurer of the United States,
to be held soon. The club will hold a
special meeting on July 30. Follow- Washington, D. C.

Crawford's Clover Farm Store
Phone 29

We Deliver

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
WHEAT FLAKES, Qlover Farm, 2 packages . .19c
CORN FLAKES, 2 boxes
17c
PEARS, Clover Farm, No. 2y2 can
.23c
PEAS, La Platte, 2 No. 2 cans
21c
CATSUP, Clover Farm, 14-oz. bottle
15c
DOG FOOD, Pal, 3 cans
14c
TOWELS, 2 rolls
19c
MATCHES, 3 boxes
lOc
STARCH, gloss, 2 boxes
15c

ing the meeting, a lunch was served.

Apricots — Tomatoes — Cabbage — Lettuce.

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
Established 1883.
Published Every Thursday and Entered
•t the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, aa
Second Class Mail Matter.
Cecil G. Bndd
Bobseription Rate

Editor
$1.50 Per Tear

Cass county has completed 480 mattresses and is now making 250 comforters to go to the people who made
mattresses and who requested them.
Tiere are twelve mattresses- left, and
nyone wishing these may put in an
.pplication at the local farm bureau
ffice. Applications for comforters
re still being received.

Mrs. Glen Steinmetz was hostess
to the members of the Friendly Circle
Wednesday afternoon at her home
north of here. Thirteen members and
three visitors, Mrs. Frank Barber,
Mrs. Maggie Dement and Mrs. Laura
Buerkin, were present. Mrs. Kenneth Gipple was the winner of a contest put on by Mrs. Steinmetz, fol1
lowing which the balance of the afternoon was spent embroidering tea
towels for the hostess. A lunch was
served.

PETERl

»CERi

-i

PHONE 300

SPECIALS FOR WttDAg AND SATURDAY
CORN FLAKES, 3 large packages
...
GRAPE BUTTER, two sizgsT,
25$ and
SUMMER DRINK, assorted flavors, 3 bottles
CARNU, Johnson's auto polish and bracelet
OXYDOL, giant size box . . . . • • • •
'
COCOANUT, fancy long shredded, %-lb. .
SODAS, made from pure Waukesha water, 3
ijuart bottles (plus bottle charge)
Evertfest Rolls and Pies — N6ne Better
Fancy Apricots For Canning

Mr. and Mrs. John Remien of Mt. H. C. Faulkner spent the -week end
J4». A* V. Robinson, well
Pleasant, Iowa, spent several days in at his cottage at Lake Okoboji.
Anita lady, is ill at her home
Anita during the past week visiting
at the home of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. C. E. Parker.
The members of the LOMH club
met Thursday evening at the home o:
Miss Virginia Offenstine. The Misses
Marjorie Spies and Rosemary Fed
rick were additional guests. A socia
evening was spent by the young ladies
following which a lunch was serve<
by the hostess.

ELECTRIC
FENCERS

FLY
SPRA'
THE FARMERS COOP.
C. F. DARROW,

Official Town and County Newspaper
Member of National Editorial
Association, and

Earn good Navy pay
while you train for
any one of these 45 jobs:

REEL NEWS
Inaugurating a new policy starting
this week, the new Anita theatre will
show two outstanding programs every
week and will be clos.ed Wednesday
evenings except when there is some
special attraction. The first program
under the new schedule will be a
double feature program in addition to
award night. Gene Autry's latest
song and action success, "Riding On
A Rainbow," with Smiley Burnette
and Mary Lee, is the first picture
Gene sings a number of favorite
tunes and does some fast and furious
riding. The associate feature is taken
from the best selling novel, "Legacy.'
The screen title is, "Adam Had Fou
Sons." Warner Baxter and Ingri<
Bergman have the leading roles. I
is a story of the love of two women
for a father and four sons and is
tense, gripping, dramatic and intimate.
• * *
The Sunday, Monday, Tuesday feature is, "That Night in Rio," which
has as its main ingredients Alice
Faye, Don Ameche and Carmen Miranda, the Brazilian. Bombshell.' Glamour and romance suggested by the
soft Brazilian moon, the throbbing
rhythm of the Samba, and the tantalizing movements of exotic dancers
Ptbvide the background for this beautijfnl, technicolor production. "That
jftght in Rio," is a more lavish production. that its predecessor, "Down
Argentine Way," and is sprinkled
with 'catchy tunes. The vivacious
Carmen Miranda, who is accompanied
by- her own band, finds plenty of
reason to sing and dance many of the
numbers. If you like your films with
large doses of color, songs, dances
and comedy, 'then "That Night in
Rip" -is just what the doctor ordered.
The members of the East Main
Street Neighborhood Circle were
guests of Mrs. Jess Deeming Monday
afternoon at her home on Elm Street.
Assisting hostesses were Msrs. Worth
Chastain and Mrs. William Cryer.
A-social afternoon was spent by the
thirty-one members and six guests
present. A lunch was served.

NOTICE!
PROMPT SERVICE FOR THE
REMOVAL OF DEAD ANIMALS, LARGE OR SMALL.
WE PICK THEM UP PROMPTLY. PHONE 257.
WAGNER FILLING STATION
ANITA, IOWA

can get them ALL in the U. S. NAVY!
YOUR JOB

1

TRAINING WORTH S1SOO. The U. S. Navy often you technical
induing in nearly 60 trades and vocation*, worth at-least $1600.
Yon can become an expert in. radio, aviation, electricity, Diesel
engine* and many other well-paid trade* at absolutely no cost.
The Navy given yon goody*y (ahdkeep) while you learn.

2

STEADY PAYttUARANTEED.No layoffs... no seasonal alumpa...
no pay cuts when you're in the Navy. The Navy guarantee* you a
generous pay envelope twice every month in the year.

3
4
5
6
7

REOULAR PAY INCREASES. You can be sure of steady pay increasea up to $157 a month... ^ith plenty of opportunity for additional allowances'and promotions aa you go along. Your income
can increase seven times during your first 'enlistment.

8

ALL LJVINfl EXPENSES PAID. In your present "job you must use
your income to pay for food, rent, education, travel, entertainment, and savings for- the future. ALL THESE THINGS ARE
FREE TO NAVY MEN. Your pay is your own to use in any way
you please.

NAVY

V

FREE MEDICAL AND DENTAL CARE. Unexpected sicknesses, expensive doctors' and dentists' bills can take a big slice of your
civilian income. But not in the Navy! This is one worry you can
avoid, one emergency you never have to save for. Navy men get
the best of medical and dental care absolutely free.
RETIREMENT INCOMES. In the Navy,you'U never have to worry
about your future. If you stay in_the Navy, you'll never have to
skimp and save for your old age. When you become eligible for retirement (sometimes aa early as age 37), the Navy guarantees you
a monthly income for life.

V

CHANCE TO REACH THE TOP. By enlisting now you may have the
opportunity to attend the U. S. Naval Academy at Annapolis
or the opportunity to become a Commisaioned Officer in the Naval
Reserve . . . or the opportunity to become a Naval Aviator.
FUN AND RECREATION. Where else can you lead the healthy life
that the Navy offers you? Ashore or afloat, you get year-round
boxing, swimming, baseball, football, and other sports. You associate witK the finest group of men in the world. And you eniov
entertainment of all kinds plot the latest movies.

MT HOW! HEWS HOW!
(No Obligation)
TODAY, get the free flhistrated booklet,"Lift i»
the Navy." It gives you the glowing facts. If you
are 17 or over, all you need do i» to ask the Navy
Editor of this newspaper for a copy.

TRAVEL AND ADVENTURE. Navy maneuvers take U. S ships all
over the world—Alaska, Hawaii, the Philippines, North and South
America. You get regular shore leaves in exciting foreign porU

TELEPHONE HIM, or fill in the coupon below and
give it to him at Uya newspaper's office. Or mail
the coupon to him, either in an envelope or
on a penny postal card.

CHANCE TO SERVE YOUR COUNTRY. No other calling gives a
red-blooded young American so great a chance to serve his country
No other career offers him so great an opportunity to build a
successful future.

WEAR THIS BADGE OF HONOR I If after reading
the free booklet you decide to apply
for a place in the Navy, you will receive this smart lapel-emblem. It »
a badge of honor you wttl be proud
to wear.
•••»!••.!•***

*S£RV£ YOUR
+BUK0 YOUR WTURE
BETTER

p- AVIATION MACHINIST^ PRINTER
p PHOTOGRAPHER
» BANDMASTER
p PAINTER
p STENOGRAPHER
p ELECTRICIAN
p' PATTERNMAKER
p PHARMACIST'S MATE
p- METALSMITH
p> SHIPFTPTER
pBAKER
p OPTICAL MECHANIC
p. DENTAL TECHNICIAN'
P BUGLER
»>TORPEDOMAN
* RADIOMAN.
^ BOILERMAKER
> AVIATION METALSMITH
p- TURRET CAPTAIN
.
*• SEAMAN • ,.'v"•'..'- / .
PCABPENTER
^ HORIZONTAL BOMBER
>• OREtNANCEMAN
p MOLDER
* YEOMAN
p STEWARD
P BOMBSIGHT MECHANIC
K BOATSWAIN ^ QUARTERMASTER
*• AERO€RAPHER
P DIESEL ENGINEER
*• FIRE CONTROLMAN
* FIREMAN
^ DIVER
> PARACHUTIST
*• WELDER
P^ WATER TENDER
^ STOREKEEPER
^ HOSPITAL APPRENTICE
^ COOK
•-#
> MUSICIANv 1
> COMMISSARY STEWARD
^GUNNER
P- SIGNALMAN

Name .
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ByEDWHEELAN
•S SHOUT. HAL.3EFP,ANt>^VRAROSHEDToTHESR>T

'da^-ThuSr/!!''
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THAT'S ALLN«B

routine.
outline the rest of
or Ayhese gay desig
in outline. Matching
majr be made from the,
cage motif.

•

• * .

}* c«nta.,brtngs this set]

oWer

™«"

more thane

ADNT MARTHA

LALA PALOQZA

A Long Wait
THEY'VE
MAIN PICTURE
FOUR TIMESWHEN

WELL,
ALL HERE
WITHOUT LOSIN

BOX 1W-W
Kansas Cli
Enclose -IS cents for each <
desired. Pattern No
Name
Address

By RUBE GOLDBERG
IN TWO
HOURS,
MADAM

Frightful Ignorance!
There is nothing more;
than an active ignorance.-

rnnk J*f Itotkty toaolMt*. toe,

By C. M. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP—Ssh! Beat It, Soldiers!

MENTHOL
Proving Friends
Prosperity makes frier
adversity tries them.—Pis

QKW.CLtb

,

.

function*!

Lycu* & Ptokt«m'B Ve
Pound.
'
for

MESCAL IKEBys-umwrLEY

Now All Pa Has to Do Is Catch It I

~~]

_. j medlotoe* you «>?
tat tbla pwrppae—i "
/or woflien. WOETH
Eloquent Silence]
Silence can at times r
eloquent than words.

kldntyj function I
you tuffer « nagging <
With *win«M, burning,
»nd

(S ) light Misunderstanding
ADVERTISED
A OIRL TO OO
LIOHT HOOS& WOW

By J. MILLAR WATT
V/BLL I'VE

GOT A VEN
FOR THE SEA

mtndtd tht eounfry

WHERE'S

THE
LIGHTHOUSE-

Willing
Willing .comes first,
the working.

In LOS ANGI

THE
SPORTING

Suburban
Height*

**

HOTE

By
LANS

ARMSTRONG

WILLIAMS
555
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HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL +
LUTHERAN CHURCH
+
H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
+

Maduffs

Sunday School and Adult Bible
Class at 9:30 a. m.
July 20. 1911.
Hayes Redburn was called to Stuart Divine services at 10:30 a. m.
Special meeting of the ladies aid at
Sunday by the serious illness of his
2 p. m. Thursday in the church.
mother.
WE FEATURE
Keep Cool - No SquirmSunday school teachers meet at the
Union church services are being
church at 2:30 o'clock Friday after
held
each
Sunday
evening
on
the
BIG SMITH
ing - Wear
streets of Anita.
noon.
OVERALLS
Highland churchDr. and Mrs. G. M. Adair have re
COOPER'S
JOCKEY
IN 4 STYLES
Divine services at 7:30 p. m.
turned
to
their
home
here
from
a
va
UNDERWEAR
cation trip to Lake Okoboji.
$1.47
Mrs. Fred Dittman, well know f <f •»• -f •»• -f « • • » + + * -f -t
Shorts, 55c — Shirts, 35c
8-oz. Sanforized
Anita lady, is confined to her bed a f CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH <
f
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
4
her home on account of sickness.
f + .f.f + + -f + -t- + -f + *
Raymond
Wagner
left
Monday
fo
WORK PANTS
BIG JESS
St. Paul, Minn., where he will visi
Church school, 10 a. m.
several days with E. P. Calkins an
Service of worship, 11 a. m. We
We Alter To Fit
WORK SHIRTS
family.
are living in chaotic times. For what
Full Cut
Schwenneker Bros, have installe can we hope out of SM this turmoil?
98c to $1.95
electric fans in the Unique theatrt Has the whole world gone mad, with
Last Call At
and it is now one of. the coolest place every nation trying to get at some
59c
in town.
other nation's throat? How long have
LEE
Chester T. Winder, wife and son some of us been hoping that someMATCHED SUITS
Harold, left Thursday for Waterlo thing will happen that will bring
WORK SHOES
where they will spend a couple o an end to the present humiliating conTailored Sizes
weeks visiting relatives and friends dition? If you are still a hopeful
Weyenberg
Howard Marshall, who has been creature on what do you base that
Shirts
$1.69
Leather Sole
playing baseball with the Redfield hope? We shall be glad to think
$2.49
Pants
$1.98
So. Dak., state league has resignei along this line with you at the servi:e
and has taken a position with the El of worship next Sunday.
dora, Iowa, semi-profe§sional team
We repeat the statement made last
A lawn social was held Friday even week that if you feel your strength
ing on the lawn of the H. 0.. Stem too small to make your way to the
home in this city by the young,people church service, if you will call the
CLOTHIER
of the four churches. A. fine musica parsonage a way will be found for you
program was given, following which to come and get back home.
"WE SERVE YOU WELL"
ice cream and cake was served.
The ladies will serve a noon-day
J. C. Voorhees, wife and son, -Leon dinner Thursday.
and Miss Barbara Richter left this
NOTICE FOR COAL BIDS.
whom made payable, as evidence of week on an extended trip to New
Jersey. They are making the, trip
METHODIST CHURCH
good faith in submitting contract, and
Bids will be received by the Sec- the time when contract shall be en- in a new 'Firestone Columbus autoArthur V. Long, Pastor.
mobile which Mfe -Vopthee's .recently f'-f
retary of the Board of Education tered into, if bid is accepted, etc.)
-f -f 4-f -f -f
purchased.
of the Anita Independent School DisChurch
School
at
10
a.
m.
Lee K.
Specifications can be obtained by
trict of Anita, Iowa, at his office writing the undersigned.
Nichols, acting superintendent.
Mrs. J: B. Cecil of Stuart was an
in the Long Building, up to and inChurch worship at 11 a. m. with the
Joe Vetter, Secretary,
Anita visitor Saturday.
cluding Monday, July 28, 1941, for 2t
sermon by the pastor.
Anita, Iowa.
approximately 150 tons of coal for
"You cannot compel morality, but
ANITA MARKETS.
delivery to the school building in the
you can teach it. You cannot force
The American Legion and Auxiliary
town of Anita, Iowa.
(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
obedience, but you can win it. You
will hold their regular monthly meetBids to be governed by the follow- ing Friday evening at the I. O. 0. F. Eggs, cash dozen
21c cannot demand honor, but you can
ing specifications:
22c merit it. The only real safe guard
hall. All members are urged to be Eggs, in trade, dozen
In accordance with Chapter 62-B1, present.
Hens, leghorn and under 4-lbs. Ib. 14c for either^boys or girls is a peaceful
Section 1171-B2, Code of Iowa, 1985,
Hens, Ib.
I7c stable, loving home atmosphere in
and as amended by Senate File 151, Mr. and Mrs. Norman Hofmeister Springs, all sizes, Ib. ..........16c which to grow to manhood and woman47th. General Assembly, and Senate of Des Moines spent the week end Roosters, Ib. .,
lOc lood. Ignorance is no protection, even
File 157, 48th. General Assembly, visiting in Anita at the home of his Ducks, Ib. ... &
8c if complete ignorance could be guar5c anteed. Strict supervision is no pro"By virtue of statutory authority, a parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Hof- Geese, Ib
preference will be given to products meister.
Pigeons, live, dozen
50c tection, for it can never be 100%,
and provisions grown and coal proCream, sweet
38c even if such were desirable, as it cerduced within the State of Iowa."
36c tainly is not. The only adequate safeMrs. Edna Nichols and her daugh- Cream, :No. 1 sour
The Board of Education reserves ter, Miss Virginia, spent the week Cream, No. 2 sour
34c guard for youth is an inward control
the right to accept or reject any end here. Mrs. Nichols recently went Yellow corn, No. 2, new
61i self-control, which can be learned only
and all bids. (Bids may include the to Des Moines where she expects to Oats, No. 2 new or old
27i in a home atmosphere of faith anc
amount of certified check, party to remain for some time.
Wheat, No. 1
85c love. Boys and .girls are entitled to
a' Christian home in which to grow
up, and to Christian instruction for
BUDGET ESTIMATE AND RECORD OF FILING
character development."

WE DELIVER

FROM OUR OLD FILES

HARVEST TIME
SPECIALS

+
+•

ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

BOB HOWARD

TOWN OF ANITA

NOTICE:—The town council of Anita of Cass County, Iowa, will meet
August 4, 1941, at 8:00 P. M., at the Town Hall.
Taxpayers will be heard for or against the following estimate of expenditures for the year beginning April 1, 1942. A detailed statement of receipts and disbursements, both past and anticipated will be available at the
hearing.
SOLON A. EARNS,
Town Clerk.
0,0
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'General .......... $3421
'Grading ......... _
'Improvement ..... _
*Sewer
............
6
............
1018
Fire Maintenance . . 228
Road Dragging . . . . 43
Library
...........
385
Library Building . . - _
Park
..............
346
Cemetery
..........
134
Water Bonds ...... 1500
General Bonds ..... 1948
TOTALS

$9029
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$ 4372
11
832
1686
226
499
127

2247
2134
$12134

$ 4700
375
625
625
1175
475
325
815
300
500
100
2300
3000
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$2500
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Butter W'V§S^ 3
Marshmallows £3- i
All Flavors-^ Packages \

No. 10 Can
Fine or Pearl
Pound Package

2i

§«
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The Lesson-Sermon comprises quotations from the Bible and from the
Christian Science textbook, "Science
and Health with Key to the Scriptures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
One of the Bible citations reads:
"Enter ye in at the strait gate: for
wide is the gate, and broad is the way,
that leadeth to destruction and many
there be which go in thereat: Because
strait is the gate and narrow is the
way, which leadeth unto .life, and few
there be that find it" (Matt. 7:13,14).
Among the selections from the
Christian Science textbook is the following:
"Be watchful, sober, and vigilant.
The way il straight and narrow, which
leads to the understanding''that God
is the only Life. It is a warfare with
the flesh, jn which we must conquer
sin, sickness, and death, either here
or hereafter,—certainly before we
reach the goal of Spirit, or life in God"
(p. 324).

f CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST 4
*
C. R. Neel, Pastor.
4

300

300
1000

1000

300
100
'1000
2000

$4500

$2050

$8765

Pkgs. 1!

welfare, both temporal
ual. The fact is the church]
to represent the things of •
us not neglect our privile
let us worship together.
The ladies of the church <
a 15c dinner Wednesday

WANT Al
RA-COT ROLLS
6 For 9e
ANITA BAKERY I
You lean get at all times]
Semi-Solid Buttermilk at the|
Coop in Anita. Why not I
this week?
FOR- SALE:—3 burner I
stove with Oven, in good con
quire at Tribune office.
For Monuments or Memoriu
call Chas. H. Hartley, Anita.]
HOG lF1SBl>ERS AT
Green Top Mineralized Ta;
correct blend o) the variety i
tity of proteins, vitamins i
als to completely balance;
grains for surer, faster, 1
more profitable pig and hogpi
Buy it from Farmers
Elevator Co., Anita.
Tally cards, 2 for Ic; i
with tassels, and place
Tribune office, Anita.

Sunday School at 10 a. m.
Church worship and communion
at 11 a. m.
God has made man religious. The
church is here to satisfy the desire
in man's soul to worship. God is or
should be the center for worship. We
should ask pardon for sins committed.
We should rejoice in the wise pro- WANTED:—Your dead
visions that God has made for our Ph. 184 Anita—we pay

Mid-Season Clearancl
Coats and Suits
Priced to clear in two groups

79c Up

$4000

375
125
565

„,
11

Rice Flakes

Summer dresses in sheers, batistes, etc. Priced to sell at

a a

50

200

THURSDAY—FRroAY—SATtJRDAY

$4.99 and $7.99
Dresses-

8£l
01

•»

"Life" will be the subject of the
Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of
Ihrist, Scientist, on Sunday, July 20.
The Golden Text is from Psalms
42:8, "The Lord will command his
loving-kindness in the daytime and
in the night his song shall be with
me, and my prayer unto the God of
my life."
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CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.

PHONE

'•*••*••*••*••* + 4-4.4,-f.f
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Why gamble

Man

You know what
you're getting with

lowo'i Own Radio Personality
•toco 1921
Now you con hear your favorite farm
ntertain

riend

,"J

""• •**•» on

Stahon WOI. Th. low. SUt, Cofcg.
0r 2

yM

l»°V prograim.
°
"
ouhUndmg

$1 and $1.98.

PLAY SHOES!

Sandals, ties and pumps.?
clearing them out at

$1.59
MEN'S SHOES]

All spring and summer?
Especially priced from

$1.49 Up

CUPS

GLASSES

PLATES

9-oz. crystal clear
tumblers

''ull 9-in. crean
Full
creamax
plates
tea
^

3c Each

2 For 15c

idreamax cup:
real buy at

3 For 10

r

Ti •
« °" rtrtiow
KSO. "Andy." whom you
s

SHOES
Ladies' novelties, sport|
fords, etc., at

The Golden Rul«
"THE

xDEPARTMENT STORE
BEST FOR LESS"
>NITA,

Estimated Taxes per $1,000.00 of assessed value, $17.60.
Taxable valuations (1940), $496,890.
Moneys and Credits (1940), $199,798.
(*) Consolidated.

WHY FIX MY ROOF —
' • I still have plenty pots and pans! Si ly isn't it-yes, but no more
so than many excuses f o r putting off needed repairs.
Now i s the logical time to re-roof applying bur Red Cedar Wood
Shingles over your M roof, saving both time and money.
Before you make a contract with any STRANGER, we invite you
to discuss the matter with us. You w ill be under no obligation to
buy from us, but we Unow that we can g,ve you a better job for lew
money than any out-of-town roofer. The same is true of tasulaUon

ROBERT SCOTT

ANITA LUMBER CO.
No Charge For An Estimate — Call 2-0.

Give your car the "Tankful
Test" and see why midwest
motorists choose Red Crown
gasoline over any other
brand by a margin of ....

2to1

A

COOL AND COMFORTABLE
THURS. - FRI. . SAT
U5 .REASONS TO l i e
ATTEND
" *10
(DOUBLE FEATURE)
.._,

•BuedoaUtotavailafaleBUte tax and inspection data
1UNC IN on AUCTION-QUIZ .v»ry Friday
night NBC Blu« tfelworfc

STANDARD
SERVICE
1941

YOUR STANDARD OIL DEALER

NEW jk
NIT A

GENE
AUTRY /
Sn
>iley Burnette

"RIDING ON A
PIUS _RAINBOW

SUN. - MON. Sun. Ijffat 2:30 PGIBLS - MUSIC -

AMECHE
Carmen

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
(

WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

Russian Army Plan for Slowing Blitz
Follows China's 'Retreating' Technique;
Churchill Hails Soviet as 'Real Ally';
Extension of Draftee Service Sought
(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinion* ate ezpreued In theio colunu, th'or
•re thoie of the new* analyst and not neoenarllr ol thli newspaper.)
__^_^____ (Released by Western Newspaper Urjon.)

Deeper into Russia than their companionsMbut unarmed—these invading Nazi soldiers are marched off to a Bed prison camp after capture
"Somewhere on the eastern front." That bald-headed, shirt-clad panzer
trooper, fourth from left, in the front line, looks oat of place among his
companions, who seem to be shock-headed boys.

BEAR:
On Defense

MARSHALL:
His Plan

The Russian Bear, no matter what
Gen. George C. Marshall, chief of
toe communiques might say, was staff of the U. S. army, urged two
obviously putting up a hard fight major points before congress' senbefore the advancing German mech- ate military affairs committee, and
anized forces, and the British, who apparently the President was willhad taken the quick defeat of Rus- ing to go along with one, but not
sia as a foregone conclusion were with the other.
beginning to cheer.
Point No. 1 was that the selectees
Churchill, who had been through should be kept in uniform longer
three previous milder stages of hail- than a calendar year from the time
ing Russia as a companion in Arms, of their induction. He wanted this
finally and very bluntly told the restriction removed by congress
house of commons "of course Rus- from the selective service law.
sia is an ally of Britain."
Point No. 2 was that he wanted
One of the signs that the Reds' de- toe restrictions removed ordering
fense of then: homeland was. vigor- that selectees could serve only in
ous and not without military merit toe Western hemisphere. The Presicame from an official admission on dent apparently was willing to extoe part of Germany's high com- ert some White House pressure on
mand that toe Nazi armies had congress to get the second provision
hurled back a considerable counter- passed.
attack. However, early polls of senatorial
Communique "solvers" naturally reactions to both points were unfasaw in this admission proof that toe vorable, though a majority of those
Russian armies were actually fight- questioned reported themselves "uning, and battling to some purpose in decided" and "preferring to hear the
their gradual withdrawal to toe debate."
Stalin line and perhaps further to
The question had broadly resolved
toe interior.
itself into how large an army the
Washington observers^.eautioned U. S. should have, and how long it
against too much faith 'irian eventu- takes to train a soldier.
al Russian victory, however, unless
General Marshall also made the
the defenders would be able to with- point that the selectees had been
draw their armies with much of poured into all army units, with toe
their equipment intact, into that result that if they were sent home
hinterland broadly described as after a year, these units would suffer dismemberment.
"the Urals."
As in the Battle of France, it was JAPAft:
conceded that the French would
have had a chance of immobilizing On the Verge
the war only if they were willing
The sudden resignation of the Japto give up Paris and other cher- anese cabinet, together with many
ished cities, and move backward dispatches quoting the indefinite
with the assault, harassing the ad- "diplomatic sources," seemed to invancing Nazis and softening their dicate that Nippon might be on the
blows, "riding with the punches" verge of 'some important step in
as the boxing phrase has it.
world affairs.
This was the technique which enWhat this might be remained hidabled to make a four-year-old war den, though British statements
of position out of toe Japanese blitz seemed to hint that Japan might be
of 1937 in China. It was the same contemplating a move into Indotechnique which observers in this China.
country were recommending for
A secondary guess was that Japan
Russia.
might be planning a "token" asThere was nothing in dispatches sault on Russia's east coastto show that the Reds were not do- Siberia, perhaps to attempt to close
ing just that, save that no city of the port of Vladivostok—name favital importance like Leningrad, mous in to$ Japanese-Russian war
Moscow or Kiev had yet fallen, at the turn of the century.
though Germans claimed they had
The quitting cabinet is the one
passed the latter.
which put Soviet Russia into the
It was impossible, in view of con- Rome-Berlin axis, and also, strangeflicting claims, to determine with ly enough, into a neutrality accord
even probable accuracy and allow- with Russia.
The government was almost exing for a wide margin of error to
figure the price being paid by either actly a year in office, so it could not
be charged with the stalemate in
side in the Russo-German war.
If German claims were to be be- China, in fact it was not organized
lieved, Russia had left only a frag- to do anything about the Chinese
mentary part of her motorized war.
There was little that could be said
equipment and her air force. If
Russia were to be believed Germany surely about the situation, some
was reduced to using "canvas" tanks holding that the cabinet resignation meant that Japan's whole forand mere boys to operate them.
policy would be reoriented in
But even the German communi- eign
view
of toe German-Russian war.
ques admitted Russia still had hunWhether this would mean that the
dreds of tanks in action, and hun- next
government would be more
dreds of planes, and the Reds' pro-German,
Japan was
bombing . activities were reported getting readyorto whether
withdraw
from all
from neutral points to be hitting tar- European commitments could
hardgets far within Rumania and far ly be told.
within Finland.
Certain it was that in Tokyo was
The actual facts of the war, how- a little group of Nazis who were
ever, remained continually clouded said to have dominated the last cabin mystery, despite the fact that cor- inet, and to have been urging the
respondents finally were admitted to strongest possible intimidation of
Moscow, which also installed a America in the Pacific, in order to
short-wave radio to give out war occupy the United States so strong-,
news to the United States and other ly with the West coast that aid to
countries.
Britain might be minimized.

HOPKINS:
To London
Harry Hopkins, President Roosevelt's "trouble shooter" and confidant, was being sent to London
again.
While there was little definite information readily available as to the
reason for Hopkins' second trip to
England, it was recalled that only
the other day in the house of commons there had been some bitter
statement over the handling of
American plane purchases.

In Summer Care

By Edward C. Wayne

ROOSEVELT.
Nazi Names

^

The German press, in its previous
references to this country, had been
relatively mild. On the contrary,
the papers were now vicing with
each other to use strong language
about President Roosevelt.
The President, said one paper, "is
circling like a vulture over the
Azores and the Cape Verde islands."
Another said:
"Roosevelt has raised gangsterism to be a Bvmbol in oolitics."

r D^DAYS" are
&.
">ey needn't
*<*. With simp]"'
care he'll be
a cucumber!
CHANGES IN PRESIDENT

/ARwmttTON.—Recent months
of war in Europe have made some
significant changes in the habits and
the outlook of the President. He is
more serious, more worried. Also
he is more circumscribed. The latter is important, because it means
that he sees fewer people, loses
some of his old contacts.
During his first eight years in
office, probably no President in history was in closer touch with the
country as a whole than Franklin
Roosevelt. Not only did he see a
great number of congressmen, laJoseph P. Kennedy Jr., son of
bor leaders, business men and polithe former ambassador to Great
ticians during his daily routine, but
Britain and Harvard graduate,
he traveled more than any other
President. Several times a year he
has joined Uncle Sam's navy, entook turns round toe country, kept
listing for the duration in the
his ear to the ground, met all sorts
air force. He made his entry
of people.
along with many other college
Ever since the international emergency, he has stuck close to Washmen and was quickly inducted.
ington. Not once has he got out
He is shown in a training plane,
into toe Middle West, even during
ready for Lesson Number One.
the 1940 campaign. Seldom has he
gone farther away than New York
or down the Potomac. Thus he has
SYRIA:
missed toe relaxation, toe rest, and
toe obvious joy he used to get from
Now British
his roving junkets. Also he has
The victory of the British and missed his old personal contacts.
Free French in Syria, being someNote—The President boasts that
what dwarfed by the news from he rests on a railroad trip, and
Russia and the war developments this is really true. He seems to
in this country seemed to receive sleep better on a Pullman, and on
only minor mention in the American occasion orders have been given to
press, though the British were get- toe 'train' engineer to stretch out a
ting more solid satisfaction out of run between towns in order to give
it than had appeared on the eve of toe President extra sleep.
the armistice.
More Gold Braid.
Some of the terms began to come
Roosevelt's contacts thus are limoverseas, and it was significant that
they called for the turning over to ited by remaining in Washington,
the British of all arms except those and in Washington also, he is more
belonging to individuals, including circumscribed than ever. He does
not see nearly as many members oi
ships and planes.
Paris was quick to report that all congress and men from many walks
planes and ships had escaped cap- of life as formerly. This is because
ture, though this dispatch, coming he is concentrating so much time on
from German-controlled territory, national defense and foreign affairs
All important decisions in toe
was somewhat discounted.
Churchill summed up toe advan- state department come across his
tages of the Syrian victory briefly desk. The freezing of Axis funds
as removing to a greater distance toe closing of German-Italian consuthe threat to Suez, also the fact that lates, toe speeches of Secretary
some of the disaster of Crete had Knox, have to get toe President's
been overcome, in that toe air base O, K. Important decisions regardon the island of Cyprus now could tog the army and navy come to
be protected. The Germans, heav- him, and a constant stream of quesily engaged with Russia, however, tions regarding OPM and aid to
seemed hi no hurry to try another Britain confronts him daily.
So toe President sees far less of
air conquest from Crete to Cyprus.
That the Germans' air position in toe men who helped to build up the
toe eastern Mediterranean was suf- New Deal, far more of army-navy
ficiently strong was indicated ,in the officials, One Dollar Men and dipsinking of a British small naval lomats. Much of this is unavoid
vessel of 1,200 tons by air fire, toe able, though part of it could be
survivors reporting that they were eliminated by more diversification
attacked by 80 dive bombers at one of control.
However, this change in the Prestime. . Their convoy escaped with
supplies destined for Tobruk's be- ident's mode of operation is not as
important as the change whjch grad
leaguered garrison.
•
Most important of the Syrian ar- ually has crept over his general out
mistice terms was toe choice to be look. On the surface, and in press,
offered to French residents, civilian conference, he is the same ol<
and military, as to whether they wise-cracking, fun-loving Roosevelt
would be deported to French terri- But underneath he is not.
No longer does he have the same
tory, or whether they would join the
Free French government under zest for what he is doing. In the
old days when he was building PW./
British mandate.
bridges and WPA schoolhouses
R.A.F.:
writing labor laws, crusading for social security, fighting the big utili
Business as Usual
ties, he loved every minute of it
The Royal Air force, stepping up He was building up, crusading for
its bombing scale steadily, reported human needs and human rights
as one day of "business as usual" And his enthusiasm was boundless
the dropping of 1,800 tons of bombs
No War Enthusiasm.
on cities in Germany and occupied
Now, however, he knows that ev
countries.
The British were claiming that ery step he takes in foreign policy
these attacks were at least as severe every dollar he spends for the navy
as any Britain had had to withstand every man he inducts into the army
during the hey-day of the German may be a step toward tearing dowr
onslaught from toe air and that they rather than building up. He believes
would'get stronger as time wore on. toe steps he is taking are absolutely
One contrast between the Nazis' necessary. But he has no enthusiblitz of London and other British asm for them. In other words, he
objectives and the British attack on has no enthusiasm for war.
Most of the men around RooseGermany a~nd occupied countries
velt believe that war is inevitable
was in the photographic evidence.
Outside of one or two pictures and it may be that he does, too-^
sent out from Germany showing fire though he has not admitted that
fighters atop buildings in Berlin, the publicly. But judging by his hangcountry might as well be entirely ing back in opposition to his more
unscathed, as far as picture evi- vigorous military-foreign policy advisers, the President hates and
dence would go.
the idea of this nation going
Whereas the American news- dreads
B
papers had carried literally thou- into war.
He hates the reactions and aftersands of photographs of air-raid effects in England, from the digging maths of war, and he hates the idea
out of the dead and wounded to the of having history record him as
damage that was done to West- War President.
At the same time he believes that
minster Abbey and the tower from
which Big Ben chimes out the hours. this country will have to move fast
The reason was that the British and if it does not move now it may
took the pictures of their own dam- be too late. For the best definition
age, and the censors permitted them of an isolationist, Roosevelt firmly
to be sent out. So the United States believes, is one who by procrastinagot a view of what modern war tionwants to see his women and
was like.
children in the thick of the fighting
The Germans permitted two or here at home.
three such pictures to get to this
country, but for more than a year
MERRY-GO-ROUND
nothing of the kind was shown, and
Ben Welles, son of Undersecreas the air attacker can't get low tary of state Sumner Welles/ is
enough to photograph his own dam- working as a newsman in Panama
age—it didn't look as though any Jetoon Rockefeller, govenS
would get out.
worker, gets up at five in the mornAmong the targets were Bremen, jng, shuns parties, goes to bed at
Cologne and other big centers of rail
™* Rockefeller office has been
and steamship traffic.
And the British assumed that 1,500 nooded with requests from movie
who want to tour Latin Amer
tons of their bombs would wreak stars
ICfl.
about the same havoc on Bremen
When senators fail to pay their
as ti»e same weight of German
.
senate station*
bombs had on London.
disbursing office, instead!
Churchill summed it up when he
toem, merely docks the
said that he believed i! the British from their pay checks
people were permitted to vote «n
"America," latest popular book
whether bombings trf cities would let by David Cushmln c£le
continue or be stopped by both sides, been officially endorsed by'
they would vote NO! And his audi- American Legion, General
ion of Women's Clubs, toe
«nce cjhe^ered to the echo.
"* ""

Man About Town:
Secretary of State Cordell Bdl
has recovered sufficiently •> from •
hreatened collapse. He JJWH resume the burden of hi.£ftce_and
the world soon . . . Mrt^ *«»«
new radio sponsor may be Brazil »t
$2,000 a broadcast . . . ™««f •
squawk that an American ship ii
arriving daily in Alexandria is a lie.
It's two ships! . . . Insiders argue
that Columnist Joe Alsop was sent
to Bombay, India, presumably because there is np greater distance
from Washington. Alsop embarrassed the White House and the
navy by stating in print that hi*
kin, the President, was waiting for
an incident to get us into war—just
before he got his naval commission.

«o*t-to protect hihim

m

•(•

Carol and Lupescu are concerned
about their reception here. Why?
They got a most cordial press on
their arrival to this hemisphere . . .
Hess is supposed to have said that
he fled because the stars by which
Hitler lives "deserted him after
May 12th" . . . Our submarine detectors have been perfected to the1
point where surface craft can now
signal: "Come up for identification
or be sunk!" . . . There are models
of cargo vessels being tried out in
Long Island sound, which are Mr.
Hitler's newest headache.
For
practical purposes these ships are
as far out of the water as the subs
are under it.
Exclusive! Jap subs, manned by
German crews, are waiting in the
narrow straits of Vladivostok to
sink American supplies to Russia
. . . .A great number of GermanAmerican Bunders will have their
citizenship revoked shortly—thanks
to the splendid work of the Immigration Service via Sylvester Pindyck's office.

Clipping Can Be ]
j>°t uaun flies and mo
Comb and brush him
but do not give him ,
baths, as this removes
needs to keep his coat 1
* • .

.

Our 38-page booklet gives the j
WM-round care that keeps a d
TWlB how to choose your pet w
break and groom him; how 'to
to do clever tricks. Advises onl
nesses; has information on i "*
your copy, send order to:
HEADER-HOME SER
<SS Sixth Avenue
New vj

, Enclose 10 cents in coin

cop*, ot HOW-TO CHC

CARE TOR YOUR DOG.

Name
Address

The Democratic brah* trust figures that either Farley or O'Dwyer
can lick any G.O.P. candidate for
Feeling the I
Mayor of New York. Some believe
He who is of a calm:
Farley will race against Dewey for
Governor, but it may be Farley vs. nature, .will hardly feel I
sure of agei but to hinn
Willkie. '
an opposite disposition;
age ar^ equally a
/Votes of an
Innocent Bystander:
DRUG I
Magic Carpet: Ralph Ingersoll,
the publisher, now on his way to
Russia (to interview Stalin) was MUMMY
complaining to Steve Early at the
White House the other day. "Steve,?'
Ingersoll intoned, "those Russians
tall Details
are holding my passport."
To control our passions j
"They are?" responded Steve. govern our habits, andfc
"And they want us to give them a over ourselves in the s
hundred million dollars worth of of every-day life.-Sir Jo]
machinery 1"
bock.
;
Steve then called the State Dep't
and, before Ingersoll knew it, he
was on his way to Moscow.
Eyebrow Lifter: Mr. Ingersoll was
saying before he left that he had
just learned the hardest thing to
find in Russia was a Communist.
"How's that?" he was asked.
"Because," he explained, "the
population of Russia is 160,000,000,
and there are only 5,000,000 party
members."

helped"
ing thru d
jar to
by

with
ham's
ound— fi

Despite the rigid censorship in
Germany, the underground manages
^..11
mm '•—
feeling! du»
to circulate the latest news picked
disturbance. W j
up via short-wave from England and
America. When they want to discuss in public what they heard on
Well-Ordered
BBC, toe, favorite method is to say
By a tranquil mind 11
Do you know what I dreamed?" ing else than a mind well]
and then proceed to relay the news —Marcus Aurelius.
picked up on toe foreign station
Another popular method is to tell
about a speech heard on the Nazi
station and praise it and then add
how a foreign station cut in with a
Jot..? ^s:" ™* 8Peak« repeats
toe "lies" he heard, and his listeners get the drift . . . Since meetings
are verboten in Germany, the antiL D ON
Nazis have become great funeralgoers. When a funeral is announced
a mob shows up at the cemetery
and, as they walk behind toe hearse.
tney trade information.

1941

Add Picturesque Reporting: The
best description of toe Russianazi
tangle, with both sides out-bragging
the other in their communiques, is
the New York Times' Edwin £

By Way of Report: They are going to film the life of Lou GehrET
which certainly was a life to ad'
mire.
•
There is plenty of drama in the
herehea7 K3110016' baU fPolary«two
ades h " " *
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PENBBIN«
Grover Cleveland Alexander.
Cartoon Material?

A Nazi soy
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Awful news, but awful!
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ppy Home Life

New Jobs Being Offered
By U. S. Civil Service

Mrs. F. Roosevelt
Answers Critics
Of Her Four Sons

\IfHAT a parade Uncle Sam
** could lead of his workers—
workers of every kind. You may
have often wondered if there is
a place for you in that parade.
What chance would you have in
the United States Civil Service?
New tests are being given all
the time and there are literally

J. Fuller Pep
By JERRY LINK

WASHINGTON. - Four of the
Roosevelt boys, sons of the President and Mrs. Roosevelt, have comBy VIRGINIA VALE
missions in the military and naval
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)
*orces of the United States.
Did these boys get then-, commisESTING'S under way at
sions with Uncle Sam through "toParamount for "For Whom
side pull" or did they actually work the Bell Tolls"; Charles Laughfor and earn them?
Writing in the August issue of ton, Akim Tamiroff and Oscar
;he Ladies Home Journal, Mrs. Homolka have been considered
loosevelt answers a letter which for the role of "Pablo," but the
"We're makin' new rules for yon,
luestioned her pointedly concerning burning question is-i-who'll play
Uncle Fuller," eay» that little
shaver. Willie. "Since you've been
he technique required to secure "Maria"? It calls for beauty,
eatln' KKLLOOQ'S PEP you got to
commissions. This statement will
run around the bases twice before
10 doubt let loose another flood of but even more for the ability to
your borne runs count I"
act.
Which showa bow meager Is
)oth criticism and praise.
the knowledge o* the young. For
We hear that Paulette Goddard
Mrs. Roosevelt responds in part:
you have to get all your vita'As far as I know, the most im- heads the list of the girls to be
mins to feel asgood as I do. and
KELLOGO'S PKP has got the two
portant thing, in order to obtain tested; seems as if it would be a
that are most likely to be scarce
a commissibn today in our military superb piece of miscasting if she
In ordinary meals — vitamins B»
services, is to be qualified to have got the part. Ingrid Berman's our
«ndD.*
choice—and
the
author's.
one. To do that, one must have
PEP'aawonderfulftutfna cereal,
too. Why dont you try It?
done some work in the past which
Ginger Rogers has signed for three
can be usefully applied in some
orancn of the service, and to have years' more • with RKO; she's been There May Be a Place for Yon
there for eight
done it well."
*ttr ttntmf. '1/2 ttt iMj **»* o/ Of
years. She did "Fly- thousands of different jobs. PerAnother way, she notes, is to qualing Down to Rio" haps you, too, are the kind of
ify through reserve officers' trainthen, and her danc- person our government needs.
ing courses.
* * *
ing with Fred
Since you ask me specifically
To find out what your chances are, how
Astaire
in
that
little
Deadly Tongue
about my own sons, I will tell you
you should apply, see our new 32-page
number made them booklet.
The second most deadly instruLists several U. S. Civil Service
exactly how they obtained their
our leading dance positions with salaries and requirements. ment of destruction is the dynacommissions.
team in pictures. Explains* rulej for applying, trial period, mite gun—the first is the human
Increases and benefits includ'James took the course in college.
She wisely insisted, promotions^
ing retirement annuities. Send your tongue.—W. G. Jordan.
He was then taken into the marine
at last, on acting as order to:
corps and did the
well, and worked up
required
training
as
to "Kitty Koyle,"
READER-HOME SERVICE
ne of the 48 houses being removed above to make room for new
reserve officer,
63S Sixth Avenue
New Tork^Clty
will h»Teeomfortable and modern living quarters, similar
Ginger Rogers which she didn't
long before the
want to do, we hear,
scene. .This slum clearance project is being sponsored by the present
Enclose 10 cents in coin for your
emergency,
but which proved to be her greatest - copy of GETTING A JOB WITH THE
ankfort, Ky., and will house 61 families who previously occupied to hold his
commisU. S. GOVERNMENT.
success. She's just finishing "Tom,
i shown here.
sion. When his faDick and Harry" now, and they say
Name ?
went to South
around the lot that it's a worthy
Address
SHINGTON.—Pounding hammers, buzzing saws, swishing ther
America, James
successor to "Kitty Foyle."
ushes and rattling plumbing are harmonizing in a new was given a high
[progress as the nation pushes forward its new-born drive rank in order to be
Orson Welles isn't making any
better low-cost housing to millions of families in the able to appear with
announcements about "his second Brown Was Starting Early
1
his
father
at
cerpicture for RKO Radio—he kept To Get Along With the Cook
cities and towns throughout the land.
tain functions. On
Capt. James
mum about "Citizen Kane" too, re(jdreds of small communities are swinging into the move- his return to the
As Presented
Roosevelt.
member, and executives were pretty
The bus was starting in the
; Uncle Sam and many of his nephews carry on the task United States he
We sometimes think that we
startled. when they found out, too midst of a torrent of rain, when
; something about the 10,000,000 American families living himself asked his father to request late, what it was aU about and it the conductor put his head inside hate flattery, but we only hate the
demotion. Before he was called looked as if they might have trouble
manner in which it is done.—Lai that are considered to be dangerous to health and safety his
as a reserve officer in this emer- if they released it. Instead of a and inquired: "Will any gentle- Rochefoucauld.
i big city slum clearance and rehousing campaigns have gency he reported for duty in Los
they had one of the man get out and oblige a lady?"
arching along for several years, it was not until recently Angeles, where he was then living trouble-maker,
"She can come inside and sit
best, pictures of all time on their
equally important rehousing drive in the smaller towns and worked with the unit with which hands! Welles has admitted that on my knee, if she likes," said a
he would be called to serve. He was he will write, produce and direct this passenger, jocularly, and, to his VACATION ON OKOBOJI LAKE
| into high gear.
40 modern delnxe.lake ihore cottages,
actually called for active duty in new picture, and will star hi it.
great surprise, in bounced a
es that had always lived in<3
on beautiful Manhattan Beach—quiet buxom
woman,
who
forthwith
apthat
unit
last
autumn.
ed houses without the "de- And local citizens are stepping
play groundTKatea f IS to $40 a week.
had worked for a time on
Joseph Pasternack, who guided propriated the offered knee.
essities," are getting new up to shoulder some of the load in the"Elliott
Write ftrdrcmlor
West
coast,
and
some
of
his
After
a
.tune
the
man,
Brown,
Deanna Durbin through' her successMANHATTAN COTTAGES
switching on real electric many towns. In Vincennes, Ind., for
first work was with ful screen career, has signed a con- by name, got into conversation lootoS
Spirit Late, Iowa
out their own bath- instance, a group of 25 leading men
an airplane-manu- tract with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer; it with his burden, and asked her
oking hi airy kitchens, and women, joined as the Vincennes
facturing company, looks as if he might do for Kathryn where she was going. On hearing
children play and romp Emergency Relief committee, decidand later he worked Grayson what he did for Deanna.
her destination, he exclaimed,
Short on Inspiration
landscaped lawns and ed that something had to be done
as
an
aviation
edi"Why, that's my house!"
We give advice but we do not
(laygrounds. While the liv- about a squatter settlement, of nontor for a newspaper.
__ „
. . . .., ,.
'•'Well, then," replied the woman, inspire conduct. — La Rochefoulitions of these families have descript hovels that stood along the
He learned to fly Hollywood just didn't give a blushing,
'Tm your new cook."
cauld.
|eyolutionized, they pay the river bank. Known as "Pearl City"
and held a license, whoop about Victor Mature until he
about the same rent they because the inhabitants depended on
but his eyes would made a highly pressthe old" places, when he mussel fishing for a livelihood, and
not permit his en- agented appearance
ground every month.
sometimes found valuable pearls,
try into the army as in the New York
the leading role in the the settlement had stood for 30 years
a pilot. He knew s t a g e s u c c e s s ,
i rehousing movement is the as an eyesore, and a menace to
that he would not "Lady in the Dark."
government, through- the health.
be drafted" because He doesn't act much 1
Capt. Elliott
f States Housing authority,
he has a wife and in the play, just'
The Vincennes group arranged for
Roosevelt.
[to the $800,000,000 that con- the demolition of Pearl City, and
children, and yet he looks tall, dark and
Bopped in, its lap to lend to erected "Sunset Court" for the fam- elt he would like to be useful, so he handsome. Now it's
nmunities. Although a size- ilies. Here are 20 houses, arranged came to Washington and asked the announced that two
O I m C-« E si I
>rt of this pile of dollars has in'a quadrangle, with a four-acre army authorities where his experi- motion picture com> cleaning up the blighted court hi the center; 14 are two-room ence could be of use. He was com- panies want him;
big cities, an increasing houses, and the other six are three- missioned and, as far as I know, his one, Twentieth Century-Fox, has bought
Has been pouring into small room houses. Every home has a work has been satisfactory.
half his contract Victor Mature
nd towns during the past 12 small porch, facing the center court,
"Franklin Junior took his navy from Hal Roach and
nonths. About 80 communi- a drilled well, a coal shed and chick- raining
course in college and has will feature bun in two pictures a
than 50,000 population en house, and modern sanitary unit.
east-for-the-least
his cruise in
year. The first will be "Bowery
eady benefited by the USHA Each tenant has signed a lease to done
reserve
Nightingale," co-starring with Alice
As a part of its rural pay one dollar a year as rent, agreed the naval
year since,
Faye.
^: drive, new farm houses for to keep the house and surroundings everywas
Pride No Reward
Unblemished San
commisbw-income families have been clean and in good repair, and works sioned an ensign
Unless
occupies your mind
The
sun,
though
it
passes
as
Old timers among the movie fans through dirty places, yet remains be useful,what
pd within the last year, and two days a month on the site.
the pride you derive
result
of
the
work,
will
remember
Raymond
Hatton;
fusing authorities have been
from thence is foolish.—Phaed.
and has been in the
probably they'll also declare that as pure as before.—Ooke.
to speed the program:
'
reserves.' He was
"The Whispering ^Chorus," in which
Twin Houses.
called in April, and
he starred for De Mille, was one
Pical example of the USHA
las been on active
of the best pictures ever made.
in action in the small town
duty ever since.
Well,
Hatton is working for his old
at Mount Hope, W. Va.,
"John, our youngA l:U<
boss
again in "Reap the Wild
[the census taker counted 2,361
st son, never was
Wind."
women and children last year,
NEW YORK CITY. — Adequate interested in anyFranklin
"ing 90 per cent of the needed distribution of oil supplies, vital to thing military and Ensign
Roosevelt.
W. S. Van Dyke, the ace director,
K) from the federal agency, the a motorized nation in both peape took no courses in
has been on active duty with the
[housing authority raised the and war, is creating concern among college. He has, however, applied jmarine corps for the past year. Now
[10 per cent by issuing bonds, United States government officials himself to the merchandising busi- he's returned to the Metro lot. And
oceeded to demolish the rows as more military airplanes, tanks ness, and when he made his appli- whai do you suppose his first assignOUT CIGARS
ottering shacks that had been and bouncing army "jeeps" (field cation for ensign in the supply corps ment will be? "The Female of the
[mes of workers for the nearby cars) ace lined up daily at gasoline of the navy, he explained that he Species"—a long cry from the
whin thiJoetor says: "Will,
"ties. To house the evacuated pumps.
was then an assist- Marbies!
old no, yufrt a fatter/ Mtthtr
ant manager of a
and others in the town,
Secretary Ickes, appointed by
tad My an MA doing wtll."
Piling units are now being built President Roosevelt as petroleum
branch store and
you happen to hear "Man on
I form of twin houses extending co-ordinator for national defense, alwas about to be theDidStreet"
And it's »n American custom from
on the "Manhattan at
made manager, and Midnight" radio
J a narrow strip of rolling land ready has hinted at "gasless Sunshow
about
a
month
coast to coast to enjoy the fine,
he thought his mer^three-quarters
of a mile long, days" in the Eastern states, where
Within 24 hours after the
1
full flavor of America's most
chandising experi- ago?
£ site being developed as a transfer to Great Britain of 50 Amersketch was presented, five motion
ence could be use- picture
Each family will h.ave a lot of ican-flag tankers has cut down the
popular cigar!
studios were after it. Paraful either on a ship mount won
«10
feet
for
raising
some
flowsteady
arrival
of
oil.
Congress
is
Bing Crosby and
Try KING EDWARD todayl
1
or at a shore sta- Mary Martinout;
fresh vegetables in the sum- studying a bill designed to clear the
will co-star. They've
tion.
His
number
way for laying an oil and gasoline
completed "Birth of the Blues,"
has not yet been just
is not the only driv- pipe line system to the Atlantic seawith Carolyn Lee and Brian Doncalled
in
the
draft,
<? m the new movement. One board from the Gulf states oil
^
and, like all other levy.
most encouraging developEnsign John
boys
in
the
navy,
now taking place is the in- fields.
Roosevelt.
People who've heard Bob Hope
"The current oil problem is largehe was taken as a rave
i interest and financial supon the radio about Madeleine
ly
one
of
transportation,"
says
a
bulglven b
y teW corpora- letin from the National Geographic volunteer. Of course, as you know, Carroll have decided (that he must
practice cruises and courses at AnPlants in the conimunities.
society, "for federal statistics indi- napolis are now available to those know her well enough to get autoW O R L D S LARGEST SELLER X/X
for
new
housing
proja
graphed pictures of the blonde star
"ecess»ry for the city of cate that aggregate supplies of gas- who wish to apply, and the boys for them. She's on location in the
Ky,, to agree that a col- oline, fuel oil, and lubricants are will be selected on their ability West Indies, so they've been pes48
shanty houses be de- sufficient for anticipated needs. Oil to qualify. John- like Elliott, tin- tering him for the photographs. He
nel
The Schenley Distills reserves are at iheir highest point fortunately is extremely nearsight doesn't mind; he just got a lot of her
' contributed $25,000 for in the United States, which since ed, and for some branches of the pictures, autographed them with his
rpose, and ^ wa was 1906 has produced m'ore than 60 per navy service that would be a bar." own name, and had them mailed.
for
61 families living there. cent of world stocks.
"From 375,000 active wells-abou
ODDS AND ENDS—Wayne Morris go!
twice the number in operation " Labor Employment Breaks
:
company
underleave from the Navy Department to faith
this
un
1917—petroleum
companies
in
All
Records
for
U.
S.
Jobs
, a row of century-old di"The Smiling Ghotf for Warner Bra*,
PUBLIC nature of advertising benelast year took a daily a
CHICAGO. - Spring rains have before he became an ensign . . . NBC it
nd an es mto a clean, mod- country
erage
of
3,500,000
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This
ractiv
ceased,
but
not
the
rain
of
jobs
preparing
a
n*u>
series,
"Boy
Meets
Band,"
JL
fits
everyone it touches. It benefits the
• tfc
,
» Sroup of homes. was about two-thirds of world pro which have poured down in such a for its tinger-bandleader, Ted Steele, who
,^e, tenants an
publk
by
describing
exactly
the products that are offered. It
duction The vast Texas fields fur deluge that the National Industna used to be an NBC page boy . . . Though
houses, with
that
Bing
Crosby
can't
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a
note
of
music,
lds
board
estimates
*h»t
nish
about
tivo-flfths
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t^tonugjc
bet^fitt
employees,
because
the
advertiser mint be more fair
Conference
- at rentals running
than 50,000,000 Americans are the boyt in John Scott Trotter's, band My
and
just
than
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employer
who
has
no obligation to the public.
a room per m'onOi Xints coming °from'CaWornia more
a twell conductor . .-. Wftro will push
MW working, out of a potential he't
up to 'four dollars S Bud-Continent field of Oklaho 55
Marsha Hunt up the ladder as a result a/
These
benefit*
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are
quite
apart from the obvious
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cents > room per month
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1
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BY THE WAY

By L. F. M.
It has been the practice of the local
operators to keep fcrack of Professional Well as Will Rogers used to say,
Men's calls, when requested to doveo. "All I know is what I read in the
Prices In Effect Until Wednesday, July 23
Even housewives leave word where papers" . . . and we haven't even had
they can be found in case they get too much time to read lately.
BURNTONE, for sunburn, regular 50c size . . . .43c
a call and the operator has attempted
• * •
PUMICE
OINTMENT, for insect bites, reg. 50c. .43c
to keep all such notices straight.
Did you know that a man called
Now, we have 507 telephones and John the Greek cooked up the idea
STAYAWAY, prevents insect bites, regular 40c.. 33.c
are working under the Wage-Hour law. of wrapping a fried waffle around
This means that each operator works a spoonful of ice cream and called
FOUNTAIN SPECIAL — SATURDAY ONLY
less hours, therefore less experienced it an ice cream cone? We know a
JUMBO SODAS, regular 15c
IQc
JBAYJLEY
operators have to fill i n . Thus we do lady who used to eat the cream, out
not feel that the operator should
SUN GLASSES, scientifically tested . . . .25c to $1.00
National Pwk (No. 2) steam and roaring loud enough to be be expected to operate the switch- of the cone with a spoon . . . or fingers
...
and
then
threw
away
the
THERMOS JUGS, regular $1.98 size
$1.50
T William H. Jfccksxm W»B- heard for miles. More quiet now, it board and also assume the responsibilt white man to Bee Yellow- still makes an awful racket as its tri- ity of her subscriber's business. In cone.
HESS
STOCK
FLY
SPRAY,
gallon
69c
• * •
preservation of its' -wonders angular, greenish mouth offers escape many Exchanges this service is conPOND'S
FACIAL
TISSUES,
box
of
20012c
500.23c
They say that is takes a hundred
.due to his efforts as a phdto- for pent up heat and water from far sidered strickly a Secretarial Service million hot dogs per season to satisfy
below.
WE CARRY A COMPLETE LINE OF
and is paid for on that basis. HowLered in 1809, stories of this Jackson shot scenea of the bub- ever, the Anita operators will be glad the crowds at Coney Island. They
KODAK CAMERAS AND FILM
serve them there with mustard and
i region went out to a doubt- Ming Paint Pots, pink, white, red, to make a note of where the Profes- sauerkraut.
— Free Camera Inspection —
•
at iO, 20 and 30 year inter* black and white masses of squirming, sional Men are and will continue to
• • •
„ i m Jackson came in with jetting mud. He took pictures of 7,731 do their best to keep track of such
Lowest Prices on Nationally Advertised Products
It was reported a couple of weeks
Cbersome camera equipment of feet high Yellowstone Lake whose 139 requests and tell those calling, where
ago that P. G. Wodehouse had been
square mile surface makes it the larg- this subscriber may be located—and freed after a year in a concentration
._ a young1 man of^ 28 then. est body of water in North America will continue to do so without ad- camp in Germany. Seems funny that
i"no\v and still going strong, at so great an altitude. Visitors to- ditional charge. BUT, we do not
We Deliver
(The Rexall Store)
Phone 102
one who concocts such outlandish sit.i he marched with t$e G: A. R. day are allowed to "catch, every day guarantee that she will always be able uations as does P. G. in some of his
nnual New York parade, hale and without a license, 6 of the lakes to give this service without an error. stories, should take a whole year to
arty. He has photographed, odd, Cut-throat Trout, so named be- Remember, she has over 1,500 people talk himself out of such a situation.
BUDGET ESTIMATE AND RECORD OF FILING
j and painted the remote corn- cause of Its peculiar red markings.
to serve and if she fails once in giv- We're glad he's out and home again
fthe world during his long and
The giant Yellowstone Falls was ing you this special service, please for he tells good tales.
SCHOOL DISTRICT ESTIMATE
j career. He invented the pic- photographed as it tumbled 308 feet— be lenient because it will not be ne• * •
jjst-card during the Civil War, twice the drop of Njagra Falls—into glect on her part, but will be because
NOTICE:—The
Board of Directors of Independent School District of
The cook has been delving into a
. sent friends post-cards bear- Yellowstone Canyon, 750 feet deep, many of her other subscribers are few books recently, which are not Anita, Grant Township, Cass County, Iowa, will meet July 28, 1941, at
, sketches of battle scenes and twice as broad and splashed with emanding her attention and must cook books and some of them have 8:00 P. M., at the* School House. Taxpayers will be heard for or against
Iso be served.
[life.
every color of the rainbow.
had a rather dark brown flavor. Why the following estimate of expenditures for the year beginning July 1,"1941,
;ements were unknown in 1870 Jackson would have startled the
WEST IOWA TELEpeople want to spend good money to end ending June 30, 1942. A detailed statement of receipts and disburseIt
pictures Jackson could world even more if his film had been
PHONE COMPANY. put such stories into the hands of ments, both past and anticipated will be available at the hearing.
Joe Vetter,
• with oldfashioned 11x4 inch of the modern, color type when he
youngsters is a mystery hard to unA family reunion was held Sunday ravel . . . arid why any sane person
District Secretary.
jates, which he washed' in the photographed Sunset Lake, whose rislg springs and pools lie photo- ing vapors reflect the orange-red color- y the Dement families at the home of should write the stories in the first
>f
<a
>>
He later used an awkward ing that billions of tiny algae give to ilrs. Maggie Denjient, north'of Anita. place is another one. Perhaps those
eg
n
*B ,
5
o
V.
social
afternoon
was
spent
by
those
camera to obtain, pictures the water. Likewise, pictures of Mornauthors aren't really sane
or perH
n attendance. Dr. and Mrs. John raps they haven't reached their best,
; hty Old Faithful ,and other ing Glory Poo!—a broad and beautir
, described last week.
:
ful replica of the flower it is named lastman and son, Larry, of San An- but heaven help them if they can do
w
particularly impressed by after—would ^have been almost un- onio, Texas, were out-of-town guests. worse.
l-t O
o C
Q
Terrace, a vast__sy8teni" of believable in color.
3
The members of the Susie Q club
s £ ' S °OEo *•"S
1-3
1 steps on the side of ^ nraun1
When Congress saw Jackson's pho- were guests Thursday evening of Mrs. Gosh! the phone just rang tonight
O) O
' " JH
(3 "8
C +>
, is slowly turning itself in- tographs it quickly set Yellowstone Aaron Bell at her home on East M'ain at ten o'clock
the cook's big
5
o>
':
Tg
Boiling water bearing lime aside as the , world's first National Street. The ladies spent the evening brother is bringing his' family for a
•~ CO
.
$ 5
T3 OJ
a
03 0)
£ rH
i from beds of 1200 to 1500 Park. Today its 3,472 square miles >laying pinochle and rummy with couple of days visit and will get here
s s
B.
o
• have been piling up these of varied and beautiful scenery make tfrs. Robert Cryer holding high score for supper tomorrow night. Guess
•«J C8
n
f*
H
', terraces for countless cen- it our nation's largest National Park. at pinochle and Mrs. Bell high score we'd better put on the water to
f the rate of one foot a year. It remains practically as it was when at rummy. A lunch was servedTby scald t»& chickens.
* * •
General
$22652 $23921 $26223 $
$8140 $18083
lOtographed the awesome Jackson's camera first captured its the hostess.
Oats
is
all
cut,
the
second
crop
of
iMouJh belching water and magnificence.
Total General Fund ....$22652 $23921 $26223 $
$8140 $18083
The members of the Quilt club were hay is ready, it will soon be thesh3030
Bonds
and
Interest
3220
3125
3030
ing
time
and
then
August
will
be
mtertained Wednesday by 'Mrs. S. E.
tailer Vagabond" Is Sponsored and Appears In This Paper
Toodrich. Mrs. Roberta Calkins w,as here before we know it: Where does
Total All 'Purposes
$25872 $27046 $29253 $
$8140 $21113
Through the Courtesy of
an additional guest. A social after- the time fly? .
• * •
noon was spent by those present, fblHappy birthday to Marion Rickel Secretary's Balance July 1, 1941:
owing which a lunch was served by
General Fund
% 604.36
tomorrow!
he hostess. The next meeting of the
», Iowa
-•'""•'WJXACO PRODUCTS
Phone 257
School House Fund
979.94
lub -will next Wednesday at the home
Total
All
Fufids
$1,584.30
H.
L.
Bell
returned
to
his
cottage
of Mrs. E. W. Holmes.
at Lake Okoboji Friday after spend- Estimated tax per $1,000.00 assessed value, $27.80.
I members of the Bide-a-Wee [ Mrs. B. L. Brady of Des Moines spent
Mrs. Neil Johnson was hostess at ing several days here looking after Number of persons of school age, 263.
I dub were guests Wednesday i Monday in Anita visiting at the home
Taxable valuation, 1940, $759,869.
post-nuptial miscellaneous shower business matters.
of Mrs. Floyd Dement at' of her mother, Mrs. E. W. Holmes.
Moneys and Credits, 1940, $199,798.
Saturay evening at her home on Loon Locust Street. Other
cust Street in honor of Mrs. Rex Mil- Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Cryer of Adair
'besides the- members, were
Mrs. Lake Bear was hostess to the er, a recent bride. Games and con- were Sunday visitors at the home of
Scott, Mrs. W. T. Biggs, members of the N. B. pinochle club tests were enjoyed during the even- their son and daughter-in-law, Mr. Earle Atkinson returned to his home ing the past week in Wisconsin pursouth of Anita Sunday after spend- chasing cattle.
feil Johnson, Mrs. G. M-. De- at her home on West Main Street ng with Miss Beatrice Scholl and Miss and Mrs. Robert Cryer.
nd Mrs. Fannie Youg. High Thursday evening. Other guests, be- Gretchen B,udd winners bf the contests.
the afternoon was held by sides the members, were Mrs. Homer A lunch was served by the hostess.
Mrs. H. A. Gill, accompanied by
Millhollin and Mrs. Fred Sheley. High
several people from Marne, were in Des
Plans were made for the Cass Moines Thursday where they visited
score for the evening was held by
county Achievement Show, Aug. 12-15, the H. O, Boots family.
Mrs. Andy Miller.
and for a state fair booth, at the
IDR.B.L.MEUREB
William Millhollin and Lawrence
The
members
of
the
Sunshine
4-H
monthly meeting of the Links and
Chiropractor
'jETofmeister, Jr., who are going to
club
met
Friday
afternoon
at
the
Linkettes
held
in
Atlantic
last
week.
Adalr.Ia.
borne of Mildred Stuetelberg west of Duane Bowen, who made a tour of school in Ames, spent the week end
—OflWe Hows— Anita. Eleven members and - three southern states with the Iowa Rural at their respective homes.
We Invite You To See the New Modern Equipment
9-12 — 1:80-6
guests were present, besides the home Young People's organization, gave a
Mrs.
Roy
Bornholdt
was
hostess
demonstration agent, Miss Helen M report on his trio. Refreshments were
Added To Our Battery Department
I Wed. & Sat Night Finney, and the club leader, Mrs served, after which the group staged to the members of the W. W. club
7 till 10
charivari for Mr. and Mrs. Reed Thursday afternoon. Other guests,
Loyal Possehl. Two new members
THE NEW
Osen
at their home northwest of Ani'.a. besides the members, were Mrs. Robert
| - Sun. 10-11 A. M. were added to the club membership
McCrory and Mrs. N. D. Winston.
Following the meeting, a lunch was
Phone 37
The members of the Sunshine club The afternoon was spent by the ladies
served by the hostess.
were guests of Mrs. Dave Weaver with hand woric, following which a
Friday afternoon at her home south lunch was served by the hostess. The
Which Charges Your Battery In the Modern Method
of here. There were thirteen members next meeting of the club will be held
at
the
home
of
Mrs.
Joe
Trimmer
on
Approved By Leading Battery Manufacturers, Largand three visitors, Mrs. Wayne Overest Car Manufacturers, Society of Automotive Enmyer, Mrs. Edwin Garside and Mrs. July 24.
Harold Weaver, present. The women
gineers and Bureau of Standards, U. S. Government.
Miss Mary Lucille Henderson was
spent the afternoon embroidering tea J lostess to the members of the M. M.
towels for the hostess and with con- circle Thursday afternoon at her home
It Is No Longer Necessary For You To Wait Days
tests A lunch was served by the in South Anita. There were eight
For Your Battery To Be Charged. This New
hostess. Mrs. C. J. Petersen will be members present. Mrs. Ted GrinModern Approved Method Charges Your Battery In
hostess at the ne»t meeting of the sted was elected president of the
the Amazing Time of 15 To 45 Minutes, With or
club on Aug. 15.
group to succeed Miss Henderson, who
Without Removing the Battery From Your Car.
resigned. A lunch was served by
the hostess. Mrs. Anderson Bell will
be the hostess at the next meeting
NEW GUARANTEED BATTERIES
of the club on Aug. 14.

SUMMER NEEDS

BONCERS

~

•"I

WAGNER'S FILLING STATION

I IT IS HERE!
| NEW!

FAST!

SAFE!

MERCURY QUICK CHARGER

'ar of Eastern Kentucky Coal
On Track This Week

The Farmers Coop.

HERE!

bittV:

May Be Purchased In Anita At The Following Stores:
Briardale Grocery
petersen's Grocery
Maduff's
Food
Market
^^B Grocery
Store
Miller's Meat Market
^awtora

PRICED AS LOW AS THE LOWEST

The members of the Mutual Benefit
club were guests of MTS. Victor Olsen
Thursday afternoon at her home northwest of here. There were two additional guests, Miss Mable Jones and
Mrs. Roy Parker. The afternoon was
spent by the women sewing carpet
rags for the hostess and making plans
for the annual picnic which will be
field next Sunday at Sunnyside park
in Atlantic. A lunch was served at
ihe close of the meeting by the host..3. Mrs. Oliver Pierce will be hostess at the next meeting of the club
on July 24.
The members of the Helping Hand
club were guests of Mrs. Merritt
Steele at a one o'clock luncheon Thursday at her home southeast of here.
There were fourteen members and
seven visitors, Mrs. Harold Weaver,
Mrs. Paul Steele, Mrs. Louis Steele,
Mrs. Allen Hayter, Mrs. Edward Darrow, Mrs. Edward Wheelock and Mrs.
W. I. Darrow present. Mrs. Hayter
was the winner of a contest put on by
•Mlrs. William Steele. The women also
sewed carpet rag^a for the hostess.
Mrs. Dicjt'tjnderwtfod will be hostess
at the next meeting of the club on
Aug. 21.

0. W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA

Economize With a
Refrigerated Locker
We still have a few lockers left^~so if you
really want to economize, rent one.
We also have some real nice quarters of beef.
Come in and see them. We can save you money.

Miller's Lockers
ANITA — WIOTA — CUMBERLAND
THERE IS ONE NEAR YOU

, '•'"':' '••"'" -^^i^^^^K^^^^vV^r
THE ANili^'"'^ '

SJAJ^S1
!
.!?!:-S!?::!::!:::
.:.;....:.•.•....•£S
:;

IMPROVED "•
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

SCHOOL Lesson

Failing Community

UNDAY I

SEWONG CDKClt
mates well with either slacks or
skirt—have both in your vaca;ion ensemble! Make it in faded
blue denim, trim with red, white
and blue braid, the result is a
smart young costume which will
add fun to every hour you wear it.

Lesson for July 20
•cted~=n5ublects .arlP?
Scripture texts se•ouncil ?f Re
n.SFIi fht^, by International
'Ssslon'. "8lml» Education! used by

THE RESPONSIBILITY OP THE
CHURCH REGARDING
BEVERAGE ALCOHOL
« HP-Y9

are

MARTI

Pattern No. 8962 Is In sizes 12 to 20 and
10. Size 14 blouse top requires 2 &' yards
W-lnch material; Slacks, 2% yards; skirt,
1% yards, 7',b yards braid for trim.
For this attractive pattern send your
order to:

TEXT-I Corinthians 5:9-13;
.—MattheW 5:13.

A churchless community, a
community where men have abandoned and scoffed at or ignored
their religious needs, is a community on rapid down grade.—Theodore Roosevelt.

toe salt ol the

The church has a grave responSEWING CIRCLE PATTERN DEPT.
sibility regarding alcoholic bevRoom 1324
srages, but in recent years it has
311 W. Wacker Dr.
Chicago
argely failed to meet it with inEnclose 15 cents In coins for
elligence and enthusiasm. Let us
Pattern No
Size
never forget that the first business
Name..
.....,.,..
of the Christian and of the church
Address
*....
s to preach the gospel, winning men
o Christ. It is not bur calling to
attempt by social or economic methods to right the wrongs of this world.
Education's Beginning
for is ours a "social gospel" with
CRISPLY COOL ON A SUMMER DAY;
the emphasis on "social." But have
(See Recipes Below)
The education of the human
we forgotten that it is a gospel with
mind commences in the cradle;
serious social implications and reST QUENCHER IDEAS
and the impressions received
sponsibilities?
THIS WEEK'S MENU
there frequently exert their influThe man, and the church, who folthermometer's soaring and
ence through the whole of life.
No Halfway
ows
Christ
should
be
vitally
conFruit
Cup
ner sun's too hot, you say?
Principles which take the deepest
I
hate
to
see a thing done by
cerned
about
every
influence
in
[you'll want a cool, gracious. Noodle Ring with Fried Chicken
root are those implanted during halves; if it be right, do it wholly;
American
life
which
is
destructive
Hot Biscuits
I with tinkling ice to lift your Cream Gravy
the seasons of infancy, childhood if it be wrong, leave it undone.—
o character, and right at the top
Fresh Asparagus with Browned
spirits.
and youth.—Logan.
Gilpin.
of that list stands alcohol. To meet
Butter
and
Crumb
Sauce
the favorite pickup for a
his
gigantic
(and
growing)
probi
Tossed Fresh Vegetable Salad
['day is nothing mote than a
em effectively the church must be
French Dressing
! drink of fruit juices, tea, or
I. Separated From Sin (I Cor.
•Iced Tea
milk with shimmering ice.
5:9,
10).A
Red
Raspberry
Fluff
ness of the fruit juices in
•Recipe
given.
A
church
living in careless world[drinks will refresh and cool
iness has no testimony against the
lothe your disposition long
sin round about it. In fact, its inFruit Float.
_ u've sipped them. Besides
fluence is definitely on the -wrong
(Serves 2)
[give vitamin? and minerals
side. The Christian is to be in the
1 cup water
i you up even more.
world, but not of it. He must live
2
cups
.sugar
[a really quick" cooling drink
with the sinners, but he must never
Jit try some of the prepared Juice of 2 lemons
by word or deed, or even by his prespowders on the market. Juice of 2 oranges
ence in the wrong place, seem to
2
eggs
be mixed in a flash and
condone their sin nor fellowship
• satisfying beverage. The % teaspoon salt
with them in it.
/~\N YOUR boat or on dry lane
will like forking with % cup fresh raspberries or straw^^ you'll enjoy this play suil
Here
we
have
one
of
the
horrible
berries
, and won't muss the kitch- Chipped ice
which
features the smart nautical
weaknesses
of
our
day.
Men
and
have this type at easy
Boil the sugar and water for 9 women who profess to follow Christ theme. The sailor collar top
to use. "• • minutes. Cool. Mix all the. ingredi- (whether they really do, only He
• drinks can be especially ents except the ice and beat thor- can judge) indulge in a social glass
when served with those oughly. Chill. When ready to serve, of wine, or sip a cocktail "for the
fragrant sprigs of pour into gtesses half filled with ice. sake of courtesy," or attend gathermint .you have Grarnish with a few whole berries ings which are obviously nongrowing on the
Christian or anti-Christian. If there
Fruit Swizzle.
0
A General Quiz
aide of the house,
is to be effective dealing with any
(Serves 8-10)
strawberries
problem—with the liquor problem
from the patch, 1 quart strong tea
—we must have separated Christian
1 quart ginger ale
living.
The Quotient
"~\ L or long, lengthwise slices of Juice of 3 lemons'
n. Cleansed of Wicked Persons
1
small
bottle
maraschino
cherries
lemon to bring
(I Cor. 5:11-13).
1
1. How many tablets of stone
delicate flavor of tea. Ice Juice of 3 oranges
Even a "man that is called a held the Ten Commandments as
[with cherries, .red berries, 2 cups pineapple juice
brother" (v. 11) may not be one given to Moses?
ayes, orange or lemon slices, 1 cup diced or crushed pineapple at
all, but may be a "wicked per2. The average amount of blood
Mix all the ingredients together,
(juices all frozen in the cubes
son" (v. 13). We are not able to in the human body is about what
lake your thirst quenchers a sweeten to taste and serve iced.
TRY THEM WITH FRUIT FOR
Here's an old-fashioned treat that judge any man's spiritual experi- proportion of the body weight?
|look at.
ence. His relationship to God is a
3.
"Double,
double,
toil
and
always
makes
new
friends.
I
can
•Iced Tea. >
AN EXTRA TASTE THRILL!
still remember matter between him and God, but if, trouble; fire burn' and cauldron
nust be made double strength
how n i c e t h e In his life, he shows himself per- bubble" is a quotation from what?
•used with ice, so use 2 teakitchen smelled sistently to be on the side of wicked4. What is a binnacle?
J for each cup of water. Measw h e n mother ness, it is the duty of the church
5. In Greek legend, who sowed
|cup of freshly drawn water,
Record Pour
tons, reports Collier's. This sinused to put it up, to have him "put away from among" the-dragon's teeth?
a1 boil. Poiuvover leaves,
A 100-ton glass furnace in a De- gle operation, which requires two
them (v. 13).
and
then
again
6.
What
country
named
its
capminutes, then strain into
We can only judge a^nan by his ital after an American President? troit plant recently set a world's years and a day, produced a 51how hospitable
Cool, pour into glasses
record by pouring, without intersheet of glass which, if
actions,
but we are required to do
everyone
thought
7. What is meant by 0:15 a. m. ? ruption, a melt that weighed 58,486 inch-wide
i ice, two-thirds full. Serve
uncut, would be 2,400 miles long.
that
for
the
sake
of
the
purity
of
the
she
was
when
un8. Who were Egbert, Ethelwulf,
i of lemon. .
and the effectiveness of its Ethelbald,
[ran do such delightful things expected guests came and she church
Ethelbert, and Ethelteaching.
This
is
not
to
be
done
served
this
drink.
It
has
a
delightred?
ps combination of tea, erhi
self-righteousness,
but
in
humilrand mint, so here's a recipe ful color, and unusual flavor.
ity and with the constant effort to
[you might like to try. It's a Currant Syrup With Raspberries. restore such a one (Gal. 6:1). But
The Answer*
" favorite!
(Makes 3 quarts)
it should be done. We are woe1 pint currant juice
Orange Mint Julep.
fully weak in the matter of church
1. Two.
2 pounds sugar
(Serves 10)
discipline, and it shows in the in2.
One twentieth.
6 pounds currants
ability of the churcn to do valiant
glasses of strong tea
3. "Macbeth."
• Baking days are happy days when
1
1
pound
sour
cherries
service for God and country.
cups sugar
-. •,
4. A box containing a ship's
Clabber
Girl is used ... Proud baker*
} pound raspberries
4 cup water
HI. Intelligent In Doctrine (Titus compass.
1%
pints
water
ting
the
praise* of Clabber Girl in mil•orange rind grated
2:1-8; esp. 1, 7, 8).
5. Jason.
Pick, wash, seed, and dry the curIjuice of six oranges
lions
of
home*.
To be informed is to be wise, able
Liberia (Monrovia, namec
rants carefully. Seed and stem the to plan properly, balanced in judg- for6. President
T>prays of mint"
Monroe).
'r-/'
cherries,
and
the
raspberries.
Pound
\
\ n/:
(the sugar and water and gratment and action, useful and effec7.
Fifteen
minutes after midJge rind for 5 minutes. Re- and mash them well and let stand tive. Fundamentally every problem night. The zero is used to denote
pom fire, add'crushed mint in a cool place for 36 hours. Then of life finds its solution in a proper that the first hour of the day has
jand let cool. Tfo the strained strain through a bag. Cook the knowledge of the doctrines of the not elapsed.
i orange juice, and pour into sugar and water until it will snap Christian faith. It is of great im8. The first five rulers of Engf</n
7>owcter
.which are half-filled with when tested in cold water. Then portance that we have information land, reigning 12, 19, 2, 8, and 5
add
the
fruit
syrups,
let
boil
5
minabout the liquor traffic, about the years respectively, from 8^7 t(
and sweeten to taste
f>e strained mint syrup. You'll utes, remove from fire. Let it get dreadful results of the use of alco- 873. Their conquest formed part of
Without Trials
Center of Wisdom
hol, etc. Helpful material on such the rich early Saxon-Danish his- He jests at scars who never felt
'ia* garnished with mint sprays cold and then, put up in bottles.
Man, know thyself! All wisCinnamon
Almond
Float.
subjects
is
available,
and
the
«ng orange,slices.
a wound.—Shakespeare.
dom centers there. —Young.
a re
sources are known to ministers and tory of the island.
(Serves 6)
ally exhilarating 'drink
Christian workers. However, we
Mi cup sugar
». nutritive value so vital to
must hold and use this information
i/4 teaspoon ground cinnamon
E? spirits' here's ;eggs and
in relation to Christian truth if it is
1 quart cold milk
'ned with fruit and juices.
to
be fully useful. A temperance
1
teaspoon
almond
extract
good and looks like a
worker without Christ in his own
%. teaspoon vanilla
life and in his labors against liquor
1 pint vanilla ice cream
Cpmbine sugar and cinnamon; is weak, lacking the real solution
LYNN SAYS:
add milk and flavorings and stir un and the dynamics to proclaim it eftil sugar is dissolved. Pour into tall fectively.
IV Consistent in Life (Titus 2:
frost on the glass in glasses and top each with a gens erv
erous spoonful of ice cream.
1-8, esp. 2, 5, 7).
er H mks
, ®fa your cooling
It is what we are that speaks
nH lmple very attracCoconut Flake Cookies.
?ls j
to 'make. All
so loudly that folk do not pay any
(Makes
5
dozen)
dip the top of the glass
attention to what we say. This pas1% cups sifted flour
len " « fined into slightly
sage clearly states the fact that both
3
teaspoons
double-acting
baking
white
young and old, both men and women
su gar *"<*
AUow*en
to drinto
powder
_yes, even the preacher (v. 7)-are
y
%
teaspoon
salt
* ' Before using.
to present before the world the un3
cups
corn
flakes
or
bran
flakes
deniable teaching of a consistent
, e a true frost for
1
cup
butter
or
other
shortening
drink which is
Christian
life.
1 cup granulated sugar
eed 7 \
have one
Read the exhortations of these
I the V° ashioned
- Such
*h cup brown sugar, firmly packed
verses again with great care and
* m ayv be
K
"KWitB"
2 eggs, unbeaten
,r ,
of any flavor you
apply them first to your own We
1
teaspoon
vanilla
and then to your own church. What
lranit is a halfIVfe cups shredded coconut
whlc
h is put in' the
areat
Christian graces we have
Sift flour once, measure, add bak
Note that again and again
but ing powder and salt, and sift again here'
toere .s the admonition to temadd
flakes.
Cream
butter,
add
sug
still liquid
perance. No user of intoxicants
ar gradually, and cream togethe tan
be sober, temperate d.screet,
Add ;g8s, on* .at a time chaste, sound in faith, and so on.
WelL
granit mash
beating
thoroughly
after
each.
Adc
thaatbe»vera^oftlie4otlMrlaraMt-Mlllii4cla^
es and
- with
'
cow
Tne writer of these notes is convanilla
Add
flour
and
flakes
mix
—according
to Independent actontlflc tMta of th* tmokt itttl/. Tb» imaln'* UM thing!
•««•».• then set ture, mixing well. Add coconut vinced that the only consistent posjfor
1 hours to let a
uo,
for
the
Christian
(individually
n
Tom teaspoon on ungreasec
Drain and press Drop
church) to take regarding
baking sheet and bake in moderat nr, n\ thec beverages
is that of total
a
oven
(375
degrees
F.)
12
to
15
min
HL r C . i i A H E
iOBACCOS
for himself and the legal
extrabt. then
°
or
until
done.
For
variation
V
water
of
temptation
from
chopped nuts may be added t
others
glasses.
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ANITA, CASS COUNTY, IOWA,

Team Polling Contest to
Be Held AKass 4-H Fair

ILY 24, 1941

U. S. NAVY RECRUITING OFFICER PRESENTS
APPLICANT WITH NEW "BADGE OF HONOR"

Health
Whooping Coagh Waning

NUMBER 30

ALUMINUM DRIVE EN
ANITA THIS WEEK

One of the major attractions scheduled for Tuesday, August 12, of the
Violation of whooping cough isolaticnlsrly Bad This Summer Cass county free fair which will be
ion regulations indirectly has led to
held at the fair grounds in Atlantic,
lIoW a>F«rm««i. Warnhe death of one Iowa chilo^.and could ireater Anita Club Sponsoring Drive
is the team pulling contest at 8 p. m
asily cause the loss of more lives this In Anita Thursday and Friday To
About Its Many Tricky
ummer,
the state health department
The
bright
lights
which
will
be
Collect Old Aluminum For
nptoms In Young Mgs.
•eported today, urging better cooperused in the evening will eliminate all
Our National Defense.
shadows.
tion from parents, physicians and
ocal health officials in controlling this
erysipelas this summer is County Agent Lester Soukup anisease.
.'• ','.'' '••""
In conjunction with all other com. cholera as a menace to nounced this week that.there wiU.be no
Several
complaints
of violations have munities in Iowa, Anita will take part
Stall
rent,
nor
entry
fee
and
precrop, accord^piUto Dr.
>een received, according to health of- - the collection of scrsfr aluminum
IStouder, Iowa Stat* .college miums will be paid in cash at the time
Icials, and one "offers good evidence uring the national defense drive
i veterinarian. He asserts the of the contest when the ribbons are
hat the death of a baby resulted which is this week, July 21 to 29.
presented*.
5 particularly bad in the westhrough exposure by several children fnder the leadership of Governor
Entries
should-be
in
at
the
farm
the state, which includes
who were allowed to run loose in open jeorge Wilson, a complete state orbureau
office
by
August
7
so
that
all
irnity, where it is becoming
violation of regulations," they said. ganization has been formed with Robnames may be included on the printed
1 problem.
The department explained that rt J. Shaw of Sigourney, state Amerprogram.
,The
dynamometer
will
be
feue is especially "tricky" bewhooping cough is especially hazard- can Legion commander and Frank
jfurnished
by
Iowa
State
college
and
symptoms may occur in
jus in its early stages and asked ffiles of Des Moines, editor of the>
nied forms, Stpuder says. Its "uniform rules will govern the conparents to keep their children at home owa Legionnaire, as head of the
test.
All
teams
must
be
weighed
by
is most frequent as the
he minute they suspect whooping ampaign.
"blood poison" type which 6:00 p. m., August 12, and competicough and 21 days after appearance In each county, the chairman of the
tion
is
open
to
anyone
wishing
to
|the animals to become sud>f the first characteristic "whoop." card of Supervisors has been desigshow very red skin and compete, he added.
A definite diagnosis cannot always be lated the leader of the collecting
There
will
be
three
classes:
made immediately, the department rive, assisted by the American Le: pigs are particularly susCOMMANDER P. K. O'BRIEN, of the U. S. Navy Recruiting
Class 99—under 2,800 pounds and
{to this form;""
added, but "it's best to be safe and gion and Auxiliary, Veterans of Forunder 62 inches.
Service, is shown here placing the new Navy "Badge of Honor"
i erysipelas also appears frevoluntarily isolate the children until ign Wars, Boy Scouts and all other
Class 100—under 3,200 pounds and
on the lapel of an applicant for enlistment in the Navy. (Badge
Jas the chronic type. In this under
he diagnosis is established."
•
rganizations willing to take part,
64 inches.
shown abave^Kright.) All ambitious young men who apply
animals haw stiff joints,
Declaring that "an uncontrolled in- n Anita the driye is under the sponClass
101—over
3,200
pounds.
s, knees or ankles and may
'ectious case can be as dangerous as orship of the Greater Anita Club.
for servic9(jn Unclffl^am's "Two-ocean" Navy, whether accepted
i gangster with a blazing gun," the An inclosure will be erected in
Ipurple or very red.
or not, are giveifttiis new badge as a mark of their patriotism.
lepartment reported whooping cough Concert Park on Main Street this week
I form in which the disease FORMER ANITA BOY
To learn of the many opportunities the Navy offers, local men
s currently running above average nd people in Anita and surrounding
appears is a somewhat
-IN FATAL ACCIDENT
of 17 years and over can get the official illustrated free booklet,
and that is was more than twice as erritory are urged to deposit their
Skin eruptions appear
"Life in the Navy," from this newspaper's Navy Editor.
prevalent the first six months of this scrap aluminum in it Thursday or
_jek, chest and neck. This Arnold Kyndesen, 14, son of Mr. and
year than for the same period in 1940. iYiday. Elsewhere in today's Tribune
i sometimes callecj "diamond Mrs. Miller Kyndesen of Brayton, was
Miss Vera Grey of EKendale, So. During the first half of July, 123
PROCLAMATION.
a proclamation, which was issued
' because tie red spots fatally 'injured as the result of an
Dak., spent a couple of days in Anita cases were reported compared with lis week by C. F. Darrow, mayor of
nd-shaped.' ,Siow^ losai; of auto-truck crash at a cross-road inIn cooperation with the National last week visiting her cousin, Mrs. 90 for the corresponding period in \jiita, regarding the drive.
portions' of ears, chronic tersection about two miles north of
1940 while the six months' figures It is urged that no useable utensil
i various parts of the body Lora,n "Wednesday evening. Young Aluminum Pick-up Days, I do here- Melvin Key and husband.
showed 987 cases this year and 473 ye contributed or that you contribute
Kyndesen was taken to the the At- by designate Thursday and Friday,
ion. • • •• . '•• ;•
James Morgan left Saturday for
which may be taken to lantic hospital following the accident July 24. and 25, as Aluminum Pick- Burlington, Iowa, where" he will visit ast year. Through the first five ny aluminum utensil that you would
up
Days
for
Anita
and
trade
terrimonths this year, 13 deaths' were lave to replace by another purchase,
disease are vaccination where he died Saturday night. He
several days with his daughter, Mrs. reported.
tory.
•».
ince such replacement might create
L of the swine hexd( Stoud- was riding in a pick-up being driven Anyone naving any unused or dis- Bruce Engle and family. Monday,
Physicians
were
asked
to
report
all
shortage of other defense materials.
by
Jack
Curry,
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
off
Hog lots
carded aluminum can cooperate by Mr. Morgan and his daughter, Mrs. cases of this disease which come to All the aluminum donated in Iowa
i is possible from communi- Ralph Curry, and who formerly lived (
h aluminum in the City Sngle, went to St. Louis, Mo., where their attention and to "make special nd the nation will be used, exclusively
i the outside world. Trucks on a farm north of Anita until moving kav^ng
Park
on
Main
Street on either of on Tuesday they helped his sister, effort to explain the importance of or national defense. The aluminum
nmercial hauling, ahould be to one near Brayton two years ago. these days.
Mrs. Joseph Wendling and husband, solation to their patients" while local will be shipped to smelters and finally
I from coming directly into The Curry pick-up crashed into a
celebrate their 50th. wedding anni- lealth officials were called upon to sed in defense production, wherever
(Signed)
Calvin
P.
Darrow,
urd and strange animals 1940 Plymouth being driven by Elden
., Mayor. versary.
ighten up on isolation regulations and eeded. It requires about 10,000
i brought to the farm only Jensen, 20, also of Brayton. The truck
report violations immediately to the de- ounds of aluminum in the manufacdriven
by
young
Curry
entered
the
Funeral
services
were
held
at
10
! known to have come from
Chas. HL Ingram, music instructor
partment. '
ure of one fighting plane.
intersection from the north and the
: from the disease.
Anita public schools, has ten- o'clock last Wednesday morning at the
.Governor Wilson has announced that
Jensen
auto
entered
from
the
east.
AcSt.
Mary's
Catholic
church
here
for
• reports tha.t treatment for
,. A . .
his resignation to the school
he
county collecting the most scrap
cording to a report toto the
the district
district board As yet no one has
ase gives varyimar results. I]cdrdiii
hired Mrs. Joseph Rydl. Rev. M. J. O'Con- THREE BIG NAME
aluminum per person during the camnor
was
in
charge
of
the
services
ipelas serum gives fairly highway patrol office in Atlantic, the to
^ Mr Ingram
BANDS AT '41 FAIR paign will be given a special recogand interment was made in the Exira
';rol if used «arly in the out- drivers failed to see each other's
nition. Therefore, every citizen in
those animals; not yet ser- machines .because of dust and weeds Mrs. Effie Blakesley and daughter, Catholic cemetery. Music for the Three nationally-known dance bands /ass county should feel it his patriotic
near the intersection. Kyndesen was Mrs. Rollo Beck, who have been visit- services was furnished by Frederick —Bernie Cummins, Joe Sanders and uty to get busy at once and collect <
ffected.
riff Williams—will be brought to the
of the wreckage.
ling
ipelas
> the symptoms p
,—„ — . . thrown clear
. _ here several weeks, left Sunday McDermott and Miss Helen Bruner,
desens left le
was badly
[owa
State Fair this summer to play all of the scrap aluminum they can
accompanied
on
the
organ
by
Miss
^ most! . Ky".
- *
morning_ for Los Angeles,
Cal., where
louder waraa'..;.™rt____
.„
_
for
eight
nights of open-air dancing icssibly find. Bring it to one of the
"
r u r e d they win spend several weeks visit-- Margaret Mary Earl. Thev sang,
to have'-'ft&'^pioYir of | mari;$d,
his left arm was fractured
various points designated for collectnt veterinaria*''when
KOITB ' andi%te%.ijff e*ed head injuries together j;„„
MrF. and
»nH Mrs. Lew
T,ew Boyd
Bovd and
an Mr. "Mother Dearest, Mother Fairest," on the state fair plaza, under contracts ng and it will eventually reach theng M
.
*?• •_" *!A"*»ff*0W.=:*8f»
~*!xil '>iii--_- J._ !.:_ U-M, rS,«~,T oo»<ir><»1
closed
this
week
by
exposition
officials.
of havinfc.the disease. with injuries to his back. Curry escaped and Mrs. Tom Smither. Mrs. Beck "Oh, Paradise" and "Yes, Heaven Is Bernie Cummins and his orchestra proper designation.
Prize." Mr. McDermott also sang
points out thatv erysipelas with severe bruises and lacerations, ^u go f rom there to Portland, Ore., aa solo,
"Ave Maria." Pallbearers were will play for the dances the evenings
Jensen
also
escaped
with
minor
inhere
she
will
join
her
husband
who
w
[confused with
'
Jarne? Rose, Leo V. Bongers, Fred of August 22, 23. and 24; Joe Sanders ANITAN'S NUMBER
•is
working
there.
They
were
accomjuries.
sion specialliit warns that
IS FIRST DRAWN
Ehrman, Pete Faye, Joseph F. Vais the oP left bander," the evenings oJ
i should be e%«mely careful '.-Funeral services were held Tuesday panied as far as Omaha by Mr. and
August 25 and 26; and Griff William:
and Frank Kramer.
afternoon
for
the
Kyndesen
youth
at
Mrs.
George
Smither.
••ing infectelanimals since
Three Anita men are within the
and his "sweet',' music the nights of
may be transmitted to the Exira Danish Lutheran church in
first ten of the county's eighty-six
August
27,
28
and
29.
Exira and burial was in the Audubon
i serious results.
A dance floor capable of accommo who registered for selective service
: solutions of lye may kill the cemetery.
dating more than 1,500 will be buili on July 1, as the result of the draw| organisms onfloors,troughs
on the open-air plaza in the centei ing in the second national lotery
walls, but it is difficult to MAIL CARRIERS HAVE
of the fair grounds, fair officials said last Thursday evening. They are
[them in the soil. This means NEW DEFENSE STAMPS
Dancing will start at 9 each evening William Frank Crawford, Russell
VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
ated outbreaks may occur
continuing until 1 a. m. A large dircu Ferdinand Holland and Clark Win| premises once- infected even Thirty-two thousand rural mail cartent will be erected over the floor, as ston Wiese, Mr. Crawford being the
by hoga months after the riers are now acting as agents in the
a precaution against rainy weathe first Cass county registrant on the
Briardale
sale of Defense Savings Stamps, posion occurred.
such as occurred at last year's stat new list.
Large Package
The following list is the order in
tal officials have informed the treasury
fair.
which the first ten of the county were
department. Demand for the stamps
Officials
also
said
that
they
plan
tc
LIQUORSALES
Burch's Butter
in sparsely settled districts caused the
build bleachers around three sides o called :
ANITA ARE $3,443.09 post office department to authorize the
12-oz. Package
(William Frank Crawford, Jr., 89;
the dance floor, so that the older gen
James
William Bruce, Griswold, 74;
carriers
to
act'
as
salesmen.
eration may listen to the music an
r
sales at the 176 state owned The stamps range in value from ten
Briardale — 26-pz. Box
Francis Eugene Hubbard, Atlantic,
watch
the
dancing
if
they
wish.
|«torea in lowji showed a de- cents to five dollars. Purchasers are
Plain or Iodized
""Dances are still somewhat off th 40; Albert Smith Wtarnaca, Massena,
during the .month of -June given albums in which they can be
beaten
track for most state fairs, bu 9; John Mitchell Lewer, Atlantic, 11;
• month .of SUy\wh«n. |1,210,- mounted. When filled, the albums
we have had a fine reaction to th Russell Ferdinand (Holland, 18; Harry
GWC — 14-oz. Bottle
~ < sold compared to f 1,288, may be exchanged for Defense Savexperiments we have made along this McKee, Jr., Massena, 75; Harvey HarPreceeding month, Sales
line in the past several years, and old Clauasen, Atlantic, 58; Clark WinBonds.
GWC Light Meat Can
il store in June amounted ings
present indications are that they will ston Wiese, 17, and Arlie Ransome
Post office officials recalled that
W9 while in May they amountwill
be a permanent feature of the Keler, Marne, 69.
mail
carriers
acted
in
similar
rural
20.03. These facts were re- capacities
fair
from
now on," Secretary L. B. Those who were among the first
in 1917 and 1918 selling
8
week iu the regular"montfa- war savings stamps.
numbers drawn will probably be
GWC
Cunningham
said this week.
Tall Corn
ed into service the early part of
' of the Iowa Liquor Control
PEAS—
.
ision.
•
September.
Rainfall
in
Anita
Monday
evening
COFFEE—
Garden
run
or
sifted
1
CASS PEOPLE TO BE
»n 1941, however, showed totaled ,36 of an inch.
early June,
Ofir
X-RAYED THIS WEEK TRAVELING BUYERS
Fresh roasted—fresh
increase over the month
2 No. 2 cans... *•*>*,
•WO, of 5,383.84 gallons.
A.. R,, Kohl was in Des Moines
OF POULTRY LIKELY
Cass county residents will
ground,
Import showstthat kales at other Tuesday attending a directors meetPer case
$2.98 beNumerous
x-rayed at the court house in At1
3
pounds
P "*! stores ui this part of the ing of the <Jrocers Wholesale Co.
lantic Friday as a part of the county- The prospective increase in the poul1 r as
* follows: Atlantic, $7,wide search for unknown cases of try crop this year may result in an
Briardale
$8,667.40; Carroll, W T! Slater left Thursday for a
tuberculosis wfrich is now in progress. increased number of buyers travel46-oz. Can
«. Red Oak, $4,094.15; Harlan, two weeks' trip through the eastern
The taking of these x-rays follows ing through Iowa from terminal mar8
Adel, $2,196.74; Audubon, part of Iowa where he will visit relatuberculin
tests made by physicians kets and distant points, according to
"
riardale Quart Jar
Winter- tives and friends.
of the county upon members of fam- A. D. Oderkirk, Iowa State college
ilies in which a case of tuberculosis extension agricultural economist.
R W. (Mick) Forshay left Sunday
.,..
$2,102.11;
has
been reported within recent years. Iowa farmers will do well to avoid
for New York City where he is at3
;
32.99;
Greenfield,
?3,Calls have been made in the homes dealings with strange buyers whose
New Crop — Fancy Comb
1(1 ;
tending a meeting of the officers of
Walnut $2,670.98f
of these patients by Miss Madeline reliability and financial standing might
the National Association of Insurance
Rue in urging all those eligible for be in question, Oderkirk says.
Briardale
Thomas and Agents. Mr, Forshay is vice president
this examination to receive it at the Prices paid for produce by such
3_8-oz. Packages
buyers often may appear very attracit Sunday in of that organization.
time scheduled.
relatives .M$/friends. Virgil Carlson, son~o7Mr7and Mrs
The Cass county tuberculosis survey ive as compared with the local prices,
is
jointly sponsored by the county he economist points out, but freGWC
—
Large
Can
Carl
Carlson
of
Anita,
is
the
first
, 'services were held Wecjne
medical society, Christmas seal com- [Uently the weighing methods used
*»oou at 2
o'clock »t the ton« person of the many who have rep h
mittee, state department of health and and payments for the exact weights
to
the
Navy
advertisements
m
this
»e here and interment made
Bakery Special
of such produce are at variance with
the Iowa tuberculosis association.
to s4*n up for the Naval Re
6
for
the prices quoted.
serve, which will allow him to reOderkirk warns that the net result
Mrs. Jesse Deeming left Sunday
, free training in the Navy trade
may
be an actual loss to the farmer
morning
for
Chico,
Cal.,
where
she
before getting into active duty.
Watermelons — Cantaloupes — Cucumbers — Celery
will spend several weeks visiting her who is marketing the produce.
„. left this morning (Wednesday)
daughter, Mrs. Edward Bell and famGreen Peppers — Tomatoes — Lettuce — Plums
parents, Ior Carroll where he will go by team
ily. Mrs. Bell is seriously ill at her Miss Francis Siem of Decorah is
to Des Moines to receive his flna.
grandparents. Mr.
home there and will submit to a major visiting in Anita at the home of her
Peaches —' Apricots — Apples — Seedless Grapes
examination. From V*
^'•1 Cox
sister, Mrs. Bert Ramus.
and Physical
P y
operation in a few days.
i he will go to the Great Lakes
[of 7 grandmother, Mr.. Belle
Training Station near Chicago
l

BRIARDALE

Cake >.Flour
Cookies
Table Salt
Catsup
Tuna Fish

19c
15c
7c

12c

-

Grape Fruit Juice
Salad Dressing B
Honey
Macaroni
Oysters
Butter Fly Rolls

-

-

17c

21c
31c
15c
19c

29c
9c

THE ANITA

Crawford's Clover Farm
Store
We Deliver
Phone 29

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
CATSUP, Clover Farm, 14-oz. bottle

14c

DILL PICKLES, quart jar

14c

SOAP, Glover Farm, 7 giant bars

25c

SARDINES, in oil, 4 cans

20c

DOG FOOD, Pal, 4 cans

19c

SALAD DRESSING, Clover Farm, quart

32c

PAPER NAPKINS, 2 packages

15c

CLOROX, quart bottle

19c

SWEET PICKLES, quart jar

; . . . .25c

Tomatoes — Cabbage — Lettuce
and Mrs. Irvin Joy of Lewis
THE ANITA TRIBUNE wereMr.visiting
friends in Anita Friday.
Established 1883.
Mrs. Chester Turner, who has been
patient at the University hospital in
owa City for over two months, reurned to her home hwe last WedEditor esday. Mrs. Turner submitted to a
Per Ye«r major operation while there.

Published Every Thursday and Entered
at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, u
Second Class Mail Matter.
Cecil G. Budd
Subscription Rate.... $1.50
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DEFENSE BOND
QUIZ.

Mrs. A. A. Johnson and daughter,
Virginia, spent several days during
the past week at Spirit Lake, Iowa.

PETER!

Q. What happens if I suddenly need
Fred Weatherby of Adair, a former the money I put into a Defense SavPHONE 300
Anita resident, left Sunday for a
week's vacation in Cheyenne, Wyo.,
A xou can cash your Bond at any
time, after 60 days, for the full amount
SPECIALS FOR fRIDAY AND
attending Frontier.Day8.'
paid, plus any interest d-,e V0"'
Miss Marie Burns has returned to her
Q. Do many Bond owners cash their
FLOUR, Gilt Edge, guaranteed or money back
home in Anita after spending several
49-lb. bag
• • -•
•. •
'»,
.
weeks in West Liberty, Iowa, visiting Bonds?
A No People want to help arm
PEAS, Early June, sifted No. 3, 6 No. 2 cans j
her uncle and aunt, Dr. and Mrs. America against all attacks. In many
James Carey, and with other relatives cases people are putting every cent
CORN, Country Gentleman fancy, 6 No. 2 cans
and friends.
they 'can spare' into Defense Bonds
SOAP CHIPS, White Eagle, limit one, lg. pkg.
and Stamps. Some are doing this by
APPLE BUTTER, like home-made, full quart
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Curtis of asking employers or banks to withhold
SOAP, P. &G., 6 giant bars....
Nevada, Iowa, visited a couple of days part of their salaries in order to buy
in Anita last week at the home of her these Bonds or Stamps for them.
CRISCO or SPRY, 3-lb. can
parents, Postmaster and Mrs. Gteorge
MATCHES, Strikalite, 6 box carton
Note—To purchase Defense Bonds
O. Smither, and with other relatives and Stamps, go to the nearest post
and friends.
Lettuce - Celery • Cucumbers -Cabbage - Fresh ]
office or bank, or write for information
to the Treasurer of the United States,
Those here from out-of-town to attend the funeral services for Mrs. Washington, D. C.
after spending aeveral days
Ernest Burke and MB SOOT, Gail
Joseph Rydl last Wednesday morning
cago looking after business
Bay,
have
returned
to
their
Mrs.
Alpha
Nelson
has
returned
t«
were: Joe Tauber of St. Paul, Minn.;
Frank Tauber and Mr, and Mrs. Jim her home here after spending several
Rydl of Hinckly, Minn.; Mrs. Ernest weeks in Iowa City visiting her son
Riedl and family and Miss Anna Jane James. Monday moring Mrs. Nelson
Zahrobshy, Chicago; Mrs. Josie Zah- left for Cheyenne, Wyo., to visit rela
robshy, Wilkinburg, Pa.; Mr. and Mrs. tives.
V. Novak, Omaha; Mr. and Mrs. John
Mrs. T. R. Walker and daughter
Chavanck, Casey; Mr. and Mrs. Jim
Cihak, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cihak, Alyce, returned to their home in Anita
Mr. and Mrs. William Cihak and fam- last Wednesday morning after spend
ily, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Cihak and family ing several weeks in New Egypt, N. J
<X F. DARROW, M«p»i«r
and Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hrizbol and visiting their son and brother, Mr. an<
Mrs. Irving Walker.
son of Ci'eston.

WE DEI

ELECTRIC
FENCERS

FLY
SPRA

THE FARMERS COOP.

Official Town and County Newspaper
Member of National Editorial
Association, and

Miss Sally Keasey, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Floyd Keasey, has gone to
Denver, Colo., where she will visit her
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. R. J.
Allen.

Imagine me,

Joe Vetter, Jr., left Thursday evening for Ft. Sam Houston near San
Antonio, Texas, where he will serve
in the U. S. Army. Joe is a seconc
lieutenant.
Fred .W. Denison, long time resident of this community, underwent a
major operation at the Atlantic hospital last week. He is reported to
be slowly recovering.
Thirty-two Anita Boy Scouts, to
. gether with Mr. and Mrs. Geral<
Bedbnrn and Mrs. Anker Sams, are
spending the week at the Lewis stat
park near that town.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mitchell and son,
Dbnny, spent Sunday in Council Bluff
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs
C. T. Smith. Donny remained there
to spend the week with his grand
parents.
Mrs. Aaron Bell spent a few days
at Eldon, Iowa, during the past week
visiting relatives and friends. She
was accompanied there by her sister
•and niecej,;MiBs Dixie Vinson and Miss
Joy Bell, who had been visiting here
Lawrence Schoonover of Sulphur
Springs, Mo., Elmer Huff of Omaha
and Mr. and Mrs. Albert Campbell of
Mloundville, Mo., "visited in Anita last
week at the homes of Mr. and Mrs
Andrew Nelson and Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Trimmer. Mr. Schoonover, Mr. Hun*
and Mis. Campbell were schoolmates
of Mrs. Nelson fifty years ago.
DR. B. L. MEURER
Chiropractor
Adair, la.

I've had two pay raises
in only eight months! I'll say
you can't beat Uncle Sam's Navy!"
X7"OU couldn't ask for a greater thrill fJ"»n
X that which a fellow gets when he comes
back home wearing a trim Navy uniform. The
folks crowd around. They all want to know
where you've been, what you'ye .dg&e. And
man, do you have stories to tell!

And all this time you're fairing care of your
future! The Navy said, "Pick a trade—we'll
make you an expert" And they gave you

GREATEST LIFE IN THE WORLD

You're proud. And you should be. For you've
been leading the greatest life in the world.
And it's a thrill to teU about it, too. A thrill to
see the admiration in the eyes of the One and
Only Girl as you tell about the first time you
steered a Destroyer. Or handled a P.T. Boat
at more than 45 miles per hour. Or stepped
out in front of your shipmates to receive your
first promotion.

& Sat. Night
7 till 10

FREE TRAINING worth $1600. Nearly 60 trades
and vocations to choose from.
COOD PAY with regular increases. You can
«arn up to ?157 a month.
EACH YEAR you are entitled to a generous
vacation period, with full pay.
COOD FOOD and plenty of it.
FREE CLOTHtNe. A complete outfit of clothing when you first enlist. (Over $100 worth.)

Sun. 10-11 A. M.
Phone 37

WHEN ANIMALS

DIE
We wUI pick them up
promptly.

New steel water tight
body at your service.
Phone 257
WAGNER FILLING STATION
ANITA, IOWA

The bigger
drink with
the belter
flavor!

u oz.

•onu

nearly 50 drilled trades and vocations to
choosefrom:Ra^ibexrJert,machin^ wilder,
aviation T»«yhETifci *^"M t^^^k^i"8, electrician—to mention a
few.
,„••; ,
Yes, training that would be worth $1500 to
you in one year's time. Training that will
assure you of a well-paid job in civil life. Yet
you get paid while learning—get your keep
and a complete outfit of clothing free.
Where else in the world are there such
opportunities for thrill, for fun, for a future
as in Uncle Sam's Navy!

LOOK WHAT THE U. S. NAVY
OFFERS YOU

•^Office Hours—
Vl2 — 1:30-6
Wed.

FREE TRAINING WORTH $1500

And with that promotion came an increase
in pay. And there were more to come. Second
Class. First Class. And then Chief Petty
Officer. You might even go to Annapolis. Or
to Pensacola with the flying cadets!
Exciting? You bet, and run too. Something
doingrall the time. Real he-man's stuff. Boxing. Baseball. Football Swimming. AND
MOVIES... previews, too!

nilE T

*

could aak for.

entertainment any man

™"fr "VENTURE, THRILLS- You can't
beat the Navy for them!
BECOME AN OFFICER. Yqu can work for an
appointment to the Naval Academy or tS
Annapolis of the Air at Pensacola.

ACT NOW! HERE'S HOW!
(No Obligation)
TODAY . . . get the fj*w illustrated booklet called
"Life in the Navy." It given yon the glowing facto.
If you are 17 or over, all you need do fe fc> aek the
Navy Editor of thi. nevwpap«rftxr» «py.,
TELEPHONE HIM, or fill in the coupon below and
give it to him at this newspaper's office. Or mail
the coupon to him, either in on envelope or parted
on a penny portal card.
WEAR THIS BAME OF HONOR I If
after reading the free booklet you decide to apply for a place in the Navy ,
you will receive thfe amart lapelemUem. It u a badge of booor you
will be proud to wear.

-paying jobs in civil life
LIBERAL RETIREMENT-PAY.

* SERVE YOUR COUNTRY
* BUILD YOUR FUTURE
* GET IN THE NAVY NOW

Tear out and take or seed
to the Navy Editor o* fete Newspaper
Without obligation on my part whatsoever, pleas* ***
me free booklet, "Life in the Navy," giving full deta^
about the opportunities for men in the Navy.

N ame_
Address.

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

——.
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THE SUNNY SIDE OF LIFE

«tti:^a

<«ac«, nmvj,*-., *8

ove

Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
ByEDWHEELAN
BIG TOP
GOT *DOG* AMES OUT oF BSD AND VrflTHOUT
HURRIED AFTER THE BoV'

^9&SSSS^

S THEY R«N OPTHE LAHR.THCy fDU^ TEFP,
f

*J-ir-*

..

I am '* nun,

———•••••>•

77v*u THINK VT "U 1 W*fr KNCfW'.EtfCH

mMrtJatcM
me.—.Terence.

J^KSSe/l-jagSSSff'
k^.

.••^•^

"~—«—i

'

Unknown Kin

At 5 p. m. on ft
man, walking aloni
Hamburg, suddenly,

.
Frank Jay Markar Syndicate. Ine.

LALA PALOOZA

By RUBE GOLDBERG

Good Appetite*

COME. CHILDREN, ^
WE
I'Lt TAKE YOU ff W^NA
TO YOUR HOME- I A|AT
YOUR>MOM«S A AGAIN
PROBABLY
WORRIED SICK
ABOUT YOU

I

etlck Vm of Denmark,
rdjpied over his counts (
mile*, away, since 1908

HEY, LADY- COOM
LOOR.MY
g& ^RTH T«88P-.7SR' I f GE^U^HII^NS
UNCLE PLATO'S x_=a*L / .
LUNCH .r^eiMMEM 'A*"' I I ^fiSffi^A
\ = A^
I vTS^ElATBUE|°/?f
vELM STREETHOM Jffi^&J

,T52jr^^A,«J b lu.cK

5l ™*

' WHOLE WAGON!

Commonplace Out 1
The commonplace sun I
cotomonpla&e sky makes!
commonplace day.

W
/

^

tr

l>

^*^.

.

^^.«'.'J>»I'?T*

*

*.'•*+_

WHATMAK

,1 O

..

:.

TOl
PRACTK
ROLLS

.

Ttidt Jut Hukor anuBomU, fat.

S'MATTER POP—Hey! Who's Got rtolt of Who?

By C. M. PAYNE

WIMPUS^

^Lfc°.s>y

(ey

PRIVATE WIMPU5
REPORTING WITH

Btiow)
PRINCE AL6EF
"CWMPCUTSNAPSS

pANDTHfi
—6UT

'wrraotiTA
BIT QF
SITE f

MESCAL IKE

B, s. L. HUNTLEY

Just One of Those Bad Days

POP—Firsthand . . . er, Fool, Evidence

^

I HAVE A SERIOUS
MATTER TO
.REPORT, SIR.1

j^j CHEWIU6 GUM IS
•^6AIKJIKJ& A STRONG
k J
~ .FOOTHOLD AMONG,
OUR OFFICE

NOT ONLY
AMONG OUR
OFFICE BOYS,
SMITH

B.I]

TR

h«tol

The World
At Its
Wont

THE

II

SPORTING
THING

m

I!

By J. MILLAR WATT

rtrtl

raon °
AlU-CONDItlONEC16 ^1

,:,aa°sKcH
CEDflR

I
I

By
GLUYAS
WILLIAMS

*

m

TO
THE CAREFULLY LWP PUNS FOR 66T7IN6 AWAY AT CRACK
OF PAWN FOR THE LONG DRIVE TO THE SUMMER COTTAGE MEET
A SETBACK WHEN JUNIOR TAKES A LAST MINUTE LOOK INTO THE
CAT BASKET TO MAKE SURE THE CAT IS ALL RI6HT
&aH^

By
LANG
ARMSTRONG

11

tnbuw ™ 00ir
e—oe touchedl 1byS
,,
•lS3n.*et.up,I» ' ' .ifo<«

aasssgc^i
t«rr«r
<> ^
width to u*«>
f th

d
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NOTICE FOR COAL BIDS.

—^^"^*

FROM OliR OLD FILES

I Maduff s

Bids will be received by the Secretary of the Board of Education
ITO OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
of the Anita Independent School DisI
WE DELIVER
trict of Anita, Iowa, at his office
PHONE;
July 27, 1911.
in the Long Building, up to and in«=»
cluding Monday, July 28, 1941, for Ed. L. Newton marketed a bunch of
THURSDAY—PBIDAY-rSATURDAY SPj
approximately 150 tons of coal for hogs with local dealers this week.
Anita is having her share of trouble
delivery to the school building in the
We Invite You To See the New Modern Equipment town of Anita, Iowa.
with the speeding automobilists of
Bids to be governed by the follow- the town.
Added To Our Battery Department
Ed. Worthing is on the sick list
ing specifications:
this week. Nothing serious-just unIn
accordance
with
Chapter
62-B1,
THE NEW
Section 1171-B2, Code of Iowa, 1935, der the weather.
Luge Size
and as amended by Senate File 151, H. C. Faulkner and wife are home
Per Dozen
47th. General Assembly, and Senate from a visit of several days in WmFile 157, 48th. General Assembly, terset with HI W. and W. C. Bovee.
"By virtue of statutory authority, a Mrs. Robert Wilson has gone to her
Which Charges Your Battery In the Modern Method preference
will be given to products old home in Ohio where she will make
Approved By Leading Battery Manufacturers, Larg- and provisions
grown and coal pro- an extended visit with relatives and I
est Car Manufacturers, Society of Automotive En- duced within the State of Iowa." friends.
StOCk Sat
""Mb Bag
gineers and Bureau of Standards, U. S. Government.
The Board of Education reserves Grasshoppers are commencing to
MEATS FOR THRESHERS
the right to accept or reject any do considerable damage to small grain
and
all
bids.
(Bids
may
include
the
and corn in this community according
It Is No Longer Necessary For You To Wait Days
of certified check, party to to farmers.
For Your Battery To Be Charged. This New amount
whom made payable, as evidence of
wagon loads of Gypsies were
Modern Approved Method Charges Your Battery In good faith in submitting contract, and in Several
town Thursday and made the rounds
the Amazing Time of 15 To 45 Minutes, With or the time when contract shall be en- telling fortunes and getting their fingWithout Removing the Battery From Your Car. tered into, if bid is accepted, etc.) ers onto whatever they could.
THRESHING ORDERS DELIVERED FRI
Specifications can be obtained by
Dr. G. M. Adair was called to the
writing the undersigned.
George Smither home southeast of the
NEW GUARANTEED BATTERIES
Joe Vetter, Secretary,
city Friday noon to administer treatPRICED AS LOW AS THE LOWEST
2t
Anita>Iowa.
ment to Mrs. Smither, who was the
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Swartz have
COUNCIL PROCEEDING
victim of being kicked by a horse. returned to their home here after
Insurance Department of Iowa
It seems she is having her share of spending several days at Lake OkoTown Hall, Ante
Des M nines
June 2, 1941.
hard luck right now.
boji.
The Town Council met ,„]
ANNUAL CERTIFICATE FOR
session with the following
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
PUBLICATION
Anita town baseball team de- present:
* HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL 4
ANITA, IOWA
of the
Darrow, Council
feated
Guthrie Center Sunday on the
Farmers Fire Insurance Company, •f
LUTHERAN CHURCH
+
ment, Howard, Kopp and Pi
locaj diamond by the overwhelming Absent, Burke.
Located at York in the State of Penn- 4
H. 6. Belsheim, Pastor.
*
sylvania.
,
The 'minutes of previous
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 score" of 28 to 3.
were read and .approved
, ANITA MARKETS.
BY THE WAY
Whereas, the above named .com- Sunday School and Adult Bible
Sixteen members of the K. J. U. club The Treasurer's report
By WJ
pany has filed in the* Insurance^De% Class at 9:30 a. m.
and approved.
and four visitors held their annual
(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
partment of Iowa, a sworn state&enfr Divine services at 10:30 a. m.
The following bills were
showing
its
condition
on
the
thirtyEggs, cash dozen
21c
picnic last Friday afternoon at Sun- and ordered paid.
This week has been proclaimed NaSunday
school
teachers
meet
at
the
Eggs, in trade, dozen
22c tional Aluminum Week and it is the first day of December* 1940, in acnyside park in Atlantic.
Corporation FmuL
with the .provisions of Chap- church at 2:30 o'clock Friday afterElectric Engineering and Con.]
Hens, leghorn and under 4-Ibs. Ib. 14c chance of a lifetime to dispose of that cordance
ter 404, Title XX, of the Code of Iowa,
struction Company, motor ,1
Hens, Ib
17c leaky, old teakettle and that batter- relating to Insurance Companies; and noon.
Mr. and Mts. R. J. Dykstra of St. Etoas
Brookner, grease gun ..
Highland
church—
Springs, all sizes, Ib.
16c ed soup kettle in a way which will be whereas said Insurance Company has
Louis, Mo., and Mrs. A. M. Trainer C. JF. Barrow, salary ......
Divine services at 7:30 p. m.
Roosters, Ib
lOc of vital help to the whole nation. Any complied with the laws of this State
of Atlantic spent Tuesday in Anita Pred 'Pratt, salary ..........
to insurance.
A. Earns,
salary
...... I•
Ducks, Ib
8c scrap of aluminum will be gratefully relating
visiting there sister and daughter, Solon
f*^~. ,
"Bill
* .*
Therefore, in pursuance of law, I,
Geo. 'TL. - Bills,
salary
andl
Geese, Ib
5c accepted by the committee making Chas. R. Fischer, Commissioner of * 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Mrs. Frank W. Budd and husband.
METHODIST CHURCH
Pigeons, live, dozen^
50c the collections. The little bits of this Insurance, do hereby certify that said f
Oil Company, as-l
Arthur Y. Long, Pastor.
Cream, sweet
37c metal to be found in old radio sets, Insurance Company is authorized to 4
Wilbur Heckman, Jr., who is sta- phalt
transact
the
business
of
Fire
Insurance
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
Cream, No. 1 sour
35c jar lids and other things which seem in the State of Iowa, as required by
tioned at Ft. Riley, Kan., spent Sat- FatiDnier Insurance Agency,.
Church School at 10 a. m. Lee K. urday night and Sunday here visiting inauran&i .".... ........... I
Cream, No. 2 sour
33c too insignificant to throw into the law, until the first day of April, 1942.
Lawrence Hofmeister, labor,,!
Yellow corn, No. 2
60c heap, may be just the needed amount
I further certify that on December Nichols, acting superintendent.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Weimer
Pearson,t freight . , , , I
Church
worship
at
11
a.
m.
with
the
31,
1940,
the
statement
shows—
Oats, No. 3, new or old
25c to complete a given article.
Heckman, Sr., and other relatives and Anita Tribune;- printing ...
1st.
Total
Admitted
sermon by the pastor.
» * •
Wheat, No. 1
85c
friends.
^
C. ,W. Glardy, supplies ...
Assets
$3,290,706.44
Circle No. Ill of the Woman's SoFred Exline, labor ........
Delightful food combinations . . . 2d. Total Liabilities,
CARD OP THANKS.
Except Capital
921,518.61 ciety of Christian Service will serve Miss Mary Storbeck has?, returned to Anita 'UtHitlBB, hall lights .
sliced tomatoes and fried chicken with
a good dinner in the church dining her home south of here after attend- Anita Lumber. Company, ma-1
3d. Capital Paid Up...
terials
We desire to ' express to our kind candied sweet potatoes . . . muskmel- 4th. Surplus over all
room Friday noon. You are welcome.
2,369,187.83 The general meeting of the society ing six weeks' summer school at Drake Anita Oil Compnay, gas ami I
neighbors and thoughtful friends our on and peaches . . . fresh home-made Liabilities
with butter and new gooseberry 5th. Surplus as regards
oil .,.....'..
University in Des Moinea. While
heartfelt thanks for their many ex- i bread
will be held at the church Friday after- there she was a member of the Drake C. E. Parker, tile
jam.
Policyholders
2,369,187.83
pressions of sympathy. All the deeds
C. R. Turner, labor ... .
* * •
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I noon at 2:30. Mrs. Lee Nichols will summer school chorus.
of love, as well as the beautiful flowLight Fund.
have
hereunto
set
my
hand
and
affixreview,
"The
Christian
Advocate;"
Mrs.
ers, meant more to .us than we can say, It sounds as if the celebration down ed my seal of office at D«s Moines, Harley Miller, "The World Outlook;" The members of the Mutual Benefit Anita Utilities, street lights
No further business ipj
in our loss, the death of our wife and town the first week in August is going this 1st. day of June, 1941.
Mrs. Gerald Redburn, "The Methodist club held their annual picnic Sunday motion to adjourn carried.
to be some doin's!
(Seal)
Chas. R. Fischer,
mother.
* » »
Solon A."
Commissioner of Insurance. Woman."
at Sunnyside park in Atlantic. Those
Joseph Rydl, Sr.
The church school teachers and the present enjoyed a fried chicken dinDid
you
hear
about
the
girl
in
CalMr. and Mrs. Ralph Schwab.
church board of education will meet ner at noon, following which the afterInsurance Department of Iowa
ifornia who runs a cat hotel? Yes,
Mr. and Mrs. George
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Menefee.
Des Moines
Friday evening at 8 p. m. You will noon was spent playing bingo and son, George, are visiting »|
it's
for
real
kitties
and
accommodates
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Wedemeyer.
be notified as to the place of meeting. swimming.
thirty of them. She works out a diet
ANNUAL CERTIFICATE FOR
with heir sister, Mrs. A.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Rydl, Jr.
Young people's institute will be held
for them, brushes their fur and teaches
PUBLICATION
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Kennelley of family.
next week at Simpson college for
of the
Patrolman Ralph Miller of Atlan- them all kinds^fe tricks. Her hotel Farmers Alliance
Insurance
ComMr. and (Mrs. Bert Eon
tic hag been placed in charge of this is always full and rooms are engaged pany, Located at McPherson in the young people of high school age or Anita are the parents of a boy baby
older. The cost is $7.00. Anyone who weighing 8 pounds and 7%, ounces family and his mother,
district during the absence of Sgt. now for the next twelve months.
State of Kansas.
* • •
wishes to go please get in touch with which was born to them at the At- HorswelL, of Armstrong, Iowa,]
Mark Flanagan, who left Thursday
lantic hospital Mbnday morning. He with friends in Anita Sunday,
Whereas, the above named com the pastor.
Another unusual enterprise is the
to take a three months' course at the
pany has filed in the Insurance Dehas been named Michael Eugene. 'Mir.
inn
in
Mexico
where
gourmets
smack
iFBI school in Washington, D. C. Anpartment of Iowa, a sworn statement
nouncement of Miller's appointment as their lips over barbecued Mexican showing its condition on the thirty 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 - Kennelley is employed by a construc*•
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
4
head of district No. 2 office was made Hairless and rattlesnake steaks . . . first day of December, M940, in ac * 4 4 4 4 4 4 « - « . * . > + 4. tion company working on Highway
No. 148.
last week at a meeting of patrolmen of everyone to his own taste, but our cordance with the provisions of Chapter
404,
Title
XX,
of
the
Code
of
Iowa,
"Truth"
will
be
the
subject
of
the
the area at the court house in Atlantic. cook had better continue to serve cow relating to Insurance Companies; and
Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of
A Dittman family reunion was held
BUTTEiR FLY ROI
Patrolman Miller is a former resi- dhd hawg meat at our house.
whereas said Insurance Company has Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, July 27. Sunday at" the home of Dr. and Mrs.
*
*
•
6 For 9c
complied with the laws of this State
dent of Anita.
The Golden Text is from Psalms J. W. Macklin in Des Moines. The
BAKERY
Threshing starts this week . . . re- relating to insurance.
Therefore, in pursuance of law, I, 117:1, 2, ''0 praise the Lord, all ye dinner was in honor of Donald Cranmember how you used to listen for the
You can get at all
Chas. R. 'Fischer, Commissioner of
three long blasts from the whistle at Insurance, do hereby certify that said nations . . . For his merciful kind- da'J of Los Angeles, Cal., who is Semi-Solid Buttermilk at the!
ness
is
great
toward
us:
and
the
truth
visiting
here.
Those
from
here
who
the neighbor's farm, which meant that Insurance Company is authorized to
attended were: Mr. and Mrs. Fred Coop in Anita. Why
job was finished and the men would transact the business of Fire; Wind- of the Lord endureth forever."
storm
(Reinsurance
Only)
in
the
State
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo- Dittman, Miss Louise Dittman, Miss this weekf
be at your house for supper . . . and
of
Iowa,
as
required
by
law,
until
the
tations
from the Bible and from the Lilly 'Dittman and Leslie ICrandalL
after the rig had moved in, you pest- first day of April, 1942.
HOG
GRISWOLD, IOWA
Green Top Mineralized T
ered the engineer 'till he let you fire
I further certify that on December Christian Science textbook, "Science
A family reunion was held Sunday torrect blend of the variety i
JULY 29 - 30 - 31
and Health with Key to the Scripthe engine and pull the rope that made 31, 1940, the statement shows—
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Phil tity of proteins, vitamins
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
In City Park — Plenty of Shade
the whistle shriek so they could hear 1st. Total Admitted
$1,640,600.91 One of the Bible citations reads:, Fay at the north edge of Anita. Those als to completely balance
Program Changed Each Day
it all over the neighborhood . . . and 2d.Assets
Total Liabilities,
healtl
Cash Prize Awards Each Night
then after they had finished up three
Except Capital
1,018,548.90 "For the word of the Lord is right; here from out-of-town were Tom Fay grains for surer, faster,
of
Des
Mloines;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
W.
and
all
his
works
are
done
in
truth.
hogpn
or four days threshing, mama would 3d. Capital Paid U p . . .
men) profitable pig and
$500 — GRAND PRIZE — $500
He loveth righteousness and judgment: Stevens, Catherine Smiley, Dale Smi- Buy it from Farmers
drag out all the straw ticks to be 4th. Surplus over all
622,052.01 the earth is full of the goodness of the ley and daughter, Beverley, of Council
2 PAVEMENT DANCES EACH
fi^ed with bright clean straw as soon 5th. Liabilities
Elevator Co., Anita.
Surplus as regards
NIGHT
Bluffs; Mr. and 'Mrs. Hiar^n Huckins
as
the
machine
pulled
away
.
.
.
and
Policyholders
622,052 01 Lord" (IPs. 33:4, 5).
— Featuring —
Tally cards, 2 for lc; fancy I
how much fun it was to climb up the
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF,' 1 Among the selections from the and three sons of Kirkman, Iowa; with tassels, and place cards
ROYCE STOENNER AND HIS
ladder and slide down the stack, that have 'hereunto set my hand and affix- Christian Science textbook is the fol- M. F. Fay, Mayrae Fay, Mr. and Mrs.
ORCHESTRA
my seal of office at Des Moines, lowing:
Don Smiley and son, and Mrs. Rex Tribune office, Anita.
is, it was fun 'till Dad caught you ed
— Also —
this 1st. day of June, 1941.
Wright of Atlantic. A picnic dinner
"Truth
is
immortal;
error
is
mortal.
at it? Kids don't have half the fun
WANTED:—Your
MOONLIGHT SERENADERS
(Seal)
Chas. R. Fischer,
was served at noon.
Truth
is
limitless;
error
is
limited.
now
they
use
to
have.
Ph.' 184 Anita—we pay ph»M cl
Commissioner
of
Insurance.
with their old time music for
Truth is intelligent; error is nonold time dancers
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.
Miss Mary Osen has returned to her
intelligent. Moreover, Truth is real,
(One Ticket Good For Both 'Dances) home here after spending several days
Clerk's Office, Anita, Iowa and error is unreal" (p. 466).
SUN, - MON.
-M
in Waterloo and Vinton visiting
June 30, 1941.
30
EWALrS RIDES AND AMUSE- friends.
Sun.
MaM'
P*
+
•»•
rTTTTT^
4
4
4
The Town Council met in special
• . .*•
. -Wu
.
„— A T
MENTS ON THE MIDWAY
session with the following members *• CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4
present:
f
Rev. and Mrs. H. G. Belsheim are at
COOL AND COMFORTABLE
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
4
Mayor Darrow. Councilmen, DeMANY OTHER ATTRACTIONS West Okoboji this week where he is ment,
THURS. - FRI. . SAT.
Howard and Kopp.
0 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 44
attending a retreat - at the Walther
Church school, 10 a. m.
Applications of Repp's Cafe F \v
REA
SONS TO 7C
League camp.
Stager, Bell Cafe, Bongers' Drug There will be no church services 75 ATTEND
" •«>
Store, Toms Tavern, Lowell Thomp- Sunday .„ the pastor will be away on
More Thrilling Than
son, R. R. Arnett, Ivadel Sterner and his vacation.
F. W. Benning, for Cigarette PerNorthwest Mounted Police—
mits being on file it was moved by The ladies will 8e.rve a noon.day
Dement and seconded by Kopp that dinner Thursday.
WHY FIX MY ROOF —
permits be granted and C^erk instructed to issue same.
I still have plenty pots and pans! Si'.ly isn't it—yes, but no more
+ + + + + * ++
Ayes:
so than many excuses for putting on* needed repairs.
t CENTR AL CHURCH OF CHRIOT +
Dement, Howard and Kopp.
Nays :
*
C. R. Neel, PMtor.
+
Now is the logical time to re-roof applying our Red Cedar Wood
None.
Shingles over your old roof, saving both time and money.
The Mayor then declared the motion %
H School
* + at
* +
Sunday
10 +a +m «• + «<
carried.
i
Church
worship
and
communi
Before you make a contract with any STRANGER, we invite you
Applications of F. W. Staler and at
U a. m.
to disciua the matter with us. You will be under no obligation to
W. B. Inhofe for Class "B" Beer permits being on file it was moved by
buy from us, but we know that we can give you a better job for less
The ladies of the church will serve
Howard and seconded by Kopp that
money than any out-of-town roofer. The same is true of insulation
permits be granted and Clerk in- their regular dinner Wednesday noon.
Mr
structed to issue same.
Ayes:
Dement, Howard and Kopp
Parents of an 8M,
baby
Nays:
whlch was born t o e
u
at
None.
The Mayor then declared the motion their home northeaat of here.
ANITA LUMBER CO.
carried.
Mr a
n
No further business appearing u
<
R
n o f CarNo Charge For An Estimate — Call 2-0.
motion to adjourn carried.
bon spent Saturday evening and SunSolon A. Kama,
day voting at the home of her slater,
Town Clerk.
WALTER BRENNAN
Mrs. Carl Millurd and family
"Community Sing"

IT IS HERE!

NEW!

FAST!

SAFE!

glitter
Bananas

3,

MERCURY QUICK CHARGER

| Corn Flakes
Meat Loaf
Roasts

0. W. Shaffer & Son

Soldiers' Reunion

A

ROBERT SCOTT

-

NEW A
NirA

21
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THE ANITA TRIBUNE

WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

By Edward C. Wayne

Open Season

U. S. Attitude Toward Japan Changes
With 'Drive to South' Viewed as Threat
To Vital Supplies From East Indies;
Soviet Discounts Air Raids on Moscow

Some Standard
Insecticides

(EDITOR'S NOTE—When •plnloni »»• •»i>itw»d to thMM e*l«mn>, th«T
•r« KOM. ft th» news •uir*t «"* »«« naeMUrilr •* tktai nlwipaper.)
_________ (ItelMi*^ by Western Newspaper Union.),

Following a half-hear conference with Acting Secretary of State Stunner Welles, Japanese Ambassador Kichlsabnro Is pictured hi Washington
as he,expressed to newsmen the hope that the feeling between the U. 8.
and Japan "win become bettor and better." Later, Welles had a little different version of toe conference. He said he had warned the ambassador
that Japan's actions threatened sources of U. 8. defense materials and had
a direct relation "upon . . . our national security."
(f.fr othtt newi «/ /span •*» btlow: JAPAN: A Cbtnge.)

JAPAN:
A Change

RUSSIA:
And Nazi Claims

Japan, following the establishment of a new government under
the same premier, still rather puzzled observers as to what the new
regime might have in store for Japan and the world.
Summed up by "the man in the
street" in Tokyo, who commentators felt was as good a barometer
of the mysterious future as any, the
new government promised something like this:
1. A sterner prosecution of the
war with China.
2. Outwardly, at least, no change
in the tripartite pact with Germany
and Italy;
3. A generally more placatory attitude toward the United States provided this were possible if Japan's
aims were carried out.
4. A strengthening of Japan's position in Manchukuo and on the Siberian border, but no provocation
or forward move against Russia
unless the Germans were shown to
be positively winning a decisive victory.
5. A definite "grab" in the southern portion of the Pacific front,
probably in Indo-China.
This last possibility, believed definitely promised since Japan was accusing the British of a similar attempted "grab" and hence following • the old Axis technique of accusing the other fellow of doing
what you intend yourself to do,
would, it was feared, definitely involve the United States.
The inclusion of a noted Japanese
banker in the cabinet was said to
mean a promise that Japan's internal house would be put in order,
as far as possible, and hence a
move toward Indo-China would be
along that line.

Since the move of the British commission into Moscow, also since the
establishment there of a short-wave
radio station, which would permit
observers like Erskine Caldwell to
make broadcasts direct to American homes, it was possible for the
Russian sources to make more definite denials of German claims than
had been possible heretofore.
For instance, the first large blitz
raid by planes on Moscow was described by the Germans as having
ruined the city, particularly the
Kremlin.
Announcers came on the air the
following morning and declared that
the raid Was much less effective
than similar raids the speakers had
gone through in England, and that
their trips about the city had showed
no signs of panic or disaster.
The British commission, which
earlier had said that the Russian
air force had far from been knocked
out of the air, told of German planes
shot down, and said that air batties they had witnessed showed that
the Nazi pilots, in fact the British
pilots, did not have as good technique as the Russians in clipping
off rudders and tail surfaces with
machine gun bursts of fire.
It also was apparent that Nazi
claims on land, that their forces
had completely disintegrated that
Russian defense, that Smolensk had
been taken and that the invaders
were past Kiev and had Leningrad
practically surrounded were entirely
premature.
These maneuvers and triumphs
might possibly be carried out, but
they were some time in the future,
those on the ground in Moscow reported, and the reports were not
entirely the Russian communiques,
but the reports, censored, it is true,
V. S. Attitude
nevertheless made by AmeriJapan's drive met some real op- but
cans
and British on the scene.
position in the attitude of the U. S.
government. Acting Secretary of SERVICE:
State Sumner Welles came out with
a statement declaring the occupation And House
of French Indo China was primarily
Chief of Staff General Marshall
in preparation for "more obvious went before the senate and evidentmovements of conquest in adjacent ly made a deep^impressjpn. Presiareas."
dent Roosevelt followed this with a
He was of the opinion that such request for the passage of legislamoves have a direct bearing on the tion declaring a national emergennational security of the United cy, and the sum of these two apStates because they threatened sup- pearances before the upper house
plies of strategic defense materials. was evident in two ways:
He was referring here to supplies
First, an effort by administration
of rubber and tin now being ob- leaders to hustle the legislation to a
tained from the Netherlands East vote.
Indies.
Second, a general upturn of sentiPresident Roosevelt added weight ment hi favor of the bill.
to the- -changing U. S. attitude toThis was one of the oddest conward Japan. He told a civilian de- troversies since the World war startfense group that the United States ed. The first feeling evidenced
"had" (he used the past tense) been when it was hinted that the guardsallowing oil shipments to Japan to men and draftees might be kept in
make it unnecessary for that nation service longer than the statutory
to go to the East Indies for this year was that the selective service
supply. He indicated that the pol- people themselves felt it a breach
icy had worked for two years, thus of faith with the drafted men.
keeping war out of the Pacific reThe next phase came from the
gion.
selectees themselves, also from the
guardsmen. The officers and nonVICHY:
coms of the latter seemed willing
Still Sinking
to stay in, but many of the private
The Vichy government, helpless soldiers among the guardsmen exagainst Germany and Italy, and pressed voluble desires to be let
equally helpless against Britain, as out.
seen in the Syrian debacle, was
In the midst of this came the anseen as sinking more into a position nouncement that all selectees of 28
of powerlessness by the announce- and over would be deferred automent that if Japan moves on Indo- matically, and the bill to this effect
China that Vichy will have no passed the senate by a terrific marcourse but to submit.
gin.
This far-eastern menace of the
war, threatening as it would the
Burma road, found Anthony Eden
warning Japan that severe steps
would be taken rather than yield
Indo-China to the Japanese, and this
was the ever-present closest threat
of the entry of the U. S. actively into
the war.
The Japanese newspapers, as
noted above, have been accusing the
British, Free French and Chinese
of being about to invade Indo-China.
This was taken in London as a
veiled threat that Japan plans to do
iuat that.

RELEASE:
For Workers
It was said in Washington that if
any defense manufacturers want
some of their skilled workers, already in the guard or the selective
service, released to come back to
work, the man to, take it up with is
Robert T. Patterson, undersecretary
of war.
The recently announced policy will
be that trained workers now in the
army may be released when their
services are urgently needed in defense industry.

In spite of the fact that formulas
for poison bait, sprays, and
various dusting compounds are
printed from time to time, the average gardener, when a sudden need
arises for some insecticide, says,
"Now, where the heck did I read
a formula for destroying rose
slugs?" Or, "I wish I'd kept that
recipe for poison bait that I saw a
while ago." Directions for mixing
and using a number of the standard
insecticides are therefore offered
here, and it is suggested that the
gardener cut out the column and file
it, or paste it in his garden scrapbook where he can find it if the needarises.

Ift open season on Beauty
Queens again ami here is Miss
CaZi/ornta as chosen at Venice,
Califs where beauty pageant
which the won was staged. She
is Barbara Wilton, a brunette,
and the poses here with the winner's cup and flowers awarded to
her. She will act as official hostess at a national beauty contest
to be held in Venice in midAugust.

CARBON DISULPB1DE
EMULSION .

(For destroying the white grubs
of various beetles which wreak
havoc on various flowering plants,
and on lawns and golf courses.)
Parts by volume
Rosin flsh-oU soap..
1
Water
3
Carbon dtsulphide..
10

Beat the soap and water to^n
even consistency; add the carbon
disulpbide; beat until the mixture
Pounding Away
becomes creamlike, or is thoroughly
There was some sentiment in emulsified. Add 1 quart of the mixMoscow, British reports-stated, that ture to 50 gallons of water and apply
the Russians, used to enormous at the rate of 3 pints to the square
land army maneuvers, were won- foot of surface. Apply no more than
dering why it was that the British one layer—more will cause severe
didn't land troops on the continent burning.
now that the Russians had the Nazis KEROSENE EMULSION
busy up to their necks in the east.
(For use against thrips, aphids,
The British were very frank in
saying "No" to this whole proposi- ants, and other insects that suck the
tion. In the first place, said the juices of plants; in double strength
war office, there was still consider- will destroy chicken mites.)
Small Large
able doubt whether the Russians
quail- quanwere able to put up a really suctities titles
cessful fight against the Germans.
2 pints 2 gallons
In the second place, war office _ Kerosene
Flsh-oU soap.. 1 ounce ft pound
**'
authorities went on, the best that
Water
Iplnt 1 gallon
England could do short of landing
Cut the soap into chips or shavings
troops on the continent would be so
to slash away at the Reich by air .and dissolve in the water, by boilthat numbers of German fighter ing. 'Remove from the fire; add the
planes would be kept busy on the kerosene very slowly, stirring conwest front, thus taking them away stantly. It is important to have the
solution hot, and to agitate it thorfrom the eastern theater of war.
These air raids by the R.A.F. oughly while adding the kerosene.
wert increasing in scope daily, with Emulsify, either by beating or some
the bombers taking advantage of other means, until a creamy mixeach minute of darkness that was ture is secured. The mixture may
added as the nights grew longer, to then be bottled and should be kept
stretch their raids further uand fur- tightly corked until used. Apply
by spraying.
ther into Germany.
Already, it was pointed out, they ARSENATE OF LEAD
were hitting at the suburbs of Ber- DUSTING POWDER
lin, and the capital itself would
(For insects of the chewing type—
come in for a strong blitzing be- leaf-eating beetles, grasshoppers,
fore long, the British promised.!
caterpillars, etc.)
Powdered araenate of lead, 1
NAZIS:
ounce or part Hydrated or airBlast FDR
slaked lime, 4% ounces or parts
The main upshot af the attempted Superfine sulphur, 4 ounces or parts.
Mix thoroughly, sifting several
Nazi coup in Bolivia, and the statement by President Roosevelt that, if times through a fine-mesh screen.
necessary, the Bolivian government Apply by a-hand duster or blower
would have the full aid of the United gun, or place the mixture in a jar
States in quelling the attempted or cheescloth sack and shake it over
coup d'etat, was that the Nazis the infested plants.
turned their guns on the President. POISONED BAIT
The war news went flying off the
(For use against army worms,
front pages as the leading Berlin cutworms, millipedes, grasshondailies paid their respects 'to the pers, etc.)
President in the most sarcastic and
Small
Large
belittling terms.
quantities quantities
One said:
Paris green or
"The President of the U. S. A. is
white arsenic .. 1 ounce
« ounce*
trying to bring Bolivia into the status
Bran (dry)
l'/t Ibs.
s pounds
Melasses or syrup t Huld ozs. 1 pint
of colonial dependence on the
Water
u Dint
United States."
.
Another wrote:
Mix the arsenic or paris green and
"Mr. Roosevelt's message to con- dry bran thoroughly in a container.
gress and the press constitute noth- to another container, stir the 'moing but lies."
lasses or syrup into the water PreStill another:
pare a mash by adding the mixture
"President Roosevelt is a main of syrup and water to the poisoned
tool of Jewish world freemasonry " bran Let stand several hours until
This paper published a picture of toe bran has taken up the arsenic.
the President and his three sons Scatter thinly over the surface of
holding a Masonic lodge session the soil along the plant rows, after
This picture, according to the Nazi sundown.
press, was found at Masonic head- ARGENTINE ANT POISON
quarters in Oslo, Norway. The paFollowing is the government forper said it was taken November 7
1935, and pictured the President as mula for use against this pest: Distaking part in the initiation of his solve l pound of granulated sugar
ui one-half pint of water and add
sons, James and Franklin Jr
According to Nazi tenets being a Uzedgr7nnf tartar^ acld <cr?8taiCSe
Freemason is almost a cardinal sin, fcfr <wi
^th
"^etonts slowly
for 30 mmutea and allow to cool
FOURTEEN:
Then dissolve 1.4 grams of sodium
arsenate in one-half ounce of hot
New Points
water and allow to cooL Combtae
Reminiscent of the "Fourteen the two. solutions by thorough stir!
Points" of the last war settlement ring. Finally, add 1% ounces o
Undersecretary of State Welles had honey. Saturate small pieces of
issued the most definite statement sponge with the mixture ar!d "sea?
so far promulgated intending to give ter about infested places; or put
America's post-war objectives
smaU quantities of the syrup to'shal
The statement by Welles came at low dishes. NOTE: These

R.A.F.:

the laying of a cornerstone for a
new wing of the Norwegian legation
in Washington. He prefaced his re
marks with the assertion that there
could be no peace until Hitler had
finally and surely been destroyed
He referred to the League of Na
tions and said he did not believe
that the peoples of good will will not
once more strive to realize the great
ideal of an association of nations
through which the freedom, the nan
piness and the security of all na"
tions may be achieved.
Welles particularly brought in the
German people by saying that millions (naming the Germans) now are
asking what the future will hold for
them when the war ends, fie m««
tioned England, China, Norway"

YOU'BE A STf]ft4J-U_fe|
DRAFTEE IF— *^
1. You're always f avinf mm the
girls went nuts over you « horn*
and you never receive sny boxes of
eats
2. You think you're the "big
boss" as soon as yon becorhe the
First Sergeant. ':
, _.'..'^. You start forgetting wh»t details you were supposed to *ni|J» before you're half started.
4. You believe tte only-glrl-nv
the-world. when she says she't staying alone at home pinirig tot yJW.
5. You're dressed to denims most
of the day and you Cafl yourself a
yardbird 326 times a day and expect
it always to fetch a laugh.
6. You're in the outfit three
weeks and believe,the Top Kick
when he says he'll get you -vfirst
and third.
7. You are tent corporal, and you
get the idea the whole tent must
bow to your whims about loud radio
plays and blaring news reports.
8. You believe old-timers when
they say this is the worst army
they've ever been in; and will never
again join up.
9. You believe all the wondrous
tales about the greener pastures to
be found in "other camps."
10. You think anything will ever
come from trying to get into a
conversation with telephone operators, 5-&10-cent store dames, and
canteen girls.
• • •

mfZ'SSfs.
fa the War D 't
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ep
observations on «L^
•ointeresting
urged him to
officers o
areas
"
- - with ,
duction and rec'd a „
and ~ «n audience y
e
with
...... one exception
General Yoo-hoo Lew
OTT, virtually thi
or his office. His
was that "nothing a news^
has to say about military!
couldi possibly interest me/
«••*•«»*«
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college

ty Ch6ck fot
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Jimmy Stewart I

Georgia Carroll when
•leave." He's no dope.

there was a book in it.
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,

New

^stored
the
Gerlast war
Germans
It seems
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APPEAL

Life is real, life is earnest,
So away with all pretence!
And
sn^'8up
°Utwith
°Ut that defense!
And speed
. . . ~B- A' 8In occupied
are

York

Sonnds to «•• '_, ,eiter|
-He's the kind of a
J
tote' a rage and 9
A
wrist" • •
"That old gag dunll0
^' le
with itself sin« %oBs
. . . A t the Hickory

the Stoi
Wee place here.
Ones it oav'
At

•un

tskes

a hlKh Doli3h

DOI

"Daddy" up and en
—- v-right after Ke(B

Bigelow in Good House
ly all means read* »
reVll comparison oe Ifl
and Trance in Look
tfons don't wake
brother, you
dead.
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.„ 'Berlij

> John Steinbeck is *
a New York ad agency
mite to chums they've
you reported months ego
"retracted"—just 'cause
asked to do so . . . Chan
has already made a
"Dictator" and is supp™
created* a trust fund with]
LINES ON DUTY
for ell his employees who
("It is not enough for us merely to with him on the picture
trim the wick and polish the glass in Wlllerh Van Loon is ill
the lamp of victory."—President Greenwich home.
Roosevelt.)
With the lamp on the floor
Collier's roving
'Neath a volley of bricks,
Frank Gervasi, sent
Let no man offer help
radiogram from Cairo. !
As a trimmer of wicks.
newspapers pilloried Lt. L
Astiey for "mucking up]
With the light almost out
between American press i
And the oil low, alas I
era! H'ojuarters Middle]
Would you bellow, "One side!
isn't true7, Frank says,,
Lemme polish the glass!"?
en everybody a fair
great guy, etc., and
seme old; fashioned ruletl
When a swimmer yells "Help!"
help tp U. S. scribes
With his chances quite slim,
Garfleld Is puffing thuj
Would you toss him a book
baby-talk (calls it a
On "The Right Way to Swim"?
"What* the color of
(Answer: ."Wed") . .
the color of a non-t
If he slips 'neath a wave
-('•a'wayl") . . .
And there isn't much hope,
'Of a ghost?" "Bool"
Would you cry, "Your address!—
Ihost?" . . . "Babybool"!
I will mail you a rope!"t
• * •
right, doctor, I'll ,go <
Girl Friday.
When a man's on a raft
As the sharks near him swish,
Do you think it's enough
Notet a/«n
To denounce all such fish?
InnoceaU Bystander:
The Wireless: There'll
To be brief, in a war
loss
to, American
Such as this frightful one,
ban of bWf newscasters,
Are you just one who says
hadfcejjfl^whittledto;
"Something OUGHT to be donel"? the censors, anyway.
• • m
Wm, Sblref decided to
Add similes: as unwelcome as an when all they left him to]
invitation to come to Berchtesgaden. Geebbels- propaganda.. J
• • »
Goering item/showed that.1
WHY IS IT—
iest stuff originates outside!
That there seem to be more left- borders » . . Sen. Taft, \
handed eaters in cafeterias than in the darling ejf the G.O.F.<
other restaurants?
long ago, can't get them
• * •
his broadcasts nowadays.;
That, if she has a dog and you when your supporters
have a dog, you can speak to a haven't got anything to
strange girl without offense?
listening to . . . Some aft
• • •
faded to a whisper the «
That the coffee at breakfast al- ning, the reason being the!
ways seems to be better than the of hydrogen gas up neat «•
coffee at supper and that the scram- of the sun, disk. Things f
bled eggs at supper seem to be bet- to * pretty pass when
ter than the scrambled eggs at depend on another plani
breakfast?
some of our radio con
—Gardiner S. Dresser.
"Daddy" is beginning
« « \*
hpner "Pnclel" .no '
Toto, the gorllls that has Beba^tfeiif are * ir
aj»d toss their
tome the mate of Gargaatea, is
now with the Singling elrens.
though they were bricks, j
It's an even bet that both gorillas spend most of the tune lookThe Story Tellers:
ing at each other and thinking,
gratitude, as reported
"I hope I .never get to look as
Hackett in "What1 a
terrible as that."
Means to America -a
Probably the Singling outfit
for Senators: 11 When "
is now wondering about the old.
"MejnKampf, it was i
adage that two gorillas can live
of hVsteria and igno*
as cheap as one.
to be edited. A
• • •
Stamepfle,
William McChesney Martin, youthful head of the New York Stock exchange, has been called by his draft
board. Any training for war that
he will get in camp will be super*
flcial compared with what he has
gone through as head of the exchange.
• • •
•. •
What Elmer Twitchell wants* to
know is whether Mr. Martin is going
into the army for the long pull or
a quick turnover.
ilargely by America
*
aftermans destroyed it in the
was again wrecked by the
in this war, it develops.

* * •
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ation or JXe^fE^ton Parity Measure
Puts U,- S. Agriculture on 'Business' Basis
|^M^^_.

PATTERNS
SEWING CIRCL€

.

iNGTON. — When the
Farm Parity,
ffect the first of
nth American agriculfor the first time to
"like a
ling
price for

IT HELPS SOME
("The A*a Khan has been
compelled to rat Us racing
stable down to one horse."—
News Item)

_

lL whether *p«alaf
Ffets, dairy ptt**ji«i$, tofruits, pmiltry or

**

f^^

L

- • • • -7-- »*-

v»

SEWING CIRCLE PATTERN DEFT.
Boom 1124
111 W. Waeker Dr.
Chleafo

Endow U cent* In coin* for
Pattern No

to that which he held in
World war years of 1909 in storage under loan. He is there- pansion and down to the depression.
That was one of the fore holding a good-sized equity in
Farm Values Rise and Fall.
uvorable farm\f>rice.peri- .his last year's production which he
In
group of middle western
can seU.at bettfer^prjQes due to war states a the
history. The Axarmer is conditions
price of farm .products
as well as the guarantee
nteed a crop loan rate of of parity prices. The f aimer's last more than doubled from 1910 to 1920.
cent, figured on a fixed year's production is like money hi During this period land values also
rose to record levels. After 1920
in
basis. If prices go the bank.
the reverse was true. But 1940 If Europe's war has burdened you
Labor Cost Is Up.
} parity he reaps the beneprices of farm products were only
And made you go a little slow
Increased taxes and higher costs about one-half as high as in 1920 In making any outlays new
[they fall below that valuand land values; were likewise cut in
Or being careless with your dough;
> farmer's crops go into for farm labor and for many of the half.
If you have felt war's bitter sting
vernment's surplus bins products the farmer buys will syWalter H. Ebling, a farm econophon part of the income gain. The
And think tBat you've been put
Ijncle Sam takes the loss. price the farmer pays for fertilizer, mist studying land values, discovupon,
j parity law win add a bil- however, promises to be relatively ered that a piece of typical farm This item may be comfortingwas worth $100 an acre
All's not so well with Aga Khan.
ollars to American farm lower than for numerous other prod- inandthethat
first "parity" days preceducts.
Teamwork-between
science
rv
this year, agricultural and industry has combined to cut ng the World war had reached a
If
your
life
isn't
what
it was—
nists predict. It will gen- the cost of soil improvement. A! L. selling price of $171 an acre in 1920
If you must count your sheckels
la buying power that will Mehring of the U. S. department of —an increase of 71 per cent. By
now—
1930 it was worth only $117, or a If day by day the conflict does
slated into expanding agriculture recently pointed out that drop
of $54 from 1920. Then during
American farmers now save $200,Its best to sink you by the bow;
ases of practically every 000,000
a year due to reductions in he low ebb years of the depression^ If you are cutting down on gas
iity the farmer uses.
the cost of fertilizer resulting from ;he value of this same piece of To make each dime the limit go,
and receded to. $80.
acturers have usually been scientific research.
This ought to help you let it pass—
With some improvement hi the
The Aga Khan is low on dough. '
name the price at which
One of the almost inevitable re- prices of farm products after 1933,
bed to sell the volume of sults of increased farm income will the value of farm land rose slightly.
V
Kitput. Now a floor has been be a rise in the value of farm land. By 1937 the piece of land Ebling Iiyou.jCan't live,the way you did
And must add water to the soup;
| under farm prices similar to .The history of all past eras has studied would have been worth $89—
been months since you were
r under industrial .income. So shown that whenever farm products or $9 more than during the lowest If it's rid
ner can roll up his sleeves .'have .risen in price for a considera- years of the depression but still
Of all the cares that 'round you
period, land has likewise risen $11 less than its value before the
i in with the .knowledge that ble
swoop;
in value. The rising trend may World war. When the recession of
placed virtually on an tempt many farmers to overexpanIf you must now economize—
1937-38
carried
the
price
of
farm
equality with industry, sion. As a matter of fact the imIf you've cut out the fresh meat
products down, farm lands again
course,
manufacturer such a pro- proved outlook for agriculture has slipped
hi value. So by 1940 the This fact may help , your spirits
pus required good judgment already caused many farm folks to piece of land would have been worth
rise— .
ng costs, desired profit, consider buying an extra farm.
raly $84, or $5 per acre less than in
The Aga Khan's on his last horse!
If farmers will remember the aft- 1937 and $16 less than it was in the
[and demand,'competition and
. • • •
ne of production. To all ermath of World War No. 1's farm pre-World war period.
HOME-GROWN
STUFF '
expansion
a
good
many
future
headand purposes: a similar re"U. S. Searches for Substitute for
bility has been placed on agri- aches can be avoided. During that
Rubber."—headline.
first World war American agricul"Has any chemist ever gone deepture
was
pushed
to
the
limit.
I $1.15 Wheat Assured.
ly into New England clam chowder
"Food Will Win the War" was the
to prevent price breaks slogan. Under high pressure milfor the solution?" asks J. L. Collins.
* » •
overproduction! .safeguards lions of new acres came under culing the volume' of farm out- tivation. Prices pyramided. But
"The bandits wounded the policeve been set by the new law. after the Treaty of Versailles, agriman in the left hand. A checkup're'protect prices further, sur- culture fell into difficulties. And
vealed that a few of the policeman's
of the farmer's production many farmers to this day feel the
bullets had gone wild, shattering
jrnited to quantities that can hangover twinges of that speculative
NEW YORK CITY.—Civilians on eight bottles of liquor, fortunately of
absorbed by the Federal spree.
the home front can fill a new and an inexpensive brand."—New York
Commodity corporation.
important role in the national de- Herald Tribune.
Improve Soil Program.
There yon go being a stern maors of the'law believe it will
fense Vrogram by donating blood
What
is
the
alternative
to
the
urge
farmers a return jrf at least for more land today?
for transfusions to produce 200,000 terialist again!
* * •
|a bushel for wheat, 87 cents
units of dried blood plasma
It lies in diverting any extra mon- half-pint
pel for corn, and 18 cents a
FAIR QUESTION
required
by
the
army
and
navy
dur[for cotton. With an increasing ey that comes in from the farm ing the fiscal year beginning this Sometimes I think my fate is far,
Far worse than I deserve:
for farm products for de- parity law into lines that will bring month, the war department anWhy must I meet THAT other car
I Purposes and the "Feed Brit- more permanent security at less nounced recently.
On every single curve?
|program under the lease-lend risk hi the long run. For instance,
The aim of the blood plasma prooff indebtedness, repairing gram,
Avery Giles.
es may easily rise above paying
which
is
already
under
way
old and putting up needed new farm «i a small scale, is to build up a
* • •
I levels.
buildings, improving livestock and
From the sound of the names of
thing is certain. Farm in- increasing the fertility of the soil reserve not only to meet military
emergencies but to succor the those cities and towns taken in Afland farm expenditures will be on.the present farm.
wounded in civilian catastrophes as rica this looks more and more like
fly increased by this new parity
This last is especially important, well.
a war to make the world unsafe
[Last year agriculture received
This is a defense enterprise in- for proofreaders.
,000,000 for its production. The for on the productivity of the soil
t • •
|tacome will mount well over depends the farmer's ability to pro- volving the co-operation of five com^,000,000, according to current duce abundant crops for defense ponents of the national structure:
THERE'S A LIMIT
sts of the U. S. department of needs and to take advantage of the Pre-eminent is the public, which will Tho thoroughbreds race neck and
added
income
the
parity
law
probe
asked
to
donate
the
blood.
The
wure.
History has demonneck,
1
that when-national farm in- vides. And as a matter of fact, American Red Cross and the diviAnd' storm-tossed ships are cast
nses above $7,000,000,000 a farmers can actually "enlarge" their sion of medical sciences of the Naaground;
i agricultural expenditures rise farms without incurring the hazards tional Research Council share the re- Tho cars collide in tangled wreck
sponsibility
of
directing
the
proof
overexpansion.
•as sharply as income.
And bombs explode with fearful
"The secret lies in making the gram, while the Red Cross also ensound;
her favorable factor is that at
the volunteer donors and pro- Tho bathing beauties strut their
esent time th> farmer has a present farm acreage do a better rolls
charms
deal of last year's, production production job," said a recent state- vides the personnel and equipment
ment of the Middle West Soil Im- to collect the blood.
And boxers battle, toe to toe;
Commercial concerns in various Tho firemen race to three alarms
provement Committee. "This means
And workers shovel record snow.
following a soil management pro- parts of the country will process
gram that will raise the land's total the blood. The army and navy will I yawn, I fidget and I sighmaintain the plasma reserve for
To me it's all an utter bore;
fertility level.
general and war use, with the army
to blazes with it, and why? . . .
—.,~. _
"Even
in the most productive acting as purchasing agent to deal I say
I've seen THIS newsreel twice
areas' the average farm can usually with the commercial concerns. A
before!
ba enlarged, so to speak, the equiva- "pilot" project to procure 15,000
—Richard Armour.
lent of 10 per cerjt and sometimes as units
is already under way. Donors
• • •
much as 50 per cent through intelli- are supplying
blood through their
PEST NO. 1,607
gent soil treatment.
local Red Cross chapters as fast as
A plague on him
"In combination with other sound it can be processed.
Who always snatches
farming practices the use of fertiPhysicians Volunteer.
My remaining
lizer containing nitrogen, phosphortfBook of matches.
for the larger objective of
us and potash is essential in stepping 200Plans
—M. R. De Sena.
000
units
are
still
in
their
early
up the soil's productive capacity stages However, the American Red
Such a practice not only has an
'and the division of medical
Ed Wynn used to say that the
Immediate effect in increasing the Cross
of the National Research world was going to the dogs but that
per acre yield of crops needed in, sciences
have already enlisted the the dogs wouldn't take it, and the
the nation's defense effort, but repr Council
of leading physicians gag never sounded more convincing
co-operation
resents an important long range soil
surgeons
in a dozen cities. than today.
and
building program. It likewise means These
• * *
physicians, in co-operation
lower production costs and improved with local Red Cross chapters, have
A big man hi the defense prow
N
---=-- the proper gram fell while skating and was inquality."
promised to supervise
«al, iprex#«nt of the crop
c,
The soundness of this principle technique of drawing the blood from jured the other day. This proves
may be appreciated by a brief but the volunteer donors.
what we have always contended:
«wm purity meas- detailed
study
of
the
performance
The
army
and
navy
have
each
estiThere
is no defense against an urge
on of farm ^and prices from the pre- mated their needs at 100.000 units.
to cut a figure eight.
1914 dayfrthrough the World war ex• • »
The aim of the Red Cross and the

Size

Name.....
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Addreti

The Aga Khan is feeling it!
II
If you are prone to knit your brows
And worry over what's ahead—
If you've a tendency to grouse
About the way that you've been
bled;
If you're complaining of the mess—
If every broadcast makes you
blue,
This /thought will help a bit, I
guess—
The Aga Khan is scrimping, too!

.

It

Pattern No. 8970 is designed In uneven
flzei for 1 to 0 yean. Size 3 drew and
bolero require* 3'/« yardi 35-tnch ra«.
terlaL Pinttei, % yard and bonnet ft
yard. Send your order to:

If you've been hard hit by the war—
If you have felt its frightful touch—
If you are getting more and more
To feel your lot is not so much;
If you're enveloped fa the hlues—
If daily by some blow you're hit,
Here is some rather soothing news—

does parity rnean and
it operate?" ; > • ; < .
that from W^rioji the
farmer i»fE Deceive
[for his productsjitoat will
1114*

net which buttons-in shape.
opens out flat for ironing.
• • *

I ASKMf

O,

ANOTHER f
The Question*
1. Who began a famous oration
with the exclamations: "What a
tune! What a civilization!"?
2. On what continent is Surinam, which is often called Dutch
Guiana?
3. What part of a sailboat is
known as the sheet?
4. What are the names of the
Three Fates?
5. Cosmogony is a theory of
what?
The Answers
1. Cicero ("O, temporal O,
mores!")
2. South America.
3. A rope which holds a sail hi
a certain position.
4. Clotho, Lachesis and Atropos.
5. The origin of the universe.

Uenthotatum
will quickly
Booths the in*
jury and promote

A PET summer fashion for miss
** two to six. A simple frock
which she can learn to put on and
take off by herself; it has straps
which "button on the shoulder. The
little bolero has ruffled cap sleeves.
Aggravated Ignorance
The ensemble has panties' to Double ignorance is where a
match as well as a becoming bon- man is ignorant in his ignorance.

U. S. Civilian
Blood Donors
Asked by Army

National Research Council is to invite several drug and chemical concerns in various parts of the coun ry
to make bids for the processing
work In this way a strategic dispersion of the knowledge of prepar1
of modern "blitz
tag human blood in dry form will
To the general .
and the chances of
military £ accomplished
maneuvers is ^-J^ flgnting.mproving the technique are uv
to
and equip- C The
r e
medical departments of most
it is more
ip
of the world have recogS
8
the value of dried blood plas,r transfusions and are building

|5 Head8 Are^dangered by Recent War Games

easntfix

'Uncle Sam has
_ weaknesses hi
brought to light by
«*!
lying
„ *anies. Congressmen ar,e
J
a ne
'more w .promotion system
on real ability, less on
d e
* "^ war-age

new
k
,be
*ina
.tfaia
month, will
heads hang beneath the Dam
or dul
»- Enrollment their
army-wide competition. oclea" sword of necessity.

siinnlv

CALL BY DICTATORS
Join our gang and have some fun
Double-crossing every one!
—S. H. Dewhurst.
• • *
The Most Terrible Nightmare:
Dreaming that Hitler is making one
of bis typical speeches and that you
are in the frpnt row where you can't
miss a word.
• • •
Ima Dodo says that "Gone With
the Wind" at 35 cents is almost as
good as when it was being shown
tor $2.

But some—it is not recorded why
As Men Are Born
Some men were born for great they were born at all.—W. Carlethings', some were born for small. ton.

TH£ SmNTti IHHIH6
STRETCH
it t good Amtrican custom
wnost origin is lost in bastbalfs
Ion. How it began is so obscurt
it stamps tvtn tin txptrts.
SMOKING MILD, FRAGRANT
King EdwartU if another good American
custom you're bound to enjoy. Choice
tobacco* ikillfully blended make King
Edward the World't largut seller.
Try KINO EDWARD Today.

KING EDWARD
W O R L D ' S L A R G E S T SELLER

LIU

fnpHB PUBLIC nature of advertising beneJL fits everyone it touches. It benefits the
publk by describing exactly the products that are offered. It
benefits employees, because the advertiser must be more fair
andjiiat than the employer who has no obligation to the public.
There benefits of advertising are quite apart from the obvious
benefits which advertising confer*—the lower prices, the higher
quaHty.the better service that go with advertised goods and firms.
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w re
thf A?-?*r Claims
avowed
authori *
warrant
l°
warrants for the same: «d to write
John Jipsen, assessing
$ 705.08
15 QO
. Vohlenhaui.
.Dougherty who resienVd a n <Jlair J. 0. Johnson, 2 lambs
-/June 2nd. we« approved Sheriff ^'
^82? « Dpg Roy Fnsbie, i pig
^.00
Lioyd Lary, 3 swine . ..
31 «{
Roscoe Smith, 1 ewe
'.'.'.'.
9 oo
Glen A. Hoe 1 ewe
c c-j
Ralph C. Hunter, 2 lambs &' i
ewe
18 37
Prank Andersen, 7 ewes &'s
C unty
fare now within Cass County,
I*"1**
•
53.65
°
likely to become^ county
At two o)clock~p"'M the
• r> » •Hrown> 1 ewe
7 20
\."n said persons should be vened as a Board
•• D Mattheis, 1 lamb
4*50
Ora
Mbller,
1
lamb
acquiring a settle-1 provif ' '
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of• Supervisors
u n , Iowa,, that a notice
FCounty
T
shall be
the ValuSs
Sim"
•"• served
". "J£^ upon
"Tli, "•"•
»«««Mfioii»: urant
Grant In-nmnhin AC\M
Miller
alais
Henry
Mteyer
crease;
Benton TowSn AM"
?
and the Chairman of this {crease;' Pymosa TowSp'
W%
in*
?n1 lu
:.n»ioA and ordered to sign
intm rvaaaa.
.II = i ,*?i
/»
directed
crease T>_J~I_X
Brighton T
™£
tjce on behalf of this Board crease! lS££?'£Sfc IS
L- the same to the Sheriff of crease; Washington Township, 10%
ipnty, Iowa, for service.^
^1!111011 T<>^nshiP, 10% inVictoria Township, 10% de„ vote, and the voies being
Edna Township, 10% deL affirmative, th*i resolution crease; Peasant
Township, 10% inBared adopted.
:: .
crease
Personal
I by Wohlenhaus, .seconded by * changes were valuations-followmade:
0 make application to State . STALLIONS: Lincoln Township
Jler for the approval of per- increased 100%; Grove Township i£
transfer of $15,000.00 from creased 100%; Victoria Township in•.rgency fund to the County creased 50%; 'Pleasant
Township
— — •" ..nil i H
jj i*»—
pronQosJ tt\t\fr/- . r«_i_. __ i _i
creased
>o! Gnswold increased
1 carried.
50^.
9tion and vote the following
v/A X 1 LfFj IN
^^ ,1 AFEED-ING:
- xa*M_nA
Noble
i was adopted:
Township increased 50%.
RESOLUTION.
ONE YEAR OLD STEERS: MasuiEAS. under the provisions sena Town increased 50%.
(liter 347 of the .1939 Code of
BULLS: Massena Town increased
ss County has become the 100.%.
of certain tax certificates,
H<
Union Township increased
1QP4
REAS, under the provisions
•
.
. Washington
o Township
o in..r*1_..

HlAVB

UT^VIWW

lULuMM..

G. E. Eshelman''.'.
670
W. H. Wohlenhaus
6.80
F. L. Possehl
6 10
'. W. Wiese
Moved by Pos'seni,'' seconded ° by
7?!l€lman to adjourn until July 1
1941 or on call of Chairman.
Motion carried.
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
... .
Chairman.
Attest:
M. E. Hubbard,
County Auditor.
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
Court House,
Atlantic, Iowa,
July 1, 1941.
The Board of Supervisors of Cass
County, Iowa, met m regular session
with all members present:
Hawley Lynch, Chairman, G. E.
Eshelman. F. L. Possehl, F. W. Wiese
and W. !H. Wohlenhaus.
Minutes of June 16th. were approved as read.
The Treasurer's semi-annual report
waswapproved sas follows:-

MI-ANNUAL REPORT OF TREASURER OF CASS COUNTY, IOWA
'

PROM JANUARY 1, 1941 TO MAY 31. 1941.

Funds
leral State Revenue
te Institutions '
dier's Bonus "
--Til County
Expense -.;.-..-.
V
>n«
nty Insane
dary Road Construction
fcntenance .
Tnty School
'ijer's Relief
• B. • • •
CTgency
ar
I 4 y Road • • •
fetor Vehicle
'•:ipal of School
•est of School „:.,..,
hers' Institute..
.i.'.:..... .•-...'....
: In Advance.1...»
:
nestic Animal
V...
'}
Try
........<.. ..„:
Special
'..'».'.,... .vi
oration
ol Funds
nship Funds
:
s".inquents and Refunds
>n? and Short
flian Creek No. 1 .....-.
an Creek .No. &••?•.
-..
na Botna No. 5
'.
. na Botna No. 6,
ishna Botna No. 7
a Age Pensions
tat House Bonds
lomestead Exemptions
lotor Vehicle Use Tax
"~ Disease /.

Balance
Jan. 1, 1941

Receipts

.$100,284.62 $ 14,115.04
' 40*75
7,400.06
6 397 61
5,424.91
9,947.36
28,708.96
3,973.49
4,285.99
12,582.70
37,059.14
4,306.18
813.38
6,521.21
24,901.41
39,167.68
14,166.12 62,526,03
3,278.41
5,872.06
737 pj
3,838.53
6,163.09
2,936.49
8,836.59
4,254.48
13,935.62
646.26 137,937.50
43,000.83
67,303.86
13,610,55
9,647.90
950.16
1,762.42
273.71
200.00
952.71
363.35
1,900,72
1,565.30
...
77.09
701.10
.272.82
l,645:7fi
8,709.37
29,347.79
39,632.04 172,251.30
• 268C41
1,126.47
2,836.82
91.02
40.35
137.52
2,186.33
662.26
1,282.90
1,450.87
222.93
184.44
537.69
3,285.37
6,091.11
48,372.95
1,642.30
6,547.82
5,573,52
27.49

Total to
Be Acctd.
Fo/
114;399.56
7,440.81
10,822.52
38,656.32
8,259.48
49,641.84
4,306.18
7,334.59
64,069.09
76,692.15
9,150.47
4,652.54
6,163.09
11,773.08
18,190.10
138,683.75
110,304.68
23,258.45
2,712.67
473.71
1,316.06
3,456.02
778.19
1,918.60'
38,057.16
211,783.34
1,384.88
2,836.82
131.37
137.52
2,185.33
662.26
1,282.90
1,673.80
722.13
8,376.48
48,372.96
8,190.12
5,601.01

DisburseBalance
ments May 31, 1941

7,440.81
.12
30,938.77
4,001.30
27,770.48
2,615.11
5,874.09
23,368,42
64,271.40
7,306.51
1,126.12
10,487.50
138,047.50
47,370.96
3,600.00
M22.07
87.80
835.29
1,821.85
38.16
I,6i77.79
37,091.31
200.6*4.62
1;322.89
2,885.15
45.85

684.48
2.641.25
46,316.15
6,793.42
130.18

REEL NEWS

$114,399.56
10,822.40
7,717.55
4,258.18
21,871.36
1,691.07
1,460.50
40,700.67
12,420.75
1,843.96
3,499.42
5,163.09
1,285.58
18,190.10
536.25
62,933.72
19,658.45
1,290.50
385.91
480.77
1,634.17
740.03
340.81
965.85
11,138.72
61.99
*48.33
85.52
187-52
2,186.33
662.26
1,282.90
1.673.PO
37.65
5,735.23
56.80
1,396.70
5,470.83

'....
$319,513.18 $725,211.74 $1,044,724.92 $680,557.35 $364,167.57
Indicates Overdraft
!
''' v
TREASURER'S RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS.
DISBURSEMENTS.
•••• R E C E I P T S .
Amount
.
.
Amount
Hand January 1, 1941
$ 319,613.18
State Treasurer's Receipts ...... $
8,125.29
Auditor's Warrants
............
153,889.15
Went Taxes; 1940 ...•'.386,826.62
Bonds Purchased
..............
3,600.00
"mquent Taxes, .1989 .. t
6,201.35
County Bonds Redeemed
........
12,000.00
. !nf J'y, Interest .and Costs
787.19
Interest on County Bonds
......
1,128.75
'rainage Taxes .'..;-. .i
222,93
Primary Road Bonds Redeemed.. 130,000.00
" Assessments
1,645.78
Interest on Primary Road Bonds .
8,047.50
, ' R Licenses
."
1,442.00
Orders by Mayors' of Cities and
lomestead Credit
48,372.95
Towns
............
........
38,669.10
"* In Advance
' 363.36
Orders by Presidents of School 'Disnoline Tax .
,.
24,992.11
, .
tricts
.....................
200,644.62
Wdier's Relief Refunds
3'76.39
1,322.89
Township Clerks' Receipts
nncipal of School Fund ..
8,088.90
16,931.56
Transfers to Funds . . . .
1,325.92
[Merest of School Fund
45.85
Long and Short
Examination and Institute
48,316.15
Homestead Credit '.
50.00
'
6,793.42
Use Tax
67,303.85
License Fees
2,581.50
Auto 'Fees
4,666.49
and Forfeitures
3.00
Cancelled Trailer License
1,242.89
*«
of
Patients
in
Institutions
are
835.29
Tax in Advance
.of Patients in County Institu2.836.82
tions
Delinquent Tax
IK.,——
1,084.26
2,802.62
3% Motor Vehicle fees .
ISe of Produce at County Home ....
914.17
934.21
1% Mk)tor Vehicle fees . .
|g!« °f Bridge Material
636.93
41,049.63
M'otor Vehicle Draws . .
?* of School Books ;.-.
228.78
IK88 fron
*troa* County Auditor
100.35
p!!
*m County Treasurer
7.25
1,733.85
fcS ,
County Recorder .
874.17
jew8 from Clerk >of Co^rt ...
98.15
J." from Sheriff
329.79
..'fwllaneous
Receipts
......
01H
537.69
6,647.82
i, Jw Vehi
jf-ng and
.40
774.95
2,581.50
16,931.66
62.50
28.40
Balance on Hand May 31, 1941 . . 364,167.67
Bonds '.'.'. ........... .. 137,937.60
Total Disburse ments
$1,044,724.92
Total
Receipts .....
.................
$1,044,724.92
Iowa do
hereby certify that the report given above
d
Herbert, Treasurer of Cass County,
there*
'' p° h y
re
summar
the
y °*
Business transacted
County Treasurer.
The following claims were allowed
ami the Auditor authorized to write
seconded by Daughenbauch, Wiota.
Atlantic, Pymosa and Grove—
Shields $80.00
warrants for the same:
Brighton, Marne and Washington- F A Blanchard, labor
$ 78.30
Miss Ethel Mtarrow, Atlantic.
Henry Eggerling, labor
110.10
of
Cass, Bear Grove and Lewis—
Herb Spear, labor
100.20
Pleasant,
Noble
and
Griswold—Mrs.
D€ u
Frank Lechner, labor . .
37.20
Sheriff, was
P
*y
per
Kenneth- Dougherty, ,abor . . 58.50
effective Ella E. Forsyth, Griswold.
1941
Union, JEdna and Cumberland—L. Gf ne Lewis, labor
63.00
Ansel Petersen, labor
58.60
C
"ifiST vTtS™and Massena John Phelps, labor
62.50
0 from Con- township-tolas
Ida Yarger Massena. Srenc-e Ward labor
100.00
Maintenance
maw- 1
The quarterly report of t. M. rei-Frank Banister, abor
100.00
labor used on
""
ser Recorder, was approved.
Glen Comstock, labor
88.20
The following cigaret license bonds Vic Anderson, labor
100.00
Lang, labor
JiS'Sx
following
Franklin TownU Michaels, labor . . . . 101.70
Glenn
Porryman,
Grove
Town100.36
year term from 8 h ; Chester Proctor, Noble Town- Charlie Pelzer, labor
uy e
V
J.
Sien,
Pymosa
Township
Anita—Miss a m G . E. 'Hardisty, Massena Town- w B
(to be continued)
and Wiota—Cora ship.,
*'

^.ftMte-B

wtle?iSr :::::::: iS:!o

Against a colorful and adventurefilled background of the old West in
the days when justice was administered at the point of a gun, "The
Westerner," with Gary Cooper in the
title role, will have its showing at
the New Anita Theatre Thursday, Friday and Saturday. The setting of the
story is Vinegaroon, Texas, in the
roaring eighties when there raged a
bitter and long battle between cattle
men and fanners. In addition to this
great outdoor epic, there is 75 reasons
to attend the theatre.
• * •
With 21 top-flight screen personalities, spectacular production numbers and 100 of the worlds most beautiful girls, "Ziegfeld Girl," is the
stellar attraction for Sunday, Monday,
Tuesday and Sunday bargain matinee.
James Stewart, Judy Garland, BJedy
LaMarr, Lana Turner and Tony Martin head the all-star cast. Garland,
LaMarr, and Turner all become "glorified" Ziegfeld beauties selected from
various walks of life. James Stewart, as the truck-driver boy friend of
Lana Turner, adds new laurels to his
brilliant career. Among the popular
numbers sung by Tony Martin and
Judy Garland are, "You Stepped Out
of a Dre»m," "We Must Have Music,"
"I'm Always Chasing Rainbows,"
-"Minnie from Trinidad," and that
most famous of American stage numbers, "Mr. Gallagher and Mr. Shean."

T H I S WEEK'S S P E C I A L S
C O H O L

int re

lar 39c

19

™ VAPORUB, regular
' P ' 35c
^
c
VICK'S
27c
FLIT FLY SPRAY, regular 65c
.'.'..' .'49c
EXLAX, regular 25c
21c
CARTER'S LIVER PILLS, regular 75c
. . . .57c
FEENAMINT, regular 50c
39c
ABSORBENT RUB, regular 50c
39c
PEBECCO TOOTH PASTE, regular 50c
. .39c
PERSONAL NEEDS
TAMPAX, 10 for
MODESS, (30's) plus sanitary belt
TEK-TOOTH BRUSHES, each 23c - 2 for
KOTEX, (12's)
BLUE JAY CORN PADS, package
GARDENIA FACE POWDER, regular 50c

29c
59c
'. .43c
25c

23c
.39c

SPECIAL PRICES ON HOUSE and BARN PAINT

B O(TheNRexall
G Store)
E R SPhone 102

We Deliver

"TiLAILER VAGABOND"

Roberta Ann, small daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Mclntyre,
is ill at her home with scarlet fever.
By WARREN BAYLEY
;The home has been placed under
.quarantine.
*
Grand Teton National Park, Wy.
mire the snow-capped heads of Nez
Many years ago a group of dude Perce' and Mount Owen twelve thousThe Misses Gretchen Budd and Mary
Jane Beai% Earle Atkinson and Charles ranchers here in northern Wyoming and and thirteen thousand feet in
(Bud) Mitchell spent the week end at decided to build a church.—That in elevation respectfully, the''most difLake Okoboji visiting Miss Budd's itself is a little unusual, but when it ficult peaks of the range to climb, a
was completed a very unusual happen- challenge to mountaineers until only
uncle, H. L. Bell.
ing maide it one of the outstanding eleven years ago when they were
Friends in Anita have received word places of worship to be found in the finally mastered.
of the birth of * girl baby to Mr. and world.
People have journeyed from as far
A small, rustic structure, this Chape] away as Norway to be married in
Mrs. Sherman Lowell on July 7 in
Los Angeles, Cal. Mr. Lowell is a of the Transfiguration stands in a this unusual church. Last year an
former Anita resident having left pleasant green meadow at the base impressed artist-visitor returned to
of the rugged Teton Mountains here her New York studio and made a pair
here several years ago.
in Grand Teton National Park, It is of exquisite, stained glass windows
Mr. and Mrs; Harold Travers of just across the river from the town of for the church's small entrance hall;
Des Moines visited from Sunday until Moose, which is a store-post-office, gas one depicting the beauty of this JackTuesday at the homes of her sister and pump, four or five friendly people and son Hole country in summer, the other
brother, Mrs. Chas. Robison and hus- an equally friendly dog.
glorifying, in pink and white, the
band and fWI. T. Biggs and wife, and
No one around here seems to know Teton Range in winter.
with other relatives at Atlantic and exactly when the church was built. Its
These Teton moutains are considLewis.
lastor is away on vacation so he can't ered equal to the Swiss Alps, both
*11 me. But it was around twenty- in beauty and dangers to climbers.
Miss Vera B. Hook was hostess at ive years ago that the dude-ranchers No party. is allowed to attempt an
a bingo party Wednesday afternoon aid it out and construction began.
ascent today before reporting to- local
at her home on Maple Street. High
When the chapel was completed it rangers, who okay its equipment :and
score prize was won by 'Miss Lulu was found to be too dark inside so may insist upon use of the Park's
Alvord and consolation prize by 'Mrs. m additional window was cut in the authorized guide service. No one is
Delia Jewett. A lunch was served back wall, behind what was to be allowed to risk his life alone as many
by the hostess.
the altar. After that was done—no have been lost on the steep sides of
altar was necessary. That four by the Tetons since their discovery by
The members of the Friday bridge seven foot window accidentally reJohn Colter in 1807.
club were guests Friday afternoon of vealed a magnificient scene, far more
Created a National Park in 1929,
Mrs. Fred M. Sheley at her home beautiful and in tune with our Maker
this 150 square mile strip of the Teton
on East Main Street. Other guests, ihan any altar could possibly have
Range is now penetrated by 86 miles
besides the members, were Mrs. H. A. >een. It is the chapel's altar now and
of the finest trails of the national
Gill and Mrs. Ed. F. Carlton. High las become famous.
park system. But above them lurk
score for the afternoon was held by
About 100 people can be seated in shimmering glaciers and almost perMrs. B. D. iForshay.
.his unique chapel during the 10 and pendicular rock walls — dangerous
The members of the Union club were LI a. m. services held during July threats to those who w&dht> scale the
entertained Thursday by Mrs. Emma and August. They look right out of highest peaks.
Yet from the valley below, from
Burns. At noon she took them to the that broad window and see—as though
expertly painted and framed on the the altar-window of the chapel of
Congregational church for dinner, folwall—the towering jagged peak of the Transfiguration, those death-deallowing which the woman spent the afJrand Teton, whose 13,766 foot top, ing peaks are things of beauty, formternoon quilting at her home. Besides
irst scaled in 1898 rises over 7000 ing a fitting back-drop for a holy place
the fourteen members present, there
'eet above the valley floor. They ad- of worship.
were two guests, Mrs. Maggie Long
and Mrs. Harold Wahlert.
"Trailer Vagabond" IB Sponsored and Appears In This Paper
The members of the LOMH club were
Through the Courtesy of
quests of Miss Carol Dement at her
home on Chestnut Street Wednesday
evening. The evening was spent by the
Anita, Iowa
TEXACO PRODUCTS
Phone 257
young ladies with games and contests. The Misses Alyce Walker, Betty Weaver and Margaret Jean Salmon
A. J. Joy has returned to his home
Donald Crandall of Los Angeles,
became members at the meeting. A
icre after spending several weeks Cal., is visiting at the home pf his
lunch was served by the hostess.
visiting his son, Irvin Joy and wife, father, Leslie Crandall, and with other
The members of the Friendly Cir- near Lewis.
relatives and friends here.
cle were guests of Mrs. Harry Johnson Wednesday afternoon at her home
northwest of here. Mrs. Lars Christensen was the winner of a contest put
on by Mrs. Johnson. The balance of
the afternoon was spent by the nine
members present socially and a lunch
was served by the hostess. The next
meeting of the club will be on July
80 with Mrs. Kenneth Gipple.

WAGNER'S FILLING STATION

Car of Eastern Kentucky Goal
On Track This Week

The members of the Silver Thread
club were guests of Mrs. Cal F. Darrow Thursday afternoon at her home
on Walnut Street. Thirteen members
and three visitors, Mrs. Wayne Jewett,
Mrs. Emmet Wilson and Miss Goldie
Watkins, were present. Those present spent the afternoon sewing quilt
blocks for the hostess, following which
a lunch was served by Mrs. JDarrow.
Mrs. Avery Stephen sen will be hostess at the next meeting of tbe club.
Those calling on Gene Daughenbaugh Saturday at the Comstock convalescent home in Atlantic were his
'sister, Mrs. Joe Denney; Mrs. Les'ey
Denney and children, Loretta Denney and Charles, Ivan and LeRoy
Schwenke; Mrs. Louie Kaufman anc
children, Shirley and Marion; Mr.
a»4, Mrs. Ceq^l" Denney and children
Cecil,. .Merle and James. Mrs. Ceci
'Denney states that Uncle Gene ie
much, improvd as to how he was feeling last week.

The Farmers Coop.

Economize With a
Refrigerated Locker
We still have a few lockers left—so if you
really want to economize, rent one.
We also have some real nice quarters of beef.
Come in and see them. We can save you money.

Miller's Lockers
A]NITA*— WIOTA — CUMBERLAND
THERE IS ONE NEAR YQU

.oy/yj
THE

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

. number of
usually n*ed^;. good
bath, <£ over
',,th a soft sponge frequent" d i n warm, mUdly sudsy
Rinse thorough^ with
'water applie'd OB a soft
or sponge- Wipe dry with
Both. , , „
akes a big difference if you
foods on hot dishes and
ds on chilled dishes.
*

*

•

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

•':'.•

pieces of so»p «an be
\ in a bag and used for washlothing. . . . . . .' '
L tops or stoppers are apt
L fast in the glass bottles
Uold scent and lotions. To
stopper out, tap sharply
d the neck of 7 the' bottle
, knife or spoon handle. It
,en come out quite' easily.

By HAROLD L. LUNDQUIST. D. D.
Dean of The Moody Bible Institute
of Chicago.
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

Lesson for July 27
Lesson subjects and Scripture texts selected and copyrighted by International
Council of Religious Education; used by
permission.

THE HOLY SPIRIT INSPIRES
NEW TESTAMENT LETTERS
^LESSON TEXT—qalatlans 1:11, 12; I
Thessalonlana 2:13; H Timothy 3:14-17; n
Peter S: 1MB; Jude 3.
. GOLDEN TEXT—All scripture la given
by Inspiration of God, and Is profitable for
doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for Instruction in righteousness.—n Timothy 3:18.

quisite worked in fine cotton. The
three sizes make luncheon and
buffet sets.
Pattern 6983 contains instructions for
making dollies; Illustrations of them and
stitches; photograph of dolly; materials
needed. For this pattern send your
order to:
Sewing Circle Needlecraft Dept.
82 Eighth Ave.
New York
Enclose 15 cents In coins for Pattern No.
Name .
Address

Three-Day Sabbath

Letters are usually interesting,
The Khevzurs of the Caucasus
frequently very important, and almountains
of Russia are the only
ways -revealing as to the character
people who observe a three-day
and interests, of the writer. That
sabbath, Friday, Saturday and
is generally true of ordinary daily
Sunday, reports Collier's. Their
mail, but how very true it is of the
only liquor is a beer brewed and
letters of Scripture, the epistles of
served by the church at religious
SANDWICHES THAT REALLY TEMPT
the kitchen is definitely
Peter, Paul, Jude, and John. For
festivals and whose women are
(See Recipes Below)
workroom of the h6me it
in them "holy men of God spake
forbidden to have children during
as they were moved by the Holy
1 be provided with plenty of
BUFFET SUPPERS
the first three years of their marGhost" (H Pet. 1:21).
land air.
ried life.
THIS WEEK'S MENU
I. The Gospel (Gal. 1:11, 12; I
If there's one season of the year
Thess. 2:13).
PATTERN 6983
•Sandwich Loaf
when you like to feel really free
The good news (for that is the
*Tomato-Cheese Salad
from the heat of the kitchen, then
T
ET
your
handiwork be an heirmeaning of "gospel") of salvation
*Honey and Nut Bran Muffins
ummer's that season. You can do
*-*
loom
and
it will if you choose
by
grace
through
faith
in
Jesus
•Spiced
Rhubarb
Jam
t easily, too, if you'll plan and preChrist as Saviour has from the very these pineapple design doilies I
Cool Beverage
>are C-O-O-L meals in the early
beginning of its proclamation been They're simple to crochet and exChilled Assorted Fruit Plate
ours of the day before the heat besubject to attack. Men are not con•Recipe
given.
omes sweltering. Then stay strictent to receive God's way of salvar out of the kitchen until supperion, but .want to add something to
time.
Lettuce
t, adjust its requirements to meet
Make mealtime during these Tart french dressing
Heat the tomato soup, butter and new situations, to tinker and twist.
months as simple as possible. Not
1. A\Divine Revelation (Gal. 1:
grated onion. Soften gelatine in cold
only will you be „—^
water and add it to tine hot tomato 11, 12).
he more charm*
mixture. Add the cottage cheese
Paul was not presenting someng for doing less
Gets the Mouse
Merit and Luck
and mayonnaise, stir the mixture hing which he or some Other man
irork, but your
'7 didn't run afffi you when we were
Our
merit
wins the esteem of
thoroughly
and
salt
it
to
taste.
Let
had
"worked
up,"
but
a
message
amily will enjoy
courting," said Mrs. Browne.
honest
men,
and our lucky star
the mixture cool until it thickens that he had "prayed down." Paul
the simplicity as
"No," replied her husband. "A trap
slightly, then add the chopped vege* was only delivering that which he doesn't run after a mouse, but it catches that of the public.—La Rochefouchange. One of
cauld.
tables. Pour into a large ring mold iad received from God (see I Cor. it."
he answers to
or
individual
molds
and
chill
until
15:1-4).
He
was
careful
that
it
his is buffet service. An attractiveAh! That's It
ly arranged table on the summer firm. When ready to serve unmold should not be confused with or by
"So you liked my novel. What
porch is a tonic for hazy summer on crisp lettuce. Use a tart french the teachings of men, so he "conU. S. COAST GUARD
ferred not with flesh and blood" (see did you like especially?"
dressing with this salad.
appetites.
Mot 18-31 (Hatf*)
DraH SUdMniUoa Mo Box
"Your quotations from Byron."
A one-dish summer meal that will Gal. 1:15, 16).
"Sandwich Loaf.
help you' be a cool and collected
We too. are privileged to proclaim
For Chicken Filling use:
homemaker is this tasty' ham a divine revelation which has come
Some women make a fool of a
317 PostoffiM Bid*, On
1 oup ground,' cooked chicken
mousse which may be served as a to us in the inspired Word of God. man.
But don't forget all the
102 OM M. BMsw D*«M«
% cup ground almonds
«, P. O. Bid*. Dahttfc.
salad main dish, heaped high with Hew delightfully sweet and tremen- other women who've made a man
2 to 4 tablespoons chopped celery garden
greens,
tomato
aspic
cubes,
dously
powerful
is
the
message
of
a
fool!
A
Salt to taste
devilled eggs, carrot strips, peas which we may thus bring forth. It
Lemon juice to flavor
Silent Hatred
marinated in french dressing, ripe has no human frailty and weakness,
First Choice v
Salad dressing to moisten
The greatest hatred, like the
no
human
error,
and
no
misleading
olives,
celery
hearts.
An
old
woman
married
a
man
Mix chicken, celery and almonds.
philosophies. It does not need to even older than herself. One day greatest virtue and the worst dogs,
Ham Mousse Salad Plate.
Season with salt and lemon juice
.
v
be revised every year or two. It is she met the rector, who inquired is silent Jean Paul Richter.
(Serves
6-8)
•
'
andfsadd enough dressing to give
God's
eternal
message
of
redempwhy
she
had
married
again,
and
1 tablespoon of plain gelatirie
spreading consistency.
tion.
if she had now given up her occuVt cup cold water
For Egg Filling use:
2.
A
Message
of
Salvation
(I
pation of washing.
2
cups
stock
or
bouillon
4 hard cooked, eggs
VACATION ON OKOBOJI LAKE
"Oh, no, sir," she said-, pointing
Thess. 2:13). .
% cup mayonnaise
% cup chopped cooked bacon or
40 modern delmce.lake
.lake •bora cottages.
to
her
husband,
who
was
wheeling
on beautiful Manhattan
Manhatt Beach-quiet
% cup diced celery
It works in those who believe.
% cup stuffed olives, chopped
family
camp-^ppdoal
a
barrow
a
few
paces
away.
"If
Hope for Tomorrow
Vt cup diced dill pickle
Yes, it does—blessed be the name of
$18 to j» Sweet
Salt to season
-ever tells us that tomor- Few drops Worcestershire sauce
God! God's Book says so, and the I 'adn't married 'e, I'd 'ad to 'ave
Vt cup minced pimiento
MANHATTAN COTTAOES
be a better .day.
1 cup chopped, cooked, smoked
experience of hundreds of thou- bought a donkey."
Salad dressing or cream to moisten.
•Mill
(pMIU**lMM
sands of men and women over a
ham
Chop eggs, add bacon and WorHer Doing
period
of
almost
2,000
years
agrees.
Soak
gelatine
in
cold
water
for
cestershire sauce; Moisten with=salr
, KILL ALL FUES
"Still a bachelor?"
Note, however, that to work, the
ad dressing to give spreading con- 5 minutes. Heat stock or bouillon to
"Yes."
With Inconveniences .
boiling point and add gelatine which message must not only be "resistency.
"Necessity or choice?"
If you will enjoy the fire, you
is
soaked.
Stir
until
dissolved.
Chill
ceived,"
but
also
"accepted"
as
Remove the crusts from an uncut
"My necessity—her choice."
must put up with the smoke.
slightly thickened, then whip ••the Word of God. The message of
loaf of day-old white sandwich until
Add remaining the Bible may be received as a
bread. Slice lengthwise to make hi the mayonnaise.
pour into ring mold and matter of fact, but for salvation it
three or four slices about Vt inch ingredients,
U5Y F L Y K » L L E R thick. It's a good idea to have the chill until firm. Unmold on salad must be accepted and believed as
and garnish with accompani- a matter of faith.
bottom slice thicker than the other plate
ments
suggested above.
U. The Bible (U Tim. 3:14-17; H
three since it helps in placing the
Joyous OhOdrcn
Muffins that will bake in a few Pet. 3:14-16).
"You can't be courteous
loaf
when
served.
Spread
slices
i house without Children is a except top and bottom, with minutes will give your meal a tang
Near the end of a life given in
and zest that will utter sacrifice to God's cause, Paul
if you don't feel right"
creamed butter, mayonnaise, then
bring Cheers from is ready to be used of the Holy
with different fillings. Use chicksoys JEANNE HESS,
the family. These Spirit to speak concerning the writen filling between two slices; egi
are
so
good
you'll
Switchboard Operator
filling for the next and chopped
want them often ten Word.
vegetables moistened with mayon
1.
It
Is
God-Inspired
(II
Tim.
3:
for any meal o:
naise for the third or tomato slices
the day. If made 14-17).
Be sure .to read this passage in
Stack and cover top and sides with
in the smaller
soft cream cheese piled like frost- muffin tins, they'll make a grand the Authorized Version. The Reing. Garnish with thin radish shces addition when you have the ladies vised has taken liberties with this
verse which the finest scholarship
and dust with chopped chives. Chill in for luncheon.
does not countenance. It properly
in the refrigerator several hours be•Honey and Nut Bran Muffins.
reads, "All scripture is given by infore serving. It's better not to use
(Makes 16 large muffins)
spiration of God, and is profitable
lettuce because it offers slicing diffor doctrine (teaching), for reproof,
Vz cup honey
ficulties after the loaf is served.
1 cup flour
for correction, for instruction," etc.
For the cream cheese frosting use
Vt
to
%
teaspoon
soda
Other books may claim some kind
*}&y and IOH o! pJpaBd «trenrtli.
Vt to % pound of cream cheese. Add
% teaspoon salt
or measure of human inspiration—
Other iUu of Mdaty or bl«dd«r dtarich
milk
or
cream
to
make
a
thick
i burninc, Muty e*
2 cups bran cereal
this Book is inspired of God. If
paste. Beat cheese and cream un1 tablespoon melted butter
there were space, proof of the truth
tth»t
til evenly mixed and of good conWC
IgSim&ii
of that statement could easily be
IVz cups milk
i winning
sistency for spreading. Spread over
l&ftN&nSbl
% cup walnuts, chopped fine
given. It is available for all who
loaf to give a fluffy effect, as
Sift
together
flour,
soda,
salt,
and
Itb.
though you -were swirling icing. mix with bran cereal. Add other in- want to believe it.
2. It Is Not to Be Wrested (II
*Tomato-Cheese Salad.
gredients. Place in greased gem Pet. 3:14-16).
" (Serves 8-10)
pans and bake in a quick oven (425
If permitted to do so, God's Word
(10% ounces) condensed to- degrees) for 25-30 minutes
will bring peace of heart, make a
o soup
A jam spicy and delicious to go man spotless and blameless (v. 14).
1 tablespoon butter
with your muffins is this one which But its salvation (v. 13) is not for
30-41 1 tablespoon grated onion
needs only a few minutes' cooking those who ignorantly, or because of
1% tablespoons gelatine
and is therefore guaranteed not to their ignorance, or because they are
Vt cup cold water
make your kitchen unbearably hot. not steadfast in their lives, wrest its
6 to 8 ounces cottage cheese
•Spiced Rhubarb Jam With Orange, truth. Let us receive the Word with
Va cup mayonnaise
gladness, not twist it or distort its
(Makes 7 6-ounce glasses)
Salt to taste
meaning to our own destruction.
3Vs
cups
prepared
fruit
1 cup chopped cucumber
4
cups
sugar
III. The Faith (Jude 3).
1 cup chopped celery
LA,
1 box powdered fruit pectin
1. It Was "Delivered Once for
V»
cup
sliced
radishes
V-fey
To prepare fruit, trim and slice All."
% cup finely chopped onion
fine (do not peel) about 2 pounds» o
It is a final revelation from God.
small red-stalked rhubarb. Add 1 There
is no other gospel, and there
c™of sugar, mix. let stand for IS
LYNN SAYS:
will be another. What assurminutes. (This cup of sugar is add^ never
ance that gives us both in believing
When you think the thermome- ed in addition to the ones specified it and proclaiming it I But the world
above). Add 1 teaspoon each of cin- hates this-gospel, and attacks on it
te?s going
to
burst,
then
th.nk
namon and cloves, and grated rind are to be expected. Therefore
cooS egat cool, act cool, and you 1
• Qxfy 4 Mode, to loop... thoatof,
ibofi and tuilittft dittiiet
be cool. Drink plenty of water of 1 orange.
2.
It
Is
to
Be
Earnestly
ContendMeasure prepared fruit into a 5- tc
6-quart kettle filling up last cup 01 ed For.
No matter how peaceable we
fraction of a cup with water if neemay be, how loving and tenderover
the
hottest
fire,
psa
add fruit pectin, mix well, and con- hearted, if and when attack is
• CaMwfa awl Kmlaa »o«
Unue stirring until mixture comes made upon the Lordship of Christ,
"Jutl Voriufcl /bod"
men make light of sin, and so
less "able seeing, to. d-hes, and o a hard boil. To reduce foaming when
-aspoon butter may be added. seem to minimize the vital imPour Tn The 4 cups of sugar stir-- portance of holiness of life—then,
ring! bring to a full rolling boil, and however Unpleasant contention and
controversy may, b*-to Us, it is time
boil hard l^minute.
Remove from fire, skim, pom we cast our self-re,gard aside and
quickly into glasses. Paraffin al contend earnestly for the faith -once
for all delivered to thr saints." (J
main dishes, and astwipapv Union.)
D. Jones).
Be Cool!

"That's why I like the

ffsaaaassatsitSA
iteff^s^*ss
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Assigned
to New Cass Registrants

RENEWAL

EXTENDED TO SEPT.l

NUMBER 31

REGISTRANTS
Shortage of Labor Causes YOUNG
FREE TO VOLUNTEER ANITA CELEBRATION
Farm Band Wages To Rise Young men who have recently be-

Clarence Shirer, superintendent of
license u.v.
division
^?lr n*mbers w«re assigned this the state drivers' »—
HOn ann unced
Iowa farmers are now paying high- come 21 and who registered early this
^is week that applications for
Can Eater Official Soy. week to the eighty conscripts who °
registered July l in the second draft the new 1941-43 drivers' license have er wages for farm hands than they month under the selective service act
yield Contest Thb Year for call which included all men who were been made by 900,130 persons. At have paid any- time since 1930, ac- are still free to enlist in any of the Program Includes Free Entertainment
; j.irgt Time in History;
41 since the first registration last the same time State Safety Com- cording to Secretary of Agriculture nation's armed forces or to volunteer Both Afternoons and Evenings, a
October. The key number in Cass, missioner Karl -W. Fischer announced Mark G. Thornburg, who reported that for their year of service immediately
Il50 in Cash Awards.
Dance Each Night and Baby
which means the next number to be that applications for renewal of li- on July 1 the average farm wage if they wish.
Beef and Colt Show.
Explanation
of
their
status
was
rates,
as
compiled
by
the
Iowa
CooperdrAwn, ia 477 and the ratio of new censes will be accepted without penmade
this
week
by
a
recruiting
officer
ative
Crop
and
Livestock
Reporting
alty
up
to
Sept.
1.
, for the first tijne in, his- registrations to the numbers not yet
of the U. S. Navy recruiting station
farmers can enter/an offic- called is 21.
The total drivers' licenses in ef- Service, were $42,,50 per month or
Committees in charge of Anita's
at Carroll, who visited Anita to check
$2.50
per
day
with
board
and
$51.76
i yield contest Joe L. RobAs an explanation as to how this fect for the years 1939-41 is 1,050,000
two-day
celebration to b^ held n«jrt
on
the
results
of
the
navy's
recent
State college research will work we are using William Prank is was announced, but Fischer warned per month or $3.00 per day without call for new enlistments.
week Wednesday and .Thursday, Aug.
:
board.
The
present
average
wage
is
n,st and secretary of. the Iowa Crawford, Jr., whose serial number Iowa operators of motor vehicles that
Many of these young men, he ex- 6 and 7, are putting ,Sie final touches
id Small Grain Growers As- is 39 and is also the first to be ca/Jed it should be clearly understood that about 25 per cent above last year's plained, believe that registration for on everything to make the event one
level.
This
represents
an
increase
has announced that this on the new list. He receives order persons who have failed to submit
selective service makes it1 impossible of the most outstanding highlights in
ation will sponsor the „ state number S-498, which is 21 above the applications and are continuing to of approximately $8.00 in the per for them to enlist in the Navy or any the history of our town. The celebrarate and 65 cents in the per
'and will contribute $150 in key number, 477. The new regis- drive, are violating the law and will month
other branch of the nation's armed tion is being held through the sponday
rate.
land will present gold medals trants' numbers are .assigned just after be subject to the usual penalties for
forces.
This is not the case and any sorship of the Greater Anita Club.
Thornburg
indicated
that
the
inthe like order number in the old regis- doing so.
of local contests.
Each afternoon and evening there
who
wish
to enlist may do'so.
crease in wage rates was largely the
ans now rank second to corn tration. Young Crawford's number
Young men in this community who will be free entertainment for everyresult
of
a
sharp
drop
in
the
numper acre in Iowa, and more will come before the board next after RABBIT - SQUIRREL
of men available. July first re- wish to know more about the possi- one who comes to Anita f on these
0,000 acres of Iowa soil were the conscript having order number
DATES ANNOUNCED ber
ports show the farm labor supply at bilities of enlistment in the Navy may two> big days. The program will feato soybeans in 1940. Iowa 498 in the first draft list.
secure a free booklet of information ture Red and His Northwesterners;
State Conservation Commission of- 76 per cent of normal as compared by signing a coupon appearing in the Uncle Quid; Leo Domino, a juggler;
Order numbers f6r the new regissecond place among all
with 95 per cent at the same time last
trants in Anita and surrounding terri- ficials today announced dates for the year.
ducing soybeans.
fourth of the series of Navy adver- Burgess, a ventriloquist, and hjis trainIowa
rabbit
and
squirrel
seasons.
tory
are
as
follows:
I defense needs for fats and
Farmers have advanced a number tisements in The Tribune this week ed dog; and two colored boys. Part
prompted officials to take S- 49»-,'William Frank Crawford, Jr., The rabbit season, set by law, is of reasons for the reduction in the and either mailing of bringing it to of these entertainers will, be on Wedscheduled to open. August 1 and close
Anita.
nesday's program and the rest will
this office.
brakes off soybean prbducMarch 1. The daily bag limit is labor supply with the majority of the
appear on Thursday's program.
S561—Albert
Smith
Warnaca,
Mashe list of products which count
reports
listing
service
in
the
Army
10, they stated.
sena.
Wednesday*morning there will be a
i as an essential taw material
BY THE WAY
This year the squirrel season will and Navy as the moat important. The
colt show with $50.00 in prizes. On
ally and reads like an ancient S- 603—Russell Ferdinand Hfollajnd,
By L. F. M.
rapid
increase
in
industrial
defense
be open from September 15 to NoThursday morning there will be a
Anita.
|]e—human food, paints, wateractivity was cited as the second most
I glue, plastics, protein con* S- 624—Harry McKee, Jr., Massena. vember 15. The law sets the squirrel important reason with farmers re- Wouldn't last week have been an baby beef show with. $100.00 in prizes.
for livestock feeding, co4e 3- 666—CJark Winston Wiese, Anita. season from August 1 to October 15 porting that the younger and better ideal time to have packed up and Each of these exhibits are to begin
(foundries—all -are included in S-1001—Howard Leroy Karns, Anita. but the season was changed to the trained men were getting jobs in gone to Canada? One who had va- at 9:30 in the morning.
There will be a big platform dance
S-1062—George William Baier, Amta. later date by administrative order last factories and in the construction of ^ioned in those parts told us that
list.
-..-..'_
season. The daily bag limit on squireach evening with music for both
they
had
to
wear
winter
coats
the
[time pressure on the fats and S-1104—-Frank George Denne, Wiota.
camps, leaving only the older men
rels is 6 and possession limit Js 12.
evenings being furnished by Lee Barthey were there.
ks and metal supplies of the S-1S52—Clifford Joseph Mailander,
and boys of school age available for whole two weeks
* • •
ron and his orchestral The platform
Wiota.
rill brirtg soybean oil and soyMr. and Mrs. Earl Petit of Kansas farm employment. .Farmers in all
Seen on the street in Atlantic last will be located directly in front of the
;ics into new a;ad increased 3-1394—Thomas Luke McDermott, City, 'Mo., visited in Anita Friday with sections of the state say that it is
Saturday
morning: An old, old man >and shell in Concert Park. In case
Wiota.
nearly impossible to find experienced
panded demands for meats,
William
Petit
with
an
equally
old horse and buggy of inclement weather the dance will
Edward
Wood,
farm hands, tfie greatest shortage appilk products for" domestic and S-1414—Bernard
peddling
sweet
corn on the street be held., at the K. !P. hall.
Wiota.g
i will increase the demand
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Key are spend- parently in eastern Iowa.
There will be a baseball game each
to
passers-by.
To date the smaller labor force now
an oilmeal .*» a protein con- S-1477—Earl Benjamin Heath, Wiota. ing the week in Lenox, Iowa, visit*
*
*
afternoon
of the celebration. On
S-U97—Paul Walter McMahon, Wiota. ing relatives and friends.
employed on Iowa farms has been
i for livestock, feeding.
Wednesday,
the Anita team will play
Have you seen the new books of
able to take care of the seasonal work
thigh school boys can remem- S-1622—Merle Glenn Derry, Wiota.
and
on Thursday, they will
which are now on the library
|firsttime their fathers grew S-1664—WSlliam Fielding McAfee, Jr., Mr. and 'Mirs. William McCosh and with farmers in all sections of the P<*™
>lay Lewis.
shelves? One
^ok has a short poem
Anita.
daughter of Sidney, Iowa, spent Sun- state reporting their cultivation and,b
3 and the widespread ignorance
harvesting
operations
as
being
about
!
y-Veva
Hblton
wherein she recalls Permission has been given the GreatS-1685—Kermit
Eugene
Bailey,
Wiota.
day
here
visiting
his
mother,
Mrs.
•oper cultural methods needed
Anita Club to use part of Main.
on
schedule
the
first
of
July.
Present
happy
little
chummy
walks and talks
S-1727—Gail
Wayne
Heckman,
Anita.
Agness McCosh, and brothers, James
production," Robinson said,
Street, which is highway No. 6, for
about the farm
her
indications are that farmers ;n Iowa|
^^
father. The
for production data, such S-1748—Edwin LeRoy Scholl, Anita. and Phil.
.he use, of different concessions and
have largely met the decrease in whol« book is delightful reading.
«n available for other crops S-1956—Harold Carlton Smith, Masamusements. There will he five ridea
.....
• i
i
_.
1*
i .
9
9
w
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Osen and available labor by working,; longer
years, justifies the soybean'
sena,
A lady told us the other day that en the midway for everyone to enjoy.
he add«d.
IS-1976—Gail Dean Thomson, Wiota. family of Wrightstown, N. J., are hours, increasing the use of power
objects strenuously to. There will also be all kinds of consubmitted in ie'corts of the' 3-2018—Marion Bug/sell Miller, Anita, visiting here with his parents, Mr. and machinery,, and trading work,, parti- their
cularly
in
their
harvesting
operations.
'
having
the
small
daughter in the fam- cessions, besides the numerous eating
*^ will sup- S-2081—Ralph James Lett,
Anita.
I'Mirs.
Frank H.
Osen,
and with other
i in the yield contest
.
_
_
.
_
' » . .
*
*
•
*
ily
punished,
so
whenever
she finds it and refreshment stands.
To 'help advertise the celebration, a
and figures which will ac* j S-2144—Earl Wi'-liam Wolford, Mas- [ relatives and friends.
necessary to apply the palm of her
sena.
'Mr. and Mrs. Frank Karns of Des
caravan
will visit a number ' of the
tremendous statistical imhand
where
it's
most
effective,
she
Mrs. Edna Nichols and daughter, Moines were week end visitors in
: over a period of years. The
_. •V-C,¥O Virginia, of Des Moines and Robert Anita at the home of his parents, Mr. has to take the youngster into the neighboring towns in the next few
days.
ation of the yield contest also INFANTILE PARALlMb Nichols and Herbert Ciochon of Long
and Mrs. Chas. Karris.
d(>g from ^.^ ^ hand m ^ affair
lourage adoption of improved
SEASON IS STARTING i Beach, Cal., were visiting friends in
methods, a desirable feature
. . . Whenever our dogs hear us ring YOUNG ANITA MAN IS
(Anita Saturday and Sunday.
Mrs. Glaus Wilson and daughter, the dinner bell they go out and howl
when. defense>J demands .for
Iowa is entering the season of the
OVERCOME BY HEAT
are steadily increasing.
year when infantile paralysis* usually The resignation of Fern Long was Kathryn, were in Omaha Thursday and whine M long as the ^jj is be_
Frank- Kramer, well known Anita
in the local contests auto- tends to increase, the state health recently received by the board of where they visited their daughter and ing rung.
man
who lives in the north part of
sister,
Bthelyn,
who
is
a
patient
at
' compete for the^ state prizes department today declared, but they' directors of the Anita public schools.
|*40, $30, $20. «nd $10 in cash added further that the outlook ap- She has been replaced by Marian M51- a hospital there. She recently under- j It w&s ^^ ^{ng the Clarence x>wn, was the first heat prostration
warded the five entrants pro- parently is "much more favorable" ler of Lanyon, Iowa, who will teach went an operation for the removal Ogen famiiy and Donald Crandall at victim of the season in this ^territory.
church Sunday. The Osen's come from Mr. Kramer was overcome by the heat
[the highest yields. Pull in- this year than it was at the same the second grade and part of the first. of her appendix.
the east coast and Donald from the about 11 o'clock last Thursday mornlon concerning the contest can time in 1940.
west
coast . . . couldn't they do some ing while assisting with the threshing
ired from Lestieqr Soukup, Cass
Case reporting for July was expectcomparing, not to say bragging, of at the C. T. Winder farm.
ed to be about half the total for cor- j
[farm bureau agent.
Kramer collapsed and was uncon;heir respective coasts.
responding~"month last year and the
scious when rushed to the Atlantic
* * *
total for the first six months of the
Food combinations: One lady likes hospital and did not fully regain conyear was less than half the figure for
jooseberries in mince meat . . . an- sciousness until that evening. • Howthe same period in 1940. With July
VALUES
FOR
FRIDAY
AND
SATURDAY
other thinks honey far superior to ever, after receiving treatment, ,h&
[n*ent marriage of ,Miss Mild- reports complete except for severe^
sugar for sweetening fresh straw- was sufficiently recovered to leave the
Vth, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. days, eight cases were reported dura sister- hospital Friday.
berries and other berries
[Smith who live northwest of ing the month this year compared
Temperatures in this territory
*
•
D
Morton
House
(With
Ham)
in-law of ours Uses gooseberry jam on
have
hovered around the 100 mark for
Russell Kuehn, son of Mr. with 21 in July 1940. An additional |
Lima.
DCanS
Large
21-oz.
Can
ice cream, can't say that we like it
over
a
week and only a trace of pre^red Kuehn who live south- 12 cases were reported the first six
but it's different, and in-laws are
Hershey's — Small Can
cipitation has been received here, that
Anita, was announced this months'of the year as against 28 for
funny, anyway!
^
being Saturday afternoon.
K nuptials, took place at the same period last year.
Large 16-oz. Can .
"Tne
July
increase
was
expected,
Mo., June 29. The young
Do any of you have any old Reader's
Mias Virginia Offenstine is visitGWC All Purpose
s attended by Leo Christen- according to the department, "but it
Digests you'd like to donate to a ing in Council Bluffs with relatives.
is
nothing
to
be
alarmed
about.
In5-lb. Bag
Miss Virginia Shaver.
worthy cause? If you have, give us
the bride mud groom are grad- fantile paralysis increases in prevaa ring . . . 16 R 26 ... and we'll
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Millard and son,
Armour's
Star
lf
the Anit*^ high school and lence during late summer and early
pick
them
up
and
say
thank
you.
Jeri,
are spending a few days ia
n
12-oz. Can
>s graduation, Mr. Kuehn fall months, and the disease this year
Sxeelsior
Springs, MSo.
1
associated ,with his father in is following the general pattern."
Mr. and Mrs. LJoyd Klever and son,
V
1 A'J
The ^ea* Summer Drink
The department could not estimate
Gary, of Exira spent Sunday in Anita
MSss Marian Hartley returned to her
JVOOl-AlCl e pkgS. _ Assorted Flavors
how many cases to expect but stated
visiting
at
the
home
of
her
mother,
ome
Tuesday after spending several
er
na White of Rolla, Mo., that after
—— last year's outbreak a
Mrs. Hattie Wiese.
ays in Stuart visiting Carol RaffensI he: from Thursday until1 Mon- decline should"be seen." In 1940 &
erger.
Robert Crawford, who is working
her sister, Mrs, Andrew total of 929 cases, the most since laiu,
during the summer months at DeBakery Special
Carol Porch, small daughter of Mr.
husband, and with other was reported.
.
"Normally infantile paralyse ocKalb, I'.l., ia visiting this week at the ,nd Mrs. Glen Porch, is suffering from
d friends.
6 For
home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. a quinsy absceas which was lanced
curs in cycles," it was explained, folBriardale — Real Quality
Schwenke returned to hia lowing last year's unusual inc.dence,
William Crawford.
Mtomlay.
'
from a two weeks' the disease should fall off."
Quart Jar
Edward Niemand, who submitted to
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mcfiride of
the western part of-the
Regarding predisposing factors and
I'Staties. WWle in the state of prevention of infantHe paralysis the
an
emergency
operation
for
the
reJuron,
S. D., are visiting here at the
3 Varieties — 2-lbs.
»8toi he visited Mr. and Mrs.
moval of his appendix several days
of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
has
observed
m
some
department
Roe at Puyaflup.
ago,
was
discharged
from
the
Atlantic
Koob.
cases,
cases, that "etrenuous exercise over
hospital last week.
and beyond the demands of normal
an
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mitchell of
[• d Mrs. A. T. Evans ore en- work" might have had something to
Mr.
and
'Mrs.
Harold
Johnson
and
Irnerson,
Iowa, spent Tuesday in
<*o weeks* vacation and do with acquisition of the diseaseThompson's Seedless
son of Shenandoah, Iowa, spent Sun- Anita visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
* their daughter, Mrs.. Kath- Young children especially should avoid
Per Pound
day in Anita visiting her parents, Frank Mitchell.
Neb., and undue fatigue and get plenty of rest,
* at
Mr. and Mrs. William Wahlert, and
rt Evana
Our Leader
the department advised.
lumb
Merritt Dill, who is working in a
other relatives and friends.
"s, Neb.
A
Real
Value
At
ocker
plant at Ames, spent the week
Mi-, and Mrs. M. M. Feller and Bon,
•Mr.
and
Mrs.
Claude
Hansen
of
St.
end
in
Anita visiting his parents, Mr.
Dennis K Charles, left Tuesday for Bwroark,
Clean Quick
Joseph, Mo., spent the week end in and Mrs. John Dill.
5-lb. Carton
N D., where he will spend several
Anita viaiting his mother, Mrs. O. C
Mr. and (Mirs. Arthur Garside are
days looking after business interests.
Hansen, and sister, Mrs. Hansine
Insect Spray — For Mf»fcM<*quitoes, | r
the parents of a 7^4 pound boy baby
and
other
relatives
anc
nv.
Johnson,
«r recently on their trip
Roaches, Etc. — 3 Siies^ 45c, 26c and *«^ friends.
born to them at their home southShe waa «4 yeara Mo spent the week end '"/""*
east of Anita Sunday morning. He has
Mrs. E. F. Jones of Atlantic am been named Leonard Arthur.
rents Mr
Writing
hi« P*
' "relatives
"nd
Watermelons — Cantaloupes — Plums — Peaches ffliss Gretchen Budd of Anita left Mon
rwiner,
and other
a"di
LaGrange of Storm
Frank Louden^WVd Paul Karns were
day morning for Tulsa, Okla., where
music in- friends.
Grapes — Apples — Tomatoes — Celery
they will viait relatives for severa in Clarinda Sunday visiting Richard
in the
Mrs. George Morgan and daughter,
days. They will also viait differen Louden. "Dick" is recovering nicely
Lettuce — Carrots — Cucumbers
will replace
places of interest in Arkansas an from an arm which is fractured in two
Mrs
Goraldine
Wall
of
Holyoke,
Colo
resignthe Ozarks before returning to thei places and a broken leg as th« result
visited
several
days
ia
Anita
last
Peppers
—
Cabbage
—
Onions
has taught in
of a fall from a load of straw.
homes.
and Sargent Bluff week with their sister and aunt, Mr,
A. R. Kohl and family.
MX* 11 _ J
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BOUNCE MARRIAGE

•

rt •<

SET FOR_AOG. 6-7

<f

BRIARDALE

Flour
Corned Beef

Peanut Butter 2-ib.aQua?tnjar
Jelly Stix
Mustard
Cookies
Corn Starch GWC - 2 -1 ib. pkgs.
Grapes
Brooms
Soap Chip*

23c
25c
25c
25c
9c
15c
35c

15C

lOc
49c
33c

THE^ANITA TRIBUNE, THURSDAY. JULY 31. 1941.

Crawford's Clover Farm Store
Phone 29

We Deliver

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
CORN FLAKES, Clover Farm, 2 packages
.15c
COCOA, Hershey's, pound
14c
DILL PICKLES, quart jar
14c
CAKE FLOUR, Swansdown, box
23c
PINEAPPLE, crushed, 3 8-oz. cans
25c
SALAD DRESSING, quart jar
33c
WHEAT FLAKES, Clover Farm, 2 packages . . . 19c
COOKIES, Harvest, 2 pounds
29c
CRACKERS, 2 pounds
15c
Tomatoes — Cabbage — Lettuce
Earl Sampson was hostess to
THE ANITA TRIBUNE theMrs.members
of the D. D. pinochle
Established 188S.
Published Every Thursday and Entered
at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, aa
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club Wednesday afternoon at her home
on West Main Street. Mrs. Homer
ffillhollin became a member of the
:lub at this meeting. HSgh score for
he afternoon was held by Mrs. Dan
Spiker, runner-up was Mrs. Frank
Cramer and low score was held by
Mrs. Herbert Chadwick.

FROM OUR OLD FILES

DEFENSE BOND
QUIZ.
Q What is thTrTason for buying

ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

^oC A-ric. free. To sho.
your faith and pride in your country.
August 3. 1911.
To warn foreign dictators that the
Leslie Bean is the new barber in United States is the strongest country
the employ of D. R. Donohoe.
,
A new baby girl made its appear- in the world.
ance at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Q. But if I do not have enough
money to buy a Defense Bond, what
Henry Karns last Thursday.
Andrew Wiegand is building a brick can I do ?
coal house on the rear of his brick A Buy Defense Postal Stamps, on
sale almost everywhere. Your port
building occupied by Joe Stalcup.
office,
bank, department store or drugHomer Mi'.lhollin, who is employed
gist
has
them, or can get them for you,
in a lumber yard at McClelland, Iowa,
at 10 cents upward. Save enough
is spending his vacation in Anita.
C. W. Crandall will represent the Stamps to exchange for a Defense
,
M. E. church of Anita at the district Bond.
conference to be held a't Shenandoah Note.—To purchase Defense Bonds
and Stamps, go to the nearest post
soon.
The threshing whistle in the coun- office or bank, or write for information
try is now the first thing you here in tp the Treasurer of the United States,
the morning and the last thing at Washington, D. C.
night.
If the town council would pass a 'Mr. and Mrs. Jens Uasmussen atlaw about killing off all the stray dogs tended a poultry convention in Kansas
in Anita, there would be no need of City, Mo., several days last week.
anyone putting out poison.
The Anita Concert Band accompan- The members of the Bide-aJWee
ied the Atlantic firemen to Des Moines bridge club were guests Wednesdaj
Tuesday evening where they took part afternoon of Mrs. Alfred Dement a
her home on Chestnut Street. Ad
in the big firemen's 'tournament.
The fixing up of the stock yards ditional guests were Mrs. Solon A
which was demanded several weeks Karns, Mrs. J. W. Budd and Mrs
ago has been completed and the force Dick Dement. High score honors fo
of men that were doing the work have the afternoon was held by Mrs. Elme
Scholl.
left.
0

PETERS]
WE

PHONE 300
SPECIALS FOR
COFFEE, Sun

AND
fetter for

,
, ck guarantee!
choice good cooks^leBited recijjes each, a^ry
GOOD LUCK, finest;butfer ^ubstitute, pound "f
FLOOR MOP, 59c value and furniture polish, 2fc
value,bowifor .^1.^...,.
,
CRUSHED PINEAIfELE, Yellowstone, 2 No
2V2 cans
',
v
CATSUP, Tommy Tinker, 14-oz. bottle, 2 for i
COFFEE, Paxton Gas Roasted, in tin, pound 'j
FLOUR, Gilt Eflge, fufly ^uarinteed, 49-lb. bag $1
Mrs. Victor Oils and Miss Nancy
Mardesen have returned to Des Mfctaea
after spending several days here
visiting their parents, Mr, and Mrs.
JVank Mardesen, and other relatives
and friends.
'.
The members of the Susie Q club
were entertained Thursday evening by
Mrs. Donald KJhadwick at her home on
Rose Hill Avenue. A social evening
was spent by those present, follpWr
ing which a lunch was served by the
hostess.

Po»k Meat Meal Ta
wholeMle, delivered.
W« wfll pick np yoat
animals and Rive service.

-

JHione257

WAGNER FILLING STAT
;..,., ANITA, IOWA

Official Town and County Newspaper
Member of National Editorial
Association, and

Elmer Richter of Remsen, Iowa,
auditor for the West Iowa Telephone
Co., was attending to business matters in Anita several days last week.

WHICH OF THESE
45 JOBS 919

Ed. 'Buston of Anita, who is a
patient at the Comstock convalescent home in Atlantic, is reported to
be showing some improvement from
his illness with rheumatism.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Scholl and sons,
Harvey and Marvin, drove to Grand
Island, Neb., one day last week where
Harvey enrolled in a business college
there. Harvey was the "valedictorian
of the Class of 1941 and was awardec
a scholarship in the school.
Mrs. Sydney Maduff was hostessjx>
twelve ladies at a 1:30 o'clock dessert luncheon at her home on Mars
Avenue Thursday afternoon. The
ladies spent the afternoon playing
bridge at which 'Mrs. E. S.' Holton received the prize for high score and
Mrs. Frank W. Budd the prize for low
score.
The members of the Quilt club were
guests Wednesday of Mrs. E. W.
Holmes at her home on East Main
Street. Mrs. Roberta Calkins was an
additional guest. The ladies sp#nt the
afternoon socially, following which a
lunch wa$ Served by the hostess. Mrs.
0. W, Shan*er will be hostess at the
next meeting of the club.

tRADE UP
MODERNIZE YOUR MOTORING
NOW WITH ONE
of our

Late Model
USED CARS
40
40
40
40
39
39
39
38
37
37
35
34
34
35

Chevrolet Town Sedan
Chevrolet Coupe
Chevrolet Town Sedan
Ford V-8 Coupe
Chevrolet Town Sedan
Chevrolet Town Sedan
Chevrolet Coupe
Ford V-8 Coupe
Chevrolet Town Sedan
Chevrolet Sport Sedan
Chevrolet Coach
Chevrolet Coach
Ford V-8 Coupe
Pontiac Coach

Green
Black
Green
Black
Grey
Black
Green
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black

FREE TECM/V/CAL TR4/W/VG- WORTH
BECOME A A/AVAL EXPERT W RAP/Q

AWAT/o/v*EtECTR/c/Ty OR/VEAR& F/FIY I
OTHER TRADES AMD VOCAT/O/VS.
P&4W GOOP PAY WH/LE YOV LEAR/V.

^
\

CHOOSE yOVR J00 FROM TH/S L/ST.

How you can get steady pay with
regular increases up to $157 a
month (and keep) guaranteed by
the U.S. Navy.
mODAY, the Navy offers you the chance of a
JL lifetime to get to the top ift a j«ft> of your
choosing. What's your hobby fBadio... flying • • mechanics ^The Navy will make you an expert in
your field through free training worth $1600 a year
or more... training that pays big dividends whether
or not you remain in the service.
: ,v
You don't need money! You don't need experience. The Navy givesycrtitoth. And it guarantees
you regular cash pay plus all living expenses while
you learn.
;-;v;•';.•_.
In the Navy you don't have to/Mjht for advancement. Promotions come your wijptegularly.
And pay increases go with them. After :only four
months you get a raiseln pay. And by'flfctwflTof
your first enlistment you may increase your pay
seven times.
..
LOOK WHAT THE U. S. NAW pFFttt YOU

O Aviation Machinist
D Printer
D Photographer
D Bandmaster
D Painter
D Stenographer
D Electrician
D Patternmaker
D Pharmacist's Mate
D Metalsmith
D Shipfitter
D Baker
D Optical Mechanic
D Dental Technician
D Bugler

D Torpedoman
D Radioman
D Boilermaker
D Aviation Metalgmith
D Turret Captain
D Seaman
D Carpenter
D Horizontal Bomber
D Ordnanoeman
D Molder
D Yeoman
D Steward .
D Bombsight Mechanic

D Boatswain
D Quartermaster

D Aerographer
D Diesel Engineer
D Fire Controlman
D Fireman
D Diver
D Parachutist
D Welder
D Water Tender
D Storekeeper
D Hospital Apprentice
DCook
D Musician
D Commissary Steward
D Gunner
D Signalman

-«&iirtff*]*L
Red-blooded, he-man Bporta, ashore or afloat! BoxinR wrestling, swimming, baseball, football! PreenwvieseveryrriKhtthe latert pre-rdeasefflmsbefore they 're shown on Broadway

FREK TMINlNtt worth $ 1600. Naaiiy 60 tndee and
vocation to choose from. '
'
'
GOOD PAV with regular increase*. You can earn up to
1167 a month.
, '
EACH YEM you are entitled to a genwous vacation
period, with full pay.
«OOD FOOD and plenty of it
FUCK CLOTHINQ. A complete outfit of elothini when
you firet enliat. (Over »100 worth.)
FKEC MEDICAL CMC, including regular dental at. tention.
FINEST SPORTS and entertainment anyman oould ask
for. Bonne. fiaiebaU. Swimming.' And .movies
—previews, too.
TRAVEL. ADVENTURE. TNRIU*-You can't beat the

Navy for them I

As a N ayy man, your future !• tunned. You embark on a life of travel, adventure, tfrfflV You can
rise to be a highly-paid commueioned officer. If
you complete 20 years er more of eervice, the
United States guaranteesyouaBubatantialmonthly
income for life. If you return to civil life, your
skilled Navy training makes it easy to land A B°°dpaying job.
'
Don't pass up the biggest opportunity now open
to young Anunfcf«T|g^ Choose the job you want.
Then send for all the detaQa. '^b how to get in the
M
Navy today. . : . ";

ACT NOW! HERE'S HOW!
You get frequect
shore leaves at home
and in such exciting
far-flung places aa
H a w a i i , Alaska,
Latin America, the
SouthSeas, New York
-places most men
only read about.

Our stock also includes a lot of
good buys in older models of Chevrolets and Fords.

TODAY... get 'the free illu*tra tod booklet called
in the Navy." It give, you tile glowing facts. If y°u
are 17 or over, all you need do i* to art the Navy
Editor of this newspaper.
TELEPHONE HIM, or fill in the coupon below and give
it to him at this newspaper's office. Or mail the coupon to him, either in an envelope or pasted on a penny
postal card.
WEAR THIS BADQE OF HONOR!

IS THE TIME TO PREPARE
FOR SWEET CORN HAULING.

reading the tree booklet you decide
apply for a place in the Navy, you ?"'
receive this amart lapel-emblem. « » *
badge of honor you will beproud to w««*

We have several good used Trucks
that are just the thing.
All in
good condition ready to go to work.
36 Chevrolet LWB
35 Chevrolet LWB
37 Chevrolet Panal

Linke Chevrolet Co.
Phone 173
Atlantic, Ibwa
We trade ifor grain »nd livestock.

; -

BECOME AN OFFICER. You can work for an appointment to the Naval Academy or the Annapolia of
the Atr at FenBaoola.
FUTURE SUCCESS. It'i easy for Navy trained men
to get good-paying job* in civil life.
LIBERAL RETIREMENT.PAY.

* SERVE YOUR COUNTRY
* BUILD YOUR FUTURE

T«ar out and take Or sod tfcf» coupon
to the Navy Editor of
Without obligation on my nart whatsoever.
bat,'-l4fem^^iS?rl^
the opportunities for men io tbeNavy.
Name
Address.

send

THE ANITA TRIBUNE^

Whole

aress^
ByEDWHEELAN

BIG TOP

Dan Rice

kVSlU-r
STARTED FOR TUP COOK HOUS&, HE
?
OOND*CUP' &RAGG-.ONE OF H\S ^
HIRELING-s ,WAITING- T=e>« HIM ~
\T'S O-K^BOSS, I
LOO SB Hit D BOTH
I STAKE-S HOLDINGH&L THOMPSON'S

CANVA5MAM i NMAS CASTtNS
EXE AT THE

: VVORV4, CUP- HE'LLT
FALL AND BREAK HIS
NECK TbNIGWT 5"UR&

STEPPED FORWARD TO ANNOUNCE JT_~

_ tXJNT UKE THE LOOKS OF
\T -1L I'D ,e»ETTER <SET My

HEM- .

NOM^
NTlM
ALL TIME.,..

TOP- ITHlNK>NE'REl

.
OP /-=SeN«ATlON
OP/—

me, made and .
toW, ran for cong eS
*2 considered a
«Hdate, saya
i Civil war, he
*.« twice aa
m Lincoln.

J. Fuller Pe
By JERRY UNj"1
Jay Markey Syndicate. Inc.j

LALA PALOOZA
THE TAX
MAN AWAITS
LALA'S
RETURN
FRO/A THE
MOVIES
TO GIVE HER
THE RESULT
OP HIS
EXAMINATION
OF HER
1934 INCOME
TAX RETURNSHE
IMAGINES
THE
WORST

By RUBE GOLDBERG

Camping Out

OH, DEAR-I WONDER
IP HE'LL SEND WE TO
JAIL- I'LL LOOK
.
AWFUL IN ONE OF THOSE
STRIPED SUITS

YOU WAIT,
I COME RIGHT
BACK
THERE

ARIS

JUNIOR Kl
MADAM

v

HE IS-

HAVE GOOD
SLEEPS,
MADAM
LALA

JUNIOR-

NOW

TO
LA

S

I'M AFRAID
TOGO IN!

By C.M. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP—This Would Call for Whisker* on Every Second Soldier
HEY! V/HO5
TOWHJ
V/HCH

has
." says she~
belpin1 of E
i "tJ» reaetm you're a >
Meauw you're a coi
Ana i got to admit, i*.
PEP ha* got me goln'tmdJ
—EOia' M»d gettin' tb
•na oomln* 1bade for
e*ob mornln . Tbafs whttl
of gettln' all your «ti
KKUkXHys PEP hasn't g
all, of ooune. but it's i
InttwtWO-thatarei
•

«/fl*l

TO GET
SEPARATED IH

SenaiblUty's
Sensibpity would be a |
tress ..ttsbe had but OL
with Her right she opens {
to pleasure, but withl
pain.—Cotton.

MESCAL IKE

MENTHC.

B, s. L. HUNTLEY

'Merry Feast
He that is of a merry b
cootiniial feast.

Kidney Action j
thltihBny
Improper

POP—Woman's Prerogative

By J. MILLAR WATT

WELL! HAS PHOEBEMADE UP HER
MIND TC>

5MEHAS MADE
UP HER FACE
TOGO OUT?

NlO

STAY IN ?

LOS ANGE

;:::::::x Unbalanced

THE
SPORTING

II
•
•

"
BKOMB RWMtt Of JUH>OKS
PRESENCE Mtt) 1EU% HIM *
KTEP flOIFT, BROW ISlt>VlN$16
6ALAMCF HI5 CHECKBOOK

GLUYAS
WILLIAMS

m

WAV

•

S=s;

SPEKP6 1EH MINUTES LOOKIM6
WR WHtin SfMEMHlf, VtolCH
E^tJfUALW 1UR.N5 UP UHBBt

JUNIOR'S RRKft.AS W 8J"RRW13

HOTEJ

AW5 HIM 1b MOVE. JUNIOR.
MOWES $W MCHES AMD BEfcrtte
1b SCRA1ZH BRCK OF HIS life,
-

' •"•—

'

OMDKX-lb WWCH

1&l<) HIM HOf * SlATO WW5K
JUHJOR POCt 60. IN in
DESK .JUKIOR MOVESIbOlHEH At «U. JlWOR SOLVHlfc fNOBlIM HttRS Wlfl oHlK6
aBE, MWDIH6 ON StoOl -t>sd, W CUHBIHS UP BPCK OF CHAIR. ' • - — •
- AMDCFfECfimy^iUTQItfOFF
ROARS MHM ID 6W Off Afti
UWt TTOM WMDOW
60 URSfMRa.
^

IC.EP"

By
J

LANG
ARMSTRONG
tvt. tot Ua k»T. M.M-
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IT IS HERE!
NEW!

FAST!

SAFE!

We Invite You To See the New Modern Equipment
Added To Our Battery Department

THE NEW

MERCURY QUICK CHARGER
Which Charges Your Battery In the Modern Method
Approved By Leading Battery Manufacturers, Largest Car Manufacturers, Society of Automotive Engineers and Bureau of Standards, U. S. Government.

fore I say unto you, Take no thought
for your life, what ye shall eat; neither
'or the body, what ye shall put on.
Jonsider the ravens: for they neither
sow nor reap; which neither have
storehouse nor barn; and God feedeth
bhem: how much more are ye better
,han the fowls? (Luke 12:22, 24).
Among the selections from the
Christian Science textbook is the folowing:
'Love giveth to the least spiritual
dea might, immortality, and goodness, which shine through all as the
Blossom shines through the bud. All
he varied expressions of God reflect
lea'.th, holiness, immortaity—infinite
Ate, Truth and Love" (p. 518).

f + V + + «• W

*• + •» + +

f CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST 4
rC. R. Neel, Pastor.
+
^ - ' f + -f + ' t - ' t i 4 - + - f ' f 4 ' +
Sunday School at 10- a. m.
Ohiirch worship and communion
,t H a. m.
The ladies of the church will serve
aeir regular dinner Wednesday noon.

THURSDAY, JULY 31, 1M1.
fallen on so many nations ought to
cause all Christians to repent of their
manifold transgressions and m fervent
prayer to the throne of Gods mercy,
earnestly reconsecrate themselves to
God and beseech Him for all men that
soon a right and honorable peace may
come upon the world. To all who wish
to rededicate themselves to their t*>rlj
and Christ their Savior, we bid a,
most hearty welcome to this special
service.
Sunday school teachers meet at the
church at 2:00 o'c'.ock Friday afternoon.
Highland church—
Divine services at 7:30 p. m.

TRUCKERS HELPFUL
TO THOSE WHO PASS

"Although no word is uttered, truck
drivers have a language all their
own for communicating with each
other as they meet and pass on the
It Is No Longer Necessary For You To Wait Days
road, and the language these drivers
For Your Battery To Be Charged. This New
talk is safety," stated J. R. Battery,
Modern Approved Method Charges Your Battery In
president of the Iowa state safety
the Amazing Time of 15 To 45 Minutes, With or
council,
bhis week.
T T ^ T T T ^ T T T ^ T
T
Without Removing the Battery From Your Car.
Just what are some of these sigMETHODIST CHURCH
+
nals? Well, here are a few:
Arthur V. Logy, Pastor. .-.*
When one truck driver rolls up beNEW GUARANTEED BATTERIES
hind another truck and wants to pass,
Church School at 10 a. m. Lee K. he gives a couple of short toots on
PRICED AS LOW AS THE LOWEST
Nichols, acting superintendent.
his horn, or flashes his lights meanChurch worship at 11 a. m. with the ing, "I'm ready to pass you." Then
ermon by the pastor on, "A Condi- he waits'for an'answering signal.
ion of Discipleship."
When 6he truck driver ahead gets
The official board will meet in the
these two short toots, or a flash of
hurch basement Monday evening,
ANITA, IOWA
lights from behind, he sizes up the
August 4, at 8 p. m.
road ahead. If the way 'is clear and
safe for the fellow behind to pass,
he will rejoice over thee with joy; he f CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4 he flashes his tail lights and marker
•f
CHRISTIAN 8CIBNCB.
+ will rest in his love, he will joy over
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
4 lights, meaning, "Okay to pass! Come
i f - f - f - f + + + 4 - - * + 4 + -f thee with singing."
+ • 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 ahead."
If- the driver ahead feels it would
"Love" will be the subject of the
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo- Church school, 10 a. m.
Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of tations from the Bible and from the
There will be no "chtech ''services be unsafe for the driver behind to
(Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, August Christian Science textbook, "Science iunday as the pastor wilt be away on pass because of an intersection, child
near the road, approaching car or
3.
and Health with Key to the Scrip- is vacation.
The Golden Text is from Zepha- tures" by Mary Baker Eddy. .
The ladies will serve a noon-day other potential hazard, he makes no
response to the signal until the way
niah 3:17, "The Lord thy God in the
One of the Bible citations reads: dinner Thursday. %
midst of thee is mighty; he will save, "And he said unto his disciples, There- The Missionary Society will meet is clear. The driver behind accepts
r
iiday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at this as a safety warning to stay behe home of Mrs. Lawrence Hof- hind.
If a truck driver has left a serious
meister.
emergency hazard behind him—a
wreck partly blocking a road, a tree
down, etc; he will flash a warning to
HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL
traffic coming toward him with con
LUTHERAN CHURCH
tinous "frantic" blinking of his headH. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
lights at night of a "wave-down1
Sunday School and Adult Bible motion with his hand in daytime, either
of which means to the oncoming
Class at 9:30 a. m,
driver, "There's special danger down
Divine services at 10:30 a. m.
By proclamation of the president of the road a ways. Look sharp!"
;he Evangelical Lutheran church, this Remember, however, if you accepl
Sunday has been set aside as a special the signal of a driver to pass him
By WARREN BAYLEY
Sunday of repentance and prayer. The you do it at your own risk. But in
Three Porks, Montana
of the Shoshone tribe, to guide it ravages and horrors of war which have any event it is well to let the driver
ahead know that you plan to pass
Lewis and Clark camped here in through this district and the next leg
him.
'From his location up ahead ant
1805 as a direct result of Emperor of its journey. She had lived here
from his seat high above the ground
Napoleon's double-cross of Spain two ad a child before being captured by
he can see approaching cars or peyears before. He sold us the vast the fierce Minnetares Indians, with
destrians that you are unable to see.
Louisiana Purchase for a paltry ?15,- whom her people were constantly warThere are two things in particular
000,000 in violation of an agreement ring. Her childhood memories were
that a passenger car driver can do to
with the Spanish, who had actually invaluable to Lewis and Clark. She
aid the truck driver and at the same
given Prance that territory because led the party through dimly recalled
they couldn't manage such a large passes and over almost forgotten trails
time make for greater safety. They
are:
domain and feared the expansion, of and helped to write a broad page of
the ambitious Americans.
Oddly American history—an 8000 mile trek,
Use the proper headlight beam and
enough, France had given that same by boat, foot and horse-back, from
pay attention to the flares and signals
land to Spain in 1763.
that truckers set out , when their
St. Louis to the Pacific and return.
On May 14th, 1804, President Jeftrucks are stopped along the roadway.
Captain Clark was back here a
ferson sent out the Lewis and Clark year later with another party and ex"Let the truck driver help you
expedition—44 men and 3 boats—to plored the Yellowstone Valley further
drive safely," is Mr. Battery's augexplore our newly acquired territory, south. In 1810, the Missouri Fur Co.
find the source of the Mssouri river built a trading post on the ground
and discover a northwest passage to I trod today. Short lived, the post was
the Pacific. That was the most not- abandoned within a few months be
able exploration in American history. criuse of the raiding, hostile Black
What remained of that ha^dyjband feet Indians. No trace of the settle
arrived here, July 25th, 1805, where ment remains now. It took years to
the small Jefferson, Madison and Gall- civilize this district and make it thft. *.
iton Rivers join to form the head- peaceful cattle raising country it is
waters of the Missouri. Weary and today.
worn, the expedition encamped for a
If this little junction of rivers
rest and a try at contacting local could have long ago managed to hop
Indians for information and horses.
over a few mountains to the west it_
This southwestern Montana country waters would now have but a six or
IOWQ-* Own Radio Personality
is much the same as it was then—a seven hundred mile trip to the Pacific
*«!c« 1921
Now you can hoar your favorite farm
broad, meadowed valley, surrounded As it is, they wander some 4000 miles
authority and entertainer on .t.tion,
by distant mountains and snow-capped in search of an outlet to a sea—north,
KRNT and KSO. "Andy." whom you
peaks. The only real difference is that east and south, through or beside 13
have known n friend And ddviter on
a fine highway runs through here now States, to the Mississippi and down
Station WOI, The Iowa St.t. C*£
Station for 20 ye«i bring, you two
and the town of Three Forks, two miles to the Gulf of Mexico. A long detour
outstanding programs.
distant, contrasts sharply with the merely because of a short stretch ol
You know what
scattered villages of both f ri«ndly and the Rockies. But if the Pacific has
hostile tribes of more than a century been their eventual goal, there might
ago.
not have been a Missouri River ano you're getting with
Luckily, the party had obtained the perhaps no Lewis and Clark Expedition
services of an Indian girl, Sacayawea for me to write about today.
1

0. W. Shaffer & Son

'TRAILER VAGABPN

I've quit
buying
quessoline

WOOLFRIES

Phone 257

Give your cor the "Tankful
Test" and see why Midwest

WHY FIX MY ROOF —
I still have plenty pots and pans! Silly isn't it-yea, but'no more
so than many excuses for putting off needed repairs.
Now is the logical time to re-roof applying our Red Cedar Wood
Shingles over your old roof, saving both time and money.
Before you make a contract vjith any STRANGER, we invite yo«
to ducuaa the matter with us. You will be under no obligation to
buy from UB. but we know that we can give you a better job for less
money tkan any out-of-town roofer. The 8ame ia true of insulation

ROBERT SCOTT
ANITA LUMBER CO.
No Charge For An Estimate — Call 2-0.

pHoi

WE DELIVER

THURSDAY-FRIDAY—SATURDAY SI

Butter
Matches
Corn
COCOa

«
? Pound Box

Stock Salt iwwb Bag
MEATS FOR THRESHERS
Meat LOaf
Pound
P/iaetc
Tender--^™ Fed

tfoasis

f^g

THRESHING ORDERS DELIVERED

We Have A fresh Supply Of
Genuine Semi-Solid Butten

The Farmers Coop.
gestion. "You'll usually find him
NOTICE
courteous, highly trained in safe
I will not be responaibUj
driving and a friendly partner on the
debts contracted by my brc
road."
Calkins; nor debts contn
Mrs. D. M. McLennan and children, one else in my name. Taked
Roderick and Peggy, of i DBS Hoinea and govern yourself accon
visited several days here daring the Dated, at Anita, Iowa,
past week with their sister and aunt, day of July, A.J)., 1941,
Stp
: P.W.I
Mrs. H. H. Turner and husband.
The members of the W. W. cluh
were guests Thursday of Mrs. Joe
Trimmer at her home on East Main
Street. Other guests, besides the
members, were Mrs, Frank McDermott of Atlantic and Mrs. Wilbur Jem
mings. A social afternoon was spent
by those in attendance, following
which a lunch was served by the
hostess.
A,,family .dinner was held Sunday
at the Roy Parker home northwest
of here by the members of the W!agner families. There were 82 present
to «n'joy the fish dinner served at
noon. Those here from out-of-town
were Raymond Wagner of St. Joseph,
Mo.; Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Wagner and
daughter, Alice, of Massena; and Dr.
and Mlra. W. R. Koob'of Brayton.

William Hagen, son of Ir.|
Adolph HSageni had an
his left thumb opened
Misa Marylou Bell of
Iowa, is visiting in Anita |
f red Dement home.. She i
from Lake Okoboji where (
the week end visiting her i
Bell. <

Mrs. Andrew Nelson nul
a party in honor of her;
Verna !Whlte, Friday

home on Bast Main Strat .•!
hostess was Mlas Goldiel
social 6v«nia^ was spent bjH
teen present, following

waa sepved.

The members of the LOME club
were guests Thursday evening of
JELLY STIX
Miss Shirley Rasmuaaen and Miss
6 For 9c
Mlarjorie Cowden at a hard-time party
BAKEBY
at the Paul Kelloway home northeast
Speed Queen washers are«
of here. Prizes for the prettiest cosSee HerbertB]
tume and most comical were won by prices right
• . _.
. 3
Miss Virginia Schlater and Miss Worming Jjigs'now
Gretchen Budd. A weiner roast'was Shot" liquid' Vermifuge
enjoyed by the young ladies during good insurance. See your
the evening.
E»4 Cfa

ANITA MARKETS.

60c
paper,

sheets of I
8%xll inches, it^

(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
Eggs, cash dozen
..............
22c
Ta:
Eggs, in trade, \dozen ...:..... .23c
the variety'
Hens, leghorn ana under 4-lbs. Ib. He
Hens, Ib ..... . ................. 17c
, of proteins, vitamins
Springs, all sizes, Ib. ....... .. .16c als to completely balance
Roosters, Ib. . . .
grains, for. Sorer, faster, hea
Ib ............... ..!"
mom profitable pig and hog C
Buy it ftom Farmers
Pigeons, live, dozen
............
eoc Elevator Co.,_
Cream, sweet
..................
yjc
TaUy cards, 2 for
Cream, No. 1 sour
..............
350
With taaaeU, and place c»
Cream, No. 2 sour
..............
38c
Yellow corn, No. 2
.............
.gQc Tribune o»ce, Anita.
WANTED.—Your
Oats, No. 3, new or old .......... 27c
Wheat, No. 1
................
. >8Bc Ph. 184 Anita-we P*y Ph°"e

NEW

85

WAGNER'S FILLING STATION
TEXACO PRODUCTS

Mi

THURS. - FBI. - SAT.
REASONS TO
ATTEND
"
(Double Feature)
"THE BUCK PRIVATES"
IN ANOTHER LAPP RIOT

"Trailer Vagabond" I8 Sponsored and AppeSrs In Tte8 Paper
Through the Courtesy of

Anita, Iowa

Maduffs

motorUfs choose Red Crown
gasoline over any other

brand by a margin of ....

KRNT
1350 on the

6:00 to 6:30 A.M. Every Wflek rf,y
Andy i Farm Fami), Circle "—a pro.
9r«n «. the entire family. Marle^
weathe, and crop reports, pou|try j
garden mformation, reporti on 4-rl
C«b work. e /c Gu«t SF..l8rl and
""emews with farmer, are h.ard

2t»l
TUNE IN on AUCTION-QUIZ .v«y

The Air-Wave
Sensations
'I'm a baad
boy' fame!

KSO

1 460 on the DIAL

£vflry Day An<J
oYiiA*'
- p
of Mv»lc, -a captivating

STANDARD
SERVICE

_V°ur favorite Uic and phil

©1941

YOUR STANDARD OIL DEALER

of

Remember
une in Andy Wool?/ i,
TomorrovV Morning.'
Plus — Hop-A-Long Cw-idy
J1THREE MEN FROM T»*A8"

BUT
CAGNE).

s. s4
ToSi

————-—

•^••i«ai

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

Become
Sch<
•me School-Boys
• >< few Technique of Modem War

FHA Government Agency
Helps You Buy a House

:

School Lessons
from European-War
Battlefields.
',

Better Way
Choose always the way that,
seems the best, however rough it
may be. Custom will render it
easy and agreeable.—Pythagoras.

Bo0k

-COL. W. H. WELLS

en „ Ve.tern

N.wsp*P«r tr^oa.1

d'ya know?" „ casual, friendly Amerikeeting has assumed^treSous significance In" the
, and is the esseftbe in selg military preferment in
, of "Who d'ya know?"
"important is the "what
Iknow" that in order to dejthe innumerable Itechnical
[professional socialists
j in a moder^.'fighting
approximately 60,000 of
oldiers are in constant at*
nce at some 71 schools.,
•. studies range from briet
"cal courses, to six months
practical and theoretical
for air mechanics. This
oi work is a full-time job
i the entire day devoted to
Iclassroom or shop. Eve! are taken up with ''home
I." Thousands of officers
[are attending schools^but
another qtbty, the%rar
nent stated,
:
at

[jtary experts claim that the
, in being and planned, is esa motorized, mechanized,
[ical force, utilizing every gadg' contrivance ever devised' by
ingenuity which has mililue. In proportion to that of
(powers, it contains more morid more technically trained
both enlisted and commisthan any* force ever organi the world's history.
; of the emergency, war
at instructib^ provide for
otinuous .operation of army
As the graduates of one
ceive then* certificates of
of a course, another is
to occupy the desks or
i of their predecessors. It is
1 that over 300,000 men will
t these schools this year.
Knowledge Vital.
tially, our; army is a flghtce, and its only reason for exis national defense," Genhall, U.S. chief of staff,
"A modern army trained
: with any foe, Or meet any
on must be composed princi' technical experts. Even a
• running a callber-30 machine
jaust have a fair knowledge of
wics; while the jerews of the
16-inch 'coast -defense Suns
[have expert knowledge which
ps both mechanical and elecI subjects. ,
dern pedagogical standards
[been adopted by the armed
and the khaki-clad student
g one of the courses is cerhave mastered :his. subject
insequent increased value to
fit and the nation on the termiot his military service," he
ued.
obvious that every man in
, my wm not attend 'one of
special schools." Aptitude, preI civil occupations, and the relof intelligenca testa invariably
"Vern commanding officers in
aending soldiers to take speurses of StUdyv:::..:branch of the army is con; schools for the development
1
Particular typo of Specialists.
^ordnance department men are
to repair and maintain, un|J
service conditions, articles
nent ranging from intricate
on flre controlinstruments to
gged prime movers of heavy
The finance department

.Intensive instruction in every phase of military operation and testing
of war equipment is well under way today in army schools and camps
located at hundreds of points in the U. S. The personnel of the army,
navy .and air corps is being trained to a razor-edge <tf efficiency in
preparation for stern times that may lie ahead. Above at top, is pictured
a young soldier being initiated into the mysteries of field telephone communications. To the left at bottom, a machine-gun instructor explains
the mechanism, and at right bottom, a 16-tach steel spokesman for
America roan out a thunderous message, while artillery recruits look on.
has special courses in accountancy
and finance. The signal corps
stresses •communications. While the
coast artillery courses of instruction
emphasize electrical installations.
Weather forecasting, road making,
X-ray technicians, and cooking are
among other courses taught.
When these soldiers return home,
the family jalopies should be maintained in perfect running condition
as a result of this training, one officer observed; while the static which
interferes with Pa's radio set should
be readily eliminated.
School Centers Scattered.
Army schools are scattered from
coast to coast, with the air corps
schools, with an enrollment of 20,265 students, leading the 13 branches
of the army. This figure does not
include flying cadets or commissioned officers undergoing instruction. At Scott field, over 4,000 men
are learning to be radio operators
and radio mechanics; while at Chanute field, over 11,000 men are taking technical courses, of instruction.
Close behind the air corps in the
number of soldiers attending schools
is the quartermaster corps with 17,212 men being trained in practically
every activity found in civil life,
ranging from electricians, carpenters, painters, and plumbers to shoe
repairers and welders. The quartermaster corps also has motor
transport schools at Camp Holabird,
Baltimore, Md.; Fort McPherson,
Atlanta, Ga.; and Camp Normoyle,
San Antonio, Texas, where 700 men
graduate each month from a threemonths' course as specialists in motor mechanics.
'"'The" armed force school at Fort
Knox will eventually graduate 26,000 men a year, and at present, has
a student body of 4,298. The tremendous expansion of the armored
force, from one division to the four
now in training with four more
planned in the immediate future,
calls for innumerable specialists.
The maintenance of motor vehicles
and tanks is indeed a job for specialists.

All methods of electrical communications are stressed, and every
combat branch of the army is training radio operators and radio engineers, as well as every type of wire
communication operators. Army
methods require that the soldier not
only be able to install a telephone,
but he must also be able to stretch
wires, operate a switch-board, and
maintain the whole system in working order.
Huddled under a bush with a
heavy caliber-45 automatic pistol
strapped to his side, and frequently
in a driving rain, the army switchboard operator occupies a far different role than the "hello girl" we
all know. When communications
fail, the fog of war envelops the
commander, and all too frequently,
chaos results. Pigeons have not
been neglected and "pigeoneers"
who train these carriers are recognized with specialists ratings.
Continuous Education.
Unlike most civilians, the soldiers'
education never ceases. In addition to the 80,000 men putting in full
time at schools, every division and
regiment in the army is conducting
part time additional schools. Tactics
are the principal courses .taught in
these troop schools, but thousands
of men are devoting their afternoons to mastering the fundamentals of motors, radios, telephones
and telegraph instruments.
Another tremendous factor in the
promotion of Americanism which is
a part of the army's educational sysJMXI are schools conducted in many
$nits for the teaching pf the three
R's. Chaplains conduct most o!
these schools and instruction is given during the soldiers' "free time."
"Every man with the colors will
gain something from his service,"
General Marshall said in closing,
"for many, it will be a trade; for
others it will be an increased knowledge of human nature through the
democracy of the tent; while all
will be strengthened physically. The
old expression, 'The army will make
a man out of you' is as true today
as when it was first coined."

Russian Failure to Ship Fresh"Caviar
Opens a Market for Ontario Fishermen
BOSTON.—Caviar, the delight of
the cosmopolitan gourmet for which
.the lesser epicure must definitely acquire a taste, Has become "black
'gold" to the fishermen of northern
Ontario since shipments from Russia, chief source of caviar supply,
have been curtailed for the duration.
With the price of caviar soaring
to three dollars a pound as it is
taken from the sturgeon, and one
dollar per ounce by the time it
reaches the consumer, the Ontario
fishermen have been quick to set additional nets in the northern lakes
and rivers to meet the demand.
Bearing out the adage that its
an ill wind that blows no good,
the new activity is attracting many
c
tourists to the fisheries of the north.
The Ontario Indians, usually O jibWan, also share in the boom When
Counterfeits
toe fish
they get the head
s iss dressed
e
—The federal peni- -an Ojibway delicacy when cooked
to, «
,1
enworth, Kan., has
count
erfeiters* college"
makers often
hl
»w to "make"
northern Ontario, the sturgeon is
ore-historic in appearance; a
thing left from an age when
things were large and ugly.
ch «y counterfeiter eventual.
,. ^eav^n^-v ,04 thaH, ^sturgeon has from 11 to 13 bony
themselves nlates on its back and about as
ot«s on imi- 52? of these hard, bony armor
shields on each side.
States currency.

•-*. -

Washington, D. C.
DEFENSE 'INCIDENTS'
Out of 26 major "inoidents of damage" in defense plants last month,
military intelligence authorities
mve evidence that 14 were caused
fay sabotage. The other 12 were accidents.
Of the 14 sabotage cases, four
/ere fires and 10 were mechanical
damage. Two are attributed to
Communists; the others to Nazi
igents. There is no indication that
Communists and Nazis worked together.
Since the outbreak of *h* Busso-,.
(erman war, the Communist party
toe has somersaulted. The current
lictum is, no interefefence with deense output. It is significant that"
lince the Nazi attack on the Soviets
here has been a sharp decline in
itrikes.
However, intelligence agents report that the party has made no
change in its policy of propagandizng soldiers and sailors. This is beng pushed as vigorously as before,
although with little success. In fact,
party generals' are so dissatisfied
with results that they recently ordered labor unions dominated by
Communists to help their campaign
by offering their halls as soldier rec"eation centers.
Japanese Consulates.
Another significant development
n subversive influences relates to
he Japanese.
Since the expulsion of the Nazi
and Italian consulates, intelligence
officers have found that the Japalese consulates in Los Angeles and
Seattle have become the chief clearng houses for espionage on the West
:oast. Japanese residents are sendng in a constant stream of reports
on airplane production, ship movements and other military informaion.
The recent arrest of two Japanese
ipies in Los Angeles caused a flurry
n Japanese quarters, and a num>er of Japanese rushed to Washington, apparently to place, themselves under the protection of their
embassy. Others hotfooted for Mexco, which may mean they are planning to shift spy headquarters to
Mexico City.
• * •

In the northern lakes sturgeon are
taken in traps having nets several
hundred yards long stretched across
a lake or river and leading the fish
into a circular net from which they
are taken by the fishermen.
Thus the sturgeon fishermen of the
lakes constantly hope for high winds
to move the fish into their traps.
Four or five fish taken in a haul,
although a highly profitable catch
in the present market, is considered a poor "take." When a high
wind blows the catch is always better and with caviar selling for more
than twice as much as fine silver
(caviar $1.00 per ounce to consumer; fine silver $.42 per ounce), the
large fish are well named "black
gold."
Because the roe is highly perishable, and must be treated by the
fishermen immediately after the sturgeon is dressed rather than shipped
to market "raw," converting it into
caviar is an art that is handed down
from father to son and held just as
much a secret as a chef's formula
for a favorite sauce. The result is
get
as
intti ouii»n fishermen
•-.— twice
.
much as others for their caviar be
pause of the manner in which they
treat it The female fish will produce
about 20 pounds of roe, netting fishermen up to $3 per pound.

SECRET NEW AAA CZAR

American Farm bureau and National Grange moguls are smart politicians. Although their bill to create an independent, five-man board
to rule the AAA has not yet seen
the light of day on Capitol Hill,
they are already greasing the way
by canny wooing of possible opponents.
Latest to be "propositioned" is
Rudolph ("Spike") Evans, ambitious head of the AAA, who might
be a vigorous foe of their scheme
to gain •control of his own agency.
The farm leaders have sent word to
Evans that they will back him for
chairman of their proposed board if
he will go along with them.
An inner group of ll decided on
this move at a secret pow-wow during the recent conference in Chi"
cago of the Farm bureau. Grange
and National Co-op council on the
defense emergency.
The master minds also accepted
Walter Randolph of Alabama as the
Farm bureau's selection on the
boards, pledged themselves to take
whomever the Grange picked, and
agreed to allow this hand-picked trio
to name the other two board members.
The plan is very pat, but the mystery is where Roosevelt and Secretary Claude Wickard fit into the
picture. Under the law the President appoints board members, and
on agricultural selections he naturally would consult Wickard. Apparently, the Grange and Farm bureau
manipulators propose to do the picking and force Roosevelt and Wickard to go along.

No Chance.
Actually, the five - man board
scheme has no chance of getting
anywhere this year.
Not yet even introduced, it faces
such a long battle when it does appear that months will elapse before
it goes through the committee process. Further, there are indications
that certain Farm bureau* moguls
privately don't want the legislation
considered at all this session.
According to Farm bureau insiders, Earl Smith, Illinois big-gun,
and Francis Johnson, Iowa chief,
secretly want to make it a political
issue in next year's congressional
election. Militant New Deal foes,
they are said to believe that a lot
of GOP campaign hay can be made
in the rural districts by raising the
cry of "give the farmer control of
the AAA."
How much control he. would have
is shown by the fact that the boys
already have made sure that they
would do the controlling.
• • * •
MERRY-GO-ROUND

Frank Grille, secretary-treasurer
of the United Rubber Workers, ia
slated for membership on the antidiscrimination committee that President Roosevelt is planning to set
up to eliminate bars against Negroes and other minority groups in
defense industries.
On the desk of Lawrence Fly,
scrappy chairman of the Federal
Communications commission, is one
of those little plaster busts designed
for temperamental people to smash
—when they lose their temper.

FS A "home of your own1' an un* fulfilled dream? Then, you will
w.an| to know more about the FedTest With Reason
eral Bousing Administration, ene Reason is the test of ridiculeof the most important agencies not ridicule: the test of truth.—
created by the national govern- Warburton.
ment in the past few years.
Loans insured by the FHA have
helped thousands of families- ACCIDENT IMSURAMCE Mr?
many making under $2,000 a year THE LATEST IN PROTECTION
—to buy their: own homes. Other
government agencies might also
a
be of interest to you.
Our 32-page booklet fully describes bow
you can make use of these government
agencies, also government-sponsored employment and education opportunities,
Gives facts on Selective Service. Send
your order to:

riomnas IN UTBIKBUBAKCB BUTCH im
Homage by Hypocrisy
Hypocrisy is the homage which
vice renders to virtue.—La ftochefoucauld.

HEADER-BOMB SERVICE
635 Sixth Avenue
New York City

Enclose 10 cents in coins for your
copy of WHAT YOUR GOVERNMENT DOES FOR YOU.
Name.

Address

I

> ASK MC
A
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?
? A General Qwiz
<v-

*

1. How many years is a chiliad?
2. Why do many Orientals remove their spectacles when talking with another person?
3. What peninsula comprises
Spain and Portugal?
4. Which is the highest waterfalls in the world?
5. John Brown, the abolitionist,
of Harper's Ferry, West Virginia,
fame, was the father of how many
children?

The Answer*

1. One thousand years.
2. The Orientals do this as a
mark of respect.
3. Iberian.
4. Angel falls in Venezuela is the
world's loftiest cataract. It is
about '4,400 feet, or 28 times as
high as Niagara falls.
8. Twenty, two of whom were
Kindness at Premium
killed in the raid upon the armory The world is more charitable in
and arsenal at Harper's Ferry, money than in kind words.—
Diane.
October 16, 1859.

Teat °f Civilisation
I the cities, nor the crops, but in
The true test of civilization is I the kind of men the country turns
the census, nor the size of I out.—Emerson.

afttt dinner became a good
America custom ttck in the
18th century when (hit sport
took the place of yooitf.
EQUALLY ENJOYABLE before wvd
after dinner u the good American cuitom
of molting mild, fragrant King Edward*.
America'• futett lelling cig»r. For • cool,
mellow moke, light up a King Edward
today.
^•K..-

.-.fvw

KING EDWARD
WORLD'S LARGEST SELLER

YOU
ARE AN

INFLUENTIAL

PERSON

t/J?

The merchant who advertises must treat
you better than the merchant who does
not. He must treat you at though you
were the most influential person in town.
As a matter of cqjd fact you are. You
held the destiny of his business in your
bands. He knows it. He shows it. And you
beaefitby good service, by courteous treatment, by good value—and by lower prices.

CARD OF THANKS.

• •

EASY

William Mallhollin and Lawrence
Hofmeister, who are taking a defense
I wish to thank all my friends and
training course at Iowa State college,
neighbors for the many cards and letspent the week end here at their resters I received during my recent ill- pective homes.
ness and stay at the hospital.
Mrs. Elmer Jensen.
The members of the Mutual Benefit club were guests Thursday afterThe L. L. Maids -were guests Thursnoon - of Mrs. Oliver Pierce at her
day afternoon of Margaret Shaffer at
home northwest of here. There were
the home of her parents, MT. and Mrs.
ten members and five visitors pre"eorge F. Shaffer, on Rose Hill Avsent. A social afternoon was spent
enue. The afternoon was spent with
by those present. Mrs. Cleo Reeves
games and contests, following which will be hostess at the next meeting
a lunch was served.
of the club.

THIS COUPON

.

TASIS
Now

tobeen plannin
•applies yoo have

AT YOUR

on

SSrteu^a^^C'v Be sure all your

yeara of
• j • ,•••*.. ;. 7, --- -'-built features.
10
k tin- wells.
i!n?r'$!(**!&
**.* P""*
* Equipment-For
or »h«llow
Blectrie .motor
or engine
driven. A ilze deep
ilr
every home or farm. Com* In for complete inlorm»Uoj>. "109.

B. W. Robison, Anita, la. I
FLY
;NCERS
SPRAY
THE FARMERS COOP.
5 C.

is

WORTH 66 CENTS

P. DARROW, Huwcer

DRUG STORE

A winner-loser party was held Friday afternoon by the members of the
Friday bridge club. The losers, Mrs.
Fred M. Sheley, Mrs. C. H. Johnson,
Mrs. Robert Scott, Mrs. J. D. Young
and Miss Minnie Forshay, entertained
the winners, Mrs. J. W. Budd, Mrs.
Henry Maduff, Mrs. Leo V. Bongers,
Mrs. W. H. Tate, Mrs. B. D. Forshay
and Mrs. R. W Forshay, at a dinner
served at the Methodist church, folowing which the afternoon was spent
playing bridge at the Johnson home.
The prize for high score was won by
Mrs. Tate and Mrs. R. W. Forshay
received the low score prize.

Take this coupon to your druggist
as it is worth 66 cents.
QUICK-AID—Is a doctors formula,
time tested and proved.
QUICK-AID—Is highly recommended in the relief of Lumbago, Neuritis,
Rheumatism, Arthritis, Sciatica, tired
aching burning feet, MuscuJar Soreness, Sprains, Aches and Pains in
the Hands, Arms, Shoulders, Back,
Hips, Legs, Knees, etc.
Many report complete relief in a
few days time. Why Suffer? When
you can secure real lasting relief.
QUICK-AID—Should be in every
home, for ready use.
IMIPORTrVNT NOTICE—This coupon is worth 66 cents at your druggist, on the purchase price of one
bottle of QUICK-AID. As only a
limited number of bottles will be sold-i
so you are.Tirged to ,t«Ke 'CT'Jinis ana
this coupon and get' your ' botfte of
QUICK-AID today, valued at $1.25
and secut* Quick Relief.
QUICK-AID, is sold you with the
understanding you must.be satisfied,
or your money will be refunded.
/ CAUTION—Do not accept a substitute, but insist on QUICK-AID.
-rf
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BONGERS' DRUG STORE

Plan Now For 2 Big Days

Wednesday and Thursday

SENSATIONAL DRUG SALE
SAVE WITH SAFETY
75c SQUIBB MINERAL OIL.65c STATIONERY, 75 sheets and
60c ALKA SELTZER
49c
76 envelopes
29c
25c JOHNSON'S BABY
PROPHY-LACTIC HAIR
POWDER
23c
BRUSH, sterilized
35c
25c ELKAY WHITE SHOE
HUSKY DOUBLE EDGE
CLEANER, 8-oz
17c
RAZOR BLADES, 25 for . .25c
60c POLIDENT DENTAL
MEDICATED EPSOM SALTS,
PLATE CLEANER
49c
5 pounds
39c
60c SAL HEPATICA
49c 25c DEWITT NOSE DROPS.21c

FOR BEAUTY'S SAKE
50c IPANA TOOTH PASTE .39c
60c DRENE SHAMPOO . . . . 5 3 c
COLD CREAM SOAP, 6 bars.29c

CHAMPEL COLOGNE $1.00
PINAUD COLOGNE
50C
PINAUD BODY POWDER ..50c

SPORTING GOODS
ALL-AMERICAN TENNIS
RACKETS
79c
TENNIS BALLS
25c
WORTH BASEBALLS .10c-$1.50

WRIGHT - DITSON GOLFBALLS
35c - 75<;
AMERICAN SOFTBALLS
60c - $1.00

PRESCRIPTIONS CAREFULLY COMPOUNDED

BONGERS

We Deliver

(The RexaU Store)

Phone 102

with their famous, "Buck Privates."
The second feature is made to order
REEL NEWS
for western fans. William Boyd aa
Hopalong Cassidy in, "Three Men from
Continuing the summer policy of Texas," is one of the fast riding,
outstanding", programs, the Anita thea- straight-shooting outdoor action filma
tre brings a combination double fea- of the current season.
* * •
ture of comedy, music and rip-roaring
"Casey waltzed with the Strawberry
western action show to the screen
tomorrow, Friday and -Saturday. First Blonde, and the band played on."
there are those super-comics that have | That's the tune on everybody's lips
taken the country by storm, Abbott I that has seen James Cagney and OlivDeHaviland in,
"Strawberry
and Costello (The Buck Privates) in ia
a happy-go-lucky song and dance Blonde," which is the feature attracshow, "One Night in the Tropics." tion for Sunday, Monday, Tuesday
Surrounded by beautiful girls, tuneful and Sunday matinee. It's that good
music by Jerome Kern and a cast of old two-fisted Cagney in those good
seasoned players, Abbott and Costello old two-step days and Olivia, she's all
turn out another hit which is on a par the fudge. Imagine Jimmy the Gent
on the loose, when a mug was used
only in shaving and a racket was
DR. B. L. MEURER something for tennis. He turns the
'naughty nineties' upside down .when
Chiropractor
he bounces the strawberry blondes on
Adair, la.
their bustles.
—Office Hours—
Mrs. Dan Spiker went to Omaha
9-12 — 1:30-6
last Friday where she will spend severWed. & Sat. Night al days visiting friends.
7 till 10
Miss Gertrude Worthing of St.
SuruhO-ll A. M. Louis, Mo., is visiting at the home
Phone 37
of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Kelloway northeast of Anita.

AUGUST 6 and 7

Free Attractions Each Day

AFTERNOON AND EVENING
•"^^«.™.^—••—«.»^^-—

!plt|how--9:30 a. m., Wed., Aug. 6
$5O.OO IN PRIZES

(Catt Sbow-9:30 a. m., Thu., Aug. 7
Capt. Frakes and noted daredevfls risking
their necks in head-on collisions, "divebomber" crashes, suicide
leaps, *uto

$1OO.OO IN PRIZES

GAME EACH AFTERNOON

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

ANITA vs. CASEY

ANITA vs. LEWIS

.jui,,

Lfee Barren and His
DANCE WILL BE HELD RAIN OK

Rides t Entertainment For Everyone
^ -- " -"^~-'-'

Free Parking
«

Come and Enjoy Anitas Big

w\*

AUGUST 6 and 7

OPEN Alt

encus

Twle.
QUIZ NUT
WOMEN'S
f —for the official 1941 National Dirt Track Championship. Biggest racing classics in midwest
this summer. Nearly 60 of America's greatest
drivers in 1 days' competition.

irm With Music By

Concessions of AH Kins

ssssss^;

Berate Cummins,Aug.
22-23-24; Joe Sanders.
Aug. 25-26; GrifT Williams. Aug. 27-28-29
Largest, finest
floor In Iowa.

EXPOSITION
HSH'AND

•AMI SHOW

gsniK. "Musk On
Wings," every night. Star-studded cast
of over 176 people; rUio-stage-screea
headliners, Broadway beaoty enoras.
symphonic band, magnifieant ttttlngs.

Economize With a
Refrigerated Locker
We still have a few lockers left—SQ if you
really want to economize, rent one.
We also have some real nice quarters of beef.
Come in and see them. We can save you money.

Miller's Lockers
ANITA — WIOTA — CUMBERLAND
THERE IS ONE NEAR YOU

•Mi

IMPROVED*
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S
By VIRGINIA VALE

ft. ,
.«._ of Chicago.
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

of color and scallops of white finish the spread.
• • •

(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

LET'S HAVE AN ICE CREAM SOCIAL!
XSeefiedpes Below) '
CBEAM 'N CAKE
THIS WEEKS MENU
r jo their starched dresses,
are ready "to recite their
the boys, slicked and
are watchinjf them shyly,
eryone's
for retime
. Ot
it's an
i social,
Ifpically
festiwhich
Hake r s
ieir most
cakes and choicest tee'
• There, too, you'll find lem|"made in the shade by the

lee Cream Social
•Vanilla and Chocolate
Ice Cream
•WsJuufHorte
Lemonade
•Recipe given.

water and vanilla. Freeze in onequart freezer.
Remove dasher.
Pack in ice and salt for one hour
or more after freezing.
For Banana Ice Cream, use the
above recipe, except to substitute I
.teaspoon of lemon extract in place
of vanilla. Mash three bananas to a
smooth pulp with a silver fork and
add-to ice cream after removing
dasher. ,
was a time when an ice
Coffee Ice Cream: Proceed as for
:ial, though'as pleasant an Vanilla Ice Cream, using 1 cup of
i you'd find on the summer cold black coffee in place of 1 cup
carried^with # a -great of water and tt teaspoon vanilla in
careful preparation. Ice place of 1 tablespoon of vanilla.
1 to be kept to heavy conMaple Nut Ice Cream: One of the
in turn were wrapped
and it«» Beeches and, most requested flavors, made just
lasted tyO • Jong it was like the vanilla except mapeline fla| be more, jaettedi than icy voring is substituted for vanilla, and
i were finally served. But % cup of chopped nuts is added
•doyou have such a risk. just after removing the dasher.
If you like chocola'te flavoring,
{cream can be stored in your
or and it will be kept real- here's a recipe I'm sure will please
you. Rich and creamy, full of satisfying chocolate flavoring, it's one
; ice cream with the freez- kind
of ice cream of which there
is fun, and usually the can never
be too much made.
gets together to do
•Chocolate lee Cream.
t the cranking. Tb» .freezer
i or metal, bucket hold4 eggs separated
ice and salt -and a non% cup'sugar
netal contained with a close1 cup milk
K , cover for holding. the xnix1 teaspoon cornstarch
fbe frozen;; ,3!tM JQpxture is
1 pint cream, whipped
~ : paddle itw!bed to the
Itt ounces chocolate
is operated "by hand,
Mix conutorch and'sugar. Stir
netimes by a small electric into well beaten yolks. Mix and
blend with milk, heat in double boiltree parts of left to one part er, and cook until thick. Add chocoTurn the crank slowly at late and cook till blended. Cool,
\ about five minutes of until fold* in beaten egg whites and
lure stiffens, 'ften as quickly whipped cream. Freeze.
ible until it is difficult to
Among the pleasant surprises in
'is takes aboutM*jainutes. appearance and in flavor among ice
' ice and sal* tf^ecessary. creams is this one called Tutti-Frut.(salt water, push'down ice ti. If .you're longing for a change
It being careful to-get none in from familiar fa! of ice cream,
vorites this one
> of can, uncover, take out leaves nothing to
e, and beat the frozen 'be desired. To
e with a wooden spoon. Cover make it really
nh wax paper, and pack gala for the
Let stand several hours to youngsters, take
a scoop of it, pop two raisins in foi
> would be famous for your the eyes, a currant for the nose and
uns and have them. spoken a cherry for the mouth. It's a simat the social, follow direc- ple gesture but one which they'll
0 get the desirable smooth, appreciate for all it's worth.
Tnttl Frntti Ice Cream.
' triumphs. Jop; weam'ifree ;
stals and splinters will get
(Serves 6)
*e every time.% cup sweetened condensed millj
1 'Vanilla lee Cream.
Vt cup water
1% teaspoons vanilla
(Makes 1% quarts)
1 cup whipping cream
" sweetened condensed
% cup finely chopped maraschino
S-oz. can)
cherries
i thin cream
% cup seeded raisins, finely
water
chopped
n vanill%
Mix
sweetened condensed milk,
'thoroughly
the sweetened
le
<J milk, thin cream, cold water and vanilla. Chill. Whip
cream to custardTlike consistency.
Fold into chilled mixture. Freeze in
freezing unit of refrigerator till hall
SAYS;
frozen. Scrape from tray, beat until smooth but not melted. Add
you know that:
chopped fruit. Replace in freezing
unit until frozen.
No social is completely a success
without an array of freshly baked,
nice smelling cakes with their
swirls of frosting piled high tc
» mfeotod by th« tempt. One cake which will really
give you a new high in reputation
is this Walnut Torte, an old-fash
ioned favorite with new found fame
•Walnut Torte.
1 cup zweiback crumbs
1 teaspoon baking powder
1 cup chopped walnuts
mixtures
give amoother
4 eggs separated
ce
The
t . ! . creams.?
% cup sugar
fat mth
L fl
« cream also
% pint cream, whipped
Crush the zweibaqk crumbs, mu
bodied flavor.
with baking powder and nuts. Beat
egg yolks thick and lemon color,
beat in sugar, and then ffrgjually .
the crumb nut mixture. Fold in
1
ort
stiffly beaten egg whites Turn into
two greased and floured tins and
from increa-

XX7HEN it was decided that
Lesson for August 3
' ' t h e new Garbo picture
would get under way on Fria?* Scripture text* Mby
ii " Bec°pyri«hted
y International
nerna
e
Io
day the thirteenth, the assist- permlralo?
"*Ioui
"*
Education; «">«<»
ant director called the cast
together to see if anybody's
PAUL PREACHES FAITH
IN CHRIST
superstitions would get in the
way. Melvyn Douglas said that Friday was a lucky day for him, and LESSON TEXT—Romans 3:21-31; 8:1. I.
GOLDEN TEXT-As It Is written, The just
tfae fact that it was •ball
live by faith.—Romans 1:17.
the thirteenth would
make it so much the
Justification by faith is a doctrine
better. Ruth Gordon, who gave up a which lies at the very heart of the
number of summer gospel. It provides the answer to
age-old question, "What must
.stock engagements j! man's
to take this one in I do to be saved?" (Acts 16:30).
pictures, declared I "This was a question with which
that She deliberate- Paul had himself grappled, and for
ly walks under lad- 'years he had sought salvation in
ders, and" loves the traditional Jewish way. Then
black cats/ Roland one day he met Christ and he underGreta Garbo Young said that • went a spiritual transformation
he'd bring along I through faith in Him, apart from the
one of his china penguins, to break ] works of the law. Because of that
the evil spell of the jinx. As for experience, and because of the
Miss Garbo, she said nothing—just divine revelations made to him, he
showed up on time.
was able to show others how to be
saved and how to live a life of vicAmong the writers of the New
Janet Blair used to be the fea- tory.
Testament it is Paul who most
tured vocalist with the late Hal clearly
sets forth the doctrine of
Kemp's orchestra; now she has a justification
by faith, a doctrine
Columbia contract and one of the which has brought
of soul
top feminine roles in "Three Girls to multitudes, and comfort
consciousAbout Town." She'll play the young- ness of sins forgiven."the
(Olmstead).
er sister of Joan Bkmdell. •
I. How Can God Be Just and
Justify Sinners? (Rom. 3:21-31).
David Niven not only went back
The portion of Romans just preto England to serve his country, but
ceding our lesson is devoted to a
he's been made a
devastating treatment of man's sinmajor. Bing Crosby
fulness, bringing him face to face
had a letter from
with the question, "What can I do
him in which he
about it?" The answer has a hopementioned the proless ring to it.
motion. He heads a
squadron of defense
1. Man has no righteousness of
his own, and cannot by any of his
troops which is star
own works save himself. "He has
tioned on the Engtried many ways, in every age, but
lish coast opposite
no human being, or groups of men
France. In his letor women, have ever devised any
ter he said that no
scheme, have ever conceived of any
less than 20 invadritual,. Have ever established any reing Nazi bombing DavWNiven
ligion hjf their own efforts, through
planes had been
knocked down above his sector the which peace with God has been
found and a sinner has been enprevious night.
abled to stand before a holy God
The March of Time's newest re- without condemnation. Man being
lease, "New England's Eight Mil- helpless, God now intervenes" (Willion Yankees," shows how the six bur M. Smith).
northeastern states are making
2. Christ paid the penalty for
themselves invasion-proof. It is the man's sin by His own blood. How
first of a series of regional films, clearly verse 25 declares the sacriand will be followed by releases on ficial death of Christ to provide a
the .Midwest, Texas, and other sec- covering of blood (the real meaning
of "propitiation") which will enable
tions of the country. .
a just God to forgive the sinner that
(v. 22). Why not
Penny Singleton, who's been believesitininChrist
all its grace and power,
"Btondle" on the screen and on the receive
to explain it away or to
air for ,so long, Is hard at work now not trying
its requirements? Why atIn her first film mudeali It's called evade'
to provide some other means
"Cowboy Joe" temporarily, and tempt
salvation when we know that
Glenn Ford plays opposite her. of
the shedding of blood is
She'd made a name for herself as a "without
no
remission"
of sin (Heb. 9:22)7
singer and dancer on the Broadway
3.
Man
receives
salvation by
stage before she went to Hollywood,
and her nine "Blondie" comedies grace through faith, apart from
have made one for her In Hollywood. works. Man can only be "justified
freely by his grace" (v. 24). It is
for "them that believe" (v. 22), it is
The office of Heinrich Himmler, "through faith" (w. 25, 26) and,
chief of Nazi SS men, is as authen- note with care, "man is justified by
tic a reproduction in Warner Bros.' faith apart from the works of the
"Underground" as following actual law" (v. 28). Thus God establishes
photographs could make it. Himm- the law (v. 31) and yet becomes the
ler does not permit photos of his of- righteous justifier of a repentant befice to be released; however, Kurt lieving sinner.
Schmidt, technical adviser on "UnII. What Happens When a Man Is
derground," made some when he Justified?
(Rom. 5:1, 2).
was in favor with the SS head, and
These verses sound like the upliftsmuggled them out of the country
when he escaped two years ago. ing music of a mighty organ, with
The film shows Himmler's dreaded the celestial choirs joining in to sing.
"Therefore being justified by faith,
office for the first time.
we have" — What? Oh many prepossessions, three of which
Bob Hope, who soared to film pop- cious
are here mentioned.
ularity with the song "Thanks for
1. "Peace With God."
the Memory," will have another op"Through our Lord Jesus Christ"
portunity to warble an outstanding
number, when he sings "Yon Can't the barrier of sin with all its maliBrash Me Off" In "Louisiana Pur- cious enmity has been broken down
chase," which Paramount will pro- and the believer is at peace with
duce. lately he's been content God. What could be more wondermerely to be one of the funniest men ful than thus to be really "in tune
on the screen. His "Caught in the j with the Infinite"? That is someDraft" is hilarious, though the script ' thing, by the way, which can only
writers dng DP some of the oldest ' be true of the believer, one who has
jokes to existence for It. Eddie both peace with God and the peace
Bracken hangs up a few laurels for of God flooding his soul. Every sinner who covets that experience may
himself in this one too.
have it—now—by faith in Christ.
2. Standing in Grace.
With the exception of a few minor
"To stand in grace is to occupy
weekly cast additions, all the reguter roles on the new "Hap Hazard- the position wherein love is able to
radio series, the summer replace- • carry out its desires. To stand in
ment for "Fibber McGee and Mol- I grace is to come into such relationlv" have been assigned. It stars ship with the Lord that He may do
Ransom Sherman and features the that thing that is in His heart, the
singing
of Edna O'DelJ and Billy thing which His love prompts. To
MUto1 orchestra. Nowadays people i stand in favor is to be unafraid. It is
£ radio have begun to take these to be able to pass into the presence
summer replacement shows seri- of One of whom we are unafraid, and
ously The "Blondie" program start ' know that there will be welcome. It
ef as one three years ago-now it is to know that to come into the prestops all CBS hall-hour shows in pop- ence of this One is to receive, not
ularity, according to the latest necessarily a gift, but love, and of
Himself, in a communion which is
Crosley report.
unbroken and perfect" (G. Campbell
Morgan).
AND ENDS-Ona
3. Rejoicing in Hope.
-<>*, got a vacation front
The world is sorrowful for it has
Edward G. Robinson j Big
lost hope, but the believer rejoices
j i,. Santa Barbara ana a rest "in hope of the glory of God" (v.
Hu> e y W Robert Your,* »Ul 2). The Christian has the forward
"" "Worried Bachelor,," a com- look. His future is as bright as the
promises of God. He knows that h«
will one day see the glory of God
revealed in all His holiness, power,
love and grace. Even now the be» Th ree"
t •*
liever has that hope in his heart,
'kckA vehicle
-bu
"e/"cl 'lor Shirley
and lives a rejoicing life (or should
do sol). It's a great thing to be
saved!

«•"

The hot iron transfer for stamping If
29324, 15 cents. There Is a minimum of
embroidery on this delightful cover. Scad
your order to:
AUNT MARTHA
Box 1B8-W
Kansas City, Mo.
Enclose 19 cents for each pattern
desired. Pattern No
Name
Address

Pattern No. Z9324
PERHAPS
this is Chicken Little
1
and Ducky Lucky come to decorate baby's crib spread. Twelve
adorable blocks are done in outline and lazy daisy, and a border

natty
mfle* tasty
... ALL jmsr (arorito

Doughnut Stones
Doughnut stones are perforated
ring-like stone objects of prehistoric significance. They are found
on the sites of early Indian settlements throughout North America,
particularly in southern California, where many have been unearthed from ancient burial plots.
Not Standing Still
It is believed that the Indians
slipped these stones over heavy
Men cannptjbe stationary. If a
sticks for use as hammers, weap- man is not rising to be an angel,
ons, or as weights for digging im- depend upon it he is sinking downplements.
wards to be a devil.

tm urn* mi «nt mi*
till 111 Mill IUMIIII

My Three Friends
Three men are my friends: He
who loves me, he who is my enemy, and be who is indifferent to

me. He who loves me teaches
me tenderness; he who hates me
teaches me caution, and he who ia
indifferent, self-reliance.—Anon.

* IN THE ARMY...NAVY...ITS

CAMELS!
THAT
EXTRA SMOKING
PER PACK
IN CAMELS SUITS

CAMELS SUIT
ME BETTER AIL
WAYS...LESS NICOTINE
IN THE SMOKE...
AND EXTRAMILP

ME TO AT*

from Anny Pott Bxchsncwi
and Sale* CommlssutM. N«vy
Sblpir Stone, 8Up«f flmlco
Stows, ami

THE SMOKE OF SLOWCT-BUimiNQ CAMELS CONTAINS

28% LESS NICOTINE
than the average of the 4 other largestselling cigarettes tested —less than any
of them—according to independent
scientific tests of the smoke itself t
THE SMOKE'S THE THING!

THE CIGARETTE OF
COSTUER TOBACCOS
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in War Dance
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^
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A General Quiz
f. t*. |k. o. P- (X. (*. p- p.. (V. p-

Are
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Purchases
ousumer Demand.

By VIRGINIA VALE

(XteUaMd by Western Newspaper Union.)

LOOKS as if heroes of the
I Tsports
world would come in-

FRANK GEORGE .

to their own on the motion picture screen with a vengeance in
the near future. Columbia's already begun production on
"Harmon of Michigan," with
Tom Harmon himself appearing in the title role. Republic
has signed Billy Conn, of the
squared circle, to star in one picture. It will be "Kid
Tinsel," based on
the novel of that
name by Octavus
Roy Cohen.

jed by Western News»»ptr,Wl|lojl.K

[•HINGTON. - Mofi» .
he best financial ouupdk
than a decade. Prices
products are~fhfc <h$g£h-'
ce 1937, and farm cash in•om crops arid liVfe stock
the largest sittce 1929.
[of farm production also
risen, but in smaller
lit than the risfc la prices
spective farm Income.
agricultural econo,„_ estimated that farm
> will exceed 10. pillions of
; this year. This compares
lightly more' than '9 bil[in 1940, and with more
1 billions in 1929. The estior 1941 is more th§n twi$e
al of farm income of less
i billion dollars at- the bot! the economic depression
i income prospects have been
year by the continuing
sumer demand -for; farm
s, the large, government purjof farm products in the Food|ense program, and by recent;
legislation increasing to 85
|it of parity the rate of governans on basic farm commodi-

"East Meets West" this month when 36 Indian tribes join hi colorful
pageantry, symbolic of their life before their white brother touched the
shores of America. The redmen gather at Gallup, N. M., August 13-16, not
in solemn conclave to smoke the pipe of peace with the "paleface," neither
to prove that Mark Twain was wrong, but to don feathers and war paint for
a championship Inter-Tribal Indian ceremonial contest. E>om out of misty
American history, these bronzed phantom-like figures will again dance to
the throb of erode war drums and the exhortations of their weird medicinemen. This is the first challenge ever flung, by New York's historic tribe,
the Iroqnois, to the west and south tribes.

Grandmothers Club
Grows Nationally

a&jrafrw™
f^r^r^r^

- y'

ii^""*-:-!*.-

SMART-

The Atuwert

1. Argentina.
2. Swift (in "Gulliver'g Travels," people of a country -where
everything is of enormous size).
3. One gallon of water weighs
8.355 pounds.
NEW
4. Damascus.
Entertainment and
5. Fasces.
Dining Faetllti**.
6. Antares (90,000,000 times larger than our sun).
PENGUIN ROOM
7. Yes. Gold is weighed by the
troy system, 12 ounces to the
COCKTAIL lOIINGE
pound, while feathers are weighed
by the avoirdiipbis measure.
THE ALC8VE
8. Three — John Adams, John
While we're on the subject of hero
Quincy
Adams
and
Chester
Arportrayal, Gary Cooper does a reCOFFEE SHOP
markably good job in "Sergeant thur.
R.E.MeEKM»,Msi.D».
York." The picture is one of those
Dlrtdlon
that you'll have to see, unless you
Drafting Bills
SOUTHWEST HOTELSJNC
want to sit by and suffer forever
Mn.H.Gndy Meaakf ,Pm.
after while your friends tell you how
Many bills presented in the sengood it was.
ate and the house of representatives are not written by the conMost of the sequences of "Glam- gressmen or the congressional
our Boy" show backstage scenes committee whose names they
on the Paramount
bear, but by one or more of the 10
lot, so if you want
lawyers in the office of the legisto see what the inlative counsel, an organization set
Taking Note
side of a motion picup more than 20 years ago for this
ture studio really
purpose and which costs the govHe listens to good purpose who
looks like, check this
ernment about $75,000 a year.
takes note.—Dante.
Jackie Cooper-Susanna Foster picture as one that yi
want to be sure to
riving a cross-country bus is a man-sized job,"
see. For one' setayt But Drivtr WALTf R STINSON
quence, in a producer's office, Walter Abel and Jackie
Susanna
Cooper are doing a
Foster
scene. Framed on
the office wall are portraits of Madeleine Carroll, Dorothy Lamour,
Claudette Colbert, Mary Martin and
Paulette Goddard.
"You seem to be nervous, Jackie," Abel commented. "What's the
matter?"
"Who wouldn't be nervous doing
'a scene with all those big stars
watching?" Jackie demanded.
And David Selznick and Metro
want to bring us a
picture based on the
life.of the great Lou
'•' Gehrig of the baseball diamond. That
one would be a litTom Harmon tle tougher assignment, of course—
imagine finding someone who'd be
acceptable as Lou I

GALLUP, N. M.—Leading ceremo- new steel stadium which was erectnial dancers of the Six Nations of the ed last year with a seating capacity
ates are that the increase in Iroquois, New York state's historic of 4,000.
The program for each of the four
nent loans will add more tribes, have for the first time chal..the. 30-odd Southwestern days is' as follows: August 13, at
0,000,000 to farm income this lenged
tribes to meet them during the In- 8 p. m., Indian Dances, Ceremonial
(This figure is included in the ter-Tribal Indian ceremonial to be grounds; August 14-15-16, 10:30 a.
[ted $10,000,000,000 of total held at Gallup, N. M., the Indian m., Parade through downtown Galpcome. The higher loans will Capital, August 13-16, to compete lup; 2 p. m., Games and other
income of cotton growers before a group of Indian judges hi events, Ceremonial grounds; 8
$225,000,000 this year over any Indian ceremonial dances com- p. m., Indian Dances, Ceremonial
of wheat growers by an mon to both East and West, for the grounds.
title of Champion Indian Ceremonial
nt amount. , fr", „
Dancers of North America.
I Cotton Income to Lag.
The Ceremonial board' was sur[pointed out, however, by fed- prised that any Eastern tribes
|agricultural officials, that would challenge the colorful cere.CHICAGO.—One of the country's
i the income of wheat grow- monies of Western Indians who have unique
organizations, the "National
be larger than it was in been influenced so little by white Grandmothers
Club, Inc.," has
income of cotton' growers penetration of their country. Many reached a membership
of nearly
luch smaller than it was in of the Western Indians do not speak 2,000, numbering its members
either
. Cash income from wheat English and their point of view and hi branch clubs or at large hi nearly
or put under government customs are known to be strictly every state in the Union.
i total $870,00(r,000 this year, Indian as they were before the comMrs. Marie K. Brown, for 18 years
npared with $737,000^00 in ing of the white man.
the head of the women's department
addition of government
Chief Big Kettle of Buffalo, N. Y., of the Baltimore & Ohio railroad in
ation and parity payments declares that neither time nor edu- Chicago, is the founder and national
! the income of wheat grow- cation has interfered with the ex- president. "To be a grandmother,"
the 1029 total.
cellence of the steps, rhythm, song says Mrs. Brown, "is a crownm* p-?i income of cotton growers— or costuming of the Eastern Indi- perience of life." She, herself, has
rke tings and the cotton put ans who will show their ceremonies
| government loan—may total for the first time before the crowds
$900,000,000 this year. This at the twentieth annual Indian Cerei with more than $1,500,000,- monial at Gallup.
Tribal leaders of the Zuni Indians,
Cotton growers also will
government conservation who many believe to be the most
' payments, but not «nough authentic and finished dancers of the
up the difference between West, and of the Navajos, Apaches,
1929 incomes. The much Lagunas, Hopls, Acomas and a score
income of cotton growers of other Western tribes are anxious
nted for largely by the loss to meet the Eastern Indians at the
Ceremonial, which will decide the
jort markets,'•;;•< .'•!-^.':.'..
United States department of championship, before a competent
flute reports that crops and Indian board of judges.
Canada Represented.
began the 19^1 season in
Chief Big Kettle will be accomgood conditioib. then ran
[period of drouth th«t"serious- panied by a group composed of Seneatened the Food40r-Defense ecas, Ctaondagas, Mohicans, Moi but recently have been do- hawks, Iroquois and Cayugas from
er. Total fajrnigp^uctldn New York and Canada. Well-known
i little larger tb^year than dapce leaders among the visitors
en though the production of will- be Awl Breaker Cayuga, who
[pork, and lard is smaller.
is solo dance champion of New York
|federalagricultural expansionand Canada, Chief Big Kettle, past
for increased produc- champion as(d Chief Corn Planter
and
poultry products, Ceremonial chief of the Six Nations.
n
Each year the best and finest is
i crops, and dry beans.
i number of months past, me presented at the Ceremonial in cenindustry has been setting high turies-old games, arts and handiiction records- In' Ibeioutput Of crafts, and all that is most beautiful
Heading the women's department
impressive hi the spiritual and
manufactured products. and
of
the Baltimore & Ohio R. R. in
ethical
life
of
the
Indian
tribes
in' and egg output also will be
Mrs. Brown, shown above,
'arger during the last half habiting the isolated mountain and Chicago,
also heads, as president, the Nationdesert
reservations
in
the
far
South. than in the same peal Grandmothers Club, Inc., with
11940.
»... .
headquarters in the same city.
Renowned
Medioin6
men,
dancers
Beet to Increase.
and singers of the 30-odd nomadic They have a national membership
! producers are being urged to -and pueblo tribes gather at Gallup of nearly 2,000. The members unite
se
the breeding of sows and' to perform ancient ceremonial for educational and charitable work
lh
ogs to heavier weights. The dances and rites of the various among children and for local civic
"* was smaller thla spring tribes.
, enterprises. They also urge a more
• but a sizable increase is
Each year the Ceremonial associ- modern life for present-day grandthis fall in view of gov- ation offers cash awards in a con- mothers.
,a.ssurancaa as to minimum sistent effort to encourage Indian four grandchildren and she is givid
the favorable ratio of craftsmen to adhere to the best tra- ing all her spare time to extending
h
,J
°g
prices. Cattlemen are ditions of their race and to continuwork of the National GrandL ad vised to increase the mar- ally improve their workmanship the
mothers club. One of the chief beneand the entries for these awards
of the organization is the new
°f about 5 per cent in the are exhibited in the great Exhibit fits
zest for life which it has brought to
°eef is in prospect.
many grandmothers, especially the
Hall.
ilate
st federal'
FOQt races, horse races bucking
. ... of ecois that the demand contests, calf-tying, games
to be presence of thousandsaddoi to the inthe increase in Indus- and their families add
and the
active than grandmother was.
terest in the event.
am
accompanying
"Burner buying
^gg
A roof has been added to the
Wherever Grandmother clubs exist
:
they participate in the work of their
oSuLTent sPeciaU8ts report
uicjr r i : _ _ „,„„„
communities
along civic
civic lines and
e
good for
C Q S f "£e
"edcropa
" thla *»
w English Wheat Farmers
are non-sectarian and
ana non-political.
Brown was speaking to a
P dl supply of feed may
May Use U. S. Process Mrs
eath ering of business women in
WASHINGTON.-Sir Quintta Hill Godfrey "' '» ""« when a tele-

'atth L ,

1. What South American counPersonal Confidence
try has a Colorado river?
The confidence which we have
2. What writer described the in ourselves gives birth to much!
Brobdlngnagians?
of that which we have in others.—
3. What is the weight of a gallon La Rochefoucauld.
ot pure water?
4. What is believed the world's
oldest city still inhabited?
5. The bundle of rods on the
1S41 T E M P I X
back of a dime is called what?
6. What is the largest star
known?
7. Is a pound of leathers heavier
than a pound of gold?
350 Bcvuttlvl
8. How many names of U. S.
Room* with Both
Presidents begin with A?

-^rtaiiffv^

American
, than last, grain
to producer* gree of fertility
in view of the
"sing
consumer buying

for

separating

If England's farmit is

ISIS CITY

D

'That's why I go for the

Deanna Durbin certainly Is growing: up; she's inherited a story that
was originally bought for Margaret
Sullavan. It's called "They Live
Alone," and the Durbin role is that
of a girl reporter who lives hi New
York. At present she's finishing
"Almost an Angel," with Charles
Langhtoni The new picture postpones three others that were scheduled for her, so Universal most
think it's good.

A big bowlful of Kellogg's Com
Flakes with some fruit and lots of
milk and sugar.
FOOD ENERGY!
VITAMINS!
MINEUISI
PROTIINSI

plus the f a m o u s FLAVOR ol
"Navy Blue and Gold" was charKellogg's Corn Flakes that lastts
acterized by the nation's critics as
to good It sharpens your appetite,
one of the finest service films ever
makes you want to eat.
made; naval officers have said that
it is the most authentic story of Annapolis ever presented on the
screen. So Metro is reissuing it,
and we'll all have another chance
to see James Stewart as he looked
only makes a pedant, but in tha
Use of Facts
when he was a movie actor instead
Real knowledge consists not in use ot facts, which makes a phiof a soldier. y
an acquaintance with facts, which losopher.—Buckie.

Herbert Marshall has joined the
all-star cast of the new Joan Crawford picture, "When Ladies Meet,"
which already included Greer Garson and Robert Taylor. Even before he joined it, Metro was announcing this as one of the most
formidable star combinations' of
\)nany months.
Richard Denning was Anne Shirley's West Pointer husband hi "West
Point Widow"; then he was Susan
Hayward's brother-in-law hi "Adam
Had Four Sons." Paramount thinks
go much of him that he's slated now
to be Dorothy Lamour's leading
man La "Her Jungle Mate." He's a
white youth reared in the African
Jangle, according to the movie story
(In reality he's Just a home boy
from Los Angeles,) and is brought to
America by a circus promoter as a
rival to Miss Lamour, who's also
been discovered in the wilds.
The members of 18 national fraternities voted Ann Sheridan their
sweetheart, but she's a lot more excited over the fact that she has been
given the most important role hi her
career. It's in "Whistling in the
Dark." Red Skelton, the comedian,
has his first starring role in this one.

ODDS AND ENDS—Bob Burns will
star in "The Wizard of Arkansas"—he'U
be a rural sage, fairly bursting with homely wisdom . . . Columbia has acquired
world rights to "Five Men," one of the
most expensive British pictures ever made
—Leslie Howard, Laurence Olivier and
Raymond Maisey are in the cast . . , For
some reason Columbia seems to be imhands of the grandmoth- pressed by the fact that its Edgar Buchanan
used to be dentist; in their publicity he's
always referred to as the dentut-actor , .-.
20th Century-Fox hopes that "Swamp
Water" witt give Anne Baxter and Dana
and
then
the
Andrews a boost toward stardom . . . tiesl
was-,G r£SnVrs Club, Inc.,
lie Love returns to acting in the English
"Atlantic Fern"
/
ganized.

' Sunday conks had thtir trfcin
whta Jibtay Swinnertoaft ear(teas fiat afftamf fa 1891 m
thi San Franc/sco "Cxatnmif."
SMOKING mild, fragrant King
Edward Cigars u another American
cuitom In popular favor every*
where. For genuine tmoking plea*ure, light up a King Edward today.

KING EDWARD
WORLD'S LARGEST SELLER

YOU
ARE AN
INFLUENTIAL
PERSON

C/X

The merchant who advertises must treat
you better than the merchant who does
not. He must treat you as though you
were the most influential person in town.
As a matter of cold fact you are. You
hold the destiny of his business in your
hands. He knows it. He shows it. And you
benefit by good service, by courteous treatmeat, by good value—and by lower prices.

FIFTY-^JIGHT
, TfiUBSDA*, A<JGUCT 1, 1941

Rwt Supervisor^
FLOATING DENTAL OFFICES PROVIDED
BY NAVY FOR UNCLE SAM'S SAIIORS
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according
to° Hawley Lynch
the Cass coun
* *«-of
, who was in charge
the drive in this county. The county's
collection of 2,042 pounds of aluminum
was taken to the aluminum center at
CouacU; Bluffs Friday. Additional
contributions' wilTbe ^Sep'ted until
the next shipment is made.
Of the amount collected, 292 pounds
came from the first superviaoral district, which includes Grant, Lincoln
Benton and Franklin townships; 1,210
came^from the second and third, or
Atlantic and Marne districts; the
fourth district contributed 410 pounds"
and the fifth, 130 pounds.
It is estimated 1,200 pounds of scrap
aluminum will build one bomber and
600 pounds will build one pursuit plane.

1 weather prevailing, Anita
ntertain two of the largest
„ the town's history during
wo-day celebration t>eing held
tomorrow. The, different
from the Greater Anita
i spared no time or expense
•Ort to make this .celebration
ess in every way. .'ifternoon and evening of the
there will be free enterwhich will be interesting
oungr and old. The program
nre Red and His NorthwestlUncle Quid;-Leo Domino, a
[Burgess, a ventriloquist, and
THE NAVY DENTAL OFFICER pictured above is working
,ed dog; and two colored boys.
(the entertainers will be tore
on the teeth of an enlisted man in the ship's dental office
BY THE WAY
I the rest of them, tomorrow.
aboard the U.S.S. Salt Lake City, 10,000-ton cruiser.
By L. F. M.
ar's celebration will have
Included among the fifty-odd trade and vocational training
i attraction that the previous We wonder if the Washington Post
courses
open to Navy recruits who pass the required examinafailed to have, it being a dispatches are still going through the
tion
is
dental
technician schooling. This course, like all Navy
[game each afternoon in the mails, or has he had to start delivering
trade and vocational courses, is free and provides an excellent
Today Anita will play bhem in person?
• • *
groundwork for a future career in later civilian life. All re1 Thursday they will be host
ewis team.
A news flash says that girls will
cruits receive their regular Navy pay during the period they
3 to be a colt show this morn- have to begin wearing cotton hose and
are at a Navy trade school. This training is valued at $1500.
i $50.00 in priges and tomor- so save the silk for defense purposes.
is'a baby beef show with The cook says if this heat keeps up
i prizes. Each of these shows they can save the cotton and silk both, PLANTING MEETING
TO BE IN ATLANTIC
as far as she is concerned
at 9:30 a. m.
and the
platform 'has been erected shoes, too!
Atlantic will be host today (Wedpark directly in front of
nesday) at one of five district conshell, where the open-air t)ne of the best double-deck sand- ferences for Iowa county agents and
Seven persons escaped serious infrill be held each night. In wiches
we've
tasted in a long time was I 4-H club
.
- .,
v*»^ leaders,
*x>u*A.-i0, according
nt»t.\/iiA^ilg to
LU County
X-'UUlll/J' jury Sunday afternoon when a 1941
ad ,weather
the
dances
will i made
as
follows:
Toast white bread,i Agricultural
_—
—_
^ __•
_
:
.
,
..
**.&*.»v»**v»**.«»* Agent
*«.£^iiu Lester
jLwob^j. F.
A- . Soukup.
k)uun.U£/* Chevrolet being driven by Dean ArrtFI lv>rn ai/faa
an**aa*3 ***IA nli**** *»i4.1. • «.
.. '
...
.thC K
_ / _^^!\. ^ B"-|," ^,/'deS'/P^ .°ne.ahce ^I'The meeting will provide latest in- nett collided with another Chevrolet
his orchestra will play for hot apple sauce which has been made formation on late summer planting of being driven by Wesley Morgan of
, TC> , v._,
X°m ^ T and WeU sweetened'! vegetables, fall care of vegetable and Wiota in a head-on accident on South
of the earlybirds already then add a layer of crisp bacon, put fruit gardens and home storage of Locust Street in front of the Horace
concession stands up and on another slice of toast. Served with | vegetables and fruits
Stuart residence. It is reported that
imed there will be consider- a glass of milk you have almost a j Instruction will be given by two heavy dust caused by another auto
put up today.' There will whole hot weather meal. We like to!exten8ion horticulturists, S. W. Edge- obscured the vision of the drivers, re'—«-•«—•
--> ----------- instead
= ------ - combe and L. C. Grove. Similar in- sulting in the accident.
ive rides on the midway.
substitute---cold
sliced -tomato
of apple sauce for a change . . . hot formation will be dispensed to home Mr. Morgan, who was accompanied
coffee suits us best with the cold sand- demonstration agents as part of their by his wife and small child, was go2ASES (D»'VERi940|W1Chl
. •-•
nutrition training at Iowa State col- ing east and young Arnett, accompan',. ' •
--.
lege during August.
ied by his sister, Betty, Betty Karns
1
kent transfer fee, on the Threshing's all done and the machine , Murl McDonald, assistant exben- and Walter Hagen, was coming tonas been
ut a
iDtor vehicles by private ownP way, and they didn't |8ion director at Iowa State college, wards town. The occupants of both
to st
once on account of rain
ght in ? 129,898 during the navethe
°P
- declared that it is important this year, cars escaped with minor cuts and
men
agreed that they would because of the need of food for de- bruises with the exception of Mr. Mormonths of 1941, the state
De neld U bv rain two or
tense,, "that steps be taken to conserve gan who was taken from his autoP
to dirisfgn reported this
I days, than to work in all the hot, these products and to take care of mobile unconscious and was found to
J
— -**""•
jthe fruit and vegetable garden this have received a brain concussion, a
"as an increas*- of $21*561 — weather.
fall so it will produce a maximum of badly bruised shoulder and a broken
same period last year, A We
[259,796 transfers, were made >
wonder if the recent visit
in 1942."
bone in his right hand.
; an increase of 43,122. Kahoka, by a popular young couple
The Arnett car was damaged to
Mrs. Frank Watkins of
he first half of 1940, $108,337 vaa P^ly so"*1. or was ifc Part
the
extent of about $250 and the MorSpokane, Wash., spent Friday in Anita
icted on
transfers. business and part pleasure?
visiting his uncle, Fred- Chinn and wife. gan auto about $100.
to those who have donated
RFARMBtJREAU oldThanks
Reader's Digests. We could place
• SPONSOR DANCE still more.

Head-On Accident in Anita
Gives Minor Injuries to Seven
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Walters, his guitar and his r 8 - . * * " .
'" furnish the music for the
L* * Tuesday evening we saw a
onsored by the Junior Farm conple of littie t.ykea about S1X °r
Links and Linkettea Friday seven years old skiPPine UP and *™
15, at the (Swafair ball- the 8treet- tavto» more fun •*"»***
Atlantic.
sights' than all the grown-ups had.
Walters was a member of
.
.
Welks' orchestra for two' Have you called at the Library since
* is tops as »T arrange Old Sol became so perstetent? We've
[entertainer, and his band" is been there several times and it's about
''received wherever they play.lthe hotort place in town . • • we alJ
is making three return en- most «P«cfto see the librarian melted
* in one of the biggest'down into B couPle of &reas« BPots
;
ballrooms in St. Paul Mtan., 4ny &*• ^1 don't the C y " ' °r
- a great hit
(someone, install an electric fan, or
[Proceeds from this dance will at le»st flxtures so that a fan C°U d
T«>rther 4-H and Rural Young be P1^^ in?
">rk in Casg caunty. Mary I
* * ,
.
. .,,„
Pwaident of the Junior1 S«PP°a« vou are a11 e°me ^.^
**" in Cass county, stated,bi8 doin>8 this week" Hcpe We
.
[
that tickets are now on sale. **&& you'
Reldon Key of Lenox, Iowa, is visitnson returned to his home
da
y evening after spending. ing
_ here at the home of his brother,
*eeka visiting relatives and i Melvin Key and wife.
at Superior, Wis. "
'
J Miss Lucy Galiher is ill at her home
H
«kman, Jr., of Ft. Riley, here suffering from high blood pres:nt
the week end hare visit-!sure and gall stones.

P>-

Mrs
and other relatives and Canada
where she will spend several
weeks visiting her son, Gene Pratt
*. Robert C. Howard and and family.
Roberta, were Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Lante and
at the home of daughter, Marcia, left this (Wednesniece, Mrs. Richard
day) morning on a ten days' vacation
trip. Wnile gone they will visit her
son of Mr. and parents, Rev. and Mrs. R. 0^ Moon
Mel;nt
yi-e, returned: to his. and her sister, Mrs. 0. F. N.cholas
a
- and family, at Dayton, Ohio.
y
i» IU., when he
About 8:30 o'clock Friday evening

'any n *** R "Uo build:*»• . Donald has bean a
f " yn'versity of Iowa at
°r th « Past two years.

'«• k,
'Mi,

a car driven by Virgil Reynolds crashed' into a horse, reported tc.have> belonged to George Karns, on West Main
Stwet near the drive way m front of
the Dr P T. Williams residence property. Young Reynolds was going west
It the time of the accident and was
unable
to see the ^.^
horse until
it was
unable 10
by turnljjg

home
Miller aputaeaat of
a niece of Mr.
who
visit, IB hli cousin. Ford was about $30.

_

__

BR1ARDALE

VALUES FOR FRmAY AND SATURDAY

Marshmallows
Fancy Dills
Pickles
Quart Jars
Ta Corn 2 Poun<ls
Coffee
" ~
Briardale — Pound
Butter
Fancy New Comb
Bulk Comb and Srained. ,39c
Wheat

13c
19c
33c
35c
15c

- 10'oz
— l Clear
Glass Tumbler Free

Town Crier
24'/2-lb.Bag
Cleansing Powder
3 Cans
m

Flour
Light House
P&GNaptha
6 Giant Bars
Soap
Hazel-Atlas — None Better
Dozen
Jar Lids
Potatoes Cobblers — Per Peck
Fancy Cal. Mountain BartPears letts — Large Size — Dozen

95c
12c
24c
23c
20c
3Sc

— PEACHES —
California Box Elbertas Are Just AbQut Over. Arkansas Bushel Elbertas Are Plentiful This Week.
DO YOUR CANNING NOW!

NUMBER 32

Witt Be "Courtesy
in Iowa
Gov. George A. Wilson and Karl
Fischer, state commissioner of public
safety, recently designated August as
Iowa courtesy light check month. They
announced a statewide plan to test
the lights of every motor vehicle during the month.
Gov. Wilson issued an official proclamation urging all Iowa motorists to
co-operate in having their lights checked as the rate of fatal accidents for
each mile of travel on the highways
is three times greater at night than
during the day.
Fischer said that through arrangements with county sheriffs and local
police, the state highway patrol will
set up a light checking lane in every
county in the state and he asks that
all car operators put their cars through
it.
He also stated that during the light
drive the patrol will not issue "warning" or "summons" cards for any
faulty lights discovered at the light
checking stations. As soon as the
light check lane has been completed
the highway patrol will enforce rigidly
the headlight and taillight laws.
Motorists who take their autos
through the checking lanes will be
given a chart showing whether their
lights are correctly adjusted or not.
The chart will aid garage and repair
men to make the proper adjustments.
Plans and specifications for building
light testing screen and operating
them will be furnished to garages and
filling stations, Fischer said, so they
may assist in the statewide drive.

ANNOUNCE MARRIAGE
OF FORMER^ANITA BOY

CHILDREN'S DAY AT
FAIR IS ANNOUNCED
Iowa State Fair Officials Announce
Special Days at Fair This Year;
Extra Entertainment Planned For Children's Day.
All boys and girls under 16 years
of age will be given free admission
to the Iowa State Fair, and will, be
guests at a state-wide children's party
on Friday, August 22, when the fair
observes its annual "Children's Day,"
exposition officials announced todayi
More than 25,000 youngsters are expected to accept the state fair's invitation, and preparations are being
made to accommodate even more than
that at the annual celebration, Secretary L. B. Cunningham said. The
state-wide party will open in the
grandstand at 9:00 a., m., August 22,
and will include band music, circus
acts, a special performance by "Mine,"
Iowa boys' and girls' baby elephant,
daylight fireworks, clowns, and radio
entertainers. The Friday afternoon
program will headline the opening of
the 1941 national championship auto
races, which are being held on the
state fair track this year.
World War veterans will be admitted free to the fair on Saturday, August 23, on presentation of their Legion
button or discharge papers. Spanish
War veterans will be free on Tuesday,
Aug. 26, andjCivil War veterans will
be free every day of the fair from
Aug. 22 through Aug. 29.
Elaborate preparations are also being made for the annual Farm Bureau
Day, which will be held at the state
fair on Monday, Aug. 25. A statewide farm bureau rally will be held
on the state fair plaza, with nationallyprominent farm leaders as> featured
speakers.

Announcement was made this week
by Mr. and 'Mrs. Frank Roberts of
the marriage of their son, Dale, of
Monterey, Cal., on May 2, to Miss
Dagny Nielsen, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Jens Nielsen of Atlantic. The STATE HUSKING MEET
nuptials took place at Las Vegas,
TO BE ON OCTOBER 30
N. M., and were performed by Rev.
F. C. Lovett, pastor of the Baptist
The 1941 Iowa state husking conchurch there. They were attended by test will be held Thursday, Oct. 30,
Miss Annabell More and Anthony near Hartley in O'Brien county. This
Vickojwich of Los Angeles.
will be the twentieth year of cornThe groom is a graduate of the field competition for the Hawkeye
Anita high school and several months state.
ago went to California where he at- The contest will be sponsored localtended Western Air college. He is y by the Hartley Community club,
now employed at the North American n co-operation with Wallaces' FarmAviation Plant at Inglewood, Cal.;r and Iowa Homestead. Dan HoeThe young couple is making their man, Hartley business man, is general
Cal.
home in Mi
chairman in charge of arrangements.
M'r. and Mrs. Merle Batschlett of
Panora were Sunday visitors in.
Anita at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Claude Smither.

CASS OFFICIALS SEEK
WOMAN CHECK ARTIST

Casa and Pottawattamie county
authorities are searching this week
Mr. and iMirs. M. M. Burkhart of for a woman check artist who has
Atlantic spent Sunday in Anita visit- aeen operating in this area, giving
ing his sister, Mrs. Joe Vetter and worthless checks at the Bullock and
husband, and other friends.
J. C. Penney stores in Atlantic and
'Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Newton and to three Council Bluffs oe^cerns withfamily of Stuart were Sunday visitors in the last two weeks.
At Bullock's, the woman purchased
in Anita at the home of his parents,
a dress and gave a check on the Anita
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. L. Newton.
bank for $21, while at Penney's, she
W. H. (.Bill) Karns of Lorimor, issued a check for $20, also drawn
Iowa, is visiting in Anita at the on the Anita bank. The check was
home of his son, Henry Karns and signed by Roy Cross, which name
family, and with other relatives and proved fictitious, and at Council Bluffs,
the checks were drawn on an Oakfriends.
land bank, the woman using the name
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Curtis of of Council Bluffs residents <on the
Nevada, Iowa, visited in Anita a couple forged instruments.
In giving the checks to the Atlantic
of days during the past week with
her parents, Postmaster and Mrs. stores, she represented herself as a
waitress employed in Anita and gave
George Smither.
he name of Dorothy Madison. She
Mrs. Harold Giles is a patient at was driving a black Ford or Chevthe Lutheran hospital in Dea Moines olet coach bearing license number
where she is recovering nicely from 95-3, believed to be Missouri plates.
a major operation to which she sub- She wag described as being about 21
mitted last week.
'ears old, 5 feet 6 inches tall, weighng about 120 pounds and her hair was
Rev. and Mrs. H. G. Belsheim of given as light brown in color. She
Anita and her parents, 'Mr. and Mrs. was accompanied by a man when she
John Lehmann, Sr., of Bradgate, Iowa, risited the Council Bluffs stores.
left Sunday on a three weeks' trip
through the western part of the
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Elliot of Des
United States.
Moinea
were Sunday visitors at the
if
tome of Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Sehiff.
Rev. M. J. O'Connor of Wiota submitted to a minor operation at a
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Winebrenner
hospital in Excelsior Springs, Mo., ,nd three sons of North Branch, Iowa,
last Friday. He is reported to be -isited in Anita Friday at the home
getting along nicely but will remain if Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Nelson.
there for a couple of weeks.
Miss Patricia Williams, who is emMiss Thelma Atkinson of Wrights- ployed by the Electrclux Corporaiton
town, N. J., is visiting at the home n Baltimore, Md., is visiting at the
of her brother, Earle, south of Anita. wme of her parents, Dr. and Mrs.
Miss Atkinson and Mary Osen plan to P. T. Williams.
leave today (Wednesday) for an auto
Joe Armstrong, 8-year-old son of
trip through the northern part of the
MT. and Mrs. Dean Armstrong who live
United States arid Canada.
south of Wiota, is recovering slowly
Dean Holmes, who is stationed at from drinking a can of kerosene ThursFt. Riley, Kan., visited in Anita a day which he believed to be water.
short time Friday afternoon at the
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Nejens left
homes of his grandparents, Mrs. E. W
Helmes and Mr. and Mrs. John 'C Monday evening for Los Angeles, Cal.,
Jenkins. He was on his way to Guthrie where they will make their future
Center to spend the week end at th< home. Mr. Neiens is a former Anita
home of his parents, Mr. and Mra boy and has been working in Atlantic
for the past few years.
Glenn Holmes.

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

'So Sorry'

By Edward C. Wayne

Soviet Claims Strong Counter-Attacks
Stall German Drive in Three Sectors;
Japan Feels Weight of 'Crack Down';
British Get Invasion Threat Warning

New York Heartbeati
The Big Parade: Ted
BIG DA* FOR NEWS MEN
makes $5,000 a week*
Twenty newspaper men leaned audiences if THEY are
forward around the long blue baize James J. Walker, the -tiJw-^
table in the ante-room of the secre- mayor—looking healthier, l

(EDITOR'S NOTE—Wh»n minimi art eipreistd In then cclumnl, thtr
•re thoie of the new* uuuyit and not neommrlly *f thl* n«w«p»p«r.)
. (Released by Western Newspaper Union.).

SOMEWHERE-IN-ENGLAND—A four-motored Consolidated "Liberator," just received from the United States, is shown in flight over England.
It was flown across the Atlantic by a crew composed of Americans, Canadians and English, and made the crossing in hist over eight hours, according to the British. These ships have a wonderful record of service with
the B. A. F.

tary of state. At the extreme end
stood tall, austere acting secretary,
Sumner Welles. On his face was an
expression of grim-lipped intensity.
In his hand was a typewritten statement. He read it aloud. It was a
scathing, carefully worded blast
against Japan.
At the opposite end of the taDie
stood three Japanese news men,
Short, affable, eager. For months

Lieut. Com. W. A. Bowers,
V. S. N., is in command of the
Gunboat V. S. S. Tutuila, which
was damaged by Japanese bombs
during an air '• raid on Chungking, China. The Tutuila was
lying near the U. S. embassy at
Chungking when the bombing
occurred. No injuries to U. S.
seamen were reported. Before
an official protest could be made,
Japanese official apologized for
the incident.

GASOLINE:
Curtailment

Gasoline consumption under manClaims by the Russians that they
had not only stopped the Nazis datory control, with a view to realong the entire 1,000-mile -front, but ducing the volume of eastern states'
that they had taken the offensive at demand to meet the oil transporpoints, asserting penetrations as tation shortage moved a step nearer
deep as 100 miles had been made, when Secretary of the Interior Ickes
featured the Russo-German war recommended that more than
100,000 service stations in eastern
news.
There were many observers who states close from 7 p. m. to 7 a. m.
believed the Russian claims to be every night in the week.
This was the first direct move on
fairly accurate, pointing at many
admissions from Berlin tending to the part of the government to limit
show (that the high command was sales of gasoline. Rationing may
dissatisfied with the progress being- follow, it was indicated by some
sources.
made.
Ickes said he was continuing his
This dissatisfaction was expressed
in complaints against the difficulty appeal for a voluntary one-third cut
of the terrain, the bad character of in consumption, hoping that the
the Russian roads, and the strong station - closing recommendation,
"plus the voluntary curtailment will
resistance of the Russian troops.
Using these statements as at least be enough to put us across."
an explanation and a background JAPAN:
for belief in the general failure of
the German offensive, observers A Winner?
sought to find the answer in RusThe Japanese situation was highly
_sian tactics and Russian prepared- confusing to the lay mind, for the
ness:"
invasion of French Indo-China, even
They pointed out that in the last with the consent of Vichy, seemed
war, Russia had an army of about plainly an overt actr~and one which
800,000, poorly mobilized, well-led should merit the strongest possible
but not enthusiastic for fighting. punishment from Britain and the
This force was hurled into the east- United States.
ern battlefield without good preparaIndeed, this was the way it all
tion, ran into highly trained oppo- started out, with concerted action by
sition and was defeated bit by bit.
the U. S., Britain, Australia, CanThis time, apparently, the general ada and the Dutch East Indies. HowRussian plan was to place a good- ever, as the days went on and as the
sized portion of the huge army on Japanese continued to land military
the long front, fight a series of rear- forces in Indo-China, there began to
guard and testing actions to dis- be dispatches indicating that the
cover where the main Nazi punch adverse action would be much mild*
would be directed, and to keep the er than had been anticipated.
most excellent forces in reserve.
In fact, British sources said that
The German drive apparently was oil shipments to Japan might continhitting in three general directions, ue; the Dutch said they had not
Leningrad, Kiev and Moscow, with "yet" abrogated their agreement
the heaviest attack in the center, with Japan for 1,800,000 tons of oil
with Smolensk the focal point.
a year; Washington hinted that the
It was around Smolensk that the "appeasement oil" might continue
severest fighting occurred, and it to go to Japan as long as she did
was there that the German effort nothing more than invade Indobogged down most seriously. For China.
Yet there were some things on the
better than two weeks there was no
real report of advance, and finally other side of the picture, because
came the Moscow claims that the other British high authorities said
Germans had been hurled out of "wait and see what happens" on
their trenches and were gradually Japanese reprisals; the Dutch announced that if the break came, Jagiving way.
pan need never expect to get East
BRITISH:
Indian oil, for the Dutch had made
preparations to destroy all wells and
View of Scene
refineries instantly.
Churchill, expressing the British
The question was whether Japan
viewpoint of the Russian scene of was the winner or the loser by her
action, saw in it a German failure move into Indo China, and there was
to execute a complete blitzkrieg, but evidence on both sides.
warned that Britain was dealing
"with a dangerous maniac" and NIPPON:
claimed that the Nazis, failing
against Russia, were thinking of Behavior
turning to a British invasion atIf future action against Japan was
tempt.
to depend on the behavior of the
Demanding that the defenders of Nipponese, there was little immedithe islands get themselves "into ate evidence that this behavior
concert pitch" by September 1, the would be mild.
British leader seemed to attach esAlmost immediately there was a
pecial import to that date, a war an- serious "incident" when Japanese
niversary for Hitler.
bombers
attacking
Chungking
Churchill did not boldly announce paused directly over the U. S. gunthat the British had definite infor- boat Tutuila, part of the Yangtze
mation of a planned invasion at- tnver patrol, and dropped some
tempt, but the British viewpoint evi- bombs, which damaged the vessel,
dent^ was that the Russian defeat though there were no casuaWes.
or victory would not necessarily
The ship was anchored in She sosettle the war.
called safety zone across the river
The final scene of the war, it was from the Chinese capital. One bomb,
plain the British thought, would be according to a report from Shanghai,
fought in the west, either on British fell only eight yards from the gunsoil in repelling the invader, or in boat, caving in a part of the ship's
a British reinvasion of the conti- stern and blowing some equipment
nent.
off the dock.
There were many rumors of acAlso in the Shanghai dispatches
tion in other fields. In North Africa came word that the Japanese army
the British heard that the Germans had authorized the seizure of Amerwere removing troops, and leaving ican property in North China. Acthe campaign to the Italians, who tual seizure of some properties had
might be expected, once the remov- been made, the consulate reported
al was complete, to fall, back as to Washington.
disastrously as they did before.
Some of them were the oil properThe situation was extremely tense ties at Swatow, Chefoo and Tsingin Turkey, following the British oc- tao and a tobacco plant at the latcupation of Syria, because it was ter town. There were reports of
reported that the Germans were other seizures at Tsinan and Mukmassing huge forces in Bulgaria, den. Some occurred in Manchukuo
presumably to move across Turkey Japanese puppet state, but some
into the Caucasus region, and at- were in occupied, territories at
tempt to encircle the Ukraine.
North China proper.

U. S.:
The frank statement by Secretary
of the Navy Knox that an American
destroyer in the Atlantic had
dropped three depth bombs when il
believed it was about to be attacked
by a submarine focused attention
on the "battle of the Atlantic."
It brought by Senator George the
statement that he believed the U. S.
naval patrol of the sea lanes as far
east as Iceland appeared to have
been of such assistance to Britain
that she was slowly gaining the upper hand in the effort to keep the
ocean free for the passage of supplies.
At about the same time however,
Germany announced the sinking ol
19 vessels in one convoy, totaling
116,000 tons. Yet the Nazis admitted
that the sinking was accomplished
only with the greatest difficulty.
The German dispatches, in describing the armed escort of the
patrol, admitted that there were
many armed ships, in fact, claimed
the sinking of one and the damaging of another.
Partly due to American intervention, Churchill told the commons,
the "battle in the Atlantic is moving progressively in our favor," and
this sentiment was quoted and
echoed by Senator George.
From the turn of events, however,
the senator drew the conclusion that
there would be no attempt at invasion of Britain this year. He cited
also the difficulty of the German
invasion of Russia as one of his
reasons.
In this premise of the Georgia
senator, however, Churchill hardly
seemed to agree.

HOPKINS:
To Moscow
The flight of Harry Hopkins,
President Roosevelt's lend-lease administrator and personal representative to warring capitals, caused
intense interest here, because it was
supposedly portending the sending
of lend-lease aid to Russia.
Hopkins was scheduled to confer
with Stalin in person, also to talk
with leaders such as Molotov, Litvinov and others.
His departure was a closely
guarded secret until he had arrived
safely, and indeed it was a dangerous flight, as the Nazi warplanes
were occasionally flying over Moscow.

JOINT:
Tax Returns?
One of the most dubious pieces
of tax legislation found its central
Hght to circle about whether or not
husbands and wives should be
forced to file joint returns.
Few prognosticates in Washington could be found willing to bet
that the battle would end one way
or the other.
The tax bill came out of committee with the joint returns mandatory, but only after the stiffest sort
of a fight, and with only the slightest sort of margin in the committee
voting.
One of the first floor battles was
to get the administration leaders to
agree to open the matter for floor
discussion during debate, and in this
skirmish the foes of mandatory
joint returns won out.
It was finally agreed that an
amendment will be offered to remove the mandatory joint return
clause, and that this may be debat
ed on the floor.

SABOTAGE:
'anadian Strike
A three-day "sort of sit-downstrike m Canada's biggest war
industry, the aluminum works
brought from the government the
statement that sabotage was sus
pected. and that thorough invest!
Cations would be instituted.
The government formally called
he strike a "suspected case ol
enemy sabotage" and promised
that arrests would be made.

and gayer than most of ,'ftaijsJ
. . Lee Shubert, the tbeate^
being teased by a dramattev^^^
barred for four years, and \jjjemufr
retorting: "Gwan, I made jwttjf**
mous!" . . . The critic inade Blna
five million praising HelljapOBpUV
Charlie Butterworth, who-came
Jrpm Hollywood just to kf 3"ii-^
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Turning Tide
NAZIS:
Real Trouble

PAPERS op

Washington, D. C.

who will drop his baton
privileges as any American news orchestar,
men. For months also they had to resume arranging—more dO*rame in it,
'
;
waited for some such bombshell.
Now ; it came.
One split second after Welles fin- i Main Stememoranda: Howz .about
ished reading his statement, the a "U" campaign? U—as in Unity?
Japanese were out the door, pat- ; . . . Jimmy Gleasoir plays the
tering down the marble corridor to role of a fight manager for the sixthe press room telephones. It was teenth time in "Here Comes Mf;"
a big day for Japanese news men. . Jordan" . . . What's his 'contract
on—a towel? . . . Many
Finally Ickes Wins.
: written
Wall
Street
houses are shuttering
It was also a big day for certain
members of the Roosevelt cabinet. . their uptown branches. Bum ticker
For months and years they also had trouble, no doubt . . . F.D.R. will
been waiting. For months and years see "Sgt. York," the film and the
also they had been urging Roosevelt hero, in person at the White House
to embargo oil shipments to Japan. on the thirty-first . . . J. T. Evana
At a cabinet meeting just before invites Wheeler and Lindbergh to
Japan moved, Secretary Ickes, as speak in Nashville and suggests they
new oil administrator, raised the em- bring along Lord Haw Haw as their
bargo question again. He proposed announcer . . . When Victor Emanto stop oil shipments to Japan. But uel's race-horses run—certain White
the acting secretary of state said Housers always bet a tenner across
no. Japan, he said, was going to the board. One horse is "Omission"
make a move toward Indo-China —another "Lustrous."
and it would be wiser to wait.
Once before, Ickes had stopped a
Manhattan Murals: The Vs on
shipment of oil to Japan and aroused 1 walls and places in Yorkville, and
the wrath of the state department. I the three husky Broadway guys who
Last June a Philadelphia manufac- i invaded that Nazi-infested. sector.
turer complained to him that a Jap- shouting: "Three dots and a dash I"
anese ship was loading 240,000 gal- . . . Military cops stopping soldiers
lons of lubricating oil.
on Broadway with an open tie or
"I can't get oil myself to speed unbuttoned shirt—and making them
up my own defense orders," wrote look snazzy . . . The Times Square
the manufacturer, "and yet 1 see in street salesman who peddles "gold"
front of my nose this shipment of watches "in excellent running oroil going to Japan. To hell with der"—for ten cents each.
defense, h* the government is as
• • • —
screwy as that."
So Ickes called the coast guard Notes of a New Yorker:
and asked them to act before the
Movie Actor James Stewart Is
oil was loaded. They did.
supposed to have had one side of
Then things began to boil. It did his forehead sunburned one day at
not leak out at the time, but the camp because of the overseas cap
state department complained to the he wore. Next day he wore the cap
White House that Ickes' action had on the other side.
interfered with the policy of appeasThe Top Sarge asked him what's
ing Japan so she would not go south the idea? . . . Without thinking,
to the Dutch East Indies.
Stewart replied: "I did it to even
However, Ickes held his ground. up my sun tan."
He insisted that he was not med"Stewart," was the reply, "we do
dling in foreign policy, but that it not expect photographers."
was nonsense to ration oil and gas
on the Atlantic seaboard and at the
One night John Edgar Hoover, the
same time let Japan ship oil away
G-Whizzer, was telling some of us
from the Atlantic seaboard.
something off the record about a
In the end Ickes won.
Nazi agent, who is posing as a deBombard Tokyo.
American business man.
Naval strategists make no secret cent
"Gosh,"
one of us said. "How did
as to what they would do to curb
Japan. They consider it foolhardy you find THAT out?"
"We've got a louse in his clothes,"
and suicide to send a lot of U. S. was
the retort.
warships across the vast expanse of
• ••ocean to Singapore or the Dutch
East Indies.
Orchestra Leader Ray Block overThey figure we are going to get heard it the other night . . . A
into the war anyway, and it is good kibitzer-communist was trying to
strategy to deal knockout blows in give his opinions in a war arguthe very first round. They favor ment "Well," he said after h.
sending waves of U. S. bombers thought he scored a point "how
from the Philippines to raze the would you like to have me on your
paper and bamboo cities of Tokyo side now?"
"I'd rather," was the snapper,
Yokohama, Kobe and Osaka They
also favor sending the fleet, plus "have appendicitis."
airplane carriers to the coast of Japan.
A radio smallie tired of playing
They favor doing this immediate- anonymous stooge to a famed comic
. There is no use, say the navy and wanted his own show. The writmen. of punching at a man's legs er he consulted advised him he
when you can strike for his heart
----- - -ig enough to carry a .show,
• * *
jdy ever heard of him
at>
CLOSING PANAMA TO JAPAN
Jm refe£in£aUlt'" mou™*d' *•.
Secretary Stimson was telling the
absolute truth when he denied that not satisfied to get most oYthe mrata
)est
118 and
-tJ^f? °.f a time-bomb was iII'
«, e.publicity.
uvS- the *All
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Crawford's Clover Farm
Store
We Deliver
Phone 29

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
CAKE FLOUR, Swansdown, box
SALAD DRESSING, Mrs. Lanes, quart

24c
25c

WHEATIES, package

10c

WHITE CUP COFFEE, pound

20c

.CLEANSER, Closer Farm, 3 cans

He

MATCHES, 3 boxes
SPAGHETTI AND MEAT BALLS, can

10c
15c

JAR RUBBERS, Clover Farm, 3 packages
BROOM, with apron, both only
— CANNING PEACHES —

13c
69c
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tations from the Bible and from the
Christian Science textbook, "Science
nd Health with Key to the Scripures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
One of the Bible citations reads:
No man hath seen God at any time.
Hereby know we that we dwell in
lim, and he in us, because he hath

ANITA TRIBUNE, THURSDAY, AUGUST 7. 1941.

pastor's family, -will be our guests.
Each family is to bring enough filled
sandwiches, a covered dish, and dessert for its own use, also its own
service. Everyone is welcome.
Evening worship at 8 p. m. Kev.
James McEldowney, who has been a
missionary in India for 6 years, will
show motion pictures of India Me
and answer questions which you want
to ask him about his work.
(
The three circles of the W-omans
Society of Christian Service will hold
t - f t - - * ' - * - - * - - * - - * ' * ' * * 4 4 joint meeting at the church Thursday
f CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST +
afternoon at 2:30. The devotions and
4C. R. Necl, Pastor.
+
f > > - f - f - f - f - f - t - - f - f - f - f esson will be in charge of a committee from each of the three circles.
" Sunday School at 10 a. DOChurch worship and communion
Henry Alff, who lives southeast of
at 11 a. m.
here,
suffered severe injury to his
The ladies of the charch will serve
their regular dinner Wednesday noon. right leg Thursday morning when a
lorse got its tail caught in the belt
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 of a threshing machine and in at4
METHODIST CHURCH
* tempting to get loose, broke the belt,
4
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
* which struck Alff on the leg, in4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 juring the muscels and bursting
Church School at 10 a. m. Lee K. blood vessel.
Nichols, acting superintendent.
The Missionary Society of the Con
Church worship at 11 a. m. with the
sermon by the pastor on, "A Mark gregational church met Friday afterof Discipleship." This will be the first noon at the home of Mrs. Lawrence
in a series of sermons on the dis- Hbfmeister on Chestnut Street. Detinguishing characteristics of a Christ- votionals were in charge of Mrs. Hofian, with the purpose of answering meister and Mrs. J. A. Wagner was
this question, "How Can We Tell a lesson leader. The topic -was, "The
Christian Way in a World of Books."
Christian From a Non-Christian."
Fellowship supper at 6:30 p, m A lunch -was served to the fifteen presRev. and Mrs. B. W. McEldowney ent following the meeting by the
Rev. James McEldowney, a former cc mmittee.

given us of his Spirit" (I John 4:12,
13).
Among the selections from the
Christian Science textbook is the following :
"In the Bible the word Spirit is so
commonly applied to Deity, that Spirit
and God are often regarded as synonymous terms; and it is thus they are
uniformly used and understood in
Christian Science" (pp. 344, 345).

PETE!
PHONE 300

WEDl

AND S A T U J
SPECIALS FOR
JAR RINGS, No. 1,
8 dozen
COCOA,
V>vw*»y Hershey'Si
•"•
v
"gai*!-*.; »'
SUGAR, Golden C,f|buii<fe _
CAKE FIX)UR, 0bap% 4kUoz. package only
BACON SQUARES||wmsJUgar cured, pound i
HARDWATER CAStaS SQAP, 4 bars
tf
WHEAT FLAKES, Maim 2 packages and dish »
tfLOUR, Mother's Best, 49-lb. sack
'^
ELBERTA PEACflBSFOR CANNING
CARD OP THANKS.
I wish to thank my many friends
and neighbors for the lovely card*,
letters, flowers and gifts during my
long illness and stay at the hoftp'Hal.
Mrs. Chet Turner;
Miss Marine Stager, who is employed at the local telephone exchange,
spent several days in Carroll, lotra,
during the past week visiting fier
aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Heires and family.

Yoiiitg woman1
l^feKfr her business,
Onr business is „
-3$ up dead ammS
: large or small.
Phone 257
| WAGNER PILLING STA
ANITA, IOWA

Official Town and County Newspaper
Member of National Editorial
Association, and

4 4 4 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
4 HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL 4
4
LUTHERAN CHURCH
4
•f
H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
44444444444444
Sunday School and Adult Bible
Class at 9:30 a. m.
Divine services at 10:30 a. m.
The Rev. E. J. Stelling, pastor of
First Evangelical Lutheran Church,
Franklin township, will deliver the
sermon.
Highland church—
Divine services at 7:30 p. m.

N TO FLY

+ CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
4A. T. Evans, Pmstor.
4
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Church school, 10 a. m.
Service of worship at 11 a. m. "A
Few Observations," will be the subject for discussion. Our church is
what we make it, not what we want
it to be. There is a place for everyone to do a little construction work.
The ladies will serve a noon-day
dinner Thursday.
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
*
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
4
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 * 4 4 44 4
"Spirit" will be the subject of the
Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of
Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, August
10.
The Golden Text is from Ephesians
5:9, "The fruit of the Spirit is in all

SELECTED
USED CAR
BARGAINS
TAKE YOUR PICK — COME IN
TODAY — DON'T MISS THESE
EXCEPTIONAL BUYS.
40 Chevrolet Town Sedan
40 Ford V-8 DeLuxe Tudor
40 Chevrolet Business Coupe
40 Ford V-8 Business Coupe
39 Chevrolet Town Sedan — 3 Colors
39 Chevrolet Business Coupe
38 Ford T-8 Business Coupe
38 Chevrolet Town Sedan
37 Chevrolet Town Sedan
37 Chevrolet Sport Sedan
35 Chevrolet Coach
35 Chevrolet Sedan
37 Ford V-8 Coach
34 Chevrolet Coach
32 Dodge Sedan
Several 29, 30 and 31 Chevrolets and
Fords
TRUCKS
37
36
35
37

Ttrraplane Pick-Up
Chevrolet LWB Truck
Chevrolet LWB Truck
Chevrolet Panel

'

We Trade For Grrin and Live Stock
Open Evenings Until 10 and Until
.Noon On Sundays

Lioke
Chevrolet
Co.
Phone 173
Atlantic, Iowa

25,000 young men wanted
immediately to get best
aviation training in the world
Right now the world's fastest planes are rolling
out of America's factories by the thousands.
That's why the United States Navy needs
25,000 new men to fly and service these planes.
That's why your Navy is offering qualified
young men the finest training course offered
anywhere. Now you can get paid to lead the
greatest life hi the world. Aviation Cadets in the
United States Navy get $75.09 a month during seven months of flight training. Then they
become Naval Aviators receiving as much as
$245.00 a month.
Earn while you learn
Uncle Sam's Navy offers you tremendous opportunities for advancement in a wide variety
of fascinating jobs. There are 45 skilled trades
and vocations which the Navy will teach you
if you are qualified. If you're interested in radio
work, engineering, aerial photography, carpentry, pharmacy, welding, the rftivy may spend
$1,500 hi one year training you to become an
expert in your chosen field.
Opportunities for advancement
If you apply yourself, advancement and increases in pay will follow regularly. Before the
end of your first enlistment you can be earning
up to $126 a month—with your board, keep,

and a complete outfit of clothing given you
free! If, at the end of your term of service, you
wish to get a job in civil life, your Navy training
will be a tremendous asset to you. Employers
the country over are eager to employ Navytrained men.
Good fun, good food, good friends
The Navy is noted for its popular sports program. Every kind of sport from baseball to

boxing and swimming is offered the man who
enlists. On board ship, the latent moving pictures are shown free. Organized recreation, such
as dramatics, singing and musical entertainment, goes to make the life of a Navy man
the best fun in the world.
The food served in the Navy would do justice
to your own mother's cooking. It's well prepared— and there's plenty .of it.

look up to a Navy man
LOOK WHAT THE U. S. NAVY OFFERS YOU
FREE TRAINING worth $1500. 45 trades and
vocations to choose from.
COOD PAY -with regular increases. You may
earn up to $126 a month.
EACH YEAR you ftrt entitled to a generous
vacation period with full pay,
COOD FOOD and plenty of it.
FREE CLOTHING. A complete outfit of clothmg when you firat enlirt. -(Over $100 worttT)

any man

Air at Pensacola -

Any man who wears the trim uniform of Uncle
Sam's Navy is bound to be looked up to! When
he walks down the street, heads turn .to follow
him. And that's How it should be—for youVe
got to be good to get in the Navy.

HOW! HERE'S
(No
TODAY . . .get the Free illustrated booklet called "
in the Navy." It givw you valuable &cte. If y°u
are 17 or ever (bjgh echool education not veoeeaary),
all you need do ia to ask the Navy Editor of this
newspaper.
TELEPHONE HIM, or fill la the coupon below and
ntohimattlu«n«w8paper'«offloe.OrmaUtbecoufX'»
to him either in an envelope or parted on a I*1"*
postal card.
j
WEMt THIf B«J»OE OF HONOR! If » f ' T
reading the free booklet you decide to
apply.for a place in the Navy, you w1"
reoeive\hu amart lapel-ernblero. It u
badg« of honor you wfll be P«>ud l°
wear

LIBERAL RETIREMENT PAY.

SERVE YOUR COUNTRY
BUILD YOUR FUTURE
* GET IN THE NAVY NOW

Tear out and take or somf thfc coupon
to the Navy Editor of tbb newspaper
Without any obligation on my part whatsoever, pk^ ^
me free booklet, "Life in the Navy," giving full details ui>"
the opportunitiea for men in the Navy or Navi'
NameAddreaa-

iwi.
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LALA PALOOZA

By RUBE GOLDBERG

Babette Knows Lala
8ABETTE , THE GOVERNMENT
IS GONNA TAKE EVERY
NICKEL I GOT SO I WANNA
<3ET USED TO GOING
WITHOUT THINGS-BRING ME
OUST ONE EGG AND A
CUP OP COFFEE

VINCENT,! WON'T
NOW
GO IN THE HOUSE
WHILE THAT INCOME QOTTA
UNRAVEL
TAX PEST IS
MYSELF
STILL HERE-TELL
AGAIN!
BABETTE I WANT

MAYBE IT WON'T BE
SO BAD-I WAS BROUGHT
UPON BREAD AN"
GRAVY AN" VERY LITTLE
GRAVY AT THAT

,

f* When cleaning means yo1
f^Ar a lot of kneeling
'
&ick pads from old, clea,
of rag and push them do<
stocking-tops. They save the!
er of continually picking tmj
enp and leave both hands"
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'

Early Savin?
The habit of saving, so:
beforehand with the worW
to be acquired at all, muS]
quired early.—Earl of Detb

By CM. PAYNE
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for Uttt purpose —made eiM
AN-«««««. *OBTH TRYBQll

Expectation and 1
We most expect ever;
fear everything from
Iroin -men.—Vauvenarguttl
The Bell Syndicate. Inc.—WNU Service

MESCAL IKE

uy s. L. HUNTLEY

AndWhyNotTL
! TH'

OROE.Q House

ME A REFUND

WHATCHA DOiW
TWET PER?

Discontent
Discontent ia seldom
with, plenty.

POP—Safety in Numbers

By J. MILLAR WATT

I'M GOIM0 TO TELL MA
EXACTLY WHAT I

THINK OP i

LEND ME
YOUR
I
TELEPHONE,

»

THE

WORLD AT
i^S ITS WORST &i

SPORTING
THING

GLUVAS
WILLIAMS
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LANG
ARMSTRONG
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treatment tm
function and »r
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FROHOlf! OLD FILES

OUR SUMMER
CLEARANCE

SUMMER
SHIRTS

ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO r
"

SPORT
SHOES

$5.00 Values..$3.95
Fine Mesh Shirts—
They Will Keep You —Of Short Lots of Merchandise- $3.95 Values..$2.89
$3.49 Values..$2.49
Air-Conditioned At
All Summer Merchandise For at
All Times —
Once Needs and All at Big Savings Two-Tone Greys
$1.65 Values..$1.19 Over Usual Prices Paid Anywhere
at
For Similar Goods Purchased —
$1.99
$1.45 Values . . . 8 8 c
SHOP FOR THESE SPECIALS
SLACK SUITS
WHILE THEY LAST

LAST CALL!
STRAW HATS
OUT THEY GO!
$2.49 Values
$1.95 Values
$1.00 Values

$5.95 Values
$4.95 Values

$1.69
$1.19
79c

$4.49
$3.98

OTHERS AT
$2.49

— New Patterns —
DRESS SLACKS
Spun Rayons - Cool Coverts - Tropical Worsted
All Reduced
$2.49 to $3.95

VACATION LUGGAGE--S
Short and Long Sleeves

MEN'S AND BOYS'

SPORT SHIRTS

AND SPORT SHIRTS

SUMMER CAPS
19c

$2.00 Values
$1.65 Values
$1.00 Values

— at —

$1.49
$1.19
88c

POPULAR REDUCED
PRICES

Maduffs

Mar]

WE DELIVER

' PHONE

August 10T t9H.
Misses Fannye and A'.pha Stauffef
are visiting friends in Atlantic «ft
week.
,
Lightning has been the cause of
numecous fires during the past week
n this territory.
The band boys are going to give a
speciaLXoncert in connection with the
church services to be held on Mam
Street Sunday evening.
Mrs. Fred Dittman, who has been
ill for some time, suffered a relapse
Friday, but at this writing is reported to be improving.
It is reported that 10,000 people
were in attendance at the circus in
Atlantic last week and a goodly share
of these people were from Anita.
Hundreds of bushels of apples were,,
blown off the trees during'the wind
storm- last week. Some are being
used, but the most are rotting on the
ground.
Albert Miller has sold his farm in
Audubon county to Chris Farrell for
J110.00 per acre. Mr. Miller purhased the farm about twelve years
Mr. and Mrs. Drexel Chadwick ate
ag-o for $45.00 per acre.
the parents of a 7 pound girl baby
(Mr. and MgW Harry Faulkner and
born to them Saturday morning at
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Bell were Sunlay visitors at the John Reimers the Laraen hospital in Adair. She
lome in Adair. They made the trip is the fourth child in the family.
there in the Bell automobile.

, TBlJRSDAY--FRroAY--SATUBDAY

Wheaties 21*^^
Starch
Aim & Hammer
Soda
Pound Pmckage
Jar Rings
II
Cake Flour
1!
Blue Plums **.»
2!

CHILD'S TAN AND
WHITE SANDALS

Size 9 - 2 — Leather Sole
SALE PRICE — 98c

i:

Flefecy White
Quart Bottle

GYPSIES RECEIVE COLD WELCOME AT GRISWOLD REUNION

BOYS' SLACK SUITS

$•-•

:

• Mr. and Mrs. Lester Hoi,™
parents of a Bj% pound girl baL,
to them Sunday at the home!
parents, Air. and Mrs. A. C. ]
southwest of Anita.

We Have A Fi^i^ipply Of
Genuine Semi^SoKd Butten

Last Monday evening a couple of
quite respectable people came to Griswold and hunted up the concession
committee and engaged a small space
'or a palmist. They soon had their
tent pitched and apparently made
- • • .-':-l: •':'•••-.' . '- *--.-•*.-.
^
themselves comfortable. About two
o'clock in the morning the men on
duty found several car loads of real
BUDGET ESTIMATE AND RECORD OF FILING
old time Gypsies had slipped into the
park and were getting located with
the first bunch of Gypsies. When
the attention of the concession comNOTICE:—The Board of Supervisors of Cads County, Iowa, „»
mittee was called to the plans they August 18th., 1941, at 10:00 A. M,, at the CMS County Court House,
immediately gave the concession payers will be heard for or against the following: estimate of "•""••"'«»
money back and ordered all of the the fiscal year beginning January 1, 1942.
Gypsies out of town. There is no
,•
M. E, Hubh
place for these kind of rovers as '
County
they make themselves a real nuisance
R
o»
and in many instances commit roba
S
beries while the town folks are away
from their homes.—Griswold Ameri|H
a
can.
J3

The Farmers Coop.
COUNTY ESTIMATE

BOB HOWARD
CLOTHIER
"WE SERVE YOU WELL"

i

Mrs. A. J. Kopp and 'Mrs. Fannie
ANITA MARKETS.
Young returned to their homes here
(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
I will not be responsible for any Saturday after spending several days
22>
debts contracted by my brother, B. C. in Wapello and Burlington. They were Eggs, cash dozen
Eggs,
in
trade,
dozen
23c
called
there
by
the
serious
illness
of
Calkins; nor debts contracted by anyjgc
one else in my name. Take due notice Mrs. George Pratt of Wapello who Hens, over 5-lbs. .'
Hens,
4
to
6-lbs
I6c
submitted
to
a
major
operation
at
a
and govern yourself accordingly.
Dated at Anita, Iowa, this 29th. hospital in Burlington last week. Mrs.I Hens, under 4-lbs. and Leghorns. .14<
I6c
Pratt is reported to be getting along 'Springs, over 5-lbs
day of July,-A. D., 1941.
'Springs, 4 to 5-lbs
15,
as well as-could be expected.
3tp
P. W. Calkins.
Springs, under 4-lbs. and Leghorns. 14c
Roosters, Ib
;
Ducks, Ib
gc
Geese, Ib
5C
Pigeons, live, dozen
500
Cream, sweet
.ggc
Cream, No. 1 sour
36c
Cream, No. Z sour
34C
Yellow corn, No. 2
61c
Oats, No. 3, new or old
28c
Wheat, No. 1
gflc
NOTICE.

IT IS HERE!

NEW!

FAST!

SAFE!

We Invite You To See the New Modern Equipment
Added To Our Battery Department

THE NEW

MERCURY QUICK CHARGER
Which Charges Your Battery In the Modern Method
Approved By Leading Battery Manufacturers, Largest Car Manufacturers, Society of Automotive Engineers and Bureau of Standards, U. S. Government.
It Is No Longer Necessary For You To Wait Days
For Your Battery To Be Charged. This New
Modern Approved Method Charges Your Battery In
the Amazing Time of 15 To 45 Minutes, With or
Without Removing the Battery From Your Car.
NEW GUARANTEED BATTERIES
PRICED AS LOW AS THE LOWEST

0. W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA

WHY FIX MY ROOF —
I still have plenty p^ts and pans! Silly km't it—yes, but no more
so than many excuses for putting off needed repairs.
Now is the logical time to re-roof applying our Red Cedar Wood
Shingles over your old roof, saving both time and money.
Before you make a contract .with any STRAJNGER, we invite you
to discuss the matter with us. You will be under no obligation to
buy from us, but we know that we can give you a better job for less
money than any out-of-town roofer. The same is true of insulation.

ROBERT SCOTT
ANITA LUMBER CO.
No Charge For An Estimate — Call 2-0.

iS

I I

w

Rainfall in Anita Tuesday morning
amounted to .46 of an inch.

O
{3
*
fe

Sfn. William Richter and daughter,
Nioma, of Kahoka, Mo., spent several
days during the past week visiting
relatives and friends here.

M

•8
5

I

a
1*

1

H
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m
W

Mrs. Rebecca Hawkins of Beatrice, —'Neb., is visiting in Anita at the homeN General
$ 73,260
30,000
75,861 * 80,000 $10,000
of her daughter, Mrs. Arthur Lett, Court Expense .. 8,612
2,000
9,175
10,000
Sr., and family, and with other rela- Poor
50,334
57,689
60,000
tives.
3,000
State Insane ...
12,727
13,726
14,000
County Insane . ,
8,000
Mrs. Frank Black and daughter,
6,000
,,
*>
County
vjuiuiujr OUIUIU
School
11,266
3,887
2,000
8,000
Margaret, of Creston visited several I Soldiers' Relief
8,037
3,977
6,500
days here with friends during the past Bovine Tubercuweek. They are former residents of
losis
144
6,166
6,165
Anita.
County. Bonds
26,074
23,072
6,000
HouseBonds
Bonda
9 139
9,139
8,640
9,000
Mr. an4 Mrs. Eric Osen and sons,Court
r*""House
'
26,002
26,000
anny and Russell, spent several days Enusr*encv
25,006
----'"
" ' 2,266
2,844
"1,196
1,195
Bangs Disease ...
723
5,600
5,500
and Mrs
'
to them at their home southeast of
Special Road Fund
and
fami
^
Anita Monday.
45,000
(State Aid) ..
-—
45,000
Mr. and Mrs. C»rl Nybirg of Daven- Secondary Road
70,000
port, Iowa, visited a short time in
Funds
204,498
178,778 230,500 20,000
j Anita 'Mtonday morning at the home A. Const. % Mill
ENEMIES PLOT
(4644.06) . . , .
of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Nelson. They
AGAINST YOUR
are neighbors of Mrs. Nelson's brother, B. Const. % Mill
GROWING BIRDS
Oscar Kelley, and were on a vacation
(4644.07)
i trip to points of interest in the western C. Maint. 1% Mills ~>
These enemies are tapeworms,
'part of the United States.
(4644.11) ....
.
roundworms,
and
capillaria
D. Maint 3 Mills
worms. Your best defense against
Fred Vokt, his son, Merle, and a
!
(4644.11) . . . .
them is ,Dr. Salsbury's Rotai neighbor lad, Robert Mackerill, were E. Optional % Mill
Caps . . . They are the best
injured Saturday afternoon when a
(4644.14) . . . .
worm removers we know of. ,team ran away on the Vokt farm
Stop in today arid get a package
TOTALS ..
j northeast of Anita. They were riding
$404,274' 1609,860 $46,860 $154,000
of iDR. SALSBURY'S ROTA- ! on a load of hay, winch was upset by
CAPS.
,the runaway. The / victims received Estimated Taxes Per $1,000 of Assessed Value,! Rural,
Towns, $9.00.
i severe bruises and cuts to their bodies..

Rasmussen's Hatchery

Phone 276

Anita, la.

WANT ADS
FOR SALE:—Used
pressure, table top mo
„
dition. Phillips 66 Station, Anft».

I Mrs. Henry Maduff was hostess at
, a dessert luncheon Friday afternoon in
honor of Miss Lois Needles of Cleveland, Ohio, who at one time lived here.
Twelve persons were present and the
afternoon was spent playing contract
rp ,
.
W • TT
n. late received
Mirs. Sidney Maduff, low
The guest of honor was the
recipient of a gift.

Orders now booked for canning
tomatoes. No obligations either way.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Nelson of EdFred Hansen, 6 miles north of Anita. mond, Okla, Mr. and ,Mt8. Forrest
Exira route.
jt
Nelson of Seminole, Okla., and Mrs
1. C. Gouts of Newkirk, Okla., spent
WANTED:—Mian to sell v
a couple of days, jn Anitft lasfc
merchandise. New liberal
ment permits good profits. Merchan- visiting ut the home of Mr. and
Andrew NeUnn TV t
tnen are
dise on consignment without investment. No signers required. Car need
Nelson Thin i« tv, , e i . e
'
ed. S. F. Baker & Co., Keokukjowa N I
v,
^k*V
a seen his niece in 45 years.
HOG FEEDEKS ATTENTIONGreen Top Mineralized Tankage ia a
A farewell party was held Thursday
correct blend of the variety and quan- | evening at the home of Mr. and Mrs
tity of proteins, vitamins and miner- Arthur Lett in South A n i f • L
ti, u i
i,
Anita in honor
als to completely balance your own «f
of^the.r son, Kenneth, who is to be
grains for surer, faster, healthier and
into the Army soon. 24 were
more profitable pig and hog production
at the family reunion, includBuy it from Farmers ^-Operative
four generations. Out-of-tow,
Elevator Cq<( Anita.
4tp
is present were Mrs R b
Beatrice Neb
N E >: YoUr de d
'
-- and The
p*t
! ~ pay phone
' ~^mals: JS?.","'
Jeanavevi. and Doris Shank
Ph. 184?Anita—we

NEW

Wednesday f A
Only
lUC To All
Bob Burns m "Coming
Round the Mountain"
•1HURS. - PR1. , SAT.
95

-

REA

SONS TO
AC
ATTEND
" "*•*

Wanted For Murder

IT,
SUN.

Son. Mat. 2:
(Double

FRED
«H*'«» Got That

THE TRUE STORY OF THE
WEST'S BOY BANDIT—

THBY HIT THK
0
7U
A JA

Brian

i£M<ti^-.^:i[j\ife.i/l-JiSigfja-.l.tfHt\fK^itvaf;

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

MOTH]

By Edward C. Wayne
HE'S gone for *^^~T,..-.-—
SOyour
letters keep «sHl in his

British See Far East 'Squeeze Play'
In Japan's Attitude Toward Thailand;
Nazis Claim Big Victories Over Reds;
Mussolini's Son Killed in Air Crash

WtRbtngton, D. C.
FOOD FOB BRITAIN

(KDITO&'S NOTE—Wh«a •plnUu ar« ra»»«Mt to <k«M ••tuui.
mr* Urn «t <fc« B«W* ualjttt mm* Mt »e««iw«HlT •* t
> (Released by Wutcrn Newipaper Pnioo.),.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.—First
veteran to appear on the scene
for the national encampment o/
the Veterans of Foreign Wart
here was Jack Farley, known as
the "Irish Traveler." Be hitchhiked' to Philadelphia from
Louisville* Ky^ and is being rewar fed at convention headquarters by getting the first
badge.

HOSIERY:
And the Women
The governmental placing of silk
in the vital raw material category
closed down the silk hosiery industry and sent American women in a
wild blitzkrieg on the silk stocking
counters of the nation.
DEATH:
There were no tears shed over
the situation, the women apparently
To a Youth
regarding the whole thing as a sort
From Rome came the report that of a gay lark, and dashing into the
Bruno, the second son of Benito stores to stock up-—just to be doing
Mussolini, had been killed in an'air something more than for any other
crash while on a plane testing flight reason.
near Pisa. He was 22 years of age
For surveys of women's opinion
and ranked as a "Captain of Avia- showed that the ladies were perfecttion." He had seen action in three ly willing to go bare-legged, if necwars. In Ethiopia, hi the Spanish essary; to spray "makeup" stockwar and in the present war he had ings on their legs, or to wear cotton,
engaged in what Italian sources de- if they could be made good-looking.
scribed as "daring" and "risky"
It was obvious that the new nylon
actions.
industry would not be able to supply
the demand, at least at prices womGERMANY:
en were willing to pay.
Makes Claims
But as to the cotton situation, the
The Germans, who had been pic- government had finished researches
tured fairly hopelessly stalled on the at Beltsvffle, Md., from which had
Eastern front, with the Reds grow- come 150 types of cotton stockings,
ing in strength and in some points many of them pretty stylish-looking.
taking the offensive, came out finalPhiladelphia, with a $25,000,000-aly with a statement in which they year hosiery industry, and other
made the largest claims thus far.
nearby cities and states with smaller
They claimed 895,000 prisoners organizations, began changing over
taken, and "many times more" in to cotton right away. One mill alkilled and wounded; the entire Rus- ready had out a line of samples of
sian resistance shattered; no sem- cotton lisle stockings, several of
blance of order in the Red army; them of the "mesh" type.
and pictured Moscow as without any
These were displayed by pretty
clear picture at all of the situation, models,, and the 'salesmen started
blindly believing its army still fight- out to see what the reception of the
ing.
American Woman would be.
When it came to giving details of
On that, they said, depended what
places, the communique, while a the. factory would do—close up or
lengthy one, was not very commu- continue to put out the cotton
nicative.
stockings.
But from it one could picture the
front through the German eyes, with LLOYDS:
Smolensk, in the center, a sort of
island of • doomed Russian bat- And War Bets
talions, still holding out, although
Lloyd's was reputedly offering
surrounded.
odds on the end of the war, even the
Leningrad, on the north, was a likelihood of Washington, D. C., behopeless city, menaced from the ing bombed—circumstances which
south and the north, with another told their own story.
The war is more likely now to be
small "island" of surrounded Red
troops still holding out in the vicin- over December 1 than it was at
this time last year. Lloyd's was ofity of Tallinn, Estonia.
Kiev, on the south, was shown in fering 7 to 1 last year, and now has
the odds of the war ending
this document as partially sur- reduced
,
rounded, with two huge pincers hav- in 1941'.to 3 to 1.
As to the bombing of Washington,
ing pierced the Stalin line north and
south of the city itself, which is an the odds were 1,000 to 1. However,
as it was pointed out, the odds
integral part of that line.
The claims were contained in four weren't really that much, for jt was
special communiques from the simply the offering of a'premium
headquarters pf Adolf Hitler him- of $1,000 for $1 that no property
self, and were broadcast through- would be lost within a year in Washington, thus really meaning that
out the German nation.
Lloyd's was betting 1,000 to 1 that
no particular private property in
RUSSIANS:
Washington would be damaged.

Here's a striking contrast in the modes of fighting equipment. AccordIng to the Berlin caption the picture shows a German horse-drawn artillery
i piece racing past a burning Soviet tank somewhere along" the Rnss-Nari
battle lines of the eastern front.

CONGRESS:
Big Work
Three bills of huge importance
were before congress, and although
passage for all was predicted, the
importance laid as much in what
their final form would be as it did
in whether or not they would become
law.
.These were the tax bill, the draftextension bill, and the price-fixing
bill, the latter linked inseparably
with the "draft-industry" bill.
The tax bill, it was apparent,
would be voted into existence minus
the requirement that all married
couples file joint income tax returns. Roughly, this will cut
$250,000,000 off the yield of the law,
which will then have a ceiling of
about $3,200,000,000.
This is to be divided, roughly, into
a billion for income taxes; a billion
for miscellaneous and special taxes;
and a. billion and a third for corporation income taxes, a small balance coming from gift taxes.
The draft extension bill showed
the opposition to the administration
losing one battle after another, but
reforming their lines with more support .after each defeat.
When the administration's resolution calling for an extension of present draftee terms by 18 months was
brought to a vote, the senate passed
the measure by a vote of 45 to 30.
This meant that total term of
draftees, National Guardsmen and
reserve officers would all serve a
total of ZVt years. The bill went
from the senate to the house following the vote.
The price-fixing and draft-industry
bills were chartered along a more
difficult course. The latter passed
the house, but immediately there
started in the opposition press a
battle, claiming that there was a
threat to the freedom of the press
and freedom of speech through radio
—as these businesses, too, might be
seized "by the government.
As to price-fixing, Leon Henderson seemed the center of this fight,
and many in congress declared they
would feel more kindly toward the
bill if they felt more confidence in
Henderson's ability to carry it out.
Indeed, the house appointed a special committee to oversee the enforcement of this legislation.

JAPAN:
Warned Again
London warned Japan that if she
•moved against Thailand in any way,
she would find that Britain would
consider such a move as a definite
threat to Singapore, and would act
accordingly.
This was seen as a sort of confirmation that the British are sending expeditionary forces of occupation into Siamese territory, and
that any Japanese effort to cut the
Burma road will bring the world
war to the Far East.
The'statement came from Foreign
Secretary Eden, making it in the
bouse of commons. It had been rumored that 100,000 British troops
would be sent to Thailand from eastern bases, and that a considerable
British fleet already was in those
waters.
And it also was believed that
Japan was committed to move
against Thailand by its agreement
with the other Axis powers. This
was visioned as part of a squeeze
play against India.
Eden said:
"Every fresh move on the part
of Japan naturally has the result of
bringing China and ourselves closer
and closer together.
"That friendship and that collaboration with China will continue and
I pray that it will grow.
"Men and materials are pouring
out to strengthen our forces in the
Middle East for their next forward
plunge, and these will strike their
blows for the independence of the
countries in the Middle East as
much as for our own independence."

mind the bright attractive girl
that is you?
- -,, y Alas, your letters can displace
your pretty image with a dtftt and
frowsy one IF you fo^fiid on

In the headlines, lend-lease aid to
mm,
Britain is chiefly a story of planes,
tanks, ships, guns and munitions.
But these dramatic war suppues are
only one part of the picture.
An equally vital, though httle
known, phase of this gigantic program is food.
.
Today, practically every ship
.Thoughts Rm e
leaving U. S. shores for embattled
men are '
England carries stocks of food as
part of its cargo. Also significant
'fc strong
is the fact that this steady flow of
«merforce,'fhat
food shipments differs markedly
the world.—Emerson
from those of World war days.
Then the foodstuffs were in bulk
^Vs*i?«:fe->*i;:-form—boatloads of grain and fresh
meats. But now, with British and
Simple to Make Letters QloW
Allied shipping suffering terrible destruction, there aren't enough bot- paper with despairing remarks
toms to transport both bulky arma- like "Well, I guess 'there is no*
ments and bulky food across the more to say."
hazardous Atlantic.
But learn the simple way to
JMV
Since the cargo space for bulky write a sprightly letter, and you
armaments cannct be reduced, and can bet your life he won't forget
with the British food situation be- you!
coming acute, food is being shipped
in concentrated and dehydrated
If you get stuck, look at a lew mod*)
form. Thus it is carried in the letters. Our 32-page booklet has 24 excelsame ships with arms and m»m- lent letter* ol all types—friendly, *ocUO,
business. Gives pointers on grammar,
tions, taking up relatively little vocabulary,
topics to write eboilt. Bend
space.
your order to:
The extent of these shipments and
what they meant to the American
HEADER-HOME SERVICE
fanner is shown graphically by the
<35 Sixth Avcnoe
New York City
following list of lend-lease food purEnclose 10 cents for your copy of
chases in a very recent seven-week
GOOD LETTER WRITEfG MADE
EASY.
period:
American
cheese,
20,483,175
Name
pounds; corn starch, 35,820,000
Address
pounds; frozen eggs, 36,648,630
pounds; dried eggs, 4,458,650
pounds; canned fish, 1,083,052 cases;
dehydrated soup, 4,400,000 pounds;
Reading Creatively
soy beans, 9,070,000 pounds; dried
beans, 40,770,000 pounds; corn
There are three classes of read*
sugar, 5,698,000 pounds; enzymes,
3,360 pounds; dried apricots, 9,986,- ers; some enjoy without "judg000 pounds; honey, 3,557,300 povnds; ment; and some there are who
enriched flour, 399,000 pounds; con- judge'While they enjoy, and enjoy
Wltt|l/Labor Is DOM|
centrated orange juice, 92,302 gal- while they judge. The latter class
Many things difficult toi
lons; vitamin A, 2,547,183 units, vi- reproduces the work of art on
tamin Bl, 3,965 kilograms; peanut which it is engaged, Its numbers prove easy to perfori
.butter, 1,762,000 pounds; lard, 28,- are very small.—Goethe.
Jqhtoisoti. :•.'•'
«62,720 pounds.
Note—Management of the lendlease food program is under the
Surplus Marketing administration,
aided by the U. S. public health
service, the British ministry of
health and the Anglo-American food
purchasing committee.

GN OF

FREEZING CHINESE FUNDS

There was one unwritten chapter
in the story of American freezing of
funds of those two Oriental neighbors, Japan and China.
It was published that the funds
of friendly China were frozen as
well as the funds of unfriendly
Japan. But .unpublished was the
fact that China for four months had
been asking the state department
to freeze its funds, but the state department had refused.
China's request was quite unusual,
for most nations object strenuously
to having their funds frozen. For
instance, Switzerland, hearing that
she would be included with Germany when Hitler's funds were frozen, argued for weeks.
But in the case of China, many
of her funds are in the hands of big
Chinese merchants and bankers in
Shanghai, who for business reasons
are playing with the Japanese. And
they have been draining Chinese
currency frohi the country. v ~ • ^ t
So Roosevelt's special Chinese
emissary, LaUchlin Currie, was requested by Chiang Kai-shek to ask
Secretory, of State Hull to freeze
Chinese funds. This would have hamstrung the pro-Japanese Chinese
However, Secretary Hull refused
Twice Chiang Kai-shek made the r^
quest, but Both times it WBB refused
to fact the state department even
Their Version
denied that such a request was
made, presumably on the ground
Completely ignoring the claims of SPIES:
that it came not through diplomatic
the Germans, the Reds, admitting Meet Doom
channels, but through Mr. Currie
Nazi pressure on the south, say that
The reports issued constantly to who is only a White House secrethey are counter-attacking and were
using the same tactics "which British citizens that "even the walls
Finally, however, when Japan
threw the Germans back in the cen- have ears" were given point when
it was told that two Nazi spies, Karl
tral front."
Theo Drueke, German citizen, and
In fact, the Russian reports con- Werner Heinrich Waelti, a Swiss,
sidered the front from Smolensk to were executed as spies.
Bel-Tserkov, a distance of 350
The story was romantic enough.
miles, as a single unit, rather than The two men, equipped with radio
BOOTLEG GASOLINE
a definite pincer movement, and sending and receiving sets, flew
said that there was mobile fighting near the English coast and were set
going on all along this front.
down from a seaplane. They then
In fact, the Reds asserted they rowed ashore in a collapsible rubwere holding the Germans in two ber boat. Both had foreign passCanada has i
a ban on sale
other sectors, that of Kholm, 180 ports and spoke English.
miles south of Leningrad, and on
For a time they evaded discovery.
the Estonian front—where the Ger- They had split up and were headmans had claimed important ad- ing for Edinburgh, Scotland, by djfc,
vances.
ferent routes.
Now comes the proposal of Oil
The Russians also reported taking
Their bags were examined, and
many prisoners, and revealed that when the radios were found, the jig Administrator Ickes to irnnoL »
many of them are either 17 years old was up. Later, the government
or the older type reservists, show- said, they were found to have food,
ing that the Nazis are drawing including sausage made in Ger
heavily on their reserve*^
many. They were hanged.

BRAZIL:
In Azores

R.A.F.:
Busy Over Reich

The United States is secretly urging that Brazil take <wjfe the Azores
islands, Portuguese "possession, in
the interests of Western hemisphere
defense, Berlin had charged.
Although this was promptly denied in Washington, considerable
prominence was given the dispatch,
in that the question of the Azores
was prominent in Washington's
long range plan for defense of the
Western hemisphere.

Better weather renewed reports
of increasingly heavy R.A.F. raids
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The communiques told of bomb- Sen. Hajry Byrd
ers braving storms and hjgh winds
to make their raids, although clear
skies over Germany gave the pilots
a visual idea of the damage.
Among the towns raided were the
industrial centers of Mannheim
Frankfurt and Karlsruhe.
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REXALL FACTORY TO YOU SALE

Make Our Store Your Store
Today, the first day of the Anita
f
P
«
KLENZO TOOTH BRUSHES. 19c CORN SOLVENT
19c
k
*??**' Deceased, B. D. For-celebration, that celebrated comedian,
ROXRURY HOUSEH?OLD
snay, Administrator.
CASTOROIL
»
19c
Bob Burns in "Coming Round The
GLOVES
I9c
KLENZO COCOANUT OIL
Mountain,"
will
be
shown
at
the
Anita
LIFEBUOY
SHAVE
CREAM
TO WHOM IT MAY~CONCERNSHAMPOO
33c
and LAVENDER TALCUM,
theatre for one day only. The fine
an order of th
«^BUCrntUrt
J^0 entered
«
ESSENCE
OF
PEPPERMINT.
27c
both
for
35c
in sftid
cast includes Una Merkel, and those
l ° attet
. a d dated
KLENZO SHAVE CREAM . . 21c
THEATRICAL CREAM and
June
grand radio personalities, Gildersleeve,
^1
«n^
?
24,
FACIAL TISSUES, both .. .69c READYMADE BANDAGES.-19c
941, and in compliance with the pro- Old Timer from the Fibber McGee &
visions of Section 12037, Code of
EPSOM SALTS
i»c POWDER PUFFS, reg. lOc . . . 3c
Iowa, 1939, notice is hereby given by Molly show, and Uncle Ezra.
the undersigned Administrator to all
persons interested, and-or supposed
WE PROUDLY SERVE
The big attraction, Thursday, Friday
to be interested in the estate of Fred- and Saturday will be the first authentic
HARDING'S SEALTEST ICE CREAM
r^l J**"?' ,Dice«sed. and in the story of "Billy the Kid" with Robert
property of which he died seized and
FRESH
LEMON, LIME and
ROOT BEER — By Mug
5c
possessed:
Taylor. The strong supporting cast
ORANGEADES
lOc MALTED MILKS
20c
That said Frederick Kauer died in- includes, Ian Hunter, Gene Lockhard
JUMOBO SODAS
I5c
testate, a resident of Anita, Cass and Lon Chaney, Jr. Highlights in15c
CLOWN SUNDAES
I9c MILK SHAKES
County, Iowa, on October 29, 1940,
SHORT
AND
HEAVY'S
lOc
FLOATS
lOc
clude
a
wild
stampede
of
1,500
longand the undersigned thereafter qualified as Administrator of his estate. bom cattle, chases between bandits
— Ask For Our Prices On Bulk and Package Ice Cream —
'*>Axlhat said decedent died seized of the anl law officers, escapes from jail and
following described real estate, situ- other tense dramatic moments enate in Cass County, Iowa, to-witPatronize Your Only Home-Owned Soda Fountain
livened with comedy and two new song
North OneTThird (N %rd) of
hits,
"Viva
la
Viva,"
and
"Lazy
Acres."
ta
U
5
and
&
u,° T &>•
F™(11),
< >' Original
Six
(6), Block
Eleven
Town of Anita, Cass County,
Sunday, Monday, Tuesday the theIowa,
We Deliver
(The Rexall Store)
Phone 102
and that said decedent left certain atre will bring to the screen, two
personal property and that as shown pictures chuck full of entertainment.
by the files in said Estate in the office The first pictur* has that great dancof the Clerk of said Court at Atlantic, ing star, FredlAstaire, and Paulette
Iowa, after the payment of all claims Gbddard in "Second Chorus." The king
against said estate and the costs of
administration, including the publi- of dance and hfe new partner will decation of this notice, there will remain light everyone, in addition to Artie
in the hands of the undersigned a sum Shaw an his band p!aying top tunes
m excess of $1000.00 That as far as
the undersigned has been able to dis- Charlie Butterworth and Burgess
?i^iy •' day* of National Circuit championship races
ft>r 1941 world tftle—Ao«. 22.24.2f. 60 famous
cover said decedent left no legal heirs Meredith take care of the comedy
lentrie*. Biggest din track speed classics ever
whomsoever him surviving.
scenes. The second picture on this
Iheld In midwest
Now Therefore unless within six program is Dick Powell and Ellen
I Double program, 3 »ftermonths from the publication of this
I noons, A*?. IS-24-IT.i
notice some claimant or claimants Drew in "Christmas in July." There
I Harness and running
should appear and establish, his, her is a great treat in store for everyone
I races-big purses, huiior their right to said property the because this picture is an uproarious
1-dreds of fast entries.
|Tlus Iowa SUM Fair
same will escheat to the State of Iowa comedy, with Dick Powell turning in
1 Rodeo—more than .40
and will be disposed of pursuant to a grand comedy performance.
Dancing to 'name" bandj
I cowboy and cowgirl
the provisions of Section 12035, et
By WARREN BAYLEY
3-ring open air circus
seq. of the Code of Iowa, 1939.
.Fish'and game show
The members of the Friendly
B.
D.
Forshay,
200 acres of exhibits
to west. It takes you into the clouds
Circle were guesls of Mrs. Frank Glacier National Park Montana
Administrator of the Estate
Night horse shows
of
Frederick
Kauer,
Deceased.
Neighbors
Wednesday afternoon. Mrs. Scattered over the rugged moun- and mists of 6,654 foot high Logan
' ' , • ' - < ""^fV f
Complete women's exposition
Hobart E. Newton,
Kenneth Gipple was the winner of a tains of this park are some of the Pass and skirts many of the 200 brilAttorney.
camp OUT : FRES camp OF AIScontest put on by Mrs. Neighbors,oldest residents of the world—60 shim- liant green lakes of this area.
Reflecting the rays of a sun that,
following which .the balance of the mering, green glaciers whose founH. L. Bell is spending a few days in afternoon was spent by those present dations were laid down tens of thous- won't be able to melt her down comith Lett and Virgil Reynolds I Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Newton and fam- Anita this week looking after busi- quilting for the hostess. A lunch ands of years ago.
pletely for many more centuries, old
esday morning for Wendell, ily of Nevada, Iowa, spent Sunday in ness matters and. visiting with friends was served by the hostess.
Grinnel
Glacier frowned down upon
Comprised of countless tons of
{where they expect to find em- Anita visiting at the home of his
us
from
her high, mountain perch
nt for several , weeks.
The members of the Friday bridge solid ice, they sprawl in huge am- near the resort of Many Glacier. Conparents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed. L. Newton.
club were guests Thursday afternoon phitheaters, called cirques, carved out
DR. B. L. MEURER of Mrs. Leo V. Bongers at her home of cfcnyon walls and mountain sides. trasting sharply with the days of the
glacier's youth, the height of the wild
Chiropractor
on Chestnut, Street. Other guests Mluch reduced in size and effective- flower season has spread colorful
Adair, la.
besides the members, were Mrs. Law- ness, now, they still perform the blankets under the forests and out
same kind of grinding work as their in the sunny fields.
—Office Hours-^- rence Hofmeister, Mrs. Chas. Salmon, predecessors.
Mrs.
Paul
Kelloway
and
Mrs.
Floyd
But the' old timers around Many
9-12 — 1:30-6
Dement. High score for the after- White men first explored this dis- Glacier tell me the winters up here
Wed. & Sat Night noon was held by Mrs. Beriry Maduff. trict in 1810. A hundred years later are a different story. The few who
7 till 10
it became a National Park of 1,537 remain when tourists return to their
Mrs.
W. H. Wagner was hostess square miles. Covering but a fraction desks and jobs say the snow piles up
Sun, 10-11 A. M. to the members of the Union club of that area, Canada's Wateron Lakes
twelve feet deep in the lower valleys.
C, P. DABROW, Manager
Phone 37
Wednesday at her home on Locust National Park joins this one at the The howling wind tears off roofs that
Street. A covered dish dinner was border. In 1932 the two were com- aren't held down with rocks in the
enjoyed at noon by the members pre- bined as the Waterton-Glacier In- Swiss Alpine manner. The huge dinsent- and one guest, Mrs. Mlaggie ternational Peace Park, but retained ing room roof of the resort's hotel
Long. The afternoon was spent quilt- their separate administrations. This | was lifted high, turned over and dropng. It was reported at the meeting jesture was a fitting tribute to the ped back in place by a mighty gust
:hat during the past year $2.00 had jerfect relations, existing between our a few years ago. Freight trains that
)een donated to each of the churches country and our northern neighbor. run along the southern border of the
n Anita.
A personal visit to any of these park would lose the tops of their
iant spectacles requires hikes of box-cars if they didn't hole-up for
The past presidents of the Ameri_,- even to ten miles, but two of the protection during a bad blow. That
:an Legion Auxiliary were enter- argest and most impressive glaciers wind will rip your snow-shoes off
tained at the annual one o'clock lunch- an be seen from the roads Free of if you aren't careful and take you
on Friday by the Auxiliary members ascuring snow at this time of year, along with it.
at the home of Mrs. Guy Steinmetz lackfeet Glacier loomed close to us
It is during such stormy times
on Chestnut Street. A color scheme oday as we drove the 63 mile length as these that the weather approaches
of red, white and blue was carried f the Highway-To-The-Sun, which the fury elements that prevailed when
out and place cards were red, white as completed only eight years ago the glaciers we admired today were
and blue airplanes. Besides the nd cuts across the park from east born.
hirteen guests present, there was
ane out-of-town guest, /Mrs. Chas. Sal"Trailer Vagabond" Is Sponsored and Appears In This Paper
mon of Cambridge, Ohio. Mrs. P. T.
Through the Courtesy of
iVilliams, retiring president, was intiated into the organization, followng which contests were enjoyed by
those present.
Anita, Iowa
TEXACO PRODUCTS
Phone 257
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TRAILER VAGABOND''

HORSE'

FLY
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SPRAY

THE FARMERS COOP.

Look! Those Ford service men
oven left the steering wheel

SPOTLESS!

WAGNER'S FILLING STATION

The bigger
drink with
the belter
flavor!

The Royal Neighbors lodge will Friday afternoon at the home of Mrs.
old1 their rfegular monthly meeting Eric Osen on Maple Street.

it or.
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NATIONAL DEFENSE TRAINING
Do Your Part In the Defense of America. Train
Now For Employment In the Nation's Most
Vital Defense Industry — AVIATION.

THIS COUPON
WORTH 66 CENTS
AT YOUR

DRUG STORE

toBBin'ikeotop...neota$apin!
thai', your car after o«r factory frainod

'
***« m-cn*
fl> look for trouble, «d what to

>

stock of

^e factory

Bhortwt P098ible tima

£S like both our wrvice and our price..

WE
S E R V I C E ALL MAKES OF C A R S
yy B » » • • • » • - — —

MOTOR CO.
PHONE 211

ANITA. IOWA

DIAL

Take this coupon to your druggist,
as it is worth 66 cents.
QUICK-AID-—Is a doctors formula,
time tested and proved.
QUICK-AID—Is high'.y recommended in the relief of Lumbago, Neuritis,
Rheumatism, Arthritis, Sciatica, tired
aching burning feet, Muscular Soreness, Sprains, Aches and Pains in
the Hands, Arma, Shoulders, Back,
Hips, Legs, Knees, etc.
.
Many report complete relief m a
few days time. Why Suffer? When
you can secure real lasting relief.
QUICK-AID—Should be in every
MPORTAj5T NOTICE—This coupon is worth 66 cents at your druggist, on the purchase price of one
Bottle of QUICK-AID As only a
limited number of bottles will be sold
so you are urged to take 59 cents an<
this coupon and get your bottle o
QUICK-AID today, valued at ?1.2E
and secure Quick Relief.
QUICK-AID, is sold you with th
understanding you must be satisflet
or your money will be refunded.
CAUTION—D»'not accept a substi
tute but insist on QUICK-AID.

BQNGERS' DRUG STORE

Aircraft Manufacturers Are Asking Us For More Graduates
Than We Can Supply
TRAIN IN WICHITA, KAN. — THE AIR CAPITAL OF AMERICA
A Training School Operating Under Standards of Entrance and
Training In Accordance With the Need and Requirements of Aircraft
Factories Engaged In Government Construction, Using Only Factory
Trained and Experienced Instructors and Actual Aircraft Material
and Blueprints. , .

Write W. C. Beebe, 4444 Pine St., Omaha, Neb.,
For Qualification Chart and Details.

Pfon To Celebrate
WITH US WEDNESDAY AND THURSDAY,
AUGUST 6th. AND 7th. — WE THINK YOU
WILL ENJOY EVERY MINUTE OF FT.
Our Shop Will Be Closed From 1:30 to 3:30 Each
Afternoon of the Celebration,

Miller's Lockers
ANITA — WIOTA — CUMBERLAND
THERE IS ONE NEAR YOU

THE ANITA TRIBUNE ,
IMPROVED5*
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY!
CHOOL Lesson

S

Tranquil Mind

S-EWING

By HAROLD L.
Dean of The M

Lesson for August 10

JAMES TEACHES CONSISTENT
CHRISTIAN LIVING
l:l7-22;

8:14-17;

GOLDEN TEXT-Pure religion and un-

b we 0 and the Father
5?£V
E '. F " f" a" widows «•In «*
Imi^f
their
tbe

athert

d

Tranquillity consisteth in a
steadiness of the mind; and how
can that vessel that is beaten upon
CIRCLE
by contrary waves and winds, and
tottereth to either part, be said to
keep a steady course? Resolution
line, to a flare that ensures work- is the only mother of security.—
ing comfort and looks pretty be- Bishop Hall.
sides. You can draw the waistline
in as slim as you please, by means
of the back-tied sash belt—and ad- TRY
just it to give yourself plenty of
leeway for reaching, stretching,
sweeping, dusting and so on. This HAIR TONIC-H*.
design (No. 1360-B) is simple to
make and it really is necessary
Use of Satire
to a busy day.
A satire should expose nothing
* * *
but what is corrigible, and~make a
Barbara Bell Pattern No. 1360-B la de- due discrimination between those
signed In sizes 12, 14, 16, 18, 20 and 40. that are not the, proper objects of
Corresponding bust measurements 30, 33,
/
34, 38, 38. and 40. Size 14 (32) requires 3% it.—Addison.
yards edging. Send your order to:

affliction, and to keep himself unspotted
irora the world.—Jame» 1:27.

Spiritually minded but very practical was Jamesr an outstanding
leader in the Church (Gal. 2:9; Acts
15) and the brother of our Lord. His
epistle speaks little about Christ, but
it reflects more of His teachings
GOLDEN-RIPE 1
WELCHES FOR LUSCIOUS JELLS
than any of the other epistles. It
!• Recipes Below)
parallels the sermon on the mount
IT'S CANNING TIME
and in that way, as well as other
FOB TOUR JELLY SHELF
ways, greatly resembles the teachdfood taking on a greater than
ings of Jesus. It is a straightfornportance under the national
•Ripe Peach Jelly
ward discussion of practical Christian living.
^ 'Peach Marmalade
defense program,
you'll want to •Pear Chips
'Apple Butter
There is so much inconsistency
makev a thought- 'Gooseberry and Raspberry Jelly among Christians in their daily walk
ful selection for
'Harlequin Conserve
that nothing could be more needed
'Recipe Given
...} stocking a shelf
than a careful study of the exhorta'" of extra good
tions of James.
jams and jellies seal, label and store in a cupboard.
I. Be Doers of the Word— Not
•. •"•-' _i':.*:**'•>.'.£.'< '"T • • • !
Apple butters have long been fam- Hearers Only (1:17-22).
ly favorites since they're so espeKnowing God's will is Important,
; you'll glow m^; deep: satis-;
cially nice for but it arhounts to little except to
i over your :cann^ng
8efforts of^
children's lunches bring condemnation upon us, unless
nmer.
" v ; :•--_ • -• • " ' , ' • •;|'
or snacks when we do it. It is good to hear with
a record breaking peach
t h e y c o m e i n swift apprehension, but there is no
[the third greatest in the hisfrom playing or a point in talking about what we have
f the country, is expected, plan
hurry-up batch of i heard unless we practice it.
; up many, many jars of thisr
filled cookies. ! God is the "giver of every good
ripe fruit, not only as jam,
Thick and deli- and perfect gift" (that's literally
j or marmalade, but as con.cately spicy, ap- and wonderfully true). He has not
[ combined .with;; Other fruits; ple butter.fflls the bill and uses much withheld one blessing, even to the
ess sugar than jams and jellies.
•Ripe Peach Jelly.
giving of His Son, who was sent
down from heaven • to redeem us.
kes 6 medium sized glasses)
•Apple Butter.
cups juice. ';•,.•';,:•'.•".
(Makes
6
pints)
His very goodness should prompt
cups sugar. .': ; • ' .
4 quarts cooked and sieved apples us to lay aside everything which
Ibox powdered fruit pectin
2 cups sugar
dishonors His namef Wrath (v. 20),
[prepare juice, pit and crush 1 teaspoon cloves^,
all uncleanness of speech or thought,
jighly (do not peel) about 2V& 1 teaspoon allspice
pride (v. 21)— all these must go,
fully ripe peaches. Add' I
and will go, as we permit the Word
i teaspoons cinnamon
>ater, bring.to a-bbfi-'and sim- 6 cups sugar
to take root (be "engrafted") in our
overed 10 minutes; Add a few 2 cups cider vinegar
hearts and lives. Note that it is not
pits, crushed,' to : mixture
Combine apples, 2 cups sugar, and enough to read the Word, or even
[cooking. Place' fruit in a jel- pices; cook until thick. Add remain- to memorize it. It must take root
i bag and squeeze out juice.
ng sugar and vinegar. Cook un- and grow in our life.
the juice over a hot fire, il thick, stirring constantly. Pour
n. Believe—But Do Not Forget to
fruit pectin. Mix well and into hot sterilized jars and seal im- Work (2:14-17).
lie stirring until mixture mediately. This may also be cooked
Saved by faith? Yes, we are, and
i to a hard bofl. Add the sug- n a pressure cooker or in the oven in no other way; but the man who
' ring constantly. Bring to a o prevent sticking.
says he has faith hi Christ will inlling boil, boU hard I minSince some fruits do not convert evitably show the results of that
nove from fire, skim, pour into jelly easily, a commercial pec- faith in his life.
into glasses. Paraffin at in is usually employed to make the
James is not in any way contradictfruit jell properly. Often fruits ing the teaching of Paul's epistles re'Peach Marmalade.
which jell easily, that is, those which garding justification by faith, but is
have sufficient pectin to themselves clearly stating what must be true,
kes II small glasses)
are used in combination with fruits "that a faith which does not result
4 cups prepared fruit
which do not. Crabapples, unr-ipe in works, i. e., in a manifestation
7% cups.sugar
[rapes, currants, gooseberries, cran- of a true Christian life, externally
11 bottle fruit pectin
irepare fruit, peel off the yel- lerries, quinces, huckleberries, and and visibly, is not the kind of faith
' of I medium orange and I ilackberries jell well. If enough of commanded by God, and constantly
in the New Testament as
lemon with sharp knife, hem are not used in the combina- revealed
only instrument for the appro?as much of the white part on, ion, better use the pectin and play the
priation of the redemption that is hi
nit itself. Put rinds through safe.
Here's a bright and quivery jelly Jesus Christ our Lord. There is no
popper twice. Add % cup wathing as real, genuine, vital,
pd A teaspoon soda, bring to a which you'll like to have on hand for such
living,
Christian faith, except it has
air
weather
or
foul.
It's
a
grand
Jnd simmer covered IQ minutes.
its
fruits
in the works of faith" (Wilaccompaniment
for
chicken
or
hot
I off the tight skin pf the peeled
bur M. Smith).
land slip the pulp out of each treads:
How that faith will show itself irf
In. Add pulp^acL Jujce. and the •Gooseberry and Raspberry Jelly.
the practical dealings of daily life
I of an additional lemorv to the
(Makes 11 medium glasses)
is graphically presented in verses
Isimmer, covered 20 Imputes.
• 1 quart ripe gooseberries
15 and 16. Pious talk has always
•I! l'/2 pounds, off
ripe^peaches.
% cup water
been very cheap, and it certainl£
' 1 quart red raspberries
" i)d or chop n^> Cdmbine with
accomplishes nothing. Real ChrisMix sugar and fruit, place
6% cups sugar
tianity works.
1 box powdered fruit pectin
[large kettle. Bring to a boil,
HI. Trust— But Do Not Boast of
Qrush and grind thoroughly the
Imtly 5 minutes.; 'Spr!l;pnstant(4:13J7).
•Jle boiling. Remove from fire, gooseberries, add water, bring to a Tomorrow
There
is
a strange religious attii bottled pectrnKl»en"itfc and )oil. Simmer, covered, for 10 minwhich talks about faith as
I by turns for 5 minutes to cool utes. Crush thoroughly the raspber- tude
though.it were something of which
W and prevent floating,-fruit. ries and combine with gooseberries. to
boast, which encourages people
Place
in
jelly
bag
and
squeeze
out
I quickly and paraffin at once.
not
only to believe, but actually to
Nerved pears make" a good «te- iuice. This should make about 4Vi presume. There is a radical differcups
juice.
H
there
is
a
slight
short[animent either 'for the meat
ence between faith and presump'• or for muffins and rolls age of Juice add small amount of wa- tion.
er to the pulp and squeeze again.
I at luncheon. You'll like:
All Christians are subject to the
Put juice into a 5 to 6-quart sauce- temptation
of talking about being
*Peat Chips.
pan. Place over a hot fire, add "strangers and
(Heb. 11:
[•pounds pears'
'
Fruit pectin, mix- well and continue 13) in this earth,pilgrims"
and then planning
'Pounds sugar
stirring until mixture comes tp a ; their lives and their business as
a pound ginger (preserved)
hard boil. Pour in the sugar. Let I though everything will continue as
P lemons
'
boil hard for a half a minute. Re•Pears, remove stems, quar- move from fire, skim, and pour into ' it is through all eternity. It is right
plan, but every day we should
> core. Cut into small pieces. jelly glasses. Add hot paraffin im- to
plan subject to God's will, always
|">ear and ginger and[let stand
thai this may be the day
pnt. Add lemons cut in small
ought to have a place of realizing
when we Shall be called into His
r- rejecting seeds and cook honor on the canning shelf for presence to give an account of the
there's n o t h i n g
l'» * hours. Put into glasses,
quite so yummy deeds done in the flesh.
Every hour of life should find us
as these sweet,
ready to meet the Lord, and with all
jamlike
mixtures
•u ,
of several fruits in readiness, so that our going may
|o test when jelly is
dip.
d e l i g h t f u l l y en- leave behind a clear testimony
C1ean
hanced by nut- of faith in God. and of consistent
living.
meg and rals" Christian
__ „
cS^.;,. ^erve
them IV Be Honest— Without the Need
Ser
on relish trays or as garnish of an Oath (5:12).
too/.to to see'if forth
A Christian should never need to
> drops
on
meat
and they'll make a
the'side of the delicacy platters
give an oath in the ordinary affairs
ion
of
the
most
humble
meal.
If they
of daily life. His life should be so
|th e
*Harlequto Conserve.
transparently honest and consistent(Makes
15
fl-ounce
glasses)
fa
Bhould
ly aboveboard that his word ( yea,
used
fn
""^
***
d for
25 ripe peaches
yea, or nay.^nay") will be "as good
C
N«na, ielllei. con10 red plums
v ' "^malades,
•: W preas his bond.'
Rp
1
fresh
pineapple
The Jews were accustomed to use
'
ipota or
1 pound white grapes
fo , nmlas for oaths such as those
1 orange
mentioned in Matthew 5.33-37.
r h ey would have felt much at home
BO
ti iwund walnuts or pecans
0 1 Wejy co1
in our day when there is so much
Prepare
'.,..,
and '"OK
looTfV
*
*'
'
Wash fruits thoroughly. Prei
as though they were
cut jishonesty that people are constant-

SEWING CIRCLE PATTERN DEPT.
Room 1324
311 W. Wacker Or.
Chlcafo
Enclose IS cents In coins for
Pattern No
Size
Name
Address

GREEK
PH»fC(AM.
Something About Him
"My dear, / never imagined you would
marry the man you did," said Gladys.
"Neither did 1, my dear," replied her
friend. "1 disliked his ways, but I
adored his means."

j

\l raistart
»y day or a day be»QurC q uip me
canning to look
:Cu s e nu »t,«»nd get it

! ooiied
'rty jars should
^(<1 in c0 Mda water and
i. & ™ • fP suds.. Boa. old
CS
"« 1 Ssn
spoon

*ater

to

80d

» *****

soda to L tfuart

rtajss •££»£i
==ira- si./a^
very

add

ly c a l l i n g on God to w.tness to he.r
ruthtulness. Those who have least
and
do
s for d.shonesty are most prone

tu thus
I what
-.mole
- i a

seek to bolster the.r word.
a striking contrast « the
"yes" or "no" of the true
n L e t us make o u r word

That's Her Count
"Bobby, how old is your sister?"
"Twenty-five."
"Twenty-five? She told me she
was just twenty."
"Oh, I expect that's because she
was five before she learned to
count."

UERE'S
one of those very satis- Platonic friendship, says a wise
A
* tying everyday dresses that's man, is the gun yon didn't know
decidedly out of the ordinary in was loaded.
charm and practicality. The lines
are really as good as those of your
Flush—Not Blush
Boogy—See how the bride is
favorite afternoon dress. The skirt
sweeps, from a high, small waist- blushing?

Too-Thin People Gain
On a High-Calory Diet

FINPA
TO UFT WATEK.
HE INVENTEP
THE PUMP
AR0UNI7 250 ftC,
WAX T&1KEAT
0(i£ TO IACK OF
KTO

CORRECTTW6 OUIS6 OF IKE

ir evsey cw
PPRMKnE
OFWATCR.

Increase the Mind
Woogy—Go on, man. That's not
If riches increase let thy mind
a blush. That's the first flush of
hold pace with them, and think it
victory.

Get-Together Daj

not enough to be liberal, but munificent.—Sir T. Browne.

Bitten—Hoto would you define a
picnic?
' . •
Jitters—To me, my friend, a picnic Is
* day set apart to get better acquainted
teith ants, bug*, worms, mosquitoes^
chiggers, ticks, and poison ivy.

Ump's Choice
Fan—What we want is more ac;ion and not so many words.
Baseball Umjp—I don't exactly
agree with you. I would much
Wise Prayer
A healthy mind in a healthy
rather you fans would yell at me
body is a thing to be prayed for.
than throw pop bottles.

'"PHE sorrows of being bony in
•*• a swim suit! It makes you too
self-conscious to enjoy the beach.
Of course you're trying to gain—
but are you getting enough highcalory foods?
On low-calory
dishes, you know, you can stuff
like a little pig and stay thin!
If you're careless, choosing the
low-calory food and passing up the
very dish that could help put an
extra ounce on you, you need a
calory chart to guide you.
• * * »
Our 32-page booklet gives 42 "get-lat"
menus, calory chart, weight chart, vita
mln guide. Also gives "get-slim" menus
recipes for slimming desserts .Send your
order to:
BEADED-HOME SERVICE
835 sixth Avenue
New York City
Send 10 cenU In coin for your copy
at THE NEW WAY TO A YOUTHFUL FIGURE.
Name
•
Address

We Are One

From Choices

Look out for choices; they run
Of a truth, men are mystically
united; a mystic bond of brother- into habits, character, destiny.—
hood makes all men one.—Carlyle. Maltbie D. Babcock.

BURNINGROU-YOUR-OWNS MEANS
SMOKING COMFORT-FAST,
EASY ROLUHO
MILLOW-SMOKINO
TASTINfr

fine roll-yonrown cigarette*
In *Tery bandy
pocket tin of
Prince. Albert

DEGREES
COOLER

,v

'"'
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ANITA, CASS COUNTY,

Society Saddle Horse Show FOUR ANITA YOUTHS Funeral Services Held For
Feature at Cass 4-H Fair IN WRECKLAST WEEK D. L Gardner, 83, Sanday
Three young Anita youths escaped
with minor injuries and one with a
severe laceration across her face when
an automobile driven by Walter Hagen,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Hagen of
Anita, reportedly slipped off the side
of the road just north of the Chaa.
Heck farm about a mile northwest of
Anita last Wednesday evening. The
accident happened shortly after midnight.
Riding in the automobile, besides
young Hagen, was William Millhollin,
Donna Mattheis and Laurel Lantz.
Millhollin and Hagen escaped with
small cuts and bruises while Miss Mattheis received a cut just above her
right eye and one on her thigh which
together required nine stitches to
close. iMiss Lantz was the most
severely injured of the four, receiving a deep, long gash across her face
that required thirty-two stitches to
close.
Several of the windows in the 1931
Chevrolet coach, belonging to Dean
Arnett, also of Anita, were broken
out when the auto left the road and
crashed into a culvert. The damage
to the car was estimated at about $25.

TO HAVE FAiKDISPLAY

ANNOUNCE FINAL'41
10 WA FAIR PROGRAM

What lo wans can do to protect health
Funeral services were held Sunday n the national defense program will
Crowds Here Wedneadajr and
afternoon at 2 o'clock at the Long >e shown in its^ exhibit at the state
ay to Attend Celebration;
funeral home here for David L. Gard- air this month, the Iowa state depart- State Fair Officials Are Completingner, former Anita man, who passed ment of health announced this week. Final Preparations For 1941 Iowa
t and Calf Show Oafcrtandaway at the home of his daughter, Planned in cooperation with Iowa
r Feature of Gal* Days.
State Fair Which Opens in Dea
Mrs. Mary Louden, in Underwood, elective Service headquarters, the
Moines, Friday, Aug. 22.
display
will
consist
mainly
of,
ten
Iowa, Friday. Rev. Arthur V. Long,
pastor of the Anita Methodist church, uestions and answers panels, each
| weather prevailed last Wedwas in charge of the services and with a large transparent picture which
. and Thursday, during the
burial was made in Evergreen ceme- will light up when spectators select The final program of eight days
f celebration, allowing .-large
proper answer to the question and nights of rodeo, racing, thrill featery.
(to be here both afternoons and
tures, tournaments and contests which
iMr. Gardner was born at Saybrook, sked.
to enjoy the festivities.
111., on July 21, 1858, a son of the late Most of the questions will relate will headline this year's Iowa State
the free acts, Concert Park
Andrew and Elizabeth Gardner, and o communicable disease Control as Fair, opening Friday Aug. 22, was
with humanity which gave
was the last of eleven brothers and art of • national defense and among announced this week as officials enapplause of approval to the
sisters to pass away. Ing|886 he was he diseases considered will be small- tered the final week of preparations
numbers on. 'the program.
united in marriage to Miss Fanny M. ox, tuberculosis, syphilis, gonorrhea, for the state's eighty-seventh annual
dway had numerous types of
Davis at Galesburg, 111. Following measels, mumps and others. Panels exposition.
Eons on it together with a numtheir marriage they moved to this part epicting dental health, industrial hy- Here are the major highlights out
[rides. All appeared" to have
of the state and for many years lived giene and convalescent serum will be the final entertainment schedule, as
issued by fair officials this week.
[thriving business each day.
in the Berea vicinity, then moving ncluded.
In addition, through the Iowa
National championship auto races,
n
colts,
thirteen
mule
colts
€
to Anita where at one time he operaed
Women's Field Army for the control Friday, Aug. 22, Sunday, Aug. 24 and
saddle cotts were entered
a place of business. •
colt show, held Wednesday
Five children were born to this f cancer, the department expects to Friday, Aug. 29.
Horse races and the annual state
In the suckling colt class
union, three of whom, Mrs. Axel Lar- btain the transparent cancer woman
aussen of Anita received first
sen and Jesse E. Gardner of Anita hown at? the World's Fair in New fair rodeo, Monday, Aug. 25 through
Van Harris, A<&%ft 2nd; Lesand Mrs. Louden of Underwood, are fork. This figure shows how cancer Wednesday, AugW27.
"Thrill Day" programs, featuring
living. Two sons, Gorden K. and preads through the body and will
muxyi wwHmHmi v»wy
1; AVBJUIVUU
Raymond
I Anita,. **} Byron King,
Pearl J. preceeded him in death. Mrs. ie set up in the center of the exhibit. all types of "hell" driving and hair-,
Space also has been provided the raising stunts, Saturday., Aug. 23
Gardner passed away in 1927.
16th; Glen &>per, Anita, 6th;
owa
Selective Service for a dis- and Thursday, Aug. 28.
22
NEW
REGISTRANTS
Besides the three children, those left
old Baier, jFontanelle, 7th. In
"Music on Wings," five-episode muilay
and
a soldier will be detailed to
to
mourn
his
death
are
three
grandding mule colt division, .den
GET QUESTIONNAIRES
sical
extravaganza, every night from
he
booth
to
answer
questions
i
children and one great grandchild.
I Anita received first; Truman
Friday, Aug. 22, through Friday, Aug.
The Cass county Selective Service
Music for the services Sunday was arding selective service.
L Walnut, 2nd; Glen Soper,
29, augmented by patriotic fireworks
board issued questionnaires Friday to furnished by Mrs. George Smither and
[.3rd; Wilbur Parker, Anita,
twenty-two
of
the
•
new
registrants.
Mrs.
Joe
Vetter,
accompanied
at
the
MOST CORN UNSEALED displays.
[C. Herbert, Atlantic, 5th; and
Barnes and Carruthers three-ring
Those
who
received
the
questionnaires
piano by Mrs. Erie-Osen. They sang,
ornholdt,, Wiota, 6th. Gerald
IS LAST YEAR'S CROP circus each afternoon and evening.
are
numbers
S-498
to
S-938
inclusive.
"Rock
of
Ages"
and
"Jesus,
Savior,
Anita, Joy Maas, 'iMassena,
Harness and saddle horse shows,
Following is the list of registrants Pilot Me." Pallbearers were: Clyde
Of 1,487,896 bushels of corn under
Taylor, Anita, were the
Sunday night, Aug. 24, through Thurswho
received
the
questionnaires:
Smith',
Frank
Lees,
John
Pearce,
Wileal
in
Cass
county,
207,762
bushels
Dinners in the suckling saddle LIGHT CHECK SHOWS
Anita—William Frank Crawford, Jr., liam Steele, Phil Lowenburg and E. ave been unsealed for feeding pur- day night, Aug. 28.
ket. Tom Scott of^Atlantic,
92 PER CENT FAULTY Russell
Boys' and girls' 4-H livestock, crops,
Ferdinand Holland and Clark Madison.
oses in recent weeks, according to
[Ida county farm bureau agent
and
home economics judging and
Winston
Wiese.
le Cass county AAA officials. Corn
r farm fieldman for the Equit- 238 cars were checked in the first
demonstrations
each morning and
Atlantic—Francis
Eugene
Hubbard,
esealed a year ago for a one-year
Ee Assurance Society in this courtesy light campaign held in this
C.
A.
P.
HOLDS
PICNIC
afternoon
from
Aug.
22 through Aug.
jeriod may be redeemed for 59 cents, 29.
section of the state at Atlantic Thurs- John Mitchell Lewer, Harvey Harold
jjr, served as. the" judge,
AT
SUNNYSIDE
PARK
Claussen,
Robert
Eugene
Duprey,
ast year's crop may be redeemed for
baby beeves were entered day evening. Only 21 had lights which Paul Eugene Pellett, George Oren
Fair officials said this week that
About fifty people attended the an- 2 cents and old corn reseated for a this year's exposition would probably
show Thursday morning. comply, with state regulations, ac- Rains, Lester Luverne K'.uever, John
Black Angus" division Rowley cording to Sergeant Ralph L. MOer Douglas Wilburn, Gerald Ralph Dean, nual picnic of the C. A. P. Cow Test- wo-year period is redeemeable at a be the largest in Iowa's history, with
ractioh more than 65 cent*.
Iliam and Donald- Pollock, all of the district highway patroK office. Wilbur Lee Auerbach, Alfred John ing Association he!d at SunnysMe Park
over 200 acres of exhibits, over three
This
means
that
nearly
92
per
cent
in Atlantic Thursday, when Ernest iMbst of the corn unsealed is from million dollars worth of displays and
were awarded first, second
Wheat'.ey, Wlayne Forest Lytton, Elle 1940 crop and that resealed a
I honors respectively. In the of the cars had, lights which were ston Vernon Potts and Gail Ray Hunt- Wright, secretary of the Iowa Dairy ear ago. Of the 830,350 bushels an anticipated attendance of more
Association, was the speaker. Followclass Jack McDermott of found to be faultyer.
ealed last fall, 132,287 bushels have than 400,000.
aced first; Roy Purdy of Adair, Most of the defects were minor, Griswold—James William Bruce ing the dinner a judging contest was >een redeemed. Of the 238,674 bushels The opening day, Friday, Aug. 22;
held at the Lassen Brothers farm,
will be Children's Day, with free adMac McDermott of Anita, but several cases were reported where and Paul Willis MoKeane.
Phil Frazeur of Griswold and George esealed for one year, 57,011 bushels mission for all boys and girls under
the hei£er,vdiviMOB - Robert the-headlights were inadequate or out
Marne—Arlie Ransome Keller.
Jensen of Exira being selected to ave been unsealed and of the 48,872
ott,' Billy Ret* and Albert of adjustment to such a degree that
Massena—Albert Smith Warnaca represent the association in the con- ushels sealed for two years, 18,454 15 years of age.
they
constituted
a
hazard
to
other
bj, all of Anita^w^re accorded
and Harry "McKee, Jr.
test at the Dairy Cattle Congress in ushels have been released.
top honors. 1 Robert Blank- motorists. Chief defect was faulty
The heat has caused some damage FIRES OUT-OF-DOORS
Waterloo
this year.
f Cumberland " awarded a alignment, many of the headlights Ed. M. Blakesley of Iowa City, Iowa,
this year's corn crop by "firing,"
SHOULD BE PUT OUT
Frazeur and Jack Denne of Anita
his
of a Herf ord being set too high, while others were spent Saturday in Anita visiting
tated AAA officials. Most of the retied
for
first
in
the
judging
contest,
• only one i
division en- out of focus or too far to one side of friends.
State Conservation Commission OfJensen was second and William Mul- orts of damage come from the s'outh- ficials this week requested the cooper[Claude
Atlantic, the road.
rn section of the county.
lenis
of
Woodbine
was
third.
Mr. and Mrs. Owen York and Mr.
ation of state park visitors and other
the Farm
-Im,^.
office there, served as judge ^;'Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Holton left Sat- and Mrs. Harry Maahs and children,
Mrs. Leo V. Bongers was in Des [owans who will be using fires in the
Icalf show and following-the urday morning for New Castle, Wyo., Twila Mae and Kendall, of Bennett, Mrs. Glen Anderson of Oneida, 111., oines Friday and Saturday where out-of-doors, to do so with the greatNeb., spent Sunday and Monday in spent several days in Anita during le attended a reunion of former class- est care.
Anita visiting at the home of Mr. and the past week visiting her mother, ates.
They have issued a warning that
he selected the Angus steer
Mrs.
Dennis Pearce and with other Mrs. M. Dorn, and her brother, Robert
due to extremely dry conditions in
g 'to Rowley Pollock, Jf., as
^ and MTS> Oias. Dressier and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Linbaugh of some sections of the state it is imC. Howard and family.
relatives and friends.
' champion, of the show; '
Mrs Waiter p. Budd spent Sunday
litchell,
S. D.F are visiting in Anita portant that every precaution be takGrant of Adair was cheated in churdan Iowa> gue8t9 Of Mr. and
ith her father, D. C. Reed, and with en in the out-of-doors. State park
ny possible honors when his Mrg Fied R Jdy>
ther relatives and friends.
visitors, in particular, are asked to
alf broke loese and could not
extinguish all picnic fires before leavded up in tune to be judged. Carol Porch, daughter of Mr. and
Friends in Anita have received word ing the picnic area. Park rules pro*ge crowd attended the baseball •Mrs.', Glen Porch, was taken to the
f the birth of a girl baby to Mr. and vide that fires shall be built only in
afternoon and both proved i University hospital in Iowa City Satdrs. John C. Voorhees of Oklahoma the fireplaces provided in -the park
ood contests. On Wednesday urday. She is suffering from kidney
ity, Okla., last Saturday.
picnic areas.
VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
on Anita defeated' Casey by trouble-. -.'Officials warn fishermen and other
R. R. Arnett has purchased the
of 6 to ( l hut lost to Lewis
persons
in the outdoors to be careful
1
Alyce Walker and Jean Dement left
esidence property on Walnut Street
by a score of 7 to 6.
Tall
Corn
~
Sweet
&
Tender
in
their
use of fire and to extinguish
this
(Wednesday)
morning
for
Iowa
ccupied
by
Mtr.
and
Mrs.
James
Rickel.
arron and his orchestra furnall
matches
and cigarettes.
2
No.
2
Cans
'ossession will be given the first of
music for the dance each jCity, Iowa, where they will spend
/several:days
visiting
Mary
Lou
Bell
fie month.
t which was held on a platform
Precipitation in the amount of .72
| Just in front of the band shell a'nd other friends.
of an inch was received in Anita MonMr.
and
Mrs.
D.
L.
McDermott
and
*rtPark.
.Mr. and Mrs. Otto Ramus and daughhildren of Lusk, Wyo., are visiting day afternoon.
AU
.ere this week with his mother, Mrs.
ter, Janice, of Luverne, Iowa, and Mr.
Jello
Flavors — 3 Packages
ANITA COUPLE and Mrs. Charles Sorensen of CorRev. and Mrs. W. Wl Long of Stan'. D. McDermott, and other relatives
berry, Mo., spent Sunday in Anita, at
miED LAST WEEK jwith, Iowa, spent Sunday in Anita
,nd friends.
the home of their son, Rev. Arthur V.
visiting at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
GraDeS
Fancy Red Malagas—Pound
ll o'clock Wednesday morning
Mrs. Edna Nichols and daughter, X)ng and family.
' of Miss Marilyn Hayter,
Virginia, of Des Moines spent the week
^ of Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Hay- Mr. and Mrs. Neil Johnson are the
nd .in Anita visiting friends. Mrs. The Anita Independent; baseball
Blltter
Briardale — Pound
JLe'-and l^nfcz, son of Mr. and proud parents of a 6 pound 8 ounce,
Nichols will teach a rural school near am won a close contest Sunday from
le Lyman nine by a score of 2 to 0.
ftrt Lantz, was performed at girl baby born to them at the Atlantic
tellerton, Iowa, next gear.
lie game was played at Lyman.
Methodist church parson- •hospital Saturday afternoon. She is
Word was received here Tuesday of
Arthur V. Long, pastor the first child in the family and has
Relatives and friends in Anita have
,he
death of Mrs. S. R. Kirkpatrick
officiated «t the single. .been named ~K»y Irene.
if Casey that morning. Mrs. Kirk- •«ceived word of the birth of a girl
CheeSe
Kraft American — 2-lb. Box
S^C patrick, a sister- of William Wagner, aby Monday morning to Mr. and Mrs.
Ibnde wag attended by Laurel ! Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Dressier and
lussell Bangham in Chicago, 111.
8
mssed away at her home.
I sister of the groom, and the daughter, Dian, of Des Moines spent
^s attended by fkith Taylor. Saturday in Anita at the home of his
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Battey and
Elsewhere in today's Tribune will
Q
tz ig a graduate of the parents, Mr, and Mrs. Harry Dresson,
La.rry, of Salem, Mo., spent BOVbe found an advertisement of St.
school wi^h the Class of ier. They left Sunday on a vacation
ral days' in-Anita last week visiting
Mary's
Catholic
church
in
Anita
anCL Si
Pure Vegetable Shortening C|
Mr Lantz ia also a gradu- $rip to the west coast.
their annual chicken supper t the home of her parents, Mr. and
dhUriine
3-lb. Can
3*C nouncing
* A»>ita high school With the
Jas. B. Herriman.
which
will
be held Sunday evening
Rev. James McEldowney, a mission• 1946.
•'
on the church lawn.
^ Plans have been completed for thje
Jy after the ceremony thetrid- ary from India and a graduate of the
Anita
high
school
with
the
Class
of
•'eft for a short honeymoon
Mrs. A. M. Mikkelsen and son, Kent, annual Highland church reunion to be
of Lohrville, Iowa, visited in Anita icld at the church northwest of Anita
rt, ,
IowaWjSJiineBota. 1924, was a guest speaker at the Methodist church here Sunday evening.
1
ast Wednesday at the home of M!r. n Sunday, Aug. 31. A basket din"' to »t home to their ro* ^
he home of his parents His father, Rev. B. W. McEldowney, a
and Mrs. Guv. Steinmetz. Dr. Mikkelr jer will be held at noon an4 a program
at
former pastor of the M«thodist churcn
°f Anita.
sen came to Anita, Thursday to ac- n the afternoon.
here, is ill at his home in Gray, Iowa,
:ompany them back home.
..
Jean Brodersen, daughter of Mr.
and was unable to come here Sunday.
Crossed of J>es Moines
and
Mrs. Ben Brodersen, left Sunday
ral
Mrs. Hanna Christensen and Ellis' days hi Anita fcflt week
Prank D. Karns of Des 'Moines, a
for Pine Cone Camp at Dorset, Minn.,
/\
.
Briardale
—
Large
Tube
IA
t
worth
Christensen
of
Dickens,
Iowa,
°l Dement
son of Mr. and Mrs Chas. F. Karns
UatS
Quick or Regular
**t and Johnny, Leroy and Cecil Kinzy where she will spend a couple of weeks.
of Atlantic spent the week end visit- •She was accompanied by her aunt, Mrs.
ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs. El- Hilda Catron of Denison.
ton Christensen north of here.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Baetz and
Mrs. Alpha Nelson returned Monday children of Straton, Colo., and his
Cake Flour Briardale — Large Package
frontline Bluffs and Cheyenne, Wyo father, Nick Bjaetz of Smith Center,
daugheast
of
Ivy,
Iowa
.
where she had been visiting for sev Kan., are visiting here at the home
Fairbury, Neb., five
eral weeks. She was accompanied horn of their brother and son, Mr. and Mrs.
by her brother, Fred Stauffer, who wi! Mike Baetz, and with other relatives
and friends.
spend several days visiting here.
One of the outstanding features of
ass county 4-H free fair being
his week at the fair grounds in
Atlantic is the Society Saddle Horse
Show tonight (Wednesday) and Thursday evening. The show starts at 8
o clock each evening.
Seventy-five horses have been entered to compete in 10 events each
night and the program for each evening will be entirely different. The
horses come from' the best stables
and will be shown by, expert riders' and
trainers.
There will be more than $500,00?
worth of horse flesh housed at the
fair grounds and since, it ia a free
fair, everyone is welcome to see
these horses during 'the day, but
there is a small admission to see the
horse show at night. The program
is Headed' each evening by' a boys'
and girls' pony class with each night's
entertainment^ packed with thrills
straight through to the climax Thursday night, when the'coveted trophy and
stake to the champion five gaited saddle
horse is awarded. This class always
brings a lot of excitment, as every
owner and rider covets the championship stake.
Cass county people have a chance
this year at the 4-H free fair to see
a show that cannot be equalled in this
part of the country and the proceeds
from this show will be used to pay the
premiums offered to the 4-H boys
and girls at thepfair.

BRIARDALE

21c
GWC
- 2 NO. 2 cans 17c
15c
lOc
36c
Marshmallows GWC-Mb. ceiio Bag 13C

Peas
Red Beans

Sweet Potatoes NGW c?op - Pound 5c

Matches GWC - 6 Box Carton 17c
Bathroom Tissue 3-1000 sheet Roiis 17C

Flour

Omar w nder

°

—Per Bag

$ 1.89

Peanut Butter Tan com - i6-oz. jar
Bleach

GWC

—GaUon Glass Jug

49c

THE

Crawford's Clover Farm Store
Phone 29

We Deliver

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
KELLOGG ALL BRAN, large package
RED CUP COFFEE, pound
JELL POWDER, Clover Farm, 3 packages
GRAPE FRUIT JUICE, large 46-oz. can
FLOUR, Clover Farm, 5-lb. bag
JAR RUBBERS, 3 packages
CATSUP, Clover Farm, 14-oz. bottle
APRICOTS, No. 10 (gallon) can
PAL DOG FOOD, 3 cans
—: CANNING PEACHES —
> • '"

. . - • • •

-

. .. ' u . . .

t-v

,

-\ , f c _ . . - . . ' . • .

'

. , - . . •

>

21c
17c
13c
21c
25c
13c
16c
57c
14c

.•;

Established 1888.
of Mrs. Cleo Reeves at her home
Published Every Thursday and Entered northwest of here.. There were nine
at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, as members in attendance and a social
afternoon was spent by those present,
Second Class Mail Matter.
ollowing which, a lunch was served
Cecil G. Budd
Editor >y the hostess. Mrs. Frank Crawford
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Tear will .be hostess at the next meeting
of the club on Aug. 21.
Official Town and County Newspaper
Member of National Editorial
Association, and

DEFENSE BOND
QUIZ.

Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Jewett of Des
Moines visited a couple of days in
Anita last week with friends.

Q. In what denominations are DeMr. and Mrs. Levon Baetz spentfense Savings Stamps available?
several days in Anita during the past
A Ten cents, 25 cents, 50 cents,
week visiting at the home of his $1 and $5. An album is given free
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mike Baetz. with first stamp purchase to mount
He is employed with a construction stamps of 25 cents up.
company and they came here from
Q. In what denominations are ueSouth Dakota. From here they go fense Savings Bonds available?
to Jefferson City, Mo., where he has
A. You can buy a Series E Bond
employment.
for $18.75, $37.50, $75, $375, or $750.
The price of Series F Bonds range
A winner-loser party was held Wed- from ?74 to $7,400; Series G Bonds
nesday by the members of the D. D.
from $100 to $10,000.
pinochle olub. The losers took the Note.—To buy Defense Bonds and
winners and one guest, Miss Lulu Stamps, go to the nearest post office,
Alvord to the Church of Christ for bank, or savings and loan association;
dinner following which the afternoon
or write to the Treasurer of the
was spent playing pinochle at the home
United States, Washington, D. C.,
of Mrs. Homer Millhollin on West
for
a mailorder, form.
'Main Street. High score honors were
held by Mrs. MSUhollin, Mrs. Herbert
Chacfwick' was runner-up and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Fairholm and
E. C. Dorsey held low score.
»' daughter of Winterset, Iowa, and Mr.
and.Mrs.'Irvin Joy of Lewis visite<
The three circles, of the Woman's in Anita fhe^first day Jiithe celebr*Society of Christian • Service of the' tion with A. J f ,Joy and...other.friends.
Methodist church held a joint meeting
Mrs. Gail Burke was hostess at a
Thursday afternooh at the church.
Mrs. A. R. Kohl had the devotionals; 1:30 o'clock dessert luncheon ThursMrs. Kenneth Turner was the lesson day afternoon at her home on Chestleader on the topic, "Investing Our nut Street. The afternoon was spent
Heritage in Interdenominational Co- by the twelve ladies present playing
Operative Work;" Mrs. Arthur V. bridge with Mrs. Henry Maduff anc
Long read a paper; and Mrs. Harry Mrs. R. W. Forshay winning prizes
Dressier gave an illustrated talk on Out-of-town guests were Mrs. D. 0
China. Twenty women were present Herbert of Atlantic and Mrs. J. F
Schafer of Coon Rapids.
for the meeting.
.*. I1V

members of the Mutual Benefit
THE ANITA TRIBUNE clubThewere
guests Thursday afternoon
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PETER!

•CER1

PHONE 300
SPECIALS
SUGAR, fine gran
MARSHMALLO

ti*.

COFFEE,

;AND SATIJRDAY i
10 wbtmds . . .
,.
ift^-pna^''.'.*

-..58

centrated, ladies fancy
with each 3-lb. package f
.
BUTTER, Stuart fanqr dreamery, pound
BANANAS, 3 pounds .......... ........ ;
— Above Specials Cash Only —
Fresh %jgfe and Vegetables fo Season
NOTICE.
I will not be responsible f or anjr
debts contracted by my brother,.
Calkins; nor debts contracted by afty*,
one else in my name. Take due notie*
and govern yourself accordingly.
Dated at Anita, Iowa, this
day of July, A. D., 1941.
3tp
P. W. Calkins.
Mrs. Claude Hansen of St. Joseph,
Mo., is spending the -week in Anita
visiting relatives and friends.

f.T.,!
;

SERVICE FOR
RBMOVAL OP DEAD
\1UL8, LARGE OR
WE>ICK THEM UP
AY. PHONE 257.
WAGNER PILLING STATlJ
ANITA, IOWA

4 4 * 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
if CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST 4
4
C. R. Neel, Pastor.
4
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Sunday School at 10 a. TO.
Church worship and communion
at 11 a. m.
The ladies of the church will serve
their regular dinner Wednesday noon.
4
METHODIST CHURCH
4
4
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
4
4 4 4 * 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Church School at 10 a. m. Lee K.
Nichols, acting superintendent.
Church worship at 11 a. m. with the
sermon by the pastor on, "A Mark ol
Discipleship."
Attend church somewhere Sunday

Here's your chance
to become a
skilled mechanic

+ CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH +
•f
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
-f
44-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f
Church school, 10 a. m.
Service of worship, 11 a. m. Our
theme will be: "The Testings of
Life." Does the church help? Does
the Bible he;p? Do real Christian
people help ? Come let us talk things
over and see where we stand tn relation to such questions.
The ladies will serve a noon-day
dinner Thursday.
•f-f-f-f-t-t-4-f-f-f-f-f-f-f
•f HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL 4
4
LUTHERAN CHURCH
4
4
H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
4
4 4 4 - f 4 4 ^ - f ^ 4 . > 4 4

Sunday School and Adult Bible
Class at 9:30 a. m.
Divine service at 8:00 p. m. The
Rev. M. E. Seltz of Atlantic will be
in charge of this service.
The ladies aid meets at the church
at 2:00 o'clock Thursday afternoon.
Mrs. John Rathman and Mrs. Thomas
(Rathman will be the hostesses.
Highland church—
Divine services at 7:30 p. m.
+•

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.

44

+ 4 * 4 + + * + 4.4..t

AVE YOU always wanted a chance to prove
how good a mechanic you could be ... but
you never had the equipment? The U. S. Navy
has i t . . . they want you to use it. They'd like
to give you the best mechanical training in the

Today— i
owTthei
The Na
lar sport
to

aTy

-

LOOK WHAT THE U.S. MAVY OFFERS YOU

4

"Soul" will be the subject of the
Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of
Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, August
17.
The Golden Text is from Psalms
103:1, "Bless the Lord, O my soul:
and all that is within me, bless his
holy name."
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quotations from the Bible and from the
Christian Science textbook, "Science
and Health with Key to the Scriptures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
One of the Bible citations reads:
"Truly my soul waiteth .upon God:
from him cometh my salvation. He
only is my rock and my salvation;
he is my defence; I shall not be greatly moved. My soul, wait thou only
upon God; for my expectation is from
him" (Pa. 62:1, 2, 5).
Among the selections from the
Christian Science textbook is the following:
"The proper use of the word soul
can always be gained by substituting the word God, where the deiflc
meaning is required. In other cases,
use the word sense, and you will
have the scientific signification. As
used in Christian Science, Soul is
property the synonym of Spirit, or
God; but out of Science, soul is identical with sense, with material sensation" (p. 482).
Mrs. Flora V. Stone is
home here.

H

ner

pictures are shown

The Navy pays you while you learn
Uncle Sam's Navy offers you tremendous opportunities for advancement in a wide variety of
fascinating jobs. There are nearly fifty skilled
trades and vocations which the Navy will teach
ypu gladly. If, for instance, you're interested in
radio work, engineering, aviation, aerial photography, carpentry, dentistry, welding, the Navy
may spend $1500 in one year training you to become an expert in your chosen field.

Opportunities for Advancement
If you apply yourself, advancement and increases
in pay will follow regularly. Before the end of
your first enlistment, you may be earning as much
as $126 a month—with your board, keep, and
a complete outfit of clothing given you free! If
at the end of your term of service you wish to
get a job in civil life, your Navy training will be
a tremendous asset to you. Employers the country over are eager to employ Navy-trained men.

r^^^'^f^^iealenterS:
The food served in the Navy would do justice

^s^'^sssrss

meet in the Navy are the g^J wnon» *»» «
ever

ACT MOW! HEM'S HOW!
(No Obligation)
.'& Navv1? %%?**"** I**** call*

Or i»ail the
on a

"?*W«'«

SERVE YOUR COUNTRY
BUILD YOUR FUTURE
GET IN THE NAVY NOW

FREE TRAININd worth $1500. Nearly J50 trades
and vocations to choose from.'
GOOD PAY with regular increase*. You,ma^
««n» up to $?J26 a month.
EACH YEAR you ape entitled to a generou* vacation period, with full pay.
0000 FOOD and plenty of it.
*WE CLOTHNMU A complete wtft of clothing
when youfiwt :
,
.
TO MEDICAL CARE, includmgwgtdar dental
attention.
~
FINEST SPORTS and entertainment any man
could aak for. •
;
•
™*VEl. ADVENTURE, THRIlLS-You can't
beat the Navy for then!
BECOME AN OFFICE*. Many can work for an
appointment to the Naval Academy or th*
Annapolk of the Air at Penacola.
""WE SUCCESS. It's easy for Navy trained
men to get good-paying job* in civil life.

TWS BAOOE OF HONOR!

wading tha foe booklet you decide to
•pply fcr • pUc* in tin* N«vy. yo« yn"
receive thk naart lapal-«mblem- It M «
badg* of honor you wOl be proud to wear.

the Navy Editor of «Ws m*|Ma«r
WiU,out any obligation on my part whatever, pleaae tmd
me free booklet, "Life in the Navy," givfagftiH detail* about
"w opportuuitiae for men in the Navy or Naval Beserve-
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BIG TOP
I*HC eou OF U«MTM\NS SPUERED one
THE CENTER fOLES AMP A lARQC PlECB
A3 HE 1=1ED Ff»M THE

CROWD WAS A10W IN AN
UPROAR AND NVAHV OF THE
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LALA PALOOZA
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^•tMf; Pattern No

She'. No Bird

LET *EM TAKE ALL
MY MONEY FOR TAXESTHEY CANT SPOIL
MY LIFE - IIL SHOW
%
EM I CAN. OO WITHOUT
^
LUXURIES

IP THIS BATH
\
«S OOOO ENOUGH \ f MAftAM
FOR .THE BIRDS, IT'S I f f^^w"
I* BRAVB
1 GOOD iNOUOH FOR
I Al A'tf%VY~AAC A
/
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I REMEMBER WHEN
I USED TO BATHE IN THE
WASHTUB-OHOLUB-SPLOSH-

BAA-BETTE
DRAW MY TUB- A3 LONG
AS THE GOVERNMENT'S
GONNA CLEAN

M

SPONGE,BABETTE /

Bvnied Badnesi
dispatched is ]
wdl 40IM, but business
ffl done.—Bulwer

MESCAL IKE

B, s. i. HUNTLEV

Some People Ask Such Silly Things

^V IRCAU.V CARS

'"

ntrtfaif Others
He hurts the absent wbo
rels "trith a drunken man.

S'MATTER POP— Ride Him, Cowboy—Whoa!

By CM.PAYNE

."» who UVW well a
preacher.—Owvantes.

The Bell Syndlc'aU. Inc.—WNU Service

POP—Quite U»ed to It!

By J. MILLAR WATT
SURE! I'M A
I
MARRIED MAN?

,v Out Know'"1*'
Much learning shows
mortals
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WILLIAMS
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Dinner To Be Served From 5:30 O'Clock On At Church Lawn

SUNDlf ^

Dinner 25c and 50c

l*m Grpnd Prizes
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BY THE WAY

Our Summer Clearance
Sale Ends- Saturday

FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

August 17, 1911.
The trustees have been making
some improvements on the Christian church property.
Mrs. S. W/Clark has let a contract
"• ' '
tr
for the erection of a residence property on North Elm Street.
Miss Esther Burkhart has gone to
Lenark, 111., where she will spend the
next few weeks with relatives and
friends.
William Biggs has gone to Atlantic
where he has accepted a position in
the private garage of the Kimballton
Construction Co.
By a business transaction this week,
Chas. L. Wilson has secured the
livery business and barn from his
CLOTHIER
brother, Robert A. Wilson.
The Anita baseball team is out for
"WE SERVE YOU WELL"
the amateur championship and have
challenged the HumboWt, Eldora and
Washington, Iowa, teams for a series
of games.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Rich'ter and
Miss LaVerne Bontrager of Des
While attending the Methodist picMoines spent Friday in Anita visiting Mr. and 'Mrs. Harold Alleman of nic at Lewis last week, Joe Vetter
her aunt and grandmother, Mrs. Marne were in Anita attending the went into Crystal Lake and after in
Clyde V. East and Mrs. Abby Mallory. celebration last week.
awhile he was beseiged with cramps
and would have been drowned if it
hadn't been for J. O. Fudge of Atlantic and Charles Lindsey of Gris"wold. Joe was in a serious condition
when taken from the water.

Night, Aug. 16

BOB HOWARD

DEMPSTER WINDMILLS
AND TOWERS—Time Tested and Proved
Under Every Condition!

Donpator Hevrr Duty

FORCE PUMPS

Dempster Dependable Windmills pump more
water with lighter winds. No wonder! They're
deafened with Utact inproTemcaU. The ipcctml typa wheel
Ki*M extra power. Then, pradaton encineerinc with automatic lubrication. Timken bearino. BwUne eat teen,
and otraicht lift actually «tr»a quick*: ptunfflnc atari—
moc«, Qtutptac tau» per <Uy.

DEMPSTER Stock Tanks
BITTER BUILT FOR
BETTER
SERVICE.

Stand up longar undo*
hM»» itralnt. No wonder. Special roll rim top •
and lock want bottom
raiutructlon gin extra.
Oame In for prlow and. Free
Mnngth. 4 htm oarDimpMar Stock Tank catalog.
fugaUoni. You can't bur
Round and round and etylet. Th»
batter itoct tank! for
fatorltw of famtara and ranchyour monay.
an ennrwlMn.

B. W. Robison, Anita, Iowa

IT IS HERE!
NEW!

FAST!

SAFE!

We Invite You To See the New Modern Equipment
Added To Our Battery Department
THE NEW

MERCURY QUICK CHARGER
Which Charges Your Battery In the Modern Method
Approved By Leading Battery Manufacturers, Largest Car Manufacturers, Society of Automotive Engineers and Bureau of Standards, U. S. Government.
It Is No Longer Necessary For You To Wait Days
For Your Battery To Be Charged. This New
Modern Approved Method Charges Your Battery In
the Amazing Time of 15 To 45 Minutes, With or
Without Removing the Battery From Your Car.

And Paint That Does Half a Job Is An Equally Poor
Investment — For Your Fall Paint Job Specify

Monarch 100%

Pure Paint

— Ask Us For An Estimate of Your Needs —

ROBERT SCOTT
ANITA LUMBER CO.
WE BEAT MAIL ORDER COMPETITION

a

* *

About the cleverest party invitation
we ever had, came a week or so ago,
from a local man. He called his party
a "bill-paying-party." It lasted several days, and although we got there
a trifle late, he still had a favor for
us. We hope the party was a success.
Then there was the party to which
the cook was invited . . . it was called
"a basement cleaning" party. Don't
know much about that one, we didn't
go-

»

*

Maduffs Food Marid
WE DELIVER

PHONE

THURSDAY—FRIDAT—SATURDAY

Vinegar
Macaroni

Corn
2PoundBoi

Bran Flakes

1!

Iodized — 2 — lOc Boxes

e

WOIIMY;GROI
BIRDS DON!)
GROW FAST]

You know what
you're getting with

0. W. Shaffer & Son
A Paper Hat
Mighty Poor Umbrella!

Do you have jigger bites? Last
week when Guy Pratt called on Cousin
Rose, he told us that a hunk of ice
held on the jigger bites will cause the
little pests to freeze up and you will
have no more bother from them. He
also told us that clorox will kill poison
f?om tomato vines and other forms
of leafy poisons.

-VDale Ulfers tells about a novel way
of getting guests to a "pick-up" party.
He tells us that a certain neighborfor Picketing — 8-lb. Pkg.
hood where they once lived, the hostess
started out in the morning and picked
up her guests, right out of what ever
household chore they were doing,
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.
ANITA MARKE1
whether it was bread mixing, laundry,
scrubbing, they quit it and went along,
Clerk's Office, Anita, Iowa,
(Prices in Effect Wednei
July 7, 1941.
The house reached at dinner time was
Eggs, cash dozen
The
Town
Council
met
in
regular
the place they had dinner "and the
with the following members Bggs, in trade, dozen . . . ,
lady of the house ha* to serve just session
present:
Sens, over 5-lbs
what she had on hand. Bet it was fun, Mayor Darrow; Councilmen, De'.['.',
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Moore of Casey don't you ? '
ment, Howard, Kopp and Peterson.' Hens, 4 to 5-lbs
Hens,
under
4-lbs.
&
Leghi
*
e
e
Absent, Burke.
were in Anita last week visiting with
The minutes of previous meetings Springs, over 5-lbs
friends.
It was fun last week to watch the were
read and approved.
Springs, 4 to 5-lbs
men and their wives p'.ay bingo . .
The Treasurer's report was read and Springs, under 4-lbs. & Le
:
Among those from Des Moines who men wishing for a smoker and the approved.
were here attending the celebration wife choosing some household gadge'
The following bills were allowed Boosters, lb.
Ducks, lb.
last week were Mr. and 'Mrs. Warren . . . one husband was lamenting be and ordered paid:
Corporation Fund.
Geese, lb.
Kelloway, O. D. Aldrich and Mrs. cause he knew his better half wouli
George L. Bills, salary and
Peggy Btick
want a remodeling job done in thei
dogs
$ 62.00 Pigeons, live, dozen
10.00 Cream, sweet
kitchen to match the red and white C. F. Darrow, salary
Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Stub and son, garbage can she picked out.
Fred Pratt, salary
60.00 Cream, No. 1 sour
Solon A. Karns, salary ....
15.00
Robert, Mr. and Mrs. Hal Guill, Mrs.
* * *
Cream, No. 2 sour
Burke Brothers, burlap
4.60
Jessie Harris and Leonard Wiley, all
A correspondent in commenting on Anita Utilities, hall lights ... 1.02 Yellow corn, No. 2
of Harlan, Mrs. E. E. Boyd of Omaha, squirrels says that it requires only Anita Lumber Conipany, maOats, No; 2, new or old .
and Mrs, Mary Wilson, and .Mr. a minute for a squirrel to steal an ear terials
269.21 Wheat, No. 1 ..:
and Mrs! W. T. Biggs were Sunday from the corn crib, run up a tree, sil Standard Oil Company, asphalt
61.14
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. A. in a crotch and begin feeding. It musl
Axel Larsen, who has i
W, Shaffer and Son, reJohnson and daughter, Virginia. The jbe swell to have corn-on-the-cob the 0.pairs
'
3.84 to his bed and home for sen
dinner was in honpr of the birthdays whole year through.
Anita Tribune, printing
2.93 as the result of a fall, is i
of Virginia, Mr. Johnson and Mr.
Weimer Pearson, freight
6.84-jand around again.
Oil Company, gas and
Guill.
iI i
Mr. and Mts. Paul Hartley an< Anita
kerosene
27.16
family of Shenandoah visited in Anita
Relatives in Anita
Light Fund.
last week at the home of his parents Glen Lindblom, labor
13.00 this week of the marriage i
Anita Utilities, street lights .. 66.3C Leatrice Joy, daughter of ttt.i
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Hartley.
Fire Fund.
Fred Joy of Churdan, Iows,i
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Hofmeister Forshay Loan and Insurance
er farmers south of here,to.J
Agency,
truck
insurance
..
8.40
of Des Moines spent Sunday in Anita The Mayor appointed Maude Denne Sorensen also of Churdan. Mr.J
visiting'at the home of his parents, and Jeannette Weimer as labrary sen is associated with
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Hofmeister. Trustees for 6 year terfns each.
fanning near Churdan.
Moved by Peterson and seconded
Fred Denison, aged Anita man, was by Kopp, that 'Mayor's appointment be
discharged from the Atlantic hospital approved.
Ayes:
Saturday where he had been a patient
Dement, Howard, Kopp and Petfor several weeks receiving medical
ersen.
Nays :
attention.
None.
Motion carried.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Brodersen and
The Budget for the year was preson, Kenneth, and Mrs. Hilda Catron pared
and the Clerk instructed to have
You needn't tolerate]
of Denison spent Sunday in Anita same published.
worms that stunt grow
visiting at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
No further business appearing1 a
motion to adjourn carried.
make culls of fine gro«
Ben Brodersen.
' Solon A. Karns,
lets sod cockerels. Use Dr,|
Town Clerk.
Art James of Omaha spent the week
fury's Rota-Caps; they i
end in Anita at his home. He stated
on worms and easy on i
Mias Ruthe Ganfield and Miss
while here that his wife and daughSee us tot DR.
ter, who have been spending the sum- Mildrede Ransom of Blairstown, Iowa,
ROTA-CAPS.
mer with him, plan to return here and James S. Nelson of Iowa City
spent a few hours in Anita Sunday
around the first of September.
afternoon at the Robert Scott home,
Mrs. Hattie Clark, Mrs. Wayne They were on their way to Denver
Roberts and children, Junior and Mary- ?rom which place James will go on to
lou Swanson, of Greenfield and Mrs. California on a vacation trip.
Elton Christensen of Antia visited
Thursday at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Masehing and family north of
here.

NEW GUARANTEED BATTERIES
PRICED AS LOW AS THE LOWEST

ANITA, IOWA

By L. F, M.

Mrs. Frank Oaks of Los Angeles,
Cal, who is visiting at the home of her
mother, Mrs. William Duff, suffered a
heart attack Saturday afternoon in
front of the Jack Sprat grocery store
here. She is reported to be recovering nicely.

We Have A Fresh Supply Of
Genuine Semi-Solid Biuttermij

The Farmers Coop.

^ANTlST
Give your car the "Tanlcful
Test" and see why midwest
motorists choose Red Crown
gasoline over any other

NIT

aA-ItE:Small Spinet Piano,
late style Will sell f o r $128 if tBkell
a once Can be seen in Anita. TermS
reliable party. Write <Critch«
ltp

Cool and Comfortable

brand by a margin of ...

2to1

•Buedanlateat available, tttt taiund ImpecUon duta
TUNE IN on AUCTION-QUIZ wwy
nl»hl NBC Bluo Networi,

STANDARD!
SERVICE
YOUR STANDARD OIL DEALER

TUB)

NEW

FOR RENT:-Good modern house.
U T. Winder, Anita.
ltp

^Snn.Mat. 2:30 P. M . - •
MOTHER" E^ HA JHE
NOTHING ON -

THURS. - PRI. - SAT.
1Q5 .REASONS TO .1 AC
* **
ATTEND
" * W(Double Feature)

tun

5 MILES HIGH —
,—r, elec.™ nge > k <-'ro se ne stove, washer and

iom
Up .
to sell we'.J known
""•rc-nandise. New liberal arranjte»"">t Permits good profits. Merchan* "" eon «snment without invest"
- required. Car needIf you have an old horse or mple you
au
anln
184 A •/
»als.
184 Anita- W e pay phone chargej

POISON GAS IN THEIR
OXYGEN TANKS -_.

HERE ARE THRILLS!
"CHARTER PILOT
LLOYD

NOLAN
— AND —
- SMOKE EXCITE-

op

CHARLES STARREST
of the Pioneers

THUNDERING
FRONTIER**

Plus News -
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WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

By Edward C. Wayne

Roosevelt-Churchill Meeting at Sea
Brings Joint Declaration of War Aims
Seeking (A Better Future' for World;
Vichy-Nazi Collaboration Strengthened
(KVITOB'S NOTE—Wb«B oplnUM arc •xprcncd In th«M« ••Uma*. OMT
M« thoM •« the nam uudyit »nt not iu««naitUr »t thU B«w«p»P«i.»
. (Iteleawd by Wertwn New«p«D«r Colon.)

PRESIDENT BOOSEVELT

PRIME MINISTER CHURCHILL

From their historic meeting at tea came an eight-point joint declaration of general
tear ami and a plan for "a better future for the world.'',
CS«i JH>/OW: HISTORIC MSST1HG—A Dfcltrttioa.)

HISTORIC MEETING:
A Declaration

COLLABORATION:
Vichy-Nazi Pact

After a secret meeting at sea,
President Roosevelt and Prime Minister Churchill of Great Britain,
issued and signed a joint declaration of general war aims.
This declaration in its introduction explained that two men, "being
met together, deem it right to make
known certain common principles in
the national policies of their respective countries on which they
base their hopes for a better future
for the world.'
The declaration then went on to
outline the sort of world that would
be sought following the end of the
war. In its eight point text, the
message expressed in a general way
the foreign policy of the present U. S.
administration and from the British
point of view it was most concrete
statement of war aims yet disclosed
by that government.
In the opening point of the declaration it was declared that neither
the. U. S. nor Britain sought "aggrandizement, territorial, or other."
In the next and following points the
ideals expressed included: the right
of all peoples to choose their own
form of government; a system of
world trade working to the benefit
of ail nations; a desire for "fullest
collaboration between all nations in
the economic field"; "after the final
destruction of Nazi tyranny" hope
was expressed for a peace in which
all nations could exist in safety and
"traverse the high seas . . . without hindrance"; and finally, a plea
for the abandonment of the use of
force between nations of the world.
This historic document and meeting, when they were announced ended two weeks of rumors about the
possibility of the men meeting. No
sooner had the President left Washington on what was announced to
be a short vacation cruise before
the speculation and guessing began
to sweep through this country and
England. Churchill was said to be
absent from London on pertinent
"war matters."
For five days no direct word as
to the President's whereabouts was
available to the U. S. public. Then
came word that an announcement
was to be made.
It was reported that at the meetings (there were several conferences) high ranking army and naval
officials of both countries were present. From the White House came a
statement that they had examined
"the whole problem of the supply of
munitions of war."

Coming at a moment when the
Russo-Gennan war was in its most
critical stage, and at a tune when
the Japanese situation was at a sort
of peak crisis, the Vichy-Nazi rapprochement, ending in' an upset of
the government's policy of limited
collaboration, and putting the highly anti-British Darlan practically at
the helm of French affairs was a
sensation indeed.
It was one of those sensations of
the type that "we knew all along
was going to happen, but it was
still a major shock when it happened."
One was forced to look at the matter both from the British-American
viewpoint, however, and from the
viewpoint, largely a matter of one's
imagination, of Marshal Detain
himself.
Preparatory articles had been
written by escaped .frenchmen
quoting, the record pfPetauVs career to show that he hai been both
obstructionist and defeatist in the
last war, and not at all the hero
that early histories had painted.
His collapse, therefore, was not
unexpected in wiser quarters, and
yet a double analysis of his reasons
was possible, one perhaps more
charitable to the old man himself,
the other perhaps a more realistic
summation of the whole affair.
Petain, one might say, viewing the
impossible situation of France, was
making a complete surrender to
Germany's demands, hoping for and
betting on an eventual German victory, and at the same time expecting that when the debacle and
reorganization of Europe might
come, France would ge$ some
crumbs from the conqueror's table.

DRAMA:
In Washington
It was high drama, that passage
of the bill which makes the service
of selectees, guardsmen and regulars 18 months more than they
signed up for.
The closeness of the vote, 203 to
202, was part of it, but the suddenness with which it came, the bitterness of the press and forensic
fight on the measure, gave the battle its punch and severity.
The climax came when the calm
voice of Speaker Sam Raybum announced the totals, a victory for
the administration by one vote.
This was met by a tumult in galleries and on floor of almost indescribable excitement.
It had been ,one of those things
that no one could have predicted,
and in which both sides felt sure
of victory until the totals had been
announced.
As the count grew late, low and
apprehensive whistles were heard
from the 'members of congress as
the vote balanced and then unbalanced each other.
The vote found the widest split of
delegations in many a year. There
were 182 Democrats for the measure and 21 Republicans; 65 Democrats and 133 Republicans against,
14 paired and 14 not voting.

History Will Tell
That was the realistic view of the
situation, and the one most generally accepted in Britain. More charitable was the thought that Petain,
working for France in a country already vanquished, and with Laval
and Darlan, both friendly to the
'Nazis, at his side, had no other
course than to surrender and those
so viewing his act expressed the
hope that Petain was secretly wishing for a complete resistance to
German occupation of French colonies and bases by the Weygand
forces.
Whichever might turn out to be the
factual reason, the eventuality was
the same, for few doubted but that
the French fleet, barring British
preventive measures, perhaps aided by the United States, would be
placed at Hitler's disposal for some
move in the western Mediterranean.
Perhaps, it was said, full collaboration was a prerequisite to an allout invasion attempt on the part of
Germany, and, if successful, a complete German victory.
That, in sum, was Petain's
dream, say the British, when he addressed his people over the radio
and said: "Frenchmen, I * have
grave things to tell you!"

RUSSIA:
Second Pkape

The Nazis' big second push on
the eastern front was producing results in territory gained, but it still
was debatable as to whether Russian resistance was being shattered,
or fhether tjge ijattern of Chinese
resistant* to Japan was being repeated in another sector of the
war.
Russia admitted gains ot considerable importance on the northern
and southern fronts, with Germany
making the border claims, one asserting that a territory of approximately 35,000 square miles had been
nipped off in the Black sea region.
They asserted their panzer divisions had driven down to the Black
sea coast past Odessa, trapping
within this territory some large
This vote did something that leg- numbers of Russian armed forces,
which, they asserted would be anislation seldom does, in giving each nihilated
in due course of time.
representative a keen realization of
Russian fliers still continued to
the value of MB single vote.
raid Berlin.
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Explains 'Incident'

& quiz with ansv/erj

Washington, »• JpFAB EAST POKEB GAME

1. "Sail on, O Ship o* tttttftl
Sail on, O Ui
great!" is a
American poet?
2. Over what country did thf
Incas reign?
- •.'
3. Approximately how many;
miles of railroad are there IB the_
United States?
'.• ,
4. How many vestigial organs
has man?
.
;
5. Is sunburn caused by the
heat of the sunT
,
6. Where was the Tower of;
Babel?
,.
Z. Mov .many railway tunnels
are there in the United States and
what is their total length?
. ^
8. Phillips Brooks; Henry War*
Beecher, and Lyman Abbott w«w|
noted chiefly as what — poets,
statesmen or. preachers?
9. What is the population of, th*
Dominion of Canada?
. •';
10. How many women hold
places in the Seventy-seventh conipress?

ichers.
the
present
^g-waingtotheia^
For perspective on
betwe«
South Pacific
Nine (Hattie
Japan and Britain, it is weU to reJeannette
that
for
years
Thadand,
member
Mary
T.
a pawn
then known as Siam,ofwas
Edith
Nou
the bigger
in the power game
. Caroline"
nations of the Pacific.
-,
Jessie
Sumnerl
In this game the United States
frtooes-1*. Bolton, r- •' a
had a hand. For years, American
et Smith, Maine; ;
financial advisers have been atMaryland).
tached to the Thailand throne, one
of them having been Francis Sayre,
son-in-law of Woodrow Wilson, now
high commissioner of the PhilipTOKYO. £APAN.~The fourth pines.
anniversary df the outbreak o\
He wooed Thailand on many octhe "Chinese Incident" tvtu casions, including the ornate recepmarked in Tokyo by speeches by tion given the former king of Siam,
a Pennsylvania <
army and navy big-wigs. They who as "Supreme Arbiter of the
was served a (
told the populace of the great Ebb and Flow of the Tide, Brother
naush
which was
of the Moon, Half Brother of the
gains made but made no attempt
Sun «nd Keeper of the Twenty-four
^n-rlfcBSfceer. sneez
to explain the delay in the final
Golden\Umbrellas," came to Wash*H Other h«y fever nl>>uu_
break-down of China's defense. ington in the days of Herbert
Stopped at a hotel where ]
Hoover and was regally entertained.
served a dish of mush v
Above is Lieut. Gen. Hideki
The British were even more inconsidered sending back •.
Tojo, Japanese war minister, de- terested
The
Answers
much too salty. Finally he*|
in the Siamese. British
livering one of the main adhowever; the hay fever?
advisers for a time ran the king1. Henry W. Longfellow ("The lessened, ultimately ceasT
dresses.
dom's government, trained its
day he had three meals i
army, supplied the one or two ships Building of the Ship").
salted, and experienced L
2. Peru.
for its navy.
comfortable time in years!
3.
Approximately
236,000
miles.
ORIENT:
But half a dozen years ago the
"hay fever season."
4.
Man
possesses
no
less
than
Japanese began preaching the doc- 180 vestigial organs that, although His analytical i._.M
Japan Committed
grasped the possibility
trine of Asia for the yellow man,
The report that the Japanese had and Siam for the Siamese. That probably once of vital importance, saline substance in his U
landed 180,000 men in Indo-China was how the name came to be are now of little use to him.
respohsible for his relief!
5. No, sunburn is caused by the About this time, Dr. E.T
and that most of these would be con- changed to Thailand, a nationalistic
leek,, a graduate of Columi
ultraviolet rays of the sun. .
centrated on the Thai frontier, was token of home rule.
versity, met the engineer]
taken in British circles to mean
Reason for Japan's interest in this
notes, and when he returnel
that the Japs were committed to
home, began experiments!
invasion, and that when it started, small country was not nationalism,
Dr. Selleck declares he haf
Britain would find herself fighting but the fact that a slender finger
a certain means of relief!
of
land,
about
as
wide
as
the
Isthon a new front.
fever, and is supported in J
mus
of
Panama,
called
the
Isthmus
tention by other medical*
What sounded very much like an
Kra, is controlled by Thailand. A
and * nationally known c
ultimatum to Nippon was described of
canal
through
this
isthmus,
connectmanufacturing concern, L
in dispatches from Melbourne, which ing the Indian ocean and the Gulf
lings-Smith Company, at!
stated with positiveness that Britain of Siam, would give a new short
The Glutton
burg. New York, has taH
and the United States had informed route from the Pacific to India, ren"Ladies and gentlemen," shout- making; the remedy, which!
the Japanese that they must inform der Singapore impotent, and cut ed the street performer, "in a few Nakamo Bell. .
the two countries "whether she three days from the trip between moments I will astonish you by Describing the experin
agrees to forego her policy of exeating coal, stones,;and nails. I Selleck said, "After 1i
pansion southward," and that a re- Indo-China and Burma.
will also swallow a sword after had found a means of i
Such
a
canal
would
leave
Singaply was insisted upon within a stipufev%r thi
; hay
which
I will come around with the lieving
pore's giant guns and expensive
lated time.
chloride group, I tested!
hat,
trusting
to
get
enough
for
a
most practical way 11
Russia's answer to Japanese ob- naval bases guarding an out-of-date crustjtf bread."
a three day clinic, to'
jections'to the use of the Siberian sea highway, almost as unimpor"What f" came a voice from the hay fever sufferers
port of Vladivostok for lend-lease tant as the Straits of Magellan after crowd. "Still hungry?"
from ages ranging
ships from Americgpwas that Russia the Panama canal was built.
years. Bach person was J
That
is
one
reason
the
British
are
intends to convoy such shipments
tablets with
Tough
Game
-,, a little
,
with naval vessels, producing an- ready to fight to keep the Japanese
"You
are
in
a
uater
taid
the
iparrelief
came
to all withal
out of Thailand.
other eastern danger point.
row to his battered friend. "How did utes. Reports on these^
you low all than leather*?"
Ing fte;. ensuing weeb I
The Russians also demanded that
BRITISH INVASION PLANS
"Well, I was /lying pretty low, ueoop- practically a complete i
Japan sign a non-aggression pact
First British plan for an invasion ing up and doom, when tuddeitfy I got of symptoms."—Adv.
without reservations.
The report of Japanese occupa- of the continent (since the start o: mixed up in a game of badminton.*
tion with 180,000 troops came from the Russian-Nazi conflict) was t
Still One
Manila, a source which also stated landing in Holland. This, it was fig
Stranger
(watching
boy fishing)
ured,
would
get
sympathetic
support
that the British are forming in conmany^tave you caught,
siderable force along the Malayan from the Dutch; would create a sec- —How
and Burmah borders of Thailand, ond front requiring Hitler to divert sonny?
Sonny—When I get another, I'll
ready to move in if they feel Japa- part of his troops and airplanes have
one.
from the Russian front.
nese invasion is a certainty.
The original British idea was to
> Considerate
SLASH:
have the United States co-operate in
• ,.\ •';' .-J'-^.i-.'U,:•>
Tom—Hi,
what's the idea of
a
landing
force.
This,
however
In Army Fund
. :-::.-. Greatest Fool
scarcely got beyond the informa wearing my raincoat? «
Tim^-Well, you wouldn't like There's :,no fool i&e
Of considerable significance in the suggestion stage. It was immedi
Washington scene was the fact that ately and emphatically vetoed, first your new suit to get wet, would fool who tries to act
fool.—Bombay Chronicle.)
the senate appropriations commit- for, political reasons; second, be you?
tee' 'made emergency history by cause Roosevelt"'did not have the
slashing more than a billion and a power to send troops abroad; third
quarter dollars from the army ap- because of the scarcity of shipping
propriation bill, the first defense ap- to transport and supply an Amer
propriation amount that has not ican army overseas.
passed with a "rubber stamp" regSince then, none of the proposals
ularity.
for creating a second European
The committee, headed by Sena- front has contemplated any Amer
tor Glass of Virginia, made the cut ican participation.
by unanimous vote. The cut amountThe second idea discussed was <>
ed to 17.3 per cent of the amount British attempt through Spain and
asked, a substantial slice indeed.
Portugal. This also scarcely go
The house already had passed the beyond the discussion stage, because
bill on July 28, and had sent it to it was figured, first, that the Ger
co tvttm
the senate with the inclusion of an man army probably could take over
item of $1,347,000,000 for tanks, and Spain by the time British troops be
for anti-tank and anti-aircraft guns. gan to land; second, that even if
Undersecretary of War Robert a foothold could be obtained a
Patterson had personally urged the march across the Pyrenees' to
inclusion of this item. It was, he France would be too difficult.
said, "essential to the army if the
The only part which the United
SMOKING KINO EDWARD
United States was to move into States might have played in such
armed conflict."
a plan was to send food ships with
enjoyed by wue woken everyThe senate committee, having
where. •America'* &<nritt dp*
""
slashed $1,347,000,000 by disapproving this item, then turned around
Norway Heavily Fortified.
•and added $112,000,000 to the bill,
Since then another plan for posthus making the net cut $1,235 000 - sible British invasion of Norway has
000.
' ' been discussed. However, this '
• The main facts about the request- tt difficult. The Nazis now have ,„
ed appropriation were kept from the divisions m Norway; more imporpublic as military secrets, but it tant, they have been working feverWORLD
was known that the amount asked ishly with characteristic German
was for equipment for "6Ver and thoroughness to fortify HorwegtaS
. .
above" an army of 3,000,000 men ports and possible ; -— ; r h ldin
In other words, this number of D i*i i. chif"
""" "u«uug OB
men could be equipped with tanks British
3
however, has been
anti-tank and anti-aircraft guns lacK of armored em.i«~ ^ their
through appropriations already though the British
O.K.'d, but the committee turned 1 iwu strong, only about YJWI nnn
thumbs down on the additional men are fully armed with modern
\ "'uoern
equipment to go beyond the 3,000 000- equipment And the
man figure.
thelr equipment
1
°* thTiack
vThe figures called for 4,600 me /Shanks.
e
dfum tanks; 1,500 light tanks and'
.UMNO gives you new *1
that the "biggest item" was for
anti-aircraft guns, and that l.ootf of
no
these were to have been of 4.7 inch
caliber.
to you at economical cost As ti

Sh £±± ° * *«*th>

CHANNEL:
Plane Attacks
Once more the English channel
was the central scene of air war
Thi«
"*
*«**e»
fare with the British attacking Ger' Europe
a
r x
700,000
men
"
PP
°
"»ately
man points in ever-increasing regu
larity and ferocity, while the Nazis
stung into action by the long series
of raids on Berlin, came back" across
the channel with a renewal of severe air attacks.
Previously, for many days even
*£•*•*" °< th* RuL-JeT
1 the
single planes or small groups"
to cut off thij
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new ideas become anore accep
prices go down. As prices g° d°
mote persons enjoy new
is a cycle of human better
it Starts with the printed
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Not* of a New Yorker:
After an of George lean Nathan's
work and struggle for recognition,
his horne burg, Fort Wayne, Irid.,
erected'a plaque to a movie gal
yarned Jane Peters (Carole Lorn*
>ard) . . . Gary Cooper stands a
Ine chance of copping the Academy
Award this tune for his tip-top perormance in "Sgt. York" . . . When
3ary was a student at Grinnell Colege, Iowa, he applied for memberhip in the dramatic society there
md was spurned because, they said,
he couldn't act ...
Back from
'acationing in the Catskills, a Broadwayite enthused" about the rural seo
or ...
"So peaceful!" he raved.
'Every night you're lulled to sleep
by the chirping of crickets, the
croaking of frogs, and the ripple of
of China, dodge Japanese bombs he borschtl" . . . New York is like
raids, using bamboo poles his: In the office building at 515
tfadison Avenue the tenants include
tato one of the underground hospitals, he America First Committee and
tbont
<*«•««. W» «»• has 20 he R.A.F. Benevolent Society.
and ^nipped with operating room, re««l»lpmeiH and drags are
Louis Fischer in his book recalls
me of Goebbels' quote's Which is'
probably choking Berlin's lyingest
midget by now: "Whoever treats
Bolshevism will end by. being
claim that the 10,000,000 Americans with
by it" . . . The gag in
of German descent are bound by devoured
~umania,
they tell you, goes this
ties of blood to follow him as leader way: "Ever
since we joined the
We warn our fellow citizens not to Axis we are getting
like Gerbe deceived by clever Hitler agents, many's—earthquakes food
like Japan's,
alien or native, or by anybody else and an army like Italy'sl"
who, blind]y or .willingly plays into
NEW YORK.—Formation of the Hitler's hands.
Comforting Thought for toe Draft'Loyal Americana of German DeIdeals Stated.
ed: The Commander-in-Chief wants
scent," a militant pro-democracy,
"We urge every loyal American hem to stay in an army camp for
anti-Nazi organization to act as cen- of German descent—citizens and another year so that their families
ter of practical guidance "for the prospective citizens—to join us in will never be shoved into a concen0,000,000 Americana of German de- notifying Adolf~Hitler, his agents ration camp forever.
scent, on whom the Nazis have been and the world at large: that Hit• • • —
working for the past eight years," ler is dead wrong; that men and
Ray Clapper, the columnist, exias been announced. The organiza- women of German descent in Amer- libited some of the abusive and
ion has directors, sponsors and ica despise the slavery and tyranny stupid letters he gets from Lindcharter members in 18 states.
and inhumanity which his terror aerghers . . . Clapper pointed out
Headed tyr Robert F. Wagner Jr., imposed on the German people; that Jiat abuse has replaced reason, in
state, assemblyman of New York, as we are ready to fight for free- the minds of those people . . . All
president, an4 Dr. George N. Shus- dom and independence here and ev- of which is a new way of spelling
er. president of Hunter college, as erywhere; that side by side with all crackpots . . . 'But get this irony.
chairman of the board, the organiza- our fellow citizens of many origins Those who submit vile letters are
tion nas^ascuredvth«:euppert.of.na- •we.shall uphold American unity by the ones who yelp that their heroes
ionally known political, manage- proclaiming our unalterable faith in are being smeared . . . Hitler
ment an(lij*«»*;jei)4p».
democracy, that we shall not be claims he is fighting a religious war
The "l^ajrAjnej^wina of German fpoled by traitors of Quisling or against the Russians "who do not
Descent^ ^teia: "E^ery American, whatever stripe; that far from find- recognize any church" . . . That's
whether, native born, naturalized or ing us a stepping stone into Ameri- a cinch to debunk . . . Every time
prospective citizen, must take a ca, Hitler's followers shall founder filler's air force recognized a
clear-cut stand today. Any sympa- against the rock of our opposition!" church in England—they bombed
thy with Na^-Germanyxis completeDirectors of the organization in- it.
ly irreconcilable with Americanism. clude:
Karl Brandt, economist,
Through forthright action, if neces- Food Research institute, Stanford
The Yoo-hoo incident between
sary by the (ultimate .sacrifice of life, university^ Calif-.; Gotthilf, P.\ Bron- Lieut.-General Lear and troops trainwe shall meet the challenge with isch, executive vice president. New ing in Tennessee has aroused nawhich destiny confronts us in the York; Elisabeth Christman, secre- tional controversy. Many take the
shape of Hitler and his hencKmen. tary-treasurer. National Women's side of the General, claiming that
"We consider it our duty to meet Trade Union league, Washington, D. discipline is more important than
the Nazis wherever they may have C.; Carl Holderman, regional di- the soldiers' sore feet (from marchenjoyed even partial success among rector, Textile Workers union (C. ing 15 miles in a 97 degree heat as
the 10,000,000 Americansr>of . G|P- I. O.), Newark, N. J.; Clara Leiser, punishment for flirting with- some
tnan extraction. The misled must writer, New York; Mrs. William Al- girl golfers) . . . On the other hand,
be guided back to the American lan Neilson, Falls Village, Conn.; F. many think the punishment-too seway of life from which they have Wilhelm Sollmann, Wallingfsrd, vere. The following story is offered
strayed through ignorance," misinfor- Pa.; Edward J. Volz, president, to show that not all officers are
starchy.
mation or lack of guidance. We
On a dark, rainy night, out from
shall convince them that their own International Photo Engravers unwell-being, this country and democ- ion, New York; Felix Wittmer, pro- the front lines of Verdun a waterracy are worth a fight to .the finish. fessor, N. J. State Teachers col- soaked, mud-caked group of American doughboys trudged in the
"We challenge Adolf .Hitler's lege, Montclair, N. J.
French mud . . . At ease for a moment one of them approached an
officer in the darkness . . "Excuse me, Sir, have you a cigarette?"
. . . "Certainly, son," was the anJLaSslle Map of Business Conditions
swer . . . As the doughboy lit up
his cigarette the match revealed the
face of General Pershing.
"General Pershing!" said the soldier.
"Yes, son," replied the general,
"you took an awful chance. I might
have been a second lieutenant!"
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Truth Only Is Safe
All'truth is safe and nothing else
is safe; and he who keeps back
the truth, or withholds it from
men, from motives of expediency,
is either a coward or a criminal,
or both.—Max Muller.

sermon-Americans
Form Organization
To Oppose Hitler

Expect 1941 Record Farm Crop

on to
jr».fJSport has been
small island to the Yang-

famoua Burma Road,
leonnects with two highways
"from the serai' into Chungonly one jroad* link now
Jake medical and military.
1
•
~ ^- v
»to China. Othert are the
Major factor, in present and expected farm prosperity are climbing
>lo road, running from
northward to the Trana- food pSsa^a Wg harvest in prospect. Purchastog power increases
raOhead at Udinak; and y^JSSTjSi torni busily in factories over the nation.
•fcwest route ,frora Chungies. The total income is the larges
By L. G. ELLIOTT
the Trans-Siin history, and still rising.
President La Salle Extension
In addition to having their income
feulati
University.
increased-'by the greatly improved
CHICAGO—The"-dpward
trend
in
ng
ead out
domestic market, farmers are also
. nontory of aoUd rock be- farm income continues, with prices benefited by the government agri
bfl"eull» and
s, with now averaging higher than any time cultural programs which are con
since 1930, except Jo* a short period stantly being expanded and made
oM937. The growing season to date more effective. These programs ine war
has
been very good for nearly all clude payments for co-operation in
Yangt«*?to Shanghai,
Sled with small 'crops, and if the weather continues soil conservation and control of acrefavourable, the harvest this, year is age planted to major crops, higher
expected to be the largest on rec- loans on basic products, and govord.
ernment buying for relief purposes
Markets for farm products are as well as under the lease-lend probecoming
better
each
month
as
the
gram. Government payments an
the
increased Industrial pro- about the same as last year, anc
BeejMwe of the greatly
Surtion of both military supplies and account for a little over 8 per cen
consumer goods has made pay rolb of the total cash income received
officials, and ww work- SgeTand* has' added to the pur- by farmers.
chasing power of workers in the citA new ruling of the U. S. depart
ment of agriculture governing ex
most vita} industries
On clear days during the bomb- cess acreage tax on wheat makes i
inside
will ing season," which lasts from i mid- possible for farmers to avoid the
<May to October, the Japanese bomb- 49-cents-per-bushel tax on whea
Krown in excess of their 1941 mar
h,.,,,-; — raids. "One
usually come between 9 a. m keting
quotas. The department has
pushing piant ^ ja Kung ers
both business
p
m
.
.
,
announced
that farmers who, have
newspaper, men and houseVives have accomexceeded their 1941 guotai may seed
men
time* since modated
their lives to the raids}.
than'their 1942 acreage allotits original Mosf government offices are open less
ments and secure permission to sel
at niKht School begins at 8 a.
1941 excess acreage withou
wooden ™ «?d banks are opened at 1 a. m. their
nenalty. Farmers are urged to pro
connecduce more dairy products, pork
of Chungbeef, fruits, vegetables, tomatoe
con
and beans.
labora SSedtately after the all-clear.
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The widow Brown who's been
•parkin' old Jed Moore Buys it isn't
Jed's dancin' that fascinates her;
It's his "pep appeal."
'Which shows she's a discamin'
woman, because Jed's a fjillfledged vitamin fan and eats his
KKLLOQG'S PEP every morning.
PEP hasnt got all the vU
pf oour00» but K's 6xtra*ldng on
the two that are extra-short la
many people's meals B> and IX*
What's more, If s plumb deUdoas,
'Why not try it tomorrow? '

A London arrival (via clipper)
brought a half dozen lemons—which
is practically the same as a million
dollars right now. . . . The boys
at the Savoy were smacking their
lips over the thought .of a lemon in
their cocktails, when they discovered that Kathleen Harriman,
daughter of Averill, had used the
precious lemons for a rinse 1
Typewriter Ribbons: Nate Collier: No horse can go as fast as the
money you bet on him . . . Punch:
His desire was nipped in the budget
. . . Ed Howe: A good scare is
worth more to a man than good advice . . . Lyman Beecher: Eloquence is logic on 'fire . . . Abe
Martin: Hain't it a relief when a
clerk finally admits he hain't got
what you want? . . . Anon: You
could tell the show's goose was
cooked %s soon as the audience
started roasting . . The Brandon
Sun: Only two classes of people
Jail for flattery—men and women
. Jack Warwick: Many things
can happen while the experts are
making wrong guesses . . . George
Bernard Shaw: In Heaven an angel is nobody in "particular . . .
Dolores Anderson: Everything in
Hollywood is real—except the people.
When the White Boose sent some
of the secretarial staff in a White
House car to the funeral of Louis
Howe's sec'y at Asheville, N. C.,
the car was barred from the procession because it did not have a
union driver . . "Any three-cardMonte player will tell you," Howard
itman declares in Coronet, "that
«,-* simple, ^honest people make
e beaf'suckers" . . . Smarter
crooks will .tell you different . . .
The ripest sucker is a chump with
• taint of larceny, and he's invariably hooked.

LIQUOR &DBUCHABITf
ffospitalixaUon «Mct> !•••
fnt nUtr—tu^rin CmfltmHtt
MURRAY IMS-IIIUTES—ajhiiiessiolla

VOU'LL find an apron like this
* is a valuable kitchen helper!
So easy to slip on and adjust by
the buttons on the shoulder, and
it covers your frock completely.
You can make this pattern in a
few hours, trim it with ric-rac or
bias fold, as you prefer. Here's
a pattern you'll use over and over
again, in percale, calico, cambric,
broadcloth, gingham—for all your
kitchen needs.
* * •
Pattern No. 8988 IB designed for sizes
34 to 48. Size 36 takes 2% yards 32-inch
material, 8 yards ric-rac or S yards of
U4 inch bias binding. For this attractive
pattern, send your order to:
SEWING CIRCLE PATTERN DEPT.
Boom 1324
311 W. Wackec Dr.
Chicago
Enclose IS cents In coins for
Pattern No
...Size
Name
Address

Life's Conduct
So to conduct one's life as to
realize oneself—this seems to me
the highest attainment possible to
a human being. It is the task of
one and all of us, but most of us
bungle it.—Ibsen.
To relieve
apply
oo o l I n g.
soothing
Montholatum
to the Urltatsa ssto.

Sett-Rewarded '
(
I never have any pity for conceited people, because I think they
carry their comfort about with
them.—George Eliot.

THE

Famous Romance
The romance of Paolo and
Francesca da Rimini in Thirteenth-century Italy has been the
subject of more famous music, literature and paintings than any
other true love story, says Collier's. Operas include one by
Debussey ? symphonic poems • include one by Tchaikovsky; poems
include those by Dante and Leigh
Hunt; paintings include those by
Dore, Watts, Rossetti and Cabanel;
and plays include those by d'Annunzio, Pellico, Echegaray and
Maeterlinck.

ITOLDYOU
VOUt>RNP CAMELS

LESS NICOTINE IN
THE SMOKE

High grade Montana and Wyoming
grown Alfalfa seed—Cossack 25c lb..
Grimm 23c lb., Common 22c Q>.,
writeJor prices on cheaper grades—
Nebraska grown Brome Grass 14c Ib.
—lawn grass special mixture 1 lb.
30, 5 Ibs. $1.23, 10 IDS. $2.00. Frt paid
on 100 Ibs. or more—send your
checks and orders promptly.

Superior Seed ft Supply Co, Norfolk, Nob.
Without Question
Questioning is not the mode of
conversation among gentlemen.—
Samuel Johnson.

AND CAMELS
TASTE SO GRAND
COOL AND FULL

OF FLAVOR

THE SMOKE OF SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS CONTAINS

28% LESS NICOTINE
than the average of the 4 other
largest-selling brands tested—
less than any of them—according
to independent scientific tests
of the smoke itself I
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NOTICE

OF ESCHEAT TO ALL PERSONS
INTERESTED.

Mrs. Maude .Dean of Glendale, Cal.,
was visiting friends here last week
and attended the celebration.

NOTICE

tn the District Court of the State of
William Richter of Kahoka, Mo.,
T *Wa'n» and For Cass County.
*n tne Matter of the Estate of Fred- spent several days in Anita last week
erick Kauer, Deceased, B D Forvisiting relatives and friends. He was
shay, Administrator.
accompanied home by his wife and
BENTON, GRANT AND LINCOLN
TO WHOM IT MAY~CONCERN:
daughter, who had been visiting here.
U
an
,^f ^u *° . "Jr. of the aboveTOWNSHIP SCHOOLS.
jflurt entered in said aboveMr. and Mrs. Glen Holmes and
matter and dated June 24
daughter, Arline, of Guthrie Center
Your directors have made arrangements for
vi«<«
*m £omPliance with the provisions of Section 12037, Code of spent Sunday in Anita visiting at the
you
to secure or dispose of your second hand text
Iowa, 1939, notice is hereby given by homes of Mr. and Mrs. John C. Jenkins
books again this year.
the undersigned Administrate to ail and Mrs. E. W. Holmes and with other
persons interested, and-or supposed
to be interested in the estate of Fred- relatives and friends.
Kindly bring them to us as soon as possible.
erick Kauer, 'Deceased, and in the
Wilbur Young, vocational agriculproperty of which he died seized and
possessed:
tural instructor in the Anita schools
TABLETS, PENCILS AND ALL SCHOOL
That said Frederick Kauer died in- last year and who now serves the
reside
SUPPLIES AT SPECIAL PRICES FOR OPENcSSS?' ?
"t of Anita, Cass 'schools at West Union, Iowa, in the
County, Iowa, on October 29, 1940
ING OF SCHOOL.
and the undersigned thereafter qua'.il same capacity, visited friends here
fied as Administrator of his estate. Wednesday and Thursday.
Jhat said decedent died seized of the
A Gift With a Purchase of School Supplies.
following described real estate, situ- 'Mrs. Edgar Petersen was hostess
ate m Cass County, Iowa, to-wit:
to the members of the Bethany ladies
V^*, One-Third (N %rd) of
aid society one day last week at her
.
Eleven (11), Original home southeast of here. Mrs. Chas.
lown of Anita, Cass County. Heck was in charge of the meeting.
. . . . • »
Iowa,
We Deliver
(The Rexall Store)
Phone 102
lunch was served following the
and that said decedent left certain A
personaT property and that as shown meeting.
°Z£eM?* in said Estate in the office
Mrs. T. C. Busby and son, Larry,
of the Clerk of said Court at Atlantic,
.H.-..I
Iowa, after the payment of All-claims of Fonda,. Iowa,'returned to their home
against said estate and the costs of Friday after spending several days
1 60 of AmerfcA tattt
administration, including the publimous driven dashing
cation of this notice, there will remain in Anita visiting Mr. and Mrs. A. R.
I big stakes over 'the
m'the hands of the undersigned a sum Robinson. Mr. Busby came to-Anita
finest half.miM
m excess of $1000.00 That as far as Thursday to accompany his wife and
the undersigned has been able to dis- son home.
cover said decedent left na-4egal heirs
whomsoever him surviving-;
The members of the Quilt club were
Now Therefore unless -'within six
months from the publication of this guests of Mrs. O. 'W. Shaffer Wednesnotice- some claimant qiv claimants day afternoon at her home on East
should appear and estattofeh, his, her Main Street. f ,Mrs. Roberta Calkins
T '-•mmnm^^^^^^msivLm^* —^^^^^P J""""*™
vlHCCJ_
thriu ri
two
or their right to said'" "property the was an additional guest. A social
rt'f1fSIU^^^mSE{jrMilL^Wl/j£S^^^
5^*P
* °J
'"Isame will escheat to the:8tate of Iowa
and will be disposed of pursuant to afternoon was spent by those present,
the provisions of Section 12035, et following which a 'unch was served
By WARREN BAYLEY
seq. of the Code of Ipi»8i' 1939.
by the hostess. Tie next meeting
B. D.'Porshay,
of the club will be held on Aug. 20Cardston, Alberta, Canada
can dash back and forth across the
Administrator Qfithe Estate
of Frederick KptSr, Deceased. with Mrs. Flora V. Stone.
There is less war-talk up here than American border are the Australian
Hobart E. Newton, . *J»ZJ#i**%
flying students from a little north of
Attorney.
Dr. Delia A. Lynch and Miss Mary back in the U. S. A. Folks are very here, who seem to enjoy zooming out
much
aware
that
their
country
is
Lynch of Omaha, Neb., visited in Anita
Art Armentrout and family of Wednesday at the home of Mrs. Kath- closely linked with England in the over our Glacier National Park for
Guthrie Center were in Anita the first
struggle and are out to do their jobs the sights. But the U. S. isn't really
loyd Klever.and son, Gary, of
Mrs. A. Laura Campbell and son, day of the celebration visiting with erine Main and Dennis O'Leary. They enthusiastically and well, but the sub- losing by this very necessary Canadian
were here the first day of the celesited at the home of their Howard, of Des Moines were visitors
law. Millions of dollars are pouring
bration to visit with friends. The ject doesn't dominate as many con-over our border for war materials—
! grandmother, Mrs. Hattie in Anita the first day of the celebra- relatives and friends.
two women were pioneer residents versations as it does down in the States. money that used to be brought by
1 days last week.
tion.
of Anita, coming here in 1878. Dr. An attitude of quiet determination, tourists.
DR. B. L. MEURER Lynch would like to have anyone who without fuss and bluster, prevails.
It is both easy and a pleasure for an
Chiropractor
It's a different war for Canada this
remembers her father, Michael Lynch,
American
citizen to enter this country.
Adair, la.
to write to her at 712 World-Herald time. In the last one she had to send No fee is charged and a driver's license
troops across to fight. Nothing like
—Office Hours— Building, Omaha.
will suffice for a pass-port. He is wise
that is in the book of rules for her
9-12 — 1:30-6
A picnic dinner was held Sunday at now. She is carrying out even more to be careful about changing too much
of his money into Canadian dollars beWed. & Sat Night the home of Mr. and Mrs. Elton urgent and valuable duties—training cause he is allowed to swap only twenChristensen
north
of
here
in
honor
other members of the Empire to fly
7 till 10
of IMirs. Hanna 'Christensen and Ells- and producing all the fighting and eat- ty-five of them back in for American
currency when he leaves. The exSun. 10-11 A. M. worth Christensen of Dickens, Iowa. ing material she can.
.
CL P. DARROW, Manager
change is set by law at one American
Phone 37
Those present were: Mr.and Mra. Reg.
Canadians ta'k and act so much like
Sykes and daughter, Gertrude, and we do that I'm convinced we are broth- dollar for a dollar and ten cents Cana'J-H • - - ' -a*. '•
dian.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Christensen and ers under the skin. And they surely
The prosperity that has hit Alberta
son, Thomas, of Brayton; Johnny, make an American tourist feel that
Leroy and Cecil Kinzy of Atlantic; way. This fact undoubtedly had some- is quite apparent in this little agriMr. and Mrs. Hans Christensen and thing to do with last year's visits of cultural town of less than 2,000, just
family, Mrs. Frank Masching and more than two days' duration from across the border from Montana. It
children, John Kinzy', Sylvia Nelsen more than 14,000,000 Americans—over is rejoicing over the fact that the
prices of wheat and beef have soared
and Mr. and Mrs. Lars Christensen a tenth of our population.
since the war began. The selling price
of Anita.
Up until a year and a half ago, of a fine, white-faced steer is around
The LO'MH club met with Miss Canadian tourists eagerly returned the ninety dollars now, where it was only
Gretchen Budd at her home on Chest- compliment, but now they are pretty forty less than two years ago. So,
nut Street Friday evening. A kid's much bottled up at home. Every Cana- quite naturally, most of what little
party was held at which the members dian dollar is needed for the big job war-talk there is up here is connected
i came dressed as children. Miss Jean at hand—the war—and at no time is with the country's welcome prosperity.
| Dement and Miss Alyce Walker receiv- a person allowed to take more than But there is something else very
ed prizes for the best outfits and Miss :wenty-flve dollars out of the country. noticeable in these discussions—the unShirley Rasmussen and Miss Carol This law curtails travel outside of questioned belief that Canada is definDement, prizes for the best baby pic- anada and about the only peop'e who itely on the winning side.
tures. Miss Beatrice Scho'.l received
a prize for the prettiest ddll and Miss
"Trailer Vagabond" IB Sponsored and Appears In This Paper
Marjorie Cowden a prize for the most
Through the Courtesy of
comical doll. The next meeting of the
club will be held with Miss Marion
Bartley.
Anita, Iowa
TEXACO PRODUCTS
Phone 257

BON GERS

"TRAILER VAGABOND"

SEE US
- WE

YOU BUY POSTS
ALL KINDS -

THE FARMERS COOP.

at to do

WAGNER'S FILLING STATION

Lloyd Biggs and family of Casey
Mr. and Mrs. C'yde Smith and
spent Sunday at the home of her sis- family of Nebraska City, Neb., spent
ter, Mrs. Horace Stewart and husband. the week end here visiting his mother,
Mrs. Albert Evinger and husband.
Mrs. Frank H. Osen is in WrightsMr. and Mirs. James W. Long of
town, N. J., visiting at the home of
Mt. Carroll, 111., spent the week end
her son, Clarence, and family.
in Anita visiting at the home of his
Mrs. Mayme Wainright of Lincoln, brother, Rev. Arthur V. Long and
Neb., is visiting here at the home of family.
her brother, Stewart Trimmer and
Mrs. Stanley Curtis of Nevada,
wife, and with other* relatives and
Iowa, spent several days here during
friends.
the past week visiting at the home of
The East Main Street Neighbor- her parents, Postmaster and Mrs.
hood Circle held their annual picnic George O. Smither.
dinner
in the basement of the Metho• is
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Weber and daughdist church Monday evening. There
WORTH 66 CENTS
1
ter,
Marti Jo, of Hutchison, Kan., Mr.
were
30
present.
The
evening
was
AT YOUR
enjoyed by those in attendance playing' and Mrs. Noland Musick and Mrs.
DRUG STOREStella 'Musick of Council Bluffs spent
Take this coupon to your druggist, games. A program was also preThursday in Anita visiting friends.
sented.
as it is worth 66 cents.
QUICK-AID—Is a doctors formula
time tested and proved.
• QUICK-AID—Is highly recommended in the relief of Lumbago, Neuritis,
Rheumatism, Arthritis, Sciatica, tired
aching burning feet, Muscular Soreness, Sprains. Aches and Pains in
the Hands, Arms, Shoulders, Back,
Hips, Legs, Knees, etc.
Many report complete relief in a
few days time. Why Suffer? When
you can secure real lasting relief.
QUICK-AID—Should be in every
home, for ready use.
Better Come In If Your Locker Box Is Low. We Are
IMPORTANT NOTICE—This coupon is worth 66 cents at your drugSure We Can Give You the Right Kind At a
gist, on the purchase price of one
bottle of QUICK-AID. As only a
Price In Keeping With the General Markets.
limited number of bottles will be sold,
so you are urged to take 59 cents and
this coupon and get your bottle of
QUICK-AID today, valued at $1.25
and secure Quick Relief.
QUICK-AID, is sold you with the
understanding you must be satisfied
or your money will be refunded.
ANITA — WIOTA — CUMBERLAND
CAUTION—Do not Accept a suljstitute. but insist on QUICK-AID.
I
THERE IS ONE NEAR YOU

BETTER

THIS COUPON

!E MAKE a Special point of cleanliness to keep this
the soiftll place you like to'come to for serviceb
hands or clothes soiled.
°ut w
every job We^do, too! Our men
—.j-utuneu specialists who know instantly pre% what to do and how to do it No fumbling. Our
* stock of genuine factory parts not only means exact
' bu t immediate action. Special tools and equipment
8Ur
e accuracy in determining precisely what needs to
1 done
- No gueMwork. Drive in, next time your car
"^ tuning up; and see for yourself.
jgj

flave Sold Quite a Number
of Beef Quarters to Put
In the Lockers

-_

'* SERVICE ALL MAKES

OF CARS

ROSE MOTOR CO
PHONE 211

ANITA, IOWA

DKAJUXR APVKBTOOHUW

Miller's Lockers

BONGERS' DRUG STORE

•

. • . . .•

• • •

;

.

'

„,.,.,.
IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

S

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

- . n of The Moody inic uunniM
(Released by Wtiterrfwewipajwr Union.)

FORA
PTDOOR SUPPERS

*

THIS WEEK'S MENU
I've a longing to" do somefferent, an outdoor, supper's
PICNIC GRILL
the answer. Get
Spare Ribs With barbecue Sauce
t h e s m e l l of
Toasted Buns > Baked Beans
woodsy smoke inFresh Vegetable Salad
to your food, the
Garden Fruit .
crackle, of burn•Sour Cream Cocoa Cake
ing embers for
•Refrigerator Cookies
Coffee
•Recipe Given
over
[flames during the supper
1 you'll, experience a tasteu'll long remember. Everyis better cooked outdoors!
ne-cans of beans into a
hief, wrap fruit, cookies,
waxed paper, whip up
ecue sauce to use with
and the meal is under
cooking equipment may
nble as a few large bricks,
[ grate, or an extra rack
I oven, a long bandied fork
(member of-ithe.4htmily. A

ng stove or af8*or<;elabsuch as a vertical or

stove of sheet .steel inrip and ashpanl, a roastland warming shfelves may
sed. Whatever you use,
it's the cooking outdoors
I want meat and "plenty of
h air whips up the appefamily ;^ilk«ome back
again for this delicious
i a sauce all its own: i Horseradish Mustard
Marinade.
of spareriba or beef

use:

-

oons prepared horsei mustard sauce
egar
i black pepper
omato juice
oon salt
sugar
is. chopped fine
M dry and liquid materials
V beat thoroughly. Place
a shallow bow) or class
I cover with;*e inarinade.
Jry 3 or 4 hours «tod mariIrefrigerator;'$#?& Iwurs.

^^J^i^'^
' rtiu

— V1^

•"•••*TP' - *^*w»« • J

The marinade may be
I meat. Your barbecuing will
I successful
if :yoji marinate
r K S especially good on
I,expensive cuts.
i like a meal-in-one with "a
r of fuss but nourishment
this pomade

tfurters.
accus-

poI recipe,
Ifmre that
this
dorter Potato Salad.
(Serves*)
1
sized potatoes, cooked,
celery
ns minced onion
minced parsley
salt
'''
frankfurters, skinned and
|»alad dressing .
jessing ^ '

::

Coking under 'the- sky
J coals you'll want to real

* bums to fine, lasting

dients and mix with potatoes. Chill
1 hour and serve with lettuce.
If you decide on hamburgers some
night'for your open grill stove try
them this way: Add 15 per cent
suet to your regular meat. Press
the -uncooked hamburger into thin
flat cakes .between waxed paper.
Put twb cakes together with a filling made from finely chopped raw
onion .mixed with stedk sauce and
rich prepared mustard, pressing the
edges of the cakes firmly together.
BroU quickly or/Both sides. Serve
on large, toasted buns which have
been buttered.
Here/are two variations you may
wish to follow if you 'serve baked
beans often:
Maple Beans—Substitute % cup
maple syrup or three tablespoons
maple sugar for brown sugar and
molasses.
Baked Beans with Sausage—Arrange parboiled beans and uncooked
sausage in alternate layers; substitute 1 can tomato soup for molasses
and part bit water.
Boiled Camafire Coffee.
(1 quart)
4 heaping tablespoons coffee
• 4 cups boiling water
1 egg
Combine the coffee and egg hi the
pot and mix thoroughly^ Pour in
water and bring slowly to a full
boil, stirring coffee down hi a warm
place for 3 to 5 minutes. Use V* cup
cold water to settle grounds.
Easy to make but easier to take
is this cocoa cake made with sour
,c,ream. Even if
you want to serve
it with the richer
ice creams you
won't feel too
stuffed with it because it is light
textured and
feathery. If there
is no .spur* cream to be had sweet
milk can be substituted, but use it
with 2 teaspoons of baking powder
instead of the soda.
•Sour Cream Cocoa Cake.
(Makes 2 9-inch layers)
% cup cocoa
% cup boiling water
% cup shortening
2 cups sugar
2 cups .sifted cake flour
% teaspoon salt
% cup sour cream
% teaspoon soda
1 teaspoon vanilla
3 egg whites
Mix cocoa in boiling water and
stir until* smooth. Cool. Cream<
shortening and sugar, together until
light, then add cocoa. Sift the dry
ingredients and add alternately with
cream to the first mixture". Beat until smooth after each addition. Add
vanilla then fold in stiffly beaten
egg whites. Four batter into pans
lined with wax paper, and bake in a
moderate oven.(375 degrees) 30 minutes. Put together with •
Chocolate Icing.
2 cups confectioners' sugar
3 tablespoons butter
2 ounces melted chocolate
Milk to moisten
Vanilla
Cream butter and sugar, add melted chocolate, milk, and vanilla and
beat until smooth. Spread between
layers and sver cake.
'Refrigerator Cookies.
(Makes 7% dozen)
1 cup butter
2 cups brown sugar

flre

best

hamburger and
grill you use,

,

1 cup oven popped rice cereal
8 cups flour
2 teaspoons baking powder
Cream butter; add sugar gradually and beat until light and fluffy.
Add egg and beat well. Stir in
cereal Sift flour with baking powder and work into first mature, a
JmaU amount at a time Knead
and shape into rolls about Itt inches
tr^SSSi 3
™ ^rdou^h
wiU not dry out. Store in refrigerator until firm. Cut into thin slices
Md bake on ungreased cookie(sheet
to moderately »«* °ven (425 de-

THE PAPERS OF PRIVATE
PtJRKEY
Dear Oscar:
,1 have not slept hardly a wink
since reading about American forces
being in Iceland and I wish you
would not say like you did in your
last letter that the boys sent there
are lucky because it is so hot in
American draft camps in summer.
I would not like it if you were in
Iceland of all places and how can
you say Iceland is not so bad when
all you know is what you have seen
jn the travelogues at the movie
houses.
» • *
It is all very well to say that the
climate is not so terrible and that
it is not at all like the North Pole
but when you are in the Arctic zone
you are jn the Arctic zone and your
father says that Iceland is awful and
is the place where Peary and Dr.
Cook had all that trouble and where
Admiral Byrd is always getting stuck
in the ice floes.
Our groceryman who used to be
a sailor says your father is wrong
and has got his geography all mixed
up. He says he was in Iceland and
that he has seen it a lot colder in
this country but if it is so good why
did he only make short stops there?
" » • •
I looked it up hi a book at the free
public library which was quite a
job as every book on Iceland was
either out or was being read in
the reference room and I had to
wait all day hi line with a lot of
America mothers who are as worried as I am about the place.
• • •
It is even farther away than I suspected. I never paid much attention to Iceland but I always had an
idea it was just off the North American coast near Labrador. Why,
Oscar, it is even farther away than
Greenland which is so far away it
is not on any map we ever had in
our house.
• -.*• •
It looks so Close to the British Isles
on the map that it almost seems like
it got accidentally detached in a
storm, and a yellow line with the
words Arctic Circle printed in red
letters goes right through the top of
it in case anybody is in any doubt.
• • •
The. atlas says it is a volcanic
platoo covered by glaciers hi the
northern, part and pastures and
meadows in the south but it would
be just your luck to get sent to
the northern part and it must be
terrible to be where there are volcanoes and glaciers all mixed in
together: Yotj would never know
what underwear to put on.
• • •
Your father and I hope you stay
right where you are so please do
not talk about wanting to go to Iceland any more. I am sending you
the things you asked for and will
write more soofi.
With all my love,
Mother.
• • •
Dear ma—Just a line to let you
know I dropped the idea of trying to
get switched to a Iceland division
on account it is too hot in this country just now. Do not worry. You
'are wrong about Iceland and so is
pop. This tune of year it has flowers and farm crops and even heat
waves and before Americans have
"been there much it will have Miss
America contests.
• • •
Even should I ever get sent there
I have just read that its principal
export is cod liver oil witch you
half been telling me was good for
me all my life. The camp atlas says
its best crop is potatoes witch is
alone enough to keep me from wanting to go there. I never seen so
many potatoes since I got into the
army and I have personally peeled
all but two or three quarts of 'em.
I wood want no part in saving any
country which had more of them.
• • •
So do not worry. Tell pop he must
o£ slept all through his geograffy
classes at school. LbfsTof love.
Oscar.
• * *
A draftee contributor who is stationed at one of the hottest camps
in the country, heard of the occupation of Iceland with envy. "The
lucky stiffs!" he cried when told
U. S. troops were there. "They must
of had inflooence!"
» • •
"Iceland?" he was heard to remark later. "That's the place that
used to be on the gingerale hour."
To casual visitors to America who
listen to the radio it must seem that
America is a land which has but
three major worries: Scalp irritation, intestinal? irregularities and
diet'.
« * •
THE EXPLANATION
("Natur and Knltur, a German publication, quotes 10 scientists as saying Hitler and other
splendid Aryans could not conceivably have developed from
apes."—News item.)
There you have.
The, big solution:
Those boys had
No evolution.
• • •
What the Nazi patience needs is
a smaller exhaust pipe, if you
ask us.

ASKM€
1 A General Quiz
»>• tV (v. (v, (v. (v.,

7/ie Questions

1. What American naval hero
became a rear admiral in the
Lesson for August 17
Russian navy?
2. William H. McGuffey is resubjects and Scripture texts ae- membered for his work in what
r ii "I!? copyrighted by International
cU of Religious Education; used by field?
permission.
3. Approximately how many InPETER ENCOURAGES SUFFER- dians live in the United States?
On hoi Mimmtr dovi end nighh
4. The king of what country
ING CHRISTIANS
stop 01 K6fsl Mortin. Controlltd
learned a lesson in persistence by
a»mp«roU«i in slMphtg rooms
LESSON TEXT—I Peter 4:12-19; 8:6-11. watching a spider spin a web?
and public spoon nMons grtatsr
GOLDEN TEXT-H any man suffer as a
5. What does a prestidigitator
comfort for you! WemhrM bod
Christian, let him not be ashamed; but let do?
him glorify God on tola behalf.—I Peter 4:16.
FOUI FLOORS
8. Who gave the long address
Of AIR-CONDITIONED
of
the
day
at
the
dedication
of
the
"Sweet are the uses of adversity"
QUEST ROOMS
battlefield on Novem—so says the poet, and it is true Gettysburg
ber
19,
1863?
that God is able to make even the
sufferings of man a source of blessThe An
ing and an occasion for joy, "if a
man suffer as a Christian" (I Pet.
1. John Paul Jones.
4:16).
In a world where sorrow
IOWA
2. Education.
and suffering have been heaped
3. There are approximately
high by man's inhumanity to man,
it is indeed appropriate that we 350,000 Indians in this country.
Three Chairs
4. Scotland (Robert Bruce).
think of the encouragement which
It have three chairs in my
5. Performs sleight of hand louse: One for solitude, two for
God's Word gives to those who are
tricks.
in distress.
friendship and three for society.—
6. Edward Everett.
Thoreau.
There are many helpful Scripture
passages'on this point, those before
us today being from the writings
of Peter to the Jews of $he dispersion. Scattered abroad and no more
under the guiding and .protecting
hand of Paul, Luke and the others,
they were undergoing severe persecution for Christ's sake. Some
were apparently disturbed by their
trials, and Peter tells them that
persecution should bring
I. No Surprise (4:12).
We ought to expect trials in this
world; yes, severe fiery trials. Such
things are common to all mankind,
and the Christian should not expect
to escape. To them, such trials are
real tests of their faith, an opportunity to show to the unbelieving
world that God is able to .deliver
World a Mirror
at it, and it in turn will look sourly
those who put their trust in Him!
The world is a looking-glass, upon you; laugh at it and with it,
To be forewarned is to be fore- and gives back to every man the and it is a jolly, kind companion.
armed. "Think it not strange con- reflection of his own face. Frown —William Makepeace Thackeray.
cerning the fiery trial."
D. No Shame (4:13-16).
There are two senses in which
the Christian is to be unashamed in
the midst' of suffering. In the first
instance, he is not to be ashamed
of the trial itself if he bears- it for
Christ's sak^e, for he is thus sharing
Christ's sufferings. ,,. We cannot
share in his substirationary and
sacrificial , suffering on Calvary,
but we can stand with Him who was
indeed "a man of sorrows; and acquainted with grief" (Isa. 53:3). In
the second place, he is not to do
anything which would justify others
in making him suffer. H is a disgrace, a shame jwhich injures the
cause of Christ, when a believer
has to suffer because he has broken
the law, or because he is "a busybody (R. V. "meddler") in other
men's matters." If you pry into others' affairs, expect to have your
fingers stepped on, and don't.expect
God to deliver you out of it or
honor you in that kind of suffering.
III. No Escape (4:17-19).
If the righteous find the difficulties and temptations in their way
to be like fiery trials, if those, who
have the blessed presence of Christ
to cheer and to guide them find it
difficult at times to make their
way through sorrow and sadness,
what will the unbeliever do? Does
he think that he shall escape?
Surely not—and there 'iS yet that
day ahead when the believer shall
enter into eternal peace, where sorrow and suffering shall be no more.
Where will the unbeliever be in that
day?
Labor the Conqueror
i building up nations more surely
IV. No Worry (5:6,7).
Labor is discovered to be the than the proudest battles.—Chan"Put care into Christ's bag," said grand conqueror, enriching and | ling.
George Herbert. "Treat your cares
as you treat your sins. Hand them
over to Jesus one by one as they
occur, commit them to Him" (F. B.
Meyer). He really cares about
you—believe it and act upon it.
The cure for all worry is right
there, but even as it is true that
the meek shall "inherit the earth"
(Matt. 5:5), so it is true that only
the humble are ready to cast their
cares on the Lord. "God resisteth
SWA/if fANUS
the proud, but giveth grace unto the
...en Saturday night began
humble . . . Humble yourselves in
la early fioneer days as a
the sight of the Lord, and he shall
frontier version of the aocieat,
lift you up" (James 4:6, 10).
Old World jigs and rttts.
V. No Wavering (5:8-11).
"Steady, perfected and established
KING EDWARD Cigars became
in Christ, strengthened by His
the nation-wide favorite when the
grace, sure of the eternal call, and
American public realiied that this
with the eye of faith on the glory to
big, mild, fine cigar was America's
come, such is the man who is able
greatest smoking bargain. Give yourand ready to successfully meet the
self a smoke-treat. Light
devil when, like a roaring lion, he
a King Edward today
seeks to disturb and devour God's
people.
Satan is busy in our day. Dr. Wilbur M. Smith says: "It is admitted
everywhere by outstanding Christian leaders, in every sphere of life
today, that there has never been a
time, at least in our generation,
when the temptations of Satan, have
been so fierce, so frequent, so constant, as just now. What Satan wants
to do is to destroy the testimony of
God's people, to take them out of
places of power and influence for
The merchant who advertises must treat
the gospel, to rob them of that joy,
you better than the merchant whq does
and victory, and power, by which,
not. He must treat you as though you
through their labors, others will be
brought to confess the Lord Jesus
were the most influential person in town.
Christ. Christian people today who
are conscious of being fiercely asAs a matter of cold fact you are. You
sailed by evil ought not to be
bold the destiny of hia business in your
AM
alarmed, but should realize that this
hands. He knows \\. He shows it. And you
experience of theirs is general,
everywhere, of true believers, and
I N F L U E N T I A L benefitbygoodservice,bycaurteoustreatthat there is sufficient grace for ev' ment,by good value—and by lower prices.
ery need in such dreadful times as
these."
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KING EDWARD
WORLD'S LARGEST SELLER
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Hereford Baby Beef Grand EMPLOYMENT OFFICE Expect Large Crowds At MQRE MEN WANTED IfUDIC mnv VIPTIU
IN NEED OF WORKERS
•inMYtn '• B'M
NOW FORU. s. NAVY IHKlo DlKK Vllllffl
PKubKAM Champion At Cass 4-H Fair John P. Bowler, manager of the State Fair in Des Moines According
to an announcement made
1

OF HEART ATTACK

A sleek 930-pound Hereford
-- which Iowa state Employment Service at
The biggest Iowa State Fair in ten this week in Washington, D. C., by
was
owned
and
shown
by
Everett Council Bluffs, announced this week
order
nCTs Who Participate in New
of Secretary of the Navy Knox,
Daugard, 16, son of Henry Daugard that during the forepart of the week years opens in Des Moines Friday
"all
men
now enlisting in the Naval Well Known and Long Time Resident
Program Mast Plant at
with
records
already
broken
for
enleader of the Fletcher Chapel club of August 25, there will be a repretft 25% of Crophradjto
emerged as the grand champion of sentative of an .aircraft corporation tries in most major departments and Reserve will be retained on active
of This Community Passes Away
with expectations of an attendance duty throughout the period of the
the Cass^_^ county
4-H baby
beeves
^
—^
w%, T ^ m Council "Bluffs,
— available
— - -~-*u VA^, . for
xv/i inter11
Ol\ Conserving
at Farm Home South of Here
national
emergency,
but
they
will
be
at the 4-H fair held in Atlantic last! viewing interested, persons who «lc totaling over 400,000.
Early Monday Morning.
Horse,
swine,
and
sheep
entries,
released
to
inactive
duty
as
soon
after
week. The beef brought $26.25 per, "machinists, machine operators, meofficials said this week, are far be-' tne emergency as their services can
chanic3 an
d individuals who desire
farmers who participate in hundred when it was auctioned off,
yohd the totals of previous years. be spared, regardless of the length
! agricultural conservation pro. Friday afternoon at the livestock sale training in the above mentioned skills.
Chris Birk, 60, well known Anita
Poultry
show entries total over 6,000. of time remaining in their enlistment."
The age range is 18 to 35, physical
11 devote at least 25 per cent at the Cass county fairgrounds.
Enlistment in the U. S. Naval Re- farmer and a resident of this comBoys'
and
girls'
4-H
club
entries
total
The reserve champion of this year*! examination required and in addition
cropland to soil conserving
over 3,000. In all departments, the serve is for four years but if a man munity for over 37 years, passed away
t o the
jbert J. Loveland, Iowa AAA fair was an Angus shown by Harold idiv du Questionnaires which the ,„- fair lists a total of 5,580 different ex- enlists today, and the emergency ends suddenly at his home south of here
Sarsfield; son of Mr. and Mrs. Wilks
i als complete,' they are requested
announced this week.
within a period of several months, he about 12:30 o'clock Monday morning
to asse
Sarsfie'-d,
and
a
member
of
the
Washmble at Council Bluffs for ap- hibitors, showing more than 35,000 will be returned to his civilian job as as the result of a heart attack which
Iowa has been designated as
entries
of
livestock,
farm
products,
tests given by the representa["the states which normally pro- 'ington G. E. M. 4-H club. It will be titude
garden products, art, sewing, and soon as possible-after the emergency ic had suffered a Jittle after 10 o'clock
tive of the
company at the above mensurplus of feed foods, the shown at- the Iowa State Fair this I
thousands of other different things is over, and will not be required to Sunday evening. 'Mr.' Birk had .been
arm program will be adminis- week and it did not go into the auc- tioned time.
complete his four year term in active in ill health for some time and a
If anyone in this territory is inter- grown or made by the people of Iowa. service.
under the first of five plans tion ring.
couple of months ago received inOver
$120,000
in
cash
prizes
will
be
The grand champion steer had been ested, they should contact the county paid in these competitive departments I Four classes pf service in the United juries in an automobile accident.
by the United States departon full feed since the first of Nbvem- employment office in Atlantic at once, during the coming eight days from' States Naval Reserve need men urChristian Birk, a son of Nicholi and
t agriculture, Loveland said.
payment for compliance with tn
ber and made'a gain of 630 pounds since or write the Iowa State Employment August 22 through August 29.
gently today. They are Class V-3, Christina Birk, was born Aug. 5, 1881,
,. -^ioi
olWmar,*., -,;n
ground corn.
corn, Service, 8 North Main Street, Council
j's
special ninn
crop allotments
will *t time. It was fed on ground
Friday will be children's day, with which includes radio and communi- at Christianfielt, Denmark. When
trinity
mixture
and
alfalfa.
Hay
and Bluffs, Iowa.
tingent on fully achieving the
free admission for all boys and girls cations; V-5, aviation; V-6, for trade a young man 23 years of age he
serving goal set up for the oats formed a portion of its ration
under 15 years of age. The main specialists or men desiring trade or came to this country, since which time
the first of the year. The calf was FOOTBALL PRACTICE
entertainment program opens that vocational training; and V-7, fleet of- this community has been his home. At
Atlantic in 1905 he was united in
|ie plan selected for Iowa, this born March 10,1940.
TO START NEXT WEEK afternoon with national championship ficers.
Everett Daugard also showed the
A more detailed outline of each class- marriage to Katherine\ Gadeberg.
I be "devoting a minimum of
auto races, and that evening with the
All high school boys who will at- first presentation of the huge musical fication can be secured from the Tri- Five children were born to this union.
26 per cent of.T the cropland first prize Berkshire boar this year,
the
prize
winning
purebred
Hamptend
the Anita public schools this year extravaganza, "Music on Wings." Sat- bune's Navy editor or from the U. S. They are: John Birk of Harlan and
| farm to conserving Ciops durshire buck and the purebred Hamp- are asked by Allen Colbert, football urday will be "Thrill Day," featuring Navy recruiting station at Carroll.
Mrs. Raymond Dressier, Mrs. Fred
! entire 1942 crop year."
Dressier, Walter and Louis Birk, all
shire
ewe.
He
has
been
a
winner
of
coach,
to
report
at
the
school
house
Capt. F. F. Frakes, crash pilot, and a
the 1942 program, Loveland
of Anita.
ied further, minimum soil con- many livestock prizes in 4-H club work next Monday afternoon at 2 o'clock corps of daredevils in an entire after- PLANTING OF WHEAT
Those left to mourn his death, beEARLY IS DANGEROUS sides
goals have, been designated during the last several years. He, at which time football practice will noon of thrill features.
start.
his wife and five children, are
his
brother,
Emmert,
and
his
father,
Other
headline
state
fair
events
durabout more conservation on
two
grandchildren;
two sisters, Mrs.
The
first
game
on
Anita's
schedule
Henry
Daugard,
have
been
fine
boostFarmers
who
hesitate
to
delay
their
ing the coming week will be: Auto
,1 farms and to encourage proPete Johnson of Anita and Mrs. Chris
this
year
is
with
GriswOWon
Sept.
ers
of
the
4-H
work
in
Cass
county.
fall
wheat
planting
until
after
the
races,
Sunday,
Aug.
24;
rodeo
and
i of commodities needed under
13th., there. This will be a night game. horse races, Monday through Wednes- fly-free date because they are afraid Hoegh of Brayton; and four brothers
Jfense program.
OVER
300
FAMILIES
IN
day, Aug. 25, 26 and 27; "Thrill Day," of getting a poor stand are taking an and two sisters who live in Denmark.
> these minimum goals replace
Mr. and Mrs. Anson Karns of Rey- Thursday, Aug. 28, and the finals of even bigger risk of getting a poor crop
Mr. Birk became a naturalized citiI depleting allotments in most CASS GET MATTRESSES nolds, 111'., are visiting in Anita this
this year if they-plant early, accord- zen of the United States in 1914. He
the
national
championship
auto
races,
I country, total allotments are
ing to E. S. Dyas, Iowa State college also was a member of Holy Cross
New cotton mattresses, construct- week at the home of his parents, Mt. Friday, Aug. 29.
ained in surplus feed proand Mrs. Henry Karns, and with other
Evangelical Lutheran church in Anita.
extension agronomist.
ed
by
the
families
now
using
them,
areas, including Iowa, the AAA
Funeral services will be held ThursDyas
points
out
that
the
Hessian
have been delivered to 324 homes in relatives and friends.
Miss Opal Richter of Kahoka, Mo.,
said.
fly constitutes a serious threat to Iowa day afternoon at 2 o'clock at the Holy
Cass county, Clair D. Becker, AAA
is
visiting
here
with
relatives
and
m, crop allotments will be
Ernest B. Ford, superintendent of
wheat this year and asserts that early- Cross Evangelical Lutheran church
the Anita Municipal Utilities, was in friends.
fined for corn, wheat and
planted fields not only encourage their in Anita and will be in charge of Rev.
allotment
has »>.vu . , , . .
, The
*.«* wheat
.
,
- i Waterloo, Iowa, the first of this week
nu»..i, »
UVvu«»'» iu»o
LJ.i.r.
Neil Johnson,, was in Kansas City, own destruction but endanger the fields H. G. Belsheim, pastor of the church.
1372,732 acres, and the others , ™g Administration through.the Specia wh€re he attended fte convention of
A short service will be held at the
Mo.,
several days during the past of the entire community.
[established later.
Programs Division of the Agricultural the League of Iowa Municipalities.
dome at 1:30 o'clock. Interment will
At
any
rate
there's
little
need
to
week where he was attending to busifrom the establishment of •Adjustment Administration, cottonand He algo visited relatiyes m fcd
be made in Evergreen cemetery.
worry
about
a
light
stand
from
the
ness matters.
soil conserving goals, the'*"*111* fo* the mftresses amved ln 'dence, Iowa.
later
planting
if
proper
precautions
•« .« it
Cass county several months ago. Since
T
ogram -m Iowa
will follow Jtljat
. u _ i ,..__ *,__.,.„
_,._.„. f.
are taken—if the seedbed is properly CASS HEALTH CHAMPS
s.._
to receive
Mr. and Mrs. William Ferry, Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Vernice Mefford of
the current program. Maxi- "T" time,
"l"T' families
"""""» eligible
—»«•«>•«
—Neosho,
Mo.,
spent
several
days
here
j
prepared
and good resistant varieties
NAMED AT 4-H FAIR
the mattresses were 8elected and work
and children of East Moline, 111.,
byments,for soil building prac-,
are sown.
during
the
past
week
visiting
her
was
begun
making
them.
Material
visited
the
first
of
the
week
in
Anita
11 be substantially the same T
"' *
"""""» -"-•"• -»-..-. viai[eu tne nr8T, OI ine weeK m Anua
Theresa Cullen, 16, Wiota, and
When winter wheat is to be plantjj '
w,.«^** * . , , - .
for 495 mattresses was received m this a t the home of Postmaster and Mrs. grandmother, Mrs. Effie Steinmetz,
Fletcher
Nichols, 18, of the Fletcher
ed
where
a
small
grain
crop
has
been
An*i-M4-<tv
<tn sili win4-t*>Aact
rr
f\f\ /"•> L. _„_„ f\
C<
*i.L. _„
;j_i_
•_ it
and other relatives and friends.
county,
each mattress v*A/vnii*in
requiring
50
George 0. Smither
and] with
other
harvested this year, the field should be Chapel vicinity south of Atlantic, are
pounds of cotton and 10 yards of tick- relatives and friends. He is a cousin
•Miss Otellia Petersen has returned disked now to germinate whatever the new 4-H health champions of Cass
)R SALES SHOW ing.
of Mrs. Smither.
to
her home in Anita after spending seed may be lying on the ground. The county, it was announced Friday folJHT DROP HERE Through the cooperation of the Iowa
several
weeks attending . summer field should then be plowed about the :owing completion of work of examState Extension Service, instructions ! Mr. and Mrs. Larry Morehouse, who
school
at
Simpson
college. Miss Peter- middle of September, or a couple of ining the club girls and .boys. The
sales at the 175 Iowa state were given various 'farm men and have been spending the summer at
weeks before the beginning of the two champions will represent the
Btores in July $opwed a de- j women in the county on the proper the home of Dr. and Mirs. G. M. sen will return there in September.
county in the state fair health contest.
fly-free dates.
[of $138t679.82 dver the pre- procedure in making the mattresses. • Adair, spent a couple of days the past
The girl's health champion is the
R.
W.
(Mick)
Forshay
left
Sunday!
'The
ground
should
be
smoothed
im| month, according to the regu- Later work centers were established week at Wichita, Kan., making ardaughter of Mirs. Bernard Cullen of
morning
for
New
York
City
where
he,
mediately
following
the
plowing
oppthly bulletin issued this week at the city hall in Atlantic and the rangements for living quarters. Mr,
Wiota and a member of the Benton'
Iowa Liquor 'Control Commis- county maintenance building west o f , Morehouse will be an assistant physi- is attending a conference of officers ' eration, and it should be thoroughly Sunshine 4-H club. She will be a
this week of the National Association | disked and harrowed just prior to
Sallonage sales in July, 1941, Anita. Here families to whom mat- cal education professor at Wichita
senior at the Ottumwa high school
seeding.
ed to July, 1940, however, tress materials were allowed worked University during the coming schoolof Insurance Agents. Mr. Forshay is
this fall. Second in the girls* division,
Recommended
varieties
of
fall
wheat
vice president of the association.
a shrap increase of 85,586 until their mattress or mattresses were year
for Iowa are lowin, lobred 73, Neb red was Florence Neiens of £he Benton
I completed. This mattress program | •=
and Kawvale. The variety used will, Sunshine club and third was Maxine
I at the local, store for the offered material to any rural family j
of course, vary with the type of soil Udo of the Eldeen club of Pymosa
(amounted to $3,244.43 while in needing mattresses and having an inand the purpose for which the wheat township.
Fletcher, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
totaled $8,448.09. This was .come of less than $500 per year. A
is grown.
ase in business of $198.66. mattress was alowdd for every two
lowin is a good yielder, quite winter Nichols, ia a member of the Fletcher
es this year were, however, persons, with a maximum of three
hardy, but on a very rich soil has a Chapel Cubs 4-H club. Robert Mc' higher than July, 1940, sales, to a family.
I
tendency to lodge. On a rich soil, Dermott, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. B. McVALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
«port shows that sales at other j Latest report from the state office,
therefore, Dyas says that lobred 73 Dermott of Benton township, was
d stores in this part of the Mr. Becker states, shows that 18,446
probably is a better variety to plant. second and John Becker, son of. Mr.
as follows: Atlantic,*^,- J mattresses have been constructed by ;
Kawvale has been rather successful in and Mrs. Gail Becker of Union townMrs. Grimes
Creston, $7,632.69; CarroU, 16,045 families in Iowa. Total matsoutheastern Iowa but it is a semi-soft ship, was third.
16-oz. Can — 2 For
Miss Cullen's score was 99.15%
4; Red Oak, $4,761.25; Harlan, tress production under this program
wheat and sometimes is not acceptable
9; Adel, $1,609.89; Audubon, in the United States, to date, is 2,to millers. In western Iowa where the and Mr. Nichols" score was 98%.
Cuban Sliced — No. 2 Can
6; Stuart, $2,412.68;. Winter- 863,080. 55 cotton comforters have
seed shortages exist, Dyas says it may
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Johnson of Rolla,
023.48; Avoca, $1,89&.70; Gris- been made by 50 families in Cass
be possible to obtain seed of the Nebred
Mo., were week end visitors at the
|tl,439.78; Villisca, $1,819.04; county Wer the supplemental feature
variety in Nebraska.
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
«. $3,07.9.20; Greenfield, -$3,- of the mattress program. Cass county
Bats
Assorted 5c Bars — 3 For
is one of the 27 counties in the state
Mr. and Mrs. V. C. McCoy of Glen- John C. Jenkins.
i and Walnut, $3,800.90.
"^
that has taken advantage of this prowood, Iowa, spent Sunday in Anita
Miss Patricia Williams left this
visiting at the home of Dr. and Mrs.
j. Joseph, Mo., gram. Each family is allowed one
Wednesday)
morning for Baltimore,
'he week end hire visiting at comforter for each mattress received.
C. H. Johnson.
ne
[d., aftep spending several weeks
of his parente, Mr. and Mrs. The comforters, requiring 4 pounds
Miss Rose Smith of Manchester, isiting here at the home of her paragner.
j of cotton and 10 yards of percale, iwere
Iowa, has returned to her home after nts, Dr. and Mrs. P. T. Williams.
' made at the construction centers.
spending several days here visiting
"d Mrs. Ernest Burke and
_
Sgt. E. J. Johnson and wife of
d
her cousin, Harley Miller and family.
Mrs. Gail Burke and son, j Mrs. Lulu Gotch of Iowa City, Iowa,
Great
tockton,
Cal., spent Saturday in Anita
Northern — 2 Pounds
have returned to their homes js^ visitaag here at the home of her
Miss Hilda Hiatt of Richland, Iowa, ith his uncle, G. A. Johnson, and his
'er spending the past week at sister, Mrs. G. M. Adair and family.
commercial instructor in the Anita unts, Mrs. Frankie Morrical and Mrs.
ft
••
Plain and Sandwich
: public schools, tendered her resignation •iussie Lowenthal. Sgt. Johnson is a
—
I (Miss Lois Cowden of Casey spent a
LOOKieS Three Varieties — 2 Pounds
| to the school board the first of the nember of the air corps and an inMrs. Chester A. Long left couple of days in Anita last week
! week. As yet the board has not named tructor in blihd flying.
.f°r Havana, 111., where they visiting her sister, Miss Marjone OowPwr
Island
Palm
—
Gayla
—
Fairy
her successor.
ir daughter/Mrs. Lewis Mar- den.
The Anita fire department was callf
5 Bars
amil y . The two families are ,
——, ft
d to the Chas. Heck farm home north
A
general
rajn
fell
in
this
com« *e week at a lake resort i William Richter of Des Momes left
munity Saturday night and in the f here Tuesday morning when the
! Monday after spending several days
Segments In Syrup
early hours of Sunday morning total- ght plant in the home caught fire,
^"
. '
Ihere visiting at the home of Mr. and
2 No. 2 Cans
ing 1.5 inches. The precipitation was lowever, before they arrived, Mrs.
J.'11 ^'ted left Monday for Mrs. Chas. Karns.
^
much need here due to the lack of leek had extinguished the blaze by
Growing flour on the flames.
1
moisture the past few weeks.
New Crop — 6 Pounds
a

r

BRIARDALE

13c
17c
lOc

Pork and Beans

- 6 For
Coconut Rolls Bakery
- pint jar I9c
Salad Dressing

°koboji.

;

_

Soap
Grape Fruit

M

1

Mrs. Albert Evinger and Ed.

and

and

days visiting a brother of Mrs. Shers J

- V.
Mrs.

of Guthrie iey.

of |

eturned
Mr. and Mr*. Homer Mary
Mr,. MillhOllin
nere
for a more extended sota
her nu««.
home at
to ner
!turn to
- Wrightstown,
ret'
'. J., in a few days
i2?.,lMra- Bert Johnson and
lid.
Mrs Evan F. Reynolds and son
and ^Howard, *and Arlo
Kansas City, Mo., are
leiurned to their Jipmes Evan
, "Pending a week yiaiting
Montana and Colorado.
. F. Kama, and other
J«yed a trip through Yeltives and friends.
HV(*

-t,f.A

Fine Large Striped
Each

Watermelons
A Million Little Cleaners In
A Can — Each
Perfex
Cheese and Tomato Sauce
Spaghetti With Briardale
— 2 Cans

25c
23c
25c
39c
25c

Hershey's — Pound Can

- -

Sweet Potatoes

Nanc Halls

y

- 5-|bs- 25c

The regular monthly meeting of the
Greater Anita Club was held Friday
vening in the basement of theWIoly
}ross Evangelical Lutheran church.
A 6:30 o'clock chicken dinner was
served by the ladies of the church
which was followed by the business
Between 2BQ and 300 people at- meeting.
Jended the chicken supper sponsored
Mrs. R. N. Bissell and son, Keith,
by St. Mary's parish Sunday evening
M. V. Lalley of Adair, Mrs. Clyde Fal and' Royce Bissell, wife and three
eoner of Anita and Miss Rita Frieun( children returned to their homes here
of Earling, Iowa, were the winner Monday after spending several days
of the three grand prizes., It is re at Arnolds Park, Iowa, visiting their
ported that over $285.00 was take son and brother, Olin Bissell and famin from the dinner, the stands and th ily. They also spent several days at
Hurley, S. D., visiting relatives.
'sale of prize tickets.
Mrs. Minnie Reed and Mrs. W.
Patrick of Glendale, Cal, and R. J.
Casson of Minneapolis, Minn., spent
the week end in Anita visiting at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Merchant.
Mrs. Reed is Mr. Merchant's mother.
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Crawford's Clover Farm Store

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 * * *
4 CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH *
4
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
*
4 * * * 4 4 * * 4 4 4 4 *
Church school, 40 a. m.
Service of worship, 11 a. m. OUT
theme will be, "An Important Distinction." Are we to • distinguish between Christianity and. life as it is
lived all around us everyday? Is
there such a thing as a wordly life
that may not be regarded as Christian ?
What did Jesus mean when he said to
his desciples, "Ye are the light of
the world, a city set on a hill cannot
be hid?"
The ladies will serve a noon-day
dinner Thursday.

DEFENSE BOND
QUIZ.

Q. Where should I keep my Defense
Savings
Bonds?
'
Phone 29
We Deliver
A In a safe place, because they
have value which constantly increases.
If you wish, the Treasury Department
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
or any Federal Reserve Bank will hold
them in safekeeping for you without
GREEN CUP COFFEE, pound
24c
charge, giving you a receipt
Q. Does an album filled with Stamps
PORK AND BEANS, 2 No. 2y2 cans
20c
automatically become a Bond that will
DOG FOOD, Pal, 4 cans
19c
pay interest and mature in 10 years.
A. No. The completed album must
PEAS, Glendale, 2 cans
25c
be exchanged for a Bond. Regardless
of the amount of money you have inMARSHMALLOWS, Hostess, pound
14c
vested in Stamps, they will not bear
interest until they are in the form of
COCOA, Glendale, 2-lb. box
22c
Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Chadwick and a Bond or Bonds.
VINEGAR, 45 grain cider, gallon
.25c daughter, Lola, are visiting relatives Note.—To buy Defense Bonds and
at Decatur, Iowa, this week.
Stamps, go to the nearest post office,
CORN, vacuum pack Golden Bantam, 2 cans . . . . 29c
bank, or savings and loan association;
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Jarchow andor write to the Treasurer of the
FRENCH DRESSING, 8-oz. bottle
15c children
of Hawkeye, Iowa, and Mr. United States, Washington, D. C.,
and Mrs. Marvin Fox of Oelwein, Iowa, for a mailorder form.
— CANNING PEACHES —
visited a couple of days last week
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Harley
The Misses Freda and Jane Scholl
Miller. The ladies are nieces of Mr. of Stuart were Sunday guests of
Among the selections from the Miller.
their mother, Mrs. Dosha V. Scholl
Christian Science-textbook is the folThe Holy Cross -Evangelical LuthDean Arnett, Walter Hagen and
Established 188S.
owing:
eran church ladies aid 'society met Norman Porch were in Iowa City SunPublished Every Thursday and Entered
"The Scriptures Imply that God is Thursday afternoon in the church day visiting Carol Porch, who is a
at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, u All-in-all. From this it follows that basement with Mrs. Thomas Rathman patient at the University hospital
Second Class Mail Matter.
iothing possesses reality nor existence and Mrs. John Rathman as hostesses. They were accompanied home by Miss
Cecil G. Bndd
'.
Editor xcept the divine Mind and His ideas. Ten members and two visitors were Jean Dement and Miss Alyce Walker
The Scriptures also declare that God present. Following the meeting a who had been visiting in Iowa City for
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Year s Spirit" (p. 331).
lunch was served by the hostesses.
several days.
Official Town and County Newspaper
Member of National Editorial
Association, and
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WE

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND
SUNSHINE HI-HO. poun4
PEACHES, halves^ Np. 10^
UKAHAOT
honey flavor «
GRAHAM ^i*Av***«g«*»*fi£*uu,
CRACJ
MACKEREL, Haremat, 16*2. can, 3 for
GLOSS •»*<»w»«*|
\jjlAJSX?
STARCH, v-*ir*
3-1^ «"*•«IJI~»>.»«P^ ,
COFFEE, Sun Up, a coffee known for its quaiitV
packed in economic afe* and waterproof
bags, pound
«•»•«.........
«.
>rcf TOWELS.
'_""il
PAPER
TOWELS, 3 rolls
Fresh Fruits
es In Season
%

Miss Kathryn Weimer, daughter.
Dr. and Mrs. P. D. Weimer, has', ^
rolled in the Grand Island Busines*
School at Grand Island, Neb., whe*e,
she will take a complete' business,
training course specializing in civil
service. She was accompanied there
by her parents last week and after
making proper arrangements, they
went to Sidney, Neb., where they visited Dr. Weimer's brother, Don Weimer
and family, for several days before
returning to Anita. Miss Weimer
started to school Monday.

pick them
promptly.
New steel water
body at your service
• Phone 257
ANITA, IOWA

WANT THRILLS 1
if CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST 4
•f
C. R. Neel, Pastor.
*
•f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f
Sunday School at 10 a. m.
Church worship and communion
at 11 a. m.
The ladies of the church will serve
their regular dinner Wednesday noon.

•f HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL
•f
LWHERAN CHURCH
•f
H.TJ. Belsheim, Pastor.
4
+

+

-t

4

•*

+

.;+

• » • >

+

•*•

+

+

Sunday School and Adult Bible
Class at 9:30 a. m.
Divine services at 10:30 a. m.
Sunday school teachers meet at the
church at 2:00 o'clock Friday after
noon.
The*-congregation will meet Friday
evening at 8:00 o'clock at the churc]
to practice the full Lutheran Order
of Service.
Highland church—
Divine services at 7:30 p. m.

f

t + -f -f •»>*• -t- > 4 -f -f •«•
+
MF3«f6DIST CHURCH
* , 'Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
*• + • * • • * • • * • • * • • * • • « • • « • • # • • * • • *
' Church School at 10 a. m. Lee K
Nichols, acting superintendent.
Church worship at 11 a. m. with the
sermon by the pastor on, " A Mark
of Discipleship."
The Cass County Methodist Youth
Fellowship wil! meet at Sunnysid
p&rk in Atlantic Sunday afternoon at
2:80 p. m. for a picnic, picnic super
and sunset program. James Miller
will have charge of the program. Each
one is asked to take his own service
plus sandwiches, a covered dish anc
dessert for his own needs. We will
leave from the church at 2 p. m.
The church board of education and
the church school teachers will meet
Wednesday evening at 8 p. m. at the
Lester King home.
The Woman's Society of Christian
Service will hold its general meeting
in the- church Friday afternoon at
2:30. Mrs. Ed. Newton will review
the Christian Advocate, Mrs. Mame
Malcolm will review the World Outlook and Mrs. Albert Karns will review the Methodist Woman. Visitors
are welcome.
A good 25c dinner will be served
Friday noon in the church dining room
by Circle No. 1 of the Woman's Society. The menu includes: ham loaf,
mashed potatoes and brown gravy,
creamed corn, cabbage salad, iced tea,
home made ice cream and cake. Everyone is cordially invited.

+

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.

•»

"•Mind" will be the subject of the
Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of
Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, August
The Golden Text is from I Corinthians 2:16, "Who hath known the
mind of the Lord, that he may instruct him?"
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quotations from the Bible and from the
Christian Science textbook, "Science
and Health with Key to the Scriptures" by Mary Btrker Eddy.
One of the Bible citations reads:
' "Praise ye the Lord: for it is good
to sing- praises unto our Coxl; for
it is pleasant; and praise is comely.
Great is our Lord, and of great power:
hia" understanding w is infinite" (Ps
147-.1, 5).

CATAPULTING A PLANE INTO
SPACE takes nerves of steel and
split-second accuracy. These Navy
men work together like a cham-

pionship> football team. Courses in
all branches of aviation are now
being offered to you by the U. S.
Navy. They qualify you to become

a skilled pflot, navigator, radio
expert, gunner, or aerial photographer. In fact, you can learn any
one of 45 trades.

THE U. S. NAVY HAS PLENTY FOR YOU!
Do things seem dull around town for you?
Do you feel tied down by your job? Here's
your chance to lead the most thrilling life in
the world... and get paid for it! A chance
to serve your country too. For Uncle Sam's
new Two-Ocean Navy has ships and planes
which are unequalled by those of any other
nation in the world.

For those who enlist in the Navy there is A
wide variety of fascinating work, including
everything from aviation to engineering. Pictured here are a few of the thrills that are
everyday occurrences in the life of a Navy
man. They're open to you right now if you've
reached your 17th birthday.

ON SHORE- i i r a s f w

of a Navy launch, the coxswain •team bluejackets
ashore. If you want to travel... WaikikL South America, South Seas , . . the Navy'a where you belong!
THAT TBAV£
»
I- AT 45
MILES PER HOUR! It takes a cool head
and keeneyes to operate this new bulletahaped PT Torpedo Boat. You've seen
them in the newsreel throwing up great
waves of spray on either side. But how
would you like to handle one? Your
Navy needs men with the stamina to
tackle this job! Have you got it?

ACT HOW!
MANNING AN ANTI-AIRCRAFT GUN is real sport
—if you know how to handle one. Each man has
his station—and a job to do. If be does it correctly, the gun-crew functions as a single man—
with deadly accuracy and superhuman speed.
LOADING A 2000-LB. TORPEDO into a tube aboard
a crack destroyer calls for dramatic action. The
Navy can train you to become a torpedoman.

HERE'S HOW!

(No Obligation)
. . . get the Freefflustratedbooklet called "
in the Navy." It gives you valuable facts. If you
17 or over (high school education not necessary), all y°u
need do ia to ask the Navy Editor of this newspaper.
TELEPHONE HIM, or fill in the coupon below and give to
to nun at this newspaper's office. Or mail the coupon to
nun, either in an envelope or pasted on a penny po«ta»
card.

WEAR THIS BADGE OF HONORI if after
reading the fee* booklet you decide to
apply for a pjac* in the Navy, yw *""
receive this smart lapel-emblem. It w »
badge of boner you wflFbe proud to weav

* SERVE YOUR COUNTRY
* BUILD YOUR FUTURE
* GET IN THE NAVY NOW

Tear out and take or Mod tU» coupon
to the Navy Editor of tfcto
Without any obligation on my past whatsoever, please send
me fr^ booklet, "Lifi. in the Navy."giving faB detailfl»bc.ut
«» opportunities for men in the Navy or Naval Reserve.
Name,
Addw,ea.

d&tL&is&aZai.

THE SUNNY SIDE OF
Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
ONE OF TWE. PIECES OF BROKEN .B? \'LL SAV fl"
FOL-e RAD FALLEN ASAIN^T HAL'S WIRE
£>)£ » VA/HV,
ALMOST
J2EADV TO
FALL CNBfe - I

ogOON AFTEPV^ARPS, HAL DID .HIS
?«., <• A-n/MjAi--AI inp- POR HFE , <?UiTE
HAO PUNNED

CONSCIOUS HM-M *VM
TO GET HIM To
HOSPITAL ATONCB!'

LALA PALOOZA

By RUBE GOLDBERG

A Bull's Eye

PROB'LY THE
DECENT
BATH I'LL
EVER G

•^••MWM

SIS,THE INCOME \
TAX MAN WENT
\
AWAY AN*
LEFT HIS REPORT y

GLUB!

G

news, to w

™ your diet
orange juice
strawberries are all rich in

'

• « •

DoMtaU mean expensive m
new 32-page booklet su
yet

•>BEADER-HOME SEE
•35 Sixth Avennc
New 7
Enclose 10 cents In coin
COW of VITAMINS TO KEEP

^^

INDIGESTI
• ; _ whatDoctorsdoforlt
--

By CM. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP—What to Do in Case of Two Lunches
HAP
LUNCM6.S
OOMPF ASKED ME
TO COME T3AC* *
FOR LUNCH A6AW

_ the IiitMt
ut Uke the
"-»ni taday. If thi
-MW better, rttora
money buck. 25e. itill
Bearing Reproof
Fear not the anger of
to raise; Those best can!
proof who merit praise.

TNWICE.ISNT
Cranky?
Can't si
easily?
distress etui
functional disturbances?
Lydla B. Pinkham's V
pound.
Plnkhun'B Compound li
torreUerlngpalnof

MESCAL IKE
*^|iiT"
^XXA
LOAM

ey S.LHUNTLEY

Pa Knows All the Answers

Headless, BeaitN
QUIT
UOUNIDIMG

POP—Pain in the Purse Now

WHAT'S THE TROUBLE,
POP?SAME OLD

tlva mefllclTiBe you
for tal» purpose —
/or «k>m«k WORTH

By J. MILLAR WATT
MO, DOC, I'VE
.
GOT A NEW ONE /

COMPLAINT

YOUR
BILL

I

THE
SPORTING
HING

UNG
ARMSTRONS
ooif h tot Ul« |i»«dad U f**4 *n*a(k toi htm."

OUTRAGEOUS

Bigotry has no head and
think, no heart and canwl
Daniel O'Connell.
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BY THE WAY

Smith's

By L. F. M.
-Most heard greeting this week:
Wasn't that a swell rain we had the
other night? Ye,, if «t had onlycome a little sooner.^

Froqil Out-Sell* All
Others in thl» Market!
Buy your Froqil oil heater NOW
'during our big August Sale . . .
b«at advancing prices! No down
payment required if you buy
now! New 1942 model* with the
exclusive Hot-Blast Down-Draft
principle that save* fuel! Come
in today!

Froqil is America $
Most Beautiful Heater!

THIH9 USS Oil!

Dement implement Co.
ANITA, IOWA

ANITA MARKETS.

PHONE 303

FRIDAY AND SATlffcDAY SPECiALs
MARJORETTE COIFPEE, pound bag
PEAS, Harvest Inn, 2 No, 808 cans
large pkg.
OXYDtfL, 2 large packages
DREFT, large package
DOMESTIC OIL SARDINfcS, 4 cans . . . .
BRAN FLAKES, JackSprat, 15-oz. package
MARASCHINO CHERRIES, koz. jar
BEVERAGES, 3 f&M. Bottles

The phlox and lilies are out in all
their jrlory right now. And did you
ever smell anything half so sweet as
the ^old-band lily? The long dry
spell just about fixed our glads.

Beat The Price Rise —
Buy Your Froqil NOWI

William Millhollin, Lawrence Hofmeister, Jr., and Merlin Holland, all
| of Ames, spent the week end at their
respective homes here.

A friend of ours told us recently
that she had been given a box of
glad bulbs too late to set out for
blossoms this year and asked our
advice as to their disposal. So we
asked one whom we feel is an author
ity on flowers and she tells ua to go
ahead and plant the bulbs and leave
them in the ground unti ' digging time
even if they won't bloom this year as
they will be storing up food for next
year's flowers. If Goldie seea this pass
t on to Lillian.
* * •
Did you hear "Josh Higgins" on
the program broadcast from Cedar
Falls Sunday? "Josh" and John Burg,
the emcee on the show, were old
friends of ours back in our pre-sehoolteaching days. Gov. Wilson told a
good joke on himself on the same
program. He said that one time years
ago, when he was out campaigning
and thought he needed plenty applause,
ae slipped a dollar bill to a man in
the audience and said, "Now when
Wilson talks, give him lots of applause." Pretty soon it was Wilson's
turn to speak, but there was no
cheering. Finally the man who got
the bill yelled out, "We want Wilson."
Someone else told him to shut up that
it was Wilson talking, but he says,
"No, it ain't. That's the guy that
give me a dollar to yell for Wilson."

FROM OUR OLD FILES

(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
Eggs, cash dozen
22c
ITEHS OF THIRTY VURS AGO
Eggs, in trade, dozen
23c
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Heires and daughEggs, Specials
26c ter, Carol, of Carroll, Iowa, spent SunAugust 24, 1911.
Eggs, No. 1
23c
Winnie Hendricks is the new c]erk
Eggs, No. 2
21C day in Anita visiting her sister, Mrs.
John Schaake and husband, her brothHens, over 6-lbs
16c er, Frank Stager and family, and in the A. D. Bullock store.
Hens, 4 to 5-lbs
13c their daughter and sister, Patsy, who J. H. Trimmer sold six head of
He»s, under 4-lbs. <fe Leghorns, .lie is visiting at the Schaake and Stager horses to a Red Oak horse buyer
last week for $1,285.00.
Springs, over 5-lbs. ...'.,,
I6c homes here.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Reed are t
Springs, 4 to 5-lbs
14c
parents of an eleven pound boy born
Springs, under 4-lba. & Leghorns. 13c
Mrs. Harold Giles has returned to
Roosters, Ib
10C her home northeast of here from a to them at their home Saturday.
Allan (Hayter went to Des Moines
Ducks, Ib
'..'.'.'.'. 8c I hospital in Des Moines where she had
Saturday afternoon where he will
Geese, Ib
gc
I been a patient for several weeks folPigeons, live, dozen
50c j lowing a major operation. Mrs. Giles purchase repairs for his steam engine
Cream, sweet
ggc I is reported to be getting along nicely j 'Miss Goldie Watkins has gone to
Cream, No. 1 sour
36c I but is still confined to her bed most I Des Moines where she will spend a
.few weeks in the wholesale millinery
Cream, No. 2 sour
34c I of the time.
stores. .-.;
.
Yellow corn, No. 2
60c
"Bill"
Burkhart,
the
right hand man
Oats, No. 2, new or old
30c The Past Matrons club met Monday
at the Carl (Milliard blacksmith shop
Wheat, No. 1
„
( afternoon at the home of Mrs. Lawis off on a vacation and is spending1
rence Hofmeister on Chestnut Street. most of his time at Lenark, 111.
The annual Demming family re- Mrs. Herbert Bartley was assisting
A Rock Island passenger train left
union was held recently in Keystone hostess. Seventeen members were
the
tracks about three miles east oi
park in Anita. A fried chicken dinner present and roll call was a poem. A
Adair
Thursday delaying train trave
was served at noon, following which social afternoon was spent by the
about
ten
hours. iMiss Ruby Brewer
a social afternoon was spent by those ladies, following which a lunch was
was
one
of
the passengers on the train
present. New officers for the coming served by the hostesses.
and
outside
of being shook up a little
year were elected aa follows: Harold
and
having
a
good scare, is all right.
Toepfer, president; Charles Beecher,
The annual family reunion of the
In
accordance
with the terms of
vice president; and Doloris Wohlleber, Abram S. Johnson family was held
d.eal
that
has
been
under consideration
secretary and treasurer. Those who recently in Des Moines. A basket
attended were: Fred .Wohlleber and dinner was served at noon followed for some time past, the details of
family, Joe Strickland and family and by a business meeting and the taking which were finally settled Thursday,
Joyce Carper of Exira; Avery Steph- of pictures. Those who attended were: the Anita Tribune has been sold to
enson and wife and Waunita Arnburg, George Johnson and wife of Chicago; the Tribune Publishing Co. Under the
Adair; W. E. Scott and wife, McClel- J. S. Johnson and family, Guernsey; new proprietorship, Walter F. Budd
land; Wayne White and wife, Ham'.in; G. C. Johnson, Dexter; R^E. Bellus will assume the duties of editor, pubJames Leslie and family and Peter and wife and W. B. Spangler and lisher and manager.
Scott, Jr., and wife, 'Cumberland; Mrs. family, Jefferson; H. E. Dickson and
'Mrs. M. A. Trumbull and son and
Nellie Lawless and son, Council Bluffs; family, Menlo; Mrs. O. L. Saxton and Albert (Bud) Kaskey of Manson, Iowa,
Harold Toepfer and family, Lewis; daughters, Wiota; and Robert Saxton spent Saturday afternoon in Anita
and Peter Scott, Sr., and wife, Reuben and family, G. A. Johnson, Mrs. Frank- visiting at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Scott and family, Charles Beecher and ie Morrical and Mrs. Gussie Lowen- Cheater A. Long,
family, Felix Scott and family, Mrs. thal, Anita. Guests present were;
Essie Anderson and son, Cecil Steph- Billy Perkins of Jefferson; Mrs. Lafe
Mrs. Lewis Woods is a patient at
enson and wife a'hd John Scott, all of Morrison and family, Casey; and the Atlantic hospital where on SatAnita.
Charles Smith and family, Anita.
urday morning she suBmitted to an
emergency operation for the removal
of her appendix. She is reported to
be recovering satisfactorily.

NOTICE
My office will be closed from Aug. 24 until
urday morning, Aug. 30, whUe I am attending the annual Palmer School of Chiropractic Homecoming
and Review Course.

B. L. MEURER, D. C.
ADAIR, IOWA.

A Paper Hat Makes a
Mighty Poor Umbrella!
And Paint That Does Half a Job Is An Equally Poor
Investment — For Your Fall Paint Job Specify

Monarch 100% Pure Paint
— Ask Us For An Estimate of Your Needs —

ROBERT SCOTT

A clever and appetizing salad was
served to us the other day. Whole
tomatoes were peeled and the insides
scooped out carefully so as to keep
the tomatoes whole. <Jelatine, in which
chopped c%lery, sweet pickle, and hare
cooked egg had been mixed, had been
cooled and poured into the tomato
cups. They were then set in the ice
box till the gelatine was firm, then
were sliced crosswise and servee
three slices for each serving, on a
bed of crisp lettuce. Mayonnaise was
served separately. When she made
the salad, our hostess used a package
each, of lime and lemon flavored gelatin powder, mixing them separately
and then filled part of the tomato
cups with the lemon flavored, a par
with lime flavored, and then mixed
what was left and filled the rest oj
the cups. We preferred the straight
lime flavor as it's got a tang all of
it's own. Try it some time.
* » *
August has a few birthdays which
should be mentioned . . . don't know
the dates but our postmaster and our
preacher are both celebrating and so
is Mrs. G. AT. DeCamp, so happy
birthday to you all!

Mrs. J. W. Budd was hostess to the
members of the Friday Bridge c 'ub
at her home on Chestnut. Street Friday afternoon. Other guests, besides
the members, were Mrs. rj. A. Gill and
Mra. Guy Steinmetz. 'High score
honors for the afternoon were held :
by Mrs. Gill and Mrs. R. W. Forshay.'
A lunch was served, following the
bridge sessions, by the hostess.

Grapes — Apples — $&j&*s- Oranges The American Legion Auxiliary will
Bw. and (Mrs. H. G
hold their regular monthly meeting turned to their home in
Triday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. William Wahlert 5n Anita,
trip through the
the United States.
Robert Scott was in Massena last
Wednesday afternoon where he
n charge of the Masonic ritualistic
service .at the funeral services for
ARE
F. D.

Mr. and,
i_
Mr. and Mrs. Noland Stockhanf
turned to their homes here Monday
vening after spending the week on a
vacation trip through western states.
The K. J. U. club of the Church of
Christ met Friday afternoon in ,the
church basement with Mrs. Elmo Exline, Mrs. Rowley Pollock, MW. Almira Rickel and Miss Stella Wilbourn
as hostesses. There were sixteen menu
bers and eight visitors present. Following the business meeting the afternoon was spent socially with a lunch
being served by the committee.

C. H. Daubendiek of Jefferson was
an Anita business caller Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Anderson of Harlan were visiting relatives and friends
in Anita Thursday.
Claude Hansen of St. Joseph, Mo.,
spent Saturday and Sunday in Anita
visiting his mother, Mrs. 0. C. Hansen, and his sister, Mrs. Hansine Johnson, and other relatives and friends.
He was accompanied home by his wife
who had been visiting here for
couple of weeks.

Mrs. John Witte was hostess to the
members of the Susie Q club at her
home in South Anita Thursday evening. Mrs. Paul Henderson was an
additional guest. The evening was
spent playing rummy with Mrs Henderson receiving high score and Mrs
Ralph Lett low score. A lunch was
served by the hostess. The next meetThe members of the LOMH club ing of the club will be Aug. 28 at the
were guests Wednesday evening o f ! home of Mrs. Lett
Miss Marian BarteTty at her home on
Walnut Street. Miss Elva Van Aernam and Miss Barbara Rhoada were
additional guests. A lunch was served \
to those present by the hostess, following which the young "Mies went
to Adair to attend a dance.

, and place cards for lc

Prat
St<
WE

The Farmers Coop,

IT IS
NEW!

FASTI
THE

MERCURY QUICK CHAI
Which Charges Tour Battery In the Modern
Approved By Leading Battery Ma&tfacturers, _
est Car Manufacturers, Society ot Automotive
gineers and Bureau of Standards, IT. S. Govern^
It Is No Longer Necessary For You To Wait
For Your Battery To Be Charged. This
Modern Approved Method Charges Yotir Battejj
the Amazing Time of 15 To 45 Minutes, Witt
Without Removing the Battery From Your''
NEW GUARANTEED
PRICED AS LOW AS THE &OWEST

0. W. Shaffer & So|
ANITA, IOWA

A

NEW A
NITA

Coolest Spot In Town

RE

Islam - MON.
San. M»t. 2:30 P;
LOOK AT THIS <
Rosemary
LANE
3 Stooges

ASONS TO
ATTEND

RIP-ROARING ACTION
GUN PLAY GALORE

GENE

AUTRY
SMILEY BURNETTE

"BACK in the
SADDLE"
I'LUS—ANDY CLYDE COMEDY
"Yankee Doodle Andy"
— Atoo —
_
"The Cute Recruit"
phone charges.'

SAI

We Invite You To See the ttew Modern Equip
Added To Our Battery D^mrtment

11J

ANITA LUMBER CO.
WE BEAT MAIL ORDER COMPETITION

•Phbne 276

We Have A Fresh SupplyOf
Genuine Semi - Solid Butteri

115-

MOI.
tame

Worms ^t|e present on
every farm and in almost
poultry flock. They
and low egg p
tolerate worms,
ROTA-C
h»ve them for you

rfttfe

THURS. . FRI. . SAT.

The bigger
drink wHh
the better
flavor!

PLAGUE OFl

Week — JUDY CANOVA
in "SJa Hopkins"

Armful. Of
Scad. Of Star
Swell Song*'
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WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

By Edward C. Wayne

'Long, Hard War* Now Being Forecast
As FDR Indicates U. S. and Britain
Will Furnish Supplies to Soviet in '42;
Vladivostok Looms as Trouble Spot

.1Fuller P
Br JERRY

V. Il

Washington, D. C.
TANK BUILDING PROGRAM
Private Performance
There was a good reason why
"And
is there any instrument
Lord Beaverbrook, ^^ca^l you can play?" asked the hostess
(EDITOR'S NOTE—Wh*> oplnteiu »r» txprtMCd In tk««* ••luuu, 1*»T
«• than *f UM B»w» MMljnrt «H net n««M«urU>~«f Ate »w«p»B»r.)
ister of supply, listed tanks as toe who was pressing a guest to en.(ReleaMd by Western Newspaper Union.)
No. 1 objective of his visit to toe tertain the party.
• •,-':?.''
U. S. He flew over largely to try
"Not away from home, he rer
to persuade our army chiefs to lend- plied.
lease him the major share of our
"That's strange. What do you
growing output.
.
play at home?"
There is sharp division to the
The guest sighed deeply as he
army over this. Armored unit com- answered:
manders have been champing at
"Second fiddle!"
the bit for the tanks now beginning
French Ambassador Gaiton HenriHaye is pictured being interviewed by
to roll off assembly lines. They
As a Beginner
.
the press following his latest conference
need toe equipment not only to team
Two cavalry recruits were having m
with Sec, of State Butt. The Ambassatheir men and officers but to keep chat.
many meal*-Bi and D,
..
...
dor assured the "Secretary that France
up morale-which sags when mod"Talking about riding," stud one. "f
has no intention of turning over the
v
tWilni a Jim-dandy
ern war machines are missing or once saw-a chap in a circus who jumped
French fleet on French colonial bases
to>. Why not have It
on
a
horse's
bach,
Moped
underneath,
simulated.
Jnrt know you'll like iti
to Germany. These assurances were
Buck privates to generals have caught hold of its tail, and finished up
part of the formal explanation of Mar• ......
griped over being forced to "play at on its neck."
shal Petain's declaration of closer
what?" retorted the other. "I did
French collaboration with Germany.
soldiering." This was one of toe all"So
that in my first riding lesion!
main causes for toe strong sentiment among citizen soldiers against
Her Prospect
NEXT:
extension of their year's service.
Father—Isn't it time you were
They
could
raise
no
enthusiasm
for
Phases of War?
continuing to train without equip- entertaining toe prospect of matriAssuming it to be correct that toe ment.
mony?
Daughter—Not quite, Dad. He
When .the American Federation of Labor street car and bus strike was jermans will be bogged down by
On toe other hand, toa general
caUed in Detroit, thousands of workers in vital defense plants had to find the advent of winter on toe eastern staff believes that it is far more vi- won't be here until eight o'clock.
other methods of getting to work from their homes. Ibis picture shows front, many were asking what toe tal to toe immediate security of toe
And Half Wrong
part of the many hundreds of busses that were idle pending the outcome next phases of toe war would be.
U, S. to let our tanks and other
It was generally agreed that the armament help hold off toe Nazis
"Jane says she thinks I'm a
of the surprise strike.
center of activity and interest would 3,000 miles from our shores.
great wit."
shift to toe Near-East, and to north"Well, she's half right, anyTOUUST
The
strategists
contend
that
a
JAPAN:
LINCOLN:
ern Africa, for the advent of whiter U. S. tank is performing infinitely way."
n toe Soviet battlefield would bring more valuable service knocking out
Australia Speaks Up
An Echo
A FAMILY
to that territory what many believed Nazis on toe torrid deserts of North
Prime
Minister
Robert
Menzies
of
Some Satisfaction
For some time after President
the
Nazi
army
had
been
waiting
for
Australia,
accusing
Japan
of
creat"Would
you
be
happy
if
you
had
Roosevelt had quoted Lincoln's
Africa, or toe bloody steppes of Russia, than using up oil in a training all the money you wanted?"
gloomy words following toe first ing all the tension that existed hi —cooler weather.
General Smuts predicted that toe camp in Texas. They favor send"I'd be happy if I had all the
year of toe Civil war, correspond- toe Far East, made a statement
ents puzzled themselves as to what which showed toat British sources Nazis.would try a huge assault in ing most of our new tanks to Britain money my creditors wanted."
interpretation could properly be put still had not given up hope of main- North Africa in September, and that for toe present, and Beaverbrook' s
Internal Use
upon them. The words (Lincoln's) taining some sort of peaceful con- it would fail.
mission is to clinch that argument.
dition in the Orient.
Some sort of activity also was
"And how did you find toe bath
were these:
British
Need.
He said, in part, "any talk by expected on toe Syrian and Turkish
"I have no word of encourageThe British need for tanks, par- salts, madam?" asked toe drugment to give. The military situa- Japan that Russia, America, Brit- front.
gist.
As to the Russo-German war, it ticularly for toe latest type, 32-ton
tion is far from bright, and toe ain, China and toe Dutch are trying
"Well, they taste very nice,"
medium
tanks,
is
extremely
urgent.
country knows it as well as I do. an encirclement of Japan is utterly was believed certain that the Nazis
said toe shopper, "but I don't
It
was
lack
of
these
that
caused
would try a blitz attack across the
The fact is, toe people have not yet untrue."
think they have toe same effect
He pointed back to toe Churchill- Dnieper river in an attempt to com- toe rout in Greece and prevents toe as a real bath."
made up their minds that we are
British from taking the offensive in
Roosevelt
conference,
and
stated
plete
toe
conquest
of
toe
Ukraine
at war with the South.
Libya and on toe continent. Also,
"They have not buckled down to that Japan's invasion of Indo China before cold weather, and that toe without medium tanks toe British
and
her
other
moves
hi
toat
direcuse
of
large
numbers
of
parachute
toe determination to fight this war
would be in desperate straits should LIQUOR ft DRUG HABITS
through, for they have got toe idea tion were aimed at creating tension, troops similar to toe attack on Crete Hitler make his feared overland. HospfteffntfoM
Stac* !*»«
and
were
unjustified.
might
be
looked
for.
into their heads toat we are going
Fnt JbUbr-AfvMw CMOIMIW
into Spain and Portugal,
Yet there was in his statement,
In fact there were dispatches move
to get out of this fix somehow by
a*^--^
across toe Strait of Gibraltar and MURRAY IMr—™'
strategy! That's toe word, strategy! as well as those emanating from that the Russian anti-aircraft fire down toe Atlantic coast of French
London,
every
indication
that
there
*""." "General MctleUah toinks he-is is a belief toe situation surrounding had shot down large German planes West Africa to Dakar.
actually carrying tanks—proof that
As Yon Live
going to whip toe rebels by strategy,
Thanks to toe U. S., toe British
is not hopeless. Many oi this had been part of toe plan toe
Serving Country
If
you
live
according to nature,
,--j and the army^has got toe same no- Japan
are
well
supplied
with
light
12-ton
observers pointed to Vladivos- Nazis have for toe invasion of
He serves his party
• •: tioh. Vjltey vhave no idea' that toe these
tanks. So far they have received you never will be poor; if accordtok as the future storm center, and Britain.
^"^*^,,lB -fe ^e carried on #id %
put that Japan's peace or war would
500, together with spare parts. ing to toe world's caprice, you serves his country bestThe only time that the Budenhy about
torooga-lby hard, tough flghting i*hatrise.or
ford B. Hayes.
These
light tanks have given a will never be rich.—Seneca.
fall on her action concerning army will have, these authorities
it wJlHnurt somebody, and no head-; toe Siberian
good
account
of
themselves.
They
port.
pointed out, to prepare to meet toe
v»
way is to be made, while this deluit is ,to VladhrbstoR; that all onslaught of toe German army un- are superior to similar German and
P^^ssuai lasts.". • , 1 > • • • . ' - • • theFor
Italian types. But mounting only
aid
for
Russia
from
the
United
. >.... T^re^dent Roosevelt wrote his own* State's and Britain must go, and al- der General Von Rundstedt, would 50-caliber guns and lightly armored,
be'that
required
by
toe
Nazis
to
headline ibver this., interview based
Japan had made some re- "mop up" such resistance points as they are no match, as, Greece and
on Lincoln's words.. txj-^r group -crf though
'
:ks
toat
she could not watch such Odessa and others in toe part cut Libya have proved^ for* medium Axis
. ... Chicago women uf |n "off the rec*
tanks. ••"' • ' .! • '
off by the pincer movement. v
" ord talk"—ai£( let i be known toat qtjletiy, 'Britlafr^fejr^les movements
•'^ *
seemed
to
he
The
chutists,
they
said,
would
be
STtiEL SHOWDOWN
t- %at; S^jlJ^as^beginhing-ib, employed -in an effort to drive Rus.•But toe new^mei} s'efw- tw»
The OPM and toe steel industry
Vladir siarjpmachine-gunners from toe east
lels-—one that -toe^Fres"
ivolve her bank of toe river, and dive bombers finally have taken drastic steps to
telling American people;
regulate supplies and increase ca(e out
:
be used to harass toe artillery pacity, but it took all kinds of nagof tHem "were going- to'-'geV liuft".
'jftioosea that •would
fbrther to toe Russian rear.
in this war; the other that he-was^ . ...WOT. ' ' '" ' '•':' :. .
ging by toe government to get them
telhng the-people that "hard, tough
to' do 'it.
" . c''
••«•'
Thejsaw Japan as holding hei
days" are ahead, and "thatthe m% hand, ^as thinking things over, anc
One of the most spectacular of'
tary situation was far from bright." toat the proper policy would be for To* Africa, Suez
,.,
these nagging sessions .{took place in
Though either of these parallels Britain and toe United States to be
A method by which American toe. OPM' board room recently and
seemed simple enough'to draw from increasingly firm, thus giving an im- fliers could ferry British war planes was attended by Eugene" Grace of
toe words of Lincoln, others pointed petus to Japanese caution.
to Suez and Africa without technical- Bethlehem 'Steel; Tom Girdler of
Coward and Hem
ithe backbone, .._ . .
to toe fact toat toe President himMenzies simply warned toe Jap- ly impairing this country's war po- Republic; Ernest Weir of < WeirThis creature man, who in his I idea like a hero.—George I
self, when talking to toe corre- anese:
ton;
Irving
Olds,
new
head
of
U.
S.
sition was found.
spondents, underlined toat portion
"Britain and toe United States
Steel, together with Ed Stettinius, own selfish affairs is a coward to I Shaw.
Pan-American Airways agreed to ,the
"the people have not made up their though one a belligerent and toe
old head; Leon Henderson;
toe delivering, hiring pilots for Knudsen;
minds" and so forth.
other a neutral, are entering into a do
and representatives from
this
purpose,
and
flying
toe
bombers
toe army, navy and maritime comAnd this, in view of toe fact that great moral partnership."
and
fighters
over
already
organized
mission.
One British commentator said Pan-American passenger' routes.
there was still a considerable antiadministration group, and toat they toat a blockade of Vladivostok "cer
The steel manufacturers immediThis showed toe advantage of ately put toe government representwere extremely vocal, and claimed tainly would bring war between
large numbers, seemed one of toe Japan and toe Western Democra well-organized air lines in time of atives on toe defensive with toe quesmore likely parallels to draw from cies." The plural seemed to include war. The Pan-American officials tion: "Well, what do you want us
pointed out how difficult toe ferrying to do? Cut off all steel to toe conthe President's echoing of Lincoln's America with Britain.
job was in view of toe fact toat toe sumer?"
words.
TRENCHES:
British had no such organized
Later in his talk with the correPrice Administrator Henderson reroutes, and toat when planes were plied
A
Letter Home
spondents the President let drop a
that such a curtailment would
delivered,
there
was
great
difficulty
With what purpose in mind it was
remark which, despite his expressed
be disastrous, that steel to toe conon
toe
part
of
toe
British
in
getting
wishes, formed the "lead" of most difficult to understand, but Berlin toe pilots back to their starting sumer could not be cut off right
of toe dispatches—that the war released a story purporting to be point.
away. Other government representpreparations were being made for it from a soldier on the eastern fron
atives hemmed and hawed. So did
But
Pan-American,
with
mail
and
to last at least until 1043.
describing in detail the difficulties
toe ship-builders. The meeting got
(•Irt.
*
Yet he had said previously that of trench warfare, on the keynote passenger routes to South America nowhere.
ftHff.
toe Russians, he believed, would "now we can tell our fathers tha and toe Near-fCast, could send the
Finally
Admiral
Emory
Land
relplanes over with hired pilots, and ative of ex-Colonel Lindbergh, but
hold out through the whiter of 1941, we, too, fought in trenches."
ANOTHER GRAND American
toat the winter, he believed, would
Although the sector was not des- fly them back to this country as no believer in his views, got up
ciutum fa dafly vojffywtfH of tiifl*'*!
see a general cessation of the fight- ignated, certain items caused toe passengers on their regularly sched- Land, chairman of the maritime
fragrant King Edward afean. F«r
ing on the east front due to weather belief that it was in toe central par uled planes, or could add more spe- commission, is a close friend of
a ml winner fo Molting pkamr*,
conditions, and toat Britain and the of the huge battlefield, where for cial transport planes to already or- Bethlehem's Eugene Grace. But
try King Bdwarf today
United States would concentrate on weeks the German advance was ganized routes, with weather reports looking at Grace and the other steel
getting aid to Russia for the opening bogged down, and where trfe hig] landing bases, fuel supplies and manufacturers, the admiral gave
of toe spring campaign in 1942.
command complained of weathe radio communications already es- them a dressing down he might have
tablished.
and road conditions.
The plan, evidently soon to be put given to his own sailors.
DAMAGE:
The soldier, writing home, told o
"I've been listening to you for
the rain and toe mud in the into effect, was another implement- two hours," he said, "and Trn fed
In Germany
ing
of
America's
lend-lease
aid
to
trenches, of shoes not taken off fo.
One of the first recent eyewitness weeks, and of the terrific danger Britain, and was seen as wiping out up with it. I don't 'know whS toe
faidt IB, or whose fault it is. But I
reports of actual damage in Ger- from Russian hand grenade and ar another bottleneck.
do know that the shipyards are four
WORLDi
many from the heavily stressed new tillery fire.
A WIDOW:
to six weeks behind because they
Royal Air force attacks was brought
Weidlich, the corporal who wrot
Though
declaring
herself
still
cer£
to London by a "returning neutral toe letter, said it was like a Punch tain that she is a widow because haven't got steel. And I also
that rf you fellows want to. you
diplomat."
and Judy show, for whenever a heac one of Josef Stalin's secret agents correct that shortage
He struck the keynote of the situ- was lifted, a grenade was hurled
ation by stating that the women of This pictured a war of position, no assassinated her husband, Mme
Trotsky, in an interview on
Hamburg, where he was stationed, one of movement, and bore out th Leon
toe
first
anniversary of her huswere consoling themselves with the Russian claim that the motorize^
statement: "Well, it's not so bad advance had been halted, at leas band's murder, expressed the
prayer toat Russia would win the
as it is in Bremen.''
in the center.
war with the Nazis.
The witness had not visited Brem
en, but he said that conditions in BUDENNY:
DETROIT:
• 1,000 MM*
Hamburg were comparable to those
The Germans in their official dis
One of America's key defense
e OaJy 4 Mbob to Jbe»
CAPITAL CHAFF
in London and other British cities patches claimed that Marsha
«Jkf» mri tmihttn dUrtot
cities, Detroit, automobile center ol
hard hit by the German bombings.
Wh.le
House
pres,
secretary
Steve
Budenny's army of toe south haHe told of whole blocks laid low, been trapped in the capture of al toe world, was badly tied up when
of rail traffic disrupted, of whole of the Ukraine west of the Oniepe toe street car and bus operators
dockyards and shipbuilding yards river, yet British sources seeniei struck hi a jurisdictional dispute insmashed, and theaters and amuse- inclined to agree with the Russiai volving one union each of the A F
of L. and the C.I.O.
ment centers in ruins.
assertions that a large part, if no
Some 400,000 factory and office
All the way from the central rail- all, of the army had been with
workers use this means of trans
road station to the town hall, the drawn in an orderly manner.
port and had to find emergency
Monckebergstrasse, principal thorBritish commentators said:
ways of getting to and from work
oughfare of the city, had been laid
would be a serious disaste
in ruins and closed to traffic for day to "It
the Russian defense if this arm' Mayor Jeffries said to the A F of L
at a time, he reported.
were trapped."
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DEFENSE BOND

PETER

in Anita why not put in your appearQUIZ.
ance at the Congregational church
next Sunday ?
Defense
Q. Can my children buy
Church worship, 11 a. m. Our theme:
PHONE 300
WE
.IHJJS •
'Loving The Unseen Christ and Re- Savings ,Stamps
Hundreds
of
thousands
of
Phone 29
We Deliver
n
1C
A. Yes.
joicing in Him."
SPECIALS FOR PRHJIkmAND
American children ar« buying Stamps
The ladies will serve a noon-day
regularly
as
their
share
in
the
national
JELL, Butter-Nut, it whips, assorted flavors
dinner Thursday.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
savings program.
3 packages —
'
Q.
Why
should
children
be
^courH. L. Bell returned to his cottage
KELLOGG ALL BEAN, ferge package . .
?
SALAD DRESSING, Mrs. Lanes, quart jar
25c at Lake Okoboji Monday after spend- aged to buy Savings Stamps?
SPARKS, fancy tumbler free
"•"**
ing the week end here attending to A Because by buying Stamps they
MARSHMALLOWS, pound package
14c business matters.
write their names on a Roll of Honor
JEWELL SHQKTENEN^ only 1 can to a cusof Americans who are doing their part
tomer, 3.pouiids
GREAT NORTHERN BEANS, 3 pounds
20c
Miss Susan Finn, who has been to show the dictators that united
spending several weeks at the home America will never flinch to preserve
SPAGHETTI and CHEESE, Clover Farm, 2 cans. 19c of her grandparents, M¥. and Mrs. her sacred liberty,
William Kirkham, returned to her Q. After my child has .collected
bottle Radiant funii^iMpttli8h>69eval., both i
JELL POWDER, Clover Farm, 4 packages
19c home in Washington, D. C., this week. 'nough Stamps to exchange for a
LAUNDREX,
a bleach, full quart bottles .. «
Bond, can the Bond be registered in
A family reunion was held at the
BUTTER,
Stuart
No. 1 creamery; pound . . . .
DILL PICKLES, quart jar
17c
name?
home of MV. and Mrs. Floyd Dement theA.child's
A minor may own a DePears, Prunes
and
Peaches Forrt» Canning^
,
i_ i *»TJ/' -f^J'vtf-iifr
PORK and BEANS, 2 No. 2% cans
19c Sunday in honor of Mrs. Martha fense Yes.
Savings Bond. Many parents
Shultz. Those in attendance were
registering Bonds in their childCORN, Clover Farm Golden Bantam, 2 cans •... .29c her children and grandchildren in- are
ren's names to prepare for future
Mr. and Mrs. Glen A. Roe and son,
cluding W. L. Anderson of Hondo,
educational needs.
Jack,
spent the -week end at I*k*>
Cal.,
Orson
and
daughter,
Ella
Marie,
CANNING PEACHES AND BARTLETT PEARS
N0te.—-To buy Defense Bonds and
of Oregon and Miss Helen Dement Stamps,
Okoboji.
go to the nearest post office
of Hines, 111.
bank, or savings and loan association
Mrs. Wayne Jewett was hostess to
The Woman's Business and Profes- or writ* to the Treasurer of the the members of the Bide-a-Wee bridge
The official board will meet Monday
vening at 8 p. m. in the church base- sional club of Atlantic enjoyed a 6:45 United States, Washington, D. C. club at her home on Chestnut Street
w« win pick op you*
o'clock picnic dinner served by Mrs. for a mailorder form.
ment.
Established 1883.
Wednesday afternoon. Guests besides Tynimab and (ire service.
Nora Cleaver at her home here last
Published Every Thursday end Entered
Friends in Anita have received wor< the members were Mrs. Max Walker,
Wednesday evening. Nineteen memit the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, as
*;
Phone 257
from
Miss Hilda Hiatt, who resignet Mrs. Kenneth Turner, Mrs. S. A. Kar
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
bers and five visitors, Mrs. Ray SternSecond Class Mail Matter.
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
WAGNlBR FILLING 8TAT
er and the Misses Maxine Stager, last week from the Anita public school Mrs. Gerald Redburn and Mrs. ICarl
• f - f - f - f - f ^ - f - f - f - f - f - f Maxine Taylor, Beth Knowlton and faculty, that she has accepted a posi Shultz. The afternoon was spent play?
ANITA, IOWA
Cecil G. Budd
Editor
Church school 10 a. m. If you are Mary Lucille Henderson, were pres- tion with the Meadville Commercia ing bridge at which Mis. Andy Miller
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Ye«r ot a member of some church school ent.
recefved high score.
college at Meadville, Pa.
Official Town and County Newspaper
Member of National Editorial
Association, and

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

f

NOTICE!

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

t *• -f

if CENTRAL CHURCH OF C
•f
C. R. Neel, Pastor.
Sunday School at 10 a. m.
Church worship and communion
at 11 a. m.
There will be a Church and Sunday
School picnic at Sunnyside in Atlantic on Sunday, Sept. 7. All who
will be at church by 11:30 a. m. will
be provided a way to go. Bring your
basket. Ice cream will be provided by
the Sunday School. Children Sunday
School age are asked to come.
The ladies of the church will serve
their regular dinner Wednesday noon
+
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
+ -f -f + • • * • • * • * • * • • * * • * • « •
"Christ Jesus" will be the subjec
of the Lesson-Sermon in all Churche
of Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, Aug
T>Bt 31.
The Golden • Text is from Roman;
1:16, "I am not ashamed of the gos
pel of Christ: for it is the powe:
of God unto salvation to every on<
that believeth."
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo
tations from the Bible and from the
Christian Science textbook, "Science
and Health with Key to the Scrip
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
One ofj, the Bible citations reads
'"Behold my servant, whoni I up
hold; mine elect, in whom my sou
de|ighteth; I have put my spirit upon
him: he shall bring forth judgmen
tf> the Gentiles. I the Lord have calle<
thee in righteousness, and will hoi
thine hand, and will keep thee, an<
give thee for a covenant of the people
fora light of the Gentiles;" (Isa. 42:1
6).
Among the selections from the,
Christian Science textbook is the fol
lowing:
"Christ expresses God's spiritual
eternal nature. The name is synony
mous with Messiah, and alludes to
the spirituality which is taught, il
lustra ted, , and demonstrated in th<
life, of which Christ Jesus was the
embodiment" (p. 333).
•f HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL
-f
LUTHERAN CHURCH
+
H. G. Belaheim, Pastor.

with Navy training

NAVY WEATHER MAN. Interested

bluejackets how to operate beading machine. Soon they'll bo expert*, too.

in this unique, fast-growing field?

Navy training is second to none.

OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS call for
•killed repair work. You can train

•MC tttt»ns AT WORK. Some of the beet electric we welder, in the
country are Navy-trained. Thii ii but one of the <fi trades '
le«rn.Waeoyoulearnin»'-<>Navy,lnUterlifeyouITe«lw«yBlni

in the Navy for this big-pay field.

D

O YOU KNOW that in every trade, profession and business there are successful
men—men who earn five, ten and even twenty
thousand dollars a year—who will tell you that
they owe their success largely to the training
they received in the United States Navy?
There are three good reasons for this. First,
Navy service develops the essential qualities of
leadership, efficiency and accuracy which are
the backbone of success in or out of the Navy.
Second, you can't beat Navy instruction. The
American Navy is the finest in the world, and
that TnpfltiH every individual—whether be is
radioman, electrician, machinist or cook—must
bj9 tops in his line. Third, the Navy makes men.
Healthful sports, good food, expert medical and
dental care will build you up physically to the
rugged health that is typical of Navy men.

five, but - r give you regular Navy pay while
you are u^ning! And remember this:

NAVY TRAINED IS TRAINED RIGHT!
When the Navy says you are a Diesel expert,
you are a first-class Diesel expert. When you
get a Navy rating aa a radioman, you are as
good a radioman as they come—and probably
a Jbit better. That's why Navy men are in such
big demand by civilian employers. For example,

EARN NAVY PAY WHILE YOU LEARN
Instruction in many fields today runs into hundreds and sometimes even thousands of dollars.
The Navy will not only give you this instruction

•ee how Navy training helped the
at the left below.
There wouldn't be room in thii paper to list
the tlunmanda of men that Navy induing helped
to get set fox life. Remember, you have even
y
better opportunities today*
, :°d;

LOOK WHAT THE U.S.MAVY OFFERS YOU
ranTRAININO worth $1600. «tnto and vocations to chnoee Irom.
'
MOD MY with" njpiiar inoMMp. Yew may earn
upto«2««month.
EACH TOW you are entitled to * genezpgp,T»c»i tian period, with full pey.
«000roo»»ndplentatofit.
.
me CUmUNO. A complete ontftfr of d
when you first enlist. (Over HOO worth.)
FKE MMCftj. CAME, Including ncuUr dentjl
attention.
PIMUT SMMTS and entertainment ray
could Mkior.
.,.,., . .

nwwu Awvmmc; TMHILC—Ton wnt

the N«y far them!
•MOM* AM OmCKft. Many era work for an appointment to the N»v«l Academy or the
Anaipolto ot the Air at Vn»MoIa.
nnwt WCCUeVIft *»ey forlfevy twined men
to «•* tood-pwbMC |0ta to «i»fl lite.
LIBERAL

READ HOW NAVY TRAINING HELPED THESE MEN SUCCEED

•*-•*••*••*••*••*••*••»••*•••••»•»••*••»

Sunday School and Adult Bible
Class at 9:30 a. m.
Divine services at 10:30 a. m.
Sunday school teachers meet at th
church at 2:00 o'clock Friday after
noon.
Highland church—
Divine services at 7:30 p. m.
*
+

METHODIST CHURCH
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.

Church School at 10 a. m. Lee K
Nichols, acting superintendent.
This is your invitation to attend
young married couples class. Dal
Ulfers is the teacher.
Church -worship at 11 a. m. Re
L. B. Carpenter of Villisca will properRev. Carpenter preached in our t-nurc
several Sundays during the fall
1938. The pastor will preach at th
Highland church at 11 a. m.
The Woman's Society of Christia
Service are collecting clothes to fi
a one year old baby girl who lives i
a parsonage home in Alabama. If yo
hove such clothes not in use woul
you kindly see that they get to Mr
F. D. Weimer.

ACT HOW! HERE'S HOW!

PRESIDENT of the Bpeny
Gyroscope Co, T. A. Morgan
u « young man enllited in the
0.8. Navy. A» ma Electridan'a
Mate ha tpedaUud in •hip*'
coiqpuKa. When he toft the
Navy he joined the Bpeiry
Gyraaeope Co., ma&ulaetunn
of marine Instrument*, where
hi* Navy experience helped
him climb rapidly to the top.

«ENEMLMANAaER.ntind.
o! Fora River Plant, Bethlehem
Shipbuilding Corporation. Ai
a Chid Machtnlit in the Navy.
Harry E. Gould bad to know a
•hip from (tern to (tern. Be left
the Navy, vent Into •Upbuilding, where hi* Navy training
proved invaluable. He clalnw:
"Navy training wu a tremendoiu MMt to me."

PtANT ENGINEER Robert B.
KsUogg. of the Potomac Electric
Power Co.. Washington, D C
•tatted In the Navy u a funner'amate.Herofetatherankof
Lieutenant. In civil life today
In charge ot gome of the counUy'miDoet modern power plante,
he aayi: "I consider my N«vy
engmeerinr experience a> the
moat valuable in my career."

rSafhlff*.110^8*"'
.eaman. He atwJi^l »(*«, Sg!
nalandGunner'i MatoSchooll
Like many itan of rtage and
•ereen, Ua nnt performance.
were belore an audience ol
wilorm. Today!* »»y,: "Uy
Navy training gave TO. the
background for tome ot mv
blggett hit.,"
*

TODAY . . . get the Free fflu*r«t«d booklet caOed
"Lrfe IQ the Navy." It giv«f yw» vataabH fi^to.
" you are 17 or over (hi.* «chool •ducatfcm no*
»»cee8ary),aU you need do i»toaftk the Navy Editor
of this newBpaper,
HIM, or OH in the coupon beW
« v a it to him at thig newqt«p«r>i Office..Or
tne coupon to him. etthor m an «jnv4ope or pasted
on .a penny poetal card.
WEAR THIS t*0«t OF »OH5R1 If
after readerttw^ft**booklet you deyou will receive thii, mart Upelemblent. It i» a badj^ of I»bn0ir
wffl be proud *
''
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BU/LD YOUR FUTURE

wuu_.
- obligation on my pwt *i*t*o*ve
free booklet.
,
let. "Life in thaNavy,"cavii«
ta&
Jtke for men in
ia the Navy <
orl N«v«
opportunitiM
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Survey/ Suggests
Citizens Study to Balance
American's Diet

Smart Chair Set
Simple to Make;

MINNEAPOLIS.-":Family health
defense" classes should be set up
By VIRGINIA VALE
immediately in public and voca(Releawd by Western Newtpaper Union.)
tional schools, to teach the Amer- Notes of m
ican wife and mother how to keep Innocent Bystander:
"Bahama Passage"
the family healthfully fed in spite
The Wireless: One of the reasons 1- troupe won't soon forget that
of rising food prices and possible the news 'from the new war zone
scarcities, warns a current study of is yes-and-no is because the trans- picture. They journeyed to Nasthe food price situation.
mission from Moscow is haywire. sau and began work in the mid"Bottled" vitamins are not a sub- The relays hit the Axis areas, and dle of May at Salt Cay, a desostitute for a balanced diet of health- they change the bad news or just late island nearby. After that
ful foods, hi spite of their specific lose it ...
Leland Stowe jeered
values, and there is a real hazard to at the alarmists who cried "Sur- they worked on other islands, in
public health if the layman gets ex- prise!" when our troops reached caves and finally some of them
aggerated ideas of what they will Iceland. Mi. Roosevelt prepared us worked under water: Edward
accomplish, the study states. In- for
for it, he reminded, when he de- Griffith, producer and director,
jecting these products into common clared the emergency. Then he hied himself to a submerged wreck
staples such as white flour can said: It
.. would be stupid
to allow and went down in a diving bell to
r
correct certain important deficien- the enemy to get a foothold" .
officiate While scenes were made of
cies, but such measures can do only Jan'Yandrich, guesting on "We, the Madeleine Carroll and Stirling Hayone part of the job.
People," reported that the people den (we're assured that they didn't
With food prices on the rise, and of Tobruk, where he's been, have use doubles!) diving down 18 feet
a growing need to share our food other things besides war to murder to the ocean floor.
supplies with other nations, mod- their sleep. They've got a sister Shooting the under-water scenes
erate^and low-income families are of the Hut Sut song, called "Laugh- was no small task; it took more than
hable^To be badly pinched on their ing Mathilda" . . . Who's the new a day to set up the heavy Technifood budgets before the emergency announcer with the divine falsetto? color camera inside the=diving bell.
is over, the study warns. The
~" usual He can lisp words With 'no lisping
mistake made in such circumstances letters in them, and he's got waiters
Fourteen-year-old Stanley Clemis to substitute with too large a pro- in the saloons fluttering on tiptoe ents has already retired twice. A
..jived more ttuurir 6tt years ago by Angnste Bartholdi, a French portion of starchy foods, which are during his broadcasts . . . The way
Major Bowes dis,r, and victtffl %t German oppression then, the Statue of Liberty, cheaper and give a feeling of full- i some of the brassier bands swing
covery, he landed
was a gift « tte French nation to this country, in a world ness. This error can have wide- the classics, you'd think they were
an engagement with
ned with the loss of the very ideals the famous figure stands spread ill effects on health, as the after revenge on listeners.
a theater manager
• people are' milking Bedloe's Island, more and more their national British have already learned.
in Chicago; homeSimple, non-technical instruction
as they visit there by the tens of thousands.
sickness ended it,
The Story Tellers: Bernard de
in common food values is needed, so
and he went home
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and a strep infecthrough an opening in the thick ments absolutely necessary to main- management of smart men who
[tatue of Liberty, declared blocks
tion sent him home
of granite, and for a few tain health. This,.the study says, were expert at publicity, the collent news item, are running cents they travel by elevator to the means instruction that does not beonce more. Then he
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Beaver, late
That top western pair of action,'
Deceased.
comedy and musical stars play a return
Earl Beaver, Administrator.
engagement at the new Anita theatre
June Term A. D., 1941
Thursday,
Friday and Saturday.!
No. 4816 in Probate.
Gene Autry and Smiley Btirnette are
•IO: L. S. Beaver, J W. Beaver Jake the stars and "Back in the Saddle"
r
6 8 1
1
is the title of their latest adventure'
fe '
S ., " ^. ^* Beaver,
. „.. .,*...jmv.,,, v,n»ries \_roxton.
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Lloyd Croxton, Laura Hawk, Edith i
, will be seen again and'
Chambers, Lizzie Maddy, William' Autry
Beaver Walter Beaver, Cora Rowen, she sings a few melodious songs.'
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in
Des Moines and was]
Anderson' Fred Anderson, Howard
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tnis Administrator
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.--r */.*
^unapproved and
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charged, said final report will be ap- dances. Rounding out this superb pro3-nngcirco* • Patriotic fireworks eho» • 300 sere* of
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. AH.**
exhibit* • 40-acre farm mam. *•••» chinery
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ahow •. flower and Every night on the
I Head.- on coDUoni,
exonerated.
Dance
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Such
garden
clubs
show
•
Fish
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Made Easy."
I ijiw bomber* emha,
Charles E. Walker,
as Bernie
I tilde lor life auto OS- game show • Iowa'art'salon, topliners
C a m m in a, Joe
Attorney for Earl Beaver,
j —. dawn of photo salon • WWere FVee Sanders.
Griff WilAdministrator as aforesaid.
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'&,&'
^*" i'«Expo«itipn
bmtli.takta* thrill
tlMi^^_i
JudyJUCanova
in, "Sis Hopkins," comfflfflrB. Stewart Trimmer and Mrs. °y
,° ™' T™,"Ti™' T"
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g
Carrie Reynolds of Antia and Mrs. i ™
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^
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Mayme Wainright of Lincoln, Neb., &cauerDrami Mrs. Oliver Kragelund, who
Leon Voorhees of Oklahoma City, who is visiting here, were guests at a
Mr. and Mrs; Carl Moore are the
I Anita, are the parents of a Okla., spent several days in Anita dur- 1 o'clock luncheon Wednesday at the parents of a 7-p£uncr girl baby born
girl baby born to them at the ing the past week attending to busi- home of Mrs. Ed. Shannon in Atlantic. to them Tuesday morning at the Athospital Friday morning..
ness matters.
lantic hospital. She is the first child
OR. B. L. MEURER in the family and has been named
Chiropractor
Carla Jane. .
Adair, la.
The members of the M. M. circle
—Office Hours— met Thursday afternoon at the home
9-12 — 1:30-6
of Mrs. Anderson Bell in South Anita.
Wed. & Sat. Night Three visitors, Mrs. Aaron Bell, Mrs.
"
_ . ...
_ „
T?oli*»Vi Wonrlr ortfl A/Tiao T v\la \f o« '\XTftt-_
Ralph
Hawk and Miss Lola Mae Wat7 till 10
kins, and eight members were present.
Sun. 10-11 A. M. The afternoon was spent socially by
C. F. DARROW, Manager
those present, following which a lunch
Phone 37
was served by the Jiostess. Mrs. Fred j
Dennison will be hostess at the next'
meeting of the circle on Sept. 11.
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VACATION SPECIALS
60c
50c
60c
60c

50c VFTALIS

60c MINIT RUB

___

~__

|EE US BEFORE YOU BUY POSTS
- WE HAVE ALL KINDS —
THE FARMERS COOP.

The members of the Sunshine club
were guests Friday afternoon of Mrs.
Chris J. Petersen at her home here.
Fifteen members and two visitors,
Mrs. Henry Kuehn and Mrs. John
Mehlmann, were present. The afternoon was spent by those present embroidering tea towels for the hostess,
following which a lunch was served.
The next meeting of the club will be
on Sept. 19 with Mrs. Bernard Houch-

49c
43c
49c
49C

43c — $1.00 Size

89c

49C

75c VICKS VAPORUB . .69c — Regular 35c . .27c

60c JERIS HAIR OIL
53c
MODESS, (30's) with sanitary belt
59c
LIFEBUOY SHAVE CREAM, 2 for
33c
75c MILK MAGNESIA
68c
50c GAUDENIA FACE POWDER
39c
50c KLENZO COCONUT OIL SHAMPOO ....43c
— COMPLETE LINE OF lOc ITEMS —
WATCH FOR OUR SCHOOL OPENING SALE

Oft

I

MUM DEODORANT ..
IPANA TOOTH PASTE
SAL HEPATICA
ALKA SELTZER

BONGERS
We Deliver

(The Rexall Store)

Phone 102

Anita High School
Offers:
A WELCOME TO THE YOUNG PEOPLE OF
ANITA AND SURROUNDING TERRITORY. VV
A FULLY ACCREDITED HIGH SCHOOL.
CREDITS ARE ACCEPTED BY ALL COLLEGES
AND UNIVERSITIES.
A COMPLETE EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM.
COMMERCIAL.
Bookkeeping, Typewriting, Shorthand, Secretarial Business Training, Business English, Business Law, Business Practice, Journalism,
and others are offered.

CLASSICAL or COLLEGE PREPARATORY.
Makes it possible for graduates to enter Colleges or Universities
without taking examinations.

PRACTICAL.
For those who do not plan to attend college.
the student in his every day life.

Designed to help

NORMAL TRAINING.
This qualifies graduated to teach in the Rural Schools without
the added expense of attending summer school.

MANUAL TRAINING.
Skill in working with the hands and tools is essential in modern << ••
life.
<>

HOMEMAKING.
Most girls sooner or later will be engaged in Homemaking. Two
full years are now being offered.

VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE.
Four years of practical education for boys. The course includes
Farm Animals, Project Work, Soils, Crops, Farm 'Management, Farm
Shop, a Future Farmers Club and an Adult Farmers Night School
during the winter months.

A WELL ROUNDED PROGRAM OF ACTIVITIES.
The members of the S. O. S. club
•were guests Thursday afternon of Mrs.
Raynour Sorenson at her home south- j
east of Anita. Eight members and |
three visitors, Mrs. Vernon Lambert-;
son, Mrs. Earl Hteath and Miss Edith i
Winthers, were present. The afternoon was spent by the women hemming tea towels for the hostess. A
lunch was served. The next meeting of the club will be with Mrs.
A. C. Holmes.

MUSIC.

7

Band, girls' and boys' glee clubs, mixed chorus, vocal groups, and
instruction on instruments. No fee is charged for this work.

ATHLETICS and PHYSICAL EDUCATION.
Football, girls' and boys' basketball, baseball, gym classes, volleyball, girls athletic union.

DRAMATICS.
Play production, declamatory work, assembly programs, and
other forms of dramatic work.

JOURNALISM.
High School paper and School yearbook.
COMMERCIAL AND MUSIC CONTEST WORK.

i, ,. L:;_.:._~V '
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by putting your truck in top-running
shape with our Factory-Type Overhaul
OUR

IGHT NOW your trucks and delivery cars are of
greater value to your business than ever before.
And now is the time to save money wisely by putting them in bang-up, economical running order.
Our special factory-approved Laboratory Testing
equipment will spot trouble wherever it is. Our
expert factory-trained specialists know exactly
what to do and how to do it-with genuine factory
parts. Let us keep your trucks rolling!

R

Every c
into out
ment it •

tool*

WE SERVICE ALL MAKES OF TRUCKS

MOTOR CO.
PHONE 211

• <^T«m A T/VM7 A
ANITA,
IOWA

Mrs. H. G. Armentrout was hostess j
to the members of the Baptist ladies j $
aid society Wednesday afternoon at j *
her home south of here. Nine mem- |
These courses and activities are given under the direction of competent and experienced instructors and in a modern, well equipped
bers and three visitors, Mrs. Chris j
building, where crowding is unnecessary.
Christensen, M'rs. B. D. Crozier and j
Miss Mable Highley, were present.
BOOKS ARE RENTED FOR A VERY REASONABLE FEE.
A social afternoon was spent by those
present, following which a lunch was j
PLAN TO ENRQLL IN ANITA HIGH SCHOOL.
served by the hostess. Mrs: Edward j
Darrow will be hostess at the next
A FRIENDLY SCHOOL IN A FRIENDLY TOWN.
meeting of the club on Aug. 27.
The members of the Friendly Circle
were guests Wednesday afternoon of |
Mrs. Kenneth Gipple at her home north |
of Anita. Eleven members and one
visitor, Mrs, C, O,. Gipple, were present. MOT; Elton Christensen was the
winner of a contest put on by Mrs.
Gipple, following which a social afternoon was enjoyed by those present.
A lunch was served by the hostess.
The next meeting of the club will be.
on Aug. 27 with Mrs. Elmer Jensen.
Mrs. AVery Stephenson was hostess
to the members of the Silver Thread
club Thursday afternoon at her home
southeast of here. There were ten
members and seven visitors, Mrs.
Charles Beecher, Mrs. Ralph Stephenson, Mrs. Cecil Stejjhenson, Mrs. Clara
Gross, Mrs. Erne Anderson, Mrs. Daniel
Flug and Miss Rose Tierney, present.
Mtrs. Roy Taylor was the winner of
a contest put on by Mrs. John Pearce
and (Miss Marie Tierney won a contest put on by Mrs. Jasper Krumm.
The rest of the afternoon was spent by
those present hemming tea towels for
the hostess and a lunch was served.
Mrs. Bernard Houchin will entertain
the club »t its next meeting on Sept.
11.

For further'information see any of the following:
Lake Bear, Dr. F. D. Weimer, Dr. G. M. Adair, Dr. C. H. Johnson or
Carl Millard, directors of the Anita Independent School District, or
Supt. M. M. Feller.

School Opens Sept. 1
We Have Sold Quite a Number
of Beef Quarters to Put
In the Lockers
Better Come In If Your Locker Box Is Low. We Are
Sure We Can Give You the Right Kind At a
Price In Keeping With the General Markets.

Miller's Lockers

.

ANITA — WIOTA — CUMBERLAND
THERE IS ONE NEAR YOU

THE ANITA TRIBUN&

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL
UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

SEWING CIRCLE

By HAROLD L. LUNDOUIST, D. D.
Dean of The Moody Bible Institute
of Chicago.
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

JINGLES FOR THE ALUMINUM
DRIVE

I had a little stewpan—
It set me back a deuce;
I'm sending it to Knudsen
To help cook Hitler's goose.
. _. ;•

*

•

There was an old'woman
Who lived in a shoe,
She had a lot of skillets
And needed only two.
She gave 'em to her country:
Thus from a single shoe
Will come a boot that's certain
To knock out
you-know-who.
• * *
Mary had a frying pan,
A kettle and a pot;

SRE'S TO SHORTCAKE TIME WITH CHERRIES BRIGHT

(See Recipes Below)
1MERY DESSERTS

THIS WEEK'S MENU

the tartness and sweetness
play with fresh, crumbly
op with a dash Of whipped
id you have summer's an_ delectable dessert.
n-fresh berries peeking out
their green foliage
or fruit hanging
heavy and ripe on
richly laden
branches - deserve
your best attention for they'll do
mighty nice
:
things by your
meals. Since most
ills need no cooking you are
of getting the full quota
irals and vitamins which they
fgive.
bright and red make a
ilorful dessert which you'll
tig. If using the fresh
1 sugar them before us-

Cold Meat Platter
Devilled Eggs
Sliced Cucumbers
Tomatoes
Celery Curls
•Asparagus with Browned Butter
And Crumb Sauce
Beverage
Bread and Butter
Cherry Sponge Custard
Shortcake
•Recipe Given

behind so that it may be smoothly
adjusted to the figure. Notice the
soft fulness let into the bodice,
and the full skirt—both flattering
for girls of the six to fourteen year
age.
* * *

Lesson for August 24
Lesson subjects and Scripture texts selected and copyrighted by International
Council of Religious Education; used by
permission.

Pattern No. 8979 Is In sizes 6 to 14 years.
Size 8 requires 214 yards 35-Inch fabric
without nap. 2% yards of 114 inch bias
fold for binding necklines and scalloped
sleeve edges. For this attractive pattern,
send your order to:

THE WRITER OF HEBREWS EXPLAINS THE NEW COVENANT
LESSON TEXT—Hebrews 9:11-22.
GOLDEN TEXT—Being made perfect, he
became the author of eternal salvation unto
all them that obey him.—Hebrews 5:9.

SEWING CIRCLE PATTERN DEPT.
Room 13Z4
311 W. Wacker Dr.
Chicago
Enclose 15 cents In coins for
Pattern No
..Size
Name
Address..-.

The infinite superiority of the Lord
Jesus Christ, in both person and
work, is a theme which the writer
of Hebrews presented to encourage
Hebrew Christians who were suffering much for their faith (Heb. 10:32)
and were being tempted to turn
back to Judaism (Heb. 2:1; 3:12).
His purpose was not only to stem
the tide of unbelief and discouragement, but to urge them to go on to
better things (6:1-3) because of the
better covenant under which they
had come as believers in Christ.
The portion of the chapter before
But very seldom used 'em for
us deals with the heart of the matShe ate outside a lot.
er in presenting the sacrifice of
Christ as being superior to all the
She gave them for the land's sacrifices of the Old Testament. The
defense —
verses are somewhat difficult to outNow when a bomber wings
ine, but the following, adapted in
Its Way o'erhead she clap* her a measure from Dr. W. H. Griffith
hands
Thomas, will be helpful.
And cries, "There go my things 1" I. The Ministry of Christ—a Bet-

Life for Elevator Bqy
Has Its Ups and Downs
He was an elevator boy in one
of the big department stores, and
he hated to be asked needless
questions.
On this particular day a fussy
old lady entered his lift. After
riding up several floors, she
opened a conversation.
"Don't you ever feel sick, going
up and down in this lift all day?"
"Yes, ma'am," said the boy.
"Is it the motion going up?"
"No, ma'am."
"Is it the motion going down?"
"No, ma'am."
"Is it the stopping that does it?"
"No, ma'am."
"Then what is it?"
"Answering questions, ma'am."

ter Ministry (w. 11-14).
Every act of worship calls for a
sanctuary and a worshiper. Under
;he old covenant the Jews were faeither Mary Ann or cup cake this
miliar with the tabernacle into
in slow, oven 45 minutes. Cool bewhich their priests went daily, and
fore filling.
he holy of holies into which the
Cream Costard Filling.
ligh priest went once a year with
% cup sugar
the blood of goats and bulls; but
% cup flour
now under the new covenant they
% teaspoon salt
nad
2 eggs
•SKID BOTTLE 57^; l(K-25«
But now it's joined the army1. A Better Priest and Sanctuary
2 cups milk, scalded
It's
in
the
flying
corps;
GOOD
frock
to
make
in
hot
(v.
11).
1 teaspoon vanilla
If ever it hits Adolf »
weather, because it is such a
No longer do we need the mediatPoor and Rich
Combine dry ingredients with
He'll know that war is war.
ing priesthood of a fellow man set simple pattern, a good frock to
No man is rich whose expendislightly beaten egg yolks; stir in
* » »
apart for that office, for Christ Him- wear in hot weather because it tures exceed his means; and no
enough hot milk to make a thin
Little percolater,
self has become a High Priest and can be made with just a shoulder one is poor whose incomings ex11 asked my mother how she paste. Then add paste to remainYou feel cheap, I bet
is the "one mediator between God covering and no sleeves. Belt ties ceed his outgoings.—Haliburton.
ira delicious shortcakes, ing milk and cook over boiling waDoing very little
and men" (I Tim. 2:5), yet He is
"There's MtWng, to it, ter 5 minutes, stirring constantly.
In the kitchenette.
not one "who cannot be touched with
Cook 10 minutes longer. Cool and
the feelings of our infirmities; but
add vanilla.
dough fhOKf
You could be a weapon
was in all points tempted like as we
If
you
top
with
fresh
cherries
be
This tip" i$
For the U. S. A.
are, yet without sin" (Heb. 4:15).
It all adds up to this..Vt*
sure
they're
sweet
enough.
Then
garu'll follow it?
'Stead of making coffee
2. A Better Sacrifice and Blessing
nish
"with'virhipped
cream.
Frozen
Once or twice a day.
l-FasKloned Shorteafce.
(v 12).
KNIPPEN Ctmptaauter Operator ,
berries need only be thawed and
* • *
The blood of Christ, the perfect
more
sugar
'added
if
required.
Old Mother Hubbard
and final sacrifice for sin, resulted
baking powder
• r If you want to make a 'sponge Went to the cupboard
in a once-for-all solution of the sin
salt
:
cake baseband use just berries, then
To check on her pots and pans; problem and provided the blessing
hortening (8 tablespoons)
plan a lovely sur- The aluminum ones
of eternal redemption.
prise so no one She knew were like guns
3. A Better Result (w. 13, 14).
measure, add baking
will even suspect
In helping defensive plans.
The sacrifices of the Mosaic ritual
salt, sift again. Work
they're getting a
* •* •
had an outward result. They "reig until mass resembles
berry
dessert.
Frying pan, frying pan,
moved ceremonial disabilities, they
al. (If you want to, add a
Make a sponge
Where have you been?
restored the unclean to fellowship,
of sugar and an egg and
cake using a regI've been to London
they kept the chosen people in coveegg as part of your liqular 9 or 10 inch
And back again;
nant relation with God." They "did
v, add enough milk to make
cake pan. When
I'm part of a bomber
sanctify and cleanse the flesh; how
tough, one. which you, can the cake is still warm cut a round
Thatflieso'er the sea . . .
much more the blood of Christ"
lhandle. Turn onto lightly circle in the middle of the cake
Who ever'd have thought that
(Moorehead). His sacrifice gave
oard, kneadV&w seconds, about an inch from the edge. Lift
Could happen to me!
spiritual
cleansing, the cleansing of
*
•
•
half. Pat one half about this out carefully keeping it whole.
the "conscience from dead works to
Yoo hew, mistress,
inch thick into deep but- Into the hollow put in sugared berserve the living God" (v. 14).
Have you any pots?
linch cake pan. Butter top ries or peaches or bananas mixed
Yes sir, yes sir,
II. The Ministry of Christ—an EfI second portion ol dough in with sweetened whipped cream. Reficacious Ministry (vv. 15-22).
I have lots.
fver first. Brush on softened place the cake top, wrap carefully
This ministry of our High Priest,
1 bake about 20 minutes in hi a slightly damp towel and chill
One for Benito
Christ, is well characterized by the
(45Q degrees P.) When for 3 to 4 hours. Garnish before
. And cithers for Fritz—
word "efficacious," which means
1 layers apart, spread sug- serving with whipped cream or
And, boy, am I hoping
"having the effective energy to proon bottom" layer,, stack sprinkle ' with powdered sugar.
They score perfect hits!
duce an effect." He came into the
lone, crust-side down, on this, They'll come back often for this one.
* • *
world "to save sinners" (I Tim.
|with more fruit; then with
For luscious, shortcake puddings,
CONCLUSION
1:15), and He did it. We note
cream and a garnish of there's nothing like a juicy cobbler.
I've seen the hats the ladies will
1. The Power of the New MinisHere's a reoipe made for large
Be asked to wear this fall;
ptions from, the original type quantity, excellent if you're plantry (v. 15).
Milady will look twice as bad
The surrender of Christ even unto
"cake which we all know so ning a church s,upper:
As last year, all in all.
death gives validity and efficacy to
much in
Cobbler.
new covenant. "All the transpeo* (Cherry, Blueberry or Peach)
Add Characterizations: He was the
gressions of the old covenant had
?refer a
5 quarts fruit
fast
and
slippery
that
if
you
no
been treasured up; the death of
!cake base
2 quarts juice
wanted to snap his photo you would Christ gave satisfaction to all that
lan a bisBiscuit dough
have to give a stimulant to a speed that covenant could claim, and
ugh andii
S cups sugar with cherries or berries camera.
keep yourself clean and bright;
Through Your Window
brought release. So the Mediator of
ealindivid2% cups sugar with peaches
you are the window through which
You
cannot
believe
in
honor
unthe
new
covenant
begins
an
entirely
We know a nightclub proprietor
fatment of
Pour fruit and juice into square
til you have achieved it. Better you must see the world.—Shaw.
new
economy,
with
sin
put
away
by
>. you i ....
cake pans. Add sugar and mix who is very happy in the conviction
to try one with a custard lightly. Cover with biscuit dough that he won't have to make any in- the sacrifice of Himself, and an open
I for cool deliciousness. Since (approximately; V4-inch thick) made come tax payments next year. He path to the beginning of a new life
trifle more elaborate than in proportions of 1% quarts flour, thinks the law against joint returns in the favor and power of God"
k
(Andrew Murray).
e, this Cherry Sponge Cus- 2V4 cups milk, 1 tablespoon salt, is sure to pass.
2. The Guarantee of the New Minortcake is ideal as a dessert 4 tablespoons \baking powder and %
A Census bureau icport says that istry (vv. 16, 17). '
y. You'll need this sponge cup shortening. Bake in a hot oven,
Speaking of our redemption as an
a base;
400 degrees F., from 30 to 40 min- there are more men per woman out
West than in the East. On the other eternal inheritance (v. 15) naturally
utes. Serve hot with cream.
Hot Water gponge Cake.
A light, easy-to-make dessert is hand the impression may just be leads to the thought that a testayolks
the
best one with which to bring due to the fact that out West the ment or will docs not become effec• cups sugar •
hasn't gone so far. tive until the death of the testator.
a hearty supper to a close. With craze for slacks
l cup boiling water
* * *
God has "blessed us with all spirituraspberries at their brightest and
* cups cake flour
al blessings in heavenly places in
VERSES FOR NURSES
juiciest, this combination with a grai teaspoon salt
ham cracker crust and frothy me- They take your pulse and look so Christ: according as he hath chosen
[teaspoon baking ponder
us in him before the foundation of
formal;
ringue will really be hard to resist.
I teaspoon lemon or vanilla
the world" (Eph. 1:3, 4). He has
They wonder why it isn i normal;
I extract
Red Raspberry Fluffs.
They say my temp is like a fire . . . bequeathed all that to us, and the
JBtiffly beaten egg whites
(Serves
6-8)
bequest is made certain by His'
e
Mix and press in a square pan: I'nj puzzled that it isn't higher.
ig yolks untU very thick;
death. That means that not only our
"'y add sugar and continue 1% cups rolled graham crackers,
salvation, but "everything we have
The ills of body brought me here,
melted
butter,
2
tablespoons
Add water, mix well, add CUP
But now my heart is acting queer; had, even our temporal mercies, are
J
d with baking powder. Mix sugar, and a dash of cinnamon. Cov- It only slips one be.at in three . . . a part of those purchased and beadd flavoring" Fold in er that with a meringue made of 4 That's what these nurses do to me I queathed blessings; everything is
Bake in ungreased pan, egg whites stiffly beaten and tt cup 1
-<-Wallace Cox.
sanctified by the precious death of
of sugar folded in the whites care• • *
our Lord Jesus Christ.
Advertising offer by the Nazis to
3. The Confirmation of the New
fU Bake this in a slow (300 degrees)
LYNN SAXS:
the small nations: Why Do the Dirty Ministry (vv. 18-22)7
ou
E Sh
dessert tttoblems are
The shedding of blood on CalWork? Let Us Cut Your Throat for
s
°ived by berries,' be sure
vary's tree for the remission of sin
You.
•
*
•
was not a new or strange thing.
"""' get the greatest care
American newspaper correspond- The proof for that is given by re• t a b l e , Berand Crumb Sauce.
ents are being expelled almost daily ferring to all of the old covenant
< clean and
Asoaragus tender and green, from
; seems they are guilty procedure for the cleansing of the
• and pluitiD sjid have
shiner. How was it brought about?
color..' WJheji they
Through blood. In that Old Testathey look dull and
Benito says Italy has really been ment covenant it was the blood of
B container,
it war 19 years, tt only seems
goats and bulls, not sufficient to perberries until ready
buys something more than space and circulation in
fectly cleanse the spirit of man nor
since damp berong.
ia
give
him
once'-for-all
remission,
but
the columns of thts newspaper. It buys space and
very quickjjr; The best
V ACATION REFLECTION
nonetheless a type of the better saci. t ator washing is doing a
circulation plus the favorable consideration of our
There is nothing in life
'' o u t :time
'
rifice of the Lamb of God.
• in
~*|;•" '
readers for this newspaper and its advertising patrons.
Left more to chance
Then "let.us hold fast the .profesThan the continuance of
sion of our. ttlth without wavering
A shore romance,
LET US TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
(for he. i» faithful that promised.)"

Jack and Jill went up a hill,
But when they saw their bucket
Was partly of aluminum
To Uncle Sam they "tuck it."
* * *
I had a cocktail shaker
For which I had much use
And, oh, the deadly wallop
That shaker could produce!

The

—

MERCHANTS
Your Advertising Dollar

—Beatrice.

(Beb. 40:23).
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UGHLIGHTS
OF ARMY
NEWS
—•

Blind People Can Now 'See'
Through Medium of Phonographic Discs

FARM
lories

\im^»msmmiWHtmmmstmtMmmm^mmm

Uncle Sam's army at its
peak *»*« and with inactivity in military devel>
many stories of wide indeodop in army campt
ghout the nation. Herewith
[presented a series of articles
'ting various phases of army

By VIRGINIA VALE

(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

PERHAPS it's Shirley Tem*• pie's glowing health that inspired the British Ministry 61
Foods to ask Walt Disney for
help. Studio experts say that in
all the years that she was makartnv is in the Junk business
ing pictures for 20thCentury-Fox
have, uncle Sam millions of dolshe never suffered from the
lan out-of-way section of Philanumerous ailments children
'•), a little group of men and
usually have, and now that she's
.j spend their work-days pickapproaching 13 making sub-deb picEver a pile c>f woolen and cottures for Metro she's still the wonIscraps. ^'fhey>':ar4 salvaging
der
of the studios because she's so
b material from the cutting
well. That means a lot in Hollyniectag machines used in makwhere a star's illness can be
Imillions ^1 annjr uniforms. JiMimh w«ii,\^ *—rn pl^y for ** Wtao. Mady Christians, with wood,
so
expensive
for a studio.
Joseph
Wolland
and
associate
players,
acting
Hedda
Gabler
before
th»
g these .cfeth scraps last year
Well, Shirley's diet has always in-

Cutout Toys to Make
The Children Happy

PREVENT DISEASE
IN DAIRY HERD
Good Management, Feeding
Will Reduce Losses.
By Or. GEORGE TAYLOR

tEMtaMoa Dfirjmm, New Tttntr Calttgt
01 Agricultutt, KuttftM UairttMity.)

Dairymen should think more in
terms of herd health and disease
prevention and less in terms of
treatment and cures.
The value of any dairy animal is
dependent primarily upon its health.
Prevention of disease is far less
costly than disease treatment, and
good feeding and management
practices can go a long way toward
reducing annual losses in dairy
fterds due to disease.
The ration should supply the proper balance of protein, energy, minerals, and vitamins. Water is also
needed.
Quality roughage, including hay,
pasture and grass silage, is the
most essential item of dairy feed,
ft is a fair source of calcium and
practically the sole source of vitamins A and D in the dairy ration.
Concentrates which must be fed to
satisfy higher levels of production
tend to be toxic to a dairy animal.
This effect is largely overcome by
She feeding of quality hay when passire is not available. The long list
of ailments in dairy cattle which
:an be avoided by good feeding
ncludes goiter, bloat, impaction and
oss of appetite.
Management ranks with feeding in
mportance in checking disease.
Because the spread of disease is
more rapid in large herds, the size
of the milking unit should be limited
,o 50 cows or less. Separate quar;ers should also be provided for
jrowing heifers and baby calves.
Separate isolation and maternity
quarters are also desirable.
Strict sanitation is a most important part of management. Reguar systematic cleaning and disin'ecting will aid materially in keepng down the causative organisms
associated with disease.
Dairy animals should be allowed*
ample exercise under conditions
where they may benefit from fresh
air and exposure to sunshine.

No. Z9397
A WALKING duck, a hopping
•*• * rabbit, clown ring toss toy
and owl bookends—all come, from
your workshop to make some
child happy. Each is traced to
wood, cut out with jig, coping or
keyhole saw and painted. Off center wheels make the rabbit hpp
merrily—feet on a disc turning inside make the resplendent duck
walk when pushed. The clown's
long nose is an excellent target
for catching the ring on the end of
the string.
* * *

I the government more than microphone at the sound studios of the AZerTcanFoSStton^ for £e cluded plenty of vitamins and minBlind, New York, N. Y., for the Talking Book productionTthe ftsen play
erals. And—Walt Disney has creprovide • uniforms for the
NEW YORK.—It is not often that whose work reaches the blind peo's million and a half soldiers, blind people have the advantage
luartermaster depot buys the over the seeing. Usually it is the ple of the country on the discs of
material, then sends It to other way round. The blind who the Talking Book are Dame Sybil
:turers who have contracts live far away from Broadway, how- Thorndike, Otis Skinner, Eva Letlie army to make the soldiers' ever, have a distinct edge on their Gallienne, Mady Christians, Hilda
No. Z9397, 15 cents, brings cutting outits, coats, shirts and other Seeing neighbors. As they cannot Spong, Bert Lytell, Whitford Kane,
lines and directions tor all lour Item*.
Send your order to:
jig. Scrap clothg that accumu- go to the theater, the theater now Selena Royle, Wesley Addy, Brenda
Forbes, Edith Taliaferro, Joseph
during the manufacturing procv comes to them complete, with full Holland
and House Jameson.
AUNT MARTHA
'i returned to the depot, care- sound effects and incidental music
To date no less than 44 plays have
Bos IS6-W
Kansas City, Mo,
orted, baled and auctioned to and acted by players from the been
acted
onto
the
discs
solely
for
Enclose IS cents {or each pattern
ghest bidders.
Broadway stage.
the use of the blind—an impressive
desired. Pattern No
army knows to the penny
The idea of giving to the many
of classic and contemporary
Name
nuch scrap material is saved thousands of sightless citizens list
which includes such plays as
manufacture of each piece across the country the chance to drama
Address
"Elizabeth the Queen," "Ah Wilderhing-'rcoat, 10 cents' worth; hear the best {hat the contemporary ness," "Hedda Gabler," "King Richat, 14 cents; trousers, 5 theater has to offer, originated with ard n," "Our Town," "When Lafield jacket, 6 cents; field the American Foundation for the dies Meet," "The Silver Box," "The
Cigarettes and smoking tobacco
have moved rapidly to the fore|6 cent.
BlifLd,
New
York
city,
which
decidRivals,"
and
"The
Bat."
The
play.-• • * •
front as ideal Christmas gifts with
ed to utilize the "Talking Book" ing tune of all these productions corCamels as America's favorite cigMagicians
this purpose. The book, de- responds with the time the blind
arette and Prince Albert Smoking
• musicians will soon be play- signed to bring the best in inkprint listener would spend in an actual
Tobacco, the world's largest-self
ing smoking tobacco, wefi to the
Bell Lyra's, a variation of books within reach of blind people, theater.
fore. The beauty of these gifts for
" enspiel popular in .Euro- consists of long-playing phonographThe average modern play runs to
SHIRLEY TEMPLE
smokers lies in the fact that their
ic discs on which trained readers four or five double-sided discs, or
bands.
cost is modest and their welcome
; instrument contains a key- record the works of the chosen au- from two to two hours and a half ated three new characters—Doctor
always assured. Local dealers
| similar to that of a piano, thors. The discs are played on an of playing time. The older plays, Carrot, Clara Carrot and Carroty
have been featuring Camels in the
George,
to
be
used
in
a
drive
to
electric
reading
machine
resembling
which are given without cutting, run
Splayed by striking 22 metal
carton of ten packs of "20's" and
to almost double that number. get the people of England to eat
a special gift-pf four "flat fifties."
|jth it atnall mallet. The tonal a portable phonograph.
niore
carrots!
Prince Albert is available in the
For several years the Library of Shakespeare's "Anthony and Cleoeffects have a trehumidor specially wrapped for
carrying range and add Congress has been co-operating with patro" takes up seven double-sided
Christmas giving.—Adv.
Young women workers in the naes for musical variations. the foundation, and by using con- discs, or three hours and a half of
tion's Capitol are about to be gloriLyra player carries the gressional appropriations, has met playing time.
Thanks to all that has been ac- fied on the screen; evidently the
inch instrument in an up- most of the cost of the majority of
ition by means of a shoul- these recorded works, and places complished to date, the theater now same idea hit several studios at
|p. For concert, work it may them in 27 regional public libraries comes in this way to the blind. It once, Paramount's version of the
played from a stationary across the country which operate comes to them, moreover, free of life and times of the young ladies
, all charge. The blind individual who will be called "Washington EscaBell Lyras will replace departments tor the blind.
.wishes to enjoy what Broadway has pade." Metro bought a story called
Theater Co-operative.
bells, now used in U. S.
In launching its new venture of to offer without leaving his arm- White House Girl," by Ruth FinThe new instrument
bringing acted plays to the blind, chair has only to send a list of the ney, wife of a newspaper man.
on the march.
AGRICULTURE
* • *
the Broadway theater was found ea- plays he wishes to hear to the pubJN INDUSTRY
lic
library
nearest
him,
and
one
by
Every
so
often
somebody
has
to
ger
to
co-operate.
A
group
of
young
Notes
one these plays reach him, each with screen Rex Beach's "The Spoilers."
'By flownc* C. W«ed <
players
from
contemporary
sucriding the iron steeds of cesses formed the nucleus of a rep- its individual enchantment. These It was done in 1925 with William
•Saawsaaaw;
'a armored force are as- ertory company to which guest stars plays even travel between library Farnum and Tom Sanchey staging
(This it one ol * terin of trticlts shot/lag
protection this winter from time to time come to contrib- and reader postage free.
the fist fight that made it famous. \ow farm products *n Badiog ju intportMnt
and hands operating ute their services. Among those
Paramount did it in 1930 with Gary market in industry.)
cow, matt I
equipment.
Cooper. Now Universal will make
mind toavold •» much at
Peanuts
for
Oils
^
fr of wool and leather lambskin lined muffs fastened on
—-——Unsr,
sneezing.gorenessand
it once again—this time with RanKun_candUloQ at your nottrlla M
took the circus to make the peaperfected for the ar- their handlebars, into which they
dolph Scott and John Wayne in the nutIt into
possible. Insert Mentholatum U
a national food, and it reby the quartermaster may slip their hands, if tests now
each nostril. Also rub it vigorously
he-man roles, and Marlene Dietrich mained for
«?. jour chest. TouTl be delighted
a
Negro
scientist,
Dr.
» jouter glove has leather under way by the quartermaster
as the heroine.
with
the way Men ttiolatum combat*
George Washington Carver, to find
cold misery and htip?
thumbs. An inner glove corps prove successful.
fort. Jara or tubes, 3Qc.
scores
of
new
uses
for
the
lowly
peaCHICAGO.—When
priorities
clash
•
*
*
*
of knitted wool. A strap
Another re-make scheduled for the
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by Miss
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at
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Georgia
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For School Children Ends
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cnurch in Anita for J. W. Beaver 77 in<*ndent of schools
and the Carlson Construction Co. is
t Monday Morning At 9 A. M.; well known and long time resident of A
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^eeting for all rural ago, according to M, B. Parkinson, now finishing the smoothing up of Expect From 3 to 5 Per Cent Less
the
clerk
of
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Selective
ltr For High Sefcwnl Not
community, who passed
is scheduled for Friday in the
the road which will soon be graveled. Cooperation in 1941 AAA Pronplete At Present Time.
away last Wednesday afternoon at assembly room «* the court house, Service board. Those who' received The road is officially open to a mile
gram; Parity Payments Lowthe Larsen hospital in Adair. Mr.j8tatedlMiss;Byrne. Teachers in charge the questionnaires are numbers 951 north of Lincoln Center, however, if
ered From 6c to 5c.
Beaver had been in ill health for a | o f a sch°°l for the first time will to 1,100, inclusive.
necessary one may travel over any
atner at
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list
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registrants
[old school bell tolls again next number of months and a couple of *
10 a. m. and all instructors
of it with the exception of the bridge
will meet in the afternoon at 1:30 whose post office address is Anita, that
f morning calling 4he young months ago submitted to an operation ~'"
crosses Turkey creek in the south 'The wheels are being set.in motion
(Wiota or Massena.
back to their school work. at a hospital in Omaha for the re- o'clock.
part of Anita. It is reported the for grinding out the benefit checks to
Anita—Myloe
Alger
Donald
Robson,
tion is the first line of defense moval of a cataract from one of his„ The hst of schools, their teachers Howard Read Weaver, Arlo Leon Han- bridge will be open to travel soon Iowa farmers and landowners who are
addresses in the first supervisoral
[democracS, in fact, education eyes from which he never fully re-'
co-operating in the 1941 AAA farm,
sen, Emil William Dreier, Carl Fenner after the first of September.
[very basis of democracy. We covered. He had been a patient »t!district are aa follows:
program and within the next few
No.
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ly that children are doing their the hospital in Adair for the past Grant Township—No. 1, LaVere Moore, Howard Leroy Karns, Wayne during the entire summer in which weeks the flow of cash is expected to
Samuel
Jewett,
Harvey
Larson
HanVokt, Adair; No. 2, Lillian Oler, Anita;
[the defense program by their five weeks.
sen, Jens Frosiy Rasmuasen, George time the road bed'has been widened be under way.
ft school. , ft is more important Joseph William Beaver, a son of No. 3, Ethelyn Wilson, Wiota; No. 4, William Baier, Elba Harry Huddleson, considerably and all of the small hills No definite estimate of the amount
in ev*rjforlyoung people to Henry and Elizabeth Beaver, was born Beatrice Mortensen, Anita; No. - 6, Phil Wagner Myers and Woodrow in it eliminated. Several new bridges, to be" paid to lowans this year has
ttijf at least in a log cabin in Marion county near Beatrice Scholl, Anita; No. 7, Helen Franklin Wilson.
together with a number of culverts, been made but indications now are
Knoxville, Iowa, on 'Feb. 17, 1864. In Ratliff, Anita; No. 9, Marie Breen, Wiota—Harold Joseph Waters, Don- have been added to the road in order that it will be near the total of $47,the higl
Anita.
I pupils wj8*jmake no mistake February, 1885, he was united in
ald Hay Hall, Robert C. Fridholm, to put it in first class condition before 642,458.40 paid out to lowans for parjing Anita high school for their marriage to Miss Minnie Morgan and Lincoln Township—No. 1, Virgil Harold Leo Wilson, Robert Henry the gravel is spread. Construction ticipation in the 1940 program.
hool work. The scholastic rat- following their marriage moved to Wolfe, Anita; No. 2, Bertha Mae John- Grote, Roy Walter Aldag, and Leo on the bridges was held up for a Albert J. Loveland, Iowa AAA chair|the school is high and a com- a farm in Shelby county where they son, Anita; No. 3, Martha Sorensen, Francis Glynn.
few weeks due to the fact that the man, estimates that the participation
ducational program is offered lived for three years. In 1888 they Massena; No. 4, Helen Aggen, Anita; Massena—Russell Boyer Erickson, steel was late getting here because in the 1941 program may fall from
3 to 5 per cent short of that of the
commercial, normal train- moved to Adair county where he No. 5, Doris Scholl, Anita; No. 6 Cecil Ray Gillispie, Roy Adam Garside, of the defense projects.
1940 program in this state. This fact
itional agricaltqfre, home mak- operated a farm belonging to C. M. Helen Coughlin, Cumberland; No. 7, Arthur G'erhardt Brawe, Richard Harnual training, college prepara- Myers for 14 years. In 1902 he pur- Virginia Shaver, Massena; No. 8, Mab- old Robinson, Cecil Harris Ranney, SAFE DRIVING URGED and reduction in the parity rate on
this year may tend to cut down
' practical courses. A veil chased his present home and has lived el Highley, Anita; No. 9, Hazel Schoen- Lester Golden Hall, James Dennis
FOR SCHOOL OPENING corn
bohm, Cumberland.
th$r£p8l to be paid out.
i activity program is also avail- there since that--time.
McMahon,
and
Fred
Albert
Burris.
•lading: band, glee clubs, dram* Four children were born to this Benton Township—No. 1, Agnes
With summer on the wane and the Efcst year the conservation payment
otball, boys and girls basket- union, Edward, passing away in in- Mortensen, Anita; No. 2, Pearl Rour- Mr. and Mrs. Otto Paul of Sheboy- re-opening of schools for the 1941-42 was 9 cents a bushels on the normal ~,
ball, pep Club, girl's athletic fancy. The other children, Mrs. Os- ick, Brayton; No. 3 Evelyn Essing- gan, Wis., Visited in Anita Friday sessions scheduled in most commun- yield of each acre in the allotment
[future teachers club, f,uttire car Johnston of Earlham and Mrs. ton, Exira; No. 4, Katherine Wilson, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. E. B. ities for next week, members of of co-operating farms and the parity
"•
p club, school paper, annual Robert Butler and Earl Beaver of Wiota; No. 5, Freda Bebensee, Wiot*j, •Lurnan.
A. A. A. school safety patrols are payment was 6 cents. This year the
Antia, together with his wife, eight No. 6, Josephine Richter, Adair; No.
getting ready for their job of safe- conservation payment remains at 9
7, Opal Smith, Wiota.
grandchildren,
three
great
grandMiss Mary AgnesBpngers ,,is in guarding schoolmates at traffic inter- cents but the parity is only 5 cents.
achera and pu;
help the
Franklin Township—No. 2, Marcella
ients to adjust themselves to children and two brothers, Lute and Eilts, Wiota; No. 3, Leona Tibken, Chicago this week wnere she is at- sections, according to R. E. Rhoads, The conservation payment not only '
tending the National Catholic Educa- manager of the Motor Club of Iowa. on corn and wheat but on the general'
ol as quickly ,as possible, Jake Beaver of Knoxville, are left Wiota.
to
mourn
his
death.
tion Week conference.
Mr. Rhoads said that approximately depleting soil depleting acreage sufqjgk school for the
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Vetter,
Mrs.
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be on duty in more than ?,000 scat- is not expected will be made this year.
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REUNION
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through
western
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ed that plans for maximum efficiency
heir books and supplies, but Mrs. Eric Osen. They sang, "Going The annual Highland reunion will
for patrols have been worked out by :his year instead of the two checks
[ the text books are, now rented Down the Valley," "Jesus, Saviour, be held next Sunday at Highland
Riot Me" and "The City Four Square.", church northwest of Anita. The pro- Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Battey and AAA motor clubs, schools and police, issued the last few years. This means
hool. .
";'/•' •
son, Larry, of Salem, Mo., are visitthat the expenses of county AAA asare several changes ^op the Interment was 'made in Evergreen • gram will start with church services ing here at the home fo her parents, with .the result that the youngsters sociations must be deducted before
wearing white Sam Brown belts and
"his year. At this time the cemetery with Wilfred Martin, Earl at 11 o'clock in charge of Rev. Arthur Mr. and Mrs. Jas. B. Herriman.
patrol badges will be better prepared the payments can be made.
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Funeral services for Chris Birk, well album. C. T. Winder of Anita is M.r. and Mrs. M. C. Hutchison have important than ever before. They mve been surveyed for compliance
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?"?•:!•:,' »d M«. Bloyd D™**. H..» i, .
Vacuum Pack in Glass Jars
Mrs. Fred 'Cole and son, Dickie, of ncreased acreage. Such increases in
Briardale
Otto, Iowa, are visiting here this ields among farmers will be benenil
»g except on. opening day Hines, Illweek at the home of their daughter cial to everyone and a community's
Briardale in 4 Size Jars | A
should be enrolled, Anita Mr and Mrs. E. A. Pruess and son,
.
t
v
n.
and sister, Mrs. Melvin Gissibl and usiness is no better than the crops
n
A«
the recommendations of James, of Davenport and Mrs. Calvin
hich its farms produce, he added.
family.
C
c
Department of Public In- Vriesen of Highland Park, 111., are
Any farmer interested in entering
* in regard to the age at which visiting here at the home of the ladiea
Mr. and iMrs. Fred Parsons of West tie soybean yield contest should con~ Pound
Hope
i-l be admitted to the kinder- mother, Mrs. Ruby Biggs.
Plains, Mo., are spending the week act the local farm bureau office imTh
ey must attain the age of
here visiting his son and daughter, mediately, Soukup said, as entries
not later than the last
j Harold Parsons and Mrs. Drexel Chad- lose Sept. 1.
Mr and Mrs. Jesse Cline and two
Campbell's — Cream of Potato
er
of the current; ye*r.
wick and family.
children, Juanita Fay and Raymond, of
Per Cari
Mrs. Ella B. Close has returned to^
Joplin,
Mo.,
returned
to
their
home
' B. Trumbull spent several Monday after spending a week here
aer home just north of here after
Dr.
and
Mrs.
G.
M.
Adair
and
Johnson's — Pint Cans
Anita this weekivisitinr Mrs. visiting her sister, Mr,. Ross Brookdaughter, Gael, and Chester A. Long pending several weeks at Atlantic
B
Make 'Em Look Like New
"angherty and other friends.
were in Rochester, Minn., the first of miting James Wilkinson and family.
her
JfMnestown, ner and family.
°" way
the week where Gael and 'Mr. Long
"
e, Gal.
Mr. and Mrs. Art Kloppenburg and
Mrs. Melvih Ord and two daughters
went through the Mayo clinic.
Blue Barrell—3 Giant Size Bars
daughter of Sheboygan, Wis., spent
of Tacoma, Waah., visited several days
Mrs. Harold Winder of
Miss Lois Mclntyre spent the week ;he week end in Anita visiting her
'ofne" and Mr, and Mrs. Floyd during the past week at the home of
Fresh — Krisp — Fancy
end here visiting her parents, Mr. am mother, Mrs. E. B. Luman an^ husWash;ington, D. C., spent ner uncle and aunt, Mr and Mrs.
Mrs. W. H. Mclntyre. Sunday, Miss jand.
'he;Te
Per Stock
visiting at the home of Frank Mitchell, and with her cousin,
Esther Mae Mclntyre returned here
Jack
Mitchell
and
wife.
G. T. Winder. Charles Young and his son, Richard,
and accompanied her sister to De
Washington Bartletts For
who
graduated from the Anita high
Miss
Marjorie
Cowden
who
has
Moines
after
attending
a
ten
weeks
*• J. o''Connor returned to his
Canning — 20-lb. Lugs
as a beauty operatoi
school this spring, w^re in Ames
summer
school
at
the
University
o
Thursday from Excel- been
Beauty shop here for
Thursday where Richard enrolled for
Colorado at Boulder. Esther
'. Mo.,
a course in chemical engineering at
past year, has purchased a beauty
r Sev
Dental
Hygienist
in
the
Des
Moine
ITALIAN PRUNES NQW ON
*«U w<*k*«$ the _
Iowa State college.
m Walnut. Miss Cowden gets
c
public
schools.
o
Rev. O'Connor is remuch imDtt»y«d fai health. possession of the shop Thursday.
*

BRIARDALE

14c
Hershey's
83c
Flour
— ' Sandwich Spread 39c-2ic-i4c S
36c
Butter

Butter Fly Roils

Peanut Butter
Soup
Car-Nil
Soap
Celery
Pears

9c

- i9 - is and i uc
29c
lOc
59c
26c
9c

By EOWHEELAN
MIGHT. AS THfe TRA\N PUU.CD OUT DR CnSBUeGr.THE MAIM
TOP»COFCON\/EReATiOM WA3 "SILK" RTVWLBR'S ACCIDENT-

,
ST,LL UNCONSCIOUS

RUSHED HIM To
OFCOURSE,I'M -SORRV
A WAV, HAL, &uT VT WOULD RtALLV BC
A RELIKF TO ME IF HE NEVER CSDINED
SHOW AGAIN ! I'VE NOT TOLD Vfc>U
DARHN&,

SAV. MA^BE THAT'S \WHV
HE'S BEEM
SO
NASTV
TOME

BADLY HOOT
6>V THAT
BROKEN
POLE?"

SILKIS THE ONLV
\UHOLE.
NEVER E>EEN
TO
MAKE

LALA PALOOZA
THAT WASN'T
NICE

TO GET ME
ALL WET

LIKE THAT

THIS SHOW «
StCK ANIMALS,
HOLDUPS. AN1 "WEN
HAS TO
US ."•
TO LOOK
FOR. ANOTHER
SHOW

t o t h e newspapers a ,
being madeaS ft

By RUBE GOLDBERG

She Feels Better

I COULDN'T \
BEAR TO HEAR )
THAT TAX f

LlSTeH.LOTfA. I'M

U

I'LL READ IT
\
THEN-IT SAYS YOU \
DON'T OWE
THE GOVERNMENT /
NOTHIN'\

WHY DIDN'T

YOU SAY SO IN

THE FIRST
PLACE?

THEY OWE YOU )

'

Frank Jay Mactey Syndicate, tnf;

S'MATTER POP— You Can Always Improve an Old Saw

By CM. PAYNE
I WAS 60NNA HAVE A

AT5>fcFeuAri,

~\

^
Y*"^

to saymg I Was
the European w
•ay positively though
)
plained while I Wagsft<
wood go peacefully if
* *
But even this was
a letter 1 just got
terseni keeps me from
breakdown. It seems I
JW to Nellie the same t
to Washington, and by
put the' letter about not
the war in Nellie's e
seat to Mr. Roosevelt
meant lor Nellie.
* • «
This wood seem a Kog
gess but I am not two i
how will the President k
letter he got just began'
ing Nellie" and what wffl
of a private calling his s
name like that? In the <
sentence of the letter wi
it says "Remember all]
ises to me my dear," i
to '.keep him from fti,
taUdng about the very]
mentioned on that m
card? He will not know!
talking about the promi
Petersen made to me i
dancing with Sergeant
more and about marryi
ever get through kitctoj

ties.

Bell Syndicate.—WNU Service. |

MESCAL IKE

BTS-LHUNTLEY

Chapter VI

POP—Pop Probably Prefers Pressed Steel
By J. MILLAR WATT
WHAT ARE THESE SOUP
STAINS ON THIS
SUITP

THAT'S NOT SOUP
IT'S
RUST .'

THAT SUIT WEARS
LIKE- IRON .'

I am in bad with Nel
account of she does not}
to make of the
letter witch she
got from me and
witch was meant
for the "President.
She says that I
am a louse for
ever writing it in
the first) place.
Every time I have
have told ,her I was 1
fighting man and that
terrors for me, no mat
it was on home ground*!]
so I look pretty foolish I
ing a letter to the P"
I am against any war 1
far away from home.
.'.-.•" '

,

-

*

»

'

, dome what may, ma,
tough spot and I feel W>
write more now except ton
ing I love you like always
- Your loving ?"*
Ima Dodo wants to doj
in the "V" campaign,Jl
wearing a V-neck sweater.
• • •
* • •
TWEET! TWH
The St. George hotel a^j
is now occupied by th^ '
neers corps, the pi r '
rurie is occupied
contraband control,
and Princess have been
by the censorship burw
Elbow Beach hotel will j
cupied by U. S. navy «
good regulation hon«rm
country seems pretty «"
now.
, . •
THEBONEVMOON«S (
The two lovebirds
Are having words,
No more you see
She tried to cook
Meals from a booh-

•Si DOWN

IMSaWReKKWWWANP

* •

I think that the
sent to President :
take .also says I
to every promise
witch means Nellie's
always being true to
the President's campai
but he will not know
afraid. I think I
with a line like "I
about this, honey bund),
ge back on your mid
two-time me in anywaj
no nonsense." You can
fix I am in, ma.
see an officer coming
think General Marshall

SVAttfrHMKLtt

winiv FOR A WHILE . ere HIS
BOOK W HEftUS TW CMWR

»*e iVSl

GLUYAS
WILLIAMS

'^^hand :
Luck and pl"<* «° "„ "
Pluck is Luck s b«
Luck will never co» ^ olt
Unless yw^rine R.

By
LANG
ARMSTRONG

Simile by R; R°e „
tient as a chaim^n
nament.
. .•
a
Jiimov
> tkc6 '
dtui'pj Jul'CpasW
guest at Ye °e dr ju
gasoline economy r 8ti
be outboard mo"'
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BY THE WAY
By L. F. M.

GO BACK TO SCHOOL
IN STYLE
SPORT SWEATERS
Pull Over or Coat Style
$1.98 Up

SLACKS
New Tweed Slacks in
Sizes 8 to 12 $1.98
New Wool Slacks in the
Larger Sizes 14-20 $2.95

SHIRTS and SHORTS
French Shorts — Like
Dad's For Boys 25c
Undershirts at 25c

FALL HATS
Wool Felts For the
Smaller Chap $1.29
Fur Felts For the High
School Chap $1.95 Up

New Patterns In
SMART ANKLETS
25c and 35c

FALL SHOES
For the Small Boys and
Girls $1.29 Up
For the Big Boy
$2.69 Up

OVERALLS
Ages 1 to 9 ... .89c
Ages 10to 16 ..98c

BOB HOWARD
C1L6THIER
"WE SERVE YOU WELL"
ANITA MARKETS.

WHERE GOOD GLASSES COST LESS
$8.85

SENSATIONALLY NEW CONSTANT-FLOW
HEATING FOR LESS WITH A
"NU-COMFORT"

LACO

OIL HEATER
Home Furnaces and Stoves That Will Meet Any Need
— May Be Bought on Easy Terms —

GERALD AKERS
Anita, Iowa

—

FROM OUR OLD FILES1

Last year we bought two Douglas
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
pear trees. The description said tha
this is the only variety of pear which
======
August 31, 1911.
bears the next year after setting. So
Wilson
Bros, have purchased two
we got them and crossed our finger:
and set the trees out, then came the new Oakland automobiles to be used
Nov. Hth. fttorm which just abou in their livery business.
fixed one of them, but, yes sir, the Hobart Newton went to Dexter Friother one bloomed last spring anc day on his bicycle making the trip
now it has fruit almost ready to be in four hours and a half.
John H. iMallory has rented the
picked. There is only one pear, bu
Levi Huff building and will open a
it's fruit just the same.
« • •
meat market in that location SaturHeard on party line: "My husbam day.
The annual Massena fair com-,
says that the only time I can make
good candy is when I put it on the mences next Monday and from a.l
stove and $ien go to the telephone indications it is going to be a "humand talk a half hour. By the time I mer."
The Anita baseball team has made
get back to the candy it's done to suit
a very good showing this year. Up
him just right."
• • •
to now they have won 10 out of 15
They tell us that the state fair this games they have played. H. H, 'Gate
year is swell . . . we wanted to go is manager of the team.
The band concert Tuesday evening
awfully bad Monday, but Pa razed
the roof that day and we had to stay closed the popular open air concerts
home. Oh, well, we got half the house for the summer. On account of the
shingled as the result, so we are still cool weather and as some of the
band boys are going away, it was
ahead.
• * *
thought best to discontinue them
Another week and the kids will all for the season.
The Anita public schools open next
i>e back in school. Our sixth grader
said today, "Mom, haven't the months Monday. Following is the list of
gone fast this summer? It doesn't teachers: C. M. Parker, superintendseem like it can be school time again." ent; Luetta Knights, principal; Emily
Bet there is a scramble lit' ftiorB"thanBailey, 8th; Lena Rogge, 7th; Erne
one house to find books and shirts B. Groves, 6th; Ruby Brewer, 4th and
5th; Emma Mclntyre, 2nd and 3rd;
and pencils and BOX next Monday.
* *"'«
Johanna Lineflkn, primary; Pearl McOut of the mail bag-^-A clipping Caffler, music; and Grace Blood, South
came to us recently with the following Side.
definitions:
CARD OF THANKS.
The best day . . . Today.
The best town . . . Where you sucWe wish to thank our friends and
ceed.
neighbors
for their many acts of kindThe cleverest man . . . One who alness
and
sympathy
extended us durways does what he thinks is right.
The greatest deceiver . . . One whoing our recent bereavement, the death
of our husband and father; also floral
deceives himself.
The greatest invention of the devil offerings and those who assisted with
the funeral services. We especially
. . War.
The best work v . . What you like. wish to thank the telephone operators
The secret of production . . . Sav- of the Anita exchange for their services.
.ng waste.
Mrs. Chris Birk and Family.
The biggest mistake . . . Giving up.

AUXILIARY NOTES.
The American Legion Auxiliary
(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
held their regular monthly meeting at
Eggs, cash, dozen
24c the home of Mrs. William Wahlert
Eggs, in trade, dozen
25c Friday afternoon. Mrs. Faye HolliEggs, Specials
28c day, president, was in charge of the
The greatest need . . . Common
Eggs, No. 1
26c meeting. The minutes of previous
Eggs, No. 2
;23c meeting were read and approved. Mrs. sense.
The greatest stumbling block . . .
Hens, over 5-lbs
16c Lela Miller, membership chairman, reHens, 4 to 5-lbs
13c ported 53 paid up members for the igotism.
The 'best teacher . . . One who
Hens, under 4-lbs. & Leghorns, .lie year. 1,000 small poppies and 100
Springs, over 5-lbs
16c large poppies were ordered for 1942. makes "you want to learn.
The greatest thing, bar none, in all
Springs, 4 to 5-lbs
14c The secretary reported $4.55 from
Springs, under 4-lbs. & Leghorns. 13c past presidents luncheon and $48.63 the world . . . Love.
The greatest comfort . . . The
Roosters, Ib
10c from bingo stand at celebration had
Ducks, Ib
gc been added to the Auxiliary funds. cnowledge that you have done your
Geese, Ib
5c A request was made for more can- work well.
* * •
Pigeons, live, dozen
60c celled stamps to be sent to the soldiers
George
do
you
know what the Idaho
Cream, sweet
3gc home at Marshalltown. Mrs. Holliday
Cream, No. 1 sour
36c gave a report on the state convention potato said to Elmer Davis, "Huh
Cream, No. 2 sour
34c wbJch was held Aug. 6 and 7 at you're just a commentator!"
Yellow corn, No. 2
60c Marshalltown. The September meetMr. and Mrs. Lloyd Klever and son,
Oats, No. 2, new or old
30c ing will be a joint meeting at the
Wheat, No. 1
95c home of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Davey Gary, of Exira spent Sunday in Anita
visiting at the home of her mother,
and the Gold Star mothers and sisters Mrs. Hattie Wiese.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Joy of Lewiswill be guests. At the close of the
•were Sunday visitors in Anita with meeting a lunch was served by Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Howard Wagner of
his father, Art Joy.
Wahlert and Mrs. John Mehlmann. Des Moines spent Thursday night in
Anita at the home of his brother,
William Wiagner and wife. Mr. and
Mrs. Wagner were on their way home
after attending the national convenSave 30 to 50 Per Cent on Complete Glasses
tion of Spanish American war veterWhy pay more than we ask?
ans in Omaha.
RIMLESS GLASSES
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. L. Newton returned
Single Vision Complete1
to their home here last week after
spending several weeks on a automobile trip through western states and
COMPLETE BIFOCALS GLASSES $10.00 and UP.
visiting
relatives. They were accomEyes that are strained, weak or defective . . . eyes that are
panied by Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Salmon
draining your energy and aging you rapidly . . . such eyes need
and family, who are spending the sumconstant care. And that care should be the most scientific kind
mer here, on the trip.

DR.Optometrist
L. B. PETERSEN
— Atlantic

-

A birthday dinner was held Sunday
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Lyman
Wahlert in honor of his father, Wiliam Wahlert, and two of his grandchildren, Wilma Mae Petersen and
Ray Wahlert, whose birthdays are
on the same day. Those present were:
larold Wahlert and family, Fay
Petersen and family, Floyd Gissibl and
'amily, Melvin Gissibl and family, Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Petersen and Mrs.
Emma Burns, all of Anita; Mrs. Maggie Long of Mayetta, Kan.; and Mrs.
<Ved Cole and son, Dickie, of Otto,
Iowa. In the afternoon Mr. and Mrs.
Earl Reason of Keithsburg, 111., were
visitors.

BIGGER

Phone 171

DR. B. L. MEURER
Chiropractor
Adair, la.
—Office Hours—
9-12 — 1:30-6

Smith':

Sto
n
WE DEI

PHONE 303

FRIDAY AND fi^ttilAY _ ^
LOOSE LEAF FVF$&j^ FILLERS, 2 f 0
SCHOOL PENCILS, 2 ^r ..... i . . '
BROWN BEAUTTBtn^EJR BEANS, 3 cang i
BLUE BARREL SOAP, £ bars
GREEN BEANS or TOMATOES, Mayfl OWer
brand, 3 cans
BAB-0, 2 cans
STARCH, com or gloss, 2 packages

JAR RUBBER^," 4 packages . . ?
Peaches - Grapes — Aj^tf — Lettuce
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Holton spent the
week end at Lake Okoboji.

Mr; and Mrs. Gerald Bell,
son spent a few day8 in A
the past week visiting his p,
The members of the LOME club «nn Mrs., Anderson Bell
held a surprise farewell party on relatives and friends.
'
Miss Marjorie '.Cowden Monday evenin? at the home of Miss Cathryn Carry
near Brayton. Other guests, besides
Miss Curry, were Miss Caryl Raffensperger of Stuart and Miss Ehra Van
Aernam and Miss Barbara Rhoads.

*»OFITS ARE ,
HARD WHEN YO.
• LAYERS ARE1
WORMY!

WATKINS

LINIMENT
SPECIAL
1-lb. OF PEPPER
OR
16-oz. BOTTLE OF
ANTISEPTIC MOUTH WASH
AT lOc
WITH PURCHASE OP
BOTTLE OF LINIMENT

EARLGARRETT
"Your W»tkins Dealer"

We Have A Fresh Supply Of
Genuine Semi-Solid Butten

Wed. & Sat. Night
1 till 10

The Farmers Coop,

Sun. 10-11 A. M.
Phone 37

quessoline?
Why trust

NEW!

1

And Paint That Does Half a Job Is An Equally Poor
Investment _ por Your Fall Paint Job Specify

Monarch 100% Pure Paint

-1*

- Ask Us For An Estimate of Your Needs -

ROBER;FscoTT
ANITA LUMBER CO.
WE BEAT MAIL.ORDER COMPETITION

•
•
^

WANTED : - Soybean combining.
Have special equipment. Reasonable
price. James McMahon, Rt. 2, Masaena
FOR SALE:—Good com binder
Priced to aeU. Frank Osen, Anita. Up
If you have an old horse or mule you
want to sell, see C. L. Wilson, Anita.

.
184 Anita—we pay phone charges.

SAI

We Invite You To See the New Modern Equi]
Added To Our Battery Department

THE

MERCURY QUICK CHARGI

to luck?

\

%•

Which Charges Yotar Battery In the Modern 1«
Approved By Leading Battery Manufacturers,^,
est Car Manufacturers, Society of AutpmotiYel
gmeers and Bureau of Standards, U. S. Gown"
It Is No Longer Necessary For You To Wait
S*. Your Battery To Be Charged. This
Modern Approved Method Charges Your Ba
ttie Amazing Time of 15 fo 45 Minutes, ^..
Without Removing the Battery Prom Your
NEW GUARANTEED BATTERIES
PRICED AS LOW AS THE LOWEST

You know what
your* getting wfth

0. W. Shaffer & Si
IOWA
THURS. . FRI. . SAT>
- REASONS TO
ATTEND
"

CROWN
motorists choose Red Crown

WANfTvo

-'M

B

FAST!

Test" and see why midwest

BETTER

.

IT IS

Olve your car the "Tanlcful

A Paper Hat Makes a
Mighty Poor Umbrella!

When it comes to deciding 1
suffers most from wormJ
.profits or your layers, if
toss-up. But why suffer!
• all you have to do is stopM
«et a package of DR. f
, BURVS ROTA-CAPS.
v

gasoline over any other
brand by a margin of ...

>
>•
"SIS HOPKINS" is oK»mln' to
TOWN I And who but
"JiNNY UNO of lb.0wrfci«
COULD b« MM SbHopUnof mil
IT'LL b« the «cr««unlMt thing on '"
CELLULOID, i
DID IT y'ari 099 In fin
THIS famous stag* dank
TO TOWN rfp-joarfn'
AND ZIP a*

POR you wUh nww % ortdfltfa't

NIT. TUB

Id
APower Dams to Supply
2 BilHott P j s Aluminum for U. S., Defense

A Refuge for the Birds
ALUMINUM
AhimtiM HoMi
Ii2. Alcoa
3.R*ynoUi
4. Ahmlnum Co. of Canada

A great many cogent argument*
may be cited in favor of building
bird refuges. Aside from their aesthetic values, of which no one can
fail to be aware, the birds are so
useful economically that they deserve protection and care at the
hands of all men.
FARM REFUGES

More than any other group of citizens, perhaps, farmers should be
concerned about the protection of
',2,3,4, J. Afco«
the birds, since the welfare of crops !
and the commercial success of the I
7.**)maUt(FalM941)
farm are very closely tied up with |
yr.miJOmrt.HcMi
8,10,11. Op. by Afcoo
the numbers and kinds of birds to
».Op.by1t»vnold,
be found in a given locality. As
liOp.br Bonn Co.
evidence of the value of birds to
»3.Op.byUnJonC<irb
farmers—if such evidence is neces- ;
U Op. bt Olin Corp.
sary—it may be said that ornitholo- ,'
Canadian Manta
15. Aluminum Co. of
gists report that the alfalfa weevil
Canada (Selli to US.)
has 50 different bird enemies; the
UMII 1C rOWW
chinch bug, 29; the cotton-boll weeOMwaHng FacllHin
vil, 66; cutworms, 98; leaf hoppers,
AHOY! A FREEZE AS FRESH AS ANlOCEAN BREEZE
175; white grubs, 95; wireworms,
(See Recipes Below)
205; and so on, through a long list
of the most serious insect pests.'
WEEK-END SUPPER IDEAS
shudders to think what would
THIS WEEK'S MENU
JJ,om KntHbmz&ntetor.general of OPM estimates the V. S. will need an annual production of 1 600 One
happen to all our crops if all birds
<
Guests
for
the
week-end?
or
just
ipo^ #^$^$HW;/«' national defense. Map shows where bulk will be produced. Plants indicated should suddenly go on strike I Fig- ie family? Whichever it is you'll
•Apricot Upside-Down Meat Loaf
|ing todte mttdof, Wo». I to S are now producing at combined rate of 635 million pounds, by middle ures, carefully and conservatively rant t6 take a brief vacation from
Nut Bread
Corn on the Cob
\wM reach *2»f rtirfBon. «o« 6 produce 40 million pounds, and Plant 7 (nearing completion) 60 computed, indicate that the value of
ie kitchen or it won't really be
Tossed Tomato, Watercress
;. Proposed government plants will produce in millions of pounds when completed: (8) 150, (9) 100, bird services in the United States jabor day for you.
and Cucumber Salad
is $350,000,000 annually. This, how?, (11) 90. (12) 70, (13) 60 and (UJ30. Part of Canada (15) production has been contracted for by
•Orange Freeze
Sugar Cookies
Here's how you do it: Bake the
}
ever,
is
only
about
one-fourth
of
the
States.
'
utbread in advance, it's better if
Coffee or Milk
estimated yearly damage wrought
•Recipe Given.
it stands a day or
Special to Western Newspaper Union
will add further tonnage. The pots by insects. The logical conclusion
so. Mix the meat
and pans collected in the recent is that it would pay us all—growand set in the re- family's approval:
IINGTOKi D. d.—What has been happening throughout drive,
for instance, cannot be used ers and consumers as well—to difrigerator until
(Serves 6 to 8)
States during the; last few weeks would have consti- for making bombers but they might rect a large-scale effort toward inready to bake.
2 cups flour
be remelted and used to make army creasing and protecting our bird
| phenomenon anywhere but in a democracy.
As a vegetable
2 teaspoons baking powder
kitchen equipment or to populations.
you'll like tender
% teaspoon salt
Sauk Center to gay Broadway a fellow could take his field
"quiet" steel, thus freeing other
The most successful bird refuges
corn with lots of
2 teaspoons sugar
ie swellest dance in town with no more capital than a aluminum for airplanes. The steel established on farms have been
% cup milk
butter, takes only
I battered pots and pans. In Oklahoma City, solid citi- industry, which burns up one-half those maintained by co-operation befew minutes to cook, you know,
% cup butter
Mix dry ingredients, sift twice,
i downtown to hurl their skittles and double boilers at a pound to five or six pounds of alu- tween the farmer—or a group of bur salad is simple and is tossed
minum hi the making of each ton of farmers—and a state game commis- in a few seconds. Dessert, too, you work hi butter, add milk slowly
ainted on the posterior of an effigy Hitler, then let them steel,
may well consume 100,000,000 sion, a school, an Audubon society, an make the day before and just and toss on floured board. Divide
jf or Uflcle Sam to pick up. In Harrison, N. Y., a dog bit a pounds next year.
or some similar organization. Such wait until you see what a lovely sur- into two parts, roll to a desired
ut soliciting old aluminum from house to house; he was a
Aluminum, paradoxically, is the co-operation permits of a distribu- rise it is, too. Cool and delicious, thickness and bake in hot oven (400
degrees) for 12 minutes or until
police flog, of course. Gypsy Rose Lee, exhibiting rare most plentiful of all the metallic tion of labor, the landowners serv- ie orange freeze is tops. .
as wardens and the school or soA change in the meat course is done. Use a buttered baking pan
lie), contributed a pan dance. And more than 1,000,000 elements known to man. It is in ing
the clay under our feet, in the rocks ciety furnishing and placing bird ie order of the day. A touch of for baking. Split biscuit when done
did their bit in the drive to collect scrap aluminum high
on a nearby hill, in the water houses, posters, feeding stations, ruit borrowed from a favorite cake and spread with butter.
onal defense.
Peel and slice fresh peaches fine
nd three of your "favorite kinds of
we swim in and often hi the very and the like.
(or pulp them), sprinkle with sugar
Now that American forests have meat go to make up this:
shprt months the threat of Hitlerism had brought the food we eat.
Aluminum is never found in the been cut away to such appalling •Apricot Upside-Down Meat Loaf. to taste, let stand in refrigerator to
ilvery metal off the kitchen ranges of the nation and native
chill. When ready to serve, place
state, as iron, copper and extent, there is a definite "housing
(Serves 8 to 10)
i it all over the front page. For just as World War I has gold are; it is always locked tight shortage"
among the birds that live pound smoked ham (ground twice) peaches between or on top or both,
top the whole with whipped cream.
scribed as a waitof steel, World War II was rapidly devel- in chemical combination with other in tree holes and cavities. Once : pound beef (ground)
Jellied Waldorf Salad.
elements. Napoleon III, awake to they could find ready nesting space ! pound fresh pork (ground)
i a war of aluminum*
1 package lemon gelatin
the advantage of light aluminum in fallen and decaying trees; now
eggs
?ar I was a static and sur1% cups hot water
cavalry equipment would give him
is imperative that nest boxes be i cup cold water
fought from fixed poal- is summed up in the recent report over his enemies, offered a fortune itprovided
1 cup diced tart apple
cup milk
for
them.
Some
of
our
•ld War U is character- of the house military affairs com- to the French scientist who could most valuable bird friends such as cup cornflakes (crushed)
V* cup diced pineapple
""'" [4u».t»ovimeiit« of mittee on defense progress:
Vt cup diced celery
tablespoon Worcestershire sauce
find a cheap way of producing the the nuthatches, bluebirds, chicka:ed fighting; forces,
% cup chopped nuts or cherries
Aluminum Price Decline.
metal, which then cost $545 a pound. dees, house wrens and tree swal- i teaspoon pepper
tanks rule the land,
Vt teaspoon salt
"In 1938 this company finished the But it was not until 1886 that an lows are among these hole-inhabit- i teaspoon dry mustard
2 tablespoons lemon juice
_,i and swift, modern year with an Inventory of a stock of American youth, Charles Martin ing birds.
tablespoon onion (very finely
Dissolve the gelatin in the hot wafight the BjatUe of the aluminum equal to the normal re- Hall, unlocked the secret and paved
minced)
PROVIDING FOOD
ter and add the salt and lemon juice.
tablespoons butter
quirements for a year. As of the the Way for aluminum at its present
In order to attract nesting birds,
Chill tiU the mixture begins to thickper cent of today's
tablespoons brown sugar
of April 3, 1939, congress had price of 17 cents.
it
is
advisable
to
plant—or
to
spare,
en
and stir in the fruit and all other
ie is aluminum} for date
8
dried
apricot
halves
(cooked)
Hall's
process,
still
the
basis
of
authorized the navy to build 3,000
mejal,a* strong as planes and the army 8,000. Such a the aluminum industry, makes use if they are already growing in the Combine smoked ham, beef and ingredients. Pour into molds and
Woodlot—occasional growths of June ork with slightly beaten eggs, milk, chill and serve.
J, are <fely one-third program required no expansion of
berries, mulberries, chokecherries, water and cornflakes. Mix thoroughChicken Filling.
Modern tank* use the production facilities, inasmuch as a
pin cherries, cranberries and wild y and add Worcestershire sauce, „ 1 cup ground chicken meat
inte- year's supply' of the metal was on
currants. But it is in the winter that lepper; mustard, and finely minced
Vz cup ground almonds
elae it hand. However, late in 1938 this
the birds are most in need of help nion. Melt butter in bottom of a
2 to 4 tablespoons celery, chopped
to .save company inaugurated a program
in the matter of food supplies. FeedLemon juice
by 5 by 3 loaf pan. Add brown
^ability. with additions-since made to it calling places should be prepared by ugar and heat until well blended,
Salad dressing to moisten (cooked,
Jng for the capital expenditure of
building low hutches or erecting wig- orange apricots, cut side up, one?
french or mayonnaise)
over $200,00d,000. Instead of: an inwam-like shocks of grain or corn the bottom of the pan. Pack the
Salt
crease in the price of" aluminum,
sheaves, open to the southward, un- meat mixture over the apricots.
Mix meat, celery and almonds.
Qded
up in tne pot-and-pan aarthere has been in practically all
der which food may be scattered. Bake in a moderate oven (350 de- Season to taste with salt and lemon
,.' ; . • -.-• '.x,. '•' ? •"
strategic vand critical materials, in
Such food may consist of suet, pork Tees) for 1V4 hours.
juice and add enough dressing to
some instances .asvhigh as 200 per
rinds, various grains, or bones with
You'll really approve of this new give a spreading consistency.
na cent, there.has been a decline in the
.... ,
some shreds of meat attached.
Shrimp and Cucumber Filling.
dessert idea, and since it's light it
l,*1 'aluminunv lor" egg price qf approximately 14 per cent.
1% cups fresh cooked or canned
will
be
especially
appropriate
with
PLANTING
THE
ROADSIDES
i for refrigerator trays, for All the : testimony given. Before this
-hrimp
Since'the advent of the automo- i substantial main course:
ned trains," hair curlers,' edn^^e-' 1ii^|<.;t0.--tbe-«jtfeet that the
1 medium-sized cucumber
'Orange
Freeze.
bile,
Amegjea
has
made
tremendous
(girders or chewing gum Aluminum c6mpaay»of;America had'
Vt teaspoon salt
(Makes 1% quarts)
stridesnfroadbuilding and it is now
Gone to defend ite coun- given' 100 per cent cooperation, had
% cup mayonnaise
%
cup
sugar
, possible to ride in comfort in alnum is needed in quanti- not only .used its own money sor .exPaprika
1
cup
water
| most any.part of the United States.
of which peacetime. pansion, but of its own initiative took^
Chop shrimps to paste; peel, reNevertheless, these miles of high- 1 package orange-flavored gelatin move seeds from cucumber and
'never imagined, much less steps to treble its production. T
1
cup
orange
juice
way
would
be
immeasurably
more
Alcoa by July, 1942, will be producchop very finely, squeezing out exattractive if they were' planted to 2 tablespoons lemon juice
States' annual mili- ing 725,000,000 pounds annually.
cess water. Combine with shrimps,
2
cups
milk
shade trees, nut-bearing trees, and
and maypnnaise. Chill
quirements'' of aluminum
Seven New Plants.
Combine sugar and water and boil seasonings
'to ornamental shrubs. Such plantand spread between slices of bread,
| defense; program gets into
Aided by RFC loans totaling some
!
minutes.
Remove
from
fire
and
ing-would
go
a
long
way
toward
pro.-., •••-—*,'-*ft' ••-•£.">• -""i.."
uction, haVe been estimat- $35,000,000. the Reynolds Metals
cut in fancy shapes.
Forging an alumin^ pr.f>#$|*f viding attractive shelter for eco- dissolve gelatin in hot syrup. Add
To accompany these good-tasting,
om l^OOiflOO^OOfl pounds to company, long a fabricator of alufruit
juices.
Turn
into
freezing
tray
valuable.birds, and, if it
clever
sandwiches, you'll undoubtedfiUOO pounds-$ year and up. minum, thte year entered the busi- blank. Defense aircraft will reqjwre
some.?.fif the many shrubs of automatic refrigerator, setting to ly want to serve a cool, refreshing
• take 1,6W,000,OW pounds ness of making the metal. At Lis- Tnany times the number of alumi. ... hold their berries all winter, coldest freezing temperature. When beverage. Why not try:
"ate of William Knudsen, terhill, Ala., one of its two plants num forging* the U. S. consumes might
'al^JurnisH winter* food for partially frozen, turn into cold bowl
Coffee Frappe.
general of OPM—as a fair is already in operation, and at Long- in peacetime.
the
birds^M
*> tecent^gpvernment md beat with rotary beater until 2 cups strong freshly brewed coffee
That is twice as much view, Wash., another is neanng
Jiick
and
fluffy.
Add
milk
and
beat
suggestsT "If cluinps of
VA cup cream
as the entire world p/o- completion. Together they will of an electrolytic furnace. This f bulletin
large rectangular pot is filled with shrubs were formed of kinds, furnish* until blended. Return to tray, stir V4 cup powdered su-rar
y five years ago. It" is make 100,000,000 pounds a year.
every
30
minutes,
and
freeze
until
i ing the birds food, if more 61'tjiem.
% teaspoon ground ginger
lual to the entire world
OPM is reported to have recom- cryolite, the "stone like ice," found
placed along various rightsnaf- firm ^5 to 6 hours).
1 egg white
of 1940, notwithstanding mended to the war department the only in far-off Greenland, but manu- were
Peach Shortcake.
factured synthetically in large quan- way, if the hedges were allowed"t6
Place all ingredients and some
tic war ' machine? that construction of seven new govern- tities
here. Powerful electric cur- bear fruit, and fence poles and pos- •'Since..peaches are so very good cracked ice into a beverage shaker
• In terms more familiar ment plants; According to the resibly
even
telegraph
poles
furnished
this
yeafy
ypji'll
want
to
make
the
into the cryolite,
and shake well; or beat all ingredi's, it is more' than twice ports, these would be run by private rent is introduced
through it, heating it to a with bird houses, thousands of birds most of 'twin'. This will win your ents together with egg beater and
Aluminum as this Country companies, three by Alcoa, one by passes
mass, and leaves through the could live where very few do now."
let stand in refrigerator to chill.
Bohn Aluminum and.Brass corpora- molten
Community parkings, parks, fair
lining
of
the
pot.
A
white
subEgg Nog.
utensils and eleHtric re- tion, one by Union Carbide and Car- stance like powdered sugar, called grounds, picnic grounds, school and
LYNN SAYS: V V
A teaspoon salt
bon, and one by the Olin corpora, alumina (which is merely alumi- college grounds, cemeteries, golf
eombined.
1 egg
, being done to meet this tion. These plants would add 600,- num chemically combined with oxy- courses, and all manner of public
Vegetables with interesting'
1 to 2 teaspoons sugar
A great deal—dome of 000,000 pounds a year. The Metals gen), is dissolved in the molten grounds should be pressed into servBackground and good vitamin
'•' "Vi teaspoon vanilla
»vate enterprise, aome of it Reserve company, a government cryolite. The electric current de- ice in this economically important
stories intrigue me. Take water1 cup cold, milk.
corporation,
has
contracted
witii
the
government, aome by the
composes the alumina, the oxygen and aesthetically important proj eel
cress, for instance. You may
Beat salt-; 'egg • anjL>sugar. Add
rk
Aluminum
Company
of
Canada
to
'ig together.
once have gathered this tender milk and vanilla, beatffig thoroughpassing off as gas and the then of protecting and increasing the bird
little green among brooks and
ly; pour into tall. glass and-dust
"jnum Company of Amer- obtain about 750,000,000 pounds, molten aluminum, heavier than the population.
For further ialormitioa. send 6ve cents to
runs, but its history harks back
with nutmeg. Yield:'"!, large serv• —since it was the only 187,000.000 to be delivered during cryolite, sinking to the bottom of the Superintendent
ol
Document
i.
Department
o
1042 1944
pot. The aluminum is then tapped Airlcultiire, Washington, D. C., ttUnf lot
much longer than either you or I.
ing.
n™ virgin (new), atumtnum
"Secondary, or reclaimed, alumi- into ladles and poured into ingot at Firmer,' Bulletin No. 1144.
Variations: two tablespoons chocoWatercress
is
an
excellent
States until this year, num
• * *
(for the metal can in some intervals.
late syrup; 1 tablespoon malted milk
source of vitamin A which proget under way with de- ways be
used over and over again)
—top with whipped cream.
motes growth, increases resistWhat it baa done
Before the Hall process can be WOODPECKER FAMILY
Sometimes on a Sunday or holiance to infective diseases and
Of these birds, so valuable to the
employed many complicated operaday
afternoon there comes a lulj
prevents
eye
diseases.
Excellent
farmer
and
orchardist
because
o;
tions
must
be
performed
to
obtain
Develops 150 New Designs in Cotton Hosiery the alumina. It may be recovered j their constant attack upon woodtoo is watercress in vitamin C
which a bit of rebecause of the international situawhich is so essential to good bone
freshment seems
1. S. depart- tion, congress three years,ago ap- from a number of materials, but it ing insects, there are 24 species in
and teeth formation.
to fill perfectly.
ure has announced propriated funds to the department is obtained economically only from the United States. From one-thin
Vitamin B, too, is found in its
For that I would
150 different cotton of agriculture for investigating the bauxite a mineral which looks to two-thirds of the food of severa
leaves, and that, you know, stim- suggest assorted
. are now available use of cotton for women's hosiery. sometimes like clay and sometimes of these species consists of the larulates appetite and protects nerve sandwiches, cool
like rock and occurs in many com- vae of wood-boring insects. Moreas a result of
David H. Young, textile technoloand brain tissue and brain funcdrinks, jellied
i of bome gist for the department has devel- binations of colors. Roughly, four over, the yellow-hammers are nota
tion. Its vitamin Q content will
Waldorf salad,
pounds of highgrade bauxite wiU ble destroyers of ants, one of these
help you have normal nutrition.
and peach shortand more will be oped ftiU-fashiraed cotton hosiery make two pound? of alumina, which birds being known to have taken a
every occasion. These will then make one pound of alu- least 5,000 ants at a single meal. The
The iron it contains in its copper
cake. All of these
to designator
vary from cotton-web mesh for eve- minum. 12 kilowatt hours of elec- N. S. has laws designed to protec
recipes have the little added flavorand magnesium deposits helps
wear to plain knits in various tricity are required to make a single this valuable helper of growers.
ing that make them company fare.
make blood and nourish teeth.
mting SnJ
(KeUaMd by Wtitcrn Newspaper Unloa.)
weights for sports' wear and around pound of aluminum.
the house and garden.
'
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In
School
September 1st
US BEFORE YOU BUY POSTS
WE HAVE ALL KINDS THE FARMERS
COOP.
C. R DARROW, Manger

The School With
A Complete
Educational Program

Rev. D. Allen Martin, a former
student pastor 'of the Anita Church
of Christ, was visiting friends here
last week.
Mr. and Mrs. John Grant are the
parents of an eleven pound boy baby
born to them at the home of he^r
mother, Mrs. Lew Rydl, northwest of
Anita Aug. 19. Be has been named
James Michael.

Frogil users tall us that a Frogil oil heater gives MORE
HEAT, yet consumes a third less oil! Think of the saving
that means! It's one more reason why more homes in this
territory are heated with Frogils than any other meke of
heeteri Prices as low as $44.95—easy term*.

Dement
Implement Co.
M.

»

'^ ,-

tot
tiloaJL

OIL HEATERS

ANITA
that's our aim!
P

•• • :

m • J*E HAVE the factory-trained experts who know how to put your car in
Wtop-flight running order and keep it there. We have the genuine factory parts if you need them. And we keep a big enough stock so there's no
time lost W^ have the special tools and equipment to spot your exact service
needs instl&tly, without "guesswork," hunting in th«<fark, or time-wasting
delays, Aiirltiaturally, nobody is as interested as we are in seeing-that every
Ford in iowii fc running perfectly. Better let us "treat" your Ford now.
WE SERVICE ALL MAKES OF CARS

ROSE MOTOR CO
PHONE 211

AUGUST 28, 1941.

ANITA, IOWA

DIALBl AUVHtlBJUIBIT

REEL NEWS
The same lovable personality that
has made "Sis Hopkins" a stage favorite for generations, now comes to the
screen with the inimitable seatterbrain.
Judy Canova enacting the role of the
hillbilly heroine whose antics have
made her a screen favorite of millions.
Sis Hopkins" shows what happens
when her misguided rich relatives
pack her off to .college. A hillbilly
placed none to comfortably in a collegiate getting is bound to create something of a sensation. Bob Crosby and
his Bobcat bSnd furnish a number
of musical tunes and Jerry Colonna,
Bob Hope's radio funny-man, picks up
the laughs where Sis leaves off. Jack
Benr.y, in a Screen Snapshots short
sho.wp i*ith other HWywood stars,
rounds out the Thursday, Friday and
Saturday show. This week there are
126 reasons to attend.
» » «
The fall season of a long list of hit
pictures starts next Sunday with the
showing of the Marx Bros, latest
picture, "The Big Store." Here are
ten floors of bargains, yes, bargains
of fun, with the dizzy Groucho, Harpo
and Chico at their dizziest. A dozen
tanks of laughing gas cannot produce
the same effect as this wild tale with
a big departement store setting. A
lavish style show with shapely models,
a hair-raising chase over counters and
shelves, bicycle riding and roller skating and a dozen other crazy antics are
fmTa part of "The- Big Store," Tony
Martin also sings two "hit parade"
songs.
* * *
Have you received any "Movie
M'onie" from your local merchant yet ?
You can use it for any show, in part
or full payment of admission. Get
your share.
* • •
Starting the week of August 31st.,
there will be a midweek Wednesday
and Thursday change of program at
the theatre. Admission will be ten
cents" to all.

BACK TO SCHOOL VALUES
WORLD GLOBE, special at
.....
.............
79c
WEBSTER'S DICTIONARY, special at ...... 98c
TABLETS
............
;
...............
5c and lOc
LOOSE LEAF NOTE BOOKS ........ lOc and 15c
Fountain Pens and Pencils At All Prices—Numerous
Other Items All Priced To Meet Your Purse

EARLY FALL VALUES
CALQX — FOR SORE THROAT
.............
PENETRO — FOR CHEST COLDS ...........
REXALL LIVER PILLS
.....................
PAZO PILE REMEDY OINTMENT ..........
HAND LOTION — FOR CHAPPED SKIN .
DEWrPTS NOSE DROPS
...................

59c
25c
23c
75c
.25c
23c

Lowest Prices on Nationally Advertised Products

BONCERS
We Deliver -

(The Rexall Store)

Phone 102

"TRAILER VAGABOND'

By WARREN BAYLEY
Macleod, Alberta, Canada.

southern Alberta—and instead of
training rookies in red coats for the
The Mounties don't always get their
Force, the main concern here now is
man. There is a murder case right
the training of Australian fliers for
lere in (Macleod that has remained unthe war over yonder.
Surrounding
solved since 1903.
prairies that, used to resound to the
But instead of a blot on the ex- thunder of mounted recruits now
cellent record of the Royal North West throb with the roar of planes.
Mounted Police, it stands a monument
The rapid spread of the fame of
to the tireless efforts of this fine group the Mounties was due to Sitting Bull,
of men. The "Belly Butte" murder
Mrs. (Maude Suplee is visiting rela- aunched the most minute and thorough the Indian Chief who was responsible
tives this week at Ottumwa and Sig- investigation in the annals of the for Ouster's Massacre. Front-page
news throughout the world after that
ourney, Iowa.
Force, covering the Province of Al- historic battle with American troops,
'Miss Lulu Alvord entertained the lerta and nine of our States and lead- Sitting Bull and his tribe fled to Canmembers of her pinochle club Thurs- ing northward to the Arctic and east ada, where the mounted police—outday evening at her home on Cherry ;o Germany. Such a case might -well numbered a thousand to one—were
Street. Other guests, besides the lave remained a mystery to our own faced with the phoblem of keeping
those fierce savages subdued. Acmembers, were Mrs. Evan Reynolds famed G-Men.
of Kansas City, Mo., and Mrs. A. J. Created in 1873 as a mobile police counts of how they succeeded, generally
Kopp and iMIrs. G. M. DeCamp. High force of 300 men, the main purpose through bluff alone, brought worldscore for the evening was held by of the Mounties was to cope with the wide fame to the Force.
Indian situation of the time. They
Twenty years ago, with the name
Mrs. Hansine Johnson.
also saved Canada from the lawless- "Canadian" supplanting "North West,"
Announcement was made last week ness that prevailed in the mining- because of a broadened scope of jurisdiction, the Force was nearly disbandof the marriage of Miss. Harriet Ellen camps of the U. S. during that era.
Dorsey, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Today, with little more than a thous- ed in an economic and political upDorsey, and Glen Baylor, son of Mr. and men, it polices an area equal to the heaval. Fortunately for law and orand Mrs. John Baylor. The nuptial U. S. in size—manning 113 posts in der, the movement failed. •
Instead of keeping hostile Indians
took place at MaryviHe, Mo., on Aug. all seven provinces of Canada, two
16. Miss Letha Mae Saxton and Territories and the islands of the in line the Mounties now perform
duties ranging from adventurous supGeorge Petersen attended the young Arctic Archipelago.
Chief of the organization between pression of smuggling and countercouple. They will make their home
with his parents on a farm east of 1876 and 1880, Commissioner J. F. feiting to the dull investigation of inhere where they will have the best Macleod founded a fort here bearing come-tax returns and unlicensed radio
his name. A diplomat as well as sets. But they still cut dashing figwishes of their many, friends.
frontier-policeman, Macleod was large- ures and maintain the spirit of old.
The members of the Helping Hand ly responsible for negotiating the InWhatever the job at hand may be,
club were entertained at a one o'clock dian treaties that gave Canada a huge and in spite of this unsolved case here
dinner Thursday by Mrs. Clair Under slice of western territory.
in Macleod, the Royal Canadian Mountwood at her home southeast of here.
Things have changed since then. ed Police continue to chalk up a record
There were eleven members and four Alberta has become a Province. The of infallibility that makes them one
visitors, Mrs. Pfcul Steele, Mrs. Ray- fort has blossomed into a pleasant of the most respected law enforcemond Kleuver, Mrs. Jessie Taylor and little town of 1,600—the oldest in ment organizations in the world.
Mrs. Maggie Long, present. During
the afternoon a contest put on by Mrs.
"Trailer Vagabond" IB Sponsored and Appears In This Paper
Merritt Steele was won by Mrs. Taylor.
Through the Courtesy of
M\rs. Irvin Dorsey will be hostess at
the next meeting of the club on Sept. 4.

WAGNER'S FILLING STATION

The members of the W. W. club were
Anita, Iowa
Phone 257
TEXACO PRODUCTS
entertained Thursday afternoon by
Mrs. Grover Darling at her home northwest 9f here. Other guests, besides
Mr. and Mrs. John Pearce and Mr. for Minnesota where they will spend
the members, were Mrs. Lester Ha- nd Mrs. Dennis Pearce left Sunday several days.
mann, Mrs. Ralph Richter, Mrs. Ray
Morgan, Mrs. William Hamann and
Mrs. Ralph Odem. The twin daughters
of Mri and Mrs. Lester Hamann were
each .presented with a silver baby
spoon, a gift of the club. A lunch
was served by the hostess. The next
meeting of the club will be on Sept.
4 at the home' of Mrs. O. L. Saxton.
Thursday afternoon 'Mrs. Roy Taylor,
Mrs. Cecil Taylor and Mrs. Leland Taylor entertained at the home of the
former at a miscellaneous post nuptial shower in honor of Mrs. Lelanc
Lantz, a recent bride. A color scheme
of pink and white was carried out
in the decorations and in the lunch
Games and contests were enjoyed dur
ing the afternoon by the forty peopl<
present. Mrs. Edwin Kaiser of Lewis
was an out-of-town guests. Follow
ing the serving of a lunch by th
hostesses, the bride was presented wit
numerous gifts.

We Have Sold Quite a Number
of Beef Quarters to Put
In the Lockers

Better Come In If Your Locker Box Is Low. We Are
Sure We Can Give You the Right Kind At a
Price In Keeping With the General Markets.

Miller's Lockers
ANITA — WIOTA — CUMBERLAND
THERE IS ONE NEAR YOU

THE ANITA TRIBUTE
IMPROVED ^
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL
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o* Chicago.
(Released b» Western Newspaper Union.)

(Released by Western 1 fewspaper Union.)

ITS latest film, entitled
IN,^Peace
— by Adolf Hitler,"

cted 6y
i written:

Deve It Or N«*'
[pasquino, , in Rome and
1 satirical and WHlJT com-'
base. Thus columnists

Lesson for August 31

the March of Time presents a
thought-filling review of recent
history. Documented with exclusive pictures taken from JOHN URGES CHRISTIAN LOVE
inside Nazi-dominated Eu- LESSON TEXT—I John 3:13-18; 4:7-21.
TEXT—Let us not love In word,
rope, it traces the conquests GOLDEN
In tongue; but In deed and In truth.—
marking Hitter's rise to power, and neither
I John 3:18.
shows how, after: taking over each
of the U conquered countries, he Love is a word so abused in moddeclared Germany's territorial am- ern speech that one almost hesitates
bitlons fulfilled.
to use it, and yet it stands for the

SEWING CIRCLE
SHE KNOWS.,.
• GnadaoUm'i Wetor 6*7 went, <te
baking powder that his
ben (he favorite ef

feminine collar with the large
bow. Be first to make this new
style and wear it among your own
crowd.'Dotted voile, .dotted satins,
polka dot crepes and novelty taffeta are materials they are using.
• • •
Pattern No. 8067 covers odd sizes 11 to
19. Size 13, short sleeves, takes 4ft yards
39-Inch material, \<t yard contrast for
collar and bow. Finish with 1% yards machine made ruffling. For this attractive I
pattern, send .your order to:

war correspondent was
SBWINO CKCUS PATTERN DEPT.
As One Heart
,
UTilkins Kendall, who reRoom 1324
Men are tattooed with their speMexican war (1846-47)
lit W. Waektr Dr.
Chicago
cial beliefs like so many South Sea
Battlefield exclusively for
Enclose 15 cents in colni tor
Islanders; but a real human heart
rleans Picayune. By means
Pattern No
Size
very
finest
in
all
human
relationwith divine love in it beats with the
pony express,- -he was
Name...
.»
Ottenheimer's no name for a girl ships, and presents to us the very
G
same glow under all the patterns
..op all other papers and
Address
.......
who wants to be an actress and a essence of the nature of God. We
of all earth's thousand tribes.—
"epartment as welL
,
model—so Miss Ot- So well to redefine the meaning of
Oliver Wendell Holmes.
love
in
our
Sunday
school
classes
tenheimer became this next Sunday. Love is not that
paper printed on cheese
Wasn't
Asking
for
Trouble
Dana Dale when
bed in Gouda, Holland,
• For i
sentimental, "wishy-washy" feeling
she acted and mod- which
relief from
That Early in the Morning
Since the cheese could
prompts the writing of emodiscomfort*
eled
in
New
York.
le Dutch readers were
of summer
ballads, which are (like the
But Dana Dale tional
ooldsInsert
Two travelers had just met.
in the habit of "swalsupposed love of which they speak)
Uentholatum
was
no
name
for
a
One was doing most of the talking.
ythifig.
In your nos"here today and gone tomorrow."
movie
actress,
estrils.
"Yes," he said, "I arrived home
_ newspaper published on
Nor is it that lustful' thing which
specially
at
Paraone
morning
after
midnight
and,
I handkerchief was another
iow
parades
itself
shamelessly
as
mount, where Viras I opened the door, I saw a
which did not at att starove, when it is nothing but animal
ginia was the reign- passion.
stranger kissing my wife. I
fin
the
eighties*
It
was
the
Nor
is
it
that
weak
thing
ing Dale. So—Dana which totalitarian dictators make it
1
closed the door softly and hurthe "nosey*? pireiBS.
Duty Is Sweet
Dale became Mar- ut to be when they declare that to
ried downstairs. At 1 a. m. I
publisher in Brussels,
garet
Hayes,
did
a
There
is
nothing so sweet as
Margaret
came
back.
I
opened
the
door
attain,
a
people
must
hate,
not
love;
had an idea. He printed
Western, then "New
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to operate the acres they already could be prevented.
about 25 years ago, nonown.
Therefore unimproved farm
The common cold is the most
' grades for farm products
land
generally
has not shown the common
among children
fted many serious trade barrun-up in sales enjoyed by farms and adults.ailme'nt
case can cause an
oblems. For example, wheat
complete with buildings, according epidemic thatOne
will spread throughI had been inspected and certito this study by the Northwestern out the schoolroom
and the whole
f to grade in the producing
National Life Insurance company. school, just as it goes through fam[might not .be acceptable in
Improvement in sales of farms is ilies, factories, and stores. If then
Its outside
the state. Potatoes
nation-wide; over three-fourths of this
N
one cause is discovered early
pj O. I grade in one market
the farm realty agencies reporting and kept apart from others, there
f1o e called No. 2 in another
in the survey, with sales offices in will be no spreading of the disease.
and sold there at a discount,
32 agricultural states, report sates
In some schools pupils are given
past 25 years this situadefinitely increased compared with a short examination—heart, tempers
been unproved greatly
preceding years, with more all-cash ature, and throat—before they re• a program-developed and.
deals, with adequate down payments turn to school after the summer,
j out jointly by the federal and
easier to get, and with dealings ac- Christmas and Easter holidays.
Apartments of agriculture.
tive in the better class farms, in- This has prevented epidemics of
I Program
has .accomplished
stead of being largely conffcjed to colds, mumps, measles 'and other
s:
"8 U) It has brought about
Bex, thereat, shown in the upper distress properties as in past years, diseases of childhood from spread% more and more aniformi- right
study finds.
ing throughout the. school.
section, has reached the top of theSays
r standards and grades used a fouristory
the vice president of a New
clothes
pole,
and
apHow can colds be prevented in
"out
the
country;
(«)
It
has
York farm realty company with children
more comfortable than the sales
and adults? The same rule
*a an inspection service nears
agencies
from
coast
to
coast:
ASPCA man who is trying to resapplies to both children and adults.
Certificates
of
quality
are
ac"April,
May,
June
and
July
of
this
as
cue the feline, while the neighbor- year gave us the" largest number of Don't eat too much and don't allow
passports in interstate hood
gives Vocal encouragement. sales we have had during any like yourself to get chilled. Overeating
e
,^ ; adA0 certificate showing Se incident,
which took place in period in the past nine years. Ap- means too much acid wastes in the
IPH
^iPotatoea
has
been
tled
rbrk city, had a happy ending. proximately 30 per cent of the sales blood and tissues. If the body is
and ia1 up to the U. S. New
chilled at this time, a cold is likely
S« was saved by a special noostog
rd is now
•art . the
accepted in gadget In the hands of the ASPCA we are making are cash on delivery to start in certain individuals.
COI
I ofof .1
»try as an indi- official and still has all bis nine lives. of deed.
» 'he actual quality.
"A great many people want to purirdization and certiflca- raise costs to producers, and arbi- chase fairly good properties that
QUESTION
has virtuaily eliminated trarily deny many dairymen the op- may be operated by a tenant or
' oqgfl existed be- DortK- t o sell their products in manager, with the idea that later
Q.—Is it possible to increase the
profitable market. There on they may use this farm proper- stature after one reaches the age
ntlss aand
H in. ,inspection tech- ffifSS
to be two basic troubles with ty as a so-called 'security home.'
AVE YOU anything around the house you
21T
rr s°me rf the principal
A Florida farm realty concern of A.—At
would like to trade or sell 7 Try a clcusithe
age
of
217
injections
of
7' Products. Mr, Waugb
states "We note that many city pituitary or other gland extract Is
fled ad. The cost la only • few cento and there
a
program of fedpeople who never thought of owning not likely to increase your height.
are probably a lot of folks looking for just whattion to -deal with
a farm are becoming interested.
However, stretching apparatus used
ever it is you no longer have use for « « «
From a Baltimore real estate by orthopedic, physicians to straightfirm"We
are
literally
flooded
with
en
spinal
curvature
might
gain
an
have
inquiries for small farms and small Inch. Also I read recently of decountry properties, and we find the vices sold to wear In the s*-ccs thai
supply to be scarce.
Iacrea«« height.
norice.
i
ouirements.
to

FAMOUS ALL-BRAN
MUFFINS. EASY TO
MAKE, DELICIOUS!
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fewa Drivers Host Take DON'T LET THIS HAPPEN IN ANITA
Jurors For September Term DROP
>... /.-.
: ..',•':• '•.,-«i «;i44 '&.'-;.v;-:>.v:,..•.....
Written Examination Now —•——-i -•
of District Court Are Drawn
K

«ratire Crop and Livestock
Service Rev«al 15%
, Chickens Being Raised;
i Also Firtt to Eggs.
'armers are raising 15 per
chickens this - year than
last year, says Mark G.
Iowa secretary of agriHe stated this week that
•leased by the Iowa Cooperaand Livestock Reporting
fshow 53,378,000 chickens
Ion Iowa farms in 1941.
[the largest number raised
I and is. 7 per cent above the
(1930-3B)' average. Iowa
to rank first among the
tflfproduction of chickens
13,128,000'more chickens
lan did Illinois, the second
[producer.
..al number of eggs produced
t h e stated, waiS 8 per cent
[year ago.. The number of
i hand during Julj^was only
jnt above last year, but the
llay on both July 1st. and
list, was well, above a year

Final figures released today by
Karl W. Fischer, commissioner of pub-*
£
SrfSJS"1 *"atate of Iowa- ah°wed that 952,667 lowans had made application for the renewal of their
1939-41 drivers' licenses. Of that total 118,464 were received by mail and
834,203 were received by field representatives of the Department of
Public Safety.
September 1, 1941, was the deadline
for making application for renewal of
the '39--41 drivers' licenses without
application.
Commissioner Fischer stated that
all lowans who now make application
for Iowa drivers' licenses .will have to
take the regular examinations before
a new license may be issued.
520,000 of the < new licenses have
been mailed and the remainder are being mailed at the rate of 25,000 per
day. Th'e commissioner pointed out
that this means that all licenses
should be in the hands of applicants
before the end of September.
Mr. Fischer asked that lowans not
write the department about their applications prior to the first of October.

The jury panel for the September
term of th'e Cass county district court
which opens at the court house in
Atlantic Sept. 23, was drawn this week
by Clerk of Court Cecil M. Skipton.
The grand jurjr wTJ report the opening day of the term and the petit
jury reports "at 9 o'clock on the morning of Sept. 29. The final day for
filing for the term will be Sept 13.
•• Forming the jury panel drawn are
John E. Anderson; Mtos. Harold Arnold, Werner Aldag, Lee Berry, Dick
Belt, James Braman, Mrs. H. M.
Boormah, Henry BeU, Joe Brown, C.
A. Boos, Svend Ohristensen, Arthur
Claussen, Dave Campbell, Otis Conn,
Mrs. Christine Cullen, Fred Cornell,
Lena Hurchenback, Donald Hall, R. A.
Hazlett, Glen Highley, 'Mrs. W. C.
Knoke, Mrs. Marinus Lange, J. -A.
Lamb, Mrs. J. C. Leone, Paul MeFadden, Mrs. J. iF. Miller, Mrs. Lawrence
MJuller, Jessie Morgan, H. C. Mehlmanri, Mrs. J. H. Pressnall, Walter
Peterman, Ruth Perryman, Adah Pellett, Carl iPollock, William Prall,
Howard Riggs, 'Mrs. Gladys Raasch,
Pea^l Shirey, G. R. Smith, Herman
Thomson, Ruby Wheatley, D. A. Woolsey, Freddie W. Walters, C. A. Wyckoff and Bill Young.

FOOD RESERVE BEING
BUILT UP IN COUNTY

Farmers in Cass county have been The Anita public schools opened
ars that a record supply of
quick
to demonstrate their whole- their doors again Monday and with
us, the largest in 15 years,
favorable feed-egg ratio- hearted support of the president's re- thia event comes increased driving
up food reserves "to hazards for motorists. Children will
jiiaged better poultry feeding quest to
the maintenance of larger meet emergencies which can as yet tte «rowd the streets, especially near
only dimly foreseen," Lester F. Souk- school, and it is a wise motorist who
in usual; he added. .
Jg|st:l«t-> Iowa's 1941 egg up, county agricultural agent said to- will exercise great caution in entering these vicinities now that school
WM: estimated at about day.
**«*"«»* °* agriculture has has begun.
dozen eggs. This places not waited
for milkl
A number of the children started to
ess and meatless
[the top in egg production
days
to
begin
its program of food school 'for the first time Monday and
jlnited States with Ohio and
nla ranking second and production as a safety measure in this 'they are'not familiar with the hazards
;ively. This estimated pro- country, Mr. Soukup declared. Depart-1 of crossing streets. Soon they will learn
the first seven months of 1 ment of Agriculture defense commit- to look out for your car, but until
[was 6 per cent more than tees have been set up in every state that time you must look out for them.
ctioh for the same period and county to co-ordinate the defense ; The rule is drive slowly and keep
activities of the various agencies of your car under absolute control so
the
department.
rices have been strong durFamilies
working with the farm
\ The average price per dozen
not only following a CORN CERTIFICATION
bureau
are
during July was 23.2
REPORT IS GIVEN
program
of
efficient
production and
almost doubles the price
self-sufficiency,
hut
expect
to
do
more.
the corresponding 4ate a
Eight per cent of the fields of hybrid
the highest on record Our particular goal is to curtail pro- corn in Iowa, examined by the certifii the past 10 years.
fa
cation committee of the Agricultural
and vastly increase dairy products, Experiment association, have been re[CELEBRATION meat' e«s and Poultry-things we Jected according to Joe L Robmson,
IY12-13 never h7vV produced very abu^dantiy,Iowa S f te colle*e ™rch a?ron°mist and secretary of the association.
of Wiota has announced ^ A*»erica' he added"This represents twice as many
as the. dates for their
fields
as have been rejected in preCASS GIRL RUNNER
celebration,
years," Robinson said, "and was
IN
etz, Sr., has..been elected
caused by a scarcity of hand labor and
the commit&e in charge Theresa CulleyTieTa member of the W weather conditions at tasseling
ation; Milt Bruner, vice Benton Sunshine 4-H) club, was de- ^e.» Iowa hybnd producers subm.tClaude E, Spry, secretary; clared runner-up in the state health fi- ted about 18,000 acres for
Harry nals at the Iowa State Fair last week. tms year>
a 160 acre
who
W. S. farm CuUen,
near Wiota. TWeftesa helps with
flvertistagj and Pred H. Mc- the milking of 20 cows and she attriand evenings.

[C.

a

milk each day. She is also fond of all
other dairy products and believes her
LOANS~O
favorite food is apples.
I
Miss Cullen will be a senior in the
OJT'41
, » ,. loans
.Aana Ottnmwa high
school this year. She
ive completed
^.^
and g gtn>ng boost,,
of wheat and have
c,ub flf which Mra.
the Commodity Credit ^^ poBgehl .g leader She waa aj80
for an »verB8e or a member. of the demonstration teanj
than 91 a bushel, ac- ^.^ C(mtended for piace3 at the

»tal of loans in the United
Virginia Nichols, who works in
• 10,807,240 bushels for $10,- ues iwoines, spent the week end and
Labor (Day in Antia visiting Miss
^s, with nearly 2% million bushDement.
loan, leads Oklahoma by a
£in while Nebraska, WashMr. and Mrs. Frank Muller of
Oregon follow in "order in Omaha, Neb., spent Sunday and Monl»f wheat under loan.
day in Anita visiting at the home
, Til., of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
here this week at the home Barber.
Laura Buerkin northeast of
Mr. and Mrs. Don Thomas and family of Newton spent the week end
|Sachel ftTillholIin returned to in Anita visiting at the home of his
* in Deg Moihes Monday after parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chafl. E.
> several weeks visiting here Thomas, and with other relatives and
"me of her son, Homer Mill- friends.
ind
family, and with other j Mrs Ruth Turley of Marengo,
Iowa, has been secured by the board
directors of the Anita public schools
„_ left Satur- of
to be the commercial instructor for
for her home in New
J
-, after spending several the coming school year., She replaces
visiting her brother, Barle Miss Hilda IHiatt.
a
"d other relatives. She ' Elsewhere in todayTTribune will
""Panied there by her brother be found an advertisment of Jhe Auvisit relatives'and friends

day at the fair and Thursday
prLr will feature horse racing. To(Anita
nS is the last night of the big
1W
tl
>e Iowa State IWr They 'Sow, "Fantasies of 1941." Thurs'ay evening's program features a big
'stock parade and Friday evening, the
calf scramble. The advertisement,
day
at the f«ir. Mr.andMw. scheduled for last week'* paper, was
"of
Atlaatic accompanied received too late to be inserted in the
ues
Moines. '
paper.

that you can stop in an instant—ready
to save that child who may dash across
the street in front of you.
Watch out especially for kids on
bicycles. They have been taught certain rules of the road with respect
to automobiles; btit like automobile
drivers, they too slip out of line once
in a while and you must be prepared
for such an emergency.
Hundreds of little children are killed
or injured each year going to and
from school and the motorist invariably gets the blame regardless of the
circumstances! To avoid this responsibility, avoid the accident and the
solution is: Drive Carefully!

MUCH CORN UNDER
SEAL IS RELEASED

IN SCHOOL
ENROLLMENT HERE

Anita Public Schools Begin the 194142 School Year Monday; Drop
in Enrollment For Schools
«n U. S. is Predicted.
The Anita schools opened Monday
with a decrease in enrollment overlap
year in high school, but with a slight
increase in enrollment in the grades.
The enrollment in high school Monday
was 130, but there will probably lie ft.
few more enrolled before the week
is out. Enrollment the first day of
school last year in high acrool was
144.
The enrollment in the grades, this
year totaled 146, which compared to
last year's enrollment of 142, is an
increase of four pupils.
The largest drop in America's school
population ever recorded was predicted this week by the United States
office of education for the 1941-42
school year and the agency traced the
cause to the low birth rate during the
depression era.
The office estimated that this year's
army of student would show a decline of 160,000 over those attending
classes during the 1940-41 school year.
Following is the enrollment of each,
grade in the school:
Kindergarten — 18
First Grade — 15
Second Grade — 12
Third Grade — 9
Fourth Grade — 18
Fifth Grade — 17
Sixth Grade — 22
Seventh Grade — 19
Eighth Grade — 16
Ninth Grade — 30
Tenth Grade — 45
Eleventh Grade — 27
Twelfth Grade — 28

The amount of 1940 Iowa corn under
seal in connection with the AAA loan
has been shrinking recently until the
total now is only 53,038,133 bushels.
This compares with a peak of 59,038,317 bushels placed under seal.
Farmers have paid off the loans on
five million bushels which has been
used for feeding or sold on the market.
The' total amount placed under seal
in the United States was 102 million
bushels but 12 million bushels have
been released with payment of the loan,
leaving a net of 90 million bushels
of -1940 corn under seal on Aug. 9. ANITA BOY MARRIES
ADAIR GIRL SUNDAY
iMr. and Mrs. Arthur Bailey and This total does not include the 1938
|
and
1939
corn
under
seal
and
repayOrville Biggs, son of George Biggs,
son, Robert, of Omaha, Neb., spent
the week end in Anita visiting her ments of loans on this old corn also of Anita, and Miss iMlarcia Hawthorne,
have been heavy.
daughter of Mr. and (Mrs. Ray (Hawfather, Jesse Deeming.
thorne of Adair, were united in marACCIDENT VICTIM IS riage Sunday at the home of the bride's
BASEBALL!
BURIED HERE SUNDAY parents in Adair. Rev. W. H. WarANITA vs. HARLAN
(One of S. W. Iowa's Fastest Teams) •Funeral services for Mr. and Mrs. rior, pastor of the Adair Methodist
church, officiated.
- Sunday Afternoon, Sept. 7
George Layland and Helen Ethel Davis, The young couple were attended by
Admission lOc and 25c
six-months-old daughter of Mr. and I M r a Virginia Wedemeyer, a sister of
M!rs. Dallas Davis, all three victims of |
Henderson of
A. D. Bullock, Cass county's only an auto accident near Knoxville last the bride; and Paul
,
a
brother-in-law
of the _
living veteran of the civil war and Thursday, were held Sunday afternoon
At
the
present
time
the
newlyweda
a former resident of Anita, is quite ill at 2:30 o'clock at the Audubon Methomake their home at Onawa, Iowa,
at the home of his son and daughter- !dist church. Rev. 0. E. Cooley, pastor will
here the groom ig employed by
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Bullock, of the church, and Rev. H. L. Jensen, I
Construction Co.
in Atlantic. He is suffering from pastor of the Danish Lutheran church Carlaon
complications incident to old age. at Exira, officiated.
ON
HIGHLAND RE
The Davis child, born Feb. 5, 1941,
IS
WELL
was buried in Evergreen cemetery in
Anita and Mr. and Mrs. Layland were The annual homecoming picnic of
i buried at Audubon. Mr. Layland was the Highland vicinity was h*ld Sun| born Oct. 30, 1907 near Audubon, andday at Highland church northwest of
ihis wife was born April 2, 1908, at here The program openea
VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Elk Horn.
I church services at 11 o'clock. Rev.
' •
Mrs. Dallas Davis, mother of the, Arthur v Long> pastor of the ^^
child and a daughter of Roscoe Blue (Methodist church, was in charge of
n . • Briardale — Liquid — Bottle . . 19c
! of Anita, suffered a scalp -wound in the servicei f0nOwing which a basket
i the crash. She was returned to Ijer; dinner wag enjoyed by the larga
reCtin Briardale, — Powder — Package
I home in Audubon Friday from a Knox- ^.Q^ preaent.
j ville hospital and is reported to be In the a f ternoon a program, under
I getting along nicely.
the d i rect ion of Mrs. Laura Buerkin,
_ . ~ Z j
. , consisting
a -of music, talks by various
for, ' people
, who
, were residents
.,
- .,the
I _ A. J. Joy
_,. left Tuesday
,
. morning
• ...
of.
| Jackson, Minn, where he will spend Highland community and a living famI several weeks visiting his son, Howard ily album was, presented. At the. busi'Joy and family.
neas meeting C. T. Winder was elected
Pin Wheels Bakery Special-6 For
lOc
Mrs. R. W. Forshay returned to, president of the organization; Mrs.
her home in Anita Sunday after spend- Dan sPiker- secretary; and Chas.
! ing several days in Chicago, 111., visit- Walker, treasurer. The church was
ing her sister, Mrs. Icyl Kramer. dedicated in the year 1875.
Among those from out-of-town presRussell Holland and Miss Carol De- ent were: F. M. Jansen of Newport
ment left Tuesday morning for Ka- \ Beach, Cal.; George Johnson of DexMo., where they will spend sev- ter; Mrs. Jennie Curry of Des Moines;
n
Sweet-Heart Toilet
1 r hoka,
eral days visiting at the William Rich- Mr. and Mrs. Paul Powers of Spencer;
OOap Buy 3 bars regular You get another for *•*• ter home.
j Mrs. Perry 'Parmley of Atlantic; and
.
i Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Anderson of
P
i
The New Suds Discovery
fA
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Joy and Mr. and Harlan. Mrs. Helea Rogler was the
OWerl
Large Package
I'M* 'Mrs. Harold Soren'sen of. Churdan/oldest person in attendance Sunday.
(Iowa, were Sunday visitors at the
Briardale — Medium
Q _ home of ,Mr. and 'Mrs. Ralph Richter Raymond Wagner of St. Joseph, Mo.,
spent the week end here visiting at
1-lb. Cello Bag 17c — 8-oz. ««^ »*• , west of town.
the home of her parents, MY. and Mrs.
Mrs. Cecil Krohn of Adair has been J. A. Wagner.
Bag 13c hired as school nurse in the Anita
,
public schools for, the coming school
Miss Esther Ruggles has gone to
year- She will spend Monday of each; Kansas City, Mo., where she will atBriardale — The New Enriched
week at the school house.
tend the National Training School
Flour — 5-lb. Bags
for Christian Workers again this year.
Dr. and Mrs. James Carey and
Briardale White or Cider OQ(daughter,
Margaret, of West Liberty, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph LaTour and two
The Very Best — Gallon
&Vl> Iowa, visited
here several days dur- daughters of Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
ing the past week at the home of spent the week end in Anita visitThompson's Seedless — Pound JQc her mother, Mrs. Emma Burns, and ing at the home of her sister, Mrs.
Russell Smith and husband.
with other relatives and friends.

BRIARDALE

Macaroni Elbo ~~ 2~lb- Packa^e
Pork andUeans
Tik cST

lOc
15c
6c

Shurfine *- v^feca^hortening 53c
Poui d CeUo Bag
Cookies
i
20c

Marshmallows cwc-i-ib.
our
Vinegar

Sun Kist Valencias
Medium Size — Dozen
California, Green Tops — Bunch ()C
Colorado Peaches Are At Their Peak This Week
Bar tlett Pears and Italian Prunes
'i,f.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Schlater and] A combination garage and chicken,
daughters', Virginia and Fern, re- house was destroyed by fire about
turned to their home southwest of noon Thursday at the Paul Kelly
here Friday evening after spending residence in South Anita. LOBS of the
a month on a vacation trip through building was estimated at about $250
the west. While gone they visited and was not covered by insurance.
their daughter and sister, Mrs. Harold A number of tools, valued at about
Hays and husband, at Bremerton, $75 and belonging to Mr. Kelly, were
destroyed by the blaze.
Wash.
.

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

By Edward C. Wayne

'Communist Plot' Is Charged by Vichy
Following Shooting Attack on Laval;
British-Russian Forces Occupy Iran;
Senate Launches Gas Shortage Probe

AUTO CUT

(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinion* are ezpieued In thes* eblamni, they
mre those of the new* anklyit and not neeeeaarllr at thta newspaper.)
_^_^___ (Rejeased by Western NewspipertT"'"" '

WHO* Water WinchM fa «-—,
.cat* duty with the V.S. n*f* #1£•«••»
i, being conducted
by gu*t eohaMtt*.
MM fl>Mn

This tcee&'f • '
i* uriittni... s''".*'
That fanfared OPM cut of
per cent in auta^roduction drew no
By JAMES R..YOtDN6
cheers from war department chiefs.
To them it was a big disappoint- .
ment.
..
First of all the cut looks a lot UNFINISHED OTOfcttES 4
bigger than it actually is. For one i What has become of the
thing the OPM carefully did not re- Iperor's brother, Prince Chit
veal in its hoopla press releases His failure to appear at the Emwas the fact that even with this i pire's 2600th mythological ann£w*'
curtailment auto production still : sary of the founding of the Sun ,Godwill be 10 per cent greater than in [ dfess' country aroused queries. What
1
1938 and 1939.
will become of Japan's puppet EmIn other words, notwithstanding ! peror of Manchuria, Henry Pu Yi,
the increasing shortage of strategic ! who rides a bicycle and plays tenraw materials, such as steel, rub- 1 nis under "protection"? - Not havber, alloys and other metals, auto ing an heir, the Japanese someproduction is to continue at levels how will put the skids under bun to
higher than in the peaceful years of favor his Manchu brother, whom
'38 and '39.
,
I militarists married off to a Japanese
Another reason for the army girl. How will the Japanese handle
gloom was that ^t wanted an imme- ' their puppet Wang Ching Wei at
diate cut of at least 50 per cent.
Nanking? Japanese guards sur.
For months war department heads round him for two purposes: Keep
pleaded and argued with, OPM mohand grenades from being
guls for drastic curtailment, on the
at him and keep him from
ground that the material going into
away. His wife, notorious
pleasure cars are desperately needpolitics, stays in Shanged for planes, tanks, ships, guns and
sellihg government jobs and opiother vital armaments. But for
licenses.
months the OPM masterminds did
"

Here are at least three refugees
that were lucky enough to have a
"return ticket' to England. After
a stay of a year in the United
States, these three British children (left to right) Keith Padin,
Valerie Collins and Colin Rodin,
are shown as they appeared in
the Pan-American Clipper plane
inf which they were flying back
to England.

peal from Senator"0"111
witch I wish I had of i
first place. Everybody"'
gfced fax this matter now
the Secretary of War and,
_NDo not worry about w
Roosevelt will think about letter from me addressed ».l
ling. Nellie" and sS '
rows of kisses as he will kno
a error, and even if he
know this he wood be glad 1
letter from anybody these t
just expressed affeckshun aw
lot of complaining. Yousayl
should of wrote no letter in r
to the. Wheeler postcard
rnit it, but I was just in
mood that day.

Some of the 11,000 workers in the Kearay, N. J., shipyards are pictured as they went back to work after the u. 8. navy had taken over
supervision of the plant. Producing defense shipping, the yards had been ARMY:
«•
scrappy OPACS
Well I wish I could see ^
closed for 18 days because of a C.I.O. strike.
Dkector Leon Henderson, who has
er Nellie dear and if I ever]
Praise From Stimson
of here I will marry you!
Secretary Stimson gave the army
LAVAL:
RUSSIA:
said but you can forget all tt
i pat on the back when he said those
by the horns and "ordered"
about a little house in then
troops maneuvering in the Pacific
'And a Purge
Still Fighting
for
methol
a 50 per cent slash.
becuz after all the walking]
zone,
which
he
inspected,
were
far,
In Paris three men were guilloDespite the loss of , DniepropeOPM's reaction was to hit the ceil- pyretheum seeds for bug powder.
done all I want after this i
ahead in their training of any of
tined as the first action in a purge trovsk, with or without the huge far
• •• —
right' near a subway or
divisions sent to France ' " ing. It refused to accept the ruling.
of anti-Vichy elements, following power dam, and in spite of repeated the
Japan
faces
economic
ruin.
Her
And while OPM battled behind, the
rst World war.
from the office so I will ne\,
the shooting of Pierre Laval and German communiques which anscenes with OPACS, autos continued Manchurian market depended on to do much on foot again j
Stimson
and
General
Marshall
Marcel Deat, French leaders advo- nounced the continued successes of
soy bean cake exports to Europe. rest of my life. You herei
them over, and expressed to roll off assembly lines in record- That
cating closer collaboration with Ger- the Nazi arms at the north and looked
eas
business is finished. No more talk about this being a mec.
breaking numbers. However, Hen- i
Pj
,ure
at
the
job
being
done
with,
many. Special courts convicted the south, there was every evidence that
silk market means Japan's second war
derson's
bare-knuckling
finally
took
.
S
ast tro
s
The
but you can't tell thiil
l£°
°P general
assailants and it was declared that the Soviet was continuing to fight, «Si
The 26% per cent cut is a great agriculture upset and farm with my,feet hi the shape!
the attack on Laval was but part of and to battle with an organized army said: "The army has shown tre- effect.
problem—rice
and
its
shortage
is
mendous improvement since the little less than half of what the army '
in. It u no more a mecha
a vast "Communist conspiracy."
of sorts.
in April. The object is and Henderson wanted, but it is 8 % No. 1. Next problem is shortage of SO far as> I can see than I
It was one thing for the German- maneuvers
to permit soldiers to make all the per cent more than OPM's original fish which is Japan's staple. Min-lutionary War and my r.
Finnish army to report itself 35 mistakes
IRAN:
ing the island kingdom's waters to done just the same as
they are not too cost- figure.
miles from Leningrad and another ly and canwhen
* * •
keep out Russian submarines from Forge, except at Valley]
be
corrected."
An Occupation
thing to explain the lack of anTANKS FOR BRITAIN
Vladivostok will restrict tens of grounds was harder and _
He
indicated
that
the
army
will
That the Russo-British action nouncements of airplane damage to
Some time ago the Merry-Go- thousands of tiny fishing junks.
not be caught napping when the
not so many potatus to ped-J
against Iran would be virtually an the city of any extent.
, ...*. .t • —
comes to expand its numbers Round revealed that a chief objecoccupation rather than a full-fledged
The Germans also reported ad- time
tive
of
Lord
Beaverbrook's
visit
was
The Japanese we always kidding
.1 wood give to bt
invasion was seen almost immedi- vances south of the city, yet these again. He said:
"Camp sites are being selected to get more tanks—tanks for Iran; themselves and their people. One
,Bfe where pi
ately after the troop movement were .averaging eight to nine miles a
and preliminary surveys made for tanks for Egypt, tanks eventually inventor claims sardines will pro- a vacation in Austarted.
day, as against the 30 or 40 miles 20
for
ah
invasion
of
the
continent.
duce an oil convertible to gasoline. gust! If you had
cantonments. If the need arises
Two things were early indications daily gained in the battles of France
shall be in a position to start Beaverbrook particularly wanted the But first they need the sardines. In of fold me last
of this fact, first the sending by and Poland.
^ we
new
powerful
32
tonners
that
soon
prohibitive. Another Jap- summer I wood
British transport planes of small deThe Russians reported a fierce building immediately. If it doesn't will roll off the Chrysler assembly quantities
anese'announced Tokyo is protected spend this sumtachments of troops far into the in- battle for the mastery of the skies we can file the plans away."
line at the rate of 450 a month.
from air attacks by the use' of fishterior to protect British industrial over Leningrad with the issue in
It can now be revealed that the ing nets strung over the city, 'sus- mer without no
ICELAND:
outposts; second, the fact that points doubt. The city, they said, was still
British supply minister will not go pended by balloons—the net catches vacation I wood
like Bandar-Shahpur, which could unhit. Moscow also elicited the News at Last
home empty handed. He will take the blitz bombs. Actually, Tokyo of said you was
have been bitterly defended, fell at breathless praise of the British miscrazy. In a army
The ban of the government on back with him very cheering assuronce to the invaders.
'
sion for its defense against German news from Iceland was lifted, and ances regarding the division of these has but one bomb proof shelter, for yqu get twjce as
the
emperor
and
his
family.
In fact, it was apparent that while air raiders. There was every indivacation season as
correspondents began pic- tanks between the U. S. and British
the Iran government might have cation that the Russian strength and returning
and, if you ain't cometoa
armed forces. But that isn't the end
turing
to
Americans
what
life
is
like
The Nipponese think they can noon you ain't rated as in
been under the Nazi thumb because ability had been underestimated on tee newest frontier to the east
of his tank problem.
overcome the acute, shortage of shape. If a jeep looks
of the presence in the country of both by Hitter and the rest of the
Allotting tanks to the British in scrap
One of them described the country
hordes of fifth columnists, it was world.
and iron ore which months dry all <he Officers get
as a flshy smell surrounded by this country is one thing, but delivnot a heavily implanted thumb, and
It was true that the third month . les oi cinders," and quoted the ering them across the Atlantic is ago stopped their entire heavy in- diseuss-whether to give
within the government itself was ap- of the war found the whole left bank first soldiers he talked to as saying another.
dustry output By salvaging old newUnJections, change his
parently enough friendly strength to of the Dnieper to German hands,
1
much
In fact, the problem of transport- ships. Salvage, available from four hitn |n thfe.guarahouse or
c, f ?, *
compared to the
create an early offer of peace.
but there was evidence that the Ger- TT
U.S.A.
and" the last
ing
large numbers of 32-ton tanks ships, including the President harder,'
That Russia and Britain would re- mans had planned to conquer what
i. • . • . : > • • «
The
town
of
Reykjavik,
they
reis
the
shipping problem Hoover, would be sufficient fof a
gard this peace offer as accept- they sought of Russia in one month, ported, has two movies, but both maritimetoughest
There has been a lot oil
experts have faced since locomotive and, a:string of cars.
able only if they were given con- and then to offer peace to Britain. have their ticket windows closed at
and
I do. not know witck<|
the
magnetic
mine,
which
ravaged
trol of key points, was obvious. The
The peace offer was still in the 3 p. m.—sold out. However, the shipping until the de-magnetizing deBob Hueun, Richmond, Ind., worser, summer mud or E
refusal of the Iranians to expel the offing—so was the German drive on
helped build China's railways with autumn 'mud, but I gessj
had seen all the pictures vices were evolved.
Germans, as demanded tiy Britain Russia, as far as the objectives were Americans
be
*?re. so they didn't mind—much
In a nutshell here is the problem: Japanese ties—years ago he logged mud is more exciting ast
and Russia, was Nazi-inspired, it concerned. Any serious capitulation
only refreshing beverage was For every shipload of light 12 ton nearly a million ties a year.vNow more turtles and snakes In U
is true, but the decision to offer to on the part of the Soviet seemed as b eThe
r
x
f
,
—
Per cent. The stores open tanks sent to England or Africa, the the Japanese army runs its trains ever said there was fewr
expel them after the invasion was far distant as ever.
at
10
a.
m.
and close at 6 p. m. and
America was nuts. I
ship plus nearly three-fourths over those ties.
•under way, and the Nazi bluff had
The Russians had reported a dar- at noon Saturdays. The girls the same
one iri my bunk. In
of another ship would be required to
been called, was entirely too pat to ing adventure on the central front, American
soldiers
reported,
were
transport
the
same
number
of
32mud I have been doing i
E.
W.
Fraiar,
the
oldest
American
suit the invaders.
the sending of a well-equipped army
ton tanks. In other words, they are Japan had, now resides in New in lately I wood not be sfl
A glance at the map was sufficient in a southerly direction, to attempt like the climate—cold!
Yet the economic conditions, the bigger. Translated into specific fle- York. He introduced to Japan the come up with a wild dui
to show the tactical importance of to cut the German lines at Gomel,
of the people, and the char- ures-that 26-ship convoy which first automobile, the first phono- shoes. I got everything eM
Iran in any defense of India and and to trap the entire advance force. wealth
acter of the buildings were uniform- landed 560 light tanks at Alexandria graph,
the Middle East, and collaboration
the first locomotive. He'd but my dogs is so numbf"
No definite report was forthcomwith Russia from the great centers ing as to the outcome of this effort, ly reported to be good. Most of the three months ago would have had been in Japan nearly 70 years—just feel nothing no more.
of British supply would demand but British hints sent out over the houses and buildings in Reykjavik to consist of 44 vessels to carry a few short of the days when Com* * *
i'J
were said to be of sturdy reinforced the same number of medium tanks
some point of land contact.
Well, this is not much oil
Perry opened Japan to forwire, after bright hopes had been
and would have done credit tplrt,* shjPping Career than hen's modore
eign trade.
Also the oil establishments on both entertained for nine days, during concrete
to you Nellie so I will teeth, a difference of 18'ships is an
sides of the Caspian sea demanded which some 20 villages were re- to any modern American city.
just
to say you are in
extremely important factor. Also
protection, and the position of Iran taken, finally saemed to show a
ways even to the heat ofi
Air-conditioning
which
became
TAXES:
the necessity of traveling in slow popular, has closed down. Insuffi- tie and that even at mg
demanded control of that area in or- growing belief that the effort had
convoys further reduces the amount cient water. Milk rations, which am nursing my feet ***
der to accomplish this.
failed.
Still in Making
The Berlin reaction to the Iranian
It was evident that the huge tax of shipping available. Some exni>rte were cut 50 per cent a year ago. sore I.ache all over I tU*
adventure of the Soviet and Britain JAPAN:
I
bill, which many thought was "all estimated this reduction Ts Wghal have been reduced another 80 per dear.
was not expressed until the camoceans of lo«.|
set
for passage" after the house got 50 per cent. In addition the British cent—no more cows or dairy fodpaign was nearly over, and then it Again Storm Center
sometimes
take
an
excessively
long"
through with it, paring the exoected
* der. Ditto on eggs and potatoes.
was called "a classical case of
The official Japanese pronuncia- $3,350.000,000 down to $3,206 000 OM time to unload cargoes
P. S.T-XXXXXXXXXX
* * •
brutal attack on a neutral state mentp that it would consider the was still in the making.
So the tank problem thus also be- QUESTION:
' ' ' jines
an acute shionincr rvr/\Ki««,
which had done everything to pre- shipping of oil to Vladivostok by
ASSISTS
For
the
senate,
more
co-operative
Lient. Commander Walter WinOne bri£ht «* ^S^SSS^
vent war and respect the interests Britain, the United States or the with Capitol Hill,
Some people think necessm
••
chell, you are in the navy now on
of third parties . . ."
Dutch East Indies an unfriendly act
mother of intervention.
reserve
service.
If
have
time,
you
again placed Nippon in the center of
* * *
GAS:
a storm, especially as this was con- more taxpayers into the fold and
Hitler says he has tt«J
.
—Department
forced
the
navy's
sidered Japan's official answer to later engaged itself with a move to ~'" basic problem of securing more
•lans running aroundita^
Senate tyobe
hand and permitted two Japanese
cargo bottoms still remains
the warnings of Churchill.
raise corporate taxes as well
In other words be tbto
It was forecast that Leon Henderspies
to
be
released
and
why
S
S
Note: Since January 1, U. S. shloRussia's answer* to Japan was that
Unjta Gees 'Bound and
The
income
tax
recommendations
son, price administrator, was con- she would consider it distinctly an
here with diplomatic immuyards have turned out a total
nf 58w remain
• •
• • *
al of
m ludmg one whof
templating setting a ceiling price on unfriendly act if Japan interfered in alone, if carried out and put through cargo vessels
^n', u
fc in hiding
The. Vichy regime has
gasoline in the East, as reports of any way with Russia's commerce the house in conference later, would
• . .
in
Washington?
How
many
Anverincrease the total amount to be
against hunting m «•
&
•profiteering by individualfillingstaMERRY-GO-ROUND
ican missionaries remauTta Japa- out
through her principal Siberian port. raised to $3.500,000,008, and many
forms.
From now on a
Army
officers
—
tions poured in bs the shortage, real
nese pmons in Korea? Why not must belong
The Russians called to the atten- expected still more t<, be tacked on.
to one dub
or imaginary, began to be felt.
tion of Japan that the material thus
by the government. May .
The senate undertook an investi- received was not in any way to be
an --- —v*. big job in turnnatural oiiteOme of the
gation to answer these questions: used as a reservoir for any attack these ideas ui .the more
house
was
difficult
to
foresee,
bu
culat«d report that a
IT'S A LAUGH*
1. Is the shortage real or imaginary? on the Japanese, but solely to dethe Vichy government'
to De
2. Is there an organized - effort to fend herself against the invasion of
Ja2ni £ l»«te»en* permits the recently and encounter^.
confuse the public? 3. Was the coun- Germany.
Japanese Government newa agency.
try justified in transferring 50 tankpomei. to operate here wittdutr^ forte** of putting UP a w.j
Any child could see the truth of fairly obvious.
the bunny, he entered^
ers from the gulf-eastern trade to this statement, but the more that
The main thing was that the tax
brative agreement,
Britain? 4. Are the tank cars being Russia was on the defensive in the
used to their fullest ability to over- west, the. bolder Japan was bound bill, generally believed to be ready
S&t !_
»»-j_
*hinkS tf
,
for passage, still faced rehashing
come the shortage?
to be.
to.<
before a final vote.
>ge
has
At the same time the President
d
Japan, however much she might
Sr? for ** ^""nunicattonJ'BS hot dogs.
had signed an order giving the right be worried by possible Bfttish-Amer- FAST HOP:
CU of n.!n 9*±'^P?*Pa«lll^«^'t
of eminent domain to a company lean-Dutch military and naval action
icit
of near 2,000,000 Japanes$%4n. J
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which was to build by December a against her, could not be expected to Atlantic, 7 /2 Hours
' ^ 'a • —
'' '."' i.'. ' • ^<;.it\ - " ' • '
EVER
cafes
1,200 mile pipeline from the central lose much sleep over Russia, which
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>»«*•
Precision
tool
maA
new
achievement
for
the
high
southern qjl fields to the southeast- she had whipped in 1904, and which
chine oU. Only a few conS*. J, • Thi, "trouble you ^'
powered, four-motored Liberator
ern refineries.
now was embroiled in a war to the bombers made by Consolidated for
«* world make this spfflm 2 ,No matter how you °J The mayor of Atlanta, Ga., showed death with the Nazis.
You get it BURNi
we had stopped ahipmttrt»Iwo*»ea»
the
British
was
reported
when
the
how much confusion there was by
But if Russia's attitude was to be company announced that one had
i-i . _
Vichy has ^.dedj
informing the oil administration that actively backed up by Britain was
the oil companies told him there was another picture, and if the United flown the Atlantic, 2,350 miles from
Pharmacists
to Ireland in <vm
plenty of fuel oil and plenty of States .was to become active in a Newfoundland
medical S U P ,
hours.
'
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s t T «7Wefll1 ^IMaa"9 Sfceretary of except
gasoline and plenty of transporta- British-Japanese war, then the picmean
that
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condemned
Japan
for
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The details of the flight were sent
tion for Atlanta's needs. He asked- ture was still different again.
to. fall of France
to the company by the British.min"Why, therefore, should*Atlanta be
To-moot observers, Japan seemed istry
wiches and appth
;fbr aircraft production and
•
made the victim of propaganda?"
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Crawford's Clover Farm Store
Phone 29

We Deliver

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
CORN FLAKES, Clover Farm, box
BED CUP COFFEE, pound
JELL POWDER, Clover Farm, 3 packages
WAX PAPER, 40 foot roll
PAPER NAPKINS, 2 packages
CAKE FLOUR, Swansdown, package
SALAD DRESSING, Lanes, quart jar
, MUSTARD, quart jar

8c
17c
14c
9c
15c
23c
.25c
15c

~"

and mileage
133.85 Motion carried.
W. H. Wohlenhaus, committee
work and mileage
• MJ.w
Verna B. Woods, session and
P
mileage
The application for renewal of ci],'ni\
Lyle Wilson, bounty
•
- u u garette permit and bond of J°e JolmF. H. Wohlenhaus, board of
8.00 son, Edna Township, were aPP™Je°;
review and trustee meeting.
10 001 The following claims were allowed.
H P. Ziegler, attorney fees .
M. E. Hubbard, auditor, post^^
DT. W. W. Kitson, coroner
reifry S.' McCrory, 1 shoat
WARRANTS ' ISSUED' ON POOR
killed
••
..-••
*••
FUND FOR PROVISIONS,
Session and Mileage Claims.
CLOTHING AND MEDICAL AID.
9
>r G M Adair
•••
-°° i u - *" CtSIK"'.">"
e 10
)r' George A. Aliiband . . . . 32.60 F. L. Possehl
K ' CK
*•
Atlantic Building Supply
6.80

PETERS!
PHONE 300
SPECIAIS FOR FRIDAY AND
GRAHAM CRACKERS, l^ourids .
ROAST BEEF, Mor^;Ili^>for quick meal
PUFFED WHESATrft^l^ large package
CRACKERS, NBC, 2-lb. cajrton . . . . . . .
TOMATO JUICE, P. & G., fancy, 2 No. 5 cans «
GRAPE FRUIT, P. & G., 3 No. 2 cans .
'I
SUGAR, brown or powdered, soft &fluffy,3.^'':
BACON SQUARES, Swift's best, pound .. ,
BUTTER, Stuart, fancy creamery
Mkt. ^
Peaches — Prunes — Pears ~~ Apples — Vegetate

Atlantic Dairy
Atlantic Hospital, Incorpor874.7
ated
I Motion carried.
Atlantic Implement ComHawleyLynch, ni
15.43! (Signed)
Dr^L.'Barnett . . . . . . . . . . 72.60
Mrs W. J. Baughman ...... 16.00 Attest:
M. E. Hubbard,
Elsie E. Berry
............
36.67
County Auditor.
Wilbur H. Blake .......... 8.40
Bongers Bros
...............
„;;
Miss Lena Boust
............
60.00 1 rPROCEEDINGS
OF THE manno
H. L. Breckenmaker
........
7.70 "v BOARD OF SUPERVISORS Roy Devore, labor
,7.00 Howard Lett, labor
Shoe Fit Company . . .
2.98
son
Earl Wolford, labor
7-00 J. W.
COLORADO PEACHES AND BARTLETT PEARS Brown
'
Bullock & Sons
27.42
Court House,
p—i
nraaTfomlt. labor
JJ.OU If site Lind, R. 0 - W
Earl Greenwalt,
7.20
Joseph Burnea
151.50
Atlantic, Iowa,
John Wood,
labor - OUIUI
!»«"»»,
•—"«0 «/|
R. W. Cockshoot
24.00
August
1,• 1941.^ f~nn Chester
/?
\jiiesLei Stormer,
»jw**»«^*» labor
••-«-- ^- .....
-Bernice Comstock
300.03 The Board of• Supervisors
vice
of Cass
Sutherland,
labor
nce
o
wheelerii iabor
Fohn Miller, labor
98.10 Consumers Wholesale Gro- 10.28 County. Iowa, met in regular session Ij Loujs
cery
with all members present:
T. E. Nichols, Executor, R.
p A Biancnard, labor ...... 164.10
Dr. Wm. 'F. Crew
12.25 Lynch, Chairman, F L. Possehl, G. E. ^ ^ Eggerling, labor.. .. 171.60
O.
W
17.00
Established 1883.
Davis-Palmer
2.50
Eshelman, F. W. Wiese and W. H. Fnn*h LechnerHabor ...v . 142.40
Catherine E. Oberschulte, et
al, R. O. W.
Wohfenhaus.
39.00 Department of Social Wel.
gpear, labor
147.40 ^*«'- f *
Published Every Thursday and Entered
fare
44.61 Minutes of July 14th. were approved Herb
42.40 G. ST. McQuern, mileage "
Paper, Calmenson & Com•,
labor
. at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, M pany, parts
21.80 as read.
307.30 C. F. Dunham
.
KteJtesaka Tractor & Eauh,l
Lloyd
Leeper,
labor
Economy Shoe Store
6.96 On motion and vote the following Howard Lett, labor
Second Class Mail Matter.
Phillips Petroleum Company,
44.00
tnent
_
Parts ....
40.50
gas
9.13 Elk Horn Public School
resolution was adopted:
Neff Hardware 'tfipany, sup.
Henry
IMathiaen,
labor
44.W
Family Shoe Store
18.63
Ceca! G. Bndd
Editor Railway Express Agency, exRESOLUTION.
.pli
JJ1AVQ
* * • « . . .
.....
4.22 BE IT RESOLVED by the Board of
press
15.18 Emil X. Fries
Nelson Automotive Service'
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Tear »*w
99.00
Lumber
13.00
Howard
"*»«. vt Parrott,
.*. »** M. \fv\if hauling
UK* u*i«i£ . . . .
w
.vv* , Fullerton^—
--- Company..
- JL
f
j ft oc Supervisors
Oup~l v l O U l O of
wj. Cass
vy«oa County,
v/\/«*««j j Iowa,
»v..-^, this
~Ray Camp, labor
4.00 parts . ............. '
WHbur
Pierce,
royalty
53.55
•
Graham
Department
Store
..
49.85
^
.
D.,
1941,
viz:
&
of
August
A
Bell Telephone
Official Town and County Newspaper «,_^ .
«v._ &
„ Battery
™_,,____
|Dr. W^S^Greenleaf
10.501 WHE1JEAS, Christ Abelman, is an Kenneth Dougherty, labor.. 72.00 Northwestern
Right Away Tire
Company, rent and tolls
Gene Lewis, labor
78.W
Myrtle
Member of National Editorial
,. _ _i
insane person, and is an inmate of the Ansel
repairs
937.20 j
Peterson, labor
78.00 V, ^\ Oestereich, repairs ..
Dr. Hlarry Hall
17.5 State Hospital for the Insane at ClarRock Island Motor Transit,
Association, and
John
SPhelps,
labor
65.00 Adolph Paul, repairs . . .
10.97
freight
Phillips Petroleum Company
,q
ijc
».^,..^^»„„..
^-,
O. W. Shaffer & Son, gas .
Jowa )s
oil . . . 4- ................ '
...
Anderson,
mileage
10.00
1
95
j
iHoegh
Oil
'Company
4.50
'
Virgil Schrader, mileage .
Ralph
Query, labor ...... ""
Atlantic
Implement
Company,
202
05
Holste
Grocery
1
1
.
3
8
Sidles Company, supplies .
WHEREAS, the said Clarence W. parts
Railway
Express Agency, ex33.62
7.70
t
Howell's
Slocum Company, supplies
1.43'"
10
'An! Savery as such Guardian did on the Atlantic Machine & Auto,
press
...................
12
6.00
P. C. Sorensen, repairs .
-°°
121st.
day
of
May,
A.
D.
1936,
secure
Robinson
Hardware,
supplies .
repairs
6.26
Iowa-Nebraska
Light
and
Standard Blue Print Com« — Ian Order of the District Court of Cass A-W Company, parts
Rock Island Mtotor Transit
Power Company
3.42
pany, prints
Count, Iowa, in probate, authorizing Atlantic Lumber & Coal Com- 706.34
freight
.................
Dr. H. A. ' '
Standard Bearings Company,
7 nt him to negotiate a loan of Fifteen
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
Schroder, mileage ...
pany, supplies
16.30
Joyce Lumber Company ...
parts
73.31
oo'cn
i
Hundred
Dollars
($1500.00)
to
be
due
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS Standard Explosive Company,
Gerald Sheets, mileage ....
Dr. W. W. Kitson
iM.ou ™_...i A D-> 194i) vrith interest at Balbach Company, expense .. 3.66 Glenn
Schmidt, hauling ......
Barton - Warner Company,
Bud
Kline
8.50
dynamite
270.30
the
rate
of
five
per
cent
(5%)
per
q
Court House,
200.00 Standard Blue Print Con.
A. R. Kohl Grocery
22.30 annum, payable annually, and on the ., rental
Stanley Fender & Body Compahy, .prints
Atlantic, Iowa,
21.90 following described real estate be- Baum Iron Company, hardpany, repairs
18.50 Lee's Drug Store
July 1, 19^1.
ware
.................... 41.8$ Standard Oil Company, gas ..I
Standard Oil Company, gas &
2.00 Stanley :Fendejr & Body Com.
Lake Bear, repairs
........
(Continued From Last Week)
1
pany, repairs
Herman
M.
Brown
Company,
Chas.
W
.'
Steinbaugh,
labor'.''.
150.00
'
FJ'Mailander
14.20
Binter, labor
31.50
Southwest Quarter (SWH) of,
D
parts
................
• • • 433.53 O. W. Shaffer & Son, sup. I
Voss Manufacturing Com111.50
( r. George W. Martson
The A l e m i t e C o m p a n y ,
Section Fourteen (14), Township Brink
plies
Plumbing Company,
14.16'Miller's Market
.,
6.25 Seventy-Four (74), Range Thirtyv
grease
40.17 pany, supplies
supplies
21.26 Sinclair Refining Company,,
Wagner Service Station, fuel .
5.90 Minor Outfitting Company .. 26.52 Six (36), West of the 5th. P. M.,
f^lTis-Chalmers ManufacturCity of Atlantic, current ..
67.091 gas
i Dr. E. C. Montgomery
6.00
' . ing Company, parts
632.82 West Iowa Telephone ComC. W. Clardy Hardware, supTreasurer of State, Use Tax „
pany, tolls
17.24 Mrs. A. K. Morgan
10.00 and
"lill-Wheel Drive Company,
WHEREAS,
in
accordance
with
such
(Harry F. Mueller
150.79 Order of Court said Guardian did plies ...."
-..I.
2.02 United States Rubber
parts
166.46 Wilson Concrete Company,
Mi. Needles
35.80
Oil Company, gas .. 27.601 _j»anyY parts
Walter Anderson, labor
3.25 -P1?* •- ...... • • • ......... ^«-6l 'Nord
"fmvm>
........ lld.62..
iiqft5'on
or about said 21st. day of MayJ lonklin
;
!. R. I. & P., freight
,,,76.06., Wheeler Lumber Bridge
George Wyman, labor ...... 99.00 i ^ - j*f,™;
Grocery
..............
n 1Q!tfi _.,,i,p _ i nn _ */ TWft Pfl n
Anita Lumber Company supOlsen's
............
140.79 1
.rlo Christensen, mileage .. "" 6.90' Supply Company, lumber.
' Grocery
^
, u plies
,
25.52 Wheeler Lumber Bridge
- - -•
- 98.80,Anita Oil Company, gas and
grease
25.51
Concrete Company,]
plies
Atlantic Building
Supply
Ed. Gushing, parts
15.26
Company, lumber
5.91
Chas.
John Day Rubber & Supply
, Wiota Telephone Company,
Atlantic Square Deal Oil
J. Pop
32.00 ' Cass
18.00
(Company, parts
43.70 tolls
Company, oil
103.6J Del Taylor, labor
.
Iowa
nd
F Porter
2 75 WHEREAS, the said
'
16.80
Jean Ackerman, labor
A-W Company, parts
305.63 SirVetus Gustin, labor
Mary L. Locke j Dement Implement Company,
2.50
141.16 'American Linen & Towel SerBalbach Company, supplies ..
12.08 Ray Camp, labor
did on the 6th. day of November, A. D.
A. M. Acker, Board of Review
Barton - Warner .Company, .
Lubricant Company,
•
1939,
sell^assign^
transfer
and
set
& quarantine
supplies
615.29
grease
'.
168.08, Vie Andersori^wolf bpunQ ..
131.28
,,
Robert Ames, bounty
1.00 Dr. Joseph Schiff
Beech Department Store, supDougherty, mileage.. 38.65 Anita Tribune
_ printing....
said abrive described
i Dr. J. D. Shoeman
/ 16.50 imortgage
assignment,
- - - - • —Chemical
• • - - company,
plies
2.29 American Linen & Towel
and
the
note
secured
there'
Lester.
Eblen,
rent
.
.
.
.
.
828.00
Antiaelrt
Grocery
Robert, R. Bell, gas
50.27 Service, laundry
by, which said assignment is recorded iE1«ctncal Service & S^**
M l, ««PJ>»fe» --------( R. J. Smith
Big "4" Oil Company, gas .. 182.18 Atlantic News - Telegraph,
,-», reporter
....
375 of said ! „ Company, repairs
........
12.62
Ira Arch, court
re]
25.40. in Book 321 on Page
;.. 34.78 Stark Bothers Nurseries
Bojens Hardware, supplies... 8.80 printing
age „,„ » — j panned Klevator, gas .... 41.66i Atlantic
NeWB-Telegrapo,
Steinbeck
Grocery
43.001
A
Ga1
Atlantic
Square
Deal
Oil
GomBoseck Oil Company, gas .. 120.18
.1.07 L prihti
.92 F. R. Studyvin
2.25 WHEREAS, said note of Fifteen £• :. *5' supplies
pany, _
Brehmer Auto Clinic, reiey, indemnity
Dr.
R.
C,
Bailey,
services
pairs
18.57
UMW " • •
Baker Manufacturing
Albert
Bojens,'
supplies
Herman Ml Brown Company,
nanv, saoplies
rent and repairs .... ^
275.61 Georgia Byrne, mileage
John
E Budd.
attorney
^^ ^^
^ •
Lou Camblin, repairs ....
Brown Shoe Fit Company,
antl in said Estft
supplies
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
94.04
l
Dr.
R.
W.
Van
Diizen
.
.
.
.
.
.
4.50
^
te
assets
to
pay
said
Albert 'Christensen, Board of
boots
repairs
. 16.141
CA- PaulS.D
—i « service ...".
mdebtetaa
e s i r e tvu
o ov^.c ou
an «
i e s
25
05 C.
oi g
groceries
......
ZO.UO
ii;
John A. Bell Estate, R. 0. W. .
tension
of
said'note"
and
"mortgag'e
for
Henderson,
repairs
..
4.86 Georgia B*yrne, mileage •
!30
Walnut
Grove
Products
ComDr. D. J. Chalmers, services
Anna D. Beekman, R. O. W. ..
6.76 Cardio Hotel & Cafe, junr |
50 a period ending May 1st, A. D. 1946 (Hoegh Oil Company, oil
3.90 ! pany
,,
Demco Library Supplies . . .
Lpu Camblin, repairs
., same
^ John Hoffman, freight
1.611 meals . . . : , . . .
terrng
ftnd
condition
conditions
10.'-50" uP°n. tne
i Dr
Dr.' MA. BWeaver
Des Moines Sanitary Supply,
J. P. Christensen, repairs ...
in sajd note and mortgage, Home Oil Company, gas .. 39.28 Mrs. Hilda Coker, bailiff
supplies
118.32 - - - Weir
14.50 -ana,
Arlo Eft Christensen, mileInterstate Machinery & Supl Bernice Conwtock, hospitanaj
Chas. A. Donahoe, sessions .. 15.00 L._ O. Wheatley
60.75
age . „.,
453.49 tion
WHEREAS, the said Guardian has ply Company, parts
Duro-Test Corporation, bulbs . 10.26 White Rose Oil Company
.70
Niels P. Christensen, labor ..
Demco Library Supplies. 8UPi
,O. G..Whitney
15.40 ^tamed the consent of the said Effie Iowa Culvert & Pipe ComG. E. Eshelman, committee
G: W. Clardy Hardware, suppany,
pipe
2063.38
B.
Banco
to
said
extension
pMes
• • - hl
R. Wilder
103.65
mHeage
114.30
plies
Iowa Electric Company, serEducator's . faper & Suppl)|
NOW THEREFORE in
DOMESTIC ANIMAL CLAIMS.
H. A. Friend & Company,
Conklin Oil Company, gas ..
ies 15.31
3 53 J. F. Eagen, lamb
3.36 tion of said extension, it is hereby •*ce
supplies
commit'
that the -y..«x***»<
consent WA
of vjctoo
Cass Iowa Machinery & Supply
Boyd
2 loiuuo
lambs . . . .
4^ JLV.
uxna, Board
uuciLU of
ui ReIvc*-"j^ Falconer,
* H«^V«A^,<.| «j
I&.VAJ resolved
«
.
Guy
R. i.'Fulks,
T
Coast to Coast Store, supCoi iany, tools
38.87 work & mileage
8.00 Robert Smith, Iamb
6.36 Bounty,
Iowa,
be
and
it
is
hereby
plies
2.44 view
iven
60.33 Flax Company, supplies ..
Robert Wood, lamb
!.
3*75 £
*° the said Clarence W. Savery, Iowa les Company, parts .
Hillas F. Cole, supplies
2.66 Gaylord Bros., Incorporated,
a s such
Listen L. .,Hall, court i
4
ig
Session
and
Mileage
Claims.
i
Guardian,
to make such ex- Jobes Tire & Electric Shop,
supplies
H. Chadwick, labor
99.00
ten sion
f
repairs
111.68
..0.,^ «,
Hawley Lynch
5.00:claims
.
« said mortgage and all
Griswold
American,
printing
1Jlc.,v«1., jw.i.u.us
J.ohn E. C h a m b e r l a i n ,
G
and supplies . . .
78 68 - E. Eshelman
6 70 a )nst °i said Cass County, Iowa, Joyce Lumber Company, supR. 0. W.
30.00
plies
• 229^37
~ Hangen,
"
~
W. H. Wohlenhaus
6 80 ea
the Estate of said Christ AbelBoard
of ReRoy Clure, hauling
98.10 Vic. S.
p L
8 00 - - Possehl
6.10 man
' ^sane. incurred upon his be- Joyce Lumber Company, Lewview
Dement Implement Company,
half
is, lumber
431.70
1.04 P- W. Wiese
5.65
it said Hospital at Clarinda,
fuel
121.78 John Hoffman, freight
215.90
Hutchins Printing Company,
Moved by Wiese, seconded by Woh- o wid, a abov
' ?nd wh]ch may be a lien upon Koch Brothers, supplies
iDeng - Oil Lubricant ComLinds(ey Machine Shop, re22.44 lenhaus to adiourn until July 14th.' f?
e described fand, shall
..pany, grease
269.09 printing
pairs
33.13
itinue to be subsequent to the li«n of
Kenneth Dougherty, mileage
20.75 | Byron Jones, repairs
6.50 or^n call of Chairman.
Motion carried.
said mortgage in the same manner Lmke . Chevrolet Company,
Dukehart - Hughes'
Tractor
Harry Jordan, Board and lodg(Signed)
as though Said mortgage was not due parts .'....M,
1.07
Hawley Lynch,
_Company, parts
107.60
ing" prisoners, serving NotChairman. and payable unfil said May 1st, A. D.
Dnro
Test
Corporation,
ices, criminal 'investigation
Attest:
bulbs
11.16 and expense and transportaCASS COUNTY BOARD OF
M. E. Hubbard,
Ifester Eblen. rental
592.00! tion
292.90
SUPERVISORS
County Auditor.
Marry Edwards, hauling
112.60 ,Wtn. L. Kelso. bailiff
6.00 i
BY: HAWLEY LYNCH
Fanner's B'evator, gas
55.27 | Keystone Envelope Company,
I
CHAIRMAN
.Gasoline Alley, fuel
324.92 supplies
20.30 PROCEEDINGS OF THE
Gate City Iron Works, iron .. 136.67 Klipto Loose Leaf Company,
Gibbs-Cooks Tractor 'Comsupplies
6.79
pany, parts
346.47 Wl E. Lary, trustee
4.00
Globe Machinery & Supply
Charles R. Linn, reporting .. 271.13
Company, hardware
4.14 T. C. Littlefield, board of
is bein
The Board of
of C a s s c o d
*
Bbegh Oil Company, gas
312.211 reveiw
8.00
County,
Iowa,
met
in
adjourned
sesHome Oil Company, gas . . . . 34.28 | Hawley Lynch,ftimmittework
On
motion
and
vote
the
Board
'sion with all members present:
Marion Hanson, hauling . . . . 99.60 „ aJJd mileage
the application for an EmerWe Invite You To See the New Modern
151.15
Hawley Lynch, chairman, G F
Leo Herchenbach, labor . . . . 26.60 C. E. Malone, postmaster . . . .
a d an MWiti
57.66 Eshelman, F. L. Possehl F W ! S1 P^or
Added To Our Battery Department
"
•
«s fficlent to
Iowa Culvert & Pipe ComMatt Parrott & Sons, supI Wiese and W. H. Wohlenhaus.
",
n»eet the
pany, pipe
562.06 P^les
V," ''," " '„''''
35.62 j Minutes of July 1st. were approved
vv
« «Iowa Electric Company, serSupply f^-™
'-- —->
•vjce
35.19
TIPS
Iowa Machinery & Supply
f
Chemical
£
sen
Company, hardware
16.35 Company supplies
Cass County,
........
89.15 trustee under the will of Hans M'"
' m p t i.
Interstate Machinery & Supthe
purpose of filing '
E. J Mueller bounty
......
1.00 Hansen. Probate No. 4114, In
: 2nd co
ply Company, parts
741.18 Evelyn Mforphy, m leage ....
11.40 nromise 'of the personal taxes
IP estimate for the!
es f focal
oca
City of Atlantic, current and
Wm. Murray, services
......
3.00 Harry Hansen, incompetent, deceased was n r e s f «of said County.
water rent
108.57 John
Which Charges Your Battery In the Modern Met*
R. Nelson, insurance .. 300.00 for the years 1937 to 1941 inclusive Uw Th f « qU01^rn as rec)«ired by
Joyce
Lumber Company,
8
n d on
n said
H.
Newman
trustee
„.
4.00
computed
on
cash
actually
shown
in
•
and
said
dav
there
Approved By Lending Battery Mlinuf acturers,
Posts
16.73
•°—°:-~ estimate.
s ,ab0r
1.25 trust inventory was accepted and the I
Koch Bros, supplies
177.48 HaroldNjcho
Ostrus, bounty
est Car Manufacturers, Society of Autoinot Je
1.00
treasurer
authorized
to
accept
was
duly
Lindsey Machine Shop, resaid considred
Arnold L. Peterson, bounty ..
1.00 sum in full of such tax.
-lie-Board
gmeers
and Bureau of Stands, U. S. Govern'
be?nTfnfi
pairs
53.46 Dr. M. T. Petersen, medical .. 136.15 A petition signed by forty-five
that a
Jobes Tire & Electric Com" W a esfinds
tima
Pink Supply Company, supproperty owners with bond was n ed fixtd L,\ \ J es cfix the
te 18th
should be
pany, repairs
57.06
36.60 on this date asking- for establishment
s m e n oof A.m. I i<ni° at the hour of - dav
Lyman 'Mutual Telephone
It Is No Longer Necessary For TOU To Wait
F. L. Possehl, committee work
A M ,f, bb '••>>-Jd day
of a ddrainage
r a i n a e district in th" 8™uth
™
?' as the d
10:00
Company, rent . . . .
6.00
day
and mileage
136.95
mileage . . . . . ........
part of the town of Griswold and the
"H u
For Your Battery To Be Charged"
^ of hearJ. W. Luke & Son, fuel
186.03 WIlliamBeente, repairs
......
9.15 jland adjoining The matter was port Sfu'rt H , hearln /
be had at the
P. Melchior & Son, parts . . . .
Modern Approved Method Charges Your
9.06 Lester Rhodes, bounty
......
6.00 , poned until the next meeting at whkh Ic°l ^ C
}? n
. Cass County
G. N. McQuern, mileage . . . .
88.90 Don
Savery,
commission
on
Don
Saver
*
the
Amazing Time of 15 To 45 Minutes
time
the
county
attorney
is
instructed
Audit
r
Was
d
J
'
Nebraska Tractor Company,
Dublhh-tl,
°
'fines and mileage expense.
121.53 to have a report as to
puolish the estimate
and
parts
or
.notice
of
Without
Removing the Battery From
367.30 Ur. J. D. Shoeman, services.
15.55
'g as required by law
Nelson Automotive Service,
to es- in the
Harold
F.
Shrauger,
supplies
4.49
tablish
a
drainage
district
within
the
newspapers
of
said
parts
21.37
Ernest C. Smith, trustee . . .
4.00 city limits of GHswold.
publication to be f or one hf_
Northwestern Bell Telephone
elepho
Margaret Stouffer, mileage .
23.70 Moved by Wohlenhaus. seconded bv
NEW GUARANTEED
and to be at least
Company, rent and tolls
154.78 Elmer E. Swanson, trustee .
4,00 Possehl, to pay Hillas Cole "
date set for the
Howard Lett, hauling
and
PRICED AS LOW AS THE
98.10 Marilynn Temple, labor . . .
25.00 Ansel Petersen $90.00 per month,
James Lind, R. O> W.
th e b u
26.00 F. J. Tuck, board of reveiw.
8.00
effective
August
1st,
•
.
,
.
.
dget
as
T
H..P. Malone, labor
174.55 Chas. Walker, attorney fees. .
10.00
Motion carried.
H. G. Market, hardware . . . .
3 36 Thelm E. Warren, trustee . .
-dVl'S
.h«l'^? to•write
^
4,00
Moved
by Possehl, seconded bv
Owen Meredith, R. O. W. ... 41.50 Ira L. Welch, board of review.
8.00
Metropolitan Life Insurance
Western Chemical Company,
Company and George M.
.$ 109.80
^supplies
.................
Tibken, R. 0. W
16.50 *. W. Wiese, committee work 105.79
Charlie
...„,,
tuour
per month effective August 1st.
Wayne Sisler, labor
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MERCURY QUICK

0. W. Shafr & S»1
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THE SUNNY SIDE OF LIFE
Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
ByEDWHEELAN
' '''
CIRCUS TRAIN REACHED OTISBURQ.TOM cvw,
THE 24- HOUR WAN , HURRIBD To JEFF'5

SUPPOSE. VfoU HEARD THAT \W&
STRUCK t>y UGKTM|M<5- AT PUCNULLE.
UtfST NUStfT AND PAPO" OF A

q.UST THEN SARTRE FORTfeR j

EOLE. HIT "SILK- FOWLER.

BOSS,.I SUPPOSE VOU KNOVM THAT
BROS. RJAVeD HERE.
YESTERDAY X\HP CDVEREE> ALL
OUR PAPER AGAIN ! IT
LOOKS LIVCE-A BAD
US !V

WEAH AM A
'I TELB3RAPA

mwTt> TUE HOSPfTAL
TOtA,
V«A ^Et> UP "

FO' Y6* •"

NEXT
N/iPRK SOUTVl
QUARTERS'

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA
OH, A AAQTM!
I MUST START
MOUSE- CLEANING-

HERE ,
MADAMSWAT IT WITH
THIS TOWEL

BABETTE!

TSK-TSK-

\ HAVE TO WATCH
EVERYTHING .
MYSELP
/

WELL,W GLAD
I GOT IT BEFORE
IT DIP ANY
DAMAGE

I THINK I\L
PLAY PEACH
FUZZ ON
NOSE

SIS* HOW CAN I DOPE
OUT THE HORSES
WITH YOU SWINGIN" TOWELS
ALL OVER THE
PLACE?

jcarf to be made in m
Done to fine cotton, its DM
design matches that of tt3
doily, Pattern 6821.
'
Pattern 7038 contains Install
making scarf; illustrations oil
•Utches; photograph of scarf V
needed. To obtain this patten .
order to:
*'

Frank Jay Markes^Syndicate. nc.

^'MATTER POP—But It Takes Practice
••••••

. Mwlnf Circle Ncedlenift
S2BI«btkATe.
N
• Bnclose IS cents In coins ti
tern No.
Name..
Address

(

By CM. PAYNE

Too

.Once
• Dignity increases
than it begins.—Seneca.

WHAT
TOBACCO
The Bell Syndicate. Inc—WNu Service

MESCAL IKE

MILDER?

By s. L. HUNTLEY

YOUNG MAN,

ARE
WAV TO S0400L?

POP—But Going in Reverse
YOU'RE LIKE
A
LOCOMOTIVE,
POP/

By J. MILLAR WATT
YOU MEAN I
PUFF AND

NO!
YOU'RE ON
THE RIGHT

THE NATIONAL

By
LANG
ARMSTRONG

WILLIAMS

THE ANITA TRIBUNE,

We're Ready For Fall

THUBSDAY. SHTMBHU. INI.

FROM OUR OLD FILES ANITA SCHOOL NEWS
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

Stor e

Kindergarten In the Afternoon.
i n Anita, the kindergarten depart- j
WITH +September 7, 1911.
ment was added without hiring an extra
Chas. Hook came home Saturday teacher
makes it necessary for
FRIDAY ANI> SATOteDAY SPECIALS
and spent the week end here with
teachers to handle three grades |
relatives
I between them-kindergarten, first and '
CALUMET BAKING POWDER, Mb. can
The great Cass County Fair, which second. Last year the first grade was
Ladies and Misses new fall and winter coats in
is under new management this year, very small. This year there is a
CAKE FM)UR, package Ja^k Sprat and nacknll
will open at the fairgrounds in Atlan- larger first grade which requires more
tweeds, fleeces, fur fabrics, etc. Boxed or fitted
ge j
Betty Brite bake cu]p|l^i for . . . .
tic next 'Monday.
I time.
styles at
Large crowds are attending each day
firgt and gecond grades take
of the Massena fair this week and ^^ ^^ """reading, numbers, Ianmany of those people attending are ^^ &nd other subjects. This regs
from this commuity.
quires time. It has been found that
— Buy On Our Lay-A-Way Plan —
In a hot contest in the Clydesdale the morning hours are best for this
class at the state fair this week in
use.
Des Moines, "Greathill Chief," owned
HATS
DRESSES
SHOES
PORK and BEANS, 2 No. 2y2 cans
The kindergarten, on the other hand,
and bred by J. F. Gissibl of Anita, is less formal, requiring less mental
Fall and winter
Ladies novelty in
Misses or Matrons
received fourth place.
PRUNES, Jack Sprat, 2 pounds .;
exertion. With these factors in mind
dresses in all the
suedes, kids or patBangham, Eniex & Co. have pur- it was decided to run the kindergarten
in
a
variety
of
styles
ents.
A choice of
new
colors
and
POTATOES, fancy Red 'Triumphs, 10-lbs.
chased the old reliable grocery store
the afternoon in order that the
and colors at
styles at
^
styles at
in the Masonic Temple building, bet- teachers may have the first and second j
), small package ... ^f^large package
ter known as the Conley store, from grades alone in the morning for the
$1.98 to $3.98
$1.98 to $2.98
$1.98 to $6.98
Reimers & Co. Possession was given more difficult work. In the afternoon
the first of 'the week.
Miss Miller takes both first and second
By a business transaction last Mon- grades most of the time allowing Miss 1899. A nuaery class for small child-,
dinner Thursday.
day^morning, A. J. Joy has become Budd to devote her time to the kinder' . -•
*
-*•]
-,
ren will be held in the basement dorthe owner of the Nelse Johnson resigarten.
ing the worship hour..
dence property on Chestnut Street,
DEPARTMENT STORE
It is believed that on the whole over
The three circles of the Woman's *• CENTRAL CHURCH OF erf
the consideration'lbeing $2,400.00. Pos- the three year period covered, best
Society of Christian Service will hold
'THE BEST FOR LESS"
ANITA, IOWA
session was given immediately.
results will be obtained in this way a joint meeting in the church Thurs-,
J. 'M. Briggs, who has been editor
for all the children concerned.
day afternoon at 2:30. Mrs. George
Sunday School at 10a
and publisher of the Anita Republican
Formal instruction in reading in the Denne will have charge of the devoChurch worship and
for the past twenty-five years, died
kindergarten is not advocated. Much tions; :Mrs. Lester King will review at 11 a. m.
ANITA MARKETS.
SAVING OF GARDEN
at his home in this city Monday evenvaluable contributions can be two articles from the World Outlook;
PRODUCTS IS URGED ing after suffering from heart trouble more
Church and Sunday School!
made by helping children acquire a Mrs. Carl Millard will have the ques- Sunday. We will leave the chi
i
(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
for a little over a day. He was 73
rich fund of meanings through broad tions and (v answers from the Metho- 11:30 a. m. Conveyance fori
Community canning of extra supEggs, cash, dozen
24c plies of fruits and vegetables for years of age.
experiences, developing their ability dist Woman; and Mrs. M. Dorn will want to go. The picnic is at SB
A public library will be opened in
Eggs, in trade, dozen
25c use in school-lunch programs is being
to use English with ease and fluency, have charge of the music. The fellow- in Atlantic. Bring your bi
Anita
Saturday
in
the
town
hall.
The
Eggs, Specials
28c urged by governmental defense orhelping them to think for themselves, ship committee will have charge of the
Eggs, No. 1
26c ganizations, according to Miss Helen ladies in charge have purchased a large developing desirable social habits and refreshments. Visitors are welcome. cream will be furnished.
have attended the Bible ...
number
of
books,
novels,
magazines,
Eggs, No. 2
23c M. Finney, Cass county home demonways of working, and by stimulating
etc.,
and
they
will
be
rented
for
a
small
who will attend are invited.]
Hens, over 5-lbs
15c straion agent.
a keen interest in reading.
sum.
A
yearly
ticket
may
be
purpicnic is for good fellowship
Hens, 4 to 5-lbs
13c
Much food goes to waste each year
Of extreme importance is the child's
HOLT CROSS EVANGELICAL + want all to have a good time.
Hens, under 4-lbs. & Leghorns, .lie because many gardens produce more chased for $1.00.
ability to see likenesses and differLUTHERAN CHURCH
+ have a car and can make rooi
Springs, over 5-lbs
15c than any one farm family needs or
ences. It is by the process of differ- f
H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
+ for one or two, this will
BY
THE
WAY
Springs, 4 to 5-lbs
14c cares to can. With the expected exentiation in form that words are recog- ^ - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f c - f - f - f *
By
L.
F.
M.
The ladies of the church i
Springs, under 4-lbs. & Leghorns. 13c pansion in the school-lunch program,
nized and held in memory. Hence
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
their regular dinner We
Roosters, Ib
lOc more local supplies of food will be 'Ninety-one years ago yesterday, much drill is given the kindergarten
'Communion service at 10:30 a. m.
Ducks, Ib
8c needed to supplement the surplus Eugene Field was born in St. Joseph, children to develop a keen sense of
(Confirmation class meets WednesGeese, Ib
5c commodities given them.
Mo. How much enjoyment both young visual observation. For example, the day afternoon at the church at. 4
Pigeons, live, dozen
•
50c
In smaller schools,. parents and in- and old have had from his poems, most children are shown a row of miniature
Cream, sweet
39c terested community leaders may get of which are pictures of childhood houses which are identical with the o'clock.
The men of the congregation plan
Cream, No. 1 sour
.37c together to can, dry or store food for days. Mr. Field's life was full of exception of one which is without a
to
spend Wednesday evening at the ' FOR SALE:—500 RANGE!
Cream, No. 2 sour
.'... .35c their own school-lunch program. Can- tragedies and, like most-of our best chimney. The children are to find
:
church
completing various little tasks. ing ewea. See these before)
Yellow corn, No. 2
61c ning and preserving equipment may be loved poets, he died without knowing the one that is different and to tell
Ladies
aid meets Thursday after- Hayes Bros., 9 miles north,!
Oats, No. 2, new
32c secured in school home economics how much his works would affect the why it is unlike the others. Exernoon at 2 o'clock at the church. Mrs. Villiaca.
Wheat, No. 1
95c laboratories,
community
canning lives of those who came after him.
cises of this type tend to increase their Henry Roed wild be hostess.
FOR SALE:—Two coall
plants, school lunch kitchens, com• * *
ability to discriminate between likeSunday school teachers meet at the new Laco oil heaters
Mrs. Stanley Curtis of Nevada was munity centers or other - meeting
We seem doomed to legendary days nesses and differences in contour and church at 2:00 o'clock Friday afterwhich are as good as the 1
a week end visitor at the home of her places. To insure safe standards in lately . . . picked up a book at the also develop a left-to-right movement
noon.
than the rest and heat mon]
parents, Postmaster and Mrs. George canning, trained supervision can be
of
the
eyes
in
reading.
library last week, which proved to be
Announcement for communion will burning: less. Gerald Akers.
O. Smither.
furnished by home demonstration a very interesting story of an old
The well planned kindergarten proagents, extension specialists, home Chinese legend about the "Willow gram, offering as it should rich and be received Saturday afternoon and
FOR SALE:—2 good bree%|
evening at the parsonage.
A joint meeting of the Anita Feder- economics instructors or local women.
H. H. Huff, Anita, lows.
Hate," then in Saturday's mail came a varied experiences related to children's
Highland church—
ated Women's club will be held this In some areas, the Farm Security Adfolder all specked over with Chinese interests, can do much toward developIf .you havevan old hone on
(Wednesday) evening at 7:30 p. m. ministration will help plan such a proDivine services at 7:30 p. m.
characters and on the inside it quoted ing an interest m and a background
want to sell, see C. L. WtaJ
in the high school auditorium. The gram.
another Chinese legend which read, for reading.
department of art, literature and | Several local organizations may be
WANTED:—Your d
"One look is worth a thousand words' Flag Ceremony.
music will entertain the home and Ineeded to gather and transport sup. . . we thought, "ain't it the truth," Tuesday morning at the^opening of * CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH «• Ph. 184 Anita—we pay ]
garden department and have as plies to the central canning center.
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
4
and the fellow who looks out over the school a flag ceremony was held. This +
special guest of honor, the presidents , More groups will be needed to secure
f
+
+
+
+
f
f
f
+
f
.
f
.
f
.
f
country at this season of the year and is a part of a project being carried
of the former Literary club. Mrs. funds for jars, cans and sugar. The
Church school, 10 a. m. If you
describes it in a thousand words, is out throughout the United States in
Catherine Main will be mistress of only container shortage anticipated
have ever been to church school here,
all schools.
going some.
ceremonies; Mrs. M. M. Feller, Mrs. at the present is zinc jar tops, and
• * *
be sure and come Sunday. We want
Following is the program given:
Gail Burke and Mrs. (Dale Ulf ers will these may be replaced by glass, Miss
you there for a purpose.
Invocation,
Rev.
Arthur
V.
Long.
Heard
around
town:
"Our
teacher
serve as welcoming committee; and the Finey advises.
The trustees met last Friday and
is sure good looking, I wouldn't mind
The American Creed, by student
social committee is Miss Jetta Knowldecided to mak4 next Sunday Rally
body.
staying
in
for
her"
.
.
.
"my
teacher
ton, Mrs. Lake Bear and 'Mrs. Fred
CARD OF THANKS.
is awfully pretty, she's kinda thin
Song, "America the Beautiful," by 'Day in the church. We are asking
Sfaeley.
all members and friends of the church
student body.
.
.
.
and
low
down."
All
the
kids
are
.(When hens don't lay, thati
We wish to thank our friends and
to be there at 11 a. m. rain or shine.
agreed
that
school
has
a
happy
outTalk
on
Democracy,
Rev.
A.
T.
•11 is not well. The usual!
neighbors for their many acts of
The service will be different than the
Qvans.
look, so far, anyway.
kindness and sympathy extended us
is
worms. If that's the I
Advance of the Colors, American usual order and we are anxious that
during our recent bereavement, the
Ttobiggar
in
your flock, you ne
you
should
be
one
who
helps
to
make
They say that plane rides now-a- Legion Color Guard.
death of our husband and father.
drink with
it so. Do not disappoint' us and if
SALSSURY'S ROTA-CA
days
only
cost
five
cents
per
mile,
inPledge
of
Allegiance,
by
student
Mrs. J. W. Beaver and Family.
possible bring someone along with
Hie bettor
cluding bed and board . . . Charley body.
us today.
you.
says
that
he
will
take
his
first
plane
Song,
"God
Bless
America,"
by
flavor!
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Robinson of Des
The missionary society will meet
student body.
Moines were week end guests at the ride when they get it fixed so he can
nor.
at the home of 'Mrs. Wm. Wagner
keep one foot on the ground while
home
of
her
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
•ami
Friday at 2:30 p. m. Mrs. A. T, Evans
he is up in the air.
Walter Wise, northwest of here.
Anitt.1
• • *
Phone 276
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
* is the leader.
The ladies will serve a noon-day
While looking through one of our
Miss Jean Bordersen returned to
scrapbooks
today
we
ran
across
the
"Man"
will
be
the
subject
of
the
ler home here last Wednesday from
Pine Cone camp near Dorset, MSnn. story of the willow plate written in Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of
••••••^^•••••••••••••••p^B^
She had been attending the camp for rhyme by Florence Boyce Davis. The Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, September 7.
story
is
the
sfime
as
the
legend
in
wo and a half weeks.
prose.
The Golden Text is from I John
3:1, "Behold, what manner of love
And we found this in the same! t h e Father hath bestowed upon us
scrapbook . . . it just about tells how that we should be called the sons of
r q
God."
we feel tonight.
-"' "
Save 30 to 50 Per Cent on Complete Glasses
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quoI wish I were beneath a tree,
Why pay more than we ask?
tations
from the Bible and from the
:
A sleeping in the shade,
RIMLESS GLASSES
| Christian Science textbook, "Science
With all the bills I have to pay,
Single Vision Complete
and Health with Key to the ScripPaid!
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy
I would I were beside the sea,
One of the Bible citations reads:
Or sailing in a boat,
COMPLETE BIFOCALS GLASSES $10.1)0 and UP.
All scripture is given by inspiraTake-A-Chance
Eyes that are strained, weak or defective . . . eyes that are
With all the things I have to write,
tion of God, and is profitable for
draining your energy and aging you rapidly . . . such eves need
.Wrote!
doctrine, for reproof, for correction
constant care. And that care should be the most scientific kind.
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
for instruction in righteousness: That
I wish I were on yonder hill,
man
f
REASONS TO
the
°
God
may
be
perfect,
A basking in the sun,
Son. Mat 2:30
throughly
furnished
unto
all
good
"
ATTEND
Optometrist — Atlantic
With all the work I have to do,
works" (II Tim. 3:16, 17)
Done!
Chr~mt°ng ^ 8eleetions from the
At last we've found a man who' lowing*" SClenC6 tejttbook is the *>!thinks his wife works too hard!
I "The Sri,,n
e u •
!as
Alienee of being reveals man

PHONE 303

WE

COATS

PINE APPLE, Jack Sprat, crushed, 2 8-oz.cans
WHEAT PUFFS, Jack Sprat, 2 8-oz. pk . "j.

$10.95 to $19.95

POWDERED SUGAR^ 2 pounds

The Golden Rule

WANTAI

EGG
PiMMMJCTION
SOME!
ISWRONG!

Rasmossen's Hatcl

We Have A Frcsfc Supply Of j
Genuine Seipi-Splid Buttermu

WHERE GOOD GLASSES COST LESS

H'''

The Farmery Coop.

$8.85

A

DR. L B. PETERSEN

Coal! Coal! Coal!

Insure Your Comfort For the Coming Winter
By Storing At Least Part of Your Coal Now.
We Have Several Cars Rolling and Invite Your Orders

ROBERT SCOTT

ANfTA LUMBER CO.
PHONE 2-0 FOR COALS YOU KNOW

BERRY HALDiENi PINED $300
inei/TT' eVe" aS the
auae the Sou
FOR DRUNKEN DRIVING APR 2 of tlhn t
'
,. .
spiritual man is God, the
Berry Halden, suspended secretary ' ^™ ™' lnc 'I )le of all being, and beof the Iowa executive council, pleaded c 'J
.'" real man is gpverned by
guilty in district court in Atlantic s ,i-'t'
°f sense- by the law of
Saturday to a charge of driving while ' '.'?,' ' ,, not by the s°called laws of
intoxicated and was fined $300 and "
< p - 302 )costs by Judge H. J. Mantz.
i + -f 4 4~T
'
Halden was arrested April i> on the f
METBODIOT *™S * * 4
charge. He pleaded guilty Saturday f
ArtS? V ? ^^H
+
K> Pmsto
'to county attorney Don Savery's in t -f + + 1
*-f
formation. He had been at liberty on ! Church - T * * * * * * *
a $500 bond since his. arrest.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin K ey and
Robert <C. Howard were in Lenox
Sunday visiting relatives and looking
after business matters.
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WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

By Edward C. Wayne

Food Shortage in Europe This Winter
Means Thousands Are Doomed to Starve
In Most of Areas Occupied by Nazis;
U. S. Court Obtains Spy Confessions
(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinion! art «xpr«i»e« IB th«»e eolnmnit they
»r« tho» «f the news «n»l7»t and not neecnarlly of thl» n«w*Dan«r.)
_____
(Released by Western Newspaper ""'"•• *

What Price a Mad World!

The scene is a street in Uniondale, N. t.- The country is not at war.
It is, however, arming for defense. Arming as never before. For the
menace, it is charged, is world wide. And so an army pursuit plane leaves
Mitchell field, New York, one day. A few minutes later it crashes in
Uniondale street. You see the wreck still burning. You don't see three
children burned whose clothes caught fire. The pilot of the plane bailed out.

INCIDENT:
U. S. S. Greer Attacked
When the news was flashed that a
submarine attacked the U. S. destroyer Greer while the latter was
en route to Iceland, the words "incident of war" leaped to the thoughts
of many. Still, there were other
"incidents" and they did not bring
war. The Greer was not hit.

FOOD:
For Conquered
Most were agreed that the coming winter will find starvation walking the lands of conquered Europe.
Germany took the bull by the
horns by stating her position clearly.
Not only, said Berlin, was Germany
not going to feed the hungry in con/ quered Europe, but she felt at complete liberty to feed herself from
the stores of conquered countries.
If anybody was to feed conquered
nations, let Britain and the United
States, who control the seas, do it,
declared Berlin.
As long as this was the declared
Nazi policy, it was a certainty that
the United States and Britain would
do no feeding of these populations,
for it the food was sent over, Germany felt "at'liberty" to feed herself with it. The food would just
be going into enemy hands and doing no- good to the starving millions,
it has been held.
•Assuming that the Russians hi conquered sections of the Ukraine had
not been able to flee, but had been
able to burn their wheat, as seemed
likely from general reports from the
area from both sides, then there
were a few million Ukrainians in
danger of starvation within the
shortest possible tune.
Nor were the people in France,
Norway, and the low countries in any
better condition, and with the exception of the Rumanians, the Hungarians and the Croats, reportedly fighting with the German arms, and the
Finns, coming down from the north
into Russia, most of Europe was
going to be hungry.
I talked with a Russian refugee
from Paris, who had been conquered
by the Germans but escaped to this
„ country by a devious route, and he
told of the French people eating
dogs, cats-^-any meat they could get
their hands on.
Starvation already was stalking
the land in August, he said, when
he escaped via Lisbon.
Medical men said this hunger
would not point definitely to revolt,
however, for starving people soon
lose their ability to fight or to resist
even the inroads of their own hunger. Starvation carries with it only
apathy, finally coma and <then
death, they declared.

JAPAN:
Full Mobilization
Ordering a full mobilization of his
country, and at the same time, according to rumor, bidding President
Roosevelt to visit him "in the Pacific
on a Japanese battleship," Premier

MISCELLANY:
Berlin: German fashion dictators
had decreed shoes of straw as an
"ersatz" for leather. Rationing decrees that each person-may buy only
two pairs of leather shoes each year.
.Now, such is the demand for straw
shoes (which wear out in four to
cue weeks) that the manufacturers
are running out of straw.

Prince Konoye of Japan seemed to
be throwing a jnonkey wrench into
what little hope remained that Nippon might be peace-bound.
The tempest, which these sources
figured the Nazis were stirring up in
Japan on the question of the Siberian port, was raging full blast
when.. Konoye issued his order of
complete mobilization of the country.
Konoye said "Japan is facing the
greatest crisis in her history, and a
total mobilization of the'nation is
necessary to overcome the emergency."
This statement was a far cry from
his July 30 position that all Japan
wanted was peace and prosperity hi
the Pacific, to "close out" the China
affair, and to be friendly with the
United States.
Dispatches from Washington said
that diplomatic advices had been
sent to Tokyo, probably the cause
of Konoye's action, stating that this
country was going to "stand firm"
on its right to send lease-lend aid
to Russia through Vladivostok, and
to continue to send such aid as long
as peaceful relations exist between
Russia and Japan.
The same day Nichi Nichi, influential Japanese paper, defied the
United States to "place any obstacle in Japan's rightful sea routes
in the name of freedom of the
seas." It continued:
"Japan will not hesitate to take
steps against any obstacle such as
this."
Complicating the issue at about
the same time were two Russian
seaplanes.carrying 47 Soviet airmen,
flying over the Bering sea on their
way to Washington to join the Russian mission to this nation's capital.
While Moscow disclaimed anything but a peaceful intent for this
trip, another Japanese paper, the
Times and Advertiser, took alarm
at it, stating it was "an effort to
establish a warplane service between the United States and Russia."
This newspaper said that Japan
felt itself now encircled by the British arid. Americans on the south,
through these countries' aid to China
and the Dutch East Indies, and that
any "effort to encircle Japan on the
north" would be a matter for grave
study.

SPIES:
First Trial
News readers turned their eyes to
New York where 19 out of 33 members of an alleged German spy ring
went on trial on charges of espionage.
The other 14 pleaded guilty, which
made ,it improbable that the full
story of their guilt would be told.
But the trial of the 19, prosecutors
in the federal court said, "would unfold ramifications beyond belief."
U. S. Attorney Kennedy said that
much of the information in the possession of the prosecution had been
obtained from those who had pleaded guilty.
One of these, Everett Minster
Roeder, 47, pleaded guilty to "obtaining information and sending it to
a foreign power." He worked in the
plant of the Sperry Gyroscope company, makers of the famous secret
bombsight of the United States army
—one of the country's most prized
war possessions.
But the airing of the secrets of
the spy ring in open court promised
news readers a delectable dish they
were looking forward to. Sensational
revelations were expected of fifthcolumn activities

Washington, D. C.
LUKE AND - - - • - • • • • - - - SEA CONFEMBNGE"
POLITICAL DYNAMITE
There was real political dynamite
behind that letter President Roose"What do you think, Ojf
velt sent the Young Democrats con- point program?'^
vention in Louisville blasting Demo- Twitchell of his
-ratic isolationists as "obstruction"Well, Wilson
Lsts who are in the wrong party.
Elmer. "So you
The scorching attack was a tip-off six strokes off Wo
"And Roosevelt —,-... » oni undercover plans which may
make next year's congressional much tougher course;" said
•lections the hottest in years.
always the golfer. V r
Nothing has been said about it, but
•Til say so," agre«d
certain administration and Kepumi- "They didn't have so many J
can leaders have discussed uniting greens in Wilson's ..tittjii tn*j
Democratic
emocrac aand Republican forces didn't cover i o m 1 ~ f —"to
oppose all congressional isolation there were fewer———
Lucy Boehmler, 18, who pleaded
"I suppose it ain't quite .
guilty in New York to charges of ists regardless of party label.
Under the proposed plan, Admin- speak of a terrible war like _
espionage for Nazi Germany. She is
said to be part of a ring which vis- istration-G.O.P. backing would be terms of golf," sighed Lukf.
"Why nott" snapped ^IBtaner. '*It
ited various parts of the country to thrown behind incumbent antiisolationist congressmen whether has all the violence, bad manners",
obtain military secrets.
they are Democrats or Republicans. cheating and general brutality of
f!ffffffff^ffi&ff^fi^f^^
Furthermore strong coalition candi- the public links game, anyhow."
* * •
dates would be entered against isolationist congressmen seeking reLENINGRAD:
election.
Near Siege
One of the most significant things
Despite what undoubtedly has about the plan is that it has the
been one of the greatest defensive hearty approval of Wendell Willkie.
Discussing it with a group of
actions in world history, the Russian defenders of Leningrad had be- friends the G.O.P. standard bearer
fore them the question of a siege of declared, "The people should haye
the city itself, and the problem of the opportunity in every senatorial
whether thay'could hold the attack- and congressional election next year
"Why
meet on a battleship to
ers back until cold weather comes for a clear-cut expression of opinion frame
a
program for peace and
on
this
all-important
issue
of
foreign
to their rescue.
brotherly
love?"
asked Luke, plainLike northern New England, Len- policy. This referendum should
puzzled.
ingrad weather is described as "nine not be cluttered up with phony or ly "Dramatic
suspense, color, mysmonths of winter and three months inconsequential issues.
_
tery
and
all
that,"
explained Elmer.
In
districts
represented
by
isoof early spring," and this spring-tide
V
has now given way to the autum- lationists"w"e shouTd"purthe strong- "» ain't so much what you do or
nal rams, which will shortly be sup- est candidate in the field we can say in a crisis like this. It's ho*
get, regardless of his party label or y°" put it over. That meeting badplanted by winter's heavy snows.
The Russo-Finnish campaign ai economic views. I'd like to see "'^H"' but,s? aPPeal."
nnH women
urnmon brought
Virnncrht into
intn „ AN
All »*
It nneeded
the beginning of the war demon vnunfT
young mon
men and
!edei! wa,* !ome, John
camnaien. Let's get
eet awav
strated that mechanized warfare this campaign.
away from Powers' models," nodded Luke.
"It got across without 'em,. indoesn't pan out so well in the snow the old political hacks. Let's bring
and ice, and the Reds are hoping youth into this fight. It's theirs pri- sisted Elmer, 'but I wonder they
— that.
----- John
------ Bull
__
that if they can hold out, through marily and they should be in the weren't used, at
and Uncle Sam are out to fire the
the rest of this month, they'll get a lead in it.
progressive breathing spell along
"Personally, I am prepared to sup- imagination of the world, kindle the
the whole front that will permi port anti-isolationist candidates re- enthusiasms of all friends of freeAmerican aid to materialize, and a gardless of their party affiliation or dom and get their message into the
reorganization of their defense.
economic views. If they are right mikes and onto the front pages evIt was evident, not only from the on the foreign issue, then I will be erywhere. And this sea huddle did
,
••
'. Soviet but from the German commu for them and will take the stump it."
* • •
niques that the Russians were put for them."
* * t
"Whoever thought Churchill,) numting up a magnificent resistance al
ber one man of the British empire;
SMASHED PLANES
along the line, that Budenny's army
President • Roosevelt didn't an- would leave London, fly to sea and
got across the Dnieper without beini
completely knocked out as the Ger nounce it, but there were two big hold a conference with the Presimans had forecast, and that Gen reasons why Pan American Airways dent of the United States in mideral Timoshenko in the center is is taking over the ferrying of air- ocean? And who ever thought the
carrying on a protracted and mon planes across the South Atlantic President of the United States .could
or less successful counter offensive up the ulterior of Africa to the Near drop everything at Washington: to
go to sea for the same purpose?"
while Voroshiloff on the north is hold East.
One reason has since been pub- asked Luke.
ing the attacking Germans and
"It would even have been cut out
Finns back as long as he can, whili lished, the need of American warkeeping his armies generally intact planes to help the British in Iran of a movie script as too farBerlin dispatches told of Russians and thus protect Russian oil fields fetched," declared Elmer. "Get /the
picture! Roosevelt gets on his yacht
"contesting every foot of ground,' in the Caucasus.
The other has not been published and disappears in one of the big
and halting the spearhead advanc
of the Nazi forces to only a couple —namely that the British had been moments of history. His disappearwrecking an extraordinarily large ance is so complete even the newsof miles or so a day.
brand new planes in fly- reel men can't find him. The susMoscow said that first reports of a number ofacross
Africa.
pense is terrific. Democrats everyseparate peace with the Finns wen ingAsthem
a matter of cold, unpleasant where begin to fear something has
premature and inaccurate, yet this fact, the
British have been losing happened to him."
might haye meant simply that the about 20 per
cent of the planes we
"And Republicans begin to fear
Russian negotiations with Finlanc have
been giving them.
something has not," put in Luke.
had fallen down, and that the Finn:
• » *
was partly because the Brithad decided to stick with the Nazi: ishThis
did
not
use
their
own
pilots,
but
"Rumors
of
a conference with
and carry through.
Czech, French, Poles and Dutch. Churchill at sea are spread, but disSome observers had thought tha These aviators, sometimes too full credited as something that the hair
as soon as the Finns reached thi of sloe gin, and sometimes not too tonic company would delete as inRussian frontier, and had recapturei well trained in the tough job of han- credible even if Gabriel Heatter put
all the old Finnish territory tha dling fast war planes, have succeedin his radio broadcast," continRussians had taken over at the be- ed in scattering tie wrecks over the it
ued
Elmer. "Nevertheless" it turn*
ginning of the war, they would prob heart of Africa.
out to be the real McCoy."
ably quit, or be glad to negotiate for
Furthermore, central Africa is
"Can you imagine the fit Hitler
peace.
one of the most uncharted and dif- must have ^hrown when he turned
ficult flying areas in the world. The aside from his Russian blitz in what
GASOLINE:
hop across the Atlantic has not he thought was one of his big moStill a Fight
caused the casualties. It is the re- ments and realized that Winston and
The gasoline shortage in the east mainder of the flight, from Freetown Frankie had grabbed all the headern section of the United States still on the west African coast, up to linesT" asked Luke.
was in the controversy stage, with Egypt.
"He's still howling," said Elmer.
This is why Roosevelt finally
much of the muddle being discussec
hi print, and revealing how hope called upon Pan American Airways
"What do you think of the eight
lessly confused Igislators, adminis to take over the African hop. Its points themselves?" asked Luke
trators and oil oprators were with pilots have done a brilliant job of
"I don't see much new," replied
regard to each other and the prob pioneering the jungles of the AmaWUson>B
fTstreamlined
* 'V™ just
«W
lem itself.
zon and the peaks of the Andes. model
and with the fluid
d
Some 'filling station operators And Roosevelt figured that if any- "Y.e. But there was nothing wrong
wanted to close down, said thej one could fly over Africa, Pan Amer- with the 14 points except that we
?
were forced out of business. Others ican could do it.
forgot 'em too soon." „
Wanted a price rise of a cent a gal
•'Do you ttitok the Roosevelt.
Ion. Others wanted a govern
Churchill eight points could have
'AMERICA'S ANSWER'
ment subsidy. Still others said they
The 0PM is just releasing for wide been unproved?" asked Luke
were getting along O. K.
I do," declared Elmer
distribution its first post promoting
Sortie oil suppliers said there
o
r ereater
"By what?" asked Luke.
*•
?>rS°
Production.
no shortage, others wanted barges
Entitled 'America's Answer— ProBy a ninth point," snanped Elbuilt, still others wanted 17,500 idle duction!"
it is a masterpiece of
tank cars used, and yet the Wash power and drama.
a
ington authorities said they couldn' brawny arm twistingIt apictures
monkey
find the cars.
to the letter "O"
The railroads offered to cut the wrench fastened
like a machine nut-in the
tank car rate 50 per cent, from 5 -shaped
word "production."
REVIEW
n, n
cents a gallon to 2% cents, and the
artist is Jean Karlu, as free Oh Dr Jekyll and Mr.
big oil companies pointed out tha a The
as ever worked with
e
the tanker rate was one cent a gal oneFrenchman
arm.
He
lost his right arm
Ion, though this was difficult to figure
No matter which you try to be
r De CraCy tath
fi
because practically all the tankers World"
r .until the «fall
™of
World J°
war and,
I know you're simply
Snen
'imply Spencer
are owned by the companies them France,
Tracy.
was doing an expert leftselves and they need figure no profit handed job
panting poster's for toe
Meantime, three pipeline proposi- French govenjmerit
.MorSan Puts it this way
tions were milling around, trying to
Rome do
Recently
arrived
in
this
country
get ready to start, while several senKarlu
wanted
to
continue
his
fight
ators and congressmen, including or a free France. He submitted
Senator Walsh of Massachusetts
Martin
Ragawa.y says Mussolini ifl
charged "bureaucratic blundering.
0
snapped it up.
ecllPsed lately that Hitler must
• • •
e doing his publicity.
HITLER:
• • •'
MEHRY-GO-RQUND
Long-Range Plan
DIFFICULTY IN A GAS
ECONOMY DRIVE
Perhaps the most novel view ol
N
OW
Hitler's long-range war plan came gineers have included aa upowerful
°w if I should run out of gaa
from ^he pen of the talented John
Its o, Bes!lde some rural1 fence,
fenf»a
>
T. Whitaker, former Chicago corre
it's done
spondent in Europe.
for home defense l"
He said Hitler believes fifth
—Carl Holmquist.
column activity in America is Un
breaks
dermining democracy, and that
Atn ens , acting under NazJ ordeM,
eventually Washington will call on
the British to surrender. Whitakei
street * g e "* nam« oFa main
"reet from Franklin D. Roosevelt
says the Germans feel that America
Bou «vard to the Rue de
not Britain, is the "weak sister "
of Hin °r ""Diking- It will do tt
of
| Hitler's own free wilL
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YOU bakJ
.No wonder Clabber Girl 1,1
baking day favorite in «,
of home* . . . the enthu
choice of millions of »„
women who are proud of I
baking, proud of their th
Order a can of Clabber<
from your .grocer today.
will be amazed when ha
you Clabber Girl's price 1
you will be delighted with.
baking results.
Ton Pay Less for Clabbwt
... but You Use No Mor« ,1

POWD?
V Growth in Silence
Silence is the element in j
great things fashion themseli
gether; that at length thej|
emerge, full-formed and i
into the delights of life, \
are henceforth to rule.-

Integrity
Integrity of Life is fafflei|
friend when nobly, beyond d
shall 'Crown the end.-Joto 1
ster.

for I to rdlen I
feelings due M
disturbance.

Friends and Books!
Next to acquiring good»
the best acquisition is that 15
books.—Colton.

AD ON

Femrtess Humans ,
The human race, afraid oil
tog, rushes on through
Horace.
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Fred Wohlleber has purchased the
Gipple
farm north of Anita. It is
REEL NEWS
reported that the price paid was $65.00
+ + * + - f - » - 4 - - » . * . . * . 4 . . f per acre.
AT YOUR REXALL STORE
Take-A-Chance Show starts today
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. L. Newton visited
FACIAL SOAP, 4 bars
19c
and Thursday. A grade "A" feature and
FITCH'S SHAMPOO, bottle
59c
selected short subjects all for lOc. several days during the past week at
RUBBING ALCOHOL, pint
39c
This is something new for the Anita the home of their son, Glenn Newton
STATIONERY, 24 sheets and 24 envelopes
23c
and
family,
at
Nevada,
Iowa.
;heatre. Every type of picture has
PROTECT YOUR EYES
>een booked for this weekly program. Miss Mary Osen has returned to
IBATH, regular 3Bc
29c
There will be comedies, musicals, Villisca, Iowa, after spending the sumDUST GOGGLES
35c
dramas—in fact the variety of pictures mer months at the home of her parents
SUN GLASSES
25c to $1.00
will no doubt be a surprise to most here, where she is an instructor in the
IAYLEY
"^
WE CARRY A COMPLETE FRESH LINE OF
goers. On almost all of these schools.
••»•••—_
___^^^ theatre
___
GLOBE SERUM AND BIOLOGICALS ^
shows
the
title
of
the
feature
will
Banff :
of them all. Advised to view it at have to be omitted because these
SPECIAL—PUTNAM'S DYE, regu'ar 15c size
lOc
Mrs. Mary Wilson is a patient at
; Canada,
dawn, we took an early morning stroll pictures were not produced to be sold the Atlantic hospital where she is sufGORDON'S GLUE
lOc
described Canada as "A along with a trail that leads a thousHOG LYE
15c — 2 For 25c
inhabited by barbarians, and feet up to another pair of lakes, on a Dime Night program. This is fering from heart trouble. She is rethe biggest entertainment bargain ever ported to be recovering satisfactorily
FOR MEN —
He had never Agnes and Mirror. From the former
nd beavers."
offered. Make a date now for every | however.
DR. GRABOW PIPES
50c to $3.00
re and was sadly uninformed. we looked back down through rag- Wednesday or Thursday night to atLINEMAN'S COURTLEIGH
$3.00
at Alberta in general arid ged holes in the coluds to see patches tend the Take-A-Chance Show. Movie Mr. and Mrs. Chas. E. Thomas left
<
WE CARRY THE FINEST
itional Park in particular would of Lake Louise's morning purple.
Monie is good on these programs as Tuesday evening for Fortuna, Mo.,
THREE GRADES OF TOBACCOS — CIGARS — CIGARETTES
•jckly changed that Scholar's There seems to be a Bridal Veil well as the other days of the week. where they will visit for several days
* * *
Falls where ever you go, so, just to
at the home of their son, Mr. and
PRICES ARE ADVANCING — STOCK UP NOW
Louise, in the heart of Banff's make you feel right about things,
Searing expose of a vicious new Mrs. tiert Thomas.
|uare miles, gives you double there's one here too—spilling out over racket, "Under Age," scorches across
:
"
ney's worth o
a rocky ledge at the open end of the screen of the Anita theatre Fri- Donald Hagen has resigned his posiit is li^layed -again Agnes Lake. This alone was worth day and Saturday, with a melodramatic tion at Maduff's Food Market and left
We Deliver
(The RexaU Store)
Phone 102
tion. Smooth 'as glass unless the climb.
intensity which makes one of the Anita Friday evening for Des Moines
canoer momentarily rufFrom this point old man Voltaire season's finest eye-openers in enter- where he has secured employment
urface, this lake runs the ga- could have obtained a view that would tainment, a motion picture that pos1- with a trucking company.
NEW VARIETY OF OATS IS
DEFENSE BOND
olor throughout the day, turn- have startled him. The snow he spoke sesses thrills, laughter, romance, tears
RELEASED AT STATE COLLEGE
Mrs.
G.
G.
Belsheim
and
her
daughjfamous brilliant emerald green of is there, and a lot of ice too, bul and meaning. "Under Age," paints in
QUIZ.
noon. The Stoney Indians deserving of more than the brief men- bold truth, the tragedies which befall ter, Margaret, of Fort Dodge, Iowa,
Tama, a new variety of oats, is
Q. Why should Americans buy DeI it got its cojlors from a shat- tion he gave it. You can't make out young teen-age girls, homeless ^nd visited Friday and Saturday in Anita
being
released this summer by tjie
son and brother, fense Bonds and Stamps now?
ainbow and I almost believe people in the valley very well from up friendless, who are forced to use at the home of their
Rev. and Mrs. H1. G. Belsheim.
A. Among the reasons are: (1) It Farm Crops Subsection of the Iowa
there but from previous contacts you their feminine charms in steeringjjn;is the quickest way in which every Agriculture Experiment Station at
end of this mountain-hem- know they aren't barbarians. Mr. Vol- wary tourists to "motels" of questionW. G. Phend, who has been the local' citizen can both serve his country Ames, Tama is another early-stiffuty towers -.snowrwhite Vic- taire might have see a few additiona able reputation. A ruthless roadside manager for the West Iowa Telephone | d conserve his earnings, and (2) strawed variety, highly resistant to
acier, triagular-shaped, hun- animals, too, because Canada is fa- racket ring have these girls in tjfeir Co. for several months, has been trans- an
;e and covered smut and also
the purchase of the Bonds and Stamps | both
feet thick and largely res- mous for her wild game. Off to the clutches and any attempt at escape ferred to Jefferson, Iowa. He has
to
both
leaf and stem rust. Tests
helps not only to finance National
for the lake's spectacular east he would have seen a broad strip means a punishment worse than death. been replaced here by Dean Roe.
Defense but - also to prevent high during the past two years have showed"
that Tama differs but little from the
of Alberta, which, aside from being Suspense hits a new high in edge-afprices and increased cost of living.
ort settlement at Lake Louise beautiful, is as rich in natural re- the-seat excitement with its smashing
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Bell and son
Q. Can I pledge a Defense Bond as new Boone varieties in yield. Most
I down on the only flat space sources as any spot you can name surprise climax. "Under Age," although of Des Moines spent the week end in collateral for a bank loan?
tests show that there is very little
Half of its lodges and off-hand. Underlying this province is passed by the Hayes office, is not suit- Anita visiting at the home of his
A. No. Bonds are registered and difference between the two varieties,
ain open the year around, as an estimated one-seventh of the world's able for young children. It should "be parents'! Mr. and Mrs. Anderson Bell, not transferable. They are payab e but under some soil conditions the
[sports draw- almost as many supply of coal. Her timber, furs, oil seen by every mother and father-and and with other relatives and friends. only to the persons named on the Tama oats have shown definite superiority.
| as the summer months do. and minerals are worth plenty. Now their bewildering offspring. There .is
Bond.
Arthur C. James spent the %eek
THose interested in obtaining these
|t hand are Paradise Valley, she is manufacturing over $100,000,- also a Three Stooges comedy, "Coo,
Note.-^-To buy Defense Bonds and
so crammed full of flowers 000 worth of goods annually and has Coo, Caveliers," and a cartoon on the end at his home in Anita. He was Stamps, go to the nearest post office, oats must agree to grow the crop^
accompanied home by his wife and bank, or savings and loan association; in such a wey. that it can be certified.
i can hardly see anything else, a stock-raising and dairy business same program.
daughter who had been spending the or write to the Treasurer of the Information may be obtained by writ*
*
*
| Valley of Ten Peaks—each of that brings in a quarter billion a
One of the most pleasurable screen summer months visiting relatives in United States, Washington, D. C., ing Joe L. Robinson, Ames, Iowa,
rises at least 10,000 feet, year.
or by cbntacing the farm bureau aflfce
(with snow and glaciers, they
Yes, Canada is worth more than treats of the year, "Penny Serenade," Omaha.
for a mailorder form.
in Atlantic.
IT
other of Canada's countless. Voltaire gaye her about two hundred open's a three day engagement Sunday,
and Irene Rev. and Mrs. Irwin Hyengia and CAgs AGRICULTURAL BOOTH
Everywhere yon 4ook you see years ago. The 14,000,000 American at the theatre. Gary Grant
v
daughter, Amelia, of George, Iowa,
Ben V. Brodersen visited in Deniswi,
,_ ,
tourists-who came up here last year Dunne carrying the leading roles, visited in Anita*rlast week at the WINS FOURTH AT STATE FAIR i Iowa, Thursday and Friday with
re^a"Penny Serenade" is every bit as great
ke Louise remains the gem to look her over proves it.
a picture as "The Awful Truth," Per- home -of her mother, Mrs. R. D. Ver- Cass county'svagricultural booth won tives and friends.
, . T .
sonal praise ;for "Penny Serenade" non, and with other relatives and fourth among county exhibits at the Russe11 Smlth was m. „lwein
Vagabond" Is Sponsored and Appears In This Paper
°*
'Iowa'
Iowa state fair in Des Moines last
comes from many of Hollywood'* great- friends.
„. w
,. n
. .
week, according to C. A. Zellmer, well Tuesday^where
he waj* best man at
Through the Courtesy of
est stars. Norma Shearer, Loretta
Miss Evangelme Dressier has gone fc c
farmer, who had, hls Bother's wedding. He was act
Young and many others have per;- to Maxwell,
»
„ Iowa,
T
_i_
v will
f
'companied home by his father, C. P.
:,i vwhere
she
be
of preparing the exhibit) as_
sonally signed their names to state- the second grade instructor in the ch
Smith, who will spend several weeks
sisted b hjs g(mg and severa, other
ments of praise and admiration for schools there. She was accompanied
farm ex_
TEXACO PRODUCTS
Phone 257
low*
visiting here.
Mr
Ca6s men
this grettt human story. It is a there by her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
hibit placed seventh in that departstory that strikes straight to the Harry Dressier.
ment.
heart; a story for those who have
DR. B. L. MEURER
id Mrs. ArtKor; V." Long and A family dinner was held Sunday loved or ever hope to love. Comedy
Mr. and Mrs. iChas. Salmon and The Cass booth was outstanding
Chiropractor
".Barbara Ann and Richard, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Harold takes up a large part of the story. children, Margaret and Tommy, left
Adair, la.
( Wednesday ) morning for Wahlert southwest of town. Those Drama is human and true to life. An Friday for their home in Cambridge, favorable comment. It truly advericks' vacation trip. While in attendance from out-of-town were: earthquake and the loss of a child Ohio, after spending the summer here tised Iowa and this county in par—Office HourBrwill visit her parents, Mr. Dr. and Mrs. James Carey of West are high points in "Penny Serenade," visiting her parents,. •
and Mrs. ticu5ar> featuring all of the products
9-12 — 1:30-6
'' grown in this area, including grains,
A. Arensmeier at Higgins- Liberty, Iowa; 'Mr. and Mrs. Hal No- which is a milestone in movie mak- Ed. L. Newton.
Wed. & Sat. Night
'fruits, vegetables and melons.
and his parents, Rev. and land and son of Adair; and Mrs. Mag- ing. Superlatives are lost in des7 till. 10
Long at Stanberry, Mo. gie Long of Mayetta, Karil'
Miss Maurine- Turner has returned
cribing it.
Mr. and
Mrs. Ted Johnson
of Rolla,,
to
LO ATlttCCUUIllo,
Macedonia, Iowa,
iuwa, where
w i i t i c one
she is
10 c*"
an
.
.
,
Sun. 10-11 A. M.
Jack Long spent the first of the instructor in the schools, after spend- Mo visited m Anita Sunday and
Phone 97
week visiting relatives at Mahson ing the summer months visiting at ^Onda* 1 ^T T ,,
**™iS'
the
home
of
her
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
C.
Jenkins.
and Lohrville, Iowa.
H. H. Turner, in Anita.
Mr. and Mrs. 'Edward Wilson of
Mrs. M. M. Feller was hostess at
Randolph, Neb., spent the week end
Miller was
in Williams,
Iowa,
™-.
„.-»...=,--.,
^ in Anita yisiti
Young woman wishes
n«..ey».»«
at
a tea to the women members of the Harley
*
„ ,
to marry an old man—
Anita public schools faculty Satur- Saturday where he attended a family
day afternoon at her home on Chest- reunion.
that's her business.
~ "
guests, besides to Anita with him to spend a few
Mr and Mrs Lawrence Seim and
nut street. Other
Our business is pickere Mrs. Cecil days before going to Berea, Ky., where three gonS( James> Charles and Larry
faculty members,
C. P. DARROW. Manager
She
is
a
teacher
in
the
schools
there.
,
Sunday
in
of
Decorahf
Iowa>
Epent
ing
up dead animals—
Merchant and Mrs. Allen Colbert.
TT7-7T"; iTT T t »/r „ ' Anita visiting
at the home of their large or small.
B
Mr. and Mrs Dale Roberts of MonanQ sister, Mrs. Bert Ramus
terey Park, Ca ., vwited several days andghusband They'were accompanied
Phone 257
during the past week a the homerf ^^
^^
Frances> who
WAGNER FILLING, STATION
* * *
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Ro- had been visiting here. Mrs. Ramu
ANITA, IOWA
berts, northwest of town. Dale is also returned with them to spend a
employed in an airplane factory at couple of weeks visiting in Decorah.
Inglewood, Cal.

SAVE WITH SAFETY

£fes«k~

BQNGERS

WAGNER'S FILLING STATION

o

lEE US BEFORE YOU BUY POSTS
— WE HAVE ALL KINDS THg FARMERS COOP.

THE BIG

AUDUBON COUNTY FAIR
3 - MORE DAYS r- 3

edrtesday Thursday - Friday
Three Big Bands to Entertain You
Thrill Day on Wednesday
flaring on Thursday and Friday

High Grade Free Acts Afternoonjnd_E^nin^

>rrr MISS-

The Big Show, "Fantasies of 1941," Wednesday Night
The Stock Parade Thursday Night
The Calf Scramble Friday Night - You #.U Mm Fun
If You Fail to See It

The members of the Susie Q club
were guests of Mrs^ Ralph Lett Thursday evening at her home in South
Anita. The evening was pent playing
rummy with Miss Mary Lucille Henderson receiving high score and Mrs.
Lett was runner-up. A lunch was
served by the hostess.
Miss Jean Dement was hostess to
the members of the LOMH club Wednesday evening at the home of«her
parents on Chestnut Street. Other
guests, besides the members,, were
Mrs. Rex Miller and Miss Thelma Atftinson of New Egypt, N. J. The
girls enjoyed a scavenger hunt during the evening and a lunch was served
by the hostess.
The members of the D. D. pinochle
club met Friday afternoon at the
home of Mrs. Homer Millhollin on
West Main Street. Other guests, besides the members, were Mrs. Forrest Wilson, Mrs. Keith Chadwick
and Mrs. Lake Bear. Mrs. Herbert
Chadwick received high score, Mrs.
Donald Chadwick was runner-up and
low score was held by Mrs. Millhollin.
A lunch was served, by the hostess.
The members of the Holy Cross
Evangelical Lutheran church ladies
aid 'society held a surprise farewell
party in honor of Mrs. Anker Sams
Thursday afternoon. Twenty members and one guest, Miss Edith Aupperle of Omaha, were present. Mrs.
Sams was presented with a handkerchief by each woman present. A
lunch was served. Mrs. Sams and her
i family are moving to Davenport
where her husband has employment.

ZrtfHf

OUR SELECTED MEATS

Miller's Market

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

sCHOOL Lesson
UNDAyl

By VIRGINIA VALE

- By HAROLD L. UJNDQUIST. D. D.
Dean of The Moody Bible Institute
of Chicago.
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

(Released by Western Newspaper Union.) •

CAMUEL GOLDWYN has a
& sure-thing combination in
Bette Davis and Director William Wyler, who've just done
"The Little Foxes" for him.
They were responsible for
"Jezebel," which won the second Academy Award for Bette,
though a lot Of people thought she'd
given better performances in other
pictures. They also
did "The Letter," a
hit film.
Bette is working
now hi "The Man
Who Came to Dinner," and likes it
because it's legitimate comedy; the
c o m e d y she did
with James CagBette Davis ney, "The Bride
C a m e C. p. D.,"
wasn't so much to her liking, be' cause it was slapstick stuff.

Lesson for September 7
Lesson
on subjects and Scripture texts selected and copyrighted by International
Council of Religious Education: used by
permission.

REVELATION: A MESSAGE TO
PERSECUTED CHURCHES

One Too Many
Young Alec was watching a
house painter at work. Presently
he asked:
"How many coats of paint do
you give a door?"
"Two, my boy," was the reply.
"Then if you give it three
coats," said the lad brightly, "it
would be an over-coat?"
"No, my lad," retorted the
painter grimly, "it would be a
waste coat."
,

Why Tell It?
/( was a very wet night when Jones
knocked at the door of hit friend
Watts.
"Hallol" exclaimed Watts. "I'm glad
to see you. Come inl"
''I don't think I dare," Jones protest
ed. "My feet are very dirty."
"That doesn't matter. Just keep your
boots on."

No Wonder
"My father lost money on everything my brother makes."
LESSON TEXT—Revelation 1-3.
"What does your brother
GOLDEN TEXT—Be thou faithful unto
The big difference between hu- make?"
death, and I will give thee a crown of life.—
"Mistakes."
Revelation 2:10.
man and vegetable life is that in
vegetation the sap rises.
Revelation is so little known
that we need part of our first lesson
Frelude
for an introduction to the book. The
Wife—That boy of ours gets
fact that this is a "revelation" more
like you every day.
which God gave to Jesus Christ, "to
Hubby—What's
he been up to
show unto his servants things which now?
must shortly come to pass" (1:1),
should make us all eager to study it.
Circulating
But it is significant that there is a
He—The bank has returned that
promise of special blessing to those
of your father'i.
who do read (1:3), and a solemn check
She—/sn'l that fine? What can
warning against tampering with the buy with it next?
book (22:18, 19). Quite evidently God
WITH JELLIES AND RELISHES
places great importance on the
While Iron Is Hot
(See Recipes Below)
reading and study of this book. Can
"I hear your new lodger is a
we
do
less?
very impetuous fellow. Does evI YOUR PANTRT SHELF!
The book is not easy to interpret,
A new im>nwwfit to hoM beauty
TOUR CANNING SHELF
And RKO, which releases "The and men have differed greatly as erything in the heat of the moand cfficitncy-youll ogre* the
[of tang and zest as autumn
Little Foxes," may have a sure to its meaning. There are four gen- ment."
MontroM a outstanding in lh* no.
"Yes, it's his job. He is a blackrecipes tailored to fit
! thing on its hands in Terry Frost. eral schools of interpretation: (1)
*Bread and Butter Pickles
lkHL.N*wjava Room,lobby,aueH
smith."
your canning cup:1 He is the last of the three men who The preterist, which puts it all in
•Watermelon Pickles
roomi with (Irtalnlintd o&psd.
board. Crisp relplayed "Killer Mears" hi the stage the past. Since many of its pre•Pickled Fruit
All FocilitUt irylod lor 195ft
ishfjf, sparkling
'version of "The Last Mile." Pro- dictions have not yet taken -place,
•Tomato Catsup
No price iiuraascl
jelGes, bright toducer Bert GUroy picked him for a this view seems untenable. (2) The
•Concord Grape Jelly
Another's
Pattern
mato catsup, and
part in Tim Holt's "Cyclone on idealist, which regards the book as
•Grape Conserve
pickles of cucumHorseback," to which Frost will being entirely symbolical of spiritual
•Recipe Given.
ber and peach—
make his film debut after a wait of principles. There is truth to this
One of the most unfortunate
what a selection cloves, ripened and mellowed in 1J. years.
i
view, but it does not cover the his- phases of specialization in modern
And-rth&.. -other- two men who torical events mentioned in the industry i» the one of the initiative
you'll have lor heavy syrup, fills menu demands
played "Killer Mears" were Spen- Revelation which are yet to take faculty. There are millions of
our meals a festive board! beautifully.
cer Tracy and Clark Gable—and it place in the world. (3) The histori- people in this country who never
ntry shelf lined With these
•Pickled Fruit.
was Gilroy who picked Gable for cist, which regards the book as really think, never act on their
picy fruits and vegetables
(Makes 5 to 6 pints)
his first film, "Painted Desert." So, mainly an outline of church history. own responsibility. They do hot
line of defense, top,
2 cups vinegar
if good things come, in threes, Terry This too fails to account for prophe- have to. They are simply cogs
for meal planning but in
Our Course
5
cups
brown
sugar
Frost is headed straight for star- cies yet unfulfilled. (4) The futurist in vast machines. They follow the
out a nutrition and food deLive pure, speak truth, right
or
dom.
ogram. Generous supplies
(which seems to be the best view); pattern marked out for them. wrong; else wherefore born.—
2% cups each, brown and white
and vegetables now will
namely, that chapters two and They never try to make one.
Tennyson.
sugar
ou of plenty in fall and
A matrimonial expert, who's been three, while relating to actual
2
tablespoons
whole
cloves
u put them up.
asking American wives "What has churches then in existence,-also out2 sticks cinnamon
to use a good qualCharles Boyer that your husband line the entire history of the church,
4
quarts
peaches,
pears,
or
crab[ vinegar to prevent pickles
doesn't have?" maintains that 7Q and that the remainder of the book
apples
ig soft, tough, or shrivper cent of the country's married relates to future events. This is the
full-boditfd spices are * Cook sugar, vinegar, spices 20 women are in loye with male stars. interpretation which is largely held
minutes. Select,firm, fruit, remove One (hing he's got is .a beautiful by conservative Bible teachers.
Msful canntog.
the thin skins from pears and and charming wife.
Id aiM Mttte* Mettles.
*
A brief outline of the Revelation is
peaches, if using them, but do not
(Makes 10 pints)
found
(1:19) in the book itself:
pare crabapples, rather leave them
m sized cucumbers
It's on again, off again with John
1. "The things which thou hastwith
skins
on.
Drop
in
fruits,
few
(medium-white)
at a time, and cook until tender. Garfield and Warner Brothers. As seen" (John's vision)—chapter 1.
salt
THEHUSKINSBK
2. "The things which are" (the
Pack in hot sterilized jars, adding previously reported
vinegar
,
seven churches)—chapters 2 and 3.
with tht r&t t» kiss tuyt/rf
syrup within a half inch of the top. here, he refused to
. .' ' '' .
yatt etttsi w6ta yet fitd
Seal and store, in a cool, dry place. do "New Orleans
3. "The things which shall be"
mustard seed
tt4 ttr of eon
Concord grapes, deep purple, vel- Blues," was sus(the six sevens; namely, seals,
«ttmiMlm« eastta situ
vety, and plump with juice are one pended, and Richtrumpets, personages, vials, dooms,
ard Whorf, the very
Cttoiu/Jays.
m of autumn's faand new .tilings)—chapters 4 to 22.
talented actor who
-vorite
fruits.
They
Our
lesson
portion
brings
before
at. %en slice cucumhas appeared so ofRELAXING with a good King
us two of the seven, churches of
and place in pan lend themselves
ten -on the stage
Edward cigar it a pleatant custom
Asia—Ephesus
and
Smyrna—with
nicely
to
jelly,
eiwater). Let stand 1
with Lunt and Fonenjoyed by millions of tmoker* all
their lessons for our day.
ther by them| rinse off salt, add vinetanne, replaced him.
over America. Try King Edward
I. The Ephesus Church—Active
" seed,, ginger and tu- selves or in comGarfield was astoday and learn why it'« the
but Cold, and Facing Judgment
all ingredients until bination with othsigned to "Bridges
nation's most popular cigar.
(2:1-7).
er
fruits.
As
con( , yellow (about 40 minAre Built at Night," jonn Garfield
Following the salutation and the
pickles In sterilized serves, too, they
and all seemed well.
and allow to stand 10 will help you make menu magic.
But it wasn't, and, now he's been glorious vision of the Son of man (do
using.
'••;:,
•Concord Grape Jelly.
suspended again, and again Whorf not fail to read it, Rev. 1:9-18), John
those: amber-colored
has replaced him. Seems to be be- the apostle, who was the one to whom
(Makes 11 medium glasses)
coming a habit. Maybe Garfleld has the vision came, is directed to write
pickles mquier used to
3 pounds ripe Concord grapes
forgotten the rumpuses Bette Davis to the church at Ephesus, addressn sure you xlo, so here's
% cup water
and James Cagney had with the ing it through "the angel" of "the
i which rates high:
7% cups sugar
same studio—and that both of them church. We do not know who he
% bottle fruit pectin
[cut the green, rind. from
Stem the grapes and crush them went back to work at the same old was, but since the word means
removing soft part of thoroughly. Add the water, bring stand when the fuss was finally "messenger," it may refer to a leadbe observed in the performance of
Dignity and Proportion
ing officer or elder.
bt. Cut in pieces and cov- to a boil, cover, simmer 10 minutes. settled.
Remember this—that there is a every act of life.—Marcus AureThe picture of the church at
[ salt water, rnade *»« 1 Place fruit in jelly bag and squeeze
proper dignity and proportion to lius.
to 4 cups water. Sdak 12 out juice (about 4 cups). Place sugGuy Lombardo has been having a Ephesus was a very beautiful one.
It
was
an
active
church,
not
afraid
and coo* m boiling wa- ar and fruit juice in large saucepan, lot of fun with those lyricized comif tender, about 10 min- mix, and bring to a boil over a mercials, superimposed over a mu- to work, patient under trial, comevery pound of rind, al- very hot fire. Add pectin, stirring jsical background, and radio audi- mendably impatient with sin and
"You can't loaC in the race for news..."
ee made from,:
constantly, bring to a full rolling ences •••
"
Ulce them
so much>- «•-*
that »•-'he's worldliness. It was not afraid to
exercise
discipline,
to
discredit
false
says BEVERLY HEPBURN, Newspaper Reporter
stick of cinnamon
boil. Boil hard % minute. Remove decided to make them a regular feafrom flre, skim, pour quickly into ture of his Saturday evening pro- apostles, and to stand against the
;s without heads
evil works of the worldly,-minded.
glasses. Paraffin at once.
sugar •':;-.; '?/ -."
grams. ,
There would seem that there could
•Grape Conserve.
water
be nothing more said for a church,
(Makes 10 12-ounce glasses)
i vinegar
Tom Hanlon, announcer on Gene but there was a vital note lacking.
as in a cloth bag. Cook
7 pounds Concord grapes
Autrey's CBS Sunday program, In activity they were perfect, but
atai 10 minutes. Add rind
Sugar
"Melody Ranch," figures that he's they had departed from their first
2 pounds seedless white grapes
' bring to a boil. Remove
on his way up, in motion pictures. love.
lace rind to sterilized 'jars,
4 oranges, sliced thin
He recently played a ' scene with
What is meant by leaving their
1 pound broken walnut meats
fith hot syrup and seal.
Greta Garbo and Melvyn Douglas first love? "First love is the aban1 teaspoon cinnamon
• fruits ft-om your orchard
at the Metro'studio. He did a com- donment of all for a love that has
chosen material from
teaspoon nutmeg
mercial announcement which they abandoned all ...
The church at
et and
Stem ^-^^SArls Presupposed to hear over the ra- Ephesus was still a remarkable
always
sequence,
Force But—he worked just out of camera church, but it lacked the element of
•something
free, about 15 minutes.
enthusiasm, which in the eyes
through a sieve to remove seeds. range on the set with the Swedish that
Prise to
of thd calculating worldling, is imMeasure
pulp.
To
every
4
cups
l"»ealtime.
star.
prudent. There are some people
pulp, add 3 cups sugar. Add white
a meat
imagine that this lack of engrapes, orange slices, cinnamon and Bed Skelton has already arrived who
[Paniment,
is an advantage. May God
nutmeg. Cook to the jelly stage. at the top, if reports of what pre- thusiasm
or a relhave mercy on such. I pray the day
Remove
from
heat;
add
nutrneats.
. , lusview audiences thought of "Whis- may never come when the heroisms
lit decorated demurely with Seal-in-hot, sterilized glasses.
tling in the Dark" are a prophecy. and enthusiasms of first love shall
Putting up a batch of tomato cat- Seems he's going to give Bob Hope cease" (G. Campbell Morgan).
sup offers pleasure in more ways a run for Hope's laurels, and make
Repentance was called for, or Qod
than one. You enjoy the lusty, spicy all of us laugh our heads off while said
He would extinguish the light
odor of the cooking, and the fra- so doing.
^
of that church. The lesson for us is
WODIMBGY!
the
grance
seems
to
permeate
> that will make a difthat cold orthodoxy will kill a church.
seeVITAMINS!
days. You'll
It looks as if September 15 would
II. The Smyrna Church—Poor but
MINOU1S!
i,
in your m«al« are
be Orson Welles day in Hollywood. Faithful, and Facing Persecution
shelves,
NOTHNSI
|>king into. Pall's a good
On that date he inaugurates hte new (2:8-11).
tartness of the
took when you think of
variety broadcasts as star, producThis is one of the two churches
your meals.
"' holiday* In itfci* inonths
er director and author with the of the seven for which there is no
'Tomato
Catsup.
^foft-entfcjr^^ you're
Mercury players, and also starts word of rebuke, Philadelphia being
(Makes 5 to 6 pints)
the cameras grinding on his next the other. It was a poverty-stricken
lr
!
;
4
quarts^
of
tomatoes,
quartered
>eed.
• :',,. -''•:••'•'
RKO picture, "The Magnificent Am- church humanly speaking, but rich
2 large onions, chopped
"latt's Party Cookbook,"
bersons." Between times he'll prob- in the sight of God. Such a church
2 cups granulated sugar
ably do card tricks; he's just mas- may be more useful to God and
by Houghton M»ff>ta. >*
2
cups
vinegar
m that the" recipes are
tered seven new ones.
more precious to 'Him than a large
1 teaspoon salt
.
"conversational sort of
church which is cold and indifferent.
2 tablespoons whole allspice
ODDS AND ENDS-That man RochetThe merchant who advertises must treat
What does He have to promise this
%•' tablespoon whole cinnamon
u,r. Jack Benny's "valet," is the high spot church? Persecution. We who fol2
tablespoons
whole
clov«s
you. better than the merchant who does
of the new Mary Martin picture "Kiss the low Him upon whom men spat, who
.?,1 1f ^er favorite wcipes.
1
teaspoon
whole
black
pepper
Boys
Goodbye"
.
.
.
Practically
all
new*
not. He must treat you as though you
, find such treasures
2 tablespoons paprika
imner critics have thrown bouqUtts at I n* was so buffeted and despised, yes,
ef and
were the most influential person in town.
«»W*«*.
•«•»
% teaspoon dry mustard
Stars Look Down" . . . ffah Disney and even crucified—shall we be surni mustard,
hoHwttered
Simmer tomatoes, onions, sugar, some of his staff will journey to South prised if a hostile world persecutes
AB a matter of cold fact you are. You
and rinegar 2 hours. Tie the all- America to get ideas lor cartoons sutlabh, us?
Ivrthat market . . Charles Uughton wiU
ARE
AN
bold the dettiny of his business hi your
Note that the Lord knew all about
mice
pepper,
cinnamon
and
cloves
you've never thought of
h?a bag and add with the remain- star in "Out o\ Gas." . Tahiti tale by the .their sufferings, both present and I W I C I I I C M T I A I ^kHeknowBit.Heatoa^Andyou
that add nStEfee.
ma ingredients, and continue cook- 'Mutiny on the Bounty" authors . Mau, future. He was with them and I N r L U C IN I IAL b«ndtebygood»ervice,bycouTteous.treatev
«yday food '.I**, given
£f for another hour. Remove the rten O'Hara will have the lead opposite would continue to be with them, so
a. Lang's Comlete"
they had wo occasion to fear. Then
DPP^OHI
/in«it;1VtqOdvatu**"''«nd'J>y lower prices.
if spices and force the vegera- Tyrone Power in SOth
«>o
at the end of their suffering there
through a sieve. Reheat to "Benjamin Blake" .. T»«*'« o
in.
would IM. the -ovoWn of lite.
hoUnd p-ack to hot. sterile Society of Hardy Families, not
are

^

"That's why I like the

LTO^ijt,

CORN

YOU

ipaper Union.)
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Deferred Registrants Urged
to Offer Foil Assistance

Questionnaires Are Sent to
100 Cass County Registrants

Auto Production Slash RE ALLY Hits Farmer

NUMBER 37

CHECK
ON FRIDAY I

Selective Service registrants who
One hundred Cass county regishave been deferred from military serand Country / Women From
trants were sent' questionnaires durvice are urged by State Director Char, Lincoln, Benton and Frank- les H. Grahl to offer their full assisting the past week by the local Selective Anita Motorists Urged By Sheriff
Service board. Those who received
Harry Jordan and Acting Sergeant
ance to state and local civilian defense
Townships Invited to Atthe
questionnaires are numbers 1,100
agencies.
N. E. King to Have Their Au[tend Meeting
to 1,200, inclusive.
"In.the very near future almost
tomobile Lights Checked.
,
Following is the list:
every community will be engaged in
Anita—Virgil Frank Neighbors
county women's defense pro- civilian defense activities," Director
Chas. Henry Ingram, Cecil Glenn Budd,
Grahl
said.
"Such
activities,
of
course,
In connection with Gov. George <A.
conserve food., and use it to
Fae Raymond Plowman, Frank David
Wilson's proclaimed "courtesy light
,st advantage in feeding their cover a wide range and should include
Karas,
Andrew
Peter
Jepsen,
Harry
adequately—-will be the sub- tasks for all young men who are deHoward Brown, Harry Leonard Wede- check month," the Iowa highway patrol
f a meeting Thursday afternoon ferred from military training for one
meyer, Harry Beatty Reed, James will inspect headlights here Fridaylich every town and country reason or another. No young man
Stauffer Nelson, Byron Levi Harrison, evening, it was' announced .today by
aker in Grant, Lincoln, Ben- should shirk his responsibility if it is
Harold
LaVerne Harward, and Don- acting Sergeant N. E. King,' tiead
of the district office of the patrol in
d Franklin townships are in- humanly possible for him to aid in
ald Frederick Petersen.
Atlantic, and Sheriff Harry Jordan.
! according to Miss Htelen M. strengthening the nation's defense
Massena—Ernest
Steffens,
Kenneth
Map Courtesy of Ford Motor Co.
county home. demonstration through civilian effort."
Alexander McKee, Howard Taft Flet- This will be a courtesy check and no
Registrants who contemplate reThe meeting will be held at
cher,
George William Hosfelt, Barton arrests will be made as the drive is
mately
tow
much
material
comae
suming
attendance
at
schools
this
eft in news from Washington that from the farm for every one milschool auditorium in Anita.
Rolston Gillispie, Glen Wilbur Nelson, primarily intended to help acquaint
automobile production Is to be lion
ar meetings* «ne of which was month should first consult their local
Marvin
Arthur Bissell, Carl Raymond every motorist as to the condition of
units
the
motor
car
industry
(lathed by BO per cent For one produces.
boards
to
ascertain
approximately
Krauth, Lewis Edwin Swain, Samuel :he lights on his motor vehicle and
esday afternoon for homething, automobiles and trucks ate
How
much
the
farmer
win
be
how
soon
they
may
be
called
for
Aden Wickey and Johannas Herman that all may know how the lights of
i in Massena, Victoria, Edna and
prime necessities on the farm. But affected by the proposed out In
:heir cars should be focused and admilitary
training,
Grahl
further
admore Important, the automobile
Ortgies.
[townships, will be held on Fricar production depends on bow:
1
justed.
vised.
industry
ia
one
of
the
farmer
!
deeply
Washington
make*
the
inWiota—Frank
George
Denne,
Carl
the court house in Atlantic
biggest customer*,
cision. But hare are the facts!
Leporte, John Dainel Martens, Jr., Sheriff Harry Jordan and Sergeant
|memakers in Grove, Pymosa, While deferments from military
this diagram map show» how During the 1941 model year just
training
are
being
granted
students
Arthur
William Wilshusen, Albert Er- King urge Anita motorists to avail
seriously the curtailment of car *ndlng, the automobile industry
ton and Brighton townships
who
are
preparing
to
enter
certain
production win hart rural America, turned out approximately 0,000,000
vin Eilts, Ernest Alvin Behrends and .hemselves of the opportunity to see
iext Wednesday afternoon in
if their car lights meet state requireIt give* statistic* on approad- unit*
occupations
in
which
shortages
of
George Richard Thompson.
for homemakers in PleasAtlantic—Walter S. feeander, Mal- ments. The inspection will be held
s, Noble, and Bear Grove manpower exist or are indicated, there
are
no
blanket
deferments,
he
gaid.
Attend
Adair
Celebration,
Sept.
15-16.
colm Kirk Pollock, ^Charles W. Bar- on the west side of Walnut, Street
SOYBEAN MEETING TO
3.
adjacent to Concert Park and will
good nutrition is a prob- Each case must be acted upon individ- BE HELD THIS WEEK 'Mrs. Page Hawthorne of Des Moines nett, Leland Bernell Petersen, Hubert commence soon after 7 o'clock. The
ually
by
the
local
board
having
jurisCecil McCarty, Charles M. Curtis, Hercing both town and country
street will be blocked off for the driveis visiting here at the home of her
akers, heads of, local town diction, and unless a student can Iowa's newest major crop will be the' daughter, 'Mrs. Melvin Key and hus- man Ralph Krohn, Lawrence William and after the cars are inspected the
qualify
•
as
a
"necessary
man"
under
Gerhards, Harley Raymond Sampson,
subject for discussion in Des Moines
organizations are being
band.
Boyd D. Bailey, Ralph C. Baker, Chas. owners -' will be given a chart show[special invitations. Plans will Selective Service regulations he is and Ames Friday and Saturday as
liable to be called for induction when scientists, industrialists and farmers
Arthur Stowe, Harry Paul Richard- ng whether or not their headlights
at the meetings for town his order number is reached.
Bernard Legg of the Spies-Legg son, Leslie Joseph Lind, Leo Joseph are properly focused. This card may
convene
for
the
twenty-first
annual
|'s participation in the nutri- "It is the policy of the Selective
Motor Co. is in Chicago and Detroit Comes, Robert Eugene ' (Witt, Frank hen be given to a garage or testing
uction Which will follow this Service system to be as lenient as meeting of the American Soybean this week purchasing used automo- Alfred Olson, Boyd Evan Braman, station for reference in the adjustAssociation.
winter; Mas Finney said.
biles.
Merle Irvin Robison, Donald Clarence ment of lights. Motorists 'are urged
possible within the law in cases of
o enter the testing station from the
i women att over the state de- young men who are earnestly pursu- According to George M. Strayer,
Mr. and Mrs. M. E. Garland andMinor, (Claude Oscar McFadden, .Max north.
'
improvement of their fami- ing educational courses. Where such Hudson, Iowa, executive secretary of
William Fulks, Merritt Welton, James
Writion as a contribution to men have entered in good faith upon the association, an attendance of more daughter, Marilee, of Scranton, Iowa, Howard Kleuver, Laverne Franklin Immediately following this courtesy
1,000 is expected. Friday's ses- spent Sunday in Anita visiting at
ight check, all Iowa highway patrola's strength and welfare/ As an educational course, we will endeavor than
sions will be held at Iowa State col- the home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Elwood, Buster Max Brown, Frank men will be instructed to apply enthe nutrition study will be not to interrupt their studies during lege
Eugene
Watts,
Merill
Leroy
Anderson,
in Ames and Saturday's sessions
in every county in Iowa. < a quarter or a semester even if they ^t Hotel Fort Des Mqines, Des Moines. H. U. Shannon.
Albert Walter Bolte, Fred Conklin 'orcement of requirements for motor
neetjngs, which are scheduled are not seeking to qualify for an "The public is invited to attend all W. C. McCrory, well known Lincoln Rowley, James Kenneth Ross, William vehicle lights.
at 1:30 p. ra., will be semi- occupation that is exceptionally im- sessions, both at Ames and Des township farmer, suffered injuries to F. Barens, Wilfred Edward Herring, It is pointed out that faulty headights on a qar are as dangerous to
Miss Finney will discuss a portant for national defense."
Moines," Mr. Strayer said. "It isn't his left eye, facial scratches and body Hans Rasmussen, Harvey Peterson,
the year's food requirements The general policy, Director Grahl necessary to be a member of the bruises Thursday morning when an Willard Elmer Wilson, Edwin Clay he operator and occupants of thar
average family. She will added, will be one of cooperation, al- association or even to be a soybean enraged bu'.l attacked him at his farm Henderson, Ernest Mathisen, Jack machine as they are to other motor
,rly emphasize fall storage of ways with the interests of the stu- grower. Grain dealers and other hand- home south of here. A collie dog be- kle Woolsey, Elnmert James Lar- vehicles on the highway, since the
ther driver, if blinded by lights from,
vegetables to supplement dent fully in mind but the welfare lers of soybeans are being urged to longing to him drove off the animal sen and Harold Lester Stone.
your
car, may crash into it. The
of canned and frozen foods of the government or the people as a bring a carload of producers."
Griswold—William Morton Leach,
after he had been knocked down.
ame is true with regard to faulty
Clarence
Anderson
-Leslie,
Russell
L hand. Latest methods, such whole uppermost.
The program at Ames will center on
r inadequate, lights and since staj, will be presented, as well
soybean culture, while Saturday's pro- Payne H. Midyette, of Tallahassee, Burdette Croxwell, Harold Chas. Emil istics show that the greater number
Linke,
Dave
Benjamin
Blain,
Emil
and basement storage,
gram will deal chiefly with the pro- Fla., president of the National Asf fatal accidents occur during the
i of green tomatoes that will BIRTH RECORDS ARE
cessing and utilization of soybean pro- sociation of Insurance Agents, spent Henry Martens, Frank Adams, Leon tours of darkness, despite the fact
LeRoy
Putman,
Clifford
W.
SunderGREATLY IN DEMAND ducts.
•ipe tomatoes in the home
I Sunday in Anita visiting at the home
hat there is only about a third as
when snow flies will be
A highlight of the meeting at Ames, of Mr. and Mrs. R. W. (Mick) For- man, Lawrence Winther, Dale Wel- much traffic at night, Karl W. Fischer,
In
answer
to
increasing
requests
ton
Frasier,
Archie
Leland
Mattly,
together with, information
will be a visit to the college agronomy, shay. Monday morning Mr. Forshay,
Commissioner of public safety, and
„ if .ofell gar3|n odds and for information on procedure in ob- farm, where results on experiments in j who is vice president of the associa- Merton Dale Frank, Howard Alfred
A. Knee, chief of the Iowa hightaining
certificates
of
birth
and
proofs
SwiSher,
Ernest
Arthur
Beaty,
Floyd
soup nuxtures.'^ecomme'ndsoybean hybridization will be an-, tion, and Mr. Midyette went to Cedar
way
patrol, emphasize the importjtor fall preparation of the of age, the Office of Government Re- nounced, together with the productiv-! Rapids where they attended the state William Sunderman and Harold Em- ance of compliance with state laws
ports
in
Des
Moines
today
outlined
the
mette
Wagner.
increase yields" next spring
ity of varieties of soybeans, and ex-' meeting of the Iowa association. From
regarding lights on motor vehicles.
l
procedure to be followed. American periments on the rate and time of, Cedar Rapids, Mr. Forshay goes to Elliott—Robert Reed Kennedy.
be made.
Cumberland—Ted
Chas.
Johnson,
birth
certificates
are
frequently
neces(E. G. font, county chairman
seeding. The latest soybean pro-1 Grand Rapids, Mich., where he is a
WTO. Crum, Orville Gurney LESS WHEAT WILL BE
nutrition project which is spon- sary in order to establish eligibility duction and harvesting machinery will featured sepaker at the state meeting Everette
Eblen, John Howard Black, Howard
for
employment
and
proofs
of
age
are
PLANTED NEXT YEAR
also
be
displayed.
I
of
the
Michigan
association
this
week.
gy Iowa, State college and the
Bicking and Ewalt Lewis Jensen.
ounty farm bureau, will ex- necessary to establish eligibility for
Marne—Win. Kenneth Young, Clyde The Cass county Triple-A committee
he nutrition subjects to be in- old age assistance.
Hershel Seymour and LaVerne Henry reported this week that approximately
Records
of
birth
are
maintained
in
| in the study. A new music
400 applications have been written
Hansen.
"Music of the Soil," will be the states where they occurred. Incovering the 1942 crop of wheat in
Warren
Bryan,
Lewis
—
Carlos
by Mrs. A. W. Anstey, quiry should be made to the Bureau
Dale Leland Johnson, Bernard Lyle Cass county. This represents interest
of
Vital
Statistics
of
the
state
in
music chairman. This music
Burkhalter, Kenneth George Fprmhals by the landlord or tenant in about
VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
[.a part of each of the meetings. which the birth occurred and if the
Frank Oliver Robinson and George 500 contracts covering 85% of the'
birth is now recorded there, a certiwheat that farmers in the county inWashington Marston.
fied copy may be obtained on payment
tend to plant for 1942 harvest.
Briardale
2NSE BOARD FOR of a small fee to that office. In Iowa,
The indication that 343 farmers who
DISTRICT
TELEPHONE
Large 46-oz. Csfhs
rSS COUNTY MEETS the first birth registration law was
allotments will plant no
MEETING HELD HERE received
enacted in 1880 and records of births
wheat in 1942 was a surprise to the
I>
I •
GWC — Solid Pack
base of coal and other fuel and deaths from that date forward
Sixty-nine registered last Wednes committee. 23 non-allotment farms
I avoid any shortage which may may be secured at the Bureau of Vital
Pumpkin
2 No. 2 Cans
day at the Iowa Independent Tele made applications for all-risk insurby the defense program was Statistic^ in Des Moines.
l D
GWC — Fancy
i phone association district meeting helc ance. These farms will be permitted
n
|this week by the Cass county
If the birth is not recorded, the folat the K. P. hall here. Telephone men to plant not to exceed 15 acres without
board. They also urged farm- lowing procedures are acceptable in
and
women were present from Adair deductions from AAA benefit paybuy needed equipment or re- most states: far a child under four
/> 1 pi
Briardale for Better Cakes
Atlantic, Audubon, Bedford, Creston ments. Farmers in Cass county should
F this time for the same reason. years of age a standard birth certiLake MOUr
Large Package
:
Cumberland, Council Bluffs, Corning keep in mind that the full benefits
Becker, chairman of the board, ficate from an attending physician or
Des Moines, Greenfield, Griswold, Fon- : the farm buerau can be attained
aude Lawler recently completed midwife usually is accepted; at and
GWC 2 lb Can Each
tanelle, Jefferson, Massena, Walnut, nly by carefully planning the rotation
of farm equipment require- after 4 years of age evidence supn their farms to include an acreage
1
Wiota, West Bend and Anita.
Cass county, after contacting porting the statements on certificates
f wheat each year equal to "the al'Meetings
were
held
at
10
a.
m.
and
Higher Quality at a
dealers. A report on 'the will be necessary to record the birth.,
iment
for the farm. Through parat
2
p.
m.
with
Charles
Deering,
secre[ was made at a meeting of the The state, vital statistics offices will:
Moderate Price - T. C.
'• tary, of Des Moines, in charge of cipation in the insurance program
board at the farm bureau inform the applicant what must be j
i the • men's meeting and with Miss" nd the commodity loan they can asTall Corn — An All Brazilian
done.
,
j
Anne Barnes, traveling chief opera- ure themselves each year of a wheat
Blend
—
3-lbs
Ithis meeting 'Mr. fiawler was
Generally, at least two records are
1
tor of Des Moines, in charge of the ncome of 75% of normal, the comvi
ce-pr£sident of the group required, such as certified or photoCalifornia
Santa
Claras
—
40-50
nittee stated.
'
operators'
conference.
ster Soukup was named secre- static copies of a hospital record or
i A 12 o'clock dinner was served by
Size
—
2-lbs.
Other members of the board physicians' record, baptismal record,
the American Legion Auxiliary after Mrs. Raymond Lantz left Saturday
[_P- Greve, National Farm Loan insurance policy, school record, family
Baker y S pecial
j which a program was presented by vening for Victoria, B. C., where
secretary, and D. &. Kull- Bible record, Army or Navy or Marine
the following people with Miss Beth he will attend the annual supreme
E C
duction Credit association discharge, etc. It is usually advmble
Knowltoh acting as mistress of cere- . E. O. chapter convention. Mtrsi
to submit more than two in case acFine
monies: Welcome by Miss Geral- antz will represent the P. E. O.
Cooking Jonathans — 5-lbs
™* meeting of jfye board will curacy of the record is questioned at
dine
Cleaver; reading by Mrs. W. T. hapters from Anita, Atlantic 'and
" J ' y Chairman Becker within some future date by an employer penj Biggs! two songs by Guy Rasumssen Jriswold.
G
1
sion board or other agency. Ev.dence
two weeks.
] accompanied at the piano by Mrs. Eric Mrs. J. W. Peterson of Washington,
of records made before the person^inOsen; talk, Mayor C. F. Darrow; tap owa, and her daughter, Mrs. Hugh
Mildred Rasmussen of Santa volved was 4 years old is best. Other
dance
by Janece Watson; two solos lukgaber and children, Aletha and
I
\
*
W
With
the
Purchase
of
Any
• Cal., is visiting in Anita records, made after the age of 4, but
by
Sid
Larsen, who played his own Rhea, of Mt. Pleasant, Iowa, returned
JohnSQn S VY aX" Johnson's Product, You Re- accompaniment;
°me of her brother, Jens Ras- at least 5 years before an application
a
W. H. Dauben- o their homes Saturday after spending
at
least
**
,
i
certiftcate>
a
so
"d family. She will be here for a delayed birth
ceive Beautiful Picture of Fibber & Molly & Cast Free diek; radio skit bytalk,
W. G. Phend, John several days in Anita at the home of
^ a month.
are usually accepted.
Peacock, Beth Knowlton, Maxine Sta- their parents and grandparents, Mv.
For Washing Machines — Tub or no
If it is impossible to obtain needed
Mrs. Mike 'Mardesen of information from state or-local reDish Pan — Large Package
*•«»*• ger, Maxine Taylor and Geraldine and Mrs. J. C. Jenkins.
Cleaver.
"Seles, Cal., -are ryisiting here cords a certification to this effect
e
Large Package and Beautiful
of his parents, Mr. and, may le completed and applicat.on for
The Cass County Schoolmasters club
Mr. and Mtru. C. M. -Williams an< held their, firSt meeting of the year
ank Mardesen, and with other
Glass
Tumbler
For
Hearch of the United States census
family of Omaha, Neb., spent Sunday Monday evening at the Pullman hotel
friends here and at Jecords made to the'Census Bureau m
'014.
Purchase Large Bar Ivory Soap
in Anita visiting at the home of hi
brother, Dr. and Mrs. P. T. Williams in Atlantic. The meeting opened with
Washington, D. C.
and
Receive
8c
Bar
For
Only
a 6:30 o'clock dinner. Supt. M. M.
;
on, who recently enlisted •Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Boatright of
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Smither wer Feller, Allen Colbert, Cecil Merchant
Navy Reserve is spendArk, are visiting .n Anita at
Washington Bartlett Pears -r- Colorado Box Peaches in Perry, Iowa, Sunday visiting he and Earl Bock, all of Anita public
m Anita visiting at the
Italian Prunes
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Minor Jone schools, attended. Supt. C. A. Met- ,
hl
» Parents, M*. and 'Mrs.
Mr. Jones is seriously ill at his horn calf of Cumberland is president of the
80n
This Is Nice Cool Canning Weather
- Since his ejnflistment, Boatrights were at one time, year,
organization.
aa
there.
' been at the Great Lakes
ago,
residents
of
Anita.
near Chicago.

BRIARDALE

Ked oeans

3 NO. 2 cans

Cocoa
~~ " - —
Pancake Flour
Coffee
Prunes
Apple Coffee Cake
a h

21c
19c
25c
19c
19c
15c
49c
19c
I5c

Bath Room Tissue SL ^3E^ 17c

Soap

le
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Crawford's Clover Farm Store
Phone 29

We Deliver

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
BEANS, Great Northern, 3 pounds
vLtfX TOILET SOAP, 3 bars
LIFEBUOY SOAP, 3 bars
MACARONI or SPAGHETTI, 2 pounds
SURE-JELL, 3-oz. package, 2 for
JAR RINGS, 6 boxes'
BOWL CLEANER, Clover Farm, can .^
PANCAKE FLOUR, Pleasant, 3 pounds
PUMPKIN, Clover Farm, 2 No. 2 cans

19c
19c
19c
15c
23c
25c
19c
12c
19c

Dr W. W. Kitson
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS A^R. KoM finery
Lewis Cash Grocery
Court House,
H. Maduff
Dr. George W. Marston . . . .
Atlantic, Iowa,
T»
lU^Vilwiavin
.......
H. /->
C. Mehlmann
August 1, 1941.
Miller's Market
(Continued From Last Week)
Missouri - Kansas Chemical
Hutchins Printing Company,
5
30
Company ..... • •
.........
supplies
' Monarch Products Company ..
Harry Jordan, transportation,
'Dr R. M. Needles
........
criminal investigation & exF. Nord ..... . . . - • •
pense; board & care of pris- 27270 0.
C B. Parkinson & Son
oners
48-°° J. C. Penney Company
Wm.
LV
T>
T
Dr. MKlipto Loose Leaf Company, supplies
Langan Paper 'Company, supJVUUIIII3UII iiw***"*** " ••
plkies
Safeway
Hawley Lynch, committee
* Stores
work & mileage
145.70 Safuer &
C. E. Malone, Postmaster,

»." 5*. 5- c.

1

•
J.Q.VV

PETERS
PHONE 300

€ER]

3.75

QQ'A?
33.47
43 76
37.00
11.30
125.78
43.50
111.00
32.00
80.99
13.11
i A QC
*»•»
77.00

i;
rt :
^•~"
™
'" ™-§STWS5:::::::::: gg
Matt Parrott' '& 'Sons, sup- ^ ^ Steinbeck^ Grocery . . . . . . . . 82.80

' SPECIALS FOR FRBDAT AND
TABACCO, Model; 3 packf^ ....
WHEAT FLAKES, Marxian free, 2 pkgs.''
WHEATIES, 2 packages ...;..'
SPARK, tangle tumbler-free, large package
TOILET TISSUE, Luxury, 4 rolls
PINEAPPLE, tidbits, buffet can, 3 for . . .
PEANUT BUTTER, 2-Jb, quart jar

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables In Season

.19
25
I7c
25c

..ttel

Metropolitan" Supply " Coml
' I F! R. Stadyjin
^.50
pany, supplies
1.79 Clarence Sutherland
1"
9-92
myivt
................
OJ<I
Evelyn Murphy, mileage . . . . 11-80 uajl
Jap Jaylor
Ira Trainer Grocery
........
;*•*•» Anita Independent—
(Signed)
Mrs.
James
Nichols,
rent
10.00
Hawley
COLORADO PEACHES AND PRUNES
Dr. W. R. Van Duzer
........
3.00 Claims 1 to 11.
F. L. Possehl, committee
Attest: .
work & mileage
160.15 Voss Manufacturing Com- 10.66 Benton Township—C. S. Belyea, supplies
5.61 pany
CCaims 1 to B3.
Wirta Consolidated (Benton)
Merle Robison, transportsDr. A.
10.50 Dr. M. B.
tion
NOTICE TO BIDDERS.
5.001
Chas. R. Rudolph, fees
10.00 Dr._ R, B.,Weir
. . . . 60.00
Don
Savery,
expense
&
teleSealed
bids
will
be
received
at
the
Established 188$.
97.00 Brighton Township—
phone & commission on
office of the County Auditor of Cass
2.00 Claims 1 to 44.
.
. Anita,]
'
130.71 Dr! "pT"f7 Willams
PabUahed Every Thursday and Entered County at Atlantic, Iowa, until 2:00 fines
August 4, 1941
Frank Willas
23.04 Marne IndependentDr.
Joseph
Schift\
examinat the Postoffiee, Anita, Iowa, u o'clock P. M. on October 1, 1941 for ation
Session and Mileage Claims.
The Town Council met in
5.00
Claims 1 and 2.
Hawley Lynch
..............
5.00 Washington
Second Class Mail Matter.
session with the following
Township—
the construction of a 77'—g%" x 33'— Har9ld F. Shrauger, sup.................
5.66 (Claims 1 to 43.
66.24 F. W. Wiese
plies
present:
.
Cecil 6. Bndd
Editor 11" maintenance garage and shop on Margaret Stouffer, mileage .. 15 95 G. E. Eshelman
..............
6.70 Cass
Consolidated (Washington)—
Mayor Darrow; Council,™ I
the ^southwest corner of section 6, Marilyn Temple, labor .... 25.00 W. H. Wohlenhaus
6.80 Claims 1 to 6.
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Tew Noble township of the said Cass C. M. Tomlinson, supplies ..
4.08 F. L. Possehl
6-10 Grore Townshipment, Howard and Petetsen
•Moved by Eshelman, seconded by
J. H. Welch Printing ComAbsent, Burke and Kopp, '
Official Town and County Newspaper County.
Claims 1 to 76.
pany, ^supplies
40.23 Possehl, to adjourn until Aug. 18th. Atlantic IndependentA
certified
check
drawn
upon
a
The
minutes of previous
Member of National Editorial
or on call of chairman.
Claims 1 to 24.
solvent
Iowa
bank
to
the
amount
of
were^
read
and approved.
Motion
carried.
'&
mileage'.
158.95
Association, and
Frainklin Township(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
Two Hundred and Fifty Dollars F. L. Williams, meals to jurThe Treasurer's report was
Claims
I
to
32.
Chairman. Wiota Consolidated (Franklin)—
7.86
,
($260.00) and made payable to the ors
and approved.
1.00 Attest:
County Auditor shall be filed with James Winston, bounty . . . .
Claims
1
to
33.
The following bills were
M.
E.
Hubbard,
W. H. Wohlenhaus, comLincoln
Township—
each proposal.
and
ordered paid:
County
Auditor.
145.05
mittee work & mileage ..
Cljaims 1 to 46.
ProjM^sals wiHf include general con* H. P. Ziegler, fees
20.00
Corporation Fund.
Massena
Townshipstrnction. Electric wiring and heat-, ' J. C. Jenkins, Justice of Peace
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
C. P. Darrow, salary
j
Claims
1
to
70,
except
No.
58.
6.00
fees
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS Massena Independent (Massena)—
ing will not be included.
eotg&
Ja—BBtot'
salary
and
Mrs. Sydney Maduff returned to her
Specifications and proposal forms W. A. McKee, Justic of Peace 23.50
Claims 1 to 16.
dogs
Court House,
home in Anita Saturday evening after may be seen and secured at the office Dr.feesW. W. Kitson, coroner
Union Township—
?Ved
Pratt, salary
Atlantic, Iowa,
Claims 1 to 54. .
spending several weeks in Baltimore, of the County Auditor.
13.25
fees
August 18, 1941.
Solon A. Ttumis, salary and
Cumberland
Independent
(Union)—
Md., at the home of her parents.
The Board of Supervisors of Cass Claims 1 to 4.
All proposals filed must be on the WARRANTS ISSUED ON POOR
quarantines
County, Iowa, met in adjourned ses- Bear
FUND FOR PROVISIONS,
form furnished by the County, sealed
Grove
Township—
0.
W. Shaffer- & Son, labor and .
CtOTHING^AND
MBDIsion with the following members pres- Claims 1 to 73, except No. 39.
The 14th. annual Garside reunion and plainly marked. Proposals conrepairs
.... —,
CAL AID.
ent:
•was held Sunday at the Joe Garside taining any reservations not provided
Cass TownshipHawley
Lynch,
Chairman,
F.
W.
Atlantic
Hospital,
IncorporC.
W.
Clardy,
supplies
home 9 miles south of here with 81 for in the forms furnished may be ated
Claims 1 to 17.
777.80 Wiese, F. L. Possehl and W. H. Woh- Lewis
Anita
Tribune,
printing ....
Consolidated
(Cass)—
relatives in attendance. Following a rejected.
66.65 lenhaus.
jDr. G. M. Adair
Claims 1 to 49.
Anita Utilities, hall lights....
basket dinner at noon, a business The County Board reserves the right Dr. R, L. Barnett
Minutes of August 1st. were ap- Pleasant
38.00
Township—
' ' ' Neff Hardware, supplies ....
... 51.00 proved as read.
meeting was held at which Joe Gar- to waive technicalities and to reject Elsie E. Berry
Claims 1 to 56, except No. 28.
Bailey
Feed
Company
59.52
On
motion
and
vote
W.
T.
Biggs
of
Burke Brothers, barrel
side was re-elected president and 'Mrs. any or all bids.
Independent (Pleasant)—
11.20 Anita was appointed as Soldiers' Re- Griswoid
Wilbur H. Blake
Claims
1
to
15,
except
No.
7.
L.
J. Hofmeister, labor .
Harry Highley, secretary-treasurer.
Lena Boust
48.00! li«f Commissioner for a three year Elliott Consolidated—
Cass County, Iowa,
Anita
Oil Company, gas
Roll call was answered by the heads
H.
L.
Breekenmaker
7.70
term
beginning
Sept.
1,1941.
By: M. B. Hubbard,
Claims 1 to 4.
Brown Shoe Fit Company
-J..961 Moved by Wiese, seconded by Woh- Noble
of 28 families which were Mr. and
County Auditor.
Bullock & Sons
7.50 lenhaus, to approve the application and
J. P. Christensen, labor
ffift-s. J. M. Garside, Mr. and Mrs. EdJ. Burnea
13.00, bond of V. J. Sien, Lorah, for a Class! vJ^LLXL?™' except No. 26.
win Garside, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
materials ,..
so ftfl'C Beer permit.
Edna TownBtop-30.00
Carson Fruit & Grocery .
McBiarmid Independent—
Highley, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur GarFred ExHne, flushing streets.. •
' Dr. R. B. Chisholm
2.00 Motion carried.
Claims 1 to 7.
side, Mr. and Mrs. William Garside,
Christensen's Grocery
17.57
HEARING OF BUDGET
John R. Stafir, Jr.,
Mayflower Independent—
Christian Home Orphanage .. 12.00
ESTIMATE.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Darrow and Mr.
streets' V.........
CjoJme
1
to
4.
R. W. Cockshoot
20.00 BE IT REMEMBERED, that on this,
and Mrs. Harry Garside, all of Anita;
Buck
Kiurolfon,
lusror
Cusro
Independent—
Conrad Pharmacy
29.44 the 18th. day of August, 1941, the
Claims 1 to 5.
George Garside, Mr. and Mrs. Elba
weeds ..:*.;:•...
.,
Consumers
Wholesale
GroI
County
Board
of
Supervisors
of
Cass
Garside, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Garside, Anita Football Schedule.
eery
8.83 County, Iowa, met in session for the Pebblehill IndependentLtght
Fond
The Anita high school f ootbajl team Dr. Wm. F. Crew
5.00 purpose of a hearing upon the bud- Claims 1 to 5.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Jensen and Mi. and
Anita UtiKtieV/street lights^
H.
J.
Dimig
will
play
eight
games
this
year,
four
36.72
get estimate as hereinafter set forth. Edna Grove Independent—
Mrs. Harvey Garside, Massena; Mr.
(Moved by Dement and i
Claims
1
to
6.
Economy
Oil
Company
2.571
There
was
present
a
quorum
as
reand Mrs. Kermit Bailey, Wiota; Mr. of which will be played on the local Economy Shoe Store
Fail-view ! Independent—
by
Howard, that the Man
5.06
quired
by
law.
Thereupon
the
Board
and Mrs. Herman Eden, Harley Gar- gridiron. The team opens the season Family Shoe Store
11.28 investigated and found that the notice Claims 1 and 2.
be
raised
97,60 per month,
side, (Mr. and Mrs. Earl Garside, Mr. this week when they journey to Gris- Tri"-;! *^°5.00 of the time and place of hearing has, Grandview Independent—
Ayes:
'
Claims
1
to
9.
woid
Friday
evening
for
their
first
16.64
according
to
law
and
as
directed
by
and Mrs. Henry ..Schwartz and Mr.
Greendell IndependentiDtement, Howard
j
Bert
Gaines
12.30
the
Board
been
published
on
the
7th.
game.
and Mrs. John Pilmer, Atlantic; Mr.
" " '1.85 of August, 1941 in the Atlantic News- Claims 1 to 6.
'Nays': ~.;.-. ; -r.:
and'Mrs. J. H. Buchanan, Dexter; Mr.
Maple
Valley
Independent—
7.75 Telegraph, The Anita Tribune and
and Mrs. Richard Buchanan, Storyweek the remainder of the 1941 sched- Dr. W. S. Greenleaf
13.00 Griswoid American, official n<sws- Claims 4 to 6.
The Mayor declared the mo«J
ule
as
follows:
Dr. "Harry Hall
18.60 papers published in Cass County, and Victoria Township—
City; Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Johnson,
Claims
1
to
60.
Dr. C. L. Hammer
3.00 that the affidavit of publication thereSept. 19 — Lewis, there.
Williams; Mr. and Mrs. John Eden,
Hiansen & Company
33.89 of was on file with the County Auditor Massena Independent (Victoria)—
No objections to the
Sept. 26 — Casey, here.
Dallas Center; 'Mr. and Mrs. Harold
W. G. Hunter
12.00, Thereafter and on said day the esti- Claims 1 and 2.
raised,
it was . moved by
Oct.
3
—
Menlo,
here.
Wandling, Des Moines; Mrs. Mose Bell,
Dr. C. H. Johnson
22.00 mate was taken up and considered and The following claims were allowed and seconded by Howard,
Oct.
17
—
Elliott,
there.
Dr. H. A. Johnson
32.56 taxpayers heard for and against said and the Auditor authorized to write
Harlan; and Marlin Garside, BridgeClerk be instructed to certifjj
Andrew Kartensen
27.80.estimate. There was no objections. warrants for the same:
Oct. 24 — Oakland, here.
water. Tnere was one visitor, Mrs.
IB. D. Crozier, turkeys
$ 8.BC to County Auditor as publisl
Oct. 31 — Walnut, there.
Edna Bailey of Wiota.
COUNTY BUDGET ESTIMATE
Harry B. Dressier, ewe
5*4
Ayes: ,
Nov.
11 — Adair, here.
Louis Helbourgh. chickens
19 6
'Dement, Howard and
P. T. A. Reception.
(F. J. Herchenbach, ewe
9.0
° c
H o
Nays:
'
C.
G.
'Muller,
ewe
6.3
The annual P. T. A. reception for
'.3
^t cS
!*>. H. McDermott, hog
202
O G
teachers in the Anita public schools
None.
f-i
<
iFenry J. Paulson, hog
16 as The Mayor then declared fl»«|
will be held at the high school audiC.
J.
Pratt,
lamb
37)
m ^
torium next Thursday evening, Sept.
CS
Robert Smith, lamb ......
7 ft carried.
om
18, commencing at 8 o'clock.
•No further business «P
J> o
Session and Mileage Claims.
3^
Hawley
Lynch
Enrollment Increases.
motion
to adjourn carried.
4J
o> '£
$' ,H- Wohlenhaus
\
•5
, Solon A.
The enrollment in high school has in"O
a<u
F. L. Possehl
Town '
creased to 135 since the opening day
11
a
F. W. Wiese
"
I
x
of school, Supt. M. M. Feller anI
Moved by Wohlenhaus, seconded by
.C.E. Barker, L. H.
nounced this .week. This ia five more
fossehl, to adjourn until September 2
or
on call of Chairman.
Sister,«n<l Curl Holland
than enrolled at that time.
General
$ 80,000 $10,000
30,000 $ 40,000 $ 73,260
75,861
Motion carried.
Court Expense .. 10,000
days at Loat Island last
2,000
8,000
8,
5
12
9,
1
75
60,000
Attend Adair Celebration, Sept. 15-16. Poor
60,000
50,334
57,589
tState Insane . . . . 14,000
3,000
11,000
12,727
13,726
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Chadwick are County Insane ... 3,000
3,000
j
County
School
...
8,000
2,000
the parents of a 7% pound boy baby
6,000
11,266
3,887
which was born to them at the At- ! Soldiers' Relief . .. 6,500
6-1941 Chevrolet Demonstrators
6,500
8,037
3,977
Bovine
Tubercuantic hospita'2 Monday morning. He
. lj)40 Chevrolet Coupe, Black
losis
5,165
5,165
is the second child in the family, the
144
1940
Ford Tu'dor, Black
County Bonds . . . 6,000
other also being a boy.
6,000
25,074
23,072
1939 Chevrolet Town Sedan, Black
Court House Bonds 9,000
9,000
9,139
8,640
The Daughenbaugh family reunion Emergency
26,000
1939 Chevrolet Coupe, Green
26,000
25,006
26,002
was
held
Sunday
at
Sunnyside
park
in
Court
House
Fund
1,195
1,195
2-1938 Chevrolet Town sedans, Black
2,265
We Invite You To See the New Modern Equip"
2,844
Atlantic. Mr. and 'Mrs. S. Earl Daugh- Bangs Disease ... 5,500
5,500
1988 Hudson Sedan, New M^tor,
723
enbaugh
and
daughter,
Rose
Marie,
of
Special
Road
Fund
Added To Our Battery Department
BJue
Los Angeles, Gal., were honored guests.
(State A i d ) . . 45,000
45,000
19v8 Chevrolet Sport Sedan, Grey
Gene Daughenbaugh, who has been a Secondary Road
1937 Chevrolet 4-Door Sedan, Black patient at a hospital in Atlantic for
THE NEW
^a
Funds
230,500 20,000
70,000
204,498 178,778
Const., % Mill.
—
1937 Chevrolet Town Sedan, Green over a year, was able to be present,
13,000
Const., % Mill.
—
1935 Chevrolet 4-Door Sedan, Black but returned to his bed later in the
13,500
day. The oldest member present was
Mnt., IK M«!B.
2-1934 Chevrolet Coaches, Black
32,500
Joe Denney and the youngest, Loretta
Mnt, 3 Mills..
__
1934 Chevrolet Town Sedan, Green Maude Denney, daughter of 'Mr. and
65,000
Which Charges Your Battery In the Modern
Optl., % Mill.
16,500
1934 Dodge 4-Door Sedan, Black
Approved Bylxading Battery Manufacturers
Mrs. Lesley Denney. The afternoon
TOTALS ....$509,860 $45~860 $154,000
1933 Chevrolet Coach, Black
was spent with contests and taking
est Car Manufacturers, Society «f AuA~~rtfl
$310,000 $430,251' $404,274
pictures.
Those
present
were:
Mr.
and
• 1932 Dodge 4-Door Sedan, Green
and Bureau of Standards, U. S.
Mrs. S. Earl Daughenbaugh and daugh1932 Chevrolet Coupe, Black
$12.50;
Cities
and
ter of Los Angeles; Gene Daughen1931 Chevrolet Coach, Black
It Is No Longer Necessary For You To
baugh, Ira Daughenbaugh, Gretchen
1930 Ford Tudor, Grey
Being fully advised, the Board de-' Anita—
and Shirley Ann Daughenbaugh, AtFor
Your Batter To Be (Charged.
that said estimate be com-1 Cki^
1930 Chevrolet Coach, B".ack
lantic; Tom Burns and family, Des termmed
to 218
pleted and filed in the office of the and 204
No. 76
'
Moines; Roy Derry and family, Fred County Auditor and on mption and Griswoid
18WOW
«r..,
-•» Time of 15 TPp 45 •»•-— four
vote the budget was accepted aB pub—
Baier
and
family
and
Cora
DaughenWe Trade For Live Stock and Grain
to 194.
lished and the certificate of taxes Bet
without
Removing
the Battery From
baugh, Wiota; Roy Daughenbaugh and for
1940.
1
Open Evenings and Until Noon j family, Fontanelle; Frank Daughento 115, except Nos. 30
On motion and vote the following „,,„ 0,
Sunday
'baugh and wife and Lesley Denney resolution was adopted:
r?™uf', nd
NEW GUARANTEED
and family, Massena; Howard Daugh- BE IT RESOLVED that the 19411 Claim
M •
~
»s
1
to
111.
PRICED AS LOW AS THE
enbaugh and family, Bridgewater; and Homestead Tax Credit appl&Uol! "
the following taxing districts for
s
to 1Q
Joe Denney and family, Louie Kauf- for
Cass County be granted, except fVm^ ivjl,.*
6
Phone 173
Atlantic, Iowa
mann and family, Floyd Spry and listed as disallowed r
I
Claims
1
to
42
(family, Cecil Denney and family, Bert Motion carried.
Marae—
Daughenbaugh, Ray Denney and Elma Atlantic—
Claims
1
to
85J,
except
Kos.
Denney, all of Anita.
3 30
and 424.
1
to 56, except No. 52.
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BIG TOP
CI.ATER IS

.AT -we'cooK wfust .

HE TELEGRAK N/AS FROM THE HOSPITAL

CLOWN

SAVS THAT SILK" IS STiLL IN A COMA
DOCTORS ARfc UNDECIDED AS"TD TOST
v«HAT IS VWRONG- V/tTH HIM AND THEY
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MothballitU

BABETTE- IW '
GLAP THE CHEPS
CHILD AINT .
INTERFEWN" <
WITH OUR
HOUSECLEANING

ARISTOPOLIS
JUNIOR HAVE
TJ/ME

' LAtA^LAUA,

COME QUICKI*M BREAKIN* OUT
ALL OVER WITH.
FUNNY BUMPS

NOW

00, I FEEL
ANNFUL-t
BET I GOT A
FEVER
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JOHN MARIN
LOOKS GOOD
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THIRD
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Being Happy]
•She world would be i
brighter if people werelj
duty of being happy, i
the happiness of doing 1
To be happy ourselves!
effectual contribution I
phiess of others.-SirJ
bock, ; . . , . '
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Force of Habit, No Doubt

.Slaves Who Feu J
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speak for the fallen andft
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By JERRY iMl

POP—Domestically Speaking
YES!I HAVE
ONLY TWO
WEEKS TO
LIVE-

By J. MILLAR WATT
YOU LOOK HAPPY.
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YOU HAVE Bar
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MY WIFE COMES
HOME /
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FROM OUR OLD FILES!
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

4t

METHODIST CHURCH
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.

+
+

Church School at 10 a. m. Lee K.
Nichols, acting superintendent.
Classes for every age including one
for the young married couples.
Church worship at 11 a. m. The
Rev. C. W. Hohanshelt, brother of
a former pastor, Rev. W. G. Hohanshelt, will preach. A nursery class
for small children in the basement during this hour.
The district conference will be held
in Atlantic on September 18, beginning at 9:30 a. m. Special features
have been scheduled for the Church
School teachers.

PHONE 303

Stori

DEL]
September, 14, 1911.
William Steele had a car load of
the finest hogs on the Chicago market
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 8PE(W'
Saturday.
SUN-X, quart tottle ....•;'..
Miss Rose Tierney began her first
term of teaching at the east railroad
PEAS, Jack Sprat, 2 N<f. | gans
FIRM A-FELT* HAT
school a week ago Monday.
*N«w Imwy anfefc
The Anita Concert Band is furnishCORN or WHEAT JFLAM& Jack Sprat 2 pk 1
ing the music for the fair this year
$3.95
KLEENEX, 200 tissues in box,£ boxes. H
which is being held this week in Atlantic.
MAGIC ^ASHER,silverwa*e pack, large Pw "I
Leon Voorhees leaves in a few days
for Culver, Ind., where he will atOATS, Jack Sprat, quick or regular, large pk! I
CLOTHIER
tend a military school the coming * * + * . » . « • « • * + + * »
SALT, Jack Sprat, plate or iodized, 2 24b pw J
school year.
+•
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
SERVE YOU WELL"
D. R. Donohoe, D. R. Forsbay and f - f - f + 4- + - f 4 - - » . + - f - f
BUTTER ^ANS,|il|BIXB|BANS, PORK?
Wm. Cryer assisted the Grant base"Substance" will be the subject o1
. BEANS or MEXICAN BiEAKS, No 300,
ball team in & 'tournament at Villisca
the Lesson-Sermon in all Churches o:
of Brown Beauty; 3 <?ans ..,.
'
last week.
Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, SeptemASK FOR LARGER EGG
Supt. C. M. Parker announced this
PRODUCTION IN IOWA week that the enrollment in the Anita TThe14.Golden Text is from II Corin Oranges - Lemons -- '$jji£r*Jkton - P0
public schools this year is 294. 61 of
Many Iowa poultrymen are some these are enrolled in high school. thians 4:18, "The things which are
what puzzled at suddenly being asked
Mrs. L. R. Galiher and MTS. 3. C.seen are temporal; but the things TO ALL TELEPHONE SUBSCRIBto join a drive to produce eggs to Jenkins have gone to Los Angeles, which are not seen are eternal."
ANITA MAR!
ERS AND THE PUBLIC.
supply a large-scale export demand Cal., where they will spend several
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo
which never seemed to exist before, ac- weeks visiting with Jas. 0. Galiher. tations from the Bible and from the
(Prices in Eff^TWed
In the past fe^it .weeks a new tax Eggs, cash, dozen
cording to A. D7Oderkirk, Iowa State
*1
Christian
Science
textbook,
"Scienc<
Rev. Paul Becker has been in the
sollege extension marketing special- city the past week making a short and Health with Key to the Scrip measure has been proposed in Wash- Eggs, in trade, dozen
ington which will cut deep into the Eggs* Specials ...
ist. However, he says the reason be- visit with his mother before resum- tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
comes quite clear after a little study ing his studies at Drake University. One of the Bible citations reads pockets of many of our Citizens. A Egga, No. 1 ....
tax on all subscribers telephone serOne Pair of Best WOLVER- of the situation)
If Grant township and Cass county "Blessed be the God and Father of vice of lO^fc is proposed, also an ex- Egga, No. 2 ....
Foreign
trade
has
not
been
importHens, over 5-lbs.
INE Horsehide Work Shoes
land keeps on going up at the rate our Lord Jesus Christ, which acto the American poultry industry it has been changing hands the past cording to his abundant mercy hath tra tax on „ toll charges.
Bens, 4 to 5-lbs.
Jo the Person Guessing Near- ant
During the past week a number qf Hens, under 4-lbs. u
because most countries are 6n a domesbegotten
us
again
unto
a
lively
hopi
u -^suura
est to the Exact Time That tic basis due to widespread poultry few weeks, it will soon be selling by by the resurrection of Jesus Chris: meetings have been held in Iowa and aSprings,
- .
•
over 5-lbs
j
the
square
foot
instead
of
by
the
acre.
It Will Take a 300-lb. Cake production. Great Britian and Gterm- The Lincoln Center church has been from the dead. To an inheritance in the discussion on this new tax meas- Springs, 4 to 5-lbs.
of Ice to Melt.
any, however, have long been heavy
ure is generally condemned in that Springs^ssJindef "fifis. &
cut off from the Anita Methodist corruptible, and undented, and tha
importers of eggs. This is because of church and from now on will be under fadeth not away, reserved in heaven it may operate adversely on com- boosters, Ib
large populations and large conSee Shoe Frozen In Ice In their
the same charge as Buck Cre°k with for you, Who are kept by the power munication business by curtailing this Ducks, Ib
sumption in comparison with their services every alternate Sunday morn- of God through faith unto salvation business.
Geese, ifc.
^
Front of Store Starting Sat- relative production.
If you are not in harmony with Pigeons, live, dozen .'.'.''"]
ready to be revealed in the last time'
ing
and
evening.
urday, Sept. 13, 9:00 A. M. Oderkirfc reports that in 1938 Great
these extra taxes we think it an op- Cream, sweet
(I Peter 1:3-5).
Britian imported about 60 per cent of Attend Adair Celebration, Sept. 15-16. Among the selections from the portune time to write to your Cream, No. 1 sour
COME IN AND FILL the world egg trade. Germany acChristian Science textbook is the fol Senators and Representatives in Wash- Cream, No. 2 sour
counted for about 27 per cent.
ington at once, drop them a postal Yellow corn, No. 2
lowing:
BY
THE
WAY
OUT BLANK
England's 'demand for American
By L: F. M.
"The fading forms of matter, the card and tell them Your Ideas. Do Oats, No. 2, new .
eggs, however, has not been great
mortal body and material earth, are not blame the telephone company WheaVNo. 1 .....
IT COSTS NOTHING
because she was well supplied from
Do you like licorice candy? We the fleeting concepts of the human when after a while you are asknearby countries. The Netherlands did until Brma Lewis told her 4th. mind. They have their day before ed to pay these extra taxes but let
and Poland sent her about 60 per cent graders one time how it was made. the permanent facts and their per- your wishes be known to your repreof their total egg production before Now they tell us that licorice is also fection in Spirit appear" (pp. 263, sentatives in Congress.
the war and Denmark exported more used sis a foaming agent in beer, for 264).
We find many people who are unthan 70 per cent of her eggs to fire extinguishing liquids, as a flavorFOR SALE:—500
alterably opposed to sending money
Great Britian.
CLOTHIER
ing for bitter medicines and in making 'ewes. See these befoul
to Europe to help fan this war.
Now that these supplies have been ing cardboard boxes. Give us gum *• CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH -f
May it not be well for all Citizens to Hayea Bros:, 9 miles noil
"WE SERVE YOU WELL"
cut off by the war and flocks are drops, please.
*
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
-f insist that we are FOR HOME DE- Villisca.
depleted because of lack of grains,
+ 4- + - f - f 4 4 - f + + -f + + FENSE only.
WANTED:—Girl for
England would be faced with an
Last Friday when we were • coming Church School at 10 a. m.
We are already burdened with aU work. Phone 233 Black.
acute shortage of this vital food down the street and met what looked
Service of worship, 11 a. m.' The sorts of taxes, this is an immense job
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Ulfers left Sat- were it not for the United States
FOB SALE:—1931
like an angel, we wondered what on pastor will give the address he had for the telephone company to do the
urday morning for a vacation trip and Canada.
earth! Then remembered the young- planned to give last Sunday. All accounting on these thousands of in good condition.
through the western states. '
Because dried and frozen eggs can. sters had said Friday was to be Fun who were thfire are invited to come
items daily for which we must furn- phone '61 R 28.
The Anita Independent baseball be transported most economically and Day. Guess from all reports that is next Sunday and bring someone along. ish extra help free and do all the ac- WA-NTESb:-—Agents to tS\
team defeated a team from Harlan handled most satisfactorily, th'e ex- was a lot of fun and some pretty We appreciated your presence very counting, but that is not all, many 13, U. Sj&fc.U. S. 35, Ion i
Sunday afternoon on the local dia- port demand for these rather than good costume ideas were presented much. Our subject will be: "My people will blame the telephone com- Iowa 3110. If interested wto'|
* * *
Church."
mon, 2 to 1. Bock and Spry, were shell eggs is expected to evidence the
pany for these increases in charges Altman "Bros. Hybrid ConC
greatest increase, Oderkirk says.
the batteries for Anita.
It's nice to see Dean Roe trouble- Our service last Sunday was differ- as wholly unwarranted.
ing, Iowa.:
shooting for the telephone company ent than usual form of service. It
The only remedy lies in WashingMr.
and
Mrs.
Orville
Biggs
of
OnSALE:—Almost Mi
Mrs. Cleo Reeves was hostess to
again.
was representative in character. Miss ton. So better get busy.
the members of the Union club Wed- awa, Iowa, spent Sunday in Anita
culating heater cheap. Altai)
Lulu
Alvord
spoke
as
the
representaThe West Iowa Telephone
nesday. At noon she took them to visiting relatives and friends.
What is a tuffet? You know that tive of the ladies aid; Wm. Crawford,
WANTED:—-Your 1
Company.
the Church of Christ for dinner, fol- Mr. and Mrs. Clair Bissell and child- thing that Little Miss Muffet sat on the Church School; Mrs. Wm. MelnPh. 184 Anita—we pay ph«J
lowing which the fifteen members and ren have returned to their home south- . . . we always though it was a bunch tyre, board of trustees; Mrs. J. A. Harry Kaskey spent the week end in
one visitor, Mrs. 'Maggie Long of west of Anita after spending several of hay, but Bob Pilgrim tells that Wagner, Missionary Society; ,Miss Anita at the home of his sister, Mrs.
Mayetta, Kan., present, spent the af- days at Arnolds Park, Iowa, visiting it was a "two-peck corn measure Winona Kyle, choir; and Frank Osen, Chester A. Long and family.
ternoon quilting at the home of Mrs. Olin Bissell and family and at Swea which the Anglo Saxons used some-- men's brotherhood.
•"• R0UNDWOE
Charles Campbell on Maple Street. City, Iowa, visiting other relatives.. times for stools while they munched The ladies will serve a noon-day
Mr. and Mts. Walter Turner of Rock
Mrs. H. U. Shannon will be hostess
DON'T I
their curds and whey" . . . and can dinner Thursday.
Island, 111., spent the week end
at the next meeting of the culb.
Mrs. Agnes McCosh and son, James, you imagine anyone "munching"
here visiting their daughter, Mrs.
A CHANCE)
and Mrs. William Wahlert returned whey?
Archie Worm and family, and other
to their homes here Mbnday evening
HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL
relatives and friends.
against Dr. Salsbury's J
from Schyler, Neb., where they had
LUTHERAN CHURCH
One day last week as we s^t in a
it gives plus value.
spent several days visiting Mrs. Fred shoe store waiting to have a fit, we
Mr. and Mrs. Andy Miller and
H. G. Behheira, Pastor.
moves
large poultry 1
Michaels and family, a daughter and looked through some catchy advertiseMr. and Mrs. Aaron Bell returned to
worms. 2. It contains'f
sister of 'Mrs. McCosh and James.
their homes in Anita Saturday after
ments. One was for five very com- Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
mon spices, packed in a basket and de- Communion service at 10:30 a. m. spending the week on an auto trip
cines to build lagging'
The members of the Birthday club livered
nvcicu to
uu your
yum- door.
uuor. Price
rnce $1.95 . . . Sunday school teachers meet at the through Illinois and Wisconsin.
and aid digestion. See «|
were guests of iMrs. Maggie Scholl another from the same place was three church at 2-'00 o'clock Friday afterMonday afternoon at her home on flavors of 'honey for a dollar . . . it noon'
The crew of men, who have been
Chestnut Street. Other guests, be- said they made inexpensive bridge
Walther League meets at the church working for the - West Iowa Telesides the members, were 'Mrs. L. C. prizes.
phone Co. for several weeks, have
Friday evening at 8 p. m.
McAfee and Miss Mattie Butler. A
* » •
Confirmation class meets at the completed the laying of 3% miles of
Phone 276
social afternoon was spent by the
Got all your catsup made yet? church Saturday, afternoon at 2 p. m. underground cable south from Anita
ladies, following which a lunch was Sere's the cook's recipe and we think
along
highway
No,
148.
„'
SOUS flUS
' AAJfc.
served.
t can't be beat . . . o n e quart to- * • « • « • rTTTTT^ + 4. +
mato pulp, one cup sugar, one-half *• CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST *
C. R. Nee], pKtm.
4
cup vinegar, one teaspoon each of *
ce'.ery salt and table salt, a scant one
JJavejJQ to 50 Per Cent on Complete Glasses
;hird teaspoon of red pepper, one med- Sunday School at 10 a. m.
Church worship and communion
um onion and one teaspoon whole
Why pay more than we ask?
at 11 a. m.
mixed
spice.
Chop
the
onion
and
tie
RIMLESS GLASSES
both onion and mixed spice in cheese- i , The ladies of the church will serve
r re
Single Vision Complete
cloth bag. Boil all until thick and i
& ular dinner Wednesday noon.
seal while hot. If the catsup becomes
~
.
-•
enough before it is thick re- j
Marvin Brunner of Jefferson,
COMPLETE BIFOCALS GLASSES $10.00 and UP.
move the spice bag ... one spjce
' Vlsited in Anit a Sunday with her
Eyes that are strained, weak or defective . . . eyes ttiat are
bag will season two or three batches ' f 'St"' Mrs ' L- €- Thompson and husof catsup if it is kept sealed between
times.
• • •
'Miss Nettie Steinmetz is spending
Week m
Optometriat — Atlantic
An agent drove into the yard not i
Scottsbluffs, Neb., visitWED..THURS.
. Tl
so long ago and asked the kids if the \ ^K ,er sister - Mrs - Grace Hooper and
y
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
boss was home and one of them says,i
'
1AA REASONS TO
"Nope, just us and Pa's here"
'
~
V
ATTEND
' * '
AI«« Otellia Peterseu returned to *^ "
1 1 anola lo
We wonder what happened to the "' '
' wa, Sunday where she
A MILLION DOLLARS
young lady who told us some time ago 'vear """"'
" Pson college again this
^ Sini
IN GOLDEN GLITTERING
that she was two-thirds married
year. She was accompanied there bv
ENTERTAINMENT —
is Barkus willing, yet?
^ Parent*, Mr. and Mrs. Chris
James
and brother, Ansel.
Panllette
Insure Your Comfort For the Coming Winter
The members of the Helpingg Hand
STEWART
an T, e a -GODDARD
rr
club were guests at a one o'clock ,MMa,|' ll''"" h^inn g
cu
g marriage of
of Mi ssss
By Storing At Least Part of Your Coal Now. "
e Bear da
HORACE HEIDT
luncheon Thursday afternoon at the ' M
' ughter of Mr and
ke Bear to CharU
And
His Musical Knights
home of Mrs. frvin Dorsey west O f ! M^U „
'
* (Bud)
We Have Several Cars Rolling and Invite Your Orders here. Fourteen members and one M '. ' SOn °f Mr' ^ M«- Frank
visitor, Mrs. Walter Dorsey, were ures- .,
- 26-.' was
.uu,,ce
ent. Roll call Was a short, interest- "«t * ° ne °'dock '""cheon Saturdu
ing poem. Mrs. John Mehlmann was * r ^ rnoon f ven by Mrs. Bear at he',
The Big Radio Show
the winner of a contest put on by
°" West Man Street. A three
Mrs. Clair Underwood. The women
'^ luncheon w" «md to th
Plus
_ —
"
spent the balance of the afternoon' 'T" gUests I)resent and a ,,i,lk
ANITA LUMBER CO.
;
C lor schen
IN THE DESERT
making quilt blocks for the hostess >m „ °
»e was
Mrs. Nolan Stockham will be hostes
PHONE 2-0 FOR COALS YOU KNOW
T
at the next meeting of the club
Sept. 18.

BOB HOWARD
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DR. L. B. PETERSEN

We Have A fresh Supply Of j
Genuine Semi-Solid Butteri

The Farmers Coop.

TAKEU-i

Coal! Coal! Coal!
ROBERT SCOTT

WE
MKIE
PAW

"Pot 0' Gold"

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

By Edward C. Wayne

WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

Attacks on U. S. Ships in West Atlantic
Termed Acts of Piracy by the President;
Orders Navy to Shoot Any Axis Raiders
In Waters Held to Be Out of War Zone
~T_._
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(EDITOR'* NOTE—Wkeo opinion* »r» exprentd In then column!, thor
art those of th« new* ankljrit »nd not n«eeu£rllr of thlo nomptpcr.)
'
(Releaied by Western Newspaper Unloo.V

When news was flashed that the U. S. freighter Steel Seafarer had
been sank in the Bed Sea, the war came home to more than one'family
to the U. S. Here you see Mrs. Rose McCade in Jersey City and members
of her family eagerly listening to bulletins which finally told them that
her husband, Alexander McCade, and the rest of the crew of 35 had been
rescued by passing ships.

INCIDENTS:
Piling Up

lease campaign, as Hitler might be
fearing the effect of an all-winter
war with Russia.
In this event, it was felt, he might
be afraid that the U. S. would
strengthen, Britain's hand so much
in the interim that a successful military move against the British would
be impossible for all tune, thus
making victory for Germany wellnigh hopeless.

Incident was piling on , incident
when President Roosevelt in a radio
broadcast heard all over the world
declared Gecman attacks on American ships, twice on U. S. warships,
as acts of piracy and ordered the
U. S. navy to shoot first when sighting any of the Axis submarines or
surface raiders in the western Atlantic. The President in vigorous GERMANY:
fashion declared for the freedom of A learning
the seas and announced ships of any
•first stating positively that
flag would be given protection when theAfter
Greer
the aggressor in the
plying then* peaceful trade in wa- battle withwas
a German submarine in
ters which the President maintained the waters off
Germany iswere not in the war zone. The inci- sued finally a Iceland,
flat
warning
that all
dents, the President stated, were
of whatever nationality in her
plainly calculated by Hitler as part ships,
zones were subject to attack
of his plan to cpritrol the seas as war
well as land areas by a series of without warning.
This was similar to the&warninf
aggressions. The President vigorously assailed obstructionists ,^who issued in the last war which brough
would lull the nation with any false about the sinking of the Lusitania
thought that with the British navy and a definite American demand for
gone we could possibly be a match entry into the war.
The state department in Washingagainst the Axis navies.
To the Greer affair was added ton at the same time lifted its rethe sinking of the Sessna, a former strictions and said it would perDanish ship, and the Steel Seafarer, mit American citizens journeying
an American vessel, -the latter from Britain and the United States
carrying lease-lend aid to the Brit- to travel on "belligerent ships."
ish Middle East command.
The Nazis said that there was no
All but three of the crew aboard use talking about a general order to
the Sessna were drowned, and the attack American ships. They-said
vessel, it was said, carried no war the only general order was to atmaterials whatever, solely food tack all shipping.
and other supplies for the Danish
They added that they considered
government of Iceland. The sink- President Roosevelt's dictum tha
ing took place prior to the Greer the Red Sea constituted neutral wa
affair, and was only announced fol- ters, and that American-flag ships
lowing the picking up of" the sur- could navigate there was "prema
vivors.
ture" and constituted a "provoca
The Steel Seafarer was sunk in tion" to the Germans and Italians to
the Red sea, and all hands were attack such ships.
saved, but only by their own brisk
action in difficult straits. The ves- SPY:
sel, according to survivors, was sunk Thrills in Trials
by a heavy-caliber aerial bomb, perThe expected thrills in the spy
haps an aerial torpedo.
trials in New York, in which 1£ per
The explosion, which would be sons are accused with having taken
heard for 10 miles, tore open the part in espionage on behalf of Ger
starboard plates of the ship amid- many against the United States
ships, and sent her to the bottom panned out early in the case.
so swiftly that the captain's boat
FBI witnesses revealed that thi
only left the side two minutes beGerman
spy system had been
fore the doomed ship took her final
tricked for months. The G-men
plunge.
built a radio station on Long Island
Members of the crew said it was arrangements having been made
impossible that the boat could have through an informer, entirely at thi
been mistaken for British, for the request of the Germans for a quick
American flag was flying in the ves- method of getting information.
sel's floodlights, and she was not in
For months the station, operated
convoy, traveling alone.
"kidding" the Nazis with false in
The import of the loss was con- formation about the army, navy and
sidered trifling, being less than 2 air force. However, all the victories
per cent of the lease-lend aid sent of wits were not on the American
to the Middle East so far. That side.
For one witness testiflet
would ,roughly place the amount of that, thinking to make his German
this aid at 50 shiploads. It was a masters happy, he offered to stea
typical general lend-lease cargo.
plans of the secret American bombTwo Americans were lost on the sight and send them over. His
Sessna, but in the President's re- "higher-up" told him:
capitulation of the events for which
"You needn't worry yourself. I
he intends to hold Nazi Germany already is in our hands."
strictly accountable he cited five
American-owned ships sunk pre- STRIKE:
sumably by German action, and at
least 65 American citizens who suf- Halted by F.D.R.
fered loss of life in the sinking of
The railroad strike, which had
the American and other vessels.
seemed imminent, and which woulc
Many felt that the recent three have thrown the entire defense proincidents, coming so close together, duction structure into a turmoil, wa
might have been the result of an-or- at least temporarily halted by Presi
der from Hitler for an "all-out ef- dent Roosevelt, who personally se
fort" against the American lend- up a five-man mediation board.
Fourteen non-operating union
had voted to walk out September 11
and four days later the big five
BRIEFS
brotherhoods had decided to qui
work.
Tokyo: A continued softening of
Legally this put the strike in moth
the Japanese attitude toward the
foreign policy o( the United States balls for 60 days. The Railway La
bor act stipulates that the Presi
was noted in the press generally.
Paris: The new cigarette ration dent's board has 30 days in whicl
has been cut from 180 to 120 ciga- to examine the evidence, and an
rettes a month. Many American other 30 days in which to make its
cigarette smokers use from 20 to 40 report.
per day. Another restriction limitDuring this 60-day period th*
ed the number of Jewish doctors workers are under obligation not to
«nd lawyers hi the city to 2 per cent. leave their jobs.

Way Up North

Washington, D. C.
PRIVATE PUI
0. S. BASES IN AFRICA
'HANGOVERS'
The public doesn't generally know
it, though Nazi agents do, but the Deaf Ma—
, «J for Fertile Farm
United States is very quietly and efWell I am just back from another
ficiently building up a series of stra- manoover with my outfit and I don't
Future Yield"'
tegic bases along the coast of Alknow whethe* we
rica to guard against a Nazi air
DR. w7T
won or lost '.on^acputsch from Dakar to South Amercount of there
was a dispute beFirst of these bases will be airtween the umdromes at Freetown, in the British
pires. One ruled
colony of Sierra Leone, now being
that we was exdeveloped by Pan American Airterminated
an<|
ways on the airplane ferrying route
we often think
.the other came
It is high time we
to Egypt.
up
with
a
decision
.that
we
wa**np£
^
Second will be an important airdrome in Liberia, the Afro-American even touched. It is all on account
that
i
colony just south of Freetown. of the flag system witch I gess yw
nitrogen,
Equally important will be a subma- never heard of so I will explane tt to
Map shows the Spitsbergen Isre
no more,
you ma.
•
lands, also known as Svalbard, hi rine base in Liberia.
than other
• • •
The Liberian airdrome is now
differential bu
the Norwegian archipelago, sucOf coarse we do not shoot each carburetor,
being built in co-operation with the
dyne, static, radio beam.
cessfully raided by British and
other
in
these
here
war
games
but
Norwegian forces under Canadian Firestone Rubber company.
• There is nothing reallv
Purpose of these bases is to take at the same time nobody fan-*** OUH about the elements
command.
how
the
fight
came
out
il
it
»
all
the place of the U. S. fleet hi the
bine to promote soil klWjt
South Atlantic. Long ago, U. S. forgot as just a cross country out;^Um, or lime, that,
ing.
So
a
lot
of
flags
is
used
to-denaval strategists figured they could
irking plant
SPITZBERGEN:
reduce materially the number of note where we are and what hapr *SL*g *«
activity and is „
pened. All we jeeps do is obey orU.
S.
warships
around
Hawaii
and
A Coup
ay most soils before I
California, if there were enough big ders and we don't even know what
Though censorship hid from the bombing planes on the Pacific island the main idea is. But the observ- can: be grown, is so coi
public many of the details, the bases to patrol the Pacific.
ers and umpires who have the whole ought to be a household
British invasion of Spitzbergen,
So now U. S. bombing planes op- thing worked out on maps get a idea every American farm.
group of islands close to the Arctic erating from the African coast will what wood of happened if it had ': Nitrogen, the distinguisl
circle, undoubtedly was a coup of do the same thing for the South At- been a actual battle. Here is where ment in protein for which u
considerable industrial and military lantic in order to guard against Nazi the flags come in.
of life struggle, is getting L
importance.
• ,• '
to^our soils and should be|
moves from Vichy - dominated
It gave the British another base Dakar.
An umpire waving a blue flag hv
'ated for its elu
threatening German-occupied Norwhich enters!
The problem of shutting off a Nazi dercates that you are smack in the
way, also important coal mines, and blitz hi the South Atlantic is much middle ot an area witeh is under arwith nitrogen to i
more important still, willing work- harder than in the Pacific, due to tillery bombbardment and that it u
secret stuff of
ers to go to England and aid in the one factor: distances in the Atlan- a very unhealthy spot to stay in. U and>jreproduction, must
operation of British mines.
tic are about one-third less than he has a yellow flag it is serposed added to other items
It also freed several French of- those in the Pacific.
familiarize
' to show that you are under machine
ficers and men who had escaped
gun fire and that if you go any furthere after the fall of France.
ther into it you wood be, shot full
irus is likewise I
BAD EGGS
When the British warships hove
of holes in a real war. Another
f _ _ icient in our i
A
member'ofthe
British
air
misinto the Spitzbergen harbor, these
colored flag means that we are ad- of B act that this cou
French came out in their small sion in Washington, back after a vancing thru a heavy smoke screen" andYJetrger deposits of
flying
trip
to
England,
has
a
report
boats, and some of them were
and so on. I heard that in this last
than any oil
seen to kiss the war-painted side on food conditions that is a com- battle somebody got all mixed up
,., .. .. _ must learn <
bination
ot
humor
and
hard,
unpalof the big transport.
on the flags and it still is a question abput
potash which is
One grizzled captain, former atable fact.
witch got mixed up most the officers -J---* that promoter!
Regarding
the
food
shortage
in
commander of a tank battalion,
,, enables the
England he says that eggs in most or the referees. Anyhow one offisaid:
said the flags meant my division
to use the nib
"For 14 months we were dead places are unobtainable. The ration cial
had walked,right through a
jyelop resistance!
men. Britain and Canada have giv- is one egg per person per week. witeh
the enemy was giving the. Like
Some millions of eggs shipped from
en us new-life."
works and that we * was mostly steaduXJdralned out of i
All planned to get back to various the United States were all bad.
"Bacon and eggs" today is un- all dead or wounded. He said that
It is fitting that all
fields where they could join the
known hi England. The nearest ap- in a real fight all of us wood have make closer acquaint)
Free French forces of DeGaulle.
is bacon and "egg," and if been legible to be buried as the Un- foundations of our farm I
The military import of the far proach
day you want it is not egg day, known Soldier. Another referee said in turn,.the foundation)
north was made obvious in the the
have to be content with bacon nothing of the kind. He said he was bodies—namely, the soil I
British commentary on the occu- you
a better judge of flags than the other the elements which
and tomato instead.
pation. Iceland, Greenland, SpitsSugar is limited to half a lump fellow and that from what he saw ductive.
bergen, Vladivostok, Siberian ports
we had been safe all the time except
further north, Petsamo, Murmansk per person per meal. At Claridge's, from more bunions.
, .
one
sardine
per
person
per
day
is
USDA Purchases (
—these. are the Arctic, circle ports
- • • *
'
which Britain believes vitally im- the most sardines anyone can obOf
coarse
for
all
I
know
one
of
Oh Wisconsin!
portant. Most of them are in Brit- tain. Next in scarcity at this swank 'em is color blind but I do not care
London
hostel
is
butter.
At
each
'Purchases
of cheese I
ish hands.
as long as the generals do not order Food-for-Defense programJ
The British have felt the effect meal, you get a vast dish in which the
game played over again.
the future to be madei
of the Nazi vontrol of Narvik, Nor- you may be able to discern two little
• « *
change <at Plymouth, Wi«
way, of Murmansk and other points dabs, each smaller than a penny.
Believe me I am glad the summer ing to an announcement bjj
Fresh fruit is nearly non-existent.
of that nature, and still did not apparently realize it when the first There are no oranges at all. The is almost over as the weather seems partment of agriculture,:
method follows the invit
Nazi victories brought them under returning Britisher also reports that twice as hot in a
the general shortage of clothing re- army as it does
Wisconsin Cheese exchai
German control.
anywhere
else
its facilities. The present n
Now they realize that the Far sults in sloppy dressing.
buying cheese through'
North constitutes a flank against the
The report urges that England im- and it seems to
ance of' bids from ma
enemy, and the Spitzbergen adven- mediately import thousands of small me I have spent
and others will be conti
ture was in order to add' one more home-canning machines to be used the last four
tion to purchasing on thefl
strong point to the list already held. by houseyaves in preserving current weeks in a dust
Department officials
Short sea routes exist up in those crops of fruits, vegetables, rabbits, cloud. I never
regions, and may yet be used in and meats of all sorts. He advo- knew there was
buying cheese on the
the plans for British-Russian-Amer- cates "that the women of England so much dust in America. It wood supplement the present I
ican trade routes.
be obliged to preserve food, instead almost be a great break for me if I purchase operations shoof devoting themselves to the hope- got lent to Iceland, except that I do directly reflected in chf
MOVIES:
less hip and tummy development not think I would like the long days prices with .increased
that results frorr, continual knit- up there.
milk producers. Exc
Pro-British?
*
* • *
ting."
have Indicated that
* • *
The long-awaited probe of the
Sergeant Mooney says the sun would be modified to
movies and the radio as to whether OFFERS FARM FOR DEFENSE does not set at all in the summer in in accordance with
they are carrying on pro-war propaH. Perry, president of West- Iceland and that it is day time 24 mentfs usual specification^
ganda brought sparks right from the ernJohn
Between March 15,
Newspaper
Union, has offered hours, A 12-hour day is plenty for
start.
his 2,500-acre farm in Owen me, especially in the army. In a operations under the
Senator Nye, leading non-inter- county, Kentucky, to the Royal place where the sun does not
fense program began,
ventionist, appeared as the chief Canadian Air force as a pilot train- down I wood be afraid the bi^,
- department bought oj|I
u
prosecuting witness, and ran slap ing center. The rest of his large wood, get all mixed up and start
- ^ s of cheese. M^l
and headlong into Wendell Willkie, estate has been offered to the U S blowing me out of bed at midnight
* have been of wm
who appeared as counsel for the film government. "I am for national
of cheese (cheddars a*1!
industry.
defense," said Perry, "and Uncle Well anyhow I am getting so used which are preferred forf
Nye proceeded to list a number Sam can have my place, lock, stock to tough brakes that nothing bothers cent prices paid at
- • • * " been between'
of films as pro-British propaganda, and barrel."
me much no more, except when I
iclud
* * *
and then made the declaration that
do not get regular letters from, you cent, per pound, "eese
™dl
Ot age of cheese a»oj
he had been informed that if Britain
and Lillian and Doris and all the
ILLITERATE DRAFTEES
lost the war, a number of American
One of the uncomfortable facts girls witch reminds me do you know pack. Some daisies, or i
film companies would go into bank- disclosed by the selective service where Lucretia Willeets has moved? of cheese, have been w»
ruptcy.
system is that thousands of youne All my letters to her come back... ously, with the usual
n
Love, Oscar.
differential
of °styles,
f*
He painted a picture of these com- men in this great country of educapound
over
large
••
•
•
*
tional
opportunity
are
unable
to
pass
panies desperately making pro-Britx
make it possible for the
V.
ish and pro-war pictures, endeavor- a simple test of reading and writing
Utilize all Of its cheese-n
In a recent two-months period. May
tog to get the American people to
Two simple strokes
take up the cudgels more vigor- 15 to July 15, a total of 91919
Loosen the wkes
ities. .
nnw i
Manufacturers are now
ously, and thus to "save their draftees were "excused" on account
_, Fashioned by tyranny,
the department of '
bacon."
of illiteracy. Of these, 37,217 were
Marked in the night
shjft from the m
Yield, in the light,
But Willkie countered by calling white, and 54,702 were Negro '
The southern states have the
daisies to large <&*
Omens for all to see. •
Nye's statements "wild and unsupolder to meet export r
ported," and scored a telling blow heaviest percentages of illiteracy
more-adequate*.
On wall and on door
against the witness when he charged In Louisiana, 4.8 per cent of the
More and yet more
him with "fighting a rear-guard ac- whites and 23.7 of the Negroes were
on this score. In GeS
Symbols of victory,
tion against the foreign policy of rejected
and Florida, the
Pointed and narrow,
the administration, which the senpercentage
hUy less
Sharp as an arrow,
ate on more than one occasion has
'
overwhelmingly supported."
This is the letter V.
—Richard Armour.
Thus the former Republican presi,t • •
dential nominee in a few adroit
Elmer Twitchell says a lot <>* P*^
words aligned the cause of the aim
pie won't really get aroused to the
industry ^'ith that of the adminisrealities of the war crisis until they
tration.
see the prospect of a return of prohiLENINGRAD:
bition and homemade gin.
NO GAS TROUBLES
„••••'
Battle Technic
The shortage of gasoline in the
A PAIR OF CURS
The Nazis, admittedly on the outI'd like to see him go to prison,
skirts of Leningrad, and officially
Also pay a fine.
opening its siege, followed their cus
We both raise dogs and he let his'n
ternary technic of making
Whip that pup of mine.
the first o
univ.
sweeping claims, and then
—Merrill Chilcote.
Swished at Corn &
.,
thems
/
• * •
elves da
colleges will co^
I
The motherly senator from Arkan
What was once oil for the lamps instruction.
of China has become oil for the
They announced that Leningrad
scamps of Japan.
was completely cut off by land from
unusually
the> r e s t of R ussia on September T
f
the
nations P" out?1
O
V ils are
0
VS later had to
,,,
,?
coming
back,
we're
told,
?h
,h was a premature admii
thaj-, this
claim
Well, maybe it's an easier way to
glamour than just usinf less makesmc'ei
up.
• * ^^

ere I f f s a i t Koosevelt's Own
for Supreme Court Reform

A quiz with answers offering ?
information on various subjects J

r~f*mvw wm 9f*m vofimfrw* ••• /

.-,
.,
U. S. navy hit column
_ being conducted by guest cotumnliu.
Thu week'* column u written:

Su reme
?,
«•"•* at *"« ^ <F«b. 5, 1987) President Rooseveltfirstmade
n i « » »
n i ™ ^ or«anfcatton- TheyW left t o right front row: Louis D. Brandels,
Van D6v*nter, Chief Justice Charles Evans Hughes, James C. McReynolds and George Sutherland. Back
[left
eft to right: Owen J. Roberts, Pierce Butler, Harlan F. stone and Benjamin N. Cutym. .
V
!

"""

.„• special arrangement with Collier's Weekly and Western Newspa- in foreign exchange and domestic
tlnion this newspaper presents in condensed form a series of four currency, and to remake the unfair
;s by President Roosevelt currently appearing in that magazine, debt structure then in existence. It
rticles are, taken from the President's newly written introductions
hcoming volumes of his state papers. The first, condensed below, can well be said that, in these decithe President's own story of the fight for Supreme court reform. sions, the court was passing on
the validity of the whole American
THE FlOttl GOES ON
economy, which had been accepted
NOTABLE EVENT
Consttttmon Prevails"
A series of articles by the Pres- by the business and financial world
Franklin'IX Roosevelt
almost universally since the enactident of the United States is a
ment of the statute a year and a half
ilgM.lMl. by Franklin D. Roosevelt
notable
event
in
journalism.
SelI by The Crowell-Colller Publiahlnc
earlier, and which was then in
Coinpany.)
dom has any newspaper had an
process of adaptation to the changwas the year of the faopportunity to publish anything
ing world economy.
nous Supreme court fight—
under the name of any President.
The congressional action was sus^937. This was the year which
While the present series of artttained as to private contracts—but
led a definite turning point in
cles'is of historical rather than of
only by a five J;o four vote. It was
• of the United States. For,
content moment, it is a notable
held invalid as to public obligations;
jras the year which was. to decontribution both to history and
but by technical legalistic reasoning,
i whether the kind of govern- journalism. This newspaper pubthe disastrous results of such a holdlishes, the articles without bias as
J which the people of the United
ing were avoided by a conclusion
to the opinions contained in them.
I had voted for in 1932, 1934,
that no actual damage had been
|83B was to be permitted by the
proved. Even as to this conclusion,
ne court to'function. If it
And the judicial process was beof the nine justices disagreed.
ot been permitted to function ing more and more frequently ex- four
By
slim margin .of one human
democracy, it is my reasoned ercised by the court, to lay low the being,thethis
foundation of our
that there would have been efforts of government'to meet the recovery hadvery
been upheld. What a
danger that it might have pressing needs of the times in which slim thread on
which to hang the
[ultimately, compelled < to give it was functioning. In the first 70 fate of a nation!
some alien type of govern- years of our constitutional history,
Then came, all in one day, May
-in the vain hope that the new the court invalidated only two acts
government might be able of the congress; in the next 70 years 27, 1935, a unanimous decision that
men andi women it nullified 58. Between 1920 and the Frazier-Lemke act, designed to
i the avi
was unconotectiori 'and co-operative
as- 1930 it declared 19 federal statutes help farm mortgagors,
a unanimous decision
whieh they; had the right unconstitutional. .To climax this stitutional;
that the President could nbt remove
pet.
•„ / ' , •
growth, the court in the three years a federal trade commissioner, althat reason I regard the effort beginning in October, 1933, set aside though in an earlier case in 1926, the
1 by the message on the Fed- 12 statutes, five of which occurred court had stated that the Execuudiciary, of February 5, 1937, in a single court year, October, 1935. tive could remove any officer he
immediate results of it, as
I have already discussed in the could appoint, even one with quasithe most important domes- Introduction to the 1935 volume, the judicial powers; and a unanimous
evemgnts of. my first two more important Supreme court decision that the National Industrial
office.
'.
cases involving New Deal legisla- Recovery act was unconstitutional.
decades the Supreme tion. Recapitulation will show how
This last decision was the most
| the United States had been
hopeless it looked, by the time I far-reaching. It again invoked
! thwarting-the. common started the so-called Supreme court the
shadowy doctrine of unlawful
tie overwhelming majority fight on February 5, 1937, that any delegation of powers to the Execuf American people; and had really effective legislative program tive. If the court had stopped here,
verting the functions and could withstand the assaults being its job "would have been done, and
of government into chan- made by the Judicial branch of the the damage would not have been
lich ran counter to the government.
wholly irreparable1. But it went farand objectives of progresThe first major blow had come in ther, and held that the statute and
'uons throughput the mod- January, 1935. Our efforts to re- the code-making power under it were
.vilized world ^ . i,
move chaos from the third largest not a valid exercise of the power of
pig choice before .the Amer- industry in the country—petroleum the congress to regulate interstate
ople in 1932 had been to de- —were struck down.
The oil- commerce. This broad, sweeping asie whether they. should con- producing states had been unable sfertion immediately cast a long
|the old type of administration individually to meet the problems shadow Df doubt over everything
'all a new one—definitely corn- which came from overproduction of which we had been doing, and were
to the proposition that the oil, wasteful competition, and con- expecting to do, for the benefit of
I government had not only the sequent bankruptcy prices. Only the U. S. citizens, through the federal
but the duty; to step in to national government could save the control of interstate commerce.
[with bold action the economic industry. It proceeded to try to, do
This shadow of doubt became
at play. The people had it. Pursuant to congressional statute, more definite and certain when the
I their choice in 1932, and had it prescribed quotas of oil for each court, on January 6, 1936, by a vote
asized it in 1934.
oil-producing state, and permitted of six to three, invalidated the agri[the time of the election of each state to prescribe fair quotas cultural adjustment program. The
"pwever, it had become*clear for each well within its boundaries. statute thus set aside had been
concept of government It then prohibited any interstate enacted in 1933, and had been absoits relation to economic and shipments of "hot oil," that is, oil lutely essential to the survival of
problems.was in danger of produced in excess of these quotas. agriculture in the panic of that year.
Pete frustration. And the road The states alone could themselves The states alone were powerless by
P. for further, or even different, never have prevented these inter- themselves to cope with the reduced
five action to 'meet these prob- state shipments. The decision of the farm income, with the prevailing
seemed to be completely court, however, was that the statute bankruptcy prices for farm products
ed.
was unconstitutional as a delegation with the burdensome surpluses and
a dead hand was being laid of legislative power to the President, overproduction of farm commodi[this whole program of progThis was the first time that a fed- ties. If one state tried by itself, the
[-to stay it all. It was the hand eral statute had ever been nullified adjoining state could nullify its efSupreme Court of the United on such a ground. But, unfortunate- forts. Only the federal government
ly, it was not to be the last. This could help—and in 1933 it did, alexecutive and legislative new doctrine—nowhere specifically most immediately. The widespread,
the:s of the. government had
mentioned in the Constitution—add- beneficial results of our farm proaction immediately in 1933. ed miich doubt and perplexity to gram enacted to meet the agriculsoon'found'that,, athwart framing all future legislation. Some tural crisis of 1933 are well-known
of progress along ' which delegation is, of course, necessary now. Its benefits extended not alone
ere moving, a majority of the if government is to function at all. to the farmer; they spread to al
~ t Court^ th> United States But neither from the words of the sections and to all groups throughout
. « n g a barrier which it was Constitution, nor from the mouth of the land, by furnishing the farmers
«ble to climb over, under or the court, came any standards to fix with purchasing power with which
J- True, not everything had the amount of delegation per- they could buy industrial products
and manufactures of all kinds.
Destroyed by judicial fiat. But missible.
But all this effort was destroyed
•ioie
question
of
'•'the*
power
of
!
The next decisions were on the The basis on which it was destroyed
<ieral goyenuneiV to handle
question of the government's power was even more disastrous in its ims Problems to a$ effective, de- to abrogate gold clauses in private
had been, placed not only and public contracts. These deci- plications than the immediate decision itself. It was apparently set
therefore, involved the entire aside on the chief ground, among
struggle'
polit- sions,
control by the congress of the curfeedr,of
thV peopje ae ,ex- rency of the United States, and the others that overproduction of farm
commodities and all the dire results
P by their representatives and whole
gold and silver policy of the of such overproduction were not
gnomic power of private prop- duly elected
government. This pol«ie bupreme court; in the gen- icy was, to a great extent, the basis matters of general welfare but pureP'-eceding the spring of 1937, of the recovery program-the means ly a local condition, of purely local
a lean used to brinfr order out of chaos concern to the respective states.
To remedy this condition, it was
held the congress could not pay
farmers for voluntary crop limitaunder the general welfare
Wives May 'Blitzkrieg' Sea Base Home Builders tion,
clause of the Constitution—which by
Us terms would seem clearly to give
the congress power to tax and spend
for the general welfare. The three
dissenting justices characterized the
opinion as a "tortured conoSr^responsible for the base con- majority
struction of the Constitution, and
SfuctLi work are bracing; frr the indicated how far reaching would be
shock when the women learn they the effects of this kind of decision—a
wu\ hkv* no opportunity to comment decision which was not based upon
on room arrangements, close*^dec- legal reasoning at all, but upon
orating
and other items so dear to political and economic bias.
ac
ation
* *•* WW* stand- their hearts.
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By KATE SMITH
We're All American*
As a singer and commentator I
ave had my say via radio to million* of Americans both at, home
and abroad. From time to time
I Deceive gracious invitations from
editors to express myself as a reporter on topics of the day. 1 always welcome such opportunities
and more so now, for I feel that
not enough is being said on behalf
of America for Americans.
Not so long ago I introduced a
new song of America titled "We're
All Americans" which your editor
thought should be the title of this
column. The Jyrics of this song
which I made recently for Columbia
Records, reads:
'We're all Americans,
We're proud to bear the name;
Our nation's fathers wove a flag
By the light of freedom's name.
Now waving bravely overhead,
It tells us what to do;
We're all Americans,

1. When did the Seminole war
nd?
2. What is the world's oldest
ewel?
3. What king of England was
aeheaded in London?
4. What is the population of the
'hilippines?
5. What is the minimum age for
United States senator?
6. Where was the home of the
mcient Etruscans?

The Aiuwerg
1. Formal fighting terminated
around 1841 in the second Seminole
war, but.the war has not yet ended
technically, since no peace treaty
has been signed.
2.' Amber, called the "gem of
the ages."
3. Charles I, in 1649.
4. Approximately 16,000,000.
5. Thirty years old.
fi. Italy. .

All true blue.
•Permission by CoUwllI Corp.

It is that flag which gave us our
birthright. It is that spirit Which
gave us our courage. It is that freedom which made our land a great
democracy. It is that somethingfaith perhaps—which is found in
the following stories:
Youthful America
I'm thinking of a child, a little
girl of 11. An average American
girl, her name is Mary Esther
Wheatley, from Hamburg, N. Y. .. .
Mary's daddy was an aviator. His
was a hazardous job for he flew the
untried planes . . . he was a test
pilot. Making aviation safe for
America was his vocation. One day,
not long ago, he made his last flight
for his ship crashed hi San Diego
bay. The heaviest heart in the world
was Mary's, but slowly she recaptured the faith which had always
made her brave and understanding.
She wrote the following lines:
They say my father "died . . . he
did not die,
Why just tonight I heard bun flyabove my roof . . .
They say he folded his wings at sea
. . . but daddy would have
wanted .me •
To doubt these things. You can't
fold wings
That for a lifetime have been spread
to fly above a first child's
head!
Tonight when all the world is still,
I'll lean upon my window sill,
Ana listen for you, Daddy Bill,
And though the whole world fails
to note
A fast-approaching dying boat, with
ghostly motors in his throat,
I'll hear it come, and I shall be
Proud . . . proud that you flew east
to me . . .
On wings . .
that no one else
can see!

Yon need *? tht vitamins to have the best of health! And
you need vitsmin C nttj Ay, beanie you a&aot note it up.
It's hud to get enough without plenty of dims fruits-but
euy wiui delicious fteth oaagt jaice, u excellent, »*t*r*l
lontotl Eight ounce* meets, your daily need! alia helpt yon
quality, insist

tpraducedby 14,000

coopeadiig CtUfofflii-AtfaoM gtowen. But fir Jain-ami

Americana at Home
Everyone ~is talking these days
about our national defense effort;
and hundreds of thousands of loyal
Americans are figuring out ways,
great and small, to help. Knoxville,
Term., . . . has figured out one
Our Limits
that seems to be a very substantial
Greater Flame
As we advance in life we learn
The great man who thinks greatcontribution. For several years,
Knoxville was the first major city ly of himself is not diminishing the limits of our abilities.—Froude.
in the Tennessee valley to use elec- that greatness in heaping fuel on
WNU—N
37—41
tricity. generated by the TVA. But hia fire.—Disraeli.
now, instead of an unlimited use of
electric lighting, the city has resorted again to flickering oil lights.
The Aluminum company's plants
at Alcoa need all the power they can
get. It is TVA power. Since somebody has to conserve it, Knoxville
has taken the lead in setting an example. Merchants are turning off
their window display lights and signs
at night. One store in the downtown
section substituted oil lanterns in its
display windows; and strung them
an agrttt Amtrlcan auttni
around the store's marquee. A flowhoa aatien-wttt popularity
rist has resorted to candles to light
datttfmo mbsttWAmtriew
his windows. A cafeteria also uses
candles to light the restaurant for
, tft/fir,
and indtt soffmtrt
tfiia
its Family Night.
aOflOQJMO cepfts in IQQ ytart.
Under the impetus of these public demonstrations of power savAnother NATIONAL CUSTOM
ings, more and more ideas for curit amolung big, mild, mellow KINO
tailing power have been originated.
EDWARD CIGARS. Try King
A 25 per cent curtailment of conEdward today and get acquainted
sumption is the goal.
with America's moat popular cigar.

AMERICAN
CUSTOM
smtmems...

A Foreigner Abroad in America
Last month hearts of all Americans were touched with great sorrow at the passing of Ignace Jan
Paderewski. A magnificent pianist,
a supreme master of music, bis
technical skill was enhanced by his
warm personally and generous nature.
Polish by birth and loyally working all his life for that land he
loved, still Paderewski was an internationalist . . . a citizen of the
world. Even when he was ill am
weak, even when he no longer playec
the beautiful music that has delight
ed millions through the years, he
gave his remaining strength toward
the rehabilitation of his countrymen
Always he was a leader among
men. And yet he was a simple
rrifin . . . speaking a simple Ian
guage.
It is fitting that we here in Amer
ica honor this man

KINGEDWA
WORLD'S LARGEST SELLER

Ll

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
H

AVE YOU anything around the house you
would like to trade or sell? Try a classified ad. The cost la only a few cento and there
are probably a lot of folks looking for just whatever it ia you no longer have use for « • «

Classified Ads Get Results

Attend Adair Celebration, Sept. 16-16.

REEL NEWS

FOLLOW
James Nelson, a son of Mrs. Alpha
Nelson, has gone to Roswell, N. M.,
The Take-A-iChance show customers where he has a position with radio
today and Thursday will get a big station KWBW.
dime's worth at the Anita theatre,
when they see one of Hollywood's
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Anderson of
TO
top stars in a rollicking comedy-drama Harlan spent Saturday in Anita
that will satisfy everyone. Remem- visiting at the home of his mother,
NEW BEAUTY
ber, there's an evening's entertain- Mrs. Rosetta Anderson, and with her
AND
ment for ten cents.
mother, Mrs. Louisa Duff.
• • *
ADMIRATION
Jimmy ' sings—Paulette dances- Mrs. Fred Sheley returned to her
Horace swings and Winninger prances. home in Anita last Wednesday from
ritish Columbia,
gleaming ice-fields and Alpine mead- That's the simplest way to describe, the Methodist hospital in Des Moines
ows. '
"Pot O' Gold," which comes to the where she had been a patient for sev: birth-place of the mighty
Golden
acquired
its
name
from
the
screen Friday and Saturday. It's the eral days following an operation.
•river.
early history, the gold-rush era of 1866 big radio show that has forty or fifty
mild start from Columbia Prospectors flocked here for the gold million people listening every week.
The members of the C. R. S. club
•CIINTIFICALLV
I the western foot hills of that lay openly in the river-bed and James Stewart, Paulette Goddard, enjoyed a covered dish dinner ThursHARMONIZfD
Mian Rockies, jts waters are on the sand bars of the 'Big Bend. Short Charlie Winninger and Horace Heidt day afternoon at the home of Mrs.
COSMETICS
Hth a hundred miles: They lived, the boom collapsed a year later and His Musical Knights lead the
Carrie Reynolds in Anita. A social
COMPLETE LINE
[surging toirBttt T&t they when the gold supply dwindled.
cast. Jimmy steps out as a crack afternoon was spent by the six women
the Pacific, after a tortu- June, '40, saw the opening of a much harmonica player with Horace Heidt present.
Lowest Prices on Nationally Advertised Products
and-mile
needed road between here and Revel- and his 30 piece band backing him up
lg a 100-mile ajjort cat south stoke, following the turbulent Colum- in some "in the groove tunes." Paulette Paul White suffered injuries to the
S. border, ||ie river heads bia up and through the deep canyons sings and dances all over the place. thumb and two fingers on his left
200-mile of the Big Bend. A welcome addition The most spectacular scene includes hand last Thursday while filling a
; Golden to
We Deliver
(The Rexall Store)
Phone 102
iound the Big Bend. This to the Dominion's 110,000 miles of1 16 rhumba dancing couples and a 12 cartridge case with a firecracker. An
i curve of swift, white water surfaced highways, this new road piece rhumba band. Here is glitter- explosion occurred and burned the
ars the only means of travel completed the first and only All-Ca- ing, toe-tapping happiness in one big young man's fingers.
Mr. and Mrs. John Birk and daugholden and Revelstoke, act- nadian automobile route from the pot—"Pot 0' Gold."
DEFENSE BOND
Carol' Porch, daughter of Mr. and ter of Harlan spent Sunday in Anita
* * •
ated by a mere 70-mile Pacific to the Great Lakes, from where
QUIZ.
nearly impassable Glacier it is expected to soon continue bn to From the same studio that pro- M<rs. Glen Porch, has returned to her visiting relatives and friends.
home in Anita from the University
ark. Gathering weight and the Atlantic.
Q. I would like to provide a reguduced "Tin Pan. Alley," "Down Ari from many joining streams, We followed this new Big Bend gentine Way" and other screen hits, hospital in Iowa City where she had Mrs. A. Laura Campbell and son, lar income for myself when I retire.
ibia sweeps through the nar- highway today through some of the there now comes, "Great American been a patient for several weeks re- Howard, were in Anita Friday visit- Can this be done by buying Defense
ing friends and looking after business Savings Bonds?
[cherous Rock Slide canyon most impressive of Canada's million Broadcast." Alice Faye, Jack Oakie ceiving medical attention.
A. Yes. If you purchase a Bond for
thrashing, 20-mile an hour square miles of timbered land. The and John Payne, in fact most of the The first P. T. A. meeting of the matters.
$37.50 each month, each Bond will
}rists a full 460 miles through roar of the river was constant, land- cast that made, "Tin Pan Alley," year was held at Grant No. 1 school
olumbia before thundering marks little changed from the day a big success are included in this house Thursday evening. Plans were Teddy 'Merrill is the name of an mature in exactely 10 years. Thus
8Vfe pound boy baby born to Mr. and at the end of 10 years you will have
S. and on to the sea.
David Thompson, great geographer of magical show that opens Sunday. made for the coming year. It was also
s a jumping off place to western Canada, first saw them in 1807. It's an intensely moving story that lecided to hold a benefit program at Mrs. Pete Knowlton at their home 150 payable each month as each of
your Bonds reaches maturity.
[Glacier National Park, to Gone from the river are the chants of starts about the time all of us were he school on Oct. 3. Miss LaVere Vokt south of here Monday morning.
Q. But I will need more than $50
I Half a dozen other National the early-day voyagers, but their rend- tinkering with crystal radio sets. That s teacher of the school.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Hofmeisfer
month.
:v
1 within striking distance of ezvous is still there at the top of Big thrill you got when you heard a melody
of Des 'Moines spent the week end
A.
Then
you
should
invent
a larger
pit little mining and lumber Bend's curve — Boat Encampment, come out of the earphones will be Olin Bissell and family have moved [ in. Anita visiting at the ho*me of
most ' of Canada's 35,000 where boatmen used to pull up for a amplified a dozen times by the thrill to Rock Falls, Iowa, where he has'his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence amount each month. Every $75 you
>ut into Defense Bonds will pay you
tiles of Parks lie in and rest and camp-fire chats.
you'll get reliving Hie experiences of accepted a position as teacher of En- Hofmeister.
1100 ten years from now. Meanwhile,
i ragged Rockies. 1A colony *The surrounding canyon walls are Alice Faye, Jack Oakie and John glish and music in the public schools
i guides lives here on the furrowed by countless streams whose Payne as they take you behind the of "that town. For the past several The Friendly Circle met Wednesday rour money serves your Government
pee of town in a picturesque small trickles add their quota of power scenes and make you acquainted with months they have lived at Arnolds afternoon at the home of Mrs. Elmer luring this period of national emera Swiss village, named to the mighty Columbia river and those courageous and talented people Park, Iowa, where Mr. Bissell has Jensen north of here. There were ;ency.
Note.'—To buy Defense Bonds and
" Guides are usually eventually help spin the gigantic gen- who first filled the air with music and jeen giving private instruction in eleven members and one visitor,-JMrs. Stamps,
go to the nearest post office,
Arthur Jensen, present. A stork showa trek through Glacier's erators at Grand Coulee and Boone- laughter. Alice sings a number of music.
>ank, or savings and loan association;
er was held at the meeting in honor
! miles of 11,000 foot peaks, viUe Dams down in our own U. S. A. popular tunes and specialty numbers
The members of the Holy Cross of 'Mrs. Lars Christensen. Mrs. Elton IT write to the Treasurer of the
are contributed by the Nicholas
Jnited States, Washington, D. C.,
Brothers, the Wiere Brothers and ra- Evangelical Lutheran church ladies: Christensen was the winner of a con- or a mailorder form.
ailer Vagabond'' Is Sponsored and Appears In This Paper
dio's Four Ink Spots. Jack Oakie, as aid society met Thursday afternoon in! test put on by Mrs. Elmer Jensen. The
Through the Courtesy of
a pioneer radio promoter, betters the ;he basement of the, church. iMrs. j balance of the afternoon was spent by
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Dement rer
performance he gave as a song writer Jenry Roed was hostess. Twelve mem-• those present sewing quilt blocks for urned to their home in Anita Monday
bers were present jmd the afternoon j the hostess, following which a lunch evening from a week's auto trip
in, "Tin Pan Alley."
Iowa
TEXACO PRODUCTS ^
Phone 257
This week's news contains scenes was spent by those in attendance (was served. Mrs. Robert Saxton will hrough western states.
from the much discussed Ward—Ab- studying the story of Ruth with Mrs., be hostess at the next meeting of the
The Royal Neighbors lodge will hold
bott champion golf 'match in Omaha, 3. G. Belsheim acting as leader. A circle on Sept. 17.
Mrs. Glenn Holmes of Guthrie Cen- President Roosevelt's Labor Day ad- unch was served at the close of the
heir regular monthly meeting Friday
A number of relatives and friends afternoon at 2 o'clock at the home of
IDR.B.L.MEUBER ter visited in Anita Friday at th-2 dress and Chicago All-Star football meeting.
\
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kline held a Mrs. Dan Spiker in Anita.
Chiropractor
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. game.
Mrs. Hattie Wiese was hostess to I surprise party at the home of their
Adfklr, la.
Jenkins.
The members of the Friday bridge
W. P. Barrett, who is working at the members of her pinochle club SOn, Mr. and Mrs. Jay Kline, north
Honrfe—
Miss Mary Agnes Bongers returned Underwood, Iowa, spent the week Thursday evening at her home on' Of here last Wednesday evening, the club were guests of Mrs. R. W. For9-12 — 1:30-6
jo'cust Street. Other guests, besides' occasion being in honor of the 50th. ihay Thursday afternoon at her home
to Des Moines last Wednesday after end at his home in Anita. •
the members, were Mrs. George F. j wedding anniversary of the couple. on 'Chestnut Street. Other guests,
spending
the
summer
months
in
Anita
| Wed. & Sat. Night
at the home of her parents. Mir. and The Sunday School members of the Shaffer, Mrs. Harry Swartz and Mrs.'A 7 o'clock dinner was enjoyed by >esides the members, were Mrs. G. M.
7 tfll 10
Mts. Leo V. Bongers, where she will Church of Christ held a picnic Sunday Charles Campbell. High score honors j those present and the. evening was Adair and Mrs. Gail Burke. High score
Son. 10-11 A. ML attend St. Joseph's Academy again at Sunnyside park in Atlantic. At 'or the evening were held by Mrs. i spent socially. Mrs. Kline was born or the afternoon was held by Miss
1
this year. Miss Bongers is a senior noon a basket dinner was served to Ben Gochanour. .Mrs. Tom. Burns at Oakley, 111., On Nov. 22, 1871, and Hinnie Forshay. The next meeting
' Phone 37
will
be
hostess
at
the
next
meeting
Mr.
Kline
was
born
at
Louieville,
of the club will be held at the nome
the forty members present and a
in the school.
'
Iowa, July 4, 1867. They were united of Mrs. B. D. Forshay next Tuesday.
social afternoon was spent by those of the club.
in marriage in Audubon on Sept. 3,
in attendance. Those present were:
The three circles of_1;he Woman's 1891. All five of their children were
Rev. C. R. Neel of Des Moines; Mr.
and Mrs. William Cryer, Adair; and Society of Christian Service held a pre8ent to help them celebrate their
Rowley Pollock and family, Ray Work- joint meeting at the Methodist church ;goiden wedding anniversary. Those
man and family, Ralph Biggs and Thursday afternoon at 2$0 o'clock jn attendance were as follows: Mr. and
Mrs. George Denne had charge of the ,jg\rSm Bernie Baylor of Adair; Mr,
!>r«s
family, Ed. Anderson and family
PROMPT SERVICE FOR^THE
devotionals, Mrs. Carl Millard had an(j Mrs. Wto, Hansen of Atlantic; Mr,
Gerald Akers and family, Mrs. May
questions and answers from the Metho- i an(j Mrs. Elmer Stonebrakier, 'Mr.
REMOVAL OF DEAD ANIWorkman, Doris Mae Ektiahl, Mrs
diat Woman and Mrs. M. Dorn had and jjrs.' Chester Kline and children
MALS, LARGE OR SMALL.
H. R. Redburn, Velma Parker, Mr
charge of the music. A lunch was jj^ an(j Mrs. Lawrence Klemish and
• C. F. DARROW, Hunger
and Mrs. Mike Baetz and grandWE PICK THEM UP PROMPTserved following the meeting by the Frank Klemish of Anita; and Mr. and
daughter, 'Mrs. Anna Benson am
LY. PH.ONE 257.
fellowship committee.
j Mrs. Lowell Kline and Mr. and Mrs
daughter, Mrs. George Denne, Mrs
•
'Roy
Suplee
and
daughter
of
Exira
WAGNER FILLING STATION
Elmo Exline and daughter, Lola Mae
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wheatley and ^ Bsther Klmc> the mother of Mr
Watkins, Mrs. Ifauna §uplee and children and Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Steph-, jg.^ {g 8tm Iivjng and residea aANITA, IOWA
CLOSING OUT
Roy Atwood, all of Anita.
ensen have returned to their homes! Exjra ghe jg 96 yearg of age
here from a vacation trip through j
The first joint meeting of the newly Nebraska, South Dakota and 'Minne-1
1
organized Anita Federated Woman ! sola. While gone they visited Earl
club was held Wednesday evening a Stephensen and wife at Ravenna, Neb., |
SENSATIONALLY NEW CONSTANT-FLOW
the high school auditorium with fifty J. J. Heck and family at Elm Creek, |
present. The department of art, lit- Neb., Earl Wheatley and family at
HEATING FOR LESS WITH A
erature and music entertained the
"NU-COMFORT"
S. D., and Henry Chrisquitting farming and moving to hqme and garden department and Watertown,
tensen and family at Spencer.
•—^— «ofl our personal property at public special guests were two charter memof the former Literary club, Mrs.
The members of the W. W. club
- the'Wctor Rathman residence one mile north bers
W. H. Wagner and Mrs. J. A. Wagner, were guests Thursday afternoon of
ita4n the school house road, commencing at and the presidents of the same club Mrs. 0. L. Saxton at her home west
who were Mrs. J. A. Wagner, Mrs. of here. Fifteen members and two
o'clock, on
L. J. Hofmeister, Mrs. W. T. Biggs, guegtSf Mrs< Lottie Bixler and Miss
•Mrs. Earl Helton, Mrs. Dan Spiker, j Mardejje Derry, were present. The
Home Furnaces and Stoves That Will Meet Any Need
MTS. G. M. DeCamp, Miss Vera B. ladies ^^ the afternoon socially,
the following described property;
Hook and Mrs. P. T. Williams. The j followjng, w},jch a lunch was served
— May Be Bought on Easy Terms —
teachers in the Anita public schools by the hostess. Mrs. Harold Smith
were also guests. A telegram was wjl j fae hogtess a t the next meeting
read from Mrs. Martha Larabee, a o£ thg club on gept. 18 at her home
former president, of Winterset. Mrs.' jn Anita
Anita, Iowa C- Phone 171
Eight
d ofMtra good milch cows^some M. M. Feller, 'Mrs* Dale Ulfers and
mills tfdw and others to freshen soon ; 9 head Mrs. Gail Burke served as a welcom- The Missionary Society of the Conchurch met Friday afterspring calves: 1 extra good Polled Shorthorn ing committee and registered the gregational
_
guests. The following program was noon at the home of Mrs. W. H.
presented with Mrs. Katherine 'Main Wagner on Locust Street. Twentyas mistress of ceremonies: Address f our members and two visitors, Mrs.
3 E A P OF
of welcome by Mrs. H. G. Belsheim, William .Gregory of .Peoria, HI, and
president of the club; response, Mrs. MrB. Maggie Long of Mayetta, Kan.,
288 BALES
L. J. Hofmeister; roll call, "Hi-Lights were pre8ent. Mrs. B. D. Forshay
During My Presidency"; reading, had charge of^the^ devotionals and
FARM MACHINERY, ETC
"White Cliffs in Dover," Mrs. Earl mr8 A. T. Evans was lesson leader.
Two
wagons
and
boxes;
hay
rack
and
wagon;
Holton; vocal solos, "Old Fashioned A ] unc h was served at the close of
r
tedder; lowdown seeder; 7-footDeenng binder; Garden" and "God Bless America," the meeting.
<k
Island spreader; 4-section lever harrow; pump Barbara Rhoads; piano duet, Mrs. Dale' The members of the Bide-a-Wee
Ulfers and Mrs. Eric Osen; club his" 8x10 brooder house; Sol Hot brooder stove; tory
"Our Library," by Mrs. J. A. bridge club were guests of Mrs. Carl
kettle; and other articles too numerous to Warner"
'
,.
_ * the
4.1,_ article,
o>fi/>lo "The
"TVlB Millard at her
"reading
of
home on West Main
— A SURE WAY TO ECONOMIZE —
Woman 'of the Flowers," in Readers Street Wednesday afternoon. Adni,-Pst bv Mrs G. .M'. DeCamp; vocal ditional guests, besides the members,
WAGON WILL BE_pN_THKjGBpjJNPg___J
In, ' I Am An American" and were Mrs. J. W. Budd, Mrs. Kenneth
All articles muBTbe~8^iedlo7before removing
0' Day" Beatrice Scholl; and , Turner, Mrs. A. R. Kohl, Mrs. Dale
reading "Danny's Little Tin Soldier," , Ulfers and Mrs. Joe Vetter. High
_
ANITA — WIOTA — CUMBERLAND
L Beul'ah Neiens. A social hour was score for the afternoon was held by
pnioved after the program and re- Mrs. Glen Highley. Mts. Andy Miller
THERE IS ONE NEAR YOU
freshmentB served by the social com- ' will be hostess at .the next meeting
1
C.
B.
PARKER,
Clerk.
... „
of the club on Sept. 17.
BARBER;" Auctioneer.
mui.ec.
•*•«•
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+
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ADRIENNE

COUGH SYRUP

ADR1MN

BONGERS

AGNER'S FILLING STATION

US BEFORE YOU BUY POSTS
!— WE HAVE ALL KINDS [THE FARMERS COOP.

NOTICE!

ublie Sale

As

LA CO

URSDAY, SEPT. 18

Heaii^
*'••'

•

OIL HEATER

«

GERALD AKERS

With the Present Price of

Beef and Pork

It Is Advisable to Rent a

Locker

Miller's Lockers

ATHMAN SISTERS

IMPROVED;
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

sCHOOL Lesson
UHDAVI

By VIRGINIA VALE
(Released by |We*tern Newspaper Union.)

WILSON, producer
of the Hardy Family pictures, was awarded a Master
of Arts degree by the Colorado
State College of Education recently, in recognition of his
"artistic, creative and ethical contributions to the screen and because
the Hardy pictures have made an
outstanding contribution to clean,
wholesome entertainment for the
American people."

TO MAKE

By HAROLD t,. LUNDQUIST,D. D.
Dean ot The Moody Bible Institute
ot Chicago.
(Rclaawd by Western Newtpaper Union.)

the Water Lily. Ingenious gores
make the fetching style at lower
left; an applique cactus is on the
waistband, and rickrack trims.
The softly flared apron at top is appliqued with huge water lilies.

Lesson for September 14
Lesson mibjecU and Scripture Uxta seected and copyrighted by International
Council of Religious Education; used by
emission.

THE ETERNAL GOD, THE
SOURCE OF HELP

Complete patterns for the two apron*
come as Z93B4, IS cents. They are grand
for gifts or for party prizes. For these
pleasing patterns send your order to:

LESSON TEXT—Revelation 7:9-17.
GOLDEN TEXT—Holy, holy. holy. Lord
Sod Almighty, which was, and Is, and Is to
Borne.—Revelation 4:8.

AUNT MARTHA

Box 156-W
Kanias City, Ho.
Enclose IS cents lor each pattern
desired. Pattern No
Name
,
Address

A looIT into the future is somePattern No. Z9364
thing
that would interest most of us,
All of which '4s pretty impressive. and we
have it in this lesson. We APRON problem!! It is solved
But-right on the heels of all that, gree.with Dr. Wilbur Smith that
the National League of Decency 'this is an excellent opportunity to •** here with two exciting new
cracked down on "Life Begins for bring to'the hearts of our pupils motifs hi the Accordion Flare and
Andy Hardy," the latest of the se- ome of these divinely revealed
ries, finding it objectionable for chil- ruths which the world, in its mad
dren! rush today, so easily and tragically
puts aside."
Norma Shearer is back in Holly-/ The portion of Revelation, chapter
MAKE Tfttf MOST OF TOUR LEFTOVERS!
wood after a vis.it in New York, even, which is before us 'comes
(See Recipes Below)
preparing for her first film since immediately after a section dealing
ED TO TEMPT . . .
"Escape." It will be "We Were with Israel. The Church is not menTHIS WEEK'S MENU
Dancing," based on a Noel Cow- ioned. The ones_ spoken of have
ard stage success, and Melvyn come out of "the great tribulation"
_ on purpose^ There are
•Salmon a la Ring
elicious ways of using leftDouglas will be her romantic^ J>art- as the Revised Version rightly
Buttered Peas
not call them /'planned
ranslates it) and are evidently GenHead Lettuce Salad
iles who have come to .believe in
[Casseroles, meat loaves,
French
Dressing,
Christ during that time of unparalsalads, soups and
Apple Tarts, Cream
eled tribulation described in later
so on will do
Beverage
chapters
of this book.
much to, turn the
* Recipe given
, tag ends of dayOur lesson therefore deals with a
bef,ore - yesteripecific time and a certain people
Rice Ring.
day's dinner into
in connection with an event yet to
• mealtime "come-. Cook 1 cup of rice in 8 cups of
ake place. But we find in this pasboiling salted water. - Cook rice unPUS."
;
sage the description of the experiThe trick is not til tender and fluffy. Remove from
ences of those who, like Christians
of our day, triumphed through their
to
serve the same boiling water and rinse well with
1
saving 'faith in the Lord Jesus
old hash or stew cold water. Drain thoroughly.
1 cup parsley, chopped fine
Christ. We may therefore here learn
> old way, but to give left1 onion
something of the future blessedness
fresh faces with fresh
% green pepper,
of the redeemed.
many thrifty home1 cup whole milk
too; can discover the
I. Saved Forever and Ever (w.
2 tablespoons any well-flavored
oth in time and money,
9-12).
cheese
and preparing a large
Salvation is a reality, and we are
4 eggs
.
nore than enough vegetanever going to be more certain of
Salt and pepper to taste
t than when we, like this multitude,
j leftovers in mind,
Beat eggjrolks until thick, then
stand in God's presence "to praise
ft always make mealtime
Him for what He has done in our
out even. So, let's be add the milk, rice and other ingreives. It is real. Praise God!
out the situation. If you dients. Fold in
Notice that there was an unnumt chicken or baked salmon stiffly beaten egg
NORMA SHEARER
jered multitude from all nations.
dinner, plan to do-all whites last. Pour
The good tidings at the time of
ngs with the leftover por- i n t o a w e l l g r e a s e d ring
ner. He's now. occupied with "The Christ's birth were for all people
eekday meals,
mold. Set in
Twins," along with Greta Garbo [Luke 2:10), and some from all na*
[roll call of leftovers and a pan of hot waand Constance Bennett—that's the :ions respond. Note too that the
them—proof that "day- ter and bake
one in which Garbo evidently does losts of the Lord are greater than
can be not only good; from 30 to 40
amused, and laugh at the time,
Disadvantageous Tales
practically everything but walk a we might at first suppose.
•-^' /
. A man should be careful nevez but they will' be remembered, and
minutes in a 350
tight rope.
These
redeemed
ones
had,
immenet Meat Pie.
tell tales of himself to his own brought up against him upon som*
to 375-degree F.
diate access to God's throne, offer- to
disadvantage;
people may be subsequent occasion.—Johnson.
oven. Or you may want to add left(Serves 6)
Lyle Moraine, who jvrites songs ing their praise direct. They were
over meat or fish to your rice foun- and works in pictures, was inspired clad in the white robes of" God's own
.beef neck or shank
dation. Try one or all—you'll find by Bob Hope's "Caught in the purity and bore in their hands lthe
the combinations tempting.
ver'meat, cubed
Draft" to write "I've Been Drafted, palms of victory. They, with the
flour
Romantic Meat Fie.
Now I'm Drafting You," which Hope angels, the elders (possibly reprelard
and Miss Lamour sang on the air. senting the Church already caught
(Serves
6)
on, sliced
A very nutritious kind of pie is this Moraine announced the other day on up into heaven), and the living creachopped
one, with crescent biscuits riding a the "Louisiana Purchase" set that tures (not "beasts" as in A.V. They
bt slices
sea of meat, vegetables and gravy. part of the title had been in the are divine beings of highest characrooms
And it's an excellent way to serve nature of a prophecy. He's set for a ter), ascribed a seven-fold praise to
epper
God "forever and ever. Amen." It
left-over meat. Almost any of the compulsory role in the army.
is a glorious picture of completed
neck or shank, cut thrift cuts can be used. You'll need:
redemption.
ubes. Dredge in flour,
4 tablespoons fat
Dinah Shore, who sings "Yes My
II. Serving Day and Night (w.
salt and pepper,
3 tablespoons chopped onion
Darling Daughter" so effectively 13-15a).
in hot lard with onion
2 tablespoons green pepper
that it made her famous on the air, It should be observed that even
•pepper. Coyer with hot
% cup diced celery
has had to defer her picture-making those who came tbrough the great
[let simmer 1 hour, with
1 cup diced cooked meat
plans. She's been re-signed for the
did not look to their own
covered. Transfer to
4 tablespoons flour
new Eddie Cantor program, which tribulation
deeds
or
faithfulness
save them.
add carrots and mush2 cups milk or meat stock
means that she'll remain in New Their white robes of torighteousness
licken meat liquid, pour
% cup diced cooked carrots
York. Cantor is set to stay there ; were washed in "the blood of the
word or a glance may destroy th*
Beauty in Modesty
* vegetables. Cook in
Slowly "brown onions, pepper, cel- he's returning to the stage in the Lamb" (v. 14).
pure
love that hath been for the*.'
How
beautiful
is
modesty
1
It
bven
(35ft
degrees)
about
1
ery and cooked meat in cooking fat, autumn in a musical comedy en—Tupper.
winneth
upon
all
beholders;
but
a
Now
that
they
hsd
reached
eterthen pipe a border of stirring
often. Add flour slow- titled "Banjo Eyes.'
through peril, toil and pain,
atoes around the edge, ly, stirring
The Rudy Vallee program now nity
constantly until brown.
they
would (according to many
11 potatoes brown.
Add remaining ingredients. Heat has an impressively large produc- folks' idea of heaven) sit down for an
ftlmon a la Ring.
tion
staff—six
script
writers
and
thoroughly. Pour into well-greased
eternal rest and retirement. Not at
•lespoons butter
baking dish and cover' with baking four song writers, to turn out the all—they found their joy in serving
bblespoons flour
powder biscuits which have been cut original music. All of which doesn't their blessed Lord "night and day";
i milk
in crescent shapes. Bake in a hot keep John Barrymore from Ignoring that is, without any weakness or
BELIEVE ME,
liento .,„•
oven (450 degrees F?) about 15 min- the script and ad libbing occasion- exhaustion, without any failures or
greeb pepper
utes, or until biscuits are browned. ally.
defeat.
A Ml U FOR
ps flaked salmon
Why not try this sweet potato leftIII. Satisfied Throughout Eternity
Lana
Turner's
making
it
three
in
yolks
,
REAUyWANTA
over which ?is sure to be a hit with
A CAMEL'
(w. 15b-17).
i mayonnaise
either fish, fowl a row—three of Hollywood's most
To be covered by the "tabernacle"
and pepper to taste
or meat: Mash nopnlar male stars. She did "Dr. of God (whatever it may mean)
the potatoes and Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" with Spencer surely betokens the perfect and con(butter, blend in flour, add
NOTHING LIKE
WHAT FLAVOR!
"shape into %-inch Tracy. Then came "Honky Tonk" stant protection of His own presand cook-slowly^ stirring
with
Clark
Gable.
Her
next
is
cakes.
Sprinkle
ence.
Everything
destructive
and
until thickened and
A CAMEL
with flour and "Johnny Eager," an underworld disturbing will be gone. There will
ad green pepper and pimistory,
with
Robert
Taylor.
That
brown quickly in
be no lack of flny good thing needed
'- strips, Ad<J flaked
hot fat. Then- one sounds familiar — ex-convict, to satisfy every dssire. There will
hen hot; add egg yolks
soured on the world, and society be no thirst unquenched and no hunserve.
i beaten, cook a moSure, it's a big darling who falls in love w^th him ger unsatisfied (see similar descripfold in mayonnaise .and
problem to figure
tive passage in Rev. 21:3, 4).
Heat again and-blend
As was expected, Ellen Drew losi
The redeemed are said to be unServe this mixture in ways of using assorted flakes and
1 a rice ring which has bits of yesterday's meal. But, don'1 no time after doing location scenes der the tender care of the Good
out on a serving pipt- eye them coldly—show them the in Nevada for "The Remarkable An Shepherd Himself; the Lamb (our
' Plate. Garnish with ihe heat again. Your family will lov« drew" befpre marrying Sy Bartlet* Redeemer) who is in the midst of
in the same state. Paramount los< God's throne shall lead them, not
IPeas and sprinkle with you for itl
Ham Souffle.
no time in putting her into "Prison beside "the still waters" of the
Widows," a story of the women Twenty-third Psalm, but "unto liv2 cups scalded milk
3 tablespoons butter or other lat
who wait outside prison gates for ing fountains of water." Thus in
their men to return to them. She s the beauty of figurative speech, we
3 tablespoons flour
being currently seen on the coun are assured that God's provision for
% cup bread crumbs
.
BASED ON ACTUAL SALES RECORDS IN ARMY POST
in «<TV,
"The•Parann
Parson n
of His children, the redeemed in Christ
% teaspoon salt
try's
screens :_
EXCHANGES AND SALE* GOUKSG6AR1ES
Jesus,
will
perfectly
satisfy
every
Buttered bread crumbs
Panamint."
need of soul and spirit. There is>
Fannot be measured ac2 cups ground cooked ham
• spread it in a sha«ow
Mildred Coles was heartbroken i no such satisfaction this side of eter
3 eggs
THE SMOKE Qf SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS CONTAINS
I heat it slo
nity, but we shall find it there.
Grated cheese
while ago when, after a week's
g
If too high a heat
"Scattergood Pulls the
Then too, there is to be no sorMake a cream sauce of milk, fat,
sugar cararnelizes.
flour and salt. Add bread crumbs Strings " she came down with acute row. God Himself is the guarantee
. s h it wift g fork.
and cook 3 minutes. Add ham and appendicitis and Susan Peters had that there shall be nothing in thr.t
blessed land to cause anyone to shed
ugh sugar to be used at
egg yolks and carefully fold m to take over her role. Now she
whites beaten until stiff. Turn into happy: she's leading lady in "Scat a tear. Think what that means!
than the average of the 4 other largestThink of the weeping of boys and
as soon as it is
well-greased baking pan or casse- tergood Meets Broadway."
girls, men and women, who in this
selling cigarettes tested—less than any
role,
spread
top
with
buttered
ODDS AND ENDS—Ann Sheridan uiil world of hatred, sjn and suffering,
fLone CUP of milk, put
of them—according to independent
crumbs and sprinkle with grated,
shed bitter tears of p#in or sorrow.
pgoon of vineSTfaTa
be in two Warner picture, at the same tim
scientific teats of the smoke itself!
Cheese.
Bake
about
30
minutes
in
"" thp />»,«< ...111- «.«wjt
it were almost enough to^know
moderate oven «50 degrees F.). lor the next Mo month,- The Man Who Well,
Came to Dinner" and "King-, Row
. . that heaven is a place where there
at once.
The Mutual chain will bnng ^chanv. shall be no tears.
* 8silverware, mi* one Serve
Meals that follow holiday feasts
Remember that the promises of
°J> and on* tablecan
be made beguiling by clever use summer and fall
with one quart of wacompleted redemption for
of foods left from the feasts them- icos afraid oj
Hhe
the Gentile believers of the
in
baseball—but now
selves.
great tribulation, will be for all
Salvage leftovers from the relish
God's children, for us who believe
grind or chop them, moisten
in Christ. Reader, wijl you not join
a little salad dressing and out
. (lbib% his
in Deanna'i "It Started us today if you are still an unbetor
it
cornea a brand new sandwich filler
Tvroiw Power won new liever? Take Christ now as your
" to avojd
e relumed to tht Saviour.
Spread some between hot toasted With recently
Bankets
h
theater.
bread slices at sn«* ae. ilute at an eastern
" ard to

AND TO STAY

THAT WAY!

FIRST WITH MEN IN THE ARMY*.CAMELS!

WHEN you

u

*ib WALK

6

a

28% LESS NICOTINE

FIFTY-EIGHT

ROADS HAVE
IE BAD RESULT

ANITA, CASS COUNTY, IOWA, THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 18, 1941

Are Urged to
Cooperate In AAA Program

BOY GETS ONE
YEAR TERM IN JAIL

NUMBER 38

TO
86% Cars Cheeked Friday QUESTIONNAIRES
100 MORE QASS MEN A-A-A
Evening Had Faulty Lights Questionnaire* were sent to another

TOWNSHIP
ELECTIONS

Dale Armstrong, 22, former Wiota
Seeking maximum results in the high school basketball star and a son Eighty-six per cent of the cars check- one hundred Cass county registrants
Food for Defense" campaign, AAAof Mr- and M". Dean Armstrong, ed Friday evening at the "courtesy during the past week by the Cass
Agrono- administrators
within the past two P:eaded guilty before Judge H. J.
county Selective Service board, M.'B.
Itates Advent of iCtood Roads weeks have revised the previously an-' Mantz of Audubon in Atlantic Sat- light check drive" conducted here were Parkinson, clerk of the board, an- Will Elect Delegate and Alternate to
.found
to
be
faulty,
according
to
actnounced 1942 program for Iowa and ur(lay morning on a county attorney's ing Sergeant N. E. King, head of the nounced today.\ Those'who received County Convention, a Township-*
Ive Caused BQ0OT Problem
Chairman, 2 Township Com- ,
Cass
county to comply with fanners' info«nation charging him with larceny district office of the Iowa highway the questionnaires are numbers 1,201
use of BaiKwi Areas.
mitteemen and Alternates.
recommendations, Glair D. Becker,!of P°ultry and was sentenced to one patrol in Atlantic and Sheriff Harry to 1,300, inclusive.
year in tne
county AAA chairman, stated today.'now
. county jail. Judge Mantz, Jordan, who were in charge of the Following is the list:
ever, granted Ajmstrong a bench inspection. 153 automobiles passed Anita—Ross Jerald Brookner, Jodvent of graveled and paved Under the new plan, Cass county parole
to tne
and good farm-to-market farmers participating in the agricul-1ce ed after army,'provided he is ac.- through the testing station and only seph Frank Lischka, Dbnald "Willard Cass county farmers will go to meet
tural
conservation
program
will
de-!,
P*
enlisting under the Se- 1 motorists were given O. K. cards Hagen, Ben Junior Wilson,, Raymond ings Friday evening which will be held .
Respite their many advantages,
designated places throughout th*
have caused a minor "head- vote only 20 per cent of their ctop- lective Service act.
bowing the lights on their car corn- Richard Reed, Russell Dale Knehn, at
Thomas Eugene Talty, Herluf Jeppe- county to elect men TTFI Thnir rnnjjin
many Iowa farmers because and. to soil-conserving crops instead Armstrong was charged with selling lied with the state's regulations.
[barren areas established along of the 25 per cent specified earlier. a number of chickens to a local pro- Mbst of the defects were of a minor sen, Arthur Hosea Lett, Lyman Ev- as township and county committee>here the topsoil has been grad- Background for this revision traces duce station belonging to Roy Powers lature, but several cases were re- eret Wahlert, Emmet Reed Wilson, men to administer the Agricultural
Administration program.
to provide dirt for the road.1 » the meetings of 20 representative of Cumberland several weeks ago lorted where the headlights were in- Sydney Leonard Maduff, Harry Robert Adjustment
in 1942, Glair D. Becker, Cass county
"report was made this week farmers held in practically every where 'he was employed to do chores dpquate or out of adjustment to sucr- Wark and Simm/m Syrenus Nelson. AAA chairman, announced today.
the Powers family was on a . degree that they constituted a hazard Massena—Harold Giles Way, Gail
Duncan, Iowa State college county of the United States in April. while
At the township elections Friday
vacation.
These
farmers
drafted
their
recomo other motorists. Chief defect, ac- Ezra Porter, George Fred Holste, Har- evening, farmers will elect a delegate
agronomist, who says that
Armstrong's
arrest
revealed
he
had
old
Gail
Westering,
Frederick
William
mendations
on
the
1942
AAA
and
iording to those in charge, was faulty
armers find it difficult to get
and an alternate to the county,
.jas back into production. How- 'Food for Defense" programs and "overlooked" the formality of register- ilignment, many of the headlights Holste, Robert Lewis Bagshaw, Jr., vention, a township chairman, two
ing
under
the
Selective
Service
act,
Gerhart
Herman
Wiechman
and
Lesi most cases these "bald" spots forwarded them to their state offices. but he signed up while being held in >eing set too, high, while others were
township committeemen and two air
In June three farmers from each
out of focus or too far to one side of ter Henry Stormer.
cropped again quite easily if
ternates.
--_• -.1^;
the
Cass
county
jail
last
week
and
Wiota—Kenneth
Martin
Neary,
Mel
(simple steps are followed, the state attended a national conference has volunteered for service. He was the road.
Delegates to the county convention,
Langvardt
Bladt,
George
Martin
Tibin
Washington
where
the
recommendFaulty headlights on any car are as
nist asserts, and'it's more imcalled for Saturday morning, will elect
assigned serial number 2174 by the dangerous to the operator and oc- ken and Chester Marion Marsh.
than ever now that they be ations were discussed and analyzed. local board.
a county chairman, vice chairman, regCumberland—Floyd
Charles
SherOut
of
this
conference
came
five
difcupants of the machine as they are
produce,
ular member of the committee and two
win,
Glenn
Fred
Frank,
Harold
Wilto other motor vehicles on the highfarmers so troubled should ferent plans for the 1942 program.
alternates, Mr. Becker explained.,
liam
Meyer,
Ralph
Howard
Shaw
and
[soil sample from the barren Last week farmer-administrators from YOUNG ANITA COUPLE way, they pointed out, since the other Herbert Franklin Cashatt.
Procedure for this year's election, he —
IS MARRIED SUNDAY driver, if blinded by lights from an ap- Bridgewater—Harold Russell John- said,
|d have an analysis made. This every state in the union decided to
will be similar to that followed!
proaching car, may crash to it.
i done either at the local farm operate in 1942 under the Area B
last
year.
Farmers eligible to, vote.
ston
and
Harold
Carl
Golden.
Miss Marcella Breen, daughter of
[office or by sending the sample classification, believeing it would be Dan
will be those who cooperated in the
Atlantic—Donald
Saunders
Biggs,
Breen,
and
Keith
Taylor,
son
[Soils Department, Iowa State most effective in the "Food for De- of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Taylor, were BABY BEEVES SELL
Paul William Dimig, Kilmer Ernest 1941 agricultural conservation proFOR
LESS
AT
'
4
1
FAIR
i at Ame»V. If the results indi- fense" program
Molgaard,
Raul Edward Gaffey, Clar- gram, plus those farmers who intend
united in marriage Sunday at St.
to participate in the farm program in
need fijit'Hme, it should be ap- "This new program," Becker said, Joseph's parsonage in Wiota. The
Final tabulation of the sale of 340 ence Fredric Bolte, Claude William 1942.
"is designed to encourage farmers to
i early fts possible this fall,
Graham,
Lee
Orville
Brewer,
King
wedding ceremony was performed by
an application of about 20 produce abundantly the foods needed Rev. ML J. O'Connpr, pastor of the mby beeves at the Iowa state fair Malcolm Tomlinson, Robert Dew Munn, The township meetings Friday eventhis year showed^ an average price
ii\the
defense
program—hogs,
eggs,
ing, scheduled to commence at 7:30
I barnyard manure per acre
church. Attending the young couple paid of $13.32 a hundred, C. A. Oldsen Norman N Kenneth Rosenberger, Glen o'clock, will be held jn the usual places
up the organic matter con- milk and chickens."
was the bride's sister, Miss Mildred of the Iowa Beef Producers' associ- Owen Comstock, Arthur Adolph Erick- previously designated other years. In
buld be made. This- should be During October and November, Breen^and Edwin Scholl.
son, Chester Claude Porter, Louis Jay
ation reported this week.
township
committeemen
in
Cass
county
or three times before the
Rosenthal,
Leo Thurman, Harold Henry this section of the county Grant townThe
bride
was
attired
in
a
soldier
The sale totaled $44,786.30 which
; freezes. J)uncan points out will call upon all farmers in the an- blue dress with white accessories anc was somewhat above earlier estimates. Kuehl, Albert Earl Clark, Louie Har- ship farmers meet at the Congreg**
plication of a complete f ertili- nual program sign-up, he added. This the bridesmaid wore a navy"Slue dress The average for 1941 was 30 cents old Kuehl, Howard Wesley Thomas, tional church, Lincoln township farmers at Lincoln Center hall, Benton
i as a 4-10-6 or 4-16-4 just be- usually is done in the spring, but is with white accessories.
a hundred below the price paid in James Wesley Wright, Roscoe Murray township farmers at Benter Center
being
conducted
earlier
this
year
so
next spring probably
Needles, Luther Kindler Woods, Glenn
farmer
may draft his farm- Following the ceremony a wedding 1940 but Oldsen .said that the sale this Alfred Studyvin, Hillas Fletcher Cole, school and' Franklin township farmers
> both beneficial and profitable that Pevery
lans
w to
year
represented
a
better
price
comn°
Produce his share of dinner was served at the home of the
Leslie Iven Atkinson, Richard Keith at the I. 0. O. F. hall in Wiota.
.
next spring an
' the national goals announced last week j bride's father to the members of paratively than last because of the Mullen, Chas. Cleatur Grosscup, Harold Announcement of the 1942 AAA
the iml
immediate families.
lower market price this year and the
«» plovedv under hi ttfe fall :: by the
. United States Department of The young couple have both spent fact that the calves this year were Bell Henderson, Rex Clinton Earl, Rob- elections came almost simultaneously
with Secretary of Agriculture Claude
m
ond year. A row crop might Agriculture
per cent shrink ert Wayne Bagley, Cecil Huffman, Wickard's outlining of the 1942 farm
Every Cass farmer is 'ged to °st of their lives in this community sold without the 3
v
W&yne
L.
Gaines,
Charles
Martin
planted if desired,
- ! where their many friends wish them which had been in effect in previous
the 1942
Fudge, Gail Gordon Odem, Woodrow program, calling for "the largest propoints out that these steps
d a i ' the best Of luck. They will make years.
declared,
duction in the history of the American
the fastest possible reoovThe highest price paid in the annual Robert Miller, Arnold Edward Pet<
fadl their home with the groom's parents
the expanding
ese "bald" spots. The im- ities for pork, poultry and dairy pro- ' on a f arm southeast of here where state fair sale in recent years was in sen, 'Jerome Sachary Comes, Warren agriculture" to meet
country and nations
food
needs
of
this
LaVerne
Irish,
Frank
Andersen,
Alnow is to get organic
he assists his father in farming.
1937 when 390 head were sold for an
fonso J. Stangl, Herbert Holden Han- resisting axis aggression in Europe.
orated into the soil so duction."
average of $17.84 a hundred.
"Farmers everywhere," he continsen, Archie Dale Lynch, Carlos Dean Farmers of Cass county, as well as
pgical activity can get the ued, "now realize the AAA program Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Bartley an(
those throughout the United States,
William Nelson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Woodward, Harry Paul Hjortsho. Mr. Becker declared, have been placed
ils
«1 ' processes
w *f I „into
, »~ thp ISB
is aprogram7radjustm7;;;;a7abTe7f! daughters, Virginia and Marion, left Andrew Nelson,' is seriously ill at and Porter Doyle Wardrip.
id sweet clover are the ex * £ g Or contracting with national Monday morning on a vacation trip
in a key position in the national dethe veteran's hospital in Etna, Pa., LeWis__W. H. Lawton, Ross Calthrou
A most economical combm- and
Jf™."£."
„, needs.
.* M
_ mmore,'through
international
Now,
£h the west. They expect to be according to word received here by vin Porter, Elmer Wilford Nelsen and fense organization and now is the time .
faccomplishing this.
than ever before, farmers should work gone about ten days.
for farmers to mobilize their produc-John Henry Sanny.
his parents Monday.
together. They have a big job to do D]. and Mrg
h Schiff
flre
Griswold—Hubert Virgil James, tion forces under the common banner
' the "Food for Defense" campaign 1^ ^^ rf & 7 pound ^ ounce Frieda and Ruth Hyatt of Haw- William Russell Fox, Gilbert Forsy- of the national 'farm program.
**,T^ and they need the
, protection
.
ABLE
and sup-!i
bafay which w&g born to them
thorne, N. J., are visiting in Anita at the Cook, Homer Ralph Witzman, Glen County AAA chairmen throughout
(port of an organized, democratically-the home of Mr. and Mrs. B. D. For-, Johanas Wagner, William Bernard the country have also been designated
Atlantk hospital last Wednesday
t your doctor/wjoW den-, operated farm program."
morning. She is the first child in th shay and Miss Minnie Forshay. The Casey, Charles Donald Quick, Ever- as chairmen of county USD A defense
wect any remediable defects, He described the 1942 AAA plan as f
^ hag been named
ladies are nieces of Mr. Forshay and ette C. Davis, 'Herbert James Mathis, boards, designed to coordinate the
ou are called'for examination follows: Twenty per cent of c?°P,prancea
Hershel Boyd Ireland, Joseph James work of all government agricultural
Miss Mfinnie Forshay.
local board, "State Selective ian(j jn soil conserving crops. Acreage
Casey, Lee Garner Cole, Cleon Nelson agencies toward accomplishing, 1the,
Director Charles H. Grahl ad- allotments for special crops such as
Orton, John Samuel Frazeur and Nor- common goal—"Food for Defense. *
Mr. Becker urged every Cass county
registrants this week.
jcorn and wheat and the addition of a
man Henry Herstein.
Collins, Fred farmer to keep these two Ithougnts
that Statistics compiled by' potato allotment for the first time
Selective Service headquart- next year. Planting of any crops
Velton Abel, Arthur LeRoy Peter- in mind and go to the polls Friday to
a high rate of rejections of other than special crops in the acreage
sen, Arnold John Henry Jacobs and elect the men whom he feela wiH'do
the best job of administering the
for remediable physical not included in either thq special acreRobert Paul Biggs.
farm program both in the interests of
Director Grahl suggested age allotments or the 20 per cent of
VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Merritt Dill, who is working in a agricultural and national defense,,
mg men awaiting call for mill- soji conserving crops. Elimination of ^
locker plant at Ames, spent the week
.ining should try to fit 'them- a u payments on general soil depletend in Anita visiting at the home of THREE CENT LUNCH
[forr acceptance not "only as a ' rag crops, but a payment of 70 cents
Iowa's
Two
Outstanding
Coffees
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Dill.
duty in the period of national an acre pnonall
an crop
\*L *-*f land
*•••«*not
•-— - in
— special
— *- i
FOR WIOTA SCHOOL
Briardale Ib. . .28c — Tall Corn 31bs.
icy, but in the interest of;acreage allotments may be. earned by
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Dressier and The Wiota consolidated school is
[health as well as; their own performing certain soil building pracPlain ..23c — T. C.
daughter, Diana, of Des Moines, visit- sponsoring a hot lunch program this
' well being. Many lowans, ticeg.
Briar. Buckwheat 25c
ed a short while in Anita Sunday after- year which is prepared and served
?istering, went immediately
1
noon with his father, Harry Dressier each noon by WPA and NYA paid
Mrs. C. G . Hayter has gone to Portphysician and dentists for a
Ii „«„ Quart Jars Comb & Strained.. 39c OC- and wife.
workers, the first lunch being served
land, Ore., being called there by the
he added.
last Thursday.
flOney
2 Fancy Combs
*•**•
under the wisdom of "an serious illness of her brother, Ray
Word has been received in Anita "This program is made poasible'-by
prevention is worth a pound Harrison.
of the death of Miss Ida Corlett,. the Surplus Marketing Administration
r>
!•
Eagle Brand Domestic Pack 17
(2." many people nowadays take
former resident here, at her home in of the U. S. Department of AgriculMir.
and
Mrs.
Floyd
Bissell
of
Water' physical examinations to their
n
4
Warren, Ariz., on Sept. 6. Death ture who is authorized to purchase
*nefit. "Young men, apparently loo> Iowa, spent Friday and Saturday
resulted from a heart ailment.
surplus foods to stabilize prices of
at the home of his aunt, Mrs.
' health, usually do not think
Bakery
Special
6
For
farm
products. These surplus foods
R.
N.
Bissell,
southwest
of
here.
M what it may be^in the future,
Fig Rolls
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Worster and are donated to the state welfare defgistration should serve as a
children, Robert, Richard and Mary partment for subsequent distribution
Mrs. Stanley Curtis of Nevada,
Pi reminder that every human
With That Homemade Taste
Margaret, of Keokuk, Iowa, spent the within the state and for ua« in school
Jhould be kept constantly under Iowa,"
f _spent
j r . _ _ _ -the week end in Anita
week end in Anita visiting at the lunch programs which are being started
Briar.
Ib.
Cello
Bag
18c
8-oz.
Pkg.
' and dental surveillance, Di- visiting at the home of her parents
home of Postmaster and Mrs. George throughout the nation in many schools.
f'Qrahl said.
.Postmaster and Mrs. George Smither.
Smither and with other friends.
Burch Saltines Are Better
Each day a complete lunch will be
liers eat 60 per cent more ice
—
5
2-lb.
Carton
Mr. and Mlrs. J. A. Wagner received served to all students who desire to
Ithan civilians, a recent survey The regular monthly meeting of tne
word last week from their son, Nor- partake of the opportunity. A nom" million men in army camps Greater Anita club_will be held at^the
Methodist
church
Friday
evening.
The
man, who has been an assistant sur- inal charge of three cents daily is
GWC Amber — 5-lb. Pail
In addition to the ice ci*eam
geon at the Federal Marine hospital asked of those who can pay in order
mess halls, large quantities ladies of the church will serve a 6:30
u
o'clock
dinner
proceeding
the
business
in Chicago, that he is being trans- to purchase necessary items not ineht at canteens.. Beans, beferred to a public service hospital in cluded among the surplus commodif,or not, were found; to "be among meeting.
GWC Is Tops — Pound
ties in addition to Contribution of food
Washington, D. C.
"t popular foods with soldiers,
available from parents and others carcamp, the soldiers actually Jack Roe, son of Mtr. and Mrs. Glen
ing to donate to the program.
P.
B.
Pilmer
and
Wm.
H.
Yaggy
3-lb. Sack or Carton For Table
^ for more beans in their A Roe, returned to Iowa City Monof
Des
Moines
were
Anita
visitors
J
day
where
he
will
attend
the
Univer-1
Use, Only
stated.
Thursday, Mr. Pilmer coming here H. J. Spies, Bernard Legg, Harry
sity of Iowa again this year
vear. Jack.
the College
to look after business matters. They Sheller, Gerald Shoemaker, Harold
and
Just
Add
Meat
For
Delicious
Mrs. Frank 'Mitchell and will be a freshman in
L
also
visited his sister, Mrs. Agnes Mc- Parsons, George Deeming, Raymond
n
v. spent Sunday in Emerson, of Dentistry.
, Chili Con Carne — 2 Cans
Oosh and sons, James and Phil, be- Reed and Lawrence Hofmeister, Jr.,
iting thejj. son and brother, Bert Ramus spent the week end at
went to Chicago last Wednesday evenfore returning to Des Moines.
Mrs. Harold MitcHell.
With Each Pkg. You Get A
ng and drove back some used cars
Luveme, Iowa, visiting his parents,
or the Spies-Legg Mlotor Co. of Anita.
The
first
public
sale
of
the
season
Beautiful
Shell
Dish
For
Sr lid Mrs. Otto Ramus. He was
i
Wohlleber went to Iowa City fccompanied home by his wife who had
will be held this week on Thursday
where she entered the Uniafternoon at the Victor Rathman farm Rainfall in this community during
Medium Size — Solid Krisp
Visiting for several weeks at
/i 1 1
™ | Iowa hospital fora check-up. been
of her parents in Decorah.
one mile north of Anita. Includ- the past week amounted to 3.17 inches,
Cabbage
Heads — Pound
ohlleber suffered a broken leg the 'home
ed in the sale is eighteen head according to the rain gauge at the
>er.
Mrs.
William
A.
Linfor
of cattle, fifteen head of «wes, 288 West Iowa Telephone Co. building
Mr and
C
i D t~i.^« Fancy Muscatines
John
Mehlmann
left
bales of clover hay and numerous here. During the night Friday, .63
Mrs. Claude Sjmither were and Mr. and
for
Milwaukee,
Wis.
farm implements. Frank Barber, wel of an inch fell, 1.58 inches was reIowa, Monday where they Sunday morningattending the national
know auctioneer in this community corded Sunday night and Monday
they are
[ fu«xeral services for her fathwill cry the sale and C. E. Parker wil morning and 1,06 inches of precipita— WE GIVE MOVIE MONIE —
" Jone». 72, who passed away
l
tion was received Monday night.
act as clerk.
thew Friday -following and
"mess.
this week.

.BRURDALE
Flour

oardines

i oa - 3 - 3»/ -oz. cans

29c
23c
8c
19c

Syrup
Oleo
Salt
Chili-ets

Sweet Potatoes

i« c
lOc

G Pounds

BY THE WAY

Crawford's Clover Fann Store

By L. F. M.

METHODIST CHURCH
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.

PfcTEl

.We've heard about Aem and now
PHONE 300
we've seen them-those painted legs
K
s Church School at 10 a. m
the girls are wearing instead of
Nichols, acting superintendent
Phone 29
We Deliver
SPECIALS FOR FfcBDAt AND
Dale Utters is the teacher of the stockings!
• • *,
oung married people's class.
A friend tells us that if you want
Church Worship at 11 a. m. with
WHEATMIX, salad dfcfc free, large package
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
an
inexpensive frame for that cute
"True
he sermon by the pastor on
the
latest
magazine,
to
•
SOAP, Coco Castile, 4 bajs
eighborliness." Remember the nurs- picture on
JELL, Clover Farm, 3 packages
.13c
cut the picture to the desired size,
ry class for small children.
SOAP, Sweetheart, 3 bar* ,.:
The district conference will convene place a piece of clear cellophane to fit
BAKING POWDER, Calumet, pound size
16c
„, it,
.„ then stitch rick-rack braid
i the First Methodist church in At- over
BROOM, Little Wonder, 85c value, special at
antic Thursday at 9:30 a. m. Lay Around the edge to hold it all.in placeBROWN SUGAR, 3 pounds
21c
eaders, Sunday School teachers, of- Braid to match the color of your kitchCORN, breamed, 4 No. 2" cans
icers in the Woman's society and of- n could be used.
PEANUT BUTTER, quart jar
27c
ficial board members are urged to atPEAS, garden, run, 4 cans
Next Monday will be the first meetMARSHMALLOWS, pound cello bags
15c tend.
ng day for the newly organized Home
JELL, pure Crabapple, £l&ss *,
SWEET POTATOES', 7 pounds
25c
and Garden club. A preview of the
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
•» year's program shows that many good
Fresh Fruits and#&«t»bles In Season
VINEGAR, pure cider, gallon
25c
4. + +. + + + + '* + + + + things are in store for those who at"Matter" will be the subject of the tend.
'.JAR RUBBERS, 3 packages
. 13c
« • »
Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of
Too
bad
that
Dennis O'Leary did- good growth should remain on the fi. L. feeil returned to
w ,his,
Ihrist, Scientist, on Sunday, SeptemCOLORADO PEACHES AN$ PRUNES
n't
take
his
tall
stalk of corn to At- field for winter protection. Pasturing •t Utt Okoboji Friday af
ber 21.
The Golden Text is from 1 John lantic and compete for a prize along the cattle is preferable to using hogs fer spending 8everal d
looking; after business
2:15, "Love not the world, neither with the farmers of the county. The or sheep.
the things that are in the world." tallest stalk in his garden at the time
FIRST HOMEMAKERS
Mr. and Mrs. Jateies Frederickeon
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo- of the corn show and pie contest
MEETING
HELD
HERE
of
Long Beach, Cel., visited, here sevmeasured
14
feet
and
11
inches
.
.
tations
from
the
Bible
and
from
the
Established 188S.
[DR.B.L.I
Christian Science textbook, "Science One lady said that the judges didn't eral days last week at'the home of
Chir
Forty-three
homemakers
from
the
Published Every Thursday and Entered
and Health with Key to the Scrip- play fair in judging pies cause she her son, Sterling Sorenaen and family.]
Adait.I
'at the Postoffice, AniU, Iowa, u first supervisoral district attended the tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
didn't get nothin' on her peach pie.
women's
defense
project
meeting
last
1 Second Class Mail Matter.
Peter Voorhees and daughter, Gene—Office
One of the Bible citations reads:
Thursday afternoon in the high school
9-12 -. |
vieve,
spent
Sunday
in
Anita
visifr-.]
Did
you
know
that
it
had
been
'In
the
beginning
was
the
Word
and
G. Bndd
Editor auditorium. Miss Helen M. Finney,
the Word was with God, and the over a hundred and twenty seven ng at the home of Mrs. Isabel!*
Wed & git j
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Year county home demonstration agent, Word was God. The same was in the years since Francis Scott Key wrote laugherty and with other friends.
was in charge of the meeting. Twenty
7tini
Official-Town and County Newspaper women were present from Grant beginning with God. All-things were iur national anthem ?. Of course it They were accompanied home by Mrs.
Sun,:
Member of National Editorial
.ownship, eleven from Lincoln, three made by him; and without him was didn't become the national anthem foorhees who had been visiting ,«,;
not
any
thing
made
that
was
made"
until
in
1931
.
.
.
What
a
thrill
it
ew
days
in
Anita
at
the
home
of
her
PhontJ
*'
Association, and
rom Benton and nine from Franklin.
must have been to him to see the ister.
Election of officers for the coming (John 1:1-3).
year resulted as follows: Grant—Mrs. Among the selections from the flag still floating over the fort and
Robert Wilson, chairman; Mrs. Worth Christian Science textbook is the fol- proclaiming to all who could see it,
;hat the Americans were still holding
hastain, publicity chairman; and Mrs. owing:
"Spirit,
God,
has
created
all
in
and
off
the enemy. We can be glad that he
Verl Adams, health chairman., Lincoln—Mrs. Thomas Bailey, chairman; of Himself. Spirit never created mat- was gifted enough to give us, "The
ter. There is nothing in Spirit out Star Spangled Banner," even if they
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Gissibl are Mrs. Albert Eilts, publicity chairman; of which matter could be made, for, as did set it to music which is hard to
and
Mrs.
Howard
Gissibl,
health
chairthe parents of a 7% pound girl baby
the Bible declares, without the Logos, sing.
which was born to them at their home man. Franklin—Mrs. G. D. Mueller the AEon or Word of God 'was not
• * *
chairman;
Mrs.
Fred
Herchenback,
Monday morning. She has been named
anything
made
that
was
made'
"
(p.
We
see
by
the papers that Paul
publicity chairman; and Mrs. Joe OsSharon Kay.
Corey has written a third and lasl
trus, health chairman. Benton town- 335).
in his series of his home-town books
Mr. and Mrs. O. C. Wheeler of Exira ship did not organize and leaders for
Some one wishes that this book did'
have purchased the Cbas. Minerman the three townships will be chosen ai 4 HOLT CROSS EVANGELICAL 4 n't finish the story of the family, bui
a
later
date.
The
lesson
discussei
residence property on Elm Street and
4
LUTHERAN CHURCH
4 Corejj' says he "is fed up on the Mantwill get possession of the house Nov. Thursday afternoon was on the yearly 4
H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
4 zes" . . . which isn't surprising to us
budget,
the
daily
menu
and
how
to
1. The price paid was $1,850.
4 + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 Seems the first book left little for the
store and wax home vegetables. Th<
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
imagination, the second was much the
The members of the Baptist ladies next meeting will be held at the home
No services Sunday.
same—we wonder what the last one
of
Mrs.
Thomas
Bailey
on
Wednesday
aid society met Wednesday afternoon
can tell?
Oct.
1.
At
this
meeting
only
the
of
at the home of Mrs. Joe Garside south
ALL OF OUR CARS CARRY A 5,000
ficers
of
each
township
will
attend.
of here. There were fourteen mem*• CENTRAL CBURCH OF CHRIST 4 FIRST-YEAR CLOVER IS
bers present. A social afternoon was
f
C. R. Neel, Pastor.
GUARANTEE AGAINST ALL KINDS
WEAKENED BY SEEDING
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Barber and fam 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 4
enjoyed by those present, following
which a lunch was served. 'Mrs. Ed ily left Thursday morning for Wyom
SEE US IMMEDIATE?
DRIVING
Sunday School at 10 a. m.
E. S. Dyas, Iowa State college ex
win Garside will be hostess at. the ing where they will spend severa
Church worship and communion tension agronomist, asserts that red
next meeting of the aid on Oct. 9. weeks visiting relatives and friends. at 11 a. m.
'39 V-8 Standard Tudor
'36 Plymouth Fordor, fast
clover which was seeded last spring
'38 V-8 85 H. P. Tudor
'36 Chevrolet Stand. Tito,!
The sermon at the regular church should be clipped or* pastured now te
'36 V-8 Deluxe Tudor, Irak
service at the morning hour will dea keep it from blooming and seeding.
'37 V-8 60 H. P. Fordor Trg.
with, "The Division of Churches—The Contrary to the theory held by many
'37 V-8 85 H. P. Tudor Trg.
'84 Vrg Fords — 3 of "Oat'
Great Menace to the Course of Christ.1 letting red clover seed the first year
'37 V-8 80 H. P. Standard Tudor '34 OldBttObile Tudor, Tiok, J
There will be, a meeting of the tri- does not necessarily kill it, but it does
'37 V-8 85 H. P. Standaid Tudor '84 Flymointh De'.uxe
county association at Lewis, next Sun weaken the crop for the following year
'36 Plymouth Deluxe Tudor, Trk. '82 V-8 Coach
day at 3 p. m. At 3:40 an address
Although in many sections no spe
by R. L. Alber of Atlantic; at 6 o'clock cial treatment may be necessary, there
a basket super; and at 8 o'clock a are portions of the state where grow
sermon by M. C. Miller. We urge ing conditions have been favorabl
BERT C. RAMUS, Manager
our members to attend if possible. enough that the clover will bloom am
5 Model A's and 4 Chevrolets
— Coaches and Co
'. . .''" \ •• '.«-• • '•
The ladies of the church will serve even produce mature seed.
their regular dinner Wednesday noon
In such cases, Dyas says it is
— SEE US AND SAVE The K. J. U. club, meets Thursday distinct advantage to cut or pasur
afternoon at the home of Mrs. Merle the crop early in September, the
THOSE BIG EARS
We Trade For Grain Or Livestock.
Denne southwest of here. A'll mem- time depending upon the stage of th
bers, who plan to attend, are to meet crop. Recent experiments indicate tha
Of Golden Com That You See In Fields As You Drive Along
The Highways Are Grown Frtfm
at the home of Mrs. Frank Lees at such clipping increases the yie'.d
— Open AH Hours —
2 o'clock. Assisting hostesses are hay and seed the following year from
MEYER HYBRID SEED CORN
Mrs.
Anderson
Bell,
Mrs.
Donate
Yes Sir, this year Meyer hybrids are looking-better than ever before.
slightly to as much as 50 per cent.
They-are producing bigger yields of rough, feeding type corn right
Chadwick and Mrs. William Cryer. In
However, the agronomist caution
in your own neighborhood. Your local Meyer dealer can show you
case of rain, the meeting will be helc that pasturing should be discontinue!
the best in hybrid corn—varieties suitable to your farm and type
at the home of Mrs. Bell in South soon enough to permit recovery o.
of, soil.
Anita.
the red clover before freezing weather
CLARENCE MEYER
LEVI PRESTON
Bernard
H. J. (Hafik) Spies
comes. It also is desirable not to pas
Winterset, Iowa
ture the clover too close since a
DEALER 'FOR ANITA VICINITY
4 CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4
THE FARMERS COOP.
*
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
-f
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THE ANITA TRIBUNE

Order Your Winter's Supply
of Coal Now
KUNZ GRAIN CO.

Spies-Legg Slltor 0

IT IS HERE!
NEW!

FAST!

SAFE!

We Invite You To See the New Modern Equipment
Added To Our Battery Department
THE NEW

MERCURY QUICK CHARGER
Which Charges Your Battery In the Modern Method
Approved By Leading Battery Manufacturers, Largest Car Manufacturers, Society of Automotive Engineers and Bureau of Standards, U. S. Government.
It Is No Longer Necessary For You To Wait Days
For Your Battery To Be Charged. This New
Modern Approved Method Charges Your Battery In
the Amazing Time of 15 To 45 Minutes, With or
Without Removing the Battery From Your Car.
NEW GUARANTEED BATTERIES
PRICED AS LOW AS THE LOWEST

0. W. Shaffer & Son
t 1

ANITA, IOWA

Church School at 10 a. in.
Service of worship, 11 a. m. Our
theme will be: "Some Claims Of ;S
Jesus." Religion is not a simple thing I •==
as so many would have us believe; nor S
is the life of Jesus a simple life, ==:
easily understood. Things that are j==
said about him in the New Testament! ~
and claims that he made for himself j S
are mystical. What about them?
The Council Bluffs association of SJS
Congregational and Christian Churches ! S
will meet, Sept 29, at the Hill of ~
Zion church, six miles east of Orient.
If any of our people are going, it
would be well to notify Rev. John M.
Nolin, the pastor.
Let us build up the worship service S
of our church for it is only as this j 5=
service becomes helpful to the mem- —j
bership that the church can prosper "~
,We should have a church full every SE
Lord's day.
. 55
The men of the church, or anyone E=E
interested, are to do a number of things ==
around the church Thursday afternoon. ~E
Shall be glad to see as many as can! ==
come. Bring a spade or rake and wej=j=
shall also need a wheelbarrow. Any ~
time after dinner will b« convenient. S
The ladies will serve a noon-day ==
dinner Thursday.
The members of the Knot-a-Kare
bridge club were guests Wednesday
afternoon of Mrs. Walter P. Budd
at her home on East Main Street.
Other guests, besides the members^
were Mrs. Fred <M'. Sheley, Mrs Prank
W. Budd and Mrs. Cecil G. Budd
High score at the afternoon session
of bridge was held by Mrs. Sheley
A lunch was served by the hostesa.

LUXURIOUS
MOHAIR
FRIEZE
NEW - - DURABLE

Long's 1

EASY PAYMENTS

mint!)

ANITA,

* • FREE DELJ1
V
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By ED WHEELAN
mma^**^************
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•CHANQlNGr THE ROUTE AND HEADING SOUTH TO WINTER
QUARTERS DIDN'T BOTHER T\WO OF THE TROUPERS-

, SAM STINGER, OWNER OF STM

PONT TALK THAT WXV

. QRCUS.HAP PLENTV TO WORRX

IONLV
HOPE

SOO'RE
RIGHT!!

TWOSE TWO
GOT AWAY NYflH OLD. BAN ^ij,
&ANK ROLL REPORT
ME? SOME-TWIN'

LALA PALOOZA

By RUBE

Eight-Balled by Moth Balls

QUICK, DOCTORVINCENT AINT
ANY GOOD BUT-PD
HATE TO LOSE
HIM

OH,DOCTOPVOP,JUSTAS i,
ARE.THESE
I THOUGHTLUMPS _
LOOKS LIKE EAST
SERIOUS? INDIAN VARICELLAI'LL HAVE TO .
GIVE HIM THE <

1

WHIFF -WHIFP MOTH

BALLS!
PtNTO-OPEN
MOUTH NICE
AN'WIDE

uPsioe-oowN

TEST TO RND OUT
HIS METABOLISM

L\w

arkey Syndicate, Ihc!

S'MATTER POP- Nice Training, Nice Training

/

/ AR1STOPOLI9
I
JUNIORV COME HERE!

By CM. PAYNE

NOW

PCQWB5E prints, so B
* 'ana gay tor any room,*
ticularly lovely in embroil
tmami in bright floss, YBTJ
to show them off to everjl
)"t
• * •
%
jj F«ttern tW contains a transfcj
p l t j f W , pictures averaging IK I
teraMr'.VOlOr
schemes; UliBtEdl
•UtcbM; materials needed. Tod
pattdll, Mnd your order to:

PAUU IDOWM. /;cC.u
SMTfac Circle Needlecnlt)
tt Blxbth Are.
Enclose 18 cents In coin I
tern No...
Name;..
Address...

POP—Pop's Frank About It
I'VE 9PH.L6D THE
GLEANS/

By J. MILLAR WATT
-AS TUB WAITER1 SAID
WHEN HE SPILLED

Departing Go
To tte guests that mil
God'S speed and brush!
traces of their steps.

H«l«U«j by Th« Bell ftradlou, loo.);

MESCAL IKE

- The best way tofindon
•end soldiers in campk
the soldiers themselves, j
among .the men with;
show cigarettes and
bacco head the list. records from service staaij
Arjny, Navy, Marine to
Coast Guard show & 1
selling Cigarette is CameLf
Albert Smoking Tobamir
known as the "Nau"
Smoke," A carton oi ( _
pound, tin of Prince AMI
ways welcome, doubly r
around the end oi the mo'
tobacco dealers are
these brands as ideal gim«
In the service.—Adv. '

B, s. L. HUNTLEY

Otherwise a Good Catch
Oranij''
0«Bt«>gj

easily»B«
distress««
: dWart«!«3T

•^-'

Good Must As

;When bad men c
good must associate.iSSy The World WS
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THING
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g;i;S Wor«t
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WEDDINGS IN IOWA
SHOW BIG DECREASE

* ^^^^^

SmithS

Stor e

Iowa's summertime wedding rate
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
dropped 64 per cent this year from
PHONE 303
.WE
the abnormal "marriage mill" figures
September 21, 1911.
of 1940, a survey by Dr. Eric P. PfeifVal Wiegand, Anita's pioneer shoefer, state vital statistics division di- man, has installed a new finisher in
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
rector, showed recently.
repair shop.
Marriage licenses issued in 87 of his(Work
is progressing nicely on the
SODA CRACKERS, Mayflower, 24b. box
Iowa's 99 counties in 'May, June, July
home being erected in Anita by
new
and August this year totaled 6,214, the
BABO, can
survey showed. The corresponding Andrew Wiegand.
Mrs. Hugo Wiese and baby of Avoca
figure a year ago was 17,373.
GERBERSBABY
Health department officials, how- spent the week end in Anita visiting
at
the
home
of
her
parents.
ever, said the lower total indicates an
PUMPKIN, Jack Spra^ J2 No.
C. W. Crandad attended the Methoannual volume not far from the longdist church conference in Shenandoah
FIRE KING BAJp""'""'-"*'"**
time normal figures.
Swelled by thousands of Illinois and last week. He was a lay delegate
(get your trade card today) only.. ^U^K.
from
the
Anita
church.
Wisconsin couples seeking to evade
their home state laws, Iowa's marriage George Smither and Clarence McPUMPKIN PIE SPlClijreguIai'110c package ' ' '
Dermott
left
this
week
for
Canada
volume soared to an alltime high of
OXYDOL, large pack|gi ^.
48,352 in 1940, more than twice the where they will spend several weeks
20,960 licenses issued in the so-called attending to business matters.
Bruce White, who has been operHEAD LETTUCE, green
solid/heads, 2 for ' ' • •*•
n
'average" year of 1936.
• < • • - • •
Last-spring, however, the Iowa leg- ating a restaurant in Coon Rapids, has
Oranges - Lemons
; Celery - Oll
islature ^adopted a measure which, like sold out and moved to Templeton,'
Iowa,
where
he
is
opening
a
new
those ijf Illinois and Wisconsin, requires couples planning marriage to restaurant.
Joe Vetter left the first of the week
pags tests showing them to be free of
x
NOTICE TO BIDDERS.
for New York City where ha will
Bfe and Mrs. J. A. Wagner
venereal disease.
Word
Tuesday of the
That act not only shut off the "for- make an extended visit with relatives Sealed bids will be received at the pound- boy baby to their
and
friends.
His
mother
and
sister
eign" business in eastern Iowa countoffice of the County Auditor of Cfcss ter-in-Uw, Mr. and Mrs.
ies; it also resulted -in Iowa couples live in that city.
County at Atlantic, Iowa, Until 2:00 nar, Monday. The W
aenera
Rev. W. E. Shugg, who has been
leaving the state to be married in
October 1, 1941 lor Bridgeport, ponn.
pastor
of
the
Anita
Methodist
church
Missouri, which has no marriage health
of a 77'—8tt" x 33'—
for the pas two years, ha. been.trans-,
aMe
and 8hop on
law.
—
Mrs. B:D, Forshay
.. »*
The latter trend is particularly no- ferred to Lacona, Iowa, and will be the southwest
iV™^ corner
of a^fi™
section «6, the members of the Friday i
ticeable in the southern border counties succeeded here by Rev. Chas. Smith." Noble" township of the said CBSS
at a 1:30 o'clock deunt
next to Missouri. In Lee county, for Chas. Dressier left Tuesday morn- County. -.
Tuesday afternoon at her
example, 349 marriage licenses were ing for Canada. This is the second
A certified check drawn upon a
issued from Mtay through August last trip he has made to that country this solvent Iowa bank to the amount oil! Chestnut Street. Other
year and only 87 in the same period fall and he goes this time with the Two Hundred and Fifty Dollars sides the members, were ._.
Frieda and Ruth Hyatt of Hai
this year. In Fremont county the intention of buying a quarter section
to the N. J., and the Misses Vea'l]
of
land
in
the
province
of
Saskatcherange was 66 and 12; Page, 92 and 29;
County Auditor shall be filed with and Geraldine Cleaver and
Taylor, 26 and 8 and in Davis, 29 and wan.
each proposal.
Burke. High score for the
MSss
Ermine
Brown,
a
graduate
of
3.
Dr. R. M. Sorensen, state venereal the Anita high school last spring, has j JS^jfi j^lf ^J± was held by Mrs. Fred M. i
Electric wiring and heatdisease division director, pointed out been awarded a four-year scholar- ^trucuon.
be included.
m
wl
that the 6,241 volume was not far be- ship at Drake University for the i £ "
Specifications
and proposal forms
low the 6,989 four-month average for high average she made while attending the local high school. Miss Brown may be seen and secured at the office
1935.
of the County Auditor.
"On the basis of the present trend," entered the University Monday,
FOR RENT:—Room
All proposals filed must be on the
he said, "there will be about 18,118
sleeping quarters. Enquire)
form
furnished
by
the
County,
sealed
marriages a year in this. state. This
ANITA MARKETS.
and plainly marked. Proposals con- une office.
level, however, may increase as more
taining any reservations not provided
(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
$325 small piano to be i
and more lowans come to accept the
Eggs,
cash,
dozen
24cjfor
in the forms furnished may be $95. Can be seen in
law and as other states recognize the
25c rejected.
Baldwin Piano Store, Desl
value of such legislation and place sim- Eggs, in trade, dozen
Eggs, Specials
28c The County Board reserves the right
ilar laws on their statute books."
FOR SALE:—Allis
Eggs, No. 1
26c to waive technicalities and to reject
veater,
complete. Also goods
Mrs. Fred Dennison was hostes! Eggs, No. 2 ...
any
or
all
bids.
.23c
wagon.
Oliver Griffith,
to the members of the M. M. circle Hens, over 5-lbs.
Cass County, Iowa,
.16c
Thursday afternoon at her home in Hens, 4 to 5-lbs.
By:
M.
E.
Hubbard,
WANTED:—Agents to i
.14c
South Anita.. A social afternoon was Hens, under 4-lbs. & Leghorns .. 12c
County Auditor.
13, U. S. 44, U. S. 35, bi
spent by the ten members and one Springs, over .5-lbs
15c
Iowa 3110, H interested i
visitor, Mlrs. Effie Steinmetz, present, Springs, 4 to 5-lbs
13c Mrs. Maude Bissell of Bedford, Iowa, Altaian Bros. Hybrid CouO
following which a lunch was served. Springs, under 4-lbs. & Leghorns. 12c and Ted and Raymond Almond and ing, Iowa.
Mrs. Robert Cryer will entertain the Roosters, Ib
10c Max Kayburn of Hurley, S. D.*, spent WANTED:—Dealer toi
club at its next meeting on Oct. 9.
Ducks, Ib
8c several days during the past week
able implement line. Gut
Geese, Ib
5c visiting at the home of Mrs. R. 'N. orities insure good busintafol
Pigeons, live, dozen
50c Bissell southw«6t of here. Mrs. BisWrite Box 364, Creston,!mj
Cream, sweet
40c sell is a sister-in-law and the Almond
WANTED:—Your deal:
Cream, No. 1 sour
38c boys are nephews of Mrs. R. N. BisFh. 184 Anita—we pay pho««
Cream, No. 2 sour
36c sell.
Yellow corn, No. 2
62c
Oats, No. 2, new
38c
Wheat, No. 1
$i.QO
DRESSES

cans

YOU'LL HAVE NO UNCERTAIN MOMENTS
ABOUT YOUR APPEARANCE IN ONE
OF OUR
"CURLEE" OR "MICHAEL STERN" SUITS
SMART LINES AND EXCLUSIVE PATTERNS
— BUY EARLY AND SAVE —

BOB CLOTHIER
HOWARD

.

"WE SERVE YOU WELL"
Mrs. Dan Spiker entertained at two
tables of pinochle Wednesday evening
at her home in the north part of town.
Miss Lulu Alvord and Mrs. Chris
Petersen tied for high score honors and
Mrs. H. J. Chadwick was runner-up.
A lunch was served by the hostess following the pinochle sessions.

Virgil Carlson left Monday morning for the Great Lakes Naval Training Station near Chicago after spending the past week visiting at the home
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Carl
Carlson. Within the next few days
Virgil will be assigned to some battleship of .the U. S. Navy.

ANNOUNCEMENT
I wish' to announce to the people of Anita and
this territory that I am the new Standard Oil Tank
Wagon Agent. I will, at all times, be ready to serve
you and will appreciate a share of your patronage.

'TOOTBIUT'SIUW

HALF^iZEj

.

FLASH! U. S. NAVY BUYS 40,000
PfNTS WATKINS VANILLA.

If you are in need of gasoline, kerosene, tractor
fuel, motor oils or furnace and heater oil, call the
Standard Oil Service Station, phone No. 8, or see me
and your order will promptly be taken care of.

The Navy awarded this contract to
the J. R. Watkins Co. in competition
with vanilla firms from all over the
country. It was a tribute to the superiority and high quality of Watkins
vanilla. Negotiations are now going on for a supply of Watkins ground
spices for the Army.
Earl Garrett, Dealer.

SELMER NEWELL.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Davey and
daughter, Marguerite, left Saturday
for Milwaukee, Wis., where they are
attending the national convention of
the American Legion and Legion Auxiliary being held there this week

We Have A Fresh Supply Of
Genuine Semi-Solid Buttermilk

The Farmers Coop.

Delbert Christensen, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hans Christensen, was the winner of the pair of shoes given away
Saturday by Bob Howard, Anita clothier. It took 14 hours and 40 minutes
for the 300-lb. cake of ice with a
shoe frozen in the center of it

WHERE
GOOD GLASSES COST LESS
Save 30 to 50 Per Cent on Complete Glasses
Why pay more than we ask?
RIMLESS GLASSES
Single Vision Complete

The bigger
drink with
the belter
flavor!

$8.85
COMPLETE BIFOCALS GLASSES $10.00 and UP.
Eyes that are strained, weak or defective . . . eyes that are
draining your energy and .aging you rapidly . . . such eyes need
constant care. And that care should be the most scientific kind.

CAR OF CENTERV1IXE COAL ROLLING.
SPECIAL PRICE FOR ORDERS OF TWO
TONS OR MORE - BUY J^OW AND SAVE

ROBERT SCOTT
ANITA LUMBER CO.
PHONE 2-0 FOR COALS YOU %NOW

-

;

"

•

'

•

•

Maduff s Food Marl

PHONE2

WE DELIVER

THURSDAY-FltlQAY-SATUBDAY SPI
Fresh Creamery
Pound
Softasilk
48-oz. Package
White or Cider
Extra Strong — Gallon i
Fine or Medium
i
4-lb. Package
Brown Beauty
3-lbs. . . ; .49c'— Pound
Large Box

Butter
1!
Cake Flour
l!
Vinegar
Salt
i;
Coffee
i
Corn Flakes
21
No. 10 Can
Prunes
Sodas
1'
Crackers 2Fresh
Pound Box
SUN. • MON.

'Sun, Mat. 2:30 P.

»oz.

HE'S

•OTTU

DR.Optometrist
L B. PETERSEN
— Atlantic

Coal! Coal! Coal!

f

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY

TAKE - A - CHANCE
SHOW — Don't Miss It
You'll look young and
adorable in thia deftly
styled button - down - the front mannish check dress
—A style that knows your
best lines and makes the
most of them Classically
tailored with clever but
simple detailing—Of crepe
Louisa in the rich new Autumn colors.

The golden Rule
DEPARTMENT STORE
"THE BEST FOR LESS"
ANITA, IOWA

COLDS AND ROUP
THREATEN
your layers the minute they
are housed

- »o build up your
drfensw . . . vaccinate with Dr.
Salsbury'a Mixed Bacteria (Avian), Chicken Formula. Get it
from ua.

A TOP FEATURE AND SHORTS
Guaranteed Entertainment
TO ALL
7:30 and 9:30 P. H.

lOc

i/

II

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
REASONS TO 1 C A
ATTEND
-13U

SIX GUN ACTION
AND NEW ADVENTURE

GENE AUTRY
Smiley
BURNETTS

Van
LBB

"THE SINGING HILL"

Rasmussen s Hatcher?

PW

™

Anita, U.

"COMMUNITY SING"
ANDY CLYDE COJtEJW
"The Ring and the Bell."

.£Jk~*$£
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WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

By Edward C. Wayne

Nazi Gains at Kiev and Leningrad
Are Reported as Russians Continue
To Claim Success in Smolensk Area;
Cairo, Moslem Holy City, Is Bombed
(EDITOR'S NOTE—Wh«n •pinion* M« «pt«m»d to the**, e«l»mo«. lh«r
«te those of tfc» new* <uuUr*t mat not necewrllj of (fell a*w«p»per.)
<w«i»»«Mi by Weitera Newspaper 'Union.)

WORLD:
Doubting Nazis
News analysts and those who
speak in guarded tones of information received through diplomatic
channels in Washington were letting
it be known that for the first time
since the start of the war there was
beginning to be a general opinion
that Germany would not be the winner in the present war.
Discounting the Nazis' spectacular victories, which had had many
diplomats of conquered or menaced
countries shaking their heads over
the feeling of the "man in the
street" of their countries as to the
eventual outcome, the people, they
had stated now, had changed, or

CAIRO:

-*

Holy City
The bombing of Cairo, a holy city
to the Moslems, which Britain had
said, early in the war, would result
in the reprisal bombing of Borne,
Italy's holy city, finally had taken
place, with the death of 39 persons
md wounding of 93.
Immediately the British press had
started the outcry "Bomb Rome
Now!"
Though Alexandria, the port of
Cairo, had been bombed repeatedly,
the enemy planes had never
bombed the city Itself, and this
event, the first, was not immediatey repeated.
Nor was there an immediate
bombing of Rome. However, the
silencing of the Cairo radio, and the
ailure of the daily communique to
arrive had caused many to believe
that the British answer to the Cairo
ncident might be the launching of
the long-awaited drive into Libya.

MINERS:
Ef it at Lewis
Trouble within the fold of the
United Mine Workers of America,
John L. Lewis' personal labor union,x
and the basis on which he founded
the C.I.O., was the latest labor diifficulty to claim attention.
It resulted when a committee
charged with discussing "a possible
strike ballot Instead returned a 50
cent assessment against each member each month.
Union members immediately set
up a new committee, which met at
Shenandoah City, Pa., in the heart
of the Allegheny hard coal area,
ADOLF HITLER
and made an odd demand.
Diplomats Wen Doubting.
They ordered Mr. Lewis himself
were changing tijeir minds about to come before them personally and
the situation.
Three main factors emerged 'as
the reasons:
1. The unexpectedly strong resistance of Russia.
(However, reports from the front
indicate that the Nazis' gains were
continuing.)
2. The growing importance of
American aid to Britain and the belief that this nation was drawing
closer to actual participation.
3. Britain's growing mastery
over the German air force, plus the
ability of England to "take" the
worst the Nazi planes had to offer
and to carry the fight back across
the channel.
The fall of France, the low countries; German victories in the Balkans and Greece, bad. combined to
spread the conviction through more
distant points in,,Europe, Asia, Africa and South America, to say
nothing of the United States, that
JOHN L. LEWIS
nothing could stop Hitler.
An explanation teas demanded.
Talk with diplomats in Washington had revealed that this convic- without delay and satisfactorily extion had gone—replacing itself with plain the assessment, or that they
doubt.
would go on strike forthwith.
The monthly dues of the union
GERMANS:
members now had been 'boosted
Their Claims
from $1 a month to $1.50, and the
On the basis of German claims, miners were up in arms and the
the Russians faced a certainty of the union trouble within the union was
loss of Leningrad; also the certainty said to be spreading.
that the Russian oil fields in the
Caucasus would be reached and NAVY:
made a theater of war on the south.
The battle of the North Atlantic, Building Cruisers
they claimed, also was progressing
A new type of cruiser to chase
favorably, with half a dozen sink- Nazi raiders is under construction
ings reported since the President's for the navy, it had been revealed,
speech and action sending the navy *i report disclosing that work hac
in pursuit of Nazi raiders.
started on six ships, each 27,000 tons,
Washington announced no further of a type never before built.
losses after the Montana, but it
They are to be 17,000 tons heavier
•was hinted at the capital that such than any other cruisers now in the
reports might be withheld until a navy's possession, and only 8,000
considerable time after their occur- tons lighter than our heaviest
rence as "military secrets."
battleships.
The Nazis based their assertion
They were being built at Camon Leningrad on the fact that they den,
N. J., by the N. Y. Shipbuildhad reached the city's outer de- ing Corp.
fenses, that Leningraders were dyThey will bear the names 0
namiting buildings, and that the Alaska,
Hawaii, Guam, Philippines,
city was being subjected to steady Samoa and
Puerto Rico. The navy
air bombing and artillery fire.
all details concerning their
On the south, the Germans assert- withheld
ed two crossings had been made oi speed or armament.
the lower Dnieper, either cutting ALUMINUM:
Crimea off from the north or threatening to do so, and that though the A Critique
river was 1,000 to 2,000 yards wide,
Newspapers directed sharp criticonsiderable numbers of troops cism at part of the OPM when it
were passing over, with nothing be- was learned that of huge allocations
fore them in the way of natural made for the purpose of buildup
hazards until the Don river should plants to manufacture 600,000,001
be attained.
tons of aluminum a year; only one
The menace to the* Caucasus was site had been selected and not one
deemed imminent, and some saw plant had been placed even in con.
in,, this an explanation of Russian struction.
pressure on and criticism of BulThe original plan, outlined
garia, seeing hi the latter country OPM itself, had been to have the
a hop-off point for the sending oJ plants hi actual operation ^n
water-borne troops to the Caucasus April or May, when the shortage
region.
of the metal will become acute.
Instead, even if the work gets un
RUSSIANS:
der way now (which it is not) the
Painting a vastly different picture plants cannot be in production unti
of the battle, the Russians claitnec next fall at the earliest.
continued victories in the center
Records of the senate defense
over determined opposition, plus re- investigating committee revealec
ports that the Nazis, through losses that there had been a rift between
had been forced to withdraw half a Jesse Jones, RFC head, and Har
million men from France alone.'
old Ickes, fellow cabinet member
Far from accepting the loss o: over the sole contract which has
Leningrad as a matter of cost, the been signed—which gives the Alum
Russians told of retaking, an islanc inum Company of America the
in-Lake Ladoga from the Finns, am right to build plants that would proof the repulse of a German air am duce about half the estimated yield
water assault on the island^ of Oese
Power clauses in this contract are
ion* the coast of Estonia.
said,to be the nuarrel's basis.

HOOVER:
Looks at War

PICS
i&ECKUP
Washington, D. C.

The Midnight Beat
FEED SUPp;
Hollywood's star feud Is bet*egtt
SPIES IN CONSULATES
Vichy Ambassador Henry-Haye Chas. Beyer and Jean GabfaL It's
recently let out a loud wail^ about blazing higher than the BHffel Tower Follow Composition
newspaper reports charging him over the fate of France. ~—'-•
*"•"•" Best
and his staff with undercover pro- sympathies have been
Gaulle
from
the
start.
Axis activities.
««„.
GOT. Lehman, tflstders
It is possible that Henry-Haye
knows nothing about it, but govern- come out for O'Dwyer ,
ment authorities are in possession oi or LaGuardia ; . . In ai
evidence that Nazi agents are -on of O'Dwyer's support when,
Vichy consular staffs in this coun- ran against Dewey.
The British Gov't is
try. Also, that such agents nave
been installed in Hungarian consular have requested th* duke
not to "make a parade of
offices.
HERBERT HOOVER
clubs" while in New York
It
has
been
ascertained
that
sev"If hen Hitler collapses . . .
toward fulfilling'
eral weeks before Axis consulates to Canada.
'•request for a 6The legs featured in that hosiery
Some criticism of President were ordered expelled, Bertin,either
Roosevelt's foreign policy, especial- tipped off or anticipating thcroove, advert on the back cover of Ufe &**
"Jk Production"
emergency.
,
ly his latest steps, had been voiced quietly began shifting some of its long to Evelyn Carmel.
~~! a more re
Motion Picture and Screen Life;
by Herbert Hoover, former Presi- agents to Vichy and Hungarian conmags will marry with the January
dent, who still was inclined to "go sulates.
W«*^e^LS'
along with the administration" in
The Vichy consulate in Chicago, issue.
The Book-of-the-Month club will of- ration. Don't forget that
the chief issues.
headed by Raymond Imbault-Huart,
His own position on the war issues was one of those that suddenly had fer a dual selection in November: feed .will cost more this t,
on your supply Of com
was this:
a mysterious staff expansion. An- "Inside Latin America" by John
1. Build an impregnable defense. other was in the Hungarian consu- Gunther (Harper's) and "Young i barley.
composition
2. Give material aid to democ- late in Cleveland, directed by Louis Man of Caracas" by T. R. Ybarra
——•'— ——* —-o w5(5Q Bud pur
(Ives
Washburn).
racies.
Alexy.
Overheard: "Be careful of that kind which supply nuttier
3. Bulwark our freedom at home Two "investigators" were added
and conserve our strength for the to Imbault-Huart's staff early in guy—you're leading with your chin" lowest rate. • Sometimes t
stabilization of peace "when Hitler June. These men were an constant . . . - "Don't worry. He never is the cheapest per 100
the roost costly in the
collapses because of his own over contact with the Nazi consulate in punches that high."
Por example, suppose wwheats
"My
Little
Sunshine"
couldn't
be
reaching."
Chicago; in fact, they called there
His criticism of the President1! almost every day until the Nazi con- an oldie-called "My Little Rain- priced at $1.54 per 100 ^m
bean oil meal at $1.79 per j
policy was confined to the alleged sul departed in July. This was bow," could it?
violations of the Neutrality act, definitely established by Dies comLieut. Comdr. Arthur Godfrey re- linseed oil meal at $170
which Capitol Hill had said would mittee agents and from a former ports seeing this sign on a small Wheat bran contains 15
be the next target of the admin- member of the Vichy consular staff town highway: Every Car Going total, protein per loo, SO»D
40'pounds and linseed <
istration. He said:
hi Chicago, who resigned in disgust Through This Town at Sixty Miles meal
"President Roosevelt was right in after many years of service.
an Hour on Saturday Night Must 37 pounds, according to the fe
, HPyou divide the pounds <
protesting against the firing on U. S.
* • •
Have a Driver!
warships and the sinking of mer- THE PRESIDENT'S MOTHER
A major who was dropped by the tern into the cost per 100»
chantmen. But the policy of edging Sara Delano Roosevelt thought army not long ago for dilly-dallying you'll find that protein k\
our warships into danger zones, of the man to whom she proudly re- with local Nazzys—is now connected bran-T-the cheapest per 100 v
sending American merchant ships ferred to as "My son, the Presi- hi some way with the state dep't costs 10 cents a pound, in q
with contraband raises the most dent" was capable of doing anyNext thing on the market jjil be oil meal 4.5 cents a pound)
critifcal of all questions."
bottled
soda pop with a straw al- linseed oil meal 4.6 cents a j
thing he set his mind to; and the
ready
inside
and ready for use when Thus buying the soybean
President
would
have
done
anyNEW YbRK:
and. the linseed oil meaU.
'.
thing he could to satisfy her wishes. the bottle is opened.
the sake of variety since the!
Ex-U.
S.
Attorney
General
JackTraffic Jam
But one favor he could not grant,
approximately the sam<
With all the biggest ships hi the despite his high office. Because of son was the gov't official who ar- will be saved in the longi
ranged
the
swap
of
newspaper
men
merchant trade either on the bot- its intimate character, the story was
tom of the sea or tied up at their kept a secret by the few who. knew Allen and Hottelet for Nazi agents
Turkey Industry Is
docks, afraid to'venture out, it waa it, but now that the gracious mis- Zapp and Tonn.
T
The Herald Trib's revelations of
hard to believe that New York could tress of Hyde Park has passed on,
'
Expanding]
the
un-American
activities
here
by
be having a harbor traffic.jam.
it can be told.
New, features of the
Vichy
agents
probably
will
get
But such was the case when 104 During the Czechoslovak crisis
.ation include the pn
ships of all nationalities except in 1939, the President was confer- them expelled . . . How true is the heavy production of
buzz
that
New
Brunswick
(Nova
ScoItalian and German paraded into ring with advisers when a secretary
broilers this whiter and i
port within 36 hours, leaving scores interrupted with word that his moth- tia) has an unlimited supply Of gas the possibility of a
of them with nothing to do but to er was calling from New York. The —which is not eyen being usedT
Don't miss the newsreels of that storage: demand for
lie at anchor in the harbor, await- President picked up the phone, in10-gun
salvo (by night) during the year than last, and a :
ing a vacant' dock.
quired, "Yes, mother?"
U.
S.
S.
North Carolina tests at sea. storage demand for eggs 4
When one considered that an esti- Mrs. Roosevelt was in a state of One witness describes the flames as period ibf" flush prodi •"
mated 100 ships carried all the high excitement. There was some the kind "you see only in a tortured spring. The expanded i
lease-lend aid to Britain since the difficulty over a friend who had dream!"
broiler industry now i
plan was inaugurated, it gave an
idea of the immensity of the cargo
space represented in this merchant
flotilla arriving in one American
port on practically one business
day.

PARIS: ,
Reprisals
Typifying stories of unrest from
occupied Europe had been the tales
coming out of Paris of sniping of
citizens at Nazis, and of the executions of "hostages," military prisoners held by the German forces
of occupation.
The box score at one point stood:
Nazis, two dead and several wounded; "hostages," 13 shot by firing
squads—none wounded.
The second Nazi was shot to death
after the 13 had been executed, and
it had been expected that the
shooting of hostages would continue
At that point not, one of the alleged
actual assailants Bad been apprehended,
vj
The forces of unrest also had their
hostage, 20-year-old son of Lieut
Col. Alfred Herteaux, vice president
of the Vichy party.
Paris newspapers asked a woman
who saw the second Nazi fatally
wounded to come forward and help
the Germans with their investigation.
She is reported to have told a
subway ticket-taker she saw the
assassination. But she then disappeared and could not be found.
The man was shot the same day
that the 10 hostages were executed

come to this country from Europe.
He wanted to remain until he was
certain it would be safe for him to
return, but the state department was
refusing to grant an extension of his
visa. Couldn't the President do
something?
"I'm sorry, mother," he replied,
"but I'm afraid I can't help you on
this."
An excited buzz of conversation
came through the phone. It might
be dangerous for the friend to return. Wasn't the President the
highest official of the government
and couldn't he do something?
Roosevelt glanced helplessly at
those about him. Then, with a patient smile, he "again addressed the
phone.
"Mother," I he explained, 'it's
against the law."
This was one door even the President of the United States could not
open for his mother or anybody.

NO SUGAR SHORTAGE
Don't get alarmed about those rumors of an impending sugar shortage. The department of agriculture, which should know, isn't.
Official statistics show that there
is plenty of refined sugar for civilian
needs. Production in the next few
months, plus the reserve stocks of
beet and cane sugar refinersamounting to over 1,550,000 tonswill be more than enough to meet
consumer demands until the next
crop.
Only problem is what government
experts term "mal-location." Due
VERMONT:
to consumer hoarding, stocks in the
Goes to War
East are below normal, though rapidly bejng replenished from toe to£
That rugged individualist, Vermont, of all the states in the Union, heavy reserves of refineries in other
came to the conclusion that follow- sections chiefly the Gulf states
ing the President's address she is As a (fuuble precaution, the
now at war.
Both branches of the legislature
adopted a resolution declaring that
the United States had been in armed
conflict since the speech on the more than the quotas ann7unVed^
subject of naval action in the At- he beginning of the year and a mUlantic.
The approval of the resolution had
this immediate effect: it put into Some
operation a $10 monthly bonus for
all Vermonters in the U. S. army
navy -or marine corps.
A fund of $500,000 v/as set up for
and U.
this purpose.

^"SufS" "- *"- -p-

MISCELLANY:
,• !!*;, , ^ussian diplomatic famihes had left the city, and the possi.
bihty of a Russo-Bulgarian declaration of war had been considered im
minent.
Washington:
Senator Gillette.
Iowa, frequent Roosevelt critir
caused sensation by coming out to,
changes in the neutrality act to con
form to the White House

g
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The Private Papers
Of a Cub Reporter

On Page 428 of Lizzy DUIing's
"The Roosevelt Red Record and Its
Background," published in 1936, she
recites the "red" tainted-record of
Senator Wheeler. Testified Mrs.
Dilling: "Wheeler, Sen. Burton K.:
Montana, radical; 1931, 'Progressive' Conf.; ardent F.D.R. supporter; American Civil Liberties Union
Bill; called 'Socialist, I.W.W. Pacifist'; Vice. Pres. candidate with LaPoUette, 1924, on Socialist and Progressive tickets; resignation asked
during war because of his refusal to
prosecute radical slackers; . . ,
Signer of application for pardon of
Communist Party N. Y. District organizer, Chas.. Krumbein (Daily
Worker 9-635) . . . »
^
On Page 2 of her round table letter, dated March 21,1941, she speaks
of her Mothers' Crusade to Washington and her conferences with various Senators as follows: "Defenses
of me from the floor of Congress,
by fiery, patriotic Senators dark
and Wheeler are in the Congressional Record. Thank God we have
some fighters like these men representing real Americans hi Congress!"
The Story Tellers: By all means
read Walter,, Davenport's pen portrait of Leon Henderson in the Sent
6th Collier's. No man is doing more
for this country . . . T h e crisp
tempo of Faith Baldwin's piece in
the Oct. Cosmopolitan, is paced by
her opening line: "The Countess
was shooting craps"
Time's
report on the U. S. S. North Carohna s bing-bingjng made the thrills
dance on your vertebrae . . . Bertrand Russell pens his obituary in
Coronet and isn't, at all harsh with
himself. Recalling, mebbe, that it is
customary to speak well of the dead
8 has
i« Vi
n°rld J?1?,?
« ««>d
dep*t
to
"I Quote,"
the*smarter
excerpts
from the films and plays. The current batch, however, contains more
typewriter weeds than posies
1
Sob
2*2
*er°°care
** 0?
probably
doesn't
for^o
the 'Car'.
way
his neighbor, Jonathan Daniels.
"» «» ?* Nation) of hus^
for a -foreign power. "Bob,"
says Daniels, "has never yet been
passionately interested to any problem outside his own hide."
• • •-

Man About Town
Raymond Gram Swing's pilots
overshot Scotland and didn't dficover it until they were over Norway
when they fled back . . K you start
tor Britain via Overseas Airways
from Baltimore (a regular service)
and you don't make it-your tribe
collects insurance. If you fly there
m a bomber—no insurance.
'
'

is BO fond of JLaGuardia, don't
be surprised when he comes out for
t
night before
the polls ooeo.

prices of chickens, docbi
keys at all times of tt*i».'
There was a time wtate
sold in early spring for tmtoj
times the price of fowl, t '
are practically, on a
basis. Approximately
commercial broilers aiei
annually, and marketed!
'round. Areas of larger
include Arkansas, Califon
ware,'Indiana, Maryland,"
England states, and Viijf
production of ducks atotl
pending and competing i
Ducks commonly are pnaj
that producers complain I
profit is in the sale of the J
Sensational, of course,]
the expansion of the
try, California this
placed Texas as the
ducing state; and Mir
nearly ;3,000,000 birds
year, Is a close runne
producing between 1,
2,000,000 turkeys include I
Missouri, North Dakota, W
Virginia, Oklahoma, Vf 1 >
The'IftW turkey cropo'
32,OQO,000 birds was the
est on record, but the
upon price may be off
proved consumer demand-
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Accepts 1936 Election Returns
Continue Supreme Court Battle
, specia] arrangement with Cooler's Weekly and Western Newsbajion this newsifcpw .presents to .condensed form a series of ancles a new jydge would be appointed.
The old judge could retire on
"ident Boosev*IfrtO*flntIy,app««ring in that magazine
full salary for life, if he wished. If
he preferred not to retire, he might
[THE FIGHT GOES ON
tuminous coal act, the National In- continue to remain on the bench;
toatrialJRecovery act, the New York but he would be counterbalanced
onstitntion rtf«vt*ta"
minimum wage act, and decide just there by the new man who had had
what
we could do in the future for an active contact with life about
[franklin D. Roosevelt the exploited
laboring man and him.
woman; or what we could dp in the
Time and again during the fight, I
way of flood control and drouth con- made it clear that my chief concern
trol; or what we could do in all the was with the objective—namely, a
other fields where we had promised modernized judiciary that would
H is the second, h»lf of the
for the blind and look at modern problems through
dent's own stof? 4* the fight progress—help
crippled,
unemployment
insurance modern glasses. The exact kind of
and
Dnpremc court rjefonn. It is
.?W
age'jiensions,
total
abolition legislative method to accomplish the
I Of the newly Wtitt«a Intro- of child labor, protection against
objective was not important. I was
series to a forthcoming nopolies, building decent housingmofor willing to accept any method proof bis State, Papers.
the lowest income groups, slum posed which would accomplish that
eradication, cheaper electricity, in- ultimate objective — constitutionaltelligent handling of industrial dis- ly and quickly. I received, however,
-WJL?88,, came the putes through collective bargaining, no reasonable guarantee or assursidential ana congressional minimum vrages—maximum hours. ance that some other definite methtctions. It was a hard-fought
This challenge of a third of a na- od would obtain congressional apfeign, in which the. Issue was tion ill-clad, ill-housed, ill-nourished, proval. Rumors of compromise were
I without reserve, In which no was still with us; and we seemed to plenty; but never a definite agree>s were pulled. The issue was be without the necessary weapons to ment or offer. Furthermore, it was
Le one—the «ew Deal, its ob- meet the challenge.
clear that the opponents of the plan
(
is, its methods, its future pfosuggested by me would never be
Court Blocks Progress.
The opposition pointed to
The reactionary members of the able to agree among themselves on
as the only-obstacle which court had apparently determined to a plan of their own. And IJie best
„„„ in our, TOttfe 0* **& other remain on the bench as long as life legislative advice which I could get
I made it, clear ijhat, if re- continued—for the sole purpose of from the congressional leaders was
I, I intended^to continue to blocking any program of reform. that my own suggestion would ultilarder andjhqrder for our ob- This was nothing new in our nation- mately be approved.
3, in order .remarry out the al life. The same thing had hapNo Compromise Offered.
the people, jlljhi spirit of the pened in earlier days of our hisThat is the reason why no so-called
iratic cairjpaign /was ex- tory; it had happened during Presi- compromise
was ever submitted by
in my speecht at Madison dent Wilson's administration. It was
to the congress; that is why it
. Garden i|V"Hew Yotk.City, happening again. These men me
was necessary to persist in the plan
tober 31, 1938: that for all our seemed to have a definite mission in originally proposed. Had any satis<<JO*.IM. Qjfl gj. life—to block our social and economfactory compromise been definitely
been blocWd b> the Supreme ic-progress; and, dedicated to that offered which would have been ef-
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TKe nine Supreme Court Judges shown here, constitute the present sitting members of the high U. S.
tribunal, -four and one-half years after the date
Mr. Roosevelt first presented his plan for Supreme
Court reform. During the intervening years, death
and retirements took a hand in the bitter controversy, removing seven of the nine members,
thvfc further aiding the President's hand, who replaced them with jurists more heavily clothed in
liberalism, and with sympathies more in line with
the progressive ideotogy^doctrines of the New Deal.
f

Q
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ire had "only just begun to mission, they clung to thjeir places.
Although it had become, on the av(lection returns of 1936 left erage, the most aged court in our
bm for doubt as to Whether history, although six justices had
pie of the United States want- passed the age of 70, not a single
fight to continue. Forty-six vacancy had occurred during my
[out of the 48 voted for the first term in office. The bench had
i>eal. The popular vote for been created almost entirely by apt Deal was SW,50Q3)00 votes— pointments by conservative Presiurality of over 10,000,000 votes dents; and it was now continually
passing economic and political judghe 45,000,000 cast,
almost month by month, on
[returned to Washington after ments,
a liberal program of recovery and
day, I knew that the great
its and the great newspapers teform.
Time would not allow us to wait
| had opposed my re-election
for vacancies. Things were happen" by violently attacking the ing, NOW!
and objectives of the last
That same element of time was
•ears, were all ready and set also most important in considering
{to transfer the scene of bat- the question of passing a constitutionthe legislative balls to the al amendment to meet the court
[room. Defeat at the polls crisis. I considered that remedy
[never deter them from seek- very carefully—and rejected it. The
late victory from the.courts. program of the New Deal involved
{Dictatorships Growing.
the roost controversial social quesact, many of the later New tions^ in the last 75 years of our hismeasures were already even tory. Tremendous interests were at
orking their way up to the Su- stake—interests which would hesi! court: the social security act, tate at nothing to gain their ends.
I labor i relations act, the It would only be necessary to preutility holding company act. vent ratification in 13 states }n or[ Problem was a simple one to der to block any proposed amendan almost impossible one ment^ the Constitution. I knew
how long it would take to get the
approval of 38 states. I had seen
{stand still was to invite dis- the long year-after-year ordeal of
Across the seas, democra- the proposed child labor amendid even then been yielding ment, which involved opposition
|to dictatorships, because they which was only picayune in comyoven too weak or too slow to parison with the intrenched antagI the wants of their citizens. onism to the new social programforces in our day gather Nol It would take.years..and years
ay with ever - increasing to net a constitutional amendment
It would h«V«» b«en danger- which would meet our difficulties.
t block too long the Just and Time was too pressing for that.
pressure of human
Retire Members at 70.
, l was hard to read fhe opln"e courf
'"" • - • - • - act and «ay what we
to be able to do for the
Or the opinions outlawing
f»iroad retirement act, the bi•

•-

—— i tr i

The plan which I finally proposed
nrovided for a continuous and recurrent addition of new blood, new
vigor, new experience, and new outlook. For, under my plan, as soon
as a judge reached the age of 70,

•— -

N States Chijldren Voice Tastes and Opinions in Poll
ot chjidreQf 8 to J3 „„ of
P»ducted.'bar
Wiliiwn f. Reed,
i«. anufacturer:vheiw»,- reveals
resting, amMrfo* and starers. * TOe?&estionnaire
lot n to y°wagaters in all secI ' the country, whose parents'
.s represented all income
determine the tastes
of the average' 1941

One boy offered anything in the
world to defeat Hitler, except, "My
mom, dad and dog." Isolationists
jTrTng the children were outnumbered 11 to 1.
.
t.
'Nearest and dearest question, to
the children no doubt was the one
relating to their favorite candy flavor Chocolate led with 22 per cen ,
butterscotch second with 16 per cent,
followed by caramel, cherry, peppermint, orange, and vanilla.

fit nicely into the entire design.
We call it the perfect frock for
household wear. And a frock for
maternity wear too, because of the
expandable waistline.
•
* * *

The Private Papej-t
Of a Cub Reporter
Eddie Dowllng, the star of "Time
of Your Life" and other plays, is
an intimate of the President, Not
long ago Eddie brought some Broadway entertainers to amuse White
Souse guests. Among the stars'was
Giovanni, the delightful pickpocket
. . Giovanni, as almost any Broadwayfarer can assure you,N is so
jood at his business—he can remove
your vest without your suspecting it
. . . At any rate, .the President
was vastly amused. He suggested
hat Giovanni get the gun from a
White *touse guard's holster . . .
3ut every tune Giovanni approached
he Secret Service man—the latter
backed away, saying: "Nh-nh. Not
me, please!' . . . When FDR later
asked Dowling: "Did he get that
guard's gun yet?" Eddie explained
how the guard was hep to- matters
and wouldn't be sociable . . . "If
rou engaged him in conversation,
Mr. President," suggested Eddie,
Giovanni would have > his gun in
four seconds!" . . . "Do you know,"
whispered Mr. Roosevelt, "that even
the President of the United States
hasn't the authority to get that man
away from that door?"
Secret service men have only one
joss—congress.
Why Historians Go Wrong Dep't:
\fter the Roosevelt-Churchill meetng at sea, one of the weekly news
digests reported that FDR and Winston met for five days and not three
days as reported almost everywhere.
A Washington colyumist told us
that "five days" is wrong—"they
met for three days" . . . "How do
you know?" we asked the colyumer. "You weren't there!" . . .
That's right," he said, "but I got
that fact from a feller who happened to be on the trip—Averill Harriman!" . . . Back in New York
we confronted the magazine man
. . "Why did you report it was
Sve days," we asked, "when Averill Harriman who was there ought
to know?" . . . "I don't know anything about Mr. Harriman's accuracy," was the reply, "but we got our
info from one who was also on the
trip—FDR's doctor!"
John Gunther's new book (due
shortly) has been named "Inside
Latin America," but M. Schuster,
the publisher, suggested: "The Almanac de Gunther" . . . Mack
Gordon, the song-writer, is doing a
book on his common-sense diet. ,He
calls it: "The First 100 Pounds Are
the Hardest" . . . Gordon went
from 322 to 220 in one year—by eating ...
Louise Atwill overheard
a catty1 crack about herself - • .
"Where d you get that?" she fang'd.
"Over the Sourgrape Vine?"

New York Heartbeat
The Big Parade: Nancy Kelly of
fective in attaining the objective, the Moom-Pitchers, .strutting south
and which would have been capable on Madison Ave. in a shapoh made
of quick passage, it would have been of fresh vegetables . . . Ingrid
Bergman, the tough gamin of "Jekaccepted by me.
Events happened in the midst of yll and Hyde," feeding the pigeons
the fight to becloud the chief issue. in the park . . . S. Jay Kaufman,
There was first, the retirement of who says Beatrice Lillie has canJustice Van Devanter in June, 1937. celled her passage to here five times.
Some have said that it was strate- "I want to come," she cables, "but
gically timed; but of course that is my heart won't let me."
incapable of proof at the present
Sallies in Our Alley: Pancho, the
time. There came, then, the death Riviera's
maestro, tells about the
of Senator Robinson, the senate draftee who
deferment after
Democratic leader of the members he convinced won
the medico that evin favor of the plan.
erything he looked at seemed
Supreme Court Yields.
blurred. Two hours later, coming
But the startling fact which did out of a movie, he bumped into the
more than anything else to bring medico, who glared and glared.. "I
about the defeat of the plan in the begya pardon," said the poker-faced
halls of the congress, was a clear- draftee, "but can you please tell me
cut victory on the bench of the court if this is ' the right bus to New
for the objectives of the fight. The York?"
court yielded. The court changed.
Memos of a Midnighter: A, WoollThe court began to interpret the
Constitution instead of torturing it. cott .will play himself in "Babes in
It was still the same court, with Arms" (Rooney and GarlandK In
the same justices. No new appoint- the foreword tt> the film—an MGMer
ments had been made. And yet, . . . Harper's will publish Jay Albeginning shortly after the message len's book, his first, which he exof February 5, 1937, what a change! pects to write in six weeks. A honey
Whether this change came as a of a name: "My Trouble With Hitresult of the election returns of 1936, ler" . . . Ed Murrow is expected
whether it came as a result of my back from London in mid-Nov.
message, whether it came as a re- Shirer may sub for him there . . .
Finnish Minister Hjalmar Procope
sult of public discussion during the is
Finland's White Paper
course of the flght, or a combination duereadying
month . . . Procope is the
of all these—those are important only this
who looks like one
questions for the later historians of . . . Ambassador
A Bund att'y will be in another
the period. These need not be dis- jam next
week when he is indicted
cussed here.
on charges of forging a divorce . . .
On March 29, 1937, the court com- There
will be an entirely new gampletely reversed itself on the consti- bling syndicate
in Miami this seatutional power of a state to pass a son . . . Bob Feller
expects to be
minimum wage law for women. Just drafted by mid-October,
fans fear
nine months after denying this pow- . . . The voice of the harp
Diser to the states, the court unequivo- ney's new hit, ''Dumbo," isinZaSu
cally decided, five to four, to up- Pitts'.
hold the power; and, in so many
words, it expressly overruled its
Broadway Byron Says: She's Got
earlier contrary decisions and thus a You in the Hollow of Her Hand
new interpretation was placed on when You've Got Her in the Hollow
the doctrine of freedom of contract. of Your Head.
It was not until after the end of
the judicial term in June, 1937, that
Broadway Smalltalk: Ben Bernie
a single vacancy on the court actu- got his new CBS program when he
ally occurred. The about-face in the met Mr. Wrigley, who said: "What
decisions of the court had come are you doing these days?". . . .
from the vWy same personnel that "Nothing," said Ben gloomily . . .
had been on the court since my first "Well, how about working for me?"
inauguration. The victory, there- said the choongum man, and now
fore, cannot be attributed to the new he's on five nigflts weekly . . . P a u l
justices. It was rather a realiza- Ash has a good idea: Turn old lition by one or two members of the cense plates over to the gov't for
court that the court had exceeded scrap metal. There were over 31,its powers, that it had strayed away 000,000 cars registered last year.
from the Constitution itself, and thai Each pair of plates averages two
the liberal minority of the court had Ibs. If all car owners did their
been correct in its conclusions.
duty—that'd be 82,000.000 Ibs.

Pattern No. 8991 te In slzei U to »;
40 and 48. Size 16 takes 4% yard* 39-Inch
material. Four yardi rlc rac. Full directions for sewing are Included in a saw
chart which comes with the pattern.
Tor this attractive pattern send your order to:
SEWING CIECLE PATTERN DEFT.
Boom 1324
i
311 W. Wacker Dr.
Chleafo.
Enclose IS cent* In coins (or
Pattern No ............... Size
........
Address.

Doctor Solves Mystery
Of Missing Sweet Peas
An absent-minded woman had
insisted upon being operated on
for appendicitis.
Some time after her recovery
she asked her doctor if he would
mind telling her what he had found
in her appendix.
"Well," said the doctor, "I may
as well admit that yours was the
most extraordinary case I have
ever handled. I never found anything like it In an appendix before.
You will hardly believe it, but I
found several small hard seeds."
"Oh," said the woman, "that accounts for our having no sweet
peas this year. I must have sown
the pills."

8991
straight lines from shoulLONG
der to hem give this simple

frock slenderizing lines. Furthermore, you nip in the waistline by
means of side sashes which tie in
back. It's a cool frock too, cut
with short kimono sleeves. A
neat, convenient pair of pockets

King 'Tut'

FOR SfteW WOTIN6.
HE INVENTED THE
FltST

j

King "Tut" was an Egyptian
Pharaoh, known as Tutankhamun
or Tutankhaten, who ascended the
Egyptian throne about 1358 B. C.
He ruled at Thebes, the old
we 0ertBe>vwyip TREAT
Egyptian capital and the site of
we TO IACK OF
his tomb, after a schism between
PO*K •BULK" (N THE PET £ 1Q
two religious factions forced him
coaaecr we ctox OF we
out of the new capital at AkhetalROU0l£WnHAI
ten. Atenism, the cult of the sun's
Ce&UyMEUM
disk, espoused by his predecessor
AUr0K*tf...EAr
and father-in-law, was given up
during his reign for a return to
the old orthodox Egyptian worOFWMTEK.
ship. He is believed to have died
about the age of 18. The curse of
death laid upon anyone entering
lis tomb made him famous. ArEnvoys of Soul
cheologlsts opened the tomb in
Words are the soul's ambassa1923, and again in 1926.
dors.—Howell.

A CYCLE Of HUMAN BIUERMINJ
VERTISING gives you-new ideas,
and also makes them available
to you at economical cost. As these
new ideas become more accepted,
prices go down. As prices go down,
more persons enjoy new ideas. It
is a cycle of human betterment, and
it starts with the printed words
of a newspaper advertisement.

A

JOIN THE CIRCLE

o

READ THE ADS

THE ANITA TRIBUNE, TtttJSsDAY, SEPTEMBER 18,1941.

Horm

Found By Former Anita Boy

The eight teachers who taught last
-year in the Anita public schools entertained the seveh new teachers at
a 6:80 o'clock dinner Tuesday evening at the home of 'Miss Ermine Brown
south of here. Mrs. M. M. Feller, Mrs.
Cecil Merchant and Mrs. Allen Colbert were additional guests. A social
evening was spent by those present.

H: ,'

*'••»*,

CLOSE OUTS

Mrs. Dick Dement, Mrs. Azel S.
Ames, Mrs. Wayne Jewett and Mrs.
Emmet Wilson entertained twenty
women Thursday afternoon at the Dement home at a stork, shower in honor
of Mrs. Carl.Shultz. Mrs. Rex Miller
and Miss Vera B. Hook were the winner of two contests put on during
the afternoon. A lunch was served by
the hostesses.
Mrs. Emma Burns and 'Mrs. W. H.
Wagner were hostesses to the members of the W. P. G. club at a 12:30
('clock dinner Friday at the home of
Mrs. Burns. Eight members and four
visitors, Mrs. Maggie Long of Mayitta, Kan., Mrs. Peter Voorhees of
5es Moines, Mrs. Roberta Calkins and
Miss Vera B. Sbok, were present. The
women spent the afternoon with hand
work.
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•from the
|has equjp;
above,
jek by «•
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fpr which
'»;horned toad,
in Newton
Biggs, 13, inset
£8'of Anita,
I. A.

Mrs. J. D. McDermott entertained
:he members of, her Birthday club
Thursday by taking them to the Conwho is making his home with his sister . thought it may have.been a pet which gregational church for dinner. There
and brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Don was brought to Newton from a westwere ten members and three visitors,
Thomas in Newton.
Mrs. Peter Voorhees of Des (Moines,
The toad was found in the drive- ern state, where they usually inhabit,
Mrs. James. McDermott and Mrs. Cora
way at the Thomas -home and it is and was lost.
Stoodt, present. Following the dinner,
the women spent the afternoon at the
home of Mrs. Isabelle Daugherty
quilting.

VAGABOND"

REEL NEWS

The popularity of the Anita theatre's
Take-a-Chance night is growing. Last
week's audience was well pleased with
Errol Flynn in, "Footsteps in the
Dark." This week's show, today and
Thursday, will bring to the screen two
of the screen favorites in a big romantic outdoor story. It's the biggest dime's worth in entertainment
today.

The members of the O. D. O. club
met Wednesday afternoon at the home
of Mrs. Mary Rydl north of here. A
o'clock dinner was served by the
hostess. All the members were present, together with one visitor, Mrs.
Harry Wedemeyer. The contests put
on during the afternoon were won by
Mrs. Carl Nieman and Mrs. Marinus
Jensen. Mrs. Joe Rydl, Jr., will be
hostess at the next meeting of the
club on Oct. 8.

WE ARE CLOSING OUT THIS YEAR'S
PATTERNS OF WALLPAPER TO MAKE
ROOM FOR 1942 PATTERNS.
WITH PRICES OF PAPER IN ALL
LINES ADVANCING, IT IS AN EXCELLENT TIME TO BUY YOUR PAPER FOR
SPRING.
Lowest Prices on Nationally Advertised Products

BON GERS
We Deliver

(The Rexall Store)

A special meeting of Obedience
,odge,'No. 380, A. F. & A. M. was
icjd. at the Masonic Temple Tuesday
vening. Work in the Master Mason
egree was conferred upon a candiHigh School Library Modernized.
ate. A lunch was served at the close
The platform in the high school as- if the meeting.
sembly has been removed and book
shelves installed across the front of
the room. The books have been classi- A Citizenship club has been organfied and marked following the Dewey zed by the pupils at Lincoln No. 8
Decimal system. This makes the which is taught by Miss Mabel HSghbooks of the library much more ac- ey. The club will meet once a" week.
Officers of the club are Yvonne Laartz,
cessable to the student and provides
iresident and Marlene Laartz, secre"an atmosphere more favorable for ;ary and treasurer.
reading. The magazines are displayed in a rack for that purpose. Two
reading tables have been provided. The Square Deal 4-H club met Friday eVening at the home of Eldred
>
etersen. There were eight members
First P. T. A. Meeting.
The first P. T. A. meeting of the and two visitors, Mrs. Rowley Pollock
year will be held Thursday evening and Mrs. Merle Denne, present. Folin the high school auditorium. High- owing the business meeting -a lunch
light of the meeting is the reception was served by the host's mother. Billy
for the teachers. There are seven ting will be host at the next meeting
new ones this year. The meeting is of the club on Oct. 3.
scheduled for 8:00 p. m. There will
>e a meeting of the exexcutive council
at 7:30.

ANITA SCHOOL NEWS

Come on, Autry fans, Gene will be
that a real stampede began. There
The members of the D. D. pinochle
here Friday and Saturday
in his latis still a lot of it up here, but further est
""" ."""* """ ™UBV" ""_.
club were guests of Mrs. Dan Spiker
dred years ago a letter leav- =„„*>, lies
ii.. ™i,.V *E
.1 *. uc
v,«
six-gun action story, "The Singis ,v.«'
believed
~u». y- what
™ '=
"""«" to
- be ing Hill." Smiley Burnette and Mary at her home in Anita Wednesday afterdistrict f6r Vancpuyer-r-act- the
greatest undeveloped gold country * _ ... „* o ... a ,._
. noon. Other guests, besides the memLee are with Gene. It's a different
I mfles due west—had to make in the world.
bers, were Miss Lulu Alvord and Mrs. School Carnival.
that sounds fantastic. It Half of Idaho is forest land, pos- kind of story, but has a full quota of Keith Ohadwick. High score honors Flans are now being made for the
all the way south and east sessing more National Forest area songs and as usual Frog has a new for the afternoon were held by Mlrs. 11-school carnival which will be held
: Cruz, across Mexico to the than any other state. Thr:e-quarters bag of tricks in the comedy line.
Frank Kramer and Mrs. Homer Mill- on Oct. 10.
* • •
that ocean to the Hawai- of its eighty-one billions of feet of
bollin was runner-up. A lunch was
* *
.-,
. « t_
i
i
i
A
•**• new
*icvv team
^taiii uj.
of popular
uuuu^ax movie
uiv v ic stars
oue*j.a
lay Lewis Friday.
Dds, and then, with, luck, it old-growth
timber vstands up here make
. their
,, . wa to. the
*, Anita
. ., screen served by the hostess. Mrs.' H. J.
eastward to Vancouver around
„ *„,! Coeur
n™,,, d'Alene.
j.AiJL
i, 0 , -, , y , _, , _, . Chadwick entertains the club at its The Anita high school football team
. ,
, . ., ,. ,
. . „ Sunday, Monday and Tuesday. Clark next meeting on Sept. 24.
ourneys to Lewis Friday afternoon
ae of the few vessels ply- _
This town has thefirstmunidpally- Qable ^ ^^ ^^
where they will meet the Lewis eleven
| route 'in those days.
owned airport in the U. S, which adyenture drama that ig ftg new as
Lincoln township teachers organ- on the tatter's gridiron. ...
of this circuitous" path isn't strange when you consider the
,<Th Met fa Bom.
g headH
ized
recently for the coming school
\ beautiful mountains, lakes town's location. The Panhandle ,s
, GMe,s ^ .g mt ^ sm
year at a meeting held at Lincoln Teachers Meeting.
that were disheartening still pretty much cut off from the fm. him ftg a two.fisted man of action<
No.. 2 which is taught by Miss Bertha The teachers in the Anita public
|then but are admired by south by mountains and rivers. An ^
ag
Q
Mae Johnson. Election of officers schools will attend a county meeting
the Panhandle today,
east-west railroad came through here assumeg
'
nonchalance the were as follows: Miss Hazel Schoen- of town teachers at the high school
^
hose early stumbling blocks in 1880, ten years after Idaho became
rf
a c-eyer modem crook
auditorium in Atlantic this (Wednes^^ RogaK bohm, president .and Miss Virginia day)
asidered to be the filth most our 43rd. state, but, even now only.. fa smart ^
evening. Rabbi Goldstein of
Shaver, secretary-treasurer. Plans
J»lake in the world. It is the highways run southward, and few of md Rusgell forsakes her zany roles to
Omaha
is the featured speaker at
were made for the year, following
beet of water that gives this tnem.. ,
. . invest her versatile talents in the un- which a lunch was served. Virgil the meeting.
rf & female Raff,eg and
Idaho town its name. Hav- The name Coeur d Alene wa3 that
Wolf, teacHer at Lincoln No. 1, will
come out of the Canadian of local Indians, who were 1ujte! matches her cleverness with Gable's be host at the next meeting of the The Past Matrons club was entertained Monday afternoon by Mrs.
where they grow a pretty peaceful up until 1858, when they fin-'
story is essentially vita: teachers on Oct. 13.
E.
W. Holmes and Mrs. Ed. L. Newton
lety of lakes too, I can still ally rose up to strike back at the in- action drama, its twin bheme of roat
the home of the former. There
ith Coeur d'Alene Lake's vaders of their lands. The upris- mance is deftly developed as the play
The members of the S. 0. S. club
were
seventeen members and two visiting was put down, but it was as "a*e
ation.
•'. .
/
smashin? dimax in met Thursday afternoon at the home
ors,
Mrs.
H. P. Ziegler *bf Atlantic
at
1878
before
the
Coeur
d'Alene
consually tranquil surface has a
of Mrs. A. C. Holmes southwest of
Gable >eturns to tne service
and
Mrs.
M.
B. Rogers of Massena,
habit of catching and holding sented to occupy the reservation that ftnd dong & uniform Later he acquits here. There were eleven members
present.
Roll
call was, "How and
[sunlight in places. Surround- had been set aside for them. Only himself heroically and redeems his and five visitors present. The ladies
I honoj. fln(j the ,a<Jy of his heart It spent the afternoon embroidering tea Where You Spent Your Vacation?"
flow and densely wooded hills, 627 Indians are left on it today.
But the Indians aren't the only .g & smashing action nlm with thrills towels, following which a lunch was A lunch was served by the hostesses.
lapping right up, to this very
served by the hostess. It was de[town, whose 8,?97 inhabitants things dying out up here. Among
ag «Boomtown...
Vgay water-regatta, complete | the most notable are the rutted, almost, A gpecial added feature to the pro- cided at the meeting to hold a club
bat races .and log-rolling, every impassable roads of Idaho. The state ^^ ^ & ngw ventu,.e into tn j rd di- ' picnic at Sunnyside park in Atlantic
WHEN ANIMALS
could boast of but fiive miles of paved
s.on movies wjth the subject> i on Sept. 21. The next meeting of
j of July,
DIE
!
Now
'j.. Third Dimensional Murder." Special the club will be on Sept. 25 at the
town got its start from min- highway as recently as 1920.
We will pick them up
lumber activities—still very of Idaho's 4,800 miles of roadways, lenseg ^m be ioane(j to the audience home of Mrs. Raynor Holland.
promptly.
it around here—but has gone only 800 remain unimproved. Traffic to witness this sc i ent j n c exhibition,
The members of the Silver Threat
i for agriculture OJE late. It is and mail, have an easier time of it now, , which empioys a vast departure from
New
steel water tight
club were guests of Mlrs. Bemarc
enter of an area rich in mineral as developments continue in a state |ordjnary photography.
body
at
your service.
Houchin
one
day
last
week
at
her
home
Gold was first discovered that is a vertible storehouse of un- •
south
of
here.
There
were
thirteen
Harold Winder, visited in Anita SatPhone 257
1860,-"but is wasn't until 1884 developed wealth.
urday at the home of his parents, Mr. members and three visitors, Mrs. Ella
WAGNER FILLING STATION
Worthing, Mrs. Dave Weaver and Miss
and Mrs. C. T. Winder.
"Trailer Vagabond" Is Sponsored and Appears In This Paper
Margaret Anderson, present. Mrs.
ANITA, IOWA
Through the Courtesy of
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Dement an- Ralph Nichols received high and Mrs.
['Alene, Idaho
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SEE SAMPLES OF THESE
CARDS AT TRIBUNE
OFFICE TODAY

WAGNER'S FILLING STATION

Anita; Iow»

TEXACO PRODUCTS

Ph<«* 257

tol.rifr.
who is
Arthur James was called to
. fW. P. Barrett, who
,s working
womng
Monday aJt£mopn by the ser- Council Bluffs, spent the week end at
.... .*.heather.
S?..
u,_t,—
A.if.
his
home„:.
in Anita.
E^of
^

^7

•

tei In Atlantic
Be Sure To Visit

Hutchinson's Jewelry
Store
e Carry a Complete Line of Jewelry,
Silverware, Glassware, Dinnerware
and Leather Goods
Expert Watcli Repairing a Specialty

The women also
take lace on
P
for the ho.stess during the
afternoon. A lunch was served by
been employed at the the
PI nt here Mr Terahostess. Miss Mfcrie Tierney enf
^hor
in
thP
'
Anita
Itertains
the club at its next meeting
0
berry was a teacher in tne Anna i
schoo'.s during the second semester on. Oct. a.
last year and at present is employed The presidents and secretaries of
by the Stanley Engineering Co. at ic Atlantic, Cumberland, Griswold
M.uscatine.
and Anita American Legion Auxiliary
Slln. meyer.

The newly organized Home and'chapters were entertained at a one
Garden Club, a division of the Anita \ o'clock luncheon Thursday afternoon
Federated Woman's Club, will hold its at the home of Mrs. W, T. Biggs, Cass
first meeting in the agriculture class county president, on West Mam Street,
room at the high school next Monday A school of instruction was conducted
afternoon at 2 o'clock. Mrs. H. G. following the luncheon. Those in atBelsheim
emu will,
wm, tendance
i.«=i««»«".i. at
„.- the
...... meeting
„ were: Mrs.
Belsheim, president 01
of me
the club
sneak on the aims and accomplishments Troy C. Fisher, Cass county vice
of the Woman's Federated Clubs of, president, Mrs. Jake White and Mrs.
Iowa Mrs Mamie Malcom will pre- Walter Wright, Atlantic; Mrs. Bert
sent the lesson, "Selecting the Garden Lee and Mrs. Peter Scott, Jr., Cumberand Mrs. Harley Miller will! land; Mrs. Joel Boone and Mrs. Fred
have an article 'on, "Autumn Splend- Walkinshaw, Griswold; and Mrs. Faye
or," which will deal with the beauty Holliday and Mrs. John Mehlmann,
spots around Anita. Roll call will Anita. Other guests were: Mrs. G. M.
be the name of a flower or tree men- DeCamp, past county president and
tioned in the Bible. An open forum past chairman of national defense for
will close the business meeting1. Any the state of Iowa; Mrs. Floyd Dement,
woman in this community who is inter- past 'cb\lnty and district president;
and Mrs. George
ested in growing
en- -—
esteu
growing plants
IM»I»M or
«• finds
••««"•.«•"
~ Smither. The" first
,,
joy merit in nature study is cordially I county meeting this,fall will be held
invited to attend this meeting.
in Atlantic on Oct. 8.

48-inch Lath Cribbing
, — Buy Paint Now —
THE FARMERS COOP.
)

C. F. DARROW, Manager

.

With the Present Price of

Beef and Pork

It Is Advisable to Rent
a
t

Locker

— A SURE WAY TO ECONOMIZE —

Miller's
Lockers
ANITA - WIOTA - CUMBERLAND
THERE IS ONR NEAR YOU
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ANOTHER:

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

By HAROLD L. LUNDQUIST, v. D.

By VIRGINIA VALE

(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

: A DATE FOB LUNCH
<See Recipes Below)
FALL LUNCHEON
. THIS WEEK'S MENU
r-^™ji^ackl«and
favorite flower, .the chrysan•Creamed Fillet of Flounder
h, sths in *Jtt> sweet smelling
With Mushrooms
land ifirait tmngs heavy and
Green Beans
Corn on Cob
I the trees—do FOOT thoughts
•Orange Honey Bread
|luncheons and bridge?
Green Salad
_, do, prepare to.. have one
Peach Sundae
Crisp Cookies
|ng as your theme the leaves,
Coffee
fruits or flowers •Recipe Given
that fall has to of^
f er as a welcome
change from
summer lunch- ronen confess to. an extraordinary
eons you may nterest in rolls, bread and muffins.
have had, If you lere's a bread which highlights a
axe having a pre- uhcheoh perfectly and whose orlunoheon bridge, ange flavor gives just the right touch
try carrying out of piquancy to the meal:
| theme on the bridge tables
*Orange Honey Bread.
Jail vases of fall flowers, in
(Makes 1 loaf)
and decorations. Favors
3
tablespoons
shortening
1 using the autumn theme
1 cup'honey
may be wrapped in the
1 egg, well beaten
fall shades or tied with
1% tablespoons grated orange
! that color.
rind
ver you do; haye your tables
2% cups flour
iciaUy the centerpiece stun2% teaspoons baking powder
pugh to stimulate interest
% teaspoon soda
mrsation. It'll make lunch% cup orange juice
.bridge afterwards a real
% cup chopped walnuts.
[and star you as a smart
Cream the. shortening until light,
then add honey gradually, and conthe orariges and yellow tinue beating unluncheon, picking it up til well blended.
| there in this dish and thatStir in .the egg
> of green to heighten in- and the. grated
i something-, unusual in the orange rind. Sift
by having a frozen or the dry ingredi|i fuieUightiy creamed and ents together sevtied. Simple to fix, a eral times, then
Ibehold, yet delicate to add .them alter|s your main dish: v
nately with the
i'Fillet of Flounder With orange juice. Stir
Mushrooms,
in the walnuts.
Pour the batter
:s quick frozen fillet of
into a well-greased loaf pan and
cooked or
let stand 20 minutes before putting
cooked -fish
t fish liquor or light cream into oven. Bake in a slow (325-degree) oven for 1 hour or until wel]
i sliced mushrooms
done when a toothpick comes oul
oons butter
clean. If desired, % cup of candied
ohs 'flour
orange peel may be added to the
pepper
batter to give, additional flavor, or
frozen flounder, cook in may^be substituted for the nuts..
I shall pass lightly over the suba, adding l.cup boiling wateaspoon salt, and cook ject of salads. Ours today follow
er; /-If using cooked fish, nearly the same pattern as recipes
[it is well drained, .Flake printed in old cookbooks. But
pk mushrooms hi butter, un- would like to give you a recipe fo'r
I browned, add* flour. Add a dressing. Used on a salad oj
or and cream, gradually bard-cooked eggs, lettuce, chopped
Constantly and cook until onions and sliced radishes it's tops.
"fishand seasoning, serve Rub the yolks of two hard-cooked
toast or in patty eggs together with 1 tablespoon of
rinkle with paprika. Gar- cold water until smooth. To this
watercress.
add 2 tablespoons of salad oil and 1
serving the vegetables, pret- teaspoon each of salt, powdered sug'latter by serving both the ar and prepared mustard, and blend
'""I, cut inr-long, lengthwise well. Finally, add 2 tablespoons
the carrots cut length- each of plain and tarragon vinegar.
And last, but not least, here's a
jle by side. Or have a mound
pts or beans in the center, recipe for ice cream. Serve this with
have alternating mounds sliced fresh peaches topped with
J bean andxiarrot strips com- whipped cream.
Jtoward the rim of the plate.
Uncooked Costard Ice Cream.
i were to take a poll among
% cup sugar
ncheon guests, you would
2 eggs
be surprised how many
1% cups top milk
2 tablespoons sugar
Pincn of salt
SAYS:
% pint whipping cream
'
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
ip and take notice of fall's
Dissolve the % cup oi sugar and
"ties for tab,Je,decoration, the salt in the cold milk. Beat the
opias and <cenierpieces of
egg white until
land vegetables interlaced
stiff, add 2 table™>ished
leaves and brightspoons sugar and
ir
ed
flowers certainly have
then beat in the
w
IB|PQ1»th them and will do
egg yolks,, one at
" for your luncheon taa time. Combine
with the milk
a tip from the outdoors
and fold in the
°*e
the moat of the humwhipped cream
j
n ash, apple, pear, or a
^^J_l^^
and vanilla. Pour
[^ bittersweet. Let your
into freezing trays and stir every 15
sten and shine by rubbing or 20 minutes until firm- This may
and then polithing to a
also be made in a crank freezer,
l
er. For mare permanent but the amount should be doubled
have the ftruit laquerad. ?or Uw ordinary size of freezer.
°eaPears, apples and grapes
If you desire to vary this recipe,
of autumn Jeaves and here are suggestions:
a mirr
in ,
°r fqr the eenterMaple Ice Cream-Add maple flaI° re have the fruit arranged
r" opening of a squash.
red4 or bright chrysantheeffective if arranged
Ive squash. Any of these
two squares cake
t your table a smart note
T O a piece of grand con-

3B"z

be added as
colorng

give

Apparently everybody who saw
Eathryn Grayson in that last Hardy
film wanted to know what bee next
jicture would be. Letters poured
nto the Metro studios, and oat went
lie word that she will appear in
'The Vanishing Virginian." She's
but .recently returned from her honeymoon—in private life she's now
Mrs. John Shelton—and will be back
before the cameras soon.
It's rather a shock to realize that
Hedy Lamarr has been resting for
nearly eight months—hasn't worked
since "Ziegfeld Girl." She's beginning a new picture now, "H. M.

HEDY LAMARR
Pulham, Esq." based on the Marquand novel—it's difficult to see how
either of the two leading feminine
roles can be twisted around to fit
her, but stranger things are happening in Hollywood all the tune.
Maybe you'll be crazy about the
latest Walt Disney, "The Reluctant Dragon." But a lot of us wish
that Mr. Disney would abandon these
long features and stick to good short
ones. Both this one and "Fantasia"
could be cut into several good
shorts.
In "Sullivan's Travels" you'll see
•a Veronica Lake who'll startle you
.—a boy hobo, apparently, hi turtlenecked sweater, old cap, blue denim work trousers and a coat that's
too ]arge for her. Her daughter's
birth interrupted her picture making for a while, but Paramount went
right on making plans for her; she'll
be starred next hi "This Gun for
Hire," in which she'll portray a
magician who becomes involved
with a munitions magnate hi a mysterious murder. Which means that
she'll have to take lessons hi the art
of magic.
Lewis Stone is taking time out
from the "Judge Hardy" role, between the family chronicles, to play
an army colonel in "Steel Cavalry," the new Wallace Beery picture. But he'll have to be careful
not to do anything the Judge
wouldn't do, or the fans will protest.

Lesson for September 21
Lesson subjects and Scripture texts selected and copyrighted by International
Council oi Religious Education fused by
permission.
v

OVERCOMING THE ADVERSARY
/
LESSON TEXT—Revelation 12:7-12; 15:2-4.
GOLDEN TEXT—And they overcame him
by the blood of the Lamb, and by the word
of their testimony; and they loved not their
lives unto the death.—Revelation 12:11.

».P»P« Unl° »

A quiz with answers offering t
information on various subjects I

a magician, archeologist or a
machinist?
I. How often do twins occur in 10, The famous battle of Borodino took pj|ce in what country?
he United States?
2.- What is meant ^y the title
The Answers
of the book "Quo Vadis"?
3. Where are Plimsoll lines
seen?
• 1. One in 87 births.
4. To what committee of the
2. "Whither Goest Thou?"
Jnited States house of representa- 3. On a ship (load line marks).
ives do all bills for raising rev4. Ways and means committee.
snue go?
5. Kangaroo (a ruminant is *
5. Which of the following is not
t ruminant—buffalo, kangaroo and mammal whi«h chews the cud).
6. The Nazis (same as swas:amel?
6. A gammadion is a symbol tika).
7. Louis XVI.
associated with what?
8. Two (Lady Astor and Mrs.
7. Who was king of France at
Beatrice Clough Rathbone, who
the, time of the revolution?
9. Archeologist (a product of
8. How many American women
lave become members of Brit- simple aboriginal art).
ain's house of commons?
10. Russia '(Napoleon against
9. Which of the following would the Russians under Kutusov in
be most interested in an artifact- 1812).

The Questions

War!
What a familiar word!
Men are saying we should put an
end to war. We wish it were possible, but as long as sin rules in
the hearts of men, there will be
wars; in fact, our lesson tells us of
a greater war which is to tafce place
in the heavens. The devil is busy
not only on earth, but in the heavenly places, and wherever he is there
is war. Only when Christ, the
Prince of Peace, comes to reign will
peace come to, all the earth.
Our lesson presents three scenes:
Conflict in heaven, rejoicing over
victory there, and a victory on earth
and Song
Would Risk It
which brought joy in heaven.
He was a'good barber, but his soell"You'd faint if I told you what
I. War hi Heaven (12:7-9).
ng was unsound. On the wall of his she said about her husband!"
A clear, succinct, and helpful hop was a card bearing the words:
"Go on! I've got my smelling
'Hair
word on these verses is quoted from cents." Cutting, 35 cents; Singing, 50 salts in my bag."
Dr. John R. Bradbury:
In came Percival and spotted the card.
X millionaire confessed recently
"The dispensational interpretation "Short at the back and around the
of this passage is that during the ears," he said, seating himself. "And that he is not interested hi money.
period of tribulation, which follows ran can give m« a verse and chorus of That's what Sonny says of the
padding, after his fourth helping-.
the rapture of the saints, as Roll Out the Barrel'!"
described in I Thessalonians 4:15Could It Be That?
Frank Outlook
18; I Corinthians 15:51, 52, and other
Prospective Maid — Thirteen
passages, there will be a war hi children! I'm afraid the place "/ am sorry you are leaving us, Jane*
said Mrs. Browne, "but, of course, if you
heaven between Michael and his an- won't suit me.
are going to better yourself, I—"
gels and the devil and his. Satan iri
Mistress—Don't be so supersti- "Oh, no, ma'am," replied the maid,
not in hell now. It is wrong to teach tious.
Tm going to be married.''
that he is there. He is the prince rt
the power of the air. He rules the
darkness of this world. He inspires
wickedness in his domain and on
earth. Against these conditions the
Christian is solemnly warned to prepare (Eph. 6:10-18). When we say
that Satan is in heaven, we do .not
mean the heaven of the immediate
presence of God. The Bible speaks-of
different heavens and there' is even
a 'heaven of heavens' (I Kings 8:27).
Ttatmf DownGtd Posts
"From whence come all'the crosscurrents of wickedness now sweepto tathtaastk tpuMtnit
ing over the world—many of them
foothill ftmu tifta abut
contrary to the wishes of the vast
H76 what ttna vnn rtdtad
majority of the people? That there
fn* 25 to tt *M M tat
is a malevolent genius directing singtnt btgan It tttoau tpoftf
ister operations to hinder and baffle
tor spectator sportGod and to destroy mankind is easy
KING EDWARD CIGARS
to understand.. .Many .people ask,
•rouse similar enthusiasm in smokers
'Why does not God destroy him?'
who appreciate the mild, mellow
The answer faPthat is in this lesson.
qualities of the nation'* mott popular
His hour is coming. He will be excigar. Try King Edward today.
pelled from his domain by Michael
and his angels. Then, because the
people of this world have co-operated with Satan so willingly, he will
be allowed to take refuge in the
earth. He will come down (v. 12) hi
great wrath, 'because he knoweth
that he hath but a short time.' "
II. Rejoicing in Heaven (12:1012).

*

If we accept what seems to be the
correct view; namely, that the womline hard; don't foul and don't
Hitting the Line
an of Revelation 12:1-5 is Israel, the
In life, as in a football game, shirk, but hit the line hard.—Theonation in which the child (v. 5), who the principle to follow is: Hit.the dore Roosevelt.
is Christ, was born, then it would
appear that those who here rejoice
in the victory over the dragon
(Satan) would be the Jewish believers who will have- come through
great tribulation. At the same time
it is quite appropriate to apply the
truth of the passage to us who now
find ourselves in conflict with Satanic powers.
The accuser does not hesitate to
appear even in the presence of God
to bring charges against us (see Job
1:6-12). But we need not fear him,
for he is already judged (I John
tayt ROIERT CURR1I,
16:11) and will (as we see hi our
lesson) one day be cast down to
Amtrican Airline*
earth, and (as other Scripture reMiteorolofiit.
veals) will ultimately be cast into
the lake of fire (Rev. 20:10).
But he is here now, a supernatural
(but not divine) being, plaguing us
tempting us, accusing us. What
shall we do about it? As to his
accusation, we know we have a just
and loving God and also have an
Advocate to plead our causes before
Him (I John 2:2). For. his'present
attacks, our lesson gives the secret
of spiritual victory in verse 11.
HI. Victory on Earth (Rev. 15:

Charles Laughton (have you heard
the new radio program, "Three Ring
Time," starring him and Milton
Berle?) would have been an inn
keeper if Laughton, Sr., had had his
way. He placed Charles at Claridge's, in London, to learn the hotel 2-4).
The scene of victorious rejoicing
business. And his son learned one
valuable thing—how to impress a which we-see here is evidently in
haughty waiter. "Just order, water heaven, but it is because gf victory
and a poached egg on toast," says on earth. Here are those that have
he Seems that it gets them down come through the horrible conditions'
every time, especially if they've described in. Revelation 13, artfl have
been victorious over the beast, in
been urging champagne, on you.
spite of his great powers.
They sing; that is the token c
The children who attend New York
city's public schools ought to find at real victory, of a heart victory
least some of their lessons pretty en- Whatever loss they may have sufjoyable. They'll be shown Warner fered, and whatever trials they may
Brothers' national defense and his- have gone through^ they have "gottorical shorts as part of the curricu- ten the victory" (v. 2). They sing
the song of Moses and the Lamb (cf.
lum.
Exod. 15:1-21 and Rev. 5:9-14).

ODDS AND ENDS—Raymond Gram
It is right that the redeemed of
Swing has just bought a 250 acre farm half. the Lord should' sing, glorifying the
way up Putney mountain in Vermont . , . name of God (v. 4) and magnifying
As a youngster Bob Hope used to do imi- His great and marvelous works
tations of Charlie Chaplin al church (v. 3). Let us remind ourselves
social, . . . rVamoui.t's "Air Raid" u a again that if we are Christians, we
tale at adventure, love and murder during
a practice blackout in an American city are on the victorious side. The
Richard Whorf, who replaced John glimpse into the heavens which we
r'arneld in Warner'* "Bridget Built at find in our lesson should give us the
Night," has been replaced by Craig Steven* right perspective with which to view
Andy Devin« uidl join radio'* Al the troublesome experiences of life.
Pearce and Hit Gang October 3rd . . . God has a plan, and He will bring
Columbia has given a net* contract^ Jtox it to complete
and victorious
Falkenburq, know at Amtrica* Number
col- One
model-perhaps you taw her in Two fruition in His own time and His
own way.
Latins." I
n

5=

lotl)8 Pol nlce
touches, put
ich
I o
'«*• b*own, or
Tr J
W a bit of bttti6|»weet to
of a placeqtvd. Tote
nne to carry out the

OEMEMBER when Colleen
LV Moore was trooping about
;he country with her dolls'
house? Well, if present plans
50 through Charles Boyer
may soon be engaged in a
slightly similar journey. He
will make personal appearances with , the openings in
various cities of "Hold Back the
Dawn," and will also display his
nodel of the city Of Paris in theater
obbies and department stores. Valued at more than'$50,000, the miniaure city shows Paris as it was bebre the German occupation. Part
of the proceeds of the tour will go to
war relief organizations. When traveling, the city \is housed in eight
crates; setting it up keeps four men
occupied for two days.

Dean of The Moody Bible Institute
of Chicago.
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)
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"!o any kind of weather it's the

ii kVOR °*

^,»S2ssE
COM. 1MI by Kdteu Coapuir

^T<HB PUBLIC nature of advertising beneJL fits everyone it touches. It benefit* the
public by describing exactly die products that ate offered. It
benefits employees, became the advertiser must be more fair
andjust than the employee who has. no obligation to the public.
These benefits of advertising are quite apart from the obvious
benefit* which advertuing confen—the lower pricet, the higher
quaUry,the better cej-vkx that go with advetti^ goods and firms.
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HEADS AAA

to Those FLY-FREE DATE WILL Cool Weather Will Reveal AUGUST LIQUOR SALES
BE FRIDAY IN CASS
HIGHER THAN JULY'S CAMPAIGN FOR IRON
Who Get Security Payments Friday,
Presence
of
Insects
in
Corn
Sept. 26, was announced

With defense industries calling for
workers
of all ages, J. C. Hollister,
County Convention Saturday
manager of the Social Security Board
Oeorge Chriirtenwn .9 Oftce ift Des Moines, today issued a
Chairman, mad"
reminded to men and women who are

this week as the fly-free date for fall
wheat planting in Cass county. Dr.
C. J. Drake, state entomologist and
head of entomology at Iowa State
college, announced the menace of Hessian fly to wheat will be past in all
Iowa counties by the end of this week.
Ply-free dates were determined at
observation stations in Monona, Page,
Montgomery, Polk and Story counties.
.Counts of emerging adults and flies
in the flax seed stage were made
daily until it was determined that the
egg-laying stage was over. Dr. Drake
emphasized that all volunteer wheat
should be destroyed before Oct. 10.
The young fly maggots will not survive even though eggs are already
laid on volunteer wheat, if the plants
are^plowed or disced under. However,
if volunteer wheat is left undisturbed,
it will serve as an overwintering reservoir and flies emerging from it in
the spring will infest the main crop
in April and May.

receiving monthly retirement insurance checks under the Social Security
Act. "Not that the Social Security
«,tes to the annual county con- Board would discourage retired workfheld at the TrlpfcJiA office in ers from going back to work," HolHsSaturday
re-elected ter said, "but they must remember to
Becker of A1 tic as chair- notify the Social Security Board when
rthe
corn- they do so." As stated in the "award
lor another year. Becker has letter." they received when their claims
head of the AAA activities were approved, he explained, they cannot receive their retirement checks
ounty since 1936.
Christensen, present vice during any month in which they earn
n, was rerelected for a second more than $14.99 on a job classified as
the committee and James "covered employment" under the Soon, third inember of the com- cial Security Act.
his year, trttt again named to This is a matter of law, Hollister
sition. Carl H. 'Euken and points out, and there is a penalty for
Pollock, first and second al- disregarding it. The penalty causes
respectively this year, were a loss of two monthly payments for
the same honors for another every one that should not have been
paid.
the delegates.
iip committeemen for the "The same requirement and the
year elected by cooperators in same penalty apply to the wife or YOUNG COUPLE IS
program Friday evening at children of a retired worker who are
MARRIED SATURDAY
held at designated places deceiving monthly insurance payments
put the county were announced on hia account," he added. "They are Miss Helen Chandler, daughter of
(invention Saturday. Listed in not entitled to receive payments for Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Chandler of Anita,
> the chairman, vice chairman, any month during which the hus- and LeRpy Sager, son of Mr. and
nber, first alternate and band's or father's payments are stop- Mrs. Albert Sager of Massena, were
ped."
united in marriage Saturday morning
rsten Henneberg, Robert Nor are the wives or children en- at 10 o'clock at Maryville, Mo., The
on, Henry J. Kuehn, L. H. titled to receive their insurance pay- wedding was performed by a Maryville
ments if they themselves go to work justice of the peace and the young
J Rowley R. Pollock.
-Harold Wahlert, Thomas on a job which comes under the Social couple was attended by Mt. and Mrs.
ey, Clyde P. Pollock, Ray- Security Act, and if it pays\ them Paul Hayter of Anita.
more than $14.99 a month. This .ap- They will make their home for the
^Laartz, Herman C. Baier.
-Leo B. Prall, Robert L. plies also to widows, orphans and de- present with his parents on a farm
southwest of here where he assists
ter fW*y: Hamann, Vern W. pendent parents who are receiving his
father in farming.
monthly
insurance
payments
under
James B. McDermott.
A family dinner was held Sunday
the
Social
Security
Act.
They
must
-Kenneth Neary, Edward
in their honor at the home of her
^Raymond Morgan, William each notify the Social Security Board parents
here. Out-of-town guests
to
stop
their
payments
while
they
are
orst, Paul T. Spies.
present were Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
earning
more
than
$14.99
a
month
3rove-—Fred A. Lindeman,
Wiechmann of Massena.
Warne, Frederick C. Switz- on a job that comes under the Social
Security
Act.
/
R. Howard Shaw,
Miss Jean Dement spent the week
aude 0. McFadden, "Writ to the board immediately," end in Des^Moines visiting with Miss
Hansen, Billy Young, Jr., Mr. Hollister advises, "so that your Virginia Nichols.
checks for the months you are at work
Mtt, A. W. Armstrong. ,
68 0. Moon, Kenneth will not be mailed. If -a check does Supt. M. M. Feller and son, K.
Northnipr Lee Johnson, come-, however, don't cash it. Return Charles, spent the week end at Vanit at once to the United States Treasson.
cleve, Iowa, visiting her sister, Mrs.
pies C. McLaren, Lyle L. ury in Washington with an explana- Paul Little and family.
tion
of
the
reason
for
its
return."
liie W. Anstey, Lloyd R.
There are still other occasions, 'HoiC. Calkins,
lister points out, when people who are Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Key spent SunT. Pollpcjfr Frank M receiving-monthly insurance payments «|ay at Lenox, Iowa, visiting at the
ence S. Acker, Albert F.
should notify the Social Security I *»"* °* hl3 Pa/entf' Mr" and Mrs'
Kev and
John W. Mattheis, Har- Board. "Where a man and his wife
y, Robert E.'Groves,'Glen are both getting insurance payments, Mr. and Mrs. Mterle Robison and
bhey must notify the Board if they J ^' "£ ^ntiTspentlsunday in
M, Theodore R. Jensen.
get a divorce; if one of them-dies, the
visiting at the home of his
John H. Mueller, Alvin J. survivor must give notice of the death.
Fred IWL .Schuler, Louis Some member of the family must no- j parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. A. Robigon a
with other relatives and
ii, Gottlieb Hv Frank.
the board when children who fri(}'ndg
-Roy H. Crum, Newon S. tify
are receiving payments stop going to j
A. Smith, W. E. Lary, school if they are 16 or 17 years o f ,
|, Hansen.
age, or in case they marry when they
-Edward D. McNierney, are
18." Failure to give due
Euehl, Gail B. Nelson, Ed- noticeunder
in any such case will bring the
Soettsch.
Gilbert E. Lacey, Carl H. penalty, he explained..
Winston Third, Member.

arley ML Weber, Bruno BehBUILDING PLANS ARE
byd Blankinship.
-William A. Holste, Ar
READY FOR_ FARMERS |
ell, Dennis F. Casey, Walter
Cass farmers who are short of stornann, Joseph J. Holste. .
on—Charles E. Thurman, age space for their 1941 corn crop can
(Kennedy, Henry O. Hansen, receive much help from Lester F.
Soukup, county agent, who has a list
| Bailey, Harry E. Winston.

UWBENSHOWTO
IELD OtJT. 5 TO 11
y-nine head of cattle and
of swine have been enthe Ak-Sar-Ben 4-H Club
«k Show, Oct. 6 to 11, in
JCounty Agent Lester Soukup
today.
of the beeves will be Hereof them Shorthorns and
Cass county will also

NUMBER 39

of farm building plans published by
the Extension Service, Iowa State
college, Ames.
This list includes compelte plans for
all farm buildings and is compiled from
lists from 14 midwest states.
Blueprints of these plans can be
ordered through the local farm bureau
office at a small charge to cover handling costs, he stated.
Harry Kaskey spent the week end
at the home of his

lly
mixed group.
j showing- calves at the show
and Mrs Thorle Robison and
Wiechmann, Mary Ellen
of Dea Moines spent Sunday in
•Mianne Dasher, Leland Hanat the home of his
Amdor, Harold Sarsfield, v
'ts Mr and Mrs. Chas. A. RobHarold Conn, Everett ison. - '

Merton Northrup, Charlie
Donald Mclntyre, son of Mr. and
[Gene Anstey; Keith Warne,
ne
dy. and Wayne
.._,.„ UHerich. Mrs. W. H. Mclntyre, has returned,
Pnedy will also show his pen| to Iowa ,city where he will attend
fhire litter.
I the University of Iowa again this year
I'lotment of five' calves will' This wui be the third year Donald
town at the St. Joseph Stock has attended the university.
*Pt. 30 to Ocfc 2. They are
f Mr
";
Leo V. Bongers, Jr., "so"" °
Harold Sarsfield, Earl
. Wayne Ullerich, Julianne and Mrs. Leo V. Bongers, left Sun-,
day for Omaha, Neb., where he will (
Ellen Dasher.
attend Creighton University during,
p
- Jones of Atlantic visited the coming school year. Th!s will be
Sunday at the home of her Leo's second year at the university, j
ttrs
J. W. Budd.
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Mathes
Towa, are the parents at an
Mrs. Darrell Dutton _ 7 __. Afton,
pound boy baby which was born
D
[:t «%n, df Ada, Okla., visittheir home Monday mornFriday at the home of his ,them atthe
second child m the famHe is
Cecil G. Budd and family. - the other being a girl and has
> Mr.
sons,
burned Wendell

they spent the Mathes is a daughter of Mrs.
Ifiissell.
relatives.

The advent of cooler nights and falllike weather is of advantage to Iowa
farmers in more ways than one, acoording to Harold Gunderson, Iowa
State college extension entomologist.
For instance, it affords farmers an
opportunity to determine whether
their stored shelled corn is infested
with insects.
The entomologist reports that when
insects are working in stored corn they
cause moisture to rise to the surface.
In warm weather this moisture evaporates and furnishes no clue as to the
presence of the pests.
When cool .nights come, however,
this moisture is left on the surface
of the corn, and fanners can detect
the presence of the insects by feeling the top of the corn for these
moisture spots.
If such spots are found, Gunderson says, control measures should be
taken at once. One of the more commonly recommended methods of killing the insects is to fumigate bins with
carbon disulfide. It should be sprinkled
on the wet areas at the rate of about
5 gallons for every 1,000 bushels of
corn. The area should then be covered
with a canvas for a few days until the
disulfide works its way down through
the corn.
Gunderson cautions farmers to be
careful in using the disulfide since
it is highly inflammable. For this
reason, bins which are wired for electricity should not be treated with the
disulfide. The entomologist advises
farmers who are in doubt as to fumigating their bins-to see their local
AAA officials.

Liquor sales at the 176 state owned
stores in Jowa during the month of
August showed an increase in business of $206,389.64 over the proceeding month, according to the regular
monthly bulletin issued this .week by
the Iowa Liquor Control Commission.
Total August sales at the stores
amounted to $1,278,410.83. During
the month the liquor commission opened a new store at Ossian, Iowa.
Sales at the local store during the
month amounted to $3,922.34, which
compared to July sales of $3,244.43,
showed an increase in business of
$677,91.
The report shows that sales at other
state owned stores in this part of the
state were as follows: Atlantic, $7,327.13; Creston, $7,975.41; Carroll,
$9,207.40; Red Oak, $5,212.31; Harlan,
$6,025.07; Adel, $2,113.88; Audubon,
$4,419.77; Stuart, $2,796.91; Winterset, $2,686.68; Avoca, $2,162.83; Otiswold, $1,337.48; Villisca, $2,255.83;
Corning $3,585.55; Greenfield, $3,537.47; and Walnut, $2,567.32.

MANY PEOPLE HAVE
UNBALANCED MEALS

LUNG TOBE STARTED

Would Be Available to Residents of
This Community at All Tinea
Without Charge; to Be Kept

at the Atlantic Hospital.

A campaign for the purchase of an
emergency iron lung for use in cases
of infantile paralysis and in other
cases of respiratory failure, to be carried on in Cass and Adair county
towns and their surrounding communities under sponsorship of the Atlantic Business and Professional Women's club, was announced today. The
plan will be explained in detail to all
residents by representatives working
under the direction of D. F. Reineke,
each bearing a letter of introduction
and identification signed by 'Officers
of the club who are Stacia Gilchrist,
president; Elsie Wendling, vice president; Mabel Hapke, treasurer; and
Lydia Otto, member of the executive
board.
The officers of the club in direct
charge of the campaign feel that the
iron lung is a much needed piece of
life saving equipment in this community. When purchased the lung
will be housed in the Atlantic hospital and will be available to all residents of Anita, Atlantic, Cumberland,
Griswold, Lewis, Marne, Massena,
Wiota, Greenfield, Adair, Bridgewater,
Fontanelle, Zion, Orient and the surrounding rural aeras at all times without charge.
It is impressed that the purpose of
starting a fund to purchase the iron
lung vyill be that the equipment is a
means of saving human life, and no
organization or individual will benefit
from the campaign in any financial
way.
It is to be expressley understood that this campaign is not. in
any way to be considered as a request for donations.
The Atlantic Business and Professional Women's club hope that this
plan to start a fund : for the eventual purchase of the emergency iron
lung will meet with the full approval
and cooperation of all residents of the
communities to which the lung will
be made available.

Cass county 4-H leaders and club
girls will attend an all-day training
school Oct. 9, in preparation for work
on defense nutrition in their own clubs,
according to Miss Helen Finney, Cass
home demonstration agent. Miss
Esther Everett, 4-H club worker from
Iowa State college, will conduct the
meeting at a place to be announced
later.
The day's demonstration on how to
prepare and serve a day's meals from
essential foods will serve as a model
on which '4-H girls may base their
WORKMEN BUSY ON own demonstrations.
SOUTH SIDE STREET During the day the group will review statistics which show that threeThe raising, of the grade on. South fourths of the people of the United
.Locust Street from the railroad tracks States do not have good diets and
to the C. R. Falconer farm at the east that last year one of every six peredge of Anita was started Friday. sons in the United States had illness
The road is being raised from two to disabling him for work one week or
four feet. Dirt for the fill is being longer.
furnished by the town and the labor is
Laying emphasis on nutrition for
being furnished fey the county em- national defense as well as for perployees in the first supervisoral dis- sonal well-being, the 4-H workers will
trict.
discuss the importance of good nuThe channel of Turkey*1 creek is trition, fundamental food needs of the
also being straightened to prevent body, methods of" preserving' and usoverflowing in that part of town and ing home-produced foods and planning
the bridge which spans the creek will a nutrition project to meet national PREDICT BIRTH RATE
be raised sometime in the near future needs. The information will be used
TO STAY ON INCREASE
by the leaders and girls in their next
to the height of the new road.
regular club meeting.
A prediction that the Iowa birth
Robert Crawford, son of Mr. and
rate will continue to rise through 1941
NIGHT FOOTBALL
Mrs. W. F. Crawford, returned to
was made today by Dr. Eric P. PfeifFriday, Sept. 26th., 1941
Ames Sunday where he will attend
'.er, vital statistics director of the
Casey at Anita
Iowa State college again this year.
[owa state department of health.
Victory Park
This will be Robert's third year at
He revealed that an increase of 396
8:00 P. M.
the state college.
)irths was recorded for the first five
months of this year compared -with
the same period in 1940. The increase,
said, follows an upward trend which
las been in evidence in Iowa since
1937.
Basing his statement on a recently
completed statistical report for 1940,
VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Dr. Pfeiffer told that the birth rate
per 1,000 population in Iowa has
climbed from 16.8 in 1937 to 17.9 last
KRAFT
DINNER—
KIPSUN-RICH
CRANBERRIES—
year.
PERED
Fruit Juices
Rates have not been computed for
4
delicious
servings,
New Eatmor's,
SNACKS
the cuto-ent year, the doctor stated, but
cooks in
Orange
pound
actual birth totals show a total of
7 minutes
P'apple-Org Sea-Tang
17,403 births for the first five months
a
Grape
compared
with 17,007 a year ago.
PORK
Aunt
slightly
'"The birth rate trend parallels the
Grape Fruit
MINCE MEATsmoked
statistical record of the last world
and
Beckey's
fillets
i/> gallon
war," according to the doctor. "The
Briardale,
BEANS
Home-Made
increase can be attributed in great part
only
glass jug
package
to the draft and the rising prosperity
16-oz. can
DILLS
lOc
39c
accompanying the national defense
Mrs.
Grimes
quart jar
PANCAKE BISQUICK program."
In 1937, he said, the birth total was
COFFEE
The next year the total rose
5c
for delicious 42,369.
23c
FLOUR
to
43,881
and the rate was 17.4 births
Briardale
per 1,000 population. In 1939( while
biscuits
Briardale
pound
ONIONS, 6-lbs
19c
there was an increase in births, the
total reaching 43,942, the rate per
large size
23c
28c
SWEET POTATOES,
1,000 remained unchanged.
33c
Tall Corn
Commenting on future trends, Dr.
6 pounds
25c
Tall Corn
Pfeiffer said, however, "Regardless of
15c & 24c small - 19c the current rise, the general trend of
SQUASH, Table
3-lbs.
DIIAPTI'S. each
5c ^^^^m^mp
births can be expected to follow a
Uiti
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
downward course. Similar reductions
CINNAMON TWISTS—
GRAPES, Tokay's, Ib..l0c
as after the first world war may be
expected when the present war is
CELERY-LETTUCE lOc SHURFINE—
Bakery special, 1A,.
entfed."
ut

BRIARDALE

19c

lOc

ENGLISH
WALNUTS
California
No. 1's
pound
25c

SYRUP
Cane and
Maple
Briardale
pint glass
25c

Pure vegetable shortening, ccr

3-lb can

...

vUi.

6 for

. *

OATS
VANILLA
SORGHUM
Im. Flavor- Briardale
New Crop GWC Brand
quick or
ing
No. 10pail83c — No.547c 8-oz. bottle
regular
No. 2i/2 can 25c
Tall Corn
large tube
PEANUTS RAISINS
15c
17c
JOHNSON'S WAX—
new
Thompsalted
son Seedless BOWLENE—
Glo-Coat furniture pol10
ish, Fib^ei: McGee and
2 pounds
ounces
For closet bowls, o |
Molly photograph OQ
can
«*C
20c
lOc
free, at 59c and **"*'

Charles Denne, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Merle Denne, left Thursday for Iowa
City where he will attend the University of Iowa this year.
Mxs. R. D. Vernon, well known and
long time resient of Anita, suffered
a heart attack Sunday morning at
her home here. She is reported to
be much improved.
* All the men teachers in the schools
>elonging to the Nishna Valley conference will hold a meeting this (Wednesday) evening at the school house
in Anita. A 6:30 o'clock dinner will
be served to those in attendance by
Miss Lucile Buchanan and the home
economics girls.
*
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PROCEEDINGS OF THE
Independent *0il Company,
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
gas
•
Interstate Machinery & SupCourt House,
75.75
ply Company, parts
PHONE 300
Atlantic, Iowa,
Iowa
Culvert
&
Pipe
ComSeptember
2,
1941.
1212.10
We Deliver
Phone 29
The Board of Supervisors of Cass pany, pipe & Electric, reSPECIALS FOR PRBDAY AND
County, Iowa, met in regular session Jobes Tire
279.95.
pairs
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
LARD, pure kettle rendered, 3 pounds
with all members present:
Keystone Envelope Company,
Hawley Lynch, Chairman, F. L. Pos7.71
COFFEE, Sun Up, pourijf , .. . , 17c -— 3-ibs
OATS, Clover Farm, large size
15c sehl, G. E. Eshelman, F. W. Wiese supplies
51.95
•4W
OATMEAL, P. & G., regular or quick, large
Koehr Company, parts
6
W. H. Wohlenhaus.
Koch Brothers, supplies . . . . 80.39
CORN FLAKES, Clover Farm, 2 packages
15c andMinutes
of
new
pack
.
.
.
/.
:.
.
.
,.
............
of September 18th. were I. Levine, supplies
5.00
MACARONI, elbow, fine^uality, 2 pounds
approved
as
read.
WHEATIES, package
lOc
Lindsey Machine Shop, reOn motion and vote the following
PANCAKE FLOUR, Dbdaiia, 3-lb.
e
pairs
' 12.70
'.,!5
resolution
was
adopted:
CATSUP, 14-oz. bottle, 2 for
19c
SOAP
POWDER,
P^rsp*
facia,
saves
Linke Chevrolet Company, reRESOLUTION.
1.07
money and labor, ladies fancy hanky
WHEREAS, William and Wilmitt j pairs
^&
112.53
LUX or LIFEBUOY SOAP, 4 bars
20c
gas
with
each 3 pound package at .. ...
Burke, Donald W and Maro* Pond!
3.00
CABBAGE,
solid h»f Hfr^ V . : . . ! .'.\\ '. '.
Wilson;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lester
Pond
2.44
BUTTER, pound prints (cash)
35c
>8
hauling
and Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Hillman and j —-- - -^— • ^ _
207.25
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables In Season
SARDINES, Domestic in oil, can
5c family are now within Cass County j p - Mekhiors & Son> repflirs . g.io
and are likely to become.county
•-Hasselbalch Company
charges and said persons should be
PRUNES, Santa Clara's, size 40, 2 pounds
23c
62.10
parts
prevented from acquiring a settlement G. N. McQuevT\7mileage
W. P. GrowforcTTrr
87.70 Matt Parrot* & Sons, sup50.04 Dr. Wm. F. Crew
in Cass County,
Celery — Lettuce — Apples — Oranges
plies
•
•
•
NOW {THEREFORE BE IT RE- Nebraska Tractor & Equip- 106.72 Miller - Bryant - Pierce, nbDepartment of Social "iWe).
ment Company, parts
11.22
fare
SOLVED by the Board of Supervisors C. W. Needles, repairs
2.46
of Cass County, Iowa, that a notice Nelson Automotive Service,
Evelyn Murphy, mileage .... 16.50 Economy Shoe Store
to depart shall be served upon the
three delegates.
Family Shoe Store .....',
164.60 J. F. McGovern, board of «duparts
2.60
Let us rally to the life and work of said William and Wilmitt Burke; Don- Northwestern
Farmers -Co-Operative (
Bell Telephone
the church and make it a greater ald W. and Maxine Pond Wilson; Mr. Company, rent and tolls .. 122.89 Mrs James Nichols, board
Established 1883.
P»ny
blessing
to
all.
and
Mrs.
Lester
Pond
and
Mr.
and
4.00
Emil
Fries
Published Every Thursday and Entered
Opper-Nygaard Motor ComBert Gaines ..
.97 H A Phillips School Service,
at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, a> The ladies will serve a noon-day Mrs. Harvey Hillman and family, and pany, parts
dinner Thursday.
the Chairman of this Board is di26.08 Roy Gardner . . .
17.55
Second Class Mail Matter.
rected and ordered to sign such no- P. A. Oestereich, repairs ..
Dr. W. S. Greenleaf
F.
L.
Poasehl,
committee
work
tice on behalf of this Board and de- Pellett Petroleum Company,
Cecil G. B u d d . . . . . . . . .
Editor
122.80 Iflrs. Emory GreenwaSt
oil
and
grease
22.92
+
METHODIST CHURCH
liver the same to the Sheriff of Cass
Mra. Harry Hall
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per. Tear *•
John Phelps, mileage
2.50 Quick Grip Clip Company,
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
County, Iowa, for service
17.11 Mertyn Hanson
supplies
The Chairman put the above resolu- Phillips Petroleum Company,
Official Town and County Newspaper
4.31
Church School at 10 a. m. Lee K. tion to vote and the votes being all gas
Member of National Editorial
Paul Henderson
Row, Petersen & Company,
Right Away Tire & Battery,
Nichols,
acting
superintendent.
This
in
the
affirmative,
the
resolution
was
Association, and
Dr. F. N. Hobson ..','.'.'.
books
19-79
parts
301.23
is Rally Day and Promotion Sunday. declared adopted.
Wm. Howell
'"
Savery
&
Company,
abstract
.
36.25
Church Worship at 11 a. m. A
Moved by Eshelman, seconded by Robinson Hardware, supplies . 22.03
W.
G.
Hunter
"
Don
Savery,
commission
and
Rock
Island
Motor
Transit,
dramatized worship service will be Possehl, to set Sept. 15, 1941, at
Iowa'Nebraska
Light
mileage;
telephone
59.22
4.91
presented at this hour under the di- 2 P. M. as the date and time for let- freight
11.80 George Scase, labor
21.00 "Power ,
rection of Mrs. G'len Roe, Misa^ Nora ting of contract for 25 tons of No. 10 H, W. Rosseau, insurance
Iowa State Penitentiary .... J
Charles
Scribnei*s
Sons,
Virgil
Schrader,
mileage
3.25
Harris and Mrs. Melvin Key.
Stoker Coal and 25 tons of lump coal,
Dr. H. A. Johnson
9.QO
Glen
Schmitt,
hauling
books
11.71
The Church Board of Education and alternate bids to be accepted for Iowa
* t + •» f •»••»• + -f + -f * + the Sunday School teachers will meet or Illinois Coal, delivered to the County Schroeder Garage, repairs
15.42 Harold Shrauger, lights .... 240.83 Dr. W. W.Kitson
A. R* Kohl Grocery ...'.
•f
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
-f with Mrs, Howard Gissibl this (Wed- Hcfme.
245.07 Silver Burdett Company,
O. W. Shaffer & Son, gas
+ + + + + + + + + -4. + .+ +
Lee's; Drug Store
Shrauger
&
Johnson,
iron
4.231
books
22.87
nesday) evening, at 8 p. m.
Motion carried.
"Reality" will be the subject of the The general meeting of the Woman's Moved by Eshelm'an, seconded by P. C. Sorensen, repairs ..
5.29 ^Margaret Stouffer, mileage . 3|6.85 F. 3. Mailander
Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of Society of Christian Service will be Possehl, to hold letting at 2 P. M. Standard Bearings Company
Marilyn Temple, labor
26.00 Minor Outfitting Company.,
Harry- R ^Mueller
Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, Septem- held at the church Friday afternoon on October 1, 1941, for the building parts
87.93 University Publishing ComDr.
R. M. Needles
ber 28.
at 2:30 p. m, Mrs. Jens Rasmussen of maintenance shed in District No. 4. Standard Blue Print Company,
pany, books
9.92
The Golden Text is from Isaiah will review The Christian Advocate, Motion carried.
New King Electric Company.,
prints
4.61 Joe Vetter, bond and dray65:17, "Behold, I create new heavens Mrs. Elva ,Dorn will review The World
age
6.00 plsen's.Grocery
On motion and vote John Phelps Standard Oil Company, gas
and a new earth: and the former Outlook and Mrs. C. H. Johnson will was hired as assistant in the Engine- & oil
C. B. Parkinson & Son ....
211.25 Registrars of Vital Statistics, ,
shall not be remembered, nor come review The Methodist Woman. A er's office at $75.00 per month begin- Stanley Fender & Body Comfees
'
32.76 Petersen Grocery
into mind."
Dr. E. .C. Petersen
quilt wiH be in for those who like to ning September 1, 1941.
pany, repairs
7.50 J. H. Welch Printing ComThe Lesson-Sermon comprises quo- quilt.
Petersen
17.74 pany, supplies
144.74
The following bonds were approved: Wm. Sunderaan, gas
tations from the Bible and from the The conference meeting of the Chas Young, Anita Textbook De- G.. Sauberlich, repairs
27.04 Dr. Prank J Pop, Jr ...... j
34.75 G. H. Welton, services
>%
Christian Science textbook, "Science Woman's Society "of Christian Ser- pository bond; >W. T. Biggs, Soldiers' Voss Manufacturing Company,
Mrs. C. B. Rabe ......
P. W. Wiese, committee work
and Health with Key to the Scrip- vice takes place Sept. 29-30 at Grace Belief Commissioner.
material
11.42 and mileage
122.45 ReedV Grocery
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
Methodist Church in Des Moines.
Wm. Riggs
The rebate of W. L. Burnside, $2.00 Mary A. Wilson, R. 0. W. .. 13.00 Harold Wilkins, unclaimed
One of the Bible citations reads: Church visitors will meet at the for dog tax was allowed.
West Iowa Telephone Com,
fee
,.,,,..... 100.00 W. Fay Robinson
"Lift up your eyes to the heavens, church Tuesday evening, Oct. 30, at - T h e following bills were allowed pany, tolls
4.13 John C. Winston Company,
Safeway 'Stores
....
and look upon the earth beneath: 7 p. m.
and the Auditor authorized to write Wheeler Lumber Bridge &
books
60.72 Dr. Joseph Scm'ff .........
for the heavens shall vanish away Ohoir practice Wednesday evening, warrants for the same:
Supply, lumber
1351.51 W. H. Wohlenhaus, committee
I Dr. J. D. Shoeman
,
like smoke, and the earth shall wax Oct. 1, at 7:30 p. m.
.75 work and mileage
F. A. Blanchard, labor
$ 133.10 J. W. White, parts
161.30
j
Slocum
Grocery
old like a garment, and they that dwell
Henry Eggerling, labor
157.20 Wilson Concrete Company,
JR. tf. Smith
r.Verna B. Woods, sessions and
therein shall die in like manner: but
pipe
709.13 mileage
Frank
Lechner,
labor
158.10
17.00
Stew's Grocery
my salvation shall be forever, and my *• HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL 4 ! Herb Spear, labor
166.701 Wisconsin Motor Corporation,
Steinbeck
Grocery
WARRANTS
ISSUED
ON
POOR
righteousness shall not be abolished" +
LUTHERAN CHURCH
+ , Chas. J. Dougherty, labor ... 137.00 j P»rts
47.59
Jap
Tfcylor
FUND
FOR
PROVISIONS,
(Isa. 51:6).
+
H. G. Belsheim, Pastor,
+ j Howard Lett, labor
104.001 Wiota Oil Company, supC. M. Tomlinson
CLOTHING AND MEDL
Among the selections from the 4 - 4 - f + + 4- + + + + + + 4 - 4 '
lies
4.81
Lloyd
Leeper,
labor
101.20!
P
Harrison
Turner
CAL
AID.
Christian Science textbook is the fol- Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
Henry Mathisen, labor
98.80 Dr- w- W. Kitson, coroner
DJV Wi R>i,Y«Bi Duzen
Dr.
G.
M.
Adair
.A...
20.60
lowing:
Communion service at 10:30 a. m. Delbert Taylor, labor
78.80 fees
^Dr. George A. AUiband
140.90 Mrs. Layerta • Warnaca
"What is termed material sense can
Gene
Lewis,
labor
78.00 Burt Stone, Justice of Peace
Elmer Watson
(Atlantic Hospital, Incorpor'-.
report only a mortal temporary sense Richard Duthie, son of Vern Duthie
66.00 fees
3.00
ated
911.35 Dr. BJ. iB.-Weir
of things, whereas spiritual sense can who lives southeast of here, left Sun- John Phelps, labor
Jea
102.00 [ " Ackerman, labor
65.00 r>,. jj £ Barnett
2076 Dr. R. Basil Weir
bear witness only to Truth. To mater- day for Ames where he will enter Lawrence Ward, labor
Alco Sales Company, supZeno
Lang,
labor
104.40
(MrsJ w j Baughman
it. O;'
ial sense, the unreal is the real until Iowa State college as a freshman,
84 66
105.08 plies
- ! BeebeJs Oil Company ....
8.2510. G.
this sense is corrected by Christian Richard graduated from the Anita high Russell .Michaels, labor
Wayne Sisler, labor
104.40 American Book Company,
j Beech Grocery
164 ?g Dr. A. R. Wider
Science" (p. 298).
school last spring.
34.96 Elsie E. Berry
Charlie Pelzer, labor
94.05 books
46.00 Austin Wilkins
28.00 American Linen & Towel SerThe members of the Original Sun- Howard Fletcher, labor
W. T. Biggs
69.60 Dr. iP. T. Williams ....
. Session and Mileage'
4.45 Wilbur H. Blake
+ CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST -f shine club were guests of Mrs. Frank Nels P. Christensen, labor .. 123.80 vice, laundry
5.60
Atlantic- News - Telegraph,
Hawley Lynch
+
C. R. Neel, Pastor.
+ Petersen Friday at her home north of Atlantic Building Supply, maBongers
Brothers
17,96
21.74 printing
G, E. Esbelman ..
46.74 H. L. Breckenmaker
^ - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f here. A covered dish dinner -was en- terial
7.70 F. L. Possehl
Baker Paper Company, supjoyed at noon byvthose present and the Atlantic Lumber & Coal, supSunday School at 10 a. m.
Emil A. Brehmer
2.00, F. W. Wiese —
plies
96.60 plies
Church worship and communion afternoon was spent socially. Mrs. Atlantic
11.321 Bullock & Sons
2.48 W. H. Wohlenhaus
Square
Deal
Oil
Cora(Mrs. A. J. Beebe, board of
Clyde Moore will be hostess at the
at 11 a. m.
j J. Burnea
^
122.28 • Moved by Wiese, seconds
pany, oil
................
100.69 J education
The ladies of the church will serve next meeting of the club on Oct. 2.
2.90. Dr. R. B. Chisholm
49.00 lenhaus, to adjourn until-i
American Machinery & Supply
Burroughs Adding Machine
their regular dinner Wednesday noon.
15th., or on call of
|
Christensen's
Grocery
181.78
The Anita high school football team Company, tools
..........
20.20 1 Company, service
Motion carried.
8.80
Christian
Home
Orphanage..
12.00
won their first game this season A-W Company, parts ...... 389.44 Georgia Byrne, mileage
(Signed)
9.95
R.
W.
CockshootN
20.00
last Friday afternoon by defeating the BaJbach Company, supplies..
9.09 Cass County Farm Bureau
+ CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH -f Lewis team by a score of 6 to 0. Barton-Warner Company, supDr.
Gladys
Cooper
2.00
'
supplies
and appropria-'
AttC
•*
A. T, Evans, Pastor.
•*• The local boys scored the winning plies
Comstock C o n v a l e s c e n t
"*:.
M.E.H«1
....................
200.00 , tion
818.85
County •
+ . • » • • * • • • f - f - f + ' f . * - * * * - * touchdown in the first half. Next Bauni Iron Company, hardHome
284.49
!
Demco
Library
Supp'.ies,
supChurch School at 10 a. m. It will Friday the Anita team plays Casey on ware
60.76 plies
4.25'
be promotion day and we trust all the Anita field. It will be a night Big Four Oil Company, gas'. 153.99 Des Moines Sanitary' Suonlv
T
A
RT 11 i»i/>w4*T
v.m-,ni>.n
ft ff ',
,.
rr* Jt
our Church School force will be there". game. Between the halves of the J.
A.
Billingjly,
repairs
6.55 supplies
'....'.'." 158.10
Let us get a good start by all being game, Earl Bock's junior high boys Herman N. Brown Company-,
Paul
F.
Denbam,
bond
5,00
ready to take our respective places. will engage in a soccer contest. '
parts
443.63 Chas. A. Donahoe, sessions .. 15.00
Service of worship, 11 a. m. Our
Central States Oil Company,
G. E. Eshelroan, committee
theme will be: "A Contrast In MethMr. and Mts. Roscoe Koob were supplies
4M
i work and mileage
1388ft
ods." It deals especially with two hostesses to the members of the High- C. R. I & P., freight
477.73;
Grant
F.Ik,
county
auditor'
New Testament characters. Let us land bridge club at their home north- Arlo Christensen, mileage ..
1-50 j books
all be thinking about the service of west of here Saturday evening. Other City of Atlantic, current ..
65.18
H. O. Ferguson, court reportworship. It is vital to the prosperity guests, besides the members, were Mr. C. W. Clardy Hardware, super
;
We Invite You To See the New Modern
of the church.
30.71
and Mrs. Clark Trailer of Council plies
2.04 Fidlar & Chambers'Company',
Added to Our Battery Department
We elected one delegate to the as- Bluffs. High scores 'for the evening Coast to Coast Store, parts ..
1-33
supplies
sociational meeting to be held Sept. were held by Mrs. Charles Jewett and Dement Implement Company,
12.64
Ginn & Company, books
29, at Hill of Zion Congregational Ralph Curry and low scores by Mrs. gas and repairs
26.08
u
THE NEW
_- fl
- I *•'• *"•• Heath & Company, books
church. We are entitled to two more. Glen Forester and Frank Roberts. A Economy Oil Company, gas
309.78
i
&
supplies
.
.
Let us be prepared to elect them next lunch was served. Mr. and Mirs. Federal La"nd Bank, R. O. W...
2.50 L. W. Holley & Sons," sup!
Sunday, AH who care to attend may Forester will be host and hostess at Farmers Elevator, gas
do so, but we are entitled to only the next meeting of the club on Oct.' 4. Koehring Company, parts . . qo.oo, plies
.53
Hallie Huffstod't, 'board of
Fullerton Lumber Company, B1.S6 I Mrs.
Which Chargeg Your Battery In the Modern
education

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

IT IS

NEW!

1QK

Cf}

f\

t~\

f.

' ' * "

MERCURY QUICK CHARGEB

3.70

Vanity Beauty Shoppi
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT BY

Dortha Linn
PERMANENTS — $2.00 AND UP
SHAMPOO AND FINGER WAVE 60c
COME IN AND TRY OUR NEW RAY
,„ MACHINELESS WAVES

Aley, gas . .
Gate City Iron Wtorks
'
Gibbs-Cook Tractor & E ()Ui p.
ment Company, parts ; . . .
Globe Machinery & Supply
Company, supplies
Green Bay Lumber Company,

a supplies
Go-iswold

ing

11.21
, ^ ^^ ^
no.64
books
:v4 ii
tw-,,,1-.,
•* >
jjohn T R
, ) a n v ' ° t-nnedy Sales Com40 .98!

15.23

r

iHHrri, i
146 31

American,

College,

25{M.73 I

,

d y J( tlan
"' '
:"

38.52
107

-6°

sheriff, criminal

investigation and expense-

print-

u.yyj

board and e«re of prisonera
......

Haw Hardware Company, ma,
Louse Leaf Company
terial
...............
25.50
.......
8UPf)lits
Hansen & Company, parts
67.61
L*id)aw
Brothers',
'books .....
John Hoffman, drayage
.55 Betty Larsen, labor
HQme Oil Company, gua and
oil
...................... 161.94 Laurel Book Company', books"
Hawley
Lynch,
committee
Joyce Lumber Company^ ma^ work and miltage
terial ............ _
188.34
E. Mal one, Postmaster
Iowa Electric Company, berpostage

'

Approved By leading Battery Manufacturer
est Car Manufacturers, Society of Automon*
gineers and Bureau of Standards, U. S. Go*5"

Jt Is No Longer Necessary For You To W »
For Your Battery To Be Charged. J
Modern Approved Method Charge* You •
the Amazing Time of 15 To 45 Minutes, v
Without Removing the Battery From *°
NEW GUARANTEBJP
PRICED AS LOW AS THE

206.00
2.56
7.08

Hf9
164.75
132.44

^

0. W.

IOWA
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THE SUNNY SIDE OF LIFE
Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
By ED \VHEELAN
t?AV, AFTtR EANC3-S E>RGS. CIRCUS HAD

CHANGED ITS ROUTE. AND WAS HEADINGSOUTH To NV1KTER QUARTERS, RED"
(MTO HAL'S DRESSING- TENT -

AN- 1 HAVEN'T E>EBM
ON A HORSE
PRETTY SOON IT

G&c \tfHrz,. HAl.
ON VOUR
MIND, oib TIMER

TOO

ARE

TO GIVE

I'M SORRV.PARDNCR.
i PLUMB FORGOT ALL
AROUT VT " ^^ 'LL
QO OUT THIS AFTERNOON
RIGHT AFTER TH&
'
CONCERT:'

.
HAL'S GOIM'
^
GNE ME A RlDlN'LES6CNi}4
- " - T ^ H y m - '3*
SO
GET DRESSED?!

^SSSZJ**"
did it on
. eheerfni

LATE«

2

didn't ynn
iPM^nother's Skir[?
«btrfeto'treach

LALA PALOOZA

By RUBE GOLDBERG

Vincent Loves Pictures

THIS JUNK - EVERYTHING ) A THEATRE
OUGHTA BE CLEANED < TICKET
OUTA VINCENT'S ROOM ) MARKED
INCLUDING ~^\
1922
VINCENT

HE SAVES
EVERVTHING
BUT
MONEY

WHATT.L
I DO WITH
THESE
PICTURES
MADAM

VINCENT,
WHO ARE ALL
THESE
BEAUTIFUL
LADIES

OH,JUST
SOME GALS THAT
I LIKE

' THEM^HVOONT
YOU BRING •EM
HERE SOMETIME
I'M WMTIN*

FOR AM
INTRODUCTION
MYSELF!

IFuUerP
By CM. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP— All Three Fellahs Cooperate
T>0t»
ASK Mt MOW

HtH-HEH-WEM?
WE KNEW WED
MAKE TA LAU6M
FIT TA KIUL?

wtrtwys: "FuHer,

*

•goto' to hitch »n
to Inop you tram
t enoes."
'Wbtehlsadera
you have topt
And Pep has only
l*art -ptontlftJl

MESCAL IKE

B, s. L HUNTLEV

Se^in^UBelieviny
WAL, LETS SEE VUW

I'M OUT,1

Toes Ost
{Sticking her toes
abbe* is the Mon
aigaal that she is
er offers of marriagfe

POP—Poor Fellow Didn't Have a Chance

By J. MILLAR WATT

DID YOU SAV ME LOST
HIS"
LIFE PLAYING
DICE

HE DIDN'T KNOW
,
TH6Y WERE LOADED/

Jt is more
teust than to be d

wx: The World

At Its

THE
SPORTING

Worst

ac"B
GLUYAS
WILLIAMS

*

fRViN6 1"0 6Ef fO THE FRONT DOOR 10 OPEN
TOR CALLERS bEFORE THEN1 HAVE A CHANCL
It) RIH6 1V1E BELU> WHEN VOL) HAV/E 0051" WON
A1WO-HOUR &AffLE 10 6Ef 1"HE bABV ASLEEP

By
LANG
ARMSTRONG

«»'!"£'u ,»*>•'' >
^SVtodj '°<D»°"-&

THE
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BY THE WAY

FOOTBALL!!
BE ON TIME FOR THE KICK-OFF FRIDAY
EVENING, SEPTEMBER 26, AT 8:00 P. M.
Not Only For the Opening Game — But For AH
Those On the 1941 Schedule.
AFTER THE GAME — Visit our window to
see a grand display of fall and winter merchandise.
CHECK YOUR WARDROBE — Then come in
and see our large stock. We know we can please
you for your fall and winter clothing needs.

BOB HOWARD
CLOTHIER
"WE SERVE YOU WELL"

ANITA MARKETS.

Mrs. E. C. Dorsey was admitted
to the Atlantic hospital Saturday morning where she is a surgical patient.

(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
Eggs, cash, dozen
24c
Harvey Hansen has purchased the
Eggs, in trade, dozen
25c
Eggs, Specials
28c Robert Cooper 160 acre farm north
Eggs, No. 1
26c of here. It is reported that the price
Eggs, No. 2
23c paid was $85.00 per acre.
Hens, over 5-lbs
16c
Mrs. Frank Karns of Des Moines
Hens, 4 to 5-lbs
14c
Hens, under 4-lbs. & Leghorns .. 12c visited in Anita several days last week
Springs, over 5-lbs
15c at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ghas.
Springs, 4 to 5-lbs
13c Karns and with other relatives and
Springs, under 4-lbs. & Leghorns. 12c friends.
Boosters, Ib
10c
A number of relatives and friends
Ducks, Ib
8c
Geese, Ib
Be held a weiner roast Friday evening
Pigeons, live, dozen
BOo at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Cream, sweet
39c Gissibl southeast of here, the ocCream, No. 1 sour
37c casion being in honor of Mr. GissibPs
* Cream, No. 2 sour
35c birthday anniversary. A social evenYellow corn, No. 2
61c ing was spent by those present.
Oats, No. 2, new
38c
Friends in Anita have received anWheat, No. 1
...$1.00
nouncements of the approaching, marThe seniors of the Anita public riage of Miss Priscilla Voorhees,
schools purchased their class rings this daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leon Voorweek and deliveries will be made in hees of Oklahoma City, Okla., to
Lieut. James McEldowney. The wedthe near future.
ding will take place at-8 o'clock Friday
Glada Parker, daughter of Mr. and evening, Oct. 3, at the St. Paul's
Mrs. Byran Parker, was taken to Iowa Episcopal cathedral in Oklahoma City.
City last week where she is a patient
The members of the W. W. club were
at the University hospital. •
guests Thursday afternoon of Mrs.
Mrs. Mabel Schnieder and son of Harold Smith at her home here. Seven
Trinway, Ohio, visited a few days the members and three visitors, Mrs. John
past week in Anita at the home of Gundefson, Mrs. Robert Oathoudt and
Miss Letha Mae Saxton, were present.
her uncle, C. E. Thomas and wife.
Mrs. Irvin Dorsey became a member
Mrs. William Draman has returned of the club at this meeting. A social
to her Ji^me in (Waterloo, Iowa, after ! afternoon was spent by those present,
spending several days visiting here following which a lunch was served
at the home of her mother, Mrs. Ev- 'by the hostess. Mrs. F. L. Smith
will entertain the club at its next
erett Luman and husband.
meeting on Oct. 2.
Richard Young, son of Charles
The members of the Friendly circle
Young, left Sunday for Ames where
he will enter Iowa State college as a were guests Wednesday afternoon of
freshman. •» Richard was a graduate Mrs. Robert Saxton. There .were ten
from the Anita high school with the members and four visitors, Mrs. Archie Van Aernam, Mrs. Harold Smith,
G!ass of 1941.
Mrs. Ollie Saxton and Miss Leitha Mae
A special meeting of Obedience Saxton, present. Mlrs. Frank NeighLodge, No. 380, A. F. & A. M., was bors was the winner of a contest put on
held at the Masonic Temple Tuesday by Mrs. Elton Christensen. A lunch
evening. Work in the Fellow Craft was served by the hostess at the
degree was conferred upon a candi- close of the meeting. The next meetdate. A lunch was served at the close ing of the circle will be held on Oct. 1
of, the meeting.
at the home of Mrs. Lars Christensen.

We Have A Fresh Supply Of
Genuine Semi-Solid Buttermilk

The Farmers Coop.
WHERE GOOD GLASSES COST LESS
Save 30 to 50 Per Cent on Complete Glasses

Dr. G. M. Adair, wife and daughter
Gael, and Miss Iva Mae Simon left
this (Wednesday) morning for a 10day trip thorugh the Black Hills and
western states.

Coal! Coal! Coal!
CAR OF CENTERVILLE COAL ROLLING.
SPECIAL PRICE FOR ORDERS OF TWO
TONS OR MORE — BUY NOW AND SAVE

ROBERT SCOTT
ANITA LUMBER CO.
PHONE 2-0 FOR COALS YOU KNOW
/

Butter

$8.85

Optometrist.—. Atlantic

Storl

Maduff s Food Marl

The American Legion and Legion
Auxiliary will hold a joint meeting
Friday evening at 8 o'clock at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Davey

DR. L. B. PETERSEN

5«<w«!!?n Smith?

Did you know that parsley was full
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
of vitamins . . . and that dandelion
PHONE 303
=======
WE DEI
6reens are being used to ntt the shelves
September 28, 1911.
of eastern food markets—shelves
Mrs. S. W. Clark's new house in
which were formerly given over to \nita shows signs of nearing comFRIDAY AND SATURDAY
European specialties irt food stuffs? pletion.
The greens sell for seventeen cents
The dome on the Citizens Savings
BROWN BE AUTir BEAN$, No. 300 can, 3 f
per can . . . according to our notion ,ank has had a fresh coat of paint
dandelions far surpass any other brand placed on it.
CORN MEAL, 5-lb. bag o^Upw or white
of greens.
Warren Kelloway was in Omaha
* * •
MEAT BALLS IN B»Ni^^GRAVY, Nu
Tuesday where he had a car load of
Last Friday night we helped serve top cattle on the market.
shus, 10 meat balls ib can, pound can
the dinner to the Greater Anita Club
Mrs. W. P. Barrett and little daughand we were surprised at the number ter, Anita, of Wiota spent a few days
WHEATIES* 2 large packages ,.,
of younger men who have grown into n Anita this week visiting relatives
PEAS, Mayflower, 2 No. 2 cans
their rightful positions in the club, but and friends.
we missed the ladies . . . don't the
Miss Alpha Stauffer, who is a
business women get to sit in on the teacher at a rural schoor- in Audubon .ORANGES, medium Sunkist, dozen
affairs of the town when the club dis- :ounty, spent Saturday and Sunday at
CELERY, large Colorado pascal, 2 for
cusses them?
icr
home
here.
* • •
Mrs. R. D. Vernon went to CumberSWEET POTATOES, &4|s. reS Porto Rican
Did you hear about the load of .and Saturday where she will spend a
school teachers who started out for a week visiting her daughter, Mrs. Zola j
GRAPES — ^lii:—-.ONIONS'
meeting at the Atlantic school house 3eebe and husband.
and went A-W-O-L. One teacher diMiss Lillian Dittman returned home
rected the driver of the car and all this week from Wyoming, being called
NOTICE TO BIDDERS.
CARD
went well until after they had parked iere by the serious illness of- her
the car and entered a big building mother, Mrs. Fred Dittman.
Sealed bids will be received at the
. , . which was not too we'.l lighted
In this way I wish to thank!
H. U. Shannon received a car load
. . . they marched down the corridor of lumber the first of the week with office of the County Auditor of €*M friends, for their many cardj
County at Atlantic, Iowa, until 2:00 rifts' and personal calls whScd
and came face to face with a door
which he will build a new residence on o'clock P. M. on October 1, 1941 for
marked, "County Clerk, marriage lito cheer me during my recent]
nis farm in Lincoln township.
the construction of a 77'—«tt" x SS'-r- Your thoughtfulness is ain
censes, etc." . . . guess they must
M. C. Hansen, one of the members 11" maintenance garage and shop on predated.
lave just lost their way because they
of Hansen, Lage & Co. store, is in
the southwest corner of section 6,
all showed up later at the meeting
Mrs. AnniJ
St. Joseph, Mb., where he is buying
and all are still behind their desks
Noble township of the said Oass
fall and winter merchandise for the
Mrs. E. C. Dorsey is a patia
at school.
County.
stofre.
* • *
A certified check drawn upon a Atlantic hospital where she i
Rev. C. E. Cushman and wife and
One irucker in New York put up a
solvent Iowa bank to the amount of to an operation for appen
Miss Edna Worthing attended the disten foot statue of Popeye, the sailor,
Two Hundred and Fifty Dollars urday.
trict association meeting of Congrepoint out to the passing world that
gational churches at Council Bluffs ($250.00) and made payable to the
P. E. Fuller, extension
ic was farming a hundred acres of
County Auditor shall be filed with
this week.
presentative
from Iowa State i
spinach.
each proposal.
* * •
college at Cedar Falls,
Proposals
will
include
general
conMrs. Nora McDermott is reported
ons$ration in geography to I
Heard the mother of three runto be quite ill at her home northwest struction. Electric wiring and heat- termediate grades of the AnitJ
arounds say recently that a child raised
ing will not be included.
of Anita.
alone surely missed a lot . . . a lot
Specifications and proposal forms schools Tuesday.
of interference from brothers and
Cecil Merchant, vocational agricul- may be seen and secured at the office
sisters.
ture
instructor in.the Anita public of the Cotinty Auditor.
* * •
All proposals filed must be on the
schools, was in Tabor, Iowa, TuesIt never fails: the day the kittens day where he'attended a regional con- form furnished by the County, sealed
FOR SALE:—Used
are to be drowned, they romp anc ference of southwest Iowa agriculture and plainly marked. Proposals con<
play the cutest . . . the day the lambs teachers. He was accompanied there taining any reservations not provided Gerald Akers today.
go to market, they seem most inno- by Max Falconer, Robert McDermott, for in the forms furnished may be
WANTED:—Your repair!
cent . .t . and the day Buddy shoulc Eldred Petersen a'nd Billy Watson rejected.
so see otiry new gifts.
go to the barber shop, his curls seem who attended a similar meeting for
The County Board reserves the right Jewelry Store, Atlantic.
most .attractive.
members of the Future Farmers of to waive technicalities and to reject
FOR SALE:—Reed babyb
» * •
America clubs.
any or all bids.
Weimer
Pearson, Phone 17!
Have you taken a drive out through
Cass County, Iowa,
the country yet this fall? We drove
Charles Rommig of Prairie City,
SPECIAL prices on
By: M. E. Hubbard,
out northeast of town Sunday and Iowa, and Rollie Rommig of Ashton,
ments for school. All
County Auditor.
saw part of the county we'd never seen 111., spent the week end in Anita visitpaired. Smiley's, Atlantic.
jef ore . . . and don't ask whose places ing friends. They were, at one time,
Mrs.
Dosha
V.
Scholl
visited
in
FOR SALE:—160
we saw 'cause we couldn't tell you residents of this community.
Stuart
several
days
last
week
with
her
bargain
in the state thisi
Corn hangs heavy and the drying hay
and plum thickets send out a tanta
Mrs. Rex Miller and Miss Gretchen daughters the Misses Freda and Jane Dittmnn, phone 169.
lizing aroma which makes a fellow Budd were hostesses at a miscellan- Scholl.
Christinas'Cards
want to sniff and sniff.
eous shower Saturday afternoon'comon
them, 60 for $1.00;
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Henderson and
* » •
plimehtary to Miss Mary Jane Bear,
See
samples at Tribune
'Bob Burns says that the reason so whose marriage to Charles (Bud) children, Pauline and Keith, have reWANTED:—Your
many marriages go on the rocks is Mitchell will take place Thursday af- turndd to their home here after spending
a
week
in
Colorado
and
Wyoming.
Ph.
184 Anita—we
because so many inexperienced peopl ternoon, at the Miller home on East
fry it.
Main Street. The afternoon was
spent by those present playing bridge
Miss Bear receiving the prize
DEFENSE STAMP SALE with
for high score and Mrs. R. W. ForINCREASES IN AUGUST shay the prize for runner-up. A
lunch was served by the hostesses.
Sale of $4,453,748 in Defense Sav
ings Stamps during August showed an
The annual election 6f officers of
PHONE!
WE DELIVER
increase of 30 per cent over sales for the Congregational church Sunday
July, the treasury department an School was held Sunday morning.
nounced this week.
Those elected were as follows: Miss
THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPE(
Total sales for the four monthi Winona Kyle, superintendent; Mrs.
since the Defense Savings program Ralph Richter, assistant superintendFresh Creamery
started on May 1, were: May, $3,475, ent; Mrs. A. T. Evans, missionary
Pound
070; June, $2,802,345; July, $3,288, superintendent; Miss Marguerite Dav283; and August, $4,453748.
ey, secretary and treasurer; Miss Eva
White or Cider
A breakdown by denominations o: James and Miss Martha Doris CrawExtra
Strong ^- Gallon
Defense Savings Stamp sales for Aug ford, pianists; Mrs. Dosha V. Scholl,
ust follows: lOc denomination, 2,665, librarian; Mrs. W. :H. Mclntyre, cradle
Quick or Regular
715; 25c, 10,130,891; 50c, 1,220,739 roll superintendent; Mrs. Raymond,
Large Box
$1.00, 765,225; and $5.00, 55,772.
Lantz, primary superintendent; Miss
Mattie Butler, junior superintendent;
Arm & Hammer
Dr. P. T. Williams was in Counci
Mrs. P. T. Williams, intermediate supBluffs Tuesday attending a southwest erintendent; Mrs. Reed Osen, senior
Pound Package
Iowa dental meeting.
superintendent; Mrs. J. A. Wagner,
Large 14*0unce Bottle
adult superintendent; and Mrs. WilMr. and Mrs. Donald Hall, who live
liams, superintendent of supplies and
.outhwest of Anita, are the parents
Well Bleached — Two
of a 7V 2 pound girl baby born to them chairman of the executive committee.
Promotion exercises will be held in the
at their home Tuesday morning.
Large Bunches
Sunday School Sunday morning.

Why pay more than we ask?
RIMLESS GLASSES
Single Vision Complete

COMPLETE BIFOCALS GLASSES $10.00 and UP.
Eyes that are strained, weak or defective . . . eyes'that are
draining your energy and aging you rapidly . . . such eyes need
constant care. And that,care should be the most scientific kind.

""S.

By L. F. M.

BIGGER

A

The animal Methodist church cradle
roll party was held Saturday afternoon in the church basement with
twenty-five mothers, twenty-six children and six additional visitors present.
Seventeen were promoted from the
cradle roll to the primary department
It was announced during the business
meeting that twelve certificates had
been given to children during the past
year. A group picture was taken
during the afternoon and a lunch was
served.
-

NEW ":*:
NTT A

WED.-TimjRS. - 7:30 & 9:30 P. M.

Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Smith returned
to their home in Oelwein, Iowa, Monday after spending several weeks here
visiting at the home of their son
Russell Smith and wife.
A meeting of the Greater Anita
club was held Friday evening in the
basement of .the Methodist church.
A 6:30 o'clock dinner was served by
the ladies of the church, after which
^ short business meeting was h-dd.

Vinegar
Oatmeal
Soda
Catsup
Celery
Stock Salt

BETTER

Another Big Program

DIMENITE
IQcTOALL
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
-SPECIAL
SATURDAY MATINEE at 2:80

THERE IS
NO GRINDING
NOR MIXING
WITH
AMES GRAIN
BALANCER
FOR POULTRY

1CA REASONS TO
1UUATTEND

The Greatest Thrills
Ever Filmed — N

Just Self-Feed Your Corn and
Oats With AMES GRAIN BAI
ANCER __ It Does th<

Rasmussen's Hatcher?

'hnno Oac
Phone

*

Anita, la.

JAMES

PAT

CAGNEY

O'BRIEN
in

"DEVIL DOGS
* OF THE

1!

i

100-lb. Bag

SUN.rMON.-i
••SSJWi'SJriSflJ

ANITA TRIBUNE

-t> T> V °f Public °pmiottlids
.aR. Battle Agains^ Powerful Enemies
Lvelt Reuses 'Catspaw9 Role in 1933 Political Drama
When Opposition Demands 'Rescue Party9
Return Government Helm to Them.
u
ColWeekly and wejftera Newapai
Kjon this newsiw»£r pwwsntsin
"president; Boosewji current
aring in that magftzinei ;The
M are taken j from rtthe.Rresi|newly written:introductions to
ning volunWii' t)f^ifaiB . State
This, the thhtd article, conhe President?*! own story, of
,ter battle.tojinaintainj and exhe gains of liberalism.

PATTERNS
SEWING GlRCL€
supported with straps which cross
and button in back. The regulation convertible collar blouse is included with the jumper pattern.
• * •

STUDIES Of THE GAS SHORTAGE
Out of luck
Is Wilbur Wrenn:
He thought of gas
At 7:10.
* • •
Sad indeed
Is Arthur Bott:
'Twas 8 p. m.—
And he forgot!
* * •
Shed a tear
For Minnie Wray:
Her friend used all
Her gas by day!

Pattern No. 8018 It la uneven sizes U
to 10. Size 13 Jumper require* 854 yards
35-Inch material tor 3% yard* 54-inch material Blouie with ihort sleeves takes 1%
yards 35-Inch material. For this attraottva pattern, send your order to:

SBwnro cmcuc PATTERN DKPT.

Room 1324
111 W. Wacker Or.
Chicago
Enclose IS cents in coins for

Pattern No....,
Name
Address

•anklin p. Roosevelt
irpubliihinff Co. Repart la forbidden.)

i Continuing Straggle for
Liberalism
frequently been said that
fcrnal vigilance is necessary to
eserve our liberties. It is
true that eternal'' vigilance
essary to keep democracies
governments truly liberal.
the United States have had.
experience with that trupce the ehiol 1933, when, for
; tune, the full effects of our
i of recovery and reform bef be felt. "For, as soon as the
Needing a preponderance of power to maintain liberalism in the front
of the new administra- ranks of his own party councils and in the executive and legislative
3 had started the wheels branches of the government itself, President Roosevelt took an active
turning, there came the part in some of the primary, elections of 1938. When cries of "purge" arose
from «ome "Sources to stop from- administration critics, the Chief Executive, resenting the applied
reforms, and to let things term, pointed out that bis participation and expressed opinions of candi., to .run on as they had dates, prevented the deliberate mis-use of Us name by those falsely
claiming fits support. Above are four men whose opponents received the
i the previous decade.
rse,*the people of the presidential support. Back row, left to right: Sen. Walter F. George,
States have always under- Georgia, and Sen. Mlllard T. Tydings, Maryland; bottom, left to right,
it tile new . administration Sen. Ellison D. Smith and Sen. Gdy M. Gillette.
fed to be a mere .rescue tion was "strangling-business" and
The policy of the federal governirganized to save the ecc- "ruining confidence," and prevent- ment, however, continued to follow
fem and torn it over to ing "full recovery."
the only path of true recovery and
powerful group which had
In 1932 the national income had the only assurance of preservation
controlled it through their fallen as low as $38,000,000,000 from of our system of private profit and
ionicpower. The a high in 1928 of over $80,000,000,000. free enterprise—the continuance and
determined Since 1932 and for each and. every strengthening of, social reform and
(to save the system, but also year thereafter, up to and- includ- progressive legislation.
from it the abuses, evils, ing 1937, the national income had
When I called the congress into
I maladjustments gradually risen until it reached the extraordinary session in 1937, I
id brought it to the very figure of $68,000,000,000.
pointed this out; and I announced
destruction.- Tbe governProduction Overtakes Sates.
the determination of the federal govdetermined that the aysThis consistent and continuous re- ernment to proceed with its program
preserved and reforpjed, covery was stopped short in 1937 by on all fronts with full speed.
longer be subject .to the several factors. First, the producAccordingly, I recommended the
the -handful of men and tion and speculative buying of heavy enactment of new farm legislation.
toat had dominated it and consumer goods had been in- I called for a comprehensive farm
se boom days before '1929. creased by industry at such a program—not only to replace the old
out that determination rapid pace that it had completely measures which had been declared
. 'from 1933 down to outstripped the ability of the people unconstitutional by the Supreme
;
efforts of mighty forces of the country to buy such goods. court, but one which could go foryear by year. These The same thing happened in 1937 ward. I called for legislation for
tremendous interests on a small scale, that bad happened soil conservation and for regulation
— wealth, privilege, eco- in 1929 on a prodigious scale, name- of crop production so as to furnish
ver, political power. Al- ly, the purchasing power of the con- an ever-normal granary, which
• in number, they had the sumers of goods had been exceeded would give the farmer a fair share
which enabled them to too quickly and too greatly by the of the national income, and at the
most npise, and to be- amount of merchandise manufac- Same time, would also assure the
most vociferous in the tured: . Tbe result was that large consumer a steady supply of food
the radio, through news- inventories of stocks had accumu- and textile fiber at reasonable
prices.
outdoor advertising, by lated, which could not be sold.
In addition, the prices of merI also recommended to this extelegrams and letters to
by employment of chandise had been forced up by traordinary session of the congress
lobbyists—by all the business too drastically during the the enactment of legislation provids of propaganda and year 1937, in spite of all the efforts ing for minimum wages and maxii which have been de- of the government to discourage mum hours and the abolition of child
such inordinate increases. The labor in all interstate occupations.
recent years.
mounting prices, in turn,* contrib- Only in this way could sweatshop
Strengthens Efforts.
uted also to the inability to sell the conditions be eliminated and workthe efforts of this minor- goods manufactured, and helped to ers receive a reasonable purchasing
stent in its opposition since create a large excess of goods which power—to enable them to live with
> to new heights. They had .could not be sold.
some degree of decency, and to probbornly at the polls in 1936
At the same time, with the steady vide a market for the products of
our program of reform, rise of business through 1936 and the farms and factories of the
failed. They had tried in early 1937, the government had be- nation.
stop it in the courts, where gun to ,cut down its own expendiMuch of the legislation which I
" been BO successful during tures for relief and" work relict It recommended was passed during
1938. Here, too, they had did so with the reasonable expecta- 193jg. For example, a new farm
Therefore, through the years tion that private industry, with its' ttfogram was adopted; legislation
and 1938, their activities /to increased markets and output, would establishing minimum wages and
progress and to bring about take up-some of the slack, and pro- maximum hours and outlawing child
1 or emasculation of the New vide some of the employment which labor was finally passed; various
neasures of reform were re- had previously been furnished by tax reforms were adopted; additionthe government through public al funds were provided for trie conwere several reasons for works projects. In this the govern- struction of public works to furnish
articular burst of effort this, ment miscalculated.
employment; and a congressional
t, the Supreme court fight,
and administrative committee was
Liberalism Endangered.
• it had been finally successAll of the big guns and resources set up to study economic power.
obtaining ite objective, had of pressure politics and modern
Many of the great measures de' Seated
in the congress, The propaganda were brought into play bated in 1937 and 1938—farm legis1
of liberal government tried in late 1937 and 1938, to try to strike lation, reorganization of governthat loss of a single battle down liberalism in the congress and ment, minimum wages and maxi•teat of the entire progressive in the executive branch of the gov- mum hours, increased public works,
i of the administration. A ernment.
monopoly controls, judicial reforms,
"putsch" -was organized to
water power development, low-cost
[make it appear as though the
housing—have, by now, become
NOTABLE EVENT
entatives of the people in the
more or less accepted as part of our
bad, by--failing to pass
A series of articles by the Pres- economic life. It is a little difficult,
wprerne court bill, repudiated
ident of the United^ States is a therefore, to look back even across
notable event in journalism. Sel- the short period to 1938 and remem"inciples and conduct of the
eal.
,:-,....;,,, • '
dom has any newspaper had an
ber how bitter and how difficult was
a, there had come a substan- opportunity to publish anything the struggle—in the congress and
under the name of any. Presi- out of the congress—which was
siness recession—commencdent The present series of arti- necessary in order to have some of
'• faU of Ifljff, and continuing
i the first half of 1938. These cles is a notable coniribution both
these laws adopted. The opposition
to history and Journalism. This to them—chiefly from the same
minority grqups, sought at
(
newspaper publishes the articles sources which had opposed the
o take advantage of it by
without bias as to the opinions whole program of reform since 1933
it exclusively on the atti
contained in them.
;
was of "blitzkrieg" proportions.
i legislation of the govern'
' claiming thai the administraIn that struggle, a few Democratic members of the house and senate
TaMe' Discusses Rural Social Problems —who had been elected in 1936 and
years on liberal platforms,
the Round Table, which met in earlier
who had pledged themselves to
_A call ties,
dailir throughout the five-day Insti- and
es and! women's clubs tute, under the chairmanship of Dr support the great objectives and
1
social measures enunciated in those
responsibility for commuon Y. Landis of the Federal platforms — had allied themselves
naitions and the improvement
u
of
the
Churchea
of
Chris
the opponents of the program.
fgroup relations, was voiced Council
America, stressed the opinion that with
It became quite obvious that this
Wound Table report on the in of the chief problems is that of
Community presented to the one small community "whose _ lead- kind of conduct was not only a re
nunciation of platform pledges, but
Institute of Human
s think it has no, problems.
d here biennially un- ersThe Bound Table report stressed was actually endangering the sucof the federal government's de• auspices of the National Con- "
the importance of the rural family cess
af
termination to preserve a liberal,
Christians and Jews.
who do much to preserve and pro- progressive administration.
cussing the "critical" soof rural communi- tect the family, as a unit.

Weep for John
J. Applegate:
The gas man said,
"You're just too late!"
• • •
Sympathize
With Nell's friend Joe:
He only said,
"My watch was slow!"
• * •
Do not laugh
At Johnson (Will):
He called on her
With just one gill.
• * •
The ladies' pride
Is Wallace Wright:
He saves his gas
To drive by night.
• • •
Oh lucky egg
Is Luther Mix:
The gas shack clock
Had stopped at six!
• • •
And wottaman
IsBarnett ("Puggy"):
He never sold
That HORSE AND BUGGY!
• • •
HINTS FOB GAS SAVINGS
SLOGANS
Harold Ickes has labored and
come forth with a sticker, "I Am
Using One Third Less Gas" as m
terrific weapon in the drive to save
fuel. Well, to this department it
seems feeble, trite and ineffective,
especially when dealing with human
beings who have shaken off their
real skin and donned the tough hide
of automobilists. Nobody reads the
stickers on a windshield, not even
the fellow who pastes them on.
If they are to be used, however,
why not put a kick in 'em. Something along this line:
"I Am Not a Hog, Even When in
an Auto."
"I Wouldn't Cripple Uncle Sam
Just for a Few Extra Miles ef Touring."
"I Put Patriotism Above Petroleum."
"America First. Picnicking Second."
"I'm Stepping on Hitler, Not on
the Accelerator."
"I'd Rather Lay Up My Car Than
Lay Up My future."
Of course in this crisis there is
bound to be, the fellow who takes
the attitude, "I only regret I have
but one limousine to give- for my
country."
• • •
Washington announces that boneless beef is making a hit in the navy.
It's better than beefless bones.
• • •
Defense bonds and stamps are to
be sold through dry goods stores,
etc. And we know a lady who is
going to wait for them to advertise
a special sale.
• • »
"What this country needs is unity,"
declared the orator as he proceeded
to insult all who disagreed with his
personal opinions on the crisis.
• * *
The idea of tipping railroad porters ten cents per bundle or bag is
now being denounced by both porters and railroads. But nothing they
can say would equal the strong language being used by the traveling
public. It has never believed there
was an iota of fa'irness in paying 40
cents to have a porter carry a coat,
a brief case, a hat box and a book
while the fellow with the bass violin
and the doghouse got off with 20.
• • •
Ima Dodo calls her auto an Ickesmobile because it has become just
a day coach.
• • •
Those Churchill photos in conference with Mr. Roosevelt must make
a lot of advertisers wish they knew
what kind of a cigar he smoked.
• • •
Eleven oil companies are to send
billions to pump oil to the East. It
sounds like a pipe dream.
• * *
SUCCESS SECRET
An author's life is often hard
Until he gets a book that's barred.
Merrill Chilcote.
• * *
The United States Golf association
has rescinded its rule prohibiting
• golfers in regular tournaments from
ceasing play during a lightning
storm. "They may now stop temporarily if they think they are in
danger," it saya. Boy, there's wliat
we call consideration, even if it does
expose an unnecessarily slow back
swing.

size

Past Mischief
To mourn a mischief that is past
and gone, is the next way to draw
new mischief on.—Shakespeare.

TPHE dress which is practically
•"• a requirement for college enrance is the jumper. It's the
>asis of every well-planned school
wardrobe, for it can be worn with
different blouses and sweaters in
•nany interchangeable effects.
Pattern No. 9018 presents a jumper which slim girls will like—it
has a fitted waistline, marked with
shaped, wide belt. The top is

Ton pay lew for Clabber Girl
but yon use n» more... Add to
this Clabber Girl's half century
record of perfect bakinfr result*
and yea will see why millions of
proud homcntftkers use Clabber
Girl, «xclnsiv«ly.
Order • can of Clabber Girt
from your grocer today. You
will be amazed when be tells you
the price. Ton will be delighted
with your baking- results.

While beating egg whites see
You Pay
that the bowl and beater are perLESS...
fectly clean and dry. Also, have
but us*
no yolk in the white. Otherwise the
vhites will not beat up to their
NO MORE
lull volume. If any yolk drops
into the white, remove it with a
piece of eggshell.
• * •
Before cooking rice place it in a
colander and pour boiling 'water
over it. Save this water, as it
makes excellent starch for blouses,
muslin, laces, et cetera.
• * •
The flavor and vitamin content of cooked white squash are
Equal Bights
improved by sprinkling grated • Equal rights for all, special
cheese over it just before it goes privileges for none.—Thomas Jef•jo the table.
ferson.

MILDNESS
l£SS NICOTINE
INTHE SMOKE
COUNTS WITH

youjoo

(S ONLY ONE REASON I
SMOKE GAMEtS. THEX
HAVE A SWELL
FLAVOR, TOO

THE ANTTA

CONSTANT-FLOW
FOR LESS WITH A
?W-COMFORT"

LACO
OIL HEATER

fcSDAt, SEPTEMBER 25,1941.

The engagement of Miss Jean Ross
of Omaha to Irwin Maduff, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Maduff, was recently announced in Omaha. Miss
Ross is employed at the Northwestern
Bell Telephone Co. exchange in Omaha
where she is an information operator.
Mr. Mbduff is employed at the Midwest Egg Co. here.

Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Gifford of Des
Moines were visiting friends and looking after business matters in Anita
Saturday.

"TRAILER VAGABOND"

Miss Mary Osen, a teacher in the
schools at Villisca, spent the week end
at the home of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank H. Osen northwest of here.

The members of the Union club
were guests Thursday of Mrs. H. U.
Shannon at her home on 3rd. Street.
At noon she took them to the church
dinner at the Congregational church,
following which they spent the afternoon quilting at her home. Mrs. Phil
Lowenburg will be hostess at the next
meeting of the club on Oct. 1.

Rev. and Mrs. H. G. Belsheim spent
the week end in St. Louis, Mo., visitne Furnaces and Stoves That Will Meet Any Need
ing friends. On Sunday Rev. Belsheim
officiated at the wedding of a'former
By WARREN BAYLEY
- May Be Bought on Easy Terms —
classmate and friend, >Rev. E. M. Kirschenmann of Colone, S. D., who was
1
united in marriage to Miss Christine The Grand Coulee Dam is the largest bining in the process and a few dying
structure
that
mankind
has
ever
built.'
out
completely.
In
addition,
1,000
Bine of St. Louis.
It is three times the size of the big- Indian graves were moved and 29 miles
gest
Egyptian pyramid. As tall as a of railroad and 181 miles of highway
The members of the Mutual Benefit
The members of the Sunshine club club were guests Thursday afternoon 46-story building, it stretches across were reconstructed above the level of
were guests Friday afternoon of Mrs. of Mrs. Glenn Forester. Fourteen the Columbia river a full 14 city blocks. a lake that will cover 82,000 acres
Thompson of Boone,
Mrs. Tom Burns entertained the
Its 25,000,000 tons of concrete would
, Anita Satapd»y with, his members of her pinochle club Thurs- Bernard Houchin at her home south- members and three visitors, Mrs. Al- make two sixteen-foot highways from of central Washington. This, is the
greatest planned removal and resettleowell C. Thompson and wife. day evening at her home on Locust east of here. Thirteen members and vina Forester, Miss Beulah Pierce and coast to coast.
ment enterprise in western history.
M5ss Mary Jean Reeves, were present.
three
visitors,
Mrs.
Wayne
Overmeyer,
;
j Street. Other guests, besides the memi
/•
\. •' '..". ~'
The increased agricultural activity
Mrs. Earl Beaver and Mrs. Howard Mrs. Cleo Reeves, Mrs. L. C. Mc- 6,000 men started to build this giant
laron Bell was hostess to the bers, were Mrs. G. M. DeCamp and Gissibl, were present. The ladies spent Afee and Mrs. Frank Roberts were in 1937. 2,000 are still at it. To the resulting from this huge project will
of the Susie $ club Thursday Miss Vera B. Hook. Mrs. R. R. Ar- the afternoon embroidering tea towels winners of contests put on during the layman the dam appears practically bring 40,000 new farm families to the
fat her honi$ on East Main nett and Mrs. Kenneth Gipple became for the hostess, following which a afternoon. A lunch was served by the completed now, but it won't be a now arid section to be reclaimed, which
ss Maty licfflei Hendersoii members at this meeting. Mrs. Hattie lunch was served.
hostess. Mrs. L. L. Dorsey will be finished job until 1942. The cost of will become as productive as the rich
scorer at pinochle which /Wiese and Mrs. Solon A.-Karris tied
hostess at the next meeting of the the entire project totals $394,000,000 wheat lands further north of it.
f diversion of "the evening. A for high score honors. A lunch was
The Columbia is our nation's most
and, as electrical power and irrigation
The members of the Bide-a-Wee club on Oct. 2.
s served by tide hostess, Mra. served by the hostess. The next meet- bridge club were guests of Mrs. Andy
water is sold, will be self liquidating. powerful watercourse. Fed by glacThe members of the K, J. U. club
Chadwick will entertain the ing of the club will be held with Mrs. Miller Wednesday afternoon at her
Standing some 90 miles west of the iers and melting snow, its peak flow
Ben Gochanour on Oct. 2.
of
the Church of Christ held their
i next meeting on Oct. 2.
home on Elm Street. Other guests,
city of Spokane, this Bureau of Re- comes when the demand for irrigation water is heaviest in the growing
besides the members, were Mrs. Bert regular monthly meeting Thursday
Mrs. Dick Dement, Mrs. Azel Ames, Ramus, Mlrs. Fred M. Sheley, Mrs. aft.rnoon at the home of Mrs. Mterle clamation dam isn't so impressive season. The remainder will generate
as
the
taller,
more
majestic
one
at
Mrs. Wayne Jewett, Mrs. Hayes RedDenne southwest of here. Mra. Andelectricity—three times as much as
|DR.B.L.MEURER fcurn and Mrs. Lyle Redburn were Fannie Young, Mrs. Solon A. Karns erson Bell, Mrs. William Cryer and
muscie onoais produces ana nail again
and
Mrs.
Chas.
Minerman.
High
score
volume
of
that
gracefully
curved
wall.
Chiropractor
hostesses Thursday afternoon at the jfor the afternoon was held by Mrs. Mrs. Donald Chadwick were assisting
as
much as Boulder Dam develops—in
But when Grand Coulee Dam's 11
Adair, la.
Dement home to twenty-eight ladies Ramus. A lunch was served by the hostesses. Sixteen members and three drumgates swing open, it will offer the powerhouse at either end of the
—Office Hours— at a stork shower complimentary to hostess. Mrs. A. V. Robinson will be guests were present for the meeting. a more spectacular sight as a water- dam before proceeding on to other
Mrs. Lorence Inhofe. A social after- hostess at the next meeting of the club Mrs. Byran Parker and Mrs. Wayne fall twice as high as Niagara surges tasks further down stream.
9.12 — 1:30-18
Sisler became members of the club
noon was spent by those in attendance on Oct. 1.
It is pretty dry and barren around
at this meeting. A lunch was served from the lake now forming behind here now and dust clouds hover above
[ Wed. & Sat Night and a cont«%t put on was won by Miss
the
structure's
rugged
bulk.
by the hostesses.
groanings trucks and toiling men, but
7^ till 10
Shirley Rasmussen. Out-of-town guests
The members of the Helping Hand
This body of water will be the when that lake behind the dam begins
pSresent were: Mrs. Frank Karns of club were guests of Mrs. Nolan Stock
Sun. 10-11 A. M. Des Moines; Mrs. Harry Steffens and
The members of the S. 0. S. club world's largest man-made lake when to grow the local climate' is going to
ham at a 1 o'clock luncheon Thursday held a picnic dinner Sunday at Sunny- it backs up its estimated 151 miles. be modified a lot. More abundant
Phone 37
Mrs! Dale Ray, Atlantic; and Mrs. at her home south of here. There
side park in Atlantic. At noon a At the Canadian border it will join rain will cover these brittle hills and
Clare Kimball, Brayton.
were nineteen members and six visit- basket dinner was enjoyed by those British Columbia's Arrow Lake, com- flats with a nice coat of green.
ors, Mrs. Lyle Scholl, Mrs. Walter in attendance and the afternoon was bining to form a sheet of water 300
Then this' huge mass of steel and
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^•••••^^•^•^••^••••^••^•••••i
Cron, Mrs. Tom Stockham, Mrs. Paul spent socially. Those who attended miles long.
concrete that sprawls across the river
Steele, Mrs. Fred Dressier and Mrs. were the families of Frank Schlater, To allow for this back up and spread, will begin to pay for the labor and
Elvina Rhoads, present. Roll call was Tom Bailey, William Morgan, M. N. ten towns had to move to higher money that is now making it into an
a poem or household hint. Mrs. Vert Lambertsen, Kermit Bailey, Vernon ground or be inundated—two com- eighth wonder of the world.
Adams was the winner of a contest Lambertsen, Leonard Bailey, Earl
put on during the afternoon by Mrs. Heath, Clyde Spry, Gus Hamann,
"Trailer Vagabond" Is Sponsored and Appears In This Paper
August Cron. The balance of the Merle Denne, Harold. Wahlert, Guy
Through the Courtesy of
afternoon was spent doing hand work LaRette, Joe Jensen and Charles
for the hostess. Mrs. Frank Kopp iHockenberry and Mrs. Edna Bailey,
BERT C. RAMUS; Manager
will be hostess at the next meeting of William Lambertsen and Miss Beverly
the club on Oct. 2.
Ann Sheley.
Anita, Iowa
TEXACO PRODUCTS
Phone 257

GERALD AKERS
Anita, towa — Phone 171

1

>rder Your Winter's Supply
of Coal Now
KUNZ GRAIN CO.

WAGNER'S FILLING STATION

ON DISPLAY SEPTEMBER 26

^ - - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f ing air scenes are prohibited today
because of the tense international sit+
REEL NEWS
* uation.
Cagney is a fresh young re+ + + + -f + + + * 4 . . t + .cruit in the Marine Air Corps. O'Brien
Starting this week, a special Sat- is his superior officer. Frank McHugh
uday matinee will be given at 2:30 p. is a comic ambulance driver. Margaret
m. The complete Friday and Saturday Lindsey is the girl they squabble about.
program will be shown. Two evening Many of the thrills and spills will
shows wi;i be held as usual at 7:30 bring gasps of amazement and there
and 9:30 p. m.
is a bang-up climax that will not be
* * •
forgotten very soon.
* • e
Have you joined the host of Take-aChance shown fans? It's only a dime
When Maisie starts going the rounds
for adults or children and there's al^- with a prizefighter and his hard-boiled
ways a good program. Make a date manager, the entertainment banners
for tonight or Thursday. There's an fly high. This is exactly what happens
evening of good entertainemnt waiting when, "Ringside Maisie," starring
for you for ten cents.
Ann Sothern goes on display Sunday,
• * *
Monday and Tuesday. All of the preJames Cagney and Pat O'Brien play vious adventures of the popular Brooka return engagement at the Anita lyn Bombshell seem only build-ups for
theatre Friday and Saturday in the this, the fastest moving) funniest of
greatest air spectacle ever filmed, the lot. Maisie has never been better.
"Devil Dogs of the Air." It was made Her jitterbug number in the early sea few seasons ago. Many of the thrill- quences of the film is something that
old and young will enjoy immensely.
Maisie launches a boxer on a great
career and his manager, George Murphy, goes a few rounds with Maisie
and comes out the worse for wear and
tear. Incidently, watoh this young
Fusk Meat Meal Tankage at
fighter, Robert Sterling. He's the most
wholesale, delivered.
promising young actor in Hollywood
and big things are predicted for him.
We will pick op your dead
Virginia O'Brien, who sang the famous
animals and give service.
"Rock-a-Bye Baby" song in, "The
Big Store," sings another comic blues
Phone 257
song in her own 'deadpan' style in,
WAGNER FILLING STATION
^'Ringside Maisie." Slapsie Maxie RosANITA, IOWA
enblum and other former big name
fighters are included in the cast.

NOTICE!

SERVICE OF
'ADS
Here's the highest-quality motor car Chevrolet has
aver offered to the motoring public . • • with fleet,

DUIOND TO LEAD IN
STYLING
Chevrolet aloiw of all lowpriced can hat "Leader
lint" Styltaa, iwank fender.
eap« and Body by Fbher.

modern, aerodynamic lines and Fisher Body beauty
which create "the new style that will stay new" ...
with a powerful, thoroughly proved, Valve-ln-Head
"Victory" Engine, built of quality materials and designed to lead In combined performance and economy

DUIOND TO LIAR IN
PERFORMANCE
Chevrolet alone combine* a
powerful Valve-tn-Heod
"Victory" engine, Safe-TSpecial Hydraulic Brake*,
UnHlzed Knee-Action Ride,
and Vacuum-Power Shift at
no extra cort.

OUIONID TO 1IAD IN
ECONOMY

i.. with all the fine comfort, convenience and safety
features which have made Chevrolet the nation's
Lading motor car for ten of the last eleven years.
«"-r.i *,.:»

Chevrolet b the mod economical of all Jaroe»t-»elllng
low-priced can from (he
itandpokit of gai, ofl, rlret
and upkeep.

>•#•

IT PAYS TO BUY THE LEADER
AND GET THE LEADING BUY
W. SHAFFER & SON
> IOWA

48-inch Lath Cribbing
— Buy Paint Now —
THE FARMERS COOP.
C. F. DARROW, Manager

With the Present Price of

Beef and Pork
It Is Advisable to Rent a
Locker

— A SURE WAY TO ECONOMIZE —

Miller's Lockers
ANITA — WIOTA — CUMBERLAND
THERE IS ONE NEAR YOU

UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S
By VIRGINIA VALE

Practical Cutout Novelties
Jig. coping or keyhole saw may be used
In cutting these articles from wood—bright
enamels for painting them. Pattern Z9310.
13 cents, gives outlines and complete directions. Send your order to:

By HAROLD L. LUNDQUIST, D. D.
Dean ot The Bloody'Bible Institute
_
of Chicago.
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

CHOUGH practically all the
A girls in Hollywood are having their hair cut very short,
Myrna Loy is holding out for
longer locks. She's showing us a
new hair-do in "The Shadow of
the Thin Man,'! however. Parted in the center, the hair is rolled
behind the ears and caught by a
barrett or a bow at the nape of the
neck in a cluster of curb. She likes
variety, says she, and* that's why
ahe likes fairly long hair. Incidentally, the Coast hairdressers are
worried for fear that .the tightly
shorn locks of the heroine of "For
Whom the Bell Tolls'* will become
too popular, so on the screen
they'll be longer than in the book,
we're told.

AT NIGHT—GUESTS' DELIGHT!

(See Recipes Below)

THE WAFFLE IRON
THIS WEEK?S MENU

Um'mt. Crisp and
i suit the taste—a queenly
WAFFLE PARTY
er you're a homemaker
Hot Bouillon
Ms in calling in your
Waffles
Syrup
Sausages
"home body" who caters
Fruit Salad
family—or a lone eater
likes nice foods.
Homemade Chocolatei make 'em
it's fun
Mint Ice Cream
And waffle baking has
Coffee
Milk
; homemakers—young
i-paTty conscious, that
in this week's col: especially suitable for stand overnight, or 1% hours. When
ready to use, beat egg yolks, add to
t be a hostess 'who is mixture and. then add beaten whites.
the "gang" in for Bake 4 minutes on a veryjiot iron.
a neighborhood
Fruit Sauce for Waffles.
"waffle feed."
% cup butter
your new deal
2 cups powdered sugar
In "entertaining—
1 cup crushed berries
whether your
1 egg white
ewits be club1 teaspoon vanilla
pi:
women,
daugh1
ter's pals, the
Cream butter, add powdered
high school bas- sugar and when well creamed, stir
ketbajl team; or in white of egg and vanilla. Mix
,
'hubby's orionies— 'thoroughly and add berries. Chill.
t in social history. Mark Makes a delicious topping for waffles
•,.••: .
,.::. .. : • . ,
when served for supper, dessert, or
can be divided into even late-at-night as a "snack."
ordinary" or "reguGingerbread Waffies.
enough for any
(Makes 6 waffles)
r*rafflear With frills and '
*bread waffles, IVt cups pastry
flour
etc. So we give
V* cup sugar
% cup molasses
raffles.
2 eggs
9 waffles)
1 cup sour milk
1 teaspoon ginger
% teaspoon salt
powder
1 teaspoon soda
1 teaspoon baking
powder*
i melted shortening
eggs; and beat the 6 tablespoons melted shortening
Beat eggs- until light. Add sugar,
i milk. Add the sifted
nts, then the melted molasses and sour milk. Sift dry
last, the stiffly beat- ingredients together and add. Beat
. Pour into hot waffle until smooth. Add shortening and
! until if on qtops steam- bake 3 or 4 minutes. Serve with
ice cream.
. :
: *> , • '•• '•''. : '' • '
i for Standard Recipe.
Chocolate Waffles.
Wafflefr^Reduce milk
(Makes 4 waffles)
e recipe to 1 cup and
1%
cups
flour
well-drained crushed
3 teaspoons baking powder
% teaspoon salt
-Add I cup chopped
6 tablespoons sugar
, with part of flour from
2 eggs
-Add 6 tablespoons
1 cup milk
1 ham to plain waffles.
2 squares chocolate
Waffles— Add 1 cup
4 tablespoons butter
'Canned or fresh huckMix
and sift dry ingredients. Add
with % cup sugar. milk, beaten
eggs, fat and chocolate
Hes—Add 1 cup finely which
has been melted over hot wai to standard waffle rec- ter. Preheat
iron 8 minutes and
1 teaspoon bake waffle for three minutes.
Apple Waffles.
teaspoon cloves and %
utmeg to batter for plain
(Makes 0 waffles)
may be added to this.
1J4 cups flour
Bes— Add 1 cup well2 teaspoons baking powder
aed whole-kernel corn
1 egg
'""
2 tablespoons butter
t Wtffleg.
V* teaspoon salt
Jakes .5 waffles)
% cup milk- l
ilk
V
;
% cup chopped apples
salt'
.
2
tablespoons lemon juice
ons melted shortening
Dash of nutmeg
water
.Chop apples, add lemon juice and
our
nutmeg.- Let stand for 15 minutes.
Sift flour, measure, add dry .ingrediyeast in warm .water. ents and add apples and butter. Heat
nd melted fat, then milk waffle iron 6 to 8 minutes, pour on
Stir until smooth. Let batter and bake two to three minutes. Serve with butter and brown
syrup.
Here's a good game for your next
wfffle
Party. It's
called CONSEwame parvy
QUENCES ana is
Waffle; Iron. Most
played as the old j
electric waffle .Irons
familiar Conse« be greaawLfbut .extra
quences. Paper
.must be put into -the
and pencil are
alter TM. .b^Ud be
needed. Each pere Predated iron
son draws the
er or with" enlarge
head of a beast, !
'
bird or man, folds
.
4
the paper over
ce a, apt to .become
and passes it to
« w a mistake to r*
neighbor on his left. Each per"a unless it becomes the
then draws a body of beast bird
F too thick. During the son
man, according to his fancy,
great, care of
£nd™Jain folds the paper over. The
to
et
ter
« w»
item to be added is the legs
Plug or heat- i «t feeT
The paper is to be folded
cloth or a
and pWd to the neighbor
sh
P
should be used to free
the left then all are opened.
exceM better or
suTS'nTay be astonishing
:

Jimmy Dorsey's band will famish
iht music for "The Fleet's In/' the
navy musical on which Paramount
certainly seems to be •hooting the
works. Dorothy Lamour, William
Holden and Eddie Bracken head the
east, which includes Betty Button,
Cass Daley and Gil Lamb. William
Scherbdnger directs.

Lesson subjects and Scripture texts selected and copyrighted by Internatlonair
Council
o* Religious Education: used by
permission.

THE FULFILLMENT OF BISTORT: THE NEW JERUSALEM
LESSON TEXT—Revelation 21:1-7. 10-12.
22-2*.
GOLDEN TEXT—He that overeometh
shall inherit all things; and I will be his
God, and he shall be my son.—Revelation 21:7.

A happy ending may not suit the
fancy of modern writers of fiction,
but it does suit God. He "who worketh all things after the counsel of his
own will" (Eph. 1:11) will see to it
that redeemed man shall "be to the
praise of his glory" (Eph. 1:12).
The eternal, omnipotent God will
bring the history of His dealings
with mankind to a glorious ending.
The last book of the Bible comes to
its last pages where,~after dealing
with the final struggle of man with
his enemy Satan (which has gone
on since the entrance of sin into the
world in the Garden of Eden), we
find the glorious, God-given revelation of the "divine, final restoration
of the universe, a picture of the
home where we who love the Lord
Jesus will forever dwell."

Gregg Toland, who did the camera work on Samuel Goldwyn's "The
Little Foxes," recently picked out
I. "The Tabernacle of God Is with
Hollywood's 10 most interesting Men" (vv. 1-7).
faces—said thai they had one thing
Our God is always with His people, but there is a promise of the
time when He shall "pitch His tent"
(for thus we might translate the
word "tabernacle") in their very
midst and "be with them" in full
and unhindered fellowship. This He
once did for a tune when "the Word
was made flesh and dwelt among
us" (John 1:14), or literally "tabernacled among us." In the day of
which our lesson speaks He will
come to live permanently with His
people.
The blessings of His divine presence are beautifully described in
verses 4 to 8. There will be no
more tears, because every occasion
for them is gone. There will .be no
death, pain or sorrow, for the one
who sits uporrthe throne will have
made everything new.
Christianity does not evade the
question of sorrow and suffering,
GARY COOPER
but it does point to a glorious day
in common, a something that "time' when they will be done foreVer.
What a precious promise!
cannot dim nor custom stale."
They are Gary Cooper, Gloria n. "The Holy City . . . Having the
Swanson, Ingrid Bergman, Frederic Glory of God" (w. 10-12). .
March, Marlene Dietrich, Frank The description of the holy city
Morgan, John Qualen, Bette Davis is differently interpreted, but perand Ronald Colman. He explained haps the best one is that it will be,
that their faces register character, in the form of a pyramid on a
intelligence and physical magnet- square base 1,500 miles in width
ism, adding that Bette was tops and length (12,000 furlongs—v. 16).
among the women, Cooper among rising in terraces, and 1,500 miles
the men.
high at the. top.
The description of the city is gloThe Canadian government has rious beyond "words (read 21:1
thought up something new in the through 22:7), but the crowning fact
way of army training. Walt Disney of all is that it has "the glory of
has been commissioned to produce God." His presence means more than
a group of animated films for the all the glories of precious stones and
training of recruits—work has al- of "pure gold, like' unto clear glass."
ready started on one dealing with He is more than His gifts, v and His
the operation of the new anti- presence is more glorious than aH
His mighty works.
blitzkrieg weapons.

INDIGESTION
what Doctor* do for It

MISCELLANEOUS
cutout deLYiI

•
signs are here to tempt hammer and saw into use. At top,
left, is a very practical item—the
"Leave a Note" bungalow., Inch
wood makes this, and it is to be
placed beside the front door. Pad
and pencil inside the hinged door
invites friends to leave word if they
call when you a% away. Practical, too_are .the doorknockers—
the red-headed woodpecker and the
horse. And kitchen er dining room
will welcome this clever cottage
nower holder and the matching
shade pulls.
. f-t*. (i. cv. P- <\. f. p. p. p.^ (x.

ASK ME
••o-o™o*o*o-e^-o

•

Bravery
People glorify all sorts of bravery except the bravery they might
show on behalf of, their nearest
neighbors.—George Eliot.

?
?
?

O

AHOTHER I
A General Quiz

£3£i

j
d.

The Questions
1. Approximately how many
members has the British house of
lords?, /
2. What is a euphemism?
3. What ismeant by the French
phrase vis a vis?
4. What was th« nationality of
the traveler Marco Polo?
5. Nemesis, the avenging deity
of the ancient Greeks, was represented as what, man, woman, or
beast?

Stafhp October Ma

Wednesday Nlaht
WITH

KENNY BAKER

The Answers
1. Seven hundred and forty.
2. A mild name for something
Privilege to Listen
disagreeable.
It is the province of knowledge
3. Opposite.
to speak, and it is the privilege of
4. Italian. (Venetian).
wisdom to listen.—Oliver Wendell
5. Woman.
Holmes.

I* a flat, htert-wtrnlng
pttrhtk auton Hut btgH to t
gnat aetional public school
ctltbrttits Octobtr2t,1t92.
SMOKING KING EDWARD
Cigars in moments of relaxation or
sober reflection on the high duties
and privileges of citizenship is
another pleasant American custom.
Try King Edward today. You'll
enjoy this fine cigar.

HI. God the Almighty and the

(

«iw« unton'>

AUNT MARTHA
Box 166-W
Kansas City, Mo.
Enclose 13 cents for each pattern
desired. Pattern No
Name
Address

Lesson for September 28

On the face of it it doesn't seem Lamb Are the Temple (w. 22).
quite right that a white man has As long as we live under the pres^
been daubing war paint on 16 Indian ent conditions of life, we cannot do
braves at Warner Brothers'. Fur-without a place to meet to.worship
thermore, he's getting them ready God and to .receive spiritual help
to massacre a troop of United States and strength—a temple. But when
Adaptations
• i essary. Let none of us try to insoldiers. It's an for "They Died With the redeemed are gathered in the
The whole secret of living is to slst that nothing should ever be
Their Boots On," the story of Gen- Holy City they will have no need make adaptations as they are nee-1 changed I—Jane Addams.
eral Coster's final battle, and they for a temple. The place of meeting
can't put on their own makeup be- with God "which now has to be decause it's against the regulations of limited from the world, and set
the Screen Make-Up Artist's guild. apart for God—,yes, and held with
Ward Hamilton, who's applying the determination and force of will
make-up, had to learn how from against invading hosts—has there
expanded to cover the whole area
the Indians themselves.
of human experience and activity.
presence has no longer to be
Ann Sheridan was booked for God's
it is known; it is felt, unisome weird fittings at that same stu- sought;
versal
and
as the
dio not long ago. It wasn't dresses light of day" all-pervading
(C. Anderson Scott).
that she had to try on, but mummy IV. No Need of the Sun—the Glory
cases! In "The Man Who Came to of God Did Light It (w. 23, 24).
Dinner," she enters one, and is
The great need of man in this
locked in.
^
world is light. He rejoices in the
sheds its lifegiving rays
Tess Sheehan would like to play sun astheit earth.
He does his work
her role of "Aunt Cor*£ in "Woman upon
EASY TO M A K E . .
finds his healthful recreation in
of Courage" all day long; she has and
day. When darkness comes, he
hay fever, and it doesn't bother her the
have illumination, that he may
ECONOMICAL
when she's in the air-conditioned must
read, study, work, or fellowship with
studio. But that same air-condition- others.
the flickering pine
. . . DEl/C/OUSI
ing gives some of the other girls knot manFrom
went on to the candle, to
bothersome throats.
the lamp; and now in most places
he floods his city and its homes
Tested and proved In
Leone LeDoux, who doubles for with the light of electricity. But
"Baby Dumpling" and the Bum- even so there is too much darkness
thousands of homes. Ideal
stead's new baby girl on the CBS in the world, and the men who love
as a confection... a dessert
'"Blondie" program, says she uses darkness rather than light (see John
the Gainsborough system to keep 3:19) are able to practice their evil
... a treat for youngsters'
the roles distinct on her script. She deeds.
lunch boxes.
marks "Baby Dumpling's" lines • In the New Jerusalem all will be
with "a blue pencil—"After Gainsbor- Light, tor the One whp is light (I
ough's 'Blue Boy,'" and the baby John 1:5) and the source of all light,
sister's with pink for "Pinky."
permits His .glory to shine forth
and "lighten it." Jesus, the Lamb,
ODDS AND ENDS—Claudette Colbertt who is the light of the world '(John
QuNX-AS-A-WINK RECIPE
going to do "The Ballerina from Brighton," 8:12), is the never failing lamp of
ON
SID£ OfOIC£Kfi/SPIfS BOX
uihich'is being specially written for her; the city.
if i a tale o/ a ballet troupe stranded m
In such light not only the nations
Europe because o\ the tear , . . Robert
Montgomery has been quoted at *°ying of the earth, but their kings as well,
that he and the movie, are through with will want to walk, doing honor with
OU can depend on the special
each other, but Metro consider* that hei all their glory to the One who is
just on leave o] absence while he's on duty all-glorious. The verses which folsales the merchants of our
a, a V. S. naval intelligence officer in Lon- low our lesson tell us that the gates
town
announce in the columns of
don . . Laurel and Hardy are booked to of the city shall never be closed,
this paper. They mean money
do 10 pictures for 20th Century-Fa* . . , but only that which is good and
saving to our readers. It always pays
Chester Morris will star in "I'll Be Back honorable shall enter in. Nothing
irtfa Flash," the ilory of a radio news com- sinful, vile, or false shall come withto patronize the merchants who
mentator—and guess where they got Out' in its blessed portals.
advertise. They ate not afraid of their merchandise or their prices.

MAKE THIS
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Iowa's Drive on Dranken
Good Results

Over Six Million DoUars in HOMEMAKERS
la Receipts Sent Counties

war

.Iowa's
on drunken drivers
showed greater results in the year
which ended June 30, 1941, the annual report of the state liquor commission to Gov. George A. Wilson
showed this week.
An increase in arrests for drunken
driving from 1,849 to 2,179 and of
arah E. Vernon, 81, well convictions from .1,249 to 1,605 coinnita woman and a resident of cided with the increased use in the
iunity fttf 'ttte past 73 years, state of blood test evidence.
(way at her home here about County attorneys got convictions
Saturday morning. She last year in 74 per cent of the cases.
Jjn ill health for several years In the previous year there had been
ek ago Sunday suffered S' convictions in only 66 per cent. 21,
attack* which together were arrested on the charge in Cass
plications from advanced age, county of which 18 were convicted,
the report showed.
| about, her death.
Elizabeth .Turner was born The drive on drunken driving was
[7, 1860, a|/Coal Valley, 111., more apparent in light of a decrease
er of CaptI S. C. and Eleanor in arrests and convictions for most
' Turner. jSbie was the young- other charges relating to liquor, both
peven children. When a girl offenses of the user and of the seller.
ars old, ahe moved with her Arrests for intoxication decreased
a farm four miles south of from 20,941 to 19,823 and convictions
jcli her father had obtained in from 20,533 to 19,305. There was a
They" brought with °them a slight increase in arrests for illegal
ns, several cows, horses and transportation, possession and sale—
Jher supplies. Her father, a from 429 to 439—but convictions fell
286 to 218 despite the increased
Bin, Joined the family a year from
arrests.
they sold the farm for $45
[moving to Anita, which place Arrests on miscellaneous liquor
been her home.
... -• charges dropped from 877 to 800 and
convictions from 666 to 549.
i, she was united in
[to Ralph D. Vernon in Anita, Increased drunken driving arrests
lldren were born to this union, and convictions didn't prevent the total
and Thomas, pass- arrests on all. liquor charges from
in infancy and another son, dropping from 24,096 to 23,241 and
total convictions from 22,734 to
i died on June 27, 1924. Mr. the
21,677.
away. June 6,1933.
Of those arrested on any liquor
are two daughters, Mrs. charge
in 1939-40 approximately 94
of Lewis and Mrs. Zeta per cent were convicted. In 1940-41
George; two sons, Edgar the ratio of convictions to arrests was
j. of Monticello and Howard approximately 93 per cent.

The state tax commission announced
this week it had sent $6,570,908.36 of
tax receipts back to Iowa counties
to make unnecessary the collection of
that much taxes.
The money is the semi-annual allotment to finance the homestead tax
credit.
The tax receipts sent back to the
counties consist of money the state
has obtained through sales and income taxes. The taxes which don't
have to be collected as a result of
the allotment are part of the property taxes on homesteads.
The semi-annual allotment during
1941 is an increase from $6,408,410.53.
The increase is due to the fact that
the state is giving credit on $567,740,561 eligible homestead valuation
this year^stad of $536,299.787 worth.

ah E. Vernon, 8f, Pioneer
nt of This Community^ Dies
ome Here Saturday MornFuneral Monday.

Okla.j and
of
children.
f services were held Monday
|at 2:30 o'clock at the home
Arthur V. Long, pastor of
Methodist church, officiate for the services was
by A. B. Stone. He sang,
e" . and "No Shadows
nterment was made in

WELL KNOWN COUPLE
MARRIED LAST WEEK

100 CASS REGISTRANTS
GET QUESTIONNAIRES

c o Lp n T t s Y o r a p p it i

PROCLAMATION BY GOVERNOR WILSON
"It is well to set a>ide a time each year for suitable recognition of
the outstanding service of the press of our state and nation, and of the
men and women who prepare the words and pictures which inform and
entertain us.
^
"The outstanding accomplishment of the printed word anywhere,
any time, has been the American achievement of protection of and
preservation of the liberties of a free people and more particularly
the rights of free speech and assembly, free religion and a free press.
"During the past year, the press of Iowa and the nation have added
another imposing list of achievements to a glorious record of upbuilding the community, the state and the nation.

Miss Mary Jane Bear, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Lake iBear, and Charles
"The rights which the free press of America so ably champions
Mitchell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
are truly the rights of all liberty-loving peoples. Our newspapers should
Mitchell, were united in marriage in
be appreciated today as never before, for they are the bulwark of our
a double ring ceremony Thursday
freedom.
«„„ with Joe Vetter, *««noon'at the home of the bride's
"Therefore, I, Geo. A. Wilson, Governor, do hereby designate and
declare, October 1 to 8, 1941 to be Iowa Newspaper Week and call
, W. T. Biggs, Wm. Craw- parents mf W.est Mam ,Street ,m .the
r
A Roe
T>r« ««j
U^K^Wpresence
of thirty
on all citizens of the state to honor the press by perusing more careA.
and
Robert' an
. 'immediate relatives
fully their favorite newspapers, and to join in local observances in
d close friends. Rev. Arthur V.
£1.as
oo pallbearers.
..in. „»_
,
.
,.
,.
.,
,.
,
,
,
T
honor of the free press of the state."
Long, pastor of the Methodist church,
performtb the ceremony in the living
ION WILL BE room of the Bear home before a large Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Pool of Des Dr. P. T. Williams was in Sioux
IOWA south window which was flanked with Moines were week end_ .visitors in City, Iowa, Monday and Tuesday atand baskets of gladio'as.
Anita at the home of Mr. and Mrs. tending the northwest Iowa district
alljfcut off b^griQultilral j Preceding the nuptials, Sid Larsen, Hjarry Swartz.
dental meeting.
and Iowa won't have to accompanied at the piano by Miss
Mrs. Edna Nichols and Mrs. Jay
NIGHT FOOTBALL
aeet her share of the" in-j Gretchen Budd, sang, "I Love You
McMullen of Kellerton, Iowa, spent
Friday, Oct. 3rd., 1941
1 for In the"Rji>d for Free- Truly" and "Oh, Promise Me." At
the week end in Anita visiting friends.
Menlo at Anita
aign, Albert J. Lovelarid, I the first note of Lohengrin's Bridal
Mrs. Nichols is a teacher at a rural
Victory Park
iltural adjustment admin- j Chorus, played by Miss Budd, Rev.
school near Kellerton this year.
8:00 P. M.
airman, stated this week. Long entered the room and took his
ie to produce in Iowa," he place, followed by the groom and his
f"and we expect fullest co- brother, Jack Mitchell, who was best.
|from all farmers in raising man. Next came the bridesmaid, Mrs. (
products asked for. It Jack Mitchell, who was dressed in a ;
strain on our resources to blue street length dress and wearing
suggested minimum goals a corsage of pink rose buds. The (
VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
1 by Secretary of Agriculture bride entered immediately after with |
pickard."
i her father. She wore a fox fur trimmed j
Fr Dri
possible problem, he in- olive green suit with brown accessor- j
P» Percolater or Boil
CO
the 16 per cent increase ies and a corsage of Talisman roses.!
Briardale
.
.28c
—
Tall
Corn
3-lbs.
«*«"attle asked for 1942, and the Mm Bear, the bride's mother, wore
chairman declared "that'a blue dress trimmed in white and a
a lot of study and thought." • corsage of pink rose buds. Mrs.!
CatSUD
GWC— 2 14-oz. Bottles
25c
[led that "we expect to meet Mitchell, the groom's mother, wore
nd, but the problem is a brown dress and a corsage of yellow
[we can get sufficient feeder rose biids.
the state. We will have
Immediately following the cere-!
for them if the cattle are mony, a reception was held at the;
| home. The table was decorated with
published figures showed 5,- garden flowers in pastel shades and
Lead of cattfe on Iowa farms, with white tapers. Light refresh-,
»d said there will be no dif-' me nts were served to the wedding
, ting the 4 per cent increase | guests and the three-tier wedding cake
production and the 2 per cent j Was cut an served in the traditional
fin milk cows. Farmers will manner. The young couple left late,
Briardale (any flavor) 3 Pkgs.
neir cows instead of selling' Thursday afternoon, following the reasserted, and better care ception, on a short wedding trip. Their ,
'It in more milk per cow.
1 plans for the future are indefinite. |
Briardale — Quick or Regular
2 per cent egg increase will; Out-of-town guests were: Mr. and
Large Tube
r ^en care of by the great Mrs. T. Hayes of Jefferson; Mr. and
[in hatching, but larger flocks Mrs. Harold Mitchell of Emerson;
GWC — Crystal White Corn
the question of maintaining ! Mrs. R. V. Gilbert and son, Charles, of
5-lb. Pail
" health to get maximum iowa City; and the Biases Charlotte
Evans,
Virginia
pn.
Flinn, Marjorie
Briardale
t are. expected to run 15 to Thornton,*. Ruth Brinkman, Mary
over the 1941 figure and Smith, Doris Rasmussen, Jane Sperry,
cent boost asked will be' Muriel Johnson and Justine Abraham,
n
1 • GWC — Solid Pack — Fancy
Pem, while sheep and lambs a n Of Des Moines.
Pumpkin
The
bride
is
a
graduate
of
the
Anita
,
2 No. 2 Cans
1 per cent without difhigh
school.
She
attended
the
Um-i
oveland added.
vers ity of Iowa and is a graduate of
Mrs. Glen Anderson and I A I. B. in Des Moines. For the past
., Mrs. (Warren Johnson of two years she has beer, employed in
|?1-. visited in Anita Satnr- the capitol ctiy. The groom is a
" n K at the home of Mrs. And- | graduate of the Hastings high school
»°ther, Mrs. Elva Dorn, and, a n d attended A. I. B. At present he
her
Wheatmix With Crystal
- Robert C. Howard and,j s employed in Anita.

BRIARDALE

Spinach
GWC -2 NO. 2 cans
19c
Crackers Tal1 Corn Sodas ~~ 2"Ib- Box 17c
Corn Starch GWC- 2 i6-oz. Packages I5c
14c
Gelatin
19c
Oats
32c
Syrup
Breakfast Wheat Largeiapackage 17c
Matches
Lettuce

H~~Daubendiek of ^Jefferson,
Iowa,
was
a business caller in Anita
Lantz and daughter, Jean,
e, Iowa, visited in Anita Monday afternoon.

GWC

Mr andllrI~Wimam Holtz of Tain-.
aqua, Pa., spent several days during ,
the past week visiting here at t h e ;
home of her parents, Mir. and Mrs.
William Kirkham, Sr., and with other (
relatives and friends.

-

6 Box Carton

Solid Krisp Heads

17c

"Each

Bowl Free

Carl

the home of their mother
^mother, Mm. EU« Worthth other relatives and
SS
Lantz leaves this week
rn">Rton, D. C., where she has
I8c'-vice position as a' junior

NUMBER 40

17 "A
rrUltS

Briardale Compote
IG-OZ. Cello Package

EXCELLENT POPPING CORN BOTH YELLOW
JUMBO AND JAPANESE HULLESS

One hundred more Selective Service
registrants in Cass county received
questionnaires during the past week,
acording to M. B. Parkinson, clerk
of the local draft board. Those who
•eceived the questionnaires are number 1,401 to 1,500, inclusive.
Following is the list:
Anita—Arthur Anton Wiechman,
31en Evert Soper, Morris Henry Robson, Kenneth David Turner, Dale
Sugene Roberts, Edwin James Osen,
Donald Wamsley Chadwick, Albert
lenry Claussen, HaroM Vernon Smith,
Wax Leonard Denney and Clyde Lester
Spry.
Wiota—Carroll Albert Bonnet, John
Iharles Bell, Bernard Edward Wbod,
jouis Bailey Robison, Arnold Edwin
hnen, Earl Benjamin Heath, Arnold
Micheal Christ, Carl Edward Lind,
llaude Harlan Chapman, Carl Leroy
leed, James Richard Sorensen, Walter
Gerhardt Mteyer, Max R. Way, Paul
Valter McMahon and James Pearson
&. Master.
Massena—Wesley Morgan Moun;ain, Russell Evert Harris, Marvin
iaras, Erwin E. Holste, Virgil Scholl
King and Charles Leonard Mills, Jr.
Atlantic—Howard F. Lundberg, Perihing.Henry Radden, Lester Harold
Anderson, Luther LaVerne Wells, Her-

WILL
STUDY NUTRITION

Women From Grant, Lincoln, Benton
and Franklin Townships to Hold
First Meeting at Home of
Mrs. Thomas W. Bailey.
Latest findings on the foods needed
by the body for health will be presented to homemakers of Grant, Lincoln, Benton and Franklin township's
in a series of all-day meetings, the
first of which will be held at^ the home
of Mrs. Thomas Bailey southwest etf
lere today (Wednesday), according
to Miss Helen M. Finney, home demonstration agent.
The lesson is the first of four in the
state-wide "Better Nutrition" drive
undertaken by farm women, stated
M>iss Finney. It will be presented by
the home demonstration agent in cooperation with the Cass county farm
mreau. Miss Ruby Simpson, Iowa
State college specialist, will assist
Miss Finney at some of the meetings.
Since evidence of malnutrition in
iowa are caused not so much by lack
of food as by poor selection, the firdt
meeting will emphasize vitamins,'minerals, proteins and other food elements—the foods in which they are
found and the quantities needed, Miss
Finney said. Meal planning guides,
designed to make adequate feeding of
families easier for homemakers, will be
distributed to the women attending
the meeting.
"Weight," says Miss Finney, "is
usually an indication of whether the
correct amount of energy foods—
starches, sugars and fats—are being

effect certain foods have upon weight,
and recommendations for reducing or
weight-gaining diets will be given.
A tired-out, lackadaisical attitude on
the part of adolescents may be due to
an insufficient quantity of protein and
many "underweight adults do not eat
enough protein. Meat and eggs are
the best sources of complete protein,
while wheat and soybeans also contain much of the building food. The
fats in liver, milk and eggs are also,
important building materials."
According to Miss Finney, if proper
is eaten in sufficient
iteffens, Mtelvin Edward Schmitt, Ed- it will be necessary to plan for only
gar Allen Fike,
Paulsen, three minerals—calcium, iron, and
„ ,, Jr.,
, John
,
Max Gray McClusky, Lester Frank iodine. The other six important onea
Soukup, Fred Merlin Dory,-Derold W . w i n be included in ordinary foods.
Mathisen, Gilbert Carl Flathers, Ralph Since Iowa ,B fa the goiter ^ it
ames Frisbie, Armin August Breh- ig wiM ' to include iodine ag a prevent.
tier, Lester P. Peek, Harold A. John- ative and lts 8OUrces ^jj ^ di8CU8sed>
on, Lavern Edward Keim, Emmett Anaiyzing. commOn foods to deterA. White. James M. Reisinger, Carl' mme their ^^^ and mineral conFrederick Stubbs, Lawrence Emil ^nta will be another topic considered
Blunk, Harry Petersen^Martm, Wayne by the women vitamin B-l, needed
McCauley, Benjamin Chinitz, Walter for appetite and proper mugcle tome
"urton Drenner, Moifton Elmore Salt- of the difreative tract) for exampje,
marsh, Horace Woodward Nelson, Jr., can be obtained in iarge amounts from
Frank George Gwske, William C. Hu- ^o^^in foods and lean pork. A
miston, Robert Wayne Wright, Roy demonstration meal will be prepared
H. Anderson, Glynn James Warren, at noon today aa part of the j^^
-,ail Wilson Harris, Lawrence Nelson, Wednesday.g meeting will be >
'aul LaVerne Oakes and Chester "training school" for about 25 woman,
Francis Hieglar.
'who in tum will preaent information
Griswold—Ross Franklin, Perdue, to other women in neighborhood
tussell Francis Keplinger, Gerald 3tu{jy ciubs.
"orest Burns, Lee Albert Snyder, j
Marion Everett Blanchard, Paul Ed- __.,,,.. »-,» »»•««• T»TTT»I-I » TT
win Rogers, Lester Gerald Pelzer.jIOWA FARM BUREAU
Dale Maurice Kuester, Gerald Maxwell | WILL HOLD MEETING
Mlyers, Charles Laurence Jennings ]
,nd Everett Ruben Selders.
| The Iowa Farm BV™*U ^ration
Lewis-Bernard William Keffer, wil1 hold ita second annual convention
Jesse Emery Stevens, Robert Lorin te the vear 1941 in Des Moinea «»
of Nov 17
Rainey, Frank Louis Knapp, Edwin, week
- '
Charles Kaiser, Roy Earnest Jahnke, I The annual convention was held in
Des Moines la
Edward Harold McClure and Freder- .
*t January but the votck Ira Vail
' mg> d'rectora decided that they preMarne-John Austin Hamilton, 'ferred to have the 8tate aimual meefcWilbur Henry Blake," Floyd Henry in# in advance of the American Farm
Christensen and Louis William Han- Bureau federation meeting which is
i held annually in December.
seTl
1 The state
Cumberland-Charles Dale Langconvention will open in
Jelt, John Malcolm McLaren, Milo ' Des Moines Mondav- NOV'LI7'aand ™"
Ole Juhler, Louis John Hartman. Ron- 'continue for four days, the first day
aid William Landon, Averille Albert bein* *iven over to group and cothThompson, Walter Frederick Proehl, I m o d i t v meetings, according to present
IWalter Herbert Rathman, Harvey j Plans'
Thomas Garside and Hiram Bernard! Many of the county meetmgs usually
'dwards
.held in December, are being scheduled
' Bridgewater-Orville'Virgil Dober-j f o r October and earl y November this
necker
! year '
Green Mt.—Otis Alva Huddleson.'i The national convention will be
held in Chicago, HI., this year Dec.
7 to 12.

NOTICE.

Mrs. M'. C. Hansen returned to her
Under section 3465 (A) (3), Federal' inome jn gt. Joseph, Mo., Sunday after
Law, a tax equivalent to six (6) per j spending the week here visiting relacent of the amount paid by subscribers tives and friends,
for local telephone service will apply
to your telephone bill after October
John Stuhr, Sr., left Saturday for
5, 1941.
Minden, Iowa, where he will spend
Our construction on this matter, several days visiting his brother,
would be that advance payments would Julius Stuhr and wife.
not be affected by the tax.
Mrs. Mary A. Wilson received word
iWe offer liberal discounts for adTuesday of the marriage of her grandvance payments.
'West Iowa Telephone Company. daughter, Miss Virginia Wilson of
Long Beach, Cal., to William Newman,
Rev. and Mrs. John Tews of Persia, also of Long Beach, which occured on
Iowa, visited in Anita Monday at the Sept. 2,6. The young couple will live
in Los Angeles,
home of Rev. H. G. Belsheim.
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SCHENCK:

WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

By Edward C. Wayne Entertainer

Repeal of United States Neutrality Law
And Arming of Merchant Shipping
Cited as Administration Objectives
In Battle to Keep Sea Lanes Open
(EDITOR'S NOTE—When »plnltn» arc (zprcued l» <$••• «»l«mn», they
mr"thill »f th« news uudyrt «n« not nee.Marily «f this new»p«per.>
<re.i».«iMi by Western Newspaper Union.),

r

ARM SHIPS:
'Asks Roosevelt

RUSSIANS:
Backs to Wall

Discounting any resistance the
Russians might have put up in the
center, and disregarding the Red
estimates of the cost of German attacks, it had become evident that
the Nazis, finally, were gaining two
of their three major objectivesKiev and Leningrad—and that the
Red forces had their backs to the
wall.
The Kiev disaster in the south
was finally admitted by Moscow,
which had issued statements declaring the leadership of Marshal Budenny to have been "incompetent."
In the south the Russians had faced
a heterogeneous opposition, tfoops
from Hungary, Rumania and Italy
joining with the Nazi blitzkriegers
in the early battle.
There were many who believed,
however, that the Russian severe
reverses hi the south did not occur
until the Nazis removed some of
their best troops from the central
sector, giving back in that area,
and bolstering up their drives in
the Ukraine and on the north.
At Leningrad the Germans had
reached the point of claiming that
street-fighting had started, while the'
Finns, by no means admitting themselves out of the battle, told of the
capture of an important power
source for the Soviet's second city.
Actual support of the Russian war
effort by members of the Royal Air
force finally had been reported, however, the R.A.F. fighters having managed to get their planes to the Russian front at an unannounced point,
and going into action, reporting the
destruction of seven Messerschmitts
CUT PROFITS:
with the loss of only one British
fighter plane.
Says Morgenthau
This was the first actual fighting
One step to insure an "all-out"
American effort hi behalf of the na- force placed at the Russian assisttional defense, will be to cut all ance since the start of the German
invasion about 100 days previously.

The revision of the Neutrality act
to permit the arming of U. S. merchant ships had followed hi order of
the presidential requests after the
sinking of the Pink Star, another
taken over Danish vessel, near the
spot where the Sessa and the Monitana went down.
i This vessel, first actually to be
sunk since the President's shoot first
message, was taken as Hitler's reply to this country's attitude on freedom of the seas.
Shortly thereafter the White
House campaign to get the neutrality law changed began, with many
statements by members of congress
that it was believed congressional
consent would be given.
Observers in the national capital
remembered that the arming of
U. S. merchant vessels in World
War I was followed by actual entry
into the war in less than a month.
It was deemed certain that antiinterventionists would fight to the
last ditch against the proposal.
The immediate Berlin reaction to
the new Washington move had been
that the sinking of the Pink Star
was entirely in accord with niternational law, that the vessel was
armed, was convoyed by enemy
craft and was carrying the flag of
Panama, not of the United States.
But Rome had come forward with
this statement: "Axis ships will defend themselves against any armed
U. S. merchantmen they meet on
their courses." That was written
by Virginio Gayda, chief Fascist
editor.

Treasury Secretary Morgenthau is ihown
as he told congress that a tax law should
be written to take away all business profits
above fix per cent of invested capital.

corporate profits to not more than 6
per cent of invested capital, declared Secretary of the Treasury
Morgenthau in a statement to congress.
This drastic recommendation had
been made by the secretary before
the house banking and currency
cottirriittee, when he urged speedy
approval of the price control bill.
Here was the way the secretary
had expressed himself:
X'The only way that can be done
is through another tax bill. We feel
that during this emergency a corporation should be satisfied to earn
6 per cent of its capital, and that
everything above that should go. to
pay for defense expenditures."
Expressing his disapproval of a
wage ceiling, Mr. Morgenthau had
said:
"In free countries labor is not a
commodity, human beings are not
property, and they should not be
treated as such."
This stand was opposed to that of
Bernard Baruch, who regarded labor
simply as an item of cost, and who
declared it would 'be impossible to
set ceilings on prices and not set
ceilings on labor costs which went to
make up those prices.

FARMERS:
Asked to Produce
Secretary of Agriculture Wickard
had called on the American farmer
not only to produce more food to
satisfy expanding demands hi the
United States, but also to provide
enough for England to defeat Hitler.
He was urging farm workers to
seek deferment from military service to that end, even if they had to
appeal from the rulings of local
draft boards.
He disclosed that officials of this
country had promised to send the
British a vast supply of food by the
end of'next June that would require
a billion out of the six billions required for lease-lend aid in the next
bill to go before congress.
He said that while it was true
that farm prices showed big percentage increases, that was because
for so long farm prices had been
bargain prices.
He also pointed out that increases
in retail food prices were not altogether to be blamed on farm increases.

Washington, D. C.
WINTER PLANS
As far as can be ascertained, the
most important point uijerjscussion between Hitler and Mussolini during their recent visit to the
Russian battle lines was a plan by
which 'Italian troops would hold
down a sizeable portion of the.German front during the Russian winter
stalemate.
one outside the

Man About Town:
John Edgar Hoover
Heinrich Himmler«s H«ntatt)jNQ«itapo out of $21,000
for that
short-wave station
the rest for widows cl hi* .
and. . The Left
Labor Lewis are not so wide apart
as Washington circles hope.
Berr Braeninf, who was Ge*-

SIMPLIFYING

that the

ayi1
•SPIK
**•*«&
•"It ain't the money u.
' Secretary Moreenthoi,

fusion." He contend, tbrackets i
go to a post office, g an', ^

at!±=f^^

their general nature leaked out in Trash.
Rome—where a lot of army leaders
Tom Mooney, they say, is topping
'
'
Nicholas Schenck (left) is pictured here are none too friendly to the Axis.
a committee petitioning the ridemse
with Harry L. Warner, president of Warner
Hitler's theory, bluntly put, was of Earl Browder . . . Sidney WeJnthe income tax w
fro*., as the former appeared befort^tht that the Italians were no good as
to the Upper Brackets anc
enate subcommittee investigating war fighters; so during the .winter months berg, the OPM exec, to bear Ms
iropaganda" in Hollywood moving pic- when there was no fighting to be severest critics tell H, is running in asmall proportion o f t
things as though it were a flop show. it was all right to let thi
wet.
done, they could move into the
There seemed no reason
(Set Below.)
trenches and protect the German
Sammy Kaye, who helped "Dad- shouldn't be given the woi,tks,
The great movie probe in Wash- lines.
dy" to fame, isn't to blame tor tne and. including the head*
ington took an amusing turn when
Then Hitler could ship his troops arranger not getting his royalties spots before the eyes,
Nicholas Schenck, MGM president, down
to Africa, and could clean up
. . How come the gov't allows sweats, the nervous 'bn
was called to the stand for two the whole
of North Africa before Nazi "journalists" to remain here and the mad call for
days of questioning, kept the spec- spring and good
* * •
fighting weather re- after their own colleagues (the
tators in stitches, and confused
1
turned
to
Russia.
Hitler
figured
But
the
Every-Man-An.fi
Foreign Press Ass'n) kicked them
many of his inquisitors by his anthat during the whiter he could take out of that club for "unprofessional policy is to be dropped now 6
swers.
Schenck, maintaining that there over all of French North Africa, conduct"? . . . Four days before income tax laws have been
get in
was no "eight-company" trust in Egypt and the Suez canal, then pene- the "horror ship" Navemar arrived that anybody can
* « •
Hollywood, admitted several in- trate to Dakar—from which he —the line gave a sumptuous dinner
Uncle Sam knows that if(
stances of family ties between rival would have a base against South for ship news reporters, trying to
,and
'file ot his citizens wei,
America.
soft-pedal
matters
.
.
.
The
newly
companies—and then, just when the
It has long been known that Hitler wedded,: Howard Reillys (pretty asked to go through all thatj
attorneys thought they had him—
blandly said that was just the realizes he has to move fast in Af- Jean Harrington) aren't being yaps, making out an income tai I
there would be what Willie I
xouble—that members of these fam- rica and the South Atlantic, or the are they?
calls a ''re-wort." Either!
lies wouldn't do business with each United States will be strong enough
to block .him.
The Savoy-Phua had an attentive more mental collapses than t
other.
The film magnates had mainMussolini's reaction to this plan and respectful, listening audience Stitutions could handle.
;ained that there was no "get into was anything but enthusiastic. the night FDR spoke. Except one
Hence the "Not A Hea
war" propaganda, but that pic- Aside from the ignominy of with- table where two foreigners and a
tures were made strictly with en- drawing from Italy's proposed field blonde were noisy . . . When a lad A Carload" type of tax i
tertainment value in mind, and hi of conquest—Africa—U Duce argued asked them to hush—the fight was
accordance with the feelings of the that Italian troops could not stand on—and police summoned . . . The It is all right as far asl
majority of the nation about the Russian winters. They would die of ironic part of being Miss America. but it doesn't go far en
dictatorships and aggressions.
pneumonia hi such a rigorous cli- It takes about nineteen years to be- think the tax blank should t
The committee had tried to show mate.
come that beautiful and then it prettier. And carry a
that the big companies could assure
Whether Mussolini finally agreed takes the public about one week to nles.
* * «
the financial success of a picture, is not • known.
forget her name.
whatever its entertainment value
We submit the following e
Note: The Nazi plan apparently
might be, and that the entertaining is to put 250,000 Hungarian troops hi
The U. S., we hear, is willing to gestions for making tax pa;
picture, .brought in by an outsider the Russian trenches during the pay Japan's indemnities to woo it painless:' ,
could not succeed if the big com- whiter; plus200,000 Rumanians; plus from the Axis and get out of'China.
I, Make the tax blanb]
panies didn't want it to.
about 50,000 Slovaks and about 500,- Russia is willing to give Japan some and include a page of
This Schenck flatly denied. He 000 Italians. The German army more "living space" to help matters
WINDSORS:
said:
during the whiter would be reduced along . . . Chiang Kai-shek warns
Visiting U*S.
I might wish it were true—but to a mere skeleton of about 100,000 that a drop of oil to Japan means
On the way to Canada to see his it isn't."
quarts of Chinese blood in Chungmen.
4,000-acre ranch he hadn't visited in
* * *
king" . . . That coffee program
14 years was the duke of Windsor, JAPAN:
without Baby Snooks is like a travNEW IMPRESSIONS
former king of England, and his Watching Reds
Washington newsmen, after see- elogue without a sunset . . . True
American wife, the former Wallis
'What Nippon finally would decide big Roosevelt twice a week for eight Story's current piece on Willkie
Warfleld of Baltimore.
(The Man Who'd Rather Be Right
They came • over from the to do about the far eastern situation years, have only dull impressions Than
President) is a honey.
would
finally
be
decided
by
the
posiwhen
they
walk
into
a
press
conferBahamas hi a specially chartered
2. Preface each blank i
airliner, and spent the first night tion of the Russo-German war after ence. A fresh impression comes
Robert Sherwood has completely words ;"Don't Bother Read
at Miami, and then had gone to whiter sets in, had been the view from Jack Momtt, ace Hollywood
reporter, who saw the President the rewritten "There Shall Be No See Your Postmaster."
Washington to lunch with the Presi- expressed by observers in India.
Night," and the Lunts will shortly
3. Inclose postage for i
They had held that if Russia was other day for the first time.
dent, and enjoy the hospitality of the
4. Have the mailman km]
capital, and 212 personal body- to continue her defense and if there
"There was charm in the setting," take it on tour again. The play no
was nothing resembling a wholesale Moffitt said. "The mementoes on longer takes place in Finland but in blank With an apology an
guards while in Washington.
that it's justtoobad.
Their itinerary included Chicago, collapse, then the Japanese are not his desk indicate a man of imagina- an unnamed neutral country .- .
5. Forbid lengthy dia
Alberta, back to New York, and likely to risk an assault on Vladi- tion who can extract pleasant mem- There will be a phonograph record
vostok.
ories from past experiences . . . price war, when Victor starts ped- the tMT blank in the home.
The Japanese imperialists were He costumes well. Hoover's choker dling two Red Seals for a dollar . ,
husband say, VI guess I'll"
pictured as bluffing, watching and collar became a symbol of Tory Gov. James of Pennsylvania has a to the post office and I
waiting from_we6k to week to see America. Coolidge dressed like a peculiar hobby. Just loves parading come tax apprehensions I
which way the war car would jump small town banker.
Roosevelt around his hotel room, on the hot* to,"-and Jet the wife limit>
on the Russian front.
ment to "Okay. I hope ill]
avoids
the
foppish,
but
hits
cer- test days, in his long underwear.
Japan already had been pictured tain suburban ease in his a dress
serious."
as embarrassed no end by the lack which sells .quickly to the public.
The following demonstration
6. Have the post
of credit, and frightened at the proshelped to precipitate the present printed in colors and
"He
was
impressive
in
handling
pect of a complete shut down on
Norwegian mess: Goebbels was couple of movie shorts
vital raw materials such as rubber himself. There was ease and frank- eager to do something to eliminate ridor.
ness, and a quickness in response the anti-Nazi feeling among the Norand oil.
7. Require the posti
Also Japan, it had been held, was to questions. He was at all tunes wegians, so he moved the, entire serve hot coffee and
master
of
the
interview.
realizing that the British were grow• * *
Berlin opera company up to Oslo for
"I was struck by his paleness and an elaborate performance . . .
ing stronger and stronger in the
Do You Remembei
Pacific, that the United States was the lines in his face, contradicting Tickets were put on sale at bargain
Away back when the"
turning a stern face in that direc- the smirk I've seen in a thousand prices, and tremendous publicity ac- came first and the attacKS
tion, both of these making Nippon's cartoons. If I were a casting di- companied their sale . . . The next
• * *
rector, looking for an actor for this day the house was sold out . . .
position more precarious.
"Japan is proceeding *'*!
part, I'd cast him as a man who is Goebbels Was hi the honor boa? along
ARGENTINE:
of the Chinese
working hard under great strain." with high Nazi officials . . . They construction
With the'full co-opera ion«
»
•
•
•
Cracks Down
waited and waited, but no audience Churchill's charge that JWjj
UNDER WAR SECRETARY
Argentina, following a long period
. . . Later a handful of stragglers croaching upon the Chinesepof "cracking down" on Nazi infilNewsmen sat three deep around a appeared . . . All the rest of the wholly
groundless. tration, moved still more strongly long polished table in the new war tickets had been bought by antispokesman.
in occupying all military airports of department building. They fired i Nazi Norwegians.
And then again, the _
On hi- '-ip to the United States, the the country with regular detach- questions at the man with a sunseem to understand that
ments
of
army
troops.
duke oj
dsor visits the Pan-American
tanned face sitting at the head of
Memos of a Midnighter: Fred leged bombs are really
Airways i, ,,ie near Miami, Fla., where
The congress was investigating the table. He was the under secre- Astaire, the Tip-Tap-Toer, time• • '
group of students of the R.A.F. get pfac Nazi activities in the country and tary of war.
stepping down Vth Avenue during
PORTRAIT
OF A M.
tical training. Here he examines a plane it had been the feeling that the
What's a T-6 tank like? . . .Are lunch-time with a flock of stenogs
propeller in one of the shops at the base troop occupation might have been
Into
an
airplaneM-3 tanks available for the maneu- giggling behind him—and Was the
With him is W. Overtoil Snyder, eastern
Out of it qu' ck!
the result of revelations of a Nazi vers? . . . Did the French find the suave star embarrassed . ; . Sophie
division manager of Pan-American.
Into
another
jd
plot.
—^
7a mm. tank gun effective?
Tucker, whose new book, "The Life
With shovel and P'"
thence to Baltimore, the duchess
A lieutenant-colonel, a captain and What is the altitude range of the 90 of the Red Hot Mamma," will have
former home, and thence to York a lieutenant, alr-ifi the army air mm. anti-aircraft gun?
Is the asbestos covers because Mr. G-Man
Off to a concert,
Harrisburg and Pittsburgh, beror corps, were arrested summarily, army
... • in Iceland?
-«».. . . . What
Yviiai ao
you
do
you so suggested in a clowning mood
Then-zip '-*'' » I
returning to the Bahamas.
and the committee conducting the think about the Russian resistance? • . . T h e Senate's Nyzi indicted
To -Christen a hang'
investigation admitted that they
He
ducked
the
last
two
questions
Chaplin's
film,
"The
Dictator,"
as
HURRICANE:
A park or all-hot"
ai
were held because of their alleged but answered all the technical qW warmongering. The speech at the
Season Here
v. involvement in a gigantic air plot. tions with the assurance of a soldier finish is a ringing plea for Peace!
Whisk! To some city
An attack by the German press trained all his iife fa ordnance
The season of tropical storms ar
rived with a bang, a heavy storm on Argentina, it was believed, . But "?e isn't a life-long soldier. He
New Yorchlds: Chief Quarterstriking Houston, Texas, head on hastened the drastic action.
Lo3
u y e r > an ex-c"-cuit court master Matt (USN) Murphy's water
Or help to m
just three days after the equinox.
judge, who scarcely « year ago was colors. He's done nearly all the
Millions of dollars' damage wai
concerned with such non-mUitar? Navy's posters . . . Jimmy Dotsey's
This way and that J
done—the weather bureau, having MISCELLANY:
version of "Embraceable You" . . .
With gusto ana j /
charted many hurricanes correctly
Zanuck's "Yank in the RAF" . . .
-Flash"
Fi°relloBoy!
making a mistake on this one, anThis was a press conference with Marie Whitebeck Clark's "Sing Me
The Dynamo Boy
Washington—Thousands of Amerinforming the Texas metropolis o icans have been stocking up so the under secretary of war> Robe™ a Song," a book of safetyditties
* ' ' Ma
half a million souls that it was safe heavily on liquor that the new ex- P. Patterson. A judge hi 1940 he for tots and adults . . . Jerome
"Hank Greenberi,
just 24 hours before the storm hi cises won't touch them fqr months
Wedman's
philosophy
in
the
SEP:
with a complete
poral."-Headl.ne
,
it right in the center.
to come, it was learned.
"Life is just a series of 'pals—all
The
Hanks
are
i<«
of
his
job.
• * «
giving a little so they can get a tot.
SHIPS FREED:
» • •
New Smyrna Beach, Fla.— FourStrikers Back Down
CAPITAL CHAFF
The Book-of-the-Month selections
teen survivors of the burned British
named an
Strikers among the seamen of th freighter Arawak made their way
The Presidentt,is wearing„ a black for December will be "Storm" by
DUr-ln-hanH
i;»
ti
,
°
fork gas s
A. F. of L. "Seafarers' Union" hat ashore, beating a storm— with an 11- four-in-hand
George
R.
Stewart
(Random
House)
these days, as well
coi"
called membership meetings to dis year-old girl giving the men courage as the black armband
and "Language in Action" by & I.
Latest addition
Twitch
cuss the "sensible thing to do" witl by calmly reading a book in the
Elmer
Hayakawa
(Harcourt
Brace)
.
.
.
/to Roosevelt'i
regard to 25 strike-bound ships. '
desk
lifeboat as they battled the waves trinketA soldier who .deserted from Ice* » *
The immediate action was to fre
land and stowed away on a returning Waste Gas"
three of them at once. Also th
Washington— Cigarette
factories
ship
(according to locals) was par- it "Wanna bet
unions voted to accept governmenta got cheering news when they heard
doned by FDR and sent back .
isn1
mediation with regard to the rest that priorities won't rob them of
Last winter we itemed abqut a GerThe government had taken posses- cigarette paper. During the
sion of three other ships and had sen war moat of such paper was last
man raider in the Pacific. It'll be a
im
them to sea with Maritime Commis ported from France. Now it's made
whale of a tale when it is collared war for the
sion crews.
and when it is found carrying U.S.A. couldn't go
of flax straw from American farms
til after the
marked supplies
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Crawford's Clover Farm Store
Phone 29

We Deliver

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
PANCAKE FLOUR, Clover Farm, 3y2-lb. pkg. . 19c
SYRUP, golden Clover Farm, 5-lb. pail
29c
GRAPE FRUIT JUICE, 46-oz. can
19c
COCOA, Hershey's, 1-lb. size
13c
SANIFLUSH, can
19c
CORN FLAKES, Clover Farm, 11-oz. pkg., 2 for.ISc
MATCHES, 3 boxes
lOc
BUTTER, pound prints
35c
RAISINS, bulk, 2 pounds
17c
Celery — Lettuce — Apples r— Oranges

CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
Church School at 10 a. m.
Service of worship, 11 a. m. It
will be our regular communion service. "Christ Our Priestly Ally," will
be the theme discussed.
The missionary society will meet
at the parsonage Friday afternoon at
2:30 o'clock with Mrs. B. D. Forshay
as leader.
The ladies will serve a noon-day
dinner Thursday.
Your interest in the life and work
of the church is what wi'.l make it a
going concern. You do not help the
•work along by staying away and suggesting what ought to be done. Come
and help us do and we will show you
results.

<• AROUND IOWA. +
„ + + + + + + + + + + +
Grasshoppers.
Residents of southwest Iowa thought
they were being invaded last week. |
Grasshoppers by the millions flew |
across that section of the state, givmg a sslight dark tinge to the sun.
,„.„.
-arge numbers of the hoppers setled in the country but packs of them
flew on to other lands.

PETERS
PHONE 300
SPECIALS FOE FRIDAY AND
COCOA, pure, regular 25c, 2-lbs. ...
WHEAT BRANDIES, Miller's, toasted
food, 2 packages
COOKIES, oven fresh, assorted packages, 2-ibs
TEA, Orange Pekoe Butter-Nut, y2-lb. ...
JELL, Butter-Nut, It whips, asst.flavors,6 pkgs 1
RICE, fancy Blue Rose,3ftotinds
FLOOR WAX, Wilbert's paste, 49c — p.
liquid wax, pint .......>..,
Apples Foi- I^g orj^^g At Lowest Price8

Luxury.
The possession of a dead hen pheasant by Tony,Ayala of Clarion cost
lim a large sum of money. He was
fined $100 and costs for illegal possession of pheasants and $10 and
costs for having a loaded'and assembled rifle in a car on a public highway
and a fine of $50 for hunting without
f ^ f ^ ^ - f ^ f f * * - * - * a license. All but the $100 was later
f CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST + suspended by Justice Oldham.
know about cows and
SCARCITY OF FARM LABOR
f
C. R. Neel, Pastor.
+
MENACES FOOD PRODUCTION and poultry; he must be a horl
Seventy.
iat and a gardener
Sunday School at 10 a. m.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Crouch of LeBecause of a growing scarcity of in field crops; he
have <
Church worship and communion Mars recently celebrated their sevenfarm labor that is menacing to na- judgment to know soil and •
Mrs. Glen Holmes of Guthrie Center at 11 a. m.
tieth wedding anniversary.
tional defense food production, local conditons.
Rev. Neel will preach on the subisited in Anita Friday at the home
draft boards should be very careful
"And the way the farmer li,(
Established 1888.
if her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. C. ject, "The New Testament Plan For
Pledge.
not to remove needed workers from Very surroundings of his B
Church
Union."
You
are
invited
to
enkins.
Betty Slocum of Clarinda is carry- the farms, Brig. Gen. Lewis B. Ber- such that it is very difficult to
Published Every Thursday and Entered
t
attend.
;
ing
on for her family. She is the <f
director of the Selective Service one who is not inured to s«
• at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, as
Next
Sunday
is
rally
day
for
the
A special meeting of Obedience
third generation to pledge Delta Delta declared this week.
tions to even attempt farm •
Second Class Mail Matter.
Lodge, No. 380, A. P. & A. M., was Church and Bible School. This -will Delta sorority at Simpson college.
The farm-labor problem is being concluded.
start
the
fall
work
in
the
church
life
Cedl G. Bndd
Editor leld Tuesday evening at the Masonic
aggravated, he asserted, by a flow of vlt is.doubtful, Gen.
Each member is urged to attend these
Thank You.
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Tear Pemple here. Work in the Master services. We are expecting 50 thousworkers to expanding defense indps- that there is today sufficient^
klason degree was conferred upon a
Humboldt county Superintendent of
Official Town and County Newspaper candidate, following which a lunch was and disciples of Christ to set at the Schools has received five "thank you" tries, and it is very doubtful if the farm labor in the United i
current supply will be adequate to meet the food production dei
Lord's table in the state of Iowa at
njoyed by those in atendance.
Member of National Editorial
letters from London evacuee children. meet food requirements for -the near the defense program. Then.,
the
same
time
Sunday
at
eleven
o'clock
Association, and
Last Christmas the rural and town
stressed, local boards mast <
The members of the Quilt club were Will you be one in this vast congre- schools of Humboldt county sent sev- future.
Farming,
the
general
pointed
out,
great
care in passing upon i
gation.
I
am
appealing
to
each
mementertained Wednesday afternoon by
eral boxes of articles to London childMrs. J. A. Wagner at her home on ber and friend of the church to at- ren and the letters were written in s a highly skilled occupation that re- worker as a possible inductee!
quires long experience in environmenl armed forces. .It must always!
Chestnut Street. Mrs. Roberta Cal- tend.
appreciation of the gifts.
that is not attractive to men who have in mind that food production jjl
The ladies of the church will serve
iins became a new member at the
not been reared in it. Also, the wages requirement for defense; th»t'i
meeting. The afternoon was spent their regular dinner Wednesday noon.
Storm.
of industrial workers usually are hbr repaired to produce foodi|1
by the women piecing a quilt for a
The Ernest Krause family were higher and the working hours shorter and can be skilled only by lonj
The three circles of the Woman's mission box, following which a lunch
pleased that the freak cyclone struck and better spaced. For these reasons ing; that there is neither the<
Society of Christian Service held their was served by the hostess. The next
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
high in the air at their farm near farm labor is scarce and any that is ic nor»th$,'••,social, attraction j
general monthly meeting: Friday after- meeting of the club will be on Oct.
noon at the Methodist church with 8 at the home of Mrs. Calkins.
"Unreality" will be the subject of Eldora. The top was torn from the lost is 'hard to replace.
other individuals into this
seventeen present. Following the busithe Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of windmill, a grove of mapVe trees were
"It is difficult," General Hershey de- particularly, that the pies
ness meeting, the afternoon was spent
Mrs. H. J. Chadwick was hostess Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, October damaged but none of the farm build- clared, "to impress upon our whole geney doee not allow time!
ings were touched. No damage was people that the farrner, or the boy on 'new men: fcrthe things theyi
quilting.
to the members of the D. D. pinochle 6.
found on any of the surrounding the farm, must be a skilled worker. to do^many of -what the in
The
Golden
Text
is
from
I
John
club Wednesday afternoon at her home
farms.
Many of the older generation in our may think are ordinary 1
Mrs. Gail Burke was hostess to the on Rose Hill Avenue. Other guests, 2:16, 17, "All that is in the world,
cities—professional men, businessmen,
members of the Knot-a-Kare bridge besides the members, were Miss Lulu the lust of the flesh, and the lust of
Explosion.
club Wednesday afternoon at her home Alvord, Mrs. Keith Chadwick and Mrs. the eyes, and the pride of life, is
industrial workers—came in
The
Acplosion
of gasoline from the youth from the farm, for oar native^ i j
not
of
the
Father,
but
is
of
the
world.
on Chestnut Street. Guest, besides Forrest Wilson. High score for the
the regular members, were ,Mrs. Leo afternoon was held by Miss Alvord, And the world passeth away, and the carburetor of a truck caused Verne stock and the bulk of our early immi-|
V. Bongers, Mrs. Harry C. Faulkner Mrs. H. J- Chadwick was runner-up and lust thereof: but he.doeth the will of Shaffer of Anamosa to suffer severe gration was agricultural. To them,
burns to his hands and face.
Mrs. R. W. Forshay, Mrs. Frank W Mrs. Keith Chadwick held low score. God abideth forever."
the transition back to the farm work
-Office!
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quoBudd and Miss Minnie Forshay. Mxs Mrs. Donald Chadwick will be hostess
of their youth.seems easy and its con^
9-12.
Blackout
M. M. Feller received high score. A at the next meeting of the club on tations from the Bible and from the
duct instinctive rather than a skilledChristian Science textbook, "Science
The first test blackout in Iowa was pursuit. They would he much disillulunch was served by the hostess.
Oct. 8.
and Health with Key to the Scrip- held at Waverly recently. The blacksioned should they try to farm today.
tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
out was a part of the Fall Opening
"The ordinary farm laborer of-toSun. 1MIJ
One of the Bible citations reads: celebration. The crowd present also
day, especially on a farm that is oper'
CMftll
"Thou wilt show me the path of was subjected to a make-believe "air
ated in some diversification, must have
life: in thy presence is fulness of joy; raid."
considerable mechanical skill as well
at thy right hand there are pleasures
as agricultural lore or inherited profor evermore (Ps. 16:11).
Old Coins.
clivity.
He not only must have knowlAmong the Selections -from the
Walter Fedeler found two old penOF
edge
and
skill in preparing the soil,
Christian Science textbook ia the fol- nies while fixing a porch at the Tom
planting
the
seed, and harvesting the
lowing:
Blanch farm near Sumner. One penny
crops,
but,
also,
<he must be a mechanic.
"Truth will at length compel us bore the date of 1856 and the other,
all to exchange the pleasures and a Canadian coin, bore the date of He must use machines and he. must be
able to maintain them in effective oppains of sense for the joys of Soul" 1884.
eration with the use of meager facil(p. 390).
ities.
AT THE VERNON RESIDENCE
ge 0r small.
Musical.
"The farmer uses horses and he
The high score of 265 at a Washmust know how to handle them; he
IN ANITA, IOWA
METHODIST CHURCH
ington, D. C., music school brought
uses tractors and other costly farm
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
great honors to John Ambelang of
4- -f -f -f -f
•»• -f 4 -f -f -f 4
machinery and must have sufficient
Chariton. John, now in the U. S.
ANITA, 101
Church School at 10 a. m. Lee K. Navy, immediately was placed in' a knowledge of mechanics to avoid abuse
of them and to repair them. He must
Nichols, acting superintendent.
Class A band. The score received
Church worship at 11 a. m. The by the former Chariton boy was the
observance of Htoly Communion. This
highest ever received in the history
STARTING PROMPTLY AT 2:00 P. M.
is World Wide Communion Sunday, of the school.
when the majority of protestant comFRANK BARBER, Auctioneer.
municants observe the Lord's Supper.
C. R PARKER, Clerk.
Janitors.
Evening worship at 7:30 p. m.
'When
Mr.
and
Mrs. Tom Johnson
The choir will practice at the church
decided
to
take
a
vacation,
all Powethis ("Wednesday) evening at 8 p. m.
shiek
court
house
officials
made
a new
Preceding the practice, there will be
a meeting of the music committee at role for themselves as janifors. All
STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION OF
officials pledged themselves to do their
7:30.
BERT C. RAM tS, Manager
The fellowship committee of the W. own janitor work while Tom took a
vacation
from
his
work
as
janitor
of
S. C. S. are sponsoring an appreciative
the court house.
Organized under the laws of Iowa, located at Anita, in the County .of
and fellowship meeting at the church
Cass, at the close of business on the 24th. day of September, A. D. 1941.
Thursday evening honoring Rev. and
Lost and Lost Again.
Mrs. Long. The church and its friends
RESOURCES.
Someone answered an ad for a lost
are cordially invited to attend.
Loans and Discounts
$344,593.81
Ministerial and Laymen's group dog but the West Union office lost the
United States Bonds and Securities
43,900.00
meeting at Griswold Monday, Oct. 6. name of the finder. Mrs. Leo Pierce
Bonds and Securities (exclusive of Items 2 and 3)
2,695.50
This is Loyalty Visitation Week. advertised for the return of her'dog,
Overdrafts
35.71
'Booger" and was advised that he had
Your co-operation is urged.
Banking House, Furniture and Fixtures
1,000.00
t
been found. Later she was advised the
Due from banks and bankers, cash and cash items
196,567.62
name of the finder was lost so 8he
still has not found the dog.
HOLY
CROSS
EVANGELICAL
*
Total Resources i
$588,792.64
We Invite You To See the New Modern Equip*
LUTHERAN CHURCH
4
H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
4
Circular? No!
LIABILITIES.
Added To Our Battery Department
• + «• + > + + + + + •».•». + +
Hugh L. Mosher of Allison threw
Capital Stock—Common
:. .$ 25,000.00
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
what he though was a circular into
Surplus Fund
15,000.00
40,000.00
IO.XH NJ3W
JXMUll
jK^I
THE
Divine services at 10:30 a. m.
the wastebasket but upon seeing that
Undivided profits (after deducting expenses)
9,039.04
A
branch
meeting
of
the
aid
associJt
carried
a
three-cent
stamp
decided
Reserved for contingencies (including Preation for Lutherans will be held in the to forward it to his daughter at Park
ferred Stock Retirement Fund)
10,000.00
19,039.04
church Wednesday evening ut 7:30 ' ersbur K- Miss Mosher, also thinking
Individual deposits subject to check
$338,518.48
w
a cirt ular
o'clock.
Savings deposits
6<*,204.62
-'-1--1'
'
. Put the letter into
Which Charges Your Battery In the Modern
Ladies aid meets Thursday after- her pun*. Some hours later she opeiu
Time certificates of deposit
131,859.20
Approved By Leading Battery Manuf ac
noon at the church at 2:30 o'clock.
Demand Certificates, Certified Checks, CashWalther League meets Thursday
ier's Checks and Unpaid Dividends . . . .
171.30
529,753.60
a check for one hundred dollars
est Car Manufacturers, Society of Au vef
evening at the church at 8:00 o'clock. 1 he mone v was awarded her as a wingineers and Bureau of Standards, U. S. (*°
Total Liabilities
$588,792.64
Sunday School teachers will meet at ner of a jingle contest.
™
the church Friday evening at 8:00
State of Iowa, Cass County, ss.
It
Is
No
Longer
Necessary
For
You
To
o'clock.
Badger.
We, H. C. Faulkner, Vice President, and A. R. Robinson, Asst.
For Your Battery To Be ChargedThe quarterly meeting of the conWill Prull of Britt killed a badger
Cashier, of the bank, above named, do solemnly swear that the forerecently. At one t i m e
gregation
will
be
held
at
the
church
Modern Approved Method Charges Youi:
going statement is full, true and correct, to the best of our knowledge
next Monday evening beginning at
and belief.
the Amazing Time of 15 To 45 Minutes, *
8:00 o'clock.
country but now hav
H. C. Faulkner, Vice President.
'e
become
alWithout
Removing ^ie Battery From i
, most extinct.
A. R. Robinson, Asst. Cashier.
Harry Kaskey spent the week end
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my presence by H. C.
in Anita visiting at the home of his
NEW GUARANTEED
Faulkner and A. R. Robinson, this 1st. day of October, 1941.
Landmark.
sister, Mrs. Chester A. Long and
A
large
barn
built
PRICED AS LOW AS THE
Harry Swartz,
in 1880 on
family.
what is now t h ,
(Seal)
Notary Public in and for Cass County.
near Umoni Was moved to
Attested By:
The Anita fire department was callnew
foundation re«*ntly. The barn arested
H. L. Bell,
ed to the Rex Mliller residence on
Geo. Denne,
-v.
East Main Street Monday morning -None
Directors.
J w h e n an oil stove caught fire. Nu
damage resumed from tht blaze.
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PUBLIC SALE

Young woman \
an oldi
her business,
Oar business is]

HOUSEHOLD GOODS

".

J?hone257
WAGNER FILLING

SATURDAY, OCT. 4

Order Your Winter's Suppl
of Coal

ANITA STATE BANK

KUNZ GRAIN CO,

IT IS

NEW!

FAST!

RE!

SAFI

QUICK CHARGE"

0. W. Shaffer & $J
AN3PTA,

MJj^f^r^^^H^...^--- •*«

Family
By ED WHEELAN

BIG TOP
gjiTH -SILK." FOWLER IN TVIE HOSPITAL ,^CFF BANGS

FEW MOMEMTS LATfcR, HAL FOUND-RED"
FOR HIM AT THE BACK OOOR-

HAD HAD TO INSTALL A 1CUD SPEAKER ANPDON
WRIOHT.HIS PRESS A<5EvNT WITH THE SHOW •
TOOK OVER THE ANNOUNCING -

HAVE THAT RiDIN' LESSON
MO\)if - "^E R^MQ STOCK

AND HO\W, LADIES AN' GENTLEMEN, A<3. A
SCN SATiONAL CLIMAX To OUR " XMI1.D VwesT'
• CONCERT, COV/Boy HAL. THOMPSON, ON UlS
\WOND6R HORSE ,' SUN SHI NE',' >NILL
To CLEAR AN ElSMf
FOOT FL;
&ARRJER _
>NATCH
HIM *'

LET YOU USE ONE
OF THE PONIES
.
CAM HARDLY

rank Jay'Markey Syndicate. Inc.

LALA PALOOZA

By RUBE GOLDBERG

Invading Vincent's Privacy

BUT,
MADAM
WMPW -LOOK \y ow
*» ">"W«i»»,
AT THIS
TU.C r MISTER VINCENT
AT
WONT LET ME CLEAN
DUST!
HE HATES
T08E
DISTURBED

UP A taTTAOUST
WHEN IT'S ONLY I
GONNA SETTLE
AGAIN?

*g&ffgfr
CLEAN OUT
VINCENT'S
DESK

YOU WOMEN
ARE CLEANIN"
ALL THE TIMEMY DESK IS ALL
RIGHT THE WAY
JT IS

VINCENT,!
CANT STAND
OLD PAPERS
PILED UP ALL
OVER THE

LOOK, SIS, - 1 AINT EVEN
GOT ONE OLD PAPER ON
MY DESK!

Knctose W cents in

Hame
Addrett....

<&i.

Harmful Curiosity
Id|e curiosity needs to'
flated.

By CM. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP— Ssh! Keep It Quiet!
AUUVOU HAVE
TO DO IS TO
THE. RE.ST OP <T

•VE.5,
T44AT
"PART
MILLION ••pOLLA'RS

ITI& SAFE TO
KEEP IT
THA HOUSE

The Bell Syndicate. Inc.—WNU Service

MESCAL IKE

ey s. L. HUNTLEY
COMES PA.
PIFFLE.. KEvu. JEST

Maybe the Moon Isn't Riant
AlKlT
60Ki
WASTE MV TIME.'

HORN IM AM' MAKE
A, NUISANCE

OF

the Trigger,
Lazy Bowels,
Ease for Stomadi,!
^ coated tongue, souitl
, your stomach •]
i blues" because 3
It calls foil
• op those i
Syrupl
Mtomachint .
ihavegiyent,
'their prescriptions I
loreagreeabletoatool
a »0ce your laiativi
-'- Insist on Dr. <
i combined with
sin. Sw now wonderfully tel
Senna wakes op lazy nerresuli
toypur intestines to bring nkr
frnfn 'fCflMffiibBTlOR, And IK f
pleasant fiunily laxative.
well'c Laxative Senna at
today. 'Tw one laxative c
Syrup Pepdri for ease toyourst
No Dl From Lo«
Love; worketh no ill to tej
bor; therefore, love is the*
of tfce law.—Romans 13:111;

BacKac
Warn of'
Kidney Action
with Itt hum
impro
ofeip
heavy otr«ia *J
'

POP—General Dissipation

By J. MILLAR WATT

I
WAS A
GOP? POPPA L
JUST LIKE
YOU -QNGB.1

DRCMK.
.
I SUPPOSE/

gSSF**

AN'SPILl
wmr—N

lit LOS ANGEl

.. The World 5§i
S!;| At Its
1^1 Worst

li

THE
SPORTING
KING

:•:•:•:•:•

I

GLUYAS
WILLIAMS

WHEN VOU 6& 10 I^E END OF tvtt Sf
WHERE PEOPLE ARE SUPPOSE? 10
)l^6HIN6. AMD VOI) REAU2E IMfff VOUR AUDIENCE
6 WftrM6 TOR SOU TO 60 ON WD COME ID 1HE POINT

By
LANG
ARMSTRONG

fcWd«»or

THE ANITA
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FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS A€0

„-•*

Smith's
PHONE 303

October 5, 1911.
Mrs. G. M. Adair spent several days
his week visiting friends in Atlantic.
Homer Millhollin is confined to his
bed at his home suffering from a bad
attack of pneumonia.
Ted Edwards left this week for
lorning, Iowa, where he has accepted
a position in a newspaper in that city.
Miss Ella Wilson was in Oskaloosa,
Iowa, last week where she attended
the state convention of Christian Endeavorers.
The Citizens Savings Bank building is undergoing a cleaning this week
which will make it look like new
when done.
The S. G. Hunter farm two miles
west of here was sold at public auction
Tuesday afternoon to Emery Misne:
and F. J. Grulke of Atlantic for
$107.00 per acre. It is a 160-acre
farm.
There was an incerase in enroll
ment in the Anita public schools dur
ing the past week. Two enrolled in
the first grade, one in the scond, one
in the third, two in the fourth an<
one in the fifth.
N. C. Burkhart has the skin of a
rattlesnake hanging in his store win
dow which he brought home with him
this week from Mission Texas, wher<
he had been visiting. It is over six
feet long and has fourteen rattle
on it.

Stor e

WE

FRIDAY AND SAttJRDAY SPECIALS
PUMPKIN, J^ck Sprat, 2 No. Z cans
WHEAT CEREAL, Jack Sprat, lg. 28-0z p^
WHEAT PUFFS, Jack Sprat, 8-oz, cello bag'. a
WHEAT FLAKES, Jack Sprat, 8-oz. package
HERSHEY COCOA, 1-lb. can '
P. & G. LAUNDRY SOAP, 5 large bars
CRISCO, 3-lb. can
PEARS, Bartlett, dozen ..,
CRANBERRIES, large Eatmor, pound
SWEET POTATOE^fai^j^gyams^ pounds .2

Those who were here Monday afterCARb OF THANKS.
noon from out-of-town to attend the
W« wish to takelhis
funeral services for Mrs. R. D. Vernon were: Rev. and Mrs. I. F. Hayenga to express our sincere
of George; Amelia Hayenga, Iowa ireciation to our many
City; Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Vernon and Anita for the many acts oi
family,. Monticello; Mr. and Mrs. H. T. words of consolation, floral t;
expressions of sympathy
Vernoh "and son, Ardmore; {Mr
illness and after the deafly
COMPARE
IT
WITH
Mrs.
A.
J.
Beebe,
Lewis;
OTHERS AS LOW
mother, Mrs. R. D. Vernon.
Turner,
Hastings,
Neb.;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
ANYOTHERS
AS
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. _
J. A. Moseley, Des iMbines; Mr. and
ANYPLACE
Mr. and Mrs. I. p. Ha"
$38.85
Mrs. Tobe Carey, Afton; Mr. and Mrs.
— 4 PIECES —
Mr. .and Mirs. E. D.'
Sherm Beebe and Mr. and Mrs. Claude
Mr. and Mrs, H. T. Vei
Spry,
Wiota;
Mrs.
Stanley
Curtis,
STATEMENT
Nevada;
Mrs.
C.
V.
Welcher
and
Mm.
of the ownership, managment, circu
Rainfall in Anita during tie]
W. M. Robinson, Atlantic; Mr. and
lation, etc., required by the acts
week amounted to 2.53 inch
Mirs.
Zort
Brown,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Congress of August 24, 1912, an
cording to the rain gauge at ftel
March 3, 1933, of the Anita Tribune, Martin and Mr. and Mrs. Zort Allen [owa Telephone Co. Precipita
Brown
and
daughter,
Casey;
and
Mr.
published weekly, at Anita, Iowa, for
FREE DELIVERY
ANITA, IOWA
EASY PAYMENTS
and Mrs. Frank Jayce, Mr. and Mrs the amount of 1.35 inches
October 1, 1941.
day evening and 1.18 inches i
State of Iowa, County of Cass, as. Walter Burnside, Mr. and Mrs. E. H. received here from Monday t
Krohn,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Art
Oewey
and
Before me, a notary public in and
Tuesday morning.
for the state and county aforesaid, daughter, Mrs. Alex McGaffuv Mrs.
ANITA
COUPLE
ATTEND
Maggie
DeLean,
Mrs.
John
Woodward,
Mrs.-Peter R. Petersen was admitpersonally appeared C. G. Budd, who,
, ANITA MARKETS.
MEETING JN DBS MOINES having been duly sworn according to Mirs. Norman Quinn, Mrs. Wm. Zike
ted to the Atlantic hospital Tuesday
where she is receiving medical aid.
and Mrs. Colbert Marker, Lewis.
(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Roth attended a law, deposes and says that he is the
Eggs, cash, dozen
25c
editor
of
the
Anita
Tribune,
and
that
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Leonard of meeting of theatre executives in Des the following is, to the best of his Rev. and Mlrs. £. M. Kirschenmann
WATKINS LINIMENT SP1
Eggs, in trade," dozen
26c
Eggs, Specials
30c Jefferson, Iowa, spent Sunday after- Mbines Monday. Principal discussion knowledge and belief, a true state- of Colone, S. D., spent Monday even- One 11-oz, bottle liniment i
Eggs, No. 1
27c noon in Anita visiting their daughter, was the application of the amusement ment of the ownership, management ing in Anita visiting at the home ol pepper or 16-oz. antiseptic I
Eggs, No. 2
23c Mrs. Lowell C. Thompson and hus- tax which goes into effect today (Wed- (and if a daily paper, the circulation), Rev. H. G. Belsheim.
Earl Garrett, Atlantic,
nesday). This new tax is to be added
Hens, over 6-lbs
17c band.
Elm Street.
etc.,
of
the
aforesaid
publication
for
to all forms of entertainment, such
Hens, 4 to 5-lbs
15c
the date shown in the above caption, The statement of condition of the WANT-ED;—Your repair i
as,
sports
of
a'.l
kinds,
stage
shows
Hens, under 4-lbs. & Leghorns .. 13c Mr. and Mrs. Rudolf Schotten, Mr. and charity affairs where an adnmsion I required by the Act of August 24, Anita State Bank at the close of busi
so see our new gifts. Hoi
Springs, over 5-lbs
15c and Mrs. Frank Pell and Miss Norma
1912, as amended by the Act of March ness Sept. 24 will be be found else Jewelry Store, Atlantic.
Springs, 4 to 5-lbs
13c Jean Gould of D*e» Moines were Sun- is charged. Admission prices for the 3, 1933, embodied in section 537, Post- where in today's Tribune.
Springs, under 4-lbs. & Leghorns. 12c day visitors' aj, the home of Dr. and Anita theatre will show only a slight al Laws and Regulations, printed on
SPECIAL prices on
change, he stated. Children, up to 12
Roosters, Ib
10c Mrs. Joseph Schiff.
ments for school. All instz
the
reverse
of
this
form,
to-wit:
years of age, will continue to pay ten
The Cass County Schoolmasters club
Ducks, Ib
8c
cents.
Sunday show junior prices That the names and addresses of the which is composed of the men teach paired. Smiley's, Atlantic^
Geese, Ib
6c
Elsewhere in today's Tribune will
publisher,
editor,
managing
editor,
Christmas Cards with am J
ers in the town schools in the county
Pigeons, live, dozen
60c be found a closing out public sale ad must be advanced from 21 cents to and business managers are:
on
them. 60 for $1.00; i
23
cents,
but
the
30-cent
adult
price
Cream, sweet
39c for Arthur E. Jensen. The sale will
Publisher, C. G. and Frank W. Budd, will hold their regular monthly meet See samples at Tribune^
ing this (Wednesday) evening in At
Cream, No. 1 sour
.37c be held on Oct. 7 at his home 3 miles remains the same. Adults who attend Anita, Iowa.
WANTED:—Your dead
Cream, No. 2 sour
35c north and 1 mile west of here. Sixty the Dime Nite shows must add one Editor, C. G. Budd, Anita, Iowa. lantic. Supfc. M, M. Feller is presi
Ph. 184 Anita—we pay phoned
Yellow corn, No. 2
61c head of livestock will be sold together cent for a total admission of 11 cents, Managing Editor, Frank W. Budd, dent of the organisation.
Oats, INo. 2, new
. .36c with numerous farm implements. Mr. so local show goers will not be affected Anita, Iowa.
Wheat, No. 1 ...
.$1.05 Jensen will open a new grocery store very greatly by the new defense tax. Business Managers, C. G. and Frank
Another discussion held by the
in Menlo sometime this month.
theatre
men was the present sub- W. Budd, Anita, Iowa.
' Mr. and Mrs. John Lehmann, Jr.,
committee
investigation of alleged That the owners are:
The American Legion and Auxiliary
and family of Hampton, Iowa, were
C. G. Budd, Anita, Iowa, and Frank
week end visitors in Anita at the home held a joint meeting Friday evening propoganda pictures which is under W. Budd, Anita, Iowa.
way
at
the
present
time.
This
investiof his sister, Mrs. H. G. Belsheim and at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
That the know bondholders, morthusband.
Davey. The regular business meeting gation was branded as a vicious and gages, and other security holders ownPHONES
political
activity,
wholly
unwarranted,
WE DELIVER
was held at which delegates and aling or holding 1 per cent or more Of
and
designed
to
distract
the
attention
Mrs. Stanley Curtis of Nevada, ternates were chosen to attend the
the total amount of bonds, mortgages,
Iowa, spent the week end and Mon- county meeting in Atlantic Oct. 8 of loyal citizens from subversive meth- or other securites are:
THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY SPE
ods
now
employed
to
undermine
the
day in Anita visiting at the home of and the district conference Oct. 20.
None.
her parents, Postmaster and Mrs. A lunch was served at the c'.ose of American deferl&e effort, by a group
Fresh Creamery
C. G. Budd, Editor.
of politicians who are taking advanGeorge 0. Smither.
the meeting.
Sworn to and subscribed before me
tage of their rights as United States
Pound
citizens, Mr. Roth said. Iowa senators,< this 27th- daV of September, 1941.
Joe Vetter,
Clyde Herring and Guy Gillette, were
[commended for their good work in (My commission expires July 4, 1942)
| keeping theatre taxes at a minimum
thereby continuing to make motion Raymond Wagner of St. Jospeh,
5-lb Pail — Dark
picture entertainment the cheapest Mo-' 8Pent the week end here visiti n g at tne nome of
form of diversion for the American i
his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. A. Wagner.
fellow Jersey
public.

ULTRA-MODERN

$87,

Long's Furniture

WANTAI

Maduff's Food Ma*
Butter

We Have A Fresh Supply Of
Genuine Semi-Solid Buttermilk

The Farmers Coop.

WHERE
GOOD GLASSES COST 'LESS
Save SO to 50 Per Cent on Complete Glasses
Why pay more than we ask?
RIMLESS GLASSES
Single Vision Complete

$8.85
COMPLETE BIFOCALS GLASSES $10.00 and UP.
Eyes that are strained, weak or defective . . . eyes that are
inlhg your energy and aging you rapidly . . . such eyes need
fetant care. And that care should be the most scientific kind.

DR.Optometrist
L B. PETERSEN
— Atlantic

Coal! Coal! Coal!
CAR OF CENTERVILLE COAL ROLLING.
SPECIAL PRICE FOR ORDERS OF TWO
TONS OR MORE - BUY NOW AND SAVE

ROBERT SCOTT
ANITA LUMBER CO.
PHONE 2-0 FOR COALS YOU KNOW

Cecil
HOT WEATHER AND POOR
Merchant, vocational agricul1 6
PASTURES CAUSE MILK CUT, "'' instructor in the Anita public
_
•
'
j schools, and his shop class have built
Dry hot weather and poor pastures a new concrete driveway from the
dropped the milk flow from Iowa's street to the side walk at the endairy herds to the lowest Sept. 1, trance to the school grounds which is
level, in the past three years, accord- j quite an improvement,
ing to Leslie M. Carl, senior agriculture statistician.
I Reports from crop correspondents
The bigger
in all sections of the state shows"a,
drink with
daily average milk producion per cow
of 14.7 pounds on Sept. 1, or a dethe better
cline of nearly 8 per cent from Aug. 1
flavor!
production rate of 16.9 pounds. The
u ox.
usual seasonal drop in milkflowdur•ami
ing this period is about C per ceut.
I While milk flow on Sept. 1 was below last year, a 2 per cent increase
in the number of milk cows and .the
j record high milk flow on Aug. 1 were
j sufficient to hold the total volume of
m\lk produced in the state during
August to 102 per cent of that ^fOr
the same period last year.
Dairymen in all sections of the
THERE IS
state report that they have been feeding grains and concentrates at a
NO GRINDING
heavier than usual rate for this season
NOR MIXING
of the year. The increase in grain
feeding, however, was not enough to
WITH
overcome the effects of poor pastures
AMES GRAIN
and hot weather.

Mr. and Mrs. Orville Biggs of Onawa, Iowa, were visiting relatives and
friends here Sunday.
The annual all-school carnival which
is held each year at the high school
building in Anita will be on Friday
evening, Oct. 10, this year. Tickets
for the carnival went on sale this
week.

Pancake Flour ** Bag i;
2!
I Syrup
I Sweet Potatoes 5 Pounds II
Beauty
Coffee 3-lbs.Brown
... .49c — Pound
Well Bleached
I Celery
Large Stalk

I Shucking
•••••••••••

A

NEW A
NIT A

WED.-TWURS. , 7;30 & »£» p. M.
One Of The tiest Programs
Ever Shown — At Any Price

DIME NITE

Children, lOc — Adults, lie
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
SPECIAL
SATURDAY MATINEE at 2:30
| f\ POSITIVE REASONS
*\J
TO BE HERB
243 OF THE MOST GRIPPING
SCENES—IT WILL AMAZE YOU!

BALANCER
FOR POULTRY

Just Self-Feed Your Corn and
Oats With AMES GRAIN BAL
ANCER - I t Doe, the

Rasmussen's Hatcher?

Phone 276
'K/^Ylfl

O^f?

»

Anita, Ia.

'MAN

$1
SUN.
Sun. Mat. 2:30 P. •
A ROUSING
ROLLICKING

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

and
WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

By Edward C. Wayne

ICKES:

On Oil

Nazis Launch Repressive Campaign
In Answer to Anti-German Revolts
And Widespread Acts of Sabotage;
England Claims Mastery in Air War

Washington, D. C.

(EDITOR'S NOTE—When optnlMi* Mr* »pr«M*d IB thw» <«ltuan«, tk*T
art thoie of the n*wi auljrit and net n««*«arily •! tkli aiw*p»p«r.)
"»«'—-~* by Western Newspaper "•*'•"" )

Scene of U. S. army war maneuvers has shifted from Louisiana to
South Carolina and this picture shows a bit of action as the "fighting"
rot under way. Here one side had established a bridgehead and a pontoon bridge was built for trucks and artillery. Bat before they could
cross completely, enemy planes appeared and "bombs" exploded to
"demolish" the rear units.

NAZIS:
More Trouble

UNCLE SAM:
Starts Taking

According to reports from Europe,
German officials were busy with a
repressive campaign throughout
their conquered and occupied territory to prevent the spread of a vast
behind-the-front anti-German movement. Acts of sabotage were reported from Belgium, France, Denmark and Czechoslovakia and the
Nazis were doing everything to put
down what to some observers looked
like a general revolt.
The slaughter of Czechs in Bohemia and Moravia through "drumhead" courtsmartial instituted by
the new regime had continued to
keep pace with, even to surpass the
killings hi occupied France.
Eighty-eight were reported killed
hi three days, 58 in one day.
Reinhard Heydrich, former chief
of Berlin's secret police, who had
been made "protector" of Czechoslovakia, or what was left of it, was
using the mailed fist to stamp out a
persistent rebellion.
The same story was coming out
of Bulgaria, with reports from -Sofia
of 543 persons arrested in one day
in one Black sea port.
The Bulgars, blood brothers and
friends of the Russians, were revolting at any efforts the Germans
might make to use their country as
a by-pass to get eventually at Caucasian Russian oil fields.

The government had started with
the first of the month the heaviest
"take" of taxes in American history
—$3,000.000 a day.
But it was only a small part of
the whole tax program, which would
nick the American pocketbooks to
the tune of $13,000,000,000 a year,
and when one figured that a billion
is a thousand million, and that three
million a day is only a little more
than a billion a year—it gave some
idea of what the huge burden would
be.
Contrasted with the World war
"take" it was 13 billion against
about 7 billion, or not quite twice as
much money — and there were
30,000,000 more people to share in
the payment.
For instance, in 1918, the exemptions were $2,000 for the head of a
family and $1,000 for single persons
—as compared with $1,500 and $750
today.
That, it was figured, would bring
still more of the nation's 150,000,000
people "in to the burden-bearing fold.
The first taxes to be levied bad
been the special excise taxes, and
the government was taking unusual
steps to prevent merchants from
raising prices more than they
should, so as to be sure that the
burden should be placed squarely
on the buyer, and that the buyer
could know he or she was paying it.
There was some heavy buying in
advance of the day, but not more
than had been expected.

AIR MASTERS:
Churchill
' The first victory of the war of any
real import to Britain had been announced in most positive terms by
Winston Churchill when he told the
house of commons that the Royal Air
force had attained mastery of the
air.
The information was given to parliament just as London celebrated
its second month without an air raid
alarm. The prime minister asserted that the R.A.F. was in a position
to bomb Rome at any tune that it
seemed convenient or advisable,
and reported that Cairo definitely
had not been bombed, denying previous reports that this had occurredThe reaction was swift in coming
—from Berlin and from Rome.
In the latter city the pope was reported to be sending a message via
Myron C. Taylor to President Roosevelt asking him to use his influence with Britain to pass up the
bombing of Rome.
The President, on the other hand,
was said to have sent a message to
His Holiness suggesting politely that
he might take up his residence at a
safer spot.
The Berlin answer was a quintuple
bombing raid, not on London, but on
five northeastern cities, with heavy
casualties reported. The defense of
these cities was presumably not as
good as that of London. '
At the same time the R.A.F. was
conducting continuous and heavy
raids with squadrons running as
high as several hundred planes. One
raid on the port city of Stettin was
conducted for five solid hours by
waves of bombers.
Italy made a strong attack by air
on a British portected convoy hi the
Mediterranean, but eyewitness reports were that terrific casualties in
men and planes were suffered, and
the battleship Nelson, while damaged by a torpedo, "suffered only a
slight diminution of her speed."

SEA POWER:
Viewed by Knox
Sea power of Britain and the
United States—both present and to
come—will spell the end of the triple
Axis, said Secretary of the Navy
Knox in an address.
He also declared that once the
Rome-Berlin-Tokyo alliance had
been defeated it would be up to the
United States and Britain permanently to pool their forces "to stop
new aggression."
Many wondered if he left Russia
out of the picture deliberately.

LABOR:
Still Restless
A sudden strike at the Dodge
division of Chrysler Motors had been
settled, but there were many other
strikes or threats of strikes, showing plainly that labor unrest was
far from settled.
Twenty thousand had walked out
at the Briggs auto body plant in
Detroit, and the eight largest hotels
hi Pittsburgh were closed down because of a general strike of some
2,000 workers.
An ordnance strike was reported
at Sandusky, Ohio, involving truck
drivers and iron workers.
At the same time the government
decided to increase widely,the steel
capacity of the bigger companies,
which would mean not only a heavy
construction program to be financed
by the government, but a further
shifting of the labor population.

AMERICA FIRST:
Gets Publicity
^
Most of the interventionist newspapers were pursuing a new policy
toward the utterances of America
Firsters as they held their conven-;
tion in Bridgeport. The idea, apparently, was to play up the speeches
with front-page headlines instead of
"burying them inside'the paper" on
the theory that the nation was sufficiently aroused to be further
aroused by hearing what the America First leaders had to say.
The speakers, including Senator
Nye and others did not disappoint
the editors. Nye electrified a
Bridgeport audience by telling the
public that by working in defense
plants, and by turning non-defense
plants into defense work they were
laying the groundwork for the complete financial ruin of the city.
The North Dakotan painted a horror picture of a Bridgeport with no
work, no money, hardly anything
to eat after the defense boom was
over, and informed them how foolish
they were to throw themselves into
the defense construction campaign
with such enthusiasm.
Other speakers condemned critics
of Lindberrgh's anti-Semitic speech
at Des Moines, and the new commander of the American Legion was
calkd in one address a "Benedict
Arnold," hoodwinked into being one
by Frank Knox.

The Village New+Prm
(Prop, and Editor. W&Wi
You don't have to wait for his- Bright smart remark by Ed Cantor
torians to record Che fact that the on his radio hour. Said to Carol
greatest tragedy of the year 1941 Landis that sht must excui*^Jo*
as far as this war is concerned M DiMaggio for never hearin' about
the way the British have twiddled her as he never Been .any movi«
their thumbs, watched the Russians, shows. "Then what Is he dotnVon
and done almost nothing txcept the N. Y. Yankees?" Carol said
back. "He should be with the Washcheer.
Over three months have passed ington Senatorsi"
• • •since Hitler sent his mechanized
Ezra Stone, aeeordin' to reliable I r****! j «OOM
masses hurtling across the Russian
-IV
border, and in that tune the British report direct from his camp; had
to drill in double time last week
sent pnly a trickle of help.
Yet the British knew that pro- 'cause his gun was dirty.
ROOM I |
longed Russian resistance was the
•
•
•
—
biggest chance they had of defeatYestlddy in 1938 Olsen & Johning Hitler. They also knew that
, „._ came to town. Three
Hitler's
tactic always has
to years old goin' on 4 million dot FHA Helps you 0wnSachat
~
•— ubeen
~" *"
pick his victims one by one.
lars. Oley and Chick sent ye ed a
Yet realizing this, the British have telegram, savin': "Thanks for what THE house that jack
done virtually the same thing Poland you wrote about it to make it an all- modest
* you and
the youngster
salary!
did when Czechoslovakia was in- tune annuity for two lucky and
vaded, what Jugoslavia did when appreciative Scandinavians." How Federal
Bulgaria was invaded, and what jab()ut a coupia passes, fellers?
families with
Turkey did when Jugoslavia was
easily finance such
invaded. They have merely sat on
Ye ed sure wishes his detractors homes. On a $1,500 ;
S
the sidelines, sent 200 airplanes, plus would hold a rehearsal of somea mission to Moscow, taken a good thin'. In a magazine piece it was may comfortably tmv a
worth $3,000.
long rest—and cheered.
claimed we ain't never had no
Second Front? .
scoops on the Hauptmann case. But
Meanwhile, the general staff ad- hi a new book (The Bunk of the
S2.600 to $8,250.
visers of both the British and Amer- Month) ye ed is criticized for spillfinancing, tells how to save
ican armies have bluntly warned in' secrets about the case! The se- ter
ato. electric wiring,
that the Russians were^sure to be jcrets (scoopsl) came from New furniture. Send your order todefeated unless a second front was York policemen workin' on it.
created against Hitler.
This second front against Hitler
How come those famous speakersAvenue
New Yort{
meant, of course, a British expedi- and lawmakers get $600 and more
Enclose 10 cents In coin tor,
tionary force landing in France, from the America Firsters to make
copy Of PLANNING AND m .
Holland or Spain. This question
-ING YOUR LOW-COST HO«Bl
has been discussed carefully behind those "patriotic" speeches?
N«me..
the scenes, but the British have
Address
wanted two things: one was tanks, New York Heartbeat
most of theirs having been deThe Big Parade: Arthur Treachmolished at Dunkirk; the second er, who once swallowed a monocle,
"Mail call sounds as •*„„
has been an American Expedi- ankling along Vth Avenue a few
tionary force to help them.
inches behind Grace Moore, who pay call when the folks bail
The British did not really push once swallowed a swallow
The send a carton of cigarettei!
.of tobacco." This is fthis idea of an A.E.F., for they Jack Bennys and 'Ida Lupino sitting tin.
among men in allb..
knew politically it was impossible at the left rear table in The Stork census
.the service who havet.
for Roosevelt. But nevertheless they club to give that corner some class of
tobacco first in the gift line.|
did want company in attempting to . . . Gladys George and her groom ealesTecords from serviced
land troops on the Continent. They decorating Cora & Irene's . . . Lois in the Army, Navy, Marin
had plenty of troops hi England—in January at the Belasco Jessel re- and Coast Guard—showiii
fact so many that there has been hearsals telling puns. The Lois vorite cigarette is Ca
restlessness and bad morale be- form of wit . .
Elsa Maxwell popular smoking tobacco»
cause of inactivity.
squeezing into a cab outside the Hur- Albert. Local dealers'
cartons of
It is true that these troops are ricane
Broadway Rose now featuring
tins of Prince Alb
not completely equipped and are called Broadway Cactus . . . Wen- pound
gifts from the 1
sadly lacking in tanks. But there is dell Willkie, who proves that the welcome
home
to
the boys in the!
considerable belief that they were only way you can put your country -Adv.
equipped sufficiently to make a land- before everything else is by getting
ing hi Spain from Gibraltar; and behind the President.
More Audacity
that in France the local' people
What we need for victoiyl
would have risen up to welcome
Memos of a Mldnighter: Garbo dacity, and audacity wilt
them.
and a dance director here are caus- audacity;—Danton.
However, all summer long the ing merger talk
I. HayaBritish have maintained an "after kawa's "Language in 8.
Action" (a
you, Alphonse" attitude. Meanwhile Book of the Month choice soon) has
the situation in Russia has become been condemned as unfit and un''•
wfcMDoctoradofBlt
darker and darker—as every mili- American by the Americanism
tary expert knew was inevitable. Comm. of the Legion. It will comAll of which "Drings up the vital
"the cleverly concealed Axis
questionjaf exactly who is the dom- bat
. . Jim Tully's new
inating factor in the now virtual propaganda"
book
will
be
published by ScribAnglo-American, alliance. We have ner's, which claims
it is his best
thrown a very large pile of chips yet ...
Anger's Effect
Italians are supinto the gamble on a British vic- porting "n Local
Mundo,"
the
new
antiAnger
makes
dull meij
tory; yet no one seems to know
The winner of the but it keeps them poor.whether the British are taking ad- Axis paper
vice from us or whether we are tak- Mrs. America beauty contest (enas non-professional) is a Powing orders from the British. Presi- tered
ers
model.
dent Roosevelt and Harry Hopkins
• • • —
may know, but if so they have not inThings I Just Found Out
formed those closest to them.
About Newspaper Features
HITLER'S OIL PROBLEM
The California legislature in 1899
Most of the reports from Russia passed a law prohibiting publication
H you Buffer from monthlrj
headache, backache, "'-"•
look black; and to U. S. army ob- of cartoons in newspapers . . . Only
Mid distress of "Irree
servers they have been that way one important daily newspaper
caused toy functional E
turbancea— try Lydial
for some time. However, one en- doesn't run comic strips—the New
Vegetable Compound -s
couraging factor stands out. This is York Times
The most univerzdfirliur rain and nervoui »
ultday
the question of oil.
sally popular story, "Robinson CruTaken regularl
Without oil no army or navy can soe," and the most influential AmerCompound helps build upn
MBffilit BUCh annoying
move. And despite the tremendous ican novel, "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
KtUow label directions.
areas taken by Hitler in all Europe (it is credited with fomenting the
TBTW01
he still faces, two years after start- Civil war) appeared first as' newsing the war, almost the same oil paper serials.
shortage as before.
Behind the Bin*
Rumania, seized chiefly for her oil
The first serial hi an American
The man that blushes
neios, has a capacity of 8,000000 newspaper was Defoe's "A Relitons annually. However, the Rus- gious Courtship," in a Pennsylva- quite a brute.
sians bombed the Rumanian oil nia gazette. It wasn't completed
fields so badly that production is because the agonistic Ben Franklin
now down to about 4,000,000 tons or took over the paper and threw it
less.
,-•'
out
• • • Franklin published the
Germany /itself has a synthetic first newspaper cartoon |n this coungasoline production of about 3.000,- try ...
Paul Revere was a news000 tons, making a total annual nro- paper cartoonist. So were John
f about 7
nn t^ ™% °
.°°0,000 tons. Barrymore and Gary Cooper.
COUCH!
1941's -GREATEST TRAGEDY'

Secretary Ickes as he appeared
before the senate oil committee,
testifying on the oil transportation shortage. He is examining
a cartoon relating to his actions
hi the matter.
Secretary of the Interior Ickes,
petroleum administrator, who had
been making gigantic efforts to get
Easterners to save gasoline, appeared before a senate committee,
and blamed the senate for seriously
hampering its efforts.
The committee had surveyed the
field, and had found that "no serious
shortage of gasoline existed on the
Eastern seaboard." This was despite the fact that Ickes said there
was, and had put curfew regulations
into effect to try to save the fuel.
Ickes declared that the senate
committee, had been told that there
were 20,000 railroad tank cars avajlable to haul oil and gasoline to
centers of need, but that he had
made a subsequent inquiry and
could find only 5,000 cars.
Ickes attacked the testimony
which, he said, had done "incalculable harm" to his effort to conserve
the East's oil and gas.

FREE PRESS:
Vital—FDR
The President plainly showed that
he considered freedom of the press
vital to the United States as well
as other freedoms when he spoke of
this subject hi detail before a group
in New York. He said:
"Newspaper Week should awaken
in the hearts and souls of all Americans a renewed determination to
defend and maintain and perpetuate
the priceless heritage of a free
press.
"The maintenance of an unfettered
press, informed by truth and guided by a courage and conscience and
wholehearted-devotion to the public
welfare is a fundamental obligation
of patriotism.
"I trust as a result of the observance that Americans will have a
renewed sense of the incalculable
blessing which a free press confers.
It must be maintained against all
assaults."
To this Secretary Hull added: "A
free and informed press is essential
to a successful program for national defense."
In this connection it was recalled
that the navy department, having
refused to permit the use of facts
about British naval vessels being
refitted in the United States,
changed its attitude recently, and
now was giving this news out whenever it occurred.

WORLD SERIES:
'Dem Bums'
World war or no world war,
Americans must have their World
series of baseball, so at the Yankee
Stadium, despite cloudy weather, a
worjd record crowd had stepped into
the huge stadium to watch the
Brooklyn Dodgers do battle with the
Yanks.
There was not the slightest indication of a lessened interest in the
great series—the public having, by
press and radio, followed the advent of the "Beloved Bums" into
the series.
Some estimates of the numbers of
Dodger fans throughout the nation
ran as high as 35,000,000—an unbelievably large following for a
baseball team. And the Dodgers
had done their best to give their
fans what they wanted for "Dem
Bums"—a world championship pennant.

BRIEFS:
Washington: President Roosevelt
wishing to explain what ship sinkings mean, listed the whole cargo
of the Pink Star, lately torpedoed
item by item—giving the amounts
in terms of production.
London: War expenditures by
Britain had reached $44,000,000 daily
as against about $35,000,000 daily
during the last war.
Milwaukee, Wis.: The first woman
ever to use a typewriter professionally died at the age of 84"
Be U n: The Germa
! u
n high command hadJ claimed finally that their
armies were penetrating into the
Crimea-counting the advance like
World war figures-so many yards
dally.
Rome: Attacking the President's
foreign policy, bne Rome newspaper declared Roosevelt was plan
nuig to recognize the Free French
De Gaulle regime in
"

INDIGESTIO)

rfORWOI

ONLY/

—» -" °«m gas to operate its army
at the rate of about 25,000,000 tons
a year, most of which has coS
from reserves. It is estimated^
Germany still has reserves on hand
of 10 or perhaps 15 million tons

Russian Chances.
', howevare high and rugged Th R—•-"«
have a hna«» *„
,
Russians
The BriUsh ±* ha
f ^ *««.

trnnn* ,t,_.. , . °

ve

rushed

,_ j

««««» .1
quite possible-then he
sure to put tru- nin
harder £ '
drive on the

**
almost

Early u. S. newspapers took care
ofv syndication" themselves. They
Easily W«m
clipped freely from each other, and
Small minds are won W
anything good that appeared, for ex- —Latin,
ample, in Thomas Fleet's excellent
Boston Post was sure to be Tepub"shed throughout the Colonies.
--eet, by the way, put, stories told
to his son by his mother-in-law, Mrs.
Elizabeth Goose, into a hook and
made her the immortal Mother
MUCH*
Goose. But Fleet's paper printed no
story of the Battles of Lexington
and Concord hi its next issue, because. "The unhappy transactions of
last week are so variously related
that we shall not at present undertake to give any particular account
thereof"!
" i- know'
The first popular serial writers
were Horatio Alger Jr. and Mary
Jane Holmes, developed by the N:
Y. Sun. And, believe It or not, the
W-year-old "Lena River*," by Miss
Holmes, last year topped sales of
Hemingway's "For Whom, the Bell
Tolls" and Roberts' "Oliver Wisw*H" . . . The longest novel In
history is Adele Garrison's (real
name, Mrs. Martin White) story of

««Tv»*~ii~*"""" "*•»**««• life, called
Pitfalls of Love." It has a;
n newipajiera eJwrr«Ml
1915—more than 9.750,000
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^8-iiii!LiWh Cribbing
— Buy Patet Now

Miss Mildred Wiese has accepted
the position of bookkeeper at th
Anita Municipal Light plant. Sb_
It's Friday evening as we write our succeeds Miss Jean Dement who has
weekly stuff . . . |t's been a hectic
held that position for the past year
day ... and on top of everything
else word came in th« day's mail that
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Travers o.
the cook is expected at a family party Des Moines visited in Anita severa
f
C. F. DARROW. • over two hundred miles away, by Sat- days last week at the home of her
urday noon . . . if iuck js with ug sister, Mrs. Chas. A. Robison and
we shall just about make it.
husband, and with her brother, W. T
;
Biggs and wife.
+ •+ + 4. -f + +
IB so expert that one is not conscious
Heard a lady say today that she
of time as big game hunter Walter always wondered why parents named
Mcs. Frank W. Budd entertained
Pidgeon goes through the most harrow- their off-springs who they did . . . 12 young ladies from Atlantic at her
By WARREN BAYLEY
additional. Incentive to those ing experiences. He starts out hunt- we always thought the folks had run home on East Main Street Thursday
trip in fifty minutes via ferry. Of
ans who have, not taken ad- ing a man, a human beast who has out of names when they picked ours, evening. The evening was spent play- Seattle, Washington.
of the Dime Njja Take-A- set the world afire with hatred in- but as the years roll on we wouldn't cards and other games, after which a Puget sound has 30 times the shore- course, if you're in an awful hurry,
else.
lunch was served by the hostess.
shows and hi appreciation of trigue and oppression. Soon after the change with anyone
ine it really needs. In other words, you can get over there in three or
• * *
hunter
(IWWter
Pidgeon)
becomes
the
ed attendance, the Anita
its
8,000 square miles of surface is four minutes by the regular plane
Rev. and Mrs. A. T. Evans and
will show one of the best pro- hunted prey in a world wide chase Apologies to the Greater Anita Miss Vera B. Hook were in Orient, enclosed by a meandering, tortuous ferry, but they haveh't yet figured
lever shown here today and that portrays 243 of the most grip- Club—one member said that his wife Iowa, Monday where they attended coast that could encircle 250,000 a way for you to take your car along
Again, We. say, it is the ping .scenes ever shown on the screen. said that By The Way said that the the Council Bluffs association meet- square miles of water, if straightened with you.
The weather is fine around here
dime's Worth ever offered in Joan Bennett, as an ally of Pidgeon, G. 'A. C. discussed the women .
out. The Sound's complicated maze cf
gives the greatest performance of her perhaps we did, but honest-to-gosh ing of Congregational churches held inlets, bays and passages make ex- now, in what is termed the Ever(entertainment.
brilliant career. In addition to this wouldn't the women be mad if we at the Hill of Zion/ Congregational cellent harbors, but would be an aw- green Playground, but they get their
''
church there'.
Ful headache to local residents if they share of fog and drizzle every year.
bf the moat rustic and timely great screen show, there are ten posi- intimated that the men never even
thought of them when they met?
;
tive
reasons
to
attend
the
theatre.
lad to use roads and highways to get It is during such periods of murkRobert
McCrory,
a
son
of
Mr.
and
of the pnSenf day, ^'Man
• • *
* * •
Mrs. W. C. McCrory and who has around. Long ago ferry boats came iness that the best is brought out in
starring Join Bennett and
The
new
Home
and
Garden
Club
Romance
and
comedy
take
a
joy
ride
been
operating a farm northwest of to the rescue and are now a vital ferry boat skippers and pilots. Then,
[ Pidgeon, comes to the theatre
unable to see more than a few feet
had a nice turn-out the other day Atlantic this year, has purchased the necessity to this district.
together
in,
"Barnacle
Bill,"
Wallace
, and Saturday and Saturday
ahead of their bows, they actually
when they met. Seems that the at- Wohlenhaus 120-acre farm southwest
Beery's
latest
rollicking
film
which
'Branching out in every direction rely on their ears to get safely through
. If you're looking for an adtendance could be increased. The of Cumberland. Possession will be
provides
a
fun-feat
Sunday,
Monday
from Seattle are dozens of lanes plied the narrow inlets and passages of
filra full of thrills and snsmore who attend, the more ideas wil]
daily, rain or shine or fog, by a fleet- the Sound, which, in more than one
ou'Il do well to take in "Man and Tuesday at the theatre. Beery be exchanged. One good point about given March I.
of sixty ferries, ranging in size and
The twp ,sjars and a great forsakes western adventure for the
club, all meetings will be in the
Miss Vera B. Hook entertained appearance from the sleek, silvery case, are less than a thousand feet
ting cast could not have been waterfront and a tuna fishing fleet, this
across. That, even in clear weather
same centrally located place, and we
|better. Every inch of film is and is teamed with Marjorie Main, the all have to go to town sometime each eight women last Wednesday evening "Kalakala," the first streamlined ferry and jvith tides dragging you about,
"lady
blacksmith"
of
"Wyoming*
fn
at
her
home
on
Maple
Street.
The
boat in the wor'.d and able to transport
with gripping scenes and
Monday.
evening was spent playing pinochle 85 automobiles and their passengers is a very cramped space to navigate,
[a suspense that will keep you a laughable love affair that is supplied
•
*
•
but in a thick fog such a narrow chani the edge of your seat. The with fights, thrills and other ex- When it was time to name the new with Mrs. Tom Burns receiving high at a time, down to stubby little tufas nel gives a laymen the chills. I made
and Mrs. Chas. F. Karns, low that chug alone the shorter runs,
5 well chosen, timely and ad. citement. Beery plays a waterfront baby, an aunt of ours used to take score
score. A lunch was served by the groaning under a load of six or eight a number of such runs a few years
loafer who falls in love, is faced with
worked put, and the pacing
ago, marveling at the way the skipthe care of a small daughter, played the family Bible and stick a pin hostess.
cars. All of them, large or small, per blew his whistle and then listened
through
several
leaves
and
then
whatby that grand little star, Virginia
alay an important ;part in the movWeidler, and goes to work. His comi- ever letters were pin pricked were The members of the S. 0. S. club ing 0^5,000,000 passengers and 1,- for its echo, counting seconds to determine the distance of the shore that
cal lovemaking reaches an absurd incorporated into a name. Yes, she Were guests Thursday afternoon of 000,000 automobiles annually.
was throwtfSj-iXpte loud toots back
Mrs. Raynor Holland at her home
climax when he and Majorie Main did get some funny ones.
Although lumber mills, fish can- An echo that ESmes back in one second
•
*
*
southwest
Of
town.
There
were
thirwarble sentimental ditties to the
neries and a !arge aircraft factory of
We either lost an hour or gained teen members and one visitor, Mrs. note keep things humming here in indicates that land is but BOO feet
strains of a wheezy old organ. Miss
away.
Earl
Heath,
present.
The
afternoon
one
Sunday.
We
gained
a
couple
of
Main adds to the general hilarity by
Seattle,
this
city
couldn't
get
along
Nowadays the broader, main steamIn Person!
getting jealous of a rival blonde and months time on some of you. We was spent embroidering tea towels for very well without the ferry service er lanes of Puget Sound are we:i
the
hostess,
following
which
a
lunch
a hair pulling match results that sets went into the Tribune office a week
:hat daily shuttles workers and sup- lighted and marked, but back in the
the record for feminine battles. ago and ordered our Christmas cards was served. "Mrs. Edna Bailey will be plies to and fro. As an example, it is distant reaches of the wandering chanhostess
at
the
next
meeting
of
the
"Barnacle Bill" just recently finished . . . they will come with our name
FAMfD
a four hour drive along a 130 mile nels a hardy breed of seamen still
showing in the large midwest cities engraved . . . so all we'll have to do club on Oct. 9.
road from Seattle, which is about the steer by ear when the fog settles
and played to the largest crowds for will be to address them and take The Baptist ladies aid society were cleanest, freshly scrubbed city I ever down. And, no matter how thick that
a Beery picture. The production de- them to the P. 0. ... of course they guests Wednesday afternoon of Mrs. saw, over to the bustling Navy Yard fog may be, those men have never l?t
tails are excellent, showing the op- will have to have some stamps licked, Edwin Garside at her home south of at Bremerton, but you can make the it stop or delay the runs of their boats.
erations of a large fishing fleet, its but maybe we can let George do that here. Eight members and three visitbattles and other thrills to round out . . . they are very pretty cards, too, ors, Mrs. Walter Kirk, Mrs. Dave
ITw»Day*
"Trailer Vagabond" Is Sponsored and Appears In This Paper
on.a good grade of paper and not too
a fine story.
Weaver and Miss Betty Weaver, were
expensive.
Through the Courtesy of
^resent. A social afternoon was spent
Work on the junior class play, "I
>y those present, following which a
Well, as Scatlergood says, "We've
Like Your Nerve," will be started in
unch was served by the hostess. Mrs.
the next few days. As yet no definite :ot to be gittin'," so until next time, Ylerle Garside will be hostess at the
Anita, Iowa
TEXACO PRODUCTS
Phone 257
dates have been set for its presentation. so long.
next meeting of the aid on Oct. 8.
Mrs. H. G. Belsheim went to
Mrs. Homer Reason, who underProgram
A new bridge, club has been organ- BREED EWES NOW FOR
come after the weather warms up.
ford, Iowa, Monday where she will went a major operation at a hospital zed in Anita which was. named the
EARLY SPRING LAMBS
Ewes to be bred should be healthy
spend a couple of weeks visiting her in. Dexter last week, is reported to f. "L. club and the first meeting was
and, in- a gaining condition, suggests
LY T»flHl^iATI
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Lehmann, be in a serious condition.
ield Thursday evening at the home
Only
It's the early lamb which hits the Professor LaGrange. If the flock
Sr.
of Mrs. Charles Gipple on Rose Hill
ligh
June market that's generally the is not too large the ram can run with
Mrs. E. L, Twining of Des Moines Avenue. Mrs. Merle Robison of AtMr. and Mrs. Ralph Anderson, who and Mrs. Katherine Clark and Mrs.
money-maker providing he can be the ewes throughout the entire breedantic is an out-of-town member of the
Colorful Bands!
given
adequate care, believes W. F. ing season. If the ram is exceedingly
have
been
living
in
Harlan
for
the
Marguerite Hoffman of Sommerville, club. High score for the evening was
Goraiou* Flow*
er*r Prize Live
LaGrange, professor in animal hus- fat and has a heavy fleece, he will
past year, have m|>ved- to Anita to V. J., visited in Anita Thursday at the
Stock I Spectacield by Miss Maxine Taylor. A lunch
often serve better if ihe is sheared.
**
bandry,
Iowa State college.
spend
the
winter
at
the
home
of
his
ular
Herw
Show
lome of Miss Vera B. Hook.
r Troupe
was "served by the hostess. Miss Tay—«itd many othBecause his experience shows this When in heavy service, a ram should
mother, Mrs. Rosetta Anderson.
er attraettpiwi
I and
or will be hostess af the next meet- to be true, Professor LaGrange sug- have a little extra grain (oats are
The
members
of
the
West
Main
K Holly,
ituntmcn
Mrs. L. J. Hofmeister has been Street Neighborhood Circle were of the club on Oct. 15.
gests that Iowa sheep breeders who good) to maintain his vigor. A mature
and vigorous ram can serve 40 or 50
elected by the Anita Federated Home guests Thursday afternoon of Mrs.
Mrs. Elmer Scholl was hostess to have facilities to take care of the ew*s.
earl
lamba
should
ut
the
ram
and Garden club as their delegate to A. J. Kopp at her home here. As- an ail-day meeting of the Jolly Dozen
with
y
P
In order to determine which ewes.
the state convention which will be sistSnt hostess was Mrs. Roy Duff. club Thursday at her home north- i the ewes b* Oct *• or eariier- in order
held in Woodbine, Iowa, next week The afternoon was spent by those east of here. A covered dish dinne: 1 to have the lambs come by March 1. settle and whether the ram is potent,
a recomended method is to mark him
Wednesday and Thursday. Mrs. Glen in attendance playing bingo, after was enjoyed at noon by the eleven I
u largely on , on *ne brisket with sheep paint. The
Forester and Mrs. Charles Jewett which a lunch was served by the host- members and their families present.'.
than spring,color of tne Paint can the^e changed
have been named as alternates.
esses.
Six additional guests, Harvey Camp- j
also
require
extra ev€rV two weeks in order to' determine
bell of Cleveland, Ohio, Gordon West- ! Pastures. They
Mrs. Harley- A. Miller and
work and care. But these which ewes are settled.
, daughter,
;iaji, mrs. cam vir»y Lormor, BUS.: • Frances, left Friday evening for Bur- j E,izabeth
'
Duth j e> Miss Evangeiine handicaps generally will be more than
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Lambertsen
lington, Iowa, where they wi.l spend |Carlton and jester Suplee, were pres-!off8et by Settin* the larabs finished
CLOSING OUT
several days visiting her sister, Miss jonf rThg
-hp aftStt!tm>on wag spent socia]ly
- I' before hot weather; by avoiding profit- are the parents of an 8 pound boy
takin
Jessie Walker, -and other relatives
S P"B»itoB; >»«i by the prevail- baby born to them at their home
misceilaneous roll ca:l being !
ing
i inghigher prices when they're sold.
| and friends. Before returning to j . gn Mrg
Cartlon win
will be
be'
sold, southwest of here last Wednesday
Mrs Ed
E(J F
p Cartlon
[Anita, they will also visit their son j hostess at the next meeting of the ! But for any sneep raiser wno is not J morning. He is the first child in
land brother, Miarion, who is a student! .
„ . „
.equipped for early Iambs, it would be the family and has been named Kent
to his advantage to have the lambs I Dennis.
jmmBjBBBBBBBBBBBBiBBBBBmBBBP^^^^^^^^^^^^^??^^^^? >at the University of Iowa at Iowa
City.
The
second
meeting
of
the
Literary,
AH imve decided to quit farming and going into the mercantile
Music and Art department, a division
isiness, I will sell at public sale, at my residence on the Ralph Oirry
The Anita high school football I of the newly organized Anita Federfm, 9 miles. nort.h and 1 mile west of Anita, or 2 miles east of ttign{team won their second game this sea- j ated Woman's club, will be held at
pd church', commencing at 12:30 o'clock, on
son Friday evening on the local field by the high school auditorium this (Weddefeating the Casey high school team nesday) evening at 7:30 o'clock. All;
7 to 0. The winning touchdown was members are urged to be present. The
' f j the following described property;
made in the first quarter by the local following program will be given: Roll j
, boys. Anita plays Menlo here Friday call, questionnaire; music, brief sketch i
, evening and from all advanced in- of Composer Bach and one of nis (
formation, the game will be a close special compositions, by Mrs. M. M.
.
7 — HEAD OF GOOD HORSES — 7
contest.
Feller; art display of pictures, brief
Miss Minnie Forshay was hostess * "of artiste AEen SaaIbury's and

"TRAILER VAGABOND"

THE FARRIERS COOP

REEL
. 4- 4- 4 4- ' <•>">•.+ 4 4

•McLaglen's
MP-

WAGNER'S FILLING STATION

HAWK

IT OR LEAmr

ublic Sale

TUESDAY, OCT. 7

Hand

te«^«wjaftsss?Mr.yays
i
K sartft »i»3K' rwasa • &"™:
prhtJWOO; 1 red roqn suckling colt.

^

__

i OF HIGH-GRADE CATTLE - 21

OK
milk now and others to freshen soon;
s
- 2-year-old heifer to freshen in

32 — HEAD OF HOGS - 32
Jour Spotted Poland tried sows, WttKfarrow on or before sale day,
gpotted Polandapejn gilts; 20 springjhoats^^^^

MACHINERY,
ETC.
S^FARM
&^
S^^
^^S
'agon box; low-down running gear; almost new John Ueere^«wga

&&i3&&tt^~£££&3z
ARTHUR E. JENSEN
B«rh« and John Wm. Jenaen, Aucts,

C. B. Parker, Clerk.

Chestnut Street. .Additional guests
were Mrs. Sydney Maduff, Mrs. Allen
Colbert, Mts. Walter F. Budd and Mrs.
Ralph Anderson. High score for the
afternoon was held by Mrs. "~3. W.
Budd. A lunch was served by the
hostess. Mrs. Robert Scott will be
hostess at the next meeting of the
club on Oct. 10.
A basket dinner was held Sunday at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Denney
on West Main Street. Gene Daughenbaugh of Atlantic, who has been ill
for several months, was able to attend. Others Who attended were: Mr.
a nd Mrs. Frank Daughenbaugh and
Lesley Denney and family of Massena;
Roy Daughenbaugb and family, Fontanelle; Ira Daughenbaugh, Atlantic;
Dale Thomas, Des Moines; and Cecil
'Denney and family, Floyd Spry and
family, Bert Daughenbaugh, Ray Denney and Elma Denney, Anita. In the
afternoon, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Thomas and son of Des Moines, Mrs.
Robert Darling of Bridgewater and
Louie Kauffman and family of Anita
called at the home and spent the afternoon visiting.
'"'

HEALTH

of Today," by
Maduff; book review, "They Came to a
River," by Allys McKay, Mrs. Floyd
D*eirient; and an open forum.
The first P. T. meeting of the year
was held at Grant No. 4 Thursday!
evening. After the regular business'
meeting a program was presented by
Mrs. Merle Wilson, president, M*s.
George Lund, vice-president, and Miss
Beatrice MortensW, secretary-treasurer of the organization consisting
of the following: Community singing, with Miss Marie Wise at the
piano and Frank H. Osen leading the
singing, was enjoyed by all present;
recitations, given by Norma Jean Lund
and Reid Wilson; reading, Reid Wilson;
and a play, "Bobby Helps Out," presented by Russell Wilson, Beatrice
Mortenuen and Mrs. Wilson. Bingo
was played and prizes were won by
fourteen persons with the grand prize
for the most games won going to
Spencer Holland. A lunch was served
at the close of the evening's meeting
by Mr. and Mbrs. Emery Oler and Mrs.
Hattie Jorgensen.

OUR SELECTED MEATS
•

HIGH IN HEALTH VALUE

•

RICH

IN

R E1 A L
'j

GOODNESS
^

Miller's
Market
Anita, Iowa

THE ANITA TRIBUTE

SEWING CIRCL€
hand tie is the perfect start—and
the full skirt attached at a low
waistline completes a design to
which every young "eight" to
"sixteen" will give her highest approval. Note the soft gathers below the shoulder yokes.
» * *

Tick Tock
He was telling her his family hittory.
My grandfather taa» a poor, hardworking clockmaker. When he died a
few years ago he left hi* estate, which
consisted of two hundred clocks, to my
father."
"How interesting," sht said, "it must
hare been real fun tcmdini up hit
estate."

Pattenf No. 8005 Is designed for sizes
from 8 to 16 years. Size 10 middy top
portion requires Hi yards 35-lqch fabric,
skirt, cuffs and tie require 2 yards. For
this attractive pattern send your order to:

MU*

.

.

starter, consider the
the humble bakingPowder Biscuits.
12 biscuits)

er

double-acting- bak-

-salt
butter or shortenonce/measure, add
er and salt,' then cut in
Add milk and mix just
hold together in large
M to V4 of ah inch thick1 board and cut with
Utter. Bake in a hot oven
s).12 to 15 minutes:
scotch Rolls.
g7powder biscuits as
tie recipe above and pat
board,
meltsprinprously
i sugar
lamon.
or jelly
utin%Put % teaspoon of butteasppon of brown sugar
[muffin pan and lay the
rolled dough on top of
20 to 25 minutes in a
(400 degrees.)
LYNN SATS:
_ breads require less at|than yeast breads, but
a few pointers about
ought to bear in mind.
. of overmjadng the batIdough. For Uie baking
[variety wwj^'tjne fat into
or mixed fliry togrediuntil mixed;. 'Then stop,
Mix in the milk with a
but do not overstir
you want tough, leathery
cret of good, muffins is
e batter only until blend»en the egg should be
'htly beaten. If you want
n
s high in peaks, add a
l or two of jartra flour
e: Honey, Jam and
jndlcated for muffins as
ck-up, far meals> .
[,s f^easure ingredients unhavq the extraordinary
'or fcnessing accurately.
such a thing, but it is
^member to use standCuring cups and spoons.
r^'nts
are level unless
[°e stated,
for most quick breads

n for me e88t vari
&il
y
i
n»eter correctly
e

*«ng and do not put baU
l the^wen has
UmpeMtuie.

Deceptive Speakers

Men of great conversational
powers almost universally practice
a sort of lively sophistry and exaggeration which deceives for the
moment both themselves and their
auditors.—Macaulay.

311 W. Waelur Dr.
Chlttfo
Bncloie 15 cents In coins for
**tt*rn No
Size
Name
Address

It's an ill wind that doesn't even
dry clotbes on the line.

I FOR YOUR BAKING DATS
- (See Recipes Below)

cakea and pies can be
by individual memt hot breads can be made,
" ' r i g h i in the church
they need only a
and a few minutes to
•'fl give ynur ^display a
of baked, goods
be a gpod substantial
I the fancier dtapiays. To
easy, serve them in
can spare them) to
making displays.
; a sale of bakery
one section of a table
f selling individual pieces
"' B,' cookies, or a roll.
i realise how delicious a
['they can hardly resist

Kroner Hnspltal, Chloaf o. Training* school
for nurses; gen. hospital; full high school
educa. unnec. No tuition. 18 num. allowance. Nurses home and full maintenance.
Uniforms furnished. Write 8«p». of Nnr»>.

SEWING CIRCLE PATTERN DEPT.
Room 1324 :

Too Tough!
Policeman (producing notebook)
—Name, please.
Motorist (caught speeding)—
Aloysius Sebastian Syprian.
Policeman (putting book away)
—Well, don't let me catch you
again.

hot rolls? Cinnamon filled
full of Utits, sugar and
raisins? Muffins
golden and plump
standing high in
peaks? Scones
spread with Jam
or jelly? Why, at
i:.$SbfMe, they're
,y.«nnmy, a n d
what's better,
they can all be
[a jiffy. With the cooler
etting in, you homemaketurn the hot breads and
ng into your schedules.
|ere a bake sale or a bain the fall and winter
! your church or club acothing will fill the biU
ijcely as a few trays of
" ed'biscuits, rolls, and

NURSES SCHOOL

THIS WEEK'S MENU
Baked Pork Chops Apple Sauce
Scalloped Potatoes Baked Squash
•Butterscotch Rolls
Beverage
Waldorf Salad
•Oranges in Syrup
•Recipe Given

Misunderstood
She had visited every department in the big shop and worried
the salesmen, without buying anything. At last one weary assistant
thought a protest was due.
"Pardon me, madam," he said,
"are you shopping here?"
"Certainly,"
she
snapped.
"What else should I be doing?"
"Well, madam," he replied
meekly, "I thought you were taking an inventory."

Before tubbing a wash silk dress
remove all buckles, buttons, bows
and loose trimmings and wash
them separately. If they're left on
the dress they are likely to become damaged or they may tear
the dress.
* « *
A serve yourself center piece for
the table is a time saver. Gaily
decorate a large platter of cold
meat, salads and hard cooked
eggs, with.relishes, buttered bread
slices and dabs of jelly or jam.
* * *
If your family likes variety, add
a little spice to your piecrusts.
A quarter teaspoon each of cinnamon and cloves will be enough for
each 1% cups of flour. It is very
good with fresh fruit or berry pies.
* * *
Put a drop or two of oil or some
soap on those squeaky door hinges.
» • *
Pongee must be dry when ironed.
It will spot and streak if ironed
when damp.

mo ^uiHVtffiP

Pecan Rolls.
Make as for butterscotch rolls, exKW TO TREAT
Definite
cept add chopped/pecans before rollWE
TO IA0C OF
"Afraid
you're
going
to
have
insoming as jelly rolL Place broken pePBOPBZ •BOUC* IN TW£ WET IS TO
What•« are the symptoms?"
can nutmeats in muffin tins with nia?
ttrrt •
Twins.
CORRECT TH6GW56 OF THE
butter and sugar before putting in
" TROUBLE WIW A P£UCIOU$
rolled dough. Bake in a hot oven
Doable Up
CEREAL, KEUMt'S ~
about 20 minutes.
"The best way to get the most
/UlrMMr...EAT
Plain Muffins.
out'of life is to fall in love with
(Makes 1 dozen)
a great problem or a beautiful
woman I"
,2 cups sifted flour
"Why not choose the latter and
3 teaspoons baking powder
get both?"
1 teaspoon salt
"pODAY'S pattern is a new one% cup sugar
Surprise!
•*• piece style which has 'every
Secret Faults
1 egg, beaten
"Then I tried to drive round the
feature the fashion-Wise school
We easily forget our faults when
% cup milk
corner."
girls of today crave. The longer
they are only known to ourselves.
4 tablespoons melted shortening
."Well;
what
happened?"
top, -middy shaped, with the smart
Mix the dry ingredients. Add the
"There wasn't one."
turn-down collar — and four-inmilk to the egg and mix with the
dry. ingredients.'
. O» (V. (Vp (V (k. <V. JV. JV. (b (k (V. C- (W fi. JV. {V. (V. |V
To this add the
shortening. Stir
till Just mixed.
A quiz with answers offering
Fill greased muffin tins quickly
information on various subjects
with two tablespoonfuls to each
pan. Bake in a hot oven (425 de3. A flag with swallow tails.
1. What country originated chile
grees) for 25 minutes.
4. In 1914.
con
carne?
The muffin recipe may also be
5. Power to adjourn congress.
2. What American university
baked in a square pan and topped was once called King's college?
6. Colombia and Venezuela.
with the following: 2 tablespoons
7. The Monitor.
3. In the United States what is
sugar rubbed with 1 teaspoon cinna- a burgee?
8. Africa.
mon, 2 tablespoons flour and 2 ta4. In what year did the first
blespoons butter. Rub until cruiri- ocean steamer pass through the
Modern streamlined war may
bled in appearance and sprinkle Panama canal?
have changed the arms and methover the top of batter before baking.
ods of Uncle Sam's soldiers, but
5. Can you name a presidential
Do your meals need toning up or power under the Constitution
it hasn't changed the Army man's
smoking preference. For more
do you want to make your bakery which has never been exercised
than 20 years Camels have been
goods sale a smash hit? Either way, by a President?
the Army man's favorite cigarthese scones will do the trick:
6. What are the two most northette. Today, actual sales records
Holiday Fruit Scones.
erly countries of South America?
show Camels not only are the fa(Makes 2 dozen scones)
7. What American naval vessel
vorite with men in the Army, but
with men in the Navy, Marine
was called "a chees.6 box on a
2 cups
flour
o
Corps and Coast Guard as well.
2 teaspoons double-acting bakraft?"
With men in the service giving
8. The Cape of Good Hope is
ing powder
cigarettes first place in the gift
the southernmost point of which
Vfe teaspoon salt
line-up, it's natural that local to2 tablespoons sugar
continent?
bacco dealers are featuring "Sehd
tues ; and the blockhead resembles
Full or Empty
4 tablespoons butter or shortenThe Answers
a Carton of Camels" as the ideal
The wise man is like a drug- the warrior's drum, noisy but
gift for the service men from the
ing
1. Mexico.
gist's chest, silent but full of vir- empty.—Sadi the Persian.
folks back home.—Adv.
,1% teaspoons grated orange rind
2. Columbia.
' % cupfinelycut, seedless raisins
2 eggs
% cup light cream.
Sift flour once, measure, add bakThe "moon" (crater,
ing powder, salt, sugar, and sift
B) lookt bigger than
again. Cut in shortening, add ortb»Haun" (center, A),
ange rind and raisins. Reserve
of course, but—wall,
about % of one egg white for glaze.
we'll leave the answer
Beat remaining eggs well, add
to your ruler. You'll
cream, and then add toflourmixfind the "tun" and the
ture. Stir the whole mixture vig"moon" exactly the
orously until^jt forms a soft dough
•ama alcet
and follows the spoon around the
bowl. Turn out immediately on a
floured board and knead 30 seconds.
Roll % inch thick and cut in small
(A)
(B)
triangles. Place on ungreased bakBUT THERE'S NO QUESTION ABOUT, THE BIG VALUE IN
ing sheet. Brush tops lightly with
reserved egg white, slightly beaten sprinkle with additional sugar.
Bake in a hot oven (450 degrees) 10
minutes or until browned. Serve
with jam or jelly.
This bread was inspired by corn
on the cob, and pleasantly simulates
that favorite vegetable because of
the use of cornmeal in the recipe:
Cora Sticks or Muffins.
(Makes 12)
Ite cups sifted flour
ZVt teaspoons baking powder
% teaspoon salt
2 tablespoons sugar
% cup cornmeal
2 eggs, well beaten
PRINCE ALBERTA CRIMP CUT WORKS THREE
l" cup milk
4 tablespoons melted butter or
WAV^-EASIER. BAStlR KOUIN* WITHOUT
shortening
Mix flour, baking powder, salt,
SPILLING, WASTE-COOLER.MILDER SMOKES
sugar, and sift. Add corn meal and
well. Combine eggs, milk shortTHAT LET THROUGH THE RICH 1AST1 OF PA.'S
p.r.i
; add to flour mature beating
enough to dampen all flour.
CHOICg TOBACCO. THAT GOES FOR PIPE-SMOKES, 100!
Bake in greased muffin pans or cornshaped pans in hot oven (425 d»
grees) 25 minutes.
•Oranges in Syrup.
(For 0 people)
Peel 6 oranges, remove all sk;«
and membrane with knife, but leave
Sile whole. Make a syrup by
fine roll-yourboiling the following ingredients 10
own cigarettes In
1 cup orange juice, % cup
every handy tin
juice, Vb cup lemon juice,
of Prince Albert
1 CUD sugar. Place oranges in this.
- .
b o u V r I minute. Remove to servA T I O N A L jQ v ' SMOKE
Wl«l«n-8»»«S.If.a
tog dish. Chill thoroughly, sprinkle
With coconut before serving.

8

ASK ME 7
ANOTHW (

If

you bake at home, use

'S

Favorite
Generations!

SMOKES THAT ROLL EASIER,
FASTER -TASTE RICHER.
SMOOTHER!

^ Unto.)

ANITA
FBPTY-E1GHT

IS
JCORN
5ED 4.21
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HORN BLOWING
Eighteen Cass Men Ordered CASS HENS PRODUCE County Agent Lester Sonkop AUTO
IS HEALTH HAZARD
GREAT MANY EGGS
to Report For Army Service Casa county hens are doing their Re-hired For Coming Year Automobile horn blowing in Iowa

WOMEN FATALLY
INJURED IN WRECK

ia rapidly approaching the point where
Eighteen more conscripts have been part
F«"<< to
»•« assisi.
sue national larrn
assist the
farm income
County Agent Lester F. Soukup
irdered to report to the Cass county to the highest level in 12 years. Esti- was re-hired for another year at the it constitutes not only a nuisance but
age Allotment la Virtually Selective Service board, five on Oct. mates indicate that the farmers' gross
also a public health hazard, Dr. Eric Mrs. Delilah Garlock of Cambridge,
last meeting of the present Cass
.3 and thirteen on Oct. 14, for indue- ; income in 1941 will exceed eleven bil- County Farm Bureau board of di- P. Pfeiffer of the state health depart- Iowa, and .Mrs. Emma Hill of San
ne For 1942 Bat Normal
,ion into the Army at Fort Des MJOines' Hon dollars for the first time since rectors held Friday evening at the ment said today, citing excessive - use
tion Yield Raised Prom
Diego, Cal., Die Following Acof the horn as a "possible" factor in
n two calls issued last week, ac- 1929, up two billion over 1940.
court house in Atlantic. Plans were the enormous 1941 automobile death
cident East of Here Friday.
I to 42 Bushels Per Acre.
cording to M. B. Parkinson, clerk of
Coupling heavy production with a made to hold all township meetings
;he board. This is the largest num- favorable market condition means that and election of officers during this toll.
The director of the vital statistics
ounty's corn allotment for >er of men who have been ordered income, from eggs alone should exceed month and the annual meeting is division told that 79 more accident Two elderly women, Mrs. Delilah
, be 94,788 acres, Clair D. to report to the Cass county board! $609,000,000. The nations' hens are scheduled to be he'.d on Nov. 1.
death records reached his office the Garlock, 75, of Cambridge, Iowa, and
New articles of incorporation were
her sister, Mrs. Emma Hill, 80, of
county AAA chairman, ^an- since the Selective Service law be- expected to produce forty billion eggs
came effective. To date 44 conscripts this year, on the basis of production adopted by the board upon recom- first nine months this year than dur- San Diego, Cal., received fatal injuries
Ithis week following release of
ing
the
same
period
in
1940.
Totals
have been inducted from this county.! figures to date assembled at the Chi- mendation of the Iowa Farm Bureau
om the state AAA office,
were 447 deaths through September shortly after noon Friday when the
Those reporting on Oct. 13 are Arlo cago Mercantile Exchange.
Federation and the county agent. New this year contrasted with 368 the cor- car in which they were riding skidded
otment is virtually the same
Leon Hansen, a new enrollee in the
Heavy defense buying and sales pro- large metal membership signs conon the soft shoulder on U. S. IHSghr
041 allotment of, 94,278 acres,
motion activities were prime reasons sisting of an ear of yellow corn on a responding period last year.
second
draft
registration
last
July
way No. 6 two miles east of here near
production yield for the
He
said,
"With
too
many
motor1, Robert C. Fridholm of Wiota, Rus- for the higher price structuer. Chain green and black background and with
railroad school house. After skid,_s been raised to 42 bushels DCl DVyvt U11CHSUI1 111 iUaSBeim, IVlftU stores
ists, horn
norn blowing
mowing has
nas long
itnig since the
..t*
din
n
wiuvu last
Aasv year
jrcai purchased
pui\.il«iaeu 40
*«u
sel Boyer Erickson of Massena, Ivan o^uito which
jfrom 37.8, the figure used pre- Lloyd Ray of Atlantic and Frank' Per cent of the eggs produced in Iowa, the members own name' in black let- transcended its original and legal use| * ° «» shoulder, the car rolled
ters, to be displayed at each member's as a warning and is now overpriced ic°mPletely °ve/ and 1«dfld <« ?*•
n calculating AAA payments, [lUlUtta 0UK VI VJOTaWUlU*
report
-consumption holding
rather
IA
C £ / U I I * -~t,uiiouill|ji/iuil
liuiuiaig
JLabftLCL farm, were also adopted.
Thomas Silk of Griswold.
The 1942 to the extent that it has become an ob- whe«ls near * fence on the south 8ld?
jouncing'the county allotment, The thirteen registrants who will well, aided by higher national income
program of work for the Extension session where psychologically the horn of the highway.
ter explained that present report on Oct. 14 are Russell F. Hoi-' and mass distribution methods which
Service and the Cass County Farm is used on the same basis that a dyn-- The two women were riding in the
i ari;k$MrH941 allotment, land of Anita, John Mitchell Lewer, reduce the spread between producer
Bureau was approved.
amiter uses dynamite in blasting an b»ck seat <* ** car *hlch
_jrg£ carryover of 1938, 1939 Harvey Harold Claussen, Paul Eugene and consumer prices.
A summary of the past month's obstruction out of his way."
by their niece, Mrs. Florence Clift of
| com in the commercial area,
Pellett and Gail Kay Hunter of At- The favorable price situation is il- work was presented by Mr. Soukup,
Rather than feeling their own ob- San Diego. Also riding in the front
ide ample feed supplies for lantic, all new registrants last July 1, lustrated by the fact that in the flush Miss Helen Finney, home demonstraseat was Mrs. Ethel King of Camie in livestock production Kenneth Russell Lett of Anita, Dale production period this year it took tion agent and Jesse W. Bishop, ligation in avoiding accidents, he ad- bridge, a daughter of Mrs. Garlock.
;k products sought through C. Armstrong of Wiota, and Wendell only 6.37 dozen eggs to buy 100 pounds county organization director. Upon ded, certain motorists depend on their Mrs. Clift and Mrs. King escaped with
"Food f 6r Freedom" cam M. Landon, Blven D. Lewis, Melvin of poultry ration, compared with 8.27 recommendation by Mr. Bishop, it was horns and in the resultant blare, par- minor injuries.
ticularly in cities, the individual pedecided to award a valuable prize to destrian or driver for whom the warn- The two women were rushed to the
Leroy Winger, 'Donald L. Webster, in the same period last year.
[the 1942 agricultural conser- William F. Smith, Jr., and Lawrence
The equivalent of nearly 120,000,- all who voluntarily pay their meming in intended is apt not to heed it Atlantic hospital in ambulances from
rpgram, too, there will be no A. Kline, all of Atlantic.
j 000 dozen eggs in shell, frozen and bership dues at the farm bureau office or even to know that it is meant for Anita and Adair where Mrs. Garlocfc
s of the production of feed
passed away the following morning.
Armstrong, who was granted a powdered form, has been purchased before Dec. 1, as the annual drive
her than corn, wheat, pota bench parole on a charge of larceny since the lend-lease bill was passed. will be staged the first week in De- Jvim.
Another danger from what he called Mrs. Hill died at the hospital earlyepting a provision that a of domestic fowls, has passed his
Quality campaigns, resulting in. a cember with the "kick-off" meeting set "this nerve-jangling exercise" is that Sunday morning. Both of the aged
er cent of the cropland mus physical examination and will report better grade of eggs in Iowa brought for Dec. 2. Wm. J. Spies, treasurer,
"people are developing a natural de- women suffered chest and internal in[ilconserying-crops. .At tin with the other registrants as an alter- about increased purchasing by the also reported on the financial condi- fensive immunity to horns and their juries, shoulder fractures and head
_ne, United States farmers nate.
mass distributors. One chain reported tion of the farm bureau.
sound is becoming just added noises of lacerations.
[largest total supply of feed
it bought 18,586,000 dozen Iowa eggs The business meeting followed a the street rather than warnings," the The party was en route to Omaha
from Cambridge to visit at the home
• hand since ^920, according
dinner served at the Pullman hotel doctor commeded.
in 1940.
at
which
wives
of
the
board
members
icker.
Production in the state is expected
"The nuisance value of noise is high of Dr. Lynn Hall at the time of the
. o f the existing national
were
guests.
During
the
business
to exceed 226,800,000 dozen eggs, with
enough and causes sufficient irritabil- accident.
to
f, no corn marketing quotas
session the wives were entertained ity,
ity," he concluded, "without
Cass
county
contributing
more
than
"witnoui adding
aaaing _ Mrs., .,Oarlock's
„ . ,body ..was takenu __
Seventy-eight per cent of ,'the youth
in the assembly Toom of the court to it the uproar of many instruments ! Cambridge Saturday afternoon where
I effect oh the 1941 corn crop,
gaining work experience through the 2,260,000 dozen of this total.
HittrK,ei/ui£ quotas
»£i«/k€»o would
„„-.— !"
_
house.
which, in the beginning at least, were funeral services and interment were
declared in effect, inasmuch Uowa national youth administration
to be made and Mrs. Hill's body was
contrived to serve a good purpose." taken to Omaha Sunday morning fol1941-42 corn supply o f , out-of-school work program are fit CASS NYA ADVISORS
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Vetter left Sunlowingr her death- Her 3 n Dwight
ion bushels exceeds the "nor- for any type of employment, it is reNAMED THIS WEEK day for Ft. SalR Houston, Texas, near j M. jjjjjr^.j.1 u *JA*^VM**.J.->-^» jjjjj
' Omaha
f g
arrived° in
in
umana
gan
iDiego> arrived
Oof
an j>jeg-o,
San Antonio where they will spend the
£r" by more than 10 per cent, vealed in a report on NYA health
findings
released
today
by
Theodore
GOOD PAYING CROP {Monday to make arrangements for
Names of members of the national week visiting their son, Lieut. Joe
explained.
[funeral services for his mother.
state «/.
NYA administrator. youth administration advisory com- Vetter. They were accompanied on
acre , P,-A, Eslick,
reuses in
ui yields
yicmo per.
r^* • ••>.•......
Iowa's 1941 soybean crop is worth; •
'
•
, ^n.-mittee *„,
for r.aaa
Cass rnhntv
B last -few years, Becker [ An additional 16
lb per cent
—..- have
— .- but
— ^mittee
tor
(./ass
county for
iur the
me current
tuncm. the trip by Miss Carolyn Williams of
more than twice as much as all wheat,
faccounted
in
part
for
large
minor
health
defects
which
constitute
d
this
week
figcal year were announce
CAMPAIGN
Atlantic.
oune n pa
barley, rye and flaxseed produced in
' res throughout much of the no serious employment
ent handicap
handica and
and by T^dore p. Eslick, state NYA ad-URGED
BY
FIREMEN
the
state
this
year,
according
to
Mark
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. McCrory have
Widespread use of higher which permit them to do practically ministrat0r.
G.
Thornburg,
secretary
of
agricul^
ntion
week, set
an tv e of work the re
rt
fire
preve
irid corn as well as im- y P
>
P° reveals.
Reappointed to the committee are received word of the birth of a grand- ture. This statement made by Thorn* ^ ^ homeg
linery and retirement of ! Five per cent are capable of carry- Mjss Margaret stouffer, county wel- son on Sept. 29 to Mr. and Mrs. Chris
burg
is
based
on
the
latest
production
^
*
ut
f
unnecegsary
unnecegsarv
fire
S-under the AAA program ' ing ° certain types of work assign- j fare directol.( and Lester Soukup, coun- Laursen of Denver, Colo. He is the
and price reports that are made each
„ *
gcott
1 in a Steady increase in ments, these to be recommended by, t y agent. Named as a new member first child in the family and has been month by the Iowa Crop and Live- ™k8' *™~*1?
physicians. One per cent of the group ; ig clau(Je Lawiel.f f arm security ad- named Charles Roland. Mrs. Laururing recent years
stock Reporting Service. Using the ^ ^hazards from the propsen is the former Edna McCrory.
was found to be either temporarily jmmiatration supervisor.
September 1st. Pnxk.ct.on fibres and
^^^
„ he
oment. The committee acts in an advisory
AVTWrnsn^ or permanently unfit for empoymen.
the September 15th. average farm
**
William
Millhollin,
son
of
Mr.
and
I. IVi J^i?
The .report, based upon findings } capacity On all matters dealing with
a
iCN ATION , from 4,276 health records on that the NYA out _ of _ sc hool work exper- Mrs. Homer Millhollin, has accepted prices, the values for the several crops ^ ^.^ ^ Department is ^n.
the position of clerk in the Anita are:
ing and depending on your cooperation
...a-—— .^..
"I many of the total Iowa NYA youth ' ience program in this county.
post office made vacant last week •Winter Wheat ...... $ 2,611,000 in this clean-up campaign and our
ners'have paid off 12,487 examineQi was compiled by the NYA
Spring Wheat
......
624,000
town council and mayor have arranged
j 1940 sealerfcorn amount- health rec0rd tabulating project in
Leo V. Bongers, Jr., spent the week by the resignation of William QrawBarley
.............
4,409,000
ford,
Jr.
Mrs.
George
Smither
is
I
to haul away free of charge such com1,834,748 bushels, according jc^go.
end
in
Anita
visiting
at
the
home
of
ena m n.mw» viaiv/mg •»<. -«"- •• ----- —
Rye
................
218,000
bustable materials on Saturday, Oct.
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amount •/••
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Organic heart disease was present m
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BR1ARDALE

Ineese

2 pound BOX

Mixed Vegetables 2 NO. 2 cans

Sun Kist Dozen
25c
Lemons
Shrimp Briardale - Fancy Salad ~~ Can

Sani-Flush Cleans an4 Deodorizes —Can 21c

Cocoanut
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Crawford's Clover Farm Store
We Deliver

Phone 29

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
CATSUP, Clover Farm, 14-oz. bottle ........... 15c
PEANUT BUTTER, 2-lb. jar
................
25c
PORK & BEANS, 2 No. 2% cans
..............
19c
TOMATO SOUP, Campbell's, 3 cans ......... 23c
JELL POWDER, Clover Farm, 3 boxes ........ 13c
BUTTER, pound prints
......................
35c
TOMATO JUICE, 50-oz. can of Campbell's . . . .19c
LUX SOAP, 4 bars
..........................
20c
Celery — Lettuce — Apples — Oranges
Fire Chief Robert Scott and Frank
THE ANITA TRIBUNE Louden,
representing the Anita VolEstablished 1888.

unteer fire department, were in Lewis
Published Every Thursday and Entered Thursday evening where they gave
at the PoBtoffice, Anita, Iowa, as talks and demonstrations at the P. T.
A. meeting on fire prevention.
Second Class Mail Matter.

f CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH +
+
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
+
4 . > + . f - f + -i + + + + -*' +

Church School at 10 a. m. We
made a good start last Sunday, Rally
Day, but let us improve on that this
coming Sunday.
Worship service at 11 a. m. The
nature of this service will be a little
diffeVent than what we are used to,
so come and help us make it more
helpful.
The ladies will serve a noon-day
dinner Thursday.
t •»• + •»• f * •»• * 4 4 +
*•
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
f •»• -f -f • * • • * • ' » *• * * *
"Are Sin, Disease, and Death Real?"
will be the subject of the Lesson-Sermon in all Churches of Christ, Scientist, on Sunday, October 12.
The Golden Text is from Jeremiah
17:14, "Heal me, 0 Lord, and I shall
be saved: for thou art my praise."
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quotations from the Bible and from the
Christian Science textbook, "Science
and Health with Key to the Scriptures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
One of the Bible citations reads:
"O death, where is thy sting? 0
grave, where is thy victory? The
sting of death is sin; and the strength
of sin is the law. But thanks be to
God, which giveth us the victory
through our Lord Jesus Christ. Therefore, my beloved brethren, be ye stedfast, unmoveable, always abounding
in the work of the Lurd, forasmuch as
ye know that your labour is not in
vain in the Lord" (I Cor. 15:55-58).
Among the selections from the
Christian Science textbook ia the following:
"There is no power apart from God.
Omnipotence has all-power, and to acknowledge any other power is to dishonor God. The humble Nazarene
overthrew the supposition that sin,
sickness, and death have power. He
proved them powerless" (p. 228).

ANNOUNCE STUDY GROUP
MEETINGS OF ANITA P. T. A.

PHONE 300

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND
MACKEREL, finest Seafood, pound-can
only 4 cans to each, customer) 4 for
CORN MEAL, yellow, 5% bag
TABLE SALT, Carey'$ 8-lb. box, 2 for
MATCHES, True American, carton
COFFEE, Paxton Gas Roasted, pound .
RAISINS, Thompson seedless, 2 pounds
CELERY, large stock ...
Apples — Jonathan, Grimes Golden and

TIME IS ABOUT RIGHT TO DIG
GLADIOLUS BULBS FOR SEED

Bulbs from gladiolus plants which
are turning yellow are ready to be
dug for curing and drying, according to L. C. Grove, extension hortiCedl G. Bndd
Editor
The 230-acre Allanson farm southculturist at Iowa State college.
"These bulbs, or corms, usually make
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Year east of here was sold Friday to
Thomas W. Bailey, well known Lintheir greatest growth after the plant
Official Town and County Newspaper cpln township farmer, the price being
has finished blooming," Grove said,
$100 per acre. Mr. Bailey gets posand most of the early planted gladiMember of National Editorial
session of the farm March 1, at which
oluses have finished their blooming
Association, and
time he and his family will move to
and the bulbs have reached their maxitheir new home.
mum size and should be dug."
Bulbs from late plantings art stili
Word was received here this week
small and should be left in the ground
by friends from Mrs. Nellie Rosen
:or some time yet, Grove said. Bulbs
!
that she was the winner of two blue
rom extremely late plantings can be
ribbon awards for her skillful crochet
eft in the ground until after the firsl
1
Supt. M . M. Feller announced this work which she displayed at the dofrost without danger, since they are
•week that report cards will be given mestic arts exhibit at the Los Anprotected by the soil.
out next Wednesday. He urged par- geles county fair. Mrs. Rosen is the
Before storing, the bulbs should be
ents to examine the report cards care- former Nellie Saunders, a niece of
cured and dried until danger from ro
folly and if there were any questions T. T. Saunders and Mrs. Dosha V.
is past. The bulbs should be stored in
to ask teachers.
Scholl.
a room -with good, air circulation and a
METHODIST CHURCH
temperature of from 40 to 45 degrees
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
Best results are obtained when th
•f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f
relative humidity of the storage bin
Church School at 10 a. m. Lee K. is maintained at from 70 to 75 pe
Nichols, acting superintendent.
cent, although too much moisture
Ohurch worship at 11 a. m. This harmful to the bulbs.
is the second of our Loyalty Sundays.
Evening worship at 7:30 p. m.
SCHOOLS TO BE SUPPLIED *
... JPrayer meeting at the church WedSAFETY MATERIALS BY A-A-.
nesday evening from 7:30 to 8.
Choir practice at the church WedSchools in the territory of the Moto
nesday evening at 8.
Club of Iowa will again be supplied
The three circles of the Woman's with thousands of colorful A. A. A.
Society of Christian Service will meet school safety posters, traffic safety
in a joint session at the church Thurs- lesson sheets, and many other aids to
day afternoon at 2. A quilt will be help in the job of training youngsters
in at Mrs. (Holmes' after Thursday to use streets and highways safely,
Quitters are welcome.
according to Arthur Wagner, secreThe official board will meet at the tary.
parsonage Monday evening at 7:30.
Assisted by school administrators
The Loyal Circle will meet Tuesday and teachers from various parts of
afternoon at 2 with Mrs. Glen A. Roe the country, who selected the theme
The program has for its theme, and titles for month posters and les"Music."
sons, the American Automobile Association, with which the Motor Club
of Iowa is affiliated, has produced the,
4- CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST 4 "Teach Your Friends," safety series
*
C. R. Neel, Pastor.
-f for use in schools throughout the
+ 4 - f + + -f + 4 - f 4 - f - f . f United States during the 1941-42
Sunday School at 10 a. m.
school year, said Mr. Wagner. He
Ohurch worship and communion continued:
at 11 a. m.
"Based on the idea of encouraging
Owing to the wet weather, Rally children to help others be more safeDay was postponed to Sunday, Oct. 19. minded, and emphasizing the need for
On{y one family from the country knowing the rules yourself before you
was able to get through the mud and can teach others, the new poster series
attend church services.
is expected to prove extremely efCondensed Statement of Condition of
Our Bible School was honored by fective.
having the largest per cent on increase
"The posters and lesson sheets are
the past year among the Churches of issued for each of ten months from
j Christ in two counties, Cass and Pot- September to June, and will be furtawattatnie.
nished monthly to schools as part of
ATLANTIC, IOWA
j We will need to do some careful
the club's contribution to their proAt Close of Business September 24, 1941

Closing Out

Our Entin* Stock Of

Cooks Paints
at
Wholesale Prices

Anita
Oil
Company
I

Whitney Loan & Trust Company
RESOURCES.
LOANS AND DISCOUNTS:
First Mortgage on City Real
Estate
$126,604.21
First Mortgage on Cass County
- Farm^^Bjid
99,316.66
Live Stock Loans
218,561.15
Loans Secured by Cash Value Life
Insurance
32,829.06
Loans Secured by Other Collateral
and Loans to Local Firms, Individuals and Corporations
202,018.49
Commodity /Credit Corporation, Corn
and Wheat Loans
78,715.22
Overdrafts
Bank Building and Fixtures
United States Bonds
72,485.26
Iowa Municipal Bonds
,. 250,305.67
Corporate Market Bonds
5,046.25
Cash and Due from Banks'
383,309.03
Total Resources

,

? 758,044.79
1,228.40
29,400.00

711,146.21
$1,499,819.40

LIABILITIES.
Capital
Surplus
Undivided Profits
DEPOSITS:
Saving-s
Total Liabilities

50,000.00
50,000.00
9,650.94
$829,684.75
410,360.04
150,123.67

1,390,168.46
$1,499,819.40

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS.
James G. Whitney, President
Oscar A. Otto, Vice President
Chas. McCauley and R. L. Shannon, Assistant Cashiers
Lester L. Balding
~
Earl 0. Hawes
— Fred R. Long
Howard A. Marshall
—
E. C. Schelm
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
ll>iB<l>mfi^aDmtapQM»aHHge«KiagM^^

PETERS

The five meetings to be held this
year by the P. T. A. study group were |
announced this week as follows:
I
Oct 28, at the home of Mrs. Chas.
Ingram. Topics, "The Homemaker
Takes Over," by Mrs. Lester King;
"When Children Come," by Mrs. Dick
Dement.
Nov. 25, at the home of Mrs. M. M.
Felier. Topics, "Whose Htome Is
This," by Mrs. Harold Smith; "To
Market We Go," by Mrt. Earl Stone.
Jan. 27, at the home of Mrs. Eric
Osen. Topics, "We Have a New Baby
at Home," by Mrs. Maurice Turner;
What Shall We Do Next," by Mrs.
J. B. McDermott.
Feb. 24, at the home of Mrs. Weimer
Pearson. Founder's Day program.
"Does Money Make the Man?" by
Mrs. Harold MfcDermott.
April 28, at the home of Mrs. Maurice Turner. Topics, "Youth Marches
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wahlert
thfc week where Mr
On," by Mrs. Merle Denne; "We Are everal days in Excelsior Springs, Mo., ceived treatment for
Ready For School," by Mrs. Raymond
Lentz.

teachers on classroom safety lessons^
gether and pray together.
special learn-by-doing activities and!
The ladies of the church will serve real-life demonstrations.
J
their regular dinner Wednesday noon.
"The September poster and lessonH
stress the need for children to 'Obey I
the School Patrol.' In this connection,
+ HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL *
the A. A. A. affiliate will continue its
LUTHERAN CHURCH
«• school patrol program. With the
*•
H. G. Belsheim, Pastor!1
4
•«. + + + * + + + . f , f + . f 4 ^ splendid protection that these guardians afford at hazardous intersections,
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
and with the continued emphasis in
Divine services at 10:30 a. m.
the school room on safe walking rules,
Sunday School teachers will meet at
life-long habits of carefulness wil) be
I the church Friday evening at 8:00
inculcated in our children. It is up
i o'clock.
to motorists to do their part by reI The quarterly meeting of the conducing
speed to legal limits in school
jgregation will be held at the church
zones, and by co-operating with safety
COOS*" eVtning **"**** 8t patrol members on duty."
The members of the W. W club
Mr. and Mrs. John Birk and daughguests
of Mrs. Frank Smith Frid'ay
ter of Harlan were visitors
at her home northwest of
Sunday with
ten me
,
mbers present spent
the
afternoon
with handwork, followiMr. and Mrs. Orville Biggs of Irwin, Iowa, were week end visitors with
The ne
*t meeting will be
relatives and friends in Anita and
Ct>
16 at
Adair.
IN
Mn
^ home of Mrs.
Nora McDermott.
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Brown, Mr.
and Mrs. Floyd Carrithers
and Mrs:*Earl Johnson and u,
one evening last
Ltnnea, of Carbon were Suna> v, SJWrs
in Anita at the home of Mr . an(] M
sweet at a miscellaneous shower in
Carl Millard.
honor of Miss J €an Dement, WL e
Raymond Lantz, Edward Ruggles roarmge to Glen Teraberry, J r Of
and Bernard Brodersen, who are em Muscat in,, >wa, will take pVeX*
ployees at the Briardale grocwy ^ Sunday. The evening
here, were in Des M oin«, Tuesday at the twenty young ladies preinTlkh
L-*»T\mn<y a 11 *-/-!« ,,„„ TIJI i
,
j •**•
i lunch was served' by the
Wholesale meeting
for clerks.
Miss Dement was the rcipient of many gifts.

'str^r.r" ""iKe,r ho>ne °n cherfy

•••-!&

Win Valuable Pna
at the

ANITA ALL-SCHOOL CARN1VJ
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 10, 1941
The following business and professional establishments arei
ing prizes as listed below. Most of these 60 or more prizes
at least $50, will be given away as door prizes. Tickets are'i
or 3 for 25c.

AWARDS
Bert Ramus
y, Ton l
Smither's Produce
2-lbs. B
Motor Inn
$1.20 Dinners & Lnj
Anita State Bank
James Rose
5i_
Kohl's Grocery
Basket of Gri
Mrs, Herbert Bartley
; . . ; . . . . . . . . . ; . .1 Box Avon!
IX. X Oil Company
5 Qai
Skelly Service Station
1 Can Car i
Howard's Clothing Store
Pair Ladies]
Christensen's Blacksmith
Golden Rale
$1.00 it 1
Chadwick's Mill
To Be faa»
New Anita Theatre
Thttel
Anita Lumber Company
1 2x4 24ft
Ivadel's Cafe
$1.00 ii
Kopp's Cafe
.....;
1
Forshay Loan & Insurance Agency
Bear Garage
Dr. Adair
J. Bnrl Roots Implement Company
$1.00 r
Vanity Beauty Shop
!
George Shaffer
5 Qt. Oil & 5 1
Benning's Cafe
Box oil
Dement Implement Company
Henderson Shoe Shop
. . . . . . . . . . 2 Shoe
Phillips 66 Station :
I(
Larsen Barber. Shop
4
Shave & Hir|
West Iowa Telephone Company .*.
"
Madnff's Pood Market . . . . . . . . ;
3-fc(
Shelter Barber Shop . . , . . , , . . . . ' :
->.,. ...j .Tonic
Young's 5c to $1.00
...2
Standard Oil Company
Clardy's
•.
Bowen's Cafe
1-Hi I
Petersen's Grocery
Basket of (
Joe Vetter
.7
Wilson's Cafe
RegnluJ
Bell's Cafe
Dr. Frank D. Weimer
To Bi
Anita Tribune
l Year
Dr. Johnson
.".'..
Stager's Cafe
,.,
Mb.
Alfred Dement
:
,
Miller's Market
; . . . , ! . . .Perk S<
Dr. Schiff
C. A. Long
Decoratite I
Wagner's Filling Station
Dr. P. T. Williams
Bell's Produce
.....
gangers
, , .Stationery, Candy,
Rasmussen Hatchery ...
.
•»'
Crawford's
.Basket of f1
Jack Sprat Store
,'
Basket of <
Burke Brop
Midwest Egg Company
'..'.
To & .-•Howard Beauty Shop
.
. . . Shampo* gj
Farmer's Coop . .
..
Sack of W
Howard Barber Shop
.'.,
Shave & WS
White Front Coffee Shop
."".
' .,
. Kelley's Bakery
- t,
Lindblom's Electrical Shop . .
Battery 1or»»
Wood's Shoe Shop
'.'.'.'.
2 Pair R"
PATRONIZE THESE BUSINESS HOUSES.
PURCW
CARNIVAL TICKETS JIOW.
DRAWING IB AT THE tf

IT
NEW!

FAST!

We Invite You To See the New Modern
Added To Our Battery Department
-/%r

MERCURY QUICK CHARGE
Which Charges Yottr fcattery In *e Modern
Approved By Leading Battery Manufacture
esttTar Manufacturers, Society of n t o *
guieers and Bureau of Standards, UIt Is No Longer Necessary For You To Wg
For Your Battery To Be
Modern Approved Method Charges You;•
the Amazing Time of 15 To 45 Minutes,
Without Removing the Battery From *
NEW GUARANTEED BA
PRICED AS LOW AS THE

s

0. W. Staffer & °l
ANITA, IOWA
*—.^.L.

.'/

-

..

»^^^^^^^i

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

THE SUNNY SIDE OF LIFE
Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
ByEDWHEELAN
NOT Tb6 LOOSE A REIN.
' REP" - HE MIGHT *H>MBLE_

ON ONE
OP THE
RINGSTOCK
PONIES,
'RED!'

\

THE svueuesr R\DE

\N\TH H A L - G-OSH.IT
WAS SWELL - 1 V/1SH
1 WAS A'WHD
RIDER

LALA PALOOZA

SOME \
DAV VOU \WILU /

By RUBE GOLDBERG

Mutual Distrust

I RAISE
THOSE TWO GAMBLERS
HAVE BEEN UNDER MY
YOU A
FEET EVER SINCE
HOUSEf liSEESDOTAN"1
A RAISE VOU
(.
FOOFTY

ANOTHER
QUARTER

HAVEN'T TOLD YOU THIS ."
AFTER HAL ANO I ARE.
MARRIED >WE ARE. LEAVES
Hl& RANCH IN CALIFORNIA AND
GOING TO TAKE VOt>
" WHISKERS"
VNflH US IF VOU'D
LIKE TO

HOW DO I
KNOW YOU
HAT FOUR
ACtS?

HOW DO I
KNOW YOU
HAD A
FULL
HOUSE?

AN"

FOOPTY
MORE

the. kitchen-shall
or red—would be
set of tea towels
are these designs
harmonizing tints or
used for the flQWer anp
an accent.

COUld be placed in napkta
•«* «t tottnct individuality
order to:
AUNT MARTHi
BOX1M-W
Kans * (
Enclose 15 cents for
desired. Pattern No

Name
Address

SCENTS
WORE
N^
^^^<

J.EuUerPeji|
By JERRY LINK

S'MATTER POP— Oops! Careless Wishing!

By CM. PAYNE
I W l & H I HAD
OUT FROM
XNH&.M

LOCOMOTIVE AN

UK'S. THAT •

THA-

EW 6 IMS. el?

The Bell Syndicate. Inc.-^WNU Service

MESCAL IKE

ey s. L. HUNTLEY

"Wrtre znakln' new i
Unol*. Puller," says
tfumr, Willie. "Since;_
eatln* KKLtOGQ'S PBP)|
run around the bases f
•your borne runs couitl'l
: Which Bhowa bow i
the knowledge o' ttej
you have to get oil j
solus to feel as gowlal*
KELLOOO'S PEP luijritt
moat llKely tj K«
to ordinary meals -i
B&4D.*
PBE^sawonderfulli
too, Why don't you try a

No Time to Lose
tOOWTMUST
TARBOT.S
PlACE

TiMElTOFIMlSH
ROASTtN1 'EM'FORE
FIRE WAGON
COMES

POP-—Plain or Tubulated?

Affectation VI
The suppler and the i,.
and unconstrained yourj
the irhore you will inf
pie of your good breedinl
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BY THE WAY
By L. F. M.

OVERCOATS
MEN!
NOW IS THE
TIME TO BUY
THAT OVERCOAT
YOU HAVE BEEN
WANTING.

WE HAVE JUST
THE COAT FOR
YOU IN —
MICHAELSTERNS.. $32.50
ALPAGORA'S
$29.50

CURLEE'S.. $27.50
BARPACA-ZIPPERU'S ..$24.95
ALGONQUIN
FLEECES. $19.95
Come In And Pick
Yours Out Today

BOB HOWARD
CLOTHIER
"WE SERVE YOU WELL"

ANITA MARKETS.

NOTICE TO BIDDERS.

(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
Sealed bids will be received at the
Eggs, cash, dozen
25c office of the County Auditor of Cass
County at Atlantic, Iowa, until 10:00
Eggs, in trade, dozen
; . . . 26e
A. M, on October 24, 1941
Eggs, Specials
30c o'clock
for the construction of a 77'-8%" >
Eggs, No. 1
27c 33'-ll" maintenance garage and shop
Eggs, No. 2
23c on the southwest corner of Section 6
Bens, over 5-lbs
16c Noble Township of the said Cass
Hens, 4 to 5-lbs
14c County.
A certified check drawn upon ,a
Hens, under 4-lbs. & Leghorns . .12c solvent
Iowa bank to the amount o:
Springs, over 5-lbs.
15C Two Hundred and Fifty Dollars
Springs, 4 to 5-lbs
13C ($250.00) and made payable to the
Springs, under 4-lbs. & Leghorns. 12c County Auditor shall be filed with
Roosters, Ib
iQc each proposal.
Ducks, Ib
gc Proposals will include general construction. Electric wiring, heating
Cteese, Ib
5C and plumbing will not be included.
Pigeons, live, dozen
50c
Specifications and proposal forms
Cream, sweet
,
39e may be seen and secured at the office
Cream, No. 1 sour
37c of the County Auditor.
All proposals filed must be on the
Cream, No. 2 sour
35c
Yellow corn, No. 2
58c form furnished by the County, sealec
and plainly marked. Proposals conOats, No. 2, new
38c taining any reservations not providec
Wheat, No. 1
:
$1.00 for in the forms furnished may be rejected.
The 160-acre Dressier farm near The County Board reserves the right
waive technicalities and' to reject
Berea has been sold to Allie Caddock to
any or all bids.
of Omaha for a price of $65 per acre.
CASS COUNTY, IOWA,
Possesion of the farm will be given
By: M. E. Hubbard,
to Mr. Caddock March 1.
County Auditor.

We Have A Fresh Supply Of
Genuine Semi-Solid Buttermilk

The Farmers Coop.

IWe stopped in the post office Monday
morning and right up there on the
big calendar, for everyone to see,
George had circled with red, the five
and eleven on the October sheet. We
asked him who he had dates with
those days and he said this is letterwriting week. So take your pens in
hand and write that letter to the old
friend you haven't seen for ages . . .
or to the mother or sister, or maybe
to the old aunt who would be tickled
pink to hear from you . . . anyway
write to some one, even if it has to
be to the cook.
» • •
Have you seen those nifty brushes
made with transparent handles. Some
of them are pretty, especially those
with the colored handles and white
bristles. They tell us that the bristles
are of nylon construction and will always keep their stiffness no matter
how many times they are washed. We
saw a set of hand-brush, nail-brush
and hair-brush the other day which
would make a swell Christmas present for HER.
• * *
Oh, yes, we got back from our trip
all right . . . had a fine time . . . it
rained every day, and how it can rain
when it gets started . . . we stayed
a little longer than we intended, and
suppose we'd be there yet, but Pa sent
a card and said to not hurry home,
stay as long as you like, so we concluded it was time to get back. Found
as much mud here as we did in Des
Moines county, too.
* * •
The munitions plant, located just
west of.Burlington, sure keeps things
humming around town. Stores are
so crowded you can't buy anything
and the streets are just as full as
they used to be on celebration days.
At nights the streets aren't so full,
because civilized people stay home and
let the other element have full sway.
• * •
We visited with Gail Wiese for a
few minutes . . ,,and talked to Kathryn Smith Rogers on the phone . . .
both sent hellos to Anita folks . . .
and so did Dee Bell and Don Mclntyre,
both of whom we saw in Iowa City.
* * *
A contemporary philosophizes this
way: "Friends are like antiques, if
they were good to begin with, the
older they get, the more valuable they
become. Also, if you sit on them you
have to be caerful or they may co'.-

FROM OUR OLD FILES
October 12, 1911.
The new George Scholl residence in
the east part of town is fast nearing
completion.
Harry Dressier, who has been on a
business trip to Canada for several
weeks, returned to his home here Friday.
The Masons have erected a new
steel stairway at the rear of their
building. It will serve the purpose of
a fire escape.
B. F. Ballentine sold his farm west
of here Wednesday to L. F. Possehl
of Benton county for $162.50 per acre,
the transaction being a cash deal.
Andrew Nelson, who lives south of
town, suffered two broken ribs Thursday when he fell from the top of an
apple tree, a distance of about 20 feet.
Sam P. Jewett became the owner of
40 acres of land about two miles north
of here this week for which he paid
$125.00 per acre. His residence property in Anita was taken in on the deal
at $3,450.
A land trade took place this week
between S. _V. Jenkins and Homer
Kirkham, the latter getting possession of the 67% acres in west Anita,
most of whicjjja.inside the corporation
limits, at $200 per acre. Mr.^ Jenkins
is now owner of 35 acres of Jand south
of here for which he paid Mr. Kirkham $100 per acre.

DEFENSE BOND
QUIZ.
Q. Can Defense Savings Stamps be
redeemed ?
A. Yes; they can be redeemed for
cash at face value or exchanged for
Defense Savings Bonds. For example,
75 of the 26-cent Stamps—total cash
value $18.76—may be exchanged for a
Defense Savings Bond which in 10
years will be worth $25.
Q. How long have Defense Savings
Stamps been on sale at retail stores?
A. Sale of Stamps at retail stores
originated in the State of Michigan on
Julj( 10. The jdea met with such success that it is spreading rapidly, and
soon Stamps will be sold in most retail stores on a nation-wide basis.
Note.—To buy Defense Bonds and
Stamps, go to the nearest post office,
bank, or savings and loan association;
or write to the Treasurer of the
United States, Washington, D. C.,
for a mailorder form.

Why pay more than we ask?
RIMLESS GLASSES
Single Vision Complete

$8.85
COMPLETE BIFOCALS GLASSES $10.00 and UP.
Eyes that are strained, weak oV defective . . < eyes'that are
draining your energy and aging you rapidly . . . such eyes need
constant care. And that care should be the most scientific kind.

DR.Optometrist
L B. PETERSEN
— Atlantic
FIRE PREVENTION WEEK
SUGGESTIONS
Check Your Chimneys For Needed Repairs.
Replace Worn Out Smoke,.Pjp.«^.
Set All Stoves On Floor Boards 16 Inches From Unprotected Walls.
Do Not Use Pennies For Worn Out Fuse Plugs.
Clear the Attic and Basement Of Old Magazines and Rubbish.
USE THE FREE PICK-UP SERVICE PROVIDED FOR
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 11.

ROBERT SCOTT
ANITA LUMBER CO.

MAKE YOUR HOME A SAFER PLACE IN WHICH TO LIVE

WE DEUVER]
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
PORK & BEANS* Jack Sprat, 2 big 20-oz can
and 1 giant size bar P.. & G. soap, both for \
ROLLED OATS, Jack Sprat, large package
EGG NOODLES, Jack Sprat, 8-oz, pkg., 2 f or
MARSHMALLOWS, large package
PEANUT BUTTER, Mayflower, quart jar
,31
GOLDEN BROWN SUGAR, 2 pounds
l
\
VANISH, perfumed bowl cleaner, large can
CAULIFLOWER, large head
.11
Pears — Apples — Grap$r — Celery —

Fall and Wintei
Coats
— FITTED OR BOXY STYLES In Fleeces, Tweed or Fur Fabrics. You'll
Find All Colors and Styles In Our Complete
Assortment. It Will Pay You To Make Your]
Selection Immediately.
PRICED AT

$10.95 to $19.95
:

.

" i.

f

The Golden Rul<
DEPARTMENT STORE
r
"THE BEST FOR LESS"
ANITA,

Mrs. A. Laura Campbell and son, James Pearson, KFNF newsh
Howard,
of Des Moines were business in Anita Holiday afternoon and I
CARD OF THANKS.
callers in Anita Thursday.
a talk on safety to the junior]
and high school grades.
wish to thank my many friends
neighbors for the beautiful flowers Mrs. E. C. Dorsey returned to her
cards sent to me while I was in home here Saturday from the Atlan- The regular monthly met
tic hospital where she had been a the Royal Neighbors lodge
hospital.
Mrs. Donna Dorsey. patient for several weeks following held Friday afternoon at 2 <
a major operation.
the home of Mrs. Frankie Horrid
Miss Gretchen Budd accompanied
her brother, John E. Budd of Atlantic,
to Ames Saturday where they att^nded the football game played between
Iowa State college and the University
of Nebraska.

Are you going to the carnival up
at the school house Friday night?
They say there will be swell goin's
I
on and no one should miss it.
and
and
the
42nd. LIVESTOCK SHOW

TO BE HELD THIS YEAR

Prizes that in total will amount to
approximately $100,000 are announced
in the premium list for the 1941 International Livestock exposition.
The International will celebrate its
forty-second anniversary this year
as the nation's foremost livestock
Precipitation in the amount of 2.15
show. In more recent years it has inches was recorded here during the
come to include the largest farm crops past week by the rain gauge at the
show in the country, known as the
West Iowa Telephone Co. building.
Tnternational grain and hay show.
.21 of "an inch was received WednesSeparate premium lists are issued
day night and Thursday, .52 of an
f
or the crops show, and these are also
inch Saturday and 1.42 inches Monavailable, according to Manager B. H. day.
Heide.
Entries for the livestock classes will
close on Nov. 1, with the exception,
DR. E.L. MEURER
if the carlots of cattle, sheep, and!
Chiropractor
swine, for which entries will be acAdair, la.
cepted up to a week before the show
ipens. Crops show entries will close
—Office Hours—
« Nov. 10.
. 9-12 — 1:30-6
Wed. & Sat Night
7 tiU 10

Ross Offenstine and Billy Scholl left
ast Wednesday for California where
hey hope to find employment.

WHERE
GOOD GLASSES COST LESS
Sav« 30 to 50 Per Cent on Complete Glasses

re

ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

Sun. 10-11 A. M,
Phone 37

Mr. »nd Mrs. Andrew Blauvelt and
on, James, and Mrs. J. G. Berdan of
addleriver, N. J., visited in Anita
everal days during the past week
t the homes of B. D. and R. W. Forshay. Mrs. Blauvelt is the former
Leila South, at one time a teacher in
the Anita public schools.

BIGGER
A U 0*. BOTTLE

Maduffs Food Mark*
WE DELIVER

PHONE m

THURSDAY-FRIDAY-.^ATUKPAY SPEC

Butter
Milk

Fresh
ery
^r
P
F

resh Bottle

WED.-TKURS. - 7:30 & 9:30 P. M.

FOR SALE:—100 Barred Rocks and
Austra White pullets. Rasmussen's
Hatchery, Anita.
^

ANOTHER ALL-STAR SHOW
Children, ipc __ Adulta. lie
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
SATURDAY MATINEE at 2:30

Rite
3tp

1 O
- *f

W ATKINS LINIMENT
One 11-oz. bottle liniment and 1-lb.
pepper or 16-oz. antiseptic for $1.10.
Earl Garrett, Atlantic, ' Iowa, 607
Elm Street.

YOUR HENS WILL
BRING YOU

' ' W-ANffiD'r—To rent 2 or 3 unfur^
nished rooms at once. Call 272. Up

DOLLARS

WANTED:—Your repair work. Also see our new gifts. Hutchison's
Jewelry Store, Atlantic.
tf

If You Feed AMES GRAIN
BALANCER. It I8 So Easy To
Peed. Just Put It In A Feeder
And Put Your Own Whole
Grains In Another. It Does The
Job.

WANTED:—To rent a farm of 120
acres or more. Have good references.
James B. Jordan, Rt. 1, Anita.
5tp.
Christmas Cards with name printed
on them. 60 for $1.00; 25 for $1.00.
See samples at Tribune office.
tf
WANTED:—Your dead animals.
Ph. 184 Anita—we pay phone charges.

NEW

DIME NITE

V

Uz-U

9

Crackers 2 pound BOX
Peanut Butter 2»> *»
Starch
Corn Meal
Macaroni or2-lb.Spaghetti
Package

WANT ADS
WANTED:—Waitress.
Cafe, Atlantic, Iowa.

34

SUN; - MON.
Sim. Mat 2:30 P.

POSITI

VE REASONS
TO BE HERB

funniest
*

Rasmussen's Hatchery

Phone 276

COLLEGE

14
24
6
14

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
By Edward C. Wayne

WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

'IntheNavy'

Nazis Claim Smashing of Soviet Army
In Terrific Attack on Eastern Front;
Pro-Nazi Panama President Is Ousted
By Regime Friendly to United States
(EDITOR'S NOTE—Whin •pinion* are cxpreMcA la lh«»» <t*Umn», th«
•re thai* of the newi «n»ly«t and not neeeooarll? of thlo newspaper.)

(p»i«..«H by Western Newspaper Union.)

GAMBLE:
On Extern Front

Hitler's dramatic announcement
that "events of enormous importance" would take place on the eastern front was followed closely by
what many observers and analysts
of military tactics called the greatest gamble in the history of warfare.
Then from the Nazi high command
came the word that in their opinion
the last effective Russian forces on
the central front had been smashed
and "last army groups are being
wiped out."
An initial campaign which had
been planned for a month or less to
yield Leningrad, Kiev and Moscow
had been going on for more than 17
weeks, and the yield had been Kiev.
Though knocking on the doors of
Leningrad, entry had been denied,
and there were many reports that
this new plan of Hitler's to storm
Moscow from a beginning distance
of between 150 and 200 miles would
call for the abandonment, for the
present, of attempts to take the
northern metropolis.
**The observers, at the same time
that they questioned the good sense
of the all-out campaign for Moscow,
admitted that if Hitler was to throw
all his available forces into a blitz
on the central front, Timoshenko's
men would have to fall back, but
whether Hitler could count on driving all the Russians out of western
Russia before whiter they believed
to be dubious in the extreme.
There was a general feeling in
Moscow that the attack was spurred
on by desperation, that Hitler was
feeling the effects of the unrest back
of the eastern front, and believed'
he would have to have a big Russian victory before winter so that
his front-line forces could be relieved to clean up the mess hi occupied Europe, steadily becoming
worse as winter approached.
As usual whenever a German
drive was announced there were
those who'believed it might be a
cloak for something else.
Some suggested that the first
spearhead to be driven forward,
north of the Sea of Azov, might be
a cloak for a water-borne attack on
the Caucasus oil fields.
If this were true, however, the
Reds on the fighting lines were badly fooled, for they reported a general central German attack of
greater ferocity than any so far experienced.

TWO BITES:
Or Just One?
' Just as many papers were asking editorially why it was that congress was following the plan of what

Sen. Tom Connally (left) and Rep.
Charles Eaton of New Jersey are
shown before entering the White
House as members of a bipartisan
delegation from Capitol Bill summoned to discuss with the President
his plans for congressional changes
in the nation's neutrality law. Both
men are members of the foreign
relations committee in .their respective branches of congress.
they called A-B-C legislation or the
program of voting for or againsl
Bill A, when everybody concerned
knew that Bill B and Bill C, two
other steps, were in the offing, the
White House brought them a new
sample to chew over.
This was the question of the alteration of the neutrality act.
The press was informed that the
first congressional-White House conference on the bill was whether it
would be advisable to take two bites
out of the cherry or only one.
Would it, they discussed, be advisable to settle the question of
arming merchantmen and extending the right to American merchant
ships to go to British ports separately, or both at once.
Were the question decided in the
first method, congressmen asked to
vote on Question A, whether merchantmen should be armed, would
know full well that this question
would be indissolubly linked with
Question B, of whether they shoulc
allow merchant ships to sail into
British ports—but this question
would not be before them.

PANAMA:
Coup d'etat
Three presidents within the space
of a few hours was the news from
the republic of Panama as political
elements favorable to the democracies ousted Arnulfo Arias, pro-Nazi
president and jet up their new government.
In the bloodless coup d'etat, Ernesto Jaen Guardia, former minisMrs. Louise Daniels (above),
ter to Mexico, took over the duties
of president as Arias fled to Cuba by former newspaper woman, has
been named "Woman's Editor"
airplane. A cabinet was then formed,
Guardie resigned as president and of the navy department. It will
Ricado Adolfo de La Guardia, for- be her duty to direct a publicity
mer minister of government and campaign that will tell wives,
justice, was elected president by the
mothers and sweethearts of the
new cabinet.
Reports were that the coup was navy, just what their men are
precipitated by the recent action of
doing to spend their time.
the Arias regime in ruling that Panama-registered ships could not carry arms for protection against sub- HUMAN:
marine attacks. A cabinet ruling,
this regulation Was ordered as the Interest Tale
There was probably no human inU. S. was considering arming its
terest story in the news which had
own cargo ships.
the depth of poignancy of the aborRED AID:
tive exchange of German and British prisoners of war—seriously
Wins Support
Despite the fact that President wounded men, women and children,
Roosevelt had been conceded to both combatants and non-comhave stirred up a hornet's nest with batants.
Twq hopeful ships laden with an
his pronouncement about Soviet
unmentioned number of German
nationals had lain at Newhaven,
ready to set sail for a port still to
be selected where these ships would
pick up such British citizens as
Germany would release.
But the ships did, not sail, and
imagination painted the*anxiety and
heartbreak aboard those vessels,
emotions undoubtedly shared by an
equal or greater number across the
channel.
There were rumors-that the Nazis
were v demanding the inclusion of
Hess. This was promptly denied
by England, who said that his name
was not even mentioned.
Suddenly it was evident, that the
whole plan had broken down. Germany, Britain said, had broken faith
—Germany was holding out for a
swap of even numbers, whereas the
covenant had stated, the British asserted that the exchange would be
without reference to rank or numMyron C. Taylor, President bers.
Some day a historically minded
Roosevelt's personal envoy to the
Vatican, is pictured entering the writer will pen the story of those
White Boose upon his return from days spent by seriously wounded
Rome. Before leaving the Vatican, British and German prisoners while
Taylor is said to have bid a lengthy two nations quarreled over their
interview with the pope and it was fate—whether to die on foreign soil,
reported that this was the subject of or to be sent back to their loved
his discussion with the President. ones to close their eyes in peace.
^
Russia, and religion, the house of TURKEY:
representatives, even while the Makes a Deal '
press battle over the subject was
Under a deal between Turkey and
raging, put its O.K. on a plan to Germany, which had been concluded
give cash aid to Russia in addition after months of difficult diplomatic
to material help.
maneuvering, and under terrific
This had been regarded as indica- pressure from the Reich, the Turks
tive of the tenor of house thought on agreed to give Germany half of
the subject of helping the Reds hi their output of chrome, ore necestheir defense of their homeland, ah sary to highest grade steels—but
attitude that had been echoed in the
American Federation of Labor con- only to start delivery in 1943.
Germany, under the agreement,
vention.
This group, while assailing Com- started at once to ship war materimunism as such, completely en- al to Turkey, .and the total deal
dorsed the sending of aid to Russia was said to involve $75,000,000, not
so big in a world which as one
in increasing quantities.
comedian said, was "playing bingo
The house action came when, in with billions."
discussion of a bifl which would inGermany was shipping Turkey
crease the RFC lending power to a
billion and a half, Representative motor vehicles without tires, but
Smith of Ohio said he understood not airplanes which Turkey wanted.
Prior to this agreement Britain
Russia wasn't going to get any of
it but he wanted to make doubly and the United States have been
sure, so offered a prohibitive getting 100 per cent of Turkish ex
ports of chrome.
amendment.
However, the stubborn resistance
ALUMINUM:
the Turks put up against signing
this agreement, and the dating of
A Decision
the first shipments in 1943 showed
In an opinion that required 8% Britain that it wasn't any friendly
courtroom days to dictate, Judge agreement.
Francis Caffey of a New Vork fed
It was recalled that Russia and
erab court ruled that the govern
now locked in deadly
merit had failed to prove, its charges Germany,
combat
with
each other, had an
of violations under the Sherman agreement which
looked far more
Anti-Trust act by the Aluminum
on the surface than the
Company of America. Thus ended friendly
one of the longest trials in U. S. Turkish-German paqt.
history with ALCOA the apparent JAPAN:
winner on all points. Inasmuch as
the government failed to prove its Gets Jittery
casq, Judge Caffey said that it
The Japanese, becoming jittery
would be contrary to the public in- over the world situation which was
terest to dissolve or enjoin ALCOA. starving them of oil, and strangling
An interesting part of the court's them economically, while Germany
opinion was the statement that it continued to pour men and muni
appears that there exists in this tions into the campaign against Rus
country adequate supplies of baux- sia, had issued an odd request to
ite (ore of aluminum) and water her Reich partner in the Axis.
power available to anyone. ThereTokyo, through the Domei News
fore, he said, anyone is and has Agency, called on Berlin to end the
been able to go into productiop oi war with Russia, so as to conserve
virgin aluminum since the last of men and material for an all-out asALCOA'S patents ran out in 1909.
sault on Britain.
The Pacific situation continued
tense, with the government-conBRIEFS:
trolled press of Tokyo laying down
a barrage of criticism aimed al
BERLIN: One large guerilla band the United States, and concentratof Serbs is led by a daughter of a ing on reports of a military conSerbian attorney, it was reported by ference at Manila between British
Croatian sources battling with the and American leaders.
so-called Chetniks.
The report said, in part: "Judg* * *
ing from the arrogant attitude of the
DETROIT: More than 100,000 men United States, Japan must be pre
will be unemployed in the auto in- pared to meet the worst.
dustry next spring, and many thou"There is a limit to Japanese persands more will be transferred to severance in making peace moves
defense industry, leaders in the H the limit is ignored, Japan must
automotive field reported.
rise to her feet."
•Kg"

Washington, D. C.
DELAYS TO RUSSIA

There were two inside reasons for
the slowness of the U. S. mission
to Moscow in sitting down at the
conference table with Joe Stalin.
One was the technical difficulty of
the flight across Germany. The other was China.
The flight from London to Moscow
janot the easiest thing in the world,
since about a thousand miles .is
across enemy territory. The British
bombers which make the flight use
as much of the night as possible
over German territory and also go
up to tremendous altitudes.
The U. S. mission to Moscow
also had to fly in sections—three
different planes, flown on different
days, with the time of departure
kept a dark secret. And the last
sections were delayed in London.
The Chinese delay of the mission
to Moscow occurred before Averill
Harriman left Washington, when it
was proposed that China, nearest
friendly neighbor to Russia, should
sit in with Harriman, Stalin and the
others.
But the state department objected
—and for a highly unexpected reason. Appeasement-minded diplomats inside the state department
claimed that a Chinese mission to
Moscow would offend Japan. The
United States was trying to woo Japan away from the Axis, they argued, and so nothing must be done
to rub the Japanese fur the wrong
way.
In the end, Japan reaffirmed its
partnership in the Axis; but only
after the U. S. mission to Moscow
already had started, also after Nazi
victories in Russia seemed on the upgrade once again. So the appeasement policy of the state department
got nowhere.
NOTE—Key to Japanese policy of
friendship for the United States or
allegiance to Germany always is
the barometer of Nazi military success. If Hitler is winning, Japan
will stick by him; and if the U.S.A.
looks stronger, it is vice versa.
• • *
U. S. MILITARY ATTACHE

Gen. John Magruder was recently
appointed head of the U. S. military mission to China in order to
heal the slight to Chiang Kai-shek
when he was not permitted to send
an, envoy to the Harriman conference in Moscow. But General Magruder is more famous for another
chapter in his life.
When Jhe was U. S. military attache to "Switzerland in 1938, Magruder sent a report to the war department on the march of Hitler's
mechanized forces to conquer Austria. In this report he said that Nazi
tanks and trucks were of poor qual
ity and that many of them had
broken down en route to Vienna.
This U. S. military report was
immediately picked up by the British who placed great confidence hi
the word of a U. S. military attache.
Today, Hitler's tanks and armored
cars are the model for modern warfare.
* • »
MBS. ROOSEVELT'S JOB

A friend of Mrs. Roosevelt came
to see her at the White House, to
talk about the First Lady's new job
in the Office of Civilian Defense.
She was much impressed at Mrs.
Roosevelt's grasp of the problems,
but a Jittle disturbed at the boldness
of some of her plans.
So thinking of Director LaGuar
dia, the friend remonstrated: "If
you introduce such bold ideas, what
will the mayor say?"
The First Lady smiled. "My
dear," she said, "I don't think the
mayor will say 'No' to^me."
NOTE — Mrs. Roosevelt cannot
spend full time at her desk in the
O.C.D., and during her absences,
the job will be held down by her
good friend Mrs. Henry Morgenthau,
wife of the secretary of the treasury.
MERRY-GO-ROUND

What the army needs for men in
southern areas is short pants The
long trousers are too hot and diffl.
cult to keep ctean. British officers
observing the maneuvers wore
shorts and looked cool and swagger.
Observed one second army wit
anent the fact that the war ganTes
were held in the "gajlm" (Arcadian) section of Louisiana, "450000
soldiers and all looking for Evange-

Notei of an
Innocent Bystander
., ;
the Front Pages: President
Roosevelt, who has ta
lashing from the press;
tional Newspaper Week ...**«. .W^BS^..
age, to publishers to guard the press'
to';
freedom. In short, he urge*•'** '*-'
hang on to its right to slam him
Royal Cortissoz, celebrating iljUg. century with the H-Trib, also iud
something
worth remembering
about press freedom. "C
he said, "are a critic's ca,
he is useless if he cannot find
dom of expression for them" .> .
Virginio Gayda, the typewriter-mat
talks like Mussolini, urges the Fascist dailies to fake news to keep the
people's spirit up. According to
dispatches from Italy, the Italian
people would prefer to have him
fake up.a few plates of spaghetti.
The Wireless: Jan Masaryk's
broadcast was heartbreaking enough
to wring a tear from an isolationist.
He reported that the victims of the
Hun slaughters hi Czechoslovakia
are not the revolters, but just any
helpless Czechs they lay their hands
on . . . The squeeze is on the Nazis
to South America, however, take it
from broadcaster Herbert M. Clark.,
It's getting so uncomfortable for
them in Argentina, he said, that
some of Der Fuehrer's busiest dagger troops are screaming alluva sudden that they're Swiss . . . C. Fadiman and B. Hope ping-ponging humorous insults at each other made
laughs come like bananas — in
bunches . . . Eleanor Roosevelt's
chatter does more to keep her listeners awake than the coffee she
plugs.
The Story Tellers: Runyon makes
a monkey out of the fiction rules hi
"Broadway Incident," his entertaining piece in Cosmopolitan. His
hero is a drama critic, which is
definitely a contradiction in terms
. . . Garbo is news for the funniest
reason. She used to collar space on
being a mysterious recluse, out of
the world. Now Life blows her to
lots of pages because she's a simple,
friendly girl like you, Toots . V .
Paul Gallico's word-halo for Lou
Gehrig in the Nov. Cosmopolitan
creeps into your heart like a smile
from a baby . . . Writes Kyle Crichton to Collier's:" "When ecstatic
cries of dah-ling greet a Hollywood
actress entering Giro's, she knows
that her last picture has been a
success" . . . Or her first marriage
has been a failure.
The.Magic Lanterns:" The cinema
gets a pretty good report card.
"Hold Back the Dawn" is a large
afternoon for the • sighing set.
Charles Boyer plays put and take
with two hearts, 'Olivia de Havilland's and Paillette Goddard's (who
is a heel with a tender side). The
yarn, about how he marries his way
past the immigration gate, is skillfully told . . . Things ate milder in
"It Started With Eve," but all oof ly
nice. Deanna Durbin is the same
likeable lass, and Chas. Laughton
is the funny-mans of the occasion
. . . Tom Harmon runs and kicks
a gamut full in "Harmon of Michigan."
Football .shots from the
newsreels are woven into the love
story, which also looks like cuts
from previous films.
• •••
Typewriter Ribbons: F. E. Freedman: Is the Atlantic Ocean verboten or fer boa tin'? . . . Kin Hubbard: Ther ought t'be some way
feat celery so it wouldn' sound like
you wuz steppin' on a basket .'. .
Youngstown Vindicator: The generals most likely to defeat America
are general inertia and general
apathy . . . Toronto Star Weekly:
All Europe is now divided into three
parts: occupied, unoccupied, and
pre-occupied . . . Olin Miller: It's,
when a man first feels his age that
he has the hardest tune being it
• . . Damon Runyon: She has an
ice-cream cone where her heart is
supposed to be ...
M. Foster:
The plaza was drowsy with history
• . . H. Klurfeld: She was a good
secretary, but clockeyed.
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.' Pattern 2921 contains directions furl
Ing accessories; Illustrations of the
stitches materials required. Sendl
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Getting and Giving;
No man lives without}
and being jostled; in alli|
has io elbow himself
world, giving and receiv
fense.—Carlyle.
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" For Greater Serrieej
The greatest good a »•
do is to cultive himself,
his powers, in order that Ml
be of greater service to hu"»
—Marshall Field.

•••—

New York Heartbeat
Xhe
»* pa««e: Ambassador and
M
Mrs. Martins from Brazil at the
Stork ringside cementing Good Will
with United Statesmen—by applauding the rhumbacrobats ; . . the
Joe E. Browns staying young in the
sinful places up 'til almost half-past
Mr Tom Dewey:
iU.b.O.
r ndid ' not
"show up very helo
T h e elev.en,! • • • Sonja Henie swapping
fully in^he-maneuver a?ea fa some' a chilly howja-dooo with her boss,
Darryl Zanuck . . . The Drew Peard d LIT"8 the«local organizations sons
of Washington gaping at The
did make an effort to provide the
soldiers with bathing and laund™ Big Town's tallest buildings, the hi*
acuities, but .in g enera l tr.e uSo • . . Beatrice Kay and her definifeU down on the job. It should have tion of a diplomat in Washington or
made special arrangements for the on Broadway: "A guy who knows
men in this backwoods region
now to keep his chin up without
sticking out his neck."
• • •—
New York Newsreel
Subwayites gazing at people
time of exactly eight hours
across the aisle as if they were a
blank wall ...
The once famous
actress who now performs in flveand-ten-cent stores, exhibiting all
kinds of kitchen utensils . . . The
debutantes who have everything to
make life worth living, yet few of
them have learned how to live . . .
American countries. With
The amazing dexterity of cabbie*
markets closed, Chile has
weaving .through the traffic. listen0 make the m
.iV.
sibiW.es inside the
"»g to their radio, talking,to passengers and smokin* a
same tune.

.ADVERT*1
the leaders^]
. It points
new heights of
convenience, of baPP
As time goes on a*
tag is used more and'
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all loofit more.
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A General Quiz

Injurious Doctrines
The mischiefs of fire, of water,
The Question*
or robbers, extend only to th*
(launch Twd Ships
body; but those of pernicious doc1. What President of the United trines, to the mind. — Chines*
Every Week Day
THE VEGETABLE SEDAN
States swore he would "maintain" Proverb.
Henry Ford'has just turned out • the Constitution instead of "proIn 194&
car with a plastic body made largely tect" it?
from vegetables. It is part salad
2. What is meant by the roarr Weitert H»<*WW>«r Union.)
and part automobile.
ing forties?
*
*
•
NT? —• America,
3. What is the largest gem diamond ever discovered?
'of democracy, is busy
4. How many U. S. senators are
ays with new^cradlesbeelected every two years?
|t for her growing fleet of
5. All battleships of the U. S.
nt vessels. Frdm Washnavy are named for what?
6. What is the subject of the
takM tan ctUi. OUTSIDE. BttvtM
California, from Florsboot ttM OinDKt AltwoMMMbM *•
Nineteenth amendment to the
M* at 40 or 50 fficuUaa and •Hnrin»Bn«
[Maine and all along the
•n not M
U. S. Constitution?
ast, the"rocks and rills"
7. Who was China's first PresiIt marks the triumph of the dent?
to the beat of riveters'
nmr-mga» «( COXITITAvegetable over the steel industry.
8. In how many languages is the
ers on steel, giant cranes
--Bible printed?
'while dark hulls form
Henry has been experimenting
' 9, How many refugee governon ways cuddling in a
with the idea for years. He is a ments are now in London?
man who always looks ahead. And
of scaffolding.
10. Cuba is separated from the
1 £SSTL£& JSUSF'jtLkB!
wipes his own windshield.
ttU t4%a ran dniiM.
island of Haiti by what?
[a goal of 1,383 freighters,
* • »
I and passenger-cargo by the
A farm boy, Hank always nourThe Answer*
11943, thel ship-building proLate Love
ished the notion that the "Man With
ier the direction of the
Like the measles, love is the
the
Hoe"
could
do
anything
that
ates maritime commission,
1. William H. Taft swore he most dangerous when it comes
ould be done by the "Vice Presi- would "maintain" the Constitution. late in life. —Byron.
full swing. It will bear a
ent With the Blueprint." And after
1 over $3,000,000,000. Officials
2. Stormy tracts of ocean be11 there was nothing so fanciful in tween the fortieth and fiftieth dematter of a few months,
he
idea
of
making
an
auto
out
of
grees of latitude, north or south.
be.launched at the rate
egetables. Henry had been mak:h day; 3. The Cullinan, found in 1905 in
ng spinach out of automobiles all South Africa.
of this'hew ship armada
is life.
4. Thirty-two.
* » »
point, but, accomplish
5. States.
jor objectives. It will bring
Henry's first problem was to find
6. Woman suffrage.
ense cargoes to the U. S.
ut which vegetables would go best
7. Dr. Sun Yat-sen.
flung sources, carry sorely
automobiles. He could dismiss
8. Last year 12 new languages
: material to nations fightIn a recent radio address President Roosevelt failed to specifically the cucumber at the start. Too were added to the list, bringing
nemies of democracy and, define the limits of America's defense waters. The dotted line on the many people won't have anything to the total to 1,051. The new lanace returns, present this chart shown above is generally regarded as the chief defense zone of the o with cucumbers.
guages added were Zuni Indian
[with the. maritime suprem- U. S. and, in accordance with the Chief Executive's utterance, consti* » *
(New Mexico), and dialects of Af; days when the proud clip- tutes the main danger section for the Axis powers. In reporting bis orders
He then considered onions, but rica, Burma, Palestine and Ecuaof the U. S. ploughed the to the navy to "shoot on sight," he emphasized that he meant the Pacific ropped them quickly. After all, he dor.
all important sea lanes.
as well as the Atlantic, in fact all oceans and seas were included in bis was making a car, not a hamburger.
9. London is now the capital of
command.
* • *
lew Liberty Fleet.
seven refugee governments—Poland, Belgium, the Netherlands,
Lettuce and tomatoes were
the new Liberty Fleet Money could not be borrowed to they were of three types, the C-l,
Norway, Jugoslavia, Greece and
S. S. Patrick Henry, slid build ships as it seemed impossi- C-2 and C-3. With low fuel con- suggested,' but vetoed after the
Czechoslovakia. L u x e m b o u r g ' s
opening debate. Mr. Ford did
i ways recently, followed on ble to operate them at a profit. sumption they were economically oprefugee government is established
not want the public to get his
i day by 13 other vessels in Foreign owned bottoms carried two- erated. Twenty additional ones, of
in Canada.
car confused with a reducing
aunching, from 11 ports on thirds of our commerce.
pattern C-2, were ordered early in
10. The Windward Passage.
diet.
is. Built under the auspices
1938.
Other
contracts
followed
and
With U-boats and planes now sink* • *
S. maritime commission,
by November, 1939, over 400 craft
set aside for the launch- ing between 5.000,000 and 6,000,000 had been ordered, due, of course, to
The soybean had begun to poke Irrepressible Small Boy
tons
of
snipping
each
12
months,
14 ocean liners, prets noggin up and attract attention
the
outbreak
of
the
war.
an address,by President enough boats cannot be built, on
or some time. Of all vegetables, Has Ready Explanation
In January, President Roosevelt none has gotten ahead in life like
in celebration of Ameri- short notice, to fulfill requirements
of
the
U.
S.
to
say
nothing
about
reput out a call for "more and more" he soybean.
"Now, children," said the school
lilding program. A few
teacher, after a nature lesson, "I
* • *
this event the 35,000-ton quests from England, Russia and ships and "more and more" speed.
Within 30 days the commission had
battleship Massachusetts China for more and more boats,
The jelly bean, the string bean have told you how the new little
Millions of women •
The one bright light in this situa- planned and put into operation an and the lima bean were better birds learn to fly. I am going to
at Quincy, Mass.
where, women who take pride in
tion is the merchant marine* act of emergency program for 200 ships of known, but never .got anywhere in- play the piano and I want you to
thrifty
home management, wo; the speed with which 1936, passed by congress under stim- a special design, from a British
imitate the little birds' movements
men
who
take pride In their bakdustrially.
(Once
in
October,
1928,
a
is increasing her naval ulation of President Roosevelt. Then model, who ordered an additional
with your arms in time to the
ing-, use Clabber Girl, exclusively
the action of the ship- the United States maritime commis- 60 for themselves. The American string bean did succeed in getting music."
... First, because of its remarknto the reception room of Mr.
the keel of the new
able economy; second, because of
She sat down at the piano and
was created and charged with vessels were dubbed by the Presi- lord's offices, but it was kept wait: cruiser, Flint, one sion
its absolute dependability, for
as-the music went on, all the chilthe job of re-establishing the once dent "ugly ducklings" as in comparthe pleasure it adds to home
23 seconds after the strong American merchant marine, ison with other graceful long-range ng so long that when the word final- dren waved their arms energetily
came,
"Mr.
Ford
will
see
you
baking-.
dp had left her .ways free and building efficient auxiliary ships, craft, these appeared to be not much
stale.—Ed note.) cally, with one exception, little
vessel. The Massachu- without which, the expanding navy more than "floating boxes with now," it had gone
Order a can of Clabber Girl
Johnny.
<
*
•
•
tipleted seven months would be nearly useless. Recruiting pointed ends." But veteran boat
from your grocer today. You
"Come along, Johnny," said the
But
it
was
soon
found
that
almost
will
be surprised when he tells
edule. At present 03 and training the proper personnel builders insist these cargo carriers
teacher coaxingly; "why did you
you the price... And, you will
dps are scheduled for also came within their jurisdiction. will do the job and recent events anything . from a harmonica to a not imitate the newly hatched
be delighted with your baking
jailer could be made from the soy- birds as I told you?"
commission and. other
seem to.prove their worth.
results. Clabber Girl means
The Ten-Year Program.
Dean, and Henry always liked a bean
"Please,
miss,"
replied
the
Bigger value when you buy, Betthat was ambitious and full of get- small boy, "I'm a bad egg!"
Abolished by this same 1938 act, The Liberty ships have "shear"
lie last war the output of was
ter results when you bake ...
the decks slope from bow to amid- up and go.
mail
subsidies.
Instead,
they
was even more prodi* • *
You Pay Less for Clabber Girl
a policy of making ships and rise again to the stern.
ne too late to be of much substituted
They have damber—the decks curve
. . . but You Use Mo More . . .
grants
to
cover
the
difference
beIn
1932
somebody
suggested that
y-three hundred ships,
a little between sides. The stern automobiles could be made from
Lure
of
Nature
tween
building
and
operating
the
eat yard of Hog Island,
under the flag of the U. S. as falls away with as much grace as hay, but word came from Detroit
ielphia with 50 ways, and boats
between
this same procedure under almost any other craft on the seas. that Mr. Ford was satisfied to keep
of other yards, never other flags
Those who love Nature can nevon making hay from automobiles.
with low cost labor and
F. D. R. Asks More Ships.
er be dull. They may have other
i service. They became
*
•
•
Soon after the Liberty ship proBAKING ;POWDER
temptations, but at least they will
"ghost fleet'? after the material.
Anyhow, Henry has succeeded in run no risk of being beguiled, by
Today one of our fastest growing gram had been started, the Chief
i most of them were too
npete with- the fast mer- defense agencies, the maritime com- Executive, under the lend-lease pro- his experiments, and in the priori- ennui, idleness or want of occupaMisdirected Counsel
Jaunched by Old world mission began with a staff of less gram, asked for 222 ships, 112 of the ties crisis has found a way to make tion, "to buy the merry madness
than 100 men. Its first task was to Liberty type, 110 of the standard a flivver almost entirely from the of an hour with the long peniTo give good counsel to a fool
"'" J$>fr trade.
survey the country's need in ships type first conceived by the marl vegetable garden. The plastic ma- tence of after-time."—John Lub- is like throwing water on a duck's
Md Ship Valuable.
.
and to plan and carry out the stu- time commission. Then in July terial has 10 times the strength of bock.
back.—Danish.
present conflict spread, pendous program now in force. The congress, at the request of the Pres steel in resisting a blow. It's the
S. ships literally became foundation for the present large- ident, passed a bill authorizing 541 iron in the vegetables.
* * *
weight in gold. In this scale operations was a 10-year pro- more vessels, of which 25 were to
war, planes and ships gram of building 50 ships per year be sea-going tugs. No one can pre
Of course, the government can
X?UBET
in demand. For nearly or a total of 500. This was known diet how far America will go with throw a monkey wrench into Mr.
ITS THE
ades, American seafaring as the long range program and 110 her ship building plans, but the origi Ford's car by putting the soybean
. CAMELS ARE
3 rotted with the hulks vessels had been delivered by Sep- nal 500 ships in 10 years has ex and other vegetables on a priorities
MILOIR.
| in New world waters. In tember 19. Then in line with its panded into almost 1,400 for 1943 de list. Anyhow, good luck to the idea.
S-year period, between 1922 second duty, the commission had livery and shows no signs of slack But we hope we don't get another
THEV BURN SLOWER
I LIKE.
ily two ocean-going freight- turned over to the navy, in August, ening. The outcome of the presen one of those tire jacks made out of
CAMELS
ALWAYS
AND
THERE5
107
ships,
totaling
nearly
2,000,000
conflict
will
probably
be
the
decjd
launched in this cbuntry.
mashed potatoes.
tons. Among the craft was the Unit- ing factor in the continuance or dis
* * *
ICSS NICOTINE
TASTE SO
ed States liner America, a 27,000- continuance of the program.
THE CALL
GOOD
IN
THE
SMOKE
ton vessel which is now the naval
("OPM wants Marlene Dietrich's
transport, West Point. It was the
legs for use in drive to popularize
largest built under their program
stockings made from silk substiand the largest ever built in an
tutes."—News item.)
American yard. The war caused
Hark, Marlene!
two 35,000-ton vessels, planned for
The OPM's
the Pacific trade, to be held up unCalling for
til the present war ends.
Those famous stems
ST. LOUIS.— Why is insomnia or
Navy Takes Over Ship.
Listen, kid—
It was in the fall of 1937 that the increase today, with millions o
Your country begs
the commission awarded the con- people ready to throw in the sheet fo
For the right
tract for the America. Later they a wholesome eight hours of sleep
To use those legs.
contracted with the Standard Oil It's because of a cultural lag, sa
company and shipyards for a dozen some of the most noted scientist
All must make
speedy tankers that could be quickly in the country, whose researche
Some sacrifice;
changed over to navy auxiliaries in have uncovered the fact that a
Give those legs!
case of need. The vessels were paid though this country boasts the fines
They will suffice.
for by the oil company but the com- springs, mattresses and bedlinens i
mission provided $880,000 for each the world today, most people do no
Ankles such
vessel to equip them with secret de- take advantage of them. Like wel
As yours, Marlene,
fense devices and additional speed. meaning but blundering children,
In a war
The navy has since taken over all they buy beds that, are too short,
A lot may mean.
set mattresses on improper springs,
of the ships.
and
do
not
utilize
to
the
full
the
new
The commission's own technical improvements in sheets. This, addForward, then,
shown toe S. 8. Sea Ar personnel
was meanwhile designing
With calf and kneefirst major merchant abip fast freighters and passenger-carry- ed to the fact that modern living is
In the cause
_ on the west coast since the £e liners for the long range pro- a drain on nervous energy, explains
Of victory!
lorld war. It slid down the oram With an average speed of why the arms of Morpheus are more
• • •
ways on September 15,1939, IsTnots, from 6,000 to 12,000 tons, coveted today than riches or power.
For more relaxing and restful
LAMENT
"' Calif. V
nights, a study has shown that your Baby fingerprints to poets
should measure at least
Are sweet and quite a thrill;
[• Man Creates $1,000 American Legion Award mattress
^ the
six
inches
longer than you do ana , Metninks they've never washed 'em
who,
in
the
award
committee
s
opincigarette >
independeat
AJPOLIS.—American Le- S? makes the greatest contribution be at the very least 39 inches
off
. ' from several thousand to the welfare of his community, wide To secure perfect muscular
A grimy windowsill.
[towns >nd villages through- Mr. Chaillaux said. The donor, Mr. relaxation, vertically coiled springs
—Beatrice Gittleman.
"j nation are expected to com- Rosenstiel. is chairman of the board topped by an inner spring mattress
• * *
ln
are best. To avoid lumping and
" g the coming year for of Schenley Distillers corporation.
The Chrysler company Is turning
wear to the mattress, turn
annual community, service
Mr C^afllaux pointed out that po- uneven
it end for end and top for bottom out scores of tanks per week. Of
created recently by Lewis
at least once a week. To prevent course it had the advantage of still
*nstiel, New York businessTHE CIGARETTE OF
feet from rubbing against worn-out retaining the designs for that model
fording to Homer Chaillaux,
frayed spots, sheets with reversible it turned out about 10 years ago with
the Legion's Americanism
COSTLIER TOBACCOS
hems allow you to shift them top both ends alike.
i, consisting of $1,000 anNew Orleans. for bottom every day.
Wl11
go to the Legionnaire be made next year
Ofl

&ath

MILLIONS
OF WOMEN
Have Discovered
This Economy

CLABBER GIRL
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Scientific StudyReveals Rules for
Relaxing Slumber
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NAL DEFENSE
THROUGH

IS THE GOAL OF ALL

Harry Dressier, Byron Crozier and
George Kading returned Sunday from
a business trip which took them as fa*
West as iButte, Mont. Mr. Crozier also
visited his brother in South Dakota |
while gone.
William Crawford, Jr. and Earle
Atkinson returned1 Tuesday from a
motor trip through Minnesota and the
western part of the United States.
M'r. Crawford has resigned his position at the Anita post office and has
enlisted in the U. S. Navy Reserve.
H« expects to leave Anita about Oct.
16 for the naval training station near
Chicago.
Mrs. Roy Taylor, Mrs. Earl Lantz,
Mirs. Leland Taylor and Mrs. Merrill
Knowlton were hostesses at a miscellaneous post-nuptial shower honoring
Mrs. Keith Taylor, a recent bride, Friday afternoon at the home of the
former. The home was decorated in
pink and white and with garden flowers. The afternoon was spent by those
present with contests. The guest of
honor was the'recipient of many gifts.
A lunch was served by the hostesses.
The members of the D. D. pinochle
club were guests of Mrs. Donald Chadwick Friday afternoon at her home
on Rose Hill Avenue. Other guests,
besides the members, were Miss Lulu
A'-vord and Miss Mary Lucille Henderson. High score for the afternoon
was held by Mrs. Donald Chadwick,
Mrs. Herbert,.Chadwick was runnerup and Mrs. H. J. Chadwick received
low score.. Mrs. Frank Kramer will
be hostess at the next meeting of the
club on Oct. 24.

Forshay's Insurance

This Is Nationally Advertised
Brands Week
RUBBING ALCOHOL, regular 50c
39c
VICK'S VAPO RUB, regular 35c
27c
ALKA SELTZER, regular 60c
49c
CARTER'S LIVER PILLS, regular 75c
59c
SAL HEPATICA, regular 60c
49c
DEWITT'S NOSE DROPS, regular 25c ....... ,19^
IPANA TOOTH PASTE, regular 50c
39c
KOTEX—MODESS, 12's
25c
All Items Nationally Advertised at Minimum Prices
SPECIAL PRICES ON HOUSE and BARN PAINT

BONGERS
We Deliver

(The Rexall Store)

Phone 102

SENSATIONALLY NEW CONSTANT-FLOW
HEATING FOR LESS WITH A
"NU-COMFORT"

LACO
OIL HEATER

A new club was organized ThursHome Furnaces and Stoves That Will Meet Any Need
day afternoon at the home of Mrs.
— May Be Bought on Easy Terms —
Clarence Mattheis north of here. It
has been named the O. T. O. club.
Officers elected were: Mrs. Mattheis,
president; Mrs. Albert Clausen, vice
Anita, Iowa — Phone 171
president; and Mrs. Roscoe Smith,
secretary and treasurer. A social afternoon was spent by those present,
Mrs.
A,
C.
James
returned
to
her
Gochanour was hostess The members of the Bide-a-Wee
following which a lunch was served
Glada Parker, daughter of Mr. and
|embers of her pinochle club club were guests of Mrs. A. V. Robin- home here last week from Omaha by the hostess. The next meeting will Mrs. Bryan Parker, is reported to be
REEL NEWS
«
evening at the home of son Wednesday afternoon at her home where she was called by-'the illness be held on Oct. 16 at the home of improving nicely .from heart trouble +
hter, Mrs. Dick Dement, on on 3rd. Street. Other guests, besides of her father^
.Mrs. Hattie Jergerson.
and rheumatism at the University
et. Other guests, besides the members, were Mrs. Tom Burns
of Iowa hospital in Iowa City where
"Swell show"-"dandy program"s, were Miss Vera B. Hook and Mrs. Robert Scott. High score Mrs. Stanley Curtis is visiting in The members of the Friendly Circle she is a patient.
"that was a good one"-and many other
by BiggsC (HSghrscore for for the. afternoon was held by Mrs. Anita this week at the home of her were guests of Mrs. Lars Christensen
praising remarks were heard from
Mrs. Elmer S6hp}l will be j parents,'Postmaster and Mrs. George Wednesday afternoon at her home
was held by Mrs. Tom Scott.
Rev. Leonard Christian of Foo Chow, the audience as they left the Anita
. _ j next meeting of the club hostess at the next meeting of the Smither. Mrs. Curtis will leave in a north of here. Fourteen members China, a missionary of the Congre- theatre last week after the Take-Asld on Oct. 16;;j&t the home club at her home northeast of here , few days for Los Angeles, Cal., where and four visitors, Mrs. Frank Bar- gational churches, spoke at the local Ghance Show. There is another alll
she will make her future home.
on Oct. 15.
—; Gipple. " ';'"*.
ber, Mrs. Laura Buerkin, Mrs. Glen church Monday evening. He also star program today and .Thursday,
Stein$etz and Mrs. Ed. Lewis ofgave a talk to high school students featuring two of Hollywood's top
Mrs. Donald Chadwick was hostess Brayton, were present. Mrs. Elmer Tuesday morning.
stars in a new picture. Admission is
! to the members of the Susie Q club Jensen was the winner of a contest
lOc for children and lie for adults.
George Petersen, son of Mr. and
Thursday evening at her home on put on by Mrs. Christensen. * A lunch
Mrs.
Peter
R.
Petersen,
is
visiting
Rose Hjll Avenue. Mrs. Aaron Bell was served by the hostess. Mrs
received high score at rummy and Harley Warren will be hostess'at the here on a 10-day furlough, being call- Pull-on your seven league boots, exMrs. Chadwick was high scorer at next meeting of the club on Oct. 15 ed to Anita by the serious illness of pose your funny bones and ^prepare
his mother. George has been a pa- for a globe trotting journey of gags
pinochle which were played during the
evening. A lunch was served by the A large crowd attended the appre- tient for several weeks at Billings and rib-tickling laughs, for Here comes
hostess. Mrs. Robert Cryer will be ciative and fellowship meeting Thurs- general hospital at Ft. Benjamin Har- Bing Crosby, Bob Hope and Dorothy
j hostess at the next meeting of the day evening at the Methodist church rison, Indiana.
C. P. DARROW, Hunger
Lamour to show you the sights on
club on Oct. 16.
honoring Rev. and Mrs. Arthur V
The members of the Birthday club the, "Road to Zanzibar." They'll be
Long. The meeting ypaa sponsored were entertained Thursday by Mrs. here Friday, Saturday and Saturday
by the fellowship cdmmittee of the Isabel Joy at her home on Elm Street matinee with a caravan of man eating
Woman's Society of Christian Service At noon she took them to the Congre- cannibals, wild animals and musical
The program consisted of talks on ap- gational church for dinner and the af- instruments. Of course Bing and Dotpreciation and fellowship by Mrs ternoon was spent socially at her home. ty sing, with Hope joining in the
Harold McDermott and Mrs. W. L Mrs. Maude Suplee afla Miss Mattie chorus. Native dances with Dotty
Peacock; response by Rev. Long; two Butler were additional guests.
sporting a new style sarong of revealvocal solos by Miss Barbara Rhoads
ing fern leaves and Bob Hope shootand a piano duet, by Mrs. Dale Ulfers
Mrs. Cecil Scholl and son, Marvin, ing from the mouth of a cannon are
and Mrs. Eric Osen. A social evening spent Saturday and Sunday in Grand highlights of the picture.
was also enjoyed by those in attend Island, Neb., visiting their son and
ance, following which a lunch was brother, Harvey Scholl, who is atserved.
tending a business college there. Har- William Powell goes through anvey was badly burned Friday on the tics ranging from getting his head
shoulder and legs by boiling water caught in an elevator shaft to masv%
TT8?*^^^T;\*&y >!I*"
" ^'* x T ^
!
from the coffee urn at the Hotel Yancy querading as a woman in the goofiest
m^.iLZr&f. -?\-'*'
^ x -.5
series of adventures he has ever atCoffee Shop where he is employed.
tempted in, "Love Crazy," in which
Chapter EZ, P. E. O. Sisterhood, he and Myrna Loy co-star. The new
PROMPT SERVICE FOR THE
were guests of Mrs. J. W. Budd and picture comes to the theatre Sunday,
her daughter, Miss Gretchen Budd, at Monday and Tuesday and Sunday MatREMOVAL OF DEAD ANItheir home on Chestnut Street Tues inee. They're the nutiest couple in
MALS, LARGE OR SMALL.
ay evening. Roll call was, "Hi-Life the world, starting to celebrate a wedWE PICK THEM UP PROMPTof My Summer." Miss Winona Kyle ding anniversary by doing everything
LY. PHONE 257.
gave a talk on, "A Half Century of backwards. But that's only the beEconomic Progress." A surprise pro- ginning. One laugh riot leads to anWAGNER FILLING STATION
gram was also presented by Mrs. G. M. other in the madest merriest set of
l
1
1
ANITA, IOWA
Adair, Mrs. Harry Swartz and Miss nut-house adventures ever put on the
Budd.
(Since 1894)

GERALD AKERS

48-inch Lath Cribbing
-rBuy Paint Now—

HE FARMERS COOP.

NOTICE!

SffiVICE Of

CHEVROIET'S TRIM "LEADER LINE" STYLING
Chevrolet brings you "the new style
(hat will stay new" . . . with swank,
sweeping "Leader Line" Styling . • •
with distincjye new "Door-Action
Fenders . .Twith smoothly modeled
Bodies by Fisher of a size and beauty
equaled only by much costlier cars.
And matching this style leadership of
TheTinest Chevrolet of All Time is the
combined performance and economy
comom
*hich ha8 made Chevrolet
car for ten of the last eleven
See it-drive this beautiful
new car today!

DESIGNED

Plan NOW for a
WinterVacation

TO HAD IN

in Southern Arizona-California

STYLING

KINGDOM OF THE SON

DESIGNED
TO HAD IN

PERFORMANCE
,
•
DESIGNED
TO LEAD IN

ECONOMY

IT PAYS TO BUY THE LEADER
AND GET THE LEADING BUY

O
W SHAFFER ANITA,
& IOWA
V*,r • °"^**
W

PHONE 244

Take time out for fun in the sun.
Desert! Mountains! Oceans! Spectacular Carlsbad Caverns! Facilities for all sports! Thrilling social
life! You'll find everything you
enjoy in the Kingdom of the Sun.
Rock Island offers- main line
through service via the low altitude Golden State Route to El
Paso, Tucson, Phoenix and Palm
Springs en route to Los Angeles.
Rock Island travel experts will be
glad to aid you in planning an
itinerary that will please you.
Enjoy the speed, safety, comfort
and economy of train travel.

Order Your Winter's Supply
of Coal Now
KUNZ GRAIN CO.
BERT C. RAMUS, Manager

With the Present Price of

Beef and Pork
It Is Advisable to Rent a
Locker

Ask Rock Island Agent for complete
travel information or address

— A SURE WAY TO ECONOMIZE —

C. C. GARDNER, A. G. P. A.
721 Loeust Street
Des Moines, Iowa

Miller's Lockers

Have Y0ur
Ticket Routed

HocK
Island

ANITA •«- WIOTA - CUMBERLAND
f
THERE IS ONE NEAR YOU

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

By HAROLD L. LUNDQUIST, D. D.
Dean ot The Moody Bible Institute

By VIRGINIA VALE
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

J

UDY GARLAND was up a
tree when she got that very
special invitation to go to Chile
recently. It came from the Hon.
Claude Bowers, U. 1S. ambassador, asking her to'be guest of
honor at a gala charity premiere
of Metro's "Ziegfeld Girl" in
Santiago. (And if you think Metro's
publicity departmenfnad a hand in
the matter you can't be far wrongl)
Well, Judy couldn't get away, because she's working with Mickey
Rooney in "Babes on Broadway."
So she wrote a nice letter and arranged to send as proxy a doll,
three feet high, resembling her in
every detail. Wearing a modish
traveling suit, it was to take a
plane,- be met by the ambassador
and a gr9up of American women,
in Chile, and attend the dinner clad
in a replica of the gown worn by
Judy in one number of "Ziegfeld
Girl." Which should satisfy even
an ambassador.

(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

SEWDNG CDRCDJE

Lesson for October 12
Lesson subjects and Scripture texts selected and copyrighted by International
Council ot Religious Education: used by
permission.

CHRIST OUR SAVIOUR
LESSON TEXT—Matthew 20:29-28; Luke
19:1-10.
GOLDEN TEXT—For God so loved the
world, that he gave slfl only begotten Son,
that whosoever belleveth In him should not
perish, but have everlasting life.—John 3:16.

"I believe in God, the Father Almighty, . . . and in Jesus Christ
His only Son, our Lord . . . I believe in the Holy Ghost." How often
we have solemnly repeated these
words in the Apostles' Creed, and
how appropriate it is that our present three month series of lessons on
great Christian teachings should begin last Sunday with a study of God,
PIE PEttFECTION—A WINNER EVERT TIME
the Creator and heavenly Father,
(See Recipes Below)
and continue today with Christ the
Saviour,
and present next Sunday
FAVORITE DESSERT
the Holy Spirit, the Comforter.
THIS WEEK'S MENU
These are profound Christian
now, how often would you
truths, but at the same time they
a tart lemon pie, a deepFor Tour Bakery Sale
Ann Miller, whose motion picture are so simple as to be grasped by
dish apple pie, or
Pecan Rolls
fortunes hit a new high in Colum- the youngest child. Today we have
a juicy cranberry
Holiday Fruit Scones
bia's "Go West, Young Lady," has the great privilege of presenting in
one w i t h the *Lemon Angel Pie
'Apple Pie
been keeping it secret that she's our classes our Saviour, the Lord
bright berries
really Lucille Collier, the girl who Jesus Christ. He was
Devil's
Food
Cake
peeking out of the
Silver Moon Cake
I. The Self-Denying Servant (Matt.
lattice crust?'Not
Cornflake
Filled Cookies
20:25-28).
often, I imagine,
Brownies
Scripture clearly teaches that
or pie wouldn't be
God's standards are not the same
•Recipe Given
.our country's faas the world's standards, and that
ert. So here's to pie, faHis methods of operation are just
rt time or at a bakery
the opposite of those of the world.*
in big tins or as indi- of pastry strips across top.- Flute
All too often Christians and churches
rim with nngers. Bake hi hot oven
igs:
imitate the world both in principle
(450 degrees) for 15 minutes; then
emon Angel Pie.
and practice, with disastrous redecrease heat to 350 degrees and
es one 8-inch pie)
sults. Consider
bake 30 minutes longer.
, yolk*
1. The False Greatness of the
•Apple Pie.
'sugar
World (v. 25). "Rulers"—"great
1
recipe
flaky
pie
crust
lemon juice
ness"—"exercise authority"—how
2 pounds cooking apples
i butter
altogether up-to-date these words
to be another jumper
1% cups sugar
, stiffly beaten
sound. They are the big and swell- •IT'S
'*• year," says every fashion
2
teaspoons
cinnamon
gg yolks and sugar toing words of the small hearts and prophet
who knows a thing about
2 tablespoons butter
lemon juice and cook
minds which rule after the manner iChool smartness.
Pattern No.
1%
tablespoons
cornstarch
r until thickened, stirof this world. They epitomize the
Fare, core, and slice applies. Mix
ambitions of the great majority of
Add butter. "Remove
mankind, but they are definitely
,_;&M in beaten egg with sugar, cinnamon, and cornnon-Christian. We see that as we
. into a baked pie shell, starch. Fill pie tin which has been
go on to consider
aeringue and brown in covered with crust and dot fruit with
ANN
MILLER
degrees) oven for 15 butter. Lay on top crust which has
2. The Humility of True Greatbeen pricked with a fork, and flute seven years ago tried to land«in pic- ness (w. 28, 27). Service m the
edges. Bake 45 to 50 minutes in a tures as a dancer. She failed—she spirit of humility and self-sacrifice—
Meringue.
moderate (350-375 degrees) oven.
was only eleven then—changed her this is the standard of Christ. Yes,
beaten until frothy
Tang and color are this cranberry name and personality, and three and it is His Command to His fol'sugar
i
pie's delectable recommendations, years later had won attention as a lowers. To be great for Christ one
f lemon juice
so make enough
night club dancer.
must become the servant of others.
gradually to egg whites to have seconds.
This teaching appears all through
pieating until egg holds' Y o u c a n h a v e
Scripture (for example, see Luke
If
you
liked
that
Dashiell
Hamj Fold m lemon juice,
your vitamins,
mett book, "The Maltese Falcon," 4:11; John 13:13-17; I Pet. 5:5, 6).
i good as its crust, too, for cranberHow often service in the church is
you'll probably like the picture
stered the art, your ries are an excelrendered in a spirit of pride, selfWarner
Bros,
have
made
from
it,
lent source of vicalled "The Gent From Frisco." It glory, and for the commendation
tamin C, necesfeatures
Mary Astor, Humphrey and reward of men. When that resary for teeth and
Bogart,
Gladys
George and Peter ward is not forthcoming or some
bones, and also a fair source of vi- Kwre. It's the first
directorial ef- real humbling sacrifice is required,
tamin A which promotes appetite, fort of John Huston, son
Walter, the work is not desired or the workstimulates growth, and makes for who also wrote the screenofplay.
He er becomes offended. Here is one
general well-being. Make it with did so well with it that he's been of the roots of trouble in the church.
a criss-cross crust and you'll come naslgned to direct "In This Our Let us put it away as we look upon
in with top honors:
Life," with Bette Davis, which Is
3. Christ Our Example (v. 28). He
the filling before it
Spicy Cranberry Pie.
quite a step forward for a young paid the price of our redemption,
ntact with the crust so
director.
going to the death of Calvary for
(Makes one 9-inch pie)
4»aEwryitf"
*"•"
|ve soggy pie.
us. From the highest glory which
1 recipe pie crust
Daisy, Asta, and the other noted He had with the Father (John 17:5),
4 cups cranberries
Pie Crust.
.
dog stars of filmdom have had to He graciously stooped to deepest ig2% cups sugar
move over and make room for Rom- nominy as He became sin for us
2 tablespoons lemon juice
ulus, the nondescript brown mon- (II Cor. 5:21). Throughout both His
Grated rind of 1 lemon
grel who made his film debut hi life and His death He perfectly rep1 teaspoon cinnamon
& cup ice water
"Reap the Wild Wind." Cecil B. resented that self-denying, self-humVt
teaspoon
ground
cloves
flour with salt. Work
DeMille, who chose him from 200 bling service which He expects oi
1%
tablespoons
cornstarch
fusing pastry blender,
applicants, says he's the perfect His followers.
% cup water
, or fingertips, until mixII. The Seeking Saviour (Luke
Wash and pick over berries. Bring character dog. He won his second
) crumbled. Moisten with
to
a boil with the water, add sugar, role in Paramount's "Midnight An- 19:1-10).
|dough, just holds togethgel," in which he'll appear with
There is much that is precious
pt on floured board, and boil gently, being careful not to Martha O'Driscoll and Robert Presbreak
berries.
Boil
5
minutes,
reand beautiful to be said about our
pie tins. This makes
ton;
they're
old
friends,
as
he
met
a double crust for a 9- move from fire, cool, and add lemon them when they all worked in his Lord, but perhaps nothing which
brings Him so close to needy huFor a one-crust pie, juice, rind, and spices. Fill unmanity as the fact that He had
tflour, % cup shortening, baked pie crust, cover top with first picture.
"come to seek and to save that
salt, and Wt to 3 table- strips, and bake 30 minutes in a hot
Seems that most-Hollywood stars which was lost" (v. 10). He was
(400 degrees) oven.
er.
There are pies in which you bake become shy and embarrassed when
1. Ever Interested in Sinners (w.
ous Rhubarb Pie.
just the crust, pies in which you they have to play a love scene—or 1-7). Jesus was on. this occasion
espoons quick-cooking
bake crust and filling, and other so we're told. But not Greta Garbo. coming up to Jerusalem for the last
a
pies which you don't bake at all. In The director explains what he wants time. The cross was ahead. He
isugar
this latter class are those pies whose and she falls into the mood of the was much taken up with His coming
salt
crust is placed in the icebox to cool, scene, relaxed and unselfconscioos. death and greatly straitened in
on grated orange rind
then filled with filling and cooled un- George Cukor, directing her in spirit (see Mark 10:32 and Luke
poon melted butter
til set. Here's a pie with crust, rich "Twins," says that some of the 12:50). He was passing through the
love scenes he's ever watched great and wicked city of Jericho,
ut rhubarb
and crumbly, a. filling that really finest
are
those
between Garbo and Mel- yet in the midst of His deep sorrow
st
melts in your mouth:
vyn
Douglas
hi this picture.
and out of the vast multitude of that
i ingredients and let .stand
Cpconut Custard Pie.
city He reached out to touch one
mites. Line a 9-inch pie
(Makes one 9-inch pie)
sinner.
pastry rolled one-eighth
When
Fay
Holden
played
Greer
2 egg yolks
i allowing pastry to extend
Zacchaeus was a man despised
Carson's
mother
in
"Blossoms
in
the
1V6 cups milk
pnd edge. Fold edge back
for his calling of tax collector, and
Dust," Fay's husband, David Clyde,
/
%
cup
sugar
igrim. Fill with rhunlayed butler. NOW she's beingvRob- hated for his dishonesty. He was
V4 teaspoon salt
re. Moisten edge of pasert Young's mo*her in "H. M. Pul- an outcast from his own people and
2 teaspoons gelatin
old water; arrange lattice
ham, Esq.," and again her husband a stranger to God's grace, but Jesus
Vt cup cold water
was interested in him. Are we ready
Soak gelatin in cold water. Cook is scheduled to "Yes, Madam" her. thus to go to seek and save the
e gg yolks, milk and sugar in double
lost? Are we better (or busier) than
LYNN SAXS:
boiler until thick and pour over gel"Bachelor's Children," winner of our Lord?
atin. Cool, add vanilla, and pour the 1941 Radio Guide award as the
2. Always Able to Save Sinner?
fP your pie crust short, over a crust made of:
year's best daytime radio serial, is (vv. 8-10). Zacchaeus was a rich
[ shortening jmd water ice ' 3 cups oven-popped rice cereal,
now heard from coast to coast over man, but he was a sinner. It is no<1
[possible, have your bowl
the NBC red network. Now hi its easy for a rich man to be saved,
rolled fine
and
when
-handling
the
seventh year, it still has the five but it can be done (see Matt.
% cup butter melted
1
your nngers as little as
actors and actresses who created 23-26). Read the preceding verses oJ
y
cup
sugar
4
to keep the heat from
the
principal roles.
Combine
cereal
crumbs,
sugar
and
that chapter (w. 16-22) and you
" from getting into the
'and press evenly around the
learn of another rich man who was
ODDS AND ENDS-Afler working not saved, the rich young ruler. He
and bottom of a pie pan. Chill
Rolling extra flour into
filling Pile meringue on top ialeh with leopard* in Universal'* "White was a far better man than 1
." Brian Donlevy had to fca«e first
n for this makes tough
honest, upright, honored in
of filling. Use 2 egg whites stiffly Savage
aid u>hen he was bitten by a baby pig . . . chaeus—
I*old
the
pastry
over
sevhis community. How was it tha
hasten
to
which
add
1
The
lerrie
Walters
given
credit
lor
writ" while .rolling to help slowly- and V* cup of coconut. Brown ing the story of "Small Town Deb." Ja . the wicked and despised rich man
O
y pastry. Never stretch
Wither* Intest fihn, is really Jane herself was saved and the good and respectlightly in broiler.
into the pan. Make it
ed rich man was lost?
Rex
Bell,
former
couiboy
star
and
hiuT^ making a successful meringue
°"gh before fitting into
ol Clara Bow. former "If girl, hat
J?t The egg whites until stiff and b'and
The answer is that the former ad
role in "Tombstone" . . . mitted
efossy then blend in sugar corn- ™ import«nt
that he was a sinner ana
""
wears
spectacles
m
some
should be baked
Ely to prevent beads of syrup
thus made it possible for Christ tt
H.
M.
Palham,
Esq.."
proving
the lower shelf of the
save him, while the latter loved him
K%i £ £ *£'top":
« to films i»0 role• m-• Colum•
self and his gold more than Chris
returns
oven expands
and" shut the door against His re#*««*
H«
r.
Com.'
"quid In pastry into
Singleton and
deeming love.
>ers - the crust rise to
"

1450-B sounds a n»w note! in jumpers—it has a jacket, too. The
jacket is long sleeved, waist
length, collarless—of a peasant
feeling which keys it perfectly for
the youthful, wide-skirted jumper.
The latter is cut with a square
neckline, low enough in front and
in back to allow a great part of
pretty blouses or soft sweaters to
be clearly visible. The jacket
makes this outfit warm enough to
carry you right through the early
autumn, and the whole outfit is so
slim you can wear it under a
winter coat easily. The jumper
closes with a placket in the1 side
which, may be closed with snaps,
hooks and eyes, buttons or a
zipper.
Corduroy in bright vibrant colors is the first choice for a fabric
for this jumper and jacket. Wool
tweeds, gabardine, scotch plaids,
flannels and velveteen are other
suitable materials.
Barbara Bell Pattern No. 1450-B U designed for sizes 11, 13. 15, 17 and 19. Corresponding bust measurements 20, 31, 33.
35 and 37. Size 13 (31) Jumper requires
3',i yards 36-inch material; jacket, 1
yards. Send your order to:

— T**^
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Advertised

SEWING CIRCLE PATTERN DEPT.
Room 1324
311 W. Wacker Dr.
Clilcato
Enclose IS cents in coins for
Pattern No
Size
Name
Addresa

Nervous Earth
After a great earthquake, the
ground near the epicenter may be
in almost incessant motion for
days, and numerous aftershocks
of varying intensity may be recorded for weeks, even months,
says Collier's. For example, the
Tokyo earthquake on September 1,
1923, was followed by 1,256 of these
aftershocks within 30 days.

_
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• Our readers should always remember
that our commuhity merchants cannot
afford to advertise a bargain unless it
IB a real bargain. They do advertise bargains and such advertising means money
saving to the people of the community.
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Predicts Needed CASS GRAND JURY Courtesy Light Check Will
THREE MEN
Increase h Corn Production TheINDICTS
Be Annual Affair In Iowa
Cass county grand jury, report-

The new 1942 farm program IV
re-- ing last Tuesday afternoon failed to.
cently announced by Secretary Of Ag- return an indictment against Graydon Headlights of 35,746 motor vehicles
Bullock, 95, Passes, Away at
riculture Wickard is not planning for Asay, Atlantic dairyman who was were tested during Iowa's Courtesy
ne of Son in Atlantic Followenough corn, according to Dr. T. W bound over seven weeks ago on a Light Check Month originally desiging Short Illness; Funeral SerSchultz, Iowa State college economist! charge of lascivious acts with a child. nated as August by Gov. George A.
The production goals and plans of Asay had been at liberty under $1,000 Wilson and continued through the
vices Monday Afternoon.
the program will cut the carry-over boad since his preliminary hearing. month of September by popular reof this grain from about 600 million Lou L. Bornholdt, Atlantic garage- quest. 25,105 cars were found to have
bushels
to 400 million bushels next man who was arrested^ in the same defective lights and 10,641 were found
D. Bullock, 95, Gass county's
case, was indicted on a charge of with lights in a satisfactory condition.
surviving veteran of th* Civil fall.
During peace time conditions,, the lascivious acts with a child and f urn- The light check was conducted by
and a former well known Anita
economist
states, such a drop in carry- ished $1,500 tend after his arrest the Iowa highway safety patrol with
ness man, passid away at 4:15
f( llow
: Saturday morning at the home over would present no dangers. Under |ir mg the grand jury's report. The the cooperation of the sheriffs and
present
emergency
and
war
- • - - - ' in
• • the
• Case which resulted the police departments of the towns
uncerj
f~ ^
* involved
is son and daughter-in-law, Mr.
in
charges being filed against the two wherein the drive was held. The
Mrs. Wayne Bullock, in Atlantic, tainities, h9wever, a larger rather
check showed that new cars just off
resulting froin, old age. Mr. than smaller margin of .safety is neces- men is Opal Cox, 11-year-old daughter the show floor were as liable to have
:
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Earl
Cox.
sary.
jWte
should
step
up
corn
producwk had been'in illtealth for
bad lights as the jjar^three to five years
• time and in a serious condition tion enough next year to add at least The two other indictments returned old. In most instances when the lights
by
the
grand
jury
wheij
it
reported
160
million
bushels
to
the
carrythe last six weeks.
were out of focus and adjustment, one
nah David! Bttllock was born over next fall instead of embarking were both on charges of operating or both of the lights were too high
a
motor
vehicle
while
intoxicated,
and
on
plans
which
reduce
them.
110,1846, in .S|fe*rburn, N. Y., the
Dr. Schultz indicated that the new named Lake Bear, local garageman, rather than too low.
of Wayne* aitft'Cornelia Skinner
One of the most common causes,of
program
will do much to facilitate I and Daniel M- Mallory, Omaha taxiock. D.uring the Civil war, he
bad
adjustment of the sealed-beam
ed one year in (Company A, 1st. better diets and that it will temper cab driver and a former resident of type of headlight was found to be
Anita.
Bear
was
taken
into
custody
by
ment, New York light artillery. rising prices of foodstuffs. But he
that the left light was so adjusted that
1869 he located in Waukee, Iowa, also believes that important changes the highway patrol near Anita and the beam, at a distance of over 150Mallory
was
arrested
by
the
patrol
was married there to Ella Fuller in the AAA program must be made.
near Lewis. He is' being held in jail 200 feet, would be striking the driver
sn. 16,1872. Following their mar- He recommends:
default of $1,000 bond. Bear furn- of the oncoming car directly in the
the couple resided in Waukee That the corn acreage allotments in isned
face.
be
discontinued
and,
in
their
place,
i
b°n<* in a like amount follow- Cars of several yea.ra.of age,-where
Rippey vicinities until locating
ing his arrest on the indictment.
iota in 18f£. .In 1898, they moved each farmer be asked to submit to the
Mrs. Jeannette Weimer of Anita was there had been no change of reflectors
nita, where Mr. Bullock was en- county AAA committee a plan which foreman of the grand jury, other or bulbs, were found to have lost their
d in the general mercantile busi- will meet carefully denned conserva- members of which were Otto Behrends, focus that to have such insufficient
tion needs. This plan must not include
until 1927.
Henry Clausen, Charles Dressier, Fran- light as to make for dangerous driv1925, Mr. Bullock and his son, an acreage of corn and soybeans in cis Miller, Herman Ryan and H. C. ing at night.
In Cedar Rapids, which,is in first
ne, purchased the Oransky store excess of the minimum conservation Thomson.
place in group 1 of the all-Iowa traffic
Ian tic, and with his son and grand- requirements for that farm.
safety contest sponsored by the state
has operated the business since, That each coun# committee presafety council with a death rate per
ftillock and .his grandson, Max pare a list of farm practices which, EXTENTION AGENTS
hundred thousand of 4.3, the light
k, after purchasing the Oransky if adopted, would measurably increase
ATTEND
MEETING
check showed that the percentage of
in Atlantic, continued the Anita the production of the produtcs for
which increases are asked in the new
County Agent Lester F. Soukup good lights was 53.9% when 840 of
until it was sold in 1927.
lowing the death of his wife in program. Thele practices should in- and Home Demonstration Agent Helen the 1560 cars, checked were found to
Mr. Bullock went to Atlantic clude those that would decrease live- M. Finney, are in Ames this week have satisfactory lights.
In rural communities the average
ake his iiome with his son and j stock diseases, encourage better use attending the annual conference of
of
protein
feeds
(which
appear
to
be
the
Iowa
State
college
extension
serper
cent of bad lights was aproj?imhter-in-law.
the limiting factor in feeding prac- vice.
ately 80%. In one such community
was a member of Obedience lodge
Annual meetings of the county the percentage of b.ad lights was 93.3%
JI80, A. F. & A. M., being a Mason tices), increase the productivity of
agents' and home demonstration when of 360 cars checked only 24 had
lore than 50 years, and was com- the soil, and similar practices.
That the funds available- to AAA agents' state associations were held satisfactory lights.
of the Gass county G. A. R.
be earmarked and used to reward Tuesday following special committee
In a follow-up check by the highway
riving, .besides the son at whose
farmers for adopting those farm prac- ' sessions on 'Monday. The general con- patrol made of garages it was found
he died, are two grandsons, Max
tices which the county committee finds ference opened today (Wednesday) and that hundreds of car owners who had
Wallace Bullock of Atlantic; four
continues through Friday.
not driven through the courtesy testgrandchildren, David, MJartha, will increase production.
The boosts in agricultural output j The general theme of the conference ing lanes had the lights of their cars
and Jean Bullock of Atlantic,
Job — Tomorrow's Liber- adjusted. Results of the checks were
so favorable that C. A. Knee, chief of
iw York and Arthur Bullock, hv- .
, ,
, _, „
d-wtu r»_i^_
I prices on the down grade. The Secre- The Cass county extension agents the Iowa highway patrol, has decided
•isoutn,uaKota.
I tary
, _ ofj, Agriculture
„ .. 1A. _ will
.,, presumably
ul _.
will be back in their offices Monday, to repeat it again next year.
services were held Monday spend a billion dollars of lend-lease j October 20.
oon at 3:30 o'clock at the Ro- ! funds for farm products. "This," said
William Crawford, Jr., who recently
Peacock & Baxter funeral home I Schultz, "coupled with the rapidly exresigned his position at the local post
H.
L.
Bell
spent
Sunday
in
Council
anfaV
fc> "'
tiJast,
f
anpc, itey.
panding United States income, is like- Bluffs visiting his niece, Miss Anita office, left Monday morning for Carroll, from which place, he, together
with a number of other boys from this
in the Atlantic cemetery, with
section of the state, was sent to the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edgar
(Bob)
Stinnett
the next season."
, ., .-.- • • .».— of Robert I me new program, he said, will be an*d sons, Don, Carl and Eddie, of U. S. Navy headquarters in Des
frand military rites at the grave. ^ firsrreal ^at of theflexibilityof Kansas City, Mo., were week end Moines. From Des Moines he goes to
the AAA. "With the. fesources at guests at the home of Mr. and Mrs. the Great Lakes Naval Training Station near Chicago.
5S
its disposal,, its organization, person- Chet. Turner and family.
TAXES
MOUNT
TO .$277,653.83 nel and funds, it will not be enough
••-'" •':v\'-'i;t::A;''
I for the AAA merely to urge farmers
county's federal taxes on four! to produce more. AAA has the pubBRIARD ALE'S
iry" items—gasoline, tobacco, , He machinery to work out with each
and sugar—gave the United farmer a farm management plan
treasury during the. past fis- which will minimize production on his
ALL THIS WEEK
year a total of $277?663.83 or farm. It has the organization and pergh to pay tor/7 fast medium sonnel to check performance of each
A Few of the Many Special Values At Our
to aid the national defense pro- farmer in the light of his plan, and
it has the funds necessary to reward
Store This Week — Ask For Circular
estimate has been made by such performance. The danger is
LUCKY 13 CANNED FOODS SALE
Criterion, national publication that AAA will stop with persuasion
distilled spirits field, through and not make use of its machinery
You
Buy 12 Cans and Get the 13th FREE
r
capita analysis of federal tax for more positive accomplishments."
toons during the last fiscal year.
hstrial organizations cooper- ANITA GIRL UNITED
in the study cited examples to IN MARRIAGE SUNDAY (
.the roles played by individual
Chocolate
Hershey s '/2 -Ib. Cake
Ur
Miss Jean Dement, daughter of Mr.
y" items, heavily taxed both
and by the states, in boost- and Mrs. Alfred Dement, was united
Briardale Ground — !/2-lb. Pkg.
1>e county's federal .tax payment. in marriage Sunday to Glen Teraberry,
rting to Lewis S. Rosenstiel, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Glen Tera1
chairman of Schenley Distillers berry, Sr., of Malcom. The ceremony
•oration, the county's share on a was performed at 12:30 o'clock at
capita basis of federal liquor the Christian church parsonage in Mus-,
Tall Corn — Select Pink Alaska
!s
—which were., recently raised for catine, Rev. Charles R. Hagee officiPound Can
time since July, 1940—was ating. Attending the bride and groom
Breakfast of Champions
''662.67. The county's tobacco were Miss Alyce Walker and Earl.
.2 Packages
. '
Payment, according to. a southern Bock.
" ' aBsociatidfi, was $100,134.39 The bride wore a blue-rose, semiLarge Bottle GWC
that industry second only to sheer street length dress with brown
°r as a source of excise revenue. accessories and her attendant wore a
Timely Special
™ Petroleum industry, whose tax brown and plaid street length dress
!
13'/2-oz.Can
comes mostly from motorists, with brown accessories.
d
Mrs Teraberry is a graduate of the
for the U." S. $49,228.08 in
Briardale Quality
Coui
>ty, and federal sugar taxes Anita high school with the Class of
Quart Jar
1939
and
for
the
past
year
has
been
to $10,628.7*
1
employed
as
office
girl
at
the
Anita
the country as a whole, these
"Get More Out of Life With Coffee" O y
^kgories netted th8 treasury a Municipal Utilities office. Mr. TeraBriardale — Pound
*• • ^
of
?1,936,862,891 during the fis- berry is a graduate of the Malcom,
r
—
1000
Sheet
JQ_
reat
> according to the Mda's Cri- high school and of the University o f ,
Iowa. He was a teacher in the Anita
10 Rolls
T«*C
"> Study.
.
,
high school during the second semester,
Briardale
last year and at% the present time is
and Mrs. Robert Howard and
b«
Cello Bag
Mrs. (Melvin Key were in Des employed by ^Stanley Engineering
Sunday where the men attend- Co at Mfuscatine where they will make
BcinanaS Delicious Golden Fruit — 2 '/2 -Ibs.
co
«vention of the jKraft buying their home at 900V, Eas^Ninth Street.
•and purchased clothes " for
Bakery Special
Mrs. Ge^gI~E7sn"oW and daughter,
.Mr. 'Howard remained for
Cheryl, of Des Moines are visiting
GFor
•ng on Monday. • "
here at the home of her sister, Mrs.

STATE-WIDE SALE

.

;

Gelatin or Jello

Per Packa e

*

5c
13c
13c

Pepper
Pancake Flour Ta" Corn -3Jb-Sack 13c
21c
Salmon
Wheaties
13c
Catsup
13c
Fruit Cocktail
19c
Apple Butter
Bathroom Tissue
Marshmallows

15c

Cinnamon Twists

•grave'.ing of Highway No. 148, Charles Gipple and husband.
, '"** south from Anita to highif Bloom, °- 92, was started last week.
Forshay
HI-, a«d .Mis«,
, * «*vei has been pile4 along the ington, Moine"
"visited
in
Anita
SunB
e f
° *e w»d for about two
of .the Intersection of
x
No. 92 and, 148.
>

MR. FARMER—Egg prices are high. The government is guaranteeing you 22c per dozen Chicago
basis.. Feed for more eggs. Use Roberts Egg Feeds.
The price is low—the quality high. For sale here.

CASS DEFENSE BOARD
WILL HOLD MEETING

NUMBER 42

FORMER RESIDENT
HERE PASSES AWAY

At its third meeting last Wednesday, the Cass county defense board
made plans for a county wide meeting to be held at the city hall in At- Mrs. Belle Carlton, 80, Dies at Home
lanitc today (Wednesday) at 10 a. m.,
for the purpose of launching the "Food of Daughter in Cromwell, Iowa,
Following Stroke; Funeral Serfor Defense" program in the county.
vices Held Here Monday.
John McLaughlin . of Winterset, field
man for the AAA in this district,
gave a summary of* what was expectFuneral services were held Monday
ed of the county national defense
board and instructions for the pro- afternoon at 2 o'clock at the Methodist church here for Mrs. Belle Carlgram of the county meeting.
McLaughlin also discussed the com- ton, 80, a former resident of Anita,
ing farm survey which the AAA will who passed away at 6 o'clock -Siiturmake to determine exact intentions for **ay afternoon at the home of her
the crop and livestock productions in daughter, Mrs. Harry Brink, in Crom1942.
As soon* as the survey is com- well. She had suffered a severe stroke
pleted, results will be forwarded to earlier in the day.
Rev. Arthur V. Long, pastor of the
WashingtonAfter some discussion, the,,group church, was in charge of the rites and
voted to invite the following organ- music for the services was furnished
izations to the county meeting: the by Mrs. Raymond Lantz who was aceditors or representatives of the five companied at the piano by Mrs. Flora
county papers, the three county Triple V. Stone. She sang, "Going Dbwn
A committee members, the 48 AAA the Valley" and "The Old Rugged
township committeemen, 16 township Cross." Interment was made in Everwomen chairmen for the Triple A, green cemetery with W. T. Biggs,
the three Farm Security supervisors George Smither, Robert Cooper, Dan
or other representatives, members of Spiker, M. C. Hutchison and Ed. L.
the supervisory board for the Cass Newton acting as pallbearers.
county farm security administration, j Sarah Arabelle McElfresh was born
representatives of the Federal Land ' on April 5, 1861, at Wheeling, W. Va.,
bank, production credit, "farm bureau a daughter of Jessie and Elizabeth Mcand extension service, which will in- Elfresh. When a girl three years old
clude the 16 members of the board she moved with her parents, to Long
of directors, four county officers, chair- Point, 111., wh«re on Nov. 23, 1887,
men of the 4-H boys' committee, 4-H she was united in marriage to Bengirls' committee, members of junior jamin David Carlton.
farm bureau and women's home pro- Following their marriage, they lived
ject, managers of local creameries, at Ancona, 111., until 1893 when they
supervisors and directors of cow test-!moved to a fa"« northeast of here,
ing association, managers of the cold In 1896> they returned to Illinois and
storage lockers; director of surp'.us lived there until 1900, when they again
commodities, county superintendent moved to a farm northeast of here.
of schools, representatives of the five! In 1924 they moved to Atlantic and
banks in the county, local elevators lived there until Mr. Carlton passed
and cooperatives, local veterinarians, awav in 1937- Following her husthe four vocational agricultural in- band's death, Mrs. Carlton moved to
structors, managers of the farm loan '. Cromwell where she has since made
divisions, insurance companies owning ! her home with her daughter,
farms in the county, ,Red 'Cross re-1 Th1"66 children were born to this
presentative, commercial clubs and' u n i o n ' Mrs- Dor* Brink, at whose
chamber of commerce members of all home she died, Ed. F. Carlton of Anita
towns if the county, members of the a»d Dr. J. R. Carlton of Chicago, who
Cass county board of supervisors, com- ! together with one sister, Miss Dora
mander of the American Legion, re- McElfresh of Anita, six grandchildren
presentative from the ministerial as- and one S™* granddaughter are leftsociation, local draft board, county to mourn her death.
seef producers, sheep and wool grow- \
ers and county planning board.
WARN IOWA HUNTERS

URGE FARMERS TO
SEND SAMPLES NOW

TO USE PRECAUTION

Iowa hunters would do well to follow mother's traditional last advice,
Dr. R. H. Porter, head of the seed "be careful," as they leave on hunting
laboratory maintained by the Iowa trips this season, the state health deState college extension service, sent partment commented today, announcword to County Agent Lester Soukup ing that accidental deaths from firethis week that he can give much bet- arms increased ten and a half per cent
ter and quicker service on seed test- last year over 1939.
ing if farmers will send samples in ] "Carelessness, contrary to mother's
now than if they wait until the rush usual admonition, was the causative
season which begins after January 1. factor in many of these deaths," the
Dr. Porter points out that red department said. Totals gave 42 acclover, sweet clover, timothy, flax and cidental firearms deaths in 1940 corngrain seed can be sent in anytime pared with 38 the previous year.
now and very soon it should be pos-1 The manner of injury was not stated
sible to send in seeds of soybeans, in 33 of the 1940 firearms deaths but
sorghum and corn.
j on the basis of past records, the deThe seed laboratory annually hand- partment told that accidental disles between 10 and 20 thousand sam- charge of guns in homes, in or around
pies of seed for Iowa farmers and automobiles, and while putting guns
seed dealers and when the bulk of into cars or removing them was resthese samples is sent in during the ponsible for a majority of these
latter part of the winter, the work of ^ deaths,
the laboratory is greatly complicated.' Four of the deaths were reported
This service is free to farm bureau as having resulted from accidental
members, Soukup stated.
j discharge of guns as the hunters
Information relative to sending climbed through fences. One came
samples for purity and germination as the result of the accidental firing
tests can be obtained from the county : of a gun in the hands of a companion
agent's office or by writing to the and another while the gun was being
Seed Laboratory, Iowa State college,' cleaned.
Wbunds sustained while hunting in
Ames, Iowa.
open fields were responsible for two
FLANAGAN FINISHES
additional deaths, and another fa-

WORK IN F.B.I. SCHOOL ;talit
y resulted from firearm injury in
a duck marsh. In addition, two huht-

Sergt. Mark W. Flanagan of the ' ers were frozen to death last year in
Iowa,highway patrol was one of 38^ duek blind officers who were graduated Saturday j "From the records, it would' apfrom the Federal Bureau of Investiga- pear," the- department said, "that the
tion police academy's 12-week course.'. greatest safety lies in not loading the
Flanagan is stationed at Atlantic. | gun until actually ready for use. The
The graduation exercises, in Wash- records also prove conclusively that
ington, D. C., also marked the closing | 'mother knows best.' "
of the annual re-braining session of |
the academy, attended by several hun- I Raymond Wagner of St. Joseph,
dred graduates of the academy's pre-; Mo., spent the week end in Anita
vious 17 sessions.
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
The re-training session this year J. A. Wagner, and other relatives and
was devoted particularly to advanced friends.
instruction in investigative and techMiss Kathryn Wteimer, who is atnical aspects of espionage, sabotage,
and other internal security matters. tending a business college at Grand
Island, Neb., spent the week end in
Mr % and Mrs. Darrell Brown and. Anita visiting at the home of her
son, Joe, of Eldora, Iowa, spent the parents, Dr. and Mrs. F. D. Weimer.
week >end in Anita visiting at the
Virgil Petersen of Waukon, Iowa,
home of Mr. and Mts. R. R. Arnett
spent the week end here visiting his
and family.
[father, Peter R. Petersen, and his
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Joy and their mother who is seriously ill at the Atdaughter, Mrs. HaroldxSorensen and.lantic hospital. Mrs. Petersen subhusband of Churdair," Iowa, spent Sun- mitted to a major operation several
day visiting at the home of Mr. and weeks ago and has received three
Mrs. Chas. Dressier and with other' blood transfusions since. She ia, howrejatives and friends.
' ever, reported to be recovering nicely.
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COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.

QUARTERLY STATEMENT. SUMMARY OF PROCEEDINGS.

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

Clerk's, Office, Anita, Iowa,
September 1, 1941.
School DistricToTAnita IndepenThe Town Council met in regular dent, Township of Grant County of
PHONE 300
Phone 29
We Deliver
session with the following members, Cass, for the quarter ending October
present:
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND
Mayor Darrow; Councilmen Dement, 'we hereby certify that the followFRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
true and
and correct
correct rep^
report of
toward
and Petersen.
™S " a true
Howard and
PEAS, early June Brimful), 6 No. 2 cans
The minutes of previous meetings the proceedings pertaining to financial
APPLES, Jonathan or Golden Delicious, basket. $1.19 were
•ere read and approved.
||mm.i,cio
matters *»~
and ^-.^..0^
expenses —
of --the above
SYRUP, new pack, No; 10 can $9c — No. 5 can
The Treasurer's report was read1!\ named school district for the quarter
q"a«er
PUMPKIN, 2 No. 2 cans
19c
SOAP, Blue Barrel, 2 giant bars
and approved..
I| designated,
designated, as
as required
required by
by S.
S. F.
F. 360,
360
of
the
49th.
General
Assembly,
CLORO'X, quart jar
19C
Acts
Assembly
COFFEE, Butter-Nut, regular or drip, 2-lb. tin
The following bills were allowed
a copy of -which has been filed with
and ordered paid:
SARDINES,
in mustard; pound can, 4 for
SWEETHEART TOILET SOAP, 4 bars
20c
the county superintendent and posted
Corporation Fund.
or published as required by law on
PEACHES, in heavy syrup, Yellowstone 2 'IN<
XT' •49c
L. Bills, salary and
CHERRIES, red pitted, 2 No. 2 cans
29c George
21/2 cans ...'
'
dogs
$ 68.00 the 1st. day of October, 1941.
Fred
Pratt,
salary
60.00 PROCEEDINGS, PERTAINING TO
BUTTER, pound print
<
35C
CHILI CON CARNE, P. & G., 2 cans . . .
C. F. Darrow, salary
10.00
FINANCIAL MATTERS AND
OATS, Clover Farm, large tube
18c Solon A. Karrrs, salary
GREEN BEANS,fancy cut, 2 No. 2cans '.'.',['
15.00
EXPENSES.
Chas. Wilson, police
6.00
Celery — Carrots —Lettuce •— Cabbage —
CORN STARCH, pound package, 3 for
23c Chas. Taylor, police
6.00
July 14th., 1941.
Fred Bxline, police
8.00
A
motion
was
made
and
secondMARSHMALLOWS, pound cello bag
13C Clarence Wallace, labor
1.75 ed that the following budget
Faulkner Insurance Agency,
estimate be accepted, General Fund Bureau of Educational ReCelery — Lettuce — Apples — Oranges
Company, books
insurance
76.00 $18,083.00, School House Fund, $3,1.76 Scott search & service, account ..
& Co'm;
Anita Oil Company, gas . . . . 4.77 030.00.
D. C. Heath & Company,
pany, books
Anita Lumber Company, maAll present voted aye
6.94
books
terials
47.48
+ 4
Motion carried.
Iowa
Press
A
s
s
o
c
i
a
t
i
o
n
,
1.96
A motion -was made and second- books
•f C. W. Clarjiy, supplies
15.30 H. A. Gill, freight ..
REEL NEWS
Established 1883.
Anita Municipal Utilities, hall
ed that the Anita State Bank be Lorenz Publishing Company,
wrge O. Smithers'," post
lights
1.02 named as a depository for school disPublished Every Thursday and Entered
*1.52
books
cards
Road
Fund.
Because
of
the
crowds
that
have
trict
funds
for
the
ensuing
year.
at the Poatoffice, Anita, Iowa, aa
Dement Implement Company,
Lawrence
Hofmeister, labor
Bryan
Parker,
labor
l.OB
taken advantage of the big bargain
All present voted aye.
Second Class Mail Matter.
22.95 H. A. GiH, freight ..
account, oil
2.80
shows on Wednesday and Thursday, Fred Exline, labor
Motion carried.
Mra. Cecil Krohn, 3 weeks
Cecil G. Bndd
Editor the evening programs will start at Dan Breen, labor
1.05 A motion was made and second- A. C. McClurg & Company
9.47 nurse
supplies
Light
Fund.
7
and
9
p.
m.
This
week
another
top
ed that Miss Maxine Pershing
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Year
Pratt Paper Company, supTed Biumlton, labor '.'.'.'.'.'."
ranking feature and short subjects will Anita Municipal Utilities,
be elected as teacher for the ensuing
'8.42 Anita Municipal Utilities,
Official Town and County Newspaper be shown. Come early and avoid the
plies
street lights
66.30 year at a salary of $115.00 per
Pacific Press Publishing Aslights & water
No further business appearing a month.
crotwds.
Member of National Editorial
sociation,
books
8.55
•
*
*
motion
to
adjourn
carried.
West
Iowa Telephone ComAll present voted aye.
Association, and
George O. Smithers, stamps ..
1.00
pany, telephone
Solon A. Karns,
"Navy Blue and Gold," the spectacuMotion carried.
Town Clerk.
Zurfluh Greenhouses, seed ..
1.33 Anita Oil Company, account
lar Navy picture, comes to the Anita
July 28th., 1941.
Jack Sprat Store, account
Omaha
School
&
Supply
Comtheatre Friday and Saturday and SatA motion was made and' second28.76 Joe Vetted, secretary
urday matinee. It features James PROCEEDINGS OF THE
ed that the district purchase Frank- pany, account
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS lin County, 111., coal from the Anita Anita Tribune, printing
67.93 H. A. Gill .freight ....'.'.'.'.
Stewart, Robert Young and Lionel
Winona Kyle, music book . . . .
Holley
School
Supplies,
supBarrymore and shows the careers of
Lumber
Company
at
$7.42
per
ton
Court House,
plies
4.69 Allen Colbert, labor at school!
the
youths,
all
from
different
walks
delivered
in
bin.
Atlantic,
Iowa,
AVERAGE CAR ON IOWA FARMS
Buck Knowlton, labor
6.00 iC. Hi. Merchant, mileage ....
September 15, 1941.
All present voted aye.
SIX YEAS OLD; WORTH $115 of life, who attend the world's greatest training school, Annapolis. The
P. C. Petersen, labor-yard ..
5*0 Phil McLaughlm, labor ..!.
The Board of Supervisors of Cass
Motion carried,
Marjorie
Hendricks,
typing
.
elegant
story
is
enhanced
with
excitCounty,
Iowa,
met
in
adjourned
ses2.00
A mption was made and secondThe average automobile on Iowa
Total
ed that Miss Rose Marie LaGrange Anita Municipal Utilities,
farms in 1940 was six years old and ing scenes on the football Reid, dra- sion with all members present:
matic
and
colorful
parade
ground
Hawley
Lynch,
Chairman,
G.
E.
lights
&
water
•.
3.21
had an estimated value of approxibe elected as teacher for .tye ensuing
AFFIDAVIT OF SBCRETABl
mately fllS.OO, G. C. Lloyd, presi- scenes actually taken at Annapolis and Eshelman, F. L. Possehl, F. W. Wiese year at a salary of $l4o.6d per Buck Knowlton, labor
2.50
I,. Joe Vetter, Secretary of]
comedy
and
romance
that
guarantee
and
W.
H.
WohlenhatisV
month.
dent of the Iowa highway users conLawrence Hofmeister, labor . 10.00 above named School District, do!
top
notch
entertainment.
One
of
the
Minutes
of
September
2nd.
were
apference, said today. To operate that
All present voted aye.
Anita Municipal Uitlities,
by certify that this report,
Motion carried.
vehicle the average farmer had to highlights is the famous Army-Navy proved as read.
lights & water
2.75 1, 2 and' 8, is a true and
football
game.
The
bond
of
Ross
C.
Bailey,
Soldiers'
pay $46.61 in taxes in 1940 to the
No objectors being present, it
A. W. Moore, books lor
* • •
statement of the proceedings u
Relief Commissioner, was approved. moved and seconded that the budget
federal and state governments.
school
7.30 ing to financial matters of theL
Ringing
the
bell
again
for
its
true
The
refund
of
Frank
A.
Schmidt,
"Farm vehicles are in general older
as filed and published be adopt- Hammond & Stephens, books
of said District for the quarto]
and worth less than their city cousins, interpretation of American life, "Life Grove Township, transmission line ed.
& supplies
24.55 ing October"15.£, 1941.
tax,
was
granted.
Begins
for
Andy
Hardy"
will
be
it is believed the agricultural families
All present voted aye.
Charles Wood, keys
5.00
Joe Vel
The first and second quarterly rerun their cars longer, not turning them shown on the screen of the theatre
Motion carried.
M. E. Quint, piano tuning ..
4,00
.•
•
,
.
Seen
Sunday,
Mbnday,
Tuesday
and
Sunday
ports
of
'Harry
Jordan,
Sheriff,
were
in for younger cars as frequently as
August 25th., 1941. West Iowa Telephone ComSubscribed
and
sworn
to
approved.
matinee.
This
latest
venture,
which
do car owners in the cities and subA motion was made and second- pany, telephone
4.68 this 4th. day of October, A. D.ll
2 P. M., the time set for open- ed that Mrs. Ruth Turley be elected
stantial numbers of used cars migrate finds Andy facing life away from jin At
Neff
Hardware,
supplies
..
bids for c
6.40
Charles E.
family ties and the protective influ-! S
<«d for the County Home, as teacher for the ensuing year
from the cities to the farms.
A.
A.
Johnson,
account
....
12.70
."These statistics on farm cars show ence Carvel, results in a sobered young three bids were opened,
at a salary of ?126.00 per month.
Underwood - Elliott
Fisher,
unmistakably that the great burden of man—and Andy who realizes that| Moved by Possehl, seconded by
All present voted aye.
(Mrs. Henrietta Clark went to]
typewriters
,
244.60
state and federal automotive taxation living constitutes something more than Bshelman, to accept the low hid of the Motion carried.
celsior Springs; 1Mb., Thursday ^
McGregor-Magazine Subscripschool
dances
and
football
games.
The
Farmer's
Elevator
of
Marne
at
$8.00
falls especially heavily upon the agSeptember 1st., 1941. tion, agriculture order .., 20.35 she will spend some time
er
ton
for 25 tons of Franklin
rjculural population, who depend upon plot in brief deals with Andy's de- ; P
A motion was made and second- Des Moines Music House,
treatments for the benefit of i
their automobiles for earning a live- cision to try his hand at business in County, Illinois lump coal and the At- ed that the salaries of M¥. M'. books
health.
2.14
lihood and carrying on essential ac- a big city. His path is crossed again lantic Building Supply Company was VT. Feller, MSss 'WSnona Kyle, Miss
tivities more than does any other by Betsy, (played by\Tudy Garland) awarded the contract for 25 tons of Lucile Buchanan, Miss Gretchen Budd. School Speciality Supply, supMrs. Carrie Reynolds «..
plies
who helps him out of many an em- j Ulinois No. 10 Stoker Coal at $7.75
2 40
class."
- her home here Friday after i
er
Mrs.
Francis
Smith,
launmrrassing situation. What happens P ton, which also was the low bid, Miss Leona Dominy and Miss Jetta
several weeks .visiting at the!—•,
Di
,„
dry
Robert Kelly, 4-year-old son of j {i n" the
£ "*" is best described by ; a11 delivered to the County Farm.
""* l"'~
11.
Knowlton be raised $5.00 per month.
her
daughter; Mrs. Ben Kirktoj
sa
" ' picture
•
Motion carried.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Vincent Kelly, escaped y'ng that here is a Hardy
School Service Company, supAll present voted aye.
family,
at Norwalk, Iowa.
'
tnat W
plies
'.
with
— minor
__ _ bruises
__. »»„,,„ •-»«*«««
Sunday
jr afternoon
x uci nuuii 'i — ">U
—~ take
"~~~~ 'its
*-' f»«**-^s
place with
*» *i>u the
i>uc LFcjjL
best
**lt/VCu Oy VV16S6) SCCOHClGCl DV '^Voh*
1.34
Motion carried.
of
when he was struck by a car driven
*hem, if not topping the previous, lenhaus, to grant a renewal and exEconomy
Company,
I,
Mrs. Charles Georgen, Jr.,
A motion was made and second- The
h.r Solon
o«i™ A.
A Karns.
vr
„,,
, . was ones
„„„„- Featured
peatured with
ckey Rooney tension of the School Loan to C. H.
books
by
The lad
with jjj
Mickey
2.46
ley is becoming very adept at
ed that the salary of Francis Smith
and Jud
crossing;Highway No., 148 to the east,
y Garland, are Louis Stone,
et al., on the NW%
,
Oliver Burdettt Company,
During the past 15 months sly
about thirty feet south of its junction dark-eyed
. Ann Rutherford
„.„ and
„„„ a„ new.«;„-, Section 20, 77-34, subject to the ap- be increased to f 85.00 per month and books
3.26 knitted 72 sweaters. Alloftbe
the
salary
of
Phil
McLaughlin
be
inwith U. S. No. 6 in Anita when the comer, Patricia Dane, an eye-filling proval of the abstract by the County
McCormick-.Mothers Comera have \o&g sleaves, with!
creased to $42.50 per month.
A
car driven by Karns struck the boy, beauty who plays the part of the big Attorney.
**
pany, books
4745 them cardigans and the '
All'"present
voted
aye.
citv vam and
Motion carried.
knocking him down. Mr. Karns was
P
has Andy doing nip-ups.
South - Western Publishing
Motion carried.
slip-overs.
traveling south at the time of the
The following domestic animal
accident. The boy got up and started
claims were allowed and the Auditor DISBURSEMENTS, EXPENSES TO
CLASSES
off after the mishap, but was taken
authorized to write warrants for the
THE DISTRICT.
FOR 28-YEAR-OLDS same
to a physicians office for medical atList of Warrants of Previous
tention.
T j I*
:
' Robert Cleeland. 2 sheen . S 12 Ofi
Quarter.
Induction of reg.strants, other than Gratt Dougherty, 3 sheep
20 25
volunteers, who were 28 years of age Leo Glynn calf
' ' ' nS SCHOOL HOUSE FUND-DISor older on July 1, 1941, has been H. R. Herrick,
BURSEMENTS.
Name of Per^Pirm or Corporation
to Whom Paid
For What.
C. F. DARROW,

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

v

—

v

tt

Carjrf franklin fyu
Nut Coal Now Oafraek

THE FARMERS COOP

420.00
tal

J°

PRINTED
WITH
I)
ITOUR NAME?
SMART DESIGN?

11^1-

784000

FUND-DISBURSEon his own application when not in
and geese
; 55.55 GENERAL MENTS
conflict with national defense.
Glenn A. Shields, 3 sheep . . . 20.25 Name of Person, Firm of Corporation
Newton E. Taylor, 3 sheep .. 14.6!
to Whom Paid.
so released shall be transferred to a
Session and Mileage Claims.
For What.
A
reserve component of the land forces , Hawley Lynch
5 QQ West Iowa Telephone Com°
the same as one who had served the
pany, telephone
full training period and, when quali4.69
g.10 Joe Vetter, secretary
fied in the judgement of his superior : F. L. Possehl
25.00
5 _ 65 Rock Island MHor Transit',
officers, shall be given a certificate of F. W. Wiese
W. H. Wohlenhaus
g OQ
freight
satisfactory service.
1.14
Moved by Wiese, seconded by Eshel- Charles Ingram, labor
It is estimated that the amendment
15.00
affected about 8,000,000 men, or ap- man, to adjourn until October 1st. or J| bur Young, mi , eaffe ;"'
7.96
' proximately one-half of all men regis- on call of Chairman.
Wilbur Young, June salary
J'JJ
Motion
carried.
West Iowa Telephone Comtered for Selective Service on October
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
pany, telephone . . .
.
16, 1940. About 120,000 of these men
6 76
, .. .
Chairman.
Anita Munieipa, ^^
'
j'had been inducted for military train- li Attest:
"Jfnts
and
water
ing prior to last July 1.
M. E. Hubbard,
A. R. Kr>y
"•<">
Ehuppl^s
I 1 ,._i.
) Hereafter registrants who are dei.,
ilo.U^
qno
County Auditor.
i
ferred by reason of age will continue
Old age assistance checks were given
to be classified in the same manner as
10.00
to
497 Cass county residents during
(other registrants, except that they
Joe
Vetter,
secretary
bond"
5.00
will be given no physical examination, the month of September totaling $10 - t-rmme Brown, trip
3.40
528.40
or
an
average
check
of
$21.18"
Charles Ingram, i abor
and except that those of such registrants who are being classified for the 7 checks were sent to blind residents salary
30.00
0 or a
Charles Ingram, n t h .
(first time and who are not classified
salary
into Class IV, Class III, or Class IIcnecK
60.00
Charles Wram
, will be placed in Class I-H. Those
K ' w ' n , iI fY
iDor
regular monthly P. T. A. meet15.00
;of such registrants who are classified
itrs,
5.00
into Class I or Class W-E before be•—.va iiigram, balance ofr
be
held
Thursday
evening
at
8
o'clock'
salary
coming entitled to deferment by rea17.50
son of age, will be placed into Class at the high' school auditorium An
I-H and Class IV-E-H respectively executive meeting will be held at I
16.92
upon becoming entitled to deferment 7:30 p. m. A talk on national defense '' Bureau
by Rev. A. T. Evans and a talk on
by reason of age.
fire prevention by Fire Chief Robert M. M.
.40
Scott will be featured on the program Nt'wson
16.76
Mrs. Flora V. Stone has returned to The normal twinine girls will super& Company, ats
count
her home here after spending several
.66
days in Des Moines visiting relatives. attending the meetng
- Ceppert Company,
maps
8.57

<~: •»«,„—;

SEE SAMPLES OF THESE
CARDS AT TRIBUNE
L

OFFICE TODAY

IT IS
NEW!
We Invite You To Seethe New Modern ~,
Added To Our Battery Department

THE NEW i,

MERCURY QUICK CHARGER
Which Charges Your Battery In the Modern
l?p£oveiBy ****** Battery Manufacturers,
est Car Manufacturers, Society of Automotive
gmeers and Bureau of Standards, U. S. Governme
It Is No Longer Necessary For You To Wait
for Your Battery To Be Charged. This
Modern Approved Method Cha/ges Your
thei Amazing Time ot 15 To46 Minutes,
Without Removing the Battery From Your
NEW GUARANTEED BATTERIES
PRICED AS LOW

0. W.

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

USI

Fun for the Whole Fami

making
will not

ByEDWHEELAN
-

BI6 TOP
GOSH,"DAP" I BET/V/O KID

EVER HAD A SVMELLER
frUNCH OF FRIENDS THAN
ME - VOU.AM'HAL AN'
MVP A AN''FLIP" AN' "BUTCH"
AN1 EMER'&ODV - GEE
I'M A LUCKV KID
AW RIGHT "

,.,„, / OF THEM HAVE PROBABLV
SEEN VfcJU AND "SUN SHINE " IN
THE "MCN^S" SO VOU'LL. &E
THE MA\N ATTRACTION, BUT
MVRA tAN PUT ALTA THRU
AMP SOME CPj
HER
US'3OEyS \N1LL DO CO
BEST TO
AMUSE,
ALSO "

THERE'S A BIS CHILDREN'S HOSPflWI THE Tb\WN VMHERE "WE SHOW TOMQRRC
AMD 1TH1HK SOME OF US OUGHT
->TO GO OVER. AND 6IVE
THE F00f5 yauNS STEPS
"
tA LITTLE ENTERTA
\WHAT DO VOU

SPtAKIN<5 OF KIPS, RH
REMINDS ME THAT I
NWST SEE HAL ABOUT
A BENEFIT

GOOD IDEAO
\t>" - VM
TW VOU I.',

Whea baking
tatoeK turn ther
mlt even br
Me»to cooked nt

;tUret not only save
ia« not overcooked
^*»«« tender an
1*! ""»»« Iresh
fcoji table llMnn

Frank Jay Markey Syndicate. Inc,

LALA PALOOZA

By RUBE GOLDBERG

Big Game

ARISTOPOLIS JUNIOR,
DONT BOTHER ME WHILE
I'M HOUSE-CLEANJN*6O IN THE KITCHEN AN"
TALK TO YOUR PAPA

KEEP
THE FLIES OFF
NAPOLEON FOR
THE SUMMER

OUGHT TO PROTECT
YOUR HANDS
WHEN YOU
WORKING

I'M SURE I
LEFT YOUR RUBBER
GLOVES HERE ON
THE PIANO

MY PAPA'S
TOO BUSY PUTTIN
PAPER CAPS ON
LAMB CHOPS

GIVE 'EM
TO ME,QUICK,
BABETTEMY HANDS
MUST BE
NICEAN'SOFT
WHEN THAT
HAND-KISSIN"
FOREIGNER ,
COMES
TO DINNER

BANG! BANG!
ARISTOPOUS
JUNIOR
SHOOT

BIO ELK!

S'MATTER POP—Very Technical
NICE UTTLE FELLAH!
HOW MANY IH
FAMIUV?

fWW BlWf W7H£ DIET I910J
COCRfiCTTHe CAUSE OF T«T

By CM. PAYNE

"

OOP!
HOW
OUR

OFWIRBR.

Boad of Merit;
There is but one strai
to success, and_that is i
man who is successful is {
who is useful. Capacity)
lacks opportunity. It can i
main undiscovered, because]
sought by top many anxious ti
it.—Bourke Cockran.

%j

MESCAL IKE a, & L. HUNTLEY
/IP i CAM JEST"
/ SIT THAR IN
I TIME rULW

^DAOSUMMiT.
._.,_
- 1 FERGOTXeOlM1 FOR.^

NS.UJCK.V !

1 FERGOT,
THAT TOO /

V

quickfy

Jl
NOJE
COUCH 0

•^T

Happiest Man j

He is the happiest, behel
or peasant, who Bnds peace!
home.^-Cfoethe.
j

O
iTtM* Hwt •«•. a a rpL <
*.vnwi»J

£

• a nigging i

POP—Reciprocation

By J. MILLAR WATT

HOW CAN YOU AFFORD TO
| CHARGE HIAA
TWO
)OLLAC?5 A
TON

-JUST BECALTSE
FRIEUD OF

H&S

A

fVtiMtlon and g«

i GIVE HIM A

t;,. use Do*
^1 art ctpeci
ktdntyi. M

SACK
BECAUSE
A FRIEND
OF Hiff./

2» liOS ANGEI
*A0
Relemd by Tt» B.ll 3ynillc«l«. Inc..

The World
At It.
Worst

THE

2S3S

SPORTING
HING

HOTE

CLAR
the «no
•itUo tb«

•K?d.Tof,j^5;j

GLUYAS
WILLIAMS

THE oisooxfERv

HOTEL CLA K r- r e you#^
SlAr A hotel **'7««a«r

By

-THE eoEsts, WHO HK

ftHD SAVED AND 5-<AV£D. CAM»t
6ET triEIR CAR; STARTED

%&&

LANG
ARMSTRONG
IfB U»V« tt?"
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BY THE WAY

^^^^^^^^™^

Maduff s

f
METHODIST CHCRCH
*
By L. F. M.
t
Arthor V. Long, Partor.
t
,. + + + + . » . - • - • » - • « • + + «• +
It isn't hard to guess who builds
Church School at 10 a. m. Lee K.
fires at Jake Lindblom's house.
WE DELIVER
Nichols, acting superintendent.
worship
a. m. with
It seems that the box elder bugs are Church
v,..
--—-r at- 11
• -- — "What
THURSDAY—FBBBAy--SATIJRDAY
making their annual migration from the sermon by the pastor on,
here to there. We saw one playing is Sin.
Evening worship at 7:30 p. m.
.hide and 8eek with itself in a young
BUtter
*"+&***!
Ja'a^risV'ch-urclT Sunday: W. Prayer meeting at the church Wedheld our breath and wondered what nesday evenmg *™m J:30 Jo ».
^
Fresh. Haw or Pasteurized
would happen if the bug should lose
Choir practice at the church WedRich, Pure — Quart
its way and fall down her neck . . . nesday evening at 8
The Cass county Methodist roucn
but it was very sure footed.
YANKEE DOODLE
A FULL LINE OF
Fellowship will meet Sunday at the
* * *
Atlantic
Methodist church at 4 p. m.
HUSKING GLOVES
Did you know that in some of the
HUSKING HOOKS
Our
young
people will leave from the
beauty shops now-a-days, the operator
AND MITTS
parsonage
at 3:30. Bring lOc for
requests her customers to bring along
49c Up
$1.98 PER DOZEN
lunch.
inuii.
their own bobby and hair pins? If
The district Woman's Society of
AND UP
they fail to take along the pins they
Christian
Service convention will be
have to pay extra . . . the Anita shops
held
Thursday,
Oct. 23, at the BroadBLANKET LINED
aren't so mercenary, we hope!
way Methodist church in Council
* • •
HUSKING SLEEVES
JACKETS
One of the prettiest . . . no, the Bluffs. Call reservations to Mrs. F. D.
very
prettiest, bouquet at church Sun- Weimer.
29c
$1.98
Former President Herbert Hoover!
day was just a handful of colored
& Mittens
leaves and bitter sweet berries. There will speak Sunday over the Mutual'
network
at
6
p.
m.
in
behalf
of
Europe's
Prices
were yellow and green bitter sweet
starving children. Listen in and ask
leaves,
red
sumac,
some
thing
that
ZIPPER BLANKET
FANCY AND PLAIN
Redeem Rinso, Lifebuoy and Spry Coupons
looked like wild grape and wild plum your friends to listen.
leaves.
The
berries
were
scattered
LINED JACKETS
FLANNEL SHIRTS
T ^ T T T T - T - T T T - T
T
T
through the bouquet was in a tall 4- CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST +
$2.49
98cUp
white potery vase, set off by itself
NOTICE TO
f
C. R. Neel, Pastor.
+ formed and we feel sure we can find
in one corner of the church.
you
a
place
where
you
will
be
at
home.
* » »
Service of worship at 11 a. m. Our
Sunday School at 10 a. m.
Have you got your housecleaning
theme
will be: "Well Doing." Not
Church worship and communion
all done? If you haven't, look close
any
of
ua are
are uoiug
doingvjiuwj
quiteno asw?u
well
OL
UB
«»«» as
vvwvn *». m, on uctoberOctober
2f,
when you clean the dresser drawers at 11 a. m.
we might, but there is much good! *or the construction of a 7T
The
sermon
Sunday
will
be
on
the
CLOTHIER
1
. . . one lady told iis the other day
being done and more could be done. ™'
** *a™
that when she cleaned house she found subject of "The Lord's Prayer For the Come and let us think over this topic —-- --— ———»»T»*.WW wiuer of
"WE SERVE YOU WELL"
Noble Tofcnship of the
a dress which she bought back in Unity of His People."
County.
while we worship together.
Next
Sunday
is
Rally
Day
for
the
thirty-three . . . one she had forgotA certified check drawn
"I was glad when they said unto
ten she ever had. So she got a modern church and Bible school. We are anx- me, let us go unto the house of the solvent Iowa bank to the aamoi
ious
that
members
and,
friends
of
the
Two Hundred and Fifty ,
pattern, did a little altering and now
church will be sure and attend. You Lord."
($250.00) and made payable
fall dress.
alarms. The Gladbrook telephone op- has a good looking
need the church and the church needs The ladies will serve a noon-day County Auditor shall be ~
* * *
misunderstood the message and
each proposal.
you. If you have been away for some dinner Thursday.
* AROUND IOWA. + erator
Proposals will include gene
called the fire department which res- Our vote" for the most attractive time, get started again. If you are
character at the carnival wedding
dtructionVi Electric wiring,
•*• + + + + + + + + + + + ponded promptly.
ANITA MARKETS.
and plumbing will not be incluo
goes to the bridesmaid With the au- regular in attendance, do not fail to
Fresh Fruit.
be with us Sunday. Last year the Bible
Specifications and proposal ,
burn
hair
.
.
.
Grandma,
on
her
first
K. C. Starbuck, Grinnell, doesn't
Birthday Dinner.
(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
may be seen and secured at ttel
school
was
increased
eleven
per
cent.
have to wait for fruit to be in season
26c of the County Auditor.
Since September 25, 1£99, Mr. and date, gets the vote for the most at- Let us do as well this year at least. Eggs, cash, dozen
All proposals filed must be t
at his house. Last week he .picked Mrs. Chas. Porter, Mr., and Mrs. Ace tractive in the whole show.
Eggs,
in
trade,
dozen
27c
The ladies of the church will serve
* * *
form furnished by the County i
enough ripe red raspberries from his Seelye and Mr. an'd Mrs. John Gates
Eggs,
specials
31c
and plainly marked. ProposT
Final taps have been sounded for their regular dinner Wednesday noon. Eggs, No. 1
garden for servings for three.
of Decorah have had an annual din",:. .28c taining any reservations not j™
K. J. U. club meets Thursday afteranother
Civil
war
veteran.
The
ranks
ner together honoring the three ladies'
24c for in the forms furnished may
noon at 2 o'clock at the home of Mrs. Eggs, No. 2
:
I
birthdays. Each year they alternated are thinning fast and soon there will Cora Exline.
Hens, over 5-lbs
IBc jected.
Changes.
County Board reserves t!u|
Hens, 4 to 5-lbs
13<; to The
A. E. "Elzy" Brown now of Burns, places of the dinner until the death of be none left of those boys who donned
Waive technicalities and to i
the blue and set out to defend the
Hens, under 4-lbs. & Leghorns .. lie any or all bids.
Oregon, visited his old home town of Mrs. Porter. The other two ladies
flag
and
to
keep
our
country
"one
f Springs, over 5-lbs
14c
CASS COUNTY, Id
Clarinda last week for the first time still carry on the yearly event, this
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
nation, indivisible, 'with liberty and
By: M.E.Hi
- , T T >• Springs, 4 to 5-lbs
13c
in 60 years. The only buildings he year making the forty-second.
justice for all." In the passing of
County
remembered were the frame struc"Doctrine of Atonement" will be I Springs, under 4-lbs. & Leghorns. 12c
A. D. Bullock, Anita has lost not just
Sweet Potatoes.
tures on the north side. Brown is
the
subject
of
the
Lesson-Sermon
in
j
Roosters,
Ib
'.
lOc
Ed. Schwank of Denison displayed a veteran, but a friendly man who all Churches of Christ, Scientist, on Ducks, Ib
now interested in mercury mining on
8c
sweet potatoes that were quite a prize. was always interested in the growth Sunday, October 19.
his range located in Idaho.
Geese, Ib
5c
He dug three hills, getting 15 pota- and activities of this community . . . The Golden Text is from I Timothy Pigeons,, live, dozen
BOc
toes, the largest weighing 2 pounds lie was always present on Decoration 2:5, 6, "There is one God, and one ; Cream, sweet
...................
37c FIFTY HAMPSHIRES. flidjj
Favor Repaid.
Day to pay tribute to those comrades
and
12
ounces.
Several
others
weighed
..............
3Bc feeding boars from large littad
The Stuart fire department rushed
who had been summoned, and in ear- mediator between God and men, the ' Cream, No. 1 sour
two
pounds.
..............
33c good backs and strong bone! Bjl
so fast to get to a fire in the country
lier days to pull the string which man Christ Jesus; who gave him- Cream, No. 2 sour
self
a
ransom
for
all,
to
be
testified
!
Yellow
corn,
No.
2
............
53c Announcer, our packer type
that the brakes on the truck became
fired the salute from the big cannon.
Roy
Taylor,
who
live
southeast
of
Oats, No. 2, new
................
33c lected last fall in Indiana.
so tight they caused a fire. The farmWe can't be sorry when a good old man in due time." *
& Sons, Van Meter, la.
town,
suffered
a
stroke
at
his
home
The
Lesson-Sermon
comprises
quoWheat,
No.
1
...
.....
';
.......
$1.00
ers' neighbors then had to help put
Monday. His condition is still quite like Mr. Bu'.Iock answers the last call, tations from the Bible and from the
WANTED:—Waitress.
out a fire for the fire department.
but we'll all miss him!
serious.
Christian
w«i*i>iwtc««A Science
i*)v,jciivc: textbook,
LejLtuuuK, "Science
ocience
*-^. Herbert
iiciucri/ C.
i_». Leiter
msinjr of
ui Sioux
oiouX'Ulty,
Dr.
City, Cafe, Atlantic, Iowa.
and Health with Key to the Scrip- Iowa, was a visitor Sunday atx the
Bacon.
Eugene Rasmussen, son of Mr. and TELL HOW CASS DRIVERS
Mary
Baker -Eddy.
*tures"
...... ' uby
" **
— «-«--->•
'home of Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Schiff. who is able to cook, at once.
E. C. Kellogg, Winterset merchant, Mrs. Jens Rasmussen, had his adnoids
CAN SAVE ON THEIR TIRES
One of the Bible citations reads:
received an order for five pounds of removed at the office of a local physiwrite Laura Millhollin, 3421
manifested
love
— was
— ------,.„„„, the
„,,« «,,
ui
The only precipitation received here Grove Avenue, Dies Moines,
c of
hickory-smoked bacon from a Florida cian Saturday.
"Cass county motorists who ne- "In this
during the past week was .6 of 'an
man. The man had recently stopped
glect the air pressure of their tires God toward us, because that God ! incn
WANTED:—Your repair <
sent his only begotten Son into the
recorded Monday evening.
in Winterest and purchased a package
Miss Margaret Adair and John are wasting approximately 32,760,000
so see our new gifts. Ha
---•
-of bacon. The letter stated that bacon Baker of Des Moines spent Sunday potential miles of auto travel, in the world, that we might live 'through
sold in Florida had an acorn flavor. visiting in Anita at the home of Dr. face of urgent government efforts to him. Herein is love, not that we loved an<1Mr. and Mrs. Fred Scholl and Mr. Jewelry Store, Atlantic
'Mlrs. Roy Scholl were in Omaha
Tally cards, 2 for lc;
build up the nation's emergency rub- God, but that he loved us, and sent j
and Mrs. G. M. Adair and family.
Timely Appearance.
ber supplies. Every pound of under- his Son to be the propitiation for our Thursday where they attended the with.tassels, and place cards'
sins"" (I John 4:9, 10).
" " " exposition.
Ak-Sar-Ben
A new fire truck delivered to the
Tribune office, Anita.
A family dinner was held Sunday inflation increases the rate of tread
Among the selections from the
Calument fire department a few hours at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. W. wear 12% per cent, and a tire 30 per
WANTED:—To rent a
Science textbook is the
M. M. Feller, superintendent of the
earlier was put to almost immediate Shipman'in Stegall, Neb., in honor of cent under-inflated will give only 74
acres or more. Have good
1
Anita
public
schools,
was
in
Council
use when the Calumet jail caught fire. the 80th. birthday anniversary of Mrs. Der
cent
of
the
milf-a^o
Kniif
;«
u
»
.._
"'
per
mileage built in it,
ed m reconcllin
Thursday afternoon
afternoonand
andFriday
Friday James B. Jordan, Rt. 1
Little damage was done to the biulding. Almira Rickel who was visiting there. J. J. Newman, vice president of the 0 ^M
£ man to «!"«* Thursday
by glv ng man a truer sense
mornin
Christmas Cards with roust I
, ! .
of ,
£ attending the southwest Iowa
Those present, besides Mrs. RickelB. P. Goodrich Co., declared in a plea y
Pickpockets.
and 'Mr. and Mrs. Shipman and son, to motorists to stretch tire mileage Love, the divine Principle of Jesus division meeting of the Itfwa State on them. 60 for $1.00; 25j*
teachings,
and this truer sense of Love
While' attending a funeral at De- Gail, were: Mr. and MA. Bert Himes during
11 **ig the
me emergency.
eiiici (gciicy.
j
"w • ~ Teachers Association.
See samples at Tribune
corah, three persons reported the loss and daughter and Mrs. Ruth Arnold
The rubber company official's plea redeems m a n f ™ m the law of matter,
WAITED:—Your dead
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Smith and son,
of their billfolds. Pickpockets made and children of H&wk Springs, Wyo.; is in cooperation with the program of ,T ,
TT - r 'aW Ol
Ph.
184 Anita—we pay '
Raymond, of Denver, Colo., are visitgrood use of their time.
Mrs. Mable Selby and family, Mr. the 0PM to limit rubber consumption | t h e 1&W °* dmtle Lo™" <Ping
here
this
week
at
the
home
of
and Mrs. Raymond Hbltsclaw and to 300,000 long tons during the last * 4- 4»"-»--»--»-+-f-f4-f
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Smith,
False Alarm.
The big
son, Mr. and Mrs. Earl Selby andhalf of 1941.
HOLY
CROSS
EVANGELICAL
and at the home of her parents, Mr,
Miss JMlargaret Vorba, teacher of daughter and Mr. and Mrs. Earl
"Motorists who forget to check air
drink'
LUTHERAN CHURCH
and Mrs. Mike Metz at Wiota.
school No. 4, north of Gladbrook, was Moody, all of Gerring, Neb.; and Mrs. pressure rob .themselves of as much; *•
H.
G.
Belsheim,
Pastor.
the!
surprised to find the fire department at Lelia Bartz and sons of Mitchell, as 6,500 of fche approximately 25,000
Lincoln No. 6 held its first P. T. A.
the school house door ready to ex- Neb. Among those present were nine miles of service built into today's firstSunday School at 9:30 a. m.
meeting at the school house Thursday
tinguish a fire. The pupils had been grandchildren and eight grandchildren. line tires," Mr. Newman said, explainDivine services at 10:30 a. m.
evening. Election of officers were as
studying "How to Use the Telephone" Two cakes, one baked by a grrand- ing that these figures are based on
—
i Me Walther
WQl
The
League
will
meet
follows: Mrs. Glair Underwoodypresiand had called a number of places daughter and one baked by a great laboratory tests conducted in —
the com- 1n n3 n • m
nnnv'a Akron
Air™*, plant.
™lo*,t.
I " " Pand one of the calls was regarding fire grandson, were served at the dinner. pany's
at the church. dent; Mrs. Clyde 'Pollock, vice presiteachers wil1
wil1
"Thus if the 6,000 cars estimated i n ' ,,
t^ ^°l teachers
meet at dent and'Miss Helen Coughlin, secreay evetlin
Cass
ass county were driven on
on under- ' o'clock.
.".1°,
g at 7::30 tary and treasurer. The latter is the
teacher of the school. A lunch was
inflated tires all of the time,, their j /<
fi
v onhnnatlon
cl
ass meets Saturday served following the meeting. The
tires would wear out 32,760 000 miles v ''onhnnatlon class
'
next meeting will be held on Nov. 6.
before their time.
'
afternoon at 2 o'clock
at the church.
"It is the patriotic duty of every
+ + 'H- + « - * 4 + « . > t
American motorist to help the governCONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH «• WED.-THTJRS. - 7:30 & 9:30 P. M.
ment build up reserve supplies by
A. T. Evans, Pastor,
' -f
following driving practices that will
guarantee longer tire mileage.
"Tire health'rulesdesisned'to Stretch are^- -^ber&tels ™ *'' m' If VOU
GRADE "A" PROGRAM
tire miles will help, solve our prob, * ""**
ewhere, we shall
SUN.-HON.-w
lems. These rules include maintain,.welcome v°u to our church
Children, lOc — Adults, llc:30 P- been
re
r
ing correct air pressure, keeping' -0
-° ganized to
wheels closely aligned, taking corners '
^
' a new class h«s been
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
slowly, braking down gently, and DrivSATURDAY MATINEE atf 2:80
ing at lower speeds on hot, dry roads."

CORN HUSKING
NEEDS

Milk
Pumpkin
Pancake
Sweet Potatoes1^
Calumet

BOB HOWARD

We Have A Fresh Supply Of
Genuine Semi-Solid Buttermilk

The Farmers Coop.

DIME KITE

ANY WAY YOU FIGURE

Centerville Nut
$6.00
4
4
4
4
Per Ton
ONE THING IS SURE
Coal In Your Bin at Today's Prices Insures Your
/
Having It When Needed — Why Gamble
With Your Health?

ROBERT SCOTT
ANITA LUMBER CO.
PHONE 2-0 FOR COALS YOU KNOW

Miss Verla Mooney of Lake
Iowa, spent the week end in
visiting with her friend, Miss
ian Miller, a teacher in the
public schools.

View,
Anita
MarAnita

M'iss Norma Knowlton is visiting
here at the home of her parents, Mr
and Mrs. Earl Knowlton. Miss Knowlton is an Army nurse at Camp Grunt
near Rockford, 111.
The regular October meeting of the
Greater Anita Club will be held F,-j
day evening at the Church of Christ
The ladies of the church will serye a
6:30 o'clock dinner preceeding the
business meeting.
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WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

By Edward C. Wayne

Removal of Consulates From Moscow
And Torpedoing of U. S. Destroyer
Mark Important New Phase of War;
Crisis Seen as Japan's Cabinet Falls
(Released by Western Newsp»per Union.)

When the British and Free French took over mandated Syria from
the Vichy French, they also took over the job of providing food for needy
Syrians. Here is a typical scene at a food distribution center. Pails, pots
and even wash basins are held aloft for offerings.

WAR: •
New Phase

PRACTICALLY OVER:
Say the Nazis t

Evacuation of the foreign consulates from" Moscow and the torpedoing of the U. S. S. Destroyer Kearney off Iceland, occurring as they
did about the same time, were
looked upon as two major events
marking the entrance into a new
phase of the war.
Immediate reaction to these reports was noticeable in their effect
upon the congressional voting on
changes being considered for the
U. S. neutrality law. Effect of the
news was also reflected in the progress of the "aid for Russia" program in which the United States,
Great Britain and Russia were
engaged.

From Hitler's camp the RussoGerman war was over, militarily
speaking.
In dispatches that had tumbled
over one another in their eagerness
to impinge themselves upon.public
opinion here and abroad, perhaps
with the idea of frightening England
from an attempt to cross the channel with a land force, Berlin rapidly
had told the world the following.
Russian losses had been 3,000,000,
4,000,000, 6,000,000, figures given out
within a 48-hour period.
Three, four—finally all Russian
armies had been trapped in "iron
rings," and the whole defense fabric of the country had been smashed.
All that was going on now was under
the head of mopping up.

'On Patrol'
First news of the Kearney incident came from Washington when
the navy announced that the destroyer (one of the newest types) had
been torpedoed while on patrol duty
off the coast of Iceland. This report
indicated that the ship was able to
proceed under,its own power.
President Roosevelt on the same
day issued a statement sayiqg that
the torpedoing was clearly in the
American defense zone".
Removal of the consulates from
Moscow took place as the Germans,
with their long range guns, began
their "all out" campaign against the
city.

JAPAN:
A Cabinet Falls
When news came from Tokyo reporting the fall of the Japanese cabinet headed by Prince Fumimaro
Konoye it looked like prelude to an
Axis move in the Pacific.
Immediate speculation was that
the fallen cabinet would be replaced
by one more "warlike" and it was
indicated that this change meant
the collapse of the so-called "peace
talks" between Japan and the United States.
President Roosevelt conferred for
two hours with top military and
state department heads just following the announcement of the cabinet's fall. White House sources did
not at once discuss the conference or
issue a statement on the new threat
in the Far East. Other informed
quarters, however, viewed the situation as grave and some forecast that
the change hi government in Japan
came at a logical time for that
country to strike a blow against Russia to aid Germany.

RUSSIA:
Soviet Scene
As the German troops admittedly
had smashed back the Russian defenders many miles from Smolensk,
past Bryansk and past Vyazma, the
picture ^became one in which the
Russians admitted setbacks but always spoke of "heavy losses" to the
enemy. The Germans issued optimistic statements so fast that the
wires could hardly carry them.
Admitting many of the Nazi
claims, Russian sources were asserting that "fresh legions" were
entering the fight, that the Nazi advances had been made in spite of
terrific losses, that the invader had
beah slowed, even halted and turned
back at some points.
The British, inejfcuding Churchill,
took a rather gloomy view of the
Russian situation.
As to American aid, President
Roosevelt said it was going? forward
in heavy quantities—but gav« no details. Lozovsky said "the Americans
are sending us 5,000 planes a
month," but that was nearly twice
total American production.
While the Russian statements,
many of them, sounded somewhat
like "whistling to keep up one's
courage," still it was certain that
the German al^-out attack in the
center, by Hitler's own statement a
battle effort unequalled in the history
of warfare, was not meeting the
the walkovers of the past.

ARMING:
Real Fight
With the President committed to
congressional action permitting the
arming of merchant ships—which
many believed was Step One toward
a further request to permit them
to run right into British ports, the
expected bitter fight of the non-interventionists against the administration's latest move had gotten un
der way.
Committee hearings started on the
measure, which White House leaders had "tuned" at three weeks to
passage. This Was the signal for a
gathering of the anti-administration cohorts, who were able to muster only a corporal's guard against
the $6,000,000,000 lend-lease bill
which carried aid to Russia as a
part purpose.
In fact, the opening strategy was
planned at a meeting of 11 senators
in Hiram Johnson's office.
The fight promised to be furious
but brief, for few believed that the
11 'senators and Hiram Johnson
would put on the filibuster that was
staged just before the first Wprle
war by the "wilful twelve" which
included Senators Vardaman, Bai
ley, Reed, Watson and others.

LABOR:
Troubles Mount
Strikes and threats of strikes were
on the upgrade again, with one in
terunion dispute involving 100,000
automobile workers, most of them
engaged in making tanks for the
army of the United States and other
countries.
The C.I.O. workers of one plan
were refusing to handle parts made
by A.F.L. workers in another plant
In a Cleveland factory making
auto frames a strike went into it:
third week,/ and at least one big auto
factory engaged in turning ou
"jeep" cars was without frames
and had to shut down.
Hudson and Buick factory officials
said they would have to slow down
passenger car production if the
Cleveland shut down continued.
The first move in the strike
mediation effort to prevent the walk
out of a million and a quarter rail
road men was flatly turned down. I
had been offered by a railroad man
agement group.
At the same time a Mississipp
shipbuilding concern was tied up by
a strike, while engaged in a $150,
000,000 contract to build the lates
type of merchant ship—an all-weldec
vessel of odd design.

WIDOW:
'Home to Die'
Human Interest Story No. 1 of the
week was the return to New York
of a regal woman of 73 who came in
by liner from Lisbon, gazed ai
Gotham's skyscrapers and tolc
newsmen: "I've come home to die.
She was the former Jeanne Luckermyer, widow of Count Von Bernstorff. Forgotten was her husband's
enmity to the United States, forgotten the bitter years, only her tired
eyes and the distaste as she spoke
of Hitler.
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ELMER TWITCHELL ON THE
GAS CRISIS
"I'm all set for this gasoline rationing," declared Elmer Twitchell
today. "Ain't a bit worried. Got
myself all adjusted. Won't notice it
at all."
"How so?" we asked.
"Preparedness," snapped Elmer.
"Been salting it away or got a
pull with a gasoline bootlegger?"
"Neither," explained Mr. Twitchell. "I've done nothing beyond the
reach of any other American. Any
auto owner can take the same steps
I have so that the gas shortage
won't bother him hi the least."
"Speak. What have you done?"
"Well, I'll tell you," said Elmer.
It's very simple. First of all, I've
ainted every light in the house a
right red."
"What's the big idea?"
"I want the full atmosphere of
he open road," he continued. "Then
ve put obstacles all -tsver every
oom so there'll be trouble getting
nywhere. I'm hanging a dead-end
ign at the front door and I put^a
etour marker on the back door to
omplicate matters."
"Yes, but . . ."
"Don't interrupt," he snapped.
I'm putting windshield wipers on
very window in the house, breakig them first, I mean breaking
tie windshield wipers, n.pt the winows. I want to be sure none of
i work. Then I'm. setting the
iirnace on full tilt and removing the
tiermostatic adjustments. I want to
: sure I'm hot."
• * *
We were beginning to get the
drift.
'I'm putting in a big stock of
lorsemeat, frankfurters and stale
rolls, a lot of wet peanuts and plenty
if bananas and soda pop. Enough
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cut or broken yams should be piled try could be made into: One 75i have been adding most to the about.
Logistics, or design for living, so
separately from the No. Is and fed millimeter fleld-gun, or the cari farm income of 1941. With
What the Quartermaster corps closely links the operation of the
to stock as soon as possible.
riage for such a gun, or 12 maains experienced during the does
for more than a million and a transportation with the service of
For curing and storing, a regular chine guns, or nine 500-pound
: months of this year and the half soldiers
John Q. Citizen must supply that there is scarcely a citistorage crate has many advantages demolition bombs, or one 2,000ated $1,000,000,OQO increase in
for himself. His design for liv- zen who does not see the parallel to
over the bushel tub. Besides con- pound, 16-inch battleship-piercing
(income estimated for the last do
is only multiplied by the army his daily life in the activities' of
serving room, the crate allows a bet- shell.
tenths, the total farm income ing
the
Quartermaster
corps.
somewhere in the multiplication
ter circulation of air.
141 will exceed $10,500,000,000 but
army tacked on the term logisVariety of Duties.
Potatoes should be stored and
ted with only slightly .more the
tics, which the dictionary defines as
cured hi a thoroughly cleaned and
The quartermaster not only is the
19,000,000,000 forJM)..
"that branch of military art which
dry house immediately after harexpected" .that present price embraces "the details of transport, ice and coal man, but he is the
vesting. Proper temperature and
haberdasher, the restaurant man
[will at least be maintained if quartering and supply of troops."
moisture conditions are essential
and the hotel keeper. He runs the
preased to some degree. Even
So John Q. Citizen begins to, un- taxi service and operates the truckfactors
hi keeping the crop.'
: on today's 'jBrfces; the in- derstand logistics when he compares
ing,
transfer
and
storage
business
as
production schedule will it to the possession and operation
farm .Income in 1942 to a of his motor car; tenting and fur- well. He is the garage man and
figure than any year since nishing of his home; supplying his the operator of the gasoline filling
AGRICULTURE
When constipation brinn on add in[Dairy farmers have been av- family with clothing, groceries, station: the railroad ticket agent in
digestion, stomach upset, bloating, dizzy
IN
INDUSTRY
addition
to
being
the
train
dispatchspells, gas, coated tongue, sour taste and
20 per cent;more income meats, vegetables and other neceso last all fall and winter," he conbad breath, your stomach is probably
By Florence C. W«ad
far than a year ago and the sities of life, even down to the ice er. He is the garbage collector and inued. "And I've ordered a four
"crying the blues" because your bowels
\r 1942 in this branch of agri- box in summer and filling the coal the second hand salvage dealer. He nonths' supply of pickles, harddon't move. It calls for Laxative-Senna
operates
the
laundry
and
shoe
re(This
ll
out
ol
*
urin
of
tttlalt*
stowing
pull the trigger on those lazy bowels,
i is a still further 8 per cent bin for the winter.
loiled eggs and all the other junk how farm product* tit fading ta important to
pair shop in addition to conducting people
combined witfiSyrup Pepsin for perfect
The schedule for 1942* hog
eat
on
their
Sunday
aftermarket
in
industry.)
Not many citizens who maintain
ease to your stomach in taking. For years,
on is for better than 11 per and own their own automobiles the clothing store and managing all loon pleasure trips. Gas or no gas,
many Doctors have given pepsin prepaCASTOR
BEANS
and tens.
rations in their prescriptions to make
[crease over 1941, or 80,000,000 could orient their daily lives in these theAllfive
I don't want to take any chance
of
a
city's
public
utility
faTo
mabe
American
industry
less
more agreeable to a touchy stomcon»pj|r»el;Mth the 71,000,- times to a new design for living cilities the Quartermaster corps fur- on being cut off from all my ac- dependent upon foreign products, medicine
ach. So be sure your laxative contains
'
year. Sev- which did not include control of their nishes for the soldier much in "the customed pleasures."
Syrup
Pepsin.
Insist on Dr. Caldwell's
castor bean growing is being revived Laxative Senna combined
with Syrup Pep* • •
motor cars. The housewife, to whom manner which a city manager, or
to
supply
a
fast-drying
oil
for
paints
See how wonderfully the Laxative
preparation-for the new the Quartermaster corps often has the mayor and board of selectmen
"You mean you're not even count- and enamels. It is found to be sin.
Senna wakes up la?y nerves and muscles
markets. ViV- . •/'• - . '
been compared, recognizes the ne- or aldermen of a city, conduct those ing on using an auto?" we ex- a good substitute for tung oil, a in your intestines to bring welcome relief
And the good old
expected that the new cessity of having the automobile functions
in a community. He pro- claimed.
product of China which has been from constipation.
Pepsin makes this laxative so comr farm products will re- ready for instant use when it comes vides the water
•Exactly," said Elmer. "I'll have extensively used hi the paint indus- Syrup
fortable and easy on your stomach. Even
supply,
and
the
sewr;_ dislocations which are time to meet the 5:15 bringing hub- age disposal; he runs the electric my house all fixed up with every- try.
Since the Japanese invasion, finicky children love the taste .of this
, some lines ^rf roanufactur- by home from the office. Mrs. Citi- light
hing I can get through motoring. this foreign oil is both costly and pleasant family laxative. Buy Dr. Caldplant,
paves
the
streets
in
Laxative Senna at your druggist
some communities where zen isn't at all in favor of calling camp, builds parkways and operates ['m even arranging to have grease difficult to get and the domestic sup- well's
today. Try one laxative combined with
have had to curtail her neighbor on the telephone and the fire department.
put all over the chairs and walls ply is not being produced in large Syrup Pepsin for ease to your stomach, too.
because of'their hiability asking use of the neighbor's motor
Only the war-time essentials of and I'm putting hi a small stove to quantities.
(certain raw,;materials. The car to fulfill a responsibility which these duties does the Quartermaster aurn nothing but rubber. And see
Castor bean growing is not new
Books Are Links
1 picture as a whole is de- she has long recognized as her corps take with it in providing the this?"
to this country for it thrived in a
God
be
thanked for books. They
Elmer
held
up
a
phonograph
recfayorable. The national own.
half
dozen
states
around
1850
when
design
for
living
for
troops
in
a
the.
still upward and payrolls
The army in its plan of logistics ater of action. To execute behind ord.
23 oil mills were operating, most of are the voices of the distant and
"Put it on the machine and all them located around St. Louis. the deaf*, and make us heirs of
as production are steadily calls for a simplified system on the the lines these requirements of
Many industries such as service of supply to the front lines transport, quartering and supply the it does is just snarl in different keys. After the Civil war, production in- the spiritual life of past ages.—
1 machinery are not only with Quartermaster corps not only army always has selected the highly Every little while a voice yells, 'Get creased until Kansas glutted the William E. Charming.
at close tip present capac- responsible for assembly of supplies, trained Quartermaster corps and over, ya big bum!' "
market with a boom crop of 766,143
* * *
are constantly adding new but to insure their arrival responsi- given to the duties demanded under
bushels hi 1879. Prices fell and inMr. Twitchell was well pleased terest hi the castor bean declined.
The effect of industrial pros- ble also for transportation.
that selection the term logistics
|is felt directly in the cities
Last year test plots were grown
which comes from the Greek word with himself.
Motor Service Station.
"It's a pretty good idea," we in 33 states from coast to coast, in
! resultant better markets still
"logostikos" which has as its roo
To
meet
this
motor
transport
increase the demand for
the South and as far north as New
the word "lego" which means to agreed.
"Good my eye. It's perfect," con- York. New seed was imported from
actured items as well &g farm problem the Quartermaster corps is select.
moving with tremendous speed in
cluded Elmer. "Without a pint of Java, Brazil and India by the Nagasoline to my name I'm all set tional Farm Chemurgic council in
fie present tune, approximate- establishing regional motor mainteCreomuldon relieves promptly benance
districts
throughout
the
counto enjoy everything at home that I an effort to find a new market for cause it goes right to the seat ox tha
er cent of the income received
ro help loosen and expel
persons emanates from de- try Faculties are being installed
would enjoy if I went out hi the the farmer. It included shatter- trouble
laden phlegm, and aid nature
Upending. This now aggre- at a central point in interlocking
auto."
resistant varieties which do not re- germ
to
soothe
and heal raw, tender. Inmore than $1,000,000,000 hundred mile circles to keep, each
quire a prohibitive amount of hand flamed bronchial mucous memEVANSTON,
ILL.—Is
there
a
motor
vehicle
in
first
class
condiINEXPLICABLE
and the next few months
labor, since they are less likely to branes. Ten your druggist to sen you
! this increased to a still high- tion and uphold the Quartermaster young genius hi your home? There It seems to me somewhat ironic,
eject their seeds as they start to a bottle of Creomulsion with the uncorps slogan, "Keep 'em Rolling. could be, whether your income tax That tender care, massage, and ripen, and can be harvested in two derstanding you must like the way It
quickly allays the cough or you are
is thousands of dollars a year or you
tonic
to have your money back.,
three operations.
don't know where the next month's Should be required of men who orOne
of the first commercial uses
rent is coming from.
cherish
of castor oil is in lacquer for lining
This is the report of Dr. W. Dray A scalp that's adequately hairish. ^ cans hi Which food is preserved. for Coughs, Chest Colds, Bronchitis
ton Lewis, assistant professor o Whereas unwanted hair that's By treating it with sulphuric acid,
i Map of Bu»inea» Conditic
psychology at Murray State Teach
strewn
an oil is obtained which is used for
T
ers college, Murray, Ky.
Across the chin and cheeks, though softening textiles. It is also used [ i i i t $ $ t $ t s $ s s $ $ $ |
JDr. Lewis studied 50 of the mos
hewn
in the manufacture of soap, aniline
brilliant children hi a group of 50,00 And leveled to the skin and inks, and non-brittle tire cement.
selected from schools all over the
thwarted
We Can All Be
country—each a "one-in-a-thousand* When it is barely getting started,
child on the basis of intelligence Despite mistreatment, curse, and
Farm Notes
tests. All had IQ's over 145—100 i:
scorning
"normal."
Returns augmented every morning.
"It is tragic," Dr. Le^ris said
—Richard Armour.
Milk «ows on farms in the U. S.
"that these gifted children are sc
» • *
increased nearly three per cent bemistreated in the schools. Our edu
"New automobiles will lose their tween 1940 and» 1941.
cational system neglects the mos decorative
* •
touch and frills."—Head• h bringing in buying Information, a» "
promising students. Only one boy
One hen normally will eat about
line.
to prices that or* being asked for
in five and two girls hi five of th
even have to get along 80 pounds of feed a year, of whicb,
what wo Intend to buy, ood as to th»
outstanding group were character forWetwomay
years hi succession with the approximately one-half should be
quality we can expect, the advertUhg
ized
by
their
teachers
as
being
preFor(
mash and one-half gr^in,
in order
19*1
column* of thh newspaper perform a
1
cocious or mentally quick. Two of same radiator ornament.
• * »
to obtain best results.' -'
worth while lervlce which saves us
them were even called dull or men• * »
uuu*
many dollars a year.
Autumn: When you feel so strange
tally sluggish. These children, who going
An inexpensive and efficient hoaround
with
no
broken-bottle
• It b a good habit to form, the habit
rate one in a thousand among their
machine for small daiof consulting the advertisements every
'or increased f.tm production, to alljnajor products, except classmates, are not even recognized wounds hi your feet, no mustard on mogenizing
time we make a purchase, though we
%
your shirt, no sand hi your ears and ries, operated by a quarter-horset o P
by
their
teachers
as
bright,
because
'*heat
which will tel r *»
hea and tqb»ew,t e
rank
have already decided |uit what we
no plaster across the bridge of your power motor and weighing only 137
l
the
educational
system
keeps
them
*«*et, are pr«W«M*« the entire
chief
want and where we are going to buy
pounds, is now on the market.
nose.
down to the level of the average."
* 01hvestock, dairy products, tgga and
It. It give* us the most priceless f eellna,
, « • *
» » •
In the worlds the feeling of being
The economic status of the chilfarm income.
The 1941 United States lamb crop
VAGABONDIA
adequately prepared.
dren's homes, Dr. Lewis reported,
^bably
is
the
largest
on
record.
Books and beer upon a table,
varies
from
poverty
to
affluence,
and
• When we go Into a store, prepared
Army Clothing and Equipment the social status is equally diver- A pinch of snuff for those who're
lops to
beforehand with knowledge of what ls
The
1941
U.
S.
hay
crop
of
96,able;
1
and
floor
—"~'
j—t "
• lans ^,
offered and at what price, we go as
*nd n«5pd
'
~'
"~
000,000
tons
is
expected
to
be
the
viry'. To make the necessary adThese exceptionaUy intelligent A pipe of 'baccy for a friend
an expert buyer, filled with self-confi—,_ designed to justments as easy as possible, al
largest harvested since 1927 and the
Whom
fortune
may
see
fit
to
send:
dence. IM» a pleasant feeling to have,
»mb 20,000 to 40,000 men aftd terns of machinery to be used at children," he said, "can be expected So shall mine house well ordered be third largest produced in the last
Ale feeling of adequacy. Moil of the
X 50 civilian experts soon the shops will be equipped with m- in any type of home. The fathers For a friend who finds his friend .30 years.
unhapptness In the world can be traced
come from all levels of society. They
"*«ed
at
26
army
camps.
in me.
to a lack of this feeling. Thus adverm
July
1
estimates
on
corn
in
the
*o five sections, the ^tp'rof'shoesisoneofthe are high school principals, army offi—Gordon R. Higham.
tising *how§ another of Its manifold
cers,
doctors,
ministers,
mercantile
' a repair >unit wUl handle
* * *
United States indicate a harvest ol
facets-r-show* Itself as on aid toward
jobs
for
tJ»
new
unitsmen
government
employees,
farm"d textiles, leather foot2,548,709,000 bushels, which will be
making all our business relariounlp*
Elmer
Twitchell
insists
that
he
foot
ers, barbers, truck drivers, mill
4 per cent more than the 1940 crop
in«,
wear, mattresses
nore secure and pleasant.
drove
up
to
a
fashionable
pumping
hands, factory workers, and comand 10 per cent above the average
ior' and "
mon laborers." In fact, they are station Sunday and found a sign crop in the period 1930-39
"Reserved" on it.
from all walks of lif»
demand
relatively
small
space.
where they are to he

Soldiers Depend on Quartermaster
For Food, Shelter and Transportation

Pull the Trigger on
Lazy Bowels, with
Ease for Stomach, tot

Relief At Last
For your Cough

Claim Gifted Child
Neglected by School;

Farm Conditions Improve

CREOMULSION

EXPERT
BUYERS

.
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Mr. and Mrs. Bert Beebe of Lewis
pent Friday in Anita visiting relaives and friends.

ANNOUNCE LIST OF
CARNIVAL WINNERS

We Will Again Appreciate Handling Your
Approximately $285.00 was netted
Howard Fitzgera d, superintendent
' the Walnut public schools, was a ,t the carnival Friday evening at the
chool house, Supt. M. M. Feller
usiness caller in Anita Saturday.
wishes to thank the people of this comMiss Verna Olson, a student at munity for the way they responded
donating prizes and in the way
A. 1. B. in Des Moines, spent the week
here visiting with her friend, hey patronized the carnival. A sound
picture projector will be purchased
Miss Donna Mattheis.
with the money, which will be used
Victor Rathman is a surgical pa- or educational purposes.
ient at the Atlantic hospital to which
Following is the list of prize winle was admitted last Thursday after- ners and what they received:
Certificates promptly filed in all counties. See that
is a rail center of note and a ship cen- noon.
Dr.
G.
M.
Adair,
1-lb.
butter,
Smith, is a pretty important city both ter catering to fifty different ocean
we get back for your credit any unexpired
T'S Produce; Wm. Crawford, 6 qts. of
The Domin- steam-ship services cruising the seven
George Turnbull" and Mrs. Board- oil, James Rose; R. H. Campbell, can
jiird largest metropolis, it boasts seas, the city is a youngster. Incor- man of Kewanee, 111., were week end of car polish, Skelly Station; Wayne
certificate covering the resealed grain.
ird largest harbor on the globe. porated but 55 years ago, it had to isitors at the home of his aunt and
Sisler, 50c in trade, Christensen's
Iritish Empire's longest bridge make two starts. Immediately and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Hutchison. Jlacksmith; Mrs. Witte, $1.00 in trade,
Thanks For Telling the Sealer You Want
the impressive Lions Gate, the completely wiped out by fire, its popuBurl Roots; Jack, Denne, 5 gal. gas,
n, entrance to this magnificent, lation of 2,000 set about rebuilding. Miss Mayfred Stone, who is a teach- eorge Shaffer; Ed. F. Carlton, tonic
ride body of water.
A year after Vancouver became the er in the Cedar Rapids schools, spent and shampoo, Sheller Barber Shop;
,in a fifteen-mil* radius of the terminus of the Canadian Pacific-^ he week end here visiting at the home Terry Sheumaker, 1 meal, Wilson's
(Since 1894)
of this city of a quarter million the first transcontinental railroad- of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Safe; IvyJPetersen, 1 mirror, Long's
the country is almost as primi- and had erected the first three of the Stone.
Furniture; Mrs. Chandler, shampoo
. it was 150 wars ago when many saw-mills arotmd here now anc'
and wave, Howard's Beauty Shop;
Anita
was
represented
by
a
large
in George Vancouver 'fjrst put in had landed its first trans-Pacific carRoberta Jean Howard, 50c in trade,
The hills that he found covered go—the beginning of a shipping in- delegation at the county meeting of Anita Bakery; Mrs. Delia King, B.
;he
American
Legion
and
Legion
Auxforest then are strewn with the dustry that now extends from its colormattery or 6 light bulbs, Linblom's
buildings, saw-mills, and can- ful waterfront out to the ends of the iliary in Atlantic last Wednesday Electric; Harold Parson, 1 chicken,
evening.
that help make Vancouver the earth.
Rasmussen's Hatchery; Ted Walker,
«• IOWA FARM KERNELS *
,polis of Western Canada today. Just south of Vancouver lies New
Wilbur Heckman, Jr., is visiting here 2 qts. of oil, Wagner's Station; Rita
eyond city limits those forests Westminister, 30 years older and the at the home of his parents, Mr. and Steffens, 3-lbs. coffee, Maduff's Market;
rise up to.;
some of the first mainland city of British ColumITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
S. Wilbur Heckman. He is sta-Art Johnson, shoe dressing, Paul Hen- The new AAA farm program calls
y for which British Columbia bia. It was founded during the Fraser tioned at Ft. Riley, Kan., and is home derson; Clair Gill, manicure, Vanity for increased production of eggs, poulDOUS and back of them tower River gold rush. Coming from thai on a ten day furlough.
Beauty Shop;-Imogene Benson, 1 pass, try, meats, milk—and similar highly
October 19, 1911.
clad mountains , that dominate direction we traversed part of one of
New Anita Theatre; Bernaden Dar- nutritious
Homer M'illhollin left Monday for
itire scene. Foremost of the lat> the most historic ^and romantic roads
row,
1
pass,
New
Anita
Theatre;
Floyd
Mr. and Mrs. E. 0. Johnson anc
Carson, Iowa, where he has accepted
e the twin peaks. The Lions, m .America, the Cariboo. Built by son of Aberdeen, S. D., spent several Johnson, $1.00 in trade, Golden Rule
Enough of the right kind of feeds a position with the Fullerton Lumber
rise 5,400 feet almost from the Queen Victoria's Boyal Engineers, or days here during the past week visit- Store; Ben Brodersen, groceries, Briir- would increase the production of the Co.
shores of the' Sound, which is "Sappers," in 1865 to permit Cali- ing her sister, Mrs. Peter R. Petersen dale; Bert Ramus, 1-lb. butter, Smi(h- average Iowa dairy cow by 20 per
L. D. Pearson had the misfortune
red by the huge bulk of Van- fornia miners to pioneer the • richest who is seriously ill at the Atlantic er's Produce; Irene Brown, $1.20 in' cent, dairy specialists believe.
a few days ago of running a piece
trade, Motor Inn; Anita Witte, 1 box
• Island, 250 miles long,
gold camp the world has ever known hospital.
of a corn stalk into one of his eyes
Avon powder, Mrs. Herbert Bartley;
bin the shadow of sky scrapers, the Cariboo Road is a modern highway
hich is causing him considerable
With
the
higher
prices
of
pork
pre-|
Mrs. Stanley Curtis left Monday Mrs. Gipple, 2x4 lumber, Anita Lumnd-acre Stanley Park offers a now and dome of it will form a link in
ain and trouble.
vailing,
more
care
and
greater
saniretreat that might well be the the Internationar'Highway that now morning for Los Angeles, Cal., where ber Co.; Mrs. Wedemeyer, 5 qts. of
One of the most daring robberies
tation with the fall pig crop will pay
of a lost forest. Along the runs from here to Mexico City and she will join her husband who is em- oil, Shaffer's Station; Richard Munch, high dividends when the animals are ver to occuy in Anita took place Frifringes of this area are the extends far north of Vancouver bu ployed at an aeronautics plant there 1 gal. of oil, Phillips 66 Station; L. fl. marketed.
ay night when the home of Finis
fields and bowling greens' so has many tough miles to go before i and where they will make their future Hayter, 1-lb. coffee, Bowen's Cafe;
*
*
erry was broken into and ransacked
N. J. Scott, Perk soap flakes, Miller's
o the hearts of the British.
completes an unbroken path from home.
rom top to bottom.
The
fall
of
the
year
is
the
time
to
Market; Vonee Jones, groceries, Crawan villages with their ancient Alaska to Panama £ity and beyond.
A. D. Dean, well known Anita man
A. L. Harris went to Excelsior for's store; "Austin Possell, haircut locate good seed because that is when
Ipoles and primitive fish-drying When this long-dreamed of road
nd
constable for Grant township, is
it
is
most
plentiful
and,
generally,
Springs, Mo., Thursday where he wil and shave, Howard's Barber Shop; Mrs.
(continue to thrive back in'near-, way is finished, Vancouver, so import
spend several weeks at a sanitarium Merle Robison, rubber heels, Wood cheapest. The Iowa Agricultural Eix- ie new nightwatch in Anita having
which form a system of ant as a railroad and steamship cente
periment Association will soon release ccepted the position made vacant
receiving treatments for his health
Iking fjords unequalled elsewhere now, will acquire added importanc His daughter and son-in-law, Mr. anc Shoe Shop; John Hammer, 1 sack tank- a list of good hybrid corn, small grain lis week by the resignation of Everett
[ North American Continent.
as a key stopping point on the longes Mrs. Claude Spry of Wiota, accom age, Farmers Coop.; Maude Smith, and forage crops seed that is for sale ewett.
groceries, Jack Sprat store; Jack Rug.
fWm. Petit shipped a car load of
cite of the fact that Vancouver highway in the world.
panied him there.
gles, 1 chicken, Bell's Produce; Mike to Iowa farmers.
pples to Emery, S. D., this week
*
*
Baetz, groceries, Petersen's store; F. S.
Mrs. Robert Scott was hostess tc Foster, shave and haircut, Sid's Bar- It takes a good cow to produce 400 hich place he is at disposing of them,
"Trailer Vagabond" Is Sponsored and Appears In This Paper
the members of the Friday bridge clul ber Shop; Tibken, shoe dressing, Hen- pounds of butterfat in a year, but one- his is the first time in several years
Through the Courtesy of
•Triday afternoon at her home on Lo erson's Shoe Shop; Audrey Jorgensen, fifth of the 39,375 cows in the Iowa lat apples have been shipped from
cust Street. Additional guests^be- 1.00 in trade, IvadePs Cafe; Elaine herd improvement associations achiev- ie local market.
sides the members, were^M^ Ralph urtis, 1 pass, New Anita Theatre; ed that record in the year that ended T. T. Saunders and Wm. Schaake
Anita, Iowa
TEXACO PRODUCTS
Phone 257
Anderson, Mrs. E. S. Holtontod Mrs. lalph Lett, 5 qts. of oil, D. X. Station; July 1. The high production of these were the victims of a run away sevral days ago while returning to Anita,
M. M. Feller, who also received high
Eddy, 1 year subscription to herds is due primarily to the contin- 'hey escaped with minor injuries,
score for the afternoon. Mts. Prank Anita Tribune; Ralph Fowble, % ton uous culling enabled by constant testowever, the buggy was upset and bading.
and was fastened to a headdress made W. Budd will be hostess at the next oal, Kunz Grain Co.
!R ANETA GIRL
y
damaged.
*
*
of petals of the lace. Her bouquet meeting of the club on Oct. 24.
JFTED IN MARRIAGE was
Country
newspapers
and
codri.y
a colonial arrangement of oldCharles Baylor is visiting here and
The members of the S. 0. S. club t Adair at the Rome of his parents, agents might well be called "America's
DEFENSE BOND
fashioned white flowers, gardenias and
in Anita have received anstephanotis predominating. For the were guests of Mrs. Edna Bailey flr. and Mrs. John Baylor. He is home prize - winning agricultural team."
QUIZ.
nts of the marriage of Miss traditional something old and blue, the Thursday afternoon at her home southThrough these mediums, the later i.
n
a
furlough
from
the
Army.
Van Voorheea, daughter of bride wore An antique turquoise ear- west of here. Six members and one
scientific information and helps have
Q. How many Defense Savings
Mrs. Leon Gv Voorhees of ring, a family heirloom, on the under visitor, Mrs. Richard Maas, were pres- The Anita high school football team, been spread to farmers in the remotest .tamps does it take to fill an album ?
City, 'Okla., and former side of the lace yoke, and carried a ent. The afternoon was spent by those ourneys to Elliott Friday afternoon parts of every state for the last 25 A. Seventy-five 25-cent stamps;
here, to Lieut. James Ross lace handkerchief made for her by present working on a comforter for where they will engage in a gridiron years. Iowa has 100 county agents eventy-five 50-cent stamps; seventyney of Denver, /Colo., son Mrs. B. M1. Ross, grandmother of the the hostess. A lunch was served. battle with the high school team from and about 500 weekly newspapers.
five $1 stamps; or fifteen $5 stamps.
*
*
and Mrs. Melville S. McElMrs. Albert Eilts will be hostess at tjhat town.
The completed albums are immedibridegroom.
of Oklahoma City, on Friday
U. S. exports of dairy products for ately exchangeable for Defense Bonds
The bride's mother chose a frock the next meeting of the club on Oct. 23.
Oct. 3, it St. Paul's Epis- of honey beige crepe with deep yoke
Fire Prevention Week was observed the first 6 months of this year show ;Series E) at your post office, or
[ cathedral in Oklahoma City, of gold beaded marquisette. Her hat The members of the Knot-a-Kare throughout the grades in the Anita markefi increases over the same period ;hrough your bank.
club were
nony was performed by Very was of matching crepe
public schools last week. Thursday, last year. During this period, cheese
Q. Who directs the national movea touch
»
tanPh
fames Mills, dean. Mrs. John C. green and her corsage was of orchids. JKohl Wednesday afternoon at her Fire Chief Robert Scott gave a talk exports jumped from 300,000 pounds to ment to sell Defense S&vings Stamps
home on Walnut Street. Other guests to junior high and high school stu-30 million pounds; condensed milk fron n retail stores?
ea'wa£ matron of honor and
Dresses
of
the
bride/s
attendants
besides the members, were Mrs. Rex dents and fire drills were conducted g million to 43 million pounds; eva
fairy Bethvpavis of Kansas City,
A. The Treasury's Retail Advisory
were fashioned alike of satin, princess Miller, Mrs. Frank W. Budd andseveral afternoons.
porated milk from 35 million pounds Committee, of which Benjamin H.
as maid of
in line with
of teavy
sweetheart necklines and j Mra
M. Adair. High score for the
to 150 million; and dry, whole milk Namm, of the National Retail Dry
- afternoon was heW by Mrs. W. T
Gene Daughenbaugh, who has been from 4 million pounds to 9 million Goods Association, is chairman. Ofduchess satifflrtyled on princess three-quarter sleeves. Their head-,
deep, off the shoulder? yoke dresses were of ostrich feathers match-, Biggg Mrg Biggg wi ,j be hostess a
a patient at the Comstock convalesficers of 13 other great national retheir gowns.
the next meeting of the club on Oct cent home for the past eighteen
|>int de Venice lace and long in«r the satin
Mrs. Maurice Turner, Mrs. Dicktail organizations comprise the commonths, was able to be out for a drive Dement, Mrs. Guy Steinmetz and Mrs mittee.
Her veil of illusion extended j Lieut, and Mrs. McEIdowney will 22.
with his son, Ira* Sunday and attendhe long full train of the gown be at home in Denver, where he is
Note.—To buy Defense Bonds and
Dement were hostesses at
_^^
stationed at Lowry field. For travel, The members of the Jolley Dozen ed a family gathering at the home of miscellaneous
Stamps, go to the nearest post office,
shower
Thursday
even
the bride chose a. two-piece suit of club were guests Friday of Mrs. Ed his brother, Frank Daughenbaugh,
bank, or savings and loan association;
air force blue, with long fitted jacket F. Carlton at an all-day meeting helr south of here. Nearly forty persons ing at the home of Wrs. Turner
or
write to the Treasurer of the
honor
of
Miss
Jean
Dement
who
wa
DR. B. L. MKUREB and a small hat of the same material, at her home northeast of here,
were present for the family dinner.
United
States, Washington, D. C.,
married
to
Glen
Teraberry,
Jr.,
Sun
Chiropractor
With this ensemble she wore sable covered dish dinner was served a
day at Muscatine. Mrs. William Bang for a mailorder form.
The
East
Main
Street
Neighbor'Adair, la.
noon.
Eight
members,
together
wit
furs and a-white orchid corsage.
their husbands, and one visitor wer hood Circle were guests of Mrs. Wil-!ham, Mrs. John Mehlmann and Mrs
Jas. B. Herriman went to Iowa City
—Office Hoars—
;ernoon. As- Elmer Scboll were winners of con
a
Mrs
was hostess to ; present. Mrs. Faye Hblliday was the
Thursday where he will receive med9-J12 — 1:30-6
Mrs. Merle
*«ofGarside
Mrs. E. W.j tests put on during the evening
the Bapt.st ^.^ ^, w . nner Qf a contest put on dunng the
flioimes and"MrsTGlen Highley. Thirty- j lunch was served to the thirty guest ical attention at the University hospital.
six members and three visitors were j present.
spent'
present. The afternoon was
on Oct. 24.
and one visitor, Mrs. Walter Cron,
sewing for the Red Cross and an elecwere, present. A social afternoon was
tion
of officers was held. At the close
The
members
of
the
O.
D.
O.
club
following
spent by those
of the meeting a lunch was served.
which a lunch was
north
ess. Mrs. Harry
Sixty-five relatives and friends
A~ll but one of the members
tain the club at its next meeting on
gathered
at the home of Joseph F:
Ralph Schwab and
Gissibl Sunday southeast of hereto
Oct. 22.
Mrg Wes]ey card were winners of
contests put on by the hostess and help him celebrate his 86th. birthday.
The members of the M'. M. circle
RydJ
The rema i n d er of A bpuntif ul picnic dinner was served at
BERT C. RAMUS, Manager
&fternoon was spen t socially by noon. A large two-tier birthday cake
will pick them UP were guests of Mrs. Robert* Cryer
was
sent
Mr.
Gissibl
by
his
niece
and
Thursday afternoon at her home on
was
served.
ent> A lunch
promptly.
3rd. Street. There were nine members
meeting win be on Dec. 10 nephew. Mr. and MTS. Will Sledgister,
New steel water tight and two visitors, Mrs. Raymond Dor- ;
^^ rf Mrs Marines Jensen. of Princeton, 111. Out-of-town guests
were the families of Bert Will'son of
sey and Mrs. Robert Smith, present.,
f°ay at your service.
The afternoon was spent by the ladies
members of the Mutual Benefit Norwalk, Iowa; Joe Gissibl, Orient;
Phone 257
sewing curtains for the hostess. A
guests of Mrs. Arthur E. Chas. Cabelka, Yale; Chester Tnraillunch was served. The next meeting Jensen Wednesday afternoon at a kill, Dexter; Morris Boyle and Ben
FILLING STATION
will be on Nov. 13 at the home of Mrs. special meeting held at her home Season, Earlham.
ANITA. IQWA
northwest of here. AH the members
Paul Hayter.
About 35 were present Wednesday
were present together with two visitevening
at the iP. T. A. meeting of
ors, Miss Elva Van Aernam and Lincoln No. 4 southwest of town. Mtes
Mrs.
Oliver
Roberta Jean Howard.
teacher of the
Pierce, Mire. James B. Jordan and Mrs. Helen Aggen is the was presented
school.
A
program
Charles Jewett were winners of conP«r cent on Complete Glasses
which consisted of contests and 'recitests put on during the afternoon.
more
than
we
ask?
Woods, Veda Bailey,
pay
A lunch was served by the hostess. tations by Lucille
Merlin Mayberry and
RIMLESS GLASSES
Vesta
Bailey,
Monday evening a farewell party was
- A SURE WAY TO ECONOMIZE A lunch was served
Single Vision Complete
held in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Jensen Terry Mayberry.
at
the
close
of
the
meeting.
Bert
by the members of the club and their
Johnson, Lloyd Harris and Carl Livfamilies at the Jensen home. They are
moving to Menlo in a. few days to make ingston will be in charge of the proGLASSES $10.00 and UP.
gram at the next meeting on Nov. 12.
their
future home and where they will
or defective
ANITA —*Wl6TA — CUMBERLAND
operate a grocery store. The next Mrs. Edna Bailey, Mrs. Leonard Bailey
and
the
Misses
Florence
and
Stella
THERE IS ONE NEAR YOU
regular meeting of the club will be
held Thursday afternoon at the home Wilbourn will be in charge of refresh'ments.
of Mrs. L. L. Gardner.

CORN LOAN
INSURANCE

Forshay's Insurance

FROM OUR OLD FILES

WAGNER'S FILLING STATION
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Order Your Winter's Supply
of Coal Now

WHEN ANIMALS
W

KUNZ GRAIN CO.

With the Present Price of

Beef and Pork

WHERE GOOD GLASSES COST LESS
$8.85

DR.Qptoroetriat
L. B. PETERSEN
— Atlantic

It Is Advisable to Rent a

Locker

Miller's Lockers

THE ANITA

'IMPROVED*
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL
C<JNDAYI

OCHOOL Lesson
By HAROLD L. LUNDQUI8T, D. D.
Dean of The Moody BlbU Institute
ol Chicago.
(Beleascd by Western Newspaper Union.)

PATTERNS
SEWDNG

By VIRGINIA VALE
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

THE HOLY SPIRIT OUR HELPER

a simple front buttoning, open
eckline top tapered with darts to
It closely through the natural
raistline.
The skirt features
ront and back fullness. Start
•our sewing for the new season
with this popular style.
* * *

LESSON TEXT—John 3:5-8; Acts 1:8; Romans 8:28-28; Galatians 6:22-26.
GOLDEN TEXT—As many as are led by
the Spirit of God, ttey-*»e*fce sons ol God.—
Romans 8:14.

Pattern No. 8999 Js In sizes 12 to 20. Slz«
4 dress, open neckline, 4',i yards 39-Inch
material.
For a collar (separately
ketched) allow \<, yard contrast fabric.
this attractive pattern, send your
rder to:

Lesson for October 19

"CAPTAINS of the Clouds"
v> (Warner Bros.) brought
the war right home to Hollywood. More than 100 pilots of
the company who worked for
a month in Canada are now in
service overseas. James
Cagney, Alan Hale, George
Tobias and Dennis Morgan
now would rather talk about
the Royal Canadian Air force than
about anything else. They have so
many friends in it I

Lesson subjects and Scripture texts selected and copyrighted by International
Council of Religious Education; used by
pei mission.

Nothing could be more practical
SEWING CIRCLE PATTERN DEPT.
or blessed for and hi the life and
Room 1334
service of the believer than an
311 W. Wacker Dr.
Chicago
understanding of the person and
Enclose 15 cents In coins for
By the time -the picture is re- work of the Holy Spirit; yet it is a
Pattern No
Size
leased, virtually every one of the subject concerning which most
Name
Canadian fliers who appear in it Christians are woefully ignorant.
will be overseas.
Before taking up the work of the
Spirit as it appears hi our lesson,
Jean Phillips has finally taken it we should understand that the Holy
for granted that she'll have to Spirit is a person, not an influence
lather Far-Fetched
COOKIE JAB
change the color of her hair for which may exert itself upon a serveach new picture. Naturally blonde, ice, or a power which a man may
(See Recipes Below)
Vas This Relationship
obtain and use. Be—the Spirit—is
DOKIE SURPRISES
one of the Trinity, with • the at'You say, madam," said the
THIS WEEK'S MENU
tributes of a person, doing the work
jarrister to the woman in the wit„ jp, crundiy, and some
of a person and always referred to
ness box, "that the defendant is a
'Meat-Macaroni Casserole
'nutty, all
of today's recipes
as a person in Scripture. (When
ort of relation of yours. Will you
1
aj^r BO fashioned
Jellied Cole Slaw Salad
'it" is used of the Holy Spirit hi
explain what you mean by that—
. *» fo send you on
the A.V. ijt will be found to be corust how you are related to the
Watermelon Pickles
• a real cookie-bakrected to ^him" in the R.V.)
defendant? "v
Hot Rolls
Spiced Pears
• ing dpree. Fill
What then does this divine person
"Well, it's like this. His first
Baked Apple
"Butter Balls
that lovely cookie
do? The work of creation was His
wife's
cousin and my second husBeverage
.Ja* of yours until
as one of the Godhead. He regen>and's first wife's aunt married
' • the«Wes- are fair- •Recipe Given
erates, He teaches, He comforts, He
>rothers named Jones, and they
bulging with
leads, He calls and qualifies Chris- |
were own cousins to my mother's
>dies so you
tian workers, He is the divine ,
own aunt. Then, again, his grandYour cookie jar problem can be
cookies'-a-plenty to put in
author of the Bible. These and |
'ather's on my mother's side, were
solved
very
neatly
with
toothsome
n's lunch boxes, to serve
many other things He does, this One |
second cousins, and his stepoatmeal
cookies
with
flecks
of
chocosnacks, and as a pickwho indwells the believer as the :
mother married my husband's
late in them:
Imealtime".
ever-present Guide and Counselor. !
stepfather, and his brother Joe
Oatmeal Cookies.
The Christian is
I're doing some baking for a
and myjiusband's brother, Henry,
(Makes
4
dozen)
there's nothing quite like
married twjn sisters. I've alI. Born of the Spirit (John 3:5-8).
% cup butter or shortening
f yummy cookies to,put over
ways looked on him as a sort of
The new birth is indispensable to
1 cup brown sugar
Remember, you can sell
entrance into the kingdom of God. [
cousin."
Grated rind of 1 orange
We either enter that way or we do ,
nore, if yWI give out some
JEAN PHILLIPS
1
egg;
unbeaten
These can be set on plates
not enter at all. Let's be clear I
1 teaspoon vanilla
lite paper doilies, for sam, . ^.,.,•.„„ _ ,__„__
»_-.
it's been dyed four times for her about that. "Ye must be born again" rt-*H
HTtJ f
V4 teaspoon salt
those to be spld put in
last four films. She thought she is not the edict of a church or the T w £
T ; »^ 5 «?g i™
th sklrt
% cup sifted flour
'
attached at a low
fixed. Cookies can
could just be herself for "Sweater plea of a preacher; it is the plain
1% cups fine rolled oats
waistline, is a new silhouette
the doxen it they're fancy
Girl," but June Preisser and Betty statement of our Lord Himself which
will see again and again
7 ounces chocolate pieces
I in fall you
newhat elaborate, by toe
Jane Rhodes have the other top (v. 5).
fashions.
Our version has
Cream
butter
and
sugar.
Add
orThe
Holy
Spirit
is
indispensable
to
j
! they're s*nall drop cookies
roles, and they^re both blondes.
ange rind, egg, vanilla and beat Back to the hairdresser's for Miss regeneration. We' must be born of }
res.
'
• . ' . ' • • ..
the Spirit. How it takes place we \
an interesting variation of well. Add salt and flour which has Phillips!
Coveted Positions
can no more explain than the coming
I cookie, both dainty and de- been mixed with the oats. Add
The most coyeted social posior
going
of
the
wind,
but
just
as
chocolate pieces and work into batSamuel Goldwyn has acquired
ter. Drop by spoonfuls on greased rights to the famous "off to work the power of the wind is known to tions held by women in England
.-Flake Fitted Cookies.
are those in the households oi
36 medium-sized cookies) cookie sheet. Bake 15 to 20 minutes we go" song of the little men in us iy clear evidence, so the regen- Queen Elizabeth and the Dowager
erating
power
of
the
Spirit,
mystein
a
moderate
(375
degrees)
oven..
"Snow White and the Seven
jip shortening
Mary, says Collier's. ToRecommendations are in for the Dwarfs." It will be used as theme rious though it be in operation, is Queen
i brown sugar
day, these positions are occupied
known
to
us
by
the
evidences
of
reold favorites of which you nevet music for the seven droll professors
cups flour
by 25 women, ranked in five
tire. If you want hi "Baty of Fire," starring Barbara deeming grace in a man's life.
easpoons baking powder
classes: Mistresses of the Robes
II.
Empowered
by
the
Spirit
to
make
a
pretty
Stanwyck and Gary Cooper.
^
salt
Ladies of the Bedchamber, Extra
and at the same
(Acts 1:8).
water
Ladies of the Bedchamber, Womtime, a very sucSpiritual birth calls for service for en of the Bedchamber and Extra
on vanilla
Twentieth Century-Fox sort of
cessful
platter,
ChrisV
For
that
we
must
have
the
"cornflakes
faced a problem recently; Ginger
you might try al- Rogers was to make one picture for power of the Holy Spirit. A man Women of the Bedchamber.
_ and sugar thorternate rows of the company, and there just wasn't may do many ordinary things in the
flouf, baking powder
have a relative or friend
both these Gin- a good story for her. And Ginger's strength of his own body and inIftheyou
ether and add alternateservice and have any doubts
ger
Cookies
and
mind
(although
even
these
ought
valuable property nowadays. So—
about what to send nun as gifts,
and flavoring to first
she's going to appear in a re-make always to be under the Spirit's con- your problems are over. The servStir in co^rselyirplled corn Brownies:
Soft Ginger Cookies.
of "Chicago," which probably will trol), but when he comes to wit- ice men have solved it for you by
Roll daiifch to % inch
be called "Roxy Hart." She's also nessing for Christ, teaching or namihg tobacco as their flrsl
(Makes 5 dozen)
Cut with cookie cutter,
in gifts. Actual sales recslated to start in "Self-Made Cin- preaching God's Word, he must choice
ae round with filling, put on 1 cup shortening
ords show the favorite cigarette
have
Holy
Spirit
power
or
he
is
utderella,"
Lubitsch's
first
one
for
round and press edges to- 1 cup sugar
with men in the Army, Navy, Materly ineffective.
Fox.
ith a fork. Bake on a 1 egg
rine Corps, and Coast Guard is
HI.
Directed
by
the
Spirit
(Rom.
Camel. Prince Albert is the popu
baking sheet in a hot (429 W cup'molasses
lar smoking tobacco. With these
% cup evaporated milk
oven about 12 minutes.
Too bad the off-stage dialogue of 8:26-28).
The guidance of the Holy Spirit, preferences in mind, local tobacco
Myrna Loy and William Powell
3 cups flour
Filling.
feature Camels by the car
Worst Sorrows
2 teaspoons soda
can't be used in "The Shadow of especially in the matter of prayer, dealers
cups chopped dates
and Prince Albert in the pound
is stressed in these verses, but they ton
The worst sorrows in life are
1
teaspoon
salt
the
Thin
Man."
The
other
day
they
tin
as
ideal
gifts
to
the
men
in
the
'-" 'i*?.: • ' • : • ' " t : . I teaspoon each, ginger, cinnamon
made a scene in which Asta, the are a part of a longer passage deal- service from the folks back home not in its losses and misfortunes,
i water • •
but its fears.—A. C. Benson.
Cream sugar and shortening, add famous dog, had to sit on Powell's [ ing with the indwelling, enabling, —Adv.
!firenge
- feel
- - sort' of" and guiding power of the Holy
egg and molasses. ; Beat well, add chest. Asta seemed- to
ablespQon, orange
le all ingredients together milk and blend well. Mix dry ingre- silly. Powell retired to his dress- Spirit (read w. 9-14). Every detail
: until soft paste is formed. dients and add to batter. Last add ing room for a few minutes, and of life in the home, at business, or
soda, dissolved in 2 tablespoons when he returned they tried it in social relations should be in conJfore filling cookies.
! little butter balls make good warm water. Drop by spoonfuls on again, and Asta adored sitting on scious submission to His leading.
THEVRE
It is in the realm of the spiritual,
! and smart additions to your greased baking sheet. Bake 15 min- his chest.
I FIND
/MILDER
WITH
however,
that
we
find
ourselves
table: Made with butter, utes in a hot (375 degrees) oven.
"I changed my necktie for a few
CAMELS MORE
strips of bacon," Powell explained, peculiarly infirm (v. 26), and this
pvor will be something you'll
LESS NICOTINE
Brownies.
shows itself especially in prayer—
exhibiting a neat bow.
erish and remember.
(Makes 2 dozen)
ENJOVABLE
IN
IN
THE
SMOKE.
"Do you suppose Asta was inter- "we know not how to pray as we
•Butter Bolls.
% cup butter or shortening
ought."
Then
the
Spirit
in
the
EVERV
WAV.
THEV
THAT5 ON€
ested in the bacon," asked Miss Christian makes intercession. How
> 7 dozen small cookies)
1 cup sugar
cup butter
Loy, "or in the ham?"
ALWAVS
2 eggs, well beaten
REASON
I SMOKE
blessed! "The practical meaning of
2 squares unsweetened chocolate,
up brown sugar
SO GOOD
these profound words seems to be
CAMELS
. .
The fourth picture dealing with that the divine Spirit, by His immelted
ups sifted flour
the Burma road will be Metro's mediate influence in the saint's soul,
% cup flour
% teaspoon baking powder
I teaspoon salt
"China Caravan." Columbia plans which becomes as it were the organ
spoon vanilla
% cup chopped nuts
"Burma Road," Fox plans "Over of his own address to the Father,
I cup granulated sugar
the Burma Hoad," Universal has secures the Tightness of the essence
1 teaspoon vanilla
[cup finely chopped nuts
Beat eggs and sugar together. Add "Burma Convoy" all done. Evident- of the saint's prayer. To our under•" brown sugar and.shorten- to this melted butter and chocolate ly everybody decided at the same standings such intercessions with
beaten eggs and vanilla. and blend. Add flour, baking pow- moment that the Burma road was groanings which cannot be uttered,
flour and
der nuts, and beat well. Pour uito news.
^
take the form of desires of ours,
Powder.
a greased pan and bake 30 minutes
inspired and secured by Him. In
> balls the ;
in a 350-degree oven. Cool and cut
To make factual, uncolored news any special case of prayer, the saint
masbles.
available to the pebble of Central may or may not use words; but anyin squares.
.
.
1
For a delicious variation of the and South America, one of the big wise t^e root-desires that underlie
granulatand nuts
brownie recipe, you'll like the addi- radio makers is sponsoring a daily ^ prayer, being the Holy Spirit's
I the balls*
tion of % cup of bran cereal in program of press association news promptings, are unutterable to the
mixture.'
olace of the chopped
nutmeats. over local radio stations throughout full jn the heart the Father sees
•'on a
. ,;„
They'll give you a1 slightly different Latin America; it's the first special below the surface of our ignorance
'baking sheet and bake in a Savored cookie, tut guaranteed to news program for general distri- the sacred longings which are the
l degrees) oven 10 minutes. please you, just as well.
bution there to be sponsored by a expression of the Spirit's influence"
icookies will flatten slightly.
(H^C. G. Moule).
United States company.
•Meat-Macaroni Casserole.
IV. Walking in the Spirit (Gal. 5:
1 package macaroni
There are more ways than one 22-26).
% cup salad oil
to make an excellent living and a
1 pound hamburger
Being born again of the Spirit,
SAXS:
solid
reputation to radio. Alice living
daily by the Spirit, it is right
1 dry onion, minced
Xoungman is doing it via the dram- that (as v. 25 puts it) "if we lue
1 green pepper, minced
atized
commercial
route;
she
has
assortment of cookies,
I clove garlic, if desired
assignments on "Are Yon a Miss- by the Spirit, let us also walk by
' baked and packed in tins
the Spirit." The works of the flesh,
1 can tomato soup
ing Heir?", "Helen's Home" and horrible in their wickedness and
|waxed paper between layers
2 cups peas
the Lanny Ross programs.
a delightful present for
lust, are listed in the verses preced2 cups corn
•«ers away if school and
ing (vv. 19-21), and then by striking
Salt and pepper
you seldom see. When
ODDS AND ENDS-Radio'' Dinah contrast we have the fruit of the
Cook
the
macaroni
in
plenty
.
cookie jar 'has been
Shore, singing ttar of the Eddie Cantor Spirit in the life of the Christian.
cigarette* tested-"^
igingt pack tjfew boxes
hnto 'has a new college degree—Doctor Note-.the distinction: Work is some«nat you have and spread
thing"
we
produce;
fruit
is
someol
Blue*,
presented
to
her
by
Harvard
^/.nrdittsl t»
cold water Meanwhile fry the ham- JLfcmen . • Monogram', going to bring
tf,
others, too. . .
thing that grows.
of
4*nrfc Beauty" back to the screens . .
Walking in the Spirit the ChrisPacking in tins with
scientific
And Metro will do the same for the play, tian nnds in his life the inward
will keep even small
... -*•'«•
w*w* «*j
"III, Cardboard Lover,"
•"• nto<fc
»""l« graces of love, joy, and peace.
i fresh for a long
way-back in 1932 under the title of IM These then express themselves outflavors like chocowardly in longsuflering, kindness,
ncd a ««"- long-term contract
after t^ey stand for
"»'k Wi" l^uary r.t . . . Olivia goodness, faithfulness, meekness,
hewyrnutty cookies
THE CIGARETTE OF
and self-control. The Spirit-filled
more chewy and deli-.
lor her role « the young wile of man is not only a good man; he
COSTLIER TOBACCOS I
r several day*. Spicy
and blend
lives a good life.
?«/•
Become moiat wad well
Mule Animalafter standing,
Ct V €»**«* *****
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Petit Jury Announced For ANITA LIQUOR SALES Cash Farm Income Is 332 FARM BUREAU BACKS | AMITA
HIT ALL-TIME HIGH
November Term of Court Liquor
Million For First 5 Months "FOODFORFREEDOM" ANHA
sales at the Anita state

The petit jury panel for the No- owned liquor store amounted to $4,vember
term of the Cass county dis- 630.05 during the month of Septem- Iowa fanners, with their cash in, Husking: Content to Be Held
trict court was drawn a few days ago ber, according to the regular monthly come of 332 million dollars for the
Mills Fara in Victoria
by Clerk of Court Cecil M. Skipton. bulletin issued this week by the Iowa first 5 rftonths of 1941, are enjoying
The term opens on Nov. 12 with Judge Liquor (Control Commission. This is their greatest boom since 1919, acffnship AgataThb Year
H
M
"••[•
«ntz of Audubon presiding. the largest volume of business ever cording to the recent issue of the
^Starting at 10 O'clock.
The petit jurors are to appear at recorded in a single month by the Iowa Farm Economist, published by
9:00 a. m., Nov. 17. Those on the local store and represented a daily Iowa State college.
Last year Iowa farm income for
business of $181.20 for the 25 days
Fred Mills farm in Victoria panel, listed by townships, are:
a
corresponding period was at the
Grant—Drexel
Chadwick,
Mabel
Dethey
were
open
in
the
month.
It
was
ip, southwest of Massena, will
300
million dollar mark, or 7 "per
an increase of $607.71 over the pre^ scene of this year's Caas county ment and Glen A. Roe.
cent less than the figure for this year.
ceeding
month.
Lincoln—Winona
Pollock.
usking contest which takes place
Benton—Charlie Jewett and Eunice Sales at the 176 state owned stores If the present rate of increase is
ay. Those participating hf-the
Mailander.
during September totaled $1,578,- maintained total farm income for
[must be at the' field at 9 o'clock
Franklin—Hazel
Bell
and
Mrs.
Lena
667.92 or an incerase over August the state this year will total 780 milmorning and the contest will
Earl.
sales of $300,257.09. Gallonage sales lion dollars, as compared with 729
[at 10 o'clock, sharp.
in
September, 1941, compared to Sep- million for 1940.
iMassena—Jess
Arenmeier,
H.
T.
ries mustebe at the Cass county
However, present indications call
tember, 1940, showed an increase of
bureau
in Atlantic and to Garside and F. B. Parkinson.
for an incerase even greater than the
80,899
gallons.
Union—Carl
Brahms
and
Walter
[several hav 'Centered, including
The report shows that sales at other present 7 per cent. Marketings, .of
Steffens, SG^yAnita, last year's Rathman.
T
state
owned stores in this part of the corn and hogs were smaller In the
Bear
Grove—<Dollie
Pringey.
jion, and H8 Wother, George
first half of 1941'than in the first
Grove—Mrs. Ml. O. Burnham, Clara state were as follows: Atlantic, $8,ns, 28, who has held the county
half of 1940. Marketings of beef
861.86;
Creston,
$9,868.33;
Carroll,
iree years an<l who was runher- Dill, Bert Gaines, Mrs. Oscar Grincattle, chickens and eggs were about
stead, C. S. Halderman, H. A. Hick- $12,729.89; Red Oak, $6,360.02; Harlan, the same in 1941 as in 1940. Butterithe state contest in '1939.
(the contest at the Mills farm man,Paul Marshall, W. D. Miller, $6,896.52; Adel, $2,837.83; Audubon, fat marketings were slightly higher
ar, George Steffens turned in Charles Owen, Irwin Pellett, Waneta $5,515.40; Stuart, $3,582^9; Winter- than in 1940. Higher prices are resgest gross, 8,030 pounds, but Reynolds, M. L. Swanson and Leonard set, $3,228.09; Avoca, $3,121.28; Gris- ponsible for the increase in income.
wold, $1,423.69; Villisca, $2,823.98;
ions of 46.5 pounds for glean- Eichhorn.
Improvement in incomes of city
Corning,
$3,832.71; Greenfield, $3,Pymosa—'Walter
Broderius
and
Marnd 333.9 pounds for husks placed
workers is directly responsible for
649.09;
and
Walnut,
$3,824.43.
tin
Nelson.
t be'.oy that,of his brother. B. J.
the advances in Iowa farmers' inBrighton—William Anderson, Glen
had a gross load of 2,750,
comes. Present indications point to
|deductions of 31.5 pounds for Wr Anderson, Harry Knudsen, Harry; DISTRICT MEETING OF
an increase of about 12 per cent for
jigs and only 96.2 pounds for Koehrsen and Roy Voss.
the entire year rather than the 7 per
DRAFT
BOARDS
NOV.
5
Cass—J. P. Haake, Glenn Kennedy,
cent prevailing at present. This inThird place in last year's conient ito Harold Wheatley Of Anita. Arnold Kunze and Ila Robinson.
A regional district conference of se- crease would mean a total cash in[winning the county title, Stef- Pleasant—Helen Boseck and J. B. lective service board members, govern- come of about 815 million dollars.
nt on to take the district cham- Hully.
ment appeal agents and clerks will be Increased purchasing powers of
Washington—William Guske, Bon- held in Atlantic on Nov. 5, it was an- these millions of dollars is another
ip at Blastings and finished fifth
ner Gustason, Lyle L. Johnson, Floyd nounced this week by Charles H. advantage for. Iowa farmers. This
state finals. ,
1941 district contest will be Oathoudt and Mrs. Boyd Bailey. Grahl of Des Moines, state selective purchasing power is considerably
next Monday at the William
service director. The meeting wi'l be greater at present than at any time
/arm near Greston and the EVANGELISTIC GROUP held at 1 p. m. at the Cass county since 1919.
house and is one of five such
ontest will be, held on Oct. 30
TO HOLD MEETINGS court
Roy Taylor, well known farmer who
meetings to be held in Iowa in the
William Trejmer farm near
lives southeast of here, is recovering
y, Iowa, in O'Brien county/
An evangelistic mission will be held next two weeks.
Links and Linkettes, junior at the Methodist church here begin- Lt. Col. Ralph A. Lancaster, as- nicely from the effects of a stroke
bureau organization, will serve ning Tuesday evening, Oct. 28, andsistant state director; Lt. Col. Robert which he suffered last week.
continuing every evening, except Mon- J. Shaw, advisor on occupational de- Wilbur 'Hleckman, Jr., leaves today
|at the Mills farm at noon.
day, until Sunday, Nov. 9, when the ferment; Lt. Col. Robert L. Fulton, (Wednesday) for Ft. Riley, Kan.,
mission
closes. Youth conferences will mobilization officer, and Maj. Oliver
FEDERAL TAX
where he is stationed, after spending
be held each night starting on Wed- P. Bennett, legal advisor, will conduct a 15-day furlough visiting here at
ALL AUTOS FEB., 1 nesday evening with the topic, "The the conferences. Attending the conthe home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
ning P«ijriary 1st., all mo- High Cost of Courting." Marriage ference in Atlantic will be selective Wilbur Heckman.
|will- be required to pay a f ed- clinics will be held each Sunday morn-1 service workers from Adams, Adair,
tax ot-^ffr- per- vehiclfr as a ing during the church school hour for j Audubon, 'Carroll, Cass, Crawford, A special meeting of Obedience
inclusion of this new form young married couples. The evening' Fremont, Guthrie, Harrison, Mills, Lodge, No. 380, A. F. & A. M., was
ion in the .revenue act of meetings will start at 7:30 o'clock (Monona, Montgomery, Page, Potta- held Tuesday evening at the Masonic
wattamie, Shelby and Taylor counties. Temple. Work in the Entered Apprding to R. E. Rhoads, man- Rev. Lawrence Lacour, who is in
Other conferences will be held at prentice degree was conferred upon
charge
of
the
mission,
is
a
graduate
i Motor Club of Iowa, which
state
headquarters, Des Moines, Oct.
with the American Auto- of the Theological Seminary of Drew 23; at Iowa City, Oct. 27; at Charles two candidates. A lunch was served
University
and
is
the
conference
evanfollowing the meetingciaitoh. , "*' '
r
gelist
.«f
the
lowa-Des
Moines
conCity,
^Oct.
29
and
at
Storm
Lake,
des; said tSptt the' %. S.
Nov. 3.
Mr, and Mrs. E. P.,, Chase of Wash• and Bureau of Eternal Rev- -ference of the Methodist church.
ington, iD. C., who are visiting in AtRev.
and
Mrs.
Lacour
were
members
now working oiit details' for
lantic, were in Anita Saturday afNIGHT FOOTBALL
i of tho-new taxejfrom owners f the International Marimba Symternoon calling on_ friends. While
Friday,
Oct
24th.,
1941
phony
Orchestra
that
toured
Europe
fie 32,000,000 vehicles, and the
here, Mr. Chase, fonfler editor of the
Oakland
at
Anita
at the Post Office Department •and •was featured over the Columbia
Atlantic News-Telegraph, was a welVictory
Park
—
8:00
P.
M.
Broadcasting
System.
During
the
en authorized to cooperate may
comed caller at the Tribune office.
Admission
17c
*
22c
33c
|the sale of stickers or plates Century of Progress in Chicago, this
100-piece
symphony
orchestra
played
post offices of the country,
pointed out that penalties are under the direction of Clair Omar
for owners of motor vehicles Musser of Chicago. This organization
fter the effective date of the was awarded the prize by the fa-'r
permit the Use of their ve- board for being the most outstanding
fore payment of the tax. The contribution to the musical art of the
entire exposition. British officials were
club executive added:
VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
the effective date of the tax, so impressed by the organization that
|1, 1942, all owners of vehicles they invited Mr. Musser to bring a
required to pay the $2.08 tax similar organization to Europe to be
Baby Li mas — 3-lbs.
period from Feb. 1 to July the sole American representative at
the
ceremonies
celebrating
the
twentyfive-twelfths of $5.00. Then on
they will pay the tax for a figph anniversary of the coronation of
No. 1 Cal. Soft Shells
ar and will be due on that the late King George of Eng'and. BePound
cause of diplomatic relations the en|for a .yearly period for such
gagement could not be filled. The
it is levied,
Cal. Santa Claris — 40-50 Size
new King George special marimbas
i theory of the sponsors of the
2 Pounds
played by Rev. and Mrs. Lacour and
ax was that it would make
two other members of the party, Miss
more tax-conscious. It was
Kriardale — Cane or Maple
Beth Falkenburg and Miss Ruth Bowconceded tnat the new Iev7
were created for the exclusive
Pint Jugs
ers,
nposed in lieu Of an increase in
use of the orchestra members. These
oline tax," vinstruments are entirely new in de-

BRIARDALE

CLUB
AMES COMMITTEES
[a meeting of the officers and
of directors, of the Greater Anita
Monday evening, preliminary
made for Christmas acAnita this year.
Ramus, president of the,
[appointed the following commitin charge of this "year's probating—Ernest B. Ford, Glen
'» Lindblom, Albert Karns, RayI iantz and Solon A. Earns,
ainment—(Meivin Key, Sid
Jack Long, Bernard Legg,
1
Budd, Claude Smither, Vincent
[and Robert Scott.
• R. Robinson, A. RC. Howard and George
"er.
w

sign and have been estimated by Mr.
Musser to be valued at $1,500 each.
Four of these instruments will be
used during the meetings.
Each evening music will be featured on the four King George special i
marimbas. In addition there will be
music on the harp, played by Mrs.
Lacour; a cello played by Miss Falkenburg, who won first place m the
cello division in the state of California music contest, and first place over
all instruments; vocal trio composed
of Mrs. Lacour, Miss Falkenburg and
Miss Bowers; vocal solos by Mrs
Bowers, who was formerly soloist
with the MSnneapolitans and the allcity choir of Minneapolis, and other
combinations.
A cordial invitation is extended to
everyone by Rev. A r t h u r - V Long
pastor of the church, to attend these
meetiags.

»s received here this week Mrs. John Lehmann, Sr., of BradAlbert Kamt of the serious ford, Iowa, is visiting here at the
« her father. John Wahe, at home of her daughter, Mrs. H. G.
*** in
Bena, K»n.
Belsheim and husband.
nd
Mrs. Albert flterrick of El
Miss Ermine Brown, normal tramtal
. returned to their home
t instructor I. the Anita public
* after spending several days
Is was in Atlantic Monday afterA. V.
where she represented the Anita
i *Jnd hu8ll)an* and Mra. Elmer noon
at a meeting of the county
•M husband, and hw brothers
teacher's council.

Beans
English Walnuts
Prunes
Syrup
Wheatmix — Package
Dwarfies (Crystal
Cereal Bowl Free)
Vanilla Centers
Candy Chocolate Drops,
Pound

23c
19c
25c
24c
12c

GWC — All Purpose — 49-lb. Bag $1.09
Thompson's Seedless — 2-lbs.
Get More Out of Life With Coffee
Briardale.. 28c—Tall Corn 3-lbs.
A Delicious & Digestable Cheese
Per Package

Pabst-ett
Blue Barrel! White Laundry
17c
2 Giant 16-oz. Bars
Soap
Cabbage Fine Solid Heads — Pound 2c
D U-L Presto Cream Paste. .25c
rOIlSn
Dyanshine Liquid

r* LL

Coffee

Bakery Special

Each

At Last, Those Luscious Tex
as Seedless, Large — 6

MAM IIBifU*
WAN HEADS

INSURANCE AGENTS

"Food for Freedom" and better nutrition for the family will have precedence over all other projects in the
Cass county farm bureau plan of R. W. (M}ck) Forshay, Well Known
work for the coming year, according
to Clifton Pollock, farm bureau presi- Local Insurance Agent, Elected President of N. A. L A.
dent.
Pollock said that the county farm
Kansas City Convention/
bureau program will be based on national defense; needs. "'Experience
gained in the food production .program R. W. (Mick) Forshay, 39, .. T_
of the first world War was brought to known local insurance man and an
bear on the present program, he added. Anita resident for that many y*R!*,
The farm bureau program is a long- was elected president Thursday aftertime program requiring careful plan- noon of the National Association-of
ning each year. It is based on prob- Insurance Agents at its 46th. annual
lems effecting the people living on convention which was held in Kansas
~ ; ythe farms and in rural communities City, Mb., last week.
and ,on information from Iowa State
Mr. Forshay was elected to, this posicollege, the experiment station, and tion succeeding Payne H. Midyette;jif
the United States Department of Ag- Tallahassee, iFla. Mick started fi^to
riculture.
prominence in 1933 at the Iowa InEducational phases of the program surance Agents meeting by speaking
have always received primary em- on the subject, "The Farm Situation."
phasis, Pollock explained. In carry- Since that time, he was elected presiing out these educational activities dent of the Iowa association in 1986
the county farm bureau, in accordance and in the same year he attended the
with the state law which provides for national convention of this organizathe organization, has maintained a tion in Pittsburg, Pa., where he was
cooperative relationship with Iowa made a member of a newly organState college and the United States ized rural agents committee, which
Department of Agriculture through I*16 headed as chairman until elected
the extension service of the college. vice president of the national associParticipation in the program is open ation at their annual convention -last
to all farmers and to other citizens year in Buffalo, N. Y. Mick has been
a member of the executive committee)
in the county.
The plan of work for 1942 has been of the N. /.. I. ,A. since 1938.
He is now president of an organizadeveloped by a program committee
consisting of project leaders, commit- tion which has memberships in every
tee chairmen and other leaders in the state in the United States and in
county selected for this purpose. It Alaska, Hawaii and Puerto Rico. There
calls for close cooperation with the are over 16,250 local insurance agencounty defense board in educational cies writing fire and casualty insurwork to help farmers produce the ance that belong to the N. A. I. A., ins
necessary amounts of pork, dairy and volving over 75,000 agents.
Since 'Mick has been connected with
poultry products, and in growing vegethe national association, he has attables.
Women enrolled in home economics tended about 22 state conventions and
extension clubs will devote most of I is being constantly invited to speak at
their study time this year to methods other insurance meetings. During the
of improving the nutrition of their coming year he will be obliged to
families and 4-H club members will spend part of his time away from
participate in the farm production Anita where he will be attending1
ampaign and in nutrition studies, [numerous types of conferences with
nationally important groups desiring
Pollock concluded.
his presence at their meetings.
'Mick is the youngest mail, of the 37
TULAREMIA BEGINS
presidents, to ever have been elected
TO GET MORE VICTIMS to this office in the history of the organization. His election to this ofExcluding two months during the | fice is also significant in the fact that
spring of this year, tularemia has been ; fae .g the firgt ident to have
come
reported somewhere m Iowa in an un- ;from & town wh()ge . ulation
.
is nearbroken string of cases
since July
y i
<«,,«
. . i .health
,^eS
lmCe i "dis-i^
; ly so small as that of Anita. Most
of
L
1939 the
state
department
^^
.
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•

1

1
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C*i£)lS

OAK AllAlV*mib

114

IrllG

.LCtbb

men haye come from officeg

closed today. The department warned the
ne, congists of & number rf
that past records foretell an increase (agents Re .g a8gociated in hig offlce
by his father, B. D. Forshay, who has
latter part of this month and in No- been in the insurance business here
vember.
for 47 years.
Chiefly caused in humans by inTo have been elected to this posifected wild rabbits, tularemia is corn- j tion is a very great honor to not only
monly known as "rabbit fever" and ]
^ ^
but
}e rf A
smce July 1939, 264 cases have been to haye R mn from Mch
reported. At least one case occurred
bei
Head of •
ft
fta
each month of the period with the
ag
Nati(mal Aagociation, of
exception of March and Mlay this year , Insurance Agents Thig position
during which there were no reported ries
;t a bt of gratig WQrk
cases.
,.
will be borne by him for the hoppr
Records for the five year period ^'"being^^s'president.
1936-1940 indicate, however, that the
majority of cases occur in November,
RELUCTANT
December and January. Ot a total
TO
GIVE
INFORMATION
of 382 cases for the period, 332 were
reported during these months.
"It is the moral obligation of every
Telling that 21 cases have been reported so far this year, the depart- citizen to inform against and testify
ment urged taking precautionary against flagrant traffic violators,", demeasures to avoid "the usual cold clared Karl Fischer, Iowa commissioner of public safety, today.
,,
weather increase of cases."
"There has been a reluctance- of •
"Wild rabbits are the main offenders," the department said, "wearing citizens to do this but the. increase ,
f rubber gloves when handling or in our highway- accidents' makes it
leaning them and thorough cooking obvious and apparent that citizens
will help prevent infection. Immedi- must supplement the work of law enate use of a disinfectant in case of forcement officers in our problem of
ighway traffic safety.
njury is also helpful."
"There is the same reluctance in inThe department explained that the
orming against the traffic violator as
ularemia germ enters the body
hrough cuts or abrasions in the skin. lere was in the days of prohibition in
nforming against violators of the
An ulcer develops in most cases at quor laws," continued the commishe site of entrance, usually on a
inger or hand. Symptoms include ioner.
The Iowa law provides that informaever, chills, sweating, headache, ma- on may be filed in the county wherein
aise and prostration.
ie violation was committed.
Among the more than 20 additional
he real difficulty involved is in
'orms Of wildlife susceptible to tul- etermining the identity of the driver
aremia, the department added, are s information must be filed against
icks, squirrels, ground hogs, hawks, ie person and not the vehicle.
stable flies and various others.
'The name of the owner of the
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Parker spent ehicle is easily ascertained at the
several days during the past week ounty treasurer's office but the owner
n Mt. Pleasant, Iowa, visiting their may not be the operator at the time
daughter, Mrs. John Remein and hus- f the alleged violation.
"This makes it necessary that the
>and.
nformant, ia some manner, deterThe Wiota consolidated school is mine the\name of the operator at
closed all this week in order to al- the time of the alleged violation,"
low the pupils to assist their parents pointed out the commissioner.
Mr. Fischer stated that the time,
in husking corn. This is a regular
[>lace, name of operator, and nature
fall vacation of the school.
of the violation must be given and
Starting next Sunday, Rock Island that the person giving the informatrain No. 6 will be restored to its tion must be willing to appear as a
original run and will arrive in Anita witness against the alleged violator.
at 4:40 p. m. It will replace No. 2
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mitchell and
which has been arriving here at 0:2
a. m; No. 5, a westbound train, wi Mr. and Mrs. Harry Dressier were
Omaha visitors Thursday afternoon.
still arrive here at 9:54 a. m.
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Standard Explosive CorporaPROCEEDINGS OF THE
696.66
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS tion, supplies
Standard Oil Company, gas
139.26
and oil
Court House,
142.52
Wm. Sunderman, repairs ...
Atlantic, Iowa,
PHONE 300
Tropical Paint & Oil Con>
Phone 29
We Deliver *•
October 1, 1941.
69.36
The Board of Supervisors of Cass pany, paint
Wilson
Concrete
Company,
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY
Count, Iowa, met in regular session
1146.16
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
with all members present:
j pipe
SORGlfijM,pure
Hawley Lynch, Chairman, G. E. 1 Kenneth Gipple, labor
8.00
COCOA, Hershey's, pound
13c Eshelman,
4
F. L. Possehl, F. W. Wiese | John Wood, labor
-°°
GRAHAM
| Jean AckWman, labor
B7-50
WHEATIES, 8-oz. package
lOc and W. H. Wohlenhaus.
Acres
Blackmar
Company,
.Minutes of Sept. 15th. -were apDtXIANA jD*via*»jax- xwcu. W\HJ, rurina dna
and
70 89
supplies
CAKE FLOUR, Swansdown, package
23c proved as read.
All
Wheat,
package
The following bonds were approved: American Book Company,
41.32
CLEANSER, Clover Farm, 3 cans
13c
COCOANUT, fancy long shredded, %-lb.
'Goldie Odem, deputy county super- books
American Linen & Towel Serintendent,
and
Frances
Peel,
Massena
APPLES, Jonathan or Golden Delicious, bsk.. .$1.19 text book depository bond.
PANCAKE FIXHJR, Dixiana brand, All wheat
vice, laundry
109.07
Buck Wheat blen4and straight mixed, 3-ibs 15
Anita
Tribune,
printing
The
quarterly
reports
of
E.
H.
PelBUTTER, pound prints
35C
zer, Recorder, and Harry Jordan, Antisekt Chemical Company,
BANANAS, finest South American, pound
7J
75.00
wax
Clover Farm, assorted flavors, 3 pkgs. . . . 13c Sheriff, were approved.
The rebate of Albert Anderson, At- Atlantic Hospital, IncorporFresh Fruits and Vegetables In Season
5.00
JAKDY CHOCOLATE DROPS, 2 pounds
23c lantic, for poll tax of 50c was allowed. ated, tests
2.25
2 P. M., time set for opening Atlantic Laundry, laundry ..
J, Clover Farm, large package
17c bidsAt on
Maintenance Garage, two Atlantic News - Telegraph,
printing
bids were opened.
4. 4- 4 + + + + + + 4 + 4
Celery — Lettuce — Apples — Oranges
25.00
Moved .by Eshelman, seconded by Ben H. Auen, indemnity
«• IOWA FARM KERNELS*
Baker Paper Company, supWiese, to reject all bids.
18.55
Motion carried.
plies
Moved by Wiese, seconded Jby Woh- Bullock & Sons, supplies .. 16.75 Iowa's soil produces more wealth
3iHB OF THIRTY YEARS j
lenhaus, to return checks to all bid- Bureau of Dental Hygiene,
each year than all the gold mines of
AROUND
IOWA.
ders.
supplies
3.91
Established 1885.
'the world.
October 26, 1911
*
*
Georgia Byrne, supplies
26.25
Motion carried.
Published Every Thursday and Entered
The
dedication
of the new «
14.22 A quarter-horsepower electric ihot6r
The following claims were allowed Cadmus Books, books
Brothers.
at. the PoBtoffice, Anita, Iowa, as
and the Auditor authorized to write Central Book Store, books .. 38.02 will do as much work as one man op- gellcal church will be Sm,dJ
Bob Belzer of Albia was repairing
5th.
.
,
'
Second Class Mail Matter.
Bernice Comstock, hospitalizerating a crank. The motor is an
his car parked along the left shoulder warrants for the same:
MM.
W.
P.
Barret-and
little
«
Lloyd
Leeper,
labor
$
85.60
ation
257.67
Cecil G. Budd
Editor of a road when his brother, Ray, driv"easy keeper" and requires little rest. tar, Anita, spent several davil
Howard Lett, labor
91.60 Demco Library Supplies, sup*
*
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Tear ing another car, approached. Blinded Delbert Taylor, labor
thte week visiting her parents 1
81.60
plies
1-40
Corncribs
are
most
easily
ratproofed
by the lights, Ray thought the car was
A ten pound baby boy was!
73.20 G. E. Eshelman, committee
Official Town and County Newspaper on the right side of the road. Bob Henry Mathiesen, labor
when they are empty. An increased
125.30 work and mileage
147.50 number of rats in Iowa and higher to MJ:, and Mrs. Floyd Gissibli
was hit by his brother's car, butF. A. Blanchard, labor
Member of National Editorial
at their home south of hete.
Henry Eggerling, labor
130.80 H. 0. Ferguson, court reportcorn prices make this work especially
was
not
seriously
injured.
Association, and
Mrs. H. C. Faulkner and Misjl
Frank Lechner, labor
120.65 er
31.22 desirable this fall.
Hook
spent the latter part
Herb
Spear,
labor
120.45
Follett
Publishing
Company,
*
*
Lights.
week visiting friends in Onu
Gene
Lewis,
labor
75.00
books
20.96
The September corn crop estimate
New lighting fixtures, the gift of
P. B. Pilmer of Des Moines,
Art McConnelee, labor
51.00 Ginn & Company-, books
25.40 is for an Iowa crop of 451 million
Mrs. MaryTE. Bones, Mrs. Sarah C.
Anita Thursday attending to h_
Zeno
Lang,
labor
100.58
David
A.
Goldstein,
services
,.
35.00
Bradish and Dr. Norman C. Bradish,
bushels, compared with 461 million matters relative to his farm!
100.58 Gregg Publishing Company,
of Decorah, were dedicated in the Russell Michaels, labor
bushels last year. This is almost one- of here.
'
97.65 supplies
10.00 fifth of the total national crop.
Gwfce Episcopal church in Decorah re- Wayne Sisler, labor
Rollie
Way,
who
is
attending
I
Charlie
Pelzer,
labor
100.58
Griswold
American,
printing
.
181.66
ANITA MARKETS.
»
*
cently. The brass work on the fixAlemite Company, supplies
University jn Des Moines, spe.
12.96 jHamond & Steffens Company,
tures done in ecclesiastical design of
Only 415 million of the 1,900 million few days visiting his parents thy
Allis-Chalmers
Manufacturing
supplies
12.39
(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
crosses and trefoils was by Edward
acres in the United States are in at/their home in Lincoln ton
Company, parts ......... 15.27 Hillyard Sales Company, supEggs, cash, dozen
26c W. Novak of Decorah.
cropland and only 342 million of
Atlantic Building Supply,
"Ifoe Anita GriU" is the
plies
20.40 these are classed as "good" by the
Eggs, in trade, dozen
27c
coal
and
lumber
181.47
the
new restaurant to be opa
John
Hoffman,
freight
,
2.86
Eggs, specials
31c
Lilacs.
United States Department of Agri- the first of November by F. W.S
Atlantic Implement Company,
Holley
School
Supply
Com4
• Eggs, No. 1
28c
Mrs. Ray Simmons of Marengo-disculture.
. ia the rooin formerly
parts
74.22
pany, books .-.
113.05
Eggs, No. 2
24c played a number of October TO
*
*
235.37 Iowa Pupils' Reading Circle,
Dittman ft Bater.
Hens, over 5-lbs
15c blossoms taken from bushes in her A-W Company, parts
Projects for the improvement of
,
105.20 the farm and home now being developHens, 4 to 5-lbs
13c yard. They were as colorful and Balbach Company, supplies .. 18;95 books
At the grand lodge meeting o
Barton - Warner Company,
Fellows held in Council
Iroquois Publishing Company,
Hens, under 4-lbs. & Leghorns ..lie fragrant as any in the .spring.
ed by "the Iowa Agricultural Experi- weelti
equipment
200.00 books
.
Springs, over 5-lbs
14c
4.92
was
ment Station number 317. Many of a member of t
Earl
Beech,
supplies
.71
Harry
Jordan,
board
and
care
Springs, 4 to 5-lbs
13c
committee
od
Both Fined.
these will not he .completed until 1945.
Springs, under 4-lbs. & Leghorns. 12c 'Mr. and Mrs. Harley Smuck ofBojens Hardware, supplies .. 17.64 of prisoners; transportaers and by-J4 ' 0jr the granjjjj
* ,.
J * ' '' ' ; • ' • • •
Boosters, Ib
iOe Eldora were fined recently. Mr. Smuck Herman M. Brown Company,
tion; criminal investigation
equipment
6256.28 and expense
Ducks, Ib
gc for allowing an unlicensed driver to
261.05 Shipments of stocker and feeder, cat- Mrs. Lamar-Gardner \nu|
tle and calves into the Corn Belt be- to the members of the Mutt '
Blanche
Prall
Butler,
R.
O.
Geese, Ib. .,
6c operate an automobile and his wife
W. S. Jordan, court reporter . 18.40
18.50 Junior Literary Guild, books . 211.81 tween July 1 and Oct. 1, 1941, were club Thursday afternoon aths'J
Pigeons, live, dozen
BOC for operating a motor vehicle without W.
Arlo Christensen, mileage ..
Cream, sweet
37C a license to do so.
1.70 j Wm. L. Kelso, bailiff
9.00 40 per cent smaller than they were northwest, of-here. Twelve i
a year earlier. Better fall range con- and one visitor, Mrs. Peter J
Nels
P.
Christensen,
labor
..
Cream, No. i sour
35c
48.80^Hpto Loose Leaf Company,,
ditions is believed, to be the major were present. A contest put M I
J. P. Christensen, repairs ...
5.90
Cream,' No. 2 soar
S3c
books
and
supplies
39.3?
Opened Door.
City
of
Atlantic,
light
and
Yellow corn, No. 2
s
E&dlaw Bros., books
17.13 reason for the later seasonal move- ing the afternoon was ma Ij \
Mrs. Alice Eberhart, 80-year-old
water
121.54 Laurel Book Company, books . 37.15 ment of these animals.
Harlan Gittins. " A lunch MJ«
Oats, No. 2, new
33c New Hartford lady, fell from a movby the hostess. Mrs. Gittoi
Wheat, No. 1
$1.00 ing automobile when she opened a Cumberland Telephone ComCharles R. Linn, court reportOf the 8,147 cows removed from hostess at the'next meetinjofj
pany, tolls
18.28 er
; 20.00
door to throw out a paper bag. She
herds belonging to the Iowa dairy club on Oct. 80.
7.77 Hawley Lynch, committee
The regular monthly meeting of suffered a slight brain concussion and Ed. Gushing, parts
D. A. Lubricant Company,
the American Legion Auxiliary will bruises.
work and mileage
143.39 herd improvement associations for the
oil
225.72 Lyons and Carnahan, books .. 7.66 year ending July 1, 2,800. were culled
'Johnson
be held Friday afternoon at 2 o'clock
Dement Implement Company,
her
"at the home of Mrs. Arthur James on
Macmillan Company, books .. 6.68 because of low production^ 2,828 .Were to
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Elm Street.
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her
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that George Hopkins used in making
were sterile; 434, Bang's reactors;
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.
National Cash Register Company, parts
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°r ° the cominK eve«t- The
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pany, repairs
98.75
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pany, parts
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Agency, compensation jnGreen Bay Lumber Company,
was spent playing games, following
surance
300.00
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which a lunch was served.
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Don
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away some stalks. It was necessary G. N. 'McQuern, mileage
87.30 expense
167.20
We Invite You To See the New Modern Equip*
for his nephew, Marlin Eilts, to cut H. P. Malone, hauling
Scase, labor . . . . . . . . 45.00
208.90 j
off the hand to release him. The Nebraska Tractor & EquipForesman & Company
Added To Our Battery Department
arm was later amputated about half
ment Company, parts .... 155.42 books
31.57
Way betwen the -wrist and elbow.
h a r 1 e s Scribner's Sons,
Nelson Automotive Service,
THE NEW
parts
16.66
Hero.
.
Soeman,
services
Northwestern Bell Telephone
6.14
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Company,
books
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10.00
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Without
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Fish were two feet deep on the Robinson Hardware, supplies
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Thorns bridge near W'averly when a Rock Island Motor Transit,
Who^le R ac,, 0 Luboratory ;
truck loaded with fish seined in north4.78
PRICED AS LOW AS THE LOWES i
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west Iowa crashed into the bridge.
Sohmitt, hauling
W Wiese, committee work
y.oo F. and
SEE SAMPLES OF THESE Some of the fish landed in the creek Glen
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THE SUNNY SIDE OF LIFE
Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
ByEDWHEELAN
MCJT10N

NEXT
.BEFORE

DONT SEEM Tt>
REALIZE THW HAL 16
A GREATER CIRCUS
ATTRA.CTIOM THAN HE IS
A PICTURE STAR: ^s~

THOMPSON

HAL ANP
Cff*
C5THERS
VUEREEXCOSCD
FROM THE
RNRWDBTO

THE
CHILDREN'S
HOSPITAL

wait.

LALA PALOOZA

By RUBE GOLDBERG

Comic Picture,

OH, VINCENT, V i OONT 6LAIAE
SEE ALL THESE du^l
YOU WHEN
PHOTOGRAPHSITH1NKOFOUR
I AIN'T LOOKED AT »EM ) RELATIVES

OF THE OLD
FARMHOUSE
DON'T
REMEMBER THAT J
•TftEe iki cr\/MiiT /•«• tf *(

l*eferMP
B
OCrWKC MC
LOST HIS
WHISKERS IN
THEFIRE

AN'HERE'S ONE )/ WRONG AGAIN,
TAKEN AT HARVEST <l
LALATIME-LOOKAT
THAT'S
THAT BIG BEAUTIFUL
YOU!
BALEOFHAV

LOOKS UKE
A FIRE OVER IN
LALA PALOOZA-S
PLACE-t BETTER.
SOUND THE
ALARM

"But, 88 many people teach
, *elves ahortband at j,ome,
no'reason why you shou
among the untrained. The
pies are simple to master

* » *

»«* ^>«*Jtom«. DaUy practlcei
Wtt for mcely paid work, sendj
""^ to?

RRAOBB'HOME SEBVIC^
Ml ttctt AVNIVC
NeW Yoik j
. - — , _ - 10 cents ta coin fcrti
eopy of SELF INSTRUCTIOSI
SHORTHAND.
°H1

INDIGESTI
Frank Jay Markty Syndte«

By CM. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP— If a Woman, She Is Dressed Up, If a Man, He's a Bum
•&TYU6HTO HAVE.
THE TOE.

v
.
Mack-Rakers
The men with the
axe often indispensable tot
being of gociety, but onlyi
know when to stop ra
muck.—Theodore Roosev

CbUMS
HDW COME ^L TOE6 OUT
•VER TOES T50HT ^5*™"*«
6TICK OUT OP
TOUR £>HOEf. / K«sa
iK«S«*KMSIW»>I -\

LIOU
TAII :

SALVI
N0««~
COUOHt

The Bell Syndicate. Inc.—WKU Service
V1ESCAL IKE

Garden Business Later

ByS.L.HUNTLEY

Remains
An iniury graves itself in m
but a benefit writes itself in |
ter.—Jean Bertaut.

So good

MISSUS SPRUDUEJ-.
©OTIA BE
CHO ABOUT KEEPIK'

asoni

_ IF TUEV AJNTT KBPT OUT.
Itt GO4MA—

ACtl

POP—No Time for Work or Sleep

By J: MILLAR WATT
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SQUIRE'S TRYING

LET
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PLAGE/

DOUBLE ENJOYMENT
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tIME TO THINK OF

BLANKETS
A Choice of Blue, Green, Cedar, Peach and Rose
In Double Part-Wool Blankets
70 x 80
5% Wool

72 x 84
6% Wool

72 x 84
25% Wool

$2.29

$3.49

$4.49

72 x 90
50% Rayon — 25% Wbol
25% Cotton — Plain Colored
Single Blanket
$4.98

54 x 72
Cotton Indian Blanket
In a Choice of Colors
Specially Priced At
$1.19

SINGLE
Plaid Cotton Blanket

DOUBLE
-Plaid Cotton Blanket

WHITE
Cotton Sheet Blanket

70 x 80

70 x 80

70 x 90

59c

$1.29

98c

The Golden Rule
DEPARTMENT STORE
"THE BEST FOR LJESS"
ANITA, IOWA
NOTICE TO BIDDERS.
Sealed bids will be received at the
office of the County Auditor of Cass
County at Atlantic, Iowa, until 10:00
o'clock A. M. on October 24, 19,41,
for the construction of a 77'-8%" x
33'-11" maintenance garage and shop
on the southwest corner of Section 6,
Noble Township of the said Cass
County.
A certified check drawn upon a
solvent Iowa bank to the amount of
Two Hundred and Fifty Dollars
(?250.00) and made payable to the
County Auditor shall be filed with
each proposal.
(Proposals will include general construction. Electric wiring, heating
and plumbing will not be included.
Specifications and proposal forms
may be seen and secured at the office
of the County Auditor.
' All proposals filed must be on the
form furnished by the County, sealed
and plainly marked. Proposals containing any reservations not provided
for in the forms furnished may be rejected.
The County Board reserves the right
to waive technicalities and to reject
any or all bids.
CASS COUNTY, IOWA,
By: M. E. Hubbard,
County Auditor.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smith entertained their pinochle club at their
home northeast of Anita Saturday
.evening. Mr. and Mrs. Smith also received high scores. A lunch was served. Mr. and Mrs. Ben Brodersen will
entertain the club next Saturday evening at their home at the east edge
of Anita.

JUST
THE CAR YOU WANT
AT YOUR OWN BRICE
— SEE THESE TODAY —
'39
'37
'36
'36
'34
'32

Deluxe Fordor Ford V-8
Standard Tudor Ford V-8
Plymouth Fordor With Trunk
Ford — A Real Bargain
V-8 Ford — Cheap
V-8 Ford — Reconditioned

Lieut, and 'Mrs. Calvin Vriesen of
Highland Park, 111., spent the week
end in Anita visiting her mother and
brother, Mrs. Ruby Biggs and son,
Max.
The Highland Bridge club was entertained by Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Jewett Saturday evening at their
home northwest of town. Mrs. Andy
Jepsen and Max Walker received high
scores. A lunch was served. t)n Nov.
1, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Curry will'entertain the club.
Mrs. Leonard Rork, Mrs. Faye Holliday, Miss Ruth Hoiliday and Mrs.
Wesley Johnson entertained about 25
women Saturday afternoon at a miscellaneous post-nuptial shower for
Mrs. Byron Harrison at the Johnson
home northeast of Anita. Games and
contests were the diversion of the afternoon. A lunch was served by the
hostesses. Mrs. Soren Clausen of Harlan waa an out-of-town guest.
Grant ,No. 2 P. T. A. met Friday
evening at the school house northeast of Anita. About 35 persons were
present. The program, which was in
charge of Mr. and Mrs. Archie Van
Aernam and Mr. and Mrs. Wesley
Johnson, consisted of community singing, vocal duet and contests. Miss
Lillian Oler is the teacher of the
school. Refreshments were served by
the committee. The next meeting of
the P. T. A. will be held on Nov. 21'.
•Miss Shirley Linfor was hostess at
a party Thursday evening at the home
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
Linfor on Maple Street, to the L. L.
Maids who were celebrating their
second anniversary. Miss Barbara
Tate was initiated into the club. All
members were present and there was
one visitor, Miss Dorothy Tate. The
evening was spent with games and
contests, flowing which a lunch
was served. Miss Lola Chadwick will
entertain the dub at a Hallowe'en
party on Oct. 31.

The Original Sunshine club members
were guests of Mrs. L. C. Bangham
Thursday at her home on East Main
Street. At noon those present enjoyed a dinner served by the hostess
who was assisted by her sister, Mrs.
Many Other Models
Myra Turner. The afternoon was
socially and the prize, for a
We'll Trade For Anything spent
contest which was put on, was won
by Mrs. Merle Turner. The three
charter members of the club, iMirs.
Anita, Iowa
Joe Trimmer, Mrs. Chaa. Scholl and
H. J. (Hank) Spies
Bernard Legg Mrs. Bangham, were present. Mrs.
Edgar Petersen will be hostess at
the next meeting of the club.

Spies-Legg Motor Co.

Special Price On
Genuine Semi-Solid Buttermilk

The Farmers Coop.
ANY WAY YOU FIGURE
Centerville Nut
$6.00
Per Ton
4
4
4
4
ONE THING IS SURE
Coal In Your Bin at Today's Prices Insures Your
Having It When Needed — Why Gamble
With Your Health?

ROBERT SCOTT
ANITA LUMBER CO.
PHONE 2-0 FOR COALS YOU KNOW

4 CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4
4
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
4
* + + + 4 4\4 + + 4 4 4 4
Church school at'it) a. m. We saw
some new faces in the school last
Sunday. There may be others who
have gotten out of the habit of attending such a school, if so, we urge
you to take up the habit again and extend a cordial invitiation for you to
visit our school.
Service of worship at 11 a. m. Our
theme will be: "Life's Extras." We
hope you may see your way clear to
attend this Lord's Day morning service. Does life hold any extras for
you ? What is meant by life's extras
anyway? We shall be glad to think
over this subject with you.
"Come thou with us and we will
do thee good."
('
The ladies will serve a noon-day
dinner Thursday.

ANNOUNCE SCHOOL
HONOR ROLL PUPILS

Maduff's

Markei

The first and second high school
honor rolls for the first six week^s
period of school were announced this
PHONE 2fo
•week by Supt. M. M. Feller. Grade
honor rolls have also been inaugurated this year in the school.
Those on the honor rolls are as
follows:
Freshman.
First—Beatrice 'Dsrrow and Virginia
Johnson.
Second—Max Biggs, Jack Denne,
Charles Smith, Leland Wedemeyer,
Carol Carlton, Dolores Cooley, Mary
Kelly, Darlene Lett, Shirley Linfor,
Shirley Reeves, Arvis Saxton, Rosalie Scholl, Dorothy Tate and Janice
Watson.
Sophomores.
First—Robert Ames, Lee Duff, Byron Harris, Clyde Holland, Billie .Parker, Betty Arnett, Bernadine Darrow,
Ella Mae MeDermott, Carol Richter,
4 HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL 4 Ssther Rork and Isabel Shaffer.
*LUTHERAN CHURCH
4 Second—Laurel Lantz, Mildred Par4H. G. Bebheim, Pastor.
4 ott, Mildred Pierce, Maxine Sisler,
+ 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 + Lois Steffins, Norma Taylor, Lola WatSunday School at 9:30 a. m.
dhs, Mlyron Harris, Albert Karns,
Divine services at 10:80 a. tn.
George Kopp, Kenneth Roed, Rowley
Sunday School teachers will meet at Pollock, Junior Stone, John Williams,
the church Friday evening at 7:30 Viola Claussen, Martha Crawford, Lois
WARNING TO HALLOWE'EN
Roy Deeming, a former
o'clock.
Duff, Georgie Hammer and lino Jean
PRANKSTERS.
spent a couple.; of days here]
Confirmation class meets Saturday Holland.
weak visiting relatives and
evening at 7 o'clock at the church.
Juniors.
Have all the fun you can without
First—Dean Coon and Esther Jensen.
Miss Rose Marie LaGrange,]
+ + + + + + + + + +
444 Second—Rex Rourick, Dorothy Ham- doing damage. The damage of propInstructor iff the Anita public I
erty
is
not
fun.
It
is
a
crime.
You
4
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
4 lin, Ruby Miller, Betty Moore, Elsie
4 4 4 4 4 + + * + + + + + Oler, Fern Schlater, Hi'.da Scholl and can have all the parties, parades, spent the week end at Storm'
iack-o'-lanterns and ghost dances you Iowa, Visiting her parents.
"Probation After Death" will be Mary Jean Steinmetz.
wish,
but do not soap cars—do not
the subject of the Lesson-Sermon in
Seniors.
Miss Mary Osen, a teacher iq|
soap
windoVra—do
not tamper with
all Churches of Christ, Scientist, on
FJrst—Richard Richter.
ViOiaca,
Iowa, schools, spent the \
light wires or light globes—do not put
Sunday, October 26.
Second—James Miller, Harold Peter- obstructions across any streets , or end here visiting *t the home u
The Golden Text is from Hebrews sen, Norman Porch, Geraldine Fowble,
parents,/Mr. and Mrs. Frank H.(
3:12, 13, "Take heed brethren, lest Sue Hagan, Ruth Holliday, Yvonne sidewalks—do not upset or destroy
small
buildings—do
not
take
or
carry
there be in any of you an evil heart, Keasey, lona Morgan, Beulah Neiens,
Declamatory work in the
awsy anything that does not belong
of unbelief, in departing from the Mary Jane Kopp and Delbert Stone.
public schools started this week]
to you. If apprehended doing these
living God. But exhort one another.
a large number of students
Grades.
things you will be prosecuted to the
daily, while it is called today."
Mrs. W. T. Biggs is again in t
Seventh and Eighth—Jane Porch, full extent of the law.
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quo- Dorothy Millhollin and Lola Chadwick.
of the coaching.
i
<C.
F.
Darrow,
tations from the Bible and from the
Sixth—Margaret Shaffer, Alanna
2t
Mayor.
Christian Science textbook, "Science Forshay, Danney Osen and Milo Buckand Health with Key 'to the Scrip- ley.tures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
Fifth—Roberta Mclntyre, Lloyd
One of the Bible citations reads: Akers, Joan Highley and Muryl Rath"Now this I say, brethern, that flesh man.
and blood cannot inherit the king- Fourth—Dean Karns, Norman, TayLower'feed costs arei
FIFTY HAMPSHIRE®. Thick, good,
dona of God; neither doth corruption lor, Janet Sue Johnson and Barbara
ed by feeding a balanced i
feeding boars from large litters, with
inherit ' incorruption. For this cor-Pearson.
good backs and strong bone. By MaC
ruptible must put on incorruption, and
Third—Marjorie Roots.
. Ames; Grain Balancer i|
Announcer, our packer type sire, sethis mortal must put on immortality"
Second—James Mclntyre, K. Charles
something new. It hai
lected last fall in Indiana. R. Baur
(I Cor. 15:50, 53).
Feller, Ronald Gill, Russell Osen, Mari4t
Among the selections from the lyn Steinmetz, Rita Ann Smith and & Sons, Van Meter, la,
made to give you a
Christian Science textbook is the fol- Joyce Petersen.
ration in connection with)
WANTED:—Waitress. Uz-U Rite
lowing:
3tp
First—Margaret Ann Bongers, Enid Cafe, Atlantic, Iowa.
: farm grown grains.
" 'In the place where the tree fallLou Burns, Lois Gissibl and Oralyn
FOR SALE:—Will sell, late mode
eth, there it shall be.' So we read Johnson.
spinet piano in Anita for $135
in Ecclesiastes. This text has been
taken at once. Terms to reliable party
transformed into the popular proMr.
and
Mrs.
Andy
Miller
have
purWrite Critchett Piano^Co-., Des Moines
verb, 'As the tree falls, so it must
Itp "
AniM
lie.' As man falleth asleep, so shal chased the Vernon residence property Iowa.
Phone 276.
he awake. As death findeth mortal on Chestnut Street. They expect to
WANTED:—Your
repair
work.
Alman, so shall he be after death, until move into their new home in a few so see our new gifts. Hutchison's
probation and growth shall effect days.
Jewelry Store, Atlantic.
tf
the needed change" (p. 801).
The P. T. A. of Grant No. 3 was
WANTED:—Strong, young man
held Friday evening at the school with chauffeur's license. Steady work
house northwest of here. About 60 High pay. Midwest Egg Co.
It
*
METHODIST CHURCH
persons were present at the meeting
4
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
WANTED:—To rent a farm of 120
4 4 4 - 4 4 4 4 4 - 4 . . » . 4 . . f 4 Mr. and Mfrs. Arthur Jensen, who are acres or more. Have good references
Church School at 10 a. m. Lee K. moving to Menlo, were each pre- James B. Jordan, Rt. 1, Anita.
6tp
sented with a gift at a farewell "party
Nichols, acting superintendent.
Order your Watkins Products now
Church worship at 11 a. m. This which was also held. A hallowe'en prois the fourth Sunday of our loyalty gram was presented by the pupils of Price is advancing November 1. Ear
the school which is taught by Miss Garrett, BOT Elm Street, Atlantic,
campaign.
it
Ethelyn Wilson. A lunch was served Iowa.
Evening worship at 7:30 o'clock.
by
the
refreshment
committee.
The
Prayer meeting in the parsonage
WANTED:—Your dead animals.
next meeting will be held on Nov. 21 Ph. 184 Anita—we pay phone charges.
Wednesday evening at 7:30.
The district convention of the Woman's Society of Christian Service
convenes in the Broadway Methodist
church in Council Bluffs Thursday at
9:30 a. m.
The church board of education meets
Thursday evening at the home of Mr
and Mrs. Lee Nichols. The auditing
and membership committees will also
meet at the same time and place.
A good dinner will be served in
the church baseemnt Friday noon by
Circle III. The menu includes huntingdon chicken, candied sweet pota
toes, date pudding, etc.
The general meeting of the Woman'i.
Society will be held in the church at
2:30 Friday. There will also be quilt
ing. Mrs. Ulfers will review, "The
Mehtodist Woman," Mrs. Yeater, "The
World Outlook" and Mrs. Long, "The
Christian Advocate."
Our first quarterly conference will
be held Monday evening at 7:30.

WE DELIVER

Butter
Milk

32<

Rich Pure

»

ThompsonSeetJless
2-lb. Package
Fresh Prepared
Quart Jar

Cocoa
Cake Flour
Crackers

WANT ADS

s

Bl

ATTENT

ANITA THEATRE
PATRONS

4 4 f 4 -f •»• •»•

-f 4- -f -f

4 CENTRAL CHURCH OP CHRIST 4
4
C. R. Neel, Pastor.
4
4444444444444
Sunday School at 10 a. m.
Ohurch worship and communion
at 11 a. m.
Our second Rally Sunday was quite
a success owing to the weather and
fine roads. The attendance at Bible
School and church was very gratifying. Perhaps it would be a good thing
to have a rally every Sunday.
Next Sunday following ghurch services we will consider the "Church
Fair" we are to hold this fall. We will
need to plan some things at once and
will need your advice. We are hoping
for good weather Sunday BO you can
come.. Rev. Neel will speak on the
subject, "The Need of the Church."
The ladies of the church will serve
their regular dinner Wednesday noon.
Mr andMre. M. MTPUW and Bon>
&. Charles, spent the week end at
Elgin, Iowa, visiting relatives and
friends.

THE ANITA THEATRE WHICH WAS
MONDAY, OCT. 20, WILL REMAIN SO FOR SEVERAL DAYS. HOWEVER, AS SOON AS NEfcESSARY ARRANGEMENTS, ALTERATIONS AND
OTHER MINOR DETAILS CAN BE TAKEN
CARE OF, THE THEATRE WILL BE RE-OPENED FOR YOUR CONTINUED PATRONAGE.

Watch This Paper For Further Announcementsj
Concerning The_ New Anita
Theatre
•• ., i• "
^ .
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THE ANITA TRIBUNE

WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

By Edward C. Wayne

Low-Down-on-Low-Bia

and

Shipping Losses and Kearny Incident
Have Effect on Neutrality Act Debate;
British View Invasion as Impossible';
French Assassinate Two Nazi Officers

HurtC

(EDITOR'S NOTE—mien ••lotans are expressed In these column*, they
are these ef the new* MUrirst rat net necessarily ef this aewipaper.)
.(Released by Western Newspaper Union.).

One of the most momentous stops in U. S.-Argentine trade relations
took place fen the historic white room at the government house at Buenos
Aires as a new treaty was signed between the two governments. Picture
shows ceremony at signing and pictured left to right arejpr. Carlos Acevedo, Argentine finance minister; U. S. Ambassador Norman Armour;
Dr. Enrique Gninaxn, Argentine foreign minister. In the background are
members at the Argentine government and U. S. embassy staff.

KEARNY:
Starting Things

50 FOR ONE:
Officers Shot

The fact that the Kearny, U. S.
destroyer hit by a Nazi torpedo, had
been more than slightly damaged,
had suffered the loss of some 11
lives and had several persons badly
wounded landed with a jolt in a
Washington already jittery in the
midst of a debate on the Neutrality
act.
The navy refused any information
except the broadest facts, pending
a fuller report of the commander,
and the incident left congress hi a
welter of excitement.On top of this had come two further sinkings, those of the Bold Venture, former Danish ship carrying
the flag of Panama, and the Lehigh
which was flying the Stars and
Stripes.
•The Lehigh was sunk ofi the coast
of Africa, far from the combat zones.
The impact of these three incidents on a congress which was being asked to permit the arming of
merchant ships was terrific. Immediately measures were placed before congress ranging all the way
from a complete repeal of the Neutrality act to a resolution asking for a
declaration of war.
This last was not actually introduced, but certain isolationist senators said that it would be as a counter measure to the "pressure" being
exerted from the White House.
Out of it all emerged the second
half of the Neutrality act legislation, the measure to send American
ships into combat zones, and this
had been reported to have received
presidential favor as a matter of
present business.
Again, as the administration was
meeting severe opposition on one of
its measures, fate and the news
played into its hands.

The killing of Colonel Holtz, the
Nazi commander at Nantes, France,
by assassination was promptly
avenged by General Stuelpnagel,
occupation commander, by the killing of 50 French hostages.
The^ commander said:
"Cowardly criminals paid by England and Moscow killed the field
commandant at Nantes with shots hi
the back on the morning of October
20. Until now the assassins have
not been arrested.
"In expiation of this crime I have
ordered, as preliminary measures,
that SO hostages be shot. Considering the gravity of the crime 50
other hostages will be shot if the
assassins are not arrested."
The general offered a reward of
15,000,000 francs for the surrender
of the guilty parties.
Four members of the gendarmerie
at Nantes had been taken into custody, including the prefect of the district. He and the mayor of Nantes
issued an appeal for aid hi the arrest of the killers.
On that very day, however, hi the
neighborhood of Nantes, a freight
train was derailed, a section of
track having been removed.
For other offenses four Frenchmen had been executed, and the
total of hostages executed during
October was said to have reached
134.
Next day reports told of the killing
of another Nazi officer hi France.
This tinie, a major.

RUSSIANS:
Tough Battle
Pressure shifted from one direction to another along the Moscow
front with the Russians putting
up a desperate fight.
There had been a sudden heavily
reinforced attack, however, in the
southern, or Orel district, and the
Nazis had claimed the capture of
Stalino; a city of 450,000 people, and
described as "a leading armament
center of the Donets basin."
Still later the Nazis had announced
gains on the Azov front and the defenders believed the Germans were
shifting their attack to the south.
There had been reports of Stalin
personally in command at the central front, his headquarters hi an
armored train. But the capital had
been moved to a spot 550 miles
southeast of Moscow.
• Russian sources had'declared the
picture at Leningrad to be the
brightest of that on any part of the
long front, with the defenders of
Russia's second city inflicting terrific losses on the attackers, and
still holding their defense lines.

INVASION:
'Impossibility*
British sources, following a protracted demand on the part of labor
and certain sections of the press for
an immediate invasion of the continent, officially declared this plan
"still an impossibility."
The R.A.F., it was stated, was
still smashing the Reich territory on
a 24-hour basis, however.
London authorities were testy
over the hint, however, that Britain
was not doing all she could to aid
Russia, and it was revealed through
high officials that shiploads of
tanks, airplanes and munitions had
been sent, that many already had
arrived. Others were en route.
The British declared that fully
one-half of the German air force
was being compelled to be held in
the west because of the daily attacks by bombers, and that the British are doing everything that the
Russians themselves have suggested
in the way of aid.

G.O.P.:
Willkie Policy

Veto Yorkers Are
Talking About:
Babe Roth's price ^.-.--,--»
Louis J- Taber, National Grange
president, and other farm leaders his services in the Oehrig Bun,
didn't come away empty-handed which Goldwyn screants ;1* top
from their conference with the ^res- much. He will prbb'ly JMt «,
CAGED!
hough, as Ruth is a "mustff-to any
ident on price control.
biography
of
Gehrig
.
.
.
Stormy
While he would not agree to their
Mrs. Waddle was
proposal that wages be included m Walker, the former Mayor, Who is
fttwhen the
the price control bill drafted by being considered as the head of a new
-thinking to
-acetrack
to
be
built
to
N.
7The
Price Administrator Leon Hender-he
son, Roosevelt did make one impor- jackers being very, Wealthy French
tant concession. He said he would refugees, wondering jyhere to invest dleJH the Deep."
have no objection to a "parity aver- their coin . . . MGM*8 planned fflm At <he very first note P0uy „,„,
ages formula" being put in the bill version of the town's big hit.^BWt her eye* in surprise, then 0
to limit the dumping of government- Foot Forward" . . . ?or Mickey .her. perch, where she rocked '
owned wheat and cotton when the and Judy . . . The Nice-Work Dep't: self to and fro in astonish*
prices of these commodities threaten One of Life's editors who wa* or- - "The're, Polly!" said Mr!X«
dered to spend at least two weeks zStPP3^ Bon8 h°d come to an!
to soar out of bounds.
Under this formula, to insure with Ginger Rogers—for a profile "What do Jtou think of that?"
farmers an average parity price for piece . . . The way ex-Warden .Z'ffi "wordi" shrieked the m
the full crop year, restrictions would [.awes has added twenty pounds "we've got &e old man bo«3
be placed on the amount of wheat since "getting out" of Stag Sing this time, and no mistake!"
• *
and cotton that could be sold. Also, Prison.
the dumping could not begin until
,
Suggestion
The air raid warden had
prices reach certain above-parity
ie warthe British radio pounds
levels, to be worked out by Hender- aWay at Italy's slipping morale with testing» gas masks, and hadl
•« to
ww the
*•,
son and the department of agricul- eight daily broadcasts urging the come
three old maids at I
h""Be.
.
country to unlatch itseH from Ber- b i ghouse.
Amelia and Jane J
ture.
Taber and his colleagues had to lin ...
_, and apologized for the?1
Rome's reply prob'ly is: ed him
do some fast talking to sell the Presi- •Why speak to us? Take it up ft&F absence. The masks wert]
dent on this plan. At first he seemed with the Warden!" . . . The sev- •lusted, and the warden said:"j
in no mood to accept any changes eral society lads, on the verge ol now " hope your masks areQ.
" sj, thank you, they are?]
in the bill and told his callers that being drafted, who flew to Califorif they had come to debate the ques- nia, shifting residences there at the plied ( Amelia, "but what abouU
'
tion of controlling farm prices they same time. So that when their Rote' sT"
Thei warden, taken aback, i
were wasting their time.
numbers come up they'll go to a
—, that's not my job; but I tn
"We have simply got to head off camp in sunny Cal. . .., Dumb, huh? "Oh,
inflationary trends," the President . ..'. The new bootlegging racket in perhaps you could spray them.1
declared grimly, "or face ,the worst England, where more bootlegging
Extra!
depression the country has ever goes on in the clothing field than in
Farmer—And this is the
known after this emergency is over." food. And in men's attire!
press, ma'am.
The farm leaders finally won him
City Visitor — How iateru
over to their plan with the assurance
The book, "I Paid Hitter," by Fritz
when do you run off the i
that they would not oppose Hender- Thyssen, the industrialist who first And
edition. ,
son's system of selective price con- helped the Nazis in Germany . . .
trols, providing the parity gains won Jimmy Wong Howe, the Chinese
NO CHOICE
at this session were not lost.
cameraman, and Rabbi Edgar
Mag1
nin,
who
made
speeches
for
a
short
Taber pointed out that though the
prices of wheat and cotton are now to raise funds for Irish Relief . . .
only slightly below parity, and live- The depressing news about Kent
stock above it, farmers get only 45 drik Willem Van Loon, whose docs
per cent of the consumer's dollar have ordered him to stop all activity
spent for farm products, as agains for .the next six months . . . The
60 per cent hi 1917, when defense Rev. Jardine, who came to the aid
produgtion was geared to the peak of Wally and the Duke. His letters
it has reached today.
are now ignored.
* * *
The way some of the pro-Nazis
NEW LABOR HEADACHE
Strikes are still a serious problem over here outsmarted themselves.
but the big labor headache currently The coin they saved on postage by
harrying defense chiefs is the com having their hymns of hate franked
plex and mounting difficulty of em through the mails, doesn't begin to
Spectator—Does it make!
ployment dislocations.
, cover the costs of lawyers and bail
terence
'which club you
.
.
.
Jimmy
Dorsey's
check
for
$40,Almost every day brings new re
Dubbe—Not to me it i
ports of workers let out due to lack 000 from Decca, as his royalties for
first half of 1941. In short, he
of materials, forced curtailment o the
Same Trouble
hit
the
Jukepot.
production or other defense causes
"Yes,'14ove'her so much,!*
Official estimates of such dismissals
Sleep nights."
put the number at between one am Notes of an
•'.That's'bad,butlookatn
two million.
Innocent Bystander:
ried—and I can't sleep i
And the end is not hi sight. Some
The Story Tellers: Clifton Fadi- account of the baby."
experts anticipate that hi the auto man
will have you know that he's
industry alone 200,000 workers will a book-reviewer,
A-Nice Point
not a literary critlose their jobs.
A plain and > simple answer 1
tc;
"HTpoints
out
the
big
difference
Aware of the" serious ecpnomic
This question's what we w
"The Reviewing Business," in
consequences of such dislocations in
"Does fishing make .a man a'
Harper's.
"Literary
criticism
is
an
OPM heads are making strenuous art," he says, "like the writing of
,Do only liars, fish?
"
'
' ..-V--J!fa'fi
—
efforts to overcome them. So far tragedies o'r the making of love and,
only partial answers have been similarly, does not pay. Book- reAlmost as Bad
found.
Now Gibbs would never
is a device for earning
Originally, OPM tried to handle viewing
Rock a boat
a
living"
.
.
.
Charles
Poore
also
such dismissals by local absorption takes a box-office slant at the prose
But he'd endorse
This worked all right in towns with racket in The Tunes mag,- in his
A stranger's note.
industries engaged in defense work definition of the Pulitzer Prize. The
They could use the displaced hands, value of the prize, he says, is "a
Old Stuff
,.
and gladly took them on. But in thousand dollars hi cash to those who
''Anything romantic abwl
communities where this condition accept it and ten thousand dollars in weddingT"
u J
"Nothing whatever. Shec»l
did not exist, other solutions had tc publicity
for
those
who
refuse
it."
be found.
and he has- a job."
• ••i
Various methods have been used
The Front Pages: An editorial in
In some instances defense orders
have been granted to reopen shut the Herald Tribune epigrams the Man wants but little .M»!
Yet he is not forgiving.
down plants. In other cases, where spot the Bolo armies have put the
conversion of a plant wasn't pos Huns in. "The Russians," the dairy For he is forced to have
Thanks to the cost of
sible, an entire new defense plant points out, "have only to survive
has been erected hi town. In stil somehow in order to win; Hitler has
Or'Pocketbook
other instances, workers have been to win in order to survive" . . ~.
"What was the operation
given "retraining" instruction anc You can spot the Fascists' wearimoved to places where labor was ness for the war in their weakening
"The removal of some o
propaganda bragging. Recently they
needed.
"Ikying to cut down
Defense chiefs count on Floyd Od- claimed only to have damaged the Us head?
ium's reorganized subcontracting British plane carrier, Ark Royal. In
division to take up most of the slack all previous naval scraps, both the
Heinies and the Fascists have beon defense dislocations.
Odium originally estimated H gun with the sinking of that vesseL
would take two months to set up
administrative machinery, but OPM Broadway It Like This:
chiefs are urging him to turn his
Broadway is where after you've
attention to getting subcontracts now reached the top—at least a dozen
and rounding out his organization as acquaintances claim having played
he goes along.
a big part in it ... But whenyou
fail-everybody blames y6u ..'.' And
you blame the "breaks" instead of
MERRY-GO-ROUND
The American Association for Eco- looking for a job where your talent
nomic Freedom has reprinted an ad will be respected—such as waiting
dress made more than 10 years ago on tables or being president o f a
by Federal Judge Robert N. Wiffi bank . . . No matterfcownice yoii
of Cleveland on "A New Social Or- u ,
* . forced
a »
will knock your-from sheer
he
!!»«, m^ch
advocated
a
union
resS t?f?h:8P«*fcng Countries to habit . . . A fellow who to^SSresist the totalitarian aggressors.
*m Roosevelt
Heavyweight champ Joe Louis or Willkie is one who can pick at
least one winner out of seven
races
. if you don't talk aboul
yourself—then you run the risk od
being bored stiff listening to others
gab about themselves . . . Th»
Broadway lights have done more to
make the street famous than any of
the famed folk on it.
FARMER PRICE VICTOR*

Appearing before the Senate
defense investigating committee,
Sidney Hillman, OPM associate
director general, is pictured as
he declared that low bid by a
CIO contractor for a Michigan
housing project was disregarded
because its acceptance might result in strikes and open violence
involving the entire construction
industry in Detroit. The committee was probing charges that
OPM shows favoritism to AFL.

LABOR:
Civil Strife
An internal war within the C.I.O.
organization was revealed when a
strike at a Detroit steel plant was
suddenly halted.
The" public was treated to the unusual spectacle of a union leader
telling his members to go back to
work because the army had. been
ordered to take over the-pllnt "unless," and being roundly hissed.
There were yells of "bring on the
soldiers."
The union leader, John Doherty,
said: ^
"The United States army already
has received orders to move in. The
government has notified our union
that this strike will not be tolerated."
The men, who claimed that their
own union leaders had "sold them
out" in wage negotiations, hissed
and catcalled, but they went back to
work.
There were hints of sabotage in
this strike, and the open charge by
Federal Conciliator Dewey that he
was looking for a "sinister purpose"
in the walkout. Dewey had been in
the conference which resulted in this
particular steel company signing e
Contract with the SWOC.

MEXICO:
Releases Aliens
Latin-America and the United
States had been puzzled by a report
from Mexico stating that close to
600 Nazis and Fascists from the
seized Axis -ships had been released, and returned to their former
status of foreigners legally in the
country.
American circles could not understand why President Camacho took
this action, as it was believed certain to complicate Mexico's espionage problem, already quite complex.
It had been pointed out that, prior
to their seizure, these Nazi and Fascist ships had been hotbeds of propaganda, and that one of them, the
Orinoco, had maintained a printing
plant aboard, and that in addition
to flooding the country with material
along the Nazi party line, had given
many entertainments aboard for
Mexicans 'and had shown many
propaganda movies.

At the height of the neutrality
debate more than 100 Republicans
took part in, an appeal for the repeal
of the Neutrality act, in the face of
the recollection that this action in
the last war was shortly followed by
American entrance as a full participant.
These were led by Wendell
L. Willkie, who said:
"Millions upon millions of Republicans are resolved that the ugly
smudge of isolationism shall be removed from the face of their party.
"At the same time he criticized
the administration for the handling
of Igbor relations, saying "the desire of many in the administration BRIGADE:
to rewrite our social and economic
life under cover of the national ef- Of Heroes
fort must be ruled out during the
The British official reports of the
emergency."
Dunquerque episode were filled with
many stories of heroism, but none
WICKARD:
of them more poignant than the story
On Prices
of the lost brigade of Calais.
This was a group of 3,800 British
Secretary of Agriculture Wickard,
calling the parallel between the soldiers who held the French port,
present war and the last one too vital to the use of Dunquerque as a
close for comfort, urged on congress debarkation point, for all the days
the necessity of immediate price fix- while the evacuees were crouched
ing to stave off disastrous infla- on the beaches, vulnerable to attionary tendencies.
tack, thus permitting their brothersHe declared himself hi complete in-arms to escape.
agreement with the provisions of the
Of this body, only 47 ever returned
pending price-control bill, and said to England. The commander was
that the planned price-fixing au- Brigadier C. Nicholson, and after
thority might not be necessary.
standing heavy bombardment and
Tlie nation's agricultural produc- with the town he was defending in
tion next year, he predicted, will be flames, he received this terse com
the highest in history, and the in- mand:
crease would be mostly in meats,
"Every hour you continue to exist
milk and eggs. He recalled that of
the 14,000 banks which failed most is of the greatest help to the B.E.F.
were country banks, and said he The government' therefore decided
didn't believe the American econo- that you must continue to fight. We
my could stand a second siege like have the greatest possible admirathat.
tion for your splendid stand."
One spearhead of the German atSIBERIA:
tack was desperately anxious to take
Or Thailand?
Calais and to sweep on to DunWatchers of the perilous situation querque, to fall on the helpless and
in the Orient were still wondering vulnerable men at that point
But the riflemen of the Calais
whether Siberia or Thailand would
be the first to feel the touch of brigade held them, despite the
bombings by wave after wave of
Japan's expected military effort.
Nicholson himself was
In 'spite of unconfirmed reports Stukas.
the missing. His last radio
that the United States and Japan among
appeal was:
had reached some basis, of agree"Please send us more guns still
ment, the tension continued high. holding
out."
Japanese quarters were pressing on
the evening of the fourth
the government to do something day.It wasCalais
had held out lone
first about Thailand.
enough. Their work was done
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Broadway is still the zippiest
street of them all ...
RemMpber
when some people wrote articles alleging it was dead a few years back?
• . . Manx visitors come to The
en by Big Town to see the shows when the
best show 13 New York itself . . .
The Bowery, where many people are
starving, is full of restaurants . . .
ihe. best way to disillusion your
daughter who is stage-struck is to
point out the chorus gfcjs. staggering
into subway kiosks . . . No playboys
or sables-just yawns and imelly
subway stations, sister.

Army Posts Hoosier Couplets
Ready Now for
Braille Readers
Ortmeyer Humorous Verses
Free to Blind People
Anywhere in U. S. A.

itect's dCTWtof.of. hospital recreation building under constrnc65 amy bMriW-u Jto bnUdtags will be furnished and operated
fcerican Bed C*OM, irtich win provide motion pictures and other
A t a , and throathlitai own staff carry on social service and
r~t!£V' *£* bnj"dfa* »fl» contain a theater, recreation
I small kttelien mptf guest-rooms for relatives summoned to bed'of soldiew. , Uvtor and office quarters for Red Cross staff also
s included in tne building.

. . ^ — f e e hospital
smiled as she held the
before the eyes of the
ion the bed.
iid, "Bed Cross and my
landing officer say o. k. for
[come, will arrive hospital
hours, Red Cross lendkin fare keep your chin up
It was signed "Pete."
nurse tried to describe
le'fcfof tfiat telegram on
:ious mother.
*•*.•*'
; of like a blood trarisfuI she said.
trams like Pete's are makpple realize more and more
just how much the Red
{manages, to do for Uncle
irmy and. navy. American
are learning that the Red
.ill give their sons iff camp
practical help in time of
in 1906 congress
r Back
[flie Red Cross the official
ween the nriien in the. Amerined forces and their families
since that day the lied
been:the trouble shooter
buster" of every soldier.
„_ is illness-at home, the
bss, through Its local chapits field directors in each
,ill keep the boy posted with
I'minute news. It will verify
litions and, as in the case
elp him obtain emergency
Lor perhaps a dependency
It will keep him well
" i reading matter, enter-

In Words Weekly
|fYORK. — Daisy Bacon is
tut the "readln'e&t woman"
i She reads carefully and
[with judgment, more than
Jl words every week. Miss
[is editor of three national
i and studies each litre that
ito them. -She is the only
in the world who is active
n-chief of such a trio and the
nan who edits an all-fiction
book. She publishes only
0,000 words: a month,, but
ead the astounding total to

tainment and comfort articles while
he's sick in the hospital. It will
help him find employment when he
returns to civilian life and it will
give assistance to his family when
they are in trouble.
There is little that the Red Cross
will not do for a serviceman^ Recently a soldier was brought into a
military hospital with both eyes totally and permanently blinded in an
accident. A volunteer Red Cross
worker there spent half a year
teaching the boy to read braille.
Another, army camp reports the
selOVetfer'ttttSi widow who was
refuged government compensation
because officials lacked evidence of
her husband's disability. During
the next few months, a busy Red
Cross field director wrote more than
200 letters on her'behalf, finally unearthing the evidence which meant
her livelihood.
Right now the Red Cross is
busy constructing headquarters
buildings for its staff at 62 army
camps, and has undertaken to furnish and operate hospital recreation
buildings ^jn 65 army stations and
general hospitals. Furnishings for
the latter will include a theater and
motion picture equipment, as well
as offices and a lounge. Thanks to
the Red Cross, .American mothers
can be perfectly sure that then- convalescent sons will have plenty of
medically approved entertainment
while they are laid up.
Red Cross 'service to the armed
forces covers a lot "of grouna." The
army and navy recruit their nurses
from the nursing reserve of the Red
Cross. The present drive to collect
200,000 units .of human blood plasma
for the armed forces is another Red
Cross assignment. And just to tpp
things off, the women of this country, as volunteers in the ranks of
the Red Cross, this year handed
over to the United States army and
navy over 28,000,000 surgical dressings, and are now starting upon a
batch of 500,000 sweaters.
As one soldier put it, "Uncle
Sam's our commanding officer, and
he looks out for us the besnhe can.
But the Red Cross—well, the Red
Cross is Mrs. Sam."

_

- she wants to print. For
'"on she reads'"a few books"
week.
.. , , '
">ughly
feminine;
tall, slsnl
°nde, her hobbies are perfect
8
and cats, Her costumes are
own design and have resulted
.being called one of the best
^ women in the country.
^ f°r cats is exemplified by
« her apartment at 40 Fifth
''.New York, and by a parade
7ai>p 200 modeled figures of fe- council. (1)
«ss the top of her editorial 185,000 U. ~. ~
prevents crimes.
CHICAGO. - Rural Americans
•descendant of Gov. William
td
°f Plymouth Colony,, and have proven to be better Sunday
™ly of Sir Francis Bacon, .school promoters than their^ city
brothers, a survey made public
« the West and usually here
by the International Council of
"er vacation there. One of Religious Education discloses.
a uncles
ir !
» John Holbropk,
first nation-wide survey of
k*jlo the n°ted Bheriffs at Fort
*a, in eariy days> helping
B about peace iri a turbulent
^'earlier
ancestor was Dean
Holbrook ot .Vermont, one less than 2,500 population.
|8a"rst
L American publishers.
n
has an uncanny faculty
y
choosing stories and
Iav
°red by her readers.
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E N D Y BA'RRIE and
WGeorge
Sanders were sort

THE PAPERS OF PRIVATE
PCRKEY
Dear Ma.—
I am inclosing a clipping witch

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.-Arthur H.
to b
Ortmeyer, well-known writer of cou- of .rocked back on their heels !^?^&
was drafted. w
It is H"^^
from Camp
plets, who conducts a column in the recently on the set of RKO's "A
Stewart down in
Indianapolis News called "Hoosier Date With the Falcon." They
Georgia and it
Homespun," has widened his field were introduced to Michele Morsays that a coloof homespun philosophy and humor gan, the French actress who
nel named Ralph
into braille. The couplets, some of
Tobin of the 207th
which appear below, are now being makes her screen debut here in
C o a s t Artillery
distributed by the Indiana state li- "Joan of Paris," and promptly
came out against
brary. The post office gives free acknowledged the introduction
potato pealing in
postage, as it does with all braille in fluent French. Then they
the army. He said
publication in the U. S. Any sight- went on from there. But Miss Mor- he didn't think a soldier should ever
less biaille reader in the country gan shut up like a clam; not even wash a dish neither as both take
time that could be used in learning
may borrow for reading, the book a "Oui, oui" did she utter.
how to fight. Well this man Tobin
"Life Lines" postage free, on appli-1
Finally,
when
they'd
about
decidcation.
I
is my choice for top general in the
that their French was all wrong, U. S. A. If this clipping gets read
Alabama and Mississippi state Ii- j ed
explained that she was trying much he will be the hero of the
braries have asked for rights in pub-! shehard
to be completely American army in no time.
lishing the book and the Library oi so
that she wasn't even thinking in
Congress- will begin issuing Ortmey- "renon!
This colonel says the German
er's couplets soon. A few selections
army used a separate organization
from the couplets follow:
» * *
John Boles Is returning to the of kitchen workers to peel potatus
Churning waters sing a paean
creen in Monogram's "Boy o' and wash dishes and, ma, that is
Even in a wash machine.
Abie." Remember John? He used the key to the way them Nazis fight
* • *
o be one of the screen's most jpopn- I gess. With a guaranty that the/
No double feature yet quite vies
ar singing stars. He's been doing won't never never have to do n»
With that of sunset and sunrise.
toncert tours and sort of resting on work as kitchen canaries no wondet
» * *
iis laurels, during his vacation from there morale is so good. He gave *
Ortmeyer goes humorous:
he screen.
hint that the American army wood
Quiz
organize a trained division of kitchA woman druggist, how to list her?
Robert Preston, who recently was en help soon and I hope he is right.
The soph replied: A Pharmacister!
hosen by vote of the nation's ex- It wood improve the spirit of the
Impression
A waffle is, so I've heard said; hibitors as bne of the top leading whole 'army and me so much tha^
A pancake with a non-skid tread 1 men in pictures (and that's the kind you wood never no we was the same
f selection that counts in Holly- fellows.
Count Ten
» • *
Recall, when ire would have its fling, wood!) has been named by ParaI do not no if there is anything
It cost a bee his life to sting!
except talk behind this idea but I
The Pleasure Bent
wish you would mention it in your
The pleasure bent—this is no joke—
prayers every night as I am sure
Oft finn themselves both bent and
the army wood be in better shape to
broke!
win a war if it could get potatoes,
dishes, cooking and general housework off its mind.
* * *
I also wish ma that the army wood
organize a division of street cleaners and bath room attendants two
on account of that
is no work for a
soldier neither. It
is awful hard for
me to feel like a
100 per cent fighting man when I
am walking up
and down a camp
spearing old papers and picking up
general rubbish. And I certainly do
not feel like no important cog in the
arsenal of the* democrats when I
am in a scrub bucket brigade in the
ROBERT PRESTON
men's room.

Wright Cadet

From all appearance Cadet Richard M. Wright, of Richmond, Ind.,
is about to board an airplane at the
very site where his famous cousins,
Wilbur and Orville Wright, once
conducted a flying school. This
photo, taken at Maxwell Field, Ala.,
in the Southeast air corps training
center, where Cadet -Wright Is now
enrolled in the Pilot Replacement
wing, might be called "Wishful
Thinking.'' Keen to start flying like
700 other cadets hi his class, Wright
will not be allowed to enter an airplane until he bas completed an initial five-week training course, which
will condition him to enter flying
school.

Rural Folks Go to Church

Daisy bacon

By VIRGINIA VALE

(Released by Western Newspaper T^nion.)

DUTTERFLIES of print, potted

•*-* flowers—20 such blocks make
a beautiful quilt. Partial pieoing
is augmented by applique; strips
and squares outline the diagonal
setting; and alternate blocks 'are
quilted in a charming motif.
* • •

The complete pattern (accurate cutting
guides, applique placements, estimated.
Cordages, color suggestions and quilting
design) is Z9283. 15 cents. The resulting
quilt Is about 90 by 110 inches in size.
Send your order to:
AUNT MABTHA
Box 166-W
Kansas City, Ho.

Enclose IS cents for each pattern
desired. Pattern No
Name
Address

Beware Coughs
frota coram cddt

That Hang On

OreomuUon relieves promptly because It goes right to the sew of the
trouble to hem loosen and expel
germ laden phlegm, and aid nature
to soothe and heal raw, tender^-ln~ lined bronchial mucous membranes. Ten your druggist to sen you
ft bottle of Creomulfilon with the understanding you must like the way it
Quickly allays the cough or you an
Co have your money back.

CREOMULSION

for Coughs, Chest CoIds,Bronchitis
Arm Properly
One should never put on one's
best trousers to go out to fight
for freedom.—Ibsen.

TIV m$ FOIMIU
Caacaro SagrttU, Fnnjiula, Sri
Amarum, Anbo, Caraway, FMKnel, Ginger, Licorice, Methyl
Salicylntc, Carbonate of Ma*nena, Oil of Cinnamon, Glycarin*
and Sassafras.
It's all ready for you under tho
name of "ADLERIKA."
If -occasionally bothered with
constipation, aggravating gas,
headache! or bad breath, try this
formula for its DOUBLE ACTION;
6 carminatives for »lief of gme
pains and 3 laxatives for QUICK
bowel action. Just tak» this ad
to your druggist.

mount as the third member of the
co-starring triumvirate of "This Gun
or Hire." The other two stars are
Veronica Lake—and we're told that
she'll change her hair-do—and Alan
..add. Ladd is a young character
actor, of whom not much has been
ieard as yet; he won the role with a
remarkable screen test.

They call this fatigue duty in the
army and the man who first thought
up this name for it had a great
sense of word values. It fatigues
me to even think of army housework. I do not get half so tired on
an all day hike as I do just thinking
of peeling another barrel of potatus
or washing dishes.
* * •
If I was not a private I wood write
Movie-goers will .get their first
glimpse of the technique of theunder- a letter to Colonel Tobin saying he
jround revolt against Hitler, now is the first smart general the army
spreading through Europe, in the ever had and that I was for him for
newest March of Timefilm,"Nor-President, Secretary of War, and
way in Revolt"; it also includes the hero of the next Sergeant York
scenes of combined Norwegian and picture, but it might get me into
British naval raids on the coast of trouble like most of my letters do.
Norway, which resulted in the de- I wish you and pop wood write him
struction of valuable Nazi war sup- and get all the neighbors to do it.
Believe me it has puzzled me how
plies.
the Heinies could take all those
Bette Davis is "The Most Regular Maggienot lines and forts so quick
Star" on the Warner Bros, lot, ac- but the hole secret is out. They
cording to a poll conducted by the could concentrate on it instead of
studio's 72 police officers. The hon- on potato peeling.
* » •
or was awarded because of her
Well,
this
will
half to be all for
thoughtfulness, cheerfulness and her
being, in general, "a regular guy." now now.
Lots of love,
Oscar.
Those who have forgotten that
P.S.—Could you find out the adBob Hope started his theatrical ca- dress of Myrtle Atwood for me.
* * •
reer as one-half of the hoofing team
of Hope and Byrnes are going to
GOOD-BY FOREVER
be surprised when they see his song- Vacation friendships warm the
and-dance version of the Irving Berheart
lin number, "You Can't Brush Me So much that, when you come to
Off" in Paramount's "Louisiana
part
Purchase." He does a dance routine With people you have known a day,
with a colored kid band and quartet "Be sure to look us up," you say.
that should make Rochester look to And they in turn insist that you
Look them up when you're passing
his laurels.
through.
Did you know that Mickey Mouse They wring your hand, and you
wring theirs,
was 13 years old the other day?
Walt Disney named him Mortimer No other parting's pang compares.
Mouse, but Mrs. Disney suggested So great your joy in having met
them,
the change to Mickey. He made his
debut in the cartoon comedy, It's strange how soon you can forget
them.
"Steamboat Willie," and was an in—Richard Armour.
stant success.
SONG FOR A GAS SHORTAGE
Everyone who enjoyed those radio
Just a song for twilight,
presentations of outstanding pictures
When the gas is low;
is delighted now that the Playhouse
Fill
your tank to brimful
is back on the air. Dramatized verAs
you watch it flow.
sions of successful pictures are
heard Monday through Friday in I
Though your tank be heavy,
quarter-hour episodes. The cast is i
With a heart that's light
headed" by Virginia Field, and in- I
Comes the call at sunset,
cludes Donald Briggs, who has ap"Fill 'er up tonight!"
peared in many of the Dr. Kildare j
—Milton Mohr.
and Andy Hardy pictures.

Sharp Wits Cut
Sharp wits, like sharp knives, dp
often cut their owners' fingers.—
Arrowsmith.

Black*
Leaf40

KILLS
' LICE

JUST
60
DASH, IMRATHIRS.?
1OR S P R E A D ON

MUCH FAHTHOI

ROOSTS

Protecting Knowledge
Knowledge planted in youth giveth shade in old age.

'ALL RIOT ALONG THE
average enrollment pi 21Q.compared
ODDS AND ENDS—When the was in
POTOMAC!'
to the rural church schools' 65. A New York recently Joan Fontaine drove
Hi—There was a serious accident
nation-wide average of 114 is main- interviewer] slightly mad by insisting on
discussing fishing trips instead at fashion* in Washington yesterday. Six bustained.
loads of eastbound co-ordinators colThirty-six Protestant denomina- and pictures . . . Joe E. Brown has recov- lided with four buses full of westfrom injuries sustained in that autotions co-operating through the In- ered
accident and has checked in at bound federal administrators. Six
ternational Council, operate Sunday mobile
Columbia far "Cowboy Joe" ... Rita Huy- j trucks carrying defense program
schools in the United States and worth u coming right along; the gels allocators, priorities fixers, etc., folnow have a total of 160,430 schools. Franchot Tone us her leuding man in lowing the eastbound buses then
Total pupil enrollment for these "Eadie Wa> a Lady" . . .And At*™ Sm.«/. j crashed into the wreckage. It is
schools was announced'as 20,772,141.
doing all right too; Corner Bros. gave j beiieved tne defense program will
Dr Mary Leigh Palmer, associ- her a new contract and plan, to itar her
greatl
speeded up due to the
ate director of leadership education, in "Blonde Bomber" . . . Barney Google
made public the statistical findings and Snuffy Smith uiill ttep from the ti>v«ie
—K. L. M.
into a leriei o/ Monogram picture*
of the survev.

ii

MIDDLE-AGE;

WOMEN &
HEED THIS A D V I C E M

If you're cross, restless, nervous
—softer hot flashes, dizzinesscaused by this period in a
woman's life — try Lydla Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Made especially for women.Helps
to relieve distress due to this
functional disturbance. Thousands upon thousands of women
report remarkable benefts. Pollow label directions.
WNU—N

43-41

Exchange of Happiness
Happiness is not given but exchanged.—Diane.

Watch Your
Kidneys/
Help Tbetn Cleanse the Blood
of Harmful Body Waste
Your kidney* are constantly flltertec
woata matter from the blood stream. But
kldmyt sometime* lag In their work—do
not act u Nature Intended—fall to remove ImpurltlM that, U retained. ai»»
poUon the system and upset t,he whoU
body machinery.
Symptoms may be nagjtlng backache,
P*nl8tent headache, attacks ul dlulneo,
getting up nisbU, Dwelling, pufflnev
under the eyea—a feeling ol nervou*
anxiety and loss o( pep and itrenrth.
Other aigna of kidney or bladder di»order are •ometlmea burning, ucauty or
too frequent urination.
There abould be ao doubt that prompt
treatment U] wU*er than nugkcct. UM
Doan'l Fill*. Boon's have been wiunlnc
new frlenda for more than forty yean.
They have a nation-wide reputation.
Are recommended by grateful peoDla to*
country over. Atk i/our n

DOANS PILLS
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THE ANITA TRIBUNE, TttURSDAt, OCTOBER 23, 1941.
Leo V. Bongers, Jr., a student at Ted Grinstead is reported to be reCreighton University in Omaha, spent covering nicely from an operation to
the week end here visiting at the which he submited Thursday at the
home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Atlantic hospital.
Leo V. Bongers.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Morgan and
'Mr. and Mrs. .'Char'.es (Bud) Mit- daughters of Council Bluffs, Iowa,
chellleft Wednesday for Burbank, Cal., and Mr. and Mrs". Jack Bell of Wiota
I where they will make their future' were Sunday dinner guests at the
, home and where they both have em- home of Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Smith
, ployment at an aeronautics factory. north of here.
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SENSATIONALLY NEW CONSTANT-FLOW
HEATING FOR LESS WITH A
"NU-COMFORT"

LACO
OIL HEATER

Mrs. Max Frieberg of North Platte, The Benton Future Farmers 4-H
Neb., has returned to her home there [club met Wednesday evening at the
BAYLEY
Home Furnaces and Stoves That Will Meet Any Need
after spending several weeks here home of Billy Bebensee northwest of
——i—•—i
visitin her
*
sister,
Mrs.
Chas.
Heta) Washington!
here. Following the business meetsee that historic
— May Be Bought on Easy Terms —
•*+.
I
• •*» ^her relatives ing and social discussions, a lunch was
oma was named ^because of a
Point
Park
today.
The
'and
friends.
served. Glen Olsen will be host at
ain that was later named after Indura wars scared folks away until
Sounds complicated and it 1868, when General MtCarver set
the next meeting of the club on
Anita, Iowa — Phone 171
Founded as Comtaenccment City out to build a town in earnest. Pro- Mr. and Mrs. Ray Smith and son, Nov. 12.
Raymond, returned to their home in
Tacoma quickly acquired its gress has been rapid since then and Denver,
Colo., Friday after spending
name—meaning: "snow-capped lacoma is now a large and thriving! several days here and at Wiota visit- Mr. and Mrs. !W. C. McCrory received word last week of the death of
Ltain" in Indian—because of the city still dominated by its peak.
ing relatives and friends. They were their grandson, Charles Roland, in1.82 inches of rain was received
BY THE WAY
iful peak towering- some fifty
here Monday night.
That
peak,
third
largest
in
our
accompanied
accompaniei
home
by
her
mother,
Mrs.
By
L.
P.
M.
fant
son
of
Mr.
and
Mi-s.
Chris
Laurto the east Of town. Gradually
Mike M tz
« sen of Denver, Colo. Mrs. McCrory
[mountain became" known by the country, towers 14,408 feet, 11,000 of
which
are
above
the
mountain's
own
and
her daughter, Mrs. Verl Adams, Those bushes and grape vines along James Mclntyre, son of Mr. and Mrs.
name in this locality,
base. Perpetually white with snow iMr. and Mrs. John Birk and
went
to Denver to attend funeral ser- our fence are pretty. We hope the W. H. Mclntyre, is ill with jaundice.
reason not
. , „_..
ter
of
Harlan
were
Sunday
visitors
in
and the largest single peak glacial
vices.
girls who were out leaf picking Sat- c The Misses Freda and Jane Scholl
ar on maps ^Mount Rainier.
Anita with relatives and friends. Mr.
urday afternoon know their poison
oversy ensued that hasn*t been system in the world, it holds 28 gla- Bnt Mr8 Birk have rented tne
Mr. and Mrs> B. D. Forshay were ivy and poison oak when they see of Stuart spent Sunday in Anita
including 5 giants that""cover'' reside
! ce '
Vernon
visiting at the home of their mother,
yet, .And although the world ciera,
a combined area of 40 square miles, i
^ Property on Elm Street, now in Kansas City, Mo., Thursday and them.
Mrs. Dosha V. Scholl.
the feak as> Mount Rainier,
by
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Andy
Miller,
*
•
*
Friday to see their son, R. W. (Mick)
Besides being beautiful, these glabetter not call it that here in
move here frOm Harlan in a (Forshay, installed as president of the We heard of a lady the other day James Denney, 10-year-cld son of Mr.
108,000 Inhabitants of this ciers offer visitors a lot of fun. Para- few days, to make their future home. National Association of Insurance who
wore the same pair of shoes for and Mrs. Cecil Denney, injured his
are pioud of their peak and call dise Glacier is famous for its "tinAgents and to visit Mr. and Mrs. six years . . . the first two years she left index finger on a wire while playpants
slide,"
a
long,
slick
slope
which
Miss Maxihe Taylor was hostess to
mnt Taconta^luad wall argue by
offers you a fast skid on trousers the .members of the J. L. bridge club Lester Heckman. Mrs. R. W. For-wore them white, the second two years ing at school Tuesday. It required 10
our if yoat-dotft agree.
shay and daughter, Alanna, were also they were brown and the last two stitches to close the wound.
localities, continue to try to "tinned" with paraffine. There is year- Wednesday evening at her home here. in 'Kansas City.
years she had them dyed black.
[on to their mountain in this around skiing further tip the mountain High score "Honors were held by' 'Mrs.
• * •
Miss Evangeline 'Dressier, who
side,
but-for
the
eight
months
followMerle Robison of Atlantic and Mrs. The Anita high school football team
ler is a .puzzle. Certainly Tateaches
school at Maxwell, Iowa, and
Excerpt
from
a
letter
received
reis famous for more than this ing October the entire 378 square miles Kenneth Gipple was runner-up. A was defeated by the Elliott high cent'.y: "October first marks the an-- Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Dressier and
| impressive as it really is. The of Mount Rainier National Park, of lunch was served by the hostess. Mrs.school team last Friday afternoon on niversary of the birth of the m^n who daughter, Diana, of Des Moines were
as the honor of being •the lum- which the peak is the center, is given Robison will be hostess at the next the letter's gridiron by a score of 6 is probably Anita's one claim to fame Sunday visitors in Anita at the home
meeting of the club at her home in to 0. Elliott scored in the last quar- —Stuart Pratt Sherman is his name of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry
pitol of the U. S.—being first over to winter sports.
ter on a short pass from Adkins to (1881-1926K Perhaps his name is not Dressier.
nber -and second in Vood pulp Right now the early fall still offers Atlantic on Nov. 4.
Simpson, who raced the remaining too familiar to you. He did not care
Action. It possesses one of the a tourist hikes and horseback rides
The
members
of
the
Union
club
over
200
miles
of
fine
trails,
as
well
Mrs. A. V, Robinson and Mrs. Ed.
20
yards for a tally. The Anita team for publicity or 'public fame, yet in
copper smelters in the world,
ore from twenty different as 60 miles of highway from which were guests, Thursday, of Mrs. Dan plays Oakland Friday evening on the his own field he 'was one of the most F. Carlton were hostesses to the memSpiker at the church dinner served local field.
jries besides our own, topped by to enjoy the view if you are lazy. at
successful men in his time. As an bers of the Past Martons club Monthe Congregational church. Bethe highest smoke stacks in The Park's greatest attraction of sides the members, there was one The members of the K. J. U. club Elizabethan scholar, a critic of Ameri- day afternoon at the home of the
world, visible • for miles as it all is, of course, Mount Rainier it- visitor, Mrs. Alta Pratt. The women held their regular monthly meeting can literature, and a leading humanist former. The afternoon was spent sew573 feet above "this pleasant self. It draws tens of thousands of spent the afternoon quilting at the Thursday afternoon at the Church of he was one of the outstanding men of ing for the Red Cross by the ninepresent. A lunch was served.
city. •" ' • • > . ; • '";•""
visitors annually. But whew you come church. The next meeting of the club Christ. iPifteen members and one his time. He is still studied in liter- teen
Mrs.
Art Johnson will entertain the
out on the shores of one of to see it, passing through Tacoma en- will be on Nov^ 5, with Mrs. Maude visitor, Mrs. Frankie Morrical, were ary circles as one of the most astute
club
at
its next meeting on Nov. 17.
any arms of Puget Sound, Ta- route, don't ask the way to Mount Suplee as hostess;
present. Following the regular busi- critics the twentieth century America
-*Y
-' ,
, .
N
|was but a Hudson's Bay Trad- Rainier. Refer to the peak as Mount
ness meeting, a lunch was served by has produced. At the time of his death The iSegular monthly P. T. A. meet>st back in 1822. ~ Twenty years Tacoma and in return you will receive The members of the Original bridge the refreshment committee, Mrs. Gus- he was editor of the book section of ing of Grant school No. 6 was held
Port Nisqually was built for the some broad smiles and friendly, words club were guests of Mrs. Lester Scholl sie Lowenthal, Mks. C. F. Darrow the New York Herald Tribune. He last Wednesday evening at the school
is a man of whom America is proud, house east of here. The program
of settlers and you can along with your directions.
Wednesday afternoon at her home and Mrs. Fred Exline.
and it seems ironical that few per- consisted of guessing contests, a ba~south of here. Other guests, besides
the members, were Mlrs. H. U. Shan- The members of the 0. T. O. club sons in the city of his birth knew ton twirling demonstration by Phyllis
"Trailer Vagabond" Is Sponsored and Appears In This Paper
non,
Mrs. H. A- Gill, Mrs. Robert were guests of Mrsl Hattie Jergersen about him." • • •
Hayter and Beatty Pratt and bingo.
'.'
''.,-•
Through the Courtesy of
Scott and Mrs. George F. Shaffer. High Thursday afternoon at her home northA lunch was served following the proscore honors for the afternoon were west of here. The afternoon was spent The name of 'Mr. Sherman was new gram. The next meeting of the P. T.
held by Mrs. Chester A. Long. A lunch quilting and tying a comforter fo*r to us, so thought we'd get a little A. will be on Nov. 13. Miss Beatrice
further information about him from Scholl is teacher of the school.
Anita, Iowa
TEXACO PRODUCTS
Phone 257
was served by the hostess.
Mrs. E. S. Holton who is much interwas served. Thirteen members
The members of the W. W. club one visitor, Mrs. Charles Huff, were|ested in his works and life. She told
that the house in which he was
the property of the said defendant, were guests Thursday afternoon of present. Mrs. Albert Clausen will!™
IFFS SALE NOTICE.
born stood where Mr. and Mrs. Rex
Mrs.
Nora
McDermott
at
her
home
be
hostess
at
the
next
meeting
of
Bertha E. Mueller and Gottlieb D.
Miller's house now stands. He was
of Iowa, Cass County, ss. Mueller, her husband, and the United northwest of here. Additional guests the club on Oct. 30.
well on the way to becoming one of
were
Mrs.
Ray
Smith
of
Denver,
Colo.,
States of America, the following desMrs. Robert Oathoudt and .Mardelle Mi-s. Robert Cryer was hostess to! the greatest writers of the day, when
al Land Bank of Omaha, cribed real estate, to-wit:
Derry. A social afternoon was spent the members of the Susie Q club he met death by drowning when he
oration, Plaintiff.
West 60 Acres of the Southeast by those present, following which a Thursday evening at her home on | was in his forty-fifth year. Mrs. Holv
Mueller and Gottlieb D. Quarter; and lot 1 of irregular lunch was served by the hostess. Mrs.3rd. Street. Mrs. Aaron Bell received j ton is collecting his works and has
her husband, and the Unit- survey of the Southeast Quar- F. L. Possehl will be hostess at the high score at rummy which was the! many letters from his friends. Mtost
es of America, Defendants. ter; and Lots 1 and 2 of irregu- next meeting of the club on Oct. 30. diversion of the evening. The club'of his books, were non-fiction and Mrs.
lar survey of the Northeast Quarpresented Miss Mary Lucille Render- Holton says that some of them will
E. Mucker and Gottlieb D. ter, of Section 16, in Township
Mrs. Harley Warren was hostess to son with a birthday gift. A lunch soon be placed in the Anita library.
As I am moving to a smaller house,
* * •
r, her husband, and the Unit- 76 North, of Range 35, West of the the members of the Friendly Circle was served by the hostess. The next
will
sell at public sale, at my resiates of America,
5th. Principal 'Meridian, Cass Wednesday afternoon at her home meeting of the club will be on Oct. 80 We are grateful to the friend who dence on East Main Street in Anita,
told
us
of
Mr.
Sherman's
birth
date
northeast of here. Fourteen members at the home of Miss Henderson.
are hereby notified that by County, Iowa,
part of my furniture, commencing at
, as we shall add it to the list of Octo- 2 o'clock, on
of a Special, Execution to me and will offer the same for sale to were present. Mrs. Lars Christensen
The
members
of
the
Bide-a-Wee
dates
which
we
like
to
remember.
,w>
( Der
by the Clerk of the District die highest bidder on the 24th. dayj w a s the w j n ner of a contest put on
bridge
club
were
guests
Wednesday
of
November,
1941,
at
the
hour
of
by
the
hostess.
The
balance
of
the
[.oftCass County, Iowa, in favor
Word was received here Friday by
i Federal Land Bank of Omaha, lOiOO o'clock A. M., at the North afternoon was spent embroidering tea afternoon of M!re. Elmer Scholl at
her
home
northeast
of
here.
Addifriends
of the death of Fred Engle of
door
of
the
Court
House
in
Atlantic,
towels
for
the
hostess,
following
which
poration, and against Bertha
D>. Mueller, County of Cass and State of Iowa. a lunch was served. The next meeting tional guests, besides the members, j Qarkston, Wash., who passed away the following described property:
United States You are further notified that if j of the club will be on Oct. 29 at the were Mrs. Albert Herrick of El Monte, Thursday evening at his home there Player piano, bench and rolls; setCal., Mrs. Rex Miller and Mrs. Tom following an automobile accident. Mr. tee and chair; library table; buffet;
,, fo* ihyfsum of Three said real estate includes your home-1 home of Mrs. Boyd Williamson.
Rurns. High score honors for the Engle, a former resident of Wiota, is pedestal; music rack; dressers, comnd Eight Hundred NinetyThree stead, that unless you plat and reafternoon were held' by Mrs. Guysurvived by his wife and five sons, modes; beds; springs; chairs; rockers;
Among
those
from
here
who
were
flOO Dollars, I did on the 16tb. cord the same within ten days after
in
Council'
Bluffs
Monday
to
attend
j
Steinmetz. The next meeting of the Bruce Engle of Burlington being one brooder house; corn shelter; forks;
October, A. D. 1941, levy on he service of this notice, I will cause
cjib
will be on Oct. 29 at the home of the sons.
the
fall
conference
of
the
American
scoops; harness; wheel barrow; and
said homestead to be marked out, platted and recorded as provided by law; Legion and Legion Auxiliary were: of Mrs. Steinmetz.
numerous other articles.
Mrs. Harold Kading, who
and the expense thereof shall be add- Mr. and Mrs. 'Floyd Dement, Mr. The regular monthly ,meeting of Mr. and
are the parTerms:—Cash.
DR.B.UMEURER ed to the costs in this case.
and Mrs. John Mehlmann, Mr. and the Home and Garden club, a division i Hve SQJltheBst of Adair,
entg of an g pound j^y Daby wn i c h
Chiropractor
Mrs.
Roy
Scholl,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Faye
Dated this 16th. day of October,
of the Anita Federated Woman's club, was bonl to them at their home iast
Adair.Ia.
Holliday, Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Biggs,
1941.
be held next Monday afternoon j Wednesday evening. He is the second
Mrs. G. M. DeCamp, William Linfor will
Harry Jordan,
—Office Hours—
at
2
o'clock in the agriculture room |chjld jn the familyi the other also
Frank Barber, Auctioneer.
Sheriff of Cass County, Iowa. and Harley Miller, Mr. Mehlmann at the high school building. Roll call bejng R boy Mrs Kading is the form9-12 — 1:80-6
.s county commander of the Legion will be, "Common and Botanical Names j
C. E. Parker, Clerk.
and Mrs. Biggs is county president of a Plant in My Garden." Mrs. Dan ^ er Edith Kingi aaughter of Mrs. El
6 Sat Night
Ring of Anita
of the auxiliary.
7 till 10
Spiker will be in charge of the proBe Sure to Attend
ram and there will be a chrysanSim. 10-11 A. H.
themum display. All women in this
Phone 37
"ETERNAL GIFT"
lommunity who are interested in flow-

GERALD AKERS
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WAGNER'S FILLING STATION

Household

Furniture
At Auction

Saturday, Oct. 25

Mrs. Chas. F. Karns

at the.

GRAND THEATRE',.

Atlantic, Iowa

WED., OCT. 22

Meat UteaJ, Tapkag* »t
olesale, deltomd.
r
« will pick up your dead
n»la and give Berrice.

Phone .257
FILLING STATION

AWTTA. IOWA _;

!

Matinee and Evening
This is a movie of Catholic
Solemn Mass presented by the
Servite Fathers. It is a 10-reel
sound film beautifully produced.
Sponsored by the National
Council of Catholic Women,
Stuart Deanery

WHERE GOOD
GLASSES COST LESS
J Per Cept on Complete Glasses * ' "

?

yes

.that

Why pay more than we ask?
RIMLESS GLASSES
Single Vision Complete

GLASSES $10.00 and UP.
eyes that are
strained, weak or defective
need

DR,Optometrist
L B, PETERSEN
— Atlantic

Plan NOW for a
WinlefVacation

in Southern Arizona-California

KINGDOM OF THE SUN
Take time out for fun in the sufl.
Desert! Mountains! Oceans! Spectacular Cartebad Caverns! Facilities for all sports! Thrilling social
life! You*ll find everything you
enjoy in the Kingdom of the Suiu
Rock Island offers main line
through service via the low altitude Golden State Route to B3
Paso, Tucson, Phoenix and Palm
Springs en route to Los Angeles.

ers, are urged to attend.

*»

The members of the Silver Thread
ub were guests of Miss 'Marie Tierney Thursday afternoon at her home j
east of here. Fourteen members and |
six visitors, Mrs. Tony Freund, Mrs.
Ella Worthing, Mrs. Ross Stephenson> Mrs. Cecil Stephensen, Mrs. Clara
tephensen, Mlrs. Clara Gross and Miss
Opal Wahlert, were present. Mrs.
Jasper Krumm was the winner of a
contest put on by Mrs. Earl Beaver.
A lunch was served by the hostess.
The next meeting of the club will be
on Nov. 13 a,t the home of Mrs. Arthur
Barnholdt.

A large crowd attended the regular monthly meeting of the P. T. A.
association of the Anita public schools
Thursday evening at the high school
auditorium. An executive meeting was
held prior to the regular meeting. The
Ask Rock Island Agent for complete program presented consisted of comtravel information or address
munity singing under the direction
of
iMiss Rose Marie LaGrange, music
C. C. GARDNER, A. G. P. A.
instructor;
a talk on national defense
721 Locust Street t
by.Rev. A,,T. Evans-; .a.^alk on fire
Des Moinw, Iowa
prevention by Fire Chief Robert Scott;
and motion pictures shown on the new
Have Your
projector recently purchased by the
Ticket Routed
school.
Rock Island travel experts will be
glad to aid you in planning an
itinerary that will please yon.
Enjoy the speed, safety, comfort
and economy of train travel.

Order Your Winter's Supply
of-CoaH^ow
KUNZ GRAIN CO.
BERT C. RAM US, Manager

With the Present Price of

Beef and Pork
It Is Advisable to Rent a

Locker

— A SURE WAY TO ECONOMIZE —

Miller's Lockers
ANFTA — WIOTA — CUMBERLAND
THERE IS ONE NEAR YOU

Stomach Always Acid

UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY!
CHOOL Lesson

S

SEWING CIRGL€

of Chicago
(Released by Western Newipapn Union.)

little daughter shouldn't be a
>roud possessor of two or three
Best Chance
There is in the worst of for-v
rocks like this one. A glance at
fie' diagram will show you how tune the best of chances for a
itterly simple it is to make. It happy change.—Euripides.
an also have an open square
ieck, as sketched.
* * *
HANDY Mme U*e* [JARS]

Lesson for October 26
.
5"Wecta and Scripture texts se5f , ii an? copyrighted by International
.ouncll of Religious Education: used by
remission.
. '

Pattern No. 8020 is In sizes 2, 3, 4, S
nd 6 years. Size 3 requires 1% yards
3-lnch material, \', yard white material
or collar. For this attractive pattern,
end your order .to:

CIVIC RESPONSIBILITY RE
CARDING BEVERAGE ALCOHOL
LESSON TEXT— Deuteronomy 8:32, 33;
1:26-28; Isaiah 28: 1-8; Habakkuk 2:12.
GOLDEN TEXT—Righteousness exalteth
nation: but sin is a reproach to any
people.— Proverbs 14:34,

MOJOLINfF
Rumor's Power

Legal approval of the sale of alcololic beverages has largely taken
he matter out of the hands of the
tome and the church and has made
iquor a civic problem. That, of
course, does not provide us with a
convenient excuse for evading our
lersonal responsibility, for the naion is made up of you and me, of
your home and mine, of your church
*EICK8 FOR OCTOBER'S FAVORITE PART*
and mine. We must share the naion's responsibility gladly and ac(See Recipes Below)
tively if we are to be worthy of our
citizenship. Especially is that true
i WITCHES' NIGHT OUT
of the Christian, for he sees the
THIS WEEK'S MENU
j
spiritual and moral implications of
and fun while the goblins,
he matter, and he also knows what
t cats and ghosts make merry—
Halloween Refreshments
to
do about it.
Isn't that an in•Hot Cheese and Ham Sandspiration to have
I. "Righteousness Exalteth a Nawiches,
Club
Style
One grand, merry
tion; but Sin Is a Reproach to Any
Doughnuts
Coffee People"
party before the Cider
(Deut. 5:32-33; 11:26-28).
Apples
Nuts
Grapes
Winter sets in?
That
may
sound a bit old-fashioned
•Witches' Cake
Gome, let's plan
and it may appear that men have
Orange
Ice
Cream
'
*
•stew and -brew
abrogated that" principle, but if we
•Recipe Given
and set the
wait a bit we shall see that it still
Witches' cauldron
works.
boiling and bub- together until light. Add egg yolks, 1. Righteousness Brings Blessing
beat welli then chocolate and blend (Deut. 5:32, 33; 11:26, 27). In this
fc'll need hearty sandwiches, well. Add flour alternately with milk callous and indifferent generation
and hot since the weath- and beat well each time. Beat un- we need to repeat with emphasis the
htly hipped with frost. Of til smooth, add vanilla, and fold in fact that there is laid down in the
you'll have cider and dough- egg whites., Bake in two greased 9- very constitution of the universe a
tuse they're wedded togeth- inch layer pans in a moderate moral distinction between right and
wrong. Right is always right and
traditlqnaL To top it off, (350 degrees) oven. Ice with:
wrong is always wrong.
witches' cake, a chocolaty,
ARE never too young to
Seven Minute Frosting.
appreciate a pretty frock.
-to - goodneag devil's food,,
2 egg whites.
The book of Deuteronomy presents
and crumUy^nd perhaps one
1% cups sugar
the fundamental laws of God. In Here is one of youthful lines, with
pumpkiff shaped molds of
4 tablespoons water
this fifth chapter there is a review its yoke top set off with ric rac
am, or* at least orange, ice,
1% teaspoons vanilla
of many of these lavffs and a practi- braid and turn down white collar—
out October's orange and
% teaspoon crearn of tartar
cal appeal for obedience, It is point- and; side sashes to tie in back.
color scheme.
Put egg whites/ water, sugar, in ed out that the way of liberty in the There's no reason why your own
party starts a« soon as the top of double-boiler and set over walk of life is to turn neither to the
are sent out., These can boiling water. Beat constantly for extreme of legal bondage nor to the
?
"black cat or cauldron seven minutes with rotary beater opposite extreme of human license,
made double with the invi- 'then remove from fire; Add vanilla but to "walk in all the ways which
?
itten on the inside. Send and cream of tartar and beat until the Lord your God hath commanded ?
?
ANOTHW
|iearly so yoiBt guests won't of consistency to spread. Marsh- you." Walking in His ways brings ?
• ?
other plans. The more, the mallows (about 12 to 15) cut in all the blessings of Deuteronomy I A General Quiz
?
pieces may be added.
5:33,;J a promise which is repeated
Speaking
of
luscious
cakes,
there's
in
11
:27.
some streamers of orange another type of cake which will be
The Questions
2. Unrighteousness Brings Judgcrepe paper around the just as much of a
ment (Deut. 11:28). Turning aside
g out ^ the frayed straw success either at
from God's ways must bring upon
1. In whose honor was the Panshirts, and grand- your Halloween
man His curse. It is no light mat- theon in Rome erected?
costumes=from that trunk party or cake
ter to be under God's disapproval.
2. The Civil war battle of An. All set? Sere we go: sale. As different
We
who know how much the approv- tietam was named after what?
•Sandwiches.
from a chocolate
al or disapproval of frail human be3. Who wrote the classic series
be made on the buffet cake as night
ings around us may mean, should of papers called the Federalist?
table if you have a sand- from day, is this
consider what it means in the life of
4. The prime meridian passes
iter. If made in the kitchen light, tender Sila man (or of a nation) to have the through what city?
broiler. Save .assorted ver Moon cake.
eternal, omnipresent and omnipo5. In Shakespeare's "Merchan
ter, place cheese on flrsl Its velvety textent God against him.
of Venice" what is the name o:
another slice of buttered ture is no trick if
. Then what about a people which the merchant?
a slice of ham, and top you use a good shortening and countenances the manufacture and
6. What dirigible made the first
of bread. Toast, cut in cream it well:
the sale of intoxicants, which they transatlantic flight?
, fasten with toothpicks,
Silver Moon Cake.
well know bring about wickedness
% cup shortening
itch your family and guests
and vice which can only call for the
The Answers
judgment of God. Many believe that
1V4 cups granulated sugar
serve them a cake with
the great war in which the world is
Agreeable
2 cups sifted cake flour
embroiled is simply God's judgment
1. All the gods.
[in - your>
2% teaspoons baking-powder
upon
the
nations
(including
England
2. A stream.
quality.
% teaspoon salt
and America) because they have
3. Alexander Hamilton.
the, in1
teaspoon
almond
extract
turned aside from His holy ways.
4. Greenwich, England, in which
nts careful% cup milk
That means that the most effective is situated the Royal observatory
ii'll attain
5 egg whites
way to stop the conflict is national from the meridian of which geog
feathery
Cream shortening and sugar unti penitence and prayer. Why not be- raphers and navigators of nearly
so; ealight, then add milk and sifted dry lieve and practice II Chronicles all nations count their longitude.
to a good
5. Antonio.
After the icing is spread on ingredients alternately, beating aft 7:14?
6. Graf Zeppelin (Oct., 1928).
make decorations with er each addition until smooth. Fold
II. Civic Greatness Cannot Be
in stiffly beaten whites and flavor Built on Sin and Oppression (Isa.
chocolate.
ing last. Bake in three layers,in a 28:1-6; Hab. 2:12).
^
•Witches' Cake.
Free, a Grand Cook Book
moderate (375 degrees) oven, 25
(Devil's Food)
Yes,
that
sounds
old-fashioned
Standard Brands, Inc., Dept. W
minutes. Frost with a butter frost too! The theory of today seems to be
siftedf cake, flour
691
Washington Street, New Yorl
ing:
aspoons double acting baking
that the road to greatness is by way City, have prepared a cook boo!
Uncooked Batter Icing.
wder
of disregard of God's, laws, and by containing dozens of delicioui
% cup butter
easpoon soda
the application of the mailed fist of recipes for those who bake a
2 cups powdered sugar
easpoon salt
cruel conquest. But let us remem- home. It may be had absolutely
3 tablespoons hot milk
pup butter or shortening
ber that-others have tried the same free by dropping a post card to
1 teaspoon lemon or almond
violation of God's law, and let us Standard Brands at the above ad
sugar
flavoring
recall what happened to them. Did dress, requesting that it be mailed
88 yolks, well beaten
[Wares unsweetened chocolate,
Cream butter and shortening, ad( you ever hear" of Napoleon?—of Al- to you.—Adv.
ited
^
milk and blend until smooth. Ad< exander the Great?—of the "glory
[cups milk.
lavoring. For variation, add 2V that was Greece"?—and the world
spoon vanilla
sauares semi-sweet chocolate mere- conquering power of ancient Rome?
Sg whites, stiffly beaten
ed before -blending in milk. Flavo Modern military leaders could well
afford to spend less time on their
I flour once, measure, add bak- chocolate icing with vanilla. ..
of strategy and their war
" ' salt and soda. Sift toA cake that wins a place in the books
three times. Cream butter Hall Of Fame is this spice cak maps and more time reading the Biadd sugar, and cream without which no cake sale is com ble and the pages of history.
1 Drunkenness and National Deplete. But it isn't just an ordinary
spice cake for it has the subtle fla cay Go Together (Isa. 28:1-6). The
vor of bananas combined with the leaders of Israel (Ephraim) lingered
LYNN 8AXS:
long over their wine bowls as they
spices:
spoke with pride of their nation,
Spice Cake.
and especially of Samaria. Us
Halloween party can be a
(Makes .three fl-inch layers
crown. It was a city beautifully
$» without the least fuss.
% cup butter
situated on a hillside surrounded by
f" of all, decorations and la2 cups brown sugar
a fertile terraced hillside.
Bettings don't'have to be
4 eggs
Perfect, for you can have
Does not that all have a vaguely
1
1 cup milk
fun in the midst of the
familiar
sound? A great nation of
1 teaspoon each, cinnamon, nutmeg our day which
Hit or barn decorated with
now lies in bondage
Vi
teaspoon
each,
allspice,
cloves
s of cornstalk, pumpkin
to its neighbor dictator not long ago
2Ms cups-flour
rakes, hoes and goblins
spoke with pride of its attainments
!
3 teaspoons baking powder
ot sheets.
and its security, while (according
2 bananas, mashed fine
to the testimony of its own leaders)
your table.use a large
Cream together the butter and the use of intoxicants went on apace,
°* burlap or 'cotton sacks
sugar until light and fluffy. Add even in the army.
together and dyed scarlet
«>. A centerpiece of pump- beaten egg yolks and bananas and
2. Permanent Power Cannot Be
»«n f candlM Inside the hol- Stand weST Sift together the dry in- Built on Oppression (Hab. 2:12).
" ruit and burnished au- gredients twice. Add them alter Here again history reveals the cornaSly with the milk, beating smooj. rectness of Scripture. Many a noleaves win bring, cheers.
Ster each addition. Last, fo d in tion has sought to find its "place in
f'te fortunes and place them
whites. Bake in three layer the sun" by building with the blood
Wes or nuts. "Play pin the rl
oans £ a moderate (350 degrees) of its vanquished enemies. It has
n th
e cat. Bob for apples.
wen for 35 to 40 minutes. Ice be- never worked, and it will fail now
wget practice with bean
ween laers with a double recipe just as it has in the past.
Dance the Virginia Reel
I
«her" square dances if your
What about the city, state, or nation that attempts to promote its
'tand it—eul amid plenty
own growth out of the taxes on liq|>d orange crepe pep*r.
' & the time for all this
uor and Us sale?

I ASK Me

n,

Ttff

CIGAKfTTE
Of COSTllfX
TOBACCOS

\

There's notibtog wrong with THAT! fib.
eojjfort only come* when there'* TOO
HUGH icid. Fear, anger or excitement
help cause nour rtomaab, heatibnn, Indfgestton. ADLA Tablets contain Bismuth
and Carbonatet for QUICK relief. Get
AD LA. at your drag «tore.

Rumor has a hundreg tongues,
a hundred' mouths, a voice of iron.

SEWING CIRCLE PATTERN DEPT.
Room 1324
311 W. Wacker Dr.
Chicago
Enclose 15 cents in coins for
Pattern No
Name
Address

Size

Buttonholes in sweaters should
)e sewn up before sweater is
washed. Treated in this way but-'
;onholes will not stretch.
* * •
Beat eggs only slightly when
used in custards, puddings, sauces
etc. Beat well when used to make
:ood light, as in sponge cakes,
puffy omelets, etc.
» » *

possble. Insert
each noatm. Alto

Brooms and sweeping brushes

Han^y Pretexts
should be hung up when not in
use. If left standing on the bris- Pretexts are' not wanting when
tles, the bristles get bent and will one wishes to use them.—Goldoni.
not do their work.
* * *
Pour a cup of cold water over
cooked cereal before leaving it for
the night. This prevents a hard
By JERRY LINK
crust forming on cereal. Pour off
water in the morning and reheat
cereal.
» • *
Stuff centers of apricots, pears
or peaches, with cubes of mint or
currant jelly. Brush with melted
butter and broil five minutes.
Serve with meat, fish or fowl.
* * *
Save all your salt, flour and
augar sacks. Wash them well in
plenty of hot soapy water and
rinse them thoroughly. They're
fine for storing fruits and vegetables in the refrigerator. Give them
Cousin Carrie has things IJgared
a good washing and sunning at
out. "Puller," says ahe.passln' me
my second helplu' ol KEUiOOOt'B
least once a week.

J. Fuller Pep

PEP, "the reason you're a go-getter
is because you're a come-backer."
And 1 got to admit, KELLOQG'S
PEP has got me goln' and comln'
—goln.' and getun* things done
and comln' back for more PEP
each mornln'. That's what comes
ol gettin* all your -vitamins.
KELLOGQ'S PEP hasn't got 'em
all, of COOKS, but it's extra-long
in the two that are extra-short in
lots o' beople's meals—vitamins
B, and D:r

As might he expected since
Camel cigarettes are America's
favorite, the induction into service
of thousands of selectees and volunteers has only emphasized the
service man's preference for Camels. Actual sales records from service stores show Camel is the favorite with men in the Army, Navy,
Marine Corps, and Coast Guard.
Prince Albert is another big favorite with men in camp or on
ships. Since service men have indicated in all surveys to date that
Of
</£ to 1/5 Ik*
tobacco ranks first in the gift lineup with them, it is natural that
local- tobacco dealers are featuring cartons of Camels and pound
Just Overcurious
tins of Prince Albert as ideal gifts
for the men in the service from The overcurious are not overwise.—Massinger.
the folks back home.—Adv.

PEP

*

»

I i 1d
i-cos*

-Least

ollection; and will, in turn, be
The Day's Idol
The idol of today pushes the supplanted by his successor of tohero of yesterday out of our rec- morrow.—Washington Irving.
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P. A. Workers k
21 PER CENT OF IOWA Sonkup Warns Farmers to IOWA LEADS NATION
ON POOR ROADS
$5.20 Monthly Increase FARMS
Get Needed Repairs Now IN NAVY RECRUITS FARM BUREAU WILL
Iowa farmers are being pulled out

The wages of

WPA workers
- of the mud at a rapid rate by the
Because the national defense pro?5.20 a month, ef-|£olden flow of automobile tax dolI Wheatley and jGtom Stephenson
lars now
gram is expected to make it increasNov. l, because of the
being
collected
from
the'
•ire Second and Third Podtiona created cost of living.
state's motorists at a record high ingly difficult to obtain new machinery
spertively in Dfotrict Corn
Orders for the increase were issued level, G. C. Lloyd, secretary of the and repair parts, Lester F. Soukup,
Busking Contest Monday/
a few days ago at Washington, D. C., Iowa Petroleum Industries Committee, Cass county agricultural agent, suggests that Cass county farmers keep
by Howard O. Hunter, works projects said today.
commissioner. It applies only to "The 1940 census of the federal their implements in good running con>ld Wheatley, veil known farm- workers who are employed 130 hours government shows that 21 per cent of dition, store them under cover, and get
lives north of here and the or-less and who are now earning the farms of this state are located repair parts that will be needed next
county corn husking cham- less than $9Q each month.
on unimproved dirt roads, as com- year as soon as possible.
placed second in the district Hunter said he was working on a pared with 39.8 per cent in 1930. Soukup says that even small
Monday morning which waj formula to increase those wages now That certainly shows remarkable pro- amounts of fertilizer left in fertilizer
i the William Hawks farm near afaoVe $90. He indicated, however, gress during the past decade in pull- compartments of corn planters, grain
i. Whea'tley, who picked a net that- any boosts in this bracket would ing the fanners of this state out of drills or other planting machinery, are
likely to cause corrosion and harden,
[of 2,562 pounds, was edged out be smaller and said no wage would the mud," said IMr. Lloyd.
clogging
the distribution equipment
be
put
above
$100.
leron Kxauel, Audubon county
"Striking progress also was made in
at
planting
time next spring.
The
increase
does
not
affect
106,000
extending
hard-surfaced
highways
in..jn. Kr»ael came in with a
He
points
out that now is a good
WPA employees working 40 to 48 to all sections of the state. In 1940,
ad of 4j»H.ppunds.
time
to
thoroughly
clean and wash
hours
a
week
on
defense
projects
for
the
census
shows
9
per
cent
of
all
i Cass chaii#t<& did the cleanest
all fertilizer out of planting equiphaving' no Hunter explained that, their incomes farms in this state' were situated on ment and then cover the distributing
tfons f or. htisks abcT only 26 already had 'been! adjusted. Nor does hard-surfaced highways as compared mechanism ,«with plenty of oil so it
Its for glewdngs. Krauel re- it extend to' WPA administrative with only 4 per cent in 1930.
"Nearly ten million dollars has be- will be ready for use when rolled out
deductiona of 31 pounds for workers, 45,000 "nonsecurity" wage
earners
and
30,000
WPA
workers
in
come
available for farm-to-market of storage in spring.
gs and 6 pounds for husks,
Farmers often leave tools, nails,
jishing third was Ross Stephen* the territories. The commissioner roads in Iowa since the law provid- screws and bolts in seed boxes and
said
he
was
studying
wages
in
relaing
funds
for
that
purpose
took
efcotkaty champion who lives
fertilizer compartments. When these
st'of here. He picked a net tion to living conditions in the ter- fect in April, 1939. The farm to are overlooked in the spring planting
ritories,
market
road
system
is
rapidly
closing
2,514.6 pounds after deducrush, machinery may be seriously damThe increase boosted the average the unimproved gaps between the aged.
gleanings and
farm
and
the
primary
system.
Of
PA wage 8.5 per cent. The preshad been taken,
In the matter of repairs, he added,
virtue, jof -his winning second ent nationwide average for all WPA principal interest to the average Iowa local farmers should be reminded that
f Wheatley, together with Krauel, Workers of $31.20 in the rural south citizen is the fact that this enormous the heavy hay crop harvested in many
^present ti^is district in the state to a op of $94.90 in populous areas amount of highway improvement has sections this past summer put a severe
been accomplished without raising the
>ion$hi$p8'et which will be held Of the east and west.
strain on hayloaders. All wooden
' on the William Treimer farm The boost will put the southern min- rates of automobile taxation.
parts of the loader such as raker bars
imum at
3 40 which
irtley, Iowa, in O'Brien county.!an . * - '
compares with
and conveyor slats should be checked
Ca&'-.&ranty contest which ! original minimum of ?19 when the DEFENSE STAMP SALE
carefully. Loose ones should be tightr
m
la^«|tnrsd«y on the Fred P °S>»
was
started
in
1935.
and broken ones, replaced. The
w
IS ON T?HE INCREASE ened
at. a- press
conference
™*- told
*«"--*
•—-- —
larm nete1 Massena, Wheatley Hunter
conveyor ropes or chains also need
lie T?braey, who lives west that the reason for the raise was
Sales of Defense Savings Stamps careful checking to see if they are still
n, 'finished-first and third re- "the increased cost of food and for five months have reached the strong enough to stand up under
clothing."
' '
total of $18,998,000, the treasury de- another season of wear.
If a farmer finds he cannot obtain
Steffena of Wiota, brother "I might say how," he added, "that partment announced this week.
do not intend to
'ending champion, B. J. Stef- we
reduce the WPA September sales of $4,978,000, were needed parts, he should notify the
roll
Aiiittk.' «.«
«,r,i»*-iin tw«
^ Anita,
was .runneit-up
this ' s to offset the wage increase."
the largest of any month since the De- Cass U. S. D. A. defense board, as
rhfle the 1940 king finished in He indicated that the rolls might fense Savings program was started specified steel products have been asbe even heavier this winter if prior- on May 1 last, an increase over August signed a defense priority rating of
j place behind Dorsey.
y
ities
unemployment becomes wide- of 11.8 per cent. In September 2,- A-9, which should be of assistance in
ktley picked A load weighing
*Cbut was docked 22 pounds |spread
942,000 more Stamps of all denomin- meeting needs.
tunings for a net load of 3,048
ations were sold than in August.
BO-minute contest. He had no
Mrs. John Miller of Paton, Iowa,
Sales by months are as follows:
REPORT NEXT WEEK May, $3,475,000; June, $2,802,000; spent the week end in Antia visiting
for husks. Steffens with a
July, $3,288,000; August, $4,454,000; her daughter, Miss Marian Miller, a
[total weight of 3,220 suffered
countv men have been
teacher in the Anita schools.
_ off
„. ordered
T^6toCass
and
September, $4,978,000.
"when the" judges took
re
• in gleanings and 611.8
P°rt to the Cass county A breakdown by denominations of
. husks to give him a net dra" board at 5j« •• »• ™* Wed- Defense Savings Stamps sales for
JUNIOR CLASS PLAY
Dorseyfinishedthird with a nesday mormnS for induction into the September, with totals for the five
"I LIKE YOUR:-NERVE"
Army at Ft Crook Neb ft was an
months, follows:
'2,432 and last year's titlist'nounced
"
'
"
'
Toes., Nov. 4
this week bv M B
>urth place With 2,309.4 '
- ; Parkinson,
lOc
denomination,
3,951,000;
25c,
8:00 P. M.
".
- ' •
•
f^Aftlr
tv& 4-Vi/i anlnnt-iira aaT*irir*A hf\O¥»^
clerk of
the selective service board.
11,840,000; 50c, 1,264,000; $1.00, 659,- Adm., 15c—20c—30c (tax incld.)
Those ordered to report for Army 000; and $5.00, 66,000.
R. W. (Mick) Forshay left MonRalph D^ 21. of Atday evening for Rochester, Minn.,
and
' any Iowa hifl&er to^ date
daughter, Shirley, of Iowa City spent where his mother is a patient at a
* E u e n e ,eV°";
Massena. Nelson is m New Mexico Sunday
_ " _ in' Anita
._..' at_. the
. , „ home
, ____
.„, hospital there. From Rochester, Mr.
with his net load "of 3,048
of .her
at the present time, (Dean is in Min* mother, Mrs. John Brookner. Mrs.Forshay goes to Buffalo, N. Y., and
DeVore is in Des
stants began the battle of hesota
'"""T and
*"u -""««"=>"•
"» Moines,
—™ Brookner accompanied them home New York City before returning to
at 10, o'clock *Kh MrJ" t£L£! report o other boards where she will visit for several weeks. Anita.
induction into the Army.
was chief clerk
e r B o , .county agent,
the eVeiit'. "<&ss county 4-H

BRIARDALE

MARRIED

VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
at the home of the bride's parents.
yearns county contest will The ceremony was performed by Dr.
be staged at the site of this W. C. Robertson of the Atlantic United
j event, Sciukup stated this week. Presbyterian church in the presence of
the immediate relatives. Attendants
PER PASTOR HERE were Mrs. Max Way, the bride's sis5ES AWAY SUNDAY ter-in-law, and Harold Henderson, the
groom's brother.
8. W. McEtdowney, 71, a formImmediately preceding the cerestor of the Anita Methodist mony Mrs. Raymond Lantz, an aunt
passed away Sunday morning of the bride> sangj <.t Love YOU Truly/'
Iowa Methodist hospital in ghe algo piayed Lohengrin's Wedding
ines following an illness of • March as a processional
[months with stomach cancer. He
The bride was attired in blue velvet
*n confined to the hospjtel for and carried a bouquet of red roses.
ist three weeks.
The matron of honor wore black, and
• McEIdowney came to Anita in carried white roses. The bride's mother
er, 1928, and had been in the wore navy blue, and the groom's
since 1910. The following mother, rose.
t Iowa towns were included The bride is a graduate of the Anita
many pastorates: Manning, high school. She also attended Drake
Ionia, Kirkman, St Charles, Ir- university in Des Moines*for one year,
|Pontanelle, Gray and. Norwalk. following which she taught for three j
lvi
ng are the widow and four years in the rural' schools of 'Cass j
One son is a missionary to county. For the past eighteen months ,
is at present home on fur- she has been in Los Angeles, Cal.,
is studying »t the Univer- where she attended Sawyer's Business
Chicago.
school, after which she was employed
«ral services
be- held today by the Bank of America in that city.
<w*day)
The groom is a graduate of the
, Iowa.
Wiota high school and of a Grand
'Pile of the laitfe amount of ar- Is'artid Neb., business college, rie
!n Cass county on, charges of was deputy sheriff of Cass county
8a
xi- £or several months. He is now em
drivers .Titwjj^
ed to heed ployed at the Atlantic StoJ Bank.
rnin
e and two niiire were taken After a short wedding trip they
custody over the week end, be at home to their many friends in
that ttfense. Frank Atlantic.
Anita farmef, arrested by
Richard Young, a student at Iowa
patrol about 6 o'clock
( evening, waived preliminary State college in Ames, spent the week
m
Justice court here and was end in Anita visiting his father,
u
nder $5QO cash bond. V. L. Charles Young.
D?^?
°tSw*on, arrested
Arthur C. James spent several days
r
^ about 12:80 Sunday ntornhearing_and in Anita during the past week vuut-"« over to the grand jury Mon- 111B
ing. at his home here and looking after
business interests of the msur
la
being held in jail in der
t of
0f,
ance company for which he works.
t liond.
.... ..;..<. ^...

Cakes Use
Briardale — Package
Pioneer Brand — Can

Butter
Macaroni

23c

Fresh Krisp Sodas — Tall Corn f 7.
2 PQund Caddy
I'C
Fresh From Creamery
Briardale — Pound

36c
15c

Elbow — 2-lb. Box

Bakery Special — 6 For

JQc

Get More Out of Life With Coffee
Briardale, Ib. . 28c — T. C. 3-lbs.

Butter Cookies Burch s -12 oz Box
Bulk Sairs
Dates
~~ Pound

55c
15c
17c

ft
Franco-American — Rich Beef f A
UraVy
Gravy - Per Can
-lWn
1 Cl A«-Briar. Bkwht. Mix.. 25c 1C

Pancake r lour Bmr. pin. 23c - T. c. 24c i oc
Grape FruitTexas SeedfcLargeSize43c
Omar Wonder — 49-lb. Bag

$ 1.89

Just add meat and have a wonderful chili-con-carne — 2 Cans

MarshmallowsGwc- Pound ceiio Bag 13c
••• I .- *-0.

LettUCe

Fresh Krisp Heads

Each

MEET ON SATURDAY

An analysis of Navy recruiting from
July 1- to Sept. 30, shows that Iowa
again leads in number of recruits for
the Navy per million population. The Annual Meeting to Be Held In BaseNavy recruiting station at Dtes Moines
enlisted from the state of Iowa more ment of Methodist Church Starting at 10 A. M.; Barry Bryson .v
than 221 recruits for the Navy and
Naval Reserve per month per million
Is Scheduled to Speak.
male population. The state of Mini '.'.i '•• • V*
nesota furnished about 90 per month
per million male population. The state Careful planning and dispatch |a
of Missouri came closest to Iowa by conducting the annual Cass
enlisting 188 recruits per month per farm bureau meeting Saturday will
million male population.
mark it as a big success. This session
A total o| 932 men enlisted in the will start promptly at 10:00 a. m.>and
'
Navy and ftaval Reserve at Des will adjourn at 2:30 p. m.
Moines from the state of Iowa dur- The scene of the regular meeting
ing the period from July 1 to Sept. will be in the basement of the
30. These men were enlisted in rat- i dist church in Atlantic. Harry Bryings for which they were qualified to ison> state f ami bureau organization
fill and draw pay from $21 to $84 per j director, is scheduled for a few timely
month. All the non-rated men, those | comments of real value now. Other
who were not enlisted in petty of- guests will include Mr. and
ficer ratings, were transferred to the ard Masteller, district farm bureau
naval training station at Great Lakes, fieldman. The board of directors will
111., for recruit training prior to en-j meet a* 9:30 in the farm bureau office
rollment in one of the 46 trade schools f°r jL^hort business meeting. • - under the cognizance of the Navy de-1 The dinner committee, with Mrs.
partment, or transfer to ships of the I 'Clarence Pellett acting as chairman,
fleet. The petty officers enlisted were assisted by Mrs. Lester Soukup, Mrs.
transferred to await orders by the, Howard Masteller, Mrs. Kenneth
' Mrs. Henry Bell, Mrs. E. G.
The commandant has been ordering'Pont and Mrs. Clifton Pollock, have
these petty officers to active duty ! asked that each family bring a covered
within a week or ten days after their dish, salad, bread and butter sandenlistment. Most of them have been j wtehes for the family, and their own
ordered to the recruiting station at jCUPS and silverware. Dessert, coffee
Philadelphia for further assignment.!and paper plates will be furnished.
'The committee will provide meat
The dinner will be served
YOUNG CHICKS NEED loaves.
promptly during the noon hour so
TXT
IN
everyone is urged to be on time.
nomination committee, E. G.
W. R. Whitfield, state extension The
poultry specialist, conducted a meet- ! *?nt' chairman, Frank Bailey, George
ing at the farm bureau office in At- 1 Chnirtensen and Ed. F. Goettsch, met
lantic Thursday evening to help the and made nominatlons for the county
poultry raisers of this county increase "™ bu^au offices- Election will be
: held at the meeting and directors for
their egg and poultry production.
Whitfield pointed out that over- 1942 approved.
crowding of small chicks is the great- „ T^ ^solutions committee, Glenn
est factor of heavy losses and he em- ^bitt, chairman, Lee Johnson, Paul
S ies and Earl Becker
phasized the need of a balanced ration meetln
P
> will, hold a
in all chick feeding. The cafeteria
g this (Wednesday) afternoon
method of feeding was highly recom- to lCountv
^lie the 1942 "stations,
mended
I
Agent Lester F. Soukup
ur es a11 farmers to 1 11 now to 8U
Cannibalism and feather picking, port
^ th e
P*
Pvices that sometimes develop to profit
u county farm bureau organiz
n by
stealing proportions in flocks, can be *V°
""ending this meeting Satcured in short order by adding a n . u ay'
^
extra 2 to 4 per cent salt to the ration, ! r,rkljXT c,m » T v t^t^nnart
he stated. This salt treatment has CUKJN SfALK r EEDING
been tested with success by the U. S. j LOWERS MILK FLOW
department of agriculture and several
state experiment stations.
| KeeP dairy cattle out of the cornIf an all-mash diet is being fed, 2 stalks and they'll keep up production,
per cent of salt should be added, but That's the advice of Floyd Arnold,
if both mash and grain are fed, about' Iowa Stat« college extension dairy4 per cent of salt should be mixed man.
with the mash. Easier than figuring | Turning milk cows into cornstalk
actual percentages is the equally ef- grounds is undesirable for a number
fective method of sprinkling a thin of reasons, Arnold says. The first
layer of salt on top of the mash by few days after cows are turned in
hand or salt shaker in an amount just the cornstalks they get too much corn,
enough to be seen.
I This decreases their appetite for other
Usually feather picking and can- feed they should be getting. Often
nibalism will stop soon after the birds >t causes the cows to go off feed,
get a taste of salt, but in some cases ! "lt isn>t uncommon for cattle to
it may be necessary to add salt to the K° off feed in the fall from this overmash this way for 2 to 3 days. In un- eatin& of c°m a«d not regain their
usual instances, when the addition of normal appetites all winter," Arnold
salt fails to curb the vice after three says.
days, it may be necessary to trim Ever y mouthful of cornstalks eatback to the quick, about W, inch of en by a high-producing cow will take
each chickens beak. This may be done the place of a feed with a higher
with a sharp knife or hot soldering nutrient value. A drop in production
is the inevitable result.
iron, he said.
also is danger of udder inWhitfield emphasizes that the salt u There
treatment is a" cure and not a pre-J «T fr°m the sharp cornstalk?,
ventive. In other words, a steady diet In short, pasturing cornstalks ^ith
with more than the usual amount of nuUt cows—particularly high .frosa't is no assurance against further ducers—is an unprofitable practice. It
sutbreaks of cannibalism. One treat-1« especially true this year because
ment should check it for a period of of the favorable prices of dairy pro2 weeks to 5 or 6 months, and should ducts.
Only , in cases where cornstalk
>e repeated if the vice starts again.
ground is being used for roughage
young stock or dry cattle is the
'FRONT MONEY" MAN for
practice feasible, Arnold stated.
OPERATING IN IOWA If a large amount of corn has been
_,
m r> i j manager ofe left in the field by
J a mechanical picker,
George nr
W. MacDonald,
.
^
,he Better
_ .. Business
„
„
,
...
•
it
would
be
more
advisable, to fence
Bureau of Des
, .
,
,
,
„ i the field and pasture it with hogs than
Homes, has issued a warning to small ^ ^have
^ o i ,,f /cattle
, o f n n „„„»„„
fu^ field.
«oi-i
n^r dairy
pasture the
iusiness men throughout Iowa to be
n the lookout foe an imposter using
Rev. Thomas B. Dixon of Riceville,
he name of the bureau in a "front Iowa, was visitng with friends in Anita
money" racket. The bureau has re- Monday afternoon. Rev. Dixon was on
eived three calls in the last two days lis way to Omaha.
n regard to a man claiming to represent the bureau and offering to sell
Dr. and Mrs. G. Mi. Adair and daugh,he merchants' business at a hand- er, Gael, left Tuesday morning /for,
some profit.
lochester, Minn., where Gael w|p~go
The imposter asks an advance fee hrough the Mayo clinic.
of $15 to $25 for alleged expense
money. Merchants approached by iMr. and Mrs. Frank Harris are the
such an individual are asked to notify parents of an 8 pound girl baby which
ocal officers at once and get in touch was born to them at their home south:&st of here Sunday morning.
with the Better Business Bureau.
••

•

•"•»• .

•»

»»*v»*v«»«j

kJbUUI^

VfAtr^lJOlVl*

j _

_

Mrs. Ella Worthing went to Wood>ine, Iowa, Monday where she will
spend the winter months at the home
of her daughter, Mrs. Roy Lantz and
family.

.

__

Mrs. Julia Smith left Tuesday morning for Rockyford, Alberta, Can.,
where she will spend several weeks
visiting her son, Edwin Smith and
family.

Miss Mayfred Stone, who teaches H. J. Pattee and son, Art, and John
in 4he schools at Cedar Rapids, Iowa Hansen, all of Harlan, Iowa, spent Sunspent the w^ek end here visiting a' day in Anita visiting at the home of
the home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs their sister and aunt, Mrs. A. A. Johnon and family.
A. B. Stone.

r
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Crawford's Clover Farm Store

Emergency
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS Total Corporation

1.00, mill
U.477 mills

Anita.

Court House,
Consolidate Fund
7.50 mills
25 m U
Atlantic, Iowa,
Cemetery
|
Phone 29
We Deliver
Oct. 20, 1941.
Fire Maintenance
75 mill
The Board of^Supervisors of Cass Library Building
714 mill
344 mills
SPECIALS
County,
Iowa,
met
in
regular
session
Library
!FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
with all members present:
Water Bonds
2.527 mills
POTATOES,
Hawley Lynch, Chairman, F. W. Park
625 mill
CORN FLAKES, Clover Farm, 3 packages '.... .25c
.25 mill
Wiese, W. H. Wohlenhaus, G. E. Road Drag
SODA
Total Corporation
13.960 mills
TOMATO SOUP, Campbell's, 3 cans
23c Eshelman and F. L. Possehl.
Minutes of October 3rd. wereapGriswold.
ANUT BUTTER, 2-lb. jar
25c proved as read.
Consolidated Fund
7.50 mills
Moved by Wohlenhaus, seconded by Cemetery
71? mill
PEAS, Early June, No. 2 can;rl5c value, 6 cans
SWEET PICKLES, quart jar
25c Possehl, to refuse application of Chas. Town Hall
1-148 mills
75 mill
GRAPE FRUIT, Marsh Seedless, 96's,>zen &
CORN, whole kernel Golden Bantam, can
14c H. Bartley, et a:., for extension of Fire Maintenance
school loan.
Library
!-578 mills
ONIONS, yellow Bermuda, 10. pounds
...."" * ' ' • • . 4 ( C
Motion carried.
Sewage Disposal
1-243 mills
APPLES, Ben Davis, basket
.$1,19
i
. .
Moved by Wohlenhaus, seconded Band
497 mill
LARD, pure kettle rendered, abounds
[/POTATOES, cobblers, 100-Ib. bag. .$1.00, $1.39, $1.59 by Possehl, to approve application of park
239 mill
Charles H. Bartley, et al., for the new Emergency
995 mill
.BUTTER, pound prints
35C school loan of $2,500.00.
Total Corporation
14.667 mills
Motion carried.
Lewis.
YAL ANN CHERRIES, No. 10 can
67c
' On motion and vote the following Consolidated Fund
6.25 mills
taxes
were
ordered
suspended
on
acFire
Equipment
375 mill
Elliott Consolidated.
Celery — Lettuce — Apples — Oranges
Cumberland
count of Old Age Assistance:
Fire Maintenance
75 mill General
dent
..15.462
mills
Lydia Tatge, Massena, $15.60; Library
539 mill School Houie
Griiwold
1-00
mill
Georgia Collatz, Marne, $14.56; J. Water Works
1.25 mills Library
>07
Independent
H.
Myers, Lewis, $9.50.
Bond
6.238 mills
Dr. H. A. Johnson
42-60
.57
16.402 mills VALUATIONS SET BY THE STATE
Dr. W. W. Kitson
34^5 Moved by Wohlenhaus, seconded by Total Corporation
--:'
EstabUshtd 1883.
TAX COMMISSION' ON UTILI- Lewi* Consolidated CaS3 4.57
Massena.
A. R. Kohl Grocery
7.70 Possehl, that the dog tax for 1941
TIES CORPORATIONS FOB 'r Mataena Town
.769
Consolidated Fund ...... 6.25 mills
12.50 be set as follows:
Published Every Thursday and Entered Dr. Frank J. Larson
Maasen* Independent 1.814
Male,
$1.00;
Female,
$3.00.
ASSESSMENT,
Cemetery
75 mill
25.03
at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, aa Lee's Drug Store
Miles Valua- Maine ;,.«.....;
1.37
Town Hall
1.25 mills
Lewis Cash Store
139.60 Motion carried.
Second Class Mail Matter.
The
quarterly
report
of
M.
E.
Hubtion „ Marne Independent
H. Maduff
99 so
.52
Fire Equipment
375 mill
Cedl G. Bndd
Editor f. J. Mailander
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
.61
10.66 bard, Auditor, was approved.
Fire Maintenance
75 mill
W i o t a Consolidated
Railway Co.
322 mill
15.25 LEVIES ESTABLISHED FOR 1941. Garbage Disposal
Snbseription Rate
$1.50 Per Tear H. C. Mehlmann
Franklin ......
128,401
Grant
Township
4.24
4.21
1.25 mills
Minor Outfitting Company .. 6.65 The making and establishing of the Library
Official Town and County Newspaper Missouri - Kansag, Chemical
8,223 . - Northern Natural Gas Co • •
1.49
11.61 mills Benton Township
levies for 1941 as provided by theWater Bonds
,
Company
;
61.47 Code of Iowa, coming up1 for con- Park
625 mill Pymosa Township ... 8.34 46,028 Pytnosa T«wnship ...
Member of National Editorial
Brighton^
Township
...
5.22
I
Brighton
Township
..
28,809
Moorman
Manufacturing
ComRoad
Drag
25
mill
Association, and
sideration at this time the Board of
23.432 mills Washington Township 4.22 23,290 Washington Township .
pany
2.75 Supervisors computed and established Total Corporation
Dr. R. M. Needles
82.50 the County Levies, accepted and apMarne.
Grove Township
3.79 20,917 Pleasant Independent
Nicholsen Grocery
10.00 proved the State Levies as certified Genera] Fund
2.32 12394 Atlantic Independent .
2.50 mills Cass Township
Electric Co.
O. F. Nord
302.90 by the State Tax Commission; ac- Grading
75 mill Atlantic
2.67 14,736
Oakland Rendering Works .. 22.4C :epted and approved the valuations on Improvement
7.30 $ $
242 mill Atlantic Independent .. 2.32 12,804. Grant Township
C. B. Parkinson & Son
1.55
363 mill Anita
8,334 Benton Township
1.61
21.85 Corporations as set by the State Tax Cemetery
Franklin Independent,
J. C. Penney Company
605 mill Anita Independent
1.01
92.46 Commission; and, having found upon Town Hall
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
Wiota
Dr. E. C. Petersen
84.50 investigation that the certificates of Fire Maintenance
76
mill
Griswold
09
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS Dr. M. T. Petersen
131.00 levies as certified by the various Water Works
1.25 mills Griswold Independent.. .41
Peterson's Grocery
,.JJ5 mill Lewis
9.00 taxing districts of the County were Road Drag
67
8,146
Court House,
Dr. Frank J. Pop, Jr.
12.00 in' form, that posting or publication Total Corporation ...... 6.71 mills l«wis Consolidated Cass 4.67 25,222
..
Atlantic, Iowa,
L. L. Heed
83.25 of notices had been complied with and
Wiota.
Marne
1.37
7,684 Bear
October 1, 1941.
;
Wm. Riggs Grocery
56.60 hearings held as provided by law, on General Fund
2.50 mills j Marne Independent .. .62
2,870 Pleasant Township
(Continued From Last Week)
75 mfll Wiota
motion and vote the Auditor was Grading
;
.61
3,366 Noble TowasSup .
WARRANTS ISSUED ON POOR Safeway Stores, Incorporated
....... 40.00 authorized and instructed to extend Improvement
Anita Independent
1.25 mills W i o t a Consolidated
FUND FOR PROVISIONS,
Dr.
Joseph
Schiff
66.41
on
the
tax
lists
of
1941
the
following
Light
.....i 1.75 mills Franklin
4.21 23,235 Cumberland - IhdepenCLOTHING AND MEDISidles Company
43.35 levies against all taxable property Cemetery
.362 mill
CAL AID.
Chicago .Burlington & Quincy
26.55 in the County for the year 1941 andTown Hall
Massena Independent.. 3.75
1.25 mills
Dr. G. M. Adair
21.00 Slocum Grocery
Railroad Co.
Steinbeck
Grocery
29.00
certify
to
the
County
Treasurer
the
Fire
Equipment
.375
mill
Dr. Geo. A. Alliband
40.10
Massena Township .... 3.951 $70,348
Clarence Sutherland
8.05 same for collection:
Fire Maintenance
75 mill Union Township ..."7.. 2,204 39,242,
Atlantic Hospital, Incorpor17.
STATE LEVIES.
Water Works
1.25 mills Pleasant Township A.. 2.126
ated
784.05 Taylor County
18.00 Soldiers' Bonus Bonds and
$*£ Cumberland
Water Bonds
3.623 mills j Cumberland
Dr. R. L. Barnett .,
10.50 C. M. Tomlinson
10.00 Interest
..............
27 mill Park
625 mill Cumberland
"^Ifcuwena ,..,
Mrs. W. J. Baughman
16.00 Ira Trainer
IndepenState Fund
............
1.00 mill Bond Interest
1.811 mills dent
Elsie E. Berry
45.00 Voss Manufacturing Com.523 9,812 IWMU
pany
40 Money and Credits ..... 5.00 mills Road Drag
25 mill Griswold
Lena Bonst
108.00
24.00 Bonus Bond Retirement
Total Corporation
1&546 mills
Brown Grocery
27,50 Dr. A. Weaver
Griswold Independent . 1.058 -18,74*WaKJtSh•»
'
33.50 Levy on Moneys and
Brown Shoe Fit Company .. 24.03 Dr. M. B. Weir
SCHOOL
LEVIES.
Massena
.786 18,9961W W^ £o%$«hip
7553 Credits
.............
.. 1.00 mill
88
T
wn
1
Joseph Burnea
\. 44.95 L. O. Wheatley
2.50
lassena Independent
i? . ? » *^
4.00 Total State Levies ...... 1.27 mills General . Grant Township.
Lou Camblin
3.82 R. E. Zink
10.695 mills Massena ............ 1.797 3 1~ , 9 9 5 • • •
Dr. Agnes R. Wilder
111.20 Total Moneys and Credits. 6100 mills
Christian Home Orphanage ..
12.00
* ' jQriswoW Shttpewlent
Benton Township.
Railway Express Agency.
^^ 2.00
Session and Mileage Claims.
COUNTY LEVIES.
Christensen Grocery
3i.79
I' Pleasant i;Vi..vV....
Genera^
H.210 mills Grant Township
4.24
$
Hawley
Lynch
5.00
General
Fund
.'
1.50
mills
R. W. Cockshoot
20.00
»v Lewie ConsotidatedGass 9.50
Pymosa Township.
Benton Township .... 1.49
6.70 Court Fund
.316 mill
Jessie Conrad
13.59 G. E. Eshelman
*« I Marte Independent .. 1.10
•
7.784
mills
Pymosa Township .... 8.34
6.10 Poor Fund
2.372 mills
D(r. Win. F. Crew
22.25 F. L. Possehl
"IfEUiott, (Tonaiblidated .. 4.90
Brighton Township.
Brighton
Township
..
5.22
F. W. Wiese
5.65 Insane Fund
.435 mill General
Department of Social Wei'.Iowa NeJ^ilrifc* light & ft>«et|
5.306 mills
Washington Township.. 4.22
6.80 Soldiers' Relief Fund
.26 mill
fore
40.58 W. H, Wohlenhaus
Lincoln Township.
3.7JJ
.237 mill General
H. J. Dimig
18.82 Moved by Possehl, seconded by County Bond Fund
,
5.332 mills Grove Township
M
Massena Township .... 4.00
Econom^ Shoe Company
6.94 Eshelman, to adjourn until Oct. 20th., Court House Bond Fund.. .356 mill
Franklin Township.
Union Township
2.212
Emergency Fund
1.00 mill
Elim Children's Home
150.00 or on call of chairman.
5.866 mills Cass Township
2.32
Motion carried.
Emil Fries
Road Construction Fund
4.14
Grove Township.
Pleasant Township ... 2.13
(Signed)
(on all taxable properDr. W. S. 'Greenleaf ...
Hawley Lynch,
50.50
Ga» .Distribution.
6.913 mills Atlantic
»t
^ 2.67
Mrs. Emory Greenwalt
ty)
60 mill School House
Chairman.
10.00
2.357
mills
f?
Griswold
M
Atlantic Independent .. 2.82
Road Construction Fund
Griswold* Public School
20 Pleasant -Independent
11.10 Attest:
Washington Township.
M.
E.
Hubbard,
i.51
(on all taxable properXh. C. LV'Hammer
15.00
13 Griswold '....
General
7.347 mina Anita
County Auditor.
Anita
Independent
1.01
Bfrs. Kate Hansen
50.00
ty outside of towns) ... .625 mill
Massena Township.
Cass Township ,.
Cumberland
75
Road Maintenance Fund
Henderson Dairy
10.80
General
7.725 mills
PROCEEDINGS
OF
THE
(on all taxation properHJghiey Chemical Company .. 15.06
Union Township.
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS ty
Bfoegh Oil Company
; 6.25
1.875 mills General
'.. 5.921
Holste Grocery
4.39
Road Maintenance Fund,
Court House,
Bear Grove Township.
Wm.
fibwell
!.
7.70
on all taxable properGeneral
Atlantic. Iowa,
7.243 mills
W. G. Hunter
12.00
ty outside of towns) .. 3.00 mills
October 3, 1941.
Cass Township.
,
Total
Cities
and
Towns
The Board of Supervisors of Cass
County, Iowa, met in called session Outside Cities and Towns. 12.466 mills
Victoria Township.
TOWNSHIP LEVIES.
General
with all members present.
6.919 mills
Minutes of October 1st., were ap- Grant Township CemeEdna Township.
tery
proved as read.
.25 mill McDiarmid Independent:
Moved by Eshelman, seconded by Benton Township CemeC, F. DABBOW, Ma*«gaf
.053 mill Mayflower Independent: 9.855 mills
Possehl, to hold a letting for MainBrighton
Township
Cemetenance garage and shop in District
General
7.884 mills
No. 4 at 10 A. M., October 24th.,
tery
135 mill Custer Independent:
en
Linco'.n Township Ceme1941.
G «™l
6m
/
mills
tery
Motion
.071 mill Fairview Independent:
.089 mill
On motioiv 'and Vflte the follow- Lincoln Township Hall
8.550 mills
ing resolution was declared adopted: Grove Township CemeGrove Independent:
i
.141
mill
RESOLUTION.
General ....
13.641 mills
Township CemeWHEREAS, it has become difficult Massena
Pebble Hill Independent
tery
.038 mill General . . .
to obtain repairs, equipment and
6.685 mills
Township Cemematerials for highway maintenance Union
Grand view Independent:
tery
.158 mill General
work, and
8.882 .mills
CemeWHEREAS, it is necessary to sup- Cass Township
Greendell Independent:
We Invite You To See
Modern Equip"1'
tery
.029 mill General
plement orders for such repairs,
7.281 mills
Township CemeDepartment
Added To
equipment and materials with a Victoria
Maple Valley Independent'tery
.176 mill General
preference rating statement,
11.06 mills
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, Edna Township Cemetery. .093 mill
WITH
Noble Township.
Township Cemeby the Board of Supervisors of Cass Noble
1 or
... ,
6.092 mills
**-o mi.I
County, Iowa, that G. N. McQuern, tery
i
1 leasant Township
County Engineer, be hereby author- Pleasant Township CemeGeneral
'
.25 mill
ized to sign such preference rating tery
-486 mill
CORPORATION LEVIES.
statements for said repairs, equipWhich Charges Your Battery In4he Modern
Atlantic.
Atlantic.
ment and materials for Cass County.
General
Approved By Leading Battery Manufacturers
Consolidated Fund
5.75 mills
27.723 mills
Vote resulted as follows:
School Hous<
e?t Car MaAufacturfiS^^Slutomotive
Fire
Equipment
..."
366
mm
,
4.396 mii:8
Ayes, Lynch Eshelman, Possehl
Anita.
Fire Maintenance
1-627 mills General
Wohlenhaus and Wiese.
ffineers and Bureau of .mSStfaiJ. S. Governm
Garbage Disposal
488 mill &chool Hous '
29.342 mi»8
Nays, None.
Swimming Pool
244 mill |
'"
""'"mills
'"
4.917
Session and Mileage Claims.
It Is No Longer Necewiry )P»r You To Wait
Half Day Session.
1.524 mills General
For
Your Battery TV, ^<Ctoirg|d. g*
.27.171
Hawley Lynch
$ 2.50
mills
•488 mil) ; School Hous,
Park
.
4.941
F. L. Possehl
•625 mill
/•»
mills
Modern
Approved
flpWLjTwir Bagg
t,n«wold.
the
Amaring
^Method
.............
613 mj]1
oe ^ ^ ^ Jffinutes, W'tn ^
W. H. Wohlenhaus
4.30 Park Bonds
Genera)
244 mill
.30.660 mills
G. E. Eshelman
4.20 Road
Without Removing the Battery ^oin Y
n.gyg mills School House
F. W. Wiese '.
3.15 Total Corporation
• 9-434 mills
Lewis.
Cumberland.
Moved by Eshelman, seconded by
General . . .
6.25 mills |
NEW
Possehl, to adjourn until October Consolidated Fund
.19.293 mills
Massena.
20th. or on call of Chairman.
551 mill General
PRICED AS LOW AS THE LOWESi
Fjre Equipment
375 mil ,
carried.
• 24-114 mills
SEE SAMPLES OF THESE Motion
School
House
Fire Maintenance
75 m i -]
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
Marne.
Water
Works
L2&
mi] , s
Chairman.
. General
C^RDS AT TRIBUNE Attest:
•'
50 mill
.26.613 mills
u,.
Hlota
M. E. Hubbard,
„
,
551
mill
General
n
Road Dra
County Auditor.
.14.390 miH8!
K
25 mill School House

COFFEE!, sui

Fresh Btaiite*!!^

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

See Our New Hog Caterers
and Feeders
THE FARMERS POOP

i:

NEW!

SAFI

PRINTED

rOUR NAME

school House..:::::::-^"iS"

MERCURY

K CHARGER

12 SMART DESIGNS

0. W. mSfet &

• 2-751 mills

THE ANITA TRIBUNE^

ole
ByEDWHEELAN

BIG TOP

|<LATER,AS HAL WAS PREPARING tWTHC'>WILD
"THAT AFTtRNooM AT THB COOK HOUSE , HAL HAD A CWvNCC T& TELL
TEH* BAN&S A&OUT THE V»6\T TO THE CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL,
,

GAVE *CM A GREAT TMR1LU,BOSS-^x\/SO AM
Vl*\ SURE GLAOANe WERE- ABLE Tb BRING-// BUT SEEJ
| A LTTTLE SUKSHINE «N"R> THEIR /—;—T~^OF HOSPITALS.
LIVES !!
we HAD

HE HAS 00MB OUT OF HIS
COMA NOW BUT HAS
COMPLETELY LOST HIS
MEMORY - HE'S STiLL IN A
NERV SERIOUS
AND MAV HAVE TO
-THERE FOR MONTHS .'!

~-'CONCERT- -

/«»»> i"
first of all i *

CAN FIND

««»catfasi
£• >?al deal

'tffflSSPP* PrWXSe
:%?tured In the pound tin7M
' gia* humidor allChffi
jFranjOwMwrkn^irtlcBti^ncr

LALA PALOOZA

By RUBE GOLDBERG

A Great Help

BABETTE'S IN LOVE WITH
HIVES, VINCENT'S 6AMBLIN'
WITH THE CHEFv AN' THE
CHEF'S BRAT IS BEDEVILIN*
PINTO- SO HOW CAN I EVER
GET THIS HOUSE-CLEANIN' DONE?
I AIN'T EVEN HAD TIME TO
PUT MY JEWELRY AWAY

-

GUESS I BETTER HELP
A LITTLE BEFORE LALA
STARTS BAWLIN' ME OUTTHIS. LITTLE STUFF IS LIGHT

Bowels,

JUNK
TABLESAFELY
HANDS

Ease for Stomach,!
* ..Whenconstipation I

.._ jyrup Pepsin tori
'ttomach in taking. Fon
—u^rre nave given pepsin p
In their prescriptions f
t more agreeable to a tow
<be ture your laxative tJ
»—•*• Insist on Dr. T
.combined withS

By CM. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP— Oops! The Old Gag Came true!

DHfUuiuy laxative. BuyDi
• weu »?Laxative Senna at your j
today. Try one laxative coir"Symprepiinforeasetoyouni
Two Ears of Conl
Whoever,'could makei
of corn, or two blades i
to grow upon a spot ol|
where bpty one grew *
would deserve better of i
and do more essential;
his countiy, than the wholej
of politicians put togete.-Sl

V
POP—Out of Sight, Etc.

By J. MILLAR WATT

quickcu

*^

VOU AAUST LOVE
YOUR OLD HALLOONALWAVS
SITTIMG
UN DEC? IT
1

i

TABU_
SALVI

I NOUN'
COUCH «

Hidden Reasons
There, are not unfrequenfll
stanflal 'reasons undernot™
customs that appear to usi
—CSiarlotte Bronte.

-THIS IS THE
MLy PLAGE FOR
AILES WHEt?e
I CAKJ AVOID
SEEING
HER /

^^^^^^^£$9il$^*&^*

Kidney Action'

MESCAL IKE

BTS-LHUNTLEY

lUf« with Its kartj'
- -improp*f

Maybe That's Why Mulev Sold Him

I 6QOSHT HIM ^
OPFNMULJEY BATES
GOMKlA-RXTUEM
CW»CKEMSWHAT5
BEEN DI66IN' UP

%-m

ri THE
SPORTING
i 16

T—*•:

they educate

C6JS
I

'-•.*;•,

•Mi**** H*

katal wfeo* o
Tferafci
«»odbg"<!Ll""k)g.i°""»«• flajpol* " VP, Hi

'•••fs-iSr"' -%**»>.
««IH<*

By
LANG
ARMSTRONG

m

GLUVAS
WILUAMS
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COLD WEATHER
CLOTHING SPECIALS
MEN'S BLANKET LINED JACKETS . . .$1.98 Up
MEN'S WOOL JACKETS

$349 to $5.95

BOYS' WOOL JACKETS

$2.49 to $3.95

CORDUROY AND WOOL CAPS
MEN'S WOOL PANTS

79c and 98c
$2.49 to $6.50

BOYS' CORDUROY or WOOL PANTS.98c to $3.49
MEN'S 16-lb. UNDERWEAR

$1.29

We Have a Complete Line of Overshoes to Fit
the Entire Family
Ladies' — Men's — Boys' — Girls'

BOB HOWARD
CLOTHIER
"WE SERVE YOU WELL"

I

SHERIFF'S SALE NOTICE,

WARNING TO HALLOWE'EN
PRANKSTERS.

The State of Iowa, Cass County, ss.
The Federal Land Bank of Omaha,
a Corporation, Plaintiff.
Bertha E. Mueller and Gottlieb D.
Mueller, her husband, and the United States of America, Defendants.
To Bertha E. Mueller and Gottlieb D.
Mueller, her husband, and the United States of America.
You are hereby notified that by
virtue of a Special Execution to me
directed by the Clerk of the District
Court of Cass County, Iowa, in favor
of The Federal Land Bank of Omaha,
a Corporation, and against Bertha
E. Mueller and Gottlieb D. Mueller,
her husband, and the United States
of America, for the sum of Three
Thousand Eight Hundred Ninety Three
& 97-100 Dollars, I did on the 16th.
day of October, A. D. 1941, levy on
the property of the said defendant,
Bertha E. Mueller and Gottlieb D.
Mueller, her husband, and the United
States of America, the following described real estate, to-wit:
West 60 Acres of the Southeast
Quarter; and lot 1 of irregular
survey of the Southeast Quarter; and Lots 1 and 2 of irregular survey of the Northeast Quarter of Section 16, in Township
76 North, of Range 35, West of the
6th. Principal 'Meridian, Cass
County, Iowa,
and will offer the same for sale to
the highest bidder on the 24th. day
of November, 1941, at the hour of
10:00 o'clock A. M., at the North
door of the Court House in Atlantic,
County of Cass and State of Iowa.
You are further notified that if
said real estate includes your homestead, that unless you plat and record the same within ten days after
the service of this notice, I will cause
said homestead to be marked out, platted and recorded as provided by law
and the expense thereof shall be add'*ed to the costs in this case.
Dated this 16th. day of October,
1941.
Harry Jordan,
Sheriff of Cass County, Iowa.

Have all the fun you can without
doing damage. The damage of property is not fun. It is a crime. You
can have all the parties, parades,
jack-o'-lanterns and ghost dances you
wish, but do not soap cars—do not
soap windows—do not tamper with
light wires or light globes—do not put
obstructions across any streets or
sidewalks-do not upset or destroy
Kmali HniMi,,,,.^
1
small
buildings—do not* *„!,„
take or carry
away anything that does not belong
to you. If apprehended doing these
things you will be prosecuted to the
full extent of the law.
C. F. Darrow,
2t
Mayor.

Youth conference at 6:45 this (Wednesday) evening. Rev Lacour will
t CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH t
lead the discussion on, The Hign
f
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
+
t - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f Cost of Courting."
Prayer fellowships will meet this
Church school at 10 a. m. The school
(Wednesday) morning at 10 at the
is being re-organized under the dihomes of Dr. F. D. Weimer and H. H.
rection of our new superintendent.
Turner; Thursday morning at 10 at
New classes and new teachers have
the homes of W. T. Slater and Rev
been found and we are hoping to
C. L. Thomas; and Friday morning
meet the needs of our people or
at 10 at the homes y)f Mrs. Bertha
any who may care to join us. However, we need your presence in order Renshaw and Mrs. Elva I>orn.
that this may be done. "
Service of worship at 11 a. m. Our
theme will be: "The Great Choice."
We are making choices every day,
but have we made this great choice?
We sha'.l be pleased to greet you at
these services. It is one way we
may help one-another.
The ladies will serve a noon-day
dinner Thursday.
f

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.

*

f-f-f-f-f-f-f^-fr-f-f-f-f

"Everlasting Punishment" will be
the subject of the Lesson-Sermon in
all Churches of Christ, Scientist, on
Sunday, November 2.
The Golden Text is from Proverbs
14:34, "Righteousness exalteth a nation: but sin is a reproach to any
people."
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quotations from the Bible and from the
Christian Science textbook, "Science
and Health with Key to the Scriptures" by Mary Baker Eddy.
One of the Bible citations reads:
"Be not deceived; God is not mocked:
for whatsoever a man soweth, that
shall he also reap. For he that 'soweth
to his flesh shall of the flesh reap
corruption; but he that soweth to the
Spirit shall of the Spirit reap life
everlasting" (Gal. 6:7, 8).
Among the selections from the
Christian Science textbook is the following: •
"Divine Science reveals the necessity of sufficient suffering, either before or after death, to quench the
love of sin. To remit the penalty
due for sin, would be for Truth to
pardon error. Escape from punishment
is n(
not
in «*««««*
accordance ™n
with ««
God's
,
'"
? ™
government, since justice is the handmaid of mercy" (p. 36).

Willard Kennedy is a patient at theAtlantic hospital where he is suffering from diabetes.
Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Pearson are both
ill at their home on Chestnut Street,
Mrs. Pearson being confined to her
bed.
Mrs. A. J. Kopp left Thursday for
Los Angeles, Cal., where she will
spend several weeks visiting her sister, Mrs. Ed. Wheeler and husband,
and at the home of her niece, Mrs
Carrie Harris, in Campbell, Cal. Mrs,
Leah Stockham accompanied her on
the trip.

Maduff*
WE DELIVER

PHONE \

THURSDAY—FRIDAY-SATURDAY

RaisSns
Corn Meal **&£*•
Sweet Potatoes

l;

Brown Btratf- Better Th
Ever . Wta...55c

Apples
Side Pork

A number of girls held a surprise
Hallowe'en party on Gael Adair Saturday evening at" the home of her
parents, Dr. and Mrs. G. M. Adair on
Fred Exline is confined to I
West Main Street. Gael has been ill > "DEFENSE BOND
at his home here suffering fa
QUIZ.
for several weeks and is unable to
attend school. The evening was spent
Q. Just what is inflation and howwith games and contests, following
which a lunch was served to the can it be minimized?
A. Inflation is a decrease in the
guests.

buying power of the dollar caused
The Home and Garden club met by a rising cost of living. This, in
Monday afternoon in the agriculture turn, ia brought about by a heavy
room at the high school. Twenty- public demand, resulting from a rapid
three members and four visitors were incresee in the national income, for
present. Talks were given by Mrs things which cannot be produced in
Dan Spiker and Mrs. Mamie Malcom large enough quantises. Every citand a pen talk was given on village izen can help minimize inflation by
and city life by Mrs. Katherine Main buying Defense Bonds and Stamps.
Mrs. H. G. Belsheim asked for a gen- Q. How can I get cash for my Deeral meeting of the club to he belt fense Savings Stamps if I should need
to redeem them,
in the near future.
A. Go to any post office.
'
Note.—To buy Defense Bonds and
Tfcfe Berea P. T. A. held their regular monthly meeting Friday evening Stamps, go to the nearest post office,
at the school house. The program con bank, or savings and loan association;
sisted of a vocal solo by William or write to the Treasurer of the
Steele; recitations by Joan Gissibl United States, Washington, D. C.,
Roger Steele a,nd<|anet Havens; pian for a mailorder form.

AD]

FIFTY BAMPSHIRES. TIM]
feeding boars from large litteri
good; backs, and strong bone.
Announcer, our packer type
lected last fall in Indiana. R]
& Sons, Van Meter, la.
FOR SALE:—6-volt light j
295 ampere hour batteries.
with wiring and bulbs.
for $50. Edward Niemand,,
WANTED:—Your repair i
so, see our new gifts. Hu
Jewelry Store, Atlantic.
Christmas Cards with namef
on them. BO for $1.00; 25ftfjj
See samples'at Tribune
WANTEp'>--To rent a fin]
acres or more. Have good i
James Bv Jordan, Rt. 1,
Tally carda, 2 for lc;
with teasel*, and place caiif
Tribune office, Anita.
WANTED:—Your i
Ph. 184 Anita—we pay

solo by Mervin Taylor; and a talk and
John Hayward, Battle Creek, slipdemonstration on fire prevention by
f CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST 4 Robert Scott and Gerald Redburn. The ped and fell against a large show
+
C. R. Neel, Pastor.
-f
balance of the evening was spent in window of an Ida Grove store. A
4 - - f + - f - f + -f + - f 4 - f > - f
contests, following which a Ijinch wa: large piece of the window narrowly
Sunday School at 10 a. m.
served. The next meeting of the as- missed striking Hayward as he rolled
Church worship and communion sociation will be on Nov. 28, when Mr away from the building. He was
at 11 a. m.
ANITA MARKETS.
and Mrs. Isaac Brown and Mr. anc stunned but received no serious inroads
, Wet
. , weather
. , and
. , muddy
,,
, aree\ Mrs. Jessie Taylor will be ia charge juries.
(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
hard to contend with when people want of the program and lunchEggs, cash, dozen
26c to go to church, but if they do not want
Eggs, in trade, dozen
27c to go, even good roads will keep them
Grant No. 4 P. T. A. held their reguEggs, Specials
32c at home. There is something in church
Eggs, No. 1
29c ' life that if people would claim it and lar monthly meeting at the school
Eggs, No. 2
24c use it, they would go through fire to house Thursday evening. Mr. and Mrs
Hens, over 5-lbs
I4c get it. The Christian life is worth Emery Oler, Mrs. Hattie Jergersen^
Hens, 4 to 5-lbs
I2c everything or else it is worth nothing. Mrs. Albert Claussen and Jtyrs. ClarHens, under 4-lbs. & Leghorns .. .10c Let us work and pray together that ence Strickland were in charge of the
Springs, over 5-lbs
I3c Christ's Kingdom may be established program. It. consisted of recitations
by Joan Strickland, Jean Jergersen
Springs, 4 to 5-lbs
I3c on the earth.
of the
and
Joyce Pearson; guitar music by
Springs, under 4-lbs. & Leghorns.lie
_
wu will serve
The ladies of the church
Delbert and Bernard Anderson; comlb
10c
Roosters,
their regular dinner Wednesday noon.
munity singing by Elsie Oler, Donna
Ducks, lb
gc
Matheis, Delbert and Bernard AnderGeese, lb.
son; a one-act play, "The Missing
Pigeons, live, dozen ,
50c + HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL
Pie," by Elsie Oler, Leonard JergerCream, sweet
37c r
LUTHERAN CHURCH
sen, Jr., and Robert Strickland; and a
Cream, No. 1 sour
35c *•
H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
joke contest put on by Mrs. Claussen
Cream, No. 2 sour
33c + + + + + + + + + + + + +
A lunch was served at the close
Yellow corn, ,No. 2
57c
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
of the program. The next meeting
Oats, No. 2, news!,
35c
Divine services at 10:30 a. m.
Wheat, No. 1
$1.00
Sunday School teachers will meet at of the association will be on Nov. 20,
the church Friday evening at 7:30
It Will Be All New Inside and Out Including
The Anita fire department was call- o'clock.
ed to the -Dennis Pearce home SatThe new children's confirmation class
The bigger
Complete New Sound System For Your
urday evening to extinguish a small will meet at the church Saturday afdrink with
roof blaze which was caused by sparks ternoon at 1:30 o'clock.
flra
from the chimney. Only slight damage
Confirmation class meets Saturday
Enjoyment.
was done.
flavor!
evening at 7 o'clock at the church.
Communion announcements will be
EXTRA! EXTRA! There are big received at the parsonage between
bargains for everyone at your local confirmation classes.
Rexall Store during the Rexall ORIGCircuit meeting Sunday afternoon
INAL One Cent Sale. Two for the at Casey at 2 o'clock.
price of one, plus only lc. 250 bar— Watch Next Week's Paper For Opening
gains to choose from. Wednesday,
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Smither andThursday, Friday, Saturday, Nov. 5, *•
METHODIST CHURCH
4
children spent Sunday in Perry, Iowa, 6, 7, 8. Bongers, The Rexall Drug +
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
t
visiting her mother, Mrs. Minor Jones. Store
adv.
+ + -f-f-f-f-f-f4-4'4-f 4
Church School at 10 a. m. Lee K.
Nichols, acting superintendent.
Church worship at 11 a. m. Rev.
Lawrence Lacour will bring the
message.
Youth conference at 6:45 p. ni.,
Rev. Lacour in charge.
Evening service at 7:30 with the
sermon by Rev. Lacour. Special music
at these services, on the marimbas, the
cello, the harp and vocal. .Come early
to get a seat.
Evangelistic mission at 7:30 each
evening except Monday.
WE WISH TO ANNOUNCE TO THE PEOPLE
f -f f 4- •»••»•

Watch For The Opening Dat

New Anita Tfaeai

Special Price On
Genuine Semi-Solid Buttermilk

ANNOUNC

The Farmers Coop,

ANY WAY YOU FIGURE
I
1

!
\

Centerville Nut
\
I
$6.00
4
4
4
4
Per Ton
ONE THING IS SURE
Coal In Your Bin at Today's Prices Insures Your
Having It When Needed — Why Gamble
With Your Health?

ROBERT SCOTT

ANITA LUMBER CO.
PHONE 2-0 FOR COALS YOU KNOW

POULTRY
RAISERS
Lower feed costs are obtained by feeding a balanced ration.
Ames Grain Balancer is not
something new. It has been
made to give you a. balanced,
ration in connection with your
farm grown grains.

Rasmussen's Hatchery
Phone 276

Anita, Ia.

OF ANITA AND VICINITY THAT WE ARE
NOW ABLE TO OFFER TANK WAGON SERVICE IN CONNECTION WITH TEtE STATION.
FORTIFIED GASOLINE
TAGOLENE MOTOR OILS
TAGOLENE GREASES

FURNACE OILS
TRACT0R FUELS
HOOD TIRES

SKELLY SERVICE STATI01
JOHN BIRK

PHONE 160

LOUIS BIB*

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

Foe
On D<
• "

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

. OHIOl-*
•
[ desert sand«
been coHi~
erimental,
l«v w *"'

x
of Ghioaffo.
(Beleand by Western Newcpapar Dnloa.)

ps

ALL OUT FOB THE SPAGHETTI
HEABING!
What la spaghetti, and if BO how?

P,

Is macaroni playing fair with the
government?

"Field, Dayton,
test and .MM
'purposeari!

uced
'-listence laboratory at Chiof the ration remitted beir corps pOota-aM frequently
nted with the Wwdbility of beI down in area* aw*y frttm
ation. More particularly is
case in aerial pltrol duties
jungles of Pairiama, the
wildernesse«bt Alaska, and
ert country^of oar Southwest.
new type radon Which prouser witk 3,800 calories a
three packages with an avertight of 12.8 ounces a meal, is
tor emergency Use by air
personnel who are unfortunate
to be forced down at points
they most Tysuk 100 miles
i to reaCh a settlement where
be obtained'.
Biscuit U IBalnstay.
stay of the* experimental raa "penunietm" biscuit convirtually W file essentials
Balanced diet, and said by scito be far superior to /the
Indian, "pemmican" made
lo meat and corn meal and
"pemmicans" in flavor apd
. Value.."-?•';\ " ' . ' • '
V
t meal package also contains
|aham crackers and—typical
i touch—a stick of chewing

New Linen Motifs
In Easy Stitchery

Is the federal security program in
any way being balked b^Jthe, vermicelli situation? '''•>..(

Lesson for November 2
Lesion

lactad and c.
CouncU of Re
permission.

•ad Scripture texts •*>
'^' 1 by International
ducation; uied by

SIN AND ITS CONSEQUENCES

LESSON TEXT-Galatian* 6:7. 8; I John
1:6-2:8.
.TEXT—U wt confeM our tint,
These are questions which the heGOLDEN
Is faithful and Joit to forgive us OUT
government of the United States of sins, and to cleanse u* from all unrighteousi America is now handling despite all ness.—I John 1:9.

• * • '

i the other serious matters we
thought were taking up its tune.

Sin is an appalling reality, hideous
and horrible in itself, and bearing
And what department do you with it the gravest consequences
i think is considering the spaghetti, both in this life and in the life to
macaroni and vermicelli situation? come. Man does not find it pleasant
You'd never guess. The Federal to face that fact, and so he makes
Security administration! Yes, sir, light of Bin and even may go so far
ed
Federal
Security Administrator as to deny its existence. Obviously
New importance military experts attach to Iran, formerly Persia, £
bov
a hear- such ah expedient does nothing to
solve the difficulty or to meet the
ing
on
the
whole
subject.
Iran is the gateway on one side to the oil fields of Iraq and the Russian
* * •
gnawing distress of a heart facing
Caucuses and on the other side is the logical gateway for Germany to
Is victory over Hitler and -Musso- and fearing the judgment of God.
India. As the pressure it applied from the west, Japan, playing her lini tied up in some way with the
Far better to meet the reality of
part as Axis partner, puts on the squeeze on the othef end with ever- dollar Italian dinner? Is the ulti- it, admit its awfulness, and seek
increasing demands in Indo-China and Thailand, and with a drive mate triumph of democracy depend- God's way of full deliverance. Sin,
through Burma not impossible. Caught in the middle is India—pride ent on a standardized bowl of which came into the world when
spaghetti? Are the,,Four freedoms man listened to,Satan and disobeyed
of Great Britain and logical prize to be coveted by her enemies.
remotely Linked with honesty in the Gftd in the Garden" of Eden, has • lfJIS
AND HERS" "Mr. and
a
macaroni, spaghetti and vermicelli gone on to mar and to mark all
Mrs."—the favorite decomankind. We note that
trades?
ration for linens today. These
* * •
I. 81n Brines Corruption (Gal. 6: motifs in easiest stitchery are
Who can say? All we know is that 7,. fi).
practical and decorative, too.
• * *
Mr. McNutt had ordered a hearing
Seedtime is followed by harvest.
Pattern 7082 contains a transfer pattern
WASHINGTON.—The department 'or rural unemployment and under- by the Food and Drug board for This is the law of nature, the law
12 motifs averaging 4% by 5ft Inches:
of agriculture has issued a summary j employment; (2) curbs on possible defense reasons. Even the ravioli of God. The farmer who sowed pt
illustrations of stitches;
ches; mat
of the recommendations made to uneconomic expansion of cropland situation may be gone into.
wheat in the spring looked for wheat To obtain this pattern send your order to:
1
when the harvest tune came. The
|>ty of diet Is afforded by pow- the department • by land use plan- and undue speculation in land valIt just goes to show you the same principle holds in the spiritual
oluble coffee with sugar, a ning committees of the 48 states ies; and (3) shaping of present deSewing Circle Needleeratt Dent.
82 Eighth Ave.
New York
[of malKKj milk tablets, and which have'been studying, agricul- ense efforts in such a way as to thing the long arm of the- govern- realm. Just as the one who sows
tural problems in national defense. promote desirable future changes or ment gets into these days. Not even to the Spirit reaps eternal life, the
Enclose 15 cents In coins for Fattern No
The recommendations of the state additions to the agricultural pro- a plate of minestrone soup can go one who sows to the flesh reaps
committees reflect the thought both gram. Recommended under item its own unregulated,' undisciplined, corruption, and death.
Name
_
A life of self-indulgence (which is
of the thousands of farmer members [3) were further emphasis on the uncontrolled way.
Address.......
* * •
family-sized
farm
and
the
absorpsowing to the flesh) brings moral
of iqpunty planning committees and of ;ion of excess farm population
field representatives of every de- iirough expanded urban employ- And by the way who is the Fed- decay. The weakened will yields
eral Administrator in Charge of to desire, and it "bringeth forth sin:
partment operating agency. The com' '• * • - ••'... .. „ , , Noodles for the fiscal year?
and sin, when it is finished, bringeth
mittees were requested by Secre- ment.
•'''•• i.
. • * •
forth death" (James 1:14, 15). This
tary Claude; R. Wickard to make the
And have you got the address of death is spiritual, bringing separastudies in order to assist him in
the U. S. Chop Suey administration tion from God, a loss of fellowship
shaping the course of the farm proand the first name of the govern- and communion with Him. Spiritugram during the defense and postment Grated Cheese Dishes co- al death as well as physical death
defense periods.
ordinator?
came upon mankind through Adam's/
* * •
c The state committee reports stress
sin.
recommendations for the current deBut to get back to the Italian
n. Sin Loves Darkness (I John
fense effort, but also give thorough
dinner crisis. We understand the 1:5-7).
consideration to the problems of the
macaroni hearing is to be for the
There is not a bit of darkness in
post-war period and to long-range
COLUMBIA, MO—Three of the purpose of going over the whole God.
He is light. When Jesus
planning for agriculture.
most important factors in determin- spaghetti, vermicelli and macaroni
into the world, He came as
• To meet the special defense situa- ng the integrity of any American situation in America with the idea came
Light of the World. But "men
•tions in agriculture, the state com- lome—finances, health, and charac- of making certain it does justice to the
•To
loved
rather than light, becoia
;mittees recommended: Integration ter—will be examined from the modern government, and that there cause darkness
their deeds were evil. For
those stuffy nostrils'and, bresL.
of the agricultural economy with the standpoint of charting a more prac- is nothing about it that might at every one that doeth evil hateth the
through -your BOW without that
smothery feeling. If your noattlU
total defense effort through such tical way in which our educational some time show that Washington light, neither cometh to the light,
""- InsertMentholatum.
are clogged
means as decentralization of defense system can contribute to their im- had not been on the job.
;lvely It eases your
Note bow
lest his deeds should be reproved"
,
breathing
and relieves tne sneezing.
. . . . . . . . * foe industries, careful planning of mili- provement, in a three-day forum
(John 3:17-21).
swelling, and
sniffing,
annoyances
The government is out to protect
redness. With all
a portion of theinew tary food requirements, increased opening on the Stephens College
The
corollary
of
that,
truth
is
that
checked,
you
can
go
about
your acration tested by the federal aid for public services in campus here November 6.
you from false spaghetti just as it a man who says he has fellowship
tlYltles fa comfort. Jars or tubes, SOo.
areas
of
expanding
defense
populaair corps on a 100-mile
The forum on "the American protects you from a bad stock mar- with God, but continues to walk in
tion, and long-range planning of de- woman and her responsibilities as a ket investment. It would give you darkness,
brands himself a liar (v.
fense "-housing; development of prithe same safety in the matter of
of veal loaf, all on the orities and price control policies in citizen in a democracy" will include buying 10 yards of spaghetti that it 6). Compare Revelation 21:27-28 for
sessions of open panel diswhat God thinks of liars.
fmenu.
......
keeping with agricultural needs; and afternoon and
Our Confidence
evening sessions ad- tries to give you in acquiring a few
The light still shines, and the one
litlon .to. the ever-present greater co-ordinatipn of marketing cussions
shares of common stocks.
The
confidence
which we have
dressed
by
authorities
in
the
various
who
is
walking
in
darkness
has
only
a
*
*
biscuit the • luncheon and distribution of farm products. fields. Attending the afternoon ses-,
in
ourselves
gives
birth to much
to
step
over
into
the
light
(v.
7)
contains, a ham loaf tin,
Spaghetti should be cord shaped where he will find fellowship with of that which we have hi others.—
Unified Program Recommended.
sion as participants will be parents
in a tube, and a supThe state committees were virtu- of the students, undergraduates, and measure between 0.06 and not all God's people and know the La Rochefoucauld.
ose toWetjs, and the ally
unanimous in recommending alumnae, housewives and represent- more than 0.11 in diameter, the gov- cleansing of the blood of the Son of
package provides a pork- the development
of a unified national atives of numerous national organi- ernment holds. It has specified cer- God.
sag«fibrri^ pieces of choco- educational program
tain specific shapes, and contours
Relieves distress from MONTHLY>
health and zations.
III. Sin is an Undeniable Fact
9ge candy and tablets for nutrition. A hoi-lunchforprogram
for macaroni and vermicelli, with
for
(1
John
1:8-10).
James
Madison
Wood,
president
llemonatfe.
L
all school children, expansion and of the college, who for nearly 30 or without grated cheese.
It seems impossible that a man
PoBBlble 'Variety.'
* * •
/
extension
of AAA payments for home years has pioneered in the field of
actual practice," .explains food practices,
And it is sticking to its policy of who knows himself and knows the
and
improved
health
I B. Dill, chief of the expert- and medical services in rural areas "practical" education for women, protecting you against everything, life he lives would ever deny sin,
jxpeditiori, "the pilot could were some of the measures suggest- explained that most of the elements except a fly hi your minestrone. It for it is one of the most evident of
Lydia B. Pinkbaiu's Compound
entering into the success or failure may yet get around to that. We all facts. Yet men have denied it,
diet a little by eating his
Tablets (with added iron) not only
of a family are covered by these hope the spaghetti hearing is a, or sought to explain it away, calling
package at lunch, or his ed.
help relieve cramps, headache,
Likewise stressed by nearly all three factors. It is his contention happy one and that somebody will it error, or a "fall upward," or a
backache but also weak, cranky,
or breakfast, but our experinervous feelings—due to monthly
step in man's development, or the^
[ group* followed the diet re- state committees was the need for that a "refocusing" of the educa- provide red wine.
functional disturbances.
substantial enlargement of existing tional program for women, to equip
evidence of man's self-conscious* * *
V, without variation."
Taken regularly — Lydla Finkness
and
desire
to
learn.
ta Albuquerque, N. M., guidance and training programs for them more adequately for solving
ham's
Tablets help build up resistFORWARD LOOK
rural
youth.
Specific
training
for
the
real-life
problems.
ance
against distress of difficult
There
is
no
hope
for
a
man
as
transport plane, the parGo
ahead,
bomber—
days." They also help build up red
long as he assumes such an attiPurpose Outlined.
it the jarmy base one eve- non-agricultural pursuits was widely
Have your way!
blood. Follow label directions.
tude, for he not only lies himself,
early' the next morning recommended.
You'll
be
a
saucepan
Each
of
the
three
main
topics
but he makes God a liar. He denies
Other defense recommendations embraces a number of subheadings
hike across the desert,
Again some day.
the truth of God's Word about sin,
—Grace B. Treadway.
npanying the "hoofers" on emphasized effective use of forest, which will receive attention in both
Money's Value
makes meaningless or wicked God's
* * *
"d test «ras an army truck soil, water, and range resources so the "roundtable" and the more forMoney,
which is of very uncerdealings
with
sin,
and
reveals
that
laboratory equipment and as to minimize waste and assure mal discussions. He explained that
"Weygand Renews Pledge of Loy- God's Word is not in him. Those tain value, and sometimes has no
sustained
yield.
Many
of
the
state
problems under the head of finances, alty to Vichy."—headline.
water" supply- Bach hiker
who make such statements declare value at all and even less.—
a 25-pound pack, including committees indicated that needed ad- for example, include such things as
Unless he does it every few min- that they do not belong to God and Carlyle.
ditional
production
should
be
obbudgeting, intelligent buying, care utes he has trouble keeping his mind do not accept His Word. It is eviinkets, mess kit, and three
tained so far as possible by increas- of property, investments, insurance to
'emergency ration!,
it, no doubt.
dent that they ought never to be perproduction per animal or per and savings. Under health come all
* * •
ng steadily, over ro^gh coun- ing
mitted to teach such things in the
acre of land cultivated rather than factors contributing to or detracting
Hitler
and
Mussolini
have
1 Altitudes, ranging from 5,000 by developing new crop land. Exchurch, or in the name of Chrisfrom
personal
efficiency.
Character
come out for a new world order
' feet above sea Jev/fel. the pansion of old transportation facilitianity.
in which everybody except the
recorded mileage ranging ties and development of new ones involves many factors, such as
IV. Sin Calls for a Saviour (I
Nazis can live on their knees.
' to 21 mjled a day. Since were urged to forestall the possibib- training in spiritual values, loyalty,
John
2:1-6).
* a a
patriotism,
simple
honesty,
sportsrage pilot wears, an ordi- ty of shipping bottlenecks.
Some
Christ
the propitiation, the mercymanship
and
willingness
to
shoulder
Add
similes:
as
funny
as
the
Nazi
'°rd shoe,' rtead flf4 heavy form of price guarantee or support,
responsibilities. Home atmosphere blast denouncing the invasion of seat covering for our sins, is the
shoe,
with the guarantees or supports
Saviour. He paid the price,
nd
or pilots' and moving upward as the prices paid is the dominant influence here, Mr. Iran as unlawful, unfair and a only
and made it possible for God to be
Wood
said,
with
parental
example
treacherous
blow
at
a
small
nation's
coyerajlfl. '
by farmers move upward, was rec- and''proper guidance in choice of integrity.
just and at the same time a justiBgr Methods
ommended for both basic and nonfler of the ungodly. The sinner
purposes the party was basic crops. Expanded trade wittun books, movies and radio being inneeds such a Saviour.
creasingly
important.
HOW
COME?
into two groups, one of the Western hemisphere was sugSin in the life of the believer also
I
have
never
found
it
otherwise,
"These things, to be sure, are
j subsisted on the regulation
by many committees as
calls for a Saviour, one who will
When I'm in Bangor, Maine,
not
completely
neglected
in
our
Itype C field, ration, which Inof fostering better Pan-Amer
cleanse us (1:9) and who will in
present educational system," Mr. The matchbook covers advertise
"tteat
stew which must be ican trade relations.
His own blessed name plead our
1
A quick lunch in Spokane.
Wood said, "but so far as women
order to be palatable, bisView Post-War Period
cause "if we sin." He is our Advoare concerned formal education of
cofiee. Another, group becate (2:1) pleading His righteousto the post-war pe- today does not give the breadth or While in Spokane the covers sell
hike on, ii <ilet of another
Looking
ness in our behalf when we do tall.
No
local
haunt,.forsooth,
depth
of
training
that
each
of
the
mrnican" with 'three
But
rave
about
some
grand
hotel
This does not mean that we may
65 000,000 women in America should
noe cans providing a day's
Duluth.
then
become indifferent or careless
In
faraway
ha've
in
terms
of
equipping
her
for
Nearest downtown hotel
'•/ma aU-porpose food, alone,
—J. H. Niles
about
sin. If we say we know Him
her
true
responsibilities
as
a
citizen.
«, Proved, SQ unpalatable that
to H O L L Y W O O D
and do not keep His commandments,
program
Woman's Heritage.
[abandoned; -n''-.'
we
lie
about
our
professed
relationfiller is in the position of having
WITH
the movie upiul of the world
"The 'general education' here dis- won
results of the field
v
so many enormous victories in ship to Him. The mark of a true
*«nd wtitern America1! radio city
the Defense Workers Avoid
cussed is the heritage of every wom- such ji short time that defeat stares child is a spirit of obedience.
within tho bocderi of Lot Angeles,
entertainment reafhes ita xenith. Gay
avan. It should amount to a careful
God's children prove their love
night*, Uughter and life; tunny day*
Wearing 'Flashy' Clothes mastery of those facts and social him in the face.
• * •
filled wity thrilli rod excitement. In
to Him by keeping His commandrather
the center of everything i» titu*ted
experiences necessary to intelligent
Nazi chiefs are said to have left ments. Talking about our devoth» HOTEL CLARK at Fifth and
engaged to physically
Hill Street*. A hotel where you will enBerlin for a safer city. They have tion to Him, giving our service .tor
living—just
as
is
now
demanded
by
While
joy hoipltiuity toiti fulieit extent; when
come to the conclusion that aerial Him, or sacrificing for His cause
colleges
and
universities
in
the
fields
you wulfind your every wiih anticlpjted.
water
Wbethet you (train Loi Angela for •
of scholarly and professional warfare can be carried to a point mean nothing if we do not obey
i, for
- —•••*•*•»«»» •txn».»4 i»w«j»««w**f
fcwd«yioc • month, choote Hotel Clark,
Him. We only pile
evidence upon
achievement. The latter deals with where it is dangerous.
1
downtown la the hewt of thing..
: er of choice, both coffee
*
*
*
evidence
of
our
untruthfulness
by
the specialist, the former deals with
"°n were palatable' when
555 Boona with Bath»/rom$2JlO
Definition
of
a
split
second:
The
making claims and doing things
the layman. Our present interest is
l2ri C K d eat
wa^to that the
"Famoa* for Good Food
the layman, primarily the mother time between the changing of the which are negated by our disobediin-...
from CooMt-lo-Coatt"
n k* «» without beatred light and the blast frorn^ the ence.
in
the
home,
the
only
real
teacher
°' «. In this respect the
you.
horn of the auto hp
of children."
an advantagB over the
which must be heattd.
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Mrs. Carrie Reynolds is Visiting at
Norwalk, Iowa, at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Ben Kirkham and family.
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DAY, OCTOBER- 30, 1941.

BY THE WAY
By L. P. M.

SENSATIONALLY tfEW CONSTANT-FLOW

It seems as if the wind must have
HEATING FPR LESS WITH A
whispered to the little leaves to come
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Miller and his over the meadow with him and play
"NU-COMFORT"
father, A. A. Mr.ler, have left for McAllen, Texas, where they will spend Sunday" night. Anyway when we got
up the next morning most of the elm
the winter.
trees had let loose of their leaves
Mrs. Harold Giles has returned to and summer had' fled, and it had
her home here from Ft. Wayne, Ind., grown cold . . . the radio said only
where she had been visiting for sever- 36 degrees, but• it *felt• like 36 below.
al -weeks with relatives and friends.
fiAYLEY
Did you know that a certain lady
Home Furnaces and Stoyes That Will Meet Any Need
••••—••••i
in
Anita
grows
tobacco?
Yes
sir,
she
Mr.
and
Mts.
B.
D.
Forshay
left
Pictures. tremendous cost involved, the Conn_52 StorieB-r620
— May Be Bought on Easy Terms —
2 of "Your Trig and Mine" tinental News Service (the syndicate Thursday for Rochester, Minn, where has several plants this year and thinks
that
next
year
she
will
put
out,
a
whole,
Mrs.
Forshay
submitted
to
an
operaThe Press And Ready For that handles th^s column) decided to
tion Tuesday at the St. Mary's hospital. row of the stuff . . . another lady
ution.
reprint all the stories each year in
who knows and loves flowers has about
Anita, Iowa — Phone 171
fthose ,of you who received a book form together with an average Mr. and Mrs. Hayes Redburn rea dozen of the finest specimens of
Volume I rib explanation of of ten pictures of the place or district turned to their home here Wednes- Jimson weeds you ever saw. Of course
ove is necessary. To the new written about. You can imagine the day after spending several weeks she planted them thinking she was goof Trailer Vagabond here is size of this book. 8% x M inches. visiting their daughter at Albin, Wyo. ing to have some beautiful, sweet
description of a publication H2 pages, 52 stories, 530 pictures
4
smelling, night blooming flowers
IOWA FARM KERNELS+
jlieve will give yon more enjoy- about points of interest every person
Mrs. George Preston of Avoca spent
. they are pretty, and they do
[and education than anything should be privileged to see.
several days in Anita last week visit- bloom at night, but, oh how they smell!
ever read. If you are in• • • .
Last year when our first volume ing at the home of her sister, Mrs.
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
Wholesale prices now average 21
in travel; have a child of was sent to our readers the CNS was G. M. Adair and family, and with
A few days ago when we drove
per cent higher than they did a year
age, or have Jjjftesire to know
with letters and telephone other relatives and friends.
by Ollie Saxton's, we admired all the
ago.
November 2, 1911.
Jabout you* qiffljijejr,. read
*
*
llstof praise. This year (if possible)
pretty red and yellow dahlias. Mrs. Mrs. G. M. Adair spent the week
of this colun% carefully. It we have printed even a better book. James B. Herriman returned to Anita Saxton was ouf digging bulbs so we
For
good
nutrition,
most family
end in Atlantic visiting relatives.
i the moat, profitable few, min- All 'ridw stories. All new pictures Thursday from the University hospi- drove in and admired the flowers some
diets
require
additional
green
and leafy
The
P.
J.
I.
K's.,
or
teachers
club,
tal in Iowa City where he submitted
ou have ever spent.
about the points of interest visited
more,, and she sent a big bouquet home were entertained by Mire. Ruby Brewer vegetables, milk and milk products
to an operation a couple of weeks ago. with us ... she has time to crochet
"See America First" tour, be- during the past year.
and eggs.
Friday evening.
*
*
1939, will cover 160,000 miles Through the co-operation of your His health is much improved.
ruga, too, and has a rug needle which
Miss Nettie Steinmetz went to AtUnited' States, Canada and newspaper and the sponsors of Tipfl- The Anita high school football team certainly is a help to anyone who lantic this week where she will visit
If highly flavored feeds (such as
some 6 years er Vagabond we are able to offer the was defeated by a score. of 6 to 0 does rug making.
silage, and green alfalfa) are fed
for several days.
« * •
cover our 88 Na- readers of this column a copy of this Friday evening on the local field by
The well known. Berea band furnish- after dairy cows ha^e been milked,
j Parks, outstanding events of book at a fraction, of its retail price. the Oakland team. Harris, Oakland •Evening meetings have started at ed- the music for the box social at the danger of objectionable flavprs and
importance and points of in- Follow these directions carefully. star, went 40 yards in the third quart- the Methodisfcchurch and will continue Eureka Center Friday evening.
odors in the milk will be reduced con|of scenic or historic value. It Cut one TV article from your paper er for the only tally. The Anita boys for a couple of weeks. Those who
Glen Holmes was over from Gsuthrie siderably.
*
*
grand-daddy of all tours of (this one is OK) and mail with 25c go to Walnut Friday to engage in a have heard this group of evangelists Center Sunday and spent the day visitIn producing an average of 8,567
orth American Continent. It in coin to the Continental News Ser- gridiron battle with their high school say some very .nice things about the ing at the home of his parents.
ke in all' the places it has been vice, 816 So. Hill St., Los Angeles, team.
quality of the music and the manner By a business transaction the first pounds of milk containing 340 pounds
at desire.to see. Its purpose Calif. Your copy will be mailed imin which Mr. Lacour presents his of the week, C. R. Palmer sold his of butterfat, the 39,375 cows in the
Iowa dairy herd improvement associmessages.
We hope everything works drpg store to Fred C. Robison.
I your enjoyment and education, mediately. Be sure to send us the
Don't miss this copper opportunity.
tin a few weeks after the tour name of the paper from which the Only during the Rexall ORIGINAL together to make the meetings suc- The Misses Emma and Enid Wagner' tions a_te $54 worth °5 fecd e*ch>
schools,, teachers and faculty article is clipped. If you want more One Cent Sale can you get two regular cessful.
went to Adair, Saturday where they eturned an average of more than $73
• * •
[throughout the country began than one copy, only one story is neces- size packages for the price of one, plus
spent the week end visiting with er cow above feed costs, in the last
ear.
At
last
Chas.
Karns
is
to
know
the
us regarding the educational sary.
friends.
only Ic. 250 bargains to choose from.
»
*
•'
|of the weekly stories. Many
We make you this offer. If after Be sure to get the big 4-page Sale joy of achievement. Last, spring 'Mrs. J. H'. Hill went to Missouri Valley
More
than
2,000
seed
samples
have
Karns
told
us
that
it
had
always
been
Monday where he will accompany his
read the articles before their getting your copy you don't believe Sheet. 4 Big Days, Wednesday, Thurs•assembly.,. Individuals too, it worth at least 3 times its cost, mail day, Friday, and Saturday, Nov. 5, his greatest desire to build a house, father, who has been seriously ill, b.ack )een tested by the six supervisors
nd 30 part time analysts employed
oick with their compliments on it back to us and your money will be 6, 7, 8. Bongers, The Rexall Drug especially for her. He has worked hard to Anita.
eavor. But—throughout all refunded. And remember, if you like Store.
adv. and painstakingly to finish the little Dennis and John Pearce went to n the Seed Testing Laboratory at
>house which he started months ago. Frederioktown, Mo., the latter part of owa State College since July 1. AH
ran one discordant note. it, copies of Volume" I are still availThe
members
of
the
W.
P.
G.
club
Mrs. Karns has been busy, too, making the week where they are spending owa seed vendors have been required
', wanted pictures of the places able. A complete set will give you
o test and label their products to
some
of the prettiest, most comfort- several days visiting relatives.
i about. Which brings us to the the most complete travel data on the were guests of Mrs. -John C. Jenkins
how purity and germination since
Wednesday
at
her
home
on
West
Main
able
rugs
for
the
floors.
Now
it's
Saturday
evening
thirty-four
boy
' this one .column,
North American Continent that has
Street. Mrs. Oscar Lindblom was as- ready, set on a lot of their own, and and girl friends of Roscoe and Ray- tiat date.
careful consideration of the ever been compiled.
sistant hostess. A 12:30 o'clock din- when they move into it, come the first mond Wagner gathered in on them
Three-fourths of all Iowa eggs enter
ner was served at noon to those pres- of the month, no .bride and groom of for a surprise Hallowe'en party.
Vagabond" U Sponsored and Appears In This Paper
ommercial channels as either shelled
ent, following which the afternoon was forty-eight hours could be half as
r frozen eggs. Over one-half of these
h the Courtesy of
spent socially. Mrs. Glen Holmes of happy as this couple who have weath- SUGGESTIONS ON FERTILIZING
Guthrie Center was an out-of-town ered forty-eight years together. We OF YOUR YOUNG SHADE TREES re sold to consumers in the four large
eastern cities, New York, Chicago,
hope they will have many happy years
guest.
in
their
new
home.
Fertilizing seedlings and shade trees Boston and Philadelphia. The rest
t Anita, Iowa
TEXACO PRODUCTS
Phone 257
re consumed mostly in Iowa. Eggs
The general meeting of the Woman's
will be more important than usual this
Lawrence Hofmeister, Jr., who is fall because of the effects of the ontribute about 6 per cent of the
Society of Christian Service of the
tate's annual farm gross income.
Methodist church was held Friday af- working at Nebraska City, Neb., visitMr. and Mrs. W, H. Tate and chlld- ternoon at the church. Fifteen mem- ed in Anita last week at the home early blizzard last fall. This is the
of S. W. Edgecombe, Iowa
/owa, iaai weeic ren' spent the week end in Kansas bers were present. A report on the of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence assertion
gtate cMege e'xtenaion horticuituri8t.
AN AVIATION CADET
visiting relatives and district meeting which was' held Thurs- Hbfmeister.
lives and friends,
City,
The application of well rotted manWRITES A LETTER
friends.
day at Council Bluffs was given by
ure around the trees in late fall is
Mrs. Harry Dressier. ' Following a The lights at the football field have beneficial, and if trees are weak the
nbers of the Jolly Dozen
An aviation cadet wrote home:
jheir families, together with 40 Leo V. Bongers, Jr., who is going short program, the afternoon was been taken down as the only remain- treatment should be supplemented by
ing game on the Anita schedule to
"Dear
Family: Scored 98 with a
Mrs. Theodore Arnold of, school at Creighton University in spent quilting.
be played here will be with the Adair the use of commercial fertilizer.
Chicago, atomizer. Slipped into a cockguests Of Sirs. Charles, Omaha, spent the week end in Anita
Although
considerable
controversy
Mrs. S. W. Clark returned to Anita high school team on the afternoon
pit fog while night flying and almost
ay, at her home northeast of «t the home of his parents.
exists concerning the best commerThursday
from Excelsior Springs, Mo., of Nov. 11.
fot sacked. Tomorrow I have to drill
dish dinner was encial fertilizer to use, it is generally refugees and it's just my luck to
where
she
had
been
taking
treatments
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
C.
Faulkner
spent
noon by those present, folHenry Karns was exhibiting a turnip agreed that a high nitrogen fertivhich the-afternoon was spent the week end in Des Moines visiting at a sanitarium for the benefit of her Monday afternoon which he grew in lizer is advisable, Edgecombe says. draw a platoon of Zombies.
at the home of their daughter, Mrs. health. The day before she returned
"I don't mind sweating out a mess
A 10-8-6 or a 10-6-4 is generally reffor the Red Cross.
Maurice McMurray and husband. Mr. to Anita, she stepped off a 2% foot his garden at his home in the north commended.
-lere, but I can't get accustomed to
curb and fell, bruising her left leg part of town. The turnip weighed
The amount of commercial ferti- using armored cow in the Q. I. cof|Cent Sale Value, Get a
and Mrs. (Faulkner went to Moline, 111., just above the knee. She is reported 6% pounds and measured 25% inches lizer necessary for a- specific tree may fee. I haven't been gett&g any sugar
i which gives yon 3 S9c tubes of where she is visiting this week at to be getting along all right, although in circumference.
be determined by various methods reports from Barbara so 'decided to do
Mdc of Magnesia Tooth Paste the home of her son, John Faulkner she is confined to her bed.
ff
Edward
Niemand
has
accepted
emOne rule is to apply 2 to 4 pounds of a little blinoVftying the other night.
$ite. 6^i$0ta SS in your big\ 4and family.
ployment
as
bar
tender
at
the
Whitney
fertilizer
for each inch in diameter It was a bad deal and I ended up
cula* «f *a*g»ins or see your
Mrs. Frank W. Budd was hostess to
hotel
beer
parlor
in
Atlantic.
The
of
the
tree's
trunk 5 feet above the bubble dancing."
«f»««! one of the big The members of the Quilt club were the members of the Friday bridge
Dire were the fears of the parents
Niemand
family
will
move
from
their
ground.
Another
rule is to add the
I on the Fall One Cent Sale. Wed- guests of Mrs. Roberta Calkins Wed- club Friday, afternoon at her home on
for their son's mentality until an army
height,
branch
spread
and
circumfer
home
south
of
town
to
Atlantic
the
f, :tn$saay, .Friday, Saturday, nesday afternoon at her home on East Main Street. Other guests, beoffice friend explained that atomizer
p, 6, 7, 8. Bongers, The Rexall East Main Street. Mrs. Ed. L. Newton sides the members, were Mrs. Melvin first of next week to make their future ence of the tree together and use thi means automatic rifle; cockpit fog
number
as
pounds
of
fertiliser
to
b<
adv. was an additional guest. A social af- Key, Mrs. Dennis Pearce, Mrs. Gail home.
(Store:
means mentally lost; sacked is the
applied.
ternoon was spent by those present, Burke, Mrs. Rex Miller and Mrs. C. G. Gary, 3-year-old son of Mr. and Mrs. Although several methods may b term for demoted or punished; new
following which a lunch was served Budd. High score for the afternoon Claude Smither, received painful burns used to fertilize trees, perhaps the recruits are called refugees and zomwas held by Mrs. Robert Scott. A on the face and neck Monday mornbies are new men who know nothing
fDR.B.L.METTRER by the hostess. Mrs. S. E. Goodrich
is to drive holes under
'.unch
was served by the hostess. Mrs. ing when he threw a glass of kero- simplest
will be hostess at the next meeting
complete spread of the branches wit! about the military; sweating out a
Chiropractor
Henr,y Meduff will be hostess at the sene into the furnace at the Smither a crowbar. These holes should b mess is to wait in line to eat; armored
of the club on Nov. 5.
' Adair, la.
next meeting of the club on Nov. 7.
home on West Main Street. The burns, from 10 to 18 inches deep and abou cow is canned milk; G. I. means
> —Office Hours—
Mrs. Frank Kramer was hostess to
however, were not serious and it is 2 feet apart. A handful of the ferti government issue; sugar reports are
The
junior
class
play,
which
is
— 1:30-6 -the members of the D. D. pinochle
lizer should be placed in each hoi letters from the girl friend; blind
being directed this year by Miss Win- thought no scars will be left.
club Friday afternoon. Mrs. Forrest ona Kyle, high school principal, will
and the hole should then be filled wit flying means a blind date, and bubble
?<s*&,S«t. Night
dancing is washing dishes.
Wilson became a member of the club be presented at the high school audi- The Neighborhood pinochle club were earth.
7 tai|o
at this meeting. Miss Mary Lucille torium next Tuesday evening. The guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Brodersen Saturday evening at their home
10-11 A. M. Tfonderson was an additional guest.
entitled, "I Like Your Nerve,"
at the east edge of Anita. High score
Phone 87
for the evening were held by Mr. and
the cast are: Rex Rourick, Betty Mrs. Brodersen. A lunch was served
Mrs. Donald Chadwick.
Moore, Hilda Scholl, John Bear, Victor following the pinochle sessions. Mr.
served by the hostess.
Claussen, Ruby Miller, Dorothy Ham- and Mrs. Emmett Wilson will enterlin, Robert McDermott, Marian Duff, taity the club at its next meeting SatEZ, P. E. O, Sisterhood,
Glail Rhoads, Fern Schlater and Rob[Young woman wishes
urday evening.
_ . t s of Mrs. Charles Minerert Hagen.
man a°nd Mrs. L. K. Nichols at the
BERT C. RAMUS, Manager
home of the former on Elm Street one The Baptist ladies aid society were The Anierican Legion Auxiliary held
its regular monthly meeting Friday
day last week. A report on the suafternoon of
preme convention was given by Mrs. Ha
Highley at her home south of afternoon at the home of Mrs. Arthur
Raymond Lantz. A travel book review
Mrg Kermit Baiiey and daugh- C. James on Elm Street. 'Mrs. W. T.
rge or small.
was also given by Mrs. Harold McDerwerfe gueats. The after- Biggs presided at the business meeting in the absence of the president
women
mott. A lunch was served by the hostand vice president. Mrs, John Mehlat
the
close
of
the
meeting.
Mrs
. „
0 w carpet rags for the American Legion
esses
f AGNEB FILLING STATION Gteorge
F. Shaffer and Mrs. O. W. AuxiliarVi who wiu, in turn, send man gave a report on the fall conShaffer will be hostess at the- next ^^ ^ thg veteran.g home in Knox- ference recently,held in Council Bluffs;
ANITA, IOWA
meeting on Nov. 4.
vil'e. A lunch was served by the Mrs. Floyd Dtement gave a report on
hostess. Mrs. Raymond Laarts will a child Welfare school of instruction,
be hostess at the next meeting of the which she attended at the fall conference; and Mrs. Charles Robison
aid on Nov. 5.
gave a paper on the song, "Home
The members of the Knot-a-Kare Sweet Home." It was reported that
% pounds of carpet rags had been
bridge club were guests of Mrs. W. T,
Why pay more than we ask?
Biggs Wednesday afternoon at her sent to the veteran's home at KnoxRIMLESS GLASSES
home on West Main Street. Other ville, that 14 used decks of playing
— A SURE WAY TO ECONOMIZE Single Vision Complete
guests, besides the members, were cards had been sent to Clarinda and
that
the
auxiliary
,had
in
the
past
Mrs. Floyd Dement, Mrs. Rex MiKer,
Mrs Azel S. Ames, Mrs. A. V. Rob- week given 37 books to the Anita public
inson and Mrs. A. A. Johnson. High library. Mrs. Biggs read a paper on,
GLASSES ?10.00 and UP.
score for the afternoon was .held by "Columbus," and gave a musical readANITA — WIOTA — CUMBERLAND
Mrs Dement. A lunch was 'served by ing,"'''Army and Navy Song." Plans
kind.
were
made
for
the
annual
supper
the hostess. Mrs. George F. Shaffer
THERE IS ONE NEAR YOU
will be hostess at the next meeting to be held on Armistice day. A lunch
was served.
of the club on Nov. 5.
Optometrist — Atlantic
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OIL HEATER
GERALD AKERS

FROM OUR OLD FILES!
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Order Your Winter's Supply,
of Coal Now
KUNZ GRAIN CO.
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With the Present Price of

Beef and Pork
It Is Advisable to Rent a
Locker

$8.85
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Miller's Lockers
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THE ANITA TRftUNE
Beloved Singer Pleaded
For Mercy, Not Justice
The beloved Madame** Schumann-Heink was a woman of rare
charm and geniality. She was the
first to make fun of her own shortcomings, and was often heard to
comment good-humoredly on her
decidedly matronly figure.
On one occasion, a fashionable
portrait painter asked her to sit
for her portrait. The plump opera
star hesitated for a long while
before making her decision.
"Don't be afraid, Madame,"
said the artist teasingly. "I'll do
you justice."
"Ah," replied the prima donna,
"it isn't justice I ask at your
hands; it is mercy 1"

America's. Contribution
America has furnished to the
world the character of Washington, and if our American institutions had done nothing else, that
alone would have entitled them to
the respect of mankind.—Daniel
Webster.

SEWING CBKCLE
inine touch which gives this apron
a daintiness which will make it
one of your favorites.
• • *
Pattern No. 8030
Size 36 requires 2Va
al. 314 yards braid
attractive 138116111,

is In sizes 34 to 48.
yards 32-Inch materifor trimming. For this
send your order to:

SEWING CIRCLE PATTERN DEPT.
Room 1324
111 W. Waeker Dr.
Chicago
Enclose IS cents in coins for

How To Relieve

Pattern No
Name

Size.'

MttH&fiW
1MMM0MBI
TUS

Address

* '••

Hugo Had No Doubt
Oreomulrton relieves promptly because it goes riant to toe seat of the
trouble to hem loosen and expel
Cflflft lACbBlX PnlJBBPfi'i, find &•&' OfttOTft
to soothe and heal raw, tendtt, inflamed Dzoocbuu
branfiB. TeU wnr d
ft MOCU9 OX deODUJJS
nttv
—
dersta&dtng you must Uke the iray It
o^iioUy allays the cough or you are
to have your money back.

One evening a number of Victor
Hugo devotees, dining at the
poet's home, were trying to outdo
each other in praising their host's
genius. One of them thought the
street in which Hugo lived should
be named after him. Other streets
were being suggested as mpre appropriate when an enthusiastic
fellow declared that no one street
was worthy of such distinction.
The whole city should be named
after the poet! Hugo merely nodded approval and said: "That
will come, my friend, that will
come!"

__*f*,"-*.!.y,yi..g.^'.'.^<tJ!*™3-Jy-S

MINERAL AND VITAMIN RICHES FOB HEALTH

\,' (See Recipes Below)

I DEFENSE: HEALTH

|

THIS WEEKS

CREOMULSION

forCoughj,CneitColdi,Bronchiris

SEW1M6-MACHIWE
IN 1*50. A MOB,
-— " H I 5

«

THE 0ETYEK WAY 16 TREAT

<ONMMmPNPUE1D(ACKOF
.self.to your share of
Tomato Soup
PHORK'WtK," IN 7W£ WET KTO
[giving your meals plenty
•Liver and Vegetable Pie
Never Crowded
ping fooda^and ward off Creamed Spinach Cabbage Slaw
There is always room anywhere
f resiatancijjio disease that
Bread and Butter
in the world for a holy thought.—
,
[m not getting enough of
Prunewhip
Drummond.
4UrMMf...EAT
ilanced foods.
Beverage
Delicious Recipes Free
iTB/BRy OKI
„ and health will be the •Recipe Given
Would
you like to try a brand
AMP JWWC ftflfly
[ this 9e#son;-and throughnew delightful recipe for Apple
OFVWTCR.
out the country
Cake, Coffee Cake, Herb Bread, Oryou hdmerriakers by the ultraviolet rays of the sun.
ange Bread and dozens of other
will have to take That's the round-up of vitamins.
appetizing recipes? Just drop a
Now,
how
about
minerals?
your part arid
Head's Business
post card to Standard Brands, Inc.,
build the backYou've probably heard that you
The business of the head is to
Dept. W, 691 Washington Street,
bone of the coun- need calcium to build good bones
New York City, and you will re- form a good heart, and not merely
try by feeding and teeth, but did
ceive a grand cook Look absolutely to rule an evil one, as is generalyour families food you know that
ly imagined.—Sir A. Helps.
free.—Adv.
that builds strong you need it to
• bodies, steady help your blood
,
nerves and high to clot when you
prtunately, good, health- have a wound
la not just, achieved and that you need
HE most practical kind of
.__s buying power, but it also to regulate
pinafore aprons may be quickse buying. You can use your muscle contraction? No food
ly and easily made with today's
;etables or low-priced keeps people from getting old inpattern. This clever style buttons
Cables, cheaper cuts of definitely but if you've good calcium
in back so that the shoulder straps
|wd canned fruits.
deposits, you'll at least postpone old
stay firmly in place and never
I'&eirJng lots about vi- age for awhile. Milk' and green
slip.. It ties smoothly at the waistPORKond BE AN SUPPER
ebk ybUTself <m them: vegetables burst with calcium so use
line with sashes attached at sides.
v
them
evefy
day.
Don't
forget
the
The bow at the shoulder is a fems for resistance to in- salads: carrots, cabbage, and celwe
wife of the famous
_3W1^»
and
g«te«!J
llW
aren't too expensive 'in winter
I'll need it for your,eyes, ery
.
Columbia football
and
they're
calcium-rich.
vision arid night blindcoach,
suggests
this
smart,
practical, inexPhosphorus works together with
,nmon symptoms of the
Walking Lighthouse
pensive and easy-to-prepare "after the game"
calcium
in
building
bones
and
Of this vitamfcu -You'll
supper.
y. In milky butter, yege- nerves. Milk, cereals, meat, cheese,
In a wonderful world there are
MENU
and yellow.-fruits and eggs, nuts— all these have a good
many
queer
professions,
but
rankphosphorus
content.
I also
the one vitamin
ing high among the strange ones
MiD BEANS
TUN CAMPS
Iron's a marvelous pep-you-upper.
v:Bto##irt<*he body.
or
is that practiced by a Chinese
Not
only
does
it
guard
against
lag, Sometimes called thl- ging energy but also digestive discoolie living in Chungking.
etite and good diges- turbances and general irritability.
COmUUNT MMMM«n
'At night he can be seen walking
Unerring Sign
• CarkdCiUiy
itaaround the dark streets with a
•
Olives
Virtue
alone
is
the
unerring
sign
Iron
goes
to
work
and
makes
red,
ood
Rela*
lighted
candle
measuring
some
red blood cells that are just about of a noble soul.—Boileau.
u're
eight inches stuck in the top of
the hardest working cells you'll ever
his skull. In return for a small
• CaStt •
find. The red blood cell shuttles
TryU—Iff ddldow.
between your lungs and your 7,000- STOP TALKING ABOUT fee he will guide you to your desSM your grocer for more c
tination.
mile-long circulatory system dropYOUR AILMENTS!
detail... redp«, and quantities—
When very young his parents,
'« idvice to those troubled
ping off the oxygen and carrying
That's a
orwritei
•our tftmT*h, heartburn.
apparently,
had
cut
the
top
of
his
with"
'
out the carbon dioxide.
Van Camp's Inc. WWANAPOUS, INDIANA
skull,
inserted
a
candle
which
You need lots of iron so don't miss
talk about
they held in position by sealingA/so Pocked in En«x, Ontario
Mais and enriched bread a day on iron foods. That means
rdferoyon
waic, and sent him out on to the
for ADLA.T
you'll be eating plenty of liver, mo|flour, nuts,-and peas.
street as a guide to travelers.
oatmeal, dried apricots,
Untested Courage
Greed at Fault
iB2 is sometimes called lasses,
For many years now he has
eggs, whole wheat, lean beef, cabThere js no intrinsic vice in No man can answer for his courEalso .and also goes under bage,
done
this
queer
job,
and
must
oysters and raisins from now
Greatest Step
wealth; the devil is in our greed. age who has never been in danger.
"tiboflaVinl If;yournails
The greatest step is that out of surely be the only human "light• —Rochefoucauld.
—Sir Rabindrinath Tagore.
; brittle and grow slowly on.
house" in the world.
Iron by itself is apt to be a bit doors.—Old Proverb,
off easily or your hair
re generally in poor con- lazy. It needs copper to make it
-i some of these good get to work, so be sure to have
J vitamin B2 tg your diet: prunes often, whole-grain cereals,
Most anybody would
r eggs, cheese, lean meats oatmeal, dried fruits, liver and oybet that the block of
sters at some one of your three
J vegetables,
lines at "B" is wider
,
peediag? Teeth decay eas- meals.
Iodine
spells
powerIt
is
released
than the block of lines
aps you're missing out on to your system by the thyroid gland
at "A"! But puzzle no
_2, for this is the vitamin which is near the Adam's apple.
more, brother—the two
Fright into, your system and Sluggishness, mental and physical,
I have good teeth .and bones. are the result of lack of iodine or thyblocks of lines are exet contains plenty of citrus roid deficiency.
actly the same width!
nons, oranges, grapefruit),
Seafood
contains
iodine
as
well
fresh .fruits -and , vegeta- as garden vegetables. Salt has been
r won't have trouble with iodized to help out general deficiennes, or wounds not healing. cy and cranberries if raised in lowjn D boosts vitamin C and lying lands near the sea are a popuIB recenttebocmtory"emnlttna
[into action, makes
them lar source of iodine.
bowl" tests. Prince Albert burned
ar
other vitamins >d minbalances calcium, and
amin Q Jip't «asy to find asMagnesium
getting your milk you 11
DEGREES
,. althoulBli' eggs, salmon, be you're
getting Magnesium -too. Other
[and herring contain-some sources
aregreen
leafy
vegetables.
COOLER
.Ilk can be fortified with this
That's the line-up. vYou'll notice
and then it is' called "ir- that
foods contain both or sevthan the arecafte of the M other
'' Most common way of eral many
Of ths largeet-selllna brands tested
kinds of essential minerals and
e
vitamin
fi?
either
through
r
...ooolettofidU/
Of course that should
[this type or by taking cod vUarmns.
make the job you have to do easier.
in winter,, J^unbaths in the
i.*. a
•Liver and -Vegetable Pie.
. for it is lovraed in the skin
(Serves 6 to 8)
V« pound salt pork
1% cups cooked pork liver, cut in
RA. TASTES SORW VET SMOKES SO CpOj^
pieces
LYNN SATS:
IVfe cups sliced onions
rs your guide for meal 1 cup diced carrots
ou, cups boiling water
PS: for healttt: .
F % to 1 quart a day for 1% teaspoons quick-cooking tapioca
UP WMi,«liOOIM WITHOUTTHINNIN6/
T-nild and nursing mothers. Black pepper and salt
ka day for everyone else. y. teaspon celery salt
teaspon
Worcestershire sauce
Cables: 1 or, mote servings
P
BUL0IN(3— ITS THE CgWIP «Wf
, add liver and brown
oi the leafy green or yelRA. IS (3RHAT /N A PIPE/ TOO!
fgetables; 1 serving of po™*i sweet potatoes.
£\
1 serving of tomatoes,
uit
,
or oranges,a day; 1
1
0*
another
fruit.
l;
* a day or 4 to 5 a week.
.
, flsh, poultry: 1 or
[servings a da>. About %
o
with the foltowfound of meat or flsh is the
. „ Mix 1 cup sifted flour with 1
[Quota.
s: i serving daily of en-

Delicious-Quick
Easy

T

Van Gamp's

\

KNOWS

THE TOBACCO THATS /MILDER
,N ROLLED

^BB* • A«B»£%
AJetlsVff% ^^eBBk ^LnLUv aU I ^"i

^•^••^•keUKs^!
JBLVs^LVsWer •^•HBBeVs^Ll ^•^Se^^eHe^llBDe^ei
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wo-sire TP&X&). PWWCB ALBERT SMOKES

cereal. and Butter: At every

lets:

some sweets occasion
satisfy the appetite. This
'"eluded In the dessert\or
ls
'onal piece of candy.

inch Uucknes,, cut. s e v e
top. Fit over casserole.

&

^

floe rotl-yourown cigarettes
ln«very bandy
pocket tin of
Prince Albert

i
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od for Freedom' Program
is at Highest Level in Farm Production
a^——-^—na^.^—... .

Easy-to-Make Slip Cover
Brightens a Faded Sofa

_

L Ellington S. Winston
iJed by Western N«w*pft]Mr Uniom)

By. VIRGINIA VALE
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

1941's bumper crops
the biggest financial
, since the fabulous days
j nearly 11 billion dollars
[flowed iiitd farmers' pockfrom this year*i opera-

WYMAN and Regis
JANE
Tdomey have teamed to

jle statisticians are busy
preting the 1941 results in
j of a billiqridollar increase
[last year's crop value 6,American farmers are
r focusing their eyes on
eparations have to be made
i earlier than usual for next
because 1942*s plantings
harvests promise to be the
important -in American
Secretary of l Agriculf Claude R. Wickard's new
for Freedom'' program,
farm production to the
st level ever attempted,
Many government officials and agricultural leaders are of the opinion
In a revolutionary
food is the item that shall dictate the terms of peace. Providing food
[era in agricultural econ- that
for famine-threatened Europe in the post-war period thus would become

shatter all records for the
screen's longest kiss — it lasted three minutes and five
seconds, and you'll see it in
Warner Bros.' "You're in the
Army Now." The former record was held by Ann Sheridan
and George Brent. Jane and Regis,
seated on a hard piano bench, were
told just to keep on kissing till told
to stop, while Donald McBride, playing Jane's father (as well as an
army colonel), discussed military
problems. First 'thing they knew,
they'd set a new record.
Old-timers may remember "Humoresque," which was filmed way
back to 1920 with Alma Rubens,
Vera Gordon and Gaston Glass. It's
coming back to the screen, this time
probably with John Garfield to the
Gaston Glass role, that of a violinist
whose career is cut short by military
conscription.

Fred MacMurray was too young
the Dumber One Job for the American farmer. Already some food has for the last war, so he didn't-know
gone to some of the occupied territories and there is considerable agita- what it feels like to crawl through
tion jon the part of some Individuals and groups to furnish even more. barbed wire entanglements till just
Taken early this year, the above picture shows flour being loaded for shipment to hungry France. But thus far only token shipments have been made.

ed toto the strategy of defense
ations at home and the war
farm production may be
lent that determines victory
eat. So American - farmers
up their sleeves to win be held in check, while the supply
of foa&l JThfty know that of others will be increased.
in that wins this battle will
Program's Objectives.
war and write the peace
What are the new program's objectives and' how will they work?
| weeks past 100,000 agents of Briefly, the plan proposes to:
1—Break the-shackles of-regional
artment of agriculture have
in every state, county one - crop agriculture by having
ascertaining the supply of farmers change their crop plans
Jed next year; determining from wheat, cotton, and tobacco—
carry-over will be; setting already produced fa over-abundance
goals. Each farm op- —to commodities--the world needs
twill know what is expected of more desperately such as dairy
products, milk, eggs, butter, cheese,
pork, lard, beef, lamb, fruits and
jo Ahead And Produce.'
..-••
.
feet, Uncle Sam -to saying to vegetables.
2-^ProVide vast quantities of proneri-t'^ "': -A;'-- ':
vitamin foods for Britain and
ead and produce-ifor more tein,
the other democracies to help turn
the tide of war definitely against
Jnde Sam is-backing up this Hitler:
i by ipiaranteeing to main3—Maintain and improve living
jprlces, for the entire year and nutrition standards for all Amer|faItoe with the parity plan.icans including those serving with
srnment will support the the armed forces and those emrket with a fund of .more ployed in the vital defense industries.
, dollars 'provided in the
4—Build huge "stock piles" or re•lend act . . . . . . \ /. •-""• serves of food—pork, dried eggs,
next year's f arm prc- dried milk, etc.—which can be emt is scheduled for a 15 per ployed as a "Fifth Column" to unse over the 193640 av- dermine the Nazis during the war
does not mean the lid and provide food for famine-threatilture is not going to ened Europe after peace cpmes.
Under the new production plan,
old 'days of unreating. Instead, the but- goals have been set for all farm
f&rm commodities will commodities. This means that there
will continue to be quotas under the
AAA program for wheat, cotton,
corn, potatoes, tobacco and some
less important crops.
Some of the Goals.
For example, farmers are being
asked to:
Produce 125 billion pounds of milk
fa 1942, as against 116 billion, 809
million pounds fa 1941.
Increase egg production to 4 billion dozen from 3 billion, 676 million
dozen produced this year.
Slaughter 79,300,000 hogs to 1942,
compared with 71 million head this
year.
Boost. beef and veal production
from 25,100,000 head to 28 million
head.
Raise 7% billion chickens next
year, compared with 6 billion, 280
million fa 1941.
Increase lamb and mutton output
to 22,900,000 head next year, com^
pared with 22,400,000 head this year.
\Cuidn new farm program.

Police Work Out Training Plans
Far Meeting Needs of Civilian Defense
JINGTCflST. ~ Following cons betwWflii jTiorellQ liaGuarector of oivilianHefenae, and
gar Hoover, director of the
Bureau, of Investigation,
are now being completed for
icting courses of training for
olice of the nation hi order to
I them to knowing and perform"-eir duties in the civilian deProgram-.
"FBI' Civilian Defense
for Police," conducted with
icial approval o| the director
parts of the United States
Btructors of the FBI who have
selected by Hoover for this
Reparation for ,this type of in' Director Hoover sent rep/es of the FBI to England
par.d por several months to
r"?d 1941, these representatives
• and observed the methods
employed in England/curing
Groups

Pay New Taxes

Indicative of the shift to emphasis
on other farm commodities are the
followtog:
«s
• The corn acreage goal is set for
87% to 90 million acres. This compares with a 1941 acreage of 87,363,000, but is far under tin* 1936-40 average of 93,980,000 acres.
The 1942 wheat goal is set for 50
to 55 million acres or a reduction of
10 to 15 million acres compared with
1941.
The 1942 cotton goal is set for 22
to 24 million acres. The lower figure
would be sharply less than the 1941
average of 23,519,000, and would represent . an even more drastic cut
from the 1936-40 average of 27,858,000 acres which was, to itself, a controlled and reduced total acreage.
Considering production schedules
as a whole, it is evident that curtailments to the acreage of certain
crops will be more than offset by
increased acreages devoted to others. Moreover, the urgent emphasis on more milk and dairy products
and on more beef, pork, lamb and
poultry, means that the acreage devoted to feed crops will have to be
adjusted upward. This means that
more farm land will be under cultivation next year. It means that
fields will have to be worked harder.
It means that farmers will have to
perform a better production job.
With labor becoming scarcer and
scarcer, the demands on agriculture for increased production will
have to be met with fewer farm
workers. In all history there never
has been a time when it was more
important for our farmers to follow the most efficient methods of
production and to utilize to the fullest extent every farm practice
which will result to maximum production with minimum labor. In
such a program', the importance of
fertilizer is self-evident. The U. S.
government is leading the way to its
crusade for soil conservation and the
abolition of wasteful soil-mining
practices.
If America is to produce more
food, we must help our soils do the
job. That means putting back into
the land more fertilizer elements to
help produce that food. Every pound
of beef or pork, every quart of milk,
every bushel of potatoes, corn, wheat
or oats, removes valuable plant food
from the soil.
Fertility Must Be Watched.

Under normal conditions tHe""total
annual fertility loss to American
farm lands is 16 million tons of nitrogen, 2% million tons of phosphorus and 36 million tons of potash.
With the expanded farm program
for next year, this total will show
a marked rise. The need for an
ever-increasing program of soil conservation, according to the Middle
West Soil Improvement committee,
is indicated by the fact that fertilizers and manures are applied at a
rate that restores only a portion of
the total plant food loss.
Hope that soil conservation measures will be increasingly promoted
is seen to the recent statement of
Secretary Wickard that "While the
1942 goals call for the largest production to history, we are not going
to have to plow up the hills and
plains to get it."

actual wartime conditions, and the
benefits of these observations will
be made available to the police Of
the nation through the FBI National
Police academy and through the
"FBI Civilian Defense Courses for
Police."
The program of training, which
has been prepared by the Federal
Bureau of Investigation and approved by Mayor LaGuardia as director of civilian defense, will include various law enforcement duties to emergencies. Among such
duties are the following:
Convoying troops.
Convoying military mechanized
units.
,
,
Guard and patrol work.
Protecting restricted and vulnerMistakes of the last war will not
able points and places.
Then
UC repeated.
1 C^Jtd ti^*v».
*•• — •- America pulled
t.
Air raid precaution functions of be
J : x
- 50 million of western_grassland into
That led to the
w
fproduction.
wheat
"^Enforcing blackout requirements d'ustbowl, to overexpansion and disand laws controlling noise.
aster for/thousands of farmers.
Evacuation problems.
Fawners have already shared
Around the police organization is
generously
to the present defense
buUt many of the civilian defense
and they seem likely to share
programs and the police are to the boom,
extensively to the months
forefront during bombings and air even more At
the rate industrial and
to
come,
raids, and are exposed to the maxiactivity is moving, the
defense
mum amount of danger and have a American people may have an in-

than 5,000,000 persons-who
the scope of the fed„,.. have
tax in the last fiscal
]q!
to pay an income
0
l8^, according to the departEven tiie lowest
in
.
of a well-trained poa
Bart oftheirmcome in
Uce
force"
to
an
emergency.
'axes of various kind*.

com» totaling 100 billion dollars b>
next summer Wage earners may
spend nearly 18 billion for food
alone. This means that farmers will
have the biggest buying power to
history. It means that they will
have more money to spend for fertilizer, for improvements, repairs and
new 'equipment.

FRED MacMUBRAT

the other day. He had to plunge
through chicken wire for a scene to
The Lady Is Willing," the new
Columbia comedy he's making with
Marlene Dietrich. The wire merely
surrounded some rabbits, but when
he got out he felt as if he'd been
through several wars.
Margaret Hayes isn't wearing
backless evening gowns just now;
probably won't for some time. As
the female spy in "The Lady Has
Plans" she had to have the design
of a radio-controlled torpedo drawn
on her back. Theoretically, according to the script, the iifk is removed with a chemical which makes
the plans invisible till another chemical agent causes them to reappear.
Margaret was told by the prop man
that she needn't worry, but she has
no faith fa trick chemicals.

•NUbnM

j

THE PAPERS OF PRIVATE $
PURKEY
IB

Dear Ma.—
jj
I got your clipping about 200,000
Jeeps two be released by Christmas
and you are no more anxious
about me betog one of them than
I are. I wish I had helped out
more at home so I could claim
somebody was dependent on me
without laughing. I have checked
and double checked to see if I
couldn't dig up some evidence of
what a help I was to you and pop
Pin Fabric to Sofa for Fit.
but I did not have no luck to
speak of.
OOOD-BY,
old-furniture blues J
VJ
Make a slip cover like this for
All I could get down on paper your worn sofa—using a colorful
was these three cases:
flower-splashed chintz — and the
!•—Once about three years ago whole room has a bright, new
when pop was sick ten days I took look!
care of the furnace and chipped to
Making a cover is easy the pinabout $4 to help pay family expenses. on way. No pattern needed! Sim(This is subject to error. It may ply lay fabric on sofa and cut to fit.
have been $4.50, but I kept no pa• • *
pers.)
Our 32-ggge'tiooklet tells In detail with
2.—In 1938 or 1939 I forget witch step-bj^«tep diagrams how to cover chairs,
when he was on a auto trip we,had a sofas and auto seats the pin-on way. Describes making of French, welted and
blowout and I did bound
seams, box pleats, swag flounces;
not let you and suggests fabrics, colors. Send your ordad get out and der to:
change the tire. I
READER-BOMB SERVICE
did it myself.
635 Sixth Avenue
New York City
3.—Last year
the radio went on
Enclose 10 cents In coin for your
copy of HOW TO MAKE SLIP
the fritz just when
COVERS.
you and dad wantName
ed to hear some favorite program
and I fixed it for you. Also I went
Address
to the delicatessen store for you a
couple of times when dad was two
tired.
• * •
I do not think this is enuff to get
the army to send me home as a
dependency case, so if you Can think
of anything let me know and you
better make out a affedavits and
have it sworn by a notarery public
as the officers is very suspicious.
The paper says some units will
lose 30 per cent of their men through
releases but if all the boys to my
unit who are trying to get out are
successful mine will lose at least 99
per cent. Otto Bixby's folks have
dug up evidence that he is over 28
years old and that they put him
MMd.«roUan p«rt».MenUioUtum
Hfly oools anosoothM tfc» Jnttadown as 28 because they lived two
J. anlitlng Naturetonun qutekyears to Brooklyn witch don't count.
•
heal
tin Injury. MenthoUtum tt
• * *
» mart soothtof and effeetlv*
•—•"—.
tot other minor akin
Otto also says his family is sufJan or tuba*. SOo.
.,
fering without him as his mother
can't carry up
coal and wood
three flights like
she used to. He
Evil Offspring
also says his sisJealousy is said to be the offter has arthuritus
spring of Love. Vet, unless the
and can't mow
parent makes haste to strangle
the lawn, wash
the child, the child will not rest
the flivver and do
till it has poisoned the parent.—
all the washing and ironing. Al- J. C. and A. W. Hare.
together his betog away from home
leaves the family to a awful fix he
says.
not harm the heart, but it can make
Another boy to my outfit says he 'does
one mighty uncomfortable. If gu seems
is needed right away at home as
to distend stomach, <*j*n«ing that embartwo new saloons have opened up
rassing "gurglintr and crowding, try
ADLA Tablets. They contain Bismuth
near his house and his old man is
and Carbonates for QUICK relief. Drugless a help than ever. I am still
gists have ADLA Tablets.
trying to get out on the ground I
am a hardship case and two new
things happened by way of evidence
Father of Mischief
this week. First I had two front
It (gambling) is the child of
teeth pulled the same day that we
had steak for dinner. If that ain't avarice, the brother of iniquity,
a hardship I don't know what is. and the father of mischief.—
Next I am innoculated so many George Washington.
times that to look at me you would
think woodpeckers had been worktog all over me. And Nellie Petersen ain't wrote me to over a hole
week all of witch makes me feel
more like a hardship case than ever.

MENTHDLATUM

INDIGESTION

Of course you'll ,,want to see "Mr.
Bug Goes to Town," the featurelength cartoon on which Dave
Fleisher and his staff of 700 animators and artists have been working
for the past 10 months. Here's some
inside information on it. Fleisher
figures that an entire painting of a
scene or character must be made
for every one twenty-fourth of a second the feature is betog projected
on the screen. Breaking down his
budget'of $1,000,000 to terms of runOf coarse if I was married I could
ning time, that comes to $9 per
frame, or picture. "Mr. Bug Goes get out of the army to the Christto Town" is a drama of insect life. mas releases and I am now convinced that early marriage is a good
Incidentally, Miss Dietrich would htog for every boy. Not that I wood
like to make it very clear that the )e such a heel as to get married to
jewelry she wears to that picture lodge the draft, but I just .wish I
doesn't belong to her. The $500,000 lad got married to a nice girl four
worth of gems were shipped from or five years ago when I had some
New York, and half an hour after hie chances. If I had my life to live
they were sent from a jewelry store over again I wood get married by
to the studio the shop was robbed. the time I was 18 and no later.
• • *
So the glamorous Marlene hired a
couple of body guards and let it be
If I was anywhere near 28 I might
known that when it's not before the stand a show of getting out, but "uness you made a mistake to the
cameras it's to a bank.
3erth certifficates there is no hope
Radio's Fibber McGee and Molly ;hat way. Could you check up all
are about to lose their privacy. As over again and be sure. I always
Mr. and Mrs. J. Jordan they haven't used to hate to think of betog as
got a stogie rise out of an autograph old as 28 or 30 but after a year to
hound. But with millions of screen a army no age seems so swell, to
fans seeing them on the screen in iact with the world as cockeyed like
"Look Who's Laughing," along with it is today I would have no comEdgar Bergen and Lucille Ball, plaint if I was 50.
they're sure to be recognized wherWell this will have to be all for
now and do not worry as I am beefever they go.
ing just because it feels good and
Critics of dramatic schools say life to a army is not so bad when
that they're no place to learn to act. you get used to it.'
i paramount's "Gun for Hire" has
Love,
three answers to that. They are (1)
Oscar.
veroni'ca Lake, (2) Robert Preston,
P. S.—I hear Mildred Donaldson
(3) Alan Ladd. All three went to has moved back into our neighbordramatic schools.
hood. Do you know her address?
* * *
ODDS AND ENDS—Victor Mature will
be seen as a gangster in Fox's "Highway
in Hell," with Pal O'Brien . . . When
George Brent ,wai ill recently Ann Sheridan sent him roses frequently; he had
them made into perfume, which he sent
her ...
Harold Lloyd has picked Kay
Kyser to star in "My Favorite Spy," his
new production . . . Orson Welles has
signed Dolores CosteUo for the leading
role in "The Magnificent Ambersons" . . .
Richard Barthelmess, oitce a screen favorite returns for an important role in
RKO's "The Mayor of 44th Street" . .
Melvyn Douglas woos Garbo in "TwoFaced Woman," and Norma Sheartr in
"We Were Dancing."

ONE RESULT

Though "War Is Hell" one thing I
see:

It has taught us geography.
—Edna G. Grgsltin,
Due to priorities, drug stores will
have to cut by 15 to 25 per cent
many of the items they now carry,
it is predicted. Well, that's okay
with us. We're tired of dropping into
an apothecary shop for a pill and
coming out with a roll of linoleum, a
percolator, a wrist watch and a new
oainting for the hall bedroom.

LIQUID
TABLETS
SALVE
NOSEAROM
COUCH DROPS

Danger fa Wit
Wit is a dangerous thing, even
to the possessor, if he know' not
how to use it discreetly.—Montaigne.

JUST A

DASH IN nuanmts

nwa't MW tfraamlinw *»
MontroM Hold it to iht •vwvday
hotel what a P«it»|.pow»r»d giant
of th. railt b K> an old foihtorad
wood burmr. Vi new throughout,
(torn flagpole to AagttoitM.
Java Room Coll»« Shop, Hutdl*
and HplMr Inn and Food Fountain
Room wilt pUaM and dolighi you.

worn

wamost
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Farm Bureau Elects Officers
at Annual Meeting Saturday

MANY ARMY MEN TO
GET RELEASED SOON

AAA Checks Arriving For
Some Cass Fanners Now

LIVE STOCK SHOW TO
OPEN THIS MONTH

NUMBER 45

FOOD STAMP PLAN
MAY BE ADOPTED

With thousands of men who have
Progress in live stock breeding on
Harry Bryson, state farm bureau been serving in the Army scheduled
American
farms has been spectacularorganization director, in an address for release from the armed forces Over 600 farm benefit payment ly demonstrated for the past four
checks
aggregating
about
$141,000
t Secretary^* A gricaHure Claude to the 100 farmers attending the an- before Christmas, State Selective Serhave been received BO far this week decades in the annual, renewals of the Cass Board of Supervisors and Repreard to Announce 1941 Con
nau Cass county farm bureau meet- vice Director Charles H. Grahl warned by the .Cass county AAA office in At- country's largest live stock show, the
sentatives of County Grocery Stores
ing Saturday, pointed the way to in- this week such men that they must
an R«t« for Iowa of 70e
lantic. This is the first money sent International Live. Stock Exposition
Debating the Adoption of Food
register
under
the
Selective
Training
creased
benefit
to
all
farmers
through
and
Horse
Show.
It
will
be
held
this
[to 72c Sometime This Week
to this county to cover parity payStamps In Cass for Poor.
the zealous support to united organi- and Service act upon their discharge. ments to cooperators in the 1941 farm year Nov. 29 to Dec. 6' in the Interzation.
"The act is specific in requiring
natfonal amphitheatre at the Chicago
program.
> dispute over the 1941 corn loan MT. Bryson asserted that it will registration of men within the age All parts of the county were covered stock yards.
hich has been, taking place in take an even stronger, and larger group of 21 to 36 who have served in payments received thus far and This year's eight day session is Following the outlining of the opof the Surplus Marketing Adjjnited States department of ag- organized membership to maintain in the Army," Grahl stated. "Those lose whose checks have arrived are expected to attract an attendance of eration
ministration's food stamp plan b/j,
men
who
were
in
the
active
National
between
four
and
five
hundred
thousparity
and
the
present
and
future
agi for the past three weeks has
Guard on Oct. 16, 1940, and who have eing notified by mail by the AAA and visitors and a showing of over Ralph Kittinger, secretary of the Iowa
• been settled and the official an- ricultural legislation and to that end, com lete
ffice. Cooperators who do not caU
d six or more consecutive or their check at the AAA office in 12,000 head of beef cattle, draft horses, Wholesaler's Food Institute, at a
ement is due this week of a Cass bounty's organization field boost-' yea P in that
service ar>
meeting held at the court house, in
™
e relieved from
tlantic will receive it by mail one sheep and swine, the best in this Atlantic last Wednesday evening, a
(from 70 to 72 cents.for Iowa ers headed by Jesse W. Bishop, county j peacetime
A tHm 1inV rjf
liability
for -•»<«**«—i
additional —
ser- eek
country
and
Canada.
According
to
organization
director,
have
pledged,
""
"
>
»
*"from the date of the card sent
ators in the 1941 AAA prothe management, they will represent committee, composed of A. R. Kohl
their whole-hearted support. Accorql yrcg and training, but they must o them.
of Anita, chairman, 0. F. Nord of
register. Men who were members
ing.
to
Mr.
Bryson,
Iowa,
with
26%
More than 2,000 checks totaling an 26 different breeds, comprising three Atlantic, Lester Wheatley of Marne.,
loan will be on a differential
of
the
National
Guard
and
who
have
kinds
of
beef
cattle,
11
breeds
of
but not 18 sharp a differential of all the grade A-l land in the United completed less than six years of ser- stimated $450,000 will be received sheep, seven of swine, and five of Cecil Brown of Griswold and William
States, is worthy of a farm bureau
y Cass land owners and tenants parbeen indicated earlier.
membership
of 100,000 instead of about vice are not relieved from registra- icipating in the 1941 AAA benefits draft horses. There will also be a Riggs of Cumberland, was named to
fact thatnational parity rather
meet with the- Cass county board of
tion or training.
his year, Glair D. Becker, Cass AAA wide variety of pleasure horses and supervisors at their regular monthly
corn belt parity is to be used 50,000 which is the 1941 figure.
"The
act
also
provides
that
any
ponies
performing
in
the
International
nputing the 1941 loan means that Clarence Pellett, well known farm- person who shall have satisfactorily hairman, stated today.
horse shows. These will take place meeting Monday to present and proate will ,Lb« approrimajtely 5 er of Pymoaa township, was elected served as an officer or enlisted man
evening and on four afternoons. pose adoption of the plan for this
president of the Cass county farm
ANlfA THEATRE TO every
OT
least
An
all-inclusive farm crops show, county.
* ^
,
OPEN
NOVEMBER
13
insisted I bureau organization and Clifton Acker in
However, at the meeting Monday,
the
largest,
is an annual feature of
the
regular
Army,
Navy,
Marine
of Bear Grove township, vice presiI be offered farmers.
it was decided by the board and the
the
exposition.
Known
as
the
InCorps
or
Coast
Guard,
or
any
endent. (Clifton Pollock was elected
. loan will be on a three-year tqe'a^urer to replace Wm. J. Spies, who listed man who has been or is here- Since the closing of the Anita ternationa Grain and Hay Show, it committee that further investigation
heatre on the nineteenth of October, has been staged for the past 22 years of the food stamp plan should take
and the borrower who takes'
after honorably discharged from the
jttage* of the loan will have the la retiring after 'eighteen years of regular Army or Coast Guard for the t has come under the management in connection with the Chicago ex-! Place before final adoption and to
service. J. G. Stevenson was
>f C. G. and JVank W. Budd, who will
this end, they plan to visit other
o? &£lu*ering his corn to the faithful
re-elected secretary. Mrs. E. G. Pont j convenience of the govenment within Dpen the .theatre on Thursday of next position.
counties in the state Thursday where
nent at'the end of one year if
The
fourth
annual
national
sheep
Women's Home Project^ mcm.th_s_p^_*°._*e ™m_P.!etT_°f week. For the ten month's period shearing contest will be held at the the plan is now, in operation.
I'desiresjTjat.can continue to store' ,was're-elected
his
regular
three-year
period
of
enChairman; Mrs. Henry Bell was electfor-another two years and ed; county vice chairman; Mrs. Rona'd listment shall be relieved from ad- prior to that time, it was operated by coming show. It will be staged in The food stamp plan is designed to
dike Roth.
two divisions, one open to all com- move surplus agricultural products
allowance at Gladson was re-elected county publi- ditional peacetime training.
The new management is completely
te of about 4'cents a bushel: city chairman; Mr8- A. W. Anstey was "Any officer "in the Officers Reserve remodeling the interior of the build- petitors, the other to farm youths un- from the farm through regular chanr, according to present indica- re-elected county music chairman; Corps on the eligible list at the time ng and changing the appearance of der 21 years old. Cash prizes will be nels of trade to relief families who
awarded to the ranking winners in . need such foods. In areas where the
Mrs, Oscar Dahlberg was re-elected fixed for registration, and who shall the front considerably. A new up- each event. The winner of the open plan is in operation, families rehave
satisfactorily
served
therein
on
1941 corn loan r has been a „••&._*.
to-date sound system has been pur- contest will be named national cham- ceiving public aid are given new food
chairman; Mrs. Claraaslatant
'tion of "off again, on again"'
ence Pellett was elected health chair- the eligible list for at least six con- chased from one of the largest build- pion shearer.
purchasing power in the form of blue
ne of Uiharpest showdowns on man; and Mrs. Willard Muller wassecutive years, is also not liable for irs of sound systems and will be inA majority of the states, as well surplus food order stamps. The famiadditional peacetime training."
ces of policies advocated by elected school chairman.
stalled before the theatre is opened. as the provinces of Canada, are repre- Hes use these to obtain any foods desgroups in the department A vote of thanks was given Clifton
Unless unforseen circumstances ar- sented at the exposition by exhibits ignated as being in surplus, the plan
PROCLAMATION.
rise the New Anita Theatre will show of their best herds, flocks, and crops.' giving the relief families a 50 per
f AAA vaA the'department back farm bureau president for the past
t first picture on Thursday evening
In cooperation with the National of next week, however, the title Last year, first prize and champion- cent increase in the amount they have
• New Deal days.
two years.
of Agriculture Claude Reports were given by County Ag- Government and the American Legion of the first show as yet is unknown. ship awards had a wide distribution to spend for food, enabling them to
having been won by get fruits, vegetables, dairy and poulwas right in the-middle of ricultural, Agent Lester F. Soukup, and Legion Auxiliary of Anita, I do [n next week's paper will appear the geographically,
exhibitors from 33 states and five try products and meats — the health
clash
future policy of the theatre in regard Canadian provinces.
! giving foods in which low income diets
» that
a for
or a time
ime threatened
nea
Y
p
les Pre3i. the Town of Anita to display at their to what the number, of shows that
y
B
It
is
announced
that
live
stock
enare deficient.
the wVle department asunder dent Mary
'
_ Wo
jen,a Ho
- homes and places of business upon will be shown each week and the
Storhfick
Storbeck,
Women's
Home
tries for the exposition will be ac- j To assure that the free blue stamps
number of days to be run.
, Project
cepted until Nov. 1, and that the dead- will represent an increase in food buyline for crops show entries is Nov. 10. ing power, families on relief who
FOOTBALL GAME
__
i wish to take part in the program are
I being permitted to live in this free Armistice Day, Tuesday, Nov. 11
ti. and .ewryone apparently ac- ingnjp
GASOLINE
BURDENED
required to buy orange colored stamp*
Anita vs. Adair
I decision of Secretary Wick- ^directorg for the comlng vear and democratic country.
\irrTU
OT?
AW
TAYl^Q
at
minimum rate of $1 a week _for
WITH HEAVY lAXfcb eacha member
(Signed)
Calvin F. Darrow,
Victory Park'— 2:30 P. M.
of the family This ap
.fairly good grace.
ag appl.ove<j by those present were:
Mayor
of
Anita
Adm.,
20c
25c
35c
(tax
incld.)
ally believed in Wash- Granti Gunnar Hjortshoj; Lincoln, EdFederal and state gasoline taxes proximates their regular food expenPoscollected
on a single commodity in dftures and with each $1 worth of
' now that
— the
yfin us^,,-/.^™,.
r reancKsoii; Benton,
.oeiiiuii, Loyal
i_iuy»» 0.^0v,— new loan _.^
James
Morgan
left
Monday
mornApproval by the Iowa State Com
be announced quite soon gehl. Franklin> Kenneth Neary; Grove,
Iowa
produce
volume revenue eqiva- orange stamps bought, they receive
merce Commission of 61% miles o: ing for Brownsville, Texas, where he lent to that awhich
would be raised in addition 50 cents worth of free
will spend the winter months.
by a 2.2 per cent sales levy on every- blue surplus stamps.
The farmers night school, which thing sold at retail in.Jhe state, G. C. ! The list of surplus foods which
created much interest last year, will Lloyd secretary of the Iowa Petro- I may be obtained with the free blue
bureau
be held again this year and the first leum Industries Committee, said to- stamps changes from time to time in
drity.
with changes in growing
Audubon countj meeting will be on./Monday evening, day in a statement pointing out the accordance
seasons and market conditions. Pork
t lean
heavy
tax
burden
on
motor
fuel.
Nov.
17,
in
the
agriculture
room
at
The three applications were filed b
Dakota and southwestern Min- |
"In 1939, when the last federal and butter have been added to the list
the high school.
the Farmers Electric cooperative.
with tne western Iowa rate,
business census was taken, highway in this area for November.
users of this state paid a total of i Grocers may redeem*. both the orange
; at about 70 cents. The central'
$18684,000 in gasoline taxes to the and blue stamps at their bank or
iiU tbe mostly 70 to 71
state and federal governments. In through a local office of the Surplus
and the eastern Iowa rate at
that year total retail sales transac- ', Marketing Administration.
(its in most Instances, according
^ ^^ ^ ^ nffln. weo.
tions in Iowa were $822,905,000. Thus," i
—-—
pointed out Mr. Lloyd, /'the taxes'! James Milter spent the weekend m
on gasoline produced an amount of Iowa City visiting his brother Marion
VALtTES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
revenue equal to that which would Miller, who is a student at the Umhave been obtained if a general retail versity of -Iowa.
_
sales
tax
of
2.2
per
cent
had
been
im_-_
—
—
_
m central Illuuns.
£ th™ m0rning and from 1 to 4 in
posed upon everything sold at retail
Raymond Wagner of. St. Joseph.
the afternoon.
th 3tat
' sPent tne week end ln Amta visitlilbur Heckman, Jr., of Ft. Riley, Miss Margherita Tarr, Iowa State
"""This
shows
strikingly
the
heavy
ing
at the home of his parents, Mr.
spent tiie week end here visitC
Briardale Is Better — 2 Cans
1 Qr
extension landscape architect, j
tax
burden
now
being
borne
by
a
and
Mrs. J. A. Wagner.
Ms parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur
OOUpS
Vegetable or Vegetable Beef
*•'*•
.. in charge. She says emphasis ,
nan, and other relatives and will be placed on how to develop
1I7L i. Cl I™ Rich Golden Crisp Flakes
home grounds for the minimum
by 50 per cent in 1940, the tax burden | Stite college m Ames spent the week
on motor fuel is now even higher than -d here visiting *t the home of his
Virginia Qffenstine, who is'amount of upkeep.
I
r LL
Get More Out of Life With Coffee
it was in 1939."
.
I Parents' Mr' and Mr3'
"
ford.
LOliee Briardale . . . .28c; T. C. 3-lbs.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Key spent SunRussell Holland, who is stationed
day
in Creston, Iowa, visiting at the
SSmi h<
fii
Kraft's American or Velveeta
'
made last year. They will also learn
home of her sister, Mrs. Ernest Chikak at Camp Grant, 111., spent the week
end here visiting hia father, Carl
and family.
C. Faulkner spent the week end where, when and how to plant trees,
Holland, and other relatives and
shrubs,
vines
and
perennials
to
gam
1Qr
Mine, 111., visiting at/the home
/\ .
Briardale — Quick or Regular
Jack
Long
and
Prank
.
Budd
spent,
friends.
the
best
results.
is son, John Faulkner and, family.
*•'*'
UatS
Large
Tube
the
week
end
in
Iowa
City
visiting
This
project
is
a
part
of
the
home
pas accompanied home by his wife
M'errit Di'.l, who is working in a
Jack Roe. They also attended the
had been spending the week efficiency program which is being conArmour's Star — Sliced or Slab
n
Iowa-Indiana football game Saturday. locker plant at Ames, spent several
tin
ducted
in
this
county
and
in
twenty-,
B at the home of her son.
baCOD •
Pound
days in Anita last week visiting at the
three other counties in Iowa this,
Mrs. Nellie Petersen, who has been home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
*• and Mrs. L. C. Thompson, who y«sar.
a patient at the Atlantic hospital for John Dill.
been operating the-White Front
the past six weeks recovering from a
The
Anita
public
schools
will
be
ee Shop for the paiilfc six.moriths,
major operation, was brought to the Miss Ethel ttenneberg, who is a
1
sold their place of business to closed Thursday and Friday so"that the
home of Miss Vera B. Hook in Anita nurse at Waterloo, Iowa, spent the
local
teachers
may
attend
the
Iowa
| and MTB. Lel^jr petersen of CarSunday where she will spend a couple week end here visiting her parents,
Iowa: Possession was given last State Teachers Association meeting
Mr. and M!rs. Carsten Henneberg
of
weeks recuperating.
ay. Elsewhere in today's Tri- in Des Moines.
and family.
rtll be found an advertisement Mr and Mrs. Homer Bangham of
In the state corn husking contest
I the new owners*which
as held near Hartley, Iowa, The first snow of the season fell
Washington, D. C, are visiting here
at tfe home of his parents, Mr and
ni
f
Pure Vegetable Shortening
CQ- Thursday, Harold Wheatley, who was here Friday afternoon and evening
exhibit of sewing work which
second place winner in the district which by Saturday morning had corndone f pr .jthe Anita branch Mrs William Bangham, and with
contest,
placed sixth. Cameron Krauel pietely covered the ground with a thin
Red Cross •wiR be on exhibit other relatives and friends.
of
Gray,
Iowa, first place winner in white blanket.
n i
T"
GWC
1 *7f»
of Inthe district contest, placed second in
m thftshpw window at long's
ture store.
Buizations who Miss
the state contest.
MiB8 OteUia Petersen, who is godianola,
senior
.
ing to school at Simpson college in
'ontributed work ar«: Past Chief a'
«
P & KG White Laundry
OOr
J.
J.
Lutter,
U.
S.Navy
recruiter
j
Indianola,
Iowa, spent the week end
ation, Past |&tron», Club, the
]OaD
MVV.
M« Tlova
5 n;«
Giant
Bars
Jolly
from the Carrol, Iowa, sub station here visiting at the home of her
Legion,
e
U
n
g
of
tie
student
branch
will be in Anita Saturday, Nov. 16,1 parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Petersen.
Club and East Main Street at a meeting
American Pharmaceutical asSolid Crisp Heads — Pound
11 at the post office from 12 noon until
—
Circle. A numerous of the
»
Towa
City
last
week,
is
3 o'clock for the purpose of interview- Rev. and Mrs. Raymond Barber of
of sewing also has been done sociation
ing prospective applicants for enlist- Mtehellville, Iowa, spent Friday m
Among the things
Top
Globes
—
6-lbs.
mentintheNav*
Any young man be- Anita visiting at *»e horn.» o f h i s
ijbjled are: layettes,
llal
tween the ages of 17 and 31 years parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Barber,
Pajamas,, receiving blankets
of age who is interested in joining Mrs. Barber accompanied them home
children's coat £nsejn]bles. Mrs.
and
•
the Navy or Naval Reserve are urged that evening where she is spending
.
Miaa
Cement, president of the Ani
It Pays to Use Roberts Laying Mash
to see him at that time.
Uhe week visiting at her sons home.
'• urges anyone- ^interested tin
f
" or the Red 'Cross to contact
ce.
..."

BRIARDALE

Cocoa

GWC Breakfast

Wheat Hakes
Cheese

- 2'lb- Can We

2 packages

2 pound Loaf

Butterfly Rolls »*«y SP-U -«F»r
Flour TaU Corn ~ 49"u>'Ssck $l«6*
Cocoa-Mix K«"ts -Half Polind Can 17c

Shurfme
s-ib. can
m
Bathroom 1 issue 31000 sheet Roiis i«c

Cabbage
Turnips

2c
2Sc
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WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

By Edward C. Wayne

Tort Ife Reached'...

U. S. Destroyer Is Torpedoed and Sunk
While on Convoy Duty West of Iceland;
Strike in 'Captive' Coal Mines Ended;
34 Are Killed as Two Airliners Crash

Washington, D. C.
CANAL DEFENSE PLAN UPSET

(EDITOR'S NOTE—Wh*n oplnUni are «xpr«u«< IB lh«i* ealmnni, th»T
are tho» of the news wtmlyit Mid n*t n«c«««»rUy of tku ncmpaptr.)

.(Released by Western Newspaper Union.),

Among the first photos to
reach the United States following the arrival in port of the
V. S. destroyer Kearny following
its torpedoing was the above one
of Lt. Commander Anthony L.
Danis, commanding officer of
ship. Photo was made and released by the V. S. army signal
corps and was taken aboard the
Kearny.

It isn't going to be announced,
but Nazi propaganda in South America has upset U. S. plans for an important new base defending the Panama canal. Plans had been carefully laid for commercial development of an island off the coast ol
Ecuador, to be followed by naval
installations. But genial Jesse Jones
innocently let the cat 6ut of the bag,
and the Germans did the rest.
The island is known as Albermarle, in the Galapagos group, lying southwest of Panama, a perfect
location for watching Japanese maneuvers near the Pacific entrance of
the canal. To inspect it Roosevelt
went fishing there three years ago,
when the U. S. S. Houston took him
on a Pacific cruise.
Roosevelt had heard about the
Galapagos since childhood. His
great-uncle, Capt. Arriasa Delano,
put in at the islands on his voyages
to China. And his mother, as a
young girl, stopped there on a voyage to China.
The President personally was responsible for the strategy of forming an American trading company
to develop Albermarle. He knew the
sensitive Latins, knew that a direct
proposal for building a U. S. naval
base would arouse the old enemies
of "Yankee imperialism," and that
the only safe way was to set up a
company for the development of fishing and cattle, thus bring the navy
in edgeways.
Accordingly, the Pacific Development company was formed, incorporated in Delaware, and financed
with funds from the RFC. First it
got a credit of $30,000, but later,
when a credit of half a million was
extended, RFCzar Jesse Jones innocently announced it to the press.
Jesse Jones' Joke.
Apparently the naval stratagem
was such a dark secret that even
Jesse, a member of the cabinet,
didn't know about it. So he an
nounced it as nothing but a commercial development, because the island was owned not by .Ecuador
but by a private individual. Am
then he added a little jest of his
own.
"And if you can spell the man's
name," said Jesse, "I'll give you
the island. The name is pronounced
'heel.' "
Up spoke a correspondent who
knows Spanish well. "You spell it
G-i-1," he said.
"That's right," said Jones. "Go
to the head of the class."
"No^' said the newsman. "I want
the island."
*Tll owe you the island," said
Jones, and everybody laughed.
But there was no laughter in the
navy department; for German propaganda, through short-wave radio
and local newspapers, stirred up the
old fear of Yankee aggression, intimating that a U. S. naval'base
off the west coast of South America would make little puppets of the
Good Neighbors for all time.
The propaganda was successful,
and the deal had to be cancelled.
It may be that the Pacific Development company will still pursue its
"livestock, fishing, and mining ol
sulphur," as provided in the concession, but President Roosevelt's
dream of a Panama defense base is
sunk.

Myron C. Taylor, left, former board chairman of U. S. Steel, William
H. Davis of national mediation board, and John L. Lewis of United
Mine Workers are shown as they left the White House after conferring
with President Boosevelt on the, strike of 53,000 miners of nation's "cap- LIFE:
tive" coal mines. It was shortly following this conference that Lewis
announced that the miners had accepted the President's proposal fo; In Germany
opening the mines and would go back to work pending further consid
Through a pronouncement by
eration of the issues under dispute.
Paul Joseph Goebbels, Nazi propaganda minister, one hqd received
SHOWDOWN:
U. S. NAVY:
a partial picture of what the Royal
Air force had been doing to GerThe Lewis Affair
Loses a Warship
many and how life was changing
First
warship
of
the
U.
S.
navy
to
The captive coal mine strike, in
as compared with that before
which 53,000 men engaged in digging be lost in the current European war there
bombing of the Reich started in
coal out of the ground to supply was the U. S. destroyer Reuben the
earnest.
the defense-laden steel companies James, which was torpedoed ant
He said "I know you have it hard
sunk
while
on
convoy
.duty
west
o
laid down their tools, approached a
today.
You must all work as never
Iceland.
showdown in the fight between John
Its sinking marked the first loss before. Your wives must sometimes
L. Lewis and President Roosevelt.
for hours before stores in or
It 1has been an odd chain of events of a U. S. naval vessel since Presi stand
der
to
buy some vegetables.
dent
Roosevelt
commanded
the
that had brought Lewis, once a
"Your
children frequently are
navy
to
"shoot
on
sight"
any
for
close ally and supporter of the Pressent into the country and separatee
ident and his labor policy, to the eign raiders entering what have from
you for months. Sometime!
point where he had become, for the been defined as U. S. defensive you have
to go without a glass o
waters.
moment, Administration Enemy No.
beer, sometimes without cigarettes
This
sinking
came
just
two
weeks
L.
"Then, because necessary hands
After a four-day tie-up of the after the Kearny incident in which
not available, you have to
mines there came a truce. Lewis, that destroyer survived a torpedo are
shovel coal. 'Then, at nights, go
with Myron Taylor, former U. S. blast and made port after the loss into
air-raid protection cellars an<
Steel chief and William H. Davis of 11 lives.
TEe?Reuben James was under the after two hours' sleep go back to
of the National Mediation board
work.
were called to the White House for command of Lieut. Comdr. H. L hard
"That is the way it is in many
a conference with President Roose- Edwards and was an old; type, flush cities
of the Reich, and in some
velt. Following this meeting Lewis deck destroyer commissioned in even worse."
y^
called his district mine labor chiefs 1929.
into a parley and then came the MAP:
JAPAN:
announcement that the miners would
go back to, work pending mediation Of South America
More Restive
proceedings of the dispute. It was
Though there was much fodder
chafing under the terms
declared that arrangement called for comment in the President's of Nippon,
American-British peace with
for a 15-day truce with signs point- Navy day address, it was the map Japan
under her present policy was
ing toward a complete settlement. of South America which had drawn evidently
becoming more restless.
The issue in the strike was a the most attention in the press o:
The newspaper Yomiuri, writing
particularly interesting one, for it the Western hemisphere.
of President Roosevelt's promise 01
had nothing to do with collective
The story had been that Hitler full aid to the Chungking governbargaining rights, with wages or had
employed 200 geographers and ment, said:
hours, but a flat demand for the map-makers
at Koenigsberg to re"American aid to the Soviets and
closed shop.
draw the map of South America- Britain is reasonable and acceptgiving certain countries there and ii able, but support to Chungking
TRANSPORTATION:
Central America the status of vassa which is not at war with Germany,
states of the Axis.
is inconsistent in view of the United
Tragedies
There were 14 countries involved States' aim of destroying Hitler
After five months without a fatal and
they would have been dividec ism.
crash the commercial airlines had up and
consolidated into five vassa
"This promise of all-out aid may
a tragic 24 hours in which two air- countries,
two of them under the be taken as a direct challenge to
liners crashed to the earth with a control of Italy,
one enormous sec- Japan."
death toll of 34.
under the direct guardianship
In the meantime it was reported
First accident was that of a plane tion
of Hitler and the others to go to from Shanghai that Japan, despairwhich crashed and burned in y
Japan.
ing of ever being able to build a
fog and mist within a short distance
and Uruguay were to real government under the regime
of the Fargo, N. D.; airport where beArgentina
Duce's vassals; Peru, Chile of Wang Ching-Wei in occupied
MORE CRACKDOWNS
it was preparing to land. Four- and IIParaguay
would be under con- China, was now turning to a new
You can put it down as a certainty
teen persons were killed with the trol
Japan, and all the territory plan.
that there will be other OPM crackpilot being the lone survivor. He from ofBrazil
to the Panama
The Japanese were seeking, il downs, in addition to the one on
suffered minor injuries and severe canal would north
be Hitler's "lebens- was said, to establish small new Hlf J-hU»go "juke-box" firm, for
shock. Unofficial investigators indi- raum."
local governments. The first ol bootlegging" scarce raw materials.
cated that ice had formed rapidly on
these was to be set up at Kukiam;
OPM Priorities Director Donald
the "wings of his plane as he de- HIE:
with jurisdiction over three occu Nelson said nothing about it, but he
scended for the landing but a compied provinces and part of a fourth has his gimlet eye fixed on a big
plete official investigation was im- Shown by Group
steel plant, an auto manufacturer
mediately launched to find till the
The
isolationists
had
shown
their
LABOR:
facts.
and others. Both have been secretly
against the President's speech
thumbing their noses at priority reTwenty persons, all those aboard, ire
as
an
exposition
of
his
own
policy,
General
View
strictions.
were killed in the other crack-up and, led by Wheeler and Taft in the
Generally speaking the labor front
when a plane bound from New York senate
The auto maker was called on the
had
fired
shot
and
shell
into
to Chicago plunged to earth and Senator Pepper of Florida, a backer in the United States was troublous carpet by Nelson and spent several
with several defense plants in uncomfortable hours trying to exburst into flames near St. Thomas,
the President's foreign policy.
volved, and otfcers threatened.
Ontario. This plane too had been of Not
un
far
behind
them
was
-Walsh
a?th°rized Purchase of
flying low in a heavy fog. No ex- of Massachusetts, who flatly
A machine-gun factory in Detroit If™?*
ic
- Strate
"^riplanation of the cause of the crash charged that the President sought was silenced by a walkout, with
and the action
of a«parts
subwas immediately determined.
wages
at
the
bottom
of
the
considiary
selling
such
supplies
to lead the country into actual war
without, submission of the question troversy. There were 1,500 workWEATHER:
to the judgment of the country or of ers and they were asking a fivecent minimum raise.
congress.
In Moscow
There was a fear that three other
Taft
was
more
bitter.
He
said.
The military miracle needed to
Roosevelt has admit- plants of the same company in the
save Moscow from almost certain ted"President
he has tricked the Amer- Detroit area would suffer a sym- tamers in direct violation of defense
conquest by the Nazi mechanized ican that
people.
While talking of peace, pathy strike.
hordes occurred, and came in the he has admitted
that he has alThe wages were $1 an hour for
form of a heavy rain which turned ready done what he
can to plunge men on machines, and 85 cents for company has a long histo^f
a sea of snow into mud and slush, the nation into a shooting
war."
women. One of the union issues was
Vernment
and bogged the Germans down.
"^ fee
And Wheeler said that he had al- the removal of the lower-paid wom- wff flvVt°h SUSP1CiODa
Prior to this the defending Rus- ways believed that the President en from the factory.
•UntSted
'
**«
sians had reported the pep gone had been opposed to our involveThe
OPM
office
demanded
that
from the invading forces, and that ment in the war, and had sought to striking welders in a Seattle shipthe presence among the prisoners of keep us out, but that in view of the
return to work, and were met
one-eyed men, soldiers with limping Navy day address he was convinced yard
legs and t>ther basic physical de- that he would have to change his by the defiant retort that the request should come from the White
fects had been significant.
mind.
House direct.
Most confirmatory evidence that
The welders' organization an A
something serious had happened to EXECUTIONS:
F. of L. union, stated that it had
MERRY-GO-ROUND
the German drive just when it was
appealed three times to the Presi
on the threshold of success came Halt by Hitler
dent, and that the OPM. had let
from the pe,n .of Goebbels, ace Nazi
A sudden halt in the execution of
/
propagandist, when he warned that Frenchmen in reprisals for attacks hem down.
This
was
an
odd
strike,
because
hard weeks were ahead.
on German officers of the army of
The rain was the crux of the situ- occupation had been accompanied he basic point was said to be a
ation, however, the Nazi official Dy the report which was said to charge by the welders that under
pronouncements admitting that have "leaked out" that two Ger- :xisting union arrangements, they
roads had disappeared, blending man officers had been killed in the had to pay dues in several unions
at the same time in order to olv
into fields; that motor transpor- Lille sector.
heir trade.
tation had been utterly halted, and
Hitler had ordered a halt in the
These were instances, but Wash
that the problem of supplying Gei
xecutions in France "to give the ngton was fearful that the whoU
man troops at the front had L
rench a last opportunity to co- abor situation was growinelv
come paramount.
•*erate."
ouchv.

ur

Mm About Town:
'•
How British! Lord Louis
batten, the ex-Captain of 1th*
trious, will soon be making
page news again, but that'C*
secret. He was telling OS "about tt»
sinking of the Hood by the
and the way the Bistt
chased, trapped and destroyed.'
Mountbatten suggested that the
complete exciting sea saga be given
to the newspapers— to cheer lovers
of freedom.
"Heavens, no!" ejaculated the
Admiral. "No more publicity. Tne
incident has had too much of a press
as it is!"
•—
Observation:• •Eddy
Duchin «aya
he's surprised that none of the isolationist editors headlined it this
way: "American Destroyer Rams
Nazi Torpedo!"

-SL-WXj? r and

—__ Just 20 are required
tne size ;

* » .

^SSSZ^S?^8gulde wi«>

• . . •*•—..
We've Met Her: A lovely blonde
walked into a night spot, nose in
air. Someone cracked: "She's sure
AUNT MARTHA
putting on the dog since she's been
Kansas City,M|l
to th% Coast."
15 cents tor each pattenl
"You mean," Dick Todd elaboratdesired. Pattern No..
"
ed, "she's gone Hollywoof!"
Nam*......
•••—
Addrem.
I Don't Believe It: Rosemary Lane
met a panhandler who asked for a
nickel feracuppacawfee and her
name and address!
"Why my name and address?" •
"Oh, don't get me wrong," he replied, "I want my secretary to drop
you a note of thanks."
• ••—
By Way of Report: Most papers
missed this bit at the Bioff-Browne
Ortottoliion relieves i
trial, where testimony about, thou" ".1 to the
loosen and .
sand dollar bills is being tossed
^ ,andi
about like confetti. Judge John C.
raw, ten
Knox, who has a sensayuma, was
ilalrnucous _,.
questioning Nick Schenck of MGM,
druggist to Rilj
Wo
who .was having trouble remember3fOtt
must
like the
ing his annual income.
"Well, just try to give it to us approximately, within $75,000," said
Hizzoner, whose record is the best
on the federal bench, whose deciColds.Br
sions involve billions and whose salary is $.10,000 a year.
. Equal Right
•'•'• —
The1 equal right of all
Idiom's Delight: Seymour Berkson of Int'l News contributed this the use of land is as clear ait
one to the book of anecdotes called equal right to- breathe the i
"The Best I Know." An American is a right proclaimed by '
Reporter was summoned to the of- of their existence. For we c
fice of the Moscow censor, who an- suppose" that some men
grily objected to this dispatch: "The right to be to this world, aitf
American Ambassador stood within ers no rights-Henry George,'
a stone's throw of Stalin .v . ."
"What do you mean by this outrageous insult?" thundered the censor. "You know perfectly well that
he didn't throw a stone at Mr.
Stalin!"
The reporter. finally explained it
was an American idiom.
"So?" said the dope. "In thatcase
we change it anyway. Make it:
to M* «»ltM you fin Wl
[•nak»nntt|*ll
'The American Ambassador stood
near Stalin. He threw NO stones!"'
um.
• • — Conrad ThiUncommon •Sense:
TOTO bonkl
bault telis of the three appeasers
M* MHf.%nMtasiM to
who were crossing the Arabian to
taut •Stpttra bUod ol S
Desert. "Look," said one, "there's n
M4
S !*£«(*• cMo« DODBLIi
an ostrich with its head in the sand
OM !• WtM Md bawd Html
Isn't it a silly bird?"
The ostrich jerked back its beak
and intoned: "When I have my
head in the sand I have enough
sense to keep my mouth shut!"
,
•••Big I Am!
Notes of Ian
It was prettily devised of
Innocent Bystander:
The fly- sat. upon the axle-tt

ULSIOI

ME TOT

Typewriter Ribbons: Nicholas the chajfiot-wheel, and said,'
Murray Butler: Many people's • dust dofl raise.—Bacon. ,
tombstones should read: "Died at
30, buried at 60" . . . Ambrose
Bierce's definition of ambition: An
overmastering desire to be vilified
by enemies while living and made
ridiculous by friends when dead .
Anon: Lions of society are tigers
tor publicity . . . Elsie McCormick:
People who live in pleasant places
always act as if the weather was
their own personal achievement l
Geo. B. Shaw's definition of a pessil
mist : A man who thinks everybody
as nasty as himself, and hates them
• «!* *• ' Wm' Lyon Pnelps: This
is the final test of a gentleman: his
respect for those who can be of no
possible service to him . . . PMs
He enjoys diving into a good book
and pulling a paragraph over his
head.
^^
^Vanity's
The Story Tellers? The title of
Egotism is the tongue oi v«
Nina Wilcox Putnam's Your Life —Chlamfort.
IS:
WM To Pat
ThS
^^
That s a "'
variation °of the*°true
confession theme. There the confessor
te usually too fafr-headed . T
il, the «"con" man, who used to
wear a beard to appear dignified
and who claimed he could enlylleece
a person who was crooked in his
,. ..,..,..„ ..
laborato evtrr.'
""* • ,.' • ^e grid experts who
invade the mags at this time of the T»HM pfcyifcUni. too, »PPf°ve objccti
year remind you of most military
experts Their pieces majmakj
make

Manhattan Murals: The bootblack
who massages your shoes with a
rag bearing the likeness ol Hitler
• • The sign on the old flivver
parked on 8th Avenue: "Don't laugh
-this one's paid for!" . . . The
downtown luncheonette with the nifty name: "The Club Sandwich" . . .

' '

.
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Adair County
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
Massena
Township
. . . . 6.50 $ 1,300.
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
Victoria Township . . . 1.00
2001
Fairview & Lewis Telephone AsCourt House,
sociation.
Atlantic, Iowa,
Bear Grove Township . . 3.125$
106
Phone 29
We Deliver
Oct. 20, 1941.
Cass Township
3.75
128
(Continued From Last Week)
Consolidated
Iowa Electric Co., Gas Distribution. L e w i s
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
Cass
2.375
81
AY
Atlantic
$ 53,877
Fletcher Telephone Line.
Atlantic Water, Light & Power Co.
PANCAKE FLOUR, Pheasant, 3-lb. pkg
12c Brighton Township . , . 5.00 $ 3,345 Bear Grove Township. 8.00 $ 400
p gs
23ci
SYRUP, Amber, 5-lb. pail'
29c Washington Township .14.00 9,366 Grant Mutual Telephone Association.
Noble Township
14.00$ 1,204
Grove Township
9.20
6,155
s
BROWN SUGAR, 3 pounds
23c Union Township
Gallon Telephone Co.
4.50
3,011
Union
Township
1.58 ?
25
Bear
Grove
Township
..
9.70
6,489
BUTTER, pound prints
,.
35c
Bear Grove Township . 9.00
297
Wayland Hopley Farms, Inc.
POTATOES, Cobblers, 100-lbs. .. .$1.00, $1.39, $1.59 Washington Township . 2.00 $ 811 Cumberland IndepenAmerican Telephone & Telegraph Co. dent
42
14
CORN STARCH, pound package, 2 for
15c Grant
Township
12.01 $ 30,589 I Great Northeast Telephone Line.
!
117
Benton Township
11.42 29,087 Massena Township . . . . 3.00 $
CORN, Clover Farm, whole kernel Golden Ban16,657
i Griswold Northeastern No. 5 TelePymosa
Township
.
.
.
.
6.54
•Ki
tam, 2 cans
27c
15,129
phone Co.
Brighton Township ... 5.94
SUPER SUDS, concentrated, 2 25c pkgs
39c Washington Township . .03
76 ; Cass Township
6.50 $
234
25,979 Pleasant Township . . . . 1.00
36
Grove
Township
10.20
GRAPE FRUIT, medium size, dozen
35C
Griswold Independent . .50
18
L e w i s Consolidated
Cass
6.82 17,352 Independent Short Line Telephone Co. dent Edna Township .. l-tfO
4*
Celery — Lettuce — Apples •!-• Oranges
Second Street
Wiota C o n s o l i d a t e d
Union Township
4.25 $
187 Cumberland
•18 Washing TownshipTelepho
.50
<*
4,763
Griswold & Northwestern TeleBenton
1.87
Pine. Grove Telephone Co.
T e
*
m
«l Pnone Co
Postal Telegraph Co.
phone Co.
678 *»
Massena .Township .. .11.75 $
!
Benton Township ... 2 7 5 .
Grant Township
6.20 i
620 Pleasant Township .... 2.00 $
60 Union Township
110
2.25
Franklin Township
12.01 *
180 |
Independent Telephone Line.
Benton Township
1.80
£5 Lincoln Township
Cumberland
50
,__,
Established 1888.
3.25
Pymosa Township . . . . 2.00
200 j Bear Grove Township .. 2.25 $
113 Massena
Independent
Wiota
'"] .50
Washington Township . 6.00
600 | Cass Township
75
37
Published Every Thursday and Entered
61 W i o t a
Massena
1.25
Consolidated
Grove Township
2.50
250 L e w i s
Consolidated
•t the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, u
Pleasant Center Telephone Line.
Franklin
20.50
Atlantic
T
50
v
50
j
Cass
4.25
213
=a
"
.
Second Class Mail Matter.
Pleasant Township
16.60 $
726 Wiota Consolidated BenAtlantic Independent .-.- 2.50
250 Independent Telephone Company of
Noble Township
1.76
77 ton
November 9, 1911.
Cecil G. Bndd
Editor
Anita
1.00
100
Audubon & Cass County.
• 11.50
Griswold
Independent
.
1.00
.
44
Whipple Mutual Telephone <J
Ross
Kohl
went
to
Omaha
Tuesday
Anita
Independent
1.00
100
Grant
Township
1.00
$
46
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Tear
Pleasant Dell Telephone Co.
Cuss Township ..... l o o $
morning where he will spend several j W i o t a
Consolidated
| Benton Township
25
12
Union
Township
6.50 f
260 WaVeland Co-Operative T e l e p i j
Official Town and County Newspaper days visiting friends.
Franklin
4.74
474
Indian Creek Telephone Co.
2.50
100 Pleasant Township .... 450 j
Westeren Union Telegraph Co.
Washington Township . .50 $
19 ! Cumberland
A dance was held Thursday even-,
Member of National Editorial
Pleasant Township Mutual No. 13.
Grant
The following claims were
ing
by
the
K.
P.'s
at
thir
hall
which
I
Township
4.24
$
1,145
L
e
w
i
s
Consolidated
Association, and
was attended by a large number of Benton Township
1.49
402 j Cass
6.00
222 Pleasant Township .. 3.25 $ i<127 and the auditor authorized
Pleasant Township Mutual No. W warranfcuior the same:
members.
Pymosa Township
8.34
2,252 ; L e w i s
Consolidated
Pleasant Township . . 4.00 $
180
. DO*e*Uc Animal Claims.
Win. Petit returned from South Da- Brighton Township
5.22
1,409
Washington
6.50
240
Noble
Township
2.00
90 Lester derosen, hogs
kota the first of the week where he i Washington Township . 4.22
1,139
Lewis & Northern Telephone Co.
Pymosa Township Mutual TeleVerl Adanu, lambs
had been with a car load of apples, i Grove Township
3.79
1,023 ! Washington Township . 2.00 $
78
phone Co.
D. R. Berry, aheep .....
2.32
M. C. Hansen was host at a stag Cass Township
626 L e w i s Consolidated
7.75 $
364 Findfcgr S. Fbster, sheep
2.938
party Thursday evening at his home Atlantic
793 j Cass
2.00
78 Pymosa Township
Sooth Franklin Telephone Line.
Wm. R; KanJBe, calf
DEFENSE BOND
here in honor Chas. W. Major, who Atlantic Independent .. 2.37
640 j Lewis Southern Telephone Co.
1.51
is spending a few weeks visiting in Anita
408} Cass Township
2.00 $
58 Franklin Township . . . 4i5<M.-. 287,•Mia;
QUIZ.
the city.
Anita Independent .... 1.01
Union Township
50
28
.
273 ; L e w i s Consolidated
;
Q. I cannot find the word "Defense"
09
Springdale Telephone Line.
C. W. Hook spent a few days in Griswold
J. B. • HcD«nnott). cheep
24 Cass
4.50 $
131
anywhere on the Defense Savings Anita this week visiting relatives and Griswold Independent . .41
Noble Township
6.95$
271? John B. Ofeen, hog
HI
Lewis & Western Telephone Co.
Stamps I have bought. Are they renewing acquaintances with his many Lewis
57
154 L e w i s
Consolidated
turkeys .,
Star Telephone Co.
merely j Postal Savings Stamps, or friends. Charley lias been on the sick L e w i s
Consolidated
Cass
8.75 $
473 Noble Township
2.20 $
189 ROBCOC Smith, ewe
does riiy money invested^in- -these list for,some time.
Cass
t
4.57
Elmer Voss, sheep
1,234
Lone Tree Telephone Co.
Sunnyside Telephone Association.
Stamps go into the Defense Program ?
^
1,37
Dr. and Mrs. G. M. Adair left the Marne
370. Bear Grove Township . .12.50 $
350 Noble Township . . . . . . 5.00 f
190 Mrs. Mary WilJins, chickens.
A. The money you use to purchase first of the week for Kansas City, Mo., I Marne Independent
.52
1401
Lyman Independent Line.
Telephone Line No. 28.
..„'.. Session and Mileage Chiw;
these Stamps goes definitely into the where they will spend a few weeks Wiota
61
165 Pleasant Township . . . . 1.00 $
38 Pleasant Township . . . . 1.60 $
IBS Hawley Lynch •'...
Defense Program. The Stamps bear visiting and where the doctor wants W i o t a
Consolidated
i Noble Township
8.00
304
Turkey Valley Telephone Co.
G. & BBhetttta* ....
the words "America on Guard," which to take a much needed rest.
Franklin
4.21
1,137
Lyman Mutual Telephone Co.
Grant Township
7.75 $
841 BVL. Possehl
indicates that they are an integral
Asbury Mutual Telephone Co.
The Rock Island are busy this week
Bear Grove Township . 1.00 $
60 Benton Township
3.75
166
part of the Defense Program.
installing a new telephone system Pleasant Township
1.00 $
40 Pleasant Township ... 1.00
60 Lincoln Township . . . 6.60
286* VH. WoUeiOians ...
Q. What is the Treasury's purpose along their railroad. Following comBear Grove Mutual Telephone Co.
Noble Township
10.00
600 W i o t a Consolidated
Moved by Wiese, seconded!
in putting Defense Savings Stamps on pletion of the system, train dispatches Union Township
4.00
140
Lyman Northwestern No. 27.
Franklin
2.00
88 sehl, to adjourn until October!
sale in retail stores throughout the will be given over the telephone.
Bear Grove Township . 3.50
123 Bear Grove Township . . 2.75 $
110
Union Central Telephone Co.
Nation?
Motion carried.
1.00
Mr. and 'Mrs. William Bangham ar- Cumberland
35 Pleasant Township , ^ . . .75
30 Union Township
6.75 $
262
(Signed)
HawleyJ
A. To make it as easy as possible rived in Anita Friday evening from Cumberland
IndepenNoble Township
1.75
70 Cumberland
26
12
for Americans everywhere to buy Sco'ttsbluff, -'Neb., near which place
dent
75
26
Marne-Elk Horn Telephone Co.
Attest:
.
Cumberland
Indepenthese Stamps, which, ate everyone they have been farming for the past
Botna Valley Telephone Co.
Benton Township
1.75 $^ 175
;
,• ... ,-..-, Jf. E. HnUn&H
dent
.60
26
knows, may be exchanged at many year. They have sold their farm and L e w i s
Consolidated
County I
Pymosa Township
6.75 « 675
Union Short Line Telephone Co.
post offices and banks for Defense are now looking for a new location.
Cass •
2.50 ?
98 Brighton Township
32.50
3,260 Union Township
8.50 $
288
Savings Bonds;
Briscoe & Cumberland Mutual Tele- Marne
2.00
200
Note.—To buy Defense Bonds and
Victor Telephone Line.
phone Co.
Massena Independent Telephone Co.
Stamps, go to the nearest post office,
Franklin Township . . . 4.00 4
Union Township ...'... 1.50 $
176
62
Lincoln
Township
3.75
$
439
j
bank, or savings and loan association; IOWA FARM KERNELS McDiarmid Independent
Union Township
8.00
362
\ Massena Township ... 18.25
2,135
or write to the Treasurer of the
Cumberland
i.flO
Edna Township
1.50
44
62 . Victoria Township
42.00
4,914
United States, Washington, D. C.,
Western
Light
&
Telephone
PRQMTT; »H»¥ICE FOR'
Wheat is being seeded in some Mayflower Independent
McDiarmid
Independent
for a mailorder form.
Edna Township
3.25
Lewis
6.50 $ 1,699
133 Edna Township
country of the world every month of
RBMOTAL
OF DEAD
1.50
176
Pebble Hill Independent
Lewis
Consolidated
tthe year.
Mayfldwer
Independent
'
'
OR 8JUU|
Mrs. Raymond Lantz was hostess
195
Cass
.30
Edna Township
4.75
74
1 Edna Township
4.25
497
to the members of the Past Chiefs'
West Iowa Telephone Co.
The rate of mill consumption of ap- Edna Grove Independent
•Grandview Independent
association Monday afternoon at her
Edna Township
6.25
LY. PHONE 257.
Grant
Township
43.00 $ 9,246
parel
wool
is
about
75
per
cent
above
256 j Edna Township
2.00
234
home ori"West Main Street. Ten
Fairview
Independent
Benton Township
10.00
2,160
the
average
of
1935-39.
il
Massena
Independent
members were' present. Roll call was,
WAGNER FILLING STAH
*
*
Edna Township
1.50
42.60
9,188
62 Massena
g.50
994 Lincoln Township
"Name Some Person of Importance
Grandview
Independent
Massena Township .... 3.00
646
ANITA, IOWA
The life of a steel trap can be proMassena
Independent
ajod Tell About Them." The afternoon
Edna Township
2.50
Anita
4.30
924
102
Victoria
1.50
176
was spent sewing for the Red Cross, longed by coating U with paraffin. Greendell Independent
practice helps remove human
Middle States Utilities.
fallowing which a lunch was served by This
d
Edna Township
4.75
195 Cass Township
r<
1
70 $
the hostess. The next meeting j>f the i ° °
93
Maple Valley Indepeni
•'
—
• ^^^^^^^^^^^^H"*fpmp"9vp""1^^^^^^^
Pleasant Township . . ' . . 2.70
club will be on Dec. 1, at the home
349!
dent
Edna
Township
.
2.50
102 Griswold
Pheasants were first introduced in4.817
of Mrs. R, W. Forshay and it will
641
to the United States in 1790 by Rich- Greendell Independent
Griswold Independent . 1.75
l)e a Christmas party.
233
Edna
Township
25
10' Noble Center Mutual Telephone
'ard Bache, son-in-law of Benjamin
Co.
Maple Valley IndepenI Noble Township
Franklin,
3.50 $
231
dent, Edna Township. 2.50
95 North Anita Com Belt Telephone Co*.
Skimmed milk or buttermilk will. Noble TowT»ship
1.00
38 Grant Township
4.00 $
100
b^e of great aid to poultrymen through- i
Cumberland Telephone Co.
Oak Ridge Telephone Co.
Union
out the year in providing a depend-1
Township
2.50 $ 2,385 Grant Township
i.oo $
3j
C. F. DAEROW,
able source of low-cost protein es-1 Cumberland
7.00 6,678
Northwestern Bell Telephone Co.
Cass
Center
Mutual
Telephone
Co.
sential to egg production.
g.16 $ 10,609
*
*
-••"•
Union Township
5.50 $
165 Grant Township
Benton Township ' . . . . 15.43 20,06I,
Bear
Grove
Township
..
2.25
67
Iowa poultrymen are feeling the
Pymosa Township ...,49.66. 64,564!
Cemetery Ridge Telephone Co.
(Pressure of defense priorities by a
Brighton Township ...18.47 24013'
shortage of aluminum leg bands, *dia- j Washington Township . 1.75 $
Washington Township .29.61 38,'496'
infectants, metal feeders and waterers I Bear Grove Township . .50
Grove Township
50.51 65,799
and cardboard chick boxes.
Lewis
Consolidated
Franklin Township . . . .55
715
Cass
3.50
108 Massena Township . . . 3.49
4,537
Cross Roads Telephone Co.
Pheasants were first released in
Union Township
g 37
8,282
6.25 $
Iowa by accident. Xbout 40 years Union Township
188 Bear Grove Township .20.04
26,054
ago a severe windstorm blew over MoDiarmid Independent
Cass Township
2 78
Edna Township
1.00
3,614
pens and liberated about 2,000 of
Pleasant
Township
2.53
25
3,289
jthem on the farm of William Benton Cumberland
Atlantic
15.85
Cumberland
Indepen20,607
' near Cedar Falls.
Atlantic Independent
dent
50
7.09
9,218 i
Anita
.93
Custer
Short
Line
Telephone
1,209
About
60
seed
cleaning
and
treatCo.
WITH
S
Cumberland
1.50 $
.00
780
ing centers are in operation in Iowa Union Township
Griswold
1.75
.73
949
this year. By cooperating with the Noble Township
Griswold Independent
1.57
elevators or seed houses in this work, Mayflower Independent
2,042
Lewis
1.00
Edna Township
2.50
farmers believe thejr gave much money
1,300
L
<-' w i s
Consolidated
by not having to purchase expensive Custer Independent EdCass
na Township
3.00
13.58
machinery that is used only occasion17,656
(56 Massena
Indepen1.44
ally.
Last spring these centers Cumberland
1,872
Massena
Independent
dent
25
treated 150,000 bushels of small grain
Massena
seed for local farmers.
Cumberland Northwestern Tele1.52
1,976
Marne
phone Co.
.89
1,158
Marne
Independent
Union Township
g.OO $
272
1.00
1,300
Wiota
Elliott Mutual Telephone Co.
.52
676
»ta
Consolidated
Pleasant Township ....11.00 $ 1,012
Iranklin
r
12 OZ. BOHIE
Elliott Consolidated .. 2.50"
230
10,168
i
°
t
a
Consolidated
East Lyman Mutual Telephone Co.
oenton
......
Bear Grove Township . .50 $
3.17
4,122
22 Elliott Consolidated
Noble Township
7.50
2.01
2,613
Pebble
Hill
Edna Union Telephone Line.
Co.
Unio Township Telephone
..
Union Township
20 $
1.50 $
41
Township
McDiarmid Independent
3.50
94
-Mayflower Independent
Edna Township . . . . .50
SEE SAMPLES OF THES^
'•-'ina Township
Mayflower Independent
2.00
54
( ust
Edna Township . . . .
' " Impendent EdCARDS AT TRIBUNE
na Township
Custer Independent Ed2.00
JJ
54
^ble Hill Independent
na Township
70
OFFICE TODAY
Kdna own.-hip
Farmers Mutual Telephone Co. of
1.00
27
Maple Valley i n de t

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

PETERS
PHONE 300

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND SATURD

MUFFETS, best child's breakfast food, 3 k
APRICOTS, fancy Blendheini, new crop, 2-ib
MACARONI, elbow, 2 pounds
CHEESE, Brookfield Wisconsin full cream, lb
•29c
MAGIC WASHER, silver ware free, large pkg
•2lc
OATMEAL, P. & G., besfcsgrafte, large tube
Ever Best-Line of Pastry Is The Best

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

FROM OUR OLD FILES
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

p. w.' wfoKe••.-...

See Our New Hog'Watereit
and Feeders
THE FARMERS COOP.

i
E

IT IS

NEW!

FAST!

SAFI

We Invite You To See the New Modern Equip*
Added To Onr Battery Department

PRINTED JL

THE NEW

mat NAMET

MERCURY QUICK CHARGER

7A..I

Which Charges Your Buttery In the Modern Meg
Approved By Leading Bfttery IHfcnufacturers, W
est Car ManufMtureV^Society iot Automotive &
gmeers and Bureau of Standards, U. S. Govern^

12 SMART DESIGN!

BIGGER

to*v* *° si*

It Is No Longer N
ged. This
For Your Battery To
Modern Approved Method
X«"
the Amazing Time *:toWithout Removing the Battery From
NEW GUARANTEE!*
PRICED AS LOW AS THE LOWES 1

o. w. sate*

Sfll

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

THE SUNNY SIDE OF LIFE

f»«
Spurgeon.

Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
ByEDWHEELAN

BIG TOP
TOOK "me DETtcTwe TO JEFF BANGS T SCOT'
VJHAT.S

TEFf-.'U VOU ALONE.,.
MR. &ANQS.

THE '\AI1LD WST"CONCERT
OV4. HAL. THAT
DETECTIVE
STILL IN THE.
TeKT WITH

1 DON'T KhONtf .HONE/ BlTT
AT ANVRATE M« KNOVJ
THERE'S A40TWIN'
US TO

"UNCLE- JEFF .«

V/HAT DO you
SUPPOSE. THE
TROUBLE I ft

THE TICKET WASON .•••»»
SHOULD I KNOW,
MAX BUT VWnH THE
OFLUCK.VME'VE »_
VM
HANflNG-.I VNOULbNT
NERVOUS !!
VJJHAT'S THAT / I" EC SURPRISED
* DICK' HERE
I NKHOLE SHOU> WA«

Worst Fraud
The first and worst of8
is to cheat one's self-n

rank Jay Markey Syndicate. Inc.

LALA PALOOZA

It's All Junk to Them
OH,YOU LUNKHEAD! V vuc
TAKE,,ftBT
IT EASY,SIS,
rM Af u
MY PEARLS!
' WE'Ll;
" ' GET "'EM
*BACK
* I
KNOW
THE
ASH
MY EMERALDS!
MY DIAMONDS!
MAN- HIS NAME'S
TONY

5INCENT,
SEIZED WITH
A NOBLE
IMPULSE
•TO,
HELP LALA
CLEAN
HOUSE,
THROWS OUT
HER
JEWEL CASE
CONTAINING
$2OOjOQO
WORTH OF
HER PRECIOUS
v/EWELRY

A wise man loses
»
but save h

By RUBE GOLDBERG
LOOK LIZZIE-I W OO,GOOD- 1
FOUND ALL TOIS T >^L JVEAR IT
PHONEY JEWELRY
,N MY WAGON

NOT BAD,
TONY-SAVES
ME THE TROUBLE
OF COIN* TO
THE FIVE AN'TEN

WISH I COULD
FIND SOMETHIN'
REAL ONCE
IN A WHILE

WITH

KMH1MONOFFA

MESCAL IKE

Bys.L.HwroEY

Well. It Almost Worked

I

<Hi Hay Learn;
i It is always in sea
men to learn.—Aeschyli

S'MATTER POP— Politest Silence, Yes Indeed

By CM.PAYNE

POP—Careful, Pop!
By J. MILLAR WATT
"»D TH&

DOM T YOU

LJONJS

TAKEN IN BY
THAT LIKE: I
DID, CHUNV'

m - O'i-

~I FOUND
MYSELF
OUTSIDE

BOOK

AMD HAD T
PAY TO
COME IN
AGAIN /

•Ml at pntut drt

•r isw *• HP*
V

iii Tht Bfll Sriij

MIXED
SIGNALS

THE
SPORTING I
m

, Start to I

jrav

£ffi?l

WHATHEWKHS:

By
LANG
ARMSTRONG

-lUo^
ill

"Funniest
* New York critic.

GLUYAS
WILLIAMS

'••>£»"£-.—

umethlnc'i gone wrong with the machinery."

M
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BY THE WAY

ANNOUNCEMENT
As we have purchased the White Front Coffee
Shop and are now in possession, we will hold our
ftrmal opening today (Wednesday) at which time
we invite all the people of Anita and this community
to come in and enjoy free Folgers coffee with us.

By L. F. M.

Did you see that big,.old moon as
it came up behind the corn crib MonIday evening? It was just like the
j pictures of the o'.d harvest moon.
• Maybe we will have Indian Summer
yet, this fall . . . and everyone check
four days without rain for November.

.
4 CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST 4
4
C. R. Necl, Pastor.
*
4 . 4 . 4 4 . 4 - 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Sunday School at 10 a. m.
Church worship and communion
at 11 a. m.
The ladies of the church will serve
their regular dinner Wednesday noon.

4. 4 4. 4T~4~4~T4 •*••*• * + '*'

Maduffs

Markei

WE DELIVER

PH

ONE235

Butter
33,
White No 2 c
Hominy
- - »»
Baking
Pancake
larapeirure Medium size, DOZ.
Side Pork

4 HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL *
It's easy to tell which boys are rer
LUTHERAN CHURCH
+
turning to camp and which are on
4
H.
G.
Bebheim,
Pastor.
their way home on furloughs, when 4 4 4 4 4 , 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4*
' you see them on busses or trains.
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
No matter how far the one on his way
Divine
services at 10:30 a. m.
has traveled, he is wide awake and
We will have at all times a complete line of short j in
Sunday School teachers will meet at
a hurry to get there . . . while
orders; sandwiches, cigarettes, tobaccos, cold drinks, (the one on his way back to camp the church Friday evening at 7:30
I wants nothing more than sleep and o'clock.
candy bars and ice cream.
SelfThe new children's confirmation class
quiet.
will meet at the church Saturday af* * •
\
The members of the Iowa Univer- ternoon at 1:30 o'clock.
We will appreciate a share of your patronage
4^M4ftB%Af
viin1 Mann Seedless
Confirmation class meets Saturday
sity football squad of 1921 must have
and extend to you a most cordial invitation to come been proud of this year's squad when evening at 7 o'clock at the church.
in and get acquainted.
they went out last Saturday and gave
Indiana a trouncing. We hope Iowa 4 . 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 +
regains possession of the bronze pig 4 CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH *
A. T. Evans, Paster.
4when they play Minnesota in a couple 4
4444444444444
of weeks.
Church school at 10 a. m., to which
Medical authorities are telling us you are all invited, that is, if you
that the coming winter will see a are not going somewhere else. If
greater epidemic of flu than we have your child is hot in some church school cert of sacred and classical music.
Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy (Pete) Petersen
Evangelistic en^ lt,
known for some time. They suggest you should see to it that he or she Favorite hymns request night Satchurch
Thursday
afternoon is
not
denied
that
privilege.
that victims be isolated at the first
Service of worship at 11 a. m. Our urday. Everyone is cordially invited A mission tea will be served!
sign of illness, kept in bed, and kept
to each of these services.
fellowship committee, o
quiet. AH of which is easier said theme will be: "Moses" Fear." Does
Willard Kennedy underwent, an amANITA
MARKETS.
Prayer groups will meet this (Wed- cordially invited to attend.
fear
have
a
place
in
normal
life,
or
than
done.
Usually
when
a
kid
gets
putation of his right leg Monday
sick enough to be quiet he is pretty should we be as the good book tells nesday) morning at the homes of
morning at the Atlantic hospital
(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
us, fearless ? One of the writers made J. B. Herriman and Miss Lucy Gali- Past Chiefs' night was aw
where he has been a patient for the Eggs, cash, dozen
27c sick.
* • •
this statement: "Perfect'love casteth her; Thursday morning at the homes the local Pythian Sister lodge]
past week. Diabetic gangrene de- Eggs, in trade, dozen
28c
of Dale Ulfers and Carl Millard and evening. AH the chairs were c
veloped, necessitating the amputation. Eggs, Specials
f.\ ... 33c Did you ever eat Chinese cabbage? out all fear." Well, come and see
Friday morning at the homes of An- by Past Chiefs. Mrs. Snydet i
Eggs, No. 1
30c It is one of the tastiest of'the leafy what we can get out of it.
drew Nelson and Joe Vetter. Time lantic was a visitor. v Follon.
The
Missionary
Society
will
meet
Andrew Nelson, aged Anita man, is Eggs, No. 2
25c vegetables to be had at this time of
meeting, a lunch was. &rv«4."
recovering at his home here from Hens, over 5-lbs
14c the year. It can be shredded and Friday afternoon with Mrs. G. M. from 10 to 10:30. These meetings
are
open
to
all
who
come.
a fall which he suffered Monday morn- Hens, 4 to 5-lbs
12c dressed with cream, salt and pepper, Adair.at 2:30; Mrs. P. T. Williams
The junior class of the
ing when he tripped on a floor mat Hens, under 4-lbs. & Leghorns ... 1.0c sugar and vinegar the same as you will be the leader and the topic will
Youth conferences Wednesday, Fri- school was entertained at a
at the court house in Atlantic. Mr. Springs, over 5-lbs
13c do cole slaw. Or it can be shredded be, "The Christian Way in the Stew- day and Sunday evenings at 6:46. party at the home of
Nelson received numerous faciaV Springs, 4 to 5-lbs
Topic for this (Wednesday) even- Betiz west of here Thursday
13c with a little onion and wilted like ardship of Substance."
The ladies will serve a noon-day ing's discussion, "What About 'Pet- The evening was spent with
bruises 'and was unconscious for a Springs, under 4-lbs. & Leghorns.lie lettuce, using bacon fat and bits of
few minutes after he fell.
ting?"
Roosters, Ib
10c friend bacon. "Or, shred the pabbage, dinner Thursday.
and contests, prize winners
Ducks, Ib
8c cook in slightly salted water, drain
The Woman's Society of Christian Florence Neiens, Maxine
t
444-t•»•
«•
>
•»•
44-f
-f
Geese, Ib
6c and chill, then serve with HollandService will hold a concert and medi- Howard Reed and Norman
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
4 tation hour, to be presented by the
Pigeons, live, dozen
50c aise sauce. There is a spicy tang to f
lunch was served.
4
4
4
4
4
+
4
.
4
.
4
.
4
.
4
.
4
.
4
.
Cream, sweet
37c the Chinese cabbage which must not
FOR SALE:—-Used Quaker oil burn- Cream, No. 1 sour
35c be overpowered by too, strong dress- "Adam and Fallen Man" will be
er stove. Capable of heating three Cream, No. 2 sour
the subject of the Lesson-Sermon in
33c ings.
» • *
rooms. See Kenneth Turner.
It •Yellow corn, No. 2 :
all Churches of Christ, Scientist, on
61c
The other day a lady who looked Sunday, November 9.
50c
ON TRACK THIS WEEK—Car of Yellow corn, new ear
The Golden Text is from Ephesians
33c like she can cook told as that she
Franklin county Illinois lump coal and Oats, No. 2, new
$1.00 never heard anyone mention wilted 4:22, 23, "Put off concerning the formcar of Eastern Kentucky lump coal. Wheat, No. 1
$1.35 lettuce without she blushed a dark, er conversation the old man, which is
Leave your order today for coal de- Soybeans, No. 2 yellow
dark red. She said that when she corrupt according to the deceitful
livered in your bin off the car. Farmers
Coop., phone 49, Anita.
It
Miss Doris Scholl, teacher at Lin- was first married she had a nice lusts; and be renewed in the spirit
motherly old neighbor lady who told of your mind."
No. hunting or trapping will be al- coln No. 6, and her pupils entertained her that she just loved wilted lettuce. One of the Bible citations reads:
lowed on our farm. Joseph Vais and the mothers at a Hallowe'en party Fri- So our friend saved all the old wilted "For as by one man's disobedience
day afternoon at the school. Games
Joseph F. Vais.
3tp
and contests were enjoyed during the leaves off her lettuce and very oblig- many were made sinners, so by the
FIFTY-HAMPSHIRES. Thick, good- afternoon, following which a two ingly took them over and gave them obedience of one shall many be made
feeding boars from large litters, with course lunch was served by Miss to the neighbor, who thanked her, righteous. Moreover the law entered,
good backs and strong bone. By Mac Scholl assisted by Willa Dean Carr and as soon as was<^jjite the neigh- that the offense might abound. But
bor taught the bride htfw to fix wilted where sin abounded, grace did much
Announcer, our packer type sire, se- and Shirley Jean Soper.
lettuce.
./
more abound: That as sin hath reigned
lected last fall- in Indiana. R. Baur
& Sons, Van Meter, la.
4t
unto death, even so might grace
November 11 ... Armistice Day reign through righteousness unto
For Roup and Colds use Neol for
. . let's all keep the eleventh minute eternal life by Christ Jesus our Lord"
FOLGERS COFFEE, l-lb...30c
the drinking water and Can-Pho-Sal as
of the eleventh hour that day out (Rom. 5:19-21).
a spray.
Rasmussen's Hatchery,
OPAL COFFEE, 1-lb...
28c
of respect to those who lost their
Among the selections from the
It
lives in the great war, or who have Christian Science text book is the
VICTOR FLOUR, 49-lbs... $1.75
WANTED:—Your repair work. Alsince gone West.
following:
(A Glass Fruit Bowl Free)
BO see our new gifts. Hutchison's
" 'As in Adam (error) all die, even
Jewelry Store, Atlantic.
tf
FARM BUREAU AFTER so in Christ (Truth) shall all be made
SCHOOL GIRL PEAS, can. .10c
Christmas Cards with name printed
A MEMBERSHIP BOOST alive.' The mortality of man is
SCHOOL GIRL CORN, can. .10C
myth, for man is immortal" (pp. 545'
on them. 50 for $1.00; 25 for $1.00.
Many of the loyal boosters of farm 546).
See samples at Tribune office.
tf
SCHOOL GIRL TOMATOES,
bureau will make a special effort to
<> '
••• v^*-.v£can
lOc
WANTED:—To rent a farm of 120
get their membership check into the
acres or more. Have good references.
4
METHODIST
CHURCH
4
farm
bureau
office
in
Atlantic
before
SCHOOL GIRL PORK AND
James B. Jordan, Rt. 1, Anita. 5tp.
Arthur V. Long. Pastor.
4
Dec. 1, Lester F. Soukup, county ag- 4
BEANS, can
,,.. .lie
riculture agent, stated today. By do- 4 4 4 + 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 - 4 4
Tally cards, 2 for Ic; fancy tallies
ing this, he added, they will not only
Church School at 10 a. m. Lee E.
with tassels, and place cards for Ic.
render a service to their township by Nichols, acting superintendent. MarTribune office, Anita.
tf
saving the organization men from call- riage clinic for young married couples
• . ; . v - ' . . \ ;*..' WANTED:—Your dead animals.
ing unnecessarily on them, but they led by Rev. Lacour. Topic, "Sex in
Ph. 184 Anita—we pay phone charges.
will also receive a valuable prize, a Marriage."
handsome leather container for as- Church worship at 11 a. m. with the
sembling their important documents. sermon by Rev. Lacour.
The goal of the Cass county farm
Youth conference at 6:45.
bureau has been set at 400, he said, but
Evening worship at 7:20. This
if every faithful member will person- will be the concluding service of the
ally sell himself and his farm bureau Evangelistic Mission. Sermon by Rev.
OF THE
affiliation to his neighbor, we can make Lacour.
it 650, or about twice our present Evangelistic Mission each night this
membership. Soukup urges every week beginning at 7:20 with a conCass county fanner to make 1942 a
farm bureau year.

Pure—2-U».

White Front Coffee Shop

WANT ADS

Special Price Qn
Genuine Semi-Solid Butter

The Farmers Coop.

Starting Next Thursday, Nov. 15
the

•r%

New Anita Theatre

I Will Re-Open for Youfci

Watch for Announcement of Opening j
Picture in N$tt Weed's Paper

Opal Food Store

LAST WEEK

Completely Remodeled

New Sou

Lacour Evangelistic Mission

FOUR MARIMBAS — VOCAL TRIO
'CELLO — HARP —. VOCAL SOLOIST
GOSPEL — PREACHING?
EACH NIGHT AT 7:20 THROUGH-SUNDAY

The Methodist Church
ARTHUR V. LONG, Minister

„

The November meeting of the Anita
Federated Woman's club will be held
this (Wednesday) evening at the
high school auditorium at 7:30 p. m.
Chapter EZ, P. E. 0. Sisterhood met
Tuesday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. George Shaffer on Rose Hill
Avenue. Mrs. O. W. Shaffer was assistant hostess. Roll call was, "New
Trends in American School Cirriculums." At the close of the meeting
a lunch was served by the hostesses.

ANY WAY YOU FIGURE
Centerville Nut
$6.00
Per Ton
4
4
4
4
ONE THING IS SURE
Coal In Your Bin at Today's Prices Insures Your
Having It When Needed — Why Gamble
With Your Health?

ROBERT SCOTT
ANITA LUMBER CO.
PHONE 2-0 FOR COALS YOU KNOW

DON'T DELAY
EGGS ARE HIGH
Feed a Balanced Ration
-*
Challange or Ames Concentrate
Will Do The Job.
Let Us Tell You How You Can
Get The 5-foot Feeders For
Only $2.25.

Rasmussen's Hatchery
Phone 276

Anita, Ia.

WE WISH TO ANNOUNCE TO THE PEOPLE
OF ANITA AND VICINITY THAT WE ARE
NOW ABLE TO OFFER TANK WAGON SERVICE IN CONNECTION WITH THE STATION.
FORTIFIED GASOLINE
TAGOLENE MOTOR OILS
TAGOLENE GREASES

FURNACE OILS
TRACTOR FUELS
HOOD TIRES

SKELLY SERVICE STATION)
JOHN BIRK

PHQNE 160

L0UIS

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

By Edward C. Wayne

-jKHSrS-a
N*S« man.

Billion Dollars in U. S. War Supplies
Is Pledged for Assistance to Russia
As Stalin Asks *New Front* in Nazi War;
U. S. Warns Finland to Cease Fighting

I '» U^

Washington, D. C.
NAZI SABOTAGE
SAHUl-AW^

The man to watch in Europe todav—next
to Hitler—is a suave and
.J
.
.. i
*
;*%
Tnrlrov
Turkey
charming
diplomat
It -is —
alnamed Franz
nameu
r rauz von
vuu iPapen.
£•£«."• -ways a significant omen when Hitler
sends Von Papen to
™ a- country.
—
« - . It
means he has dire and potent intentions regarding that area.
It was Von Papen who went to
Austria as ambassador to soften
it in preparation for the Nazi occupation. It was Von Papen who 2*
years ago tried to do the same
thing here. And now, with weather getting cold in Russia and Hitler
running lower and lower on oil, a
Nazi squeeze on Turkey becomes
almost inevitable. To prepare for
it, Ambassador Von Papen has been
working overtime in Turkey.
Almost forgotten is Von Papen's
attempt to soften and sabotage the
United States during the last war
But his operations here indicate the
lengths to which he may go hi Turkey to bring that country into the
Axis.
In 1915, Von Papen was German
military attache in Washington
when Count Johann von Bernstorfl
returned from England with a
satchel containing $150,000,000 in
German treasury notes.
Von Papen, % then in Mexico City
hurried north, and immediately
began organizing a network of
spies.

(EDITOR'S NOTE—WJ»»» •plalra* mtt exprMmd in the»* e»lamn«,
mn thm* el th* turn aiulyrt ud not aeeecMrlly •! thto n«wip»per.
, (ReleasedtoyWeitern Newcpaper Union.) *

RUSSIA:

U.S.'Pkdge
Same day the state department
announced that • billion dollars
worth of war supplies had been
pledged to Russia, Josef Stalin in
a speech deplored the lack of
second front in the battle against
Hitler.
Speaking on the eve of the twentyfourth anniversary of the Bolshevik
revolution, the Soviet leader
claimed that the Nazi blitzkrieg was
• failure but added that his Russian
forces were not doing as well as
they could be expected to do be*
cause Germany had thrown her entire force on Russia believing there
was no fear of a western front opening up.
He asserted that Russia was still
strong and that the losses inflicted
on Germany far outnumbered damage to U.S.S.R. troops.
About this time Moscow sources
were announcing that the Nazis had
been fought to a standstill around
Moscow and Leningrad. Berlin
claimed to have gained in both
areas and reports from the South
indicated a Nazi break through into
the Crimea, more or less a gateway to the Caucasus.
Yet it had become apparent thai
Russian defense ideas were not
basically founded on a defense oi
the Crimea, but that the Reds considered Rostov as the entrance to
the Caucasus, and would hold as
hard there as possible, perhaps as
successfully as at -Moscow and Leningrad.
There had been no indication that
the Nazis' early prediction of collapse of Russian resistance could
be looked for, and observers felt
that if that eventuality was likely,
then Moscow and Leningrad would
hardly have been defended so vigorously and successfully.
The developments pointed, on the
other hand,' to a real and serious
fall-down of the Nazi blitz, perhaps

JOSEF STALIN
Some day he atked for a "second front"
he got a billion dollar*.

corinected with the weather, but definitely halting the invasion short of
Russia's two main cities.
Lozovsky called the situation "serious," and there was a rumor that
Stalin had left Moscow, perhaps heralding its fall. There was little effort on the part of the Russians to
minimize the danager of the loss of
Moscow, Leningrad or both, with
100 divisions reported moved by the
Nazis from occupied countries to
the Russian front.
Neither did the Russian statements sound panicky, and the
armies apparently were intact, in
the main.

WARNING:
To Finland
The United States had acted
parallel with Great Britain in sending to Finland a stern warning that
continuance of the Finnish participation in the Nazi attack on Russia
would be considered an unfriendly
act.
The tragedy of Finland was that
of a small country caught between
naturally hostile and powerful
neighbor empires—Germany and
Russia.
There was little question that, if
Russia were to win the war with
or without British aid, as Britain's
partner in the fighting she would demand a return to the frontiers oi
1914.
Finland was faced with the fact
that a German victory -would leave
Finland enslaved, and that a Rus-

HIGHLIGHTS
New Xork: Aftermath of the Finnish note from the United States had
been seen in a broadcast picked up
here saying that 21 Finns were arrested in Helsinki following an antiGerman demonstration.

sian victory would rob her again o
her natural territory.
America's viewpoint was that if
Finland goes on fighting, then Russia's strength will be impaired ant
through Russia the strength of Britain and the United States. There
was seen in the move a tacit guar
antee of after the war aid to Fin
land if she should stop fighting.

NEUTRALITY:
Fight Bitter
Foes of changes in the neutrality
act, which included not only all the
regular anti - administration atal
warts but one or two new acquisi
tions to the fold had turned out to
be a bitter-fighting group, though
hardly a member of it had expected
to see victory perch on its banner
The effort seemed to be not so
much to defeat the administration
generally conceded to be impossi
ble, but rather to whoop up a gen
eral anti-foreign policy sentiment

When the torpedoed V. S.
tanker Salinas limped into port
under its own power, one of the
luckiest fellows aboard was PhilKp'MeBfide (above) of Chicago.
It was the third time he had
missed death by inches. He was
transferred from the S. S. Greer
to the S. S. Kearny shortly before the Greer was attacked and
then was transferred to the Salinas just before the Kearny was
torpedoed. So far he is still one
jump ahead of a torpedo.

'NEST':
Near Iceland

Sen. Battle Caraway of Arkansas,
only woman senator, and mother oi
two sons in the army, is shown making a speech in favor of passage of
revised Neutrality act.
using every argument and White
House word as ammunition and target, respectively.
Senator Walsh of the navy affairs
committee, typical of the arguments
against the amendments repealing
two important provisions of the
act,t said it would hurt the navy.
The navy didn't have ships or men
requisite for an entry- into the war.
"And this is an entry," said he,
"unless we already are in."
With its differences of technic the
stand of the minority was ever the
same, however—that the President
had gone far beyond the authorizations of congress by taking steps
already taken, and that the* White
House was, in,effect, asking an O.K.
on these and tacit permission to go
further.

JAPAN:
Lays Down Law

'

A list of "must" terms for the
United States to abide by or get
into trouble with Japan had been
laid down, chief among which was
the immediate stoppage of economic
and military aid to China.
The list:
"Stop, all military and economic
aid to Chungking and cease all propaganda,or military missions to keep
Chungking at war with Japan.
America could advise Chungking to
make peace.
"Stop encirclement of Japan by
military, naval and air bases and
by economic barriers. Proceed no
further with military and naval
movements in the western Pacific.
"Acknowledge Japan's coprosperity sphere and her leadership in the
western Pacific.
"Recognize Manchukuo. Nobody
:an undo what has been done there.
"Stop at once the freezing of Japan's assets in the U. S.
"Restore the trade treaties, abolish all restrictions on shipping and
commerce."
The program, published by the
Japan Times and Advertiser, organ
of the foreign office, declared that
the Pacific was "on the brink of
war."
It was considered significant in
Washington that there was np menion of the Rome-Berlin-Tokyo Axis
n the statement. It stated that
'there could be no retreat" from
these principles, poles away from
anything the American state department was prepared to concede.
Japan felt that America's aid to
Ihina program was simply an evidence that this country was afraid
o fight Japan directly.

Somewhere south and west of Iceland it had become evident that Germany had established a big "nest"
of submarines preying upon 'convoys, and apparently giving especial interest to American warships.
What inroads this country's navy
had been making on it was not revealed, the published "score" being
totally in favor of Hitler, though the
navy department had early announced that no successes against
U-boats would be reported.
The loss of the Reuben James,
the navy said, entailed 95 casualties, all of the officers being missing as well as half of the enlisted
men. Only two known dead, one
survivor dying of his injuries and
the other a body picked from the
water, were reported.
Reports of the torpedoing of the
destroyer were that the vessel was
struck in the center and broke in
two, the forward half sinking at
once, and the afterpart going to the
bottom a few minutes later. Evidently most of those saved were aft,
and succeeded in picking up a few
of those hurled into the ocean from
the other part of the ship.
The navy said:
"It is probable that the attack
took place during darkness. From
the terrific force of the explosion it
is a possibility that the magazine
exploded. It is a probability that
the majority of 'the casualties occurred in the forward section, although two of the survivors were
from that part of the ship."
Latest incident was the torpedoing of the Salinas, navy tanker, in
the same district where the others
had occurrejJ. The Saunas made
port. The navy would not give details of her damage, but published
no casualty list among the crew.

FOOD:
Rationing?
A rumor which had been worrying
housewives—that the United States,
in addition to seeking price control,
would also start food control and
rationing, was categorically denied
by Donald Nelson, who said "I
should know."
He is priorities director of the nation, and said that any rationing
of any type of material, whether
edible or not, would normally PO
through his office.
That the matter had been considered, he denied, then showed his
own awareness of the situation by
stating that he had known that there
would be shortages of certain foods
but that a "rationing program had
not been talked of.
Foods he mentioned were cheese
of which huge quantities are beine
sent to England, and salmon, which
has been short for a good while, and
which also is a favored lease-lend
food.

Invasion Via Canada.

After selecting his agents carefully, Von Papen laid the followinj
plans:
No, 1. To invade Canada through
British Columbia with 'the aid o:
German warships in the Pacific ant
German reservists in the Unitec
States. This plan was vetoed by
Von Bernstorff.
No. 2. To blow up the Wellar.n
canal. This scheme likewise wa
abandoned, because the canal wa
too well guarded.
No. 3. To blow up Canadian rail
roads in an effort to prevent transportation of Japanese troop
through Canada. (The Japanese
were fighting with the Allies.)
No. 4. To blow up the Internation
al bridge at Vanceboro, Maine
This was accomplished through an
agent named Werner Horn.
Von Papen was so industrious am
unscrupulous that he over-reached
himself, and Wilson demanded his
repall. But when he reached home
both he and Bernstorff were award
ed decorations, and both promoted
Subsequently, Von Papen became
chancellor of Germany and he tooi
part in the conspiracies whicl
brought Hitler into power.
* * *
RUSSIAN REQUEST—A DRIBLET

Averell Harriman's confidentia
report-on Russian requests for aic
was vastly different from British requests after Dunkirk. In comparison with the British, the Russian
orders seemed a mere driblet.
After the Lowlands debacle, the
British had to start from scratch
having lost practically all their
armored equipment and most a
their field artillery. The Russians
have lost tremendous quantities o
material, but judging from their
relatively modest requests, they
still must have a lot left.
One of the chief things they asked
for was 75 and 105 mm. guns
which, luckily we can supply. Production figures are a military
*•""•"* but these cannon are now
_ off assembly lines in quantity. The Russians also asked for
machine guns, which we can furnish
also in large numbers, since machine gun production is at a high
One of the biggest, and pleasantf.st surprises to Harriman was that
the Russians do not need machine
toois, at least for the present. This
g oa off his mind
hn°fh
^ btl
* Britain have
. as
both the
U. JS. and
few
tools to spare right now.

?• military
°-° «on between
c

rdina

th
the
Russian armies to be one
of the principal reasons for the
break through in the center

Man About Town:
Time*
Does
uuw The
«.»<* Washington
7 V«j
Herald know that 24
congress are mixed up
degrees) in the current Federal
Grand Jury's probe into the activities of foreign agents using our
mails for propaganda purposes?
Not all 24 are involved in guilt.
Some were merely innocent bystanders . . . How can Petata Offer himself as a hostage? How can
he give what he doesn't own?

**»*I ft

..

*

really don't
man* th.7oung
Parson

GLANCE

What two brain-trnaters of a certain Washington probe are suspected of receiving checks from former
Nazi espionage chief Von Bohle in
S. A.? ...
Is there anything to
the Capital buzz that Odium may
inherit Knudsen's OPM headache?
. . . Can you guess which one of
the highest paid radio stars quit bis
M
k*ve jrou ever been fa
cig sponsor because he wouldn't al- to Miss
Golden?"
.
low him to get a divorce to wed an"No. but, our eyes have mtfJ
other?
Opportunity
Isn't Doris Duke going to get her ^Mrs. Snythe-Brown Was m
divorce in Honolulu in May—and A* final arrangements fofhei.
marry a Naval aier now here? . . . or.att Wception.
'
Is it possible that Princess Stefanie
Hobenlohe has taken a house in sub- Vant, "for the first 30 minute.,
urban Beverly Hills, Alexandria, •i* o'cteck I want you to stto
Va.. under the nom de plume she the drawing room and call
has often used in hotels? And why names as they arrive "
does she prefer being that near to
Bridget's face lit up
Washington, D. C.? . . . Table con- ^V^w,eu> ma'anV'*e
versationalists quote Rauscbning, "I've been wantin' to do ««•
the historian, as saying that, ac- some at your friends for yean."'
• ' '
. ' . - i
•
__
cording to his deductions, the war
That's Different
should end in 16 months.
• "Mr. Swiggs—Er—ah, that is d
I-—will you—?"
'
Lt. Comdr. Gene Markey sure —er
"Why. yes; my boy; you a
Has It Bad (and that ain't good!) have
her."
over Olivia De Havilland. Spends
"How's
that? Have whomK
all his Navy coin on postage skimps
"My daughter, o' course.
to write her . . . Sad, isn't it, the want
to marry her, don't you', ,
torch Jeff Jones of Princeton is
"No,
sir; I just wanted to find
carrying for Gloria Vanderbilt? His if you-would
endorse my not*
pals fear it'll make him ill . . . SIM."
That's gonna be quite a story when
'"Certainly not. Why, I |
the Screen Publicists' Guild explodes know you."
over the commy element . . . Heavens I Have you heard the dreadful
Clever Mr. Fly
news? Because of metal priorities "A movie actor I would be,"
beauty shops will feel a shortage
Said clever Mr. Fly.
of bobby-pins!
"I'm fitted for the work you
And I will tell you why:So yon want to be an actress, eh?
Life recently revealed that 3,500 For years,,. if you have
professional people haunt, producyou've seen
ers' offices. Of these, 1,000 get jobs.
My little wife and me
The average yearly employment In funny stunts upon the
We'd do'for comedy."
ls<4 tnjS weeks and the average annual income (excluding stars) is $200
to $500 . . . Be a stenographer,
Hurt Much?
«ister. Vou meet a better class ol
"What was the noise in I
people in the 'subway, anyway.
Blank's ipom?"
"Don't know, unlesi ft
Somerset Maugham spurned an Brown."
"What happened."
..
invite to an affair for Their High'
"He fell down on his em?; I
nesses, and didn't send any regrets
. . . Peggy Joyce's current is JimSTICK-SAND
my Wilson, a handsome six-footer.
Must be love—he's poor . . . If the
Japs get sassier FDR will call out
the Boy Scouts.

m

New York Heartbeat:
The Big: Parade: C. Aubrey Smith
—as British as a monocle . .
Rita Hayworth—the reason eyes
were invented . . . Herbert Marshall and Arthur Treacher ringsiding
at the Riviera, giving each other the
"That must be the gwffj
"reallehs" and "y'don't-says!"
Desert we bear so much i
Louis Bromfleld at Fefe's Beach! cross word puzzles."
His latest book, "Wild Is the River,"
is a candidate for the Best-Seller
lists . . . Eddy Duchin, curling'up
with a good bookie, in the Waldorf
DAY
foyer . . . Rosemary Lane signing
autographs outside the Barrymore
Theater. One of them asked her
to get PrlscUla's. too. The crumbs
have crust
The 3 Andrew Sis*
ters wearing spangled skirts, span?led gloves and spangled hats.
Looked like a Christmas Tree-o . , .
Dwwwwwch! Who threw that?
Wendy Barrie in the Roosevelt Grill
—with a- ID-penny nail dangling
!rom her bracelet "They say 1,
ook like one—I might as wefl wear
one," is the explanation . . . Swifty
Horgan greeting a sucker at the
House of Chan with: "Sit down,
pal, and have a check."
• • •—
Sallies in Our Alley:

•
in "Back

Street" Margaret Sullavan played
"he Other Woman opposite Charles
3oyer. In their latest, "App't for

Love," she pla>» his wife, woo has
o contend with two other gals. Ah

DRUG:
New Wonders

It was announced formally that
gramicidin, new drug dug out of
the soil three years ago by Dr. Rene
DuBose who had modestly declined
any public claims for the medicine
and had given it out for testing to
a dozen medical schools and hospitals, has turned out to be tht
wonder* .drug*•* of the
age-far more
— "t>v.—mi
powerful m germ-killing than the
now-famous "sulfa" drugs.
Its potency is from 1,000 to 100 000
times as great as sulfanilamide
in the week's news
which has saved thousands of lives'
One milhonth-teaspoonful, or about
the size of a drop of mist or fos
London: General Wavell, who was
been sufficient (of gramicidin)
sent from north Africa to India to las
o protect a mouse from 10 000 I
organize the British armies there, thai doses o/ pneumonia germs
may be used to lead a force to fight
First reports of its use on hu
side by side with the Russians in de- mans came from two Boston
"'
fense of the Caucasus oil flelds
iity medical researchers
Dublin, Ind.: Life was beginning
"""^S uleers in three
at 71 for Riley Laymon. He behad defied all drugs
came the father of twins and start'»
of curing a

Chicago: National defense has
changed reading tactes. The libraries here are swamped withtequests
fortnechanical literature and tech- ed out on a brand-new job in a
nical books.
factory on his birthdav.

Wn

nterviewer asked Boyer If he or
Margaret had given it a thought.

INFLATION CURE

'Oh, yes," he said. "Miss Sullavan

bought of it. She said that this time

or her—the shoe was on the other

oot, but I was still the heell" . , .
L hefty sort of lady floated across

be Club 18 floor and dared «S»»b
ack White to make fun of her.
•Gwan," she dared him, "make a
wisecrack and see what happens 1"
. . Vince Curran deflated her with:

'Say,1 didn't you used to have "Good-

year printed on you?" . . . It left
her b-limp.

a

MERRY-GO-ROUND
°
surve
of
y
* **
least?'

o

Program, the m
Pa'd to British charity^
declined-even b{>fnjy;
the

the
o be
duke
told

• • —
Memo* of a•Olldnifhter:
Did the
Duke purchase a $50,000 bauble
from Paul Flato—for Wally? didn't
pay cash . . FPA's^writing book
notices now and then tor bis pW
boss, the "Tribune .
The flop,
"Good Neighbor," ha* a good line
about a nice lady whose goodness
went unrepaid: "She puts her foot
in it every time she opens her heart"
Senator Oufley waa talked out
of kissing Diana Barrymore on *«
ground that it wasn't dignified . . .
And he's the guy who's supposed tc
the will of thwpaoptal *

•'*
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PXALL ORIGINAL ONE GENT SALE
Starting Wednesday^November 5, and Ending Saturday, November 8
[Watch For Our Circulars
Bongers, Anita, Iowa
"Tl

VAGABOND"

Donald Dorsey is ill with pleurisy
at his home east of here.

The Lacour Evangelistic' group will
resent a program this (Wednesday)
afternoon at the high school auditor-

FOR ONLY $5.00

Mrs. Weimer Pearson, president of
the Anita P. T.-A., and Mrs. Harley
Miller attended the southwest Iowa
Merlin Holland, who is working in
district P. T. A. meeting which was Ames, visited here over the week end
held in Council Bluffs Thursday.
it the home of his father, Carl Holand.
Mrs. Barbara Bintner has purchased
the small bungalow located on the
Fire Chief Robert Scott, Solon A.
Kelloway farm on highway No. 6 beJams, Bert Ramus, Frank Louden,
tween Anita and Adair from C. E.
!arl Millard, Gerald Redburn, Vincent
Parker and it is being moved to a vaWARREN BAYLEY
Kelly, John Schaake and Albert Karns
cant lot on Main Street in Wiota
attended the district fire school which
which she recently purchased.
x
Oregon
was held in Audubon last Tuesday
ton, in 1896, the "Oregon" made a
tland, Oregon, is probably the record idash around the Horn three The members of the Susie Q club evening.
ity in the world with a battle- years later to join the Atlantic Fleet were guests of Miss Mary Lucille
its own;, ,-j •-.-. .
Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Wilson enagainst the Spanish. In 47 days she Henderson Wednesday evening at her
'Up to $588 in Value
I prized .possession distinguished slowed through 15,000 miles of oceans. home here. Other guests, besides the tertained the members of the Neigh'in the Spanish-American War, 3ur Fleet had bottled up the Spanish members, were Miss Maxine Stager borhood pinochle club Saturday even; the flagship of our navy and force at Santiago, Cuba.
and Miter'John Witte. T*h|evening ing at their home here. 'Mr. and Mrs.
> famous "White Fleet" around Early on the morning of July 3rd. was spent playing1 cards, following Forrast Wilson were additional guests.
irld when Teddy Roosevelt sent the Spanish warships attempted to which a lunch was served by the host- High scores for the evening were
ada out to display the might slip away to freedom. They were met ess. The next meeting of the club held by Mrs. Ben Brodersen and Rob(Since 1894)
|U. S. A. ••
,
by our force and the battle was on. will be held on Nov. 12 at the homeert Wilson. _ The next meeting of
the club will be on Nov. 15 at the
slient old "Oregon" isn't moor- The panting "Oregon" hove in sight of Mrs. Ralph Lett.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wilson.
Ithe heart of the city because at-that moment and joined the fray.
Miss
Barbara
Rhoads
entertainec
needs private naval protec- She bombarded and fired the Spanish
Mrs. Guy Steinmetz was hostess to
hings cpudn't be more peaceful flagship, "Maria Teresa," and ran her the members of her Sunday Schop'
the
members of. the Bide-a-Wee bridge
class
at
a
Hallowe'en
party
Thursday
her now, the flowers of -the ashore. She then chased the "Colon"
Rose Festival having been 48 miles before running her aground evening. Robert Pratt was an ad- club Wednesday afternoon at her Mrs. Ollie Yeater, well known Ani- The Anita high school football team
off the'streets and riotous Fleet for capture. The Spanish American ditional guest. The children arrive* home on Chestnut Street. Addition- iady, is ill at her home suffering from suffered a 27 to 6 defeat 'Monday afin costume for which prizes were al guests were, Mrs. Rex Miller, Mrs. stomach trouble.
ver with months ago. No, the War was ended.
ternoon by the Walunt high school
hip's presence is non-belliger- Still serving her country, the "Ore- given as follows: (William Tate, prize J. W. Budd and Mrs. G. M. DeCamn,
team on the latter's gridiron. The
who
also
held
high
score
for
<£ne
he is permanently tied up in gon" is now training the youth of for the most deceptive costume
game was postponed from Friday until
The
farm
loan
branch
of
the
Mutual
Illiamette River at one, end of Portland to accept responsibility and Maurine McDermott, for the most afternoon. A lunch was served By Benefit Life Insurance Co. announced Monday on account of the snow. The
weird costume; and Jean Brodersen the hostess. Mrs. Maurice Turner the sale this week of the 135-acre last game of the season will be played
prne Bridge because, in 1925, do a job well.
ani gave her to the state for May/1 suggest tha.t when you finish for the funniest costume. A weiner will entertain the club at its next meet- Solomon Norris farm located three next Tuesday, Armistice Day, when
ing on Nov. 12.
reading this column that ,you clip it roast was held, following which the
i was named,
and one-half miles southeast of Cum- the Adair team invades the local field
evening
was
spent
with
games
an<
from
your
newspaper
and
mail
it
ship now Serves a double purMrs. Charles Gipple was hostess to berland to John Vf. Aupperle of Anita. for the annual classic.
during the •with 25c in coin to Continental News contests.
fA naval
the members of her pinochle club Aupperle is purchasing the place
a club-house for the Boy Service, 815 So. Hill St., Los Angeles,
Thursday
evening at her home on through the FSA and will get posThe members of the W. W. club
Mrs. Andrew Jepsen was hostess to
Seii .Scoots at night. Each Calif.
were guests Thursday afternoon of,
the members of the Mutual Benefit Rose Hill Avenue. Other guests, be- session of the farm March 1.
i appointed, .evenings on which You will receive in return a copy
Mrs. F. L. Possehl at her home west
club Thursday afternoon at her home sides the members, were Miss Vera B.
• aboard the ship.. Part of of "Your Trip and Mine" which we northwest of here. There were thir Hook, Miss Maxine Taylor, Mrs. Chas.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Scott, Mr. of here. Mrs. Robert Outhoudt was
Son's" galley is. still in. op- believe is the greatest travel book teen .members and three visitors
Robison and Mrs. Robert. C. 'Howard. and Mrs. Raymond Laartz, Mr. and an additional guest. A social afterHigh score for the evening was held Mrs. Fred Scholl, Mrs. A. A. John- noon was spent by those present, fol530 pictures of important points of]
[youngsters.
ner of a contest put on during the by Mts. Howard. A lunch was served son, Mtrs. W. T. Biggs, Mrs. Hattie lowing which a, lunch was served by
coute htVe kept the vessel in interest visited on our "See America i afternoon by M^g. L. L. Dorsey. Th< by the hqstess. The next meeting of Wiese, Mrs. Ray Sterner, Mrs. Gden
the hostess. The next meeting of the
; conditipn-r-paint work gleam- First" tour during the past year.
balance of the afternoon was spen the club will be held on Nov. 20 at Soper, Mrs. L. J. Hofmeister and club will be held at the home of Mrs.
it work glittering, guns and This book is now off the press and i by the women hemming tea towels f o the home of Mrs. Solon A. Karns.
James McCosh were in Des Moines Roy Derry south of Wiota on Nov. 13.
for distribution. It will give
Wednesday where they attended theWell oiled and ready for «ready
was served,
.
,
„
.
tne hostess.
nusw;»a.
n. lunch
lui
)the
A
The members of the 0. T. O. club grand chapter meeting of the Iowa
^ meed
ill tojrie no more. Proud you all the facto-and romance of a
of
i club will be
were guests Thursday afternoon of O. E. S. chapter.
^-whb"is Oun Captain to one trip costing hundreds of dollars. We
DR. B. L. MEURER
hfrs. Albert Claussen at her home
r 11 inch cannon that roared J guarantee your satisfaction or your Gittins.
Chiropractor
northwest of here. There were fourat the Spanish .Fleet in'money refunded. Be sure and enclose
Mrs. B. D. Forshay, who submitted
Adair, la.
,een
members
and
two
visitors,
Mrs.
,,
this column together with your correct
The West Main Street Neighborto
a
major
operation
at
St.
Mary's
—Office Hours—
i:.at Bremerton, Washing- name and address.
hood Circle were entertained Thurs- William Simon and Mrs. Charles Heck hospital in Rochester, Minn., last week
9-12 — 1:30-6
day afternoon by Mrs. Lake Bear and present. Mrs. C. E. Parker joined the is reported to be making satisfactory
:lub at this meeting. The women
Mrs.
Frank
Mitchell
at
the
Bear
home.
recovery,
according
to
word
received
iler Vagabond" IB Sponsored and Appears In This Paper
Wed. & Sat. Night
There were fourteen members and one spent the afternoon tying a comforter in Anita this week by relatives. How7 till 10
.
"Through the Courtesy of
'or
the
hostess,
following
which
a
visitor, Mrs. Homer Millhollin, presever, Mrs. Forshay will be a patient
unch
was
served.
The
next
meeting
Sun. 10-11 A. M.
ent. Roll call was, "The Most Beautiat the hospital for about two more
ful Thing I Have Seen This Fall." A of the club will be held on Nov. 13 weeks before she will be able to rePhone 37
Phone 257
J Anita, low*
TEXACO PRODUCTS
social afternoon was spent by those at the home of Mrs. L. H. Hayter.
turn to her home here.
present, following which a lunch was
Miss Genevieve Timmins, daughter
.,
„
. j served by the hostesses. The No- of Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Timmins of
r
Harqld Barber has been con-1 Miss Rose Marie LaGrange, music vember and December meetings of the Fort Des Moines, and Russell Miller,
hervlbed for the past week instructor in the Anita schools, spent club will be combined into a Christ- son of Mrs. Nellie 'Workman of Anita,
from <*«4ftiBlBed back.-,
the week end in Council Bluffs.
mas party.
were united in marriage in a double
'.•
.
.
—
ring candlelight service at the Fort
The Independent farm buerau wo- Des Moines Presbyterian church Frimen held an all-day meeting one day day evening, Oct. 24, according to
last week at the home of Mrs. Glen word received here last week by relaCent on Complete Glasses
Steinmetz in the.north part of town tives. Rev. W. S. Harris, pastor of
There were fourteen members am the church, performed the ceremony.
Why pay more than we ask?
BERT C. RAMUS, Manager
two visitors, Mrs. Wil?iam Cryer of Following the ceremony a reception
RIMLESS GLASSES
Adair and Mrs. Cynthia Blue, present was held in the church dining room,
Single Vision Complete
A planned demonstration meal was after which the young couple left
prepared and served at noon to those for Brady, Texas, where the groom
present which contained all the vita- is a civi ian aeronautics instructor at
SENSATIONALLY NEW CONSTANT-FLOW
'llTFOCALS.' GLASSES $10.00 and UP.
mins needed for one day. In the af Curtis Flying Field.
HEATING FOR LESS WITH A
»> strained, weak or defective . . . eyes that are
ternoon the lesson, "Food For Health
and National Defense," was present
"NU-COMFORT"
The members of the Friendly Circle
ed. Mrs. Cryer will be hostess at the were guests of Mrs. Boyd "Williamnext meeting of the organization a son Wednesday afternoon at her home
her home in Adair on Nov. 18.
north of here. Twelve members and
Optometrist -r Atlantic
three visitors, Miss Vera B. Hook,
Mrs. Frank Barber and Mrs. Archie
Van Aernam, were present.
Mlrs.
Donald Dorsey was the winner of a
contest put on during the afternoon.
Home Furnaces and Stoves That Will Meet Any Need
A brush demonstration was also given
during the afternoon, following which
— May Be Bought on Easy Terms —
ftl WASTE W*<W.fc GUM WXIR Oil.
a lunch was served by the hostess.
fVE GOT* niENPVOU HAVENT RECKONS
lUWUJYW.WHATp
MY STANDARD KAUtt GOT THE -fluff!
Puesday evening a winner-loser party
WITW SOOTED K.V6S AND
HIS K> SWTUNH» CALLS WUkMF
was held by the club at the home of
Anita, Iowa
— Phone 171
Mrs. Frank Neighbors, the evening beng spent with contests and games,
followed by the serving of a lunch.
Mrs. Paul Barber will be hostess at
the next meeting of the club on Nov.
12.

We Will Insure A Fur Coat*1
Against Almost Anything
That Might Happen To
It — Anywhere!

Forshayfs Insurance

WAGNER'S FILLING STATION

Order Your Winter's Supply
of Coal Now

GOOD GLASSES COST LESS
^_____

'

KUNZ GRAIN CO.

$8.85

L B. PETERSEN

LACO

OIL HEATER

an winter can't bluff Mr. Wise

GERALD AKERS

WKE(
THIS 10 STARTWE-UP l»«S

THAU FINE I JUST WATCH THIS W PERfORM.
DESPITE KHJR OOIDAND SNOW AND STORM,

• -J?V^ 17 vou,'STANDARP OH

9m» «t m*M *JM
PokriiM...!

YOUR

STANDAR

DEALERTOPAYl

The members of the Helping Hand
club were guests at a one o'clock
luncheon Thursday at the home of
Mrs. Verl Adams north of here. There
were ten members and two visitors,
Mrs. Paul Steele and Mrs. Robert McCrory, present. Roll call was answered with something pertaining to
Hallowe'en. Mrs. George Miller was
the winner of a contest put on by
MTS. Frank Kopp. The balance of the
afternoon was spent by those present
embroidering quilt blocks for the hostess. Mrs. Lester SchoU will be hostess at the next meeting of the c'.ub
on Nov. 13, at which time members
of the club are requested to bring ^two
dozen home-made cookies which "will
be sent to the Christian Home at
Council Bluffs.

" ".::.:.,,,.,,..... \

.-•

With the Present Price of

Beef and Pofk
It Is Advisable to Rent a

Locker
— A SURE WAY TO ECON6MIZE —

Miller's Lockers
ANITA — WIOTA - CUMBERLAND
THERE IS ONE NEAR YOU

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

|
SUNDAY
CHOOL Lesson
By HAROLD L. LUNDQUIST, D D
Dean of The Moody Bible Institute'
„ ,
of Chicago.
(Released by Western Newspaper Onion.)

Lesson for November 9
Jected

9>W*cti and Scripture texts se-

Permission.

* 8 °US

EducaUon

:

use

<l bj

REPENTANCE AND FAITH
1

HERE'S TO BUTTERY FINGERS AND A TAFFY PULL

(See Recipes Below)

>REN'S DELIGHT

THIS WEEK'S MENU

ou want your children and
•Chop Suey, Rice or Noodles
"•lends to give you a rating
Bean Sprouts
of "super," then
Apricot-Cream Cheese Salad
give just ode parBran Bread
ty for children
Orange Chiffon Pie
alone, and make Tea
Coffee
Milk
that party a good,
'bid-fashioned taf- •Recipe Given
fy pull. .Think
1 pound mushrooms
back a moment
4 tablespoons butter
and remember
8 slices buttered toast
• how you looked
Iff slices crisp bacon
: to a taffy pull just as much
Beat egg yolks, add flour, musjig to a circus.
jr. is exciting fun because tard, salt and paprika. Mix well.
, L have a chance to help Add % cup milk gradually and stir
asking of refreshments. T?es, until smooth. Put mixture in dou[taffy with their fingers all ble boiler, add rest of milk, and
and watching the dark cheese, cubed. Cook: /until thick,
,g>t lighter and light- add Worcestershire sauce. Wash,
t time it's pulled. They'Ulike slice, and saute mushrooms, slowly.
Place mushrooms on toast and pour
mixture over .them. Garnish
out cheese
with bacon.
Although the taffy pull will be the
iwill main
event of the party" be sure to
accordingly.
have games planned to fill out the
: many foods which are iron evening. Quiz games are popular and
[molasses when cooked does lists for these can be made up beixca content,
forehand using questions on slogans,
use a candy thermom- famous personalities, historical,
candy»80 it will be events, interesting facts, and ridneither too stiff dles as questions.
to handle. When Children will want some lively
enough, cut it fun too, and for this you can have a
size for small
sack race. The leaders of two lines
'should be large
of players are given two large pa, bitt not too large.
per sacks. They place the sacks on
J light tan and very stiff, their feet and at a signal run to
the opposite goal and back, take off
flong strip and cut.
the sack and give it to the person
Taffy.'
to them. The object is to see
r New Orleans molasses next
which
line finishes first.
ated sugar

butter
vinegar
L vanilla, if desired
ater .. "• •.." ;,
molasses, sugar.and walieavy kiltie slowly until
reaches 260 degrees or
little of the mixture dropped
f water becomes brittle. Stir
Curing* the latter part of the
> prevent buMing; pour into
" pan* When cool enough
e, cut hi pieces and' pull unand stSlV Butter the hands
*... can be simple for a
., for children will be so
about the
. won't
.best atto elabc-

"" • A*-

d sandwill fill
perfectly
hot chocodrink will take care of
n, lusty appetites. As des.— might have simple cupliced with pink and chocolate
|fruit, and. of course, the taffy,
u'd rather give them a-hot
i place of the sandwiches,
| a simple but elegant one:
Millionaire Gold.
(Serves 8)
[yolks
flour
, .—.mustard
[teaspoons salt
paspoons paprika
•"-i milk
net American cheese
Boon Worcestershire sauce
LYNN SAYS:
food wastes. Not only is
matter of thrift but also a
step in conserving this counresources. It is estimated
»ny food wastes total up to
Kmendous amount.
|lse shopping will prevent buy. ""wanted and not usable
The wise shopper should
recogniz^ between good and
grades, by reading labels
'markings, and by watching
a

Or

cooking causes much
at, tor instance, shrinks
k d at 00 bi
?,
t
& a tenv
Vitamins and minerals
when cooked too long
?I.r is atirred into them
' cooking, use short methur
cooking whenever possiMe

Speaking of children, are you having a time with their school lunchesT
Variety is the big problem for
packing a complete meal in one
small box is hard
to vary and doesn't have as many
possibilities as
the table at
home. Having at
least one hot food
helps loads, and
put this in the
thermos bottle.
You can have
cream soups, vegetable soups, then
again hot milk drinks for variety.
Sandwiches are a standby, but
don't get into a rut with these. Don't
have soggy fillings. Wrap each one
separately in wax paper. Favorite
fillings include:
Peanut butter and Jelly
Chopped meat mixed with mayonnaise and relish
Chopped hard-cooked eggs with
bacon
,_
Cheese and luncheon-meats
Vegetable salad sandwiches
Flaked fish with celery, lettuce
Chopped figs or dates, nuts,
moistened with orange juice
Color peps up the lunch box, so
occasionally pack a salad hi a paper container. Use fresh fruits often, or canned ones also packed hi
small glass or paper containers.
Cornstarch puddings are attractive
and nourishing, and simple cookies
wrapped in wax paper will bring
cheers from any child.
^Economy is highlighted these
days, but it needn't be dull if you
use attractively garnished platters.
*Chop Suey or Chow Mein.
(Serves 6)
\% cup butter or shortening
2% cups cooked meat, cut in strips
IVi cup onions, cut fine
1 teaspoon salt
Vi teaspoon pepper
1 can bean sprouts, drained
2V4 cups celery, cut fine
1 cup hot water •*
For thickening and flavoring:
V6 cup cold water
2 tablespopns cornstarch
1 tablespoon soy sauce
1 teaspoon sugar
Melt butter, add onions, fry for 3
minutes. Add celery, salt pepper,
hot water, cover and cook for 5 mm
utes Add'bean sprouts and meat,
mix'and bring to a boil. Combine
thickening and flavoring ingredients,
add to first mixture. Cook 5 minutes Serve hot with Chinese noodles'for Chow Mein, or with steam£5 rice for Chop suey. Garnish
plotter with thin strips of fried egg
*<*,
onions if desired.
Western Newspaper Untan.)

WESSON TEXT—Luke 15:11-24.
GOLDEN TEXT-Repent ye. and bellevt
the gospel.—Mark 1:15.

Lincoln's Beard Result
Of Little Girl's Suggestion

S-EWING CIRCLE
the skirt smoothly flaring and the
blouse fresh and clean! Pattern
No. 1296-B is the kind you knowyou
can't go wrong with. You can
make the skirt and jerkin in a
long wearing corduroy, tweed,
plaid wool or gabardine and make
up a set of blouses in washable
cottons (and one in wool jersey, for
extra warmth).
The jerkin can also be made to
contrast with odd skirts, the skirt
to go with sweaters and jackets
and the blouse to be worn with
suits and jumpers.
_- - • * *

A little girl from Westfield, N. Y.
once wrote Abraham Lincoln a letter as follows:
"I am a little girl, eleven years
old . . . have you any little girts
about as large as I am . . .If you
will let your whiskers grow, you
would look a greal deal better for
your face is so thin . . . I must not
write any more answer this right
off. Good bye. Grace Bedell."
A few months later, Lincoln let
his beard grow. On one of his
trips he passed through Westfield
and immediately sent for Grace.
He thrilled her by pointing to his
beard and saying: "You see—I
let those whiskers grow for you.
Grace."

Sin with its devastating consequences has its only remedy in the
salvation which is in Christ Jesus.
Barbara Bell Pattern No. 1296-B Is deHe died to set us free from the penMINOR SKIN I R R I T A T I O N S
signed for sizes 8, 10, 12, 14 and 16 years.
alty, the power, and ultimately the
Size 10 jerkin and skirt require 1% yards
•64-lnch material; 2% yards 35-Inch. Blouse
very presence of sin. However, His
with long sleeves requires 1% yards of
death, which was for all mankind,
iMffllTE PETROLEUM JELLV
35-inch material; short sleeves, l',i yards.
is effective only for those who in
Send your order to:
repentance and faith accept His reYouth's Dreams
deeming grace and turning from
SEWING CIECLE PATTERN DEPT.
How beautiful is youth I How
their sin.
,
Boom 13Z4
bright jt gleams with its illusions,
311 W. Wacker Dr.
Chicago
I. Worldly Pleasure Brings Soraspirations, dreams.—Longfellow.
Enclose
15
cents
In
coins
for
row (w. 11-16).
Pattern No.
Size
Selfishness is at the heart of sin,
Name
which is essentially self-will over
against God's will. The younger son,
Address
who represents the sinner, wanted
his own way. He suffered from
1. Restlessness Under Restraint
(w. 11, 12)», The father loved his
son and sought his welfare by proper parental control, but the boy
wanted to be free to live as he
pleased. God loves all men and
seeks by loving and gracious reIf a cloth is dipped in vinegar
straint to lead them in ways of
and rubbed over the kitchen stove
righteousness and peace. But they,
before it is blackened, it will rewhile they want His blessings, are
move all the grease that may
often eager to get away from
have accumulated on it.
His guiding hand.
* * *
2. A Request Resulting in ResponLard has the greatest shortening
sibility (w. 12, 13). When the prodipower of any of the plastic edible
gal asked for his inheritance he took
fats.
upon himself full responsibility for
* * *
its use. The man who refuses to
Fruitcake makes a delicious
have Christ rule over his life aspudding served with either hard or
sumes a grave and heavy burden
hot sauce. Steam the fruitcake
which he is not able to bear.
[T IS just like big sister's, that is before serving.
It is an awful thing to rule God 1
* * *
why this jerkin, skirt and blouse
out of one's life, to attempt to steer outfit
will
be
so
dear,
to
the
heart
When making chocolate candy or More cakes, yes; but better
a successful course through the of your teen-age daughter! She'll frosting always melt the chocolate cakes, too. You save when you
stormy sea of life. Why do it? It enjoy starting off to school in it— over hot water, as it burns very bay Clabber Girl and then, the
Will always result in loss and failure. the Jerkin buttoned down the side, easily because of the fat content. light and flavorful -tenderness
3. Riotous Living Leading to Reof your cakes and pastries givw
you added pride and satisfaction
proach (w. 13-16). In the "far counIn your baking. Clabber Girl
try" he' found for a time what we
means Bigger value when you
call "fun," but it led to bitter sorBetter results when you
row. To the flesh there are "pleas^JV^ iwrnC
~m A quiz with answers offering ? buy.
bake. You'll be surprised when
ures of sin" (Heb. 11:25), but they
your grocer tells you Clabber
are only "for a season"; that is,
Ai&fiTMtti9
information on various subjects |Girl's price. You'll be delighted
"very short lived—and they come
•with your baking teauUs.
high. 'The devil is not such a fool
as to go fishing without bait.' The
8. Charles Dana Gibson.
The Questions
pleasures of sin are the devil's bait,
9.
Napoleon. (The interval be- You Pay
1.
What
is
a
jury-rigged
ship?
and they always have a hook in
2. What is the unit of lumber tween his entry into Paris after
LESS...
them. If you bite at the devil's bait
his
escape
from
Elba
and
his
demeasurement
called
a
board
foot?
but us*
you will soon have the devil's hook
3. What was the first place in parture after his abdication, March
in your gills and be in the bottom of
NO
MORE
10 to June 28, 1815.)
the devil's boat" (John W. Brad- the British colonies in America to
have
slaves?
bury).
4. What Canadian province exA gift within a gift is the new
The end of Satan's "fun" road
gift humidor package
was a pigpen in a far country. That tends along the border from New Christmas
of Prince Albert Smoking Tobacco
to Minnesota?
may not always be literally true (al- York
being featured at local dealIn Greek mythology what was now
though it happens often enough), but the5. name
ers. The handsome wrapping of
of
the
monster
with
100
it is always true spiritually. Men eyes?
this package conceals a real glass
hitmidor filled with Prince Albert.
and women are in a state of spir6.
What
is
a
bowdlerized
novel?
The humidor is a welcome gift for
itual collapse and disgrace because
7.
Who
was
the
financier
of
the
any pipe-smoker—not to mention
they have rejected God's way. But American War of Independence? the
choice tobacco inside it. Prince
there is a -way out.
8. Who made the Gibson girl Albert also is available in the
II. Godly Sorrow Brings Joy (w. famous?
one pound tin
Aimless Talk
17-24).
9. The "Hundred days" are as a gift
Speaking without thinking is
smokers
Paul tells us that "godly sorrow usually associated with whom?
with Prince Albert—The National shooting without taking aim.-™
worketh repentance to salvation"
Joy Smoke.—Adv.
Spanish Proverb.
and thus differs from "the sorrow
The Anawert
of the world" which "worketh
1. One rigged for temporary
death" (II Cor. 7:10). The prodigal service.
found his way back to the father's
2. One foot by one foot by one
house. First, there came to him
inch.
1. Remembrance and Realization
3. Jamestown, Va.
(vv. 17-19). He began to think. If
4. Ontario.
men and women could only be made
5. Argus.
to think we would have more re6. An expurgated novel.
pentance, but Satan tries to keep
^
_,
7. Robert Morris.
TOO Mt Vtarnin A « no «ttn COM. Smith
them too busy to think. He rememBrotbert-BUck
or
Menthol-Mill
out
only
5f.
bered what he had as a son in his
father's household. What memories Free, a Grand Cook Book
s. €M0 Drops «e the
Standard Brands, Inc., Dept W,
will youp boy have in his hour of
drops
eMtaU« VITAMIN A
need? You are writing that record 691 Washington Street, New York
VltamiQ A (Carotene) ate* thcmtoance
of
'City, have prepared a cook book
now.
mucous fnenbcuiei of OOM tod t*iro*t to
He "came to himself." The man containing dozens of delicious
cold infection), when lack of ratain sin is really unbalanced, subnor- recipes for those who bake at
fpff} jf Hflft 10 Vfaunij) A deficiency,.
MAKK
mal, not himself, spiritually insane. home. It may be had absolutely
When he "came to" he knew that he free by dropping' a post card to
Mind's Tongue
Study Ennobles
was in the way of the perishing. Standard Brands at the above adThe
pen
is the tongue of th*
There
are
more
men
ennobled
dress,
requesting
that
it
be
mailed
Then came
by study than by nature.—Cicero. mind.—Cervantes.
2. Repentance and Return (vv. to you.—Adv.
20, 21). To repent means to change
your mind, to turn your life in an
"about face" from sin to God. Repentance calls for more than thinking or talking or praying. One must
THEX
act. The young man "arose and
HAVE SUCH
came to"his father." That was-his
A
part, and then came the father's
FLAVOR.
I NEWER
YOU AND M£
part—
3. Restoration and Rejoicing (vv.
GET TIRED OF
BOTH.
CAMELS
22-24). The son expected to return
SMOKING
CAMELS
ARE
MJLDQ?,
7DOas a hired servant, but his father
LESS NICOTINE
restored hirh to full family fellowship. God is gracious, and the reIN THE SMOKE
pentant sinner finds himself clad in
the spotless robe of Christ's righteousness, wearing the ring of sonship, with shoes on his feet, so that
he may go on the errands of his
Father.
God's plan of salvation brings no
half-way redemption. There are no
stepsons or distant relatives in His
family. It is a full salvation which
brings glorious fellowship in life and
THE SMOKE OF SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS CONTAINS
service.
You who are still eating the husks
of tiiis world, who are in the far
country tending swine, we invite you
too to come to God and share in the
than the average of the 4 other largest-selling cigarettes
rejoicing in the Father s house.
tested—less than any of them—according to independent
Life a Struggle
scientific tests of the smoke itself I
Life 's a struggle, but rot a warf u i D , it is a day's labor, but labor
—THE CIGAKMTTE
on Goil's earth, under the sun. and
stai-s with other laborers, where we
may tnink and sing and rejoice as
we work.—John Burroughs.

28% LESS NICOTINE

CAMEL

OF COSTLIER TOBACCOS
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Theatre to Open on
IT ATTACK IS AnitaThursday
Evening at ?:I5
[ATAL 10 MAN

WILLIAM KENNEDY IS
LAID TO REST SUNDAY

Funeral Services Saturday

ARM WOMEN URGED
TO RAISE MORE FOODS

NUMBER 46

RED CROSS DRIVE TO
BE HELD THURSDAY

Funeral services were held Sunday
Cass county farm Women can make
After being closed nearly four weeks, afternoon
— ....... at
.- 2......
,* at
„,, llle
o'clock
the ^ong
Long Robert Wheatley, ISi-year-old1 Son of
practical .contribution toward meetin which time extensive redecorating funeral home here for William Wil{Mitchell, 48, Rural Mail Carrier and remodeling has taken place, the lard Kennedy, 77, long time resident Mr. and Mrs. John O. Wheatley who ig the farm defense production goals
or 1942 and help the family budget
, For The PMt She telrvis'' Anita theatre will reopen Thursday j of this community, who passed away live two miles north of here, passed s well by producing more of the Red Cross Branch Here to Sponsor
away
about
10:45
a.
m.
Wednesday
m of Heart Attack Frievening. The very best and Jatest at 9=30 o'clock last Wednesday even- at the Atlantic hospital following an oods used in the farm home, Clair Extensive Drire Thursday Afternoon From 1 to 2 O'clock to
sound system has also been insjtalled "»g at the Atlantic hospital follow- operation to which he had submitted
f; Funeral field Monday.
Becker, chairman of the Cass county
so that your entertainment miy be ™* the amputation of a leg infected several hours earlier for an obstruction SDA defense board, stated today.
Obtain New Memberships.
of the highest quality. The theatre tw
^"t*1 gangrene. He had been ill about of the bowel. The youth had become Pointing out that many lines of food
c Mitchell, 48, well known Anita will continue to operate each evening °M weeks.
critical ill about 3 a. m. thatmorning reduction are now overtaxed because
iil carrier, died instantly from with the show starting at 7:16 o'clock. in "8'C for the services, which were and was rushed to the hospital im- f heavier domestic demand and the The twenty-fifth annual rol] call of
charge of Rev. Arthur V. Long, mediately.
equirements of the lend-lease pro- the American National Red Cross will
attack suffered {Friday after- It is the plan of the new operators
of the Anita Methodist church, Robert Dale Wheatley was born at ram, Becker declared that even a be conducted this week in Anita on
bout 8:80;'..' o'clock as he was of the theatre to run the biggest shows ' Pastor
was
furnished by Mrs. George 0. :he Home of ,his parents, John and mall increase on an individual farm Thursday afternoon under the directhe office oil E. K3. Dorsey on on Thursday, Friday and Saturday in J
Street. Although he had not order to bring the super productions j Smither and Mrs. Hayes Redburn, ac- Catherine Wheatley, north of here on ould benefit the nation and insure tion of Mrs. Floyd Dement, chairman
i the beet at health for several of the year to its patrons at an earlier companied at the piano by Mrs. Eric Feb. 29, &28, which place had always supply of nutritious foods for the of the Anita branch of the Cass county
and for'the'past week had, date. On Sunday and Monday there Osen. They sang, "In the Garden," jeen his home. He had always lived amily's use. The products most dhapter.
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Whole Wheat Cereal Har fl Ba 35c
NO. 10 can
Corn oyrup
2Sc
Lima Beans
10c
Fig Rolls
y
-3 pk . 1 5c
Kre-mel Dessert

29c

reaches

Cranberries

NO. 2'/ can
'-

23c
23c
27c
18c
63c
lOc
19c

THE

Crawford's Clover Farm Store
Phone 29

We Deliver

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
WHEATIES, box
10c
;
JELL POWDER, Clover Farm, 3 packages . . . .14c
RED CHERRIES, pitted, 2 No. 2 cans
35e
BUTTER, pound prints
35c
SALAD DRESSING, Clover Farm, quart
34c
PUMPKIN, Clover Farm, 2 No.*2 cans
19c
SYRUP, Clover Farm, Amber, No. 10 can
52c
CABBAGE, 100-lb. bag
v$2.00
GRAPE FRUIT, dozen
.32c
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QUESTIONNAIRES TO
100 MORE CASS MEN

• t- 4 -f + «••»•
EVANGELICAL
LUTHERAN CHURCH
H. G. Beteheim, Pastor.

Questionnaires were sent to one
hundred more Cass county registrants Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
this week, according to M. B. Parkin- Divine services at 10:30 a. w.
son, clerk of the Cass County Selective
Sunday School teachers will meet at
Service board. Those who received the , !,„ /4>.irv>h FVidav evening at 7:30 (

;;;,;«««™ »»»b.™ i,™«. *, <*««* i™., ,™™t

«t ,e«-«, -:~rsrsrr

PETERS!
PHONE 300
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY ANDSATUrl5AY
RICE, fancy Blue Rose, 3 pounds . . .
'
TOILET TISSUE, 4 rolls ...
1!
22c
BREAKFAST CEREAL, All Wheat and Farin
ina
large package
; >

received the questionnaires:
i™" meeti , " . . ,
rnoo at 1:30 o clock.
Anita-Leon Gail Wheatley, Jesse ternoon
Prank Frisbie, John William Aupjerle, Confirmation class meets Saturday
FLOUR, Silk Finish, guaranteed, 49-lbs.
Howard Harold Strickland, Gail Wayne evening at 7 o'clock at the church.
••$1.59
BEANS, Idaho hand picked, 3 pounds
Heckman, Lyle Eugene Redburn, Dick t ^ + + 4 -f * +""*"* + + +
Dement, Earl William Sampson, Wil- + CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH +
MAXINE SOAP, complexion Soap, 3 bars
i
Ucl
liam Russell Mclntyre, Merlyn Leroy >
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
+
IVORY FLAKES, large. * package
Haszard, Carl Eilts Rathman, Keith
' * * ••
+ - f 4 4 - f 4 * + + + + + '*'
Francis Chadwick, Drexel Howard
Fresh
Fruits
and
Vegetables
In
Season
Church
school,
10
a.
m.
Chadwick and Edwin LeRoy Scholl.
-..-.... -*...
~ ~ --Wiota-Rayner Toft Holland, Leo Service of worship, H a. n^ The
These Items For Cash Only
,Prancis Herchenbach, Beltran Loujnationa government^has, askedthat
Lamberts, R*x Holland Marshall,!^ ministers close "Civilian Defense
»
Mervin Jasper Taylor, William Shorn- Week " which closes next Sunday by
pier Binter, Gerhard Bernard Kars- speaking on the theme:
Religious
Celery — Lettuce — Apples — Oranges
«'
tens, Mllo Raymond Rattenborg and! Freedom." We shall comply with
tnat re< uest
Rayner Sorensen
I Massena-Howard Emmert Hast- What do you regard as religious
ings, Donald Eugene Piearson, Clair freedom ? Are you one of those who
Richard Kenny, Ronald Lawrence Pear- like to enjoy such freedom for yourEstablished 1883.
son and Lewis Ward Wagner.
self, but deny it to others ? We shall
Brayton-Kenneth Hugh Kitelinger. be glad to talk this matter over with
Published Every Thursday and Entered
ITEMS OF TBIRTY YEARS AGO
Griswold—Worley Herbert Shahan, vouat the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, as
Carl B. Burnham, Paul Tate, Don Ger- The ladies will serve a noon-day
Second Class Mail Matter.
lach
Schroeder, John Edgar Wall, Hil- dinner Thursday,
November 16, 1941.
Cecil G. Budd
Editor
" ! : ! ~ ' T . . .
Homer Millhollin has accepted the mer Ronald Miller, Dean Frederick, I . .
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Year position of clerk in the Major drug Bernard Clair Frank, Ross John AckURCH OF CHRIST 4
.•;"".WK-"«:-??fTOKJ5SS«!S
erman, Gail F. Saffer, James Harold ; CENTRAL CH
4
Official Town and County Newspaper store.
C.
R.
Neel,
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Member of National Editorial
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Salem, Oregon
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ter visiting friends.
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and
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Hi h T J j n > f Johnson, Raymond La Verne Errett,' a.Pd friends of the church to bring in town. So it was a startled legis- now a thriving and prosperous!
FRANK MITCHELL,
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Duncan- John «*.r regular dinner Wednesday noon.
makers to be picked up on vagrancy
Since'tbjs 150,000 mile "SeeJ
everyone and there was no malice or day attending the teacher?
teacher meeting'
meetin'Robert
Shaw
charges. So the homeless officials ''irst'' tour- began, it has
jealousy in his soul. Taken in the which was
beine held there.
-- H*"** Weldon Thomas,•
was being
ii y
began to get rather hot under the desire to crcafe-something i_
best years of his life, when the future
Ev. ^rane
Crane drove about 1,000 head —
Dahl,
j^v.
— ' Kenneth
~~""~"" J.
«• Bock,
~«*-«> Paul
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
high, floppy collars in vogue at the something wherein you too o
seemed to stretch out ahead, it is dif- of sheep through the Turkey Valley IGerhardt' Harold J- Lane. Frank
time and decided to do aom«thi»g ually «ee the places written i
ficult for the most of us to understand district southwest of town Monday i w n ane> €arl vEdward Herring, Lee
"Mortals and Immortals"" will be drastic. They packed up and moved
the tragedy, and his death brings j morning. Everybody gazed at them!Walter pierce> Samuel Howard RuThe "job has been complei
e subject of the Lesson-Sermon in the capital to the larger town of Corforcibly to mind the uncertainty of j for they were a very pretty sight, idolph» Jr-' Percy Alvin Meek, Clarence
entire 52 stories of the past^lil
Churches of Christ, Scientist, on vallia.
human existence. He was a fine hus-| Lew Bangham and family arrived' ^red BerSe> Earl Chester Ellis, Jr.,
been reprinted in book form t
and Leo Bert
Meanwhile, Congress appropriated with: 530 pictures of the plw|
band and father and his home life was in Anita the latter part of the week '
ram Eagan.
j ~'"~'' •'"'~"'"v' \
ideaL He was the especial friend of .from Basin, Wyo., near which place' Cumberland—Albert D»le Miller, i ine , K r!n * . ls from r Cor«n- funds for Oregon's capitol building. districts written about. 1121
young boys, for whom he always had a they have been farming the past vear iDale Laveme Symonda, Cleo Basil nia"^ Li>~*> ~ ls the earthy, such The money arrived, earmarked for about i points of interest
kindly word.
j LeW has already commenced work at Hensley' Maurice ™>]t™ Tr^°' A1' f ^ I ^° ?** "f My- and aS , Salem. The Comptroller of the U. fi" would like to see.
There are some things in life one the Bangham, Eneix & Co. grocery ' vin Dick Roberts. J^eph Nicholas 1 " *he **™iy, »"«* are they also Treasury, refused "to recognize the bill
Don't fail to get your copj. iH
Harry J Foster
m are heave
can not understand. The most mys-! store, of which he is one of the part- Cullen
'
'
Maurice
Ar-j
^
«lyj
that
had
shifted
the
capitol.
After
take
yon through the Big Tieei]
terious of these is the recurring tra-' ners.
i t h u r Woods, Neil Dedfern Burnham'. .. e Lesson-bermon comprises quo-' one session the governing body of California, the Army
iir ~t
j^—tv. T>..i
j-.i,
and
Donald waiter
Walter McLaren.
iu jjonaia
mci^aren.
tations from the Bible and from the! Oregon had to return to Salem, where
v;o4.»«~« death.
gedy
of «existence,
But death,
along the Pan American
Lewis-Joe William Buboltz, Daniel' Christian Science textbook, "Science the cornerstone of the new capitol
perhaps, is no more mysterious than PROCEEDINGS OP THE
Mexico Ci^y, and into the L
and Health with Kev to
Merritt Sheets, Ray Everett Clark
life itself. But in the passing of one
„ *e Scriptures" I building was being laid. . Almost as era of the Pacific Northwest »ij
BOARD OP SUPERVISORS/-<George T>R. vKennedy
- »«_._m
^r. . . ' bv
j__
Marv
Ralfnr
R^^r
by
Mary
Baker
Eddy.
who, in the prime of existence, is
soon as the capitol was built it was. ern Canada. 530 actual
.Kirchoff, Donald Lesslie Eddy and
^ticns reads .- burned to the ground, supposedly by help liven up the way.stricken down, we stand appalled. |We
Court House,
"For as many as are led by the
Wilbur J. Breckerbaumer.
are so punny and helpless in the face
Atlantic, Iowa,
disgruntled incendiaries.
.
Clip this Article from y»»:i
of God, "
of the world's oldest tragedy. Mten
October 24, 1941.
paper and mail with 25c taj
is born to die. "It is given unto man
The Board of Supervisors of Cass
Continental Iffews Service, &'
once to die," said the prophet of old, County, Iowa, met in adjourned sesSHOULD BE ALTERED
Sfc, Los .Angeles, California.^
"and after him the judgment."
sion with all members present:
and even voted to continue will be mailed immediately.
by e ccry> A bba Fat
by
In summing up the life of this man
™ *y>
> "er. The Spirit on at Salem when Orgeon" entered the
Hawley Lynch,, Chairman,, F.. L.. Improving the simple cookery meth-- f ^
antee youi? satisfaction or jw|
beareth
who has just paid the price all of us Possehl, G. E. Eshelman, F. W. Wiese odsIs thft
t make
,se beareth
witness with our spirit, Union in 1859.
that
make foods
foods appetizing
appetizing and
and ltself
at we are the
refunded.
must pay, the judgment of all who and W. H. Wohlenhaus.
inutritious
nutritious was
was
emphasized
series
children of God:"i
series
s emphasized
m p a s z e at
aat aa seres
- —
14
^kpew him would be that he lived hi& Minutes of October 20th. were ap-- o f nutrition meetings conducted Nov. r
"
,
"Trailer Vagabond" Is Sponsored and Appears In This
life well. He did not aspire to great- proved as read.
] 4, Nov. 7, Nov. 10 and Nov. 11 by' AmonS the selections from the
Christ ian Scien
ness or fame, as we know it, but was
At 10 a. m., time set for letting lMiss Helen M. Finney, Cass county Ohristian
.
ce text book is the
Through the Courtesy pf
content to walk the humbler path, ex- of maintenance garage and shop in home demonstration agent at the homes | fo ]) owing:
tracting from his sojourn here the District No. 4, two bids were opened. of Mrs- Charles Martens, Mrs...Wa'.ter "Mortals are not like immortals,'
best that it contains. He believed in
Moved by Eshelnsan, seconded by Kuehl, Mrs. Bernard Cullen and Mrs. created in God's own image; but inAnita, Iowa
TEXACQ PRODUCTS'
the philosophy that it is well to have Possehl, to ward the contract for John Mailer. Grant, Lincoln, Benton finite Spirit ^ine all, mortal con-'
and
scnousnes
friends and to have them without maintenance garage and shop in DisFranklin township farm bureau
s will at last yield to the
capitulation, that it is a worthy ob- trict No. 4 to Floyd Sunderman at women met at the home of Mrs. Cullen. scientific fact and disappear, and the
Mrs. Reed Osen, Isabel Shaffer, Eva
Miss Jtory Osen, a teacher
jective of human existence to merit the low bid of $4,643.72, extra con-i Miss Fi»ney told the homemakers real s£nse of bein£> perfect and forMartha Doris* Crawford and illiaai, fpwa, schools, spent
the esteem of good men and women and crete $20.00. extra V, inn>i «f»ol >>ai-o that selecting thp nrnno^ <V«H,, ,„„„ ever intact, will annpnr" (n oaz\
_
.
Ames attended the Interde- end Kere visiting at the h
the confidence of children, and that at 5c per pound, extra ty inch steel on'y Part of the nutrition problem.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Burke~ visited
State Youth conference parents, Mr. and Mrs.
the sum total of human effort is to bars at 4%c and extra % inch steel Proper cookery to retain maximum
•••=»«*!
P
days last week in
make upon the whole a community bars at 514c per pound.
Friday at Osceola, Iowa. Osen.
food value, and at the same time raise !.C!?
f
Harlan
\,
happier for one's presence. All of
Motion carried.
standards, is the other part of the a n d, / me of their son. Ray Burke
(picture.
,
these things can be said of this fine
Session and Mileage Claims.
A
man who has just passed on. There
Half Day- Session.
noon meal prepared by the women
- - -era
Gerald
11 > eaivold so
is nothing that those who knew him Hawley Lynch ... .......... $ 2.50 demonstrated characteristics which Mr an, M I
- l
« «*
m severe
•can do to bring him back. He has G. -E. Eshelman
............
2.50 Properly cooked food should have, pe- i n i u r e H
'
ly
i
passed through the portal which sep- F. L. Poasehl
rday
..............
2.50 , nnite information was given thHo- noon
arates the finite from the infinite, F. W. Wies
men so
so that
that they
the may score their o w ;;r"
" h W a hile f Playine with » - to
Wiese
2.50 nien
the veil *which shrouds the mystery W. H.
25o
" . a stnn & Wfls attached.
. " i products.
the
ball
a pin that hit the lad's
whence none have returned. But he
Moved by Wiese, seconded by,Woh-| Frozen vegetables should be cooked' eveba*!
it rebounded.
•will ever be remembered by the many lenhaus, to adjourn until November ; approximately half as long as fresh:
"
who called him friend and by those 3rd. or on call of Chairman.
I ones the women were told. Most! Among lm)se Irom out _ of t(f
We Invite You To See flic New Modern ~,
near and dear to him as one whose
Motion carried.
,
•
fruits and vegetables are best when were here Monday to attlrf
stay amoung them was for the betterAdded To Our Battery Department
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
cooked in as.Bmall an amount of water services for Frank
ment of the world which knew him.
Chairman.
as possible. Green vegetables retain and Mrs. Harry
Mr. and
Attest:
their color best when cooked in salted' Mrs. Raymond
Due to the bad weather which preM. E. Hubbard,
of Malvern; •
water
in
an
open
kettle,
Miss
Finney:
Mrs.
Leslie
Smith
vailed on Tuesday, Nov. 4, the junior
County Auditor.
stated. Overcooked white vegetables,, Mr. and
class play will be held Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dittman, well like turnips, turn yellow.
evening.
Soaking dried fruits overnight
known Anita couple, will celebrate
.
Which Charges Your Battery In the Modern M^j
Mr. and Mrs. John C. Jenkins were their 60th. wedding anniversary next a practice no longer followed by most and Mrs RobertTmut ?
"'
Approved By Leading Battery Manufacturers, K
Sunday visitors at the home of her Monday, Nov. 17, at their home here. homemakers, M iss Finnev said. She ert Smith J r Q Ne 'N 1"
told the women that an hour was long , Mrs. J. F Smith an i w '
sister, Mrs. L. R. Galiher and husband They were married at Atlantic, Iowa. enough
t.n snaU m,,,,t *„.:._
T^.
.
omith and Mi-, and Mrs. i
est Car Manufacturers, Society of Automotive
in Atlantic.
At that time there was no court house enough to soak most fruits.
Low
temperatures
and
long
_„.
_„
gineers and Bureau of Standards, U. S. Governn
un
and ihey received their license at the
The Misses Freda and Jane Scholl old -Park hotel. Nine children were ing periods ar« the rules for success_ Mr. and Mrs Chi"
.
Fred
of Stuart spent Sunday visiting in born to this union, six of which are ful protein cookery. Tough meat and Lookabill, Mrs Albert
It Is No Longer Necessary For You To Wjf ^
rubbery
cheese
,,
and
Mrs
Wear
and
€gga
usua
ftre
Mr
and
Anita^at^the^home of their mother,' still living-. There is also five grandIb
caused
hv
c-noVi,,,r
.,*
.„.
,
.
,
.
.
_
"
"^earin
For
Your Battery To Be Charged. J^s ;
Mrs. Dosha V. Scholl.
Hastlchildren and two great grandchildren. caused by cooking at too high temMr. and Mrs. Ralph
peratures, she said.
Modern Approved Method Charges Your Ban
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See Our New Hog Waterers
and Feeders^
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the Amazing Time of 15 To 45 Minutes, *'
^
u
Without Removing the Battery From J°

Women who attended the training
schools will take the material back

NEW GUARANTEED
PRICED AS LOW AS THE

THE FARMERS COOP.

0. W. Shaffer & So'

C. F. DARROW,

"•*•:*,

s
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ByEDWHEELAN

BIG TOP
TVC- TtNT TWC DeTtcTivn AND 3CFF MJERB STiLL TALKING

A UTTLE LAft&R THE NEWS SPREAD- UKC

-AND SO THE T\WO HOLDUP GUVS PLANNED

TO DOUBLE-caoss BOTH STINGER AMO

AND KEEP VOUR NONE/ TOR THEM SRLVE:
THEY GOT DRUNK AND <?OARSELLED OMEP TVJE
WVlStON OF TWE DOUSW, ^ NABBED 'Cl<l 4ND
1

FORCED .A .ocsPeasio/ * OUT OF ~EM " so
-. HURT'S MOST or
V^ YOUR TEN
THOUSAND
Ml?. BANG'S!!

LALA PALOOZA

COULD
DO THAT

TO ME

UNDER.
IN
HOSP\TAU - IT'S
pLft\N NOW THAT
V/A-o BACK OF ALL
MISHAPS '

I NEVER

fl

ouT-vAi: ^^BaiMar^nKKTo

1HAT MAN HE'S REA1.W
A

C3ETONFSOOD
SOCK.

•fttfl

By RUBE GOLDBERG

Take Your Choice

WELL,UNCONSaOUS:.
YOU THREW
j A CINCH , LALA,
OUT MY JEWELRY - < A CINCH-ALL
I GOTTA DO
IS FIND
TONY,THE
ASHMAN

TCu&Tporf^^gl^lg

WONT ,SINCE L WAS r-n.
sr pr,|6ON US
DER SHO^ • LOTT/k -^ opj
NO\W (T CCKCS

HORRIE.LC.
HAL " AJOUV I
T ALU/AVS

A Lovely Bride

/

LOOK,SIS - I PUT AN AD IN
' THE PAPER LIKE THIS "•WILL TONY',THE ASHMAN, CALL
, AT LALA PALOO2A-S AND
LEARN SOMETHIN'TO HIS
ADVANTAGE

I'MTOHY.THE
ASHMAN!

11' J^i? fher
u Arealbride
-tel
au—-tape
very owndoiH
can make the dress in a si
heavier material and, of i
make it white.

e.

» • •

Pattern SMS contains a patten i
recHons lor making the doU ami i
material required. Send your t

Frank Jay Markey Syndicate. Tnc

S'MATTER POP— today We Go In for Pathos

By CM. PAYNE

Hun*.
Addran

ALLTHE HOT SUMMER
LOM& IT HAD To LIVE IN
ABOUTAPOOR
LITTLE MOTH

: Circle NeedlecraftDeitJ
\Av».
Nevl|
; Knctoae 15 cents In coins tat

A FUR COAT.
AN' ALLTHA COLD WINTER
IT HAD TO LIVE IN A
BATHIH6 SUIT

Jewel of Soul
A good name in man on
is .the immediate jewel of I
soul.—Shakespeare.
MESCAL IKE

ey S.L.HUNTLEY

mm-

In That Ca»e You Never Can Tell
ITS MULJEY cores .ME
MIS WATCH is STOPPED

SHATTER WITH

AM* ME. WANTS
WHAT TIME IT
_
...it Compound
•ddwttron

Wwh

Use and Practice
Divinity consists in
practice, not in
Luther,

POP—No Argument Here
H& GAYS THAT T

By J. MILLAR WATT
AM A

LIAR AND I
SAV
THAT HE IS

ONE/

WELL! THAT'S THE »
PIRST TIME I'VEHEARD EITHER OF
YOU TELL THE
TRUTH/

s function

fn you «e
.. we Doa
' are «peci
kldn«y« Mi
.very year.
tht country

AN'SPIB
CLEARING
FOR

THE *ff*
SPORTING zm
m
THING

1
m
1

a Cof(e«

?rlH>i

pleoie «
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GLUYAS

By

mum

LANG
ARMSTRONG

"Nobody knowi where it comet from—but it drop* IB «»ery evening
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r FALL and

WINTER
JACKETS

All Kinds - For Work Or Play
LEATHER JACKETS, Cape, Pony, Goat
and Swedes
$5.95 to $14.95
ALL WOOL, With Leather Trim
$5.95
FANCY PLAIDS, All Wool and Zipper '
Front
$3.95 to $5.95
WORK JACKETS, Coverts, Denim, Moleskin Blanket Lined, Zipper Front. ,$2.49 to $3.79
BUTTON DENIMS, Blanket Lined . .$1.98 to $2.69
MEN'S MACKINAWS
$5.95 to $7.95
BOYS' MACKINAWS
$5.95

RUBBER FOOTWEAR
Stock Now Complete
Our Stock Was Bought Months Ago So We Are
Selling At the Old Prices. We Are Limited to the
Amout We Can Re-Order — So Use Your Own
Judgment.
' - •«. /-i..

BOB HOWARD
CLOTHIER
"WE SERVE YOU WELL"

The P. T. A. at Lincoln No. 6 met
at the school house Thursday evening.
The evening was spent socially and
with games, following which a lunch
was served. Miss Helen Coughlin is
teacher Of the school. The next meeting of the association will be on
Dec. 4.

VICTOR FLOUR, 49-lbs.. .$1.75
(A Glass Fruit BowlFree)
VICTOR PANCAKE FLOUR,

5 pounds

22c

POLGERS COFFEE, l-lb...30c
OPAL COFFEE, 1-lb

28c

SCHOOL GIRL PEAS, can.. IQc
SCHOOL GIRL CORN, can. .10C
SCHOOL GIRL TOMATOES,
can
lOc
SCHOOL GIRL PORK AND
BEANS, can

lie

Opal Food Store

ANITA MARKETS.
(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
Eggs, cash, dozen
28c
Eggs, in trade, dozen
29c
E.ggs, Specials
4J4c
Eggs, No. 1
3ic
Eggs, No. 2
26c
Hens, over 5-lbs
13C
Hens, 4 to 5-lbs
lie
Hens, under 4-lbs. & Leghorns ... 9c
Springs, Over 5-lbs
I2c
Springs, 4 to B-lbs
nc
Springs, under 4-lbs. & Leghorns. 9c
Roosters, Ib
gc
Ducks, Ib
_,
'
; gc
"Geese, ,lb
'.
5C
Pigeons, live, dozen
50c
Cream, sweet ..:
37C
Cream, No. 1 sour
35c
^Cream, >Jo. 2 sour
33
Yellow corn, No. 2
60
Yellow corn, new ear
50<
Oats, No. 2; new
33
Wheat; No. 1
$1.0C
Soybeans, No. 2 yellow
$1.35

50%
WOOL
BATTS
98c

70x80
plaid sheet
blankets
59c

DOUBLE
BLANKETS
25 % wool
72x84
$4,49

TUCKSTITCH
PANTIES
small - medium
large
29c

LADIES'
cotton and
rayon
hose
29c Pair

MEN'S
fleeced lined
sweaters

MEN'S
12-lb. union suits
sizes 38 to 46
98c

MEN'S
heavy weight
part wool hose

$1.00

named William Franklin.

The Golden Rule
DEPARTMENT STORE
"THE BEST FOR LESS"
ANITA, IOWA

Maduffs
WE DELIVER
THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATURDAY

Raisins
Cake* Flour
Macaroni
Crackers
Tapioca
Cabbage
Side

Hats are still funny little things,
aren't they? Some of them aren't
so little either. Saw a cute little
black number fashioned like a nurse's
cap the other day that looked both
comfortable and becoming.
* • *
Last week's cold snap made chili
The members of the Original Sun- a welcome dish. Here's our recipe:
shine club and their families were a pound of hamburger and a chopped
guests at a covered dish dinner Thurs- onion browned in fat for about five
*. ..,.
day at the home of Mrs. Edgar Peter- minutes, then add: three cups cooked
sen southeast of here. A social af- tomatoes, three cups cooked red kidternoon was spent by those present. ney beans, one tablespoon vinegar,
one-half tablespoon sugar, one teaIn the last football game of the spoon1 salt and chili powder,/ and a
season for the Anita high school team, littlfe cayenne pepper. Simmer thirty
they were defeated on their own field minutes. A tablaspoon of mixed pickTuesday afternoon by a score of ing spice, in a bag, may be added
7 to 0 by a hard playing Adair high to the chili while it cooks, if you like
team. The victors came through with mixed spice.
a touchdown in the second quarter
* • *
and after that neither side was able
The cook wonders if the photographto score. A large crowd witnessed ers and news-reel men will be out
Russell Holland, who is stationed
The teachers in the
the contest which is an annual affair dome to take her picture when she at Camp Grant, 111., spent the week
schools will attend the county
on Armistice Day for the two schools. swears to waste neither time nor end in Anita visiting his father, Carl
meeting of teachers at the
food.
Holland.
high school building this (W
Each of the grades in the Anita
evening.
high school have elected a representa
When Norman and Luella Morgan
Mr. and iMrs. Charles (Bad) Mitchell
tive from their class to be on the •ame from Odebolt last week-end they of Los Angeles, Cal., are visiting here,
student council. Those elected are said it looked funny to see no snow
being called to Anita by the sudden
as follows: Max Biggs, freshman; lere. They had a big snow there
Isabel Shaffer, sophomore; Gail ast week and there were still several death of his father.
drink wft
Rhoads, junior; Max Falconer, senior; nches on the ground.
Robert
Sisler,
10-year-old
son
of
and Sue Hagerj, representative at
» * *
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Sisler, is ill at
flOVflfl|
large. Of this group, Max Falconer
Did you hear about the young Anita his home here suffering from liver
is president, Sue Hagen, vice presi- papa who said that he wou'.d be glad
not
trouble and jaundice.
dent and Gail Rhoads secretary-treaswhen
his
small
daughter
was
big
urer.
:nough to walk the floor with herself
Mrs. George Wild is recovering nicenights.
ly
from bruises she received Friday
CARD OF THANKS.
* * •
when she fell- down the stairs at her
We desire most sincerely to express Proofs of the seniors' pictures have home in the north part of town. It
our heartfelt thanks to our many come and the ones we've seen are was believed that Mrs. Wild suffered
friends and neighbors for the many very good. And how it rained the day a stroke causing her to fall.
acts of kindness, words of consolation they were taken.
* * *
floral tributes and expressions of symRed
Cross
roll
call started on Arpathy during our recent bereavement
mistice
Day.
It
is the aim of the
the death of our son and brother.
Mr. and Mrs. John O. Wheatley organization to get one more member
in each home than they had last year,
Brothers and Sisters.
[f you can't afford a membership
they will accept a donation of any
CARD OF THANKS.
size. Heard a lady say yesterday
We wish to take this opportunity :hat if you have a spare dollar there
to express our sincere thanks and ap- is no better place fo put it than into
preciation to our many friends and Red Cross.
neighbors for the many acts of kind
ness, words of conso'aiton, floral tri
butes and expressions of sympathy
during our recent bereavement.
Mrs. Prank Mitchell and Donnie
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mitchell.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mitchell.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Mitchell.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Heires am
daughters, Carol and Patsy, of Carroll
Iowa, were Sunday visitors at the
home of her sister, Mrs. John Schaaki
and husband, and at the home of he:
brother, F. W. Stager and family.

Special Price On
Genuine Semi-Solid Butternut

The Farmers Coop,

ANITA TU

Completely Remodeled
New Sound, System
SHOW STARTS EACH EVENING AT 7:15

WANT ADS

Plans are being made at the Anita
school this week for an all-schoo
WANTED:—Readers to join our
dance to be held Friday evening.
lending library. See the big selection
of books at our store. Only lOc'for
3 days. Bongers, Anita.
, it

Cold Weather Needs
36-in. OUTING
light patterns
only
15c Yard

BY THE WAY
Rev. and Mrs. H. G. Belsheim visit
By L. F. M.
ed the first of the week in Bradford
• Iowa, at the home of her parents, Mr
Sunday's temperature was reported
'and Mrs. John Lehmann, Sr.
as 16 degrees below normal and the
forecast was for more of the same.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Shultz are the
A -flock of snow-birds have moved
parents of a 9 pound boy baby whic]
into the bushes out north of the house.
j was born to them at their home here
Surely someone must have advanced
Friday morning. This is the firs
the
date for the opening of winter.
child in the family and has been

LOST:—Pair of child's lined kid
gloves Saturday in Anita. Mrs. Forrest Wilson.
FOR SALE:—140 New Hampshire
Red pullets that are laying. Also 12x16
Ko£y brooder house. Mrs. Frank
Mitchell,
lt
FOR SALE:—Parlor furnace cireulating heater. Mrs. Dan Spiker, ph. 215.

OPENING SHOW--THURS.-FRL-SAT.
NOVEMBER 13,14 & 15

SUNbAT-MONDAK
NOVEMBER 16 & 17

^^•••••••••••••••^••••••••^•^^M

A Hollywood Parade of Stand
In One Great Entertainment!
V

^^

^h* '

"

^^M

'•

I
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FOR SALE:—39 head of western
ewes. Good mouths. To lamb in
February. 1 black face buck. Glen
A. Roe, Anita.
ON TRACK THIS WEEK—Car of
Eastern Kentucky lump coal. Leave
your order today for coal delivered in
your, bin off the car. Farmers Coop.,
phone 49, Anita.
it
No hunting or trapping will be allowed on our farm. Joseph Vais and
Joseph F. Vais.
3t
'FOR SALE or ON SHARES—A
number of good young ewes. Enquire
at the Tribune office.
it
For Roup and Colds use Neol for
the drinking water and Can-Pho-Sal as
a spray.
Rasmussen's Hatchery
Anita.
lt
WANTED:—Your repair work. Also see our new gifts. Hutchison's
Jewelry Store, Atlantic.
tf

,

fatal
__,.
pUy tlut now IMOMMM
hitol

WANTED:—Your dead animals.
P*. 184 Anita—we pay phone charges

Help Defense Fortify Your Home
NOT WITH GUNS, BUT WITH STORM SASH

DON'T DELAY
EGGS ARE HIGH

Storm Sash On Your Home Will Save Your
Fuel Dollars and Improve Living Conditions

Feed a Balanced Ration.

Off

Challange or Ames Concentrate
Will Do The Job.

u

You lU Wonde Wh You

A«^Getting
5- Them
^

? y

p»t

For So 'Long * Time.

Phone 2-0 For An Estimate of Your Storm Sash

ROBERT SCOTT
ANITA LUMBER CO.
Odd Size Sash Available In 3 to 5 Days

Let Us Tell You How You Can
Get The 5-foot Feeders For
Only $2.25.

Rasmussen's Hatchery
Phone 276

A «if.

T

A MARSHALL
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- N C EN

Is Every Tuesday & Wednesday
1 Oc To AH - Plus Tax
rlP^r ii"i»»iMi»».
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THE ANITA TRIBUNE

WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

Queen's Job

By Edward C. Wayne

Congressional Neutrality Act Revision
Permits Armed U. S. Merchant Ships
To Sail Through Belligerent Zones;
U. S. Faces Serious Labor Situation

There
moral
Washington, D. C.
BRITISH AND U. S. POLICY

(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinions »r» expressed In these columns, they
•re these of the news analyst an« net necessarily of this newspaper.)
by Western Newspaper Union.).

Everyone in Soviet Russia Is learning the soldier's trade these days
Even the students in school. Here an instructor is shown teaching sec
ondary school students methods of bayonet fighting. Note that girls as
well as boys are present for instruction in this class.

NEUTRALITY:
Revision Complete

BRITISH:
Loss

When the house voted 212 to
to permit the arming of U. S. merchant ships and" allow them to sal
through war zones into ports of nations at war it*amounted to a repea
of the neutrality act's main provisions. For as the senate had already adopted the same measure,
the administration's battle on this
vital issue was over.
As a vote neared on the measure
a warning came from President
Roosevelt that its defeat would be
evidence to Hitler that "the United
States is disunited." For a while
there were strong indications of a
Democratic revolt in the house, as
many members were reported to be
demanding a firmer presidential
stand on defense strikes in return
for "going along" with the Roosevelt
foreign policy.
When the President's warning, in
4he form of a letter to Speaker Sam
Rayburn, was read before the house,
it was inferred that assurances were
being given that the strike situation
would be dealt with and many members were reported to have then fallen in behind the White House revision plans.
Marked by a hectic battle on the
issue, the principal fight centered
repeal of the combat zone and belligerent port provisions. For shipping arming had already been approved by the house and senate
tacked on the controversial provision when it passed the broader
bill and returned it to the house for
concurrence.

Loss of the aircraft carrier
Royal was admitted by the British
who said that the craft (claimed
many times as being sunk by the
Nazis) had been torpedoed in the
Mediterranean east of Gibraltar.
The 22,000 ton floating airfield was
sunk while in tow after a submarine torpedo had struck her.

STRIKES:
Galore

Highlighting the news of a troubled labor situation in the United
States was the strike called for December 7, by 350,000 operating employees of the nation's railway systems.
The American Federation of Labor trades in San Diego, 2,000 members of which had walked out, crippling navy and marine defense
projects, went back to work.
At the same time the C.I.O. chieftains in the coal dispute in the captive mines walked out of the conference, and it began to look as though
the army would have to take over
and operate the mines.
In the steel-coal-mine strike, however, after a quadruple plea by
President Roosevelt to John L. Lewis had temporarily halted the threatened walkout of 53,000 workers and
had sent them back to work pending negotiations before the national
mediation board, trouble developed
as soon as the board decided adversely to the closed shop demand.
Lewis had set his deadline, and
only three days before that time the
board, on which Philip Murray and
GERMANS:
other C.I.O. chieftains were sitting,
declined to'vote the closed shop.
Fighting Front
Murray and his aides had anFrank admissions " from "Berlin nounced that they were quitting
that the attack on Russia was entirely stalled no longer had been WAR:
withheld as the Germans were finding it necessary to explain to the And Mr. Welles
Administration forces saw the appeople the failure of their armies to
capture Leningrad, Moscow or the proach of America's entry into actual hostilities as closer, not bedefenses in the Donetz basin.
German press announcements cause of repeal of the neutrality
blamed entirely the weather. It also act's main restrictive paragraphs,
was claimed that the Russian de- but as a result of increased pressure
fenses, especially around Moscow, on this country by Japan and Gerwere based on the knowledge that many.
Sumner Welles, undersecretary of
the German mechanized army could
not operate over fields and through state, and President Roosevelt him
woods on a terrain covered with self, in their Armistice day addresses, had <n issued most solemn
snow and rain.
warnings.
One communique said:
"This has forced us to use roads
Mr. Welles, in particular, said:
"Another war may be forcea on
instead of traveling cross-country,
and these roads are literally mine- the United States at any moment by
Japan or Germany.
fields, especially the shoulders."
"The tides are running fa^t.
The defenses around Moscow were
described as extremely powerful
"The heart-searching question evand intricate, including subterrane- ery American citizen must ask himan tank garages from which Red self is whether the world in which
tanks would dash directly into bat- we have to live would have come
tle and then circle and re-enter their to this desperate pass had the Unit"bunkers" after firing a few shots, ed States been willing in those years
and before the German attacking which followed 1919 to play its full
forces could organize their defense. part in striving to bring about a new
This system really gave the Rus- world order based on justice and on
sians movable fortifications. The a steadfast concert for peace."
German communique also said they
He said that President Wilson, dywere encountering flame throwers so ing five years after he had laid the
concealed in the ground that only groundwork of such co-operative efthe nozzles were showing, and which fort, "was laid to rest amid the
could be operated from a considera- apathy and the sneers of those of
ble distance with devastating effect. his opponents who had, through apThe Russians thus have been able peal to ignorance, to passion and
to hold back the Nazi attack, Berlin ;o prejudice, temporarily persuaded
frankly admitted, though it was ;he people to reject Wilson's plea
claimed that at one point the as- ;hat the influence, the resources and
sault had reached within 31 miles of the power of the United States be
the borders of Moscow.
exercised for their own security and
Nothing was said about Russian their own advantage, through our
claims that her troops were actually participation in an association of
taking the offensive at many points. nations for peace."
And Secretary Knox told a ProviFINNS:
dence audience that "the hour of
To Continue
decision is here," and that the naFinland, in a lengthy reply to Sec- tion should maintain itself in "inretary Hull's message urging with- stant readiness for defense." Of the
drawal from the war against Rus- Japanese situation, he said:
sia, had politely rejected the plea of
"We have co-operated with every
the United States, and, in effect, liberal and peace-loving element in
said that her objectives were not yet Japan and we are still ready to coaccomplished.
operate
Thus the pressure from the hard"We have been patient while our
righting and winter-accustomed
ghts have been violated.
Finns had continued on Russia's
"We are moved and actuated in
northern front, keeping a big portion he Pacific, no less than in the Atof the Reds' planes and armies in antic, solely by considerations of
action, and complicating her defense -elf-defense."

Panholders Make
v
Interesting News

LONDON, ENGLAND.-A
queen's job includes many things
and here the cameraman pictures
Queen Elizabeth of England having her shoes "fitted? upon visiting a shell factory. In order to
prevent accidents when entering
the "danger zone" of the factory
special attention must be given
to the fit and type of shoes worn.

ROME:
And Hostages
Italy, by arresting 150 hostages in
Jugoslavia as an aftermath of a
Serbian uprising in which a large
number of Italian soldiers and civilians were slain and wounded, had
placed herself in position to go into
the hostage-execution business in a
similar manner to that of the Nazis
in France and other occupied countries.
In the official casualty list in
Greece and Jugoslavia issued by the
Italians since their armies occupied
those countries 179 Italian soldiers
had been reported killed, and 128
wounded.
It was the first time since the outbreak of the war that the Italian
command had resorted to the "hostage method" of control or reprisal.

U. S. diplomats are not shouting
it from the housetops, but there have
been two important occasions when
the British put a very restraining
hand on American foreign policy,
and checked major moves in the
South Atlantic and the Pacific.
One move was last May when it
became conclusively apparent that
the Vichy government was the tool
of Hitler and when many U. S.
strategists favored the taking of
Martinique and the Azores, and perhaps even a landing force at Dakar
in French West Africa.
-But the Churchill government protested that this would take U. S.
ships away from transporting supplies to the Battle of Britain; would
focus American attention upon another part of the world. So Roosevelt kept out of the South Atlantic.
The second move was about two
weeks ago when Mr. Churchill telephoned the President to advise
against any showdown with the Japanese in the Pacific. His advice
came shortly after the new proNazi cabinet took office in Tokyo.
Churchill urged that the battle in
Europe was the main show and- the
United States should not get absorbed with side-shows.
Regarding this Churchill advice,
there continues to be a wide rift
inside the Roosevelt administration.
And incidentally, there is not complete unity on this point inside the
British government. Australian sentiment leans toward a cleaning up
of the Pacific situation, after which
all parts of the British Empire, plus
perhaps the United States, could
concentrate on Europe.

Rift hi Administration.
Inside the Roosevelt administration, the men who urge a go-slow
policy toward Japan are Admiral
Stark, chief of naval operations, and
the state department. On the other
side are many of the other admirals,
including Admiral Ernest King,
commander of the Atlantic fleet,
who says he can get along in the
MEDITERRANEAN:
Atlantic merely with his present consignment of destroyers and
Battle Report
British warships, under the guns light cruisers, which are all that
of a highly superior Italian naval are needed for convoying.
The "first big point of the ""strong
force, had engaged a convoy in the
Mediterranean, and had sunk sev- policy" admirals is that every day
eral freighters, also three destroy- of delay weakens the Russians, and
the Russians are the big potential
ers.
The British admiralty announced allies of the United States against
in a later communique that four Japan. i With Russian bombing
more Axis troopships had been sunk, planes operating from Vladivostok
two sailing vessels sent to the bot- against the paper and bamboo
tom, and four other vessels dam- houses of Tokyo and Yokohama, the
Japanese would be up agafnst it.
aged.
The second big point urged by
All of this was accomplished by
submarine action, the British assert- these admirals is one which not
ed. It was considered possible that many people realize: When the Unitthe action might have been a pre- ed States went into the last war,
lude to activity by the British in Japan was on ear side. There was
North Africa.
, no need to worry about the Pacific.
But this time, the minute the U.S.A.
MARSHALL:
becomes embroiled in Europe, it
has to guard its 'back door against
On Morale
a traditional and yery potent riial.
Gen. George C. Marshall, head
Therefore, argues the Pacific
of the army, declared there -was in school within the navy^ let's face
progress a "sudden and wide- our enemies one. by one rather than
spread" attempt on the part of the have two jumping on us later and~
Nazis to "sabotage United States from opposite directions.
munitions, utility and transportation
There is nothing the navy dreads
industries— also the army's morale." more than the idea of attack in two
Alre*ady, the general revealed, oceans at once—attacks aimed at
there has been uncovered an Axis Alaska on one side and Brazil on
propaganda attack designed to dis- the other. That is why some of
rupt army morale.
the admirals so resent the phone
This campaign, using "clever calls from Winston Churchill.
methods" has succeeded already in
• * •
upsetting the families of soldiers
U.
S.
DESTROYERS
and has also misled some members
of congress.
The submarine situation which
The general's daily mail, he said, forced the Reuben James and now
reflects "German scheming through threatens all U. S. destroyers in the
letters from families who are wor- North Atlantic, is far different from
rying about their boys in the army that
™
,of the last war.
loaa
who have been led to believe for
y. German submarines opinstance, that the
the soldiers lack food
food, f ra l e m gangs or w°tfpacks of threee
proper shelter or medical attention! to five, lurking in the path of a
"They come from members of convoy, and without putting their
periscopes out of the water They
They
congress who have been sim far* do nnot
even°run ^ ""^
misled."
i,,° °l even run thtleir engines. Thus
misled.
o
He cited the various events indica- !lt *Pp™achi?g destr°yer cannot
tive of disrupted morale which oo pick up the subs with its sound de-SUbs on the
curred during the summer.
'
other
can hear the engines of the
approaching
convoy.
ELEPHANTS:
Then when the convoy is
Circus Trasedv
0
J
i pedoes
~'\°~' the
""- subs
°L"ja iciease their" torThe sudden death of 10 elephants '
- sometimes blind In other
... the Barnum Bailey circus at At- < words' they do not lift their neri
lanta was followed by a statement sc
°PeS but fre<i"ently fire merely
m the dlre
from the management that it was en lnes ction of the approaches
clearly
a case of "elephant mur- i, P i n8K d t-r \ r r cBecause
convoys
(Jei* "
i t U , , « 11
.

.
Autopsies determined what the
Su bmrines
poison was, and that it was an "in,
«re blind
side job." Arrests had been promised.
The story had much "human in- uej;een' lt comes to the "surface'
rhjs
terest and it was expected that it Creas<
's one reason for the in'
would blossom out into detective flc- '• asua
rd. num ber of merchant vessel
tion. Most of the animals that died f,
^s since September for 1
were young for elephants, 30 to 35 ^ mghts became longer U
years old.
, have longer hours to
'
I surface.

MISCELLANY:

DANHOLDER time is here—as
transfer Z9364 illustrates. Two
cute kittens with perky bow*, m
sunbonnet girl and her straw hat
playmate, two cages holding applique birds, and a demure maiden with full panholder skirts—
these are for kitchen decoration
and your protection. The .old*
fashioned girl holder is cut front
wood and painted, and two pan*
holders hang from a hook at the
waist to form her skirts.
r

* * *

Start with this transfer on panboldtn
for gifts, bazaars and your own us*.
Transfer Z9364 is 15 cents. Send your
order to:
Box 1M-W

AUNT MARTHA
- Kansas City, Mo.

desired. Pattern No
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a magical talisman, before <

Address

difficulties disappear and ob

yanish into air. — John
Adams.

I ASK M
?

ANOTHfR
A General Quiz

H

•»

OVER 50?

\

The Questions
1. What country was known in
olden times as Cathay?
2. Which is said to be the
world's most beautiful harbor?
3. Where #the phrase "diminished fifth" most likely to be encountered?
4. The name metropolis is derived from a Greek word meaning what?
'
' '
5. Approximately how tall is a
male giraffe?

The Answers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

China.
Rio de Janeiro.
In music.
Mother city.
Eighteen feet.

Most of as find that age and Bib]
habits brine on occasional boitl
UrinMft, HUM spells of
tioo, vithftfcnmttiag gas, muc
ratleunichts.
ADLERKAcu
you nee the fntnra more ch
Ite ingredients attract to th»
extn moU^tm which softens
mite* and assist* in
bowel action. ADLESJQU help
levre yonr bowels refreshed
clean. r Next -time constipatin
gas threaten your comfort,
ADLEBHCA. Druggists have it
First Virtue
I think the first virtue is lo|
strain the .tongue; he app
nearest to the gods who knowslpt|
to be silent.—Cato.

can wreck
car-yonr

tbook

Your problem this winter is not whether you can afford
WEED CHAINS— but— can you aftVd a skid smash-up?
The bestmtskid. accident
insurance is the kjnd
that •prevents
*U
"-—-—•""—•»•»•••.••>«*•*
•*»»»••
EP /,.„,•
-them. That s WEED AMERICAN ' BAi^-R^mgoRCEP
CHAINS which give you these four important advantage*
(1) Bar-Reinforced Cross Link*. (2) Weedalloy-atougher
metal. (3)Paten.tedLeverLock End Hooks—posi-^
tive fastening. (4) SideJ
Chains welded and hard-r
cned to resist wear. Aski
for WEED AMERICAN BAR*
.

They give more than double the mileage, save cars
-save steel for Defense.

Be Ul :
tu n !

CAPITAL CHAFF
JhC Germans daim that
the British, since they
air
-., took
.
.t the
me OIH
3
al in the Finnis
h lefi
offensive on the west front hud lost gation, "™
kighty-five
per
1 J
my
—' the
1,744 planes from May to October,
wu

Philadelphia: Temple unwershj
students are planning to adopt a hell w ,th
when
moral and financial support^'its
students. The Temple organization
will be called the Collegiate V (for
victory).

Gonri

,
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Magical Talisman
Courage and perseverance I

Name
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Enclose IS cents tor each pattern
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Are These South America

IMPROVED'
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

[Simple
Lower Costs
|tion Study Reveals
of Keeping Healthy
i Limited Budget.
^GO, ILL. — The average
| American need* from three
. pounds of fixfcte day. He
it for an average coat of
. as seven' cent* a pound,
today's prices. He can be
and healthfully nourished
nts a day, if necessary, if
build his diet around a few
plentiful foods, according to
nt low-cost ntijwtibn study.
as of low income and .modcome American families are
liurished today because of
! their food monin tuntiii the
result partr-civflttea'7 eating habits
of lack, of education in
[lues, the study says. Much
precidtW'fdod rrjoney goes
i of littie or no food value—
cklers" and stimulants,
i American housewife with a
[food budget will see* that
nber otJter family over 10
gets a pound /of whole*
Is and.a pound—one pint
per day she need not
ate tables of vitamins,
and minerals, this study
western Life Insurance
continues. The pint of
a pound of entire-wheat
ither with other "makings"
of bread, will cost 15
less, and will supply most
iteins, vitamins, and mined for healthful vigorous
If she will further enrich
with a couple of ounces
and spend another 7 or
a day per person on -pota' carrots, an occasional orcan of tomato juice, and a
meat two or three tunes
family can be comfor about 25 cents
, or seven dollars
r a family of four, the
Additional food money
fcan,4heh be used to add
luxuries to this basic
it—which, the study emis not a so-called minid diet, but furnishes
necessary food elements
wan many expe
and cab be' combini
more than 80 different
/
b Expensive.
American family has
diet deftciences in
by eating a wide
, This is the easiatest, but also the
way. the/study
Income is low and
more reliance
upon such low cost,
Drnbinations as wbeai
complete and. healthl to be maintained on a
Jget.
wheat grain, boiled or
a tasty and suscereal, the study
a home coffee
wheat becomes
coarse flour which
i a delicious nut-like bread,
lie flavor of the fresh-

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

Bulbs Bloom AH Winter
If You Start Them Now

S
BRAZI L

SOUTH

IMAGINARY DIALOGUES: MBS
BOOSEVELT AND THE
OCD CHIEF
("Mrs. Roosevelt takes offlce-tu
assistant to Fiorello LaGuardia, di>
rector of the Office of Civilian Dt>
fense."—News item.)
Mrs. Roosevelt (making her first
appearance)—Good morning, boss.
Mr. LaGuardia—Good morning;
What can I do for you?
Mrs. Roosevelt—I'm the new girl
here. Roosevelt is the name.
Mr. LaGuardia—Oh, yes. I remember. Let's see ... just what
were you to do?
Mrs. Roosevelt—You just said to
report as your assistant.
Mr. LaGuardia—So I did! well,
are you all set?

By HAROLD L. LTJNDQTJIST, D. D.
Dean of The Moody Bible Institute
_
of Chicago.
(Released by Wcttem Newspapsr Union.)

Lesson for November 16
Scripture texts s*.
• by international
:ation; UMd by

UNION WITH CHRIST
LESSON TEXT—John 15:1-10.
GOLDEN TEXT—Abide in me, and I la
you.—John JS:4.

Plovers at Different Period*.
Our lesson presents deep spiritual A SUCCESSION of lovely blooms
truths concerning our union with •*•* in your home all winter!
Christ — mystical, but practical; That's
reward—if you start
precious, but too often forgotten or potting your
bulbs now.
neglected.
Clever to choose stunning "show
I.* The Conditions of Union With pieces" that flower at different'
Christ.
periods—white callas start bloomThere is a sense in which union ing in January, colorful amaryllis
with Christ is entirely uncondition- and daffodils a little later.
Before these and in between you
al, one is either united with Hun by
faith or he is not. However, there can always have the fragrant narare conditions for the fulfillment of cissus.
all that such union carries with it.
Our 32-page booklet tells how to rait*
It is in that sense we use the word.
favorite flowering and foUage plant*,
1.
Cleansing
(w.
1-3).
Christ
is
When Piesident Boosevelt revealed that secret information had been
ferns, bracket plants. Tells how to pot
the Vine, and thfe believer as a true bulbs, also how to grow bulbs, vine*
discovered for the redivteion of South America into five parts (one takand other material In water. Send your
branch
is
united
with
Him.
There
Mrs. Roosevelt—I'm willing to
ing In the Panama canal), under German control much speculation was
is a oneness here which is difficult order to:
aroused as to the nature of these plans. The above map, based on the give you all my spare time.
Mr. LaGuardia — Come, cornel to express but delightful to receive
studies of Prof. Karl Banshofer of Munich, shows the five sones that he
BEADBR-BOHE SERVICE
than thatl and believe. He Who is the Vine
had mapped to be under German, Italian and Spanish domination. 1. You'll have to •do»better
•
New York CUT
needs no cleansing, but the branch 6M Sixth Avenue
Colombia reabsorbs all of the Central American republics, (also Cuba
Enclose U cent* In coin for your
Mrs. Roosevelt—Dear me! If it needs constant, daily purification by
and-West Indies, not shown); 2. Venezuela and the Gnianas would be a
copy of MAKING PLANTS AMD
German colony; 3. Pern, Ecuador and northern Bolivia would be under Isn't one thing it's another these "the Word" (v. 3). Are we perFLOWERS GROW INDOORS,
mitting
God's
Word
to
keep
us
day
si
oItalian influence; 4. northern. BraiU, nominally Independent; 5. ArgenName................................
clean?
Only
if
we
are
reading
it,
Mr. LaGuardia—If it isn't ONE
tina, Chile, Uruguay, Paraguay, southern Bolivia and southern Brazil,
studying it, meditating upon it.
Address
as part of "Greater Germany."
thing it's A DOZEN OTHERS!
There is moreover a severer type
Mrs. Roosevelt—I don't see how
of purging to which the .husbandyou
get
tune
to
attend
to
so
many
oldsters with weaker digestive
man subjects the vine that it may
matters in so many places.
tracts, the study recommends the
bear more richly, and that.is prunMr.
LaGuardia
—
I'm
puzzled
"enriched" farina, and the new "ening (v. 2). It may not be pleasant,
about
you
in
the
same
way.
Gosh,
riched" white loaf, which gives
I guess we are the four busiest peo- my brother, but it is profitable, and
almost the same food values as
remember whose loving and sure
ple in America.
whole-wheat bread.
hand it is that wields the priming
Mrs.
Roosevelt—Four?
There
are
Present defense prosperity is very
knife (v. 1).
MINNEAPOLIS. — A 76-year-old only two of us.
spotty, the study states, and has Minneapolis scientist has been
Some branches must be cut away
Mr. LaGuardia—Let's not belittle
boosted the income of many fami- working for 35 years to keep 20,000,- ourselves I
altogether (v. 1) and-burned (v. 6).
lies who previously could scarcely 100 people warm in winter and cool
• * *
They lack the evidence of life—
spare 25 cents a day-per person for in summer. And it all started beMrs.,' Roosevelt—I'm very anxious fruitbearing — and must be defood,' while .at the sametimemil-cause he realized a 'youthful ambi- to get going. „
stroyed. These words are evidently
lions of other families with fixed in- tion to help the nation's farmers
Mr. LaGuardia (whipping out a not written to dishearten true becomes find their purchasing power reduce their threshing costs.
bunch of timetables)—So am I.
ievers, but they-are a solemn warnsharply reduced by soaring prices.
Mrs. Roosevelt—I mean to get go- ng to those who bear a false proWhen George H. Ellis was 16, and
Still greater rises in living costs a mechanic at Sank Centre, Minn., ing here . . . on the new job.
ession of Christianity.
seem inevitable, unless adequate
2. Abiding (w. 4-8). The branch
during the eight- Mr. LaGuardia—Oh, yes. My erlarge-scale efforts are made to conies, high thresh- ror. Let's see what the set-up is. bears the fruit of the vine. It has
trol cost elements. Extraordinary
ing costs were I'm head of the OCD and I need no strength or ability of its own to
demands dueTO? the war and to
bring forth fruit. The Christian
ruining farmers. help.
defense preparations are likely soon
Mrs. Roosevelt—Fancy Fiorello cannot serve Christ without abiding,
So he invented a
to be reflected in the prices of milk
and if he does abide the life of
machine to make LaGuardia needing helpl
Mr. LaGuardia—It does seem Christ will show forth in His living
and other dairy products, the re.binder twine out
port observes.
of straw. This re- fanciful, I admit. But I need a and serving. There can be no union
duced threshing deputy and I thought of you, as the without abiding in Christ.
'Sells' Whole Wheat.
Costs and saved First Lady of the Land and such
3. Obedience (w. 9, 10). The
A promotion campaign to "sell"
farmers many a great worker in so many causes, lall-mark of character in a child is
the American public on the value of
•wtknes the $10,000 would be of great help.
obedience. That is also true in
Whole-wheat is suggested by the reIn Accomplishment
Mrs. Roosevelt—What can I do od's household. There is no use
he received for
port, along the lines of the dairy
The
secret
of the-true love of
that you can't do?
in talking sweetly and piously about work is the hope of success in that
~
_..=
the invention.
'campaign, which has been promotGeorge
Ellis
^
necesMr.
LaGuardia—Well,
a
daily
col*
1906>
abiding in God's love unless we work; not for the money reward,
ing greater use of milk. With an
embarrassing surplus of wheat on sity of utilizing waste products from umn for one thing. And you have obey His commandments. The for the time spent, or for the skill
hand, present U. S. consumption of lis twine manufacturing process a radio sponsor, too. I heard you Christian who disobeys the teach- exercised, but for the successful
wheat products averages only 6% sent Ellis on another search. This on the air. I went right out and ings of God's Word regarding holy result in the accomplishment of
Living and does not respond to the the work itself.—S. A. Weltmer.
ounces per .capita. If this could be quest resulted in the first insulation bought some of that tea.
Mrs. Roosevelt—I spoke for a cof- leading of the Holy Spirit shuts off
increased to a pound of entire-wheat x>ard ever produced—out of flax
the blessing of God in his own life
products per capita, plus a pound of straw fibers too short to be made fee program.
Mr. LaGuardia—Sorry! It must and stops its flow out to others.
milk, the health and vitality of the into twine. He formed his own comII. The Results of Union With
nation would climb and our wheat pany to develop the new product have been a bad reception on my
surplus problems would be largely but it took a full-time salesman 18 radio set.
Christ.
•
•
•
months to sell the first insulation
1. Purity of Life (v. 3). "Now
solved, the study states.
Mrs. Roosevelt—I've often wonSuch a wheat promotion campaign board to a home builder.
dered why you didn't do a news- ye are clean"—how refreshing our
Lord's words sound to us as we
Flax became difficult to obtain, so paper column yourself.
should not only broadcast the scores
of tempting ways in which whole resourceful Mr. Ellis substituted
Mr. LaGuardia—I guess the pa- live in a wicked and filthy world.
wheat can be served, says the re- wood fibers for straw and a new pers don't use that kind of language. We sometimes wonder if there are
When constipation brings on acid inany pure lives anymore. Yes, there digestion,
port; it should also see that whole worldwide board insulation industry But I've had a radio offer.
stomach upset, bloating, dizzy
Mrs. Roosevelt—From a sponsor? are—those whom the Lord has spells, gas, coated tongue, sour taste and
; 'that the average urban wheat is available through the fam- was conceived. Estimated value of
cleansed by His Word. Would you bad breath, your stomach is probably
,
even of low income, may ily grocery store. In many locali- the 34 different companies which Who?
"crying the bines" because your bowels
Mr. LaGuardia—A cigarette com- like to be clean? Turn to Him and don't move. It calls for Laxative-Senna
~ ' i return to pioneer days ties at present, wheat can only be grew out of his invention is now
to
His
Word.
to pull the trigger on those lazy bowels,
lee'grinder in his steams obtained at a feed store or flour $150,000,000. More than 20,000,000,- pany. It wanted some new noises
000 square feet now are in use, for the Modern Design theme.
2. Prevailing Prayer (v. 7). At combined with Syrup Pepsin for perfect
, the study sug- milL
to your stomach in taking. For years,
tieat flour can be , Other low cost foods which can be mainly in homes insulated against
Mrs. Roosevelt—Are you going' to first one wonders why our Lord put ease
many Doctors have given pepsin prepain
that
word
about
prayer,
but
it
interchanged
with
the
basic
diet
of
heat and cold.
groceries, togethrations in their prescriptions to make
accept?
more agreeable toa touchy stomGovernment Commission.
Mr. LaGuardia—No. My doctor is evident that one of the fruits of medicine
.,,3 prepared whole- whole wheat and milk for the sake
ach. So be sure your laxative contains
union
and
fellowship
with
Christ
; Whole-wheat bread of variety; are oatmeal, and barthinks
I
am
doing
too
much
already.
Retting in 1916, Ellis soon grew
Syrup Pepsin. Insist on Dr. Caldwoll's
Mrs. Roosevelt—I don't blame must be intelligent prayer accord- Laxative Senna combined with Syrup Pepybent grade retails at ley, used as cooked cereals or bored, then accepted a commission
mixed
in
with
the
whole-wheat
ing
to
God's
will,
in
the
power
of
Btn. See how wonderfully the Laxative
. pound in most cities,
from the U. S. government for re- him from worrying about the strain
wakes up lazy nerves and muscles
the Spirit, and certain of an answer. Senna
ixead can frequently flour) also corn bread and corn search in Panama. He later en- on you.
in your intestines to bring welcome relief
Notice
that
the
prayer
promise
meal
mush,
potato
soup,
and
navy
Mr.
LaGuardia—That
isn't
it.
He's
from constipation And the good old
; at?tyalf price. For ingaged in private research all over
Pepsin makes this laxative so comyoujgg children, and for beans.
the world. In 1924 he joined Min- worrying over the strain on him in here is absolutely unlimited, but Syrup
fortable and easy on your stomach. Even
that
it
follows
an
"if"
which
states
nesota and Ontario Paper compa- worrying about the strain on me. To
finicky children love the taste of this
ny's insulite division as consultant get back to business, do you think a closely limited condition. Let us pleasant family laxative. Buy Dr. Caldfulfill
the
condition
and
claim
the
well's Laxative Senna at your druggist
you
understand
just
what
our
job
engineer, the post he still holds.
today. Try one laxative combined with
promise.
Necessity for a preservative for requires.
3. Fruitbearing (w. 2, 4, 5, 8). Syrup Pepsin for ease to your stomach, too.
Mrs. Roosevelt—Hark 1
insulation board next resulted in one
The fruit a Christian bears is the
Mr. LaGuardia—What is it?
of the inverttor's'most dramatic and
Mrs. Roosevelt—I thought I heard fruit of Christ who is the Vine, but
productive researches. Exhausting
as the branch he does have the joy
all available library material on pre- enemy bombers overhead.
Mr. LaGuardia—Excellent. You of bearing "fruit" (v. 2), "more
servatives'he decided to consult scifruit" (v. 2), and "much fruit" (w.
exactly 1
entists at the Smithsonian institu- get the whole * idea
* *
5, 8). The Christian's phraseology
tion in Washington, D. C.
CAN YOU REMEMBER—
can be borrowed, the Christian's
Like a detective hot on a clue,
Away back when people could alimitated, but his fruit prohe followed ^tip after tip until his ways find out whether they were in service
duced
only
by abiding in Christ.
interest was aroused by the institu- a war or not without much trouble?
4. Abiding in Love (v. 10). We
tion's ancient Egyptian mummies.
* * *
have been talking about abiding all
Searching for the secret of their
DEPOT SCENE
rerrfarkable lasting qualities he Commuters kiss their wives gopd-by through our lesson and it may seem
strange to list it as one of the results
learned that asphalt-dipped band-,
As the Seven-Thirty's distant of union with Christ, yet it belongs
ages used for wrapping the dead
shriek
Our Lord said (v. 10) that
and their similarly treated caskets Calls them forth with grunt and sigh, here.
the cleansed and obedient disciple
had much to do with their preservaTo station platform, cold and should abide in His love, even as
tion The result was asphalt-treat, bleak;
ed insulite board with its preserva- Climb out of cars, last link with He obeys the Father and abides in
His love.
tive qualities, particularly against
What a picture that is. Christ,
home,
moisture condensation.
Pull
collars
up
around
their
the
One who knew no stain of sin
Although he has 150 patents and a
throats,
(II Cor. 5:21), always perfectly
lifetime of research behind him, El- Look back
at wives ,who sit alone
obedient to the Father (Heb. 10:7),
lis is working on new industrial deIn nightgowns urtfler polo coats.
who knows complete and perfect
Nearest downtown hotel
velopments which he prefers to keep
—J. H. NILES.
fellowship with the Father, reaches
secret.
to HOLLYW OOD
out His loving arms and draws the
believer
into
the
circle
of
that
"Does anyone ever see a picture
TI/1TH the movie capital of the world
lor the latter. Harvests have Array Uses Substitutes
" und weitrra Amcrka'i radio city
of life in Russia under Bloody Joe blessed union and love.
000
; —. v«. ELLIOTT
within the borders Of Los Angelei,
been large and granaries are weU
For Strategic Material Stalin?" Senator Clark at the movie
entertainment reaches ita *cnith. G«y
i La Sail*
'Only Thee'
stocked with crops that are seUing
nlfhtt, laughter «nd life; iimny day*
WASHINGTON.—In its constant inquiry.
in for much higher average prices th
filled with thrills and excitement. In
No
one
can
ever become quite
Well,
if
the
senator
was
any
kind
the center of everything ia aituatcti
which already in have been received in over 12 years. efforts to cut down the use of stra- of a movie fan he wpuld know that solitary, quite poor, quite miserable,
the HOTEL CLARK at F i f t h ond
tegic and critical materials former.1 eight
month*
oilMl
had
Hill Stateti. A hotel where you will enwho
can
truly
say
"Lord,
if
only
the
answer
is
"Yes,
indeed."
In
fact
Farmers
are
well
equipped
to
pa
ly
used
in
the
many
articles
of
sup^
joy hoipiulity toiti fullest extent; where
total income gain to
the Russian picture is something I have Thee." That is just the time
of
you will find your every wish anticipated.
plies
and
equipment
it'
procures
$1,201,000,000 over 1940
when
God
makes
his
consolation
Whether you «tay in Lo» Angeles for •
lor the army, the quartermaster that the public got fed up with long
e government payments,
few d«y» or a month, choose Hotel Clark,
most gratifying and abundant, when
corps is developing as many substi- ago.
downtown in the heart of things.
,ineto indicate (hat thto year
• « •
we
through
distress
of
body
and
soul
tutes as possible, the War departbest of any year since
65B Room* with Baths/rom$ZJH>
have
turned
frorn
all
temporal
A New Rochelle letter carrier was
ment has announced.
things
to
Him,
and
have
learned
that
bitten
by
the
same
dog
three
times.
"Famous for Good Food
In a great many items tentatw
/root Coamt-to-Coatt"
This is easy to explain. The dog royal, overshadowing "only thee,"—
specifications
are
established
for
double from
Theodore Christlieb.
isn't expecting anv letters.
use of these substitutes.
growing consumer demand.
with |361,OQO

Lifetime Is Spent
In Constant Search
For New Products

Pull the Trigger on
lazy Bowels, with
Ease for Stomach, too

Outtopk Best in Many Years

In LOS ANGELES

It's

'

HOTEL
CLARK
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THE .ANITA TRIBUNE, THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1941.
Mrs. William Duthie of Denver, Mrs. Louie Harris of Waterloo, Iowa,
Colo., is visiting here this week at is visiting here at the home of Miss
the homes of her sister 'and brother, Lena Schaake,
Mrs. Dosha V. Scholl and T. T. Saundera.
Raymond Wagner of St. Joseph,
Mo., spent the week end in Anita
American education week will be visiting at the home of his parents,
observed in the local schools from Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Wagner.
Nov. 9 to IB during which time everyone is invited to visit school some- Mrq. G. M. DeCamp was hostess at
time during school hours.
three tables of pinochle Thursday
evening at her home on Locust Street.
A lighted electric bulb left lying High score for the evening was held
[feme Furnaces and Stoves That Will Meet Any Need on a bed in the Charles Jackson home by Mrs. Chas. F. Karns. A lunch
at Modale was the cause of a fire. The was served by the hostess.
— May Be Bought e«i Easy Terms —
fire was extinguished before extensive damage was done.
Miss Lena Schaake entertained fifjteen women Thursday afternoon at
Walter Wise, well known farmer her home on Cherry Street in honor
Anita, Iowa — Phone 171
who lives northwest of here, suffered of her house guest, Mrs. Louie Harris
severe laceration of his right index of Waterloo, Iowa. A social afterfiinger Saturday when he dropped a Inoon was,spent by those present, folthe lust football game of the
lowing which a lunch was served by
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Anderson of lump of coal on his hand.
being played Tuesday the at- Eureka, Pa., visited several days here
the hostess.
Billy Wahlert, 14-year-old son of
of the students now turns to during the past week at the home of
Mrs. W. H. Wagner was hostess
jtball practice which will start her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Meth- Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wahlert, rene this weck^Thfe firgt game enjf, and at the home of her sister, Mrs. ceived a badly cut lip and the loss to the members of her Birthday club
of several teeth Sunday morning when j Monday afternoon at her home here.
die with' GriswofJ on Dec.
Carl Moore and husband.
a horse kicked him at his home south- A social afternoon was spent by those
west of Anita.
present, following which a lunch was
members of "the Jolly
The second of a series of four train| served by the hostess assisted by her
I their families enjoyed a cover- ing schools for Grant, Lincoln. Benton
Glen F. Barton, his two sons and
dinner Thursday at: the. home and Franklin township farm bureau his father, of Bingham Canyon, Utah, , daughters, Mrs. Solon A. Karns and
Sterling Son-risen northeast women was held Monday at the home while driving near Bedford came up Mrs. Tom Burns.
Mrs. Fauna Suplee was,an of Mrs. Bernard CuIIen south of Wiota over a hi'.l to find a number of turkeys The members of the J. L. bridge
nal guest. The afternoon was with thirteen ladies present. The les- crossing the road. Barton lost control club were guests Wednesday evening
by the women doing sewing for son on better nutrition was given by of the car in attempting to avoid hit- ! of Mrs. Merle Robison at her home
Cross*, Mrs. Paul Kelloway Miss Helen M'. Flnney, home demon- ting any of the turkeys," seriously in Atlantic. High score honors for
i hostess at the next meeting of stration agent. A planned demon- damaging it. None qf the. turkeys the evening were held by Mrs. Robibb on Nov. 20.
stration dinner was served at noon. were killed.
son and Mrs. Charles Gipple was
runner-up. A lunch was served by
I the hostess. Mrs. Kenneth Gipple will
be hostess at the next meeting of
the club on Nov. 25.

NEW CONSTANT-FLOW
HEATING FOR LESS WITH A

CLOSING^QUT

Public Sale

L A CO

QIL HEATER

As I do not have a farm for another year, I will sell at public sale,
at my residence, 6% miles south and 2 miles east of "Anita, 2 miles
west and % mile south of Berea, commencing at 12:30 o'clock, on

THURSDAY, NOV. 13

GERALD AKERS

Thelma Thrift foils 01' Man Winter
YOU?

AHA, MKS THRIFT, YOUR Oil! lOOKJ SWEU,
BUT WHEN tff CWJ> WAVE HITS IT_IVEU.
Ill MAKE WU WISH YOU'D TOKO IT IK,
JUST TOR THE RUBBER «ND THE TIM.

OH TO. Iff OUt WIU.SU ME THOUGH.
IHKCOI KNOW WUR WTTHUSID
UUKB OB WEAR OUT AND SOON COW

NOW HARX TO Ml,BRING ON WtK.BHZMW),
Mr STANDARD DEALER IS A WIZARD . QUICKERTWN YOU CAN WINK YOUR EYE \
x HISUSTARTUME-UPHE'ltAPPLV.

you OLD HITCHHIKER, MELT AWAY/

AMD MM MISS THRIFT, WUKE SET TO GO
MAN WINTER'S SUET AND SNOW.
. , . w n H A T S n U i M M ) SMV1CE WYS.
Km ADD MOKE Urt TO CARS. THESE DAYS.

•

CAN'T THUMB A RIDE WITH METODAV.

-WINTER PROTECTION SERVICE-TODAY MORE IMPORTANT
THAN EVER-AT YOUR STANDARD OIL DEALER'S

Winter Defensi

Ito-Vii... Quaker State
... Palatine... SauioUad

SEE

YOUR

TUNE-UP
STAN PARD

Ol L D E A L E R

T O D A Y ! emi

the following described property:

3 — HEAD OF GOOD HORSES — 3
One black mare, 3 years old, weight 1400; 1 bay gelding, 3 years
old, weight 1300; 1 black gelding, 4 years old, weight 1260.

9 — HEAD OF HIGH-GRADE CATTLE — 9
Eight good milch cows, 4 giving milk now and 4 to be fresh soon;
1 yearling'Shorthorn bull.

28 — HEAD OF HOGS — 28
Three white sows and 24 head of pigs; 1 purebred Spotted Poland
China male hog, weight about 250 pounds.

8 Head Good Native Ewes That Are Bred & 2 Lambs
FARM MACHINERY, ETC.
New Peerless endgate seeder and cart; 7-foot MaCormick-Deering
binder; Hayes corn planter with 80 rods of wire; 3 section levef.
harrow; 10-foot tractor disc; 14-inch tractor gang plow; 5-foot McCormick-Deering mower; 2-row Dempster cultivator; 1-row cultivator;
16-inch walking plow; dump rake; wagon and box; 2 sets of 1 Ms-inch
work harness; new Junior No. 5 De La Val cream separator; some
household goods; 5 dozen pullets; and other articles too numerous
to mention.

LUNCH WAGON WILL BE ON THE GROUNDS

TERMSi—CASH. All articles must be settled for before removing
from the premises.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Curry entertained the members of the Highland bridge
club at their home near Brayton Saturday evening. High scores for the
evening were held by Mrs. Andy JepFRANK BARBER, Auctioneer.
C. E. PARKER, Clerk.
sen and Harlan Gittins and runnersup were Mrs. Gittins and Frank Roberts. A lunch was served. The next
John Stuhr, Sr., spent several days
Miss Mary Agness Bongers spent
meeting of the club will be held on
Nov. 22 at the home of Mr. and Mrs. the week end in Anita visiting at in Minden, Iowa, last week visiting
the home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. his brother, Julius Stuhr, and other
Gittins.
Leo V. Bongers. Miss Bongers is a friends. While there he attended fun<Mrs. Worth Chastine and Mrs. J. P. student at St. Joseph's Academy in eral services for his cousin, Henry
Siebels.
Christensen were hostesses Thurs- Des Moines.
day afternoon to the members of the
An Armistice Day program was held
''Holy Cross Evangelical Lutheran
ladies aid society in the church base- in the high school auditorium TuesDR. B. L. MEURER
ment. Nine members were present. day morning. The program consisted
Chiropractor
At the close of the meeting a lunch of selections by the school band, talk
Adair, la.
on
the
meaning
of
Armistice
by
Supt.
was served. The next meeting of the
aid will be on Dec. 4 at which time M. 'M. Feller, advance of colors by
—Office Hours—
they will entertain the ladies of the American Legion, moving pictures and
9-12 — 1:30-6
a pep meeting.
church at a pot luck dinner.
Wed. & Sat. Night
7 till 10
The members of the Union club
were guests Wednesday of Mrs. Maude
Sun. 10-11 A. M.
Suplee at her home on Elm Street.
Phone 37
Ten members and two visitors, Mrs.
of
C. G. Hayter and Mrs. M. C. Hutchi\
son, were present. At noon the ladies
enjoyed a dinner served at the Church
of Christ, following which a social afternoon was spent at the home of the West Room Hotel Building — 2 P. M.
hostess. The next meeting of the club
will be held on Nov. 20 at the home
We will pick them up
of Mrs. W. H. Wagner.
Beds, rugs, chairs, dishes, 3 coal
promptly.
heaters, oil burner, new wheel barrow
'The members of the Friday bridge and garden tools—everything straight
New steel water tight
club were entertained Friday afternoon from the home. Also some new Beacon
body at your service.
by Mrs. Henry Maduff at her home
Phone 257
on Rose Hill Avenue. Other guests,
Terms:—Cash
besides the members, were Mrs. H. C.
WAGNER FILLING STATION
Faulkner, Mrs. Rex Miller, Mrs. Floyd
ANITA, IOWA
Dement, Mrs. Gail Burke, Mrs. Glen
A. Roe and Mrs. Sydney Maduff. High
score for the afternoon was held by
Mrs. J. W. Budd. A lunch was served.
The next meeting of the club will
be held on Nov. 21 at the home of jMrs. W.- H. Tate.

L. G. WILSON

Public Sale
Household Goods
SATURDAY, NOV. 15

WHEN ANIMALS
DIE

ANITA SALES CO.

The members of the Knot-a-Kare
bridge club were guests Wednesday
of Mrs. George F. Shaffer at her home
on Rose Hill Avenue. Additional
guests, besides the members, were
Mrs. Carl Millard, Mrs. Maurice Turner, Mrs. Solon A. Karns, Mrs. H. C.
Faulkner, Mrs. E. S. Holton and Mrs.
Glen A. Roe. High score for the afternoon was held by Mrs. A. R. Kohl.
A lunch was served. Mrs. George
Smither will be hostess at the next
eeting of the club on Nov. 19.

Distinctive without being expend*

NEW S^a5^ MODELS
i

t

Their iurpoMlna quality— plu§ their
surprising economy— let* them opart
from all other "Torpedo" models

STYIING
PiSIQWD
„ TO JIAD IN

PERFORMANCE
e
.QfHONED
TfrUAO IN

ECONOMY

Superlative grace and beauty distinguish Chevrolet's new Fleetline Aerosedan and new Fleetline Sportmaster.
And, of course, they also bring you all
of the Unitized Knee- Action comfort . . .
all of the Valve-in-Head "Victory" performance and economy . . . »" of . *
ability which charChevrolet of All Time.
. See these distinguished cars at your
nearest Chevrolet dealer's, and convince
yourself that -It p** to buy the leader
and get the leading buy,"

O. W. SHAFFER &
PHONE 244

aKVMUTUB
NATONU DBOtt

Mrs. G. M. Adair was hostess to |
be members of the Missionary-^- \
iety of the Congregational church j
'riday afternoon at her home on j
West Main Street. A musical pro-1
ram was presented by Mrs. Lawrence
^acour, 'Miss Ruth Bower and M'iss J
3eth Falkenberg, members of the Laour Evangelistic Mission. Mrs. A. T.
Ivans had the devotionals and Mrs.
.'. T. Williams was in charge of the
esson, "The Christian Way in the
Stewardship of Substance." A talk |
was also given by Rev. Lawrence La•our. A lunch was served by the rereshment committee.
Seventy-five were present Thursday afternoon at the Methodist church
at the concert an4 meditation hour,
which was sponsored by the Woman's
Society of Christain Service. The concert was presented by the members
of the Lacour Evangelistic Mission
and Rev. Lawrence Lacour had the
meditation. At the close of the meeting, the fellowship committee served
a tea. Those present from out-oftown were: Mrs. Gaylord Noblitt, Mrs.
W. R. Spence, Mrs. Harry Jordan,
Mrs. Harold Nelson and Mrs. George
Brown of Atlantic and Mrs. Wesley
Morgan and Mrs. Claude Spry of
Wiota.

Order Your Winter's Supply
of Coal Now

KUNZ GRAIN CO.
BERT C. RAMUS, Manager

WHERE
GOOD GLASSES COST LESS
Save'80 to 60 Per Cent on Complete Glasses
Why pay more than we ask?
RIMLESS GLASSES
Single Vision Complete

$8.85
COMPLETE BIFOCALS GLASSES $10.00 and UP.
Eyes that are strained, weak or defective . . . eyes that are
draining your energy and aging you rapidly . . . such eyes need
constant care. And that care should be the most scientific kind.

DR.Optometrist
L. B. PETERSEN
— Atlantic

With the Present Price of

Beef and Pork
It Is Advisable to Rent a

Locker

- A SURE WAY TO ECONOMIZE -

Miller's Lockers
AtflTA — WIOTA — CUMBERLAND
\THERE IS ONE NEAR YOU

TERNS
SEWBNG CDPCLE
it smoothly through the waistline.
There are three buttons closing
the top and four 1patch pockets.
This new length* jacket fits well
down over the hips and the skirt
follows a gently flaring line below. It's a frock to make now in
plaid wools, it will be suit-like in
gabardine or corduroy, especially
when worn with the crisp white
dickey.
» * »
Barbara Bell Pattern No. 1473-B la designed lor sizes 12, 14, 18, 18 and 20. Corresponding bust measurements 30, 32, 34,
38 and 38. Size M (32) with short sleeve*,
requires 4% yards 35-Inch material, 3
yards 54-Inch material. % yard 35-inch
material for dickey. Send your order to:
SEWING CIRCLE PATTERN DEFT.
Room 13Z4
311 W. Wacket Dr.
Chicago

Enclose 19'cents in coins for
Pattern No
Name
Address

STRUT ITS STUFF!
(See Recipes Below)

Size.........
,

Powdered or confectioner's sugar that has become lumpy should
be pressed through a fine-meshed
sieve or rolled with a rolling pin.
* * *
Surfaces to be whitewashed
should first be well-cleaned and
freed of any particles that might
scale off. Scrub with a stiff brush
or broom. Whitewash adheres to
moist surfaces better than it does
to dry ones. So sponge off the
area to be whitewashed with cold
Water.
« » »
New waffle irons should be
washed with soap and rinsed
carefully. If this is not done the
first waffles are likely to be discolored.
,
* * *
Grease marks on pages of books
may be removed by sponging
them with benzine, placing them
between two sheets of blotting pa-'
per and pressing them with a hot
iron.
* * *
Basting with a little spiced
peach juice will add new flavor to
broiled or browned sausages.

Experience and Thought
Experience is the child of
Thought, and Thought is the child
of Action. We can not learn men
from books.—Disraeli.

Beware Coughs
from common colds

That Hang On

Greomulstan relieves promptly because It goes right to the seat of the
trouble to help loosen and expel
germ laden phlegm, and aid nature
to soothe and heal raw, tender, inflamed bronchial mucous membranes. Tell your druggist to sell you
s bottle of CreomulBlon with the understanding you must like the way it
quickly allays the cough or you are
to have your money back.

CREOMULSION

for Coughs, ChestCoUs, Bronchitis

A Ready Hook
Luck affects everything; let
your hook always be cast; in the
stream where <you least expect
it, there will be fish.—Ovid.

THANKSGIVING
[holiday is oursl As you bustle
"; plan tbla year's Thanks'
giving dinner, remember this is
the day we give
our thanks for the
| : bounteous harvest
of the year, for
the peace and the
prosperity; singu.erly ours. Res
member, too, and
cherish^ the fore.i Pilgrims who had the
. to start carving out this
ours | . ;
, this holiday is ours, so let
with the spirit of the day
iolehearted thanks.
ft foods are synonymous with
.' without which the day
be complete, but don't get
irut about having the same
|every year, vary the trimi bit and fascinate the family.
of croutons will inyou serve them in the oy•OyrterStow.
(Serves 8 to 8)
pint oysters
tablespoons < butter
quart r^iSr >,•:-••• --.
and pepper
|6ned; oysters, oyster liquor
pfiutte'r and seasonings in a
i /and simmer gently until
ri at the edges. Heat the
to the oyster* and serve
family become a trifle
fyouxr old stuffing? JThen
taayory
with
ausage
which
at home,
turduck
stuffing will do a proud job
ed veal, pork or shoulder
'Sausage Stuffing.
(Makes 6 cups) ,
soft" bread crumbs

••

.chopped onion
salt

THIS WEEK'S MENU

New Principles in Coal Heater

*Oyster Stew
Croutons•Roast Turkey
•Sausage Stuffing
•Cranberry Orange Relish
•Sweet Potato Puff
•Brussels Sprouts
•Hot Rolls
Celery Curls
Pickled Beets
•Pumpkin or Mincemeat Tarts
Hot Coffee
•Recipe Given '
Salt and pepper
Ms cup milk or % cup evaporated
milk and % cup water,
Adofthe melted fat, seasonings and
milk to the potatoes. Beat the egg
eparately, add xolk first and fold
n white to the potato. Place in a
buttered casserole flish, set in a
pan containing hot water and bake
5 to 50 minutes at .375 degrees until light and puffy. Marshmallows
may be placed on top ol casserole
during last 7 minutes of baking time.
With all the soft food of the meal,
you'll want something crispy and
tart as a relish.
•Cranberry-Orange Relish.
(Serves 12)
2 cups cranberries, cleaned, washed
2 oranges, whole
1 cup sugar
Grind all the fruit together by putting through a coarse food grinder.
Mix the' ground fruit with sugar
and let stand about an hour before
serving.
•Brussels Sprouts.
Brussels sprouts lend a bright
touch of green when served plain
with' butter or crumbled, cooked
chestnuts. Pick the dead leaves off
the sprouts, then soak them' in cold
salted water for % hour. Wash and
put in boiling water and let cook
until just tender, about 15 to 17 minutes. Drain, reheat, and serve after
seasoning.
•Magic Yeast Rolls.
3 cups bread flour
1 teaspoon salt
Vi cup. butter
3 eggs

1 teaspoon vanilla
ft cup sugar (rolled in later)
1 tablespoon sugar
teaspoon sage or thyme
1 cup chopped nuts
: cup chopped celery
% cup milk
cups sausage in the bulk
Vt cup hot water
butter, add onion and cook
2 packages granular yeast
; becomes yellow. Add bread
" 1 with seasonings. Mix Sift flour. i Add to 1% cups o:
_.,,j&n! and sausage. Cook flour the salt and shortening. Com
bine as for pie crust. Combine milk
- -tirring constantly.
and hot water. When luke-warm
add
yeast and 1 tablespoon sugar
bircjs are allowed 25 to 30 Combine
with first mixture; bea
-Jpir pound for baking, large until smooth. Cover and let stanc
,1 22 to 25 ininutes per pound. 20 minutes. Add eggs, vanilla ant
oven should be set at 325 to the rest of the flour. Stir until it
becomes a smooth, sticky dough
but stiff. Tie dough into a clean
•Sweet Potato Puff.
cloth (wring out in cold water first)
(Serves 10 to 12)
Drop in a pail of cool water. In an
ups mashed sweet potato
hour the dough will rise to the top
ablepsoons fat
Remove and turn on a platter and
88
cut into pieces the size of an egg
Roll in sugar and nut mixture. Twist
into figure eights. Shape and turn
LYNN 8AY8:
onto a greased pan. Let stand i
clean the turkey, singe it minutes and bake 10 minutes at 425
then remove the pin feath- degrees F.
Remember how mother used to
| with tweezers. Scrub the outwith. water.. The inside make her pumpkin pie and tarts the
d he wiped with a, damp day before and
If there is any foreign how good they ala
halt teaspoon of baking ways tasted after
!>a may be- added to the water they stood' in the
which th> turkey is cool pantry overnight? Why not
bbed.
;
v
try it this time?
°w, 1 rtfund of turkey to each
It'll save you a
on. Allow 1 cup of stuffing to
great deal of fuss
pound of turkey. When
on the big day it. . . .
be sure to,put some in
self besides giving the tarts
neck
for
this
will
give
the
1 a
good full shape. Fasten chance to mellow and ripen for ex
flavor.
skin from the neck to the tra good 'Pumpkin
Filling.
<*• Stuff the tfavity but do not
(Makes
1
large
pie
or
10 to 12 tarts
|5r, since dressing swells.
1%
cups
prepared
pumpkin
• °r good••<roasting and easier
%"cup
brown
sugar
truss the bird; by insert1 teaspoon cinnamon
a
long, needle through breast,
% teaspoon ginger
°ugh rib at the base of the
1
teaspoon salt
f&L Draw/the oprd through
2 eggs
. brmg -the string across by
IVfe cups milk
"ig
the cord through the »penFor fresh pumpkin, steam or balu
' fo!;med by folding the wings
until soft and put through a sieve.
"^ularly onto the back. Tie Add
remaining ingredients in order
U- or ds. '
erven Turn into crust lined pie
Insert the needle; through the Sn
or tart pans and bake first in a
Sw hot (450 degrees) oven, then
4
the tatti through the back- reduce temperature to 325 degrees
and tie aegurery. Remove
bf
*>re serving.

FALL sewing will be taken up
* with renewed interest when this
pattern comes into your house I
This two piecer is a style of many
uses to be interpreted in various
materials! It is smart, wonderfully comfortable and, as every
woman knows, kind to the figure. Pattern No. 1473-B is especially successful as it offers the
new longer top, with darts fitting

Delicious Recipes Free
Would you like to try a brand
new delightful recipe for Apple
Cake, Coffee Cake, Herb Bread, Orange Bread and dozens of other
appetizing recipes? Just drop a
post card to Standard Brands, Inc.,
Dept. W, 691 Washington Street,
New York City, and you will receive a grand cook book absolutely
free.—Adv.

'U an emodonal uptet, caued i
•hock,accident,ear,linger.
e*epupjet
•hock, accident, fear, ancer. That
_._..~
»a.A«B«k
AnA
your rtomach,
and m*tf
may la*aiVa*
leave VAU
you PS*"?™
with indiieitjon or heartburn. ADLA Tablet*
contain Biimuth and Carbon. A I* I A
atn for QUICK relief. Atk U I)f I U
your druggitt.
•• * ^?^*f

Water and Fire
A flatterer has water in one
hand and fire in the' other.

.NY :rr_~*-ovemems in fur•*•* - naces, oot.-, oil and coal burning types, have been reportebVin
late years, but little change, until
recently, has been noted in the
coal heating stove, which still is
depended upon in millions of homes for
warmth and comfort.
A late development in
this field has brought
out an improved coal
burning heater. It employs a radically new
design in firebox and _
heating flues, advanced
ideas in combustion
engineering and other
improvements that result in greater heating efficiency, fuel economy, and much less operating attention.
A desirable feature of this coal
heater is that it may be loaded
with 100 pounds of coal at one
time. The coal, stored in the
magazine, gradually feeds semiautomatically of its own weight to
the bottom firebed, the heat making coke of the upper coal layers,
when bituminous coal is used. The
gases formed in this coking process escape through newly designed
flues in the firebox and are consumed by the flames which travel
up outside the fuel chamber. Even
the gases released on top of the
fuel bed burn as the flames pass
over the top. The coal, or coke
into which it is transformed, slowly works to the bottom firebed
where it is consumed, leaving a
fine ash and ran clinkers.
Because of its large fuel capacity and the advanced construction principles employed, it will
heat all day and all night in coldest weather without refueling. In
mild weather this heater will hold
fire for several days. All with
very little attention. Users generally need to start a fire but once
a season.
Regulation qf heat is governed
by a simple adjustment of drafts.

Because it holds fire so well and
so long, the home where it is used
is warm every morning. Because"
of this feature the stove has been
named Warm Morrring. One who
has struggled on a cold morning
to build a fire can well appreciate
the significance of the name.
Along with the standard models,
which hold 100 pounds of coal,
there is a larger heater with
nearly 200 Ib. coal capacity made
especially for heating schools,
churches, lodge halls and warehouses.—Adv.
When the shopping list is long,
and the purse none too full, cigarettes and smoking tobacco come
to the front as ideal gifts for the
holiday season. The welcome they
get from any smoker is all out of
proportion to their modest cost.
That's why Camel—America's favorite cigarette, and Prince Albert Smoking Tobacco—the National Joy Smoked-rank as leading
gifts on the Christmas shopping
fists. Dealers are featuring the
Camel carton—ten packs of "20's"
—and a novel Camel package of
four "flat fifties," also Prince Albert in the pound tin and the
pound glass humidor—all specially gift packaged.—Adv.

Our First Step
The first step, my son, which w*
make in this world, is the one on
which depends the rest of out
days.—Voltaire.

world without courage. It is the
Honor, Then Courage
Whether you be man or "woman greatest quality of the mind next
you will never do anything in .this to honor.—James lu. Allen.'.

That line between
the blocks looks
•lopinfcdoMn'tit?

Wrong-lfi level
a* • prairie!

B.J.B«noMi**KW CeL.WIniU»-ailM.H.O,

HfflSISOMTMEtEVEL

!• recent laboratory
"nMkhwboiri" testa.
Prtooe Albert tmraed
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SMOKES TO THE BXKErTfN^

DEGREES
COOLER
HUM Ike avenge of the 90
etfcer et the largest-edttiw
brawls tested-coolest ef fU.1

— SAYS
AND HOW GRAND AND GLORIOUS THOSE 7O
SMOKES ARE!
PRINCE ALBERT FOR COOL, MILD
SMOKING JO/. •- RICH TASTE APLENTX, VET SO
MELLOW.
I TWIRL OUT P. A. SMOKES IN LESS'N
10 SECONDS-. EASV, STRAIGHT, Af D FIRM.
P.A. IS THE JOY SMOKE IN A' PIPE/ TOO!

[oLUME FBFTY-KIGHT

iTEFAR
!TING

U

ANITA
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Welfare Board Files

PLAN TO ORGANIZE A
FEEDER ASSOCIATION
Plan

NOW IS GOOD TIME TO
ors
BUY FEEDER CATTLE PLAN
at Roy Taylor Farm Saturday Rex Beresford, Iowa State college

-3 to organize a cattle feeders'
(Charging that the defendants en- association, along the same lines -as
Last Saturday morning, thirty-six
tered into a scheme with their father, ' the ^W* breeders' associaiton in
[County Is Beta* Represented By the late Willard Kennedy, and failed, ranch "tates, were discussed last week neighbors and friends of Roy Taylor,
|I*rge Defection at Annual to report to the plaintiff or its agent at a meeting of the Cass county farm well known farmer who lives southtfeeting WWch Started Monthat Kennedy received $1,600
from bureau livestock marketing committee east of here and who has been ill
,
Dr L w
Homer Kirkham Nov. 10, 1938,
- Arthur, Iowa State at his home for several weeks with
day in Capitol City.
Iowa board of social welfare has c°lleBe extension marketing specialist, a heart ailment, gathered at his farm
filed a suit in district court in At- and Herman Alberg, Iowa representa- home and husked and cribbed his
tive of
1941 corn crop.
i county is Being represented by lantic against Leila Kennedy Morti-,mission the National Producers Corn- Those who participated in the huskmore of Anita and Hazel Palmer of
company for the Chicago
; delegation at the annual Iowa
ing bee were: Earl Beaver, Earl
|bureau federation meeting: which Rulo, l^eb., for double- the amounts
Shilling, Floyd Crozier, Paul Steele,
of
old
age
assistance
benefits
paid
Purpose of the organization of Robert Duff, Louis Steele, James
I in Des Moines Monday and confeedilers of the corn belt area would
through Friday, according to Kennedy since Nov. 10, 1938.
Brody, Edward Darrow, Edward WheeAgent Les'ter Soukup. Clar- The petition recites tfcat the plain- be to establish a differential between lock, Arthur Martin, Clyde Smith,
[Pellett, president of the Cass tiff paid Willard Kennedy old age fat cattle and replacement cattle and Isaac Brown, George Bolz, Clifford
farm bureau, is the organi- assistance totaling $1,465 from Feb- the opinion was expressed at the Harris, Boyd Harris Van Harris,
's delegate and Clifton Pollock ruary, 1936, to November, 1941, "and meeting that feeder replacement stock Cecil Taylor, Kenneth Woods, Dennis
that $1,600 received by him from Kirk- should be purchased at $2 a hundred Pearce, Merrill Knowlton, Earl Lantz,
alternate.
yd Blankinship was one of three ham was not reported to the plain- less than the market top for fat cat- Leland Lantz, Devene Taylor, Keith
era to appear on the program tiff as provided by law. The plaintiff tle. Ranchers are working a hard- Taylor, Carl Claussen, Leland Taylor,
4-H club leaders conference charges Kennedy gave the ?1,500 to ship upon feeders of the corn belt Almon Harris, Max Stephenson, Delay and
the duties of the defendants with consideration and by holding replacement cattle at prices bert Ehle, Jesse Taylor, George Jenarents in building effective 4-H that they deposited $1,400 of this above the fat cattle market and com sen, Raymond Kluever, EarJ Seay,
belt farmers are seeking to organize Merritt Steele, Ray Nichols and Audhip. Leaders from each club amount in the'Stnita State Bank.
By
reason
of
their
act,
the
plainand
impress ranchers with the inter- ra 'Havens.
be 4-H boys' committee attended
tiff alleges the defendants are liable dependence between the producers of
eting.
At noon Mrs. Taylor, assisted by
stock and the farmer in the Mrs. Earl Lantz, Mrs. Cecil Taylor,
! members of the livestock mar- for double the amount of assistance feeder
n Delt
Mrs. Leland Taylor, Mrs. Keith Taycommittee also met with the paid by the board of social welfare! 8mu
1
after
Nov.
10,
1938.
The
amount
reIt
was
also
emphasized at the meet- lor, Mrs. Devene Taylor, Mrs. Van
ominittee Tuesday and 15 to 20
[project women attended a con- ceived by Kennedy was $820 and judg- ing that if central markets are ex- Harris, Mirs. Merrill Knowlton and
Laurel Lantz, served dinner to
group, while several ment against the defendants in the pecting to have the patronage of the Miss
1
{the organization committee, of amount of $1,640 is sought by the feeder, they should give him the same the men.
consideration as given the traders.
^ Jesse Bishop is chairman, at- state welfare department.
"This
move is aimed at selling feeder OCTOBER BOND SALE
|; a meeting of the state cornstock to "scalpers" at a figure below
Mrs. Ed. Pont is chairman ALL OF MOTOR TAXES
SHOWS AN INCREASE
SPENT ON HIGHWAYS that which farmers would pay for the
home project women.
same stock.. The live stock outlook Sales of Defense Savings Bonds in(Wednesday), forty junior
eati members will attend the The entire amount of $28,069,000 and other problems facing Ihe grain creased 16.5 per cent in October over
and banquet and this after- in special taxes paid by Iowa motorists belt stockman were discussed at the September, the treasury department
announced this week. Total sales for
he iCasa county Links and Link- in 1940 was spent for highway pur- meeting.
poses
and
not
a
penny
was
diverted
to
the six months since the defense savThe
Cass
committee
has
been
acwhich Miss Mary Storbeck
lident, wfll receive its trophy other uses, R. E. Rhoades, manager tive for three years and is the only ings program was launched on May 1,
> outstanding chapter in Iowa, of the Motor Club of Iowa reported such marketing group in southwest amount to $1,775,124,000.
.Iowa, The committee met Tuesday Total cash deposits at the treasury
i 35 front' the young married this week.
"According
to
reports
from
A.
A.
A.
with the Iowa marketing committee for all three series of bonds by months
[Will attend a) banquet this
in Des 'Moines to present its plan, were: May, $349,818,000; June, $314,at Hotel iPort Des Momes, at
"A
total
of
$196,579,000
in
special
which
will in turn be presented to 527,000; July, $342,132,000; 'August,
r. and Mrs. Gunnar , Hjortsho j
motor
tax
revenues
was
diverted
by
the
national
committee during the in- $265,606,000; September, $232,327,organization are among
and October, $270,713,000.
J. G. Stevenson wilj. also all states to non-highway purposes, ternational livestock show in Chicago 000;More
series E bonds were sold in
a
substantial
increase
over
the
pre-'
this
month.
Francis
Johnson,
presi|the meeting of farm 'bureau
October than *in any month except
vious
year's
diversion
of
$181,654,000.
j
dent
of
the
Iowa
farm
bureau,
is
ies today and Miss Marcella
July. October sales of this series
be present for the con- In terras of average highway costs, I chairman of the national committee
f f arm b eaii office assist-'the money thus missPent during the representing fifteen states, while A. B. showed an increase of 16.8 per cent
past year would have built approxi-1 Kline of Vinton, is chairman of the over September. Total sales of series
Imately
miles of new highways.' Iowa committee. The national com- E bonds for the six months are $694,farm .men and women I "The 11,000
practice of diversion is par- mittee works in cooperation with the 132,000. Sales of series E bonds only,
bunty will
meet- iticularly reprehensible at the present National Meat Board, of which W. A by months are: May, $100,581,000;
v attend
*. the
" "
when a director from 1 ,.time when
' _ all,. available
_ . , , , „ funds
.„_,„ are
„ ' Hopley
„ . of, Atlantic
» i ,._ i . :is a member.
,._
June, $102,517,000; July, $145,274,000;
hip will go to the state needed for national
!
defense highway At the meeting, C. A. Zellmer was August, $117,603,000; September,
on *""»£
Friday, ""•
Mr. «'
Pel- i building. The
»«u ««
The fact that the military elected chairman of the Cass county $105,241,000; and October, $122,916,ounty Agent
UKup
will
.
tll ' group, succeeding Paul Spies',' Glenn
I<™ 000.
- ..• : ^-*t j'priority
system today is substantially
Series F and Q bonds sales showed
...;.,peing *s ge |gnorj. Qf requirements can be attri- Babbitt was named vice chairman; and
a 16.3 per cent rise over September.
at
least
in
part
to
the
pro\
Lester
Soukup,
secretary.
Other
mem,V
.
|
buted
u>
me
prutester
BOUKUP,
secretary,
umer
iiienij
Sales by months for series F and G
^ure u Presl~ |fljgatgpolicy of spending motor taxi : bers of the ,committee
are:
Joe ALaw__
__
I
4
county agents,
money on non-highway purposes.
|ton, Paul Dimig,
Fred Groves, Arch bonds were: May, $249,237,000; June,
"Already eleven states have adopted ,Prall, Glair Becker, W. A. Hopley, $212,010,000; July, $196,857,000; AugSEED SAMPLES constitutional amendments prohibit- Ted Bell, James Winston, Floyd ust, $148,003,000; September, $127,October, $147,798,000. All
r TO BE TESTED ing diversion for all time. The trend Blankinship, Eldon Kay,, 'Otis Conn, 086,000;
is definitely in the direction of com- Henry Lilienthal, Paul Spies and Harry figures are rounded to the nearest
thousands.
Iowa persons-, selling seed are ning proper use of road funds. The IKay.
—-'-ed by. law to test and Iabel only way of guaranteeing proper use
ibfs, indicating percentages of _oad monjes appears to be in bringrity and; germination, as well . abo t an Bmendment to the state's
eedom-:;lrom primary noxious> conatitution which prohibits use of
R. H. Porter, in charge motor vehicie tex money for anything
i seed-testing laboratory at Iowa bu<; road purposes. Only when all the
college, warned this week.
forty.eight states of the nation have
VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
time to get the seed tested « |adopted such amendments can the
Iratner than late, he emphasizes. I motorists of the Jand be assured of a
[important that Iowa citizens who; square deal in the annual expenditure
» •
Thompson's Seedlfess
f seed to'be tested should not wait rf oyer ^oo.OOO.OOO paid to state
aiSlDS
2 Pound Package
the -last minute to send their governments, in the form of special
I in to the laboratory. If every- motor taxes.»
Hershey — 1-lb. Can
(delays until after January, the (
_
.—
of. workers will be so rushed MOSQUITOES CARRY
, spring that they won't be able ^UOWj"V o OTCKNESS
Baking Powder — Pound Can
tet the samples, tested in time
bLkkrUN I* aiUIV^ r^OQ
aVor seeding.
Specialists in the department of
Briardale Whole Kernel - White
fessor Porter recommends that
* lture>8 bureau of entomology and
or Yellow - 2 No. 2 Cans
|ns who send seed in to be tested »
Washington, D. C., workId be sure that it is in a contamer ^
^.^ University of California
Briardale — 3 Minute, 1 Pie
won't break or..allow the seed B
h&ve demonstarted that
Size — Package
lost in the mail. He recommends ,
.^ carry human sieeping sickNol ftShells
loth bag or strong envelope *"•'
of the equine type under natural
Purpose Very often so much seed,
. fc wag announced this wee'-c.
>st durag shipment that workers in ""^ ^ bgen previousiy €Btablis>.ed
n """"|
Pure Country — GWC
A&A
I laboratory have had to write and ^^ ^^ tarsails mosquitoes could
• for another supply.
carry the disease, teachnically known

BRIARDALE

R

EngUsh Walnuts S
Sorghum
NO. spans

*E DECLAMATORY CONTEST' ™^™ ^S^but^'t^t ^
Tuesday, November 25
LosqUito was a carrier in nature.
7:30 P,M.
I gJtn western and St. Louis strains
lyrical — Dramatic — Humorous _ ^ vjruB involved in the disease,
UI
LliC » * * •*" —
,
_ 20c .*- SOc tax incld. which broke out with 3,000 cases and
cent resulting in deaths
and Mrs.
Fred Boren
p>. ana
mrs. jnrea
»oreu and
*"" son,'
°""> nine- per
•
~arriMi
the mosquito.
is
year,
jy.of Osceola, Iowa, spent the week. thta^^J-^
Experiments conducted
m Anita visiting friends. Mr.
€n
is head coach in the Osceola
fools.
valley in Washington proved
of
the
discovery.
and Mrs. Fred McBride
on
. S. D., are visiting here with
of Manson,
; Parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lafe Koob, Albert
^^ ^.^
with other relatives and friends
of ,his sister, Mrs.
Adair.
y hester A. Long and family.
Wt- and M*8. J. B. Perry of Hastspent
. N«b., spent several days in
"[* this week visiting at the home
~ ' sister, Mrs. Mae Workman, and
°ther relatives and friends.
residents.
and 3on
r,. a former teacher
Anita schools, spent Thursday
>«r \n Anita vialting friends and
nd
Bell, and
>ng the junior class play. Miss
*er is a teacher Jn the Avoca schools
relatives and fnends.
"year.

25c
«c

Rolls Bakery Special - 6 For IQc
Coff ee

NUMBER 47

Tall Corn ..19c — Briardale

29c

Ocean View Brand — Fresh
Sealed Pint Cans
I •
Shurfine Pure Grape Juice
JUlCe
Full Quart Bottle

Wheat FlakcS Briardale — 2 10-oz. Pkgs. 19c

Peanuts No-l Roasted Jumb°'s —Pound
Annies Extra F»ncy Delicious —Dozen
Grapes Cal-Red EmPerors — 3 p°unds
Heads Eacl1
Lettuce Solid
~~
size
Granules
Rinso

15c
29c
25c

7c
21c

TO OBSERVE
HARVEST SUNDAY

xtension livestock specialist, suggests that the time is "ripe" for Iowa
armers to purchase feeder cattle. Next Sunday Will Be the 13th. Animal
Early last August when most indi- Observance of Harvest Sunday to
ations pointed toward increased catBe Sponsored By the Iowa
le feeding in the corn belt during 1942,
Farm Bureau Federation.
he specialist cautioned farmers to deay purchasing feeder cattle at a cost
so high it might have made the feedCity and town people from all over
ng an unprofitable venture."
"The feeding situation has changed Cass county are urged to take to the
ubstantially since last summer," country to join in the observance of
Beresford said, "and the outlook for Harvest "town to country" Sunday,
he cattle feeder appears much Nov. 23, by visiting rural churches
Tighter for 1942 than it was then." and their neighbor farmers or by at'While the prospect is still on the tending the nearest observance.
lark side for the remainder of the The observance next Sunday is the
1941 crop of fed cattle because of 13th. annual event sponsored by the
)urdensome supplies, Iowa farmers Iowa farm bureau federation, with
can now purchase their feeder cattle many groups and organizations cowith a reasonable assurance they operating. More than 800 associate
won't be faced with a situation simi- clergy members of the farm bureau
ar to that of this season," Beres- are expected to present special Har'ord said. "The outlook is for favor- vest Sunday services. Many of the
able cattle prices during the 1942 mar- services will be held in the afternoon
ceting year, and current prices of w^h town and city people taking part
>oth western and native feeder cattle ift the program, leaders said.
lave eased to the point where pur- In some instances, rural Iowa will
chase of them is more attractive." moye to the city and town with urban
The movement of feeder cattle into churches hosts for the day. Many of
the corn belt during the past several those services will take the form of
months has been lighter than many evening union service observances, and
authorities had anticipated, and feed- will not hinder city and town people
er cattle prices are around 50 to 75 from moving into the country during
cents below the hight point in Sep- the day. The basket dinner will pjay
a part in the program in connection
ember.
It is indicated that the proportion with a number of rural observances.
of corn-fed cattle slaughtered during Indications are that with but few
the entire year of 1942 will be con- exceptions every county in the state
siderably smaller than in 1941. If will find churches of all denominations
true, this will mean a sharp rise in presenting the Harvest Sunday idea
prices of the better gVades of cattle in services, and cooperation in the observance of the day.
next year.
Because of unusually favorable feed Howard Masteller, district fieldman
conditions in all range sections the for the Iowa farm bureau federation
movement of feeder cattle has been and a resident of Atlantic, has been
ate this year. There is a larger-than- invited to act as guest speaker at
usual share of the crop still to come the Fletcher Chapel church Sunday.
to market. But fall feeder shipments The traditional observance calls for
ivill be over within the next month rural and urban people to get together and for city and town people
or 6 weeks.
'All in all, conditions are extremely ' to visit their, neighbbr farmers. The
favorable for the Iowa farmer who is purpose of the day is to bring about
contemplating the purchase of feeder a better understanding of problems
cattle," Beresford stated. But he ad- as they exist for the two groups and
vised farmers not to delay their pur- to^ stress^their dependence upoin ^ach
other. The day is also a homecoming
chasing much longer.
event in many churches.
Virtually all officials of the Iowa

JUNIOR FARM BUREAU
RATES FIRST IN STATI

farm bureau federation wil1 toke part

in services Sunday, while extension
_,.
I
;
.
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'
workers
college
will
B
T. ,
The .Links
Lmkettes,
Cass
, speak»f
, in
. Iowa
,State „
. farm
.and ,bureau
..
.
also
churches.
Harvest. 0Sunr
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junior
organiza.
, ,
,
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j j cfirst
^ . place
1
• d aJ y messages
will also
b e f.presented
B
tion,
has
in
,
.
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-p.,
T
w.w , ..».
ff^,rav tnnra'a vn«.imia Tflnm QrJir.lrtrtS
stations:
bureau .u»
and over Iowa's various. radio
the Iowa junior tfarm
«,u u,™
and t()wn
le
I
rural youth program contest, accord- |
*^ ^
^
ng to an announcement received this
£
nearest
week by Miss Mary Storbeck, presiobservance ,, ^&ncia Johnson,
dent of the Cass county group. The
Q{ ^ ^ f _ m bureau
organization received $20 to defray
,,We know that a
said
expenses of four or more delegates to
the Iowa farm bureau convention in « opfchwhil
vjsU ^
neibelieve
hbors that
is always
and we
Har.
Des , Moines
this
week
and
this
(Wed,
,_ ,, ,
vest Sunday affords a wonderful opx
nesday) afternoon at 2 o clock, a com- tunit y for town and country people
mittee from the Lmke and Lmkettes £ meet together and become ^.,.
will be presented with a trophy as
inted * ™* „<>„,
year itit i =
the outstanding Iowa organization. !;mportant
than
ever
that' we underp
The group expects to be represented
and each other's
s an
by a delegation of about forty mem- problems, and we believe Harvest
bers at the banquet and dance in Des Sunday can help to bring about this
Moines this (Wednesday) evening. better understanding so needed at
In the contest last year, the Cass this time."
junior farm bureau placed third and
took the prize this year with a membership of 75, an average attendance MORE PHOSPHATE TO
BE USED NEXT YEAR
of 100 at social meetings and 50
members at educational meetings.
Officers are Miss Storbeck, president; Iowa farmers are going to use more
Wendell Pellett, vice-president; Max- phosphate in 1942 on minerally defields than they ever have in
ine Retz, secretary; Helen Pitsenberger treasurer; and Dorothy Udo, re- the past, state AAA officials predicted
porter. Mr and Mrs. Curtis Masteller this week,
group.
i Hervey
bureau is a de- member in charge of the conservaUo,
pendent organization but coaperates materials -program, pointed out that
P
1942 orders for 14 million pounds have
with the senior farm bureau in its I been
placed, compared with an esti
.
activities.
_____
i mated seven million pounds which wilt
have been distributed in 1941 by year's

50% OF AAA

CHECKS

TK
1JN

end and
phoaphate phase

°

of the 1942

comein to state head

"

i_ ClairD
m • r> Becker
t» L- ,. ch
,.Viaii-mnn
possum c-ouin.y muiic has ordered
this weeki by
all man
Btd 4F260)000 poundSi more
of the Trinle-A board. Anotnei $0^,- l r
*
, . lr .. ft m n j
farm benefit payments was than the entire state used ,n 1940, and
last week by the office bringing the total amount received so far
to $223,000 413 -operators received ---.-^-™
^^ ^^
checks in the last payment.
,
conservation checks in
two previous payments a couple uslns ulc"

ments

prove their
in 1939 with

Mrs Jack Nylund and daughter, 649,000 pounds applied to Iowa fields
Julan, returned to their home in Kan-'and its rapid growth was due, Hazen
sas City Mo., the first of the week believes, to educational programs and
after spending several days here visit- a growing realization of the greater
at the home of her parents, Mr. and returns to be derived by keeping land
Mrs. Joe Trimmer.
'in a healthy conditon.
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2-80
(Clarence Sutherland
Stanley Fender & Body Com6.00
35.15 Waters Grain Company
pany, repairs
............
9.60
I Dr. G. M. Adair
Standard Oil Company, sup173.42 Alco Sales Company
^
plies
W. M. Steffen/refund':."....
2.00. Dr. George A. Alliband . . . . 22.90
PHONE 300
Phone 29
Glen Schmitt, hauling
*™ Atlantic Dairy . ..^
._
We Deliver
16.00
Wm. Sunderman, gas
121.86. Mrs. W. J. Baughnian
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND
• "^ Berry
,—
Elsie
Treasurer of State, use tax . 89.99
"
""
. . . 14.00
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
Wilbur
H.
Blake
Voss Manufacturing Company,
COBBLER POTATOES, i(KJ-lbs. $1.39
11.22
....
5.94 Bongers
CRANBERRY SAUCE, 17-oz. can, 2 for
29c J. repairs
CORN, creamed, 3 ,No. 2 cans
H. Welch" Printing ComJ H . L. Breckenmaker
15.40
nanv
supplies
24.55
F.
Brody
&
Sons
'-™
PEAS, early June, 3 No. 2 cans
'" ""?
PUMPKIN, Clover Farm, 2 No. 2 cans
19c
pany, supplies • • • • • • _
|!nBrown's
,_ CVi/vQ
. 9.85
Shoe v;t
Fit rnTnnnnv
Company.
West Iowa Telephone ComOYSTERS, diced, fine for soup or scalloped, 10-OZ
SALAD DRESSING, Clover Farm, quart jar . .37c
pany, tolls
10.25 Chas. Campbell
37.20
can, 2 for
'
Wheeling Corrugating ComChristian nome un»».»B«= • • 8.00
SWEET PICKLES, quart jar
.27c
pany, pipe
992.52 R. W. Cockshoot
29-00
PUMPKIN,
Marco
golden,
2
No.
2y
cans
.
',?
2
J. W. White, repairs
50 j Berniece Comstock
234.59
CHOCOLATE DROP CANDY, 2 pounds
23c Wilson Concrete Company,
COFFEE, Paxton gas roasted, 2 pounds .
4?
Dr. Win. F. Crew . . . . . . . . 7.00
298.98
Department
of
Social
Weipipe
MACARONI or SPAGHFtfTI, 7-02. pkg., 3 f o r "' i?
TOILET SOAP, Sweet Heart, 4
tfars
21c
Jean'Ackerman, labor
67.50 j fare
^
GRAPES, Emperor, 2 pounds
["£
Elmer Eagan
!«•«"
CHOCOLATE, Hershey's, pound
15c American Book 'Company,
2.80 j Farmers Cooperative
24.40
boots
BUTTER, pound prints
.35c American Linen & Towel Serj Farmers Elevator
4.06
vice, laundry
4.15; Emil Fries
CALUMET BAKING POWDER, pound can . . .17c
Atlantic Laundry, laundry ..
2.25 F. L. Gaylord
2.50
Atlantic
News
Telegraph,
| Dr. W. S. Greenleaf
Celery — Lettuce — Apples — Oranges
8.40
printing
71.12 | Henderson Dairy
38.25
Athens Press, supplies
3.50 j Hillyard Sales Company
Jesse W. Bishop, indemnity . 22.79 |J. 1. Holcomb Manufacturing
Company
9.08
ply
7.40 Lenna T. Boots, session &
W.
G.
Hunter
12.00
Arnold Hardware, supplies ..
mileage
37.50
6.07
52.00
Established 1883.
John E. Budd, attorney fees . 10.00 Dr. H. A. Johnson
Anita Lumber Company, -sup9.96
Joyce Lumber Company
plies
Bullock
&
Sons,
supplies
..
21.99
109.86
Published Every Thursday and Entered
Dr. W. W. Kitson
........
52.75
Atlantic
Auto
Exchange,
reArt
Burnside
&
Company,
at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, aa
pairs
supplies
87.65 A. R. Kohl Grocery ...... 7.70
12.75
Second Class Mail Matter.
Atlantic Implement Company,
Georgia Byrne, mileage . . . . 33.05 Lee's Drug Store .......... 31.18
Lewis Cash Store .......... 58.10
Cecil G. Budd
Editor
partp
19.87 Cass County Farm Bureau,
appropriation
750.001
Maduff's
Food Market 47.12
24.01
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Tear A-W Company, parts
Cooks Rexall Store, drugs ...
8.04 Malone Seed Company ... 10.21
Atlantic Building Supply, supBjf "WAI
Official Town and County Newspaper
Dr. George W. Marston
78.00
plies
24.66 F. E. Davenport & Company,
Miller-Bryant-Pierce
11.22
The
Balbach
Company,
suprepairs
20.00
Member of National Editorial*
summer, feathered vis;
Evelyn Murphy
14.50 Klamath Falls, Oregon.
plies
9.09 ' Demco Library Supplies, supAssociation, and
26.50 The shortest natural river in the scores of the town's athletic u..
Barton-Warner Company^upplies
1.85 Dr. R. M. Needles
New King Electric Company . 10.11 world Hes entirely within this town. organizations are named after
plies
;y.
308.38 Des Moines Sanitary Supply
142.91 Less than one mile in length, Link pelican, as well as a theatre J1
Baum Iron Company, hardCompany, supplies
152.84 Olsen's Grocery
'
C. B. Parkinson & Son .... 9.00 River connects the sizable Upper Kla- hotel/
ware
15.00
3.63 Charles A. Donahoe, sessions.
math
Lake
with
smaller
Lake
Ewauna,
Although
agriculture
is
16.55
i
3.
C.
Penney
Company
38.03
Big Four Oil Company, gas
F. R. Eckstrom, repairs ..
Petersen Grocery
20.60 [fronting the town's main business dig- around, here, with two thirds°(f"j
& oil
. 131.13 G. E. Eshelmann, committee
111.25 trict all the way. Its grey-blue waters Klamath Basin's 300,000 fertile
Bojens Hardware, supplies ..
142.60 Dr. M. T. Petersen
16.43 work & mileage
PROCEEDINGS OF THE
7.50 then become the Klamath River and under irrigation, the torn is _
Bond Hardware, supplies .. 44:49 H. 0. Ferguson, reporter
44.20 Dr. Frank J. Pop
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS Boseck Oil Company, gas .. 129.41 Fidlar & Chambers, supplies . 11.58 Wm. Riggs Grocery
74.75 j head into California for a trip to of an industrial center of south!
11.25 the sea.
traj Oregon. 28 sawmills are i
Mrs. Alice Robbins
Herman M. Brown Company,
Follett Publishing Company,
Court House,
15.00 This town grew up along the short tered in and around Klamath FiftJ
parts
3.74 Robinson Hardware
41.77 books
! > : '
Atlantic, Iowa,
27.96 length of Link River, the first set^le- self, annually cutting 350,000,000
Nels P. Christensen, labor ..
22.00 W. A. Rutledge
73.60 Sam Gordon, refund
v
. November 3, 1941.
33.90 ment being made soon .after the Kla- of lumber. _ At one of the !
Cities Service Oil Company,
Hedman Company, insurance . 27.00 R. J. Smith
The Board of Supervisors of Cass gas
Ed. Suyder
14.98 i math Indians were finally subdued by factories that make this the
352.80 F. !W. Herbert, treasurer, jurCouaty, Iowa, met in regular session City of Atlantic, current .. 99.19
28.05 Federal troops in 1864. First named box manufacturing district
or fees
941.70 Herbert Shahan
with all members present:
Contractors Supply Company,
171.56 Linkville, it rapidly became the center U. S A. we witnessed the fatej
O. E. Huxley, repairs
6.00 Steir Grocery
Hawley Lynch, Chairman, P. L.
parts
T 31.50 Higley Chemical Company,
J. L. Taylor
19.52 of a'large sheep and cattle raising log from the time it was yatMJ]
Possehl, G. E. Eshelman, F. W. Wiese Ed. Cushing, repairs
24.25' industry that still thrives today. Cat- of the water until it emerged i
supplies
41.66 Taylor County
68.00
and W. Hi. Wohlenhaus.
Dement Implement Company,
Turner Brothers
............
3.25 tie rustling paid huge dividends in other end of the factory as i
M. E. Hubbard, auditor, postMinutes of October 24th. were ap- gas
4.07 Dr. M. B. Weir ......... ... 21.50 ! those days and one entire local family stacked wooden boxes. The!
154.45 tage
proved as read.
Dougherty Service Station,
White Rose Oil Company . .
2.10 ' engaged in that practice for many feet of pine timber standing!
Iroquois Publishing Company,
The following resolution was pass- gas
by forests of the neighboring
books
7.86 Dr. Agnes R. Wilder ...... 111.95 years until completely -wiped "out
8.73
l J rr
ed:
D T
Electrical Service & Sales
Roscoe S. Jones, services ... 50.00 n- P.
T. w;iu.«.Williams
5.50 .straight shooting ranchers. '" - - "t Range will keep this business!
*
RESOLUTION.
Company, repairs
Dr. H. K. Williams
4.00 Growth was slow for the town,
24.14 Harry Jordan, sheriff, criminlong, long while.
WHEREAS, the C. B. Parkinson Gardner - Denver Company,
al investigation & expense;
Session and Mileage Claims.
(little more than a village in 1893,
In spite of the town's veryi
& Sons store in 'Massena, Iowa, owes parts
Hawjey Lynch
transportation; board &
41.65
5.00 when its name was changed to Kla- and neat appearance—largely!
the sum of $1009.18 as delinquent Gate City Iron Works, supcare of prisoners
498.36 G. E. Eshelman
6.70 ' math Falls. With the coming of the growth and building that ix$u>
personal taxes to Cass County, Iowa, | plies
39.00 F. L, Possehl
44.07 Wm. L.SKelso, bailiff
6.10 railroad at the turn of the century,. twenty-five* years ago—%,«§;]
and
Gasoline Alley, gas
275.28 Klipto Loose Leaf Company,
F. W. Wiese
5.65 however, things began to pick up. BeX new west "still ,rwb elkon?
WHEREAS, the Treasurer of Cass Bibbs-Cook Tractor & Equipsupplies
5.01 W. H. Wohlenhaua
6.80' tween 1915 and 1930 the local popu- Ranchers and farmers
County, Iowa, has issued a distress
ment Company, parts ... 364.69 Laurel Book Company, books .
1.44
Moved by Wiese, seconded by Woh- lation increased six fold and now num- town, Indians from the reswarrant" which has been served on Globe Machinery & Supply
Virgil Lembke,'bounty ....
1.00
lenhaus, to adjourn until November bers over 16,000 not counting the J loggers from the woods mil
said taxpayer, and
Company, hardware
committee
30.20 Hawley Lynch,
17th. or on call of Chairman.
thousands of awkward, white pelicans city folks.
WHEREAS, the'personal property Graham's Store, supplies ..
21.14 work and mileage
148.05 Motion carried.
who flap their way in from the Pacifier At this time the streets i
levied upon is insufficient to pay the Hansen & Company, supplies .
15.77 L. W. Mannasmith, reporter . 94.65 (Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
every March and remain on the town's Banks tf Link River are alive i
amount of delinquent personal tax, John Hoffman, freight ....
17.12 Matt Parrott & Sons, supChairman. two lakes and Link River until Wte ;«»ctivityof atown
iding a b
and
.Home Oil Company, gas and
plies
125.85 Attest:
fall.
Many
still
linger
now,
nesting
ly,
million
dollar
WHEREAS, Merrill Parkinson, Esq. oil
M. E. Hubbard,
407.46 Minor Outfitting Company, .
County Auditor. in the reeds along the shores of present rate, of .growth
has offered the sum of Three Hun- Bill Howell, supplies
12.68 supplies
94.64
Upper Klamath Lake, a body of water pay roll and ^math F8lls'
dred Dollars ($300.00) in cash as Hutchins Printing Company,
Monarch Products Company,
The P. T. A. study club will meet1 made famous by E. H. Harriman, who will be doubled many times M
full settlement of and for the amount supplies .,
19.28 supplies
100.26 j next Tuesday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock called it the most beautiful spot in near future. But nothing f j
of unpaid delinquent personal taxes, Independent Oil Company,
Harry Noblitt, labor
87.00 at the home of Mrs. M. M. Feller on! the west and built an elaborate lodge crease the size of the town's fl^
and
«*&*'
gas
^
8.29 H. A. Phillips School Service,
Chestnut Street. Mrs. Earl Stone and on the shores of Pelican Bay from will still be the shortest in*
WHEREAS,
the
real
estate Interstate 'Machinery & Supsupplies
.76 Mrs. Helen Duff are the leaders.
which to enjoy it.
wh«» Klamath Falls has gro*"
owned by the said taxpayer is in
ply Company, hardware .. 32.57 F. L. Possehl, committee work
So much a part of local color- are teeming metropolis.
an undivided interest and subject to Interstate
Oil
'Company,
and mileage
148.40
VEGETABLES NEEDED
si life estate, and its value is of un- grease
100.53 i Donald P. Reel,
attorney
certain nature
IN CHILDREN'S DIET
"Trailer Vagabond" Is Sponsored and Appears In This P«P«
Iowa Culvert & Pipe Comfees
10.00
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED
pany, pipe
638.33 j Don Savery, expenses, teleThrough the Conrtocy of
t>,,
Evelyn Hollen, nutritionist of the
by the Board of Supervisors of Cass Iowa Electric Company, ser'j phone and commission . . 148.80 Iowa state health department, has an
County, Iowa, that the Treasurer vice
97.21 Chas. Scribner's Sons, books .
idea Which m8y solve the
is hereby authorized to accept the Iowa Sales Company, wire ..
Pa^ntal
16.86 Dr. J. D. Shoeman, services . 9?'nn'
21.00 problem of getting the kids to eat
Anita, Iowa
TEXACO PRODUCTS
Phone 257
said sum of Three Hundred Dollars Jobes Tire & Electrical Comi Harold F. Shrauger, supplies .
ld.70 vegetables and at the
($300.00) from the said Merrill Park- pany,' parts
20.81 j Bill Stockham, labor . . . . . . 3LOO
the vitamin
inson in full payment of all of the Victor Johnson, labor
25.00 Burt Stone, supplies ....... 15.30
months.
amount of the said personal tax due Joyce Lumber Company, supThe members of the Quilt club were present, following which a
Margaret Stouffer, mileage . . 27.35 It's a subterfufi-e. she admits, but
by the said C. B. Parkinson & Sons
, „_„ guests Wednesday afternoon of Mrs. served by the hostess.
plies
80.17 Marilyn Temple, labor . . . . 25.00
Store.
III! S
suggested "fooling" ,S. E. Goodrich at her home here. A Holmes -will entertain the
Kerkman Garage, repairs ..
10.51 Dee T. Waters, et al., witness
The Chairman put the above reso- Koch Bros., supplies
~ n into eating raw vege- social afternoon'was enjoyed by those its next meeting on Nov. 26.
331.37 fees
156.00
making them think they
lution to vote, and the votes being Koehring Company, parts ..
18.97|
all in the affirmative, the resolution C. M. Lawrence, repairs .. 46.91 j G. H. Welton, services
32.01
"Try fixing a fancy plate of carrot
was declared adopted.
J. W. Luke & Son, fuel . . . .
57.14 West Publishing Company,
On motion and vote Victor Johnson Lindsey Machine Shop, parts. 42.07
reporter
15.00 nps, cabbage wedges and other
vegetables and place it in the refrigerwas hired as mechanic for Cass C. E. Malone, 'Postmaster,
F. W. "Wiese, committee work
County at $135.00 per month and
postage
108.44
and mileage
131.75 ator where the children are bound to
see it after school," she said.
Arlo Christensen's salary set at Massena Independent TeleJohn C. Winston Company,
$126.00 per month, effective Novemphone Company, tolls ....
9.90
books
6.72 "Make the plate so enticing that it
ber 1st.
will appear to be for the next day's
Mauk's
Transfer,
hauling
.
.
.
.
3.10
W.
H.
Wohlenhaus,
committee
v
The "bond of Sunderman Bros, was Mleyer Service Station, rework and mileage
142.00 meal or a special occasion, and the
approved.
children may eat the vegetables simply
r
pairs
6.87 Verna B. Woods, session and
The quarterly report of C. M. Skip- Carl C. Millard, repairs . . . . 32.00
mileage
17.00 because they won't think the food is
meant for them."
ton, Clerk of the District Court, was Miller-Hasse'.balch Company,
World Book Company, books.
23.13
approved.
Miss Hollen wasn't completely cerparts
21.78 WARRANTS ISSUED ON POOR
The following rebates were allowed: G. N. McQuern, mileage .. 90.70
tain
about how successful this
FUND FOR PROVISIONS,
Marne Masonic Lodge, $41.04; Holy H. P. Malone, labor
would be, but she was quite d,
226.10
CLOTHING AND MEDICross Evangelical Lutheran Church, Minerman Motor Company,
f^.^^^^-dingraw
CAL AID.
$5.48.
repairs
5.00
in the child's
The following claims were allowed Nebraska Tractor Company,
and the Auditor authorized to write
parts
e is danger in the winter that
102.32 Earl Beech
Which Charges Your Battery In the Modern
warrants for the same:
Neff Hardware, supplies ....
.87 Lena Boust
42 00 r " ^ T'' i n0t haVe enou e h vitamin
Zeno Lang, labor
$ 106.21 Nelson Automotive, supplies .
Approved By Leading Battery Manufacturer*
45.59 Campbell Department Store
22.70'easilv J
M
"^ ^^bles
Russell Michaels, labor . . . . 104.41 H. L. Nettz, gas & repairs . .
est Car Manufacturers, Society of Automotive
22.58 Christensen Grocery
Wayne Sisler, labor
106.21 Northwestern Bell Telephone
aute and must K» -<>_
Consumers Wholesale Grogmeers
and Bureau of Standards, U. S. Govern^
Charlie Pelzer, labor
109.58
Compajgy, rent & tolls . . . . 174.04
cery
i'als and school
10.00
Kenneth Dougherty, labor . . 76.50 P. A. Oestereich, repairs . .
14.25 Coming Supply Store
fruits,
71.40 !
Gene Lewis, labor
78.00 Paper, Calmenson & Company,
It Is No Longer Necessary For You To Wait
Or. Wm. F. Crew
3.50
Art McConnelee, labor . . . . 63.00 parts
For
Your Battery To Be Charged. Ths yj|
100.40 Economy Shoe Store . . . . . .
50.79 ^nl"1"' l° """"•« «"' "«*«i
P. A. Blanchard, labor . . . . 113.90 Phillips Petroleum Company,
Dr. George W. Egermayer . . .
Modern Approved Method Charges Your ^ai
12.00
Henry Eggerling, labor
102.60 gas .
^Plainin, t h a t v i U n , n (, .
16.64 Family Shoe Store
the Amazing Time of 1& Ifr 45 Minutes *v
19.42
Prank Lechner, labor
102.63 Railway Expres Agency, exGreen Bay Lumber Company.
44.50
Herb Spear, labor
122.60 press
Without Removing the Battery From
7.33 Iowa Nebraska Light and
Lloyd Leeper, labor
84.80 Right Away Tire & Battery,
Power
Del Taylor, labor
74.40 parts
169.20 Dr. W. W. Kitson . . . . . . . ' ' . '
NEW GUARANTEED
30 25
Howard Lett, labor
89.20 fy,M. Shaffer & Son, parts .. 180.12 Lee S. Magill
"Some
]
6M
Chas. Perry, labor
17.00 Sidles Company, parts
PRICED AS LOW AS THE
180.12 Nicholsen Grocery
10 00
Henry H. Mathisen, labor ..
78.00 Sperry Gas Station, gas . . . .
1.21 Dr. E. C. Petersen . . . ' . .
i36'25
Alerflite Company, supplies .. 1.27 Standard Bearings Company,
This
L. L. Reed
'
41 65
American
Auto
Salvage,
parts
13.22 Sauer & Dahlberg
31 35
parts
12.00 Standard Blue Print Company,
30'4?
Dr. Joseph Schiff
American Machinery & Supprints

Crawford's Ctover Farm Store

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables In Season
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WAGNER'S FILLING STATION

£

NEW!

FAST!

SAFI

We ttvite You To See the New Modern Equ»P
Added To Our Battery Department
THE JJEW

--

MERCURY QUICK CHARGER

"«.«»rLr.'S!;br th< — •»
».8o;^^c h f w r not ' be ^pt2
•

0. W. Shaffer &
ANITA,
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THE SUNNY SIDE OF LIFE
Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
ByEDWHEELAN
BIG TOP

There are thre7~~
Of lighter-than-air shf ner1« I
the semi-rigid andS*'
airship authorities
Into only two typess '
aimhln g^j *i_/" '

.
the non-rigid and
ma.intains its
-the stresses
because of the
of the lifting
•hapedby ite

BANSS WAS GREATLY UPSET OVER
-TV4AT *SILK" HAD BEEN TRyiNG- TO RUIN THE

A house-full

CONTROL OF MV SHOW
SlUC, AUWO HE Ou/MS
THIRD INTERE
"SILK
SUCH

s, America's fav'ort
-oisneeded. There*
.card printed right*
ybuir^Shristmas list? g™]
and be sure your gift i s ,
ated. Camels are also •
in the regular carton of i
ages of "20's"—200 cigart
carton, too, is ha
wrapped and ready to i

HIS

LALA PALOOZA
VINCENT
THREW our
LALA'S JEWELS
BY MISTAKE,
AND TONY,
THE ASHMAN,
THINKING
THEY WERE
JUST FAKE
BEADS,
GAVE THE/A TO
HIS WIFE
TO WEAR TO

By RUBE GOLDBERG
_«^—^™

Innocence

HO HUM-TONY, I
^
CANT TAKE THOSE PARTIES
AFTER A HARD DAVS
WASHIN*-I'/A6LADTO
BE HOME AGAIN

x

THESE HEAVY BEADS TONY
GAVE ME ARE A NUISANCE THEY MAKE IT SO MUCH
HARDER T*KEEP MY NECK
CLEAN

j

JIBE

CERTAINLY, MY CHILDTHEY AIN'T WORTH
NOTHIN' ANYWAY
J

HowToRelii

TONY'S KID
MUSTA RAIDED

OO.MAMA,
KIN I HAVE PRETTY
BEADS T" WEAR
T' SCHOOL?

Oreomulrion relieves ore
cause it goes right to the utrouble to hem loosen and)
HWIU ladon phlegm, and aid r
^sootoaand heal raw, Si
flamed bronchial mucous kn
Sg^^J^S5^!?«flS
you must like tte
cough or ]
•joor money bact

I

A

PARTYDUMBNESS
PLUS!

EOMULS

forCough»,ChestColds,

ACTUALLY
WORTH
^ 2OO.OOO Frank Jay Mattoy BjmdloaU. Inc.

I.
S'MATTER POP—Kinda Absent-Minded, That*s All

;,.. Mostly Sniffles
. Life is made up of sobs,!
and smiles, with sniffles;
Inating.—O. Henry.

By CM PAYNE
NEARLY TUCKED
PANCAKE UNDER
CHIN AN1 STARTT
Y NAPKIN

>V <

. *^VF V"T**V '

AWWBfT

at home, would i
take pUccif iti
for miM

Sfer

amaghiation's Pa
Sentiment is the poetoy j
imaginaitibh.^Lamartine.}

One of Those Big Dramatic Moments

ME

flashes,

r label directions.
As We Wish
TOiat ardently we'
believe.—Young.

POP—Infernal Nuisance
ANXTHIN6
PROM

€Jean»U
Bod;W

By J. MILLAR WATT
YES! NEPO TDt?TUf?iNG

U^itw—-jj

theWooJ*

SOMEONE

THE- CW

OUGHT TO

AS AIM .'

TAK& THAT
RDDL&
AWAX
PROM
HIM/

by The Bell Byn

CLIPPING
SAVER

THE
SPORTING
THING

m
Coil
MWO'I

pa
GLUYAS
WILLIAMS

By
LANG
ARMSTRONG

•I *• ro* • ~
^•od burnir »«

w

ihro«"J3
"T

(|ogs|0f,,v

MoiSjS]
sffiftKa K&s^sr ?««C9h J««wSPrf
OWTlHPAHVEl^r
WfffSWWiiMW

"I'm alrald Uiat itrlbe won't cuuut. They're quite natty about that line
bleu Uiete."

rt-'^l

B5..«3iSg

I By
•*¥:¥
>:•:•:•:•:

-»«*ll»|

iffl^SiS^? -fi»K4«TlEMCOr
.ZrSSJ^c'S?.,

PBKDRAWER W«KIf
BeMBUft.UtWRIAt.T)
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«• HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL + f
f
LUTHERAN CHURCH 9 * f
*
H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
*

f

See Our New Hog Waterers
and Feeders
THE FARMERS COOP.
C. F. DARROW, Man«f«v

-

+ IOWA FARM KERNED +

ANITA MARKETS.

METHODIST CHURCH
Arthur V. Long, Paator.

*
+

Church School at 10 a. m. Lee K.
Nichols,
acting superintendent.
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
Church
worship at 11 a. m. This
Divine services at 10:30 a. m.
1 is the eighth Sunday'of our loyalty
Sunday School teachers will meet a
the church Friday evening at 7:30 crusade.
Youth fellowship at 6:30 p. m.
o'clock.
' The new children's confirmation class Intermediate youth fellowship at
will meet at the church Saturday af 6:30 p. m.
Evening worship at 7:30 p. m. We
ternoon at 1:30 o'clock.
Confirmation class meets Saturday expect to have an orchestra to help
evening at 1 o'clock at the church. with the music.
Prayer fellowship in the church this
Congregational canvassers will mee'
(Wednesday)
evening at 7:30.
at the church Sunday afternoon a*
Choir
practice
in the church this
2 o'clock.
(Wednesday) evening at 8.
The barrel of vegetables and fruit
CARD OF THANKS.
to be sent to Esther Hall in Des
In this way we wish to thank all Moines will be packed at the church
our friends and neighbors who were Friday afternoon.
Donations are
bo kind to pick our corn. We also wanted by that time.
wish to thank the ladies who helped
with the lunch. Your kindness will
f CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST -t
never be forgotten.
f
C. R. Neel, Pastor.
4
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Taylor.

Maduffs
WE DELIVER

PHONE 2;39

THURSDAY—FRIDAY—SATOKDAY
No. 1 Creamery
Pound

Butter

Cheese
59,
Pasteurized — Quart
Milk
Everyday Price
Fine or Medium
Salt
4-Ib. Package
7<
Marshmallows
11
Bacon Squares Sugar Cured 11

(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
•Eggs, cash, dozen
32c
._ run
_ .— a,. Eggs, in trade, dozen
31c
Just as it is a waste to
threshing machine at half its capacity, Eggs, Specials
38c
it is also a waste to underfeed a cow Eggs, No. 1
34c
so she will not bf able to produce up Eggs, No. 2
29c
to her full ability.
j Hens, over 5-lbs
13c
*
*
(Hens, 4 to 5-lbs
lie
Nearly 6 million farmers, working Hens, under 4-lbs. & Leghorns
9c
80 per cent of the total cropland in Springs, over 5-lbs.
12c
the United States, protected and im- Springs, 4 to 6-lbs
lie
proved their farms by* conservation Springs, under 4-lbs. & Leghorns. 9c
measures under the 1940 AAA pro- Roosters, Ib
,
9C
gram.
Ducks, Ib
8c
*»•
Geese, Ib
5c
Mr. and Mrs. Rollie Way of Lewis Sunday School at 10 a. m.
More than 17,000 animals were Pigeons, live, dozen
BOc spent Sunday in Anita visiting at the
Church worship and communion
treated last year by the two veteri- Cream, sweet .. .^
037c
< u home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
at 11 a. m.
nary clinics of Iowa State college.! Cream, No. 1 sour
35c R. H. Lantz. •
We are thankful that Iowa is folHogs with 6,195 cases, were first on Cream, No. 2 sour
33c
lowing the tradition of years in the
Mrs. Lawrence Morehouse of Wich- observance of Thanksgiving Day. Not
the list. Large numbers of dogs, I Yellow corn, No. 2
58c
Chapter EZ, P. E o
cattle, horses, sheep and cats also Yellow corn, new ear
65c ita, Kan., is visiting here at the home but what we should be thankful jnore
CHRISTIAN 8C1HNCB.
+
._.,.,
6Sday afte
were treated.
of her aunt and uncle, Dr. and Mrs. than one day in the year, but the last
">«il
«. + - f « - 4 . + 4. + + * ' » - 4 - ^'•SF** ^
Mrs.
Solon
A.
Karns
and Mtt #1
*
*
Wheat, No. 1
$1.00 G. M. Adair and family.
Thursday in November has been ob- "Soul and Body" will be the sub- Wagner at the home of the fon
Since 1932 social welfare work has Soybeans, No. 2 yellow
$1.35
served so long as a national Thanks- ject of the Lesson-Sermon in all Chestnut Street. Roll call v» •
The
second
six-weeks'
examinations
become increasingly important in
giving Day that we -do not like to Churches of Christ^ Scientist, on blical Thanksgiving QuotatioM,'!
Mrs. Page Hawthorne of Des Moines are being given this week in the give it up, so after this year we Sunday, November 23.
Iowa. This is shown by the fact that
original poetry contest, with B
Anita
schools.
Report
cards
will
be
in that year there were only 160 full- is visiting here this week at the home
will all go back to therightday. The Golden Text is from Psalms R. Kohl in charge, was heldm
time social workers in the state com- of her daughter, Mrs. Melvin Key and given out next Wednesday.
Next Sunday, Rev. Neel will speak 86:4, "Rejoice the soul of thy servant: talk, "American Traditions "vrwl
pared with more than 500 this year. husband.
on the subject, "Is There Nothing for unto thee, 0 Lord, do I lift up by Mt*\Tom Burns. A 1^|
Mrs.
W.
T.
Whitson
of
Ogden,
Utah,
These figures do not include those
served ty the hostesses. The j
Mrs. Edna Nichols of Kellerton, spent the week end in Amta visiting Left For Us to Be Thankful For?" my soul."
connected with private agencies.
Iowa, and her daughter, Virginia, of at the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. A. We will be glad to have you worship The Lesson-Sermon comprises qup- meeting-of the chapter w
with us at eleven o'clock.
Charles Young, local business man, Des Moines, spent tb> week end in Johnson and daughter, Virginia.
tations from the Bible and from the Dec. <6 with Mrs. Arthur V. uThe
ladies
of
the
church
will
serve
Mrs. E. W. Holmes as hostess*!
Anita
visiting
friends.
is ill at his home with heart trouble.
J. M. Pattee of Omaha spent Thurs- their regular dinner Wednesday noon. Christian Science textbook, "Science
•and
Health
with
Key
to
the
Scriptures"
Mrs. Fred M. Sheley is reported day night in Anita visiting at the
Wilbur Heckman, Jr., of Ft. Riley,
by Mary Baker Edd^y.
to
be recovering nicely from a major home of his sister, Mrs. A. A. Johnson
Kan., spent the week end here visitOne of the Bible citations reads:
+
CONGREGATIONAL
CHURCH
-f
and
family.
He
was
en
route
to
^ SILMO SPECufi
at the home of his parents, Mr. and operation to which she submitted re- Chicago.
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
-f "What? - know ye not that your bodjy
cently
,
at
St.
'Mary's
hospital
in
Mrs. W. H. Heckman and family.
is the temple of the Holy Ghost which
Rochester, Minn.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Joy and their Church school, 10 a. m.
is in you, which ye have of God,
Mr. and Mrs. Glen A. Roe spent
Mrs. Charles Ingram and children daughter, Mrs. Harold Sorenson, of
and ye are not your own? For ye
Service
of
worship,
11
a.
m.
This
Contains The Necessary
Saturday and Sunday in Iowa City have moved into the Johnson, prop- Churdan, Iowa, spent Sunday at the
are bought with a price: therefore
ill
be
a
day
when
you
will
want
visiting their son, Jack Roe, a student erty in the north part of town form- home of his sister, Mrs. Chas. Dressier
minis A And D So Essential?
to go to church and give thanks. glorify God in your body, and in your
at-the
„ A *firrfy of lowa' "^y al *o'erly occupied by Mr.
and Mrs. Harold and husband.
Mr, and
Our service will be in the nature of spirit, which are God's" (I Cor. 6:19, Better' Egg Production,!
attended the Iowa-Minnesota football (Smith and family. The gmith fami,y
a Thanksgiving service. Make a note 20).
game
Fertility and Better Chick L
<r
Supt. and Mrs. Paul Little and
"T"°
recently moved to a farm near Menlo.
daughter, Sonia, .of --Vancleve, Iowa, of the fact that it will be Thanksgiv- Among the selections from the
ing Sunday and plan to be with us.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Wagner of
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Dement and spent the week end in Anita visit- Choi/ will meet this (Wednesday) Christian Science text book is the
Ruthven,
Iowa,
visited
here
several
For Sale At
.
, .
..
[daughter, Carol, spent the week end ing at the home of her sister, Mrs evening at the home of Mrs. Raymond following:
"The spiritual man's consciousness
days during the past week at the in ^scatine, Iowa, visiting at the M. M. Feller and family.
Lantz at 7 p. m. Immediately after- and individuality are reflections qf
hpme of h« brother, W. H. Wagner home Of their daughter and sister,
Miss Mary Agness Bangers, a stud wards at 8, a teachers meeting will God. They are the emanations of
and wife. They were en route to Mrs. Glen Teraberry and husband.
'Texas'where they will,3pend the win- Carol remained there to spend the ent at St. Joseph's Academy in Des be held. All teachers and choir mem- Him who is Life, Truth, and Love.
ter.
Immortal man is not and never was
Moines, spent the week end in Anita bers are urged to be there.
week.
Phone 276
The ladies will serve a noon-day material, but Always spiritual and
visiting at the home or1 her parents
Mr. and 'Mrs. B. D'. Forshay redinner
Thursday.
eternal"
(p.
336).
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leo
V.
Bongers.
The superintendents and coaches of
turned
•f. , to their home here Sunady- from the
""*= a^n^uia
uic iiiBiiiiii
vauey conschools tn
in the
Nishna Valley
The regular monthly meeting of the
Rochester, Minn., where she had been ference will meet in Anita this (Weda patient at St. Mary's hospital for nesday) evening at the high school Home and Garden club, a division of
* **{**'*
several weeks recovering from a ma- ' auditorium. A 6:30 o'clock dinner the Antia Federated Woman's club
JOP operation. She is reported to be win be served by Miss Lucille Buchan- will be held next Monday afternoon
getting along satisfactorily.
at the high school building here.
an, and the home economics girls.
«JW

JJ^,*

«-*_.•!*!

V/J.

1/11C-

llVSlrCIA

V-4 ULJ1C&X1U

III

~f """"e**!
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Lard

2 Pounds
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The annual declamatory contest will
Miss .Erna Rasmussen, who is
Mr. and Mrs. Cleo Hawthorne and
be held at the high school ^auditorium Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Hawthorne of nurse at Santa Barbara, Cal., spenl
next Tuesday evening commencing at Corning and Mr. and Mrs. Ray Haw- several days during the past week
7:30 o'clock. The contestants are thorne and family, who live in North visiting here at the home of her
again being coached this year by Mrs. Dakota, spent Monday in Anita visit- brother, Jens Rasmussen and family
|
,W. T. Biggs. Winners will be- se
- I ing at the home of Mr.. and Mrs.
r. MeleOld age assistance was given to
lected at this contest in the oratori- vin Key. Cleo and Clifford are broth493 Cass county residents during the
is a
1 of Mrs Kev and
™ contests
" are
™ being™held
month of October amounting to $10,Elimination
this week.
The Neighborhood pinochle club met 503.90, according to the monthly
Saturday evening at the home of Mr. bulletin issued this week by the de_,, T ,---—
1 he Independent farm bureau women and Mrs.. Robert Wilson on East
as Main
a n partment of social welfare in Des
held an all-day meeting Tuesday at { Street. High scores for the evening Moines. Average checks amounted to
the home of Mrs. William Cryer in' were held by Mrs. Wilson and For- $21.31. Seven Cass residents received
Adair. Sixteen members and two rest Wilson. A lunch was served. Mr. blind checks totaling $164.00 or an
'~~\
victors Mrs. Joe Kopp of Adair and and Mrs. Robert Smith will entertain average of $23.43.
Mrs. Lloyd Kimball, were present, the club at its next meeting Saturday
The second lesson on "Better Nutri- evening.
tion" was presented and a planned
dinner was served at noon. The next
The members of ie Susie Q-club
VICTOR FLOUR, 49-lbs.. .$1.75
meeting of the organization will be were guests of
Lett
. (A Glass Fruit Bowl Free)
Keasey at which time a Christmas j Thursday evening at her home here.
on Dec. 1C at the home of 'Mrs. Floyd The evening was spent playing cards,
FOLGERS COFFEE, l-lb...30c
party will be held.
Miss Mary Lucille Henderson receivOPAL COFFEE, 1-lb
28c
ing high score at black jack and Mrs.
Mr. and Mvs. John C. Jenkins re- Donald Chadwick and Mrs. Lett tying
OPAL BREAKFAST WHEAT,
ceived word this week that their for high score at pinochle. A lunch
package
15,,
nephews, Phil and Jimmy Jenkins, was served by the hostess. Mrs. Aaron
who live in Greeley, Colo., returned Bell will entertain the c'.ub at its
RIPPLED WHEAT, pkg. ..10c
a few days ago from an elk hunt on next meeting on Nov. 27.
Soap Creek about 11 miles north of
Ask For Coupons On Free 15
Sapinero. They brought back two
The regular monthly meeting of
Volume Encyclopedia
cows and a six-point bu I. An in- the P. T. A. will be held Thursday
teresting event of the trip was Phil's evenjng at the high school auditorium.
experience getting his cow. After fir- A safety program will be presented
ing- two shots his gun jammed. For- which will include a play presented
tunately he was horseback and the by the junior high grades under the
only thing left for him to do was to direction of Earl Bock and a talk by
test his skill at roping. He roped the Mr. Sedgewick, a member of the state
cow only a few feet from heavy timber safety council. A report of the southand cut its throat while the horse, west Iowa P. T. A. convention which
being a good roping pony, held the was recently held in Council Bluffs
rope tight.
will also be given.
W ANTED.--A f ew more WhHe
Rock flocks for hatching eggs. R as _
musen's Hatchery, Anita'.
it
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NITE
Every Tiies. and:"Wed

THEATRE
Adm. IQc arid He
THURS.-FRL-SAT.
NOV. 20-21-22 SI
i. NOV.2!
SATURDAY MATINEE AT 2 P. M.

i

Opal Food Store

WANT ADS

Help Defense Fortify Your Home
NOT WITH GUNS, BUT WITH STORM SASH
, Storm Sash On Your Home Will Save Your
Fuel Dollars and Improve Living Conditions
So Much You Will Wonder Why You Put
Off Getting Them For So Long a Time.
Phone 2-0 For An Estimate of Your Storm Sash
•'""'''

>

——

r—

ROBERT SCOTT

:",.• ANITA LUMBER CO.
Odd Size Sash Available In 3 to 5 Days
• . . •• ''- • •",'••] '.'•: ;a-~ - •

FOR SALE:—Parlor furnace circulating heater. Mrs. Dan Spiker, ph. 215.
ON TRACK THIS WEEK^Car of
Western Kentucky lump coal. Leave
your order today for ceal delivered in
y«ur bin off the car. Farmers Coop
phone 49, Anita.
lt
No hunting or trapping will be allowed on our farm. Joseph Vais and
Joseph F. Vais.
3t
Movie Operators and ManagersAnita District—Movie Circuit Work
608 Midland Bldg.. Kansas City Mo
WANTEp:-Your repair work Also see our new gifts. Hutchison's
Jewelry Store, Atlantic.
Ph. 184 Anita—we pay Phone charge*'

SAT. MAT. ADULT
ADM.
—._

REMODELED

'S ADMISSION 10c

Gref|
«**? VS"
Ann Rutherford
>

ADBHSSION555S* ^

THE ANITA TRIBUNE^

WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

By Edward C. Wayne

British Open New Offensive in Libya
In Attempt to Divert Axis Attention
And Create Second Front for Russia;
Demand for Strike Legislation Grows

Washington. D. C.

NAZI INTRUDER

JAPAN:
Carrying the Ball?

British tank units armed with U. S.
military supplies opened what London termed a "second front" against
the Axis powers when they opened
a smashing drive into Libya in
North Africa.
'
Berlin sources denied London's
claims that (1) the attack was a
surprise and (2) that it really
amounted to a second front. Berlin
said that what Russia had been hoping for was not a drive in Africa
but a ' campaign on the continent
of Europe so that Nazi forces would
have to be diverted from their efforts against Leningrad, Moscow
and the southern Russian fronts.
But Britain's campaign in Lybia
did take most world capitals by
surprise and first reports indicated that 750,000 British troops aided
by the R.A.F. had started their attempt to drive all Italian and German forces from North Africa.
First objective was the relieving
of the besieged British forces at Tobruk, Libya. Here a British garrison had been holding out against the
Nazis and Italians since mid-April.

Treading gingerly, much as a novice would attempt to walk barefooted over a Hindu fakir's bed of
spikes, were Secretary Hull and Saburo Kurusu. as they had started
their conversations looking to a better understanding between America
and Japan—or a better misunderstanding.
Kurusu, using a familiar autumnal term in the United States, had
said that he was carrying the ball
for Japan, and that he hoped to
make a touchdown.
But neither he nor Hull were setting any speed records in their broken-field running. Early stages of

STRIKE:
'Unsound 'Premise' ?
The breakdown of negotiations between President Roosevelt and John
L. Lewis over the "captive coal
mine" strike had been followed by
the .actual walkout of some 53,000
miners, an immediate loss to the
involved steel companies of close to
a million tonsjof coal.
The walkout had come to cap a
previous climax reached when the
house was considering the neutrality act. This found the members
openly deserting the administration,
feeling that the President was too
lax on labor, and was letting Lewis
dictate to the White House.
The President, who long had kept
thumbs down on anti-strike legislation, had stood his ground although
the pressure on him to give way to

CORDELL HULL
Mr. Kurusu 'carried the ball.'

the talks were "exploratory," both
said, and if there was anything sinister about the affair it came from
Kurusu, who asked reporters, "Why
are Americans so war-minded?"
This brought a smile to the correspondents who were thinking in
terms of Japan's record as opposed
to that of the United States.
After the first conversation with
Hull, the Nipponese envoy was
asked, "Still think you'll make that
touchdown?" He answered gravely,
"I d&n't know."

RUSSIA:
Offensive

JOHN L. LEWIS
Was his premise unsound?

.

the popular congressional demand
for such a law became terrific.
He made strong statements on the
issue, charging Lewis with an unsound premise in demanding a
closed shop for the miners in captive pits simply because the Appalachian agreement in the coal industry had given the closed shop in
commercial mines.
There had been evidence that the
strike which began in the steelowned mines would spread to commercial mines as well, on a "sympathy" basis.
The expected stories of violence
and disorder appeared, but still
there had been no immediate move
to call out the troops, the only such
maneuver being the mobilization of
two companies of the Alabama home
guard.
There also had been threats of
sympathy strikes in steel plants, but
one of these was called off on the
plea of members of the United Mine
Workers themselves, who urged the
steel employees to stay on their jobs
until the mine strike was settled.

REPERCUSSIONS:
From Walkout
The expected aftermath of the actual strike, particularly in view of
what had gone before in the way of
pleas from the President and refusals from Lewis, was widespread
excitement concerning the labor situation, particularly as strikes were
threatening which would involve
thousands of other workers in vital
industries.
A railroad strike, which would
call out 1,200,000 workers, for instance, was impending and mediation was having tough going.
Also there was a threat of a strike
of the long distance telephone employees, and it required little imagination to conceive of how disastrous
that would be to defense work.
To it all the President said, in his
message to the C.I.O. convention
which backed, up his foreign policy:
"We need guns, tanks, planes and
ships and we must produce guns,
tanks, planes ancj ships without delay and without interruption . . ."

The Red army had taken the offensive in the northern and central
sectors, but on the south was losing
an important battle to preserve
connection with the Caucasian oilfields, vital to her armed forces.
The Nazi invasion force in the
Crimea had taken Kerch, last port
on' the eastern tip ol the Crimean
peninsula, and only a two-mile strait
separated her troops from a foothold on the Caucasus itself.
Yet it was to be a difficult foothold to gain, and even more difficult
to hold, military observers agreed,
especially a hard point with which
to establish lines of communication
and supply.
Unusual reports were coming
from Moscow, once more supplanting Kuibyshev in the datelines of
dispatches, including stories of Germans on the retreat in one sector
so rapidly that they fled through the
snow in their underwear, leaving
their uniforms behind.
Also the unpreparedness of the
Nazis for winter warfare was de•scribed as most desperate, and it
was recounted that prisoners had
been taken wearing women's fur
coats.
A Daniel Brigham dispatch to the
Times from Bern stated that one
Red outfit finally had been equipped
entirely with automatic rifles
(whether Garands or not could not
be learned) and that in the Kalinin
district this organization had dealt
a crushing blow to the Nazis.
London had reported an effort on
the part of the Germans with heavy
mechanized forceaio cut the railway
line between Rostov and Moscow,
and that the air force also was
heavily involved.
The Red air force, on the other
hand, was reportedly filling itsell
out with British and American
planes, and was rapidly meeting the
numerical superiority of the Germans.

MISCELLANY:
Blankenberghe, Belgium: Five exhausted British fliers on a rubber
raft were saved from death by
Jean Guillini, Belgian swimming
champion, who battled icy waters
of the English channel for 50 minutes to tow them ashore. The men
were made prisoners by the Germans.
Washington: Observers here saw
evidences of heavy pressure on
Petain to make Vichy become a
full Axis partner. The pressure was
both from the Nazis and from within
the marshal's cabinet.
March Field, Calif.: In her final
test flight the new B-19 super bomber
carried 70 tons aloft, including 13
tons of bombs.
•
Buenos Aires: Argentina and
Brazil had been expected momentarily to sign a limited free trade
treaty. This was seen as a step
towards eliminating customs •barriers between the countries.

^

There is a German smuggler operating in the Caribbean off the
coast of Mexico.
,
This was the inside reason for the
President's sudden transfer of the
entire coast guard to the navy-the
coast guard's ships and planes are
needed to track down the Nazi in-

(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinion* a«o ourewud In them columns, th*T
mis those ol the new* wuUyrt mat not nioaitarnjr of this newipaper.)
m»i«n»gd by Western Newspaper ""'"" '

BRITISH:
Second Front

O -

SPEED:
r
n Production

W. AVERILL HARRIMAN
Messenger of cheer.

W. Averill Harriman, American
lease-lend envoy, had arrived in the
British capital, full of enthusiasm
for American production and found
himself overwhelmed by the speed
British production had attained.
Having set himself to deliver messages of cheer to the British over
the American pace of manufacture
of war materials, Mr. Harriman instead declared he was beginning to
worry lest the United States might
fall behind Britain in this field where
America was supposed to be preeminent.
Mr. Harriman said that United
States' aid to Russia was proceeding well, but that again he felt the
country was behind the scale at
which the British have been sending
aid.

Sensational feature about the
smuggler is that she is a former
U. S. vessel-the 800-ton Dieselengined yacht that once belonged to
A. Atwater Kent, Philadelphia radio
magnate.
.
the one-time pleasure snip now is
being operated under the Panamanian flag out of Vera Cruz, Mexico,
by Nazi agents in that city, and is
being used to transport high test
gasoline and mercury to small Caribbean islands where Japanese ships
collect the smuggled strategic sup-

The yacht recently unloaded 1,000
flasks of mercury at an island which
for military reasons must be nameless.
.
The former luxury craft came into
possession of the Nazis by a circuitous route which intelligence experts uncovered only a few weeks
ago. The purchase was made by a
shipping company whose main office is in Vera Cruz and has a
branch office in New Orleans, where
transfer of title took place. The
price was $18,000.
CHANGE:
Fortunately for intelligence the
In Leaders
payment was made in U. S. bills oi
The reply of the British govern- $1,000 denomination. From the seriment to demands that changes' be al numbers, the bills were traced
made in the war leadership, which back to a Vera Cruz bank. There
had frankly meant members of the • it was learned the money had been
war cabinet, came in the form of withdrawn from the account of the
a change in generals, effective leading Nazi business house in
Mexico, and turned over to the shipChristmas day.
Gen. Sir Alan Brooke, 58, a special- ping company that bought the yacht
ist in mechanized warfare, was to Subsequent investigation revealed
replace Gen. Sir John Dill as chief that all the stockholders of this com
pany were Germans; also that the
of the imperial general staff.
Dubbed a "wizard" in this form two top officers were Spaniards, oni
of warfare by his fellow officers, i naturalized Mexican and the othe:
General Brooke had been com- i naturalized American citizen.
every movement of thi
mander of the home defense forces Now,
racht is watched, but there is noth
since July, 1940.
There was little significance to be ng the United States can do abou
found in the change except for the 'he ship unless she enters American
fact that General Brooke was two waters. So far the vessel has been
years younger than Dill. Sixty was yery careful to stay within Mexican
described in the British press as a territorial waters.
\
* • *
"normal retirement age" for an
army general.
LEND-LEASE MILK EXPERT
Brooke was a winner of the D.S.O.
The most novel type of lend-leas
in the last war, is a steely eyed, operation thus far was the lenc
dark mustached northern Irishman, leasing of a man named Adolph
and was commended for his bril- &dolph Eichhorn went over to hel
liant direction of the Second corps the British against Adolf Hitler.
during the battle of the Low Coun- The British are suffering from in
tries in 1940.
sufficient production of milk, beHe is credited with being the in- cause of diseased cattle, and Eich
ventor of the barrage map for ar- born is the man who knows all th
tillery fire. He also is quoted cow cures. He is director of th
with a statement that he would animal disease station under the de"welcome an invasion attempt" as partment of agriculture.
Three principal diseases afflic
it would afford an opportunity of
"throwing the Nazis into the sea. British cattle: tuberculosis, whic
makes the cattle lean; Bang's dis
MISSION:
ease, which results in the loss o
the calf; and mastitis.
To Soviet
Eichhorn was obliged to tell th
A large number of American British that tuberculosis, which a
army officers soon will have a flicts 35 per cent of British cattle
close-up view of the actual conduct cannot be cured during the cours
of the German blitz against Russia. of the war, unless the war lasts fo
It had been learned that a big another generation. It took th
military mission was being formed United States 22 years to get th
and will be sent to Archangel, Rus- disease under control.
sia. Plans are being kept secret
Bang's disease is more readil
about the mission, but news was ob- cured. By vaccination, a calf ca
tained that Maj. Gen. John N. Greely be immunized so that its adult
of Fort Sam Houston will head it. will not be afflicted with the dis
The mission not only will observe ease.
Meantime, the British are impor'
the war, but will be actively in
charge of the distribution of Amer- ing great quantities of dry and pow
ica's lease-lend aid to Russia, see- dered milk from the United States
ing that the goods and materials go Fresh milk is worth a king's ransom
* * *
to the proper spots to do the most
good. <>
RETURNED FAVOR
August 26 a similar mission was
When Rep. John McCormack o
sent to China. The sending of one Massachusetts was elected Demo
to Russia emphasized the close co- cratic floor leader of the house
operation with the Soviet that was one of his strongest and most un
now America's full policy.
expected supporters was Georgia'
fiery New Deal-hating Gene Cox.
.REWARD:
Though the two men were poles
apart on economic views, Cox neverSlaying Suspect
theless backed McCormack and did
For the first time since the slay- yeoman work for him.
ings of German soldiers of occupaRecently McCormack returned the
tion started in France, the German favor. Before leaving on a trip to
authorities named a murder suspect, Massachusetts, McCormack named
identified him, and offered unusual Cox floor leader during his absence.
rewards for his capture.
I here s one condition,' however
The name, oddly of German sound Gene," he grinned. "You'll have
and spelling, was that of Gilbert to refrain from those hot one-minute
Brustlein, 22, and he had been de- speeches on the floor. I don't want
scribed as "an exceptional danger my stand-in taking swings at the
ous evildoer."
m l s trati n
° - U. would lo°k bad."
1 - ". _
Any informant of his whereabouts
the Georgian
was offered not only large sums of luck and left the chamber Hardlv
money, but also the Nazis offered had" he departed w.hen Cox jurrmed
r
to address
°f war " P a n d a s k c d Permission
ermis
that the informant™«
might name
the house for one minute. New
Brustlein, it had been reported, Dealers held their breath
was, the man responsible for the mg him to uncork one of his
killing of Lieut. Col. Paul Friedrich ing blasts.
Hotz, German commandant of the
But they relaxed with a sigh of
district of Nantes. '
int
t 7 Cagainst
°X ' aUnched
* ter
188 Frenchmen had nl!
nhc hrade
John L.° Lewis
paid with their lives for this crime
• • «
and the execution of another 10(i
CAPITAL CHAFF
had only been averted after there
had been a worldwide condemnation of th<
• naval base at Bermuda
of the procedure, even including ad is a neph,w
of Secretary of Wa r
verse comments by one of Ger Stimson
many's partners in warfare.
Nevertheless the "terrorism" and
urgthe acts of sabotage against rail ing Maury Maverick i
roads and factories, and the^settiiu to Mexico.
afire of crops continued.
Madame Maxim
The reward for Brustlein did no
require his capture, but any info,
O'
motion "which might be likely to
lead to his aDDrehension "
Wash

,.„_ of an
._
'nnocent Byitander:
From James W. BatrWfi b$<* «*
Joseph Pulitzer, the
per publisher: "Ajc
Pulitzer) conception, to a
man as well as a writer . . .
jasis of it was something mote profound than persistent curiosity about
people and things. JP, of course.
was the most incorrigible bui£body
of his day and age. His habit of
asking questions about everything
under the sun and demanding; accurate as well as immediate iuMmMn<
was an amusing and often winoymg trait, but.it was only ajmechanism through which an eager, prehensile mind was kept supplied wito
working material. He had an objective which he refused ip put
aside. As long as he lived, h6 wanted to inform and mold public opinion
—not just for the sake of profits,
but for the sake of progress'in the
direction where he thought America
ought to be heading."

Our Incorrigible Busybody Dep't.:

Doesn't Army Intelligence think that
Great Britain has a severe case of
brass-hat poisoning? . . . Aren't the
members of the Supreme Court now
all pulling one way—at each other's
hair? . . . Did you know that the
President changed the nickname for
Morgenthau to "Six Per Cent Henry"? . -. . What two Cabinet officers
are suffering from make-up poisoning? (Their friends make up the
71141
stories, and they do the poisoning)
. . . What invention can drop- a
Pattern 7114.
sandbag down a chimney at 20,000
feet? And what Sec'y of War would D E up-to-the-minute in L
like to do it to what Washington col- *-* pers you've crocheted'
self! Both these
yumist?
done in afghan yarn and"
Why do the Supreme Court Jus- simple pattern stitches.
tices call their edifice "the Mauso- good bazaar items, too.
leum" when it isn't that lively?
Pattern 7114 contains instr
Hasn't photography helped the Brit- making
In any size; Up
ish censors more than it has Holly- of them them
and stitches; material! i
wood? Wouldn't this be an aid to Send your order to:
Britain: To mail the photostats to
your friends and let His Majesty's
Sewing Circle NeedlecraKI
gov't keep the originals? . . . What O Elchth Ave.
Canadian official, who believes the
Enclose 19 cents In coins to PI
war can be won by lowering wages,
tern No
will shortly be elevated by a kick
Name..
in the tail light?
•••••••MIMni^BHM^M^^HNK

Address

What size tank is giving the Generals a bigger headache than the
Privates who steer them? . .'. Whal
Ambassador turned in an hones'
day's work recently? . . . For what
Cabinet post are there more volunteers than for the Marine Corpsl
And which Sec'y of State is vastly
amused? . . . Isn't it true that Jesse
Jones loaned his brother $1.50? Anyway, isn't Jesse wearing his brother's gold watch? . . . Don't they
call Sec'y Ickes "personality plus'
since his secretary said good morning to him? . . . Who defined
liberal as a guy who will forgive
anything but a contribution to his
campaign? . . . Aren't the officers
of the Pacific Fleet split squarely
on the question of whether it will
take three weeks or a month to
"solve" the Jap navy? . . . What
prominent Britishers have the jitters since the Gov't's inquiry into
foreign-owned bonds. The onlj
thing in which'Noel Coward was
small fry ... And isn't it true tha
certain self-called Americans brag
about then* ancestors landing 01
Plymouth Rock—and act as thougl
they had just crawled from under

Lincoln's Wit
Lincoln- didn't like the to«
business letter inquirin
man he knew: His replywssl
pointed:.
"Yours of the 10th
First of all, he has a
baby;' together they ought *
worth $50v,uOO to any ma j
ondly^ he has an office in J
there is a table worth P
three chairs worth, sayMj
of all, there is in one i
large rat-hole, which win I
looking into."

FEAf*

I ttlmirltt' i
(tomachi

, JBUgher Vision
Happy those who herein'
have dreamt of a higher w
They will the sooner be i
endure the glories of the
Man About Town:
Memos of a Midoighter: Fisher- come.—Novalis.
men have told authorities that
they've actually seen U-boats off the
New England coast . N . Thaf lovely
Red Cross nurse in those new posters (she's marching with -four men
of the armed forces) is Hazel Frencl
of the Powers Pretty-Pretty Planta
tion. Hazel won the nod over al
the models who, wanted the assignment because of her beautiful brown
orbs . . . So what happened? The
artist painted her eyes blue , .
There have been five new, ditties
with the title of ZanucVs hit, al
ending with: "How green was my
valley—how blue was my heart."

mm

In LOS ANGI

That's going to be quite a scandal
over the refugee racket, dearie
It'll involve naturalization and im
migration high jinks which have i
pretty terrible stench. It'll wreck
some prominent polificos . . . Are
the authorities following up the sen
sational charges about the" Met
opera's new star, a woman? Al
legedly quite friendly with Quisling
Goering, et al . '. . How good's tha
talk about Marshall Field bidding
for the Times and Post after his
Chicago paper is launched? . .
Anything to the rumor about his
PM taking ads, changing its format
and price to 3c?
"t" —
Chlcagorillaa; who were imported
into Philly and N. Y. years ago to
help in circulation wars—are now
being recruited for action to Chicag
—in case, etc.
Add comica
ironies: A B'way guy whp pulled al
most every major sin on the statutes
and never served a single day—is
now in the Bastille for getting
caught in a floating crap /game
The colyum certainly hopes
that Japan will select as her fr|end
the Fleet-minded American Navy
.nstcad of the fleet-footed Italian
-rmy.

It's
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POOR VCLLOW

of Farm and Ranch Gather
Bid for Top Honors at Live Stock Show
, to Weitora MMNtfaper tJntou.)

jCAGO. — Autocracy of
and ranch will foregather
spectacular display at
•ica's largest-live stock and
show, the International
[stock Exposition, held this
[November 29 to December
the International amphier at the Chicago Stock

THE PRIVATE PAPERS
OF PRIVATE PCBKET

A recruit reported siok and complained to the Biedlcal officer feat
he couldn't eat. The If. O. firtt fct~
spected his teeth and tongue, then
hii throat and tonslla. Finding nothing wrong, he prodded the lad fa
the stomach and back and eSked
him if he bed any pain et eJL
-No, sir," Mid the recruit.
"Well, I can't ftod anything
wrong," replied the 1C. O. "How da
you feel younelf T."
"Oh, fine, sir."
"Well, why on earth can't y«i
eat?"
,
"I've lost my knife and fork."

Dear Ma—
Every day they are checking out
a bunch of us refugees from soft
SO THEY SAT
beds under them
new rules releasA merry-maker dashed into the
ing Jeeps who are
HAPPY THOUGHT
police station. Perspiration poured
married, or 28
from
his
forehead.
y e a r s o l d , or
"Help!" he yelled at the top at.
needed at home,
.jious thjFoughoUt the world,
his voice.
but they are still
how celebxateii its 42nd anA startled desk sergeant looted j
passing me up
down at him.
._ary as the country's prelike I was the
"What's happened, man?" he
army's choice for permanent K P
ishowing,of the meat-makasked quickly.
duty.
I
look
and
feel
more
like
a
jjreeds otfae .stock; draft
"A stick-up!" shouted the reveler.
hardship case than most of the
ileasure horses, and farm
"What do you do when your wife
crumb hunters who are being re- "There's a robbery being commit•ska you to mind the baby?"
Undgr present condileased and,I keep telling the officers ted I"
The sergeant leaped from his
"Mind my wife."
that I am no more use to the army
, it also 'takes world precedchair.
than
if
I
was
married
on
account
for size, and importance
"Where?" he demanded.
Absent Minded
of I am in love.
Above at left U shown Lucille
The other shook his head.
A ticket inspector entered a train.
* * *
[ig all events of this kind.
Rhende, Sheldon, Hi., with her
"How should I .know?" he mur- He examined several tickets, and
Every time I argue that I am
rials of the exposition report champion Angus steer at the 1941
needed at home they just laugh at mured. "But according to statistics, told all of the holders that they were
(earlier /predictions that the Illinois state fair, which is entered
me so I gess they must have in- there's robbery being committed in the wrong train. They must, h«
number 'bf animals to be exvestigated and found out that I al- every two minutes in this countryl" said, change at once.
hi
competition
at
this
Live
Stock
this year would exceed the
As his progress along the carways let yqu and pop bring up the
mark have been realized Exposition. At right above is anHAND TO MOUTH
riage continued, he found still more
coal
and
wood
and
was
not
no
other
1941
entry,
Herbert
Rees,
he closing of entries. A final
passengers who had made a mishelp to speak of. When I think of
if the exhibi,ts
discloses a huge Pleasantville, Iowa,
take about the train.
how I used to squawk about tending
;
se ove* ^-last^-year's entry* championship at the Iowa state
Then one of them had a bright
the furnace it makes me sick all
idea and asked the ticket inspector
j reported that an all-time ree- «air this year. At right below is
over. Relieve me ma if I ever get
whether he was not in the wrong
ntry has been set for three ast year's "Corn King,
out of this and back in my own
train.
lal breeds of beef cattle that Fischer of Shelbyville, Ind.
home I will think it a priverlage to
He was.
: featured—the Shorthorn, the 'crown" and that of all former wintend the furnace.
* • »
jord, and the Aberdeen-Angus, ners are again at stake in this year's
No Spinach?
It makes me soar to see a lot of
yield the main supply of the record entry show hi Chicago.
An
enthusiastic
gardener was
boys
being
released
every
day.
But
I's finest .meats.
proud of his crop of monster red
they certainly get checked up on and
I Swine Exhibit* Large.
currants. Several of his friends,
lead, an increase of nearly 50 per Judging contest, in which finalist three days before they go they get
after admiring the fruit, advised
jre are also big increases in cent over any past year. A tribute winners in state-wide judging con- a complete going over by the dochim to send an exhibit to the local
(frine exhibits this year, with :o the skill of these young people tests earlier in the season will com- tors again. I can't figure this out
Mrs. Gabby live from hand horticultural show. He took their
jthe eight breeds in this divi- is the spectacular success of one pete for national honors. The con- unless they want to be sure no jeep to "Does
mouth?"
advice.
howihg large advances over of their number at each of the past testants will all be either 4-H or gets ont of the army in any better
"She, not so loud, from ear to
On judging being completed and
the. total is the highest hi ;hree successive shows, when the Future Farmers of America club shape than he was when he came mouth."
the awards announced, the entrant
jjyears. .The draft horse enin. I asked Sergeant Mooney and
id ^champion steer over all members'of high school age.
was disappointed to learn that his
tapproximately 400 head, and
Eight to the Bar
is was exhibited on two occaThe Chicago Association of Com- he said it was the rules that every
currants had won only third prize.
ep entry of nearly 1,000 head, sions by a girl and once by a boy, merce
soldier
must
be
exactly
like
he
was
It
is
said
that
people
who
stamaward three agricultural when he was accepted. He said one
He discovered afterward that a
e closely with the shewing all under 18 years old; and six college will
mer, nevertheless often sing well. mistake had been made. They had
scholarships to the three
i two-departments at the 1940 times within the past 13 years the highest ranking individual partici- reason why I could not get out was A deckhand who suffered from an been placed in the tomato class.
grand .champion steer has been ex- pants in this contest; and one of the that I was in such lousy shape when impediment in his speech ran to
|prs at the coming exposition libited by youths under 21.
Button, Button
large Chicago packers will present I reached camp that it would be im- his captain on the bridge during a
1,000 or more of the finest
There had been a burglary, and a
$100 scholarships to the three in- possible for a army to ever get me terrific storm, and started:
The
12,000
or
more
animals
that
condition again.
"P-Please, S-S-Sir—"
>f this country and Canada will be' exhibited this year by own- dividuals 'who score highest in judg- back in the same
detective had been sent to investi* • »
"For Goodness sakes say it," de- gate.
include ton weight draft
ing cattle, sheep and swine.
ers
from
nearly
every
state
in
the
Otto Bixby thought he was going manded the captain. "If you can't
pbf five- different, breeds as Union and province of Canada will
"H'm," he, murmured, after he
A similar contest is being staged
riding and driving horses compete for awards that carry with for teams of agricultural college to be released and he was all set say it, sing it."
had been arouxd the house and
The
deckhand
took
a
long
breath
be,exhibited in the famous them more than $100,000 in cash students. Last year 31 state agri- and everything but after the medasked a few questions. "Looks to
_ Horse show which wil prizes. It will require the services cultural colleges sent teams to com- ical inspection he was told he wood and sang, "Should old acquaintance me like an inside job. The burglar
forgot and never brought to evidently knew just where to find
fevery evening and on four of 65 of the continent's leading live pete in this event which has been have to stay in the army. The rec- be
mind; the first mate's fallen over- everything."
•during,the eight-day run stock, horse show, and farm crops a feature of the International Live ords of admission showed he had board;
he's half a mile behind."
teeth missing when he got in
The householder shook his head.
position.
Stock exposition since the initial four
and
they
don't
check
with
the
fact
"Couldn't be," he replied. "Noof the leading stables of authorities to name the winnersshow
in
1900.
A
great
many
of
Not
for
Profit
Canadians Will Judge.
has six missing now. They won't
body in this house knows where to
five gaited saddle horses
the leading live stock judges and he
Visitors to the house in the day- look for anything."
Chief judging task goes to W. L. live stock farmers of the present accept his explanashun how he time
.horses and ponies, and
made so much noise that the
I horses have listed their Carlyle, noted Canadian stockman day obtained their first actual judg- lost the other two.
night nurse could not get sufficient
The Difference
They
just
finished
a
big
athletic
of
Calgary,
Alta.,
and
to
J.
Charles
for these compeing experience in training for and field for us at this camp and we rest.
"By
Jove,"
said a stranger at a
Yule
of
Carstairs,
Alta.,
who
will
of the Internationa
competing in these contests.
One day she mentioned this to the dance, "what a long and lanky girl
, got a regimental
iso-fea together judge the individual steer
doctor,
who
wrote
a
large
notice
4-H Club Congress.
that is over there!"
football team on
and driving per classes consisting of well over a
"Hush!" his host whispered. "She
witch I am trying bearing the words: "Please rememFor the past 19 years, the Nationthousand entries.
ber the night nurse," and placed it used to be long and lanky—but nowal
4-H
Club
congress
has
been
held
out
for
the
re•by the nationa
Mr. Carlyle was formerly head of
the table.
adays she's tall and stately. She'*
serves. In the onNext
in connection with the
dog, parades o the animal husbandry department annually
evening, when she came on just inherited $100,000."
first scrimmage I
Chicago
show.
A
permanent
4-H
duty,
she
found
beneath
the
notice
a
draft horses and bee at the University of Wisconsin and Club building stands adjacent to the
got a sprained dollar, a half, two dimes, and eight
J( by a kilty-clad band o was successively dean of the Colo- International Amphitheater at the
What's in a Name?
ankul, two broken
plus .the thunderous rado, Oklahoma, and Idaho State Chicago Stock Yards, where the
Mr. Jones—What are we to have
toes, a dislocated nickels.
huge six-in-nands of draf agricultural colleges. He is now whining state exhibits in 4-H work arm, a soar back and two teeth
for* dinner?
Diplomatic
by Che packers- and manager of the. duke of Windsor's will be on display during the week knocked out but I still do not feel
Mrs. Jones—Sponge cake, dear. I
An
ambitious
young
man,
on
enCanadian ranch near Calgary.
no worse after it all than I do when tering the army, worked well. At sponged the eggs from Mrs. Holmes,
of the exposition.
the flotir from Mrs. Brown, and th«
Mr. Yule is well known to AmerTop Entries,
It is anticipated that 1,450 farm I get back from a manoover.
the end of three months he was milk from Mrs. Smith.
* • *
leads all Of the 35 state ican stockmen as the judge of the boys and girls from 45 states will
made a corporal.
I asked Sergeant Mooney how I
mda from which entries are steer classes at the International take part in the Twentieth National
Writing home to his wife he said:
WHAT'S COOKDT
done
and
he
said
I
must
of
attracted
congress, representing top winners
the management an show last year.
"I have taken my first step hi proThe climax of their work, after of the current year in state-wide attenshun becuz he knew the army motion. But do not move to a largProspective exhibitors
Illinois counties have reg three days of preliminary judging, contests in which 1,420,000 rural was scouting the game and he saw er house yet, and speak to the neighentries. Iowa is second will be the naming of the grand youths, now ^engaged in 4-H work, a scout looking at me and saying bors as usual."
he never saw anybody play the kind
all the states in county rep- champion steer from among the participated in the preliminaries.
They will visit Chicago on free of game I did.
Not Worried
ption,, with entries from 51 thousand or more beeves that will
They were training Mandy in her
i, followed by Indiana with be shown for this honor by scores all-expense trips to compete in conWell,
I
will
close
now
with
lots
tests that will determine whom
duties as maid. After she'd anto* come from 33 counties, of cattle experts, young and old.
swered the phone the first day, her
It will be the third time in the among them will be the national of lovei
records have been far
Your son,
mistress asked who had called.
"I saw Busby going into the chised in the number of prime past 40 years that a Canadian has champions of the current year in
Oscar.
"Twarn't
nobody," Mandy said, ropodist's this morning." /
lambs, and pigs exhibited in Judged the steer classes at Chi- 4-H accomplishment. According to
1
P.S.—I
wish
you
would
ask
Nellie
"Jes a woman says, 'It's long dis- "There must be something serious
rior classes of the show by cago. At all -other times, cattle ex- officials of the congress, 11 national Petersen to write me oftener than tance
from New York,' and I says, on foot."
Iboys and 'girls from 10 to 20 perts from England, Scotland and contests are planned this year.
three times a week.
'Yessum,
it shor is,' and hung up."
Most
of
these
events
wUl
be
South
America
have
officiated.
old. The entry is over 700
* •"' •
In the Middle
Six other Canadians will act as judged during the opening week-end IT'S AN AGE OF SPECIALIZATION
"Those sausages you sent me
Some Sweet Day
judges this year, five in the sheep of the show, and the winners will
"WANTED employment for two
Tramp—I've asked for money, were meat at one end and bread at
classes of the exposition, and one be introduced, to exposition visitors young
women in early twenties; I've begged for money and I've the other."
in the small gram classes of the at the International Horse show. At A.B. degrees,
intelligent, attractive, cried for money, mum.
"Yes, ma'am. In these hard
International Grata and Hay show, this time, the entire congress dele- whimsical,
ambitious,
literary,
Lady—Did you ever think of work- times it's difficult to make both
gation
and
their
leaders,
numberthe latter ranking as the worlds
poverty-stricken. Can act, model, ing for it, my man?
ends meat."
largest competitive farm crops ing over 1,600, will parade.
Leading them will be a team of dance, sing, act, knit, sew, paint, Tramp—No, mum; you see, I'm
show. This feature is being held
How True!
act, sell, ride horseback, going through the alphabet and
for the twenty-third time in connec- eight ton-weight draft horses, fea- decorate,
Mrs.
Brown—Mr.
Jones never
read
to
invalids,
swim,
act,
play
haven't
come
to
W
yet.
tion with the Chicago exposition. turing four matched pairs of geld- hockey, walk dogs, play bridge,
takes
his
wife
up
in
his
airplane.
ings, each symbolic of the fourGrain and Hay Show.
Mr. Brown—I guess he doesn't
teach, speak French, German,
fold
club
standard:
"Head—Heart
Specialty
care to have two unmanageable
The crops contest annually atGreek, Russian, Latin, fence, act,
Health."
"Jimson doesn't cut much Ice aa things on his hands at one time.
tracts a showing of several thou- —Hands—and
direct,
design,
construct,
act,
cook,
Highlighting the procession and
sand samples of the current year s ceremony will be two 4-H bands, mix drinks, play piano and ukulele, a skater, does hej"
Slight Exaggeration
"No, but he breaks a lot of it."
harvests in competitive classes one from Douglas county, Nebraska, compose, act, wash dogs, parachute
Customer—Why, the sleeves of
that include corn, small grain, seed consisting of 60 members who jump, play tennis, hook rugs, mind
Simple
thia coat are a mile too long.
and hay. Growers of the cham- have completed their fourth sea- children, act, psycho-analyze, deTailor—How much shall I take off,
"I wish I could prevent our roostpionship crop samples in each di- son of concert work—the other from bate, garden, photograph and act.
sir?
vision are named "Kings" of that Calumet county, Wisconsin, a band Phpne CHelsea 3-3059 between 5:30 er from crowing at 2 a. m."
Customer—O, about half an inch.
"That's easy; have roast rooster
particular crop for the year. Of- of about the same size that has and 9 p. m."—New York Times.
But how are you on ski jumping for dinner."
ficials of this division announce that been organized for 10 years.
Ha! Ha!
championship exhibitors will be
New features of the 1941 congress and horse-shoeing?
Too True
"Don't make so much noise, Fred;
* * *
euests of honor of the exposition at will include a 4-H wool exhibit of
"Most people begin to practice it isn't as funny as all that," said
Believe it or not, there is at 491
I banquet for champion growers to fleeces produced in sheep and lamb
economy
about the time there ia his wife at the pictures.
to given at the Saddle and Sirloin projects, and a Boys' Sheep Shear- East 95th street, Brooklyn, a Society nothing left to practice with."
"I know; I'm only trying to get
club, famous stockmen's club at ing contest. This event will be for the Prevention of Disparaging
my money's worth."
Remarks
About
Brooklyn.
the Chicago Stock Yards.
open to any youth under 21 years
* • •
pe's t youth t mite too young to
Farm youth will take an imporf an entry ii^hjs year's exposi- tant part in the programs of the old who has had some previous
Three
New
Jersey
judges have deshearing experience. It will be held clared pinball machines
obviously
aa
an
adjunct
to
the
National
Sheep
gambling devices and denounced the
•i AtuiniiQjl of Wilson, HI., get a ng
•flte CHAMPION LOW RUN HAY
Shearing
contest,
which
has
been
a
^ jfgsay for eomand girls from 20 or more feature of the Chicago show for the claims of operators and lawyers that
they are not. Here and there you
s wul
u compete on
past four years.
find a court that can't be fooled.
s, one" o7 BUoois' 1941 record vember
28. in a Junior Live Stock
* * •
Sheep Shearing Title.
Top
professional
shearers
and
Hitler
is
giving
the New Order to
"The National Defense program
WITH
from all parts of the Europe and Asia and the dull thud
is seriously threatened by actual amateurs
P Iron on Farms
country
annually
compete
in
this
of the falling bodies of the benefiand Sending shortages of iron
event for the national shearing title. ciaries is heard on all sides.
Sought for 'Defense'
s
c
r
a
"
Mr.
Wickard
said
s
,
.
Sudoy MlaM, M»v«»b«r 21
Awards are made on the basis of
It is culture by way of the firing
[GTON'~The department and
In addition, civilian shortages of speed, plus efficiency in handling squad and the better life against the
'culture
•'
has
announced
that
sheep and fleece, and absence of background of a stone wall.
SHRINE AUDITORIUM
•red
s throughout the country w^
cuts.
DBS M01NES
to sell their scrap metal
e
The International sales of prime
"This war will decide the fate of
^Vclnnot
T/VpTruling at
in defense production.
c
RECORD LOW fRICI*. Me. $1.1*. $!.*• Tax Included
nulls f™ a n n s h a v e i0ng been one beeves, lambs and hogs are famous Germany, for the next 100 years."—
jetary
at Agriculture Claude
1(
}
sources
of
supply
for
the
choice
Hitter.
st
important
sources
of
*ard has, requested U. & demo
. I**- *W'h *™* •"* l° te"
A year ago he said it would decide
Therefore » is a meat cuts in demand for the holiem of agriculture defense
day trade. Hotels, restaurants, the it for 1,000 years. What's a little
in each et«te to: make plans
railroads, and clubs, the country matter of 900 years to a microstates immediately and
over, are the principal buyers.
>n the county defense boards added the secretary.

rj^i vmMsfa % *£?'„

•^rsAt** SETS

JOHN BAKTO

THE

TALEY'S
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&MASH
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REEL NEWS
+ family left Friday morning for Cali> + -*--*- + 4- + - 4 . * . 4 . ^ . . f fornia where he has employment ani
i"here they expect to make their future
In these days when folks are be- home. The Wilsons held a closinjr
'
coming ever increasingly America- tv.t public sale on Thursday at tht-ir
conscious, it is fitting that the story home near Berea.
of one of the greatest Americana of
„.
The young peoples class of the
the World War should be hailed. That
man is Sergeant Alvin C. York, whose Congregational church held a party
amazing war feats included the cap- at the church Thursday evening.
ture of 132 Germans single-handed, Eighteen members were present. A
and who was called "the greatest social evening was enjoyed by those
BY THE WAY
civilian soldier of the war" by General present which included a scavenger WANTED:—Readers to join our
)AL SET fct ffOMEN
By L. F. M.
lending library. See the big selection
Pershing.
hunt. A lunch was served.
nutrition for eVery farm Yea, we threw them out ... that The story is vividly depicted in
of books at our store. Only lOc for
The Past Matron's club were guests 3 days. Bongers, Anita.
It
} in Cass county TOS the goal set big bouquet of chrysanthemums which Warner Bros, spectacular "Sergeant
ay last week hy leaders in home we bragged about how we would start York," which opens tomorrow (Thurs- Monday afternoon of Mrs. A. A. JohnIMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
,tt work who met in the assembly a whole newflowerbed from . . . firstday) at the Anita theatre for a three son at her home on West Main Street. The home of Mr. and Mrs. Bernard
j at the court house in Atlantic, they faded, the water kept getting day run which will include a matinee Eleven members and one visitor, Mrs. Legg on Maple Street was placed
November 23, 1911.
|Mis3 Mabel Phrpps, assistant state worse and worse, but we thought how at 2 o'clock Saturday afternoon. There Fred McBride of Huron, S. D., were under quarantine for diphtheria
Mrs. Chas. E. Thomas and son, Don,
[ demonstration agent from the misleading other things are, cheese will be only one show Saturday af- present. Roll call was, "Things to Be Thursday. Mr. Legg is ill -with the of Marne, were week end visitors with
[ State college extension service. and kraut for instance, the worse ternoon so come early. The producers Thankful For." The afternoon was disease.
Anita friends.
> county and township committee they smell the better they are get- of this pitcure demand that the ad- spent socially, following which a lunch
Dean Roe has gone to Atlantic where
Mrs. Paul Fitzgerald of Denver, he will work for several weeks for
jers and leaders who conduct ting, and we thought .the flowers were i mission for adults on, this show be was served by the hostess.
Colo.., visited here several days dur- Thos. Quinian.
i group .meetings made plans to j the same and must be about to start! raised to 56c including tax and the
Mrs. Paul Hayter was hostess to
jet every.rural sfamily with in- growing . . . but, well, they had to ! matinee admission for adults will be the members of the M. M. ^Circle ing the past week at the home of h"r W. M. Petit has rented the Jenkin's
Anita and will have
htron, on. Che adequate diet.
| go and w^will just be up next spring 40c. This picture will not* be shown Thursday afternoon at her home here. brother and sister, (Dan and Marie lake
charge of the ice business next sumDdren wilj lie glyen special con- and get a whole plant, as you offered, anywhere this year for a cheaper A social afternoon was enjoyed by Tiemey, southeast of town.
mer.
Itipn <ih; .a county-wide school Mrs. Plant Lover. We apologize to admission. Children, however, will those present, following which a lunch
A. J. Nelson, who lives near Wiota,
Prograni. There ate now 85 a couple of trusting young ladies who be admitted at the regular price of was served by the hostess. The next Mr. and Mrs. C. G. Hayter, Jr., of
Des Moines spent the week end in was visiting -with friends in Anita
f schools and three consolidated took our advice and kept their bouquets lOc.
meeting of the club will be at the Anita visiting at the home of his Monday and looking after business
"Sergeant York," starring Gary home of Mrs. Elmo EVline on Dec.
j having hot lunches, using sur- long past their period of beauty.
1
*
•
*
Cooper, is more than the exciting 18, at which time a Christmas party parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. G. Hayter, interests. - -•'
""**"*
The* homemakers
and
at
the
home
of
her
parents
in
L. R. Galiher and F. C. Chinn were
erated Woman's
November's weather has been swell story of a hero. Understanding pro- and grab bag will be htld.
.Atlantic.
in Omaha several days this week
[Agencies to reach the past few days and a lot of corn duction of the film has been reported
where they were looking after busihas been cribbed in the last week. to have captured the whole spirit
The members of the Bide-a-Wee
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Jessen and
for the '.county-wide achieve- Many farmers have finished their behind York—tfie earnest, down-to- bridge c'.ub were guests Wednesday Mr. and Mrs. Marion Jensen of Audu- ness matters.
flay, to be held in May, were made husking and are busy getting things earth, direct way of fife that is Ameri- afternoon of Mrs. Maurice Turner bon were Sunday visitors at the home Miss Irene Rhoads was the winner
at her home on Chestnut Street. Mrs. of Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Hockenberry. of the little Buck's junior range which
meeting and it was decided in shape for the long cold spell which can.
It
was
in
the
Tennessee
backhills
Robert Scott was an additional guest. Mrs.. Andrew • Jensen is a sister of was given away this week by the
ownship chairmen would meet is sure to come soon.
L. R. Galiher & Co. store here.
* * *
where Al York was born and bred to High score for the afternoon was hsld Mr.
later date to make final plans for
Hockenberry.
Last Sunday being the birthday of
a
life
of
hard
toil
and
small
rewards.
by Mrs. A. V. Robinson. A lunch
hievement day.
Dennis Day still gets our vote for
two members of the Forshay family,
When
news
of
a
European
war
was
was
served
by
the
hostess.
A
winnerthe most comical numb-skull in raMrs. Henry M'aduff was hostess to
members of the Sunshine club dio. His singing is best, too, as far first brought to Al and the others loser party will be held at the next a number of women Wednesday even- Mrs. B. D. Forshay celebrated the occasion by giving a family dinner at
nests of Mrs. John Pearce Fri- as we are concerned. And to think like him in his isolated community, meeting of the club on Nov. 26.
ing at her.home on Rose Hill Avenue. her home.
fternoon at her home south- he got his job with Jack and Mary all it all made little sense to the clan.
The evening was spent playing pinAnd when America joined) the con- The members of the Silver Thread ochle, Mrs. Le,o V. Bongers receiving A team of mules, driven by Clarence
here. Sixteen members and on account of a stomach-ache.
flict, Al just didn't understand. He club were guests Thursday afternoon high score. A two-course lunch was Hedges, took a lively run down Main
* * *
Visitors, Mars. Wayne Overmyer,
Street Thursday afternoon and in the
a Steele, Mrs. Glen Soper, Did you know that "Tippy Tin," didn't believe in killing and tried to of Mrs. Arthur Barnholdt at her served by the hostess.
mix-up that followed, the wagon was
home
south
of
here.
Other
guests,
a from the Army.
aul Steele, Mrs* Arthur Barn- the song so popular until the ASCAP
upset, Scattering the contents along
besides
the
nine
members
present,
Nonetheless,
when
Al
York
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gene
Corday
and
was
frs. Howard Gissibl and Mrs. affair, was composed by a lady who
the street.
aver, were present. Mrs. M1.was going blind and the rhythm of taken into training, and when the were Virgil Wolf, teacher at Lincqln daughter left the first of the week
No.
1,
and
the
pupils
who
came
after
whole
import
of
America
and
Amerifor
California
where
they
will
spend
was the winner of a contest ;he song was the pounding which she
DEFENSE BOND
by Mrs., Jasper Krumm. A felt in her head ? After the song made cans' obligations dawned on the fel- .school. A lunch was served by the the winter after visiting here for
QUIZ.
hostess.
The
next
meeting
of
the
the
past
week
at
the
home
of
her
low,
that
spirit
was
awakened
that
|was served by the hostess, such a hit, and incidentally made a
obert Wilson. will be hostess pile of money, the co'mposer under- was to eventually lead him to the club will be held on Dec. 11 at theparents, Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Highley, Q. How do I get the highest return
and with other relatives and friends.
.
.
, . „ ,
„
|next meeting of the club on went several operations which finally most spectacular single civilian sold- home of Mrs. Glen Taylor.
on my investment in Defense Savings
ier's
career
of
the
war.
at which time a Christmas restored her sight.
?
The members of the Union club held
• • *
Mrs. Harlan Gittins was hostess,'Bonds
* • •
A By nold
will be held/
their
yearly
family
party
Thursday
4o-the
members
of
the
Mutual
Benefit'
'ng each Bon*4pr its full
/ Someone says that only thirty-six Red Skelton, M-G-M's new comedy evening in the dining room at the club Thursday afternoon at her home term of years you will secure the full
more shopping days remain before star, romps through one of the fun- Congregational church. A 6:30 o'clock northwest of here. IVelve members maturity value. A Defense Savings
DR. B. L. MEUREJB Christmas. The kids have been look- niest comedies of the season, ac- covered dish dinner was enjoyed by and two visitors, Miss Dorothy Rou- Bond of Series E increases in value
Ing through all the toy catalogues they companied by Ann Rutherford and the thirty-five, present. The evening rick and Mrs. Peter Johnson, were 33% per cent if held for 10 years.
;• Chiropractor
can find and broadly hinting about Virginia Grey, in "Whistling in the was spent playing games and with present. The women spent the after- Q. Is the Government concerned
Adair, la.
what the old saint should bring them. Dark," which brings the famous come- quiz contests. Mr. and Mrs. W. F,noon sewing for the Red Cross, fol- over whether I buy my Defense savdian to the screen Sunday and Mon—Office Hoars—
* * *
Hendricks and family of Atlantic were lowing which a lunch was served by ings Stamps at post offices, banks,
9-12—1:304
savm s and loan
On Monday of this week, Mr. and day at the theatre.
institutions, retail
It's the story of a radio "crime out-of-town guests. Mrs. Alta Pratt the hostess. Mrs. Chas. Jewett will BtoresS or
Mrs.
Fred
Dittman
celebrated
their
was
also
an
additional
guest.
be
hostess
at
the
next
meeting
of
elsewhere?
I Wed. & Sat. Might
creator" who is captured by racketsixtieth, wedding anniversary. They
| ' A- No- The Government is inter-* tIB 10
eers who want him to invent a, "per- The members of the Original bridge the club on Nov. 27.
.
| ested in having as many persons as
have witnessed many changes in this
Sun. 10-11 A. M. old world, and have made many people fect murder" for them. His two girl club were guests of Mrs. A. R. Robin- The members of the W. W. club possible take a hand in the National
friends are abducted along with him. son Wednesday afternoon at her home were guests Thursday afternoon of Defense Program. Toward that end
happier and better for having rubbed Then complications' start, and the
Phone 87
on Maple Street. Other guests, be- Mrs. Roy Derry at her home south- the Treasury is making Bonds and
elbows with them.
radio star succeeds in turning the, sides the members, were Mrs. Tomwest of here. Other guests, besides Stamps available for purchase in the
* • •
t
tables on his enemies after a weird Burns, Mrs. Glen Forester, Mrs. E. B. the seven members present, were Mrs. largest number of places possible.
', Iff, yqu haven't had an opportunity series of trials and tribulations.
Luman, Mrs. G. M. DeCamp, Mrs. C. G. Fred Baier, Miss Delma Smith and) Note^-To buy Defense Bonds and
to dp so before, there is still time
Skelton presents his unique brand
to get your donation in to the Red of comedy and chatter, and the girls Hayter, Mrs. Dale Ulfers, Mrs. H. A. Miss Mildred Steute'.berg. A social Stamps, go' to the nearest post office.
Gill and Mrs. Htenry Maejuff. High afternoon was spent by those present bank, or savings and loan association;
Gross.
stage a hilarious fight over him.
score for the afternoon was held by and handwork was also done. A or write to the Treasurer of the
• * •
Heat Meal Tankage at
Mrs. Chester A. Long. A lunch was lunch was served by the hostess. Mrs. United States, Washington, D. C.,
The members of the D. D. pinochle
club were guests Wednesday after- Don't forget that every Tuesday and served by the hostess. A winner- Lloyd Smith will entertain the club for a mailorder form.
noon of Mrs. E. C. Dorsey at her home (Wednesday is Take-A-Chance night at loser party will be held at the next at its next meeting on Dec. 4.
will pick np your dead
on
Rose Hill Avenue. High score for the theatre, lOc for children and lie meeting of the club on .Nov. 26.
i and'give oervke.
The Benton Future Farmers 4-H
the afternoon was held by Mrs. For- for adults.
Mrs. L. H. Hayter was hostess to boys' club held their regular monthly
rest Wilson, Mrs. Dorsey was runnerCOUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.
the members of the O. T. O. club meeting Wednesday evening at the
up and Mrs. Homer Millhollin held
3NER FILLING STATION
Thursday afternoon at her home north- home of Glen Olsen northwest of
low score. A lunch was served. The
Clerk's Office, Anita, Iowa, west of here. Eleven members and here. During the business meeting,
next meeting of the c:ub will be on
October 6, 1941.
four visitors, Mra.JLeland Lantz, Mrs. Robert Steutelberg was elected presiNov. 20 at the home of Mrs. Wilson. The Town Council met in regular
Donald Dorsey, Mrs. Ed. Kaiser of dent of the organization; Billy R<;tz,
session with the following members Lewis and Miss Carol Baier of Exira, vice president; Glen Olsen, secretary
present:
were present. The afternoon was spent and treasurer; and Randall Baier, reMayor Darrow; Councilmen, Burke, by the women tying a comforter for porter. Loyal Possehl will continue
D«ment, Howard and Petersen.
the hostess, following which a lunch as leader of the group with Harold
Absent, Kopp.
was served. Mrs. George Lund be- Steutelberg as assistant. A lunch was
The minutes of previous meeting came a member of the club at fcfris served at the close of the meeting.
was read and approved.
meeting. Mrs. Roscoe Smith will
The Treasurer's report was read be hostess at the next meeting of tin
and approved.
club on Nov. 25.
The following bills were allowed
BERT C. RAMUB, Manager
and ordered paid:
The Benton Sunshine 4-H girls' club
Corporation Fund.
were hostesses to a group of Franklin
FOR OOODMBSS SAM
Fred Pratt, salary
$ 60.00 township girls Wednesday evening at
C. F. Darrow, salary
10.00 the home of Mrs. Bernard Cullen south
FOR HIALTH'S SAKE
George L. Bills, salary and
of Wiota. Installation of officers took
dogs ..,
68.50 place at the meeting with Marilyn
Cent on Complete Glasses
Solon A. Karns, salary
15.00 Coomes being installed as president;
Charles E. Walker, salary .. 12.50 Donnis Coomes, vice president; Leola
Why pay more than we ask?
1.48 Smith, secretary and treasurer; Carol
Anita Utilities, hall lights ..
RIMLESS GLASSES
8.10 Ostrus, reporter; and Leona Campen,
Anita Tribune, printing
Single Vision Complete
Forshay Loan & Insurance
historian. A new name for the c'ub
Agency, lock box
3.33 will be decided upon at the next meetFred Exline, labor
10.85 ing, the time of which will be an7.08 nounced later. Roll call was answered
EALS GLASSES $10.00 and UP.
Anita Oil Company, gas
Light Fund.
by replies to, "Why Nutrition Is Valu66.30 able to National Defense." A lunch
Anita Utilities, street lights
14.65 was served by Mrs. Cullen at the
Glen -Lindblom, services ..
Fire Fund.
close of the meeting.
Anita Volunteer Department,
Optometrist — Atlantic
47 69
The members of the Helping Hand
supplies
Motion by Burke and seconded by club were guests of Mrs. Lester Scholl
Petersen, that Street Commissioner's Thursday afternoon at her home south
and Marshal's salaries be increased to of here. Twenty-two members and
SENSATIONALLY NEW CONSTANT-FLOW
;wo visitors, Mrs. Laura Scholl and
$70.00 per month.
Mrs.
Paul Steele, were present. Each
Ayes:
HEATING FOR LESS WITH A
Burke, Dement, Howard and (Pe•man present brought two dozen
"NU-COMFORT"
home-made cookies which were sent
tersen. ' .
to the Christian Home in Council
Motion carried.
No further business appearing a Bluffs. Roll call was answered by
an exchange of potted plants or flowmotion to adjourn carried.
Solon A. Karns, er seeds. Mrs. Raymond Kluever was
Town Clerk. the winner of a contest put on by
Mrs. Verl Adams. The balance of
The members of the N. B. bridge club the afternoon was spent embroidering
towels for the hostess. A lunch
"««>« Furnaces Mid Stoves That Will Meet Any Need were entertained Thursday afternoon tea
by Mrs. A. R. Robinson at her home was served. Mrs. Dale Dressier will
on Maple Street. Mrs. Homer Mill-be hostess at the next., meeting of
— May Be Bought on Easy Terms —
hollin was an additional guest. High the club pn Dec. 11, at which time each
score for the afternoon was held by member will bring a gift for a child
Mrs. Lake Bear. A lunch was served which will also be sent to the Chris4
-•* Iowa — Phone 171
tian Home.
by the hostess.
\ ,

Farmers Coop.

HIGHEST PRICES PAID FOR
FURS AND HIDES

Smither Poultry Co.

FROM OUR OLD FILES

OTICE!
2S7

"Older Your Winter's Supply
of Coal Now

BETTER

KUNZ GRAIN CO.

W!

GOOD GLASSES COST LESS

DR. L B. PETERSEN

L A CO

OIL HEATER

SELECTED MEATS

GERALD AKERS

Market

; Styled
'Beginner Can Make

fl

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY)
CHOOL Lesson

S

By HAROLD >L. LUNDQUIST. D. D.
Dean of The Moody Bible Institute
of Chicago.
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

Lesson for November 23
Lesson subject* and Scripture texts selected and copyrighted by International
Council ol Religious Education; used by
permission.

PRATER AND THANKSGIVING
LESSON TEXT—Matthew 6:5-15; Epheslans 5:20; I Thessalonlans 5:16-18.
•GOLDEN TEXT—Pray without ceasing. In
every thing give thanks.—I Thessaloniani
0:17. 18.

SEWDNG COKCLE
with convertible neckline and long
md short sleeves.
The jerkin and skirt lend themelves to novelty materials, corluroy, plaid, tweed or gabardine.
Contrasting blouses may be of
washable cottons, rayon crepes,
ilk crepes or sheers.
* * *
Barbara Bell Pattern No. 1477-B is deigned for sizes 12. 14, 16. 18 and 20. Coresponding bust measurements 30, 32. 34,
6 and 38. Size 14 (32) Jerkin requires
3 yards 54-Inch material, skirt 1% yards
4-lnch material and blouse with short
leeves 134 yards 35-inch material. Send
r
our order to:

Being one with Christ, the Christian finds prayer to be as natural as
breathing. As" he walks with the
I Tacked to Valance Board.
Master he talks with Him, praises
SEWING CIRCLE PATTERN DEPT.
Him, thanks Him, makes his peti106 Seventh Ave.
New York
.
.these draperies
tions
and
his
needs
known
to
Him.
Enclose
15
cents
In
coins
for
ped with a graceful swagl
t\
We feel, however, like Christ's disPattern
No
Size
[may make them1 yourself—
ciples who asked Him to teach them
Ding just th^ colors for your
Name
to pray (Luke 11:1).
I Rayon damask in dusty
I.
Instruction
in
Prayer
Address
[for the draperies, rayon
Approaching the subject from the
the .swag, brown fringe
negative viewpoint, Jesus told them
ning—that's one stunning
1. How Not to Pray (Matt. 6:5, 7).
They Got Me Covered'
Prayer, which is the highest priviIs Funniest Book of Year
lege of the Christian, is beset by
iage booklet has exact diagrams
Chicken a la King for Fifty
Hons Mr" making many attracsome
deadly
dangers.
A
NEW all-around champion
(See Recipes Below.)
j ol draperies, drapery-curtains
a. No hypocritical performance
**
has
been crowned . . . in the
j
curtainf.
Tells
how
to
trim;
p
(v. 5). Some who wished to be
entertainment world. He is Bob
lags; valances. Send your order to:
Church Supper Ideas
seen hi prayer managed to be in a
Hope. Not satisfied with being
THIS WEEK'S MENU
conspicuous place at the Jewish
rated tops on 'the radio, Number
DBR-HOME SERVICE
What
is
so
gay
as
a
grand,
big
hours of prayer (nine, twelve, and
3ne in screen box office receipts,
i Aveww
N«w York City
•Chicken a la King
get-together full of informal fun, the
three
o'clock).
There,
before
a
ne is author of one ol the nation's
_.„„ 10 cents in coin (or your
•Scalloped
Potatoes
hum of pleasant conversation and
lot NEW IDEAS IN MAKING
crowd, they put on a prayer "show"
best sellers, which just about nails
•Sunset Salad
plenty of good food thrown into the
1 AMD DRAPER.SS.
for the benefit ol the onlooking audidown this triple crown for Bob.
bargain? A church supper, of
Bread and Butter
ence. Such a prayer is designed for
"They Got Me Covered," Hope s
course!
Assorted Cakes
the ears of men and never reaches
autobiography, has been claimed
The fun will take care of itself
•Coffee
by critics and readers alike as one
God.
and the food—well, almost if you get
•Recipe given
of the year's funniest books. It is
b. No vain repetition (v. 7). We
the right amount
a hilarious story, in narrative
do not need to repeat our petitions.
fa Grand Cook-Book
of it, for the cookform, of Bob Hope's life, generGod knows our need (v. 8). When
Mix
just
until
the
dough
holds
toing's as simple
I Brands, Inc., Dept. W,
ously illustrated with photographs,
repetition is the outpouring of an
as only simple gether. Divide dough into fourths earnest and urgent heart it means
__igton Street, New York
in addition to having cartoons decan be. Chicken's and make V* at a time. Roll on a much, but that is different from
aye prepared a cook-book
picting scenes from his life.
Soured
board,
pat
to
%
inch
thicka
treat
any
way
ng dozens of delicious
The book is now available at
just repeating phrases.
ness,
cut
and
place
on
baking
sheet.
you serve it, but
,fpr 'those who bake at
drug and , department stores
2.
How
to
Pray
(Matt.
6:6,
8,
14,
r very easy to pre- Bake 12 to 15 minutes in a hot (450 15; Eph. 5:20; I Thess. 5:16-18).
It may be had absolutely
throughout America at 10 cents
pare and serve if degree) oven until golden brown.
per copy with the purchase of a
Idropping a postcard to
Public prayer is sometimes both
you
do
it
this
time-tried,
old-fash•Scalloped Potatoes.
1 Brands at the above adnecessary and proper, but usually CfEW outfits can serve with great- Pepsodent product. This low price
(Serves 50)
•• er usefulness in fall and winter is possible because the sale of the
ng that it be mailed ioned, favorite way ladled out of a
our prayer should be
big kettle with plenty of cream sauce 10 pounds (6 quarts) sliced potatoes
a. In secret (v. 6). When we wardrobes than the jerkin, skirl book has been sponsored by the
onto feathery light hot biscuits:
2 quarts hot milk
pray we should be free from dis- and blouse and you can' make Pepsodent Company.—Adv.
% cup flour
"Chicken or Turkey a la King.
tracting influences or personalities. these for yourself with Pattern No
1% cups butter
(Serves 50)
We are talking to God and should 1477-B at very slight expense. You
3 tablespoons salt
give ourselves entirely over to can wear this costume day after
4 4-pound chickens, stewed, then
1 tablespoon pepper
day to the office or to school, al
communion with Him.
cut meat into pieces
mir excite the Heart action
Peel potatoes before weighing. Beb. In faith (w. 6, 8). God knows ways with a fresh blouse or inter At the Cu
Or
flrat dan of dintreu smart men and -women
esting
sweater.
It
will
be
idea
fore
measuring,
peel
and
slice.
If
depend
on
Bell-ana
Tablet* Co Mt gma free. No laxawhat
we
need
even
though
He
waits
1 18-pound turkey, stewed or
large, cut hi two lengthwise before to be inquired of concerning it. He for sports events or travel.
roasted, meat diced
TKlALi ocean E prove Ben-ana nener, reroni
In appearance it is youthfulness JflHBT
slicing. Into six baking dishes put will answer prayer so as to honor
1 pound fat (chicken or turkey
bottle to ua and receive DOUBLE! Money Back. 28o.
a layer of potato, then a slight layer His name in our lives and in our personified. The dart-fitted jerkin
fat and butter mixed)
makes the most of a slim waistline
of flour, and repeat until all potatoes testimony before others.
4 cups flour
Daring to Do
are used'. Dissolve salt, pepper and
c. With forgiveness (w. 14, 15). The skirt is of plain gored con
2 gallons scalded milk
No one reaches a high position
butter in hot milk. Pour over pota- No one who comes before God with struction, flaring to a wide hem
1 pound fresh mushrooms or 2
toes, cover and cook in slow oven an unforgiving spirit. toward his Pattern includes a classic blouse without daring.—Syrus.
large cans
for 1% hours or until done.
brother is ready to ask God for the
2 tablespoons minced onion
Best idea for a salad is this one forgiveness which he himself so
1% teaspoons or more salt
that's made in adgreatly needs.
% teaspoon white pepper
d. With thanksgiving (Eph. 5:20).
vance and needs
IVfc teaspoons paprika
To give thanks is altogether fitting
only to' be sliced
2 sweet green peppers, chopped
as we come to God in prayer. Note
and placed on
± (optional)
that we are to be thankful "always"
lettuce leaves for
2 pimientos, chopped (optional)
and "for all things," not just when
serving. It's as
% cup egg yolks (6 eggs)
some special blessing or favor has
... don't cough! Get pleasant relief from a
Melt about three-fourths of the fat, gay and colorful
coagh due to • cold with Smith Brothers
come to us.
add the flour, and blend thoroughly; as the get-togethCough Drops-Black or Mentbol-S*.
e.
Without
ceasing
(I
Thess.
5:16er
itself.
add scalded milk, stirring rapidly
*Sunset Salad.
18).
Union
with
Christ
enables
us
Smith
Bros. Cough Drops are the
with a wire whisk to keep well
18 ounces lemon gelatin
to pray without ceasing, even as He
mixed. Cook until starch taste is
only
drops
containing VITAMIN A
2% quarts hot water and canned
ever prays for us. This does not
gone—about 10 minutes. Cook the
Vitamin A "(Carotene) raises the resistance of
call
for
the
constant
utterance
ol
pineapple
juice
mushrooms, sliced, in remaining fat,
mucous membranes of nose and throat to
1% quarts grated raw carrots
words, but the moment by moment
cold infections, when lack of resistuntil delicately browned and add to
1% pints canned crushed pineMARK
prayer of a heart and life lifted to
ance is. due to Vitamin A deficiency.
sauce with the onion. Beat egg yolks
Hun. With such praying comes conapple, drained
and mix with a small amount of the
2 teaspoons salt
, slant rejoicing (v. 16).
hot mixture to blend arid add to the
genuine and easy, wanting the
Unnatural Affectation
Dissolve gelatin in hot water and i U. A Model ol Prayer (Matt. 6:9sauce, stirring thoroughly. Cook 4 pineapple juice fyhich has been heatAffectation is an awkward and beauty that accompanies what if
i
13).
or 5 minutes more. Add turkey ed to 130 degrees F. Chill. Combine The prayer which our Lord taught forced imitation of what should be natural.—Locke.
meat. Season to taste (with paprika carrots, pineapple and salt. When His disciples was intended to be a
and pepper mixed into salt). Add mixture is slightly thickened, fold in model rather than a form of prayer.
M uy, "t bake more
peppers and pimiento, if used. Serve carrot and pineapple mixture. Turn We may repeat it, however, il we
tffce same food budget"
», yeai but better
on hot biscuits.
into individual -molds. Chill until put into it the prayer of our hearts.
for Clabber Girl's
The simplest way to prepare the firm. Unmold on crisp lettuce. Gar1. God and His Glory (vv. 9, 10).
NOTHING COWeS EVEN
" and proved for
chickens is to cook them in sea- nish with mayonnaise and grated
Recognizing Him as our Father
soned water, to
carrots. Makes 32 portions.
to whom we may and must come
TO CAMELS WITH ME.
which a small on1 Just in case you want to make up for all things, w* in all humility
ion, 2 carrots and
a church supper menu of your own, ascribe all honor flo Him. Then we
THE/RE MILDER BV FAK.
. * can of Clabber Girl
a small bunch of _
I'm listing additional recipes:
pray that His kingdom may come,
AND, MAN> WHAT A
r your «rocer today. YOU
celery are added.
not only in the future (and we look
Meat Loaf.
|be surprised when he tells
Chickens are hanforward
to
it!),
but
now,
in
our
own
10
pounds
ground
round
steak
»price. And, your baking
SWELL FLAVOR
dled best if dis2 pounds ground pork or salt pork ' hearts. The true believer wants the
es Will delight you.
jointed
and
the
will
of
God
done
in
his
own
life
and
4 eggs
! Glijfcpieans Bigger value
breast and back
throughout the earth, even as it is
% pound bread crumbs
you'buy, Better results
sections cut into
perfectly done in heaven.
2 onions
i you hake. ;
convenient-sized pieces.
This prayer begins at the proper
2 tablespoons salt
Baking Powder Biscuits,
point. A right relationship with God
2 teaspoons pepper
(Serves SO)
brings true blessing on earth. The
1 quart cold mashed potatoes
4 pounds flour
one who prays is now ready to pre1 quart milk or canned tomatoes
% cup double-acting baking
Mix thoroughly, mold into five sent to God
2. Man and His Needs (vv. 11-13).
powder
loaves, and bake in a moderate oven
2 tablespoons salt
Daily bread is mentioned first,
• CurtUaTest
350 degrees F., until done. Makes
1 pound shortening (2% cups)
I for without it life could not continue.
Pilot Bfll Ward
50 servings.
I This is the constant need of man,
5 cups milk.
•Boiled Coffee.
teita dlyefreaken by Exaggeration
Sift the dry ingredients together,
! and his great struggle. God is able
(Serves 50)
bamberafortfae
ilways -weaken whatever we add fat and mix lightly. Make a
! for that problem, and only He is
. . aharea
1V4 pounds coffee (6% cups)
well in the center and add the milk.
ate.—LaHarpe.
I able. Unless He gives "seed to the
the Navy maa'a
2% gallons water
sower and bread to the eater" (Isa.
preference for
Mix shells, whole eggs and 1 addi- 55:10) we are gone.
But man has even greater spiritutional cup of cold water with coffee.
LYNN SAIS:
When the water comes to a boil, al needs. Sin needs forgiveness,
add the coffee egg mixture which weakness needs strength, the power
Attractive salads pep up meals
has been tied in a bag, to the boil- o! the enemy of our souls calls for
besides adding nourishment plus
ing water, and boil for 3 to 5 min- deliverance. Again God is able and
Salads in winter are a
THE SMOKE OF SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS CONTAINS
utes. Test for strength. When ready, ready to hear man's prayer.
One of the sad things about the
remove bag, let coffee stand 10 to 15
study of prayer is that we are all
minutes before serving.
so ready to talk about it, discuss
The wife of one of our famous it even preach about it, and then
football coaches, Mrs. Lou Little, do so little praying. Knowing how
than the average of the 4 other
likes to serve a simple but hearty to pray and admiring a model of
largest-selling brands tested—
meal after the game. Jot this one prayer, will profit us nothing, undown
as
an
idea
for
an
after
the
less
we
pray.
less
than any of them—according
rof° Seed with celery, m«ed
game supper or church supper idea:
to independent scientific tests
Good Work Never Fails
.10. Hot mulled cider, casserole of pork
e a beacon light on
So then, Elijah's life had been
and beans, buttered hot date-nut
of the smoke itself!
lw»e height— the advertisebread, celery, pickles, and chili no failure after all. Seven thousand
•»* in newspapers direct
sauce; jellied cole slaw; doughnuts at least in Israel had^een braced
|J°u to newer, better and
and encouraged by his example, and
and coffee.
For the casserole, used canned silently blessed him, perhaps, tor
isier way, of providing
nork and beans with tomato sauce; the courage which they felt. In
">e thing* needed or
heat in the oven about 20 minutes. God's world, for those who are in
laired.. It •bines, this
D
As a decoration use half slices of earnest there is no failure. No work
«
| D «acon
of newspaper
date-nut bread. Put them around the truly done, no word earnestly
Ionising--*nditwillbe
top of the beans for fw minutes be- i spoken, no sacrifice freely made,
0
your advantage to folfore the casserole comes out from twas ever made in vain.-F. W. Rob! ertson.
by Western Newspaper Union.)
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SCHOOL WILL
LIQUOR SALES FOR '
WILL State Drive to Begin Soon NIGHT
BEGIN NEXT WEEK Anto Owners Asked to Turn
OCTOBER ARE $3,751.35 CORN LOAN RATE IN
In 1941 License This Year
COUNTY for Safety Council Members
CASSTOBE73CEN1S
of SnperriMn Take Necessary
ial Steps to Piece Plan in
eration in the County By
the Bliddle of January.
r consultlngi fcierchants and ofn other Iowa counties in which
rrplus fliaateting Administra•ood stsnp plan is already in
on, the>0aM county board of
sors took the necessary official
last week to place the plan
ration in this county. A. O.
state administrator, meeting
iard and a number of Cass merfollowing the decision to adopt
(gram, indicated that the plan
be Jjut^jnio operation before
ddle of January. \
nded food stamp office manager
ive charge of the program in
ity and "food stamps received
chants will be redeemable at
! or at any of the Cass county
|ood stamp plan is designed to
Ins agricultural products
farm through regular chantrade to relief families who
ich foods* In areas (where the
in -Operation, families reiblfc aid are given new food
in the form of blue
Lorder stamps. The famii to obtaimany foods desin surplus,, \he plan
'relief families a 50 per
e in the amount they have
for food\ enabling them to
vegetables, dairy and pouland meats — the health
I in which low income diets

John R. Hattery, president of the
Iowa State Safety Council, declared
this week that every lowan should reenlist in safety during the coming State
Safety Council membership drive.
"With the accident rate showing a
sharp increase and with the national
emergency facing us, we need the assistance and cooperation of every man,
woman and child in Iowa," Hattery
pointed out.
Be pointed out that to be efficient a
person must know how to do whatever he is doing and then do it right
and in a safe manner.
"We, in the field of accident prevention, have a challenge to meet,"
he said, "by joining the State Safety
'Council and pledging 'sane and careful
driving, a person 're-enlist in safety'1'
The 1942 Safety Council emblem
matches the new 1942 Iowa license
plate being a white star upon a black
background.
Memberships in the State Safety
Council will be sold at court housea
from local officers or may be secured
by writing Iowa State Safety Council,
State House, Des *Moines, from the
first of December to the last of Febru-

Next Monday evening the initial
meeting of the farmers' adult class
will be held in the vocational agriculture room at the Anita high school
building. These meetings, lasting ten
weeks, are free to those interested
and should afford a good opportunity
for an exchange of ideas and group
discussion.
The first meeting will be on, "The
Outlook For 1942." At this meeting
a survey will be taken to determine
the subject matter for the following
meetings. Iflse of the new moving
picture machine will add considerably
to the variety of the meetings and
plans' have been made for outside
speakers to supplement the regular
groups.
At the first meeting farm women
as well as men are invited to attend
and a picture of special feminine interest, will be available for showing. Refreshments and a recreational
program will be added to the group activities this yearf

RITES SATURDAY FOR
FORMER ANITA LADY

Funeral services were held at St.
Augustin's cathedral in Des Moines
A. girl will be placed at a table in Saturday morning at 9 o'clock for Mrs.
a prominent spot and will be in charge M. P. Conway, 63, who passed away
at her home there last Wednesday
of memberships.
Each person "joining the Safety evening following a lingering illness.
Council will be asked to pledge him- She had been in failing health for over
self to 10 safe driving rules, receive •five years and suffered a heart attack
an identification .card, and a Safety last December, following which she
Council emblem which fastens oa the was a patjent in a 'I>es 'Mtoines hospital
for six wSeks. Upon returning home
license plate.
The pledge every member of the from the hospital, she was able to be
up and around for several weeks, but
State Safety Council is as follows:
1. To be as courteous in my car as had been bedfast since April 1.
Mrs. Conway was born in Atlantic
I am in my home.
on
Feb. 1. 1878, where she also was
2. To drive carefully, always at
reasonable speed, and to observe all united in marriage to M. P» Conway.
Following their marriage 'they lived
traffic signals and stop signs.
^ that the free blue stamps
3. To take curves cautiously, on the on a farm in Lincoln township, later
tit an increase in food buy- right side, and to refrain from passing moving to Anita where they made their
families on relief who .on hills and curves.
home for several years. About thirty
Ice part in the program are | 4. To signal my intentions before years ago they moved from here to
| Atlantic and following his election to
buy orange colored stamps turning or stopping.
the state railroad commission in 1932,
aunt rate of $1 a week for
6. To take nothing for granted
of the family. This ap-«
;rf to the other driver
the family moved to Des Moines where
leir regular food expen-; ft6. TTo give
.
. . . _attention
H ._ Hn .
strict
to my they have since resided.
Surviving, besides the husband, are
,with each ! wortfc ol driving and to drive only when phythree daughters, Mrs. Rose Walters
mentally fit.
cents worth of free blue
have m;:;; inspected at .east' and Mrs. Irene Woolsey of Des Moines
and Mrs. Agnes Langbehn of Minne. „
.
. ,
... twice a year for brakes, lights and
apolis and one son, Charles, of Des
|of surplus foods which other gafety features
- Kd -with the free blue g TQ guftrd the gafety of al, child. Moines.
Interment was made in the Atlantic
from time to time in | _ ag T wollld that of my own
ing 9. To "look upon the safety of my Catholic cemetery Saturday afternoon,.
chaoge&Jm
itlfts.
passengers as my personal trust and
A union Thanksgiving service will
responsibility.
(. '"
(Wednesday)
SETS 10. To bbey all rules of safety in
at, the Methodist church here. Rev
KtHItfOCTOBER my home and at my work and as a A. T. Evans, pastor of the Anita
be the
^ttmar^ifmte important Congregational
speaker.
reached a total of $5,935,- than the few seconds I might save by
ti«tiAMMr-4ltA
n_ I
•
._
the lt««wlt«a+
highest wi/inf
month-'
ing j
tt»e stamps were placed] A Sa£ety Council «nblem on a car
ft? treasury de' is a mark of cooperation in our efforts'
today.
highway accidents and
to
reduce
compared with the. $4,- death „ added Mr Hattery.
of defense stamps sold
^^

_^ t g_

ary.

^

Automobile license plates for the
year 1942 will gtt on sale at all coun;y treasurer's offices in the state next
Monday, Dec. 1, it was announced this
week by Fred W. Herbert, Cass treasurer. However, he stated, after new
icense numbers have been obtained
for the coming year, motorists are
asked to turn in their 1941 plates.
The Cass treasurer and other treasurers in Iowa are cooperating with
;he state superintendent of motor velicle registration in an endeavor to
obtain the old plates, which will be
gathered up at a later date and sold
to firms who deal in scrap steel, thus
conserving the nation's metal supply
which is a main factor in the huge
defense program.
The plates will not be checked in at
the treasurer's office, Mr. Herbert
stated, but the public is relied upon
to cooperate in the campaign. Containers into which the automobile
plates may be thrown will be provided at the court house in Atlantic.
The state executive council, at a
recent meeting, also decided that
lowans will use the 1942 plates for
two years with the regular fee being
charged for the second year. In 1943
the state will either issue a small tab
to be attached to the 1942 plates or
else use a windshield sticker that will
state the license fee has been paid.
Another inovation is the decision
not to issue 1942 chauffeur's license
badges as has been done in the past.
However, each driver will be required
to secure a new license for the coming
year.
The new federal tax which goes
into effect Feb. 1, 1942, requires all
motorists to pay a fee of $5,00 per
vehicle. On that date all owners of
vehicles will be required to pa£ the
$2.08 tax for the period from Feb. 1
to July 1, or five-twelfths of $5.00.
Then on July 1, they will pay the tax
for a full year and the tax will be
due on that date for a yearly period
for such time as it is levied.
Tentative plans for collection of the
federal tax on some 32,000,000 vehicles in the United States indicate
that the sale of stickers or -p ates will
be handled through the post offices
of the nation.

Mrs. J. W. Peterson of Washington,
Iowa, spent a couple of days in Anita
last week visiting at the home of her
parents, Mr. and Blrs^ohn C. Jenkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon G. Voorhees of
Oklahoma City, Okla., visited in Anita
several days this week at the home
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Trimmer,
and with other realtives and
friends.

BRIARDALE

& iTlSi^rS^-MOBB PARITY CHECKS.
; month that the sale of stamps
,* ^ *
T> A oi = fnr
Receipt
of 178 more parity checks
p
for Defense Bond sales for
Cooperators in the AAA
^
r, which were announced bythe( _ _ wfls announced-this
annonce_
g week
e by
last ^week,, also jumped sharp- P^ D Becker>' chairman of the
figures with an in-committee.
The checks,
coit.
amounting to approximately $47,000,
avings Stamps sales by
.
received thus far by
opperators in the program to $277,$3,475,000;
- O O Of 2,000 farmers and landlords
,000, i, — ~
bS^OQoVAugust, 54,454,000;
beileflt payrnent8
Eber, • H»78,000; and" October, ^o wi
f
checks have
' • • ' , '
• *•
~p
Jo'wni by
„ denominations of
Stamps sales for
follows:
j>; 25c, 14,406,342; 50c,
D; fir 780,784; and $5, 67,804.

been received for 1,202 to date,
organization, Becker,
I
The AAA organization,
stated, is now busy with the presenta- •
tion of 1942 "Food for Defense" plans *
to all farm operators in the county in

^
food products, milk,
and Ifes. Chris G. Hansen of the essential
i, pork and .garden vegetables. At j
spent Sunday in Anita'
time, the township commit-:
at the home of Dr. and Mrs
checking on the wheat
iWetmer.
acreage on the farms in their tern|- «. VJVWUUHHJI: spent several tory to
Jin 'Des Moines last week visit-,planted
|t the home of her daughter, Mirs. ment for
McMurray and husband.

service

will

[looking after business matters of
Mr and Mrs. Robert u. n.uw«nu and
ociation.
daughter, Roberta Jean, spent SunN was received here this week day in Osceola. Iowa, v'-*'"" t the
JArlo L. Hansen, who was inducted home of her sister, Mrs.
I toe Army a'few weeks ago at and husband.
|D«a Moines, has been assigned
and~Mrs7 CarfMiUard and son,
i r: HZ., ftn
Tnnrn
"attery "<?» 61st. ^Battalion at
' Roberta, Cal.
£r'Sylolds8 Mrs. Millard and Mrs.
.
Iowa, Mr. wd.Mrs. Chester Reynolds are cousins.
—™ .MWt^JV*-

W%*Jk

*\i^W

01

f
rlgS

Nuts
Flour

Fancy Sultan — Layered White
Package
TL' „ Baker's With Recipes
lillpS
2 Cartons
English Walnuts—Filburts—Pecans — Pound
The Best Costs So Little More
Briardale Enriched $2.05—$1.09
Krafts American or Velveeta
2 Pound Loaf

30c
S9c
lOc
57c
39c

Cheese
Pin Wheels Bakery Special — 6 For
Rich Full Flavored Briar. Ib. 29c
Coffee T. G., The All Braz. Blend 3-lbs.
Butter Briardale For Quality — Pound
n
L
Briardale Large Extra Fancy OC
Peaches
Muirs - p,oimd
£^
r

at^the Anita

'• (Mttck)

VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

And Does It Pop! — Jap Hulless
2 Pounds

Peanut Brittle <>**, Fresh - 2
r*
C 'i Texas Marsh Seedless
10 For
Grape
Fruit
Texas — Sweet and Juicy
216 Size — Dozen

OQ
»*•

r>
L A • ^« Ocean view Brand In
Fresh UyStetS
Sealed Pint Cans

O1WWA-

of

Paullina, Iowa, and Mr. and
\ ' M. Meltyedt and son, Klare,
K

M
h t an<1HadiJ' Mrs. Hilda Catron
and Gretehen and Roaanne Brodersen,
Sunday guests
|and Mrs. C. H. Johnson and daugh- ano uici^«^
" et Sue. MT*. Oacar Idso and
^ater Nap we- sisterB of Mrs.
and Mr. MeHvedt is a coosin. family-

S£.S?-."£-»«—•"'

Radishes - Shallots - Cauliflower - Cranberries
Lettuce — Carrots — Pascal Celery — Green Peppers
Our Store Will Be Closed Thursday Afternoon

Liquor sales at the Anita state liquor
store during the month of October
amounted to $3,751.35, according to
the regular monthly bulletin issued this
week by the Iowa Liquor Control Commission. This was a decrease of
$778.70 over the preceding month when
a record high was established for the
store.
At the 176 state owned stores, sales
for October were $1,334,014.86, while
in September they were $1,578,667.92.
The total amount of liquor sold, compiled in gallons, amounted to 172,261.62, which compared to gallonage
sales during the month of October,
1940, of 187,993.28 gallons, shows a
decrease of 15,731.66.
October sales at other state owned
stores in this section of the state were
as follows: Atlantic, $8,693.54; Oreston, $9,051.50; Carroll, $8,953.08; Red
Oak, $5,987.44; Harlan, $5,868.24;
Adel, $2,722.59; Audubon, $5,790.62;
Stuart, $3,241.70; Winterset, $3,461.64;
Avoca, $2,442.00; Griswold, $1,472.45;
Glenwood, $2,215.85; Villisca, $2,264.40; Corning, $4,169.30; Greenfield,
$3,850.11; and Walnut, $2,348.88.

UNCLE SAM BUYING
FOOD PRODUCTS NOW
When Uncle Sam goes out to do a
buying job, he doesn't fool around,
recent figures on purchases received
from the Surplus Marketing Administration would indicate.
With the United States supplying
much of the food to England, not to
mention purchases for the Red Cross,
domestic needs and for reserve stock
piles, a great deal of food is needed.
Here are some figures covering the
period between March 15 and Nov. 1,
1941, that will interest Iowa farmers:
pork, 385,001,148 pounds; pork lard,
271,336,624 pounds; pork casings, 1,422,725 bundles; cheese, 108,405,125
pounds; dry skimmilk, 28,317,650
pounds; dry whole milk, 2, 575,500
pounds, evaporated milk, 9,878,200
cases; dried eggs, 31,085,480 pounds;
rozen eggs, 66,189,370 pounds; shell
ggs, 1,577,083 cases; canned chicken,
,379,688 pounds; dry beans, 197,285,00 pounds; soybeans, 21,230,000
pounds.
Other purchases include canned vegeables, bulk vegetables, fresh fruits,
ried fruits, canned fruits, honey and
ereal products.
These purchases, plus the increased
•uying power of the general public
as a result of defense spending, constitute the answer to improved farm
ncome in Iowa, officials pointed out.

Cooperators in 1941 AAA Program
to Receive a Loan of 73c Per
Bushel on Present Corn Crop
When Placed Under Seal.
Cass county Cooperators in the 1941
AAA program will receive a flat corn
loan rate of 73 cents per bushel, .it
was announced a few days ago by Clajr
D. Becker, chairman of the Cass tripleA committee. The loan rate on 1941
corn under the government sealing
program in Iowa will average 73.1
cents a bushel with rates varying from.
70 to 76 cents as compared to a flat
rate of 61 cents on the 1940 crop.
The price on corn in steel bins also
went up from a flat rate of 65 cents to
the prevailing loan rate in the county.
The steel bin corn will be advanced
further after Jan. 1, 1942, at the rate
of a half cent a month until it has
advanced a total of 3 cents above the
present price.
" Indications at present are that the
moisture content will slow down the
loan program and delay the sealing,
though the loans are to be available
by Dec. 1. Corn to qualify for loans
must not contain more than 20.5 per
cent moisture, according to H. L.
Dieterich, state committeeman in
charge of commodity loans.
The loans on 1941 corn are to run
until Aug. 1, 1944, although corn may
be delivered in liquidation of the loan
during the months* of August, September or October, 1942, provided it has
been sealed prior to April 1, 1942.
Borrowers who hold corn until the
fall of 1943, however, will be allowed
a storage payment of 4 cents a bushel.
Tenative plans for the new loan
program indicate the elimination of
the provision for compulsory insurance on the sealed corn.

ANITA TO PLAY NINE
HOME GAMES IN '41-'42

The Anita high school basketball
teams, which will include both a boy's
and girl's team this year, will open
the season next Tuesday evening when
they go to Griswold for their first
contest. This is the first time for ten
years that Anita has been represented
by a girl's team. Earl Bock is coach
of the girls and Allen Colbert is the
>oys coach.
Following is the 1941-42 basketball
schedule:
Dec.
2 — Griswold, there.
Dec. 5 — Menlo, here.
SCARLET FEVER TO BE
GREAT THIS ,WINTER Dec. 12 — Fontanelle, here.
Dec. 16 — Orient, here.
i
Reminding lowans that the cold
Jan. 6 — Wiota, here.
»
months of the year are the time of
Jan. 9 — Massena, here.
year scarlet fever is most prevalent,
Jan. 13 — Exira, there.
the state health department disclosed
Jan. 16 — Griswold, here.
today this disease has increased steadJan. 20 — Wiota, there.
Jan. 23 — Cumberland, here. v
ily since September and warned of
greater increases during coming
Jan. 28, 29, 30, 31 — County Tournament in Atlantic.
weeks.
Feb. 3 — Cumberland, there.
During tlfc first three weeks of
November more than 110 cases oi
Feb. 6 — Massena, there.
scarlet fever were reported comparer 1
Feb. 10 —Casey, here.
with 177 for the entire month of OctoFeb. 12, 13 — Girls Sectional Tourber and 69 in September.
nament.
Feb. 17 — Fontanelle, there.
The cases this fall have been reFeb. 24 — Adair, here.
ported from 4 counties. Polk, with
Feb. 27 — Guthrie Center, there.
41 cases, reported the high total, folMarch 4, 5, 6, 7 — Boys Sectional
lowed by Linn with 30 cases and Balck
Tournament.
Hawk, 22.
"Scarlett fever more and more v.'i!l
cut into school attendance as the
season grows older," the department NEED MANY WORKERS
FOR JOBS IN BLUFFS
said, "and school authorities and parents can help reduce the time lost by
Opportunities for employment in
I insisting that children who have sympCouncil
Bluffs for women an^i girls
toms of this disease stay at homo."
[ The infection, according to the de- in the domestic field in many respecta
partment, is characterized at the be- are quite attractive, according to Leonginning by "sore throat" in addition ard A. Butters, manager of the Council
to fever, headache, vomiting and en- Bluffs employment office.
This work pays from $4.00 to $8.00
larged glands. Symptoms usually develop three or four days after expo- per week in addition to room and
sure to the disease and on the first board, which would cost from $7.00
or second day of illness a rash ap- to $10.00 a week. This means that
the real wage is from $11.00 to $18.00
pears.
Scarlett fever is contracted by com- a week, defending on the experience
ng in contact with those who have required of the worker. This comit or with carriers of the causative pares favorably with sales clerks,
jerm, the department said. Cooper- waitresses and office clerks.
ation of all families in isolating childBecause of the present shortage in
ren with the disease was urged to that field, more employers are willing
to accept persona with little experihelp prevent spread.
The department asked for complete nce outside their own homes. Women
reporting of cases, and to'.d that all nd girls with experience in their own
citizens are required to report scar- omes can readily adapt themselves
let fever to the health service office, to the work, Mr. Butters added.
local health officer or board of health
Many times opportunities for work
when they have reason to believe a n other lines present themselves aa
case exists.
we.ll. There will be need for salespeople during the Christmas season
A baby boy which was born to Mr md a shortage in even partially exand Mrs. Joe Rydl, Jr., at their home >erienced worker* in this group 1»
iere Tuesday morning dice
north
expected.
*
shortly after birth.
Mt. Butters invites anyone desirMrs. C. E. Parker spent several day ing work in these lines to contact
last week in Mt. Pleasant, Iowa, visit- their local office or to apply at the
ing at the home of her daughter, Mr employment office in Council Bluffs,
at 8 N. Main. St.
John Remein and husband.
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Crawford's Clover Farm Store
We Deliver

Phone 29

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
PEANUT BUTTER, quart jar
27c
WALNUTS, large Eureka, pound
27c
SALAD DRESSING, Clover Farm, quart jar . .35c
CLEANSER, Clover Farm, 4 for
19c
JELL POWDER, Clover Farm, 4 packages . . . .19c
BUTTER, pound prints
35c
POWDERED SUGAR, 2 pounds
15c
APPLES, Winesaps, basket
$1.39
CRACKERS, 2 pound box
17c
Celery — Lettuce — Apples — Oranges

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
Established 1883.
Published Every Thursday and Entered
ftt the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, M
Second Class Mail Matter.
Cecil G. Budd

Editor

Subscription Rate

$1.50 Per Tear

Official Town and County Neyspaper
Member of National Editorial
Association, and

Mrs. William Duthie returned to her
home in Denver, Colo., Friday
after spending a couple of weeks
here visiting at the homes of her
sister and brother, Mrs. Dosha V.
Scholl and T. T. Satmders.

Miss Gretcheri Budd was in Lincoln, + HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL +
Neb., Saturday where she attended the
LUTHERAN CHURCH
+
Iowa-Nebraska football game.
+
H. G. Beteheim, Pastor.
+
«. + + + + + •»-+ + • » • • » • « • • » • *
Dr. and Mrs. D. J. Haines of Des
Moines spent Friday in Anita visit* Sunday School at fl:30 a. m.
Divitys services at 10:30 a. m.
ing at the home of Dr. and Mrs. Joseph
Thanksgiving services at 9:30 a. m.
Schiff.
Thursday morning.
The members of the Highland bridge Sunday School teachers will meet at
club were guests Saturday evening of the church Friday evening at 7:30
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Gittins at their o'clock.
home northwest of here. Additional The new children's confirmation class
guests were Mr. and Mrs. Lamar will meet at the church Saturday afGardner. High scores for the evening ternoon at 1:30 o'clock.
Confirmation class meets Saturday
were held by Mrs. Roscoe Koob and
Mr. Gardner and runners-up were afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the church.
Mrs. Max Walker and Andy Jepsen.
A lunch was served. Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Roberts will entertain the c'/ub f CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
4
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
at its next meeting on Dec. 6.
4- + -f + - f < f + + > + + +

The regular monthly meeting of
the K. J. U. club was held Friday afternoon at the church with Mrs. Hattie Wiese, Mrs. Mae Workman and
Miss Mary Lucille Henderson as hostesses. Twenty members and ^four
visitors were present. The annual
Mrs. Arthur Stone has returned to Christmas party of the club wi'il be
her home here from Iowa City where held Dec. 20 at the hpme of Miss Lulu
she was a patient at the University Alvord with Mrs. Mabel Sutton as
hostess. A lunch was served at the
hospital.
close of the meeting.
The members of the Mutual Benefit
club were guests Thursday afternoon
Past Matrons and Past Patrons night
of Mrs. Charles Jewett at her home was observed Monday evening by
northwest of here. Those present Columbia Chapter, No. 127, 0. E. S., at
spent the Afternoon sewing for the the Masonic Temple. A two course
Red Qress, following which a lunch 6:30 o'clock dinner was served to the
was served. Mrs. James Jordan will eighty members present. Visitors
be hostess at the next meeting of were present from Atlantic, Adair,
the club on "Dec. 11. It will be an Exira and Cumberland.
A white
all-day meeting.
Bible was presented to the chapter
by the Past Matrons and Past PaLola Chadwick, Dorothy Millhollin trons arid a candidate was initiated
and Barbara Tate, who all celebrated into the order with the chairs being
birthday anniversaries this month, filled by Past Matrons and Past Paentertained a nipiber of girls Sat- trons. Each Past Matron was preurday evening at the home of Lola's sented, a white salt and pepper shaker
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. J. Chad- in the shape 6f a gavel and each Past
wick on Rose Hill Avenue. The even- Patron was presented a comb and
ing was pent with games and con- nail file in a leather cast on which
tests, following which a lunch was was a gold star, both being gifts
served by the hostesses.
from the chapter.

HOME FURNISHINGS
IDEAL GIFTS
Asking Will Hold Any Purchase
to Be Delivered Christmas

OCCASIONAL .TABLES

B
TWO
of a
COMPLETE
ASSORTMENT
Walnut Inlay Designed
For Your Home.. .$7.50

Church school at 10 a. m. to which
you are invited. We have a class
waiting for you.
Service of worship at 11 a. m. Our
theme will be: "Living Stones Or
The Spiritual House." We hope to
have a helpful message.
The ladies will not serve their noonday dinner Thursday, but on Dec. 4,
they will again serve dinner and hold
their annual bazaar the same day.
We will join with the other churches
in a union Thanksgiving service at
the Methodist church this (Wednesday)
evening. This will give you a chance
to use Thanksgiving Day in whatever
way you choose".' Let us all, who
possibly can, have a part in this service.

PHONE 300

SPECIALS FOE THES WEEK ENlT"
CRANBERRIES, Eatomore, finest quaKty, Pound
MAISHMALIXyWS, fresh and fluffy, pound
CRUSHED PINEAPPLE, buffet cans, 3 cans
JELL, Butter-Nut, it whips, 7 flavors, 6 pkgs.
SALAD DRESSING, P. & G*, qt jar 33c - pt
CELERY, large stalk ........-,,
-ttd
BUTTER, Stuart first grade, pound
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables In Season

PND'

Lava Beds National Monument,
California.

proach tip the gentle rise to ita<
injr battlements.
We covered in five minutes \
f jy METHODIST CHURCH
4
The bloody Modoc War of 1873 was the U. S. Army fought up
i
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
*•
fought .here in the arid, volcanic hills Ail along: the way are the i__
f - f - f + -f + -f + - f > + + +
along the Oregon-California line. Out- mounds and low rock walls th? g..
Chqrch School at 10 a. m. Lee K.
numbered twentV to one, a handful of erected for'protection as they}
Nichols, acting superintendent.
Modoc -Indians waged a losing, four- in for ther MIL The point at i
Church worship at 11 a. m. There
month battle for freedom against 1,000 troops dug in before launchinj,
is a nursery class for the small childFederal soldiers.
' • . . . ' • final WMJh }s marked by a h%b»|
ren.
The
trouble
began
when
the
Modoc
bre|step.r^pbvionsly construe
The Methodist youth fellowship at
tribe signed its lands over to our ihff the jfliftt by men unfarail
6:30 p. m.
Intermediate youth fellowship at government in exchange for a reser- surrounding terrain.
vation. But the reservation they got - iDtOrtt^t Apfi} 17th.' 1873, i
6:30 p. m.
also
held their traditional enemies— troops make their last charge. ]||
Evening worship at 7:30 p. m. An
orchestra will help with the. music. the fierce Klamath Indians. Robbed no resistance. • Reduced to ,
Choir practice Wednesday evening and abused by their red-skinned neigh- in number, their water supply i
bors, the Modocs pleaded in Vain for the Indians had slipped awajj
at 8 in the church.
The Woman's gociety of Christian the promised, private reservation., In night, leaving a lone, toothless!
Service will hold its general meeting final desperation they fled south to too old for farther travel,
in the church Friday afternoon at 2. their ancient hunting-grounds and the victorious, soldiers.
The hot pursuit that follow
Officers for the coming year will be found peace and work among friendly
elected. Mrs. James Brown, will re- settlers there. iWhen Federal troops ; ed up the remaining 'Mndocs.
view, "The Christian Advocate" and were called out to bring them bade Jack was held on a charge <
Mtrs. Wm. Kirkham will review, "The 53 braves and 7 squaws retreated ing General Ganby, comman
World Outlook." The Woman's So- farther into the rocky, barren, lava Federal force. Captain
ciety will not serve its regular din- strewn area that is today a preserve that his own father had beenn
of volcanic and archeological relics. by whites while under a I
ner Friday.
These lava beds are a National Mtonu- and asked • that the while i
ment to ji restless geologic period dat^ be tried also, either by Indium G
f CENTRAL CHURCH OP CHRIST -f i ing f ronTsS.OOO.OOO B. C. up until but entment'Coart. His plea
+
C. R. Neel, Pastor.
-f ' 600 years ago. Lava tubes and 'ice- rejected and the Chief
f + -f + 4 + + + + - f + ' - f - f filled caves, many marked with picto- to his death at the end
graphs of long lost tribes, lie beneath
Sunday School at 10 a. m.
General ~ Canby's grave
Church worship and communion the black lava flows and cinder cones whete hV fell, "marked by
scattered over this 46,000 acre area. wooden cross, his name and 1
at 11 a. m.
An outstanding feature here is the details of his passing burned i
This is Thanksgiving week and
surely we have much to be thankful historic Stronghold,' a huge, semi- monument by; his men. There
for. "Let the people praise thee circular, natural trench that Chief also be a monument here in Ml
0 God. Let all the people praise thee. "Captain Jack" Keintpoos and his 'Captain Jack; a victim of an $1
Then shall the earth increase, and braves converted into an almost im- violence and misunderstand!
God, even our own God shall bless us." pregnable fort. Its jagged, fifteen- Chief whov1was fighting
The only people in the world that foot ramparts command every ap- the rights of himself and hiaj
have a national Thanksgiving Day are
the American people. -I presume one
"Trailer Vagabond" Is Sponsored and Appears In This
reason is that we have so much to be
Through the Courtesy of
thankful for. We are rated the most
prosperous people in the world and
yet there are hundreds of our people
Anita, Iowa
Phone 81
{who go to bed every night hungry.
TEXACO PRODUCTS
j Plenty of work to do and yet men are
walking the streets begging for a
(job. A new adjustment will have to And his servant was healed in the without hypnotism, which
,be made along these lines. I think selfsame hour" (Matt. 8:5, 6, 13).
verse of ethical and p
(we should be thankful that our people Among the selections from the Truth-power" (p. 185).
, are not war minded. 95 per cent Christian Science textbook is the
'of the American people oppose war following:
W. P..'Barrett has returned t»;|
and as long as this is true, we will
"Jesus cast out evil and healed home here after spending
^ave no war. The eastern sky is big the sick, not only without drags, but months working for railroad'
with the promise of a better day that
, is soon to come. A day when right
; shall make might and real might right.
A day when we will seek the fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of
man, and the Kingdom of God will
come with all its effulgent glory. You
are uivite to worship with us at the
eleven o'clock service.
| T h e ladies of the church wil] serve
, their regular dinner Wednesday noon.

WAGNER'S FILLING STATION

A Modern Walnut For
Only
$9.50

1
^

Ef

NEW!

j» * «• 7TT77T+ + «. +
|*
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
4
*..! * * * * * * * * * «. «.

!
Ancient and Modern Necromancy,
- Alias Mesmerism and Hypnotism Denounced" will be the Abject of the
i Lesson-Sermon in , al, Churches Of
Chmt, Sc,,ntlst, on,

** v

S i l t h the

I

Large Waterfall Modern
Walnut Veneer Suite ..

FREE DELIVERY

of hosts,

We Invite You To See the New Modern Equip'
Added To Our BSttery Xtepartment

-„

MERCURY QUICK CHARGE"
Which Charges Your Battery In the Modern B
Approved By Leading Batt^ Manufacturers
est Car Mahhfactiirera Society of Antowrt
gineers and Bureau of Jstendards, U. S. Gover
It Is No Longer Necessary For You To Wait D
For Your Battery To fle Charged. Jft»
Modern Approved Method <3harges Your B^
the Amazing Time of 15 To 45 Minutes w»
Without Removing the Battery From
NEW GUARANTEED B A T T E S
PRICED AS LOW AS TRE

$84

ANITA, IOWA

SAFI

.50

"«

EASY PAYMENTS
,
"

""b

O.w.

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

ByEDWHEELAN

'

BIG TOP
u«,TfeNl

V/BEK OR So LATER,THE 'SHOVIMANJ5 BlBlE/CAME OUT
"WE WHOLE STpRy ABOUT STiMQER
'
*

HOfiO. -CIRCUS
(

_ _

MANAGERS
ANDCHARUB

To US.
- HAL,
\tfHAT ME

What city is
'BANGrS BROS. CIRCUS
IS NOW SHOWING

PEECHE-Z-,

\TS WAV SOUTH To
\WIWTER CpUARTfeRS

bMMM^BHMBHHBMMBMI>HIB>MMI«HHWMB«IBaBK>>aBMMHi^B^HHHi^lHI

3. TyCobb's average jj
• 4. Paper, vellum and'
meat.
5. A fur seal.
6. Birmingham, Ala
,7. The record is 117.21
twurt set by Floyd Robet
»-a/Thirteen pigs were
to Tampa by DeSoto 4nl
age,- When he with 6W
planned to establish a
Florida.

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA Diamonds vs. Lollypops
^^^^^^_^^^^^_^^^MMHMl^_^^M^^^^___MMH_HMHM_M^M_^^_^^^_^M|HMM««MHMgMg«g_l

WELL, SHERLOCK,
TAKE IT EASY,
WE BEEN WALKIN*
SIS-WEIL
FlND'<EM-rAA
IN CIRCLES FOR
HOURS AN* STILL WE ] CONOENTRATIN'
AINT NEARER MY
$2OO,OOO WORTH
OF JEWELS!

MEANWHILE THE
v WHAT A WASTE
ASHMAN'S CHILD IS
WEARING LAUVS
CHILD!-THOSE
*BEAOS"TO SCHOOL! TRINKETS MUST
HAVE COST ALL
OF THIRTY CENTS
MY MAMA
GIVE 'EM T'ME

I'LL TRADE THESE
BEADS FOR A
LOLLYPOP
NIX-WE KIN GET
ALL THE GLASS WE
WANT OUTA BUSTED
WINDOWS
-

WAH!
EVERYBODY'S GOT
LOLLYPOPS AN*
ALL I GOT 13 JOOLRY

WAH!

America's favorite ciea»
package is now makinglte
ance &.the windovra
counters of local deale
famous carton of Camd.
aUdressed

Sfe
—i-j,—t-w to give even tol

By CM.PAYNE

S'MATTER POP— Jus' a Little Fella* Understand^'

MOW VOU

LIPSTICK
ONVER. LIPS

card printed on the wrap
els also are featured m
tractive, gift of four "flat f
800 cigarettes — packag
snow-covered Christmas!
ideal gift for all srpoh—
'-' fte men in the «
»~~iBa, Camels are the i
favorite.—Adv.

ATS AN
E.VEBROW
PENCIL YOU ARE
U6iKi'

STAR THE

LIKE
AIHT, HUM

FR1
til

Evtiy WMUISSI^I

win

MESCAL IKE

IHY UI

By S.L.HUNTLEY

" Need of
Kindness is wisdom.
none in life but needs it|

POP—It Probably Will Bear Table Forks
ON WITH
THE GOOD WORK,
PROFESSOR

DO YOU

By J. MILLAR WATT
! JUST PLANTED
AN APPLE
TREE
I

i)KES If

THE
SPORTING
THING

71
By

WILLIAMS

UNG
ARMSTRONG

', ON

•Think hard now, wbere'd you put my bowline ball?

.
T. A
VEIN LMK6E CCOKIE CSOH&

TOE
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OVERCOATS

SEALS
MEN ENTERING ARMY CHRISTMAS
ARE
NOW
ON SALE
GET MANY THINGS

Maduffs
WE DELIVER

Mark

Into homes thr^hout this county
The average young man starting
have come the envelopes of the county
I in the United States Army is 5 feet Tuberculosis association carrying
8 inches tall, weighs 144 pounds, has
a chest measurement of 3354 inches, Christmas Seals. These seals are a
a 31 inch waistline, wears a 9V4-D traditional token of the Christmas
shoe and a size 7 hat, according to season and a symbol of the successfigures compiled by the war depart- ful fight that man is waging against
ment. The data is based on records tuberculosis.
of the Army quartermaster corps, This'disease has been partially overIt does not kill or incapacitate
which has directed the measuring and come.
„
many
people as it did in other years.
clothing of more than l,500,ft)0 men.
After a few months in the army, It can be cured, and it can be preventhowever, the recruit has gained in ed. But it is still a menace.
weight on army food, wears shoes a The most powerful weapon against
tuberculosis is knowWeU
size larger and has an expended chest
ledge—
not
only
the
measurement. This is indicated by
medical profession's
sample test, although complete exam^ -•
'"*.•*
--.
expert
knowledge but
ination comparable to that given upon
also
the
general
pubinduction is not routine.
> lie's knowledge of
To keep this average soldier in
what to do and when
fighting trim for the first year, the
; to do it. Tuberculosis
quartermaster corps spends $404.65, of
associations therefore
which $175.20 is for his food; $162.05
use Christmas Seal
for clothing; $15.79 for individual
money for an unceasequipment; and $51.61 for barracks
ing health education
equipment.
Weapons, ammunition,
This propay and other expenses incurred durTuberculoj/'i gram is not vague
ing his training are not included in
and theoretical but is a ceaseless,
these estimates.
Uncle Sam spends about 48 cents down-to-earth campaign to teach
a day, or $175.20 a year, to feed the people how to avoid getting tuber- Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Klever and son, "Harvey Scholl, who is atl
culosis and how to find out if they Gary; of Exira spent Sunday in Anita business college at Grand
average enlisted man.
The American soldier eats at the have it before it can make dangerous visiting at the home of her mother, la spending the Thanksgiving",
finest army mess in the world. On a progress.
MM. Hattie Wiese.
tfon of, the school at the home«
weekly basis his garrison, or peace- As in bfttt'.e, this fight seeks to
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
time ration consists of the following locate the enemy. Throughout the
Chas. Young, local business man who southeast of here.
average quantities of basic foods: 4 year the tuberculosis associations of has been ill for several weeks, was
pounds, 6 ounces of fresh beef; 14 Iowa are searching out unsuspected taken to Panora last Wednesday where The members of the Evening m
ounces of chicken; 1 p"ound, 12 ounces cases by means of nursing calls, tu- he is being cared for at the home of and Bridge club were guests i
of fresh pork; 7 eggs; 9 pounds, 3 berculin tests, and x-rays. Each such a relative.
and MM. A. R. Kohl Thursday e..
ounces of fresh and canned vege- case, found and brought to proper
at their home on Walnut Street'I
tables; a little^over 1 pound of cereals treatment, is one more step in the
Mr. and Mrs. James Erskine of guests, besides the memben, x
and dry vegetables; about 2 pounds direction of a tuberculosis free state. Kokomo, Ind., visited in Anita several Mr. and MTB, Chester A. Longl
of fresh and canned fruits; 14 ounces Because of the public support which days last week at the home of her Dr. and Mrs. G. M. Adair. A T
of coffee; 4 pounds, 6 ounces of pota- has been given this campaign, tuber, mother, Mrs. Eli King. Mrs. King
coveted'dish dinner was
toes; and 4 pounds of fresh and eva- culosis has dropped from first to sev- accompanied them home and will spend
those present, following w'hiei|
porated milk.
enth place as a cause of all deaths several weeks visiting there.
evening was spent playing bridj
Clothing needed to outfit the en- in the nation. The progress which
listed man when he begins duty costs has been made shows that the battle
the government $107.89. Mainten- can be won. A whole hearted resance cost of clothing for a year is ponse to the appeal to buy Christmas
$54.16, making a total clothing cost Seals will keep the tide against the
for his first year in the army of $162.05. disease.
CLOTHIER
Clothing issued to the soldier inMerritt Dill, who is working in
cludes: 8 pairs of shorts (either cot"WE SERVE YOU WELL"
ton or woolen); 9 undershirts (usually Ames, spent the week end here visitcotton, but 2 maybe woolen); 9 pairs ing at the home of his parents, Mr.
of socks; 3 pairs of shoes-—2 pairs high and Mrs. John Dill.
C, F. DARROW,
brown service and 1 pair low dress
Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Johnson and
The Blackwood J$ros. Stamps-Baxoxfords; 6 pairs of trousers—4 cotton
ANITA MARKETS.
ter quartet, featured over radio station
khaki and 2 w&olen; 6 shirts—4 cotton daughter, Janet Sue, were in Omaha
KMA at Shenandoah, Iowa, will prekhaki and 2 flannel, woolen, or O. D.; Friday evening where they attended
(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
sent a variety concert program Thurs- Eggs, cash, dozen
".'. .28c 1 woolen overcoat; 1 cotton field jack- the Sonja Henie ice review.
day evening at the Church of Christ Eggs, in trade, dozen
29c et with woolen lining; 3 herringbone
A special meeting of,. Obedience
in Anita.
I Eggs, Specials
._
36c cotton twill jackets (to soldiers not
' Eggs, No. 1
32c issued one-piece work suits); 3 pairs Lodge, No. 380, A. F. & A. M., was
Eggs, No. 2
27c of herringbone twill trousers to go held Tuesday evening at the Masonic
Hens, over 5-lbs
I3e with jackets; 2 pairs of canvas leg- temple here. Work in the Fellow
Hens, 4 to 5-lbs
lie gings (when not issued boots); 4 Craft. degree was conferred upon a
Hens, under 4-lbs. & Leghorns ... 9c neckties—2 black 'woolen and 2 cotton a candidate. A lunch was served at
Springs.^ver 5-lbs
12c khaki; 1 herringbone twill hat to go the close of the meeting.
Show Starts at 7:15 P.I
Springs, 4 to 5-lbs
lie with suit of similar material; 2 caps
Springs, under 4-lbs. & Leghorns. 9c!—* woolen, 1 cotton khaki (except
Roosters, Ib
9c in tropics); 1 woolen or serge coat;
1 cotton khaki web waiste belt; 1 pair
Ducks, Ib.
NOV. 27.- 28',- 29
,.
Geese, Ib.
gc of woolen, O, D. gloves; 6 white cot- WANTED:—A few more White
Pigeons, live, dozen
50c j ton handkerchiefs; and 1 steel helmet. Rock flocks for hatching eggs. RasA C7OOD VVOA1;
It
Cream, sweet
38c
Individual equipment for the av- musen's 'Hatchery, Anita.
Cream, No. 1 sour
36c | erage soldier for i one year requires
ON TRACK THIS WEEK—Car of
Cream, No. 2 sour
34c |an expenditure of $15.79, of which Western Kentucky lump coal. Leave
Yellow corn, old, No. 2
61c ?U-47 is initial cost and $4.32 up-your order today for coal delivered in
Yellow corn, new, No. 2
57c kc^ep.
your bin off the car. Farmers Coop.,
When he enters the service the phone 49, Anita.
Yellow corn, ear
52e
it
Oats, No. 2, new
. enlisted man receives 1 toilet set con- FOR SALE:—Extra good pedlar
Wheat, No. 1 ...
.$1.00 taining shaving brush, tooth brush,
Soybeans, No. 2 yellow
$1.40 'comb, safety razor with 5 blades; 1 Bohm system clarinet and case like
I pair of suspenders; 2 identification new. Only $32.50. Smiley's, Atlantic.
Mrs. P. T. Williams and son, John, discs with 1 yard of tane; 2 hand
Movie Operators and Managers—
Miss Maxine Pershing, Miss Winona' towels; 1 bath towel; 2 barrack bags; Anita District—Movie Circuit Work.
Kyle lind Miss Marion Miller attended 1 canvas field bag; 1 cartridge be t 508 Midland Bldg., Kansas City Mo.'
the Sonja Henie ice review in Omaha (if armed with rifle); 1 pistol belt
Friday evening.
(if armed with pistol); 1 mess kit; 1 WANTED:—Your repair work. AlHutchison's
canteen and cover; 1 pack,, carrier; 1 so see our new gifts. _
Miss Kathryn Weimer was hostess \ cup; 1 fork; 1 spoon; 1 knife; 1 l^^r. Jewelry Store' Atlantic
at a miscellaneous shower Monday i sack (if not issued field bag) ; 1 web
WANTED: —Your dead animals.
B* an "early bird" In selecting
evening at the home of her parents, pocket (if armed with pistol) ; 1 first
184 Anita —we pay phone charges.
ih* card* to my Many Christmas
Dr. and Mrs. F. D. Weimer, on West j aid pouch; 1 strap for carrying field
tor you (his year. Cam* In today
.Main Street in honor of Mrs. Adabelle'bag (for soldier issuedfieldbag).
. . . get the pick of the new
Simon Wood, a recent bride. The even- 1 Uncle Sam pays $51.61 for an enVICTOR FLOUR, 49-lbs.. .$1.75
GOLDEN BELL greeting, that ar»
ing was spent with games and con- • listed man's barracks equipment for
most gttt(A Glass Pruit Bowl Free)
tests by the thirty guests present, I one year. Of this amount $37.43 is
now all on display. A great eeleofollowing which a lunch was served initial cost and $14.18 maintenance
FOLGERS COFFEE, l-lb...30c
ttau.. of trie mow colaful and
«f tht teaton !
by the hostess. The bride was the cost for the year.
»Mt dlMngulihad card. you're
OPAL
COFFEE,
l-lb
28c
recipient of many gifts.
This barracks equipment includes
•VWT seen. Come In now ... get
1 mosquito bar; 2 mosquito bar rods;
BIG BEN COFFEE, l-lb. . ,lgc
the beet . . . avoid the crowd*.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smith en- 2 woolen blankets; 1 barracks chair
POST TOASTIES, box ....lOc
tertained the members of the Neigh-. per 3 enlisted men; 2 clamps to hold
borhood pinochle club Saturday even- mosquito bar on bedstead or steel
KELLOGG'S CORN FLAKES,
ing at their home north of here. Ad- cot; 1 comforter; 1 folding steel cot
box
lOc
ditional guests were Mr. and M*rs. or 1 iron bedstead; 1 mattress; 2 matRobert Cryer. High scores lor the tress covers; 1 pillow; 2 pillow cases;
OPAL CARROTS, No. 2 can.lOc
DEPARTMENT STORE
evening were held by Mr. and Mrs. 4 sheets; 1 holder (to be placed at
OPAL HOMINY, No. 2V 2
Cryer. A lunch was served. The foot of bedstead or cot) with enlisted
"THE BEST FOR LESS"
ca
*
lOc
next meeting of the club will be held | num>s seriai numt,er on itAnita, Iowa
Saturday evening at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Forrest Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs. Max Campbell and
daughter spe*ht Friday in Anita at the
home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Chas. Campbell.
*

SPECIALS - WEDNESDAY TILL

No

Butter
Cranberries *$^ 35
Radishes 3 Lar*e Bunches
f* j*l A*U
Celery

Bleached — Large
Bunches at 12c or

LettliCe Solid— 3 Large Heads

Sweet Potatoes <f^
Grape Fruit *1tSfess 2

DRESSED TURKEYS AND GflCKENS

urlee
•Clothes

Come In and Look Over Our Large
Stock — Priced at

l 95

95

50

50

- $24- $29- $32-

BOB HOWARD

See Our New Hog Waterers
and Feeders
THE FARMERS COOP.

WANTT^ ADS

THEATRE
THURS. -m- SAT. SUNDAY-MONO*
so - DEC. i

Choose your
Christmas
Cards WOW

••BBBi
The Golden Rule

Opal Food Store

Source Of Supply—

We are thankful that we have our usual
big stock of all our standard grades of
coals available this year as in the past.

We Are Prepared »
We have the coal and the facilities to
serve you carefully and promptly.
— Let Us Be Yoy* Source of Supply —

ROBERT SCOTT
ANITA LUMBER CO.
PHONE 2-0 FOR COA3LS YOU KNOW

BD1
ttUJCHET

Mr. and Mrs. Lars Christensen are
the parents of an 8% pound girl
baby which was born to them at their
home north of here Saturday evening. She is the fourth child in the
family.
Miss Kathryn Weimer, who is at-'
tending a business school at Grand
Island, Neb., is spending the Thanksgiving vacation of the school in Anita
at the home of her parents, Dr. and
(Mrs. F. D. Weimer.
'
Ruby Robinson entertained a number of girls Friday evening at the
home of her father, B. W. Robinson.
Two scavenger hunts were held by the
girls, following which a lunch was
served by the hostess.

EGGS!

1

of Then, If You Feed
Y Ur Hens

°
Ration.

* Complete Balanced

Amea Qra.n Ba[ancer

W

»h Your H ome Grown Corn
and Outs Makes a Balanced Ration That 'Will Do The Job.

Rasmusseo's Hatchery
Phone 276

TAKE-A-CHANCE NIT£
Every Tues. and Wed
Adra. lOc and
l"g..!-J*

THfe ANITA tOTUNE
IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

[Malay
MorSt

UNDAYI
CHOOL Lesson

S

i Bharu!

By HAROLD L. LUNDQUIST, D. D.
Dean of The Moody Btbto Institute
of Chicago.
(lUlcaMd by Weitam Nawipipw Union.)

jea Contrdlledity British
Jies Important Products
for U. S. Industries.

EXPLAINING IHK PRICE EISE8
("Betalleri must explain to customer* the
reason for advancing prloes. The paMfa
doesn't understand toe sTtualson."—Ixwl* 1.
Klrsteta, chairman of the American BelaU
federation.)

Britain'*
_ it wett
important
9tf"i* •< flow*
Jwnjnnifa,
Ywform,

Lesson for November 30
Ltuon miblvct* and Scripture text* •»•
lectod and copyrighted by International
Council of B«uglou» Education; ufed by
pcrnuMlon*

Entreating Now
Diner—/ would like to change my order.
Waitress—Yes, sir, what would you
like to make it?
"I think Fd better make it a petition."

The Troth
First Actor—I played Hamlet
once, in the West.
Second Actor—Did you have •
long run?
First Actor—Seven miles,

Customer—How much art freak
eggs today?
Retailer—Sixty-five cents m dozen.
CHRISTIAN LOVE
Customer—I said a dozen, not two
dozen. _^_
LESSON TEXT-John 13:34, 35; I CorinFunny that when a girl's dies*
Retailer—I -heard you. Sixty-five thians 13:1-13.
consists of nothing to speak of, it
|Uf •»«*»•» "J «'••£••• i*»j^»—«w »™-F jj**
GOLDEN TEXT—We love him, because h« usually gives the neighbors plenty
cents a dozen. Five cents extra if
o/ ru6&er, tiri and otAer
first loved us.—I John 4:19.
I make an explanation.
to speak about.
NetrVerfefbis,
Customer—How about storage
Many important things enlist the
eggs?
Betfatue fftu
Frankly Told
interest of the Christian, but we
>l now mare
"Tell me, professor," the young
need to beware lest we neglect what thing gushed, "what do you think
the news o/
Jesus declared to be the first and of my voice?"
pregreat commandment—that we love
"Well, it reminds me of toothGod; and its necessary sequel— paste."
Joa tad
that we love our neighbor. If love
Soci.tr.
"Toothpaste?"
is forgotten (and who can deny that
"Yes. You squeeze it and it
it often is in our day?), the very comes out flat."
which 80 yean ago was a
foundations are shaken. We need
»
Retailer—Forty-two cents, and I'll a revival of Christian love.
, the British-protected
make my explanation a cent cheapDelicious
Recipes
Free
'
iates of southeastern Asia
I. Love—A Mark of Discipleship
er.
Would you like to try a branducing mttre than » third of
(John 13:34, 35).
* * e
new delightful recipe for Apple
I's ruBber supply.
Do you want to know whether a Cake, Coffee Cake, Herb Bread, OrCustomer—Give me twenty cents' man
' the wbut is sent to the
is a Christian?
Find out ange Bread and dozens of other
4^
worth
of
eggs
and
one
cent's
worth
C<>f f<je Q
fstates, <$K%this country is
.
STATUTE MtLCS
whether he loves his brethren. Such, appetizing recipes? Just drop a
of
explanation.
Why
should
eggs
be
i to grow w* .rubber which
is the test Jesus gives in these post card to Standard Brands, Inc.,
up?"
Coconuts
P/neapptesQ Hardwoods
ies tyan into, tires, hose,
Retailer—It's the defense pro- verses.
Dept. W, 691 Washington Street,
oons,juid a mouaand-and1. Commanded. It is the will New York City, and you will regram.
Prepared by The National Geographic Society
|r articles/ <
and
purpose
of
God
that
the
followCustomer—Are we sending eggs to
ceive a grand cook-book absolutely
|oes rubber flourish in the
^S^^fffjJfffiy^S^^SS^SSCtSSSSI^^BtSSSSXBSSSSSS3Xii^SSSSSi^BSSSS£fBSR
ers of Christ should have a real love free.—Adv.
Russia?
Peninsula?
Retailer—No, but Europe is get- for one another. It is not to be a
The above map. explains in detail the source of the important products
'gives n* the answer,
ting
a lot of our hens. And you know matter of impulse or chance, but
obtained
on
the
Malay
peninsula.
Most
important
of
these
supplies
as
r need-plenty of rain'and
about
the straw shortage, don't you? the love God has for us should conindicated
are,
rubber,
tin,
pineapples
and
other
tropical
farm
products.
her. The Malay States', are
strain us to love one another. Thus
Customer—No.
_. of the Equator, and their Japan, already entrenched in French Indo-Cblna, reportedly could use
is love
Retailer—All
the
straw
is
being
now going to the United States and Great Britain.
[is one of the hottest and many of the products
2. Exemplified. God has loved
^
^\,
used
for
Gallup
straw
votes.
And
1 hi the world. Similar dius. He does love us. How infinitely
with
so
little
straw
in
their
nests
the
Peninsula.
The
ore
is
dredged
from
I
Ships
traveling
between
the
Pacific
kes rubber production profmuch is wrapped up in these simple
won't lay. Is it clear?
ift the near-by Nether- tremendous open pits. Along with and the Indian oceans pass it. Singa- hens
Customer—No. I'll take a loaf of words I He even gave His Son to
tin, miners dig for smaller amounts pore's wharves handle not onjy MaCreomulsion relieves promptly beO- , • •
die for us because He loved us cause
of gold, iron, manganese, lead and lay rubber and tin—the latter is bread. Is that up?
it goes right to the seat of the
.From Brazil.
Retailer—Yes, and I'll explain (John 3:16). How then can we with- trouble to help loosen and expel
in the city—but the riches of
..,,.. rubber • plants were tungsten. The latter is vital for smelted
germ
"laden
phlegm, and aid nature
Netherlands Indies and Thai- that. The country is short of dough. hold our love from Him and from to
™ soothe
_~_~ and
_~ heal iraw, tender, inthe Malay States from making the filament used in electric the
one
another?
Customer—If
it
ain't
it
soon
will
land.
The
British
have,
fortified
the
flamed bronchial mucous mem,ut 60 years ago, 'and it light 1bulbs.
as their largest foreign naval be. How about baloney? There is no
n. Love—A Christian Grace (I branes. TeH your druggist to sell you
The laborers who first mined the port
lie evident that they would
a botOe of Creomulsion .with the unshortage of that, is there?
base.
Cor. 13).
Now the-Malay re- tin and who did much of the work
derstanding you must liKethe way it
Retailer—No, but it's gone up in
In
a
world
wner;e
hatred
prevails,
quickly allays the cougbor you are
_es Brazil in rubber of clearing the jungles were not the
sympathy. Baloney is one of our and is to fact glorified, this chapter to
have your money back.
^.^, because its planta- native Malays, but Chinese. The latmost sympathetic products. And needs to be read and reread. We
irreadiUy accessible to rail- ter came to the-region in large numdon't forget we -are sending a treseaports, -while Brazil's bers, and now make up about twomendous amount of baloney to find that love is
brCoughs, Chest Colds, Bronchitis
are far inland in wild fifths of the Malay States' popula1. Essential (w. 1-3). Life has
Europe.
tion of some 4,000,000.
,', I' i •'.
' •' •
•' " •
Customer—This is the flrst**4im« many excellent gifts and men quite
Wonder and Admire
properly seek after them. How do
easy Job to .clear mile
The Malays, short, brown-skinned
I've heard anybody admit it.
The longer I live the more my
f underbrush and 60-foot and thick-set, with straight black
they compare with love, and what
do they amount to apart from love? mind dwells upon the beauty and
« toe Malay jungles so hair, are a clever people, but like
SCENE II—A HABERDASHERY
Glowing, angelic eloquence; the far- the wonder of the world. I hardly
itions could be developed. •many residents of hot countries,
New fears that horse "sleeping
Customer — How much are $3 seeing eye of the prophet; the at- know which feeling leads/ wonder1 wild animals—tigers, el- they are not overly industrious. One
tainments of knowledge and cul- ment or admiration.—John Bur"* * , and rhinoceroses reason is that food, clothing, and sickness," which has already killed shirts today?
Retailer—Three dollars and fifty ture; mountain-moving faith; lib- roughs.
menace, and ab- shelter are not hard to obtain. Many tens of thousands of American
.vages threw, poisonous of the Malays wear only a jacket horses, may also be transmissible cents. And I'D throw to a full ex- eral-hearted charity; martyr-like
self-sacrifice—without love they are
6: workers. Large jungle and a skirtlike sarong, live in clus- o human beings were indicated to planation.
Customer—Shirts aren't necessary all as nothing. Apart from Christ
iVer,'never have been ters of bamboo or thatched huts built reports of a recent study by the
and His love operating to our
tie paris have not even on piles, and^eat little besides rice American Foundation for Animal to the defense, are they?
hearts
and lives the worthiest atRetailer—Of
course
they
are.
and fish. ^
Health.
tainments of men are vain and
Would
you
defend
the
American
way
.plantations were laid
British Development.
The reports are based on deaths
empty. Love is ^he very essence of
a shirt?
ubber, pineapples, and
in Minnesota, Texas, and Eastern without
i
Development
of
the
Malay
States
a satisfying and useful life.
Customer—I
may
have
to!
farm products, the
been in the hands of the British seaboard states, hi areas where
Retailer—Could
you
use
some
2. Effective (w. *-7). Does love
ua was an important has
since Sir Stamford Raffles, an equine encephalomyelitis (sleeping socks? They've only gone up fifteen reaDy work, or is this just a fineWhen constipation brings on acid in*From Jts mines still ever
sickness) has been prevalent. In
Englishman
who
envisioned
a
great
sounding but obsolete theory? It digestion, stomach upset, bloating, diojr
cents a pair.
third of the world's
one
of
the
eastern
states
two
indiepella, gas, coated tongue, BOUT taste and
'
Customer—Is there a sock short- works.
>me of the tin cans future for the region, founded the viduals who were handling horses
breath, your stomach is probably
Think of the thn%s to life which bad
..chen cupboard were port of Singapore in 1819. Its site afflicted with sleeping sickness were age?
"crying the blues" because your bowels
on
an
island
at
the
southern
tip
of
Retailer—No, but it's harder for irritate and depress us; then put don't move. It calls for Laxative-Senna
•this Malayan ore, for
stricken with a disease that was
pull the trigger on those lazy bowels,
~ ates mines virtually no the peninsula was then part of the identified as human encephalomye- me to explain why they should cost opposite them the qualities of Chris- to
withSyrup Pepsin for perfect
jungle, but now Singapore has grown
tian love as given in verses 4 to 7, combined
more, so I charge extra.
ease to_your stomach in taking. For years,
litis.
One
man
died
and
the
other
into a colorful, cosmopolitan city,
and
you
will
agree
that
what
this
• • •
rtiany Doctors have given pepsin prepat From Mountains.
recovered.
rations in their prescriptions to make
world needs most of all is love.
|ne is found in the heavily one of the world's leading ports.
SCENE
in—A
RESTAURANT
medicine more agreeable to a touchy stora-'
In
1938
a
number
of
acute
cases
Remember
that
talking
about
love
Its
importance
as
a
shipping
cenmountain ranges which rise
Customer—What would you sug- or reading about it or studying it ach. So be sure your laxative contains
reported among children along
Syrup Pepsin. Insist on Dr. Caldwell a
Ickbpne along the Malay ter is derived from its situation. were
the East coast, with an extremely gest?
in the Sunday school will not make Laxative Senna combined with Syrup PepWaiter—Our 85-cent order of gou- it effective. We must put it into sin. See how wonderfully the Laxative
high rate of mortality. ExaminaSenna wakes up lazy nerves and muscles
tions revealed the presence of a lash is very good at $1.25 a plate.
practice. Why not start now? You* in your intestines to bring welcome relief
Customer—Good heavens! Why will be surprised at the results.
virus which was believed to be the
from constipation. And the good old
Pepsin makes this laxative so com"eastern" strain of horse sleeping should goulash be up?
3. Eternal (w. 8, 12). Many Syrup
Waiter—It's the OCCG. Office for gifts are only temporary* to their fortable and easy on your stomach. Even
sickness. This was followed in the
9
finicky
children love the taste of this
same year by the discovery of hu- the Control and Co-ordination of usefulness; in fact, almost every- pleasant family laxative. Buy Dr. CaldGoulash.
man cases of equine encephalomyething that man makes or does well's Laxative Senna at your druggat
Customer—Must there be a fed- (apart from his service for God) is today. Try one laxative combined with
litis in Minnesota. These, however,
Syrup Pepsin for ease to your stomach, too.
aws of nature. These superabun- were traced to a different strain of eral board to control goulashj
ELER McMBLLEN
transient. Even so vital a matter
Waiter—Sir,
today
there
must
be
dant
fiossibilities
for
the
production
the virus, the "western" strain. Still
i pntldmt of tht Nttion*!
as prophecy shall one day find its
augio Council, trUoft Au «• it* ob- of raw materials from air, moisture, later, similar reports were received a federal board to control every- end to fulfillment.
Misspent Genius
Hope shall
«dSiq.S«it of {fee to*M**'f/«»,af sunshine and soil, are unlike those from the Pacific coast—and this thing.
Some people have a perfect geneventually find its longing expecta•— "-Miictf throufn ftpp/ira scir
i fctlow some of «fte prin- of mineral production.
year fresh reports of cases in hution satisfied. Faith will be justified ius for doing nothing, and doing it
f in rc/stion to tie future
Customer—Bring me a ham sand- in seeing what it has believed. assiduously.—Thomas C. HaliburConceivably the stores of wealth man encephalitis have come* from
had deposited underground Minnesota, Texas, and other states. wich. With mustard and a complete Childish things jviU be put away by ton.
pis
V aragle fact m science nature
explanation why it should cost more. the full-grown man, knowledge will
b
may
in
some
distant century become
• 'reaching significance
As a result, authorities are warnWaiter—I'll be glad to explain evexhausted,
or
become
too
inaccessi..~j of the United States.
ing that horse sleeping sickness erything. Do you understand infla- increase and darkness disappear.
jle
for
economical
use.
Plant
growth,
But love—love is eternal. It never
may be transmissible to man, alj th-^ tact that of the entire
on the other hand, is renewable, usu- though they are unwilling to say tion at all.
fails, and will never fail. God is Com without warning - Know wore ibout
rtion ;o* nearly every plant
Customer—Not
at
all.
I whether it be a pumpkin, an ally annually, with each cycle from that this is definitely the case. In
Waiter—Good! I'll explain it then. love and God is eternal. From all
edHo harvest.
eternity and unto all eternity love
GLcculud
fact, horse sleeping sickness is still
orn, or ai walnu| tree, roughTb.1 cuM ht> tlun J "•>!»•'
• * *
continues.
Therefore, we agree
a highly baffling disease. It kills
«r cent of the substance is
THE BACHELOR LOOKS AT A
with Paul who to the verse precedcturefl' by- nature ffom atWithin the Twentieth century, two thousands upon thousands of valuaCHILD
ing this chapter (I Cor. 12:31) says
e and moisture. Only about important new tools have been de- ble horses every year, yet veterina- BlessingsFRIEND'S
the, little boy,
Hit IMIMMMKm
that vwhile you may covet the best
nt, on the average, is actu- veloped for the utilization of our ry scientists are still not sure of Bellowing on
with fiendish joy!
WISH
UN INSURANCE CO,
gifts,
here
is
the
more
excellent
way
the
exact
means
by
which
it
is
icted -from the soil. In oth- plant raw materials.
onMOHle.fUaWTOHW.DG.
transmitted. They believe it is My heart leaps to see you, lad,
—love.
r, the resources we say are
The art of the organic chemist, a
Riding bareback on your dad.
Let us be clear about this. Love
I from the soil are actually de- Twentieth century art, has added passed on by the bites of mosquitoes
ia not a substitute for regeneration,
48—41
~ the miraculous action of enormous importance to plant sub- and other insects. The only known When your daddy opes his trap,
and
certainly
regeneration
is
no
exprotection
for
horses,
to
date,
is
by
from the atmosphere and stances as industrial raw materials.
use for lack of love. Read John 13:
immunization. This year veterina- How you prattle, little chap!
With this art crops need no longer rians are vaccinating horses against A cheerful hail, you lusty scion! . . .
4 35 again and remember that if
the borders of the United be regarded merely as sources of the disease with a new concentrated I'm glad you're hizz'n and not we are Christ's disciples we will
.--iay b$ found nearly every food, clothing and shelter. The form of a vaccine developed from
ount it a high privilege to keep
m n
Icombinatinji of the attributes
'° '
_M. E. SMITH
chemjcah industries take the crops
his first and great commandment
t growth^-of temperature, oi for their cellulose, proteins, starches, chick embryos, and report better
95 per cent immunity in field
of love.
.aracteristics, of' rainfall and sugars, and oils, and convert these than
usage. However, vaccination of this
Sam has cracked down on
Ity, of altitude and length or compounds into innumerable super- type should be done before a horse anUncle
Dependence on God
aluminum company which he
•y of sunlight^
ior products for every-day use.
Poverty to any shape helps to stir
is stricken by the disease, it is said. says diverted metal needed for deawot i»w ut»omlin« rt>«
ave airanofljain and sunshine
in man a sense of need, a disposition
Alongside the organic chemist is
Montrow Hold h to »h« »WY<|OY
Authorities are urging that in fense, to companies using it for or* to consider himself as dependent. . .
'' in illimitable, and in- the plant geneticist, with his art of
hot.1 whoi a QBlMLpow""! fllam
areas where horse sleeping sickness namental work on slot machines, pin The real puzzle of life consists not
e quantities.,
toprovingVants
for specific pur- is
ball games and juke boxes. There
of tt» roiU h to «. old laihlotwd
raging,
persons
working
with
significance of this fact is poses. He has made it possib e for
wood buriwr. V* new, throughout,
are times when some of our biggest in the fact of widespread poverty but
horses
should
exercise
care
in
hanere need be absolutely no up- the first time to grow crops to in(ton Haopol* » (la<ji'°n« New
industries don't seem to be any in that of widespread affluence;
dling
the
animals,
and
should
be
•nit to the .potential produc- dustrial specifications, as is actually
Java Room CoH»« Shop, rturdl*
in
the
fact
that
so
many
are
sufmore
appreciative
of
the
crisis
than
particularly watchful against mosand Holl«r Inn and Food Fountain
fte United States, except the S
ficiently endowed with "goods" as to
done with cotton, soybeans and quitoes and other biting insects.
the
average
man.
foci* will claaw and delight you.
uposed by "human ignorance
believe
they
can
live
by
them,
and
so
*
•
•
*-> take full advantage of the other plants.
cease
to
look
for
their
true
life
to
WHOOPS!
Camouflage Takes Shine
Joe Stalin is now seeing his for- God their Father.—E. Lyttleton.
character and finances. All.of theite,
From U. S. Army Truck mer ally, pal and buddy at such
Death Becomes Transparent
[ Woman Ha. a Job
ft was felt, are fields in winch our
WASHINGTON.—It's
farewell to close range that he may be said to
And so the empty tomb becomes
education
system
can
contribute
be
meeting
him
two-face
to
two
In Drtnocratic World
the shiny army truck. In fact, it's
the symbol of a thoroughfare be
For twenty-nine years Dr. Wood
....
tween life in time and life to the un
, MO.--U. S. women has been a student of educations all right even to allow some dust to face.
shadowed presence of our God
training tor housewifely dutieT to helping women to under- stay on the surf ace. (Old army chaufElmer
Twitchell
says
the
govern
feurs who spent hours brightening
Death is now like a short tunne
ptherly
duties
of
tomorrow
ment's
fiscal
policy
is
the
same
a
up paint until it glistened may think
,e gist of the conclusions
which is near my home; I can loo
there's just a laxing of work, but no-limit poker, with the deuces a lit- through it and see the other side
_ ' at a huge foVum of sociolotie
wilder.
the new system was developed for
In the risen Lord death become
|?conomists
and feminine leadbetter camouflage. Lustreless paint
transparent. "O death, where is th
|° &t Stephens college here.
"Ford
Vacht
Leased
to
Navy."
now used on army vehicles makes
sting? O grave, .where is thy vi
•a.,,at the suggestion of\Dr.
U difficult to see a truck from the Headline.
.Wood, president of the coltory? "._Dr. J. D. Jowett.
The
Queen
Lizzie*
air or from distances on land.
° forum decided that the saof training were health, than their res
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MALAY S T A T E S

lief At Last

ForYour Cough

Fatal Horse Malady
Studied for Effect
On Human Beings

CREOMULSION

Pull the Trigger on
Lazy Bowels, with
Ease for Stomach, too

if Nature Offer Opportunity
Unlimited Production in United States
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MINERAL
&MASH

BY THE WAY
By L. F. M.

Miss Dtoris Shank of Adair has accepted employment at the White Front
Coffee Shop in Anita.

Coal Might Be Scarce Later This Winter
Please Buy Or Place Your Orders Now

Wasn't it fine that the weather man
decided ,to keep the cold wave and let Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Spry are the
by with just moderately cold weath- parents of an 8 pound girl baby which
er? We'd rather be forewarned than was born to them at their home here
to have zero weather swoop down up- ^hursday morning. This is the fourth
on us unannounced.
.hild in the family.
* • •
BERT C. RAMUS, Manager
Oliver Pierce, well known farmer
We read an interesting little article
;—about stamps yesterday. ^Jt stated who lives north of here, is confined to
the reverse is true. Over the objec- that in the last'eight years no less \is bed at his home suffering from
REEL NEWS
* tions of friends, colleagues and sweet- than five governments have placed -the ••heumatism.
DEFENSE BOND
. + +"*••*• •*• *• •*• •*.- + heart, Jekyll continues his experi- picture of the Bible itself on their
QUIZ.
(Mr. and Mrs! Ted Johnston of
ments in this field. He drinks the stamps, while many other countries
again Spencer Tracy proves resulting portion. It is then his evil have used pictures portraying scenes Jolla, Mo., spent the week end in
Q. When will the "drive" to sell
ght to his place as a two-time self aserts itself and he becomes Mr. from the Bible. The most interesting Anita visiting at the home of her
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO
Defense Savings Bonds begin ?
parents,
Mir.
and
Mrs.
John
C.
Jenjny Award winner with his Hyde.
picture on a United States stamp which " ;ins.
A. There will be no "drive." Many
Ual of that favorite of fiction,
* * *
we've seen for a long time is the one
November 30, 19il.
people think of the Defense Savings
jjekyll and Mr. Hyde." Sharing .Something entirely new in Deanna honoring the Northwest . . . it looks
Mars. Louise Pollock, Mrs. L. Wil- Wilbur Jemmings, who is working in Program as like the Liberty Loan
with t^jtaj? in the new picture Dnrbin pictures but containing all the like someone hdd hung sheets and
Atlantic, spent the week end in Anita campaigns of the first World War,
will be shown at the Anita entertainment values of the star's pre- towels on a line, then took a picture :i<aon, Mrs. Beulah Hughes and Mrs. at his home.
which were conducted for stated perEthel
Schotten,
all
of
Des
Moines,
.j Thursday; 'fViday and Satur- vious hits will be shown in "It Started and put it on the stamp. What looks
W. K. Carey and wife spent several iods to raise specific quotas. The Devisited
in
Anita
Thursday
at
the
are Ingrid Bergman and Lana With Eve" which will be the feature like the washing on the line is really
home of Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Schiff. days the latter part of the week visit- .fense Savings Program is a long.. .
. .
ing friends in Omaha.
attraction at the theatre Sunday and the map of Minnesota, the Dakotas,
j range, continuing effort to stimulate
ise 6f' &e M|G-M production Monday evenings.
Montana, Idaho and Washington.
Duane Mattheis escaped serious in- Mrs. W. E. Kelloway and two sons the public to buy more and more De• * *
castuig
.against
of~ the
The new film
!' TV-••
.fjfc type
"
—•
«•«•• in
»«* which
witiwji Miss
iTAias Durbin
uurDln
ury Sunday while unloading corn at went to Atlantic Friday afternoon 'ense Bonds and Stamps month by
UWJeB. •Contrary to ejt- co-stars with Charles Laughton is
Did you hear the loyal Nebraska he Harlan Gittins farm home north- where they spent a couple of days month, and is essentialy a program to
is th
e sedate said to be the first of her ten films boosters from Iowa out there yelling west of here. The knuckle tumbling visiting friends.
promote mass saving, as well as to
which was not written specifically for for dear-life last Saturday? We won- rod on a corn elevator caught his A union Thanksgiving Day service provide money for defense.
entertainer, Ivy iDteanna. In other words, her studio der if they didn't cheer for Iowa just lothes and nearly stripped him of will be held at the Congregational
Q. Are the Defense Savings Stamps
church at 10:30 a. m. Thursday with sold at retail stores exchangeable for
prove their versa- feels that Miss Durbin has attained a little bit during that first ha'.f his clothing.
all the churches in Anita uniting to- Defense Savings Bonds?
i tanusual.roles. One of the sufficient dramatic stature that she . . how about it, P. and G.?
* * »
Word was received in Anita this gether for the service.,
is Miss ©erg- ;cah play any type of role which is
&.. Yes. They are the same as
ould See Me offered.
The magazine covers are showing week by friends, that Dr. C. E. Harry, Everett Hansen, farmer living south Stamps on sale at post offices and
befuddled Mr. Essentially a comedy which also has signs of the approaching Christmas ormer Anita veterinarian, has sold of here, is laid up this week nursing elsewhere.
, ierr in her best role its appealing serious moments, the season . . . one has a picture of Santa lis, pet hospital in South Pasadena, severe burns about the face, the ra- Note.—To buy Defense Bonds and
I. His future plans are unknown, sult of fire puffing out of the kitchen Stamps, go to the nearest post office,
proves herself a front-rank new picture opens with Laughton, taking his yearly bath . . . another
__.Br. . . . . . . .
..
as an aging multi-millionaire, on his shows the youngsters peeking into towever, his daughter, Beth, expects stove on him when he threw kero- >ank, or savings and loan association;
be married around the first of the sene on some live coals.
or write to the Treasurer of the
|it is Tracy's performance which deathbed. His last request is that he packages around the Christmas tree to
T
Mrs.
William Bangham went to United States, Washington, D. C.,
ites the film. Admirable in his meet the socialite to whom his son,. . . and every other magazine has ear.
Omaha Sunday morning where she 'or a mailorder form.
nt, Tracy resorts to no gargan- portrayed by Robert Cummings, is sent out special gift subscription
prices . . . bet it won't be many days Mr, and Mrs. Albert Karns areentered the Immanuel hospital to
nake-up to denote his trans- engaged.
he parents of twins, a boy and a
Chester Wagner has gone to Brownslion _—„
from the
Dr. _—,..
Jekyll Cummings can't find the girl, so he before Pa brings home the first cal- girl, which were born to them at their undergo another operation. This will
„—
— Dgood
—_ _..
be the third to which she has sub- ville, Texas, where he will spend the
Be e.vil,'Mr. Hyde. With a mini-j asks an attractive hatcheck girl, play- endar!
lome here early last Wednesday morn- mitted in the last few years.
fe
* * *
winter months.
f fadsJ horror, the star achieves ( ed by Miss Durbin, to pose as his
ng. The daughter weighed 4% pounds
'sonality change through change j fiancee in the emergency.' Miss Dur- Did you ever try apples baked with md the^son, 6% pounds. They have Allen Hayter returned to his home
near Indianola this week after spendJust halve and core
ession.
j bin is introduced to Laughton in an im- cranberries?
been named Judith Jean and Jerry ing a week here visiting relatives and
|Robert Louis Stevenson novel pressive scene, and he approves of the apple, place it cut side up in an >ean.
friends. He expects to move here
Young woman wishes
individual casserole, add sugar and
story of young Dr. Jekyll, her completely. As who wouldn't?
around the first of the year and will
to marry an old man—
^,jnterested in man's dual per- It turns out, however, that the old cinnamon and three tablespoons of wat- The members of the Knot-a-Kare occupy his mother's farm in Lincoln
jr. He believes that in all men man is not to die. He begins a s.ow er. Drop about a dozen cranberries ridge club were guests of 'Mrs. George township.
that's^ her business.
1 and evil/ In some evil pre- recovery, stimulated by this grow"- into the water around the apple and 0. Smither Wednesday afternoon at
Rehearsals are about complete for
Our.business is pickes over the good, in others ing attachment to the girl who, he bake till done. It makes a pretty and icr home on ,Waat Main Street. Other the home talent play which will be
ing
up dead animals—
tasty
dessert.
thinks, will marry his son. The sitguests, besides the members, were Mrs. given Friday evening at the opera
* * «
*•
large or small.
uation is only slightly embarrassing,
oe Vetter and Mrs. Floyd Dement,house. Lela Wagner, Ella Wilson,
[DR.B.L.MEURER until the real fiancee arrives and de- Aunt Cynthia says that men are ligh score for the afternoon was held Devee R. Donohoe, Frank Stager, WilPhone 257
mands to be identified." A series of like mules—you can lead them for y Mrs. Da,le Ulfers. The next meet- lie Reed and Henry Dieatrick are the
a&mpnctm
WAGNER
FILLING STATION
hilarious intrigues follow, and end miles and they travel right along, but ng of the club will be held on Dec. 3 members of the play cast.
•t Adair, la.
only after the old man himself com- as soon as you start driving them they t the home of Mrs. Ulfers.
ANITA, IOWA
—Office Hours— pletes a daring ruse.
will start to kick.
Mrs. Minor Jones of Perry, Iowa,
•
»
»
Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Feller enter-spent several days in Anita last week
9-12 — 1:30-6
If a couple of young ladies who want ained the members of the 2-1-2-1-2 visiting at the home of her daughter,
Be
sure
to
attend
the
Take-a-Chance
[ Wed. & Sat, Niiht
shows every Tuesday and Wednesday. ;o get the swing of the new, "Rose inner and bridge club Friday even- Mrs. Claude Smither and family.
.
TttlllO
Admission only lOc and lie. You can O'Day," song would listen to Mr. Riggs ng at-their home on Chestnut Street.
drink with
Sun. 10-11 A. M. be assured that you will see a .picture j "Information Please," tyey/d find ^ 7 o'clock covered dish dinner was The members of the Union club were
Enjoyed, following which the evening guests of Mrs. W. H. Wagner Thurs•a, n t. ••»••
that
certain
part
of
the
song
8'
Irit
of
good
.entertainment
value
that
will
nte
MINT
Phone 87
was spent playing bridge. High scores day at her home on Locust Street. At
easier.
please 'everyone.
flavor!
• • »
'or the evening were held by Mr. and noon she took them to the church
Tomorrow is Thanksgiving and we Urs. Raymond Lantz. Mr. and Mrs. dinner at the Congregational church,
uox.
torn*
iiop'e everyone will be properly thank- A. R. Robinson will entertain the following which the afternoon was
ful for all the blessings and rights lub at its next meeting on Dec. 4.
spent at her home quilting. Sixteen
which we are too apt to take for
members and one visitor, Mrs. Elmer
Mrs. Bert Ramus, Mrs. Dale Ulfers Wagner of Ruthven, Iowa, were presgranted.
and Mrs. Carl Millard were hostesses sent. Mrs. William Wahlert will be
• • •
Congratulation to Albert and Eva!at a stork shower in honor of Mrs. hostess at the next meeting of the
Cenneth Turner Friday evening at the club on Dec. 4.
Double joys and double trouble, twins
lamus home on East 'Main Street.
must be quite an experience. We hope
Mrs. Wendell Williams, Mrs. Lloyd
they don't decide to take turns crying. 'hristensen, Mrs. Donald Baker and

fanners Coop.

KUNZ GRAIN CO.

FROM OUR OLD FILES

,.

•

•

*

K

I've teamed my
lesson... no more

The Anita public schools will be
closed Thursday and Friday this week
so that pupils and teachers may enjoy Thanksgiving Day and the week
end at their respective homes.

Urs. Erling Christensen, all of Atlan;ic, were out-of-town guests. The
evening was spent with games and
contests, following which a lunch was
served by the hostesses.

Mrs. Solon A. Karns was hostess
to the members of her pinochle club
Thursday evening at her home, on
Chestnut Street. Additional guests
were Mrs. Maurice Turner, Mrs. G. M.
DeCamp and Mrs. Azel S. Ames. High
score for the evening was held by Mis
Lulu Alvord. A lunch was served
by the hostess. Mrs. Chas. F. Karns
will be hostess at the next meeting
of the club on Dec. 4.

The members of the Jolly Dozen club
held an all-day meeting Friday
at the home of Mrs. Paul Kelloway east of here. Nine members and
one visitor, Miss Evangeline Carlton,
were present. A covered dish dinner was served at noon, following
which the afternoon was spent doing
Red Cross sewing. Names were drawn
for the Christmas party. The next
meeting of the club will be held on
Dec. 5 at the home of Mrs. Henry
Kuehn.

GO BY TRAIN
via

Rock
Island
to the

You know you'll
with

INTERNATIONAL
LIVE STOCK SHOW
at

CHICAGO
Nov. 29 to Dec. 6
"«°a A TlMfltV TBSTl Right new when
water makes you appreciate artainly of peror
mance—now iwheo you want lightning
*s, sputterless get-aways, smooth, eco•""•nical mileage—give your car the Standard
l&ed Q0wri "tgnlcful test." See for yourself
|*hy midwest-motorists choose Standard
BR^Crown-g»soline-over any other brand by ^^ |(M| 6JkSol|Mis8'11 Of
specially refined for winter

STANDARD
SERVICE

^_»u
•• \

. J^l
^^1

-l-^-»

driving:
ro Oown pmnp R e<J

« ilw «
' .
Ciown,.
WHITE down pump. Solitc. premiumqu.ucy-.Mhc.BlUi; Crown
.

Every Friday Night-NBC BLUE Network

SPECIAL round trip coach fares
on sale Nov. 28 to Dec. 4 with
return limit of 10 days from date
of sale. (Good on all scheduled
trains except Rockets).
ROUND TRIP fares every day for
coach, parlor car or sleeping
car service—tickets limited to 60
days. (Berth or Seat extra).
A bigger and better show every
year. Don't miss the 1941 exhibit.
Ask Rock Island Agent for
details or address
C. C. GARDNER, A. G. P. A.
721 Locust Street
Des Moines, Iowa

The members of the Friday bridge
ilub were guests Friday afternoon of
Mrs. W. H. Tate at her home on West
Main Street. Other guests, besides
the members, were Mrs. Lawrence
Morehouse of Witchita, Kan., Mrs. G.
M. Adair, Mrs. E. S. Hblton, Mrs. Eric
Osen, Mrs. Gail Burke and Mrs. P. T.
Williams. High score for the afternoon was held by Mrs. Fannie Young.
A lunch was served. Mrs. C. H. Johnson will be hostess at the next meeting of the club on Dec. 5.
The members of the D. D. pinochle
ilub were guests Thursday afternoon
of Mrs. Forrest Wilson at her home
jast of here^ Other guests, besides
the members, were Mrs. Fred C. Chinn
and Mrs. Robert Wilson. High score
for the afternoon was held by Mrs.
E. C. Dorsey, Mrs. Herbert Chadwick
was runner-up and low score was held
by Mrs. Wilson. A lunch was served
by the hostess. The next meeting of
the club will be held on Dec. 4 at the
home of Mrs. H. J. Chadwick.
William Alva Haight of Anita has
enlisted at Des Moines in the U. S.
Naval Reserve for aviation machinist
training arid has been sent to the
Great Lakes training station near
Chicago for a six weeks' recruit training course. Upon completion of the
course he will receive a 10-day furlough after which he will either go
to the trade school of his choice or,
if qualified, to the fleet for duty.
Prior to his enlistment he was employed by Edwin C. Fredricksen, who
lives south of here.

WHERE
GOOD GLASSES COST LESS
Save 80 to 50 Per Cent on Complete Glasses

Why pay more than we ask?
RIMLESS GLASSES
Single Vision Complete

$8.85
COMPLETE~WFOCALS GLASSES $10.00 and UP.
Eyes that are strained, weak or defective . . . eyea that are
draining your energy and aging you rapidly . . . such eyes need
constant care. And that care should be the most scientific kind-

DR.Optometrist
L. B. PETERSEN
— Atlantic
WHY NOT LET THE OIL MAN BE

YOUR JANITOR?
He Will Also Help to Keep Curtains Clean and White
If You Will Install an Oil Burner In Your Present
Furna.ce. Have an Even Temperature At All Times.
You Would Be Surprised How Cheap One of
These Burners Could Be Installed In Your Home.
WHY NOT HAVE THE CONVENIENCE
OF THE FAMOUS LACO
OIL BURNER HEATERS AND FURNACES?

GERALD AKERS
Anita, Iowa

—

Phone 171

With the Present Price of

Beef and Pork
It Is Advisable to Rent a

Locker

- A SURE WAY TO ECONOMIZE -

Miller's
Lockers
ANITA — W1OTA — CUMBERLAND
THERE IS ONE NEAR YOU

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
n

thAidofNewBboklet

\ R&TTERNS
SEWBNG COD2CILE

By VIRGINIA VALE

(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

that you'll enjoy making them
again and again as gifts for your
admiring friends.
• * »

N

^ L ,

OT content with having a
very promising film career, Susan Hayward has
turned actors' agent. Dining
at a New Orleans hotel, she
was impressed by the young
singer and trumpet player
with Chuck Foster's band; he
stopped the show at every
performance. So when he was
brought over to meet her she questioned him. Why wasn't he in
films? Nobody'd asked him to be.
Where did he come from? Los Angeles, but he'd never been able to
get near a film studio there I

I

Tonclt Typist Wins Jobs.
PING away with never a
ance at the keys! It may
[tricky to you, if you're a jober without such training.
ally, touch typing's so simple
can teach; It''to yourself, with
yboard chart like the one in
ketch.' ! '
*.* *

KEADBR-HOMH SERVICE
| Sixth Ayemw
New York City
close 10 cents in coin for your
' of TEACH YOURSELF TOUCH
EWHTTING.

at to give the men in Uncle
- services for Christmas is
-solved for you by surveys
thesfcrmy, Navy, Marine
and Coast Guard. Cigad smoking tobacco head
Of gifts the men want
' i naturally places Camel
__ and Prince Albert
^Tobacco in the forefront,
tual 'sales records from
ice men's stores, afloat
show the favorite cig', and the big faiotdng tobaccos is
the {rational Joy
are already feai a carton of Cam', tin of Prince Al—.—Adv.

> to

ATUM
__
according to
estimate of himself.—
i Proverb.
._•*..

.MONTHLY,

S

_ Compound
"ton) not only
:, headache,

Meet the Pot Roast—Juicy and Tender
(See Recipes Below.)
Savory
wry Meals
M<

LYNN SAYS:

MhgjjiB * bu**»g hfotiMtloii, cu
Prtctrthafife bolng aik«d for

JK* .... fcl1* _ _j • h _ 1*

• '

A_. «L&

f wrf con <Mf*ft, Ita advertMng
* of «fci>t»i»a0*r porfprp o
i wfctot i*rvlc* which iavo» v«

^__•

You're going to sell nutrition to
your family not just because of
its virtues but by attractively garnished, weU-«ooked food. Here s
lOW •

Whenever possible serve the
vegetables with the meat, as
browned potatoes, whole carrots,
browned onions. These can be
placed around the meat for effective coloring.
Radish roses with parsley
brighten almost any kind of meat
Pl

V* <» a flood (Mbit * faro, «h» habit
1

*• mate 4,'pvftftaM. though wo
' already d*cid»d |iM what wo
' ond wfer* *o «« gottatobuy
^ltglvMunh»Mptt priotto*fooling
| worldMbo fooling of bolng

LaGuardia, Penniless,
Came to the Right Pltice

Spu\rach, chopped, seasoned
and mixed with white sauce can
Ce n?ade into nests or mounds
and served around meat.
,
Baby beets may be scooped and
filled with green peas served
around the meat or on a plattpr bv themselves.

•, prepared
"ohand wMh fcnowledgo of what U
"«;«d and at what prbw, wo go c.
of ««Uawocy. Mo«f of *•

acham, roast

of Mi fefltaa. Thu» adver*J 'how* another »f Ite manifold
"»-«ho»«j tMf « w, aid toward
M
"B all our
'

for meat platters.

A few years back, Fiorello
EaGuardia, New York's peppery
mayor, was addressing a group of
Salvation Army workers before
a large audience. The mayor gave
a -long and fiery speech in praise
of the organization. At the finish,
the plate was passed. When it
came to LaGuardia, he reached
into his pocket for money. A
blank look came into his face
when he could not find any. He
fumbled desperately in all pockets.
Sensing his predicament, the
commissioner of the Army said in
a loud voice: "That's all right,
the Salvation Army is the right
place to come to when a man
hasn't a nickel!"

A new romantic duo makes its
debut in RKO's comedy, "Obliging
Young Lady," in the persons of Edmond O'Brien and Ruth Warrick.-

THIS WEEK'S MENU

Pep up the personality of your
meals by serving meats more often
as the weather
becomes
frostnipped and colder. Meats are synonymous
with
good, wholesome,
hearty meals because they're satisfying and filling. Meat sets good
tone to the meal and rounds it out
to give you a sense of completeness when ypu've finished eating.
Meat is honest and straightforward both in flavor and purpose.
Its abundance of vitamins and minerals really come through and give
you sustaining energy. All in all
meat contains nine out of the thirteen food essentials of a normal
diet:
First is protein and meat's proteins are complete. They help to
build or repair body tissues which
you wear down every day and keep
you on good maintenance level. It
has iron the oxygen carrier, copper,
iron's partner and the builder of
hemoglobin.
Meat has phosphorus that helps
calcium in building good teeth and
bones and helps give you energy.
Meat has fat, too, producer of more
energy and heat.
As for vitamins, meat is an important source of four: vitamin.A,
the resistance and growth vitamin;
thiamin (vitamin Bl) whicphelps
the body translate "sugars and
starches into energy; riboflavin, of
which meat is the top source, that
helps prevent nervous disorders, and
finally nicotinic acid, "which prevents
a nervous digestive disorder known
as pellagra.
Fortunately for economy's sake,
the lower-priced cuts of meat are
just as good for these minerals and
vitamins as the higher-priced ones.
Today's column
gives you tricks
and tips on hdw
x t
you can use them
for savory meals 'SAssij'
\
snad^bsve them
«J_O;
juicy, tender, and
—»—-v
full of 'flavor.
First call is for pot roast which you
can make just as desirable as the
best steaks and chops:
•Pot Roast With Vegetables.
Wipe meat with a damp cloth.
Brown in hot fat and add one or two
small onions sliced to meat while it
is browning. Season meat with salt
and peppef; Combine % cup catsup
with 1 cup hot water and add to
meat. Place in a roaster or castiron skillet or pot, cover tightly, and
allow to simmer gently 45 minutes
to the pound. Add more water if
necessary. Whole carrots and onions
may be added to the meat and
cooked with it the last 45 minutes of
the cooking period.

ij(

RT
UYERS

CIRCLE PATTERN DEPT.
Room 1324
311 W. Wacker Dr.
Chicago
Enclose 15 cents In coins for
Pattern No.
Size
Name
Address ...

So Susan placed him under contract, and arranged for his Hollywood debut at a cafe there. His
name? Ray Bobbins, professionally; in real life, it's Foster.

for i Job with the aid of our
t-page booklet Has keyboard chart,
jses, speed, drills to train you in
{typing. Includes rules for typing:
th; business, social and official let-'
gbles of figure*. Send ydur order to:
M»>^M«MIMIJIJBiiMSHSMMIB*B^BMM*MMaMHiSBMi^BH

Pattern No. 8044 Is for sizes 11 to 19.
Size • 13 wesklt takes 1'j, yards 36-inch
material, cap and gloves, % yard. For
this attractive pattern send your order to:

*Pot Roast
Carrots
Browned Potatoes
Apple, Celery, Raisin Salad
Bread and Butter
Beverage
Baked Custard, Strawberry Jam
Sugar Cookies
*Recipe given

Veal is tender and delicate and deserves careful cooking.
Breaded Veal Cutlets.
(Serves 6)
2 pounds veal steak, cut in 6 pieces
1 egg
Cornflake crumbs
One-Letter Alphabet
1 small onion, chopped
Egotism is an alphabet of on*
Salt and pepper
letter.—English Proverb.
4 tablespoons lard
1 No. 2% can of tomatoes
RUTH WABRICK
IGHT now, your tweed or
Dip pieces of meat into the egg
camel's hair suit for fall will
and cornflake crumbs which have He recently scored in "A Girl, a take a new lease on life brightbeen seasoned with salt and pepper. Guy and a Gob" and "Parachute ened with this matching set of
Brown in hot lard on both sides, us- Battalion." She made her film bow weskit, cap and mittens. Later
ing a heavy frying pan or skillet. as Orson Welles' first wife in "Citi- you'll sport these with your ski
Add tomatoes and chopped onion, zen Kane," the picture that's been suit or skating outfit, a gay trio
cover and cook slowly for 1 hour. a springboard to motion picture con- which you can make in brightly
Variation: Make as above omit- tracts for so many actors and act- colored wools, suede or felt. You
ting tomatoes and onion. Add 1 resses.
can have loads of fun making
cup of sour cream after meat is
these accessories, too, so much
Robert
Taylor
has
an
exceptionbrowned and cook for 1 hour. Thicken the sour cream gravy with flour ally tough beard, and while he's being shaved talks about show horses,
and water and serve.
A cut which you may not have like his Arabian stallion; Clark
used is lamb shanks, but I assure /Gable chats about guns and fish
you they are simply delicious when and venison, under the .same condibraised. They'll be a good food dol- tions, and he also has a tough
beard. Spencer Tracy yells wiselar stretcher for you this season:
cracks at everybody while he's in
Braised Lamb Shanks.
If food burns' in a pan, shake a1
the barber's chair. Bob Young
(Serves 6)
generous
amount of soda into it,
makes a few remarks about his rid6 lamb shanks
fill
with
cold
water and let stand
ing
horses.
Jimmy
Stewart
sits
2 tablespoons lard
and says nothing. All this informa- on back of stove until pan can be
Salt and pepper
tion from Jim Adamson, major easily cleaned.
1 cup celery
* * *
domo of Metro's barber shop, who
1 cup carrots, cut fine, if desired
Crocheted
bedspreads
can be
began
snipping
locks
and
news
from
1 cup green beans, cut fine, if
washed, but they should be caremovie
stars
way
back
hi
the
days
desired
spread out on a clean sheet
Brown the lamb shanks in hot of Inceville—he's been at it for 2% fully
hung on a line.
lard. Season with salt and pepper. decades, and has his own Hollywoot to dry and not
* * *
^
If you're using vegetables, place Who's Who.
A teaspoon of baking powder in
them hi the bottom of the casserole
the water in which meat and
We're
told
that
Inez
Cooper,
and add a small amount of water.
Mora •htalth'ptr glass
vegetables are cooked will help
Put in the lamb shanks. Cover and Hollywood new comer, looks so make them tender.
In Cattfomla |U(M
cook hi a slow oven (300 degrees) much like Hedy Lamarr that ex* * *
perts can't tell them apart. Miss
The 4eeper color and more
2 hours.
.
' When pressing men's suits aldelicious flavor of Oalifbi- ,
Kidneys are right up there among Cooper has worked in "Unholy Part- ways press over a damp cloth.
ni» orange juice come from
the top-notchers as a source or ribo- ners" and "The Shadow of the Thin
*
*
*
extra ritoiusi.
flavin, preventer of nervous diges- Man"; she's now appearing in "Mr.
Often a coat of paint is saved
Science proves this means
tive diseases. They're good broiled and Mrs. North," and is slated for by first washing the walls before
more vitamins C and A, and
a
role
in
"I
Married
an
Angel."
with bacon and good also in this decalcium
in every glass!
None of these pictures have yet repainting them. This removes
licious savory loaf:
Sttdlta
Navel oranges are
the
soil
and
stains
and
assures
a
been released, yet she's already had
Kidney Loaf.
easy to peel, slice and secbetter job and takes less paint.
a
flourishing
screen
career.
tion for recipes, lunch boxes
(Serves 6)
* * "I
and all-round eating.
1 pound of beef kidney
Directly under the skin of potaPeople whose memories go way, toes is a Valuable nutritional layThose stamped "Sunkist"
1 cup milk
are the finest from 14,000
way back will remember Harold er, so, whenever possible, cook
8 slices bread
cooperating growers.
Lockwood, one of the big stars of potatoes in their jackets. The skin
Vt cup bacon drippings
his time. His widow died recently, can then be peeled off easily with3 slices bacon
after having been a member of out loss of food value.
1 small can pimientoes
srrntrss
Paramount's make-up department
* * *
Salt and pepper
for nine years. Today's movie stars
3 tablespoons grated onion
It takes less sugar for stewed
are more foresighted financially apples if sugar is added after
% teaspoon powdered sage if
than were those old-timers. For ex- cooking.
desired
* • •
Wash kidney hi cold water. Drain arnple_Joel McCres is listed by the j
Cnlifoi nfii Nnv?! O r a n g e
well and grind, using internal fat. government not as an actor (though I Leftover mashed potatoes can
Pour milk over bread and soak. tie's been making pictures for 11 | be fashioned into small cases and Copyright, U4li Olltotnta Unit On
Combine all ingredients except ba- years) but as a good producer, i used for holding creamed foods,
con and mix "thoroughly. Ljne bot- thanks to the annual profit of ap- shaped into flat cakes and
tom of pan with uncooked slices of proximately $5,000 which he makes browned, or then can be used for
Lesser Evil
bacon, add meat mixture and pack from his ranch.
Better the feet slip than the
covering meat, fish or vegetable
firmly. Bake in a moderate oven
tongue.—Herbert.
Madeline Lee, who's "Genevieve \ "pies."
(350 degrees) for 1% to 2 hours.
What could be better than spare- Blue" on the "Amos and Andy" j
ribs with barbecue sauce as a tasty broadcasts, has found herself turn- j
ing into a hat designer. She en- ,
meat dish on a
tered a hat • designing class on a
cold night? Bake
dare, found that she not only liked ,
the s p a r e r i b s
it but was good at it; now she makes
brown and crispy
all her own hats, and her friends
and brush them
besiege her to turn out little numwith the sauce for
bers for them.
a dish you'll long
r e m e m b e r and
Correction: Last week's item
enjoy looking at:
VERTISING gives you new ideas,
Barbecued Spareribs.
about "The Chocolate Soldier" was
(Serves 6)
and also makes them available
partly wrong; Metro's picture by
5 pounds spareribs
that name includes only music from
to you at economical cost. As these
Brown spareribs under broiler. the operetta so known; the story
Cover with the folio wing* sauce and is the one you're familiar with unnew ideas become more accepted,
bake about 2 hours in a covered pan der the title of "The Guardsman."
in a slow (325 degrees) oven.
prices go down. As prices go down,
Barbecue Sauce.
ODDS AND ENDS—RK.O has signed
St. Brendan's Boys' choir o/ 20 boys for
1 small onion chopped
more persons enjoy new ideas. It
church sequences in "Joan of Paris," which
2 tablespoons lajd,
will star Michele Morgan, the new French
is a cycle of human betterment, and
2 tablespoons vinegar
star, and Paul Uenreid .. . Bud Abbott and
2 tablespoons brown sugar
Lou Costello will play the leading corned)
it starts with the printed words
3 tablespoons lemon juice
roles, and Kathryn Gruyson and John Car
3
/i cup catsup
of a newspaper advertisement.
roll will have the romantic singing leads
% cup water
in the new movie version of "Rio Hilu"
Salt and pepper
W utter I'idgeon returns to his first ca1 teaspoon paprika
reer, that o\ a singer, in "Design for Scan
Dash of ground cloves anu cmdal," which he has just completed with
READ THE ADS
JOIN THE CIRCLE
namon
the' newly wed Rosalind Russell . . They
Brown onion in lard and add re- sing "A Bicycle Built for Two" . . Clive
maining ingredients. Brush over Brook's daughter Faith, mufc'gs her flm
spareribs.
debut in "Suspicion."
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PLANS

Conscripts to Get Thorough
Physical Examination
Early
—

CASS 4-H CLUB WORK
SHOWING PROGRESS
Duri
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BRIARDALE

Crackers Burch Saltines —2"lb- Carton 29c

». Pearson, long time resident
^ Maude Suplee left last Wedueaj -^ ^ * dav for Long Beach, Cal., where she
,ay where he was admitted to day fo
*
f mQnthg
Qiverslty hospital as a medical WI" bfB" _
Miss Florene Riis of Carroll, Iowa,
and Mrs. Sterling Sorensen and spent
Fauna Suplee left Tuesday visiting her sister, Mrs.
poon for
Rochester, Minn., sen and husband.
,
the two ladies will go through j
-.g gtationed a t '

Philadelphia Cream — Package
V

Chocolate Dainties — Per Bag

Wheaties Golden Crisp Flakes ~~ Packa^ lOc
Vegetable — Vegetable Beef
Chicken Noodle — Per Can

ay 61inic

°
! camp Grant, IlL/spent the week end
and Mrs. C H. Johnson and here visiting his father, Carl Ho-Jand,
liter, Janet iSue, were Thanksgiv- and other relatives and friends.
" visitors In Sioux Rapids,
Maurice McMurray
Mrs.
Mr
spent Thanksgiving Day
ll>€.
jng at/the home of her
Beaver left Saturday for parentaTMr. and Mrs. H. C. Faulkner.
Island, Neb., where'he enrolled
7Mrs~ChaTies (Bud) MitchGran4 Island Business School, j Mr. ana iir •
evening for
Mi?, and Mrs. Earl Beav- ell . ^m" ™ Log Angeles, Cal., after
there.
I
,.
i ..,aa]fS in Anita visitE. Morehouse of Wichita, ing relatives and friends.
spent thanksgiving and the
nT~M^T~C~T. Winder have
Mnd in Anil, visiting at the home
Mr. and Mrs u
home here from
from &n
and Mr* €k M. Ad«r and returned to
through the southern
of the United
who has been visUtheir son,
States.
SSwlSr.--wlf.ofD-M.in-,
several weeks.
Crawford, Jr., who has been on the trip
at the Great Lakes Naval
and Mrs. Russell Mclntyre
Mr. Ro«, of Omaha and Mr. and
Station near Chicago for the
1
l^ * weeks, is home on a 10-day and son,
., Miss Esther Mae
?h and is visiting at the home Mrs.
*Lois Mclntyre, all
Parents, Mr. and Mm. W. F.

Tall Corn Brand— 24 «/2-lb. Sack
Texas Hamlin —» Sweet and
Juicy - Dozen

OC
*«N-

Toilet Tissue GWC-S 1000 sheet Roiis I7c
P & G White Laundry
5 Giant Bars

Top Globes

Turnips
Pumpkin

GWC

-

~ 10 Pounds 25c
-2 Ub Cans

Briardale — Young, Tender,
clean Leaves ^- 2 No. 2 Cans
GWC Breakfast— 2-lb. Cannister

Jelly Roll
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FARM LABOR
Farmers'Night School Will BEGIN
STATISTICS PROGRAM OLD MACHINERY
Discuss live Stock Feeding" A new program of farm labor sta-

«g the year 1941, 192 boys and
Three more Cass county regis- 108 8rirls were enrolled in 4-H clubs
The first meeting of the farmers'
trants have been ordered to report in in Ca?s county, County Agent Lester
Souku
er Anita Clnh. to Sponsor 5 Big
adult
evening school was held MonAtlantic this (Wednesday) morning
P announced this week. Of this
For Chrtrtiwu Shoppers To at 4:45 a. m. in response to call num- ,num°er 182 boys and 99 girls completed day evening in the vocational agriculture room at the'Anita high school.
While Doing Their
ber 23 issued a few days ago by the their projects.
f Christmas Shopping Here.
Cass county selective service board. A total of $1,633.75 was won by the Twenty-six persons were present, inThey will be inducted into the Army club members in the county 4-H Fair, cluding five ladies. Following the disat Fort •Crook, Neb.
| In addition to this, generous winnings cussion on the subject, "The Outlook
were re
P°rted from the Iowa State For 1942," a picture, produced by the
merchants and professional .Those who were ordered to report
Fair,
St.
Joseph Live Stock Show DeKalb Hybrid Seed Corn Co., show•iSreater Anita Club, ire George Andrew Johnson, 23, of
ing the development of hybrid seed
this week for Sriswold, now employed at Keokuk; and Ak-Sar-Ben Stock Show.
corn was exhibited to those present.
, days £br the people of this Sarley Raymond Sampson, 23, of At- Harold Conn is exhibiting a steer
From a survey taken of those in
nity and trade territory who lantic, employed at Missouri Valley; at the Chicago International Junior attendance, it was decided to have
their Christmas shopping at and Lewis Edwin Swain, 22, of Mas- Feeder's contest and it is thought for discussion at the next two meetsena. Their order numbers are 1,079, that there will be several entrants to
ores of Ideal merchants*,
ings the subject, "Live Stock Feedto the Denver International Show.
first of the "Big iDays," which 1,110 and 1,140, respectively.
ing." Cecil Merchant, vocational agFigures
show
that
the
4-;H
girls
won
During
the
month
of
November
only
men* Day, will be held Satriculture
instructor in the Anita public
Dec. 18, at which time a number three selectees were inducted into the $224.50 in premiums at the county schools and who is in charge of the
4-H
Fair.
One
new
club
was
organcs of hybrid seed corn together Army from this county, reporting on
discussion class, urges all farmers in
everal sacks of commercial feed Nov. 5. This brought the total number ized last year and one has been start- this community who have feeding
ed
this
year.
given away to the men of this of conscripts from Class county now
problems to attend the meeting next
Of the 300 4-H boys and girls eninity. Chi. Wednesday, Dtec. 17, In service to 64.
Monday evening and present his probIn order to reduce the number of rolled last year, 239 were in school lem to the group in attendance for
in eat all the pancakes and
all the coffee that you want, rejections of conscripts after they and 61 were out of school. Four judg- discussion. Anyone who wishSs to
rill be served at Wagner's gar- have reported for induction into the ing teams were trained by the ag- attend the meetings can be assured
Ladies' day will be held Sat- army, the selective service board will ricultural agent and six demonstra- that they will be more tiian welcomed,
Dec. 20, at which time the f ol- Jive selectees preinduction examina- tion teams were trained by the home he stated today.
gifts will be presented to the tions in the future, it was announced demonstration agent.
Refreshments were served at the
close
of the meeting.
|women: chenille bed spread, this week by Rev. P. N. McDermott,
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Morgan of
'table, carpet sweeper, set chairman of the board. This change
T
week
*uc»u^; fcv
a v e i O inconveniiflCUilVCIH- ' i_
i .1
. .
^
ias ftr^s..*
been made
to avert
°™'
and a fiesta pitcher «4M«
SECRET MARRIAGE OF
h S Parent3> Mr and Mra
ences
caused
conscripts
who
have
given'
£"V'£*"*
'
"
"
Twelve bushel basANITAN ANNOUNCED
he given away up employment or disposed of their
rasiness
when
ordered
to
report,
only
Dec. 23. Each will be
Mr. and Mrs. John Alexander of
Mr, and Mrs. H. J. Spies announced
numerous articles of gro- ;o be rejected for military service Des Moines spent Thanksgiving Day the recent secret marriage of their
the different stores here. >y army medical examiners upon re- at the home of her sister, Mrs. Frank daughter, MSss Ada Spies, to Hugh
24, will be a great torting to induction centers.
H. Osen an husband.
Preston, son of Mr. and Mrs. Murry
Henceforth, all class 1-A men will
Preston of Atlantic, at a reception
sthe children. At the
Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Feller and son, held'at the Spies home on Rose Hill
[ til titeafternoon the following be given the preinduction examinasled, scooter, tions at Fort Des Moines or Fort K. Charles, spent Thanksgiving Day Avenue last Wednesday evening. The
|air rffle, doll house, tinker Irook, the local board being notified and the week end in Elgin, Iowa, visit- wedding ceremony was performed by
Rev. M. J. O'Connor of Wiota and the
basketball, tabel tennis thirty days in advance of the exams ing her mother and his parents.
couple was attended by the bride's
/flashlight. Santa Glaus will as to how many are to report for
BASKETBALL
sister, Miss Jaunita Spies of Des
|in Anita and will give each the physicals. From those passing the
'Boys' and Girls' Game
preinduction
examinations,
selectees
Moines and Max Petersen of Oelwein.
nit' a big sack of candy. The
Menlo vs Anita
A three-course dinner was served to
.jthe gntdes of the local will be named to respond to future
Friday, Dec.. 5, 7:30 p. m.
calls.
thirty relatives of the bride and groom.
'present a cantata entitled,
Adm. lOc — 20c — 30c tax incld. Those present from out-of-town were
Eleven Cass men were ordered to
lit Toylsnd," the date of
report for these examinations this
be -announced later,
Mr. and Mrs. James Ball of Osceola Mr. and Mrs. Preston and Cleone Spies
of Atlantic; Max Petersen,' Oelwein;
which are ~tb be given weelc in preparation for the next call and M 8 Leo
Des Moines and Miss Jaunita Spies, Des Mfoines.
to
be
made
upon
the
local
selective
'
'
e put on display soon
were Thanksgiving Day visitors in
service board.
The bride is a graduate of the
ow at Wilson's Cafe,
Anita at the homes of Mr. and Mrs.
Massena
high school and is a memater Anita dub invites all
Earl Knowlton and Mr. and Mrs.
ber of the Spies Sisters dance review.
in this community to; PLAN SEED PACKET
Frank Lees.
The groom is a graduate of the Ateach of .these days and
TO PLANT GARDEN
lantic high school and for the past
" "to dotheir Christmas
Out-of-school NY A workers~af e busy few months has been employed at
|Anita this year as many
Seed firms dealing in vegetable ' cataloguing the library in the Anita
Oelwein where they will make their
featured, as you will seeds in Iowa again will put on the
school under the Dewey decimal
advertisements appear- market a packet containing all the system. This will make the books home.
ne now and during seeds necessary for a half-acre family more easily excessible for those wishC. W. Hook of Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
ew ^week's, by the local garden, S. W. Edgecombe, extension jng to uae them,
is
visiting here this week at the home
horticulturist at Iowa State college,
be placed.At Forshay's announced this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray 'Burke and two of his sister, Miss Vera B. Hook.
ce'-for everyone to regis- j The packet will contain seeds of children of Harlan and Mrs. Lena
E; separate book^will be pro- : varieties recommended by the college Earl and family, Henry Ballen- Mr. and Mrs. Meldpn Petersen and
jpihe men, women and child- for growing in Iowa, and will be sold seifer an( j Mr: and Mrs. Ed. Ballen- daughter of Exira were Thanksgiv-wfcp register will be : at a cdst'of approximately $4.50, which sejf er of Wiota were Thanksgiving ing Day guests at the home of his
many prizes to be' represents a considerable saving under Day guests at the home of Mr. and parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chris J. Petersen and family.
%
. .year. No definite time for the cost of buying the seeds the usual Mrs. Ernest Burke.
drawings will *be an-' W ay.
jr. wiU vary each after-' Distributed last year for the first
time, the packets are designed to encourage gardening as a contribution
am Orr and son, William, to the national defense effort, EdgeBluffs werjg Sunday visit- combe said. They will be available
home of Mr. and Mirs. J. A. ' a t most retail seed dealers.
VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Included in the list of seeds are
beans, peas, sweet corn, beets, carBert Ramus spent rotg> cucun,bers, lettuce, muskemelBriardale Economy Bag, lb. 28c
•ivtag JD»y in Luverne, Iowa, ]ong) ce]ery/ cabbage, pumpkins, parTall
Corn Economy Bag, 3-lbs.
a,t the home of his parents, sn j paj turnips, radishes, swiss chard
~ ~ 9, Otto Ramus.
jand tomatoes.
i
Briardale Large Whole Grain
i —^-i—;
—. J Tomato, cabbage and pepper plants
ent
Blue Rose «— 2 Pounds
[and 'Mrs. Melvm Key sP were taken off the list this year and
faing Day in Lenox, Iowa, '^ havg t() be bought separately.
at the home .of his parents,
kinda of flowerSj however, were
' Mrs. Frank Key and family. &dded
A^lMM^S-

BUNE

Bakery Special

- Each

1 5c

istics will be launched in December
y the Iowa Cooperative'Crop and Livetock Reporting Service, according
o Mark G. Thornburg, Iowa secretary
f agriculture. State estimates of
he numbers of persons working on
arms, the prevailing wage rates and
ndications of future requirements
or labor will be made monthly by
M. iCarl, senior agricultural
tatistician, to fill the demand for
hese and related, statistics.
The national emergency! has already
ffected the number of persons workng on farms and in some localities
he shortage has become serious. The
new program of farm labor statistics
will detect the localities where shortages exist and also give information
useful to other state and federal
Agencies in attempting to relieve the
ituation. Reliable appraisal of the
'arm labor situation is essential to
promoting intelligent organization for
assignments from rural labor sources,
'arm labor information will be collected through mailed questionnaires and
>y paid enumerators in some of the
more intensive fruit, vegetable, sugar
)eet and other specialized areas.
Farm wage rate information hafe
seen assembled by the government
ince 1866, but few data have been
gathered regularly on other aspects of
he labor picture. Other statistics to be
assembled periodically will include a
more extensive coverage of piece-work
rates, demand labor, hours of
abor on the farm and worker earnngs. The reporting service has comliled a large list of farm labor repondents for circularization in all
jarts of the state and is making the
first experimental survey during the
first week of December.

TO
BE PROMINENT IN'42

Farm Machinery Production in 1942
WiU Be Sharply Cut; Farmers
Urged to Order Repairs Now
For Old Machinery.

Pointing out that production of newfarm machinery will be sharply reduced in 1942 because of the increasing1
need for steel and other metals in
making defense materials, Clair B.
Becker, chairman of the Cass county
USDA defense board, this week called
upon all farmers in the county to
check over their old machinery forworn parts and order the necessary
replacements at once from dealers.'.
Farmers will be able to obtain repair parts if they order early, he said.
Because of the importance of food
production to national defense, manufacturers will be allocated sufficient
metals to produce repair parts.
The impending shortage of farm
labor makes it more necessary than
ever before that farm machinery be
kept in good working order, Mr.
Becker emphasized. Breakdowns after field work has started in the spring
may prove to be a serious handicap
in the "Food for Freedom" production
campaign.
He urged dealers to report any difficulties in obtaining repair parts and
materials to the county USDA defense
board. He also suggested that farmera who have machinery which is in
good shape but not being used might
list it with the board.
Reports reaching the county defense board indicate that farmers in
the county are well supplied with
machinery as a result of heavy purof new equipment during the
1VERY FARMER MAY chases
past several years. If care is exerTREAT SEED AT HOME cised to keep this machinery in good
adjustment and repair, no serious difSimple see*d-treating equipment de- ficulties shou'.d develop in accomplisheloped recently makes it possible for ing next year's farming operations,
very Iowa farmer to treat his seed Mr. Becker said.
fficiently and economically either on
he farm or at one of the seed-treating
Mrs. A. Laura Campbell of Des
"enters in the state, reports J. H. Moines was looking after business in5tanden, associate extension plant terests and visiting friends in Anita
lathologist at Iowa State college.
Monday.
A machine for treating the seed
m the farm was recently invented Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Dressier and
>y M. B. Moore of the Minnesota ag- daughter, Diana, of Des Moines were
•iculture experiment station. It makes Sunday guests at the home of his
use of the two-bushel trough, in which parents, "Mr. and Mrs. Harry Dressier.
he grain and dust are combined. This'
rough is hinged on the frame so
Miss Virginia Offenstine, who is
;he grain and dust can be spilled into working in Council Bluffs, spent
i chute, constructed with baffle plates, Thanksgiving Day in Anita visiting at
to cause-a good mixing.
the home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
If built of new lumber throughout, Francis Smith.
;he cost of materials for this machine
comes to less than $3. Many hundred
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Oils and Miss
of these machines are already in use Nancy Mardesen of Des Moines visiton Iowa farms. Construction plans ed in Anita Thanksgiving Day at the
for this type of treater are available home of the ladies' parents, Mr. atid
free of charge from the Iowa agri- Mrs. Frank Mardesen.
cultural extension service at Ames.
Elevator operators who wish to esM!rs. Rachel Millhollin, who makes
tablish a seed-treating service for her home in Des Moines with her
local farmers may obtain further in- daughter, Mfcs Laura Millhollin, is
formation from the extension service visiting here at the home of her^jon,
at Ames.
Homer Millhollin and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mitchell of
Mr. and Mtrs. Donald McLennan and
Emerson, Iowa, visited in Anita Mon- children, Peggy and Roderick, of Des
day at the home of his mother, Mrs. Moines spent Thanksgiving Day in
Frank Mitchell.
Anita visiting at the home of her sister, Mrs. H. H. Turner and husband.
Mrs. George Wild, well known
Anita lady who suffered a heart atMiss Maude Denne, a nurse at the
tack Thursday at her home here, is Veteran's hospital in Lincoln, Neb.,
reported to be in a serious condition. has returned there after spending
several days here visiting her father,
Mfr. and Mrs. Norman Hofmeister George Denne and wife, and other
f Des Moines spent Thanksgiving relatives and friends.
ay in Anita visiting at the home of
is parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. J. HofMr. and Mrs. Robert Fletcher and
neister.
children of Tulsa, Okla., spent Thanksgiving Day and the w'eek end here
Max Harry, a son of Dr. and Mrs. visiting at the home of her parents,
E. Harry and a student at Iowa Mr. and iMrs. C. O. Gipple, and with
tate col'ege in Ames, spent the other relatives and friends.
Thanksgiving vacation of the school
isiting relatives and friends here and
A joint meeting of the American
t Adair.
Legion and Legion Auxiliary was held
Friday evening at the home of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Carrie Saxton, Mrs.
Linfor here
Afc
tuth Lewis, Miss Anita Lewis, Miss
business meeting Mr8.
Jarlene Lewis and Robert Lewis, all G. M. DeCamp, rehabilitation chairf Ainsworth, Neb., visited here sev- man, reported that 1,500 canceled
ral days during the past week at postage stamps had been sent to the
he home of Mr. and Mrs. OHie Sax- Veteran's hospital in Marshalltown.
Mrs. W. T. Biggs, Americanism and
This (Wednesday) evening Bernard national defense chairman, gave a
Brodersen, Betty Moore and B«tty number of current events concerning the United States and Mexico. It
Arnett will represent the Anita high
school in p preliminary state declama- ^iras also reported that a purse for
a mother and a pen and pencil »et
tory contest which will be held at
,he Atlantic high school. Other schools for a child had been sent tQ the Dtes
hat are competing in the speaking are
iray, Wiota and Atlantic.
^ ^ ^ to ^

needy

^ ^

1>r. and Mrs. Roy Lantz and son, I community by the unit. Final plans
Richard arid Mrs. Ella Worthing of for the county meeting which is to be
Iowa; Mr. and Mrs. Rollie held here this (Wednesday) evening
Way of Lewis; M\r. and Mrs. Carl were made. A lunch was served by
Henderson of Atlantic; and Mr. and Mrs. Linfor, Mrs. Chas. F. Karns and
Mrs. Will Lantfc of Cumberland were Mrs. Ed. L. Newton, who were the
out-of-town dinner guests of Mr. and members of the lunch committee for
Mrs. Raymond Lantz on Thanksgiving.' this meeting.

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

Entering Protest
WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

By Edward C. Wayne

Mechanized Troops Fight On in Libya
As Nazis Show New Power in Russia;
Arming of American Merchant Ships
Indicates Change in Convoy Plans

LPhilh

BUILDING ANYTHlNn
Notei of An
Washington, D. C.
SPAB has ruled S'
Innocent Bystander t
LITTLE BUSINESS
The Wireless: ^All the grumbling
The President has on his desH:a
confidential report that would warm youhear
y o u e a r aabout the Army's morale
being way down to here is German
the heart of the defense-harried tat- bein
(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinion! are express*!In-tbue eolnmm. they
•r« thoie of tbo news »n»ly«t ant not neetnarllr of thlt new»p»per.)
SStag. Oetfl. Marsha. Army garagel
tle business man if he could
read it. S
M
.(Released by Western Newspaper Union.I,
Submitted by Lowell ?Uett,one Chief of Staff,
. . v
of the ' 'passion for anonymity wnwe in hSs speech. Its at| tricked up
The
House secretaries, following a care- disturb the soldiers' loved ones, and "criticalgovernment must
, ' material" faf
ful survey in 35 states, the memo- it's surefire with th* BtaMn Con- ^
Critical material is
randum by inference severely criti- gressmen , . . Clark
.
ev
thing from the Kl
cizes OPM and war department han- via a Red Cross show: "Ova
architect's bill. blueprint to
cestors lived in Ipg cabins and_
dling of defense contracts.
Mellett found that little business huts to establish a gov't based on
generally is bitterly disgusted with the theory of 'We, the People,*, and
Mathetv Wall (left) and William Green, the whole defense administration, is not 'I, the State' " . .... Many of the
a vice president and president, respec- convinced that it is being run by afternoon dramas contain some of
tively, oj A.F.L., pictured
n»«y,o;j»j.i~,
!»«••»• « = as
» • they
" " • -called
• ' . - —on. i . •„ !,„«,;„-„ and corporation law- the theater's best players. Why
President Roosevelt to protest against anil- big business
don't the sponsors also try to bir£a
strike legislation. Bristling m* defiance, \ yers, and IS up in
Green stated
co-operijreen
siaitiu that
n»u* A.F.L.
./E.I-.U. has
in*.> been
.*~-.. ~-.aDOUt tne matter.
mall . Mellett
**£&.• better grade of writers? . . • Oa»
ating
place where a writer is needed—
anng with
wun the
me defense
we/eiwe program
f/f«g.«"- but
„ . , _ _I:that
. — - that
llla the administration had better
now it is in a position of being penalized
—' do something about the situation but needed— is on the "single" shows.
for "acts oj some irresponsible lenders , and
^^ do it fast or it will be just too The patter the announcer and artist
outside his organization—presumably a bad in next year's crucial congres- swap between numbers always
The man who has just dug» c
anything may find he is j
dig at the C.I.O.
sional elections.
sounds as if they'd lost the script for
A long list of. specific grievances and are covering up the wait . . . custodian of a hole for the i
are detailed in the report: Little One headliner explained the reason of the war.
• * »
COMMANDOS:
firms are excluded from defense he never used guest stars is be- •'.'.". • ' . ; • '
.'"Director
Donald
M. Nelson i
orders
in
favor
of
big
competitors,
cause he's never met a star w.ho
Make Sortie
.that if you have a building i
even
though
there
was
no
difference
knew
how
to
behave
like
a
guest,
,
The British Commandos tipped in
finished he will try to take
these columns as about to become i in their prices. Endless run-arpunds
of y6ur position in mid-air L ull
from
OPM
and
army
brasshats
beactive again, worked a sortie on cause the little business men had
The Story Tellers: Correspondent more than likely that the man i
the Normandy coast, and returned no "in" with the big shots. Small James Young, who was jailed by a house only 50 per cent
Abftve photo shows the first United State* merchant ship as it was with only one man wounded.
put out of business the Japs for reporting what he saw will save himself a lot of
British sources felt that the of- manufacturers
being armed under permission granted by terms of the recent congresby the priority system which en- in China, gives them real reason to by just, putting a sign "Opened!
sional revision of the neutrality. Armed merchants aw now permitted ficial recognition by the Germans of ables big concerns with defense con- holler copper in a Reader's Digest Mistake" oh the whole project.
'to pass through war zone to belligerent ports.*^Thls picture was taken the attack made by the group was tracts to hog supplies of raw ma- hoticle. In "Japan Risks Destrucat a yard near New York city as <Jhe gun was being lifted to the ship the best proof that at least some of ,erials.
tion," Young should raise lots of
This is an all-out war andit'l
its objectives had been accomblood pressure in Tokyo . . .Clarke pears to be leaving the buildiMl
shown in the background.
Mellett
also
implies
that
the
Diviplished.
sion of Contract Distribution, estab- Robinson, profiling Admiral Harold out of most everything from <
What made the landing on the ished several months ago to help R. Stark in World Digest, reports door hinges to lightning rods.
CONVOY:
JAPAN:
French coast particularly notable, little business, has so far accom- that the present Chief of Naval Op* . •
Changes
Formula
lowever, was the issuance of a plished very little in the way of re- erations made his first hit with FDR
"Is the construction directly 1
As a Tokyo war cabinet framed
$s reports began to come in of statement of sharpest criticism sults. Small business is still out in by* defy ing him . . . No punch- essary for national defense, orj
its reply to Secretary of State Cor- the arming of American merchant- against the British high command the cold when it comes to getting an puller is Time, which describes pub- the health and safety of the <
dell Hull's "peace" formula reports men, and the belief grew that they ay a retired naval officer and hero of equitable share of defense work.
Usher Douglas M. Stewart of Com- population?" This is the test<
began coming in from Shanghai tell- would be sent direct into British the last War, Admiral Keyes, foundmentator, to wit and to wow: tion Washington asks. How are j
The
gist
of
the
report
is
an
old
ing of a southward movement of Jap- ports, it was said that the whole re- er and trainer of the Commandos.
"stocky, heavy-lidded Boston aes- going to make a new country i
story
to
the
President.
For
months
He accused the staff of prevent- others have been telling him the thete with a taste for antiques and fit,
anese troops and war materials in lationship of the United States and
into that?
a thrust at Thailand: Following a the British on the convoy question ing the use of this body of men for same thing, although not so com- Aryans'1 . . .. Collier's editorialist
White House visit by Saburo Kurusu, in the Atlantic was to undergo a several months when their use prehensively and effectively. The (is that you Maury?) for Nov. 13
In fact, how are you going I
special Nippon envoy, the state de- change.
properly "might have changed the creation of SPAB and the Contract has a punchy crack . . . He calls make
a garage fit?
partment announced that there were
character
of
the
entire
war."
There were no definite details as
Nazi-occupied Yurrop: "The New
Distribution
division
was
an
effort
no further conversations scheduled tq what this change would involve
Also included was a brief descripremedy the situation. But these Disorder."
Almost everything is neca
with Japanese diplomats sjeking an other than it would be a more con- tion of the Commando which made to
defense, including those
answer to the Far Eastern situation. siderable taking over by this coun- the Normandy attack, men wearing agencies are manned with the same
type of executives who have been
When the news first came through door-knockers and the
try of the whole problem of supply black uniforms, their faces blacked running the defense program from
that those 95 refugees from Nazi- faucets.
BRITISH:
with burnt cork, choosing a moon- the start—big business men.
of lease-lend materials.
• * *
land had beeit refused permission to
"The House That Jack
Libyan Push
Considerable interest was evoked less night, armed with Tommy guns,
There isn't one little business man land in Argentina, and faced the
Bren guns, knives and clubs, and
becoming the Bungalow Thall
Those who had expected a swift by the Harriman speech in London sworn to achieve Jheir objective no among them.
fate of being returned to concen- Stopped.
Lone Refuge.
and continuous British victory in in which the* American envoy said matter what the.'outcome.
tration camps, Selwyn James, a _^
...
In tact, in all of Washington there scrappy Britisher on PM, boldly"
Libya, similar to the great push by that the U. S. navy was "shooting
German
planes,"
though
there
had
They
returned
with
only
one
man
Mr.
Nelson
says the re
is only one place'where a little busi- called Sir Gerald Campbell, chief of
General Wavell's army which swept
the Italians back into, Tripoli, were been no detailed reports of such wounded slightly through the arm ness man is functioning in behalf the British Press service. He urged will halt "pork barrel"
by a machine gun bullet. The Ger- of small business.
engagements.
"Wan
doomed to disappointment.
him to have the refugees admitted The answer to •that. is
»
The general feeling was that be- mans said they "had been repulsed
That is in the justice department, to British Trinidad. It would be exIt was evident that there was
with heavy losses."
He will have his work cul out |
where trust-busting Assistant At- cellent publicity for the British,
plenty of fight in the German mech- fore Christmas American ships
would
be
going
all
the
way
to
Brithim
trying to convince i
torney
General
Thurman
Arnold
has
anized forces, even when apparentJames said, aside from being a deain, armed merchantmen, protected EXPLOIT:
set up a Small Business section and cent and not too unlikely act of hu- man thai the new powtdamj
ly hopelessly trapped.
by the American navy to. a point
installed as its head a genuine little manity. He got a polite brush-off Corncob Valley isn't essential tot
Yet Berlin had not been cheer- close to the British isles, and from By Nazis
. . . The gloomy ship started for safety of the country and tat f
Two Nazi airmen will go down in business man.
ing over the situation. The British there in convoyed by British naval
He is Guy Holcomb, a strapping, Europe, and Rep. Sol Bloom rushed de luxe post office in CribbaM
history as two of the most daring
sweep at least temporarily had vessels and British planes.
and imaginative of prisoners of war. two-fisted Atlanta filling station op- in protest to the British Embassy. low isn't vital to the health of«
knocked the German-Italian formawho has never had a pub- He was turned down, too ... When politician involved.
tions back on their heels, and there SEVEN:
Escaping from a British prison erator,
job .before, hates redtape, and that happened, cocky newspaperwas little evidence but that the
camp, they got British flying coats, lic
nothing better than to tangle man James got Campbell on the
Some questions and
Rommel army would be extremely Join Nazis
copied the buttons by carving them loves
with
a
who is pushing phone again, and ranted and roared sued by the SPAB to «
fortunate to extricate itself from
Seven smaller European '4Jations, from wood, and covering them with around a brasehat
little fellow.
the trap even with heavy losses.
for half an hour . . . It must have situation include:
most of them those regarded gener- tinfoil, and had them sewed onto
Operating from a cubby-hole of- been tophole as far as accents and
Q.—If I were building; .
But there also was evidence that ally as more or less favorable to their under uniforms.
fice,
with
only
a
secretary
as
his
building
and had four stoney
Axis
domination
of
Europe,
formalpersuasion
go
...
Because,
finally,
the British tanks, many of them of
They then walked brazenly into a
American manufacture, were un- ly joined the new Axis anti-Comit- British airdrome, announced they assistant, and without fanfare and Campbell promised to have another could I get material to i
A.—Very likely, yes.
able to cope on better than even tern pact at a conference in Berlin had been assigned to bomb Dutch hoopla, Holcomb in the month he has go at the Embassy . . . Result:
already
has The refugee Ship has changed •Q.—If only an excavation t
terms with the German machines. which was spotlighted by Von Rib7 airports, got into a bomber and took been functioning
chalked up an impressive record as course again, and British Trinidad
A.—It would be a tossup.
The battle, once the two armies bentrop's claim that the Russian off.
Knowing
they needed
more
a defender
of little
men. will be at least a temporary haven
* * *
- , .
i i i i - i . «
,.
i
I—
— -.— — » w*
*w.u f cbusiness
f i A i J U i ^ i j j 1AAC11*
had made actual contact, was con- war "already had been won."
fuel to get to their destination, they ; He has got them contracts, supplies.
And
the
builder
would bel
for
those
ninety-five
pushed-around
The
remainder
of
the
struggle,
fusing in the extreme, and it showed
landed again 100 miles away and ' and entry to official doors previously
gets
tossed."
outcasts.
in sharply etched lines just how pos- Von Ribbentrop said, was solely be- asked for gasoline.
closed.
sible it is for very small groups of tween the Axis powers and Britain,
AS MA GOOSE MIGHT Jgl
Suspicious, airport attendants sugIf you are a little business man
mechanized forces to throw much together with her transatlantic help- gested they have a bath and a and are having
This is the house that Jaw*|
Ed Howe, the late editor of an
_ defense troubles,w
larger bodies of men into complete ers.
luncheon before taking off. The Holcomb is the one man in Washing- Atehison, Kansas, daily, was always
* * *
1
He said:
confusion.
This is the architect that J
Nazis were reluctant to take off ton to'tell them to. He may not be envied for his serene outlook on life
"If
it
should
some
day
come
to
A rather large South African contheir clothing.
.. certainly . . . Celebrated writers read his the house that Jack bum.
able to help you, .but .he'll
tingent was so knocked out by a war on the one side between the
'" ••••'•'•- ' . ' - * * *
,\
try.
There
will
be
no
complaint
on stuff and wished they had his peace
While
they
were
in
the
bath
their
German mechanized attack, even United States of America and Eu- garments were examined and the that score.
Thisisihe builder retained J
of mind . . . Now his son, Gene,
within the so-called iron ring of the rope and Asia on the other side, I false Buttons discovered. They were
• * *
writes in a magazine:^'My lather architect that planned the i
British that it was practically dis- state once and for all that the re- arrested and sent back to the prison
was the most wretcnnly unhappy Jack built.
HITLER
CARVES
TURKEY
sponsibility
lies
with
President
. banded, though some parts of it
camp.
The reported new French hookup man I ever knew" . . . At the
were able later to attach themselves Roosevelt.
This Is; the stuff they.
with Hitler comes at an especially same tune, H. L. Mencken, the Bal- The.
cellar and^the second
"Whether the United States comes BULLITT:
to the New Zealand forces.
bad time for the British—which un- timore journalist, was hollering his
Yet this very Nazi group which into the war or not, it cannot alter A New Job
doubtedly is why the Nazis put the head off. People were clucks, he
had accomplished the maneuver lat- the Axis victory."
yelped, and the world was a hoose- This is the owner
William C. Bullitt, former ambas- ' ^hese ^u^tST^ J^ gow . . . Now, in his fascinating Who got word from
er was shot into hurried retreat and
RUSSIA:
sador to France, had been given a sq u ee zeon T u r ^ c a ! L Spewed
practical dismemberment by a
memoirs, "Newspaper Days,"
ex ected
new and important assignment by to tighten almost r™
+ P
smaller group of British tanks. It In a Bad Way
Mencken confesses he was always The cellar and the
« » the President, that of special envoy %*"££ ^more^^drive as happy as a kid with his first
seemed that the element of surprise
The Russians were being forced to the Libyan area, especially to
and speed counted for far more in back on their heels in the Moscow
You can go on from here.
long
pants,
all
day
long.
in
Russia
bogs
down
with
weather
modern warfare than did numbers territory by the German system of study lease-lend needs.
takes is imaginatio^
the more likely ia Hitler to take the
The former ambassador's
of men or machines.
Qassaaor s mis- easier, warmer, short cut through
shifting their chief attack forces sion
Midtown Vignette: The other
Chief favorable report from Libya from one front to another, vastly _ t was
. , to
_,. cover the entlre Near Turkey toward the oil fields of the
middle-of-the-nightime, a Canadian
including
the
Nile
river
area,
Caucasus-and
also
toward
the
Brit!
on the British part was that all re- complicating the Reds' defense East,
the
R^H sea
OQQ and
onr) possibly
r,«o..;Ki,, the
4i,,, Pern«_ :-u _:, „ , , . .. luwdra me Brit- soldier went into Hamburger Heavthe Red
inforcements sought to be brought problems.
attainable « f
sian
gulf.
en and wolf'd about five hamburger is
phrates valley.
up by the Germans had failed exbody at the age of
After a long attack which had
The campaign in north Africa,
cept those furnished by air.
For months the Nazis have been sandwiches, so hungry was he ... tained, according.to a n
been concentrated on the southThere wag considerable hope ern front, and during which the President Roosevelt felt, is an im- brmgmg small boats down to the As "he went to the cashier's desk, the Columbia university
among the British that this factor Soviet defense of Moscow had been portant and severe testing ground fo Aegean via the Balkan railroads he was told: "Oh, I couldn't think of medicine.-News item.^
might decide the battle, perhaps carried on with such success that American-made arms, and the ulti- and the Danube, and are reported taking money from you. You're do- Consider, please,
very swiftly. Some Nazi tanks were the Germans were reported on the mate success of the effort there may taalmost ready for landing party at- ing something to make it a better
Whose bodily c<
world, and aU I can do is wish I
found immobilized because of lack retreat in many sectors, the Ger- depend on the rate at which replace- cks on coastal points in the Mirt
A miracle to learned
could.
Sorry,
no
money
from
a
solments
of
damaged
machines
can
be
die
East.
of.fuel, and there were reports that mans then suddenly smashed back made.
Professors and pn.
Preparing to meet this, General dier. And whenever you are in the Who say that if we cof
the Germans were forced to fly sup- at Moscow, and broke through the
Wavel]
neighborhood
again,
please
come
The
President
was
asked by the" stant
"as been sending a conplies to their men by transport lines in several important districts.
vit, ^
head
Sullitt's headstream tof reinforcements from here and eat all you want!"" . . . This stamina and
The Russians were frankly wor- newsmen where Mr. Buljitt's
eal
planes towing gliders.
The
Canadian
said
he'd
like
it
lota
Five
hundred
y
quarters
would
be,
and
where
he
India
most
of
them
to
Iran,
Iraq
again by the situation, and said
]
But the British losses admittedly ried
Remain,
t hey
that the weather, which had been a could be reached. The President and Palestine. The British say they more if he could pay his way . . .
.And
somewhat
^re,
had been heavy, and only a com- strong ally during the past weeks, chuckled and said "In a plane."
"I
have
the
money
I"
he
said,
disare m fairly good shape-though TtiU
playing a wad . . . "Sorry." paid .But Iiave watched %. ght)
plete victory would be regarded as had again turned more favorable to
Bullitt was to fly there and fly back woefully weak in tanks
reward for the expenditures of men the attackers, who were taking the and make his personal report on his
Faced with this crisis, the Turks the cashier, "wouldn't think of it!"
Prom morning UIU ,st say
. . The Canadian is one of the AndI wearily I no* m
and material in the sudden and advantage to shove home bitter as- observations to the President as as unusual, continue to be the enigma
That threescore en
of Europe. Diplomatic bettCiI ^ wealthiest men ia the world. His
soon as possible.
dramatic drive.
saults all around Moscow.
'_-Richar
they
will
bow
to
Hitler.
name
is
Duncan
McMartin,
Has
At one point they had been re- BRIEFS:
»
about
40
million
smackers.
STRIKES:
ported within 30 miles of the city,
cent tax
Paramaraibo: American troops
The sudden end of the coal strike and from at least four different sechad been followed swiftly by the an- tors came dispatches telling of occupying Dutch Guiana in behalf
T y p e w r i t e r Ribbons; Pete
to
nouncement that the threatened break-throughs by the Nazis.
of the government in exile, received France,
Smith's: An eye like a cafeteria
fToose*"
strike of the long-distance telephone
cashier's . . . John Barrymore's:. must mean w ••
The Reds' southern armies, tak- a hearty and simple welcome. phers to pose
tedoperators also had been removed ing advantage of the forces thus French press reports pointed to the Ann Corio, as the
Happiness sneak* in through a door 1 Commuters are
from the picture by a reported shifted to the north, were on the incident as a forerunner of Amer- ooard the same plane '
you didn't know you left open . . . the first instance
con slde
$3,000,000 pay increase.
John Galsworth'i: One's eyes are * commuter g°l
counteroffensive, and were driving ican attempts to .occupy Dakar. The
That there was to be a new trend westward at a good* clip, having troops in Dutch Guiana were sent
. . '
run what one ia, one's mouth is what whatever.
in the picture was seen when Presi- made in one line a distance of about there to protect bauxite mines.
him one becomes . . . Ben Hecht's: His
Chicago: Twenty-five hundred A
dent Roosevelt called together ma- 120 miles.
Roach
smile appeared to wear a little
jority and minority leaders- in qonBut experience had shown thai F. of L. freight handlers ended their
A confidential commerce depart- crutch . . . Elizabeth Curtis': He .priorities.
report estimate! "
famunittons.
greaa, and gave them the "green such advances by either side could strike here under terms of an agreewe '
panthered up and down the room
light" aS far as anti-Strike legisla- be quickly lost again should the ment which gave them a 12'/fe cent
1942, 6,000,000 workers
e
f
around
man
g°
»
?
;
n
• • . Olin Miller's: A woman never of the situation
t 0
an hour pay increase.
be empujyed in defense
nressnre chance once more.
tion was concerned.
the numbet ia now 1,800.000.
knows what dress she dorsA'jt want
sink.
until she- buu •*&
u
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'
Mrs. Roy E m - i x ' o f Eagle Grove,
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Colbert and Iowa, visited in Anita Thanksgw.ng
baby son spent Thanksgiving Day in Day at the home of her brother, L. c.
Menlo visiting relatives and friends.
Bangham and wife.
PHONE 300
*"" "*Miss Mayfred Stone, "a teacher in
Richard Duthie, a freshman at Iowa
the schools at Cedar Rapids, Iowa, State college in Ames, spent ThanksWe Deliver
Phone 29
spent Thanksgiving Day and the week giving Day and the week end viaitSPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND
end here visiting at the home of her fng at the home of his father, Vem
CRACKERS, Soda, A-l, 2-lbs.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
parents, Mr. $nd Mrs. A. B. Stone.
Duthie.
GRAPE FRUIT, 96's, dozen
OATS, Clover Farm, large size
19c
Lawrence Hofmeister, Jr., who is Harry Kaskey, a saleman for a
ORANGES, Naval new crop, 2 dozen . . .
employed at Nebraska City, Neb., St Louis, Mo,, shoe company, spent
GRAPE FRUIT, dozen
29c spent
Thanksgiving and the week end the week end here visiting at the
CRACKERS, Graham, 2-lb. carton
visiting at the home of his par- home of his sister, Mrs. Chester A.
SOAP, Lux, 3 bars
20c here
BANANAS, 3 pounds
ents, Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Hofmeister.
Long and family.
SYRUP, Clover Farm, No. 10 can
53c
MACKEREL, fancy Calif., 2 16-oz. cans
Miss Evangeline Dressier, a teacher
Miss Mary .Agnes Bongers, a senior
PEAS, Glendale, 2 No. 2 cans
27c in the schools at Maxwell, Iowa, spent at St. Joseph's Academy in Des Momes, CHOCOLATE, Baker's, unsweetened, i/2-lb pkg.' J£
the Thanksgiving vacation of the
COCOA, Our Mother's, 2-lfc. package
19 !
the Thanksgiving holidays of the
BUTTER, pound prints
35c school visiting in Anita at the home of spent
CHRISTMAS TREES, 29c - 39c - 59c - 98c - $ijjj
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Dress- school visiting at the home of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leo V. BonCORN FLAKES, 11-oz. size, 3 for
25c ier.
Large Assortment of Christmas Candy at Low Pri
gers
SUPER SUDS, concentrated, large size, 2 for
39c
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Petersen and son,
Miss Maurine Turner, a teacher in
Robert, of Woden, Iowa, spent ThanksFLOUR, Clover Farm, 5-lb. bag ..:.. /*/;:... .25c giving
the
schools at Macedonia, Iowa, spent
Day in Anita at the home of
the
Thanksgiving vacation of the Fred Weatherby of Adair waa visit-] Raymond Wagner of st
his sister, Mrs. H. H. Turner and
Xmas Trees — Celery — Lettuce — Grapes —Apples husband,
Mo, spent, -the week end in
school
in Anita visiting at the home ing with friends in Anita Sunday.
and with other relatives and
visiting at the home of his
of
her
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
H
friends.
Turner.
Robert Crawford, who is attending Mr. and (Mra, J. A. Wagner."
Jack Roe, a freshman in the College
school at Iowa State college in An«B
of Dentistry at the University of Iowa •Miss Otellia Petersen, who is go- this year, spent Thanksgiving Day
in Iowa City, spent Thanksgiving Day ing to school at Simpson college in and the. week end at the home of bis
Established 1883.
DR.B.L.MJ
and the week end here visiting at Indianola, spent the Thanksgiving va- parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Crawford.
cation of the school visiting here at the
Published Every Thursday and Entered
the
home
of
his
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS ACO
Adair, It.
home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs
at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, M
Glen A. Roe.
Harry Shelter, who has operated a
Chris Petersen.
•> Second Class Mail Matter.
•—Office Ho:
barber shop in the west half of the
December 7, 1911.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Aldag of
9-12 —
Cecil G. Budd
....Editor
West
Iowa
Telephone
Co.
building
T. T. Saunders is the owner of a Boone, Iowa, Mr. and Mrs.-Glaus BehnMr. and Mrs. John Atwood have
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Year new Overland automobile which he ken and children of Wiota, Mrs. Ber- rented the residence property on Wesi here for the past year and a half
Wed. & Sat]
purchased this week.
tha Keasey and Mrs. Gladys Wissler Main Street which has been occupied has closed the shop and has gone to
7 till
Official Town and County Newspaper
Mrl and Mrs. Chas. Dressier are and son of Atlantic and John Keasey for several ye^rs by Mr. and Mrs Ankeny where he has accepted em, Sun. 10-H A. 1
Member of National Editorial
the proud parents of a baby boy which of Cumberland were Thanksgiving W. L. Woodal!. The Woodalls have ployment at the ordance plant. Mrs.
was born to them at their home Sun- Day guests of M(r. and Mrs. Floyd moved into the Kennedy residence Sheller and children are living-in Des
Association, and
Phone J7,
MWnes for the present.
day.
property in the south part of town.
Keasey.
Earl Stone and Fred Joy went to
Omaha Monday morning where they
will take a business course at Boyles
college.
Many guests of the Wiota hotel had
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Merchant and a narrow escape from death early Fribaby son spent Thanksgiving Day in ,(:iy morning when the building burned
,o the gro'vid
Oskaloosa, Iowa, visiting relatives.
C. A.. Long and wife have rented
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Hansen spent and have moved into one of Mrs. KilThanksgiving Day and the week end jore's residence properties in the
here visiting his mother, Mrs. O. C. north part of town.
Ernest Burke and wife gave a dance
Hansen, and other relatives and
at their home Saturday evening which
friends.
*as attended by a large number of
Richard Young, a freshman at Iowa th'eir many friends.
Andrew Wiegand and family have
State collge in Ames, spent Thanksgiving Day and the; week end here moved into their new residence^ropvisiting his father, Chas. Young, and erty which was recently completed.
W. H. Wagner/and family have moved
other friends.
into the home formerly occupied by
Leo V. Bongers, Jr., a student at the Wiegand family.
Dr. and Mrs. G. M. Adair returned
Creighton University in Omaha, spent
the week end here visiting at the to their home here Sunday after
home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs spending the past four weeks in
All-Silk Shades —
Kansas City, Mo. The many friends
Leo V. Bongers.
Priced As Low As
of the doctor will be glad to hear thai
Miss Mary Osen, a teacher in the he is much improved in health.
At the regular meeting of Obedischools at Villisca, Iowa, spent the
Thanksgiving vacation of the schoo' ence Lodge, 'No. 380, A. F. & A. M.,
here visiting at the home of her par- Tuesday evening the following officers
Moderately
Attractive and Alents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Osen. were elected: J. D. Young, W. M.;
Priced
H. 0. Stone, S. W.; H. P. Ziegler,
waya Usable - An"
The home declamatory contest was J. W.; Chas. Scholl, Treasurer; M. E.
held last Tuesday evening at the high Millhollin, Secretary; and G. E. Stone,
Upholstered
Economy Gift.
school auditorium. Bernard Broder trustee. v The appointive Officers for
In
Heavy
sen received first place in the ora the coming year are: B. S. Holton,
i
";"^ .... .".:
—
Tapestry
torical division giving, "Screwbal S. D.; J. E. Bfcles, J. D.; F. TL Sears,
Authorities." Other contestants in S. S.; Clyde East, J. S.; John Scott,
Large
this division were Richard Richter, Tyler, and Rev. P. A. Rickel, Chaplain.
James Miller and Yvonne Keasey. In
Beclding
the dramatic division Betty Arnett
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Saxton returnCompartreceived first place with, "The Littlest ed to their home in Wyoming Sunday
ment
Orphan and the Christ Babe." Other after spending several days here visitcontestants in this division were ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Ideal Gift For Any
For Only
Carol Carlton, Beulah Neiens, Berna- Smith. Mrs. Saxton is a sister of
Home. Very
dine Darrow and Shirley Linfor. In Mrs. Smith.
the humorous division Betty Moore
Itange of PricesLloyd Meadors of Buckeye, Iowa,
received first with the reading, "The
School Program." Other contestants is the new section foreman for the
in this division were Clyde Holland, Rock Island in Anita replacing James
Dorothy Hamlin, Donna Mattheis, Gysinger. M!r. Meadors will move'his
BSllie Parker and Eva James. Judges family to Anita soon having rented
were Caryl Mjddleton, Mrs. Grace the residence property on East Main
Busse and Miss M. Evans, all of At- Street which has been occupied by
Styled to HarmonMr. and Mrs. Chas. F. Karns.
lantic.

PETERSEN GROCERY

Crawford's Clover Farm Store
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FROM OUR OLD FILES

Christmas -

What To Give?
estions

LAMPS-Table or Floor Style

$2.95
Tables

Chairs and
Kbckers-

$26.50

Modern Occasional Tables

ize. Excellent File
For Old Letters.

IT IS HERE!
• •••

NEW!

|^»

•I»""i%B"I

FAST!

SAFE!

.Hassocks-

Duncan
Phyfe
Drum Table

Real Values.
Gift T^at Will I
Appreciated.
•
—•
'.

We Invite You To See the New Modern Equipment
Added To Our Battery Department

THE NEW

MERCURY QUICK CHARGER

Cedar Chests-

'Which Charges Your Battery In the Modern Method
Approved By Leading Battery Manufacturers, Largest Car Manufacturers, Society of Automotive Engineers and Bureau of Standards, U. S. Government.
It Is No Longer Necessary For You To Wait Days
For Your Battery To Be Charged. This New
Modern Approved Method Charges Your Battery In
the Amazing Time of 15 To 45 Minutes, With or
Without Removing the Battery From Your Car.

' Finest

Aromatic R«<i Ced' ]
Perfect For,
ar.

MERSMAN
o

NEW GUARANTEED BATTERIES
PRICED AS LOW AS THE LOWEST

6- W. Shaffer & Son
ANITA, IOWA

Tennessee I

Walnut Inlay Designed
tV« V~.
TT
-_
dfrr E"/l
For Your Home...
• • •"«•«<«**

«.«.**(**•

4^«*fcM

MANY OTHER
EXCELLENT
GIFTS

LONG'S
FREE DELIVERY

EASY PAXtititrtS
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How to Get De

THE SUNNY SIDE OF LIFE

\X7HAT
,
VV
defense job? Vhanc«
sorts o

tor

Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
ByEDWHEELAN

BIG TOP
A FEW DAVS AFTER THE SToRV /&BOUT ?>TlNSER
,AND"SILK" WAS RUN IN " THE BILLBOARD", HAL
CAME TO MVRA'S DRESSING TtNTWEIL SOON BE ACf
R QUARTfeRS S O V / :
<30T TO STAFST PLANNING' -BOUT OUR
VIEPDING- !! J"

* FEW KHNlffiS LAttK UALRPH» N roreFfONTH£lOT
LET'S VWv'E. THE CEREMONV

HAVE
MARRIAGE

PERFORMED IN THE
OF THE

XWE WANT

ALL THE-TROUPERS AS
GUESTS IN THE
RESERVES '• WHAT DO yfU,^

SEMINOLA

,occupations for
-r

LALA PALOOZA
^ OFFICER, LALA
PALOOZA'S JEWELRY
GOT LOST AN* IT'S
K1CKIN* AROUND
SOMEWHERE IN THIS
NEIGHBORHOOD

By RUBE GOLDBERG

Fair Exchange
WAIT A
MINUTELET
ME THINK

JUNK! MY /
x $IOO,OOO
JUNK I SAW
\ TIARA' FROM
TONY'S KID WEARIN* SjHE RUSSIAN
T'SCHOOL YESTERDAY-) CROWN

LOOK!
(GULP)
MY
JEWELS!

THAT'S
TONY'S KID

I WANNA
LOU.YPOPJ

HERE'S A
LOLLYPOP-NOW
GIVE POLICEMAN
ALL THOSE
BEADS

HERE'S SOME
MONEY, MY
CHILD- BUY A
.THOUSAND
LOLLYPOPS!

OO6OODY!

m

~**pu

metal work.
Jobs with a goa;
be interested in t
nuuv-j'wj-learn courses fo
chant marine officers
• • *'
SS-pagebookletlists,,
of workers needed to
•UUBJT. wus where to registet fil
I dcpl<tni trflinln^ opportunities MI
other requirements; sections wwU
«gM«re. Send your order to: "I
~.
•SI Stalk Avenue

, BneJOM 10 cent* In coin
tOfV Of GETTING A DEFENSE)
M«me
AddMM

DEP A RTME]
Traok 3*T UuUtSyndic**, too.

By CM. PAYNE

S'MATTER POP—^Merely Interrupted

PERSONAL
SEDUCING Sl
and weight

I Christmas givers who',
; be sure tMelr gift is well!_.
have been turning more anil
j to cigarettes and smoking fc
as girts most appreciated t
| smoker. Their welcome ill
far greater than the
involved. Naturally, _^,
America's favorite cigarette
Prince Albert, the world'suf
selling pipe tobacco, ieadJ
smoker's gift list. Camels M
two gift packages—the cartel
ten packages of "2fl's". J <
wrapped, and a gay pack
_ Mr "flat fifties/' 1
is featured a

MESCAL IKE

tin and the pound gli
both handsomely
packed.—>Adv.

ByS.L.HUNTLEY

Beware COOK
Thai Hang
OreomolsLon relieves pt

eauaeTmes right to ttt
trouble to befiT loosen
genaladen pufem, uri
losbpfhe fad heal raw.
the

POP—And There's Nothing to Preparing It

By J. MILLAR WA^T

IS TME
COLONEL MAP?D
TXP PLEASE
AS FAR AS
POOD
GOES p

ANVTHIN/6 WE
DON'T HAPPEN
TO NAVE
HIM
.

MQH1M

THE
SPORTING
THING

HBP

•vsatA
U

GLUVAS
WILLIAMS

By
LANfi
ARMSTRONG
"Her! Oo ill tomcwlwr* cb«l"

•like

yo- to »

easier ways

the thi.f •
desired. I«
be.con

d
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BY THE WAY
By L. F. M.

GIFTS GALORE

Last Friday we took the youngsters to the toy shops to do our Christ
mas looking. Lots of baby-faced dolls
and trains and airplanes are there
all ready for Santa to pack up and
deliver.

AT PRICES YOU WANT TO PAY

HOUSE-SHOES
Women's, Children's
and Men's in All Wanted
Styles and Materials at,
59c to $2.25
HOUSECOATS
Prints, Seersucker or
Chenille in Either Zipper or Wrap-Around
Styles at
$1.29 to $4.98
HANDKERCHIEFS
A Complete AiSsortment of Plain or ITancy
Handkerchiefs at
5c to 59c

PURSES
Blacks, Browns, Blues
and Wines in a Choice
of Styles at
$1 and $1.98

TOYS
Hundreds of Toys of
Every Description For
Every Age.
Come In and Make
Your Selection While
Our Stock is Complete.
Boxed Handkerchiefs
15c to 75c

Did you know that it had been 8
hundred years this fall since the hymn
"Nearer My God To Thee," was first
sung? ^he author, Sarah Adams,
was an Erigtfsh Tady who wrote the
poem never expecting it to become
famous. On the day President J
Kinley was buried all traffic was stopped, by prearrangement, at half past
three, and there was complete silence
for five minutes. Whenever people
were they rose and with bared head
repeated the words of this hymn which
was McKinley's favorite, and the poem
from which he received comfort during
his painful hours after being shot
. . . on the same day in Westminster
Abbey, King Edward VII asked to
have, "Nearer My God To Thee," in
eluded in the memorial to the United
States president . . . the original
manuscript of this hymn is hidden
away to prevent its destruction by
German bombs.
• * •
The Butter-Nut coffee company says
that again this year it stands ready
to convert labels and key strips from
Butter-Nut coffee jars and cans into
dol'.s and footballs and other toys
for orphans in the orphanages in the
surrounding territory. If any of
you folks have labels and wi'.l give us
a ring we'll see that they are sent
to the proper place and if you have
a choice of homes, please state which
it is. December tenth is the deadline
for mailing labels and key strips.
• * *
Those of us who have followed his
column, "Odds And Ends," will miss
Cliff Gregory's timely notes on farm
affairs. People higher up in farm
legislation will miss his words of wisdom around the conference table when
they meet to discuss agriculture.
• ••
_
» * •
Aren't the Healih Seals attractive
this year?
• * •
Congratulations to Bud and the two
Betty's. It seems that judging in a
contest like the declamatory contest
would be quite a job. We know you
kids will make a good showing in
Atlantic and we hope you win a place
in the judge's report so that you can
go on to the next contest. Whether
you do or not, you will have gainec
much that can never be taken from
you.
*

PAJAMAS AND
GOWNS Rayon, Satin and
Bunny Suede. Attractively Priced at
$1.29 to $4.98
FINISHED
NEEDLE-WORK
Pillow Cases, Scarfs,
Lunch Cloths, Towels,
etc., Priced From
29cUp
MEN'S SHIRTS
Men's Dress Shirts in
a Selection of Patterns
at
$1.29 and $1.59

The Golden Rule
DEPARTMENT STORE
"THE BEST FOR LESS"
ANITA, IOWA

day evening at 8.
pigs and plow up his corn. The only
tf CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH V The official board will meet at the surething in this old world after all
<*
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
4 parsonage next Monday evening at is t$b religion of Jesus Christ. The
4- + -f + + •*• > -f -f -f -f +;+' 7:30.
promise, "I am with thee always, even
Church school at 10 a. m. We have
unto the end," satisfies and quiets
a place for you, so why not plan to
our anxiety*
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
,*
come next Sunday and find a place in *
Kev. Neel will preach on the subf - f - f - f * - * - * * • » • • » • • » • • » • + ject, "Does It Pay to Be a Christian,"
one of the classes?
"God the Only Cause and Creator" Sunday. You are invited.
Service of worship at 11 a. m. Time
is B. ol or A. D.. Where Are You in will be the subject of the Lesson-SerThe ladies of the church will serve
Relation to Time?" We shall try mon in all Churches of Christ-Scien- their regular dinner Wednesday noon.
to answer that question in our next tist, on Sunday, December 7.
"The God's acre sale will not be held
The Golden Text is from Revela- on Saturday as scheduled.
Sunday's sermon^
The Missionary Society will meet tion 4:11, "Thou are worthy, O Lord,
at the home of M>rs. P. T. Williams to receive glory and honour and power:
HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL
Friday at 2:30. M5ss Lulu Alvord is for thou hast created all things, and
(for thy pleasure they are and were
the leader.
LUTHERAN CHURCH
f
1
H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
The annual bazaar will he on Thurs- cheated."
day at the time of the noon-day dinner ' The Lesson-Sermon comprises quotations from the Bible and from the
served by the ladies this week.
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
The assistant state superintendent Christian Science textbook, "Science
Divine services at 10:30 a. m.
will b'e with us on Sunday, Dec. 14.and Health with Key to the Scriptures"
Sunday School teachers will meet at
Will have a fuller announcement then. by Mary Baker Eddy.
the church Friday evening at 7:30
Homer Kirkham has purchased the
One of the Bible citations reads: o'clock.
residence property in the south part
"For though there be that are callThe new children's confirmation class
«•
METHODIST CHURCH
+ ed gods, whether in heaven or in will meet at the church Saturday af- of town which belonged to the George
Karns estate.
4Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
+ earth, (as there' be gods many, anc ternoon at 1:30 o'clock.
+ - f - f + + + -f + - f - f - f - f -f lords many), But to us there is but
tDonfirmation class meets Saturday
Church School at 10 a. m. Lee K. one God, the Father; of whom are afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the church. •Chapter EZ, P. E. 0. Sisterhood,
met Tuesday afternoon at the home ol
Nichols, acting superintendent. Class all things, and we in him;" (I Cor
Mrs. Arthur V. Long on Maple Street
for young married couples.
18:5, 6 (to;).
Mrs. E. W. Holmes was assistant hostANITA
MARKETS.
Church worship at 11 a. m. There ' Among the selections from the
ess
- Roll call was, "Famous Educais a nursery class for the small child- Christian Science textbook is the
(Prices
in
Effect
Wednesday)
tors."
A talk on the Smouse Opporren.
following:
Eggs, cash, dozen
27c tunity school was given by a guest
"Divine Science deals its chief blow
Cass county Methodist youth fellow28c speaker, Mrs. Russell Smith. A paper
ship beginning at 4 p. m. and will con- at the supposed material foundations Eggs, in trade, dozen ..;
Eggs, Specials
Life
33c "Contributions to the Intellect
of
life
and
intelligence.
It
dooms
tinue to 8 p. m. A lOc lunch at 6:15.
Eggs, No. 1
30c of the Western Hemisphere," was
Young people invited.
idolatry. A belief in other gods, other
Eggs, No. 2
26c read by Mrs. R. W. Forshay. A lunch
Evening service at 7 p. m. Motion creators, and other creations must go Hens, over 5-lbs
j4c •was served.
• —
The next meeting oi
pictures to be shown at youth rally. down before Christian Science" (p. Hens, 4 to 5-lbs. j2c the chapter will be on Dec. 16, Mrs
Adults are invited.
535).
Hens, under 4-lbs. & Leghorns ... 9c F. D. Weimer and Miss Betsy Rose
Prayer fellowship meets in the
Springs, over 5-lbs
i2c Crawford being hostesses.
church tonight (Wednesday) at 7:30.
Springs, under 5-lbs
nc
:
The church board of education and + CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST 4 Stags and Leghorns
—
-«-^.
gc ~
C. R. Neel, Pastor.
church school teachers meet this (Wed- f
Roosters, ]b
9C
nesday) evening at the home of Jens f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f Ducks, Ib
8c
Rastnussen.
Sunday School at 10 a. m.
Geese, Ib
gc
The Woman's Society of Christian
Church worship and communion Pigeons, live, dozen
STRAYED :_Black Angus steer
50,.
Service will"' hold an all-day meeting at 11 a. m.
Cream, sweet
ggc calf, weight about 500 pounds. Phil
in the church Thursday. Sewing for
These are anxious days for all Cream, No. 1 sour
lt
ggc Myers.
the bazaar, a covered dish dinner and classes of people. The business man
Cream, No. 2 sour
34C
Washing
machine
and
engine
the lesson study will be the order of is buying on a rising market and at
Yellow corn, old, No. 2
62c pair work a specialty. Herbert Hartley.
the day.
any time there may be a^slump. The
Yellow
corn,
new,
No.
2
59c I F O R Q A T P ™
The orchestra will practice at the farmer is urged to raise everything
Yellow
corn,
ear
.
.
.
"
52r!
m,
i, ° u r SP°tted Poland
church Thursday evening at 7:30.
to feed the hungry millions and not Oats, No. 2, new
boars 3% mi es we
39'!
™
'«t of Anita
Choir practice at the church Thurs- ong ago he was advised to kill his
Wheat, No. 1
-...
"
™ ™°- b' See G- A. Johnson or OIlie

Maduffs Food
WE DELIVER
THUBSDAY-FRTOAY-SATURDAY

Butter
Starch
Crackers
Pancake
|_||
V ^0 mm

ThatWhi
* . »v. , •' , .

Side Pork
Pork Chops
The members of the Quilt club were
guests Wednesday afternoon of MrsE. W. Holmes at her home on East
Main Street The afternoon was
spent by the ladies doing their own
hand work, following which a lunch
was served by the hostess. The next
meeting of the club wil be on Dec.
10 at the home of Mrs. O. W. Shaffer.
The annual Christmas party will be
held at that time.

$105

See Our New Hog Watere^s,
and Feeders
THE FARMERS COOP.
C. P. DARROW. MaiMfer

' -^•"•^"•^•••"^•^^^••••^^•^^•^^^•^••B

Source Of Supply—
We are thankful that we have our usual
big stock of all our standard grades of
coals available this year as in the past.

We Are Prepared—
We have the coal and the facilities to
serve you carefully and promptly.
— Let Us Be Your Source of Supply —

ROBERT SCOTT

ANITA LUMBER CO.
PHONE 2-0 FOR COALS YOU KNOW

$1.45

aaxton

25,
Mr, and Mars, Frank
and
friend* in Anita Thanksgiving Dg|

.Mr. and Mrs. R. W.~F^w
guests (&f honor at a dinner
given by Mr. and Mrs. Gail
in the .Cameo room at Hotel Wl
in Atlantic Monday evening
lowing th«J dinner the evening
spent playing bridge with highs
being held by Mrs. Forshay and <
The members of the Helping Hand Shaffer/
,
club were guests Friday afternoon
l . - _ ; '_-' -juiof Mrs. Floyd Gissibl at her home
southeast of here. Eleven members
and five visitors, Mrs. Lyman Wahlert,
A 12 OZ. |
Mrs. A. A. Hayter, Mrs. Melvin Gis-i
sibl, Mrs. Frank Petersen and Mrs.
Edgar Petersen, were present. Roll
call was, "Old Fashioned Remedies."
M;PS. W. C. McCrory was the winner,
of a contest which was^ ^lit "*l>n t>y*
Mrs. John Mehlmann. The balance of
the afternoon was spent embroidering
tea towels for the hostess, following
which a lunch was served. Mrs. Dale
Dressier will be hostess at the next
meeting of the club'on Dec. 11.

wool

BET1

ANITA

T H E A T R E Sh«* Starts at 7:15 P. £
SUNDAY-MONDAI
THURS.-FRI.-SAT.
Dec. 4 - 5 • 6
7 -8

SHS"
Vengeance!

WANT ADS

Soybeans, No. 2 yellow

i2(

-

.
pear
good pedlar
The Cass county school masters Bohm system clarinet and case like
will hold a meeting this (Wednesday)
evening in Atlantic. The men teachers
of the local school will attend.
some crocheted bed
Gene Millard, Mra. Ada Maggard spreads and some fuilts. Mrs. Chas.
and MSss Bess Millard of Creston, Campbell, phone 118.
spent Thanksgiving Day in Anita
visiting at the home of their brother,
!„ i
o
«."•<•=. Hutchin>,on'i
Jewelr
" rl Millard and family.
y Store, Atlantic.
tf
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Kirkham and famly of Norwalk, Iowa, visited at the
lome of her mother, Mrs. Carrie Reynolds, Thanksgiving Day and with
other relatives and friends here.
The Woman's Society of Christian
Service held their regular monthly
meeting Friday afternoon at the
church. Officers for the ensuing year
were elected as follows: Mrs. P D
Weimer, president; Mrs. Harry Dresser, vice president; Mrs. Bert Ramus,
treasurer; Mrs. Joe Vetter, recording
secretary; Mrs. H. H. Turner, corresponding secretary; Mrs. George
Denne, secretary, of missionary education; Mra. Gerald Redburn, secretary of young people and children's
program; Mrs. Lester King, secretary
of literature and publications; and
Mrs. Ed. L. Newton, secretary Of
supplies.

^^•^^wSUSS-

Them

„

Your Hens a Complete Balanced
Ration. Ames Grain Balancer
^th Your I!ome Grown ^
and Oat8 Makes a Balatlced j^
turn That Wll Do The Job.

Rasumssen's Hatchery
Phone 276

An

't«, la.

ALSO OUR GANG' COMEDY
AND NEWS

WAV
ALSO *MBwnua<
SHORT
MUSICAL.

TAKE-A-CHANCE NITE
Every Tuesl and Wed.
Admu lOc and

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

By Edward C. Wayne

Rome Discloses Plot to Kill Mussolini
As Part of Widespread Revolt Plans;
Soviet Claims Gains in Bitter Fighting;
Nazis Stall British Campaign in Libya
(EDITOR'S NOTE—When •plnl*u are exprencd U th«« «*Iamu, they
•re Ihn* •» the new* MuUrrt M« net n«»«MtUy •( UUi B«wsp»per.)
. (Releuwd by Wectern Newspaper

This air view made from a British bombing plane shows the result
of aerial bomb bits on enemy barracks near Mellaha, Tripoji, during
a fierce raid that preceded the British push into Libya. The attack
was carried out by planes which flew close to roof-height of the buildings.

ROME:
Admits Revolt

RUSSIAN:
Victory Develops

With an air of having quelled the
whole thing, official Rome had admitted that ever since the start of
the war there has been a huge fifth
column organisation busily engaged
in sabotage of the nation's war effort.
Sixty of the leaders had already
been arrested and tried, it was reported and at least one plot to assassinate Mussolini had been quelled.
Official Rome accused Britain and
Russia of sponsoring the group, of
financing it and directing it.
Of chief interest was the fact that
it was centered in Trieste, center
of the largest Italian industrial concentration, and that much of its activity had been the blowing up of
munitions factories.
Though it was claimed that 60
leaders had been arrested, the Stefani report stated that 11 actual
perpetrators of many of the outrages were still at large.
Listed as taken from the plotters
were 450 pounds of high explosives, 149 hand grenades. 75 incendiary bombs, two machine guns, 85
revolvers, rapid-fire pistols and thousands of rounds of ammunition.
Though the report was confirmatory in many respects of previous
stories of revolt and terrorism in
Italy, ,many observers wondered
chiefly at the purpose in making an
official disclosure of the facts of the
trial at Trieste. „„

The Russian communiques had
developed the extent of the Red
army's outstanding victory of the
war around Rostov, and finally had
claimed that General Von 'Heist's
forces were fleeing from Timoshenko's armies rjght into a Soviet trap.
Germany, admitting the retreat in
the southern central front, had
sought to belittle it as a mere "diversion" attack, and concentrated
its interest on the holes its forces
were punching in the Moscow defense ring.
Kuibyshev declared that the shatte^ed remnants of Von Kleist's
army was fleeing westward along
the northern shore of the Sea of
Asov, and that between it and escape was another large Russian
force which presumably had struck
southward from Kharkov, and whose
cutoff of the German supply line was
not only hampering -retreat but
meant eventual annihilation of the
armies unless they could escape by
sea.

BRITAIN:
Libyan Drive
The British in Libya, basing their
general tactic on a split-up of the
German mechanized divisions into
two parts, met their first setback
when General Rommel's Fifteenth,
"fighting recklessly and ferociously," according to the London communiques, succeeded in reuniting.
Fortunately for the British, the
union was formed inside the general
trap on the Libyan "hump." And
the royal navy rapidly rushed reinforcements ashore to the armies
battling on land, making landings
successfully at several points on the
coast.
British spokesmen at Cairo regarded the incident of the juncture
of the German forces simply as
"one of the downs in an up-anddown fight," said the imperial troops
had not lost their confidence nor
their initiative, and that British
mechanized forces and airplanes
still were dominating the fighting.
He
"In this fluid battle which had
raged on the main front with fluctuations over an area of more than
1,600 "square miles for many days,
the center of gravity has altered
almost daily as our or the enemy's
main tank concentrations massed
for attack or counter-attack."
That was as clear a picture as it
was possible to obtain. It was not,
however, immediately discernible
from the war maps whe^e Berlin,
still worried over the situation, but
a little more confident, had anything to cheer about yet.

STRIKE:
Rail Settlement
President Roosevelt disclosed details of the settlement which had
averted the rail strike of 1,200,000
members of the brotherhoods and
had resulted in an estimated pay
increase of $200,000,000 to $300,000,000.
The basic pay of 350,000 operating
employees was raised 75 cents a
day. The base pay of 850,000 nonoperating workers was raised 8C
cents a day.
Both were made retroqctive to
September ,1 on a partial basis of
these raises.
The extra wages Jlp be paid out
under the retroactive Agreement will
be approximately $67,000,000, or
about f22,500,000 a month.
Following December 1 the rates
of psvyf however, were to be increased about $25,0(10,000 a month,
mnRt observers figured.

JAPAN:
Exchange
President Roosevelt, attempting
to clarify the Japanese issue, formally had placed before the Nipponese 'government a demand that
it explain why Japan had sent so
many military, naval and air forces
into Indo-China, probably a jumping off place for an attack on Thailand" or the Burma road, perhaps
both.
"fiie President did not consider
this demand an ultimatum.
At the time the Japanese reply to
the President's request was being
handed to the state department in
Washington, Japanese newspapers
indicated that the steady rise of resentment against U. S. interference
in Far Eastern affairs was continuing. From Singapore came wore
that ships had been ordered to that
point to remove Japanese nationals
-from British and Dutch possessions
in that area. The situation in the
Pacific was getting more critical
daily.
President Roosevelt, in his press
conference at which he discussec
his action, stressed that the demanc
was to a friendly nation with whom
the United States was at peace ant
hoped to remain that way.
But, he added, he had been dis
turbed by reports of the large mili
tary concentrations already in
Indo-China, and by further reports
that additional forces of all kinds
military, naval and air which re
cently had been sent there had ex
ceeded the^ numbers agreed to l>y
the Vichy; government, which hac
submitted |under duress.
On top of this, he said, there wer
reports that Japan was now send
ing to Indo-China reinforcements
many times the numbers already
on hand.

MISCELLANY:
Tokyo: Telling the people to b
ready for anything, the press in
formed Japanese that the British
were about to invade Thailandusual Axis prelude to an invasion
by its own forces.
• * •
Cleveland: The first rivetless all
welded tank was to be turned ou
this month at a factory here. Th
new tank will be called the M-4.
• * *
Chicago: A great city gave an
outstanding welcome to the Sun
new morning newspaper, published
by Marshall Field III with more
pre-publication fanfare than ha
ever greeted the formation of
newspaper.
• * *
London:
The British passen
ger ship Mtriones, trapped when
.grpimded c ff the ^jn^lis^.coa.st, wa
located by NazY airplanes and swift
ly destroyed by bombs. Some o
its cargo had been salvaged befor
the bombing started. *

GUnt'Human Eye'fo
Health Drive MttMUn

NAVIES:
Grid for Action

Spent <

A "human eye" larger than •:man
90?1?*** «•
and a working model of «••••£
olay their part in public health tttop novel,
the*
'
Sruction in Cleveland's Museum of
IxMr
Health and H*»^> *"?&
"WBgr does
tution of its kind in America.
Dr. Bruno Gebhard, director of fortunes
the museum, believes that^as aper, m-ver
,
•
son acquires greater famfltarlty screen?
erre
THE TWITCHELL8
aachest
with
his
own
organic
structure,
hto
There is trouble in the home of interest in maintaining health Inexplanation, Hoiw
the Elmer Twitchells.
creases.
Ceiling trouble.
As a result, the museum's exhibits
consist largely of ingenious mechanElmer is establishing ceilings.
Not that there haven't been ceil- ical reproductions ef human organs
ings in the Twitchell residence. The1 from which the layman may gain a PWfttldt" He then
issue just now is a different kmdo knowledge of how his body works.
tto only reaso The
ceiling. The Washington kind. ln«
In the new institution people wP was ita similarity to
learn by seeing. The visitor will be
prevailing type.
able to walk inside a model of a
merely
human eye, press a button and See
the interior of the museum as it
Awf, two other stories
appears to a near-sighted person. By never, reach the screen
pressing other buttons it win look for similar reasons.
as it would to one who is farsighted,
color blind or aged, ,,
WINSTON CHURCHILL
Were V. S. warships relieving his navy?
The public may start or stop a
.
ictui
model
of
a
heart,
see
how
it
is
built
another
producer
might
buy ™
The arrival of the first British
and
nourished,
watch
food
in
the
ffliel
;aE|d..make a fftm to conflict
capital ship ever to go to the Far
Elmer is trying to put a ceiling process of digestion, or minutely ob-y Disney s almost completed "i
East at the head of a fleet, the
bi.
35,000-ton battleship Prince oi on Mrs. Twitchell's hats, for in- serve the movement of muscles.
Goldwyn bought:
The
museum
will
maintain
a
workstance.
(We
heard
that
erack
about
Wales, electrified Singapore and
was accompanied by the announce- them being funny enough as is.) He shop for the manufacture of models Wpltetween," because ?tww
ment from Washington that launch- wants the ceiling established at two of organs, now available only from ilV to hia "City Without Men»
a
ngs of warships during November hats per season, a drop of about Germany and Japan.
announced
he
would
incorporate!
eight.
And
he
thinks
there
should
3y the American navy had totaled
Of,thft purchased play in his,
be a price ceiling too; somewhere
more than one a day.
film.
Official Language of State
In addition to the huge battleship around $3.50. * • •
whose identity was revealed, at
Is American, Not English
Elmer is for a fur coat ceiling,
east one other capital ship had
American is the official language Attractive Draperies
been sent to the Far East by Brit- too, but the crisis hasn't arisen this
ain, and the fleet, under Admiral season, because Mrs. Twitchell got of Illinois, although citizens of the
Depend on Length, Wi
"Tom Thumb" Phillips, was of a new coai.last winter. She got it state may have overlooked the fact.
Most
important to success in
wholesale'at
above
twice
what
it
It
was
brought
out
in
a
Chicago
considerable proportions.
court the other day when an inter- >g JW^jf accuracy in ,
As to American launchings, these would have cost elsewhere.
preter was being sworn. The clerk ^^J^_Sttin*rc.are * $
had included the 35,000-ton battlematerial— sufficient
1
And he thinks there should be a read the oath pledging the interpret the
ship Indiana, the 10,000-ton light
which
- tb work. Extend the
er
to
translate
faithfully
from
the
cruiser Cleveland, four destroyers ceiling on all the wife's expendito its full length, so thai
and a submarine, added to many tures. "I told her last night that Polish into the "American lan- table
have length and width as
other smaller oraft.
there must be a ceiling on bridge guage." An attorney objected, saji- will
which to work.
Keels were laid during the month losses," said Elmer today. "Every ing that the English language was onRemember]
that skimpy
meant.
The
clerk
produced
a
yelfor one cruiser, nine destroyers and tune she goes to one of them Tuesabout, asjbad as none at
three submarines, Washington re- day Ladies Bridge parties she loses lowed Card on which the oath w,as are
as careful with the material .
vealed.
money on a pre-defense emergency printed. The word "English" had in
width as that measured for
been
crossed
out
and
"American"
Prime Minister Churchill, an- level. Maybe the best way to solve
If curtains are to be hung
nouncing as the ships arrived that this would be to put a ceiling on substituted.
cornice or valance, no heai
reinforcements were being sent to her bids."
Then the bailiff spoke up. "I did aneeded.
allow an inch >
• * •
the Far East, said this had been
that," he said, "when the general for hem. Just
Otherwise
the curtain
made possible by increased AmerHe wants a ceiling on the wife's assembly made 'American' the of- be finished with a heading of p]
ican aid in the Atlantic, bearing contributions to causes, also. "I am ficial language in 1928'."
So the pinch or box pleats. Th
out the general feeling that the all for being charitable and fair," statute was hunted up and the bail- headings are right for the
U. S. navy was picking up much of he explained, "and my heart is no iff's statement verified.
size window.
the load in that ocean.
In this connection it is interesting
mustard seed when it comes to reAs to length, drapery may
acting to the worthy appealfttpf to- to know that South American school the floor or lie on it for a
WOMEN:
day, and there has gotta be some children, asked whether they studied of 6 to 12 inches, depending
limit.' The ,old lady just subscribes English in their schools, have an- effect of luxury you want.
In Uniform
everything. Last week she put swered, "Yes, but it is English, not if not to reach the floor,
Churchill had solemnly told the to
------- cover the window casing, so
me
down for $10 to the American American English."
house of commons that with Amerto Save Icelanders From
There are books and dictionaries ure from the top of the window'
ican aid and increased tempo of Fund
Army Slang. She ain't that note the differences between ing to the bottom of the ap
British production, the crisis of ma- American
got
no
judgment.
imposed a English as spoken by citizens of •low the sill for the finished
terial was at an end, but that 1942 ceiling. EverythingI've
she subscribes Great Britain and citizens of the
On unlined curtains there
would be dominated by a new crisis
above $4 a week is void."
United States of America, but there be a narrow hem, about a
—that of man and woman power.
might still be difficulties in requir- inch deep on the outside edges.
He asked authority to draft 3,000,"Me and the wife ain't speaking ing anyone to speak only "Amer- 2% ' inch hem at the bottom
000 more men into the uniformed
drapery makes a satisfac
now," confessed Mr. Twitchell. ican" in the courtroom.
services, also to begin to draft just
"Yeah,
it's
more
ceiling
trouble.
women, also for service hi uniform, Pin money ceiling. I used to give
though combatant work would be her $10 a week, but this is a time
Inventors Are the Pioneers
. ' Busy Beaverbrook
done only by women who volun- of crisis. The future is uncertain.
America's
future
lies
in
the
hands
A
small
group of distini
teered.
of its inventors, Albert G. Burns of men were standing around the d
Nobody
can
tell
what
may
happen
Many other changes were to be
in this world war. So I told Chicago, president of Jhe I.O.A., told of Windsor's swimming pooljtv
made in the conscription structure next
htr
the
ceiling on pin money inventors gathered for their annual D'Antibes, French Riviera. ~
as Britain prepared to enlist the would be new
convention in Los Angeles, recently.! were, admiring the gleaming
$7.50."
services of the nation's full power
"What
did
she
say?"
we
asked.
"No matter how the war termi-! cuff Itatai which, the duchess badf
on the "right little, tight little isle."
"What didn't she say!" exclaimed nates, it is certain to be followed by j en the duke.
Men 18% years old were to be Elmer.
a profound disturbance in this na-1 Then they began comparing e
called up. The age for compulsory
"Did you explain inflation to her?" tion's economic structure," he said. othet1* cuff links-all but a
military service was to be raised
"No."
"Latin_America, if properly devel- little man .with scanty wisp
from 41 to 51 years.
"Why not?"
oped, will present something of a He hung back, tugging dowi
This, he said, would yield 2,750,000
"I don't even understand it my- field for new enterprises, but mainly sleeves. Finally, the others!
men. He asked also permission to self," concluded Elmer.
we must seek stabilization of out to him:
withdraw a government promise
» * •
"Wiiat've you got on,
economic structure in further dethat no men under 20 would be sent
Sheepishly the little man I
R. Roelofs Jr. says he knows a velopment of the greatest potential
c
overseas. He wants, he said, to send
who is so rich he can afford to market in the world—our own inter- his cuffs.
them overseas at a minimum of 19 man
They werjB held together bj|
nal United States.
take
the
ladies
for
cocktails
and
dinyears.
"Inventors, creating new markets clips!
ner in the ladies' dining room at a
As to the women for the draft, man's club.
That is just one of the niaj
with their new wares,"will be the
he explained he wants the right to
ries
about *«*»»»
Lord BeaverbroAvl
* * *
pioneers of this development."
n.
*»•» awu»
**
,
conscript single women between 20
One of the oddities displayed was at .30 had: jriade millions a*
John
Cudahy
says
that
Hitler
and 30 years old for the uniformed looked to him like a man with a a child sized chair which by a few now a,t Gt, 1b«s the supreme?
services, though not for combat malignant disease. He's a victim of simple twists can be converted into • portant. jpp Of/getting B"tal:°
"unless they volunteer." It was the
indigestion, hardening a go-cart, a jumper, a walker or a • planes made. He dpesntcare
first indication that with modern geographical
he looks; ne hasn't time for «
of
the
head
and
retarded-mustache. high-chair.
mechanized war women might be
and he's always been that way.
* • •
*
just as acceptable as men for the
"What Mr. Lewis fears is that he
fighting services.
Alimony a Racket
would lose face."—News item. We
., Bow Fires Are Built
Alimony has become quite a rack-'
can
think
of
no
face
which
could
HOW MUCH:
et, according to a psychologist, be-' Have trouble getting a fire
stand it better.
cause of the combination of antiquat- in your fireplace? directions
* • *
Aid to Reds?
Here are a few
ed laws, shyster lawyers and neuME MENACE
There was quite a controversy
should do
rotic
women.
Divorced
women
whc
———•
— the
— trick.
, vn,ir fire!
ma
The
cops
should
paddle
raging in lease-le^d quarters in
jail
their
husbands,
do
it
partly
foi
t
we
foundation
oi yu"
Henry Snipes.
Washington when it was revealed
spite, but most of them do it be most important
that the October and November
He drives a-straddle
cause theyjjare psychopathies, ac- ! - Crumple up three or
promises of aid to Russia had fallen
Highway stripes. x
of newspapers. Don t w
cording to aj recent investigation.
far short of being carried out.
—Merrill Chilcote.
One ex-wife had a private fortune hard as rocks, or you iumpl«y
*
•
*
The reasons were four-fold, but
flames. **»»••.
Over the
c: f
iau uaraeo.
UCUIICD.
""„.
$200,000 and still jailed her'bus- tall
""*
«/"—,,„,
The Journal of the American Med- of
. , . . her
_ _ , $60IF
_ . . . *pers put a double ,,
handful Ooj
back of them all was an apparent
band
for
failure
to
pay
inability of those in command to de- ical Association reports that experi- week.
;k. Another divorced woman hat shavings, Pr«ferab/° ^feces of*
cide whether to send all Russia ments at Harvard prove that women her husband jailed because he this add your smaller pi«*
asked, and whether, if it was sent, suffer from cold and heat more than failed to pay her $50 a week al dling, building up to
v,««».
"Thenof lay
twoon° y
it would arrive at usable points men because they do not dress as though he was making but $45 t small
pieces pieces
woodonand
(
warmly. This makes the opinion week.
and in good time.
unanimous
and
presumably
official.
your
log.
Light
your
^
toft
Asked why this was, authorities
This psychology blames crookec
same
C. P. Yaglou and Anne Messer lawyers for this dilemma, stating eral places at
had responded first that there was a
considerable lack of ships to carry who conducted the experiments had that divorced women are persuaded you still have
"the materials; secc-rd, there was f:Jfr°,up of men sit "> ar» air-condi- to jail then*
hv,/ these
thA<u> flre started« or yf°Hf
then: husbands by
in men's trousers «»„,
damp/you can fall
and
difficulty getting the British to per- tioned room
han e to wom
of
kerosene. <
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to
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m
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i
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w
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n
•
Jm?"
!i
f
en's
lingerie.
lt;o
y had wom
British aid, sending the material to - I
en go through a
-Russia; third, there was a lack oi similar test. Nothing can convince
ii.formation as to whether Russia us that the whole thing wasn't arreally could handle 350,000 tons a ranged by a couple of Yale men
month at the port of Archangel.
Because of a shortage of docks,
the stuff would h a v e to^be unloaded
on the ice, they s a i d , and m i g h t be
lost or wasted.
The Russians r e p l i e d t h a t unloading on the ice v\as a r e g u l a r thing.
and that they could h u r d l e all the
material that w i ^ y . C) n e Washing
Ionian who b e l i e v e d the n a t i o n
should send the promised aid said
"The Russians can do the unload
ing. They h a v e no unions and a i i
willing to work 21 l-.nurs a day. The\
are inefficient but t h e i r willingness
makes them Di41'ective."
Then there 'were some who Iran!;
ly believe the promi.se made to Rus
sia was too large, and impossible
under t^e conditions, of carryini
out.

Washington, m j ls new tax proposals, .nay subscribe to the
that , t is impossible to get blood
iom a stone. But it thinks the idea
is goucj.
•
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THE SEASONS
winter is an old dame
In a white, lace cap

An
And

3
W U h folded
" iaid
'
owers
in her lap.

•r is a golden queen
Wt "'g a jeweled crown;
And a u t u m n 's a gypsy
In a i u u s , 1 t o w n .
— Joan Maher.

R. Hoelofs Jr • As
P a i e n t as a man waiting while his
wife buys a SECOND HAT

"A Honey of a Show—You
"Enormously Funny"
SHRINE AUplTOtlVM
Thursday Nt9ht, I ^
rfa»_§T_ ^mttA^iMMflA ••
MMy JlpJIIiNlf_ff • •'S .".

Price.-56c, 1.12, 1.68, 2.24, 2.80,

THE ANITA

WHY WT LET THE OIL MAN BE
YOUR JANITOR?
i ne Wffl Atop Hdp to Keep Curtains Clean and White
If You WiU Install an Oil Burner In Your Present
Furnace. Have an Even Temperature At All Times
you Would Be^ Surprised How Cheap One Of
These Burners Could Be Installed In Your Home.

WHY NOT HAVE THE CONVENIENCE
OF THE FAMOUS LACO
OIL BURNER HEATERS AND FURNACES?

GERALD AKERS
Anita, Iowa

— Phone 17f

Based on the premise that when
REEL NEWS
+ success goes to a husband's head love
flies out the window, the plot of "Lady
• 4 - 4 - • ' . * : 4- •*• . * 4- 4- 4.
Be Good" revolves about a song-writtalent-filled cast, discerning di- ing couple, played by Ann Sothern
tion, and a gay, sophisticated screen and Young, who resort to the divorce
r studded with sotne of the "most court when fame turns Young into
ightful singing and dancing seen a. playboy. It takes the intrigue of
> screen in some time, combine to Eleanor Powell, playing Miss Sothern's
Dte "Lady Be Good," which will girl friend, John Carroll and Red Skelihown at the Anita theatre Thurs- ton to bring them together again.
fc Friday and Saturday, a musical
MSss Powell's dancing numbers are
which patrons will want to see outstanding for their novelty and in[once bat twice;
clude a number in which a trained
jf-G-M ha* gone "all out" in itsdog acts as her dancing partner. Also
' of talent for this picture which a highlight is the appearance of Miss
Eleanor Powell, Ann Sothern Sothern in a singing role for the first
j Robert Young, with Lionel Barry- time under her M-G-M contract, Among
e, John Carroll, Red Skelton and her songs is the popular "The Last
O'Brien adding topnotch Time I Saw Paris," in which she is
superb. '
Tit in featured supporting roles.
Norman Z. McLeod's direction sustains a fast, lilting pace throughout.
• * •
A South American setting, strange,
mysterious and. fascinating, provides
the background for the exciting WarnPROMPT SERVICE FOR THE
er Bros, film, "Law Of The Tropics,"
fOVAL OF DEAD ANIstarring Constance Bennett and Jeffrey
Lynn, which will be shown at the
1ALS, LARGE OR SMALL.
1
theatre
Sunday and Monday.
PICK THEM UP PROMPT.
The cast turns in fine performances
LY. PRONE 257.
with lovely Constance Bennett showing versatility in a difficult role, and
PACKER FILLING STATION
Jeffrey Lynn whose roles have mostly
ANITA, IOWA
been on the light romantic side, does
j
very well in a strongly dramatic

mp 4 ¥ 17 v»C MINERAL

dALLY h

& MASH
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portrayal.
A young planter (played by Jeffrey
Lynn) on one of South America's
largest rubber plantations leaves to
meet a girl who is coming down from
the United States to marry him. He
receives a wire from her, saying that
it's all off and that she is married
to someone else. Drowning his troubles
in a tropical cafe, he meets a singer,
played by Constance Bennett, who he
asks to marry him and assume the
name of the girl he intended to wed
originally. Being anxious to keep
on the move because the police are on
her trail for a past crime, she consents.
"Law Of The Tropics" has an impressive supporting cast made up of
Regis Toomey, Mona Maris, and Hobart Bosworth.
* * *
The Take-a-Chance shows which are
shown each Tuesday and Wednesday
evenings are being highly approved
by everyone who sees them. If you
are in doubt about the quality of the
entertainment ask anyone who has attended the show.
Each change of program includes
a selection of shorts and on Thursday,
Friday and Saturday there is a$;o
the latest news reel.

Mrs. J. B. Herriman, who suffered
a stroke a couple of weeks ago, remains in a critical condition at her
lome here.
special meeting of Obedience
No. 380, A. F. & A. M., was
leld Tuesday evening at the Masonic
Temple. Work in the Master Mason
legree was conferred upon two candidates. A lunch was served at the
lose of the meeting.
Mrs. Alvina Spry entertained a
number of women Wednesday aftericon at her home on Maple Street^n
honor of Mrs. Carrie Saxton of Ainsworth, Neb., who was visiting here. The
afternoon waa spent socially, followng which a lunch was served by the
lostess.

Howard M. Johnson, a lecturer, was
a speaker in the Anita high school
Tuesday afternoon.
Mrs. Tomer Kinzie is a patient at
the Atlantic hospital where she submitted to, a major operation Thifttsday. She is reported to be recovering
satisfactorily.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Richter, Mr.
and Mrs. Harvey Almond and Mr. and
M>rs. Harvey Richter of Marne were
Thanksgiving dinner guests at tine
home of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Wagner.

CQ1ME TO ANITA ON THESE

S
BIG
DAYS
AND WIN VALUABLE PRIZES
irs'Day •- Sat, Dec. 13
SEED CORN AND COMMERCIAL FEED TO BE GIVEN AWAY

Free Pancakes and Coffee
At WAGNER'S GARAGE ON WEDNESDAY, DEC. 17
EAT AND DRINK ALL YOU WANT

_ Jes' Day -- Sat., Dec. 20
VAMJAjS GIFTS FOR THE HOME THAT ANY WOMAN WILL WANT

12 BushdToTGroceries Free
BASKETS TO BE GIVEN AWAY ON TUESDAY. DEC. 23

Kid's Day -- Free Toys- Candy
TO BE GIVEN AWAY ON WEDNESDAY, DEC. 24
SANTA C™USWILLBE IN ANITAON™ DAY WITH CANDY FOR
EVERY BOY AND GIRL
REGISTER

Do Your Christmas Shopping In Anita
.,*^^^

.

__

,_

.»*_

The members of the Susie Q club
were guests (Wednesday evening of
Mrs. Aaron Bell at her home on East
Main Street. The evening was spent
playing pinochle with Mrs. Donald
Chadwick and Mrs. Robert Cryer holding high scores. A lunch was served
by the hostess. The next meeting of
the club -will be held on Dec. 11 at
the home of Mrs. Chadwick.
The members of the J. L. bridge club
were guests of Mrs. Kenneth Gipple
one evening last week at her home
north of here. High score for the
evening waa held by Mrs. Merle Robison of Atlantic. Miss Miaxine Taylor was runner-up. A lunch was served
by the hostess. The next meeting of
the club will be on Dec. 17 at the
home of Mrs. Charles Gipple.

Friday evening the first home basketball games of the season will be
played at the high school gym. This
The members of the N. B.. bridge
is the first year that Anita has had
a girls' team for 10 years.1 They will club were guests of Mrs. Everett Lube wearing new suits when they man Friday afternoon at her home on
Maple Street. High score for the afmeet Menlo on the home floor.
ternoon was held by Mlrs. Lake Bear.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Vetter spent Mrs. Chas. Minerman, out-of-town
Thanksgiving Day in Nebraska City, member of the club, was present. A
Neb., visiting at the home of Mrs. lunch was served by the hostess. The
Frank Burkhart. They were accom- next meeting of the club will be on
panied there by Mr. and Mrs. M. M. Dec. 11 at the home of Mrs. E. C.
Burkhart of Atlantic.
Dorsey.
Mrs. Gqven Disney and three children of Davenport spent Thanksgiving
and the week end here visiting at |he
home of her mother, Mrs. Ira Ruggles.
Claude V. Ruggles of Van Meter was
also a Thanksgiving guest of his
mother, Mrs. Ruggles.

|e JFarmers Coop.

Word was received here this week
by William D. and Lloyd McAfee of
the death of their sister, Mrs. I. J.
fohnson, at her home in Sanbom,
x>wa, last Tuesday evening. Mrs.
Johnson was the former Jessie McAfee and is a daughter of Mrs. C. T.
McAfee who lives in Centerville, So.
Oak., at the present time.

^^ VM. _•*.-•*. .«B..V*B..felB..!te..1te..

The members of the Neighborhood
pinochle club were guests Saturday
evening of Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Wilson at their home east of here. Mr.
and Mrs. Carsten Henneberg were additional guests. High scores for the
evening were held by Mrs. Ben Brodersen and Emmett Wilson. The next
meeting of 'the club will be held Saturday evening at the home of Mr. and
Mlrs. Brodersen.
The following out-of-town teachers
in the Anita public schools spent the
Thanksgiving vacation of the school
at their respective homes: Miss Leona
Dominy at Estherville; Earl Bock,
Baldwin; Miss Lucile Buchanan, St
Charles; Miss Marian Miller, Payton;
Miss Wiona Kyle, Fail-field; Miss
Rose Marie LaGrange, Storm Lake;
Miss Vonne Jones, New Market; and j
Miss Maxine Pershing, Ashland, Neb.
The members of the O. T. O. club
met one day last week at the home
of Mrs. Roscoe Smith northwest of
here. Ten members and one visitor,
Mrs. Elmer Jensen, were present. The
women spent the afternoon tying a
comforter and sewing quilt blocks,
following which a lunch was served |
by the hostess. An all-day meeting
will be held on Dec. 18 at the home ,
of Mrs. Frank Osen and Mrs. Reed j
Osen. This will be the Christmas
meeting.
The members of the Friendly Circle
were guests Wednesday afternoon of
Mrs. Elmer Jensen at her home north
of here. Thirteen members and three
visitors, Mrs. Rose Smith, Mrs. L. L.
Dorsey and Mrs. Glen Baylor, were
present. Mrs. Harley Warren was the
wnner of a contest which was put on
uring the afternoon. Election of
fflcers for the ensuing year were as
ollows: Mrs. Paul Barber, presient; Mrs. Harry Johnson, vice presi; Mrs. Boyd Williamson, secretary;
frs. Ted Cooley, treasurer; and MSrs.
larold iCooper, reporter. A lunch!
was served by the hostess. Mrs. Kenleth Gipple will be hostess at the next
meeting of the club on Dec. 10.
The Anita Federated Woman's club
will hold their regular monthly meetng this (Wednesday) evening at the
ugh school auditorium at 7:30 p. m.
•loll call will be, "Christmas Customs
m Other Lands." Mrs. Gail Burke
will give a talk on Composer Handel;
Mrs. Joseph Schitf will review the
ives of Earl Horter, William Zorack
and Adolph Depne; Mrs. P. T. Williams
will have paper on, "Religious Education in Art;" Mrs. E. S. Holton will
review the original story, "The Shawl;"
and Mrs. A. T. Evans will have a paper on, "Denmark." There will also
be group singing of Christmas carols
The members, who were to have been
in charge of the November meeting
which was missed, will decide at thi
meeting when they will hold the on
•missed.
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Christmas-Just 3 Weeks Away
DECORATIONS for your tree are limited .. 5c & lOc
LIGHTS IN STRANDS
89c & $1.59
WREATHS
50c & $1.00
We Have a Number of Items For Your
Party and Grab Bag
lOc to 50c
SEVERAL GIFT SUGGESTIONS
MILITARY BRUSH SETS
50c to $1.50
SHAVE SETS
50c to $3.50
HUMIDORES
50c to $1.00
PERFUMES
50c to $5.00
PIPES
50c to $3.50
COSMETIC SETS
$1.00 to $10.00
— CHRISTMAS CARDS AT Ic to lOc —
PAGE & SHAW BOX CANDY . . . .25c to $3.50
COMPACTS, Single, Double, Triple . .$1.00 to $5.00
COMPLETE LINE OF LEATHER GOODS
Lowest Prices on Nationally Advertised Products

BONGERS
We Deliver

(The Rexall Store)

Phone 102

Coal Might Be Scarce Later This Winter
Please Buy Or Place Your Orders Now
KUNZ GRAIN CO.
BERT C. RAMUS, Manager

Cass County Farm
Bureau Drive
Starts Today
American Farm Bureau Helped You Obtain—
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

85% Parity Bill — 1 Year
Commodity Credit Corporation Bill
Corn Sealing Program
Rural Electrification Program
31/2% Interest Rate until 1942

Iowa Farm Bureau Helped You Get—
1.
2.
3.
4.

Gas Tax Refund (average saving per farmer, $18.87)
Sealed Corn Tax Exemption (saving, 50%)
REA Tax Exemption
Homestead Exemption

Cass County Farm Bureau Supports—
1. Education Projects
a. 4-H Clubs
b. Women's Home Project
c. Rural Youth Group
d. Young Married Group
2. Commercial Projects
a. Auto Insurance
b. Serum Service
c. Cooperative Buying and Marketing

Problems You and I Must Meet—
1.
2.
3.
4.

National Defense
Maintenance of Parity Prices
Shock of Demobilization
Trying to Avtrt Another Depression

OFFICERS
President
Clarence Pellett
Vice President ...Clifton Acker

Secretary
Treasurer

J. G. Stevenson
Clifton Pollock

DIRECTORS
Grove
Frank Bailey
Pymosa .. . Edward T. Goettsch
Washington
Harry Winston
Franklin
Kenneth Neary
Brighton
Elden Kay
Edna
E. G. Hansen
Bear Grove
Ralph Nichols
Lincoln
Edwin Fredricksen

Benton
Loyal Possehl
Massena
Harley Perry
Pleasant ... .William Ferguson
Noble
Willard MuJLler
Grant
Gunnar Hjortahoj
Cass
Harry L. Evans
Victoria
J. E. Amdor
Union
Gilbert Lacey

Will You Do Your Share and Keep Organized
Agriculture Working For You?

With the Present Price of

Beef and Pork
It Is Advisable to Rent a

Locker

— A SURE WAY TO ECONOMIZE —

Miller's Lockers
ANITA — WIOTA — CUMBERLAND
THERE IS ONE NEAR YOU

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
Farmer Needed No Help
In Convincing Himself

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

SEWING CDIRCLE

By HAROLD L. LUNDQUIST. D. D.
Dean of The Moody Bible Institute
of Chicago.
t
(Beleased by Western Newspaper Union.)

three-quarter sleeves and around
the top of the hem- of the swirly
skirt. And if you dare to wear
red—it's a perfect style for this
brilliant shade—or a bright green.
Then it will be one of the most
cheering-up dresses you have in
your new season's wardrobe!
• * '•

Lesson for December 7
. Lesson m.
lected and
Council of
permission.

THE NATURE AND WORK OF
THE CHURCH

Pattern No. 8034 is in uneven sizes 11
to 19. Size 13, three-quarter sleeves, takes
4 yards 35-inch' material, 5 yards braid.
For this attractive pattern send your
order to:

LESSON TEXT—Acts 2:41-47; Ephesiani
4:11-16^.
GOLDEN TEXT—Christ also loved the
church, and gave himself for it.—Ephesians
5:25.

SEWING CIRCLE PATTERN DEPT.

Old Farmer Robinson broke his
plow, so he decided to borrow on»
from Farmer Brown.
On the way to the Brown farm
he started thinking: "I wonder if
old Brown will let me take his
plow."
As he got near to the neighboring farm he thought: "I doubt if
he will lend me that plow."
Then as he knocked at the farmhouse door: "No, I'm certain he
won't lend it to me."
Farmer Brown came to the
door, smiled and asked, "Well,
what can I do for you?"
"I «just came to say," snorted
Robinson, "that you can keep your
bloomin' plow!"

OROLIHE

The church, which is so much the
Room 1324
311 W. Wacker Dr.
Chicago
center of life for Christians, is not
Enclose IS cents In coins for
as well understood as it should be.
We have come to regard it as just
Pattern No
Size
one organization among many comName
Characterized by Actions
peting for the attention and interest
Address
Noble blood is an accident of
of men, when it isjeally a divine, livfortune, noble actions characterize
ing organism established by Christ
the great.—Goldoni.
as His Body and representing Him
in this world. Our lesson presents
significant truth for both study and
teaching. The church is
I. A Fellowship of Believers (Acts
|
',
, ••:••
•
r
2:41-47).
[Christmas Baking Begins With Luscious Fruit Cake!
Prunes, stuffed with cottage or
The church is made up of those
(See Recipes Below.)
cream cheese and put in the rewho are saved (v. 47), those who
frigerator early in the day make
have received the Word by faith and
Holiday Fare
a perfect salad ingredient for
witnessed a good confession of their
THIS WEEK'S MENU
dinner.
faith
in
Christ
(v.
41).
-This
is
a
istmas Is something pretty
* * *
fact to be remembered in a time
Clear
Vegetable
Broth
j], I'm sure you'll agree, and
To
keep
brass
or metal door
when
there
is
so
much
laxness
in
Lima Beans
b desjerves something pretty Lamb Shanks
knockers, doorknobs and andirons
receiving members into the church.
Mashed Potatoes
J in the way of food. To my
shiny, apply a thin coat of colorIt is not a religious or social club.
Fthe fruit cakes and plum pudGrated Carrot-Pineapple Salad
less wax to them. You can do the
It is not a rallying place for those
[are that special something
Muffins
.Beverage
same to brass candlesticks and
who wish to work for some ecotheir handsome brown, fruity
Queen's Bread Pudding
other ornaments.
nomic, political, or social project. It
* * •
rss and delectable flavors,
is not a gathering of good people
[charm of both these kinds of
When
opening
a new pattern
who wish to share common interjies lies in their ripened,
% teaspoon salt
write the number of the pattern
ests.
mellowed flavors
1 cup margarine
on each piece. No matter how
The church needs to cleanse its
which comes only
1 cup sugar
scattered the pieces may get, you
rolls of all unbelievers, all hangerswith proper aging
8 egg whites
will know to which pattern they
on, and get back to the purity which
when the spices,
1 tablespoon lemon juice
belong.
it had when only those were re* * •
fruits, nuts and
Cut fruits and peels in thin slices. ceived who were manifestly "add
b u t t e r b l e n d Mix cherries and ginger with 1 ed" by the Lord (v. 47).
Mops, dustcloths and brashes
themselves into
cup flour and toss
give best results when they're
Such folk have many interests
mysterious goodlightly. Cream which
F YOO have been admiring kept clean. See that such equipbind them together in fellow
margarine with ship, devotion, and service. The
ness. So bake the
peasant frocks—here's one for ment is thoroughly washed, rinsed
fruit cakes and
% cup sugar. Sift early church was interested in sound fall which hits a new high in and aired, frequently.
* *i*
together flour doctrinal teaching (v. 42), an excel- charm and smartness. The long
. . . , puddings in adbaking powder lent thing. They had fellowship in bodice buttons up the front to a
d give them a chance to
Cauliflower perks up with a
and salt and beat prayer (v. 42); we need that too. round, high neckline which is to sprinkling of celery seed in a
., Jifelr best in flavor.
into batter. Add They had gladness of heart (v. 46);, be trimmed with bright colorful white sauce, with paprika dashed
I you're about the big busifloured fruits and do we not need a renewal of the braid. Repeat the same on the on liberally before serving. .
I making a' fruit cake, bake
|small cakes in small glass nuts and mix thoroughly. Add lem- song of the Lord in our midst?
Bigger value when ytra buy;
dishes to give as gifts, on juice to egg whites and beat
n- P- c»- e^. o~ o- c^. o- (^- o- c^- o- o*
They had such fervent love for
Better results when you bake...'
ated with sprigs of liolly until stiff. Add remaining sugar and each other that they established a
?
No wonder Clabber Girl is the
_^6e and holiday ribbons beat until smooth. Fold into batter. communal system of sharing with
enthusiastic choice of millions
A
quiz
with
answers
offering
?
Turn
into
greased
tube
pans
lined
i a perfect gift.
another, something which God
of women. It belongs in every,
with waxed paper and bake in a one
had never commanded and which
i Fruit Cake*.
thrifty home. It belongs in the1
M'j^/jjf£ijSt^
information
en
various
subjects
?
slow (325 degree) oven fpr 3 hours. apparently failed with them, for it
cupboard of every proud baker.
10 to 12 pounds)
To my mind there's nothing quite was later abandoned. But the point
For Clabber Girl s absolute deso festive as the plum pudding is that they really did love each othpendability adds to the pleasure'
flour
6. Fourteenth ("Nor shall any
brought flaming to the table, and I er and thus showed their true disof home baking, and its remark-!
The Questions
litter
jtate
deprive
any
person
of
life,
able economy stretches the food
served
with
a
rich
sauce.
cipleship (see lesson of last Sunj, brown sugar
budget.
iberty, or property without due
Plum
Padding.
1.
What
state's
capital
is
the
| raisins
day).
irocess of law").
(Makes 3% pounds)
in the United States?
You Pay Less for Clabber Girl!
I currants
[. A Center of Christian Ministry largest
2.
Approximately
how
long
is
1
cup
suet
1. Fishing.
... but You Use No More .. .f
ecans
(Eph.
4:11).
the period of the moon's revolu1 cup molasses
8.
A
country
estate.
ritron
The church is God's chosen de- tion^bout the earth?
2 cups bread crumbs
9. The first time the United |
pository for spiritual gifts, among
3. What great actress had a leg States
3 eggs, unbeaten
flag was used hi warfare
pueach, nutmeg, cinnathem
being
the
special
ministries
amputated
in
1915
but
returned
to
1 cup raisins
Surope
was by the American I
ace
mentioned
here.
The
Holy
Spirit
the stage afterwards? 1 cup currants
jeditionary
Forces of the Worl
—jvon juice
calls men as He chooses. Blessed
4. Can dolphins swim at birth? war, but it was
1 cup flour
BAKING POWDER
not taken into the
Icanned peach Juice
is the church which recognizes His
1 teaspoon each, cinnamon, nut5.
Who
made
famous
the
adage:
zone of the advance.
glass jelly (blackberry,
choice
of
teaehers,
evangelists,
meg, cloves
"Speak softly and carry a big 10. Abraham Lincoln's.
nt or grape)
The
preaphers, and leaders and gives stick"?
1 tablespoon flavoring
^taream";' .
Our Imagination
them liberty to serve the Lord in
6. What amendment to the Con- course is offered by the Lincoln
1 cup milk
Sentiment is the poetry of the
J and dry raisins and curtheir calling.
1 teaspoon soda
stitution includes the important Memorial university in Harrogate,
Imagination.—LaMartine.
| Blanch almonds, drain andMix well the suet and molasses.
It is God who calls men for these "due process" clause?
Tenn.
i pecans into quarters. Cut Add bread crumbs and. mix in eggs various activities in His vineyard.
7. In what sport does the parnto thin slices. Place fruit one at a time. Add raisins and Self-appointed or man-chosen lead- ticipant rarely see his quarry until
•mixing bowl. Sift flour, currants mixed with the flour and ers and preachers are destined to after it is captured?
le and sift with spices and spices, then flavoring. Mix in milk fail, but God's men may be assured
8. In Spanish America, what is
nth fruits until well-coated, and soda dissolved in 1 cup boiling of His blessing and power.
meant by a hacienda?
(butter and sugar, add beaten water. Grease mold, put in pudm. A Place of Spiritual Growth
9. When was the United States
jelly. Stir in flour and ding % full and seal tight. Place in (Eph. 4:12-16).
flag first used in warfare in
nately with fruit juice first, kettle of boiling water on a trivet
The purpose of the gifts of the Europe?
team.
or a rack and have the water come Spirit is the edifying and building 10. What American's career,
When'a
due to • cold, driTttyoomwl.
pans with heavy waxed pa- half way around the mold. Steam up of believers. A church should al- achievements and contributions to
Cough Drop. i»arij» shy
Smith
id butter slightly. Fill pans for three hours. Serve hot.
literature
are
studied
as
an
entire
ways be evangelistic in its efforts.
; to the top. Bake small loaf
An excellent dessert fpr Christ- The pastor should be a soul-winner, college course leading to a
Smith Bros. Cough Drops are tin
|3 to 3& hours at 275 degrees, mas time or winter time is this old- but essentially his ministry is to so degree?
_ _
rge loaf-cakes 4 to" 4% hours fashioned suet pudding much akin edify and instruct believers that
only *ops containing VITAMIN A
The Aruwert
[ degrees^ Cool.
to the plum pudding:
Vitamin A (Carotene) nltes the rateance of
they may go out and win others to
Suet Pudding.
1 cakes etaa r.ack. When cool,
mucous membranes of nose and throat to
Christ.
1. Massachusetts (Boston).
cold infections, when lack of resistJin hea% waxed paper and
(Serves 10)
MARK
Verses 13 to 16 tell us how this
•nee is due to Vitamin A deficiency.
2. Twenty-seven and one-half
TRAD
1 cup suet, chopped fine
Itightly;
'perfecting
of
the
saints"
moves
days.
QU prefer the lighter fruit
1 cup molassesforward. There is unity of Uje faith
3. Sarah Bernhardt.
a liquid. Any object that sink*
why not try this less rich
1 cup bread crumbs
_
Liquid Sand
and
a
growth
in
knowledge,
a
stead4. Dolphins are expert swim
in water, such as a bullet, will
% cup evaporated milk, mixed iness which keeps believers from
ist as elegant cousin of the
Silver
sand
is
believed
to
be
the
mers from the time of birth.
likewise sink in this peculiar sand*
I Fruit Cake:
with
only
dry
matter
that
behaves
like
being led astray by error or tbe
5. Theodore Roosevelt.
Vt cup water
. Light Fruit Cake.
cleverness of men. Thus kept from
IVfe cups flour
{(Makes 3% to 4 pounds)
drifting, and being steadily enriched
1 teaspoon cinnamon
I pounds mixed crystallized
in knowledge of the truth, the believ1 teaspoon salt
uits (cherries, pineapple, etc.)
er grows up to spiritual manhood.
1
cup
raisins
or
currants
or
prewund mixed lemon, orange,
Do not miss the beauty and helpserved fruit
Itronpeelfl
Mix all dry jngredients together fulness of verses 15 and116. Like the
bound! blanched, chopped ai- add fruit, then suet and milk. Turn body "fitly framed and knit togethds .•• :- ; : '-;v,..'.•
into greased pudding mold, cups or er " the church of Christ is to be a
EVERY TIME. THEY'RE EXTRA
. araschlnc; cherries
perfectly co-ordinated organism, evcans,
cover
tightly
with
greased
paIcup diced preserved ginger
MILD AND THEY'VE GOT THE
cer or fitted covers. Place .on a ery member performing its perfect
rack in a kettle of boiling water service in building up the body in
FLAVOR THAT ALWAYS HITS
poon 'baking powder
which comes half way up to the love for the glory of its Headmolds. Cover kettle and steam 3 Christ.
THE SPOT"
This figure of the Church as the
Crs i* in a mold, or 1 hour if in
cups Serve with hard sauce or body of Christ and the working toeether of the members for the glory
plum Pudding Sauce.
*
TOE SMOK Of sLQwa-Binmma
CUPS tturaitt
ffistmas wouldn't be ChristCce is to pudding as stuffing is of the Head is further developed in
. ' ' f you didn't; have good
I
Corinthians
12.
which
the
reader
to me turkey so make it good. For
("us like fruit cake and plum
is urged to consider, especially
steamed puddings
n" on hand.. But since these
verses 12 to 27.
a hard sauce flalots of time to make, plan
vored with whatdun the average of the 4 other largestin the process of making
Watching to See
ever you desire
1
selling cigarettes tested—less than any of
'or several days soXme day
With the Christian who takes the
is excellent.
them—according to independent scientific
deep true view of his religion as a
t tire ?0u, QUt.
•AYS AMMYJpNK TESTER,
"" i and nuts can be cut and
auide in all earthly matters, materitests of the traoke faelfl ~
i several days in advance
ll or spiritual, there is never any
' usually, involve considfeverish, blind-alley skirmishing; rn
/ ^Out,
the face of threatened ill. He just
I/A cup butter
len
putting the batter in the
wfits vigilantly, trustfully upon
1 cup powdered sugar
•ft,
be sure that the corners
God, ready to do His will the mo2 tablespoons cider or
"ell filled with batter so
? tablespoon other flavoring
ment it is made clear to him. I
THE CIGARETTE
.„! eet a nice looking -cake or
331 watch to see what He will say
2 eggs
Ming. ..»•:.
. -.
to
me."
Watching
to
see!
In
those
OF COSTLIER
[°dfre the cak« or pudding in a
telling words lies the whole secret
of the thing that mystifies non'et y Place, Have it tightly
I TOBACCOS
well religious folk so completelr--the inar.
When wel
' «d preferably in a tin conlk
well-beaten
««
£
£
o
in
double
1
0
k
vffie calm and courage with which
«<•• Sound apples may be kept
mixed, stir m m U k w
., • container itself to keep
real Christians meet the worst aar « pudding aooisVlnrt must
versitles that can befall thwn to tb«
Unplaced
I*
they
become
deworld:
refl
or 8hrtvd«d.

I
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ARE
1TURDAY IS FIRST Hen Hay Enlist In Naval QUESTIONNAIRES
GOING OUT FAST NOW AAA Officials Recommend
Insurance For Corn By'43
IF "BIG DAYS" HERE Reserve Now For 2 Years

LUMP IN IOWA WPA
ROLLS DURING 1941

NUMBER 50

MACHINERY CHECK
SHEET TO FARMERS

Two hundred Cass county regisIowa WPA rolls are 8,091 smaller
The Navy Department announced trants were sent questionnaires
.
„ „..._
this
ban they were a year ago, State
week b
th
Crop
insurance
for
corn
by
1943
this week that it is now possible to
y e Cass <]ounty Selective
dministrator John M. Naughton said
tmss Shoppers Urged to Do Their enlist in the Naval Reserve for
Board, according to M. B. and eventually for all crops grown his week. On Nov. 25, 1941j»WPA
pping at the Stores of Local period of two, three or four years, ac- Parkinson, clerk of the board. Those on the farm was recommended in a mployed 15,024 compared to 23,115 USDA Defense Board Is Mailing List
to Cass Farmers This Week to
cording to J. J. Lutter, head of the who received their questionnaires were meeting of crop insurance and AAA ersons on Nov. 27, 1940.
erehants And to Efcjoy the
state
officials
recently
in
Denver,
Colo.
Help Them Check On Needed
U. S. Navy recruiting station at Car- numbers 1,801 to 2,000, inclusive.
Of the 1941 total, 10,053 or 66.9
Big Pre-Chrlstrams Days, roll.
Those who received the question- Jess Alton, Iowa crop insurance su- er cent were on construction proRepairs for Machinery.
pervisor, said that the meeting was
In the Naval Reserve, your pa.y, naires in this part of the county were:
ects,
and
17,870
or
77.3
per
cent
were
unanimous in favor of coverage • of
turday .iWill be a day when all your training and your chances ''for Anita—Harry Clair Gill, Forest all crops on the farm in a single on engaged a year ago.
[fanners of the Anita trade terri- promotion are the same as in the Josephus 'Smith, Meivin Lewis Key, policy but that the group did not favor Community service and the won.en's A farm machinery check sheet to
help farmers list the repair parts
will'be sure to 'be in town so regular Navy, he said, and you get Norman Gail Morgan, Gerald Sheu- automatic crop insurance for every rogram last month occupied 4,777 or
maker, Byron Dee King, Harold Arthey will need to put their machhithe
extra
advantage,
if
qualified,
of
1.8
per
centr-ctmtrasted
with
5,135
co-operator in the AAA program.
; they will be on hand when the
chie
ery in good condition for 1942 is bechoosing
the
type
of
work
you
wantl
Wheatley,
George
Worthing
ersons
or
22
per
cent
of
the
1940
ring for the large number of
Rejection of the automatic insurScar ett
l . Charles Lafayette Scarlett, ance idea was based on the fear that ovember total.
f ing mailed to all farmers in the
i of seed corn and sacks of com- to do before you enlist. Age require- j Leland
county this week by the Cass Coun%
Roscoe Morgan, Earl Milton
ments
for
the
reserve
are
for
men
The
remainder
are
employed
on
the
it might interfere with the soil concial feed takes place. The seed
Bock, Paul Frederick Denney, Virgil servation objectives of the farm pro- ivision of training or re-employment USDA Defense Board, it was anftom 17 to 50.
and feeds are being donated by
Petersen, Milo Franklin Mardesen,
lis year's figure being 194 persona nounced today. IClair D. Becker,
I seed corn dealers and feed stores, If you have been working in radio, Marvin Reuben Scott, Gail Ernest gram, Alton said.
epresenting
1.03 per cent of the state chairman of the board, calls upon
or as a mechanic, a welder, a photoCorn insurance will be made availhe exact time of the drawing has
Burke, Edward Ernest Niemand, Arnoad,
compared
to 110 persons or .05 Cass farmers to do these two things
grapher,
a
stenographer,
or
in
a,
able to farmers by 1943 if the recom[been set, however, it is suggested
at once:
old
Andrew
Hansen,
Ralph
Marion
er
cent
last
year.
number of other trades, this is your
mendation of the conference is acyou be in town during the afJ. Use the check sheet to list the
Highest WPA load was 37,400 on
chance to cash in on your experience Fowble, Fred Vernon Dressier, Wil- cepted and most of them are confident
on if you do not want to miss
repair
parts needed.
bur
Allison
Young,
Neil
Julian
Johnilarch
6,
1936,
and
the
minimum
flright now and get the expert Navy
big dwwinfc in which all men training which later on in civil life son, Conrad T. McAfee, John Freder- that it will be generally available ure for Iowa was set with 13,518 last
2. Order the necessary parts at
i have registered in the book pro- will fit you for a better paid job than ick Scarlett, Jr., Eric Henry Osen, at least by 1944.
uly 16. Highest figure for the cur- once from their implement dealers.
for them, are eligible to win a you have ever held before, for Navy George Jensen Lund, Raymond Leroy There was some talk of introduc- ent fiscal year was 17,462 last July 2.
He suggested that particular atNo definite time will be set trained men are always in demand, Dorsey, Forrest Samuel Wilson, Ar- ing it on a trial basis in some areas
tention
be given to chains, belts, bearin 1943 but there was also strong Expenditures on, WPA projects
|any of the drawings on any of he concluded.
thur Robert Garside, Oliver Sherman sentiment to make all-risk insurance rom July 1 through Oct. 31 totaled ings, wheels, pulleys, gears and
days that .prizes will be given,
6,653,077, of which $4,142,745 was sprockets, since these are the sources
Further information may be obtain- Roberts, Paul Leroy White, Thomas
you Kiave not yet registered in ed from Postmaster George O. Smith- A. Sharpies and Walter Leroy Dorsey. available throughout the com belt on y the federal government and $2,- of most trouble with farm implements.
If dealers are unable to obtain re^proper book at Forshay's insur- er-or the Navy Recruiting Station, Massena—Ervin Noah Harris, Don the 1943 crop, Alton reported follow- 10,332 by various sponsoring organiing his return.
pairs which farmers order, they are ,
offfce, doj^Mhe next time that Carroll, Iowa.
ations.
Bernard Buboltz, Charles Chester
1
The conference favored a threeire, neftfcih^re. A book is proNaughton called attention to ad- requested to notify the county defense '
Mjlls, Harold Elmer Brawe, Kenneth year crop insurance policy instead of
1
board.
for t$e/ii)|en, women and childArnold Jensen, Leon Jensen, Elmer making coverage available only on ministrative costs of $139,515 or 3.37
Mr. Becker also urges farmers to
nd it $»>Kteked that you please PROGRESS MADE IN
Russell Pont, Everett Verle Whitak- a year-to-year basis and also the er cent. The law allows 5 per cent
offer for sale all the scrap iron, old
or
administration.
er in-ttie right Doofci':..-^1
er,
Theodore
Roosevelt
Jensen,
John
IOWA T. B. CAMPAIGN
making of loans through local agenThe average monthly earnings of a fencing, automobile bodies, and disthose of ytra who,never 'seem
Vern Stender, George Nelson Scase.III, cies was recommended.
iVPA worker for the July to Octo- carded machinery which they have
i enough to eat, next Wednesday, New progress during the first nine Wallace Herman Holste, George Cruise
er period were $58.62 for 124.6 around the farm. Sale of this un_7, wm be thejdayJBjj^ybu will months of 1941 in the unceasing cam- Anstey,; Harold Carlton Smith,? Harry
NOTICE.
ours of work, the average time work- used scrap iron will improve the apto foe m Anitai Sterling around paign against tuberculosis in Iowa was' Joseph Brower, Newton Eugene Taypearance of the farmstead, help the
free ;pancakes and coffee will reported today by the state health de- lor, Charles Lewis Holshuh, John
My law office will be closed from d.
national defense program by furnishNaughton
announced
the
average
J,8,1'Wagner's garage to those iiartment.
Thomas iCasey, Virgil Nicholas Con- December 10 until January 6.
ourly wage paid was 47 cents. This ing iron for steel manufacture, and
cdinjhnnity who. wish them. I- A total of 49 x-ray conferences at- nor, Conrad iMattheis McKee, Mlarion
Charles E. Walker.
It
ompared
to 44 cents for the year furnish extra cash with which to buy
ai there, were nearly 700 pjates tended by persons known to have been LeRoy Maas, Ralph Sylvester Curry
machinery repair parts.
>
.
| in contact with cases of tuberculosis' and Joseph Donald Amdor.
Mrs. Isabelle Dougherty has gone nding last June 30, 46.6 cents for
Scrap iron in Cass county should
he
year
ending
June
30,
1937;
47.6
for
Lladies, just can't afford.' tp,miss was held during these months corn- Wiota—Milfjprd William Mailander, to Des Moines to spend the winter
bring
about $11.00 per ton, according
l
lay, Dec.'* 20, as the Greater pared with 39 conferences in the same Elmer John Dinkla, Merlin Harris months visiting at the homes of her 938; 48.1 for 1939; and 42.9 for 1940. to the best information available to
Sponsors'
portions
of
the
costs
have
''Club has selected a very fine period last year, the department told. Mayberry, Roy Elmer Kloppenburg, son and daughter.
aried more widely. For the July to the local defense board. Before sellgifts for the lucky women
Visits of public health nurses to Herman Bernard Behrends, Richard
ctober period they averaged 38.5 ing old machinery, however, farmers
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Dennis
Pearce
left
; Anita that day. Be sure to persons and families having had con-' Murry Maas, Merle Joseph Ury, Gail
should salvage all parts which might
Dec. 23,' when 12 baskets tact with tuberculosis soared to 5,225, Dean Thomsen, Joe Andrew Trimmer, Saturday for Mooreland, Okla., where er cent.
come in handy for repair purposes
For
the
fiscal
year
ending
June
30,
they
will
spend
several
weeks
visitwill be given away and contrasted with 2,920 last year fpr the Kermit Henry Kloppenburg, Edward
later on.
"24, candy and toys will be corresponding months. Histories of pete Mailander and Meivin Zimmer- ing at the home of her brother, Arthur 937, the average was 23.5 per cent;
su
938,
31.3
per
cent;
1939,
29.7
per
cent;
Crawford and family.
the children.
ch contacts mounted to 10,665 as man.
940, 33.9 per cent; 1941, 35.2 per DR. NORMAN WAGNER
entitled, "Christmas in against 7,748.
I
UNITED IN MARRIAGE
Graveside
services
and
burial
were
:nt.
BASKETBALL
wffl be presented by the
In addition, 4,278 persons werej
held
Sunday
afternoon
inj
Evergreen
Boys' and Girls' Game
rfls'in the Anita school at x-rayed compared with 3,096 last year.'
Dr. Norman W. Wagner of WashFontanelle vs. Anita — Dec. 12 cemetery for Mrs. Nettie Mfcy Tower, 'ORMER ANITA GIRL
school auditorium on the Also the number of patients given
ington,
D. C., son of Mr. and_Mrs. J. A.
. tuberculin tests increased, climbing :
Orient vs. Anita — Dec. 16 60, former Anita resident, who died
Wagner, and Miss Eloise Brandt, also
Tuesday, Dec. 23.
MARRIES
IN
ATLANTIC
Friday
noon
at
Iowa
Methodist
hospifrom 3,096 in 1940 to 4,584 this year/ Games Start 7:30 p. m. — Reg. Adm.
of Washington, D. C., daughter of
tal in Des Moines after an illness of
The case-finding program, sponsor-i
Miss Ruth Allanson, a former resi- Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Brandt of Morris,
several
months.
Accompanying
the
ed jointly by the Iowa tuberculosis
The annual Red Cross roll call in
ent of Anita, and Harry J. Cogswell, I Minn., were united in marriage Sat*T HOME
association and the health department, j Anita to date has netted $185.00, body here were her mother, Mrs. Sa- >oth of Chicago, were united in mar- i urday at Bethesda, Md., according to
mantha E. Hansen, Cedar Falls; a
F
holding a slight'margin for is now in its four<$full year of op.; however, the quota for Anita is, 225
sister, Mrs. Thelma Dresselhuis, Ode- iage at 11 o'clock last Wednesday! word received here this week,
«lhe*ni&high school eration. At present 78 rural counties, members, ^l^nt^n^e grade.
bolt; and six brothers, Bonney M. morning at the rectory of SS., Peter 1 The groom is a graduate of the
Hansen, Kansas City; Glen, Alfred, md Paul's Catholic church in Allan-' Anita high school and of the College
£= SVS'S S'^S^" personnel and ^Junior ^^±^^5^ Harry, Samuel G. and Harlan C. Han- ic, the Rev. P. N. MoDermott per- ! of Medicine at the University of Iowa.
Porch and Williams
sen, all of Des Moines. Since 1935 'orming the nuptial service. Wit-, On the completion of his internship
she has been manager of Hotel Harlan nessing the ceremony were Dr. and ' at the U. S. Marine hospital in ChiMrs. R. A. Becker of Atlantic.
! cago, he was commissioned Assistant
in Des Moines.
Following the nuptial service, a , Surgeon of the U. S. Public Health
was 23 to 18 !
i cational work and the efforts of a immediately.
buffet luncheon was served for the Service and was appointed to the snrthe9 score
up to
disease"
atywiv \<*w
v** 30
*"* all
*»** militant public against this
.
j
bridal party at the iCameo room of gery department of the U. S. Public
„. HagenS* rapid-fire mainly account for the gams, accord- ^
Hotel Whitney ."after which the couple Health Dispensary in Washington,
turned the table. Rhoads did ing to the department.
left on a wedding trip. They will D. C.
Job on defense and made a
"The progress in 1941 is the result
make their home in Chicago.
! Mrs. Wagner is a graduate of St.
He of-nice ahots. Lees and Wil- of united public opinion against this
The bride is a daughter of Edward Mary's hospital at Minneapolis, Minn.,
left the game because of too disease and js a tribute to the endeavVALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
G Allanson of Anita. She attended and prior to her marriage was confouls. The game was very ex- ors of the Christmas'Seal sale workers
the University of Kansas and Iowa nected with the Public Health NursTexas
Eg all the way through.
;now a^ain conducting their annual
r
EL .:*.
Seedless — 96 Size
State col'ege at Ames and at one ing Service in Washington, D. C.
pdai? evening Fontanelle invades drive, the voluntary associations^
time was an instructor in the Atlantic ' The many friends of the groom.m
I Anita ^odr for a boys' and girls' all
junior high school. For the past fif- this vicinity extend congratulates
ested in eradicating tuberculosis,"
Extra Fancy Delicious
teen years she has lived in Chicago, and sincere best wishes to the couple.
was added.
Full of Color — Dozen
where she studied voice. She has also 1
.anrfMrs. Chester Cool of River-,
done dramatic work: over Chicago ra- 1 Carl Daubendiek of Jefferson was
Cal., are visiting here at the | There was a small attendance at
dio stations and served as social sec- an Anita business caller one day last
• of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. the farmer's adult evening school MonChristmas — Mixed — 2 Pounds
retary of the Unipn League Boys' week.
Burns. Sgt. Cool returned to day evening, however, enough were
clubs.
—
~
rside the first of the week, how- present to make a good discussion
Fresh Roasted — Large Size
Mr. Cogswell was graduated from ! Wilbur Heckman, Jr., who is station'*, his wife remained here for a group. At the meeting next Monday
Pound
Georgptown University at Washing- ed at Ft. Riley, Kan., spent the week
ton, D. C., and is a member of the end here visiting at the home of his
—
oiacusai"** WA t<»»v «»-"j
'
Washington bar. He is president of parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Heckraan.
ford was received here this week Feeding." All farmers and those inRolls
Bakery
Special
—
6
For
A
the Chicago Latrobe Twist Drill com-i death of Mrs. Louis Levine of terested in farming in this communpany and for the last six months has
A county declamatory contest will
•sfield, Cal., Friday morning. ity are urged to attend.
C 1 J n
:„« Briardale — Whipped
served
temporarily
with
the
Office
of
j
be
held Thursday evening at the high
». Levine is the former Mldred
__
Production Management at Washing-' school auditorium composed of second
iowlton, a daughter of the late Mr.! The Anita American Legion ana
' ton D. C.
' Place winners in home contests. Schools
|4 Mrs. Prank Knowlton, and a niece Legion Auxiliary were host and hostess
participating will be Wiota, Massena,
Earl and Fred Knowlton. Burial at a meeting of the Cass county Le-,
RaisinS
Seedless — 2 Pound Bag
18c
Cumberland, Atlantic and Anita.
Ernest
Wagner
of
Bridgeport!,
Conn.,
' mad"there.
Igion and Auxiliary last Wednesday,
visited in Anita Friday at the home
'
evening
at
the
high
school
auditorium.
|
.n
evei
n ff
Tall Corn — Fresh Roasted and OA^
A district area meeting of the
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. A.
;gion and Auxiliary held sepVt
Vord was received here last week The
American Legion was held Sunday
Coffee
Ground
Pound
*
Wagner.
.
business
meetings
and
then
, relatives'that an 8% pound girl arate
at Guthrie Center. Those from here
~ Ju^.
N waa, bora
Lt. ».~
and .
Mrs. J. B held a joint meeting.. Mrs. Frost
Great Northern — Large White OQw»» to
n
R W (Mick) Forshay, president j who attended were: W. A. Linfor,
on Saturday, Nov. 29, at San pattersDn Of Fontanelle, wife of the
of the National Association of I n - j John Mehlmann, Faye Holliday, Guy
"mo, Texas. This is the second ?th dlBtrict commander, Mrs. Floyd
surance Agents, left Monday evening ! Steinmetz, Harley Miller, Harry Highnfc
d in the! fwnily. Mrs. Eastman is Dementi pftst 7th. district P""W« .J
ri
l
.•
Briardale
—
7
Delicious
Flavors
for New York City to attend to busi-iley, Frank Watkins and Ralph Biggs.
former Ruth Dement, daughter of tne
iary, and
Mrs. G.
h AuxU
AUXUIBIJ,
•""•
- M.
• Decamp,.
A dinner was served to those in atGelatine
Per
Package
ness matters of the association.
. ..
. _
.
. •_:*._
•
.
:j«-4- .iroi-o all
past Cass county president, were all
Dement pf Anita.
^tendance nt noon, following which
— introduced. The Atlantic post gave
the meetingM was held with Mr. Linfor,
r> t
Cl
Briardale — For Better
Mr.
M,rs. vi«*»»
Glen Holmes
if!i and
ttliU IM,Xsti»«»»»»v-* of
-—— Guth— ——
i—
licenses apwhich was a ^presentation
ie Center visited in Anita Sunday at I district vice commander, in charge.
Lake
rlOUr
Cakes
—
Large
Package
^ for inHCasa county are unclaimbroa'dcasting station KFUN, with
he home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
——
-—. due to ajyjMOl or Change in ad -, Walter Wright of Atlantic as station
^
i
•
Early
Wisconsin,
Ib.
20c
ohn C. Jenkins, and his mother, Mrs.
Mrs. Hayes Redburn, Mrs. Chas. F^
->«M.X* S^» Harry Jor- ™
two piano solos were preE W Holmes
Kftrns and Mrs' D" R" D°n°h°e °f
Those Mo have not received a
M8rion Denham of Grts.
I Walnut will hold open house Thurspermitaigild contact the sher- ™ a j two violin solos by Miss
In a preliminary declamatory con- day afternoon from 2 to 5 o'clock at
'd if their1* ia amj»ng tftose listed w
Gri8WOid. Mrs. Armstrong
est held in Atlantic last Wednesday the Redburn home here honoring the
wU1
Claimed, *«^«f *f.
*" i of Qriswold displayed Red C"^^'
evening Betty Moore, Betty Amett 92nd. birthday anniversary of their
and Bernard Brodersen represented mother, Mrs. Mfcry Worthing. The
the Anita high school in the humorous, same evening a 7 o'clock Mtoose din, president, gave a
Cass county AAA office redramatic and oratorical divisions re- ner will be served to the immediate
230 nore benefit payment
Ule Anita post and unit
gpectively. Miss Moore received a relatives honoring the 34th. birthr«
•«.
r
t*»
Briardale
—
Pound
- this week totaling $56.029.21.
tableaux entitled, "Every8
first rating and the latter two re- day anniversary of Lyle Redburn. It
> eatimaied that approximately|
8ut Father;" Frost Patterceived seconds. Atlantic speakers re- is also his 3rd. wedding anniversary,
1
7th. district com** cent
one
vcwv of
v* the
WMJ benefit
§MM%J*»W payment
r"*
California Navals — No Seeds
ceived firatB in the other two divisions. The Moose meat ,s a *'« '">"»
to be received W cooperators son
The
winners
of
first
place
will
advance
Ham
Clayton
of
A
bin
Wyo.,
Per
Dozen
1941 program Bave been paid
to the sub-district contest to be held hunts big game ,n the Teton
Nate
- So far I8W.676.31 has been
itains every season.
Doc. 15.
CHRISTMAS TREES - CANDIES - NUTS
"*'ved b.y the ofllce which has been
to 1,681 coop«rator» in the pro- t the

FIVE WINS rrs

BRIARDALE

Grape rruit

10 for

Peanuts

Salad Dressing

Beans

Quart jar

4 Pounds

^i

Lranbernes Late Howe's, pound
Crackers Tal1 Corn ~~ 2 Pound Box ^c
PotatoesNo-1 Idaho Russets—10 Pounds 30c
rruit Lompote
ceiio wrap

n

;

,•

THE

Crawford's Ctover Farm Store
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LINCOLN CENTER

BY THE WAY
By L. F. M.

PETERSEN'Si^OCERv

It seems as if our spring-like weathSunday School ,at 10 a. m.
wvYSX^TYI^ O/VA
'
'
•• • • __
*%
er has turned to winter . . • maybe
PHONE
300
Preaching services at 11 a. m. Nonby the time the paper comes out it will
Phone 29
We Deliver
•• —-•
—
--- —
. ••
denominational. Everyone invited.
be warm again. It's been a funny winter so far ... dark comes early in
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
f CENTRAL CHURCH.OF CHRIST -f the afternoon and stays till late the
SUGAR, Brown C, 3 pounds
C. R. Neel, Pastor.
* next morning.
PEANUT BRITTLE CANDY, 2 pounds
25c t
* * •
f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-f-***
MARSHMALLOWS, fresh and ^fluffy, pound
°
It's been a hundred and fifty-years
CORN, Country Gentleman, fancy, 2 cans
27c
Sunday School at 10 a. m.
u
Church worship and communion since our "Bill of Rights -was written.
RAISINS, Thompson's cleaned & recleaned, 2-lbs. V
PRUNES, medium size, 2 pounds"
23c at 11 a. m.
It won't be long now,' till good St.
MACARONI, elbow, 2 pounds
The ladies of the church -will serve
MIXED NUTS, fancy, pound
25c their
regular dinner Wednesday noon. Nick comes. Suppose your shopping
DANTEDATES, imported Persian, large pkg. ^
is all done,'the goodie's are all'made
BUTTER, pound prints
34C
and you've nothing to do but wait.
CANDY, chocolate covered cherries, pound box 25c
• HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL If you are just waiting, we say unGRAPE FRUIT, dozen
29c
LUTHERAN CHURCH
lucky you, for the last minute rush
BUTTER, Stuart A-l, pound
^
H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
CHERRIES, Royal Anne, No. 10 can
69e
at Christmas is lots the most fun
. you go till you think you'll drop
Christmas Trees, Candy MHJ ftttte at Lowest Pri,^
BROWN SUGAR, 3 pounds
23c
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
and then you'll go some more . . .
Divine services at 10:30 a. m.
but every one else is just as tired and
ORANGES, Blue Goose, medium size
22c
just as anxious BS you are, and they
Advent service Wednesday at 8.
Sunday School teachers will meet at have just as much fun watching you
Xmas Trees - Nuts - Candy - Lettuce - Celery - Apples
Carl Peters, who is a member of
the afternoon W881
the church Thursday evening at 7:30. hold up first one foot, then the other, the Atlantic National Guard, tfittl visit- quilting.
Confirmation classes meet at 1:30 as you have watching them.
ing with friends in Anita this .week.
* * *
and 2:30 o'clock Saturday afternoon.
'""—
'
• /.'
A friend told us the other day about
[DR.B.L.
a funny old Santa Claus on the street
The members of the Union club
Chiro
Established 188S.
*• CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH * in Omaha. She said he laughed all were guests of Mrs. William Wah4
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
\ + the time, and of course as the weary lert at a 12:30 o'clock dinner WedPublished Every Thursday and Entered
f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f shoppers came along, each one had to nesday at her home on B.m Street.
ITEMS OF TH1RH YEARS AGO
—Office Hoi
•t the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, as
Church school, 10 a. m. Shall we stop and look at him and laugh with Mrs. Rachel Millhollin of Des MoineB,
9.12_i :M4 i
Second Class Mail Matter.
said
that
everyone
see
you
there
next
Sunday
?
We
have
him.
And
she
was
an
additional
guest.
The
occasion
December 14, 1911.
Cecil G. Bndd
Editor
a class waiting for you.
who stopped, no matter how tired was also the birthday anniversary of
The Methodist church ladies will
7 till 10
Service of worship, 11 a. m. The and shop-worn they had been, went Mrs. W. HL Wagner, a member of the
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Year hold their annual bazaar in the church
speaker at this service will be our away with a lighter step and a smile. club, and a birthday cake was the main
Sun. 10-11 A,]
Official Town and County Newspaper parlors Friday.
* * •
Asst. State Supt. Rev. Ralph B.
feature of the dinner. Mrs. Wagner
W. E. Kelloway had five cars of Noyce. There will be special music
Phone W '-•I
Ted Ashby had a cute little story cut and served the cake. Following
Member of National Editorial
very choice cattle on the Omaha mar- and we trust you will want to be at
about
Santa
Claus
in
his
column
on
Association, and
ket this week.
this service and get what Rev. Noyce
Mrs. Val Wiegand left Monday for ias to say. His message will be ap- Sunday.
* * *
Des M:oines where she will spend a >ropriate and suggestive we are sure.
One
day
last
week a bunch of us
couple of days.
et us give him a good hearing.
met
and
made
plans
for the annual
'M'iss Alpha Stauffer, who is teachThe ladies will serve the regular Christmas party of the Woman's
ing school near Marne, spent Satur- noon-day dinner Thursday.
Clubs . . . there will be a tree, an exday and Sunday visiting at her home
If the church is to be what it should change of gifts and eats at the Conhere.
ANITA MARKETS.
>e, we must have more than your symThe shooting match held at Berea pathy and gifts; we must have your gregational church on the 18th. at
two sharp . . . so we'll be seeing you.
Wednesday was well attended. A presence.
* * •
(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
bunch from Anita was there and
World news Sunday came with a
Eggs, cash, dozen
27c carried off a few more than their
•f bang . . . words don't come easy to
Eggs, in trade, dozen
28c share of the prizes.
•f a mother of four boys when war
METHODIST CHURCH
Eggs, Specials
33c
The final high school declamatory
•t is declared . . . the advice of NeArthur
V.
Long,
Pastor.
Eggs, No. 1
30c contest was held Friday evening with
•f braska's Governor Griswold seems
ANOTHER BIG
Eggs, No. 2
26c Lynn Robison receiving first in the
Church
School
at
10
a.
m.
Lee
K.
most worthy of being quoted—he .said
Hens, over 5-lbs
14c
in an interview last Sunday night,
Hens, 4 to 5-lbs
12c j the dramatic class and Mildred Worthfor young married couples.
"Be loyal, be calm, and pray God to
Hens,- under 4-lbs. & Leghorns ... 9c ing first in the humorous class.
Church worship at 11 a. m. Nursery guide us quickly through the dark
Springs, over 5-lbs
13c
_
class for small^hildren.
days which are surely upon us."
Springs, under 5-lbs.
12c | '-The Jolly Dozen club met Friday
Youth fellowship at 6:30 p. m. BarStags and Leghorns
9c at the home of Mrs.. Henry Kuehn
bara Rhoads, devotional leader and
An all-day meeting was held Thurs^ northeast of n€re with 13 members, James Miller lesson leader.
day by the Woman's Society of Chris8c their families and two visitors. Mrs.
Intermediate youth fellowship at tian Service at the church. At noon
w. H. necKman and Mrs. Gordo 6:30.
a covered dish dinner was enjoyed by
Pigeons, live, down
60e Westfall, present. A covered dis
Evening worship at 7:30. Christmas the twenty-five ladies present. The afCream, sweet
3gc dinner was served at noon and a com
ternoon was spent sewing for the
Cream, No. 1 sour
36c forter was tied for the hostess dui carols aided by the orchestra.
Orchestra practice at 6:30, prayer bazaar. The lesson study was held
Cream, No. 2 sour
34c ing the afternoon. MTS. Fred Kueh
Yellow corn, old, No. 2
62c will entertain the club at its nex \ fellowship at 7:30 and choir practice with Mrs. Harry Dressier as leader.
at 8 this (Wednesday) evening.
Yellow corn, new, No. 2
60c meeting n Dec. 19.
The Home Guards, juniors and inThe regular monthly meeting of the
Yellow corn, ear
57c
termediates
in the Sunday school will P. T. A. at Lincoln No, 9, taught by
Oats, No. 2, new
40c
The members of the Bide-a-We hold a party in the church basement Miss Mable Highley, was held ThursSlim Summerville and Zastt Pitts &i ?Uncle
Wheat, No. 1
$1 05
bridge club held a winner-loser part1 Friday evening at 7:30. Mrs. Howard day evening. A program was preSoybeans, No. 2 yellow
$1.50
;
Plus Other Treats of Education and Entertain
Wednesday afternoon at the home o Gfissibl, the adult leader, is giving the sented consisting of recitations by
Mrs. Maurice Turner on Chestnu party. Each one attending is asked Yvonne Laartz, Arlene Shaver, DarThe members of the Evening Din- Street. Mrs. J. W. Budd was an ad to bring a small gift to be sent to an
lene Laartz and Joan Woods; skit,
ner and Bridge club weije guests ditional guest. The losers were Mrs orphange.
"The
Neighborhood Gossip," by the
Thursday evening of Mr. and Mrs. Turner, Mrs. Carl Millard, Mrs. Floy(
The Woman's Society of Christian ] pupils; vocal solo, Loyal Shaver; piano
E. S. Holton at their home on Mars Dement, Mrs. Wayne Jewett, Mrs. Al
.
,
.
Avenue. Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Tate fred Dement and Mrs. Glen Highlej
irch.
Noon
din|
lunch
was
served
by
Mrs.
Harry
Highwere additional guests. A 7 o'clock and the winners were Mrs. Giuy Stein
Fancy work and j ley and Mrs. Richard Watson. A
covered dish dinner was enjoyed by metz, Mrs. Andy (Miller, Mrs. A.
A. V
V.! other articles will be sold. Supper Christmas program will be, presented
those present, following which the Robinson, Mrs. Azel S. Ames and will also be served. Everyone welcome.
at the school on the evening of Dec.
evening was spent playing bridge with Mrs. Elmer Scholl. High score at
23. The next regular P. T. A. meeting
High score honors for the evening ;he afternoon session of bridge was
Anita, Iowa
^
will
be held on Jan. 14.
being held by Mrs. C. H. Johnson and icld by Mrs. Miller. A lunch was
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
Glen A. Roe.
served.
.
"God the Preserver of Man" will
be the subject of the Lesson-Sermon
in all Churches of Christ, Scientist,)
on Sunday, December 14.
j
The Golden Text is from Psalms
.40:11. "Withhold not thou thy ten, der ' mercies from me, O Lord: Let
| thy loving kindness and thy truth conj tinually preserve me."
The Lesson-Sermon comprises quojtations from the Bible and from the!
; Christian Science textbook, "Science j
GOWNS AND
SHIRTS ,
' and Health with Key to the Scriptures"
PAJAMAS
Fine Quality Shirts
by Mary Baker Eddy.
'
Rayons, Satins, Brushed Ray
Choice of Patterns
One
of
the
Bible
citations,
reads:
ons, Flannels, Etc., at
"They that trust in the Lord shall j
$1.29 and $1.59
$1.29 to $5.95
be a* mount Zion, which cannot be
removed, but abideth forever.
As
:
the
mountains
are
round
about
JeruJACKETS
DRESSES
I salem, so the Lord is round about
Wool With Leather
A Wide' Selection of Styles
I his people fi;om henceforth even forand Fabrics at Prices to Pit Brown or Teal Blue.
I ever" (Ps. 125:1, 2).
3l> to 46 at
Every Need
Among the selections from the
Christian
Science textbook is the;
$1.29 to $6.95
following:
"The relations of God and man,
, divine Principle and idea, are indeHOSIERY
!
structible in Science; and Science
Admiration Costume Hosiery
An Assortment of Gift Hose
: knows no lapse from nor return to
in All Wanted Shades. Chiffon
'. harmony, but holds the divine order
in Anklet or Long Styles at
or Service Weight at
| or spiritual law, in which God a n d ,
98c to $1.19
25c Pair
j a i l that He creates are perfect and j
j eternal, to have remained unchanged
in its eternal history" ( p p . 479, 471)
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FROM OUR OLD FILES

I

.

•
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FR

TO FAR

n±'..?"?i^ 5a= £" »s=r^r^si£L ",.„

JOHND

AT

ANITA,
THEATRE
TUESDAY; DEC. ie -STAKES idd p. M,

Jbhn Deeye Ston
J. Burl Roots, Proprietor

Hints From SantaWants-

He Wants--

TheyWant--

TOYS

—

TOYS

—

TOYS

Snowsuits — Sweaters — Mittens — Sno-Boots
Dresses — Handkerchiefs — House Slippers
_

Gifts Wrapped and Made Ready For
Presentation or Mailing

The Golden Rule
DEPARTMENT STORE
"THE BEST FOR LESS"
ANITA, IOWA

for
Christinas

A winn^lo.ser party was held"
Thursday afternoon by the members
of the D. D. pinochlt^club at the home
of Mrs. H. J. Chadwiok on Rose Hill
Avenue with the losers, Mrs. Chadwick, Mrs. Homer MiJlhoIlin, Mrs
Frank Kramer and Mrs. Forrest Wilson entertaining the winners, Mrs
Donald Chadwick? Mrs. Dan Spiker
Mrs. Herbert Chadwick and Mrs E c'
Dorsey. The afternoon was spent
_ .ymg pinochle with high score being
held by MTS. Herbert Chadwick and
Mrs. Spiker was runner-up. A lunch
was served. The next meeting of the
club will be on Dec. 18 at the home
of Mrs. Donald Chadwick,

Many Other Beautiful
Gifts for Your
Selection
— at —

LONGS
FREE DELIVERY

ANITA, IOWA

AYMENTS

THE ANITA

ByEDWHEELAN

BIG TOP
BUT DONT YOU REAU1E.
THAT \N MV CONTRACT IT
ME
MJHlLE I'M SIGHED UP
OM.DEAR.
\wrrn
"" THAT'S
50
211
I FORGOT |

DARUN<?*\NE'RE \N A MBS6*
I 3U&T <SOT A LETTER
TWE '
_.
~THEV ^AKT TO RENEW THEIR
OPTION FOR ANC5THER
PlCTvJRE M „_
,.—^^NOHATS

'

THEN
JUST HAVE TO
POSTPONE
SWEET HEART

'THAT?!!
IT'S FINE!!

The minute you st*
jrour mysterious dec,
fathers round eagerly '

By RUBE GOLDBERG
VINCENT,
I'M GONNA )/ I THINK
Uinc MV . IC\/UCID\y k
i-r\e*

HIDE MY JEWELRY
IN THAT OLD SECRET
WALL SAFE WHILE PM
WORKIhP- WHERE IS
THAT SAFE

IT'S

BEHIND
THAT

NO , IT AIN-T 1
HERE - IT
]
MOST BE BEHIND '
ONE OF THE

NEVERMIND
VINCENTPLLWEAR
'EM!

I

OTHER PICTURES

Hart*...
Addrew

IT AIN'T
THERE-MAYBE
IT'S IN THE OTHER
ROOM-OR WAS
IT IN THE HOUSEWE MOVED OUT
OF IN 1928?

Frank jv lt»a*r Andleato. Inc.

S'MATTER POP— Hint to Fishermen

By CM. PAYNE

Self-Denial
The more a man denies _
more toe shall receira
ayen. Naked, I seekffie
of those who covet
Horace.

AUNS/AY5
VS/ANTE.T3

monthly

ituniid find
fa Compound IS
fimpty
They're
/oc women
let* belp build up
mob annoying
auw help Build up
ttHtt add in
Follow label
Ptfikluu&*8 OompoUiUI

«• WORTH TBrarat

MESCAL IKE

uy s. L. HUNTLEY

A Frame-Up. No Doubt
\NHKTS THAT,
P1PPUE?

OAOGUM, IP
THIS

AS PASTAS
1 READ 0NE
6OOK.5OME6R1MGS
PUTAMOTMER

toward Beaut;
O beloved Pan, and allje
gods of this place, gratmth
come beautiful in the inner J
—Socrates.

too, appro"

<rf adnr&aiaff you read, u<
lAkb ia only to recammcul
aa a good diuretic treatmerfj
rf tie kidney function idU*.
At pain and worry it cans* ,.(II more people were >«««»:
kldneyi moat constant!
that cannot stay in tie
to health, there wo
inirqf

POP—The Junkman Was Embarrassed

By J. MILLAR WATT

so you COULDN'T HANG
MY PICTURE IN
METROPOLITAN
MUSEUM

THE

IT WAS
SO BAD -

WE HAD TO
REPAINT IT
B6FOR& WE
COULD CHUCK

function. You way «u.
ache, penifafent- headaie.
up

DOAN'S PI
lit LOS ANGEl

THE
SPORTING

Compoution

/^

HOTEL
CLARK
e«¥S5£|*

SSSsS}£gi|
* . v i

LANG
ARMSTRONG

GLUYAS
WILLIAMS
*rriu:^i

LI

i,

--in

*•

'

"I ain't takto' aoy chances on bi* airplane iplot"

.»k>r vou atay.

...vise n°"

THE ANITA

TRIBUNE, THURSDAY, DECEMBER H.

©£*©£*&«

Maduffs

TELL US
ABOUT THE GUY

Butter No- ISST"
Grape Fruit
Wheaties or

O BELIEVE US, IT'S JUST A MYTH THAT MEN PRESENT A
CHRISTMAS PROBLEM.
O NEVER BEFORE HAS OUR STORE BEEN SO THOROUGHLY OVERFLOWING WITH THOSE TRULY WEARABLES AND
GIVABLES THAT FAIRLY BREATHE NEWNESS IN STYLE AND
GOOD TASTE.

TIES

Does he have "SOCKITIS?"
—Or funny notions about
his hosiery?

Christmas Ties are always

Give Him a Pair of
"HOLEPROOF PACERS"

55c
Others at 25c and 35c

LEATHER
JACKETS

SHIRTS

eye-catching patterns will
make any man feel like a

98c to $2.69

BERT C. RAMUS, Mnuger

55c - $1 - $1.50

ROBES

Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Wagner left
The Royal Neighbors lodge winji
Tuesday morning for Galveston, Friday afternoon at the home of]
Texas, where they expect to spend Almira Rickel. There will also j
most of the winter months.
Christmas party and grab bag,

SCARFS
Beautiful in color—
Beautiful in texture—

WANT ADS
STRAYED:— Spotted Poland China
sow.
Weight about 175-lbs. Notify
Fred Arnburg, Adair, phone E515.

59c-$l-$1.50

WANTiS):—A girl for housework.
Call, 26, Motor Inn.
It
WANTED:—Dependable girl for
general housework and care of two
children. Mrs. Walter Dorsey. It

BILL FOLDS

The members of the 2-1.2-li|
her and bridge club were
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Robinson-'.
day evening at their home o a . ,
Street. A 7 o'clock covered diski
net was enjoyed by those present
lowing which the evening mi
playing bridge with Mrs. M.H.J
ler and Neil Johnson
scores.

Small Bungalow Piano to be resold in Anita for $95. Finish and
[ tone almost like new. Fully gnaranjteed. Terms to reliable party. Write
iCritchett Piano Co., Des Moines, la.

WHEN ANIMAISl
DIE
We will pick them op|

promptly.
•New Steel water tijl
body at your service,

FOR RENT:—Sleeping room. Enquire at the Tribune office.
It

Give him the cue to
comfort with a silk or
wool Robe. We'll box
them like Santa would
for Three and a Half
to Seven Simoleons.

A GRAND
GIFT FOR
"HER"

WANTED:—Your repair work. Also see our ,new gifts. Hutcbinuon's
{Jewelry Store, Atlantic.
tf

If you want to be sure
your gift will really be
used after Christmas.

.FJione 257
WAGNER FILLING SWfflf |
ANITA, IOWA

WANTED:—Your dead animals.
Ph. 184 Anita—we pay phone charges.

98c to $2.49

WHY NOT LET THE OIL MAN BE
YOUR JANITOR?
Will Also Help to Keep Curtains Clean and
You Will Install an Oil Burner In Your wi
Furnace. Have an Even Temperature At All TWl
You Would Be Surprised How Cheap One i\
These Burners Could Be Installed In Your Home-]
WHY NOT HAVE THE CONVENIENCE
OF THE FAMOUS tACO
OIL BURNER HEATERS AND FURNACES!

GLOVES

Holeproof Hosiery

98c -- $1.25
NYLONS
$1.50 — $1.79

li

KUNZ GRAIN CO.

million.

ALWAYS WANTED

Arrow — Glover
Beau Brummel
Shapely
They're the most fashionable in captivity.
You'll find colors and
patterns that will
make selecting easy
arfd the ideal gift.
$1.19 to $2.49

2-n,.Spaghetti 12.

Coal Might Be Scarce Later This
Please Buy Or Place Your Orders

—but not these. , Pleasing,

L95 - $14.95

To Fit His Idea of
Comfort

Pepper
Peanut
Side Pork

Fit his needs as well as his hands with
a pair of pigskin gloves.

GERALD AIDERS
Anita, Iowa

$1.00 to $2.95

—

Phone 171

Not Mentioned Is a Grand Lot of Small Gifts of Almost Endless Variety and Always Acceptable

1

IT IS HERE

BOB HOWARD, CLOTHIER
THE CHRISTMAS STORE FOJl MEN

NEW!

WHERE WOMEN LlKE TO SHOP

We are thankful that we have our usual
big stock of all our standard grades of
coals available this year as in the past.

We Are Prepared—
We have the coal and the facilities to
serve you carefully and promptly.
— Let Us Be Your Source of Supply —

ROBERT SCOTT

ANITA LUMBER CO.
PHONE 2-0 FOR COALS YOU KNOW

in Mt

-

WAmNSPRODUCTS"

To those who need Watkins Products
before I can make « personal Call
write me and they w il) be sent td hams on We^ w^. «
you at once.

EARL GARRETT

701 Olive St.

*

Iowa

See Our New Hog Waterers
and Feeders
THE
DARBOW.

FASTI

SAP

We Invite You To See the New Modern Equip*
'
Added To Our Battery Department

Mrs. Solon A. Karns was hostess at mother, Mrs. W. H. Wagner. Outand Mrs, Harvey Richter, all of Wala party Wednesday afternoon in hon- of-town guests present were: Mrs.
nu.t. The afternoon was spent socially
or of the birthday anniversary of her Robert Richter, Mrs. Harold Almond
following which a lunch was served
by the hostess.

Source Of Supply—

35,

joked about and never worn

Help him enjoy the
great outdoors with a
leather jacket Handsome and husky. Satin
finished* horse hide,
goat skin, capes and
suedes.

HOUSE
SLIPPERS

PHONE 239

THURSDAY--FBIDAY-SATURDAY SPEC[A

- We've Got the Gift -

SOCKS

Markei

WE DELIVER

T

"

Wl1

THE

MERCURY QUICK CHARGER
Which Charges Your Battery In th<? Modern Me
Approved By Leadin
t
uifacturers,
est Car Manufacturers, SocietydFAutornotive *J
Sheers and Bureau of Standards, U. S. Governing
It Is No Longer Necessary For you To Wait
££, You/ ****** To Be-ChaW
»
Modern Approved Method Charges Your
the Amazing Time of 15 To 45 Minutes,
Without Removing the Battery From *
NEW GUARANTEED
PRICED AS LOW AS THE

0. W. Staffer & ?«
ANITA, IOWA

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
-

WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

By Edward C. Wayne

Bygone Friendship

Entire World Is Thrust Into Battle
As Democracies Unite to Fight Axis
After Germany and Italy Join Japan
In Declaring War on United States

WMhlnffton, D. C.
Man About Town:
HIDDEN TREASURE
_
The Story Tellers: The
With American industries crying Look
has this observationJ* 8.
or war materials, the government Spewack: That the bombing*
(EDITOR'S NOTE—Wb«n «»lnUns art cxprcuct IB Uieie ••lomn*, tkmr
as finally got around to seizing[a
accomplished *hfc mttc
•r* thoM at the n«w» ualyrt and not lueeMMlly
of thli newspaper.)
;iant horde of semi-manufactured Britain
.-P.I....H by Weitern Newspaper tT~«"" V
The British people realise*
*ar materials originally intended least:
that property righto Aren't a» Imor the conquered countries.
RAIDS:
portant
as human rights . . . rer*
WAR:
Tons upon tons of steel bars, steel
Lite magazine is a Jinx. FjWt
New Fever
ods, steel sheets, ship plates, ton haps
Around the World
plate, copper wire were ordered by it went all-out for a baseball
Germany and Italy were only
Evidence that the Pacific coast
>oland, Czechoslovakia, Holland
four days behind Japan in declar- could not'consider itself safe at all
about him. Then Life
and Belgium, some of it three years words
ing war on the United States but from air raids, and that even in*— No.
cat performs
ago. It has been in warehouses and a book of pretty orchids at •
Washington was even faster in its land points or the Atlantic coast
corners for a Ba
reply to the Berlin-Rome challenge might be attacked was seen in a
die freight cars ever since, despite ball team in Texas which got
the scarcity of raw materials and and went right into a losing
than to that given Tokyo.
triple appearance of Japanese
For on the very same day, within planes over the Golden Gate, re- Four Japanese cherry trees, symbols of by- despite the fact that some indus- Now Life hangs a blue ribbon
a show whose star has becpnw
a few hours after Hitler and Musso- ports that others were seen off Alasfriendship between the United States ries are even closing for lack of ill and forced the-J^iy'f
lini had announced their nations at ka, Oregon, lower California and gone
hem.
and Japan, were cut down by zealous pair*
war with the United States, congress the coast of Panama, and other un- ots near Washington, D. C.'s famed Tidal
Why this horde of priceless ma- ment . . . Jim luting's ._
erial
remained untouched for so Flying and Popular 'Aviation
beard the President's new war mes- verified rumors.
Basin during a temporary blackout of
sage and passed—without a dissentChief reaction to these warnings Potomac park while power company work- ong is a mystery. But the secret arresting. ~ •''."•%
ing vote—formal recognition that a was the realization on the part of men were installing new electric circuits. s"first, government red tape and
The Front Pages: Mr, W<
state of war existed.
the people of their utter unprepared- The superintendent of parks said "the bureaucracy; second, the fact that
Congress followed this declaration ness for anything of this sort. There only thing accomplished was the destruc- owners of these materials, who got a little originality into his
of war with a swift and unanimous was little evident inclination to panic tion of beauty in Washington." Lettered were holding them for higher from-Europe interview. He recalled
on the stump of one tree is "To Hell With
that the funniest thing said in the
vote authorizing selectees and the
prices, did not want to sell.
Those Japanese."
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transfer will etv. ;Li
National Guard to be sent anywhere
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and the United States found itself at
First and most salutary reaction Wallace's Economic Defense board "The Man Who Came to Dinner"
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earlier
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Address
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other
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mous congress was the vanishing of
press. His title for the collection is
the globe.
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scale.
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people as to our war aims.
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victory
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war
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true World war, started on a note of
pods. What kinda torpedoes have any number of surveys made
peace" met with universal approba- Baltimore.
disaster at sea.
they out West, holding still for por- camp and on shipboard. It's
The
total
haul
of
all
cp/rimodities
tion, even from those who had been will be between 20 and 25 thousand traiture?
aretfes and smoking tobacco f
Following her age-old technic of
The .favorite cigarette is '
his sternest critics.
war,' the Japanese had struck vicarloads, which, at an average of
They had a horrible time over at The big favorite among s....,
The President was firm in align- 50 tons to the car, means over a
ciously and with force at six major
is Prince Albert, the.
Pathe
trying to do a newsreel on tobaccos
ing
Germany
and
Italy
inseparably
points of American tenure in the Pamillion tons.
tional Joy Smoke, according]
"Young*America
Wants
to
Help"
with
Japan,
solemnly
warned
the
cific while her envoys of peace were
actual sales records from sen'
The Economic Defense board will
people to be ready for a long and use only $200,000 to finance the . . . Commentator Tex McCrary "
still in communication with the
in the Army, Navy, Mai
difficult war, and for reverses at the requisitioning of all this material, was there as were some American
and Coast Guard. iL
American state department.
I are featuring Camels j
This air raid warden Edgar Lee outset.
Her answer to President Roosethe value of which runs into many kids, Mrs. Roosevelt and an Eng- your choice
of two gaily wrap
To all this most thoughtful persons millions. Most of it will be seized lish youngster, who had been evacuvelt's last-minute plea for peace in (Vice Commander of a New York
the Pacific had been to swoop down American Legion post) is shown as agreed, and from America First and sold again on the same day, so ated . . . Despair was rampant. packages, also pound tins
glass humidors of Pit
out of leaden skies on a Sabbath he phoned an alarm fqpm New fork and all other isolationist and non- the $200,000 will be merely a re- Tex was tearing his hair, and cam- pound
as ideal Christmas gifts : t,
eramen were miserable because the Albert
dawn and deal death and destruc- City's Empire State' building ob- interventionist groups came an out- volving r]fund.
"
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English lad (used once before when the men in the service.-Adv. ;a
tion to Pearl Harbor, the United servation post that he had spotted burst of patriotism, willingness to
two planes. He phoned his alarm to serve and a general all-out reversal
he
arrived) had acquired full-flowStates' mid-Pacific stronghold.
INTERNED ITALIANS
The government declined to give "army flash" to pot aviation fields of their former tactics,
One of the Italian ship officers in ering Brooklynese in a Brooklyn
In this spirit joined Lindbergh detention at Fort Missoula, Mont., school. He had shown up completely
full details of what happened other on the alert and to warn the civilian
Nye, Wheeler and the rest, and Rep- wrote his wife in Italy a letter minus his immaculate British acthan to say that the "casualties were population.
large"—1,500 killed and about the and disorder, but rather a reckless resentative Fish of New York said which U. S. officials are sure will cent, and they simply could not get
him to .say "bawth-room" 1
same number wounded, and the disregard of the dangers of being he was going to offer his services to never reach her.
the armed forces as he did in the
"damage was extensive," though unprepared.
The letter will get to Italy, all
right. Mail is still being exchanged Innocent Bystander:
San Francisco, though the planes last war.
regularly between 'the two counMrs. Roosevelt tells this story
were actually over the harbor en- LATINS:
tries. But authorities afre certain about Bunker - Hill Monument, of
trance, went through a half-hearted
that the officer's letter will not get which all New England is proud
blackout, and the co-operation was Climb Aboard
so spotty that the defense chiefs
Latin-America, as a whole, was by II Duce's censors, for, in hungry, . . . When it was nearing complewere outraged and railed at the peo- swift to rally around the American battered, war-weary Italy this tion there was difficulty in raising
ple, one actually saying it would banner, and though there were ex poignant message would not be $20,000 which was needed . . . A
have been better if the planes had ceptions as to a whole-hearted dec "good propaganda."
Mr. Laurence of Massachusetts*]
This is the reason:
gotten through and dropped their laration of war, even these nations
gave $10,000, saying other New Eng"We left Philadelphia for the city landers would surely help . . . But
bombs.
assured the United States that they
of Missoula," wrote the husband. the other $10,000 came not from New
Perhaps the best evidence of un- were with us at heart.
preparedness came from New York,
Mexico niade arrangements to "The journey lasted three days and Englanders, but from Judah Touro,
where a simple query about a ru- rush her troops around through three nights on a train and was a a Jewish merchant of New Orleans
mor of a plane sighted out to sea American territory into Lower Call real pleasure. We did not lack a . . . Mrs. Roosevelt likes to tell the
bounced back and forth until nearly fornia to present a defense fron thing because we traveled in a Pull- story, she explains, "because it is
300 planes at Mitchel field took off there against a possible Japanese man. At meal times we turned it the only piece of American history
into a dining room and at night I ever told my husband that he
and criss-crossed the approaches to land invasion.
into a dormitory. The meals were didn't know before."
New York, and a goodly portion ol
Cuba,
Panama,
Costa
Rica
anc
magnificent.
New England's war production inwent all the way in suppor
dustries evacuated with considerable others"I can tell you that for* me the
John Hearst, the newspaperman's
of this country, and Argentina journey
was one I had .dreamed ol bpy, met a fellow in Reuben's the
loss to production.
which
said
she
would
remain
neu
The originator of it all turned out
for years and then, in an extraor- other middle-of-the-night, who once
to be an identifiable civilian who tral, declared she would consider dinary way, it came true. As I trimmed him with an old racket . . .
was absolved of all blame. New this country a non-belligerent, thus said before, this place is beautiful, The chap had given him a tip on a
York, however, realizing how tenu- permitting us to refuel or repair all green with woods and surround- horse race, and not only wasn't
ous its preparedness was, proceeded war vessels in her ports withou ed by hills. The air is fine and there such a horse—or race—but
Rear Admiral Isaac Campbell to carry through a program of test time limit.
my appetite very good and there wasn't even such a town! . . .
wh*Ji you baW
The Pan-American Republics de healthy,
Kidd, commander of a battleship warnings designed to get the mathe food abundant and exquisite.
Hearst simply had to let him know
cided
it
would
be
a
good
thing
for
of the Pacific fleet was the first high chinery in ordir.
"We do not lack milk, butter, that he was hep to him . . . "Eight
all the foreign ministers to mee meat,
ranking officer of the navy to be
vegetables, fruit, years ago," he said, "when you
NoWder Gabber Giril>*j|
and to map out a united front for sugar orbread,
reported killed in action during the GERMANS:
coffee.
I am eating swindled me out of that money, I
this hemisphere against the enemy I always think of When
baking
Jay f^onte in r
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor.
you, who are per- was awfully mad at you. I wish I
Winter Slow-Down
,To the north Canada, its Wes haps without food. No one can could make up my mind what to do
definite losses consisted of one batThe costliest failure in the history coast sandwiched in between the
tleship capsized and a destroyer of human warfare was the decision United States and Alaska, girded complain about the guards. They 1to you right now."
j treat us with every respect and
"I understand," was the retort,
sent to the bottom.
of Germany to abandon the centra itself for the conflict, the United consideration."
"you haven't played a horse tip
President Roosevelt went to the and northern Russian campaigns for Kingdom having followed this counem -of
Note: To Americans the effusive
You should thank me— for
nation with an address in which he the winter.
grocer to
try promptly with a declaration of description of the food as "abun- since.
teaching
you
a
lesson
1"
explained that the government had
Berlin frankly admitted that the war against Japan.
dant
and
exquisite"
is
interesting,
been unwilling to give ,out all the weather had gotten the best of them
President Roosevelt truly pointed
the a;ien prisoners at Fort
"Prince" Mike Romanoff, who
details until it was sure that the Jap- and that there would be no further out that "four-fifths of the people of :| because
Missoula
are fed straight army never posed as a lily, went under
baking- results.
anese knew them, hinting that to attempts to advance until spring.
the world are on our side," and in fare. In quality and quantity the microscopic examination of a
do so would "aid and comfort the
Men were unable to fight in those this hemisphere the groundwork : their
rations are exactly the same magazine several years ago . . .
enemy-"
low temperatures, said the Nazi high done during the past year and a as those
of U. S. soldiers.
He went through the wringer and
This did not minimize fears that command, and fuel oils and gaso- half was bearing fruit.
i
* « « ' .
managed to survive it ...
The
the disaster at Pearl Harbor was a lines were ruined by freezing con
'
SCKAP IRON TO JAPAN
editor of the wallopings, it appears,
major one.
ditions, halting the mechanizec BRIEFS:
For years, the heaviest foreign invested a goodly sum in a HollyAt the same time the Japanese forces.
buyer of U. S. scrap iron was Japan. wood restaurant, and it became .the >
launched a strong attack on the
The Russians calmly announcec From War Fronts
Philippines, also on the British in that the Germans had lost 6,000,000
Mexico City: President Avila Ca- ,e!pltf much public Protesting, the movietown's most prosperous renNG P O W D t "
Malaya and in the waters, around men in the campaign, and went on macho urged that Mexico increase state department permitted Nippon- dezvous
Romanoff, with the
Singapore. The Japanese were ap- fighting.
support of friends, opened .a resproduction as far as possible, stressBRBV
' parently super-confident, and reckTown after town, village after vil ing that, as the best way in which
taurant > in the same sector, and he
chickens 6re was the one who was most amazed
less of their deployment of fleet and lage had been recaptured, and there the nation could help the United
airplanes.
was no apparent diminution of the States.
when it turned into a . gold mine
In one 48-hour period following the scale of the Russian effort.
With defense production swinging • . . Recently the editor's place
Washington: Congress had set in
war's beginning the U. S. announced
If the Nazis planned to "dig in' motion a bill providing for the senddiscovered that its clientele was
the sinking of a Japanese battleship, and simply cease the war of move ing of an American Expeditionary confronted
thinning . . . Major air lines 'which
the serious crippling of another and ment during the cold weather, it was Force to the Far East for immedipaid a fancy f.ee to have the editor's
the sinking of, one, cruiser and one eyident that the Russians aimed to ate service. The bill, it was said
sideline prepare the luncheon boxes
1
destroyer. This was the first Arhef- make' th'is 'bolicy even more costly might reduce the draft limit from about theBiluation . But^t £ v£J for its passengersj canceled tts-«rican answer to the Pearl Harbor to the invader.
21 to 18.
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The business was turned
surprise blow. A report also from
Important had been the report o.
New York: Army, navy, marine
over to Mike's place
Many of
Manila indicated that in the first the capture of Tikhvin, vital com- corps and coast guard enlistments
the patrons, who stopped going to
surface clash between the two fleets munication center 110 miles east o: were at new highs following the war
the other spot, are now patronizing
the Japanese were forced • to flee Leningrad, a city so closely menacec declaration, the services reporting
Romanoff's . . . Revenge,
as the
under the cover of darkness and this by the Nazis only a short time be- respectively, in one day, 1,500 1 20()'
1
saying
goes,
is
saccharine
;
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Morbattle ended "without result."
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fore.
con- al: Never kick an underdog when
But the main reaction was a deHonolulu: Pan-American airways
h e s down. He may become
sire to hear of a victory, however PRODUCTION:
officials said their forces of 20 permost aggravating competitor!
minor. Also, the people were anxCAPITAL CHAFF
sons
on
Wake
island
had
been
sucious to receive news of action on the Aims Increase
evacuated, and had been
When the alarm was given after
President Roosevelt had stressed cessfully
part of American arms.
brought here.
a Local Loan Company on 7th Avethe
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of
war
production
increases
The cost o
Yet there was much of this in the
Bangkok:
The
capital
of
Slum
wa.s
but
nue and 41st Street was held up rebackground of events, and many tales and indicated that he would d^ema
a
t **' ^
taken over by the Japanese follow he can't stnke ag
"KJinst
the govern- cently, a radio police car airened up
of heroism and American success that all industries go on a seven- ing the announcement that no re- ment.
to the door . . . Out jumped Officer
came from the Manila battlefield. day week, 24-hour day.
all profit more,
sistance was to be ottered to tinWallace of the 14th Precinct, who
There were those observers who saw
There were some minor reports of invaders.
advertising Hasrushed in yelling: "What's the matin the fact that the Japanese did labor difficulties, but the outbreak of
Washington: The army planner P l a n e t h a t wiU
ter?"
. -What's the matter?"
not immediately follow up the attack war had stamped most of these out, no cancellation of Christmas leave- '00 miles f
of bringing ° P j,
shouted the cashier. '.'Well, you
on Pearl Harbor evidence that puni- and others, more reluctant to give for soldiers, despite the fact tha
everybody '° ,^
know that lonely cowboy bandit
tive work on the part of the United up their demands, were facing popu- the nation was at war All were du<
who's been holding up everybody
States navy had been prompt and lar disfavor, and difficulties within back from their furloughs by Jam;
the consumer /»"
lately? I just passed out |«00 in
their own unions.
devastating.
arv 4.
cash to him!"
"What!" wisecracked the cop.
'Without a co-maker?"
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]$0th Birthday of Occupation of Dutch Guiana
Strengthens Defense Bases
'Bill of Rights'

h

[WASHINGTON. — tThlle armies
"engaged in the death struggle to
ermine whether the democratic
,.„! or totalitarianism ultimately
to rule Europe and Asia, the
nerican people are preparing to
erve the 150th anniversary of the
na Charta of their liberties—the
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By HAKOLD L. LUNDQUI8T, D. 9.
Dean of The Moody Bible Institute
ot Chicago.
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

Lesson for December 14

Smart to Crochet
Your Own Mittens

GAS ON STOMACH
Msy excite the Heart action
f dttnft smart mm end womn
T«btat»to
- o Ira-

-_ — -,,-

t but mod*

To Laugh
One inch of joy surmounts of
grief a span, because to laugh is
proper to the man.—Rabelais.

i and Scripture text* nlected and „
copyrlghted by International
Council of Be:
leligl
gious Education; used by
permission.

... Office of Civilian Defense, at
, request of Archibald MacLeiah,
,'rarian of congress, through its
ate and local defense councils
)U ghout'the land, and with the
aboration of national, state and
eat agencies, wfll jtead the nation's
servance of "Bill of Rights day"
December 15, As requested in
[joint resolution of the senate and
t house of representatives, Presint Roosevelfs proclamation fbci
! that dajr a* the one on which
> whole natibnr pays, its respect to
• source of its liberties—gives the
nt special significance.
schools thrbugho6fr the United
lates there w^H be exhibits demonating vthe participation of the
il in tte observance of the anirsary; Loeal celebrations are to
under theauspices of'the local
:e councils and will demonthat the ceremonies in corhiration of the Freedoms guar>ed under the bill of rights,
Id be achieved only in a free soy. The (Library of Congress is
paring a syllabus telling of the
in of the Bill of Rights, defining
liberties it guarantees and coning the position of the Ameripeople with those of the occucountries which once were
.qcracies, as well as those in the
itartan states.
Special Program Outlined.
irector P. H. LaGuardia of the
of Civilian Defense 'has sugthat each local defense
tcil initiate formation of Inforcommittees, to get the facts
the total defense program; to
p local interpretation of the
to make them more meaningto develop locally programs
campaigns important' to de, and to provide speakers on
subjects for local organi-

CHRISTIAN STEWARDSHIP
LESSON TEXT—n Corinthian* 8:1-8;
8:6. 7.
GOLDEN TEXT—It Is required In stewards, that a man be found faithful.—I Corinthians 4:2.

The Christmas season, when there
is so much thought about gifts, is a
most appropriate time for a lesson
on Christian giving. Dr. John Willis
Baer was once asked: "How can
we raise money for foreign missions?" Quick as a flash, he answered: "Don't raise it, give it."
' T h e picture shows one of the bauxite mines on the Surinam river "If all believers could come to a true
which will be guarded by> U. S. troops. Occupation of Dutch Guiana is knowledge of what the New; Testanow taking place, following the conclusion'of an agreement with the Neth- ment teaches regarding giving, and
erlands government and Brazil. Bauxite from these mines provides a would seriously put this knowledge
large percentage of the aluminum needed for national defense.
into practice, the Christian church
could advance more in the next 10
NEW YORK.—As United States
The Japanese are known to have years than it has advanced in any
troops begin the occupation of in interest in the Dutch East In- JO years in its history" (Wilbur M.
Need of Patience
Dutch Guiana, with the consent of lies, and capture of those islands Smith).
Patience is a necessary ingredithe Netherlands government in exile >y the Japanese would have a.dipI.
An Example of Liberality
ent of. genius.—Disraeli.
and the co-operation of Brazil and omatic, and probably a demoralizArgentina, a question arises as to ng effect on Dutch Guiana. More (8:1-5)^
For some reason people are overwhether there is more to this new mportant, however, would be a
T E X A C O STAR THEATRE
move to strengthen our hemisphere apanese move to draw our atten- y sensitive when one speaks • of
money.
The
subject
must
be
apdefenses than the protection of the ion into the Pacific, leaving the
••••fcBuimi-'rich bauxite deposits located along West Indies and the Panama canal proached tactfully, so Paul skillfully D E SMART I Crochet these mitiirects the attention ^of the Corin- u
the Surinam river.
ipen to attack) from the south or thian
tens for that outdoor girl. The
church to their fellow ChrisFor the occupation of Dutch east. Attack from land or sea would
in Macedonia. They had been one laced up the back is "tops"
Guiana, like the occupation of Ice- irobably be a long time in cqm- iniansgreat
affliction and were in in red, white and blue. The other
land and the acquisition of naval ng, but attack from the air could 'deep poverty"
(v. 2), but out of is worked in one piece.
bases from Britain, fits into the plan >e swift and terribly destructive,
* * *
sorrow and want they gave
!
to strengthen the links in the chain 'uerto Rico, with well-equipped heir
Pattern 2969 contains Instructions lor
ar
above
Paul's
expectation
(v.
5)
of defenses we have built to protect Jorinquen field, serves as a look- and "beyond their power," and then making mittens in small, medium and
Illustrations of them and
ourselves against the invasion of >ut point. And our defenses in pleaded with Paul that he should large sizes;
materials required; photograph
both men and propaganda. The in- Dutch Guiana will place strong em- et them give more. The explana- stitches:
of pattern stitches. Send your order to:
Every Wednesday Night
vasion of men is still regarded by phasis on anti-aircraft protection.
is found in verse 5, where we
WITH
The fact that even a strong air ion
most people as only a remote posearn that they had first given "their
Sewing Circle Necdlecraft Dept.
sibility; the invasion of propaganda >ase in Dutch Guiana would be, for own selves to the Lord," and then
82 Eighth Ave.
New fork
is already accepted as an accom- he moment at least, of little more n loving co-operation with Paul
Enclose IS cents In coins for Pathan defensive value, seems to in- himself, as the Lord's agent, in this
plished fact.
tern No
POKTVAMDHOTFA
i
Natal, lying to the south and east dicate that defense is the immedi- matter of the offering.
;
AL OOODMAN'S
Name
of Paramaribo, the capital and sea- >te object of our occupation of
ORCHBTM
Is
it
not
strange
that
those
who
THE TKXACO
Address
port of Dutch Guiana, and 1,620 Dutch Guiana. And that, of course, suffer most for the gospel and have
WORKSHOP
miles from Dakar, is the South ndicates that there is something the least to gfte are the most geni Statement requesting the American terminus of the Italian there to defend, namely the bauxite erous in their giving. Those to
Out of Order
atibn of the Office of Civilian airline, Lati, which is known to car- mines.
whom the. gospel has come easily,
It is undoubtedly important for us who bear no special burdens for
; and local defense councils ry Nazi propaganda materials.
TEXACO
It is because things have been
French Guiana, to the esst of Dutch to protect the Surinam mines. Prob- Christ, and who are well situated
acLelsh said:
'precise event signalized by Guiana, has never repudiated its ably as much as 60 per cent of the Inantially, are commonly the most put in the wrong order that the
DEALERS
i ceremonies will be the ratiflca- allegiance to the Vichy government. muxite used in the United States stingy with their money. Could it present chaos and disaster is upor
comes
from
Dutch
Guiana.
While
the
world.
The
order,
expressed
be that they have not really given
At the moment, French Guiana
Itiie BiU of Rights by the State
"" "a, whereby the assent of needs and wants the economic ben- we have deposits in this country, themselves to the Lord? One won- in four words, has been: Money,
A Good Book
principally
in
Arkansas,
Alabama,
things, man, God. The new order
lary three-fourths of the efits of American trade. And the ind Georgia, according to figures ders.
As good almost kill a man as
will
have
to
be
God,
man,
things,
.
An
Exhortation
to
FaithNBpresence
of
additional
troops
will
be
secured;tand whereby it
kill a good book.—Milton.
ssued by the bureau of mines for ness (8:6-9).
money.—The Bishop of Exeter.
a pact of the Constitution. a moral as well as a physical sup- 1939
(the
latest
available)
our
total
Apparently the Corinthians had
B ^Constitution, written at the port to our own troops stationed in production of bauxite for that year
convention in the summer British Guiana and a further assur- vas only 375,301 tons, and four or made a promise ffr pledge to give
ance that we are on the alert. The Ive' tons of bauxite are required to for the poor at Jerusalem, but had
become a bit forgetful and neglioccupation of Dutch Guiana can
one ton of metallic alumi- gent. It seems to be so easy to
hardly be considered as an unfriend- produce
The Arkansas mines, the most neglect to keep up a pledge for the
ly act toward either French Guiana num.
in this country, appar- Lord's work. Some folk even feel
or Martinique, and we are not likely jroductive
sntly
reached
to have any interest in occupying capacity in 1918. their maximum that they cannot make a pledge.
They pledge to pay their rent,
either unless the Vichy government
Controls Rich Deposits.
to make payments on a car, or a
turns over everything to the Nazis.
Although aluminum is one of the washing machine; but to the church
African Events Important.
most plentiful elements, it is found they just can't pledge, or if they
There is no evidence of any im- only in ores, from which it can be do, the promise is often neglected.
mediate danger of that, although extracted or.ly with considerable Such things are dishonoring to the
the removal of General Weygand difficulty sad expense. Bauxite, one name of Christ.
from his African command indi- of these ores, is acknowledged to be
As they abound in other graces (v.
cate^ an effort toward greater co- the best source of alumina, the alu- 7), Paul exhorts the Corinthians to
operation between Vichy and the minum oxide from which the metal- abound in "this grace also." So
Nazis. And if the British gam sub- lic aluminum is extracted. Bauxite is giving is a Christian grace! And
stantial French territory in Africa, found in most countries of the world, why not? Consider Christ (v. 9),
the Nazis may put enough pressure^ but me richest deposits have been who left the glory He had with the
on the Vichy government to bring it found in Europe and in North and Father and came to the poverty of
about- The existence of such a possi- South, America. Hitl'er now has ac- the One who had not where to lay
bility is indicated by our promise oJ fess to the best of the European His head, that we through Him
aid to the Free French forces in deposits, those in France, Hungary, might be eternally rich.
Christian friend, when that truth
Africa under the terms of the lease- Jugoslavia, Greece and Italy. The
lend act, and such help may bring it deposits in southern France, with lays hold of your heart and life your
about by giving the British and Free those in the southern part of the purse strings will loosen, your check
French an additional advantage. United States, have yielded the larg- book will open more easily, you will
gladly give—for Christ's sake.
How much this advantage will est total amount of bauxite.
III. A Principle of Christian Giv__ji, the "Father of the amount to remains to be seen.
While Germany has, perhaps, led
the way, we have also been experi- ing (9:6).
_^ j." I4vmg in Ms home,
The harvest is always in propormenting with other sources of alu_ Hull, only five miles below
tion
to the sowing of the seed. The
mina
and
with
substitutes
for
alum[ home 61 fits friend George Washmum. John H. Walthall, a research man who is stingy with his seed at
, he wrote the Virginia BiU of
chemist for the Tennessee Valley sowing time will reap that kind of a
and was largely responsible
authority, has developed a method harvest. The opposite is also trtie.
i drafting of the national pill
It works in the field of business
for
producing alumina from comghts.
too. The merchant who gives the
mon
clay,
and
in
1940
a
pilot
plant
, ITHACA, N. Y. — Home-grown
|l787, did not contain a specific Christmas trees and boys hired as at the Muscle Shoals laboratory fullest return for one's money and
•laration of individual rights. "In "sandwich men" to advertise them was turning out a ton of alumina the most liberal measure of service
is bound to prosper, while the stingy
opinion of the delegates such a have helped a former New York daily.
one is left to lament the fact that
Magnesium,
aluminum's
strong"aration was unnecessary; it state 4-H club member to finance his
rot on his shelves.
i either reaffirm rights already college education at Cornell univer- est, commercial competitor, has met hisIngoods
the spiritual realm it is even
with firm opposition from the army
ng, or it 'would merely proof its weaknesses, such as more true. But, someone may
• One skid may cost more than ten pairs of WEEDS. May
the national • government from sity.
The sale of Christmas trees takes because
we ought not to do good that
erfering with them. Neverthe- care of half the expenses of Oene its susceptibility to corrosion. How- say
land
you in the hospital to boot. Put on chains the minute
we may profit by it. No real Chriss
> when tike draft was submitted Hanson, now a sophomore at the ever, experiments have demonstrat- tian will give just that he may prossnow
covers streets and highways. ^EED AMERICAN BASadoption, it was discovered that New York st«e college of agricul- ed that it can be made, by alloying per, but, mark it well, if he does
RBIOTORCED
TIRB CHAINS give you these advantages:
nearly
as
strong
as
aluminum,
am
">y shared the view of Mr. Jef- ture. In the past three seasons he
give for Christ's sake and His glory,
on that "a bill ot rights is what has harvested trees, which sold for it has the advantage of being abou* God will prosper him. "You can't
(1) Bar-Reinforced Cross Links. (2) Weedallov-a tougher
People are entitled to against $456, irom his plantation started a third lighter.
metal. (3)Patented LeverBauxite shipments recently have beat God giving."
ty
government on earth, generyears ago. This December an- accounted for two-thirds of Suri
IV.
The Spirit of Christian
or
LockEndHooks—positive <
particular; and what no just other $75 will go into his till.
nam's exports.
Sugar, bananas Stewardship (9:7).
should refuse, or rest
fastening. (4) Side Chains
Gene credit?, his success to a lo- rice, coffee, hard woods, rum, and
Our giving is to be done according
inference/''
Massachusetts, Vir- cal...-market
:«MiB*5,^;..gMUHw,"u»<>
near his
nis home,
nome, to
yielded and hardened to"
'market hear
molasses are the other leading prod to the purpose of our heart—not
New York and othe» ;*aterf satisfied
customers who come back ucts, coming chiefly from the low- grudgingly, nor with grief, nor yet
sau
resist wear. These features3
I the Constitution,
I
.-__ year
„«„, ,Oand
.,H pay
nnv lancy
fancv
ra, but
*» with
*'^^lyear
after
by
compulsion,
because
someone
put
lands near the 240-mile Atlantic
make WEED AMERICANS the
that a Bill °»"~ices for extra-special trees; and coast. Much of this area is below on pressure.
be lidded^: This recommenincluding the "sand sea level and has to be diked and
best buy in tire chains beGod loves a cheerful or (as it may
wa« accepted by the first wich man
stunt at basketball artificially drained Gold once was be translated) hilarious giver. When
n
cause they give more than
Btess in the form of 12 proposed games in which he played. He also
done in the right spirit, giving for
the
principal
mineral
product,
but
double the mileage. Askfor
"endments, which, were passed on point? out that his trees were set on
the accessible deposits have been Christ can be one of the happiest
;
WEEoAMERicANsbyname.
Ptember
:
25,
1789.
Of
these,
10
good land and were cultivated the quite thoroughly worked.
experiences of the Christian life.
lre
declared ratified on December first two years.
Let's
make
offering
time
in
our
AMERICAN CHAIN 4 CABU
The conquest of the Netherlands church services the most joyful
11791.
'•"•'•{,
4-H Club Start.
COMPANY, INC
by Germany in 1940 lessened Suri- time in the meeting. Then we shall
["They relate to i(l) the freedom of
The youthful forester got his start nam s ties
with
the
mother
land
and
Yoik • P«itn«ylvonta
—
in
as well as cheerful
'gion, speech, and the press; (2) in the spHng of 1932 as a 4-H club increased her commercial relation- be liberal
ace
In Bvsmexfor Your Softty
°* stewardship.
"ght to establish state militia; member Through h)s club agent, ships with the United States. Air this t''
the quartering o| troops .in pri- co-operating with the state conser- service is maintained between the
Faith in Christ
* houses; (4) the security of per- vation department Gene received country and the United States.
"Martha said, 'Lprd, if thou hadst
s
free
1,000
trees
which
he
set
out
Almost five times as large as the been here, my brother had not died.'
against unwarrantable searches
Sei
zurp8, (5) capital crime; (6) three feet apart in good soil. Half Netherlands, Surinam is about the Of all the true disciples of Christ
he transplants he planted were
la
l prosecutions; (7) trial by four-year-old Scotch pine, and the size of Arkansas, North Carolina, or this may with perfect confidence be
•
^ common-law cases, (8) other 600 trees were three-year-old Iowa. Its history is intertwined with said 'He is here, therefore they
that
of
the
United
States,
for
in
1667
shall not die.' Faith causes Christ to
fines and punishments, (9) Norway spruce. Because of this
^
necessary the British traded the South Ameri- be present in the heart; and where
is of constitutional and noiwaj f
can colony, which they then owned, Christ is, eternal death cannot be.
rights; and (10) the powfor New Amsterdam, where New —Dean Howson.
York city now stands.

FRED
"ALLEN

KENNY BAKER

WINTER DOUBLES
DRIVING ACCIDENTS

Christmas Trees
Pay for College

in the garage
never saved a life

TIRE CHAINS
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She Will Appreciate

REEL NEWS

•*• *•
Expertly blending fast-paced adventure with an unconventional romance, M-G-M's "Hbnky-Tonk," which
will be the feature attraction at the
Anita theatre Thursday, Friday and
Saturday evenings, presents Clark
Gable and Lana Turner in the starring roles.
Gable, in the new story, appears
as a fascinating card shark with poli1. B^u«ful>l.wUW»'"<' Porcelain Cabin.*
tical ambitions. His part provides a
exe lv
chance to use to best advantage some
of the swashbuckling characteristics
• RADIANTUBE eookinfl
that helped make such fine entertainment in his previous shows.
3. Uwwl eooWnfl »»! in
The story moves swiftly through
a deftly blended pattern of amusing
and exciting incidents in which Gable
is run out of one camp after another
to finally make his last stand in Yellow Creek, where he not only fleeces
the citizens but battles for the state's
highest political offices. He fights
Mn,
jUjiiiigftj
*•
1
rn» i •UIUIOB or i
with six-shooting implements and raCofHngMa&QollartMor.
pier keen wit against his enemies and
• On^Ptobe Wlitilcw .JPat^dabt
besieges Miss Turner in one of the
CookteiTop,*
.
most unusual courtships of the cin• T^enniscr Wdl Cooker
ematic year.
• • *
iSSSed&tScT
Exelortvo Now Frigldain
A star for a decade and now more
*Antwiwtlc ^nTenventan KadiantuboCooking Unttt
. Coatral
Putett in Krigidtdre hirtory!
popular than ever, Irene Dunne comes
B«eh bn five practical cooking
to the theatre "Sunday and Monday as
•peedft
.co-star with Robert Montgomery in
the comedy-drama, "Unfinished Busi
ON DISPLAY — LONG'S FURNITURE
jess."' " • ~
The new picture is said to be one
COME IN TODAY
of the finest vehicles ever offered Miss
Dunne, who has probably had more
hits than any other feminine star during her decade on the screen.
"Unfinished Business" is the story
of a small town girl who comes to
New York to seek an operatic career,
falls in love with one man but marries
ERNEST B. FORD, Superintendent
his brother.
* * *
Be sure to attend the Take-a-Chance
shows each Tuesday and Wednesday
Chas. F. Karns entertained
A get-together was held by the mem- . Saturday evening Mr. and Mrs.evenings.
nochle club Shursday evening bers of the I. 0. O. P. lodge Thursday Frank Roberts entertained the mem• home jon Maple Street. Miss evening at the hall here. Virt Ander- bers of the Highland bridge club at
Mr. and Mrs. C.-J. Holmes of InHook, Mrs. Azel S. Ames son and v Attorney Dalton of Atlan- their home northwest of town. High dianola, Iowa, and Mrs. H. P. Ziegler
M. DeCamp were addi- tic were out-of-town guests. A lunch scores were held by Mrs. Roscoe Koob of Atlantic were Sunday guests at
and Max Walker. A lunch was served. ;he home ol their mother, Mrs. E. W.
ats. Mrs. Solon Karns held was served.
The cCub will meet at the home of Holmes.
Oh Dec. 18 the club will
I/the home of Mrs. Ted Walker. Mrs. Dale Ulfers was hostess-to the Mr. and Mrs. Andy Jepsen on Dec. 20.
Richard Morris is the name of a
members of the Knot-a-Kare bridge
7 pound 10-ounce boy baby which
ll-day meeting of the Original club Wednesday afternoon at her home About 40 persons were present was born to Mr. and Mrs. Morris
dub was held Thursday at on East Main Street. Other guests, Thursday afternoon at the Holy Cross Robson at the Atlantic hospital Tuesof Mrs. Lyman Wahlert besides the members, were M'rs. E. S. Evangelical Lutheran church when day afternoon.
11 members, their'bus- Holton, Mrs. Eric Osen and Mrs.the ladies aid entertained the women
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Joy of Churdan,
five visitors were present, Bert Ramus. High score for the af- of the church together with a numdish dinner was held at ternoon was held by Mrs. Holton. ber of guests. Rev. H. G. Belsheim towa, spent Friday visiting at the
led the Bible lesson. Christmas carols lome of his sister, Mrs. Chas. Dressier,
(which the afternopiKwas A lunch was served by the hostess.
a comforter for the host- Tbe next meeting of the club will be were sung and games played. Plans and with his mother, Mrs. Isabel Joy,
;Wih;v; Wahlett yrill be held on Dec. 17 at the home of Mrs. were made for a party to be held who is spending the winter at the
New Year's eve. A lunch was served. liome of Mrs. Dressier south of town.
F. D. Weimer.
the club qn Dec. 18.'
Mrs. Joy celebrated her 84th. birthday Friday.

• • For Many Years ...

2. *.» u..iui-f«t

As I have rented my farm, I will sell at public sale, at my place,
£ miles east of Anita and l/4 mile south of the school house on No 6
commencing at 1:00 o'clock, on
' '

«. FRIDAY, DEC. 12
the following described property:

"" '

Utilities

:OME TO ANITA ON THESE

.
S
AND WIN VALUABLE PRIZES

Day -- Sat, Dec 13

[HYBRID SEED CORN AND COMMERCIAL FEED TO BE GIVEN AWAY

Free Pancakes and Coffee

Mrs. Azel S. Ames, Mrs. Dick Dement, Mrs. Lorence Inhofe, Mrs. Gerald Redburn, Mrs. Wayne Jewett and
Mrs. D. R. Donahoe of Walnut entertained 26 women at a stork shower
for Mrs. Lyle Redburn at the Jewett
home Friday afternoon. The afternoon was spent socially after which
a lunch was served.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Brodersen entertained the Neighborhood pinochle
club Saturday evening at their home
here. Additional guests were Mr.
and Mrs. Carsten Henneberg. High
scores for the evening were held by
Mr. and Mrs. Brodersen. Saturday
evening the club, will meet at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Wilson.
Mrs. C. H. Johnson was hostess
to the members of the Fi-iday Bridge
club at her home on Chestnut Street
Friday afternoon. Guests, besides
the members, were Mrs. Bert Ramus,
Mrs. Rex Miller, Mrs. Harry Faulkner, Mrs. Dale Ulfers, Mrs. G. M.
Adair, Mrs. Ralph Anderson and Mrs.
E. S. Holton. Mrs. Adair received
high score for the afternoon. A lunch
was served.

^ AT WAGNER'S GARAGE ON WEDNESDAY, DEC. 17
EAT AND DRINK ALL YOU WANT

The bigger
drink with
the belter
flavor!

noz.
•ami

i/CC<
THAT ANY WOMAN WILL WANT

BusyoGroceries Free
DEC. 23

s Day -- Free Toys - Candy
BE GIVEN AWAY ON WEDNESDAY, DEC. 24
1
EVERY BOY AND GIRL

^—^^^^Y^SUKANCE OFFICE TODAY

Do Your Christmas Shopping In Anita
*"^^

Sale

+ 4- 4- 4- 4-

•

-

4 — HEAD OF GOOD HORSED — 4
-, r,Pn? Sor,rel team of geldings, 5 and 6 years o'd, weight 3500:
1 Black gelding, 3 years old, weight 1300; 1 Roan gelding 4
years old, weight 1600.
K B , *

— HEAD OP HIGH-GRADE CATTLE — 50
Twenty head of White Face calves, steers and heifers; 15 head
of Black Angus calves, steers and heifers; 15 head of Shorthorn
calves.
These are all good rugged calves and weigh from 360
to 500 pounds.

38 — HEAD OF SHEEP — 38
Thirty-seven head of western ewes to lamb in February. These
ewes all raised good lambs last year and are bred to a Hampshire
buck.
1 Hampshire buck, 4 years old.
100 — HEAD OF WHITE ROCK PULLETS — 100
150 — BALES OF GOOD OATS STRAW — 150

Set of 1% Inch Clinton Harness Used 2 Seasons
,

T»"-

WAGON WITH TRIPLE BOX—STEEL TONGUE
SCOOP BOARD
LOG CHAINS
McCORMICK-DEERlNG CREAM SEPARATOR^
INTERNATIONAL ONE ROW CORN CULTIVATOR
FORKS
LUNCH WAGON WILL BE ON THE GROUNDS
TERMS}—CASH. AH articles must be settled for before removing
from the premises.

GLEN A. ROE

FRANK BARBER, Auctioneer.

C. E. PARKER, Oferk.

CLOSING OUT

Public Sale
As I have sold my farm, I will sell at public sale, at my residence, 4 miles southwest of Anita, commencing at 12:00 o'clock, on

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 17
the following described property:

3 — HEAD OF GOOD HORSES — 3One Black team, 9 years old, weight 2600; 1 Black saddle horse,
smooth mouth, weight 900.

46 — HEAD OF HIGH-GRADE CATTLE — 46
Twelve milch cows, some are fresh now and others to freshen
soon; 9 head of stock cows; 16 head of yearling calves; 2 yearling
steers; 6 small calves; 1 Black Angus bull, 2 years old.
.

,

\

,

15 Dozen Barred Rock Pullets.
16 Purebred Barred Rock Roosters.
225 Bales of Alfalfa Hay.
9 Tons of Loose Alfalfa Hay in Barn.
225 Bales of Oats Straw.
100 Shocks of Corn Fodder With Corn.

FARM MACHINERY, ETC.
John Deere G. P. tractor; either 14-inch or 16-inch Rock Island
tractor plow; 10-foot Sterling disc; 4 section International lever harrow; 8-foot disc; John Deere corn planter with 80 rods of wire;
Hoosier endgate seeder; 8-foot Deering binder; Case manure spreader; 5-foot Deering mower; 2 New Century cultivators; Tower surface
cultivator; Roderick Lean weeder; pulverizer; hay rack and wagon;
box wagon; iron wheel wagon and box; double drink hog fountain:
feed bunk; new 8x12 brooder house; new brooder stove; Hudson oil
burning tank heater; DeLaval No. 16 cream separator; set of 1% inch
harness; saddle; 34-foot extension ladder; household goods and other
articles too numerous to mention.
LUNCH WAGON WILL BE ON THE GROUNDS
TERMS:—CASH.
All articles must be settled for before removing
from the premises.

BARBER and JENSEN, Auctioneers.

C. E. PARKER, Clerk.

STALEY'S

MINERAL
&MASH

The Farmers Coop.
With the Present Price of

FEED YOUR
POULTRY
CAFETERIA STYLE
With a Feed Especially Made
for This Type of Feeding. Ames
Laying and Breeding Supplement is the Feed You Need. It
Means More Eggs and More
Cash for You.

Rasmussen s Hatchery
Phone 276

Anita, la,

.

1,000 BUSHELS OF YELLOW CORN IN CRIB — CAN BE LEFT
UNTIL NEXT SEPT. 1
400 BUSHELS YELLOW CORN IN PILE
1,000 BUSHELS OF EXTRA GOOD MEDIUM SEED OATS

Beef and Pork
It Is Advisable to Rent a

Locker

— A SURE WAY TO ECONOMIZE —

Miller's Lockers
.ANITA — WIOTA ^* CUMBERLAND
THERE IS ONE NEAR YOU

1

I

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

Spirit of '76'

Pull the Trigger on
Lazy Bowels, with
Ease for Stomach, too

This famous painting, in which
the artist caught the spirit of the
patriots who "filed and drummed
it, was sketched and later painted by Archibald M. Wfflard. The
artist, who lived through four of
America's wars (1836-1918), was
^"•p^-tV:,
When constipation brings on acid indigestion, stomach upset, bloating, dizzy
the creator of "Puck" comics aftfull bodice sections are excellent
spells,
gas, coated tongue, BOW taste and
Washington, D. C.
er the Civil war. He originally
for the larger figure and the vestee
bad breath, your stomach is probably
BRITISH DIPLOMACY
made a humorous sketch for the
section between continues as a
"crying the blues" because your bowel*
The British barring of Russian opening of the Centennial exposiWM« waa recently redon't move. It calls for Laxative-Senna
smart slimming belt. If you want
to
pull the trigger on those lazy bowels,
r his last visit to London . . . Ambassador Litvinoff from an air- tion at Philadelphia in 1876.
a dress which is decidedly differcombined with Syrup Pepsin for perfect
a luncheon at Barrio's fiat, plane en route to the U.S.A. has inA serious attempt to portray
ent make this part of a lighter
ease to your stomach in taking. For yean,
"exquisite littie genius, Max creased Washington whispers that early American patriotism foltone than the rest of the dress, or
many Doctors have given pepsin preparations in their prescriptions to main
,hm, said: "Mr.VWilder, you it is about time the British did lowed the cartoon, and the origicontrast it in beige, for instance,
medicine more agreeable to a touchy stomn't remarked on
view of something to clean up their mori- nal now hangs in Abbott Hall liif the dress is to be brown.
ach.
So be sure your laxative contains
• * •
ames from here"
.Wilder bund diplomatic service and cut brary, in Marblehead, Mass.
Syrup Pepsin. Insist on Dr. Caldwell'i
out
snubs
to
people
who
are
trying
Laxative Senna combined with Syrup Pepto the general effect that
Pattern No. 8971 is in sizes 38 to 52.
sin. See how wonderfully the Laxative
Size 38 requires 5V« yards 35-inch material.
adequate ha;d occurred to to help them.
Senna wakes up lazy nerves and muscles
Contrast section would take % yard. For
It has long been the belief of
. . thereupon Beerbohm
in your intestines to bring welcome relief
this attractive pattern sand your brder to:
Americans,
too
polite
to
mention
it,
from constipation. And the good old
petfpla Usually-dor you imdw.
Syrup
Pepsin makes this laxative so comlast w*ek, for Instance, Mr. that the British embassy in WashSEWING CIRCLE PATTERN HEPT.
fortable and easy on your stomach. Even
can make more mistakes to D E P A R T M EN T
Room 1324
Tunney, the fighter, was here ington
finicky children love the taste of thia
311 W. Wacker .Dr.
Chicago
admired it tremendously. As a j'™* 8*iare' mch even than Mr.
pleasant family laxative, guy Dr. CaldS state de arb
Enclose
15
cents
In
coins
for
well's
Laxative Senna at your druggist
er of Ideti he spoke of it with '** u
P nent—and many
today. Try one laxative combined with
PERSONAL
Pattern No
Size
eloquence and such sensitive- ;°*
the
state
department's
mistakes
Syrup Pepsin (or ease to your stomach, too.
Name
f.
that, really, I felt quite cbme from trying so ardently to ape
DOCTOR'S REDUCING SYSTEM
I the British.
tSS?rmation and weight chart free. Write
Address
Wind and Opinions
CANTON, S. D.
i For years the -British embassy VITAUX
Wind
puffs up empty bladders;
FBI Ignore Interested in a has sat on its hilltop, well removed
opinions fools.—Socrates.
iinent Chicago psychiatrist, from the bustle of Washington, and -There's always a Cousin Joe
Kipling Found His Anger
fobtained an appointment to The - looked with slightly disdainful from Kokomp on your Christmas
list.
You'd
like
to
send
him
more
tie Board of the Col. Donovan amusement upon the hoi polloi of
Was Profitable—to Another
. This doctor, a Hungari- congress. An invitation to the Brit- than a card, but you'.can't afford
ah
expensive
gift.
Send
him
a
recently became a citizen, teh; embassy in those good old days carton of cigarettes or a pound
A bus driver once crashed his
vehicle into one of the trees out[given a routine "check by the ! was considered by the dowagers as tin of smoking tobacco. The cost
side the home of Rudyard Kipling.
When an agent called better than an invitation to the is moderate and it's a gift any
- • spotted
• • • - - a large White House.
The author wrote the man dehome,• • he
smoker welcomes. More smokers
Creomulslon relieves promptly bemanding reparation. The driver
portrait of Mussolini, affecBut those good old days, un- prefer Camels than any other cigcause it goes right to the seal of the
ignored the complaint and sold the
insctibed
That made fortunately both for the dowagers arette and, of the smoking tobactrouble
to hem loosen and expel
letter to a friend for 10 shillings.
te than a routine investigation and the embassyv are gone, never cos, the National Joy Smoke is
germ laden phlegm, and aid nature
Prince
Albert.
Local
dealers
are
to soothe and heal raw, tender, Into the fact that Fritz Hor- to return. However, the embassy
Not receiving an answer, Kipgift-wrapped Camel carflamed bronchial mucous mem, Hungarian Nazi leader, is , a appears completely unaware of that featuring
ling penned another note threatentons
and
a
novel
package
of
four
branes. Tell your druggist to sell you
fit guest at the Dr's house fact. And its charming young men "flat fifties." Also Prince Albert
ing legal action. This scathing leta bottle of OreomuMon with' the uni And at conferences in a hide- go their charming way, saying Smoking Tobacco in pound tins
ter the driver also ignored—and
derstanding you must like the way It
muddy allays the cough or you, an
\m Chicago . . . Horvath has sometimes too-audibly: "We must and pound glass humidors handsold.
to
have your money back.
Berlin connections—and the be nice to Americans"; while the somely wrapped for giving.—Adv.
Finally losing patience, Kipling
• may learn for the first time- real work of defending Britain takes
called on the man and angrily
is not gdfng to be accepted place in the British Purchasing comdemanded an explanation.
fofCoughs, Chest Colds, Bronchitis
at swell job with Col. Donovan. mission, largely ' under the direc"I was hoping that you would
tion of hard-boiled Canadians and
write me some more letters. SellVariety a Pleasure
Business and Pro- Australians.
ing them is most profitable," reThe variety of all things forma
Group annual Friendship
plied the man.
a pleasure.—Euripides.
Viscount Halifax is one of the
took 'place the other night most delightful and genteel persons
jr,had previously announced ever to grace the embassy. He tries
Grief in Excess
would make known at this hard. But hard as he tries, he
Moderate lamentation is the
-the ten big, important wom- cannot overcome the bubbling
i to represent the U. S. . . . Charles Peake, who minces around right of the dead; excessive grief
T UST the kind of dress the larger
civilian defense in Eng- him as if his lordship still were the enemy of the living.—Shakes** woman appreciates—it is inter. The list was prepared viceroy of. India,..with white and peare.
esting and individual and at the
at to Mrs. Roosevelt for her crimson-costumed Sikhs mounted
same time manages to make
. The names submitted on black chargers outside his palpounds seem to disappear. The
(s/TOBasure up to her require- ace, in Calcutta, instead of being
d^aenafon grew to such in a city where politics are very
Lthat the idea .has been tem- earthy and where the congressJap Reporters 'Cover'
£ ' deferred and possibly man's wife from Keokuk has a lot
more influence than the. pink tea
How Japanese newspapers covprotocol experts usually seen at the
er
big stories was illustrated re; Broadwayite recalls when British embassy.
. •>
cently in Tokyo when the palace
HEATS
i was big news every night
nvrai raw tfraomliner rt»
* * *
announced that a statesman was
MontroM Hotel i> M (K* tverydoy
how an assistant district
AH
Day
and
Night
WASHINGTON SOCIETY
1
to
form
a
new
cabinet,
says
Colhotel what a 0«is«l-pow»r«d Qianl
was phoned out of a sound
Washington is a city where delier's.
Within
an
hour,
his
estate
Without
Refueling
of (he raili h to on old fashioned
i wee hour with the news bate may rage furiously on the floor
appeared to have been taken over
wood burner It't new throughout,
• Holds 100 Pound* of Coil
acre in a Chinatown dive of the senate, but simmer down to
from Hagpola to fiogifonev New
by an army. Each paper had
• Start a Fir* but One* a Year
i he got there, still fasten- friendly story-telling in the anteJava Room Coffee Shop, Hurdle
sent
at
least
50
reporters,
equipped
• Seml-Automatlc, Magazine Feed
othes, he found the joint room or around the dinner table
and, Halter bin "and Food Fountain
• Requires lass attention than
with tents, beds, cookstoves, rai; blood, and bodies on the afterward. This is not always the
Room will pleat* and dttghl you.
most furnace*
dio outfits, cameras, pigeons, stephhatchets and knives still in case, however, and sometimes
ladders
and
other
paraphernalia
Patented
construction of the Warm
bartender was moan- Washington society becomes so
Morning Heater la giving amazing ntalu to
for any emergency.
ag noisily . . . "What aroused that it is dangerous to inthousands of users throughout America. Saves
yon time, work and fuel. No Area to rekindle.
the d. a. shouted.
vite certain strong-minded people
Holds fire for several days on cheeked draft.
It's
not
how
much
you
pay,
but
Burns any kind of coal, coke, briquets or wood.
Sppened?" was the reply, to dinner.
how well it Is received, that makes
ft
No clinkers, only fine a»h.
dangled from his musa
Christmas
gift
welcome.
That's
SEE
YOUR DEAIER or writs for Free Literature.
This
was
true
during
the
fight
over
Svery customer ran out Roosevelt's Supreme court bill; and
why Camel Cigarettes and Prince
LOCKE STOVE COMPANY
Albert Smoking Tobacco make
his checkl"
114 W. llth St.
K>n«M City. M*
MODEL 120A
during the Roosevelt-Willkie elecsuch ideal gifts. The cost is modRetail
Price $49.95
Pat
Ko.
2,255,527
tion campaign; and it is somewhat
est, the welcome assured. For
LOCKE
true during the neutrality controverCamel is America's favorite cigarette, and Prince Albert Smoking
i Qystander:
sies today. Old hands at the game
Tobacco is the National Joy
of controversy, however, rnanage to
Dinah
Shore
1
Smoke. Local dealers are featurblues on her new solo Sun- keep their tempers. For instance,
ing Camels in your choice of two
and relieves you of yours seated near each other at dinner the
handsome gift packages — the
rank/Black's classic rendi- other night were Sen. Burt Wheeler,
Camel carton of ten packages and
Benefit From Trouble
NBC's "American Melody than whom there is no more enera gay package of four "flat firBut
for
some
trouble
and
sorties." Prince Albert is featured in
fare; something to hug . . . getic isolationist, and Undersecremore healthful life—I don't know
Good Purpose
the pound tin and the pound glass
|big-time talents like Paul tary of the Navy Forrestal, just as row, we should never know half
To put in the hands of all people of a better purpose in life than
humidor in specially designed
the good there is about us.—
Judith Anderson, Raymond energetically interventionist.
the means of a freer, broader and that for anyone.—Henry Ford.
Christmas .gift wrappings.—Adv.
/, Ruth Gordon, mix with a
Wheeler was talking about the re- Dickens.
i script, and you have that cent neutrality debate, telling how
program—good as the Ropsevelt forces influenced votes by
. . Betty Hutton is a zippy promising jobs and dishing out pawelcome to the Bob Hope tronage. Interrupted Undersecretary
[(He sajd "vitamin pills take Forrestal:
\, .....^You don't wonder, hear- "Senator, did th« neutrality fight
[ichard Crooks sing, why he is reach the depths of your fight to
Met—but you wonder why pass 'the Wheeler-Rayburn act?"
i Melton, who precedes him on (The Holding Corporation act.) ,-..
me Station, isn't . . . Every"No," shot back Senator Wheeler,
[was that surprised when the "I didn't have the patronage."
i Times succumbed to radio.
The two men continued a good•, only -adding a voice to the natured discussion of neutrality,
B that ^unwinds the flashes Wheeler maintaining that time
the-Times Bldg.
would prove that his anti-war stand
was right. After the ,war, he conStory
---r-, C. V.
, tended, history would reverse the
r . Tellers:
'Pson is selling his favorite old | present tide of war sentiment and
again—Cate Society—this time |there wol^^ be a revulsion of feelAmazing how
ing if not a virtual French revoluhpsoa can make them seem in tion.
~
.
fine roll-your-own cigarettes
"And when the guillotine ax.be|.t In reality they are as dull
in every handy pocket tin
'blank wall . . .""How to Be gins to fall, senator,"
, said ForrestWhat? Those lines bend in the middle? Sorry—
will you
my
iPorter" is the caption Of a Look al as he departed, "»"'"
""" hbe
" mv
off Prince Albert
but they're perfectly straight and the same dis» about the composer. It's attorney?"
tance apart at evtrjr point Just an eye-fooler!
advice if you happen to be
r, but late even for him . . .
FINNS VS. NAZIS
i-Radio-Quide starts a two-inIntelligence reports from Europe
nent expose'on this column's for the first time indicate frict^n
r
'te news commentator in the between German and Finnish
r
.'v jr.
*nt issue . v v The fallacy that troops
««*« on tne^
rn
fronts.
The
IT'S THAT
h easte
In rtcaat laboratory
^^
^
^^
[Middle West is isolationist—is
"poking bo*r testa,
SPECIAL
PRINCE ALBERT
by Time, which points out £
beeii Hving off ^e country and
Princa Albert tamed
CRIMP CUT THAT SHAPES
polls have proved .otherwise. have not been at all scrupulous in
- so-calledIsolationist Midwest,"
Finnish peasants for pigs,
UP SPEEDy -AND SURE INTO FULL,
DEGREES
in part, "exists only in the
P
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of congressmen who have
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a
,
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How To Relieve
Bronchitis

CREOMULSION

8971

worn

UJflRm moR

Coal Heater

-HERE'S A REAL
-PUZZLER

CAPITAL CHAFF
Press Box: Another correThe government is paying out
ct with a good book is Raymoney than ever before in hist< Daniell — "Civilians Must
ry for use of the wires and ether
Daniell,
who
covered
the
lon
raids,-reports a failure to Even with reduced rates for official
6
his office boy te* cover when messages the tolls for telegraph.
Lumbers
came. The kid SSSSe! cable and radio are treed
L , the underground hideouts
toon risky. The last time he Tvtftime a government official
i he lost $10 playing cards dicta up the telephone to make an
.10—>erset Maugham, jn a forethe Daniell volume, explains
•censors as "more anxious not
1' me wrong thin* than to do the
one."

B. I. Reynoldi Tobtcm QH
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LOAN FORMS
NAVY DEPARTMENTS
TO All Qss Registrants Have CORN
AT AAA OFFICE NOW Emergency Red Cross War
RELAX RESTRICTIONS ANITA MERCHANT
Relief Drive to Be Thursday
TODAY Received Questionnaires
COMMITS SUICIDE

Com loan forms have arrived at
A relaxation of physical standards
The national draft quota will be in- the Cass county AAA oflBce and a
for enlistment in the U. S. Navy and
The
American
Red
Cross
has
again
creased sufficient^ to cover all men number of loans have been completlies' D»y S*tttfld»jr; Fre« Groceries available in .class 1-A, Brig. Gen. ed, Clair D. Becker, chairman of the been called upon to serve our nation the Naval Reserve was announced this
week by the Navy Department. In Charles A. Young, 63, Commits Suicide
Be Given Away Tuesday mud
Charles H. Grahl, chairman of the Cass triple-A committee, stated this in time of war. An appeal was is- commenting on this action, the desued
a
few
days
ago
for
a
minimum
at Home Here Sunday After Long
Papers are now being preIowa state selective service board, week.
Kids' Day Next Wednesday
of fifty million dollars to be contri- partment announcement stated that
Illness; Anita Business Man
pared
for
numerous
other
applicants.
announced this week. At the same
numerous men who in past months
Closes "Big (Days" Here.
For Past Eight Years.
;ime, however, he. pointed; .out that To be^eHgibi; ^r a ornTan a ?**
*
*?
.TT"^
^
"""
have sought to enlist and have been
d
there has been no call for the in- producer operating or owning onlj ^" 'n the United States. The quota rejected on the basis of minor physical
? .J^',' T^ A T Z J defects will, because of the modifica(Wednesday) is the annual duction of all men in class 1-A so one farm must have not have over at
?3 0
Planted
the
corn
allotment.
If
he
has
'° °f °/ fwh
'Ch th* A
"lta £™
far,
but
that
when
quotas
have
been
of physical standards, be en- Charles A. Young, 63, well known
"•""
IB
n-vna/ifn/1
r/\
**•««« tion
fce and coffee day in Anita.
is
expected
to t*aiofa
raisfe <6Qnn
$300. MS
Fifteen
both
corn
and
wheat
and
the
wheat
alfinally
set
up
it
will
take
in
all
of
couraged
to re-apply for enlistment Anita business man who has operated
will be JwrVed in the garage at
per cent of the money collected wi'.l
lotment
has
been
exceeded,
the
plantthis,
group.
in
either
the regular Navy or the Young's 5c to $1 store here for the
r's .oiling station cdnimencing
retained by the local chapter for
Naval Reserve for the duration of the past eight years, was found dead in
nd noon. Be sure to stop at the The Cass county selective service ing of corn must be underpinned local war relief expenditures.
his rooms in the Anita State Bank
emergency.
and get your fill of the free board are completing classifications enough to offset the overplanting of
wheat. When a producer owns or op- Mrs. G. M. DeCamp, who is chair- The Navy Department has requested building shortly after 5 o'clock Sunthis
week
of
all
men
registered
in
man of the local war relief drive, ani and coffee. '
day afternoon. Dr. W. W. Kitaon,
erates more than one farm, if any of
be ladies' day in Anita this county, according to M. B. Park- the allotments have been overplanted nounced this week that the drive in that any person knowing of young Cass county coroner, called the death
inson,
clerk
of
the
local
board.
men
who
had
been
barred
from
enlisttinie fte Greater Anita Club
a suicide as a .38 caliber revolver was
on any farm', the borrower should con- Anita will be made between the hours
^onsorfrijf a drawing for a num- Those who received their question- sult the county office to determine of 9 and 11 a. m. Thursday, Dec. 18. ment in the Navy or the Naval Re- lying next to him on the floor and a
serve
because
of
minor
physical
reanaires
in
this
part
of
the
county
durMrs. DeCamp has appointed the fol[of valuable gifts that will be given
his eligibility for a corn loan, Becker lowing local workers to assist in the sons should bring this modification in note addressed to his son, Richard,
to the ladies in the Anita trade ing/the past week were:
a student at Iowa State college in
said.
Anita—Lyle Joseph Scholl, Dale
residential district: Mrs. A. A. John- physical requiremenfs to the attention Ames, told of despondency.
Story jw|io register in the book at
The
Cass
county
loan
rate
is
73
olT^ttiese
young
men.
lay's insurance office. The group Templeman, Ludell Hagen, Elmer cents per bushel with a sealing fee son, Mrs. W. A. Linfor, Mts. Bryan
Applicants with varicose veins will Mrs. Mabel Sutton, his housekeeper
fts whkh" are to be given away Peter Jensen, Leland Claire Bruner, of 1 cent per bushel being charged. Parker, Mrs. Raymond Lantz, Mrs. be acceptable under the changed who discovered the body, is reported
iy Incltide a white chenille bed Robert Coradon Howard, Marion Rus- It will bear 3 per cent interest from E. C. Dorsey, Mrs. Hans Moelck, Mrs. standards, this varicocele condition to to have left him about 2 o'clock to go
carpet sweeper, chair, card sell Miller, Maurice Warren Turner, the date the loan is made. Loans will Weimer Pearson, Mrs. Rex Miller, Mrs. be corrected, if the condition is pain- to the Church of Christ where "practice
e, set of fiesta dishes and a fiesta Gtrald Cecil Witte, Dale McCrory, be available until Sept. 30, 1942, and W. H. Mclntyre, Mrs. Bert Ramus, ful, at the naval training stations to for their coming Christmas program
Ralph James Lett, Harry Milton ShelMrs. Aze'. S. Ames, IM!rs. Dale infers
and-six glasses.
which the new recruits are sent. H|y- was being held and upon returning,
ler, Claude Oliver Smither, John Rul- will be. made for three years, with
'together,„.with the sell Stuhr, Clifford Cecil Heckman, the privilege of delivery during the and Mrs. R. W. "Forshay. Mayor drocele, another defect that formerly found the room dark and the radio
C. F. Darrow, Bernard Legg, Leo V.
Wlrlejiare to be given away on
ruled out numerous applicants, will not going as was usual. She immedof August, September or OctoQrville Melvjn Biggs, Dale • Allen i
-^^^^^""display in the window Dressier, Maynard Albert Leib, Ar-' ber - 19*2, ujjon a-30-day prior .written Bongers and Robert Scott will have be corrected, if necessary, after en- iately turned on the lights, discoverBe sure to look thur Vestal Long, .Gerald Elmer I notice to the county committee, - pro- charge of the drive in the business listees arrive at training stations. Ap- ing the sucide victim, who had shot
district.
himself in the mouth. He had been
Jf you too don't
Iri
was ™""«
completed
F«wbW!A"rlife""HarVy Garside, Cloyd viH<"1 th" 1nBn wna
-«' hofbefore
"™
Each cpntributor will be issued an plicants suffering from hernia will in ill health for several months suf>-your name in the regisbe
accepted
provided
their
I.
Q.'s
are
William Kimball, Thomas Harold April 1, 1942, he said.
official receipL.for the full amount of
No insurance is required of the bor- his contribution to this cause and the 76 or better. Recruits suffering from fering from heart trouble and reportAnderson, Homer Kirkham, Jr. and
..23, twelve bushel Ivan Delmer Beecher.
rower as the Commodity Credit Cor- names and amount given will be pub- hernia will be treated at the training edly had threatened suicide if medical
willbe given away
stations and will be enrolled for school- aid would not prove helpful.
poration is carrying its own risk on
Mr. Young, a son of the late Samuel
o are in Anita Wiota—Walter Steffens, Frederick corn placed under seal. Corn carrying lished in the Tribune, unless other- ing during their periods of convalesLouis Possehl, Francis Pete Mailandwise
requested.
Listed
below
are
a
and
Saranda Young, was born at
will be
er, William Andrew Thompson, Gil- moistUre in excess of 20.5 per cent is few of the early contributors, the cence.
Panora, Iowa, on Feb. 12, 1878. He
.
^
,
Other
physical
defects
which
formbert Leroy Maas, Loyal Oustauf Pos- not eligible to be sealed, however, from balance of which will be published
erly prevented men from being ac- grew to young manhood there, gradugroceries yfrpm .the different sehl, Hubert Leon *Brown, Harold Me- Presen* indications of tests being next week:
ating from the Guthrie county high
made
in
the
co
nt
office
the
evening, the Crory, Erhardt James Stelling, Pierre
* V
average Bethany Ladies Aid . .- ........ $ 5.00 cepted as recruits, but which now are school. Later he attended the Univer7 'grjides at the Anita
..........
2.00 waived, are seasonal hay fever; cor- sity of Iowa and Colorado Teachers
«. j. _«u j Glen Huddleson and Edward Troy moisture content is from 17 to 17.5 per Mrs. F. D. Weimer
a /cantata entitled
cent,
he
added.
West Neighborhood Circle ---- 1.00 rectible nasal deformities or nasal de- college from which he was graduated
i,,«j»» TO
to wnicn
which Rllod
yMassena—LeRoy Merrill Mehlmann,
American Legion Auxiliary ... 5.00 formities of such a degree as not to in 1903. He spent the next several
interfere with duty; undernourished
Verne Calkins
................
1.00 land underdeveloped applicants, pro- years in public school work and other
Arthur John Schlotzhauer, Harold LePROCLAMATION.
, Dec. 24, the children Roy Maas, Ralph Kenneth Powell,
American Legion
............
5.00
viding the condition is not due to activities in western states and served
will be treated
..............
2.50 organic disease; and minor surgical Guthrie county as superintendent of
• > ;-.. ., „•- i „<
-i.
Henry Jacob. Ortgies, Val Lee Geiser, The United States possessions have Pythian Sisters
good.old Sahta,CUn»s
* B Wrighti George Angus been fired upon, American blood spill- Past Matrons' Club
Ulta^iaua when
wnen , C1;fford
..........
2.00
defects which can be corrected within schools for 12 years. In 1926, he
P. E. 0. Chapter
............
6.65
to Hazel
v . of TCm.f **e i Brown, Lawrence Odell Ford, Lewis'ed and American lives lost.
a month. Applicants who possess 18 was united in marriage
Dunng.the afternoon John Curry> Earl william Wolford
The Red Cross is on the firing line, Royal Neighbors
Panora, two sons,
............
3.00
Chamberlin
at
natural serviceable teeth, with at least
also be a drawing for a and Earl Francis Waters.
relieving the injured, and needs your
two molars in functional occlusion Thomas, who died in infancy, and
skates, air rifle, doll
help.
Total
$33.15 and not more than four incisors miss- lichard, the only survivor, being born
e, tinker toy set,'kodak,
For your convenience a committee
to this union. 'Mrs. Young passed
MACHINERY
and Mrs. -Harold
Brehmer and ing, will be acceptable. Dental treat- away in 1932.
and ft table ten- CHECK
call i*^/un
upon v;c*\*u
each iiunii.
home c***u
and £**«*&.»
place . «Mr.
""" *
-V* »^ f*t"W T-*~*TLT will
"*
V-****
. . * » . »-...—
prasented. to
LISTS AND
RETUKJN| D f business in Anita, between the daughter of Boone, Iowa, spent Sun- ment will be given at the training
Funeral services will be held this
Sy boys and girls. who have
hours of 9 and 11 a. m. Thursday, Dec.' day visiting at the home of her parents, station.
Wednesday) afternoon at 1:30 o'clock
Any applicant who has been re- at the Methodist church here, Rev.
Cass county farmers who have not lg please h&ye youj. contributions Mr. and Mrs. John 'Wheatley, and with
|tothe book from which the
jected because of any of the defects Arthur V. Long, pastor of the church,
yet checked their farm machinery and (
am} be generoU3
other relatives and friends.
1 be chosen.
noted above is urged to re-apply for fficiating. Burial will be made in the
ordered the parts they w.ll need dur- | Remember_Your gifts will bring
enlistment in the Navy or Naval Re- cemetery at Panora. Anita merchants
Old
age
assistance
payments
were
ing
the
coming
year
were
requested.
comfort
to
the
men
and
women
of
our
£T350RNEY IS this week by the Cass County UbDA'
country who are serving on land a"nd received by 493 Cass county residents serve immediately.
will close their places of business
Defense Board to make this check
Anita must not and shall not during the month of November, ac- All applicants accepted with de- from 1:30 to 2:15 for the funeral.
cording to the regular monthly re- fects requiring correction will be hosof' immediately.
! foji.
port of the Department of Social pitalized. After correction of these
and: Charles E.i In a letter, sent to every faryer, ^ ( Signed)
ICalvin F, Darrow,
defects recruits will be returned to CASS DEFENSE BOARD
, Bid, Wheeler of Clair D. Becker, chairman of the
Mayor of Anita. Welfare, and amounted to $10,465.70, their training stations at the earliest
MEMBER^ SELECTED
or an average check of $21.23. Seven
i V«N» united in mar- board, said:
.
practicable
time.
blind
pensions
were
paid
Cass
resiRev. and Mrs. H. G. flelsheim were
Wednesday "We cannot stress too strongly the
These modified physical standards The organization of 'a Cass county
dents amounting to $164.00 for an
in extreme urgency of ordering farm m Omaha Monday where he was atwill
apply for all applicants for en- civilian defense board to extend into
average
of
$23.43.
H. Keast, machinery repair parts now. Your tending to some business matters,
fiev.
listment
in either the regular Navy local communities has been completed,
the county USDA defense board wants i _
or
the
Naval
Reserve with the ex- it was announced this week by Chairto do everything in its power to helpT
ception of applicants for enlistment man Boyd Cambridge of Atlantic, with
1
Mrs Walker you maintain and increase your proin classes for prospective commission- members of the board heading the
e Motor Inn'duction for 1942, but it cannot use
organization in their districtl
ing.
Mr. Walker, a graduate of its influence in obtaining priorities for
The members of the organization
University, has been practicing farm machinery repair parts until
which will carry on all civilian defense
YOUNG ANITA COUPLE activities under direction of the county
for the past six years.
I those parts are actually ordered
VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
UNITED IN MARRIAGE board, follows:
|y-following their marHe again stressed the ™portonce
Couple left on a wedding of farm machinery ready to go as
First District—Mrs. R. W. Forshay,
UIL t CI^L AA 2-10-pz. Packages With
• Miss Doris M. Shank, a daughter Anita, council member; Glen Roe,
"Sand soon after the an extremely important factor m
f
of Mr. and Mrs.^ George Shank of Anita, Grant I; Rowley Pollock, Anita,
, they will return to 'meeting the "Food for Freedom' proAdair, and Virgil Reynolds, a son of Grant II; Loyal Possehl, Wiota, Benwill make their duction goals, and emphasized that
r«L
Kraft's American or Velveeta
Mr. and Mrs. Bert E. Reynolds, were ton; Mrs. John Mehlmann, Anita,
„„„ their many friends supplies of new machinery will be
united in marriage Thursday at Grant Lincoln; Joseph O'Connor, Wiota,
Congratulation and best drably educed. ^ ^ ^
City, Mo. The ceremony was per- Franklin.
n ..
Briardale, The Best Costs So OO
formed at the Methodist parsonage
«>°^
_
farms that have adopted tractor
Second District—Mrs. Curtis W.
JjUtter
Little More — Pound
by the pastor of the church.
Bapsori of Ely, Minn., farming in recent years, Becker deMaste'.ler, Atlantic, council member;
r U.
Fresh Roasted — Fresh Ground
The bride is a graduate of the Adair J. G. Stevenson, Pymosa; Mrs. Henry
nt the home of her dared he believed many fanners now
school and for the past several Kay, Brighton; Mrs. Henry Bell,
high
LOilee
Briardale
..
.28c
—
Tall
Corn
have
on
their
farms
good
_
to
V. Stone.
weeks
has been employed at the 'White Grove; Clyde Bailey, Washington.
horse-drawn equipment that is not
Front
Coffee Shop here. The groom
Third District—Boyd M. Cambridge,
py Rickeland his two sons, Maurice ing used
Pan Rolls
Bakery Special — Dozen
9c
has been a resident of this community Atlantic, council member; Dr. J. D.
Don Bfekel, and their families^ Farmer3 are being asked to report U
for several years and at present is Shoeman, 1st. ward; Mrs. Hubert
"* brn^, spent Sunday in Anita they have this machinery and to list
A
f
Roman Beauties — Fine Packdjl -7Q
employed at the Skelly service station Pressnall, 2nd. ward; Frank Mallette,
jtihe home of their mother i(. with the DOBrd, since, he explained,
AppleS
Per Basket
*1.IJ
in Anita.
3rd. ward; Irvin Pellett, 4th. ward.
iHOther, Mrs. Almira Rickelr4here are many farmers who may be
The young couple will make their
B. Christian,
Fourth DistrictCalifornia's Finest Navels
OO
with otB*r:relatives and friends.
, d to buy it to use or as a .source
fc np
home here where their many friends Griswold, council member; Howard
'
~r:.:-;. of repairs for similar equipment of
Per
Dozen
«
'
will wish them many years of happy Shaw, Bear Grove; Floyd Northrup,
flftir, Homer Hillebrand and th€ . rown
wedded bliss.
The New Way to Make Chili t 1Ji
Q
'12-yeiiiyold son, Billy, were burn-, WMe making the check, too, he
Cass; W. R. Crawford, Pleasant I;
John Smith, Pleasant II; D. J. Bode,
, Con Carne — 2 Cans
'
death-ill a Are which destroyed continuedi farmers will discover many
.Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Maduff are
ltbwne near Corvallis, Ore., •
ieces of mach inery no longer usethe parents of a 7 pound boy baby • Noble.
Fifth District—V. D. MlcMartin,
n!ghi according to word re- ^ and they are urged to collect this
which was born to them Monday morn- Massena, council member; L. W. HodI here «day by friends. Mrs.
jron ftnd seii it to junk dealers.
ing at the Atlantic hospital. He is ges,, Cumberland, Union; A. J.'Cruiae,
the first child in the family and has Massena, Massena; Pat Jennings,
Those Good Fresh Roasted
been
named Michael Lee.
Jumbo's — Pound
Maasena, Edna; Walter Kerkmsnn,
Wagner, of Anita. dosed from Dec. 24, until Jan. 5, for
Massena, Victoria.
*« B on,o)|Mr, Jr:, and a guest tn' t h e annual Christmas vacation.
Robert
Scott,
Frank
Louden
and
GWC — Solid Pack — One Pie 1Q
Duane Bowen were in Council Bluffs
A win received recently by the
home,-'MrB., BoU Slater, escaped
RudTTteacher in the
'

'
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BRIARDALE

m

Wheat rlakes utmty BOWI Free
Lneese
2 Pound Loaf

Mixed Nuts

Fan£ Grade

y

-

Pound

e

Vet.

N°dilS
or funeral ar- Anita
been received here jn Omaha
•m^'
'
Elizabeth Edison

good,si*ft,«rowd was in Anita
tfay afternoon for the first of

the week end
friend>
fneno, Mis*

Mrs.
Calvin Vriesen of Glencoe 111.
1
...
.
of the home of her

Big a^^hrfiwjsf
were winners., of wed corn-which
donated,.bf different seed com
Jt Chaa. Jenaen, Harold Melt C. mods, Fred Dressier,
* Johnson, Edwin Garside, Ross
""'», Bad L*ntFtand Lewis Steeie.
• werealso five, sacks of feed
1a
*ay that were won by Fred H.
'. Uland L«ntz, Robert McDer• Louis Ptepet and Henry Kuehn.
A
- Jensen mas the winner of a
; of

nicotine acid.

who is a
been transferred

„.„-,
Harry Jordan, Cass county sheriff,

£=

Pumpkin
Candy
Popcorn

Size — 2 Cans

Buster Mix — Pound
Hulless Hybrid — 3-lbs.
All Flavors — Briardale
3 Packages

Vanilla TaU Corn Imitation—z-™
n
C -i. Texas Marsh Seedless
per Peck
Grape Fruit

***'

12c
20c
15c
14c

OUR SINCERE WISH IS, "A MERRY
CHRISTMAS TO ALL"

,\\c lumber
. . K,«mi.«
Igency
field units in plans outlined
i&*-*
_„
me
luinuc business.
^
L mejdical division bulletin. These
Approximately twenty persons at- units, he requested, are to drill weektended the farmer's adult evening I ly and where necessary. Reserve Held
school Monday evening when current Units should be organized with medilive stock feeding and feeds were dis- Lai, nursing and trained volunteer
ussed. A picture on air-conditioning, personnel derived from the community
'Weather By Air," was fjhovrn and re-joining in the work. Immediate acfreshments were served. It was de-(tion in this regard was urgedto be
Stock In,pr..«m«»t." .tat. M.i.ta.1 .»P

ing.

Sunday morning.
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THE ANITA

Crawford's Clover Farm Store
We Deliver

Phone 29

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
PUMPKIN, Clover Farm, 2 No. 2 cans ........ 19c
CRANBERRY SAUCE, 17-oz. can
PEANUT BRITTLE, 2 pounds

............

15c

..............

.'25c

HARD CANftY, 2 pounds

....................

25c

BUTTER, pound prints ...f

....................

34c

ORANGES, small, 2 dozen

...................

25c

CHOCOLATE CHERRIES, pound box

DILL PICKLES, quart jar

.......

...................

23c

17c

Celery — Lettuce — Nuts — Apples — Cranberries

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
Established 188S.

BY THE WAY
By L. F. M.

Greeting cards and calendars have
Published Every Thursday and Entered
begun
to arrive ... . the prettiest calat the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, M
endar so far comes from a place of
Second Class Mail Matter.
business in Atlantic. It has a huge
Cecil G. Bndd
Editor sheet for each month, and each sheet
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Year has the copy of an original CurrierIves painting . . . a little review of
Official Town and County Newspaper each painting and its author is included. Dop't have any Anita calen, Member of National Editorial
dars yet, but we are still hoping.
^Association, and
* * *
' •'
Yoo-Hoo! Alma! Don't be surprise^
at anything which shows up in your
stocking 'Christmas morning . . . we
spied your husband doing his shopping in the dime store the other day.

FONTANELLE BEATS
BOTH ANITA TEAMS

Tomorrow the Woman's Club meets
or its 'Christmas party . . . don't forget to bring your gift and a dime for
The Anita high school boys' basket- eats, ladies.
ball team played their poorest game
so far this year Friday evening at "tast week one of the teachers in,
the high school gym when they were he Atlantic schools gave to her young,
defeated by Fontanelle by a score of sters the task of writing a poem con32 to 18. Fontanelle showed the best :erning some custom of the Christmas
defense of the season, but the local season. Here is what nine-year-old
boys made a very poor percentage Adele Brown Cockshoot handed in
of their shots. Hagen, AirJta sharp- to her teacher:
shooter, was held to two baskets, with
WHEN CHRIST WAS BORN
Lees and Rhoads scoring the rest of Christ was born long ago
the team's points. . An advantage in
In a little manger low.
height and the control of rebounds Vlary and Joseph standing near
was held by/ the opponents throughout
Angels' anthems did not fear.
the, game. "The score at the half was Shepherds saw the Shining Star;
15 to 7 in favor of Fontanelle.
Wise men came from afar
The Anita girls went down in., de- To see the Babe of Christmas Day
feat before the girls from Fontanelle
Who, in a lowly manger, lay.
by a score of 26 to 8. As this was They brought myrrh, frankincense and
the first home game, they seemed to
gold;
be stage struck and didn't play nearly
In the Bible that is told.
as good a game as they are capable Because they came from far away
of playing. Morgan and Fowble played
We give gifts on Christmas Day.
* • *
outstanding ball for the Anita team
A iP. T. A. benefit game will be Thanks, Adele, we like your poem
played at the high school gym Fri- and we are glad your Daddy perday evening with a group of town mitted us to use it.
team- girls meeting the high schoo
team. There will also be a boys' game
Miss Maude Denne spent the week
A supper will be served before the end here visiting at the home of her
game and a lunch afterwards. The parents, Mr. and Mirs. George Denne
next scheduled game of the season
will be with Wiota here on Jan. 6.

REEL NEWS

*

Mis* Edith Aupperle has returned
to her home in Omaha after spending
several days here visiting her father,
J. P. Aupperle, and other relat.ves
and friends.

PETERSEfl

PHONE 300
WE DELmp
Forsaking fight and frenzy for fun
and frolic, "Navy Blues," which will
RiwselfHolland, who is stationed
be shown at the Anita theatre* Thurs- I at Camp Grant, 111., spent the week
SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND
day, Friday and Saturday, will un- I end here visiting at the home of his
COFFEE, Paxton Gas Roasted, pound ..
cork a barrel of mirth and music as I father. Carl Holland, and with other
Ana Sheridan, Jack Oakie, Martha 'relatives and friends.
JELL, Butter-Nut; it whips,J5 packages . . 2Q
Rafe, Jack Haley and the Navy
PRUNES, 30-40 size Califoriiiit pounds ." "?
Blues Sextet outdo themselves in a The Anita Federated Woman's c'.ub
and the Home and Garden club will
comedy of errors.
CRANBERRIES, Cape Cod, pound . .
2j*
The only battle in this battleship hold a joint meeting Thursday afterAPPLES, Jonathan* ^inesap, Grimes Golden, C
picture is a battle of wits and wise- noon at 2 o'clock at the Congregation*!
4 pounds
'. • • •',"• • • -, • - —"•
' 25.
cracks and the guns constantly roar church. A gift exchange will be held
out salvos of frivolity even in target and a lOc lunch served.
PEANUTS, fresh roasted, 2 pounds
"29
practice.
MIXED
NUTS,
2
pounds
.
1..:
45c
The story is the amusing tale of
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Nelson are the
two s'ap happy gobs on the U. S. S. parents of a 7% pound girl baby
Full Line of Vegetables and, Fruits For Your
Cleveland who get into double trouble which was bom to them at their home
Christinas Dinner
in Hawaii by trying to evade two southwest of here Friday morning.
gallivanting gals, and by trying to She is the third child in the family
filch their shipmate's pay.
and has been named Barbara Marie.
The gobs are played by Jack Oakie The other two children are boys.
to crops, makes manures and fertiliand Jack Haley, the girls by Ann
Sheridan and Martha Raye. In the
The memoers of the Sunshine club zers more effective, favors soil orpicture Martha, as Haley's ex-wife, were entertained Friday afternoon by ganisms that will make plant food
s trailing him in quest of alimony. Mrs. Robert Wilson at her home on available, and helps control certain
The last time she caught up with East Main Street. Eleven members plant diseases and insects.
him was in San Diego where he and one visitor, Mrs. Forrest Wilson,
Mrs. E. C. Dorsey entertained the
Ad»5r,
swore she was an international spy were present. The afternoon was
members
of the N. B. bridge club at
and had her thrown in jail.
spent socially and a Christmas grab
—Office Ho
her home on Rose Bill Avenue Thursbag was held. A lunch was served by (
day
afternoon.
Mrs.
Homer
MillhoUia
"Smilin' Through," which is the the hostess. Mrs. Robert Smith will
'eature attraction at the theatre on entertain the club at its next meeting was an additonal guest. High scons
jWed. &Sat.M
for the afternoon was held by Mrs.
Sunday and Monday, marks a 1941 on Jan. 9.
7 till 10
Dorsey, Mrs. Millhollin was rtmner-ufc
ligh spot for emotional love stories,
Son. 10-11 A. H|
'or Techr4M>'-or and for lovely JeanThe members of the Silver Thread and Mrs. Francis Smith held to*,p
ette MacDonald. Sharing top honors club were guests of Mrs. Glen Taylor score. A lunch was served by the
Phone 37
with the actress are Brian Aherne Thursday afternoon at her home here. hostess. Mrs. Andy Miller will be
and Gene Raymond who, for the first Mrs. R. E. Butler and Mass Marie
;ime in his screen career, is seen Tierney were winners of contests put
opposite his wife.
on during the afternoon by Mrs. Ray
Nothing has been lost of the ro- Nichols and Mrs. M. N. Taylor. A
mantic flavor of the original play in Christmas grab bag was also enjoyed.
.he retelling of this gripping love i A lunch was served. Mrs. Roy Taylor
•' •••^^p^p^?W^v^ story in Technicolor .dress, with a will be hostess at the next meeting
... -v *%£• ;.' .tii'lf:- -'.-'_. K fr •. ' -' • . .;
' :,_.
varied musical background. "Smilin' of the club on Jan. 8.
Through" again takes its place as
a screen "must."
Never has Miss ' MacDonald been
We Invite You To
Equipment
more stunning nor in better voice.
FEEDING
PROGRAM
rler utterly convincing and dramatic
Added To Our Ba]
traent
death scene on the eve of her marFOR
riage to Aherne is One of' the finest
)its of acting yet to reach the screen.
BETTER POULTRY
Aging from an impetuous youth
of twenty to a disillusioned man of
Should Include a Balanced Raseventy is a difficult task for any action.
We Have a 25% Grain
tor, but Aherne's interpretation of
Which Charges Your Battery In the Modern Me
Balancer
in Either Mash or
Sir John Carteret aptly demonstrates
Approved
By Leading Battery Manufacturers, I
lis status as a star of the first rank.
Pellets That Will Really Give
Raymond is impressive in the duel
est
Car
Manufacturers,
Society of Automotive
You Results.
roles of Jeremy and Kenneth Wayne
gineers and Bureau of Standards, U. S. Govc
and his love scenes opposite Miss
MacDonald are intensely stirring.
It Is No Longer Necessary For You To Wait Dayil
* * *
Fo*
Your Battery To Be Charged. This MJ
Come to the theatre on the bargain
Phone 276
Anita, la.
Take-a-Chance nights which are every
Modern Approved Method Charges Your Battery ft;
Tuesday and Wednesday.
the Amazing Time of 15 To 45 Minutes, Withur

S&&JSnext meeting "<

NEW!

MERCURY

Rasmnssen's Hatchery

Without Removing the Battery From Your C»,j

•^^MHMHiMMHMHHHHMHHHH

Coal Might Be 'Scarce Later This Winter
Please Buy Or Place Your Orders Now
KUNZ GRAIN CO.
BERT C. RAMUS, Manager

NEW GUARANTEED BATTERIES
PRICED AS LOW ''JC8 1^'I^WEST

o.w.

•" Mrs. Frank Kramer wa_s hostess ti
a number of women Thursday even
ijig at her home here. The evening
•was spent playing monoply,. high score
being held by Miss Maxine Stager.
A lunch was served by the hostess.
- Mr. and Mrs. George Deeming are
the parents of an 8 pound girl baby
which was born to them at their home
here Saturday morning. She is the
second child in the family, the other
also being a girl, and has been named
Patricia Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter R. Petersen
received word l2st week that their
son, George, had submitted to an
emergency appendicitis operation at
the hospital at Ft. Benjamin Harrison
near Indianapolis, Ind., where he is
stationed with the Army. He has been
confined there for several months suffering with arthritis following an attack of pneumonia.

BIGGER

BETTER
raws asJSrtssA-

NOTICE!
Fusk Meat Meal Tankage at
wholesale, delivered.
We will piei up your dead
animal* and give ttrriee.

Phone 257
WAGNER FILLING STATION
ANITA, IOWA

O.
PHONE 244

ANITA, IOWA

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

THE SUNNY SIDE OF L
Clean Comics That Will Amuse Both Old and Young
BIG TOP
MVRA.DEAREST.I LOVE VOU
AND.I
ME JUST AS SOON AS OJR
SEASON SNITH-THE SHOW IS

PITCHER CONTRACT, HAL.
VIH1CH KEEPS
HER FRONI
MARRIED TWIS VEAR '

OVER ! T
PICTURE

GEE \JJHIfc- THATS A „
SHAME

ttesh

and

floors

of

dirt.
•,
• •
Casserole dishes

SAV.I
GOTTA
IDEA, HAL' '
^ »
'

IT SURE 1S.PARPNEP, BUT I
HAVEN'T YET MADE UP MY,,
VWATS BEST TO
'REP* I'D RATHER HAVE .

VJ

Af

? EVER'BOD/

N\VRA THAN AU-TVflc MO/IE .
CONTRACTS \H
ti

£!
To

HIM V

»se**
1
f^^f^^Vfc*
S intestinal fr
* • »

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA —Something Smart in Hats

.

A KITE

HELLO,
DEARIE- I'M
JUST TRYIN*
ON MY NEW
SUMMER
CHAPEAU

MADAM, MRS.
ROCKINGHORSE
IS CALLING AND
SHE'S COMING
RIGHT IN

WITH ML W< DOUGH,
I SETMORE FUN SWINGIN • A
FEATHER DUSTER AT HOME
THAN I DO SWINGIN' A
FEATHER FAN AT THE OPERA

SIS,
I VINCENT, IF SOME
OF MY SOCIETY FRIENDS , CHAIRS
ARE MADE
SAW ME CLEANIN*
AN» DUSTIN' THEY'D TURN ' TO BE
SAT IN,
UP THEIR NOSES
NOT
DUCTED

atmosphere and I
-r faare the two bigg
zy-zi—
8«>wing house
VnWsm^ou have a good
Vymuii which gives ,
conditioning, it's necessaj
evaporating pans on the radst
to increase the humidity ?!
*pu«^ so thnt plants will do t
D^8v*

GLASSIFIEI
m;l$oir&V

Tnnk 7» Xtttajr KraUt**, toe.

REG'LAR FELLERS—breakfast (Dishes) in Bed
MOM.OEAft—IT
MU6' BE TH2E80ME
TO MAFIA STAND

By GENE BYRNES

IT CECttAWLY ld,3UGAtt
PLUM—A«0 »-rtl LOVELY

WELL, IT WILL SOON
Qi OVEft,MPM—I'M
WOIWN* ON A GREAT
INVENTION THAT WILL
MAKE IT EASY FOR YOU.

OF YOU it> TWBK:

MOTHER, THAT WAY/
AFTER.
WARD ALL DAY.

THERE YtaE,
MOMMA-*-NOW
YOU'LL BE ABLE

T'DO'W

to the eye and)
,_, too, is the
Christmas-wrap
to
-ii£*
j£ Geor8«Smokers
WL_
aoldhg Tobacco.
"ity will be f
. I this great,
tobacco, in its
e, with
led in.
ift for the
ilong and..
ar dealer is
aas line.-A

IN

JUSTI;

WITH ME/

m

HCKO THIS ADVK
I-""

itable Compoin4|

~ forwomS
>_ jess dueto<
...-ildMurbana.Ttatt-l
ntvm thousands 01OTB1I

report tvmorfeable benefits, !fr|
lowtobcl directions.

MBS

IKE

BrS.L. HUNT-LEY

At Least Everyone Seems to Like It
'•Dnderrated Duty
There !is no duty we soi
underrate a,s the duty oil
bappy,—R. L. Stevenson.

KnowXoorl
Era you consult fancy,
POP—Come Across, Mister
1

I CAMT CASH THIS CHECK.YOO

MAVEWT WRITTEM ANVTHING
ON IT/

A

CHECK'S WORTH

iaackacht

TEN CENTS,
IT

. country '

m&

At the
Gueat-Room :::«£3
Door

THE m
m SPORTING
M

m

THING

ws

^;:*«Z3ff*-

&w?

m

fttiUHit HOM) * .

GLUYAS
&£
WILLIAMS

By
LANG
ARMSTRONG

ltt

ssawassafrHSae

S^J^/ ^
"O. K. then, U yon IniUt, beadi you

him off"

P^
^

wSwiSSM!?* 5!*S«e«'^ I

k?f'M
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+ST. MARY'S CATHOLIC CHITRCH4
4
M. J. O'Connor, Pastor
4-

The Store of the
Christmas Spirit!!

Mass Sunday at 10 a. m.

Gifts For "HIM" On Your Christmas List
*.

DRESS SHIRTS
$1.19 to $2.49
TIES
55c - $1.00 - $1.50
LEATHER JACKETS
$5.95 to $14.95
ROBES
$3.49 to $7.50
PAJAMAS
.$1.00 to $4.95
HOUSE SLIPPERS
i$1.00 to $2.69
LUGGAGE
$1.25 to $13.50
BILL FOLDS
$1.00 to $2.49
BRUSH SETS
$3.95 to $4.95
SCARFS — SILK or WOOL
59c to $1.50
HATS
$1.49 to $3.95
TIE CHAINS
50c to $1.50
KEY CHAINS
50c to $1.50
BELTS
50c to $1.50
SUSPENDERS
50c and $1,00
BOXED HANDKERCHIEFS
59c
PURE IRISH LINEN HANDKERCHIEFS ..25c
— And Loads of Other Gifts —

BOB HQWARD
CLOTHIER
The Store For Men
Where Women Like to Shop

MAY OFFER DEFENSE
TRAINING IN ANITA
If enough interest is shown by enrollment, a defense training course
in one or more of the following will
be made available in Anita, Supt.
M. M. Feller, announced today.
1. Operation, care and repair of
tractors, trucks and automobiles.
2. Metal work, including simple
welds^ tempering, drilling, shaping
and machinery repair.
(3. Woodworking.
4. Elementary electricity, including
operation, care and repair of electrical equipment.
The course would be open to young
men between the ages of 17 and 26
years of age and would be of at least
six weeks duration. Classes would
be held in some shop during the even-

ing hours, about three hours per evening five days a week.
Such a course was proposed last
year but not enough young men - in
this community were interested. Those
who are interested enough to enroll
now are urged to contact Mr. Feller
immediately.

ITEMS OF THIRTY YEARS AGO

December 21, 1911.
Chas. E. Thomas of Marne was
LINCOLN CENTER
4^ + > + + . f . 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - 4 - visiting friends in Anita Saturday.
•Hi U. Shannon, wife and children
Sunday School at 10 a. m. Preaching services at 11 a. m. Non- were over Sunday visitors with reladenominational. Everyone invited. tives and friends in Atlantic.
The new barn on H. L. Bell's farm
southwest of town is framed and
4- HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL 4 makes quite an imposing appearance.
r
LUTHERAN CHURCH
4- Mr. and Mrs. B. D. Forshay went
4H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
+ to Atlantic Friday morning where
^ - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f * - they spent the week end visiting relaSunday School at 9:30 a. m.
tives and friends.
Divine services at 10:30 a. m.
The Fullerton Lumber Co. of this
Advent service Wednesday at 7:30. city received a car load of lumber
Sunday School teachers will meet at this week from old Mexico which is
the church Friday evening at 7:30. believed to be the first car of lumber
Practice of Christmas program Sat- to be shiped into this county from
urday afternoon at 1:30 o'clock.
that country.
The petition for the establishment
of a new rural route out of the Anita
* CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH 4 post office has been sent to the proper
4
A. T. Evans, Pastor.
4- authorities. It will probably be three
f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f - f or four months before one could be
Service of worship, 11 a. m. This established even if it is seen fit to
will be Christmas Sunday and a spec- do so.
ial service. Why not make a special
effort to be there? Our theme will LUTHERANS TO HAVE
be: "Our Quest." What are you
NEW CHURCH BELL
seeking this Christmas season; whal
is your quest?
Special dedicatory services will be
Choir rehearsals this week will be held at the Holy Cross Evangelical
Wednesday and Friday evenings at Lutheran Church here Sunday morn-'
7:30, at the home of Raymond Lantz. ing at 10:30 o'clock. A church bell
The Church School will put on their donated by St. John's Lutheran Church
hristmas program Sunday evening of Casey is being installed this week"
at the church at 7:30.
and will be formerly dedicated at the
The ladies will serve the regular service Sunday. In addition, the new
noon-day dinner Thursday.
hymn books, recently edited by the
4 4 4 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 4 4 * 4 Lutheran church will be dedicated to
'
4
METHODIST CHURCH
4 the worship of God.
The new Lutheran hymnal is an
4Arthur V.'Long, Pastor.
4
outsjanding work of modern hymnChurch School at 10 a. m. Lee K. ology. It is the product of about ten
Nichols, acting superintendent. Class years of labor on the part of a committee of men who are the leading
for young married couples.
Church worship at 11 a. m. Nursery authorities in Lutheran hymnody.
Mainly, the improvements of this book
:lass for small children.
A candle-light carol service will over the Lutheran hymn book are
be presented by the choir at 4:30 p. m that more hymns have been added,
The Sunday School Christmas pro- thus affording a wider selection; the
gram will be given at 8 p. m. Every- wording of other hymns have been
one is cor'dially invited to these pro- improved; and the melody of others
have been brought into the singing
grams and services.
Orchestra practice at the church range of the congregation. A cordial
his (Wednesday) evening at 6:45; welcome is extended to all to attend
prayer meeting at 7:30; and choir this service.
practice at 8.

ANITA MARKETS.

(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
4- CENTRAL CHURCH OF CHRIST 4
Eggs,.)cash,
dozen
28c
C. R. Neel, Pastor.
4
Mrs. Mary Wilson and Mrs. John C *
Eggs, in trade, dozen
29c
Jenkins were hostesses to the members
Eggs,
Specials
33
C
Sunday School at 10 a. m.
of the Past Matron's club at the home
Eggs, No. 1
30c
of the former on Wfest Main Street 'Church worship and corrrmunion Eggs, No. 2
26c
Monday afternoon. Twelve members it 11 a. m. Regular Christmas ser- Hens, over 5-lbs
15C
and two visitors were present. Roll 'ices at the morning- hour. Subject, Hens, 4 to 5-lbs
isc
'The
Christmas
Message
For
Today."
call was, "Christmas Customs." ElecSunday evening, the Christmas pro- Hens, under 4-lbs. & Leghorns .. lOe
tion of officers for the ensuing year
14C
gram
will be given and you are in- Springs, over 5-lbs
was as follows: Mrs. G. M. DeCamp
Springs,
under
5-'.bs
ijy
president; iMIrs. B. D. Forshay, vice vited to attend.
Sta s
^
..'.'.'.'lie
Join with us and we shall worship Leg-horns
president; Mrs. L. J. Hofmeieter, secgc
retary; and iMrs. Robert Scott, treas ogether.
Roosters, Ib
gc
Christmas will soon be here again.
urer. A lunch was served by the
'.'.'.'.'.'. 8C
What a pleasing satisfying period in Ducks, Ib
hostesses.
Geese, Ib
gc
he journey of life it is. Once-more we
.gQc
hould listen to the angels song, "Glory Pigeons, live, dozen
.',, ggc
o God In the Highest and On Earth, Cream, sweet
.3^
">eace and Good Will to Men." In Cream, No. 1 sour
34C
pite of war and blood shed/let us Cream, No. 2 sour
Yellow
corn,
old,
No.
2
,&&
ing the good old song and enter
. . 62c
nto the spirit of the Christmas tide. Yellow corn, new, No. 2
Yellow
corn,
ear
5gc
The ladies of the church will serve
WE HAVE HUNDREDS OF GIFT IDEAS
Oats, No. 2, new . . . .
42c
heir
regular
dinner
Wednesday
noon.
—LET US HELP YOU WITH YOUR EN-

w^t. NO.i

TIRE LIST TODAY!

Soybeans, No. 2, yellow

FOR THE HOME
Blankets — Bedspreads — Table Clothes — Scarfs
Pillow Cases — Towels — Rugs — Dishes
Pillows — Pictures

FOR HIM
Shirts
Slippers
Jackets
Pbjanfas
Gift Sets

Ties
Hose
Suspenders
Handkerchiefs
Sweaters

FOR HER
Dresses
Lingerie
Housecoats
Slippers
Scarfs

Hosiery
Purses
Handkerchiefs
Gloves
Sweaters

Store Open Evenings Ujitil Christinas

The Golden Rule
DEPARTMENT STORE
"THE BEST FOR LESS"
ANITA, IOWA

BUY "HER" A TON OF GOOD COAL
THIS CHRISTMAS

On Track This Week
CENTERVILLE LUMP
ItL. 6x3 OIL TREATED - ILL. NUT FOR RANGE
STOKER COAL

ROBERT SCOTT

ANITA LUJMBER CO.
PHONE 2-0 FOR COALS YOU KNOW

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
4
4 4 - 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
"Is the Universe, Including Man,
volved by Atomic Force?" will be
he subject of the Lesson-Sermon
n all Churches of Christ, Scientist,
n Sunday, December 21.
The Golden Text is from Psalms
2:11, "God hath spoken once; twice
ave I heard this; that power be>ngeth unto God."The Lesson-Sermon comprises quoations from the Bible and from the
hristian Science textbook, "Science
nd Health with Key to the Scriptures"
y Mary Baker Eddy.
One of the Bible citations reads:
"And it came to pass, when he was
in a certain city, behold a man full
of leprosy: who seeing Jesus fell on
his face, and besought him, saying,
Lord, if thou wilt, thou canst make
me clean. And he put forth his hand,
and touched him, saying, I will: be
thou clean. And immediately the
leprosy departed from him" (Luke
5:12, 13).
Among the selections from the
Christian Science textbook is the
following: •
'^Mind's control over the universe,
including man, is no longer an open
question, but is demonstrable Science.
Jesus Oustrated the divine Principle
and the power of immortal Mind by
healing sickness and sin and destroying the foundations of death" (n
171).
'
H. L. Bell, former Anita resident
who now lives in Carroll, was here
Monday looking 'after business mattars. A week ago Saturday he was
united in marriage to Mrs. W M
Shirley of Carroll at the Methodist
(.parsonage in Maryville, Mo., Rev. Wiljliam Hacknaan, pastor of the church
' performinar the ceremony. For the
present they are making their home
in Carroll. „

CHRIS;

FROM OUR OLD FILES

FROM NOW UNtll CHRISTMAS

Cake Ftour
Peanut

Chocolates

Mixed Candy -RST 15
^^^4^f^t9^t

JMilXCQ JtSnglu Lltristltltls

A

\*CinCiy
Varieties — Pound
1
DA online ^^kjfcfcisted Jumbos <•
m wfM111 %9
in Shell — Pound
\

Box Candles J3&SSS
N
Mixed Nuts %j£r
New

Crdp— Large 29c <t
Soft Shell -M4um2S(
Sunkist Navels • Extra f 1
Lg. 35c Dozen - Medium * i
Gift Packages — Lead- «7<
ing Brands — Lb. Cans • <
Well Bleached
Large Bunches
Fresh, €risp, Large
Bunches — 3 For
No. 1 Creamery
PC'ound
Our Mothers — 2-lb. Can
Quick or Regular
Large Box

Tobacco

Celery
Radishes

Butter
Cocoa

lOi
lOi
34i
1!

2

— -">- &» 1 2

Crackers

Marki
WE DELIVER

PHONE 23|

ATTENTION!

WANT Al

The Frank Schlater sale which was
scheduled for todSy-fWedfiesday, Dec.
19), has been post-poned. Watch this - FOB; SALE:—160 acres wfthii
paper for announcement of sale at age buildings, well fenced, aUi|
farm land and the rest pasurei
at later date.
•
,
Itp
Prank Sch'.ater. « falfa, wittered by well
and spring. Price, $40,ftflW1
Mr, and Mrs. Melvin Key were Sun- March 1, balance good
day visitors at the home of her Possession March 1. See or all
brother, Clifford Hawthorne and^ara- Greenlee, Guthrie Center.
ily, at Carbon, Iowa.
:—Your repair \
new gifts. Ho:
so
v!Mrs. Thorle Robison and daughters,
Store, Atlantic.
Jo Ann and Jean, visited., in Anita
the first of the week at the home of
Your dea
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. A. Robison.
Ph. 184 Anita—we pay phone e

See Our New
and Feeders
THE F/IRMERS COOP*

'.y.:y.?i.o5

C. P. DARROW,

$1.40

A Gift She Will ? Appreciate
f^ T. ' • • • ' ' : -

-Finest- -Ever.
Food Storage CofMctty, |*c*r *» gives you***
roomfor «vwjrthing! CoUQBtaifee Tnyfr* 335 cu. incapacity.
other mat* t
i cubic inches
, MOM UMbfo Framn Storaa*
' ' SMC*.
• 710

.

. .

Mot* In k* SwvlM. Ha* achuhre ttJfiekufe Tray*. Hu» a
double-width tray with hiinHn

«4i Mooa is*

•

hay*fc««iI

LAST YEAR MODELS AND SAVE
^^^^^M^^"|VIBMMWBMMMMMMP|IMMMHMM*^BHMiH>'^^~^

Give A Radio For Christmas

LONG'S

FREE DELIVERY

ANITA, IOWA

EASY PAY

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
WEEKLY NEWS ANALYSIS

By Edward C. Wayne

Record Bill

U. S. Shifts Hawaiian High Command;
Russian Army Claims Important Gains
In Pushing Nazis Back From Moscow;
President Names Censorship Director

CHANGED CITY
Portrait of a Hero:
Washington has changed overOne of the unsolved mysteries of
night.
nigni. Washington
»»a&iuufcw** was
"^— a boom history is how Custer hurdled the
town
one
week;
next
week
it
was
a
military promotion system and over(EDITOR'S NOTE—When opinion* are expressed In theie column*, they
war town. The change is partly a night rose from a mere lieutenant
nt« those of the new* analyst and not necessarily of thl* newspaper.)
______^—_ (Released by Western Newspaper itnim i
matter of visible things, partly to a general . . . All anyone knows
things that are felt without being is that he returned to headquarters
RUSSIA:
HAWAII:
seen . . . Khaki-clad soldiers, with one day after being out on a mistin hats and bayonets, patroling two
Changes
Moving Steadily
and chums greeted him as
abreast between the White House sion,
"General" . . . Custer thought they
Despite the fact that Secretary
Steady advances by the Russians
and the state department . . . Dark- were kidding, because he always
Yes, there is
Knox had revealed that the army on all fronts, despite weather conness
over
the
Capitol dome, where boasted that he'd be
be a
a general be- sometimes hear ^
ness
over
me
m ^ ' H « t for the boasted
and navy forces on Hawaii were ditions, and reports of huge capsearchlights are
blacked out, for the
U**e&a£lMto*\
^
^ ^ wflg
not but yesterday
"not on the alert" against attack, tures of prisoners and of booty had
^.,M»,«n . . . A
Ajam
,»mofof
volunteers ^ ^ ^ ^^ punching o^ of is
duration
volunteers
a lew friends over
and the fact that President Roose- begun to convince the world that
for Civilian Defense . . . New flags his friends grabbed him by the arm they all'quite n
South Trimble, clerk hi the house delivered
velt had appointed an investigation the German effort to hold their winat Civilian Defense headboard, the extent of the disaster as ter lines was doomed to failure, and •f representatives, signs the house quarters, two for LaGuardia's car, and took him to his tent where he lor his existence. Last
appropriations
bill
after
it
was
y»!^^,^
revealed by the naval secretary left that the retreat might duplicate for
n^J^^'^;
two for Mrs. Roosevelt's
car, six for found an envelope contataing hi* tored to Westbrook.
a general sense of relief in this the German armies what happened passed. The bill provides for $10,- the motorcycles . . . The residence commission addressed to "Briga- policeman held me up
country and in England that it was to Napoleon in the same situation. 077,077,005 to be spent in waging the of German correspondent Kurt Sell dier General George Armstrong to talk about the red
Custer" . . . Custer,
wusier, .wno
whowas
wasmuy
only >t him to talk about 1V,
One such strategic point as Kali- current war. This is one of the is raided at night and Sell is taken taister
no worse.
23 years old, turned pale and passed
told him there really'was
Even before an inquiry board nin being captured had spoken vol- largest appropriation bills ever into custody by FBI.
Claus and in a very few «'
out cold.
beaded by Supreme Court Justice umes. This town, 90 miles north- passed by the house.
Though
the
department
of
com; caught the spkit of th»
—Bay Defense Bonds— .
Owen Roberts and appointed by the west of Moscow, had been the first
merce deals with such innocuous
Caster is the man who turned the thing and told me^to^rive on.
President could start its work there point the Nazis had grabbed in
subjects as census figures, its great tide of the Civil war by saving the
was a shakeup in the Hawaiian starting their encirclement of Mos- LIBYA:
steel doors are locked, and guards Union army from defeat at GettysToday I am attending twn
army and naval commands. Ad- cow and Leningrad, and lying as it British Assault
demand credentials at the main en- burg. At the time of the Battle of eons and I shall bring m, L
does
on
the
main
route
between
the
miral Husband Kimmel, commandThe British assault in North Af- trance . . . Women fliers of Ameri- Gettysburg he was about 15 miles ter of Santa and ask for »
er of the Pacific fleet, was replaced cities, "had virtually isolated them
rica looked extremely favorable, de- ca call a hurried meeting to speed away. His brigade had been or- universal emphasis. There
by Rear Admiral Chester W. Nimitz. from each other.
plans for training . . . An extra dered (along with the rest of the
In the army Lieut. Gen. Delos C.
The northward drive of the Red spite the fact that hordes of Nazi up
detail
of police strolls on the south cavalry) to wait at Big Roundtop,
planes
were
challenging
the
AmeriEmmons was ordered to replace armies had smashed, Moscow regrounds of the White House, last where Jeb Stuart and his ConfedLieut. Gen. Walter C. Short, com- ports said, six divisions, or 90,000 can-equipped British in the air.
Th'e imperial forces were speed- trampled by egg - rolling Easter erates were expected to attack . . .
mander of the Hawaiian depart- Germans at that point, and the
ment, and Maj. Gen. F. L. Martin, enemy was described in full retreat ing up their attack on points to the crowds.
Stuart fooled the Yankees by atIn his press conference, the Presi- tacking from the opposite direction
west of Tobruk, and had moved
chief of the Hawaiian army air com- and in danger of annihilation.
mand, was relieved of his post and
Tanks, motor vehicles and guns even west of Derna at some points, dent's voice is so grave and low that instead . . . Hearing Stuart's gunBrig. Gen. C. L. Tinker appointed were being abandoned in the flight, and were following a strategy of a newsman calls out, "Louder, fire, Custer disobeyed the orders he
in his stead.
and without mechanized equipment rapid and mobile slicing move- please" . . . Four plainclothesmen, bad received, headed straight toChief outright loss was the battle- in large quantities the orderly evac- ments from the south upward to- in two cars, sit parked all day on ward the sound of the guns and,
Waterside drive, where the bank charging four times, stopped the
ship Arizona, 32,600 tons, a good uation of such huge numbers of men ward the coast at different points
1
much every one of us can do .„,
ship ft good condition, and undoub> under Russian weather conditions each of theni cutting through^ — rises sharply on the back garden of Confederate forces dead in their it if we onl$ try. It is always hari
the
Japanese
embassy
.
.
.
Even
man
communicatione
and
supply
tracks . . . But for Custer's trigger for me to understand people *
edly most of the 2,500-odd who lost was seen as impossible.
their lives were centered in her. London sources realized that the lines and forcing them to be re- Falla, the President's Scottie, feels thinking, the Union armies would say there is no Santa Claus butl
the change, for the White House have been routed at Gettysburg . . .
The fact that the Pacific fleet, still Reds had now a wonderful opportu- established at tremendous cost.
suppose there will always be
In one of these onslaughts, for in- guards have less Jime to* play with The bitter irony is that the man of that kind. I get around quite
intact and still in considerable nity for a double-flanking operation
him,
and
he
curls
up
disconsolate'in
force, was ranging the great ocean against the great arc of Germans stance, the British claimed to have
who was defeated (because of Cus- bit and I find the belief in the j
in pursuit of the Japanese fleet was around Leningrad and Moscow, and destroyed an ammunition depot of his green dog-house, just back of the ter's coup) was Fitzhugh Lee, the saint rather general this time
comforting news.
divisional commander of the Con- year. Chicago, Kansas City
that if pressed home with vigor a 300 tons,, and to have taken 1,100 President's office.
federate attack.. Lee was the in- buque, Poughkeepsie, Nyack,
Also of considerable relief were disaster without parallel in all war- prisoners, in addition to destroying
or confiscating much fuel.
structor who had saved Custer from Angeles, Houston—everywhere
the navy secretary's stories of hero- fare was in store for Germany.
JAPANESE SPIES
ism on the part of army and navy
The center of fighting by General Last summer Congressman Martin being expelled from West Point by finds this true. I have also
v
men, also of civilians in the Hono- FAR EAST:
Rommel's forces had moved to a Dies had investigators make a thor- reducing his demerits.
it in New York, Haverstraw, „
lulu area as veil as in Pearl Har- Birdseye View
point J5 miles west of <3azala, a ough survey of Japanese activities
—Boy Defense Bondspee Fafls, Cleveland, Brooklyn
bor itself. The Americans had conplateau the fall of which would open along the West coast. The results
One of the greatest military wiz- Golden Beach.
The
whole
far
eastern
situation,
ducted themselves as such in trying
the road to Derna, second big stop- eventually were suppressed by the ards of all time, Custer was almost
circumstances, and while dealt a though becoming more favorable to ping place of a westward movement state department and the President expelled from West Point ''for havI also think i:Santa Claus exijlil
crushing blow had bounded back, American defense of her vital posi- against Cyrenaica.
himself, but a brief summary of ing the worst record" of any stua very iT?al %ay in radio, ft
full of enthusiasm, to carry the fight tions, particularly the Philippines
The British, usually conservative them indicates that some parts'of dent there . .' . Any cadet who in
it is in a broadcasting stall
to the enemy.
in claims, frankly said in their com- the United States face a dangerous gets 100 demerits (over a period of deed,
that
he
seems especially tangiiT""
problem
when
it
comes
to
fifth
colmuniques, "it looks as though a desix months) is automatically tossed
I never look at a: microp_
CENSORSHIP:
umn activity.
cisive victory is not far off."
out of the military academy. Dur- me.
without seeing a little red hat)
Hitler had many agents planted ing his first half year at West Point it
Adopted by U. S.
and long white whiskers.
DRAFT:
through Norway, France and the Custer piled up 129 demerits. (He
• * *
President Roosevelt's appointment
Low - Countries when he attacked, was saved by a sympathetic instrucTo Be Broadened
of Byron Price, an Associated Press
I
think
newspapers
are fulli
but
the
Japanese,
according
to
the
tor
who
reduced
them)
.
.
.
In/-h1s
1
editor, as chief of the American cenIt ha& become evident that the Dies report, start out with 150,000 studies he was at the bottom of his Santa Clauses, too. Whenever
sorship bureau, and the adoption of
draft law was to be broadened imtheir countrymen in the United class, and probably the only reason think of a managing editor I seenu
a central censorship- was met by a
mediately to include all men from of
States.
These are all Japanese citi- he was graduated was that the Civil to imagine him in a sleigh aj&il
press resigned to the fact that some19 to 44, and that at the same time zens, and
do not include 50,000 sec- war started and the Union army "On Donder, On Prancer, On QM
thing of the kind was a necessary
the navy was to be increased even ond generation
pid, On Vixen" to eight tiny reifrj
born in the needed officers.
war measure.
further, a simultaneous bill provid- United States.Japanese
deer.
The
Dies
report
—Bos; Defense BondsThe first days of the war had
ing for a 150,000-ton addition to the shows that 200 key Japanese have
Coster always believed in fighting
found so much confusion and so
combat strength...
Yes, Santa is. very real. Vaj, (
been decorated by the emperor dur- an enemy when he saw one, withmuch printing of rumors of air raids
This latter matter, however, was ing
the past two years and that out stopping to consider the cost very real. I would be the last*)
and of speculations as to moveviewed as far in the future, as the many
are in close co-op- . . . When he was a kid, he once Mwuwb
doubt Aw*
H.N^ JkI WUCVCU
believed in
i" " ' "" .]
ments of troops and of ships that
available shipyard strength of the erationJapanese
with
the
homeland
through
little
girl,
but
he
has
never
the public was gradually becoming
nation was fully mobilized, and any the Central Japanese association attended a dance and noticed one so genuine to me as now. se«ffld|
Sowf
a little jittery, particularly along the
of his enemies poking fun at him of my associates do not believing
increase in commitments would
has been directed by consu- outside
East and West coasts of the contihave to come well after present con- which
by
making
faces
and
geslates in California.
I .regret to say. Westbn*!
nent.
struction was finished.
tures through the window . . . Cus- him,
Pegler,
for .example, thinks he is »|
Dies
agents
have
collected
photoThe naming of a trained newsBoth the house and senate were graphs of various Japanese truck ter rushed up to the window and Cake and I hear he may exposf
pushed
his
fist
right
through
the
paper man as head of the censoragreed
on
having
all
men
between
MIKADO, MICH. — This village,
I trust not.
ship and the President's announce- christened 55 years ago hi honor of 18 and 64 to register, but limit- gardens operated alongside oil tanks pane into the guy's snoot.
ment that he would be permitted the emperor of Japan, wants to ing the active service to those be- and strategic railroads. Also they
—Buy
Defense
BondsAfter ail we. are. all little
to create his own organization and change its name. Its 125 citizens tween 19 (or 21 in the house bill) report 5,000 Japanese residing on
Coster was a showman who knew
terminal islands in Los Angeles bar. how
dren, some more so than
to
do
things
in
a
manner
that
are distressed. They now want to and 44.
The registration bill was an ef- bor, where are located strategic oil hit people between the eyes. At the I sometimes wonder if the
rename Mikado "Roosevelt." Above
Reeves field ant! a shipbuild- end of the Civil war, the army pa- are not smarter than the g
photo shows some of the objectors. fort on the part of the administra- tanks,
tion to make a full survey of the ing company. Oil storage tanks raded in review before the Presi- So let us-make this a land ««•;.]1
and Hawaii, ^was not so highly op- available manpower of the nation. blown up in the harbors would en- dent and other dignitaries in front of dren and childish illusions. u"»
all of the Los Angeles area the White House . . . Just as he the last decade not much was m
timistic an outlook, viewed as a
Result of the* new move would be dangermost
revealing documents
whole.
to give the United States a poten- The
the reviewing stand, his about Santa, in an aggressive «j\
Military observers said the Japs tial army of some'5,000,000 men, seized by Dies'
I mean. It all seemed so toe*"*;!
reared
and started to run al.
There was no government mw|
probably overestimated the fifth- and it was seen as a distinct possi- showing all the
away
With
a
flourish,
Custer
cohS^i aid they would get in the bility that that number would be and fortifications, and a naval man- mastered it and onlookers cheered est. But now Santa has the fe«j»
Philippines; also the disaster that called up for training as soon as ual showing the size of all Amen- wildly as Custer galloped back into government behind him and he HI
can naval vessels.
their sudden attack would create facilities could be put in service.
different person.
in Hawaii.
L
•.'••'# * *
In his formal approval of the bill,
They believed they reckoned with- the President said:
Tomorrow I drive to Carson
out the bounce-back of the navy
"I consider this registration prowhere there will be a council IT
from Hawaii, and without the firm- vides an essential instrument for the
uig for Better Santas and the
a vacm
ness and ferocity of the Filipino orderly planning of our national ef- . ,, ,.
Potomac and the nlan I
—Bnv Defense
n«f.n«> Bonds—
n...*.
—Buy
day I go to Oil City, Pa, to
of U. S. airplane carriers.
troops; and the military ability of fort."
auneh the Women's Federation
m
a
t
e
r
'
s
cation
« *»*= «»
General MacArthur.
engme room etc
last stand f0r
of
is
the
Standardization
'
"
Guam, it is true, had fallen, but UNREST:
Their
On
Snow Flakes. If anybody
asks i
an.,
Midway and Wake had held out, and Report Revived
«*= rians
.
„. uv,mai UOH.M: uuumni if there is a Santa
Claus I shall i
the Japs had broken the force of
have lasted more than from half to trainee words,
The tempo of attack from the years to collect this data.
three-quarters of an hour, Custer's
*
This is Byron Price, executive their attack on Luzon without get- "Ostland," or on the Russian front
• * «
ting
anywhere.
,
men were so hopelessly outnumnews editor of Associated Press,
WANNA BET?
brought
from
Stockholm,
Bern
and
hor
t
bered
- - • FORMATIONS
- ""."in.iiu.NEi
KNEW
However, it was in Malaya that other neutral sources increasing rewho has been named director of
'"
Aphweb Sitting Bull is
The Society of Restaurateurs
with
the chief Japanese onslaught was ports
censorship for the. United States.
a aneSe
P Seked by
been ports that a poll of patrons on
of
unrest
inside
Germany.
£
a
ent
is
™
s
taking place with enormous numquestion of what to do to
Though returning correspondents
to operate it in his own way, pre- bers of men from Indo China, movas far away from tee
the problem of serving ade
sumably without interference from ing through Thailand with .complete ousted from Berlin before and after
meals in the crisis shows thai
the declaration of war on this counthe army and navy heads, though co-operation.
per cent favored a charge for i
try, told frankly that Germany was
of course in co-operation with them
The British had been frankly preparing for war on a five-year
and butter and 8 per cent »
met with general approval.
afraid that if Singapore did not fall,
icharging, eflftra for coffee or
Prior to this the war department then it might very well become basis, neutral quarters advanced
with dinners.'
,. . it
had sent out orders to newspapers useless as a naval base, and they the theory that Hitler was having a
. Well, we just don't believe,&
hard time explaining the Russian
on what they could arid could not pointed out that if the ships could situation.
have never yet encounteiea
print, one of these apparently re- not enter and leave the harbor, and
Duster they had
Who didn't fume over a sey ..
It was said that the subterfuge of Vladivostok. They
stricting the publication of tele- that if planes could not take off and
charge for bread and buttei.
the
grams of casualties, because they land from the fields—then Singapore refusing all holiday leaves to officers
and
men
back
from
the
eastnothing
makes ««• - • contained the name of the place might fade from the picture.
ern front, and other means of keepas sore as the 35-cent p<»
where they occurred.
A major British defeat in Malaya
. . The comma^dant^ coffee.
carriers, a howl
Newspaper editors hoped that un- was, therefore, regarded in the best ing the people In ignorance of the
west
Point
summons Custer and
scouts
and
auxdisaster
were
being
resorted
to
but
der Censor Price restrictions would quarters as a distinct possibility,
bad
Maps also show (threatening to expel him for havIf
gas "*'—
crisis gets
be clearer and more distinct, and and the picture of what would hap- that the German high command the
** the
UK. goo
, coe a 'eu
f
ing
a
fist
fight
with
a
fellow
cadet)
was
having
its
hands
full
explaining
cables,
would permit newspapers more pen next was not pretty for the de°
predicted
may -y<;5 1i - '1p t r y *
jf»^«»»*«>w**v» we_
**** ••-—••
why Hitler's vaunted attack on Mosfreedom of judgment
with
a
half-pint
of ga " " ^ i e t
fense of the Philippines.
cow had failed.
and air • - . "I didn't know," says Custer, get a garage to open "P
all
along
;j ,
NAVY:
The other <Jark spot was Hongthat you could get fired from the hav* enough automobile
coast.
The Reds were boasting that Lenkong,
the
siege
of
which
was
being
army
for
fighting."
ingrad was safe; that Moscow cou'd
Keeps Secrets
fun.
undertaken by the heaviest possible
CHAFF
—Buy Defense Bonds—
The navy was keeping secret the Japanese forces. This, too, it was not be taken; that the Caucasian oil « L U was significant
T
P
work it was doing m the Pacific, but conceded, might fall, not with so was definitely beyond the German struck first not at thethatPhfv
Custer was nuts about onions and 'HOW'S THE HOUSE
just a. hint had been dropped by much military advantage to Jap- grip; that before spring would re which is armed t n . h hlb
Among the more v*- s<- who we*
ate them as though they were apturn, the Russian armies would hurl
Admiral Thomas C. Hart, com- anese plans.
ples. The last gift he received from of the moment are
m
heavy
bomber^but
S
the last German out of Russia
mander of the Asiatic fleet' which
his wife before he died was a sack fortunate enough t to beg,' ^
The
plan,
therefore,
for
a
unified
waii
had
sent
Us
bes
t
Hitler's simple announcement °n to the Phili
tended to show that the ships might command, and the suggestion that
planes of onions
Whenever he was or remodeling a house
away
from
ae drawing close to an attack on General MacArthur be placed in that Germans could not fight in the
If
the
s=
wife,
...
„
.
, he'd sit up We know a man who n
cold weather, and that the Russian navy had read the
Japan.
until all hours of the night writing tim of so many P r)orlt * ,se "P
charge, was considered of vital im- campaign would be abandoned t o r i
The bulletin simply had said that portance. -Study of maps showed
long letters to her. During one expe- he is naming his new ma
ie "had learned" of three attacks that a Jap victory in Malaya and the winter, Stockholm said, would '
dition, he wrote her a letter 80 pages orities Manor."
Brown
never be able to satisfy the home
•nade by American submarines, and
of
'
long
. When Custer died at UtUe
Hongkong would make reinforce- people for what was bound to hen
"I can't get any Pl1 15
pre- »ig Horn, the Indians who killed
ihat two of them "had been success- at
ments to Mam'la a severe problem pen, the return of broken, smash,',)
radial"
-Td
days in him paid him a tribute that showed nails, gutters
to the United States indeed.
divisions.
r knol!
knobs,"
he
wailed
. do"
the respect even his enemies had
starting
tor him. Every man killed in that mef did Japan get a
battle was scalped-except Cu*ter and keyholes, too?'
UCU.VCi.CU
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Ten Year Building Peak' "~
Are You Howe-Bound?
Machine of 1,000 Cure*
Reached in U. S. Cities
Amaze* Skeptical Judge You Can Earn Money Too

GiuutiL^^

Let a Star-Studded Ham Say Merry Christmas!
(See Recipes Below)

New home construction in 310
wading American cities in 1939 totaled the highest in value and volume in W years, according to the annual national home building survey
of Investors Syndicate recently
made public.
- ~ - - - — - —-«'wjkawii FROM
"Volume of new homes last year
PAT ENVELOPES IDEA GOES
was more than 10 times (10.4) the
FURTHER „
total, the low for the decade,"
iJob
fcOS
2lZYus?
°u say~y°u m»8ht take a 1934
explained C. J. Ryan of the comwith
pany.
AppUcant—I think so. What is the
pay?
"Value of these new residence*
was almost 10 times (9.8> the tow
' Boss—It's fifty minus.
total hit in 1934."
Applicant—Minus what?
Contributing substantially to these
Boss—Minus what the government
doesn't take out of your envelope. record breaking figures was the
smallness of the advance, only four. Applicant-I'd have to get more fifths of 1 per cent, in average cost
per person provided with new housmoney than that.
ing over the preceding year.
Boss—More money than what?
"Rapidity of residential construcAppUcant — More than there
wouldn't be left out of what I don't tion last year, the fifth successive
, year to record gains, is emphaget.
sized," said Ryan, "by the fact that
Boss—Let's be practical. How both value and volume increase
were the largest year to year rise
much money do you want?
AppUcant—Well, on my last job I ' during the decade.
! The cities included in the survey,
got $55 if.
located in 41 states and the District
Boss—If what?
^AppUcant - If the government of Columbia, have a population, acdidn't get there first. And I know cording to the 1940 preliminary estiright now where I can go-to work mate of the United States bureau of
census, of 49,134,703, or 37.4 per cent
on a salary of sixty provided.
of the population of the United
Boss—Provided?
Applicant—Yes, provided not too States.

much is 1 extracted.
• '*•••
Bake hi a shallow, buttered casseBoss—Come,
come, exactly how
role in a moderate (350 degrees) ovmuch do you want to go to work for
Greetings, homemakers!
en, 30 to 35 minutes.
me?
Jere'8 my Christmas present to
•Baked Ram.
AppUcant — I'll take fifty-eight
i, a mean with recipes designed
You can depend upon your holiday
[ring la the holiday season and to dinner to go over if you serve a E.U.
Boss—What's E.U. itand for?
TO your, table with luscious food, ham, glistening
Applicant—Envelope untouched!
wonderful to eat. The menu is and shimmering,
* * *
-Out in the best colors of the baked in sweet,
Boss—I can't do that. The best I
spicy juices. Wrap
can do is to put you on at a salary
the ham hi clean
of fifty-seven S.P.A.W.K.
wrapping paper.
Applicant—S.F.A.W.K.?
TtOS WEEK'S MENU
Place fat side up
Boss—Yeah. That stands for Soon a rack in an
Far-As-We-Know.
Christmas Dinner
* • *
open pan. Use no
Srapefruit-Persimmon Salad
water. Bake in a
Applicant—That means my salary
slow oven. Hams
•Sweet French Dressing
is S.T.W.W.W. or Subject To WashHam
'Holiday Sauce weighing 16 to 18 pounds require ington Weekly Whims. I can't run
4 to 4% hours baking; 12 to 15 my house according to whims. I've
•Virginia Cranberry Mold
pounds, 3% to 4 hours; 10 to 12 got to know how much I am going
•Sweet Potato Pone
pounds, 3 to 3% hours; and 8 to 10 to get each week.
pounds, 2% to 3 hours.
•Green Peas With Beets
Boss—You can solve that by buyRemove paper and 4JJ rind. Cov-tag groceries and paying rent on the
Crescent Rolls
er'with a glaze of pickled peach Federal I.Y.H.A.L., or If-You-Haveery "' "'Olives
Jelly
juice or 1 Cup honey and$& cup or- Anything-Left plan.

Deck the Table '

Padding with Sauce Coffee
Given •

&$a< touch of the-traditional
in the baked ham and
pone, topped oft with
^/pudding, and then there's
{.newness in the cranberry
tkd and its perky dress: holiday sauce.
JfigaSpT
Lghters

weli:omlng your

Persimmon Salad.
t^e With your grapefruit,
ate. infov sections, then
"Ing off the sections
leave the section
.?«j the sections of
i. thin slices of persim*~ i outside sections on
^^.j together gives the
_j of » mound.. y«e three
of grapefruit per serving.

I this on a crisp bed of lettuce
Ise$5e with dressing. Avocado
I pink grapefruit sections may
1 be used in this way.
*Sweet French Dressing.
^ fruit salads)
i tablespoons oil
4 ta.blespoons powdered sugar

ange marmalade, or 1 cup pureed
apricots for extra special goodness.
To make stars, cut sKces of pineapple and form into a star. Use a
maraschino cherry in center. Bake
until brown (about IS minutes) in
a hot (400 degrees) oven.
•Holiday Sance.
For your masterpiece,' the ham,
serve a sauce that's rich and jewelred. Ladle it over the ham generously to bring out the best in the
meat. Like all good things, the sauce
is a simple, good-tasting^ combination. Melt 1 small glass of currant
jelly in double boiler, add 3 tablespoons chili sauce, blend, and serve
hot.

Applicant—No. You see, what I
want is to know how I stand at the
end of each week.
Boss—I have the same dream,
mister. There's nothing in it.
AppUcant—But ain't a man entitled to know from week to week
how he stands financially?
Boss—Don't talk like a reactionary! Listen, this is my last proposition. I'll give you fifty-seven dollars
and a half S.T.R. & M.
AppUcant~S.T.R. & M.T
Boss—Subject to Roosevelt and
Morgenthau.
* * •
AppUcant — No, thanks. But I
know a feller who might work for
*Gre«n Peas With Beets.
He's a beginner. What do you
Bright red and green touch in the you.
pay a beginner?
best tradition of Christmas is your
pay ten dollars minus
beet and green peas vegetable com- to Boss—We
begin with. At the end of a year
bination. Boil the beets with two if he
makes good we advance him
inches of their tops left on until ten- to fifteen
dollars minus.
der, 25 to. 35 minutes depending on
Applicant—That leaves bun owing
age and size. Plunge into cold wa- both you and the government money.
ter and remove skins. Scoop out
Boss—Yes.
center, add salt and butter. Just
AppUcant—I can see there's no fubefore serving, heat beets,fillcen- ture in working.
ters with cooked, seasoned green
Boss—Nonsense. One of our best
peas, heated piping hot.
men here started with us on one
Don't forget the big, overflowing doUar a week and worked it up to
bowls of fruits - and nuts for the a mere pittance.
family to nibble on during Christmas
AppUcant—That's an exceptional
day. Cluster raisins, apples, yellow, case.
supple bananas, and nuts in the
Boss—Not at all. Look at me.
shell—all these the family will want When I began here I worked for
to make their festivities complete. nothing. Now my salary has grown
The children will give you three to'such proportions that everything
cheers if you string red cranberries I get goes to the government.
and popcorn on a string and hang
AppUcant—In other words, you
on the tree or in their stockings.
still get nothing.
Boss—Yes, but if I work hard I
Steaming the Podding.
Plum puddings are best when can double it.
(Curtain with a thud.)
served piping hot. This means they

[tablespoons paprika
It teaspoon Worcestershire sauce
[tablespoons lem«m juice
tet all Ingredients in icebox for should be steamed for at least lMi-2
e hours Before mixing. Com- hours before serving. If the pudding
in order given, blending thor- is in a mold cover with a lid or with
""""" again in mason jar. heavy waxed paper. Place on a rack
ore using, let melt, then beat in a large kettle. Have about 2 inches
I thickFwith wooden spoon.
of water in the. bottom of the kettle,
»VijrinJa Cranberry Moid.
and have this water boiling ail the
[ou'll wttnt something tantalizing- while. More water may be added if
lart at Ml to the bland sweetness necessary. A double boiler or a
pressure cooker may also be used
I the hl^ity1 Hers it is:
to good advantage for steaming.
117-oun se can cranberry sauce
To serve, unmold the pudding and
Nee offiwfi''oranges
garnish the platter with holly or
prated
rtpd
of
1
orange
1
other leaves and bright berries.
-- ' :-'::';;j'-|ter
ktin
sauce fine; add
LYNN SAYS:
ce. Dissolve gelYoUP^d add to first
FeWvJioUdays can offer you the
•-""•^faila molds and put
same decorative possibilities as
Christmas season, BO make the
Potato Pone.
most of the evergreens, berries,
- - ..^-tBM to 8)
cones, candles, ornaments, and
Delicately
spiced, heart-warming rich colors.
H
gracibu*
accompaniment to
Here are some centerpiece
r
~
your dhmer is ideas which would be effective:
^.^thta
sweet potato
Use a green wreath on a mir"r ^pbhe. Satisfy your ror and Ml with evergreen
.; '.- desire for sweet branches dipped or sprayed with
"potatoes with white paint and place brightly
bam
wKia
ti"* «ew-°w
colored ornaments or fruits
E$lL- way. It's like among the branches.
, grandmother used
Surround candles with pine
to make, homey, branches
cones and have sevtasjry, just won- eral smalland
silver bells around the
,,.. CU- . derful food!
base of the centerpiece as though
ft P» grated raw sweet potato
they came out of the branches.
I * cup butter
Make a gingerbread house, frost
with a thin powdered sugar icing
Sd sprinkle with silver snow.
• le,aspoon powdered ginger
Set thta on a mirror or surround
*
act/ *
with spruce or pine branches and
grange
cones.
«* totter. Add
Potato, and tallk. Beat well.
»dd spices and orange rind.

NOT BAD
This department never knew Chief
Justice Hughes was much of a wit
until it read "PuUtzer," which tells
of the time when Mr. Hughes ordered lobster and got one with a
claw missing.
"Where's the other claw?" he
asked.
"Well, I'll tell you," explained the
waiter. "They are shipped alive in
barrels and they .get into fights. Now
and then one loses a claw."
"AH right. Take this one back,"
replied Mr. Hughes, "and bring me
a WINNKR!"

TAKING NO CHANCES
A vitamin in the B group known
as "SPAB" wiU restore gray hair
to its natural color, experiments
have shown. The element is also
used in making TNT, it is announced. We'd hate to get our hair
back to a nice raven black ,and then
have, our whole face explode just as
we were admiring ourself * in the
mirror.
VIEWPOINT
The Windsors we wish very well;
To love them more we couldn't;
But gala trips in times like these .. .
Oh, how we wish they wouldn't!
• * *
We know a man whose doctor says
he, must take a long rest, so he has
planned, to spend the winter in WaU
Street.
"Italy Orders 10 O'clock Curfew."
—headline.
Mussolini doesn't want the folks
to see things any darker.

i

This group includes the 92 cities
with a population of 100,000 or more.
! New home building in these 310
American cities in 1939 provided
housing for 867,634 people.
I T^his was a gain of 202,032 people,
or 30.4 per cent, over the 665,632
newly housed in these same cities in
1938.
New residential construction last
year in these same cities provided
for 67.1 per cent more people than
in 1930, when only 519,192 were newly sheltered.

An amazed circuit court judge in
W1* '•cen«y heard testimo.
abouth and saw a strange ma.
/ch witnesses said could
baldness, locate oil wells
a T tS?ti"?n>r wa» presented before Judge Herbert W. Wilson to •
2£* **• H# Ku8«e Crum, ££
anapolis, seeking reversal of an or!,.£ *?* •*••* fc*** «* medical
registration which revoked his Ucense as a "drugless" physician after Crum had advertised claims for
the machine.
Testimony was vague on the mechanics of the machine—known as a
"coetherator"-but Crum was definite in claims that it could determine the sex of unborn children,
eradicate weeds, lengthen legs, fertilize fields, sound for oil and "cure
diseases, including cancer and tuberculosis."
He testified he had treated more
tnan 7,000 patients with the machine
and had failed in not more than six
~!ases.
The machine is a wooden box with
portholes covered with colored pa?er. It contains an electric light
bulb, controlled by a dial, and a tube
of chemicals.
Hieronymus said the machine was
sased on the science of "ethcron*cs," a science of diagnosing human
ailments through tuning in on the
vibrations of a human. He said he
had experimented and found a diagnosis could be made by having the
subject place an unexposed photographic negative on his head and
oncentrate on a symbol in a dark
room.
"If the subject concentrates
enough the symbol will appear on
the negative when it is developed,"
he said.
Such a diagnosis could be accomplished at long distances, he said,
md, as an example, said such a

"I'M HELPING too!" Proud
* words from a housewife,
earning money that may make
possible new furniture, education,
a new home. Successful home
earners have discovered that the
way to earn money is to be "different," but that's not hard!
* • *
You needn't invest money or be specially talented to earn at home I Our 32*
page booklet explains five main rules oi
home business success, tells bow other
women got started making money; describes enterprises you might try. Has
ideas for women who can sew, knit, crochet, cook, type, be helpful. Send, your
order to:
READER-HOME SERVICE
635 Sixth Avenue
New York City
Enclose 10 cents in coin lor your
copy of 21 WAYS TO EARN MONEY
AT HOME.
Name
Address

Complete Life
Plane Flights Aid in
diagnosis could be made even of
In the mind of him who is pure
Fight Against Hay Fever Adolf Hitler.
and good will be found neither corMedical science took to the na-

tion's airways in 1940 on behalf of
4,000,000 Americans suffering from
hay fever.
Transport planes participated in a
coast-to-coast series of experiments,
each carrying oil-smeared slides at
altitudes ranging to 12,000 feet. .The
surveys were sponsored separately
by^Oren C. Dunham, a Chicago botanist, and the Hollkter-Stier laboratories of Spokane, Wash.
If successful, the studies may provide the medical profession with one
of its major achievements in the
dogged battle against pollinosis. The
full story of the experiments may
emerge at winter medical meetings.
By studying the course and extent of wind-blown pollen migration,
the investigators hoped to obtain
additional data for the desensitization treatment of pollinosis victims.
The treatment begins with injections
of pollen extracts until the allergy
is determined.
For a number of years, however,
it had been recognized that hay fever in many instances could be
traced to pollen from a-plant not
found in the victim's community. In
these cases, the value of an index
to local plants and hay fever prevalence was restricted.

Jaby

ruption nor defilement nor any

malignant taint. Unlike the actor
Drop*
who leaves the stage before his
O n e - F i i n Five Years part is played, the life of such a

Each year about 2,000,000 babies
ire born in the United States. One
'act revealed in a report about them
is that during the five yean from
1934 to 1939 our .baby death -rate
dropped 20 per cent.
Even at that, some S0,00</ babies
died between the second and twelfth
month of their lives and, sad to say,
many of them could have been
saved. There has been little or no
iecline in the death rate of babies
com one day to one month old, and
there are still 75,000 stillbirths every year.
Under the social security act, approximately 800,000 children benefit
from the program giving aid to dependent children. Because of the
.cceptance of responsibility for our
children by the government agencies during the depression, some
1,000,000 children are at the present
ime receiving economic aid in their
lomes.
Surgeon-General Thomas F. Parran of the U. S. public health servce, in his report, states:
'New horizons are ahead of us in
he attainment of national health.
>Tew knowledge and surer weapons
offer us, as parents, real hope for
Into His Hands!
When in your hard fight, in your better health of our children and, as
tiresome drudgery, or in your ter- citizens, hope for a strong America."
rible temptation you catch the purpose of your being and give yourself
Kentucky's Newest State Park
to God, and so give Hun the chance
Kentucky's newest state park,
to give Himself to you, your life, a
living stone,, is taken up and set which will contain replicas of the
into the growing wall . . . Wher- courthouse, jail and meeting house
ever souls are being tried and rip- that figured in Constitutional conened, in whatever commonplace and ventions and the founding of the
homely ways, there God is hew- state at Danville, between 1784 and
ing out the pillars for His temple. [792, is in process of construction,
Oh, if the stone can only have some work having been started late in Ocvision of the temple of which it is tober, 1940, with completion assured
to lie a part forever! What patience in time for the park to be used in
must fill it as it feels the blows of the sesquicentennial celebration, in
the hammer and knows that suc- 1942, of Kentucky's statehood. In
cess for it is simply to let itself be Kentucky, the very attractive quarwrought into what shape the terly published by the Kentucky department of conservation, states
Master wills 1—Phillips Brooks.
that the three buildings will be constructed of logs, with native stone
chimneys. The jail, or gaol, will be
Drunken Drivers Increase
According to the safety council's located between the courthouse and
statistics, the number of drunken the old Presbyterian meeting house.
drivers involved in fatal accidents The courthouse, Kentucky historyv
throughout the country increased teaches, was the scene of eighf*cbnfrom 7 per cent in 1933 to 11 per ventions prior to the 1792 convention
cent in 1939. And the number of which formulated the fourteenth
drinking pedestrians in such acci- state's first constitution. The eardents increased from 8 per cent in lier meetings were held to deter1988 to 15 per cent* In .M39, . ^he, mine whether the Virginia district,
council's report also shows: In one or county, of Kentucky should beof every five fatal accidents in 1939, come an integral part of Virginia or
driver or pedestrian had been drink- withdraw from the mother commoning. One in seven pedestrians and wealth as an independent state.
one in nine drivers involved in fa- Here it was debated whether, should
tal accidents had been drinking. One Kentucky withdraw, she should join
in three fatal accidents at night in- the Union or affiliate with Spain.
volved drinking by driver or pedestrian.

man is complete whenever death
may come. He is neither cowardly nor presuming; not enslaved to life nor indifferent to
its duties; and in him is found
nothing worthy of condemnation
nor that which putteth to shame.
—Marcus Aurelius.

Best tin* Juice
California Naveu ue the
perfect ortnges foi lunch
boxes, recipes and betweenmeals or bedtime eating.
They are sudlta. Peel in a
jifiy. Divide easily into firm,
juicy fectionsl
Their juice U richer in flavor. It has more vitamins C
and A, and calcium, mart
kttUth in every glass.
Those stamped "Sunkist"
ue the finest from 14,000
cooperating growers.

OmittM. 1M1,<*UMBU *rutt O

MERCHANTS
•Your
Advertising
Dollar

SHRINE AUDITORIUM • DES MOINES
Sunday Night, December 28th
aivt Tlekett for Cftrlitoa* Gtftf
Price.—56c, 1.12, 1.68, 2.24, 2.80, tax included

buys something more titan,
space and circnlation in
the columns of this newspaper. It buys space and
circulation plus the favorable consideration of our
readers for this newspaper
and its advertising patrons.

LET US TELL YOU
MORE ABOUT IT
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A Gift She Will Appreciate
For Many Years ...

Ivy Petersen, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Chris J. Petersen, is ill at his home
here with scar'.et fever. The home has
been placed under quarantine.
Howard Karns, a son of Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Karns, is a patient at
the Atlantic hospital where he submitted to an appendicitis operation.
Mlonday.
.
Lowell Kuehn, who has'been working
in Cleveland, Ohio, $ visiting here
at the home of his parents, Mr. and
M(rs. Henry Kuehn. Soon after the
first of the year he will enter the
U. S. Navy.'

ANITA

Regular Admission

10c-30c

T H E A T R E Show Starts at 7:15P. M,
THURS.-FRL-SAT
SUNDAY-MONDAY
Dec. 18 - 19 - 20
.-» Dec. 2

RAOIAKTUBE c*oM«9 unlt.1
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Rodgers returned to their home here Tuesday
morning from WatervSlle, Minn.,
where they had been visiting for several weeks at the home of his borther,
Frank Rodgers.
Mr. and Mrs. PauT McCarty are
the parents of a 7% pound girl baby
which was born to them Thursday
at the Atlantic hospital. She is the
first child in the family and has been
named Judith Kay.

• Otf»**ec* S&bOtm PorccWn
CookfagTop
• number WeO Cooker
•

Oven Temperature

Jack Roe, a freshman in the College
of Dentistry at the University of
Iowa in Iowa City, submitted to an
emergency appendicitis operation at
the University hospital Monday morning. His parents, Mr. and Mrs. Glen
A. Roe, and his aunt, Mrs. L. K. Nichols, visited him Monday. He is reported
to be recovering from the operation
satisfactorily.

Rodlantube Cooking UnHi
Fwtert in Fritfibdre hUtoryl

ON DISPLAY — LONG'S FURNITURE
COME IN TODAY

ERNEST B. FORD, Superintendent

,Q!D THE RUSH
COME IN AND GET YOUR PERMANENTS
-• EARLY AND AVOID THE LAST
* MINUTE CHRISTMAS RUSH
PERMANENTS
$2.50 Up
| SHAMPOO and FINGER WAVE . . 60c
(Soft Water)
pjjfave 1>o Operators For Your Convenience

l" . ~

•anity Beauty Shop
* » Phone fted 129 For Appointment
MAXINE DORSEY and DORTHA LINN

CLOSING OUT

ublie Sale
Aa I have sold my farm, I will offer at Public Auction at my
•arm, 4-miles north and 2 miles east of Anita on the county line,
VA miles west of Adair, 12 miles southeast of Exira, beginning
It 12:30: o'clock sharp, on

THURSDAY, DEC. 18
the following described property:

5

50-Hfefd! High-Grade H^ * "^^ ^
_

HI-MINERAL
HOG SUPPLEMENT

Gerald Akers

Your Used Car Now!

7 « Head of Good Horses -- 7
6 01

Utilities

Mr. and Mrs. Chester A. Long entertained the members of the LANB
dinner and bridge club Thursday even.ng at their home on Locust Street.
Photographed in Technicolor
Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Johnson were adOINI
""»
IAN
ditional guests. A covered dish dfinner
RAYMOND
•
HUNTER
was served at 7 o'clock, following
which the evening wasjspent playing
Bridge with high scores being held b#i
Mrs. J. B. Herriman, who suffered a Dr. and Mrs. Johnson.
stroke several weeks ago at her home
Jnl A U«h lo»»,
•on East Main Street, is slowly imIMr. and Mrs. Emmett Wilson enA Urtfe W""
proving and is able to be up and ;ertained the members of the Neighy morel
around part of the.time.
borhood • pinochle club Saturday evening at their home here. Mr. and
ANDERSON • CARSOfi-GLEASONMrs. Fauna Suplee returned to her Vfrs. Carsten Henneberg were addihome here Friday from Rochester, tional guests. High scores for the
Minn., where she had undergone medi- vening were held by Mr. and Mrs.
TAKE-A-CHANCE NITE — EVERY TUES-WED
cal treatment at the Mayo clinic. Her ilobert Wilson A lunch was served.
daughter, Mrs. Sterling Sorensen, is Mr. and Mrs. Henneberg will enterADMISSION 10c and lie
a patient at St. Joseph's hospital there tain the club Saturday evening and a
where she is recovering nicely from a- grab bag will be held.
niajor operation to which she submitted last Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Palmer Petersen,
'Mrs. Elmo Exline was hostess to
;he members of the M. M. Circle who live in South Dakota, visited at
The members of the Susie Q club Thursday afternoon at her home here. the home of his brother, Edgar Peterwere guests of Mrs. Donald Chadwick Thirteen members and one visitor, sen and family, and with other relaWednesday evening at her home on Mrs. Laura Bundy, was present. This tives and friends during the past week.
Rose Hill Avenue, kiss Mary Lucille was the Christmas party and games
Chapter EZ, P. E. O. Sisterhood,
Henderson was high scorer at pinochle were played and a grab bag was enwith Mrs. Robert Cryer runner-up.joyed during the afternoon. A lunch were guests of Mrs. F. D. Weimer
A lunch was served by the hostess. was served by the hostess. Mrs. Ralph Tuesday afternoon at her home on
Mrs. Cryer will be hostess to the club Lett will be hostess at the next meet- West Mlain Street. Miss ..Betsy Rose
Crawford was assistant hostess. The
Thursday evening at which time they ng of the club on Jan. 8.
annual Christmas party was held and
will hold their Christmas party.
Mrs. O. W. Shaffer was hostess to was arranged by Mrs. L. K. Nichols
The members of the 0. D. O. club the members of the Quilt club Wednes- and Mrs. Maurice Turner. Roll call
and one visitor, Mrs. J. N. Potter, day afternoon at her home on East was, "What I Want For Christmas."
were guests of Mrs. Marinus Jensen Main Street. A covered dish din- Mrs. Harry Swartz and and Mrs. R.
last Wednesday at her home north ner was served at noon, following W. Forshay will be hostesses at the
of here. It was an a'.l-day meeting. which the afternoon was spent socially. next meeting of the chapter on Jan. 6.
During the afternoon two contests were A Christmas gift exchange was also It will be an evening meeting.
put on which were won by Mrs. Carl held. Mrs. Henrietta Rapson of Ely,
Nieman and Mrs. Fred Wohlleber. A Minn., was an additional guest. Mrs.
Christmas grab bag was also enjoyed Flora V. Stone will entertain the club
FEED
by those present. The nejtt meeting at its next meeting on Dec. 30.
of the club will be held at the home of
Your family deserves the splenThe iFrien.dly Circle was entertained
Mrs. Wohlleber on Jan. 14.
did comforts of LACO CirculatWednesday afternoon by Mrs. Kening Oil Heatt So cleanl So ea«y
neth Gipple at her howve north of here.
to care for! Delivers lots of
Eleven members and two visitors, Mrs.
FOR MORE- PROFIT
heatl Famous for fuel economy!
Glen Steinmetz and Mrs. C. O. Gipple,
Come in and »ee it todayl
were present. Mrs. Harold Cooper
FROM YOUR HOGS
was the winner of a contest put on
during the afternoon and an exchange
Goes I1/* Times As Far^ As
of Christmas gifts was held. A
Tankage and Does a Better Job
lunch was served by the hostess. The
next meeting of the club will be held
MANUFACTURED BY
on Jan. 7 at the home of Mrs. Donald
. Anita, Iowa
Dorsey.
Mrs. Azel S. Ames entertained the
Our Cars are All Winterized and
members of the Bide-a-Wee bridge
are Guaranteed for 5,000 miles.
club Wednesday afternoon at her home
on Chestnut Street. Other guests,
'39 Ford<DeLuxe 4-door
besides the members, were Mrs. Cecil
Merchant, (Mrs. George F. Shaffer,
'38 V-8 Standard 2-door
Mrs. J. W. Budd and Mrs. W. T. Biggs.
'37 (60) Ford 4-dr. Trg.
High score for the afternoon was
held by Mrs. Andy Miller. A lunch
'37 Chev. Sp. DteL. Coupe
was served by the hostess. The next
meeting of the club will be held on
'36 V-8 2-door, like new
Jan. 7 at the home of Mrs. Herbert
Bartley.
'36 Plymouth 4-door

The members of the Helping Hand
club were guests Thursday afternoon
OF SPOTTElTpOLAND CHINA SOWS THAT
10
of Mrs. Dale Dressier at her home
ARE BRED AND VACCINATED.
southeast of here. Eighteen members
Many other makes and models
and six visitors, Mrs. Charles Dressof 105 Oa^
500 Bales of Extra Good Alfalfa.
er, Mrs. Earl Lantz, Mrs. Fred Dress400 Bales
er, Mrs. Henry Aggen, Mrs. Ray
Dressier and Mrs. W. I. Darrow, were
FARM.MACHINERY, ETC
present. A contest put on by Mrs.
l . Wide wheel vyagon and box; low ^gon -^ 7*k; go^ MeCo^.
We will buy new 1942 license piates Floyd Gissibl was won by Mrs. Edwin
IJick moWV, 6-ft.; 10-ft. hay rake;; clovei bunche, • «°
_.
16
for any car bought from us this Fredricksen. Each member present
I tain drill? John Peere corn plant* and 100 ioj • oi «• *,. .
I J* king pfow;; grindstone;
hay shngh,
month.
brought'a toy which will be sent to
grinstone; corn
com. sheUer;
s
John
oc and .tackle;
tackle; woven wire
I Ms Woclc
wire stietchei
stretchei, ow
oW nay
hay
the Christian Home in Council Bluffs.
,-. Wfc McCormick-Deering power ^KSThe election of officers for the ensuspretfe,; 2 galvanized water tanks, " f W 1 ^ . , . ; w eeder;
nk8
1
ing year was held as fo'.lows: Mrs.
seeder;, dumber of bridge P»« 5 t ^if,' ' ^ Tme household
Paul Steele, president; Mrs. Clair
o gets of IVHn. harness, one practically »«•"• £°
;- and other articlea too nuinerouajojniiention.
Underwood, vice president, Mrs. Wm.
GROUNDS
Steele, secretary and treasurer; and
LUJNCH WAGON
Mrs. Frank Kopp, assistant secre.
All^kTmuItbe settled for before removing
tary and treasurer. Quilt blocks were
made and tea towels embroidered for
the premiaea._
_
__ ____________
H. J. (Hank) Spies
the hostess during the afternoon, following which a lunch was served. Mrs.
I^e/nard Legg
August Cron will entertain the club
^
'
KARL CORRBLL, Clerk.
at its next meeting on Dec. 31.
:& MeANDREWS Auctioneers.

[young buli^wVighing 600 to 600

\

STALEY'S

Phone 171

MINERAL
&MASH

The Farmers Coop.

'34 V-8 2-door
2^ V-8 4-door

Special

Spies-Legg

"Motor Co.

R, U. COOPER

Midwest Egg Co.

With the Present Price of

Beef and Pork
It Is Advisable to Rent a

Locker

- A SURE WAY TO ECONOMIZE -

Miller's Lockers
ANITA — WIOTA — CUMBERLAND
THERE IS ONE NEAR YOU

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

:of

War Between U. S. and Japan
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IMPROVED
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UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL

TERNS

UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

SEWBNG CORCLE

. By HAROLD L. LUNDQUIST, D. b.

CM The Moody Bible Institute of Chicago.
(Released by-Western Newspaper Union.)

MftfNG

MA

Lesson for December 21
DUTCH HARBOR

(U.S)

"LEI

•ntfi COMING OF GOD'S SON

SAN

LESSON TEXT—Isaiah 9:8, 7; John 1:1-4,
10-14; I John 4:9-11.
GOLDEN TEXT—The Father sent the Son
to be the Saviour of the world.—I John 4:14.

FRANCISCO

47P/ Mi.

LOS ANGELI
iMftl
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detail is shown the* location of strategic points in the war between Japan and the
Distances between important points now in the headlines are also shown. Of particular interest
points: the Russian port of Vladivostok and its nearness to Japan, which would make it
tse in a bombing raid campaign on the enemy; the Hawaiian Islands where at Pearl Harbor
. ^opened their war on the United States with a devastating aerial attack; the most vulnerable
continental United States to Japan attack—the Pacific coast areav
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shows the naval strength of the Axis and Allied navies. Latest figures available are "shown.

3PaU;ific Fleet

As President Asked War Declaration

President Franklin D. Roosevelt addressing the Jotat session of con^j fleet In the Pacific ness, when he asked congress to declare a state.ofjjrar against Japan.
•Command of Admiral Congress passed the declaration 33 minutes after FDR's speecfc
<d,Kimmel, 59, who
itand of the Pacific
._ ._^_.... the entire U. S.
U. S. Fleet Off Coast of Hawaii
«t February 1.

lac Waters

Q*,V«I *•••**» ™» ™"

y. 8. Asiatic fleet.

Christmas again! How shall we
Barbara Bell Pattern No. 14S5-B la designed for sizes 32, 34, 36, 38, 40, 42, 44
keep it in a world torn by strife
and 40. Size 34 requires 5 yards 35-inch
and poisoned by man's bitterness
material; 3 yards 54-inch. Dickey reagainst man? Let us keep it with
quires % yard 36-Inch material. Send
your order to:
all the joy and gladness at our command. Let us make this the best
Christmas we and our families have
SEWING CIRCLE PATTERN DEPT.
Room 1324
ever. had. How? By giving more
311
W. Wacker Dr.
Chicago
and richer gifts? No—although they
Enclose IS cents la coins for
have their place when rightly given
Pattern No
Size
and received. By feasting and merName
rymaking? rfo—although they too
Address
have their place when carried on
in the true spirit of love and friendship. What then? Let us make this
an outstanding Christmas by centering our thoughts, our affections,
our joys—yes, and our gifts of self
and substance—around God's Son,
whose "birthday" we celebrate.
May Christmas, 1941, be the best
you have ever spent. This is the
writer's sincere wish for you. One
way to make it just that is to diligently study our lesson for this next
Sunday, which tells of the coming
of God's Son.
• In NR (Nature's Remedy) Tablets,
I.. His Coming and Character
there are no chemicals, no minerals, no
Prophesied (Isa. 9:6, 7).
phenol derivatives. NR Tablets are different—act
different Purely vqgefeo/e-a
God who was to send His Son into
combination
of 10 vegetable ingredients
the world to become the Saviour of
formulated over SO years ago. Uncoated
sinful man fittingly made known His
or candy coated, their action is dependcoming through Isaiah (and others)
able, thorough, yet gentle, as millions
of NR's have proved. Get a 25< box
800 years before it took place. This
today... or boxer economy size.
greatest event in all history was the
subject of exact and detailed prophecy, which was completely fulfilled.
Although Isaiah calls Him "a child"
(as indeed He was), he saw Him as
OHBT
the divine One whose glory and powERE'S good news for belleser is revealed in the magnificent aron-a-budget who yearn for
COATED
ray of names found in verse 6.
the smooth smartness of a twoiTer REGULAR I
"Wonderful," a much abused«and piece frock! Pattern No. 1485-B
misused word, found its real mean- offers a streamline version—sleek,
MR rO-MIQHT; TOMORROW ALRIGHT
ing in Him—He really is wonderful simple to make wi^h a three butin every way. "Counsellor!" He ton cardigan neck topper, a skirt
People's Will
does not need or seek the counsel of with a front pleat and a dickey
Nothing can ruin our country U
others—He is the Counsellor. Have collar which gives a trim touch
you sought His counsel? "The of white in a flattering line next the people themselves will undertake its safety—and nothing can
Mighty God"—not a mere man, but to the face.
God unlimited in power. "The EverWe easily can see the advan- save it it they leave that safety
lasting Father," which is really the tages of a suit of this type. The in any hands other than their own.
"Father of eternity," the One to jacket emphasizing width at the —Daniel Webster.
whom eternity owes its existence.
"The Prince of Peace," who will
one day bring peace to the earth
when He comes to reign; something
we need not expect before that
blessed day.
Little wonder that "the government shall be upon his shoulders"
(v. 6), and that He shall reiga on
Soothe that throat dckle which coma from a
the throne of David forever. That
cough due to a cold! Quick—get a Smith Bros.
is prophecy yet to be fulfilled, but
Cough Drop. (Black or Meathol-5*.)
it will be, even as the others, for
Smith Bros. Cough Drops are the
"the zeal of the Lord of hosts will
otiry drops containing VITAMIN A
perform this."
Vitamin A (Carotene) raises the resistance of
II. His Incarnation and Redempmueoui membranes of nose and throat to
tion Completed (John 1:1-4, 10-14).
cold infections, when lack of resistMARK
ance is due to Vitamin A deficiency.
The Eternal One—who was in the
beginning with the Father, He who
was-God and who made all things,
but their bodies are encased in •
Trunkfish
his One who was the life and the
hard shell, like that of a turtle,
Trunkfishes,
of
the
family
Ostraight of men—humbled Himself and ciidae, which are found in warm and only the jaws, fins, eyes and
ook upon Himself the likeness of sin- seas, are shaped like other fish, tail are free to move.
ul man. He was "made flesh and
dwelt among us," revealing the
;race and glory of God. The in:arnation of Christ is a truth the
greatness and glory of which we
CHANGS) TO
:annot fully understand; but we
NOTHING
know that it was for us that He
CAMELS FOR MORE
HITS THE SPOT
:ame—for our redemption.
AMIDNESS. THERE'S LESS
The world—His own world—re-.
QUITE LIKE A GW£L
:eived Him not. "But"—and thank
JVICOTlNe IN TOE SMOKE
God for that blessed "but!"—"as
THEVXHSICSO
many as received him, to them gave
€000
•\e the power (or better, 'the right,'
as in R.V.) to become the children
of God." Redemption is by a new
birth, a divine birth, "not of blood,
nor of the will of the flesh, nor of
the will of man." It is a complete
redemption-by faith in Him who revealed the grace of God to man.
This is the great message of Christmas. Let us not miss it.
But there is another word for this
precious and blessed season—it is
that of love.
[II. His Love and Our Love Manifested (I John 4:9-11).
The love of God has been expressed in many precious \^ays, but
the full and final manifestation was
in the sending of His only begotten
Son into the world that we might
have life through Him. TtuXjs love
^L'preme, that God loved us wfien we
did not 'love Him, the altogether
lovely One giving His best and dearTHE SMOKE OF SLOWEMUWMNtt CAMELS CONTAINS
est in loving sacrifice for the altogether unlovely ones.
Such love in making the unspeakrble gift to us must of necessity
call forth from us not only love tothan the average °f the 4 other
ward Him, but also for one anlargest-selling
cigarettes tested—lesa than
other. Christmas is an excellent
time to deepen and sweeten the
any of them—according to independent
love which exists between Christian
scientific testa of the smoke Itself!
brethren. We need to be drawn very
close to one another for mutual encouragement, strengthening of out
faith, and for the effective outreach
of ChMft's love to the whole world
through us.
The eternal, glorious Christ came.
Ho wrought out redemption full and
fret- He revealed God's great love
to us-and to all the world. Wha1
a delightful Christmas message that
i;:. Let us receive it and declare it.

H

TICKLE?

28% LESS NICOTINE

A splendid view of units of th
roads, Hawaii, near the scene
bombers at a Sunday's dawn.

"Pacific

CAMEL

Sea
of Japan.
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would make an ideal air base for TJ. S.
Japan, Russia's port

shoulders and fitting smoothly
over the hips helps the average
figure achieve youthful slenderness—the skirt is comfortable to
wear for walking, standing and
sitting, the dickey provides a note
)f freshness for this costume so
that it is always attractive to
wear. Make it now for yourself
in gabardine, twills, plaids, nov;lty rayons or serge.
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Chinch Bog Infestation Is
Found to Be Heavy in Cass

IT'S

NOT

TOO

LATE!

NUMBER 52

Cattle Producers Urged to GOOD
Increase Marketings in '42

RESPONSE TO
RED CROSS DRIVE

Cass county has been listed as one
of the counties in Iowa having heavy
|lta ClMiren«s ^ffl Join Together infestation of chinch bugs, according
Observing Candlelight Service to County Agent Lester P. Soukup,
at the Congregational Church
who has just received the report of
the fall chinch bug survey from
Early Christmas Morning.
George C. Decker, entomologist at
Iowa State college.
Fourteen western Iowa counties are
early ^morning union candle; service, which has been the cus- placed in the heavily infested area,
for wiwal years, will again be but the population of these pesta
.this year at the Congregational elsewhere in the state is relatively
•ch oti Christmas morning at 7 slight, Soukup says. Of the 57 counck. It will be presented by a ties surveyed, 36 showed scant in• of more than twenty-live voices, festations of little economic im> taking part in the sendee being portance, 4 slightly infested, 3 modfrom the various churches in erately, 7 heavy and 7 with severe
infestations.
The survey was conducted during
under the direction
tfrs. Raym6nd Lantz, is one of the the month of November with agents
ndihg. events" in this community of the U. S. Bureau of Entomology
his season of the year and it is and Plant Quarantine doing most of
by those in charge, that all the field work.
an will avail themselves of the The entomologists estimate that apof enjoying this early proximately 1,271,000 gallons of crepte^ may be needed to control the
service.
pllowing is the program, accom- pests in the 21 more heavily infested
'Mi ..the piano being furnished counties, however, the survey should
not be regarded as a forecast of the
'
Stone:
Night," choir. chinch bug potential damage that
will occur in any given county in 1942,
Bethelehem's iCrowdDecker points out. Favorable weather
•e Lesson (Jno. 1:1-16) Pol- would undoubtedly produce a disasRev. A. T., Evans. trous outbreak, -whereas weather conCarol, "In a Manger dtions such as prevailed in 1935 could
reduce the present threatening popu^ladies' trio and choir.
: Christmas Message, Rev. lations to comparative insignificance.
Decker feels that winter mortality
J. Long.
should
reduce the present potential
"Come And Worship,"
damage at least one-third and that
average weather conditions next spring
"Innkeeper's Story," Mrs.
and summer should produce a still
««I«j»»n.:
further decline.
^piteRing Draws Near," men's

Beef cattle producers are urged to
ncrease marketings in 1942 instead
>f increasing their herds, Clair D. Mrs. G. M. DeCamp, Local American
tecker, chairman of the Cass county
Red Cross Emergency War Relief
JSDA Defense Board, announced this
Drive Chairman, Reports Colweek. The number of head of cattle
lections of Nearly $350.
and calves in the country now total
more than 73 million head which is
near the peak of 74 million head
Anita went over the top in the
reached in 1934.
American Red Cross emergency war
If cattle producers continue to inrease their herds this year, as they relief drive which was Conducted
here Thursday, Mrs. G. M. DeCamp,
lave for, the pa>t Tour years, the number of head will equal the peak year local war relief drive chairman, announced today. The quota set for the
if 1934, the chairman said. Increased local branch was $3flB and to date
marketings of cattle will aid the "Food
$347.38 has been collected by local
or Freedom" program by releasing workers.
eed for cattlemen and hog raisers to
Previously reported in last week's
produce other livestock for defense.
Tribune was contributions amounting
Farm defense program goals call to $33.15 and listed below are the
or a slaughter of about 28 million names and amount given by each inlead in 1942 compared with a probdividual since the drive started:
ab:e total slaughter of only 26 mil- $8.00 — Anita State Bank.
ion this year. Because of this in- $7.50 — Anita P. T. A.
reased demand, excess cattle may be
$5.00 — Logan Lodge K. of P., Mr.
slaughtered in 1942 without affecting Tyson, Dr. G. M. Adair, Forshay Loan
the market, Becker continued. If & Insurance Agency, Dr. F. D. Weimer.
cattlemen continue to increase their
$4.00 — Diamond D-X Oil Station.
lerds, a post-war flood of the cattle
$3.00 — Knot-a-Kare club, Dr.
markets will occur with resulting ruin- Joseph Schiff, Dement Implement Co.,
>us prices.
Miller's Market, Burke Bros.
Secretary of Agriculture Claude R. ?2.50 — C. T. Winder, Alfred DeWickard advises" beef cattle producers ment, C. A. Long, E. C. Dorsey.
o do four things to decrease over- $2.00 — Union club, NefFs Hardsized
herds in cooperation with the ware, Mrs. Earl Holton, Mr. and Mts.
Robert Crawford, a student at Iowa RECEIVE MORE FACTS
'Food for Freedom" campaign, Becker L. C. Bangham, J. Burl Roots, Spies
State college in Ames, is spending the
OF BURNED FRIENDS concluded, namely:
Christmas vacation of the school visit& Legg, Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Linfor,
1. Market more cows and heifers
ing at the home of fhs parents, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. George 0. Smither are to prevent further increases in cat- Mrs. Carl Millard, Robert Scott, Mr.
and Mrs. W. F. Crawford.
in receipt of a newspaper clipping :le numbers. The goal for cattle and Mrs. Fred Sheley, Mrs. Floyd
Dement, Mr. and Mrs. Guy SteinMiss Beth Knowlton and Miss Amy from Mrs. Effie Blakesley which tells slaughter for 1942 cannot be reached metz, Mr, and Mrs. Azel Ames, Anita
Knowlton have accepted civil service of the burning of the Hillebrandt unless a larger proportion of breed- Tribune, Dr. C. H. Johnson, A. R.
appointments in the 'Navy department home near Corvallis, Ore. Following ng animals are marketed.
Kohl, Henry Maduff, Ted Benning,
2. Pay off indebtedness while prices Birk's Station, Art Taylor, Lindblom's
at Washington, D. C., as typists. They is the clipping:
Three
people
were
burned
to
death
and demand are good so as to avoid the
left Anita -Tuesday as they must reIjt Shining in the D&rkness," ASK HELP TO PRESENT port for work on Dec, 26.
early Sunday morning when a farm danger of having to pay big debts Electric Shop, Jack Sprat Grocery,
Farmer's Coop., C. F. Darrow, Kunz
SPREADING DISEASE
Evans.
house in the Sulphur Springs com- at low prices later.
Grain
Co., Bonder's Drug, Wagner's
to God in the HighMiss Flora Brown, a student at the munity,, about 12 miles northwest of
3. Improve breeding herds by cull- Station, Mrs. Ernest Burke, Mr. and
With the nation and state preparing
University of Iowa in Iowa City, is Corvallis, was razed by fire. The dead ng out and selling undesirable animals Mrs. W. H. Tate, Past Chief's Asso~
>
•
sionai; "Joy to tjhe World," the colors,
State Health Commissionerspend,ng_the Chnst^s vacation of the are: Arthur Hillebrandt, 50; Mrs.while demand is good.
H, H. Hillebrandt, 50; and Homer H. 4. Keep livestock numbers in bal- ciation.
$1.50 — Mrs. M. E. Shultz, Dr. P. T.
Walter L. Bierring today urged all
:
Harry Swartz and husband and Hillebrandt, 15, her son.
ance with normal feed supplies.
Williams,
Joe Vetter.
lowans to make an "honest, united
Another son, William Hillebrandt,
Mrs.
George
Shaffer
and
family.
$1.00 — Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Jewett,
to prevent spread of com18, was burned while being carried
BALES RAISE effort"
FARMERS
URGED
TO
Mr.
and Mrs. Solon Karns, Miss Aldula
municable disease.
by his father, H. H. HilleMONTH Mteasles, scarlet fever, whooping .Lieut._ Joe„, M. „Vetter,' who is station- downstairs
Stone, George Smither, Edward RugSPREAD
LIME
NOW
brandt,
and
is
in
a
critical
condition
•
,•'mumps, chickenpox
,_. ,
., iled at
gles, Raymond Lantz, C. W. Clardy,
cough,
and, other
. Ft. Sam Houston near San An. '.
, ,
, i tonio, Texas, with the U. S. Army, ar- in a Corvallis hospital. He is not ex- Even though rainy weather and wet Mrs. C. W. Clardy, Robert Howard,
Anita state common .infections
reach
top
preval\
.
,
.
.
'.
„
,
,
.
,
pected
to
live.
The
father,
a
brother
,, ,f ,
rived in Anita Sunday and is spend^during the month of Nov- enee tins season of...
ields have delayed the spreading of Iva iM'ae Simon, Vanity Beauty Shop,
the year," the doc- .
.. _ , . M visiting
- ...
.,, ,.
with
his of Arthur, was burned, but not ser- ime during the past few months, J. P. Christensen, Arnett's Cafe, James
• $4,810.70, according to the tor said, "and every civilian case ing the week here
iously. Another occupant of the house 'armers, generally, should not give up
issued this week by should be properly isolated in accord- parents, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Vetter.
Mrs. R. G. Slater, a sister of Mrs ;heir legume planting programs next Rose, Petersen Grocery, West Iowa
Control Commission,
Telephone Co., A. A. Wallace, Bell,
ance with the law."
spring, says Bruce M. Kilpatrick, ex- Produce, Cradwick Mill, John Schaake,
of business over "The danger of spread increases The rural young married group of Hillebrandt, fled to safety.
Mrs. Hillebrandt, reports said, gave ;ension soils specialist at Iowa State
Cass county met in the assembly
when a nation is in state of, flux with
her life in a futile effort'to rescue college. There is still time to spread Ivadel's Cafe, White Front Coffee
,
* vru**i of
WJ. the
wit; court
L.ISUJI LI house
iiv/uot Friday
••», M. iuc*jr evenc.
room
stores, men, materials and- to a degree,
the
with flfty persong attending
Homer. She was sleeping downstairs imestone after the ground freezes Shop, Hansine Johnson, Neil Johnwere $1,613,civilian population, moving from se*!two mflin discussionS| conducted by and upon seeing the flames, rushed with the assurance of fairly good son, Midwest Egg Co., Farmer's Pro^: while in October they were tion to section of the country. At
duce, George Shaffer, Wilson's Cafe,
Ai J. Karns, Chas. Gipple, Stager's
sales dur- such times communicable disease can jjim Green of the Iowa farm bureau upstairs with her husband. Her body results, he says.
and that of Homer were found at ' It is advantageous to apply lime Cafe, Wood's Shoe Shop, Howard's
njber,"i941, compared to Nov-T easily hurdle state lines and close federation, were. "Agriculture's Part the
top of the stairs, where they ap- low for several reasons: The ground Barber Shop, Tom's Tavern, F. C.
in World War No. II" and "Labor Sit1940, showed an increase of in rapidly on troop concentration.
uation as Relating to Farm Help." parently had been overcome by smoke will be frozen and the lime can be Chinn, Pool Hall, Herbert Bartiey,
'--:-'-. .•;
"Iowa can do her share by keeping
•asily spread; quarries, generally, are Chas. A. Robison, E. B. Luman, H, A.
.sales at other stores in at home under isolation and quarannot quite as busy as they will be early Gill, Ernest Pearson, Lloyd Atwood,
were; Atlantic, $9,- tine the communicable disease which
next spring and labor is more readily Duane Bowen, Tom Atwood, Frank .
Creston, $10,663.14; 'Carroll, inevitably will increase during the
available at this time.
Louden, W. T. Biggs, Kopp's; Cafe,
Ml; Red Oak, $6,920.68; Har-winter. It's the patriotic thing to do."
It is recommended that the soil Mallard's Blacksmith Shop, W. B.
7,865.68; Adel, $3,612.06; Audu- Telling that "many persons in the
be limed 6 months to a year before tnhofe, Lake Bear, Ernest Ford, Dick
$6,063.90; Winterset, $4,028.64; past have refused to report communicthe legume crop is seeded, but winter Dement, Fred Pratt, Mrs. A. R. Kohl,
B/ 12)780.14; Griswold, $1,854.25; able disease in order to avoid having
liming will prove satisfactory, es- Marilynn Kohl, E. W. Clark, TOra.
Oo4,' $2,279.53; Villisca, $2,630- their homes placarded," Dr. Bierring
VALUES FOR FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
pecially in localities where the lime E. C. Dorsey, Mrs. George Shaffer,
ornin*, $4,497.04; Greenfield, $4,- declared:
i
can be hauled directly from the crush- Joe Rydl, Mrs. Henry Maduff, Val
«nd Walnut, $3,722.38.
"The time is over for this kind of
er to the field before it becomes wet Wiegand, Mrs. Jake Lindblom, Mrs.
r
selfishness. Health authorities must
Glen Roe, Herbert Chadwick, Mtrs.
and freezes.
Irs. G. M. IWCamp went to Burling- know when communicable- disease
Freshly roasted and ground to your
Cornstalk
ground
to
be
seeded
to
H.
J. Spies, Mrs. G. M. Adair, Mrs.
[ Iowa, Monday where she is spend- occurs, where it occurs, who is infected,
need — Tall Corn Ib. . 20c — 3-lbs.
legumes next spring and pastures of- pan Spiker, Nettie Steinmetz, T. T.
the week visiting at the home and what is being done about it." j
fer the best places to apply lime at Saunders, Dale Ulfers, Lou Laartz,
er sister, Mrs. Bruce Engle and In line with this statement, the comthis time of year. Lime should not j Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Jammings, Mr.
|fly.
missioner urged local health officials^
and Mrs. GUy Hayter, Vera B. Hook,
be plowed under.
Armours Squares — Pound
21c
Winter and spring rains may cause Rev. and Mrs. A. V. Long, Mr. and
fittram Crawford, Jr., is visiting to "redouble their efforts to locate
some loss of lime through erosion, Mrs. Tom Miller, Joe Denney, Mrs.
p with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. cases of communicable disease and to
but the advantage gained in neutral- Nora Cleavar, Mrs. Mary Wilson, Mrs.
fF. Crawford. "Bill" is stationed enforce isolation regulations rigidly (
when
cases
are
found."
zing acidity more than offsets this Bertha Renshaw, Nick Ehrman, Mra.
Great Lakes Naval Training
Lake Bear, Mrs. Fred Chinn, Mrs.
oss.
tion near Chicago at the present
(Mrs. Glen Terraberry of Muscatine,
Top-dressing pastures and meadows Burl Roots, Marie Jensen, A. A. Johnand must report back Saturday.
Iowa, is spending the week visiting
with lime seldom gives profitable son, Homer Kirkham, Mrs. W. T.
ncrease the first year or two, un- Biggs, Dennis O'Leary, Mrs. Emma
Joy was ,in Winterest lastj her e at the home of her parents, Mr.
Roman Beauties — 4-lbs.
2«lC
es3 the lime is well disced into the Burns, Mir. and Mrs. Wm. Dorale,
Inesday, afternoon where he at- and Mrs. Alfred Dement.
Mrs. Oscar Lindblom, Mrs. Roberta
soil.
ded'funeral services for Raymond
"and Mrs. H. L. Bell of Carroll,
Calkins, Mr. and Mrs. Ed. L. Newton,
It
must
be
recognized
that
the
aprson, 25, who passed away at
plication of lime is the basis for any Mr. and (Mrs. Andrew Nelson, Mrs.
[home there on Monday. His wife >
•ood soil management program, Kil- Ohas. A. Robison, Mrs. J. H. Trimtogether1 -with two children surpatrick points out, because it corrects mer, Mrs. George Shaw, Mra. Ida
Mm, fe^Tgianddaughter of ifir.
acidity, furnishes available calcium Thorpe, Mtr. and Mrs. H. H. Turner,
. she being theformer Delpha Gill, and friends.
Mrs. Marie Carey, Mr. and Mrs. J. T.
C E Robinson, 79, long time resiMr. and Mrs. Laurence Morehouse Stot-kham, 'Mrs. Jack Mitchell, Mrs.
5-lb.Bag
23C
Anita, men/Gerald Redburn,
of Wiota, is reported to be quite
of Wichita, Kan., are visiting here G. M. DeiCamp, Mrs. Robert Scott,
«r Sujjlee and (Sail Heckman,
at his home there suffering
at the home of her aunt, Mrs. G. M. John Galiher, G. A. Johnson, Cora
s made applications for enlistment
Mr. Robinson;
Adair and family.
Stoodt, Hans Moelck Mrs. Harry
and are to high blood
member of the Robisor
Dressier,, Mrs. Albert Wagner, John
U
Iowa,
recruiting
is
the
senior
8
Bakery Special — 6 For
1 1 C Frank Watkins received a letter Rathman,
"* to
Mrs. Henry Karns, Mrs. R. O.
on on |
, Dec. 29- From Hardware _ _ _ _ _ _
from his son, Prank, the first of the Anderson, Mrs. B. D. Forshay, Mrs.
C
?U, theylrtli Wsent to Des Moines VmKn} 8ervices for Charles A.
week stating that he is all right. R. W. Forshay, Allan Colbert, Mrs.
*re they will receive their final exAnita business man who comPrank is stationed on the U. S.
J. P. Christenaen, IMrs. Glen' Taylor,
and complete their enlist- ^**• 8
Dec 14> were held
Louisville. Another son, Dodge,
Crystal
White
—
5
Giant
Bars
22c
Mra. Leo Bongers, Mrs. C. F. Darrow,
'Papen. and if accepted, will be m t t e d m
stationed on the U. S. S. Solace.
Mrs. M. Kohl, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
to the Qr«t Lakes Naval Tram- **
Methodist church, Rev.
Falconer, Mrs. A. A. Johnson, C. W.
Another large crowd was in Anita
Station near Chicago from there, i
pastor of the church,
y
Crandall, Mrs. Raymond Lantz, MVs.
Saturday afternoon to do their Christ- P. T. Williams, W. T. Slater, Mr. and
opping and to attend the ladies' Mrs. Hans Boe, .Mrs. Roy Duff, Donny
rawing. Many beautiful prizes
*n the 'ajsnembly room of the
Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Barrett,
' h°use Thursday afternoon, Miss of
wer«Tpresented to the following women fllss Leona Dominy, Miss Jetta KnowlGWC — Water Crepe
who were lucky enough to have their »n, Mrs. Everett Luman, Miss Winona
names drawn from the jar of numbers: Kyle, Miss Marian Miller.
3
Rolls
eaders, assistant leaders They sang, ^
^ ^^ sang a
Mrs. Helena Carlson, carpet sweeper
76c — Janet Sue Johnson, Anita
, committee members be- "Face to
. g There,» interment
Mrs. Paye Petersen, set of dishes, Mrs
1
Batoery.'
Present. Some of the main topics solo, wo onu, ^^ry ftt pan0ra with
Ella B. Close, chair, Miss Dollie Ma
60c — Rasmussen Hatchery, A. V.
Baylor, chenille bed spread, Miss Elma
wwe; lighting, light fix- ' w * sroa ^ el . n f ^harlc-i Wilson, Robert
\ VERY MERRY CHRISTMAS TO EVERYONE ^Denney, card table, and Mrs. Harr
>*«i«ttpt lighting facilities, Henry Ma '
Q Smil her, Leo V.
(Continued <m Page Eight)
• bulha, «tc. Hisa Helen M. C. Howard, U»n,e v ^ acj..
Vwedemeyer, pitcher and six glasses, 1
anrionnee4 that toe next meet- Bongers Jind A ill be b^ld

BRIARDALE

Bacon
Flour

TaU Corn

~~ 49'lb-Sack

$1.79

Apples

-

•-*--:•

Red Beans

GWC - 2 NO. 2 cans

Pancake Flour

Tal1 Corn

Fig Rolls

Soap

Matches

GWC

.».,™» ****» E^='"^ Toilet Paper

- 6 ^ Carton

19c

23c

THE
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4-

Crawford's Clover Farm Store

• IOWA FARM KERNELS +

4

REEL NEWS
4- 4-

PETERSEN'
PHONE 300

Edward G. Robinson again presents
Maintaining good fences is one step i dynamic and forthright portrayal
Phone 29
We Deliver
toward neighborliness.
this time as a scraping tabloid editor
Nearly a pound of meat a day is in the new drama "Unholy Partners
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY SPECIALS
included in the balanced ration of which will be shown at the A *a
theatre, Chnstmas, Friday and Satur
STRAWBERRY PRESERVES, pound jar . . .25c each American soldier.
34C
day.
Laid
in
the
colorful
prohibition
era
CORN, extra fancy Country Gentleman, 2 No.
Iowa has only 3.45 per cent of the
12c|
returning World War heroes, trans•' • 2 cans
..................................
27c farm land in the United States, yet of
• 12c
it produces 8 per cent of the nation's atlantic nights and marathon dances,
DIIX PICKIJES, quart jar
..................
17c cash
the
picture
tells
the
story
of
two
men,
farm income.
•• 3c.|
one a newspaper editor, the other
*
»
_BUTTER, pound prints
......................
34c
•20C
Total average consumption of meat a racketeer. Bitter enemies, unique
ORANGES, dozen
.....................
19c to 39c and lard per capita in the U. S. was circumstances place them in joint
11.4- per cent higher in July, 1941, control of a tabloid newspaper. EdGRAPE FRUIT, dozen . ,
....................
29c
than the average for that month a year ward Arnold, the only person from
whom Robison can get money to fin.CHRISTMAS CANDY, 2 pounds
.............
25c ego.
ance the talbloid, intends to run the
*
*
JJROWN SUGAR, 3 pounds
..................
21c
Corn or sorghum silage is a good paper to suit his own ends. The editor,
feed
for the breeding flock of sheep, equally determined, sets out to ruin
^CRACKERS, 2-lb. box
.......................
17c
but it should be supplemented with his gangster partner. The ensuing
Annual Christmas
good legume hay and an increasing conflict results in a series of as ex- PROCEEDINGS OF
Celery — Lettuce — Grapes — Oranges
BOARD OP SUPERVISORS
raa held Monday
amount of grain as the lambing sea- citing and dramatic episodes as has
__ \
been seen on the screen in some time
members of Columbia
son approaches.
Court HoW,'
Robison offers a punch-filled char*
*
No. 127, O. E. S., folloi
Atlantic, Iowa,
acterization
as
the
man
determined
regular meeting. A short D,
There are now more than 50 licensed
November 17, 1941.J ww P«»eat«d and a lunch waa
rendering plants in Iowa, all under' to print the news and "all the news,"
• • • • ' . • Established 1883.
the supervision of the state Division and finds a worthy opponent in Arnold, The Board of Supervisors met ito at the doge of the meeting
of Animal Husbandry, to help Iowa who in this picture has one of his regular session with all members
Published Every Thursday and Entered
citizens
dispose of their dead animals best acting opportunities. The fem- present:
ITEMS
OF
THIRTY
YEARS
AGO
I
at the Postoffice, Anita, Iowa, M
inine contingent of the cast measures
Hawley Lynch, Chairman, F. L. Posin a sanitary manner.
Second Class Mail Matter.
*
*
up to the work of the stars, with La- sehl, G. E. Eshelman, F. W. Wiese
December 28, 1911.
Cecil G. Budd
Editor
The high point of meat and lard raine Day giving another appealing "and W. H. Wohlenhaus.
S udent at
Adair,
8 Universitv
performance <»o
as »iuui«si«/«
Robinson's•= „„..,-_.
secretary.
Minutes of November 3rd. were ap*
per capita in the
Drake
it
<sn
H'
>i
consumption
per
me United
uniteu jjeiiummu>-i;
JF
Subscription Rate
$1.50 Per Year
States was
.» . ,;•
Christmas vacation at thT h
t
reached in 1908 when the! in love with her boss but knowing proved as read.
—Office HOB
fi ure
was 176 7
Official Town and County Newspaper her parents
The rebate of the Massena 1^,0. |>.
g
- Pounds. The year of that his first devotion is to his paper.
'.... 9-12
F. Lodge taxes for $30.60 waf Thllol'Member of National Editorial
Earl Stone, who is going to school loWBSt consumPtion was 1935 with
Wed. & sat.!
/When a married man poses as a ed and the suspension of taxes lor
capita.
Association, and
in Omaha, is spending the Christmas 126.6 pounds per
*
*
7 till 10
bachelor
and
an
authority
on
marLena
Jensen,
Atlantic
in
the
amount
vacation of the school visiting relatives
Time is one of the basic needs for riage the situation promises a good of $24.42 was allowed.
and friends here.
Sun. 10-11 A, I
increase in agricultural production j/ many laughs, and with Robert Young
Moved by Wohlenhans, seconded
Revival meetings are now in pro- an there
I
Ph»ne 87
is no
ss ble
gress at Highland church northwest of ~
P° i
way to get [as the "sucker" and Ruth Bussey as by Possehl, to transfer $16,000.00
around the fact that !t tekes 288 his
rett
wlfe they ably fulfi11 this
from the construction fund to the
town and it is reported that laree i
P y
;
promise
Bachelor,"
the maintenance fund to cover the cost
crowds are attending each evening l days for a COW to bear a calf' °r 1M "~~
-" 4" in
" M"Married
»—^ T»..W
M » «,„
feature attraction at the theatre on of labor, material and equipment,;
K
s w
h
While out hunting last week, Wm. daf for "a """'
° *" '"""
* "* "°" "'°f
CARD OF THANKS.
pigs,
or
21
days
for
most
eggs
to
Sunday
and Monday evenings.
rentals which have been paid from
Steele shot and killed one of the largn
hatch.
Young
is
bombarded
with
complithe maintenance fund.
est
jack
rabbits
which
has
ever
been
To all the friends and neighbors who
cations
when
the
-wrong
horse
wins
Motion carried.
remembered us so kindly with assist- exhibited by any hunter in this part
Iowa, alone, has more hogs on farms and, in order to pay off his bet to a
The following claims were allowed
ance and with flowers during the ill- of the county.
Wilson Bros., proprietors of the City than the combined numbers in 30 of New York gangster, he poses as a and the Auditor authorized to write
ness and death of my,father, I want
,
to express my heartfelt appreciation. Livery, have traded their residence the lower hog producing states in the bachelor and authority on marriage. warrants for the same.
Surprisingly enough, the ladies of the Green Bey Lumber Company,
house here -which is occupied by Robert U. S.
R4chard Young.
nation take him to their hearts and he material
A. Wilson and wife,-for a livery barn
$208.40
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Donohoe are becomes the "heart-beat of 1941." Now, Jens Nielsen, material
and
stock
at
Shelby,
Iowa.
33.57
DEFENSE BOND
visiting relatives in Walnut this week. with a wife on the sidelines, this can
After
Jan.
1,
the
clothing
store
QUIZ.
Domestic Animal Claims. ' .
be embarrassing. And it is to Young.
1422
l^vJl^^!,!6. ^artner!hip
Mrs. Adolph Ginsberg of Miami Especially when Lee Bowman, his pub- Clarence Acker, sheep
Q. What simple and satisfactory
| Beach, Fla., is visiting here at the lisher, discovers the charm of said!GaiI S" Becker25.00
way is provided for all of us to ex- interest in it to his son, Prank, and ihome of her daughter, Mrs. Sidney
wife. Things go from bad to worse, R- R- Campbell, sheep ...... 18.50
press our gratitude for being Ameri- Glen A. Roe. The new firm will as- Maduff and family.
6.76
with a laugh accompanying each new Earl Casey, sheep
sume the name of Carter, Roe & Co.
cjans?
Richard
Dreager,
sheep
7.20
A. The means is the purchase of
Mr. and Mrs. Lyle Redburn are the complication, untif in desperation or y Finne 11 shee
f*
, '
P
Defense Savings Bonds and Stamps— NOTICE OP APPOINTMENT OF parents of a 9% pound boy baby Yeung exposes himself and hislove for i5
Carl Fore, turkeys
ADMINISTRATOR.
available to almost every man, 'wowhich was born to them at tjeir home Miiss Hussey over a nation-wide radio Arthur Garside, turkeys
48.75
hook-up.
man and child. Ownership of even a
here Tuesday morning. He is the first
C. G. Muller, sheep
• • •
., 10.80
In
the
District
Court
of
the
State
of
10-c^nt Stamp carries the satisfaction
child in the family.
* .
14.40
Iowa, In and For Cass County.
Join the many others who are at-- H. R. Perry, sheep- ....... .*.
.. - ,
of knowing you have helped the NaN T Rice shee
4S 00;
In
the
Matter
of
the
Estate
of
Charles
tending
the
Take-a-Chance
shows
each
'
'
'
.
P
.........
'•
Miss (Mary Agness Bongers, who is t
tion to arm.
Norman
A. Young, Deceased.
7.66
Smith, sheep
......
going to school at St. Joseph's Aca- Tuesday and Wednesday evenings at!
Q. What denominations of Defense
Roscoe
Smith,
sheep
.......
9.00
To
Whom
It
May
Concern:
the
theatre.
Only
lie
for
adults.
demy in Des Mbines, is spending the
Savings Stamps are on sale at retail
Notice is hereby given that the un- holidays with her parents, Mr. and
stores?
Session and Mileage Claims.
Hawley Lynch
6.00
A. Stores are concentrating1 on sell- dersigned has been appointed and has Mrs. Leo V. Bongers.
COUNCIL PROCEEDINGS.
WAGNER FILLING STATTC
ing 10-cent and 25-cent Stamps, in qualified as Administrator of the EsG. E. Eshelman
6.70
tate
of
Charles
A.
Young,
late
of
John Bruner, son of Mrs. and Mrs.
Clerk's Office, Anita, Iowa, F. L. PoBscbl
order to get 3 maximum number oi
640
November 3, 1941.
customers to participate in the De- Cass County, Iowa, deceased. All Milt Bruner, who is working at the
F. W. Wiese
7
6.65
fense Sayings Program. Many stores persons in tmy manner indebted to ordinance plant near Des Moines, was The Town Council met in regular W. H. Woblenhaus
6.80
a|lso carry 50-cent, $1 and $5 Stamps said deceased or his estate will make hit by a hit-and-run driver Saturday. session with the following members Moved by Wiese, seconded by
present:
Stamps of all denominations may be payment to the undersigned; and He suffered a broken left elbow.
Eshelman to adjourn until December
those having claims against said deIM^yor Darrow; Councilmen, Kopp, 1st. or on call of Chairman.
purchased at post offices.
Miss
Glada
Parker,
daughter
of
Dement, Howard and Petersen.
Note.—To buy Defense Bonds and ceased or his estate will present themMotion carried.
Absent, Burke.
Stamps, go to the nearest post office, in manner and form as by law re- Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Parker, returned
(Signed)
Hawley Lynch,
The minutes of previous, meeting
bank, or~p8tvirigs and loan association; quired, for allowance and payment. to her home here Thursday from the
Chairman.
University
hospital
in
Iowa
City
where
Dated this 17th. day of December,
Attest:
was read and approved.
or write 'to the Treasurer of the
she has been a patient for several
M. E. Hubbard,
The Treasurer's report was read
United States, Washington, D. C., A. D., 1941.
months.
H. C. Faulkner,
and approved.
Cownty Auditor.
for a mailorder form.
Administrator of said estate.
The
following
bills
were
allowed
Bert Thomas returned to Anita Fri- and ordered paid:
Mr. and Mrs. .Claude Hansen of St.
By E. S. Holton,
day from the Veterans' hospital in Des
Joseph, Mo., spent the week end in
Attorney for said Estate.
Corporation
Fund.
Moines where he had been a patient
Anita visiting his mother, Mrs. O. C.
B. C. Calkins, police
6.00
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Hutchison, well for several weeks. He will spend some ; C' p' Darrow ' ^larv
Hansen,
time
10.00 friends. and other relatives and
known Anita couple, celebrated their'
here visiting at the home of his Pm3' Pratt s'aj
70.00
53rd. wedding anniversary Thursday PaTents» Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Thomas. George
L. Bills, salary and
.1
at their home here. At noon a din- | M,. a ,~—' —~
dogs
70.50 "WBB 'foyfred Stone, a teacher in
ner was served, out-of-town guests', ^- nd'Mrs. Roy M.llard and daugh15.00 *he scnools at Cedar Rapids, is speridpresent being Mr. and Mrs. Edwin ter. Joy Kay, Mrs. Ada Maggard, Gene LlOWe
f^,,^
£«"*. "alary
c
25.00
'*ne the Cnri8tmas vacation of the
" - Thompson, refund
McKay of Griswold and Mr. and Mrs. Millard and Miss Bess Millard, all of Ernest
Phone 276
2 00 8cn°o1 ^ith her Parents, Mr. and Mrs.
^Creston, and Mr. and Mrs. A. L.!
Burke, meetings . . .
Harold Wilson of Guthr\e Center.
Alfred
'A.
».
Stone.
Phelps of Atlantic were guests Sunday
Dement, meetings ...
6.00
at a
Pre-Christmas dinner at the home » C« Howard > meetings . . .
5.00
Thursday evening, Mrs. .Aaron
A. J. Kopp, meetings
2.00
Bell was hostess to the members of Mr- and Mrs- Carl Millard.
—
•• ' "••^^^^•^^•••^••i
Andrew Petersen, meetings
of the Susie Q club at her home on I _,
r—;
—
6.00
1 Throu
1
6h the
Ie
A
East Main Street. The evening was . T ""
(?",i " /""»«"
Greater Anita
™* Club
U u b . J - M. Redburn sign
_
2.56
ets
twelve hask
baskets
spent playing pinochle with Mrs. | twelve
<* £roce»es were given I Anita Utilities, hall lights .
..
L
1.02
Exl e
Robert Cryer and Mrs. Donald Chad- *Way to the followm% persons here '^
'n , labor
2.45
Anita
Lumber Company, mawick tieing for high score honors, A iTuesday afternoon: John "Witte, Bob,
Smith,
(Mrs.
Herman
Tibken,
Mr.-.'
hristmas gift exchange was also en24.36
ioyed by thfc members. A lunch was Frank Petersen, Mrs. Cecil SchoII, Forsh'ay Loan and Insurance
Luella Harris, Mrs. W. T. Biggs,
Agency, insurance
12.60
served by the hostess.
Mrs. Ruth Soper, Mrs. Fred Scarlett! C. W. Clardy, supplies
2.36
Mrs. James Brown was hostess to' Jr., Mrs. S. E. Anderson, Stanley Anita Oil Company, gas
9.32
Wheatley
and
Leitha
Jensen.
-he members of the Union club WedLight Fund.
Your family d«terve$ ike tpteiw
nesday at her home on West Main
Anita Utilities, street lights . 66,30
did comforts of LACO Circulatof the Neighborhood
-j.,- ,.„,,. .!,.
vraa oc*
vcu at
, ,
°
»*w«
Street.
A v.««t»-«vvii«
chicken U141UCX
dinner was
served
at . The, . members
Sinking Fund.
ing Oil Heat! So clean! So eaiy
W
gU6Sts
f Mr and
THE
Anita
State
Bank, bonds and
noon to thefifteenmembers and three Mr8
:£" Carste
o
\?
°
'
n Henn
to care for! Delivers Ms of
interest
visitors, Mrs. William Dorale. Mrs.
'.
eberg Saturday
u
1747.50
tafttl Famout 4or <««l econornyl
John Dill and Miss Mary Jean Reeves, evening at their home north of here.
Application of L•ouise C.'Petersen
r
guests present well;
were mMr.
and for aa cigarette permit
Come in and see it todayl
present. The home was decorated in j Other
~"~'•w*»~"~w*~"""- aminor
was
Christmas colors and with lighted jw™'.. J ^J^.1'*;?!^ MOT** fw II was ^oved by Howard
and secChristmas trees. Election of officers ! William Wahlert. High scores for onded by Kopp, that permit be
grantthe
evening
were
held
by
Mrs.
Emed.
"or the ensuing year was held durmett
Wilson
and
Robert
Smith.
A
Ayes:
ng the afternoon as follows: Mrs.
Brown, president; Mrs. Chas. Het- lunch was served. Mr. and Mrs.
Oement,
Kopp aml
inger, vice president; Mrs. Mamie Robert Wilson will entertain the club
Anita, Iowa
at
its
next
meeting
on
Dec.
27
Mia'com, secretary and Mrs. Ruby
Motion carried.
Biggs, treasurer.
Bingo was also
Phone 171
No further busine
An all-day meeting was held Friappearing a
played and a Christmas grab bag was
motion to adjourn carried.
day
by
the
members
of
the
Jolly
enjoyed.
Dozen j:lub at the home of Mrs. K re( j
Solon A. Karns,
6
Kuehn east of here. A covered dish
Town Clerk.
dinner,was served at noon to the ten
a
members, their families and three
''
'
the school, « Ma.weH
visitors, Mtrs. Howard Gissibl, Mrs.
Lyman Wahlert and Mrs. Melvin Gissibl, present. Mrs. Howard Gissibl
wa's the winner of a contest which was
put on during the afternoon and a
Christmas grab bag was enjoyed. The the
next meeting of the club will be held
C, F. BARROW,
on Jan. 8 at the home of Mrs. Harold
McDermott.

SPECIALS FOR FRIDAY AND
BUTTER, Stuart creamery, No. 1, pound
CELERY, large stock ...'.
LETTUCE,: solid heads, extra large
CABBAGE, solid heads, pound.,...,,,
BANANAS, fancy yeUow fnfit, 3 pounds .
CHRISTMAS CANDY and NUTS .. .Special
MERRY CHRISTMAS and A HAPPY _
OUS NEW YEAR JffOUI^gNCERE
TO EACH Ajfe BtlBYONE

THE ANITA TRIBUNE

FROM OUR OLD FILES I

BIGGER

BETTER,

Young woman wi
to marry an old man-}
that's her business.
Our .business isp
ing up dead animals-]
.large or small.
Phone 257

Place Your
for G. F. Brook
Houses and

Brooder Stoves
Now

Rasmnssen's Hatckery

••W^""^

IT IS

NEW!

FAST!

E

SAFE!

We Invite You To See the New Modern
Added To Our Battery Department

MERCURY QUICK

Which Charges Your Battery In ^Modern
Approved By Leading Battery Mamif acturers,
est Car Manufacturers, Society of Automotive »
gmeers and Bureau of Standards^ |7. S. Governmen

Gerald Akers

See Our New Hog Waterers
and Feeders
THE FARMERS COOP.

It Is No Longer Necessary For You To Wait
For Your Battery To Be OwrgedModern Approved Method Charges Your Battw
the Amazing Time ofc 15 W ^KHHtt* ^ \J
Without Removing tfee Battery^ From Your

»>•

NEW GUARANTEED
PRICED AS LOW AS THE W)WBSl

0. W. Shaffer & SOB,
ANITA, IOWA

ByEDWHEELAN

BIG TOP
THAT'S THE SITUATlOM,'DAD"'
ME TO TALK
THE MATTER OVER VJITH
AND <JET VOUR ORNlOH«.

WELL, HAL, OFF- HAND. ID
SAV M,A>KE ANOTHER
PICTURE POR THEM

VOUNG yrr.1 C»ET THE FAME

AM' f^ONEV WWLE YOU CAN !!

BtfT.'SI-UJCKS.FtRST I'D
- pAVOR\TE FILMS ' WONT
RELEASE YOU FROM THAT
MO MARRIAGE'CLAUSE IN
VOUR CONTRACT '• TAKE
MVRATO HOLLYWOOD
AN'

PUT THE

THEY WANT To
HOLD METOTWE
CONTRACT A<=>

SEE IFTHEV
WONT GNE WR A A

SCREEN TfcrST - IF rrs

6CX3D ASK TWEM TO
LET HER E.E \H THE

PICTURE ^wnw voyf
THAT'S ALL
TDPAV PLEASE

CARPS

ON THE J C/N , >

•uuuwu mm..But since '
Woman" wag banned <h
hav* been some excellent i

TABLE!

By RUBE GOLDBERG

LALA PALOOZA -Vincent Takes a Walk
YOU'LL
LET ME HAVE

FORGET THE

AT LOUISVILLE

GET BUSY-MOVE
1•HAT GRANDFATHER'S
CLOCK IN THE
NEXT ROOM

TOMORROW

.
^ Wmembet thtf t
«toiy, "The Constant Ny
WT be made again bs'tel
Btother8, with ChUs Bojl

(OUGHT
TO GET
TWEKTV
BUCKS

THIS IS AN
IDEAAM. I GOTTA
DO IS TO
KEEF>ON

CHARLES BOYER

REG'LAR FELLERS—Merited Reward
A SOJER& JOB IS A SbFTOC&y
IK W9f DAN&ER.OUS JOB IN TH1
KWUISfeeiN
IS fcBlNf TVY on=iaAJ_T=DC!P
NlTWJTANlA

By GENE BYRNES

IT

HE
TH'

SOWED ib THE
EMPEROR T& -Be

Joan Fontaine—who can I
tically anything she

days—in the principal roles, |
Bob Hope and Victor
to be teamed hi Pa
sion of "Ready Money," ti»'|
about a young man who 1
financier by mistake. Laxtt
was filmed was in 1914,
been a Buccesstul stage;

HOUD OF

POISON THAT
KH-W H/M-THEN W/H«T?

1

Barbara Stanwyck ma; 1
tribofed a new slang pbnie|
lancnace/ During: the
"BaU of fire" she happen^
when Director Howard Hiw
the picture's aathors went
think of somethhiK
for her to say when
np to some men she
very we^. In a night etab.

MESCAL IKE

sy s. u HUNTLBY

A Change for the Better

VJOOl.CXiA.TAKE MV
OONfT'TRAP""^ PLACE JEST VMHILE I
THAT MAM.V5

PLAV PER
Me—tU. BE

"For -Whom.the BeU Totf'J
der way even.though foej»]
con>plete. More than '
Hftna and actors left i
cently for the loftiest
ft^ flijfft' jKffyf^^y*"™
to th« Sierra Nevada
Technicolor and long sbofij
be made now because o/*"
snow conditions, similar fl>«
the book.

RIGHT BACK

POP—Pop Hurt His Pride
I'VE- STILL GOT
IQU. WHEN ARE

TO
PAY ME
FOR
IT

say OWhaf s bussin',
what we nsed to say in l
It's m the picture. .,.

By J.MILLAR WATT

IF -YOU DON'T PAV
MB SOON I'LL x

IF VOO BURW
X.QU.IU
HAV&THE

TH
STHIK16/

LAW ON

Donivee Purkey knew
wanted years ago; now'
She wanted to get into
she worked bard in high t
co)lege dramatics, for »-.«
and , a Paramount taimj
plucked her out of a -*•
and aent her to Boll]
screen tost You'll see
bly,, Jn "The Fleet's In. ,
she changed that name » i
Lee.

you
*

they're likely
Paramount

Radio's "Woman of
two leading women

THE

SPORTING
THING

KEEPING
CLEAN

one of

»tar
p
fame, apparenUy^
O'Brien, then Wi"»
for the movies- *
of the cast to f*^
Is Betty Wells. >
Mttro.

By
LANG
ARMSTRONG

WILLIAMS

Qrf,
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GOOD RESPONSE TO
RED CROSS DRIVE

,.,+ + + + + > + +
LINCOLN CENTER

We Wfeh You
A Very
Merry Christmas

(Continued from Page One)

Sunday School at 10 a. m.
Preaching services at 11 a. m. NonRobinson, Mrs. Frank Mardesen, Otis denominational. Everyone invited,
Kirkpatrick, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Wahlert, Mrs. Jens Rasmussen, Mrs. Chas.
Campbell, Mrs. Chas. Karns, Fred Den- +ST. MARY'S CATHOLIC CHURCH+
ney, Winnifred Brown, Mrs. Abbie•f
M. J. O'Connor, Pastor
+
Mallory, Mrs. Nellie East, Mrs. Art
Petersen, Mrs. Claude Smither, Frank Mass Sunday at 8:30 a. m. ConChoate, Mrs. Mamie Malcom, Mrs.fessions Saturday at 2:30 and 7:30
John Dill, 'Mrs. Cynthia Blue, Mike
Baetz, Mrs. J. D. Young, Mr. and Mlrs. p. m.
Kennth Turner, MrS. Elsie Smith, 4- 4
-f •»••»•
-t- « • • » • • » •
Mrs. Glen Porch, Andy Petersen, Lu'.u
CONGREGATIONAL . CHURCH «•
Alvord, Chas. Smith, Mrs. Lew AnderA. T. Evans, Pastor.
son, Miss Minnie Forshay, Mrs. Chet
Turner, Mrs. Henry Simon, Mrs. Edna Church school at 10 a. m.
Simon, Mr. and 'Mrs. A. B. Stone, Nora Service of worship at 11 a. m.
Sanny, C. 0. Gipple, Crawford's Gro- "Thoughts for the New Year," will
cery, Lawrence Hofmeister, Howard be the subject.
Beauty Shop, Carl Shultz, Mrs. Harry There will be no noon-day meal
Petersen, Mrs. Ray Dorsey, Mrs, Wei- served on Thursday.
mer Pearson, Mrs. Lily Story, Mrs.
Walter Dorsey, Mrs. Myra Turner,
Mrs. Carl Shultz, -Mrs. M. M.. Feller,
HOLY CROSS EVANGELICAL
Bowen Cafe, Sidney Larson, Melvtn
FANCY RED YAMS, 4 pounds
19c
LUTHERAN CHURCH
Key, Pearl Gochanour, Mr. and Mrs.
H. G. Belsheim, Pastor.
CRANBERRY SAUCE, 17-oz. can, 2 for .. 29c
R. H. Lantz, Carl Rathman, John
FANCY ASSORTED NUTS, (no peanuts) bag 47c
Stuhr, Jr., John Stunt, Sr., Mr. and Sunday School at 9:30 a. m.
PUMPKIN, Jack Sprat Sugar Pie, 2 No! 2 cans. 19c
MVs. Carl Benson, Miss Ermine Brown. Divine services at 10:30 a. m.
2 No. 21/9 cans
25c
Less than 50c — Mrs. Marie Hansen, Divine worship Christmas Day at
Chas, Ragan, Jake Hill, Mrs. Axel9:30 a. m.
FANCY PINK MEAT GRAPE FRUIT, 4 for .19c
Larsen, Mrs. C. <H, Merchant, Mrs. Children's Christmas program will
CANDY, broken mix and peanut brittle, 2-lbs. : 25c
Glen Highley, Mrs. Chas. Rodgers, be given on Christmas evening at
JACK SPRAT GELATIN DESSERT, 4 pkgs. . 19c
Mrs. iDick Dement, A Friend, Cloyd
p. m.
Kimball, Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Barber, 7:30Confirmation
classes meet at 1:30
Mrs. Elva Dorn, Mr. and Mrs. James and 2:30 p'clock Saturday afternoon.
Hterriman, Luella Harris, Mrs. Tela
Phone 303
Deliveries at 9:00,10:30, 2:00, 4:30
Forrester, Mrs. Almira Rickel, Sarah
Hbrton, Mrs. Gussie Lowenthal, Mrs.
METflODIST CHURCH
4
Sarry Ingram, Ethyl Goodrich, Ella 4
Arthur V. Long, Pastor.
4
Walker, Paul Hayter, Mrs. Emma Hof- 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Virgil PetJersen, who is working for
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Battey and
Church School at 10 a. m. Lee K.
the highwayNcommission at Glenwood, son, Larry, of Salem, Mo., are visiting meister, Mrs. Jensen, Mrs. Lorenc
Iowa, spent th& week end here visit- here at the home of her parents, Mr. Inhofe, Tjj>m Rathman, Peter Ander Nichols, acting superintendent. Class
son, Jr., Fred Dennison, Mrs. Chandler for young married couples.
ing at the home of his patents, Mr. and and Mrs. J. B. Herriman.
;
eorge Biggs, Fred Knowlton, Joh
Church worship at 11 a. m. Nursery
Mrs. Peter R. Petersen.
Srookner,
Mrs. John Witte, Mrs. Phi class for small children.
Mrs. Roberta Calkins left Tuesday
Miss Kathryn Weimer, who is at- for Coffeeville, Kan., where she will MeLanghlin, Mrs. D. C. Reed, Mrs
Youth fellowship at 6:80 p. m. The
tending a business college in Grand spend several months visiting her sis- Alice Livingstone, Mrs. Carl C. Carl program will be, in charge of Barbara
son, Miss Rose Drier, Mrs. Ralp Rhoads and James Miller.
Island, Neb., is visiting here at the ter, Mrs. Jennie WSnchell.
lawk, Mrs. Anderson Bell, iMxs. Effi
home of her parents, Dr. and Mrs.
Junior youth fellowship at 6:30 p. m.
Steinmetz,
Mrs. Bill Woodall, Mrs
Miss
OteUia
Petersen
is
spending
the
F. D. Weimer, duirng the Christmas
Evening worship at 7:30. The or.
s
holiday vacation of Simpson college, aul Henderson, Mrs. Jorgenson, Mr chestra will help with the music.
vacation of the school.
which she attends, with her parents, and Mtrs. Marion Rickel, Mrs. A. J
tarns, Stella Donohoe, Alice Ruggles f 4 f 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Joyce McDermott, who was arrested Mr' and Mrs' Cnris J- petersen.
lev. and Mrs. Belsheim, Mrs. Helen 4 CENTRAL CHURCH QF CHRIST 4
near here Friday night by the Iowa
Mr.
and
,Mrs.
C.
J.
Holmes
and
iedburn, Mrs. Lyle Redburn MTS 4
C. R. Neel, Pastor.
4
highway patrol, waived preliminary
Wilson, Mrs. Maggie Scholl, Mrs 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 - 4 4 4 4 4 4
Wearing and was bound over to the daughter pf Indianola, Iowa, spent
Sunday School at 10 a. in.
grand jury Saturday by Justice of the Sunday in Anita visiting at the home J. 'W. Budd, Paul Henderson, Geral
Iheumaker, Mrs. Cecil Denney, Mrs 'Church worship and communion
Peace John C. Jenkins on a charge' of his mother, Mrs. E. W. Holmes.
of operating a motor vehicle while in- A pre-Christmas dinner was held H. C. Faulkner, Mrs. Eric Osen.
at 11 a. m.
toxicated.
of $500
bond,'fcjuinjo.y
Sunday is the last day in the old
,
. , . In default
.
•
MI. the
tiie home
uumt: of
ui Mr.
uyir. and
unu Mrs.
iVlTS.
Sunday at
year for church worship. There were
BY TEE WAY
he ]ls being held in the Gass county Earl Knowlton here. Present from
jail.
By L. F. M.
52 days set apart for worship. How
out-of-town were^: Miss Norma Knowton of Camp Grant, 111., Mrs. M. L. Have you tried the canned cran many 'times did we forget ? Or how
Mr.„.and Mrs.
Ray Sterner, Miss—Bar- Dignan
many times did we find joy by meet,
, » » , - ,
.•.••snail of
\jj. Des
uKa Moines
luuuies and
anu Mr. and
berry sauce? They say it's might} ing with God's people? The old year
bara Rhoads, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Spry, Mrs. James Bal] of Osceo,a
;ood . . . did you know that the ski has been good to us in many ways.
'Miss Cleo Spry, Charles Spry, Ross
_
_
of
the cranberry yields an acid which We forget to count our blessing. Just
Lewis and Clarence Spry were in Des' Because of the bad weather and
Homes Thursday to attend funeral Christmas activities, the farmer's s used in cold cream and mayonnaise receive them as if they were worthy of
services for Oliver L. Spry, 61, who adult evening school did not hold their . . and another material from th them. This last day is a good time
passed away at the Broadlawns Gen- noting Monday evening. The next same cranberry skin is used as a base to review the past and count the outeral hosp.tel last Tuesday of a heart meeting of the group win be on Jan. "or lipstick, for a fine leather dress standing blessings conferred, and ask
ailment He was a brother of Mrs. 5, at which time the topic for dis- ng, and a waterproof shoe polish . . the giver of every good and perfect
Bertha Lewis, who at the time of his cussion will be, "Live Stock Improve- we always felt that ftranberries a gift to go with us into the new year,
holiday times were a "must," but wi that 1942,.may be our very best in
death, was visiting in Des Moines. ment
» A film dealing, ,with( ,,
ment»
neyer knew just how versatile a pro making the world brighter and better
try Problems," and one on, "National duct we were devouring.
and happier than it found it. The
In compliance with recent orders Red Cross," will be shown.
from national selective service head—._
- .- subject Sunday will be, "What Makes
quarters, all information regarding Monday afternoon, Mrs. R. W. For- Thank you, all you friends who sen', the New Year New?"
draft calls will be withheld from publi- ' shay was hostess to the Past Chief's us the Butter-Nut labels . . .r we hat
The ladies of the church will serve
cation, it was announced today by J Association at her home on Chestnut almost enough to provide gifts for their regular dinner Wednesday noon.
M. B. Parkinson, clerk of the Cass Street. Eleven members and one visit- four little boys and girls.
4
county selective service board. No ' or, Mrs. Calvin Vriesen, were present.
information will be given out regard- Roll call was, "An Outstanding Christ- Aren't the Christmas windows pret 4
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE.
ing quotas, dates of induction or lists mas." Instead of an exchange of ty? Mrs. Frank Mitchell's window 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
•f -f
of those reporting for induction.-" ilke*1 gifts, the money was donated to the gets our vote for most attractive as "Christian Science" will be the sub
we
drive
by.
wise, the practice of posting at selec- emergency war relief drive. Election
ject of the Lesson-Sermon in all
* * •
tive service headquarters Hsts of those of officers for the ensuing year was
lurches of Christ, Scientist, on Sun
ordered to report for examination and held as follows: Mrs. Henry Kuehn, A full house attended the program day, December 28.
induction into military service, has president; Mrs. Lake Bear, vice presi- at the Methodist church Sunday even- The Golden Text is frorn Matthew
been discontinued. The office will not dent; Miss Lulu Alvord, secretary; and ing. It's always fun to watch the .0:8, "Heal the sick, cleansing lepers,
reveal those named in ^these lists, Mrs. Floyd Dement, treasurer. A littlest ones speak their pieces and •aise the dead, cast out devils:'freely
sing their songs.
either prior to or after induction.
lunch was served by the hostess.
have received, freely give."
* * »
The
comprises quoCongratulations to Mf. and Mrs. ations Lesson-Sermon
from the Bible and from the
Andrew Wiegand on their 67th. wedding anniversary which they will cele- Christian Science textbook, "Science
Health with Key to the Scriptures"
brate tomorrow. Not many people yndMary
Baker Eddy.
are given the privilege of seeing so
One
of
the Bible citations reads:
many anniversaries, nor of being able
I
hen
he
called
his twelve disciples
to get out as much as these people
have. Every Sunday MV. and Mrs ogether, and gave them power and
Wiegand can be found in their pew uthonty over all devils, and to cure ,
at the church enjoying the services and iseases. And he sent them to preach'
shaking hands with the rest of the he
ck.kingdom of God, and to heal the'
And they departed, and went
! people.
through the towns, preatehing the
* * *
and healing everywhere" (Luke
Mr. and 'Mrs. John C. Jenkins are" gospel,
•j'-i, 2, 6).
having a wedding anniversary this
Among the selections
Don't remember
Christian

Bob Howard — Clothier

MERRY CHRISTMAS and A HAPPY
NEW YEAR to EVERYONE

Smith's Jack Sprat Store

'

.

Maduffs Food Marki
WE DELIVER

PHONE 239

ANITA MARKETS.
(Prices in Effect Wednesday)
Eggs, cash, dozen
:27c
Eggs, in trade, dozen
Eggs, Specials
Eggs, No. I
Eggs, No. 2
Hens, over 5-lbs
16c
Hens, 4 to 6-lbs
14c
Hens, under 4-lbs. & Leghorns .. lOc
Springs, over 6-lbs.
15c
Springs, under 5-lbs
14c
Stags
.12c
Leghorns
lOo
Roosters, Ib
9c
Ducks, Ib
8c
Geese, Ib
.,,... 8c
Pigeons, live, dozen
50c
Cream, sweet
37c
Cream, No. 1 sour
.. .35c
Cream, No. 2 sour
33c
Yellow corn, old, No. 2
(?3c
Yellow corn, new, No. 2
62c
Yellow corn, ear
60c
Oats, No. 2, new
, ,42c
Wheat, No. 1
$LO$
Soybeans, No. 2, yellow
$1.46

John Stnhr, ST., went to m
Iowa, Tuesday to spend Christm?
his brother, Julius Stuhr.

Get inty> business now when
ness > is good. Investigate
independent business offer fa
community. 'Merchandise on
signment without cash outlay and
out personal surety. Write
KeOkak, Iowa.
WANTED:—Your repair
so see our new gifts. H
Jewelry Store, Atlantic.
WANTED:—Your dead
Ph. 184 Anita—we pay phone-

PUBLIC SAll
Friday, Dec. 21

•" 5Vt Miles Northeast of

CARD OF THANKS.

4 HEAD OF HORSES
I want to thank everyone for the
nice cards and letters I received while
7 OLD BROOD SOWS
I was a patient at the University
40 HEAD OF/NATIVE Effffi
hospital in Iowa City. Thank you,
Glada Parker. 60 HEAD OF CATTLE INdU
15 HEAD OF MILCH COWS
This year, instead of the students
in high school purchasing gifts for FULL LINE OF MACHW1W1
their sponsors an&'the members of the
faculty purchasing treats for the students, the money was given to the
local emergency war relief drive.

Thelm Wai

Regdar Admissin

10c-3lfc

T H E A T R E

Show-Starts at 7:15P.«

THURS. -FBI - SAT. SUNBAY- MONDAl
Dec. 25-26-27

Dec. 28 - 29

ft

The Best of Wishes For
A MERRY CHRISTMAS
and
A HAPPY NEW YEAR

.YOUNG
HUSSiY

The Golden Rule
DEPARTMENT STORE
"THE BEST FOR LESS"
ANITA, JOWA

We Are Always Glad to Have Inquiries and
Orders—But at This Time, We Are More Interested in Sending-Our Thanks to You, Our Friends,
For the Nice Volume of Business We Have Enjoyed During the Past Year.
To You, Our Friends, We Send Our Best Wishes
For a Joyous Happy Holiday Season and a New'
Year of Peace and Plenty.

double than what Pa and the cook "I™, rf
;
power of
can boast of.. So congratulations to
ChHsZ J em0nstrated
l t h 18 tl n Science
the Jenkins'!
° '' . *
heal, mortal minds
and bod,e, But this power was lost
And Merry, Merry Christmas to
everyone! And as we give our
and play Santa Claus to the
. us all draw closer to the
gift to mankind, and pray
(With faith . . . that peace wilt
come to all the world.

pare*.
.h
the Christmas vacation of Creighton!
University, where he goes to school i

ROBERT SCOTT

ANITA LUMBER CO.
May We Serve You Better In ^1942

hospital Monday where he nan ibeen '
'. e*w «* ternoon w s pent
i K brid(
a patient for a week following an al) Ipua v,!
"
-' *h high ,,„!! 5?
p
h
pendicitia operation.
' -'
Miss Kathry!
*
and
score by Mr8.
'

TAKE-A-CHANOE NITE - EVERY
> ...'.„,
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THE ANITA TRIBUNE

Strong ttefense of Far-Flung Outposts
fe Important in U. S. Military Strategy
W/lk^***>** ^" ™ -»••.• — .^[ — - -

W*W

UsVOv

IMPROVED
UNIFORM INTERNATIONAL
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UNDAY I
CHOOL Lesson

S

By HAROLD L. LUNDQUIST, D. D.
Of The Moody Bible Institute of Chicago.
(Released by Western Newspaper Union.)

V*T

.,aught of .the war, our outposts
Pattern 7115 contains a transfer pattern
Barest to Japan were the first to
ol a picture IS by 20 Inches: Illustration!
; attacked. But the declaration of
of
stitches; materials needed, color chart..
Lesson for December 28
PANAMA
:r on the UIHted States by GerTo obtain this pattern send your order to:
-any and Italy automatically inLesson subjects and Scripture texts secreased the jKJSSlbnities of war in
lected and copyrighted by International
Sewing Circle Needlecrafl Dept.
CANAL
council of Religious Education; used by
82 Eighth Ave.
New York
Atlantic as well as in the
permission.
/
*
That war might take the
Enclose IS cents in coins for Patof attack* on the Panama
tern No
THE CHRISTIAN'S HOFE
„, or the ..West Indies, Or, the
Name
LESSON TEXT-John 14:1-8; Revelation
„ in th* Pj^ific might be extend*
Address
22:1-3.
I to Alaska, i&lejt lies only a few
GOLDEN TEXT—In my Father's house
indred miles from Asia. Control
are many mansions—John 14:2.
Alaskpi wjeUld make it possible
?
japan to seriously menace our
Hope is something this world desiients of supplies to Russia and
perately needs, and which it has all
but abandoned. Little wonder when
ula. An^ii 'wgpjd give Japan a
I
ANOTHER
one recalls that the usual meaning
wonghold <jn the continent.
of hope is hardly more than "wish, .fbis is a war of strategy, a war
? A General Quiz
ful thinking" without any real confi' , which It i* of the utmost impordence—and that such hope as men
ice to keep the enemy from comThe Questions
have, has been only in their fellowwitnin:- striking distance. It is
men, who have so often grievously
a war-of surprises. A strong
1. How many times was Wilfailed them.
joflcatiofl can often be captured
liam Jennings Bryan defeated for
• destroyed if taken sufficiently by
The Christian's hope—ah, that is
the presidency of the United
,urprise. The French built the
something quite different. To him
States?
Uaginot line to protect themselves
hope is certain expectation resting
2. Members of the Caterpillar
on the assured Word of God. Such
rom German attack by land. But
club
are what?
a light only shines brighter as the
he Germans came by air instead.
3. What is the weight of a basedarkness deepens. As the lights of
I Position, then, is Important. But
ball?
men's promises and purposes flicktrength Ik essential 'to maintain it.
4. The word Bible is derived
er and die out, the hope of God's
Jthough.'hot entirely unprotected,
from Greek and Latin words meanpeople shines like a beacon in a
ir outposts are nevertheless highing what?
dark and stormy night.
vulnerable. Puerto Rico has a
5. How many rooms are there
,ell-equipped air base at Borinquen
How appropriate that we should
in the White House?
field, but is short of heavy artillery
use the last Sunday of this year to
6. What is the meaning of riposte?
1
remind one another of that hope, to
id long range guns. Puerto Rico's
trim the lamp, as it were, for even
Action at the moment is that of a
The Answers
brighter shining, as we cast its
okout post, and as such it serves
beams out into the unknown year
j an advance guard for the Pana1. Three times.
ba canal.
2. Aviators who saved theii
Here is one of America's real "life-lines"—the Panama canal. Its just ahead. There are three great
and helpful things in this lesson.
ilng Restricted.
lives by parachute leaps.
protection is vital to U. S. defense.
|Shipp)fag~ra. the Canal has been
I. A Sure Promise of Heaven
3. A standard baseball weighs
ed to, the daylight hours, and monton to White Horse. But the in Bermuda, Dutch Guiana, the (John 14:1-3).
five ounces.
3rvice from Balboa to Cristobal ease with which bombers can be Panama canal Zone or Alaska, but
4. Books ( B i b l i a , a f t e r the
We are not forgetting that for us
. been suspended, as the air sent to Alaska by that route should it is equally important for us to who~1nve the Lord there is the blessPhoenician city Byblos, wh&hce
Pattern
7115.ite between those two points lies make it clear that planes, not our keep someone else from gaining a ed hope of His return. He is compapyrus was exported).
5. About 50 rooms, counting
ictijrover the Canal. Whether the own, can fly from Alaska to the foothold there.
ing again (v. 3). But whether we LJERE'S a lovely wall hanging
will "strike next in the Carib- United States equally successfully,
In the case of Bermuda, Dutch have the joy of being caught up to *• * that's fascinating to em- kitchens, valet bedrooms and corremalns only a guess on the thus exposing the central part of Guiana and other places where our be with Him ,or go by way of death, broider in soft color-;. All the ridors used as sitting rooms.
6. A quick, sharp- retort.
._ of the prophets. It is not im- the continent to attack.
bases supplement those of the Brit- we have a sure promise of the eter- stitches are very easy.
Alaska's strategic position 'lends ish, we are helping our allies as nal dwelling place which He has
ssible, President Camacho of
jdco, while not asking for a dec-' more importance than would nor- well as ourselves by being there. prepared for us.
ration, of war, has pledged his mally be given to ' the recent re- And we need our allies to win this
"Let not your heart be troubled"
—"mand has warned his people ports of fires alorJg the coast, par- war. How well we know that was —the very words come like the balm
ticularly at Sitka. What happens demonstrated by the fact that, in of Gilead upon our restless, troubled
Jejdco is in grave peril,
bases in South America help along- the coast hi Alaska is also spite of protest, congress passed the lives. Faith in God and in Christ•tig'the Canal and also to pre- important to the safety of her popu- lend-lease act and revised the neu- there we have the sure anchor of
ft al|ack from the south and east. lation, some 90 per cent of which is trality act. The capture of Manila, the soul. He has promised. We
that Germany and Italy., have concentrated along the coast. It is for instance, would endanger Singa- may count on His fulfillment. We
In mixing flour and water, for
Be sure to arrange the dishes
.d Japan in declaring war on no secret that the U. S, government porfe. The capture of Singapore show our faith in our fellowmen by cooking in your oven so that there gravies, use a fork or egg beater
United States, the threat from has been fortifying the mainland of would cripple the British fleet in the trusting their word, even though is plenty of space between them to make it smooth and free from
Should be taken into consid- Alaska, as well as the Aleutian is- Pacific and deprive us of its assist- they often fail us. Shall we not and the food, will brown evenly.
lumps.
• • •
The Vichy government has lands off the coast. But what these ance.
* « *
then fully trust the omnipotent, nev_, conceded the Nazis addi- fortifications amount to is still a
er-failing God?
Picture frames should be selectA teaspoon of salt added to the
f land in Africa, and Dakar matter of conjecture, as their conH. A Safe Way to Heaven (John ed to harmonize with the pic- water in which eggs are boiled
\4,«20 miles from Natal, the struction has been kept a reasontures for which they are intended. makes them easier to remove
14:4-6).
* * *
V Potot in South America, ably well-guarded secret.
from the shells.
Our Saviour has no\. just gone beOn
the
Saturday
night
before
the
lies just to' the south and
If
you
like
a
faint flavor of onion
fore us and bade us follow as best
Sunday
on
which
the
attacks
on
'Paramaribo, the capital and
we may, but He is Himself the Way. rub a slice of onion around your Do You Like Jingle Contests?
of Dutch Guiana. Africa Hawaii and the Philippines began,
Having
Christ, we have the way. salad bowl or serving dish. The
Beginning the middle of January,
eera a long way off, but it is a drill barge burned at Sitka. That,
Observe
that He does not say that 'resulting flavor is light, but satis- Raleigh Cigarettes are starting a
?• remember that only a short in itself, would not be significant.
factory. Garlic, used in the same series of weekly contests for those
He
is
the
"way-shower,"
as
one
rea clipper left this country Eire is a common hazard where consystem names Him. He is manner, requires • much more who. can supply the best last line
Back of the present war between ligious
rat scheduled flight to Af- struction is under way and especialnot
just
an example, or the master- careful handling, since fewer peo- to a jingle. Over 100 liberal prizes
we can fly one way there ly where dynamite is used. And the the United States and Japan lies a teacher, or a martyr to a holy cause. ple enjoy a garlic taste.v
each week. Watch this paper fol
_—g but our own vigilance to significance of the Sitka fires may series of "incidents" based on the He is "the way, the truth, and the
details.—Adv.
be exaggerated by rumor. But it modern technique of "undeclared
A
termite
shield
must
be
made
| our enemies fromflyingthe
is at least interesting to keep in war." The first of the series was life."
of
some
material
that
ants
cannot
too, that no man comes to
mind that this particular fire was the Mukden incident of 1931, and the theNote,
Alaska Important.
Father but by Christ. Dr. Wil- work through. Metal is the best
only
one
of
several
in
recent
others
are
like
it
in
that
they
all
'many, Alaska also seems so
bur M. Smith points out that "the one, because ant-tight joints can TO
,ote as to be hardly worthy of months. In one case, dynamite represent aggression under the guise apostle Paul in his epistles constant- be made in metals.
» • •
OF
1 deep concern. But here again, sticks were stored in one shed. As of self-defense.
ly emphasizes the truth that we have'
Celery leaves, sprigs of parsley
July 7, 1937—Beginning of the access to the Father only through
pttegy, is involved. Located al- a precautionary measure, the detoand slices of onion may be used
LIQUID
djue north of the Hawaiian is- nating caps which set them off were present Sino-Japanese war with an the Lord Jesus Christ (Rom. 5:2; effectively
TABLETS
and economically to
SALVE
i ,«nd scarcely more' than a stored in another, and both sheds incident outside Peking.
Eph. 2:13, 18; 3rl5; Heb. 7:25; 10:
soups. Add the seasoning
NOSt OROM
July 16, 1937—Secretary of State 19-21). Jesus is not one way to God, season
_ sleeper jump by plane, about were carefully watched. Both,sheds
COUCH
CROPS
to the soup while it is cooking and
Cordell Hull announced the 14 points He is the only way to God. Men strain it before it is served.
, mfles, from the nearest point burned.
Pearl Harbor Bombing.
which have since been the basis of cannot come to God through^ any[Asia. Alaska can be completely
• » »
The Hawaiian islands were be- our negotiations with Japan.
Whip of Repentance1
Wed from the United Stales,
one, but only through Christ."
An ordinary blackboard eraser
lieved
to
be
virtually
impregnable,
No
man
is more severely punthe war might suspend shipping
December 12, 1937 — Japanese
Someone may say, "that's very is an excellent polisher for winished than he who is subject to the
Alaska, and Alaskans maintain but Japan succeeded in bombing planes sank the U.S.S. Panay in the true and wonderful. 1 am a Chris- dow panes.
whip of his own repentance.—
at if thai happens, they are Pearl Harbor. In a war of strategy Yangtze river. Two lives were lost. tian, and I have Christ who is the
» • •
-JUgh." It is, then, important you must be everywhere at once. In
Lipstick stains on linens and Seneca.
way.
But
what
is
heaven
like?
December
30,
1938—The
United
. us to keep open the shipping that fact lies the importance of our States protest to Japan warned
III. A Symbolic Picture of Heaven cotton can nearly always be renes to'Alaska.
There is, of course, outposts and military bases. It is against interference with American (Rev. 22:1-5).
moved by the use of warm water
1
important
for
us
to
have
a
foothold
! skyway across Canada from Edrights in China and opened the way
First of all there is "life"—the and mild soapsuds.
• • • for a conference to help settle Asi- river of life, the water of life. In
Cigarette ashes, put on potted
atic issues.
heaven there is no death, but only plants, will kill the insects that
September 27, 1940— Japan joined eternal life, blessing, peace, and joy. often infest them.
Help Them Cleanse the Blood
In this world man lives under the
the Axis.
of Harmful Body Wasta
July 25, 1941—The United States constant shadow of death as the enYonr kidneys are coosUatly tutorial
waste matter from the blood strewn. But
emy which hurts, destroys, and refroze Japanese assets here.
kidneys sometime* tag In their work—4a
Congressional Elections
„„„.. ..=
time for each hour of day at
July 28, 1941—Japanese troops be- minds him of sin. But in heaven
not act as Nature Intended—(mil to remove Impurities that. U retained, may
gan
the
occupation
of
French
IndoHeated; (S-Sunday; M-Monday; T-Tnesday.)
all is life through eternity.
poison the tyitam and upiet tha whoU
"\Vhen
we've
been
there
ten
thousand
years
China.
body machinery.
According to the Constitution of
Bright shining as the sun.
Hawaii,
Symptoms m»y be naralns backache,
August
28,
1941
—
Negotiations
We've no less days to sing God's praise
the
United
States,
the
President
Chle»f«
Hldwa?
ponUtent headache, attacks of dlzitaeis.
2:00 pmM.
were resumed after President
3:OOpmM.
Than when we first begun.
getting up nights, swelling, pufflness
4:00
pmM.
has
no
power
to
control,
directly
or
1:00 amM.
8:30 pmS.
under the eyee—m feeling of nervous
3:00 pmM.
Roosevelt receive^ a peace appeal
Then we have what Dr. A. C. indirectly, the holding of congres4:OOpmM.
5:00 pmM.
anxiety and loss of pep and strength.
2:00 amM.
9i30pmS.
4:00 pmM.
from Premier Konoye of Japan.
Gaebelein calls "the seven glories sional elections. Neither does he
5:00 pmM.
Other signs of kidney or bladderdi*6:00
pmM.
3:00 amM.
10:30 pmS.
ordef are sometimes burning, scanty or
5:00 pmM.
of the redeemed" (vv. 3-5). Let us have the right to prorogue con6:00 pmM.
November
15,
1941—Saburo
Kuru7:00
pmM.
too
frequent urination.
4:00 amM.
ll:30pmS.
6:00 pmM.
There should be no doubt that prompt
7:00 pmM.
su arrived from Japan as a special enumerate them. (1) "No curse - gress or to suspend the Constitu8:00 pmM.
treatment is wiser than neglect. Use
5:00 amM.
12:30 pmS.
7:00
pmM.
perfect
sinlessness.
(2)
"The
throne
8:00 pmM.
envoy to aid Ambassador Nomura in
Coon's Pilli. Doan'l have been winning
9:00 pmM.
tion of the United States or any
6:00 amM.
1:30 amM.
8:00 pmM.
of God and of the Lamb shall be
new friends for more than forty years.
9:00 pmM.
conference at Washington.
10:00 pmM.
part
of
it.
They have a nation-wide reputation.
1:00 amM.
X:30amM.
9:00 pmM.
10:00 pmM.
November 25, 1941-The United therein"-giving perfect and blessArerecomm.nded by gt.UtulB.oBUtb.
The
election
of
members
of
the
11:00
pmM.
8:00 amM.
3:30 amM.
10:00
pmM,
ed
government
forever.
(3)
His
country over. Atfc Hour nrtqUorl
11:00 pmM.
States received reports of Japanese
house of representatives is man12:00 pmM.
9 '-00 amM.
4:30 amM.
servants
shall
serve
him"-rn
per11:00 pmM.
12:00 pmM.
troop concentrations in Lndo-China,
atory
every
two
years,
and
"each
1:00
amT.
110:00 amM.:. 5:30 amM.
12:00 pmM.
1:00 amT.
with indications that Thailand fect unhindered, untiring service.
tate by the legislature thereof"
2:00 amT.
11:00 amM.
6:30 amM.
1:00 amT.
2:00 amT.
might be attacked.
+ Heaven will not be idleness (perish prescribes "the times, places, and
3:00
amT.
NoonM.
7:30 amM.
2:00
amT.
the
thought!),
but
blessed
and
hapDecember 2, 1941-The state de3:00 amT.
joth senators and representa4:00 amT.
1:00 pmM.
8:30 amM.
3:00 amT.
partment, at the request of Presi- py service for God. (4) "They shall
4:00 amT.
52—41
5:00 amT.
ives."
WNU-N
2:00 mnM.
9:30 amM.
4:00 amT.
dent Roosevelt, made formal in- see his face"-an eternal, undimmed
5:00 amT.
6:00
amT.
10:30 amM.
3W pmM.
5:00 amT,
quiries of Japan regarding her vision of God. (5) "His name shal
6:00 ami.
7:00 amT.
11:30 amM.
6:00 amT.
4:00 pmM.
intentions and purposes in concen- be on their foreheads"-speakmg of
7:00 amT.
8:00
amT.
12:30 amM.
eternal ownership and possession.
7:00
amT.
5:00 pmM.
8:00
amT.
trating troops in Indo-China.
9:00 amT.
6:0'
-,-w~..
1:30 pmM.
(6) "There shall be night no more
8:00
amT.
December
7,
1941
Japanese
9:00
amT.
7
10:00 amT.
:OOpmM.
2:30 pmM.
9:00 amT.
planes bombed the American naval _God is the light throughout eter10:00 amT.
11:00
amT.
8:00 pmM.
3:30 pmM.
10-.00 amT.
base at Pearl Harbor, Honolulu. nity No more darkness to fear. U>
11:00 amT.
NoonT.
9:00 pmM.
4:30 pmM.
11:00 amT.
December 8, 1941 - Congress "Thev shall reign forever and ever.
NoonT.
1:00 pmT.
10:00 pmM.
5:30 pmM.
NoonT.
Not Go WITH ADVERTISING
passed a joint resolution declaring Few 'of us would care to reign in
l:OOpmT.
2:00
pmT.
this world, for that brings only sor^••OOpmMI.
6:30 pmM.
1:00 pmT
the
United
States
at
war
with
Japan.
2:00
pmT.
3:00 pmT.
row and trouble, but to reign with
7:30 pmM.
Advertising and high prices do not go together at all.
Him, that indeed will be eternal
They are extremely Incompatible to each other. It Is
this highly important commodity U. S. Acts to Save
blessedness.
So then we have—a sure promsie
came from the Dutch East Indies
only the product which Is unadvertised, which
Rubber, Tin Supply
of
heaven to which we have a
Only
a
tenth
of
Japan's
normal
has
no established market, that costs more than you
U Vulnerable Item requirements of oil comes from its A report from the Office for safea way,
and concerning which we
Other serious considera- own fields and from wells in Man- Kmergency Management indicates have such blessed knowledge. But
..
can
afford
to pay.
that the United States has taken what good is the promise if we do
kad to deal with in be- chukuo and Sakhalin.
the necessary steps to build up a
Whenever you go Into a store and buy an item ol adwar with the United
For many years, of course, Japan reserve supply of tin, rubber, man- not accept it? What good is the way
orates was the fact that conflict
if we do not receive Himf What
vertised merchandise, It doesn't make any dilference
ganese chromite and tungsten to good is there in knowing about
j^ant toe definite and continued
what, you are getting more for your money-more In
combat the possible shortage threat- heaven unless we are going th/sre?
off at two-thirds of the naened by the cessation of supplies "Everybody talks about heaven
quality
and servlce-than you would get If you spent the
itT supply. For that is the
from the Orient. The first of these ain't going* there" sings the folk
same amount for something which was not advertised.
-••» of oil mat the United States
steps was the suspension of produc- song. Are you? Or are you only
been supplying to Japan up until
tion of automobile tires and other
"" ' "
the start of the
•—••
accessories not considered essential. ao'mu to talk about it?

\ ASK ME

'Incidents' Leading
To Japanese War
Have Long History

COLDS
666
Watch You K
Kidneys/

PACIFIC TIME TABLE

DOANSPILLS

HIGH PRICES

Oil Supply

fourth of Japan's supply of ful.
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Harvey Scholl is spending the
Christmas vacation of the school which
he attends in Grand Island, Neb., with (
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Scholl. I

"TRAILER VAGABOND"

Charles Denne, a student at the Uniersity of Iowa in Iowa City, is spending the Christmas vacation of the
school with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Merle Denne.
Miss Mary Osen, a teacher in the
schools at Villisca,, Iowa, is visiting
here during the Christmas vacation
of ~lhe school at the home of her parents, Mr. and 'Mrs. Frank H. Osen.

By WARREN BAYLEY

The superstitious are momentarily is a spectacular result of turbulent
expecting another eruption from disorder, from which rise the bristling
Mount Lassen, northern California's pinnacles and angular projections of
famous volcano. Its last outburst Chaos Crags, thousands of tons of
coinciding with the .outbreak of World rock tossed around with the greatest
War No. 1, they contend the volcano of ease when the volcano was more
is a barometer of world strife and
Miss Manrme Turner, a teacher in should have gone on another rampage active. Almost barren, the landscape
he Macedonia, Iowa, schools, is visit- when the latest struggle of armies is rendered even more desolate by
the few hardy, stunted trees that conng here at the home of her parents, developed over yonder.
tinue to fight for existence.
Mr. and Mrs.. H.. H.. Turner, , during
K
.
The only recent active volcan
the Christmas vacation of the school.!
° *»' trastm
J P" a b o u n d am areas of conthe U. S. A., Lassen's last eruption (
2 beauty, colorful heaps of lava
and volcanic a n
» mingling with the
Mrs. Charles Gipple entertained occured in May of 1914 and rumbled ,
green of forest and
meadow and the
:he members of the J. L. bridge club and roared for seven years, spewing blue of
numerous lakes. Of the latter
Wednesday evening at her home north lava, mud and rocks over large sur- the two most
interesting are Butte and
of here. High score for the evening rounding areas that have ,been taking
was held by Mrs. Merle Robison of this kind of punishment for countless Snag Lakes, spread over the eastern
Atlantic and Miss Maxine Taylor was centuries. Impressive as that activity end of the Park and once a single
runner-up. . A lunch- was served by was, it was feeble when compared to sheet of water. A comparitively recent and gigantic flow of lava marched
the hostess. Miss Taylor will en- the volcano's violent past.
tertain the club at its next meeting
Today no pluw.1 of smoke hangs down to the IdfcMtyid neatly cut it in
on Jan. 7.
over the slumbering peak. It juts two.
The Devastated Area took the most
a ragged cone ten and a half thousand
Mrs. T. R. Walker entertained the feet high into c^ear skies, rising ma- punishment during Lassen's last erupmembers of her pinochle club Thurs- jestica^frc^ low f^W[ hiiis tat ^J^1™ a..P^ly forested
day evening at her home on Cherry have become1 a. popular vacation play- and meadowed sweep of low country
Street. Mrs. S. E. Goodrich and Mrs. ground. Throughout these hills is wrecked, exemplifying the forceful
Hans Moelck were additional guests. found much evidence of the turbu- effects of what an active volcano can
High score for the evening was held lence still existing under the peak and do when awakened after years of paaceby Mrs. Ben Gochanour. A lunch was the surrounding Lassen Volcanic Na- ful slumber. Great deposits of mud,
debris and large boulders cover this
served by the hostess. Mrs. Carrie tional Park.
once undisturbed ground. But often
Reynolds will entertain ttie club at its
At Bumpas Hell—a fantastic area what Nature ruins she immediately
next meeting on Jan. 8.
of highly colored rocks—mud pots sets out to repair. A sheen of small
bubb.e
and boiling pools steam, rem- trees and shrubs are beginning to
The members of the Original Sunshine club were guests Thursday after- miscent of the displays that havei c i oth€ the naked ground and temper
noon of Mrs. William Wahlert at her helped to make Yellowstone famous.' jts drao appearance.
Entering the fark from the north 'With its expected eruption long
home on Elm Street. (Fifteen members and three visitors, Mrs. Melvin you drive through one of the results overdue, Lassen is still quietly ignorGissibl, Mrs. Floyd Gissibl and Mrs. of Nature's violent outbursts. Visible ing the march of Hitler's legions. But
Cecil Scholl, were present. Roll call from the highway are Chaos Jumbles, you can never tell. Though calm and
was, "First Christmas Remember* a wilderness of blocks of rocks thrown serene today, it might be a raging
ances." A Christmas grab bag was together in mangled confusion. Form- monster tomorrow. Volcanoes are unalso enjoyed. A lunch was served. ed only two hundred years ago, this | predictable.

L. D. Pearson, who has been a patient at the University of Iowa hospital for several weeks, is reported
to still be in a serious condition. He
is suffering from blood poisoning.

Our Friends and Patrons
f Whom We Have Had
Dealings
.

May the Joys of This Yuletide Season
Be the Greatest You Have
Ever Known
_r._ Spirit of the Season prompts us to take this oppifrtunity to extend YULETIDE Greetings and convey this message of Good Will to all. We desire in
this greeting to express to you, in a measure, the appreciation that we feel toward you for the co-operation so generously given us during the past year. *

WAGNER'S FILLING STATION

We are not unmindful of the confidence reposed in
us, but entirely apart from consideration of business at this season, we severally wish to express our
interest in the welfare and happiness of each and
everyone of those whom we are honored to have as
patrtins and clients.
We extend to each and everyone the wish that this
Yuletide will find you in possession of the important
things of life; the trust and affections of your loved
ones, true friendships, and the pride of achievement
of the things nearest your heart.
We trust the Holidays will bring to you and yours
the added contentment of an ever increasing abundance of health and prosperity.
KUNZ GRAIN CO.

HI-MINERAL
HOG SUPPLEMENT

ALBERT KARNS

;. JOSEPH SCHIFF
DR. P. T. WILLIAMS

LONG'S FURNITURE

DS.IYD.WEIMER

LINDBLOM RADIO SHOP

ANITA LUMBER CO.

MIDWEST EGG CO.

ANIl|SoiLCO.

MILLARD'S BLACKSMITH SHOP

ANITA.THEATRE

MOTOR INN CAFE

: •-f-'W'

*'."i| *

MP CO.
& SON DAIRY

LOAN & INSURANCE
AGlElSfCY (Since 1894)
SELMER NEWELL — Standard
Tank Wagon Service

HENDERSON SHOE SHOP
ANITA TRIBUNE
HOWARD BARBER & BEAUTY
SHOP
JOHNSON PLUMBING & HEAT"vVv^w

!

OAKLAND RENDERING CO. \

FARMERS COOP.

C.R.

MUNICIPAL ELECTRIC PLJ\NT
RASMUSSEN'S HATCHERY

BUR^E BROS.

R(

Midwest Egg Col

^

BELJb CAFE — Art & Toots

0. W. SHAFFER & SON
JOE VETTER INSURANCE
AGENCY
WAGNER FILLING STATION
ANITA STATE BANK
JOHN DEERE STORE
SKELLY SERVICE STATION
SPIES - LEGG MOTOR CO.
WHITE FRONT COFFEE SHOP
WEST IOWA TELEPHONE CO.
YOUNG'S 5c to $1 STORE

Mrs. H. J. Chadwick entertained
"Trailer Vagabond" Is Sponsored and Appears In This Paper
the members of the D. D, pinochle club
Through the Courtesy of
at her home on Rose Hill Avenue
last week. High score for the afternoon was held by Mrs. 15. C. Dorsey,
Mrs. Donald Chadwick was runner-up
Anita, Iowa
TEXACO PRODUCTS
Phone 257
and Mrs. Dan Spiker heW low score.
A Christmas gift exchange was held
and a lunch was served by the hostess. Harry Kaskey, a traveling sales- Richard Duthie, a student at Iowa
Mrs. Donald Chadwick will entertain man for a shoe company, is spending State college in Ames, is spending
the club at its next meeting on Jan. 2. the week in Anita visiting at the home the Christmas vacation of the school
of his sister, Mrs. Chester A. Long with his father, Vem Duthie.
Supt. and M!rs. M. iML Feller en- and family.
tertained the members of the faculty,
Lauren Beaver, ai student at a
Mrs. Allen Colbert and Mrs. Cecil Two well known Anita couples, both' business college in Grand Island, Neb.,
Merchant Thursday evening at their long time residents of this community, is spending the vacation of the school
home on Chestnut Street. The even- will celebrate wedding anniversaries with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Earl
ing was spent playing bridge, high, Christmas day. Mr. and Mrs. Andrew (Beaver,
scores being held by Miss Marian Wiegand will observe their sixtyHeckman, Jr., who
M
Miller and EarlvBock,andv low scores seventh and Mr. and Mrs. John C. . Wilbur
"""Ul "*£'"•"•"'••
""" 'is °starLl> -will
«»„««, i tioned at Ft. Riley, Kan., spent several
by Mrs. Colbert and Mr. Mercti&nf. Jenkins
m;n i^j™ •,!,„;..
'their fifty-fifth.
days here during the past week visitA Christmas gift exchange was also
enjoyed. A two-coure lunch was
A winner-loser party was he'.d ing at the home of his, parents; Mr,
served by the host and hostess.
Thursday afternoon by the members and Mrs. W. H. Heckman.
of the Original bridge club at the
Miss Lulu Alvord and Mrs, Mabel home of Mrs. Eric Osen on Maple
Button entertained th* K. J. U. club Street. Other guests present, besides
FEED
of the Church of Christ at their an- the members, were iMrs, Gail Burke
nual Christmas party Friday after- and Mrs. W. H. Tate. A lunch was
noon at the home of the former on served following the afternoon bridge
Cherry Street. Games were played sessions.
and a brag bag was held during the
afternoon, following which a lunch
Mrs. Fannie Young was hostess to
FOR MORE PROFIT
was served by a committee composed the members of the Friday bridge club
of Mrs. Cloyd Kimball, Mrs. Fred Friday afternoon at the home of Mrs.
FROM YOUR HOGS
Exline, Mrs. Ed. Anderson, Mrs. Bry- M. Dorn on East Main Street. Other
an Parker and Mrs. Oscar Lindblom. guests, besides the -pembers, were
Goes 2Vt Times As Far As
Mrs. H. A. Gill, Mrs. A. J. Kopp,
Tankage and Does a Better'Job
IMrs. F. D. Weimer entertained the Mrs. Rex Miller, (Mrs. Carrie Reynolds
members of the Knot-a-Kare bridge and Mrs. Azel S. Ames. High score
MANUFACTURED BY
club at her home on Westf Main Street for the afternoon was held by iMrs.
last Wednesday afternoon. Mrs. Rob- w R TftUj for thfi members and Mrs.
ert Scott, Mrs. Bert Ramus, Mrs. Eric liller for the guests. Mrs. Fjed M.
Osen and Mrs. C. H. Johnson were ad- iheley will entertain the club at its
ditional guests. High score for the iext meeting.
afternoon was held by Mrs. H. A. Gill.
This being the last meeting of the year,
the members voted to donate _$3.00
to the Red Cross emergency war relief drive instead of having a winnerloser party, each member to pay
their own assessment. A lunch was
served by the hostess. Mrs. G. M.
DeCamp will entertain the club at
its next meeting.

Qrw\ A ¥ I?V'C!
O 1 /\Lll/I iJ

A farewell party was. field Wednesday evening by the members of the
Mutual Benefit club and their husi bands for iMr. and Mrs. Glen Forest'er, who are moving to Colorado, at
j the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Curry
'near Brayton. An oyster supper was
j enjoyed by those present, following
which the evening was spent playing
cards. The day before, the club held
an all-day meeting at the home of
Mrs. Victor Olsen northwest of here,
'when twelve members, their husbands
' and one visitor was present. A covered dish dinner was served at noon
and a grab bag for the men and an
'exchange of gifts for the women was
held during the afternoon. Election
of officers for the coming year was
iheld as follows: Mrs. Lamar Gardner
president, Mrs. Harlan Gittins,. vice
president; Mrs. Roscoe Koob, secretary; Mrs. L. C. 'MlcAfee, assistan
secretary; and M!rs. Andy Jepsen
treasurer. Mrs. Koob will entertain
the club at its next meeting on Jan. 8.

MINERAl
& MASH

The Farmers Coop.

Miller's Lockers
ANITA — WIOTA — CUMBERLAND

THE ANITA TRIBUNE
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Hollywood Artists
Help Tapa' Look
Like Santa Claus

Ring in the New Year—Buffet Style
' • '
(See Recipes Below)
New Year Patterns
new Ideas for a brand New
[What b&ter way to usher in
the year than a
table laden with
1
. something really
new,, provocative
and colorful? So
here's the menu
and here are the
recipes each with
a new slant that will
put you as a hostess in
the ,Wghet" brackets for
sniaTt entertaining.
Whether the buffet is
plani^d for the eve before! or the day itself,
,enu is. designed to give you
_e last-minute bustling as posiJust see that your table's set
y and .the food cooked bed. The combination will do

WEEK'S MENU
New Year's Buffet
•Platter of Sliced Tongue
and Corned Beef
•Cole Slaw in Red Cabbage
Assorted Bread or Rolls
Celery Olives Pickles Jelly
•Apricot-Strawberry- Gelatin Mold
•Fortune Cake
Coffee
Mints and Nuts
•Recipes Given

J") AVIE stood at the camp window
and looked out over the great
frozen lake. "Do you think he'll
come right across, the ice?"
"He?" Mother answered from the
kitchen. "Oh, Santa Claus? Why,
perhaps, darling. But not this mornIng, funny boy; not before evening."
Such unquestioning five-year-old
faith, and she must watch its betrayal. Because there weren't going
to be any presents. There wasn't
any money.
Suddenly Davie screamed with excitement and his mother went running to look out too.
"Why, it's a deer, Davie."
"Reindeer," said Davie, without
any question at all.
"One of Santa's, you think? Maybe the sleigh tipped over and all the
presents spilled! Isn't that too bad?"
They watched the graceful creature until it disappeared into the
woods on the other side. Then mother returned to her baking and Davie followed.
"It's a shame for it to happen
just the day before' Christmas when
there won't be time to make any
more. How disappointed all the children in the world will be! But you

SEWDNG CflPCLE

Even Santa Claus is coming under
the critical gaze of Hollywood makeup artists who are constantly seekng perfect figures. They believe
iiat something should be done to
save his face and figure, pointing
out that street-corner Santa Clauses
are becoming shabbier and more
unconvincing every season.
After a lengthy discussion they
agreed on the general appearance
of what an ideal Santa should have.
He should appear about 70 years of
age, stand about 5 feet, 10 inches
tall and weigh between 175 and 215
pounds, chest and waist girth about
48 inches. His complexion should

be very ruddy. Bushy white whiskers and long eyebrows complete his
physical appearance.
The outstanding requirement of
Santa's makeup is that it must not
be obviously false. It is better to
have too little makeup, they agreed,
than to have it so apparent that even
a child can see it at a glance.
For the benefit of fathers who
wish to play Santa Claus at their
own fireside on Christmas evening,
they suggest that a convincing
complexion and facial makeup can
be obtained from the average feminine dressing-table.
For best results there should first
be a general facial application of
makeup foundation, followed by a
liberal coating of face powder, preferably an olive tint. The cheeks
should then be rouged clear up to
Two small blobs appeared far out the eyes. If lifelike eyebrows are
not obtainable, vaseline the natural
against the snow.
eyebrows and then dust them over
won't mind so much, will you, Davie with white talcum powder.
darling, because you'll know what
Careful attention to the eyes will
happened. Just think, you saw the help make Daddy look less like himdeer! And wasn't he beautiful?"
self and more like Santa Claus. To
"Yes," Davie drew a long sigh of overcome quick identification, eye
rapturous memory. He fell silent, wrinkles, .should be enlarged and
then: "May I go out and play?"
accentuated with an ordinary eyeThe eleven o'clock sun was warm brow pencil. If there aren't-any natand she bundled him out.
ural wrinkles, some can Jjife drawn
Suddenly it was one o'clock and in at the corners. And just to
time for lunch. And she had heard make doubly safe, slip in a few
no sound from Davie for an hour!
furrows across the forehead.
No answer when she called from
Even with the best makeup, howthe door. Davie wasn't in the yard. ever, tall and thin fathers will face
Of course he had gone to find the an almost insurmountable handicap
sleigh, the tipped-over sleigh and the if they should try to imitate Santa.
presents. How could she have failed They probably won't get away with
to consider the way a child's mind their disguise, but they can have
just as much fun trying as their
would work?
She dared not leave the baby, who more rotund friends.

own dressmaker and turn out this
style perfectly for yourself! Pat!
;ern No. 1479-B offers nothing
'ancy—merely that perfect button-front top with its immaculate,
snowy white collar, short sleeves
set in with a * smooth straight
shoulder line and a skirt gathered
on at a slinkily low waist.
It's a dress for stiff fabrics.
laille, taffeta or moire if you desire swish. Or, if you prefer
flaming colors, make it in a soft
wool crepe,
• • *
Barbara Bell Pattern No. 1479-B f» designed (or sizes 12, 14, 16, 18 and 20.
Corresponding bust measurements 30, JX
34, 36 and 38. { Size 14 (32) With short
sleeves, bias skirt, requires 454 yards
35-inch material, straight skirt 2% yards
54-inch material. One-halt yard 33-ioch
material required for dickey collar. Send
your order to:
SEWING CIRCLE PATTERN DKPT.
Room 13Z4
311 W. Wacker Dr.
Chicago

Enclose 15 cents in coins Cor
Pattern No.
Size
Name
Address

One or the Other
Suitor—If you don't marry me, I
shall not care to live . . .
Girlie—And if I did, I shouldn't.

scooped ouV red cabbage and serve
at- once.
Fruit molds^lend tone to a buffet
Other people who give till it
table besides giving the guests a
harts ate the folk who give us
sweeter type salad and thus satisfygood advice.
ing their appetite for fruit. Here's
That's Stone
a truly delectable combination:
Diner—Waiter, take this chick•Apricot-Strawberry Gelatin Mold.
en away. It is actually so tough
(Serves B)
it seems to be made out of stone.
2 packages strawberry-flavored
RAVO for the new silhouette
Waiter—Nothing strange about
gelatin
neats that lend themselves
shaped by this long, torso- that,
sir. It's a Plymouth Rock.
1 No. 2 can apricot halves
for good-looking platters
molding top, low waistline and
1 No. 2 can pineapple pieces
,e and corned beef. , Befull, swirling skirt! If you are
His Foresight
4 cups water (juice from fruit to
out to get the world by the tai
', their color, flavor and texThe father was interviewing hii daughmake up part of this amount)
you simply must have one o: ter's suitor.
cant .be too highly recHeat 2 cups water and pour over
these dirndl frocks—and it is typ
"What are you- prospects? he asked.
.,fl for a platter such as
ical of the young spirit of the "Pretty good—unless your daughter'*
gested. Here's how you pre- gelatin. Stir thoroughly, then add
times that you'll probably be your been misleading me!" came the reply.
remaining water. Pour part of gelatin;,
mixture
over
apricots
laid
at
Tongue.
the bottom of a mold. Let jell. Mix
noked tongue
pineapple with remaining gelatin
' water to cover
mixture and pour over first layer in
Cleaves
mold. Let jell until firm. Unmold
. arcoms
and serve on crisp lettuce with
spoon whole cloves
learn to be sure of little details.
sweet trench dressing or mayonAnd . those you can,; practice at
naise
combined
with
whipped
cream
and if «alty let stand sweetened with honey.
home.
• • »
!*r ..overnight. Place in
The
dessert
problem
for
this
type
Just stand up there, relaxed, nothing te
; seasonings and let sim- of buffet is easily solved by a light,
your hands to distract you—and give! Oar
* until tender, from 3 to 5 delicate cake frosted with chocolate
32-page booklet tells how you can practice
jove* brine, pull off outer and decorated with numerals to carto develop an easy, charming speech tech"root. Let cool in tyrine. ry out the theme of the New Year:
nique. Tells how to prepare a speech,
" sliced, either hot or
'Fortune Cake.
gives sample speeches, also rules of p*?% cup shortening
liamentary procedure. Send yoor «rjf •Corned Beef.
1 cup sugar
der to:
corned beef
2 cups cake flour
of garlic
3 teaspoons baking powder
READER-ROME SERVICE
4 egg yolks
635 Sixth Avenue
New Yoifc Otf
he; meat . in cold water.
% cup milk
Enclose 10 cents in coin for
copy of PUBLIC SPEAKING "
1 teaspoon vanilla
r in cold Water if salty,
TAUGHT.
Cream shortening, add sugar, had a slight c<ihl, nor start out with
,. Place in a kettle and
Name
water. Cook slowly 3 to then beate-n egg yolks. Whip until her on a search which might last for
Address
light
and
fluffy
with
Dover
egg
beat^Yhen thoroughly cooked,
hours. Nothing to do, then, but wait ESKIMOS IN ALASKA
with garlicT and paprika. er Add flavoring, then flour sifted for Jock to come in midafternoon.
Her Poise Awes Timid Speakers.
ughly in pven before serv- with baking powder, alternating the
It was three o'clock before a small IMPORT LARGE HERDS
thin and serve on platter adding of the flour with the milK. blob appeared far out against the
Knowledge Through Zeal
Beat well, place in greased and snow. Two small blobs, in fact.
OF SANTA'S REINDEER
f tohgvu?.
> ISN'T she brave!"
the
timid
soul
when
an
ex|and chewy cabbage done up floured layer-cake pans. Bake in a She waited, sobbing with relief.
Through zeal knowledge Is gotpie slaw, is a good accom- moderate (350-degree) oven 35 to 40
When San Niklaas immigrated to perienced speaker shows- no fear. ten, through lack of zeal knowi"I didn't find Santa Claus' sleigh,
But
the
experienced
public
paniment for the minutes.
" ' , • • * Mama," hi explained as soon as he America and became naturalized
speakers smile at this "bravery" edge is lost; let a man who knows
Surprise item in this cake is its could
to n g u e a n d
speak for her kisses, "but I into Santa Claus, he used a little idea. In order to be sure of your- this double path of gain and toss
corned beef plat- custard filling:
found his house. She lives there— wagon drawn by a fat pony for his self, they say, you have only to thus place himself that knowledge
2% tablespoons flour
ter. ' To make
and that was one of his reindeer. visits. This was all changed in 1822
may grow.—Buddha.
1/4 cup sugar
your table really
The tracks went right into the yard. by Clement Clark Moore who wrote
Pinch
of
salt
attractive, serve
Santa Claus was gone. There was the immortal poem, "The Night Be1 cup milk, scalded
in a red cabbage
just a man asleep in the kitchen. I fore Christmas." In this poem San- Perhaps Official Wasn't
1 slightly beaten egg
ta's equipage was the "miniature
scooped out and
think he's one of the toy-makers.'
V4 teaspoon vanilla
Very Good at History
the" creamy mixture of
Gu may excite the Heart Berto*
"No, that was Ned," said Goldi- sleigh and eight tiny reindeer." It
Mix flour, sugar and salt. Stir in
At the first alra ofdMrcM smut ""••ffA"*
has remained a sleigh and reindeer
depend on BeU-antTaUeta to ut g»» ™£j*? •Molocks.
,
milk. Cook in double boiler until
A famous alienist met a certain tive bat made of the futest-»etin|jf rnecnnt* *JH^
ever since.
*Qol«,81aw.
"What's your name, dear?
.yn.Dtoni.tic relief of H^'^'^fVawM^.^'
thick (about 15 minutes). 'Add hot
Just as Santa Claus was imported prominent official. After some for
FIRST tRIAI, down t P"«. BeB^Mk-"
(Serves 8)
"Phillie."
twttto
to mi tad ttcein DOUBLE Moa
mixture to egg slowly, then cook
As the afternoon wore on some- from abroad, his reindeer were also discussion on the mentally unfinely shredded cabbage
about 2 minutes longer. Cool, add thing
imported
to
America
for
the
Christsound,
the
official
asked:
familiar about the contour of
[ finely chopped green pepper vanilla and spread between layers
celebration. Santa Claus, how"Doctor, how do you really tell
Self Reason
the little face kept tickling her mem- mas
finely chopped celery
ever, was merely imported figura- if a person is insane?"
n cs
People are generally better perory
until
realization
struck.
•won salt '
"
You'll need a whizz of an icing to
tively;
his
reindeer
were
actually
"Oh, we merely ask a few or- suaded by the^reasons which they
Golden curls and a blue zipper
spoons sugar
do justice to Fortune cake. Take I suit!
brought over here.
dinary
questions which ordinary lave themselves discovered than
Phillie!
Ned-Ned
Cozetti?
Of
, spoons vinegar
'
As a result of government efforts people can answer correctly."
cups of confec>y those which have come into the
course
This
was
the
Bentley
child.
I sour cream or mayonnaise tioners' sugar and
minds of others.—Pascal.
Phyllis Bentley, kidnaped Thanks- to start reindeer herds in Alaska
"What type of questions?"
there
are
now
more
than
700,000
of
pine vegetables, seasonings blend in 4 .tablegiving day and given up for dead! these animals grazing on the frozen
"Well," replied the alienist,
' cream or mayonnaise. Fill spoons butter.
Jock, bending to unlace his snow"this sort of thing: Captain Cook
tundra
of
the
north.
They
not
only
Relieves distress from IUHUk
Add 2 ounces unshoes, was met by a whirlwind bunfurnish the animals for Christmas made three voyages around the
melted over dled to its ears in shawls and sur- displays and parades throughout the world and died on one of them.
rounded by three miniature whirlLYNN SAYS:
United States, but they provide an Which was it?"
hot water. Then mix enough hot winds similarly wrapped.
important source .u>f food and inmilk into the icing to smooth it out
"Oh, I say," objected the offiou're-ib the mood for reso- flavor
"Crank
up
the
car
right
away.
come to the Alaskan Eskimos.
with
1
teaspoon
vanilla
and
cial,
"I'm afraid I've forgotten
We've got to get into town before
here are some pointers
Reindeer were Introduced in Alas- which one it was."
Lydla E. Ptakham's Compound
the
telegraph
office
closes.
Do
you
I help you .make this New
Teamup
Fortune cake with a
in 1891. Several years later
Tablets (with added Iron) notonqr
know who this child is?" The whirl- ka
f a year for-more delectable
help relieve cramps? headachy
Lapp
herders
were
hired
to
instruct
wind
gave
a
bounce
and
grasped
his
[better meals, and more atbackache but also weak,
More
Raleigh
Jingle*
the
Eskimos
how
to
care
for
the
arm "Phyllis Bentley, that's all
nervous feelings— due to monthly
• Platters:
animals
which
are
very
prolific,
douBeginning
the
middle
of
January
functional disturbances.
And her mother thinks she's dead
n food carefully to bring
bling
their
numbers
every
three
Taken regularly - Lyd!» Pn*Raleigh
Cigarettes
will
offer
liband this is Christmas eve. Oh, hurhidden
possibilities.
Rub
ham's Tablets help build up n*hteral
prizes
la
a
big
jingle
contes
w
years.
rv'
Davie
was
gone
three
hours
toonce
against distress ol "dlfflctut
, ith garlic or .onion, and
Reindeer are caribou which have
days." They also help build up red
day and I know just how she must been domesticated through many to be run in this paper. One hun
Nor* roasting. 'Melt -butblood. Follow label direction*.
feel. And if we get hauled up for centuries. Its flesh has lost the dred and thirty-three prizes will be
fl vegetables and stir jt
awarded each week.—Adv.
driving
without
a
license,
there
11
be
'Shout
before serving."
game flavor until now it resembles
I
ten thousand dollars to pay the a cross between duck and mutton.
roodsshould -be served as
II
Possible and cold foods as
fine!"
"f 1Possible.
German Introduces Yule Tree
The merchant who advertises must Seat
should be good to look
Toys for Little Tots
America saw its first Christmas
u
se the eye takes them in SerVC' Setting the Table.
you better than the merchant who do*
Can Be 'Noise-Makers' tree in 1843, historians believe, when
>! arrange platters neatly
August
Imgard,
a
German
imminot. He must treat you as though you
Children from one to four years
Paraley or fruit or'vegegrant,
set
it
up
for
the
first
time
in
n
were the most influential person in town,
age
like
noise-makers.
For
them
of
L,a garnishing their respecwe might suggest a set of a half a this country at Wooster, Ohio. The
r" Uers.
Afl a matter of cold fact you are. Yon
dozen baking powder tins, each with first Christmas tree to be lighted in
*7 meals call for light desan American church was put up in
something
in
it
to
make
a
no.se
as
hold the destiny of his business in your
:."SM meals for more filling
ARE AN
KSonTnail., paper clips pebbles Cleveland.
hands. He knowsit. He shows it. And JOB
Make use of contrast
or screws. Since some of thei con. color and flavor when
Oak
Christmas
Tree
I
N
F
L
U
E
N
T
I
A
L
braefitbygood«mce,bycourteou.tnatk
s
silverware »nd °« ™ a,,7 relishes tents might be easily swallowed the
! menus,
An oak tree served as the first
ops
should
be
firmly
cemented
on
„
^.
.
ment.bygoodvalufr-and
by lower pricn.
'<*n stretch that food dolChristmas tree, even though this
before
the
tins
are
given
two
or
,' Planning two or three
PERSON
\
three coate of enamel paint, each honor is usually bestowed upon ever<neais in advance and thus
greens today.
can a different brieht color.
'""Plication at foods too
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Signs of Zodiac
Had Significance
In Middle Ages

far
[merica
I*1

x
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Vtrtttf.

By VIRGINIA VALE

The peculiar figures constituting
the signs of the Zodiac are generalRUNNING Nancy Walker is ly looked upon merely as a curiosity
V_> the latest Broadwayite to today, but they once were credited
win Hollywood favor. Nancy's with strange powers.
During the Middle ages the 12
'fcusy at present with a featured signs
Were supposed to influence
frole in the stage success, "Best human life. As a result each sign
Foot Forward," and will report was connected with a different part
at the Metro studios when the of the body in addition to being aswith various months of the
final curtain conies down on sociated
year. The Zodiac itself is an imagthat delightful comedy, in which inary band in the sky within which
she is making her theatrical lie the apparent paths of the sun,
moon and major planets.
debut.
„
Unlike the. present calendar which
new , year
on
Want
warn TO
to go into the
me movies, girls?
girisi i will
••— begin
—=— the
-—_r-v
*.— 1942 .—
The best advice would seem to be,;January 1,,toe .Babylonian year bea m
gari
"Get a job as an airline steward- . *
£ hi AApril.
P
... , to
.
sacrificed
tjss." Mary'Sh&pard is the latest I ABeca"se,
recruit who
took
that route;
she was
.'«•
gods during this month, it was
—
...
V .
•
i* \
« «e» AS»| n+ A*4 «*rirri A**tnB +nA «*A*Vt
taken off an airliner and given the associated with Aries the ram.
lead role in Pete Smith's short,
VWhat About Daddy?'*'
(Bcleased by WeiMrn Newspaper Union.)

Alt article explains
Cimpartkmt
«r develop it m a
' New 'world than*
f, Europe is the bulging
llnorthwest Africa, a think
ranging from dest jungle. From Dakar,
J port "on Africa's
is only 1,670 mfles
atic ocean to Natal,
f »•"
lanes have paralleled
African coast eve*
_ ' Portuguese exploiv
•the Cape of Good Hope
^ India, .China and the
|O Ships to and frorn
South America, and
. stop to refuel at the
._ : Jiwest African ports or
!* Islands.
comparatively recent
; has tile region been
li: an agricultural^ and
With the
of Liberia,
i divided into British,
and' Portuguese
e \natlons have been
a Increase the produc: the land,
e" several geographic rea^ tfelay in' explorhig and
_^ at, only this section but
> continent. Topography,
„ 7 the primitive charac,;Ne"gro savages must be
Account.
Unexplored.
, the vast, desolate
expanse of the Sa' an area the size of the
Much of the desert
. _ . _ enplored;" its oases
L'far between. The dry
is m-contrast to
of the jungles and
'south, but neither clilitable/or white men.
ation and trans4he falls
*%** fotmo>near
at points
fa vast plateau
the'coastal lowlands,
the coastline is so
; there are few good har•thejse natural disadvanof northwest Afhlghly producthe fertile lowountains in Moiyield not only the
-and citrus fruits of
an basin but wheat
li-

French West Afri
"; source bf peanuts
,ofl. Peanuts, callec
•" 'by the natives and
, supply a valuable vege; They do not require irri
of French Wist
^experts believe there
one of the mos
.areas of the fu
W^ere there is suf
experiments have in
" i can be grown. In
sheep and cattie
being raised in quanti
s and livestock disbrdught under con
may, show marked
merge into heavy
along the southern
-the northwest African
as in* French Wes
natives .are proving
irfto, farm work. In Liberia
supervising the de, Plantations. In
production of coae a leading business/
, trees, from which cocoa
grow well in the hbt
where there is no
t their heavy pods

The.above chart shows graphically plans for increasing the U. 8.
^ under present schedules. Because the naval front seems the- most
important current phase of foe war already demands are being made in
congress and among military leaders to speed up these schedules and
vuSuf even more additions to the fleet; 'Protection of the sea lanes, to
keep critical, materials flowing to America from the Far East and to
protect American shipping across the Atlantic to our Allies makes a
strong navy a* most vital factor In the war. Figures in "Built" column
show vessels in use after the Jap blow p* Pearl Harbor.
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By W1LLABD HOLMES
WASHINGTON. D. C. — Twentyfour hours a day, seven days a
week. That's the job for American
industry, to play its part winning
the war against the Axis powers.
- "Speed, now is of the -essence just
as much in turning out things in
plants as it is among the fighting
forces," said president Roosevelt to
the recent War Labor conference,
where representatives of both labor
.and capital .had ^gathered to., work
Considered by many to be the
most momentous meeting between
these two groups in recent history,
the conference was headed by William H. Davis, chairman of the National Defense Mediation board as
moderator. Representing labor were
both William Green, A. F. of L.
president, and Philip Murray, head
of C.I.O, Leading industrialists represented, the interests of capital.
These leaders heard the President
issue 'a ''must" assignment. _For
truly this is a war of production.
The assembly line then becomes an
important line of the fight.
While these battle lines are
strengthening how does America
stack up on the front lines? What
did we have when the war started
and how fast are we getting what
we need? .
/How Well Prepared?
"Because war came to us so violently just as we were hitting our
stride in defense materials product
tion and because the future schedules look so much higher than what
we actually have produced, the impression was felt in many quarters
that ,we are not at all prepared. •
While there are some gaps hi
many thugs between what we have
and what we would like, the country is far from defenseless. The
Knox report on the disaster at Pearl
Harbor was bad, but it wasn't as
bad as most people expected. We
lost six warships and a large number of planes.

Death!
DiMaM
death*
la *ciion
8,000 (Ho record)
5,614 (No record)

$ 504,288,328
246,785,373
195,087,436

395,858
527,654
107,931

11,667,533,483

2,128,948
132,554
650,000
280,564

110,070
1,084
:52,779

4,380,000

53,500

wan. • '• -'

ityNowLighu
II. S. Farm.
of the nation'*
traditional oil lamp fat
according to •
' nent of agri_ the total to
electrified farms
'over 8,000,000 farms
prepared by the Ruradmintetrattea, is
sources. In.

ROBERT BENCHLET
lind Russell's" business partner in
"Take a Letter, Darling," the two
films to be made simultaneously
bicycle or a motor-driven wh r
chair seems to be the only solution:
As far as the planes are con- to the problem of getting from
cerned, the aviation industry is so to set.
geared that much of this loss has
already been replaced by. new proWhen you see "Louisiana Purduction. With respect to the war- chase"
a long look at Jean
ships, the fact is that in every cate- Wallace take
"Mrs. Franchot Tone" and
gory except- cruisers on hand- the Lynda'Gray.
New Orleans
navy shows a superiority over Ja- belles in the They're
picture,
and Parapan, Being the industrial nation that mount liked them so much
that
we are, this margin can be expected they've just been given new conto increase over the period of a long tracts.
war. For we have the materials
and means for production.
Asta, famous canine of "The Thin
- ' . Steppetf-lTp Production. Man" series, bail a plaque all bis
While, the ratio of expansion in own,
to hang in his dog boose. It
American sea and air power is a was awarded
by the McKinley Kenmilitary secret we can safely as-- nel club of Canton,
Ohio, for "outsume that it is much larger than standing service to canine friends
anticipated over a year or even six and the work he has done to gain
months Ago. Coupled with the drastic appreciation for all dogdpm." The
controls > that come with war and perfect retort from all the rest of
with war's resultant national, unity dogdom is, of course, that few dogs
this expansion should realty boom. belong to people like Myrna Loy.
While it is too easy to forget that
we are at war also with Germany
Vltfo, tft« Virgin
rise**, to* Fisbt*
Nelson Eddy has co-starred with
and Italy in addition to Japan, sea
power at present does seem to be Jeanette M^eDonald in eight films,
May (Taurus, the bull) brought
the most important .phase of the but only recently found out what she the approach of summer with the
really
looked
like.
During
the
filmfighting.
sun being conceived as a bull who
Before the Pearl Harbor attack ing of their recent-picture, "I Mar- plowed his way among the stars.
the United States had 17 battleships ried-an Angel;" he asked if he might June (Gehiini, the twins) was repwith 17 building and due for launch- model a head of her. "You never resented by Castor and Pollux, twin
ing in the next three years. Twelve know what a person looks like till sons of Zeus and Leda.
air-craft Carriers were being built you paint or model that person,"
The backward motion of the crab
and six were hi use. Thirty-sev- said he. Seems that her jaw line was associated with July (Cancer,
en cruisers were in service and 48 wasn't as he'd remembered it, and ' the crab), the month when the sun
were on the way. In lighter vessels Nher eyes were set. differently. Sjiid j
to retreat toward the horithe line-up was this: 171 destroyers she, "He knows what I look uke I zon. Culmination of the sun's heat
being used, 197 being built; subma- now! He peered at me so much and came in August. This was reprerines, 103 in fighting trim and 82 un- so long that I was embarrassed."
sented by Leo, the lion—the ancient
der construction. Subtract from this
symbol of fire.
the battleship Arizona, the target - David James, the 11-month-old
September (Virgo; the virgin)
ship Utah, three destroyers and a baby whom Marlene Dietrich was celebrated Ishtar's descent into
mine layer, lost at Pearl Harbor and carrying in her arms when she Hades in search of her husband.
you have the front line of defense.
tripped over a light cable and broke The ancients recognized the balance
This, fqrce : was buttressed by her leg, recently resumed his film of day and night which occurred
about 5,000 navy planes, witii about career, in Rosalind Russell's new during October (Libra, the balance).
10,000 more on the way. Though the picture. This tune Fred MacMurScorpio, the scorpion, symbolized
army air corps has not released fig- ray toted him.
the darkness of November following
ures on the number of planes it has
the decline of the sun after the
in use, the numbers are being in- 'Charles Laughton sort of startles autumn equinox. December was
creased each week—especially in the onjookers nowadays when he represented by the figure of the
heavy bombers, medium bombers shows up for that'radio program archer, Sagittarius, god of war.
and dive bombers—possibly the de- he's doing with Alitton Berle. He January (Capricornus, the goat)
ciding factors in this war.
looks Uke a Forty-niner, with an symbolized the nurse which cared
1
Army's Strength.
Inch-long beard and a month's for the young gods of the sun.
What of the army,in addition to growth of hair—both required for
Even the weather was recognized
its flying force? As 1942 dawns there his role in BJKO's "Tuttles of Tahiti." by the men who drew up the signs
is a personnel of about 1,600,000 Incidentally, if Laughton goes on of the Zodiac. February (Aquarius,
officers and men. Roughly half of making pictures he'll be an expert the waterman) was associated with
these are selectees, 400,000 are Na- dancer; he learned the conga for the heavy rains which periodically
tional Guardsmen and the rest reg- "It Started With Eve," and the flooded the Nile river. March
ulars. But this is just the begin- hula for this new picture; he did the (Pisces, the fishes) marked the
ning. Already selective service has hula recently at » broadcast rehear- month when labor was resumed in
a pool of about 1,000,000 Class A sal, with Shirley Boss playing the fields.
men available for immediate call. "Aloha Oe" on the piano.
It is believed that Homo SignorEnlistments boomed at a terrific
um, or Man of Signs, was originatpace following
the declarations of
ed about 1300 A. D. The actual
Jack Benny has never lived down signs
war,
' .. : ) .
the Zodiac; however, were
t'Buck Benny" routines that were knownoffor
With the extension of the age lim- his
many centuries before.
featured
on
his
NBC
series
a
few
its for draftees another three or seasons ago, and later incorporated
four million men will be immediate- into, one of his motion pictures.
Famous Scotch Bun
ly available without'lowering physi- "Buck" has become his nickname—
A famous Scotch bun made entirecal or dependency standards. Plans the rest' of the cast never calls him ly of egg and chopped fruit enclosed
for tapping this huge supply of man- anything else.
in a crust appears bountifully durpower are already worked out.
ing New Year week.
Just as important as a good reODDS AND ENDS—Several well known
serve of manpower in. modern war- singers will be ttarred in the new musical
Two-Week Celebration
fare is the .organization of strong
Fourteen days are needed in Jaat yet unfilled, which makes it*
striking units. The army is known
CBS January 7th... Villim L. pan to celebrate the coming of the
always holds an informal discus- new year. During the festival
to have five divisions comprising its
armored force.: This unit is com- lion of international affairs after his streets are made lively by stiltposed of tanks and men who know broadcast . . .< Ann Shepherd, of "Joyce walking, top-spinning, jumping, ballhow to handle them. Fifty bat Jordon-*-Girl Interne," posed far public- playing and rope-pulling.
ity picture* at a New York hospital retallons of tank destroyers, para- cently,
While the youths are enjoying the
now she'* "interned"^ for all
chute troops and other specialized her ipareandtime
outdoor sports, the older people
.
.
.
Irene
Rich,
famous
on
units to meet 1L
Panzer and blitzkrieg
write New Year's poems or play
tactics I - - — ' -- 4 "
' •
games. After two weeks of revelry
trained
Ba!>« Ruth has fatally signed up to the festival is brought to a close
this will be speeded up under ,.., play himself in "The Life of Lou by burning the kado-matsu and othimpetus of war. Doubling end ever Gehrig*
er decorations put up for the celetripling, of schedule is anticipated
bration.

All-Out Industrial Effort
Bolsters America's Front lines

jwent war between ther United States
fc»* «n«ged to ate w,w «nd each time
la the cort In money and men:

1,520,033,632
1,015,554,728
41,765,000,000

TF YOITRE planning a career,
you may find that U. S. Civil
Service gives the opportunities
you want.' For Uncle Sam offers
many chances to get ahead.
In some office jobs you progress
through six grades. A Junior
Stenographer, starting at $1,400,
may become a Senior, then a
Principal.
If you have training in a profession you may start at $2,000
A

Robert Benehley's all set to be a j
busy man. All set for the role of a
stage producer in Paramount'^ "Out
of-the Frying Pan," he discovered
that he was also booked to be' Rosa-

Cost of Wars to
*

You May Find a Career
In U. S. Civil Service

1,549

700

40,986
224,586
62,375
5,423
62,500

eluding the REA estimate of unelectrifled farms required to be
made each year under the terms of
the R. B ^ c O
The actual number of farms receiving central station electric servtee,Afrom private power companies,
REA systems and all other sources,
is 2,m,lM, according to the BEA
estimate, as against 748,054 on JanMary I, 1935, the year in which REA
was established. Today, 34.9 per
cent of the nation's farms are electrified. In 1938, only 10.9 per cent
had such service.

New Worker Can Learn and Earn.
and progress to $9,000. Medicine
and law are two of the fields.
You may start in the mechanical trades as a Helper-Trainee,
earning while you learn.
In the Postal Service you may
start without special experience
as letter carrier ($1,700) -and advance by competitive steps to
postmaster. • » •
These are but a small fraction ot U. S.
Civil Service opportunities. Our 32-page
booklet lists many other interesting Job*
with pay, requirements, type of test given. Tells how to apply. Send your order to:
READER-HOME SERVICE
635 Sixth Avenue
New loflc City
Bnclose 10 cents in coinfoj your
copy of GETTING A JOB WITH THE
U. S. GOVERNMENT.
Name...
Address

Collect in Happineu
Some men follow the vocation
they like bests and never get
rich. They don't seem to care.
Courtesy pays 100 per cent dividends even if you don't get wait
ed on ahead of the man who
pounds on the table.
A gem of thought is often impaired
by a bad getting.

Or What You're After
It's not much good being a "gogetter" if you don't know where
you are going.
The only thing that anger can make
better i* the arch in* cat'* back.
Make the best you.jpn of the
worst you get.
Minds, like parachutes, wont
work unless they are open.

Young Man's Need
It is not book learning young
men need, nor instruction about
this or that, but a stiffening of-the
vertebrae which will cause them
to be loyal to a trust, to act
promptly, concentrate their energies, do a thing—"carry a message to Garcia."—Elbert Hubbard.

Relief At last
Creomulslon relieves i
cause It goes right to the seat

emfiamed bronchial muc
branes.Tellyour druggi
you
a bottle of reoniuluon
unallays
or you are

C

for Coughs,

ULSION
Colds, Bronchitis

•Tact* of

,,
• ADVERTISING
represents ihe leadership of
a nation. It points the way.
We merely follow—follow to
new heights of comfort, of
convenience, of happiness.
As time goes on advertising is used mote,and more,
and as it is used more we
all profit more. It's the way
advertising has—
of bringing a profit to
everybody concerned
th* consumer included

